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VIII. Guaranty policies.

Annotations.
Insurance; fire insurance; change of lo

cation of insured chattels: 1 D.L.K. 745 
Effects of vacancy in fire insurance risks: 

40 D.L.R. 16.
Effect of war on enemy insurance com

panies. and enemy’s right to claim insur
ance: 23 D.L.R. 375, 379.

Insurance on mortgaged property : 44
D.L.R. 24.

Policies protecting insured while passen
gers in or on public and private convey
ances: 44 D.L.R. 186.

Regulation of foreign insurance compa
nies; constitutionality: 26 D.L.R. 2jÇ5.

The exact hiomcnt of the inception of the 
contract: 41 D.L.R. 208.

I. Companies, officers and agents.
a. Right and manner ok doing business.

F.xtra territorial powers as to doing busi
ness. see Companies, VII B—370.
(jl i A—71—Mutual company—Insuring

PROPERTY OUTRIDE THK PROVINCE—1n- 
nORHK.UKNT ON POLICY.

Kline v. Provincial Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 
40 Que. S.C. 381.
(P I A—91—License pee—Name op com 

pant—Fictitious name.
The name of a fictitious association under 

which a policy is issued by an insurance 
company is not “the name of any other 
insurance company or association,” so as 
to make it liable to an additional fee within

2434
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the meaning of e. 2 (g), of the St John 
« itv Assessment Act (N.B.), 3 Geo. Y. 
(1111.1), c. 55, as amended by 5 Geo. V. 
(J915|, c. 94, requiring every insurance 
agent who issues a policy of any company 
and caiiaea or permits it to be represented 
upon the name of any other insurance com
pany or association, whether the same hi* 
connected with responsibility under the 
policy or not, to pay a fee of $100 for each 
company or association he represents.

Howard v. St. John, 27 D.L.R. 131, 43 
N.B.It. 521.
License to do business—Statutory be- 

qi ikkmknts — Capital stock — Sub-
KVBIBEII AND PAID—PREMIUM FUNDS—
Application—Insurance Act. R.S.M.
1013, C. OS, N. 10 (A) AH AMENDED BY 
s. 0. c. **, VÎANITOIA STATUTES, 1915. 
Re North Western Rife Ins. Co.. 27 D.L. 

R. 720, 0 W.W.R. 1072, 33 W.L.R. 610.
B. Foreign corporations.

Regulation of foreign companies, license 
to carry on business, see Constitutional 
Law, If A—104.
(§ I B—11)—Rkiiit to sue or be sued.

The provisions of c. 7 of the Companies 
Act, 1010 (B.C.), will not permit an insur
ance company organized and having its head 
office ami principal plais* of business in an
other province, although registered and hav
ing a registered office in British Columbia, 
to sue or lie sued in the courts thereof, ex
cept in respect to business transacted tliere-

I’cnvlman v. Great West Life Ass'ce Co.. 4 
D.L.It. 164, 17 B.C.R. 417, 21 W.L.R. 557, 
2 W.W.R. 563.

'Hie fact that a foreign mutual insurance 
company collects assessments from members 
residing in the Province of Quebec consti
tutes the possession of assets on its part in 
that Province; hence the company could he 
summoned to answer an action entered in 
that Province.

Hodges v. Commercial Travelers Mutual 
Benefit Society, 13 Que. P.R. 352.
C. DiBHOI.UTION ; FORFEITURE : INSOLVENCY; 

RIGHTS OF MEM HERB OF MUTUAL COM-

(g I ('—171—Compulsory liquidation of
MUTUAL COMPANY—RIGHTS AND LIABIL
ITY OK MEMBERS.

When a policy of mutual insurance upon 
the premium note plan contains a stipula
tion that the company is to ■‘return’' a cer
tain percentage of the premium for the un- 
expired time should the policy be “can
celled." the assured is liable upon the in
voluntary liquidation of the company to 
pay the whole of the premium note given in 
respect of the entire term for which the in
surance was contemplated by the contract 
and not merely the proportion to the date of 
the liquidation when the insurance ceased 
by operation of law; any claim which the 
assured may have in respect of a return of 
a part of the premium is one to be advanced

in the liquidation proceedings and not by 
way of defence to an action brought in the 
name of the company by the receiver in the 
liquidation. The amounts unpaid upon the 
premium notes of subscribers to a marine 
mutual insurance company organized under 
the laws of Massach isctts constitute an as
set of the company applicable to the dis
charge of the company** obligations and re
coverable as such in Nova Scotia by the 
receiver or liquidator appointed in involun
tary liquidation proceedings taken against 
the company under the law «if its domicile, 
although the insurance for which the notes 
were given had ceased by reason of the in- 
voluntary liquidations.

Pickles v. China Mutual Ins. Co.: China 
Mutual Ins. Co. v. Smith I No. 21, 10 D.L. 
R. 323. 47 Can. S.C.R. 420. 12 K.L.R. 300, 
affirming 3 D.L.R. 706. 11 K.L.R. 120.

D. Officers and agents.
Authority of officers, validity of contrat!, 

seal, see Companies. IV I)--85.
Liability for services of agent effecting 

reinsurance, see Principal and Agent, III—» 
8$,

Adjuster, compensation for services, see 
Principal and Agent, III—36.
(8 1 D—20) — Brokers—Foreign compa

nies— Dl ÏIES A6 TO REMITTING PRF.MI-

An insurance broker who undertakes with 
his customer to place tire insurance in for
eign companies not authorized to transact 
business in Ontario, and who is provided by 
the customer with the funds with which to 
pay the premium, is umicr an obligation to 
procure binding contracts of insurance, and 
to do all that was necessary on his part to 
procure them; his failure to pay Uie premi
um to one of the for«*ign companies whereby 
it was enabled to repudiate liability under 
the policy delivered will make him liable to 
the insured for the loss occasioned thereby.

Antiseptic Bedding Co. v. Gurofski, 21 
D.L.R. 483, 33 O.L.R. 319.
Breach of agency contract—Overriding

COMMISSIONS.
An agency contract between an insurance 

company and its district agent stipulating 
the forliearance of the company to take on 
subagents employed by him nor override 
his commissions paid them does not. upon 
the breach thereof by the company, entitle 
the agent to recover the commissions lie 
would have earned on the applications se
cured by such subagents, where it appears 
that the agent subsequently agreed to accept, 
from the company a smaller percentage in 
satisfaction of what he might have been 
originally entitled to.

I'earlman v. Great West Life, 22 D.L.R. 
423, 32 W.L.R. 22.
Brokers — Commissions—Repayment up

on CANCELLATION OF POLICY.
A mandate given to an insurance broker 

is not gratuitous, and if the broker effects 
contracts with which he is charged by the 
insured he is entitled to his commission.
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'l'hiî insured, who under tin* name of premi- 
iii paya to this agent a sum equal to tlie 

itin<>uiit of the premium and hia commis- 
miiu. and who Inter cancels the contract, 

ihe right to be repaid by the agent the 
. une proportion upon the commission as 
ili agent can claim from the insurance 
loripnny upon the premium.

Prévost v. Pa in chaud, 47 Que. 6.C. 505. 
,g | ]}—21)—Agents—Alteration of AP

PLICATION BIA.NK »Y AUK.NT—L1MITF.U 
\lTHORITT—RESPONSIBILITY FOB ERROR.

Where the written application lor insur- 
.-nice is altered by the insurance agent after 
11 is signed and authenticated by the ap
plicant. and. in so doing, the agent fills hi 
1 he answer to one of the questions submitted 
to the applicant according to the agent's 
erroneous \ iew of the appropriate answer, 
hut. not in conformity with the agent’s pér
imai knowledge of the facts (e.g., negativ
ing the ,ise of explosives, although blasting 
vus essential to road-building operations in 
the locality), the agent is to be considered 
as acting "for the company in that respect, 
and not for the assured.

I'arlin v. Ry. Passenger Ass’cc Co., 14 
I .LK 115. 18 B.C.R. 477, 25 W.L.R. 70«, 
5 W.W.H. «87.
l§ r |) -22) — 1*0 WEBS—LeaHE—CORPORATE

The provisions of the Companies Act 
i R.S.M. 1813, c. 35), do not apply to a 
nimpanv incorporated under the Mutual 
Fir>* Insurance Act. R.S.M. 1913. r. 101. 
and the powers of its officers and agents to 
hind the company must he gathered from 
the latter Act. or as they exist at common 
law ; an agent’s authority to make a lease 
nf an office for the company's use or an 
agreement for such lease, is not within the 
term “regulations” mentioned in s. 27 of 
the Mutual Fire Insurance Act; to con
stitute a valid lease it must be under the

lü-hardson v. I’rltan Mutual Fire Ins. 
• .... 28 D.L.R. 12. 26 Man. L.R. 372, 34 
W LR. .si;, lu W.W.R. 733.
l'\" AUTHORIZED ACCEPTANCE OF KlHK—LlA- 

1111.1 TV OF AO ENT.
An insurance agent who exceeds his au

thority in underwriting a risk, at a lower 
rate than that authorized by the insurance 
company will, in the event of loss, be liable 
to the company to the extent of the loss it 
is made to pay.

Globe & Rutgers Fire Ins. Co. v. Wet- 
more. 23 D.LR. 83, 49 N.8.R. 66.
1’lOIIT TO 8CE FOB PREMIUMS.

An insurance agent charged by the insur
ance company for the premiums of all 
policies written by him, may sue, in his own 
a.ime. for the recovery of premiums charged 
by liiin against his subagent.

Mowat v. Goodall, 24 D.L.R. 781, 21 
R' i: 194. 31 W LR. 637, 9 W.W.R. 171.

-4 D.LR. 891, 22 B.C.R. 167, 33
W.L.U. 230.]

Power to bind company.
When the application for insurance is 

prepared by the agent of the company, it 
should be considered to be the act of the 
company.

I.acombe v. La Protection, 48 Que. 3.C.
631.
Agent—Warrant, modification of poli

cies—Nullity—C.C. arts. 1703, 1704.
Unless a general authorization is given by 

an insurance company to an agent to con
sent to contracts of insurance, to issue poli
cies and to cancel or alter them, an agent 
cannot make any change or alteration what
soever. An insured who permits such unau
thorized agent to alter his policy or to 
change its conditions, docs so at his own 
risk, and in such case would have no re
dress from the insurance company; his con 
tract of insurance thereby becoming void 
The fact of an insurance company receiving 
from any person applications for insurance, 
and either refusing or accepting them, and 
in the latter case of sending to such person 
the policy for the purpose of being for
warded to the insured on payment of the 
premiums, is not sufficient to constitute 
such person an agent of the company with 
authority to cancel or alter the insuran. •* 
policies issued.

t'ourville v. Central Canada Manufactur
ers Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 25 Rev. Leg. 225. 
Life—Friendly society—Dues of member 

—Payment to agent of proper of
ficer — Established practice — Au
thority to receive—Ministerial Act 
—Findings of jury.

In an action by the beneficiary named in 
a life insurance certificate issued by the 
defendants, a freindly society, to recover 
insurance moneys anil funeral benefits, the 
defendants pleaded that, by reason of the 
amount of a monthly assessment not hav
ing been paid, the assured was not in good 
standing as a member of the society at the 
time of his death, and that the certificate 
was not then in force. At the trial, the 
jury found that the amount alleged not to 
have been paid had been paid to K.; that 
K. had authority to receive it; and that it 
was so paid and received for the conveni
ence of all parties concerned. W, the 
financial secretary, was the person desig
nated by the society to receive payments; 
but, for a great number of years members in 
a certain locality had made their monthly 
payments to K., who had a book in which 
the names of the members were entered, 
and when a payment was made gave a re
ceipt signed by him (K.) as financial secre
tary. W. called regularly and received the 
moneys that had been paid to K.:—Held, 
that payment to K. was, in the cireuni 
stances, payment to W. ; and, upon the find
ings of the jury, the plaintiff was entitled 
to recover. Although an agent may not 
appoint a subagent to do anything as to 
which the agent hag to exercise a discre
tion, he may appoint a subagent to do mere
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ministerial acts, such as the receipt of pnv- 
ments. [ Rossi ter v. Trafalgar Life Ass’ce 
Assn. 27 Beav. 377, 383, 384. applied and 
followed.]

Greenfield v. Canadian Order of Foresters, 
45 O.L.R. 136.
Ah to premiums—Set-ofi.

The authority given to an insurance 
agent, to receive from the insured the pay
ment of premiums for renewal, does not 
carry with it any legal presumption that he 
is authorized to set it off against his per
sonal debt.

Letourneau v. Equitable Fire & Marine 
Ins. Co., 49 Que. S.( . 15.
(§ I D — 23) — Personal liability of 

agent—Premium note.
An insurance agent who accepts from a 

person taking out a policy a note to his 
order representing the amount of the premi
um, and by endorsement transfers it to the 
insurance company which he represents and 
to whom he is indebted, is liable to the 
company for the amount of the note in the 
absence of proof that lie had lieen au
thorized to accept it or that the company 
had accepted it in payment of the premium.

Sauvegarde v. Daoust, 48 Que. 8.C. 394. 
(§ I D— 26)—Action by insurance agents

TO RECOVER MONEYS RETAINER BY HUB-
vie nth—Commissions.

Pace v. Peverett, 32 W.L.R. 715.
S'i vruroRY conditions—Caroline on prem

ises— Illuminating oii.s insured—• 
Notice of mss.

Lewis v. Standard Mutual Fire ins. Co., 
44 Van. 8.C.R. 40, reversing 19 Man. L. It. 
7-0.
Life insurance—Policy for six months 

—Homan's plan—Right to renewal.
1'ekersley v. Federal Life Ass'ce Co., 19 

O.W.R. 507. 2 O.W.N. 1274.
II. Insurable interest.

A. In property.
(§ IT A—30)—In chattel—Reduction hy

SALE FOR LESS THAN INSURANCE—ItE 
1'ENTION OF LIEN—EFFECT OE.

Where an insurance policy for $3,000 in- 
aura nee on a horse stipulated that in the 
event of death hut two-thirds of the actual 
value of the animal should he paid, upon a 
subsequent sale of the horse for $1,500, the 
insured taking notes, witli a lien on the 
horse for the deferred payments, his insur
able interest was reduced to two-thirds of 
the amount of the notes, and the accruing 
interest thereon.

0ill v. Yorkshire Ins. Vo., 12 D.L.R. 172. 
28 Man. Lit. 368. 21 W.L.K. 389, 4 WAV.It. 
692.
Owner—Partnership insuring building

OWNED HY MEMBER OF FIRM.
Condition 10 (a) of the Alberta statutory 

conditions (Ord. Alta. 1911, e. 113) ap
plies only to cases in which the insured has 
an insurable interest less than that of an 
owner in the widest sense and where such

lesser interest was intended by the insurer 
to be covered by th insurance; and the 
condition, theiefore, does not apply where 
the insured had by right of occupancy and 
uses under an agreement with the owner 
an insurable interest to practically its full

1 minor v. Anchor Fire Sl Marine Ins. Co. 
(No. 2). 13 D.L.R. 2«Ht. 6 A.L.li. 95. 24 \\ 
Lit. 656, 4 WAV.It. 900, rexersing 9 D.I..lt 
073.
“Direct loss'* — Household — Proof» of 

lohh— Time — 60-day period—Condi-

l"pon a tire insurance policy issued by the 
defendants, insuring household furniture, 
"the property of the assured or of any mem
ber of the assured's family," contained in 
a certain dwelling-house, the plaintiff was 
held, to have “an insurable interest" and to 
!»o entitled to recover the whole amount of 
a loss hy fire, notwithstanding that he 
owned only a part of the property insured: 
the remainder being owned by his father, 
mother, brothers and sisters, all living in 
the house ns one family. The words "di
rect loss,” as used in an insurance contract, 
are not intended to exclude such u claim as 
the plaintiff's; they refer to the nature of 
the loss or damage—it must not lie too re
mote. | Keefer v. Phoenix Ins. Co. of Hart
ford. 31 8.C.R. 144, followed.] Held, also, 
that the “proofs of loss” furnished by the 
plaintiff became the property of the de
fendants as soon as the letter containing 
them, addressed to the defendants, was post
ed (which was on January 8th); that 
was a sufficient delivery of jlic proofs with
in the meaning of the statutory condition 
18: and, therefore, the peri mi of 60 days, al
lowed by statutory conditii 22 for payment 
of the loss had expired lie lOt-h March, 
when the action was gun, and the ac
tion was not premat |y brought ; also, 
that, if the condition . to proof had not 
been strictly coni’ with, the plaintiff 
was entitled to r ntder S.-199. Ontario 
Insurance Act.

Maldover v. \.»i u li Vnion Fire Ins. Co., 
40 O.L.R. 532.
Fire insurance — Ownership — Sale — 

Right of redemption—Lease—Viv. C. 
arts. 2475, 2483. 2576, 2577, 10S7. UW4 
—C. PROC. ART. 778.

When the owner of certain furniture sells 
them and immediately takes a lease of the 
same movable from the buyer, with a right 
of redemption at the expiry of the lease, 
he does nut retain in them an insurable in
terest : and if he obtains a fiolicy of insur
ance, declaring that he is the proprietor of 
these movables, the |>olicy shall be declared 
null and void. The purchaser (adjudica
taire) at a sheriff's sale, becomes proprietor 
of the lot sold at the moment it is adjudi
cated to him as the last and highest bidder, 
although the completion of the title is sus
pended for a time. And from that moment 
the last proprietor upon whom the sale was
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made craws to have any insurable interest 
,ii ihv building sold.

Bacon v. Insuramfe Co. of North America,

Improvements i«y lessee — Payment of 
fAXKS AND I <NVKA.NCE—OPTION TO PVR- 
VII AKE — INNl R ABLE® X TKRE8T.

C. A. Paquet < 'o. v. Mutual Fire Ass'ce 
38 Que. 8.0. Wt.

Death of a member of the firm occur-
KINO BETWEEN THE APPLICATION AND 
THE ISSUE OF THE POLICY—UNDER
TAKING TO PAT LOSS TO EXECUTORS OF 
IHV EASED PARTNER.

Roliert v. Kqnitable Mutual Ass'ce Co., 
:>1) Que. S.C. 321.
IXKI BABIE INTEREST — STATUTORY CONDI

TION—AGREEMENT kor hale—Change 
MATERIAL TO THE RISK—PROOF OF LOSS.

Trotter v. Calgary Fire Ins. Co., 3 A.L.R.
12.

III. The policy or contract.
A. In general.

S III A—40)—Animal insurance—Ap
plication and policy — Tende» — Ac
ceptance—( ontravt—Time.

Nbarkev v. Yorkshire Ins. Co., 28 D.L.R. 
l!*l, 37 H.L.R. 344. reversing 10 O.W.N. 108.
I For full judgment see 31 D.L.R. 435, af- 
lirmed in 32 D.L.R. 711, 54 Can. S.C.II. 92.]
Mis DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY—AGENT.

A wrong description of the property to lie 
vovered by a bail insurance policy, care
lessly given by the application to an agent 
whose duty * «insists simply in soliciting and 
receiving applications and forwarding them 
to the company, voids the policy.

Dohertv v. Canada National Ins. Co., 38 
D L.lt. 4114. 11 S L R. 32, [11)18] 1 W.W.R.
.m

HI A—41 )—Validity generally.
Where one who is incapacitated by drink 

from knowing what he is doing signs an 
application for life insurance, filled in by 
iIn- agent «if the insurance company, which 

• 'Mains a material misrepresentation, and 
also a provision that, in the ev«-nt of any 

li material misn-presentation in the ap
plication. the policy shall be void, and the 
nu riu- statement is never brought to the 
knowledge of. or rati lied by the applicant, 
the application is a fraud by the agent upon 
t«*th the insurance company and the appli- 
*iit. and there is no valid contraint of in-

imperial life Ass’ce Co. v. Audett, 5 
1>.LR. 355. 4 A.L.R, 204. 20 W.L.R. 372. 
1 W.W.R. 819.
llorsE of ill fame—Notice of canceij.a-

A policy of insurance on a house of ill- 
fame. which describes tlu- risk as a “sport- 

M- lu'itw.*’ i-. illegal on its faee as facili- 
18ting the carrying out of an immoral and 
illegal purpose and unenforceable though 
tiotiee of its cancellation had never reached 
the a-Mired. [Clark v. Hagai, 22 ( an. S.

C.R. 510; Bruneau v. Ijalibert#1, 10 Que. K. 
C. 425, followetl ; Morin v. Anglo-Can. Fire 
Ins. to., 3 A.L.H. 121; Trite# Wood Co. v. 
Western Assur. Co., 15 B.C.R. 405, uvtr-

Doininion Fire Tns. v. Nakata, 28 D.L.R. 
722, 52 Van. S.V.R. 294, 0 W.W.R. 1084, 
reversing 21 D.L.R. 26, » A.L.R. 47, 8 W. 
W.R. 343, 31 VV.L.R. 136.
(§ HI A—42)—Benefit society — By-

A benefit, society which has never enfor««‘<l 
a rule requiring "dues to be promptly paid, 
but ha- made it a custom to accept pay- 
nieiits from im-mbers in arrears whenever 
they were willing to pay, cannot invoke 
siudi rule in order to escape liability under 
the conditions of an insurance policy.

Belanger v. L’Union Mutuelle des Voy
ageurs de Commerce, 43 D.L.R. 90, 24 Rev. 
de dur. 426.
PbKMINKH "OCCUPIED AS A B PORTING HOUSE” 

— Public policy — Higher rath 
charged — Increased risk — Changb
MATERIAL TO THE RISK.

Trite*-Woml Co. v. Western Aes’ce Co., 
15 B.C.R. 405.
(8 111 A—44)—Interim receipt—Dvka-

An interim receipt for a period of 30 
days, issued on an application for a yearly 
policy, covers a loss occurring after the ex
piration of the receipt but within the term 
for which the policy applied for was ai- 
crpted.

Ih'iirv v. Canada National Fire Ins. f o., 
37 D.L.R. 105. 39 O.L.R. 313, artirming 35 
1).1*R. 790, 38 O.L.R. 596.
Interim oral agreement preliminary to 

policy—Binding wtect.
A verbal interim agreement by the agent 

of an insurance company to protect the 
insured pending the issuance of the policy 
is binding upon the insurance company, al
though the agreement is for a smaller 
amount than contemplated on the entire

\N «‘«Unilister W «nulworking V-o. v. Stuvve* 
sent Ins. Co.. 25 D.L.R. 284, 22 B.C.R. 197, 
32 W.L.R. 802, 9 W.W.R. 418, affirming 8 
W.W.R. 187.
($ 1IT A—46)—Renewal receipt—Incor

poration of terms of policy by rkfer-

The words ‘‘according to the tenor” of a 
designated policy of airident insurance, used 
in a receipt for renewal of the insurance 
for another year, are sufficient to incorpo
rate all of the terms and conditions of the 
policy in the new contract created by the 
renewal receipt, so as to comply with s. 14* 
(11 of the Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1897, c. 
203, requiring that all the conditions or 
stipulations prejudicial to the insured or 
lienelieiary shall be set out in full on the 
fa«'p or I tack of the instrument forming or 
evidencing the contra»-!.

Youlden v. London Guarantee and Acci-
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dent Co., 12 D.L.R. 433, 28 O.L.R. 161. af
firming 1 D.L.R. 721, 26 O.L.R. 75, 21 O. 
W.R. 074.
Fuie insurance,—Interim HRceiFi—Dura- 

tion or—Kffect ok—Absence ok writ
ten APPLICATION WITH QUESTIONS ANU
answers—Materiality.

Ktonees v. Anglo-American Ins. Co., 20 O. 
W.R. 800.
(§ III A—47)—Acceptance ok risk. '

An application for insurance when duly 
accepted l»v an insurance company consti
tutes a valid contract to insure, and if the 
property covered by such application he 
destroyed by fire More the arrival of the 
l*olicy itself, the insured will lie entitled 
to recover the amount of the insurance.

Anglo-American Ins. Co. v. Le Karon. 2 
D.L.R. 877.
(5 III A—48)—Policy—Delivery of. nec

essary—Insurance Act (Can.)
Delivery of the policy or contract of fire 

insurance completed in other respects is 
necessary to its binding obligation on both 
parties, and the illegal issue in Canada of 
a policy of insurance by a foreign company 
not licensed under the Insurance Act (Can. i 
leives it an incomplete and unenforceable 
contract, and not available by a licensed 
company as a breach of a condition of its 
concurrent policy with the assured that no 
either insurance should lie effected without 
due notiee to such licensed company.

Pacific Coast Fire Ins. Co. v. Hicks, 20 
D.L.R. 208, 42 N.B.R. 204.
Completion of poijcy—Tender—Acceit-

A contract of insurance is complete only 
when the company lias tendered a poliey 
which has been accepted hv the assured.

Robinson v. London Life Ins."* Co., 42 
D.L.R. 009, 42 O.L.R. 527.
Haii. insurance—Dfj.ivery of policy.

A policy sent to a company’s local agent, 
countersigned by him, and ready for de
livery, is in law delivered as an operative 
policy, and the parties thereto are bound 
thereby, the company for the risk assumed, 
and tlie insured for the premium.

Canada Hail Ins. Co. v. .MeIsaac. 30 D. 
Lit. 714, 11 K.I..R. 01, [1018] 1 W.W.R. 
806
Delivery—Agent — Withholding during

ILLNESS.
Returning a policy bv the insurance com

pany to' its agent to be delivered to the 
assured, the application whereof having 
been approved and the premium thereon 
paid, but the policy being withheld by the 
agent, liecause of the illness of the assured, 
dves not constitute a delivery of the policy 
as to render it effective within the mean
ing of a clause, “that the poliey shall not 
take effect until the same has been delivered, 
the first premium paid thereon, and the offi
cial receipt surrendered by the company 
during the lifetime and continued good

health of the assured.” [Roberts v. Security 
Co., [1897] 1 Q.B. Ill, distinguished.]

Donovan v. Excelsior Life Ins. Co., 26 
D.L.R. 184, 43 N.13.R. 580, affirming 21 
D.L.R. 307, 43 N.B.R. 325. [Affirmed in 
31 D.L.R. 113, 53 Can. S.C.R. 539.]
(§ III A—49)—lf)AN on policy—Cash 

surrender value.
The "cash surrender value" clause of a 

life insurance policy, providing for non 
forfeiture in the event of default in payment 
of any premium if the cash surrender value 
should exceed the amount of such pre 
mium. means the cash surrender value 
mentioned in the table of guaranteed loan 
and surrender values followed in another 
clause in the policy; that the insurer has 
the right to fix the surrender value for the 
purposes of the policy at the end of every 
year: and that the surrender value fixed 
at the end of any one year continues to lie 
the surrender value until increased at the 
end of the next year, according to the table

Devltt v. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 22 D. 
T„R. 183, 33 O.L.R. 473, reversing 33 0. 
L.R. 68.

B. Reformation-, rescission.
(8 111 B—51 )—Rescission.

Where an agent of a life insurance com
pany, by an innocent error in calculation 
made at the time the policy issued, repre
sented the surrender value of the iMtliev to 
lie greater than it really was, which correc t 
amount could have lieen ascertained by in
sured by reference to a mortality table, in 
the absence of fraud or evidence shewing 
that this representation induced insured to 
take nut the poliey, rescission on the part of 
the insured will not. Ik* allowed, especially 
where many years elapsed before action is 
brought.

Shaw v. Mutual Lift* Ins. Co., 7 D.L.R.
! 637, 46 Can. S.C.R 606. affirming 23 O.L.R.
I 650.

Rescission of contract—Term insurance 
—"Homans” plan—Fraud and mis
representation — Construction of 
policy—Action fob rescission.

"Eckerslev v. Federal Life Ass’ce Co., 4 0. 
W.N. 1598".

C. Cancellation: surrender-, paid-up

(8 III C—56) —Surrender value—Inter
pretation of clause.

The clause "surrender value in cash” in a 
life insurance policy means tin* amount of 
money or its equivalent which the insurer 
could afford to pay to be rid of an existing 
poliey, and is synonymous with "cash sur
render value-," and the word “available" 
therein further used does not mean “exist
ing." hut contemplates a condition that can 
Is* taken advantage of.

Devitt v. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 22 D.L.R. 
183, 33 O.L.R. 473, reversing 33 O.L.R. 68 
Statutory conditions as to cancellation.

An insurance company seeking to utilize
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the pou*'r of cancellation contained in con
dition 19 of the Alberta Statutory Condi
tions, inu■«t follow the terms of that condi-
11 ni

\akata v. Dominion Fire Ins. Co., 20 D. 
Li! 722. .12 Can. S.C.R. 294, 9 W.W.R. 
1084, reversing 21 D.L.R. 20. 9 A.L.K. 47. 31 
W LR. 120, H W.W.R. 343.
SvaitiLNOKK OK POLICY—HUSBAND AND WIFE 

—1N DK PEN DENT ADVICE—L»E INSUB-
anck Policies Act.

The Life Insurance Policies Act, R.S.B.C. 
1111, c. 115, does not require a wife to have 
independent advice before joining with her 
Indiand in the surrender of a policy of 
iiHuram-e taken out by him in her favour, 
especially where a fund is made of a por
tion of the premiums paid. Nor unle.-s the 
circumstances of such surrender bring it 
iv:’hin one of the exceptions referred to by 

1 one, C#J., m Bowes \ Bishop, [1909] 
: ,-x B 390, at 398, is there any rule of law 
casting upon an insurance company sup
porting the surrender an onus of showing 
tint the document was adequately explained 
to the wife or that she had independent 
advice or sufficient protection.

Moore v. Confederation Life Ass n., [1918]
8 W.WJL 89.-,.
(§ III C—56)—Notice of—Return ok

PREMIUM.
In order to validly cancel its policy of lire 

insurance under statutory condition No. 19, 
• n < ird.. N.W.T., c. i 13. the insurance 
company must not only send notice to the 
assured, but tender him the unearned pre
mium ; even if the company’s subagent had 
previously been authorized by the assured 
to hold the money for the purpose of procur 
ing insurance elsewhere in the event of the 
company cancelling, the company would not 
Is- relieved from the necessity of making the 
tender or at least of causing him to be 
notitied that the portion of the premium 
to which he was entitled was held at his

\akata v. Dominion Fire Ins. Co., 21 
1>LR 26. 9 A.L.K. 47, 31 W.L.R. 136, 9 
W.W.R. 343 [Reversed in 26 D.L.R. 722, 

( an. S.C.R. 204, » W.W.R. 1084.] 
l\ >HCE OK CANCF-LLATION—AGENT.

An insurance broker, who is instructed 
in use of the cancellation of a policy to 
obtain insurance in some other company, is 
the agent of the insured for receiving such 
u >Ure of cancellation.

Dominion Fire Ins. Co. v. Nukata. 26 D. 
I K 722. 32 Can. S.C.R. 294. 9 W.W.R. 
I'M revving 21 D.L.R. 26, 9 A.L.R. 47, 
31 v L.R. 136, 8 W.W.R. 343.
.Notice of cancellation by becf.iver—Ef

fect OK ON POLICY.
China Mutual Ins. Co. v. Smith (No. 21, 

1 ' D.L.R 323. 12 E.L.R. 300. 47 Can. S. 
< ! 129, allirming 3 D.L.R. 766, 11 E.L.R.
120
Cancellation of policy—Sufficiency of. 

A notice to insurance agents as follows:

“I have just learned from Calgary that they 
have taken care of the insurance for the 
Allen, Moose Jaw, etc.," held to be under 
the circumstances sufficient notice of can 
cellation of the insurance under s. 11 of 
the Insurance Act (Sask.. 1910, c. 15), al
though it did not request the cancellation of 
the insurance or cancel it by express words.

Cook-Henderson v. Allen* Theatre, 47 D. 
L.R. 357.
Notice by insures terminating insurance 

— Service by registered letter — 
Tender ok unearned portion ok pre
mium BY ENCLOSING MONEY IN LETTER—
Letter not actually received iiy as
sured—Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 
183, 8. 194. conditions, 11, 15.

Veit re v. London & .Lancashire Fire Ins. 
Co., 39 D.L.R. 221, 40 O.L.R. 619, reversing 
12 O WN. 399.

D. Construction.
(§111 D—60)—Construction of contract 

—Renewal receipt—New agreement 
A receipt for a renewal for one year of a 

policy of insurance not contemplating an 
extension creates a new contract.

Vouhleii v. London .Guarantee Jb Accident 
Co.. 12 D.L.R. 433. 28 O.L.R. 161, affirming 
4 D.L.R. 721. 26 O.L.R. 25. 21 O.W.R. 674.

A chime of hells in a church tower is in
cluded under the description "all church 
furnishings, furniture and fixtures" in a 
schedule of insurance in a policy.

Bishop of Fredericton v. Union Ass'ce 
Co., 4 X.B. Eq. 408.
Accident insurance—“Confined to the 

house." and unable to travel.
Guuv v. Provident, etc., Ins. Co-, 20 D. 

L.R. 078.
Fire—Application »or policy—Same is

sued ON CHANGED CONDITION—STATU
TORY CONDITION GOVERNS.

Mc( utclieon v. Traders Fire Ins. Co., 19 
O.W.R. 279. 2 O.W.N. 1136.
Like insurance—Right to money payable 

under policy—Beneficiary and exec
utors—Policy regarded as security 
for debt.

Robinson v. Imperial Life Ass’ce. Co., 9 
E.L.R. 164.
($ Ilf D—65)—Fire policy—Meaning of

The word “railway” as used in a war
ranty by the insured in a policy of Are in
surance covering lumlier, that no railway 
ran within a specified distance of the in
sured property, is not limited to railways 
opened and used for general public traffic 
but also embraces railways in course of con
struction upon whose tracks construction 
trains and occasional freight trains are 
being operated to the knowledge of the in-

Guimond v. Fidelitv-Phienix Fire Ins. Co., 
9 D.L.R 403. 47 Can". S.C.R. 216. 12 F..L.R. 
330, affirming 2 D.L.R. 354, 10 E.L.R. 663.
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FlBB—STATVTeitr CONDITIONS — VARIATION 
— RunCITON OF TIME FOB BBIXOINU AC
TION—Reason ablex ess.

A variation of statutory condition No. 11 
of the Ontario Insurance Act, (R.s.o. 1x1*7, 
c. 203, - Ueo. V. c. 33, R.S.U. 1014. c. 
]H3i. on a policy of tire insurance by re
ducing the time for bringing action on the ; 
policy to ti months next after the occurrence 
of loss, is unreasonable and void. (Strong 
v. Crown Fire Ins. Co.. 10 IXL.R. 42, I U. 
W.N. .‘>84. allirmed ; Eckkardt v. Lancashire 
Ins. Co., 27 A.R. 373, 31 tan. 8.C.R. 72, 
followed.]

Strong v. Crown Fire Ins. Co.; Strong v. 
Rimouski Fire Ins. Co.; Strong v. Anglo- ! 
American Fire Ins. Co.; Strong v. Montre- | 
al t anada Fire Ins. Co., 13 D.L.R. 68ti, 20 
O.UB. 33.

A provision in a policy of insurance that 
the insurer shall not be liable for loss 
where it shall la» found that the material 
statements set forth in the application U|*on 
which acceptance of the risk was based 
where untrue or. if the insured misrepre
sented or omitted to communicate any cir
cumstances which were material to lie known 
to the company in order to cnahlq it to 
judge of the risk withdraws the effect of a 
warranty by the insured in the application 
that his’ answers therein are true and in
troduces materiality as an essential of the 
misrepresentation, which shall relieve the 
company from liability, f Anderson v. Fitz
gerald. 4 ILL. Cas. 484. and Fitzrandolph 
v. Mutual Relief Society. 17 < an. S.C.R. 
33.1. distinguished.] A misrepresentation of 
the value of a stallion must lie wilful or 
fraudulent to avoid the policy covering the 
same, xalue being a matter of opinion.

Clarke ▼. British Empire Ins. < o„ 4 D. 
L.R. 444. 5 A.L.R. 0». 21 W.L.R. 774, 2 
W.W.R. 682.
Til F WM .HT OK CONTRACT — CONSTRICTION 

OF POLICIES ON PROPERTY—('OI.I.A TERAL 
insurance—Statutory conih i ions.

Where a policy of tire insurance was is
sued to a bank on cotton warp in bales 
"their own or held by them in trust or on 
commission or sold but not delivered or in 
which they may have an interest or a liabil
ity" and such insurance was for an amount 
in excess of the bank's claim for advances 
to tin* owners of the goods, recovery cannot 
lie had in respect of the excess over the 
1 tank's claim at the time of the loss by the 
parties beneficially vnlillcd to the goods 
who held collateral policies of which no no
tice bad been given to the insurance com
panies but who were not named in the pol
icy ns having an insurable interest.

British Columbia llop Co. v. Fidelity 
Plm nix Fire Ins. Co.. 20 D.L.B. 102. 20 B. 
C.R. Hi:.. 20 W.L.R. 136. 6 W.W.R. 153».
Fire—statittory conditions—Variation 

—Reduction of time for bringing ac
tion—Rf.A RON ABLK1TO1B.

A variation of statutory condition No. 22 
of the Ontario Insurance Act ( RXO. 1807,

c. 203. 2 Ueo. V. c. 33. R.S.O. 1014, c. 183), 
un a policy of lire insurance by reducing 
the time for bringing action on the puli.y 
tu ti muntlis next alter the occurrence if 
luss, is unreasonable and void. (Strong v. 
Crown Fire Ins. ( n., 13 D.L.R. tisti, 20 
O.L.R. 33, allirmed un appeal; Kekhardt v. 
I.aiieashire Ins. Vo., 27 A.R. 373, 31 Van. 
N.V.R. 72, followed.J

Anglo-American Fire Ins. Vo. v. llendrv, 
15 D.L.R, 832, 48 t an. S.C.Ii. 377, 50 L. 
L. f. 75.
Vox tenth of barn—SPECIAL clause.

An insurance company insured the plain
tiff to the extent of $l,tiOO against lire id 
respect of the ordinary contents of a barn. 
The barn and contents were destroyed by 
lire, the loss living admitted to lie 8850. 
The company contended that, by reason of 
a term in the application for the insurance 
that "not more than two-thirds of the cash 
value of any building or personal property 
will be insured by this company," its lia
bility was limited to two thirds of the value 
of tiie property destroyed, the application 
forming part of the contract. The court 
held that it was unnecessary to consider 
whether the application was part of the 
contract or not. The policy* insured against 
loss or damage to the extent of 81.til Ml t«. he 
estimated "according to the true and actual 
cash value of the property at the time the 
same shall happen." The assured having 
applied for *1.til Ml insurance and having hy 
his application indicated his acceptance of 
the condition that the company would not 
insure more than two-thirds of the value, 
was entitled to rely on this condition and 
to treat the contract as based on the fact 
that the amount of insurance granted was 
within the two-thirds limit.

Forsvth v. Walpole Farmers Mutual Fir# 
.Wee. Vo.. 43 D.L.R. 503, 43 O.I..R. 2; ti. 
affirming 14 O.W.N. 114.
Boiiii.y injuries—Property of every de

scription.
A clause added to a policy insuring 

against bodily injuries that ‘'notwithstand
ing what is written within this policy is 
hereby extended to cover loss from liability 
for damage to projierty of every descrip
tion" includes not only the physical injury 
to property- but the loss incident to the in- 
abilitv of a building to perform its usual 
function while it is living repaired.

VS. Tramwavs A Power Vo. v. Employer* 
l.iahilitv Ass'ce. Co., 40 D.L.R. 207, 52 N. 
S.R. 228.
Meaning of words "stored or kept" in 

relation to gasoline on premises— 
Excessive claims for iajsh as a de
fence—Arbitration.

Patterson v. Ventral ( anada Ins. Co., 20 
Man. LR. 205, 16 W.L.R. «47.
Fini: iNsvKwcK — Conhtrui rmx of poli

cies—Different classes in policies.
Bishop of Fredericton v. Union Ass’ce 

Co., 10 E.L.R. 243.
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STATUTORY t ONDI TloNH.

X policy of tin* insurance.' although pur
porting to lie subject to statutory conditions 
endorsed thereon, where these have lieen 
r * dared by later statutory conditions, is in 
li subject to such later conditions.

Boutrv v. .North British & Mercantile Ins. 
C.i, H.L.R. 414. 13 A.L.R. 43, [1918] 1 
\ \\ ti. 704.
ALIGNMENT OF INSURED PROPERTY—WRIT

TEN PERMISSION OF COMPANY NOT l.N- 
0ORSF3» ON HOI.ICY—VALIDITY—ONT. 1 X-
si'ram k Act.

Where insured property is assigned with
out the written permission of the insurance 

trnpanx being endorsed on the policy, the 
policy becomes void under statutory eondi- 
r oi of the Ontario Insurance Act, R.S.U. 
19 4. <•. 183, s. 104.

>tuililon v. I.iver pool-Manitoba Ass'ee. 
47 D.Ult. 473. 44 O.L.R. 335.

»Sai e—Default of payment—Nullity of 
SALE — 1ZINURANCE — DEFAULT OF IX- 
RCHANCK—I.OSS OF TERM—C.C. ART. 
1024. 1065. 100-2.

An insurance policy taken on a house in 
favour of the vendor is a surety for the 
litter: and default of keeping it alive, is 
i diminution of sureties in the sense of
• • 1092 C.C. The default of furnishing an 
a4reed surety is equivalent to the diminu- 
; >n of surety mentioned in art. 100-2 C.C. 
Tlie stipulation in bill of sale, that in de-

• ill of payment or in the fulfilling of other 
’ Jitions of the sale, the sale shall become

i ill. the Hums paid shall he confiscated and 
■ »dler shall retake possession of the ur- 

' le sold, docs not justify the application 
'• art. 1092 C.C. which causes the debtor 
t lose the Itenelit of the term “if he Inis 
niinished the sureties which lie had given 

’ the <aintrai l to his creditors.” The fail- 
i r-* -if tile buyer to carry out the obligation 
which he has assumed towards his seller of 

-uring and keeping insured the house sold, 
fir the benefit of the latter, does not cause 
tue buyer to lose the benefit of the clause. 
\ Oliver of a vacant mill which he covenants 
' • keep insured for the benefit of the seller 

"mot be considérai to have diminished 
• 'ureties of the former and to have lost 

t lienefit of the term if he fails in this 
obligation because no insurance company 
> -lied to accept the risk, seeing that the 
building was unoccupied.

W illems v. Fontaine. 25 Rev. Leg. 52.
F: u POLICY — STATUTORY CONDITION 21 — 

False statement in declaration — 
Claim defeated.

statement in statutory declaration of 
‘‘•nant under a fire insurance policy held 

i • be false within statutory condition 21 of 
tii> Fire Insurance Policy Act (Man.) (as 
amended by c. 35. 1015).'

Kibezv v. Home Ins. Co.. [19101 1 W. 
w ” «53. «ermlng [11118] 1 W.lV.lt Ml.

(§ 111 D—06)—Combined stork and dwel
ling—Insured while occupied ah a 
HWELU\ii — House unoccupied — Lia
bility of company.

An insurance company issued se|>arule 
policies insuring a number of houses, the 
policy in each case containing a clause in
suring the building “while occupied by 
. . . as a dwelling.” The houses were
not completed or occupied at the time the 
insurance became operative. The court held 
that the word "bv” should lie deleted, and 
that while the insured may have been en
titled to recover if loss had* occurred before 
completion or occupation, that once the 
houses were occupied the condition attached 
and that subsequent vacancy suspended the 
insurance during the time of such vacancy, 
also that a building occupied as a combined 
store and dwelling was not occupied as a 
dwelling within the meaning of the al*ove

Ross v. Scottish Union & National Ins. 
to.. 40 D.L.K. 1. 58 Van. S.C.R. 16». 
affirming 30 D.LK. 628. 41 O.L.R. 108. 
(§.111 D— 68)—Marine—Positive rkprk 

mentation — Warranty —Promissory
REPRESENTATION — Not INCLUDED IN 
WRIT n : X CONTRACT—KeFECT.

Iii marine insurance law a positive repre
sentation, which in another transaction 
would amount to a warranty, is regarded a* 
a promissory representation which may Is* 
relied U|hui notwithstanding that it was 
made by word of mouth and is n«it included 
in the written contract.

Brooks-Seimlon O’Brien Co. v. Boston 1 in. 
Co.. 47 D.L.R. 03. [1919] ‘2 W.W.R. 129.
(§ Hi D—70)—Of policies on persons.

In a policy of insurance stipulating for 
the payment to the insured’s wife “should 
hi~ death occur within the tontine period, 
thereof, otherwise to himself, his executors, 
administrators, or assigns, the. sum of 
$1,000” and further providing that it was 
issued and accepted under the insurer’s 
semi-tontine dividend plan upon special pro
visions incorporated in the policy and made 
a part thereof, one of which was that upon 
completion of the tontine period, if the pol
icy had not liven terminated previously by 
surrender, lapse or death, the legal ladder 
thereof should have the option to withdraw 
in easli the iieeumnmlated reserve fixed by 
the policy at $4115.70, and in addition there
to the surplus apportioned by the defendants 
to the policy, and the insured outliving the 
tontine period, he and his wife agreed to 
take siieh option and surrender the policy 
and accept its entire cash value of $04-2.70 
and there was afterwards a disagreement as 
to the amount of the option, the insured 
npd his wife were not entitled in an action 
on the policy to recover $1,000—the face 
value thereof—but their recovery would be 
limited to the amount of the option.

Lahontf' v. North Life Ass Ye Co., 3 D.I*R. 
177. 3 O W N 595, 21 O.W.R. 93.
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CONSTRUCTION OF « KRIim All Al IT RATION 

OK AMENDMENT—El FKi T OF.
Cousins v. Brotherhood of Locomotive En- | 

gincers (No. 2), 14 D.L.R. 192. 22 Que. K.B. 
307. affirming 6 D.L.R. 26.
Lire policy—Construction—Election by : 

poucy holder—Estoppel k\en if by

Fountain v. Canadian Guardian Life Ins. 
Co., 1» U.VV.R. 273, 2 O.W.N. 1120.
(§ III D—71)—Accident policy—con

struction.
A clause in an accident insurance policy, 

insuring against loss sustained while “rid
ing ns a passenger within the enclosed part 
of any public passenger conveyance pro
vided for the exclusive use of passengers 
and propelled by steam, compressed air. 
gasoline, cable or electricity, or while riding 
as a passenger on hoard a steam or gasoline 
vessel licensed for the regular transporation 
uf passengers, and such injuries shall he 
due directly to or in consequence of the 
wreaking of such car or vessel." doe# not. 
include an accident while attempting to 
leave a passenger elevator in a privately 
owned building, ft ia from the words and 
the context not from punctuation that the 
sense must he collected.

Rohb v. Merchants Casualty Co.. 44 D.L.
R. 185, 2ft Man. L.R. 11.1. [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
.'122. reversing 41 D.L.R. 21.
Construction of policier—Limiting lu-

Wadsworth v. Canadian Railwav Acci
dent Ins. Co., 13 D.L.R. 113, 2S‘ O.L.R. 
537. reversing 3 D.L.R. 668. 21 O.W.R. 601, 
26 O.L.R. 55.
(8 HT D—72)— Policy—Construction— j 

Statutory provisions an to condi
tions— Variation — Effect of non- 
compliance with statute—Meaning ;
OF “RENEWED.”

Cousins v. Moore, 6 D.L.R. 35, 42 Que. 
8.C. 150.
Construction of policy—Statutory con

ditions — Certificate holder con
tracting HIMHEI.F OUT OF THE STATUTE 
—R.S.Q. IftOft, ART. 7028, SI BSS. (1) 
AND (3).

Cousins v. Unit lie. hood of Locomotive ] 
Engineers ( Xo. 2), 14 D.L.R. 1112, 22 Que. 
K.B. 307, affirming 6 D.L.R. 26.

(8 111 D—73)—Limitation of agents
POWER TO MODIFY POLICY.

Where a policy of life insurance eon- 
tains a provision to the effect that the 
agent lias no power to modify the contract 
of insurance, or to bind the company bv 
making any promises or by receiving an;t 
representation or information not contained 
in the application for the policy, a false 
representation hv the agent to the insured 
made at, the time of taking out the policy, 
even if it amounts to a promissory repre

sentation will not hind the insurance corn

s'll aw v. Mutual Life In#. Co., 7 D.L.R 
637, 40 Can. S.C.R. 606.
E. Warranties; representations; con

ditions; description .
(g HI E—761—In policies ox property.

A condition of an application for tire in
surance. to the effect that tlie applicant’s 
covenant or agreement that certain state
ments were full and true exposition* of nil 
the facts am! circumstances, so far as 
known to him. regarding the condition, sit- 
uation, value and risk of the property to 
l>e insured, together with the diagram of 
the premises accompanying the application, 
should be held to constitute the basis of 
the company's liability, and form a part of 
and bo a condition of the contract of insur
ance. is not binding on the applicant if not 
evidenced in tin* manner prescribed by ss. 
16ft, 176. Ontario Insurance Art. R.8,0. 
18»7, o. 2U3. There ia no misrepresentation 
or concealment by an applicant for a policy 
of tire insurance of the fact that the prop
erty was incumbered, where, without being 
aware that the application vailed for such 
disclosure, the applicant signed a blank ap
plication, which was filled out several days 
later by the agent of the insurance com
pany, who, without the applicant’s knowl
edge, wrote the word “none” after the 
clause relating to incumbrance. and placed 
a diagram of the premises on the applica
tion, since, under the circumstances, there 
was no intentional misstatement or con
cealment by the applicant.

Patterson v. Oxford Farmers Mutual 
Fire Ins. Co.. 7 D.L.R. 3611, 4 O.W.N. 146, 
23 O.W.R. 122.
Statutory conditions — Variation — De- 

stri ctio.n of property by forest 
fires— Reasonableness.

A condition that a tire insurance com
pany should not lie answerable for loss 
occurring through forest fires, is a reason
able variation of the statutory conditions 
provided hv the Vniform Conditions Art, 
H.N.B.C. 1911, c. 114.

Pratt v. Connecticut Fire Ins. Co., 16 
D.L.R. 7118. 19 B.C.R. 449, 27 W.L.R. 547. 6 
W.W.R. 579, affirming 12 D.L.R. 645. 
False statement.

The language of an insurance policy must 
lie read most strongly against the insurance 
company whose language it is; therefore, » 
stipulation in a policy of animal insurance 
that it shall be void it any circumstances 
shall not have been truly stated “by the 
a««ured” will lie read as qualifying the 
statements contained in the application 
form to the effect that “any false state
ment annuls the policy." so that where the 
assured made full and true disclosure to 
the agent of everything about which he was 
asked, and signed the application form If- 
lieving that the agent ha<’ correctly filled 
in iiis statement, he will not be liound by 
other statements which the agent had filled
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in fraudulently, and the company will by 
reason of the limitation of the condition to 
statement# "by the assured” lie prevented 
from setting up that the policy was void 
because of an untrue statement contained 
in the application inserted therein by the 
insurance agent without the assured being 
aware of it.

Dowdy v. General Animals Ins. Co., 21 
D.L.R. 492, 33 O.L.R. 258.
< O MUTIONS—KEAHOXABI.KXF.S8—NOTICE OK 

II.I.NKS8 OK INSURED ANIMAL—TlM* FOR

A condition of a contract of insurance 
on an animal that notice of its illness 
should be given an insurance company 
within 24 hours, as applied to persons liv
ing in the country, is unreasonable, if the 
Hue for giving notice is stipulated to run 
from the moment the animal actually be- 
canie ill. and not from the actual discovery 
of its illness.

Gill v. Yorkshire Ins. Co., 12 D.L.R. 173, 
23 Man. LR. 308, 24 W.L.R. 389.
Fire insurance—Conditions—Value.

In the absence of fraud or of actual mis- 
:< presentation of value on the part of the 
n-nred, a jiolicy of fire insurance to cover 

'took furniture and fixtures is not avoided 
ior over valuation of one of the items into 
which the risk was apportioned by the pol
icy where the company knew the assured 
had signed the application in blank as re 
gards the amounts to be placed upon each 
'■lass of goods for the purpose of having the 
i-mpany make an inspection and itself 

apportion to each class the amount of risk 
Is* earned, and where the company had 

apportioned the same upon their own
agent's report and filled in the » ation
accordingly.

Mahomed v. Anchor*Fire & Marine Ins.
' 13 D.I..R. 405, 48 Can. S.C.R. 546, 26
IV.L.R. 605, 5 VV.W.R. 1038, reversing 7
DL.R. 619, 17 B.C.R. 517.
Misrepresentation — Health — Tubeb- 

CUL0818.
It is not a misrepresentation or breach 

of warranty by an assured that he was in 
' >f,und condition mentally and physically,” 
merely because lie once suffered with a tu
bercular a fleet ion of the lung which has 
lierfled up, no disease being apparent which 
""Id not have passed him as sound under 

any medical examination.
Fidelity & Casualty Ins. Co. v. Mitchell 

" l» l -K. 477, [1917J A C. 692, 13 O.W.N. 
M. iillirming 28 D.kR. 361, 37 O.L.R. 335: 

-6 O.L.R. 784, 35 O.L.R. 280.
Im'endiarism — Materiality — Notice to

Apprehension of incendiarism is a mate- 
riiil fact, and should he made known to the 
hiMirer. Notice of such fact to insurers’ 
general agent is notice to the insurer, and a 
•ondition to the contrary in the policy of 
insurance is unreasonable and noneffeetive.

Gabel v. I low irk Farmers Mutual Fire 
Ins. .Co., 38 D.L.R. 139, 40 O.L.R. 158. 
Forest fire condition.

A condition of a policy of fire insurance 
that the insurer should not be liable for 
loss caused by forest fires is just and rea
sonable.

Hall Mining t Smelting Co. v. Connect
icut Fire Ins. Co., 18 B.C.R. 113.
Animal insurance—M^representations

— IMMATKUIALITY—ONTARIO I.N8LKANCE
Act. R.SLO. 1914, c. 183, s. !M i<

Good v. General Animals Ins. Co,, 11 0. 
W.N. 314.
Duty to disclose known facts.

The insured is not bound to state facts 
which the insurer is supposed, on account 
of their public character and notoriety, to

La combe v. Protection, 48 Que. S.C. 531. 
Quebec fire policies.

Although arts. 6870 et seq. R.S.O. 1909. 
for establishing mutual fire insurance com
panies in rural municipalities, do not pro
vide for the issue of a policy or other writ
ten instrument to evidence the contracts 
of insurance, such companies are subject 
to the provisions of art. 7028, and condi
tions of insurance imposed by by-laws or 
otherwise, that are not set out on a written 
instrument delivered to the assured, are 
not binding upon him.

t'hicoine v. Mutual Ins. Co. of Roxton, 
44 Que. 8.C. 100.
Endowment policies — Representation

BY PERSON THROUGH WHOM CONTRACT
effected — Amounts of reserve and
SURPLUS.

Shaw v. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 23 O.L.R. 
659, 18 O.YV.R. 985.
(8 III E—76) —Concealment.

The defence to an action on a policy of 
tire insurance of the concealment by and 
the failure of the applicant for the insur
ance to state in his application that he 
feared incendiarism fails where the only 
evidence on the question was that seven 
or eight years Iwfore a threat had been 
made to burn him out. The defence to an 
action on a policy of fire insurance of the 
nondisclosure by the plaintiff of the fact 
that the property to be insured was incum
bered, rests upon the question whether the 
insurance company was prejudiced by such 
nondisclosure. The failure of an applicant 
for fire insurance to disclose to the insur
ance company all material circumstances 
pertaining to the property to be insured, 
even though the applicant is innocent of 
wrong intent, will vitiate the contract of 
insurance where the company has been 
prejudiced by such nondisclosure.

Patterson v. Oxford Farmers Mutual Fire 
Ins. Co.. 7 D.L.R. 369, 4 O.W.N. 140, 23 
O.W.R. 122

A policy of insurance which contains a 
condition that the insurer shall not be

8
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liable for Iona when it aliall be fourni that 
the material statements set forth itj the 
application upon whivn acceptance of the 
risk was based were untrue or if the in
sured misrepresented or omitted to com
mun ieato any circumstances which are 
material to be known to the insurer to en
able it to judge of the risk it undertakes, 
is invalidated where, the insured in answer 
to questions in the application for insur
ance on a stallion, replied that he hail 
owned the stallion 3 months and that he 
had paid $2,000 for it, and where in answer 
tp the next following question he gave the 
name of the original vendor from whom lie 
had purchased same 2 weeks prior to the 
application at a price not exceeding $500, 
although the assured may lie shewn to have 
sold the stallion meanwhile for a large 
price and to have repurchased from the 
buyer (not mentioned in the application) 
at the price of $2,000. (Western Ass'ce Co. 
v. Harrison, 33 Can. 8.C.R. 473, followed.] 
The length of time a person has owned a 
stallion and the price paid for same are 
material to the risk and any concealment 
or nondisclosure in connection therewith 
in an application for insurance on such 
stallion in which questions are put to the 
assured for the purpose of obtaining such 
information, will lie sufficient to invalidate 
tiie policy. [Western Ins. Co. v. Harrison, 
33 Can. 8.C.R. 473, applied.]

Clarke v. British Empire Ins. Co. (No. 
21, 6 1).Ij.R. 333. 5 A.L.R. #», 22 W.UK. 
89, 2 W.W.R. 938, reversing 4 D.L.R. 414, 
21 W.L.R. 774, 2 W.W.R. 082.
WARRANTY — CONCKAl.MK.XT — INSURING 

Lira ok horse — Representation ok 
PRICE PAH) — INVASIVE AND INCORRECT 
ANSWER SUGGESTED BY AGENT.

Bastedo v. British Empire Ins. Co.. 10 
D.L.R. 244, 18 B.C.R. 377. 4 W.W.R. 903. 
Insurance ok an automobile — Fai.se

REPRESENTATION — FRAUDULENT CON
CEALMENT — Exaggerated valve — 
Proof — C.C., arts. 1808 2488, 2 ist. 
2488.

There is no false representation or fraudu
lent concealment on ilie part of an owner 
who has insured his automobile in the 
following declaration : (a) the machine was 
kept in a private garage whereas at the 
time of the contract of insurance, it was 
temporarily in a publie garage from whence 
it was brought some days later to the home 
of the insured; (h) the assured lias de
clared that the automobile was paid for; 
whereas he hud given, in buying it. 3 hills 
and had undertaken to pay off certain debts 
in connection with the auto. When the in
surer alleges that the value of the thing has 
been exaggerated, he must prove it.

Ifesmarais v. London Guarantee & Acci
dent Co., 20 Rev. Ix-g. 301.

(§ IIT E—78)—Previous hues — Con
cealment — Materiality to the risk 
—Continuance ok old risk.

In a fire claim under a policy of tire in
surance, where the insured in his applica
tion for the policy had answered in the 
negative, the question as to whether he had 
had a lire previously; and where it ap
peared that some years prior to the appli
cation he had a fire lus- on other property, 
on which, however, the insurance was 
promptly adjusted and paid, and that the 
risk was continued bv the insurer, such non
disclosure in the application was not, under 
the circumstances, material to the risk.

Anglo-American Fire Ins. Co. v. Ilendrv, 
15 D.Ij.R. 832, 48 Can. S.V.R. 377. 50 C.L.d. 
75, atlirming, sub nom. Strong \. Crown 
Fire Ins. Co., 13 JXL.R. OSH. 29 O.L.R. 33, 
at 45. which affirmed It) D.I..R. 42, 29 O.LR. 
33. 23 O.W.R. 701.
(§111 I]—79)—Fire insurance — Over

valuation.
A fire insurance policy, whereby the in

surer undertakes to pay to the assured 
nothing but the amount of the loss which 
he may suffer, notwithstanding the amount 
of the valuation thereof by the assured, is 
an open policy. A stipulation in the policy 
that false declarations on the part of the 
assured in his it turn for insurance
(such declarations being of a nature which 
might prejudice the insurer), have the ef
fect of am the contract, does not ap
ply to an over-valuation by the assured of 
tlie thing insured.

RobiJIurd v. Springlield Fire Ins. t'o., 46 
Vue. 8.C. 148.
(§ III K—80) — Title and incumber

A mortgagor of fhsured property is the 
sole and unconditional owner thereof 
within the meaning of a provision of a 
policy of insurance avoiding the same it" 
the insured is not such owner. [Western 
Ass'ce Co. v. Temple, 31 Can. S.C.R. 373, 
aflirming 35 N.B.R. 171, followed.] A trans
fer of insured property as security for a 
debt is a violation ot provisions in the 
policy avoiding it if the subject of the 
insurance be personal property and lie or 
become encumbered by a chattel mortgage 
or if any change take place in the title or 
interest of the property otherwise than by 
the insured’» death.

(iuimond v. Fidelity Phoenix Fire Ins. 
Co., 2 D.L.R. «34. 10 K.L.R. 302. [Affirmed 
in fl D.L.R. 468, 47 C»n. S.C.R. 216, 18 EL 
L.R. 350.j
Misrepresentation as to title.

A lessor’» covenant to convey does not 
give the lessee such an interest in the land 
as will warrant his representation that he 
is owner of the property when applying for 
insurance; hi» answer to that effect on the

7
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application amounts to « material misrep- 
r.-i-iitation which voids tin* policy.

Daniels v. Acadia Fire Ins. (Jo., 35 D.L.R. 
COJ, 51 N.8.R. 133.
Comhtion — Title to property — Notice

ItV IN si HER — NECESSITY.
\ condition avoiding a policy of insur- 

nine if tlie insured is not the owner of the 
insured property unless his interest is stat
ed on or in the policy, will not invalidate an 
insurance placed by a partnership, under an 
oral application, without being called on 
in disclose its interest, on a building owned 
bv a member of the tirrn who gave the use 
of the building to the copartnership in con
sideration of keeping it insured, at least 
where the insurer has not given notice 
pointing out the difference between the ap
plication and the policy in the manner re- 
<1 uired by condition 1 of c. 113, N.W.T. 
Ordinances, Alberta 11)11.

(iainor v. Anchor Fire & Marine Ins. Co. 
(No. 21, 13 D.L.R. 201.. 6 A.L.R. 93. 4 WAV. 
i;. 900, 21 W.L.R. 050, reversing 9 D.L.R. 
073.
As io ownership—Materiality.

Notwithstanding the condition in an in 
finance policy that “any fraud or false 
statement, in a statutory declaration shall 
vitiate the claim." a representation or 
statutory declaration by the assured that 
lie nils the owner of the property, whereas, 
in fact, the property was purchased with 
ilie funds of the assured's brother hut in
tended for the assured, does not materially 
affect the risk as vitiating the policy on 
that account.

Canadian Credit Men’s Assn. v. Stuy- 
venant Ins. Co., 26 D.L.R. 314, 26 Man. 
Lit. 226.
Live stock insurance — Statutory con

tract — Statutory conditions — 
Ai ent —* Answers in application for 
policy — Insurance act, n. 193 — 
X IKIATION OK CONDITIONS — “NOT JUST
AND REASONABLE" ---- OWNERSHIP —
Proofs ok loss — Value ok animal 
insured — Deduction from amount

Seliarf v. General Animals Ins. Co., 8
O. W.X. 420.
(§111 15—81) — Premises insured AD

JUDGED TO SURVIVING PARTSER UNDER 
LICITATION PROCEEDINGS.

The adjudication of property under licita- 
tiun proceedings is not an alienation that 
annuls the insurance of it under art. 6307,
P. S.Q. J888.

Robert v. Equitable Mutual Ass'ee Com
pany, 39 One. 8.C. 321.
(§ III E—82)—Mortgages.

Where a defence bad not been brought 
within the rule of art. 2487 C.C. (Que.) 
and that the judgment of the Superior 
t'oiirt against the insurer should not be 
reversed.

PIktiiix Ass'ee Co. ▼. Morin, 18 Rev. de 
Jur. 94.

(§111 K—85)—Conditions — “Just and 
reasonable"—Occupancy.

A condition in a policy vitiating it if the 
insured premises becomes vacant or unoc
cupied, contemplates vacancy or desertion 
of the building in its ordinary imdestroyed 
condition, and not after it had been ren
dered untenantable and unlit for occupation 
by lire; otherwise the condition is neither 
just nor reasonable under s. 72 of the Al- 
lierta. Insurance Act.

Moran v. North Empire Fire Ins. Co., 33 
D.L.R. 461, 10 A.L.K. 339, 111H7J 1 WAN. 
R. 1192.
St HU EM-.MATIER OK INSURANCE — OCCUPIED 

HOUSES—FI RE OCCURRING WHILE SOME 
OK THE HOUSES UNOCCUPIED—POLICIES 
NOT KI1MTIVK AS TO UNOCCUPIED
houses — Defence as to occupied 
houses — Vacancy as to others — 
Change material to the risk—Ab
sence of notice — Statutory condi
tion 2 (Insurance Act, s. 194) — 
Finding of jury — 8. 150 (6) — 
Evidence — Appeal — Costs — In-

Ross v. Scottish Union 4 National In*. 
Co., 39 D.L.R. 528, 41 O.L.R. 10K.
Fire insurance — (icons destroyed on

PREMISES DESCRIBED IN POLICY—-TRANS
FER TO OTHER PREMISES — RkTRANS
I-ERRED TO ORIGINAL PREMISES.

Klim* Bros. v. Dominion Fire Inn. Co., 2 
O.W.X. 917, 18 O.W.R. 876.
Fire policy — Change material to thc 

risk—Pool room and restaurant.
Morton v. Anglo-American Fire Ins. Co., 

19 O.W.R. 870, 2 O.W.N. 1470.
(§ III K—87)—In a contract of lire in

surance on a building described in the pol
icy as being “in the course of construction.’' 
where the work on the building has lieen 
suspended, and owing to linaneial embar
rassment it remained in an incompleted 
state until destroyed by lire, the term “in 
course of construction" is ambiguous and 
must he interpreted not as a question of law 
hut of fact in view of all the circumstances, 
including what passed between and was 
within the knowledge of the contracting 
parties. Under a contract of lire insurance 
on a building, described in the policy as 
being “in course of construction," where 
the work on the building had Itcen sus
pended, and it remained in an incompleted 
state until destroyed by fire, the risk re
mains in force, it being clear that the term 
“in course of construction" does not mean 
that construction must lie continued from 
day to day or month to month without 
interruption but is to be construed in the 
light of such contingencies as weather, con
ditions of trade and labour, and inevitable 
accident, and even linaneial embarrassment. 
| Dodge v. York Fire Ins. Co., 4 D.L.R. 465 
Ul. 2 O.W.X. 371, 18 O.W.R. 24L since 
affirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada, 
followed,]
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Dodge v. Western Cunada Fire Ins. ( <•. 
(No. 2), 6 D.L.R. .155, 5 A.L.R. 291. 2 W. 
W.R. 972, reversing 4 D.L.R. 405, 1 WAN . 
R. 910. 21 W.LR. 558.

An insuranee policy contained a condi
tion that “this policy will not cover vacant 
or unoccupied premises . . . and if the 
premises insured shall become vacant or un
occupied . . . this policy shall cease
and lie void unless the company shall by in
dorsement on the policy allow the policy to 
lie continued”:—Held, that these were just 
and reasonable conditions.

Hall Mining & Smelting Co. v. Connecti
cut Fire Ins. Co., 14 D.L.R. 400. is B.V.R.
11.1.
Fire insurance —- Policy describing as 

“occupied” — Failure to notify ok
VACANCY ON RENEWAL.

Cox v. Phœni.x Ins. Co., 20 D.L.R. 080, 
21 Que. K.H. 530.
1 ire — Statutory conditions — Vacancy 

clause — Variation.
That the fire insurance company shall not 

Is* answerable if insured premises should 
heroine vacant or unoccupied is a reason
able condition to be inserted in a policy as 
i variation of the statutory conditions un
der the Uniform Conditions Act, R.K.B.C. 
1911, e. 114. and such condition is there
fore valid if printed in conformity with that

Pratt v. Connecticut Fire Ins. Co.. It] 
D.L.R. 798, 19 R.C.R. 449, 27 VVL.R. 647,
6 NX.W.R. 579. affirming 12 D.L.R. 645. 4 
W.W.R. 1012.
Vacancy of building — Materiality —' 

Proof of loss—Delay.
The vacancy and nonoccupancy of a build

ing insured against tire, without the con
sent or the knowledge of the insurer is ma
terial to the risk and renders the policy 
void. Where a policy requires that the 
insured must furnish proof of loss within 
60 days after the fire, in the manner and 
form therein provided, the compliance with 
these provisions of the policy is a condition 
precedent to the right of action to recover 
the loss.

Anderson v. Norwich Fire Ins. Soc., 5.1 
Que. S.C. 409.
(§ III E—91)—Fire insurance on goods 

—Change of location.
Antedating a consent to a transfer, of a 

fire insurance policy covering a stock of 
good< on their removal from one ware
house to another, will not operate to hind 
the insurance company, when obtained after 
the fire, but without disclosing the fact, in 
the knowledge of the insured but not known 
to the insurance company, that the fire had 
already occurred.

Kline v. Dominion Fire Ins. Co.. 9 D.L. 
R. 2.11. 47 Can. R.C.R. 252. affirming 1 D. 
I. R. 733, 25 0.1..R. 534. 21 O.W.R. 285.

L’K, 111 K.
Change of location — Notice — Knowl

edge of agent—Estoppel.
In an action to recover a loss on a stock 

of merchandise the defendant company re
fused to pay more than its pro rata propor
tion of the total insurance which had been 
effected on the property, including 4 joli- 
vies effected by companies that refused to 
contribute on the ground that such policies 
had been avoided by a change of the locu
tion of the goods insured, to which change 
they had not assented, and of which they 
had had no notice. Held, that a change of 
the location of a stock of merchandise in
sured under policies which assume the risk, 
only when contained in a specified building 
from the building specified to another 
avoids the policy absolutely. Such a stipu
lation is part of and of the essence of tin; 
contract, and is not a condition limiting the 
liability of the company assuring, which is 
not binding unless set forth in the policy 
in the manner required by the Insurance 
Act. Tlic fact that the agent of the com
panies claiming their policies were avoided 
by the change of location was aware of the 
change of location, and that another agent, 
not having authority to consent to the 
change, took the policies from the assured 
with the intention of having the consent 
of the assurers to the change indorsed 
thereon, but neglected to do so, will not 
operate as an estoppel against the assurers 
claiming that the risk had lieen avoided.

Arnold v. British Colonial Fire Ins. Co., 
45 N.B.R. 285.
(§ III E—92)—Statutory conditions.

Fire insurance is subject, in Quebec, to 
certain statutory conditions, and it is re
quired that they shall he endorsed upon 
policies. Every application for insurance 
is, therefore, impliedly subject to such con
ditions, except as varied by the parties un
der conditions which pci mit such variation, 
and noted upon the policy. It is not neces
sary for the insurer to notify the insured 
of any particular in which the policy dif
fers from the application.

La forest v. Factories Ins. Co., 30 D.L.R. 
265. 53 Can. 8.C.R. 296, affirming 24 Que. 
K.B. 543.
Prohibited keeping of gasoline—Distance 

—Materiality.
Keeping a barrel of gasoline, about It» 

feet from the building, is not a breach of 
condition in a fire insurance policy that the 
policy shall become void if more than 5 
gallons of gasoline were “kept and stored” 
at one time in the building containing the 
insured goods ; nor is it a circumstance 
material to the risk, nondisclosure of which 
would avoid the policy, where the insurance 
company at the time of issuing the policy 
had knowledge of the circumstances and the 
gasoline so stored is required for daily use.

Evangeline Fruit Co. v. Provincial Fire 
Tns. Co.. 24 D.L.R. 577, 51 Can. S.C.R. 474, 
reversing 17 D.L.R. 378, 48 N S.R. 39.
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, $ III E—100)—CONCURRENT INSURANCE 

-Notice after placing second mi.ivy. 
N'oti.-e tliat additional insurance ha- liven 

j> i , i un insured property is a sufficient 
i nplianee with a condition of another pul 

j v tliat notice should be given of I lie insur- 
i s intention or desire of effecting further

Worth v. Yorkshire Ins. Co., 12 D.L.R. 
4M. 13 K.L.R. 1*6.
( I i ll Kit INSURANCE—ASSENT.

I he insurer's assent to subsequent insur- 
an v may be inferred from knowledge and 
a course of conduit.

Moran v. North Empire Eire Ins. Vu.. 33 
D L.R 4*1. 10 A.L.R. 339, [1917J 1 W.W.
R 11113.
Pb: viol'8 fiber.

A question in an application for insur- 
an .• a- to whether the insured ever had any 
|.-ni'Tfy destroyed by fire is material to 
ne risk, misrepresentation of which viti- 
• the policy. [Western Aas've Co. v. liar 
rnon, 33 Can. S.C.R. 473, reversing 3ô 
N.S.R. 4S8, followed.]

Wilton v. Occidental Fire Ins. Co., 35 
I) L R 207. 11 A.UR. 581. [1917J 2 WAY. 
R 787.
Additional insurance—Consolidation of

Where goods contained in 2 separate 
building» are insured in 2 different com- 
punie», the consolidation of the 2 stock* in- 
to me stock does not effect additional in
surance within the meaning of the Ontario 
Insurance Act, R.S.U., 1914, c. 183, ». 194 
( 6 >.

Roger* v. General Accident Fire and Life 
Ai.Ve Co.: Rogers v. Mercantile Fire Ins. 
' . 42 D l. lt. 115», 42 O.L.R. 419, affirming
13 O.W.N. 175.
30 PEB CENT CLAUSE — COMPROMISE OF

A clause in a fire insurance policy per- 
milting further concurrent insurance up to 
s 1 per cent of the cash value, means that 
' • insured is not entitled to recover upon 
'll ’lie policies together more than 80 per 

<-ii' >f the total value of the goods insured 
as Mint value stands at the time of the tire.

Taylor v. Equitable Fire & Marine Ins. 
Go. 13 A.UR. 58, [1918] 1 WAY.R. 277, 
tiTli
other concurrent insurance — Addition-

AC. INSURANCE EFFECTED WITH FOREIGN
companies — Nondisclosure of such
ADDITIONAL INSURANCE TO PLAINTIFF—
Amount of policy paid over by plain
tiff — Action to recover money
BACK.

Pacific Coast Ins. Co. v. Hicks, 13 E.L.R.
194.
J'iUoR INSURANCE — STATUTORY CONDITIONS.

I he declaration made by the insured of 
pu ir insurance and its mention in the pol- 
l y do not constitute a guarantee that the

assured will luuiutain in force this first 
policy, and he may discontinue it without 
losing his rights against the second insur
ance company. Under R.8.Q. 1909, arts. 
7034-8, a company which has already in
sured property is not liable for its loss by 
lire if subsequent assurance has been ef
fected upu., the property with another com
pany, unless the former company has agreed 
thereto, or does not within 2 weeks from 
the receipt of a notice in writing of the 
wish of the insured to affect the subsequent 
insurance, refuse its consent in writing, or 
does not after the 2 weeks but before the 
subsequent insurance is effected refuse its 
consent in writing. Articles 7034-8, are 
deemed to form part of eVery insurance 
policy, and every derogation from them* 
condition* is subject to the conditions of 
art. 7035. otherwise it is void us against 
the insured under art. 7030.

Siegler v. Provincial Fire Ins. Co., 47 
Que. S.C. 497.
(§ III E—110)—Automobile accidents— 

Sand ox bo ad.
A pile of sand on the roadway is not part 

of the road-bed and is not within the excep
tions contained in an accident insurance 
policy, insuring an automobile hut excluding 
all loss or damage caused by "striking any 
portion of the road-bed or by striking the 
rails or ties of any street, steam or electric 
railway.”

Collins v. Canadian Casualty Co., 40 D. 
L.R. 133, 25 B.C.R. 401, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 
763.
Cathie statements by applicant — Ma

teriality-Avoidance of POLICY.
Bvrick v. Catholic Order of Foresters, 9 

O.W.N. 334.
Medical report in life insurance.

Answers to questions on the back of an 
application for life insurance, under the 
heading, ‘‘Questions to lie asked by the 
Medical Inspector.” written by such inspec 
tor, and not signed by the applicant, are 
not answers by the latter, and cannot la- 
set up against him by the insurer, as false 
representations, in avoidance of the insur

Fernand v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 44 
Que. 8.C. 117.
(§ III E—111)—False answers or con

cealment.
A husband, beneficiary in a policy of 

insurance upon the life of his wife, is u 
party to and affected by her misrepresent» 
lion and concealment of the fact where lie 
knew that at the time she made application 
for such insurance she was suffering from 
consumption, and had been informed by a 
physician that she could live but a short 
time, and in spite of such knowledge that 
.-die was so affected, he took her to the agent 
of the insurance company and himself paid 
the premium for the insurance which he 
knew was being made for his benefit and
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omitted to disclose thon#* fuels to the coin

St ratio v. Mutual Life Asw’ee to., 5 D.L. 
H. ÏI9. 3 O.W.X. 1372, 22 O.W.R. 311.
(9 III K—112) — USDERTAKIXfi TO HAVE 

l'OI IVY READY AT A CERTAIN TIME — 
AuENT STAYING HAM» OK ( OMl’AXY 
I’Of. ICY NOT READY—Ll ABILITY FOR PRE-

An insurance agent who undertakes to 
liave an insurance policy ready at a certain 
date, and, by an unauthorized departure 
from the terms of the application, stays 
the hand of the insurance company so that 
the contract is not concluded or I he policy 
issued until after the date agreed upon, can
not recover the insurance premium from the

Brown’s Traveling Bureau v. Taylor. 44 
ÏXLR. 204. 26 B.C.R. 82, 11018] 3 WAV.It. 
468.
(«5 Ill K—115)—Health and habits.

Where an applicant for insurance de
clared in his medical examination that each 
of his answers to the questions therein was. 
to flic liest of his knowledge, information 
and belief, complete and true, and was a 
continuation of and formed a part of his 
application for insurance, and the applica
tion il self contained the statement that the 
applicant was, to the lies! of his informa
tion, knowledge and belief, in good health 
and that such statements and the state
ment- made or to tie made to the insurer’s 
examining physician should form the basis 
of the contract of insurance, and if there 
was therein any untruth or suppression of 
farts material to the emit raid, the policy 
►lioiild lie void, such statements were no 
more than statements founded on knowl
edge. information and belief, and were not 
absolutely and unqualifiedly warranted to 
lie true, and, unless it could be found that 
the applicant knowingly misstated the facts 
and induced the issue of the policy on such 
facts, as stated, the insurer should not. be 
exonerated from liability under it. [Con
federation Life v. Miller,14 Can. S.C.R. 330, 
followed.] Where an applicant tor in-ur- 
ance disclosed to the insurer’s agent that 
he luid been just prior to the making of the 
application under medical treatment and 
the agent communicated this to the in
surer’s medical examiner, and the latter 
admitted that he discussed that illness with 
the applicant at the time of his examina
tion and that it was his own omission and 
not ihat of the applicant, that the answer 
to the question was not correctly written 
down, there was no intentional concealment 
or suppression of the fact of the recent 
medical treatment on the part of the ap
plicant sufficient to avoid the policy. In 
the medical examination part of an applica
tion for a policy of life insurance, where 
it is the duty of the medical examiner to 
insert the applicant’s answers properly and 
where he thought he had done so. the* error 
(if any) of that officer is to be attributed

to the insurer and not to the assured. [Big- 
gar v. Rock Life, [11)021 1 K.B. 516, dis
tinguished.] And where the applicant gave 
a negative answer to a question appearing 
therein, in the following form : "Have you 
now, or have you ever had any disease <>r 
disorder of the heart or blood vessels ? 
Atheroma, palpitation of the heart, varicose 
veins, etc., aneurism.” and the medical ex- 

\ a ini ner failed to explain the meaning of the 
| technical terms therein, and nothing ap- 
i pea red in the evidenci to shew that the 

applicant knew that lie had any of the 
diseases or disorders referred to in the 
question, such answer was an innocent mis
statement not avoiding the policy, even 
though it was untrue at the time it was

Sawyer v. Mutual Lite .Wee Co. of 
Canada (No. 2». 8 D.L.R. 2. 22 Man. L.R. 
613. 3 \\ AN .R. 32N. 22 \\ .L.R. 4IS, affirming 
4 D.L.K. 295, 21 W.L.R. 403. 2 W.W.R. 50b.

Answers by an applicant for insurance 
to questions on her medical examination, 
which the application declared to form the 
basis of the crtntracf, <o that any untruth 
or suppression of material facts therein 
would avoid the policy, in which answers 
the applicant stated that she had had pneu
monia about a year before ; that she had 
fully recovered therefrom, that she had had 
occasional mild attacks of bronchitis, and 
that she had recently consulted n physician 
because of a cold, when in fact she was 
aware that she was then suffering from 
tuberculosis, and had been informed by such 
physician that she could live but a short 
time, were sufficient misrepresentations and 
suppressions of material facts of which the 
company should have been informed, to 
avoid the policy.

Strano v. Mutual Life A es Ye Co., 5 D.L.
R. 719, 3 O.W.X. 1372, 22 O.W.R. 311. 
Health and habits.

Concealment or false declarations in an 
application for a life insurance policy only 
avoids the contract resulting therefrom if 
they are of a character to materially affect 
the risk. The applicant who. to the que- 
tion “what quantity do you drink, daily, of 
liquors, malt liquor, wine, spirits?” replies, 
“none, none, none,” when lie is not in the 
habit of taking any of them every day and 
sometimes takes nothing for 6 months is 
not guilty of concealment or of a false dec
laration. The answer ’ no” to the question, 
“Have you ever had any serious illness? 
Have you ever suffered from gonorrhea?'’ 
When the applicant had sustained an at
tack of the latter is not a concealment or 
a false declaration if the evidence shews (1) 
that the applicant did nut know the mean
ing of the word gonorrhea, and (2) that 
the attack which he had had did not result 
in any serious consequences, and had in no 
way affected his health.

Prudential Ins. Co. v. Carrier, 43 Que.
S. C. 97.
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REPRESENTATIONS AS TO HEALTH—CoXCEAI.-

in a contract for life insurance, the ex
pression "sound licaltli" contuined in the 
(inlicv should not he interpreted as meaning 
• perfect health." If an applicant for insur- 
ame states that he has already undergone 
an operation on the throat for a malady 
"of the nature of which lie in ignorant," he 
i- not thereby guilty of concealment and 
his declaration is sufficient. A clause in 
ihe insurance contract, stipulating that the 
policy would he void if the insured had 
lieen previously treated hy a physician for a 
serious malady, will not make the contract 
void in such case if there has been on the 
part of the insured neither false representa
tions nor fraudulent concealment.

Fernand v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 47 
Que. S.C. 520.
Life insurance — Misrepresentation as

TO HEALTH—CONCEALMENT. •
The insured, suffering from gout, which 

he does not declare when specially ques
tioned. conceals a material fact of nature to 
diminish the appreciation of the risk ; but 
if. after consulting his medical adviser, lie 
lias doubt about his disease, and answers: 
"Some rheumatism years ago." it is not 
fraudulent misrepresentation nor conceal
ment; and the verdict by the jury declaring 
that the answers of the deceased insured 
were true and sincere should not lie dis-

Sveiirity Life Ins. Co. v. Power, 24 Que. 
K.B. 181.
Accident insurance — Misrepresenta

tion AS TO STATE OK HEALTH — KNOWL
EDGE of agent — Vitiation of policy.

The plaintiff signed an application for 
accident insurance in the defendant com
pany, and therein represented and war 
ranted that he was never ruptured. As a 
matter of fact, he had lieen ruptured, and 
the matter was discussed between him and 
the company’s soliciting agent at the time 
he signed the application, and the state
ment was deliberately made, by the agent’s 
advice. The policy issued, and the claimant 
made a claim for indemnity in respect of 
an accident resulting in a rupture:—Held, 
upon the evidence, that the plaintiff had a 
congenital hernia, and that the accident 
'•imply manifested it. And:—held, that the 
plaintiff had made a material false repre
sentation which vitiated the policy, and he 
«as not entitled to recover upon his claim 
for indemnity. The agent could not be re
garded as the company's agent when join
ing with the plaintiff in concealing a mater
ial fact affecting the rate of insurance.

Hurnett v. B.C. Accident & Employers' 
l iability Co.. 28 W.L.R. 425.
Like insurance — Application and medi

cal examiner’s report — Answers of 
DECEASED NEGATIVING DISEASE.

Miner v. Excelsior Life Ass’ce Co., 16 
W.L.R. <168.

Can. Dig.—78.

Conditions avoiding policy — “Serious 
DISEASE OR COMPLAINT."

Leonard v. Metropolitan Life Inn. Co., 
44 N.S.R. 420.
(§111 E—120) —Accident — Misstate

ment of occupation of insured by
AGENT OK COMPANY — PREFERRED CLASS
—Timber cruiser ok superintendent.

A business manager of a lumber tirm, 
whose duties involve occasional traveling 
to make inspection of logs about to lie pur
chased. but whose duties in that regard are 
not of the continuous and practical nature 
of an experienced lumberman. is not a "tim 
lier cruiser" nor an “inspector in woods" 
nor a "proprietor or manager superintend
ing in woods" within a clause of an accident 
insurance policy excluding the named oc
cupations from the bcnelits of the preferred 
class of rating under which he took out 
his insurance on a scleetion made by the 
agent with full knowledge of the facts.

Kinman v. Ocean Accident. A* Ouaiantee 
Assn.. 12 D.L.R. .164. 3 W.W.H. «30.

A condition of a contract of life insur
ance that it shall be void if, within 2 years 
from the date of the contract, the insured 
'hall, without a permit, engage in the em
ployment of a railway, is reasonable and 
valid.

Smith v. Excelsior Life Ins. Co.. 4 D.L. 
R. 99, 3 O.W.N. 1521, 22 U.W.K. 863.
(§ 111 E—125)—Other insurance- Pre

VIOUS APPLICATION.
Statements made by an insured that no 

proposal to insure her life has ever been 
declined and that she held no other assitr 
ances on her life, whereas, in point of fart, 
she had lieen refused a policy in a certain 
amount because she was a markswouian. 
but that instead, an industrial policy for 
a small amount had been informally issued 
to her without a medical examination, are 
not misrepresentations materially affecting 
the risk.

Donovan v. Kxcelsior Life Ins. Co., 26 
D.L.R. 184. affirming 22 D.L.R. 307. [Af
firmed in 31 D.L.R. 113. 53 Can. S.C.R. 
539.]

F. Forfeiture.
I § III F—146)—Life — Lapse of policy

HY NONPAYMENT OF PKK.MH M — EVI
DENCE OF REVIVAL — Ad EPTANCE BY 
AGENT OF PREMIUM AKTF.R LAPSE —
Terms of policy.

Foxwell v. Policy Holders Mutual Ins. 
Co.. 43 D.L.R. 720. 42 O.L.R. 347. 
Nonpayment of premium — Paymastlr’s 

order — Kotice — Estoppel.
Where a premium is made payable out of 

the wages of the insured, by an order on a 
paymaster, and there is sutlicient wages 
earned to pay the premium, failure by the 
insurance company to give the usual notice 
that it held such order, or to present it 

! for payment in due time, or to notify the 
I insured of its intention to look directly to 
| him for payment, if it had that right, will
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«•stop it from insisting upon a forfeiture 
of the policy for nonpayment of the prero-

Moore v. Globe Indemnity Co., 30 D.L.R. 
489, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 1207.
Nonpay mem of pbemuais or assessments.

A policy of life insurance contained this 
condition : “This policy shall not take ef
fect until same be delivered and the first 
premium shall have been paid thereon dur
ing the life and continued good health of 
the assured.” It appeared that the policy 
was delivered during the lifetime and good 
health of the assured, but that with regard 
to the payment of premium the evidence 
was that during the assured's good health 
the money for the premium was in hi* bank 
and the assurance company's agents were 
instructed to make a draft for the amount 
of the premium and some expenses of a 
loan which the assured was obtaining, but 
the agents delayed making the draft and in 
the meantime the assured developed the 
disease of which he died :—Held, that, un- 
<ler the circumstances, the payment was in 
fact made and the company was liable.

Miner v. Excelsior Life Aes'ce Co., 3 A. 
LB. Jt!i.

A correspondence for the revival of life 
insurance lapsed for nonpayment of prem
iums, carried on between tiie insurers and 
the insured, in which the former make it 
clear that they will only agree to the re
vival ufKtn a cash payment of a specified 
sum. this condition being accepted by the 
insured, cannot, of itself, operate as a re
vival. If, therefore, the insured dies before 
he has made the payment, his representa
tives cannot recover on the policies. Nor 
does it matter that, at the time of his 
death, he had applied for, and was in the 
expectation of receiving, assistance from 
the insurer, in the shape of a loan, to make 
the stipulated payment.

Canada Life Aes’ce Co. v. Taafe, 21 Que. 
K.B. 204.
Life insurance — Premium — Failure ok

INSURED TO PAY — PAYMENT IIY COM
PANY’S AGENT ON INSURED'S BEHALF.

Zwicker v. Pearl. 9 E.L.R. 427.
(8 III F—148) —Forfeiture — Mutual

BENEFIT ASSESSMENTS — NOTICE.
Hewitt v. Grand Orange Lodge of British 

America. 16 D.L.R. 877. 6 O.VV.N. 16, 2,1 Ü. 
W.R. 899.
Mutual assessments—Notice.

When the by-laws of a mutual assurance 
company provide that the contributions due 
from the members will he payable by means 
of written notices served on the members 
personally, or sent by mail to the address 
of each, and that a member in default 30 
days from the transmission of the notice 
will be deprived of bis benefits, the company 
cannot invoke this forfeiture nor procure a 
declaration of it by setting up a custom 
contrary to the provisions of the by-law in 
respect of the transmission of the notice,

unless it establishes that the member in 
default has actually received notice of the 
contributions nonpayment, of which is al
leged against him.

Parent v. Federal Assn, of Letter Car
riers, 61 Que. S.C. 426.
Mutual benefit assessments — Delay— 

Acceptance.
A mutual aid society accepting payments 

of assessments from its members after they 
have become due, contrary to its regula
tions, cannot invoke these regulations in 
order to escape payment of a deceased mem 
ber’s insurance on the pretext that the pay 
ment of the latter's assessment had been 
made too late.

Canada-American Assn. v. Turmel, 26 
Que. K.B. 33.

Where the regulations of a mutual in
surance society provide that a member in 
default in paying bis assessments at ma
turity will be suspended and that such sus
pension will result in a forfeiture of all 
iis benefits, a mere default in payment does 

not operate as a forfeiture, but it is neces
sary that the suspension of the member In
formally decreed by the association or by 
an officer appointed fur the purpose.

Union St. Joseph v. Houde, 26 Que. K.B. 
147.

G. Reinstatement.
(§111 G—160) — Terms — “Insurabil

ity.”
A condition in a life insurance policy that 

the risk shall cease if any premiums after 
the first shall not lie paid, hut that it may 
lie reinstated upon payment of arrears amt 
proof of insurability, entitles the insured 
to reinstatement at the original rate, not on 
changed terms.

Sussex v. .Etna Life Ase'ce Co., 33 D.L.R. 
649, 38 O.L.K. 366. affirming 11 O.W.N. 154. 
Friendly society — Insurance cer 

tificate — Condition — Status of 
MEMBER or SOCIETY AT TIME UK 
death — Suspension — Applica
tion FOR REINSTATEMENT — PAYMENT
of dues — Submission to medical ex 
amination — Report of medical ex
aminer not accepted by Medical 
Board until after death — “Accept
ance” PREREQUISITE OF REINSTATEMENT
— Constitution and rules ok So-

Bright v. Canadian Order of Forresters. 
16 O.W.N. 213.
Benefit society — Supervision of mem

ber — Forfeiture — Reinstatement 
—Waiver—Estoppel.

C'harbonneau v. Union St. Joseph, 17 
O.W.N. 169.
Beneficiary certificate — Constitution

AND LAWS OF BENEFIT SOCIETY —
Monthly assessment unpaid at
DEATH OF MEMBER — REINSTATEMENT 
NOT APPLIED FOR — ONTARIO INSURANCE
Act, R.8.O. 1914, c. 183, s 188 (1) —
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Custom as to payment ok assess
ments — Sum comjNo to assured un
UK It SCHEME KO8 DISTRIBUTION OK RE
SERVE FUND, BUT NOT PAYABLE AT TIME 
OE DEATH.

Biker V. Order of Canadian Home Circles, 
11 OWN. 160.

II. Premiums and assessments. 
ft 111 H—1561—Delivery ok policy.

In ;in action by agents of an insurance 
, untiany to recover a premium on a policy 
of accident insurance which the defendant 
had contracted for before embarking on an 
ocean steamer, held, that as the terms of 
the defendant's application had not been 
observed, he had stipulated, inter alia, that 
ihe policy should he delivered to him Iw- 
fore he -.ailed; it was in fact not written 
until after he left; although then antedated, 
the defendant was not liable.

Brown's Travel Bureau v. Taylor. 44 I). 
Ut. -04, 26 B.C.R. 82, [1918]' 3 W.W.R

Where by the terms of a policy of life 
insurance the balance of the whole year’s 
premium was to lie deducted on making 
settlement of the claim the deferred half- 
yearly payment of premium which had not 
wc rued due during the lifetime of the as- 
* ired is not a délit of his estate, and the 
loss through the deduction thereof from the 
'•no of the policy falls upon the beneficiary 
in whose favour a statutory appointment 
■••crating as a declaration of trust hud 

!»‘en made in the lifetime of the assured.
Urecn v. Standard Trusts Co., 1 D.L.R. 

«10». 22 Man. L.R 397. ‘20 W.L.R. 488. 1 
W.W.R. 993.
(§ III H—156i—Premium notes — Lia

bility of maker — Kkkect ok failure 
to pay — Avoidance ok policy — Con
dition in application — Insurance 
Xt r. R.8.C. 1906, c. 34, s. 71.

1 ■ teat West Life Ins. Co. v. Lyttle, 7 D. 
L : 798, *2 W.W.R. 364.
Nonpayment of—Forfeiture of policy,

I lie defence that a promissory note, made 
'*>• the assured and not paid at maturity, 

k'iven for any premium or part there
of’’ within the meaning of another clause 
m the policy, although it was in fact made 
•i part renewal of an earlier note which 
*i- given in part payment of a premium, 
w 11 bar recovery on the policy and need 
not !>»• pleaded specially. [McGeachie v. 
North American Life A as'ce Co., [18941 23 

< an. S.C.R. 148, followed.]
Bevitt v. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 22 D.L.R. 

H i. 33 O.L.R. 473, reversing 33 O.L.R. 68. 
Mortgage clause.

1h- Scottish Canadian Canning Co. took 
,)U" an insurance policy on their plant 
in which a clause was inserted making it 
pavable in case of loss to the defendant 
who held a mortgage on the plant. When 
issued the policy was delivered to the mort- 
gig.... The insurance company took a note

from the Scottish Canadian Canning Co. 
for the premium, and the note not being 
paid at maturity the insurance company 
cancelled the policy and sued the mortgagee 
for the earned premium. Held, appi-al that 
as there was no privity of contract between 
the insurance company and the mortgagee, 
the mortgagee could not be held liable for 
the premium.

National Fire Ins. Co. v. Emerson, 22 
B.C.R. 349.
Liability on premium note.

\\ hen a person wishes to insure his prop
erty in a mutual insurance company at a 
fixed premium, and clearly states his wishes 
on the mutter, but upon the false represen
tations of au agent signs a note for the 
deposit and accepts the mutual policy with
out reading it. lie is guilty of negligence; 
but there has liven no contract between the 
parties, and he is not bound as against the 
company in such a way that the latter can 
impose upon him payment of any portion 
of his note. In a contract for mutual in
surance the company cannot sue for pay
ment on a note for a deposit except for 
losses and expenses incurred by it after the 
note was signed and after the maker be
en me a member of the company. It is for 
the latter in the first place to establish 
these faets.

Meunier v. La près, 47 Que. S.C. 470.
Assessments on a deposit note given by 

a member of a mutual tire insurance com
pany not being a promise to pay the sum 
for which it is made but only according a 
basis on which assessments may be declared 
ami levied, as provided by arts. 7016, 7017, 
R.S.Q. 1909. it can only be declared and 
levied to meet losses or expenditure in
curred during the currency of the policy 
for which it was given.

Clement v. Rhea nine. 44 Que. S.C. 233.
The forfeiture of the right to indemnity 

for default in payment of asspsaments made 
against deposit notes, pronounced against 
the insured in a mutual insurance company 
pursuant to the provisions of art. 7022 of 
R-S.Q. 1909. is absolute and the directors 
and oflii-ials of the company have no power 
to renounce it by a general by-law or by a 
special agreement in a particular case.

Jacob v. Mutual Industrial Ins. Co., 22 
Que. K.B. 201.
Fire insurance—Renewal—Authority of 

agent—Statutory variations.
Marshall v. Western Canada Fire Ins. 

Co.. 4 8.L.R. 181. 18 W.L.R. 68.
(8 III H—157)—The rule of law estab
lished in the Province of Quebec that not
withstanding a covenant in a policy of in
surance whereby premiums were made pay
able at the insurer’s office a practice of 
sending for them to the insured’s domicile 
would constitute such a recognized mode of 
the contract as would import abandon
ment of the covenant to pay at the insurer’s 
office, with the result that Xbe insured
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would not he in default to pay unless c alled 
upon at Ilia domicile, applies to policies is
sued by benevolent societies as well as to 
those of old line insurance companies, 
(hough the insured in such society are 
themselves insurers and the debtors in a 
sense themselves the creditors.

Royal (iuardians v. Clarke. 6 D.L.R. 12, 
21 Que. K.B. 541.
Payment of dues—Mutual uf.nefit asso

ciation—Existing contra» t.
Cousins v. Brotherhood of Locomotive 

Engineers, 14 D.L.R. 192. 22 Que. K.li. 507, 
aflirming 6 D.L.R. 2(1, 42 Qu». S.(\ 110. 
Friendly society — Ontario statute 6 

(Ibo. V., c. 100, ss. 5. o. 9—Reduction 
OF AMOUNTS INSURED—OPTION OF CON
TINUANCE UPON PAYMENT OF INCREASED
premiums — Election — Tender — 
Death of member before ascertain
ment OF amount payable.

Anderson v. Ancient Order of United 
Workmen. 11 O.W.N. 174.
Benefit society — Assessment bates — 

Power of trustees—4 & 5 <-wi. V., 
c. 150(D)—Increased bates—Paid-up 
policies—Cash surrender valve.

Drain v. Catholic Mutual Benefit Assn., 
10 O.W.N. 104. 254.
Beneficiary certificate — Default in 

payment of mkmhf:k's dues - Rules 
of society — W aiver—Dismissal of 
action to recover amount of insur
ance—Forfeited premium.

Marantctte v. Union St. Joseph, 11 O. 
W.N. 218.
Benefit society—Suspension of member 

eor nonpayment of dues—Refusal 
OF APPLICATION FOR REINSTATEMENT—
Notice to mem her—Subsequent pay
ment and receipt of dues and pay
ment OF sick benefits—K.rror and
INADVERTENCE — ABSENCE OF INTEN
TION TO REINSTATE—FAILURE TO ESTAB
LISH WAIVER OF ESTOPPEL - ISLAM ABLE 
CARELESSNESS OF OFFICERS OE SO
CIETY— Repayment ok dies — Dis
missal OF ACTION BROUGHT HY BEN
EFICIARY AFTER DEATH OF ASSURED—

St. Onge v. Union St. Joseph, 16 O.W.N. 
358.
Mutual benefit assessments—Accept

ance AFTER DELAY.
A mutual benevolent society or an in

surance company which, in violation of its 
regulations, accepta delayed payment of 
overdue contributions or of the insurance 
premium, cannot, on the happening of the 
death of the person insured, avoid pay
ment of the amount of the endowment 
certificate on the ground that the insured 
had been suspended and became deprived 
of bis rights.

Bolduc v. Can ado Américaine Assn., 50 
Que. 8.C. 108.

Benefit association—By-laws and reg
ulations — Transfers between 
lodges—Member in good standing— 
Regularity of affiliation.

Ancient Order of United Workmen v. 
Turner. 44 Can. 8.U.R. 145.
(§ 111 11—158)— Payment to agent — 

Liability.
Where the intention of all the parties 

was that the insurance broker through 
whom policies oi lire insurance were issued 
was that he alone should be liable to the 
companies for the premiums, and that he 
should look to the insured for the pay- 
merit of the premiums, with the right on 
default to have cancelled the insurance 
companies' debit of the same to such brok
er. and there was payment of such prem
iums as between the broker and the in
sured, the charge of tin premiums by the 
companies to such broker operates as an 
absolute payment, although the money of 
the insured had not actually reached the 
com pu nies. [London X Lancashire Life 
Ass Ye Co. v. Fleming, [18971 A.U. 4911, 
distinguished.)

Antiseptic Bedding Co. v. Uurofski,*21 
D.L.R. 483, 33 O.L.K. 319.
Accumulations of interest — Charge

AGAINST AMOUNT PAYABLE AT DEATH—
Usury—Equitable relief — Knowl
edge AND ACQUIESCENCE OI ASSI lll.D. 

Pcunefather v. Life Ans'ee of Scotland. 9 
O.W.N. 331.
Life insurance—Action for return or 

FIRST BRKMIUM—RIGHTS OF BEX EH-

Gill v. Great West Life Aes\*e Co., 2 
O.W.N. 777. 18 O.W.R. 733.
IV. Transfer of policy or of interest

A. Assignment generally.
(§ IV A—ItiOl—Assignment—Sale or 

insured chattel—Benefit of insur
ance—Bight of purchaser.

The consent of an insurance company to 
the continuance of a contract of insurance 
for $5,000 on a horse after its sale for $1,- 
500, far the full amount of the policy, 
which provided that, on a loss only two- 
thirds of the animal's actual value would 
he paid, is not shewn by a letter from the 
general agent of the company to the pur
chaser to the effect that the latter’s in
terest in the insurance was being held 
fully covered, subject to one-third deduc
tion from the market value of the animal; 
where the agent supposed that the pur
chaser intended taking out a new policy 
for the sum properly insurable.

Gill v. Yorkshire Ins. Co.. 12 D.L.R. 
172. 23 Man. L.R. 3(18, 24 W.L.R. 389. 4 
W.W.R. 692.
Transfer of policy—Marriage set he- 

ment—Collateral security.
An assignment of life insurance policies 

by way of a registered marriage settlement
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unaccompanied by delivery and without 
*ny notice thereof to the insurance com
pany, will not prevail over a subsequent 
valid transfer of the policies as collateral 
security to a bank.

Provincial Rank v. Beaucheine, 35 D.L. 
I: 753, 2ti Que. K.B. 41. reversing 27 D.L. 
l:. MS, 22 Rev. de dur. 250, 22 Rev. Leg.

To MOBTQAQEE—"ABSOLUTE ASSIGNMENT*'—
Right to sue.

Aii assignment of a policy to a mort
gagee of the insured property, absolute on 
its lire, though in fact given by way of 
security for the mortgage debt, is an 
"absolute assignment,” not a charge with
in tic meaning of the Judicature Ordi
nance. and the assignor has no further 
right to sue thereon.

Wilton v. Rochester (lerruan L'ndervvrit- 
• Agency. 35 D.LR. 202. 11 A.L.R. 574, 
11 !» 17 J 2 W.W.R. 782.
J.IIK IN St RANCE—58 VlCT. C. 25----Dm.A-

a.tTlON BY HUSBAND OF ENDOWMENT 
policy in wife's kavob—Effect of 
SUBSEQUENT INSOI.VENCT—FbAUD.

Where the insured declares a policy of 
life insurance to be for the benefit of his 
wife under 58 Viet., c.. 25, the trust there
by created is not invalidated by the sub
sequent insolvency of the husband, and 
creditors of the insured have no rights 
which would interfere with the rights of 
such wife even though the endowment, pol
icy matures during the life of the insured, 
semble: Such a declaration is valid even 
though the insured be insolvent at the 
time of making it.

Rank of B.N.A. v. Edgecombe, 46 X.B.R.
105.

Mutual aid society — Beneficiaries — 
Relationship—By-law against ben
efits by WILL.

When the constitution of a mutual aid 
society only admits blood relations to the 
benefit of its dotations, the conferring of 
a certificate of dotation on a nephew by 
marriage (whom the assured falsely de
clared t-) be his sister's son ) is illegal and 
void. A member of a society cannot con
fer. by will, his dotation in a Mutual Aid 
Society if the society's by-laws expressly 
prohibit it. Such prohibition does not eon
s' it 'it c a violation of the liberty of the 
testator, and is not at all contrary to pub-

Dal/.iel v. L’Ordre des Forestiers Cath
oliques. 53 Que. S.C. 308.
Hi «BAND AND WIFE — FORMALITIES OF

TRANSFER.
The transfer by a husband of a policy 

of insurance in favour of his wife, should 
be made by a declaration endorsed on the 
hack of the policy its-lf or annexed to it, 
and a duplicate of the declaration should 
be delivered to the insurance company, and 
a memorandum thereof endorsed by the 
company on the policy or the declaration.

If these formalities are not observed the 
transfer or application is without effect, 
and does not bind the company.

Banque dTloehelaga v. Halibert, 24 Rev. 
lx?g- 47V.
Donation by mabkiagb contract—Regis

tration —Service.
The registration of a deed of donation, 

made to the wife by marriage contract, 
does not replace the service required by 
art. 1571, L'.tJ. (Que.), when the object of 
the donation is a claim. Thus, a creditor, 
to whom an insurance policy has been 
transferred for consideration and who has 
had his transfer served, may claim the 
amount of the insurance to the exclusion 
of the insured’s widow, who had received 
the donation of that sum in her marriage 
contract, which was registered, without 
any service being made on the insurance 
company.

Banque Nationale y. Loiselle, 63 Que. 
8.C. 154.
Statutory condition — ‘‘Assign” — As

signment FOB CREDITORS.
Wade v. Rochester Herman Fire Ins. 

Co., 23 (kL.IL 635, 18 U.W.R. 99.
(§ IV A—161)—Assignment of policy to

PURCHASER OF INSURED CHATTEL —

The purchaser of an insured chattel ac
quires no rights against the insurance 
company, under an .is-iignment to him by 
his vendor without the consent of the in
surance company, of the contract of insur
ance thereon before the happening of the

Hill v. Yorkshire Ins. Co., 12 D.1..R. 
172, 23 Man. L.R 368. 24 W.L.R. 389, 4 
W.W.R. 692.
Effect of garnishment.

I rider art». 7377, etc., R.S.Q. 190», a 
husband may appropriate an insurance 
policy on bis own life for the benefit of 
his wife, but lie cannot do so if, previously, 
an attachment by garnishment has been 
made on the policy bv bis creditors.

Hhorey v. Dolloff, 33 D.L.R. 118, 25 Que. 
K.B. 482, reversing 22 Rev. Leg. 7.
By ‘ writing”—Will.

A. will is a "writing” within the mean
ing of the Life Insurance Policies Act, R. 
S.B.C. c.* 115, a. 7, for the purpose of de
claring that a policy of life insurance 
shall enure for the benefit of one of the 
specified class.

Arnold v. Dominion Trust Co. (B.C.), 
32 D.L.R. 301, [19171 1 W.W.R. 643. [Af
firmed by divided court in 35 D.L.R. 145, 
24 B.C.R. 321, 11917] 3 W.W.R. 11.] 
Mutual company—By-law.

An insurance effected by a ratepayer 
with a mutual company established as 
above stated, is transferable to a third 
party who may not. be a ratepayer himself.

('hleoine v. Mutual Ins. Co. of Roxton, 
44 Que. S.C. 100.
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(§ IV A—102)—Of wife—Interest.

Where the benefit* of a life insurance 
policy have been settled upon the wife of 
the assured by a written appointment In 
her favour having the statutory effect of 
a declaration of trust for her separate use, 
a subsequent charge or mortgage of the 
mlicy made by the husband and wife joint- 
y hut solely for tlie husband's benefit is 
a debt of the assured which the wife is 
entitled to have satisfied out of his gen
eral estate so as to free the policy from 
such mortgage or charge. [Hall v. Hall, 
[Hill] 1 Ch. 487. applied.] Where the in 
Min-d in a life insurance policy assigned 
the same to secure the payment of his debt 
on the security of the policy, and his wife 
who had been named as the beneficiary in 
the policy joined with him in executing 
the assignment and in signing the charge 
• ir lien, such charge when made solely for 
the benefit of the insured is payable pri
marily out of his estate so as to free the 
insurance policy in favour of the wife as 
between herself and the estate where the 
designation of the wife as beneficiary on 
the face of the policy is hv statute ( R.S.
M. 1902, c. 83 and R.S.O.* 1897, c. 203), 
declared the creation of a trust for her 
separate use free from the debts of his

tireen v. Stands rd Trusts Co., 1 D.L.R. 
009. 22 Man. L.R. 397, 20 W.L.R. 488. 1 
W .W.R. 993.
(8 IV A—Kill)—RIGHT OF ASSIGNEE.

The assignee for creditors of the assured 
is entitled to maintain a joint action with 
the beneficiary to whom the loss is made 
payable by the policy, for the moneys pay
able under a fire insurance policy placed 
by the insolvent debtor upon his goods, 
notwithstanding that the transfer of the 
policy has not been consented to by the 
insurers.

Strong v. Crown Fire Ins. Co., 1 D.L.R. 
111, 3 O.W.N. 481. 20 O.W.R. 901. (See 4 
D.UR. 224. 3 O.W.X. 1534. 22 O.W.R. 734 ] 

B. Change of beneficiary.
(§ IV B—170)—Where an attempt is 

made to change the lieneticiary of a policy of 
life insurance by a declaration in the will 
of the insured, which is ineffective to ifiake 
such change under the law as it stands at 
the date of the death of the testator, an act. 
which comes into force subsequent to his 
death cannot lie invoked to validate the 
declaration. Where policies on the life of 
the assured are made payable to his widow, 
her interest becomes vested at the death 
of the assured, subject to any declaration 
in the will or elsewhere sufficient to effect 
a change.

Re Stewart Estate, 8 D.L.R. 165, 4 O.W.
N. 293, 23 O.W.R. 343.
Endowment policy—Change of benefi

ciary—Ontario Inhi rance Act (R. 
S.O. 1914, c. 183).

An endowment policy differs from a pol

icy payable at death. The assured after 
maturity but before actual payment has s 
right to change the beneficiary but not to 
alter or divert the benefit of any beneficiary 
for value, nor the benefit of a preferred 
beneficiary to a person not of that class. 
The naming of a lieneticiary under such a 
policy, if it creates a trust in favour of that 
beneficiary, creates only a trust in the 
event of death; and is subject to the right 
of alteration by the assured as set out in 
the Ontario Insurance Act (R.S.O. 1914, 
e. 183, a. 171.)

Re Sun Life Ass'ce Co. A McLean, 48 
D.L.R. «62.

In the absence of agreement to make 
one the beneficiary, the insured is in no 
sense a trustee for the beneficiary from 
lime to time named in a policy of insur
ance containing a clause giving power to 
the assured to change the beneficiary 
named. Where an insured by virtue of the 
rights accruing to him under an insurance 
policy changes the beneficiary, this is a 
gift inter vivos and not a testamentary 
disposition. [Fulton v. Andrew. L.R. 7 11. 
L. 448, distinguished.] A daughter being 
neither trustee, guardian nor agent for her 
father, who lived with her. at and for 
some time prior to his death, whom the 
father, while so living with her. makes 
sole beneficiary of the moneys payable 
under a policy of insurance issued on his 
life, is not bound to supply her father with 
independent legal advice at the time he 
nominates her as sole beneficiary under 
the policy, the father being at the time 
compos mentis and there being an entire 
absence of fraud or undue influence.

Clark v. Loft us. 4 D.L.R. 39, 2t> O.L.R. 
204, 21 O.W.R. 705.

Where the insured, in a life insurance 
policy originally made payable to his per
sonal representatives, endorses on the pol
icy a declaration that the policy and the 
insurance thereunder should remain pay
able as in the policy mentioned, subject to 
alteration during his lifetime, but. if not. 
"assigned or otherwise disposed of." that, 
on his death, if his wife survived him, the 
loliey should be for her benefit, such dec- 
aration is not sufficiently positive or un

conditional to operate as* a declaration of 
trust in favour of the wife or to confer 
upon her the benefits of the policy as her 
separate estate under the Manitoba Life 
Insurance Act, R.S.M. 1902, c. 83. [As to 
statutory appointments of beneficiaries of 
life insurance policies, see Mr. iAibatt'e 
article in 36 O.L..1. 249 and Cameron on 
Insurance, pp. 121, 214.] While the ap
pointment of an insurance policy made in 
favour of the wife of the assured under 
the Manitoba Life Insurance Act may. by 
s. 15 thereof, he revoked and the benefits 
declared in favour of the wife may by a 
writing lie diverted to the estate of the 
assured, the writing must indicate in clear 
and conclusive language the intention of
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the assured to alter the appointment first 
made in her favour. In order to create a 
•lust in favour of the wife of the assured, 
the statutory appointment of the lienetits 
uf a life insurance policy which under the 
Manitoba Insurance Act (similar to s. 159 

1) of the Ontario Insurance Act, K.S.O. 
1897, c. ‘203) the assured may make in 
writing, must be in clear and unequivocal 
words taking effect immediately as upon 
an immediate declaration of trust and so 
as to divest the assured of all beneficial in
terest therein for the time being subject 
only to any future appointment, the mak
ing of which may be reserved to him by 
the statute.

Green v. Standard Trusts Co., 1 D.L.R. 
(Min. 22 Man. L.R. 397, 20 W.L.R. 488, 1 
\\ W.R. 698.

Under s. 100 of c. 203 of the Insurance 
Act, K.S.O. 1897 (now *2 Geo. V., c. 33,

179), the beneficiaries named in a cer
tificate of insurance issued by a mutual in
surance association may be changed by a 
provision of a will which describes the cer
tificate only by staling the amount there
of, and giving the name of the association 
that issued it.

He Watson and Order of Canadian Home 
Circles, 4 D.L.R. 170, 3 O.W.N. 1605, 22 
U.W.K. 834.

A sufficient declaration of beneficiary is 
created under the Insurance Act, R.8.O. 
'897. c. 203, s. 151 (3), by a statement 
written by an insured person, after the 
death of the beneficiary named therein, on 
a certificate of insurance issued by a mu
tual benefit association, to the effect that 
he benefit thereunder should be paid to 

a person "who for many years had ad
vanced money to [the insured] and kept 
up the premiums, and who [was] a holder 
tor value,” notwithstanding such change of 
beneficiary was void under the rules of the 
association, since such rules must yield to 
the statute. An adopted child or grand
child of an insured person is not within 
the preferred class of beneficiaries men
tioned in s. 7 of v. 15 of 4 Edw. VII.

Fidelity Trust Co. v. Buchner, 5 D.L.R. 
28», 26 O.L.R. 367. 22 O.W.R. 72.
Change of beneficiary to pay insurance

MONEYS INTO COURT — PRINCIPLE ON 
WHICH SUCH OK HERS MAUI.

Re Meitner and .Manufacturers' Life Ins. 
I'o., 6 D.L.R. 87». 4 O.W.N. 251, 23 O.W.R. 
413.
By wii.i.—Conflict ok laws.

The change of the beneficiaries of an in
surance policy issued by an Ontario com
pany, which may be made under the provi
sions of the insurance Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. 
183, ss. 171, 177, 179, can be validly made 
by the will of a testator domiciled in a 
foreign jurisdiction at the time of his 
death, despite the fact that by the law of 
that jurisdiction beneficiaries named in an

insurance policy cannot be changed; such 
law does not, if it could, purport to have 
any such application.

Re Baeder and Can. Order of Chosen 
Friends, 28 D.L.R. 424, 36 O.L.R. 30. 
Change or preferred beneficiary—Be

quest—Sufficiency of.
General words of bequest, such as. “all 

my property, including all my insuranco 
policies at present in force and that 1 may 
hereafter have,” are not a sufficient identi
fication of a contract of insurance to make 
the will an appointment of a particular 
beneficiary of a policy of life insurance in 
which a beneficiary of the preferred class 
had been designated hut had died in the 
lifetime of the assured so as to prevent 
the operation of ss. 151, 159 of the Insur
ance Act, R.S.O. 1897, c. 203 (as amended 
1 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) c. 21. s. 2 and 4 Kdw. 
VII. (Ont.) c. 15, s. 7), which provide# 
that, in default of any new appointment, 
the benefit shall go to tlie children of the 
assured; the insurance money had, by the 
first appointment of a beneficiary of the 
preferred class, become a trust fund and 
not transferable by the gssured out of the 
preferred class of beneficiaries except in 
the statutory manner by an instrument in 
writing “identifying the policy by number 
or otherwise.”

Re Jsnnison, 10 D.L.R. 608, 4 O.W.N. 
1084, 24 O.W.R. 391.
Change of free lured beneficiary—Stat

utory WORDS IN PLURAL — APPLICA
TION TO SINGLE HEN LI IVI ARY.

The words “one or more of all of the 
designated preferred beneficiaries” In s. 
178 (7) of the Ontario Insurance Act (2 
Geo. V. (Ont.) e. 33), apply to the case 
of a sole designated preferred beneficiarv.

Re ( aiger, 10 D.L.R. 649. 4 O.W.N. 1174, 
24 O.W.R. 442.
Distinction of insurance moneys.

Under the Ontario Insurance Act, R.S. 
0. 1897, c. 203, and amendments thereto, 
the words “surviving beneficiaries” and 
“surviving infant children” in the provi
sions for the appointment of the insurance 
money in the event of the death of pre
ferred beneficiaries in the lifetime of the 
assured, refer to survivorship after his 
death and not to survivorship after the 
death of the beneficiary.

Re Jannison, 10 D.L.R. 608, 4 O.W.N. 
1084, 24 O.W.R. 391.

A bequest of “all the life insurance due 
me” is a sufficient declaration under s. 
171 (5) of the Insurance Act (R.S.O. 
1914, c. ÏB3) to change the beneficiary 
designated in the policy. [Judgment of 
Riddell, J., in Re Baeder and Canadian 
Order of Foresters, 28 D.L.R. 424, at 431, 
followed.]

Re Cole, 29 P.L.R. 492, 36 O.L.R. 173.
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tifc>muaby—Assiii.nmk.n r ok interest— 
WlFE OF ASSURED -DIRECTION BY AS 
SI HKD AS TO PAYMENT— STATUTORY 
B1UIIT—KhTOI'I'KL.

An assured who lias by the tenus of the 
policy nuuli- the insurance money payable 
to hia father, who has in effect made an 
alignment, of hie interest, to the wife of 
the assured, may under hia statutory right 
by a second designation direct that the in 
surance money he paid to the father to the 
exclusion of the wife. The doctrine of es
toppel does not apply to such a case.

Re Standard Life Ass Ye Co. Sl Kraft, 
48 D.L.R. «9, 1» O.L.K. 323.
WlM<—INEFFECTIVE—I NBVRANCK ACT, O.NT. 

— I DE N TIKI CAT! ON OK BENEFIT— RE
NEWAL STATEMENT—XEW OEH 111 NATION. |

A document altliough ineffective as a 
► ill may be a sufficient instrument in writ
ing under the Insurance Act ( R.8.O. 1014, 
e. 183, s. 1711. to constitue the persons 
named therein beneficiaries of a mortuary 
benefit payable by a lienelit association if 
it sufficiently identities the mortuary ben
efit and is within the powers given by the 
Act. but a subsequent, application for re
newal in the lienelit association which 
states that the benefit is “payable to my 
estate" is sufficient to annul the previous 
designation. [Re Jansen, 12 O.L.R. 63, 
distinguished. |

l/cavitt v. Spaidal. 49 D.L.R. 245, 4.1 
O.LR. 611.
Provincial Arc— Restrictions in Do

minion company’s charter.
A provincial Insurance Act, which pur

ports to enable an insured to revoke the 
benefit of insurance on hia life made or ap
propriated in favour of any person whom
soever and invert the insurance to new 
beneficiaries or to himself or his estate, 
does noi override or destroy the special 
provisions contained in a policy issued by a 
Dominion company, in conformance with its 
charter and which limits such powers.

Re Richardson K-Uate, 49 D.L.R. .19. 
[1919) 3 W.W.It. rtttti.
Writing identifying policies.

A bequest to the testator's wife of “the 
first $76,000 collected on account of policies 
of life insurance." is ineffective for not 
“identifying the policies by number or 
otherwise" as mpiired by the Life Insur
ance Act, R.K.B.C. 1911, c. 115, s. 7.

Arnold v. The Dominion Trust Co., 41 
D.L.R 107, 56 Can. 6.C.R. 433. |l!iis| 2 
W.W.R. 25. affirming 3.1 D.L.R. 14.1. 24 
R.C.R. 321. [19171 3 W.W.R. 11: 32 D.L.R. 
301. [1917) 1 W.W.R. 643. [See 32 D.L.R. 
33. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 672; 44 ,I).L.R. 12. 
[1919] A.C. 254. [1918] 3 W.W.R. 8.10.]
“1 niants"—Children—Oranixiiu.drkn.

By the law of Quebec the weird "infants" 
used in a life insurance policy issued in 
1873, whereby insurance money is assigned

to the wife and children, includes also the
grandchildren.

Lee v. Ætna Life Ins. Co.. 39 D.L.R. 294, 
53 Que. S.C. 162, 24 Rev. de Jur. 63. 
Wife — Fuhkiun divorce — Invalidity — 

Change ok beneficiary by will — 
Preferred clash.

B. obtained a policy of insurance on his 
life, payable to his wife by name. Some 
time after the date of the policy she ob
tained a divorce in a foreign state. By his 
will, B. gave one-third of the insurance 
money to his son and one-third each to his 
brother ami sister:—Held, that it was not 
open to the wife, after the death of H., 
to maintain that the divorce was invalid. 
[Swaizie v. Swaiziv, 31 O.R. 324: Ke Wil
liams and Ancient Order of United Work
men. 14 O.L.R. 482, followed.] Held. also, 
that when she obtained the divorce she 
ceased to be in law B.'s wife, and so ceased 
to lie within the preferred class; and B. 
might, at his will, divert to one not of the 
preferred class, mid so effectively exclude 
the wife, although the divorce alone would 
not exclude her.

Re Banks. 42 O.L.R. 64.
Endowment policy — Moneys payable to

ASSURED AT END OK FIXED PERIOD—POL
ICY IN FORCE AND ASSURED ALIVE AT
end ok period—Designation of wife
AS BENEFICIARY—REVOCATION OP, AND 
DESIGNATION OF MOTHER AFTER END OK
period—Ontario Insurance Act. s. 
171—Optional benefits — Right or 
assured to select benefit other 
THAN PAYMENT IN CASH—REFUSAL OK 
LEAVE TO COMPANY 1X1 PAY AMOUNT OE 
CASH BENEFIT INTO COURT.

By an endowment policy issued in 1898, 
the company assured the life of M. for $1,- 
600. and contracted to pay that sum to 
M. on 1st Oct. 1918, or, should M. die be
fore that day. to his mother: and it was 
provided that, should the policy be in force 
OR Oct. 1, 1916, M. should he entitled to 
certain optional benefits—e.g.. the right to 
convert the sum assured and profits into a 
paid-up policy payable at the death of M. 
In 1906, \l.. by an instrument in writing, 
declared that the policy and assurance 
should be for the benefit of his wife. When 
the policy matured on Oct. 1, 1918. M. was 
still alive, and had made no further or 
other designation of n beneficiary. After 
Oct. 1. the company drew a cheque in fav
our of M.'s wife for a sum said to be the 
amount of the policy with profits, less the 
amount of a loan, and sent the cheque to 
M. for delivery to his wife. M. returned 
the cheque, and filed with the company a 
new designation making his mother the 
beneficiary. The company then applied for 
leave to pay the amount of the cheque into 
court and to lie discharged from liability 
upon the policy. The y ation was sup 
ported by M.'s wife, but opposed by M. 
and his mother. M. alleging that he de-

8
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h ml to exercise the option of taking a 
]ihici-iip policy payable at hie death:—Held, 
l>\ Rose. J., that the policy was a subsist
ing policy, and the company'» contract 
m illi M. hud not been discharged, when, 
after Oct. 1. 1918. he attempted to revoke 
the benefits theretofore conferred upon hie 
wife and to substitute his mother as ben- 
eliciary. (2) That the attempt, was suc
cessful. and whatever rights the wife had 
iheretofore possessed passed to the mother: 
see the Ontario Insurance Act. R.S.O. 
1914, c. 183, s. 171. (3) That M. or his
mother had a right to select some benefit 
other than the payment of the cash which 
the company desired to pay into court, and 
the order asked for could not he made with
out defeating that right. Held, by a Di
visional Court, on appeal from the order of 
Rime, .1.. that the application for leave to 
pay the money into court was rightly dis
missed; hut the order should have been 
confined to that: any adjudication as to 
the rights of the wife and mother was pre-

Re Sun Life Ass’ce Co. and McLean, 45 
O.LR 111.
Win — Identification or policy—Prefer

red clash—Stepmother.
I!., whose life was insured for $1.000 by 

the Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. under a pol
icy which provided that, in the event of 
his death before November 19, 1933, the in- 
-urance moneys were to lie paid to Ruth 
• R.. "stepmother of the insured,” was
hilled in action in September, 1910. After 
Hie issue of the policy he made a will in 
which he referred to other insurance, 
which he called "city insurance,” meaning 
another policy for $1,000 on his life, pro
cured by a city corporation on his enlist
ment for service in the war. By the will 
lie disposed of $2,000 of insurance, in vari
ous sums, amongst eight persons; he di
rected that $1,000 of the $2.000 should gc 
to "my mother R. K. R.;” and there was 
•i later direction that, ‘‘in ease I do not 
receive city insurance the above will be 
void and the Metropolitan Life will go to 
my mother:”—Held, that the will suffi
ciently identified the insurance which was 
payable to Ruth K. R. to make a change 
■ ! the beneficiary effective; Insurance Act, 
li S tt. 1914, c. 183. s. 171 (5). | Re Baed 
er and Canadian Order of Chosen Friends, 
hi O.LR. 30, 28 D.L.R. 424, followed.) A 
"stepmother” does not come within the 
preferred class referred to in s. 178 of the 
Art. (McHugh v. fl.T.R. Co., 2 O.LR. 
$00, applied.) The condition of the will 
on which the disposition of the $2,000 in
surance moneys was to become void did 
H"i In-ioine operative, the "city insurance” 
having been paid to Ruth E. R.

Rutherford, 40 O.L.R. 208.

Friendly society—Issue or new certif
icate—Assignment or surrender — 
Undertaking to pay premiums—In
surance Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 183, 8. 
181 (2)—Costs.

Re Knibbs and Royal Templars of Tem
perance, 17 O.W.X. 272.
Foreign friendly society — Change of

BENEFICIARY BY WILL OK INSURED—IN
VALIDITY UNDER LAWS OF SOCIETY—
Preferred be n efi < i a ri es—1 n applica
bility OF LAWS OF ONTARIO—PAY
MENT OF MONET OUT OF COURT—COSTS.

Re Cayley, 11 O.W.X. 280.
Contract to pay wife of insured—Sepa

ration deed—Will—substitution of
BENEFICIARY NOT in Plthl EBBED CLARK 
—Ineffectiveness— Inki kance Act, 
R.S.O, 1914, c. 183, s. 178.

Re Canadian Order of Foresters and 
Ellis, 12 O.W.N. 348.
Contest between beneficiary i ndeb pol

icy AND BENEFICIARY UNDER WILL OF 
DECEASED ASSURED—INSURANCE COM
PANY AI.IAÎWRD TO PAY INSURANCE 
MONEYS INTO COURT—ISSUE DIRECTED. 

Re Bowen and Canadian Order of For
esters, 17 O.W.N. 112.
Désignation of beneficiary—Alteration 

by will — Executors — Payment ok 
debts—Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1914, 
C. 183, 88. 171 (3). 179 (1).

Re llonsberger, 11 O.W.X. 187. 
Designation of mother as beneficiary— 

Predecease of mother — Intention 
to assign to father for value—Pay
ment OF PREMIUMS BY FATHER—EQUIT
ABLE ASSIGNMENT NOT ESTABLISHED—
Lien of father fob premiums paid— 
Benefit passing to preferred bene
ficiaries under Insurance Act.

Re Treadwell, 10 O.W.X. 74.
Parol evidence of assignment.

The abandonment by assured of his pol
icy cannot laf proved by oral evidence espe
cially if the by-laws of the company require 
a written declaration for the purpose.

Parent v. Federal Assn, of Letter Car
riers, 51 Que. S.C. 426.
Change of beneficiaries—Will—Vari

ation ok POLICIES BY LETTER.
Potts v. Potte, [ 1919) 1 W.W.R. 906. 

Wife named as beneficiary in policy— 
Subsequent trust deed directing
MONEYS TO BE PAID TO NON, AND TO 
OTHERS IN CASE OF SON*8 DEATH—
Benefit to others beyond power of 
INSl RED WITHOUT WIFE'S CONSENT— 
Validity ok appointment to son— 
Like Insurance Policies Act (B.C.). 

A life insurance policy named the wife 
of insured as beneficiary. Subsequently by 
trust deed insured appointed trustees to 
collect upon his death the proceeds'of said 
policy and others and pay Mich proceeds to 
his son on his attaining 25 years of age 
with provisions for investment and main-
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tonanee for such son until lie attained 25; 
if such sou should die before the insured 
or before attaining 25 the moneys to go to 
'the wife or issue of such son and if none 
then the moneys to go to the insured’s 
residuary legatees. The residuary leg
atees were said son and certain others 
whom it was not within the power of the 
insured to benefit under the policy with 
out consent of the wife under the terms of 
the Life Insurance Policies Act. Held, 
that so far as the trust deed appointed the 
son a beneficiary of the insurance moneys 
under said policy it was a valid appoint
ment under s. 8 of the Life Insurance Pol
icies Act; that the bona tide intention was 
to lienefit the son at all events and that 
such intention and its effect could and 
should be separated from the further and 
nugatory intent to lienefit persons not 
proper objects of the power.

Powell v. Imperial Life Ins. Co., 11019]
2 W.W.R. 285.
Life policy—Designation in favour of

WIFE ENDORSE» ON POLICY—KX PRES
SION OF INTENTION—'TRI'ST CREATED BY 
OPERATION OF INSURANCES ACT—INCOM
PLETE INSTRUMENT.

Cunningham v. Canadian Home Circles,
3 O.W.N. 118, 20 O.W.R. 205.
<§ IV' B—171)—Statutory designation 

, —Change of BENEFICIARY—Survivob-
i ship—“Wife"—Meaning of.

Subsection 7 of s. 178 of the Insurance 
x,i. j Goo, \ . c. It.so. i«.*u. I8:t.

providing for a right by survivorship 
where one or more of the preferred bene
ficiaries die in the lifetime of the assured, 
is applicable as to the insurance moneys 
designated in favour of the wife, only 
when there is no wife of the assured living 
at the maturity of the contract. The 
words “the insurance” in subs. 3 of s. 178 
of the Insurance Act. 2 Geo. V'., e. 33. R. 
N.O. 1914, c. 183, providing that “where 
it is stated in the contract . that 
the insurance is for the lienefit of the wife 
of the assured only . . . the word ‘wife’ 
shall mean the wife living at the maturity 
of the contract,’’ applies equally to a por
tion of the insurance money under a policy 
payable one-halt" only to a wife by name ; 
and, since subs. 4 makes mills. 3 applicable 
irrespective of whether the wife is desig
nated by name, such portion is payable to 
the wife living at maturity of the con
tract. although not tin- one designated in 
the policy.

Re Lloyd and Ancient Order of United 
Workmen. 14 D.L.R. 625. 29 O.L.R. 312. re
versing 10 D.L.R. 611, 24 O.W.R. 546. 
Statutory beneficiaries—Right of wife 

—Encumbrances.
Insurance policies effected by a wife 

upon tjie life of her husband, or by the 
husband for the benefit of his wife, where
in the wife is designated as the “assured” 
are contracts with the wife, and therefore

her absolute property, which cannot be 
affected by the declaration or will of the 
huslianil ; but policies effected by the hus 
band for the benefit of his wife create a 
trust in favour of the wife, though the luis 
hand may by liis will alter the trust, in- 
cutting her interest down to a life estate 
and may direct the insurance in favour of 
any of the class of preferred beneficiaries 
mentioned in the Insurance Act (Ont.), s. 
178 (1). He cannot, however, charge the 
insurance funds with the payment of en
cumbrances on his real estate. [R.S.U. 
1914, e. 183. »H. 109, 171. 178, applied.]

Re Vole, 29 D.L.R. 402, 30 O.L.R. 173. 
Statutory designation—Wife made ben 
• kfictary by name—Death of wife— 

Remarriage of insured — Right of
SECOND WIFE SURVIVING INSURED, IN 
ABSENCE OF FURTHER DESIGNATION.

Lambert us v. Lamk'ittis, 5 O.W.N. 420. 
(§ IV B—172)—Preferred class — De

claration in writing — Insurance 
Act. R.M.O. 1914. v. 183, s. 171—Will 
—Printed form Personal estate- 
inclusion of insurance moneys.

Re Monkmun and Canadian Order of 
Chosen Friends, 40 D.L.R. 701, 42 O.L.R. 
363.
I’RKFEKHKI) CLASS—DECLARATION IN WRITING

— Sufficiency — Soldier’s will — 
Insurance Act—Policy fay able in 
Ontario — Domic ile British Colum-

Re Hewitt and Hewitt, 43 D.L.R. 716, 43 
O.L.R. 286.
Benefit certificate — Change of appur 

tionmknt — Beneficiary for value.
Clark v. Loftus, 24 O.L.R. 174. 19 O.W.R. 

606. 2 O.W.N. 280.
Policy—Assignment “ah interest may 

appear’’—Dkjit barbed by statute.
Robinson v. Imperial Life Ass’ee Co., 44 

X.S.R. 527. 9 E.L.R. 164.
Benefit certificate — Moneys payable 

to “wife”—Death oi wife—Remar 
biaoe of assured—Claim by widow.

Re Sons of Scotland Benevolent Asso. 
and Davidson. 2 O.W.N. 200.
Life insurance — Will — Change of 

beneficiary.
Green v. Standard Trusts Co., 19 W.L.R. 

40.
V. Waiver; estoppel.

A. Of insured beneficiary/
(g V A—175)—Estoppel of insured— 

Fire insurance—Omission to state 
extent of interest—Negligence of

Where an agent of an insurance com
pany. who was also the insurance broker of 
the assured, omitted to ascertain and in 
form the company of the nature and extent 
of the interest of the assured who was in 
fact only a lessee of the property insured, 
it was held, that the neglect, of the agent 
was the neglect of the assured and that,
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therefore, the policy, in which the property 
was described us that of the assured, was 
void:—Held, that, even if the policy was 
not void for the above reason, the assured 
was not entitled to recover thereon since 
lie had already received, under policies 
taken out by the owner of the premises, the 
full amount of the insurable value thereof.

Brown v. Ismdon Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 
21» N .L.U. 711.

B. Of insurer.
1$ \ B—180)—Damages to automomi.e— 

Conditions of insurance policy— 
Oifkr made to owner—Election by
COMPANY TO REPAIR CAB—REFUSED BY

The owner of an automobile cannot suc
ceed in an action on a policy of insurance 
«hen his car has been damaged if the In- 
Mirance Company has already made an 
offer to repair the damages according to the 
contract, anil such offer has been refused

Sure r. U. S. Fidelity A Guaranty Co., 
.'•if MLR. 573.
Proofs of loss—Waiver—Denial of lia

bility—“lNHl RANGE CONTRACT” — lx- 
TERll M RECEIPT — INSURANCE ACT,
R.8.O. 11)14, c. 188, S. 2 lin. s. 1H4, 
condition 8—Estoppel—Notice of
< ANCELLATION.

Beury v. Canada National Fire Ins. Co.,
D.L.R. 7»U. 38 O.L.R. 506. [Affirmed in
D.L.R. 105.1

DISPUTING AWARD AFTER ARBITRATION.
'Hie submission to arbitration by agree- 

ment between a tire insurance company 
and the insured Vo value the property in- 
-iired and the loss by tire is a waiver"of a 
clause contained in the policy whereby the 
company could have elected to repair and 
rebuild the insured property.

I.alande v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 24 Rev. de
•Mir. 571.
(S V B—185)—Knowledge of insured— 

Class of huilding — ‘‘Dwelling-
HOI SE" OH “LODGING-HOUSE.”

The knowledge of the insurance com
pany's agent sent to inspect the risk, that 
l ie building containing the goods insured 
ami described in the application as a dwell- 
iii^ house was also used as a lodging-house,

the knowledge of the company so as to 
disentitle the latter to complain of any al- 
Wed misdescription of the risk for non- 
di-.-losure, in the application, of the fact 
that lodgers were kept. [Bowden v. Lon
don, Kdinlmrgh & Glasgow Ins. Co., [181)21 
- Q.B. 5214: and Holdsworth v. laineashire 
* Yorkshire Ins. Co., 23 Times L.R. 521, 
applied.]

Mahomed v. Anchor Fire & Marine Ins. 
f i. 15 D.L.R. 405. 48 Can. 8.C.R. 646, 26 
W.L.R. 695.
Waiver o: notice — Acquiescence — As

certaining LOSS.
In matter of fire insurance a formal no- 

1 ice may be waived. Where a notice of the 
fire was given, but not technically in ac

cordance with the terms of the policy and 
of the law, nevertheless if the company re
ceived the notice, acts upon it, makes a 
survey of the damage done, and ascertained 
that the loss to the insured is a total one, 
it cannot refuse to pay the loss.

Carbrav v. Struthcona Fire Ins. Co., 47 
Que. S.C. 212.
Fire insurance — Unoccupied holse — 

Knowledge of the insurer — False
REPRESENTATIONS — NOTICE — PROOF
— Term — Répudiation —C. C. Que. 
ART. 2478.

If an application for insurance was made 
for a house described as an inhabited dwell 
ing, when it is unoccupied, there was no 
false representation rendering the policy 
void, if the insurer knew that the building 
was unoccupied at the time of issuing the 
policy, ami was not occupied up to the time 
of its destruction by tire.

The insurer cannot, in order to evade 
paying the loss, take advantage of the fact 
that the conditions in the policy were not 
fulfilled, such as giving notice, making 
proof of loss or the time allowed for settle
ment, when he positively refuses to pay 
and repudiates all liability.

British Colonial Fire Ins. Co. v. Rahul, 
28 Que. K.B. 227.
(8 V B—190)—Knowledge of agent — 

Keeping oil—Waiver.
Knowledge by the insurer’s soliciting 

agent that coal oil in large quantities was 
kept on the premises, contrary to a con
dition of the policy, does not constitute 
notice of that fact to the insurer; nor does 
knowledge of that fact prior to the insur
ance imply knowledge that it would he so 
kept afterwards, and is not equivalent to 
a waiver of the condition. An offer of 
settlement of an insurance claim by the ad
justing agent does not, in the al>senee of 
proof of authority to that end. operate as 
a waiver of any objections which might be 
urged against the claim by the insurer.

Laforest v. Factories Ins. Co., 30 D.L.R. 
265. 53 Can. S.C.R. 806, affirming 24 Que. 
K.B. 543.
Contract of marine insurance—Agent

AUTHORIZED TO CLOSE CONTRACT.
An Insurance contract, made by a Mon

treal company, through its agent, at Que
bec. is completed in Quebec City if such 
agent is authorized to close tlm risk, the 
policy lieing delivered to defendant at Que- 
lier and paid by a cheque to the order of 
said agent.

Tanguay v. Dale, 12 Que. P.R. 24».
(§ V B—195)—Application filled in by 

company's agent -— Misrepresenta
tion — Acceptance by company — 
Estoppel.

An insurance agent who negligently fills 
in an application for insurance without 
asking necessary and material questions, 
and induces the applicant to sign the appli
cation without reading it, assuring him 
that “it is all right," is bound to communi-
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cate the facts ami circumstances to his 
principal, ami liis knowledge will be im
parted to it; by issuing the policy and re
taining the premium the principal is es
topped from setting up misrepresentation 
on the application.

(•real North Ins. ( o. v. Whiliiw, 44 ILL. 
R. 433, 57 Can. S.C.R. 543, |1918| 2 XX .XV.
R. Iti7. affirming 32 D.L.R. 756, 10 A.L.R. 
202, [1917] 1 XV.XV.R. 1150.
Hail insurance — Ani-ucation stating

AGENT TO l.iC AGENT OF APPLICANT— 
MlTTUAL MISTAKE AN TO DK8CRIVTI0X
—Notice—Liauiuty of com pant.

An application form for hail insurance 
contained a clause that the agent filling it 
in was the agent of the applicant and not 
of the company. By the mutual mistake 
of the agent and the applicant, the appli
cation contained a wrong description of the 
property : — Held, that insurance company 
was not liable on the policy issued upon 
the said application on the ground that, 
since the agent was the agent of the appli 
cant, the company had no actual notice of 
the mistake. [Bleaklev v. Niagara District 
Mutual Ins. Co.. 16 fir. 198: ltiggar v. Rock 
Life Ass. C-O., [1902] 1 K. B. 516; Lamothe 
v. North American Life lti“. Co., 39 Can.
S. C.R. 323, followed: New York T.ife Ins.
Co. v. Fletcher, 117 C. N. Reports, 519. ap-
pniVMl | ,

l-aird v. Canada Weather Ins. Co., 29 
XV.L.R. 570. 7 XV.XV.R. 231.
(6 X" B—2121—Assent to removal.

Aii insurance company in giving a form
al assent to a transfer already made of the 
insured goods to another building will not 
lie held to have waived their right to after
wards claim on learning that a fire had 
already destroyed the goods that the rights 
of the parties liera me fixed at the time of 
the tire, and that it was an implied term 
of the consent that, no loss had occurred 
whereof prompt notice had not been given 
to the insurance company as required by 
the terms of the policy.

Kline v. Dominion Fire Ins. Co.. 1 D.L.R. 
733. 21 O.XV.R. 285. 25 O.L.R. 534. [Af
firmed. 9 D.L.R. 231. 47 Can. S.C.R. 252.] 
(§ X" B—216)—Accepting premium note— 

Lapse of policy caused by roxnrerr of 
insurer.

The acceptance of a note in payment of 
» premium on a life policy manifests an 
election on the part of the insurance coni- 
|iany to treat the policy as in force and not 
to take advantage of the default, of the in
sured ; and if before maturity of the note 
the insured is led to believe by the repre
sentations of the company that the policy 
had lapsed, and in reliance of such repre
sentations lie ceases to meet the subsequent 
premiums, the company by its conduct will 
lie estopped from denying liability on the 
ground that the policy had lap-ed for non
payment of premiums'.

Capital Life AssVe Co. v. Parker, 25 
D.L.R. 363. 51 Can. S.C.R. 462. affirming 22 
D.L.R. 325, 48 N.S.R. 404.

Premium payable by mite to ai.nst— 
Rules ok insurance, company—Death 
of assure»— Polk y is ixhu e—Lia-

An insurance company, whose authorized 
agent takes a note payable to him lor the 
premium of a policy he has written and 
remits said premium less his commission to 
the company out of his own pocket, mn-t 
regard this premium as paid, and the pol
icy in quest ion a< in force.

Steinbreckrr v. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 49 
D.L.R. 340, 46 D.L.R. 36.
( ü X* B—236)—Waives m insi rfjj—Fail

ure: to BRI M, Al l ION IN TIME—SUBSE
QUENT REQUEST FOR PROOF OF LOSS.

The waiver of the failure to bring action 
oil a policy of insurance within the stipu
lated time is not shewn by letters there
after written by the insurer requesting 
proofs of loss without referring to the fact 
that the time for bringing action bad ex
pired. where there was no consideration tor 
a waiver, and the insured did nothing to 
his detriment in reliance on a waiver.

McDermott v. XX’estern Canada Fire Ins. 
Co. 13 D.L.R. 217. 24 XV.L.R. 375.
Notice or proofs of loss.

The failure of an insured to give written 
notice of loss is waived by an insurance 
company, since it did not appear that it 
was thereby prejudiced where, ou the day 
after the destruction of the insured prop
erty the president and two of the directors 
of the company, in response to a message 
from the insured, came and in-pected the 
ruins, and told him that they would re
turn the next. day. which th *y did. when 
they obtained detailed particular* of the 
loss, which they reduced to writing, ami 
pursuant to their instructions, the insured 
attended the next meeting of the hoard of 
directors of the company and gave them all 
the information they desired, and the seen 
tary of the company prepared and the in
sured signed a statutory declaration of 
loss, which, together with the policy, were 
retained by th_e company, and where the 
insured subsequently paid an assessment 
on his premium note, and, after the insured 
and the company were at arm's length, the 
former gave the latter a further statutory 
declaration of loss, after which the com
pany returned the premium note and de
clared the policy of insurance cancelled.

I’ntterson v. Oxford Farmers Mutual Fire 
Ins. Co., 7 D.L.R. 369, 4 O.YN.N. 140, 23 
O.XV.R. 122.
($ V B— 235)—PaRTK IVATION IN ADJUST-

No waiver of a breach of policy of in
surance ran arise on the part of an insurer 
from a fact that it sent the insured proofs 
of claim which were tilled out bv him and 
returned to the company where the blanks 
themselves expressly stipulated that by fur
nishing them and investigating the claim
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the insurer should not lie In-ld to waive a 
breach of any condition of the policy. 

J'.vans Kailway Passengers’ Ass'ce Co., 
,»I..K. til. 3 O.W.N. «HI. 21 O.W.R. 44». 

Condi lion of pui.icy — Notice — Tender
BEFORE ACTION — WaIVKH. 

t an. K. Accident In*. Co. v. Haines, 44 
Can. S.LUt. 386.
llRF — BUILDER"’ RISK — BUILUIXU IN 

" ( ODRHE OF CONSTRUCTION” — KXOWL- 
11H.K OF COMPANY — EhTOPPKL.

Dodge v. York tire Ins. Co., 1 O.W.N. 
l.ii'x 2 O W N. .*.71, 18 O.W.U. 241.

VI. The loss; remedies of the assured.
A. Notice; prooik; arbitration. — 

(§ VI A —24.1 )—Proof of loss—Scope of
LIABILITY.

A claim against an insurance company 
under u policy of fire insurance is not a 
debt due or accruing due until the amount 
of the loss is fixed; it is a claim of in
demnity for loss, and until the loss is 
a'certained. hv the admission of the com
pany or otherwise, the claim under the 
policy is one of damages rather than of 
debt, filartt v. Edmonton Steam Laundry 
Co., 2 A.J..R. 130. applied.]

sliiernian v. Harris and Craske. 22 i).L. 
1! 691. 8 S LR. 1UÔ, 8 W.W.R. »14.
F a we proof of loss—Waiver—Participa

tion IX ADJUSTMENT.
A false statement by the insured in his 

statutory declaration as to the loss, by 
which the actual loss is greatly exagger
ated, vitiates the claim under a condition 
to that elfect in the policy : an appraise
ment of loss, or an endeavor to arbitrate 
tbe claim by an adjuster for the insurance 
< ompany. does not operate as a waiver of, 
ne- could lie so waive, the condition.

Maple L-af Milling Co. v. Colonial AssYe 
<.. ;-i D.Ut. 202, 27 Man. LR. 621. 11917] 
2 W.W.R. 1091, reversing 22 D;L.R. 822.
Chattel property owned by different

MEMBERS OF ONE FAMILY—INSURANCE 
IN SAME OF ONE MEMBER—RltiliT TO 
recover—-Direct loss"—Proofs of 
loss — Acceptance — Waiver — In
surance Act. K.K.O. 1914, c. 183. 88. 
194 iCONDITION 18), 199.

Mainover v. Norwich Union Fire Ins. C'o., 
4D O.L.R. 532.
Proofs of loss — Fraud — Findings of

FACT OF TRIAL .ll'DOF—“SECOND IN8UR- 
ance"—Effect of removal of goods
FROM TWO SEPARATE BUILDINGS INTO
one—Knowi.Knew and assent ok in
surers — Salvage — Overvaluation 
—Suspicion as to cause of fire—In- 
si BANCB Act. R.S.O. 1914. c. 18,'i. s. 
194. condition 5—Waiver of objec
tions — Knowledge of agent — Bona
HUES OF AHKURFD.

Podeers v. General Accident Fire 4 Life 
torp., Rodgers v. Mercantile Fire Ins. 

Co , 42 O.L.H. 419.

Stock of jewelry — "Precious btoxes" 
—Reasonable cake — Evidence of 
value — Exaggerated claim — Ex
aggeration NOT AMOUNTING It) FRAUD
—" Implements” — Models — Assess
ment of loss—Costs—Test action.

Bryrner v. Welliugiun Mutual Fire lus. 
Co.. ljl O.W.N. 361.
Proof of loss On blanks furnished by 

insurer—Waiver ok condition.
A provision of an insurance policy that 

full particulars of lo#s should be supplied 
the company on forms furnished by it, is 
waived by the company's instructions to its 
general agent to the elfect that it did not 
think it desirable to furnish the insured 
persons with such forms, as it preferred to 
have separate statements from them.

Hill v. Yorkshire lmt. Co. 12 D.L.K. 172, 
23 Man. LU. 368. 24 W.LR. 389, 4 W.W. 
K. 692.
Proofs op loss—Over estimation of value

OF STOCK OF GOODS DESTROYED OB DAM
AGED — False statements not 
AMOUNTING TO FRAUD OK DISHONESTY— 
Actions on policies—Time fob com
mencement — Lapse of 60 days after
COMPJ.Kl ION OF PROOFS — FAILURE TO 
SEPARATE DAMAGED FROM UNDAMAGED 
goods—Assessment of loss—Reduced 
estimate—Costs of actions.

Baba van v. Plmmix Insurance Co., 14 
O.W.N. 17.
Relief from—Pleading.

In an action upon a policy of fire insur
ance the plaintiff inav l>e relieved, on the 
ground of mistake, under the Fire Insur
ance Policy Act. R.S.S. 1909, c. 80. from 
the effects of his failure to give notice and 
proofs of loss, although he has not pleaded 
the Act. | Bell Bros. v. Hudson’s Hay Ins. 
Co.. 44 Can. S.C.R. 419; Shepard v. British 
l)om. Gen. Ins. Co.. (1918] 1 W.W.R. 85. 
followed.]

Pachal v. Germania Fire Ins. Co., [1918] 
1 W.W.R. 602.
Conditions — Accounts and invoices — 

Production — Proof of loss — Fal-

A statutory condition of a fire insurance 
policy that the insured shall in support of 
liis claim, if required and if practicable, 
produce books of account and furnish in
voices and other vouchers, does not. make 
the procuring and production of copies of 
invoices a condition precedent to his right 
of action. [Strong v. Crown Fire Insur
ance Co.. 13 D.L.R. 086, followed.] To jus
tify holding an assured guilty of having 
made a false or fraudulent statement in his 
proof of loss the evidence ought to he clear 
and satisfactory, and leave no room for any 
reasonable inference but that of guilt, and 
where evidence that the assured had made 
an excessive estimate of his loss is relied 
upon as proof of his fraudulent intent, the 
estimate should lie so extravagant as to lead 
necessarily to the conclusion that the ex
cess was due, not to an error of judgment,
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Lut to an intention to defraud. [Adams v. 
Glen Falls Ins. Co., 3] D.L.R. 106, fol
lowed.] A wilfully false statement of 
value in the statutory declaration of loss 
under a lire insurance policy vitiates the 
claim. [Maple Leaf Milling Co. v. Colonial 
Ass’ee Co., 36 D.L.R. 202, followed.] And 
where a building and a stock of goods there
in are insured under one policy, such a 
statement with respect only to the value 
of the building defeats the entire «daim. 
[Harris v. Waterloo Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 
10 O.R. 718. followed.]

Kibzcy v. Home Ins. Co., [1918] 2 W.YV. 
R. :»41.
Compensation — Arbitration — Award 

—Acquiescence—Repairs—Mandate.
A fire insurance company, acting by its 

agent, which agrees to an arbitration to 
«h‘termine the compensation an assured is 
entitled to on the burning of his building, 
end names its arbitrator and furnishes him 
with all the necessary signatures in blank 
and other papers, gives the assured suffi- 
vient reason for believing that its agent and 
its arbitrator are authorized to allow him 
to begin urgent repairs to the property 
burned, liefore the award is made. An 
award bearing the signatures of the arbi
trators is, un«b*r such circumstances, not 
void because it has not. been received by a 
notary, seeing that this obligation is in
cumbent as much on the defendant as on the 
plaintiff, and that the representative of the 
latter had taken possession of it and sent, 

,it to the company’s agent. When a com
pany has agreed to have arbitrators de
termine the compensation due to an as
sured. it cannot, afterwards revoke Vie sub
mission to arbitration, or invoke Une right 
which the conditions of the policy give the 
company to make the repairs on the insured 
building which the fire lias rendered neees-

Lalande v. Phrrnix Ins. Co.. .VI Que. S. 
C. 461. [See 28 Que. K.B. 287.]
Proofs of loss.

A false statement by an insured person 
in a statutory proof of loss as to a fact 
not required by the Ontario Insurance Act, 
R.S.O. 1897, o! 203, to lie stated, will not 
vitiate a «daim for lo*s under subs, (c) 
of condition Iff of the Act.

Patterson v. Oxford Farmers Mutual Fire 
Ins. Vo.. 7 D.L.R. 369. 4 O.W.X. 140, 23 
O.W.R. 122.
(§ VI A—246)—Accident—Condition in 

policy — Immediate notice—Delay— 
Recovery.

Where an accident insurance policy re
quires immediate notice of the accident to 
be given, the insured may be allowed a 
reasonable time in which to give the re
quired notice according to the circumstances 
of the case. Held, that a delay of 02 days 
in giving the notice was, under the cir
cumstances, a want of compliance with the 
condition which prevented recovery under 
the policy.

Merchants & Employers Guarantee & Ac
cident Co. v. Parent, 48 D.L.R. 96, 28 Que. 
K.B. 310.
Fire Insurance Act (X.B. 1913. 3 Geo. V., 

c. 2b)—Notice of loss—V erbal no
tice to a«iext—Agent notifying com
pany in writing—Sufficiency ok.

Hie statutory provisions in the X.B. Fire 
Insurance Act (1913, 3 Geo. V., c. 261 re- 
«juiring the assured to give notice in writing 
forthwith after the loss lias occurred is 
substantially complied with, where the as- 
sured verbally notifies the agent who so
licited the insurance, and such agent notifies 
the company in writing, especially when the 
giving of such verbal notice may be asvrilicd 
to a mistake on the part of the assured re
sulting from the acts and statements ».f 
such agent. [Prairie City Oil Co. v. Stand
ard Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 44 t an. S.C.R. 
40, followed.]

Wetmore v. British & Canadian Under
writers of Norwich, England, 45 D.L.R. 666, 
46 X.B.R. 304.
Notice of loss—Sufficiency of -Condi

tion as to—Service on agent of for
eign COMPANY.

Notice of the illness ami death of an in
sured animal given in Manitoba to an agent 
appointed to represent a company, accord
ing to the Manitoba Insurance Act, who 
gave immediate telegraphic notice to the 
head office in Montreal, is a sufficient com
pliance with a condition ol a policy of in
surance that notice of the illness or death 
of an insured animal should be given direct 
to the company, where notice, if given by 
the insured «lirect to the head office of the 
company, either in person or by letter, 
would not have arrived in advance of the 
notice given by the agent.

Gill v. Yorkshire Ins. Vo.. 12 D.L.R. 173. 
23 Man. L.R. 368, 24 W.L.R. 389, 4 W.W.R. 
692.
Notice.

Where the policy of guarantee insurance 
calls for immediate notice of any shortage 
and the insured fails to notify the insurer 
until a mouth after the discovery of loss, 
this notice is tardy and the insur«-d cannot 
recover, even though the unfaithful em
ployee be apprehended and convicted as a 
result of his (the insured’s) efforts.

Lachine School Commissioners v. London 
Guarantee & Accident Co., 3 D.L.R. 335.

Under a policy insuring against accident 
and «ither causes of disablement and pro
viding that written notice of the happening 
of an accident or event giving rise to a 
claim must be given an insurer within a 
specified time, there can he no recovery in 
the absence of such notice, even though the 
insurcil was incapacitated from complying 
with the requirement as to notice by the 
event which gave rise to bis claim.

Evans v. Rv. Passengers' Ass’ce Co., 3 
D.L.R. 61, 3 O.W.X. 881. 21 O.W.R. 442.

Notice to a fire insurance company by 
the person to whom, by the terms of the
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policy, flic Toss is by direction of the as- 
-urc(i made payable is a valid notice on 
behalf of the assured.

Strong v. Crown Fire Ins., 1 D.L.R. Ill, 
.1 O W N. 4K1. 20 O.W.R. 001.

Where an insurance company receives a 
notice of loss under a policy issued by it 
,nid after an investigation rejects the claim 
<m the ground of misrepresentation in the 
insured’s application, there is a waiver of 
anv irregularity in the giving of the notice

i Inrke v. British Empire Ins. Co., 4 D.L. 
II. 444. 21 W.L.R. 774. 2 W.W.R. 682. [Re- 
versed on another point ti D.L.R. 353, 5 A. 
I..R. 99, 22 W.L.R. 8», 2 W.W.R. 1158.]

The court may. under s. 172 of the On
tario Insurance Act, ll.S.O. 1SÎI7. c. 203. 
if deemed equitable, relieve an insured per
son from an omission to give an insurance 
company written notice of loss.

I'atterson v. Oxford Farmers Mutual Fire 
In- Co., 7 D.1*It. 360, 4 O.W.N. 140. 23
I t.W.R. 122.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE—NOTICE OF INJURY—

Condition an to giving—Binding ef-
FECT OF BENEFICIARY.

flic beneficiary named in a contract of ac
cident insurance, although not a party there
in. is hound l»y the conditions of the policy 
as to the method of giving notice of an in
jury to the assured.

Youlden v. London Guarantee A Accident 
« n.. 12 U.L.R. 433, 28 O.L.R. 161, affirming 
i D.L.R. 721. 26 O.L.R. 75. 
i§ VI A—247)—Loss—Proof of—Non-

com 1M.IANCK WITH STATUTORY CONDI
TION—OBJECTION BY INSURER ON OTHER
grounds—Waiver.

If a person in good faith furnishes proof 
nf loss of insured property, to which the in
surer objects on grounds other than non 
-ompliance with statutory condition 13 of 
Hie Ontario Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1807, c. 
-03. 2 Ceo. V. e. 33, R.S.O. 1914. c. 183. 
the insured will lie relieved from such non- 
complin nee under the provisions of s. 172 
of such Act, where it would lie "inequit-
II Me that the insura.nce should lie deemed 
'"id or forfeited bv reason of imperfect com- 
l'iiuiif'' with the condition.” Statutory con
dition 13 of the Ontario Insurance Act, R.S. 
" 1807. c. 203. 2 Geo. V. c. 33. R.S.O. 1014. 
<• 183, relative to furnishing proofs of loss, 
doe- not require the owner of a stock of 
-O'"Is which were destroyed by fire to fur- 
lo-li an insurer duplicate invoices from 
ill"'' from whom the goods were purchased.

Strong v. Crown Fire 1ns. Co.; Strong 
' liiniouski Fire Ins. Co.: Strong v. Anglo- 
Vincrican Fire Ins. Co.; Strong v. Mon

treal (anada Fire Ins. Co., 13 D.L.R. 086,
2» 0.1. R. 33.

' condition in a policy of insurance that 
the proofs of loss must lie delivered within 
" days to the secretary of the insurer on 

’danks furnished by it means within 30 
days after the insurer supplied the blanks, 
"here an insurance company receives proofs

of loss under a policy issued by it and 
after an investigation rejects the claim on 
the ground of misrepresentation in the in
sured’s application, there L a waiver of 
the condition in the policy that the proofs 
of loss must lie sent to the insurer within 
a certain time.

Clarke v. British Empire Ins. Co., 4 D. 
1..R. 444. 21 W.L.R. 774. 2 W.W.R. 682. 
(Reversed on another point (I D.L.R. 353, 
5 A.L.R. 99, 22 W.L.R. 89, 2 W.W.R. 958 ]

A statement by the insured in the proofs 
of loss furnished the insurer that the in
sured property at the time of its destruc
tion belonged to the insured, and that no 
other person had any interest in it except, a 
specified bank for advances, but the state
ment failed to state the nature of the bank’s 
interest or the amount of the advances, and 
made no mention of a transfer given tlie 
bank as security, is not a compliance with 
the provision of the policy that the proofs 
of loss shiill state the interest of the in
sured and all others in the insured prop
erty. A mere statement by the insured in 
the proofs of loss furnished the insurer that 
the origin of the fire was unknown to him 
is not a compliance with the requirement of 
the policy that the insured in his proofs of 
loss “shall render a statement to this com
pany signed and sworn to by the said in
sured, stating the knowledge ami belief of 
the insured as to the time and origin of 
the fire.” No waiver by the insurer of the 
provisions of a policy as to what the proofs 
of loss must contain is shewn by the fact 
that its adjuster went to the place of fire 
to ascertain its cause ami the amount of 
loss caused by it and that, while there he 
made enquiries of the insured as to his 
knowledge of the origin of the fire, the quan
tity of the goods destroyed, xvliat Iwoks or 
paper he still had and other insurance, and 
iiad measurements made for the purpose of 
estimating the quantity of the goods de
stroyed. The mere fact that an insurer re
tained the proofs of loss furnished by the in
sured for a long time without objection 
cannot lie held to constitute a waiver of 
fuller or further proof. [McManus v. Ætna 
Ins. Co., 11 X.B.IL 314, followed; Imperial 
Fire Ins. Co. v. Bull, 18 Can. S.C.R. 697. 1 
S.C. Cas. 1, affirming 15 Out. App. 421, dis
tinguished.]

Gnimond v. Fidelity Phcrnix Fire Ins. Co., 
2 D.L.R. 654. 41 N.B.R. 145, 10 E.L.H. 
562. [Affirmed, 9 D.L.R. 463, 12 E.L.R. 
350.]

Section 2 of the Fire Insurance Policy 
Ordinance. X.W.T. (Alta.L 1911. e. 113, 
giving power to the court to hold the in
surance company liable notwithstanding 
trifling defects in the proofs of loss occur
ring by necessity, accident or mistake, or 
where it appears inequitable to hold the in
surance void by reason of imperfect com
pliance with the conditions of (he policy, 
should not lie applii-d to dispense with rea
sonable formal proofs called for by the in
surance company which the insured dclib-
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vrutely refused to furnish without assigning 
any reason for tin* refusal. Where one of 
the statutory conditions of a lire insurance 
policy requires the assured to supply, with 
his proofs of !o>«. a certificate of a justice 
or other officer resident ill the vicinity of the 
lire certifying, in effect, that the circum
stances have been investigated by such of
ficial and do not indicate the perpetration 
of any fraud by the assured, the refusal of 
the assured to furnish such certificate with
in the statutory time, although demanded 
by the company, is a bar to the action.

Forest v. Home Ins. (Jo., 8 D.L.R. 7(14, 
5 A.L.R, 223, 22 W.L.U. 773, 8 W AV.It. 573. 
Proofs of loss—Duplicate invoices prior

TO STOCK TAKING.
Where the insured claiming under a fire 

policy has furnished ample proofs of a 
proper stock-taking which took place 5 
months before the lire and bus supplied sub
sequent invoices and statements of sales, a 
further demand by the insurance company 
for duplicate invoices of the goods bought 
prior to the stock-taking and which was not. 
complied with by the insurer, will not In- 
upheld on objection that the proofs of loss 
had not been completed. [Strong v. Crown 
Fire Ins. Co.. 13 D.L.R. 686. 29 O.L.R. 33, 
affirmed on appeal.]

Anglo-American Fire Ins. Co. v. Hendry, 
15 D.L.R. 832. 48 Can. 8.C.R. 577.
IBBKGULABITIER—RELIEF—Tl M E.

Section 2 of the Fire Insurance Policy 
Act, R.S.M. 1913. e. 103, giving the court 
the power to relieve the assured in case the 
proofs of the loss furnished hv him are de
fective in unv wav, have no relation to the 
furnishing of the certificate of a magistrate, 
notary public or commissioner referred to 
in s. 13 (ei of the statutory conditions ap
pended to the Act, since such certificate need 
not lie procured at all unless required by the 
insurance company. [Forest v. Home Ins. 
Co.. 8 D.L.R. 7*14. followed.] When no term 
is fixed by the poliev or the conditions with
in which the company may demand the pro
duction of such a certificate, the law re
quires it to lie done within a reasonable 
time, and such a demand will be too late 
if not made until 78 days after completion 
of the proofs of loss required by the policy 
and 48 days after the plaintiff’s right of 
action upon the policy had accrued under 
its conditions. Semble, such a demand 
would he too late unless made before the 
accrual of the right «if action. [Hammond 
v. Citizens. 20 VB.lt. 371: McIntyre v. 
National Ins. Co.. 7 V.C.C.P. 655, followed.]

Robinson v. .Midland Fire Ins. Co., 26 
Man. L.R. 398. 34 W .ML 577.
Proof of loss—Proof of death of assured 

—Disappearance—Efforts to trace 
—Lack of tidings fob 9 years—Pre
sumption of death.

Wright v. Ancient Order of United Work
men, 5 OAV.N. 445.

(§ VI A—248.—Armm.vtion—Waives as 
to insured.

An vxpre— waiver by an insurance com
pany us to tin- plaintiff in an action on a 
policy, of a c ondition for arbitration of loss, 
is available to one who purchased an insured 
chattel before loss, so us to extend to a 
counterclaim made by him against the com
pany. with whom lie was joined as a de
fendant in the action.

(till v. \ ork-hire In-. Co., 12 D.L.R. 172, 
23 Man. L.R. 368. 24 W.L.R. 389. 4 W AV.lt. 
692.
(§ VI A—2491—Assignment to mortgagee 

—Notice to agent.
Notice of the standing of the mortgagee 

as assignee of the surplus insurance moneys 
was hebl sufficient when given to the local 
agents of the insurance companies con-

l.aidlaw v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 2!< 
D.L.R. 229. 10 À.L.R. 7, 34 W.L.R. 993. 10 
WAV.R. 1063, reversing 24 D.L.R. 884. 32 
W.L.R. 697. 9 W AV.R. 38.1.
B. Risks and causes of toss, injury ob

(9 Vf B—255)—(tOODS IN HOUSE.
Where there is no affirmative evidence 

from which it may reasonably lie inferred 
that goods insured were actually in the 
house at the time of the fire, it cannot lie 
assumed that the fire caused a lose under 
the policy.

Anderson v. German American In-. Co., 
35 U.LR. 522. 24 B.C.R. 95. [1917] 2 W. 
W.R. 632.
“Direct loss or damage by fire"—Freez

ing—“Property of assured."
In an action upon a policy insuring 

against tire the furniture and fittings of an 
“ice-cream parlour,” it appeared that, the 
fire in respect of which loss was alleged oc
curred in winter, and did not spread above 
the floor of the “parlour.” in order to con 
fine it below, the pipe and door of the fur
nace were taken off. with the result that 
the water froze in the pipes and plumbing 
fixtures of the fountain and earbonatur.— 
Held, that the damage was the immediate 
consequence of the lire and the method 
adopted of dealing with it, and so was 
recoverable as ‘direct loss or damage by 
fire.” (21 By statutory condition 6 (a i On
tario Insurance Act. s. 194, an insurance 
company is not liable for the loss of prop
erty owned by any oilier person than the 
assured, unless the interest of the assured 
is stated in or upon the policy. The policy 
insured the fountain and attachments, “the 
property of the assured,” and these were in
jured in consequence of the tire: Held, 
that the plaintiff was entitled to recover for 
this portion of the loss, notwithstanding 
that these articles were not paid for in full, 
and that by the sale-agreement the owner
ship was not to pass to the plaintiff until 
payment in full—that agreement also pro
viding that the goods were to lie at hi* 
ri-k. and that lie was to keep them insured
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.nth loss payable to the vendors a» thcir 

, first may appear." Tin* articles were 
fin "property" in tin* popular sense; and

tuner" i< not synonymous with "holder of 
;«•! exclusive title." (3> The plaintiff had 
given an order upon the defendants to pay 
M. a sum of money out of the amount due 
upon the policy : Held, that whether the 
upler divested the pla inti If of the right to 
; ie for that slim and vested it in M. could 
not he decided in the absence of M.; and, 
m tar as appeared, the plaintiffs right to 
•ne wa* not affected. It was ordered that 
the whole amount found due by the de
fendants should la* paid into court, and 
should not Ih* paid out except on notice to 
M. and also to tla* vendors of the fountain

Itrumholus v. Home Ins. Co., 37 O.L.R.
411.1
Ai nox ox mi ivy—Answers in aiti.h x-

riox or ANSI Ki ll AH TO OWNERSHIP AND 
IMIUHR.VMM — "Owner” Pekhon 
il A VI.XU I \TKKEST IX PROPERTY IXSUKKII

Mortgage ox pboperty NOT KNOWN 
to AHsvitrn — Ahrknck ok pkk.iituck
KIIOXI XONDIHCLOSURK—SUBSEQUENT IN
SURANCE NOT DINVI.OREII—ABSENCE OK 
ASSENT OK KXOWI.KDUK OX PART OF IX- 
Nl RKKH—NKVK88ITY KOR NOT1VK—STAT 
I’TORY CONDITION Ô—FRAUDULENT PVR- 
PORK—FINDING OK FACT OK TRIAI. JVDGK 
—PREVIOUS ACQUITTAL OK AHSIRED OX 
VRIM IX Al. CTIAKUK.

Dawson v. Caledonian Ins. Co. Edinburgh.
15 O.W.N. 450.
(ü VI It—*207)—Kirk and lightxixo— 

Barn htkvck by lightning—Kvktiikr
I.X.IVRY BY WIND— DaMAUK TO CONTKXTH 
—NEGLIGENCE — RKCOVKKY UNDER POI.I-

Uoth v. South Easthope Farmers Mutual 
Fir,* Ins. Co., 45 DUR. 705, 44 O.L.R. ISA, 
varying 41 O.L.R. 52.
(8 VI B—259a i—Marine—'‘Peril ok the

Damage to a cargo from sea water that 
apparently had forced through the hatches 
'' the ship during a storm is sufficient prima 
î" i*‘ proof of injury from a “peril of the 
'***:*" within tin* ly^nning of an insurance 
fiolin covering a risk of that kind.

Crceden v. North China Ins. Co.. 36 D.L. 
R. 35», 24 B.C.R. 335. [1917j 3 W.W.R. 3.1. 
Mauixe insurance.

la a contract of marine insurance it was 
provided that the insured should not have 
a right to claim for total loss, either of 
'’■--el or freight, on account of the esti- 
c ited amount of repairs exceeding the 
'due of the vessel, nor a right under any 
1 " 11instances to abandon either vessel or 

glit, provided the vessel remained in 
specie, unless the amount whiph the insur
er- uould be liable to pay (exclusive of all 
general average charges, and charges for 
getting off or raising and bringing into port 
i *es-el stranded or submerged, and of all 
repairs consequent upon decay ) under an

Can. Dig.—76.

adjustment, as of partial loss, after making 
all lIn* usual deductions, would exceed half 
the value of the vessel as declared in tie* 
policy. It was further provided that the 
highest valuation under which the vessel is 
insured in any policy should he the basis 
for ascertaining a technical loss of freight 
under the policy:—Held, that under such 
a contract so long as the vessel remained 
in specie no claim for total loss either of 
vessel or freight could la* made except on 
the basis of calculation iih to values set 
out in the polivy.

Nlaughen white* v. Western Ass Ye Co., 11 
E.L.R. 310.
Marine policies—Action by receiver ok

COMPANY IN LIQUIDATION KOR PREMIUMS 
— I’RO MIRROR Y NOTER DEFENDANT’S 
LIABILITY KOR UNEARNED PORTION OF 
PREMIUMS.

Chinn Mutual Ins. Co. v. Pickles, 9 E.L. 
R. 269, 4(1 N.S.R. J.
(fl VI H 260 i—Presumption oe death— 

Seven-year period—Action—Costs.
Where there was no proof of the death 

of a person whose life was insured by the 
defendants, but he had been absent and un
heard of for more than 7 years, his death 
was presumed, and judgment given for his 
wife in an action upon the insurance policy, 
although no inquiry was made by her at the 
time of his disappearance, except from 
friends of her husband and lake captains-— 
he having l»een one of that class. Absence 
and silence are to lie taken as indicating 
death as their cause, when there is nothing 
in the circumstances to indicate any other 
reason for the absence or silence. The pre
sumption arises only when the absence and 
silence continue for 7 years. The presump 
tion is not conclusive; and it was open to 
the defendants in this case to make any 
inquiry or institute any search they saw tit. 
The plaintiff, having made out a prima fact" 
case, which had not been answered by the 
defendants, was entitled to recover. “The 
seven years" means the 7 years immediate 
ly following the disappearance, not the 7 
years next Itefore the commencement of the 
action. [Dicta of flute and Riddell, JJ„ in 
Diifficld v. Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New 
York. 20 D.L.R. 467. 32 O.L.R. 299, dissent 
ed from ; Nepean v. Doe d. Knight, 2 M. tir 
W. 894, followed. | No costs of the action 
were allowed, as the sufficiency of the proof 
of death might have been determined in a 
summary way under s. 165 (5l of the In
surance Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 183.

Olsson v. Ancient Order of United Work
men. 38 O.L.R. 268.
Presumption or death.

A claim for life insurance on the ground 
that the insured must be presumed to In
deed because he had not been heard of for 
7 years must be supported by all reasonably 
available evidence of friends of the insured 
who might be expected to have heard from 
him were he alive.

Linke v. Canadian Order of Foresters, 21
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D.L.R. 741, 33 O.L.R 159. [See 8 O.W.N.
3 VO.)
LIFE INSURANCE—PRESUMPTION OF LEA 1H

oa mini — 7 nuis' amerce —
I'KOUEti OP DEATH—WAIVER—RIGHT OF 
HEXEF11TARY.

Linke v. Canadian Order of Foresters. 7 
O.W.N. 516.
PRESUMPTION OF DEATH OF 1XEURKD—ORDER 

DECLARING — PAYMENT OF INSURANCE 
MONEY TO BENEFICIARY—COSTS.

Re Travnor and Catholic Mutual Benefit 
Assn., 14" O.W.N. VO.
Under i.ifk policies—Cause or manner or ; 

death Proof.
Dominion of Canada Guarantee A Acci

dent Co. v. McKercher, 18 Rev. de Jur. 130.
(§ VI B—270)—Defence of suicide—Evi-

In an action upon life insurance policies 
wherein the defence of suicide was set up. 
held, contrary to the View of the Trial 
■Fudge, that the evidence proved such de-

Dominion Trust v. N.Y. Life Ins. Co.. 
44 D.I..R. 12, llVlft] A.C. 254. 111)18] 3 W. 
W.R. 850, affirming 32 D.1..R. 33. 23 B.C.R. 
343. [1017] 1 W.W.R. «72.
(8 VI B—275)—Terms of policy and ap

plication.
The term of insurance must, as against 

the insured, lie found in the policy, unaided 
hy anything in the application or proposal.

Sharkey v. Yorkshire Ins. ( «., 32 D.L.R. 
711, 54 Can. 8.C.R. V2, allirniiug 31 D.L.R. 
435. 37 O.L.R. 344.
Animals—Commencement of liability— 

Disease contracted before.
An application for insurance is not an 

offer but a request ; the policy is an offer 
and its acceptance completes the contract: 
unless otherwise stipulated, it usually 
comes into force on the acceptance of the 
policy and the payment of the premium; 
under such a contract, where it was pro
vided that insurance on a horse should ap
ply in case of death from disease originating 
after commencement of liability, no insur
ance was payable when the horse died after 
the liability commenced of a disease which 
originated previously to the acceptance of 
the policy but subsequently to the applica
tion, no protection note having been taken.

Sharkev v. Yorkshire Ins. Co., 31 D.L.R. 
435, 37 O.L.R. 344. reversing 10 O.W.N. 
108. [Affirmed in 32 D.L.R. 711. 54 Can. 
S.C.R. 92.]
Live stock insurance—Animal not in

GOOD HEALTH WHEN CONTRACT MADE. 
Demal v. British American Live Stock 

Assn., 17 W.L.R. 485, affirming 14 W.L.R. 
250.
(§ VI B—280)—Accident policy—Cause 

of death — Fits — Accident occa
sioned AS A RESULT OF.

Where death is caused by an accident 
which was occasioned as the result of a per

i-on having a fit, and not as the result of 
the fit itself, it is within a condition of a 
policy of accident insurance reducing the 
insurer's liability for accidents occasioned 
by fits; since such condition deals not with 
the immediate cause of death, but with the 
cause of the accident producing it.

Wadsworth v. (Jan. Railway Accident Inn 
Co., 13 D.L.R. 113. 28 U.L.R. 537. reversing 
3 D.L.R. ««8. 26 O.L.R. 55. [Affirmed 10 
D.L.R. 670. 4ft ( an. S.C.R. 115.]
Accident policy — Direct cause — Total 

disability—Sprained wrist —Tmm- 
CULOBIB.

A sprained wrist incapacitating one from 
performing his work as an eye, ear, nose 
and throat specialist, is a "total disability 
that prevents him from performing any and 
every kind of duty pertaining to his occu
pation," within the meaning of an accident 
policy : the disability is "immediate and 
continuous," resulting from accidental 
means, "directly, independently and exclu
sively from all other causes/* though re
covery had !»een prevented b\ a latent tu
berculous condition becoming active.

Fidelity A, Casualty Ins. Co. v. Mitchell, 
36 D.L.R. 477, [1917] A.C. 592, 13 O.W.N. 
Ihl. attiiming 28 D.L.R. 361. 37 O.LK. 
335; 26 D.L.R. 784, 35 O.L.R. 280. 
Accident—Term of contract—Accident

al injury—Failure to notify com-
PA NY OF CHANGE OF OCCUPATION—LlA- 
BIIITV OF COMPANY.

The plaintiff was insured against "loss 
resulting from bodily injuries effected di
rectly and independently of all other causes 
through accidental means and as the direct 
result of some cause not. attributable to the 
assured’s state of health." The plaintiff 
suffered permanent injuries, causing ••au
ricular fibrillation" ot the heart, in a fight, 
in which he was not the aggressor, and the 
court held the company liable under the 
above clause; the disability being the direct 
cause of the fight even if the plaintiff’s heart 
had been slightly affected, without his 
knowledge before that time, also that the 
plaintiff's change of occupation to a more 
hazardous one without disclosure to the 
company did not, und^s the circumstances, 
avoid the poliev. [Fidelity & Casualty Co. 
v. Mitchell, 36 D.L.R. 477, [1917] A.C. 592, 
applied and followed.]

Morran v. Railway Passengers Ass'ce Co., 
44 D.L.R. 647, 43 Ô.L.R. 561.
Accidental injury—Hernia — Immediate

Hernia resulting from playing golf, and 
not due to any pre-existing disease, is an 
‘‘accidental injury.” "immediately" caused 
hy accident., within the meaning of an ac
cident policy, though the assured be pre
disposed thereto owing to his physical con

fia xton v. Trax’clers Ins. Co., 36 D.LR. 
481, 52 Que. 8.C. 239.
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Accident insurance — Death claim — 

Death from hemorrhage—Evidence 
AS TO CAUSE OF HEMORRHAGE—WHETH
ER • ACCIDENT” OB DISEASE—FINDING OF 
DOMESTIC TRIBUNAL.

T>,tvis v. Brotherhood of Locomotive En- 
finwn, 6 O.W.N. 27». 25 O.W.R. 259.
(§ VI B—285)—Accident policy—Inten

tional act—Jumping from train. 
Injuries received while jumping from a 

moving train in order to stop at a station 
whifli the train passed are the indirect re
mit <>f an “intentional act” amounting to a 
v.limitary negligent exposure to unneces

sary danger’’ within the meaning of s. 172 
(1T of the Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1914, e. 
183, and precludes recovery therefor on a 
polity of accidental insurance.

Martin v. Protective Assn., 28 D.L.R. 418, 
:<ti o D.lt. 1».
.§ VI B—310)—Accident—Injury to f.ye

IN COURSE OF WORK—NOTICE OF CLAIM

Displacement of the retina causing the 
loss of an eye occasioned by a violent muscu
lar exertion in the course of work, is an 
accidental injury for which an insurance 
ri'inpatiy is liable under an accident policy. 
Tiu* insurance company employing an ex
pert on verbal notice, to ascertain the 
daim, waives the right to demand a notice

Tessier v. Prévoyance, 49 Que. S.C. 385. 
C. DM ENT OF INJURY OR 1.088 ; OF RECOVERY. 

, \ I C—350 ) —70 per cent clause—Au
tomobile.

Frctts v. Lennox, etc., Mutual Fire Ins. 
Co., 16 D.L.R. 868, 6 O.W.N. 13.
On PROPERTY.

When 3 or 4 institutes intending to in
sure their interest in buildings part of the 
substituted property, taken out a policy in 
the name of the estate (la succession par
ent i. the amount of which is paid them 
alter loss by Are and used by them to re
build. they do not thereby acquire a right 
"f action against the fourth institute to re- 
«"'er from him a fourth share of the 
a mount.

Parent v. Parent, 22 Que. K.B. 552.
(8 VI C—355)—Proof of i-oss—Fraud—

11 XUS.
The onus of proving fraud or false state

ments in t.he statutory declaration by the 
«“'••red proving loss bv tire, required by the 
Insurance Act (R.S.U.-1914, c. 183, s. 194), 
is upon the insurance company. Merc 
suspicion, or even grave suspicion, is not 
enough. There must be clear and satisfac
tory proof by the company, not such as 
would warrant a conviction for fraud and 
perjury, but strong enough at least to leave 
i*o reasonable inference but that of guilt.

Adams v. Oien Falls Ins. Co., 31 D.L.R. 
IfiO. 37 O.L.R. 1, reversing 9 O.W.N. 446. 
: AH*aI quashed 32 D.L.R. 399, 54 Can. S.C. 
R 88.]
I»am.m e to stock of goods and fixtures 

—Extent of—Evidence.

Livingstone v. British American Ass’ce 
Co.; Livingstone v. Acadia Fire Ins. Co.; 
Livingstone v. Firemen’s Fund Ins. Co.; 
12 O.W.N. 330.
( § VI C — 357 ) — Dry-dock — Lease of — 

Covenant to insure—Insurance not
OBTAINED BECAUSE OF XI ET HOD OF USER
—Destruction—Measure of compen
sation—Fraud.

By the terms of the lease of a dry-dock 
the lessee agreed to use it in its eonstru. 
lion work on caissons and other similar 
work ; and also to have it insured for the 
benefit of the lessor against both murine 
and fire risks and to deliver it in good 

I condition at the end of the term. The dry- 
dock was used in connection with the con
struction of a breakwater and ocean pier, 
and such use was largely one of experiment, 
and owing to the method of user no insur
ance could l»e obtained, although its sea
worthiness was demonstrated by its weath
ering a gale while being taken to the place 
where it was to be used. The dock, dur 
ing the work, collapsed and became a total 
wreck. It was admitted that the dock was 
lost past recovery, that the rent due under 
the lease had not been paid and that the in
surance had not been effected. Held that 
these breaches gave the lessors the right 
to retake possession of the dock and termi
nate the lease, and the institution of pro
ceedings with a clause for rent, up to the 
writ, and subsequent damages was sufficient 
evidence of the lessor’s intentions in this re
spect. and the lessor was justified in bring
ing the action although the term of the 
lease had not expired. The substance how
ever to which their lordships looked was a 
- laini for the value of something that had 
l>een lost in circumstances rendering the 
lessee contractually responsible for its value 
and this could lie maintained. The cove
nant to insure “against both marine and tire 
risks” was construed to mean against, the 
“hazards of the sea” during the term of the 
lease and not merely against risk in its 
journeys by sea, but if it had lieen effected 
it could not have covered a loss inevitable 
in the circumstances due to the unfitness 
of the structure and entirely dissociated 
from any peril by wind or water. [Sassoon 
v. Western Ass’ce Co., [1912] A.C. 561 ; 
Wilson v. The “Xantho,” 12 App. Cas. 503. 
applied.]

Grant Smith Co. v. Seattle Construction 
A Dry-dock Co.; Seattle Construction A. 
Dry-dock Co. v. Grant Smith, 48 D.L.R. 172, 
[1919] 3 W.W.R. 33, affirming 44 D.L.R. 
90, 26 B.C.R. 397. [1918] 3 W.W.R. 703. 
[See also 45 D.L.R. 476, [1919J 1 W.W.R. 
783.J
(§ VI C—358)—Indemnity against loss

OR DAMAGE BY FIRE OB LIGHTNINO—-
Building partly destroyed by light
ning-stroke WITHOUT FIRE—FUBTIlltR 
INJURY BY WIND FOLLOWING IMMEDIATE
LY — Evidence — Theoretical testi -
VONY AS TO IMPORSmi.ITY OF LIGHTNING 
CAUSING DAMAGE TO METAL-COVERED
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BuiLM K g—Testi mon y of ete-witness
es—Liability OK INSURERS FOB DAM
AGE caused by wind—Whoi.f. damage 
PBOXIMATELY CAUSED BY LIGHTNING.

Roth v. South Kasthope Farmers’ Mntuiil
Fire Ins Co., 41 O.L.R. 62. [Varied 46 
D.L.R. 765.]
(§ VI C—360)—Proof ok age—Admission 

—Certificate.
The admission of age of the insured in the 

endowment certificate issued by a fraternal I 
society dispenses with the necessity for fur- I 
ther proof of age, having regard to the con
tract and the society's constitution. | Insur
ance Act. R.S.O. 1014. c. 183. ss. 7-11. 160. 
as amended by 6 Geo. V. c. 36. considered.]

Willoughby v. Can. Order of Foresters, 31 
D.L.R. 398. 37 O.L.R. 290, affirming 31 I).
I R Sir, SS o.l. i: .'07 
(§ VI C—363)—Illness confixing to 

house — Neurasthenia — Total dis
ability.

A nervous breakdown, or neurasthenia, 
for which a person is ordered by a physician 
to abstain from any kind of work, is an 
illness that “necessarily confines to house," 
and “totally disables" from work within 
the meaning of a sick lienelit policy.

(!uav v. Provident Accident & (iuarantee 
Co.. 34 D.L.R. 72. 51 Que. S.C. 328. revers- 
ing 46 Que. S.C. 187.
(§ VI C—3641—Double liability.

A passenger on a street car who hud 
arrived at his destination and descended 
to the street, when the car stopped for 
the purpose on his signal, but seeing an 
approaching motor ear likely to run bim 
down, unsuccessfully attempted to get back 
on the car then in motion and was injured 
in so doing cannot claim under the double 
indemnity clause of an «evident insurance 
policy limited to accidents while “riding as 
a passenger in or upon a public convey
ance." [Anable v. Fidelity & Casualty Co., 
«t All. lii'p. !l2' 7;t X-I.L. .120, and 74 
N. f.L. 686. approved.]

Wallace v. Kmployers* Liability Ass'ce 
Corp.. 2 D.L.R. 854, 26 O.L.R. 10. 21 O. 
W.R. 249.
Accident Double liability — Injury 

while on licensed passenger vessel.
Evidence that an insured person received 

an injury «hile traveling as a passenger 
on a steamship belonging to a passenger 
fleet plying between certain ports, on which 
be Imd frequently traveled, is prima facie 

.sufficient, to shew that lie was a passenger 
on a xessel “licensed for the regular trans
portation of passengers." within the mean
ing of a double indemnity clause of a policy 
of accident insurance.

Kinman v. Ocean Accident & (Iuarantee 
Ass,,. 12 D.L.R. 364. 3 W.W.R. 630 

1). Interest in proceeds.
(§ VI D—365)—Cargo—Right of action

AGAINST WRONGDOER.
The owner of a cargo lost in transit who 

has received from an insurance "company the 
full value of the cargo, covered by the insur

ance policy, has a sufficient interest to main
tain an action against the person whose 
negligence caused the loss, such owner being 
under obligation to account to the insurance 
company for Whatever can he recovered from 
the wrongdoer.

Mr Fee v. Montreal Transportation Co., 
42 D.L.R. 714. 27 Que. K.B. 481.
Accident insurance—-Double liability— 

Assured burned—Death rksi i.ting,
Wadsworth v. Can. Railway Accident Ins. 

Co.. 13 D.L.R. 113. 28 O.L.11. 537. reversing 
3 D.L.R. 668. | Affirmed 16 D.L.R. 670, 4-f
Can. S.C.11. 115.]
Attachment of debts—Moneys allege» 

to be due to judgment debtor by in. 
burancr company, garnishee — Ob
struction BY FIRE OF BUILDING ON 
mortgaged premises—Claim by mort-
GAGEE (JUDGMENT CREDITOR I TO INSUR
ANCE moneys—Adverse claim of hank 
UNDER ASSIGNMENT FROM JUDGMENT
debtor — Claims based upon agree
ments WITH OR REPRESENTATIONS BY 
INSURANCE COMPANY — ATTACHING OR
DER AND SUBSEQUENT ORDER DIRECTING 
PAYMENT INTO COURT AND TRIAL OF IS
SUE set aside—Rule 51H).

Blind River v. White Falls Lumber Co., 
10O.W.N. 18».
Fire wlijcy—Partnership name—Inter

est IX proceeds.
A contract of insurance against fire en

tered into pursuant to an application by a. 
partnership firm, one of whose members «lied 
before the policy issued and the other con
tinued the business under the same name 
is valid and binding on the insurers. A de 
créé for sale at auction of the insured im
movable is declarative of the rights of the 
purchaser (the surviving partner I and the 
sale is not an alienation which puts an end 
to the policy.

Robert, v. Equitable Fire Ine. Co., 44 Que. 
S.C. 205, affirming 39 Que. S.C. 321.
(§ VI D—371)—Mortgagee—Ioinder or 

parties.
A mortgagee named as the beneficiary 

in a policy of fire insurance, to the extent 
of his interest in the property insured, haa 
a locus standi to take suit against the in
surance company in case of loss by fire. In 
most cases the court will insist upon the 
mortgagor being made a party to the pro
ceedings, but under certain circumstance», 
as for instance, where the mortgagor as
signs to the mortgagee the balance of the 
insurance moneys over and above the 
amount of the mortgage, the court will not 
insist upon the assured being "joined.

1-aidlaw v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co.. 2Ü 
D.L.R. 229. 10 A.L.R. 7, 34 W.L.R. 993. 1» 
W.W.R. 1063. reversing 24 D.L.R. 884. 32 
W.L.R. 607. 9 W.W.R. 385.
(§ VI D—375)—Interest in proceeds— 

Mutual policies—Resulting trust— 
Insurable inti hint.

Gravel le v. Rudolph, 28 D.L.R. 742, 34 
W.L.R. 424.
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< I ATt IOBÏ REGULATION.
Life insurance policies effected in 1850 

and is.")], the insured dying in 11)15, are 
euificct lu the provisions of the Insurance 
: t R.8.O. 1011. < 188.

I;,. Standard Wife Ass’ce Co. and Keefer, 
.4 D.L.K, 57U, 44 O.L.R. ‘235, 427. 
bt'N'EFH 1ARY CON FI NED IN HOSPITAL FOB IX- 

• *Mi -ORDER FOB PAYMENT OF INSÜR- 
A\i K MONEYS BY INSURERS TO INSPKC- 
i'li|; OF I'KIHONS AND PUBLIC CHARITIES 

Hospitals fob the Insane Act, K.S. 
0. 1014, <■. 205, s. 36— Insurance Act, 
il.s.n. 1014, v. 183, s. 176—4 Ueo. V. 
v. 30, s. IU.

He Nash and t an. Order of Chosen 
Friends. 40 D.L.K. 53U.
BENEFICIARIES — GRANDCHILDREN — Sl'AT- 

V I OH Y DESIGNATION.
Where life insurance policies had been 

declared by the insured to he for the bene
fit uf his wife and children under s. 178 
i7) ot the Insurance Act, K.S.O. 1014, c. 
IK). tin- children of deceased children are 
entitled to share, and not merely the sur
vivor of the original class, who would he 
alone entitled under s. 171 (0). 

lie Standard Life Ass'ce Co. & Keefer, 24 
. 1. 70, .il OX.R. 888, 427.

l\St RANI K MONEYS PAYABLE TO “WIFE" OF 
INSURED—UKATH OF WIFE—REMARRIAGE
ot insured—Claim of second wife ox 
DEATH OF INSURED.

Re Boitoniley and Ancient Older of Unit
ed Workmen, 5 O.W.N. 83, 25 O.VV.K. 26. 
liEMTh iaky—Wife or surviving children 

Mention of wife by name—Death 
of wife—Remarriage of insured— 
Rights of second wife surviving in-

Re Kloepter, ô Ü.W.N. 133, 25 O.W.R.
101.
Adverse claims—Payment of insurance 

moneys into court—Trial of issue 
between claimants—Payment of pre
miums by one claimant—Salvage.

Re Freeman and Royal Templars, 12 0. 
W.X. 349.
Proceeds of policies made payable to 

NAMED WIFE OF INSURED—PREDECEASE
of wife Remarriage of insured— 
Ontario Insurance Act, s. 178 (6 
Uii*). V. c. 36. s. 5)—Division between 
surviving wife and children — "In
L<V* At, SHARES.*'

!.<• Dickenson and North American Life 
-Woe Co., 17 O.W.N. 213.
Contract made and parties domiciled in 

province oe Quebec—Agreement of
ALL THOSE INTERESTED THAT CONTEST 
AS TO DISPOSITION OF POLICY MONEYS 
HE DECIDED ACCORDING TO LAW OF ON
TARIO—Validity—Claim of creditors 

claim of widow as bénéficiait— 
Ontario Insurance Act, s. 178 (4) — 
Amending Act, 6 Geo. V. o. 36, s. 5— 
Designation by will—Costs.

Re Xaubert, 17 O.W.N. 120.

2000

l§ VI D—382)—Disappearance of bene
ficiary — Presumption of death — 
'J’rusi—Payment of proceeds into
exil KT FOR DISTRIBUTION.

Re Pim-onneault, 25 D.L.R. 790, 34 O.L.
R. 388.
Death of sole preferred desiunatld bene

ficiary IN LIFETIME OF INSURED—RIGHT 
OF WIDOW WHERE NO CHILDREN—INSUR
ANCE Act, R.s.o. 1914, c. 183, e. 178 
(7)—Opposition of executor of de
ceased BENEFICIARY—COSTS.

Re Kd wards, 8 O.W.N. 438.
Death of insured and wife (beneficiary ) 

AM) CHILD IN SAME DISASTER—Evi- 
dence—Presumption of survivorship 
—Payment of insurance moneys to 
AUM IX IS i'UATOHS OF I N SURED.

Re Woodard, 8 O.W.N. 608.
Designation of beneficiary—Identifica

tion of policy—Letter written by 
insured—Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1914, 
c. 183, s. 171 (3)—Payment of insur-
AXUK MONEY INTO COURT UY INSURANCE
society — Application fob payment 
Ol T to trustee for designated bene
ficiary— Proof of death of insuriu 
—Proof of circumstances warrant
ing order fob payment of principal.
TO TRUSTEE.

Re Counter, 9 O.W.N. 165.
Insurance moneys where payable—Pol

icy ISSUED IN A1. DEBT a WHERE ASSURED 
DOMICILED - Claim OF BENEFICIARY 
NAMED IN POLICY—ADVERSE CLAIM UN
DER WILL OF ASSURED—EFFECT OF AL- 
llt.llTA STATUTE — FORUM — PAYMENT 
INTO COURT.

Rudolph v. Continental Life Ins. Co., 9 
O.W.N. 327.
(§ VI D—385)—'Trustees—Appointment 

of — Insurance moneys payable to

Under s. 175 of the Ontario Insurance 
Aid. 1012, as amended by a. 10 of the On
tario Insurance Amendment Act, 1013, ILS. 
U. 1014, c. 33, shares of infant children, 
where no trustee of the insurance money 
lias been appointed by the assured, will be 
payable only to a trustee appointed by the 
High Court sitting as a court of equity, the 
intent ion of tlie legislature being to keep 
under the best possible protection moneys 
intended for the benefit of infants, so that 
the corpus will lie forthcoming when the 
beneficiary is entitled to call for it; where, 
however, the fund does not exceed $3,000 
and is payable to the wife and children of 
the deceased, the widow, also being the 
mother of the children, the court may ap
point the widow a trustee to receive the

lb* Ifavey, 14 D.L.R. 668. 29 O.L.R. 336. 
Interest in proceeds of life insurance - 

Children—To whom payabix—Guard 
ian—Ontario Insurance Act—Trust-

If infants are entitled to the proceeds of
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a policy of life insurance by virtue of a. 
178 of the Ontario Insurance Act, 2 Ueo. V. 
c. 33, as amended by 3-4 Geo. V. c. 33, It. 
«S.O. 1814, c. 183, and not by the terms of 
Uie policy, a trustee will not be appointed 
by the Supreme Court (Ont.) under a. ID 
ot the Act, to receive the money except on 
notice to the oflicial guardian and to all 
parties interested, and, where practicable, 
the consent of the infants should be ob
tained. Under s. 10 of the Ontario insur
ance Amendment Act, J813, K.S.Ü. 1014, c. 
183, money to which infants are entitled 
under a policy of life insurance, is payable 
only to a trustee appointed by the assured 
or by the Supreme Court (Ont.), and not 
to a guardian appointed by a Surrogate 
Court.

He Rennie Infante, 10 D.L.R. 838, 30 O. 
L.K. 6.
I'OR BENEFIT OF BOLOIKR8—“iUBSIDKXT."

Where insurance policies are effected by a 
municipal corporation upon the lives of 
soldiers who were bona fide residents of the 
city at the time of declaration of war, a 
policy issued in the name of a soldier, who 
prior to the war has lived outside of the 
city though worked within it. does not en
title his widow lo recovery thereon.

Lancaster v. Toronto, 34 D.L.R. 714, 38 
OJ*B. 37-1.

( § VI D—300 ) —Contract — Assiox m f.xt
TO MORTGAGEE OF INSURANCE POLICY AM 
COLLATERAL SECURITY FOR A MORTGAGE
—Agreement with certain purciiah-
FRH OF THE LAND—PROVISION TO BUY 
back policy—Failure of purchasers 
TO KEEP AGREEMENT—DEATH OF AS
SURED—KRROR OF ASSURED IN STATING 
AGE IN POLICY—RlOII1S OF ESTATE.

Standard Trusts Co. v. Canada Life Ass Ye 
Co. 48 D.L.R. flSr.. [10191 3 W.W.R. 387. 
[Reversed 51 D.UR. 275, [1020] 1 W.W.R. 
516.]
Ontario Insurance Act—Fraud on credi

tors—Limitation of CLAIM.
A life insurance policy effected in pursu

ance of the Insurance Act ( R.K.O. 1014. c. 
183), may he attacked as Iming a fraud on 
creditors, hut even where it is proved to 
have been made with intent to defraud the 
creditors, their claim is limited to the 
amount of the premiums fraudulently paid.

Re New York Life Ins. Co. and Fullerton, 
48 D.L.R. 674. 45 O.L.R. 606.
(§ VI D—395)—Mutual benefit insub-

Where the beneficiary named in a cer
tificate of insurance issued by a mutual 
benefit association incorporated under the 
laws of Massachusetts did not survive the 
insured, upon the death of the insured 
without having named a new beneficiary, 
the proceeds of such insurance become a 
part of bis estate under R.S.O. 1807. c. 203, 
as. 147, 151 (3), and are not payable ac
cording to the rules and regulations of the 
association, as prescribed by R.8.O. 1807, c.

211, s. 12, since the latter Act is applica
ble only to association» incorporated under 
its provisions.

Fidelity Trust Co. v. Buchner, 5 D.L.R. 
282, 26 O.L.R. 367, 22 O.W.R. 72. 
Benevolent society—Moneys payable to

WIDOW BY RULES OF SOCIETY — PRE
FERRED BENEFICIARY —TRUST—INSUR
ANCE Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 183, ss. 171 
(3), 178 (2), 179 (1)— Effect oi 
WILL OF DECEASED—Costs.

Re Clarke, 8 O.W.N. 613.
Benefit certificate issued by Ontario 

society—Designation of preferred 
BENEFICIAMES—CHANGE 01 DOMICILE OF
insured—Alteration or designation 
by change to beneficiary of same 
class—Will executed in place or
NEW DOMICILE—KFFECT OF LAW OF DOB
iciLB-i-TBVsT—Insurance Act, R.S.0,
1914, O 1 H.T, M. ITS (*), 17!. Em I 
OF JUDICIAL DECISIONS — MOTION RE
FERRED to Appellate Division.

Re Baeder and Canadian Order of Chosen 
Friends, 9 O.W.N. 88.
Benefit certificate — Designation or 

Beneficiary—Alteration after mar 
biage—Mental competency of a»- 
su red—Trial of issue—Finding or

Re Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen 
and Moors# 6 o. v .N, 198.
Municipal insurance—Rights of insured 

—Division of municipality.
A person who insure» his buildings In a 

municipal mutual insurance company estab
lished by a by-law of a municipal council, 
does not lose his rights and his recourse 
against the company in case of fire from 
the filet that the numieipality bad been 
divided into two distinct municipalities. 
Such division does not affect the rights ami 
obligations of the insurance company nor of 
its members, nor the powers and duties of 
the nnmivipnl council and of its olliciuls the 
taxable property in the new territory erect
ed in the municipality remaining charged 
with payment of all the debts and obliga
tions contracted for before the division. It 
is the council of the municipality from 
which the new territory is detached which 
alone is authorized to procure from the im
moveables of the two municipalities the 
funds necessary to pay the insurance losses.

( 'hanipignv v. Mutual Ins. Co., 48 Que. 
S.C. 189.
Friendly society — Undertaking to dis

tribute fund among class of mem
bers—Period of distribution—Amend
ment to constitution of Society- 
Effect of — Immediate payment — 
Class action—Df.ci.aration—Costs

Rushhrook v. Order of Canadian Home 
Circles, 12 O.W.N. 21.
Association — Membership benefits — 

Cl a i m ants—I ' n i vers a l legatee.
Where the by-laws of an association and 

certificate of membership showed that the 
association was bound to pay a member a
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certain sum, on hia death, either to his 
wviow or his lieneficiary or his heir, hut did 
not 'tale which of th*e three should have 
th** preference, it was held that such right 
firmed, at his death, part of his estate, in 
tic- absence of any by-law to tire contrary, 
and tint such right and the debt belonged 
to ilie universal legatee of the memlier.

I’ivlie v. Union St. Joseph de Lachine, 24 
lie de .lur. 307.

E. DEFENCES} RM.EASE.
(S VI E—1001—Defences—Release.

in the absence of evidence, it cannot lie 
«lid that a change in the use of premises 
from a billiard and pool room to a re'- 
ttarant is such a material change as will 
in ike the risk under a fire insurance pol- 
i y more hazardous, even where gasoline is 
used on the premises.

Anglo-American Fire Ins. Co. v. Morton, 
A I> L.R. 802, 23 O.W.R. 316. 40 Can. 8.C.R. 
tiVî. atlirming 2 O.W.N. 1470.
Defence of illegality—Bawdy-house.

X tire iiisiirnnce company cannot set up 
p jidie morals as a defence to a claim under 
in policy issued upon premises described 
therein as a "sporting-house,” and used as 
a .awdv-house, | Morin v. Anglo-American,

A.L.R. 121. applied.]
Nakata v. Dominion Fire Ins. Co., 21 

DL.R. 20, 9 A L.lt. 47. 31 W.L.FL 130. 8 
WVV.R. 343. [Reversed in 26 D.L.R. 722, 
M Can. S.C.R. 294, 9 W.XV.R. 1081.]

F. Subrogation.
Vf F—405)—Indemnity insurance— 
Liability for sprinkler leak alb— 
Payment of lorn to tenant—Liabili
ty of landlord—Negligence.

Under arts. 1014, 1063, 1007 C.C. (Que.), 
the owner of a building must indemnify an

-urauce company that is compelled to pay 
linages to a tenant for loss sustained by 
the breaking of a tire sprinkler pi|>e us the 
result of the settling of a beam where the 
settling might easily have been prevented.

>t. Lawrence Realty Co. v. Maryland 
^ I'Ualty Co., 12 D.L.R. 693, 22 Que.' K.B.

Lovi — Payment after sai.e of insured
CHATTELS---SUBROGATION OF INSURER TO
LIEN NOTES.

Where lien notes were taken on the sale 
of in insured animal for the deferred pay
ments, on paying a loss under its policy 
liv insurance company becomes subrogated 
to the insurer’s rights on the lien notes to 

imount paid him.
■ill v. Yorkshire Ins. Co., 12 D.L.R. 173, 

» Man. L.R. 368. 24 W.L.R. 389, 4 W.W.R.

Where the fire insurance company is en
titled to lie subrogated to the rights of the 
ti-mred against parties whose negligence 

• l^tlie tire, it may sue the latter in its 
■ ame. under the Laws Declaratory Act, 
R.S.B.C. c. 133, if it has taken a formal 
ass.piment of the assured’s claim on set

tling with him. [King v. Victoria Ins. Co., 
[1890] A'.C. 250, applied.]

Union Ass'ce Co. v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 
20 D.L.R. 153, 7 W.XV.R. 119, 29 W.L.R. 
433

Demolition of building to prevent fire— 
Payment of loss by municipality.

Upon an assignment of fire insurance 
policies to a municipality after the latter 
has indemnified the owner for all damages 
sustained from the demolition of a build
ing under art. 4420, R.S.Q. (1888) to arrest 
the progress of a fire, the municipality is 
entitled to be subrogated to all the rights 
of the owner and recover from the insur
ance company the loss payable under the 
policies.

Guardian Ass'ce Co. v. Chicoutimi, 25 D. 
L.R 322, 51 Can. S.C.R. 662.
Loss caused by tramway — Reimburse 

ment—Proportion.
A horse of the value of $300, insured for 

$200, wus killed by a car of the defendants. 
The insurance company paid to the owner 
the full amount of the policy, and sued the 
tramways company for the $200. It was 
held that although the court found that the 
owner of the horse hud contributed to the 
accident in the proportion of one-third, the 
tramways company was nevertheless bound 
to reimburse the insurance, not only the 
two-thirds of the $200 paid by it. but the 
two-thirds of the full value of the horse, to 
wit, #200.

General Animals Ins. Co. v. Montreal 
Tramways Co., 48 Que. S.C. 425.
Right against electric company causing

An insurance company, which pays the 
amount of the policy after a fire caused by 

•electric wires used to light a house, has no 
cause of action against the lighting com
pany on the ground that its installation 
was defective when it knew or was in a 
position to know of the conditions of the 
electric system of the company.

Quebec R.L.U. A P. Co. v. Vandry, 24 
Que. K.B. 214. [Reversed, 29 D.L.R. 530. 
53 Can. S.C.R. 72, which was reversed 52 
D.L.R. 136.]
Accident — Damage»—Subrogation—Re

course OF THE INSURER WHO HAS PAID 
—C.C. ART. 1053, 1155, 2584.

XVhen an insurance company pays to the 
assured the damages he has suffered as the 
result of an accident, it is not subrogated 
by agreement to the rights of the assured 
unless it shews that the conditions of art. 
1155 C.C. (Que.) have been fulfilled. It 
has a remedy in damages under art. 1053 
and it can, moreover, obtain from the as
sured, under art. 2584, an assignment of 
his rights against the one who caused the 
damages.

Merchants & Employees’ Guarantee A Ac
cident Co. v. Blanchard, 56 Que. S.C. 278.
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ACCIDENT INNUBAXVB COM PA NY'S HIGH I* TO 

CLAIM DAMAGES, BY DIKE* I' At "SION I BOM 
TUB AM 1IOII OF HIE DAMAGES — C.C. 
1053, 1150.

Where certain glass insured by the plain- 
Tills «as broken through the negligence of 
the defendant, the plaintiff, upon paying 
tiie loss or replacing the glass may recover 
the amount from the tort feasor under art. 
1053, C.C. (gue.i.

Merchants & Kmplovee-i Guarantee & Ac
cident Co. v. Brunette. 25 Rev. de dur. 101.
Kmh.oykb’s liability.

An insurer who reimburses an employer 
what lie has paid to the injured person 
cannot obtain legal subrogat ion. hut he may 
stipulate a conventional subrogation in his 
insurance contract.

Maryland Casualty Co. v. Dominion 
Flour Mills Co.. 49 (jue. 8.C. 202.

fi. Al’POKTlON UEXT OK CONTRIBUTION.

( § VI <1—4HD —Kirk inhi kance—Several
POl.lCIBM IRHVKD HY DIFFERENT COM I'AN - 
I ES — APPORTION MENT OK LOSS— MIS
TAKE—Payment avvordinu to apinir 
TIONMEXT MADE—ACTION EOR BALANCE 
-SUMMARY UIKM1MHAL AS AGAINST 2 

OIIT OF 5 COMPANIES—COSTS.
Adams v. Hudson Bnv Ins. Co., 8 O.W.N. 

435.

H. Actions; enforcing payment.
(8 VI H—4151—Action—Marine nu.icy 

— Constructive total loss — Aran-

An action under a marine policy of in-ur- 
once for a constructive total loss cannot be 
sustained where the underwriters ............in
sistent ly refused to accept the abandon
ment, and have instead repaired the xessel 
within a reasonalde time at a cost less than 
the value of the boat.

Cunningham v. Si. Paul Five & Marine 
Ins. Co., Hi D.L.R. 3», I» B.C.R. 33. 2ti 
W.L.R. 870. 5 WAV R. 1098.
Insane rexkeiciary — (iruer lor payment 

—Hospitai» eor Insane Act.
The provision of s. 3(1 of the Hospitals 

for the Insane Act override pro tanto those 
of s. 170 (2) of the Ontario Insurance Act, 
as enacted by 4 Geo. V.. e. 30. s. 10. An 
order was made for payment to the Insjiect- 
or of Prisons and Public Charities, instead 
of into court, of insurauee moneys to which 
an insane person, coil lined in a public hos
pital for the insane, was entitled.

lie Nash and Canadian Order of Chosen 
Friends, 40 O.L.R. 530.
Iaiss payable to mortgagee.

Rand v. Otter Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 6
O.W.N. 653.
Motion by insurance society for leave

lO PAY MONEYS INTO COURT—INSUR
ANCE Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 183. s. 176.

Re Francisco and Can. Order of Chosen 
Friends, 10 O.W.N. 251.

2512

Action for money had and received—Void

Money paid by the assured upon an in
surance policy which a company has no 
power to make ean lie recovered in an ac
tion for money had and received. [He 
Phoenix Life Ass Ye Co., 2 .1. & H. 411, ap
plied.]

Hooper Grain ( o. v. Colonial Aas'ce t o., 
IHM7J 1 W.W.R. 122(1.
(g VI H—420)—Action against mi ival

BENEFIT ASSOCIATION — CHARTER RE- 
m IHLME.NT8.

If a member of a mutual benefit associa
tion sues the association without eomplyiug 
with the preliminary formalities re.piiv«-<l 
by its charter, that ground may he invoked 
in the plea to the merits and not in an 
exception to tin* form.

Maripli* v Montreal Fireman's Benefit 
Assn., 19 yue. P.R. 222.
(8 VI II—4251—Like insurance—Limita- 

i ion of actions—R.S.O. 1914, c. 183,8. 
1 ii5 (2) — Presumption or death — 
Burden or paoor aeier unheard of 
ItlK 7 YEARS.

Where there is an absolute promise tv 
pay in a life insurance policy and il i» > v 
pressly proxided therein that the payment 
of the sum insured shall not lie disputed, 
s. 165 (2) ol R.S.O. 1914. cc. 183, sfiecily
ing 18 months as a period of limitation 
does not apply; s. 1(15 xvas enacted for the 
hem*lit of the representatives of the assured 
to override restrictions as to time of action 
contained in the policy ami where there is 
no such restriction it has no application. 
The life insurance company which pleads 
the bar of the action brought on the |mli«y 
where the assured had not been heard ol .or 
7 years and was to he presumed dead, has 
cast upon it the onus of shewing that the 
death oecurred more than one year ami d 
months before the writ xvas issued, (liai 
lieing the period of limitation provided by
R. S.O. 1914. v. 183. s. 165.

Ihitlield v. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 20 D.L.R. 
467. 32 O.L.R. 299.
Claims—Limitation ok time.

\\ here a lire insurance company, on pay
ing the loss of the assured alleged to have 
been caused by the neglect of an electric 
company, does not bring its action against 
the latter in the name uf the assured, under 
the subrogation clause uf its policy, hut in
stead sues in its own name after taking a 
xxrilten assignment from the assured of his 
rights against the electric company, it can 
maintain the action only if it lias given 
the latter notice in writing of the assign
ment under the lanes Declaratory Act. R.
S. B.C., e. 133; and the defect is not cured 
by an order adding the assured as a co- 
plaintiff made without prejudice to defend
ants’ rights after the |ieriod of limitation 
had expired within which the added^purty 
would have had to sue.

Iniou Ass Ye Co. v. B.C. Electric R. Co»
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•ïl D.LR. 62. 21 B.V.K. 71, 30 W.L.K. 717. 
-1 VV.W.IJ. 327.
i:i.H >AI. TO H KMSIl CLAIM 1’AI'hHh—IN

SURED UN IIFAUD OF FOB SEVEN VF ABM— 
l’HKSUMPTlQNN.

A condition in a life insurance policy 
that formal proofs of death shall lie fur- 
milled IIV the beneficiary is waived by the 
written refusal of the insurer to furnish

< luiiii papers until the court should decide 
that the insured should lie presumed to lie 
dead liecaiise lie had not'been heard of for

l.inke Canadian Order of Foresters. 21 
Lf.Ui. 741. 33 O.L.R. 159. [See 8 O.W.N.
399. |
1'HOOFS OF LOSS—Kf.I.IF.F AGAINST STRICT 

COMF1.1A.NCK IN FURNISHING—EFFECT OF 
-SASKATCHEWAN lXSVKANC F At I.

The effect of granting relief undar s. 2 of 
the Insurance Act ( R.S.S. r. 80, now a. SO 

191.1 Stats., e. 1.1). which permit# relief 
t'. I»- granted from strict compliance with 
,i condition in the policy requiring proof 
of loss to be furnished ns soon as pr activa- 
il.* nfler the loss Jin# occurred, is to put 

die insured in the same position ns if 
proofs of loss had lieen furnished a# re- 

; ured. with the result that other conditions 
' the policy rei|iiiring a certain delay lie 
fore action can la* brought, and which

• hi Id otherwise make the I cringing of the 
». tion premature, should In* deemed to have

•slicpard v. British Dominions (Icneral 
Co.; Shepard v. (Hens Falls fus. 

c..„ 47 D.L.R. 133. 58 Can. S.C.R. 551.
11919] 2 WAV.it. 440. reversing 42 D.L.R. 
7hi. 11 S.L.R. 259. | I918| 2 WAX .It. 98.1.

• l. li reversed 10 N.L.R. 421. [19181 1 \\ .
\X .11. 8.1.
« O' IRACTUAL LIMITATION OF TIMF.

U here the insurer* have made a demand 
upon the insured for proofs of loss, the 
rilit of action under Ontario statutory con
dition 17 relating to tire insurance policies, 
d • •> not accrue until fill days after the 
proofs of loss have lieen furnished, and 
" here incomplete proofs of loss were first 
- ipplied and invoices and a statutory ccr- 
tid.-ate were then promptly demanded by 
t i- insurers by way of further proof, the 
(» day period is to lie computed from the 
completion of the proofs upon the latter 
'■■H.- supplied. [Riue v. Provincial Ins.

< * 7 V.C.C.P. 548. distinguished.]
''i rung v. Crown Fire Ins. Co.. 1 D.L.R.

: O.W.N. 481. 20 O.W.R. 901. [See 4 
1*1.1!. 224, 3 O.W.N. 1534.]
Limitation of action.

!> the payment of an insurance policy has 
’ -•'■n delayed hy reason of claims made hv 

■H, persons claiming to he transferees 
the policy, a beneficiary may bring his 

■’ 'ion after the year from the death.
Mitresne v. Crown Life Ins. Co., 19 One. 

P R 46.

insurance—Action to recover on 
ii'i.icr—Deceased kxgaging in mobf
DAMiEROl R HF.RVtCE TUAN W11FN IN

KKii—Notick.
Sum h v. Excelsior Life fne. Co., 3 O.

W.N. 2(11.
Notice of loss—Impkbfect pkinifb—Non

payment OF FKFMII'M—WAIVER-- At' 
PLICATION OF STATUTE — REMEDIAL

Bell v. Hudson Bav Ins. Co., 44 Can. S. 
C.R, 419.
Noth f of loss—Proofs of loss—Time.

Lewis v. Standard Mutual Ins. Co., 44 
Can. N.C.R. 40, reversing 19 Man. L.R. 729.

VII. Reinsurance.
Liability for effecting, see Principal and 

Agent. Ill—30.
(9 HI—430)—Where action niioi id re 

taken—que. c.P. 95. Que. C.C. 24fis. 
2477.

Reinsurance, based on art. 2477. C.C.P., 
is assimilated to the insurance and is gov
erned by the same rules and principles as 
the insurance itself. An insurance com
pany in Montreal may sue a company car
rying on business in another district, at 
Fraserville, in the District of Kammiraska, 
when the goods reinsured arc situated at St. 
Joseph de Vhandily. District of Montreal.

Provincial Fire Ins. Co. v. Protection. Hi 
Vue. P.R. 107.

VIII. Guaranty policies.
See also Bonds.

( 9 VIII—4351—Where the employer rep
resents in an application for guarantee 
insurance that an audit of the employee’s 
(a bookkeeper i I looks made regularly once 
a year at a fixed period and the audit is 
delayed for some months and loss occurs 
hy theft in the meantime, the Insurer will 
he relieved of all liability. The employer, 
who is the lieneticiary under a policy guar
anteeing him against loss by emliez* lenient 
or t heft of money hy his employee, must 
comply strictly with all conditions, stipu
lations and undertakings contained in the 
policy.

Lachine School Commissioners v. Lon
don Guarantee & Accident Co., 3 D.L.R. 335. 
Notice of default.

A condition, in a policy guaranteeing the 
proper execution of a contract by a part
nership for the insured, that the latter 
would give notice to the insurers of any 
default by the contractor in the execution 
of the work, does not oblige him to give 
notice of the dissolution of the partnership, 
the linhilitv of its individual members al
ways remaining the same.

Commission of Catholic Schools of Mont
real v. Provident Accident 4 Guarantee Co., 
44 Que. S.C. 97.
(9 VIIf—436)—Employer's liability—Er

ror IN APPLICATION BLANK.
A applicant for an employer’s liability 

insurance, does not. hy leaving unanswered

1XM UAM K, VI11 
Life
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•me of the questions in the application 
blank and telling the agent to till it up in 
accordance with the facts in regard there
to, then stated by him to such agent, and of 
which, moreover, the agent had pefbonal 
knowledge, become responsible for the er
roneous answer so as to disentitle him to 
recover on the policy.

Carlin v. Railway Passengers .Wee Co.. 
14 D.L.R. 815, 18 B.C.IL 477, 85 W.L.R. 
706, 5 W.W.R. .187.
CONTKMTOR'S AND CITY EMPLOYEES—EXTRA 

PREMIUMS.
A stipulation in an employers’ liability 

policy issued to a municipality that it shall 
not cover loss from liability for injuries or 
death caused to a person unless his compen
sation is included in the scheduled estimate 
on which the insurance was based, will 
exclude liability by the insurance company 
in respect of employees of the city complet
ing works which had been let to contractors 
at the time the policy was taken out. but 
which afterwards were taken over by the 
city on the contractor's default; consequent
ly no action lies against the city for an 
excess premium on the basis of the addi
tional wages on such work not contemplated 
in the insurance contract paid to city work
men completing the contract work as to 
whom no claim was made nor could lie sub
stantiated on the city’s behalf.

Ocean Accident & Guarantee C'orp. v. 
Mouse .law. 21 D.L.R. 111.
I xdem xiry—Enforcement—Assrr, nee for

CREDITOR^.
The right of indemnity under an em

ployer’s liability insurance policy, for lia
bility incurred for an injury to an employee, 
will pass, upon the employer’s insolvency, to 
his assignee for the lienefit of creditors 
and is enforceable by him : the insurer's 
liability is not limited hv what the in
solvent’s estate is able to pay. but extends 
to the full amount of the judgment against 
the employer, regardless of the source from 
which the money came to make payment 
thereof. Nor is it essential that the pay
ment should have been made before the as- 
aignment for creditors : it is suflicient when 
paid bv the assignee with funds advanced 
by a third party.

North American Accident Ins. Co. v. New- 
Ton. 41 DJLR. 847, 57 Cm. S.O.B. "-77. 
ri!'lf»l 1 W.W.R. 317.
“Damages"—Workmen's com pen ration— 

SETTLEMENTS.
The word “damages” has the universal 

meaning of recompense for wrong done; an 
insurance policy, purporting to indemnify 
an employer against “liability imposed by 
law for damages” on account of injuries to 
employees, covers not only claims for 
damages at common law, but also those 
under tlié Workmen's Compensation Acts, 
and contemplates the reasonable and pru
dent settlement of such claims by the as
sured. [St. Louis Dressed Reef & Provision

CE, VIII. 2î>16
Co. v. Maryland Casualty Co., 201 U.S. 
173, followed.]

Chamberlain v. North American Accident 
Ins. Co., 28 D.L.R. 208. 9 A.L.R. 538, 34 
W.L.R. 556, 10 W.W.R. 686.
Against employer's liability.

A contract of insurance by which the in
surer assumes the risk of accidents that may 
happen to workmen engaged in placing tlei- 
tric wires on the inside and outside of 
buildings, covers also accidents to which a 
workmen is exposed in placing electric wirt> 
on, or removing them from a pule plan ! 
near a building as accessory to the work 
of installation on the outside.

Goulet v. Merchants’ & Employers’ Guar
antee & Accident Co., 51 Que.* S.C. 256, 
reversing e50 Que. S.C. 473.
CON DM IONS PRECEDENT—DAMAGES—NOTICE.

Where a contract between an employer 
and an insurance company, under the Act 
respecting accident to workmen, stipulates 
that the insured cannot institute an action 
on the policy until he has been condemned 
to pay damages to one of his employees 
and has paid such damages, the employer 
against whom an action is brought cannot 
make therein a demand in warranty against 
the company, even when, by another clause 
of the contract, it is provided that if the 
insured is sued for damages on account of 
an accident the company must defend the 
action at its awn cost, making use of the 
name of the insured. Where the policy 
provides that the insured shall, without 
delay, give notice to the company of every 
accident happening on his works, as well 
as of every claim made in respect thereof, 
such notice is a condition precedent to the 
bringing of an action by the insured against 
the company. Where the insurance company 
refused to defend the principle action itself, 
as it had the right to do, and denied its 
liability under the policy, it cannot ask 
for the dismissal of the action in warranty 
on the ground that it is premature.

Moineau v. Antonessa ; Kniplovers Lia
bility Ass’ee C'orp. v. Moineau, 25 Que. K.B. 
334.*
Procedure — Dilatory exception — War-

A provision in an insurance policy 
against work accidents, by which the in
sured is required, in case of an action before 
the courts, to turn the case over to the in
surer so that the latter may contest it on be
half of the insured. Amounts to an agree
ment not to call in the insurer in incidental 
warranty. Under such conditions the in
jured cannot exercise the recourse of an ac
tion in incidental warranty, nor suspend 
for that purpose the main action by way 
of dilatory exception.

Dufresne v. Parent, 53 Que. S.C. 223. 
Interpretation of policy—Medical at

tendance.
A clause in a policy of insurance against 

accidents to workmen, issued in favour of an 
employer, and providing that the insured
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shall not incur any expense nor make any 
settlement with an employee, except that 
at the time of the accident the insured may 
provide for imperative medical assistance, 
fhvuld be interpreted as putting the cost of 
medical assistance upon the insurance com
pany which should guarantee the insured 
against it.

Dupont v. Dupont, 47 Que. S.C. 50.
§ VIII—441)—Fidelity insurance—Ar

raignment — Accounts — Compro-

A clause in a policy of fidelity insurance 
slating that “the employee is obliged, if 
the company so requires, to arraign the 
employee lx*fore the courts,” without de
claring whether it should be before civil 
or criminal courts, is vague and must be 
.on-trued against the insurance company by 
which the condition was stipulated. A de
lay in requiring the rendering of accounts 
i- not negligence which will imperil recourse 
under the policy; nor when the mandator 
seeks to recover a portion of his claim 
against his mandatory by making a com
promise settlement with him.

Quebec Fire Ins. Vo. v. Prévoyance, 60 
Que. S.C. 300.

INTENT.
See .Contracts; Criminal Law; Wills ; 

Statutes.

INTERDICTION.
< T kator to interdict—Account op admin

istration.
The curator of the property of an inter- 

1 i t for drunkenness, on lieing superseded 
acquits himself of the obligation to render 
an account by doing so to his successor only. 
An interdict has a right to an account of 
'lie administration of his property by a 
nra tor only on being discharged from "the 

interdiction. Against a curator who has al- 
T,a«ly rendered an account to his successor 
hi- Mile remedy is for reformation of such

Uovette v. Goyette, 30 Que. S.C. 124.

INTEREST.
I. When recoverable.

a. In general, on contracts.
R. On debts, loans and advances.
C. As damages; on amount recovered

as damages.
D. On judgments; verdicts; awards.
E. On legacies and annuities; claims of

distributees.
r. Liability of officer, receiver, trustee 

or personal representative, 
o. Liability of province, county or mu

nicipality.
it. Necessity and effect of demand.

II. Computations ; amount; bate; fre
quency OP PAYMENT. 

a. In general.
R Hate. y, J

HI. < OMPOUND INTEREST.

Annotations.
Statement of rate of interest in land 

mortgage : 32 D.LJt. lit).
Rate of interest that may be charged by 

hanks: 42 D.L.K. 134.
I. When recoverable.

A. In general; on contracts.
See Mortgage ; Usury.

(8 I A—1 )—Estoppel.
Where a real estate agent stipulates with 

the owner for a percentage commission on 
the helling price of the lands as and when 
paid in, this does not necessarily import 
interest, and the agent may estop himself 
from claiming interest as to specific tracts 
sold where he has accepted cheques for the 
commission covering principal only.

Kennerley v. Hextall, 18 D.L.R. 375, 7
LLH 4M.
Mortgages — Fund in court represent

ing MORTGAGED PROPERTY.
On taking mortgage accounts consequent 

upon the opening of a foreclosure decree to 
permit a mortgagor to redeem, the mort
gagee should not be compelled to accept a 
smaller rate of interest which the fund 
representing the land in question was ac
tually earning by reason of the land having 
been taken for railway purposes and the 
price thereof having been paid into court; 
the mortgagee should in such case receive 
the full contract rate for which his mort
gage provided.

Williams v. Box. 15 D.L.R. 261, 24 Man. 
L.R. 31, 26 W.L.R. 461, 6 WYV.R. 012, 
reversing 12 D.L.R. 90, 24 W.L.R. 93, 4 
W.W.R. >44.

In all eases where, in the opinion of the 
court, the payment of a just debt lias liecn 
improperly withheld, and it seems to be 
fair and equitable that the party in default 
should make ••ompensation by payment of 
interest, it is incumbent upon the court to 
allow interest for such time and such rate 
as the court may think right. [Toronto R. 
Co. v. Toronto, [1906] A.C. 117, applied.]

Last West Lumber Co. v. Haddad, 25 
D.L.R. 529, 8 8.L.R. 407, 33 W.LR. 15, 
» W.W.R. 578.
When generally allowed.

Interest may be allowed when author
ized by statute, when payable by contract, 
or when a contract to pay can be inferred 
from trade or mercantile usage or from 
the course of dealing between the parties.

Duffy ▼. Duffv, 26 D.L.R. 479, 48 N.B.K. 
665.
Money claim — Discretion or Trial 

Judge — Unsuccessful appeal — 
Costs — Appeal “as to costs only” 
— Judicature Act, s. 24 — County 
Courts Act, s. 32.

Buckley v. Valr, 39 D.L.R. 796, 40 O.L.R. 
466.
Threshing contract — Demand for pay

ment—Time.
Interest on the amount claimed under a
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threshing contrart allowed from the date of 
the delivery of defence, there being an ab- 
hence of clear evidence as to when demand 
for payment was made or as to when full 
particulars of the plaintiff's claim were 
delivered.

Dttshabek v. Bjornslad, [1918] W.W.R.

Sale ok goods — Pleading» — Amend- 
m ENT— Pay m ent—Costs.

A judgment for the price of goods sold 
and delivered and interest thereon sus
tained on the ground that, although the 
plaintiff could succeed as to Interest only 
by an amendment to the statement of claim 
showing facts entitling her to interest un
der the statute and no such amendment 
was made, jet the Trial Judge must have 
intended to allow interest only by virtue of 
some such amendment, and therefore his 
discretion in allowing interest should not 
be interfered with ; hut, the defendant hav
ing paid into court an amount sullicient to 
satisfy the claim on the issues raised hv 
the pleadings as they were at the time of 
payment in, it was Iield that the plaintiff 
was entitled to costs only up to and in
cluding such payment into court.

Styles v. Henderson, 11018J 2 W.W.R. 
.194.'
(§ I A—Oi Insurance — Time ok droop

Under ». 104, subs. 22, of the Ontario 
insurance Act, 1012. 2 Geo. V. e. 211, the 
loss under a policy of lire insurance living 
payable in (id days after the completion of 
the proofs of loss unless a shorter time is 
provided by the contract of insurance, in
terest from the time of Hindi completion of 
the proof of loss should lie allowed. [To
ronto R. Co. v. Toronto, [1900| A.C. 117, 
followed.]

Strong v. Crown Fire Ins. Co., 10 D.L.R. 
4.1, 28 O.L.R. .1.1, 2.1 O W.I1. 701. [Affirmed. 
13 O.L.R. «80. |
1 NSt RANGE.

An insured is entitled to interest at the 
legal rate, upon the amount of the loss, 
from the date when the right of art ion on 
the policy first accrued a wording to its 
conditions. [Green v. Manitoba Ass'ce Co.. 
1.1 Man. L.R. 401. followed. |

Robinson v. Midland Fire Ins. Co., 20 
Man. L.R. .198. 14 W.L.R. 577.
(ü 1 A—8)—Note—Maturity.

Cnder ss. 114, 180 of the Hills of Ex
change Act, R.N.C. 1000, c. lift, interest, 
on a dishonoured note is recoverable as 
part of liipiidated damages from the time 
of the maturity of the note.

l'avden. Clinton National Rank v. Dixon. 
20 D.L.R. «04. 0 A.L.R. .101. .13 W.L.R. 818. 
0 v .W.B. ISM.

R. On debts, loans and advances.
(§ I It—20;—On loans — Interest rate 

under Hank Act — Stiput.ation
ULTRA VIRES and INOPERATIVE.

Where a hank has charged on loans more

than seven per cent the maximum rate of 
interest or discount allowed by s. 01 of the 
Rank Act, R.N.C. 1000, c. 20, the stipula
tion is ultra vires and inoperative. [Mc
Hugh v. Ciiion Bank, 10 D.L.R. 502, ap
plied.!

Northern Crown Bank v. Great West 
Lumber Co., 11 D.UR. 105, 7 A.L.R. 183.
24 W.L.R. 477, 4 W.W.R. 720.
On ia)ans — Settlement or payment, ef

fect — Interest rate under Bank

Where a hunk's customer for about six 
years ran accounts with his bank, by which 
lie was charged interest in excess of that 
permitted by the Bank Act R.N.C., 1000. c. 
20, and where these accounts were then as
certained between the parties and covered 
by a chattel mortgage at excessive interest, 
and where 1 years later this chattel mort
gage and concurrent additional accounts at 
excessive interest were all ascertained be
tween the parties and covered by a new 
chattel mortgage stipulating for exressive 
interest, the latter mortgage amounted to a 
settlement of accounts between the bank 
and its customer having the same effect as 
payment would have had with regard to 
the question of excessive interest on the 
accounts and earlier mortgage and estop
ping the customer from disturbing such 
settlement, as lie must have known that the 
bunk had no right to stipulate for or exact 
the excessive interest and he voluntarily 
assented to such settlement and thereby 
gave tip his right to recover hack any ex-

McHiigh v. I nion Rank. 10 D.L.R. 502, 
21 W .L.R. 409, [1913] A.C. 299, .1 W.W.R. 
1052. a Aiming 2 A.L.R. .119, reversing in 
part 0 A.L.R. 100, 44 C'ait. N.V.R. 473.
.h im ah re Act—Just debt—Surety.

The interest allowable upon any just délit 
under s. 10 (15) of the Judicature Act 

*s also as against sureties.
Standard Bank v. Allierta Engineering 

to., 33 D.L.R. 542. 11 A.L.R. 90. [1017]
1 W.W.R. 1177, varying 27 D.L.R. 707, 9 
W.W.R. 982.
Tests as to when recoverable — ‘•De

mand" in statement or claim only 
—Effect of.

Where there is no agreement, express or 
implied, to pay interest on an indebtedness 
nor any writing whereby the debt was pay
able at any certain time, the statement of 
claim in an action for recovery of I Kith debt 
and interest, is not a sufficient demand 
under .1 & 4 Win. & M„ c. 42, ». 28. of in
terest thereafter. [Rhymney v. Rhymiie;-.
25 (J.B.D. 140 -. Nhelin Gold Mining ( <>. v. 
Trubshawe, [ 18921 1 Q B. 074. and McKen
zie v. Champion, 4 Man. L.R. 158. followed.]

Northern Trust Co. v. Cold well, 18 I). 
L.R. 612, 28 W.L.R. 625, 0 W.W.R. 1165. 
UN PRICE OF GOODS— LMPL!ED AGREEMENT TO

In the absence of some special usage of 
trade, or of some stipulation express or

6
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implied, a trader is not entitled to interest 
„i, the price of good* sold and delivered. 
An agreement to pay interest may lie rea- 
.„m,idy inferred from tin- previous dealings 
nt the"parties coupled with a printed noti- 
lniition of intention to charge interest, on 
the vendors’ statement of account. [Re 
\nglesey. 70 L.J. L'h. 810. followed. |

Marshall-Wells Co. v. Eaton, 8 WAV R.

is 1 B—22)—On accounts.
t'nder si. 30, 37 (2), R.8.8. e. 52, in

terest upon a stated account may he al
lowed from the time when a demand for 
payment thereof V made.

Last West I.iimher Co. v. Haddad, 25 
II.I..I!. 52», 8 S.L.R. 407, 33 W.L.R. 15. 9 
WAV.R. 578.
UN ACCOUNTS — Arithmetical kkrorh — 

SURCHARGING AN» FAl.HIFYINti — STAT
UTORY LIMITATION.

«in the siu-eliarging and falsifying of an 
account with respect to arithmetical errors 
in the calculation of interest, the parties 
should not lie limited to a period of 0 
years before the action was commenced,' 
where tlx- Statute of Limitations was not 
pleaded, Mich errors being of a character 
which common honesty would demand 
should be rectified whenever they are «lis 
covered.

McHugh v. Union Bank, 10 D.L.R. 502, 
23 W.L.R. 40», 108 L/l. 273, [1»13| A.C. 
2»«. 3 W AV.R. 1052, affirming 2 A.L.R. 31». 
reversing in part 3 A.L.R. 100. 44 Van. S.C. 
R. 473.
16 I H—24 I—On BANK ACCOUNT.

Where the proceeds of the sain of the 
bonds of a railway company iix'orporated 
by a Provincial Legislature for the pur
pose of building a railway wholly within 
the province were deposited with a hank 
to the special a «■«•omit of the treasurer of 
the province in accordance with the terms 
of an Act guaranteeing the payment of 
the bonds hv the Provincial (lovernment, 
vhich special account was to carry inter
est at such rate as the hank and the rail
way company might agree upon and the 
bank agreed with the railway company to 
pay 3A per cent interest on tin* deposit, 
the Crown is entitled to the interest at 
'ii«li rate thereon accrued up to the time 
of its demand in an action to recover the 
proceeds under a subséquent Act passed 
for the purpose of protecting the province 
in its guarantee of the bonds, in which 
Midi proceeds are declared to be a part of 
the general revenue fund of the province 
and are ordered to lie paid forthwith to the 
provincial tr«*asurer.

I lie King v. Roval Bank, 2 D.L.R. 702, 
4 A.L.R. 24». 20 W.L.R. 92», 1 W.W.R. 
115!>. [Reversed on other points 9 D.L.R. 
•137. [191.11 A.C. 283, 23 W.L.R. 315, 3 
W.W.R, 094.]

O. As DAMAGES; ON AMOUNT RECOVERED 
AN DAMAGES.

In expropriation matters, see Damages. 
Ill L- 240.
(8 I C—25)—Contribution withheld by

COTENANT.
Interest hv way of damages will not be 

allowed on moneys justly withheld by a 
joint owner from his share of contribution 
towards the expense and upkeep of the 
premises, where such course was brought 
about by the conduct of the other owner 
in refusing to execute s conveyance settling 
the former’s inter«*st in the property. [Ray- 
moml v. Hav, 3 X.B.R. »». distinguished.]

Duffy v. Duffy, 26 D.L.R. 479, 43 N.R.R.

Recovery — Money acquired under void
TENIA MEN TARY GIFT.

1 tin1 who withdraws money from a bank" 
«luring the lifetime of and at the request of 
and for the use of a depositor, notwith
standing tin- deposit was made in their 
joint names for the purpose of creating a 
t«-stam«*ntarv gift, which, however, was in
effectual. mi accounting to the estate of tlx* 
depositor for what remains in his hands at 
the former's death, he will he charged with 
interest thereon from the passing of ac
counts by the Surrogate Court.

Vogler v. Campbell, 11 D.L.R. 005, 4 OAV. 
X. 138», 24 OAV.R. 080. | Reversed, on oth
er grounds, 14 D.L.R. 480, 6 O.W.N. 100, 
26 OAV.R. 137.]
Agreement ok nai.e of land.

In living the amount to Ik* paid by the 
purchaser f««r a «•«mveyanee in a vendor's 
action to enforce an agreiunent of sale on 
the purchaser's default in paymeut, inter
est after default should lie allowed uixler 
the Judicature Ord. (Alta.) s. 10, clause 
15, unless there is in the facts some equi
table ground for withholding it in cases 
where the contract does not expressly pro
vide for inter«*st post diem; for although 
the word “may" is used in that enactment 
in declaring the power on the court to 
award interest on money “improperly with
held” if it seems to the court fair and equi
table to allow it, it becomes the duty of the 
court to award interest when of that opin
ion and to fix the rate.

Walker v. Card, 23 D.L.R. 349. 30 W.L.
R. 402, 7 WAV.R. 1145
On expropriation award — From when

CHARGEABLE.
Tn awarding eom|H*nsation for lands com

pulsorily taken and others injuriously af
fected. hi an expropriation under the Rail
way Act, 1906, interest is to lie allowed 
on the whole amount awarded, and is 
chargeable from tlx* time the notice of 
expropriation is served or possession taken.

c.reen r. C.NML Co.. 3J D.L.R. 608, 10
S. L.R. 108, [19171 2 WAV.R. 273.
(8 I C—33) — (Expropriation award —

Time of entry.
Till* effect of s. 347 of the Municipal Act,
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R.S.O. 1914, c. 192, incorporated in the 
Public Parks Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 203, by 
s. 17 of that Act, is, that where the arbi
tration in only as to the amount of com
pensation, and the expropriating by-law 
does not authorize permanent entry on the 
land, the award as to amount, does not be
come binding on the 1‘urks Board unless 
adopted by by-law within three months 
after the making of the award ; and where 
possession of the land has not been taken 
by the Board, and no provision is made in 
the by-law for entry upon the land under 
the award, interest should not be allowed 
to the claimant land-owner upon the sum 
awarded for the value of the land. [Re 
Maephersort and Toronto, 26 O.R. 058, dis
tinguished.]

Re Hislop & Stratford Park Board, 23 
D.L.R. 753, 34 O.L.R. 07.

I). On judgments; verdicts; awards.
(§ I D—36)—On judgments — Rate — 

B.N.A. Act — Fédérai, and provin-
j DIAL POWERS.

Section 714 of the King's Bench Act 
(Man.) purporting to provide for interest 
upon the amount of a judgment recovered 
is ultra vires of the Manitoba Legislature, 
the subject of interest being assigned under 
the B.N.A. Act to the Dominion Parliament. 
Section 13 of the Interest Act, R.8.C. 1900, 
c. 120, providing for interest at the rate 
of 5 |K>r eent per annum upon judgments, 
does not apply to Manitoba; in that prov
ince the rate remains 4 per cent, under the 
English Judgment Art, 1838.

iSave v. Godin, 20 D.L.R, 19, 24 Man. 
L.R. 788, 29 W.L.R. 703.
Judgment for damages for trespass to 

MINING CLAIM — APPEAL FROM — 1*AY- 
ABLB FROM DATE OF JUDGMENT.

Deisler v. Spruce Creek Power Co., 25 
D.L.R. 763. 22 B C R. 318. 9 W.W.R. 548. 
I See 17 D.L.R. 600. 28 W.L.R. 329 ] 
Judgment — Prescription — Rkgistra-

Tnterest upon judgment is only prescribed 
bv 30 years as capital; and. notwithstand
ing art. 2124 C.C. (Que.), the registration 
of a judgment preserves the right of prefer
ence attached to the title for interest ac
crued since the judgment without other 
limitation than the period of prescription.

Campeau v. Roy. 54 Que. 8.C. 237.
(§ I D—36)—On award — Tx OOHMOC-

NATION PROCEEDINGS — WHEN HEflINS

Where a railway company takes posses
sion of land before proceeding to expropri
ate it, on an award of damages being subse
quently made, interest attaches, not from 
the date of the award, but from the time 
of taking possession. [Re Clark and To
ronto, Grey k Bruce R. Co., 18 O.L.R. 628, 
9 Can. Ry. Cas. 290; Rhys v. Dare Valley 
R. Co., L.R. 19 Eq. 93; and Re Shaw and 
Birmingham Corp., L.R. 27 Ch.D. 614, 54 
L.J. Ch. 61, followed.]

! Gauthier v. C.N.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 490, 7 
A.L.R. 229, 25 W.L.R. 955, 5 W.W.R. 537 
When begins to bun.

To the amount of an award for land ex
propriated for railway purposes interest at
taches not from the date of the award but 
from a previous taking possession by the 
railway company. [Gauthier v. C.N.R. Co.,
14 D.L.R. 490, followed.]

Dagenais v. C.N.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 494, 
16 Can. Ry. Cas. 353, 25 W.L.R. 960. 5 W. 
W.R. 543.
Railway Act (Can.).

Interest on the sum awarded as compen
sation as of the date of the deposit of the 
plan and profile, should not he given by 
arbitrators as a part of their award for 

\ land expropriated for railway purposes, and 
will Ik- struck out as beyond their juris
diction; the right to interest from that 
date is conferred under the Railway Act 
(Can.) and not left to be determined by the 
arbitrators.

Re Ketcheson and Can. Northern On
tario R. Co.. 13 D.L.R. 854. 29 O.L.R. 339. 
*6 O.W.R. 211.

On award — In expropriation proceed
ing — Allowance by akdixrators. 

Arbitrators cannot add interest to the 
amount awarded for land taken by ex
propriation under the Railway Act (Can.)
I Re Ketcheson and Can. Northern Ontario 
R. Co., 13 D.L.R. 854, 29 O.L.R. 339, ap-

Re National Trust Co. and C.P.R. Co.,
15 D.L.R. 320, 29 O.L.R. 462, 16 Can. Kv 
Cas. 291.
Expropriation proceedings — Abaxdon-

There cun be no allowance of interest 
under subs. 4 of s. 23 of the Expropriation 
Act, R.8.C. 1906, c. 143, either upon the 
estimated value of the lands or upon the 
amount tendered therefor by the govern
ment, where liefore the ascertainment of 
the indemnity the proceedings were aban
doned and no special damages sustained.

Quebec, Jacques-Cartier Electric Co. v. 
The King, 24 D.L.R. 424, 51 Can. S.C.R. 
594.
Expropriation awards — Computation or 

amount.
Section 7, c. 56, of the False Creek Rec

lamation Act, 1911, vests the right to take 
possession of expropriated lands immedi
ately upon the payment or legal tender of 
the amount awarded ; hence, interest on the 
amount awarded for land taken thereunder 
runs from the date of the award, and not 
from the date of notice fixed by the arbi-

Re False Creek Reclamation Act, 22 D. 
L.R. 117, 31 W.L.R. 678, 8 W.W.R. 1191, 
affirming 22 D.L.R. 103.
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E. On luc au is axu annuities; claims

OF DIHTRIIH TEKS.

(§ I E—40)—Claim against decedents' 
ESTATE — AtiBEKMKXT TO l-.XY SI M I OR 
i'AST MAI X TEN A X CE — Tl MK FO* PAY-

R^Euglhdi, 10 O.W.N. 139.
(§ I E—41 )—Legacy.

A legatee is entitled to interest at 6 
jwr cent per annum from a date one year 
ifter that of the death of the testator.
| R.- l<ogun Trusts, 3 Man. L.R. 49. 4 Man. 
L.R. 19. followed. I

Re Estate of Robert Muir, [1917] 2 W. 
W.K. HOI.
(§ I E—44)—When recoverable — Ox

LEGACIES AND ANNUITIES — ABSENCE 
OK IMPROPER IIELAY — ANXI ETIES.

In the ease of an annuity arising under a 
will, the general rule is that interest is not 
allowed on arrears, in the absence of mis 

nduct or improper delay on the part of 
those chargeable with the payment of the

Chisholm v. Journeay, 15 D.L.R. 495, 13
E. I..R. 675.
F. Liability of officer, receiver, trus

tee or personal representative.
<3 I F—47) — Interest ox misapplied 

trust funds.
A cestui que trust is entitled to interest 
a fund in the hands of his trustee, which 

tid has been misappropriated hv the trus
tee so that the cestui que trust has been im
properly kept out of its use and the enjoy
ment of its profits.

Rogers Hardware Co. v. Rogers, 10 D.L.
R. 541.

M. Necessity and ekeect of demand.
(§ I H—65)—Absence of agreement to

Where a debtor does not agree to pay in- 
’ -rest and the debt is payable otherwise 
than hv virtue of a written instrument at
• certain time, interest should not lie al
lowed except where a demand for payment 

> made and the debtor is informed that in
f-rest will lie claimed from the date of the

Winterburn v. Boon. 10 D.L.R. 021. 0 
b L.R 177, 23 W.L.R. 656, 3 W.W.R. 1068. 
Sufficiency of demand — Printed words

Printed words on an account, “Interest
• ‘ 10 per cent per annum chargeable after 
/> days,” together with verbal references to 
th»se words and notification that interest is 
s ing charged, constitute a demand in writ
ing sufficient to support a claim for interest 
from the expirv of the 30 davs.

Hart v. Greer (No. 1), 9 W.W.R. 709, 
33 W UR. 39.
($ I H—56)—On deposit in bank.

On the wrongful refusal of a bank to 
honour a demand for the withdrawal of a 
special deposit, the depositor may lie al- 

’ i interest thereon in an action for its

recovery at the legal rate from the date 
of the demand even though the legal rate 
is in excess of the rate of interest at which 
the special deposit was to he carried.

The King v. Royal Bank, 2 D.L.R. 762, 
20 W.kit. 929, 4‘ A.L.R. 249. 1 W.W.R. 
1159. [Reversed on other points, 9 D.L.R. 
337, 11913] A.C. 283, 23 W.L.R. 315, 3 W. 
W.R. 994.]
II. Computations; amount; rate; frequency 

of payment.
A. In general.

(8 II A—60)—Annual payment — “Per 
annum”—Meaning or.

The words “at 6 per cent per annum," as 
applied to a payment of interest, simply 
indicate the method of computation and 
the rate allowable by way of interest, but 
do not imply a contract to pay yearly or 
each year, merely signifying that the in
terest becomes payable at the time of the 
maturity of the principal obligation. [Ath- 
erstone v. Rostock, 2 Man. & G. 511, 719, 
applied.]

Finkbciner v. Yeo, 25 D.L.R. 673, 20 
Man. L.R. 22, 33 W.L.R. 195. 9 W.W.R. 891. 
From date of action.

When a claim is uncertain and contested, 
and can only lie determined by a judgment, 
the interests run only from the date of the 
institution of the action.

Great Northern Construction Co. ▼. Ross, 
25 Que. K.B. 385, 404.

B. Rate.
(8 II B—05)—Rate under Bank Act — 

Ultra vires stipulation for excess.
Notwithstanding prior dealings between 

the hank and its customer by which he had 
for a number of years acquiesced in the 
payment to the bunk of interest on advances 
at a higher rate than 7 per cent, the rate 
limited by the Bank Act, R.S.C. 1906, r. 
29, s. 91, his subsequent mortgage to the 
bank settling the balance of indebtedness 
and containing a stipulation for the like 
excessive interest contravenes the said s. 
91, and the insertion by the bank of such 
a stipulation was ultra vires on its part 
and the stipulation itself was inoperative; 
the interest collectable in respect of such 
mortgage must he calculated at the rate of 
5 per cent, as being the legal rate where no 
special rate has lieen legally fixed and not 
the intermediate rate of f per cent, for 
which the hank was entitled to contract.

McHugh v. Union Bank, 10 D.L.R. 562, 
23 W.L.R. 409. 108 L.T. 273, [1913| A.C. 
299. 3 W.W.R. 1052, affirming dictum of 
Beck J. in 2 A.kR. 319, and reversing in 
part 3 A.L.R. 166. 44 Can. 8.C.R. 473. 
Statement or rate—Mortgage.

A clause in a mortgage of real estate 
tliat ‘"It is further agreed . . . that the 
principal is $700 and the rate of interest 
chargeable thereon is 10 per cent per an
num as well after as before default” is a 
sufficient statement of the amount of the
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principal mid interest lo satisfy tlie rc- 
«piimnent# of s. « of the Interest Act (R. 
S.t . IfMMi, <■. 120).

Standard Reliance Mortgage Co. v. 
Stubb*. 38 D.I..K. 435, 86 ( an. S.C.R. 422, 
| 10171 :i W.W.R. 402. reversing 32 D.UR. 
57. 27 Man. LR. 276. (10171 1 W.W.R. 
8f>0.

A special statement in a mortgage on 
real estate complete in itself, of the amount 
«if tin* principal and rate of interest calcu
lated, is not required by s. 0 of the Interest 
Act (R.S.C. (1000), e.*120) ; it is sullicient 
if tin1 facts stated in the mortgage show the 
principal amount and the rate of interest 
chargeable thereon.

Canadian Mortgage Investment Co. v. 
Cameron. 38 D.L.R. 42*. 55 Can. S.C.R. 400. 
[1017] S W.W.R. 881. reversing 33 D.L.R. 
702, 11 A.L.R. 441. 11017] 2 W.W.R. IS. 
Loan* — Stipi i.atkd rate — Voluntary 

I ‘ay mk.ntn— Re<ovkisy hack.
A stipulation for interest at a certain 

rate on a loan "until paid” imports a con
tract to pay interest at the specified rate 
only until tin* maturity of tin- loan. To 
curry the contract for the stipulated rate 
beyond the maturity of the loan, explicit 
terms so providing must be made. Pay
ments at the higher rate voluntarily made 
can not be recovered back.

flossaek v. Shaw. 42 U.L.R. 130, 5U Can. 
S.C.R. 581. reversing, in part. 30 D.LR. 
707. 40 D.L.R. 475, reversing 3« D.L.R. 7«0,
30 D.L.R. 440.
V.IIKI MK.VT TO REPAY LARGER SVM—III ITER-

km k ah interest — “Blended” hay-

Wliere in consideration of n present ad- 
vain-e of money the lairrower agrees to pay 
tin* lender a vertu in larger amount at a 
future date, the diffvremi* between the 
amount lent and the amount to he paid by 
tlm borrower is interest, but the transae- 
t ion is not one which comes under s. 3 of 
the Interest Act. R.S.C. 1003, «*. 120, for 
tin* payment of a sum made up by the mere 
addition of interest to principal, the 
amounts due in respect of principal and in
ti-rest respectively being «dearly dis
tinguishable, is not a “blended" payment 
within the meaning of said section.

Cummings \. Silver wood. 11 S.L.R. 407. 
|1018| 3 W.W.R. «20.
I'si Rioi R rate—Money-lenders Act—Re-

Dm* who curries on the business of 
money-lending in connection with another 
business is a. "money-lender,” within the 
meaning of the Ontario Money-lenders Act, 
R.S.O. 1014, v. 176, though not registered 
as such, and also the Dominion Money
lenders Act (R.S.C. 1000, c. 122); an exac
tion of interest in exec-ess of the statutory 
rate does not invalidate the transaction as 
a whole, but prevents recovery of the ex
cess. | Bellamy v. Timbers, 10* D.L.R. 488.
31 O.L.R. «18. followed.]

Shaw v. Hossack, 36 D.L.R. 760. 39 O.L.

R. 440. [Reversed, 30 D.L.R. 707, 40 O.L.R. 
475, which is reversed in part in 42 D.L.R. 
130.]
Excessive rate — Bank Act — Interest

Aii excessive charge of interest in viola
tion nf the Rank Act merely renders void 
the stipulation as to the prohibited rate, 
but does not uflWt the liability for the 
legal rat«- under the provisions of the In-

Standard Rank v. Alberta Engineering 
Co.. 33 D.L.R. 542. 11 A.L.R. 03. 11017] 
I W.W.R. 1177, varying 27 D.L.R. 707, !t 
W.W.R. 082.

Reference directed to determine whether 
in making up the amounts of notes, the last 
of a series of renewals, the makers thereof 
had been improperly charged with a larger 
amount than was legally owing by reason 
of an excessive rate charged with respect to 
an earlier indebtedness which they were 
not estopped from taking exception to ou 
the principle laid down in Mcllugh v. 
I it ion Rank. 10 D.L.R. 532. [ 1013] A.C. 
200. Where a hank stipulates for the pat
inent of interest at an ultra \ ires rate un
der a security, that merely affects the rate 
of interest, and not the entire stipulation 
to pay interest.

Union Rank v. Farmer. [1017] 1 W.W.R. 
1331.

Section 3 of the Interest Act, R.S.C. c. 
120, is sullieiently complied with by a mort
gage which provides tor repayment as fol
lows: "That we will pay to the said com
pany tin* above sum of 5*1.000 ... as 
follows: The sum of * 11.50 on tin* first 
Monday of each month for the period of 
165 months next ensuing. The first of 
such monthly instalments to become due 
and payable on the first Monday of May, 
1010. It is declared and agreed between 
tin* parties hereto that the principal is $1.- 
000. the rate of interest chargeable there
on is 10 per cent per annum as well after 
as Is*fore default, and that chapter 120 of 
the Revised Statutes of Canada shall not 
apply w> this mortgage."’

Standard Reliance Mtge. Corp. v. Cowie, 
10 S.L.R. 263, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 238.
Loan at interest—Usury—Interest Act 

—Calculation—( o.ntrary agreement 
—Power ok Judge—C.C. art. 1149— 
S. rev., [1906] c. 120 (Interest Act).

The Interest Act is founded on public 
welfare and does not allow any convention 
or judicial contract contrary to its provi
sions. When there is a question of such a 
contract, the court should set aside the 
agreement in order to do justice to the 
parties. In a ease where the amount of 
the judgment is based on some calculations, 
the Court of Appeal, which arrives at a re
sult approximately the same ns that of the 
Superior Court, will not modify the judg
ment on this point.

Choquette v. Lalunde, 50 Que. S.C. 252.
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i <* ]| B—72)—Interest Act—Bii.lh of 
Exchange Act—Hath after matu
rity—“Liabilities”—Construed.

Tin- interest after mutiirity by way of 
liquidated damages uj>on a promissory note 
maturing prior to -Inly 7. 1900, not made 
with interest, which is to lie allowed under 
tin- Mills of Exchange Act and the Interest 
Vt. 1900, R.S.V. 1900, e. 120, s. 2, is 0 

per cent from the date of maturity to the 
entry of judgment, although the latter took 
place subsequent to the passing of the In
terest Act. 1900, on duly 7. 1900, whereby 
1 lie legal rate was reduced from 0 to f> per 
cent ; the exception by that act, as to “lia
bilities" existing at the time of its pass
ing has reference to the debt and not to the 
accrued interest to that date, and the in
terest rate on then existing debts on which 
il per cent would lie allowed therefore, was 
not reduced to 5 per cent, even as to in
terest to he computed from and after July 
7. 1900. [British Canadian v. Farmer. 15 
Man. I,.H. 593, and Plenderlcith v. I‘arsons, 
14 D.L.R. 019, disapproved. |

McKinnon v. Lewthwaite, 20 D.L.R. 220, 
20 B.C.R. 56, 7 W.W.R. 25.
Mortgage -Interest after maturity—No 

agreement to pay — Payments made
INDEIt MISTAKE (IF I.AW — RECOVERY 
RACK—AHNENCE OF FRAUD OF FIDUCIARY 
RELATIONSHIP.

Kerr v. t'olquhoun, 18 O.W.R. 474.

III. Compound Interest.
See Mortgage; Usury.

(§111 A—75) — Compound interest — 
Bank — Agreement from course of 
DEALING ACQUIESCED IN.

Where a hunk takes to a trustee for it
'd f a mortgage from its customer as col
lateral to his indebtedness then past due. 
as represented by the customer'll hills and 
notes, a series of statements of account by 
the bank to the customer in which the lat
ter is charged with interest compounded 
from time to time on his debit balances 
and to which the custom»r. with full knowl
edge of the mode of computation, gave his 
written assent (although marked "K. & (). 
K.”i, must he taken as constituting a 
stated account in respect of such interest 
daim and as evidence of an agreement to 
allow compound interest, although the orig
inal authorization of interest merely fixed 
the rate and was silent as to compounding, 
where the hank might have closed the Re
count had the customer declined to assent 
to the compound interest charge.

I Immson v. Stikemun, 17 D.L.R. 295. 30 
0.I..H. 123, altiruiing 14 D.L.R. 97. 29 OX. 
R. 149.
Rank—( i stomf.r’s account.

•standard Rank v. Brodrevht, 5 O.W.X. 
142. 25 O.W.R. 78.

INTERIM INJUNCTION.
See Injunction, 11.

Can. Dig.—80.

INTERLOCUTORY ORDERS.
See Judgment; Appeal ; Injunction.

INTERNAL REVENUE.
War Revenue Act—Pen a i.ti es—Sales— 

‘•(‘oxnumkr."
A sale made at a retail store of an arti

cle subject to stamp duties under the Spe
cial War Revenue Act (Van.) 1915, ss. 14- 
18, is not shewn to be a sale to a “con
sumer" as defined by s. 14 so as to warrant 
a summary conviction for in gleet to aflix u 
tax stamp to the package, if the purchase 
was made by a revenue oflicer on behalf of 
the Department of Inland Revenue.

Patenutide v. Paquet Co., 31 D.L.R. 229, 
26 Can. Cr, Cas. 204.

Salem to “consumers" — War Revenue 
Act.

If drug preparations required by the W ai
lle venue Act, 1915, to lie stamped on being 
sold to consumers are sold unstamped to 
a revenue oflicer buying only for the pur
pose of prosecuting the seller, such retail 
sale may lie the subject of prosecution un
der the Act, as by its terms all sales at 
retail are to lie considered as included in 
the term "selling to a consumer.” [Paten- 
aude v. Paquet Co., 31 D.L.R. 229, 20 ( an. 
Cr. Cas. 204. disapproved. |

Etliier v. Minister of Inland Revenue, 32 
D.L.R. 320, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 12.

A sale by retail to a revenue inspector 
buying for the purpisc of linding whether 
or not the seller was i omplying with the 
requirements of the War Revenue Act, 1915, 
Can., in affixing revenue stamps on• goods 
sold, is a sale "to a consumer" within the 
provisions of that act. [Kthier v. Min
ister of Inland Revenue, 27 t an. Cr. Cas. 
12. 32 D.L.R. 320, followed.]

Minister of Inland Revenue v. Nairn, 35 
D.L.R. 224. 28 Van. < r. Va< 1. 71 O.W.X. 
422.

If drug preparations lequired by the 
War Revenue Act, 1915, to lie stani|M-d on 
living sold to consumers are sold unslam|ied 
to a revenue oflicer buying only for the pur
pose of prosecuting the seller, such retail 
'ale may lie the subject of prosecution un
der the act. as by ils ternis all sales at re
tail are to lie considered a- included in the 
term “selling to a consumer." | Patemmde
v. Paquet Co., 31 0.1*11. 229, disapproved ; 
Kthier v. Minister of In la ml Revenue, 27 
t sn. Cr. ( as. 12. 32 D.L.R. 320. followed.|

Minister of Inland Revenue v. Thornton, 
28 Van. Cr. Cas. 3, 12 Ü.W.N. 30.

ScKfiAi. War Revenue Act. 1915—Aimk 
HIVE ST A M r TO IIE AFFIXED- - WHEN HIE 
OBJECT OF THE ACT 18 FULFILLED— 5
Ceo. V. Can. c. 9.

When the Special War Revenue Aet, 1915, 
requires that every jierson celling any of 
the articles mentioned in the Act shall affix
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an adhesive stamp upon such articles, the 
object of the law is practically if not lit
erally fulfilled if, instead of affixing one 
cent upon une of the articles and two cents 
upon the other, the person selling has af
fixed a 3-cent stamp upon one of the 2 arti
cles, thus covering all the tax to be paid 
on both. A conviction under such circum
stances will be quashed but without costs.

Cudotte v. Laza rovitez, 31 Can. C'r. Cas. 
43.
Tobacco—"Possession.”

A mere handling, or temporary physical 
control, of tobacco, belonging to another, 
does not constitute a “possession” of it 
within the meaning of that word in a. 356 
of the Inland Revenue Act, R.S.C. c. 
51.

R. v. Young, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 137, 24 
B.C.R. 482, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 1066.
Sales oe playing cards — Special War 

revenue Act, Canada.
There is no duty imposed on wholesale 

or retail dealers in playing cards (not be
ing manufacturers or importers) to stamp 
packages of cards Ismght after July 1, 1918, 
under the provisions of the Special War 
Revenue Act, 1915. as amended 8-9 Geo. V. 
1918, c. 46; but the importer is under obli
gation to see that stamps are affixed if im- 
ported after April 30, 1918.

R. v. Bruner, 31 C an. Cr. Cas. 201, 12 8.L. 
R. 288.
Unlicensed possession ok wash suitable 

EOR MAKING SPIRITS—INLAND REVENUE
Act, Can.—Limited jurisdiction oe
POLICE MAGISTRATES.

A police magistrate has jurisdiction to 
summarily try under Part XV. of the Cr. 
Code and a. 132 of the Inland Revenue Act, 
a prosecution for a penalty or forfeiture 
under the latter act if the amount or value 
of such penalty or forfeiture does not ex
ited $.109. This has reference to the 
amount which the statute authorizes as a 
punishment for the offence rather than to 
the amount which the magistrate actually 
imposes, and where accused would be lia
ble in the same proceeding, under ss. 180, 
181 of the Act, to an additional penalty of 
$500 for double the amount of excise duty 
and license duty as well as the penalty of 
from $100 to $.100 for unlawful possession 
of a wash suitable for the manufacture of 
spirits, a police magistrate has no juris
diction under s. 132 to hear the case.

R. v. Schmolke. 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 806, 
11919] 2 W.VV.R. 596. [Reversed in
119191 3 VV.W.R. 409.]
War tax—Patent medicine—Consumer.

A merchant who sells and delivers a 
>ackage of patent medicine without plac- 
ng thereon the war htamp required by the 

Revenue Act. 5 Geo. V. c. 8, only incurs the 
penalty imposed by the Act if he makes the 
sale to a consumer. A public officer who 
buys these remedies not for use, but to lay 
a trap for the seller, is not a consumer.

Patenaude v. .Dubé, 26 Que. K.B. 431.

Action fob—Defendant alleging seizure
BY CUSTOMS OFFICERS—EXTENT OF DE 
PENDANT'S ONUS OK PROOF.

Where, in an action for return of goods 
and damages for detention, it was alleged 
in defence that the goods had been seized 
by the collector of customs for alleged in
fraction by plaintiff of the customs laws, 
it was held that defendants were bound to 
show not only that the goods were held un
der that seizure at the time the action was 
commenced hut also that the customs 
authorities were entitled to make the seiz 
ure. Counterclaim for storage was dis
missed, as by agreement the goods were to 
be displayed in defendant's store window 
and they had been stored in the base
ment after the sei/ur» by the customs offi
cers, and because they were supposed to he 
under seizure, and defendant's claim for 
storage was therefore against customs 
authorities only.

Ijoma.Y v. Bower, [ 1919] 3 W.W.R. 385.

INTERNATIONAL LAW.
See Conflict of Laws.
Foreign judgments, see Judgments.
Status of aliens, see Aliens.
Foreign executors, see Executors and Ad

ministrators.
Foreign corporations, see Companies; In

surance; Constitutional Law.

Annotation.
Status of aliens during war : 23 D.L.R. 

376.
Fishing rights—Boundaries—3 mile lim

it—“Coast”—1 si. AND.
The term "coast” in the treaty of 1818, 

by which the United States renounced the 
right to fish within 3 marine miles of the 
coast of any British territory, is not con
fined to the coast of the mainland, and a 
United States vessel is therefore liable to 
seizure for illegal fishing or preparing to 
fish within 3 marine miles from the shore 
of an island of Canada situated 16 miles 
from the mainland. [See also Re Quebec 
Fisheries, annotated, 35 D.L.R. 1, 26 Que. 
K.B. 289.1

"John J. Fallon” v. The King, 37 D.L.R. 
659, 65 Can. S.C.R. 348, affirming 16 Can. 
Ex. 332.

INTERPLEADER.
Issue between liquidator and assignee of 

book debts as to moneys collected, see As
signment, III—25.

Annotation.
Summary review of the law of interplead

er: 32 D.L.R. 263.

I. By sheriff.
(g I—5)—Comment on proper form or

INTERPLEADER ISSUE.
Elves v. Pratt, 32 D.L.R. 670, 11 A.L.R. 

134.
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Practice—Intbbpleader order—Irbeoui ar

SERVICE UPON PERSON MADE PLAINTIFF 
in issue—Person served not appear
ing upon motion" Application to 
set aside order—Powers of court— 
Kx parte order—Rule 217.

Willard v. Bloom, 41 O.L.R. 1.
Notice to parties.

In interpleader proceedings other than 
bv the sheriff it is not necessary for the 
applicant for relief by way of interpleader 
to notify the parties claiming before ap
plying for relief.

Re State Elevator Co., [1917] 2 W.W.R.

( 3 I—10)—Stock certificates not held 
BV SHERIFF — ALLEGED PRIOR ASSIGN
MENT—RIGHT TO INTERPLEAD.

A sheriff, on making seizure of shares of 
a company in the statutory manner by serv
ice of notice upon the company, is entitled 
to interplead, though he has not actual 
possession of the share certificates, where 
a claim is made under an alleged prior 
assignment of the shares which is denied 
11\ the execution creditor. Where there is 
.1 contest in interpleader between an execu- 
tion creditor and several persons who set 
up alleged assignments as prior to the 
execution, there should lx* only one issue 
directed between them for the guidance of 
the sheriff and for the adjustment of the 
rights of the several elainiants. [Mer
chants Bank v. Her son, 10 P.R. 117, ap- 
Tdied.l

I'alhndt v. Flvnn. 9 D.KR. 460, 4 O.W. 
Y 821, 837, 24 O.W.R. 9f», 254, varying 4 
O.W.N. 681.
Claimant disputing that seizure made.

Where a seizure of a crop of grain cut 
.m l in -took in the lield was made by the 
.sheriff's officer going to the debtor’s farm 
and serving a notice of seizure of such 
itrain describing it as “about 100 acres of 
wheat in stook,” what was done is at least 
laiitamount to an effective seizure under 
Hi- writ of execution, and an adverse 
claimant who has intervened upon an inter- 
pleader application brought by the sheriff, 
ni.l who has asked therein that his right 
under the adverse claim shall he deter
mined. will not be allowed to set up that 
th'*re was in fact no valid seizure.

'Mi V. Vail. 10 D.L.R. 694. 23 W.L.R.
; 1 W.W.R. 291. affirming 9 D.L.B. 534,
W.L.R. 62. 3 W.W.R. 796. 

t'KiiKa directing issue — Parties — Who
SHOULD BE PLAINTIFF.

Laidlaw Lumber Co. v. Cawson, 12 D.L* 
R 841, 4 O.W.N. 1595, 24 O.W.R. 978. 
Order disposing of goods seized—Claim

ants—Sheriff's status.
In an interpleader proceeding with an 

issue pending as between the claimants and 
the execution creditors, and with goods 
under seizure in the sheriff’s hands, the 
sheriff has the right (although not a par
ty to the pending issue) to apply for an

order disposing of the goods under seizure 
upon failure of the claimant to comply 
with the terms of the interpleader order, 
but only upon proper grounds being shewn, 
e.g.. where it is inconvenient or expensive 
for him to retain them. Where, by an in
terpleader order in respect of goods seized 
by a sheriff, it has been directed that an 
issue Iks tried bet ween the claimants and 
the execution creditors, the sheriff not be 
ing a party to the issue is not entitled to 
apply for an order to bar the claimants as 
against the execution creditor for noncom
pliance with the terms of the interpleader

Kent v. Brenton, 15 D.L.R. 92, 6 S.L.R. 
277, 26 W.L.R. 101. ft W.W.R. 558.
Right ok appeal.

An interpleader by a sheriff who has 
seized goods in an action is to be considered 
a proceeding in such action, not a separate 
action, and no appeal lies from a District 
Court if the amount in controversy in such 
action is less tl an the amount in respect 
of which the District Courts Act (Saak. ), 
grants a right of appeal, though the value 
of the goods seized may exceed such 
amount.

Roval Bank v. Banque D’Hochelaga, 40 
D.L.R. 4. 11 S.L.R. 101, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 
880.
Execution creditor—Practice.

In interpleader proceedings the execu
tion creditor should he made the plaintiff 
regardless of where the possession of the

Dickson v. Poderskv, 39 D.L.R. 584, 13 
A.L.R. no, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 636.
Kxecivnox—Wife’s property—Parties.

Until the presumption of ownership im
plied from possession is properly displaced, 
property in the possession of a married wo
man prima facie belongs to her. In an 
interpleader issue between an execution 
creditor and the debtor’s wife, as to prop
erty claimed by her. the former may he 
made plaintiff to the issue; the form of 
the issue is immaterial.

Young v. Kpofford, 32 D.L.R. 262, 37 
O.L.R. 663. [See aim, 11 O.W.N. 232, 253.] 
Execution—Title to property—Partner

In an interpleader issue as to goods seized 
under execution, it is not incumbent upon 
the claimant to prove that the goods are 
his absolute property, hut he may shew 
that they are the joint or partnership 
property of himself and the judgment debt
or, not exigible under the writ. [ Peake v. 
Carter. [1916] 1 K B. 652, followed.]

Witt v. Stocks, 33 D.L.R. 619, 10 A.L.R. 
612. 11 AX.R. 154, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1451. 
Creditors’ Relief Act—Validity of as

signment OF “FUTURE BOOK-DEBTS”— 
Attachment of debts—Priorities— 
Threshers’ lien ordinance.

Case (J. I.) Thresher Machine Co. v. 
Sing. 7 D.L.R. 814, 21 W.L.R. 278.
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('BOP OF GRAIN SEED OF EXECVTION IIKIITOB 

—Land belonging in ci aimant.
14ii liant e v. Price, 22 D.L.R. 9 IN. 32 W. 

L.R. 00.
PRACTICE—SHKKIFK's JNTERPLF.ADKB—CAB

RI AtlK OF PROCKKDINGN II V ON F CREDITOR 
ON BKIIAI.F OF ALL--NE» ENMTV OF OB
TAIN I NO RI CH DIRECTION—( 0*TS.

Execution creditor* who art* partie* to 
interpleader proceeding* by a sheriff should 
take advantage of s. 3 (cf of the Cred
itors' Relief Act. R.S.S.. 1900. e. 03. and 
apply to the district court judge for a 
direction that one creditor shall hear the 
carriage of the proceedings on la-half of 
all, ami their omission *o to do is a mat
ter that the court may properlv take into 
consideration in determining the question 
of costs. Such application should* he made 
promptly at an early stage of the proceed
ings. Where, therefore, execution credi
tors acted through separate solicitors and 
eounsel in the court below, the Court of 
Appeal refused to make such a direction.

Rank of Hamilton v. Hodges, 12 8.L.R. 
72, f 11119] 1 W.W.R. 342.
PRACTICE—lSSVE BETWEEN CLAIM ANT A NO 

EXBCI 11"\ ( WHO— PamB pi ai \

In an interpleader issue between an ex
ecution creditor and claimant, the proper 
practice is to make the execution creditor 
the plaintiff. [Dickson v. Poderskv, 39 
D.L.R. 584, 13 A.L.R. 110. ]

Herr v. (Taigmyle 'I ratling Co., 14 A.L. 
R. SSI.
SfI/I'RK V.NDF.B EXECVTION—Cl.AIM VNDF.B 

prior salk—Bills of Sale and Ciiat- 
tkl Mortgage Act—Change of pos
session.

Horn. Bank v. Salmon. 4 O.W.N. 490. 23 
O.W.R. «08.

In an application on liehnlf of a sheriff 
for an interpleader order in a proceeding 
whereby certain attaching creditors claimed 
that the gisais and chattels of an absent 
debtor, seized by the sheriff under an execu
tion in a judgment alleged to lie void as 
against them, really Is-came subject to 
their attachments:—Held, that under s. 5 
of 20 Viet. (P.E.I.), e. 11. the sheriff wa« 
not entitled to an order as the claims of 
the attaching creditors did not fall within 
the nature of the claims contemplated by 
that enactment.

Toombs v. Block. 12 E.L.R. 7ti.
SIt muff's notice — Dvty of EXECVTION 

i'Hkmtok—Costs.
The proper course for an execution cred

itor on receipt of notice from the sheriff 
that a claim has been made to goods seized 
under his execution, is to make enquiries 
and satisfy himself as to the title of the 
claimant and within 4 day* after receiv
ing the notice to give notice in writing to 
tiie sheriff that lie admit* or disputes the 
claim, and in the event of admitting the 
claim, lie will only Is* liable for the fees 
and expense* incurred prior to the receipt

! of the notice by the sheriff. It is not the 
I duty of the sheriff to obtain further infor

mation in regard to the claimant’* title 
and serve the same on the execution cred- 

I itm-s. If rr. 490 or 491 (Alta.I are not 
1 complied with, the execution creditor who 

subsequently admit* the title of the claim
ant may lie ordered to pay all costs of the 
sheriff and claimant.

Edwards v. Sewell. 33 W.L.R. 271.
St MM ARY PROCEEDING*.

Where a sheriff seeks relief against a 
claimant to goods seized, a Local Master 
may dispose of the ease summarily, if the 
claimant does not ask for an issue.

Wright v. Bennett, 10 W.W.R. 957.
II. By custodian or claimant of money or

(§ 11—20)—Mortgage money—Tri smt— 
Payment to i.igt idatoh.

In an interpleader issue as to the right 
to mortgage money which has b»-en assigned 
to one as trustee for the purpose ot a«lMist
ing certain claims of a corporation, if it 
appears that none of the parties are en
titled to it, the court, in order to ensure 
a proper disposition of the fund for the 
benefit of all creditors, will of its own mo
tion order the fund paid to the liquidator 
of the corporation.

Bailey v. Imperial Bank. 27 D.L.R. 484, 
9 A.L.R. 315. 34 W.LR. 141. 10 W.W.R. 
;ii7. varying 18 W.L.R. 387. n W.W.R. 
Examination for discovery—inventions

AND ANSWER*. OFFERED IN EVIDENCE—
Rvle 303 Sank.—t.oon.s nei/kd— Ap
parent PONNENNIOX—ONUB OF I'ROOI .

iu an interpleader action, after certain 
evidence had Isen given, counsel for the 
claimant offered in evidence question* *nd 
answers from hi* own client»' examination 
for discovery ; these were ob jected to hut 
were received. The court held that under 
r. 303 ( Sask. ), counsel for the claimant 
had no right to put in this evidence. W here 
goods seized are, at the time of the seizure, 
in the actual or apparent possession of the 
judgment debtor, the presumption is that 
the goods are his and the onus is upon the 
claimant to establish title thereto: where, 
however, the goods at the time of seizure 
are not in the actual or apparent posses
sion of the execution debtor, the onn* i* 
upon the execution creditor to establish his 
right to seize them. The party upon whom 
the substantial onus of proof rests should 
lie made plaintiff in the i*«ue.

Massev-Harri* Co. v. Dell. 45 P.L.R. 
734. 12 S.L.R. 186, [1919] 1 W.W .R. 19-12. 
Coons nf.izkd — Partnership property — 

Partnership Act iR.S. Sank. IfHH),
('. I 43,.

An execution creditor must prove in an 
interpleader action that the good* -cized 
are the property of the execution debtor, 
and if that debtor Is- a partner of the 
claimant, and the goods seized under the 
execution partnership property, the Part*
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i.fr.liip Act R.S.S. 1MW, c. 143, «. 2.Î. for- 
Iiiil-i their seizure.

Wright v. .tones, 4!* D.L.R. 512, [1019] 
3 W.W.R. 582.
<IKIIKH DIRECTING AN ISSUE—NECESSARY Rh> 

ql IREMEXTS OF — JUDGE KIIOVI.D 
SBTTI.E ISSUES BETWEEN PARTIES.

In mi interpleader matter the judge, by 
or-ler. directed an issue “whether the 
.h.ek transfer in question in this ae- 
tern (Montgomery v. Hunter, adniinis- 
initrix i is the property of the said Mont- 

mer y as against the said Hunter." Held 
at this form of issue was wrong for two 

reason-: ( 1 > It was the traditional form 
i ! opted in the ease of a contest between an 
deration creditor and a claimant to goods 
seized un-ler execution. It was not appro
priate to a contest lietween 2 claimants to 
good», where neither of their respective 
title» ilrjiended upon some title overriding 
the title of a third person. (2) There was 
nothing on the face of it to shew the nature 
of the claim of either partir or the grounds 
upon which either sought to invalidate the 
claim of the other. The Master or judge 
should, in cases of interpleader, settle the 
i-'Ue-f lietween the parties, being careful 
i f make them specific and so as to cover 
all the points really in question. If he 
finds that lie cannot conveniently settle the 
issues himself at the time the application 
is liefore him. lie may direct that the par
ties should exchange pleadings, and there
by settle the issues.

Montgomery v. limiter. 40 D.L.R. 493,
11919J 2 W.W.R. 401.
Payment into court — Rivai, claims to

MONEY III K FROM HALF. OF CHATTELS.
I raWie x. ( raid**. 2 D.L.R. 921, 3 O.W.N.

004. 20 O.VV.R. 65.
Benefit certificate in kavovr of grand- 

iiai cm ier—Change to brother—Pre
ferred CLASS.

lie Ancient Order of United Workmen 
and Riddell, 1 II.L.R. 925. 3 O.W.N. 891. 
Form of ins if a* to ownership. 

p- Smith, li D.L.R. 849. 4 O.W.N. 188
and 457. 23 O.W.R. 186.
Mam hi neutrality—Architects’ com-

Barlier v. Roval Ixmn & Savings Co., 5 
D.L.ll. 885, 4 O.W.N. 91, 23 O.W.R. 31. 
Right to—Rctlk 489—Admission by Fire 

Insurance Company as to part — 
Mhrtc.ac.ee — Lienholders — Prior
ities between — Mechanics’ Lien

I.ixcrpool 4 London A Globe Ins. Co. v. 
Kidli,. 41 D.L.R. 7<H1. 13 A.L.R. 498. 
''••Is] ‘J W.W.R. 727. affirming [19181 2 
W W.R. 429.
Application by stakeholder — Rival

CLAIMANTS FOR COMMISSION ON SALE
op I.and—Want of neutrality.

Re Lankin, 4 O.W.N. 772, 24 O.W.R.
63.

Appeal—Claimant asking appointaient
OF REPRESENTATIVE FOB CREDITORS —
Application too i.ate—Creditors’ Rk- * 
lief Act, h. 3 (C).

An application by appellant, claimant 
in an interpleader is-ue. to the Court of 
Appeal for the appointment of a represen
tative of respondent creditors on appeal, 
was refused. Claimant should have ap
plied at the proper time to the District * 
t ourt .ludge under a. 3 (cj of The ( red 
itors’ Relief Act.

Bank of Hamilton v. Hodges, [1919] 1 
W.W.R. 342. [See 46 D.L.R. 72.]
Ownership of horses—Bill of sale— 

Foreign judgment — Interpleader— 
Secondary evidence — Parol testi
mony.

Evans v. Evans. 50 Can. S.C.R. 262. 
Opposition to withdraw—Allegations— 

Evidence—t'.C. (Que.i art. 1203.
An opposition to withdraw, upon the 

seizure of certain goods, in which the op
posant alleges that he is the owner of 
such goods and that he bought them 
through the agency of his son. the defend
ant, cannot be maintained if the only evi
dence for the oppo»ant is that he acquired 
the goods himself on his own behalf in 
view of an intended marriage, and that 
subsequently lie gave them to his son—a 
version altogether different from that al
leged in the opposition.

Homier v. Mason, 25 Rev. lvt*g. 223.

III. Judgment creditor and claimants.

(9 III — 301 — Creditors Relief Act 
iSask.1—Appeal irom local Master.

’ The decision of a local Master in an in
terpleader between the judgment creditor 
and claimants upon the fund under the 
Creditors Relief Act, R.S.S. 1909. c. 63, is 
subject to appeal to a Judge in CliainlierH.

Douglas v. Carrington, 20 D.L.R. 919,
7 S.L.R. 80. 29 W.L.R. 90. 7 W.W.R. 59. 
Execution creditors — Fraud — Trans

actions BETWEEN HI NHAXD AND WIFE.
In interpleader proceedings, a transfer 

from a husband to a wife is fraudulent. 
Fraud may lie charged in an interpleader 
issue. [Most j. Ames-Holden, 3 Terr. L.R.
17, followed] : Donohoe v. Hull. 24 Can. 
S.C.R. 683. distinguished, as not being ap
plicable to cases where, as in an inter
pleader issue, the question is whether or 
not a sale or transfer of the goods is a 
mere sham or device to defeat execution 
creditors.

John Deere Plow Co. 'v. Knudston, 9 
W.W.R. 674.
GOODS SEIZED AT INSTANCE OF ATTACHING

crfjiitor—Claim by virtue of trans
action BETWEEN DEBTOR AND CLAIM
ANTS—Status of creditor—Necessity 
FOR PROOF OF.

Palmer v. Rowe, 18 W.L.R. 204.
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INTERPRETATION.

See Contracts; Insurance; Wills; Deeds; 
Statutes.

Annotation.
Statutes in pari materia, 49 D.L.K. 60.

INTERPRETER.
W BITTEN STATEMENT OF ACCUSED—CHAL

LENGING ACCUBACY OK TRANSLATION.
A statement made liy the accused upon a 

preliminary enquiry and reduced to writ
ing and signed by the accused under s. 
084 (3) Cr. Code, is none the less admis
sible under s. 1001, at the subsequent trial 
because the Crown tenders the evidence of 
the magistrate that it was taken through 
an interpreter, nor is the onus cast upon 
the Crown to prove that the interpreter 
correctly interpreted to the accused the 
statutory warning and the written state
ment us translated into the language 
spoken by the accused upon his signing it 
in English.

The King v. Walebek. 10 D.L.R. 522. 21 
Cun. Cr. Cas. 130, 6 S.L.R. 225, 23 W.L.K. 
931, 4 W.W.R. 501.
Criminal triai/—Immaterial omissions—

It is sufficient that an interpreter fairly 
and faithfully gives the substance of tin- 
testimony, omitting any irrelevant details.

I!, v. Rogh Singh. 12 D.L.FÏ. 020, 18
B.C.R. 144, 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 323, 24 W.L.R. 
941.

INTERROGATORIES.
See Witnesses; Depositions; Discovery.

INTERVENTION.
See Parties.

INTESTACY.
See Descent ami Distribution; Wills; 

Executors and Administrators.

INTOXICATING LIQUORS.
L Prohibition and regulation; stat

utes, BY-LAWS AND ORDINANCES. 
a. In general.
B. Condition of business, 
o. Local option.

II. Licenses. •
A. In general.
B. Discretion as to granting.
C. Contest; remount a nee; renewal.
D. Cancellation ; revocation; forfei-

III. Unlawful sales; Offences and pro
ceedings, 

a. In general.
R. Sales by clubs and their agents.
c. Sales by agent, clerk or partner.
d. Hy druggists.
E. To prohibited persons.
F. Prohibited hours and days.
G. Place of sale or possession.
H. Seizure and destruction.
I. Trial of offenders.
J. Second and subsequent offences.

IV. Civil remedies, 
a. In general.
B. Civil damages.

Conviction for offences, see Summary Con- 
Fiction. Review oi proceedings, see Ap
peal; Certiorari; liaheas Corpus.

As to evidence of previous conviction, see 
also Evidence.

As to jurisdiction of magistrate, see 
.Justice of the Peace, III.
I. Prohibition aud regulation; statutes, 

by-laws and ordinances.
A. In GENERAL.

Abolition of liquor licenses as affecting 
lease, see Landlord and Tenant. II D—30. 
(8 1 A—1)—Canada Temperance Act- 

Voting on—Ballot—Returning cm 
ceb—Injunction*. ,

Murdock v. Kilgour, 19 D.L.R. 878, 7 
O.W.N. 165.
Order in council prohibiting making or

MAN I'FACTUIU. OF INTOXICATING LIQUOR
—Magistrate's conviction fob viola
tion of—Combination of high winfn
WITH CHERRIES OB SUGAR—• MANUFAC
TURE”—Motion to quash conviction 
—Question of fact for Magistrate- 
Evidence TO SI rrOBT CONVICT HI.

R. v. Abrams, 17 O.W.N. 156.
Penal law—Sale of aixxwolic uqvobs 

—Quebec License Act—Temperance 
Act of Canada—Conflict of laws— 
Abrogation by inference—S. hlf. 
[1909], ART. 903 ET SEQ.—S. REV. 
[1906], c. 152.

The bringing into force of the Canada 
Temperance Act in a locality in the Prov
ince of Quebec has the effect of suspending 
the operation of the Provincial License Act. 
in the same territory. In matters sub
jected by the B.N.A. Act to the poten
tial jurisdiction of the Parliament of 
Canada and provincial legislatures, no pro
vincial legislation has any force, except in 
the absence of a Dominion Act, on the same 
subject.

Collector of Revenue of the District of 
Quebec v. Gosselin. 55 Que. S.C. 224. 
Criminal law—Inland Revenue Act-

Having 8T1LL SUITABLE FOB MANUFAC
TURE of spirits—Trial by magistrate
IN A SUMMARY MANNER.

R. v. Carmito, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 548.
(g 1 A—5)—Sask. Tkmpekancf. Act—Con

struction—Dismissal of charge—

The word “order” as used in e. f>8 of the 
Saskatchewan Temperance Act (1917), c. 23, 
(first sess.) as amended by c. 64 (2nd seas.) 
is broad enough to cover a dismissal and 
an appeal lies from an order of a justice 
dismissing a complaint under the Act. No
tice of intention to appeal must be filed in 
the office of the local registrar of the 
court appealed to within 10 days after the 
conviction or order, but it is not necessary 
to serve the justice and the respondent
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within such 10 days. [R. v. McDermott, 
19 D.L.R. 321, 23 L'an. Cr. Vus. 232; Gal
lagher v. Vennesland, 32 D.L.R. 435, 27 
Can. Cr. Cas. 300, followed.]

Dun nett v. Williams, 45 D.L.R. 514, 12 
8.L.R. 117, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 1028.
Tkmfera x ce Act—S i spun hion .

The Nova (Scotia Temperance Act, 1910, 
I» to be considered as having come into 
force in its entirety on the passing there
of subject to the suspension of certain pro- 
v isions in particular localities in terms of 
the statute; and as to the city of Halifax, 
the suspension ceased as to the operation 
of Part II., dealing with penalties for the 
infraction of Part 1., when the legislature- 
in lOJti amended s. 3 of the Act by declar
ing that Part I. should apply to every 
part of Nova Scotia in which the Canada 
Temperance Act is not in force.

Kx parte Bradbury; R. v. Chief Con
stable of Halifax. 30 D.L.R. 750, 27 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 08, 50 N.8.R. 298.
I'HOH 1HITINO EXPORTS—VtTRA VIRES.

Ihe Act to Prevent Sales of Liquor for 
l'A|H>rt (Sask. 1917, e. 24). is ultra vires 
of llie Provincial Legislature.

Hudson's Bav Co. v. Ileffernan. 39 D.L. 
R. 124. 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 38, 10 S.L.R. 
322, 11917] 3 W.W.R. 167.
Provincial powers as to—Ixtf.rprovin- 

I'tAL traiie—Carriers—Liami.ity for
REFUSAL TO CARRY LAWFUL SHIPMENT 
OK LIQUOR.

Cold Seal v. Dominion Express Co., 37 
D.L.R. 7H». f 1917] 3 W.W.R. 04».
< (INSTITUTIONAL T AW — ONTARIO TEMPER

ANCE Act, fi Geo. V. r. 50. s. 41, (1) 
'Having and giving” intoxicating 

liquor — Conviction for — Canada 
Temperance Act in force in district
WHERE OFFENCE COMMITTED—INOPERA
TIVE PROHIBITION OF PROVINCIAL STAT

IC v Tliorburn, 30 D.L.R. 300. 41 O.L.R. 
3». 29 Can. Cr. Caa. 329.
Federal law — Ordkrs-in-council — 

Provincial laws.
The prohibitory liquor regulations under 

order-in-council No. 589 (Can.) passed un
der the War Measures Act, 1914 (Can.), do 
not apply where the offence could be prose- 
'•uteil under a provincial liquor law, as the 
order-in-oounoil itself declares the regula- 
'iini- are to be construed as supplementary 
'•» the prohibitory laws in force in the 
provinces.

I! v. Stone. 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 11, [1918]
3 W.W.R. 1.
Canada Temperance Act—Proclamation 

—Judicial notice.
A proclamation putting into force Part 

H of the Canada Temperance Act need 
not be proved in a prosecution thereunder, 
tor tin- i ourt is bound to take judicial no-
tiee of it.

l orgnes r. Gauvin, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 302.

Power of province to prohibit orders for
LIQUOR.

The taking or receipt of an order by a 
resident of a province from another person 
within such province for the supplying of 
liquor for beverage purposes within the 
same province, is a transaction that has its 
beginning and end within the province, and 
constitutes a subject upon which a pro
vincial legislature has power to legislate by 
way of restriction or prohibition, since it is 
a matter of a purely local or private nature 
within the province.

R. v. Shaw, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 130. 28 
Man. L.R. 825, 11917] 3 W.W.R. 798. 
Drunkenness as offence—Constitution

ality OF STATUTE.
Section 141 of the Liquor License Act, 

R.8.O. 1914, c. 215 (as amended by 4 Geo. 
V. c. 37, s. 5, and 5 Geo. V. c. 39, s. 33), 
declaring that a person found drunk in a 
public place in a municipality in which a 
local option by-law is in force or in which 
no travern or shop license is issued is guilty 
of an offence, is intra vires of the Ontario 
legislature. | Hodge v. The Queen, 9 App. 
Cas. 117, and Att’y-Gen'l for Ontario v. At- 
Cy-GenT for Dominion. [1896] A.C. 348, fol
lowed.] The section is applicable to the 
case of a person found in such a condi
tion in a municipality where Part II. of 
the Canada Temperance Act is in force. 
Section 141 is grouped in R.S.O. 1914. c. 
215, with the sections immediately preced
ing and following it. under the heading 
"laical Option;” but the heading forms no 
part of the statute: Act respecting the 
Revision and Consolidation ol the Statutes 
of Ontario, 3 4-4 Geo. V. e. 2.

Re R. v. Scott, 37 O.L.R. 453. 28 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 346. [Appeal quashed. 11 O.W.N. 132.] 
Liquor License Act—Section 111 as 

amended by 2 Geo. V., o. 55, s. 9— 
Plea of guilty—Return of magih-

R. v. Dorr, 4 O.W.N. 429. 23 O.W.R. 663. 
Criminal law — Sale of intoxicating 

liquor—Conviction by magistrate— 
Appeal—British Columbia Pkohiri- 
tion Act—Regulations under War 
Measures Act supplementary to 
Provincial Act—R. C. Stats. 1916, 
c. 49, bs. 10 and 18—Can. Stats. 1915, 
0. 2.

Section 10 of the British Columbia Act 
prohibits the sale of intoxicating liquor, 
and s. 28 provides for a penalty of impris
onment with hard labour for a term of not 
less than 6 months and not more than 12 
months for violation of any of the provi
sions thereof. An 0. C. under the War 
Measures Act, 1914. (Cun.) passed March 
11, 1018, provides inter alia, that no per 
son shall either directly or indirectly sell 
or contract or agree to sell any intoxicating 
liquor which in in or which is to be de
livered within any province wherein the 
sale of intoxicating liquor is by provincial 
law prohibited. It provided a penalty for 
the first offence of not less than $200 or
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mure I lien *1 .Uim, ami in default of im
mediate pay ifit'iii. to imprisonment for not 
le>f than or more than ti month» for vio
lation of nn\ of the provisions of the regu
lation», ami it further provided that the 
regulation» In* construed hh aupplementary 
to other prohibitory law» then in force or 
that may lie thereafter in force in any 
province. The accu»cd was convicted by a 
magistrate and sentenced to 6 months in 
prison under the Provincial Act. Held, on 
Hp|ieul. that from the difference in the pen
alty clauses in the two pieces of legislation 
a < onllivt is apparent, and notwithstanding 
the provision that the regulations lie cou
nt rued as supplementary to the prohibitory 
laws in force in the province, the 0. (’. 
must lie construed as superseding s. 10 
of the Provincial Act, and the conviction is 
«plashed. [It. v. Thorlmrn. 41 t>.I*.It. Ill* 
followed],

R. v. Kdwards. 25 B.C.R. 498.
Canada Temi-krame Act—By law.

A by-law of a County Council for adopt 
ing the Temperance Vet only comes into 
force on the first of the month of May 
which comes after its adoption and the de
lays for contesting it only run from that 
date.

Tourne! v. Ottawa. 14 Que. P.R. 261. 
Criminal law The Inland Retenue 

Act, s. 180—Aitxkatvh “suitable
FOR TUE MANU FACTURE OK SIMRITK.”

The fact of Ihpior bating been mixed and 
allowed to ferment in a crock found in pos 
Session of defendant held not. to lie proof 
that the crock was “suitable for the manu
facture of spirits" so as to justify a con
vict ion under s. I So of the Inland Revenue 
Act. R.S.t .. 1000. e. :»4.

R. v. Bell mont. [101ft] 1 W.W.R. êft.ï. 
British Columbia Prohibition Act— 

Rec.ulationh Mar» it 11. lftis. uniikr
THE I'ROVISIONS OK THE WAR MEASURES
Act 1ft 14 ( Dou. i — Si i*pi ementary

Paragraphs 5 and 11 of tlie regulations 
made March 11. IftlH. under the War 
Measures Act, 1ft 14 (Can.), lead in the 
light of the object aimed at as shown 
by the preamble and para. 1.1 of said regu 
latinn*. do not operate to abrogate or super
sede the provisions of tin* British Columbia 
Prohibition Act, » . tft. lftlll. but apply only 
to <iases with respect to which the province 
would have no pirludietion to legislate.

Re B ( Prohibition Act. [Iftlft] 2 W AV. 
R. 27.
(tj 1 A—S ' As TO AMENDING INFORMATION 

«II ARC I Ml OE FENCE.
Section ft.’i of the T.hpior License Act 

(Ont.i mpiiring all information or »*om- 
plaints for the prosecution of any offem-c 
under the Act to la* laid within 10 days 
after the commission of the offence, and 
a. 102 of the Act permitting a trial magis 
trate to amend or alter an information tin 
der the Act and to substitute for the 
ollenee charged therein any other off «‘lice

under the Act. must lie read together and 
thus r«*ad do not permit a substitution in 

I an information charging the accused with 
selling liipior without a license on a cer
tain «late, of a «lilièrent charge on a dif
ferent «late at a time more than 10 days 
after the alleged «•«immissioii of such dif
ferent and substituted offence.

R. v. O'Connor. 1 D.L.R. 21, 20 Can. 
Cr. ( as. 7."». 1 O.W.X. 840, 21 O.VV.R. 991.
1.1 M ITATIONH—A M EX III Mi 1X FORM AVION.

By reason of the time limitation of the 
Nova Scotia Teni|»cran«e Act, N'.S, Act* 
1010, «-. 2. it is not permissible to amend an 
information so a» to include in the pernsl 
of ilh*gally keeping liipior for sale to Is? 
covered thereby, any portion «if time more 
than three months prior to the amendment. 
A charge cannot Is* brought in by amend
ment to an untried information as to which 
a new information wonl«l Ik? too late. [K. 
v. Ayr. 14 Can. Cr. fas. 210; Kx part* 
Tompkins. 12 Can. ( r. Cas. 552, dis
tinguished.]

Kx parte Stewart. 2ft Can. Ur. C'a». 301. 
KeKFIXU FOR SALE WITHOUT LICENSE— 

Amendment of information—Vo evi
DENUE THAT Lit#!"OR WAS INTENDED I0K

R.^ Milkins, 2 O.W.X. 6:.». 18 OAV.R.

1ST.
(S 1 A--ft i —New Brunswick Ixtoxicat 

ln«i I .up or Ait—Hai.k of ehmenuer. 
TINCTURES AND EXTRACTS—PROVISIONS

There is nothing in the Intoxicating 
I.iquur Act iN. It. i making an exception in 
the «use of the sale of essences, extracts or 
tinctures which contain the quantity of 
alcohol which is prohibited by the Act.

'Hie King v. Y room; Kx parte Craw
ford, 47 D.L.R. 578. .11 Can. Cr. C’a». .104.
BV-I AWS—W HAT « «INSTITUTES A BY-LAW.

Sect ion 14.1a of the Liquor License Act. 
R.S.t). 18M7, c. 245. R.S.O. 1914, c. 215. 
inhibiting the issue of lictMises where * 
lo»*al option "by-law” after submission to 
the electors is «plashed or set aside or «1* 
«•hired invalid, have no upjilication to any
thing hut a by-law properly so-i-alled. that 
is. one that lias been finally passed by 
tin* council under s. 141 of the Act. the 
vote and its incidents being merely steps 
on the way to the passing of the by-law; if 
the proposed by-law was never given it» 
final reading because it was found on a 
scrutiny that it bad not received the neces
sary number of votes on submission to the 
electors, ». 141a does not applv.

Re Liquor License Act. V» D.L.R. 4M. 2ft 
O.L.R. 47:?.
Plebiscite (Huhnance—Yukon Territory

Re Prohibition Plebiscite Ordinance, 31 
D.L.R. 7»7. [11)171 1 W.W.R. .103.
(jt I A—II)—Resolution—By Law—\a-

The resolution adopted liv a county coun
cil repealing a hv-law prohibiting the sale
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i>l intoxicating lii|Uor ami the Issuing of 
li.ruses therefor within the county limits, 
him! a new by-law for prohibition adopted 
m the name session, may both lie deviated 
illegal and void ; where the notice vailing 
the meeting was not served on one of the 
iiifinliers of the county council, and did not 
•.i,ite the hours at which the meeting should 
take place, and the repeal of the first by
law could not he made by mere resolution 
hut only by by-law ; by virtue of art. 1325, 
JLS.Q. 19(19, “no such by-law shall la* re
pealed during the year commencing from 
the day on which notice thereof was given 
to the Collector of Inland Revenue.”

Loiselle v. Temiseaming, 33 D.L.R. 686,
:,u Vue. S.C. 387.
(AXADA TEMPERANCE Act—SCRUTINY— 

Form ok ballots.
It is not necessary that the words, “Vot

ing on the |M*tition to the (iovernor-tieneral 
lor the bringing into force of Part II. of the 
t a mi da Temperance Act,” which appear on 
the Form K of that statute, should lie 
printed on the voting ballots priai need at a 
'iTUtiny held in virtue of the “Canada 
Teiii|H*raiiee Act,” the decision on the scru
tiny should not lie set aside—because such 
words have liven omitted ; the words "for 
the petition" and against the petition” 
printed upon the ballots are suflieient, pro- 
' hied that all other essential formalities 
have lieen observed.

Beaudin v. McIntosh, 25 Que. K.B. 343.
Ft. CONDITIONS or BUSINESS.

(8 I B—20| —LICENSED PRF.MIRKS—llXITB 
r ROM BAIt-BOOM.

The prohibition of the Quebec licensing 
Law, art. 1040. R.N.Q. 1000 against a 
restaurant with a liquor license having any 
door eoninuinicating with the street unless 
it opens directly into the bar. is not in
fringed by the mere fact that a door has 
been allowed to remain in the structure of 
the Imilding if it is kept pcrmanentlv 
locked.

R. v. Lambert. 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 156.
(H B—28)—PROHIBITION AS TO BKFW F.B8.

The effect of tin* Nova Scotia Temperance 
\*t is to prohibit a brewer in Nova Scotia 

from keeping for sale or selling in Nova 
Scotia intoxicating liquors which have been 
manufactured by such brewer who bolds a 
brewer's license granted under the Inland 
Revenue Act ; ami such prohibitory provi
sions are intra vires. | A tty. (Jen. of Man
itoba v, .Manitoba License Holders, [1902] 
A.c 73. followed.]

Re Nova Scotia Temperance Act. 3(1 I).
I R. (100, 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 176, 51 X S.R. 
4(15.

C. Local option.
($ I f—301—City and covnty.

“art 11 of (lie Nova Scotia Temperance 
•'■i is in force both in the city of Halifax 
ami in the county of Halifax." | Re Hrail- 
'"".v. !" D.L.R. 756. 27 Can. Cr. Vas. 08.
•>" N S.R. 298, followed.J

LIQUORS, 1 C.
Re Nova Scotia Tempcram-e Act (N.8.), 

36 D.L.R. 090, 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 170, 51 N. 
S.R. 405.
Municipal rbuulation—Lmhslativb Act 

—Validity of by-law.
The act of a municipal council in passing 

a local option by-lav. is a legislative Act 
and so would he its repeal by the council; 
and the court has no jurisdiction to com
pel the repeal of the third reading of a 
by-law by mandatory order to the council, 
whether or no an interim injunction against 
the third reading remained effective |lend
ing an appeal from the trial judgment.

Hair v. Mead ford. 20 D.L.K. 475, 31 
O.L.R. 124.
Validity of by-laws—Powlr of court to

The power of the court a*, to quashing 
local option by-laws is, since the addition in 
ions bv Act * 8 Kdw. VII. c. 54, s. II of 
s. 143a to the Liquor License Act, R.S.O. 
1897. v. 245 ( R.S.O. 1014. c. 215), prac
tically vested in the executive of the prov
ince ; and while the court is still hound to 
decide according to law ami may yet quash 
a by-law, the effect of its decision is de
pendent upon the assent of the Minister.

Re Sharp & Holland Landing, 24 D.L.R. 
160, 34 O.L.R. 186.
(8 1 V—32)—Local upno.x by-i.aw.

A by-law prohibiting the sale of liquor in 
the municipalities of a county excludes from 
its operation the territories not organized 
into municipalities and is, therefore, illegal; 
it should apply to all the territory com
prised within the limits of the county.

Tournoi v. Ottawa, 14 Que. P. R. 261.
( § I ( :—33 ) —By-laws—Proikdvhb—Affi

davit proving signatures—Ehhkn-
TlA 1.8 AS TO FORM—RESTRAINING MU
NICIPALITY FROM ACTING THEREUNDER.

The amendments to the Liquor License 
Act in Man. 1914, c. 58 s. 10. apply only 
to local option by-laws already voted upon 
and passed when such 1914 statute took ef
fect; as to later local option by-laws it 
remains obligatory under the Liquor License 
Act. Amendment 1910. a. 74R. that the afli- 
davit or declaration proving signatures to 
the petition should set forth in the affi
davit the names of the petitioners whose 
signatures it- purports to verify : a general 
reference in the affidavits to all the signa
tures in the petition is insufficient, and the 
municipality nut y lie restrained by injunc
tion front acting under it.

Brock v. Hobson. 19 D.L.R. 197. 25 Man. 
L.R. 64. 29 W.LR. 897, 7 W.W.R. 544. 
Procedure and election—Removal—Limi-

A municipal council cannot by its con
sent interfere with the statutory prohibi
tion of renewal of a local option contest 
for 3 years after a vote properly taken, nor 
with the right of the electors to compel the 
submission of the question by a properly 
signed petition where the 3 year limita-
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tion does not apply; nor can the council's 
admission on tii«- pleadings in an action 
against the municipality for a declaration 
that a by-law had not Ihm-ii legally submit
ted, give jurisdiction to the court to bind 
other ratepayers not before it by a judgment 
which is nothing more than a private bar
gain between the municipality and the su
ing ratepayer that the statutory provisions 
shall not lie effective against him and other 
ratepayers in the like interest.

Hair v. Meaford, 20 D.L.K. 475, 31 O.L.R. 
124.
By-law — Election — Compulsory — 

Demand for—Thirty electors -Kavh 
MUNICIPALITY—R.8.Q. 100». 8. 1319.

A local option by-law passed by a county 
council may lie compulsorily submitted to 
public vote on demand of 30 or more electors 
in each municipality in the county under 
art. 1310 R.S.iy 1000; it is not enough that 
the number lacking to such petition in one 
municipality is exceeded by the signers in 
another municipality.

Duhuine v. Yuniuska, 20 D.L.R. 393, 45 
<jue. S.C. 275.
•Seitli.no VOTER'S I 1ST.

Re Brampton Iah-hI Option By law, 16 
D.L.R. 855. ô O.W.N. 044.
1 Procedure—Election.

Where a local option by-law is voted up
on at the same time as other by-laws, the 
fact that the ballot used bore the words 
“For the By-law" and "Against the By-law" 
respectively instead of the words “For Lo
cal Option" and "Against Ixrcal Option,” 
respectively in respect of which the voter 
was to signify his vote is a departure from 
the statutory form which is not cured by 
the provisions of s. 204 of the Con. Munic
ipal Act. Ont.. 1903. and by s. 7 (35) of 
the Interpretation Act. 1907*, which provide 
that deviations not affecting the substance 
or calculated to mislead or which appear 
not to have affected the result arc not to be 
grounds for annulling the vote.

lie Milne and Thorold, 1 D.L.R. .140, 25 
O.L.R. 420, reversing 2 O.W.N. 1009.

Where a petition, to a rural municipal 
council, is presented for submission to the 
electors of the municipality, for the repeal 
of a local option by-law, and the petition 
complies with the requirements of s. 74 of 
the Liquor License Act, c. 101, R.S.M. 1902. 
the petitioners have a legal right to have 
the hv-law submitted as directed by the 
statute, and mandamus will issue to coin- 
)iel such submission. Where a petition is 
tiled to submit such by-law and the peti
tioner’s name also appears upon the voters' 
list, it is to be presumed that the municipal 
officer, in preparing said list, properly per
formed his official duty, and that every name 
thereon is that of a duly qualified voter, 
and the burden i- upon the opponents of the 
petition to shew the contrary.

R. ex rel. Sovereen v. Edward, 8 D.L.R. 
450, 22 Man. L.R. 790, 22 W.L.R. 723. 3 
W.W.R. 581

LIQUORS, I C.
Election—Requisition to commissioner 

—Basis in estimating number or
ELECTORS.

Under the provisions of s. 124 of the 
Liquor License Ordinance, Con. Ord. 1898 
( X.W.T.), e. 89 as amended by 2 * 3 Geo. 
V. (Alta.) c. 8, s. 26, requiring a member 
of the Board of Licen-e Commissioners to 
order the taking of a poll under such lo
cal option provisions, to ascertain whether 
or not licenses for the sale of intoxicating 
liquors should lie granted within a certain 
license district of the province oil the pro 
sen tat ion to him of a requisition signed 
by at least one-fifth of tile total numlier of 
electors of the district, such number must 
necessarily he estimated by the commission
er; and although, under sulm. 2 of s. 124, the 
estimate is based on the number of persons 
wlm voted in the last provincial election, 
it should he made by taking, merely as a 
starting point, the number of votes so 
polled, and then building up or cutting down 
from that as the case may be. according to 
the information available, and thus ascer
taining as nearly as possible the numlier 
now entitled to vote, the votes so polled be
ing merely the basis of the estimate, and 
not, of itself, determining the number of 
electors for the proposed poll ; in other 
words, being the foundation upon which 
the superstructure is to lie built, anil not 
both foundation and superstructure; hence 
the estimate considers the enumerators" 
lists, the influx of population and other 
relevant factors, a< well as the number of 
votes cast at the preceding provincial elec
tion. 'Hie presentation to a license commis 
sioner of the requisition provided in s. 124 
of the Liquor License Ordinance. Con. Ord. 
1898 (N.W.T., c. 89. as amende#" by 2 4 3 
Geo. V. (Alta.) r. 8. s. 26. is a condition 
precedent to the right of such commissioner 
to order the taking of a |mll to ascertain 
whether or not licenses for the sale of in
toxicating liquors should lie granted within 
hie district, and such requisition must 
strictly comply with provisions of that sec
tion. * A list of voters prepared by an 
enumerator, while not conclusive as to the 
right of the persons therein named to vote, 
is prima facie evidence of that fact, in sn 
action against a license commissioner for » 
declaration that he is not justified in hold
ing a poll under the local option provision* 
of the Liquor License Ordinance, Con. Ord. 
1898 (N.W.T.t. c. 89. as amended by 2 4 
3 Geo. V. (Alts.) c. 8. s. 26. where the 
question as to the numerical sufficiency of 
the number of electors on the requisition 
for such poll arises. Under the local option 
provisions of the Liquor License Ordinance. 
Con. Ord. 1898 (N.W.T.), c. 89, as amended 
by 2 & 3 Geo. V. (Alta.) c. 8 (comprised 
in s. 124), the presentation of the requisi
tion for the proposed poll is the foundation 
of the jurisdiction of the license commis
sioner, and where it is proved that the 
license commissioner proposed to command
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the taking of the poll on a requisition signed 
only by one-fifth of the number of electors 
who voted at the last provincial election, 
tins establishes an attempt, on the commis
sioner's part, te act without jurisdiction and 
shifts upon him the onus of shewing num
.-rival sufficiency strictly.

Ur-'«s v. Strong ; Pinchebeck v. Strong, 
10 D.L.lt. 392. 5 A.L.K. 49, 23 W.L.R. 340, 
tiJ. .i UAV.lt. 879.

By i.aw—Validity—Publication or notice 
—QUAsuiNo—Effect of judicial CER
TIFICATE.

A local option by-law which has received 
the approval of three-fifths of the electors 
voting upon it will not be quashed on the 
ground that it was finally passed by the 
council within a month o' the first publica
tion of the notice requ.red by subs. 3 of 
v :;:|H of the ( on. Municipal Act 11)03 (3 
Ed». VII. (Ont.i c. 19), R.S.O. 1914, c. 
192. where a scrutiny has taken place be- 
lore the County Court .Judge, and the rights 
of electors or other persons having an in
terest in the result of the voting have not 
lieen interfered with or prejudiced. Upon 
an application to quash a by-law submitted 
to the electors on the ground that unau
thorized names were entered upon the list 
of voters used in voting upon the by-law, 
the court will not go behind the certificate 
of the County Court Judge affixed to the 
revised list under provisions of s. 21 of the 
< on. Municipal Act, as amended by 3 A 4 
<••«• V. v. 43. R.S.O. 1914. c. 192.

lie North Cower Local Option By-law, 14 
H LR. 443. fi O.W.X. 249, 25 O.YV.R. 224, 
.illiruling 10 D.L.R. 662, 4 O.YV.N. 1177.
By i aw—Prior publication of notice.

The provision of s. 66 of the Liquor 
Uvense Act. R.H.M. 1902, c. 101, as amended 
‘•y 1 <!eo, Y. (Man.) c. 25, s. 1, requiring 
tin- publication of a notice of a proposed 
local option bv-lnw within 2 weeks from 
the second reading of the by-law is manda
tory and a failure to substantially comply 
with this provision is fatal to the validity 
i»i the bv-law and the curative provisions 

- 76 (a i of that Act do not apply.
I Hatch v. Oakland, 19 Man. L.R. 692, and 
>haw x. Portage I-aPrairie, 20 Man. L.R. 
♦•in. followed.]

^mith v. North Cypress, 12 D.L.R. 260, 
23 Man LR. 508, 24 YV.L.R. 141, 4 YV.W.R. 
•'10 [ Affirmed, 14 D.L.R. 397, 23 Man. L.
R. 508.]
By-laws—Adoption—Ijjoaiitt of votes.

lu passing upon the validity of a local op
tion by-law. votes of electors who procured 
certificates from the clerk of the munieipal- 
it.x and voted thereon in a subdivision in 
which they were not rated, are not to lie 
deemed illegal or void, where the clerk gave 
out the certificates without discrimination 
•' between the parties interested, both of 
wh.-.m obtained and used them, and where 
the electors’ names were on the last revised 
voter-' li.ts for the municipality, and they 
w**!V entitled to vote on the by-law, though

the deputy returning officers should not have 
given the ballot papers out to voters produc
ing certificates unless they were acting in 
an official capacity in the election ; and such 
election proceeding will be upheld if such 
noneompliance or irregularity did not affect, 
the result of the voting and the proceedings 
were conducted substantially in accordance 
with the requirements of the act. [Brown 
v. East Flamborough, 23 O.L.R. 533; Re 
Cleary v. Nepean, 14 O.L.R. 394, and Re
gina v. Tewkesbury, L.R. 3 Q.B. 629. 636, 
distinguished.]

Re Thompson Local Option By-law (No. 
21. 11 D.L.R. 247. 23 Man. L.R. 361, 24 
YV.L.K. 199. 4 YY AY .It. 651.
By-laws—Adoption—Notice to kmsctobs— 

Statutory rkqubemknts.
Where the Liquor License Act, s. 66 (R. 

S.M. c. 101), requires that after the first 
and second readings of a local option by-law 
a municipal council shall publish notice 
stating the object of the by-law and that a 
vote will be taken thereon at the time and 
places fixed under the Act, and s. 68 re 
quires that at such time and places a poll 
shall be taken and all proceedings thereat 
shall be conducted in the same manner as 
voting upon any by-law required by the 
Municipal Act to be voted upon, etc.; these 
sections do not make applicable to the 
adoption of local option by-laws all the 
provisions of Municipal Act, s. 376. as to 
giving of notice, s. 66 being complete in 
itself on that subject. A local option by
law was not vitiated by omission of the 
clerk of the municipality to comply with 
Municipal Electors Act, s. 9, in failing to 
distribute copies of the alphabetical list 
prepared by him, preparatory to a revision 
of the same, amongst the school teachers of 
the municipality, where the list was duly 
revised by the County Court Judge in ac
cordance with the Act.

Re Thompson 1-ocal Option Bv-law (No. 
2). 11 DUR. 247. 23 Man. L.R. 361, 24 
W.L.R. 199, 4 WAY'.!'. 551.
Qualifications of voters —Residence — 

Parliamentary irregularities — Vot
ers’ list.

A voter whose house is in the munici
pality, but part of the house being rented 
and part containing his furniture, must lie 
regarded as a resident in the municipality, 
and he will not be disqualified from voting 
at a local option election. A local option 
by-law will not he quashed because the vot
ers’ list used was not that required by the 
statute, but which had no effect upon the 
result of the vote, or for omitting the de
scription of a voter on the list, or for trivial 
parliamentary irregularities at the munici
pal council. [Re Ryan, etc., 21 O.L.R. 582, 
22 O.L.R. 200; Re Sinclair, etc., 13 O.L.R. 
447, applied.]

Re Sharp A Holland Landing, 24 D L.R. 
160. 34 O.L.R. 186.
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TEMPERANCE ELECTION — VALIDITY — JURIS
DICTION JO DETERMINE.

The Supreme Court of Ontario lias no 
jurisdiction to determine the validity of an 
election held under the Canada Temperance 
Act, R.K.C. 1009, e. 152. respecting the reg
ulation of trafliu in intoxicating liquors, the 
scrutiny of which is by ss. 07 (cj, 09, 70 
conferred in Ontario, on the Judge of the 
County Court, whose decision is declared

Murdork v. Kilgour, 22 D.L.R. 752, 32 
O.L.lt. 412.
PROHIBITION BY-LAW—NOTICE—SUFFICIENCY

—Injunction.
The notice calling the municipal electors 

to a public meeting for the purpose of ap
proving or disapproving by their votes of 
prohibition by-law should only state the 
day, place and hour for the meeting: but 
the fact of adding to it that the voting 
would continue one day for each 400 voters, 
has not the effect of fixing the duration of 
the voting—which is lived by the act—nor 
to annul the notice, and an injunction will 
not he issued on account of it prohibiting 
the holding of the poll.

«iastonguay v. Levis, 48 Que. S.C. 204. 
Local option by-law—Motion to quash— 

Irregularity of service— Failure to
IT LE AFFIDAVIT IN TIME.

lte Arthur and Men ford, 24 D.L.R. 878, 
34 o.L.R. 131.
Local option by-law—submission to elec

tors—Sufficiency m number of pe
titioners — Ascertainment — Man-
hAWI'S—( OSTS.

Re Stratford Local Option Bv-law. 25 
D.L.R. 774, 35 O.L.R. 20.
Local ofiion by-law—Voting ox—In

spection AND PRESERVATION OK BAL
LOTS—APPLICANT for order—Status 
—Municipal Act, R.R.C. 1914, c. 192, 
ss. 146, 147, 279.

Re Jarvis Local Option Bv-law, 7 O.W.N. 
751.
Sufficiency of petition — Ascertaining

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED VOTERS.
Section 137 (4) of the Liquor License 

Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 215, provides for the 
submission by the council to the municipal 
electors of a local option by-law or (see 
subs. (8) ) a repealing by-law, if a peti
tion “signed by at least 25 per cent of the 
total number of persons appearing by the 
last revised voters’ list of the municipality 
to he qualified to vote at. municipal elec
tions'’ is filed with the Clerk :—Held, that 
in order to ascertain whether a petition duly 
filed is sufficiently signed, the number of 
icrsons who appear by the voters' list to 
»e qualified to vote is to be taken into con
sideration : if one-fourth of these persons 
have signed the petition, the statutory re
quirement. is answered. The name of a per
son may he repeated onee or oftener on the 
list, hut that does not increase the number 
of persons. The nnimpravhed affidavit of

the applicant, upon a motion for a manda
mus to the council to submit a repealing 
by-law, the number of persons on the voters' 
list was only 3,025, while there were in 
name 4,337, was accepted; and a manda mus 
was granted. That the applicant was an 
officer or servant (auditor) of the municipal 
corporation was considered unobjectionable.

Re Owen Sound Local Option Bv-!uw, 35 
O.L.R. 48.
Local option by-law—Ki.Et tion.

Re Brampton Local Option by-law, 15 
D.L.R. 855, 5 O.W.N. 044.
Temperance i-aw of Quebec—By-law— 

Voting - Munm ifal i lb roe — EL8.Q. 
1909, 1316, 1321, 5373, Que. M.C. 291.

I'nder the Temperance laiw of Quebec 
only municipal electors in cities and towns 
who pay their taxes lie fore Nov. 1. in each 
year, have the right to vote upon a by-law 
prohibiting the sale of spirituous liquors 
within the municipal limits, notwithstand
ing art. 1321 of that law. It would lie 
otherwise if the voting took place under the 
Municipal Code which only requires that a 
municipal elector be qualified by the pay
ment of taxes before the date fixed by a 
municipal by-law to this effect, or. in de
fault, before the voting day. 'Hie president 
of a meeting called to take the vote has a 
right to vote upon such by-law.

Bernard v. Frsaerville, 23 Que. K.B. 445. 
Local option by-law—Coming into force 

of — Contemporaneous resolution — 
Surplusage—I'nelkns.

A local optiou by-law passed in Decem
ber, under a statute which provides that 
as regarda the prohibition to sell liquors it 
shall come into force on the following May 
1st, when existing licenses would expire, is 
not invalidated hv a eonteni|)oraneous reso
lution that the by-law should come into 
force 15 days after public notice thereof: 
the resolution was mere surplusage and was 
useless.

Duhaime v. Y a mask a. 20 D.L.R. 393, 45 
Que. 8.C. 275.
Petition for submission—Right of peti

tioners to withdraw names.
Re Keeling and Brant, 25 O.L.R. 181, 20 

OAN .lt 551.
Vote of municipal clerk—Residence of 

voters—Determination — Remission 
of voter’s taxes—Instructions as io 
marking of ballots—Ballot placed 
in wrong box—Dm n returning of
ficer aiding persons in marking bal
lots—By-law altering polling sub
divisions.

Re Stunner and Beaverton, 24 O.L.R. 
05. 1» O.W.R. 430.
Scrutiny—-Votes of tenants.

Re Port ige la Prairie: Shaw v. Portage 
la Prairie, 20 Man. L.R. 409.
Posting up notices of voting—Summing 

UP OK VOTER.
Re South Cypress, 20 Man. L.R. 142.
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J*TO visions n»R VOTE.

Re Varmun. 20 Man. L. R. 500.
AiTK'l. Al. HY El.l-.l TOUS—TlIKKK-KIK I'll H MA

JORITY—t (IMPUTATION.
Rv Brouii ami East Flamborough, 23 C).

! .R. :,33. 13 O.W.R. 35.
\ HIM, -Si RI Tl SV HY ( OVXTY COVKT JUIKiK

-Motion to gu ash by-law.
Ile Kllis ami Renfrew, 23 O.L.K. 427, 18

fi.VX.R. 7»3.
Motion to quAsit -Noting — Irhkuulabi-

Re ijwigley and Bastard, 24 O.L.H. 622.
Fixing day ton voting—More than five

V ELKS AETKR KlBBT PUBLICATION— 
POSTING BY-LAW.

XMIm.ii v. VX urdsville, 2 O.W.N. 914, 18
O.W.R. iil7.
Rli.m of persons to voit:—Temporary ab-

Re Fitzinartin and Newburgh, 24 O.L.R.
102. Vf O.W.R. 367.
Voting ox—Di: facto ckbtifikd votkkr'

Rv'mv. Alliston, 2 O.W.N. 841, 18 O.W.
R 731.
l.oi ai. option—Von v k y a n ce of i.iqvob be

tween POINTS IN TEBRITOBY UNDER 1.0-

l: v. Ritchie, 21 Man. L.R. 263, 18 W.L.R.
- '

l.'H'Al. IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT — LlQVOH
I ,n k.nse Ac t, n. 133—Notice of pro
posed BY-LAW—PlTRMOATION IN NEWS
PAPER— Si Iill IENCY.

R«‘ Kittle and Local Improvement District,
N • I S3. 18 W.L.H. 64H.
Voies illegally cast—Deduction from 

MAJORITY.
l!e O'Flvnn and Davidson, 17 W.L.R. 153.

XuriNU (IN BY-LAW—X'OTE BY BALLOT—St’U- 
- l \ VIT AL COMPLIANT K WITH 8TATUTOBY 
KE.i/l IREMEXTS.

R - •Seller and la>val Improvement Dis-
trict, 17 W.L.R. 602.
J/H XI. CUT 10X BY-LAW OF RUBAI. MÜNICI- 

fai it y—Moi ion io g vas h—Procedure 
—UyroK j.iiENwE Ac t.

Re Dcvitt and L'sborno, 18 W.L.R. 662.
iJEiKi-riVE by-i.aw — Publication in ga-

Re I'yall and Viirinan, 16 W.L.R. 380.
PUII Tic EN—AI TEBATIONB IN—DKFECTB.

Re Mead and Moose Jaw, 17 W.L.R. 14.
Rm.ii r of petitioners to withdraw tiieir 

names from petition after presented 
TO municipal council.

Keeling v. Brant, 3 O.W.N. 324, 20 O.W.
R. 551.
Petition for by-law for license reduc

tion— Motion for injunction re
straining submission of by-law to 
ELECTORS—yUESTlON OF signatures.

La-won v, Stratford. 3 O.W.N. 443, 20 O.
W.R 766

Statute*—Overlapping provisions—Sale
of l.HjrOK BY I.IC EX'SET, RESTAURANT-
KEEPEKS.

R. V. Levy, 10 W.L.R. 305.
(§ 1 (—341—Found drunk—Public place:.

A “public place," within the meaning of 
the Liquor License Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. 
215, as amended 1915, Ont. Stat. c. 39. H. 
33, includes a place to xvhieh the public 
habitually result, although they may have 
no legal right to do so; and a conviction 

| for being found drunk in a blacksmith shop 
in a village- where a local option by-law was 
in force will not Iw quashed on the ground 
that the- shop was nut a “public place,“ if 
the evidence shews that people congregated 
there. [R. v. Cook. 20 Van. Vr. Gas. 201, 8 
D.L.H. 217. 27 O.L.R. 406, distinguished.]

R. v. la-itch, 31 D.L.lt. 93, 26 Van. (Jr. 
Va». 149, 36 O.L.H. 1.

II. Licenses.
A. In general.

(§ II A — 85)—Grant of ‘'reuhsterkd
TOWNNITK"—Wll AT CONSTITUTES.

A subdivision of land into lots of ordi
nary town size, duly registered in the land 
titles office, constitutes a "registered town- 
site" within the meaning of s. 355 of the 
Municipal Act. R.S.B.C . 1911, r. 170. relat 
ing to granting licenses for the sale of 
liquor in “registered townsites." Although 
license commissioners are directed by stat
ute to take evidence "on oath” upon de
termining an application for license, they 
may. nevertheless, proceed upon admissions 
made by the parties and their counsel at 
the hearing, ami so take cognizance of tacit 
acquiescence of both parties in a proposal 
to obtain the report of the lieense inspector 
and in the subsequent consideration of his 
report by the commissioners without ob
jection from counsel. [It. v. Farnham, 18 
Times UR. 614, applied.]

It. v. License Gommissioners of Point 
Grey, 14 D.UR. 721. 18 B < R. 648. 26 XV. 
ML 40. 5 XX .W.R. 572.
Customs — Illegal tax — Recovery —

Vnder the statutes relating to the Yukon 
Territory the Dominion Government has the 
power to exact a fee for the granting of a 
permit for the importation or bringing in 
of intoxicating liquors in the Territory ; 
such exaction is u mere charge for the 
granting of the permit ami not in the 
nature of customs duties or tax within the 
provision of the Customs Act (R.S.V. 1906, 
c. 48. s. 130). Where such a charge has 
been illegally imposed but paid voluntarily 
it cannot be recovered back.

Lowe v. The King. 40 D.-L.R. 686, 17 Gan. 
Ex. 126.
Bee:r license—Premises.

A beer license issued under the Intoxi
cating Liquor Act (X.B. 1916, c. 20, s. 180) 
authorizes the holder to sell beer or non- 
intoxicating drinks only on the premises de
scribed in it. The holder of such license
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Lae no right of appeal as a licensee against 
a conviction for permitting drunkenness on 
separate premises owned and occupied by 
him as a moving picture theatre.

The King v. Cady, 41 D.L.R. 030, 45 N.B. 
R. 474, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 168.
Renewal—Confirmation of clbtifh ate 

—Mandamus.
McClure v. l>ennoxville, 32 D.L.R. 784, 

60 Que. S.C. 446.
1)KS< KIPTION BY STREET NVMBKt.

Where licensed premises are on the corner 
of 2 streets with street numbers on each 
street, a license as for one of such numbers 
is a license for the whole of the premises.

R. v. l^ambert, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 156. 
Writ of prohibition—Infraction of thk 

I.ICBItBF. LAW—PBELIMINAKY DEPOSIT OF
$50— Neglect to make — Absoi.vtk 
NULLITY—C.C.IL ART. 175 8. REF..
{1909] ART. 1166.

(•mission to make the deposit required by 
art. 1166, R.S.Q. 1909, preliminary to the 
obtaining of a writ of prohibition after sus
pending a criminal action for breach of the 
license law, is a cause of absolute voidance 
of the writ, which cannot he corrected by a 
later deposit ol" the sum fixed.

( arignan v. Court of Sessions of the 
Peace, 28 Que. K.B. 225.
Intoxicants — Beoi containing 2.02 per 

CENT OF ALCOHOL HELD TO BK 1NTOXI-
RCY\TWülis, 9 VV.W.R. 910, 25 Can. Cr. 

Cas. 297.
Assignability—Abandonment of license

IN FAVOUR OF ANOTHER.
The license for the sale of intoxicating 

liquors granted by the collector of revenue 
ia not a commercial matter. It is only a 
permission and a privilege granted by the 
State, the issue and delivery of which is 
subject to the approbation of the license 
commissioners. In consequence, the holder 
of such license can neither sell nor transfer, 
nor absolutely guarantee its confirmation. 
But the holder can. for good consideration, 
abandon his license and its renewal in 
favour of an assignee, who assumes the risk 
of the approbation or refusal to confirm 
by the commissioners, but it should he done 
in express terms.

Henry v. Beaulieu, 47 Quo. S.C. 458.
($ II A—36)—Selection of licensees— 

Quebec.
The License Aet of the City of Quebec 

gives the Commissioners the right to «‘boose 
the 60 persons who shall he entitled to 
license, but they should make their choice 
from 4he applicants against whom thera is 
no opposition.

Laberge v. Iaingclier, 14 Que. P.R. 186.
<8 II A—37)—Petitions and objections 

—Notice: of hearing petition fob li-

License Commissioners have no jurisdic
tion to grant a certificate for a license un
der the Liquor License Act (N.B. |, unless

LIQUORS, 11 A.

the inspector has reported favourably upon 
the applicant. [Ex parte Deminings, 37
N. B.R. 586, followed.] To bring up for 
reconsideration a liquor license application 
at a special meeting of the license com
missioners under the Liquor License Act 
(N.B.), after the refusal of same at a 
regular meeting, the same notices must 
again be given as were necessary for the 
first hearing. [Miles v. Rogers, 36 N.B.R. 
345, followed.]

Ex parte Desrosiers: Re Board of License 
Commissioners of Madawaska. 10 D.L.R. 
287. 41 N.B.R. 395, 12 E.L.R. 395.
Petit io n—< >RJ ECTIO.n h .

The «|iiestion of the validity of requisi- 
t ions for n poll under s. 124 of the Licpior 
License Ordinance, ('on. Ord. (N.W.T.), 
1898, e. 89, as amended by 2 & 3 Geo. V. 
(Alta.) c. 8, s. 26, should lie decided before, 
rather than after, the poll, and the court 
will, therefore, grant an interim injunction 
restraining the taking of the poll until aft
er the trial of an action brought to de
termine the validity of the requisitions.

Gross v. Strong,*6 D.L.R. 84.3, 2 W.W.R. 
1063. [See also Pinchelierk v. Strong, 6 
D.L.R. 847.]

Where a petition to submit a liquor by
law is presented to a municipal council, 
and objection is made to such petition for 
any reason which requires proof by evidence 
aliunde the petition, the council cannot go 
back of the petition, except for the one pur
pose of ascertaining if the petition and 
affidavit, on their face, comply with the 
statute.

R. ex rel. Sovereen v. Edwards. 8 D.L.R. 
450. 22 Man. L.R. 790. 22 W.L.R. 723, 3 
W.W.R. 581.
Reduc tion of licensee—Validity of pitt-

Where a petition for liquor license re
duction under the Liquor License Act, R.^.
O. 1914, e. 215, s. 16. was not in fact duly 
signed and the municipal council knv^v that 
it was not, and acted in defiance of the 
statutory provision or without appreciating 
the fact that the power of the council itself 
to initiate a reduction by-law which once 
existed had lieen taken from it, the by-law 
based on such petition must, be quashed.

Re Grieg & London. 22 D.L.R. 595, 8 O.W. 
N. 177.
(8 If A—39)—LiqUOB LICENSE HELD IN 

NAME OF ANOTHER.
It is inconsistent with the policy of the 

Quebec License Law (R.S.Q. 1909). that the 
ownership of a license to sell intoxicating 
liquors should be vested in one person while 
the license is held in the name of another; 
and an agreement having that effect is void 
inasmuch as it establishes conditions con
trary to the policy of the statute.

Turgeon v. St. Charles, 15 D.L.R. 298. 4R 
Can. S.C.R. 473, 13 E.L.R. 521, reversing 
7 D.L.R. 445, 22 Que. K.B. 58.

A hotel or restaurant license is a right 
personal to the original licensee, and such
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license cannot be effectively sold and trans
pired to a third party without the approval 
ut the License Commissioners.

I epage v. Bouchard, S IU.F. 305, 43 
itue. S.c. 181, 19 Ret de Jar. 217.

It. DlhCKETlOX AS TO GRANTING.
(S II B—40) —Inspector.

fhe Intoxicating Liquor Act, N.B., 1016, 
us amended by 8 Geo. Y\, c. 22 (9), give» 
tin chief inspector power to investigate the 
merits of applications tor beer licenses, and 
in grunt or refuse them in his discretion.

K\ parte McFarlaue, 39 D.L.K. 187, 45 
VR.lt. 318.
ItKVIKW BY COURT.

I'nder s. 50 of the Municipal Act (B.C.), 
l!i 15, the Board of License Commissioners 
lias the absolute discretion to grant the 
renewal of licenses, and where no bad faith 
i- shewn the court will not interfere with 
ih.‘ Board’s discretion in refusing to gran», 
a renewal of-hotel licenses, even where such 
refusal would result in a total denial of 
liquor licenses in the municipality.

I!, v. License Commissioners of Point
< irev : Ex parte Grauer and Rohinson. 26 
D.I..K. 75. 32 YV.L.R. 360, 8 YV.YV.R. 1072.
I'KolllHITIOX BY-LAW—CONTEST.

Y collector of provincial revenue cannot 
lefuse to grant a license for the sale of 
•pirituous liquors, upon the production of 
,i certificate approved by the municipal 
council, on the ground that the by-law pro- | 
liihiting the sale of such liquors, in the 
county, hud been sent to him by the secre
tary treasurer when the by-law had been 
quashed by the Superior Court and had not 
been promulgated, and could not, on that 
account, be put into force. Art. 564, Mun.
<.ode, which forbids the collector of provin
cial revenue from issuing a license within 
two months from the date of a judgment 
 uling a prohibitory by-law, for the ter
nary affected by such by-law, unless such 
judgment be a final judgment, applies only 
to u by-law emanating from the local coun- 
cil and not to one enacted by the county
...."••il- Article 078 of the Liquor License
Act. which is to the same effect as art. 564, 
Mini. Code, applies only to a prohibitory 
•'.'■law ratified by vote of the electors. The 
fad that a prohibition by-law has been 
contested In the Superior Court is no ob
stacle to the promulgation of such by-law.

Wilier v. Boulet, 50 Que. S.C. 40.
JjIOfam: commissioners—Montreal—Cox- 

HKMATION OF CERTIFICATE—RENEWAL
or license — Discretion of commis
sioners Collection of revenue —
< i ttnoRARi — Writ ok prohibition — 
Mandamus—Quebec C.P. 50—License 
Act. 63 Vict. c. 13—5 Kdw. VII. <\ 13. 
s 21. R.S.Q. sa. 925, 926, 939, 940. 942, 
1002.

Vin e 5 Edw. VII. c. 13. s. 21, the discre
tion of the license commissioners of Mon- 
"cmI as to the confirmation of the certificate 
is uo longer absolute; it is limited by ss.

025, 926, of the License Act; this confirma
tion ought not to be granted, except when 
the act expressly declares that it should 
lie refused. When the act docs not expressly 
prescribe a remedy, the court should 
apply the one which is most appropriate, no 
one having rights without having power to 
exercise them. I’bi jus ihi remedium. On 
principle, if the commissioners unlawfully 
refuse to confirm a certificate, and there is 
no other remedy but that of directing the 
collector of provincial revenue to issue the 
license without confirmation of the certifi
cate, the court should direct him to do so, 
although the act does not permit him to 
grant a license when the certificate has not 
oeen confirmed by the commissioners. But, 
in this case there was a remedy, the judg
ment should have refused the* application 
of the defendant for a renewal of his license. 
Iiefore the license commissioners, instead of 
requiring the collector of provincial revenue 
to give him a license without confirmation 
of his certificate. When the act replaces 
the license commissioners by a new com
mission, the former commissioners have 
jurisdiction to decide cases pending before 
them, even after the expiration of their 
term of office. When a decision of the li- 
cejise commissioners refusing to confirm a 
certificate has been reversed by certiorari, 
the judgment being without appeal, they 
can, by a writ of mandamus receive an 
order to render a new decision, observing 
the requirements of the law as laid down by 
the judgment of the court of fir-t instance.

Boisseau v. Parker, 23 Que. K.B. 450. 
Confirmation of certificates—Opposition.

The confirmation of a license is left by the 
act entirely to the discretion of the munici
pal council" to which it is presented. When 
the majority of the municipal electors of an 
electoral district oppose the confirmation 
of a certificate of a license of sale for intoxi
cating liquors, they should prove to the 
municipal council that their opposition con-’ 
tains the signatures of such majority, and 
see that all the formalities required by the 
act are observed: if they do not. the council 
may. in its discretion, disregard them and 
confirm the certificate.

Pilon v. Lechine. 47 Que. S.C. 193. 
Renewal of license—Discretion.

When a municipal council has adopted a 
by-law limiting the number of licenses, and 
refuses to confirm a certificate for the re
newal of a license for the sale of liquor, 
without giving its reason for its refusal, the 
municipality is not liable for the damages 
suffered by the petitioner although the li
cense granted under such circumstances to 
another person is void.

Latour v. Montreal. 48 Que. S.C. 61.
(§ II B—41)—Licensing hoard—Judicial 

hcopb of—Administrative functions.
A board of license commissioners exer

cising jurisdiction under the Municipal Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 170, in connection with 
the granting transfer or renewal of liquor
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licenses, is, in effect. a court and a* Mil'll i* 
Isumd by ami subject to rule* as to judicial 
notice and competent evidence. That the 
proceeding* of a Board of License ( ommi*- 
sioiiers in '.'ranting a license for the sale of 
intoxicating liquor* may lie reviewed on cer
tiorari. is inherent to the judicial as dis
tinct from the pureh administrative func
tions of the hoard. [ R. v. License Commis
sioners of l»oint tirey. 14 RL.lt. 721. ap
plied. | The duties of the Board of License 
Commissioners sitting a* a licensing court 
under *. 330 of the Municipal Act. R.S.B.C. 
1011. c. 170, are, as set out in that statute, 
judicial in character, the administrative 
functions connected therewith lieing with 
the municipal council.

Be McKwen v. I lesson. 17 D.L.R. 00. 28 
W.L.R. 137, 6 W.XV.R. 077. [Affirmed in 
20 B.C.R. 04.)
License Com missionem — Powers — Ex

Demers v. C hoquet, 12 Que. P. R. 411.
C. Contest; remonstrance-, as to renew

al OF LICENSE.
(8 II C—451—Contest.

I nder the Quebec License Act of License 
Commissioners of Montreal, in adjudicating 
upon the right* and the qualification of a 
person asking for the confirmation of a cer
tificate for a license for a restaurant, exer
cise judicial function-, and there is no dis
tinction to he made lietween an application 
to which an opposition has been tiled and 
one which is unopposed. Hie commission
ers must give notice to the applicant of 
whether or not an opposition is made to his 
application for confirmation of the certifi
cate before deciding it on the fact* within 
their knowledge of which he is ignorant hut 
which justify a refusal of the application.

Blouin v. (’hoquet, 13 Que. P.R. 317.
Art. 037 R.S.Q., 1000. providing for 

'quashing of a resolution confirming a cer
tificate for a license is not restrictive. 
Thus, when the resolution confirming a cer
tificate has been adopted by the council of 
a city or town it. can he contested in the 
manner set out in the Cities and Towns Act.

Pilon v. Richine, 14'Que. P.R. 302.
(§ II C—461 —Opposition to renewal.

The holder of a liquor license, the re
newal of which is opposed, has the right 
to he heard in support of his claim for a 
renewal and to submit evidence in respect 
thereof, and a judgment rendered by Li
ven -e Commissioner* refusing a renewal to 
the license holder, but without his having 
been called upon to defend himself is rad
ically null and will be quashed on certiorari. 
The License ( ommi*«ioners for the Province 
of Quebec although endowed with minis
terial functions, yet. in cases of oppositions 
to renewals of license certificates, exercise 
judicial duties, and such contestations must 
lie heard and tried a* any other case brought 
into court.

Xurnberger v. Choquet, 1 D.L.R. 612.

258Q

Petition or opposition to the confirma
tion of certificate- for licenses for the sale 
of liquor in a municipality, tiled with the 
municipal council, must contain the signa- 
tu res of the majority of the nmnivipal eld- 
tors residing or having their place of 
business in the polling stdalivision in which 
is situated the house for which the license 
in question is to apply. Such petition or 
opposition must I a- filed with the clerk of 
said council previous to the date fixed for 
the taking into consideration of said vertili- 
eate. It must lie established that proof was 
duly submitted to said council to prove to 
the satisfaction of the council that the de
mand for license is oppo-ed by the majority 
of all the electors resident as aforesaid in 
the polling stilslivisioii.

Mousse»ii v. Litchfield. 18 Rev. de Jur.
1.

1). Cancellation : revocation ; forfeiture. 
(8 II 1)—561 -Constitutionality.

So much of -. 3 of e. 22 of the Xova 
Scotia Acts of 1016 as pur|H»rts to annul 
liquor licenses i* intra vires. Liquor li
censes granted in Nova Scotia, which had 
not expired by lapse of time when s. 3 of 
X.S. Arts 1016. e. 22. came into force, wen» 
annulled by that legislation.

lie Xova Scotia Temperance Act, 36 1).!,. 
R. 600. 28 Can. Cr. ( ns. 176. 51 X.S.R. 405. 
Brewers' license — Cancellation — In 

i.ann Revenue Act. Can.
The provision of the Inland Revenue Act 

(Can.), 1016, v. 10, s. 2 for the forfeiture 
of a brewery, license under that Act on con
viction under provincial law for a “third 
offence" against the provincial liquor laws, 
refers to a third offence charged as such if 
the provincial law in question provide* for 
such a charge with an increased penalty a* 
does the Ontario Temperance Act. 1016.

R. v. Berlin I.ion Brewery, 31 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 155.

The holder of a license which ha* lieen 
cancelled i- only subject to the penalties 
imposed by law if lie continues to occupy 
the licensed premise* and sell intoxicating 
liquor* therein after having received from 
the collector of revenue of the Province 
of Quebec notice that his license lias lieen so 
cancelled, mid until such notice lias been 
given hi* continuing to occupy the said 
premises and sale of liquors therein is not 
an offence under the Licensing Act.

Métropole Co. v. Recorder's Court, 18 
Can. Cr. Cas. 402.
Cancellation of license — Quebec Li

cense Act.
If the license commissioners of Montreal 

have cancelled a license certificate on the 
ground that the petitioner has lieen twice 
condemned before the Recorder’s Court, al
though the second offence was committed lie- 
fore conviction on the first one, a demand 
for a certiorari will be refused.

Thibault v. Choquette. 16 Que. P.R. 258.
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MUNICIPAL CORPORATION— BY-LAWS «MUT

ING MM III K m SHOP A.NIl TAVERN l.l 
( i:\SKS IN CITY—LlQUOR I.ICKXKI. A('T.

J1U1. < . 210, H. 10—SUBMISSION 
to electors—Form of bai.lot—Non- 
COM 1*1.1 AXt'K WITH FORM AUTHORI7.ro BY
MrxiciPAi. Act — Entirely different
FORM CAI.CT.T.ATKD TO MISLEAD ELECTORS 
—Order quahiiino by-laws.

Re Wall and Ottawa : Re ('milliard and 
Ottawa. 6 O.W.N. 2111. 26 O.XV.R. 29». 
Liiases—Revocation—Salk to minor— 

Agency of wife.
Any eertilivute conllrming a license to sell 

liquor can Im- revoked between the date of 
i•infirmation and the lirst day of May in 
t!ie year for which it is given on account of 
ait- committed between the said dates by 
the person for whose benefit it was con
firmed. The sale of intoxicating liquor to 
a minor by a man in charge of licensed 
premises belonging to his wife makes the 
latter responsible.

Rhea unie v. (hoquet. 15 Que. P.R. 80. 
Cancellation oe license — .Jurisdiction

Finseth v. Rylev Hotel Co., 44 Can. 8.C.
R. 321.
Renewal of license—Discretion of Com- 

m insion eus—Max dam vs.
Re Priidhommc and .Prince Rupert Com- 

missioners. 19 W.L.R. 289, hi B.C.R. 487. 
•' ll UK IAL VROCEEDINU"—DISCRETIONARY OB-

uer—Matter or public interest. 
Finseth v. Itvlev Hotel Co., 43 Can. S.C.R. 

640.
Township uy-law— Tavern licenses lim

ited to one—Rox a fidks—Monopoly. 
Re McCracken and Sherborne, 23 O.L.R. 

HI. 18 O.W.R. 24.
Cancellation of license — Premises

WITHIN 200 YARDS OF CHURCH—SALVA
TION Army barracks.

Re Harnhouse and Kvana, 3 A.L.R. 434, 
19 W.LR. 233.
Liquor licenses—Regulation of by bt-

Re 1-cvv, 16 B.C.R. 354.
I.M ENHK IN LOCALITY OF PUBLIC SCHOOL.

1 ommisaloners of Catholic School* of 
Montreal v. ( bouquet, 12 Que. P.R. 408.
K!.H*IN« LIQUOR FOR HALE AFTER CANCELLA

TION of license—Notice of cancella
tion required — Failure to prove

Métropole Co. v. Recorder’s Court. 13
Que. P.R. 18.
Confirmation of certificate—Opposition 

—Decision of commissioners.
Marquis v. Fréchette, 40 Que. S.C. 175.

in. Unlawful sales; offences and proceed-

A. In general.
Jurisdiction of justice of the peace as to 

Can. Dig.—81.

prosecution under Temperance Act, see Jua- 
tice of the Peace. Ill—10.

Statutory limitation for prosecution, ace 
Limitation of Actions, HI J—151.
(§ Ilf A—551—Conviction under re

pealed statute—Substitution of ini
FERE XT PENALTIES BY LATF:K STATUTE.

A conviction based upon a repealed stat
ute cannot lie upheld and where the defend
ant ia convicted and imprisoned for an al
leged unlawful liquor sale under certain 
sections of the Nova Scotia Temperance 
Act, 1910. without any reference to a later 
statute with a different class of penalties 
which took the place of the repealed statute, 
the conviction cannot lie amended on habeas 
corpus.

R. v. Kaulbaeh. 15 D.1..R. 524, 22 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 219.
Keeping for hale—Kviiience—Sufficikn-

That the keeper of a boarding-house had 
liquors on his premises for sale in viola
tion of law is not established by evidence 
of a sale of liquor for delivery at his ad
dress, where it does not appear that it was

fiurchaser by or for him, or that it was de-
Wered at his faouM.

R. v. Borin. 15 D.L.R. 737, 29 O.L.R. 
584. 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 248.
Provincial criminal law—Criminal or-

The unlawful sale of intoxicating liquor 
in contravention of the Nova Scotia Tern 
perance Act, 1900, is a “criminal offence" 
against a provincial criminal law. [Re 
McNutt, 21 Call. Cr. ( as. 187, 10 D.L.R. 
834, 47 Can. S.C.R. 259. applied.]

R. v. Codv. .18 D.L.R. 173, 23 Can. Cr. 
( as. 211. 48 N.S.R. 255.
Prohibit™ district—Qufbkc license law.

A district collector of provincial revenue 
in Queliev may prosecute for illegal sales of 
liquor without a license in a municipality 
having a local option by-law without first 
giving a notice to the municipality requir
ing them to prosecute under art. 1108, R.S. 
Q. 1909; but he is to give that notice if he 
wishes to charge the municipality with the 
costs of a prosecution instituted by him in 
ease of its default.

(lelina* v. .Folin, 34 D.L.R. 700. 51 Que. 
S.C. 26. 27 Can. Cr. ( as. 392.

An information for selling liquor with
out a license authorizing such sale under 
the Liquor License Act, c. 142, R.S.B.C. 
1911. s. 66. need not describe the offence in 
the exact, words of the statute, if the de
fendant, from the form of the information, 
receives particulars of the charge such as h** 
himself might ask for if the information 
had lieen in the words of the statute.

R. v. Campbell. 8 D.L.R. 321, 20 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 490. 3 W.W.R. 192.

A summary conviction for selling intoxi
cating liquor without a license will be 
quashed for want of jurisdiction in the mag
istrate. if the only evidence before him was 
that the defendant purchased the liquor
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for the use of himself and others upon a 
hunting expedition and received from the 
treasurer of the common fund reimburse
ment only for the purchase made by the de
fendant at the treasurer's request, and where 
there is nothing to discredit tie evidence so 
given.

The King v. 1-awless, 2 D.L.R. 105, 3
<• U A. MB, 21 O.W.H 247

Upon a conviction for selling liquor with
out a license when the defence has been 
that only nonintoxicating liquor has been 
sold, it is a good ground for quashing the 
conviction that the magistrate refused to 
allow the liquor found on the premises to 
la* analyzed.

R. v. Stephen sen, 8 D.L.R. 104, 4 O.W.N. 
272, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 297, 23 O.W.R. 269.
Proof of offence.

The fact that a person charged with un
lawfully keeping liquor for sale contrary to 
the Liquor Act. c. 4. 1916 (Alta.), and in 
whoso house liquor has been found, swears 
definitely that he is innocent and calls wit
nesses to corroborate his testimony, does 
not necessarily satisfy the onus placed upon 
him by s. 54 of the Act of proving that he 
«lid not commit the offence. Hie principle of 
H. v. ( overt. 34 D.L.R. 662. 10 A.L.R. 349. 
must be strictly limited and the cases to 
which it applies must la* of very rare occur 
renve. Un an appeal from the dismissal, by 
Ives, J., of an « at ion to quash a con
viction for unlawfully keeping liquor for 
sale contrary to the Liquor Act, c. 4. 1916. 
held, distinguishing R. v. Covert, supra, 
that there being not. only evidence sufficient 
under the Act to constitute prima facin 
proof of the offence, but also circumstances 
of a suspicious character pointing to the 
guilt of the accused, the conviction should 
lie sustained.

R. v. Morin, 38 D.L.R. 617. 28 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 414, 12 A.L.R. 101, [1917] 3 WAV.I!. 
693.
Temperance Act — Search-warrant — 

Causes of suspicion—Sufficiency— 
Names of persons giving information 
—Jurisdiction of police magistrate.

R. v. Hwarta, 32 D.L.R. 786, 37 O.L.K. 
103, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 90.
Temperance Act — Search warrant — 

Grounds for suspicion—Conviction.
B. X Bedford, * D.L.R. 781, 27 Can. Cr. 

Ca*. 107. 37 O.L.K. 108.
Conviction — Evidence — Acting as mes

senger in purchase of intoxicati.no

R. v?Davis, 8 D.L.R. 1046, 4 O.XV.N. 358, 
22 Can. Cr. Ca». 187. 23 O.W.R. 412. 
Sales in prohibited quantities.

R. v. Campbell (No. 2), 13 D.L.R. 941. 
18 B.C.R. 32, 22 Can. Cr. Can. 72, affirming 
8 D UR. 321. 20 Can. Cr. Caa. 490. 3 XV. 
W.R. 192.

| Sufficiency of convictions-—Time of of
fence—Preliminary process -Waiver 
—Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 1910, 
C. 2, AS AMENDED BY ACTS 19)1, C. 33— 
1913, r. 46.

The King v. Smith, 28 D.L.R. 793, 50 
N.S.R. 198, 27 Can. Cr. Ca». 340.
Unlawful sales—Membership ff»—Con

tributions GATHERED FROM MEM BI-RR
—Saskatchewan Sales of Liquor 
Act (1915, c. 39).

The King v. Cordrav, 30 D.L.R. 541, 10 
W.W.R. 1292. 26 Can. Cr. Cas. 377, 9 K.L 
R. 284, 34 W.L.R. 1169.
Canada Temperance Act — Information

FAILING TO DISCLOSE FACTS SHEWING 
CAUSES OF SUSPICION—ORDER QUASH
ING—Conditions.

R. V. Bender. 30 D.L.R, 520, 26 Can. Cr. 
Ca». 39.X 36 O.L.R. 378.
Sale without license—Local option dis

trict—A m ending conviction—Statu
tory PRESUMPTION FROM FINDING LIQ
UOR IN QUANTITY.

Under the Liquor License Act- (Man.), the 
"inis of proving a license to sell is placed 
upon flic accused (s. 203), and where such 
onus is not rebutted, a conviction for un
lawfully selling without license is justified 
under s. 159 on flic finding of more liquor 
than the accused would reasonably require 
upon his premises if he fails to rebut the 
statutory presumption of selling which 
arises thereupon: and the court may make 
the necessary amendments to a conviction 
purporting to lie fur selling in a local option 
district, so as to make it merely a conviction 
for selling without a license without enter
ing into a consideration of the validity of 
the local opt ion by-law, the provision fur 
-ale without, license being equally applicable 
whether or no there was a valid local op
tion by-law. ,\ statutory presumption of 
illegal sale of liquor is raised under s. 204 of 
the Liquor License Act (Man.), against the 
person on whose premises is found more in
toxicating liquor than is reasonably re
quired for the use of a person not licensed 
to sell; and by virtue of s. 215 such pre
sumption will support a conviction for il
legal sale without license as being an of
fence under the same statute, although the 
information was only for unlawful posses
sion of liquors in a local option district and 
«lid not allege a sale by the accused.

R. v. Palmer. 22 D.L.R. 300, 24 Can. Cr. 
( as. 20, 25 Man. L.K. 359.
Several offences on same day.

Each separate sale of intoxicating liquor 
in contravention of the Canada Temperance 
Act R.S.C. 1906, c. 152, constitutes a dis
tinct offence even if committed on the same

Ex parte Richard; R. v. Ktoeves, 24 Can. 
Cr. Ca*. 183, 42 N.B.R. 596.

9
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Ij^ior License Act—Magistrate's con

viction fob keepi.no ixtoxicati.no LIQ
UOR l'OK SALE WITHOUT LICENSE — 
KviUENCE — SEARCH WARRANT — PRIOR 
conviction—Identity of accused.

R. v. Colton, 9 O.W.X. 233.
"Having” liquor not in dwelling house.

\ conviction under s. 4M of the Manitoba 
Ttmiwrance Act, ti Geo. V., Man., c. 112, 
„r "having" liquor in a place other than a 
dwelling house cannot be supported against 
the proprietor of a licensed pool room he- 
*n«e of the possession and use of liquor by 

mint her |icr»on, not being his servant or 
agent, alio was lawfully on the premises 
f„r the purpose of playing pool and who 
had brought the liquor there in his pocket 
him! used the -.ame without the connivance 
nr consent of the proprietor. [R. v. Borin, 
ti ( an. ( r. Cas. 248, 15 D.L.R. 737, 29 
O LR. 584, applied.]

R. v. Hoffman. 38 D.L.R. 289. 28 Man. 
LR. 7. 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 355, [1017] 2 XV.
a R 839
POSSESSION or LIQUOR FOR PURPOSE OF KX-

portation—Enabling statute—Ultra

R. v. Western Wine 4 Liquor Co., 39 
D.LR. 307. 29 Can. Ur. Cas. 307, [1918] 
1 W W.R. 55.
I XI.AWFUL POSSESSION—POSSESSION ELSE

WHERE THAN AH CHARGED.
R. v. Laderoute, 20 Can. Cr. Caa. 209. 

Ontario Temperance Act—Having liquor
IN PLACE OTHER THAN PRIVATE DWELL
ING house—Evidence—Question for 
MAGISTRATE—MOTION TO QUASH CON-

R. \. Hosarri, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 207, 14
O.W.X. 117.
S TUT TORY PRE.SUMPTION—EXCESSIVE QUAN-

I he keeper of a boarding house who per
mits a boarder to bring an excessive quan
tity of intoxicants upon the premises for 
unlawful consumption is properly convicted 
of "having" intoxicating liquor for sale in 
a local option district because of the stat
ut on presumption of s. 102 (21 of the 
Liquor License Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. 215, 
making possession of an excessive quantity 
1 ? liquor "conclusive evidence" that it was 
kept for sale in contravention of the Act.

R. ». Kurtemi, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 223, 11
O.W.X. 231.
Lu and Revenue Act—Unlicensed dibtill-

IN0 \l M.I-TKATE'n CONVICTION FOR OF
FENCE against Act—Summary prohe- 
' I TION AUTHORIZED BY ACT, R.S.C. 1006 
' 51, SS. 32, 33—llE.FKNDANT HAVING IN 
Ills HORKEHHION "MASH OF WASH" CON
TRARY TO PROVISIONS OF ACT— RVTDF.NCE

Saccharine matter product no
"WAHIl” SUIT ABUS FOB MANUFACTURE. OF
■nirra SaonoRtS (e), (hi. iko (e), 
19ft, 204—Onus.

R v. Itanni, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 55, 16 O.XV.
N. 161.

| Unlawful possession — Statutory fkli
st XI PTION FROM DRINKING LIQUOR IN
plaie: where: M9MBOD1V uni awful— 
Place ok posme:ssion differing in in
formation AND DEPOSITIONS.

/ charge of having liquor in a boarding 
1 muse is not sustained by evidence that the 
an used drank liquor on the street. Such 
evidence would, under 1917 (Ont.), c. 50. a. 
10. have shifted the onus of proof to the 
defendant on a charge of unlawful pos«< 
-ion in the street and the magistrate might 
have amended the information under 1916 
(Ont.), c. 78. but not having done so the 
court, on a certiorari motion, must quash 
the conviction.

R. v. Kallas, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 67.
Ontario Temperance Act — Convictions

EUR OFFENCE» AGAINST 8. 41—H AVI NO 
INTOXICATING LIQUOR IN PLACE OTHER 
THAN PRIVATE DWELLING HOUSE—Kvi-

R. v. Pownell, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 62. 
Amending defective conviction if any of

fence: proved — Ontario Temperance 
Ai t. a. 101.

A summary conviction under the Ontario 
Temperance Act, which is defective be
cause it does not sufficiently describe an of
fence, will be amended on certiorari under 
the curative provisions of s. 101 of that 
Act (compare a. 1124, Cr. Code), if the 
court, hearing the certiorari on a review of 
the depositions du novo, finds proof of mi 
offence under the Act.

R. v. Leduc, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 246, 43 
O.L.R. 200.
Unlawful*sale by licensed vendor in a

DISTRICT TO WHICH HIS LICENSE DID NOT 
EXTEND.

A liquor vendor’s license under the Nova 
Scotia Temperance Act affords no defence 
in respect of a sale made outside of the 
district for which he is appointed a vendor. 
If he sells intoxicating liquor outside the 
tsninds of the municipality for which he ia 
iippoiiited he is as liable to prosecution as 
any private individual and it was not neces
sary to charge him with one of the offences 
of which a licensed vendor may be guilty in 
that capacity under the Act.

R. v. Mitchell (No. 1), 31 Can. Cr. Cas.
221.
Having liquor elsewhere Than in pri

vate DWELLING HOUSE — APARTMENTS 
AS PRIVATE DWELLING HOUSE.

A suite of rooms in an apartment house 
may constitute a “private dwelling house” 
within the exception of places in which in
toxicating liquor may legally be kept under 
the Ontario Temperance Act, although it 
had only one occupant residing and taking 
his meals there. (6 Geo. V., Ont. c. 50, s. 
I

R. v. Baird, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 266. 
Illegal prescription or requisition by 

physician—Proving motive by other 
requisitions.

Under the Ontario Temperance Act, 1916,
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C. SO. ». 5], and 11» 17, v. 50, ». 18. it is 
necessary to determine whether u physician 
charged with illegally issuing requisition 
for liquor in evasion of the Act acted in 
good faith in granting the requisition ; and 
this involves a question of motive upon 
which evidence of other requisitions is- 
.«ued in largo numbers by him in a short 
time may be admitted in proof of mala 
fide.s. [Makin v. Att'v-( len'l of X.S.W. 
(IKtitj AC. 57. applied.j

H. v. Wei ford, .‘Ml Can. Cr. Cas. 156. 
Illegal solicitation ok orders—Distri

bution OF PRINTED ORDER BLANKS VI» 
DRESSED TO PERSON Ot T OF JURISDIC-

The systematic distribution in Ontario of 
printed order blanks for intoxicating liquor 
along with envelopes addressed for mailing 
to a place out of Ontario is a “canvassing" 
or “soliciting” of orders for liquor in con
travention of the Ontario Temperance Act, 
6 (leo. V., c. 50.

It. v. Lvnch-Staunton, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 
201». 41 O.L.R. 317.
VNI.AWFUL TRANSPORTATION — PROHIBITED 

AREAS UNDER PROVINCIAL LAW—O.C. 
Can., 580.

Order in Council No. 580 (Can. I. a. 4, 
making it an offence to transport into or 
deliver in any prohibited area any intoxicat
ing liquor does not apply to transportation 
In-ginning and ending in the same prohibited 
area. As to the latter the provincial law 
must l>e referred to.

It. v. Tunnheim, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 413, 12 
8.L.R. 77, 11010) I W.W.H. 480.
Illegal prescriition by piiysIctan—Sup

plying AN INFORMER—INTENT I.IQUOR 
Ac I, l!M«l Ai i . I

The fact that an offence against the Liq
uor Act (Alta. I was induced by an inform
er acting in conjunction with the govern
ment department charged with the enforce
ment of the Act. goes only to the credibility 
of the informer. A conviction of a phy
sician whom the informer had induced to 
illegally give him a prescription for liquor 
( Liquor Act, 1010, Alta., s. 32) is not had 
because the Informer had no purpose or in
tention to use the liquor as a I leverage. It 
is enough that the physician's purpose was 
to enable the informer to obtain liquor for 
use as a beverage.

I!, v. Rose, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 405, 14 A.UR. 
118.

“Wine" containing large percentage of
PROOF SPIRITS FOUND IN WAREHOUSE OF 
WHOLESALE GROCER— EVIDENCE OF IN
TOXICATION—Admissibility —Proprie
tary or Patent Medicine Act.

The defendant, a wholesale grocer, upon 
prosecution before a magistrate for keep
ing intoxicating liquor for sale contrary to 
the Ontario Tem|H*rance Act, 6 Geo. V. e. 
00, was proved to have had in his possession, 
at bis warehouse, a quantity of “Hall’s 
wine,” which, on analysis, was found to 
contain 31.33 per cent of proof spirits. The

liquors, lit A. asm
defendant was convicted :—Held, upon a mo
tion to quash the conviction, that the wioi- 
nmst In- "conclusively deemed to la* intovi 
eating" (s. 2 ( f • of the Act I ; and the 
defendant was liable to be convicted unie., 
lie proved that be did not commit the offence 
charged (s. 88); but evidence given on 
behalf of the prosecutor to shew that the 
wine was capable of being used and was in 
some boarding houses used as a I leverage, 
and that its use resulted in intoxication, 
was not inadmissible; it went to confirm the 
statutory presumption that the wine was in 
toxica ting and to negative the suggestion 
that the wine was so medicated as to pn* 
vent its use as an alcoholic beverage. Relit 
also, that the wine did not come within the 
requirements of s. 125. which stipulates that 
the Act shall not prevent the sale of certain 
fluids containing alcohol : and the defendant 
himself did not come within that section, 
not Wing a druggist, or the manufacturer of 
the wine, or a merchant who dealt in ilrug< 
and medicines. Held, also, that the Domin
ion Proprietary or Patent Medicine Act, 7 
A 8 Edw. VII. c. 56, is not to W taken to 
he in pari materia with the Ontario Temper 
a nee Act ; nor. bv the importation of *. 7 
of tin* Dominion Act. is the Ontario Act to 
fie read as exempting from its ojieration all 
proprietary medicines duly registered. Dif 
ferences Wtwecn the 2 Acts pointed out and 
their meaning and scope defined. Refer 
once to the Dominion statute 7 & 8 (leo. V. 
e. 30, s. 4d, enacting that the provisions 
of the Proprietary or Patent M«‘divine Act, 
"shall not Ik* deemed to in any way effect 
anv provincial law."

R. v. Ax 1er, 40 D UR. 304. 
Magistrate’s conviction—Evidence—Tes

timony of police officers — Testi
mony not interpreted—Liquor found 
on premises—Presumption—Absence
OF SEARCH WARRANT.

Vpon a motion to quash a magistrate'll 
conviction of the defendant for selling in 
toxieating liquor, contrary to ». 40 of the 
Ontario Temperance Act, 6 Geo. V. e. 50: — 
Held, that there was evidence Itefore the 
magistrate sufficient to justify the con
viction. (2) That, although evidence that 
complaints were made to the police to the 
effect that intoxicating liquor was Wing 
sold in the defendant’s house was improper 
ly admitted, it would not lie fair to say that 
the inadmissible statements might have had 
some influence upon the magistrate's deci
sion ; for the evidence as to the alleged sale 
was conclusive, if Wlieved, and no credi 
hie explanation was given of the presence 
in the defendant's house of a large quantity 
of intoxicating liquor. (31 That there is no 
rigid rule that in every ease nil the evi
dence shall W made intelligible to the ac
cused ; and the objection tliat the evidence 
of a Polish witness, while translated into 
English, was not translated into Italian, 
which was said to W the only language that 
the accused understood, was overruled, it
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iN-ing shewn tliat the accused suffered 
;„v prejudice in that regard. (4) That 

magistrate in convicting did not act 
u I Kin any statutory or other presumption, 
i.it - mply drew lii* conclusions from the 
• . i. proved; and. therefore, there was no 
ground lor the objection that the finding of
'...... upon the premises raised no presemp-
: mn against the aceused because tiie police 
..rli.crf who found it had no search warrant 
hi.,I no authority to enter the house.

|{. v. tira-si, 40 O.L.R. 359.
Al AklXUM HOUSE— KEEPING LIQUOR IX CEL*

I M. "PRIVATE DWELLING HOUSE."
'Hie defendant, the occupant of a suite 

,f i-Him- in an apartment house, kept in a 
.■oinpartmcnt of the cellar under the house, 
,.! which compart ment he had the sole use 
end occupation, hut which did not form part 
of t!ie suite in which he lived, a stock of 
intoxicating liquors:—Held, that the coin 
partnient in the cellar should he regarded 
. - pari of "the private dwelling house" in 
which the defendant resided; and a magis
trale'- conviction for an offence against s. 
41 ill, of the Ontario Temperance Act, ti 
i,eo. V. v. ."ill. was quashed.

K. x. Obcrncsser, 40 O.L.R. 204.
II AVI Ml I.IQI'OR IN RAM WAT CAR BY SERV

ANTS— “l’RIVATK DWELLING HOUSE"— 
"KXlUeiVH.T VS KB."

A mol ion In quash a magistrate’s convic
tion of the defendant for havmg intoxicat
ing liquor in a place not his private dwell 
tig house, contrary to s. 41 of the Ontario 
rVuqterance Act, 6 (!eo. V. c. 50, was dis- 
nii--cd: ami it was held, that a railway ear 
,n which the defendant and three otjicr men, 
all employed by the railway company, lived, 
wlii.li car was sometimes used as a means 
of 1ran-|Hirtation, was not the "private 
dwelling house” in which the defendant rc- 
-ided, within the meaning of h. 41 and the 
interpretation clause of the Act, s. 2 (il. 
Tin car «as a dwelling, hut it was not “pri
vate," nor was it "exclusively used" as a 
place of resilience. The magistrate, having 
fviiiiil that the car was not a private dwell 

ig house, had made a finding of fact wlii'li 
<"ild not Ih- reviewed on a motion to quash. 

It. v. < liilex. 39 O.L.R. 530, 28 Van. Cr.

IIavim; i iqroR in motor car—Depositions 
not RI AI» OB SIGNED—CARRYING I.IQI'OR 
FROM ONK UWrVI. PLACE TO ANOTHKR. 

I pon a motion to quash a conviction of 
tin- defendant, by a magistrate, for unlavv- 
’‘illv having intoxicating liquor in her pos- 
-«•—ion. elsewhere than in her private dwell
ing lion si—-lie had a holt-le of gin in her 
motor car- contrary to s. 41 of the Ontario 
Temperance Act. ti (leo. V. r. 50:—Held, 
that failure on the part of the magistrate 
to comply with s. 74 of the Act, by causing 
!,|e deposition* of the witnesses to lie read 
over to and signed by them, did not invalid
ate the conviction, at all events tinless it 
was shewn tliat the defendant was in some 
way prejudiced thereby. [R. v. Leach, 17

O.L.R. «43; R. v. McDevitt, 39 O.L.R. 138, 
and Montreal Street R.W. Co. v. Normandio, 
33 D.L.R. 195, j 1917J A.C. 170, followed.| 
(2) It was objected that no offence was 
proved. Hut the defendant had in her pos 
session the liquor in respect of which she 
was prosecuted, and it was for her to prove 
that she did not commit the offence with 
which she was charged: e. 88. The defence 
was that the defendant was carrying the 
liquor from one place where she might law
fully have it to another such place, and 
that no use had been made of it en route: 
m. 43 | amended by 7 <»eo. V. e. 60, s. 14). 
If the magistrate did not believe the de
fendant's statement (which was not shewn), 
that was the end of the vase [R. v. I.e ( lair, 
39 U.L.R. 43d) ; it <-ould not be assumed 
that he did believe the statement but pro- 
--ceded upon a view of the effect of s. 43 dif
ferent from that put forward by the de
fendant. 'Hie motion was dismissed.

It. v. l ogmen, 40 O.L.R. 349.
Ontario Temperance Arr — Maoibtrati’s

CONVICTION OK LICENSED HKKWKR H»B 
UNLAWFUL BALE OK INTOXICATING IJQ- 
t'OR—( IRIIKR FOR FORFEITURE OK LICENSE 
—Dominion Act in Aid of Provincial 
Phohiiutory Legislation, 6 A 7 tiro. 
V. c. 19, 8. 2—"Third offence”—Pre
vious convictions—Method of proof 
—Shit ions 58, 59, 06, 97, and hi hid. 
F., ti <im. V. c. 50 (<>.).

Hv s. 2 of an Act in aid of provincial 
legislation prohibiting or restricting the 
sah- or use of intoxicating liquors, ti & 7 
(Jeo. V. e. 19 (Can.), any person holding a 
license to carry on the business of a brewer 
who sells intoxicating liquor in violation 
of the law in force in any provinee shall be 
liable in any prosecution under such prov
incial lav, on ronv ict ion for a third offence, 
to forfeit his license: — Held, that the ex
pression “third offence” must be given the 
meaning which it bears in the province un
der the law of which the prosecution takes 
plais-: In Ontario "a conviction for a third 
offence" means a i-onvietion for an offence 
which is charged as a third offence. Sections 
58, 60, 06, 97, ami forms in sched. F. Ontario 
Temperance Act, ti (leo. V. c. 50. The de
fendants, licensed brewers, were charged with 
having committed an offence against the On
tario Tent|H'ranee Act by the unlawful sale of 
intoxicating liquor, but were not prosecuted 
for a third offence. I’pon their trial lie- 
fore a police magistrate, writings signed by 
two other police magistrates certifying to 
three convictions of the defendants for sell
ing intoxicating liquor in violation of the 
Ontario Act were put in. The magistrate 
convicted the defendants of the offence di
rectly charged, found that the prior convic
tions had been duly proved, declared that 
the defendants had lieeome liable to have 
their license forfeited, and ordered that it 
should lie forfeited:—Held, that there was 
no such convection or valid conviction for 
a third offence a* conferred upon the magis
trate jurisdiction to forfeit the license; and
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the declaration and order should be quashed. 
Held, also, that there wan no proper evi
dence before the magistrate that the defend 
ants had lieen three times convicted.

B, v. Berlin Lid BlWWWjr, 4ft O.LJL 340. 
.Ontario Temperance Act—Magistrate's 

CONVICTION H) B OFFENCE AC,AINSI N. 
40—KkKPINO INTOXICATION LIQUOR FOR
bai.k—Motion to quash —Section 102 
—Evidence—Proof or guilt—Section 
84—Benefit or doubt—“Sale."

Upon a charge of an offence against the 
Ontario Temperance Act, guilt must la* 
proved just aw much an under any other en
actment. Although the Act aids the accus
er much in some respects, in his proof, it 
has not taken away from the accused and 
given to the accuser “the benefit of the 
doubt.” A conviction of the defendant by 
a Police Magistrate for keeping intoxicating 
liquor for sale without a license, in viola
tion of ». 40 of the Act, was quashed where 
the only evidence Indore the magistrate was 
that the defendant’s son had lieen asked by 
a person, in the defendant's ( unlicensed i 
house, for some liquor, and had afterwards 
Hold to that person, in a lane, not owned and 
not used by the defendant, but near his 
house. a bottle of whisky: It was held, that 
there was no evidence to support the comic- 
,tion—no evidence upon which reasonable 
men could tind that there was no reasonable 
doubt of the defendant's guilt. Sections 84. 
402 of the Act considered. An unlawful 
sale may Ik* made without an unlawful 
keeping for sale—A sale of that which is 
kept for a lawful purpose.

It. v. McKay, 4(1 O.L.It. 125.
Defendant's wife sold liquor for the de

fendant and was convicted of selling liquor 
in violation of the Canada Temperance Act. 
Hater, on the same evidence, defendant was 
convicted of keeping liquor for sale: — 
Held, the defendant's conviction was good.

Ia parte CampMI, 40 N.B.R. 350.
A parish court commissioner has jurisdic

tion to try offences under the Canada Tem
perance Act. The Act 62 Viet., c. 57. does 
not make the Village of St. Mary’s an in
corporated town, and does not deprive a 
parish court commissioner of his jurisdic
tion in that village. A conviction made 
upon evidence obtained by means of an il
legal search warrant, held good.

The King v. Clarkson : Kx parte Haves, 
4b N.B.R. 363.

The Act 7 4 8 Kdw. VII. (Can.), c. 71, 
re enacts s. 117 of the Canada Temperance 
Act with amendments and, therefore, a con
viction for a third offence under s. 117 as 
amended is good, although the first two 
com ietions were made before the passing 
of the amending act.

Ex parte Staples, 40 N.B.R. 378.
A conviction under the Canada Temper

ance Act, R.S.C. 1006. c. 152. was set aside 
where no place of trial was mention'd in 
the summons and defendant did not appear.

The King v. Wilson; Ex parte Harring
ton, 40 N.B.R. 383.
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In a prosecution for a violation of the 

Nova Scot in Temperance Act 1910, the 
burden is upon the party wishing to set up 
a defence under it of proving that the l an 
uda Temperance Act is in force in the coun 
ty where the offence is alleged to have been 
committed. Section 6, suits. 1 of the Art 
enacts that “Any person who shall pro 
cure for or offer for sale to any other per 
son or persons any intoxicating"liquor shall 
Is- deemed to hate made an unlawful sale 
of liquor. Provided that this section shall 
not apply to the procuring of liquor on a 
valid prescription or certificate." The true 
meaning to lie given to the word “deemed" 
as here used is that the fact of the procur
ing or offering for sale shall be treated at 
prima facie evidence of an unlawful sale 
leaving it open to the party accused to 
shew that there was no sa le. or that the sale 
or procuring was within the exceptions per 
mitted hv the statute.

The King v. Eraser, 45 N.B.R. 218. 
Appointment ok vendor fob municipali

ty—No AUTHORITY FOR HELLING OUT
bide—Information charging unlaw
ful hale—Prohibition to stipendiary 
magihtrate refuhed.

A vendor of intoxicating liquors appoint
ed for a municipality in Nova Scotia 
no authority to sell in a city or town the 
boundaries of which are not included with
in the Imimduries of the municipality. The 
court will not entertain an application for a 
writ of prohibition to restrain the stipendi
ary magistrate of the city from proceeding 
with an information charging an unlawful 
sale by the vendor for the municipality 
in violation of the provisions of the Nova 
Scotia Temperance Act, part I.

The King v. Fielding, 52 N.S.R. 412. 
Keeping for hale—Form of conviction 

and commitment—Surpi.ihagk.
A conviction and commitment for keeping 

intoxicating liquor “for the purpose of sale, 
barter and traffic therein” is a conviction 
and commitment for “keeping for sale." The 
rest js mere surplusage.

The King v. Und. 52 N.S.R. 257.
Ontario Tfmpf.rancf Act—Magistrate's 

conviction for offence against h. 40 
—Evidence of intoxicating quality
OF LIQUOR HOLD.

R. v. Scsi Tong, 16 O.W.N. 146.
Ontario Temperance Act—Sale or intoxi-

C ATI NO LIQUOR BY BREWER TO PERSOX 
NOT ENTITLED TO BELL—RECEIVING FOR 
PURPOSE OF REBELLING—SECTIONH 41, 40 
—“UNI AWFULLY."

R. v. Reinhardt Salvador Brewery Co.; 
R. v. Mcl'arline, 11 O.W.N. 346, 27 Can. Cr. 
Can. 445.
Ontario Temperance Act — Offence 

against — Having intoxicating liq
uor in PossEHHioN—Magistrate’s con
viction—Motion to quash—Evidence

R. v. Yak Keta, 13 O.W.N. 28.
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Ontario Temperance Act—Magistrate's

CONVICTION I'OR DKI.rVKRI.N6 INTOXIC AT 
I Ml LIQUOR TO PERSON NOT ENTITLED TO 
gn.L WHO SELLS OR BUYS TO RESELL—
« Cro. V. c. .10, s. 40—Application to
CARRIERS — I*BOOK THAT PERSON TO 
WHOM LIQUOR DELIVERED SUCH A PERSON 
A8 DESCRIBED — ABSENCE OK DIRECT 
proof —Inference krom facts proved
—QUESTION FOR MAGISTRATE.

R. r. McKwan. 41 O.kR. 324.
Si h im. without license — Magistrate's

CONVICTION.
I! > Mc I jean, 6 O.W.N. 53, 25 O.W.R. 24. 

Liquor License Act—Selling without i.i- 
« i.ssk—Magistrate's conviction—Mo
tion to quahii — Conviction in ab- 
hExcr. of defendant—Adjournment.

R. v. (jilmour, 5 O.W.N. 14, 24 O.W.R.

Selling without license—Magistrate’s 
conviction Motion ro quash — Evi
dence oe sale—Agency ok defendant 
FOB PURCHASER.

R. v. McElroy. Û O.W.N. 284.
Prohibition—Transport oe intoxicating 

liquors—Temperance Act—Jurisdic
tion—C.C.P., art. 1003—Section ref., 
[1009] art. 1317.

Article 1817 of the Temperance Act, R.S. 
V. 1000, prohibits not only the issuing of 
license* for the hale of intoxicating liquors 
v.heu the prohibition law is adopted but it 
also forbids the sale of these liquors. The 
prohibition of sale of intoxicating drinks 
•■htablislied in a municipality by a municipal 
by law passed in accordance with the tem
pe rame law of (Quebec makes the territory
• if this municipality a “prohibited zone" in 
the sense of the rules set up by the Govern
or General in Council.

Eraser, Viger & Co. v. Lacliine, 28 Que. 
KB. 181.

The provisions of the Liquor License Act 
respecting prosecutions for the sale of in- 
toxi.ntiiig liquor without license authorize 
the Recorder to condemn the offender not 
"lily to a tine but also to the costs of 
pm.edition and to imprisonment if such
• "-is are not paid. Under this Act the of
fender may Is* ordered to pay the expense of 
conveying him to jail. But the order to pay 
these costs should be entered in the minute 
of the proeeedings and not merely in the 
warrant of commitment. If it is not the 
cm vietion will he quashed.

Anta.va v. Montreal. 13 Que. P.R. 273. 
Criminal law—Dominion order in coun- 

(ii 599 — “Prohibited area” — “De
liver in” — Circumstances showing, 
knowledge ce accused as to im
proper transportation of liquor and
Til XT HR CAUSED IT TO BE “DELIVERED"
—Defects in issue of mm wan* 
R X \T NOT affecttno conviction. 

British Columbia is a “prohibited area” 
’•"thin the meaning of the Dominion O.C. 
Vi '.Vi Accused was convicted “for that he 
ou ar about Dee. 1, 1918, at Fernie, . . .
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unlawfully did . . . cause intoxicating
liquor to be delivered at his residence . . . 
near Fernie, British Columbia, to wit: Five 
barrels of intoxicating liquor addressed to 
The Rexford Hotel, Rexford, Montana, and 
dated Nov. 1918, contrary to O.C. No. 689." 
The five barrels so addressed were found on 
Dec. 1, 1918, on the defendants premises 
I waring upon them the internal revenue 
stamps of the Cnited States. The date 
of the cancellation mark was Nov.. 191H. 
There was no evidence that accused sent or 
took or transported or caused to he sent or 
transported the liquor into the province. 
It was held that the words of the order in 
council “deliver in" any prohibited area or 
“cause to be so delivered" mean that any 

rson who knowing that the liquor has 
en improperly transported into British 

Columbia delivers it or causes it to be de
livered is guilty of an infraction of the 
order in council; that the circumstances of 
this case (the marks on the barrels, quanti
ty, etc. ) formed strong evidence both that 
the accused knexv that the liquor was im
properly brought in and that he caused it to 
lie delivered at his house and (accused pro
ducing no evidence) the conviction was sus 
tained. The search warrant under xvhich 
accused’s premises were searched was im
properly issued because the information 
was not signed, and no grounds of informa
tion and belief were disclosed, therefore the 
liquor was improperly seized: but the il
legality did not affect the conviction.

Roux v. Hewat, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 530. 
Criminal law —B.C. Prohibition Act — 

Selling liquor—Conviction for sec
ond offence — Motion to quash — 
Amending conviction and imposing 
punishment for iirst offence.

Upon an application to quash a convic
tion for a second offence of selling liquor in 
violation of the British Columbia Prohibi
tion Act, the conviction and xvarrant of com
mitment may he amended and the requisite 
punishment, for a first offence imposed. [R. 
v. Van Fleet. 38 D.L.R. 592, approved.] 
To allege in the information that there has 
lieen a previous convict ion for the same of
fence is not improper but is not necessary.

it. y. Maliska. [1919] 2 W.W.R. 378. 
affirming [1919] 1 W.W.R. 567.
Criminal law—British Columbia Act- 

Accused PLEADING OUII.TY TO HAVING 
LIQUOR IN POSSESSION—MAXIMUM FINK 
IMPOSED THROUGH MISAPPREHENSION OF
Magistrate—Appeal barked by s. 54 
—Application of section to bodies 
corporate — Interpretation Act, s. 
45—“Party” in said n. 54.

Appellant, an incorporated company, 
through its manager, pleaded guilty to hav
ing liquor in its possession, etc., and the 
magistrate inflicted the maximum fine of 
#1.0(M) under a misapprehension of the mean
ing of the Act, believing lie had no power to 
inflict a lesser fine. On appeal it was held : 
(1) That the fact that the appellant had
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pleaded guilty need not prevent the judge 
from allowing the appeal and reviewing the 
sentence; (2) the requirements of an affi- 
davit of merits, under h. .r)4 of the British 
Voluniliia Prohibition Act (which, having 
pleaded guilty, the Hppcllant eon Id not 
make) was a fatal objection against appel
lant. By reason of s. 45 of the Interpreta
tion Aet, this requirement applies to bodies 
corporate. In any ease, the word “party” 
m said s. 54 was, with doubt, held to in
clude a body corporate.

Flathead Motel Co. v. Hewat, | 1919] 1 I 
WAV.It. 4M.
Selling without licknrf—Conviction by

MA01HTHATK — FINDING OF FACT KY 
M AOIHTRATR,

R. V. Rossi. .1 O.W.N. 121. 20 O.W.R. *86. 
Conviction for helling vxi awfully—Liq

uor License Act—Summons and form 
of conviction.

|R. v. Mitchell, It) O.W.R. ,'.88, 2 O.W.N. 
1408, followed.]

It. v. Whitney, 2 O.W.N. 14111, It) O.W.R
888.

OFFF.NCK OF SKI. UNO—fiEN KRAI. SAI.E OB 
DISPARATE rales.

R. v. Sutherland, 2 O.W.N. 595, 18 O.W.
R. 280.
Rkffkai. to open iiar to inspector by per

son IN CHARtiK OF HOTKI.— PROPRIETOR 
AWAY FROM TOWN — I.IQUOB LhINSK
Act, s. 130.

Pacaud v. Perkins. 20 O.W.R. 803. 
Contract of sai.k- 1li.kgai.itt—Princi

pal AND AGENT.
St. Charles v. Vasa Hu, 9 K.L.R. 3.'»'».

(S 111 A—fill)—Unlawful rales—Liqi or
NOT CONTAINING SUFFICIENT ALCOHOL 
TO PRODITCK INTOXICATION.

The sale of liquor culled “temperance 
beer" containing so small a quantity of al
cohol as not to lie capable of producing in
toxication when drunk in large quantities, 
does not violate the Quebec License Law.

Collector of Revenue v. Demers, 13 D.L. 
R. 738, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 55.
Wiiat is a “disposal.”

The word “disposal” in s. 54. of the Liq
uor License Act, is used in a liberal sense 
and may or may not lie associated with 
selling, ami any transaetion respecting the 
physical change of possession of whiskey 
is ineludcNl under the term "disposal'’ and 
is prohibited by the Act, if accomplished 
during forbidden hours, and particularly 
if resorted to for the purpose of defeating 
the purposes of the statute.

R. v. Clarke, 9 D.L.R. 517, 27 O.L.R. 525, 
20 Can. Cr. Cas. 48ti.
Proof that intoxicating—Alcoholic per-

The Sales of Liquor Act (Susk.i specif
ically declares by s. 2, subs. 1, that every 
spiritous and every fermented and every 
malt liquor is within the prohibition of the 
aet. and it is therefore unnecessary as to 
such spiritous, fermented or malted liquor»

I to prove that they are intoxieating or that 
they contain more than 1 per cent of alco
hol and should therefore lie conclusively 

| deemed to Ik* intoxicating under that sub-

11. v. MePlierMîii. 2d D.L.R. 503, 25 Can. 
Ci. Cas. «g. 8 S.L.R. 412. 33 W.L.R. .'1, 
9 W.W.R. til3.
Unlawful hales—Ok what liquors—21 

per cent proof.
Where a wholesale bottler and seller of 

table waters sells a bottled beverage to 
a restaurant keeper in a local option town 
with warranty that they can lie resold by 
the buyer in the course of his business 
without thereby contravening the law, and 
where the buyer relying on such warranty 
keeps for sale in his business tin* commod
ity in question and is in consequence prose
cuted ami convicted and lined for "unlaw
fully keeping liquor lor the purpose of 
-ale, barter and traffic therein without the 
license therefore by law provided;” breach 
of tlie warranty is established upon proof 
that the lieverage contained more than 21 
per cent of proof spirits and was within 
the prohibition of tin- local option law.

Stephenson v. Sanitaria, 111 D.L.R. ti95, 
30 U.L.R. tiO.
Unlawful sales — Shop license — .Mini

mum quantity in unbroken pacb-

The holder of a shop license under the 
Liquor License Aet (Ont.) is improperly 
convicted of selling a less quantity than 3 
half-pints of liquor in a broken package on 
tilling the buyer's order for a half-pint of 
rum and a half-pint of gin to he mixed 
together where there was no appropriation 
of the goods to the sale or passing of the 
property therein to the buyer until the bot
tle. supplied by the seller as a container of 
the liquor ordered, had lieen securely corked 
and handed to the buyer ; such bottle is 
an “unbroken puckagc” under s. 2 (ni of 
Hit* Aet, sale of which by a shop licensee is 
authorized to a minimum of one-half pint.

Smith v. Ualpin, 23 Can. Cr. ( as. 318.
I \LAWFUL HALES—TEMPERANCE DRINKS—

Intoxicating principle — Quebec li
cense Law.

The selling of so-called temperance drink» 
is within the prohibition of the Quebec 
License Law if they contain any intoxicat
ing principle; evidence that the liquor in 
question contained from 3 to 5 per cent of 
proof alcohol and that Ibis would intox
icate is sufficient upon which to base a con
viction without proof that intoxication had 
resulted from the sales made.

Corriveau v. Simard, 18 D.L.R. 703. 23 
< an. Or. ( as. 150, 20 Rev, de dur. 178. 
“Tkmpkraxck” deer.

On an appeal by way of rehearing, from 
a magistrate's dismissal of a charge of sell
ing intoxicating liquor on the ground that 
the temperance beer in question was not 
shown to he intoxicating and that it con- 

I turned less than 21 per cent of proof epir-
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j't, in consequence of which there was no | 
statutory presumption that it was intox- 
i .iting, the judge rehearing the ease by 
, .usent ii|mn the aame depositions a* were 
i„ i »rr tlie magistrate, may find the alleged 
tvaiperanee lieer. which «outaineil over 2 
p-r i-eiit of proof spirite to have been In 
uixiiating. if he credits the unanswered 
testimony of a prosecution witness who hud 
i-msumed a quantity of the same brand,
I„>uglit from the accused, to the effect that 
ii, was intoxicating.

K. >. Willis. 25 tan. Cr. Ca*. ‘2117. 9 
WVV.R. Bill.

To support a conviction for keeping in- 
t-fxicating liquor for sale I nisei I oil the 
seizure in defendant’s restaurant of a qtiim- 
tity of hard cider, it must be shewn tlmt 
the cider sent for analysis and found to lie 
intoxicating within the Liquor License Act 
was a sample of the identical cider so 
seized, where there is no other evidence 
that what was seized was intoxicating.

I!, t. Hew son, 26 Van. Cr. Vas. 38, 9 
O.W.X. 449.
“SPISITOl'N ok MAI.T L1QI <>M.”

In a prosecution under Ontario Liquor 
I.ivense Act for illegally keeping liquor for 
sale, and prisif in support thereof that lager 
!>vr was sold hv the defendant and not 
merely purchased hv him as the agent of 
iliO'C who consumed it. the magistrate is 
to take judicial notice that beer is both a 
sjiiritous and a malt liquor, and conse
quently included in the definition of "liq 
u.ir" given by the Avt; and it was tinnec- 
essarv to take evidence as. to whether or 
nut it contained more than 2J per cent of 
proof spirits.

ii. \. Sinvnetti, *24 Can. C'r. Cas. 40. 34
O.L.R. 373. *
1 K1T10RA*1—JVDIC'IAt. NOTICE THAT WHIM- 

KEY IN TOXIC ATI Ml.
In considering an appeal by way of «-er- 

t :<>rari from a magisterial conviction 
nude under s. 91 of e. 39, 1913, the Sales 
•r" Liquor Act), the question for the judge 
is “Is there any evidence whatever to 
warrant the conviction!” Judicial notice 

i sen of the fact that Scotch whiskey is 
.m intoxicating liquor.

McPherson v. Morrison, ‘25 Van. Cr. Cas. 
6.1. V W.W.R. 164, 38 W.L.R. 386.
St ' BY I.ICKXSKK IX I'KOIIIRITEU QUANTITY.

An information under the Liquor License 
Vt (Man.) charging a wholesale licensee 
v/h selling bottled whiskey in a quantity 
less than one reputed quart bottle discloses 
1 lea-i an offence under s. 17 of that Act 
I-. -liable under the general penalty iin 

| i,y s. 17X. if it is not within the 
penalty of s. 159 for illegal sales without 
t • ri-quired license: consequently, prohibe 
ton will not lie in iesjieet of summary 
proceeding* upon sucli information where 
thv -ase has been remanded from time to 
t 'tm and the magistrate has not yet con- 
'■•ti'leil the hearing.

White v. Vuvunagh. 25 Can. Cr. Va*. 38.

•25 Man. L.R 024. 32 W.L.R. 432. 9 W.W
n. i*8.
(S III X— 57)—Obtaininu from « akhu-.h

— PROHIHITKII DISTRICT.
It is not an offence under the Nova 

Scotia Temperance Act. 19111, as amended 
1911, for the purchaser of liquor liought 
in a county under license to personally re 
ceive it from the express company on its 
arrival by railway at the town in which 
lie resides where the prohibition clauses of 
that Act are in effect: s. 30 of the Act, 
which prohibits sending liquor or bringing 
or causing it to be sent or brought applies 
to the person or agent sending the liquor 
by a common carrier to the person in the 
municipality which is not under license 
and to the jiersun carrying liquor for an 

1 other at either end of the transit, hut not 
to the purchaser personally taking deliv 
erv from the carrier as tlie consignee of 
liquor liought in a licensed district.

K. v. Puhiicover. *21 ILL. II. 203, 24 Van. 
Cr. Vas. 1, 49 N.8.K. 85.
(* III A—58)—Liability or uakkikrn—

h'XHKKMS AUK NT DKLIVKRIMI.
The effect of s. 25 of the Liquor Art, 

Alta., is that only the consignee himself 
is entitled to take delivery of liquor dur
ing its transit by express from a plan* out 
side of Allierta to an address in Allierta 
where the law permits it to lie received 
and kept; and wheat the express agent had 
attempted to make. delivery at the street 
address to which the consignment was 
hilled, hut, finding that the consignee was 
no longer there, sent an advice note by 
mail addre-s«sl to him, and, on the advice 
note lieing brought in by a person repre
senting himself to lie the consignee, deliv
ered the liquor to him at the express of. 
live, the express agent is liable to convic
tion for an infringement of the Act, if it 
lie shewn at the trial that the person to 
whom delivery was made was not the eon 
signee himself, but someone else whom he 
hail sent to get the liquor. The delivery 
not lieing at the street addreas, which was 
the destination of the package, the ac
cused Would Is* liable whether or not lie 
took reasonable precaution in having the 
person producing the advice note and re
ceiving the goods identified as the eon

1$. v. Henford. 34 D.L.R. 706. 28 Can. 
Cr. Caw. 4L
Temps:ranc-K Act—Liqi or kor pkiiminai

UNE.
The exception created by subs. (2) of s. 

117 as to intoxicating liquor “sent, 
shipped, brought or carried to any per
son" for his personal use does uot apply 
to a persou who personally brings liquor 
for his own use into a county where Part 
II. of the Canada Temperance Act is in 
force; consequently a conviction is proper
ly made under s. 117 (r| where the ne 
«•used brought the liquor in by railway
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as his pirsoual baggage although intend
ing it solely for his own uw,

It. v. Swart#, 27 Can. Cr. Can. 90, 37 
O.L.R. 103.
CRIMINAL LAW — r.lUHSH COLUMBIA I'BU- 

iiini i io.\ Act, s. 11—•11avi.no" i.iyi on 
OWNER A.NU ACCOMPANIED BY OWNER—
No "possession”—Conviction bad. 

Appellant was charged with "having liq
uor in » place other than the dwcllilighuuae 
in which he resided." Une, 11., Iiad some 
liquor in an unlawful place, lie engaged 
appellant to move it, apparently with some 
other stulT, to another place. Appellant 
knew he was moving liquor. 11. accom
panied him during the removal. Held ap
pellant was improperly convicted. The 
word "have" an Used in the Act, denotes pos
session and it must he an actual physical 
possession; which appellant did nut have, 
il. had possession aim never parted with it. 

lligattiui v. Dixon, [lUlUJ 1 WAV.11. 464. 
111 A—59)—Unlawful sales—Liabil 
n v or proprietor ua occupant i .m-
i‘LOVEE ACTING AS CUSTOM KB's AGENT lO

Illegal sale ot intoxicating liquors on un
licensed premises is nut made out against 
a restaurant proprietor where his employee 
merely acts as the agent ot the customer iu 
going out at the latter"s request to buy 
liquors to be consumed in the restaurant 
and receives for that purpose the exact 
amount disbursed or to bp disbursed, where 
the consumption of liquor in restaurante 
nut having liquor licenses was not in itself 
illegal nor did the circumstances disclose 
any attempt at evasion ui the liquor laws. 
IK. v. Hegeotas, 22 Can. Cr. I as. 113, 8 
D.L.U. 1032, approved.]

O'Sullivan v. Alichus, 18 D.L.U. 701, 23
Can. Cr. Cas. 18Ü.
1J ABILITY OF OCCUPANTS—A Cl 8 OF EM FLOY*

The summary conviction of the occupant 
for the illegal sale of liquors made by the 
employee in contravention of the Liquor 
License Ordinance, Alta., 1915, e. 89, be
cause of the statutory liabilities of the 
occupant under s. 05 ot that Act, is a bar 
to the subsequent prosecution of the em
ployee iu respect of such sale; it is open to 
the prosecution to proceed with one charge 
against all responsible tor the sale, or 
agruinst any of them, for the one penalty, 
hut not against each for a separate penalty. 
[It. v. W illiams, 42 l .C.<?.!$. 402, and Ex 
parte Kelly, 32 N'.B.K. 271, applied.J 

It. v. Martin, 28 D.L.R. à78, 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 42, 9 A.L.R. 285, 33 W.L.R. 809, 1» XV. 
W.K. 1317.
Unlawful sales—Liability of resta vr- 

ANT WAITER—PURCHASE FROM LICENSED 
premises—Agent of customer—B.C. 
Municipal Act, K.S.B.C. 1011, c. 170, 
s. 318. si ns.

R. v. BegH.ia., 8 D.L.R. 1032. 22 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 113, 18 B C.lt. 123, 2 W.W.R. 328.

I ONTBim HON BY SEVERAL TO BUY LIQUORS—
Liability of occupant where lhjvobs
CONSUMED.

On a charge under the Liquor License 
Ordinance, Alta., of selling intoxicating 
liquor without a license, the effect of #. 115, 
subs. 3, of the ordinance is that proof of 
vonsumption of the liquor on the premises 
of the accused by a group of people gath
ered together merely for the purpose of 
drinking, is made conclusive evidence of 
selling, and testimony that the persons «> 
assembled had each contributed to the cost 
of the liquor and sent for it by messenger 
is not admissible to displace the statutory 
presumption. [R. v. Lightburne, 4 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 358, followed.]

K. v. Kimuluk, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 136, 31
W.L.R. 577.
Inability of occupant of premises—Ille

gal SALE BY STRANGER TIIEBKON EOU 
FUTURE DELIVERY—O.M’S AS 10 AUTHOR- 
IZATIOX—PintSOX “HUKFT.RED" TO BE OK 
REMAIN ON TUB PREMISES.

Where future delivery is to be made else
where there must lie more than the casual 
presence in the defendant's store of the pci 
son said to have there contracted for the 
illegal Mile of liquor and to have there re
ceived the price of same, to living the store
keeper within the provisions of ». 50 of the 
Liquor Act, 1916. Alta., declaring the “oem- 
puiit" of the store personally liable to the 
penalty notwithstanding the sale cannot lie 
proved to have been made by the directions 
of the occupant. The proprietor of a drug 
store is not liable under the Act for a sale 
»o contracted for without his knowledge by 
a person not connected with the store, and 
the statutory presumption of s. 56 does not 
apply to make a person whose acts other
wise would indicate * liât he was merely a 
customer or casual caller, and as to whom 
no appearance of employment was testified 
to. a person who is “suffered to he or re
main in or upon the premises of such occu
pant," so as to place the onus upon the 
proprietor of disproving tin* charge. The 
prosecution has still to prove general em
ployment or general agency so as to raise 
the statutory presumption of specific au
thority or specific agency in the particular

R. v. Dominion Drug Stores (No. 2), 31 
« an. Cr. « as. 86. [1919] 2 W.W.R. 413. af
firming 44 D.L.R. 382, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 318,
11919] 1 W.W.R. 285.
Liability of property owners and ocru-

The effect of s. 112 of the Ontario Liquor 
License Act (amendments of 1907 and 
1908) is to make liable for illegal sales of 
intoxicating liquor by his tenant on bis 
premises in a local option district an owner 
of unlicensed hotel premises resident else
where and having no knowledge of the in
fraction of the liquor laws, by reason of 
the enactments contained in that statute 
that "in the event of the premises being
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un unlicensed tavern the owner who per- 
mits any part of it in which liquor is sold 
„r kept for sale to be occupied by any other 
person shall be “conclusively presumed” to 
I* an ’‘occupant” thereof and that an "occu
pant'’ shall lie personally liable for any of
fence committed on the premises by any i 
[„ non who is sulfered to remain ui>ou the ! 
premises. [7 Edw. VU., (Ont.) c. 46, s. 5,
.... amended 8 Edw. VII., c. 54, a. 6, coii- 
htrued; K. v. Bradley, 13 O.W.R. 3V, ap-
pruxe,l.] zi

Ihe King v. Bradley, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
110. 3 U.VV.N. 58.
LIABILITY OF OCX.'UP AM’S—EFFECT OF CON-

The disqualification of a member of a 
municipal council under the Liquor License 
Act. C.S.N.B. 1903, c. 22, s. 61. on his con
viction for knowingly committing any uf- 
nnie against the Act, does not apply where 
the conviction was not expressed to be for 
an offence ’‘knowingly” committed, and 
might have been for the illegal sale of liq
uor by another without his knowledge oil 
premises of which he was the occupant and 
a- to which he might on that account be 
liable to conviction under the act apart 
from any guilty knowledge on his part; the 
court hearing a motion to quash the cuun- 
cil's resolution on the ground that it was 
passed on the invalid vote of the convicted 
member is under no duty to examine the 
proceedings before the magistrate to ascer- 
tain therefrom whether or not the offence 
-vas knowingly committed, the duty of find
ing upon that question being one primarily 
for the magistrate.

Ex parte Murchie; R v. Gloucester, 24 
Can. Cr. Vas. 228.
Liability of occupant—Presumption on 

fi.xdi.no liquors under search waii-

v'ni'section 49 of s. 49 of the Nova Scotia 
Temperance Act, as*ameiided by N.S. Acts 
1911. <-. 33 s. 14, is within the legislative 
Jtiwers of a provincial legislature in mak- 
ing the finding of intoxicating liquor under 
a search warrant prima facie evidence of 
keeping for <ile in contravention of the Act, 
although sales to persons outside of the 
province are not within the prohibition of 
flic N.S. Temperance Act. and this statutory 
i resumption will apply without any allega- 
1 ion or proof on the part of the prosecution 
that the keeping for sale was not for the 
1 <iipo>v of selling solely to persons outside 
the province.

R. V. lloare. 24 Cfta. Cr. Cas. 279, 49 N.
8.R. 119.
Responsibility — Municipality — Seuz-

l RE OF INTOXICATING LIQUORS—PlUv
si m p iton—Foreiiixkrs—Manners and 
CUSTOMS—ILLEOAL ARREST—RATIFICA
TION— C. civ. art. 1058—Section ref., 
119091 arts. 1097, 1098.

When a Pole, on the occasion of the bap
tism of one of his children, has gathered in 
his home his relatives, friends and country-
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men to the number of 60 or 80 persons, 
and following the usages and customs of his 
country lias brought there to entertain 
them, 85 or 90 gallons of beer, and sev
eral bottles of whiskey as well as food, the 
chief of police and constables of a munici
pality, where a prohibition law exists, have 
no right to enter the house, disperse the 
guests ami seize all the intoxicating liquor# 
found there. To do so they cannot justify 
themselves either by the authority of arts. 
1097, 1098, R.S.Q. 1909, which provide that 
the |H)ssession of u large quantity of intoxi
cating liquors raises the presumption that 
it is held for the purpose of sale, or on 
account of the noise and quarrelling of tin* 
guest among themselves. In this ease, the 
municipality, in prosecuting this Pole sev
eral days uiterwards, for having kept intox
icating liquor for the purpose of sale, 
(which charge was thrown out) has up 
proved and ratified the act of its constables 
and assumed the responsibility therefore, it 
is liable for damages.

Kinkuk v. St. Pierre, 56 Que. S.C. 43. 
Permitting drunkenness “to take place.”

The offence of permitting drunkenness to, 
take place in the house of the accused (Al- 
Iverta Liquor Act, s. 36) involves something 
more than merely permitting drunkenness 
to exist on the premises; there must lie 
proved against the accused some act or de
fault. on his part conducing to or continu
ing the drunkenness of the person who was 
allowed to remain on his premises while

R. v. Pomerleau, 35 D.L.R. 33, 28 Can. 
Ci. Cas. 7, [1917J 1 W.W.H. 1457. 
Permitting drunken persons in hotel.

A summary conviction of an hotel keeper 
for permitting drunken persons to meet on 
his premises contrary to the Liquor Act, 
Alta., 1916, will lie quashed if the evidence 
shews that the hotelkeeper did everything 
which could reasonably be expected during 
severe weather conditions in getting th« 
drunken persons to leave the hotel without 
placing them in peril by an immediate 
eject incut.

R. v. Creighton. 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 161, 
11917] 3 W.YV.R. 499.
(§ 111 A—59a)—Liability of telegraph 

operator sending order for liquor.
Where it was shewn upon the trial of a 

telegraph operator for selling liquor con
trary to law, that upon being asked if he 
hu<l any liquor, he told his questioner that 
he had not, but that he could telegraph for 
a bottle, which he did, but signed the tele
gram with the name of the other party, and 
the bottle was sent to the latter who paid 
the accused therefor, the purchaser not 
knowing to whom to apply for the liquor 
and tlie accused taking an active part in 
the matter, it was sufficient to warrant the 
trial justice to conclude that the accused
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did îeceive an order for tin* liquor ami that 
he placed it with the dealer.

R. v. O’Coimur, .‘l D.L.R. 23, 20 Can. Cv. 
Cas. 76, 3 O.W.X. «40. 21 O.W.K. OBI.

B. Sai.e» by clubs and their agents.
(§ III B—(HI)—Club building—li rihihc-

TION OF MAGISTRATE.
On an information under the Nova Scotia 

Temperance Act against a memlter of a club 
for unlawfully keeping liquor in the club 
building, the question is one of fact to he 
determined by the stipendiary magistrate, 
no question of jurisdiction ari-es on which 
a writ of prohibition van issue. | llawes \. 
Hart, 18 X.S.R. 42. distinguished, i

The King ex rel. Burns v. Fielding, 40 
D.Ii.R. 246, 52 N.S.II. 08, 20 Can. Cr. ( as. 
203.
Statutory prencm ption.

A Isiat moored on a river is a “place" or 
“premises" within s. 45 of the Liquor Li
cense Act, R.S.O. 1014, e. 215. so as to bring 
into operation the statutory presumption of 
keeping liquor for sale where tlie I mal is 
controlled by a club and it is proved that 
liquor is consumed there.

li. v. Iliminelspach, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 381,
•i n \\ \ It,
Criminal law—British Columbia Pro 

hihitiox A<-r. »s. in. 35. 38. 30. 41—• 
K nowledge and consent of accused— 
OnU» of proof—Doctrine of iifakon-
A RLE DOUBT.

For an accused to lie found guilty of an 
offence under sa. 10. 30 or 41 of the British 
Columbia Prohibition Act. personal knowl
edge and consent must lx* Iwoiight home to 
him. Section 35 dues not apply to a charge 
nf selling, hut only to a charge of keeping 
for sale. Notwithstanding the provisions of 
s lid Act relating to the shifting of the onus 
of proof, the doctrine of reasonable doubt 
still prevails; and if the Crown's whole 
ease consists of inferences to he drawn hv 
virtue of ss. 35. 3D. 41. denial hv accused 
of any knowledge or consent, which denial 
raises a reasonable doubt in. though il may 
not convince, the mind of the court, just i- 
ties the acquittal of accused. Section 38 of 
said Act is not limited in its application to 
hotel keepers. That section presupposes 
knowledge and consent on the part of the 
occupant whereby authority and direction 
may la* presumed ; hut it is material to the 
guilt of the occupant that there is knowl
edge and consent.

Northern Chili & Cafe Co. v. Whimster, 
| IBID] 3 W.W.R. 411.
Incorporated club—Kvahion of Act.

The King v. Bvng, 44 N.S.R. 524. 0 E. 
L.R 215.

C. Salks by agent, clerk or partner.
(S III C—65)—Unlawful sale contracts

—Sales hy agent.
Knowledge of the agent making sales of 

liquor in hulk for a nonresident seller, that 
the buyer intended to resell same in a dis 
trie! in which its delivery hy resale would
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lie illegal as contravening the Nova Scotia 
Tem|H*rance Act, lnltl. will be imputed to 
the non resident principal so as to debar 
him from recovery in Nova Scotia in an ac
tion for goods sold or delivered or ujion 
bills of exchange given for the price.

Wilson v. Mayflower Bottling Co., 14 U. 
L.B. 711. 47 N.S.R. 441, 13 K.L.K. 489.
I .XLAWFUL 8AI.EN BY CLERK OF COMPANY—

Liability of president.
The president of a company dealing in 

intoxicating liquors may lie convicted of 
shipping liquor in violation of the Canada 
Temperance Act, although the shipment waa 
made by a clerk, but on an order received 
directly by the president.

R. v. Ilùlvoke; Ex parte McIntyre, 13 D. 
L.R. 225. 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 422. 42 X.B.K. 
136, 13 K.L.R. 2111.
Agents or servants—Affidavit negativ

ing OFFENCE ON TAKING APPEAL.
Where the alliduv it required from the ap

pellant on appealing from a summary con
viction under the Liquor License Act, It.S.S. 
19UD, c. 130, negativing the offence refers to 
agents and servants in the plural while the 
statute requires the affidavit tlmt the ap
pellant did not, hy himself “or hy his agent, 
servant, or employee," etc., commit the of
fence, the variance is not fatal to the ap
peal. as the affidavit must Ik* construed as 
including the agents, etc., individually as 
well as collectively.

R. v. Curran, 1» D.L.IL 120, 22 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 388.
Sale by employee of license hoijieb to

PERSON OF PROHIBITED CLASS—CRIMI
NAL LIABILITY OF KM PLOVER.

A hotel keeper holding a liquor license U 
liable to conviction under the Indian Act 
(Can. I tor unlawful sales of liquor made to 
Indians by his employees within the gen
eral scope of their employment although he 
had expressly forbidden his employees to 
sell to Indians. *

R. v. Verdi, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 47. 
Unlawful sale»—Liability of principal

FOR OFFENCE OF AGENT.
The act of a bartender in selling liquor 

to Indians in contravention of the Indian 
Act, R.S.C. 1606. v. 81, is one within the 
scope of his ostensible authority and the 
hotel keeper who employed him may lie 
convicted for it. [Police Commissioners v. 
( art limn, [1896] 1 Q.B. 655. followed; R. v. 
(See, 5 ('an. Cr. Cas. 148 distinguished.]

It. v. Ijabrie. 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 349.
IIKIIFJIS SOLICITED BY UNLICENSED PERSON.

The solicitation of" an order for liquors 
within Saskatchewan to he supplied hy an 
unlicensed person from a point outside is 
an offence under R.S.K. c. 130, s. 13. and no 
recovery can Ik* had in Saskatchewan upon 
hills of" exchange representing the price of 
the liquors supplied pursuant to the order 
so obtained Iteeause of the prohibition hy 
that statute of actions founded on a contra
vention thereof; and this although the 
plaintiffs had a licensed traveller who could
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I«—allv have taken the defendant's order but, 
i.uiiur to that traveler’s illness, an otlicer 
,,f tin- plaintiff company, not himHelf li- 
,, n-iit a» u commercial traveler for liquors, 
t(Hik the order in bin stead.

Miang v. MrKwen, 28 Vau. Ur. Uae. 446,
[ |<il71 3 W.W.U. 31U.
I.iyi or License Act (Que.)—Violation

BY AGENT— R KKI1.L1 N G OK BOTTLES.
White v. Leet, 18 Can. Cr. Caa. 337. 

t ill C—07 ) —< tanEiis — Forwarding to 
DKALKH OUTSIDE I’KOVINCE.

It i- an offence under the Ontario Tem
perance Art to receive in Ontario on behalf 
, i u liquor dealer in another province an 
order for liquor for beverage purposes to 
l,i- lilted by -eliding the liquor by express 
directly from the outside province to the 
ni'tomer; the offence of receiving the order 
would I* complete even if the liquor were
“V;. McKvoy, 28 Van. Cr. las. 13», 38 
O.L.H. 202.
• I’t kciiasebs’ agent" — Transmission ok i 

ORDER IO SELLER OUT OF PROVINCE-- I
" I raxsaction in liquor."

The true meaning of as. 42, 1311 of the 
Ontario Temperance Act, 1910, when read 
together, is: “We cannot and do not in
tend to prohibit dealing with merchants 
abroad, but we can and do prohibit all can
vassing and soliciting of orders for liquor 
within this province, no matter whence the 
liquor is to come.” Vauvassiug or solicit
ing is not a “transaction in liquor" within 
s. 139—it is a separate act from which a 
transaction may result. A motion to quash 
a conviction for receiving an order for in
toxicating liquor for beverage purposes, con
tra ry to s. 42, was refused, notwithstand
ing the signing of a document which gave 
the dealing the ap|>earance of a "transac
tion in liquor" through a "purchasers' 
agent” for a vendor abroad. Whether it 
was a real transaction or a sham was a 
question for the magistrate, and there was 
evidence on which he could convict.

It. v. Toy ne, 38 O.L.R. 224.
Soliciting orders—Distribution ok circu-

I he defendant undertook the distribution 
of certain circulars in a city, lie employed 
a man, who left, at the houses of citizens 
envelopes with enclosures. Kaeh envelope 
hail upon it the name and address of a per
son in I in Halo, New York. Enclosed in each 
envelope was a list of alcoholic liquors and 
the name of the person in Buffalo. On the 
hack of the list was a form of order, ad- 
dressed to the person in Buffalo. The agent 
knew what was in the envelopes—the actual 
distributor did not. Neither of them took 
order-, nor was either of them authorized 
to do so: — Held, that what was done 
amounted to soliciting orders for beverage 
purposes, within the meaning of e. 42 of the 
Ontario Temperance Act, 6 Ueo. V., c. SO.

v. Lynch Staunton. 41 O.L.R. 317, 30 
Van. Cr. Can. 209.

order kuk liquor—Shipped from without 
province—Agent.

The accused applied by way of rule nisi 
to quash a conviction under the Manitoba 
Act (c. 60, 7 lieo. V. ) providing that no 
person shall, within Manitoba, lake or re
ceive any order or instruction for the pur
chasing or supplying ol liquor for beverage 
purposes within the province. The accused 
was supplied, as an agent, by one W., with 
money with which the accused was to ob
tain liquor for W. There was nothing to 
shew that the name or place of residence 
of the jieihoii who was to supply the liquor 
was known or mentioned. The liquor was 
shipped by the vendors from outside the 
province to YV. at Winnipeg. Held, that 
the application should be dismissed.

It. v. Shaw, 29 Van. Ur. Uaa. 130, 28 Man. 
L.1I. 32.», |1»17| 3 W.W.U. 798.

I). By druggists.
(S III 1)—70)—Medicated intoxicant— 

"Drinks and drinkable liquids 
which are intoxicating”—Intkkphe-

A sjH'cial finding by the trial magistrate 
that an elixir preparation contained siilii- 
eieut medication to prevent its use as an 
alcoholic beverage and no more alcohol than 
was necessary to keep its component parts 
in solution negatives his (hiding that it is 
liquor as defined in the Manitoba Tem|M'r- 
ahoe Act. «• Gee. V. 1916, e. 112, by reason 
of its containing over 2J per cent of proof 
spirits and negatives bis finding that it is 
a "drinkable liquid" which is intoxicating. 
The intention of the Act is not to include 
such a preparation in its prohibition of 
sales of “drinks and drinkable liquida which 
are intoxicating.” | R. v. MacLean, 40 D. 
L.R. 443, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 270, approved 
and followed.]

R. v. Dojacek, 49 D.L.K. 30, 31 Can. Cr. 
Caa. 224, (1919J 2 W.W.U 007.
Patent Medicine Act. t

A manufacturer registered aa a proprietor 
of a patent medicine under the Proprietary 
or Patent Medicine Act, 1908, e. 50 (('an.), 
cannot be proaecuted under the Sales of 
Liquor Act (Sank.) for selling it, even if 
it contain* a higher percentage of alcohol 
than that, permitted by the Proprietary or 
Patent Medicine Act. The proper course 
would be a prosecution under the latter Act.

R. v. Druggist Sundries Co., 31 D.L.R. 
761. 9 S L R. 441. 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 346.
11917] 1 W.W.U. 681.
Unlawful sale by druggist—Conviction 

—Right of appeal — Stated case— 
Alta. Liquor Act.

A druggist convicted of an offence under 
the Alberta Liquor Act has the right to an 
appeal by way of stated case under a. 41, 
subas. 2 and 8, of the Act.

R. v. Weinfield, 47 D.L.R. 86, 31 Can. Cr. 
Caw. 103, 11019] 2 W.W.U. 680.
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I'M.AMFUL KhM’IMi FOR SALK MY DRUGGIST 

—INVALID'S PORT WINK—ONTARIO Tem-
perance Act- Dominion Proprietary 
Oil Patk vi Mkdkineh Ac I — Scope ok
PROVINCIAL POWKRH—SUMMARY tCONVIC
TIONS Act—Right of appeal—(ekii-

i:. v. Warnc Drug Co., 37 D.L.K. 788, 40 
O.L.R. 46», 20 Can. Cr. Can. 384.
Medicated wine.

A patent medicine registered under the 
1‘roprietary and Patent Medicine Act, 100M, 
c. 66, ((Can.) which contains more than 24 
per cent proof spirits, hut is so medicated 
as to cause nausea and sickness liefore in
toxication ia not an intoxicating liquor 
within the meaning of the Alberta Liquor 
Act ( i»l6. c. 4. b. 23).

It. v. Maclean. 40 DUR. 443, 13 A.L.R. 
214. 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 270, [1018] 2 W.W.R. 
154.
PROPRIETARY Mum infs Act— Manufau 

•Ivbkb'n license—Company.
A manufacturer’s certilicate granted un

der the Proprietary Medicine Act. (Can. < 
for the manufacture of invalid port xvine 
containing a high percentage of alcohol, is 
not available by tv ay of justification for the 
manufacture of the same product hy a com
pany other than the registered one, even 
with the latter’s consent, where the manu
facture and sale would infringe a provincial 
liquor law Imt for the registration.

R. v. Redman, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 304. 
[1018] 1 W.W.R. 572.
COBPOKATION AS DIM 0(11ST—"LIQUOR”—Vai-

ent Mkmctnb Act.
The defendant, a corporation, kept a drug 

store at liegina. and in the course of liusi 
ness sold a liquid known as “Kennedy’s 
Tonic Port.” A magistrate convicted the 
defendant of selling liquor contrary to the 
(Saskatchewan Temperance Act (1017. c. 
25», and imposed a fine of *100 under s, 24 
of the Act. holding the defendant to Ik* a 
druggist and therefore within that section, 
'the defendant appealed. Held, that as the 
evidence shewed that the liquid contained 
more than 2V per cent of proof spirits, it 
must lie “conclusively deemed to be intoxi
cating'’ under a. 2 (1) of the Act. and as 
the evidence further shewed that it mbs 
capable of human consumption, it was “liq
uor" within the meaning of that Act. That 
as the defendant lieing a corporation mbs 
not capable of registration under the Phar
macy Act, it was not a druggist and Mas 
not therefore within the protection of the 
order in-council of the Province of Saskat
chewan of April 24. 1917. nor was it indeed 
w ithin the protection of that order-in-coun
cil on the evidence as the liquid did not 
contain “sufficient medication or sufficient 
treatment to prevent its use as an alcoholic 
I leverage." That since the enactment of 7 
A 8 (leo. V.. c. 30 (4d), registration under 
the Proprietary or Patent Medicine Act. 7 
A 8 Kdw. VII., c. 5(1 (Can.I. is not an an 
awr to a charge of want of compliance w ith

2588
a provincial statute. That the defendant 
had been properly convicted, but not l>eing 
a druggist the minimum fine that could be 
imposed was $500 as provided by sh. 20 una 
27. and l bat its fine must be increased ac
cordingly.

R. v. Campbell's Pharmacy, 11 S.L.R. 23| 
[1918] 2 W.W.R. 794.
Intoxicating l.iyvoa Act. 1916—Oktfncb 

i mifk—Pabtnkbh—Joint conviction 
The defendants, who were in partnership 

as druggists, were convicted for an offence 
under the Intoxicating Liquor Act, 1910, 
and Mere fined $25 and costs, and in de 
fault of payment, imprisonment for 2 
months. Held, on certiorari, that the of
fence being several in its nature the penalty 
ought to have been imposed on the defend 
ante severally and the conviction should be 
quashed, [tix parte lloM-ard 1 Crungle, 25 
X.B.R. 191 followed.]

The King v. Vroom, Ex parte Johnston, 
46 VB.lt. 336.
Ontaoiu Temperance Act—Conviction or

OKI TRUST FOR WTIitO INTOXICATING LlQ 
lOK FOB SALE FOR OrIIKB THAN STRICT 
I.Y MEDICINAL PVRP08E8 — MOTION TO 
QUASH — PKF.I.IillNARY OBJECTION —
Right of appeal under s. 92 (2)— 
Right to certiorari taken away— 
Ontario Summary Convictions Act. 
R.S.O. 1914. c. 90, h. 10 (3).

R. v. Breen, 13 O.W.N. 100.
The Saskatchewan Temperance Act — 

Penalty fob violation by iikuguiht’*
CLERK OR ASSISTANT—ABSENCE OK AFFI
DAVIT OK MERITS ON CERTIORARI—RluHT 
OF COURT TO LOOK AT PROCEEDINGS — 
ON UN ON ACCUSED TO PROVE TO MAGIR- 
TRATK HE MAS DRCOGIKT’H CLERK OB
assistant—M agistrate's bight of di>
CISHIN ON THE EVIDENCE.

A druggist’s clerk or assistant can only 
lie convicted for violation of the Saskatche
wan Temperance Act under h. 42 thereof ami 
ii- therefore only liable to a penalty of $100. 
\\ here a conviction under the Naskatche 
wan Temperance Act sentencing accused to 
a fine of $200 and costs and imprisonment 
complied m ith the M'ording provided in form 
!•’. in the schedule of the Act but it was 
impossible from a reading of the conviction 
to say whether accused was convicted un 
der »s. 24. 27, or 42, in a proceeding by
way of habeas corpus and for certiorari in 
aid thereof, though on an application by 
way of habeas corpus the court is not sup
posed to go outside the warrant of convic
tion and though the certiorari proceedings 
did not comply with the Act because the 
applicant had not filed an affidavit of merits 
under s. 59, it was held that the court was 
entitled to look at the proceedings to as
certain whether or not accused mbs convict
ed as a clerk or assistant (in which case he 
was subject to a less penalty and Mitliout 
imprisonment I rather than as u druggist or 
unauthorized person, as it could not have 
been the intention of the legislature under
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M, 57, 59, to deprive an accused when il- 
!,".m 11 v sentenced to imprisonment of hi* le
gal remedy. The sale of liquor having I wen 
proved, the onus is on accused to prove to 
the magi.-trnte that he waa an assistant 
,,r ,lerk and liable only to the penalty ap
ple-able to #uch and the magistrate has a 
discretion to decline to hold that the ap
pointment as clerk has lievn proved.

I!.. Kennedy, 11018) 3 W.W.B. 777.
(§ HI D—721—Unlawful hales—"Spec-

UI.I.Y LU'KNHKO URUUOIHTS OB VEX-
imits"—Sacrament ai. purposes.

Vuder s. 118 of the Canada Temperance 
Ait, R.S.C. lOOti. e. 152. the sale of wine 
bv a “specially licensed druggist or ven- 
d’t»r" for sacramental purposes upon a cler
gyman- certificate may l»e of an unlimited 
ipiantitv.

K. v. McAllister. 14 D.L.R. 430, 22 Can. 
Cr. Vas. 166.

III D—73)—Unlawful balks—Sale on
PHYSICIAN'S CERTIFICATE — CANADA
Tem pkrance A</t.

Under s. 110 of the ( anada Temperance 
\ t, use. 1906, c. 168, the sale for medi

cinal ii-e of intoxienting liquor ujioii the 
vertilicate of a "legally i|iialifled physician 
having no interest in the Hale” may (by 
analogy to a. 118 of the A'-t a* to sacra
mental nine i lw of an unlimited quantity. 
The permission for the sale "for medical 
purposes” of intoxicating liquor on the cer
tificate of a “legally qualified physician 
having no interest in the sale” grunted by 
s. 110 of the Canada Temperance Act. It. 
fv( . 1000, c. 152, muv include a medical 
provision for contingencies which may not 
nave arisen at the time of the application 
for the certificate. The penalty prescribed 
against physicians by s. 126 of the Canada 
Temperance Act, R.S.C. 1006. c. 152. read 
with s. 110, is for giving a certificate for 
other than strictly medical pur|»o»e« and the 
offence in no way depends upon the sulise- 
'(lient use which may he made of the liquor 
which may be obtained by means of the cer
tificate, and where such certificate is given 
hoim tide and with reasonable discretion 
anil upon professional grounds for “strictly 
n^'lical purposes,” the physician is pro-

I! v. McAllister, 14 D.L.R. 430. 22 Can. 
<>. ( as. Mit».
Pm Ml IAN'S LIABir.ITY FOR IS SUT NO ÜXI.AW-

H I PRESCRIPTIONS IN EVASION OK PRO-
HIKITORY LAW.

\ conviction of a physician for “unlaw- 
fullv giving prescriptions in evasion or vio
lation of the Ontario Temperance Act con
trary to s. 51” will he quashed as made 
" i'hoiit proof of any offence if there was no 
evidence that the prescription was given to 
anyone in evasion or violation of the Act 
exiept that 261 liquor prescriptions were 
*hewn to have been issued by the accused 
within 30 days.

K. x. Madaren, 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 210. 39
0LR. 416

Ontario Temperance Act — Illegal pre
SCRIPTIOX BY PHYSICIANS—FINDING AS 
TO PHYSICIAN’S BELIEF IN ACTUAL NEED 
OF PATIENT.

It is a question of fact whether a physician 
prescribing intoxicating liquor for a pa
tient under the Ontario Temperance Act did 
or did not believe that the case was one “of 
actual need” and that the use of liquor by 
the patient was "necessary" (6 (ieo. V. Ont. 
c. 50, s. 51). If there is any evidence lie- 
fore the magistrate to warrant his finding 
that the physician did not honestly believe 
that the occasion was one of “actual need.” 
his finding should not he disturbed.

R. v. Rankin, 31 Van. Cr. Cas. 275, 45 
O.L.R. 96.
(§ III D—74)—Prohibition Act, N.B.— 

Practising physician having liquor 
in ms possession— Professional re
QUIBEMENTS—QUANTITY ALLOWED.

The intention of the N.B. Prohibition Act 
(1616, 6 Gw. V, c. SO), is that a duly 
registered physician should have the right 
to obtain liquor from anyone holding a 
wholesale license, or from any retail licensee 
under the Act, in sufficient quantities to 
meet his professional requirements and to 
till such prescriptions as lie may consider 
it necessary to give, and there is no limit 
upon the quantity sutit physician may have 
at any one time in his possession for auch 
purpose.

The King v. Ritchie; Ex parte Baxter. 4.1 
D.L.R. 461, 31 Can. Cr. C'a». 302, 46 N.B. 
R. 224.
Unlawful sai.es—By “physicians them-

SELVES, CHEMISTS OR ORDINARY DRUG-
gists”—Canada Temperance Act.

Under s. 125 of the Canada Temperance 
Act, R.S.C. 1906. c. 152, the sale of spiritu
ous liquors or alcohol by physicians them
selves, chemists or druggists, who are not 
“specially licensed vendors” (under ss. 118, 
119) is restricted to the ten-ounce quan
tity.

R. v. McAllister, 14 D.L.R. 430, 22 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 166.

E. TO PROHIBIT!® PERSONS.
(8 III E—75)—Professional examination 

—Illegal prescription — Delivery — 
Person not entitled to receive—Lia
bility of carrier.

A prescription for liquor given by a phy
sician for the use of the applicant’s chil
dren who have not been professionally ex
amined by him is illegal under the New- 
Brunswick Intoxicating Liquor Act, (6 (ieo. 
V. c. 20.) Hie wife of the party obtaining 
the prescription is not a party entitled to 
receive the liquor, and anyone who inno
cently and in perfect good faith carries the 
liquor and delivers it to her, is guilty of 
“carrying liquor" and liable under the Act, 
although such liquor was administered to 
the children on the advice of a doctor.

The King v. V room ; Ex parte Mertiiai t, 
49 D.L.R. 5.
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UNIAWKUL SALES—WHOLESAIK TO PROHIIt- ! 

rt'RD PERSONS—AIINKNCB OF LICENSE— ,
Notheffect of.

Where a wholesale bottier ami seller of I 
taille water» sells some of tile commodity 
to il restaurant keeper in a lovai option 
lowii with warranty that it is “nnnintoxi- 
eating hop ale,” and knowing that the buyer ! 
intended to serve it to his eiistomers al
though having no license to sell intoxicat
ing liquor, there is in efleet a warranty that 
the ale was such that it could lie sold liy 
the buyer in the course of his business with
out thereby contravening the provisions of 
the Liquor License Act (Ont. I, where In* 
proceeded to so deal with the ale believing 
that it was not an intoxicating liquor.

Stephenson v. Sanitaria, hi D.I..JL fitl.'i. 
.10 O.L,.It. tm.
IX I KKIHCTION — DRUNKENNESS — FAMILY 

rOVNl'ILR—SUSPENSION OK .IVIHiMKXT 
—(’.( '. ART. 33(la.

V\ lien it is established that an individual 
is habitually drunk, that the council of the 
family is pronounced against interdiction, 
and that the respondent appears to lie try
ing to correct himself of this fault, the 
court may, on a request for inhibit ion for 
3 months, siisjiend its judgment.

Adam v. Luigprô. 25 Rev. Ix*g. 28.
(S III K—77 I Dili NKKNNLK8 ON INDIAN 

reserve—Indian Ait (Can.).
Nii Indian Agent has jurisdiction under 

the Indian Act. R.S.C. 1000, c. 81, to try 
a person who is not an Indian for the offence 
of being drunk upon an Indian reserve.

I*, v. Atkinson. 18 IXL.lt. 4112. 2,'i Can. 
Cr. Cas. 14». 24 Man. LR. 308. 28 W.L.It. 
412. Il W.W.R. 1085.
Indian reserve — Invalid «o.nviithis —

t KRTIORARI.
Where a justice of the peave sentenced 

the petitioner to 2 months imprisonment for 
having intoxicating liquor in his possession 
on an Indian Reserve, a writ of certiorari 
was upheld and the conviction quashed on 
the grounds that : ( 11 the complaint was
not made in writing: (2 I the sentence was 
pronounced June 2. lint the record showed 
no adjournment, from April 4 to that date, 
mode in the presence of the petitioner, 
which constituted a sufficient irregularity 
to quash the conviction.

Nagazoa v. Nlquet, 24 Rev. de Tur. 339. 
Kales to prohibited persons—Indian Act

The provisions of the Indian Act (Can.) 
as to selling intoxicants to Indians will 
apply to make it an offence to sell to a 
ha If lined if lie is a recognized member of 
an Indian tribe and votes at tribal elections, 
although lie has abandoned the Indian mode 
of life and draws no government bounties 
as an Indian

R. v. Verdi. 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 47.
Kei.i ino to Indian—Irregularity in cox-

VirilON NOT INCLUDING CKRTAJN COSTS.
R. v. Mntheson ; Ex parte Rellivcau »

E.L.R. 501.

Iti IM E—78)—INTEMPERATE PERSONS.
An hotel is not a "public place” within 

the meaning of s. 13 of 2 Cleo. V., o. 55 
amending the Liquor License Act (Ont.)*’ 
such a "public place” must lie a street, 
square, park or other open place.

It. v. Cook. 8 IXL.R. 217. 20 Can. Cr 
( as. 201. 27 O.LR. 400. 23 O.W.R. 425.
(S HI K—79)—Duplex house— Private 

dwelling—Ontario Temperance An.
It. v. Carswell, 43 IXL.R. 715, 42 O.LR 

34.
F. Prohibited hours and days.

(S III !•'—811—Election uay.
It i> not illegal, under the (Quebec License 

Law. s. »74, for a person who is not a 
licensee and who is not required to obtain 
a license under that statute, to give away 
intoxicating liquor to his friends by treat
ing them mi the day of a municipal election 
being held in the municipality ; the limita
tion of the section as to beer and w ines used 
at meals indicates that the words "by any 
person” used in the second paragraph of n. 
»74 refer only to licensees.

Collector of Revenues v. Plourde, 24 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 48.
(fi 111 K—82)—Sales to gukstb at meals

WHEN HAR IS HONED—ORDERS KIB
i lank ok whiskey—Taking away vn-
CONSUMED PORTION.

If ft hotel proprietor supplies liquor to 
guests in the dining room of the hotel on
a Sunday, tin* exception in the Liqucf Li
cense Act R.N.S. 1909, c. 130, s. «15 ns to 
such sales of liquor to be drunk by guests 
"at their meals at the table.” demands that 
the hotelkeeper shall not sell to any guest 
more liquor that he reasonably lielievee a 
man can drink at the meal and if lie sup
plies a bottle of bard liquor lie must see to 
it that the guest doe* not carry away in 
the buttle any left-over portion of its con
tents. |lt. v. Stephens, 1 S.L.R. 509. ap
plied. I

It. v. Curran, 19 U.L.R. 120, 22 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 388.
"Disposal” ok i.iijuor in prohibited hours 

—Previous hale contract.
Where a bottle of whiskey was sold by 

a licensed tavern keeper, during the busi
ness hours allowed by the Liquor License 
Act, and was "laid away” in the kitchen 
attached to the licensed premises, for the 
purchaser, who called for it on a Sunday 
when sales and disposals of liquor are pro
hibited by the Act, the tavern keeper by 
t lien delivering it to the purchaser is guilty 
of an illegal "disposal"’ thereof.

It. v Clarke, 9 D.L.R. 517, 27 O.LR. 525, 
20 Can. Cr. Cas. 480.
(Mil F—83i—Hour*.

Whore a bartender of a licensee, permit
ted to sell intoxicating liquors, sold, during 
prohibited hours, two separate orders for 
intoxicating liquors to two individuals both 
present at the same time and place, each 
muu paying for the liquor furnished him,
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such constitute two separate an«l distinct 
violations of the Saskatchewan Liquor Li- 
■ eiise Law. and the holder of the license is 
liable to 2 separate penalties. | Apotheca
ries to. v. .louas, | l893j 1 Q.B.I). 89, and 
I,', v. Scott, 33 L.J.M.C. 15, distinguished.]

Malionev v. Leschinski, 1 D.L.K. .'i.'l.'i, 19 
i an t r. ( as. 199. 5 S.L.R. 323, 20 W.L.R. 
M». 1 W.W.K. 1004.

VNAVTII0R1ZKD BALK BY KFNtVANT.
The provision of the B.C. Liquor License 

Act. s. 81, sirlis. 118. making the licensee 
liable to conviction for unlawful sales by 
iiis servants, does not apply to the offence of 
filing during prohibited hours in contraven
tion of the Liquor License Act Amendment 
Act. 191(1, c. :I7 (B.C.I : the liability under 
s. :t of the latter Act is upon the “person 
violating" it, and the penalty applies only 
when the accused has personally committed 
the offence or has authorized or connived 
at it.

H. v. Cienci. 33 D.L.R. 104. 28 Can Cr. 
( as 107,14 B.C R 11
PROOF OF LICENSE.

On a charge under the Liquor License Act, 
(’.SA B., 1903, c. 22. s. 48 ( 1 |, against an 
alleged licensee for selling in prohibited 
hours, the magistrate may infer that the ac
cused was a licensee from uncontradicted 
oral testimony of witnesses, that he kept a 
hotel and habitually conducted it as if it 
were a licensed house, although the prose
cution did not formally prove the license by 
a certificate of the license inspector under 
< 93 of the Act.

Lx parte McClearv: R. v. Dugas, 25 Can. 
Cr. Cm. 148, 43 X.B.R. 65.
SAI.K nVRINO PROHIBITED HOURS—SUFFICIEN

CY OF CONVICTION.
In a prosecution for selling intoxicating 

liquor contrary to tlie provisions of s. 48 
(11 of the Liquor License Act, which pro
hibits the sale by license holders during cer
tain hours, proof that the accused kept an 
hotel and sold liquors is. in the absence of 
any proof to the contrary, evidence that 
tin- accused was a licensed holder, and a 
mnviction based on such evidence will not 
lie <|iia.“hed on certiorari.

The King v. Dugas; Kx parte MoC’leary. 
25 Can. Cr. Cas. 148. 43 X.B.R. 65.

0. Peace of sale or possession.
(8 III O—85)—“Private dwelling house" 

—Dwelling and shop.
\ private dwelling, which is part only of 

« building, another part of which is used as 
a shop or factory, is not a place where in
toxicating liquor may lie kept, having re
gard to the definitions of "private dwell
ing house" in the Ontario Temperance Act, 
11 Ceo. V., c. 50: see s. 41 (1) and s. 2, 
clause (ii and sultelause (ij. A motion 
to quash a magistrate's conviction for hav
ing liquor on premises other than a private 
dwelling house, was dismissed.

R. v Purdy. 41 O.L.R. 49.
Can. Dig.—82.

Ontario Tempera mb Aut—Magistrate's
CONVICTION FOR OFFENCE AGAINST S. 41
(1) — "Private dwelling house" — 
Suite of rooms in apartment house 
in city—Defendant living ai one— 
“Family"—Section 2 (i) (ii).

The defendant had intoxicating liquor in 
Ilia "flat” or suite of rooms in an apart
ment house in a city. He was unmarried ; 
he slept in the apart ment, and took his 
meals (except breakfast I in it; he was the 
only person who slept there, hut a servant 
••ante in during the day. eared tor the prem
ises, and prepared the defendant's meals on 
the premises:—Held, that the defendant's 
apartment was a "private dwelling house*’ 
within the definition of that term in s. 2 (i) 
of the Ontario Temperance Act. 6 (leo. V. 
c. 50, which, by clause (ii), includes a suite 
of rooms in which “there are facilities for 
cooking, and a family actually residing, 
cooking, sleeping and taking their meals." 
And a magistrate's conviction of the defend
ant for having intoxicating liquor in a place 
other limn the private dwelling house in 
which he resided, contrary to s. 41 (1) of 
the Act. was quashed.

R. v. Baird, 45 U.L.R. 242.
DEF'ECT in information.

A charge under the Canada Tenijierance 
Act that the accused on a specified date 
“unlawfully did sell intoxicating liquor con
trary to Part II. of the < unada Temperance 
Act then in force in the said county of 
Sunbury” does not imply that (lie illegal 
sale took place in that county, as Part II. 
is in force in many different counties; nor 
will the facts that the summons stated an 
offence at a particular place in that county 
within the jurisdiction of the commissioner 
trying the charge, and that the evidence ad
duced proved such offence, cure the defect 
and give the commissioner jurisdiction 
where the defendant did not appear to an
swer the charge, hut his counsel appeared 
to object to the jurisdiction and withdrew 
on the objection living overruled by the com
missioner.

Kx parte Monahan : It. v. Hubbard, 24 
Van. Cr. Cas. 127. 42 X.B.R. 524.
KKKI'IXG for sale.

The amendment of 1915 to the Quebec 
License Law. s. 1911. by which in lieu of 
the line of $50 for unlawfully keeping liq
uors for sale, the tine is made discretion
ary with the judge, with a maximum of 
$200. does not apply to a prosecution which 
was pending when the amendment was 
massed ; such case is governed by the prior 
aw when the amendment is not expressly 
made retroactive, and the court has no 
discretion to reduce the fixed fine of $50 
which it declares.

Collector of Revenue v. Boisvert, 24 Can. 
Cr. ( as. 138.
Keeping for sale—Search and seizure.

R. v. Colton, 20 Can. Cr. Vas. 95, 9 O.W. 
N. 233.
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Ontario Temitkam k Act—Magistrate's 

CONVICTION Mill DEFENCE AGAINST 8. 41
(1)—Having intoxicating liquor in-
place OTHER THAN PRIVATE DWELLING
house—Proof of intoxicating nature
OF LIQUOR FOUND ON PREMISES—PROOF 
THAT HOUSE WHERE LIQUOR FOUND 
NOT “PRIVATE DWELLING HOUSE”—USE 
OF HOUSE AS BAWDY-HOUSE—CONVIC
TION OI DEFENDANT AS KEEPER—SECTION 
2 (i* of Act.

R. v. Teresrhuk, 17 O.W.N. 281. 
Temperance Act—Liquor orders.

It is not an offence under the Manitoba 
Temperance Act to take orders for liquor 
in Manitoba provided the liquor is supplied 
from outside of Manitoba.

Re Manitoba Temperance Act and Great 
West Wine Co.. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 232.
(§ III G—86)—Agent to transmit out

er's ORDER.
A person acting in Alberta as agent for 

others wishing to transmit orders for liq
uors and the price of same to persons out
side of the province for shipment direct 
to the buyers, does not thereby become li
able to com ivtion for unlawfully “selling" 
liquor in Alberta, although he is remuner
ated out of the price with the concurrence 
of the buyer by a commission allowed him 
liy the liquor dealer to whom the order is 
sent : “selling" implies a transference of the 
property in the thing sold unless the stat
ute creating the offence gives it u more ex
tended meaning.

R. v. People's Wine & Spirit Brokers, 35 
D.L.R. 116. 28 Can. Cr. las. 16, 10 A.L.R. 
636. (19171 2 W.W.R. 14.
Wiiat is place of sale.

To constitute the offence under s 111 
of the Ontario Liijuor License Act, as 
amended by 2 Gen. V. c. 65, s. 9. in an un
licensed place, of keeping up a bar sign 
or of displaying bottles and casks so as 
to induce a reasonable belief that liquors 
are sold there it is essential that what is 
done should induce a lielief that (a) prem
ises in fact unlicensed are,licensed or (el 
that liquor, i.e., intoxicating liquor, is “sold 
or served therein the statute requires 
something more to be shewn than what 
would lie necessary, and proper for the sale 
of nonintoxieating liquors.

i: x. Sevan, - n l It M, i own ftOO, 
20 Can. Cr. Ca< 237. 23 O.W.R. 610.

‘Place of sale—Dwelling house.
A dwelling house may lie a plaie where

in liquors are sold or reputed to be sold, 
within the meaning of the N.S. Liquor Li
cense Act, C.S.N.B. 1903, c. 22, so as to 
lermit an inspector to enter and search for 
iquors which he lias good reason to believe 

are being therein stored for sale in viola
tion of law, where, to his personal knowl
edge, the owner of the house has been pre
viously convicted both for illegally keeping 
and illegally selling liquor on the prem-

The King v Matheson : Ex parte Cui-
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inond, 12 D.L.R. 480. 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 312, 
41 X.B.R. 581. 13 E.L.R. 68.
Illegal keeping—“The occupant” of 

DWELLING,
Where a dwelling house is owned by the 

husband alone and lie is in actual use and 
possession of same, he is “the occupant" 
under s. 54 of the Ontario Temperance Act, 
6 Geo. V., Ont., c. 60, and the exemption 
under that Act of the dwelling house as a 
place where liquor may lie kept is not with
drawn under s. 54 by the conviction of “the 
occupant's" wife for infraction of the Act.
| 11. v. 11 i.-b, IS 11 I..11. applied. |

R. v. Gondola, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 298, 43 
o.l..11. ;,«u.
What ih place of sale—Acceptance of

OKIIEU FOR DELIVERY ELSEWHERE.
A brewer holding a brewer's provincial 

license may not sell even in wholesale quan
tities at the brewery to a person who is not 
a holder of a liquor license if a local option 
by-law is in force in the municipality in 
which the brewery is situated, and the trans
action is none the less a “sale" in such mu
nicipality in contravention of the statute 
[Liquor License Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 216, 
s. 155], although the order was given and 
accepted at the brewery for delivery in an
other municipality in which also local op
tion was in force and although there was no 
appropriation of the goods at the time; the 
word “sell" in s. 155 is not to be construed 
as limited to the strict technical sense so 
as to demand an allocation of the goods. 
[Lambert v. Rowe. [1914] 1 K.B. 38, ap 
plied ; Pletts v. Campbell, [1895] 2 Q.B. 
229, distinguished.]

R. v. Wright. 24 Can. Cr. (as. 321. 33 
O L.R. 237.
(§ III G—87) —Temperance An—Places 

appi.icam.e.
Part II. of the X.S. Temperance Act, 1910. 

is in force under Acts 1916. c. 22. in the city 
of Halifax ; the penalties provided then- 
under are applicable to offences in the said 
city against. Part I. of that Act.

Re Carrie Bradium. 30 D.L.R. 756. 27 
Can. Cr. Cas. 68. 50 X.S.R. 208. 
Prohibited areas—Exceptions—Seizure

—Replevin.
It is not a violation of s. 9 of the Nova 

Scotia Temperance Act, 1910, c. 2, as 
amended by Acts 1911, c. 33, to send in
toxicating liquor from the city of Halifax 
into any part of the province in which the 
irohibitorv part of that Act is in force, 
•eeause s.'o is in that part of the Act which 

by s. 3 is expressly declared not to apply to 
the city of Halifax. There lieing scope for 
the application of s. 9 of the Act, without 
applying it to a charge (laid prior to the 
amendment of 1915) of unlawfully causing 
liquor to he sent from the city of Halifax 
to a prohibition district in 'Xova Scotia 
prosecuted in the latter district, full effect. 

I must he given to the declaration contained 
j in s. 3 of the statute to the effect that Part 
I I. thereof shall not apply to the city of
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Halifax unira» and until n proclamation 
.hall bring it into effect there; and where 
there was no such proclamation and the in- 
forination, summary conviction, and war
rant of distress thereunder disclosed only 
that the accused caused the linuor to ho 
"sent1' from Halifax to the prohibition dis
trict without stating that it reached its 
destination or even left the city of llnlifax, 
summary conviction discloses no offence un
der the Act; and such conviction together 
with the warrant of distress issued there
under form no answer to a writ of replevin 
against the constable to recover goods seized 
to realize the hue illegally imposed.

Ki lls v. Striven. 28 D.L.K. H10. 20 (’an. 
(>. ( as. 187, f>0 N.S.R. 96.
11 legal possession—Statutory prerump-

1 ION FROM RECEIVING.
The consignee who receives at nil express 

office in Ontario a consignment of liquor has 
cast upon him the statutory onus of prov
ing a legal disposition or possession thereof 
(Ontario Temperance Act. s. 88), and if lie 
fails to satisfy the magistrate on his trial 
for illegally having or keeping the liquor 
in a place other than his dwelling house 
that lie did not commit the offence a convic
tion may legally be made.

I!, v. Moore. 30 Can. Cr. ("as. 20ti, 41 
O.l,.K. 372.
Possession—Private dwei.i.ino house— 

Hoarder.
A dwelling where only one hoarder is kept 

is still a “private dwelling house'* within 
the meaning of the Liquor Act, 1106 ( Alta I, 
- so as to permit lawful possession by 
the hoarder of liquor kept by him there if 
tlie quantity is not excessive.

R v Beelt, js On. Cr. Ce» 102, 11 
VI.U. 163, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 317. 
Carrier's liability for DH.IVF.K1NU TO PER

SON NOT KNOWN TO BE ENTITLED TO 
HAVE LIQUOR IN POSSESSION—STATU
TORY ONUS OF PROOF.

I'lie effect of ». 49 of the Ontario Tem
perance Act. 6 Geo. V. c. 00, is that a car
rier may lie convicted of delivering liquor to 
'a person not entitled to sell ami who sells 

such liquor or who buys for the purpose of 
reselling,*’ if the magistrate has before him 
evidence from which he could properly infer 
tli ii the person taking delivery from the 
currier, and who was personally unknown 
to the carrier, had Innight for the purpose 
of reselling although there was no direct 
evidence of any resale or os to the identity 
of the consignee. The onus is upon the car 
rier to satisfy the magistrate that he had 
reason to believe, and did believe, that the 
coii'ignee did not buy to resell.

I! v MeKwan. 30 Can Cr. Cae. 212. 41 
0.1* R. 324.
i8 111 i; -ssi—Place or rale—Extra bar

PROHIBITED.
The maintenance of a separate extra bar 

in a licensed hotel, although temporary and 
for one day only, is an infraction of the 
Liquor License Act, R.S.O. 1897, e. 245, e.

65, the inhibiting words of the Act that not 
more than one liar shall be “kept" meaning 
that more than one bar should not be had 
in use ami not involving the idea of per- 
maneiicy or continued user. [ R. v. Lewis, 
41 V.L.J. 842, dissented from; Shelley v. 
Betliell, 12 Q.B.D. II. applied.] 

it. v. Ores, 22 Cae. Or. < ns. 110.
(8 111 (i—89)— Keeping for rale—Statu

tory PRE8UMPTIONH.
The mere finding of liipior does not cre

ate a statutory presumption that liquor is 
kept for sale on the premises unless the 
special circumstances stilted in ». 102 of 
the revised Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 216, are 
shewn to exist, for example, the maintenance

It. v.r Nero, 18 D.L.R. 688, 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 167, 6 O.W.N. 420.
Evidence of unlawful keeping—Carrier

Under ». 54 of the Alberta Liquor Act 
the onus is upon the accused of proving that 
a package of intoxicating liquor consigned 
to the accused anil received by him from 
the express company, and which was found 
in his possession while he was taking it from 
the express office to his dwelling house, was 
not intended for sale on being charged under 
n. 23 of the Act with keeping liquor for 
sale; and this although the liquor was found 
in an omnibus of which the accused had 
charge as driver for a local common carrier, 
the express company*» responsibility in re
spect of the consignment from outside of 
Alberta having ceased on delivery to the ac-

R. v. Colline, 35 D.L.R. 296. 28 Can. Cr. 
Ca*. 105. 11 A.L.R. 32. [1917] 2 W.W.R.
170.
.Statutory prkkvmptionh—Reviewing Evi

dente ON CF.R1 lORARI.
On certiorari in respect of a summary 

conviction for keeping liquor on premises 
other than a private dwelling house in con
travention of s. 24 of the Alberta Liquor 
Act, the court is bound to examine the evi
dence on the part of the accused, not to 
weigh any contradiction, hut, assuming the 
truth of the evidence for the prosecution, to 
ascertain whether the accused has negatived 
the statutory presumption raised by s. 54 
of the Act on prima facie proof living given 
of his possession, charge or control of the 
liquor, whereby the onus of disproving the 
offence is. by slid ». 54, then thrown on 
the accused.

R. v. Covert. 34 D.L.R. 662. 28 Can. Cr. 
Cm. 25. 10 A.I*R. 349. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
919.
REBVTTINO HTATUTOBY PRER17M PTION —

Quantity.
The statutory presumption of keeping 

liquor for sale which arises under the Al- 
lierta Liquor Act from possession of a large 
quantity at a private house, may be re
butted by the testimony of the accused 
denying that he kept it for sale; and where 
there was no evidence of frequenting of the 
place by others and nothing to throw dis-
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credit upon tlie testimony of the accused, 
the magistrate is hound to accept his evi
dence in disproof of the statutory presump
tion and cannot legally convict in the face 
of such rebuttal where the case for the 
prosecution depends on the statutory pie 
sumption alone. The court on certiorari 
will look at the evidence and set aside a 
summary conviction under such circum
stances us not supported by any evidence 
upon which the magistrate could lind the 
accused guilty. | II. v. Emery, 33 D.L.R. 
556. 27 Can. (Jr. < as. I hi, and R. v. Covert. 
28 Can. Cr. ( as. 25, 54 D.L.R. titi2, applied.|

It v. Rarli. 35 D.L.R. 1U2. 28 Can. Cr. 
( as. 93. 11917) 2 W.W.R. 326.
Irrelevant evidence — Statutory pkk-

humptiox.
Where the magistrate's discredit of the 

defendant’s evidence on a charge of keeping 
liquor given in rebuttal of a statutory pre
sumption arising under the Ontario Temper
ance Act from the finding of a small quan
tity in defendant’s shop, may have been 
influenced by irrelevant evidence of a kind 
which would lie likely to cause prejudice to 
the accused, the conviction will la* set aside 
on certiorari. | R. v. Lapointe. 4 l).lj.R. 
210. 20 Can. Cr. ( as. 08. 3 O.W.N. 1469, ap-
1 R. v. Melvin. 34 D.L.R. 382, 38 U.L.R. 

231, 27 Can. Cr. ( as. 350.
Statutory formr ok proceedings.

Where a liquor law authorizes the use of 
special forms thereby provided for certain 
offences and as to others declares that those 
forms shall form a guide for framing new 
forms in like manner, the use of the word 
“liquor" as meaning "intoxicating liquor” 
will be validated as regards an information, 
summons and conviction under the Act for 
an offence as to which a specific form is not 
provided, if such use of the word is general
ly. although not universally, made in the 
statutory forms.

Kx parte 1‘irie, 26 Can. Cr. Cas. 164, 45
N. II.R. 195.
Document improperly admitted to prove

ANALYSIS.
Where the only legal evidence to support 

a. summary conviction for keeping liquor in 
contravention of the Ontario Temperance 
Act does not satisfy the court hearing a 
certiorari motion to quash the conviction 
that the offence was committed (Cr. Code s. 
1124 i. and the proceedings returned shewed 
that the magistrate had improperly admit
ted an invalid certificate of analysis which 
probably had influenced his finding of guilt, 
the conviction will In* quashed. |R. v. Mel
vin. 38 D.L.R. 231. applied.]

R. v. Schoolev, 27 Can. Cr. ('us. 444. 11
O. W.N. 341.
Statutory presumption from possession.

Although sales of intoxicating native wine 
in quantities of oxer live gallons are allowed 
bv the Ontario Temperance Act, the posses
sion of same by the purchaser throws upon 
him the onus of proxiog that he was not

guilty of the offence of having the same in 
his possession for illegal sale or disposal, 
if charged with that offence (s. 8h i.

Ft. v. Nazzareno, 30 Can. Cr. < a< 260. 44 
U.LR. 36.
Vnlawful keeping—Labels as Evidence.

Dit a conviction for unlawful possession 
of intoxicating liquor U-ing brought up lor 
review on certiorari, the ixittles put in as 
exhibits at the trial should be transmitted 
for the certiorari bearing, if the labels on 
the I ait tics are relied upon as a representa
tion of their contents by the accused.

R. v. Dickev, 25 Can. Cr. Ca>. 55, 32 
W.Ij.IL 404. 9 W.W.R. 142.
Separate convictions for selling and 

keeping for bale.
The offences of illegally selling intoxicat

ing liquor and of keeping intoxicating liquor 
for sale are distinct offences, and separate 
proceedings for each are maintainable under 
the Liquor License Act. R.S.D. 1614, c. 215, 
although charged as of the same day.

K. v. Sinkolo, 24 ( an. Cr. Cas. 293, 8 
O.W.N. 515.
Ntatutory presumption of unlawfully

KKLPINO.
R. v. Williams, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 264, 11 

O.W.N. 243.
Statutory prehvmption—Communicating 

oookh.
It is a question of fact for the magistrate 

as to whether one or more parts of a build
ing divided off into sections with locked 
doors between the sections is or are under 
the control of the accused found in posses
sion of one section so as to raise against 
him the statutory presumption, under R.S.O. 
1614. e. 215, s. M2, of keeping liquor for 
sale by reason of the police finding intoxi
cating liquor in quantity stored in another 
section.

R. v. Dn Kee, 26 Can. Cr. Cas. 392, 11 
O.W.N. 137.
Possession—Statutory presumptions.

The onus is upon the accused charged 
with an offence under the Ontario Temper
ance Act, 1616, c. 50. to prove his innocence 
to the satisfaction of the magistrate after 
it has been shewn that he was in possession 
of the liquor ( s. 881 ; the onus is not shifted 
by the mere denial of the offence by the ac
cused in giving evidence on his own behalf 
if the magistrate does not given credence to 
the denial.

R. v. le Clair. 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 216. 39 
O.I..R. 436.

The fact that a person charged with keep
ing liquor for sale testifies that the liquor 
found in his possession was kept for his own 
use and not for the purpose of sale, does not 
necessarily disprove the statutory presump
tion arising from such possession ; the jus
tice is entitled to weigh the evidence. [R. 
v. Covert, 34 D.hR. 662, 10 A.L.R. 346, ex
plained.] Evidence held sufficient to jueti-
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fy j conviction for keeping intoxicating 
l 'i iuor |»r sale.

1t. v. MrKinlev. 28 L'un. C'r. (.'as. 294,
{1**17 J S W.W.R. 106».
PBLsUMPTION FROM FINDING ON SEARCH 

WARRANT.
The finding of intoxicating liquor upon 

i search made under warrant raises a statu
tory presumption of keeping for sale under 
.< i>7 of the Ontario Temperance Act, 1916, 
inlv against the occupant of the premises 
..here found and not against another person 

■ barged who was the owner of the liquor* 
.mil had stored it on the premises with the 
. ..usent of the occupant.

K. v. Iliddell, 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 317, 38 O. 
Lit. 222.
< RfMiNAt. law—Prohibition Act—Salk of 

i iquos — Conviction - Ckktiobabi — 
Venue—B.V. Stats. 1916, c. 49.

Before imposing the consequences of an 
ifrai tion of the Prohibition Act there 

should lie reasonable particularity of proof 
i. to when and where the offence alleged 
a a- committed.

R. v. Lewis. 25 B.C.R. 442.
Evidence of bale — Partnkrhhif — Pre-

si MPT10N OF KNOWLEDGE.
The King v. Milklns, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 20.

11. Seizure and destruction.
| III II -90) Sr.arc ii am. ranw—Li

cense insvector — Right to enter
CHEMISES WITHOUT SEARCH WARRANT.

A liquor license inspector may enter a 
•u-e without a search warrant in order to 

«•arch for liquor which he, with good rea
son, i>elievea is being stored for sale in vio
lation of law. when he nan do so peaceably 
iind without force.

The King v. Mutheson ; Ex parte Gui- 
mond. 12 D.L.R. 480, 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 312. 
41 VB.R. 381. 13 E.L.R. 68.
SlIZCRE AND DESTRUCTION—LlQUORH IN POS

SESSION OF GOVERNMENT RAILWAY —
Right to kreak into station and

Since the title to the property of the 
Intercolonial Railway is vested in the Do
minion fioxernment, and is not subject to 
provincial legislation, a provincial revenue 
•dicer cannot lawfully break into a railway 
-tation of that railway for the purpose of 
—izing under a provincial law a consign
ment of intoxicating liquor which he may 
have reason to believe the consignee intend* 
to sell in violation of the provincial liquor 
1 cense law.

The King v. L’Heureux. 14 D.L.R. 604. 14
Can. Ex. 280.
Illegal search of person.

A search warrant for liquors issued under 
the Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 1910, s.

does not authorize the officer or his as
sistant to search the person of the occupant 
of the premises wherein liquor is suspected 
of living unlawfully kept for sale; a com
pulsory search of the person at the time of 
searching the premises referred to in the
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search warrant is punishable as a common 
assault, if no liquor was found on the prem
ises, and there was no authority to arrest 
the party searched.

It. v. Paint, 36 D.L.R. 717, 28 Can. Cr. 
Can. 171, 51 X.N.K. 114.
Validity—Status of informant.

An order for the destruction of liquor 
condemned, following a conviction under the 
Canada Temperance Act for storing the liq
uor, is entirely separate and distinct from 
the conviction itself. The magistrate, there
fore, may properly order the liquor to be 
destroyed by the complainant on whose in
formation the conviction was made. [Ex 
parte Dewar, 39 X.B.R. 143, followed ; Ex 
parte MeC leave, 35 N.B.R. 100, distin
guished.] An inspector appointed for the 
enforcement of the Act may legally lie ap- 
pninted to carry out an order for destruc
tion of seized liquor following a conviction 
for illegally storing the same, although such 
liquor was originally seized by the inspector 
and the prosecution in respect thereof was 
taken at his instance. [Ex parte Dewar, 15 
Can. Cr. ('as. 273, 39 N.B.R. 143, applied.)

Ex parte Do vie: R. v. Law lor. 31 D.L.R. 
90. 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 60. 44 X.B.R. 90. 
Evidence — (Jovernment anai.thib — Cer-

A municipal const able or policeman is 
not an "officer of the Crown’’ within the 
meaning of s. loti of the Liquor License 
Act, R.K.O. 1914, e. 213, so a* to make ad
missible in evidence for the prosecution un
der that section a certificate of analysis 
of alleged intoxicating liquors seized by him 
and forwarding at his instance to the prov
incial government analyst for analysis and
FTv. Hurley. 31 D.L.R. 18, 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 159, 36 Û.L.R. 169.
Liquor in boxiieii wakeiiouhe—Permis

sion of Crown to remove to another 
province—"Duty neither by bonii"— 
Liquor seized un her Temperance Act 
—Right of Crown to lien for duty.

The Crown having parted with its pos
session hi intoxicating liquor by granting 
permission to the shipper in Ontario to re
move it from his bonded warehouse as Wing 
the property of the shipper about to lie 
transferred into the possession of a mer
chant in Nova Scotia, the duty having lieen 
"secured by Inmd" and such course being 
authorized by order-in-council; is not en
titled to a lien on such liquor for such duty, 
and the liquor having lievn seized under the 
X.S. Temperance Act, is under the jurisdic
tion of the court to lie dealt with under the 
Act. The Att'y-Gen’l of Canada is not a 
necessary party.

AttVCen’l of Canada v. McCormick, 45 
D.L.K. 463, 53 X.8.R. 216.
Seizure of liquor—Government Railway 

— Nova Scotia Temperance Act, I 
Geo. V. c. 38—Provisions ah to car-

The provisions of the Nova Scotia Tem-
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JM-ranve Act authorizing Hip seizure of liq
uor iu transit or on the premises of any 
carrier do not apply to liquor in the cus
tody of the Crown on the premises of a 
Government Railway. [The Queen v. Mc
Leod, 8 Can. 8.C.R. 1.]

Mart inello v. McCormick, 50 D.L.R. 700. 
reversing 45 D.L.R. 004, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 
51, 51 XXIt. 04 at 76.
INQUIRY FOR FORFEITURE ORDER.

Un un equal division of the Supreme Court 
of Nova Scotia, a motion for prohibition 
stood dismissed by which it was sought to 
prevent a magistrate who had made a sum
mary conviction for keeping liquor for sale 
in contravention of the Nova Scotia Temper
ance Act following a plea of guilty of the 
charge laid in general terms without identi
fication of the liquor, from proceeding with 
a further hearing and inquiry upon a pro
ceeding in rem under that Act to deter
mine whether the liquor seized or what part 
thereof should bo ordered to be destroyed.

R. v. Fong Quing, 39 D.L.R. 6U, 51 N.S.R. 
503, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. til.
Nbizurk undkr warrant — Reasonable

TIME—REPLEVIN.
Where intoxicating liquor has been seized 

under warrant (s. 4ti of c. 2, NX 1910). 
and brought into court, the magistrate may 
lawfully detain it for a reasonable time 
pending proceedings for its condemnation, 
and no other court has a right to interfere 
with such possession.

La vie v. Hill, 40 D.L.R. 459, 29 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 287, 52 N.S.R. 215.
Rkpi.kvin OF LIQUOR 8RI7.ro — Privatk

mVKI.LING HOVHK.
A replevin order should not. lie granted 

against a chief of {Milice for the return of 
intoxicating liquor in his custody which 
has been seized in a {dace other than a pri
vate dwelling house.

Urn Jim v. McRae. [19181 1 W.VV.R. 404. 
WnKN JUSTIFIED.

Where there is no reason to suspect that 
intoxicating liquor consigned by rail from 
a licensed district to an unlicensed district 
in .Vova Scotia is intended for sale or to be 
used otherwise than for the personal use of 
the consignee, the seizure of the liquor is 
not justified under s. 36. N.S. Acts, 1911, 
c. 33. and the magistrate should order it 
restored to the consignee.

R. v. Publicover. 21 D.L.R. 203, 24 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 1. 49 N.S.R. 85.
SKIZtIRR UNDER SEARCH WARRANT — PRK-

HVMPTION.
The statutory presumption of keeping 

liquor for sale raised against the occu
pant of premises where liquor is found by 
officers executing a .-eaixh warrant under 
the Nova Scotia Temperance Act lias refer
ence not merely to the arrest of the occu
pant in that event, which s. 16 authorizes, 
but upplie- also against, such occupant on
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being charged with unlawful keeping the 
liquor for sale. •

R. v. lloare, 24 < an. Cr. Cas. 279, 49 
N.S.R. 119.
■Seizure and condemnation — Statutory 

presumption — Shipment as other 
i.(ions—Destination outside or On

Oii the seizure of intoxicating liquor in 
transit in Ontario, and the bearing by a 
justice of condemnation proceedings und-r 
the Ontario Temperance Act, 1010, the fact 
that the liquor was consigned as other goods 
raises a statutory presumption that it was 
intended for use in contravention of the Act. 
The application of the Act is not displaced 
by the production of a way-bill shewing 
places of shipment and destination both out
side of Ontario; and because of the statu
tory presumption the claimant of the liquor 
seeking to prevent its confiscation has cast 
upon him the onus of proving not only 
that the transaction was one to which the 
Act does not apply, but that be is the

Re Renaud’s Application. 30 Can. Cr. 
Caa. 426. 44 O.L.R. 238.
Seizure and destruction — Nova Scotia 

Temperance Act not effective as to 
LIQUOR IN TRANSIT ON FEDERAL GOV
ERNMENT RAILWAY.

A provincial liquor law cannot authorize 
a constable to seize, for the purpose of con
fiscation proceedings thereunder, intoxicat
ing liquor under the control of the Crown 
as represented by the Government of Can
ada operating a Canadian Government Rail 
way although the liquor was merely received 
by the railway as freight consigned to a 
person in the province. Magistrate’s order 
for destruction of the liquor set aside.

Ex parte McGrath. 31 Can. Cr. Caa. 10. 
Seizure and destruction—Who mat ex

ROUTE ORDER KOR.
There is nothing in the Canada Temper 

nnee Act, R.S.C. 1996, c. 152, to prevent 
the appointment of the officer who laid the 
information for violation of the Act from 
carrying out an order to destroy liquors 
seized in the proceeding. [Ex parte Dewar. 
15 Can. Cr. Cas. 273, 39 N.B.R. 143, distin 
guished. |

The King v. Le Blanc. 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 
221, 12 E.L.R. 66.
Seizure and destruction.

A commissioner of police appointed under 
R.S.C. 1906, c. 92. is a person "fulfilling 
h public duty” within the terms of R.S.O. 
1897. c. 88, and is entitled to notice of ac
tion thereunder liefore suit is brought 
against him for a return of a fine and costs 
alleged to have been irregularly levied upon 
the plaintiff by the commissioner in virtue 
of his office in respect of plaintiffs possession 
of intoxicating liquor within a prohibited 
district in alleged contravention of ss. 150, 
151, Cr. Code. Where an order for the for
feiture and destruction of intoxicating liq
uor seized was made by a commissioner of
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Dominion police assuming to act under the 
authority of (’ode s. 614 in the presence of 
the owner of the liquor brought oefore him 
i,\ the seizing officer, and the commissioner 
had, by statute, jurisdiction over the sub-
.... matter and over the owner in respect,
thereof, a notice of action must lie given 
within 6 months under R.S.O. 1897, c. 88, 
oven if the forfeiture was irregularly made 
or was wholly void or contrary to natural 
jii-tice. and was not reduced to writing; 
nul semble the action itself must be brought 
within 6 months under t'r. Code, s. 1149.

i idler v. Jjoughlin, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 461, 
it O.L.R. 18, 19 U.W.R. 316.
.It kisdiction ok magistrate to order de- 

s i ruction—Conditions to be strict
ly observed—Information not laid
BY PERSON MAKING SEIZURE.

The provisions of s. 36 of e. 33 of the Acts 
nt 1911, as amended by c. 46 of Acts of 1913, 
with respect to the seizure and removal of 
liquor found in transit or in course of de
livery and the power of magistrates to 
order the destruction of the same, must be 
•trirtly followed, and where the information 
- not* laid by the person who mikes the 

seizure, the magistrate before whom the 
mutter is brought has no jurisdiction to or
der the destruction of the liquor seized, and 
such order, if made, will be set aside.

The King v. Clarke, 52 N.S.R. 406.
I. Trial of offenders.

(§111 1—91 )—Exclusive jurisdiction of
TOWN STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATS—NOVA 
Scotia Temperance Act, 1900.

The provision of the Town Incorporation 
Act. R.S.N.S. 1900, c. 71, ss. 233, 234, where- 
•v a police office is established where “all 
the police business of the town shall be 
transuded," and whereby the police court 
ih presided over by a stipendiary magis
trate for the town exercising therein “all 
the jurisdiction of two justices of the peace 
or a stipendiary magistrate" has the effect 
of establishing a separate and exclusive ju
risdiction and of taking away the jurisdic
tion of county justices to try an offence 
against the Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 
1900, where the commissions to county jus
tices do not expressly include the town, and 
this although the Temperance Act provides 
that prosecutions thereunder inay be 
brought before "any magistrate" having ju
risdiction where the offence was committed 
and defines magistrate as a “stipendiary 
magistrate or two justices."

R. v. Cody, 18 D.L.R. 773, 23 Can. Cr. 
Va*, ill, 48 N.S.R. 255.
Alberta Liquor Act—Information—Par

ticulars — Conviction — Evidence to 
support—Appeal.

It is no ground for objection to an in
formation under the Alberta Liquor Act, 
that it does not contain all the particulars 
it might, where it is clear from the evidence 
that the informant was prosecuting for a 
bicacli of the Act, in selling on a prescrip
tion signed by a certain doctor, and where
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there is ample evidence to support a convic
tion for an offence in so doing. Whether 
the magistrate should have ordered particu
lars to lie given is not a question of law 
which can be raised on a stated case.

R. v. We in field, 47 D.L.R. 85. 31 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 163. [1919] 2 W.W.R. 586.
Absent defendant — Plea of guilty by 

counsel.
As ss. 715, 720 Cr. Code, pertaining to 

the appearance of counsel at trial before a 
magistrate are made applicable by s. 17 of 
the Prohibition Act, P.K.I. 1907, to prosecu
tions thereunder, counsel may appear and 
enter for an absent defendant a plea of 
guiltv for a violation of the latter Act.

R. v. McDonald. 11 1> L.R. 710, 21 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 229, 12 B.L.R. 166.
Information — Amendment — Date and

INFORMANT.
A conviction under the Liquor Act 

(Alta.) is not invalidated, by amending the 
original information before any evidence ia 
taken, by changing the date of the offence, 
and changing the informant to another con
stable who swears to the information as 
amended. [R. v. Chew Deb, 9 D.L.R. 266, 
distinguished.]

R. v. Van Fleet, 41 D.L.R. 65. 13 A.L.R. 
320. 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 147, [1918] 2 WAV. 
R. 432, affirming 38 D.L.R. 592.

A magistrate may try a person in hi* 
absence for selling liquor without a license 
where lie has been duly -ummoned and is 
represented by counsel at the trial.

R. v. Matheson; Ex parte Martin, 2 D.L. 
R. 835, 20 Can. Cr. Ca*. 153, 41 N.B.R. 187, 
10 B.L.R. 585.

The provision of s. 24 of the Nova Scotia 
Temperance Act (N. S. 1910, c. 2. as amend
ed N.S. 1011, c. 33) which declares that 
the offender on each subsequent conviction 
shall 1>e “liable to imprisonment for 3 
months," gives no discretion to the magis
trate to lessen the term of imprisonment.

The King v. Fraser, 7 D.I..R. 496, 11 E.L. 
R. 580, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 167

A conviction for selling liquor without 
a license will be quashed, where a magis
trate with whom 3 informations were lodged 
against the accused for separate sales to dif
ferent persons, heard evidence at the same 
time tending to prove the three offences, 
and found the accused guilty in all 3 case*.

R. v. U pointe, 4 D.L.R. 210, 3 O.W.X. 
1469, 20 Can. Cr. Cm. 98, 22 O.W.R. 601. 
Prohibition Act, N.B.—Having liquor in

PLACE OTHER THAN A IRIVATE DWELLING
house—Evidence necessary to sus
tain conviction.

In order to sustain a conviction under the 
X.B. Prohibition Art (1916. 6 Geo. V. r. 20) 
for having liquor in a place other than a 
private dwelling house, it is necessary to 
shew that at the t ime the offence was said to 
have lieen committed the premises were not 
so used, the fact that part of such premises 
had previously been u*ed a« a shop, or the 
fact that they had the physical qualities of
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a ilm|i it* not sufficient for the pm p'i'O of 
till* Art.

The King v. \ r.ioni: Kx parte McDonald, 
4.» D.L.R. 494, .51 ( an. < r. las. .tit», 46 
X.B.U. 211
W H AT IN "LIQUOK"—QUKNTION OK FACT FOR ‘ 

MAI.IH IRATE TO DECIDE.
Whether liquor proved to have lieen Hold 

liv the defendant i- liquor within the mean
ing of the Intovirating Liquor Art X.B. i* a 
question of fart tin* duty of deriding which 
is imposed by statute upon the magistrate 
who has jurisdiction over the person and the 
offence charged and where there is evidence 
to support his linding an appellate court 
will not interfere.

The King \. Vrooni; Kx parte Crawford. 
47 D.L.R. 57 N. .‘Il I an. Cr. fas. 304. 
Manitoba I i mitkax k Ai t — Rules ap-

The rules applicable to prosecutions in 
general apply to prosecutions under the 
Manitoba Temperance Act. The frown 
cannot split up its ease by merely putting 
in evidence of possession of the liquor to 
make a prim A facie case and withholding 
evidence relating to the charge so as to put 
it in rebuttal. The possession required hv s. 
til of the Act is an actual possession and 
control over the liquor.

The King v. Stein. 47 D.L.R. 571. 31 
fan. Cr. fas. S45. f1»l»l 2 W.W.R. 9511.
W KIT OF PROHIBITION RESTRAINING MAUI»-

tbatf - Nova Scotia Temperance Act
—f RIMIN' Al. CHARGE A PPKAL.

Application for a writ of prohibition to 
restrain a magistrate from proceeding with 
a prosiH'iition for violation of the Nova 
Scotia Temperance Act arises out of a crim
inal charge, and no appeal lies from the 
judgment thereon. *

Mitchell r. Tracey. 46 D.L.U. 520. 58 fan. 
8.C.R. «40.
MlNI'TK OF CONVICTION — SUFFICIENCY — 

Amendment.
In a prosecution for selling intoxicating 

liquor contrary to the Liquor License Act. 
the minute of conviction imposed a penalty 
and costs without specifying the amount of 
the costs or the costs of commitment, and 
conveying to gaol on default of payment. 
The conviction was in the proper form, im
posed the penalty, lixed the amount of the 
costs, and awarded imprisonment in default 
of payment of the said sums and the costs 
of commitment and conveying to gaol:— 
Held, per curiam, on a motion to quash the 
conviction on certiorari, that apart from the 
provisions of ». Mil. the minute was suffi
cient to support the conviction : hut, assum
ing that it was defective, it is not a ground 
under ». HU for ; the conviction.
If it were necessary to support the con
viction the minute could lie amended under

The King v. Dugas; Ex parte Paul in, 43 
N.B.R. M.
C XKISCATION X' ALIDITT -REVENDICATION.

When a Magistrate’s Court acting with

in the limits of it- jurisdiction pronounces 
against an accused the confiscation of alco
holic liquor» ill proceedings taken by the 
collector of the revenue, the Superior Court 
should respect this decision so long as it has 

I not liven set aside by a proper authority 
and dismiss the application for revend i va 
tion by the owner of the liquor confiscated.

Ilergeron v. Tremblay, ôl Que. S.C. 520. 
Tbenpahh—Entry vfon hotel premises— 

Search for intoxicating liquor—Jus
tification t'NDFK SEARCH WARRANT — 
Canada Temperance Act, h. 136- 
Amending Act. ti & 7 Leo. V. c. 14— 
Form of warrant — “All necesharv
AND PROPER ASSISTANCE”—REQUEST TO 
DEFENDANT BY CONSTABLE TO ASSIST - 
\ CM HER Or PERSONS CALLED ON—DIS
CRETION OF CONST All! E — ENTRY WITH 
INTENTION NOT COVERED BY WARRANT—
Illegal acts after entry — Failure 
to prove—W ithdrawal of case from

Melairen v. Knight, 11 O.W.X. 429. 
Execution of search warrant ox Sunday.

Cr. Code, s. «61. as to the execution of 
warrants on Sunday, being in terms limited 
to warrants authorized by the Code, does 
not apply to search warrants issued under 
the Canada Temperance Act nor does Part 
NX-, of the Code, which by ». 135 of the 
Canada Temperance Act is to he read into 
the latter A t. contain any enactment which 
would validate the execution on Sunday of 
a search warrant under the Canada Temper
ance Act.

Ex parte W illis ( R. \. Lawlor), 27 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 383, 44 X.B.U. 347.
Search warrant for liquors—Pabticv-

A search warrant for liquors under the 
Liquor Act ( Alta. * »lmuld describe the 
premises to lie searched with sufficient ac
curacy to enable one to know from the mere 
reading of it what premises are to he 
searched.

R. v. tiihson, 90 Can. Cr. Cas. 308, [1919J 
1 W.W.R. 614.
Quebec law—Delivery oe liquor ix pro 

Il I It 111 a N MUNICIPALITY—INFORMATION 
—Certiorari.

If a person is accused of having de
livered intoxicating liquor in a municipality 
where a prohibition by-law is in force, the 
charge should lie hu«ed upon such by-law 
and not upon the Quebec license law. The 

| production, at the enquête, of a copy of such 
by-law not mentioned in the information, i* 
illegal. In such circumstances, a conviction 
w ill lie annulled by certiorari. No contesta
tion by writing is (icrraitted to invalidate a 
writ of certiorari, not even by way of mo
tion to quash. A conviction or order com 
plained of can only lie objected to by affi
davit If lack of jurisdiction be shewn.

Fraser v. ( our du Recorder, 19 Que. P.R.

1371
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SUMMARY CON V! ( TION—A M K N 11 M KN T ON AP-

Uii nil appeal t'rom a summary conviction 
•hi a charge under the Prohibition Act of 
unlawfully having intoxicating liquor in a 
place of public entertainment, held that an 
amendment should not lie allowed so a1- to 
make the charge one of having liquor in a 
place other than a private dwelling house.

R. v. (hung Chan, 111I1H] 1 WAV .It. *98. 
Van aha Tkmfebance Act — Conviction — 

I'rockedixch commenced two years
AFTER OFFENCE.

R. v. Peck ; Ex parte Beal, 9 K.L.R. 501.
( an aha Temperance Act—Ex parte pro

ceeding»—Irregularities in pkoced-

R. v. Peck; Ex parte O'Neill, 9 E.L.R.
524.
( anaha Temperance Act—Information 

-Irregularity — Non appearance of 
INFORMANT HFFOKE MAGISTRATE.

K. v. Murray; Ex part*; Copp, 9 K.L.R. 
519.
Canada Temperance Act — Certiorari — 

Conviction — Third oftence—Penal
ty AND IMPRISONMENT — “CALENDAR 
months"—Deputy stipendiary magis
trate—JURISDICTION.

Re Nelly, 9 E.L.R. 346.
Notice of violations—Authority to pros

ecute.
Mruneau v. Black Lake, 39 Que. S.C. 91. 

SELLING LIQUOR BETWEEN CERTAIN DATES—
Autrefois a< quit—Presumption ok
REGULARITY—ONUS OF PROVING IDEN
TITY OF CHARGES.

The King v. Johnson, 17 Can. Cr. Cas.
172.
Canada Temperance Act—Magistrates’

CONVICTIONS FOR HAVING INTOXICATING 
LIQUOR IN POSSESSION OR IlKINGINU IT 
INTO COUNTY OF PEEL—ABSENCE OF EVI
DENCE TO SUPPORT CONVICTIONS'—ORDER 
QUASHING CONVICTIONS.

R. v. Holovari, 17 O.W.N. 177.
•T. Second and subsequent offences.

(§ 111 J—94)—Habeas corpus—Second 
offence—Evidence of previous con-

A certificate with a person of the same 
name mentioned aa having been convicted 
m a locality is some evidence of the identity 
• if the defendant and in the absence of proof 
to the contrary the magistrate is justified 
in taking this evidence of a previous con
viction. |R. v. Leach, 14 Van. Grim. ( as. 
375; Ex parte Dugan, 32 X.B.R. 98. fol-

I thick hum v. The King. 49 D.L.R. 482. 32 
Can. Cr. Cas. 110.
Second offence—Forfeiture of license— 

Offences of different class.
X prior conviction of the licensed hotel

keeper for permitting persons 1o he in the 
barroom during prohibited hours of sale is 
not sufficient under s. 83 of the Liquor Li-

LIQIOIIS, III .1.
reuse Act, R.R.S. 1909, u. 130. to warrant 
a conviction as for a second offence with a 
consequent forfeiture of license on proof of 
a latter offence of selling during prohibited

R. v. Curran, 19 D.L.R. 120, 22 Can. Cr. 
( as. 388.
Sbcovo offences—Nova Scotia Tempér

ance Act—Summons—Partici i arm of 
previous conviction—Requirements 
—A M EN DM ENTS—VVlIEN 1 NCL1NF.D.

In a criminal prosecution for an alleged 
second offence under the Nova Scotia Tem- 
jarai.ee Act, 1910, us amended by 1 Geo. V. 
c. 33, incorjiorating by reference for proce
dure certain sections of Cr. Code, and the 
forms of the Canada Temperance Act, a 
summons is defective which does not speci
fy with any detail the previous conviction 
either as to (a) its date ; (h| the nature 
of the offence ; (c) whether for selling or 
keejiing or which of the other possible of
fences ; (d) the place of the offence or (e) 
otherwise earmark it; although it is al
leged therein that the present offence "was 
and is a second offence against the Nova 
Scotia Temperance Act. 1910;” such sum
mons is an insufficient basis for a conviction 
in the absence of the accused for a second 
offence with the increased penalty. The de
fect of such summons cannot be got rid of 
by merely omitting to carry such defect 
into the present conviction, and. where the 
hearing has proceeded in the defendant's 
absence, a conviction as for a second offence 
cannot be based tijion such defective sum
mons. even though the present conviction 
and information may in themselves be suffi
cient in form. In a proceeding for an al
leged second offence under the Nova Scotia 
Temjieianee Act. 1910, as amended by 1 
Geo. V. e. 33. s. 8, the latter alone provid
ing the punishment by imprisonment with
out option of line for a second offence ; 
where the information and conviction set 
out that the alleged second offence is con 
trary to the provisions of part I. of the 
Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 1910. and 
contain no reference to or recital of the 
amendment of e. 33. s. 8, the omission con
stitutes, at. common law, a misdescription 
of the statutory provisions and i« not cured 
by the general Interpretation Act for the 
Statutes of Canada, fi Edw. VII. c. 21. s. tl 
(now R.S.C. 19(HI. c. 1 s. 391, lacking all 
amendments, since the latter provision is 
not incorporated by reference in the Nova 
Scotia Temperance Act.

Re Noble ( rouse; R. v. ( rouse (No. 21, 
11 D.L.R. 759, 12 K.L.R. 499. 21 Van. Cr. 
( as. 243.

Offering in evidence before an accused 
person was found guilty of the subsequent 
offence on a trial for a second offence of 
selling liquor without a license, of a certif
icate of his former convictions, is not such 
a violation of para, (a) of s. 85 of the 
Liquor License Act of N.B. 1903. as will 
oust a magistrate of jurisdiction, where the
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latter, upon objection to the admission of I 
such certificate, did not proceed further 
with am h inquiry until the accused win 
fouud guilty of the subsequent offence, as 
such proviaion of the Liquor License Act 
relative to the order of time to be observed 
by the court in proving the first and second 
offences is directory only except ns to the 
questions to be put to the accused. [R. v. 
Craves (No. 2), 1»J Cun. Or. Cas. 318. 21 
O.L.R. 32b, followed, j

R. v. Matheson: Kx parte Martin, 2 I). 
L.R. 835. 20 Can. Cr. ( as. 153, 41 N.B.R. 
187, 10 E.L.R. 585.

Where on the trial for an offence against 
the provisions of the Nova Scotia Temper
ance Act, the prosecutor in answer to a 
question ns to whether the ace used hud 
been convicted of keeping intoxicating liq
uor for sale during the lust year, replied in 
the affirmative, this question and answer be
fore adjudication of the principal charge 
docs not constitute an enquiry by the magis
trate "concerning such previous conviction.” 
in contravention of the Nova Scotia Tem
perance Act 1910, c. 2, s. 44, and a mo
tion for the discharge of the prisoner on 
habeas corpus will be refused. [R. V. Pas- 
serini. 6 K.L.R. 541. distinguished.]

It. v. McNutt, 7 D.L.R. 651, 20 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 174. 40 N.S It. 209.
“Each eunai-;qrK\T conviction” — Addi

tional PFNAI.TIF.H.
The additional punishment provided by s. 

24 of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 1910, 
as amended by 1911, e. 33, for "each sub
sequent conviction" after conviction for the 
first offence, applies only to an offence of 
the same kind: selling liquor in contraven
tion of the Act is a distinct offence from 
that of keeping for sale, and a prior convic
tion for selling will not support a convic
tion with a penalty as for a second or sub
sequent offence of keeping for sale.

R. v. Moore. 35 D.L.R. 394, 51 N.8.R. 61. 
28 Can. Cr. Cas. 91.
PB -I." OF pblvioi a conviction.

A summary conviction under the Alberta 
Liquor Act. 1916, with the additional pen
alty for a second offence will be quashed* 
where there was no evidence by certificate 
or otherwise of a prior conviction and no 
reference thereto at the trial : the court 
hearing a certiorari application will refuse 
to receive the magistrate’s affidavit tendered 
in opposition to the motion for the purpose 
of shewing that the magistrate acted upon 
his recollection of the former conviction he 
himself had made. t

R. v. Brown. 37 D.L.R. 505, 28 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 208.
Conviction of magistrate—Evidence— 

Amendment.
The court may amend the conviction, so 

as to impose only the penalty for a first 
offence, where there is no evidence to sup
port the finding of the magistrate that the

J.HJL'OKS, III .1.
accused had liven previously convicted under 
the Liquor Act (Alta.).

R. v. Van Fleet, 41 D.L.R. 65, 13 A.L.K. 
320, 30 ( an. Cr. Cas. 147, [1918J 2 W.W.R, 
•132. aHirming 38 D.L.R. 592.
Reading whole information.

Un a charge of a second offence under the 
Nova Scotia Temperance Act, it is proper 
for the magistrate at the commencement of 
trial to read over the whole information 
to the accused although by s. 44 he is re
quired to enquire in the first instance con 
verning the subsequent offence and on a 
finding of guilt thereof "and riot before" 
enquire concerning the previous conviction. 
This requirement relates to the trial and 
examination of witnesses and not to the 
arraignment. ( Kaulkner v. The King. 
[1905 | 2 K.B. 76. and R. v. Fox. 10 O 
C.( . 502. distinguished.)

R. v. Shat ford. 38 D.L.R. 366. 51 N.S.R. 
322. 28 Can. Cr. ( as. 284.
Record—Stenograph h notes.

The stenographic notes of evidence in a 
summary conviction matter are not neces
sarily a record of all the proceedings apart 
from the depositions, ami where a convie 
tion for a second offence is in due form it. 
is not to he presumed that there was no ad 
judication on the later offence before re- 
cording the plea to the charge of having 
been previously convicted, although no note 
of the adjudication on the offence then liv
ing tried ap|ieared in the stenographic notes 
other than a reference to the sentence as 
for a second offence. Even if there were an 
irregularity in that respect in proceedings 
under the Ontario Temperance Act. the con 
viction would not lie invalidated thereby 
as the provisions of the Act in that regard 
are merely directory and do not go to the 
jurisdiction.

R. v. Ilanlev, 30 Can. Cr. ( as. 63. 41 O. 
L.R. 177.
l‘LEA OF GUILTY BY COUNSEL.

As the provisions of the Cr. Code, Part 
XV. (Summary ( onvietions i.‘are in terms 
applicable to prosecutions under the Nova 
Scotia Temperance Act. 1910, counsel may 
appear before the magistrate and plead 
guilty for the accused without the personal 
attendance of the latter in respect of an 
illegal sale of intoxicating liquor in contra 
volition of the Act. [R. v. Montgomery. 102 
L.T.R. 325. and R. v. Thompson, [1909] 2 
K.B. 614. 100 L.T.R. 070. applied.)

R. v. Thompson. 21 D.L.R. 743, 23 Can 
Cr. Vas. 403. 48 N.S.R. 515.
NmiND AND THIRD OFFENCES.

There must be a conviction as for a second 
offence liefore there can be a conviction as 
for a third offence under the Canada Tem
perance Act, R.S.C. 1906. c. 152, and the 
magistrate who has entered a conviction 
made as for a third offence, and which re 
cites two previous convictions, must be taken 
to have found that there was in fact a 
second conviction as for a second offence. 
Where the magistrate had jurisdiction over
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the subject-matter and over the person, and 
i vrf iorari in taken away by statute in re- 
.,jH*et of the particular oHencc. the court, 
upon a certiorari necessarily limited to the 
question of jurisdiction, cannot interfere 
with a summary conviction as for a third 
olTenev under the Canada Temperance Act, 
which recites 2 prior convictions proved 
lh-fore the magistrate, although such third 
conviction does not specify that the second 
conviction was made as for a second offence.

K\ parte Gogan : It. v. Stceves, 24 Can. 
<>. l as. 371. 43 X.B.R. 285.
>MOND OFFF.XCK—ADJUDICATION FIRST ON

I.ATFR « MARGE—PROCEDURE UNDER ONT.
Temperance Act.

A summary conviction under the Ontario 
Temperance Act, 6 (leo. V. c. 50 is not in
validated because on cross-examination of 
the accused giving testimony on his own be
half on a charge of a second offence of un
lawfully having possession of liquor in con
travention of the Act, lie was asked about 
and admitted his previous conviction. Sec
tion Oft of the Act, that the magistrate 

-hall in the tirst instance inquire concern- 
tig such subsequent offence only,” is direc

tory only and not imperative as affecting 
the magistrate's jurisdiction. [R. v. Coote,
17 lari. Cr. Cas. 211, 22 O.L.R. 260. fol
lowed.

R. v. Mercier, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 171, 45 
O.L.R. 237.
SMOXD AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENCE—FlKHT

CONVICTION UNDER ALIAS NAME—Afl-
SENCE AT TRIAL.

The previous conviction necessary to sup
port a summary conviction for a second of
fence and the more onerous punishment pro
vided for second offence* under the Liquor I 
License Act. C.K.N.B. 1903. c. 22, need not 
have described the accused by the same 
name as that under which he was summoned 
for the second offence: the second convic
tion will In* regular in that respect if the 
evidence upon the trial for the second of
fence proves the identity of the person pre
viously convicted with the person summoned 
for the second offence, although not present 
to defend the ease. A defendant who lias 
been duly summoned may be convicted in 
his absence upon a charge of a second of
fence tinder the Act. notwithstanding thaf 
s. 85 directs that on the accused being found 
guilty of the subsequent offence he shall 
"then and not before he asked whether lie 
was so previously convicted” and further 
specially provides the course of procedure: 
la) if the accused answers admitting the 
fact: (b) if he denies or stands mute of 
malice, or (c) does not answer directly to 
such question. |R. v. Coote. 17 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 211. 22 O.L.R. 269, approved: Ex parte 
<«roves, 24 X.B.R. 57, applied.]

The King v. Matlieson : Ex parte Held 
Millais, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 496, 41 N.B.R. 
.186. 11 E.L.R. 519

I Second ojfentk—Failure to prove iden- 
tiit of party—Jurisdiction—Certio-

A summary conviction for a second of- j fence against the Quebec License I^aw is not 
justified without proof of identity of the 
person first convicted with the person on 
trial as for a second offence. Failure to 
make such proof goes to the jurisdiction of 
the magistrate to convict for a second of
fence and is a ground for quashing the con
viction on certiorari when a more onerous 
penalty would result in the event of a future 
conviction, because of the conviction made 
being for a peeond offence rather than for a 
first offence (7 Geo. V.. c. 17. es. 10. 381.

Dulierger v. Morkill, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 271. 
20 Que. P.R. 49.

Where there is ,io proof, either by admis
sion or certificate, of the prior offences 
upon a charge of a third offence of selling 
intoxicating liquor without a license under 
the Liquor License Act (Sask. ). the con 
viction imposing a larger penalty than is 
authorized for a first offence must Is* 
quashed. [R. v. Brook. 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 21ft. 
and R. v. Nurse. 8 Can. Cr. Ca*. 173, fol 
lowed.]

The King v. Kongo, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 56, 
19 W.L.R. 246.
Second and subsequent offences.

A second summary conviction for unlaw
ful sale of liquor under the Ontario Liquor 
License Art is not invalid !>ecause it charges 
an offence prior in time to the date of con
viction for the first offence.

The King v. Mitchell. 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
113. 24 O.L.R. 324. 19 O.W.R. 588.
Second and subsequent offences—Certif

icates OF PRIOR CONVICTION.
In a prosecution under the Ontario Tem 

perance Act. 6 Geo. V.. v. 50. certificate* of 
prior conviction thereunder issued under ». 
96 (b) are prima facie evidence only in 
prosecutions charging a second or subse
quent offence in which the accused is called 
upon to answer whether lie had lieen pre
viously convicted as charged (ss. 58, 59. 
96, 97. and *eh. F), Such special certifi
cate produced on a charge laid as for a 
tirst offence is not evidence for the purpose 
of proving that it was a third offence for 
the purpose of cancelling a license under 
the inland Revenue Act, although the in
formant had given prior notice to the de
fendant that he would charge the prior con
victions as a ground for asking a cancella
tion of the license and gave particulars of 
the alleged prior conviction* in his notice.

R. v. Berlin Lion Brewery, 31 Can. Cr. 
Ca*. 155.
Liquor law—Penalty for third offence,

FINE OR IMPRISONMENT—DISCRETION OK 
MAGISTRATE TO IMPOSE IMPRISONMENT 
INSTEAD OF FINE.

Plante v. Cliche, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 43, 38 
Que. 8.C. 636.
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iLI.K.GAI, HALF.—CHARGE OF HMOXp OKKKNUR 
—]XTKBWHIAIION AN m PRIOR OKILXCK 
CHARGED—TAKING I'RiaiF OF I'KIOK VON- 
VHTION IX THK ABSENCE OF ACCUSED. 

The King v. Voote, 17 Van. Cr. Vas. 207. 
Two CONCURRENT ( IIARCM—SWAKATK DE

FENCES OF A NIMII.AK H AHH—XllXlNIl 
T1IE TRIALS—Time OF HMDND OFFENC E 
OVLKI.AI’l’INCJ PERIOD OF F1RNT CHARGE.

Kx |»arte Monahan. 17 Van. Cr. Vaa. 53, 
30 a\.It.R. 430.
Penalty for he-cond defence.

Section 101, sub*. 5, of the Ontario Liq
uor License Act applies to authorize the 
resummoning of the offender ahd revision 
of the penalty in resjiect of a subsequent 
conviction in any case where the prior con
viction lias been set aside.

H. v. Rudolph, 17 Van. Cr. Can. 207. 
Juhtice’r conviction for sixxixn offence 

—AUHENCK OF WRITTEN EVIDENCE— AD
MISSIONS OF ACCUSED IN OFEX COURT—
Commitment without formal con* 
viction.

R. V. Dagenais, 23 O.L.R. 007, 19 O.VV.R. 
252.

Kale without license—Second conviction 
by magistrate—Motion for habeas 
CORPUS — KVIDENCE — KOREHiXEHH — 
Interpreter — Refusal in* adjourn 
AFTER EVIDENCE TAKEN.

R. v. Ptister, 3 O.W.N. 440, 20 O.VV.R. 
778.

IV. Civil remedies.

A. In general-, nuisances.

(S IV A—95)—Actions against liquor li
censees—Suspension because war. 

Only actions arising out of the business 
as liquor licensee are within a proclamation 
prohibiting actions against such licensees 
whose interests are affected by war, and 
there is no prohibition against creditors 
whose debts have accrued in another capac
ity, such as merchant or farmer; nor is 
any protection given to property other than 
the licensed premises or that* used in con
nection therewith. | Novello v. Toogood. 1
B. & C. 554. applied. |

Imperial Elevator A Lumber Vo. v. Kiiss, 
25 D.L.R. 55, 8 S.L.R. 360. 32 VV.L.R. 941, 
9 W.WJL 009, varying 9 W.W.R. 164. 
| Kollowed in Miller v. Kuss. 25 D.LR. 
816. |
Action* under Liquor Act—Prescription.

The 2 months prescription in art. 1171 of 
the License Law of Quelive only applies to 
actions and proceedings brought hv the Col
lector of Revenue of the province, or by a 
municipal corporation, and not to those pro
vided for by art. 1091 of R.S.Q. fur damages 
against a hotelkeeper on account of assaults 
committed by drunken persons to whom he 
had served intoxicating liquor.

Martin v. New ( arlton Hotel, 53 Que. S.
C. 380, reversing 50 Que. S.C, 101.

(§ IV B—UK))—i om pensai ion—Curait* 
—Form of action.

An action, by which a party asks to he 
declared entitled to governmental conqieii. 
sat ion ( Quebec i. for the discontinuance of 
the business of a liquor dealer since insoh - 
cut, is less an action than a petition under 
art. 876 C.C.P., and the curator has no 
ground of complaint if the action i« made 
returnable 2 days after service. Although 
the action is accompanied by a writ c: 
seizure the curator van not object if no 
seizure is made. The fact of calling this 
action one of saisie—in revendication is 
not a ground for an exception to the form.

Touzin v. (iarièpy, 17 Que. f’.R. 310.
(g IV B—102)—For death of person to 

WHOM LIQUOR HOLD.
The civil liability imposed under the On

tario Liquor License Act upon a hotel
keeper for the death of a person caused by 
intoxication from drinking in the hotel is 
not avoided by show ing that the deceased 
resumed drinking elsewhere while still in
toxicated as a result of hiy drinking in the 
hotel, if such intoxication wa« the proximate 
cause of death and if the subsequent drink
ing was alone iiisnffivient to lead to the 
cause of death apart from his intoxicated 
condition at the time when the subsequent 
drinking began.

De Struve v. McGuire. 2 D.L.R. 100, 25 
O.L.R. 491, 21 O.VV.R. 138.

JAILS.
Liability for injurier to inmates.

Where a small rural community allowed 
its peace officer to combine also the duties 
of several other officers, and. a« such peace 
officer, he placed a prisoner in the lock-up. 
which 3 hours afterwards burned up, and 
in which lire the prisoner lost his life, all 
during the absence of the peace officer, who 
was attending to other duties, it was not 
unreasonable on the part of the municipality 
to permit, its peace officer to attend to the 
duties of other offices which he held, and 
it was not the duty of the municipality to 
keep said officer or any one else in constant 
attendance on the prisoner.

McKenzie v. Chilliwack, 8 D.L.R. 692, 
11912] A.C. 888. affirming 15 B.C.R. 256. 
Permitting interview with prisoner—De

tective's INTERROGATION OF ACCUSED.
Unless a prisoner asks for an interview 

with the detective, or there are exceptional 
circumstances, the jailer should not permit 
interviews In*tween a Government detective 
and the prisoner, at which others are not 
present.

United States v. Wrenn, 10 D.L.R. 452, 21 
Can. Cr. Cae. 119.

JOINDER.
See Action; Pleading; Partie*.
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JOINT CREDITORS AND DEBTORS.
I. In CiENKRAl

ii. Release ok one joint debtor.
I. In general.

(§ I—l)—Several pum masers of land— 
Joint and hkvf.rai. liability.

foint and several liability must lie stipu
lated fur and will not lip presumed beyond 
tin- eases provided for by law. Thus there 
is no such liability in ease of a sale on the 
part of purchasers even when they have 
purchased immovables en blue and have cre- 
aled a joint estate among them, if such 
has not liven expressly created by the deed 
of sale. Each in such case owes only his 
proportion of the balance due on the price

Versailles v. llarel. 47 Que. 8.C. 468.
Loan—Separate actions.

If by one deed several lenders individually 
loan distinct and separate sums of money, 
the borrower is debtor to each of them for 
the amount loaned. The defence of the I air- 
rower. to the action of one of the lenders, 
that he could not lie summoned to defend 
iifièrent actions taken against him by each 

••f the lenders and that one of them has no 
right to sue without joining his cocreditors, 
will lie dismissed on inscription en droit.

Ilourgouin v. Franklin, 18 Que. P.R. 105. 
JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY—MaNUFAC- 

tvrk of timber—Commercial act.
An undertaking by 2 persons to manu

facture timber is a commercial act. and the 
contractors are compelled jointly and sev
erally to carry out their contracts. It does 
nut create a "partnership as between them
selves. but, had there been a partnership, 
it would be dissolved by the abandonment 
•>f the undertaking, in consequence of which 
: he creditors have their remedy against each 
of the contractors as joint and several

fl renier v. Simoneau, 45 Que. 8.C. 3211. 
Practice—Money paid into court by two

DEFENDANTS—JUDGMENT AGAINST ONE—
Money the property of othf;r defend
ant.

C.A'.R. Co. v. Peterson. 7 W.W.R. 741.
(§ I—2)—Several promisors — Joining

THE PROMISEE AS A PROMISOR.
Where the obligation to pay is joint only, 

and not joint and several, it is an objection 
of substance and not of form that the prom
isee is joined as a promisor, hut in a prop
er case the document may he rectified on the 
ground of mutual mistake.

Hepburn v. Mutch. 17 D.L.R. 23. 28 W.L. 
R. 292. 6 W.W.R. 990.
Joint purchase of land — Moneys ad

vanced BY ONE OF TWO PURCHASERS—
Liability of the other to make con
tribution.

Wicks v. Miller. 21 Man. L.R. 534, 19 W. 
Lit. 480

II. Release of one joint debtor.
(8 II—ti| —Assignment of debt—Joint li

ability—Mise en demeure.
W hen in a transfer of debt the transferror 

imuertakes, jointly and severally with all 
the debtors mentioned in it, to pay the sutu 
due on default of the debtors, renouncing at 
the same time the lienelit of discussion, the 
transferror cun lie sued alone at the maturi
ty of the debt without an allegation of mise 
en demeure or demand of payment or of a 
default in payment on the part of the other 
debtors.

Dib-arie v. Archambault, 47 Que. SC. 302. 
(8 H—7)—Verdict against one.

In an action for tort where 2 persons are 
alleged to have been guilty of negligence 
causing an injury and» are joined us de
fendants. each defendant is to be consid
ered as charged with a breach of duty which 
he individually owed to the plaintiff and 
a verdict may lie supported which is in fav
our of one defendant uml against the other 
both at common law and under Sask. r. 34 
(Sask. r. of 1911 ».

Harris v. lioltselig. 1 D.L.R. 871. 20 W.L. 
R. 381. 1 W.W.R. 919.
Release oe one hy giving time to the 

other—Release by accepting sepa
rate obligations of one joint debtor. 

Schwarts tr. Bkleehowehy, 21 Man. L.R. 
SI®, 17 W.LJL 616.
Joint debtors—Effect of taking judg

ment AGAINST ONE.
Wilson v. .Stuart, 20 Man. L.R. 507, 16 

W.LR. 403.
Joint tortfeasors — Judgment againht

ONE OF SEVERAL PERSONS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR DAMAGES—It AH TO ACTION.

I .anymore v. McArthur, 43 Can. 8.C.R. 
640.

JOINDER.
Of causes of action, see Action ; Pleading. 
Of parties, see Parties.

JOINT TENANTS.
See Co-tenancy.

JUDGES.
I. In general.

II. Appointment and removal.
III. Disquaijfication; eligibility.
IV. Change; special judge; assignment

OE JUDGES.
V. Compensation.

VI. Jurisdiction.
See Courts; Trial ; Appeal.
Constitutional powers as to appointment, 

see Constitutional Law, I E—30.
Annotation.

Constitutional powers as to creation of 
courts and apjioiiitmcnts thereon : 37 D.L.
R. 183: 24 D.L.R. 22.
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I. In general.
(§ I—7)—Du FACTO—COLOUBAJUK TITLE— 

Status cannot be attacked in col- \
I A'l'KKAI. PBOCBKD1NO.

The status of a ile facto Judge having at ! 
least a colourable title to the office, cannot | 
lie attacked in a collateral proceeding, the | 
pnqier proceeding to question his right to | 
the ollice is by quo warranto information. !

He Toronto K. Co. and Toronto, 46 D.L.
H. 547, 44 O.LR. 381, -'4 Can. Hy. Cas. 278. , 
[Reversed, 51 D.L R. U9.J

III. Disqualilication; eligibility.
(§111—23) UlSQl AI.IFK ATIUN UV INTEK- I 

E8T—PROCEDURE IX NAMING 6UB8T1- j

Where a County .Judge is disqualified hy 
interest from hearing and determining an | 
assessment appeal to which lie is a party, 
the disqualilication is absolute, preventing 
the County .lodge from even nominating the 
Judge of another county to act for him, j 
where there is a statutory provision under I 
which the selection of a disinterested per- | 
son to try the appeal may lie made by a i 
High Court Judge in Chambers.

He Chisholm and Berlin, It D.L.It. 264, 4 I 
O.W.N. 431, 23 O.W.Ii. 571.
Stipendiary magistrate — Dihqualifica- 

tion — Bias — Magihtkate attorney
FOB DEFENDANT I' AC I ION IN XVII HU j 
AVCUSKD IS PLAINTItF.

A stipendiary magistrate is not disquuli- j 
fled from entertaining an information | 
against a person, hy reason of the fact that ! 
the former is attorney of record for the de- j 
fendant in a pending action in another I 
court in which the accused is plaintiff. A 
person who has any monetary interest, how
ever small, in the result of judicial pro
ceedings, should not take part in them as
H Ki-'McKinnon, 12 D.L.R. 801». 12 K.L.R. 238. 

Disqualification -Pecuniary interest in i
IMPOSIN'(I FINE.

'Iliat a stipendiary magistrate may ho 
interested in imposing a line for a violation | 
of the Canada Temperance Act in order to 
swell the fund from which his fees are paid 
is too remote an interest to disqualify him 
from entertaining a complaint for a viola
tion of the Act. (Ex parte McCoy, 33 N.R.
K. 605. followed. 1

|{. v. Tfolvoke, Ex parte McIntyre, 13 I).
L. R. 225. 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 422. 42 N.B.R. ! 
135, 13 E.LR. 210.
Interest or bias—Disqualification.

I liront radictod affidavits filed on a mo- j 
lion to quash a summary conviction under j 
a liquor law that the magistrate had stated j 
lie would convict any parties charged with | 
selling liquor whether the evidence proved 
it. or not. if lie believed them to he guilty, 
shews a disqualifying bias on the part of 
the magistrate, and the eonvietion on a 
liquor selling vharge will he quashed.

The King v. Hand. 15 D.L.R. 60. 47 X. 
S.R. 556, 13 K.L.R. 450.

Interest—Bias.
In the administration of justice, whether 

by a recognized legal court, or by persons 
who, although not a legal court, are acting 
in a similar capacity, public policy require* 
that, in order that there should be no doubt, 
about the purity of the administration, no 
person who is to take part in it should be 
in such a position that he might be sus
pected of being biased. [Allinsun v. Gen
eral Medical Council, [1H1I4] 1 Q.B. 750, 
followed.]

H. v. Woodroof. 6 D.L.R. 300, 20 Can. 
Cr. < as. 17, 11 E.LR. 373.

V. Compensation.
I § V—35)—Allowances fob traveling

EXPENSES— MEANING OF "WHERE HE RE
istdem ; "Judges Act, R.S.C. limb, u. 136, 
». 18.

The residence of the defendant, a Judge 
of the Supreme Court of British Columbia, 
was held to be at the city of Vancouver, 
where the courts were held, and was not, 
as claimed hy the defendant, at Grand 
Forks, some T<M» miles distant; and there
fore lie had no right to charge for traveling 
allowances under the above Act. The words 
"where he resides ' must be taken in their 
plain and ordinary sense without any qiirs 
lion of domicile, which might lie different 
from residence, and the words quoted can
not be twisted hy any legal fiction to mean 
that the judge should lie paid for expenses 
never incurred, or contemplated hy the Act.

The King v. Clement, 50 C.L.J. 67.

VI. Jurisdiction.
(9 VI—50)—Of Supreme Court—Not to

INCLUDE LOCAL JUDGE OF SUPREME
Court—Bills of Sale Act, 1011, K.S 
1U <fc 20.

The expression, “Judge of the Supreme 
Court," as used in the Bills of Sale Act, 
1011, K.S.B.C. v. 20. does not include a 
“Lirai Judge of the Supreme Court."

He Roval Trust Co. and Austin Hotel Co.. 
44 D.L.R. 480. [1010] 1 W.W.R. 034. 
County Court—Order dispensing with 

restrictions ok War Relief Act—Ju
risdiction.

A County Court Judge has no jurisdic
tion to make an order nsing with the 
restrictions of the War Relief Act, 1916, <■. 
74 (B.C.) and amending Act, 1017. e. 74.

Hanna v. Costerton, 44 D.L.R. 478. [1918] 
1 W.W.R. 030.

JUDGMENT.
I. Rendition; entry; amendment; sum

mary JUDOMENT.
• a. In general.

B. By confession.
o. Jurisdiction ; necessity of service or 

appearance.
D. For and against whom ; several or

B. Form and substance.

7
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F. Entry; record; summary or speedy 

judgment.
g. Modification; varying terms of.

II. Effect and conclusiveness: res 
JUDICATA.

a. In general.
b. Decrees interlocutory, by default,

direction, or on demurrer; dis-

C. Collateral attack.
D. What matters concluded.
E. Ah to parlies.

HI. The men.
a. In general.
n. On what property.
<’. Sufficiency of index.

IV. Foreign judgments, 
a. Of foreign country.
B. Of sister province.

V. Discharge: assignment.
VI. Revival ; enforcement, 

a. Knforcement. 
it Revival; scire facias.

VII. Relief against; rehearing; actions

a. In general 
B. Defences.
<*. (Irounds, 
n. Procedure.

r. Rehearing.
Annotations.

Foreign judgment, action upon; 9 D.L. 
R 788. 14 D.L.R. 43.

lodgment; conolusivoness as to future 
action: rea judicata: 0 D.L.R. 294.

Judgment; enforcement; séquestration: 
14 ll.uR. 865.

Judgment as a fleeted by moratorium: 
” D.L.R. 865.
I. Rendition; entry; amendment; sum

mary judgment.
A. Tn general.

Xgainst Indians, see Indians, IT—5.
As new debt, see Execution, I—11.

'6 I A—I)—Part v mis hip.
Rule 603 (Ont. Von. Rules 1897) does not 

authorize a summary judgment against, one 
« ho is alleged to be n member of a firm 
iivainst wliieli a judgment was previously 
"lituined, but who was out of the jurisdic
tion when the writ in the original action 
wax issued, and who entered no appearance 
and did not admit himself to be and was 
nul adjudged a member of the firm.

Hank of Hamilton v. Davidson, 10 D.L.R. 
lu t, 4 O.W.N. 74», 23 O.W.R. »44.
Motion fob—Faimhe to comply with or

der FOR SECURITY EOB COSTS—AUJOl ttN-

X motion to strike out defendant’s ap
pearance and to enter summary judgment 
against him cannot be proceeded within the 
face of an order against the plaintiff to 
give security for costs although the order 
was made after service of the notice of mo
tion for judgment, but the motion may be

adjourned until the security order shall 
haxe been complied with or vacated.

Cavendish v. Hasson. 11 D.L.R. 487. 6 
A.L.R. 101, 24 W.L.R. 382, 4 W.W.R. 690. 
Counterclaim—Right to plead.

If the defendant shews in answer to a 
motion for summary judgment that he has 
a reasonable ground for defending or if he 
has a counterclaim arising out of the same 
matter, he is entitled to defend.

McDonald v. Finder, 20 D.L.R. 494, 42 
N.B.R. 227.
Practice—Affidavit—Support or motion.

Under the new practice introduced by rr. 
56. 57. where the writ of summons is spe
cially endorsed, the plaintiff may move for 
summary judgment without cross-examin
ing the defendant upon the allidavit filed 
with his appearance: and. if the allidavit 
docs not disclose a good defence nor set out 
facts and circumstances sufficient to entitle 
the‘defendant to defend, judgment will lie 
granted to the plaintiff. An allidavit filed 
by the plaintiff in support, of his claim, 
though it may not he necessary, is unobjec
tionable. Rule 57 docs not alter the prac
tice laid down in Jacobs v. Booth's Distil
lery Co.. 85 L.T.R. 262—upon a motion 
under that rule the court does not attempt 
to determine facts in issue upon controver
sial affidavits.

Langdon-Davies Motors Canada v. Gaso- 
lectrie Motors, 32 O.L.R. 84. affirming judg
ment of Denton Co.. C.J.
Election of remedies — Negligence — 

Workmen's compensation—Ref'erfnce 
to in formai, judgment.

Where the Trial Judge dismisses a negli
gence action brought, by a workman against 
his employer and others, hut states that tie* 
plaintiff would Ik* entitled to compensation 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
(Alta.), it is improper to make a reference 
to the compensation in the formal decision 
issued in the negligence action at. least 
where the amount of the compensation lias 
not been fixed : a clause in the formal judg
ment inserted at the request of the defend
ants, purporting to declare the plaintiff en
titled to compensation under the Act and to 
reserve leave to apply to fix the amount 
should the parties not agree, will not oper
ate in bar of the plaintiffs appeal from the 
dismissal of the negligence action where the 
plaintiff had not elected to abandon the com
mon law remedy and to accept compensation 
under the Act. [Isaacson v. New Grand. 
119031 1 K.B. 539. applied.)

Klukas v. Thompson & Co.. 24 D.L.R. 07. 
31 W.L.R. 438. 8 W.W.R. 778. reversing 21 
D.L.R. 312. 7 W.W.R. 1102.
Principles governing the granting of.

Summary judgment should not tie granted 
when there is any serious conflict as to a 
matter of fact or any real difficulty as to a 
matter of law.

Western Security Bank v. Martin, 31 
W.L.R. 149.
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Sign ini* final ji ih.mkni Li avi; to i»k- |

On mm application for louve to sign final j 
judgment, a defendant, who was surety for ! 
the debt sued upon, -ought leave to defend 
oil the ground that the pluintiff should have 
obtained a greater sum for certain securi
ties he sold, the proceeds of which were ap
plied in reduction of the debt. An order 
was made for leave to sign final judgment. 
Held, on appeal, that the order should he set 
aside and the defendant he allowed in to de-

lloval Hank v. Kacilic ISottling Works, 23 
1M .K. 4tt:;. [ 11*171 2 WAV.lt. 227.
King’s Bench Act.

Summary judgment cannot be ordered 
under r. 02'» of the King’s Bench Act, when 
the statement of claim, in addition to the 
money demand, asks for other relief such 
as foreclosure or forfeiture or the setting 
aside of an alleged fraudulent conveyance.

Campbell v. Morgan. 28 Man. L.R. f>31,
| It» 1 s | 2 WAV E. 81(1.
Motion m>k kcmmary juimimknt under n. 

f»ti—Action on promissory note—De
fence—Pabt failure ok considera
tion - Vault: statements in affidavit 
— Cn ascertained an» indefinite 
claim — Leave to defend rf.h heii — 
Right of action on cross-claim rk-

Meliaren v. Penchen. 14 O.W.N. 39. 
Defendant not appearing at trial — 

Judgment for plaintiff on proof of 
claim Setting aside,—Terms.

Harris v. U arson, 15 O.W.N. 140.
Motion for summary judgment—Rule 57 

—Affidavit filed with appearance 
Cross-examination of deponent—Ac
tion FOR PRICE OF GOODS—DEFENCE— 
Defect in qu xi.ity of goods and mis
representation—Affidavit not shew
ing amount of reduction asserted— 
Leave to file new affidavits—Waiv
es ok irregularity—Costs.

Suckling v Ryan, 17 O.W.N. 213.
Motion for — Rule 322 — Admissions — 

Practice—Right to trial.
Dixon v. Schell, 12 O.W.N. 364.

Chamiiers order issued ex parte — Dis
pute as to terms of order—Order 
not conforming to order as pro
nounced—Death of judge who pro
nounced order—Order as issued set 
aside by another judge—Resettle
ment of order — Stay of actions — 
“Event”—Determination by court of 
last resort—Delay in settling order

FlexIunie Sign Co. v. < I lube Securities, 12 
O.W.N. 138, 196, 228.
Summary judgment—Bona fide dispute,

PROPER TO BE TRIED — UNCONDITIONAL 
LEAVE TO DEFEND.

C.P.R. Co. v. Matthews S.S. t o., 5 O.W.N. 
437.

(S I A—2 i —By dm au t.
When the claim i- fur a declaration that 

plain till lia- acquired a title to land by 
possession, the court will not grant jud" 
ment in default of appearance without an 
examination <»f the witnesses in o|»en court, 
if the writ hits not been served personally.

Wallace v. Potter, 7 D.L.R. 114, 22 W. 
UK. 281, 2 WAV.lt. 1085.
Affidavit oe merits -Disclosing defence.

leKav v. Johnston. 10 D.L.R. 806, 23 W.
I R 631, l VI A\ .R. 133.
Promissory note—Release—PLEA of.

Ijcuvc to defend should Is* allowed where 
the defendant's affidavit in answer to a mo
tion for summary judgment on a promis
sory note alleges that the note payable in 
one month was delivered to plaintiff's solici
tor in escrow to hold until a release in form 
satisfactory to defendant’* solicitor, should 
he signed and that plaintiff proceeded to sue 
without waiting for such approval and 
thereby committed a breach of the agree
ment under which tjie notes were given, for 
there is at least the question to lie sub
mitted to the jury; whether or not ample 
time and opportunity bad lieen afforded to 
défendai t of submitting the release t » his 
solicitor.

McDonald v. Kinder, 20 D.L.K. 494, 42 
N.B.R. 227.
On counterclaim—Plaintiff’s failure to

Thompson v. Yopknev, 8 D.L.R. 776. 2.1 
Man. L.H. 571, 22 W.Lll. 863, 3 WAV.R. 
591. | Affirmed. 14 D.L.K. 332. 23 Man. !..
R. 571, 25 W.L.R. 602. which was affirmai 
l.v 16 D.L.R 854. 60 Can. S.C.R. 1. 6 WAV. 
K. 1107.)
Service ok notice oe motion—Delay.

Hie service of a notice of motion for leave 
to enter judgment in default of defence up
on a liquidated demand will not deprive the 
plaintiff of the right to sign judgment in 
default of defence under Saak. r. 224 with
out an order and without waiting for the re
turn of the motion which was afterwards 
abandoned: and unexplained delay for a 
long time in moving against the judgment 
will disentitle the defendant to relief on 
the ground that he was misled by the serv
ice of the notice.

Mills v. Harris. 21 D.L.R. 230, 8 N.L.R. 
113. 8 WAV.R. 428.
By default—Jurisdiction to grant—Ab

sentee—Property within province.
Art. 94 (41. CAM'., gives jurisdiction 

over tlic defendant who lias left his domicile 
in the province of Quebec or has never had 
any, when the cause of action did not orig 
in ate in the district wherein he is sum
moned. only when the plaintiff proves that 
the defendant possess property therein. 
When judgment is obtained by default, in 
the above case without such proof, the de
fendant, who has neither domicile nor prop
erty in the above-mentioned district, may
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ild.e the judgment set aside by the Court of 
Keuew for want of jurisdiction.

, Sank of B.N.A. v. Levy, 47 Que. S.C. 282. 
In.- plaintiff who obtains judgment by de 

f., ilt i- not obliged to have a copy of such 
iuL,iu.-nt served on tin- defendant.
' liant/ v. Wills, 14 Que. P.lt. 206.

Vrtivle 532 C.C.l*. does not apply in vase 
..[ an action en séparation de corps of suvh 
j nature that judgment, in a like cause,

. .Id not he given on affidavits.
Landry v. Rivard. 14 Que. P.lt. 375.

DEFENDANT NOT APPEARING AT TRIAL— 
Jl'IM. MINI" BET AH I 111 ' ON" TKBMK. 

Toronto General Trusts I'orp. v. Weaver, 
i:« ii.W.X, 293.
Motion for— Default of defence—Appli- 

i XT ION TO UK LET IN TO DKFKND—DfcLlB- 
KKATK IlKFAfl.T—PrK.IUIUCK TO PLAIN- 
TIFF BY DM.AY.

I'hvrrill v. llendernon, 4 O.W.N. 1487, 24 
OAV.K. 819.
IWVIMi VP—Tkrmr IMPOSED

laekson v. Murray. 26 W.L.R. 402.
\it of interest Hank.
Where a bunk issue* a statement of claim 

for the amount of a promissory note, bear
ing interest at H per cent, and for interest 
it that rate, judgment for the amount and 
interest claimed is not “justified by the 
statement of claim" within the meaning of 
r I "--* a- to judgment in default of defence.

Quebec Hank v. Lessard, [1917] 1 WAN. 
R 542.
(j I A—.11—JUDGMENT AOAINRT VENDOR— 

F.XM rriox — IM MORAL BALK — POHBKH-

An action to recover the balance of the 
purchase price of pro|ierty having been sue- 
. .-s-iinUy defended on the ground that the 
trail-action was immoral and void, but the 
.-ale not having been formally set aside, the 
purchaser being in fact in possession animo 
domini, a seizure by the sheriff under a 
judgment against the vendor will lie set 
i-ide «s in contravention of art. 699 C.C.P. 

Vézina v. l.afortune. 41 D.L.R. 208, 56 
.in. S.C.It. 246. reversing 25 Que. K.B. 

-it I. which reversed 48 Que. S.C. 254.
'.Y CONSENT—lONSENT MINUTES—MOTION 

TO F.XKORCE TERMS OF—JüaiSDICTION OF

Sovereign Bank v. Sevigny, 4 O.W.N. 459, 
23 O.W.R. 651.
CIVIL REQUEST — DELAY—ACQUIESCENCE—

Appeal—C.C. arts. 885, 887, 890, 1177, 
1178. 1209.

There ia no jurisdiction to permit the pro- 
ludion of a civil request against a judgment 

which the defendant has acquiesced to 
tin* Superior Court and against which he 

i- made without success all his complaints 
n the Court of Appeal. The judgments 
-udered in virtue of arts. 885, 887, C.C.P. 

are not susceptible to he retracted by a civil 
Application seeing that these judgments do 
not fall in the exceptions of art. 890 C.C.P. 
aed cun be carried to appeal. The civil ap- 

Can. Dig.—83.

plication cannot be admitted by way of a 
revision or appeal. There is nothing in our 
law a*, in the French law regarding the de
lay in xxliich one may make u civil applica 
lion to distinguish between a preparatory 
and an interlocutory judgment. Thus 
judgments such as those mentioned above 
mi .luu. 27. and Feb. 14, 1916, are suscepti
ble to be attacked by civil request as soon 
as they are pronoun, ed and within 6 months 
afterwards and not conjointly as in France 
only after the final judgment.

Krauss v. Michaud, 25 Rev. U-g. 139. 
[See 20 Que. P R 1 ]

B. By confession.
Conclueivenesa of, see infra, II.
Foreign judgment, see infra, IV.
Correction of an appeal, see Appeal.
Injunction against enforcement, see In

junction.
(§ I B—5)—Pro confebso—Innufficie.ntt 

of plea—Specific dknialn and trx-

If the defendant does not, by his plea, 
deny specifically or by necessary implica
tion the allegations of fact stated in the 
plaintiff's claim, or state that defendant 
does not admit the truth of such allega
tions, he will be taken to have admitted 
them under New Brunswick 0. 19, r. 13, 
notwithstanding general words of denial in 
the plea; and he is liable to have judgment 
moved against him upon the admissions s. 
implied. [Rutter v. Tregent, 12 Ch. D. 758, 
applied.]

Kennedv v. Gorman, 12 D.L.R. 812, 13 
B.UB
Judgment—Option to purchase—Aban

donment--Judgment by confession
McLeod t. McLeod (B.C.), 40 D.L.R

T4L
Refusal of plaintiff to accept—Failure 

to give notice.
Default by a plaintiff to give, within 30 

days, to a defendant who confesses judg
ment, notice of his refusal to accept the 
confession does not create a presumption 
that he accepts it, and does not authorize 
the defendant to enter judgment on his con
fession.

Morin v. Davidson, 46 Que. S.C. 120.
Que. C.P. 125, 527.

A confession of judgment is not a pieu 
and there is nothing to authorize a demand 
for particulars of it.

Fearing Whiton Mfg. Co. v. Melzer. 15 
Que. P.R. 414.
Fohm iokube—Setting abide.

A plaintiff not refusing within 30 days 
to accept a partial confession of judgment 
from tlie defendant, the latter can. even 
after judgment is inscribed, be relieved from 
the foreclosure subject to paying the costs 
ii i urrcd by the opposite party.

Gingras v. Rintret, 52 Que. S.C. 237.
So long as the defendant has not served 

I on the plaintiff the confession of judgment
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which he has signed the plaintiff may ig
nore it and proceed to judgment ex parte.

Ducoudu v. Berthelet, 13 Que. P.R. 190, 
Interest — Refusal — Motives —Ex

penses—C.C.P. ahts. 527, 530, 640.
A confession of judgment is insufficient 

in aii amount determined without dcelaring 
that it is made with interest, when this 
amount curries interest. It is not neces
sary for one who refuses to accept a confes
sion of judgment to make known in the 
notice which he gives, the motives of his 
refusal. Then after the refusal of such a 
confession of judgment, the contestation is 
lending between the parties only on ques
tion of knowing if the defendant has a 
right to divers creditors which he claims, 
and I lie examination of the cause only bears 
on this point, without touching the ques
tion of interest. Costs ought not to be born 
by the defendant alone but the plaintiffs 
ought to pay the subsequent expenses of 
contesting ami the expenses of revision.

< astle v. Kahinovitch, 25 Rev. Leg. 2C4.
The defendant to an action for the price 

and value of work performed and materials 
supplied according to an itemized account, 
who confesses judgment for a sum less than 
1 hat claimed, can be ordered by the court to 
specifx the items which make up the amount 
which he admits. His failure to do so sup
plies. according to circumstances, special 
cause for making, in the final judgment, the 
exceptional adjudication as to costs provid
ed for by art. 549 C.C.P.

Kennedy v. Canadian Fire Underwriters 
Association. 4.1 Que. R.C. 102.
Quebec practice—Libel action.

Subject to the provisions of art. 510, 0. 
C.P.. the plaintiff is not obliged to accept 
a confession of judgment and he lias an 
absolute right to proceed in the case as if 
the confession of judgment had not been 
tiled after having given notice of hi* re
lu*» 1 to the defendant. On default of the 
latter to file a defence within the time pre
scribed, the plaintiff may proceed e\ parte 
to add nee evidence of the chargee alleged hv 
his action. In an action for (lainages for 
defamatory libel, where it is sought to re
establish the plaintiff's good reputation, the 
plaintiff is justified in refusing to accept a 
confession of judgment whereby the defend
ant consents to judgment living entered 
for the amount demanded after having de
nied all the allegations in the action.

Rohichon v. Monfette, 25 Que. K.B. 528. 
Concession of judgment—Costs—Confes

sion BY THE WIFE—AUTHORIZATION.
Ficher v. Gaumont, 12 Que. P.R. 391.

(§ I R—6)—Motion for particulars.
A party is not bound to give particulars 

on his confession of judgment.
Mercure v. Charron. 16 Que. P.R. 237. 

Judgment upon admissions—Acceptance 
of defences — Certainty of admis-

The court will not allow final judgment 
to be signed upon admissions contained in

an examination for discovery, unless the 
admissions are clear and unequivocal, nor 
where there is any serious question of law 
to be argued. If a plaintiff wishes judgment 
upon such admissions, he must accept nt 
true the various defences to the action 
raised by the pleadings and not shewn to 
la- false by admissions. [Ross v. McBride, 
1 W.L.R. ."iOl ; United Telephone t 'o. v. I)nno- 
hoe. 31 <"h. It. 399. and Barry v. Toronto
6 Niagara Power Co., 11 O.L.R. 48. fol
lowed.!

Canadian Bank of Commerce v. Harvey,
7 S.L.R. 295, 30 XV.L.R. .49. 7 W W R. 
883.
(§ I B—81—General authorization to 

any attorney to confess judgment— 
Public policy.

It is against the policy of the law of Al
berta to give effect to a stipulation accom
panying an acknowledgment of a debt that 
to secure payment thereof the debtor au
thorizes any attorney to confess judgment 
for the amount appearing unpaid; and th * 
although the acknowledgment was given .n 
a foreign country where • an agreement 
to confess judgment was recognized as legal.

Waters v. Campbell, 14 ll.L.R. 44K, 7 A. 
L.R. 298. 25 W.JaR. 818, 5 W.W.R. 410.

C. Jurisdiction ; necessity of service ob
APPEARANCE,

Deficiency of judgment in foreclosure ac
tion. power of Master, see Mortgage, VI 1 
— 135.
(§ I C—10)—Jurisdiction of prothono-

The prothonotarv has jurisdiction to al
low an opposition to judgment to lie filed 
when the judge is absent from the chief 
plaie of the district. This jurisdiction is 
derived not from art. 70, but from art. 33, 
C.C.P

Lem x ▼. Crépi an. 52 Que. S.C. 481. 
Opp< ion to jud< ment—Service.

A {.position to judgment served on the 
pa - more than 1 days after it was 

ed by the judge will be dismissed on 
,on therefor.

u'haput v. Goltman, 18 Que. P.R. 203. 
Practice— Affidavit filed with appear

ance to specially endorsed Writ- 
Rule 56 (1). (41—"Good defence up
on the merits”—Defective affida
vit—Motion for summary judgment 
under r. 57—Leave to move substan
tively FOB PERMISSION TO FILE PROP' R 
AFFIDAVIT—Duty of officer of court 
RECEIVING AFFIDAVIT WHEN FILED.

Leushner v. Linden. 7 O.W.X. 456. 
Practice—Specially endorsed writ of 

summons—Affidavit filed by defend
ant WITH APPEARANCE — RIGHT OF 
cross-examination without launch
ing MOTION foil JUDGMENT—RULE 57. 

Clark v. International Mausoleum Co., 7 
O.W.N. 94.
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Evmmabt application—Failure to serve i
ONE DETENDANT—COUNSEL APPEARING
n\ motion—Motion to set aside JUDG
MENT GRANTED ON TERMS—EXECUTION 
It) STAND AS SECURITY.

Hunter v. Perrin, 12 U.W.N. 200.
On i’Raecipe—Notice.

When a demand for notice is died and 
M-ived the plaintiff cannot obtain judgment 
mi praecipe but must move for judgment 
ml give the defendant notice of the mu- 
nun therefor.

loi unto General Trusts Co. ▼. Mammil,
11017J 3 W.W.R. 462.
i j i c—16)—Nonresident — Defendant

CASUALLY WITHIN "LAW DISTRICT"— 
service—SumciENCT or.

The circumstances that the defendant’s 
pri-enve in the province was casual only,

upon a short visit, does not create any 
exception from liability to serve of proc
ess of the courts of such province in a 
civil action against him; territorial juris
diction is effective against him on account 
of his presence in the territory when action 
>ta*. Iieguii and process served upon him.
|Sirdar, etc. v. Rajah, etc., [ 18!»4 ) A.C. 670; 
Emanuel v. Symon, 11908] 1 K.B. 302, ap- 
I'lieil.J

Korbes v. Simmons, 20 D.L.R. 100, 8 A. 
LR. 87. 29 W.L.R. 445, 7 W.W.R. 97.
(§ I C—19)—Irregular service of whit.

A judgment, recovered in an action upon 
a promissory note against an incorporated 
company, in which the plaintiffs are four di
re, tors," one of tue four being secrets rv- 
in a surer, of the defendant company, and in 
«hii h the writ of summons was served upon 
i'h' defendant company by delivering it to 
the secretary-treasurer while himself a par
ty plaintiff, is voidable for want of due 
service of the writ.

• rawford v. Calville Ranching Co.. 6 D. 
LR. 37.1, 22 W.L.R. 50. 2 W.W.R. 926. I 
Tmky in capias proceedings—Special

\ court has no authority to enter a de
fault jinliiinerit against a defendant who 
was arrested in a civil action under a writ 
"f capias and who gave bail to the sheriff, 
hut did not put in special hail as conditioned 
by his bond to the sheriff, since a defend
ant so arrested is not in court until after 
he puts in and perfects special hail.

Gunns v. Dugay, 10 D.L.R. 416, 41 N.B.
R. 402.
1> For and aoainrt whom; several or

16 I D—201—Joint negligence.
I lie fact that an action of joint neglt- 

penee has been brought against two defend
ant*. and one ling been proven to he not 
liable, is no reason why judgment cannot be 
maintained as against the one remaining.

Kvatis v. Richmond, 43 D.L.R. 214, 26 B. 
Cl!. 60, f 1918] 3 W.W.R. 487. [Affirmed 
in 48 D.L.R. 209, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 339.]

Personal or proprietary judgment—Mar
ried woman.

A judgment entered against a defendant, 
who was a married woman, though a per
sonal judgment, instead of a proprietary 
one, was not a nullity.

Joss v. Fairgrieve, 32 O.L.R. 117. 
Division Court Judgment entered by de

fault AGAINST HUSBAND AND WIFE IN 
ACTION UPON TWO MONEY DEMANDS—
Wife liable upon one only—Return 
of nulla bona to pi. fa. goods— Ex -
ECUno.N ISSUED AGAINST LANDS—SALK 
BY SHERIFF OF WIFE’S LAND—ACTION 
TO SET ASIDE RALE AND JUDGMENT— 
ABSENi E OF FRAUDULENT INTENT—AB
USE OF PR<H KDURE OF COURT—WlFE S LI
ABILITY FOR DEBT OF HUSBAND—II.NDFJi 
STANDING OF TRANSACTION—INFLUENCE 
OF IIUSIIAND—IRREGULARITY—NEGLECT 
OF WIFE TO DEFEND DIVISION OOVR1 AC
TION Oil MOVE AGAINST JUDGMENT IN DI
VISION Court—Costs.

Flundier v. Robinson, 16 O.W.N. 185.
E. Form and substance.

(g I E—2.1)—A declaratory judgun nt 
may Ik- had. declaring that a by-law was 
not submitted or voted upon according to 
law, in order to remove the uncertainty as 
to the actual effect of the submission and 
voting ; w hether any consequential relief is 
or could lie claimed or not. [Jud. Act 
(Ont. l K.S.t). 1897, c. 51, s. 57, subs. 5 ]

Stoddart v. Owen Sound, 8 D.L.R. 932, 27 
O.L.R. 221.
What to contain—Minor omissions.

Although by art. 541, C.C.P. a judgment 
should mention the cause of action, the is
sues of law and fact raised and decided and 
the reasons for the decision, nevertheless 
l lie fact that a judgment gives no reasons, 
but only the final conclusions, constitutes an 
informal draft which is not sufficient to 
void the judgment.

Beaudry v. Prefontaine, 51 Que. 8.C. 78. 
Dispositif.

To make a judgment executory it it not 
necessary that its dispositif should employ 
the word "condemnedit is sufficient if 
it declares that the defendant is obliged to 
pay the plaintiff.

Massé v. Bertrand, 26 Que. K.B. 335. 
Form or—Contract—Trustees—Reomtr \- 

TION OF CONVEYANCES—CANCELLATION.
Wilev v. Trusts A. Guarantee Co., 4 O. 

W.X. 829, 24 O.W.R. 69.
"Décru”—Alimony.

While a decision in favour of a wife's 
claim for alimony granted in proceedings 
under the Divorce and Matrimonial Causes 
Act may be termed a “decree," it is never
theless a "judgment” of the Supreme Court 
and in the same position as any other judg
ment of that court.

Francis v. Wilkerson, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
920.
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(§ I E—281—'With interest"—Retro- i

ACT1VENE86.
Judgments arc declaratory of right und 

have retroactive effect to the day of the | 
service of the action. The words “with 
interest" in a judgment involving comlein 
nation for the payment of moneys include ! 
interest upon such capital sum from the : 
date of the service of the action and not 
from the date of the judgment. In the case 1 
of damages awarded ns compensation, the ; 
same rule applies unless the court has liqui
dated all damages up to the date of the 
judgment.

Quebec Harbour Comm'rs. v. New Zea
land .Shipping Co., GO Que. S.C. 30G.
(§ 1 E—35)—Conformity to pleadings 

and proof—Amendment or reduction 
—Appeal—Damages.

Although, even after verdict, a claim 
may be amended to conform to the verdict, 
yet* where the matter of a verdict, rendered 
for a sum larger than that claimed by the 
pleadings, conies on by way of appeal from 
a judgment based on such verdict, rather 
than on a motion for a new trial, the judg
ment will be reduced to conform to the 
claim, where such course appears to meet 
the justice of the case. Where a verdict 
is rendered for a sum larger than that, 
claimed by the pleadings, such verdict is 
nut sufficient basis upon which to enter 
judgment for the excessive sum. unless the 
statement of claim shall have been amended 
to conform with the verdict. |Chattel v. 
“Daily Mail" (1901), 18 Times L.R. 165, 
applied.]

Rumelv Co. v. Gorham. 10 D.L.R. GOl, 0 
A.I..K. Ofi. 23 W.L.R. 827. 4 W.W.R. 193. 
Conformity to pleadings—Declaratory 

judgment, when denied.
A declaratory judgment will not be ren

dered where the statement of claim not 
only does not ask for it, but also fails to 
ask for damages.

Kennerlev v. Hextall, 9 D.L.R. 009. G A. 
L.R. 192. 23 W.L.R. 205, 3 W.W.R. 699. 
Conformity to pleadings and proof—Re

lief NOT SPECIFICALLY CLAIMED.
A general claim for further and other re

lief made in the plaintiff's statement of 
claim, will not, upon a motion for judgment 
in default of defence entitle the court to 
award any relief beyond that which is spe
cifically claimed. [Fnithfull v. Woodley. 
4.1 Ch.’T). 287. applied. 1

Maxwell v. Cameron. 20 D.L.R. 71, 7 W. 
W.R. 363.
Conformity to pleadings and proof— 

Declaration of nonliability.
On the dismissal of an action bv vendors 

for the purchase price and specific perform
ance <if an agreement for sale of lands, the 
judgment should not include a declaration 
that the defendant is in no way liable upon 
the agreement unless there has been a coun
terclaim for such declaration of rights, and 
this although the ground of dismissal was 
the want of mutuality in the contract.

Houghton Land Corp. v. Ingham, 18 D 
L.R. «82. | See 18 D.L.R. 060. 24 Man. L.
R. 497, 28 W.L.R. 826, 6 W.W.R. 1275 ] 
Action on guaranty—Liquidated demand.

.Manitoba K.Ü. r. 023, is not eon lined to 
causes of action formerly covered by the 
common counts, but extends also to a li
quidated demand, and leave to sign final 
judgment thereunder may lie granted in 
respect of an action upon a guarantee of a 
debt which was a liquidated demand if suffi
cient particulars of the plaintiff's claim 
upon tile guarantee are disclosed and the de
fendant guarantor tiles no affidavit negativ
ing liability or stating that be does not 
know that the debt is due. [Lloyd’s Rank
ing Co. c. Ogle, 1 Ex. D. 202, distinguished.]

Merchants Rank v. Hay, 23 D.L.R. 654. 
25 Men. L.R. 275. 8 W.W.R. 303, 31 W.L 
i:. 164.
Motion for on admissions in defence— 

Order for payment into court.
On application for judgment upon admis

sions in the defence under O. XXXII, r. 6, 
the defendant company (a foreign corpora 
tion licensed to carry on business in Brit
ish Columbia I set up that the money sued 
for was claimed by third parties under a 
foreign jurisdiction. An order was made 
directing the defendant company to pay the 
amount claimed into court, but that the 
said moneys be not paid out unless notice 
of the application therefor lie served on the 
foreign claimants, the application for judg
ment to lie finally disposed of on that appli
cation. Held, on appeal, affirming the de
cision of Hunter, C.J.U.C., that the order 
Mas properly made in the circumstances.

Lockwood v. National Surety Co., 21 B. 
C.R. 249.
Reference order for payment in accord

ance with refkkke’h finding—Prac 
tick — Necessity for motion nut 
judgment on report—Judicature Act, 
6S. 64. «)."> Rl LB 772 FORM 75.

Dvet v. Truesdale, 7 O.W.N. 063. 
Defences—Affidavits—Particulars.

To resist an application for final judg 
meut under r. 276. there must be more than 
a mere statement that the defendant has a 
good defence to the action on the merits. 
The defence must lie disclosed by the evi
dence either by affidavit or by viva voce 
evidence or otherwise. Sufficient'facts and 
particulars must lie given to show that 
there is bona fide defence. The affidavit in 
support of an application for final judg 
nient under r. 275 may be made by the man
ager of a plaintiff company.

Advance Rumelv Thresher Co. v. Laclair,
I 19171 l W.W.R. 676.
(§ I E—40)—Non odstante veredicto— 

Conthihutory n kglioknce.
Where a jury finds the damages suffered 

to amount to a certain sum, which sum they 
reduce oM’ing to their finding of contribu
tory negligence, the Supreme Court On ap- 

I peal, considering the finding as to contrihu- 
I tory negligence to be unwarranted upon the
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faits, may award to the plaintiff the full . 
amount of damages found by the jury to 
have l>een sustained.

Kobei ison Montreal, 30 D.L.R. 312, 50 i
Vue. 8.C. 208.
Son obstante veredicto — Counterclaim 

in REPLEVIN ACTION PREVIOUSLY ADJU-

Ainherst Pianos v. Adney, 30 D.L.R. 495,
44 N.B.ll. 7.
i". Entry ; record; summary or speedy 

judgment.
i § l F—45)—Order hir leave to enter— 

Period after judgment, iiow oomput- 
ed—Clerk'h inscription—Order for 
judgment—Effect of.

Under order 4M, r. 1, of the rules of the 
Supreme Court N.S., providing for an order 
of arrest in certain actions and that the 
defendant be imprisoned until final judg
ment in the action and for 30 days there
after. if the final judgment is against him. 
and further providing that within 34» 
•lays after final judgment an order may 
i-e made under the Collection Act for his 
appearance at a further examination, the 
period of 30 days in which such order may 
be obtained runs from the time of the en
try of the judgment and not from the time 
nf the order for leave to enter judgment. 
Where an order is obtained under O. 14, 
r. 1 (a) to enter summary judgment upon 
affidavits when no defence is shewn to send 
the case for trial, the “final judgment" in 
iiie action takes place on the date of enter
ing the judgment and not upon a prior 
date when the order was pronounced. |He 
Debtor, 19 T.L.R. 1521; Standard Discount 
<‘o. v. Otard de la (frange, 3 ( .P.D. 67: 
lie Gurney, (1896] 2 Ch. 863. applied.] An 
order obtained under 0. 14, r. 1 (a), for 
leave to enter final judgment, is not in itself

"final judgment" though it is a final or
der deciding the rights of the parties and 
• ne from xvhich an apjH-al may he taken.

Cheslav v. Renner (No. 2). 10 D.L.R. 
«79. 47 N.8.R. 20. affirming 8 D.L.R. 625.

In an action against the drawer of a 
cheque, summary judgment will not he 
granted v here the material is sufficient to 
notify tiie suspicion that the plaintiff, to 

whom it was endorsed, is not the holder in 
due course; and it appears that a defence 
may lie established as between the drawer 
and tlie payee.

Cordeau v. Douglas, 7 D.L.R. 458, 3 W.
W.R. 139.
Promissory note—Examination ht de

fendants of plaintiff's officer— 
Dihci-oni rf. of facts entitling to de 
fend—Object of Con. r. 603—Costs.

Quebec Rank v. Freeland. 6 D.L.R. 900, 4 
O.W.X. 30.1, 28 O.W.R. 245.
Fstry—Final judgment prior to fixing

AMOUNT OF DAMAGES—TIME FOR AP-

Where a final judgment is to be perfected 
l v the insertion of the amount of damages

to be ascertained by the registrar, the time 
to appeal will run from the date of the 
judgment itself and not from the date when 
the judgment was finally perfected by in
serting the amount of damages.

Laiirsen v. McKinnon, 9 D.L.R. 758, 18 
B.C.R. 10, 23 W.L.R. 1, 3 YV.W.R. 717. 
Cun. r. 603—Action on guaranty—Proof 

OF AMOUNT DUB—REFERENCE.
Union Rank v. McKillop, 5 D.L.R. 882, 

4 U.W.N. 36, 23 O.W.R. 16.
When, at the close of the trial, counsel 

for the losing party asks the judge to 
grunt the "usual stay" and the judge says 
"yes” and nothing more is said, the mean
ing is that the successful party may sign 
judgment, hut may neither issue an éxecu
tion nor register a certificate of judgment 
until after the lapse of the time allowed 
for appealing from the decision.

Johnston v. Henry, 21 Man. L.R. 700, 17 
W.L.R. 327.

A judgment should not be held to be in
valid because the clerk of the court had 
omitted to make, in the procedure hook, the 
note required by s. 105 (now 109) to be 
entered, in a case where some defendants 
have been served and some have not, that, 
the plaintiff had requested him to strike 
out the names of the defendants that had 
not been served and to amend the style of 
the action accordingly, and it should not, 
after a great lapse of time, the judgment 
standing nnreversed, be presumed, from the 
absence of such a note in the procedure 
hook, that the plaintiff had not given such 
instructions.

Dixon x. Mavkay, 21 Man. L.R. 762.
A claim based on a contract for lease 

and hire of services under which the plain
tiff demanded a balance due for salary 
and damages as provided for in the con
tract should be recovered under the provi
sions for summary procedure.

Delestre v. Montreal Opera Co., 13 Que. 
P.R. 264.
Sufficiency — When binding — Power to

The entry of the judgment by the pro- 
fhonotary or clerk in open court, either in 
the docket or on the hack of the proceed
ings, is not the court's final judgment. 
Such entry is only a note of the delivery 
of the judgment and has no authentic char
acter. So long as the judge's signature -s 
not on the draft, that document is nothing 
but an informal draft of the judgment with
out any value, liecuusc the signature is the 
essential formality which renders that doc
ument authentic and of legal effect. The 
court or a judge has discretionary power 
to modify the judgment after it has been 
given, not only in the case provided for in 
art. 546, C.C.P. but also in the case of er
ror or surprise, so long as it has not been 
signed and registered; but the judgment 
thus amended must be given in open court 
under art. 637. An application to correct 
or alter a judgment before its signature or
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registration should be made by motion or 
petition, supported by u sworn statement, 
in accordance with r. 47, and not by a mere 
notice addressed to the opposite party. But 
as soon as the judgment becomes tinal by 
the signature of the judge, and its registra
tion according to art. 544, its revocation or 
setting aside can be accomplished only by 
the methods laid down in the Code of Pro
cedure.

Arthur v. Baillargeon, 1ft Que. P.R. 392. 
Pk-.istration or judgment.

The registration of a judgment is a con
servatory step which may be taken by a 
conditional creditor, notwithstanding that 
it is subject to appeal.

Desjardins v. Belanger, 19 Que. P.R. 338. 
Opposition to judgment—Exec ution.

A plaintiff who, after obtaining judgment, 
obtains a writ of execution against the de
fendant, and interrogates him under art. 
690 C.C.P., thereby acquiesces in the judg
ment, and cannot then desist. A second 
judgment obtained upon an amended dec
laration after such desiHtment can lie an
nulled upon an opposition to judgment.

Charland v. Lamuire, û4 Que. 8.C. 156. 
Opposition—Rf.asons—Viiampkkty.

"1 lie fact that a defendant thought that 
the action against him was taken only for 
champerty and would not. be returned 
into court, would not, even if proven, be 
a sufficient reason to bave an opposition to 
judgment received.

Picard v. Nolet, 19 Que. P.R. 24.
(8 I F—46)—Motion for—Leave to de

fend—N.B. Judicature Act—Order
i ».

Judgment on a specially endorsed writ 
for the amount endorsed on the writ, with 
interest and costs, should only be ordered 
under order 14 of the New Brunswick Judi
cature Act, 1909, where assuming all the 
facts in favour of the defendant, they do 
not amount to a defence in law, and where 
there is a triable issue, though it may ap
pear that the defence is not likely to suc- 
« -I'd, the defendant should not he shut out 
from laying his defence before the court, 
either by having judgment entered against 
him or by being put under tenffs to pay 
money into court as a condition to obtaining 
leave to defend. [Nell v. Balmain, Li D. 
L.R. 294, 41 N.B.R. 429. followed.]

Blanchard v. Neve, 46 D.L.R. 453, 46 N.
'

Application to court for summary judg
ment AFTER WRIT.

Judgment may be granted on a motion 
made to the court on notice under r. 608 
(Ont. dud. Rules 1H97 ) liy leave granted 
.«fter the issue of the writ, where the de
fendant is an insolvent trader admittedly 
having no defence to the action brought 
against him on overdue promissory notes 
to wholesale merchants, and it is shewn on 
affidavits that he has lieen selling off his 
stock without replacing the same or paying 
the proceeds of sales to the wholesalers

who supplied the goods, and is in arrears 
for rent and taxes.

Haves v. Robinson, 10 D.L.R. 799, 4 O.YV. 
N. 1280.
Motion fob summary judgment—Reply

AFFIDAVITS—RIGHT TO RECEIVE—LEAVE 
TO DEFEND.

Un application under C.S.N.B. 1903, c.
ilb. ah amended by N.B. 1911, c. 37, for
lilierty to sign final judgment, it is largely 
discretionary with the judge to perinu 
plaintiff to read allidavits in reply to de- 
tendant's affidavits of defence. In such 
case, any conflict between the affidavits of 
the parties as to the merits of the defence 
should lie resolved in defendant’s favour. 
Under C.S.N.B. 1903, c. 116. s. 50, which 
authorizes, on return of summons, an order 
for leave to sign judgment on a liquidated 
demand, unless defendant sat is lies the judge 
that lie has a good defence, or that he is 
entitled to defend, the right of defence is 
absolute on defendant shewing that he has 
a good defence; but if he merely shews such 
facts as in the opinion of court are suffi - 
cient to base an order giving leave to de
fend. as distinguished from facts busing an 
absolute right of defence, the court may 
then impose conditions in granting the lea id 
such as payment of the amount into court.

Balmain v. Neil, 11 D.L.R. 294, 12 L.LK. 
376, 41 N.B.R. 429.
Liquidated demand.

Summary judgment should not lie ordered 
under r. 603 (Ont. Con. Rules 18971 in 
au action by a solicitor agamst his client 
for costs of an action against a municipal 
corporation as to the validity of a drain 

| age by-law which was disposed of by a 
! special statute validating the by-law and 
1 fixing and directing payment of the client's 
I costs as between solicitor and client by the 
; municipality, where the fund for payment 
; of such costs was held by the municipality, 

subject to notice ol the solicitor’s lien 
and the client produced evidence to shew 
that such fund was intended to go to the 
solicitor and consented to the fund being 
held bv the municipal corporation subject 
to the lien claim pending the trial of the

Gundv v. Johnston, 5 D.L.R. 470. 3 0. 
W.N. 1601, 22 O.VV.R. 708.

In order to obtain summary judgment for 
a liquidated demand on affidavits negativing 
any possible defence the indorsement on the 
writ must shew lievond question that the 
claim is for liquidated damages.

Lcmbke v. Chin Wing, 4 D.L.R. 431. 17 
B.C.R. 218. 21 WJ*R. 895. 2 W.W.R. 897

Summary judgment, should not he granted 
under r. 603 (Ont. Con. Rules 1897). upon 
a Chambers application founded upon affi
davits that there is no defence to an action 
upon a promissory note, where there is any 
real question either of law or of fact lie- 
tween the parties. The power of summarily 
directing judgment to be entered for the 
plaintiff for a liquidated demand on a
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i millers’ application where it appear» that 
there is no real defence (r. 603, Ont. Con. 
'(•ilea 1697), is to be exercised with caution 
, 1 only where it is plain that the facta 

ip by the defendant could not possibly 
tie him to defend, and the plaintiff's 

Ufa are complete. [Farmers Bank v. 
Ki-r Cities Realty and Agency Co., 1 O.W. 
V '7, applied.]

i l.'irksim v. McXaugbt, 2 D.L.R. 52, 3 
W.N 638, 4 670. 21 O.W.R. 629. 

lilABI.E ISSUE — Note—Misrepresent a -

An affidavit in answer to an application 
•r i .summary judgment, that the note sued 

H was obtained by fraudulent représenta
it »rm, and that it was intended for a cash 
advance and not as security for a past in
i'»t ednesa, raises a trialde issue which can
not h* disposed of by a summary judgment.

Scandinavian American National Bank v. 
•> umun, 37 U.L.R. 419, L1917] 3 W.W.R. 
74... 12 A.L.R. 838.
Application afikh joinder of issues—Ac

commodation note—Indorsement by 
plaintiff—Defence of equal liahil-

Rutherford v. Tavlor, 24 D.L.R. 882, 9 
A.L.R. 129, 8 W.W.R. 790.
Application after join out of issue—De

fence OF AGREEMENT to renew note.
( nulling v. Horner, 25 D.L.Il. 824, 9 W. 

XV I!. 289, 32 W.L.R. 588.
I'poo a motion for summary judgment 

up in x specially endorsed writ in an action 
by the endorsee of a promissory note 
ajiiost the maker, the latter is entitled to 
mi conditional leave tp defend on shewing 
by allidavit that it was obtained from him 
by fraud on the part of the original payee. 
J Flour City Bank v. Connery, 12 Man. L.R.

* •. Fuller v. Alexander, 52 LJ.Q.B. 103, 
17 L.T. 443, and Millard v. ltaddeley (1884» 
XV V 90, applied.]

Bank of Ottawa v. Adler, 6 D.L.R. 410, 
17 B C R. 378, 2 W.W.R. 899.
•Summary liquidated demand — Balance 

on promissory notes—Suggested de
fence—l " xconditional lea ve.

Berlin I .ion Brewery Co. v. Lawless, 11 
D.L.R. 848, 4 O.W.X. 1441, 24 O.W.R. 745. 
( »n r 603—Action on covenant in mort

gage— Release—-Delay in bringing

Martin v. Clarke. 2 D.L.R. 917, 20 O.W. 
R 901, 3 O.W .X. 569.
Rci.f. 603—Action on bills or exchange— 

'I IN* - IIkiiui \< i. 1 mu it Cov b. 
607.

Charleliois v. Martin, 2 D.L.R. 905, 3 0. 
W X. 1155.
Ruie 603—Action against directors of 

COMPANY FOB WAGES—COMPANIKS ACT,
s. 94—Affidavit of soi.ici tor's agent. 

M v. Wood, 2 D.L.R. 911, 3 O.W.X.
1241.

Rule 603—Application by defendant for 
REFERENCE UNDER CON. B. 607—DOUBT 
AS TO ACCURACY OF AFFIDAVIT—OMIS

Union Bank v. Avmer, 1 D.L.R. 912, 3 
O.W.X. 773. [See 1 D.L.R. 910, 3 O.W.X. 
771.]
Speedy judgment — Promissory note — 

Holder in due course.
Summary judgment should not be award 

ed the endorsee of promissory notes where 
the maker discloses on allidavit a prima 
facie ease of fraud which would Ik* avail
able against the original payee, and the evi
dence that the plaintiff is a holder in due 
«•ourse is dependent upon impositions and 
discloses room for douht; the court will in 
such a case permit the defendant to go to 
trial although he has cross-examined upon 
the plaintiff’s allidavit.

Elgin City Ranking Co. v. Mawhinney, 
16 D.L.R. 74. 27 W.L.R. 54, 5 W.W.R. 1274. 
Summary judgment—Rule 57—Specially

ENDORSED WRIT OF SUMMONS—AFFIDA
vu unreb 1. 56 -Amount claim» ms 
pi ted — Failure to give details — 
On us—Account.

Peck v. Lemaire, 5 O.W.X. 926, 25 O.W. 
R. 872.
summary judgment—Rule 57—Dmau—

Lx 1 EN SION OF â IMF FOR PAYMENT OF 
debt — Arbitration—Application of
COMMISSIONS ON DEBT—DISPUTE AS TO 
CREDIT HEM — REFERENCE.

Jardine Co. v. Macdonald; Toledo Pipe 
Threading Machine Co. v. Macdonald, 6 U. 
W.N. 444, 26 O.W.R. 675.
Summary .h dûment—Rule 577.

McDonald v. Miller, 6 O.W.X. 358. 
Summary judgment—Dismissal of action

AH FRIVOLOUS—ATTEMPT' TO RKLITIGATR 
QUESTIONS DISPOSED OF IN A PRIOR AC
TION—Substantial identity of causes 
of action—Land Titles Act—Cau
tion—Disch arg e.

Wightman v. Coffin, 6 O.W.N. 112. 26 O. 
W.R. 75.
Summary judgment—Motion for— Rule

56—Com PAN Y-DEFENDANT — AFFIDAVIT 
of principal officer — Information
AND BELIEF — SUFFICIENCY—C'BOHH EX
AMINATION — Disclosing defence — 
Amendment of writ of summons. 

Robinson Brothers Cork Co. v. Perrin, 7 
O.W.X. 105, 20 O.W.R. 801.
Liquidated demand.

An application for summary judgment 
upon a liquidated demand should not lie 
granted where there is any serious conflict 
ns to matter of fart, or any real difficulty 
as to matter of law. [Jacobs v. Booth's 
Distillery Co., 85 L.T. 202. followed.] 

Weyburn Security Bank v. Martin, 22 
D.L.R. 689. 8 W.W.R. 228.
Action on promissory note#—Defence.

Judgment should only lie ordered under 
O. XIV, where, assuming all the facts in
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favour of tin* defendant, they ilo not amount | 
to a defence in law.

Bank of Commerce v. Indian River Gravel | 
Co.. 20 B.C.R. 180.
Action ox guarantee.

An order for Mimmury judgment cannot 
lie made under r. 025 or otherwise, when 
the cause of act ion is upon» the guarantee 
of a délit.

Merchants Bank v. Hay, 7 W.W.K. 1223. 
Rite 62—Action begun nr mi’kcially en

dorsed writ—Motion for judgment
BEFORE APPEARANCE.

Canadian General Electric Co. v. Dodds,
7 U.XV.X. 065.
Application for — Evidence — Defence—

I Unconditional leave to defend. 
Naiman v. Wright, 7 O.W.N. 728.

Motion for—Action for the price of
GOODS SOLD AND DELIVERED—DISPUTED
facts—Refusal of motion,

Leitch Bros. Flour Mills v. Dominion 
Bakery Co., 8 O.W.X. 83.
Rules 56, 57—Affidavit filed with ap

pearance— ‘Hood defence on the 
merits”—Writ of summons- -Endorse 
ment—Practice.

Martin v. Grant ham. 8 O.W.N. 616.
Rule 57- Action on promissory note—De

fence—Authority of agent of maker 
Power of attorney — Scope of — 

Conditional leave to defend.
Canada. Gloss Mantels, etc. v. Shepard. 9 

O.W.X. 141.
Motion for summary judgment—Discov

An' application for summary judgment 
may he made at any time, and the plain
tiff max, if he wishes, examine the defend
ant * for discovery before launching the 
motion. [Victoria Lumber Co. v. Magee, ti 
Terr. L.R. 187, followed.J

Foster v. I Hugos, 10 S.L.R. 361, [1917]
3 WAV.It. 183.
Husband and wife—Action by wife for

RECOVERY OF CHATTELS IN HOUSE OF
husband—Title to cuatteijb—Wed* 
oino-gifts—Joint property of hus
band and wife—Gifts made to wife 
alone—Specially indorsed writ of 
summons—Rules 33, 56, 57.

East v. East, 13 O.W.X. 316.
Rui e 57 — Specially endorsed writ of 

summons—Claim for price of adver
tising in newspaper — Contract — 
Suggested defence—Breach of con
tract—Construction and effect of 
contract.

Mail Printing Co. v. Bleak ley, 13 O.W.X.
SO.
Rule 57—Action on bond—Suggested de . 

fence—Tender of bond before action I
A I ON DIT ION PRECEDENT.

Doubledee v. Dominion Securities Corp., 1 
12 O.W.N. 369. [Affirmed, 13 O.W.N. 29] |

2640

Amount die in deb agreement for fur 
« hase of land—Assignment by hr- 
chaser—Covenant of assignee to pay 
vendor—Defences—Want of privity
AND < ON SIDERATION—-SKA È.

City Kstates v. Birnbatim, 11 O.W.X. 33. 
Summary judgment—Failure to disclose

Dl PBNCf Ai I ION ON 11 INI MEN I".
Ontario Bank v. O'Reilly, 10 O.W.X. 36, 

215.
Motion for judgment—Con r. 603—Con

tract CONTAINING PROVISO AS TO LOCAL

Smyth v. Handel. 4 O.W.X. 425, reargued, 
see 4* O.W.X. 498.
Motion for judgment—Costs of Action- 

Parties AGREE THAT JUDGE SHOULD DE
TERMINE QUEST i"\.

Bartrum v. Scott, 4 O.W.X. 389, 23 <>. 
w K. 617.
Summary judgment—Action on security 

bond — Suggested defence — UNCON
DITIONAL LEAVE TO DEFEND.

McPherson v. United States Fidelity Co., 
4 O.W.N. 1141), 24 O.W.R. 482. [Affirmed, 
4 O.W.N. 1182. J
Summary judgment—Liquidated demand 

— Actios on promissory note—De
fence — Counterclaim — Uncondi
tional LEAVE TO DEFEND.

Augustine Automatic Rotary Engine Co. 
v. De Sherbinin, 4 O.W.X. 83*4, 24 O.W.R. 
115.
Inscription )ob judgment.

In an action for the price of goods soli 
and delivered, the plaintitl" may inscribe im
mediately for judgment ex parte by tiling aji 
aflidavit with hi-- inscription without iirst 
inscribing the ease for enquête.

Michaels v. lleuuaiin, 14 <jue. P.R. 27L 
Summary judgment—Promissory Note- 

Defence not shewn.
Union Bank v. Anchor Investment Co., 

10 W.L.R. 587.
Liquidated debt—Foreign judgment.

Rule 135 which provides for summary 
judgment in an action upon a liquidated de* 
maud or debt is applicable to an action 
upon a foreign judgment, and, therefore, in 
such a ease, where the plaintiff applies for 
summary judgment and the defendant does 
not 111c"an affidavit showing that he has a 
defence and the nature of it the plaintiff 
must succeed. [Gaetz v. Hall, 2 S.L.R. 184, 

I distinguished.]
j Thomas v. Zvramba, [1917] 1 W.VV.R. 
j 159.

(§ 1 F—47)—Affidavit verifying cause 
of action — Sufficiency — Speedy 
judgment.

Union Bank v. Anchor Investment Co., 
16 B.C.R. 347.
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Application by plaintiff fur further di-

RH 1 IONS AND 10 SETTLE MINUTES OP 
Jl IH'.JIFNT REPORTED IN 18 O.W.R. 8f>0, 
•j o.W.N. 1*27 — Détendant company
NOT BEFORE COURT—ÀLTKRNATIVK JUDO

Hyatt™ Allen, 19 O.W.R. 676. 2 O.W.N.

1382.
13II 621 —Kntby nunc pro tunc ah of 

hut: of argument—Dkath op party 
IN TUF. INTERIM.

Snell v. Brickies, 12 D.L.R. 753. 28 O.L.R. 
reversing !l D.I..R. 840, 28 O.L.R. 358, 

: » O.W l; 28.

G. Modification ; varying tfrmh of.
( urreeliun of ainliiguity as to costs, see 

Cost*. II —20.
(§ 1 (i—551—Modification—Presumption 

—Xi w judgment.
Where an action was dismissed hs to all 

hut one defendant, against whom judgment 
was rendered, it will lie presumed that a 
subsequent ex parte entry «n the records of 
a Countv Court of a “trial and judgment for 
the plaint ill " for a larger sum was merely 
a correction of the tlrst judgment as to the 
one defendant only, and that it was not in
tended as a indûment on a new trial aguinst 
all of the defendants.

Wallace v. Lindsay (No. 2», 13 D.L.K. 8, 
23 Man. UR. 553. 24 W.L.R. 698. reversing 
tl D.L.K. 625. 23 Man. UR. 553, 23 V .UR. 

I n WJI 829.
1 okrkction—Feme bole—('overture.

1 here is no jurisdiction in a County Court 
to correct its own judgment, allirmed on 
ippeal, from u personal to a proprietary 
dûment, where the judgment in the first 

vi-tauce was against the defendant as a 
feme sole and she failed to lead her cover
ture. (Prévost v. Bedard, 24 D.L.K. 862. 

Can. S.C.R. 269; Oxlev v. Link, [1914]
2 K.B. 734, distinguished.]

Pearson v. Calder, 30 D.L.R. 424, 36 
•*.L.R. 458.

Although a formal judgment in an action 
I- been issued and an appeal therefrom 

lunussed. the Trial Judge is nevertheless 
not functus officio, so as to prevent his en- 
• -ruining an application to correct a “slip*’ 

"mistake” in the judgment as entered, 
so as to conform with the judgment as pro
nounced by him.

Kidd t. National Rail wav Assn., 31 D.U 
P 354. 37 O.L.R. 381.
Ft IMIN ATION OF PART—KlTtH NOTHING 

DECIDED THAT IS NOT SHEWN IN REA

The mere elimination of n declaration of 
invalidity of assessment and taxation does 
n «tiling more than leave the formal judg
ment without any declaration on the point 
ami nothing can be deemed to he decided 

•■pt what is shewn hv the reasons. 
Sutherland v. Spruce Grove, 44 D.L.R. 

14 A.L.R. 292. [1919] 1 W.W.R. 281.

[See 43 D.L.K. 280, 14 A.UR. 284, [1919]
1 WAN .11. 274 ]
Dkali.no in company sharks Brokers— 

Proof of actual bale—Refusal to 
give further evidence.

Gray v. Buchan (No. 3), 9 D.L.R. 880. 24 
O.W.R. 70. 4 O.W.N. 770, affirming 6 ILL. 
R. 875. 23 O.W.R. 210.
Amendment—Costs—M ihtakk.

An Ap|>ellttte Court may amend its judg 
nient, after it has been formally entered, to 
correct a mistake as to costs.

Fa well v. Andrew. 36 D.L.R. 408, 10 S.U 
R. 320. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 174. amending 34 
D.UR. 12. 10 N.UR. 162. [1917] 2 WAV. 
R. 400.
Correction—Of confirmed referee's re-

A description of land in a referee's re
port cannot lie amended summarily, under 
a judge's order, after the report has been 
confirmed hv a judgment of court.

Gass v. Dickie, 36 D.L.R. 431, 51 N.S.R. 
338.
Variation of decree by Privy Council— 

Railways—Accounts.
Mackenzie, Mann A Co. v. Kastern Trust 

Co.. 32 D.L.R. 780. [See 22 D.L.R. 410, 
[ 1915] A.C. 750: also 50 N.S.R. 26.]
Motion to vary minutes or judgment in

AN ACTION TO ESTABLISH A WILL—8e-
CBKT trust.

Beattie v. Beattie, 10 O.W.N. 371. 
Motion to vary minutes—County Court

Parks v. Simp-on, 4 O.W.N. 829, 24 O.
W.R. 71.
Couru I ion after settlement and entry 

—Personal liability of assignee for 
benefit of cbkditobh—Chattel mobt- 
uagr—Conversion.

Clifton ▼. Towers, 11 O.W.N. 11. 
Jurisdiction or court to modify—Aban

donment.
After having pronounced the filial judg 

ment in a case, the Court of Review has no 
jurisdiction to give effect to a total or par
tial abandonment of said judgment nor to 
modify it by reason of the abandonment.

«iiLMiac v. Can. North. Que. R. Co., 48 
Que. 8.C. 319.
Amendment of final judgment.

A final judgment which decides the merits 
of the litigation virtually maintains a re
ply en droit dismissed by an interlocutory 
judgment but without containing any ref
erence to this inscription en droit, can he af 
terwards amended by the judge who de 
livvred the final judgment on application of 
one of the parties by adding provisions 
maintaining the inseription.

Peloquin v. Clermont, 47 Que. S.C. 403. 
Correction—Power or court where judg

ment AH ISSUED DOES NOT CONFORM TO 
JUDGMENT AH PRONOUNCFJI.

Kask. l,and * Homestead Co. v. Moore, 
22 D.L.K. 903, 8 O.W.N. 458, 625.
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(.'I.ER1CAL KB BO R—CORRECTION—f'OSTS CODE 

OF CIVIL PROCEDURE, ABT. 346.
When a judge in giving judgment in the 

principal action and in an action in war
ranty in which the principal defendant, on 
the refusal of the defendant in warrant\ to 
take his part has contested the principal 
action, maintains both actions with costs, 
but omits to make an order as to the costs 
of the principal action, he only commits a 
clerical error which he can correct at any 
time on the request of the interested party.

Thibodeau v. Outrement, 46 Que. s.V. 
261.
Varying ohiikrs—Chamber order varied by

JUDGE SITTING IN COURT—E.NGUBH Ju-
dicature An - iNTKiu’iun’ATioN—Arbi
tration w miii Railway Act- Ex
propriation - I'kksona design at a — 
Payment out of court—Interest on 
award.

Re Grand Trunk Pacific R. Co. and Mar
san. .1 A.L.R. 63.
Order made on consent—Terms of con

sent not followed—Power to vary 
order after formal issue.

Brown v. Pepall, 23 O.L.IL 630. 19 O.W. 
R. 262.
II. Effect and conclusiveness: res judicata.

A. In general.
(Ç II A—60)—Res judicata.

The recovery of a judgment for damages 
for wrongful ejectment from land bars a 
subsequent action between the same parties 
tor the loss of profits as the result of such 
expulsion. [Brunsden v. Humphrey, 14 Q.R. 
1). 141, followed. |

Gardiner v. Ware. 13 D.L.R. 131. 6 S.L.R. 
110. 23 W.L.R. 133. 4 W.W.R. 1336.

If a judgment debtor against whom judg
ment had been rendered in a prior action 
between the same parties (in which original 
action lie was defendant), proceeds as plain
tiff against the judgment creditor in a new 
and separate action seeking in his new ac
tion. as against the judgment rendered in 
the original action, the identical relief for 
which at the trial and on appeal therefrom 
he had failed to plead in the original ac
tion. and had unsuccessfully sought leave to 
amend his pleading, such new and separate 
action cannot be maintained, as the prior 
judgment is conclusive, not only upon all 
matters which were actually brought for
ward. Imt also as to all matters which might 
have been brought forward as part of the 
subject matter of the contest.

lioeckh v. Gowganda-Queen Mines, 6 D. 
L.R. 202, 4 O.W.N. 27. 23 O.W.R. 4.

A prior judgment dismissing a motion 
on behalf of the company to set aside an 
appointment to examine certain company 
directors in support of an application for 
a. winding-up order and holding such wit
nesses to lie compellable witnesses for ex
amination under s. 133 of the Winding-up 
Act. R.S.C. 1906. c. 144, supplemented by 
Con. Rules 1897 (Ont.) 489. 491. 492. is

rondiisive as against the company so as to 
bar or waive any preliminary objection to 
defects of form in the petition raised ty 
their subsequent motion to dismiss, if su. h 
defects were of such a character as might 
have been given effect to had they been 
raised on the prior motion and if the prior 
judgment implies the validity of the form 
of petition.

Re Baynes Carriage Co., 8 D.L.R. 3(T 
27 D.L.R. 24». | See 7 D.L.R. 257.]

Where a liquidator on winding up the 
affairs of a bank places the names of the 
transferees of stock made after the pro
ceedings were commenced upon the list of 
contributories, who arc liable upon a <1« 
fieiency in the property and assets of the 
bank, under s. 123 of the Bank Act. R. 
S.C. 1906. c. 29. instead of the narin -• of 
the holders of the stock on the day the 
proceedings were begun, lie is not estopped 
from later placing the names of the orig
inal holders of stock on the list, though he 
had already obtained judgments against 
the transferees.

Be Ontario Bank; Massey and Lee's Cas*. 
n D.L.R. 243. 27 O.L.R. 192.

Where a judgment finds that a party 
(e.g., plaintiff) bas caused to another dam
ages in a given amount, such judgment has 
tlie* cfleet of a final judgment res judicata, 
even though it does not condemn such party 
to pay such amount; and in a subsequent 
action the production of the first judgment 
is sufficient proof of the amount of damages 
suffered either as set-off or as direct action ; 
nor can siieh judgment in a previous action 
be attacked nr enquired into for alleged ir 
regularities in procedure or insufficiency of

Brazer v. Elkin. 3 D.L.R. 114, 19 Rev. de 
| dur. 133.
I Former action- Dismissed—New action 

—Identical ismih — Estoppel —- Ri k
JUDICATA.

When the cause of action and the issues 
sought to he set tip are identical with the 
cause and the issues already disposed of 
upon a former trial, the plaintiff is estopped 
from bringing the new action.

Fenerty v. Halifax, 30 D.L.R. 435. 
CONCI.UeiVENRSS OF HUMMER JUDGMENT — 

Res judicata.
Johnston v. Hctheringtnn, 7 D.L.R. 784, 

1 W.W.R. 776.
Res judicata—Points covered.

The plea of res judicata applies, except in 
special cases, not only to points upon which 
the court was actually required by the par
ties to form an opinion and pronounce a 
judgment, but to every point which properly 
belonged to the subject of litigation, and 
which the parties, exercising reasonable dili
gence, might have brought forward at the 
time. [Henderson v. Henderson, 3 Hare 
114, applied.]

i hurehill v. McRae, 22 D.L.R. 99. 8 S.L.R 
103. 30 W.L.R. 945, 8 W.W.R. 394.
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rks judicata—New issue—Prior opinion

OF JUDGES
The doctrine of res judicata applies to 

tind the parties by tlie decision of the is
sues raised in a prior case, but docs not 
bind the parties or the court trying a sec-
< nd case raising a new issue under the same 
infract in regard to mere expressions of

( pinion by the judges in appeal, on deliver
er their judgment in the first ease, as to 

•lie interpretation of a document adduced 
in evidence where the rec ord in the first ra~o 
raised no such issue.

<t\anson v. McArthur, 21 D.L.R. 580.
Res judicata—Judgment for possession 

of land—Second action i or chattels. 
Where a contract of sale of lands included 

i.lho certain chattels and both land and 
, battels were sold for a lump sum without 
its appearing how much was to lie paid for 
the chattels, the vendor who recovers judg
ment for possession of the land in an action 
to forfeit the payments made and to fore
dr* e the purchaser’s interest in the land, 
and who does not claim in such action any 
relief as regards the chattels, will be barred 
i v the judgment in such action from claim
ing the chattels in a second action, the mat
ter having become res judicata.

Churchill v. McRae, 22 D.L.R. 99, 8 S.L.R. 
100. 30 W'.L.R. 945, 8 W.W.R. 394. 
Execution—1 interpleader—Second execu

tion CREDITOR NOT PARTY TO FIRST IN
TERPLEADER.

Res judicata cannot be set up to bar the
< laimaut of goods seized under execution in 
respect of an adverse decision in an inter
pleader issue with another execution credi
tor where the second seizure in «piestion, 
although in respect of the same chattel, was 
not made until after the first interpleader 
issue was decided and where the execution 
creditor under whose execution the sheriff 
made the second seizure had not been made 
.1 party to the first interpleader although 
hi- execution was then in the sheriff’s

Gregory v. Great West Lumber Co., 22 
D.LR. 70.
Res judicata—Second action by differ

ent PARTIES.
Tlie identity of the parties is necessary to 

►apport a plea of res judicata and such de 
teiice|is *not available where the first action 
a as brought by a different company from 
The company suing in the second action and 
>as dismissed because there was no assign

in' nt by the latter to the former of the 
tliiim sued upon. #

International Harvester Co. v. Leeson, 23 
D.L.R.674. 31 W.L.R. 219.
Res judicata—Annual taxation.

Where municipal taxes are imposed on n 
separate valuation roll each year, judgment 
"ii one year's tax does not constitute chose 
ugées (res judicata) as regards the action 

*or the tax of a subsequent year.
Montreal L. H. & P. Co. v. Chnmhly 

Pasin, 24 D.L.R. 665.

Chose jugée on inscription.
A judgment delivered on an inscription 

en droit is chose jugée between th'e parties.
Filiatrault v. Melovhe, 47 Que. S.C. 108. 

Cause of action not same.
Where the cause of action is not the same 

as a former action [Wentworth v. Hamilton 
Radial Electric R. Co., 28 D.L.R. 110, 31 
O.L.R. 659, 33 D.L.R. 439, 35 O.uR. 434, 54 
Can. S.C'.R. 178) and the same question was 
not in issue and Vvas not raised or decided, 
there can be no application of the doctrine 
of estoppel or res adjudicate.

Wentworth v. Hamilton Radial Electric
R. Co., 41 D.L.R. 199, 41 O.LR. 524, ai- 
lirming 12 O.W.N. 379, 23 Can. R y Cas. 
209.
New evidence.

The plaintiffs obtained a judgment against, 
the defendant by default in 1895, for debt. 
Ten years later the defendant brought ac
tion to set. aside the judgment on the ground 
that it was obtained by fraud, which was 
dismissed. In an action by the plaintiffs for 
the amount due on the first judgment the 
grounds for defence was substantially the 
same as those upon which the action of 1905 
was bused, but the defendant also claimed 
that new evidence had been discovered since 
the action in 1905. The Trial Judge dis
missed the action on the ground of res ju
dicata. Held, that on the question of res 
judicata the test is whether the issues now 
sought to be set up were disposed of on 
the former trial. The discovery of new evi
dence has no bearing on the case.

Williams v. Richards, 25 B.C.R. 19, af
firming judgment of Clement, J.
By (0NFK8H10N—No JUDICIAL INQUIRY IN 

merits Effect of—Res judicata.
A judgment obtained by arrangement be

tween the contending parties and without 
the court making any judicial examination 
of the merits of the question, does not be
come res judicata.

Hair v. Mcaford, 20 D.L.R. 475, 31 O.L.R. 
124.
Decree for alimony—Res judicata— In

scription in law — Que. C.C. 1241, 
Oia.CJ*. mi.

A final judgment is a “res judicata” be
tween the parties, as to the obligation itself 
to pay alimony. A defendant who is sued 
to have the amount of the alimony revised 
or modified, cannot inscribe in law on 
grounds decided upon by the principal judg-

O'Brien v. Berger, 16 Que. P.R. 16U.
The plaintiff, an extra-provincial corpo

ration, sued S. in a County Court for debt.
S. died and the plaintiff then recovered 
judgment by default against the defendant 
as administrator of S. Execution was is
sued and returned nulla bona, although the 
administrator had assets in his hands. The 
plaintiff then brought this action against 
the defendant personally upon the County 
Court judgment relying on the judgment 
as evidence of assets, and the return of the

*
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execution a» evidence of waste. Judgment I 
having lieen given for the plaint ill, t lie de 
fendant moved to net il naine on tlie ground ! 
that the County Court judgment was void j 
hecatiHO (1) no affidavit of debt had lieen I 
filed under C.K.N.B. 1903, c. 118, s. 41, and I 
(2 i the plaintiff had no license under c. 18. 
Held, the County Court judgment was eon 
elusive against the defendant upon both de
fences and that they could not lie set up in 
this action.

Sanford Mfg. Co. v. Stockton, 40 N.B.R. 
423.
Right to lumber—Action nut déclara 

tion—Facts found in prioh action.
Quebec Hank v. Sovereign Hank. 4 O.W.W 

403, 23 O.W.R. «74.
(§ II A—62)—Reh judicata — Skcond

PKOHKCITION OF AFFILIATION PROCEED-

The effect of a certificate of dismissal of 
affiliation proceedings under the Illegiti
mate Children’s Act. R.S.M. 1913. e. 92, 
granted after a hearing on the merits pur
suant to Cr. Code, s. 730 ( made applicable 
to such proceedings by the Summary Con
victions Act, R.S.M., 1913. o. 189. s. 4», is to 
bar further proceedings upon a second in 
formation before another magistrate for the 
same matter on production of the certifi
cate ; the jurisdiction of the second mngis 
irate is at un end when in hearing the facts 
relevant to the defence of the previous ac
quittal or dismissal of the charge the con
clusion is clear that the matter before him 
lias lieen previously disposed of by a com
petent tribunal. [Keg. v. Mnelien, 14 A. A 
1 74; Reg. v. Gaunt. 1*R. 2 <,LlV 406. and 
\\ illiams v. Davies, 11 Q.B.T). 74. distin
guished. |

Davis v. Feinstein, 24 D.L.R. 798. 24 Can. 
Cr. (as. 100. 23 Man. I ..It. «07, 31 W.LR. 
033, 8 W.W.R. 1003.
(§ II A —63)—Res judicata — Appi.u a- 

tionr fob wimhxg-vp ordkh- -Dii fer- 
KNT MATF.RIAI, AND PARTIES, RUT 81X11- 
I.AR PURP08F.

Hie objection that a second application 
for a winding-up order under the Winding- 
up Act, R.S.C. 1900. c. 144. cannot lie made 
after the first application has failed, on the 
ground that the matter is res judicata, does 
not apply where on the second application it 
appears that the parties arc not the same 
and the material urged in favour of the sec
ond application is different, although the 
purpose of this application is similar to 
that of the former.

He Manitoba Commission Co., 9 D.D.R. 
436. 23 Man. L R. 477. 22 W.LR. 930. 3 
W.W.R. 730. [See 2 D.I .II. 1. 22 Man. L. 
K. 208. 21 W.LR. 80. 2 W.W.R. 276.j 
(§ II A—64)—Judicial expression of 

opinion—Effect.
Tii an action by a guardian to compel the 

executor of an estate to pay $300 to his 
ward where the defence was a. denial of the 
facts alleged, and where the parties had 
produced un agreement to submit the mat

ter for a decision on the point as to whether 
the ward was entitled to the revenues of the 
inheritance or simply to fixed annuity, un
til his majority, a judgment which conelud 
ed in t hese terms : “For these reasons the 
court declares that the said A. B. is en
titled to the revenues of the inheritance of 
II.B.” only contains an expression of opin
ion. and is not a decree to be carried out. 
consequently it is not further capable of 
revision, and a court made cognizant by an 
inscription to this effect can only send back 
the case to the court of first instance, to be 
there dealt with according to the law.

Hoismentt v. Merineau, 43 Que. S.C. 10.
(§ II A—63)—Court must be of compe

tent JURISDICTION.
Before a matter can be considered res 

judicata it must have been determined by 
the judgment of a court of competent ju
risdiction.

Att’y-Gen’l v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co., 
6 D.L.R. 823, 22 Man. L.R. 761, 21 W.L.R. 
906, 2 W.W.R. 834.
(§ 11 A—00)—Merger of prior c laim.

When, upon a demand for restitution of 
the thing given in pledge, the issue turns 
upon the payment of the debt and the debt
or without succeeding in proving payment 
ill full establishes that the debt lias lieen 
reduced by payment or comjhuishtion (set
off |, the judge may adjudicate on the fact 
and embody the finding in the dispostif of 
the judgment in which case res judicata will 
lie established between the parties.

Klock v. Molsons Bank. 2 D.L.l*. 413, 41 
Que. S.C. 370. [Affirmed, 9 D.L.R. 877; 18 
D.UR. 796.J
(§ II A—071—In (shipping—Wreck Com-

MIHSIONERS* DECISION.
The decision of the Wreck Commissioner 

in favour of a person accused of a breach of 
regulations under the Canada Shipping Act, 
R.S.C. 1900, c. 113, does not constitute res 
judicata as against an individual complain
ing under s. 020 of that Act that he has 
lieen aggrieved by such breach.

East away v. Lavallec, 5 D.L.R. 229.
B. Decrees interlocutory, by default, di

RECTIOX, (lit ON DEMURRER; DISMISSAL.

Finality of order, see Mortgage, VI E— 
90.

Final or interlocutory, see Appeal. V D— 
276. . •
(§ II B—70)—Stated case—Contents of 

—Based on factk admitted or ascer
tained — Arbitration Act, R.S.B.C. 
1911, c. 11. s. 22.

The words “special ease” in s. 22 of the 
Arbitration Act have the same meaning as 
in marginal r. 389 of the Supreme Court 
Rules and a “stated case” thereunder must 
be based on a statement of fact, either ad
mitted or judicially ascertained. It is not 
the province of a court to advise parties 
what their rights would lie under a hypo
thetical case. All the facts must be stated, 
as facts admitted <>r ascertained necessary to
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raise the question of law upon which' the 
opinion of the court is asked.

He Laursen and South Vancouver, 18 B.
-

Fictitious bkoihtbt—Fixai, ok interlocu
tory judgment—Appeal—e.C.P. arts. 
43, 44, 40, 52, 52a. 68, 117, 214, 215, 
216. 225, to 230, 232. to 234, 1020. 1178 
— V ( RIM. ART. 460—S.B.B.C., [ 1861J 
C. 77. ART. 26. x. 2.

An application by which is formed a de
mand for fictitious registry is introductive 
:<i a true action. A judgment which rejects 
an application asking for permission for a 
fictitious registration is definite. On the 
contrary a judgment which admits or re
jects a fictitious registration after the 
commencement of this mode of action, is in
terlocutory. The same judgment van lie 
interlocutory on one point, and definite on 
others, according to tin* object to which it 
refers. Judges are not hound by inter
locutory judgment rendered by them. The 
right, of appeal exists always in our law, 
unless it has been taken away especially by 
the Act. Such is the principle of French 
Common laiw. formally approved by urt. 43 
of the Code of Procedure.

From the view point of the right of sp- 
peal, there is no distinction between judg
ment rendered in actions commenced liy 
trit, and judgments rendered on application 
ml reductive to an action.

(iiiilheault v. Banque D'llocheluga, 55 | 
I 7!l.

l§ Il B—71)—Dismissal ok motion— 
Power of attorney—Appeal.

A judgment of the Superior Court dis- 
mi-sing a motion for the rejection of a pow
er of attorney from a foreign plaintiff is an 
interlocutory judgment from which an ap
peal lies under art. 46, C.C.P.

San Martin Mining Co. v. Ingéniera Ini- 
portadora, etc., Co., 43 D.L.R. 322, 27 Que.
Iv It. 527.
Report of Master—Motion to set aside 

Refusal to receive evidence—Refer
ence BACK FOR LIMITED PURPOSE—RES
judicata.

Scott v. Gardiner. 17 O.W.N. 236.
1 \ rERI.OCUTOBY JUDGMENT—FAILURE TO AP-

An appeal from a final judgment reopens 
the issues upon all interlocutory judgments 
i « mlored in the cause, and default by a 
party to appeal from an interlocutory judg
ment does not. constitute res judicata with 
;iyard to such judgment.

Itigaud-Validreuil Gold Fields v. Bolduc, 
25 Que. K.B. 97.
Res judicata—Interim alimony.

A judgment granting an interim allow
ance is not res judicata of a subsequent 
■ laim having the same object.

Phancuf v. Prévost, 49 Que. S.C. 189.
1NTKRLOCUTOBY ORDER.

I'nless an order would finally dispose of 
the matter in dispute, no matter in which

way it had been made, it is an interlocutory 
order. [Newkirk v. Stecs, 3 S.L.R. 206, 
followed; Bozson v. Altrincham Urban 
Council, [1603] 1 K.B. 547, not followed.]

Char bon neau v. Pagot, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
1327.
(§ II B—72)—By default—Effect and

CONCLUSIVENESS OF DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
—Irregularity of service of sum
mons—Sheriff's return—Discontin
uance AGAINST ONE OF THE DEFEND
ANTS — Setting aside judgment —
lj-lAVB TO DEFEND.

Urban/, v. Gall. 7 D.L.R. 826, 21 W.L.R. 
753.

Relief from a judgment obtained in an 
undefended action will not be granted mere
ly oil the ground that judgment was taken 
contrary to some loose understanding be
tween counsel for the several parties that 
the trial of the action should be postponed 
to a later day.

Ferguson v. Swedish Canadian Lumber 
Vo., 2 D.L.R. *57. 41 N.R.R. 217, 10 K.L.R. 
386.

Signing a default judgment against one 
of three mcmliers of a partnership does not 
prevent recovery against the others. 
I Castle v. Baird. 15 O.W.K. 273, followed.]

Thomas v. McNaughton, 2 D.L.R. 211, 2i 
W.L.R. 267. 2 W.W.R. 381.
Practice — Setting aside — Affidavit of 

merits.
A regular judgment will not be set aside 

without the production of an affidavit of 
merits, except for some very sufficient rea
son. [Fardcn v. Richter, 23 Q.B.D. 124, 58 
L.J.Q.B. 244, followed.] Where, however, 
the defendant’s solicitor informed a student 
of tin- plaintiff's solicitor in the hearing of 
the plaintiff’s solicitor that he intended to 
enter an appearance at a specified time ami 
the plaintiff’s solicitor expressed no dissent, 
a judgment entered by the plaintiff in de
fault of appearance before such time was 
properly set aside without an affidavit, of 
merits although the judgment was other
wise regularly entered.

Great West Land Co. v. Powell, 12 S.L.R. 
186, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 78.
EX FARTE JUDGMENT—REVERSAL—SECOND

When an ex parte judgment is reversed 
on review with the mere declaration that 
the plaintiff must pay the costs of review 
that the latter may proceed anew in the 
court of first instance without first paying 
the said costs.

Tremblay v. Oepatie. 12 Que. P.R. 356.
(8 II B—76)—Dismissal for noncompi.i- 

ance WITH BULK OF SECURITY—STAY 
OF PROCEEDINGS.

The dismissal of an action for failure to 
comply with an order for security for costs 
is not a bar to another action for the same 
cause, but the court has an inherent power 
to stay the second action until the costs of 
the former have been paid. Where the 
claims set out in the second action are new,
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at Ica-t i» form, and have not been specifi. 
ally disponed of by the prior judgment, 
then- is no res adjudicate apparent con 
earning them, but nevertheless the defend 
writs are at liberty to plead res adjudicate.

Smith v. Merchants Hank, 38 D.L.R. 321, 
41) D.L.R. 309.
1 )|*M INNAL.

Where an action lias been dismissed for 
iioneoinjilianee with an order for the pay
ment of certain costs by the plaintilT, the 
court lias no power to restore the action to 
the li't for trial upon the plaintiff's paying 
sin'll costs.

Smith v. Yukon Gold Co., D.L.K. 31, 21 
W.L.R. 902.
Dismissal—Jl'ixiMRHT on defendant's au-

MISSIONS, rONCI.USIVKNKSH OK.
An order for judgment made on aoplicu 

tion of plaintiff under r. 615 of the King’s 
Bench Act (Man.), upon admissions made 
by defendant in his pleading, puts an end 
to the action, where the admissions const! 
tided the entire defence raised; and the 
plaintiff is, therefore, precluded from sub- 
v picntly applying for an order for exam

it ion on discovery of defendant, not-
i His landing that when the order for :« 

..ndgment was made, nothing was said by 
• hiiim»! on either aide with reference to the 
plaintiff proceeding for any further relief, 
.ni t the plaintiff did not ask to have such 
right reserved, and no suggestion was made 
♦»y defendant’s counsel at the time that the 
order for judgment would lie in the nature 
of a final judgment, or prevent the plaintiff 
from proceeding for the balance of his orig
inal claim. [Kelly v, Kelly, 18 Man. L.R. 
362, distinguished: United Telephone Co. v. 
Doimhoe, 31 Ch. 1). 39», 55 I/..T. Ch. ISO; 
Andrews v. Patriotic Ass'ce Co., 18 L.R. 
Ir. 115. applied.]

Smith v. Simpson, 10 D.L.R. 366, 23 Man.
I It. 31, 23 W.L.R. 266, 3 W.W.R. 931.

A judgment of nonsuit under 8. 110 of 
the County Court Act (B.C.) is not a bar 
to another action by tlie plaintiff on the 
same subject-matter. |Povser v. Minors, 7 
Q.lt.l). 329, followed.)

SI elding v. Levin, 23 B.C.R. 47.
UlsMISSINO PETITION TO QUASH SAI8TE-AB- 

an—Chunk jugée.
A judgment of the Superior Court, con

firmed by the Court of Review, dismissing :i 
petition of the defendant to have a saisie- 
arrêt before judgment quashed, because this 
petition had been tiled without the permis
sion of a judge after the expiration of the 
delay for contesting the saisie-amU, is 
chose jugée upon the question of whether the 
defendant was or was not within the legal 
delays for filing his contestation, which 
ground can be raised on the hearing of a 
motion to obtain permission to file it.

Ménard v. Choiuiere, 24 Que. K.B. 528.
Where an action or other proceeding is 

di scon tinned on payment of costs, the ad

NT, II C. 2652
\er*-p party may inscribe for judgment on 
Mii‘h discontinuance.

Blake v. Goyette, 13 Que. P.R. 412.
C. COLI.ATK.BAt. ATTACK.

(§ Il C—80)-—ORDER FOB ARREST—AU
THORIZATION TO CURATOR.

An opposition to judgment will not lie 
against an order for arrest or an authoriza
tion. from a judge to a curator in a judicial 
abandonment of property, to continue pro
ceedings commenced by a* temporary guardi-

I .an rent ides Brique et Sable Co. v. Char
ron, 48 Que. S.C. 4.
($ II C—86)—Judgment by default.

Having regard to the statutory origin of 
the proceeding by petition in revision of de
fault judgments, the leave given to tile 
such petition does not have the effect of 
obliterating the default judgment, and con 
sequently the defendant, petitioner in revi
sion, is not entitled to have this action de
clared perempted, after 2 years from the 
said filing.

Taylor v. Grant, 18 Rev. de Jur. 90.
($ If C—91)—Lack ok jurisdiction.

The amendment of the Division Courts 
Act (Ont. i substituting the words “fail 
for want of jurisdiction” for the words 
"abate for want of jurisdiction,’’ in 10 
Kdw. VH. (Ont.) e. 32. s. 79 (1) does not 
give a Division Court jurisdiction to try an 
action which should have lieen brought iu 
l he court of another division.

Re Gibbons v. Cannell, 8 D.L.R. 232, 4 
O.W.N. 270, 23 O.W.R. 401.
Lack of jurmuiction—Appeal—“Finali

ty" or decision appealed from.
The judgment by which a court declares 

itself to be without jurisdiction and trans
fers the cause to another court is not in
terlocutory but final in its nature. From 
such a judgment rendered by the Superior 
C ourt an appeal lies de piano to the Court 
of King's Bench.

Toudreau v. Montmagny, 22 Que. K.B. 
289.
(8 II C—93)—Special tribunals—Minis

ter of lands—Decision of as to va
lidity OF LAND PATENT—RES JUDICATA.

A decision of the Minister of Lands. For
ests and Mines in favour of the validity of 
a Crown land patent is not res judicata as 
to a subsequent action to set aside the pat 
ent in the courts.

Zook v. Clayton. 13 D.L.R. 502, 28 O.L.R. 
117, reversing 6 D.L.R. 205, 3 O.W.N. 1611. 
Special tribunals.

The rule Hint the judgment of a court 
which has jurisdiction cannot be called in 
question by collateral attack applies to the 
decisions of special tribunals and to pro
ceedings that are directed by statute.

United Shoe Machinery Co. v. Lauren
deau, 2 D.L.R. 77.
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D What matters concluded.

U II d—loo)—truer and conclusive-

The plaintiff is not estopped by judg 
m,.nM in former action», where the same 
4Ul,|e<:t has not been adjudicated, although 

tormer actions may have lieen lietwveu 
t(|.. .jmu parties and concerning the same 
estate

Kennedy v. Kennedy, 13 D.L.H. 707, 24 
■ i XV.II. 013. a'lirming 11 D.I«.K. 328, 28
o!l.r. i.
IXTI.BPI.KAOIR.

V here one real state agent procured the 
.. nrion of the coiitruct of sale providing 

i it the commission to himself should form 
part of. and Ik* paid out of. the purchase 
in.nicy. anil on another real estate agent 
making an adverse claim thereto as against 
il,., fund out of which it was so payable 
h . ni an allegation that the first agent had 
a piired the information which led up to 
. h contract while in the employ of such 
id..-r*e claimant, an order made in inter- 
..•ider proceedings finding the first agent 

••'I tit led to that proportion of the purchase 
money -o set apart for the stipulated com 

i ...m should not lwr the claimant from 
in independent action against the vendor 
lor any commission to which he may he en
titled by reason of having acted for the 
tendor in finding the party who eventually 
pur ii.ised through the other agent ; the 

tul judgment on the interpleader may in 
y i . ime properly include a statement that 
it.« determination is without prejudice to 
: • latter claim against the vendor.

die v. Proctor, 11 D.L.R. 603, 4 O.W.X. 
1212, 21 O.W.R. 527. 
n II D—102)—Chose jugée—Wages.

Where in contestation of a demand of ju
dicial abandonment of property based on 
«alary due. the principal question is that 
id salary being due to the plaintiff and that 

• was therefore not a creditor of the de- 
fendant. and on this ground, the demand is 
riie. ted by the Superior Court, there is 
cli >'•* jugée in a subsequent action by the 
*ime plaintiff against the same defendant 
f ir the same salary.

'ills v. Fyke, 41» Que. 8.C. 315.
(:> II D—107)—Expropriation matters.

Vders in matters of expropriation have 
*11 the juristic character'of judgments of 
the Superior Court in matters within its 
jurisdiction. Subject to such appeals as 
are provided by the statutes they have the 
authority of res judicata. The exception 
of res judicata is a good reason for the dis- 
niMK.il of an action to set aside an order on 
irbitration for causes which the plaintiff 
ought to have urged by way of appeal.

t cichard v. Quebec Development Co., 50 
Q': * S.C 246.

XT, II D.
(S If D—lit)—Agreement or sale—Koir.- 

< i.oneue — Redemption — Person ai, 
REMEDY — MORATORIUM ACT, 191* 
(Max.)—Applicability to pending as
WELL AH SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS.

The period of one year to be allowed for 
redemption uf land under s. 8 of the Mora
torium Act. 1914. Man. in court decrees ap
plies not only to actions commenced after 
the passing of the Act. but also to actions 
then pending.

Fisher v. l!oss, 19 D.L.R. 69, 24 Man. L.R. 
773. 7 W.W.R. 359.
(8 II D—117)—Contracts.

Res judicata cannot be claimed as to the 
construction of n contract in a prior av 
tiun in which the defendant in the second 
action was a joint defendant, but as to 
whom such contract was not in issue.

Klock v. Molsons llank, 3 D.L.R. 521, 44 
Que. S.C. 193.
(8 II D—1I8i—Summary application un

der Vendors and Purchasers Act 
(0**.).

In an action for specific performance of 
a contract for the sale of land, any point 
previously decided on a summary applica
tion under the Vendors and Purchasers Act 
(Out.) relating to that contract cannot be 
reviewed.

Cameron v. Hull. 9 D.L.R. 843, 4 O.W.X. 
581, 23 O.W.R. 736.
(S II D—121)—Alimony.

Arrears of alimony due under a judgment 
which has been registered in the land 
registry office, pursuant to s. 35 of the On
tario Judicature Act is a statutory charge 
upon the lands belonging to the husband, 
and may be enforced by a petition in the 
original action.

Abliott v. Abbott, 1 D.L.R. 697, 3 O.W. 
X. 683. $1 O.W.R. 281.
Alimony.

When a judgment grants an allowance for 
maintenance there is res judicata between 
the parties as to the obligation to supply 
those allowances until such judgment is 
annulled or revoked by another one. In 
an action for an increase in the alimony al
ready granted by the judgment, one cannot 
on an inscription in law use grounds for the 
annulment or revocation of the first judg-

O'Brien v. Berger. 49 Que. 8.C. 278.
(g II D—127)—Review or assessment— 

Subsequent action for taxes.
In an action by a city corporation against 

a railway company for the recovery of taxes 
assessed against certain property belonging 
to the company within the citv limits, the 
company may set up as a defence the ex
emption privilege provided in s. 14. c. 40. 
R.8.H. notwithstanding an unsuccessful ap
peal by them from the assessment to the 
Vourt of Revision and the dismissal of a 
subsequent appeal to a judge of the District 
Court on this very ground.

Prince Albert v. Can. Northern R. Co.,
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10 D.L.R. 121, 15 ( un. Rv. ( as. 87. « S. 
I..K. 41». 25 W.L.R. 275. 3* WAV.R. WH).
(S II D—130 I—Ah TU KXKt'ÜTOB’S POWER OP

A judgment determines every right. ques- 
(ion, or fart distinctly put in issue as a 
ground of recovery or defence, and all mat
ters which ought to have been brought for- I 
ward as part of 1 he controversy. A judg- j 
ment by which an executor was ordered to ' 
make a sale is conclusive as to bis power of 
►ale tbough not expressly adjudicated.

Kennedy v. Suvdani, 30 D.L.R. 744. 36 
O.L.R. 512.
(8 Il I)—130)—Joint agreement on con-

TRACTS.
The decision adverse to the plaintiff 

company in a previous action in which it 
sued another person who jointly with the 
present defendant bad entered into the con
tract, in question with the company, by 
which previous decision it was held ad
versely to the company that, both the present 
defendant, not a party to the previous ac
tion. and the party then sued were entitled I 
to certain rights against the plaintiff as to 
the supply of gas and that the cutting off ! 
of the supply to the defendant in the tirât j 
action operated as a forfeiture in favour of ! 
tin- present defendant of the plaintiff com- ' 
panv’s claim to an oil and gas lease over 
liis farm, operates as res judicata in bar 
to the company's second action as regarda 
the name points of controversy.

Welland County Lime Works v. Augus
tin.-. I D.L.R. 315. 3 O W N. 1320. 22 O.W.
R. 235.
(S M I)—1401—CORPORATE MATTKKK—N. O- 

i.hiKxuE—Nuisance.
The defence of res judicata has no appli

cation between an action by a municipal 
corporation against the owner o[ property 
for the purpose of compelling him to open 
and clear out a watercourse, and another 
action by such owner against the same mu
nicipality to recover damages caused by 
defects in such watercourse.

Sevigny v. St. David. 50 Que. S.C. 291.
(§ Il D—145) —CONCLURIVKNKRS — .JUDG

MENT FOB RETURN OF SUBSCRIPTION

A winding-up order obtained by a judg
ment creditor of the company in respect of 
a judgment recovered for tlu- cancelation of 
bis stock subscription and the return of 
money paid thereon is res judicaia as to hia 
right to lie relieved from his subscription on 
the settling of the list of contributories in 
the winding-up.

Re National Hunker Co.. Worthington's 
Cn*e. 10 D.L.R. «44. 4 O.W.N. 1077. 24 O. 
W.R. 385. [Aflirmed. 14 D.L.R. «06. 25 O. 
W.R. 348.1
(§ JI D—147)—Conclubivenehs—Wages 

claim—Directors’ personal liability.
In an action by a creditor against a sure

ty. a judgment obtained by the creditor 
against the principal debtor is not evidence 
against the surety, on the maxim res inter

alios acta, whether the defendant is a con» 
! tract mil or a statutory surety; consequently J a judgment against a company sued for a 
‘ labourer's wages for which the directors 

would lie personally liable under the Loin- 
pun ies Ordinance [Alta. Ord. 1911, e. til] 
is not conclusive as against the directors 
sued in a subsequent action. jKe Kitchin, 
Kx parte Young, 17 Ch. I). «08. applied. |

(liienard v. Coe. 17 D.L.R. 47. 7 A.L.R. 
245. 28 W.L.R. 259. 0 W.W.R, 922. lever-.- 
ing Hi D.L.R. 613, 7 A.L.R. 246, VI LI 
«26, 5 W.W.R. 1044.

E. As TO PARTIES,
(§ 11 E—150)—Res judicata Principal

AND AGENT.
Where an agent lias been sued and judg 

ment taken against him, it operates as res 
judicata barring the prosecution of an ac
tion on the same grounds against the princi
pal, even if the judgment is by default.

I.Partington v. Hawthorne, 52 J.l*. 807, 
«PI'HkI.J

lireiiiu-n v. 'J hompson, 22 D.L.R. 375, 33 
O.L.H 106.
Principal and agent.

A judgment, recovered by a real estate 
broker in an action against the owner for 
his commissions, is not binding upon the 
owner’s agents who were not parties to the 
action, and cannot be set up as res judi
cata in an action by the broker against the 
agents for the commissions he claims to be 
entitled to out of the funds in their bands, 
nor is it admissible evidence of the facts 
established by it.

1 halmers v. Machruv, 26 D.L.R. 529, 26 
Man. L.R. 106, 33 W.L.R. 656, 9 W.W.R. 
1435, reversing 21 D.LR. 63.5. 30 W.L.R. 
836, 8 W.W.R. 27. | Affirmed. 39 D.LR
396, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 361.]
(§ II E—152)—Action for death or serv

ant—Employer and contractor.
Where an action for negligently causing 

deatli is brought by the representative of 
the deceased workman against the employer 
in respect of negligence in operating a hoist 
in building o|>erutions as to which the em
ployer and a subcontractor would each have 
a measure of responsibility, the taking of 
judgment and receiving satisfaction in the 
action against the employer is a bar to a 
second action against the subcontractor in 
respect of his alleged negligence; and after 
receiving satisfaction of the judgment <0 
recovered against the one, the plaintiff is 
estopped in the second action from saying 
that the injury resulted from the negligence 
of the subcontractor only and that tin* prin
cipal contractor who had consented to judg
ment in the lirst action was not in fact li
able. I Brown v. Cambridge, 85 Mass. 476 . 
Kemhall v. Hamilton. 4 App. Cas. 504, ap
plied: Atlantic Dock Co. v. New York, 43 X. 
5. «4 : Donovan v. Laing, [1893] l Q.B. 
629. distinguished.]

Black v. Dom. Fireproofing Co. 23 D.L.R. 
161. 8 W.W.R. 823. 31 W.L.R. 352.
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(§ II E—154)—Vendor and purchaser. 
"in an action against the lessee of certain 

land for possession or other relief, brought 
by both parties to a contract for the sale 
thereof, the legal estate being still in the 
vendor and constituting a substantial in
terest in the land, the defence of res judi- 
rata fails as to the vendor, though judg
ment had been registered against his <-o- 
plaintiff in a former action brought by the 
latter against the same defendant, and in
volving the same issues, and though the 
vendor on his examination for discovery dis
claim any interest in the property.

Alexander v. Herman, 2 D.L.R. 239, 3 
o.W.N. 755, 21 O.W.R. 461.
Contest of will—Absent beneficiaries.

\ judgment in an action for the contint 
of a will is binding only between the parties 
to the action and cannot prejudicially affect 
.my beneficiaries not before the court.

I lea men t v. Foster, 26 D.L.R. 474, 35
O.L.R. 365.
Purciiaher at judicial sale.

A judgment determining the conditions 
of a judicial sale is not res judicata between 
the oue who has obtained it and the person 
who has become purchaser of the immovable 
at the sale.

Hope v. Leroux, 25 Que. K.B. 130. 
lü Il E—162)—Equitable owner of land.

Where final judgment was rendered 
against the purchaser in a land contract 
in an action brought by him for possession 
or for other relief against a lessee of the 
•.aid property, a suit involving the same 
i-.ues afterwards brought by the vendor 
must be dismissed.

Alexander v. Herman, 2 D.L.R. 239. 3 0. 
W.N. 755, 21 O.W.R. 461.
19 II E—163 ) —As between defendants.

In an action by the Attorney-General on 
ihe relation of a city and its building in
spector and by the city in its own right 
against an electric railway company to re
strain the breaches of certain city by-laws 
concerning the erection of buildings and 
of any gas works or gas holders within the 
city, in which action the company claimed 
that by virtue of the powers derived from 
another company that it was not subject 
to the by-laws and also denied their validity, 
and at the opening of the trial applied to 
amend its defence by pleading that the 
plaintiffs, by the judgment of the Privy 
Voiincil in the company's favour in a former 
action which the city alone brought against 
the < oinpanv and in which the issues were 
similar to those in the present action, were 
estopped from denying that the latter pos- 
M'ssed all the powers of its predecessor, the 
Attorney-General is not estopped by the 
judgment in the former action and as 
against him the application to amend 
should be refused. [St. Mary Magdalene v. 
Att’y-Gen'l. 6 H.L.C. 189: People v. ITalla- 
clav." 93 Cal. 241. 29 Par. R. 54. writ of er
ror dismissed. 159 IT.S. 415. distinguished.]

Att'y.-Gen’l. v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co., 
Can. Dig.—84.

5 D.L.R. 823. 22 Man. L.R. 761, 21 W.KR. 
906. 2 W.W.R. 854.
(§ II E—1781—Administrator's bond— 

Default judgment—Liquidated de-

Whcre a judgment has been obtained for 
the amount of the plaintiff's claim against 
an estate, and the Court of Probate, being 
satisfied that the condition of the adminis
tration liond has been broken, has assigned 
the bond under the provisions of the Probate 
Act to the plaintiff who théreby became en
titled to sue on the bond, and recover there
on as trustee for all parties Interested, a 
default judgment may be entered for the 
judgment, debt, and interest, the statement 
of claim being for a liquidated demand un
der U. 27, r. 2. The sureties on such bond 
cannot compel the creditor to establish the 
claim over again against the estate.

McKay v. McKay, 41 D.L.R. 390, 52 N.
S.R. 349.
(§ II E—180)—Principal and agent— 

Husband and wife.
Where a husband acting as agent for an 

undisclosed principal, his wife, in an ex
change of lands, gives to the vendor its part 
payment for his wife’s purchase two promis 
sory notes signed by himself alone, a judg
ment. against the husband upon the notes, 
which was not satisfied, is no bar to a sub
sequent avtion for a personal judgment 
against the wife for tin- unpaid ptireliuse- 
money represented therein.

Dick v. Lambert. 20 D.L.R. 42. 9 S.L.R. 
355, 34 W.L.R. 1156. 10 W.W.R. 1320, af
firming 25 D.L.R. 730, 33 W.L.R. 259, V 
W.W.R. 905.
(§ II E—195)—Mortgage cases.

A decision given in favour of execution 
creditors against the exeçution debtor re
jecting his claim that the lands seized under 
the execution were exempt from seizure un
der execution as being bis homestead is res 
judicata as against a mortgagee of the 
lands from the execution debtor subsequent 
to the operation .of the execution or judg
ment, as a charge on the lands but the 
mortgagee may apply for a rehearing of the 
ease on the ground of the discovery of new 
evidence of a material character.

Johnson v. Hewitt, 1 D.L.R. 251. 5 8.L.
R. 125. 19 W.L.R. 937. 1 W.W.R. 775. 
Judgment—Amount of judgment and

COSTS OF APPEAL—ONE CAUSE OF AC-

Mah Po ▼. McCarthy, 18 W.L.R. 656, 5
S. L.R. 17.
Res judicata—Company—Winding up — 

Consent judgment.
Re Ontario Sugar Co.; McKinnon's Case, 

24 O.L.R. 332, 19 O.W.R. 764. [Leave to 
appeal refused, 44 Can. S.C.R. 659.J 
Summary—Under r. 603—Method of com

putation of power used—Evidence 
technical and conflicting.

Wilson v. National Electrotype. 19 O.W. 
R. 945, 3 O.W.N. 28.
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ANxurrr—Fubmkb action fob—Res juoi-

1 ii a former action on a bund, all ques
tions as to its validity and the question 
as to whether or not there had been de
livery of the same, having been disposed 
of it* is not competent to bring up anything 
that was or might have been set up in the 
former action. '1 his is so even when the 
judgment is a consent judgment.

O’ljeurv v. Nihan, 2 O.W.X. 990, 19 O. 
WJL 9.

III. The lien.
A. In general.

See Execution, I—8; Land Titles. IV—40. 
(g III A—200 )—Lien un la nu—It kuiki ra

tion AKTEB CONVEYANCE—CONBTBUCTIVE

Where land was conveyed to and the title 
registered in the name of a creditor merely 
as security for a debt, it was not bound, 
under s. 2 (f) of the Judgments Act, 11.K. 
M. 1902, e. 91, by the subsequent registra
tion before the sale of the land by the 
grantee, of a judgment against the grantor, 
where the conveyance was not attacked un
til after the latter sale and the payment of 
the surplus (above the debt secured) to the 
debtor, without notice of such judgment.

llobinson v. Mi-Vaulev. 14 D.L.R. 681, 23 
Man. L it. 781. 2»i W.L.It. 28.), 5 W.W.R. 
789. affirming 13 D.L.R. 437. 24 W.L.R. 617, 
4 W.W.R. 930.
(g III A—2021—Lien—How lost or sus

pended — Substitution agreement — 
Sale or land.

Except as to the costs under the writ of 
execution following a judgment for an over
due instalment of purchase money, the right 
to levy is lost if by agreement between the 
parties and a company the latter was sub
stituted us the purchaser and the defend
ant relieved from his obligation to pur
chase, but with a reservation of the defend
ant's liability for the overdue instalment, 
and if the agreement of sale and the moneys 
paid thereunder have been forfeited by the 
vendor under a power contained in the con
tract; retention of rights notwithstanding 
the termination of the agreement would re
quire clear and definite expression and could 
not be inferred from a proviso that nothing 
"done under it" should cancel the liability 
for the first instalment, [Cameron v. Brad
bury, 9 Or. 67; Fraser v. Ryan, 24 A.R.
mnt.) 441 : Gibbons v. Cozens.' 29 O R. 356: 
McPherson v. U.8. Fidelity, 0 O.W.X. 677. 
followed.]

Vivian v. ('lergue, 20 D.L.R. 660, 32 O. 
L.R. 200. [Affirmed 24 D.L.R. 856, 51 Can. 
8.C.R. 527. See also 41 Can. 8.C.K. 607.] 
(§ III A—203)—Rkgibtration—Assign-

MF.NT FOR CREDITORS—KNOWLEDGE.
The registration of a judgment bv an 

assignee thereof after the death of the 
judgment debtor and subsequent to an un
registered assignment for creditors by the 
latter, of which the judgment creditor and

the assignee of the judgment had knowledge 
does not, by virtue of as. 15, 10 of the 
Registry Act, R.8.X.S. 1900, c. 137, create 
u charge upon the land of the deceased 
debtor which has passed to the assignee 
for creditors under the deed of assign ment, 
and against which, therefore, no execution 
can issue thereon.

The King v. Kent. 26 D.L.R. 94. 
Registration—Effect of appeal.

inscription on appeal, or in review from 
a judgment, does not deprive the creditor 
of the right to register the judgment against 
tlie immovables of his debtor, the inscrip
tion being u conservatory measure.

McGee v. Morrison, 18* Que. i’.R. 38.
B. On what property.

Of interest of mortgagee, see Execution, I
—8.
(§ III B—205)—Charging order on

SHARES.
The Imperial Judgments Act (1838), 1 4,

2 Viet., e. 110, and amending Act (1840),
3 4 4 Viet., c. 82, are in force in Saskatche
wan, and under s. 14 of II.S.S. 11909), c. 
52, the court adopts English r. 631, which 
gives a judge power to make a charging 
order on shares of the stock of a company 
for payment of the amount due on a judg
ment against a shareholder of the company.

Miller Morse Hardware Co. v. Smart, 38 
D.L.R. 171. 10 S.L.R. 409. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
1113. varying [1917] 2 W.W.R. 439. 
Registration—Building—Land.

A building may have a right of property 
different and distinct from that of the land 
on which it stands. A judgment may lie 
registered against this immovable, although 
the debtor, owner of the building, has, in 
respect to tlie land, only an agreement of

Bonnier v. Roy, 51 Que. 8.C. 1.
Charging order—Su arks—Receiver.

Stock standing in the name of a judg
ment debtor cannot be reached by the ap
pointment of a receiver, but a receiver may 
lie appointed of the dividends. [Bryânt v. 
Bull, 10 Ch. 1). 153. followed.] To reach 
the stock itself an order charging it may 
be granted upon notice of motion. [Miller- 
Morse Hardware Co. v. Smart. [1917] 2 
W.W.R. 439, varied in 38 D.L.R. 171, 10 
R.L.H. 109, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 1113, fol

Tx-lmne v. Porteous, [1917] 2 W’.W.R. 
660.
(§ III B—209)—Homestead.

Where a judgment creditor registers an 
execution against the debtor in the land 
titles office during the interval between the 
debtor’s entry for homestead and the grant 
of the certificate of title, and the land is 
subsequently acquired as a homestead by 
the debtor under the Dominion Lands Act, 
the court will not, upon application of the 
judgment debtor, grant a declaratory judg
ment declaring that the land in question 
is not subject to any rights of tlie judg-
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ment creditor under the execution, or that 
the execution is not a charge or lien upon 
t!i-> land, or that it is a cloud upon the 
ndgment debtor's title, since such a de- 
iintory judgment would not establish any 

r.glits, "inasmuch as the execution only 
binds the land which is subject to it under 
tie- Exemptions Act (c. 47, R.S.S. IfHMl),
: In- land is exempt as long as it remains 
‘homestead.” [Gilmore v. Gallics, 1!) W. 
Lit. followed : Fredericks v. North- j
West Thresher Go.. 3 S.L.U. ‘>80. 44 Can.
< ( l!. .118. distinguished. |

Irottier v. National Mfg. Go., 8 D.L.R. 
lis. S.1..R. 24*. 22 W.L.R. «15, 3 WAV.It.

li 111 B—2101— Chattels.
Where, upon the rescission of a sale of 

,i chattel for the default of the vendor, a 
Judgment was given the vendee for part 
of the purchase money he hud paid the 
vendor under the sale contract which did 
not provide for a lien therefor on the prop
erty the vendee in an action brought after 
'he vendor’s insolvency to recover posses
sion of the chattel from the vendee may he 

dared to have a lien thereon for the 
payment» so made, and such lien may lie 
realized by sale of the chattel after due

l umidian Gas Power & Launches v. Orr,
» D.L.R. «41. 3 O.W.N. 1368, 82 O.W.R. 351. 

Ill B—212)—Land equitably owned.
In an action for the sale of lands under 

a certificate of judgment for a sum of 
money, registered in ‘he land titles office 
i Man.), where the judgment debtor, prior 
to the registration, had entered into a ver
bal agreement to sell the lands in question
• i a purchaser for a fixed and adequate 
- on. ill ..ration contemporaneously paid, and,
• i I'vquent to the registration, conveyed to

purchaser pursuant to the agreement; 
ne effect of the agreement and payment 

h to vest in the purchaser at once the 
beneficial ownership of the land, leaving 
U the judgment debtor no interest or es
tate that, could he sold under a registered 
certificate of judgment. Under the Judg
ments Act (Man.), which creates in favour 
of a registered certificate of judgment a 
charge upon "all the lands"’ of the judgment 
'••■’•tor, the judgment creditor's right de- 
I'oids entirely upon the statute, ami while 
! i- registered certificate binds the judgment 
debtor’s lands it does not hind such lands 
a - have already been sold by the debtor, even 
«ben the purchaser’s ownership is only 
equitable and unregistered.

I enson v. Shore, « D.L.R, 376, 22 W.L.R. 
202. -2 W.W.R. 1082. [Affirmed. 7 D.L.R. 
612. 22 Man. L.R. 685. 3 W.W.R. 607.]
(§ III 9—213)—Personal judgment.

Where the court awards damages for a 
contract of support of the plaintiff for life 
by the defendant which was part considera
tion of a deed from the plaintiff to the 
defendant, the plaintiff is not entitled to 
have the amount of such damages charged

os a lien noon the land in addition to a 
personal judgment against the defendant.

Zdun v. liruden, 4 D.L.R. 255, 22 Man. 
L.R. 387, 21 W.L.R. 620, 2 W.W.R. «65, re 
versing, on this point, 1 D.L.R. 210, 19 W. 
L.R. 8*3.
Personal judgment — Foreclosure — 

Agreement ok hale.
Hord v. Wolf, 19 D.L.R. 893.

IV. Foreign judgments.
A. Of foreign country.

See also Conflict of Laws.
(§ IV A—220)—Validity or marriage.

Foreign decrees of nullity of marriage 
will be recognized as fully as will foreign 
decrees of divorce, when such nullity is held 
to have arisen because of bigamy; and a 
foreign judgment of annulment on the 
ground of bigamy in an action between par
ties both subject to the foreign jurisdiction 
i- admissible to prove want of consideration 
of a transfer of property in Canada made 
in consideration of the annulled marriage 
which took pince in Canada.

Wilcox v. Wilcox. 16 D.L.R. «91, 24 Man. 
L.R. 93, 27 W.L.R. 359, 6 W.W.R. 113. 
reversing 14 D.L.R. 1, 25 W.L.R. 489, 6 W. 
W.R 188

A judgment in personam of a foreign 
court of competent jurisdiction may be 
sued upon in Saskatchewan where the evi
dence sufficiently establishes the identity 
of the defendant in the action on the judg
ment with the defendant in the judgment 
sued upon, ami that the court which ren
dered the judgment had jurisdiction over 
the defendant in respect of the cause of ac-

Reud v. Ferguson. 8 D.L.R. 737. 5 8.L.R. 
405. 82 W .L.R. 751. 3 W.W.R. 611.
Foreign judgment—Furimdiction or For

eign Court—Submission by appear
ance.

Baldwin v. Smith, 18 W.L.R. 207. 
Foreign judgment—Action on—Defence.

Fore Street Warehouse Co. v. Van del in ti
er. 18 W.L.R. 618.
Foreign—Action to recover on—Ortained 

in Yukon territory.
Johnston v. Occidental Syndicate, 3 O. 

W.X. 60. 20 O.W.R. 67.
Prescription—Interest on foreign judg

ment—Défit and ports.
Royal Trust Go. v. Baie Des Chaleurs R. 

Co., 13 Gan. Ex. 9.
(§ IV A—225)—Ex parte proceeding— 

Award of custody of children—Ef
fect in Canada.

An order of a court of one of the states 
of the United States, made in a divorce pro
ceeding instituted without personal service 
on the husband, awarding the custody of in
fant children to their mother, will not be 
given effect in Canada.

Re Chisholm. 13 D.L.R. 811, 47 N.S.R. 
250. 12 E.L.R. 182.

In an action in a Provincial Court on a
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judgment in personam obtained in one of 
the United States, evidence that the de
fendant against whom judgment was ren
dered was a resident of the state in ques
tion when the action was begun, was 
personally served with the summons which 
was the first step in the action is sufficient 
to shew that he was subject to the jurisdic
tion of the court which rendered the 
judgment, and where he submitted to the 
jurisdiction of the State Court by entering 
an appearance in the action by his author
ized attorney such evidence is sufficient to 
establish the jurisdiction of the State Court 
over the defendant at the time of the ren
dition of judgment.

Head v. Ferguson, 8 D.L.R. 7.17. f> S.L.R. 
40ft. 22 W.L.R. 761, 8 VV.W.R. till.

Plaintiff brought an action in Manitoba, 
in respect of a cause of action arising in 
Manitolm. At the time of action brought 
the defendant was residing in Saskatchewan, 
and had his domicile there, and was served 
there. He did not appear to the action, 
and judgment was recovered by default. 
The plaintiffs then brought action in Sas
katchewan upon this judgment, and alterna
tively for relief in respect of the original 
cause of action. The defendant objected 
that the Manitoba Court had no jurisdic
tion :—Held (following Dakota Lumber Co. 
v. Rinderkneeht, 2 W.L.R. 275), the Mani
toba Court having no jurisdiction over the 
defendant when the judgment was recovered, 
an action could not he maintained thereon, 
but an eh judgment, being invalid for the 
purpose of action, was invalid for all pur
poses. and, therefore, the plaintiff could 
maintain an action in respect of the orig
inal cause of action.

British American Investment Co. v.
Flawae, i 6.L.R. 878.

In order to establish a change of domicile 
so as to oust the jurisdiction of the Mani
toba Court a defendant must shew a physi
cal removal from Manitoba to Saskatche
wan, and that at the time the action was be
gun he had the intention of establishing in 
Saskatchewan a residence of a permanent 
character, the onus of proving which was 
upon him. The statement of the defendant 
ihat when he was served with the process he 
wa> a resident of Saskatchewan and that he 
had since then resided there except during 
a temporary absence must lie interpreted, in 
the absence of evidence of a contrary in
tention. as a declaration that he had not 
only his physical residence in Saskatchewan, 
but that he had also the intention of mak
ing it his permanent home, and this being 
the ease, he most he deemed to have ac
quired a permanent domicile there, and 
the foreign judgment could not lie enforced.

Fairchild v. McGillivray, 4 S.L.R. 237.
A foreign judgment, even if regularly ob

tained according to the practice and* pro
cedure of the foreign country, in order to 
create that duty or obligation to pay which 
English courts will enforce, must come 
within one or the other of the five cases

mentioned in Emanuel v. Svmon, [1908]
1 K.B. 309. An agreement to submit to the 
jurisdiction of the courts of a for.ign 
country is not to be implied from the mak
ing of a promissory note payable in such 
foreign country. A foreign judgment does 
not in Nova Scotia, by reason of 0. 35. r. 
38. stand on a different footing from foreign 
judgments sought to be enforced in Eng
land. That rule was merely intended to 
give to a defendant another defence to an ac
tion on a foreign judgment, and was not 
intended to regulate or alter the law of the 
country us to when a foreign judgment can 
he enforced.

liifford v. Calkin, 45 N.S.R. 277, 9 E.L.R.
38ft.
Action on—Pendency of appeal against.

The fact that un appeal against a foreign 
judgment is pending in the courts of the 
state or country in which it was obtained 
is no defence to an action upon it here, al
though the court would stay execution on 
proper terms. [Howland v. ("odd, 9 M.R. 
435; and (Jliarlebois v. G.N.W. Central It. 
Co.. 9 M.R. 28ti, followed.]

Cumpliell v. Morgan, 29 Man. L.R. 20. 
Attachment — Payment — Discharge —

A debtor against whom proceedings were 
taken abroad, and who was there compelled 
to pay a debt which it had contracted, is 
freed from the debt, both as regards its 
own creditor and the creditors of the latter 
in this Province. A debtor cannot be com
pelled by attachment proceedings, to pay 
the debt a second time. [Maitin v. Nailel,
2 K.B. 27: Harris v. Cordingley, 16 Can. 
S.C, 501 : Barker v. Central Vermont, R., 13 
Can. S.C. 2; Equitable Ass’ce Co. v. Per
rault, 26 L.C.J. 382, followed.]

Fraser v. Bvers-Allen Lumber Co., 45 Que. 
S.C. 42.
($ l‘ r A—226)—Divorce.

T plaintiff sued in Alberta upon a judg
ment recovered in a court of the State of 
Washington, U.S:A., for permanent alimony 
in connection with a divorce granted plain
tiff from defendant. Defendant, during the 
action in the Washington court, was domi
ciled in Canada, but was personally served 
in Washington, though he had not appeared 
or submitted himself to the jurisdiction of 
the court:—Held, that plaintiff could not 
recover. The domicile of the defendant, and 
consequently that of the wife, at the time 
of ilie action in the Washington court, not 
being in that State, that court had no ju
risdiction to entertain the action for divorce. 
Even assuming that the Washington Court 
could grant permanent alimony in an action 
in which divorce was not sought, which w;.s 
doubted, it could not be said that in the 
absence of a decree of divorce such alimony 
would have been granted. [Le Mesurier v. Le 
Meeurier, [1895], A C. 517, 64 LJ. PC. «7. 
11 R. 527, 72 L.T. 873, and Magurn v. Ma-
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Jlirn, 11 A.R. (Ont.) 178, 3 O.R. 570, fol 
!>jwed.]

i.diuvallo v. Casavullo, 4 A.L.R. 0.
B. Or OTHUt PROVINCES.

3 iV B—230)—Jurisdiction—Attorn
ment—Conditional appearance.
A nonresident defendant, who appear* 

mditionally and defend* the action on the 
ground» of want of jurisdiction and on the 
mente, thereby voluntarily attorn* to the 
jurisdiction of the court, and a judgment 
r covered against him in such action ia en
forceable in the courts of any other prov 

e. the question whether he has submitted 
to the foreign jurisdiction is primarily one
' ilf'hardson v. Allen, 28 D.L.R. 134. 11 
V.L.R. 245. 34 W C.lt. 606. 10 W.W.R. 

MO, affirming 24 D.L.R. 883, 31 W.L.ll.

Fraud, sufficient to permit a judgment of 
a Territorial Court to be attacked in an 
at turn brought upon it in the court* of 
"ntario, is not shewn by the fact that the 
plaintiff, who was in some doubt a* to 
•.diether the defendant or another closely 
related company was his employer, in good 

i th brought his action against the de
fendant on a demand that was justly due 
him. [Jacobs v. Beaver, 17 O.L.R. 496, fol-

McDmigal v. Occidental Syndicate, 4 D.L. 
It 727. 3 O.W.X, 1384. affirming, sub nom. 
bihnston v. Occidental Syndicate, 3 O.W.

f INAMTT OF JUDGMENT—APPEAL PENDING TO
Privy Council—Motion fob summary 
■iitm;ment- -Order—Terms—jSeuurity. 

Eastern Trust Co. v. Mackenzie Mann A 
Co 10 O W.N. 445.

OMPAKY WINDING UP.
! rider ss. 125. 126, 127 of c. 144, R.S.O. 

I *»6 (the Winding-up Act), a judgment of 
>m* of the courts of another province of 

t unada cannot lie executed in this province 
without the consent of one of its courts 
«fter such consent has been requested by 
the court which gave the judgment.

Uarkson v. Marcoux Succession, 14 Que. 
P R. 309.
Title to a movable—Exemplification or

JUDGMENT.
rarsley v. Humphrey, 12 Que. P.R. 133. 

R dOMENT OBTAINED IN ANOTHER PROVINCE
-Suit on exemplification of jvikj-

R Ionian y. McLeod. 13 Que. P.R. 150.
IV' B—232.—Jurisdictional matters 
—Want of service on defk.ndaxt —

A judgment rendered in the Province of 
Quebec without personal service of process 

>ii the defendant who was out of that prov
ince while the proceedings were going on. 
ia not binding on the courts of British Co
lumbia in an action based on the Quebec 
judgment.

Winderers* Hockey Club v. Johnson, 14

I D.L.R. 42, 18 B.C.R. 367, 25 W.L.R. 434, 
I 5 W.W.R. 117.

Action upon.
An action does not lie in Alberta upon a 

personal judgment by default recovered in 
another province of Canada against a de
fendant served with its process in Aliter ta, 
itnd there resident and domiciled, if lie did 
nothing to submit to the jurisdiction of the 
court of such other province and did not 
acquire any domicile in such other province 
while the proceedings were being carried oil 
[ Dakota Lumber Co. v. llindvrknecht, 6 
Terr. L.R. 210, applied.]

Belcourt v. Noel, 9 D.L.R. 788, 23 W.L.R. 
368, 3 W.W.R. 926.
Action upon—Jurisdictions!, mattkrh.

A foreign judgment on a promissory note 
or other personal demand will not he recog 
ni zed and given effect to in Alberta where 
the defendant was not served in the foreign 
law district and had not appeared in the ac 
tion there brought, nor otherwise attorned 
to the jurisdiction of the Foreign Court. 
A competent foreign judgment becomes in 
the domestic law district a simple contract 
debt : act ion may be brought either for the 
original cause of action or upon the for
eign judgment.

State Bank of Butler v. Benzanson. 16 
D.L.R. 848, 27 W.L.R. 812.
Company—Extra provincial—No license 

eor Ontario—Recovery ok judgment 
in Saskatchewan—Right to becov
ERY BY ACTION IN ONTARIO.

Assiniboia I«and Co. v. Acres. 28 D.L.R. 
364. 10 O.W.N. 328. [See 25 D.L.R. 439, 
27 D.L.R. 103, 9 S.L.R. 142.)
Judgment obtained on conditional ap

pearance—Attornment to jurisdic
tion BY PLEA TO MERITS.

A Dominion company, with its head office 
in Alberta, entered a conditional appearance 
in Ontario, expressed to lie “without prejn 
dice to the right of defendant to dispute the 
jurisdiction of the court.” In its statement 
of defence, defendant, after stating that it 
was delivered without prejudice to its said 
rights, set out ground* of defence to the 
action on the merits. The action was tried 
in the presence of defendant's counsel, and 
tlie plaintiff, and judgment was given for 
the latter. Held, that the plaintiff wan en 
titled to sue in Alberta upon the said judg 
ment on the ground that defendant attorned 
to the jurisdiction of the foreign court and 
could not afterwards lie heard to say that 
it was not bound by the judgment of tho 
said court. [ Boissiere v. Brockner A Co., 
6 T.L.R. 85. followed.)

McFadden v. Colville Ranching Co., 30 
W.L.R. 909. 8 W.W.R. 163.

Where defendants at their own instance 
obtain an adverse decision in Ontario on 
the question of jurisdiction, they cannot 
again raise it when sued on the judgment 
in British Columbia.

Kennedy v. Trites, 10 W.W.R. 412.
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(8 IV B—245)—Divorce—Foreign judg
ment— Alimony—Action to recover 
in" Ontario—Jurisdiction.

Wood v. Wood, 28 D.L.R. 367, 31 D.L.R. 
765, 37 O.L.R. 428.

V. Discharge; assignment.
(8 V—250) —Release—Joint creditors.

The general rule that a release of a debt 
l>y one of Heverul joint cr< ditors constitutes 
a release us against any subsequent claim 
made by the remaining creditors, will not 
he adhered to where there are special cir- 
cuniHtances which would make its strict ap- 
I lication inequitable. Three persons ob
tained a judgment against two defendants: 
two of the joint judgment creditors entered 
into an agreement with one of the judg
ment debtors under which they took 
from him a lease of a coal mine on 
a royalty basis, the third judgment cred
itor. obtaining on the face of the docu
ment, no interest in the lease at all : they 
also agreed to take from the one judgment 
debtor a mortgage upon the mine for an 
amount in excess of tin* judgment debt and 
agreed that the royalties to lie paid by them 
should lie applied in a certain order in pay
ment, inter alia, of the interest and princi
pal of their own mortgage ; and they also 
agreed that their lease might lie forfeited 
upon notice for nonoperation of the mine, 
though the third joint ereditor had ap
parently no means of intervening to prevent 
the forfeiture, and they agreed that upon 
such a forfeiture no further amounts should 
be payable upon their mortgage. In con
sequence of this agreement, an appeal by the 
judgment debtors was discontinued.* An 
action was subsequently brought upon a 
bond given as security for the judgment in 
the first action and the defendants relied 
upon the agreement as a release. Held, 
that, although there was no allegation, or 
evidence of intent to defraud, it would lie 
unjust and unequitable to hold the third 
joint creditor hound by such agreement. 
[Niemann v. Niemann, 43 Ch. D. 198, 59 
L.J. Ch. 290, applied.]

Larose v. Ocean Accident & Guarantee 
Co., 13 A.L.R. 187, [19181 1 WAV.I!. 616. 
(8 V—251)—Satisfaction — Rescission

AFTER JUDGMENT OK THE CONTRACT BUED 
on—Costs.

That part of a judgment recovered by a 
vendor against the purchaser which repre
sents purchase money is to be deemed satis
fied by the vendor’s exercise of a power of 
rescission of the contract and his resale of 
the lands; but the vendor may still enforce 
payment of the costa awarded him by the 
judgment. [Jackson v. Scott, 1 O.L.R. 488, 
applied.]

Melghen v. KHappen, 17 D.L.R. 409, 27 
W.L.R. 881, 6 W.VV.R. 1158.
Satisfaction—Trial of issue— Parties- 

Sheriff—Solicitor—Injunction.
Brazeau v. Bedard, 7 O.W.N. 613.

( § V —252 ) —Iij.egai.ity—Enforcement.
Where the assignment of a judgment debt 

is of an illegal nature, the assignee cannot 
enforce it, but the illegality does not affect 
the right of action of the assignor.

Walker v. Brown, 30 D.L.F». 204, 36 O.L.R. 
287.
Foreign judgment—Assignment—Eftect 

of payment by codkutor — Foreign
I AW.

Rusch v. McAndrt-w>. 28 D.L.R. 764, 10 
W W W. 295.
Cession of debt—Right of action—Advo

cates—C.C. ARTS. 1484, 1485, 1582, 
1584—C.C'.P. arts. 220, 526, 526. 688.

A person who has obtained a judgment 
against a defendant in a contested action, 
cannot transfer the amount of the judgment 
to his advocates in payment of their costs, 
when the action in pending appeal, this délit 
being still in litigation. liiis nullity in 
absolute. The reception by the court of an 
intervention in a garnishee summons after 
judgment is equivalent to permission to con
test the declaration of the third purtv. A 
creditor has the right to intervene in a 
garnishee summons after judgment when 
there are several other garnishments against 
the debtor, who is insolvent, in order to 
contest nn illegal or fraudulent transfer 
and to make a list of the creditors. A per
son can. on a contestation of the declara
tion of a third party, ask for the annulment 
of an Act, where this annulment has the 
effect of making the third party a debtor, 
when he would not lie one otherwise. It is 
unnecessary to obtain permission of the 
court to bring into the action a party inter
ested in it.

Porclteron v. Benoit, 56 Que. 8.C. 203.
VI. Revival; enforcement.

A. Enforcement.
See also Execution: lj>vy and Seizure. 

As affected by moratorium, see Moratorium. 
(8 VI A—255)—Enforcement by plain

tiff—Stay of proceedings—Dm xd- 
ant’h counterclaim awaiting trial.

Proceedings will ordinarily be stayed up
on a judgment rendered in the principal ac
tion pending the disposal of defendant's 
counterclaim, if for any reason the trial of 
the latter is deferred: hut only upon the de
fendant using due expedition in bringing his 
counterclaim to trial.

Snvder v. Minnedosa Power Co., 13 D.L. 
R. 804, 23 Man. L.K. 588. 25 W.L.R. 383. 
| Affirmed. 14 D.L.R. 332, 23 Man. L.R. 588, 
85 W.L.& 602.1
Damages for noncompliance with—Na

ture AND REQUISITES AS BASIS OF AO

To he available as a cause of action, a 
judgment must be definitive and personal 
for the payment of money, of a character as 
would support an action of debt under the 
old forms of procedure; but no action will 
lie to recover damages for the breach of 
directions of a judgment for the return of
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certain lara a lui honry, tlie deti-nlimi of 
uhit'll result.i] in the destruction of that 
property.

Parks v. Simpson, 22 D.L.R. 840, 33 
O.L.R. 382.
Execution—Leave to issue—Jurisdiction 

ok County Court—Title to land.
Under the County Court Act (N.S.j, sb. 

44, 45, a motion for leave to issue execution 
on a judgment of the County Court may 
properly be referred to the Supreme Court 
en Imuc where a question of title to land 
iioiia fide comes into question by reusotffof 
the judgment lteing for purchase money of 
land anil of an objection being raised in good 
faith of want of title and that the descrip
tion of the land offered to be conveyed was 
of a different property.

Ki.iillwch v. Wood worth, 22 D.L.R. 811, 
10 VS.lt. 46.
Execution caveats — When allowed —■ 

Land Titles Act—Unregistered in
terest OK DEBTOR.

Section 12.» of the Land Titles Act 
(Sask.), which provides for lodging a caveat 
bv an execution creditor, applies only where 
1 iie interest of the execution debtor in the 
land is such as could be seized and sold by 
the sheriff under the execution were it not 
that the title is registered in a name other 
Ilian that of the execution debtor. The pro
cedure to lie followed by an execution credi
tor to realize against the unregistered in- 
tcrest, of his debtor as a purchaser of lands 
under contract is an application under 
■‘ii-k. rr. 336-341 and not bv the filing of 
.1 caveat in support of the execution.

Koss v. Sterling Ixian, 21 D.L.R. 755, 8 
vLR. 289, K W'.W.R. 569. [Affirmed in 23 
D UR. 540, 31 W.L.R. 860, 8 W.XV.R. 1093. J 
Declaration or right—Summary enforce-

After judgment declaring the plaintiff en
titled as of right to a share of such royal
ties as might thereafter be received by de- 
fendunt, an order for a receiver and an 
account as to such receipts will not lie 
granted in the same action ; a new proceed
ing must be taken. [Stewart v. Hender
son, 19 D.L.R. 387, 30 O.L.R. 447, applied.]

Hoffman v. MeCloy, 33 D.L.R. 526, 38 
U. UR. 446.
Mortgage — Registration — Notice or 

judgment—Priority.
In Nova Scotia one who has actual notice 

of a judgment or compensation order can
not gain priority hv obtaining a mortgage of 
the property and having it registered before 
the judgment or order has reached the regis-

Morse v. Kizer, 46 D.L.R. 607, 59 Can. 
M R. 1, affirming 39 D.L.R. 640, 52 N.8.R.
112.

Demand for imprisonment — Service or 
judgment—Statement or costs.

A demand for imprisonment must lie pre
ceded not only by the service of the judg
ment, but also of an order to pay and of a 
notice that the plaintiff will be forced, un

der penalty of coercive imprisonment to 
pay the judgment three months after such 
notice. A detailed statement of the costs 
must also be previously served on the de
fendant.

Beby v. Schafer, 19 Que. P.R. 289. 
Provisional allowance.

If a judgment condemns the appellant, to 
pay a monthly alimentary allowance, the 
court may order, if not the interim execu
tion of the judgment, at least an allowance 
pending the appeal.

Draper v. Draper. 18 Que. P.R. 344.
Order ok Board of Railway Commission

ers—Rule of court—Enforcement— 
Vagueness.

Re Strathclair and C.N.R. Co., 19 W.L.
R. ltib.
(§ VI A—257)—Judgment ordering dkmo-

A judgment for the demolition of a fish
ery which is being maintained in infringe
ment. of the plaintiff's ownership of a sal
mon fishery on the Lower St. Lawrence 
river may further direct that in default of 
its removal to a distance of net less than 
250 yards from the plaintiff's fishery (R.S. 
C. 1906, c. 45, s. 181, the plaintiff may 
cause the infringing fishery to lie demolished 
and that, the defendant in that event shall 
pay to the plaintiff the expense of demoli
tion.

Robertson v. Grant, 3 D.LR. 201, 21 Que. 
K.B. 279.
(§ VI A—258)—Decree as to exhibits.

In an action on an endowment and life 
insurance policy in which the court finds 
that, according to the terms thereof, only a 
lesser sum than the face of the policy is 
payable at the option of the insured on 
accepting cash at the termination of the 
expired tontine period, and that the in
sured had given notice of his election to 
take the accelerated cash payment plan 
under the option contained in the policy, a 
direction maybe included in the judgment 
that in default of the plaintiff accepting 
the amount so found due, and on payment 
thereof into court, the policy filed as an ex
hibit on the trial lie declared satisfied and 
delivered up to the insurance company.

La bout# v. North America Life Ass’ce 
Co.. 3 D.L.R. 177, 3 O.W.N. 585. 21 O.W. 
R. 93.
(§ VI A—259)—SEQUESTRATION—ORDER TO 

PAY MONEY IN A LIMITED TIME.
Rule 710 of the King’s Bench Act, R.S.M. 

1902, c. 40, providing for application for a 
writ of sequestration where a person by a 
judgment or order is ordered to pay money 
within a limited time and neglects to obey 
the judgment or order, cannot lie applied to 
a judgment which without limitation mere
ly provides “that the plaintiff shall re
cover against the defendant the costs of the 
action to be taxed,” there being no jurisdic
tion to fix a time within which the plaintiff 
shall recover and the judgment not being 
an “order to pay money.”
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Romanishv v. Wulaiivhuk ( No. 3 ), 14 D. 
1*1!. 851. 23 Man. 1*1!. 615. 26 W.L.R. 12.
5 W.W.B. 061. 697. ..fflrming 13 D.L.R. 798.
25 W.L.R. 385. 5 W.W.R. 72.
{Séquestration.

If a party dot** not allege special reasons 
in his application for the appointment of a 
sequestrator, lull contents himself with say
ing that it is for his interest that one 
should he appointed, his application will be 
dismissed as insufficient in law.

Constautincaii v. Vlouffe, 14 Que. P.R. 307. 
VII. Relief against; rehearing; actions 

to annul.
A. In CBNKRAI*

(ÿ VII A—270) — Ikrkm i.au entry—Par
ties absent—Trial.

There is no authority for giving judgment 
in favour of either party when neither is 
present when an action comes up for trial; 
where a judgment has thus been irregularly 
entered, the judge has power, under the 
Division Courts Art, R.S.O. 1914, c. 63, 
ss. 104, 226, to set it aside and order a 
trial, which, however, is not a new trial.

Arnold v Cook, 81 D.L.B. 777. ST O.L.B. 
509, affirming 31 D.L.R. 269. 36 O.L.R. 504. 
Unauthorized transfer to another

After trial ami judgment in a County 
Court (Man.) action, an order made with
out jurisdiction for the transfer of the cause 
t.o the King's Bench does not relieve the 
judgment debtor of his liability, nor in any 
wav impair or affect it.

Mel ones v. Xordqulst, 13 D.L.R. 725. 23 
Man. L.R. 815. 25 W.L.R. 422. 5 W.W.R

ENFORCEMENT OF COLLATERAL AGREEMENT.
A judgment for tlie seller suing for the 

price of company shares may, in a proper 
case, he made subject to a stay of proceed
ings thereon for a sufficient delay to enable 
the defendant to make a substantive applica- j 
tion to the court for the enforcement of a 
collateral term of the sale contract that 
the price should lie handed over to the com
pany by the vendor as a loan in conformity 
with an agreement between the latter and 
the company.

Lazier v. McCullough. 14 D.L.R. 270. 25 
W.L.R. 911. 6 A.L.R. 503, varying 7 D.L.R. 
851.
Previous action—Reference—Agreement 

— Common error — Judgment set

A judgment must lie set aside, where there 
has been a common error in the expression 
of the intentions of the parties. [Wilding 
v. Sanderson. [ 18971 2 Ch. 534, followed.!

Royal Bank v. Skene, 50 D.L.R. 213. 
59 Can. 8.C.R. 211, [1919| 3 W.W.R. 1071. 
affirming [1919J 3 W.W.R. 740. which af
firmed [19191 1 W.W.R. 399 
Relief against—Rehearing Motion to

VARY.
Sheardown v. Good, 11 D.L.R. 863, 4

O.W.N. 1443, 24 O.W.R. 753. [See 11 D.L. 
R. 318.1
Solicitor k fault.

Where an application was made to set 
aside a judgment under s. 110 of the County 
Courts Act (B.C.i by reason of the appli
cant’s solicitor being at fault, and the judg
ment is set ;i"ide e.x dubito justitiae on 
the ground of irregularity of the judgment. 
Held, on up|ical, that a* there was no ex
ercise by the judge below of his judicial 
discretion as required under said section 
the order should he set aside.

Kddy v. C.P.R. Co., 22 B.C.R. 294. 
Execution — Motion to set aside — “Re

newal” of former application.
limiter v. Perrin, 15 O.W.N. 359. 

Petition in revocation—N ature of kkmk-

A petition in revocation of judgment is a 
means of withdrawal and not of revision or 
construction of the judgment. A judgment, 
ill founded on the merits and the grounds of 
the main contestation decided by it, cannot 
lie grounds on which the petition in revoca
tion can lie based. French law has never 
allowed the recourse by a petition in revoca
tion of a judgment, which simply decides a 
question of law. The mere submitting a 
case to tin* decision of the court on a factum 
or statement, with the consent of the par
ties' attorneys, cannot give rise to a petition 
in revocation of judgment. The King's dec
laration of April 22, 1732, addressed to the 
superior council of Queliec, and giving to 
the parties, by art. IX., tlie simple remedy 
by petition, of having an ambiguous judg 
ment construed, lias never been repealed, 
and is still in force.

Michelakis v. Regimbald, 19 Que. P.R. 
300. [See 30 D.L.R. 367 ]
Petition in revocation—Cancellation.

Contrary to an opposition to judgment, 
the filing of a petition in revocation of judg 
ment does not cancel the judgment rendered.

Popliger v. Glazer. 19 Que. P.R. 241. 
Petition in revocation—Conclusions — 

Inscription in LAW.
A petition in revocation of judgment ha* 

the effect of putting the parties in the same 
position they were previous to the judgment. 
Accordingly the following conclusions taken 
in this request, namely, “that all the pro
ceedings be declared void and of no value; 
that the parties, the plaintiff and defend
ants, lie declared out of court and in the 
same state in which they were before action 
brought” should he rejected in an inscrip
tion in law.

Duclos v. Dagcnais. 54 Que. S.C. 71. 
[See 50 Que. S.C. 333.]
Petition in revocation—Péremption.

A petition in revocation of judgment will 
be received against a judgment declaring an 
action perempted. if such judgment was 
given by default on a day when the court 
sits only for un contested motions and those 
in which witnesses should be heard, and
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«fier there had been, bv consent, several 
adjournments of the application for plremp-

Mctiibbon v. Q.T.R. Co., 20 Que. P.R. 62.
INVOCATION — lii:< OBD — GARNISHMENT —

Renunciation.
A creditor, who holds a judgment which 

lie has tried to execute against his debtor's 
assets, may by way of a petition in revoca
tion, ask the camvllatiou of a judgment ren 
dcred at his debtor’s request, and have noted 
in the record his renunciation of the estate 
•H whose hands he had a writ of garnish
ment issued. Such a petition, showing 
lima facie a good claim, will be received

Robert v. Char bon neau, 19 Que. P.R. 237. 
i:i vocation — Action — Prescription — 

Inscription in law.
\ provincial action is not, under Quelivc 

law. a way of providing against final judg
ment. 'I he prescription of 0 months, men 

!■ ned in art. 1178, U.C.P., concerning peti-
• ions in revocation of judgment, is a good 
-.'round for an inscription in law directed 
.■gainst such an action.

l-'aust v. Avisais. 19 Que. P.R. 109. 
ItKvormoN — Third partt opposition — 

«il AROIAN AND WARD.
It is by a petition in revocation of judg

ment. and not by a third party’s opposition, 
that a tutor should ask the setting aside of 

judgment rendered ex parte against his 
ud during his predecessor's administra-

McMullin v. Spark, 19 Que. P.R. 442.
\t NON TO ANNVI. — ll.LKOAL SENTENCE —

Penalties—(oi.lextor ok rkw.nub— 
Lit i !tu At i.

When there is no wav of protecting one- 
M-lf against a judgment rendered illegally, 
then the direct action to set aside may he 
made use of. If the judgment, the nullity
• if which is sought, is a sentence rendered 
according to the License Act under art. 
1163, R.S.Q., the court will not consider de
tects in the merits or in the form unless the 
jilaintitr shews prejudice. One who pays a 
line, condemned under penalty of imprison 
ment, is not considered as having acqui
red in the judgment. An action to re- 
mver back penalties illegally paid cannot be 
directed against a revenue collector.

Riberdy v. Tremblay, 27 Que. K.B. 385. 
Opposition to annul — Compensation — 

Practice—Costs.
X defendant may, on the ground of com 

i"risatioii, make an opposition to annul a 
-• izure. under art. 64.», C.C.P., alleging that 
’lie judgment which is living executed is ex- 
'inet, the opposition indicating a claim 
"HMly realized, such as an account of a few 
Hems for advertisements published in a 
newspaper, according to a scale of prices 

iptiluted in a written contract. The pri
ority of the claim-offer in compensation of 
’he judgment is not a legal means sufficient 
to have the seized party's opposition dis
missed, because compensation takes place

“de jure,” according to the principle enact
ed by art. 1188, L'.C. (Quo. j, from the mo
ment. two debts exist together, before/ it has 
l»cen declared by the judge or opposed by 
the parties. As a matter of principle the 
C.C.P. does not recognize the opposition to 
annul us a means of attacking a linal judg
ment in a contested case. Art. 645, C.C.P., 
which entitles the seized defendant to al
lege, by such an opposition, all grounds 
which might affect the merits of the judg
ment, is in derogation of the common law 
and hardly harmonizes or agrees with the 
other means of recourse allowed by the 
Code. However, the provisions of that ar
ticle are so close and positive that there is 
no ground for construction, and they must 
be applied to their full extent, according to 
art. 12, C.C. (Que.), even if they appear not 
to agree with the general principles of the 
Code. They thus include, without any dis
tinction, all the grounds of the seized party 
provided they have not lieen raised and de
cided. Art. 217, C.C.P., is an exception 
to the common law which requires that any 
action should start by a writ, in the name 
of the Sovereign. It may be applied only if 
the ground of the cross-demand cannot be 
raised by a plea to the action. Therefore, 
the defendant is not bound to make a cross- 
demand to prove the compensation he al
leges, if the debt the plaintiff owes him is 
clear and liquidated or easy to realize, and 
he may, in such ease*, allege compensation 
in his plea to the action. Art. 217. is op
tional and not imperative, all the other 
means of recourse are left open to the de
fendant who has not made use of the cross- 
demand. The object of the special recourse 
given by art. 217 to a defendant is to avoid 
costs. If a defendant, by way of an op
position to annul the seizure, raised a 
ground of compensation which he might 
have raised to contest the main action, 
either by a plea to the merits or by cross- 
demand, and if such an opposition, being 
aevepled, incurs more cost# than such a, 
plea to the merits or cross-demand, the 
court, in giving the final judgment, will be 
justified in setting off the costs.

Wiseman v. Kagle Publishing Co., 19 Que. 
P.R. 79.
Opposition to annul — Joint debtors — 

Surety—Appeal.
Iii proceedings brought against two joint 

and several debtors, a contestation of the 
action brought by one debtor does not lame
nt his codebtors notwithstanding a contesta
tion of the justness of the debt by one of 
them, the creditor has the right to proceed 
to judgment against the other and to ex
ecute such judgment against his goods. In 
any case, the debtor injured by a judgment 
given by default against him ought to ap
peal, by one of the methods of ap/ieal 
against judgments and not by opposition to 
the execution of the judgment.

1a Compagnie Julien v. Umv, 53 Que. 
S.C. 3U4.

Article 1177, C.C.P., which enumerates
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the cases in which recourse may he had 
to a requête civile is not restrictive. 
Thus, a défendant subjected to judgment 
by the negligence of his attorney in fail 
inf to flic- bis plea* has a right to attack 
the judgment by requête civile.

Dufresne v. Caisse, 13 Que. P.R. 193. 
Re<jlêTK civile—Evidence.

A requête civile Mill not lie received 
when based <>n the ground that the judge 
who rendered the judgment- admitted in 
evidence document- produced hv the |ieti 
tinner but did not take them into account.

Archambault v. Metllashan, 17 Que 
P.R. 37Ô.
RF.Ql ftTE CIVILE—( ONTKKTATION.

To oppose the reception of a requête 
civile the sole right of the adverse party 
is to shew that even on its face it is not 
based upon any juridical grounds sufli 
eient to cause the judgment attacked to 
be .-el asiile, or that it docs not comply 
witli the formalities required by law; he 
cannot file any written contestation or 
declarations under oath to support a claim 
that it should be dismissed.

Churland v. Landry, 18 Que. P.R. 41.
Nkw matter—Qi.emec practice.

A requête civile will not lie granted if 
the facta alleged are not such as will alter 
the judgment, nor if tin- documents re
quired ami produced should have been 
known to the parties before the judgment.

St. Denis v. Trudeau, 14 Que. P.R. 173. 
Company winding up.

The judgment which orders the winding- 
up of a company is a final judgment which 
cannot Is* set aside, on application of a 
shareholder on the ground that the head
quarters of the com pan y being in another 
province a Quebec court bus no jurisdic
tion to make the order.

Re Belle Isle Park Co., 14 Que. P.R. 
247.
By appeal or opposition in Quebec.

A party may ask to set aside a judg
ment by means of an opposition to judg
ment. but he is not deprived from adopting 
at his option the other remedy by way of

Burns v. Cousineau. 14 Que. P.R. 389.
Decree—Action to annul.

A direct action lies to set aside a decree 
of tlie court. In such case the action does 
not form part of the record of the cause 
in which the decree was made but is sub
ject. in respect to the jurisdiction of the 
courts, to the rules drawn from the provi
sions of arts. 94 or 100 C.C.P.

Marchand r. Allaire, 12 Que. P.R. 436. 
Petition in revision of judgment—Alle

gation OF A noon hKFEXCE.
If an action lias not lieen duly served, 

defendant may. bv petition in revision, ob
tain relief without alleging or establish
ing that he has a good defence to the 
action. As is the ease with an exception
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to the form, it suffices to allege nullity of 
service and falsity of bailiff's return.

Grant v. Taylor, 12 Que. P.R. 315.
1 Revocation—New evidf.xce.

When a judgment has been rendered dis
missing an actiou for tort arising out of 
an accidental drowning, the evidence of 
witnesses examined at the coroner’s in 
quest before the institution of the action 
in presence of pluintifl's attorney is not 
"new evidence'* affording ground for revu 
cation of judgment.

Duehaine v. Dussault, 20 Que. K.B. 451. 
.1 r dûment—Application to «et aside 

Collusion.
Irwin v. King F.dward Smelting Co., 10

K.L.R. 75.
(§ VII A—271)—Interlocutory judgment

ON STRIKING OUT DEFENCE—RELIEF
a«. a i Net.

Where an order lias been made by a 
local judge striking out the statement of de
fence in an action betuusc of the failure 
on the part of the defendant to answer 
proper iuteri./gatoriv-. the same judge has 
jurisdiction, under the Manitoba practice, 
on a substantive application on fresh ma 
terial, to set aside an interlocutory judg 
incut signed against, the defendant ami to 
reinstate tin- statement of defence upon tin- 
defendant finally consenting prior to the 
signing of such judgment against him but 
subsequent to tin- granting of the order 
striking out the defence to answer the in
ter roga tor ies.

Douglas v. C.N.R. Co.. 13 D.L.R. 800. 2.°. 
Man. I2.lt. 490. 24 W.L.R. 804, 4 W.W.It 
1121. reversing 12 D.L.R. 134, 24 W.L.R. 
00, 4 W.W.R. 323.
Form and rvrstaxce—Relief against— 

Judgment iiehtor's right to het-oke. 
how limited.

Suttie v. Pelletier. 20 D.L.R. 956, 20 B. 
C.R. 212.
RF.qvfcTE civile — Jurisdiction — Doc 

t'MENTARY EVIDENCE.
A requête civile should lie presented to 

the court in which it is desired to have the 
judgment revoked. Thus a requête civile 
against a judgment of the Court of Re
view at Montreal reversing that of the 
Superior Court of the district of Terre
bonne should be presented to the Court of 
Review at Montreal When a requête 
civile is based upon the fart that an evi
dentiary document was omitted from the 
record submitted to the court, the peti
tioner should establish that such doeu 
ment was decisive and would have exei 
vised an important influence upon the linal 
decision, anil that with it tne judgment 
would have been different; if lie allegc- 
that the opposite party has had recourse 
to artifices, he should stake facts which 
shew their nature and effect. A party 
who knows that one of the evidentiary 
documents is missing from the record, and 
who nevertheless agrees to plead and sub-
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mit his case without the document, can-

after judgment have recourse to a re- 
.ni.Ho civile based on such omission.

Mayer v. Miller, 48 Que. S.C. 146. 
Mameb’s report — When beopknino re-

i laruwk v. Rose. SI W.L.R. 647.
REVIEW OF JUDGMENT BKKU8IX0 APPLICA-

riox—Appeal.
Where a judge of the Supreme Court 

makes an order refusing an application, 
the remedy is, in general, by appeal, un- 
],••«< leave be given to renew it.

Irving v. Bticke, 21 B.C.K. 17.
I UMDhlTlON—Qi khec.

The opposition to judgment forms part 
of the original proceedings and is a de- 
fem-e to the action; it cannot be dismissed 
on motion.

Tournier v. Noel, 14 Que. P.R. 234.
IbQl KIF CIVILE—OrilKK REMEDIES.

A requite civile will not. be entertained 
aIh-ii the judgment complained of can be 
rVtucked on tlie grounds set forth (in this 
...se the failure to file documents referred 
io hi the declaration I either by appeal 
from, or opposition to said judgment.

McIntyre v. Kustmure, 12 Que. P.R. 196. 
le. VII A—272)— Imposing terms — Ex-

ULssIVK «II'HUM EXT — ('OKBKCTION.
On an application to vacate a default 

judgment because rendered for a greater 
.uni than that to which the plaintiff was 
entitled, the court, instead of granting such 
relief, may vary the judgment by entering 
-•ne for tiie amount to which the plaintiff 
i- found upon the merits to be actually en- 
tilled, such practice being permissible un
der r. Dft (Yukon) which provides that a 
default judgment may he set aside or varied 
on such terms as are iust.

Vlareil v. Canadian Klondike Mining Vo., 
13 H I,.It. 805, 25 W.L.R. 33».
II INiUKXT IX PLAINTIFF'S ABSENCE—WITH

DRAWAL OF COUNSEL.
Rule 351 of the Saskatchewan Rules of 

i ourt, 1011, hv which any verdict or judg
ment obtained where one party does not 
"appear at the trial," may be set aside up
on terms which the court may impose, does 
not apply to a case where plaintiff’s coun
sel had appeared at the commencement of 
the trial and left the court room without 
informing the court that he was with
drawing from the case which was proceeded 
with and tried in his absence.

Barnes v. Ellis. 14 D.L.R. 77», 6 S.L.R. 
364, 26 W.L.R. 187, ü W.W.R. 061.
Terms ox retting aside.

When a defendant applying to set aside 
a default judgment entered against him 
where his default was through a slip or 
mistake, puts in an affidavit of merits, the 
practice is to grant the application on 
terms; the terms will ordinarily include the 
payment of the costs occasioned by the 
signing of judgment and the costs of the 
application to set it aside, and the court

will exercise its discretion upon the par 
ticular facts of the case as to making a 
further term of bringing the money- into 
court or giving security. [Royal Bank v. 
Fullerton, 2 D.L.R. 343, 17 B.C.R. 11, dis 
tinguished; Collins v. Paddington, 5 Q.B. 
D. 368, applied.)

Mai-tiill v. I >u plisse, 15 D.L.R. 608, 18 
B.C.R. 600, 20 W.L.R. 945.
Teumh on setting aside — Affidavit to

SET ASIDE DEFAULT JUDGMENT — Se 
CUBITY FOR COSTS—WAIVER.

Where judgment whs entered by the 
plaintiffs against the defendant for de 
fault of appearance, and the defendant 
applied promptly to set it aside, by af
fidavit shewing an excuse for his failure 
to appear and disclosing a good defence, 
if substantiated, on the merits, an order 
was made, under Rule »9 of the Judicature 
Ordinance, setting aside the judgment and 
allowing him in to defend, upon terms of 
his paying the plaintiffs’ costs of entering 
the judgment uml opposing the motion and 
waiving his right to security for costs.

Kelly v. Palm, 28 W.L.R. 848.
B. Defences.

(g VII B—275)—Opposition — Affidavit

Service on the plaintiff’s attorney as 
well ns on the opposition, of the affidavit 
and receipt of the deposit before the re
ception by the judge of the opposition to 
judgment, substantially conforms to arts. 
1168. 117H. C.C.P.

Charlund v. Lama ire, 18 Que. P.R. 138.
C. Ground».

(8 VII C—280)—G bounds — Misconduct 
of jury — Illegal panel — Irkegi -

A defendant has the right to petition in 
revocation of a judgment rendered accord
ing to the verdict in a jury trial, for the 
following reasons: (1) That the jury 
panel was illegal, of which fact the ap
plicant was ignorant at the time of the 
trial; (2) That the applicant, defendant, 
had not received notice of action to which 
lie was entitled; (3) That objections lie 
made to the evidence were not stated in the 
report of the proceedings; (4) That the 
foreman of the jury was related to the 
opposite party and was not impartial ; 
(5) That during the trial several members 
of the jury were in constant touch with 
the opposite party and his representatives; 
(6 i That the verdict is for a “lump" sum, 
without any special answers to questions 
in the facts submitti-d. [Cook v. Caron, 
10 Q.L.R. 152, and Roy v. Davis, 21 Can. 
S.C.R. 184. followed.]

Montreal Street R. Co. v. Normandin, 23 
Que. Iv.B. 48.

The right of an unsuccessful party to 
apply for revocation of the judgment 
against him is not confined to the cases 
enumerated in art. 1177 C.C.P. If he swears 
that he was not notified of the date fixed
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for the hearing of tho faille, and that he 
owes nothing to the plaintiff the requMc 
civile will lie granted and the prweeaings 
on the judgment stayed.

Depato v. Zamir, 14 Que. P.R. 439.
(§ VII C—282)—RELIEF AGAINST DKFAULT 

judgment — Conditional leave to

A defendant who is in default under the 
terms of leave to defend granted upon his 
own application in respect of a default 
judgment given against him. may still lie 
granted leave to defend if the plaintiff has 
not been prejudiced, and if the default of 
the defendant was not wilful hut due to a 
bona tide misapprehension upon a question 
of practice in taking out the order; hut 
the court may, in such case, expressly 
limit his right of defence to the merits 
excluding any mere technical defence.

Croome v. Leir. 9 D.L.R. 809, 23 W.L.R. 
713, 4 W.W.R. 80.
Default judgment — Subsequent tub- 

u'iiasek — Notice — Kbaud.
I'nder as. 102, 1G9 of the Land Titles 

Act, R.S.8., 1909, c. 41, except in case of 
fraud, a person dealing with the registered 
owner is not affected by notice of a prior 
unregistered interest, in" the land. A judg
ment by default obtained on a hare allega- 
tion that the land was purchased with 
knowledge of a prior sale, without alleging 
fraud, will be set aside ex dehito just it in*.

Kronen v. ltuteneier, 28 D.L.R. 212. 9 
K.L.K. 133, 34 W.L.R. 108, 10 W.W.R. 35]. 
EXt KSS1VENES8.

A judgment by default entered for a 
greater amount than is duo will be w?t u-ide 
ex dehito justitiæ, apart from any con 
sidération as to whether there is ù g(Ktd 
defence on the merits.

1* a well v. Andrew, 34 D.L.R. 12, 10 8.L 
R. 102. f 1917] 2 W.W.R. 400. fAmended 
in 36 D.L.R. 408, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 363.]
I NTERI.OCUTORY AND FINAL.

The court’s power to relieve against a 
judgment by default extends to a final 
judgment founded on an interlocutory 
judgment; in such case they are both judg
ments by default, and may be set aside on 
proper grounds.

Winnipeg Church Extension Assn. v. 
Markiewicz, 37 D.L.R. 697, 28 Man. L.R. 
221, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 831.
Excessive amount—Foreclosure.

A personal judgment for an excessive 
amount, obtained by default in a foreclo
sure* action, warrants the court, where 
there are other grounds, to set aside the 
whole judgment with h'ave to defend gen-

Scottish Temperance Life Ass’ee Co. v. 
Johnstone. 31 D.L.R. 649. 22 B.C.R. 610, 
11917] 1 W.W.R. 638.

Default judgment entered trematt belt 
-Grounds for relieving against— 

Laches of solicitor—Delay in mov
ing TO SET ASIDE — Von SIDERATION oy 
THE MERITS.

Hart, Parr Co. v. Worth, 8 D.L.R, 3035, 
1 W.W.R. 494.
Default of appearance—Irregularity n

«OPY OF SUMMON3 SERVED ON DEFEND
ANT—Inclusion of interest — Un
liquidated DAMAGES.

Brooks v. Brooks, 7 D.L.R. 781, 1 WAV. 
R. 813.
Action for an accounting between fa li

ners — Default judgment — Apfli-
CATION TO SET ASIDE — GREAT DELAY.

Kii'ldhouse v. Buxton, 40 D.L.R. 736. 13 
A.L.R. 269, [1918] 2 W.W .R. 366.
Petition in revocation — Absence or

DEFENDANT.
A defendant, condemned by a judgment 

of the Superior Court dee idiiig the mente 
of the cast*, cannot, have the judgment re
voked by a petition alleging that his at
torney was forced to proceed in his ab
sence by order of the court; that he has 
a good plea but that his attorney did not 
then have in his possession the document* 
supporting the plea; that those documents 
were bills of lading which the defendant 
has succeeded in obtaining only since the 
judgment had been rendered.

McCall v. Patenaud -, 24 Rev. Leg. 394. 
Inability to furnish « osts.

A judgment obtained in default of ap
pearance will be set aside on an application 
made one year subsequent to the entry of 
the judgment when it apjiears that the 
delay was due to the defendant’s inability 
to secure the costs of the application.

Gordon v. Viol«*tte, 24 D.L.R. 721, 0 W. 
W.R. 127, 32 W.L.R. 389.
Relief against.

The court will not relieve against a judg
ment by default obtained for want, of prose
cution after an appearance has iteeu en
tered by counsel ; nor is the absence of 
counsel from the jurisdiction when the 
case is called sufficient ground for such re
lief, particularly where the ufhdavit ac
companying the petition does not disclose 
a well-founded defem-e on the merits.

Putnick v. Henry, 47 Que. S.C. 184. 
Setting aside judgment by default — 

Ineffective servi» e — Leave to de
fend—Terms.

Defendants’ manager, on being served 
with the statement of claim, was advised 
that the service was of no e.ffe»!t, as the 
proper party to be served would be the 
Insurance Inspector, lie thereupon wrote 
to the plaintiff's solicitors informing them 
of the supposed mistake, and. having re
ceived no reply, bediewd that it was not 
necessary for him to do anything further. 
I'laintifTs solicitors signed interlocutory 
judgment in default of a defence and after
wards proceeded to trial of the action for
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assument of plaintiff’s fire loss without 
rv-tire to the defendants, and filial judg 
nvn' was entered in the action for $526, 
and costa. As soon as defendants heard 

the judgment they moved to set it aside 
• i to he allowed to defend and shewed, 

... grounds of defence (1) that plaintiff had 
absolutely assigned his olaim alter the fire; 

j that the plaintiff's ait mil loss was
• •nix 8189. Held, bv the Court of Appeal.
• it the judgment should he set aside and 
♦lie defendants allowed in to defend, hut

i.lx upon payment to the plaintiff’s so- 
.tor of the plaintiff's costs subsequent 

: > the service of thtf statement of claim, 
ml [laying into court the sum of $189 
witIdn ten days.

Abramson v. Colonial Asa'ce Co.. 24 Man. 
L.R. 852, varying 2ft W.L.R. 482. 
JURISDICTION —- Absentees — Pbopkriy

Article 94. s. 4, C.C.P., gives jurisdiction 
i. -r i defendant who has left his dumieile 

in the province of Quebec or has never had 
any. when the cause of action did not 
originate in the district wherein he is sum 
n. med, only when the plaintiff proves that 
the defendant possess property therein. 
'Alien judgment is obtained by default, in 

• above ease, without such proof, the dé
nudant, who has neither domicile nor 
property in the alnive-mentioned district,

; .x have the judgment set aside bv the 
.art of Review for want of jurisdiction, 
’tank of B.N.A. v. Levy, 47 Que. S.C. 282. 

ikk against — Delay — Leave to 
mew mi mini.

Huckell v. Gale 4 Williams, 25 D.L.R. 
761, 22 B.C.R. 356. 33 W.L.R. 192, » W.W.R.

! MI.INiro 8ET ASIDE—LACHES.
1-ussell v. Coltman, 9 O.W.N. 108.

‘ i.IEF AGAINST — OPPOSITION t’NDEB QUE
BEC pbactice — Action to annul 
M ABBIAGE.

A default judgment obtained by the bus- 
jrij in the Quebec Superior Court for an

nulment of his marriage may legally lie 
I'uniloned by him on an opposition filed by 
♦he wife on her own behalf and a tierce 
•position filed by her as tutrix to the in
tuit child of the "marriage; upon the filing 
if the désistement and its acceptance by the 

wit'» by inscribing for judgment thereon 
an. 1 obtaining acte thereof, the original 

Igment «-eased to exist, where no affirma- 
'ne declaration as to the wife’s status was 
i-!;i*d by the oppositions and nothing was 

•rehv claimed, further than the caucella- 
"i'ii of the original juilgment.

ilêliert v. Clouâtre, 15 D.L.R. 498. 45 
t>u S.C. 239, 16 Que. P.R. 29, reversing 
hi it her grounds 6 D.L.K. 411, 41 Que. 

8.C. 241.
J'tXiMENT BY DEFAULT — OPPOSITION TO

—Notice to other pabty — Deposit 
—Que. C.P. 1167. 1109, 1170.

)pposit.ion to judgment being a way to 
provide against a judgment by default, the

notice required by Practice r. 52 for all 
petitions, motions, and applications does 

I not apply. If the opposant to judgment 
has only a belated knowledge of the farts 
alleged, lie may on the fifteenth day after 
judgment, have his opposition issued and 
proie that he had in no way acquiesced in 
the judgment. Insufficiency of deposit is 
not a reason for the opposition to judg 
ment being dismissed when the opposant 
at the hearing has reserved his right to 
complete his deposit.

Ryan v. Baie d'Vrfe Heights, 16 Que. 
P.R. 103.
Default or appearance — Judgment by 

default — Nullity — Setting aside.
W here a plaintiff proceeds by default, 

every step in the proceedings must be 
strictly complied with. This is a matter of 
strictissimi juris. Where something is re
quired to be done before the plaintiff is 
entitled to enter judgment in default of 
appearance, that constitutes a condition 
precedent, the nonperformance of which 
vitiates any judgment which may be en
tered thereon. [Bank of Hamilton v. Bald
win. 28 O.L.R. 175, distinguished.] An 
application to set aside a judgment entered 
at the trial in default of appearance of the 
plaintiff need not be made to the Trial 
Judge and may properly be made to the 
local master. |llamp-Adams v. Hall, 
[1911] 2 K.B. 942. followed.] If a defend
ant is required to file an appearance within 
a certain time with the “local registrar,” 
when in fact, there is no local registrar; 
failure to file an appearance with the clerk 
of the court is not sufficient to entitle the 
plaintiff to sign judgment on default and 
any judgment so signed is a nullity. The 
defendant, if he can shew a defence which 
is prima facie good, is entitled to have 
such judgment set aside. [.Smurthwaite v.
11 an nay [1894] A.C. 494 applied.]

Lumber Manufacturers’ Yards v. Thomp
son, 7 S.L.R. 306, 7 W.W.R. 742.
Judgment by default — Motion to set 

ASIDE — AbhENCE of DEFENDANT — 
Exci se — Affidavit ok solicitob — 
Coures i*o x hence.

Head v. Stewart, 4 O.W.N. 590, 23 O.W. 
R. 742.
Default ok statement or defence 

Writ ok summons not specially en
dorsed — Sufficiency or statement 
or claim — Leave to defend — Se-

Broxvn v. Coleman Development Co., 4 
O.W.N. 728, 23 O.W.R. 946.
Default of appeabance — Leave to de

fend — Defence — Tkbms — Amend
ment — Assignment — Assignment
PENDENTE LITE.

Union Bank v. Toronto Pressed Steel Co.,
4 O.W.N. 887, 24 O.W.R. 168.
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Settlement of action — Judgment signed

FOB DEFAULT OF 01 :FEN CE — ENFORCE
MENT OF SETTLEMENT.

Cairn cross v. McLean, 5 O.W.N. 352, 25 
O.W.R. 324. 
rBocKDUBE—Delay.

Delays of procedure are uot gem-rally of 
public order; they are only for the protec- 
i ion of the parties, and can be waived, if 
there is neither fraud nor collusion. An 
hypothecary creditor cannot maintain a pe
tition for setting aside a judgment on the 
ground that the seizing creditor, who had 
caused the property seized to be sold by the 
sheriff, ha obtained his judgment by de
fault. on proceedings irregular as to delays.

Price v. Boyer, 20 Que. K.B. 73. 
Default— Requête civile.

A defendant may cause a judgment by 
default rendered against him after such 
service to he set aside when in fact lie re
sides in the province. Although the remedy 
stated for this purpose is by petition for 
review, the court should recognize conclu
sions to the same effect in a proceeding en
titled requête civile.

Farrier v. Dube. 51 Que. S.C. 528. 
Requête civile—Inscrution en faux.

An application to set aside a judgment 
can only tie made to the court which ren
dered it. There can be no inscription en 
faux against a document under a private 
seal and therefore no abuse of jurisdiction 
on the part of the court which refuses such 
inscription.

Larocque v. Circuit Court, 17 Que. P.R. 
440.
Requête c ivile — Ultra petita — Juris

diction — School taxes.
A requite civile will be received when al

leging among other grounds: (a) that the 
judgment rendered granted what was ultra 
petita sinee it was a condemnation pure 
and simple without allowing the party as 
permitted by the declaration the elioiee of 
abandoning the mortgaged immovable; (b) 
that an action for school taxes even ac
companied by a demand for a declaration 
of a hypothec is within the exclusive com
petence of the Circuit Court.

School Commissioners of Hoehelaga v. 
Bel lea u, 18 Quo. P.ll. 240.
(§ VII C—288)—Setting aside — Evi

dence — Alleged perjury — Action
DECIDKD ON EVIDENCE OF APPLICANT.

An application to set aside a judgment 
on the ground of perjury on the part of 
one party's witnesses will not lie granted 
where the merits of the action were de
cided on the evidence given by the party 
who makes the application.

Brown v. Bank of Ottawa, 50 D.L.R. 430. 
Fraud — Vacating judgment obtained by.

Sask. Valley Land Co. v. Willoughbv, 24 
W.L.R. 40.

(§ X II C—280)—Mistake — Motion to 
vary — Further evidence — Er
roneous recital i.N judgment settled 
and entered — Motion to strike out, 
made after hearing of appeal.

Strong v. Crown Fire Ins. Co.. 3 D.L.R. 
MS, :t o.w.V LJ77, O.W EL SOI [8m 4 
D.L.R. 224, 3 O.W.N. 1534.1 
Revocation of judgment—Mistake.

There may be a petition in revocation of 
judgment, when the judgment was rendered 
through a misundeiv.anding between the 
attorneys of the parties, and it is not 
proven that another judgment on the merits 
could not be rendered.

Poitras Woolen Mills v. Feathers, 53 Que. 
S.C. 50». I See also 40 Que. S.C. 257.] 
Consent judgment — Provision for pay

ment of money on definite Date- 
Default — Honest mistake as to 
date Power of court to relieve.

Lovpjoy v. Mener, 23 O UR. 29, 18 O.W. 
R. 176.

D. Procedure.
(§ VII I>—200)—Default — Third par

ty—Leave to defend.
A third party brought into an action by 

notice served upon him by a defendant pur
suant to r. 224 cannot, under r. 225, tile & 
defence to this notice after the time al
lowed by rr. 182, 183 without the leave of 
the court or a judge. There is no provision 
in the rules for the defendant to sign inter
locutory judgment against the third party 
for default in tiling such defence; hut. by 
the terms of r. 225, such third party, by 
default in tiling a defence, is deemed to 
admit, the validity of any judgment obtained 
or to he obtained against the défendunt and 
his liability for the relief claimed against

(iomershall v. G.T.P. Development Co., 
26 Man. UR. 322, 34 W.UR. 301.
Requête civile — Default — Delay.

Inscription en droit against a requête 
civile is an authorized procedure. The 
remedy by requête civile is not open to one 
who, being aware of the judgment rendered 
against him by default, allows the delays to 
pass without taking an opposition to jud»-

Molsons Bank v. Laïraniboise, 17 Que. 
P.R. 457.
Requête civile.

A requête civile wa< presented to the 
court to revok# the judgment on a jury 
trial for the following reasons : (1) That
the jury panel was illegally formed which 
fact was not known to the defendants at 
the time. (2) There was no proof that 
notice of action was given as required by 
law. (3) That certain objections were not 
entered on the minutes. (4) That a juror 
was related to the plaintiff. (5) That the 
plaintiff and his relations had communi
cated with the jury during the trial. (6) 
That the verdict waa for a round euin. (7) 
Improper admission of evidence. The de-
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fendants claimed that a new trial was not 
en adequate remedy an the application 
would have to be .supported by affidavits 
wLich were not admissible under art. 497 
C.C.P.:—Held that said article did not 
apply to these grounds for relief; that a 
new trial was an adequate remedy; and 
that the requMe civile could not lie received. 
Held. also, that the Court of Appeal may 
order the cross-examination of persona mak
ing affidavits in support of the application 
lor a new trial.

Xormandin v. Montreal Street R. Co., 14 
(jue. P.R. 248.

E. Time.
($ VII E—295)—Relief against — Re

HEARING—PROCEDURE—DELAY.
Mere delay where not intentional or wil

ful is not an answer to an application to 
•el aside a judgment on the merits unless 
irreparable wrong will be done. [Hanson v. 
Pearson, 3 Terr. L.R. 199; Regina Trading 
i n. v. Godwin, 7 W.L.R. 661, and Vinall v. 
Dvl’ai-s, 11892| A.C. 90, applied.]

Tomlinson v. Kiddo, 20 U.L.R. 182, 7 S. 
L.R. 132, 20 W.L.K. 325, 7 VV.W.R. 93.
APPLICATION TO NET ASIDE — LEAVE TO DE

FEND—Delay.
Where the entry of judgment is regular 

.in applieation to set it aside and for leave 
•indefend should lie made as soon as pos
sible after the judgment came to the dé
tendant’* knowledge, though some delay is 
uni uunevessarily fatal to the application 
f the parties can be lestored to their for

mer position.
Mills v. Harris. 21 D.L.R. 230, 8 S.L.R. 

11», 8 VV.W.R. 428.
Practice — Default — Ovenlno up —

On an application to open up, on the 
merits, a default judgment regularly en
tered, a month's une\plained delay is no 
answer where it appeared that the delay 
was not wilful and that no irreparable in
jury was shown.

S I,mitt v. Schmitt, 12 S.L.R. 296, [1919]
. W.WJL 642.

P. Rehearing.
1$ VII P—3U0)—Prih hivre — Rehear

ing — Storing care — Jurisdiction 
oi local master — R. 351.

Morin v. Dupuis, 10 D.L.R. 876, 7 S.L.R. 
l!Vi. 30 W.L.R. 196, 7 VV.W.R. 753.
Relief aoainht — Motion to set aside 

— Procedure — Rehearing.
Rank of B.N.A. v. Graham, 19 D.L.R. 

874.
] rai d — New evidence — Seduction — 

Resemblance of < iiild.
In an action for seduction, a verdict and 

judgment were given for the plaintiffs, 
whose adopted daughter was the girl se
duced. Tills was based on the testimony 
of the girl, who afterwards discredited her 
own testimony at the trial, and by affidavit

denied that the defendant was the father 
of her child, ascribing the paternity to the 
male plaintiff. Fortified with this and oth
er affidavits, the defendant made a motion, 
under r. 523, to open up the judgment, on 
the grounds of fraud, surprise, and the 
discovery of new evidence. The motion was 
dismissed upon the merits. Semble, that 
no court would open up a judgment on the 
ground that the child of a girl -educed re
sembled some one other than the defendant 
who had lieen found guilty.

Baldwin v. Healer, 38 U.L.R. 172.
Consent minutes — Reoit.nino — Re

hearing by Judge as akihtuator —
Will — Rights of benefk ia ries un- 
MGB COMPEOMIRl UXOWANC* FOE 
MAINTENANCE OK WIDOW OF TESTATOR 
— Vhk OF HOMESTEAD.

Toronto General Trusts Corp. v. Godson,
11 O.W.N. 420.
Motion for judgment — Motion to he

HEAR—JUEIHMVl ION.
Coe v. Smiley, 4 S.L.R. 43, 16 W.L.R. 486.

JUDICATURE ACT.
As affecting practice as to security for 

costs, see Costs, 1—14.

JUDICIAL NOTICE.
Be# I x idenee. /

JUDICIAL SALE.
I. The sale generally.

II. Effect; validity; dt.ro. 
a. In general.
B. The deed.

III. Purchases; thf.ir rights and duties, 
a. In general.
B. Title acquired.

IV. Confirmation; setting aside; resale.
V. Redemption.

VI. Distribution and control ok proceeds.
See also Execution; Levy and Seizure; 

Foreclosure Sales, see Mortgage; Vendor 
and Purchaser.

I. The sale generally.
(g I A—I) — Malicious publication — 

Liability—Dam ages.
One who maliciously announces a judicial 

sale by others than the officer who, by law, 
is charged with this duty, in other places 
than that or those prescribed by C.C.P., is 
responsible in damages.

Gélinas v. Gerbeau, 53 Que. S.C. 294.
(g I A—2) — Time — Opportunity fob

CONTEMPLATING PURCHASERS TO IN
SPECT, NECESSITY OK.

In fixing a date for the judicial sale of 
property by a Master in Ordinary, regard 
should be had to the nature of the proper
ty, and where it appears that the property 
in question cannot properly be inspected by 
prospective purchasers before the date set 
for the sale, the court should order the date 
of sale postponed to such later time as
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would afford an opportunity for inspection 
to contemplatin'; Imveis.

IrfH'kie v. Marshall. 10 D.L.R. 786. 4 O.W. 
X. 913. 24 O.W.R. 613, reversing 9 D.I..R. 
383, 24 O.W.R. 92.
Notices llEscBimox.

It is not necessary in the judicial «ale of 
au immovable lor tlm notice of the sheriff 
to contain the civic munliers, nor any other 
description than the olliciul cadastral num
bers, hut if the civic numbers are given 
they should lie exact; if not the sale is 
void if the purchaser has been led into

Décurie v. Hanlicld, 51 Que. S.C. 277.
(§ I A—1) - Bids and bidding — Re

served bids—Practice.
A judicial sale under the practice should 

lie subject to a reserved bid. in order to pro
tect the parties from having their interests 
sacrificed, and this principle is especially 
applicable where the security is of a vari
able nature, for instance, raining proper
ties involving some hundreds of thousands 
of dollars, and this although there may al
ready have ...... abortive efforts to sell un
der reserved bid conditions.

Leckie v. Marshall, 10 D.T..R. 785. 4 0. 
W.N. 913. 24 O.W.R. 513. reversing 9 D.L. 
K. 383. 24 O.W.R. 92.

II. Effect: validity; deed.
A. In general.

(§ II A—15)—Attacking validity — Es-

A claimant who accepts a share of the 
roceeds of land sold under order of court, 
nowing the source from which it came, 

cannot afterwards attack the sale, upon 
the ground of irregularity. [Clark v. 
Phinnev, 25 Can. S.C.It. 033; Swinfen v. 
Swinfen, 21 Reav. 549, followed.]

Rnbeans v. Edwards, 32 D.L.R. 509, 50 
N.8.R. 424.
Saif, ok minerai c laims under execution 

-Validity ok bids.
The sale by the sheriff under execution 

of a mineral claim under the Mining Act, 
R.S.B.t ., e. 157, is not invalid because the 
purchaser was not the holder of a free 
miner certificate at the time of making his 
hid at the sheriff’s sale, if he had a cer
tificate at the later date when the sheriff 
made a bill of sale of the claim to him; 
the court will uphold sheriff's sales bona 
fide made notwithstanding mere irregulari-

Roundv v. Salinas, 22 D.L.R. 315. 21 B. 
C.R. 3231 8 W.W.R. 712, 31 W.L.R. 338.
(jt IT A—16)—Effect.

The judgment on an application to en
force tiie statutory lien created pursuant 
to s. 35 of the Ontario Judicature Act in 
respect of an alimony judgment should pro
vide for sale subject to prior incumbrancers 
unless the holders of these consent to sale 
free from their claims ; subsequent incum
brancers must also be notified and allowed 
to prove their claims.

Abbott v. Abbott. 1 D.L.R. 097, 3 O.W.N. 
683. 21 O.W.R. 281.

The sale by judicial order of two adjoin
ing parcels of land "with a common right 
of way I Hit ween them" has the same effect 
as a sale by the execution debtor since the 
plaintiff exercises the latter'- rights and 
acts as his agent and the sheriff is only the 
ministerial officer, us a notary would be in 
a sale by private contract, therefore the 
adjudication under the above conditions 
constitute a servitude of passage by desti
nation of the head of the family all the 
essential elements required by art. 551 C.C. 
being present.

Ro-aire v. G.T.R. Co.. 42 Que. S.C. 617.
(g II A—10)—Void sale — Insufficient

A judicial sale of moveables made with 
a single notice in English and one in French 
on Dec. 27, when tin* notice of sale was 
only posted in the sheriff's office on Dec. 
19, is illegal and void, and confers no title 
of ownership upon the purchaser.

Clement v. Ilevai, 47 Que. S.C. 196.
B. The deed.

(tj II B—21)—Of workshop and access 
okieh — Subsequent seizure of mov-
ABLE EFFECTS IRREGULARITIES —
Seizing party becoming purchaser— 
Qua « i’ 668

A judicial sale, made en bloc, of a wojk 
shop or plant with all its working stock 
and implements, described in the return of 
seizure and in the sheriff’s deed of sale in 
the widest way, includes the real properties 
by nature, the real properties by destina
tion, and also the movable effects required 
to operate the plant. Therefore, a subse
quent seizure made on those latter effects, 
as yet being the seized party’s property, 
is made super non domino, and is therefore 
void. The second seizing party, who is sued 
on an action to annul the seizure, cannot, 
plead against the purchaser the irregularity 
of the first seizure ; he can. at the most, 
onlv take a direct action to have it can
ed fed. When a seizure and execution is 
made as above described, the distraction 
based on a release or an opposition for one 
of the buildings seized, does not apply to the 
moveable effects therein contained. A seiz
ing party who, at the sale of the seized 
stock, himself becomes purchaser, is not 
allowed, in an action to annul the seizure, 
to take advantage of C.C.P.. 008.

Donaghy v. OT'ain, 23 Que. K.B. 206.
III. Purchasers; their rights and duties.

A. In general.
(§ 111 A—25) — Receiver's sale — Ca* 

veat kmptor — Claims against f.s- 
tate — Notice—Knowledge.

The interest of C. in the estate of hia 
wife, under his wife's will, and in the es
tate of her father. A. under an appointment 
made by his wife, were sold by n receiver, 
under order of the court, to satisfy a judg 
inent obtained by II. against C. (See 40
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. -vd. 229.) At the time of the suie C. 
. 4. udelited to the estate of A. for ail

obtained In him from the executrix 
•lier upon insufficient security or without 

< uritv, and he was indebted to the estate 
. hi» "wife for the proceed# of hank stock 

which he had obtained possession a# 
_• 11 dian of hi# infant children and which 

had converted to hi# own u#e. Held, 
the purcha#er under order of the court 

the equitable interests of C., was in no 
l*.f,-r position than V. himself would have 

, and mu*t take the interest# assigned 
. ,im a# purchaser subject to the claim» 

them : that the maxim caveat emp- 
:,?r ipplied; that the liling of a schedule 
, account#, pursuant to the order of the 

, ,rt. for the purpose of giving informa. 
ii mi to intending purchasers. and to which 
they were referred, disclosing the existence 

hums against V., constituted means of 
Knowledge of which the purchaser at the 
.ale must la- taken to have had notice; that 

1,» order for sale being made in a matter 
- . which she wa# not a party, the executrix 

\ was not lioimd by an error in the 
ier, ami in the deed made to the pur 
i-er at the sale, a# to the extent of C’.’s 
crest And further, for the reason that
• purchaser at the sale, before paying his 

oiotiev and liefore reeeiviyg hi# deed, bad
a# to the real extent of C.’s interest, 

«•rev v. Anderson, 50 N.8.R. 399.
Sale or book debts.

\ sale en hloe, by the Curator to the 
p merty of an insolvent, of the latter's 
b».K debt* does not give the purchaser a 
right to recover debts due the insolvent 
which are not carried on the hooks.

X .uri v. C.P.K. Co., 44 Que. S.C. 5.
>t ll MIKR EXECUTION.

Without prejudice to the recourse of the 
p.«rtv aggrieved against the seizing creditor 
>• 1 ‘those acting on hi# behalf, no demand 
•i annul or rescind a sale of movable# tin 
It execution, cun l>e received against a 
pm, baser who has paid the price, saving

• case of fraud or collusion. The pur- 
leer of effect*, at a judicial sale, ha# an

.position, tien#* opposition, against a 
Igiuent maintaining an attachment in re- 

v ‘iniication of the same effects between a 
creditor and hi* debtor to which he was 
n it 1 party.

; lliott v. Crombie. 51 Que. 8.C. 191.
.' X . or LARD BT COURT — DEPOSIT — FOB- 

V KIT! RR or.
\ <lepo*it serve# two purposes. If the 

tr.rchase is carried out, it goes against the 
r base money, but its primary purpose 

< this, it is a guarantee that the purchaser 
means business. Purchasers at court sales 
-li >uld lie given to understand that, getter- 
ally speaking, the deposit is required to be 
". I a> an earnest to hind the bargain and 

: it it is only in the event of the comple
tion of the sale that they can benefit by 
such payment.

h iff rev v. Robertson 7 W.W.R. 829.
Can. Dig —85.

(Sill A -26)—Sale 1 ndeb execution— 
Covenant or title — Liability or
MlUtlH' TO PURCHASER.

Although a sheriff is not required to 
covenant for good title to a purchaser in a 
sale under execution, still, where in the 
absence of fraud or mistake a covenant of 
such effect and for indemnity to the pur 
chaser is entered into by the sheriff in his 
bill of sale to the articles sold, he cannot 
lie relieved from liability thereunder where 
the title of the purchaser failed because of 
an outstanding mortgage.

Sharp v. Ingles. 23 D.L.R. 636, 21 B.C.R 
684. 8 W.W.R. 1325, 32 W.L.R. 150.
(8 III A—27)—Sheriff’s kale — Faoc 

ubk or title — Recourse.
A purchaser at a sheriff# sale, who is 

unable to obtain possession of lot* he pur 
chased on account of an erroneous survey 
of the land, has no recourse for the purchase 
price against one who prosecuted the execu 
tion in subrogation to the rights of an 
attaching creditor.

U.S. Fidelity 4 Guarantee Co. v. Pliarand 
26 D.L.R. 264, 24 Que. K.B. 492. 22 Rev. de 
«fur. 153.
Shebifk'h deed — Opposition a fin de

When the sheriff* deed erroneously men
tions charges contrary to those decreed by 
11 judgment upon an opposition a tin de 
charge, neither party can invoke rights 
othi-r than those resulting from the judg 
ment; where it is rendered upon an opposi- 
tion a fin de charge founded upon a mar 
riage contract, it cannot give further rights 
to the wife than those which are contained 
in the marriage contract.

Hope v. Leroux, 25 Que. K.B. ISO.
(| III A—28)—Protection against equi-

A transfer of assets in a liquidation pro
ceeding# under a warranty “free from in
cumbrances'' applies only to the mortgage 
on the buildings and hens on the stock, 
but not to an unsatisfv'd account.

Dominion Linen Mfg. Co. v. Langley, 4t$ 
Can. 8.C.R. 033, affirming 19 O.W.R. 648.
(8 111 A—29)—Foreclosure sale — Un

paid VENDOR PURCHASING AT SALE —
Effect on deficiency judgment.

A deficiency judgment obtained in a ire 
closure proceeding invalidly conducted by 
permitting the unpaid vendor to bid at the 
sale, and upon whose bid the sale of the 
property is confirmed at an upset price, is 
invalid and unenforceable against tne guar
antor of the defaulting purchaser.

Crown Life Ins. Co. v. Clarke, 25 D.L.R. 
519. 9 A.L.R. 97, 9 W.W.R. 333, 32 W.L.R. 
654.
Leave to plaintiff to bid.

The objection to allowing a person who 
has the conduct of a sale to hid disappears 
when the property is Bold at an upset price 
instead of subject to a reserve bid. Review
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of vases in wliirh part) with conduct of pale 
van allowed to bin.

Griesbach v. Hogan, 8 W.XV.R. 356.
B. Title acquired.

(§ 111 B—30) — Suehikk’s deed — Con-
VBVA.NVE OK LABliKR ESTATE THAN VOS- 
SES8BD BY .H DOMI M DEBTOR - PRE
SCRIPTION — Art. 2251, C.C.P.Z. —

Under the procedure of the Province of 
Quebee, a deed after seizure and sale only 
conveys the title at the time of the ad
judication; and if it purports to convey a 
parcel of land, not in the possession of the 
judgment-debtor at such time, the title to 
that parcel does not pass, and the prescrip
tion of 10 years mentioned in art. 2251 
c.(\l\ cannot Is- invoked.

The King v. Boss, 15 t an. Ex. 33. 
MISDESCRIPTION OK LAN».

Where in a judicial sr.le, the lots sold 
were described as being “Nos. 1, 3, 4 North 
3rd range of the township of Wolfe,"’ where
as the description of the official cadastre 
was "Nos. lb, le, 2b, 3a and the north part 
of No. 4." the sale is illegal and conveys n i 
title, and the owner is entitled to an order 
for the cancellation of the registration of 
the sale. The ileseteption. in the notice of 
sale, •"north part of lot No. 4.” is insiif 
Indent in that no information was given as 
to the particular portion of the lot to be 
wold.

.lohiiRon v. Townshend. 52 Que. S.C. 392. 
UK MOVABLES - PURCHASE - DELAY IN 

PAYMENT OK PRICE — THIRD OWNER — 
Action fob vancei i.ation Reclaim- 
ixo — C.C. arts. 1487, 1568. 2005 — 
C.C.P. arts. 230, fil'5, 61.8.

The purehaser of chattels, in a judicial 
wale, becomes owner from tin- moment of tin- 
purchase, even though the objects sifld are 
not delivered then, nor the price paid at 
once. A third party, owner of the chattels 
sold by judicial sale because he has omitted 
to distrain them from the judgment, lias no 
action to reclaim them against the pur
chaser in the absence <>f fraud or collusion, 
for the sole reason thrt the latter has not 
immediately paid the purchase price. No 
oral evidence can Is- admitted to contradict 
a report of a bailiff, unless the party who 
offers this evidence has contested the re
port by a motion conforming to art. 236, 
V.C.P.

Brochu v. Brochu, 55 Que. S.C. 327.
Sale of another's property- Judicial 

sale — For municipal taxes — Sai.e 
SUPER NON DOM I NO—NULLITY—ACQUl- 
E8< i N( i Com i i SION RIGHT OF 
purchaser—Remote and indirect 
dam auks — Amendment — Costs — 
C.C. arts. 1487, 1492. 1521, 1535, 2098 
—C.C.P. arts. 516. 522.

The principles which govern the sale of 
another’s property do not apply to a sale 
by a person, who has purchased land from 
the sheriff at a sale for municipal taxes. 
This sale cannot be considered as not

SALK, IV.
existing although it is tainted with de
fects. It presents all its effects as long 
ns it is not annulled. Although sales of 
land by the sheriff for municipal lavs 
must lie made as all other super domino 
and super powsidente, there is always this, 
fundamental difference that in a debt for 
municipal taxes it is the immovable which 
is taxed and not the owner or apparent, 
possessor, and it is against the immovable 
that proceedings are taken and not against 
those who hold it, so, in a sale of ihi« 
kind, if the true owner has knowledge of 
the facts, and does not protest or exercise 
the right of redemption given him by the 
Act, he acquiesces in the decree by his 
sib-nee, and he who buys the lands from 
the purchaser cannot do it for him, and 
pretend that as the sale was void, he has 
a right to damages against the vendor. At 
all times in order to protect himself, this 
subsequent purchaser can refuse to pay the 
principal due by virtue of art. 1535, C.C. 
and if it is disputed he van name his 
vendor on a guarantee. He can, also, 
according to art. 1521, C.C., ask for a de
cision or the validity of the sale. The 
damages claimed for the increase in value 
brought to the land by the plaintiff on 
account of improvements made by him in 
the circumstances set out are not such as 
could have been foreseen at the lime ol 
the contract, and do not proceed necessarily 
and directly from its execution. NMu-n an 
action for damages is based on the refusal 
of the defendant to transfer a title of 
ownership in land according to an agree
ment for sale, a motion to amend the is
sues of the writ, in order to add a petition 
for cancellation of the agreement tor sale 
will la* refused if an action in guarantee 
lias been commenced hv the defendant and 
is contested, since the amendment asked 
for would necessitate the amendment of the 
action of the guarantee, a new defence, and 
would entail costs which could not be tixed 
nor adjudged at once.

Perrault v. Chevalier and Chevalier v. 
Montreal, 05 Que. S.C. 92.
IV. Confirmation; setting aside; resale.

(§ IV—35)—Petition to annul—Notice 
—Presentation.

Where at the end of n petition to annul 
a decree there is a notice of presentation 
to the judge sitting for a certain district 
or in his absence to the prnthonotary for 
the said court, and the petition is prop
erly served on the attorney for the other 
party, it is properly presented if on the 
day fixed it is, in the absence of the judge, 
presented to the protlionotarv who mark* 
it "filed.”

James Bav & E.R. Co. v. Bernard, 23 
D.L.R. 701/24 Que. K.R. 6.
Sheriff's rale—False bidding—Res judi

cata—Service.
There is res judicata in an opposition 

made by a purchaser to a resale of an im
movable for false bidding when lie has
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..niy -ontested the petition for the re- 
.... hi the same grounds as those alleged 

- opposition, except that in the lirst 
,in Lis conclusions, he only reserved

- : .glit to ask the nullity of the sheriff's 
mid in the second one, he asked that

i n. An application to set aside a 
. . ■ ill's sale must be served on all parties

11 iiht &, Loan Co. v. Courville, 24 Rev. 
Leg. 489.
i AM I I.I.ING A JUDICIAL SALE—UNDERPRICED 

- ml Kit a i d — Moves to set aside
the mounts—Award to the distrain
ing CREDITOR, C.C. ARTS. 993, 1032, 
i\P„ ARTS. 637, 638.

There is a means to annul a judicial sale 
< • chattels when it is in fact a fraud on 
the creditors. The value of the goods sold, 
•in cheapness of the award, the secrecy 
mii rounding the sale, the systematic luring 
. a\ of the bidders, the hurry in execut
ing *i lie sale, the removal of part of the
g....Is seized from one place to another
without permission from the judge, the 
..ward to the distrainer himself, are all 
circumstances establishing the fraud and 
the deceit. When the distrainor himself 
cht a ins the award of the seized goods, he 
- responsible to the party injured by the 

fraud and deeeit which accompanies the 
sale and determines the nullity.

(Iruninger v. Bertrand & Provcncher, 28 
Qu.-. K.B. 1.
Petition to annul—Vacating fob de-

Thc delays to present a petition in null- 
ity of a sheriff's sale reckon only from the 
payment of the adjudication which makes 
it perfect. The only remedy to force the 
'adjudicataire” to pay the purchase price 
i- by way of "folle enchère.” Plaintiff bas 
nut ‘ the* alternative of having the sale 
vacated for want of payment.

West mount v. Evans. 15 Que. P.R. 96. 
Parti tion—In com iteten t perso ns—Resti

tution.
If a judicial partition and auction sale 

let ween major and minor, or interdict, 
have not been legally made, owing to the 
cmi-Mon of essential formalities, the minor 
or interdict «-an obtain restitution against 
such «outrant, but they are bound to 
give hack what they received and they 
..nmol procure a new partition and a 
in w auction sale without making such 
• HVr. Very special and extraordinary facts 
are required to justify the judgment be
ing treated aa radically null, when not 
attacked hy one of the methods given by 
lav to have such judgment set aside and 
obtain the annulment of the judicial con
fia. : which might have resulted from it.

Archambault v. Maher, 25 Que. K.B. 436. 
Sheriff’s sale—Delay.

X petition to set aside an order for a 
sheriff’s sale, made more than 2 months 
afu-r the sale, will be dismissed on inscrip

tion en droit as barred and not properly 
in court.

Hyde v. Godin, 18 Que. P.R. 60. 
Confirmation ok sheriff’s sale uy local 

masier—Land Titles Act, s. 121.
lie Local Master. 0 W.W.R. 1286.

(6 IV—38)—Resale— Realization of 
vendor’s lien on mixing properties— 
Abortive sale—Reserved hid.

Ladds v Marshall, 6 oavn. 2u 
VI. Distribution and control of proceeds. 
(§ VI—45)—Deposit paid into court.

Where a purchaser at a jiulicial sale 
has paid a deposit on purchase-money 
into court in conformity with the con
ditions of sale in a partition action, hut. 
1 he sale goes off without any fault on the 
purchaser’s part, the interest, earned there
on and credited to the court ledger account 
of the funds in that action while the money 
was in court, belongs to the purchaser to 
lie repaid to him with his deposit.

Welsh v. Harrinnn, 7 D.L.K. 116, 4 O. 
W.X. 139, 23 Ü.W.R. 120.
Land—Disposition of proceeds—Allow

ances FOR MAINTENANCE—COSTS.
Moxvat v. Mowat, 12 O.W.N. 309.
The owner ol property seized under writ, 

of saisie-gagerie and subsequently s«»ld 
with other property assigned hy the cura- 
lor of defendant's estate, has a right to 
claim the price by privilege if the other 
property lias produced an amount sufficient 
to pay the seizing creditor in lull. It mat- 

i tors not that in his claim tiled he did not 
invoke such privilege nor produce evidence 
to establish his rights. He is still in a po
sition to c«mtest the «ollocation.

Lester v. Turcotte, 43 Que. S.C. 385. 
Partition — Sale by order of court — 

Sheriff’s deed — Effect of as to 
easements.

Oland v. Mackintosh, 45 N.S.R. 13, 9 
E.L.R. 230.

JURISDICTION.
See Courts; Appeal.
Review of jurisdiction, see Certiorari.
Of Railway Board, see Railways ; Car

riers: Railway Hoard.
In Criminal Cases, see Criminal Law; 

Summary Convictions; Justice of the Peace.
Admiralty matters, see Admiralty; Ship- 

■ ping: Seamen ; Collision.
Of Exchequer Court, see Crown.

JURY.
I.Rioht to trial by. 

a. In general.
B. When right exists.
C. Loss or waiver of right.
d. Denial or infringement of right.

II. Impanelling; selection ; competency.
a. In general.
b. Qualification; competency.
c. Examinations.
D. Peremptory challenges.
F.. Exclusion ; rejection.
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III. VrMiiK.it.
IV. SlT ( 1AI. JUBT.
V. VERDICT; .SETTING ASIDE.

VI. JvXTIlA POWERS CONKl RUED ON JUBT BY 
AGREEMENT OK PARTIES.

See also Grand Jury; Trials.
I. Right to trial by.

A. In general.
(9 I A—1)—Nature ok bight.

The right to a trial by jury is a proced
ural not a substantive right, and may lie 
restricted by rules of court made under 
general statutory authority.

Hubbard v. Ldmonton, .‘17 D.L.R. 468, 2
A. Ii.lt. 116, [1917J 3 W.W.K. 732.
Verson ai, injury actions.

Rules 172, 173. 170 (Judicature Ord., 
Alta. ) are not intended to leave the ques
tions of jury or no jury to the arbitrary 
discretion or prejudice of the Trial Judge 
or Master, hut each ease must be considered 
on its own merits, as to the character of 
■ lie action, the amount involved, with s|>e- 
eial regard as to whether the ease is ot a 
v!,-i<s which would traditionally lie tried 
without a jury; but such discretion is excr 
vised on a wrong principle when the judge 
or Master, while considering an application 
lor a jury trial of an action for damages 
for personal injuries, is influenced by an 
opinion, that it is more for the interests of 
the administration of justice that all cases 
should lie tried hv a judge alone, and thus 
refusing a jury trial in an action where 
one should lie granted.

Salter v. Calgarv, 27 D.L.R. 681, ft A.!.. 
R. 134, 34 W.L.K. 72, 10 W.W.ll. 173. re
versing 33 W.L.K. 730. ft WW.R. 1201. 
Action to set aside lease—Postpone

MENT OK TRIAL PENDING PROPOSED AP- 
i'K.AI., WHEN REFUSED.

Where it seems clear that an order di 
reding the trial of an action to set aside 
,i lease he had without a jury was rightly 
made, the court will exercise its discretion 
hv refusing an application to postpone the 
trial pending a proposed appeal from such 
order, [l’carson v. Dublin, [10071 A.C. 
361, distinguished.]

Trimble v. Cowan, 1ft D.L.R. 604, 20
B. C.R. 238, 2ft W.L.K. 476. 7 W.W.R. 184. 
Third trial—New mai. by judge at re

QUEST OK PARTY GIVING JURY NOTICE.
tin granting a new trial of a negligence 

action which lias been twice tried by jury, 
ti»«* new trial should also be by jury irre
spective of the wish of the nartv who gave 
the jury notice to have the third trial with
out a jury, if a fair jury trial is probable 
in the county in which the venue is laid 
and the ease is one of a nature that is pref
er» idv tried by a jury.

ReifTenstein v. Dry, 13 D.L.R. 7<i. 28 (1. 
L.lt. 401. varying 7 D.L.R. 04. 4 O.VV.N. 78. 
Special jury—Costs.

Canadian Financiers Trust Co. v. Ash 
well, .‘H D UR. 786. 23 L.U.R. 341, 11017] 
1 W.W.R. 46ft.

Order refusing—Appeal.
An order refusing a jury trial is an ex

ercise of discretion, and when it has been 
based on a proper principle and in pursu 
a nee of a reasoned opinion, it should nut 
be reversed on appeal.

Hogan v. Northern Construction Co., 13 
A.L.R. 230, [1018] 1 W.W.R. 662.
Jury notice—Order striking out — Ac

tion FOB INJUNCTION AND ACCOUNT.
Milling Corporation v. Irwin, 16 O.W..Y 

64.
Motion for.

When the option for a jury trial is made 
in the declaration, a motion praying such 
is useless.

Dinardo v. Payette, 19 Que. P.R. 219. 
Death of husband—Widow’s action.

The injuries caused to a woman by the 
death of her husband are not personal in
juries; they are injuries in respect to her 
means of subsistence. Where the widow 
brings an action claiming damages for the 
death of lier husband by negligence she is 
not entitled to a trial by jury.

Robinson v. Montreal Tramways Co., 15

B. When right exists.
(§ 1 B—5)—When right exists—Notice

REQUIRING JURY A ITER NON JURY NO-

Where the plaintiff gave a non jury no
tice of trial in a libel action that fact did 
not prevent the defendant, upon complying 
with the provisions of s. 60 of the Jinliia 
t lire Act ( that is, upon tiling with the lo
cal registrar and leaving witli the solicitor 
of the other party at least 15 days before 
the day tixed for trial a notice demanding 
a jury), from having the issues of fact 
tried and determined by a judge with a 
jury. The decision of the Master in Cham
bers in Mae Beth v. Flood, 6 W.W.R. 1271. 
that s. 50 of the .Judicature Act is quuli 
lied by r. 23ft of the Rules of Court, was 
disagreed with, and it was held that the 
provision in that rule requiring 20 days' 
notice of trial to be given could not over 
ride the plain provisions of s. 50 of the 
Judicature Act requiring only 15 days'

Tad mu n v. Moose Jaw News, 6 W.W.R.
1122.
(§ I B—0 ) —Referee's interlocutory or

OEtt FOR JURY.
The plaintiff is not precluded from ap 

plying for un interlocutory order for a 
trial by jury by reason of the service of a 
notice of trial on him by the defendant for 
a nonjury sittings of the court, and the 
betting down of the case accordingly; such 
setting down does not fix the forum so a* 
to prevent a jury being had except upon 
the Trial Judge’s order. The referee in 
Chambers exercising certain judicial 
authority pursuant to the Manitoba King a 
Bench Act lias the power to make an order 
granting a trial before a jury and setting
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at-ide the notice of trial served for a non- 
iury sittings. »

Moyer v. Jones, 8 D.L.R. 702, 22 Man. 
Lit. 803, 22 W.L.R. 858, 3 W.VV.R. 590.
l:»U;l K S OKUEK FOB—NEGLIGENCE ACTION

Wan <.hamm.
1 lark v. Laing, 10 D.L.R. 807, 23 Man. 

Lit. 537, 23 W.L.R. 603, 3 W.W.R. 1087.
« 1 B—7)—Nonce of trial—Jury no- 

th'e— Regularity —Judicature Act, s. 
;>ti—Rules 230, 237, 239—Am.irmoN 
FOB OKDKB FOR TRIAL BY JURY—Dl.SCRE- 
riox — Rkiht to jury — Convenient 
METHOD OF TRIAL—POSTPONEMENT OF
trial—Practice.

Mar Beth v. Flood, 27 W.L.R. 5, 5 W.W.R.

JlltV NOTICE ---- iRREUCLARITY — ACTION
AO A INST MUNICIPAL CORPORATION —
Nonrepair of highway—Judicature 
Act, h. 54.

Jarvis v. Toronto, 13 O.W.N. 79. (Re- 
v.rsed, 13 O.W.N. 103.]
Notice of trial by jury—Extension of

In an action for libel, notice of trial 
without a jury was served on defendants 
on the 11th of May, and on the lith of 
,1 une defendants gave notice under U. 3tl, 
r. 2 of an application for an order 
extending the tune for giving notice of 
trial before a judge and a common jury. 
The cause of the delay in giving this latter 
imtii-e having been due to an oversight of 
iIn- solicitor's clerk, the time should have 
been extended.

i larke v. Ford-MeConnell, 16 B.C.R. 344. 
(§ 1 B—8)—Order for trial by — Appeal 

from referee—Discretionary order. 
Hewitt v. Hudson's Bay Co., 20 Man. 

L B. 320, 17 W.L.R. 01.
ORDER for trial by jury made subsequent

HI ORDER SETTINO DOWN FOB TRIAL—
Irregularity—Waiver. 

order granting the jury trial was 
'•.«•lil to have lieen regularly granted, hut 
m-n if not, held, also, that advantage 
■ mild not he tak«*n of the irregularity by 
ihi «b fendant after the case had lieen tried 
and the verdict of the iury given.

White v. G.T.P.R. Co., 2 A.L.R. 522. 
[Beversed upon other grounds, 43 Can. 
S.C.R. 627.]

«i 1 B—10)—In civil actions and pro-
« EKIll NG8.

It is discretionary, and not a matter of 
right, to order a trial by jury in eases of 

class not specially designated for jury 
rial under tlie Manitoba King's Bem-lt 
\et, R.8.M. 1002, c. 40, s. 59, where that 
statute provides that cases not so designat
'd ‘•hall Is* tried by a judge without a jury 
Mnless otherwise ordered by a judg«V 
Where a plaintiff satisfies the court by his 
material on a motion for a trial by jury 
‘bat the personal injuries he suffered by 
heuig hit by something falling from de- 
'endant's building were of a serious ehar-

a- ter, an order for trial with a jury should 
be made under s. 69. without requiring un 
affidavit also from the plaintiff's physician 
and thereby submitting the physician to 
cross-examination thereon before* the trial.

Navarro v. Radford Wright Co., 8 D.L 
R. 253, 22 Man. L.R. 730, 22 W.L.R. 0ti5, 5 
W.W.R. 457.

W here the option for a trial by jury 
should b«* made within 3 days after issue 
joined (423 C.C.P.) and the defendant after 
tiling a plea of general denial is subsequent
ly allowed to file a special detailed plea, 
then the plaintiff may move for a trial by 
jury on such special plea, although he did 
not do so on the plea of general denial.

C.N.R. Co. v. Levine, 4 D.L.R. 233, 21 
Que. K.B. 521.
Statutory right — Joinder of several

CAUSES OF ACTION.
Where a statement of claim sets up »e\- 

eral causes of action properly joined, one 
of which is akin to or within the general 
principles of the classes of actions which 
under s. 59 of the King s Bench Act, R.N.M. 
1902, v. 40, are to Ik* tried by a jury, the 
court will direct trial of the whole case to 
he with a jury. [Griffiths v. Winnipeg 
Licet rie R. Co., 10 Man. L.R. 512, applied. |

Robinson v. G.T.l'.R. Co., 11 D.L.R. 07. 
23 Man. L.R. 408. 24 W.L.R. 38, 4 W.W.R. 
201. [Affirmed. Il D.L.R. 835, 23 Man. L. 
B. 408, 24 W.L.R. 781, 4 W.W.R. 1192.] 
Parent's action on behalf of child— 

Joining claim in own right—Quebec 
PRACTICE.

An action by a father as tutor for his 
minor child for injuries sustained by the 
letter as the result of the negligence of a 
railway company, as will as on the parent s 
own behalf for money expended in caring 
for the child and for the loss of the child's 
'«•rviees, is one “for the recovery of dam
ages resulting from personal wrongs’* which 
may, in the Province of Quebrc, he tried by 
jury, under s. 20, of c. 83, C.8.L.C. 1800.

Steel v. C.P.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 287, 16 
Que. P.R. 215, 23 Que. K.B. 30.
Equitable claim—Subsidiary money db-

An action to set aside on the ground of 
fraud a transfer of land, in which no claim 
is made for possession, is not an action 
“for recovery of real property" and the 
plaintiff is not entitled to a jury trial, 
although a claim is made therein for a 
money demand where the latter claim ie 
merely incidental to the main issue.

11 odder v. Lee, 9 D.L.R. 805, 5 A .L.R. 
406. 24 W.L.R. 236, 3 W.W.R. 1041.
New Brunswick rules.

Cnder the New Brunswick rules of prac
tice. the right is pres*rved to both parties 
to a jury for the trial of the issues in any 
action in the "King’s Bench Division except 
in the < ase covered by order 30, r. 4, where 
the matter to be determined is likely to re
quire “prolonged examination of documents 
or accounts or any scientific investigation."’
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The jmlge should not, save with the con
sent of both parties, direvt trial without 
jury except in the case covered by r. 4, but 
when such order has been made, neither 
paily can obtain u jury by simply giving 
notice under r. 5 (1) while such order re
mains in force and unrcacinded.

lair weather v, Foster, 42 D.L.R. 723, 40 
N.lt.R. 40.
When bight kxiNTS—Civil actionh—No- 

tick—Si fficiency—Rule 238.
Prime v. Moose .law Electric It. Co., 19 

D.L.lt. 898.
Personal injury action.

Where the injury is serious and the dam
age in case of success would be substan
tial, in a negligence action for damages 
for personal injuries, an order for a jury 
trial is properly made under the Manitoba 
King’s Bench *Act, R.8.M. 1902, s. 09. 
[Navarro v. Kadford Wright Co., 8 D.L.lt. 
253, followed.]

Jocelvn v. Sul Iter la ml. 9 D.L.R. 457, 23 
W.L.K. 392, 3 W.W.R. 901. [Affirmed. 10 D. 
L.lt. 842, 23 Man. L.R. .939, 23 W.L.R. 
723.]
Action by iii shaxd fob injuries to wife.

A jury trial may be hail in an action for 
damages* by a husband for corporal inju
ries suffered by his wife in a street car col-

Ka/nriinskv v. Montreal Tramways Co., 
48 Que. 8.C. 70.
Jury notice- Motion to strike out—Dis

cretion—Place or trial.
McConnell v. Toronto, 8 Ü.W.N. 82.

Jury notice—Motion to strike out—T«-
SUES OK FACT—ÀPFIJCATION TO JUDGE 
IN Chamiucrh.

Galvin v. Imperial Guarantee 4 Acci
dent Ins. Co., 8 O.W.X. 402.
Action for malpractice and assault— 

Motion to strike out jury notice - 
Rule 398 — Discretion of .Iuimik in 
Chambers Motion adjourned before 
Trial .Ithue.

Wilkinson v. Hayes, 9 O.W.N. 124.
In civil oases—In Qi ebec.

It is never too late, during the pendency 
of the case, to raise the question whether 
or not the jury has jurisdiction to pro
nounce upon the merits of the case, even if 
a judgment has been given praying acte of 
the option for jury trial. Expenses made 
by plaintiff for the board and lodging of 
his men and horses and salary of his men, 
in relation to said contract, are also of a 
commercial nature, and may lie recovered 
in a case tried by a jury. Damages alleged 
to have been suffered by false misrepre- 
sen tut ion and based upon a written con- 
trad for the manufacture of logs are of a 
commercial nature and subject to trial bv

Del isle v. Menier, 16 Que. P.R. 92.
(8 1 R—11)—On default.

British Columbia Supreme Court, r. 967. 
1906, empowering the Court or Judge, save

, I B.
as otherwise provided by the rules or any 
Act, to enlarge or abridge the time appoint 
•■d by these rules for doing any act or tak 
ing any proceeding upon such terms (if 
any) as the justice of the caw* may require 
and permitting any enlargement to be 
ordered through the application for th-* 
same is not made until after the expiration 
of the time appointed or allowed, gives a 
jmlge the power to extend the time for 
nerving a jury notice under r. 430, 19Ut>, 
as amended 1908, which provides that in 
any other cause or matter than those in 
which the court or judge might direct the 
trial without a jury, upon the application 
within 4 days after notice has been given 
to any party thereto for a trial with a 
jury an order shall be made accordingly

Williams v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 6 D. 
L.R. 7. 17 B.C.R. 338, 22 W.UR. 4. 3 W.W 
K. 867.
On default.

A jury trial cannot be hud in a default 
or ex parte cum-.

Kertland v. Montreal Tramways Co., 16 
Que. P.R. 260.
(9 I B—14) — Personal wrongs — Loro 

Campbell’s Act.
The right of action, under art. 1066 C.C 

(Que.) (Lord Campbell's Act), is given to 
dependents of a person whose death it 
caused by the délit or quasi-delit (offences 
or quasi-offences), is an action resulting 
from “personal wrongs" within the mean 
ing of art. 421, C.C.P., in which there may 
be n trial by a jury.

Montreal Tramways Co. v. Sequin, 28 
D.L.R. 494, 52 ( an. 8.C.R. 644.
Lord Campbell's Act.

Section 3 of the Act respecting Compen 
»ation to Families of Persons Killed by 
Accident, R.S.M. 1902, c. 31, contemplates 
that an action by a representative of a per 
son killed by accident against the person 
charged with negligence may be tried by a 
jury, and if a jury trial would have been 
ordered in case the person injured had 
brought the action, then the order should 
not be refused because the person died and 
the personal representative brings the ac-

Marion v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co., 21 
Man. L.R. 767.
Trial by jury, art. 10ô6. Que. C.C.—“Per 

sonal wrongs’’—Death by wrongful

The damages which may be claimed un
der art. 1056, C.C. (Que. i from the person 
responsible, by the widow of the victim of 
an offence or quasi-offence, are those which 
result from personal wrongs, within the 
meaning of art. 421. Accordingly, the 
plaintiff, in an action to recover these, may 
claim a trial by jury.

Robinson v. Montreal Street R. Co., 23 
Que. K.B. 60.
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3 1 B—15)—Right to— In action of

Hjl I TABLE NAITRE — DISCRETION OP
Trial Ji doe.

Whether a jury may lie had for the trial 
j case of an equitable nature, rests in 

■ h" discretion of the judge hearing an ap- 
,, nalinn to strike out the jury notire, 
.inan.* x. Moffat. 15 U.L.R. 220, 223; His- 
lx. Knights of the Maccabees, 3 D.L.R.

; l followed. 1
Kelly v. M. Kenzie, 11 D.L.R. 824, 4 O.W.

N 1412, 24 O.W.R. 711. 
r.xjriTAHLR ACTION—RESCISSION.

Where the gist of an action is for equi- 
f ible relief to set aside documents on the 
j nmd of fraud, there is no right to a trial

RareV v. International Harvester Co., 32 
DUR. *131, [1917 J 1 W.W.R. 606, 9 8.L.R.

hxvcpt in the classes of cases specified in 
r 172 (Alta.) no litigant has a prima 
facie right to a trial by jury. The interest 

justice should goxern the discretion us 
• > the granting or refusing the right. The 
fart that under the old practice a jury 
Anuld have been granted or under the Kng- 
li*li practice a jury would lie granted is not 
in itself sufficient ground for directing a 
viry trial under the present rules, al
though it is a fact which should he kept 
in xiew. In an action for specific perform
ance of an agreement to sell a growing crop 
and for an injunction and receiver, there 
•••mg no alternative claim for damage*.

!. on an application by the defendant for 
t jury, that there should be a triai by jury 
upon the issue only xvhether there xxas an 
oral agreement such as the plaintiffs

1 iodfrev v. Marshall, 11 A.UR. 37, [1917J 
1 W.W.R. 1097.
(§ I B—17)—Injunction.

Hie plaintiff in an action for damages 
for breach of an agreement to supply 
water for domestic and irrigation purposes, 
and for a mandatory injunction to compel 
performance thereof, is not entitled upon 
notice to a jury, under B.C. Rules, 1906, 
marginal rr. 426-432.

W Arthur v. Rogers, 2 D.L.R. 347, 17 
B U R. 47.
(§ I B—18)—Wills.

Whether a jury will be granted In a con
test of the probate of a will transferred 
from the Surrogate Court to the High 
< >urt. is a matter within the discretion of 
' latter court or a judge thereof, under 
" 22, 3ô, of c. 59. R.S.O. 1897, as there is 
i • \»Med <fr absolute right to have such an 

tried by jury.
1 irrett v. Campltell. 3 D.L.R. 763. 21 0. 

W.R. 447. 20 O.L.R. 83.
: I B— 20)—In criminal prosecutions

AND PROCEEDINGS.
The Ur. Code does not prescribe that an

, 1 c.
accused can elect to lie tried without a jury 
xxlien without a preliminary inquiry, or a 
committal, or an admission to bail, a bill 
of indictment has lieen preferred against 
him by the Crown Attorney with the xvrit 
lee consent of a judge of a court of crim 
inal jurisdiction. [The King v. Wencr, 6 
fan. Ur. fas. 406. ltd lowed.) If no elec 
lion has lieen made before an indictment is 
returned founded on the facts disclosed by 
the depositions taken at the preliminary in 
quiry, the accused ha* no statutory right 
to demand a trial before a -ludge of Ses
sions without a jury and avoid a trial on 
the indictment. [The King v. Wener, 6 
fan. Cr. Cas. 406; R. v. Thompson. 14 
( an. f r. Cas. 27, 17 Man. L.R. 608, dissent

R. v. hovereen, 4 D.L.R. 356, 20 U.L.R 
16, 20 fan. Ur. Cas. 103, 21 O.W K. 018.

C. Loss or waiver or right.

Ig I C—25)—Want ok notice—Amend
ment-Fair trial—Newspaper com-

The failure to give notice of an election 
to a trial by jury in accordance with a rule 
of court (r. 239 Kusk.J, which was promul
gated shortly liefure the tiling of the plead
ings of which counsel had no knowledge, 
is not fatal to the claim of such right and 
may lie cured by amendment; nor is such 
riglit affected In-cause of newspajier com
ment upon the action the statements where
of not lieing prejudicial to a fair trial of 
the action by a jury.

Heinrichs v. W iviis, 20 D.L.R. 705, 9 S. 
L.R. 227, 34 W.L.R. 394, 10 W.W.R. 414. 
[See also 21 D UR. 08. 32 W.L.R. 30, 23 
D.L.R. 004, 30 W.L.K. 854, 8 W.W.R. 373, 
8 2S.L.R. 163, 31 D.L.R. 94, [1917] 1 WAV.
K. 306.)
Placing case on non jury trial list.

McConnell v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co., 11 
D.L.R. 837, 23 Man. L.R. 23, 23 W.L.R. 
325.

When the statement of defence has been 
amended, an action is not at issue, under
r. 301 of the King's Bench Act, until the 
expiration of 10 days from the delivery of 
the amended statement of defence and an 
application for u special jury may, under
s. 00 of the Jury Act. lie made within 0 
days after the expiration of aucli. 10 days.

Brown v. Telegram Printing Co., 21 Man.
L. R. 775.
Trial—Action kor c riminal conversation 

—Alligation of adultery and claim 
FOR DAMAGES—JUDICATURE ACT, 8. 03— 
Entry or action for trial at non- 
jury sittings—Inadvertence—Appli
cation TO TRANSFER TO JURY LIST—- 
Waive* or right to trial by jury— 
Rvi ES AS TO TRIAL.

Gordon v. See, 17 O.W.N. 285.
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JlRY NOTH'K—Fil I Ml AND SERVING AKTMl 

Tl MK FOR SO DOING EXl’IRKU— JUDK X 
TURK ACT. S. 'ill—80LIliT0R*H KHHOR OU 
omission—Motion to strike out jury 
NOTH K AS IRRBOULAK — FAILURE TO 
•rai'IFY O KOI NIIS IN NOTICE OK MOTION 
■— <IKHEII VALIDATING JURY NOTICE —

Wilson v. Toronto R. Co., ltf O.W.X. :iû7. 
Jury notice—Application to Judge in

l II A .XIIIEKS TO STRIKE OUT K. J1I8— 
y LESTIONS OK LA XV AND COMPLICATED
facts—Delay in going to trial.

Union Machine Co. v. Can. Flax Mill*. 
10 O.W.N. 200.
Notice—Payment or ricEe—Exti nsion or 

time:—Final judgment.
The pronouncement and entry of final 

judgment in an action terminates all inter
locutory motions. A judge in eluunhers, on 
an application of the defendant to strike 
out a jury notice for nonpayment into court, 
of jury fees within the preserilied time en
larged the time for payment in and dis
missed the application. On appeal, held 
that r. 2J1>, which says that the jury notice 
shall lie void unless the fees are paid into 
court xvithin the preserilied time, is to tie 
read with rr. 704. 747. and that failure to 
pay the jury fees within such perscribed 
time does not deprive the plaintiff of his 
right to a jury, but that a judge has poxver 
lo enlarge the time and make good the pro
ceedings under the 2 latter rules. Held, 
that rr. 704. 747 had no upplieution to the 
payment into eourt under r. 2JH, and that 
the plaint ill' having failed to pay the jury 
fees into eourt within the preserilied time, 
hi* jury iiotiee xvas. under r. 2JO. void, ami 
there was no power in a judge to revive it.

Amlrexvs v. ('.Wit. Co.. 11 S.L.R. 2UJ. 
ri»IK| 2 W.W.R. 3.11, affirming 11018) 1 
W.W.R. 460.
J>ki "omit—Forfeiture—Holiday.

If the delay of JO days to proeeed to a 
trial by jury, mentioned in art. 442, C.C.P.. 
expires on a holiday, it is continued in full 
I'mee until the next day. When this delay 
ends on April 0, which falls on Faster Mon
day. a holiday, a motion to tix the day of 
trial and to choose the jury, notice served 
April 10 and presented April 12 is a valid 
proceeding xvhlch interrupts the forfeiture 
«J the right. Default in making the depos
it required by art. 4J4, C.C.P., within the 
delay allowed by art. 442. is not sullieient 
to «anse the loss of right to a trial by jury.

Montreal Tramways Co. v. Dungan, 27 
Quo. K.B. 270.
Failure to plead.

A plaintiff xxlio has only delayed Ilia op
tion for a jury trial, in order to |iermit 
the défendant to reply to an answer eon- 
tabling new facts lias*not lost his right to 
oppo-e a trial by jury.

Mutlivs v. Factories Ins. Co., 20 Que. 
P.R. 287.
Action in warranty.

A plaint iff xxlio, by his declaration, lia*

chosen a jury trial, does not lose that Tight 
because the ilcf«-iidant has railed in \x, : 
i ant y a third party; ami, although th«- ac
tion in warranty i* not subject to a jv. 
trial, he also obtained the joinder of the 
action in warranty with the principal a<-.

Mercier v. Montreal "J'rainxxax* Co., 19 
Que. I’.R. 16.
Failure to demand.

A party who does not proceed with his 
demand lor a trial hv jury xxithin the Ml 
days which follow the date of the judg
ment determining the fuels is entirely 
barred of his right lo a jury trial.

Bertrand v. Canadian .’'•and A l.ravel Co., 
18 Que. I’.R. 2i*M.

To avoid being deprixed of his right lo 
a trial by jury, the party who hae obtained 
it must xxithin JO days after the time issue 
xxas joined, take not only -mue but 'all of 
the proceedings necessary to bring his (use 
to trial. Otherxvise an inscription at «■ 
qufrte and merits by the adxerse party a.il 
lie maintained. |1 .amiraux and Heard, 
Que. I’.R. 108, followed.)

Cianfagna v. Atlantic, Quebec A Western 
R. Co., 13 Que. P.R. 117.

if an amended defence is tiled at cording 
to a pri x ions agreement of the parties. iu> 
option for a jury trial van then be made, 
xvhen there is already in the record an .n- 
scription for enquete and merits.

C.N.R. and Ix-x ine, IJ Que. I’.R. 417. 
Trial—Plaintiff depriving himself or

lUGIlT TO JURY I RIAL.
In an action for damages for breach of 

xxarranty, defendant set the action down 
for trial, and on application to the regis
trar a date xvas fixed for trial. Hu nan ion 
by plaintiff to postpone the trial, the r* ‘ 
eree postponed it to a dale to lie fixed l-v 
the registrar not earlier than a certa.n 
date. Subséquently, plaintiff tiled a reiord 
and paid to the prothonotary a jury fee 
and set the ease down for hearing by jury 
and applied to have a date fixed for eurii 
trial, t p to the time of the order post
poning the trial, plaintiff had not expressed 
any intention to ask for a jury trial. Sec
tion 41* of the King's Bench Act provides 
inter alia that actions for breach of war
ranty “shall lie tried by jury” unless tla- 
parties waive such a trial. Subsection 2 
says that “except in «-ases of libel and 
slander, the right to a jury shall be held 
to he abandoned and the vase shall be tried 
xx itliout a jury unless a jury fee . 
be paid. The officer shall require
payment of su<h fee before entering the 
ease.” Held, plaintiff, by his motion to post
pone the trial and lii* taking 0114 and tun
ing the order |xi*tpolling it to u date to be 
fixed by the registrar (the registrar having 
no authority to tix the date for a trial by 
a jury, ax Inch must ho done by a judge , 
adopted the forum originally selected by 
the defendants. The plaintiff by his con
duct abandoned hi- right to hove the action
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•d by a jury, ami ia in the same position 
L, .ugh ht* had himself entered the action 

trial without payment of the required

'utlierland v. Sterling Kngine Co., | 1919]
1 tvw .lt. 512.

') DENIAL OK MEBI NORM EXT OK Kill HT.
I)—soi—Dtmal ok ixkringkwknt ok 

an.ii i I m rosixu terms invaihnc the
RIGHT—KkEMCT.

."t i- the judge at the trial who is to de- 
r i • under x. 5H of the .ludienture Art 

n«k.i whether the jury is to Ik* dispensed 
: ii ; and no such power is conferred on 

r ... W inter in ( handier* or a .ludge in 
i ! unliers; therefore a term should not lie 

.■ 11 ; * uxed on setting aside a default judg 
in-.lit that defendant should submit to triai 
at i non jury sittings.

International Harvester Co. v. Smith. 20 
D . R HIM, 7 8 L R. 1M, St W .UR. 88S 
7 W AV. 15. 73.
- $ ! D—31 >—Juhiciai u I #v ret I ox — Mo

tion TO STRIKE OUT NOTICE.
The granting of a motion hy a .fudge in

i i under* to strike out a jury notice, under ; 
c.in. r 1322, will not interfere with the

• . retimi of the judge who preside* at the 
trial, in directing a trial by jury under 
(or r. 1322 (2i.

:Sis*etl v. Knights of the Maeealiees. 5 
■i . R. 714. 3 n.W.V 12X11. 22 OAV.lt. 811. 

itv notice.— Motion to strike out — 
Claim an» counterclaim — Proper 
i A'K KOK TRIAL WITHOUT A JURY.

Stanzel v. -I I Ca*e Threshing Machine 
i I).UR. 803. t O.W.V 1002. 24 O.W. | 

R 369.
Where issues of fact, are raised upon the 

p' clings which must be settled before the
■ .tiihi of liability or nonliability van lw 

I- ertained. it is a wrong exercise of his 
ii'*eretion on the part of a Judge in Cham 
>.r< to strike out the jury notice, and such

■r.i*e of discretion is a proper subject 
, review. | limit v. Chainners, 20 Ch.l). 
I'i. followed. | Prima facie a party who 

ha* given a jury notice has a right to a
■ tiial. subject to deprivation of such

• giit P a judge so orders, but this order
i not lie made except u|m>ii good cause

• "wn by the party attacking the notice, 
... for instance, that only questions of law 
*r- involved.

'• irratt v. Dominion Atlantic R. Co., 5 
It R. «41. 4tl N'.S.R. 272.

Where important questions of fact prop
er to lie determined hy a jury ar« raised 
Lu-Hi tile pleading», a party who has given 
A jury notice has a prima facie right to 
h i.e the ease so determined, and an order 
mi notwithstanding such notice, setting 

• i-e down for trial without a jury, wifi 
V- —t aside. |Starratt v. Dominion Atlan-
ii ■ Co., 5 D.li.R. «41. 4« N'.S.R. 272. foi-

' ,imilliers v. The Nova Motor Co.. R 1).
I. ! -iH'.t. 4« N.N.R. 514.

I pon a Chambers motion to strike out

a jury notice, where the case turn» upon 
whether a conveyance of laud absolute in 
form is so in suhstmicce or merely an equi 
table mortgage, the relief sought comes 
within s. 1113 of the Ontario Judicature 
Act, and the caw is one for trial without

Koxcoc v. McConnell, 7 D.li.R. 188, 4 O. 
W.N. 126. 23 O.W.II. 108.

I poii a Chambers motion to strike out 
a jury notice, the judge should proceed 
under Con. Rule (Ont. i 1322, to determine 
the question whet lier t lie ease is proper for 
trial with a jury or not, and should not 
merely direct that the question Is* left over 
to tie determined by the judge at the trial. 
| liixselt v. Knights of the Maccabees, 3 I). 
li.R. 714, 3 O.W.V 1280. followed.)

Oerbraclit v. Bingham, 7 D.L.R. 250. 4 
O.W.V 117. 23 O.W .K. 82.

It is a proper exercise of discretion to 
deny a trial by jury in a cause that will 
require at least 2 weeks to try and in which 
many witnesses will be examined, in an ac
tion attacking the vnliditv of a will.

Jarret 1 v « ampbell, :i D.L.R. 7«::. M u 
L.K. 83. 21 O.W .R. 447.
Judicial »is< RKTMiN Striking out .ii ry

A Judge in Cliamliers hearing a motion 
to strike out a jury notice under Ont. Con. 
r. 1322, lias the like discretion as the trial 
judge would have at the hearing. | Brown 
v. Wood. 12 P.R. (Ont. i 198. applied.|

Cornish v. Holes. 12 D.L.R. 245. 4 O.W.V
1551.
Diske.xkino with—Prolonged «amination

OK ACCOUNTS.
'I lie riglil to a trial hy iurv as of a com

mon law action may la* displaced hy shew 
ing that a prolonged examination of ac
count» would lie necessary, and this may 
la* proved prima facie hy the affidavit on 
production.

Wilson v. Henderson, 15 D.L.R. 7«8. 26 
W.L.R. 936. 19 B.C.R. 4«.
Jury notice—Motion to strike out

Simonson v. C.X.R. Co., 12 D UR. 842, 
23 Man. UR. 540. 24 W.L.R. 705, 4 WAV. 
1L 1191.
Jury notice—Motion i^> htrike out—Pow 

Mis ok Judge in Chambers—Dibcre 
tiox—Rule 398.

Neely’s v. Dredge, 9 O.W.N. 247.
Motion to strike out notice.

Murray v. Thames Valiev Harden Land 
Co., 4 O.W.N. 984. 24 OAV.R. 311.
I < l l)—35)—Jury notice—Quebec kmac

The plaintilf whose reply is served on the 
defendant the day on which the defence is 
received, has, nevertheless, the « days al 
lowed him by C.C.P. in which to tile such 
reply, the delay of exercising tin* option for 
a jury trial only runs from the expiration 
of these « days even when the reply is pre
viously tiled.

Rulieiisky v. Montreal, 14 Que. P.R 348.
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t§ J J)—.18)- Matters as tu extreme— 

Motion to stkiki: ovt—( >ruek Itru

Scott v. Britton, 1 D.L.R. 873, 3 O.W.N.
:,6h.

Where a statutory authority is conferred 
u|iiiii tlif court to ili.*|H-iihc wiili the jury 
hi anv cause "requiring local investigation, 
the discretion will lie exercised in favour 
uf a trial without a jury if the case i* one 
m which the principal issue is the amount 
of lire damage occasioned to timber lands 
in proof of which a large munis r of ex- 
(s-iis iifsin the value of standing tiinlier are 
to lie called.

Clarkson v. Nelson & Fort Shepherd II. 
t o., 1 D.LIt. 14. I!l W.L.R. 845, l W.W.R. 
48.», 17 B.t'.K. 24.
Action against men ripai. corporation—

XONRH'AIK OK II Kill WAY.
■lami1» v. Toronto, 2 D.L.R. H!»3, 3 O.W.N

(S 1 I)—411)—“Heasoxabi B refreshment"

Leave to appeal in a criminal case will 
not l»e granted on the ground that the 
urors were kept eight hour» without food 

in contravention of Vr. ( ode s. 1*4*» which 
directs that they l»e allowed “reasonable 
refreshment," unless prejudice to the ae- 
cused is shewnt nor van prejudice to the 
accused lie assumed from that delay where 
the jury continued their delilieration» for 
an hour after refreshments were provided.

R. v. Murray and Mahoney, 33 U.L.R. 
7d2. 27 t un. Cr. Cas. 247. Ill A.L.R. 27*», 

11117] 1 W.W.R. 404. |See also 28 U.L.R. 
372. 25 Can. Vr. t as. 214. 0 A.L.R. 310. 33 
W .I..R. 148. 0 W.W.R. 804. 38 U.L.R. 30.',. 
28 ( an. Vr. ( as. 247, II A.L.R. Ô02. (1017] 
2 W.W.R. 80.',.|
.li kv triai. Different vai hkh of action 

Dam ai. eh am» a« keemkxt of sirin i.

McKinstry v. Irvin, 12 Que. P.IL 1115.
,fV*Y TRIAI.— Un AY —M1XF.II .11 RY.

Canadian Rublier Co. v. Karavokirie, 12 
Que. P.R. 122.
.1 fry thiai.--Uei.ays - -Consent.

St. Raul Kleetric 'Light 4. Power Co. v. 
Quesnel, 12 Que. P.R. 158.
Triai, hy .ii ry - Dam auks for vv kongfvl

IIISMISSAI..
Montreal v. l)e Montigny. 20 Que. K.B. 

41».
II. Impanelling; selection; competency.

A. Il* GENERAL.
16 II A—50»—Minis* i angfagf.

The plaintiff has not the right to obtain 
« mixed jury or a jury “de medietate lin
guae" if the defendant, a corporation, is 
opposed to it. although the latter can itself 
demand it.

Montreal Tramwavs Co. v. Crowe. 24 D. 
L.R. 3(17. 24 Qiie. K.B. 122.

Where defendant’s counsel, in a criminal 
action, makes a premature application that

2708
lie Is- allowed to interrogate the jury on 
a question involving their eligibility to sit, 
a ruling hy the judge in these words: “We 
will see when the question arises," while it 
might give rise to a wrong impression on 
the part of counsel that the court would 
later do the questioning, does not, however, 
amount to a refusal of the defendant> 
i iglit to challenge for cause, where the <:•■- 
leiidant’s counsel allowed the jury to lie 
►worn before renewing hi» application.

R. v. Pilgar, 8 U.L.R. s:;- 20 « .
( as. 507. 27 U.L.R. 337, 23 U.W.R. 433.

A sheriff may, in drawing a grand jury, 
without having before him ihe affidavit re
quired by s. 43 of c. 162, R.S.N.S, HMH», 
strike from the panel the name ol a juror, 
who, to the former's knowledge, i»y statute, 
was exempt from jury duty by icason of 
I icing a city ofiieial. or who, for some other 
reason, was exempt, and substitutes there
for the name ot another duly qualified

The King v. Brown and Uiggs, 19 Can. 
Vr. < as. 237. 4.*» X.S.R. 473.

I’pon the exhaustion of the jury panel 
w il I» the » wearing of the eleventh juror in 
a murder ease, the judge may. under ». 
939 of the Vr. Code, direct the summoning 
of a numlier of |icr»ons hy the sheriff, ir
respective of their qualifications, from 
whom to sol,*et a twelfth juror.

Trepanier v. Tin- King, 19 Can. (Jr. Cas. 
290, 18 Rev. de dur. 177.
• IFRY TRIAI - SFM MOM Ml .IF KOR*.

Archibald v. Cullen. 20 Que. K.B 206.
U! II A -521—Criminal trial—Peremp

tory «tiaeifngf ry Crown of jfrors
WHO II All BEEN STOOD AH I l»F. WHEN PAN
Ei. first caller—nation 928 Crim- 
i n a I. Coi»e — AiirsKi» meprivki, of
RIGHT GIVEN RY LAW—\EW TRIAI..

The fieremptory challenging by the Crown 
of jurors who liad been stisiil aside when 
tin* panel was first called, upon their heir.g 
called a si'cond time, instead of shewing 
cause why they should not lie a worn, as 
provided l»y ». 928 Vr. Code, deprives the 
accused of a right given by law. and en
titles iiim to a new trial, notwithstanding 
h. 1019.

R. v. ( burton, 45 D.L.R. 725, [1919] 1 
W.W.R. 774.
Sr ATI TORY DIRECTIONS— CHALLENGE—dl’BY 

LIST NOT REVISER— PREJUDICE— DEML’R-

Cr. Code. ». 1011, which directs that cer
tain omission» of statutory directions a» 
to the jury or jurors shall not lie a ground 
of impeaching any verdict nor lie allowed 
for error upon any appeal, applies to an 
objection raised hy challenge of the array 
of jurors, as well as to objections taken 
after verdict. Where the jury lists had not 
lieen revised annually according to law by 
a revising ls»ard exercising ministerial «in- 
ties (R.S.Q.. art. 34231, hut the provincial 
law stipulated that the old lists should re
main in force until the new ones were com-



.rod jvitv,
.ted or revised (art. 3432), the use ot" a 

revised by the deputy sheriff who was 
. rk to the revising board will not consti- 
*e a ground of challenge to the array 

. r. ( ode, although the sheriff as
. niemlier of the revising board was himself 

«lived in the neglect to revise, unless the 
<"ii|ilainant further shews that someone 
*•’ competent as a juror had been sum- 
i ned or that someone competent as a ju-

• r had been left off the jury list by reason 
the unauthorized revision. The opposite

. ; iv may di mur to a challenge of the ur- 
.ix of |K*t it jurors on the ground that the 
.tiler relied upon is not in law a ground 

( f challenge.
R. v. Morrow, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 310.

>TAM'I M. ASIDE .11 KORN—CROWN'B BIGHT.
I'lie provisions of Cr. Code (ss. 027, 033), 

relating to the right of the Crown to have 
imrs -land aside, are not inconsistent 
:'i the provisions of the North West Ter- 

u-riea Act (Can.i. as it stood immediate- 
x kefor- Sept. 1, 1905, and are consequently 
i- t excluded from lieing operative in Al- 

N-rta (and Saskatchewan) under s. 9 Cr.

I;, v. Murray, 28 D.L.R. 372, 25 Can. Cr. 
a- 214. 0 A.Lit. 319, 33 W.LR. 148, 

it W.W.R. 804.
B. QUAUFH ATIONH; VOMPETENCT. 

Relationship us a disqualification, failure 
■ challenge, see New Trial, 111 C—20.
t II B—65 )—1,11 Al.ll’K’ATION OF JUROR—

Right to yiEMiox after verdict.
\fler verdict rendered and sentence passed 
is too late to urge that one of the ju- 

ia- who sat on the ease was not qualified 
and that his name was not on the sheriff*» 
ust of jurors as s. 1010 Cr. Code, estali-

• lies the legal presumption that all those 
• • rendered a verdict were competent to

axe served oil the jury where in» objection 
- taken ai the trial of an indictment.

■ x MiCrac, 12 Can. Cr. Caa. 253, Hi 
. B. 103, distinguish* d. |

Battista, ill i:. 188, II < an. i r.
las 1.

After a jury is empanelled and sworn it
- too late to challenge for cause.

x Pilgar, 8 i> b i: 830, IS O.V> R. 
<:<3, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 507, 27 O.L.R. 337.
I'lMIIAIliiF. OF JURY AND EMPANELLING 

IKhsH JURY.
'A here, on the trial of a capital charge, 

the ,ury were not kept, together on an ad- 
; innent over night, as directed by Cr. 

•ode, s. 045, whereupon the Trial Judge 
■iii-charged the jury and empanelled a fresh 

y, Is-fore which the trial was commenced
- novo, there is no duty upon the Trial 

'ige, on his own initiative, to exclude all
■h» 12 jurors sworn on the first day from 

second jury; and the circumstance tliat 
• glit of the first jury before which tes 
timooy had been given were called and 
swore on the second jury without challenge 
does not raise a presumption of "suhstan

, U B. 2710
liai wrong or miscarriage’’ to found an or
der for a new trial.

R. v. I,iiparello, 22 D.LR. 344, 25 Man. 
LR. 133, 24 ( an. I r < .1' 14, k W.W.R 
89, 30 W.LR. 777.
l’REPARA I ION OF JURY IJbT.

It is not the insertion of a name tn the 
list of jurors or jury register which estab
lishes Un- qualification of a juror in (juche-; 
I R.S.y. arts. 3105 el aeq.. and Cr. Code, s. 
'.•21). but the entry ol the name in the 
municipal valuation roll i R.S.tj., art. 3400) 
with mention of the requisite property or 
ientai valuation.

R. v. Morrow, 24 t an. Cr. Caa. 310.
(jj 11 B—57)—Ignorance of Excubii— 

French ami Knuuhii.
The only grounds u|hiii which a challenge 

to the array can lie made in a jury trial, 
in a civil ease, are partiality, fraud or rm«- 
conduct on the part of the officer by whom 
the panel is returned, or causes of nullity 
in the summoning of the jurors, or in the 
making up of the panel. The summoning 
of a juror whose name had lieen struck 
from the list, of a l,’reneh juror, who does 
not understand Knglish, as Knglish-speak- 
ing, and the failure to summon one of the 
jurors on the list, arc not grounds of that

Montreal Street R. Co. v. (lirard, 21 Cjue 
B 111.

I rexi'H Canadian juror speaking Eng
lish— English speaking juror.

It is no longer necessary that a juror 
should la- English to serve on an English 
jury or French to serve on a French one. 
\ knowledge of the language required ia the 

qualification.
Bernier v. Montreal Light, Heat & Pow 

cr Co., 13 Que. P R. 116.
•IuBY trial—Corporation — Jury he mkdi-

ETATE UNGUAK.
If one of the parties is a corporation and 

objects to a jury of the same language, the 
court in the Province of Quebec must order 
,i jury de medietute lingua-.

Beaulieu v. Montreal Street R. Co., 12 
Que. P.R. 263.
(< Il B-58)—Bias—Interest.

A request bv defendant’s counsel, in a 
criminal trial for arson, made at the open
ing of the trial, that la-fore the jury was 
called lie would like to ask each of the men 
who are called whether he is interested in 
n certain insurance company, which interest 
on his part would have made him ineligible 
t-> serve, is prematurely made.

B. v. Pilgar, 8 D.LR. 830, 23 O.W.R. 433, 
20 Can. Cr. Cas. 507, 27 O.LR. 337.
| jj 11 B—50)—OPINIONS FORMED.

A juror in a criminal case who, after he 
has been sworn, without objection or chal
lenge. states that he is prejudiced against 
the accused will not be discharged, as ob- 
iection to his qualification come» too late. 
! Reg. x. Stewart, 1 Cox C.C. 174 : R. v. 
Kdmonds, 4 B. A Aid. 471; R. v. Sutton, 8
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11. & (J. 417 ; Ileg. v. Ward le, Car. 4 M. 647, 
followed.J

il. v. Mali llung, 2 U.L.H. 568, 17 U.C.R. 
56, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 40.

‘ I). PKHKMPTOBY CHALLENGE*.
($ II I)—601—fiv Crown.

Tin* number of peremptory challenges by 
the ( rown is limited to 4 in Alberta, both 
by the N.W.T. Act hr of August HI, 1000 
(sec (Jr. Code, s. 9). and by (Jr. Code. s. 
#38.

It. v. Murray, 28 D.L.R. 372. 25 Can. Vr. 
(’hr. 214. » A L.lt. 319, 33 W l. lt. 148. » 
W.W.R. 804.

III. Number.
($ III—701—Vacancy—Disqualification 

—Verdict—Nkw thial.
Art. 4110 C.C.P. uhkiiiih-h that a full jury 

has been legally impanelled, and provides 
for the illness or withdrawal of a juror for 
a cause arising during a trial: it doe* not 
apply to a vacancy caused by the discovery 
that an unqualilied juror lias been part «if 
the original jury : the verdict in such event 
must In- annullt-d ami a new trial ordcreil.

Myers v. Montreal, 33 D.L.R. 320.
IV. Special jury.

(S IV—80|— Second hum selection op 
JURY— Dhawixc new panel.

Where a verdict directed by the court to 
Ik* entered for the defemlant on withdraw
ing a case from t-lie jury is reversed on ap 
peal and a new trial ordered, the jury for 
the new trial van not la- selected from the 
panel drawn for the first trial, but. a new 
jury must la- summoned.

Stnvratt v. Dominion Atlantic R. Co. (Xo. 
It D.L.R. -47. 13 K.L.R. 412. | Af

tinned in 16 D.IJÎ. 777. 48 X.S.R. 82.| 
Right to.

Cnder s. 59 of the Jury Act (R.S.M. 
1913, e. 108), a judge may grant a special 
jury, (I) when he grants an order for a 
jury in a ease otherwise triable without a 
jury ami a party to the action requests a 
special jury; (21 when in a ease triable 
bv a jury, unless waived by consent, a re
quest fur a special jury lias been made with
in 0 days from tin- time when the action is 
at is«oit>; this is in harmony with the pro
visions of the King's Bench Act (Man.), 
as. 49 50.

Narovlanskv v. Portigal, 35 D.L.R. 213, 
‘27 Man. L.lt! 55.1, f 10171 2 W.W.R. 621. 
affirming, [1917] 1 W.W.II. 1305.
Mixed JURY.

The second line of art. 43(1. C.C.P.. pro
viding for a right to a mixed jury, applies 
only to the ease where a corporation is a 
party to the action or the ease where the 
«Maternal language of one of the parties is 
t rench and that of the other English, and 
vice \cr*n. This privilege is not given to 
those whose maternal language is other than 
French or English ami who «-an easily sp«‘ak 
one of t1ics«. languages.

Chicuinc v. Gordon, IS Que. I*.R. 288.

TU K PEACE.
If u. corporation is added as a defendant 

to an action where the parties originally in 
the cause were ulhiwed to proceed with 
the jury speaking one language, the new 
defendant is not thereby deprived of his 
right to demand a mixed jury.

McDonald v. (j.T.R., 18 Que. P.R, 411. 
|Sw m I) UR. 74».j

V. Verdict: setting aside.
See also Trial; New Trial; Appeal.

(S V—IN))—Kxverhivknbrh — When un
reasonable.

Although the amount of the general darn 
ages awarded by the jury's verdict in a 
railway accident case may seem to the Ap 
pellatv Court to be very high, such is not a 
ground for setting aside the verdict and 
granting a new trial unless the court finds 
ibat tin- verdict was unreasonable and al
most perverse. [Cox v. English, [1905] 
A.C. ItiX. 170; Pickering v. (l.T.P.R. Co.. 56 
('an. N.C.E. 393; Pickering v. (l.T.P.R. Co.,
24 Man. I..R. 544, applied. |

Houghton v. C.X'.R. Co.. 21 D.L.R. 295,
25 Man. UR. SU, » W W .R. 864 
When.

The verdict of a jury cannot In- set ashle 
unless it is such that reasonable |ier*ons, 
and in good failli, would not have given it.

Perron \. Drouin. 4ti Que. S.C. 336.
VI. Extra powers conferred on jury by 

agreement of parties.
($5 VI—95)—Kxckhh of jvkisiiivtion — 

Agreemext of parties —Validity of. 
There i< no legal authority, however, 

against the parties, by agreement, confer
ring on the jury (lowers in exces* of its or
dinary jurisdiction, such as submitting to 
the jury questions «if law with queutions of 
fact, the whole process forming netween the 
parties a judicial contract.

Perron v. Drouin. 46 Que. S.C. 336.

JUS TERTII.
See Vendor and Purchaser. I E—26.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
T. In GENERAL: APPOINTMENT ; REMOVAL.

II. Liabilities.
Ill IVRI8DICTION ; PROCEDURE.
IV. Review; appeal.

Constitutional powers as to appointment 
and creation of justice courts, sec Consti
tutional Law. I E—130.

Jurisdiction in criminal matters, see 
Criminal Law; Summary Convict ions; In
toxicating Liquors-. Disorderly House; Cer
tiorari; Hiilx-ns Corpus.

Annotations.
Order for further detention on quashing 

conviction; 25 D.L.R. 649.
Constitutional power# us to creation of 

Justice Courts anil appointments thereon; 
37 D.L.R. 1*3.
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t, In general; appointment; removal.
(5 | I i STll'K.NUIAUÏ MAGISTRATE—STAT- 

I > RELATION TO THE MUNICIPALITY— 
IÎU1U "I âO.\ Of SALARY—REMEDY.

Notwithstanding that a stipendiary mag
istrate of a town xxas appointed by the 
Lient. Lux.-in-Council, he is. hy virtue of 68. 
Ill I JO of the Toxxiin Act t It.S.X.S.C. 71), 
an i.Hiver of the town, and therefore he may, 
urnler s. 121 apply to the court for the res
cinding of u resolution of the town coun
cil reducing his salary.

lie Celt oil. 11 DC It. «12.1. 47 N.S.R. 10.1. 
reversing 7 D.L.R. 465. 12 E.L.R. .140.
| » 1 - 2) —A mil XI MKNT — TERRITORIAL 

.il lUMin riox.
Although the authority of county jus- 

lives of tiiv peace is con lined to the limits of 
the county for xvhich they are named, it 
does nut necessarily extend to all places 
xx ithin the county, if there lie any diatriet 
therein xvhich possesses a separate and ex- 
i Insixe jurisdiction; and if coneurrent juris
diction is to lie exercised by the County 
Judges in such separate jurisdiction the 
••otiiuiission should so state in express words 
Midi as the phrase "as well within liberties

K. x. ( ody, 18 D.L.R. 77.1. 23 t an. Cr. Cas. 
21J. 4M X.S.R. 251.
Appointment and official tiii.k—Ex offi

cio JUSTICES.
Statutory proeeedings authorized to be 

taken In-Inn* a justice of the peace will not 
In- «et aside because of failure to describe 
tin- magistrate in tlie record of proceedings 
i'X the words “justice of the peace,” if lie is 
designated therein as stipendiary magis
trate for tin* county and consequently is an 
ex ollicio justice of the peace by virtue of 
a prox incial statute.

Lx parte Serieskv. 10 D.L.R. 613. 12 E.L. 
It. is;, il N.B.R. 475, 2i < an. t r. l as. 140. 
(tmi'IXI. TITLE IN PROCEEDINGS.

It xx i 11 lie assumed that, a town magis
trat e signing as magistrate "in and for” 
the toxxn « xx arrant of commitment which 
i- In-ailed with the name of both town and 
•-minty, did so in the town although the 
warrant, does not formally state that the 
warrant xvaa there given.

II. x. Nolan. .15 D.L.R. .134. 28 ('an. Cr. 
fas. UK).
Lx OHIl'fO JUHTIVEN—PROCEEDINGS TAKEN 

IN CAPACITY OK RLX'ORIM.lt—R.K.Q, ART. 
1410.

Where under a special provincial statute 
a Mist ice of the peace is authorized to hear 
-•"nijilaints, proceedings thereunder taken be
fore him in Himthi-r capacity, such as city 
recorder, are invalid and a summary con- 
' i- lion will he quashed on certiorari.

I«atendresse v. Piette 4 the Corp. of Jo- 
liettn, 31 fan. Cr. fas. 248.
I’x officio justices—Mayor and aldkr-

The mayor and aldermen of n city in On
tario become ex officio justices of the peace

on making their declarations of office and 
qualification under the Ontario Municipal 
Act, and 2 of them may as such justices try 
a charge of keeping liquor for sale in con
travention of the Ontario Temperance Act.

R. v. Lake, 28 Can. Cr. fas. 1.18, ,18 0. 
L.R. 262.
Appointment—A« affecting conviction—

Although a de facto police magistrate may 
not lie qualified for appointment to such 
office the legality of his appointment there
to cannot In- inquired into on an applica
tion to quash a conviction made by him. 
Irregular proceedings hy police magistrate 
held not to have prejudiced the accused 
and, therefore, not a ground for quashing » 
conviction. It is xvithiu the power of a 
police magistrate, who has stated after hear
ing the evidence of the prosecution only 
that In- sentences the accused, hut who has 
not made a minute of the conviction, to re
open the case for tin- purpose of permitting 
tile accused to make his defence.

R. v. Cvr, 12 A.L.R. .12(1. I Affirmed in 38 
D.L.R. «ni. 2» fan. Cr. fas. 77. 12 A.L.R. 
320 at 325, ( 10171 3 W.W.R. HIJI.J 
Appointment of woman.

A xxoman is under no legal disqualifica
tion in the Province of Allicrtu from being 
appointed a Justice of the Peace or Police 
Magistrate.

R. v. Cyr, 38 D.L.R. «01, 12 A.L.R .120. 
at .121, 21» fan. Cr. fas. 77, 11017J 3 WAV. 
II. 841». affirming 12 A.L.R. .120.
(8 I—4b)—Disqualification—Biah.

In order to disqualify a magistrate from 
acting, on the ground of Idas, it is not 
necessary to shew that he is in fact biased, 
hut only that he is in such a position that 
he miglit In* biased. | Reg. v. (laisford, 
1181121 1 Q.B. .182: and Reg. v. Huggins 
(No. 2), [1805] I Q.B. 16.1. followed.] One 
xvlio is appointed stipendiary magistrate 
hy ft municipality at an annual salary, on 
the condition that lie shall try all cases un
der the Canada Temperance Act, and shall 
make monthly reports, returns and pay
ments to anil for the use of the municipal
ity of all lines, penalties and forfeitures 
collected hy him as such magistrate on ac
count of such cases, is disqualified from 
hearing a prosecution under the Act, inas
much as there is a reasonable apprehension 
that he may be biased.

R. v. Woodroof, 6 D.L.R. 3(8». 20 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 17, 11 E.L.R. 373.
Justice ok tiib peai e—Disqualification 

—Relationship.
Campbell v. Walsh, 18 fan. Cr. Cas. 304, 

40 N.B.R. 186.
II. Liabilities.

(8 II—5)—Though a magistrate aets be
yond his jurisdiction in bringing a case on 
before the hour fixed, sueh action will not he 
taken as indicative of a corrupt motive if it 
appears that the magistrate did not know 
the hour for which the trial of the ease had
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Wvn fixed and had taken the ease at the 
earlier hour for the convenience of counsel 
for the accused, where the magistrate er
roneously supposed that it was not neces
sary to have the prosecutor represented at 
the hearing, as defendant's counsel hud in
formed the magistrate that the accused per
son would plead guilty and the accused did 
so plead at the hearing.

lie McMicken, 8 D.L.R. 550, 22 W.L.R. 
t.> ■. :: W.W.R, 492, 22 Man. L.R.
(3 II—0)—Protection order on quashing

CONVICTION.
On <|Hashing a summary conviction to 

which the Public Authorities Protection Act, 
li.s.o. 1914, c. Hit. applies, the order of 
protection of the magistrate from civil ac
tion may stipulate an exception as to any
thing done by the magistrate maliciously 
and without reasonable and probable cause.

lie Lascelle and Wholehan, .*14 D.L.R. ."100. 
27 t an. Cr. Cas. 869, :t* O.L.R. 1 ii>. 
Exemption from liability — Protection 

order.
Where a magistrate, a King’s Counsel, 

with whom three informations were lodged 
charging a person with separate sales to 
different persons of liquor without a li
cense, heard, at the same time, evidence 
tending to prove the it offences, if lie fails 
to explain his conduct, upon one of the con
victions being quushed, an order of pro
tection will lie granted him only upon 
payment by hint of the costs.

it v. Lapointe. 4 D.L.R. 210. it O.W.X. 
«109. 22 O.W.R. «01. 20 f an. Cr. Cas. 98. 
Tm: .Iubtic-'ek' Protection Act—Justice

EXCEEDING JURISDICTION—NOTICE AND 
11 ME LIMIT FOR ACTION.

Where a justice of the |ieace had jurisdic
tion over the subject-matter of a complaint, 
luit exceeded his jurisdiction in giving judg
ment without hearing evidence and in 
causing an execution to lie issued and seiz
ure made, an action against him for dam
ages for malicious abuse of legal process 
was dismissed because it was not com
menced within 0 months after the act com 
pi lined of, nor was notice of action given. 
oh required by as. 8, 9 of the Justices’ Pro- 
t<\tion Act. These sections applied because 
the action was brought for things done by 
him in the execution of his office and lie
nt use. although he acted without jurisdic
tion, lie acted lama fide and lielieved that as 
a justice lie had a right to do what lie did.

Pol Ion v. Kob/ar School District, fl919] 
3 W.W.R. 771.
tfi I!—71 — Excess of fees.
\ justice of the pence who receives from 

o nelson convicted before him more costs 
than are legally authorized and afterwards 
upon notice that they were not authorized 
by law fails to return such excess of costs, 
wilfully retains the illegal fees within the 
meaning of s. 1134, Cr. Code, and therefore 
the penalty imposed bv such section upon 
kucIi officers for so retaining fees not au
thorized by law may tie recovered by the

party from whom he took the execs» of costa.
Aikins v. Simpson, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 325, 

9 E.L.R. 308, 45 X.S.R. 368, affirming 18 
Cun. Cr. Cas. 99.
Debtor and creditor—Proceeding» before

JUSTICE OF VEACK—RlOIIT OF JUSTICE 
TO ACT AH SOLICITOR OR AGENT OF 1’AR-

A justice of the peace, before whom pro
ceedings are taken to collect a debt, ought 
not to act as solicitor or agent of the plain- 

, tiff either before action brought or after 
! judgment is obtained.

AlncGillivray v. Conroy, 19 E.L.R. 195.
III. Jurisdiction; procedure.

(8 IN—10)—Jurisdiction of htifendiabt
M A0I8TRATE.

Under the Nova Scotia Statutes, aa 
amended in 1905, c. II. ». 3, a stipendiary 
magistrate for any of the municipalities 
within a county has jurisdiction anywhere 
within the limits of the county in all civil 
matters as to which two justices of the 
peace have jurisdiction, and in causes of 
action arising wholly outside his special 
municipality hut within the county.

•tones v. Thompson, 35 D.L.R. *667, 51 
X.S.R. 192.

Under the New Brunswick Statutes (0.8. 
X.B. 1903, e. 119, as amended in 1915, c. 
22 I, a stipendiary or police magistrate has 
no civil jurisdiction where both the parties 
to the action reside outside the parish I a 
which the magistrate resides, though within 
the county.

The King v. Varleton-. Ex parte !>e Long, 
30 D.L.R. 415. 44 N.B.R. 578.
.1 t'RiHiucTioN—Collateral attack.

Where the jurisdiction of magistrates is 
purely statutory, it is open to collateral at
tack by evidence dehors the proceedings, 
whether or not. such proceedings purport to 
shew jurisdiction.

It. v. Taylor, 15 D.L.R. 670. 20 W.L.R. 
852, 7 A.L.R. 72. 5 W.W.R. 1105, 22 Can 
Cr. Cas. 234.
Jurisdiction—Sitting at request of an

OTHER JUSTICE.
The exclusive jurisdiction which by 1907, 

c. 5, (Alta.I is to attach to the first justice 
of the pence taking cognizance of the case 
is sufficiently displaced within the exception 
authorizing another justice to act on re
quest, where the justice taking the infor 
mntion did so at the request of the trial 
justice accompanied by the latter’s intima
tion that he himself would conduct the tri 
al : acquiescence in such proposition is equiv
alent to a counter-request by the justice tak 
ing the information that the other justice 
should take the trial.

It. v. Cruikahanke. 16 D.L.R. 686, 7 A. 
L.H. 02. 6 W.W.R. 524. 27 W.L.R. 759, 23 
Can. Cr. Cas. 23.
I'REI.IMINARY ENQUIRY — DEFENDANTS 

RIGHTLY BEFORE THE JUSTICE—WHEN 
EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION ACQUIRED BY 
JUSTICE TAKING INFORMATION.

Cr. Code, s. 0(18 directing the justice
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to proceed to inquire into tin- Blatters 
d:.i :gvd wheu a is lie fore a justice

i i« ucvused of an indictable offence i» to 
i,. limited to cases in whieh the accused is 
rightly liefore such justice. Hubs, li of ». 
7 is Cr. ( ode. which declare» that it shall 
, .• Ik> necessary for the justice who acta
1 ure the hearing e.g.. in issuing the sum- 

„, or warrant, to be the justice bv whom
«•use is to lie heard, applies only to suin- 

;.ir conviction proceedings under part XV.
ilie Code, and not to preliminary enquir

es for indictable offence».
it,. Holman and Ilea. !» D.L.R. '2.14, 23 O. 

\\ H. 42H. 27 O.L.R. 432. reversing 7 D.L.R. 
4H1. 4 O.W .N. 207.
./taiamcTioN,

X magistrate has only such jurisdiction 
as i- given him by statute in resjiect of 
liiinis for wages due to workmen and la 
iHiiirers, and bis authority to issue a war
rant of arrent upon defendant's default of 
appearance to a summons depend» u|h>ii 
there having been liefore him at the time 
of the issue of the warrant proper proof of 
tiie service of the summons under the Mast
er and Servants Act. R.S.S., c. 14!».

Washburn v. Roliertson, 8 D.L.R. 183, 
.1 W.W.fi. 20!».

Kverv police magistrate is ev officio a 
■ U«tire of the peace for the whole county

district for which, or for a part of which.
I.» - appointed, and such a justice of the 
I'Mce need not liear both sides on the pre
liminary bearing, liefore committing the ac- 
. for trial before another magistrate.

Gardiner v. Ware, 7 D.L.R. 480, 5 S.L.R.
2 s. 3 W.W.R. 24.

.’.IslIimON — RlVIHKCUTlON URDU T KM -
peha.nce Act.

R. v. Boileau. 36 D.L.R. 781. 38 O.L.R. 
1.07. 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 144.

1 he jurisdiction of justiees of the peace 
it territorial. The territory of the county 
of Lac St. dean lieing the same as that 
of the District of Roberval, the fact that 
u justice of the peace of such district des
ignates himself in an information as justice 
of rlie peace for the county of Lae St. dean, 
does md deprive him of jurisdiction.

Surgi un v. Bouchard. 20 Que. K.B. 242. 
[Appeal quashed, 38 D.L.R. 59, 55 Can. 
S C R. 324.1
Jurisdiction—Immovable riuiitk—Fencm.

An action for $31.80, the cost of construc
tion and maintenance of a fence by the 
, :'intiff upon his land, in default of the 
defendant who hail undertaken, in an au
thentic deed, to put up and maintain such 
fence, is within the jurisdiction of a District 
Magistrate's Court.

Rose v. Cour du Magistrat du District 
d'Ottawa. 24 Rev. Ia»g. 129.
Description >or omtxer.—JuniRoirnoN or

An information charging the accused with 
having sold intoxicating liquors “contrary 
to the statute in such case made and pro
vided'' sufficiently describes the offence

charged, and it is not necessary to add the 
words "words being authorized by license 
for this purpose," which imply negative 
facta to which the defendant can take excep 
tion. In a prosecution of this kind, all the 
proceedings except the hearing and the 
judgment, can Is- taken before a single jus
tice of the peace.

Huot v. Truehon, 20 Que. K.B. 1!»!». 
Justice or the peace—Jurisdiction —“Li

censee"—Keeper or standard hotki .
The word "licensee" in s. 01 (.11 of the 

Ontario Temperance Act. 1910, 6 Geo. V. c. 
pt), is confined in it» application to a per
son holding a license as a vendor of liquor ; 
it does not include the keeper of a standard 
hotel, if lie is in anv sense a "licensee" 
within the meaning of the Act. Therefore 
s. 01 (.1), which gives jurisdiction to a 
single justice of the peace in the case of the 
prosecution of a “licensee" charged with 
an offence against the Act, "or for any of
fence committed on or with respect to 
licensed premises," was held not to war 
rant the exercise of jurisdiction by a single 
justice in the summary conviction of the 
keeper of a standard hotel charged with 
keeping liquor for sale upon premises some 
distance from the hotel ; and the conviction 
was quashed.

R. v. Boileau, 36 D.L.R. 781, 38 O.L.R 
607.
.Ii Risnivriox—Enforcement or ry-iawr.

The Recorder's Court of the City of Mont 
real is gixen jurisdiction by the charter of 
this city in any action for the enforcement 
of any iiy-hiw in force in the City of Mont-

Henry Morgan Co. v. City of Montreal, 
24 Rev. Ijeg. 486.
Jurisdiction — Municipal ft-i.aw—Nuis

ance—Contract—Prohibition.
The Recorder's Court of the City of Mont 

real has jurisdiction to hear and try any 
complaint or action for infraction of the by 
laws of the City of Montreal, resjiecting 
public nuisance». A writ of prohibition 
lies only when a court of inferior jurisdic 
tion exceeds its jurisdiction, and not to in 
quire whether it tried it rightly or wrongly

Montreal Alwttoirs v. La Cour du Re
corder, 27 Que. K.B. 162. 32 Can. Cr. Can. 
220
(g III—12> —Jurisdiction — Common as 

8Ari.T—Title to land.
The jurisdiction of the magi-irHte to try 

fof an assault is not ousted as involving a 
title to land, where an assault by a fence 
viewer was not committed in the assertion 
or in the defence of any title to land.

The King v. Shaw ; Ex parte Kane. 27 
D.L.R. 494. 26 Can. Cr. Cas. 156. 
Ministerial and judicial acts—Warrant 

or ARREST.
Hie issue of a warrant for arrest upon a 

sworn information is in itself a ministerial 
net of the magistrate, hut his preliminary 

I decision under Cr. Code s. 655, on the que»
I tion whether a warrant or summons is the
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more appropriate, or whether in fad any 
offence is disclosed in the information, i» 
a judicial act.

Mursil v. I Aim-lot, 2H D.L.R. ."ISO. 25 ('an. 
t'r. ( ah. 22.1, 20 Rev. Leg. 217.
l’KIIIMIN AKY ENQUIRY—T RANK UK OK CABB 

TO ANOTHER .IV8TK K.
W hen a magistrate has lieeome seized of 

a case by taking the information for an in
dictable offence no other magistrate having 
general concurrent jurisdiction with him 
can acquire jurisdiction to intervene and 
preside at a preliminary enquiry, even with 
the consent of the first magistrate, except 
in so far as such course is authorized by 
statute in special circumstances such as ill
ness or absence of the lirst magistrate.

lie Holman and Rea. 0 D.L.R. 234. 21 <* 
W'.lt. 428. 27 U.L.R. 432. reversing 7 B.L. 
It. 4SI, 4 O W N. 207. 23 O.W.It. 210. 
Sufficiency ok conviction kor vni.awkvi.

HAI.K8 drills DICTION OK MAUIKTICATK 
1*1.ACK AND IIMK OK OFFENCE—dVDKTAI 
NOTICK — AMENDMENT—KlOIIT OF AI*

It. v. Gage. 10 D.L.R. 526. 20 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 385, 10 D.L.R. 181. (See also 10 O.W. 
X. 104. J

It is the duty of a magistrate to pro
ceed with the trial of the accused when 
the accused is before him. xxhen the ac
cused has been committed for trial before 
him by another magistrate who is an c\ 
otlicio justice of the peace for the same 
county; and this is so, even if the com
plainant does not appear at the trial, but 
has due notice of the time and place.

Gardiner v. Ware, 7 D.L.R. 480, 5 S.L.R. 
208. 1 W.W.R. 24.

A stipendiary magistrate has power to 
try and to convict for an offense committed 
la-fore the date of his appointment. | Reg. 
v. Ihichelor, 11 O.R. 041. distinguished.]

The King v. Sweeney. 1 D.L.R. 470; 10 
Can. Cr. Cas. 222. 45 N.S.R. 404. 11 K.L.R. 
15.
In mu minai, casks.

The duties of a magistrate who under
takes to dispose of a matter brought before 
him are two fold : first, to find if the party 
is guilty or not guilty of the charge, and 
secondly, to gat lier the facts and circum
stances surrounding the criminal act, so 
1 hat lie may judicially find what penalty 
should be imposed. A magistrate Itefore 
exercising his discretion as to the extent of 
the penalty to lie imposed, within the limits 
provided by law, even where the accused 
pleads guilty to the crime charged, has no 
right to hear evidence in mitigation of the 
punishment without giving I he private 
prosecutor having charge of the prosecution 
an opportunity to hear that evidence and 
cross-examine the parties giving it, and. if 
necessary, meet it with evidence on his own 
part in aggravation of the offence, or in 
contradiction of the alleged mitigating cir
cumstances. A magistrate has no right to 
dispose of a case before the hour set for

| trial, in the absence of the prosecutor, al- 
; though the accused appears before him at.d 
I pleads guilty.

Re Me.Wicken, 8 D.L.R. 550, 22 Man. L. 
R. «93, 22 W .L.R. tl+J. 1 W.W.R. 492.

I Tkrkitoriai, .ivrisiiicton — Casks n>
BOUNDARY.

\\ here an offence has been committed 
within 51 Mi yards of the boundary la-tween 
two magisterial jurisdictions, Cr. Code, s. 
584 ( I»|. will not enable the prosecutor to 
lax it in one jurisdiction and try it in 
another; lie may laith lay and try the of
fence in either jurisdiction. | R. x. Mitchell, 
2 Q.B. «18. 2 G. A I). 274. followed.]

R. x. .lack. 25 D.L.R. 7<Hl, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 
185. 4» N.S.R. 128.
AhNAVI T (H'CAHIONINU ACTUAL BODILY HARM 

( KRTIORAR1—I’KKSON ACH1BIKVKD.
•I list ices of the l*eaee have no jurisdiction 

under Part XVI to hear a charge of com 
milting an as-aull occasioning actual bodiiv 
harm, contrary to s. 295 Cr. Code, inas
much as the jurisdiction given to magis
trates under s. 773 is a statutory one, and 
cannot lie extended by implication. | R. v. 
Sharpe. 18 Can. i r. t us. 112, preferred to 
R. v. Ilostctter, 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 221.J A 
person who has laid a charge us described 
supra is a person aggrieved by the action 
• if the magistrates so as to la- entitled to 
have the proceedings brought up for review 
before the Supreme Court.

R. v. Law, !» W.W.R. 1076, 25 Can. Cr. 
( as. 251. 11 W.L.R. 50».
.li RisnirrioN u so as summary trial 

maoiktratl Summary conviction or
SUMMARY TRIAL 1-ROCK.nURK.

Where trials for keeping a disorderly 
house and for frequenting a common I rowdy 
bouse are held before a magistrate having 
inrisdietion to proceed to a summary cor; 
xietion under the vagrancy clauses (Cr. 
Code. s. 2281 or to a summary trial withmi" 
consent under s. 774 (amendment of 1909), 
it will lie taken in the absence of any ex
press statement in the record of proceedings 
to indicate which procedure was being fol
lowed, that the magistrate acted under the 
power of summary conviction from xvliieh an 
appeal would lie rather than that lie acted 
under the powers of s. 774 upon summary 
trial from xvhich there would Ik- no appeal

R. v. Belmont, 18 D.LR. 53, 21 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 89.
MAGISTRATE — Kxc KRS OF .IUR18DICTIOX — 

.iURTlUKR PROTECTION ACT.
The Justices Protection Act, 1848, is in 

force in the Province of Alberta, hut it can 
not be relied upon as a defence where a 
magistrate does something quite outside of 
and beyond his jurisdiction.

Spurrel v. Lauder, 0 W.W.R. 1051. 
Complaint kor a recognizance to knit

TUB PEACE—lNNUmCIF.NCY OK THE IN
FORM ation—Cr. Code r. 748.

A complaint on a demand for a recogniz
ance to keep the peace under Cr Code s.
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74$ (2) is invalid if it does not shew 
threats uml fear of bodily harm.

I!. \. Hu tea il. 30 Cun. Cr. Cas. 411.
Dm:< T IN SUMMONS.

Where the «.ummuiis under which the de
fendant was called upon to appear before 
the court for an alleged infringement of the 
( aiiuda Temperance Act shewed that the 
information upon which it was issued had 
idm*n laid more than three months after the 
date of the commission of the offence 
■ barged, the justice had no jurisdiction to 
hear the charge. Neither ss. 723, 724 Cr. 
l isle, nor s. 14ti Canada Temperance Act. 
were broad enough to cure the vital defect in 
the summons.

15. v. Kav : Kx parte l* Blanc. 21 Can. Cr. 
( a- 221, 12 K.I..K. 06.

\t the hearing of an information under 
tlic Canada Temperance Act the magistrate 
adjourned his court from December 14, 1010. 
in January 5, 1011. at 10 a.m. Subsequent
ly I lie counsel oil both sides agreed, on ac- 
ilimit of convenience of train service, that 
tin- trial should not proceed until 2.30 p.m. 
When the court met. at 10 a.m.. the inagis- 
Irate was informed of the agreement Imt 
lie proceeded with the trial, counsel for pros- 
eciitor being present, and the defendant and 
Iin counsel absent. The defendant's counsel 
ii'MM'd to take further part in the proceed
ing* and the defendant was convicted. Vpon 
icrthirari: — Held, the magistrate did not 
lose Ills jurisdiction by reason of the agree- 
iin-nt between counsel.

The King v. Allen ; Kx parte Oorman, 40 
Vll.il. 439.
I’ol.ICK MAGISTRATE—JURISDICTION—PETTY 

trespass Act R.S.O. 1014. c. 111. s.

lie’Broom, 11 O.W.N. 9ft.
Where an assault is committed upon a 

bailiff in the performance of his duties as a 
|leave ullii er. viz., wliilsl attempting to ef- 
leet a seizure in oliedicnce to an order issued 
out of a Court of Justiev, tlie aeeused can
not is- tried la-fore the Recorder's Court 
under the provMoiis of the Cr. Code, if no 
extraordinary violence resulting (e.g., in 
grievous bodily harm or murder) is used 
towards the complainant by the accused.

Rvsroches v. Foreman, 18 Rev. de Jur. 36. 
sh i.ino liquor— Keeping for rai.k--Re

fusal OK ADJOURNMENT—DISCRETION 
•I URIHDICTION OK MAIIIHTBATK.

MeCallum v. Hurry, 17 W.L.R. 331. 3 A 
LR. 342.
Justices with power only to hold pke-

I IMIXAUY ENQUIRY MAKING CONVICTION 
ON PI.KA OF GUILTY.

The King v. Frejd, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 110. 
22 H.Ut. 306.
is 111—131—Jurisdiction ok must and

SECOND JUSTICE.
I nder a statutory provision limiting a 

justice's jurisdiction in any particular case 
in the first justice having possession and 
vugnizutieu of the fact, hut with a proviso 
that at such justice's request any other 

Can. Dig.—86.

justice max at the first justice’s request 
"take part in" the case, a request to the 
second justice may be implied from the con
duct of the justice who received the in
formation. and in view of Cr. Code, s. 1120, 
such request will lx- implied and the con
viction upheld where both flic justice receiv
ing the information and another «at at the 
hearing, but lieeause of objection raised by 
the family of the accused to the first justice 
acting, lie voluntarily refrained from trying 
the case. [R. v. Cruikshanks, 16 D.L.R. 
336. 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 28, followedj

R. v. Tally, 21 D.LR. 631. 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 441». 8 À.L.R. 433. 7 W.W.R. 1178, 30 
W.L.R, 306.

I Temperance Act.
Two justices of the peace appointed for 

the entire county and holding a session at 
the police office established in un incorpo
rated town within the county under the 
Towns Incorporation Act (X.S.), have con
current jurisdiction with the stipendiary 

! magistrate of the town to try a charge of 
' selling intoxicating liquor in contravention 

of the Nova Scotia Tem|ieranee Act. 1910.
R. v. Coadv, 23 D.L.R. 278, 23 Can. Cr. 

' a«. 134. 48 'VS.15. 233.
IV. Review; appeal.

(S IV—15)—Magistrate's conviction— 
•Jurisdiction—Indian Act— Affidav
its SUPPLEMENTING EXIGENCE SENT
ENCE— “Hard labour" Distress — 
Written information—Place of of

The defendant, having been convicted bv 
a magistrate for unlawfully having intoxi
cating liquor in his possession, contrary to 
s. 41 of the Ontario Temperance Act, 6 (leo. 
V. c. 50, was imprisoned under a warrant 
of commitment issued pursuant to the eon- 
vietion ; and a motion having lieen made 
for his discharge, upon the return of a ha
beas corpus, it was held :—( 11 That the 
mere statement of the defendant to the 
magistrate that he was an Indian, and 
therefore, as he attempted to shew, not sub
ject to the Ontario Act, did not go far 
enough—it was mciinda-nt upon him (if lie 
was to have the lieiielit of the Indian Act, 
R.S.C. 1906, c. HI. s. 13th to prove that he 
was a male person of Indian blood reputed 
to la-long to a particular lia ml (s. 2 ( f ) (il 

j .if that Acti : and an affidavit supplementing 
' the evidence given I adore the magistrate 

was not admissible. (2| That a sentence of 
j imprisonment with hard labour may la* ini 

posed upon a conviction for an offence 
; against the Ontario Temperance Act: In- 
j terpretation Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 1, s. 23. 
I (3) That the warrant of commitment and 

the conviction could, under s. 889 of the 
Criminal Code, he amended to meet the ob
jection that it was only in default of suf 
ffeient distress that the defendant was to la* 
imprisoned, and that no distress-warrant 
was issued. (4) That the objection that 

j there was no written information or coin- 
[ plaint could not prevail, not having been
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taken betore the uugi.-irute. (5) Tlwt the 
place of the offeme was sufliciently stated 
in the conviction as “at and in the city of
II."

It. v. Martin. 40 O.KR. 270. (Affirmed 
in .19 D.L.R. 636, 41 O.LR. 7V.]
($ IV—ltii—Notick ok appeal—Exhibits.

The County Court has no jurisdiction to 
entertain an appeal from an order of tiliu- 
tiitn made by justices of the peace against 
the defendant until the order of filiation 
and all the papers connected therewith shall 
have I wen sent by the justices, as prescribed 
b\ s. 00 of the County Court Act R.S.N.S. 
1000, c. 150. to the clerk of the County 

Court for tiling and production upon the 
appeal.

Overseers of the Poor v. Rurhine, 11 D.L. 
R. 580, 12 E.L.R. 443. 47 N.S.R. 204.
( § IV—17 ) —Pknai.ty—Appeal.

1 'Ihere is no appeal from a conviction un
der the Intoxicating l.bpior Act (1010 N.B., 
<•. -0. s. 170 ( 1 < • in cases where u pecuniary 
penalty is provided, although default in 
payment of the fine imposed may lie fol
lowed by imprisonment.

The King v. Doherty. 42 D.L.R. 102, 45 
N.B.R. 401.

Leave to appeal was refused by the Privy 
Council in respect of a judgment of the 
Supreme Court »l‘ Nova Scotia (Johnston 
v. McDougall (No. 1 i. 44 N.S.R. 265. 17 
Can. Cr. Cas. 581 upon points of law- 
involving the statutory jurisdiction of the 
magistrate, decided prior to any assessment 
of damages in an action claiming $2,000 
for illegal execution of a search warrant is
sued under the Canada Temperance Act.

Johnston v. McDougall (No. 2), 17 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 398.
(§ IV—19)—MAGISTRATE'S CONVICTION—

Motion to /> tsa — Jurisdiction
I : VII»KNCK—CEBTIORABI.

A magistrate's conviction for a breach of 
Part II of the Canada Temperance Act, 
R.S.C. 1906. e. 152, will not lie quashed for 
want of jurisdiction heeause there was no 
evidence before the magistrate to warrant 
the conviction—certiorari being expressly 
taken away bv a. 14S of the Act. (Reg. v. 
Wallace. 4 O.R. 127. followed.]

R. v. Berry. 38 O.LR. 177. 11 O.W.N. 
158. (See 39 O.LR. 177, 28 Can. Cr. fas. 
341.]
.Jurisdiction op convicting juhticks— 

Mayor and alderman of city—Kx- 
omcio justices—Motion to quash— 
Relevancy of testimony — Search- 
warrant — Insufficient informa

Upon a motion to quash the conviction 
of the defendant by two justices of the 
peace for keeping intoxicating liquor for 
sale upon premises in a city, without a li
cense. in contravention of the Ontario Tem
perance Act, 1916, 6 Geo. V. c. 50. s. 40, 
it was held: — (It That the convicting jus
tices, being the mayor and an alderman of 
the city, who had made their declarations

of office and qualifications, were, by virtue 
of s. 350 of the Municipal Act, R.8.O. 1914, 
r. 192, ex-nfficio justices of the peace for all 
purposes incidental to the office, and laid 
jurisdiction to make the conviction. (2l 
That there was evidence (set out ltelowi 
which, if believed, supported the conviction. 
(31 That evidence that a man was seen 
taking a bottle of whisky away from the 
house of the defendant and that the wife of 
the defendant was seen trying to hide a 
case of whisky, was not irrelevant upon the 
charge of keeping intoxicating liquor for 
sale—though the charge was mainly based 
upon the testimony of police officers wlm 
entered the defendant's premises under the 
authority of a search-warrant and found a 
large quantity of liquor upon the premises 
and men drinking with the defendant. [R. 
v. Melvin. 34 D.L.R. 382, 38 O.L.R. 231, dis
tinguished.] (41 That the conviction was 
not affected by the fact, if it was the fact, 
that the search-warrant was issued upon an 
insufficient information. [R. v. Swurts, 37 
O.LR. 101. followed.]

R. v. Uke. 38 O.LR. 262. 28 fan. Cr. Cas. 
138.
Justices’ conviction for selling on li

censed PREMISES IN PROIIIRITED HOIRS
—Absence of evidence of license.

R. v. Mahoney, 18 W.L.R. 74.
(§ IV—22)—Appeal from summary con

viction — Recognizance — Irregu
larity —Quashing conviction on ap
peal FOR OBJECTIONS APPEARING ON 
PAPERS RETURNED.

The King v. Kwigo, 19 W.L.R. 246.

JUSTIFICATION.
Annotation.

As to defence on a criminal charge: 42 
D I R. 439.

LABOURERS.
See Master and Servant.

LABOUR ORGANIZATIONS.
See annotation on Seditious Conspiracy, 

where the real object of a strike by labour 
organizations, is revolution and tho over
throwing of the existing government: 51 
D.L.R. 35.
Interference with fellow member — 

“Just cause” — Damages — Scope of 
organized redress.

A trade union acts without “just cause" 
where in seeking to compel a member to 
comply with its decision, it forbids his fel- 
lowmembers to work in the same employ, 
and it is liable in damages for the resultant 
loss of wages to the member where his dis
missal was occasioned by the attitude adopt
ed by the union. Although a trade union, 
combining with a common purpose to con
serve the interests of its members and their 
trade, may lawfully do the acts reasonably 
necessary to secure and advance such in
terests, their course of conduct becomes un-
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Ijttful if it degenerates into acts intended 
.1:1 i calculated to injure the other party in 
1 - trade, 'Quinn \ Leathern, [1901] A.C.
495, applied. I

Slenter v. Scott, 16 D.L.R. 659, 0 W.W.R. 
451, 27 W.L.R. 698.
Traoi: t .MiiNh — Dismissal ok nonunion 

ists — Intimidation — Question of
DAMAGES — LlAUIl.ITT OK INDIVIDVAI. 
MEMBERS OK COMMITTER—PRACTICE.

When intimidation is resorted to by a 
local trade union to prevent the employ
ment of nonunionists, the members of tin- 
lisal committee taking the message of in- j 
tinitiation to the employer are held as lia- ! 
h le for damages suffered by the discharged ■ 
parties. No action can lie against the Union 
itself as it is an unincorporated and un
registered body.

Local Union, United Mine Workers v. 
Williams. 49 D.L.K. 578, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 
>-■*. varying 45 D.L.R. 150, 14 A.L.R. 251 
at 258, [HU»] 1 W.W.R. 217, which af
firmed 41 D.L.R. 719, [1918] 2 W.W.R.

Liability for illegal acts ok members 
during strike — Picketing — Ratifi
cation—Distributing STRIKE-PAY.

Vulcan Iron Works Co. v. Winnipeg 
I>odge No. 174 Iron moulders Union, 21 Man. 
LR. 473. 16 W.L.R. 649.
Iniivstiual Disputes Investigation Act,

1907 — Aiding striker — Intent —

R. v. Neilson, 9 E.L.R. 210.

LACHES.
See Estoppel; Limitation of Actions.

LAND CONTRACTS.
Nw Vendor and Purchaser; Land Titles ;

Contracte.

LANDLORD AND TENANT.
1. Creation an» existence oe relation.

II. Leases.
a. In general.
». Covenants.
C. Terms; holding over; renewal.
D. Termination; forfeiture. 
e. Assignment : subletting.

III. Rights and liabilities of parties, 
a. In general.
B. As to fixtures and property on

premises.
C. Liability of landlord for defective or

dangerous promises.
D. As to rent.
K. Re-entry ; recovery of possession, 
r. Liability of tenant to landlord for 

injury to reversion.
Annotations.

Forfeiture of lease ; waiver: 10 D.L.R.
603

Is» use; covenants for renewal : 3 D.L.R.
12.

Lease; covenant in restriction of use of 
property ; 11 D.L.R. 40.

Municipal regulations and license laws as 
affecting the tenancy; Quebec Civil Code:
1 D.L.R. 219.

Law of obligation of tenants to repair; 
52 D.L.R 1.

I. Creation and existence of relation.
(8 1—11—Verbal lease—Creation—POS

SESSION BY TENANT—TERMINATION.
Fabric v. Ilewelman (Hewelinaus), 45 D. 

L.R. 744, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 146.
Sale ok lease Default — Remedy of

VENDOR.
The deed called a lease of an immovable 

made for a period of 6 years by which the 
alleged leasee undertakes to pay to the 
alleged lessor $100 per annum with interest, 
with u provision that the lessee could, at 
any time purchase the immovable for $610, 
or the Imlaiue of that sum after deducting 
the instalments of $10» which he had paid, 
is not a contract of lease, but an actual 
sale. Therefore, failure to pay one or 
several of the annual sums as they fell due 
does not give the vendor a right of action 
for résiliation of the contract, accompanied 
by saisie-gagerie and saisie-brandon.

Carey v. Carey, 42 Que. S.C. 471. 
Permitting gratuitous uhe or garage to 

i \crease patronage.
Where the owners of a garage allow me

chanics to occupy for an indefinite time a 
part of the premises on consideration that 
they shall have a repair shop nearby, and 
also with the intention that the latter shall 
do their liest to induce their own customers 
to patronize the garage in preference to any 
other, f here is not Iwtween the parties a 
contract of lease, but a contract of gratui 
toils loan or an indefinite contract by which 
the mechanics undertake, in consideration 
of the occupation of the premises, to favour 
the garage. In such ease there is no right 
to bring an action for rent, but it could only 
be for damages in consequence of failure to 
carry out the conditions of the contract.

Simard v. Rousseau, 47 Que. S.C. 197. 
Attornment CLAUSE in mortgage—Estop

pel—Distress.
An attornment clause in a mortgage un

der the Land Titles Act (Sask.i does not 
create the relationship of landlord and ten 
ant so ns to entitle the mortgagee to the 
protection of the statute of 8 Anne, e. 14, 
s. 1. The clause creates by estoppel a 
personal right of the mortgagee against the 
mortgagor, not against a stranger. [Hyde 
v. Chapin Co.. 26 D.LR. 381, followed.]'

First National Bank v. Cudmore and laiw 
Union & Rook Ins. Co. and First National 
Bank. 34 D.L.R. 201. 10 8.L.R. 201, [1917]
2 W.W.R. 479.
(I I—2)—Attornment clause in sale

AGREEMENT.
An attornment clause in an agreement for 

the sale of land whereby the amount of rent 
payable on the “crop payment” plan should 
be u yearly rental equivalent to and ap
plicable iu satisfaction of the instalments of
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principal and interest will be valid and 
support a distress 1 here under where the 
share of the trop stipulated, namely, one- 
half, would not lie an unreasonable rent.
| Foster v. Moea, 17 W.L.R. 174: and In
dependent Lumber Vo. David. 19 W.L.R. 
3H7, applied.J

Dorniun v. frapper, 17 D.L.R. 121, 7 
S.L.II. 229, 27 W.L.R. 599. « W.W.R. 5.11.
t 'KKATION OF RELATIONSHIP—FORMAL I.EAHE 

NOT EXECUTED.
Robillard v. Galerie* Parisiennes, 20 D.L.

R. 083.
(8 I—3) —Lease—IteyiieiTHK- Definite 

COMMENCEMENT OF TERM—STATUTE OF 
Fraud*.

In order to satisfy the Statut* of Frauds, 
and create a valid lea-e there must appear 
either in express terms or by reasonable in
ference from the language used, on what day 
the term is to commence and when it is to 
end. A memorandum which lias inserted al
ternative time for the commencement of the 
term does not satisfy these conditions and 
is insufficient.

Mitchell v. Mortgage Vo. of Canada, 48 
D.L.R. 420, 59 Van. 8.C.R. 90, [1919] :i W. 
W.R. 3*24. affirming 4.1 D.L.R. 337, 11 S.L.R. 
447, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 838.
Caveat kmptor—Covenant for omet en

joyment.
The principle of caveat emptor applies to 

a tenant in respect to his landlord's title.
A tenant cannot dispute his landlord's title.
In an action for rent evidence intended to 
show lack of title in the plaintiff was ad
mitted subject to it being dealt with as the 
judge saw lit in giving judgment. A cove
nant for <|uict enjoyment applies only to the 
acts of tin* lessor himself and of those who 
claim through or under him, and to consti
tute a breach of such a covenant there must 
lie an actual interference with the tenant’s 
possession, a notice demanding possession 
for nonpayment of rent is not sufficient. ! 
It is the duty of a tenant to protect and 
support the title of his landlord.

Woods v. ttpsal (B.C.), [1918] 1 W.W.R. 
985.
Warranty—Runs.

A tenant is justified in refusing to take ; 
possession of a dwelling, if he discovers that 
it is infested with bugs. Where, at the sign
ing of a deed of lease, the lessor verbally 
gave the lessee, who made the remark that 
he had been informed that, the house was 
full of bugs, the assurance that such was 
not the case, there is a warranty on the 
part of the lessor justifying the lessee in 
refusing to enter into occupation of the 
house, if lie finds that the dwelling is in fact 
infested with this vermin.

Foley v. Baker. 24 Rev. IvCg. 186. 
Expenses—Taxer— 1‘aroi. evidence.

The lessee of a shop who in his written 
lease undertook to pay for his rent "half of

all expenses of the said simp for rent, taxes 
and all other expenses, etc.,’ must pay half 
of the land taxes impo-ed upon real proper
ty by the City of Montreal. Parol evidence 
cannot lie admitted to prove such an sgrve-

Roliert v. I.atourelle, 54 Que. S.C. 111*.
(8 l—4)—Creation of tiii relation—

AoREE.MF.NT • 11101118 OF PARTIES
“War Relief Act 1918," 8 tiro. V. 
(Man.» c. 101. m. 10.

A clause in an agreement covenanting 
that the relationship of landlord and tenant 
is constituted between vendor and purchaser 
is good and creates such a relationship. The 
landlord or vendor may maintain an action 
for rent or payments due under this agree
ment under s. 10 of “The War Relief Act 
1918" even though the tenant or purchaser 
is a privileged person under the statute.

Jamieson v. Moore, 50 D.L.R. 775. 
Attornment under contract for purchase

Independent Lumber Co. v. David, 19 W. 
L.R. 387.

n. Leases.
A. In general.

(8 II A—5)—Reformation—Action to net
ASIDE LEASE FOR MI«REPRESENTATION» 
by lessor—Failure to prove misrep
resentations —Costs.

Willis v. Harrison, 12 O.W.X. 248. 
Lease— Rrkach of covenant—Nonpay

ment of rent—Forfeiture—Notice— 
Rights of partner of lessee—Tender 
of overdue rent—Absence of privity 
— Relief against forfeiture—Par
ties— Injunction—Interim order.

Ping Lee v. Crawford. 17 O.W.X. 20.
F.M PHYTKURIS — RENT ASSIGNMENT —

Kffkc.t.
I Ije purchaser at a judicial sale of land, 

sub ject to an eniphyteuti • lease, assumes 
towards the lessor all the obligations of the 
lessee especially the obligation of paying the 
stipulated annual rent. A transfer of the 
lease by the lessee to a third party, with 
the knowledge and implied assent of the 
lessor. Inis not the effect, in the absence of 
a formal novation of discharging him from 
his obligations.

Lampson v. Queliec, 49 Que. S.C. 307. 
Rent payable with «.cams or work done.

In order to constitute a valid lease, it is 
not necessary that a rent payable in money 
should lie agreed upon, but the rent can bo 
represented by something which is the 
equivalent of money, such as work done hy 
the lessee or even payment in goods, lint in 
such a case it is necessary that the equiva
lent should consist of some definite thing, 
and not merely of an expectation that may 
depend upon the will < f persons other than 
those who may occupy the premises.

Simard v. Rousseau, 47 Que. S.C. 197.
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LfcAHC TO TWO TENANTS—OMISSION OF 

CLAUSE PROVIDING THAT TENANTS
should pax* taxes—Agreement hy one
ir.NANT TO PAY TAXES — ABSENCE OF 
KNOWLEDGE BY THE OTHER—STATUTORY 
RIGHT TO DEDUCT TAXES FROM RENT—
Payment of taxes—Construction of 
lease — Evidence — Interpretation- 
Act.

Tyrrell v. Verrai, 8 O.W.N. 114.

A lease of an immovable for a period ex 
<eeding I year, creates, by registration, a 
real right in the same, and an opposition 
a tin de charge lies in favour of the lessee.

Keegan v. Raymond, l.T Que. P.K. 371. 
(§11 A—7 ) —Conveyance by and lease of 

lands to debtor—Kxckshive BENT RE
SERVED Intent to protect lessee
AGAINST CREDITORS.

W. itérons Mugi ne Works Co. v. Wells, 4 
KLR. 48.

B. Covenants.
Lessor ; covenant to convey as conferring 

no ownership, see Insurance, III K—80.
(§ Il B—10)—Covenant against display 

of signs—Breach—Signs placed he- 
KOBE MAKING COVENANT.

\ landlord may disentitl.» himself to take 
objection, under a tenant's covenant, 
against the display of projecting or window 
- gus on a demised building to signs pre- 
\ inusly put up by the lessee while in posses
sion under a prior tenancy without restric- 
t n e covenants, if. nt the time of executing 
ilie lease containing such covenant, the 
■ -.-or knew of the display of such signs 
.oid made no objection to them.

,lti>i v. Stewart. 12 D.L.R. 05, 23 Man. 
I..K 517. 24 W.LR. 433.

In interpreting nmhiguous terms of a 
lea*e, as to the right to renew, the extra
ordinary and one-sided character of the 
agreement under one interpretation, is a 
feature which may be taken into considera
tion hy the court in favour of the other in
terpretation more consistent with the usage 
in sueh transactions and with the conduct 
of tin- parties prior to the dispute which 
led to the litigation.

Mac Donnell v. Davies, 0 D.L.R. 24, 4 0. 
W.Y «20, 23 O.W.R. 778.
Covenant for prf.-kmptiox—Termination 

i pon nonpayment of rent.
A lessee’s right of pre-emption, under a 

lea-.e containing a covenant that the lessee 
may “at any time during the stated term 
exercise his right of pre-emption of the 
said premises,” terminates upon the deter
mination of the lease through a failure of 
fin* lessee to pay the stipulated rent, not- 
withstanding that the terra of years during 
which the lease was to run had not come

Guise-Bagelev v. Vigars-Sheir Lumber 
«V. !* D.L.R. 4. 4 O.W.N. 669, 23 O.W.R. 
728.

27ao
Covenant running with the land—Taxes 

—Distress.
A lessee's covenant to pay all taxes on 

the demised premises, with a provision that, 
in default the lessor may do so and recover 
hy levy or distress hy way of rent reserved, 
runs with the land. [Spencer's case, l 
Smith's L. Cases, 12th ed„ p. 02; Vernon 
v. Smith, 5 II. & Aid. I, applied.|

Mackinnon v. Crafts, 33 D.L.R. 084. 10 
A.L.R. 609, II A.ML 147, [1917] 1 WAV. 
U. 1402.
Covenant ah to suitability—Breach— 

Remedy—Liability ok assignee. 
Notwithstanding the general rule that 

there is no implied covenant in a lease of 
an existing building that it is lit for the 
nirpose it is intended to lie used for, a 
essor who agrees to construct for the les

sees' occupancy a building on the leased 
land is hound to construct a building suit
able for the purposes for which he knows 
the lessees intend to use it; if, however, 
the lessees have gone into occupancy, the 
remedy for a breach of the contract is in 
damages, net repudiation of the lease, even 
as against .in assignee of the reversion.

Tarrulmin v. Feriiiig, 35 D.L.R. «32, 
[1917 j 2 W.W.R. 381, 12 A.L.R. 47. 
Provision fob renewal—Terms of to be 

agreed upon—Covenant as to costs 
of alterations—Fixtures to become
PROPERTY OE LESSOR — TRADE FIXTURES 
NOT INCLUDED.

Under a lease providing for a renewal 
“upon such terms ,.s may be mutually 
agreed upon." and further providing that 
"in the event of a renewal of this lease not 
bring granted . . . the lessor shall pay 
to the lessee . the actual costs

. . . of alterations and additions,” the
lessor is liable if no agreement for renewal 
is in fact made no matter Imw unreason
able one of the part'*** may lie as to the 
terms and conditions of renewal. A clause 
providing that “all improvements, alter
ations and fixtures constructed or made or 
to he constructed or made in or upon the 
said premises shall become the absolute 
property of the lessor.” at the expiration 
of the lease does not. include trade fixtures, 
and these the lessee is entitled to remove.

(iodson v. Burns. 10 D.'L.R. 07, 58 Can. 
S.C'.R. 404, [1019] 1 W.W.R. 848. affirming 
[1018] 3 W.W.R. 587. 26 B.C'.R. 46. which 
affirmed [1917] 3 W.W.R. 9«6.
Covenant»—Alleged iireai h—Determina

tion of lease—Dam age*.
, After the surrender of a lease, the land 
lord van only recover damages for breaches 
of covenant committed before the surrender. 
The measure of damages should he the act 
uni loss to the landlor I hy reason of such 
breaches. [Kx parte Clegg, 19 Ch. D. 7: 
Kx parte Dyke, 22 Ch. D. 410, referred to.] 

Beckord v. Brandie. 59 D.L.R. 450. 
Covenant fob renewal—Perpetual re-

| A covenant for renewal, in a lease, pro-^
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riding that the “new lease shall eontain all 
the covenants contained in the present lease 
including the covenant for renewal,” creates 
a right of perpetual renewal and to have 
the covenant for renewal, as originally 
worded, repeated in the new lease.

He Jackson and Imperial Hank, 30 D.L. 
R. 589, 3U O.L.R. 334.
Termination ok lease viiin sale ok prem

ises—Notice.
On a sale of property subject to an un

registered lease containing a clause that 
"'Ilie lessor will have the right, in the 
event of the property being sold, to bring 
the lease to an end "at any time, whether 
during the said term rf 3 years or after
wards—by giving the lessee 3 months' no
tice in writing to that, effect,” the purchaser 
takes all the rights of his vendor, and on 
a resale by him may exercise the right of 
termination hy giving proper notice.

St. Charles v. Friedman, 31 D.L.R. ti.r>2, 
affirming 21 Rev. Leg. till.
Option to imtruhahe—Riciits of lessee.

Mere written notice to the lessee to exer
cise his option, without particularizing the 
terms and conditions of the sale, is not a 
sufficient compliance with a provision in a 
lease whereby the lessee is given an option 
to purchase "the property during the term 
of the lease, ami that in the event of a pro
poned sale to any other person at whatso
ever price, the lessor should notify the 
lessee to enable him. oy preference, to exer
cise the option to purchase; and the rights 
of such lessee, where tlie lease is registered, 
will continue to subsist, even after a subse
quent sale of the premises, during the cur
rency of the lease.

St. Denis v. Quevillon, 2ô D.L.I*. 144. 51 
Can. S.C.R. 603, reversing 23 Que. K.1».

An to return ok unmatched noten—Kx- 
TKNT OF I.ESSOR’h RKIHT OF RECOVERY.

A lease, providing that, on default of 
payment of any of the notes given as con
sideration of the contract, the lessor could 
retake possession of the property, ami that 
the lessee would lose all that he had paid 
to the lessor, and that the lessor “should re
turn the notes miniatured at the time of 
their maturity, that is to say. that the 
lessor would only he obliged to retire them 
and return them to the lessee at the time <»t 
their maturity," gives to the lessor a right, 
of action against the lessee to recover the 
amount of the notes due at such time, the 
amount of which would represent the value 
of the enjoyment of possession of the res-, 
tail rant during the running of the lease; 
ami in such ease the lessor need only deliver 
up the notes not yet due at the time of the 
retaking possession.

Richards v. Oeteau. 47 Que. S.C. 250. 
Covenant for quiet enjoyment — Breach 

— Eviction — Da mauls — Measure 
of — Recovery of rents received nr I 
landlord from new tenants after j 
eviction — Valve of improvements |

— Valle of renewal term — “Treaty 
TERMINATING THE WAR” — ARMISTICE 
— Counterclaim for rent and taxes

Sunderland Athletic Assn. v. Toronto Gen
eral Trusts Corp., 16 O.YV.N. 293.
Lease of farm — Action by landlord for

BREACHES OF COVENANTS — FAILURE OF 
CLAIMS FOR WANT OF REPAIR AND BAD 
HUSBANDRY — CLAIM FOR BREACH OF 
COVENANT "NOT TO CUT DOWN TIMBER”
— Expansion by Short Forms of 
Leaser Act — Exception — “Fire
wood" — “Clearance" — “As herein 
net forth" — Effect of punctuation
OF STATUTE — FELLING OF T1MUKR TKFES 
FOR FIREWOOD — INJURY TO REVERSION
— Waste — Injunction — Pleading 
— Judicature Act, s. 17 — Damages 
— Forfeiture — Relief against — 
Landlord and Tenant Act. s. 20 — 
Terms — Default — Forfeiture of
RIGHT OF RENEWAL OF LEASF — COSTS.

By indenture under the Short Forms of 
Leases Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. 116, the plain
tiff leased a farm to the defendant for 2 
years, with a right of renewal for 3 years 
more, at the option of the defendant. Ac
tion for damages for hrvnehes of covenants 
and a deela ration ot forfeiture:—Held, 
that, though a small part of the land was 
not ploughed 6 inches deep, as required by 
the lease, there was no evidence that the 
plaintiff's reversion would, at the expira
tion of the lease, be damaged or depreciated 
in value. The covenant "not to cut down 
timber” was expanded, hy the Act. into a 
covenant not at any time during the* term 
to eut down or destroy, "without the con
sent in writing of the lessor, any timber or 
timlier trees, except for necessary repairs, 
or firewood, or for the purpose oi clearance 
as herein set forth." There was nothing in 
the lease setting forth what timber trees 
might he cut for repairs, lirewood, and clear
ance :—Held, that the words "as herein set 
forth" applied to the exception. Quirre, 
whether the words "as herein set forth” re
ferred only to "clearance” or to "repairs” 
and “firewood” also. An injunction asked 
for at the hearing should, under s. 17 of the 
Judicature Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 56. he grant
ed, to restrain apprehended waste or tres
pass. Under s. 20 of tur Landlord and Ten 
ant Ai-t, R.S.O. 1914, c. 155, the plaintiff 
gave notice to the defendant of the breaches 
complained of, and claimed $400 damages; 
—Held, that a forfeiture should be declared, 
hut that, under the discretion given to the 
court by s. 20, relief against the forfeiture 
should he granted to the defendant upon 
payment of $320 and costs. In default of 
payment at a time fixed, the forfeiture 
should lie enforced and should include the 

I defendant's right to an extension of the

McPherson v. Giles, 45 O.L.R. 441.
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(UNION TO PURCHASE — TERMINATION — 

Notice — Written and typewritten,

The following clauses in a lease in type
written form—“The lessee hereby agrees to 
give 3 months notice (in writingi, that is, 
on the Jst day of February, to the lessor, 
in case of his desire to leave said premises 
upon expiration of present lease, failing 
•.ucli. there will lie u tacit understanding 
between said lessee and lessor that the lease 
continue in fori • for a further period as 
mentioned herein at same terms and con
ditions,” and another clause at the end of 
the typewritten form written out by the 
plaintiff himself us follows: ‘ Lessee has 
option of 2 further years from May 1. 1915, 
tor consideration of #1.440, payable $00 on 
the 1st of every month, first payment be
coming due and payable on June, 1915.” 
are in conflict, and the written clause should 
have effect as more likely to contain the 
real intentions of the parties. Therefore, 
tin* lessee having not. taken advantage of 
tin- option, had the right to leave the rented 
premises without notice at the expiration 
of the lease.

Calkins v. Howard, 26 Que. K.B. 91, re
versing 50 Que. 8.C. 147.
As to rent—Demand.

A covenant in a lease, that if the rent is 
not paid bv the month of August (au mois 
il'Hoftt i in any year the lease shall be an
nulled does not disjiensc the necessity for 
the lessor to demand the rent in order to 
put the lessee en demeure. As such stipu
lai ion implies a doubt as to whether the 
lessee ought to have paid his rental on or 
liefore July HI, or during the month of 
August, the lessee is entitled to the benefit 
of the doubt.

(laudreault v. Fournier. 49 Que. S.C. 450. 
Tenant released from responsibility for

ACCIDENT HY FIRE l«Y REASON OF DEFEC
TIVE STRUCTURE AND CONSTRUCTION OF 
PREMISES LEASED, NOTWITHSTANDING 
STIPULATIONS CONTAINED IN THE LEASE 

1055.
Notwithstanding a clause in a lease where- 

l'> tlie tenant assumes the obligation to keep 
tin- premises in a good state of repair, a 
tenant in ease of a tire destroying the prem
ise» is not responsible if it is proved to the 
satisfaction of the court that the fire re
sulted from defective construction of the 
lower tenement on account of the beams run
ning into the chimney.

Lusher v. Foley, 25 Rev. de Jur. 207. 
Cultivate in “proper and husbandlike 

manner”—Meaning of.
Coulter v. McCarter. 17 W.L.R. 720, 4 

S.L.R. 178.
(§ Il B—11)—“TO TURN OVER IN GOOD CON-

Where a tenant in in informal lease was 
in receive the premises “in the liest con
dition” and undertook “to give up the house 
in the same condition and repairs.” the 
landlord is entitled to have included in his

measure of damages upon the surrender of 
the premises all damages due to the loss 
attributed to ordinary wear and tear. In 
considering whether a covenant hy a lessee 
to surrender the premises at the end of his 
term “in the nest repair” has been broken, 
that phrase must Is- taken in relation to 
the kind of house demised and the condi
tion of repair in which it was at the time 
of the demise.

Born stein v. Weinberg, 6 D.L.R. 752, 27
OX I! AM
To RESTORE IN ORIGINAL CONDITION —-

Breach — Measure of damages.
Breach of covenant bj a lessee to restore 

the demised premises to their original con
dition. after structural changes had been 
made by bint, renders him liaule to the les
sor for the estimated costs of restoration 
regardless of whether the costs were or ever 
will Is* actuallv incurred. [Joyner v. 
Week*, [ 1H91J 2 Q.B. .tl. followed. |

Huscomhe v. Stark, JO D.L.R. 730, 23 
B.C'.R. 155, [1917 J 1 W.W.R. 294.
(9 11 B—12»—An to repairs.

Where a lessee, by inise-Mi demeure, lia* 
demanded the execution of repairs hy a 
lessor, and the lessor, in accordance there
with. has proceeded with the. r< pairs, which, 
though still unfinished at the date of the 
commencement of the lessee’s action for re
scission under art. 1041 C.C. (Que.), are 
yet completed before the trial thereof, the 
court has a discretion to refuse rescission.

Consumers’ Cordage Vo. v. Hannernian, 2 
lLL.lt. 419.

A covenant to repair which include* 
keeping the premises in repair is a continu
ing covenant and a notice to repair is not 
a waiver once and for all of its breach, 
but an election not to take advantage of it 
during the currency of the notice and after 
the expiry of the notice there is a right of 
re-entry if the premises continue out of 
repair. Making large openings in a wall, 
pulling down and removing part of same 
in an entire building so as to cause the 
premises to become a part of two building*, 
to he thrown together and used as one, is a 
breach of the covenant to repair even where 
the lessee had the right "to maintain, con
tinue, use. build and rebuild such wall." 
and is not only a continuing breach of the 
covenant to repair, but also waste. A les
sor's notice to repair given on behalf of 
several trustees if signed by one and adopt
ed by all is sufficient.

Holman v. Knox, 3 D.L.R. 207, 21 O.W.R.
Mi, 15 OXJL Ml

A notice to repair purporting to he given 
under a lease, which contained a general 
covenant to repair and a covenant to re
pair according to notice with a proviso for 
re-entry in ease of breach or nonperform
ance of covenants may lie sufficient, not 
only as a notice to repair under the lease, 
but as a notice of re-entry and forfeiture 
under s. 13 of c. 170 of R.S.O. 1897 (Land
lord and Tenant Act), even if such notice
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does nul require the lessee to make com 
jiviisiilinn in money fur the breach.

Hébert * louât re. li U.L.R. 411, 40 Que. 
745. 85 O.L.K. 588. 21 U.W.B. 32Ô. 
Inability — Lessee Hook ok iiovhk — 

Jet: — Dhaixm — Damages — Civil.

When h lease stipulates that the lessee 
hIui 11 remove tin- ice and snow from the 
roof »ml shall also keep the pipes in good 
repair, the lessee is responsible for dam
ages which result from the fact that he hail 
allowed the drains serving to drain the roof 
to become clogged by debris eon.ing from 
tin* roof, and for damages caused in re
luming the ice with iron instruments.

Klein House !''urnishing Co. v. (Jabias, 25 
Rev. Leg. 210.
Tenant's covk N.xxr to uepair — Wohn-ovt 

WATKB-t I.OKKTS INSANITARY CONDI
TION oi I'UK.mikkh — Notick to i.and- 
i okii — Fa i lube to bepair.

\ tenant is not. under the covenant to re
pair, required to renew worn out and struc
turally defective chisels. [Lester v. Lane 
ami liesham [1893| 2 Q.B. 212. and Terrell 
v. Murray. 17 Times L.R. 570. followed. 
Flowe \. Hot wood, | I913J 2 K.B. 387, dis
tinguished. | It is not the duty of the ten
ant to make repairs in the first instance, 
upon the chance of the landlord repaving 
him what he expended; he was not com
pelled to run the risk of expensive litiga-

Ituttiiuer V. Bettz, 26 W.L.II. 70S, 6 W. 
W.1L 22.
(8 H B 131— Real property—1)amauks 

—Lessee aukkkinu to protect trkks—
TRK.KH NOT FENCED—INJURED RY ANI
MAI.R—LKSHF.F.'h AURKKMKNT TO “KEKP 
CP kknckh" and lessor to hvppi.y ma- 
TKR1AI. TIIKWKKOR - I.ATTKB COVENANT 
APPI.ICAHI.K ONLY TO BXIST1XU FENCES
— Lessor not i.iari.k to scppi.y MA
TERIAL KOB FEM ES TO PROTECT TREES
— Landlord sem i vo i.Axn before ac
tion iieo in S i ll I ENTITLED TO RBI XU 
ACTION FOB DAM Afil.S.

A lessee who covenanted with his lessor 
“to care for, protect and irrigate the trees 
now growing upon the said land" is liable 
for damages to a grove of troes injured by 
his horses and cattle, although the trees 
were not shut off from the barn by any 
fence. The lessor's agreement to furnish the 
necessary material in connection with tin- 
lessee's covenant to “keep up fences" refers 
only to fences existing at tile date of the 
lease. Felices to protect tin- trees would 
have to la- built by the lessee at his own 
expense. The lessor may recover notwith
standing that before action begun he had 
sold the land but had received only $1 on 
the purchase price.

1‘awson v. Tangye, f 19191 1 NV.W'.R. 888.
(8 II It—141—COVENANTS AGAINST ASSIGN

MENT — Relief from forfeitvke, now
LIMITED

The Ontario Supreme Court has no power

j to relieve a lessee of premises against for
feiture of his term on breach by him of hie 

} 'agreement not to sub let without the writ- 
| ten consent of the lessor, which agreement 

provided that the lessee's right under it 
j should continue only so long as he strictly 

observed, complied with ami performed the 
terms of the lease, since, by the statute law 

I of Ontario, though the courte have power 
! to relieve against a rigiit of re-entry or for

feiture for breach of i condition or coven
ant between the landlord and tenant, it ex 
prcssly excludes the breach of a condition 
or covenant against subletting or parting 
with the possession of the leased land.

Curry v. IVimoek, 10 D.L.R. .148. 4 0. 
W.N. 1065, 24 O.W.I1. 357, affirming 10 1). 
Lit. Hill.
Lease of theatre — Covenant of lesbfæ

NOT TO ASS lu X OI. M BI.ET WITHOUT 
LEAVE — VltOVIKO THAT I KAVK NOT TO 
HE I XREASONABLY WITHHELD — AGREE 
MENT EUR HAI.E OE LEASE—POSSESSION 
TAKEN II Y PROPOSED ASH KIN EE—EXECU
TION BY LESSEE OF AHNIUXMENT FOR PUR
POSE Oh TEXDKKINO TO I.ESSORS EOR CON
sent Breach of covenant—“Hettixo- 
ovkr" of premises — Short Forms ok 
Leases Act Forfeiture — Waiver
BY ACCEPTANCE. OF RENT — PROOF THAT 
CONSENT UNREASONABLY WITHHELD —
Evidence — Uni s Claim hy pro
POSED ASSIGNEE EOR SPECIFIC PERFORM 
A NT1E OF AUlIKKMEXr — FAILURE OF -- 
Rescission Return ok money paid 

Conduct oe proposed assignee — 
Money i-aiii on consideration which 
failed — Solicitors — Contract to
REPAY MONEY CONSIDERATION.

The company, assignees of the lease of a 
theatre, agreed to sell lo (î. the lease and 
the equipment in tin- theatre for $5.500, 
payable #1,900 down, S2.IHI0 “on the date 
of closing," and #2.500 with interest "in 
six weeks from said date.” If the #2,5011 
was not so paid, the agreement was to be 
come void, and any money# paid were to la- 
forfeited. <1. paid’thc #1.000 and the $2,000 
to S.. acting for the firm of S. & Co., solici 

I tors for the company. The lease was ex
pressed to be made under the Short Forms 
of Ijchhph Act : it contained a covenant on 
the part of the lessee not to assign or sub
let without leave, and there was a proviso 
that leave should not be unreasonably with
held. The lease was for live years at a rent 
of #1.800, payable monthly in advance. 
When the #2.000 payment was made, S. 
was asked wlml would be done with the 
#3.000 in ease the lessors* consent to the 
assignment was not obtained, and lie stated 
that it would he returned, whereupon the 
payment was made. It was provided in the 
agreement that (J. should take possession on 
the date of closing and keep an account of 
all money received by him and paid out 
until he paid tl.e #2,500-, and that the as
signment of the lease should remain in the 
hands of S. A Co., and should not take ef
fect until the $2,500 was paid. As soon as
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t!u- agreement was signed, G. went to the 
theatre and assumed to act as owner, ex- 
.. |.t that he handed over the receipts eaeli 
day to the company's agent. G. had some 
altercation in or near the theatre with M., 
one of the lessors, who had agreed to heat 
and clean the theatre, and M., before the 
-ix weeks were up, wrote a letter to S. & 
Co. telling them that no consent to an as- 
-iymuent tu <«. would he given, and that the 
■mnpany would lie held liable for the rent. 
At the end of the six weeks an assignment 
of the lease, wliieh was exeeuted so that it 
rould he tendered for the lessors’ consent, 
was presented to them; they refused their 
consent, giving reasons in writing for their 
refusal:—Held, that, as the assignment was 
not delivered to G., and was signed merely 
in order that there should be something 
tonnai to submit to the lessors, the mere 
»ignatiire of the paper for such a purpose 
miild not he treated ns a breach of the 
inveiiaiit. If there was an assignment by 
the putting of U. in possession pursuant to 
ilie term in the agreement, or a “setting- 
over” of the premises for the six weeks 
i«ve the long form of the covenant in the 
short Korins of Leases Act. R.8.O. 1914, c. 
lltii. *n 1 liât there was a breach of the
• menant, t lie forfeiture was waived by the 
ii-Mirs- they, after G. had announced that 
lie was assignee and had been seen by M. 
m and about, the theatre, having written 
the letter insisting that the company should 
' mil in in* liable for the rent, and two weeks 
i,iin- accepted the rent for the next month. 
Xeeeptanee of rent is a waiver of a forfei-

• lire because it recognizes the lease as sub- 
-i-tiiig. [Fitzgerald v. Harbour, 17 O.L.R. 
JVI. 257, followed.) The onus of proving 
hat the consent of the lessors was unrea-

Minably withheld was upon the compuny.
...........uipanv being unable to procure the
•■8-iirs' assent to the assignment, their 

'•laim against G. for specific performance 
inu-t fail; and G.’s claim against the com
pany for rescission of the agreement and 
.■gainst the company and S. & Co. for the 
return of the $3,000 must succeed. Conduct 
"ii the part of G. which led the lessors to 
H-lieve that he would he an undesirable ten

ant afforded the company no defence to a
• laim for the return ot money paid upon a 
■ i-iisidération wliieh had failed. S. & Co. 
were bound by the contract made by 8.. for

consideration, viz., the payment of the 
*2,000, In repay the inonov. [Winter v. 
Itnmcrgue (1805-6), It W.R. 281, «199, fol- 
li.vv e,|.]

• Irossman v. Modern Theatres, 45 O.L.R.

t OVENANT AGAINST ASSIGNMENT.
\ clause in a lease of a licensed restau

rant that, in ease the lessee wishes to sell or 
transfer his establishment lie can only do so 
with the consent of the lessor, is an abso- 
hite proliibition against transfer of the 
lea -e, and the lessor may refuse his consent 

- i bout giving any reasons.
lloseonl v. Péladeau, 48 Que. S.C. 356.

Covenant against assignment — Assign
ment by way of security — Reassign

Where the assignees of a lease by way of 
collateral security are prepared to release 
their debt and abandon their security, a re
alignment by them without consent is not 
a breach of a covenant not to assign or sub
let without consent.

Fordliam v. Commonwealth Trust Co., 
8 W.W.R. 164.
Covenant against — Subletting — AC

CEPTANCE OF RENT FBOM St «TENANT —
Waiver —Estoppel.

The lessor of a restaurant who imposes a 
prohibition against subletting van tacitly 
revoke such prohibition. Consequently, 
when he has, at the same time, made over 
to the tenant his license for the sale of 
liquor, and the tenant sublets to a third

fiarty, to whom he makes over the same 
icense, the steps taken by the lessor to get 

payment from the subtenant of the amount 
owing by the principal tenant, and his 
acceptance of the amount paid by the sub
tenant. are equivalent to a renunciation of 
the prohibition against subletting.

Demers v. Levesque. 46 Que. 8.C. 168. 
Covenants for taxes—Special exception.

Where a lease contained a printed cove
nant that the lessee was “to pay taxes” and 
also a later covenant that he should pay the 
taxes “on any building that be might here
after see lit to erect,” the former covenant 
may la- struck out on a claim for rectifica
tion of the lease in accordance with the 
proved intention of the parties at the time 
the instrument was made.

Booth v. t allow, 13 D.L.R. 202. 24 W.U 
R. 813, 18 B.C.R. 499, affirming 11 D.L. 
R. 124. 23 W.L.R. 616. 4 W.W.R. 73.
(g II B—15)—Implied covenants.

One who leases land for a purpose which 
docs not involve building, cannot build 
thereon, for the destination of the thing 
leiised is agreed upon, and there is an im
plied prohibition against using it for any 
other purpose.

Audet v. .folicoeur, 5 D.L.R. 68, 27 Que. 
K.B. 35.
Implied covenants — “Access” construed.

A provision in a lease “letting" to a ten
ant certain rooms in a building and giving 
him “access” to certain water closets there
in, creates the implication that the “access 
to the water closets is to be in common only 
with the other tenants and not exclusive.

Allen v. Johnston, 13 D.L.R. 160, 25 W. 
L.R. 325.
Elevator service.

Where at the time of leasing of an apart
ment in an apartment house there is an 
elevator service therein which is reasonably 
nei-essary as a means of access to the apart
ment, a condition will be implied, in the 
absence of an express provision in the lease 
to the contrary, that the elevator service 
shall be maintnined in an efficient way by
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the landlord; and damages are recoverable 
by the tenant for the breach which dam
ages may be set oil" against the rent.

Macleod v. Harbottle, 11 D.L.R. 126, 24 
W.L.R. 54. 4 W.W.R. 136.
IMPLIED COVENANT TO M'BMSR heat.

A lease of a steam-heated apartment car
ries with it an implied collateral promise 
to supply adequate heat, [llamlin v. Wood, 
1181111 2 K.H. 4S8 : Kx p. Ford, [1885J 16 
Q.H.I). 305 ; la» mb F vu ns, [18031 1 t h. 
218; De Lasalle v. <.midford, [1001] 2 K.H. 
215, applied.)

Hrvmer v. Thompson, 23 D.L.R. 840, 34 
O.L.R. 104. [Affirmed, 25 D.klt. 831, 34 
«> l..H. 641.]
Heating — Moving picture theatre.

In a lea.-e of a building with all its con
tents. to lie used as a moving picture theatre, 
there is, as in the ca-e of a furnished house, 
an implied covenant that the premises are 
tit for that particular use and purpose. 
Where the letting period covers the winter 
months, inadequate heating appliances ren
der the building unfit for human habitation, 
and constitute a breach of the cove
nant. [Wilson v. Finch Hatton, 2 Kx. D. 
336; Smitli v. .Marraide, 11 M. & W. 6, fol
lowed. 1

Davev v Christoff. 28 D.L.R. 447, 36 0. 
L.R. 123, affirming 26 D.L.R. 764, 35 O.kR. 
162.

A landlord who leases stalls in a private 
market erected by him is not bound to 
obtain for his tenants municipal licenses 
allowing such tenants to carry on their 
trade therein in the absence of any stipu
lation to that effect m the leases, but the 
tenants may compel tiro municipal authori
ties by mandamus to grant them such li-

Wallenberg v. Merson, 1 D.L.R. 212, 21 
Que. K.B. 310.
Building lease — Landiord's covenant to 

pay for hi u ni no — Price to be deter
mined BY APPRAISAL COMPANY—F.X 
PARTE VALUATION — FAILURE TO DETER
MINE price. — Declaration of rights 
of parties — Company acting as
VALUATOR.

Clarkson v. Plastics, 11 O.W.N. 260. 
Lease or part of building for theatre— 

Covenant of landlord to keep de
mised premises heated — Breach — 
Damages.

Osborne v. Roos, 12 O.W.N. 166.
Parol agreement — Tenancy from month 

to month — Tenant’s negligence — 
Permissive waste — Liability of ten
ant — Implied covenant.

McDonald v. Hamilton, 9 E.L.R. 395. 
Lease of dwelling-house — Implied ob

ligation NOT TO USE FOB DITFF.BENJ 
purpose—Use as hospital.

MeCuaig v. Lai onde, 23 O.L.R. 312, 18 
O.W.R. 759

2740
(§ II B—16j -—Pbem mption as to condi

tion OK PREMISES.
A lessee is presumed to have received the 

premises in good condition, and is obliged 
to restore them in the same condition ; 
saving his right to prove the contrary (art. 
1633, C.C. Que. i. this presumption regulates 
not only the relations between landlord and 
tenant,* hut may also be invoked by third

Paquet v. Nor Mount Realty Co., 28 D. 
L.R. 458, 49 Que. 8.C. 302.
Warranty as to fitness.

In a demise of real property only, a con
dition or warranty that it is lit for the pur 
pose for which it is intended to he used will 
not be implied. [Davev v. Christoff, 28 
D.L.R. 447. not followed."]

St. (ieorge Mansions v. Hetherington, 41 
D.L.K. 614. 42 O.kR. 10.
Covenant running with land — Aobfk 

ment to build — Assignment — As
sumption of liability.

Notwithstanding the general rule that 
there is no implied covenant by a lessor of 
an existing building that it is fit for the 
purpose for which it was known to be in
tended to be used, the defendant lessors were 
held hound by their agreement to erect a 
building for their lessees and were, under 
the circumstances of the case, bound to 
make that building suitable for the purposes 
for which the lessees required it, and the 
defendant assignees of the lessors were held 
to have assumed the liability of remedying 
the defect* complained of in consideration 
of the tenants' relinquishment of their pos 
sible right of rescission. Quicre as to the 
liability of the assignees, had they not as
sumed such obligation.

Tarrabian v. Ferring, [1018] 2 W.W.R. 
172. affirming 35 D.L.R. 632. 12 A.L.R. 47, 
[1917] 2 W.W.R. 381.
As TO CONDITION OK Ht II.DINO.

A landlord is not liable in damages on 
the ground of an implied warranty that the 
building leased was fit for the purpose for 
which it was to he used. In the absence 
of an express agreement or warranty in a 
lease as to the fitness for a particular pur
pose of the leased building, the tenant must 
take the building as he finds it, and has 
no claim against the landlord on an im
plied warranty. Where a lease for a term 
of year» less than that to which the Land 
Titles Act is applicable is expressed to lie 
executed pursuant to that Act, is in the 
form provided thereby, and the words of 
that form “subject to the covenants and 
powers implied,” are used, it will be held 
that the parties intended that they should 
lie bound by such obligations as would have 
attached to them had the lease been one 
which would, by law, instead of agreement, 
have been subject to the terms of that Act.

Telfer v. Fisher, 3 A.L.R. 423.
(g II B—17)—Repairs — Use of prem

ises — Terms of lease.
A lessor is obliged to make, on the prem-
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4.«s leased the repaire necessary to make 

t -m suitable for the purposes* for which 
•v are intended to bo used, even though 
• lease provides that the lessee knows 
m well, and does not require them to lie

hi...iiicallv described. The latter can main-
inn an action to eonnel the lessor to make 
4::, h repairs within a fixed time and. on 
hit failure to do so, to be authorized to 
,aake them at his expense.

Desautel» v. Préfontaine, 42 Que. 8.C. 401.
It TO REPAIRS

1'he plaintiffs sued for the costs of re
curs to a building which they had leased to 
• lie defendant F. F. had assigned the lease 
to Y 4 B., who had sublet to F. 4 L. F. 
served a third party notice on his assignees, 
\ 1 B„ who brought in their subtenants, 
F A L.. a* fourth parties. N. 4 B., the 
ats.^neea. were afterwards ordered to lie 
made defendants, and the defendant F. ob
tained an order of indemnity against them. 
The court found that the building had col
lapsed because of overloading:—Held that, 

the lease had been made pursuant to the 
I .and Titles Act, the defendant F. was liable 
to the plaintiff on an implied covenant to 
repair for the cost of putting the building 
in its former position, that the assignees 
N AB. were liable to F. for the same 
imount, and F. 4 L., the subtenants, were 
liable to N. 4 B. Held, therefore, that the 
nliiintitfa were entitled to judgment against 
the lessee F.. for the amount of the repairs 
m i the plaintiff's costs ; that F. was en- 

• led to judgment against the assignees, N.
, B, for this amount, and hie costs of 
lefcnee; that the plaintiffs were also en- 

■ Med to a judgment directly against N. 4 
rf for the amount of the repairs and their 

<*ts; that X. 4 B. were entitled to judg- 
neut against their subtenants, F. 4 L., for 
tic* amount of the repairs and for the costs 

hich were applicable *o the enforcement of 
their claim against the latter, N. 4 B. not 
'■sung entitled, however, to recover against 

A L, the amount of the plaintiffs' costs 
>‘ered against them (N. 4 B.). 

lelfer Brothers v. Fisher, 3 A.L.R. 423.
UnHEALTHT LODGINGS — OlYEB TO REPAIR

— Departure of tenant — Reciprocal
BECOt RSE — C.C. ARTS. 1612, 1013,
1641.

"'hen a leasehold premises becomes un- 
h-althy by reason of the neglect of the land- 
: »rj to make the necessary repairs, the ten
ant should, before quitting the leased preni- 

- -, ask for the cancellation of the &ase, 
1 default of the landlord making the re

pairs which are judged necessary. If the 
'- nant quits the leased premises on account 
■f the unsanitary condition, without giving 

the landlord time to make the repairs, he 
cannot reclaim the rent not yet due with
out demanding himself the cancellation of

Dufresne v. Tremblay, 65 Que. 8.C. 236.

C. Terms; holding over; renewal.
Renewal of partnership lease to partner 

after dissolution of firm, see Partnership, 
VI-25.
(| Il C—20)—Terms — Hoi.di.no over — 

Occupation by tenant after expiry 
or lease — Acceptance of bent — 
Estoppel.

Scarborough Securities Co. v. Locke, 6 
D.L.R. 897, 4 O.W.N. 228, 23 O.W.R. 239. 
Renewal of lease — Failure to exercise, 

option — Excuse — Exclusion by
LANDLORD.

The failure of a tenant during his first 
term to take advantage of an option for re 
newal of his lease, is not excused by his 
wrongful expulsion by the landlord from 
the demised premises before the expiry of 
the time for exercising the option.

(Jardiner v. Ware, 13 D.L.R. 161, 6 8.L. 
It. 110, 23 W.L.R. 153, 4 W.W.R. 1366. 
Homme over —Retaining key.

When the movables of a lessee are seized 
for rent and placed in the care of a judi
cial guardian, who leaves them where they 
are, locked up, until after the expiration of 
the lease, the tenancy is not continued by 
the holding over, the occupation not being 
that of the lessee although he had retained 
the key in his possession.

Renaud v. Pasquini, 52 Que. 8.C. 28. 
Overholdino Tenant’s Act — Eviction—

In proceedings under the Overholding 
Tenant's Act. the sole and only question to 
he considered is whether the tenant ia to 
go out or not. Where the order for the 
ejection of the tenant, made by the Judge 
of the County Court, was set aside with 
costs on appeal, and it was ordered that 
the tenant’s costs lie set off against the 
rent alleged to be due. Held, that the order 
involved a decision that rent was due and 
was improperly made and must lie set aside 
with costs.

McKay v. McDonald, 60 N.8.R. 443. 
Ovkrholdi.no Tenants Act, R.S.O. (1897), 

c. 171. s. 2 (21—Delivery ok occu
pation SUFFICIENT—Jurisdiction.

Pepall v. Broom, 2 O.W.N. 1275, 19 O.W. 
R. 512,
Agreement for lease—Possession—“Op

tion” FOR FURTHER TERM — ASSIGN* 
MENT BY LESSEE OF INTEREST UNDER 
AGREEM ENT.

Rogers v. National Drug 4 Chemical Co., 
24 OJaR. 486. affirming 23 O.L.R. 234 
(§ II C—21)—Yearly tenancy — Hold

ing over — Corporation tenant.
Where a tenant for years under a valid 

lease continues in possession after the ex 
pirntion of the term, and pays the monthly 
rent reserved in the leaie, a tenancy from 
year to year is thereby established, not with 
standing the fact that the tenant happens 
to be a corporation. [Finlay v. Bristol 4 
Exeter R. Ck>., 7 Ex. 409; Garland Mfg. Co. 
v. Northumberland Paper, etc., Co., 31 O.R.
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40, distinguished ; Pennington v. Taninre, 12 
Q.B. 908, followed.J

Young v. Bank of Neva Svotia, 23 D.L.R. 
854, 34 O.L.It. 176.
CROPPING LEASE — 1 I NANCY IOR YEAR OR AT 

WILL.
Mather v. Ross. 30 D.L.K. 286, 33 W.LR. 

735. If W.XY.R. 1350.
Yearly tenancy.

In the «use of a lease for one year cer
tain, the tenancy expires hv effluxion of 
finie, ami notice "to quit is not necessary to 
determine it. A tenancy at will arises only 
where the letting is for no certain terni, 
hut is to continue during the joint will of 
both parties and no longer. A landlord 
cannot, by a notice to quit during tin- cur
rency of a term created by a written lease, 
convert a tenancy for one vear into one at 
will.

Salesscs v. Harrison, 10 E.L.R. 542.
(8 11 ('—22)—Lease for 14 months —

UVEKHOI.DIXO TENANT — RENT PAID
monthly — Tenancy from year to 
year — Taxes in akrkar — Rent to 
municipality.

When a tenant under a lease for a fixed 
term of 14 months at a fixed rental payable 
monthly remains in possession on the end
ing of the term, and still pays vent month
ly he becomes a tenant from year to year. 
The taxes being in arrear the landlord is 
considered to have know lodge of this fact., 
and to have agreed that payments of rent, 
to the municipality lie the same as pay
ments to himself. [Right v. Darby (17861, 
1 Term. Rep. 159, followed.)

Re Lyons and McVeitv, 49 D.L.R. 63.5, 46 
O.L.R. 148.
(§ II C—23)—Tenancy at will--What

CONSTITUTES.
Tim occupât ion of land under a verbal 

agreement to pay the taxes thereon as rent 
until a purchaser is found constitutes a ten 
ancy at will.

Hast v. Clarke, 23 D.L.R. 74, 33 O.L.R. 
624.
Tenant at sufferance.

A lessee who is allowed to occupy the 
leased premises for a certain time after the 
lease has been terminated by notice, holds 
under sufferance, and is properly chargeable 
with rental on a quantum meruit for use 
and occupation.

Gardner v. Holmes. 38 D.L.R. 156, 24 B. 
<\R. 416, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 456.
Tenancy at will or sufferance.

Article 1608 C.C. (Quo.) only establishes 
a presumption. Occupation by permission 
or by sufferance causes the existence of a 
lease to be presumed. But if such occupa
tion can lie explained otherwise than by 
title of the lessee, the presumption of a 
lease disappears. One who for several years 
has occupied a house belonging to" his 
brother whose agent he was, without 
paying any rent, who keeps it in repair at 
his expense, and even improves it for his

benefit, and acquiesces in its sale in which 
he has an interest, cannot he considered a» 
a lessee of the house, but is only an occu
pant at his brother's pleasure: he cannot 
object to a buyer taking possession of the 
house at the time stipulated in the deed <,f

Morgan v. Provost, 25 Que. K.B. 425. 
(§11 C—24)—Renewal — Holding ovkh.

The lessee is not entitled to a renewal in 
perpetuity unless the language used in the 
covenant therefi r in tin lease expressly or 
by clear implication shews that the party 
intended such renewal and. therefore, the 
provision in the lease permitting the re
newal “at the same rental, upon the same 
terms and conditions in all respects*' as 
provided in the old lease hut saying noth
ing as to any further renewal gives the 
lessee no right to have inserted in the re
newal lease any provision for a further 
renewal. [The King v. St. Catharine* 
Hydraulic Co.. 43 Can. S.C.R. 595, followed. |

Wilson v. Kerner, 3 D.L.R. 11, 3 O.W.N. 
769, 21 O.W.R. 477.
Renewable lease — Salary to he fixed 

— Election of tenant — Occupation
AFTER END OF TERM — LlAllll ITY FOB 
REASONABLE RENT.

A tenant under a lease renewable at his 
option at a rental to be fixed by arbitrators 
before the end of the term, who remains in 
the use and occupation of the premises 
whilst the arbitration proceeding* and his 
election are pending, ami then elects to re
fuse the renewal term is liable for a reason
able sum for such use and occupation.

Toronto General Hospital Trustees v. 
Sabiston, 47 D.L.R. 324. 44 O.L.R. 639.

A provision in a lease giving the lessee 
the privilege of renewal “from year to year 
at the expiration of any year at» long as he 
may care so to do" does not make the lease 
renewable perpetually, since the right can 
• mly continue while the lessee personally 
“«•ares so to do” and «an lie exeri-ised only- 
while the lessor lives r.nd continue» to own 
the property. Such >i provision is not a 
covenant, and does not bind the land or the 
heirs, assignees or personal representatives 
of either party, and ;s but a personal con
tract binding the parties alone, neither is 
such provision so indefinite as to call for 
the setting aside of the lease. A lease is 
not void because it provides for perpetual 
renewal.

Alexander v. Herman. 2 D.L.R. 239, 3 
O.W.N. 755, 21 O.W.R. 461.

A notice by a lessee, purporting to exer- 
«•ise an option to renew the existing term, 
lursuant to a condition in the original 
ease for a “notice in writing" of exercising 

such option, is of no legal effect unless it is 
signed.

Greenwood v. Bancroft, 2 D.L.R. 417, 20 
W.L.R. 816. 2 W.W.R. 162.
Holding over—Liability.

In an action to recover possession of 
premises brought by the owner against an
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over In )lding tenant, who bel lewd that he 
wis holding under a valid renewal lea ne, 
while, ai a matter of fact, there was no re
newal lease, but only a tentative agreement 
for a renewal 'ease !>et\veeii him and the 
.•oner's manager, which agreement had not 
.. ••it ratified by the owner, though the court 
tind* that the owner in entitled to judg
ment for Doaaesiiioii of the premises, it is 
not obliged to give double rental value of 
the premises during the time the tenant 
Ittdd over, and will not do so where it does 
nut lind that the overholding tenant was 
"conscious that he had no right to retain 
possession." 115w infen v. Bacon, ti H. 4 N. 
340. followed.]

Diekson Vo. v. Graham, fl D.L.R. B13. 4 
O.W.N. 070, 23 O.W.R. 749.
Option io renew on notice—Payment ok 

ÜKNT ON RENEWAL TERM.
Where a rental agreement provides an 

option of renewal for subsequent years, the 
acceptance of rent for portions of one of 
sueh subsequent years is evidence of the 
tenancy having been created for that year, 
apart from the ouest ion of its effect as a 
waiver of an alleged forfeiture through 
failure to give prior notice as stipulated. 
[Bishop v. Howard, 2 B. 4 C. 100, applied.J 

li.C. Episcopal Corp. de St. Albert v. 
Sheppard. 9 D.L.R. 019. 0 A.L.R. 128, 23 W. 
LR. 282, 3 W.W.R. 814.
Loss OK RENEWAL PRIVILEGE BY BUBRENITER 

OK PART OK DEMISE» PREMISES.
V covenant for a renewal of a lease is 

indivisible, and, if the lessee assigna a part 
in' the demised premises, he cannot enforce 
the covenant for renewal as to the remain
ing portion; in like manner where the ten- 
ant voluntarily surrenders to the landlord 
i part of the premises demised with priv
ilege of renewal, the renewal privilege is 
l"'t us to the remainder of the premises 
imless provision is made for its retention. 
I Barge v. Schiek, 37 Minn. 155, followed, j 

llowland v. Jones. 15 D.L.R. 709. 
Stipulation for terminating, implied

A stipulation in the original lease for 
one year that either party may terminate 
at the end of any month of the tenancy 
applies to the lease from year to year im
plied on a holding over and payment of 
the same rent following the one year term 
and may be taken advantage of by a per- 
-•II to whom the lessor had assigned the 
r version during the original tenancy.

He Rabinovitch and Booth, 19 D.L.R. 
290, 31 O.L.R. 88.
Lease ok corporation—Seal.

In order to establish a tenancy from year 
to year, or the tacit renewal of the term, 
there must be a valid lease for a year at 
least, and a bolding over by consent of the 
puitie-, from which the continuance could 
be implied; a verlial lease for the term of 
a year, entered into by an official of a 
nontrading corporation without the corpo
ral'- seal and not under a by-law, creates

no valid tenancy capable of an implied re
newal by holding over and the holding over 
creates no liability except for use and occu
pation. 1 Finlay v. Bristol 4 Exeter R. Co., 
7 Ex. 409, followed.]

Richardson v. Urban Mutual Fire Ins. 
Co.. 28 D.L.R. 12. 20 Man. L.H. 372, 34 W. 
L.R. 580, lu W.W.R. 733.
Renewal- -Holding over.

Where a lease contains a covenant by the 
lessee to heat at his own expense the upper 
Hat of a building, the ground floor only of 
which is demised to him, and also contains 
a guaranty by the lessor that the heating 
apparatus is in good working condition, 
and a clause gives the lessee the right of 
renewal provided no breach or default be 
made in the lessee's covenants, the observ 
ance of the covenant tc heat by an assignee 
of the lessee bound by that covenant is a 
condition precedent to his right of renewal, 
and. although the heating apparatus is de
fective, he forfeits the right if he does not 
make the lient use he could reasonably have 
been expected to make of the system such 
as it is. Where a lease demises only the 
ground floor of a building a covenant by 
the lessee to heat the upper flat is one 
which is binding on an assignee of the 
lessee taking with notice thereof. A hold
ing over must lie wilful and contumacious 
before double damages can be given the 
lessor. Qutere, w here a lease demises only 
the ground floor of a building, is a covenant 
by the lessee to lient the upper flat one 
which runs with the land?

Nankin v. Sturland, 3 A.L.R. 355. 
Yearly lease—Covenant for renewal.

A lease for one year contained the follow
ing covenant : “That at the option of the 
lessee, the term hereby demised shall lie re
newed for a further term of one year, and 
so on from year to year at a like rental 
and on similar terms.”—Held, that the 
existence in fact of a desire for the further 
lease is all that, is essential, and that desire 
may be indicated by conduct and circum
stances, and no notice is necessary. [Brew
er v. Conger, 27 A.R. (Ont.) 10, followed.) 
A covenant for renewal under the same 
covenants does not include the covenant to 
renew, but means only a second term, not 
a perpetuity of lease, and after the second 
term, the lessee remains on only as tenant 
from year to year. [Britton v. Foote, 2 
Bro. C.C. 030. and Russell v. Darwin, 2 
Bro. C.C. (n) 089, followed.]

Hoadlev v. Bavntum, 31 W.L.R. 751. 
Renewal—Rent—Valuation ok premises 

— Arbitration — Evidence — Possi
bility OF PUTTING IN RAILWAY SIDING
—Admissibility.

Re Toronto General Hospital Trustees 
and Sabiston, 9 O.W.N. 75.

D. Termination; forfeiture.
Surrender and acceptance, see Assignment 

for Creditors, III B—15.
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(8 II D—30)—Lease of phemisbs — One 

year—Option of continuing—Notice 
in LANDLORD TO quit—Tenant com in 
unto Aim year—Occupancy under 
OPTION — OVKBHOLDIHO Tenant’s Act,
RAN s 1906, o. 171.

The plaint iff leased certain premises to 
the defendant “to have and to hold . . . 
from the first day of May for the term of 
one year next ensuing . . with the
option of continuing the lease from year to 
year until one or the other give notice in 
writing to <^uit 3 calendar months previous 
to the termination of any year.” Prior to 
the end of the year the plaintiff gave the 
defendant 3 months' notice to quit ; the ten
ant held beyond the year without giving 
any notice of his intention to remain. The 
court held that the détendant must be taken 
as remaining under his option (of contin
uing the lease) and was not an overholding 
tenant, within the meaning of the Overbold - 
ing Tenant’s Act, R.S.N.8. 1900, r. 174. 
Held, also, that the plaint iff had no right 
to give the notice he had given.

laibu v. McGovern, 44 D.L.R. 561, 52
N. S.R. 440.
• A lease for a term of years in land in 
which the lessor had only a life estate is 
terminated by the cfeath of the lessor.

Atkinson v. Parrel 1, 8 D.L.R. 582. 27
O. L.R. 204.
Rescission—Altering demised premises— 

Effect on rescission ci.aim.
Rescission of a lease will not he allowed 

at the instance of the lessee because of the 
refusal of the municipality to permit the 
rebuilding of a wooden bin Id ing in the lo
cality under its building and tire limit by
laws, where it appears that, though he 
accepted the lease and entered into posses
sion of the premises relying on the lessor’s 
»romise made in good iaith to see that the 
OHBce got a permit for the alterations which 

lie, the lessee, desired to make, the latter 
had equal means of knowledge from the out
set that it. was against a local Imilding by
law to grant a permit for the rebuilding of 
or extensive alterations to a “frame build
ing.” and. nevertheless, went on after re
fusal of the permit and altered the condi
tion of the premises so that at the time of 
seeking rescission lie was not in a position 
to give up the premises in the same condi
tion as when lie received them, or in a con
dition, without the expenditure of money, 
to be available to the lessor.

Ruff v. McKee, 9 D.L.R. 619, 4 O.W.N. 
601.
Lessor’s failure to improve—Forfeiture

OF LIQUOR LICENSE.
The forfeiture of a liquor license result

ing from the failure of a lessor to improve 
the leased premises in accordance with a 
municipal regulation, as required by a 
covenant in the lease, does not in the ab
sence of a provision to that effect, express 
or implied, put a.i end to the lease so as to 
relieve the lessee from liability for rent

thereunder. [Harts Trustees v. Arrol, 
[1903] 6 Seas. Cas. 36; Grimsdick v. Sweet- 
man, [1909J 2 K.B. 740, lollowed.]

Vancouver Breweries v. Dana. 26 D.L.R. 
665, 52 Can. S.C.R. 134, 9 VV.VV.R. 1016, 
affirming 25 D.L.R. 508, 21 B.C.R. 19. 
Failure of subject-matter—Liquor u-

The statutory abolition of bar rooms, 
the business whereof formed the basic con
sideration when entering into a lease of a 
hotel, does not amount to siivh total de
struction of the subject-matter as will term
inate the lease, on the principle that a con
tract is discharged when there is a total 
failure of the subject-matter contracted for; 
a proviso that the lease shall terminate 
upon the lessee’s failure to secure a liquor 
license does not extend throughout the 
whole term of the lease.

Charrier v. MeCreiglit, 33 D.L.R. 689. 11 
A.L.R. 270, [1917J 2 VV.W.R. 8, affirming 
[1917] 1 W.VV.R. 834.
Shout Forms Act.

A lease made in pursuance of the Short 
Forms of Leases Act ( R.S.O., 1914, c. 116) 
cannot be surrendered by parol agreement.

Re Bagshaw and O'Connor, 42 D.L.R. 
§99, 12 II.L.R. 466.
Forfeiture—Agreement to assign as dis

tinct FROM ASSIGNMENT.
A valid assignment of the term is neces

sary to work a forfeiture under a condition 
of the lease that the lessee would not assign 
without leave; an agreement to assign is 
not enough. [Friary, etc. v. Singleton, 
[1899] 2 Ch. 261, applied.]

Cornish v. Boles. 19 D.L.R. 447, 31 O.L. 
R. 565.
Lease ok house—Place of prostitution— 

Reticence of lessor—Cancellation— 
Que. C.C. 993. 1612, 1616.

When an owner lets a house which was 
previously occupied by women of ill-fame, 
and is known in the neighbourhood as a 
place of prostitution, his reticence on that 
subject at the time lie let the house con
stitutes deceit towards .the tenant, and the 
latter can demand the cancellation of the

Lorio v. Morgan, 46 Que. S.C. 378. 
Unauthorized assignment or lease — Ob

jectionable business.
If a valid and binding assignment of the 

term is made without the lessor’s consent 
being asked for, although the lease contains 
a covenant that the les-.ee “will not without 
leave assign or sublet, the lessor undertak
ing that his consent will not he arbitrarily 
withheld,” the effect is to enable the lessor 
to forfeit the lease and to repossess the 
premises ; but if, before a valid and binding 
assignment is made (e.g., the delivery of 
an assignment held in escrow pending the 
negotiations to « btain the consent), the con
sent of the lessors is requested, the refusal 
of such consent can only be justified If the
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proposed assignee or the business he is to 
tarry on is found to be objectionable.

McCallum v. Imperial Bank, 22 D.L.R 
203. 7 S.L.1L 333, , W.W.R. 981, 30 W.L.
K. 343.
PSOVISO FOB tebminahon — Notice —En- 

iorcement — .Sale of land — Bona 
sides — Parties — Action for posses
sion brought by lessor and vendee 
against administratrix of lessee— 
Infant beneficiary—< osts.

T<-a»dall v. Dwyer, if O.W.X. 330. 
Assertion of right-of-way through de

mised premises— Eviction—Termina
tion OF LEASE — 1 HESl'ASS — DESTRUC
TION OF BARRIER TO USE OF WAY—
Action fob bent—Defence—Counter

Purvis v. Shepherd, 8 O.W.N. 578.
Action by tenant fob rescission—Misrf.p 

resentation—Failure to prove—Acts 
of landlord not amounting to repos 
session—Counterclaim fob rent.

Robinson v. Shannon, 17 O.W.N. 234. 
Fire—Cancellation of lease—Repairs— 

VXKNOWN REASONS—C.C. ART. 1G00.
This is a proper ease for the application 

of art. 1660, C.C., in favour of the con
tinuation of a lease, after a partial fire to 
a store, when only the roof, one window 
frame, and some window panes have been 
damaged by the fire, and when the repairs 
have only continued tor 20 days. There 
must, also be taken into consideration 
in this rase the fact that at first the lessee 
did not intend to cancel his lease, and that 
it was only after the repairs had been made, 
and after he had received the key of the 
store from the proprietor, that he had sig
nified his intention of putting an end to the 
lease; the evidence, moreover, has estab- 
lished that the fire was not the principal 
reason which had determined the lessee in 
his discontinuing his occupation of the 
leased premises.

( hasienais v. Lebel, 56 Que. S.C. 67.
The quality or extent of disturbance that 

gives a tenant the right to rescission of a 
lease is a matter left to the discretion of 
the court.

Taylor v. Frigon, 44 Que. S.C. 108. 
Destruction of premises by fire— T’re- 

sumption.
When the cause of a fire is unknown, 

but it is proved that the bookkeeper of the 
lessee was in the habit of smoking, and 
putting the ashes from his pipe into a 
wooden box, the fire having originated at 
Hie place where the box was. the lessee 
lias not rebutted the presumption of law 
against him, and the lease is not cancelled, 
by force majeure or fortuitous event.

Corbeil ▼. Costin, 49 Que. S.C. 534.
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Provision for forfeiture^-Fob keeping in
toxicating LIQUORS FOB SALE—DE
FENDANT LANDLORD TOOK POSSESSION—
Judgment fob plaintiff tenant for
POSSESSION AND $225 DAMAGES — DE
FENDANT FAILED TO PROVE BREACH BY 
PLAINTIFF.

Walters v. Wylie, 3 O.W.N. 177, 20 O. 
W.R. 312.
Purchaser fbom landi ord — Acceptance 

of rent—Tenancy from year to year 
— Termination — Notice— I‘book of

Laporte v. Wilson, 4 U.W.N. 1267, 24 O. 
W.R. 543.
’I KRMlNATION OF LEASE — RIGHT OF LAND

LORD TO POSSESSION.
Standard Clothing Vo. v. Saskatchewan 

Valley Land Co., 17 W.L.IL 544
i§ II D—31)—Ural agreement for i.easb 

—Possession — Surrender—Absign- 
MEXT BY TENANT FOB BENEFIT OF CRED
ITORS — Priority — Fraud — Intent 
—Claim of landlord for possession. 

A tenant who, being in possession of 
premises under an agreement fur a lease not 
in writing, surrenders the lease prior to 
making an assignment for the benefit of 
creditors, has not made a fraudulent pref
erence or parting with property in fraud of 
creditors, and the surrender made is suffi
cient to give the landlord possession of 
the premises in question, as against the 
assignee.

Bell v. Chartered Trust & Executor Co.; 
Chartered Trust & Executor Co. v. Bell. 50 
D.L.R. 45, reversing 49 D.L.R. 113, 40 U.L. 
R. 192.
Acceptance or bubbemier—Receiving key 

—Renting.
Acceptance of the surrender of a tenancy 

depends on the intention; merely receiving 
the key or putting up an advertisement for 
rental is not necessarily an acceptance of 
the premises by way of surrender.

McBride v. Ireson, 2d D.L.R. 516, 35 O.L. 
R. 173.
Surrender by operation of law.

The acceptance of a new lease operates 
by law as a surrender of the old term held 
under an attornment clause in a mort
gage.

First National Bank v. Cudmore and 
Law Union A Rock Ins. Co. and First Na
tional Bank. 34 D.L.R. 201, 10 S.L.R. 201, 
[1917] 2 W.W.R. 479.
Lease—Termination—Temporaby occupa

tion—Surrender.
Mickleborough v. Strathy, 23 O.L.R. 33, 

18 O.W.R. 206.
Surrender by operation of law—Accept

ance or new tenant.
McKeown v. Lechtzier, 7 W.W.R 1394.

LANDLORD AND TENANT, II D.
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( II D—32; — Termination of lease — 

Untenantable condition of premises
—LESSEE'S COVENANT TO UEi’AlB—KliLO
TION 01 NEW BLTLUINGS—MEASURE 01 
DAMAGES.

Le Maistre v. Convey, 31 D.L.R. 275.
Evil,'T10N—QUIET EXJOYMENT.

When two tenants occupy different flats 
of the same building, under leases from the 
owner, the disturbance caused to the one, 
by the use of machinery by the other, with 
the consent of the owner, is not a. mere tres
pass of a third party (art. 1016 C.C. Que.i 
bul amounts to failure by the lessor to give 
peaceable enjoyment of the premises leased. 
The lessee has, in consequence, a right of 
action against him to rescind the lease.

Taylor v. Frigou, 44 Que. 8.C. 108. 
Lessor's failure to lay flooring within

STIPULATED TIME.
Lessees of a warehouse who take posses

sion thereof under a written lease and a 
subsequent, agreement that the lessor is to 
place surface flooring within a certain time 
are not entitled to a rescission of the lease 
because of the lessor’s failure to place the 
flooring within the time limited or within 
a reasonable time thereafter. The lessees’ 
only remedy is damages for breach of the 
agreement.

Canadian Equip. & Supply Co. v. Christie, 
8 A.L.R. 359.
Eviction—Quiet enjoyment—Action for

INDUCING WRONGFUL EVICTION — AB
SENCE OF MALICE.

Fritz v. Jelfs, 0 U.W.N. 416.
(§11 I>—33)—Action for rent—Forfeit

ure ALSO CLAIMED—WAIVE» 01 FOR
FEITURE— Abandonment of action —

Tf in an action for rent forfeiture is also 
claimed for acts dune prior to the date of 
which the rent claimed became due, the 
action operates as a waiver of the forfeiture. 
The abandonment of the claim for rent at 
the trial cannot reinstate the forfeiture, 
[lb-van v. Harnett, 13 T.L.R. 310, applied.|

Straus Land Corp. v. International Hotel 
Windsor, 48 D.L.R. 51ft. 45 O.L.R. 145. 
Fori an be, and waiver of forfeiture.

Where a lease contains a covenant not 
to assign without lessor’s consent and an 
assignment of the lessee's interest in the 
lease is made, and thereafter the lessor 
assigns his title, and the lessor's assignee, 
subsequently learning of the prior assign
ment by the lessee, accepts rent from the 
party in possession under the h-.-see. and 
later distrained on his goods for other rent, 
and makes no re-entry, the breach of the 
covenant not to assign is waived.

Pigeon v. Preston. S D.L.R. 126. 22 W.L. 
R. 894. 3 W.W.R. 61)4.

A forfeiture for breach of covenant in a 
lease ( except for payment of rent l cannot 
be enforced by action, or otherwise until 
after a notice has lieen served pursuant to 
s. 20 (2) of tin* Ontario Landlord and Ten
ant Act; this provision is general and ap

plies to both positix.- and negative cove
nants. [Harman v. Ain-lie, | 11104J 1Kb 
698, followed ]

Walters v. Wylie. 1 D.L.R. 208, 3 U.W.N 
567, 20 O.W.R. 9»4

A forfeiture in a lease is waived if tin- 
lessor elects not. to take advantage of it 
and shews his election either expressly by 
a statement to that effect to the lessee or 
impliedly by acknowledging the continuous 
tenancy, and if after a cause of forfeiture 
has come to his knowledge he dues anything 
to recognize the relation of landlord ami 
tenant us still subsisting, lie is precluded 
from saying he did not do the act with the 
intention of waiving the forfeiture. [Evans 
v. Davis, 10 ( h I). 747; Moore v. Ulleoats 
Mining Co., [1908] 1 Ch. 575, approved.]

Holman v. Knox, 3 D.L.R. 207, 25 O.L.R 
588. 21 O.W.R. 325.
Breach of covenant by lessor—Excuser

ON EQUITABLE GROUNDS—COURT BOUND
TO CONSIDER—RELIEF AGAINST FORFEIT-

Where the lessor of farm property com
mits a breach of an express covenant in tap 
lease but raises excuses for the breach on 
equitable grounds, the court is bound to 
consider them and in a proper case relieve 
from forfeiture.

Warner v. Linalian. 46 D.L.R. 31, 14 A. 
L.R. 432, [191ft] 2 W.W.R. 94.
Waiver ok forfeiture — Accepting bent

FROM NUHEEHSEK.
Although, under the terms of a lease, the 

tenant is prohibited from assigning or sub
letting the premises under penalty of for
feiture, still where he does so to the knowl
edge of the landlord, the acceptance of rent 
from the sublessee by the landlord consti
tutes a waiver of such forfeiture.

R.C. Episcopal Corp. de St. Albert v. 
Sheppard, ft D.L.R. 61ft. 6 A.L.R. 128, 23 
W.L.R. 282.
Covenant — Forfeiture — Re-entry—

1M PROVEMK N T8— I.IABI LITY.
A least- contained u covenant that upon 

default in the payment of rent, etc., the 
lessor should have the right to immediately 
determine the tenancy ami re enter. On 
June 30. 1915, the lessor (the respondent) 
addressed a letter to the Mayor and Council 
of Regina (inter alia) as" follows: “As 
time changes legislation should be enacted 
to suit conditions to meet demands that 
are required to cope with the situation. As 
you are quite well aware that the people 
who are running the Métropole Hotel are 
practically out of business, and as this 
property belongs to me. and as it is almost 
opposite the City Hull, it would he rather 
unsightly to have the windows hoarded tip, 
as the city has been given power to assist 
and provide accommodation for the local 
and traveling public. I am not going to 
ask you for any assistance further than to 
allow me to put an addition to the present 
building in the way of a rest room, sample 
rooms and any other accommodation I may
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#ee tit in the interests of reopening to the 
general public as an accommodation. . .
He!.I. that this letter, coupled with actual
....... --ion of the premises by the respondent
rr >111 an earlier day in dune, and followed 
11v Iniilding and repairs begun on July 12 
,’.mted conclusively to a re-entry by the 

•-pondent in June or at latest within the 
: -t day or two in July, and that the re- 
sp'indent was, on July 8, liable to the lessee 
i ,i improvements which, under the lease, he 
.i.-reed to pay for at the expiration of the

i ulgarv Brewing & Malting Co. v. Wil- 
I1.1111-. 4« D.L.R. 224. 12 S.L.R. 318. [1919] 
1 WWW. 919. reversing [1919] 1 W.W.K.

FORFEITURE—RETURN OF LESSEE’S DEPOSIT
i.IVKN IX GUARANTEE.

Where an agreement for a lease to begin 
i. .toon as the landlord could prepare the 
--•ni-ed premises for the tenant's purposes 

-• mutated that a $000 deposit then made 
t«. the landlord was to be held as a guar
antee of good faith, on the part of the 
tenant, that the latter would enter into 
M'-'fssion when the premises were ready, 

deposit may be ordered to be returned 
'•' ilie tenant when the landlord gave notice 
• it the premises were ready for occupation 

> : .mi they were not in fact ready, and 
•refore could not by reason of a municipal 
law be used for the lessee's business, if

• landlord gave notice of cancellation of 
the b-ase before the rental period had begun 
"ii the ground of the tenant’s breach of

venant in sub-letting a portion of the 
'••mises without leave: the landlord under 

such circumstances could not keep the de- 
pnsit. and also avoid the lease.

Von Svrbinoff v. McCarthy, 15 D.L.R. 180. 
28 W.I. R. 54. .1 W.W.R. «59. 
flu IKK AGAINST FORFEITURE OF LEASE —

Nonpayment of rent — Change in
TERMS 1IY USAGE.

V lessee of demised premises is entitled 
t‘» hi order for relief against forfeiture on 
the ground of nonpayment of rent, under 

iwe Déclara tori Act, R.B.B.C. 1911, c.
• . s. 2. subs. 14, where it appears that he 

had lieen in the habit of paying several 
months’ rent at a time instead of monthly

'ailed for by the lease, with which ar- 
r.ingementa the lessor seemed to have been 
vitUlied, that no request for payment was 
made by the lessor for about 5 months, but 
'ii-teud thereof he served his notice of re- 
"iitry, at which time the lessee tendered all 
'lie rent then due, but the lessor would 
not accept it, and where the lessee brings 
into court all arrears of rent due under the 
lease. A failure on the part of the lessor to 

enter the demised premises and to de- 
.lire a forfeiture under the terms of the 
covenant for nonpayment of rent, does not 
' -intitule such a waiver of rights as is 
contemplated by subs. 17 of s. 2 of the 
Ait, to the effect that no relief shall lie 
grunted against forfeiture of a lessee's 

Can. Dig.—87.

term where a forfeiture under the covenant 
in respect of which relief is sought "shall 
have been already waived out of court in 
favour of the person seeking the relief." 
so as to preclude the lessee from maintain 
ing a summons for relief against such for-

Balagno v. Lerov, 10 D.L.R. 601, 18 B. 
C.R. 127, 2.1 IV. I «.It. «21.
Covenant of dovutful meaning.

The addition of u public shoe shining 
business will not be declared a breach of 
a covenant that demised premises should lie 
used as a ‘"store only," and that no other 
trade or business should Ik* carried on where, 
with the consent of the lessor, the lessee 
conducted a shoe repairing shop on tin- 
premises; anil a forfeiture of the lease will 
not he declared under the circumstances, 
since the true construction of such cove
nant was doubtful.

Just v. Stewart, 12 D.L.R. 65, 23 Man. 
L.R. 517, 4 W.W.R. 780, 24 W.L.R. 433. 
Forfeiture — Relief against — Security 

hik RESTORATION AT BUD Of TERM.
A claim of forfeiture of a lease by rea 

son of an alteration made in the building 
by a tenant to enable him to carry on a 
business therein of a class not prohibited 
by the lease, may be relieved against, under 
tne Landlord and Tenant Act (Out.), by 
requiring the tenant to give security for 
the restoration of the building at the end 
of the lease to its condition at the time tin- 
lease was made.

Sullivan v. Dore, 13 D.L.R, 910, 5 O.VV.N, 
70, 25 O.W.R. 31.
Forff.itube of lease—Structurai, alter

ATIONM IX BUILDING — STATUTORY NO
TICE BY LANDLORD.

A landlord's action to declare a forfeiture 
of the lease because of structural altera
tions made in the buildings without his con
sent by the tenant will he dismissed if a 
statutory notice of forfeiture has not been 
given pursuant to the landlord and Tenant 
Act, 1 Geo. V. (Ont.) c. 37, s. 20 (2), ( H.s 
O. 1914, c. 155).

Sullivan v. Dore, 13 D.L.R. 910, 5 0. 
W.X. 70, 25 O.W.R. 31.
Nonpayment of rent—Right of re-entry

FORFEITURE.
The right of re-entry for nonpayment of 

rent overdue for 15 da vs (Short Forms of 
Lease* Act. R.N.O., 1914. c. 116, ached. H . 
No. 12: Landlord and Tenant Act, R.S.O.. 
1914, c. 155, s. Ill I is not defeated hv tender 
or payment of the rent remaining due after 
the landlord became entitled to the right 
to forfeit.

Re Hagshaw and O’Connor, 42 D.L.R. 
A96, 42 O.L.R. 466
Cancellation of leahf. — Uninhabitable

A lessee cannot abandon the house he oc
cupies. and have his lease cancelled, In
ca use it has In-come uninhabitable, without 
making a formal demand upon his lessor
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tu make the necessary betterments, unless 
it is a case of urgency.

Saba v. Duchow, 54 Que. S.C. .">3.
Monthly tenancy — Notice ok termina

tion —8 U KFICIKNCY.
Defendant leased from the |flaintiff cer

tain premises at a rental of $50 per muntli, 
payable in advance on the lir»t day of each 
month. On Oct. '23, the defendant gave the 
plaintiff notice that he would \ acate on 
Nov. 15, to which date the defendant paid 
rent. He q nit ted the premises on Nov. 14. 
but did not return the key to the plaintiff 
till about Dec. 2. The plaintiff sued for 
two months" rent, and the action having 
been dismissed the plaintiff appealed. Held, 
that the length of notice to quit in the case 
of weekly and monthly tenancies has not 
been fixed precisely, but the general prin
ciple is that in the absence of special stipu
lation reasonable notice must lie given, and 
that a notice equal iu length to the period 
of the tenancy is sufficient. A notice to 
quit must be given so that it will expire on 
and with the last day of the period of the 
tenancy.

Maker v. McCurdy, 7 8.L.R. 340. 
t AN* El I.ATION BECAUSE IMMORALITY.

The lease of a house for purposes of pros
titution is void. It is no defence to an ac
tion for cancellation of such lease to allege 
that the owner herself keeps a disorderly 
house and that she wishes to retake pos
session of her immovable with the intention 
of occupying it for similar purposes.

Paul v. Cousineau, 24 Que. K.B. 2rt4.
(g 11 D—34 ) —Résiliation.

Where the landlord does not comply with 
the covenant in the lease to heat the prem
ises. and where the evidence shews that 
there was no undue interference on the part 
of the tenant with the heating apparatus, 
the lessee will be allowed to cancel the

lloseason v. la-unnn, 8 D.L.R. 475.

A general trust company leasing an im
movable in administering it for the owner, 
is only the agent of the latter, and cannot 
be sued by the lessee for the résiliation of 
the lease and consequent damages. Such 
action will lie dismissed on inscription en

Kerman v. General Trust Co., 51 Que. 
S.C. 132.

W here a lease for several years permits 
the lessee to terminate it in any year by 
giving notice in writing to the lessor, a 
verbal notice will lie sufficient if the latter 
receives it without objection and not de
manding that it be in writing.

Kélisle v. I.abranchc. 51 Que. S.C. 289. 
Résiliation—Grounds.

A lessor suing for cancellation of a lease 
• an only avail himself of the grounds men
tioned in his protest or in his prior mise-en- 
deuieiire.

Fameux v. Beauvais, 49 Que. S.C. 141.
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Sublease.

A landlord cannot demand the cancella
tion of a lease, the eviction of the subtenant, 
and damages, without placing the principal 
tenant in default to effect the eviction of 
the subtenant. Cancellation of the pria- 
cipal lease carries with it the cancellation 
of the sublease.

Larocque v. Freeman's, 50 Que. S.C. 231. 
Résiliation ok lease — Damages — c.C 

QUE. 1037.
Although in a lease and hire of things, 

art. 1937 C.C. (Que.), concerning damages 
in the case of cancellation of lease, reduces 
the principle that the party not fulfilling 
his obligation is liable for all damages re
sulting from such nonfultllment, that article 
nevertheless must be construed according 
to the circumstances; thus, the rule may 
vary if the question is about a resident* 
leased for a rather low price, or alunit 
business premises, or about a factory leased 
for a very high rent, or about a lease can
celled in summer time rather than in tin- 
fall or the winter. In the present ease, the 
whole year was the basis of the damages 
awarded.

McGatlran v. Boite, 46 Que. S.C. 513. 
Cancellation—New lease to third party 

—Liability fob bent fob cancelled

The defendant leased the plaintiff a 
business premises for 23 months at 85(H) a 
month, it being a term of the lease that the 
lirst and last months' rent be payable in 
advance. The plaintiff paid the two months 
rent and took possession. During the term 
the parties agreed in writing to cancel the 
lease and grant a new lease to another per
son on similar terms. The agreement was 
carried out, the old lease being cancelled and 
a new lease given the second lessee, who 
entered into possession and paid the first 
and last months' rent in advance. In an 
action for the recovery of the last, month's 
rent paid by the lirst lessee:—Held, that 
the agreement for cancellation of the lease 
made no provision in respect of the last 
month's rent, and all the terms of the Ichm*. 
except us provided for in said agreement, 
were filially settled by its cancellation.

Perrin v. Antlers Realty Co., 20 B.( .R.
*

An inscription in review suspends the de
lay for revision of taxation of a bill of 
costs. When two cause* are joined for 
trial. enquMe and argument m the Superior 
Court, and there is one inscription in re
view with a single deposit, only one hill 
of costs will be allowed in the Court of 
Review though the Superior Court pro
nounced separate judgments. In an action 
by the lessee for résiliation of the lease if 
the defendant consents to reduce the amount 
due or accruing due to him for rent from 
$500 to $200 and consents to the résiliation 
hut with costs against the plaintiff which 
offer is refused, the cause then continues 
as commenced and the cost# will be those
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, . : action for $500 as well in the Su- 
i nrt as in the Court of Review.

Woodley V. I'eloquin Hotel Co., 13 Que.

ui ««-ignmeiit lor lienetit of creditors by 
tin- ti nant is not, in itself, a ground for 
. i •• Dation of a lease. 'Hie landlord has 

lien oil the proceeds of sa le of an hotel 
h . n«e following the assignment. The court 

i a limit allow the sale en bloc of the mov- 
1,1.lee, the license and the lease of the in
citent tenant, as it would la* impossible to 
make a precise allotment of the amount for 
x, hii li the landlord has the right to be col- 

, ..tied in preference to the other creditors.
I’aul v. Mondon, 13 Que. P.R. 185. 

t AM II I.ATION OK I.EABK—A MOV ST or DAM 
Ai.lN TO LANDLORD.

Theoret v. Trudeau, 12 Que. P.R. Ü2.
K. AHBIONMBKT; 8VHI.ETII.Nli.

(§ Il K—351—What conktitvikh— Bubi-
NE88 MAS AO EH.

Where the tenant under an# agreement 
aimniiiling to a lease containing a cotenant 
nr condition not to sell, mortgage, pledge, 
• ulilet. or as-ign such agreement or license 
nr any interest therein, or to permit any 
|iersoti to have an interest in or use any 
part of the premises, enters into an agree
ment with a third party purporting to 
i. i'lioiize 'hr latter to act as his business 
manager and to take the excess over $1.500 
ni l lie prolits of a business conducted on 
tim premises, anil obligating the third party 
in pay to the tenant in two instalments the 
sum uf $1.500 not necessarily to be de- 
ii\cil from the profits of the business, such 
agreement is substantially a subletting and 
the tenant is guilty of a breach of the cove
nant nr condition.

i urn v. Pen nock, 10 D.L.R. 548, 4 O. 
U.V 1005, 24 O.W.R. 357. [See 10 D.L.R.
1«®. I

ITU.VISO FOB l-EAVE—I.EAVE AKHITKARII.T 
x\ ITHIIBLO—KfkECT.

1'nder a condition in a lease that the les- 
Mc will not "assign or sublet without leave 
hut such leave shall not be wilfully or ar
bitrarily withheld,'* the lessee is at liberty 
in assign without the lessor's consent il. 
liefiire assigning, he had made application 
tor the consent and the lessor arbitrarily 
refused in violation of the agreement. 
[Goodwin v. Saturlev, 16 T.L.R. 437, ap
plied. |

' finish v. Boles. 19 D.L.R. 447. 31 O UR.

< "VENANT NOT TO AH8IGN—BREACH.
\ lessee's covenant not to assign without 

leave is broken only by a legal assignment 
icr the entire residue of the term. (Gentle 
v Faulkner, [1900] 2 Q.B. 207, followed.]

Met allnm v. Imperial Bank, 22 D.L.R. 
7 S.L.R. 333. 7 W.W.R. 981, 30 W.L.R. 

343.
I .fs son's COVENANT NOT ARBITRARILY TO 

W ITHHOLD CONSENT TO A8RI0N.
'I be effect of a clause in a lease that the

lessor will not arbitrarily withhold his con
sent to an assignment uf’the term which the 
lessee has covenanted not to make without 
his leave is not to impose an obligation on 
the lessor to give bis consent, hut m case it 
is unreasonably withheld to release the les
see from the obligation of the covenant and 
to enable him to assign without the lessor's 
consent. | Andrew v. Rriilgeman, [19971 1 
Jx.H. 198: West v. Gwynne, [1911] 2 Ch. 1, 
followed.]

Met a Hum v. Imperial Bank. 22 D.L.R. 
203. 7 S LR. 333, 7 W.W.R. 981, 30 W.L. 
R. 343.
Assignment ro province — Acceptance — 

KiNu'g Bench Act.
V»der s. 2)1 )b) of the King's Bench Art. 

c. 46. R.S..M. 1913. a lease to the Government 
of Manitoba, or the rent due thereunder, 
cannot he assigned so as to make the as
signment binding upon the Government un
less the assignment lie accepted in writing 
by the Provincial Treasurer.

Klliott v. Forrester, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 
220.

Sublease — Acceptant e — Pkescmption
. —Cancellation — Parol evidence — 

Ultra petita.
If a lessor accepts rent from a subtenant, 

he is presumed to accept the latter as his 
tenant, unless it appears that he has not 
abandoned his lights against the principal 
tenant. Should the lessor, who has allowed 
the subletting, sue the principal lessee with 
attachment for rent and ask the cancellation 
of the lease, and obtain judgment in his 
favour, the subtenant occupying the prem
ises with his own fmniture has a sufficient 
interest to oppose that judgment as a third 
party. An agreement lietween a lessor and 
a sublessee, to the effect that the rents of 
July, August and Svptemher, amounting 
each to over $50. and which were payable 
in advance, should be paid respectively in 
the course of the month, may be proven by 
oral evidence with a commencement of proof 
in writing in three cheques, one dated July 
12 for $1*25, another dated July 13 for $75. 
and a third one dated July 25 for $475. 
given to the lessor on account of the rent 
of July. A lessor who takes possession of 
the leased premises and oceupies them him
self. cannot later sue the lessee for cancel
lation of the lease and base his action on 
the rent due for that period of time cov
ering his occupation. When premises are 
sublet with the consent of the lessor, even 
if the latter has reserved his recourse 
against his principal lessee, an action for 
the cancellation of the lease cannot he 
brought by him without bringing the sub
lessee into the case. If the conclusions in 
an action for attachment for rent asking 
the cancellation of the lease are taken 
against the principal lessee only,, the sub
lessee who was occupying the premises with 
the lessor's consent, not having been called 
in the ease, the court cannot, without decid-
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ing " ultra potita" order the expulsion of the
sublessee.

Duchess Amusement Co. v. Desniarteau, 
27 Que. K.B. Ml.
Assign ment—Coven a x r.

An assignee of a lease who stipulates that 
“if the assigna»» sells the business which lie 
is actually carrying on he shall have the 
right to transfer his lease."' may, after he 
has made a voluntary abandonment of hia 
property, transfer his lease and his business, 
with the approval of his creditors, and of 
freeing the original lessee of all his obliga
tions to the owner. The original lessee has 
no right to eomplain of the abandonment to

l.abonte v. Sicotte. 24 Rev. Leg. 2.10.
IS II K—30)—Assignment.

If a lease contains a covenant not to 
assign the lease without the lessor's con
sent (and that in such event tin- lessor 
could re-enter i and such covenant is vio
lated by the lessee, the proper remedy for 
the lessor is to enter and terminate the 
lease; and notice to quit at a future date 
and a distraint made for the rent cannot 
be «aid to lie evidence of a re-entry, as the 
les-.ee was thus recognized a« a tenant by 
the lessor.

Pigeon v. Preston, 8 D.L.R. 126. 22 VV. 
L.II. 81)4, 3 W.W.R. 0114 
Assignment of i.k.xse—Restrictive cove

nant ah to motel—""Tied"’ house.
A covenant contained in a document sep

arate from the mortgage given by the 
owner of the realty upon procuring a loan 
from a brewing company upon his hotel 
property whereby such owner and its ten
ant in occupation of the hotel severally 
agn-ed for valuable consideration with the 
brewing company that neither they nor their 
assigns would, during a specified period, sell 
or deal in or allow to be sold or dealt in 
upon the demised premises any brewing 
products other than those dealt in by the 
brewing company, is a covenant running 
with the land which may lie enforced by 
injunction at the instance of the owner 
against a purchaser of the lessee's interests 
in the premises where such purchaser took 
with notice of such restrictixe agreement, 
although the agreement xxas subsequent to 
the making of the lease itself the benetit 
of xvhich the purchaser had acquired, and 
although it did not appear that the making 
of such restrictive agreement xvas a condi
tion upon which the lease xvas granted.

Rudd x. Manahan. 11 D.L.R. 37, 5 A.I..R. 
11). 4 W.W.R. 3Ô0. 24 W.L.R. 240. affirming

RL.ll. 563, 21 W.I..R. 920. 2 W.W.R. 71)8.
Covenant against assignment—Making

LEASE PARTNERSHIP PROPERTY.
A provision in a partnership agreement 

whereby one partner agrees to assign to the 
other partner an interest in a lease to he 
used for the business of the partnership, in 
consideration of his share of contribution, 
operates as a mere equitable assignment, 
mid tines not constitute a breach of a cove

nant in the lease against assignment as a 
ground of forfeiture of the lease.

Hersclmrit v. St. Mary’s Young Men's So
ciety, *5 h LB. 108, if' V> R. 800 
What parses to assignee—Guaranty or

An assignment by a lessor, of all the 
rights, powers, title and interest in a lease, 
with all the benefit and advantage to lie de
rived therefrom, carries with it the benefit 
of a guaranty contained in the lease for the 
payment of the rent by the lessee.

West v. Shun, 24 D.L.R. 818, 8 S.L.R. 
243. 9 W.W.R 644. 32 W.L.R. 1)01. 
Assignment without leave- 1*nreanox-

ABI.E RELI RAI. OE LESSOR TO CONSENT—
Right to assign—Declaration—Dam
ages—( !OH IS.

Childs v. King. 8 O.W.X. fill.
(§ Il K—37) — Covenants—Breach—Sun-

Permitting a real estate dealer to use for 
his business any portion of a leased store 
building during the day-time, and to dis
play cards in the windows, without paying 
rent therefor, or having a key to the prem
ises, is not a breach of a covenant ag-xinst 
sub-letting, since he xvas merely a licensee.

Just v. Stewart, 12 D.L.R. *6.>, 23 Man. 
I..R. Û17. 4 W.W .R. 780. 24 W.L.R. 422. 
Sub-lease—Consent.

The sub-letting of an immovable by the 
lessee does not relieve him of his obligations 
to his lessor, xvlio preserves all his rights 
and privileges under his lease. Knowledge 
of the lessor of the sub-lease, and his ac
quiescence therein in receiving his rent di
rectly from the sub-lessee, is equivalent to 
a consent in writing to this sub-lease ami 
constitutes a xvaiver of the prohibition 
against sub-letting.

Renaud v. Pusqiiini, 52 Que. S.C. 28. 
Sub-lease—Partnership—Quebec law.

Where a tenant of a shop had agreed in 
his lease to garnish the premises with suffi- 
cient property to secure payment of the 
rent, and then forms a partnership xvitli 
other parties xvlio become the owner of the 
goods ami mox'ables on the premises, the 
tenant violates his agreement, and the 
landlord has the right to bring an action 
to rescind tlie lease.

Payette v. Payette, 44 Que. S.C. 336. 
Sublease—( onsent.

The following nets by a landlord or by 
bis agent are equivalent to consent in writ
ing to the sub letting of leased premises: 
the passing of the sub-lease and its ratifica
tion by the principal landlord's own notary, 
being at the time liis agent: the recognition 
bv the latter of the occupant as sub-tenant ; 
sending to the suh-tenant a notice to quit 
the premises; claiming oxvncrship to im
provements made by the suh-tenant. The 
right of sub-letting with the consent in 
xvriting or the approbation of the landlord 
differs from absolute prohibition to sub-let 
or to assign the lease: the latter must be
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interpreted strictly while the former leaves
tin- court tli«« decision us to tin1 landlord’s

l.aroeqne v. Freeman>, 50 Que. S.C. 231. 
COVENANT—XVaiveb.

\ lessor who (stipulates that subletting 
uliall not he allowed without his express 
,„n.ent may tacitly waive this stipulation. 
Wan*, may he inferred from the long inac- 
imu of tin*" lessor after being aware of the 
. ’ lease, and especially from the fact that 
in IihiI received without protest vents from 
I In- sub-lessee on behalf of the original les- 

these facts constituting an evident ac
quiescence in the sub-lease.

Learmonth v. (loodman, 49 Que. S.C. 12.

Winn a lessee lias reserved the right not 
111 nuisent to a sub-leasing in whole or in 
part of the property leased for the purposes 

I living and manufacturing, unless the sub
lessee so offered should lie acceptable to 
Inrn and to Ills lessors, other parlies in the 
house, the refusal by the lessor to aevept 
the siih lease for* u laundry establishment, 
for I lie reason that different inconveniences 
max result from such an establishment will 
not lie considered by a tribunal as an abuse 
of a discretionary power thus reserved by 
the leaaor.

Mayer v. David. 18 Rev. de Jur. 6.
Lessee's liability for damages resulting

IHo.XI UNAUTHORIZED SUB LEASE—CHI
NESE laundry—Prior judgment for
CANCELLATION.

\ lessee who sub-lets a house, notwith- 
Manding sub letting lias been forbidden, to 
a nomlesirable person such as a ( bina mini 
keeping a laundry, is liable for the damages 
caused by the proximity of such person. 
Thus he may be ordered to pay to the 
h-sor the loss of rent from a neighbouring 
Ir-see mid the attorney's costa in the action 
to cancel the lease of the latter, his own 
expenses of moving and the cost of disinfec- 
limi. Iliese damages can neither be eon- 
•iilered too remote nor as unforeseen. 'Hie 
h «see in such case cannot set up against 
Midi demand for damages, as res judicata, 
a prior judgment between the same parties 
granting to the lessor the cancellation of 
i lie lease with damages for the balance of 
tin- rent up to the end of the year and a 
reservation for the future rent.

Mayer v. David, 47 Que. S.C. 316. 
Sublease.

4 sub-lease by a tenant of premises oc- 
enpied for a number of years as a furrier’s 
shop and residence, to a sub-tenant, as a 
restaurant with rooms to let. does not 
amount to using them for a purpose con
trary to the evident intent for which they 
"ere leased (art. 1624 Ç.C. Que. s. 1). 
Jlence, it affords no ground for an action by 
the owner to rescind the principal lease.

I.Htreille v. Beaumier, 44 Que. S.C. 476.
When the lease of a shop contains a pro

hibit ion to sublet, it is violated hy the ten
ant if he forms a partnership to take ox-er

his business and carry it on in the prem
ises; so doing amounts to u sublease, and 
the landlord has a right action to rescind 
the lease.

Payette v. Payette, 44 Que. S.C. 536.
(§ II K—38 i St R-LETTING—C ONSENT IX 

Writing—Covenant not to assign—
LET!HR OF CONSENT BT AGENT.

A consent in writing by the lessor to » 
sub-letting for xvhicli such consent is neces
sary under a c-nenant not to sub let without 
leave may be effectuallx shewn by a letter 
of consent written by the lessor's agent in 
his own name hut Mating that it is given on 
behalf of the principal.

Brown v. Toot hills, 20 D.L.R. .'»S4. 7 W. 
W.R. 318.

III. Rights and liabilities of parties.
A. In general.

(§ 111 A—40)—Nuisance- Factory—Xkg-

The noise, odour anil vibrations resulting 
from the operation of a sausage factory, not 
attributable to any negligence, will not ren
der a leseee, who rented the premises for 
such purpose, liable to the lessor for the 
damage resulting therefrom.

Pasquini v. Mainville, 37 D.L.R. 130, 52 
Que. S.C. 22.
Liability of tenant—Damage eroSi ebe.ez-

A tenant who brings something to rented 
premises which is liable to cause damage 
to the property unless proper precautions 
are taken, is liable for the resulting dam
age where such precautions have not been 
taken.

Conklin v. Dickson, 38 D.L.R. 692, 40 
O.L.R. 460.
Lease of farm hy mother to son—Action

FOR BREACHES OF COVENANTS—FAILURE 
TO PBOVB BREACHES—IMPROVEMENTS—
Findings of fact of Triai. Judge.

Leonard v. LAinard, 15 U.W.N. 169. 
Crops—Agreement—Forfeiture of lease 

—Rights and liabilities of parties.
McKav v. Scxsmith, 20 D.L.R. 986; 29 

W.L.K. 210.
Sale of property—Destruction of build

ings by purchase»—Rights of tenant 
—C.C. (QUE.i art. 1053.

Where a lessee occupies a lot in good 
faith, under a lease legally given or not. anil 
built upon it. the subsequent buyer of the 
property cannot, xvithnut the authority of 
the court, denkdish this building and expose 
the goods stored in it to destruction. 
Where a verbal lease is admitted by the 
parties to it, a third party cannot deny its 
existence on the ground that such a lea<-e 
cannot lie proved bv witnesses, unless fraud 
or collusions is alleged.

Mongrain v. Canadian Carbonate Co., 
46 Que. S.C. 534.

The lease of a coachhouse and yard, for 
instruction in gymnastics, at. the rear of a 
dwelling-house, with a living room in the
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latter, doe* not entitle the let-tee to cause 
hit pupil* to pas* through the house to 
reach the premises leased. Oral evidence 
of an agreement between the parties ac- 
iHiding such right of passage is not ad
missible. If the lease is silent on the point 
the lessee has a right to enjoy the leased 
premises and use them as he had previously 
done, according to the necessities of his 
business when these were known to the 
lessor, and in the manner in which he had 
enjoyed them at the date of the lease, and 
oral evidence of these conditions was ad
missible.

Roumageon v. Chêne, 41 Que. S.C. 178.
The obligation of the lessee to make im

provements on the immovable lease is an 
essential condition of the emphyteutic lease. 
Hence, the lease of a lot for a term of 99 
years with no other conditions than “to 
pay the rent and taxes, maintain the fences 
and refrain from cutting down the trees," 
is not emphyteutic especially if it contains 
a provision that either party may termi
nate it on giving to the other twelve months’ 
notice. It cannot, then, give the lessee a 
right to bring an action negatoire nor to 
formulate conclusions accessoires for in
demnity in such action. The offer or pro
posal bv one party to an action to cease 
litigatiop, which is refused, involves no ad
mission and is not binding on him.

Larue v. Chateau Frontenac Co., 11 Que.
8.1 IM,
Liability of tkxaxt— Fui s — Pbksvmp-

A tenant is liable for the damages sus
tained by the proprietor of the leased prem
ises caused by the destruction thereof by 
tire unless lie produces evidence, to the satis
faction of the court, in rebuttal of the pre
sumption of fault on his part which the 
law imposes upon him under art. ItVJO, C.C. 
(Que.). The fact that, during a high wind 
blowing against the side of tlie building, hot 
ashes have been kept in a wooden receptacle 
near trellis-work of old dry wood, at the 
place where the tire originated, is sullieient 
to establish the liability of the tenant.

Appleton v. Reynolds, 50 Que. S.C. 343.
As Tl) 8IUNH AND POSTERN.

A lessee has the right to put on the build
ing. which he occupies under the lease, the 
signs necessary to his trade. He can also 
allow posters to be put on the walls of the 
house and of its outhouses and draw benefits 
from them : but such right applies only to 
temporary posters and not to permanent 
ones. Besides, lie has to take into account 
the rights to bill-sticking conceded by the 
lessor in which he has acquiesced.

Ascii v. Haney, 49 Que. S.C. 131. 
Liability of landlord as fab as hfating

THE PREMISES—“MISE EX DEM EIRE."
A cotenant is obliged to heat the apart

ments which lie occupies as a merchant and 
which is situated immediately below an 
apartment that he rents to another tenant,

in such a way that the apartment of the 
second is suitable for persons to live in.

St. (îermain v. Rubin, 25 Rev. de dur. 140.

A lessor is justified in resorting to seizure 
I if the lessee, in place of merely taking 

away his movables for the purpose of having 
them repaired, removes them for the pur 
pose of quitting the premises and of pay
ing no rent therefor.

Ijearmonth v. Quebec Furniture Co.. 52

When a lease contains a clause that tli 
lessee shall at its expiration deliver up the 
premises in the same condition a* they were 
in when he received them, accidents *bv lire 
excepted, the liability of the parties, in chm* 
of lire, is determined according to the prill 

I ciples contained in arts. 1053-4, C.l. 
(Que.I. The lessee is guilty of negligence 
when the fire is caused in attempting t« 
thaw out water pipes, by an inexperienced 
person, bv the use of a gasolene lamp or 
torch, and lie is liable to the owner for tli 
damages suffered thereby. It does not 
amount to a fortuitous event.

1 Kcclêsiastique» du Séminaire de Saint Sui- 
j pice v. Frothingham, 51 Que. S.C. 211.

Fire—Pbesi mhtiox.
In case of tire on leased premises, if the 

I lessee does not rebut the presumption that 
it was caused by his fault lie is liable for 

j the injury caused to the lessor by the loss 
! of the rent.

Ijearmonth v. Quetwc Furniture Co.. 52 
Que. S.C. 55.
Tenant’s rights—Lease of heated apart-

Roumageon v. Greenberg, 40 Que. S.C.
4M.
Lease to atiii.etic association—Ivdg- 

MI NT AGAINST MEMBERS FOR RENT.
Pears v. Stormont, 3 O.VV.N. 56, 20 DAY

R | :
Place for sale of provisions—Contraven

tion OF BY LAW—RECOVRSE OF LESSEE.
Merson v. Wollenberg. 40 Que. S.C. 283. 

(§ 111 A—41)—Agreement to supply
WATER FREE.

A condition in a lease for business pur 
poses of premises connected for water sup
ply from the city main and furnished with 
a sink and lavatory equipment, that the 
water i> to he free to the tenant, is not a 
warranty by the lessor that under all cir
cumstances water shall be supplied to the 
tenant, but it does obligate the landlord not 
to lessen the supply which the tenant ordi
narily received and needed for the purpose 
of Ills business, either by the landlord's own 
act or by the act of other lessees claiming 
under him.

Howell v. Armour, 9 D.L.R. 125, 6 S.L.ÎÎ. 
25. 3 W.YY .R. 832. 23 W.L.R. 68 
Bursting of hot water pipes Liability

OF LESSEE.
A lessee of a bouse is not responsible for 

the damages caused by the bursting of the
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hot water pipes on account of the frost, 
when it is caused by the defect» in the heat
ing apparatus and in the construction of
the house.

Davidson v. King, 48 Que. S.C. 392.
(§ III A—42)—StATrs of plaintiff as

RATEPAYER— TENANT — LIABILITY FOB

Knchfnrd r. Brown, 25 O.L.R. 206. 20 0.
W R 591.
(ÿ III Af—43i—Bbkach of covenant to 

repair—Mkasfrl of damage»—Rent

A landlord's breach of covenant to repair 
will render him liable to the tenant for all 
damages naturally resulting from the 
breach; but unless amounting to a total 
e\ ietioii it is no defence to a claim for rent. | 

Cordon v. Si me, 37 D.L.R. 38Ü, 44 N.B.ll.

"TENANT'S REPAIRS”—CONSEQUENTIAL DAM-
aoeh—Liability.

Neglect to make “tenant's repairs” (art 
Ifi.'i.'i. V.( . Que. ) in that portion of the 
building which he occupies renders a ten
ant liable for damage from such neglect 
to occupants of other portions.

Paquet v. Xor-mount Realty Co., 28 
D.L.R. 458, 49 Que. S.C. 392.
As TO REPAIRS.

A tenant who has not covenanted nr 
greed to make repairs is entitled to com 

I .en-at ion for making repairs on demised 
premises only when made at the request of 
iii* landlord.

Hurgovne v. Mai lef t, 5 D.L.R. 62, 21 
W .LR. 566.
U BITTEN LE:A8E—FORMAL DEMAND—TESTI

MONIAL PROOF—C. 6, ARTS. 1067, 1070, 
1233. 1614.

No tenant of a house in virtue of a writ
ten lease can claim damages from the owner 
because of the had state of the house which
........ ciipies, without summoning him to
make the necessary repairs. This formal 
demand should lie in writing since the lease 
it-elf is in writing.

De.-loover v. Mansfield, 25 Rev. Leg. 155.
As TO REPAIRS.

W here a lease contains a covenant by the 
lessee to repair, hut no provision as to notice 
to the tenant to repair, the landlord is not 
bound to give the tenant notice to repair 
before doing the repairs himself and pro
ceeding to recover the cost. A collapse of 
the tloors of a building, due to overloading, 
i- not an accident or other casualty within 
the meaning of the exception in s. 55 (b) 
of the Land Titles Act.

Telfer v. Fisher, 3 A.L.R. 423.
Knowledge of want-of repair—Cancel

lation OF LEASE.
\ lessee of a house, which he well knows 

ha- been inhabited, who takes possession in 
spit.- of its age and dilapidations, has none 
the less the right to insist upon the neces
sary repairs when new dilapidations caused 
b” the age of the house or by faults of con

struction augmented to the old delapida- 
tion, render the house uninhabitable. The 
refusal of the lessor to repair, gives the 
lessee the right to take proceedings for can
cellation of the lease.

I* ir v. Simonovitch, 45 Que. S.C. 341. 
Protection of drains to prevent flood

ing—Dvty of tenant.
It is not a defect in construction to pro

tect by a cage, the opening of a drain soil 
pipe on the roof of a building, even when 
the neglect to keep it free and dear from 
refuse would cause the flooding of the roof. 
It is the duty of the tenant to attend to 
this clearing.

Cooper v. Holden Co., 48 Que. S.C. 455. 
Quiet enjoyment—Repa iits.

Where a lessee is unable to claim damages 
under his lease on account of partial de
struction of the leased premises by tire, the 
lessor is nevertheless hound to procure 
peaceable enjoyment of the premises for the 
lessee during the whole term of the lease 
and. for such purpose, he is obliged to make 
the necessary repairs with diligence.

Ruthman \ Massé. 25 Que. K.B. 193. 
Repairs—H idden defects —Sublease.

A tenant who has been notified, or has 
reason to suspect, that the walls of the 
building are not solid, who neglects to have 
them examined, cannot plead ignorance of 
-uch hidden defects in order to justify the 
demolition of the building, without being 
lesponsible towards his subtenant; this is 
neither an unforeseen circumstance nor vis 
major. Works absolutely necessary to lie 
done on a building in order to remove de
fects in construction which affect its solidi
ty are not repairs which are charged upon 
the tenant in the absence of a special agree
ment to that effect. The obligation under 
taken by a sublessor, to make repairs for 
the benefit of his sub-tenant, does not dis
charge the principal lessor from liability 
in respect to the hidden defects in the build 
ing. even in regard to suh-tenants ivho are 
in occupation of the leased premises.

Larocque v. Freeman’s, 50 Que. S.C. 231. 
Repairs—Time fob making—Payment of

Where a lessor agrees to make repairs 
without specifying any time within which 
they are to be made, it is understood that 
the repairs should be completed on the date 
when the tenant takes possession. A pro
vision to make all necessary repairs, with
out reduction of rent, and llnished within 
reasonable time, as well as nrl. 1634. C.C. 
(Que. i apply only to repairs which become 
necessary during the term of the lease, and. 
when the lessee can take possession only 
after completion of the repairs, he is not 
bound to puv the rent except from such time 
as he may have been able to occupy the 
leased premises.

Roval Trust Co. v. White, 50 Que. S.C. 
277.
Repairs—Delay.

When a lease stipulates that the owner
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-liaII have a reasonable delay tu make ev 
tenwixe nev«>*ary repair# the delay of 40 
dey» in art. 16.14, C’A'. (Que. i does nut ap
ply. The repair# of a wall warped and 
e.lKiut to fall mu#t be made with lia»te.

I.ippê v. Dupont, Û2 (Jue. SA'. 20. 
Ai'I'akkxi dkfkcth—1 xjvriem—Liability.

X lessor, who stipulate# in a lease that he 
-hall not lie IhiuiuI to make any repairs, even 
those required hv law if they are not men
tioned in the lease, is not responsible for 
damage* sustained by the lessee from a fall 
on a stairway in an outhouse, on which a 
step was in bad repair, the lease making no 
mention of repairs to thi# stairway. Be
sides. the condition of the step cannot be 
deemed a hidden defect, and the lessee 
should not have exposed himself to the 
danger which lie might have foreseen.

Barry v. Quinlan. 24 Rev. l^eg. 12ti.
< ovkxant — Rook— Rain pikes — Kobce 

majeure—Damages.
An unusual storm, but not an extraordi

nary one. which can lie foreseen and it# dis
astrous effects prexented by ordinary means, 
is not force majeure or a fortuitous event. 
The owner of an immovable is responsible 
for the maintenance of down pipe# xvhich 
• ouduct rain water. A clause in a lease that 
“the lessor will not la* bound to make any 
repairs whatsoever, not even the greater re
pair# xvhich the law requires of lessors,” 
doe# not apply to a case where repairs are 
necessary to a roof xvhich shelter# several 
lessee# occupying different floors of the 
house. In an action for damages caused to 
merchandise, an application by the defend
ant, in the course of the proceedings, that 
an examination and valuation of the depre
ciation lie made, should he granted, but if, 
al such period, the merchandise had changed 
it* condition, the i at ion is properly rc-

tJeiiereux v. Bonnet. 24 Rev. I>*g. .110. 
Repairs—Drain pipe—Roor—Latent de-

The defect*, which a person visiting the 
premise* to la* rented cannot ascertain de 
xisii, constitutes a latent defect ; and the 
tenant is not obliged to report it to the 
proprietor. The tenant i* not obliged to 
repair the pi|ie which drains the roof of the 
house he occupies, unless these repairs have 
••ecu rendered necessary by hi# fault and 
negligence.

Vyse v. Stephens, 24 Rev. Leg. 222.
(6 111 A—44)—As to possession—f.xxu-

14 HUI S KAll.ERE TO DKI.IVKR—I’RIOR TEN
ANT FAILING TO VACATE DAMAGES, 
HOW LIMITED.

The damages against the lessor for failure 
to deliver possession to the lessee may he 
limited to the advance rent paid if the lessee 
for a new term i* shewn to have taken hi* 
lea»e subject to the present tenant vacating 
#nd to the nexv tenant arranging for posses-

Saimfosky v. Harris. 10 P.L.R. .12.».

Rights and liabilities ok partie*—As to 
possession- Landlord's contractor— 
Slope of employment—Damages.

That a building contractor for the erec
tion of a large block for the defendant cov
ering the location of the leased building 
and adjoining lands had razed the building, 
in the course of the operations contracted 
tor, is evidence that what lie did was au
thorized by the defendant so as to establish 
a claim for damage# brought by a tenant 
who had been xvrongfullv dispossessed by 
such act.

Hart v. Brown, 10 D.L.R. 728, 8 A.L.R.
444.
As TO POSSESSION.

The refusal of a lessee to make a cash 
payment for personal property purchased 
from a lessor under an agreement apart 
from a lease, as he agreed to do. does not 
justify the former’s refusal to let the le» 
s»#* into possession of tin- demised premise-

Wood v. Saunders, .1 D.1..R, .142. 21 W.L. 
R. 19.1.
Inability of lessors to give possession 

OK DEMISED PREMISES — VALIDITY Op
contract — Former tenant beevsixo 
to give up possession—Action by i.e«- 
SEE FOR SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE—I)EC- 
caration — Reversion — Right to re- 
ceiye rent ok premises—Dam ages— 
('AXCn.EATlON OK LEASE.

Keelev v. Heaume, 12 O.W.N. .142.
(8 III A—44a)—As to improvements.

Where a lease of a coal mining property 
provide* that, at the expiration of the 
term, the value of the improvement* added 
to the property by the lessee, in the way 
of plant, machinery, mining appliance# and 
other betterments, shall be appraised with 
reference to the amount and character of 
the xxork which they were intended to per
form and will lie able to perform when 
and after the appraisement i* made. and. 
upon the expiration of the term, a new 
lease i* made, xxhereby that appraisement 
is waived, and it is provided that, upon 
the expiration of the term granted by the 
nexv lease, the lessor shall pay to the le» 
see. on appraisement, the value of the ini

tirovemeni# added to the property by the 
essee, in the xvay of plant, machinery, min
ing appliances and other lietterment#. etc., 

during the period of the former lease a* 
xvell a# of the new lease, hut that no stope. 
shaft, tunnel, gangway, breast, manxvay. 
airway, support, xxork or fixed apparat»», 
constructed, made or used underground, 
shall be considered improvements or better 
ment# ho a# to be subject to valuation ami 
>ayment as aforesaid, except such as shall 
ic of actual value to the lessor ill the future 

operation of any such stupe, etc., at the ex
piration of this lease, the word “operation" 
must, be taken to mean the operation of the 
mine by the use of such stope. etc., so that 
all stopes. etc., which arc of use for the 
future operation of the* mine, are to be con
sidered as improvements and to he apprai»e*l

9
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it their valut- as improvements added to the 
property, which means the property as 
i ised. and not as returned to the lessor, so
• lit those slopes, etc., which are simply the 
re-ult of taking out coal, will probably have 
olded nothing to the value of the projterty, 
l,ni will rallier have depreciated it, by rea- 
„ui of the removal of the coal of greater 
value than the cost of their construction ; 
mil for the purpose of the appraisement the 
two terms of the tenancy may lie treated 
a, one continuous term, and the projierty 
t i l.e considered as being affected by im- 
nrovements may be taken as it existed at the

I’nrneneerneiit of the first lease.
!!•> Canadian Anthracite Coal Co. and 
Will. 4 D.L.R. 7H4. 4 A.L.R. .10.1, 2 W. 

W .i: «:SS. 21 W.L.R. UH2.
U. As to FIXTURES AMI PROPERTY ON PREM-

Rights of parties to crops, void lease, see 
lew and Seizure, I—1H.

3 111 B—45)—Party wall—Demolition

The lessee of a house, whose owner, with
out, any right, lias made use of the wall of a 
neighbouring building as if it was a party 
waft, has no remedy in damages against his 
neighbour if the latter demolishes this wall 
which Iielougs to him, taking necessary pre- 
'mitions. The remedy of the lessee, in such 
a--, is against his lessor, 
ihildherg v. Lavut, 5.1 Que. SX.'. .108.

I IK VI NB AMI hewers - Duty ok tenant.
U lien a tenant leaves the rented premises, 

lie should turn off the water and drain the 
water out of the pipes; if he neglects this 
precaution, lie is liable for the damages that 
may be caused to the owner through the 
•leaking ojien of the pipes and the flooding 

■1 ! the house. The tenant is also responsi
ble for the cleaning, if he leaves it in a 
malodorous condition.

Commercial Properties v. Compagnie Le
duc. 54 Que. SX*. .192.
Hni.Di.MiK ni rneu—Liability.

The defendant, C. was tenant of the plain-
• ill from year to year, determinable on no
nce. Mis servant, I*., after replenishing a 
'ii‘ in a stove went out leaving the drafts 
improperly checked and a quantity of in- 
l.immnlile fats close at hand and no one to 
•' it' ll it. A tire resulted and the buildings 
were burned. In an action by the landlord 
Mr damage* it was held that the lire was
• h accidental one.

Dml v. < nmill. 12 S L R. 278. [1919] 2 
WAV.R. 35».
Ik VUE FIXTURES— New tenant purchasing 

interest ok former tenant — New
LEASE TO NEW TENANT—FURTHER AS
SIGNMENT OK TENANCY—ASSIGNMENT 
BY TENANT FOR BENEFIT OE CREDITORS 

-Right of assignee to fixtures. 
Where parties purchased a tenant's in- 

'••rest in leased premises including trade 
’Attires, and shortly thereafter took a new 
lej.e of the premises from the owner, and

the trade fixtures passed through the hands 
of u numlier of tenants through assignment* 
or "reorganizations," and the last tenant 
made an assignment for the benefit of credi 
tors tu the defendant who gave a disclaimer, 
it was held that the fixtures belonged to the 
defendant and that lie had the right to 
remove them within tin- three months' de
lay given by s. 5,1 (1) of the Creditors' 
Trusis Deeds Act. The court found that 
there was never any formal surrender of 
lease; such surrender as there was was 
by operation of law only; the circumstances 
bringing the case within the exception sug
gested in Lesehnllas v. Woolf. ( l!HI8| I 
Ch. «41.

Wintemute v. Tavlor, [ 1V19| 2 W.W.R. 
882.
Lease and fixtures—Transfer to incor

porated club—Keeping liquors for 
kale—Evasion of statute.

The King v. Bvng. 44 N.S.it. 524. 18 Can. 
Cr. ( as. .141. 9 K.LR. 216.
(6 III B—47)—Building contract—Lia

bility OK LESSEE.
While a lessee may not he personally 

liable on a building contract authorized by 
his lessor, the personal liability of the lessee 
will nevertheless attach to orders for work- 
persona llv given by him.

Orr v.‘Robertson, 2.1 D.L.R. 17, 84 O f,.
R. 147.
Payment for buildings—Mode or valu a

Covenants contained in separate leases 
on adjoining lots providing the payment for 
the improvements thereon by the lessor up 
on the expiration of each lease, in an 
amount ascertained by valuators, does not 
authorize a valuation of the improvement* 
on the several lots as an entirety, but the 
value must la* ascertained of the improve
ments on each lot separately.

Irwin v. Vampliell. 2.1 D.L.R. 279. .11 Can.
S. C.R. 358. reversing .12 0.1*1*. 48.
Ground lease — Buildings of tenant -

Lessor to pay for buildings at end 
ok term—Fixtures or things—Pro
visos —Arbitration.

Re McCunkey Arbitration, 4.1 D.L.R. 732. 
42 O.L.R. .180.
Bun.dings.

A covenant in a lease of a water lot that 
the lessor should, at its expiration, pay the 
lessee the value of "buildings and erections 
put up for manufacturing purposes” by the 
latter, includes not only a building erected 
thereon but earth and stone used to support 
and stiffen a crib work foundation upon 
which the building stood, in order to pre
vent vibration incident to the use of ma
chinery therein. A substructure necessary 
to uphold and keep useful for manufactur
ing purposes the buildings and erection* 
constructed upon them is itself an “erection" 
or "building" for the purpose of compensa 
tion by the landlord under the provisions of 
a ground lease whereby the landlord on 
electing not to renew- is obliged to com pen-
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-ate the h»»ou for the "buildings and erec
tion»” plaved by the latter on the land «le

st. John v. Gordon, 3 D.L.R. 1, 46 Can. 
s.C.R. lui, 11 E.L.R. 177.
< Il ANGE OK KOKM OF THE THING LEANED— 

ERECTION OF BUILDINGS THAT OBHfVBK 
ITIE LIGHT.

Vidal v. Cauelion, 41 Que. S.V. 1. 
ig 111 11—49) — lX.IVBT TO CROPS.

One who leasen property fur a portion of 
the emp grown has an e«|uitable interest in 
-mil «rop, and may maintain an action 
against a third party for damage thereto.

Tennant \. Rhineland, ."18 D.L.R. 271, 28 
Man. L.R. .102. |H»lh) 1 W.W.R. 70.

Where a tenant is tu pax as rent a one- 
third interest in the crops, the property in 
such one-third interest is in the tenant 
until the division of the crops is ma de.

Anderson v. Scott, 8 D.L.R. 816, 22 W.L 
FI. 876. 3 W.W.R. 600.

A lease for live years of land in which 
the lessor had a life estate only was held 
to have been put an end to by the death of 
the lessor during the term; hut the xvheat 
then sown and in the ground became em
blement* belonging to the lessee; and these 
iieing purchased from the lessee by the 
plaintiffs, the executors of the less«ir. the 
defendant, the remainderman, became liable 
to them for their conversion. \'o so, how
ever. the straw and manure on the farm 
at the determination of the lease. By the 
terms of the lessee's covenant, these were 
to Is- kept and utilized on und for the land, 
and xvero not the property of or removable 
by the lessee; the straxv and manure, as 
'accessories of the soil” passed to the re
mainderman with the land freed from tin- 
demise. [Gardner v.^ Berry, 2 O.W.R. OKI. 
not folloxved.|

Atkinson v. Farrell. 8 D.L.R. 582, 27 
• «.L.R. 204.

Plaintiff claimed the right, under 8 Anne, 
14. s. 1. to have the year's vent paid by 

the sheriff out «if the crops seized:—Held, 
i bat to entitle a landlord to such right there 
must lie a real lease and the rent reserved 
iiui-t la- a real bona li«le rent and not an 
excessive one ami there shoulil lie shewn an 
intention «if the parties to create n real 
tenancy at a mil rent and not merely, 
umler colour ami pretence of a l«-asc to give 
the mortgagee additional security. and that i 
the verdict should be against tiie plaintiff 1 
<<n tin1 issue in this case. | Hobbs v. On
tario Loan and Debenture Co.. 18 l'an. S.
« .1!. 48,'t. ami Imperial l>ian x. ( lenient, 11 
Man. L.R. 428. followed.] 

stikeman v. Fummerton, 21 Man. L.R.

FaKMI.NU OX 8I1ARE8-- OSVH OX TKXAXT TO 
\rVOVNT I «*K I X Mil HKD's SHAKE OF

» HOPS Assignment hy laxui.ohd of 

1/itt X. Given. 19 W.L.R. 713.

I <8 III R—51 .—Manure.
W here a lessee of a term for years in 

■ land in which the lessor had only a life 
: estate, covenants not to remove from the 
I premises, hut to use and spend thereon, the 
; straxx and manure made upon the iami. the 

straxv and manure do not become einble- 
I incuts on tin- death of the lessor anil the 

consequent termination of the lea-e. hut lie- 
; long to the remaimlerman, as "accessories 

of the soil." [Gardner v. Perry. 6 U.I..R. 
269, disapproved.] In a farm lease there 
is an implied pmvision, unless the contrary 
is expressed, that the tenant will till ami 
manure in a good hushandlike and proper 
manner, and will speml. use ami emplox in 
a proper husbandlike maimer, all the straxv 
and manure xxhieh shall groxx. arise <»r bp 
made thereon, and will nut remove or permit 
to he removed from the premi-cs any straw 
or miinure.

Atkinson v. Farrell, 8 D.L.R. 582, 27 0.1* 
R. 204.
(§ III B—53)—Personal property.

A collusive sale will not put an end to 
a tenancy tinder a lease under a stipulation 
wberehv the lease xvas to terminate upon a 
sale of the demised premises.

Wood v. Saunders, 3 D.L.R. 342, 21 W.l* 
R. 195.
C. Liability of landlord fob defective

OR DAX0ER0V8 PREMISES.
(8 III C—55)—Covenant against liabii.i

A lessor’s covenant to supply steam for 
heating demised premises dues not gix-e him 
such possession and control of tile heating 
system and radiators as to render him liable 
to a ti-nant as on an implied covenant in 
keep the premises in repair, for the fall of 
a radiator that was insecurely fai-teniNl to 
the ceiling', xxhere the leus«i expressly n«‘ga 
lived the lessor’s duty to repair, and also 
relievial him from liability for nil damages 
occasioned by defects in or accidenta to any 
part of the heating plant or service. A 
lessor of unfurnished premises is not an
swerable for damages occasioned hie ten
ant hy reas«m of the defective condition 
thereof xxhere the former did not covenant 
to keep them in repair, hut exnre-Ov stipu
lated for freeilom from responsibility for 
damages from such cause, and xvhere the 
lease contained an acknowledgment that the 
tenant had examined the premises, and that 
no représentations as to their condition or 
as to repairs had been made by the lessor. 
[Robbins v. Jones. 15 C.B.X.S. gg 1 ; Lane 
v. C ox, [1897) 1 y.B. 415; Cavalier v. Pope, 
119061 A. (’. 428. ami Chappell v. Gregory, 
34 Beav. 250. folloxxed.|

McIntosh v. Wilson, 14 D.L.K. 671. 23 
Man. L.R. 653. 2d W.L.R. 91. 5 WAV l: 
644.
Apartment house — Tenants — Right r » 

user uf hallway—Means of acuf.sk
kir FRIEXUH AND GUESTS—DaHQEBOUS
openings—Liability of landlord.

The tenants of suites in an apartment
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nuust* hate tin- right of user of the hallway 
uading to their apart incuts not as mere li 
,viisci-b hut as a right appurtenant to their 
tenancy: and their friends and guests using 
the «âme a* a means of access are entitled to 
thi 'unie protection from dangerous open- 
i,v« left in the floor of the hallway insuf- 

. leiitly protected.
Walii'h v. Great West Construction Vo., 

_-U li.L.li. 553. 24 Man. L.R. G4«, -'9 W.L. 
l; 41. «; W.W.R. 1404.
I.IAIIIUTT OK LAMlI.nKD KOR DEFECTIVE OK 

DANGEROUS PREMISES.
I lie jiroprietor of a building which burns 

down owing to a defect in construction 
eg. a single brick chimney, one side of 

w i; I. h is placed right along wood I, which 
\ law lie is hound to know, is responsible

■ damages to bis boarders for the value of 
their effects destroyed as a result of such

Venais v. Costello, 8 D.L.R. 510, 43
yue. S.( . 305.
liEsPONNIH11.ITY OF LESSOR FOB ACCIDENT BE 

sVLTIM. FROM DECAY AM) EAI.I.IXO DOWX 
oK III tl.VINOH—V.C. (yiE. I 1055, 1612, 
1614—Waxt ok repairs—Original de
Kt.cr IX CONSTRUCTION.

Dttbreuil v. Almtid. 18 Rev. de Jur. 301.
; III V—60)—To THIRD PERSONS GENES

Breach by a tenant of a municipal by
law. requiring all wells to he fence-guarded 
nr kept covered except when in use. by the 
•‘owner or occupant, does not render the 
eqiiitai-lc owner of the fee liable «itlier for 
the penalty under the by law or for dam
age- for the tenant's neglect to comply

iÀ'vï v." Machrav, 1 D.L.R. 674. 22 Man. 
52. 1 W.W.R. 923, 20 W.L.R. 505. 

By-law — Protection against pike — In
terpretation— NOT APPLICABLE TO 
OTHER ACCIDENT.

A by law of the city of Vancouver and 
'he legislative authority to make it “for 
- atisitig all lands, buildings, and yards to 
1 c put in other respects in a safe condition 
•<> guard against tire and other dangerous
■ i-k and accident” (Vancouver Incorpora
tion Act ( 1H861. c. 32, s. 142, s*. 54 as 
:• mended by statutes of 1887. c. 37. s. 17) 
and by law 941, s. 37. in part us follows:
<liali have all public hall-, stairways and 

passageway* properly lighted.*' must be con- 
-iilered only with reference to lire protec
tion and cannot lie invoked in case of an 

nient not being referable to a fire. 
McKinlav v. Mutual Life Ass'ce Co., 43 

IM I! 259! 26 B.C.R. 3 at 14. |I918| 3 W 
A I!. 1002, aflinning 26 H.C.R. 5.
Un ECT1VK KI.EVATOR—1NJVRY.

A landlord is not responsible for injuries 
:i suiting from the defective condition of an 
elevator upon premises in possession of a 
tenant, even though from time to time lie 
-eut bis engineer to repair it. and although 
at the time of the demise, the elevator was 
out of repair or in a dangerous condition

TENANT, 111 C.
Trainahi v. C.P.R.. 25 B.l .11. 497, 11918] 

2 W.W.R. 1034. 25 B.C.R. 536, [1918] 3 W. 
W.R. 281.
Warranty — Damages — Lessees' knowj-

Although a lessor may be liable for dam
ages caused by reason of defects in the 
thing rented, which prevent* or diminishes 

I it* use, the lessee lias no remedy in dam 
! age* when the defects are apparent and the 
j lessee knew of them before taking the lease.

Villecourt v. Blais, 63 Qne. STC. 116.
| (§111 C—63)—Lease—Si blease—Defec 

tive premises—Injury to property ok
SUBTENANT—RIGHTS OK PARTIES.

A lease under the Short Forms of Leases 
Act, R.S.C. 1914, c. 116, contained a clau-c 

j under which the owner agreed to heat the 
! demised premise* “during all lawful work 
I ing day* to a reasonable extent.” The les 
I sor was not to be responsible for damage*
I “during necessary repair* to the heating 

plant, nor if the pytie* under contract 
with the le**or to heat said building fail 

I to do *o, until he shall have received rea
sonable notice from time to time of the con
ditions, and shall have taken over the heat
ing of the Ha id building himself and shall 
have had a reasonable opportunity of rem
edying such condition*." The lessee* sub
let part of tbe premises to the plaintiff, 
who suffered damages through the freezing 
of the water pipe* between Saturday ami 
Monday morning during an unusually cold 
period. Held, th.it the sublessee «lid not. 
incur any liability to the owner on the cov
enant of"bis immediate landlord to "repair, 
reasonable wear and tear only excepted.** 
hut took subject to tbe obligation of such 
immediate landlord, and bad no right to 
look to the owner to repair any part of the 
demised premise*, lie and hi* immediate 
landlord took the premises as they were 
and were not entitled to damages for loss 

I sustained owing to the defective condition 
of the premises, f Hyland* v. Fletcher. !.. 
H. 3 H.L. 330, distinguished.]

He** v. Greenwav, 48 D.L.R. 630. 45 O. 
1*R. 660.
(§ III C—65)— Injury to tenant—Vue 

of me-escape— Drying clothes.
There is no implied invitation or licen>-c 

to use a fire-escape for anv other purpose*- 
than that for which it was intended, and 

. u landlord is not liable for injurie* sus 
I tabled by a tenant by falling through an 
I unrailed opening of a fire-escape while dry 
| ing clothes thereon.

Thyken v. Kxcelsior Life Ass'ce Co.. 34 
| D.L.R. 633, 11 A.L.R. 344, (1917] 2 WAV. 

■ 772
To tenant's employees—Icy entrance— 

Condition of doors.
A landlord is not liable to an employee 

of a tenant of room* in a building for in 
juries sustained in consequence of the jam 
tiling of an outdoor at the entrance to Un
building by Ice on tbe approach thereto, of 
which landlord bad no knowledge; an un-
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wieldy door, ot her wise properly construct- 
ed. is not it defect.

Erickson v. Traders' Building Assn.. .'11 
D.LR. .144. -27 Man. L.R. 209 at 21H. 
Il017j 1 WAN .11. 272. affirming 2« D.L.R. 
221. 27 Man. Lit. 2014. 33 W.L.R. 372, 0 
W.W.R. 98U.
CONDITION OK PREMISES.

When a lease contains no express declara
tion that the leased premises are in perfect 
order, the lessee, who executed it alter he 
entered into possession without any protest, 
max. in an action bused on deteriorations 
to the premises, give evidence as to the 
condition in which they were when his oc
cupation begun.

David v. Bacon, 52 Que. 8.C. 42.
(3 III C—70)—Duty as to repairs—Db

KBITS—4-I.IKMH.Vi;—VlS MAJOR.
A lessor is obliged to provide against de

fects in the leased premises which prevent 
the enjoyment by the lessee, even those that 
are hidden (art. C.J'. Que. 11114), hut is 
not liable for damages through defects of 
which he was ignorant when the lease was 
made unless they have afterwards been 
made known to him. and he has neglected 
to make repairs, or they were known or 
ought to have been kn'own to the lessee at 
the making of the lease. To establish the 
defence of vis major or the ad of God, it 
is not necessary that the event should never 
have happened liefore. it is sullicient that 
its happening could not have been reason
ably expected.

Bénard v. Hingston. .'10 D.L.R. 137, 56 
fan. S.C.R. 17. allivming 32 D.LR. 051, 25 
Que. K.It. 812.
Repairs—Removal—Damages.

Where a lessee of business olliees sues in 
damages for injury resulting from improve
ments to the building, which compelled him 
to move his olliees elsewhere, lie cannot in
clude in his damages the mone.x he spent 
in publishing his new address throughout 
the province and elsewhere. An amount 
large enough to publish it locally is suffi-

Le Credit Canada v. Waterman, 24 Rev.
1 <pg. inti.
Defective yard— Injury to < mi.n.

A tenant hound under a lease to make 
tenant's repairs, ami under which the lessor 
is relieved from making any repairs what
ever. has no cause of action against the 
landlord for injuries to her infant child 
caused by its tripping over a loose Liard 
in the floor of a yard used in common liy 
all the tenants.

Brown v. Iamarre. 32 D.L.II. 738, 25
Que. K.B. 402.
<$ III ( 721 Leak au e in sewer pipe—

Kaii.i iie to hkpaik—Liability of land-

Where a landlord leases a house to sev
eral tenants, he retains such control over 
the premises ns to render him liable for 
damage- caused by failure to repair a leak

in » sewer pipe in the apartment of a ten
ant, in an upper Hat, which causes damage 
to the tenant of a shop on the ground Hour 
of the premises.

Brown v. Carson. 42 N.B.lt. 354.
Due to failure to repair.

Where the structure of u building, con
sisting of several tenements, require* a 
drain-pipe to draw off rain water from the 
roof of a part of it, the obligation of keep
ing it. in order is primarily in the landlord. 
In answer, therefore, to a claim for dam
ages by one of the tenants, caused by leak
age of water that should have been carried 
off by the pipe, lie cannot set up the de
fence that it was blocked by refuse or other 
matter thrown into it by the other ten
ants, "a trespass by third parties not pre
tending to have any right upon the tiling 
leased (art. 1H1G, C.C. Que. i" for which 
lie is not liable.

Cooper v. Holden Co., 44 Que. S.C. 525. 
Want of repair — Damage to tenant's

GOODS BY FLOODING—ABSENCE OF COVE
NANT AND OF STATUTORY DUTY TO RE
PAIR—Implied warranty ok fitness 
Misrepresentation—Collateral war
ranty—Authority of warrantor.

Miles x. Constable, 11 O.W.N, su.
(S III C—78)—Defective water system

leakages of water occurring frequently 
through the ceiling from the upper to the 
lower floors of a building which was occu
pied by various tenants, hut over which the 
proprietors had sole control of the const ruc
tion and maintenance of the water system, 
may raise a presumption that there was a 
defect in maintenance for which the pro
prietors may Is* held liable in damages to 
their tenants, although the place was not 
rendered untenantable.

Alberta Loan & Investment Co. v. Ber
enson. 21 D.L.R. 385.
(S IM e—80)—Liability of landlord for

DEFECTIVE PREMISES—FALL OK WATER

A landlord is liable for the damage 
caused a tenant hv the unexplained eollap-v 
of a water tank on the roof of the demi-ed 
building, although it was placed there for 
the latter's benefit.

Wolff v. Ma.-kay, 12 D.LR. 750. 
Habitable condition—Effects stotfv

If at the jinn* of entry on leased prom 
ises. especially if immediately after work 
has been completed by the lessor, the wall* 
of a dwelling house need to Is* papered or 
whitewashed, the lessee may, upon refusal 
of the lessor to do so. cause this work to 
lie done and recover the cost of it from tin- 
owner. When a house is not habitable, 
either because the lessor has not made tin- 
necessary repairs or while he is actually 
making them, and the lessee, while not in
habiting the premises, has placed in them 
his furniture without locking it up, lie ha* 
no remedy in damages against the owner
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tin furniture is lost or stolen in tlie

i .miIi'ux v. Reauvais, 49 Que. S.C. 141.
11 X M AIM. CAl'SKD BY RODKXTH— RESILIATION

I In- owner of a house leased as a private 
.-i.lenee i* liable for damages caused to

111.. ii—.ee by the rats which infest the
1.. . ril premise», and the lease van lie van 

;lnl if the house has lievome unhabitable
,ii ibis account, provided that the lessee is 
in! hi fault and has made every etFort to 
i le «troy or banish them.

Higi'messe v. Bouchard. 48 Que. S.C. 406. 
(ji in (—81)—Alteration m nui.nino— 

l. \ \ hi.mho's von bent — Alterations 
\or avtiiorized—Da mauls.

'I lie consent of a landlord to the tenant 
. hanging the external front of a building 

x making a one-store entrance with one 
Kir, does not authorize the tenant to make 

.■ two-store entrance with two doors—and 
nltmugli the value of the building may lie 
ne leased, the landlord is entitled to dam
ages lor the unauthorized change.

Minus latnd L'orp. v. International Hotel 
Windsor, 48 D.L.R. 519, 4ô O.L.R. 146.
13 III (—841— Apartment houhe—Ten

ants XOTORIOI HI.Y V NKIT—DAMAGE TO 
oriltK TENANTS — LIABILITY OK LAND-

If a landlord of an apartment house 
1'ii-es apartments to persons notoriously 
unlit lo be trusted with the care of same, 
r.g.. Iw>cause of drunken habits, the land- 
lui'l may lie held liable under Quebec law 

1 damage caused the other tenants there- 
1 I. c.v.. where the drunken tenant allows 
'In- water to overflow so that the rooms 
below are flooded.

Yotige v. X'inela-rg, 20 D.L.R. 157, 4ô Que. 
S.C. ;ti8.

I). A» TO BENT.
As preferential claim uniter Winding up 

Act. see Companies, Y! K—357.
Priority as to rent under attornment 

rlniise. «ce Ix-vv and Seizure. Ill C—50.
Validity of agent's guaranty for rent, 

►ee 1 : tiara nt y, I—2.
(< 111 1)—951— Date or rent— Memoban-

The words of a writing creating a ten- 
nii. > prevail over any contrary indication 
a Horded by the dates for the payment of

McKay r. McDonald. 30 D.L.R. 609.
( OVEN ANT—Ixsm.VENl Y KoRKEITVRE.

\ provision in a lease that six ihonths' 
rem «ball Isu-ome payable in advance m the 
• ncut of the lessee’s insolvency or his as
signment for creditors is enforceable against 
tin lessee if the tenancy had that period 
to run; it, cannot lie relieved against., as a 
penalty or forfeiture, xvliere the lessor was 
compelled to lease the premises for the Un
ix piled term at a reduced rent.

Cristall v. MeKernan. 35 D.L.R. 452. 11 
A L.R. 593, 11917] 2 W.W.R. 1063.

RED Vi no \ in re n 1 — Flooding—NTs major.
A lessor xx bo has been deprived of the 

use of a portion of the leased piVmiscs, by 
Hooding through vis major, is entitled to a 
diminution of rent.

Hingston v. Renard, 32 D.L.R. 051, 25 
Que. K.B. 512. |Affirmed, 39 D.L.R. 137,
M < an. H.< .R. 17.j
RKI'VDIATION Ofr LEASE LaNDI.OBIi'H HEM-

On the repudiation of u lease by a lessee 
the lessor max recover damages therefor, 
his remedy not lieing limited to the enforce
ment of the payment of rent as it falls due.

J'ulford x. l/oxal Urdev of Moose, 14 1). 
L.R. 577, 23 Mail. L.R. 641, 25 W.L.R. 868. 
5 W.W.R. 452. lexersing V D.LR. 804.
As to rent.

Where there is a proviso in a lease that 
if any of the goods of the lessee shall lie 
at any time during the term seized and 
taken in execution by aux creditor of the 
said lessee, the then current and next eiisii 
ing year’s rent shall immediately become 
due. the landlord cannot gixe himself any 
rights under the proviso by procuring the 
seizure of the tenant's goods either by an 
execution of his own or that of another.

.larxis x. Hall. 8 D.L.R. 412, 4 O.W.X. 
232, 23 O.W.R. 282.
In case ok assignment for creditors.

Coder a lease for a term of years con
taining a provision, that if the lessee make 
an assignment, three months' future rent 
should become due and pnyulde and the 
lessor be at liberty to terminate the lease, 
docs not entitle the lessor to rank as a 
creditor for the remainder of the term, 
above three months’ if he does not termi
nate the lease.

(lardner v. Newton, 29 D.L.R. 276, 26 
Man. L.R. 251. 23 \\ .L.RT 949, 10 W.W.R. 
51.
Right* and liabilities ok hashes—Ah 

to rent—Action hiir—Effect ok levy
ing DISTRESS.

The plaintiir in an action for rent will 
not la* non suited because of a distress levied 
iiefore bringing action and held unsold when 
the action was la-gun, where the goods 
seized were sold some time before the trial 
and the defendant adxiaed of the amount 
realized, so that lie was fully axvare of the 
sum claimed as remaining unpaid.

McKeoxvn v. Lechtzier, 15 D.L.R. 15, 24 
Man. L.R. 295, 6 W.W.R. 778, 26 W.L.R. 
264. I Affirmed. 2(1 D.L.R. 986, 24 Man. L.R. 
295 at 307.1
Liability ok nvhleask—Tender.

A lessee sued for rent by his lessor has 
an action in warranty against his sublessee 
xvho has agreed to pay to the 'iriginal lessor 
the rent due by the original lessee and di- 
churge the latter. A tender of rent due for 
the last two monllis of a lease, made on 
the condition that the creditor gives a com
plete and final discharge, is irregular and

Renaud v. Pasipiini, 52 Que. S.C. 28.
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“RBNTAB! I VAI I F."—( BOl’h.

lu ascertaining what ta the rentable 
value for a particular year of a farm rent
ed for one tnjrd of the crop*, in a locality 
where it is impossible t.> tind a tenant who 
will pay a money rental, one can only take 
the result of the harvest for that year, 
whatever it was, and divide it by 3. “Rent
able value.” a* the expression is used in 
the statute •» Geo. V. i Man.), <•. 21). 
mean* the gross amount for which the land 
can he rented without deducting anything 
for taxes paid by the mortgagee. If the 
statute had used the expression “net rent
able value," the taxes would have to be de
ducted from the gross rent or income.

Holmes v. Harnett, 27 Man. L.R. 558, 
11U17I 2 W.W.R. .881.
Rent ok plant at sum peu diem—Compu

tation ok days—Inclusion of sun-

The plaintiff rented to the défendante a 
certain plant ; the rental stipulated in the 
written agreement was *U2 per day, "to 
start immediately on outfit leaving main 
line and to run each and every day until 
the work in complete : —Held, (Clute, J., 
dissenting), that, in computing the number 
of days to lie paid for. Sundays were to be 
included. The provision in the contract 
"one day to constitute ten hours'* was for 
the purpose of determining what should be 
paid in the event of the plant being worked 
longer than I en hours. IGiblion v. Michael's 
Hay Lumber Co.. 7 Ü.R. 7411, followed.] 
Per Clute, J.:—Where a contract is open 
to two constructions, one of which contra
venes a public statute and the other does 
not, it should he assumed that the parties 
did not intend to commit a breach of the 
law. The provisions of the agreement 
shewed that whatever days or parts of days 
were to lie paid for were those days on 
which work could lie done.

1‘errv \. Brandon, 32 0.1..R. 94.
Rent of house of ill fame—Right of he- 

COVEBY—IMMORAI CONTRACT.
A lessor or proprietor has no right of 

action under an agreement for the rent or 
occupation of a house rented or occupied 
for purposes of prostitution.

Halthazar v. Quilliam alius Jackson, 23 
Que. K.B. 40.
Rent of farm payable iiy yielding part

OF CROP—DlSTREs < FOR BENT—SEIZURE 
—Agreement—Sale ok grain—Divi
sion ok proceeds — Accounts — Bal-

Toeher v. Thompson. 28 W.L.R. 634. 
Lease ok farm—Rent—Exchange—Inter

pretation—t t ibt. 1013.
The rent stipulated in a lease dated Sep

tember 11, 1016. of a cultivated estate, m 
which it is declared that the rent “shall 
he payable during the first part of March" 
without saying if the payment shall become 
due during the first part of March. 1617. 
or only after tlie harvesting of the first

crop of the lessee, is not payable in .oltunce 
ami only becomes due in March, 1618.

St. James v. Perrier, 25 Rev. Leg. 2"\
A lease in which it is stipulated that the 

rent shall be payable by monthly instal
ments of which the first Uiall become due 
on the first of the month, gives to the ten
ant the whole of the fir-t «lav of ea. Ii 
month, up to the hour of midnight, for tin* 
payment of the rent, for the preceding

Tourneur v. O’Sullivan, 50 Que. S.C. 274. 
Lease—Right of lessee to purchase de

mised lands—Forfeiture by nonpan
MENT OF BENT—RECOVERY OK AMOUNT

Canada Co. v. Goldthorpe, 4 O.W'.X. ltm.'l, 
24 O.W.R. 331.
Term fob payment Last day.

Decary v. Poulis, 12 Que. P.R. 211.
(§ III D—Osai—Reservation ok right to 

sell—-Term i natio n .
A right reserved tu the lessor in a lease 

“to sell the demised premises at any time, 
subject to the right of the lessee to tin- 
crops sown prior to sale." includes by in, 
plication the right to terminate the " lease 
on a sale being made although the lea-.- 
itself did not expressly declare that a sale 
should have that effect.

Wood v. Saunders, 3 D.L.R. 342. 21 W. 
L.R. 11*5.
(8 111 D—99)—Incomplete lease—Sur

render OF possession.
If the agreement for ft lease is ont oi 

which specific performance will be ordered, 
the tenant holding under such agreement is 
not merely a tenant from year to year, but 
stands in the same position as to* liability 
as if the lease had been executed: so where 
the tenant had not been given possession of 
all of the premises in pursuance of the 
agreement and the landlord would in con
sequence lie disentitled to specific perform 
ance. the tenant may repudiate the agree 
nient, and. on doing so promptly and 
vacating the premises, will not he* liable 
for rent except for the time of his actual 
occupation.

Crichton's v. Green, 23 D.L.R. 345, 8 S. 
L.R. 79. 8 W.W.R. 224, 30 W.L.R. 702 
Apportionment — Retaking possession— 

Notice ok reletting.
Section 4. c. 156. R.S.O. 1614, declaring 

all rent to accrue from day to day. and to 
be so apportiminble has changed the com
mon law rule by which rent was not due 
in re#|iect of an intermediate broken pe
riod : and under the statute the landlord 
may reeover rent up to the time when lie 
re-entered on hie acceptance of the tenant's 
surrender when the latter gave up posses 
sion and gave the landlord notice to that 
effect. [Hartcup v. Hell, Cab. & El. 19. ami 
Elvidge v. Meldon, 24 L.R. Ir. 91. followed; 
Hall v. Burgess. 5 B. 1 C. 332, distia- 
guished.]

Where the landlord is notified by his
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tenant that the latter lias given un the de
mi-.«‘d premise», and the landlord desires to 
preserve his claim against the tenant under 
the lease and at the same time relet, he 
should notify the tenant that he is reletting 
„n -ueh tenant's account.

i rosier v. Trevarton, 22 D.L.R. 199, 32 
O.LR. 79.
i;lNT—DISTRESS—AFTER BETAKING POSSES- \

A stipulation in a lease that, on breach 
ot cmcnunt Ly the lessee, three months' 
«...derated rent may be forthwith dis
trained for as “rent in arrear." and that 
the term may be forthwith forfeited, does 
not entitle tlie lessor to both remedies con
currently; the two remedies are necessarily 
repugnant to each other, and if the land
lord elects to forfeit the term, he loses his 
right to di-train as for three months’ rent 
in" arrear, in the absence of any clause au
thorizing the lessor to keep the term in 
cxi-tenee for the purpose of making a dis- 
ne-s (a* to which the continuance of the 
term is essential under Manitoba law) and 
at the same time to declare it forfeited in

Manley**'. Willis, 16 D.L.R. 049. 24 Man. 
L.K. 192! 6 W.W.R. 498, 27 XV.L.R. 791.

A tenant is not liable for rent of demised 
premises after he has been evicted there- 
from hv his landlord.

-Inpherd v. Rose, 4 D.L.R. 432. 21 XV. 
Li: 259.
At i hr retaki.no possess ion—After sur

render BT TENANT.
A tenant who surrendered demised prem

ise* at the middle of a month, and at the 
same time gave notice of the termination

the tenancy, is liable for a full month's
rent.

Rurgovne v. Mallett, R D.L.R. 62. 21 W.
L.R. 066.
ill>i —After svruhemub of premises.

Where a lessor, as a consideration of a 
settlement agreement in respect of an ac
tum by a lessee for the cancellation of a 
lease, agreed to accept as tenant for the re
mainder of the term, a third person, who 
«as in possession of the demised premises 
hv permission of the lessee, and from whom 
the lessor afterwards accepted payments of 
rent, as tenant for the remainder of the 
term, the original lessee is released from 
liability for rent subsequently accruing, 
notwithstanding that the new tenant did ; 
not execute as agreed u new lease which | 
he was willing and had offered to sign, 
where the omission to submit a new lease 
to he signed was wholly due to the lessor's 
neglect, and the latter had retained the 
benefits he luid received upon the settle- 
ment of the original lessee's action.

McKeown v. Leehtzier. l.ï D.L.R. 15. 24 
Man. LR 295. R XV.XV.R. 778, 26 XV L.R. 

.‘fit fAffirmed. 20 D.L.R. 986. 24 Man. 
L.R. 295. at 307. 28 XV.L.R. R5S.J 
Abandonment of premises.

A lessor who, before the expiration of his i

lease, abandoned the premises but paid the 
rent for the full term, has a right of a 
tion to recover front his lessor the rent re 
celved under a new lease for the tmexpired 
portion.

X'allerand v. Lachance, 43 Que. S.C. 526. 
Action for bent — Tenant abandon!v. 

premises—Want of repair -Right to 
rent — Counterclaim — Damages — 
Absence of covenant to repair.

Scott v. Parade. 15 U.XX’.N. 441.
(§ 111 D—100)—Part oi crops.

A tenant is not in default in the pay
ment, as rent, of part of the crops raised 
on demised premises, because of hi- faillir*1 
to deliver them, on demand of his landlord, 
in a manner different from that specified 
in the lease.

Shepherd ▼. Rose, 4 D.L.R. 432, 21 XV. 
L.R. 259.

Plaintiff leased certain land to one Jack 
under lease providing that the rent was to 
l»e one-third of the crop grown upon the 
land during the term, to be delivered on 
the day of threshing, the threshing to lie 
done on or before the 1st of November in 
every year. The defendant, as execution 
creditor of Jack, having seized the crop 
after it had been threshed, an interpleader 
issue was directed, on the trial of which 
judgment was given for the defendant. Mn 
appeal:—Held, under the terms of the lease 
the rent was due when threshed, and the 
crop having been seized after threshing the 
landlord's share had been vested in him 
The rent being expressed to lie one-third 
the crop, this was a certainty, because the 
amount threshed could Ik* ascertained, and 
there being a fixed standard and prices for 
grain, the amount of rent could easily he 
ascertained. That the protection afforded 
to landlords by the provisions of 8 Anne, 
c. 14. applies to rent payable otherwise than 
in money, it being well recognized that 
while rent must always be r profit, it need 
not he payable in money.

Foster v. Moss. 4 S.L.R. 421.
Rent payable by share of crops—Ascer

tainment op quantities.
Malfaire v. Schultz, 18 XX’.L.R. 407.

Rent payable by share ok crop—Rent
BEDl (TRI E TO SPECIFIC SUM OF MONEY
—8 Anne ch. 14—Seizure of grain by
EXECUTION CREDITOR—CLAIM OF LAND

Foster v. Moss. 17 XV.L.R. 174.
Farming on shares—Division of crop-

accounting FOR GRAIN STORED.
Findlay v. Falconer, 17 W.L.R. 167. 

Lease executed as security for past in-
DERTEDNE8S AND FUT! RE ADVANCES—
Share of crop reserved as bent.

Stikeman v. Pummerton. 16 W.L.R. 502. 
(§ III D—101)—Right of sublessor.

A lessee, who has sublet or transferred 
his lease and who sues his sublessee, can
not require the latter to pay him the rent 
due if he lias not himself paid it: he can
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only ask that the sublessee In* obliged to 
pay it to tin» principal lessor ami give him 
a discharge, and in dclault pay him a cor
responding indemnity.

Lapointe v. Original Salvador Vo., 4!l 
Que. S.V. 24».
(§ 111 !>— 10.Î) — PREFERENTIAL LIEN — 

ACCELERATION CI.AVKK- UlHTBESH.
In ease of an assignment for the general 

benefit of creditors, a landlord is only en
titled. under s. »K (1) of the Landlord 
and Tenant Act (K.S.O. 1»14, o. to
a preferential lien for arrears of rent 
"for” the period of one year next pieced-' 
ing and for the three months following the 
assignment, despite an acceleration clause 
in a lease providing that in ease of events 
which happened rent for a longer period 
should liecome due and payable. The land
lord’s right to distrain is not taken away.

Alderson v. Watson. 28 D.L.R. 588, »f> 
O.L.R. 5B4. [See also »1 D.L.R. 259, »ti 
O.L.R. 502.1
Priorities — Execution creui torn—Ac-

< ELKBATIOX CLAUHE.
I'ndcr 8 Anne, c. 14. the rent for which 

the landlord is granted priority over execu
tion creditors must not. only be due, but 
must lie in arrear at the time of the sher
iffs seizure; an acceleration via use in the 
lease whereby the current year’s rent 
should immediately become “due and pay
able” and the term become forfeited on 
the lessee’s goods on the demised prem
ises being seized or taken in execution, 
does not give this priority for the accel
erated rent, as it would not he in arrear 
under the statute of Anne until the day 
following the day when it became due.

Sawyer-Massev Co. v. White, 21 D.L.R. 
154. 8 S.L.R. 108. 8 W.W.R. 49». >10 W.L.
R. 87».
t ROI*- SHARIN' O 1.EA8B—MORTGAGEE AMI EXE- 

CUT I ON «mill TORS.
Where a mortgage if farm land gives to 

the mortgagee the right oil default of pay
ment to enter into possession, to collect the 
nuts and profits and to make a lease of 
I lie land at such rent us the mortgagee 
thinks proper, it is competent for the 
mortgagee to enter into possession ami to 
make a crop-sharing lease to the mortga
gor who thereby waives service of a for
mal notice under s. 9.1 of the latml Titles 
Aci. Sa-k.. and the share of the grain to 
which the lessor is entitled under such 
lease is a valid preferential claim for rent 
under the Landlord and Tenant Act. 8 
Anne. e. 14. as against execution creditors 
of the tenant mortgagor. | foster v. 
■\Im«s. 4 N.L.R. 421. applied: Smith v. Na
tional Trust Co., 1 D.L.R. this. 45 ( an.
S. V.K. »i|s, distinguished.)

v. Olson. 21 D.L.R. «71. 8 
S I«.M. 14.1. 8 W.W.R. 481. »1 W.I..R. 157. 
Tenant’s assignment for creditors —

STA'I ( TORY MEN OK 1.ANIII.OR1I I.IMI-

1 taler the Landlord ami Tenant Act,

R.S.O. 1914, e. 155, s. 38. the landlord, in 
ease of an assignment by the tenant for 
the lienefit of creditors, has a statutory 
lien upon goods available for distress, in", 
dependent nt actual distress or possession, 
for the amount of rent due, hut limited (■> 
tlie period of one year next preceding ami 
for the three mouths following the assign
ment. | Lazier v. Henderson. 29 O.R. «71; 
Tew v. Toronto Savings A Loan Co., id 
O.R. 7«. followed. |

Re fashion Shop, 21 D.L.R. 478, 3» O.L. 
R. 253.
Landlord's lien.

Where a sheriff's sale under a writ of 
execution against the tenant, with the 
assent of the landlord, is held upon the 
demised premise*, the landlord himself be
coming the purchaser, he is entitled, not
withstanding such assent, to offset hi* 
claim for rent against the claim for the 
purchase price of the goods, and is not 
driven to an action on the ease against the 
sheriff. [Green v. Austin, 3 ( amp. 200, 
distinguished. |

Ingraham v. McKa\, S D.L.K. 132. 4ti 
X.N.R. 518, 12 K.L.II. 225.
Landlord’s lien for ri nt—('.(’. <Qvi. —

art. 102».
Holstein v. Knopf. ID D.L.R. 84», 19 

Rev. Leg. 374, 44 Que. S.C. 49. 
Assignment for creditors -1‘referkntiai

LIEN FOR RENT—“KXECI I loN OF AS
SIGNMENT."

In s. 38 of the Landlord and Tenant 
Act, R.S.O. 1914, e. 155. providing that 
in ease of an assignment for the general 
benefit of creditors by a tenant the pref
erential lien of the landlord for rent shall 
be restricted to the arrears of rent during 
the period of one year next preceding ami 
for .1 months following the "execution of 
the assignment."’ the words ijuoted are 
used in their strict legal sense, and mean 
the completion of the deed ot assignment 
by delivery as well as by signing and seal
ing. Where a deed of assignment was 
signed and sealed by the assignor on tin 
day on which a month’s rent in advance 
was due. hut was not completed nor in
tended to he completed by delivery to tin* 
assignee until the following day. and wa> 
not actually completed until tin- dav next 
after that, it was held (the months rent 
not having been paid i, that rent was in 
arrear at the first moment of time of the 
day after the gale-day ; and, there never 
having been any intention that the deed 
should Is- handed to the assignee until 
after the commencement of business on 
that day, there were arreu is when the 
deed was "executed." end the landlord was 
entitled to a preferential lien for 4 
months’ rent ; the rule as to disregarding 
fractions of a day having no application 
in such a case.

Re Metropolitan Theatres ; Magee Real 
Kstate Vo.’s ( laim. 40 O.L.R. .146.

9Z9
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I.i.ssuk's lies—Krai uvi.km removal of 
i m:rr*i—Kolia» wing—Delay.

A Iv-sir. his surety, or any other per- 
Ml„. who had fraudulently removed effect* 
subject to the lessor's lieu ill order to ear- 
i\ them to some other place, cannot take 
...Uaiitage of the expiration of I ho delay 
mentioned in art. 1023 f.C. (Que.) for the 
.■xereise of a saisie-gagerie by the right to 
follow the effects ; the new owner alone

llrunet v. Kay nan It, 41» Que. S.C. 228. 
Landlord's lien— Notice.

Either legal notice served upon the land
lord as to the proprietorship, by a third 
person, of goods on the lire mises of a ten- 
.,i,i. nr knowledge of the landlord that such

the ease, will lie .sufficient to deprive the 
landlord of his privilege upon these goods. 
Where a property changes hands and the 
lease in force at the time when such a no- 
lire was given has expired, and a new pro
prietor leases the property and the same 
l,'liant remains in possession, the new pro
prietor being wholly ignorant of the exist - 
mec of any such notice, the privilege of 
1 lie new proprietor is not effected, and a 
new notice must he given.

Harbour Commissioners of Montreal v. 
Mathurin, 49 Que. S.C. 272.
I.IMS OF LESSOR.

X lessee who agrees by his lease not to 
remove from the leased premises the mov
ables which secure the past or future rent, 
iaiinot remove a portion of his movables 
e\rn when lie apparently leaves enough to 
secure the lessor.

\ anicr v. Bonenfant, 48 Que. S.C. 303. 
Lien for henjt—Insolvency.

The lien of the lessor is a real right of 
pledge, a jus in re on the effects placed in 
the house. whether under a lease in authen
tic form, a lease sous seign prive, a verb- 
;il lease, or one expressed or implied. It 
follows that if the lessee fails to perform 
an» of his obligations, even though no rent 
-lionId Im* due. the lessor van seize the 
effects, in the ease of insolvency, when the 
lessee loses the benefit of the term. Be- 
tween the lessor and lessee, art. 2003 C.C. 
Que. respecting the extent of the lien, does 
not apply; and when it is agreed in a 
lease made to a stock company that on de
fault in paving the rent or fill filling cer
tain other obligations the lessor will have 
the right to claim the balance of the rent 
up to the end of the term he van claim by 
privilege all the balance of rent agreed for 
u the company is put in liquidation.

Part5 v. Warwick i'nnts Mfg. Co., 47 
Que. S.C. 60.
saisie uAOKRiB — Priorities — Inter-

XX hen a lessor has taken a saisie-gagerie 
against _ his lessee for rent, and suhse- 
' iciitly a third party owner of the effects

i/od causes them to lie revendicated and 
a new guardian appointed, the lessor him
self. and not only the first guardian, has 

Can. Dig*.—88.

a right to intervene in this latter cause 
and demand that the moveables seized be 
returned to him to satisfy his privileged

Noiicnhliim v. Inseiiga, 47 Que. S.C. 111. 
ASSIGNMENT HY TENANT EOK BENEFIT OF 

creditor*—Landlord'* claim for ru- 
tire: rent—Claims of creditors— 
DlNTRIIII THIN OF INSOLVENT ESTATE
Priorities— Landlord and Tenant 
Act. ll.S.O. 1914. c. 133. s. 3*—Dam 
age* — Costs—Injvxction — Jvog

Alderson x. Watson, 9 O.W.X. 90. 
Lien for—Invalid lease—Company.

Where a mont lily tenancy of a building 
owned by a director is attempted to la- cre
ated at a meeting of directors where the 
only directors present are the owner direc
tor and another, and the company goes in
to possession of the premises, the owner 
director cannot distrain, nor by reason of 
distress gain priority in a subsequent 
winding-up.

He I). tX S. Drug Co., Donald's Claim. 
IM w.xx.r. ill.
(8 III D—1H») — Distisess eok rent—Con- 

mtionai. sale agreement—Skizi kk
AND HALE OF GOODS BY LANDLORD.

Section 4 of the Act respecting distress 
for rent and extra judicial seizures. K.K.K. 
e. 51, does not impair the right of a land
lord to distrain on gisais on % the premises 
in the possession of the tenant under a 
conditional sale agreement. It only re
stricts the landlord’s right as to the cx- 
tent of the interest in the goods which lie 
can sell. There is nothing in the Act 
which takes away the right of the land
lord to distrain upon and seize and im
pound the goods fur the purpose of sell
ing that interest.

Theatre Amusement Co. v. Reid, 4fi D.L. 
R. 498. (19191 2 VV.W.R. 63, reversing 
[1919] 1 W.W.K. 482.
Agreement—Lease e*ob period — Opiio.n 

to pvbchahe; at end or lease—Rent
PAYABLE AT END OF TERM — DISTRESS 
FOR RENT OVRIXU TERM -1LLEGALIIY.

Bv an agreement between a town corpo
ration and a manufacturing company the 
corporation gave the company a live years’ 
option to purchase land leased to it for 
that period for manufacturing purpose*-- 
an annual rental was to lie paid at the 
end of the term if the purchase was not 
completed, or pro rata at any earlier pe
riod at which the option was relinquished. 
Before the expiration of the five rears, 
the company sold some of its machinery 
and was preparing to sell the balance 
when the corporation distrained for rent 
due under the agreement, and the contents 
of the factory were seized and sold. The 
court held that as the company had not 
relinquished the option there was no rent 
due and that the distress was illegal.

Cobourg v. Cyclone \\ over Wire Fence 
Co.. 44 D.L.R. 34. 57 Can. K.f.R 289.
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DISTRESS — PRIORITIES — “MORTGAGE 1 BOM

A chattel mortgage by one who became 
a tenant after the mortgage was executed 
in not a mortgage “from a tenant,'’ within 
the meaning of a. 4, 34. Cnn. Uni. 1898,
and the goods are' not liable for distress 
for rent. [He Calgary Brewing & Malting 
Co., 25 D.L.R. 859, followed.]

Abbott v. Dahle. 33 D.L.R. 207, 10 A.L. 
It 400. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 13o:i. 
Moratorium —War Relief Act.

Di»tre»s for rent is a "proceeding" with
in the prohibitory provisions of the War 
Relief Act (Man. 6, Geo. V., c. 88, a. 2, as 
amended by 0 Geo. V„ c. 122 ).

Nicholson v. Gregory, 31 D.L.R. 235, 
f 11*17j 1 W.W.R. 304.
Partition wall—Closed door—Obstbuc- 

tiox—Right of tenant to remove—
RlfillT TO DELEGATE AVTHOR1TT — DIS
TRESS FOR RENT.

A tenant has the right to remove an oh- 
strnetion placed by him against a door in 
the wall between the premises occupied by 
him and the adjoining premises, and may 
permit the landlord’s bailiff to do so. and 
after such removal the entry by the bailiff 
being without a breaking a distress for 
rent is legal. [Gould v. Bradstock, 4 Taunt. 
.‘)<I2. 128 E.R. 450, applied.]

McKay v. Douglas, 44 D.L.R. 570. 57 
Cun. S.C.R. /‘.3, reversing 40 D.L.R. 314. 
Moratorium—Volunteer and Reservists 

—Corporation.
The Voun leers and Reservists Relief 

Act (Alta.| applies to a distress under a 
lease created before the passing of the 
Act although possession vas taken after
wards; but the protection afforded by the 
statute does not extend to a distress 
against the goods of a corporation of which 
fin- volunteer is the principal shareholder.

Re Hulhert & Maver, 31 D.L.R. 330. 11 
A.L.R. 239, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 380.
('MATTEL MORTGAGE—INTERPLEADER.

Vnder s. 5 of the Distress Act, R.S.M., 
1913, c. 55. “crops anil grain"’ are not ex
cepted from distress for rent in favour of 
a person claiming under execution or 
attachment against the tenant; nor are 
goods and chattels other than crops and 
grain on the premises of a tenant except
ed in favour of a person whose title is de
rived from the tenant; hut such goods and 
chattels on the premises subject to a mort
gage given by a third party, from whom 
the tenant lias acquired the equity of re
demption. are excepted from distress, in 
favour of the mortgageee.

Enright v. Little. 30 D.L.R. 578, 27 Man. 
L.R. 8». [1917] 1 W.W.R. 123
CONSTRl ITIVR SEIZURE — PRIORITY —LlqUl-

A verbal arrangement between the local 
agent "f a corporation tenant and the 
landlord's agent collecting the rent, that 
the furniture should r-main on the prem
ises until the rent was paid and that mean

while the landlord will not enforce the 
power of sale or distress with respect there
to, and the landlord keeping the furni
ture locked up on the premises, the arrange
ment having been made prior to the wind
ing-up order against the tenant, of which 
neither parties had knowledge at the time, 
constitutes constructive seizure and dis
tress which will entitle the landlord to 
hold the furniture for the rent as against 
the liquidator. [Wood v. Nunn, 5 Bing. 
10; ( ramer v. Mott. UR. 5 Q.B. 357, ap
plied.]

National Trust Co. v. I.eeson, 20 D.L.R. 
422, 9 A.L.R. 245, 33 W.L.R. 587, » W.W. 
R. 1132.
Apportionment Act.

A proviso in a lease that "if anv Art 
preventing the sale of intoxicating liquors 
should come into force during the current \ 
of this lease the rental to lie paid shall be 
determined hv arbitration” applies only to 
rent falling due after the happening of the 
event, and the landlord Inis the right to 
distrain for rent payable in advance, 
though for a term which includes some 
time after the Act came into force. The 
Apportionment Act, R.8.U. 1914. e. 156, 
does not apply to rent payable in advance.

Re Little and Beattie, 34 D.L.R. 217. 
38 O.L.R. 551.
Landlord as purchaser—Appraisement.

In a sale under a distress for rent the 
landlord cannot become a purchaser; the 
sale is also void for want of appraisement 
as required by s. 7 of the Distress Act 
(R.K.B.C. 1911, c. 65, as amended in 1915, 
c. 181.

Shore v. Wilson, 35 D.L.R. 293. 23 B.C. 
R. 33.
Irregularity—La mm ord as purchaser.

A clerical irregularity in a warrant of 
distress, or the landlord's bidding at the 
sale, does not invalidate the distress ah 
initio; the principle that a landlord can
not he a purchaser affects only the title 
and not the proceedings.

Gordon v. Sirae, 37 D.L.R. 380, 44 N.B.R. 
635.
Mortgage.

The right of diatrvss is not an incident 
of a mortgage unless created by special 
covenant. W hen exercised as a remedy it 
has the effect of sus|>ciiding the debt dis
trained for until the sale.

Fa well v. Andrew, 34 D.L.R. 12. 10 8.L. 
R. 162. [1917] 2 W.W.R. 400. [Amended 
to correct a mistake ns to costs. 36 D.L.R. 
408. 19 S.L.R. 320. [1917] 3 W .W.R. 174.] 
Illegal act by bailiff—Landlord's lia-

A landlord's warrant to his bailiff to 
distrain for arrears of rent doe» not auth
orize the latter to commit an illegal art, 
and trespass committed thereunder by the 
bailiff, not at the instance or for the ben-
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. it of the landlord, does not any
, *, ; 1 i t v in t if* pa hi* against the latter. 
Ritchie v. Snider, 17 D.L.R. 31, 28 W.L.

H 733.
I. tNUIoKll's Al IHUKITY TO BAHUT — As

«.ovkhm.no landlord’s LIABILITY.
Hie landlord who hat) merely authorized 

.« lawful distress for rent is not liable for 
in,' seizure by his bailiff of goods not sub 

to distress unless he ha* in some way 
confirmed such seizure, 

tioldberg v. Rose, lit D.L.R. 703.
SriPVLATION TO KKKP VP HTOCK—ENFORCE

ABILITY, IN JV M'TIO.N.
X provision in a lease whereby the ten

ant. a retail merchant, hinds himself to 
keep on the demised premises at all times 
- -sis enough to cover four months' rental 
under distress will not lie specifically en- 
[,,rced by the court, and an injunction re
straining the tenant from reducing his 
,tock will la* refused on the ground that 
the court would, contrary to practice, 
thereby lie assuming to superintend the 
execution of the stipulation from day to 
,|a\ during the tenancy. [Phipps v. .lack- 
eon 11887 I. .VI L..1. Ch. U. 560, applied.| 

Hill v Fraser. 18 D.L.R. 1. 7 A.L.R. 404.
■J!l W.L.R. 438. 7 W.W.R. 131.
IKKSPAS8 IX KXFlTTINO.

Where there lias Is-en an abandonment of 
a seizure umler a landlord's distress war
rant it will not constitute a defence to an 
action for trespass based on a subsequent 
removal of the goods, especially where the 
right to a fresh distress, if any, had ex
pired.

Ritchie v. Snider, 17 D.L.R. 31, 28 W.L.
II. 735.
I oRFEITI BE.

The provisions of ‘he Imperial Statute,
* Anne. v. 18 (landlord and Tenant Act), 
nil.,wing a distress for rent to lie made 
within six months after the determination 
of the lease, do not apply where the ten
ancy has been put an end to by forfeiture 
thereof under a notice of forfeiture for 
breach of conditions piven hv the landlord 
under the terms of the lease.

'Stanley v. Willis. 16 D.L.R. 540. 24 Man. 
L.R. 192, 27 W.L.ft. 791, 6 W.W.R. 498. 
Priority op landlord—Acceleration op 

rent—8 Anne. c. 14, s. 1.
A clause in a lease providing that if the 

lessee’s good- on the land liable to distress I 
-liould at any time lie seized or taken in 
execution, then the current years’ rent 
hlimild immediately become due and pay- 
ship, does not entitle the lessor to claim 
,i year’s rent in priority to the execution 
creditors under 8 Anne. e. 14. s. 1.

SawyerMn*»ey Co. v. White, 7 W.W.R. 
«71.
Wrongfvt. RFtzrBE — Damages — Ixjvxc-

Wright v. Fitzpatrick, 16 D.L.R. 883, 27 
W.L.R. 738.

I inler H.S.S. e. 51. s. 4. providing that 
a landlord shall not distrain for rent on 
the goods and chattels of any jierson. ex 
eept the “tenant or ?>« rson who is liable 
for the rent," the landlord cannot di-train 
upon the goods of a sub-tenant for rent 
due from the original lessee.

Anderson v. Scott, 8 D.L.R. 816. 6 8.L. 
R. 8, _•_> Wl.lt 876, :> W.WJt h"!'
Distress for bent—( omts of di.siiu.ss—

Pot NDAOE CHARLES.
A sheriff acting as the landlord's bailiff 

in a distress for rent is not entitled to 
poundage or «ommission under the Di-tress 
Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, v. 63, where all that 
lie does after distraining the good- i« to 
hold possession of them for a day: hi- law 
fill charges are in such ease the fee for 
levying and for a man in possession. 
W h«»re the tenant, distrained upon for rent 
settles the claim and cost bv payment 
lieforv the expiration of the limit'd time 
for which the goods must la* held lie fore 
the landlord can legally proceed to a sale 
thereof, such payment bv the Venant is not 
equivalent to a resale by the landlord or 
hi- bailiff to the tenant so as to entitle 
the landlord's bailiff to a commission in 
the nature of poundagi- upon their value.

Bancroft v. Richards, 9 D.L.R. 77. 18 
B.V.R. 38. 23 W.L.R. 73. 3 W.W.R. 82». 
Invalidity ok nf.izvhf. and s.u.f -Détint».

Barlow v. Breeze, 31 D.L.R. 280. [1917]
1 W.W.R. -’711
Proceeds of distress — Priorities — As 

SIGNEE fob creditors -Mort.AM F
Alderson v. Watson. 31 D.L.R. 239/ 36 

O.L.R. 502. [See also 28 D.L.R. 588. 36 
O.L.R. 564.1
Effect of noncompliance with stati te.

i mici iin- Dlitw— Act, i: vw. i 'i ; ■ 
55. a party distraining is to give a,popy of 
demand and of all costa and charge», of the 
distress to the person whn-e goods are 
seized, hut failure to comply with this 
statutory provision does not make the dis
tress illegal, although it may render irreg
ular the -ale of the goods distrained

McDermott V. Fraser. 23 D.L.R. 4 M), 25 
Man. LR. 298, 8 W.W.R. 196.
Illegal distress--Liability of landlord 

AND BAILIFF.
An action for illegal distress should be 

brought again*, the bailin' who - omuiiWed 
the act complained of. and not against the 
landlord, unless it be shewn that the latter 
authorized the wrongful act or sanctioned 
and ratified it after it came to his knowl
edge, or unless he chooses to take upon him
self without inquiry the risk of any irreg 
ularity which the liailiflf may have commit
ted and to adopt all his acts.

Zarr v. Confederation Life. 22 D.L.R. 97, 
j 8 S LR. 159, 31 W.L.R. 18. 8 W.W.R 365.
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wood* ami furniture with wliieh lie lias 
furnished the premises leased, even as to 
movable effects of wliieh he would not he- 

nii- owner until after the payment of the 
|.iice thereof, if the third party owning 
i tem ha* not informed the landlord of his 
11gilts therein. The owner, not having 
i .tilled the landlord of his rights therein, 

innot plead that the renunciation had 
imade in fraud of his rights.

Vie! v. Deeel les, 50 Que. N.C. 207. 
I.IAHII.ITY FOB ILLEGAL ATTACHMENT — 

Malice—Damages.
There is ma live in the act of a lessor who, 
iilimit previously claiming his rent, pro

sed* to have the effects of his lessee seized 
liv way of attachment for rent, whilst a suit 
i* pending against the lessee for the can- 
vl lat ion of the lease. A lessee whose ef- 

lects have liven seized in virtue of an illegal 
attachment for rent is entitled to claim 
from the seizing party real and vindictive 
damages.

Hourlieau v. Ouillemette, «13 Que. S.C.
104
sui; of goods — Liability — Damages.

A lessor cannot, hevuuse hi* lessee has 
i laiidoned his house, w ithout legal proeess. 
•Mtvr the leased premises, take a way goods 

licli lie finds there, and sell them to an 
ier. If he does so. he must reimburse the 

le**ee the value of the goods, less the rent 
lue and the damages sustained by him, 
which lie can set off by virtue of his privi
lege of lessor, against the goods sold.

l ie Tie v. De*noyers, 54 Que. S.C. 348.
1.01 ills OF SUBTENANT — KXC'F.SSIVE dis- 

tress — Sai f ok coons distrained — 
Amount rkai.ized more than suf
ficient to i* a y rent — Finding of 
fact of Triai. Juimik — Distress for 
taxes Payment by head tenant 

Right to iukthai\ coons of sub
tenant — Right of subtenant to
*1 BPLI 8 PRIM EEDS OF SAFE — I.EAVE TO
amend — Refusal.

Miindey v. Reid, Il U.W.X. 238.
I ease Option of purchase — Rei.i.n- 

ot isH.ME.NT Distress for rent —
( MATTEI S SEIZED BOUGHT IX BY I.AXD- 
iord — Proper i v not pansi.no — 
Damages — Loss of credit from 
V. ROKGI I I *1 l/l BK - - Novt i x u ham 
aces — Costs.

Cyclone Woven Wire Fence Co. v. Co-
• irg, 13 O.W.N. 230, reversing 12 G.W.V

........is sold conditionai.lt — Bailment.
Where the property in good* passes to

* purchaser, but subsequently by express 
■ hal arrangement goes back to the ven- 

' *r. hut the goods are left on the premises
the purchaser a« bailee for the vendor.

- former having the right to take and
• 'i for such of them as he may have occn-

* hi to use in his business, the title to 
< ii-li goods is derived by purchase from

purchaser within the meaning of R.S. 
>. IROft, c. 51, à. 4. and they are liable to

271» f

Is* taken to satisfy a claim for rent on the 
part of the landlord of the purchaser.

Libby v. Laird, 10 W.W.IL 473.
St M OK MONEY NAMED IV WARRANT — AC

CELERATION CLAUSE IN LEASE -WAIVER 
OF KXC ESSIVE MISTRESS — DAMAGE
— Chattel mortgage.

Hayden v. Thompson, 10 O.W.N. 442. 
Acceleration clause — Seizure— Ille

gality — Remedy Inmi xction —

Karr v. Kept, 11 O.W.N’. 122.
Distress — Apartment suite — "Break

ing in” — “Outer door."
A door connecting a suite of rooms oc

cupied exclusively by s tenant in an apart
ment house with a hall used in common by 
the tenants of different suites in the build
ing and lending to the main entrance to 
the building is an “outer door" which may 
not be broken open by a landlord in mak
ing a distress for rent.

Welch v. Kraeovskv, 111*10] 3 WAV.I!. 
3(11.
Action by subtenant for wrongful dis

tress — Acceleration of rent — 
Abandonment of premises.

Choderkvr v. Harrison, 20 Man. I..It. 727. 
Distress for rent — Pound breach —

•Il SIlFK ATION — tlOOIIS IN CUSTOIUA

Hasard v. Sterns, ft E.L.R. 321. 
Movables on leased premises—Fraudu

lent removal — Seizure by law — 
Landlord's lien.

When the movables on leased premises 
are secretly and fraudulently carried away 
by a third party, the time for executing a 
writ of saisie-gagerie runs only from the 
day on which the removal was made known 
to the landlord who must execute it within 
8 days otherwise he forfeits his lien and is 
without remedy against such third party.

Lallemand v. Marne, 3ft Que. S.C. 218.* 
Conditional sale — Distress iiy land

lord OF VENDEE — RESTRICTION TO 
. INTEREST OF VENDEE.

Miller v. Angus, 1» W.L.R. 545.
Distress for rent — Finding of jury — 

Distress considered a trespass. 
Summers v. Blair, 1ft O.W.H. 714. 

Distress Appraisement.
The validity of a seizure under distress 

for rent is not affected by the warn of an 
appraisement.

Independent Lumber Co. v. David. 1!) 
W.I..IL 387.
Hi III D 111)—Kent payable in grain 

— Default — Judgment — Kxe< i 
tion Removal of < bop — Wage 
claims — Preference.

Apart from the effect of taking judgment 
for the rent a* a bar to distress, the land 
lord cannot distrain in respect of a rental 
stipulated to be payable in grain to a cer
tain value, if. on the tenant's default in 
pa a ing the crop rental, he takes judgment
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for the mom y equivalent and issues execu
tion upon which the crop is removed from 
the laud and sold; nor has he preference 
on the proceeds as against wages claims 
against the debtor Hied against the money 
realized by the sherill in the plaintiff's 
action. Mu'h money not 1 icing distrainable

Douglas v. Carrington. "JO D.L.R. 019, 7 
S.L.R. HO, 29 W.L.R. 90, 7 W.W.R. 59.

K. HK E.NTHY ; RECOVERY OF 1‘OSNKhSlON.
(8 ill I. 116)—RE-ENTRY— VOLUNTEERS | 

AND KF.SERVIHTH ACT.
The mortgagee of a lease has the light 

to recover possession of the premises upon 
default of his lessee, notwithstanding the 
premises were occupied by the lessee to
gether with a person in active service, en
titled to the benefits of Volunti-ers and 
Reservists Relief Act, who was not a party 
to the action.

Armstrong v. Bradburn, 33 D.L.R. 62.1,
11 A.L.R. 388, [1917] 2 VV.W.R. 28, revers
ing [1917] 1 W.W.R. 8.14. [See also 36 
D.L.R. 306.]

The defendant B. and one T. were lessees 
of certain premises. These they mortgaged 
by a sublease to the plaintiff, B. remain
ing tenant of a part of the premises. He 
formed a joint stock company, retaining 
himself 97 out of 100 shares, and the com
pany lieeame tenant of the part of the 
premises he occupied. In June, 1916. the 
company sold all its assets, not including 
its leasehold interest, to B. who assumed 
all its liabilities. In 1915 he volunteered 
for military service, and, the Volunteers 
and Reservists Act (Alta., 1916 c. 6) ap
plies to him. In an action against the 
Bradburn Co. for possession it was held 
that in 1917 Bradburn himself was in ac
tual physical possession along with the 
defendant company, and that, as B. was 
not a party to the action, no order could be 
made against him. An appeal was allowed 
(33 D.L.R. 625), but B. was permitted to 
appear and defend, which he did. That 
B. was not in possession for himself, but 
for the Bradburn Co., and the action ends*, 
therefore, upon a question of fact, not of

Armstrong v. Bradburn. 36 D.L.R. 306.
11 A.L.R. 388. [1917] 2 W.W.R. 867. 
Mechanic's men — Save or property — 

Registration or title or purchaser 
— Refusal or lessee to give up pos
session — Allegation or Fraud — 
Rights or parties.

First National Investment Co. v. Thor- 
oddur Oddson ; A First National Invest
ment Co. v. Leiftir Odd son. 48 D.L.R. 732. 
[19191 3 W.W.R. 591.
Abandonment or demised lands — Re

entry BY LANDLORD — LIABILITY FOR.
Where a tenant, under a crop-sharing 

lease, moved from the lands before the ex
piration of his term, on failing to obtain a 
cancellation of his lease, and left some of

| his chattels thereon, substantial damages 
I for a subsequent entry and taking pu-so- 
j sion by the landlord will lie refused him 

where, after the re-entry and More the ex- 
! piration of his term, the tenant removed 

all of his chattels and his servant from the 
land and abandoned it to the landlord, who 

i subsequently occupied it without objection 
from the tenant, put ticularlv where no 
claim was made to oust the landlord or to 
re-enter in continuance of the term.

Lamb v. Thompson, 11 D.L.R. 612, 24 W. 
L.R. 404.
Recovery oe possession — Summary pro

ceedings.
Disputed questions of fact cannot be de

termined on an originating summons issued 
under Sask. r. 600 for the summary re- 
vuvery of possession from an over bolding 
tenant, since amended r. 583 ( Sask. rr. of 
1911 ) does not extend to proceedings under 
the former rule; hut where the alleged 
agreement relied upon in answer by the 
tenant and disputed by the landlord is 
found not to be binding upon the landlord 
for lack Oi formal execution, the officer 
bearing the application may dispose of 
same on the question of law so raised.

Sun Fleet rival Co. v. McClung. 12 D.L.R. 
758. 25 W.L.R. 43. 4 W.W.R. 1350.

Alberta r. 469 (Judicature Ord. Rules), 
under which summary pro<*eedings by way 
of originating summons may be taken to 
recover possession from an overholding ten
ant, does not authorize the court to fix nr 
order payment of a sum to lie paid for use 
and occupation of the premises during the 
overholding period.

Wallace v. Day, 6 D.L.R. 281, 5 A.L.R. 1, 
22 W.L.R. 22, 2 VV.W.R. 846

It is the statutory duty of a County 
Court Judge to determine whether or not 
a tenant is wrongfully holding against the 
landlord upon an application under Part 
TIL of the Landlord and Tenant Act, 1 
(ieo. V. c. 37 (overholding tenants) and 
such duty is not fulfilled by dismissing the 
application without any specific finding of 
fact. [Re St. David’s Co. and La hey, 7 
D.L.R. 84, 4 O.W.N. 32, approved.] If, 
upon an appeal by the landlord from the 
dismissal of his summary application t<>r 
an order of possession against an alleged 
overholding tenant under the Landlord and 
Tenant Act (Ont.), the Appellate Court is 
of opinion that the matters in question 
shall be disposed of in an action and not 
summarily, it may vacate the order of dis
missal and leave the plaintiff to his remedy 
by action and direct that the costs of the 
summary proceedings and appeal he costs 
in the action if brought within a time 
limited by the order.

Re Dickson and Graham, 8 D.L.R. 928, 
27 O.L.R. 239.
Re-entry Breach of covenant.

Fetherston v. Bice, 31 D.L.R. 554, [1917] 
1 W.W.R. 224.
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Rent accruing” as distinct from
‘ BENT ACCBVEI) DIE.”

A purchaser of the reversion doe* not in 
Ontario (differing from the English law 
under the Conveyancing Act, 1011, Imp.) 
acquire a right of re entry for a breach of a 

covenant to pay rent which took 
place liefore the conveyance of the rever- 
-i,in. I Cohen v. Tannar, [19«>0| 2 Q.B. «09. 
applied; Rickett v. (ireen, [19101 1 K.H. 
_V,:i, distinguished.] Rent accruing due is 
,m incorporeal hereditament but rent which 
lias* accrued due is a mere chose in action 
which docs not pass to a purchaser of the 
reversion uuless expressly assigned to him.

Brown v. Gallagher, 19 D.L.R. 082, 31 
O.L.R. 323.
Recovery of tenement—Section 50 Coun

ty Courts Act—Occupancy as serv
ant. not tenant.

Oil a summons for recovery of possession 
,.f a cottage, defendant took a preliminary 
objection on the ground that his occupancy 
was as "servant” and not as "tenant.” Ob
jection sustained.

McXeeley v. Carey, 7 W.W.R. 689. 
Submitting to disorderly tenant — Er-

Allianee Immobilière v. Picard, 16 D.L.R. 
«2, 20 Rev. Leg. 243, 20 Rev. de Jur. 182. 
Claim for mesne profits.

Possession and payment of rent are not 
sufficient acts of part performance to sup
port an alleged parol lease where there has 
been no change in possession or in the 
Mmount of the rent and the former tenancy,
I icing from month to month, would have 
continued indefinitely until terminated by 
notice. In an action for the recovery of 
I.uid, mesne profits accruing since the date 
«lien the defendant’s possession liée»me un
lawful are recoverable as damages for tres
pass, notwithstanding that there is no re
lationship of landlord and tenant between 
the plaint iff and defendant.

Griffin v. Brunton, 6 W.W.R. 1034. 
Purchaser of general assignee, and in

solvent debtor — Summary eject
ment — Right to remedy.

Defendant in possession of an hotel prop
erty under an agreement to purchase, after 
paying part of the purchase money, as
signed all his property to the sheriff for 
the lienefit of bis creditors. After the as
signment, the sheriff allowed, the defendant 
to remain in possession and the owner hav
ing died, the sheriff, as assignee of the de
fendant under a resolution of his creditors, 
obtained the title from the estate of the 
"«tier and sold at public auction all his 
interest as assignee to the plaintiff: — 
Held, that the relation of landlord and ten
ant did not exist between the plaintiff and 
the defendant, and plaintiff could not re
cover possession hv summary ejectment.

Sweeney v. DeGraee, 42 X'.B.R. 344.

TENANT, III E. ^7U8
OVEBIIOLDIXU ÎKXANT — MORTGAGOR — Rt- 

FOHSESaiON.
A County Court Judge lias no authority 

under Part III. of the landlord and Ten
ants Ait, R.S.O. 1914, c. 155, Ao makf a 
summary order for the issue of a writ of 
possession against a mortgagor in posses
sion. at. the instance of one whose only 
claim to possession is as one of several 
mortgagees.

Re Mitchell and Fraser, 38 D.L.R. 597, 
40 O.L.R. 389.
Liability for fori idle ejectment.

When a lessee refuses to leave the prem
ises after the expiration of the lease, the 
lessor has the right to proceed in ejectment 
according to art. 1624 C.C. (Que. but he 
has no right to take the law in his own 
hands and forcibly eject the lessee, if he 
does so he is responsible and may be con
demned to pay damages.

Sabbath ▼. Libercent, 24 Rev. de Jur. 71. 
Jurisdiction of Master.

A Master in Chambers has no power to 
make an order, under originating notice, 
for the delivery up of possession of land by 
an overholding tenant.

Macdonald v. Georgiades, 34 W.L.R. 964 
(8 HI E—116i—Liability fob wrongful 

re-entry—Nominal damages.
Re-entry by a lessor, under the provisions 

of a covenant in the lease, by reason of the 
breach of that covenant by the lessee in 
giving a mortgage upon the chattels on the 
demised premises, is wrongful if the lessor 
does not first comply with the requirements 
as to notii-e contained in s. 20 < c) Land
lord and Tenant Act, R.S.O. 1914. e. 155: 
for such wrongful re-entry the lessor is 
liable in damages to the lessee, but, by 
reason of bis breach of covenant, the lessee 
is only entitled to nominal damages.

Greenwood v. Rae, 30 D.L.R. 79C. 3* O. 
L.R. 367.
Summary proceedings to dispossess — 

Tenant ••wionofut.ly holding.”
Voder the landlord and Tenant Act 

(Ont.) 1 Geo. V. c. 37, It is the duty of a 
County Court judge, in summary proceed
ings brought to dispossess the tenant, to 
determine whether tin- tenant “wrongfully 
holds” against the right of the landlord, 
even if he considers it a case which might 
better be disposed of in a substantive ac
tion and not summarily.

Howland v. Jones, 15 D.L.R. 769. 
Re-entry.

In an action to enforce a forfeiture, the 
court will upon proper terms grant relief 
even in the ease of intentional breach of 
covenants, and substitute money compensa
tion for forfeiture.

Walters v. Wylie. 1 D.L.R. 208. 3 O.W.N. 
567, 20 O.W.R. 994.
Attachment in recaption—Prescription.

Prescription dwe not run in the case of 
impossibility to act. Ro when an attach
ment in recaption, taken on the last day of
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delay granted by law. ran be executed only 
on the following day liecausc the defendant 
refused to open hia door», the new lessor 
cannot take advantage of the expiration of 
that delay to have the attachment an
nulled.

Renaud v. Aumais, 4!» Que. 8.C. 40.

Recovery ok consens ion by landlord — 
Ht nt — Account — Payment into 
cot rt — Costs.

Clarey v. Miskell, 0 O.W.X. 477.

Action by landlord fob fonsksbion and
FOB CHE A Nil OCCUPATION — STATUTE
ok Limitations.

O'Connell v. Kelly, 11) O.W.R. 1)50.

Lease — Breach — Action to recover 
possession — Damages.

Holman v. Knox, 3 O.W.N. 151, 20 O.W. 
It 121.

(9 1 IT E—117)—-Notice to quit—Waiver.
If a tenant pay money as rent accrued 

after the expiration of a notice to quit, and 
the landlord accept it as such, this is con
clusive evidence of a waiver of the notice. 

Smith v. Smith, 40 D.L.R. 500, 52 N.S.
K. 106.

Notice to quit.
In the absence of a statutory require

ment as to the length of notice for the 
termination of a tenancy from month to 
month, only a reasonable notice of ioten 
tion to terminate the tenancy is necessary. 
I June* v. Mills, 10 V.B.X.S. 788, followed. | 
A half month's notice of termination of 
a tenancy from month to montli is reason
able. where the landlord knew the tenant 
was looking for a cheaper place because 
lie could not afford to pay the rent the 
former demanded, and will lie sullicient in 
the absence of a statutory requirement of 
a longer notice.

Rurgovne v. Mallett, 5 D.L.R. 62. 21 W.
L. R. 500.
Writ ok possession—Written demand.

Under ». 3 of the Overbidding Tenants 
Act ( R.S.N.8. 11)00. o. 1741 a written de
mand for possession must Ik* made on the 
tenant before the County Court can have 
jurisdiction to grant the landlord a writ of 
possession •, mere notice to quit is not suf
ficient.

McKay v. McDonald. 30 D.L.R. 6011.
(<t III K—I18i—Like estate.

Where a lease for a term of years of 
land in which tile lessor had only a life 
estate has terminated by the death of the 
lessor, the wheat previously sown by the 
tenant and in the ground at the time of 
death of lessor becomes emblements and 
belongs to the tenant or his assignee, as 
against the remainderman,

Atkin-on v. Farrell, 8 D.L.R. 582, 27 0. 
L.R. 204.

Agreement to crop land on sharks _
"J enam y created — Ru nt to hab 
vest crop.

An agreement to crop land on shares 
without anything lieing agreed between the 
parties as to when the tenancy shall cesse 
entitles the tenant to only such use anil 
occupation as is necessar., to put in and 
harvest crop, the sliaie of the crop ig not 
an annual rent, which makes the tenancy 
one for a year.

Fletcher v. Lyons. 48 D.L.R. 305, [1919] 
3 W.W.R. 381.'

Where the cause of forfeiture of the term 
is complete, the bringing of an action places 
the landlord in the position of having made 
a re-entry upon the date when the action 
was commenced, and, therefore, the plain
tiffs having re-entered, the term was at an 
end. and the defendant had no longer any 
right to remain on the land. The defendant 
having remained on the land after action 
brought, he was liable in damages as for 
holding over. In connection with the de
termination of the question of whether 
there was any sale of the land to defend 
ant (which on the facta was decided ad 
versely to the defendant), the actions of 
the defendant in the preparation of a 
statement of the rent due, and failing to 
make any comment on the plaintiffs' state
ment as to their intention to sell the land 
to him at a time when he claimed to la
the owner, should lie taken as strong evi- 
deuce that in fact no sale had at that time 
been made.

Xichol v. Nelson, 4 S.L.R. 315.
F. Liability of tenant to landlord kob

INJURIES TO REVERSION.
(8 III F—111)1—Liability to assignee or

LESSOR.
The assignee of a reversion has a right 

to enter the premises leased hv his assignor, 
for condition broken, where such right is ex
pressly reserved to the original lessor in 
the lease and the condition upon which the 
right is exercisable has happened.

C'uriv v. Rennoek, 10 D.1*R. 166, 4 0. 
W.N. 712. 23 O.W.R. 922. [Affirmed. 1ft 
D.L.R. 548, 24 O.W.R 337.1 
Lessee of water lot for mooring pi a 

poses only — Sale of sand.
The lessi-e of a water lot. whose cove

nants restricted hi» use of the demised 
premises to a n.ooring pi. ee for boats, lias 
no right to remove sand therefrom for the 
purpose of sale, where such would consti
tute a substantial injury to the reversion. 
[Lewis v. Godson. 15 O.R. 252; and Tucker 
v. Linger. 21 Ch.l). 18. distinguished.I

Toronto Harbour Commissioners v. Royal 
Canadian Yacht Club, 15 D.L.R. 106, 21) 
O.L.R. 391.
Fire — Presumption — Occupation — 

Timber license.
A deed of srIc. of the right to cut tim

ber. which give* the purchaser the gratui-
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tous use of a building with » shed as a 
,miii|i for his employe»'? ami his animais 
during the progress of the work, is not a 
lease nor a voiitraet whivh makes the pur- 
,|ia»vr liable for the loss of the building 
iiv lire by virtue »»f the presumption arising 
i!vni art. 1(129, C.C. (Que.). The fact that 
ii person leaves some tools in a house that 
lie ha- occupied does not constitute a con
tinuation of such occupation.

Mackenzie v. Host on Last Co., 52 Que. 
8.1. 324.

LAND TITLES (TORRENS SYSTEM).
I. GENERALLY.

II. First registration.
III. TRANSFERS; MORTGAGES, LEASES. ETC.
J\ ( ACTIONS ; CAVEATS A XU ADVERSE

V. Land certificates; titles.

VII. PROCEDURE.
VIII. ASSURANCE FI ND.

frown patents, see Public Lands; Mines 
and Minerals.

Possessory titles, see Adverse Possession.
As affecting vendor and purchaser, see 

Vendor and Purchaser.
As to mechanic** liens, see Mechanics*

Annotations.
Restrictions in contract of sale as to 

user of land: 7 D.L.R. 014..
(Torrens system); caveat: parties en

titled to lil*> caveats; “cavcatnble inter
ests:” 7 D.L.R. 075.

t ax eats; priorities a»-quircd by filing: 
14 D.L.R. 344.

Mortgages ; foreclosing mortgage made 
under Torrens system ; jurisdiction : 14 1).
Ml. .MIL #

Interests of vendors and mortgagees af- 
tected hy moratorium : 22 D.L.R. 805.

I. Generally.
As affected liy moratory Acts, see Mora-

Possessory and prescriptive titles, see 
Adxerse Possession; Kasements; Waters.

Patents, claims, see Public Lands; Mines 
still Minerals.

Nature of «‘states, see Wills; Deeds.
Sufficiency of title, see Vendor and Pur

chaser.
(ti I—10)—Lis pendens — Crown grant

TO LAND ATTACKED — CLOUD ON TITLE
- Registrar of titles — Discretion

AS TO REGISTERING TITLE.
\ certificate of lis pendens registered 

Haainst lands, in an action in which the 
•Town grant of such lands is attacked, is 
not a charge within the meaning of the 
Land Registry Act (R.S.B.C. 1911, e. 127) 
luit is a cloud on the title to such land, 
and the Registrar of Titles properly exer- 
. i*e« the judicial discretion conferred on 
hit» by the lauid Registry Act in refusing

to issue an indefeasible title until such 
cloud is removed.

R. & X.R. Co. v. Granby Consolidated 
Mining. Smelting &. Power Co., 4S D.L.R. 
279, 119191 3 W.W.R. 381. restoring 41 D. 
L.K. 335. 25 B.C.1L 447, (19181 2 W.W.R. 
629.
DvTIEK OF REGISTRAR — CERTIFICATES OF 

TITLE — FaII.VRE TO ENDORSE EXECU
TIONS Dissimilarity in names.

The duties of the registrar of land titles 
in matters of registration are not merely 
ministerial, but are judicial to a limited 
extent : in the exercise of his discretion as 
to the identity of persons from a substan 
tial similarity in names lie must confine 
himself to the spirit of the statute in a»1- 
eordance with a reasonable protection of 
creditors’ interests; and the fact that a 
writ of execution is designated by the 
initial letter of the Christian name and 
the title legist ««rial in the full name, but 
the surnames and addresses 1 icing alike, 
does not justify an assumptiftn as to a 
dissimilarity of |iers»>ns so as to relieve him 
from liability for his failure to endorse 
upon a certificate of title a memorandum 
of the writ. [Sieve!! v. Haultain, 4 S.L.R. 
142, distinguished. |

Borbridge v. Borland, 24 D.L.R. 147. 8 
S.L.R. 190, 31 W.UR. 805. K W.W.R. 1151. 
Duties of registrar — Discretion — Le

gality OF INSTRUMENTS.
The statutory duty of the Registrar of 

Titles in resjievt of n-gistration of instru
ments is not merely ministerial. I nit car
ries with it a certain amount of discretion 
which he may exercise in order to ascertain 
the legality of instruments, and the appui
ent right or title of parties seeking their 
registration. [Manning v. Commissioner, 
etc.. 15 A.f. 195, follixved.]

Re Land Registry Act and Shaw. 24 D. 
L.li. 429. 22 B.C.R. 116, 32 W.L.R. 85, 8 
W.W.R. 1270.
Government surveys conclusive, when— 

B.C. Official Surveys Act.
The conclusive effect of government sur

veys under ». 2 of Official Surveys Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 220. will not be extended 
to apply to a case in which a landowner 
selects his own surveyor, although the sur
vey notes are received by the government 
officials.

Svippcl Lumber Co. v. Herchmer, 18 D. 
L.R. 237. 19 B.C.R. 436. 28 W.L.R. 952. 7 
W.W.R. 333.
Grantee's privity with predecessor — 

Scope and effect.
A grantee of lands is not hound under the 

doctrine of privity by the action of his pred
ecessor in title when such action is taken 
later than the conveyance to the grantee.

Seippel Lumber Co. v. Herchmer. 18 D. 
» *» >37 to B.C.R. 136. 28 W.L.K. 952, 7 
W.W.R. 333.
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Land Acts — Amendments — Effect on

The doctrine of Wilkie v. Jellett (26 
Can. S.C'.I!. 282 ) has not lieen affirted by 
any of the amendments of the lauid Titles
Act.

Union bank v. Liimsdvn Milling and 
Grain Co., 8 S.L.R. 263, 7 W.W.R. 97».
LlS PENDENS — CLOVD ON TITLE — ÜIS-

A certificate of lis pendens registered 
against lands, in an action in which the 
tTown grant of such land is attacked, 
creates a cloud upon the title to such land ; 
the registrar of titles properly exercises the 
judicial discretion conferred on him by the 
hand Registry Act. R.S.B.C. (1911», c. 127. 
s. 116A (as amended by 4 Geo. V. (1914), 
c. 43, s. 66», in refusing to issue an inde
feasible title until such cloud is removed.
| Re Land Registry Act and Shaw, 24 D. 
L.R. ISO, followed.]

Re Land Registry Act; Re Granby Consol. 
Mining it Smelting Co.. 41 D.L.R. 335, 25 
R.C.R. 447, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 626.
Company — Winding up — Transmission

Re Land Titles Act; Yorkton Gas Co.’s 
Com, I!!*is] ;i W.W.R. M.
Lease — Renewal — Crown grant.

The plaintiff company, bolder of the re
newal of an original timber lease, brought 
action for a declaration that a Crown grant 
held hv the defendant company for a por
tion of the land within the timber area 
(and issued to the defendant's assignors 
subsequently to the original lease prior to 
the renewal thereof) is void or in the alter
native that it is subject to the rights of the 
plaintiff conferred by the leases. Section 
105 of the Land Registry Act (B.C.) re
cites that “Instruments executed before 
and. taking effect before July 1, 1905, trans
ferring. charging, dealing with, or affecting 
land or any e>tute or interest therein, un
less registered liefore the said date (ex
cept a leasehold interest in possession for 
a term not exceeding 3 years i shall not be 
receivable by any court or any registrar 
or examiner of titles as evidence or proof 
of the title of r.ny person to such land, as 
against the title of any person to the 
same land.” The plaintiff submitted in evi
dence the original lease and the renewal 
thereof, they not having been registered. 
Held, that the section is not intended to 
apply where a party is not attacking tho 
title to the laud but is merely endeavouring 
to obtain u decision from the court as to 
the effect of an easement in respect of the 
land, ami that although the leases could 
not be received as evidence of the plaintiff's 
title so as to oust the defendant's title, 
they may lie received as evidence of the 
plaintiff'» right to enter upon the lands 
and cut timber thereon during the term of

TI.KS, II.

the lease; further, that the plaintiff was 
entitled to a declaratory judgment that 
the Crown grant was subject to the plain
tiff's antecedent lease and any renewals

North Pacific Lumber Co. v. British 
American Trust Co., 23 B.C.R. 332.
Land Titles Act — Building restrictions

IN REGISTERED TRANSFER — MODIFICA
TION — ORDER UNDER R.S.O. 1914, C. 
126, s. 99 (2» — Consents —- “Bene 
VICIAL TO THE PERSONS PRINCIPALLY 
INTERESTED*’ — KviDENCE.

Re Jackson, 16 O.W.N. 69.
Land situate out of province — Specific

PERFORMANCE.
Section 62 (2) of the fauid Titles Act as 

amended in 1916 does not apply to pro 
<'codings taken in respect of lands situated 
outside Alberta, nor does it prevent a ven
dor from obtaining a judgment for spe
cific performance.

Fort George & Fraser Valley Land Co. 
v. Wilson, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 351.

II. First registration.
See Registry Laws.
Description of land, correction, see Judg

ment, I G—55.
(§ II—20)—Statement under s. 32 or 

The Arrears ok Taxes Act contain
ing PARCELS DESCR1HED ACCORDING TO 
AN UNREGISTERED SUBDIVISION—STATE
MENT NOT REGISTRABLE.

Re Land Titles Act, [1919] 1 W.W.R. nt.
First registration — Objection to —

On HER Of DISCONTINUANCE IN PREVIOUS 
ACTION as bar.

Notwithstanding that an objection to an 
application to bring land under the Land 
Titles Act. i Geo. Y. c. l^i (Ont.), by < 
pAson claiming an interest in the land ad
verse to the applicant, is not an “action 
within the meaning of the Judicature Act, 
R.S.O. 1897, e. 51, 3 Geo. V. c. 19, R.S.O. 
1914, e. 56. it is for the master of titles 
to determine whether or not the effect of 
an order made in a prior action brought by 
the objeetor pertaining to the land purport
ing to bar “any further action which may 
he brought by the plaintiff for the same 
cause of action” was a liar to the right to 
raise the objection in the land titles pro
ceedings as constituting res judicata.

Re Woodhouse. 14 D.L.R. 285. 5 O WN. 
148, 25 O.W.R. 117, reversing, in part, 10 
D.L.R. 759. 24 O.W.R. 619.
First registration — Failure to estab

lish LEGAL OR EQUITABLE TITLE.
Under the Land Titles Act R.S.S. 1909. 

c. 41, an applicant is not entitled to lie 
registered as owner where lie fails to es
tablish that he has any estate either legal 
or equitable in the land in ijuestion. In 
Saskatchewan, a master of titles has no 
jurisdiction, on a reference to him by a 
registrar, to pass upon and direct the regis
tration of a title which depends for its va-
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liditv solely on the application of equi
table doctrines, since a purely equitable 
claim not evidenced by any document can
not lie made effective until a court of com
petent juridiction has declared the claim
ant entitled to an interest in the land.

Re French, 11 D.L.R. 37». 7 S.L.R. 1, 23 
W.L.H. 940. 4 VV.W.R. 461.
FiKST REGISTRATION — 1)UTY OK REGISTRAR 

TO ASCERTAIN CORRECT ACBEAtIK.
The duty imposed c.n the registrar of 

land titles by a. 44 of the Territories Real 
I'roperty Act, R.8.C. 18h0. c. 51, relating to 
the issuance of first certificates of title, to 
i>-ue a certificate "with any necessary 
•pialilications'" does not require him to as
certain whether the acreage mentioned in 
the certificate is correct, or else to omit it 
altogether.

Burden v. Registrar of Lnnd Title», 13 D. 
LR. 813. 6 A.L.R. 255, 25 W.L.R. 460, 5 
W.W.R. 122.
t kowx—Seed grain lien.

The Crown is bound equally with indi
viduals by the provisions of the Land Titles 
Act (as, 43. 44, c. 24, of 1906, Alta.), ami 
«here the necessary proceedings have not 
lieen taken to make a seed grain lien ef
fect ive under the Seed Grain Act (c. 21 of 
19081, a buna tide purchaser without actual 
notice of such lien is protected.

Johansson v. Cronquist, 38 D.L.R. 608, 
12 A.L.R. 225, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 102».
Caveat for heed grain—Crown lands.

A rural municipality cannot file a caveat 
«gainst Crown lands for money advanced 
tnr seed grain.

Re Land Title» Act (Saak.), [1918] 3
W.W.R. 13.
I in es—Transfer—Tri st.

A transfer setting out terms of truet may 
'»■ registered, although the trusts, except in 
‘ -'•* case of executors and administrators, 
mii't be disregarded by the registrar, and 
•be public generally need not be concerned 
«iili them.

Re Land Titlee Act and Allan (Alta.), r 19181 1 W.W.R. 440.
Votive of tri rt — Personal representa

tive Mortgage—Validity.
Although the Land Titles Act. R.S.S.,

; * 1, provides generally that no entry shall
made upon a certificate of title of any 

milice of trust an exception has been made 
iu the case of land held by a person,. 1 rep- 
rcentative, and where land is registered in 
the name of a personal representative as 
'in h. the registrar should not register a 
mortgage thereof made by such représenta 
foe in his per-onal capacity, and the fact 
that such a mortgage is given registration 
'I'""' not render it valid. Where the repre
sentative becomes the beneficial owner of 
' ie land the mortgage should lie held good 
a» between him and the mortgagee.

Western Trust Co. v. Olson, 11 S.L.R. j 
4H. 11918] 3 W.W.R. 811.

I «ease — Corporation — Mortgagee in 
possession — Service ok notice — 
Affidavit of attestation — Suffi- 
ciency — Covenant term.

A lease of a special area, such a- a base
ment, ground floor, second th*or. may lie 
registered, provided then is a certificate 
from a Saskatchewan surveyor that the 
iremises are actually part of "a lot. Such a 
ease may not lie registered if made by a 

corporation claiming iu In» a mortgagee in 
possession unless proof be given the regis
trar that the owner and other parties in
terested have been served with the notice 
of intention to exercise the power to enter 
into possession. [Rollefson v. Olson, 21 U. 
L.R. 671, distinguished.] When the notary 
public before whom the affidavit of attesta
tion of the witness to a lessee’s signature 
has been sworn has not affixed his notarial 
seal thereto, the affidavit is defective and 
useless. A covenant in a lease made by a 
mortgagee in possession as to the termina 
tion of the lease upon the mortgagee’s right 
to possession lieing determined held not to 
render the term uncertain or invalidate the 
lease for registration purposes.

Re Land Titles Act; Re Northern Crown 
Bank (Saak.), [1918] 1 W.W.R. 421. 
Power ok attorney — General words an

COVERING DISCHARGE OF MORTGAGE —
Affidavit of attestation not in 
proper form — Affidavit sworn in
THE FIELD, FRANCE.

Re Land Titles Act; Power of Attorney 
(Sask.), [1918] 2 W.W.R. 947.
Power of attorney — Revis a vion oe and 

NEW POWER IN ONE INSTRUMENT — 
Registration of.

Re Land Titles Act (Sask.), [1»18] 3 
W.W.R. 139.
Agreement fob sale—Cancellation of— 

Final order for—Registration of.
Re Land Titles Act. Avelsgaard’s Case 

(Sask.), [1918] 2 W.W.R. 946. 
Registration or Crown grant—Inaccu

rate plans — Irrigation—Right-of-

Tlie registrar has power to refuse regis
tration of a gruit from the Crown where 
there is no description in the grant other 
than that furnished by a plan, inaccurate 
and not executed by a qualified surveyor. 
A certificate of title may be issued for an 
irrigation right-of-way. If the Depart
ment of the Interior do not give any de
scription in a grant other than that de
pendent on a plan attached thereto, the 
registrar should obtain from the patentee 
a duplicate of the plan attached to the 
grant.

Re Inaccurate Plans, 7 W.W.R. 124. 
Registration of lis pendens—Removal 

of ms pendens —Land Titles Act, 
ss. 32, 148.

There is no statutory authority for the 
registration of any certificates of lis pen
dens other than form No. 6 provided for in
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► . 23 of the Mechanics’ Lien Avt, e. I 5u, 
R.S.S. 1000, ami the proper method of re
moving the ui'inoraiiiliiin of lis peinions 
improperly registered is hv proceeding un
der s. 148 of the Land Titles Aet.

He Remoxal of Lis Pendens, 0 W.W.R.

REGISTRATION OK MORTGAGE—MORTGAGE 
IH tli WITH Till ST DEED ATTACHED.

A mortgage with a trust deed attached 
Rial incorporated therein, suvh trust deed 
containing a power of attorney from the 
mortgagor to the mortgagee, is registrable 
under the Ijaml Titles Aet.

He Registration of Mortgage, 5 W.W.R.
11 Mi.

III. Transfers; mortgages; leases; etc.
Implied covenant of transferee to pay 

mortgage debt, see Mortgage, 111—48.
Assignment of charge or mortgage, state 

of account, see Mortgage, 10—53.
Purchase money judgment, see Execution,

I M
Foreclosure, personal judgment, see Exe

cution. I—2; Mortgage, VI A—70.
($i 111—30)—Mortgages — Under Real 

I Property Act— Foreclosure.
Since l (leo. V. ( Man. . Itll, e. m. the 

only way in wliicli a Torrens system mort
gage made under s. 110 ot the Real Property 
Act. H.S.M. 1002, e. 148, can lie foreclosed 
and the title of the mortgagor divested to 
the mortgagee is by a proceeding in the 
land titles oflive under ss. Î13. 114 of the 
Act. and not by the ordinary foreclosure 
action and linal order of foreclosure ap
plicable to lands not under the Torrens 
system. [Smith v. National Trust Co., 1 
D.L.R. 008, 45 Can. S.C.R. IÎ1S; and Na
tional Hank of Australasia v. Vnited Hand- 
in-1 land Co., 4 A.C. 301. followed.]

He A la rie knd Frechette, 14 D.L.R. 208. 
23 Mail. L.R. 628, 25 W.L.R. 018. 5 WAV. 
R. 257.
V.N REGISTERED AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE.

Section 104 of the Land Registry Act, 
R.S.R.t . 1011. e. 127, providing that no in
strument purporting to transfer land “shall 
pass any estate or interest either at law 
or in equity in such land until the same 
shall he registered” under the Act, is con
strued strictly as a registration section 
and will not bar a purchaser of land un
der an unregistered agreement of purchase 
from claiming compensation under s. 304 
of the Municipal Act, R.S.B.C. 1011. c. 
170. from a municipality expropriating

Jackson v. North Vancouver, 14 D.1*R. 
16. 4 W.W.R. 1208.
Registration of .n domexts and orders— 

Exemplifications.
I'nder s. 102 of e. 24 of the Alberta Land 

Titles Aet, 1006. and Alberta r. 205. exem
plified copies of judgments and orders of 
a court may lie accepted for registration 
by the registrar of the land titles office -, 
lint if made by a judge as persona desig-

ILES, HI. m
nata flic originals themselves must lie rvg-

Arnold v. National Trust Co., 13 D.L.R. 
105, 7 A.L.K. 58. 24 W.L.R. 880.
Mortgages and charges Irregularity 

AFFECTINO REGISTRATION.
The fact that an informal charge, which 

should not have been received for registra
tion under tin- Land Titles Aet (Sa*k.i lw- 
cause not in the form prescribed, was in 
fact received by the registrar and entered 
of record, does not give it the effect of a 
mortgage under the Act.

Shore v. Weber, 11 D.L.R. 148, 24 W.L 
R. 343.
Crown lease— Delivery direct to lessee 

Registration—Effect of Alberta 
Land Titles Act—Assignment.

Since s. 20. subs. (1) of the Alberta 
Land Titles Act, 1000, applies only to 
grants in fee, a lease of lands made liv the 
Minister of the Interior, under s. 38 of <. 
20, of the Dominion J.anils Aet (7 A 8 Kdw. 
VII.), is registrable in the land titles oU'ut, 
notwithstanding it wa- sent direct to 
the lessee instead of to the registrar. A 
lease of land containing quarriable stone, 
issued by the Minister of the Interior, un
der s. 38, e. 20, of the Dominion Lands 
Act (7 & 8 Edw. V1L). although not in 
the form of a grant, is registrable as such 
under s. 2 (vi of c. 24 of the Allierta land 
Titles Act. 100b. A lease of lands made 
by the Minister of the. Interior, and accom
panied by an assignment that liai] Is-hi 
ilply registered in tin* Department of the 
Interior, is legistrali'e in the land titles 
office, under c. 24 of the Allierta Land Ti
tles Act. 1000.

Re Land Titles Act, 11 D.L.R. 073. 7 
A.L.R. 32. 24 W.L.R. 385.
Transfer—Time of hefohit for record.

When a registrable transfer in due form 
from the registered owner of lands is hand
ed in to the registrar of titles together 
with the duplicate certificate of title of 
such owner »'ursuant to the provisions of 
s. 20 of the iand Titles Act, li Edw. VII. 
(Alta.) e. 24, such transfer takes priority 
from the time of such deposit as recorded 
in the official “day book." although the en
try upon the official record or certificate of 
title is not made concurrently by the regis
trar because of pressure of work in his of
fice; and the registrar is not entitled to 
endorse upon the new certificate of title is
sued to such transferee any memorandum 
of executions received against the transfer 
or in the interim.

Re Sinclair; Re Bell A Registrar of Ti
tles. 0 D.L.K. 123. 0 A.L.R. 111. 23 W.LR. 8M.
Transfers—Mortgages—Leases.

Where real property is mortgaged by an 
instrument executed in accordance with 
the Real Property Act, R.S.M. 1002. 
148. known as the Torrens or “New Sx>- 
tom” registry law, it van lie transferred by 
the mortgagee to a purchaser from him
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.H i v in the ma liner prescribed by statute. 
| National Hank of Australia v. United 
JI.mmI in Hand Co., 4 AX’. 391, applied.) 
\1 -rtgiiges of land which is subject to the 
r..rreii> or “New System” form of registre- 
thin in Manitoba are permitted only in the 
Mm specified by the registration statute 
(tin- Real Property Act, R.S.M. 1902, c. 
MS', and the direction in the statutory 
Turin which permits of “special covenants” 
being added thereto is insufficient to cover 
an added power of sale or other stipula
tion whereby the mortgagor authorizes the 
mortgagee to execute an assurance or 
transfer of the mortgaged property and 
extinguish the mortgagor's title thereto; 
such a power of sale or stipulation is not 
in strictness a “covenant” even if framed 
a- a covenant, and in not within the scope 
i-I the statutory form or consistent with 
the statutory provision.

<mitli v. National Trust Co., 1 D.L.R. 
m 1 ■ ' a»- 6.CJL «.is. i\ w UR 17

One who gave her husband an unregis
tered transfer of her land duly executed 
In her ami duly attested for registration 
in order that lie could deposit the same 
with a third person as security for the 
price of certain property purchased by the 
hu-band from such third person, but re
tained her duplicate certificate of title, 
cannot afterwards be permitted to shew 
t<> the prejudice of such third person, that 
-lie hail no intention of parting with her 
title to the land and she will lie required 
at the suit of such third person, after the 
husband lias transferred the land to him 
in part payment of the debt so secured, to 
deliver up the certificate in order to com
plete the record of title in favour of such 
tran-ferev. [Rimmer v. Webster, [1902] 2 
< h. I). 193, applied.]

Acme Co. v. Huxley, 1 D.L.R. 800. 4 A.L. 
!: 20 W.L.R. 133, 1 W.W.R. 081.

Where a certificate of title was issued 
under Land Titles Act of Saskatchewan to 
tin* administrator or executor as such, and 
!. ■ i- one of the parties beneficially inter
red in the property, the practice for pass

ing the administrator's interest to him 
v lien lie is entitled to be clothed with it 
absolutely in his own name is to file in the 
land titles office a transfer from the admin- 
i-trator or executor as such to himself per
sonally’.

lie Lockhart, 1 D.L.R. 754, 20 W.L.R. 
413.

The effect ®f s. 135 of the Allierta Land 
Titles Act. 0 Edw. VII.. c. 24, is that a 
person dealing with a registered owner is 
not affected by any outstanding interest of 
which he has no notice, nor of any inter
est of which he has notice, unless, with 
?udi notice, he does something which con
stitutes fraud. There is no reason in law 
why a transfer under the Act should not be 
executed in blank, with authority to the per
son to whom it is handed, or to anyone else, 
to fill in, under certain instructions, the 
name of the so-called transferee, who, in

reality, is the person to whom the regis
trar is to lie requested to issue a new 
certificate of title. Where one has ad
vanced money on the security of an agree
ment to give a transfer of land registered 
under the Act, and the transfer is executed 
and delivered, and the transferee then re
ceives notice of an agreement of sale made 
by the transferor after the execution and 
delivery of the transfer, he is nevertheless 
entitled to register his transfer, and ob
tains thereby a good title as against the 
holder of the agreement of sale. A transfer 
under the Act is not a deed of grant. It 
does not pass the title, and its practical 
effect, is little or nothing more than a mere 
order to the registrar by the holder of Un
registered title to transfer the title to 
somebody else.

Arnot v. Vcterscgi, 4 D.L.R. 801, 4 A.L.R. 
324, 21 W.L.K. 153, 2 W.W.R. 1. 
FoBF.ci.oarRK ok mortgage — Personal 

JUDGMENT.
A personal judgment for the mortgage 

debt registered by a mortgagee in the course 
of foreclosure proceedings will not prevent 
him from registering the fee under the de
cree absolute without first discharging the 
judgment.

Scottish Temperance Life Assn. v. Reg
istrar of Titles, Vancouver, 30 D.L.R. 152, 
24 BA R. 232, [1917J 3 W.W.R. 30. 
Assignment of mortgage—.Judgment,

A district registrar is justified in refus
ing to register an assignment by a mon 
gagee, except as subject to a prior regin- 
tereil judgment against the mortgaged

Re Land Registry Act; Re Mandevllle, 
Mai-man v. McIntosh. 30 D.L.R. 292. 24 
B.C.R. 137, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1522 
Transfer—Registration—Certificate of 

title—Unregistered claim.
The registration of a transfer of lands 

under the Land Titles Act (Alta.) will not 
enable the transferee, on obtaining his cer
tificate of title, to set up the latter to de
feat an unregistered claim under the trans
feror's contract of sale of a portion of the 
lands subject to which the transferee in 
fact took liis title under his own agreement 
of purchase, although not disclosed in the 
registered transfer or in the certificate of
title.

McDonald v. Leadlay. 20 D.L.R. 157. 
Transfers—Tax deed — Limitations of

TIME UNDER OLD AND NEW SYSTEMS.
The limitations of time within which 

deeds of land sold for taxes must be reg
istered to preserve their priority ( R.S.t I. 
1897. e. 224. s. 204, and R.8.O. 1897, c. 130. 
s. 91) are applicable to registrations under 
the Registry Aet and not to registration 
under the Land Titles Act (Torrens sys
tem \ ; the purchaser at a tax sale of land 
registered under the Torrens system must 
lodge a “caution” or register his tax deed
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iu avoid being out out by a transfer made 
bv the registered owner.

Le Lord and Ellis, 1» D.L.R. 80ft. 30 
O.L.R. 582.
Execution — When registrable— Land 

Titles Act.
Young v. Klugdun, 18 D.L.R. 708, 7 WAV. 

R. 1 lNti.
Mortgages—Notice of foreclosure—Rkg- 

i.strati on—Land Titles Act (Sask.i
This was a petition to the Master of 

Titles from the refusal of the registrar to 
register a Notice of Exercising Power of 
Sale on the ground of the mortgagee being 
the registered owner of the land in ques
tion. The petitioners were mortgagees of 
the lands in question and, as administra
tors of the estate of the deceased mort
gagor, registered owners of the property. 
The estate being insolvent, the petitioners, 
after vainly endeavouring to sell the lands, 
attempted to register a Xotiee of Intention 
of Exercising Power of Sale under their 
mortgage. It was held by the Master of 
Titles that there seemed to be nothing in 
the law or practice to prevent a mortga
gee from exercising his rights under the 
mortgage, even where he is an administra
tor of the estate of the deceased mortgagor, 
also that the circumstances of the case (i. 
e., the responsible position held by the peti
tioners as Oflicial Administrators), war
ranted the Registrar in consenting to reg
ister the Notice of Intention to Exercise 
the Power of Sale. [Tennant v. Trenchard, 
L.R. 4. Ch. 537, distinguished, as applying 
to a Trustee, not an Administrator.]

Re Standard Trust Co., and the Registrar 
of the Humboldt Land Registration District,
6 W.W.R. 1308.
Abortive sale of mobtoaoed premises— 

Subsequent haiæ by private con-

W'here a public auction sale of mortgaged 
premises lias proved abortiv.e and the mort
gagee. without the authority of the regis
trar disposes of the property by a private 
sale, such private sale may be subsequently 
validated by the registrar, who may dis
pense with notice to the registered owner, 
if reasonably satisfied that the latter has 
no lieneticial interest in the mortgaged

Re Sale of Mortgaged Premises by Pri
vate Contract, 5 W.W.R. 1328.
110 M FSTEAD ACT— AGREE M K N T.

The object of the Act respecting Home
steads (c. ‘20. 1015. Sask. I was the protec
tion of the wife's interest in the homestead 
of her husband. The amendment (s. 5, c. 
‘271 of 1018 was to meet the ease of a 
false certificate of affidavit where tlie Act. 
had been prima facie complied with. 
Where the land comprised in an agreement 
of sale and the vendor at the time of sign
ing the agreement is unmarried the agree
ment is not invalid because it is not accom 
panied by the required affidavit. The 
agreement is valid as between the parties

I’LKS, III.
and may be enforced upon completion of 
the affidavit necessary to enable it to be 
registered.

Lett v. Gettins, 43 D.L.R. 247. 11 SLR. 
430, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 614. affirming [191HI 
2 W.W.R. 881.
Transmission of l.A\U UNDE» MARRIAGE 

contract—Applicant a widow—An-
MINISTRATION IN A NOTH EL PROVINCE—
Necessity of administration in 
Saskatchewan or resealing.

Re Land Titles Act (Sask.), [1018] 3 
W.W.R. 347.
Transfer of land under mortgage sale

AND ORDER CONFIRMING—REGISTRATION 
OF—ORDER PURPORTING TO VEST LAND 
IN PARTY OTHER THAN TRANSFEREE UN
DER THE SHERIFF’S TRANSFER.

Re Land Titles Act; Re Transfer (Sask.), 
[1018] 2 W.W.R. 051.
Mortgage ■— Partial discharge — Dis

charge OF l.A.Nl) ONLY—REGISTBAITOX. 
Re Land Titles Act (Sask.), [1018] i 

W W W. !»:i7.
Coal lease — Improper registration — 

Setting aside.
The registrar has no right under the 

Land Titles Act (Alta.) to register a min
eral lease where the lessor does not appear 
to be the registered owner, and if so regis
tered, it may be set aside by anyone whose 
interest in the property is affected.

(ireig v. Franco-Canndian Mortgage Co., 
23 D.L.R. 860. 32 W.L.R. 280. 0 W.W.R. 
22. [Reversed on another point, 20 D.L.R. 
260, 10 A.L.R. 44.]
Transfer ok mortgage—Apparent title- 

power OF ATTORNEY.
An assignment of a mortgage to himself 

by the donee of a power of attorney, with
out proof of acquiescence by the donor, 
does not establish a prima facie title, and 
the registrar of titles will be justified in 
not receiving such instrument for registra-

Re Land Registry Act and Shaw, 24 D.L. 
R. 4*20. 22 B.C.R. 116. 32 W.L.R. 85, 8 W. 
W.R. 1270.
Statement of consideration—Powers of

REGISTRAR.
There is nothing in the law, common or 

statutory, which compels a statement of 
the true consideration to lie expressed in 
a transfer of land or transfer of mortgage 
any more than there was for the statement 
of * such consideration in the common law 
indenture of deed, and a registrar cannot 
refuse registration to an instrument on the 
ground that no consideration is stated 
therein.

Re Registration of Transfer of Mortgage, 
9 W.W.R. 401.
Consideration for mortgage—Sufficiex-

Tlie consideration “and of the said in
debtedness and of the sum of one dollar” 
is sufficient to satisfy the requirements of 
the Land Titles Act and the office proeed-
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ure under said Act, mid in making the 
memoiJiiduni "f the mortgage the consid
eration should lie stated as one dollar and 
further consideration flu- consideration 
v ta ted in the abstract should be one dollar 
and further consideration.

Ite Mortgage Consideration, 9 W.W.R. 
194.
1 BA NS FEB OF HOMESTEAD—AFFIDAVIT — 

I’OWEBS OF REGISTRAR.
Though transfers of an interest in a 

homestead must contain the affidavit of 
the transferor in Form C, vet no duty 
seems to be cast on the registrar to see 
that no mortgage is registered unless it is 
«.vented in the method provided, and it is 
very dangerous for the registrar to attempt 
to apply personal information or knowl
edge (e.g.. as to the marriage of the trans
feror ) which he may have outside of his 
official records, excepting possibly where 
this is necessary for the prevention of 
fraud in the protection of his records.

lie Registration of a Mortgage, 9 WAV.
R 21.
Assignment fob creditors—Homestead— 

Consent of wife.
\ii assignment for the benefit of cred

itors is not a transfer of land provided for 
in s. 5 of the Homestead Act so as to ren
der it necessary to obtain the signature of 
the wife of the transferor or an affidavit in 
form C in the schedule to the Homestead 
Art.

lie Assignment for Creditors, 9 W.W.R.

Power of attorney — Assignment fob 
creditors—Discretion of registrar 
AS TO SUFFICIENCY.

X power of attorney authorizing the 
Attorney to make an assignment r • thé 
lienefit of creditors of all the assets of the 
debtor is a sufficient power of attorney to 
include in the assignment any land belong
ing to the debtor, and the registrar has no 
duty in regard to the determination wheth
er such assignment or the extension agree
ment containing the power of attorney is 
void or voidable.

lie Power of Attorney, 9 W.W.R. 180. 
Transfer or land ok adjudged lunatic 

—Letters of guardianship — Order 
ok court authorizing sale.

Tlie registrar is justified in refusing a 
transfer of land registered in the name of 
a person who has legally been declared a 
lunatic and for whom a guardian has been 
appointed by the court, unless the proper 
"filer of the court authorizing tlie sale and 
transfer is produced. Letters of guardian
ship should he tiled in the general register.

He Polgreen, 7 W.W.R. 1184.
Mortgage—Assignment.

rhe assignee of an assignee of the hold
er of a registered mortgage may have his 
'ille registered without the necessity of 
registering the first assignment.

lie Land Registry Act and Standard 
Tiust Co., 22 B.C'.R. 538, 10 WAV At. si 7.

Mortgage in form prescribed rt short 
forms act—Inability to register—- 
Deed of assignment for benefit ok
CREDITORS— REGISTRATION OF—PRIORI- > 
TIES—R.S.O. 1914, c. 126, s. 30 (2)
45, 115—Form or judgment—Recti
fication of records—Declaration of
TRUST COSTS.

MacDonald v. Tew, 32 O.L.R. 262. 
Requirement of affidavit—Mortgage by 

assignee of purchaser ok school
LANDS FROM CHOW? .

Under s. 100 of the Land Titles Act. 
1917, the test whether a mortgage can be 
filed is whether it is accompanied by an 
affidavit in form E. If the mortgagor is 
unable to make such affidavit the registrar 
cannot file the mortgage. A mortgage be
fore issue of grant by an assignee of the 
purchaser of school lands from the l rown 

.was held not registrable.
Re The Land Titles Act, [1919] 1 WAV.

R. 713.
Transfer op mortgage — Fhowx by its 

terms to be intended as security— 
Should nevertheless be registered 
as a transfer of mortgage bather 
than as mortgage of mortgage.

Re The Land Titles Act, [1919J 1 W.W.
R. 504.
Land Acts—Transfer—Registration of 

—Description of transferee by her 
ih Shand’s name—Transfer from ad
ministrator—Order by “judge of a
COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION”—
Section 146 (2) c. Land Titles Act.

A transfer wherein the transferee is de
scribed by her husband's name with the 
addition of the word “Mrs.” is defective 
and should not lie accepted by the regis
trar. A local Master in Chambers is not 
a judge of a court of competent jurisdic
tion within the meaning of clause (c) of 
subs. 2 of s. 146 of the Land Titles Aet.

Re Land Titles Act, Weightman’i Case, 
[1919] 1 W.W.R. 44.
(§ Ilf—31)—Mortgage—Forged transfer 

—Remedy—Assurance fund.
A mortgage taken in good faith and for 

value from a registered owner upon a 
forged transfer constitutes a valid charge # 
on the land which will not be set aside at 
the instance of the true owner in preju
dice of the rights of the mortgagee : the 
remedy of the former is in compensation 
from the assurance fund under the Act for 
a sum sufficient to discharge the mortgage.
[Re Adams, etc., 20 D.L.R. 293, dis
tinguished.]

Brown v. Broughton, 24 D.L.R. 244. 25 
Man. LB. 489. SI WXJL '•*■'!. 8 " B B 
889.
Fobgkd transfer—Rights of subsequent 

transferees.
Where a person forges in favour of him

self a transfer of lands, no estate or inter
est is thereby conveyed, and subsequent 
transferees, not being bona fide purchasers
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for valuable consideration without notice 
of tlie forgery, stand in no botter position.

Shetler Foehsy, s s.L.lb 17 t. :ti W.L. 
K. 181. 8 WAV.R. 862.
(S III—321—Sale of close» highway—

REFUSAL TO BE0I8TEB TITLE—INVALID 

The giving of the statutory notice under
the Municipal Act, R.8.O. 1914, c. 192, •.
47.'), of intention to close a part of the 
high»a\ by municipal by-law, is a condi
tion precedent to a valid by-law; and a 
purcha-er from the municipality of the 
closed portion of the highway in a tract 
registered under the Land Titles Act 
(Ont.i may lie refused registration of his 
title where the notice published by the 
municipality was radically defective.

It«- Rogers, 22 D.L.R. 59Ù, 7 O.VV.N, 717.
NOXBEGISTBABLE INSTRUMENT—CHARGE OS

land—Agreement to execute mort
gage— Departure from form. 

lie limnelv and Registrar of Saskatoon, 
17 W.L.R. 160.
Charge ox lands ox soldier settlement 

Board form no. 16—Security taken
FOR ADVANCES MADE TO ENTRANT RE- 
MIRE ISSUE OF PATENT—NOT KKGI8TRA- 
BLF IN LAND TITLES OFFICE.

"Re Land Titles Act, Huntley’s Case, 
[19101 1 W.W.R. 6,10.
(§ III—33)—Charges—Registration of 

—Priority—Date of application — 
Land Registry Act (R.S.U.C. c. 127). 

Under s. 73 of the Land Registry Act 
(1011. R.S.B.C., c. 127) a judgment reg
istered in the Land Registry Office on an 
application made after the date of execu
tion of a mortgage, but before the appli
cation for the registration of the mortgage, 
takes priority over the mortgage.

Rank of Hamilton v. Harteiy, 45 D.L.R. 
638, 58 Can. H.C.R. 338. [1010] 1 W.W.R. 
H«N. affirming 43 D.L.R. 14, [1018] 3 W.W. 
R. 051, sub nom. Bank of Hamilton v. Hart-

(8 Ilf—34)—Filing deed after applica
tion FOR CERTIFICATE OF TITLE UNDER 
Real Property Act — Unregistered
PRIOR CONVEYANCE.

Re Stanger ami Mondor, 20 Man. L.R. 
280, 10 W.L.R. 03.
(8 II I—35 ) — Mortgages — Foreclosure

ORDERS MADE BY M ASTER OF COURT.
A foreclosure order or a vesting order 

made by a Master of the Alberta Supreme 
Court i« an “order of a court” within the 
exception of s. 102 of the Land Titles Act, 
6 Kdw. VII. (Alta.) c. 24. as to attesta
tion by a witness for the purpose of re
cording against lands.

Re Land Title» Act. 11 D.L.R. 100. 7 
A L.R 30. 24 W.L.R. 384. 4 W.W.R. 685. 
[Explained in Arnold v. National Trust 
Co.. 13 D.L.R. 195. 24 W.L.R. 889.]

Salk of land under okiikr of court- 
Right to possession Time for—0*. 
DEK CON FIRMING SALE—LAND TITLES
Act.

Stevens v. Ullerich, 17 W.L.R. 568.
(8 HI—30)—Mortgage—Abortive public 

half — Subsequent private Sale- 
Power of REGISTRAR.

After an abortive sale at public auction 
a mortgagee applied to the registrar to 
confirm a prujioaed sale by private con
tract. Held, that, the registrar had no 
power to require, as a condition of hi* 
approval, that the mortgagee file a release 
of the personal covenant to pay.

Union Bank v. Boggs, 51 D.L.R. 706. 12 
8.L.R. 400. [1919] 3 W.W.R. 578 
FORE< I os UR E -1 *ERSO X AI. .1UDG M E N T—l)lTT 

OF REGISTRAR.
A registrar cannot require, as a condi

tion of registering an order absolute for 
foreclosure, that the mortgagee should va
cate his personal judgment and give an 
undertaking not to proceed thereon. In 
such ca»e the duty of the registrar is con
fined to making an endorsement on the cer
tificate stating what encumbrances it was 
subject to, ami that it was based on an 
order absolute.

Re Land Registry Act; Re Scottish Tem
perance Life Ass’ce Co. (B.C.) [1917] 1 
W.W.R. 666.
IV. Cautions; caveats and adverse claims.

Assignment of agreement of sale, caveat, 
notice, see Vendor and Purchaser, Il B—5.

Execution, priority of liens, see Exeeu 
tion, I—8.

Lien for improvements upon land under 
mistake of title, see Liens, I—1.
(§ IV—4U)— Caveats — Lis pendens — 

Who may file — Assignee ok land 
contract—Assignment without vex- 

• dor’s approval.
An interest sufficient to permit the filing 

of a caveat or lis pendens is not acquir 
by an assignment from a vendee of an 
terest in a contract for the sale of i 
where the assignment contravened a < " ■ 
tion of the agreement prohibiting its as
signment without the approval of and 
countersigning by the vendor; and provid
ing that, in the absence of sueli approval, 
no agreement, condition or relations lie- 
tween the vendee and his assignee or other 
person acquiring title or interest from or 
through the vendee, should preclude the 
vendor from conveying the land to the veil 
dee on the surrender of the agreement and 
payment, of the remainder of the purchase- 
money.

Atlantic Realty Co. v. Jackson. 14 D.L. 
R. 552, 18 IU .il 057. 26 W.L.R. 15, i 
W.W.R. 535.
Caveats—Filing in land titles office— 

Priority.
Of two persons each acquiring interest* 

from a common source in the same land 
under unregistered contracts for its sale,
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the one first filing a caveat in the land 
titles office will, under the Land Titles Act, 
\lta. 1906 (ti Edw. Vli.), e. ‘24, relating 
t„ the tiling of caveat a, he entitled to pri- 
oritv m the absence of fraud even though 
ih. 'may have had notice of the other's 
, , i it aille interests in the land.

Stephen» v. Hannan, 14 D.L.R. 333, 6 A. 
I i; ns. 23 W.L.R. 357, 5 W.W.R. 201. 
t aveu—Mortgagee of interest under

l-l KVltASi: CONTRACT.
Where the interest of transferees of 

lights under a land purchase agreement 
,itv disclosed in a caveat tiled under the 
K.nl Property Act, R.S.M. 1002, c. 148, by 
,i «ulisvi|Uent assignee thereof to whom 
«tt.li transferees had assigned their inter
est- as security for advances, the vendor 
in an action t«> declare the original pur- 
rhu-vr in default and to forfeit and rescind 
tin- right of purchase, must do more than 
make the original purchaser and such
caveator ........... by original action; he
iini-t join i h intermediate transferees who 
timid according to the caveat have équi
té- against the caveator so that claims for 
relief over can be made between the de
fendants in the same action.

Watson v. Cadwallnder, 14 D.L.R. 526, 
23 Man. L.R. 760, 26 W.L.R. 1, 5 W.W.R. 
.-,40.
Caveat— Mortgage not registrable — 

Misdescription of land — Subse- 
i)l ENT ENCUMBRANCES.

The rights of a mortgagee under a mort- 
VMge which, by reason of a mistake in the 
•I -cription of a part of the land conveyed, 
i- not registrable under the Land Titles 
Art. R.S.S. 1009, c. 41, may be protected 
au-iiust subsequent encumbrances by the 
tiling of a caveat.

Reeve* v. Stead, 13 D.L.R. 422, 25 W.L. 
i: 37. 4 W.W.R. 1353.
I A'. EAT AN TO BUILDING BESTRICI ION NOT 

MENTIONED IN TRANSFER.
Where a contract of sale of lands provid

ed that the vendee would use the property 
only for a specified purpose (e.g., for the 
erection of a church l and further provided 
that upon complete payment of the pur- 
'■hasc money and surrender of the contract 
t transfer would be made to the vendee sub
ject to the original reservations by the 
<>mvn and to a reservation of minerals, 
without further mention being made in the 
contracts as to the building restriction, 
and a transfer was thereupon made with
out mention therein of the building re
striction. the vendor cannot afterwards en
force the stipulation of the contract as to 
Hip use to l»e made of the property by tiling 
and continuing a caveat claiming an inter
et therein on behalf of the vendor against 

i- vendee as registered owner to prevent 
the use of the property for other purposes 
a» an casement attaching to the land; the 
court will discharge the vendor's caveat 
under such circumstances, 

lie Jamieson Caveat ; Re G.T.P. Develop- 
Can. Dig.—89.

ment Co., 10 lJ.L.It 190, 6 S.L.R. 296. 23 
W.L.R. 921. 4 W.W.R. 475, affirming on 
different grounds 7 D.UR. 611. 5 8.UR. 
313, 22 W.L.R. 193, 2 W.W.R. 1068. 
Caveats — Land purchase contract — 

Stipulation against transfer with
out CONSENT.

An order continuing a caveat registered 
under the I «and Titles Act against one lot 
of a tract of land will not In- made. Avhere 
the applicant merely holds a subcontract, 
for the sale of that one lot and where it 
appears that the applicant's vendor pur 
chased the entire tract under an agreement 
for the sale thereof from the registered 
owner, which agreement contained a provi
sion prohibiting an assignment of the 
agreement of sale unless such assignment 
should be for the entire interest of the 
original purchaser and should be approved 
and countersigned by the original vendor, 
and the applicant claimed as to a part in
terest only and never received such ap
proval from the original vendor, and the 
entire tract of land subsequently by inter 
mediate assignments, but before the filing 
of the applicant’s caveat, came without, no
tice into the hands of one who did secure 
the approval of the registered owner to 
the sale to him and also his approval to 
the various mesne assignments: and this 
notwithstanding that such final purchaser 
of the entire block did not himself record 
a caveat until after the caveat had been 
tiled bv the applicant.

Re ftreen, 9 D.L.R. 301. 6 S UR. 6. 23 
W.L.R. 57.
CAY-EATABLE INTEREST--- SOLICITOR'S LIEN.

An attorney's or solicitor's right of lien 
upon the client’s papers remaining in his 
custody for the balance of his costs does 
not give him a eaveatable interest in or 
against the lands described in a transfer 
obtained of Alberta lands for the costs of 
obtaining same.

Waters v. Campbell, 14 D.L.R. 448, 7 
A.UR. 298, 25 W.L.R. 838, 6 W.W.R. 410 
Caveat—Right to file—Mortgage not in

STATUTORY FORM.
An instrument intended as security on 

land for a past indebtedness, being in effect 
a mortgage, will not support a caveat or 
constitute a valid security, unless made in 
the form prescribed by s. 87 of the I«and 
Titles Act. R.S.S. 1909. c. 4L

Imperial Elevator & Lumber Co. v. Olive, 
15 D UR. 103, 6 8.L.R. 142. 26 W.UR 193, 
5 W.W.R. 628.

One who first acquires the right to pur 
chase land and files a caveat in the land 
titles office, is entitled to priority over a 
person claiming to be a subsequent pur-

Edgar v. Caskev, 4 D.L.R. 460, 5 A.UR. 
245, 21 W.L.R. 444. 2 W.W.R. 413.

A caveat registered in respect of an 
option for the purchase of land which wa« 
executed on the Lord’s Day, contrary to 
Con. Ord. X.W.T., 1898, c. 91. s. 3. a* pre-
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served hy tlie Lord's Day Art, R.K.C. 1906, 
c. 153. 9. Iti, may lie vacated and set aside.

Pallia v. Da I tl‘i a ser. 4 D.L.R. 705, 4 A.L. 
R. 381, 21 W.L.R. 171, 2 W.W.R. 132.

Priority is not acquired by the filing of 
a caveat by one who became interested in 
land under" an agreement for its purchase 
after an execution had Iwn lodged and 
registered against it in the land titles 
office. [Wilkie v. Jellett, 20 Van. S.C.R. 
2K2. distinguished.)

Re Price. 4 D.L.R. 407 , 6 8.L.R. 318, 21 
W.I..K. 20», 2 W.W.R. 304.

A caveat will not lapse where the notice 
given for that purpose hy the registrar to 
the caveator recited that it was sent out 
under the provisions of s. 141 of the Land 
Titles Act, which, however, did not relate 
to caveats, since the notice was not such 
as was required by s. 130 of the Act in 
order to terminate a caveat.

Re Caveat. 3 D.L.R. 500. 21 W.L.R. 575, 
2 W.W.R. 523.

Section 07 of the Alberta Land Titles 
Act, 0 Edw. VI1., c. 24, dealing with reg
istration by way of caveat, applies only as 
between persons claiming under the same 
root of title, and, for this purpose, each 
fresh certificate of title constitutes a new 
root of title.

Arnot v. Peterson, 4 D.L.R. 861, 4 A.L.R. 
324. 21 W.L.R. 153, 2 W.W.R. 1.

The plan filed by a railway company 
pursuant to the Railway Act (Can.) as a 
preliminary to expropriation proceedings 
for h right-of-way, is an instrument under 
which the railway company claim to lie 
interested in the proper!v within s. 125 of 
the Land Titles Act, R.S.S. 1009. c. 41, and 
although itself not registrable under that 
statute, it will support the registration of 
a caveat by the company.

Re Mooseeana Subdivision, and G.T.P. 
Branch Lines, 7 D.L.R. 674, 3 W.W.R. 387.

Section 84 of the Land Titles Act, 6 Edw. 
1 11. (Alta.) c. 24, providing among other 
tilings that any person claiming to be in
terest ed under certain instruments specif
ically mentioned, “or otherwise howsoever 
in any land.” may cause to la* filed with the 
registrar a caveat against the registration 
of any person as transferee does not re
strict the registration of a caveat only to 
claims founded upon some written docu
ment. and the words “or otherwise how
soever" in the section aforesaid which fol
low the descriptions of interests which may 
be protected hy the recording of caveat are 
broad enough to cover a claim hy a member 
of a partnership composed of himself and 
the owners of certain land in which he 
claimed an interest in a« an asset of the 
partnership, though the partnership was 
not evidenced bv any writing.

Re Mact ullough and (iraham. 5 D.L.R. 
«34. 5 A.L.R. 45, 21 W.L.R. 349. 2 WAV. 
R. 311.
ExEcvnoxR.

The effect of s. 77 of the Land Titles 
Act ( Alta.). as amended hy c. 3 (40),

1917, is that writs against lands already 
filed in a I.and Titles Office for a partic
ular land registration district bind air
lands within that registration district, 
though not within the judicial district of 
the sheriff to whom the writ is directed, 
which belonged to the execution debtor at 
the date of the Act coming into force, or 
which are subsequently acquired by him 
while the writ remains in force.

Lee v. Armstrong. 37 D.L.R. 738, 13 A.L.
R. 160, [1917 J 3 W.W.R. 889.
Caveat ordkhs—By whom signed.

An order continuing a caveat under the 
provisions of the l^and Titles Act (R.S.K. 
1909, c. 41) made by the Master in Cham
bers, cannot be signed by the t handier* 
clerk. The Master in Chambers, being per
sona désignât» under the Act, cannot del
egate his duties to anyone else.

Re Johnson Caveat, 29 D.L.R. 39, !»
S. L.R. 293, 34 W.L.R. 1168, 10 W.W.R. 
121».
Agreement for bale—Subsequent sale 

AND TRANSFER—FRAUD—SPECIFIC PER 
FORM AX CE.

The fraud referred to in ss. 42, 104. 135, 
106 of the Land Titles Act (Alta, i. is act 
ual fraud, or dishonesty of some sort, not 
constructive or equitable fraud.

Ross v. Stovall, 45 D.L.R. 397, 14 Alta. 
LB. 884, | I919J l W.W.R. 878, rererateg 
13 A.L.R. 521.

A caveat is an “instrument” within the 
meaning of the Land Titles Act (Sask. i 
and when properly lodged prevents the 
acquisition or bettering or increasing of 
any interest in the land legal or equitable, 
adverse to or in derogation of the claim of 
the caveator, at all events as it exists at 
the time the caveat is lodged. A caveat 
which describes the lands against which it 
is filed, with reasonable certainty, and 
which enables the registrar to identify the 
land, but omits to give the number of the 
certificate of title as required in the stat
utory form, is a sufficient compliance with 
the Land Titles Act, R.S.S. 1009, c. 4L ». 
126 (6 Edw. VII., c. 24, s. 137), which 
Is intended for the guidance of registrar» 
and should lie construed as directory oiilv

McK.illop v. Alexander, 1 D.L.R. 586. 20 
W.L.R. 850, 46 Can. S.C.R. 551. 1 W.W.R. 
871.
Compensation by way of damages for 

FILING OR CONTINUING CAVEAT WITH
OUT cache—Enforcement—By action 
—Counterclaim—Land Titles Act 
(Alta.), s. 94.

Denis v. Morinville, 34 D.L.R. 724. [1917)
2 W.W.R. 323.
Restrictive building covenants — Dis

charge OF.
A restrictive covenant as to the use of 

the property contained in an agreement for 
the sale of lots stipulating its continuance 
during the currency of the contract will 
cease to lie effective immediately upon the 
issue of a transfer to the land on the sur-
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render of the contract, and a caveat Ilivre 
„t lodged at the land titles’ office will he 
discharged. (He Jamieson Caveat, 10 D.L. 
II. 4B0, followed.]

1‘oaf v. G.T.P. Town & Development Co.. 
•4 D.L R. 7-Vi. 8 S.L.E. 272, 31 W.L.R. 893.

5 W.W.R. 11.’Ml.
i; T.p. Development Co. v. Moose Jaw 

N.'iirities, 24 D.L.R. 752, 31 W.L.R. 802. 
IlM.IsfRATTON OP POItEtLOSVBF. ORDKB - 

\ AI.HHTY—SlONÀTVBF. OK JUDGE.
Kii/gerald v. Mayo, 24 D.L.R. 808. 8 

s.L.H. 228. 31 W.LR. 795, 8 W.W.R. 1338.
( AVI Al BASED UN BEUISTEBBD MI CH AXlCS'

A caveat based upon a registered median 
ics' lien is an idle instrument within the 
meaning of the dictum of Prendergaat, J., 
m lie Ebbing. 2 S.L.R. 167, at pp. 170, 171. 
and is not a registrable instrument under 
k 12Ô of the Land Titles Act.

Re Caveat on Mechanics’ Lien, 9 W.W.R.

Lis ci; miens.
There is no authority for the registration 

of a certificate of lia pendens in the Land 
Titles Registry, other than Form No. 6 
under the Mechanics Lien Act.

Re Lis Pendens, 7 W.W.R. 1217. 
Solicitor's lien.

A solicitor’s lien for professional serv
ice*. rendered and disbursements advanced 
in foreclosing a mortgage. is insufficient 
whereon to found a caveat.

R<- Registration of a Caveat, 8 W.W.R.

Registration of agreement extending
TIME FOR PAYMENT OF MONEYS SECURED 
BY CHARGE—NECESSITY FOR EXECUTION 
BY OWNERS OK CHARGE—R.8.O. 1914, C. 
126, s. 138, Rlil.ES 27, 28. 29. 30. 33.

He Keid and Gooderham, 8 O.W.N. ,r>34. 
Caveat—RkservATlOlfa in contract oe 

kale—Removal op caveat—Pkbpktua-

The ( P.R. Co. sold to Vaneise land under 
contract, wliieh provided tliat the purchaser 
upon payment of the contract price, the pei - 
forma lice by him of the conditions of the 
>iile. and the surrender by him of the con- 
traet. should la* entitled to a transfer “in fee 
simple freed and diseliarged from all eneum- 
hranees,” but subject to certain reserva
tions including a strip or strips of land for 
railway or irrigation purposes whenever and 
wherever the company might desire, the 
company, however, to return proportionate 
amounts of purchase money to the pur
chaser. After payment in full and the sur 
render by the purchaser of his contract the 
company lodged a caveat which after recit
ing the provisions of the agreement claimed 
an interest in the land “under and by vir 
tue of the reservations contained in said 
agreement for sale,” and forbade the regis
tration of any transfer or other instrument 
except subject to the said claim. The trans
fer executed hv the company excepted and

reserved unto the company all coal, petro
leum and valuable stone which might lie 
found to exist within, upon or under the 
land, together with full power to work the 
same, and was also made subject to the 
caveat. The Master in t'hamliers having di
rected the caveat to be perpetually contin
ued, the purchaser Vaneise appealed. Held, 
that the purchaser xvas not entitled to an 
. rder for the summary removal of the caveat 
in view of the terms of the agreement for 
sale, but that the Master had erred in 
making the caveat perpetual, and that the 
appeal should Is* allowed to the extent of 
giving the appellant liberty to bring such 
action as he desired to determine his rights 
under the agreement and transfer.

Re Vaneise, 10 S.L.R. 292.
Caveat1—Married Women's Home Protec

tion Act.
All the conditions respecting the registra

tion of a caveat under the Land Titles Act 
are not by implication part of the Married 
Women’s ‘ Home Protection Act: a caveat 
filed under the latter Act is required to con
form only to the express requirements of 
that Act. The affidavit required by s. 8."» 
of the lutnd Titles Act to lie attached to 
or upon a caveat is necessary only with re
spect to a caveat filed under the authority 
of the previous s. 84.

Russell v. Russell, 12 A.L.R. Ill, [1917] 
3 W.W.R. 549.
Execution.

A registered owner of lands gave a trans
fer and his duplicate certificate of title to 
an intended transferee. The transferee did 
not register the transfer for a considerable 
time. Prior to such registration, a writ of 
execution was registered against the lands. 
Held, that the transferee .was entitled to 
have th? execution removed as a cloud upon 
his title*. [Union Bank v. Lumsden Milling 
Co., 23 D.L.R. 460, 8 S.L.R. 263, dis
tinguished.]

Hehleaser v. Colonial Investment & Loan 
Co., 9 S.L.R. 382, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1045. 
Cautions—Caveats and adverse claim.

Section 97 of the l^and Titles Act, which 
provides that “registration by way of a 
caveat . . . shall have the same effect
as to priority as the registration of any in
strument under this Act,” can only mean 
that a caveator who registers his claim un
der an agreement to purchase thereby ob
tains priority for his claim over any other 
purchaser who registers his claim by way of 
caveat at a subsequent time, in the same 
way as a mortgagee who registers his mort
gage first acquires priority over one who 
registers his afterwards; and the section ap
plies to the case where the vendor of both 
the competing caveators is not the regis
tered owner but only entitled to a transfer 
from the registered owner as well as to 
the case where the vendor is the registered 
owner. Where an action for a declaration 
of right to the conveyance of lands is de
fended by subsequent caveators on the
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ground that at tin* time of the plaintiff's 
agreement to purchase there was an action 
pending between the vendor and the subse
quent caveators in which the vendor sought 
specific performance of an earlier agree
ment to purchase, spécifié performance be
ing decreed and a time fixed for payment, 
but it appears tliai the subsequent caveators 
have allowed the time to elapse within 
which they were entitled to redeem under 
the judgment they, in order to defeat the 
claim of the prior eaveators, must shew 
such facts as would at least against the 
vendor entitle them to specific performance, 
and. in the absence of such a shewing, they 
will not he allowed an extension of time for 
payment and their caveats will be dis
charged.

llrooksbank v. Burn, 3 A.L.K. 351.
A ITLICATION TO TERMINATE CAUTION —

Status of applicant—Transferee of
REGISTERED OWNER—HULKS MAUF. UNDER 
AUTHORITY OF 8. 138 OF 1 (iFO. V. C. 
28—R.24—Form 21.

Re Dakter and McGregor, 13 O.W.N. 291. 
Caveat—Reservation of minerals—Rule

AGAINST PERPETUITIES — LAND TITLES
Act, h. 125.

Re C.P.R. Caveat, 10 W.W.R. 10.
Caveats—Time for filing—Last day fall- 

1*0 ox Sunday.
Re Keufert and Hunter, 26 W.L.R. 405. 

Mechanics’ liens—Volunteers’ and Re
servists’ Act — Registrar sending
NOTICE TO LIEN-HOLDER TO TAKE PRO
CEEDINGS.

A registrar of land titles is justified in 
registering a request and sending out the 
notice to a lien-holder required by s. 24 of 
the Mechanics’ Lien Act without requiring 
proof that the lien-holder is a volunteer or 
reservist under c. 7 of 1910.

Re The Land Titles Act, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 
584.
Caveat—Dominion Lands Act, r. 27 (3) — 

Certificate in form J.—Transfer iiy
HOLDER THEREOF—C'AVEAT BASED THERE
ON—Not capable of registration - 
IjAnd Titles Act, s. 128.

A Registrar of land titles is justified in 
rejecting a caveat based on an unregistered 
transfer given hv the holder of certificate in 
Form J. of the Dominion Lands Act.

Re Land Titles Act. [1919] 1 W.W.R. 400. 
Caveat—Sale of land—Assignment cre

ating AN INTEREST IN LAND SUFFICIENT 
ni SUPPORT CAM u.

An instrument which contained an assign- i 
•ment by » vendor of a certain sum being 
part of the moneys payable under an agree
ment of sale and, for more effectuating the 
same, also an assignment of the said agree
ment of sale and the land in question, was 
held to be of such a nature that it created 
an interest in the land sufficient to support 
a caveat under The Ijand Titles Act. And, ! 
although the land was transferred by the j 
vendor to one of tin* purchasers who in I

turn transferred it to strangers, the said 
sum not having been paid, the title was 
subject to the caveat. [Grace v. Kuelder, 
39 D.L.R. 39. distinguished.]

Drewry v. Cowie, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 388. 
Mortgage—Notice of intention of exer

cising power of sai.k—Service on co- 
covenantor—Merger.

Re Vocovenantors and Merger. [1917]
1 W.W.R. 1084.
Mortgage—UegistraI h duty — Lis pen-

After the registration by a mortgagee of 
notice of intention to exercise his power of 
sale, the registrar has no duty to consider 
or deal with aux informal notice of misreji- 
resentation on the part of the mortgagee re
garding the consideration in the mortgage 
on which the proceedings are being taken 
before him, and he is justified in allowing 
the proceedings to continue until stopped In 
the order of the court except where he 
might feel himself unable to move until the 
disputed question should he settled by the 
court. The registration of a lis pendens ha» 
not the effect of an injunction in stopping 
mortgage proceedings before the registrar.

Re Registration of Lis Pendens, [1917] 1 
W.W.R. 302.
Lis pendens as caveat—Notice.—Regis

tration OF ASSIGNABILITY.
The registration of n certificate of lis 

pendens against lands is similar in its effect 
to the registration of a caveat under the 
Land Registry Act. R.S.B.C. 1911. c. 127. 
and its registration prevents any disposition 
by the registered owner in derogation of the 
claim of the party registering the certificate 
until that claim has been satisfied or dis
posed of. [Alexander v. McKillop, 45 Can. 
8.C.R. 551, 1 D.L.R. 586. applied.] The 
provision of the Land Registry Act, R.S.B.C. 
1911, e. 127, as to registration of a certifi
cate of lis pendens operates for the benefit 
of intending purchasers who might, in it* 
absence, innocently deal with the registered 
owner and be bound (without any notice) 
by judgment delivered in the action then 
pending. The provision in the Land I'egis 
try Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 127, for the regis
tration of a certificate of lis pendens as a 
charge does not imply that it shall const! 
tute a “charge" ns that term is interpreted 
by the Act, and the registration does not 
create any assignable interest in the land*.

Robinson v. Holmes, 17 D.L.R. 372. 5 V- 
W.R. 1143.
Land Acts—Registration of lis pendens.

The question of the sufficiency of a claim 
to an interest in land as the foundation for 
a lis pendens, where the title to the land* is 
in question, ought not to lie dealt with upon 
an interlocutory application. The decision 
in re Removal of Certificate of lis ptndeiM» 
5 W.W.R. 794. does not affect the validity 
of a lis pendens registered prior thereto.

Forrester v. Iat fontaine. 6 W.W.R. 574, 
27 W.L.R. 702.
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| aVIAt—AGREEMENT TO G1VK MORTGAGE.
\ ...kiicv v. Thompson, 10 D.L.R. 854, 50 

(an Sc!R. 1, 0 W.W.R. 1397, affirming 
u n.LR. 332. 23 Man. LR. 571. 25 W.L.B. 
i;u2 which affirmed 8 D.L.R. 776, 23 Man.
1.. H. 571, 23 W.L.R. 863, 3 W.W.R. 591. 
J’bivii.kob— Notice of registration—Waiv-

i It SVBSKQUENT OWNER—TRANSFER— 
liliillT OF ACTION— CM-'. ART. 2013 B.

The notice of registration of a privilege 
i« for the proprietor only, and said pro
prietor can waive it. Though a privilege 
rc!>i»tered upon a property has been trails-
1.. 1red as collateral security, the right of 
.. t ion of the transferor still exists, and can 
lie continued in his name.

hi voie v. Desrosiers, 46 Due. S.C. 405. 
t avkats—Mortgager on unpatented land.

I!e Mortgages on I n patented Lands, 16 
D.L.R. 881, 6 W.W.R. 676. 
i aveats—Form Sufficiency under stat

ute—Description.
The provisions of s. 85 of the Alberta 

l.arnl Titles Act, 1906, read with form W 
thereof, as to the description of lands to he 
;i\en by caveators, are merely directory 
and intended for the guidance of registrars, 
and a caveat lodged thereunder, which en
ables the registrar to identify the land af- 
t'ected, is sufficient if the interest claimed 
is «tated with reasonable certainty although 
in some particular not in strict com
pliance with the prescribed form. [Mc- 
Killop v. Alexander, 1 D.L.R. 586. 45 
Van. S.C.R. 551, followed : Wilkie v. Jellett, 
:• Terr. Lit. 133, 26 Van. S.C.R. 282, ap
plied.] The provision of s. 85 of the Ivand 
Titles Act of Alberta, requiring the inser
tion in a caveat of tile caveators name and 
addition, is sufficiently met where the in- 
formation so intended by the statute to be 
given can be definitely gathered by read
ing with the caveat the affidavit accompany
ing and verifying it. [McKillop v. Alex
ander. I D.L.R. 586, 45 Van. S.C.R. 551. 
applied.]

Merchants Bank v. Hastie, 16 D.L.R. 793, 
7 A.Lit. 90. 27 W.L.R. 764, 6 W.W.R. 506. 
CAUTIONS, CAVEATS ANO ADVERSE CLAIMS—

Equitable mortgages—May support
CAVEATS THOUGH NOT REGISTRABLE,

A document in the form of a promissory 
note to which is added a clause whereby the 
maker as the registered owner of lands un
der tlie Ijand Titles Act. Saek., for valuable 
consideration “encumbers” lands specifically 
described for the benefit of the payee with 
'la* amount which he has promised to pay, 
"ill support a caveat filed by the payee in 
respect of the equitable mortgage which 
Mich document creates, although the docu
ment not being in the form prescribed by 
the Lind Titles Act is in itself not capable 
"I registration as a mortgage under the Act. 
[Wilkie v. .lellett. 26 Van. S.C.R. 282, ap- 
Jdicl : Re Ebbing. 2 S.L.R. 167; Gaar Scott 
v. • !iguere, 2 S.L.R. 374 ; Gilbert v. Reeves,

4 S.L.R. 97: shore v. Weber, 11 D.L.R. 148, 
distinguished.]

Imperial Elevator v. Olive, 19 D.L.R. 248, 
7 S.L.R. 395, 29 W.L.R. 339, 6 W.W.R. 
1562, varying 15 D.L.R. 103. 6 S.L.R. 142, 
26 W.L.R. 193. 5 W.W.R. 628.
Caveats — Bahih for — Notice — Insirv-

A document in tin* form of a prumi*e-ory 
note containing a clause whereby the maker 
stated to lie the registered owner in fee 
simple of land described purports, in con
sideration of the debt and the extension of 
time for paying it, to encumber the land for 
the benefit of the payee for the amount of 
the délit, may be sufficient to base a caveat 
under the Lend Titles Act, Sask., to enforce 
a lien on the land. [Imperial Elevator v. 
Olive, 19 D.L.R. 248, followed.] An un
registered transfer under the Land Titles 
Act. Sask., creates only an equitable estate, 
and the prior registration of a valid caveat 
in respect of an informal charge made by 
the transferor before the making of the 
transfer Nvill prevent the I lettering or in
creasing of any interest in the land adverse 
to the equitable estate of the caveator, al
though the transferee purchased in good 
faitli and without notice of the informal 
charge; but the transferee may Ik- sub
rogated to the mortgagee’s rights under a 
registered mortgage prior to both the in
formal charge and the sale transaction 
where lie paid off and obtained a discharge 
of such mortgage as part of the purchase 
money. [McKillop v. Alexander. 1 D.L.R. 
586, 46 Van. S.C.R. 661, and Wilkie v. Jel
lett, 26 Van. S.C.R. 282, followed.]

Coast Lumber Vo. v. Mel>»od, 20 D.L.R. 
343. 7 S.L.R. 382. 29 W.L.R. 357, 7 W.W.R. 
113.
Caveath—Filing in land titles office—

Priority—Mortgage basing caveat—
X ON REG ISTRATION—SUBSEQUENT REGIS
TRATION OF MORTGAGE—BASING CAVEAT
—Merger — Effect on intermediate
REGISTRATIONS

A caveat filed in respect of a registrable 
mortgage, which latter and the transfer on 
which the mortgagor’s title depended, tin 
registrar declined to receive without pro
duction of the duplicate certificate of title 
is by virtue of s. 97 of the Land Titles Act. 
Alta., as effective for the period of the 
caveat as if the mortgage itself had been 
registered ; and, from the time of filing such 
caveat, it prevents the acquisition or the 
bettering or increasing of any interest in the 
land adverse to or in derogation of the claim 
of the caveator as it then existed. |Steph
ens v. Batman, 14 D.L.R. 333, and McKillop 
v. Alexander. 1 D.L.R. 586, 45 Van. S.C.R. 
551. applied.1 The discretion allowed to the 
registrar under s. 97 of the Lend Titles Act 
(Alta.) to allow the withdrawal of a caveat 
and the substitution therefor of the régis 
trahie instrument on which it was based 
was not intended as a mode of disposing of 
substantial rights where there are interme-
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diate registrations; the registrar will prop
erly decline to make the substitution where 
questions of the validity of the caveat may 
be raised by persons who have subsequently 
entered claims oil the register. A merger 
does not take effect against the intention of 
the parties, and where it is plain that the 
subséquent registration of the mortgage re
ferred to in a caveat based on same was 
with the intention of retaining the priority 
secured by the caveat, the mortgage will not 
merge the caveat so as to vest a better title 
in the mortgagee under an intermediate 
mortgage than lie had when he registered 
subject to such caveat.

Muller v. Schwalbe. 19 D.L.R. 19, 8 A.L. 
R. 12.'». .'Ml W.L.R. 472. 7 W.W.R. 817.
(§ IV—41)—Manitoba Real Property 

Act — Caveat — Certificate of titi.e
SUBJECT TO CAVEAT.

Pearson v. O’Brien, 11 D.L.R. 175, 22 
W.L.R. 70.1. 4 W.W.R. .142, affirming 4 I). 
L.R. 413. 22 Man. L.R. 175, 20 W.L.R. 510,
1 W.W.R. 1026.
( § IV—42 )—Lapsing—Continuation.

A caveat will lapse where the cave
ator. after proper lapsing notice had 
been given the caveator by the registrar, 
obtained a void order under a. 130 of the 
laind Titles Act from a Judge of the Dis
trict Court anting as a Loral Master, which 
lie was without jurisdiction to grant, ex
tending for more than 30 days the time for 
the lapsing of the caveat. As an applica
tion for the continuance of a caveat under 
s. 130 of the Land Titles Act is neither an 
action nor a proposed action, therefore 
power to grant an order for that purpose 
cannot be delegated by the Judges of the 
Supreme Court to Local Masters, as it docs 
not come within the authority conferred up
on the former to make rules delegating their 
powers to Local Masters in respect to action 
brought or proposed to be brought in their 
respective districts.

lie Caveat. .1 D.L.R. 59». 21 W.L.R. 575,
2 W.W.R. *23.
Continuation of caveat.

A caveat under the Land Titles Act 
(Sa^k.) by a railway company in respect 
of their location plan for a right-of-way 
filed under the Railway Act (Can.) will
be continued only upon the company pro
ceeding under the Railway Aet with the 
expropriation of the lands.

Re Mooseeana Subdivision, and O.T.P. 
Branch Lines, 7 D.L.R. 074. 3 W.W.R. 387. 
(§ IV—43)—Specific performance — No

tice OF RESCISSION'—ÜATE.
Where the vendor has sued for specific 

performance of an agreement for sale of 
lands in Allierta where titles are shewn of 
record under the Land Titles Act, and he 
has had a n-asonahle time to get in and 
register a title in himself to the lands in 
question, it is not necessary that the pur
chaser thereafter giving notice of rescission 
because of the vendor’s lack of a registered 
title shall fix in such notice a definite date

ÎLES, IV.
in advance at which the transfer must 
l>e forthcoming or he would repudiate. [Hal- 
kett v. 1 hid ley, [1907] 1 Cb. 590, distin
guished.']

Krom v. Kaiser, 21 D.L.R. 700, 8 A.L.R. 
287. 31 W.L.R. 742. 8 W.W.R. 2.19, revere- 
ing 18 D.L.R. 226, 7 A.L.R. 467.
Caveat—Married woman—Affidavit.

Section 85 of the Land Titles Act (Alta.), 
which requires that all caveats with the 
exception of a caveat filed by the registrar 
under s. 100 must be supported by an afli 
davit of giH»d faith, applies to a caveat tiled 
by a married woman under the Married 
Woman's Home Protection Aet (Alta. 1915, 
c. 4).

Russell v. Russell, 42 D.L.R. 52. 57 Can. 
S.C.R. 1, [1918] 2 W.W.R. «72. reverdi,g 
12 A.L.R. 111.
Caveat—Homesteads—Patent.

A caveat under an Act respecting home
steads may li^-tiled against Dominion land 
for which the patent has not yet been issued.

Re Land Titles Act; Graham’s Case 
(Sask.), [1918] 2 W.W.R. 943.
Discharge of caveat—Homestead—Juris

diction of Master.
The Master in Chambers has jurisdiction 

to order the discharge of a caveat registered 
in the land titles office under s. 6 of An Art 
Respecting Homesteads, c. 29. 1915.

Re Land Titles Act (Sask.), [1918] 2 
W.W.R. 940.
Caveat—Reservation of mixes and mix-

Re Und Titles Act (Sank.), [1918] 2 
W.W.R. 939.
Caveat—Right to registration of—Ex

tent OF DUTY OF REGISTRAR.
Re Land Titles Act; Re Holland Canada 

Mortgage Co. (Sask.), [1918] 3 W.W.R 
345.
Real property—Caveat—Filing of caveat

BASED ON MORTGAGE BEFORE REGISTRA
TION OF GRANT FROM CROWN — ÎHB 
Land Titles Act. 1917, ss. 100. 128. 

Acceptance by registrars before registra
tion of the grant from the Crown of Ca
veats based upon a mortgage, Hppfoved so 
long as the caveat is accompanied by affi
davit complying with form K in the second 
schedule to the Land Titles Act. 1917.

Re laind Titles Act; Canada Life Ass'ce 
Cos. Case, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 47.
(§ IV—45)—Caveat—Petition of cavta-

Re ( 'ass and Canada Traders. 20 Man. 
L.R. 139, 15 W.L.R. 194.
(§ IV'—46)—Agreement for sale—Regis

tration as caveat—Interest in land 
—Land Titles Act (Alta.).

An "interest in land” is created in favour 
of the purchaser by an agreement for sale 
which cannot tie registered except by way 
of caveat under the Lund Titles Act
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(AlU.)i or by a mortgage, whether reg
istered or not.

setter v. The Registrar, 20 D.L.R. 160, 
8 A.L.R. 191, 30 W.L.R. 256, 7 W.W.R. 901. 
(§ IV—47'—JUDGMENTS AND EXF.CUTION8—

Encumbrancers—Land Titles Act—
Expiration or mowiw. »

Even» V. Host 111, 3 A.L.R. 141.
V. Land certificates; titles.

(8 V—501—Free from encumbrances—
RESERVATIONS—CAVEAT.

Under an agreement to transfer land in 
$ fee simple free from all encumbrances, sub

ject to certain reservations, the transfer 
may be made subject to caveat for the reser- 
\ at ions : but the caveat must not lie made 
perpetual and is only to lie continued until 
the rights of the transferee are determined 
hv an action. I Re Grand Trunk Pac. R.
....... . 10 D.L.R. 490, b s.l. K. 296; Roaf
v H.T.P.R.. 24 D.L.R. 7.'i0, 8 S.L.R. 272, 
distinguished.]

lie C.P.R. Co. Caveat and Land Titles Act
M DlL R. SIT, llilT] S W.W l>.

170.
Lien—Seed Crain Act.

Section 44 of tile Land Titles Act Is not 
overridden or modified by an Act respecting 
fcieed Crain, r. 21. 190S. A bona fide pur
chaser for value who has obtained a clear 
certificate of title without notice is not af
fected by a subsequent charge by the Crown 
under the said Seed Grain Act.

.Iiihaiis-on v. Cronquist, 38 D.L.R. 508, 
12 A.L.R. 225. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 1029. 
Mortgage—Forkci-osure—Purchaser from

MORTGAGEE — CERTIFICATE OF TITLE —
Opening foreclosure—Rights of par-

A purchaser, from s mortgagee who lias 
acquired a certificate of title under the 
Saskatchewan Art (1909), R.S.8. c. 41, is 
entitled to rely upon the effect given by a. 
65 of the Act. the certificate of title of his 
vendor. Where the vendor acquired title by 
foreclosure, and it is sought to open up the 
foreclosure and jH-rmit redemption, the pur
chaser is entitled to be added as a party to 
the application, with leave to bring such 
evidence, and take such steps as he may lie 
advised against opening up the foreclosure. 
[Campbell v. Holy land, 7 Ch. I). 166, dis
tinguished.]

Credit Fourier Franco Canadien v. Rede- 
kope, vt D.LH. 885, [1919] 2 W .W.R. 158, 
reversing [191»| 1 W.W.R. 494.
Priorities—Equitable mortgage—Execu-

The creation of an equitable mortgage of 
land by the deposit of a certificate of title 
and the execution of a transfer, both by 
way of security, followed by the registration 
"f a caveat, alleging the deposit of the cer
tificate and the execution of the transfer, do 
nut entitle the mortgagee to a certificate of 
title free from the encumbrance of execu
tions registered subsequent to the date of 
transfer. [Truunweiser v. Johnson, 23 D.

L.R. 70. Adanac Oil Co. v. Stocks, 28 D.L.R. 
215, distinguished.]

Quebec Bank v. Royal Bank. 28 D.L.R. 
235, 9 A.L.R. 435, 34 W.L.R. 137, 10 WAV. 
B. 2is.
Assignee for creditors— Executions — 

Mortgages—Priorities.
The object of s. 9 of the Assignment Act 

(R.S.S. 1909, c. 142) declaring an assign 
meut for the benefit of creditors to take 
precedence over all executions not complete
ly executed by payment, and the general 
purpose of the Act, is to provide for the 
distribution of the assets of the insolvent 
without priority, except in so far as any 
creditor may have obtained a priority prior 
to the assignment, but the assignee is not 
entitled to receive a certificate of title free 
from such executions where, in so doing, it 
would in effect give to mortgagees subse
quent to the executions a greater claim than 
they would have had at the time of the 
registration of the mortgages. [Ite Brooks, 
2 S.L.R. 504, distinguished; Edmonton 
Mortgage Co. v. Gross, 3 A.L.R. 500, fol-

Lutz. v. Dominion Trust Co., 27 D.L.R. 
83. 9 S.L.R. 138, 34 W.L.R. 172, 10 W.W.R. 
418.
Tbankfkrs—Execution creditors.

A transfer from an unpaid vendor in pur 
siiance of an agreement lor sale made prior 
to the registration of an execution, but de
posited after such registration, can only la- 
registered under the Land Title* Act sub
ject to the right of the execution creditor.

Adanac Oil Co. v. Stocks, 28 D.L.R. 215, 
11 A.L.R. 214, 33 W.L.R. 864, V W.W.R. 
1521.
Certificates—Application fob—Omission 

to notify au. parties in interest— 
Fraud—Effect of vai.idity.

Where the mortgagee knows that his 
mortgagor’s title under court proceedings 
was obtained by the omission to bring in a-, 
a party a person known to claim the lands 
under an unregistered transfer free from the 
mortgage in question, the Land Titles Act, 
R.S.S. 1909, c. 41. does not afford protec
tion to the mortgagee for any advances 
made by him subsequently to getting notice 
of such facts, although the mortgage lnd 
been registered before the notice; making 
any further advances after the receipt of the 
notice is committing a fraud on the pur
chaser with the unregistered title and to 
the extent of such advances the mortgagee 
is not a bona fide mortgagee. For the holder 
of a mortgage to refrain from giving notice 
of his foreclosure proceedings to a person of 
whose unregistered claim as a purchaser 
through the mortgagor lie had notice, as 
well as of the fact that such person believed, 
on information furnished by a former holder 
of the mortgage, that it had lieen paid off. 
and the taking of a foreclosure order by 
failure to disclose such unregistered interest 
to the court is a fraud on the court for 
which the certificate of title issued to a
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party to such fraud may In* cancelled under 
the Land Titles Act.

Robinson v. Ford, If) D.L.R. 572, 7 S.L.R. 
443, 7 W.W.R. 747, xarving 14 D.L.R. 360. 
25 W.LR. 600, 5 W.W.R. 542.
Forged transfer—Land certificate based 

thereon — Effectiveness of, how
LIMITED.

No c-tate or interest passes under a 
forged transfer purporting to In? made un
der the Lind Titles Act ( Alta. ), apart from 
the consideration of what effect may be giv
en to a certificate of title based thereon in 
favour of a bona fide purchaser for value. 
The cancellation of a certificate of title on 
the registration of a forged transfer is not 
a cancellation under the Land Titles Act, 
and. so long at least as the registered title 
remains in the transferee named in the 
forged transfer, or in some one having no 
better standing, the owner in fraud of whom 
the certificate has been cancelled (but not 
under the Act I upon the recording of the 
forged transfer is entitled to the land.

Re Adams and McFarland, 20 D.L.R. 
203, 6 W.W.R. 1077.

Though a mortgage in proper form is 
handed in for registration at the same 
moment as the transfer of title to the mort
gagor under the Land Titles Act (Sask.), 
it cannot be actually registered until after 
the title has been officially transferred of 
record under that Act (Torrens title sys
tem l. and therefore it must lie received 
subject to executions already on tile in the 
land titles office.

Rogers Lumls-r Co. v. Smith. 8 D.L.R. 
871. 22 W.LR. 809. 3 W.W.R. 607.
Owner uniier title by adverse possession 

Cancellation of old certificate.
Notwithstanding the provisions contained 

in ss. 44, 104 of the Alberta Land Titles 
A« t, 1906, c. 24. land held under a registered 
title is not exempt from the operation of the 
Statute of Limitations in force in Alberta, 
and a person who entered on land and had 
liecn in adverse possession for the statutory 
|N*riod acquires a title to the land which can
not In* attacked by the registered owner in 
whose name a certificate of title stands; the 
entry of the name of the new owner upon 
the register is not provided for in the Land 
Titles Act, and will not In* ordered by the 
court, nor will tin* certificate of title of the 
former owner In* ordered to In* cancelled.

Wallace v. Potter, 10 D.L.R. 594. 6 A.L.R. 
83, 24 W.LR. 262. 4 W.W.R. 738.
Pill! IN FRAUD OF « RKDITORS—CANCELLA

TION of certificate—Sale of land in
SATISFACTION OF CREDITORS’ CLAIMS.

On holding void a voluntary conveyance 
of a debtor's property which lias been regis
tered in the land titles office, the court can
not order the cancellation of the grantee’s 
certificate of title, but merely the sale of 
the laud in satisfaction of the claim of the 
grantee's creditors.

Holmes v. Holmes, 13 D.L.R. 155, 6 S.L.R. 
171. 24 W.LR. 720, 25 W.LR. 0.

Title to crops—Rights of lessee uxdls
CROPP1NU LEASE.

A growing crop of wheal, or tit her product 
of the soil not produced spontaneously, is a 
chattel interest which may be claimed 
against the transferee of tin* title to the land 
under the Lend Titles Act (Sask.), by the 
tenant or licensee under an agreement "made 
with the transferor for cropping land on 
shares: if the agreement constituted n lease 
it is within the exception of s. 66 of the 
lanid Titles Act. hut. if not a lease, tin- 
person put in possession under the cropping 
agreement would hold a license with an in- % 
forest entitling him to go upon the land 
for the purpose of harvesting the grain and 
removing same to the elevator in conformity 
with this agreement, and such interest and 
parol evidence of notice to the transferee 
and of the latter’s acceptance thereof as a 
term of his purchase may be shewn not
withstanding the production by the trans
feree of a certificate of title in which the 
crop agreement was not mentioned. [Mar
shall v. Green, 1 C.P.D. 35. applied; Wood 
v. Lang, 5 U.C.C.P. 204, distinguished.]

Gardner v. Staples, 21 D.LR. 814, 8 8.L 
R. 149, 30 W.LR. 860, 8 W.W.R. 397. 
Forged transfer—( ancellation.

A certificate of title procured upon a 
forged transfer, although prima facie valid, 
may be set aside under s. 58 of the Real 
Property Act (Man.), and a new certificate 
issued to the true owner.

Brown v. Broughton. 24 D.L.R. 244. 25 
Man. L.R. 489, 31 W.LR. 583, 8 W.W.R. 
889.
Easements.

A certificate of title should not be issued 
for an easement, hut it should In- pro
tected by a memorandum on the certificate 
relating to the servient tenement, and where 
the dominant tenement is apparent, also 
upon the certificate relating thereto.

Re Easements, 8 W.W.R. 171.
Subsequent resale by vendor—Right to 

possession.
One L., the owner, sold a quarter sectioa 

of land to the defendant under agreement, 
payable by instalments. Subsequently, L., 
claiming to have cancelled the sale to the 
defendant because of nonpayment of instal
ments, resold the laud to the plaintiff, 
giving the plaintiff a transfer therefor 
which the plaintiff registered and obtained 
certificate of title. The defendant, lietweei 
the execution of the transfer and the issue 
of certificate of title, executed and lodged 
for registration a caveat which the regis
tered on the same day that the certificate of 
title issued. The plaintiff caused the regis
trar to serve on the defendant notice of 
lapse of caveat unless a judge’s order con
tinuing the same was produced, and no 
judge’s order being pnaluced the caveat 
lapsed* and was struck off the title. The 
defendant continued in possession of the 
land: — Held, that the plaintiff’s certificate 

| of title was conclusive evidence that the
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plaintilT was the owner of the land and was 
Entitled to possession thereof.

Cloutier v. Luisclle, H S.L.R. 2411, 33 W. 
LR. Ill, 9 W.W.R. 684.
Lan» (IRTIKICATES.

A certilivate of ownership or a certificate 
„i title, while conclusive evidence of title 
tor purposes of transfer, is not necessarily 
ruiivlusive in the hands of a registered own- 
,.1 who lias acquired same by mistake or

vident, although, semble, a sale by such 
,„.r«iii would create in the purchaser an es
tate absolutely conclusive. Where, tliere- 
:„re, the 1* ( o. purchased from M. certain 
,nd the Isninds of which on the ground 

m'iv well known by the vendor and the pur- 
, luiser, but the actual registry description 
«•ing unfamiliar to them, and in the trans- 
i,.r M. included a lot of land in which lie 
had parted with an equitable interest, al- 
tlioiiuh he still retained the legal estate: — 
Ihdd. in an action by the equitable owner 
..I the land agi list the L. Co., that the cer
tificate of title of the !.. Co. was not conclu 
sivi", that the L. Co. had not intended to 
purchase, nor had M. intended to sell this 
paiticlular lot; that, therefore, on the 
ground of mutual mistake or accident the 
certificate granted in respect to this lot, 
then still in the name of the I* Co., should 
i„- camelled. Semble, the jurisdiction of 
ilie court over contracts of sale or other 
dispositions of land where certificate of 
title has been granted, whether on the 
'.Tuiiml of fraud, accident, mistake or other- 
wise, has not been taken away or in any 
way interfered with by the provisions of 
Mie I .ami Titles Act.

Ott v. Tvethbridgc Brewing & Malting Co., 
.1 A.L.R. 210.
Tax SALK 11KKD.

There being no valid objection to the 
fit le. an owner of land under a tax sale deed 
i- entitled to registration as owner in the 
absolute fix* register. On a subsequent ap
plication for an indefeasible title the regis- 
irar cannot refuse an indefeasible title on 
the mere ground that the root of title is a 
lax sale.

I a parte 1 .unison. 21 B.C.R. f>07.
" An ION l int RECOVERY OF LAND."

\n action for the estaldislimeiit of title 
■ ■lily, not claiming possession, is not an 
"actinn for the recovery of land" and the 
ii*riilieates of title are not a bar to such 
action under s. 104 of the Land Titles Act

Nitherlund v. Spruce drove. 43 D.L.R. 
1*0, 14 A.L.R. 284. xarving )1918| 3 WAV. 
K- 1-"*2. [See 44 D.L.R.' 375. 14 A.L.R. 292. 
[19191 1 WAN .11. 281.)
TITLE OK TAXrSAl.K PURCHASER—SkBVICK OF

not ic K.—1 I o m'ente ad.
lÀcept in those eases wherein the interest 

af the person to be served is shewn to be 
under *200. personal service of notice of an 
application by a tax-sale purchaser for title 
should lie made in all eases where personal 
service is possible. The memoranda of lia

bility of a homestead to forfeiture to the 
Crown in right of the Dominion and of the 
lien of a colonization society, both of which 
have been acquired under s. 44, c. 54, R.S. 
C. IRSti, must follow on a title granted to 
a tax-sale purchaser and it is, therefore, ini 
material whether notice is given to the 
Minister of the Interior or to the coloniza
tion society of such purchaser’s application 
for title.

Re Uud Titles Act (Sask.l. [I918| :! 
W.W.R. 959.
Tax'balk—Right of purchaser to apply 

for title—Right of applicant to \i 
CKPT SERVICE OF NOTICE FOR REGISTERED 
owner—Necessity of service of no
tice ON PERSONS WITH UNREGISTERED 
interests—Right of solicitor to ap 
PLY Foil TITLE FOR HOLDER OF TAX-SAI I 
CERTIFICATE—EFFECT OK ISSUE OF CER
TIFICATE of title—Rights of tax-kali
PURCHASER.

Re Land Titles Act: Re Arrears of Taxes 
Act (Sask.), 11918] 1 WAV.R. 364.
Tax hale—Arrears of Taxes Act, c. 21, 

1915 — Application for title—Land 
not yet under Land Titles Act— 
Service ox interested parties—Pro 
CEDUBK TO BE FOLLOWED BY REGISTRAR
— Land Titles Act — Reference to 
Master ok Titles—Necessity.

Re Laud Titles Act; Re Arrears of Taxe-, 
Act (Sask.l. 11918) 1 W.W.R. 414. 
Arrears of Taxes Act, c. 21, 1915, s. 22- 

Notice of redemption—Registration
OF WITHOUT CHARGE.

Re Land Titles Ad ; IN- Arrears of Taxes 
Act (Sask.l, 119181 2 W.W.R. 949. 
Arrears of Taxes Act—Sale—Appi.icx 

TION HY PURCHASER FOB TITLE—DEATH 
OF REGISTERED OWNER—PROOF OF DEATH 
— Directions for substitution ai.

Re Land Titles Act (Sask.l, [1918] 3 
W.W.R. 143.
Tax half. — Purchaser the registered 

owner—Removal from title of mem 
oraxdvm of tax sale — Ways of
CLEARING TITLE.

Re Land Titles Act (Sank.), [ 19181 3 
W.W.R. 346.
Costs -Tax-sale application for title— 

Instructions — Attendances — Ap
plication—Letters—Settlement fee. 

Re lamd Titles Act; Re Moosomin Land 
Registration District (Sask.l, [1018] 1 VV. 
W.R. 416.
Arrears of Taxes Act—Certificate ok 

title—Crown land.
The registrar should refuse an application 

under the Arrears of Taxes Act for a certifi
cate of title to land, the title to which is 
vested in the Crown.

Re Land Titles Act; Re L*keside (Saak.), 
11918| 1 W.W.R. 461.
Tax bale deed—Registration—Notice— 

Judgment creditors—Insolvent.
! On an application to register a tax-sale
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deed, survive of notice under s. 137B of the
1 aid (I Registry Act, K.S.B.C., 1011, c. 127, 
upon judgment creditors is not required 
where the executrix of the owner has tiled a 
declaration of insolvency.

Re North Vancouver, [1918] 1 W.W.R.
026.

Arrears of Tanks Act, 1915, c. 21—Tax
SALE OF LAXU OF COMPANY — SHARI - 
HOLDER A VOLUNTEER—KlUHT OF TO PRO
TECTION AGAINST TRANSMISSION TO TAX- 
HAI.K PURCHASER.

IN- Land Titles Act; Re Arrears of Taxes 
Act (Sack.), [1918] 2 W.W.R. 934. 
Arrears of Tanks Act. 1915, c. 21 — 

Removal of memorandum of tax sale 
—Payment of tanks dirkct to munic
ipality—Costs of tax-sale purchas 
i;r — Statement of Method of or 
PAINING- Sk i ion 48.

Re Arrears of Taxes Act (Sask.), [1918]
2 W.W.R. 935.
Arrears of Tanks Act, C. 21, 1915, s. 47— 

Application for title—Substitution
al service—Land Titles Act b. 156.

Re Ijiind Titles Act; Re Arrears of Taxes 
Act (Sask.), [1918] 2 W.W.R. 938. 
Arrears ok Tanks Act, c. 21, 1015, s. 48 

— Application for title — Payment 
of interest—Date from which inter
est BUNS.

Re lauid Titles Act; Re Arrears of Taxes 
Art (Sask.),[1918] 2 W.W.R. 942.
Arrears of Taxes Act, c. 21, 1915 — 

Statement under s. 45 — Registra
tion of—Lack of statement under 
s. 32.

Re laoid Titles Act; Re Arrears of Taxes 
Act (Sask.), [1918] 2 W.W.R. 944. 
Arrears of Taxes Act, c. 21, 1915 — 

Application fob transmission by as
signee of tax-hale purchaser—Right 
of caveator to stay proceedings.

Re Land Titles Act; Dickenson’s Case 
(Sask.), [1918] 2 W.W.R. 948.
Certificate of title to executor—Admin

istration de ROMs non Duty op
REGISTRAR.

In spite of the provisions of the Land 
Titles Act (Sask.) which forbids recogni
tion of trusts, the interpretation of s. 111 
given by the courts and by the well settled 
practice in the laind Titles Office gives the 
xvords in that section; "And the registrar 
-diall grant to the executor and administra
tor as such a new certificate of title,” a 
meaning which is in effect a recognition, in 
vases of devolution, of the trust upon which 
the title was issued. On the decease of an 
administratrix duly registered, the registrar 
should require the production of letters of 
administration de bonis non of the intestate, 
and should not make transmission of the 
registered land to the executrix of the ad
ministratrix.

Re Administration De Bonis Non, 5 WAV. 
R. 1328.

Unpaid taxes — Certificate to mvxici- 
pauty—Duty of registrar.

In issuing a certificate of title to lands 
the taws on which have not been paid, un
der s. 321 of the Rural Municipality Act, the 

! registrar must assume that the "treasurer 
of the municipality has duly carried out liis 
duties under s. 319 of that Act, and cannot 
withhold a certificate of title in favour of 
the municipality, even where he considéré 
that such duties have not been properlv car
ried out.

Re Registration of Certificate of Title to 
Municipality, 5 W.W.R. 1328.
(§ V—51)—Certificate—“Interests'' and

Pearson v. O’Brien. 11 D.L.R. 175, 22 W. 
IaR. 703, 4 W.W.R. 342, affirming 4 Ü.L.R. 
413, 22 Man. L.R. 175, 20 W.L.R. 510, 1 
W.W.R. 1026.
(§ V—53)—Fraud which will affect reo- 

istered title.
The fraud which will prevent a purchaser 

for value from relying upon his registered 
title, under the Land Titles Act (Alta.1 
1906, e. 34, as against unregistered right* 
of a prior vendee must be actual fraud as 
distinct from mere constructive or equitable 
fraud; such actual fraud is disclosed where 
the purchaser so registering has notice of 
the existence of an unregistered interest and 
knows that the transaction he is making 
will have the effect, of injuring or destroying 
that interest. [Assets Co. v. Mere Roihi, 
[1905] A.C. 176, 210, and Syndicat Lyon
nais du Klondvke v. McC.rade, 36 Can. S.C. 
R. 251, at 266* followed.]

Sydie v. Saskatchewan 4 Battle River 
Taind 4 Dev. Co., 14 D.L.R. 51. 6 A.L.R. 
388, 25 W.L.R. 570, 5 W.W.R. 194. 
Certificate of title obtained by fraud- 

deposit WITH BANK AS 8ECURITY. 
Fialowski v. Fialowski, 19 W.L.R. 644. 

Certificate of title—Resale by mort
gagee as registered owner—Innocent
PURCHASER FOR VALUE WITH CERTIFI
CATE of title—Right of mortgagor to 
OPEN UP FORECLOSURE.

Richards v. Thompson, 18 W.L.R. 179.
(§ V—55)—Sale of i.ot to Plaintiff- 

Conveyance NOT REGISTERED—SALE OF 
LOT TO DEFENDANT—DEFENDANT'S LOT 
BY MISTAKE DESCRIBED BY NUMBER OF 
PLAINTIFF’S LOT—l.AND BROUGHT UNDF.R
the Act—Defendant registered as

OWNER OF PLAINTIFF'S I.OT—RECTIFICA
TION of register—Powers of court, 
R.S.O. 1914, c. 126. s. 115.

Perry v. Vise, 47 D.LR. 7l8, 45 O.LR. 
117.

Negative covenant, easement, building re
striction, reference to plan, see Vendor and 
Purchaser I C—13.
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ls vi 601—Application to cancel part 
m ri an— Subdivisions Act, 5 Geo. V. 
]<iH. Sask., l. U—Consent of Minis- 
un of Mich ways—Land Titles Act, 
s Ceo. V. 1U17, Sask., 2nd Sess., 0. 18,
h. 80.

. Iivfine part of a plan containing streets 
ami lanes, registered under the Land Titles 
Ait may be cancelled, the consent of the 
Minister of Highways must 1m* obtained.

lie Subdivisions Act : Re Asquith Town
ee, 80 D.L.R. 172, [1020] 1 W.W.R. 1.
PLANS.

t plan registered under s. 79 of the Sas
katchewan Land Titles Act is the official 
deücription of the property and cannot be 
altered or amended, after registration, ex- 
irpt by a judge's order under subs. 2 of 
I 80 of that Act. The plan is for the pur 
I Kite of shewing the boundaries of lots 
htaked out in town plots and to provide a 
fhnrt and convenient description of the 
name, and is for registration, so that there
after the lots are descrilied according to 
that plan, and it becomes the official descrip
tion of the property. The plan provided 
for under s. 76, to the effect that the regis
trar may require anyone transferring land 
to furnish him with a plan having the sev
eral measurements of the land to he trans
ferred marked thereon and certified by a 
Saskatchewan land surveyor, is only for the 
information of the registrar, to enable him 
to >(*(* upon the plan how the piece of prop
erty in question is laid out and that its 
boundaries do not conflict with any other 
panel of land, hut is not for registration. 
A transfer of a part of a lot. for which 
lut a plan has been already registered with 
the registrar as required by s. 79, does not 
of itself constitute an alteration of the plan 
and does not require an alteration of the 
plan hv h judge's order under subs. 2 of 
> so of the Act. Where land is subdivided 
by a registered plan under s. 79. and a 
Minier lot is shewn as fronting on a certain 
street with a side street as one of its later
al boundaries, a new plan of subdivision of 
Miih lot is not required on a sale of the 
middle portion thereof fronting upon the 
hide street only, but a conveyance or trans
fer may be recorded as of such part of the 
lot. with or without an easement of right-of- 
way over the remaining portions.

Re Application of the Moose Jaw Secur
ities. 8 D.Ï..R. .122, Ô S.L.R. lût. 22 W.L. 
R. 463, 5 W.W.R. 216.
Plans — Alteration — Srunmsiox of

LAND INTO CITY LOTS.
Hie Plans Cancellation Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, 

o. 179. does not apply to require a judge’s 
order under that Act where the larger 
blocks of land, under a prior registered 
plan, are merely to be subdivided by an
other plan.

Re I .and Registry Act and Canada Realty 
Syndicate, 1» D.L.R. 740. 4 W.W.R. 744. ‘

Plans — Subdivision — Dow ment affect
I NO ONLY PART OK LOT.

A mortgage covering only a part of a lot 
designated in a registered subdivision plan 
may he registered under s. 100 of the Land 
Registry Act, 1911. e. 127, where aeeom 
panied bv a map or sketch shewing the por
tion affected, without tiling a plan of re- 
subdivision under s. 90 making such part 
a separate parcel thereunder.

Ex parte Williams, 14 D.L.R. 831. 18 
B.C.R. 248.

. Plans—Effect of registration if any
TRANSFER MADE THEREUNDER.

The effect of subs. 2 of s. 124 of the Land 
Titles Act. 1906 (Alta, i, c. 24. is that a 
plan of subdivision, when once properly reg
istered is binding on everybody if a sale, 
mortgage, encumbrance or lease has been 
made according to it, unless and until it 
is cancelled or amended in whole or in part 
by a judge's order.

Rowland v. Edmonton, 20 D.L.R. 36, 6 
W.W.R. 1498, 8 A.L.R. 1. | Reversed on
another point 21 D.L.R. 33. 50 Can. 8.C.R. 
520, 31 W.L.R. 33, 8 W.W.R. 20.] 
SUBDIVISION PLANS AND SUR VETS.

A plan of subdivision should not be regis
tered without the approval and signature 
of incumbrancers, notwithstanding the 
•Surveys Acts, s. 14. subs. 7.

Re Registration of Plans, 9 W.W.R. 180. 
(§ VI—til)—Plans—Sale of portion-

land ADAPTED FOR SUBDIVISION.
A sale agreement in respect of a portion 

of a block of vacant land as to which there 
is no approved or registered subdivision 
plan within the purview of the Land Regis
try Act. R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 127, s. 90, may lie 
registered in the "Register of charges” on 
n description of the portion by metes and 
bounds accompanied by a surveyor's sketch 
not designating such portion by any lot 
number, and this notwithstanding a prior 
attempt to subdivide the property which 
failed for want of approval by the munici
pal council if the proposed plan of sub
division so rejected is not referred to either 
in the description or in the survey aeeom 
panying such sale a c icemen t.

Ryan v. District Registrar, 16 D.L.R. 259, 
19 B.C.R. 165, 26 W.L.R. 982, 5 W.W.B. 
1253.

VII. Procedure.
(§ VII—70)—First registration—Proce 

dure—Crown grant—Description of
RIPARIAN LANDS.

Upon an application, under a Crown grant 
of lands, to register title to a portion of 
certain numbered lots or parcels thereof, 
the Regjstrar of Titles is without jurisdic
tion (either under the Land Registry Act.

. R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 127, or otherwise, to com
pel the applicant as a condition precedent 
to registration to acknowledge that the 
river bed and the lake bed are not includ
ed in the grant by way of amplifying the 
description.
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Gardiner v. District Registrar, 10 D.L.R. 
373, 1» FU .It. 240. 27 W.L.R. 330. 0 W.W.It. 
407. affirming 10 D.L.R. 71*0, 2.'» W.L.R. 429,
3 W.W.R, 1*1». ail!» nom. Re Land Registry 
Act.
Procedure — Oriikbh of Mahtkhh of Su

cre me Court—Authority of District

A Master of tin' Supreme Court of Al
lier ta luis no jurisdiction as such to make 
orders under the IjiiikI Titles Act, 0 Edw. 
VII. ( Alta.), e. 24, which by the terms of 
the statute are to he made by "a judge.'*
A Distriet Court .fudge as such has juvis- 

<1 ietion under the Land Titles Act, 0 Edw. 
VII. (Alta.), e. 24. to make any order 
which the statute authorizes a ‘"judge” to 
make where there is no limitation in the 
particular section to indicate that only a 
•fudge of the Supreme Court shall have the 
power. Orders made by a judge as persona 
designate under the Land Titles Art, (I Edw. 
VIL l Alta. I. c. 24, including orders made 
under that heading by a District Court 
•fudge, are within the exception of s. 102 | 
of that statute as to attestation of instru
ments hv a subscribing witness.

Re T.iind Titles Act, 11 D.L.R. 100. 7 A. 
L.R. 30, 24 W.L.R. 384. 4 W.W.R. 083. 
Rectification of register—Striking out

REGISTRATION OF VOID PATENT.
The registration under the I.and Titles 

Act. R.S.O. 1807, c. 138, 1 Deo. V. c. 28. 
R.S.O. 1014, c. 120, of a Crown land patent, 
the issuance of which was obtained by 
fraud, does not prevent the subsequent rec
tification of the record by the court under 
s. 110 of the Act, in favour of a prior pat
entee, whose patent was previously regis
tered. and to whom a certificate of title 
was issued, the descriptions of the land 
in two patents not being identical.

Zoek v. ( lav ton. 13 D.L.R. 302, 28 O.L.R. 
447. reversing 0 D.L.R. 20.-». 3 O W N. 1fill. 
Authority of District Judge—Appeals

AND REFERENCES PERSONA DESIGNAT*
—Filing affidavits.

The provisions for appeals and references 
to a Judge of the Supreme Court of Alherta 
under s. 112, 113 of the Land Titles Act. 
190(1 c. 24, amended by s. I.-» of the Act 
to amend the Statute Law. 1008 e. 20. are 
to be construed strictly, and such appeals 
do not lie to a District Judge: nor lias a 
district judge any jurisdiction to order the 
correction of n certificate of title. All the 
material upon which any order is made by 
a judge as persona designate under the 
Land Titles Act, 1900 (Alta.), e. 20. should 
be directed to lie filed along with the order 
itself in the land titles office. [Re Land 
Title. Act (Vo. 1). 11 D.L.R. 100, ex 
plained.]

Arnold v. National Trust Co.. 13 D.L.R. 
103. 7 A.L.R. 58. 24 W.L.R. 889. 4 W.W.R. 
1113.
Procedure,

Where a municipal corporation, instead 
of proceeding by wav of by-law, attempts

to close a highway by mere resolutions of 
the council, and applies under the Lan<l 
Titles Act (Alta.), for an order for the 
registration thereof as a by-law, the ap
plication will lie refused. [Subs. 7, s. 20, 
Land Titles Act, 6 Edw. VII. (Man,), c. 24^ 
as enacted by s. 19, c. 3, 1907 (Alta.), cou- 
strued.|

Re Rassano, 7 D.L.R. 601, 3 W.W.R. 180.
Where an application by the registered 

owners of certain land for an order vacat
ing the registration of a caveat against it 
which application was refused upon the hear
ing and instead the court, upon the ground 
that the owners’ title should not remain 
subject to the caveat for any longer time 
than was actually necessary, ordered the 
caveator to commence an action to estai-- 
liah his claim to set it down for trial at the 
sitting of the next month following that 
in which the order was given and to proceed 
to trial at such sittings and further directed 
that if the caveator made default in comply
ing with this order in any respect, the 
owners might apply ex parte for an order 
for the removal of the caveat which would 
lie granted by the court upon satisfactory 
proof of hhcIi default.

Re MaeCullouglt and (Iraliarn, 5 D.L.R. 
834. ô A.L.R. 4Ô, 21 W.L.R. 349, 2 W.W.It. 
311.

The Land Titles Act. 1 Geo. V. (Ont.), 
c. 28. s. 88, requiring that the practice or 
procedure on. and incidental to, a ease 
stated or on an issue directed for the de
termination of a question arising in the 
office of the Master of Titles shall Is- the 
same as on a special ease or on an issue 
directed in an action, makes a respondent 
a necessary party and an application for 
registration as the owner of land is not 
entitled on an ex parte motion to obtain 
an order of the court to determine a ques
tion of such character.

Re Hewitt. 3 D.L.R. 156, 3 O W N. 902.
A registrar cannot under s. 124 of The 

Land Titles Act, R.S.S. 1909, c. 4L register 
a tax transfer and issue a certificate of 
title upon a tax sale that was confirmed by 
a Judge of the District Court.

Nicholson v. Drew. 3 D.I..R. 748, ô S.L.R. 
379, 21 W.L.H. 180. 2 W .W .R. 293.

A reference in a certificate of title to 
city lots, issued under the Land Titles Act, 
to n plan recorded in the land titles oilier, 
thereby incorporates such plans into the de 
script ion contained in the certificate so 
to make it a part thereof, [(irasett v. Car
ter. 10 Can. S.C'.R. 103, followed.]

Smith v. Saskatoon. 4 D.L.R. 321. 3 S 
L.R. 218, 21 W.LR. 808. 2 W .W .R. 736.

Where, by reason of u misdescription of 
tile land, a mortgage given by a vendee un
der an executory contract could not lie valid
ly deposited in the land titles office for 
record on the completion of the mortgagor's 
title by the issue of a certificate of title, and 
the mortgagees consequently filed a caveat 
against the mortgagor's property as correct
ly described claiming to charge the same
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„|)0ii «iivli defective mortgage, such mort- 

im vi' lost priority over execution* 
îil,.,I thereafter ami la-fore the issue of the 
..itiliratc uf title if they voluntarily dis- 
,|ialg,-i| the caveat and accepted a new mort- 

ut the time when the transfer wuh 
Mai i,* front the registered owner to their 
mortgagor the mortgagees' proper recourse 

to have taken action to have their orig- 
iii,iI mortgage reformed and recorded in 
.niifoiniity with their caveat instead of dis- 
. barging the same.

liiii'crs I.millier Co. v. Smith, S D.L.R.
*;i. a W.I..K. Sim. .1 W.W.R. till".
( AVI ATS - AVPI.ICATION TO DISCHARGE — 

M M MARY PRO! KKhl.XUH.
An application to discharge a caveat may 

I.,, proceeded under the Land Titles Act in 
h summary way if no objection to the pro- 
,ndings is taken before the Local Master.

I,'oaf v. fJ.T.IL Town & Development Vo.. 
24 D.L.K. 750, H S.L.H. ill, 31 W.L.IL 
Ml.l, 8 \\ AN .11. 1156.

li.T.I*. Development Co. v. Moose .law 
Securities. >4 D.L.R. 752, 31 W.L.R. 802.
Si AV OP PROCEEDINGS—MORATORIUM.

the stay of proceedings authorized by 
Mills. 18 of s. 62a of the Iamd Titles Act, 
as amended by s. 15. e. 1016. is to he 
gianted not as u matter of right, hut as a 
matter of discretion: it. therefore, cannot 
lie granted on the ground that the proceed
ings which are sought to he stayed are 
prohibited hv the Volunteers and Reservists 
belief Act. è. 6. 1016.

Re Land Titles Act : Re Anderson mort
gage to Canadian Mortgage Ass’n, 11 A. 
I. II. 242. |10I7] 1 W.W.R. 828.

VIII. Assurance fund.
! ? VIII — 80) —Ansi kaXI K FUND — RK- 

l OVKRY FROM — EBROXEOVR HTATF.MKXT 
• U ACREAGE IX CERTIFICATE OF TITI.K.

one who purchase* land on an acreage 
'ii-i- in reliance on an erroneous statement 

thereof in the seller's certificate of title, is 
not entitled to recover for a deficiency from 
ilie assurance fund created under s. 108 of

24 Alla.. 1006, where such error was not 
-lue in any mistake of the registrar in issu
ing ilie certificate, hut to a mistake in the 
original survey and Crown patent, which 
had crept into nulwe<|tient certificates of 
title; since what the registrar certified was 
not i In- quantity of land hut its title.

Burden v. Registrar of I .and Titles. 13 
R.L.K. 813. 6 A.L.R. 255. 25 W .L.R. 460. 
Assi UAXCE fund.

Where, on the failli of an abstract of 
title which, by reason of the failure of the 
registrar to note on the certificate of title 
the tiling of a seed grain lien under the 
s'"d i ira in Act of 1008, shewed a clear 
ti'le. the plaintiff purchased land at a mort- 
-asje foreclosure sale and received from the 
court a clear certificate of title thereto, the 
fad that lie did not make a special search 
for liens of such nature, which became bind

ing on the land from the time they were 
filed, docs not amount to negligence suffi
cient to prevent him recovering from the 
assurance fund I lie amount lie was compelled 
to pay to free the land from such lien.

Canada Life Ass’ve Co. v. Registrar of 
Assiniboiu Land Registration District. 3 
D.L.R. 810, 5 8.L.K. 208. 21 W .L.R. 460, 2 
W.W.R. 522.

Under subs. 3 of s. 137 of the Land 
Titles Act. R.S.8. 1IMMI. c. 41. damages for 
the registration of a void lax transfer may 
lie recovered out of the assurance fund by 
the owner of the property, hut not against 
the tax purchaser who had obtained regis
tration of such tax title and had taken out 
a certificate of ownership which was trans
ferred bona fide for value to a third party 
to whom a certificate of title had been is-

Xicholson v. Drew, 3 D.L.R. 748. 5 S.L.Ii. 
37». 21 W .L.R. 18». 2 W.W.R. 2»5. 
Agreement for sake—Mortgagee—Caveat 

-Ahmvraxce kind—Mistake of reg- 
IHTKAR—Ll ABILITY—PARTY TO FRAVDH 
—Action aiiainht—Damages.

A mortgagee under a mortgage from a 
purchaser under an agreement of sale who. 
being unable to register the mortgage itself, 
files a caveat in respect thereof in the 
Land Titles Office, is entitled to compensa 
tion from the Assurance Kund for the loss 
sustained by reason of the Registrar’s error 
in recording the caveat against the wrong 
lot : hut lie must first prosecute an action 
under s. 105 of the Act against the party 
who fraudulently took advantage of the er
ror, and who was thereby enabled to defeat 
the mortgage : the last-mentioned action is 
a special one for damages, and it is not 
sufficient that action had been brought and 
ju<l((hicnt and execution obtained without 
result against, the same party on his cove
nant contained in the unregistered mortgage 
upon which the caveat was founded.

Setter v. The Registrar. 20 D.L.R. 166, 
30 W .LR. 256. 7 W.W.R. WH. affirming on 
other grounds, 18 D.L.R. 78», 6 W.W.R. 
1116.
Assurance fund — Registrar necessary 

party WHEN.
The Registrar of Lend Titles is a neces

sary party to a case stated by private par
ties for the opinion of the court as to the 
liability of the assurance fund upon admit 
ted facts.

lie Adams and McFarland. 20 D.L.R. 293,
6 W .W.R. 3077.

A registrar being forbidden to reeeive 
and register any instrument not accom
panied by a certificate of title, a mortgage 
is not properly produced for registration 
until such errtifieate is produced by the 
mortgagor or his agent, and although tin- 
mortgage may have Ih-cii in the office at 
the time the title was received it was im
properly there, and eould not lie deemed to 
lie so in the possession of the registrar as
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to place any obligation upon him to regis
ter it upon receipt of the title.

Hall v. Registrar of Lund Titien, 4 S.L

LEVY AND SEIZURE, I A. 2844
Annotation.

Covenant» for renewal: 3 D.L.R. 12.
R. 244.
Recourse against fund—Laches—Tax

The owner of lands sold for school taxes 
in 1908 and then registered in the name of 
the purchaser is debarred from an action 
in 1910 against tlie assurance fund under 
s. 110 of the Land Titles Act. Further, the 
owner of the land was guilty of laches.

tilacketoek v. Registrar of North Alberta 
Lund Registration District, 119171 2 W. 
W.R. 938.
Assurance rets—Number of certificates

Assurance fees should be computed in the 
same way whether uue or more certificated 
of title are to be issued on the registration 
«if a transfer because theae assurance fees 
are bused on the valuation of the land trans
ferred, i.e., on the total valuation of the 
land contained in the transfer, irrespective 
of the number of certificates of title to 
In* issued on the registration of such traus-

* Re Assurance Fees, 0 W.W.R. 521,

LARCENY.
See Theft.

LATERAL SUPPORT.
See Adjoining Owners; Party Wall. 

Excavations—Changing street grade.
The right to lateral support of land is not 

infringed until actual damages are suffered 
by reason of the withdrawal of the support, 
and a falling in of an insigniMeant quantity 
of the soil without any donsequent special 
damage will not sustain an action bas|jl in 
damages only and not for an injunction. 
[Blackhouse v. tionomi, 9 H.L.C. 603, ap
plied.]

Forster v. Medicine Hat, 17 D.L.R. 391, 
28 W.L.R. 686. 6 W.W.R. 648.
Excavation—Use of explosives—Dam

age TO ADJOIXIXG OWNER—LIABILITY.
The owner of land who uses explosives 

in the usual way for the purpose of exca
vating rock for the foundation of a house 
is bound to exercise all reasonable care and 
is responsible for duinage to an adjoining 
occupant due to the u»e of extra heavy

Brown v. Garson, 42 N.B.R. 354. 
Excavations—Injury to adjoining land 

by excavations—Deprivation of lat
eral support—t;beat expense of res
toration—Damages in lieu or man
datory injunction—Full compensa
tion—Costs.

Ram^uv v. Barnes. 5 O.W.N. 322, 25 0. 
W.R. 289.

LEASE.
See Iaindlord and Tenant; Mines and 

Minerals.

LEGACY.
See Wills; Executors and Administrator! 

Devolution of Estates Ait—Personalty 
insufficient—Liability of realty.

By the Devolution of Estates Act (R.h.ij. 
1909, e. 43, s. 21) land in Saskatchewan 
shall descend to the personal representative 
and be distributed as if it were personal 
estate; if the personal estate is insufficient 
to pay legacies for which no fund is provid
ed these must be paid out of the undisposed 
of real property.

Re Stewart Estate, 42 D.L.R. 512, 11 S. 
L.R. 332, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 1090.

LEGAL PROFESSION.
See Solicitors.

LEGAL TENDER.
See Tender; Payment.

LEGISLATURE.
Legislative powers, see Constitutional

LETTERS PATENT.
See Companies.
Patents of land, see Public I^anda; Mines 

and Minerals.

LEVY AND SEIZURE.
I. What property subject, 

a. In general.
B. Property in custody of law.

II. Mode and sufficiency; return.
III. Rights and liabilities growing got

OF LEVY.
A. Of oflicer levying, 
n. Of others, 
c. Priorities.

IV. Bond fob release of.
See also Execution; Attachment: Garnish-

Distress, see Landlord and Tenant; Mort
gage: Chattel Mortgage; Bills of Sale; Tax
es; Homestead exemption from.

I. What property subject.
A. In general.

(8 I A—1)—Right of contractor's cred
itors—Materials left by contractor 
abandoning work — Contract»:'*
BIGHT TO USE.

Where the right to use the plant and ma
terials left by a contractor in finishing a 
job abandoned by him, ia, by the terms of 
the contract, merely personal to the con
tractée, which he cannot transfer to another 
contractor employed by him to complete the 
work, such property ie subject to seizure on 
execution against the defaulting contractor.

Uplands v. Goodacre, 13 D.L.R. 187, 18 
B.C.R. 343. 25 W.L.R. 71, 4 W.W.R. 1297, 
affirming 12 p.L.R. 407, 3 W.W.R. 827.
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M„m.y >>\ rt rvio.v—Amount.

A Imiliff levying under a wr^t of execu
tion lias no right to seize money upon the 
iliifiiilant’s person. He cannot seize a 
•.renter sum than ordered under the writ.
" i lark v. *1. Aubin, 9 Que. S.C. 271.
<KIZl UK AND SALE OF IMMOVABLE.

A debtor ordered in an action in déclara
tion of hypothec, to abandon the property, 
n!m does not do so and thus becomes a per
sonal debtor, cannot oppose the seizure of 
tin- property by the creditor on the ground 
that thv latter has not previously discussed 
hi, movable effects. Such creditor is ex
empted from doing so by art. 014 C.t'.IV 
In all cases where the seizure has not to be 
made at the defendant's domicile or in his 
presence, no demand of payment is required. 
\t any rate, if such a formality were neces

sary. its omission could justify the nullity 
of the seizure only if the seized party suf
fered prejudice therefrom, and provided he 
tenders and deposits the amount claimed 
in the writ of execution.

Brien v. Robert, 54 Que. S.C. 309. 
Alimentary allowance.

Alimentary allowances gratuitously be
stowal by third parties are nonseizable, 
but not the revenue obtained by the bene
ficiary by alienating his property.

Matts v. Marcotte, 14 Que. P.R. 341.
I g 1 A—2)—Seizure — Opposition — 

Hitcher shop—Chattels—Trader— 
Que. C.P. 598, pak. 10.

A lamp, a cash register and a furnace 
and its pipes furnishing a butcher's shop 
must he left to him »s “tools, implements, 
or other chattels ordinarily used in his 
trade," if. at the time of a seizure made 
at his place, he selects those chattels from 
other ones of which the value does not ex
ceed 8200. One who temporarily ceases to 
exercise his trade or business does not, for 
that reason, lose his quality as trader.

McRhail v. Tessier, 4G Que. S.C. 404.
IS 1 A—* i—Land—Title—Possession.

When the seizure of immovable property 
lias lieen made super non possidente, but 
super domino, it uf only the person who 
was in possession thereof animo domini 
who has the right to question the seizure 
or to demand the nullity of the adjudication. 
In order to be in possession animo dom- 
ini it is not sufficient merely to be the 
holder of the immovable; it is necessary 
that it should he possession in good faith, 
in virtue of a title sufficient to transfer the 
property, of which the faults are not

Infortune v. Vézina, 25 Que. K.B. 544, 
reversing 48 Que. S.C. 254. [Reversed in 
41 D.L.R. 208. 56 Can. 8.C.R. 246.1 
(8 I A—».—Simultaneous seizure of

MOVABLES AND BEAL ESTATE—OPPOSI
TION by wife—Que. C.P. 12, 614, 651, 
729—QUE. C.C. 1585.

The seizure and sale of the movable 
effects should take place before the seizure 
of real estate, although both may, never

theless, he seized simultaneously. Where 
the wife opposed the distress, and thv 
plaintiff thereupon declared that he admit 
ted the opposition and ordered the sheriff 
to proceed against the real property, the 
defendant cannot stop the seizure by men 
tioning some movable effects belonging to 
him and supposed to have a larger value 
than the délit. Such a contention is frit 
ohms and the opposition will he dismissed.

Gauthier v. De Samlior, lti Que. P.R. 185 
(8 I A—10)—Mining claims, unpatent- 

ku—Exigibility.
The interest of a mining claimant in an 

un patented claim duly recorded under the 
provisions of ss. 34, 35, 53, 5», 04 of the 
Mining Act, 8 Edw. VII. (Out.), c. 21. 
R.S.O. 1914, c. 32, is exigible for a judg
ment debt due by the claimant. [McPher
son v. Temiskaming Lumber Co., 9 D.L.R. 
726, [1913] A.C. 145 ; and Glenwood Lumber 
Co. v. Phillips, [1904| A.C. 405, applied. |

Clarkson v. Wishart, 13 D.L.R. 730, 
[1913] A.C. 828. 24 U.W.R. 937, reversing d 
D.L.R. 579, 27 O.L.R. 70, 22 O.W.R. 901. 
Timber claimh — Chown Timber Act 

(Ont.)—Timber severed before exe
cution— Timber severed after exe
cution.

Where timber has been cut and is lying 
on the land of a debtor on the date Of ID 
exeeution against him, syieh tiinlier is sub
ject to seizure under the Execution Act of 
Ontario, 9 Edw. VTI. c. 47, although the 
debtor is operating under a license ob
tained under the Crown Timber Act, R.K. 
O. 1897, c. 32. The rights of a licensee are 
such an interest in lands as to be exigible 
under the Exeeution Act to the effect that 
a “writ of execution shall bind the good- 
and lands against which it is issued, from 
the time of the delivery thereof to the 
sheriff for execution.” [C.P.R. Co. v. Rat 
Portage Lumber Co., 10 O.L.R. 273. disap 
proved ; Glenwood Lumber Co. v. Phillips, 
[1904] A.C. 405. 70 L.J.P.C. 62. 20 Time» 
L.R. 531, applied.] Timber cut by a licen
see subsequent to the date of an execution 
against him is attachable under the execu
tion, notwithstanding that the cutting hud 
been made by an assignee or transferee to 
whom, in the interval between the laving 
on of the execution and the cutting of the 
timber, the licensee had transferred his 
rights, unless such transfer was made in 
good faith and for valuable consideration 
and without notice on the part of the trans
feree of the writ having been delivered to 
the sheriff and remaining unexecuted.

McPherson v. Temiskaming Lumber Co., 
9 D.L.R. 726, [1913] A.C. 145, 23 O.W.R 
458, reversing 3 O.W.N. 36.
(§ I A—14 ) —Hypothec — Chose in au-

Debts assigned or immovables conveyed 
as collateral security are not property be
longing to the debtor which can be dis
cussed as provided by art. 2066 C.C. 
(Que.). It must actually bo his property
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ami not wliut lu- may acquire I tv litigation. 
There is no hindrance to otl'cTing for dis
cussion innnovaltlch hypothecated, appa
rently for more than their value even if 
they belong to the debtor himself.

Maher v. Shorey, 15 Que. B.R. 52.
(8 1 A—15)—Immovables.

A seizure made on a defendant of im
movables under sequestration is a seizure 
on the possessor thereof animo domini and 
as such is valid. Failure to publish in 
the newspapers of the locality within 
which the immovables are situated the 
legal notices of the sale of such immovables 
does not per se justify the annulling of 
ihe sale, but only makes the sheriff respon
sible for the damages resulting therefrom; 
nevertheless such omission may be evidence 
of fraudulent connivance lietween the par
ties which the court will carefully consider 
on an allegation of fraud.

Savoic-Guay v. Deslauriers ; Rose v. 
Bavoie-Guay Co., 7 D.L.R. 205, 21 Que. K.
H. 500.
C'ONTKSTATION OF AX OPPOSITION TO SEIZURE

—Misnomer.
Gross v. Millman, 10 D.L.R. 000.

I M MOVABLES.
A life annuity eonstituti-d by the donor 

of an immovable in his own favour and 
guaranteed by hypothec is seizalde.

Matts v. Marcotte, 14 Que. P.R. 541.
(8 1 A—17)—Machinery—Carriage—Op

position—Pre-emption of instance— 
Rejection of motion—C.C. art. .'170— 
C.C.P. art. 284, 651, 654.

It does not follow that an attachment is 
frivolous on its face, and as such can lie re
jected on motion, from the fact that the 
opponent has already made in the same 
ease a similar attachment which has been 
declared burred hv limitation. An attach
ment for seizure and sale of certain ma
chinery, tools and materials and a carriage, 
founded on the following circumstances,
( 11 with regard to the first objects, they 
had been placed in the factory of the op
ponent for perpetual keeping and had be
come immovable by intention (lit as to the 
carriage it lielonged to a third party to 
the knowledge of the person seizing and 
had been left at the home of his proprie
tor for storage, it is not futile on the face 
of it. and can not he rejected on motion.

Ilcaly v. Saguenay Mills. 25 Rev. Leg.

(8 1 A—18)—Seizure of crop—Joint ix-

X crop cannot be seized under execution 
as against the rights of a claimant to a 
share of the crop for money advances.

international Harvester Co. v. Jacobsen. 
24 D.L.R. 632. 11 A.L.R. 122, 1» XV.W.R. 
k7. 32 W.L.R. 332.
Crops of lessee—Seizure by vrkmtors of

Cotton x. Bovd, 24 D.L.R. 81)6. H S.L.R. 
22». 31 W.L.R. 797.

SEIZURE, 11.
Crops — Landlord and tenant — Yum

The crop* of u lessee, in which the lessor 
had no interest, cannot he seized under 
execution against the lessor, even if t|,e 
tenant held possession under a has- \oid 
under s. 31 of tin- Dominion Lauds Act.

Hoi ford v. McDonald, 33 D.L.K. 315 in 
X.L.R. 506. 11 A.Lit. 143, I ]» 17 l l \\' \\ 
It. 1358.
Crops—X'kxdor and i-i kihaser.

Where an agreement tor the sale of land 
provides that, in ease the vendor becomes 
entitled tu cancel the contract, he shall, 
without prejudice to his rights thereafter 
to cancel the same, have the right to enter 
into and possess any improvements on the 
land, including growing crops, and to apply 
the net receipts therefrom upon the con
tract, the taking possession by the vendor 
under said terms of the contract will pre
vent the goods so possessed from la-ing 
exigible under writs oi execution ugaiii-i 
the purchaser. Where such a purchaser 
has rented the land oil a crop payment plan 
notice by the vendor to the tenant to pay 
to the vendor the rental share of the erii'p 
and an undertaking by the tenant to so pay 
the vendor is a taking possession under tin- 
contract.

Crown Lumber Co. v. McKenzie, lit XY.XX. 
K. 1370.
(8 I A—20)—Registered letters.

A registered letter addressed to the debt
or can lie seized under a writ of saisie- 
gagerie. The court may order the letter 
in he opened and if it contain» a cheque 
payable to the defendant or to hearer will 

I permit it to lie indorsed by the plaintiff'» 
attorney. The bank at which the cheque is 
payable may safely pay it with such in
dorsement if a copy of the order authoriz
ing the payment is attached.

Gallant v. Grayson, 13 Que. P.R. 339.
R. Property in custody of law.

(g I B—25)—Keeping sheriff's officer
IN POSSESSION.

Where a sheriff has made a valid seizure 
of the goods of an execution debtor it is 
not necessary, in order to retain po»-.v« 
sion, for a sheriff to put a person on the 
premises for the purpose of holding the 
goods, as against those who have notice of 
the seizure. Hut in order to make a valid 
seizure it is necessary for the sheriff or hi» 
bailiff (a I to he upon "the premises where tin- 
goods arc, or so close thereto that if his 
authority to seize is disputed by one in ac
tual possession he is in a position to lay 
hands on the goods ; (b) to intimate an in
tention of seizing the goods.

Dodd v. Vail. 10 D.L.R. 694. 23 W.L.K. 
903, 4 XV.W.R. 291. affirming » D.LR. 534, 
23 W.L.R. 62, 3 W.W.R. 796.

II. Mode and sufficiency; return.
(8 11—30)—Return.

Where an execution creditor duly placed 
his execution in the hands of the sheriff,
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wlm, instead of proceeding regularly to 
-.ell under the execution the effects of a 
liquor business belonging to the execution 
debtor, placed his liai lit! in jMtssession of 
iIn* business itself with directions to take 
over the daily receipts thereof as a going 
concern, and where such receipts were ac
tually turned over by the cashier every day 
to the sheriff, the legal construction of the 
daily taking over of the money by the 
sheriff is that each such taking over was 
a levy thereon under the execution.

He Hunter, 8 D.L.R. 102. 4 O.W.N. 451, 
4!» C.L.J. 72, 2.1 O.W.R. 692.
Kxtra-.1i niciAi. 8k.iz.i rkm Act—Sale — 

Title—Right of appeal — Jvrihdic- 
tion of Master,

tin an application under the Extra-judi
cial Seizures Act, 1914, e. 4, for an order 
for sale, the fact that the Question of title 
is enquired into without objection does not 
give a right of appeal. 'The sole question 
bn consideration on such an application is 
whether, assuming the goods to have been 
rightfully seized, a removal and sale is ad- 
'isable considering the state of the market 
«ml the primary object of avoiding undue 
lo'< to the debtor. Adverse claimants are 
in tin- same position and have the same 
mnedies as though the Act had not lieen 
|ni'scd. A Master in Chambers has juris
diction in any judicial district in the

lb- Kxtra-judicial Seizures Act. Re Can- 
«dian General Electric Co.: Rc Wener and 
Hnllard, 12 A.L.R. 141, (1917] 2 W.W.K.
1003.
sh/i re and sale of real estate—De

scription OF PROPERTY—ABANDONMENT 
( :0sts—C.C.P. vrt. 555. 705—Rvi.ES 

of Practice no. 59.
As a general rule the sheriff charged 

with executing a writ of execution (do ter
ris) is required before proceeding to the 
'ciztire to summon the defendant to point 
"lit his immovable goods and to present 
himself at the places where they are sit 
•iat«>«l in order to effect the seizure of 
M"*m; hut there is an exception to this 
in the ease of an immoveable abandoned 
«I law. In the case of execution by the 
I'liiintiir for tlie cost due his solicitor if it 
does not appear in the flat, or the writ of 
execution, or in the report of the sheriff 
• lint the plaintiff has obtained tile consent 
"f the solicitor, the seizure is irregular and 
illegal in respect of these costs only.

lusse v. Rouillard, 25 Rev. Leg. 33.
Skizi RE BY sheriff—Sale—Opposition.

\ sheriff seizing movable and immovable 
effects of a defendant may proceed and sell 
Hie immovables if the sale of the movables 
is 'topped by an opposition to withdraw. 
A ib-blor who flies an opposition to annul 
against the seizure of his property adver
tised for sale by the sheriff, asking the lat
ter to proceed with the previous seizure 
and sale of certain movables which he in- 

Can. Dig.-00.

dicates, cannot later tile another opposition 
tu annul against tin- seizure and sale of 
those movables on the ground that the sei
zure of the immovables was still pending, 
and that the movables indicated by him 
could not lie seized by the sheriff in virtue 
of the same writ. Such an opposition may 
lie struck out on motion as frivolous.

Gauthier v. de Sambor, 53 Que. S.C. 511.
( )W X ERS HIP—VON DITIOXAI. SALK.

A defendant cannot make an opposition 
to a seizure of movables, on the ground 
that lie is not tin* proprietor of them, hut 
that they la-long to the plaintiff himself, 
who seized his own property. A stipulation 
in a sale of movables that the buyer is “not 
to receive title to sai.l property until the 
full amount (price of sale) has been paid’* 
is a condition in favour of the plaintiff, 
and for liis protection, which can be waived 
by tlie latter, and is not one which can 
he invoked by the buyer on his behalf.

Maxwell v. Keith, 54 Que. S.C. 120. 
Revendication — Guardian — Posses

sion—Order of court—Rule nisi.
A voluntary guardian of goods under 

seizure who is ordered, by judgment of the 
court, to deliver these effects to one of the 
parties, is without interest to contest the 
rule nisi issued against him on the ground 
of irregularity and illegality, if he does 
not contest the order oi the court addressed 
to him or the sufficiency of the security 
ordered to lie given by the party entitled 
to the possession of the goods.

Genzer v. Alliance Films Co., 54 Que. 
S.C. 32.
Opposition a fin dk distraire—Title.

Where, in an opposition a tin de distraire 
to a seizure of movables, the opposant 
declares that he bought the goods at a 
liailifTs sale, the opposition, even if the 
opposant’* title is defective, should not In- 
rejected on motion, but only upon a con
testation after issues joined between the

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co. v. 
Seidinan, 24 Rev. Leg. 104.
Order of hale of chattels.

A bailiff, when putting up seized chattels 
for sale, is not bound to follow the order 
in which they figure in the minutes ot' the 
seizure.

Ducharme v. Ilénault, 44 Que. S.C. 243. 
Service on debtor—Description—Place

The court, in an action by a saisi, may 
set aside the judgment ordering the seizure 
and sale of an immovable without first rea
lizing from the movables. The omission of 
the sheriff to serve the procès-verbal of 
seizure on the debtor, in compliance witli 
art. 707, C.C.P., is a ground for annul ling 
the order. The exact description of the 
immovables in the notices of the sale is 
also a formality required on pain of null
ity. The sale of the immovables at a place
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other than that provided for by law Is ab
solutely illegal and void.

Bernard v. .lames Bav Si Eastern R. Co., 
‘JO Que. K.B. 631.
Mode axd sufficiency—Seizure of g bain 

—Custody and possession.
Where a bailiff notifies an owner that he 

has seized grain and leaves the warrant 
with him and takes a bond for the delivery 
to the sheriff of the grain seized, such 
seizure is a legal seizure. Although effect
ual and continuous possession of property 
seized should be secured by a bailiff, yet 
as against persons who have notice of the 
seizure it is not necessary for the sheriff to 
put a man into possession in order to hold 
goods of which he has made a valid seizure. 
[Dixon \. McKay, ‘21 Man. L.R. 762, fol-

Little v. Magie, 29 W.L.R. 596. 7 W.W.R. 
224.
( S I i—31 ) —Crops—Abandonment.

[Little v. Magie, 7 W.W.R. 224. dissented 
from ; Dixon v. McKay, 21 Man. L.R. 762, 
explained.]

Corona Lumber Co. v. Brereton, [1917] 1 
W.W.R. 706.
(§ II—32) —Sheriff’s sale of exempt 

property—Nullity.
A sheriff’s sale under execution of prop

erty claimed exempt under ss. 17. 18, Home
stead Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 100. is not 
merely an irregular exercise of legal pow
ers but an unlawful act in defiance of stat
ute and void, and can confer no title there
to upon the purchaser.

Fletcher v. Pendray, 27 D.L.R. 037, 22 
B.C.R. 566. 34 W.L.R. 310. 10 W.W.R. 444. 
Sufficency of bbturn.

A sheriff’s return of nulla bona to an 
execution is a sufficient compliance with r. 
366. of the Judicature Ord. (con. ord. 1808. 
c. 21, Sask.), to permit a levy upon and 
sale of land under the writ.

Re Price, 4 D.L.R. 407, 6 S.L.R. 318. 21 
W.L.R. 299.
Opposition—Insolvency.

An opposition for payment will be re
jected on motion, if there is no allegation 
therein that the defendant was insolvent at 
the time plaintiff obtained judgment de
claring his seizure binding, or that plain 
tiff had knowledge of defendant’s insolvency 
at the date of the opposition.

Eastern Townships Brick Sc Mfg. Co. v. 
fiiasson, 17 Que. P R. 410.
Insufficient return—Guardianship — 

Notice of sale.
Minutes of proceedings which do not 

state that the defendant lias been required 
to provide a guardian, when no guardian 
has, in fact, been named : which do not de
clare. moreover, that the defendant has 
been required to sign, or has signed, the 
minutes which have only been signed by the 
bailiff himself outside of the dwelling of 
the defendant, and long after the seizure, 
are absolutely void. The seizure is only
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complete when the minutes are drawn up 
and signed with a notice of sale for a fixed 
date. Where a sale which commenced on a 
Saturday was not finished that day, and a. 
copy of the minutes was only given to the 
defendant on the following Monday, notice 
of sale cannot lie given the next day at the 
door of the church. The above mentioned 
irregularities render void the proceedings 
of the bailiff who seized, and they can be 
set aside on motion.

Dion v. Proulx, 46 Que. S.C. 272.
III. Rights and liabilities growing out of

A. Of officers levying.
(§ III A—35)—Sheriff abandoning pos 

session.
After a valid seizure has been made by 

the sheriff, the question whether or not the 
sheriff has abandoned possession of the 
goods seized is always a question of fact.

Dodd v. Vail, 0 D.L.R. 634, 23 W.L.R. 
62, 3 W.W.R. 796. [Afflrmed. 16 D.L.R. 
694, 23 W.L.R. 903, 4 W.W.R. 291.1 
(§ III A—401—Assistant bailiff—Re

sisting—(.BI ME—J U8TIFICATI0N.
An assistant bailiff is a “peace officer" 

and “person in the lawful execution of proc
ess against goods” within the meaning of 
s. 160. C'r. t ode, and it is a crime to re
sist him : it is no justification that the 
property seized belonged to others, slice 
the true owner could have asserted his 
right by interpleader. A County Court 
bailiff has power to appoint an assistant to 
act for him. and to make lawful seizure 
under an execution issued to the bailiff.

The King v. Polskv. 31 D.L.R. 204, 27 
Man. L.R. 271, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 451. 
Authority of sheriff—Crops—Harvest

ing—Negligence.
A sheriff seizing standing crops under a 

fi. fa. lias no right to incur expense in har 
vesting and threshing them without the 
authority of the execution creditor; the 
authority may be implied. It is not negli
gence of" the sheriff in having the threshing 
done in the winter instead of the spring, 
at a greater cost, in anticipation of prob 
able damage to the crops from the spring 
thaw.

Sturgeon v. Henderson, 37 D.L.R. 54. 
[1917] 3 W.W.R. 66.
Negligence of bailiff—Liability.

A bailiff in Alberta, although subject to 
the instructions and orders from the sheriff 
of the district, is appointed by the Govern
ment of the province and the sheriff is not 
responsible for negligence or misconduct by 
such bailiff.

Great Northern Ins. Co. v. Young, 32 D. 
L.R. 238. 11 A.L.R. 166. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
886.

Abandonment of possession by officer

A bailiff will be deemed to have aban
doned the possession of seized goods if after
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seizure lie permits the owner to transport 
and sell the goods, upon promising to pay 
the bailiff a pert ion of the proceeds.

Corona Lumlier Vo. v. Brereton, 32 D.L.
R .V28. 27 Man. L.R. 370, [1917] 1 W.W.
R. 706.
li. fa.—Costs or execution.

A sheriff seizing goods under a writ of 
tieri facias is only entitled to costs of the 
execution until such time as he receives 
notice of an assignment for the l»enefit of 
creditors.

Baker v. Richards, 40 D.L.R. 351, 25 
B.V.R. 397, [1918) 2 W.W.R. 902.
Salk or logs uxdeb execution—Quantity 

—Liability or sheriff—Estoppel— 
Negligence—Damages.

Failure to give the notice of a sheriff's 
sale under ti. fa., as required by r. 557, or 
a defect in the notice, does not invalidate 
ihe sale to an innocent purchaser. A sher
iff may not he entitled to recover his costs 
of the action from the plaintiffs, if his du
ties were performed in a loose manner.

Maple Leaf Lumber Co. v. Caldbick. 40 
O.L.R. 512, reversing 34 D.L.R. 766, 39 O. 
LK. 201. [See 38 O.L.R. 205.]
Bailiff -Public officer—Notice.

A bailiff, who receives an opposition to 
withdraw at the sale of certain movable 
effects seized by him and who ignores it 
and proceeds to the judicial sale of those 
effects, is liable for damages to the owner 
of the effects. A bailiff is not a public offi
cer and has no right to a notice of action, 
according to s. 88, C.C.P.

Hart v. Rochon, 53 Que. S.C. 253.
Rights growing out of levy—Of offices 

levying — Sale — Judgment — Stat
ute of limitations.

If an execution is issued and levied on 
land during the period of limitation, the 
sale may be held afterwards, although an 
action or proceeding to recover on the judg
ment would be barred by the 20-year period 
after its recovery bv virtue of R.S.N.S.
' W0, e. 167. s. 22.

Bateau v. Ball, 15 D.L.R. 574, 47 N.S.R. 
4H8. 14 E.L.R. 10.
Execution—Sale of mortgage—Duty of 

sheriff—Price.
Pease v. Ttidge, 19 D.L.R. 158. 7 8.L.R. 

219, 30 W.L.R. 108, 7 W.W.R. 804.
Bailiff — Guardianship — Costs — Que. 

f.P 621. 622. 024, 628, 669.
Although a bailiff cannot appoint him

self as guardian of the effects seized by him 
and on that ground claim costs of guardian
ship, yet, if he does not find any guardian., i 
he may remove the effects and keep them j 
in his custody until a solvent guardian is | 
offered him. or until he can himself find a 
solvent one: and in such a case he is en
titled to claim the disbursements he has 
incurred in putting the effects into a safe 
place, and also the value of his services.

Chaperon v. Coulonflie, 46 Que. S.C. 472.

Liability of constable—Justification.
Where an execution is issued by a stipen

diary magistrate after the lapse of one year 
without the affidavit required by s. 32, c. 
160, R.S.N.S. 1900, but is otherwise within 
the jurisdiction of the magistrate and in 
regular form, a seizure by a constable un
der such warrant is a mere ministerial act, 
and will afford absolute justification to the 
officer executing it. [Sleeth v. tlurlbert, 
25 Can. S.C.R. 620, 628; Morse v. James. 
Willes 122, 128. followed.]

Law v. Lovell, 25 D.L.R. 37, 49 N.S.R. 
282.
Seizure of registered mortgage—Power

OF SHERIFF.
The sheriff has no power to seize and sell 

a registered mortgage of lands, his duty 
Ijeing to hold it as security for the amount 
due under the writ with power to sue for 
the recovery of the amount secured when 
the time for payment shall arrive.

Channel v. People’s Home Co., 9 W.W.R. 
169.
Bailiff’s costs.

The defendant as bailiff for the plaintiff 
made certain extrajudicial seizures, and 
retained out of the moneys realized a cer
tain sum as his costs. The plaintiff alleged 
that the sum so retained was in excess of 
the defendant's proper costs, and made 
application under R.S.S. 1909, c. 51, ». 3. 
A- emended, tor an order requiring the de
fendant to pay to the plaintiff a sum not. 
exceeding treble the amount of the money 
taken by the defendant in excess of his 
proper costs:—Held, that in the absence of 
a special contract, the defendant was not 
entitled to the charge made by him of a 5 
per cent commission on the amount collect
ed. and that the defendant was entitled only 
to the costs allowed bv the schedule to the 
Act, that it was in the discretion of tin- 
judge as to what sum, not exceeding treble 
the amount of money taken contrary to 
the provisions of the Act, the defendant 
should he ordered to pay, and under the' 
circumstances the defendant was ordered to 
pay only the actual amount wrongly re 
tained, together with the costs of the ap
plication.

Northern Trusts Co. v. Buie, 9 8.L.R. 
242. 34 W.L.R. 285.
Powers of bailiff.

A writ of execution de terris addressed 
to the sheriff of a district may he executed 
by any of his bailiffs.

St. Lawrence Flour Mills Co. v. Charbon- 
neau, 18 Que. P.R. 244.
Excessive seizure.

A bailiff who sells the chattels seized to 
an amount he believes necessary to satisfy 
the writ, but which turns out upon the sub
sequent taxation of costs of guardianship, 
to be in excess of what was required, U 
guilty of no fault that involves liability for 

i damages.
Dueharme v. Hénault, 44 Que. 8.C. 242.

1
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IvEASE—Eviction.

One who in appointed judicial guardian 
of movables, seized by him under a writ of 
execution, cannot expel the lessee of ft shop 
containing the goods on the ground (a) 
that he lias assumed the reaponsibilty for 
the custody of the goods seized : (b) that 
the premises have been leased contrary to 
a prohibition against subletting, and the 
lessee illegally occupies them. This is an 
application of the. principle that no one 
is permitted to take the law into his own 
hands. In such case the expelled lessee 
lias a right to damages.

(•ravel v. La com be, 52 Que. S.C. 28b.
1 mmovahi.ks Sale by sheriff—Highest 

bidder—Deposit—C.C.P. art. 74(1, 750.
In the case of sale of immovables by 

sheriff to the highest bidder, the court may 
at the request of a creditor of the defend
ant order the sheriff to demand a deposit 
from each bidder conforming to arts. 7411, 
750, C.C..P. The judgment which orders 
this deposit is a limit judgment of which 
there is an appeal “de piano.”

St. demain v. Salhani & Rahinovitch, 
25 Rev. I .eg. 144.
Distress — Liability for services — Em

ployee OF SHERIFF.
A person employed by a sheriff in con

nection with a distraint by a landlord, 
compelled to use the sheriff or sheriff's 
officer, can have no claim against the per
son directing distraint, in the event of the 
sheriff' not remunerating him for his serv-

NVeaver v. Mcdregor, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 
795.

B. Of others.
(§ TIT B—45)—Money realized for costs 

—Necessity of holding for disthiiiv-

Money realized on an execution, although 
for costs only, must b;; held by the sheriff 
for .'I months and advertised, under a. 25 
of the Executions Act. R.S.M. 1902, c. 58, 
which provides that at the end of that 
period such money, together with any other 
money realized on other executions against 
the defendant, shall lie then distributed rate- 
ably among such persons as may have unsat- 
isfled executions in force in the sheriff's

Thompson v. Brethour, 14 D.L.R. 229, 23 
Man. LR. 590, 25 NV.L.R. «15, 5 W.W.R. 
379.
Of others.

Aii opposition to the writ of execution 
itself, before any seizure is effected, is pre
mature and will l>e dismissed. An opposi
tion to annul only lies after the seizure has 
been actually effected.

Courchesne v. Talbot. 4 D.L.R. 668, 41 
Que. S.C. 241.
SEIZE RE OF PARTNER’S GOODS UNDER WRIT 

AGAINST FIRM.
A partner, whose goods are illegally seized 

under a writ directed against the partner-
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I ship, cannot claim damages for the illegal 
j seizure where instead of opposing the seiz

ure he. pays the debt and costs thereof.
Lavigueur v. Paquet Co., 47 Que. S.C. Ml. 

Execution creditor.
A judgment creditor whose judgment is 

executed bv seizure of his debtor's mov
able» is obliged to give up possession of a 
movable seized which he knows to be tin- 
property of a third person. For failure iu 
do so he is liable for the damages caused to 
the owner by the judicial sale of his prop
erty. Such damages, in default of other 
proof, consist of the price paid by the pur-

Computing Scale Co. v. Desrosiers, 44 
Que. S.C. 10.
Execution creditors.

The relation of principal and agent docs 
not arise between a seizing creditor and the 
bailiff entrusted with the execution of tin- 
writ. The former is therefore not liable in 
damages for the aets of the hitter.

Dueharme v. llénault, 44 Que. S.C. 242.
(8 III B—4H)—Execution or attachment 

creditors.
Where the defendant, an alleged ab

sconding debtor, moves summarily under the 
Supreme Court Rules (N.S.) to set aside 
a process issued against him, if originally 
the circumstances of the case at the time 
the process was issued were such as to 
warrant the honu lido belief that the de
fendant was absconding from the province, 
the process will not. under the summary 
jurisdiction of the court, be »et aside even 
though the defendant lias returned to the 
province and shews that he had bad no in
tention of remaining out of it. but if the 
defendant's property lias I icon attached tin 
warrantablv lie will lie left to his action 
therefor. [Hunt v. Soule, 1 X.8.R. 206 (ed. 
21, followed.]

Ernst v. Slawenwhite, 7 D.L.R. 238. 
Liability for acts of bailiff.

A bailiff is a ministerial officer and not a 
servant or agent of the plaintiff. The lat
ter when resorting to his services is not 
liable for any délits that he may commit in 
the course of his work.

Bull rhea u v. Guillemettr. 52 Que. S.C. 224. 
(8 HI B—49)—Purchaser at sheriff's

The failure to shew, on an application to 
confirm a sale of land by the sheriff under 
an execution, that the sale was held at the 
hour specified in the notice of sale, vitiates 
the proceedings.

Re Price, 4 D.L.R. 407. 3 8.L.R. 318. 21 
• W.L.R. 299. 8 W.W.R. 394.

An unpaid vendor of immovables sold at 
sheriff's sale is nn interested party and 
has the right to have su eh sale set aside 
if the due formalities have not been com
plied with. The formalities required by law 
regarding proceedings at sheriff's sale are of 
public order and the violation 1 hereof entails
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the annulling of such sale at the instance 
ui any interested party.

^avoie-Guav Co. v. Deslauriers: Hose v. 
>axoie-Guay Vu., 7 D.LR. 20.1, 14 Que. K.B.

l'i Kt it aser at sheriff's hai e.
In view of s. 1» of the Creditors’ Relief 

A ' (H.S.S. lihtO, v. A3), entitling execu
tion creditors to share ra tea lily ill the pro
ceeds realized on a sale, where a notice of 
.ale of land by the slier ill" under an execu
tion stated that the property was to he 
.old subject to "existing encumbrances tiled 
thereon as disclosed by the records,"* and 
there was at the time of the sale in addi- 
t on to the execution under which the sale 
was to lie had, a lis pendens :tnd 2 prior 
executions of record, the words "existing 
encumbrances" must lie taken not to in
clude the prior executions unless an express 
agreement to the contrary is, otherwise 
«hewn, as the seizure and sale under execu
tion is a seizure on behalf of all creditors 
entitled to share under that statute.

firiese v. Walker, 0 D.LR. 8U7, 23 W.L.
1!. TOP, 4 W.W.R. 77.

C. Priorities.
Of mortgagee in possession over seizure 

for taxes, see Chattel Mortgage, II A—7. 
n 111 ('—.10|—SKIZVRK USDS* EXECUTION

— I* 1(1 (ITS (Il AKSK.XEE FOB ( KEIIITORS.
Where a sheriff, under e. 13 of the Kxecu- 

timi Act ( B.C. i. seizes money in speeie be
longing to the execution debtor, but instead 
of holding the same for 3U days in like 
manner as where goods have lieen levied 
upon and sold, forthwith paye the money 
"'«*r to the execution creditor, an assignee 
f"i creditors under the Creditors Trust 
Deeds Act. R.S.B.C., e. 13, to whom the 
debtor made an assignment immediately 
iftcr such execution creditor got his money 
ha. no status to sue for the money on lie- 
I' ill' of all creditors as it no longer lielonged 
' ■ the execution debtor after the sheriff had 
taken possession of same; nor had the as
signee the right to sue for the enforcement 
of <laim* which other execution creditors 
within tin* .‘Hi day jieriod might have had 
again»! the fund or against the sheriff un
der the ( reditors Relief Act. R.S.B.V. e. 60.

Vlam v. Richards, 22 D.L.R. 509, 21 B.
I II. 212, 8 W.W.R. 701.
I'vin riox—Rent—Attornment clause.

1 claim iof rent by way of interest under 
"i attornment clause in a mortgage has 
priority over the claim of an execution

Mnrgeon v. Henderson (Man.), 37 D.L
II *4. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 56.
Priorities.

Where the goods of a tenant are seized 
'ifion the demised premises and sold under 
execution, the sheriff, in order to give a 
good title, must tlrst apply the proceeds in 
>i'i.faction of the landlord’s claim for rent,

by virtue of the Creditor's Relief Act, R.S. 
N.8. 1900, c. 172.

Ingraham v. McKay, 8 D.LR. 132, 40 X. 
8.R. Û18.
Seizure or contra baud—Customs—Defos-

ITARY—Rll.ll I S AX0 REMEDIES.
When a customs collector seizes good* 

used for contraband, and de|Kisits them in 
the lia lids of a fiers m to whom he entrusts 
them, their owner lias no right to seize them 
b.v attachment in revendication, so long as 
the first seizure is pending. The depositary 
may, in defence to the owner’s attachment 
in revendication, plead the fact of the de
posit. and allege that the collector’s seizure 
was made legally, without alleging an ex
ception of another’s right and an inscrip
tion in law asking to strike out the n I lega
tions of the plea referring thereto will be 
dismissed.

Girard v. Godin, 54 Que. S.C. 263.. 
Priorities.

A debtor who has been compelled to pay 
the claim of his foreign creditor is uis- 
eharged from liability not only towards the 
latter, but also as against the letter’s cred
itors in the Province of Quebec, and cannot 
lie obliged, by way of seizure by garnishment 
to pay it a second time. When the seizing 
creditor lias lieen made aware of the action 
taken by the foreigner and lieen put en 
demeure to take conservatory proceedings 
in consequence, it does not matter that bis 
seizure was made la-tween the date of the 
foreigner's judgment and the satisfaction

Fraser V. Beyers Allen Lumber Vo., 44 
Que. (S.C. 322.
Declaration of tiers—Lacombe Act.

Where there are several seizures against 
the same defendant the first seizing creditor 
is preferred to those coming later. If the 
defendant deposits the seizable part of his 
salary under the provisions of the La com lie 
Act he is not subject to any further seizing 
of the same salary. If the court van order 
the tiers-saisi to retain possession of the 
amount of the note whiefi lie owes to his 
creditors that can only lie in the ease in 
which the said note contains words which 
prohibit its transfer or shew the intention 
to make it nontransferahle or non-nego
tiable. or when the seizing creditor does not 
offer the tiers-saisi good and sufficient se
curity against his lieing troubled in the 
future with respect to the payment of the 
said note.

Rugg v. Clarke. 18 Que. P.R. 74. 
Revendication—Possession—Creditors.

In the ea»e of seizure in revendication, if 
the plaintiff during the proceedings obtains 
possession of the property seized by furnish
ing security, the creditors of the plaintiff 
have their recourse bv execution against the 
said property liefore the decision of the 
cause. The right of retention invoked by 
the defendant in his plea is no obstacle to 
tliis. An opposition to annul made by the 
plaintiff in these circumstances will lie die-
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missed upon motion, as being taken with I 
the object of improperly delaying the sale. |

Kugg v. Clarke. 18 Que. l'.R. 65. 
Collusive judgment fob rent.

A creditor caused immovables of his debt
or to be seized. The latter filed an opposi- i 
tion, which was dismissed. A third party, 
the lessor of the debtor, in collusion with j 
him. fraudulently and irregularly obtained 
against the same debtor a judgment for rent 
due and maintaining a saisie-gagerie and a 
lessor's lien. It was held that the first 
creditor could proceed by opposition by 
third party to have the illegal judgment 
obtained by the lessor quashed.

Lapointe v. Original Salvador Co., 49 
Que. S.C. 243.
Bona fide purchase»—Change ok posses-

Wide 478 aa to actual and continued 
change of possession under a bill of sale is 
not applicable, where the execution debtor 
has never had the goods in his possession 
and the purchaser had the goods in his pos
session at the time of the purchase.

Bank of Toronto v. Austin, 10 W.W.R. 
709.

IV. Bond for release of.
(§ IV—66)—Abandonment of seizure bt 

tarixu bond—Priorities—Bona fide 
purchaser—Garnishing creditor.

The sheriff's bailiff seized under execution 
85 acres of wheat crop, in stock. He then 
took from the judgment debtor a bond with
out sureties, the condition of which was 
that the sheriff should be permitted by the 
judgment debtor to enter upon the premises 
an.I retake the goods when required. 'Hie 
lia il iff thereupon left the premises and did 
nothing further. The wheat was sold to an 
elevator company who bought without notice 
of the foregoing facts. Before the purchase 
money was paid over it was attached by a 
garnishing order issued in an action at the 
suit of C against the judgment debtor. In 
an interpleader issue between the sheriff 
and l\ it was held that the seizure had lieen 
abandoned. [Little v. Magie, 29 W.L.R. 
f>90, distinguished.] Held, also, that the 
elevator company had acquired a good title 
to the wheat. Rule 478 (Sask.i. [Dix- 
on v. Mackay, 21 Man. L.R. 762, followed.]
In order to maintain his seizure the sheriff 
must, retain actual and continued possession 
until sale. [Aekland v. Paynter. 8 Price 
96: Blade v. Arundel, 1 M. A S. 711, fol
lowed.] Held, also, that the bond did not 
constitute actual and continued possession 
bv the sheriff. [Dodd v. Vail, 9 D.L.R. 534, 
23 W.L.R. 62 and 903. distinguished.]

Nil-oil v. Canadian Bank of Commerce, 31 
W.L.R. 667.

LIBEL AND 8 LAN DEB.
I. Who LIABLE.

II. What actionable, 
a. In general.

B. Charging lewdness, bad character,
crime, etc.

C. I>amaging business: social standing.
D. Words about officials or candidates,
E. Privileged communications.
v. W bat constitutes a publication.
G. Slander of title.

III. Actions; defences, 
a. In general.
B. Who may recover, 
c. Defences; justilication.

IV. Criminal i.iuel.
Annotations.

Examination for discovery in defamation 
cases: 2 D.L.R. 668.

Repetition; lack of investigation as affect
ing malice and privilege: 9 D.L.R. 73.

Repetition of slanderous statements; acts 
of plaintiff inducing defendant’s statement; 
interview for purpose of procuring evidence 
of slander; publication and privilege: 4 
D.L.H. 572.

Separate and alternative rights of action; 
repetition of slander: 1 D.L.R. 533.

Church matters when privileged or libel- 
Ions; 21 D.L.R. 71.

I. M ho liable.
Measure of damages, see Damages, III H

— 155.
(§ I—1)—Newspaper—Proprietor and

PUBLISHER.
A publishing company which is both pro

prietor and publisher of a newspaper, sub
stantially complies with s. 15 of the Libel 
and Slander Act (1913, Alta., e. 12, 2nd 
sess. ) by inserting a notice at the head of 
the editorials: “The . . . published at 
. . . . by the . . . publishing com-

Scown v. Herald Publishing Co.. 40 D.L.R. 
373. 66 Can. S.C.R. 305. [1918] 2 W.W.R. 
118. affirming 38 D.L.R. 43. 12 A.L.R. 127. 
Compensation of injury.

When two persons are injured and the 
injuries are their mutual acts, there is 
compensation of injury, and neither has any 
recourse at law. There is thus compensa
tion of injury if one party accuses the other 
of being a “perjurer,” a “bandit” and a 
“dishonourable man,” and the other replies 
that the first party is a “prostitute.”

Vousounava v. Kautsoginapoulos, 53 Que. 
S.C. 383.
Slander—Minor son—Father's liability

c.c. Que. 1068, 1064. •
A father is not responsible for his minor 

son’s acts and dealings when it is impos
sible for him to control hint, and when lie 
is unable to foresee his son’s words or 
acts, the son having had a good education 
and being, usually, reserved.

Biron v. Toupin, 46 Que. S.C. 523.
(§ I—9)—Repetition—Matters of public 

notoriety.
That the libellous statements were mat- 

1 ters of public notoriety in the community
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previous to their publication may properly 
be pleaded in mitigation of damages.

Robert v. Herald Co., 10 D.L.R. 21.
II. WHAT ACTIONABLE.

A. In general.
<§ II A—10)—What constitutes special 

damages—Postponement of marriage 
—Charging engaged man with being
MARRIED.

The postponement of the plaintiff's mar
riage as the result of a slanderous state
ment regarding him constitutes special dam
age sufficient to support an action for 
-lander. To untruly state to the father of 
the plaintiff’s flancle that it is reported 
that he is a married man, with the intention 
that the parent should act thereon in order 
to protect his daughter, which he did by 
repeating the report to her, is a reflection 
on the honour of the plaintiff and the 
honesty of his intentions Miflieient to sup
port. an action for slander if special damages 
are shewn. [Speight v. Gusnav, 60 L.J.Q.B. 
ill: liillett v. Bulllvant, 7 t..f. (0.8.) 4110; 
and Derry v. Handley, 16 L.T.N.S. 263, fol-

Bordeaux v. Jobs, 14 D.L.R. 451. 6 A.L.R. 
44». 2.1 W.L.R. 894. 5 W.W.R. 481. 
Newspaper — Corruption — Political in

to charge a newspaper with selling its 
influence to any political party and tliere- 
:"!•(« binding itself in a manner to deceive 
ilie public, by publishing what may he con
trary to the honest convictions of its man
agement, tends to bring such newspaper 
mto a contempt with the public and result 
in damages and is therefore actionable.

Albertan Publishing Co. v. Mnnns, 41 
D.LR. 422, 13 A.L.R. «33. [10181 2 W.W.
11. 761.
Ari stye language — Meeting of school 

commissioners.
Where, in a meeting of school commis- 

-ioners to deliberate upon the question of 
mprovement of a school house, one of them, 

in the heat of discussion, addressing the 
'■iiairman. said to him. "You have no heart 
"r honour to let the children suffer,” hut 
without intention of attacking the chair
man's character, a confession of judgment 
by such commissioner for $20 as reparation 
should be accepted.

Dufresne v. Belly. 53 Que. S.C. 335. 
Affront to a race.

I here is no individual right of action for 
affronts directed to persons collectively, 
when the individual persons, as in the case 
"> * r»<’P. arc so numerous that the defama
tion cannot injure any one in particular, or 
•anse a personal wrong to any one.

Dermain v. Rvan, 53 Que. S.C. 563. 
\kwrpaper — Innuendo — Freemasonry 

—Appeal—Question or fact.
The publication in a newspaper of an 

article tending to defame an author and 
‘•iggesting that he was a Freemason, in a

centre of Roman Catholic population, is a 
libel. A pretence of criticizing literary 
work does not justify attacks upon the 
character and upon the person of the fine 
who wrote them. The court, when taking 
a libellous article into consideration, ought 
not to attaeli too much importance to 
the grammatical sense of the writing of the 
articles, but ought rather to estimate the 
effect it has had upon the mind* of the 
readers. When an article is, on its face, 
libellous, and obviously refers to the plain
tiff, it is not necessary to prove the innu
endo alleged in the statement of claim. The 
question of knowing whether a Court of 
Appeal can vary a judgment of a Trial 
Court upon a question of fact, or upon the 
amount of damages accorded, is not a ques
tion of law, it is only a rule of discretion, 
although the courts in several cases have 
held the opposite view.

Brunelle v. Girard, 23 Que. K.B. 427.
Jury—Question of libel or no libel,

Hepburn v. Beattie, 16 B.C.U. 2U9. 
Slander—Defamatory language—State

ments BY PUBLIC FUNCTIONARY—PRIVI
LEGE— Presumption against mauce.

Montreal Light. Heat & Power Co. v. 
Clearihue, 20 Que. K.B. 529.
Intention to injure—Special damages.

One who, being aware of the inferior qual
ity of the goods of another, discloses the 
"facts to third persons without intent to in
jure the owner, incurs no liability towards 
the latter, especially when the tr.ith of the 
statement was acknowledged. In an action 
for slander, evidence of special damage is 
not admissible unless specially alleged.

Cloutier v. Demers, 39 Que. S.C. 492.
(§ II A—13)—Person dkfameif—Certain-

TY OF REFERENCE.
The certainty of the person upon whom 

the imputation is laid in an alleged slan
derous utterance must be shewn by the com
plaining party; it is not sufficient to sup
port a slander action that some of the per
sons who were present understood them to 
refer to the plaintiff, if such be not a plaus
ible and reasonable inference from the cir
cumstances proved in eviden-e.

Contant v. Ducharme, 10 D.L.R. 230. 
Defamatory charges directed against a 

race—Rights of individual members.
In a libel action, if the writing alleged to 

be libellous contains no defamatory allega
tion in respect to individuals, hut only a 
dissertation more or less violent anil pas
sionate as to the philosophical, social or 
religious opinion ascribed to a corporation, 
a religious sect, or an association, it is not 
defamatory. A writing attacking a Jewish 
population composed of 75 families in a 
population of 80,000 persons, in terras which 
would be lilielloiis if addressed to an indi
vidual, is not addresser! to an assemblage 
numerous enough to be lost in the number, 
and should be considered as defamatory. 
In this case one of the members of this
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Jewish body may bring an action for dam
ages against the author of the libel.

Ortenberg v. Plamondon, ‘24 Que. K.U. 69, 
reversing 14 D.L.R. 549.
(8 11 A—14 )—LlHEL—NEW8PAPKR—l.NNU- 

kmx)—Bank’s winiiino up—Purciias- 
KK Of DEPOSITS—<iOOIf FA1T1I—PUBLIC
interest — Quantum of dam auks — 
QUE. C.C. 1053.

A newspaper which complains of the 
slowness with which the winding-up of an 
insolvent hank takes place, and which ac
cuses the persons who bought the depositors’ 
deposits of having interfered with the wind
ing-up in order to induce the depositors to 
sell their deposits for less amounts, com
mits a libel wen if no name is mentioned, 
and even if the newspaper did not even know 
who hud bought the deposits. A newspaper 
which publishes false facts or insinuations 
cannot plead good faith or public interest. 
The Court of Appeal will not intervene as 
to the amount of damages granted by the 
Trial (ourt in a case of libel except, as in 
the case of a jury verdict, when the amount 
is so high that there is a presumption that 
the judge has been mistaken, or has been 
influenced by undue reasons.

La Patrie v. l)eserres, 23 Que. K.B. 535.
B. Charging ijcwdnkss, bad character,

( RIME, ETC.
(§ II B—15)—Trial—Verdict for defend-* 

ant—Plaintiff not damaged—Plain
tiff ENTITLED TO NOMINAL VERDICT—
Interference of appellate court.

Where in an action for slander a jury 
has brought in a verdict for the defendant 
on the ground that the plaintiff has suf
fered no damage, an appellate court will 
not interfere with such verdict on the 
ground that the plaintiff is entitled to a 
verdict for nominal damages. [Wilson v. 
London Free Press. 45 D.L.R. 503. fol
lowed.] .

Alteman v. Ferguson, 47 D.L.R, 618, 
[1919] 2 W.W.Tt. 976.

Where the words of an alleged libel are 
capable of the criminal meaning charged in 
the innuendo, although the words would not 
lie libellous per se, the action brought there
on “involves" a criminal charge within the 
meaning of a statute (0 Edw. VII., e. 40, 
s. 12 (2)), restricting the class of cases 
in which security for costs may lie ordered 
against the plaintiff in favour of a news
paper publisher.

Duval v. O’Be i me, 1 U.L.R. 7M. 3 O.W.N. 
513. 20 O.W.R. 884.
What actionable — Persons defamed — 

Charging tendency to publish “pre
tended CLERICAL SCANDALS."

To publish falsely in a newspaper that a 
named contributor to another newspaper 
“never fails to make use of an occasion to 
reveal pretended clerical scandals’’ amongst

the clergy of the Roman Catholic Church ia 
libellous.

Desaulniers v. “L’Action Sociale,’’ 20 D 
L.R. 566.
Opprobrious mords—Woman—Excessive

damages—New trial.
Words contained in letters written to 

the employer of a young woman, referring 
to her as "slut,” “carrion,” "dog,’’ “if this 
woman controls you body and soul," though 
capable of a defamatory meaning in their 
ordinary popular sense, were not under the 
circumstances capable of being understood 
as imputing to her unchastity or immoral 
conduct ; an award of $15,009 as her dam 
ages for the libel is unreasonable and ex
cessive, and ground for a new trial.

Qiiillinau v. Stuart. 30 D.L.R. 381, 36 
O.L.R. 474.
UNCHAN1TTY—Nom IN AL DA M AGE.

In an action for slander imputing unchas
tity to a young girl, only nominal damages 
can be recovered where no special damage 
has been proved ( Libel and Slander Act, 
R.S.O. 1914, c. 71. s. 19 (1) ). Special dam 
age from repetition of the slander for which 
the defendant is not responsible is too re
mote. [Review of authorities.]

Stewart v. Sterling. 42 D.L.R. 728, 42 0. 
L.R. 477.
Words in letter, whether capable of

BEING READ IN A DEFAMATORY SENSE— 
Verdict—General damages for two 
liheis—Justification of one—Neces
sity FOB SEPARATION—MISTRIAL—NEW

Leonard v. Wharton, 17 O.W.N. 127. 
Words imputing criminal offence — 

Housebreaking—Injury to proper-i y 
—Criminal CODE, >. 539—Failure m 
SHEW ACTION ABU* WRONG—FINDING OE 
J t * ry—N" onsvit—Costs.

Bissonnette v. Pilon, 16 O.W.N. 153. 
Words imputing criminal offence—Fail

ure to establish actionable wrong 
— Finding OF JCBT—NONSUIT COSTS

McMillan v. Pilon, 16 O.W.N. 154. 
Charging moral and physical dege.nkr-

A newspaper which publishes that the 
plaintiff "has all the characteristics of 
moral and physical degeneracy,’’ that lie 
has "all the symptoms of Insanity which 
the police should watch over, and that the 
(lovernmcii. should cause him to he exam 
ined by experts," is guilty of an injurious, 
malicious, and defamatory libel.

Fournier v. Soleil Puli. Co., 47 Que. S.C. 
45.
Charging violation of liquor laws.

It is slanderous to charge a person with 
committing a breach of the liquor laws for 
which he may suffer corporal punishment 
by way of imprisonment.

Richards v. Anderson. 10 W.W.R. 893.
(8 II B—18)—Charge of ili.bgai. mar

riage—Right of action by children.
A charge that a man and his wife lived in
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a stati- ut' concubinage presupposes the ille- 
Mitima. v of their children. and will entitle 
.h, li children tu uniintaiii an avtion for libel 
regard less of whether it is true or not.

t'liiniquy v. Begin, 24 D.L.R. 687. 24 Que. 
K B. 294. reversing 20 D.L.R. .‘{47. and vary
ing 7 D.L.R. 11.1. 41 Que. S.C. 20. 
conspiracy—Action for conspiring to 

CHARGE PLAINTIFF WITH BEING THE 
FATHER OF A BASTARD — ACTION NOT 
MAINTAINABLE WITHOUT ALLEGATION OF 
SPECIAL DAMAGE—SLANDER—MOTION TO 
SET ASIDE STATEMENT OF CLAIM—LEAVE 
to amend—Costs.

Gibson v. McDougall. 17 O.W.X. 157.
, » Il B—20)—Charging theft ok misap

propriation.
I'ivkels v. Une, 11 D L.R. 841. 

IlMT.AIMlNO AN ANIMAL — JUSTIFICATION
I .( . ART. 1053.

A person who, in good faith, without in
tending to do wrong, in recovering his ani
mal, whieli he Hilda in llie hands of a third 
l«aity, declares that he who sold it to the 
latter had taken it from Ilia home without 
mix right, and who then causes an attor
neys letter to he written to this vendor 
demanding him, under pain of action, to 
explain lmxv he vaine to he in possession of 
the animal, eaunot lie sued for damages on 
mromit of this. Me was exercising his 
right as owner in reclaiming his property, 
and his words were relevant.

Warwick v. Guay, 55 Que. S.C. 473.
(S II B—22)—Slander — Words charg

ing WOMAN WITH I NC HASTITY — LlBEI.
and Slander Act, c. 12. 191 :i (2nd 
SES8.) S. 17 — Previous utterance 
of same slander to another Evi
dence of — Admissibility — Special
DAMAGES.

Vnder s. 17 of the Liliel and Slander Act, 
c. 12. 1915 (2nd »ess.) (Alta.) a female 
plaintiff is entitled to judgment in an ac
tion for slander although the words relied 
■m do not directly clnrge any aet of sexual 
intercourse, if they do charge au invitation 
1" such acts. In an action for slander evi
dence is admissible that tin- defendant pre- 
'ioiisly littered to the- witness the same 
slander as that made the basis of the ac
tion. Loss of the association and hospi
tality of friends has Ik-c-ii held special dam
age- in an action for slander.

Mitchell v. Clement, 14 A.L.R. 248. [19191
I W.W.R. 18.1.
Mander — “Robbed the city” — Expla

nation by other words.
Ward v. McBride, 24 O.L.R. 555.

Lew nx ess—Vabi a n ce—Amexdm e n t.
In an action for slander, if the words 

Mc-wdness of woman ) proved convey prae- 
’"ally the same mc-aning as the words laid, 
the variance will he held immaterial or else 
tin- judge will amend. [Kcklin v. Little,
II T.L.R. .166, followed ]

Hahn v. Get tel. .1.1 W.L.R. 97, 9 W.W.R.

C. Damaging business; social standing. 
(g II C—25) — Charging candy maker

WITH KEEPING UNSANITARY FACTORY.
A charge that the plaintiff's candy fac

tory was tumid by a public health inspector 
to la* in an unclean and unsanitary condi
tion, and that the destruction of a large 
quantity of candy was ordered, setting out a 
purported statement of particulars supplied 
by the inspector, is libellous, irrespective of 
whether the plaintiff was charged with be
ing guilty of a criminal offence; such charge 
is defamatory both of the plaintiff and of 
his business.

I.umsden v. Spectator Printing Co., 14
D. L.R. 479. 29 O.L.R. 295.
Charge of obtaining other's lands by 

political influence.
A publication charging a trading com-

fiauy with having used political inti neuve 
or the purpose of procuring legislation giv

ing it possession to lands in derogation of 
what, to its knowledge, were the property 
of the publisher of the charges, is an impu
tation calculated to injure the corporation 
in its business, and therefore actionable.

Price v. Chicoutimi Pulp Co., 25 D.L.R. 
11II, 51 Can. S.C.R. 179, affirming 22 Que. 
K.H. 895.
Physician.

To say of a physician that he aggravates 
diseases to make money, and to s«v “are 
you not afraid of having your throat cut hv
Dr. G------ , when you allow yourself to be
o|H-rated on by him.” constitutes slander.

Gagnon v. Cusson, 24 Rev. Leg. 255.
(g II C—29)—As to chattel mortgage.

The publication without malice, by a mer
cantile agency to its subscribers, of a true 
extract from a register kept by virtue uf an 
Art of a Provincial legislature, which was 
open to inspection by the public, for the 
purpose of giving to the subscribers infor
mation which the agency bona tide lielieved 
to Is- true, is privileged, and an action for 
liliel in respect of such publication will not 
lie. although the extract purported to shew 
that the plaintiff had given a chattel mort
gage when it should have shewn only a lien 
note given on the purchase of chattels. 
| Fleming v. Newton. 1 H.L.C. 868 ; Sear les 
v. Scarlett. [1892] 2 Q.B. 56; and Annaly v. 
Trade Auxiliary Co., 26 LdL Ir. 11. 894, 
followed. Williams v. Smith, 22 Q.B.D. 184, 
and Macintosh v. Dun, [1908] A.C. 890, dis
tinguished.] If what is published is not a 
true extract from the public record, even 
although it is furnished by the government 
official in charge, it is not privileged: [Reis 
v. Perry. 64 L.I.Q.B. 566. |

Smith v. Dim, 21 Man. L.R. 588.
(g 11 C—87)—Church matters — Eccle

siastical censure.
An action does not lie against u church 

bishop merely la-cause of Ins ecclesiastical 
direction to his congregation not to deal 
with a certain excommunicated member of 
the church where the statement is not de
famatory.
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Heinrichs v. Weius, 21 D.L.R. 68, 32 

VV.L.IL 30. [Affirmed, 23 D.L.R. 664. 8 S. 
1..R. 1Û3, 30 W.L.R. 854, 8 W.W.R. 373.] 
tiOARU OF TRL'HIEKti OF THK COLLEGE OF

Dental Surgeons — Professional 
ethics — Punitive ano exemplary 
DAMAGES.

The members of the Board of Governors 
of the College of Dental Surgeons have right 
of action against a newspaper which pub
lished an untrue and defamatory libel im
pugning their professional honour. It is 
not necessary to prove special damages.

Ibbotson x. I."Autorité, 25 Rev. de Jur. 
322.
Physician — Words imputing discredit

able conduct.
Sandwith v. Cowper, 4 S.L.R. 12, 17 W.L.

R. 1.
Slander — Words used “Lunatic at 

large” — Absence of proof of dam-

Rootham v. Smith, 19 O.W.R. 147.
D. Words about officials or candidates. 
(§11 D—101—Slander — Words objec

tionable per se — Charging alder
MAN WITH WANT OF INTEGRITY.

Without proof of special damage an ac
tion for slander xvill lie for words spoken of 
a city alderman, imputing to him want of 
integrity not merely in principle and in
clination. but in the exercise of his office, 
irrespective of whether lie could lie ousted 
from office if the truth of the slander were 
established.

Minchin v. Sami», 12 D.L.R. 137, 6 A.L. 
R. 167. 24 W.L.R. 739, 4 W.W.R. 891.

While fair and honest, criticism is no 
tort, yet criticism, if it imputes base and 
sordid motives unwarranted by the facts, 
even if the writer bona fide believes them to 
he true, is not fair comment. There was 
nothing shewn which would entitle the de
fendant to claim privilege, but. even if such 
privilege existed it had been abused, in that 
the communication was made to persons not 
interested in the mutter in question.

Caswell v. Law. 4 8.L.R. 266.
(§ 11 I)—11)—Of legislative officer.

A publication by a newspaper falsely 
charging :t member of a legislature with 
using his piihljjj office in furtherance of his 
personal or private interests, is defamatory 
and lilielous.

Culligan v. The Graphic, 37 D.L.R. 134, 
44 N.R.R. 481.

Although a municipal councillor, as a can
didate for re-election, is liable to legitimate 
criticism of his acts while in office, it is 
not permissible to attack his honour and 
stigmatize him as a “dishonest man"' not 
only in liis private hut also in his public 
life. Iievause as president of the finance com
mittee lie had certified a pay list contain
ing the names of workmen who had never 
claimed their wages and had approved ac
counts already paid, when it is proved that 
these errors were more properly attribut

able to the municipal officers and that the 
municipal councillor had acted in good faith 
and had received no benefit.

Lingley v. Gass, 26 Que. K.B. 156, re 
versing 48 Que. S.C. 297.
(§ 11 D—46#—Candidates.

A charge that a candidate for the office 
of municipal councillor appealed from an 
assessment of his property on the ground 
that it was excessive, and that he after
wards sold it for an amount greater tliau 
for what it was assessed, which was de
scribed a» “another of his hold-up games,-' 
is not actionable per se. A charge that a 
candidate for the office of municipal »ouu- 
cillor had “held the town up lor an ex 
orbitant price” for property required by the 
town for a public street, does not imply a 
criminal act, and is not actionable per sê.

Holland v. Hall, 3 D.L.R. 722, 3 O.W.Y 
1304, 22 O.W.R. 209.
When uttered by clergyman.

A parish priest who solicits a ratepayer 
not to vote for a certain person because 
lie, as parish priest, knows things about 
such ratepax-er which he is unable to di
vulge, meaning that he is not a man of in
tegrity or good moral character, and not 
worthy to hold a responsible public position, 
is guilty of slander, and liable in damage-.

Dalv v. Chenier, 39 D.L.R. 32U. 24 Rev. 
Leg. 114.
Election petition.

A petitioner if prudent and without nut 
lice is allowed freedom to state grounds of 
complaint relevant to the issue. Upon an 
action of damages by the respondent upon 
such petition, against the petitioner, the 
burden of proof falls upon the plaintiff who. 
as complaining of an injury, is bound to 
prove tiie truth of such injury.

Barre v. Depelteau, 26 Rev.‘de Jur. 72, 25 
Rev. Leg. 65.

E. Privileged communications.
(§ II E—601 — Liability — Qualified

PRIVILEGE TO THF. PRESS — CONDITION 
NECESSARY TO INVOKE.

L’Evenement Publishing Co. v. Letour
neau, 11 D.L.R. 851, 22 Que. K.B. 152. 
Priest—Confessional.

A priest, being like all other citizen* un
der the jurisdiction of the civil courts, 
when suing his curé for damages allege- 
that the defendant has said to a number of 
persons at the confessional that in voting 
for the plaint ill to he mayor of the parish 
they hail committed a mortal sin. menacing 
them with refusal of absolution if they 
should not consider the vote as a mortal sin 
and confess it us such, these persons hav
ing afterwards repeated these words in pub
lic to the detriment of the plaintiff, estab
lishes prima facie a good right of action, 
and an inscription on droit filed against 
this action will be dismissed. By a prix i 
leged communication it is not necessarily 
meant that the author of injurious acts 
would not he responsible on account of a
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»tM*rial circumstance; it merely signifies 
that the presumption of malice which re- 
units fruni the fact that the words are in
jurious in themselves disappears in the 
,.a,e of a privileged communication, and 
that a person who complains of the words 
i. obliged to rebut the presumption by posi
tive proof.

Lefebvre v. Jobin, 52 Que. S.C. 492.
The qualified privilege of the press in 

I'.ngland in respect to publishing accounts 
, t public meetings exists in virtue of ex- 
press laws dating from the years 1881 and 
lsSS made for the United Kingdom of 
i.ri-ut Britain and Ireland only. It cannot 
|H- invoked in the Province of Quebec, where 
in, such legislation has yet been adopted, 
tlmiigh the other provinces have introduced 
it.

Maille v. Publishing Co. of Canada, 43 
tjue. S.C. 397.
PRIVILEGED OCCASION—ABUSE OF PRIVILEGE.

liver* v. McDonald, 4 S.L.R. 38, 16 W.L.
11. 370.
<3 II E—55)—Excess of privilege.

Where, in an action for libel, the occa
sion is privileged, and there is evidence to 
go to the jury on the question of malice, 
it the jury simply finds that the statement 
was in excess of the privilege only, there 
must, be judgment for the defendant, since 
a mere excess of privilege is not necessarily 
evidence of malice.

Winnipeg Steel Granary &. Culvert Co. v. 
Canada Ingot Iron Culvert Co., 7 D.L.R. 
707 ” Man. L.R. 676, 22 W.L.R. 387, 3
W.W.R. 356.
llEPETITION OF HEARSAY WITHOUT INVESTI

GATION — Excess of privilege.
A plea of privilege is not sustained by 

reason of relationship where the defendant 
wrote his brother an anonymous letter re
peating allegations of adultery which he 
lud heard concerning the latter's wife with
out making any inquiries about the credi- | 
I'ility of his informers or to ascertain i 
whether or not they had any sinister mo
tives in formulating or circulating such a

Hcrtlein v. Hertlein. 9 D.L.R. 72, 22 W. 
L.K. 95», 3 W.W.R. 752.
Kxcess ok privilege — Letter to lf.gisla-

In an action of damages for libel, privi- 
I -ge does not exist, even when the occasion 
i< privileged, if dishonest acts are charged 
•/ainsi the plaintiff without any other 
object than that he wished to attack the 
'i*M>ndant. Thus, a letter addressed to the 
memliers of the Legislative Assembly, op
posing the adoption of a law concerning 
an association, and containing sentences in
jurious to the officers of the association, is 
not privileged if such accusations are false 
and malicious. An officer of the association 
who. although not mentioned by name, is 
serially aimed at by the letter, has, per- 
sonally, a right to claim damages from the 
author of the libel, and the action need not

lie taken in the name of the association or 
of its board of directors.

Fontaine v. Potvin, 46 Que. 8.C. 496. 
(§11 E—58)—As TO MAGISTRATE OR OF

FICER WITHOUT INTENDING TO BASE A

Where the jury finds that defamatory 
words were spoken to a magistrate without 
intention of basing a criminal charge on 
the facts disclosed, the communication is 
uot privileged.

Solder v. Breau, 3 D.L.R. 184, 41 X.B.R. 
177, 10 E.L.R. 391.
Publication privileged — Statement to

SOLICITOR OF PLAINTIFF IN HIS CHAR
ACTER OK SOLICITOR.

Svhelking v. Cromie, 47 D.L.R. 704. [1919] 
3 W.W.R. 539.

A written communication to the secretary- 
treasurer of a municipality to bring to the 
attention of the council the sale of intoxi
cating liquor, and designating a certain per
son who was suspected of practising it. a 
letter in the same sense to the cun* of the 
parish, and a notice to the suspected person 
forbidding him to sell liquor to the writer's 
brother-in-law or son, are not libellous when 
made in good faith without malice and with 
probable cause. The fact that the suspected 
person had lieen prosecuted for selling liq
uor and acquitted does not negative prob
able cause.

Vézina v. Moise, 44 Que. S.C. 30.
(§ II E—59) —Reckless statements — 

Absence of belief in truth of.
Where slanderous statements are known 

l»y the detainer to lie untrue, or he makes 
them recklessly not caring whether they 
were true or false, the qualified privilege 
which would otherwise attach because of a 
common interest in the subject-matter of 
the inquiry, is not available as a defence 
in slander.

Rudd v. Cameron, 4 D.L.R. 567. 26 O.L.R. 
154, 21 O.W.R. 800.
(§11 E—60)—Theft — Damages — Good 

faith — Probable cause — Pbivi 
lkoed occasion — C.C., art. 1063.

The defendant, a merchant in the country, 
was awakened twice during the night by 
the plaintiff wishing to buy intoxicating 
1 leverage*. In the morning the defendant 
held that the window frame of his store had 
been forced open and that someone had stol
en from him beer, eggs, money, and a cheque 
for $57. lie declared that he suspected the 

laintiff of having stolen it. He imparted 
is suspicious to the manager of the bank 

who was his business adviser. In these cir
cumstances the defendant acted with prob 
able cause and in a privileged case. He is 
not responsible for damages to the plaintiff.

Jacques v. Joharghi, 25 Rev. Leg. 248.
(§ II K—66)—Courre of duty or busi-

The delivery of a letter to be typed is

fmbl i cat ion when the occasion is not privi 
eged and the letter does not concern the 

ordinary course of business in which the
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typist is employed. A conmmmeation iu 
writing on an occasion of «pialiticd privi- 
leg»* in not privileged if on it* lave it is 
clearly in excess of the occasion.

Quillinan v. Stuart, 35 D.LK. 35, 38 O.L. 
R. «23.
Vot KhK OK 1)1 TV -( UNSTABLE—PUBLICATION.

Tin- publication of a slander in the course 
of an effort to ferret out a crime is not 
privileged on tile part of a person who 
belie»ed he was a constable, end acting as 
Midi, if in fad lu* was not a constable.

Trait on ». Jlesehen *, 3(1 D.L.R. 433, 44 
N.B.U. 552.
In cm khk ok in tik.s ok hi hi nebs.

A physician lias the privilege of prescrib
ing to his patients remedies which lie deems 
proper ami also of advising them to have 
them made preferably in one drug store 
than in another, as long as he acts in good 
faith, without malicious intent, and if he 
gives such advice only because he is »*nn- 
» hired that bin prescriptions will be I let ter 
tilled in the drug store which he designate*. 
The presumption of malice which arises 
from words apparently injurious, disap
pears before a proof of circumstances which 
establish good faith and justification of 
the one who has maintained them.

A union t v. Cousineau, 18 Rev. de Jur. 
271.
(S II K—«»)—Statements nv manager ah 

TO VOX III CT OK EMPLOYER.
Statements made by the manager of a 

store to parents in answer to their inquiries 
as to the grounds of the dismissal of their 
daughter, that she had sent goods home 
from filestore without charging them, which 
implied theft, are privileged communica
tion* from which no actual malice can Ik* 
inferred, and, therefore, not actionable 
slander.

Mathcson v. Brown, 24 D.L.R. 844, 41* 
X.S.R. 1WK.
(Ü II K—74)—Laxiii.okii anii tenant.

Where it appeared in a proceeding per
mitted bv s. 5 of the Collection Act. 11.S. 
>.S. 11*02. c. 182, to be instituted by a 
judgment creditor for .in examination of the 
financial condition, etc., of the judgment 
debtor, the debtor being in this case one 
against whom judgment had been rendered 
in an action of slander, that the debtor had 
called at a house owned by him for the pur- 
po*e of collecting the rent then due and of 
giving the tenant notice to quit because he 
had heard that the conduct of the inmates 
was giving the house a bad name and he 
told tin- tenant what he had heard and de
manded an explanation and in the alterca
tion that follo»ved liei»veen the parties in 
the presence of the tenant’s wife ami daugh
ters, the debtor uttered the slander for 
which the judgment was entered against 
him against one of the tenant's daughters, 
but in all the discussion, he made no state
ment irrelevant to the subject he demanded 
to Ik* explained, the occasion is a privileged 
one. and if no ill will or malice in fact on
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the part of the debtor is shewn ami no 
isMie as to privilege • r malice was rais..) 
in the action in which tin* judgment wa* 
recovered, an order for the committal of tli. 
debtor is not warranted as for a wilful ami 
malicious tort under sub*. 1 (f) of s. 27 m 
the Collection Act, enacting that if in fast** 
of tort it apjM-ars to the officer charged with 
the examination of the judgment debtor that 
tin* tort was wilful, ite may commit tli*- 
dehtoi to gaol.

I levin v. Smith. « D.L.R. 48. 11 K.L.R. j 
(si Il K—771 - - When testifying —

KOBE COMMISSION.
The immunity of witnesses in judicial 

proceedings front liability for statement» 
made therein is not a statutory one but i- 
founded upon a rule of law declared by the 
courts and based" upon grounds of public 
policy and convenience. Such immunity ex
tends to a witness before a commission ap
pointed under tin* authority of a statute to 
impure into some matter properly cogniz
able, if such evidence be pertinent to the 
inquiry, even though the Act under which 
the commission is appointed and the method 
of its appointment are open to sound legal 
objection. No action will lie for an alleged 
slander uttered by a witness while gitinp 
evidence before a commissioner appointed 
by the Lieut.-liov.-in-Council under e. 2. 
lilUN (Alta. I.

Ileorgeaon ». Moodie, 38 D.L.R. 105. 12 
A.L.R. 35H, | I9I7J 3 W.W.R. !*!«7.

If a witness abuses his position as such 
in order to injure the parties to the ca*e 
or third parties, either by perjuring him
self or by making statements which do not 
relate to the matter in issue or to the que- 
lions which are put to him. he commit» a 
fault provided against by art. 1053. ( .( .
(Que.).

Carrington v. Russell, 4 D.L.R. 075. 42 
Que. 8.C. 71.
WoKIfS VHKU BV W ITNESS.

The privilege, invoked by the defendant 
in an action claiming damages for libel, 
that the alleged libelous expressions were 
spoken or written by him in his capacity 
of witness at a trial, is not absolute and 
depends on circumstances which should lw 
pleaded and prov»*d. Therefore, preuve 
avant faire droit will be ordered on the 
claim of such privilege.

Honan v. Parsons. 13 Que. P.R. 303. 
Matter container in pleadings.

There can la* no liliel in pleadings in tin 
regular course of justice, if tin* allegations, 
however defamatory, lie material and made 
with nmsonable cause. •

Forget v. Bclleau. 20 Que. Ix.B. 58.
(S H E—78)—Words used in pleading».

Where allegations in a written pleading 
are relevant to the issues of the ease ami 
are made w ith reasonable and probable cause 
and without malice and are relied on in 
good faith and under the belief that they 
are true, and the correctness thereof chji 
only he ascertained at the trial, such al-
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legations are privileged, and even should 
tliM court come to the conclusion that they 

not been proven, no action will lie 
uTMin^t the party making such allegations. 
Martin v. .VIadore, 3 U.L.U. 441, 731, 18 

f'ex de dur. 481.
l5 || K -801—Fai» comment — Chaim;-

IM, CORRt PTK».
\0 action for libel will lie against a news- 

.tj„.r which makes fair and reasonable eotu- 
iie'iits upon prevalent evil conditions, pro
vided they do not exceed the bounds of 
legitimate*criticism, and do not impute pr- 
.,,ual knowledge and corrupt intention.

Bulletin Co. v. Slieppard, 30 D.L.R. 339, 
V, t an. S.C.R. 4.'i4, 11017J 3 W.W.Il. 279, 
reversing 27 D.L.H. 562.
(jj h K—821—Municipal offices — Al

leged i.ibel — Judge’s charge—Gen- 
kkm. verdict — Interpretation of.

Where in an action for damages for libel 
,t a municipal officer the trial judge ex
plained the meaning of a. 5 of the l.iltel and 
>hinder Act I It.8.0. 1914, o. 71), and 
charged them that the words were capable 
•i a defamatory meaning and that it was 
their duty to find whether the words had, 
hi fact, a defamatory meaning, and, if so,
•a-*e*s damage», and the jury brought in 
a iieneral verdict “for the defendant. The 
niry must lie taken to have found either 
mat the words were not libelous or that, if 
they were lilieloue, the damages were too 
rrnliiig to warrant a verdict for the plain- 
till: in either case the Appellate Court 
•iiould not set aside the verdict or order a 
lieu trial. [Sydney Post Publishing Co. v. 
Kendall. 43 (an. S.C.R. 461 : Lumsden v. 
spectator Printing Co., 14 D.L.R. 470, 29 
".l. lt. 293, distinguished.|

Wilson v. London Free Press Printing 
(».. 4.i D.L.R. 503, 44 O.L.R. 12.
'll MCIPAI. OFFICERS.

Where the defendant company, wlm were 
'imaged in manufacturing and selling cer

tain articles used principally by munici
palities, finding their business interests im
perilled by the unlawful acts of plaintiff 
company, their rivals, who had issued a cir
cular and sent it to municipal secretary- 
treasurers, reeves, and councillors in various 
provinces, calling their attention to the 
fact that it was unlawful for the company 
to pay commissions directly to these of- 
*'c,is on any future sales to their munici
pal it ie> but leaving it to these officers to 
select local agents to represent the com
pany in making sales to the municipalities, 
semi» out a circular letter to the same of- 
licers and to others calling attention to 
plaintiff's circular and intimating that it 
' "ilId be difficult for an honest rival to 

compete with one who used such u circular 
«r di-1 the acts which the circular suggests 
and that hundreds of honourable secretary- 
treasurers and councillors have spurned the 
graft, the sending of such circular by de- 
feudants is a privileged communication.

Winnipeg Steel Granary Si Culvert Co. v.

Canada Ingot Iron Culvert Co., 7 D.L.R. 
707, 22 Man. L.R. 076, 22 W.L.K. 387.

F. What constitutes a publication.
(§ 11 F—85> —Evidence or publication.

There is evidence of publication of a libel 
where it appears that the pamphlet con
taining the libellous words has come into 
the hands of codefendants.

Lucas v. Ministerial Assn., 31 D.L.R. 200.
The question as to whether a slander 

has been published or not is one of fact. 
and where the trial takes plait* without 
a jury, the Trial Judge's II ml mg will not 
lie reversed on appeal unless the Appellate 
Court ha» a "firm conviction of error."

.Wickens v. McConkey, 7 D.L.R. 602. 2 
W.W.R. 946, affirming Alta. Supreme Court. 
What constitutes publication.

due who, finding that slanders concerning 
him are being circulated, and not knowing 
who is responsible, places the matter in Un
hands of a detective agency, hut does not 
tell or ask them to go to any particular 
person, may recover damages for a publica
tion of the slanderous statements to em 
jiloyees of the detective agency. [King v. 
Waring, 5 Ksp. 15, and Smith v. Wood, 3 
Camp. 323. distinguished.] The fact that 
the slanderous utterance was spoken hv tin- 
procurement of the plaintiff is not material 
to the question of publication or no publi
cation. [ Duke of Brunswick v. Harmer, 14
Q. H. 183. applied.|

Rudd v. Cameron. 8 D.L.R. 622, 27 O.I..
R. 327. 23 O.W.R. 469. affirming on different 
grounds. 4 D.L.R. 567. 26 O.L.R. 154.

III. Actions; defences.
A. In general.

Relevancy of evidence as to meaning of 
libel, innuendo, fair <-uniment, see Discovery, 
IV—32.

Relevancy of evidence as to authorship 
of libellous letter in newspaper, see New 
Trial, II—7.
(§ 111 A—95)—Newspaper ubklh — Se

CVRITY FOB UOHTH — SUFFICIENCY OF 
AFFIDAVIT.

An affidavit by the defendant in an action 
for a newspaper libel stating his Itelief, 
after diligent inquiry, that the plaintiff i* 
not possessed of property sufficient to an 
swer the costs of the action, sufficiently 
meets the onus prohandi to establish tin- 
negative as to the plaintiff's pecuniary lia 
biiity under s. 12 of the Libel and Slander 
Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 71. and will entitle him 
to an order for security for costs. [Pain 
dino v. Gustin, 17 P.ft. (Ont.) 553, dis 
tinguislied.]

Augustine Automatic Rotary Engine Co. 
v. “Saturday Night,” 24 D.L.R. 767, 34 O. 
L.R. 167
Newspaper — Sufficiency of notice — 

Misnomer — Specifying statements.
A mere misnomer of the defendant in a 

notice to a newspaper under the Ontario 
Libel and Slander Act (R.S.O. 1914. c. 71,
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». 8.1, the notice describing the defendant 
as a "publishing” instead of a ‘•printing” 
company, is not so misleading as to vitiate 
the notice; but where the notice merely 
sets out the date of the issue of the news
paper containing the alleged libel, indicating 
the article by quoting its heading, without 
“specifying the statements complained of," 
as required by the Act, it is insufficient and 
the action will be dismissed upon the de
leave of want of notice.

Poli I man v. Herald Printing Co. of Hamil
ton. 48 D.L.R. 301, 45 O.L.R. 291, reversing 
15 o.W.X. 215.
Dam auks — Confession of judgment —

Refusal to accept.
In an action #or damages for defamatory 

libel, tin- plaintiff has a right to adduce 
evidence to re-establish her good name and 
reputation, and is justified in refusing to 
accept a confession of judgment which 
denies all the allegations in the action; 
after notice of her refusal to accept the 
confession, if no defence is tiled, the plain
tiff may proceed ex parte to prove her claim 
as if no confession had been tiled.

Robichon v. Monfctte, 32 D.L.R. 460, 25 
Que. K.H. 528.
Apology — Notice — Name of publisher

OR PROPRIETOR.
Section 15 of The Libel and Slander Act, 

e. 12, 11M3 (2nd sess.) which provides that 
no defendant shall lie entitled to the Ifenelit 
of ss. 7 and 13 thereof ( which prohibit 
actions for libel against a newspaper until 
after service of notice upon it demanding 
an apology and the lapse of sufficient time 
to permit the printing of such apology and 
limit the time within which such actions 
may be begun to 3 months after knowledge 
of the publication of the libel), “unless the 
name of the proprietor and publisher and 
address of publication is stated either at the 
head of the editorials or on the first page 
of the newspaper,” held to have been com
plied with by the following notice at the 
head of the editorials in the defendant's 
newspaper : “Published at Calgary, Can
ada. by the Herald Publishing Company. 
Limited.” Section 15 contemplates one nat
ural or artificial person or partnership 
that is both publisher and proprietor, and 
the stating of the name of the publisher, 
as it was stated in this case, is a stating 
of the name of the proprietor as well, and 
therefore, a compliance with the section.

Seown v. Herald Publishing Co.. 38 D.L.
R. 43. 12 A.L.R. 127, [19171 3 W.VV.R. 25.

1 Affirmed, 40 D.LJL 8T8, 66 Can. 8.C.R.
305. (19181 2 W.W.R. 118.1

A notice under s. 5 of the Libel Act (R.
S. M. 1913, c. 113), addressed to “The Win
nipeg Telegram Printing Company, Limit
ed.” instead of to "The Telegram Printing 
t ompany, Limited,” is a sufficient compli
ance with the Act if it in fact reaches the 
latter company and it is given thereby the 
opportunity to apologize which it is the 
purpose of the statute to secure. [Burwell

AMIEK, 111 A.
v. London Free Press, 27 O.R. 6; Benner 
v. Mail Printing Co, 24 O.L.R. 507, not 
followed.]

Knott v. Telegram Printing Co., 39 D. 
L.R. 702. 55 Can. S.C.K. 031, [1917] 3 \Y. 
W.R. 335, affirming 32 D.L.R. 409, 27 Man. 
L.K. 336, [1917] 1 W.W.K. 974. 
Xevvspapeb — Retraction by — Delay in

RETRACTING — EFFECT AS TO DAMAGES.
A newspaper sued for libel is not entitled 

to a dismissal on publishing a retraction 
several weeks after action brought and of
fering to pay the eosts; I lie plaintiff may 
thereupon inscribe for proof and have his 
damages assessed in default of further plea.

DcsaMilliers v. “L’Action Sociale,” 20 I).
I B. 666.
Exemplary damages — Apologies — Que.

C.C. 1053.
In the case of slander that may give rise 

to an action for exemplary damages, apol
ogies made to the offended person are con
sidered, according to doctrine and juris
prudence, as an extinction of the action for 
slander.

Pare v. Madore, 46 Que. S.C. 427. 
Actions—Defences.

In an action for libel contained in a news
paper, the defendant may, independently of 
Lord Campbell's Act, 6 4 7 Viet. e. 96, and 
as in any oilier action brought to recover 
a debt or damages, defend by paying money 
into court by way of satisfaction, but the 
payment, cannot lie accompanied by a de
fence denying liability, although the de
fendant can, if he admits that he published 
the alleged libel and that the words arc de
famatory, pay money into court and at the 
same time deny the innuendoes or some ot 
the innuendoes alleged. Where the state
ment of claim in a liliel action alleges 3 dis
tinct libels alleging innuendoes in each case 
and the defendant pleads payment into 
court, and as to two of the libels admits 
their publication and defamatory meaning 
but denies the innuendoes, and as to the 
third lil>el admits only its publication and 
alleges that the words are not libellous and 
are inca|»able of a defamatory meaning, the 
defence does not indicate with sufficient 
clearness that the plea of payment into 
court applies only to the 2 libels first men
tioned and such plea will Ik- stricken out 
with leave to the defendant to amend so as 
to make, if be so wishes, the plea refer to 
the two first mentioned libels only.

Parks v. Edmonton Journal Co., 3 A.L.R. 
359.
Discovert — Newspaper — Disclosure or

CONTRIBUTORS.
In a libel action against a newspaper 

which assumes full responsibility for what 
it publishes, the court should not, except 
under special circumstances, compel it to 
disclose the name of its contributors or 
informants.

De Schelking v. Cromie, [1918] 3 W.W R. 
1038.
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<1 ANDKK- Si'El IAL DAMAGE.

I lit- fact that as a result of the words com
plained of people have avoided tin- plaintiff, 

not ‘jieviHl damage as will support an 
M-'imi for slander where the words are not 
m themselves actionable. [Weldon v. De- 
Itathe, 14 Q.B.I). 3311, applied.|

Hall v. Donnelly, [19J8J 3 W.W.R. 55. 
Slander — Action for, tried without

Jl BY — NO ACTUAL DAMAGE SUSTAINED
— Small hum assessed as damages
— Lump sum allowed tor costs. 

Garrison v. Last wood, 15 O.W.N. 273. 
Jury tbial — Verdict for plaintiff

WITHOUT DAM ACES'* — LlRFL AND
Si axdeb Act, R.N.O. 1014. c. 71, s. 5. 

He Lues v. Hare. 13 O.W.N. 450. 
it III A—96)—If the statement complain
'd ”f as libel is a privileged communication, 
then, to make it lilielluits, there must lie 
actual a> distinguished from legal malice. 
In an action for libel, where the occasion is 
privileged, in order to justify a verdict for 
plaintiff the jury must expressly find malice. 
It -iems that even the demeanour of a party 

<m the witness stand is an element for con- 
*'deration on the question of the existence 
of malice.

Winnipeg Steel Granary A Culvert Co. 
v. < anada Ingot Iron Culvert Co.. 7 D.L.R. 
TUT. 22 Man. L.R. 576. 22 W.L.R. 387, 3 
W.W.R. 356.
Necessity or pbovixo malice.

in a slander action, while the plaintiff 
might, to remove privilege, and establish 
malire, on the trial give evidence of publica
tion* of the alleged slander, not mentioned 
m the particulars, yet it did not follow 
that an affirmative answer to the questions 
put to him on an examination for diacovery 
would have established malice; but they 
might, have been intended to secure infor
mation as to publications on occasions not 
privileged, on which the plaintiff might 
l-ring another action, and such qoeatious 
'fill not he permitted. In determining the 
question of malice the matter in question is 
the defendant’s belief in the truth of the 
matters alleged at the time of the puhliea- 
imn. and not at the time of the examina- 
,|on- s0 question! so framed as to cover 
î resent Itelief arc not proper questions relev
ant to the issue.

Klcnman v. Schmidt, 4 8.L.R. 366. 
i<$ m A—98)—Necessity of disclosing

^ A MES or PABTIK8 PBESEXT.
Hie plaintiff in an action claiming dam- 

i-fies for defamation is not obliged to dis- 
•l"s- the names of the persons present if 
he states that such persons will lie used 

witnesses. If the plaintiff claims both 
«'Inal and exemplary damages he may be 
directed to give the particulars as to each

MePartland v. Russell, 13 Que. P R. 306. 
(Mil A—99)—Action against newspa

per—Notice—Pleading.
Failure of the plaintiff in a libel action j

against a newspaper, in reply ton pica set
ting up want of notice as required by s. 8 
( 1 ) of the Libel and Slander Act ( R.8.O. 
1914, c. 71), to ullegc noncompliance with 
*. 15 (1) which (I incut it les the defendant 
from the lient-lit of such defence unless the 
name of the proprietor oi publisher is stated 
in the paper, is not an admission of such 
compliance; where the plea alleges com
pliance, the same is not admitted by the 
absence of denial in the replication.

Dingle v. World Newspaper Co., 45 D.L. 
R. 226, 57 Can. S.C.R. 573, reversing 43 
D.L.R. 463, 43 O.L.R. 218.
Newspaper — Publication — Failure to

GIVE NOTICE HU OKI. ACTION — I, I BEL
and Slander Act, R.S.O. 1914, <. 71. 
s. 8 — “Détendant" — Kditob — 
Publisher—Release.

Redmond v. Stacey, 14 O.W.N. 73.
Libel action auainst newspaper—Notice 

of action—Sufficiency.
Benner v. Mail Printing Co., 24 O.L.R. 

507, 3 O.W.N. 56, 20 O.W.R. 21.
B. Who may recover.

(§ 1TI B—100) — Person libeled hki-ro- 
duuing libel.

A journalist who is libeled in a news
paper and who reproduces the libellous arti
cle in his own paper with imminents, does 
not thereby alaitiuon his right to sue for 
damages, but this reproduction increases the 
publicity of the libel, for which the de
fendant cannot lie held responsible.

Fournier v. Soleil Puh. Co., 47 Que. S.C. 
45.
Slander action — Husband and wife co- 

plaintiffs.
In an action for slander with respect to 

the wife, there is no objection to her lieiug 
a eoplaintiff, and an inscription in law- 
asking the dismissal of the action, as far as 
she is concerned, will Le dismissed.

Lefebvre v. Roberge, 16 Qui-. P.R. 270. 
Libel on parents — Action by children.

Children cannot maintain an action for 
«lamages in consequence of a libel on their 
parents.

Frigon v. Maseicotte, 42 Que. S.C. 445.
C. Defences; justification.

(8 III C—105)—Justification.
It is no justification to plead to an ac

tion for libel that the deceased was a 
Roman Catholic priest and that according 
to the Roman Catholic religion he could 
never marry, and any marriage contracted 
by him was null and void; attacks on the 
«leceased’s theories and opinions might he 
matters of public interest, hut state
ments as to his private life are not. The 
fact that the writer did not know that the 
deceased he has libelled had left children 
still living is an aggravation and not a 
mitigation of a libel charging that the de
ceased had not been legally married.

Chiniquy v. Bégin. 7 D.L.R. 65. 41 Que. 
S.C. 261. See also 24 D.L.R. 687.
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( ONSPIRAU Y — DEFENCES — MITIGATION 
— Kami comment — Parthui arn.

Poster v. Maclean, III D.I..R 2 .VI, 37 
'O.L.R. «8. varying 10 O.W.N. 101. 
Municipal council.—Appmcation khi ho

tel license — Discussion — C.C. 
art. 1053.

The fact of saying that a former hotel 
keener, an owner of a temperance hotel in 
a place where prohibition exists, has bought 
intoxicating beverages for $06.24 does not 
mean that lie has acquired this I leverage to 
sell without license, and does not constitute 
an injury. A municipal councillor, called to 
decide on a request for a license liefore the 
council, which is a question of * inter
est. has the right to t:.ke account of infor
mation which lie obtains, and of discussing 
the question publicly and freely ; if lie docs 
so in good faith, without malice and with 
probable cause, he does not incur any civil 
responsibility.

Desjardins v. tieaucagc, 26 Rev. Leg. 309. 
Justification — Particulars — Akki-

VVliere the defendant, in an action for 
slander, pleads justification, he must state 
in his plea, or in particulars delivered to 
supplement the plea, the facts upon which 
lie relies for justification; and. until such 
particulars are given, the defendant is not 
entitled to examine the plaintiff for dis
covery. The plaintiff is not bound to make 
affidavit of denial tiefore he call upon the 
defendant for particulars. [Ziereidierg v. 
Lahouchere, [1N03| 2 Q.B. 183: Arnold & 
Butler v. Bottom ley, [1908] 2 K.B. 161, fol 
lowed.1 Where an order was made requir
ing the defendant to deliver particulars of 
a idea of justification, and the particulars 
delivered did not comply with that order, 
an order was made setting aside the par
ticulars delivered, with liberty to the de
fendant to deliver new particulars, verified 
by 111- oath that they ‘"arc to the best of 
his lielief true and as full and accurate as 
he can make them, in v*ew of the knowledge 
he now has.”

Henneforth v. MalooL 42 O.L.R. 30. 
Newspaper — Pleading — Statement of 

defence — Series of letters from 
CORRESPONDENTS — PROVOCATION.

Allan v. Record Printing Co.. 16 O.W.N. 
134.
Defence or fair comment — Krrok in

JUDGE'S CHARGE INDUCED BY DEFENDANT
—Mistrial — Damages — New trial

Jackes v. Mail Printing Co.. 7 O.W.N.

Defence — Payment into court.
A tender cannot lie pleaded as a defence 

to a claim for unliquidated damages. Un
der order 22. r. 1. of the Nova Scotia Judi
cature Act. a defendant cannot plead par 
ment into court with a defence denying lia
bility in an action for libel.

Hardwick v. Kinney, Il E.L.R. 693.

Defences — Justification — Notori ett
OF FACTS TO PUBLIC — AMENDMENT — 
C.C. ART. lb,13; C.C.P. 191, 622.

Tn an action of damages for blander, the 
notoriety of facts stated by the defendant 
and mere repetition of current rumors, mav 
l»e pleaded a* mitigation of damage*, anil 
these allegation.-, cannot lie rejected on in 
script ion in law. When in an action of 
damages for slander the declaration men 
tinned certain time and place where the 
defamatory words were spoken, the plaintiff 
cannot amend his declarations to substitute 
another time and place, as this would h. 
materially altering the charge against the 
defendant. Conversation with the chief of 
police, at the court House, during a noter 
ions trial wherein the defendant in good 
faith merely repeats accusation against the 
plaintiff already Known to the publie, by the 
evidence adduced in the trial, by publics 
tlons in newspapers, ami by public rumor*, 
does not amount to an injurious or slander 
ous statement and is pi i\ ileged.

Carrington v. Mosher. 4ti Que. 8.(1. 484. 
Particulars -Discovery.

In an action for libel a plea of justifie» 
tion was made without stating full partic
ulars thereof and defendant's solicitor ob
tained from the plaintiff's solicitor an un
dertaking to produce the plaintiff for exam 
illation for discovery and plaintiff's solid 
tor obtained from defendant's solicitor 2 
postponements of the time of said examina
tion and while the second period was cur
rent plaintiff's solicitor took out a summon* 
for particulars and the defendant's solicitor 
took out a summons to compel plaintiff'» 
solicitor to fulfil his undertakings. Held, 
that there was nothing in these circum
stances justifying the ignoring of the prin
ciple that a defendant who has pleaded a 
general justification must furnish the plain 
tiff with the particulars of the fact* liefore 
obtaining discovery from the plaintiff.

Nelson v. Bradstreet, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 
1191.
Justification—Fair comment—Pamim 

—Reply to newspaper attack.
Wilson v. Deane. 3 A.L.R. 186.

Defence to action Justification — 
Fresh publication of libel.

Mtthot v. Ta-chcrcun, 39 Que. S.C. 289. 
(§ III C—108;—Defences — Absence of

The absence of malice in making the pub
lication. though it may not be u bar to 
an action for libel, may reduce the quantum 
of damages; and the defendant is entitled 
to plead in mitigation of damages that lie 
acted in good faith and with honesty of 
purpose.

Roliert v. Herald Co.. 10 D.L.R. 20.
Pleading justification is not, by itself, 

evidence of malice in a libel action but it 
will tend to aggravate the damages if the

2
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dotoiulaiit cither abandon» the plea at tin- 
trial <»r fails to prove if.

t'hii»i'|uv v. Bégin, 7 D.L.R. 65, 41 Que. 
8.C. *201.
Ati'l N( K UK MALICE.

Where the occasion is privileged, in an 
action for libel, the presumption is in fa
vour of the absence of malice.

Winnipeg Steel (iranary & Culvert Co. v. 
t aiiiulu Ingot Iron Culvert Co.. 7 D.L.R. 
707. 22 Man. UR. ’>76. 22 W.L.R. .1*7, 
tÿ III ( —10» i— Dam auks — Coon faith 

-PltOHAHLK CAUSE -C.C. AU 1. 1053.
The defendant had 2 buffalo rolies stolen. 

Having seen a rig go out of hi* yard lie 
followed it and on the way picked up his 
•j rolies which had been thrown on the street. 
Hating reached the rig he found an in- 
ilividtial who tedd him that liis name was 
Merrill the defendant, lie sent him a law
yer's letter, claiming *15 damages on ac- 
i i.imt of his huffalo robes : in these circum
stances the defendant had acted in good 
faith and with proluihle cause and could not 
la* sued.

Merrill v. CJayné, 25 Rev. Leg. 405.
(5 III ( —110)—Fair comment — Essen

tials OF PLEA—ThI TII.
Where fair comment is pleaded in a libel 

action, the defendant must prove the truth 
of the facts upon which the comment was 
based, and that it was honestly and fairly 
made upon a matter of public interest.

Vigustine Automatic Rotary Eng. Co. v. 
• Saturday Night.” 34 D.L.K. 430. 38 O.L.R.

Fair comment.
Kvcryone has a right to comment on mat

ters of public interest provided lie does 
sti fairly and honestly ami such comment, 
however severe, is not actionable.

Winnipeg Steel Granary & Culvert Co. v. 
Canada Ingot Iron Culvert Co., 7 D.L.R. 
7(17. 22 Man. L.K. 576. 22 W.L.R. 387. 3 
WAV.I!. 356.

Kven a personal attack may. under cer
tain circumstances, form part of a fair com 
meat upon giving "‘facts'* truly stated, if it 
In* a reasonable inference from them.

Brown \. Orde. ti D.L.R. 207. 4 O.W.N. 18. 
36. 22 O.W.R. 1002.
Fair comment—Pvnuc office.

The conduct of the holder of a public 
nflice held not to be a matter of public in
terest in a political contest in another part, 
of the country a number of years after such 
person bad ceased to hold such office, and 
when In* was not a candidate or official in 
the contest in question, and particulars of 
such matters of alleged public interest were 
struck out of the statement of defence in 
an action for liliel.

Wade v. News Advertiser. 24 B.C.R. *260, 
fl!U7| 2 WAV.R. 1134.
Fair comment—Action by company.

In an action of liliel a defence invoking 
the public interest, good faith and the right 
of fair comment, cannot relieve the author 

Can. Dig.—91.

of the comment from liability unless he 
proves in addition the truth of the asser
tions contained in the libellous writing. A 
joint stock company may bring action for 
defamation if it suffers in respect of its 
property. Accusations which by their very 
nature would cause injury and real damage 
may lx* the subject of reparation without 
proof of special damage.

Chicoutimi Pulp Co. v. Price, 51 Que. S.C. 
360.
(g III C—111) — Tin tii — Newspaper

C1IARGINU EXPULSION FROM RACETRACK 
FOB ASSAULT.

The plea of truth in justification for n 
libellous statement published in a news
paper that the plaintiff had been fined and 
suspended from association racetracks for 
assaulting the starter et a race-meeting, the 
innuendo I icing that the plaintiff had liven 
guilty of an unlawful assault and indictable 
offence and of improper conduct as a horse 
man. is not sufficiently established where 
the evidence shews that the alleged assault 
was committed by another person, but the 
line had been erroneously recorded against 
the plaintiff, or that on a previous occasion 
lie was lined for irregularities on the track 
not in connection with the incident charged 
in the libel.

Coven lock v. London Free Press Co., 26 
D.L.R. 681, 35 O.L.R. 79.
Belief in truth—Motive.

Inasmuch as the rule of law is that the 
motive or intention of the writer is im
material to the right of action, the fact 
that the writer wrote as a Roman Catholic 
addressing himself to Roman Catholic read
ers is not a ground of justification for the 
publication of an absolute statement that 
2 persons were not legally married when 
the fact was merely that their marriage was 
not recognize* as valid by the Roman Cath
olic Church.

Chiniquv v. l.i’gin, 7 D.L.R. 65, 41 Que. 
S.C. 261.
Justification — Fair comment — Belief 

in truth — Misdirection.
In an action to recover damages for libel, 

a direction by the Trial Judge to the jury 
that the defence of justification would he 
established if the defamatory statements 
had been made in honest belief of their 
truth, although in fact untrue, and that, if 
the publications were an honest comment 
on the facts, that, in itself, would In* suffi
cient to establish the defence of fair com
ment. is erroneous and misleading.

Price v. Chicoutimi Pulp Co.. 23 D.L.R. 
116, 63 < an. s.c.k. 176, «Aiming 98 Que. 
K.B. 393.
Justification—Truth.

In an action claiming damages for de
famation evidence of the truth of the facts 
cannot lx* received as justification, but the 
court can take it into consideration from 
the point of view of the intention to rouse
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injury, which is an dement of the defama
tion, and for the mitigation of the damages.

Bob v. Deschéne, 48 Que. S.C. its.
(§ III C—11 ‘2)— Allocations as to pbovo-

(>n an application to the referee in eham- 
liers to strike out paragraphs of a state
ment of defence, an affidavit to prove the 
truth of a reply should not lx- admitted. 
1‘aragraphs of a statement of defence in a 
libel action, setting up a previous article 
published by the plaintiff and that the arti- 
- le complaimsl of was invited and provoked 
by such previous article, were sustained; it 
being for the jury to sav whether the retort 
was in self defence, and the plaintiff was 
ordered to attend and submit to be examined 
as to the first article.

Dojackek v. West Canada Pub. Co., 34 
W.L.K. Mi
Attacks by political newspapers—I'rovo-

ln an action claiming damages for libel 
in a political newspaper, it is permissible to 
plead, as an extenuation of the fault, pro
vocation bv the plaintiff in another paper of 
articles alleged to he injurious and harmful 
attacking collectively the Krvnch-Canadiun 
deputation to the Dominion Parliament, and 
especially the political friends of the news
paper put on its defence. The court can 
take the circumstances into account in or
der to determine the extent of the liability 
of the defendant. In any ease such provoca
tion should lx- direct and personal. The de
fence <•8111101 allege that the articles that it 
invokes as provocation are untrue, defama 
lory and libellous; the last ground is an 
exception to the right of another, and can in 
any case only furnish matter for an inci
dental demand.

Fournier v. Soleil Pub. Co., 47 Que. S.C. 
46.
<§ 111 C—113)—Justification — Rasis

FOR PLEA OF TRVTII, WHEN INSUFFICIENT
AR TO SPECIFIC FACTS.

In an action for libel, a justification 
must be specially pleaded and with suffi
cient particularity to enable the plaintiff to 
know precisely what is the charge he will 
have to meet, and. although where tin* words 
complained of are precise and convey a 
specific charge in full'detail, it is sufficient 
to plead that they are true in substance 
and in fact and no particulars are neces
sary. yet an allegation in plaintiff’s state
ment of claim, that the defendant news
paper published an article charging, that an 
effort was made “to stampede the mcmliers 
of the city council into appointing a mem- ! 
her of the police force,'’ ami that the first ' 
move to secure a certain appointment to 
the police force was made by the plaintiff 
“of the notorious cafeteria and later the 
pioneer of the still more notorious South 
Coulee," does not allege such specific facts 
in full detail as would entitle the defend
ant to plead truth in justification without 
stating particulars shewing the specific facts
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which he means to prove in order to estab
lish the truth of the alleged libel. [Zieren- 
lierg v. Lahouchere, [1803] 2 Q.B. 183; 
Walker v. Hodgson, [1909| 1 K.R. 239, fob 
lowed.]

Reid v. Albertan Publishing Co., 1(1 |)[, 
R. 4M. 6 A.I..R. 48(1. 23 W.L.R. 33» 3' 
W.W.R. 919.

Where an alleged libellous statement is 
true, if it Is* a privileged communication, 
there can lie no recovery no matter what 
amount of malice may exist.

Winnipeg Steel Granary & Culvert Co. v. 
Canada Ingot Iron Culvert Co., 7 D.I..R 
707, 22 Man. Lit. 676, 22 W.L.R. 387, 3 W. 
W.R. 356.
(§ JII 0—114)—Explanation of alleged

LIBELLOUS MATTER BY RAME OR OTHER 
ARTICLES.

A defendant in an action of liliel is en
titled to plead and prove in mitigation of 
damages that the remainder of the articles 
not set out in the plaintiff's statement of 
claim modify the words sued upon or that 
other passages in the same publication 
cpialifv them.

Robert v. Herald Co., 10 D.L.R. 20. 
Libel — Inscription in law — Commis

sioners’ report — Public opinion.
A journalist sued for libel has the right to 

rely on public documents to discuss an ap
pointment to some position. He may allege 
the state of publie opinion concerning the 
plaintiff, such a fact being useful to some 
extent in fixing the amount of damage».

Belanger v. Reek’s Weekly, 16 Que. I’.R. 
340.
(8 III C—115)—Contemptuous damages 

—Verdict for 5 cents—Costs. 
Emerson v. Ford-McConnell, 16 B.C.R. 

193, 17 W.L.R. 672.
Libel — Newspaper — Denial of special 

damage — Innuendo — Apology — 
Tender.

Parks v. Journal Co., 16 W.L.R. 705.
IV. Criminal libel 

Seditious libel, see Sedition.
(§ IV—120)—Criminal libel — Refusing 

private prosecutor leave to prefer 
indictment or formal charge after 
committal of accused for trial — 
Crown's refusal to permit prosecd-

After a committal for trial for criminal 
liliel, the court will refuse leave to the 
private prosecutor to prefer a charge, if the 
Crown not only refuses to prosecute but 
opposes the application of the private prose
cutor to proceed with the charge, as in case 
leave were granted the Att'y-tien’l could 
immediately enter a stay of proceedings un
der Cr. Code, s. 962, which would, in effect, 
nullify any order granting leave.

R. v. Edwards, 31 ('an. Cr. Cas. 330. 
Libel in attributing intention.

A false statement made in writing that
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mother person intended to voiumit suicide 
j, u„t a libel involving a criminal charge.

Si„ue \. World Newspaper Co., 30 Can. 
u. Cas. 292, 44 U.L.U. 33.

IV—121) — Private pboneultob —

The ]>er»on who laid the information for 
defamatory libel, which wan followed by a 
winmiinient for trial and indictment of the 
secused. i- none the less a "private prose- 
,ut„i " liable for costs of tlie defendant un
der Cr. t ode, s. 1045, on judgment going in 
the latter's favour, although the Crown 
counsel took up the proceeding* after the 
preliminary enquiry and conducted them us 
Crown business. [R. v. Patterson, 36 U.C. 
I!. 129, followed.)

It. x. Fournier; Martin v. Fournier, 28 
n.LR. 37», 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 430, 25 Que. 
K.I!. 526.

LICENSE.
I. From private perrons.

h. Revocation.
II. From im bi.ic, ok right to do business

a. In general.
a. Cower as to, generally.
c. On what business.
u. I niformity and equality ; discrimina-

e. Reasonableness; amount.
f. Knforcement of license tax.

See Municipal Corporations; Companies; 
Intoxicating Liquors; Automobiles.

Annotation.
Municipal license to carry on a business; 

powers of cancellation: » D.L.R. 411.
1. From private persons.

A. In general.
See Timber; Fusements.
License or invitation to use fire escape, see 

Landlord and Tenant, III C—65.
(f T A—1 ) — Liability for failure to

KEEP MARKET PLACE SANITARY — OC
CUPANCY OF STALL WITH KNOWLEDGE OF
< OHMl ion.

\ huckster occupying a stall in a public 
market under a weekly license, assumes the 
ruk uf injury to health hv reason of the 
unsanitary condition of the stall by con
tinuing in wen pat ion thereof for many 
weeks after la-coming aware of its condition. 
[Lax \. Darlington, 5 Ex. D. 28, distin
guished.]

Wood v. Hamilton. 12 D.L.R. 4SI, 28 (). 
bit. 214. reversing 8 D.L.R. 824, 28 O.L.R. 
214. 23 O.W.R. 627.
In general.

An agreement on the part of the owner 
of land tn grant the use of his land for 
«me nr the other of 2 specified days for 
picnic purposes, including the right to take 
wood and water to be used on the grounds, 

" not an agreement for an interest in land 
within the meaning of the Statute of

Frauds, but is a mere license to go upon the

Cray v. Hurley, 45 N.S.R. 353.
NEGLIGENCE — LICENSEE — DAMAGES — 

\\ a i’er pipes — Laying — Renewing 
— Repairing.

In obtaining permission from the Board 
to lay a water main under the railway yard 
of the respondent, the applicant, who is a 
mere licensee, should assume responsibility 
for all damages that may occur, arising 
from any negligence on the part of its em
ployees or those of the respondent, con
nected with the laying, renewing, or repair
ing of its water pipes, through the 
respondent's property.

Winnipeg v. C.P.R. Co. (Greater Winni
peg Water District Case), 23 Can. Ry. Cas.

B. Revocation.
(j) I B—5)—License of pasturage—Per

sonal bight—Revocation.
The permission given by an owner to pas

ture animals on bis land is a personal 
right, which expires with the right of own
ership, and does not bind a purchaser of 
the land.

Credit Metropolitan v. Clark, 40 Que.
8.C. 392.
II. From public; of right to do business.

A. In general.
See Municipal Corporations; Intoxicating 

Liquors ; Automobiles.
As to fisheries, see Constitutional Law, 

I G—140; Fisheries, 1 B—5.
(8 II A—10) — Municipal license — Li-‘ 

cense on a trade or business—Re
fusal OF chief of police to recom
mend LICENSE. •

A municipality, one of whose by-laws im
poses on those who wish to ply a certain 
business the obligation of obtaining a 
license, which it will give on the recom
mendation of the chief of police, cannot bo 
compelled by way of mandamus to give this 
permit when the chief of police has refused 
to recommend it. This functionary, more
over, cannot be forced to give the recom
mendation which he has refused. He does 
not have to justify his refusal, and« the 
applicant must prove that the chief of po
lice acted arbitrarily and without sufficient

Waller v. Montreal, 45 Que. S.C. 15.
(8 II A—14)—Confirmation or certifi

cate—Opposition—Revocation.
The municipal elector who signs an oppo

sition to the grant of a license certificate 
cannot withdraw hie signature, and art. 930 
of R.8.Q. 1909, as amended by (1 Geo. V., 
e. 10), permitting a municipal elector to 
personally appear before the authorities 
charged with the duty of confirming the 
certificate and to withdraw his signature 
does not apply to an opposition signed by 
the absolute majority of the municipal elec
tors. Resolutions of a municipal council
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permitting the signera of un opposition to 
the conlirnmtion of u certilieate tor license 
to withdraw their signai lires so that it will 

’no longer contain the entire majority, and 
confirming the certificate, notwithstanding 
his opposition, are illegal and ultra vires, 
and will Ik- quashed on application of the 
municipal elector.

Chaput v. St. Denis, 47 Que. 8.C. 146.
B. Power as io, generally.

Of II B—201—Article 1132 of the License 
Law of Queliec, U.S.Q. lift»», requires a mu
nicipal council to give the reasons upon 
which it refused to confirm'the certificates 
of license of the existing holder, when il 
confirms that of a new license holder and 
this law being one of public order, a reso
lution by the municipal council which is 
passed under breach of its provisions is

Mmirassa v. Nulaberrv, 18 Rev. de Jur. 
474.
Licensing — Conditions precedent — 

Municipal Act. R.s.b.C. lull, c. 170. 
suBHs. 318. 340. 352—Crown Office. 
R. 40—Certiorari.

Compliance witli the requirements of the 
Municipal Act. as to the signature to u 
petition for a license, and as to the state
ment of distances of lesidenves of signa
tories from the premises is a condition 
precedent to the jurisdiction of a Board ol 
License Commissioners to hear the petition. 
Rule 40 of the Crown Office Unies only ap
plies to an omission or mistake in a judg
ment or order.

lie New Westminster Board of License 
Commissioners, 0 W.W.R. 081. 
t vNCF.U.AT10N—Procedure.

When cancelling a license under the 
authority of a by-law which contains no 
provisions as to procedure, a licensing 
I ward is not bound to observe the princi
ples governing procedure in court. [Re 
Crabhe and Swan River, 0 D.L.R. 405, fol
lowed. | Subs. 121, e. 05, v. 40, 1013

1 ( B.C. ), is confined to proceedings before 
courts of justice for infractions of inter 
alia by-laws.

Rt Vancouver Licensing Board ; Re Mills. 
[10171 3 W.W.R. 440.
8m e—Government indemnity.

The sale of a tavern or restaurant license 
is a legal sale of an incorporeal right and 
is perfected by the acceptance of the trans
fer of the license by the Government. The 
unpaid vendor of such license has a right 
to In- collected by privilege for the amount 
of the price of sale remaining due upon 
the above-mentioned indemnity paid to the 
insolvent by the government.

Gervais v. Bilodeau, 52 Que. S.C. 66.
C. On what business.

To practice law, see Municipal Corpora
tions, 11 C—105.

To operate gaming machinée, see (Jam-

As to sale of liquor, sec Iutoxicating 
Liquors.
(8 II C- 25) —Theatres — Powers oi 

MUNICIPALITY —AMOVXT.
The corporate powers of a municipal

ity, under I*4 (241 of the Towns Incur- 
pot ation Act •(C.X.X.B.. c. 1661, to lirenv 
and regulate all theatres, is subject to the 
limitation of s. 3 of e. 168, that the 
license fee on "public places of amusement" 
shall not exceed $50-. a by-law imposing on 
moving picture shows an annual license fo
ur $300 is ultra vires and void.

The King v. Dimock. 30 D.L.R. 217, 211 
Can. Cr. Cas. 311, 44 N.IJ.R. 124. 
Shooting gallery — Moral character— 

Mandamus.
Section 233 of the Kdmonton ( Alta.i 

charter is wide enough to authorize the 
requirement of good moral character as a 
condition precedent to the issuing of a 
license for a shooting gallery, which may 
he made to depend upon a report certified 
by the chief of police: and the court will 
not, by mandamus, interfere with the ac
tion of the license authorities refusing a 
license because of an unfavourable report. 
|R. v. Sparks. 10 D.L.R. 616, 18 B.C.R. 
116; Hall v. Moose .law, 3 S.L.R. 22. dis
tinguished.]

Lives v. McCollum and Kdmonton, 28 
D.LR. 631. » A.L.R. 530, 34 W.L.II. HMV. 10 
W.W.R. Ni
(8 II C—271—Theatres and moving pic- 

turks—Powers as to regulation.
By s. 3 of the Theatres Act (Alta. Hlll- 

12, c. 211 ), the Lieut.-Gov.-in-council may 
make regulations governing the erection, 
operation, supervision and safety of all 
classes of theatres and entertainment halls, 
and by s. 4 may make regulations for 
licensing, controlling and governing the 
use and operation of cinematographs, mov
ing picture machines or similar apparatus, 
and for regulating or prohibiting the ex
change, leasing, sale or exhibition of film», 
and by s. 13 may make such regulations as 
may be deemed necessary, advisable or 
convenient for the purpose of carrying into 
effect tin- provisions of the Act:—Held, 
that the above provisions do not authorize 
the Lieut.-Gov.-in-council to impose a 
license fee on theatres.

Lethbridge v. Wilson. 8 A.L.R. 178, 8 
W.W.R. 424.
Exhibition—Trade privileges — Concks-

Hopkins v. Canadian National Exhibi
tion Assn. 16 D.L.R. 866, 6 O.W.N. 71.
(8 II C—33)—Sales ly sample—Commer

cial TRAVELERS.
Where the enabling statute authorizes a 

by-law to he passed by a city for licensing 
commercial travelers for nonresident trad 
ors selling directly to consumers, a by-law 
which is not restricted to nonresidents is
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ultra vins because it is broader than the 
statute authorizes, and a nummary convic
tion thereunder will be quashed although 
the trader whom the accused represented 
was a nonresident.

It V. I'ierre. .14 D.L.R. «:I0, 27 Can. Cr. 
la-. 442, 110171 1 W.W.R. 1312.
( OMNI ElU'IAl. TRAVELER—TAKING ORDERS.

A wholesale merchant who sends a com
mercial traveler to take orders in a neigli- 
Itouring municipality for the sale of goods, 
an,| who delivers such goods there on the 
following day to the purchasers by the 
-aim clerk, does not earry on ii commercial 
lnMiies* in such municipality and is not 
obliged to take out a license there.

Hillard v. Dupuis, fit) Quo. 8.C. 257. 
Peddlers — Installation ok lightning

A lightning rod vendor who canvasses 
for orders for the supply and installation 
„f lightning rods on buildings is not a 
-peddler” within the Hawker's and Pcdler’s 
Act (Sask.), at least where it does not ap
pear from the evidence that the value of 
the skill and labour in the work of installa 
tion was trilling as compared with the 
value of the rods alone as goods and mer

it. v. Staudall, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 144, 12 
8.L.R. 282.
Trader—'Taking orders.

X merchant, who sends his clerks to take 
orders from the residents of a neighbour
ing municipality and delivers Hie goods 
-old through the same or other clerks, with 
hi- own vehicles, a day or two afterwards, 
is a “trader” within such municipality, 
and IkiiiikI to take a license for that pur
pose. iireording to the by-laws of said 
municipality.

Saint l)uvid-de l’Auheriviftre v. Guy, 51 
Que. S.V. 272.
(§11 ('—44)—Vkhici.es kok hire—Char

acter CERTIFICATE RETIREMENTS FOB

Statutory authority to a municipality to 
license and regulate the driving of cabs, 
hacks, motor ears and other vehicles ply
ing for hire, does not authorize the munic
ipality to limit licenses to such persons as 
are certified by the chief of police to be of 
good moral character.

It. x. Sparks, in D.L.R. «110. 18 B.C.R. 
116. 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 184. 23 W.L.R. «13, 3 
W.W.R. 1126.
(§ II ( —461—Planters and farmers— 

Markets.
Leases of private market stalls are not 

invalid as based on an illegal consideration 
by reason of the fact that Hie municipal 
authorities have refused to grunt the 
licenses for the stalls, and such leases will 
not U> cancelled because the tenants allege 
ibex have been deprived of the enjoyment 
#»f the premises leased as a result of the 
city's refusal to grant them such license.

Wallenberg \. Merson, 1 D.L.R. 212, 21 
Que. Kill. 310.

Once an applicant for a butcher's license 
establishes that the locality where he pro
poses to open a private stall is at the re
quired distance from any public market, 
that it is a proper place for such private 
stall, and that he is ready to pay the 
nevvssan license, the municipal authori
ties arc bound, in the absence of any by
law limiting the number of such private 
stalls, to issue this license and have no dis
cretion in the matter ; and they will /lie 
compelled to full!I this duty by man
damus.

Rosen felt v. Biron, 8 D.L.R. 481, 43 Que. 
8.C. 127.

K. Reasonaih.k.nknn; amount.
(8 IT E—70)—Municipal corporations— 

Transient traders’ by-law—Excek- 
hivç license fee—Municipal Act, R. 
S.O. 1014, c. 102, *•-. 420, para. 7 (3) 
—Motion to quash conviction—Ir
regularities—Costs.

Re Horrors Conviction, 8 O.W.N. 601. 
(§ JI K—73)—License fee on commer

cial travelers—Discrimination be
tween residents and nonresidents 
—Prohibitive amount ($300)—Ultra 
vires—City Act, Sask. Statutes 
1015, c. 16, 8. 204 (62).

Re Certiorari, 0 W.W.R. 1184.

F. Enforcement of license tax.
(§ Il F—801—Municipal corporation — 

Transient traders’ by-law—Munici
pal Act, R.8.O. 1014. c. 192, 8. 430 
(7)—Company occupying warehouse 
and selling goods without being on 
ASSESSMENT roll or having license 
—Conviction ok servant or agent— 
Evidence — Quashing conviction —

Re Lang, 6 O.W.N". 620.
Permit to cut hay—Condition—Sale of 

land—Rights ok licensee.
Oliver v. Slater, 16 W.L.R. 107.

LIEN NOTES.
See Bills and Notes; Sale.

LIENS.
T. In general.

11. Priorities.
111. Loss ; WAIVER; DISCHARGE.

Of mechanic or materialman, see Mechan
ics’ Liens.

Vendor’s lien, see Vendor and Purchaser ; 
Sale.

Judgment-lien, see Judgment; Execu
tion ; i.and Titles.

Maritime lien, see Admiralty; Seamen ; 
Towaj «*.

Of solicitors, s«*e Solicitors. II C—30.
For taxes, see Taxes, IV—175.
Reservation of lien in promissory note, 

see Bills and Notes, 1 A—2.
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Annotation.
Lien for labour; for material»; of con

tractors; of subcontractors : 9 D.L.R. 105.
I. In general.

(§ I—1)—On land—Breach of contract 
for support—Part performance.

On the failure of the defendant to carry 
out an agreement to support the plaintiff's 
aon for life, in consideration of the pur
chase and conveyance by the plaintiff to 
the defendant of certain real estate, a lien 
on the land in the nature of that of a 
vendor will be given the plaintiff for the 
value of the property, less whatever sum 
the defendant may be entitled to for the 
support and maintenance of the son until 
the breach of the agreement. [Cunning
ham v. Moore, 1 X.B. Eq. 116; Paine v. 
Chapman. 6 Grant 338, followed; Zdan v. 
Hruden, 4 D.L.R. 256, 22 Man. L'.K. 587, 
distinguished. I

Spencer v. Spencer, 11 D.L.R. 801. 23 
Man. L.R. 461. 24 W.L.R. 420, 4 W.W.R. 
785.
On land—Right to—Loss—Conveyance

UEFORK ASSERTING RIGHT TO I.IK.X.
The failure of a creditor to assert a 

contract right to obtain a lien on land be
fore its sale by the debtor will defeat the 
former's right to such lien, where the con
tract was not in itself a valid lien and 
merely gave a right to sue for the enforce
ment of an agreement to give the lien.

Imperial Elevator & Lumlier Co. v. Olive, 
15 D.L.R. 103, 6 8.L.R. 142, 20 W.L.R. 193. 
5 W.W.R. 628.
LlAIIII.ITY OF I.IEXOR IN POSSESSION FOR 

I .OHS OF PROPERTY HY THEFT.
The liability of a thresher holding grain 

under a statutory lien for his services in 
threshing it, is that, ol a bailee, and he is 
answerable for grain stolen while in his 
custody only where he is guilty of negli
gence. [Finnicane v. Small, l Esp. 315, fol
lowed.)

Hill v. Stait, 14 D.L.R. 158. 23 Man. L.R. 
832, 26 W.L.R. 476. 6 W.W.R. 22.1. 
Charge for storage — Chattel hei.d for

OTHER DKHT.
A person who has a lien upon a chattel 

for a debt cannot, if he keeps the chattel to 
enforce payment on the lien, add to the 
amount for which the lien exists, a charge 
for keeping the chattel until the debt is 
paid; there is no implied promise to pay 
for a storage when the bailee has retained 
the goods for his own benefit. [Somes v. 
British Empire Shipping, 8 H.L.C. 338, ap-

Canada Steel & Wire Co. v. Ferguson. 21 
D.L.R. 771. 25 Man. 1*R. 320, 8 W.W.R. 
416, reversing lfl D.L.R. 681.
For taxes paid on another's land.

One paying taxes on another’s land under 
the mistaken lielief that the land liclonged 
to him, acquiesced in by the true owner, is

entitled to a lien upon the land for the 
amount paid.

Riddell v. McRae, 34 D.L.R. 102, 11 AT 
R. 414, [1»17| 2 W.W.R. 540.
Fob IMPROVEMENTS upon land under mis- 

TAKE OF TITLE.
[Note:—This judgment contains u valu- 

able discussion on the right to a lien on 
land for improvements made by a person 
who mistakenly believed that he was the 
owner. )

Turk well v. Guay. 34 D.L.R. 106, [19171 
1 W.W.R. 1220. [Affirmed in 37 D.L.R. S0.*> 
27 Man. L.R. 520.J
Title to land—Lost deed—Failure to 

prove—Reference in will to deed 
—Recovery of possession of land— 
Lien for improvements made in mis
take of title—Conveyancing and 
law of Property Act, s. 37—Damages 
for removal of vhattelh—Findings 
of Trial Judge— Appeal—Costs, 

Tanner v. Sutor, 16 O.W.N. 310.
Advances made and services bemierko in 

respect of real property—Kviuenck 
—Conflict—Findings of Trial Jvdob 
—Lien fob advances, costs, and com
missions — Judgment for payment
AND IN DEFAULT REALIZATION BY SAIF.
—Reference for ascertainment of
AMOUNT DUE—COSTS.

Heyd v. Gross, 16 O.W.N. 334.
Lien on lands for improvements—Lease

OK FARM BY FATHER TO SON Al l Fi.Ml 
PROMISE TO DEVISE FARM—REQUEST—
Representations — Estoppel - Ac
tion AGAINST EXECUTORS OK FATHER—
Failure to prove definite contract 
—Claim for VALUE Of WORE DONE OR
DER LEASE.

Muirbead v. Muir head, 12 O.W.N. 103, 
affirming 11 O.W.N. 221.
Improvements—Infant put in possession

OK LAND BY GRANDFATHER—REPRESEN
TATIONS INDUCING BELIEF THAT LANS 
GIVEN TO INFANT—LlEN FOB IMPROVE
MENTS— Recovery ok possession —

McCartney v. McCartney, 12 O.W.N. 199. 
Of drayman.

A drayman, who removed furniture from 
one building to another, has a right 
to be paid the price agreed upon for hi# 
services as soon as the furniture has 
arrived at the latter building and is ready 
to be taken into the house. On refusal of 
payment he can hold the furniture for hie 
privileged claim.

Walker v. Corbeau, 50 Que. 8.C. 276. 
Accountant—Books of corporation.

An accountant has a lien for his services 
upon the books of account upon which he 
works, provided he is light fully in posses
sion of them while doing the work, hut he 
cannot acquire such lien upon any hooks of 
a company which it is required, either by 
its Act of* incorporation or article# of asso
ciation, to keep at all times in its offre»
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though lie may have been permitted to take 
them t" hi' own office.

lie K.»idential Building Co., 20 Man.
L.R. «KM-
J> GENERAL.

II. hud purchased a quantity of furni
ture from the plaintiffs under a hire pur- 
rba»e agreement, which was duly regis
tered. Iml. before completing her payments, 
she stored the furniture with defendant, 
i warehouseman, but without the knowl
edge of plaintiffs, who some months after 
ward-*, on discovering the fact, demanded 
delivery tip of the furniture under the 
terms of their agreement. Defendant re
fused to deliver until his warehouse charges 
were paid. Held, that defendant was not 
entitled to retain the goods until his 
charges were paid.

If V 'smith v. Campbell, 10 B.C.R. 50.1,
17 W.L.R. 4!»:i.
t’iAt.K— POHNKHKOKV LIEN OF Fl BNITl BE 

MOVERS.
A furniture mover is entitled to a posses

sor) lien on proof of usage of such claim in 
the district.

Welch v. Scott, [1»19| 3 W.W.R. 425.
1$ I -2a I—Thresh ebb lien—Skizcbe— 

Forcible entry.
The position of a lienholder under the 

Thresher’s Lien Act (Sask.), s. 1, is that 
of a purchaser for value, and he has the 
riaht of forcible entry for the purpose of 
taking a sufficient quantity of grain in sat
isfaction for his lien.

Hell v. Cross. 36 D.L.R. 4.19, 10 S.L.R. 
-’Hit. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 242.

The owner of a threshing outfit cannot 
<!aim a lien on grain threshed under the 
Threshers’ Lien Act, for compensation for 
threshing it at a certain rate per bushel, 
where there was no definite agreement 
thereto, but the rate was to lie determined 
hv the yield per acre.

Delliridge v. Piekersgill, 3 D.L.R. 796, 21 
W.LR. 28.1. 2 W.W.R. 393.
Manitoba Tiirkhherh’ Lien Act—Right

III BREAK OPEN BVILDINO—SUFFICIENCY 
OK AGREEMENT.

The Manitoba Threshers’ Lien Act, R.S. 
M 1902. c. 167, being remedial in its na
ture. will In- liberally construed. Vnder the 
Threshers’ Lien Act. R.S.M. 1902. c. 167, 
whirli creates an active and not a passive 
lien, a locked granary may In* broken open 
it order to take possession of grain for the 

purpose »f acquiring a lien thereon. A 
stipulation that grain will Is- threshed 
•U the same rate as is charged by another 
p-rson is a sufficient agreement that it shall 
'v done “at or for a fixed price or rate of 
remuneration” so as to satisfy such require
ment of the Threshers’ Lien Act, R.S.M. 
190-2, c. 167.

Hill v. Stait. 14 D.L.R. 158, 23 Man. L.R. 
M2. 2.1 W.L.R. 47.1, 5 W.W.R. 225.
Seed Crain Act.

The proceedings authorized by an Act

Respecting Seed Grain, c. 21, 1909, must 
have I «ecu taken in order to make the sum 
claimed hy the Crown for seed grain a tax 
upon the land.

Johansson v. Cronquiat, 39 D.L.R. 509, 
12 A.L.R. 225, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 1029. 
Thri suer—Seizing grain—Sale.

A thresher taking grain to satisfy his lien 
under the provisions of the Thresher’s I«ien 
Act ( R.S.S. 1900. c. 152. h. 1, amended by 
Acts 1913, c. 67, e. 241, becomes a “pur
chaser for value” of the grain so taken, 
and as such, has a right to sell the grain to 
satisfy his claim.

Rods s. Sonmore, 29 D.L.R. 40, 0 N.L.R. 
267, 34 W.LR. 1122, 10 W.W.R. 1279.

Plaintiff agreed to thresh defendant's 
crop at a specified rate per bushel. After 
he bad threshed the greater portion uf the 
crop his men refused to work and he was 
unable to complete the contract, and by 
reason of this breach the defendant was 
unable to get the balance threshed. Plain 
tiff sued for the amount of hia account, 
interest, the expenses of endeavouring to 
exercise his lien, and a declaration that he 
was entitled to a lien on the grain. The 
defendant objected that the contract was an 
entire one, and that the plaintiff had never 
completed it, ami counterclaimed for gen
eral damages but not for special damages : 
—Held, that the contract was not an in
divisible one and payment was not condi
tional upon completion, and the plaintiff 
was therefore entitled to recover. 2. But 
the defendant was entitled to complete per
formance and upon breaeh to damages. 3. Hut 
the defendant, not having pleaded special 
damage, eon Id not now be allowed to shew 
special damage, and the amount agreed upon 
when settlement was discussed fixed the 
Itasis upon which damages should Is* as
sessed. 4. That the notice of intention to 
charge interest was suffy-ient compliance 
with the provisions of subs. 2 of s. 37 of the 
Judicature Act, and the plaintiff was en
titled to recover interest at legal rate. 5. 
Any right to a lien which the plaintiff had 
under the Act respecting threshers’ liens, 
and that Act being in derogation of the 
common law must lie strictly complied with 
before the plaintiff could avail himself of 
its provisions. 6. That the right of lien 
to be effective must be exercised within 
sixty days and by the actual taking of the 
grain, and a notice of intention to exercise 
not accompanied by an actual taking is not 
effective for that purpose, and the plaintiff 
had therefore no right of lien.

F.lsom v. Ellia, 4 8.L.R. 294.
Choi* Payment Act—Forcible entry.

The Crop Payment Act, 1015, does not 
take away a thresher’s lien, even in respect 
to the share of the crop which under an 
agreement between the grower thereof and 
the vendor to him of the land belongs to 
the vendor. A thresher has a right to break 
into a granary in order to obtain the grain 
which is the security of the price of his
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threshing hill. | Bell v. Cross, 36 1X1-15. 
4)9, in <1.11. 289, followed.]

Anna hie ( u. v. Younglove, [1017] 3 WAY.
K. 4M.
Threshers' Lien Act—Skctiox 3 (2)— 

N.ui ki; ok lien—How kxkri is \i;i.k.
Defcndant whs held liahle for trespass and 

eonversiuii for taking grain from plain- 
tiff's granary to satisfy alleged balance of 
claim for threshing. Defendant held not 
entitled to lien by reason of noiieoniplianec 
with the provisions of the Threshers' l.ien 
Ad. Section .*» (2) of said Act considered. 
Said Act does not allow the breaking open 
of a building to get out of grain “in bulk'' a 
quantity to satisfy the lien.

Hopkins v. Slmhert, [1919] 1 W.W.R.
748.
JtliillT OK TIIBK811KH8 TO UUKAK INTO GRAN

ARY— Kxckbsive hai.k—Damage:*—l.lA
lill.ITY OK I'IRCHAHEBS.

The defendant threshers had a right to 
break into plaintiff’s granary to seize under 
their threshers' lien if the amount taken 
was not excessive. Where, after seizure, the 
threshers were paid their account except for 
the hauling, but nevertheless proceeded to 
sell all the grain seized, they were held lia
ble in damages, as were also their purchas
ers, for the excessive sale.

Hill v. Howie, [1919] 2 W.VV.R. 302.
Seed grain i.ikn—Interest ok dkkkndant

IN I.AKII NOT APPEARING IN RECORDS.
Otis v. Weidniark, 19 W.L.R. 723. 

Thresher's i.ikn — Hkiiit to seize: grain 
- Reason ahi.y sceeicient to satisfy 

claim—Cannot apply surplus on old 
xccovnt—Conversion.

Strongman v. Dow, 49 D.L.R. 991, 12 
S.L.R. 140. [1919] 1 W.W.R. 993.
Threshers’ liens—Position ok thresher

AS PURCHASER FOR VALVE.
In an action under the Threshers' Lien 

Net, the thresher»ha*, prior to actual seiz
ure. a lien upon all grain threshed by him, 
as security for the payment of his claim, 
and the moment he takes possession he 
become-, the actual owner to all intents and 
purposes, and when he sells the grain so 
taken by him, lie does so, not as u lien hold
er, but as owner. This would not in any way 
prevent the debtor from recovering damages 
ill ease the seizure were of an excessive 
amount, as s. 2 of the Act limits tbo . 
quantity which may be taken by the lien | 
holder to a sufficient quantity computed at i 
the market value to cover the debt. If the 
seizure were, however, of a quantity which, j 
under all the circumstances, could be con
sidered only reasonably sufficient to pay I 
the claim of the lien holder, the latter would 
not be liable to damages for illegal seizure ! 
merely because he realized upon the sale 1 
more than enough to pay his claim, hut ho ; 
might in such a case Is* liahle to account | 
for the balance as a purchaser who had not : 
paid the full purchase price of goods bought J 
l*y him. No precise line van be drawn he- j

| tween excessive, and therefore illegal, sciz.- 
I lires, and reasonable, and therefore legal 

seizures, because each such ease must I* 
governed in this respect by its own eir.-uni 
stances.

Bunk v. Markwat, 9 W.W.R. 1084.
IS 1—3)—For keeping automobile—Gar 

age—Livery stable—Horse, owned by 
THIRD PARTY.

Section 3, subs., 3 of the Innkeepers Act, 
1 Geo. V. (Out.) e. 49 ( R.S.O. 1914. « . 173,| 

1 conferring a right of lien upon livery stable 
keepers, does not apply to keepers of auto
mobile garages, the context in the Act shew
ing that the Legislature intended the statute 

; I" apply only to livery stables where horses 
are ordinarily kept. As distinguished from 
flic common law lien of an innkeeper on prop 
ertv of a third party in the possession of a 
debtor, the statutory lien of » livery stable 
keeper under the Act will not U- construis! 
as covering the property of a third person.

Automobile & Supply Co. v. Hands, |:t 
D.L.R. 222, 28 U.L.R. \*>83.
OF STABLE KEEPER.

The Stable Keepers’ Act, R.S..M. (1913. 
<•- 183, docs not entitle the keeper to a lieu 
on an animal put in the stable without tin 
knowledge and consent of the owner. | Bin 
ton v. Baiighan. 9 t ar. & I’. 974. followed.]

Yco v. Farragher. 39 D.L.R. 324, 28 Man. 
L.B. 424. |19I8] 1 W.W.R. 924. 
Woodcutter's lien — Subcontractor 

Notice—Personal liability.
A woodcutter who worked for a subcon

tractor and who, not having lieen paid his 
wages, gave the owner of the wood the 
notice required by art. 1994c. ('.V. (Que.), 
acquires a privilege on the wood of the 
latter, hut does not thereby obtain any per
sonal recourse against him.

' l-aiircntides paper Co. v. Rompre. 27 Que. 
K. B. 194.
Seizure of wood afloat — Rights of 

others.
I The privilege, created by art. 1994. e. C.C. 
j (Que.), in favour of wood cutters, can only 
j In- exercised under the conditions determined 

by law. The fact that the wood seized un
der the exercise of this privilege was, dur
ing the process <>f the suit, carried away by 
tin* breaking up of the ice, and mixed with 
other wood belonging to a third person who 
had paid for it. gives ground for personal 
recourse against the latter.

Rhea till v. Brown Corp., 33 Que. S.C. 290. 
Wood aiirikt—Salvage—Right ok reten

tion—Pleading.
Dm- who saves lumber tloating astray on a 

river has a right of lien on such lumber for 
his costs of salvage. A creditor who lia< a 
right of retention, and who is sued by the 
owner revendicating the object thus retained, 
must not ask by his plea the dismissal of 
the action, but must conclude that he should 
not l>e dispossessed without having been 
reimbursed his costs.

Gagne v. Daigle, 34 Que. S.C. 239.
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I iulri a contract by which the plaintiff 
>WI. in manufacture lath»*, etc., out of de- 
l.iidaiit’a lumlHT at a certain price per 
] him lift, it was provided that the plain- 
iilî «aa to deliver the lath*, etc., an fa»t as 
ilvlVwluiit could take them "and settlements 
t„ !„■ malle the tenth day of each month lor 
tli.- preceding month's saw hill:"—Held, de- 
i, M,iiint \w.' entitled to delivery of the laths 
Infor.' payment therefor: that this agree 
meni \.i> inconsistent with u right of lien 

tie price of sawing and the plaintiff 
-u. tiler Jure not entitled to a lien. The 
fit. t that the defendant gave a note in part 
parment, which «as dishonoured, and the 
ta.-t that the defendant went into liquida- 
non under the Winding-up Act. lt.S.C. 1906,
, lit. while some of the hths were in the 
p„..e"i.m of the plaintiff did not entitle the 
pin inti If to a lien upon such laths.

UatluiM Lumber Co. v, Nepisiquit Lum
ber Co.. 41 X.B.R. 41, 11 K.L.K. 552.
(5 I—:ia I —MINKR'h MEN—('ONMOI.lDATF.il 

ACTIONS—.lolNT OF SEVERAL .If DOM EUT.
Gabrieli v. .lackson Mines, 15 B.C.It. 57.1. 

I,*lioi a I.IKNB — ENFORCE MF.ST OF L1EXH 
AGAIN NT COMPANY IN LIQUIDATION.

Good v. Nepisiquit Lumber Co., 10 E.L.
R. 252.
It 1—4 ) — KqIHTABLE I.IF.NH.

\ general lien asserted l»y one party 
upon the property of another, for the bal
ance owing by the latter upon the accounts 
between them, depends upon possession of 
the property l»y the party asserting the lien.

Northern Sulphite Mills v. Craig. 4 D.L. 
R. 82, 5 li.W.N. 1388. 22 OAÎ.R. 5ti3.
Li/IT CABLE LIENS—DEFINITENESS.

V lien is not created by a covenant to 
* l.arge priqrerty not defined by the covenant 
ami where there has Is-en no acquisition of 
property with intent to perform the cove- 
nani. | Mornington v. Keane, 2 DeG. & J. 
-»U. t4 K.It. 1001, followed.J

Trusts and Guarantee Co. v. Whitla Co., 
Il» D.LK 185. tl W.W.R. 42, 27 W.L.R. 
58», 7 A.L.R. 330.
Avtomoiiii.k rfpairs.

A workman who makes repairs to an auto- 
mobile has thereon a right of retention, 
and hi- - hiim for repairs constitutes a privi
leged debt which takes rank by preference 
"ii the proceeds of the sale of the vehicle. 
He may issue a conservatory attachment to 
give effect to his privilege.

Morin v. Garbi, 50 Que. 8.0. 273.

II. Priorities.
(5 11—51—Seaman's iiex for waof*— 

Priorities—Statutory lien for buh.d-

X lien for a seaman's wages has priority 
over a statutory lien for building, equipping 
or repairing a ship under e. 4 of the Ad
miralty Court Act. 1861, or for ms-essurie*.

The Aurora. 7 W.W.R. 5.

($11 7)—Employee's lien on assets of 
employer in priority to bank’s statu
tory SECURITY.

The statutory charge in favour of em
ployees to the extent of three months' 
wages owing to them by the wholesaler or 
other per-on giving a statutory security to 
u hank under s. 88 of the I lank Act (Call.), 
1013, may lie enforced hv direct action by 
the employee** against the hank, if the lat 
ter has taken jiossession of or dis|Kised of 
the property covered hv the security.

.........g v. KuvhI Hank. 16 D.I..K. Ill
B.C.K. .",14, II W.W.R. I KO. 27 WX.II. «KO. 
($ 11—0)—Threshers—Right op sai e, up

on RETENTION. HOW EXERCISER—l OX- 
VERSION.

I'nder the Threshers' Lien Ordinanee 
(Alta.) giving a lien "for the purpose of 
securing payment" for threshing grain, the 
lienor’s right is only one of retention, ami 
he is guilty of conversion if he sells the 
subject matter of the lien without resorting 
to his legal remedy. The pnqa»r procedure 
of the euforcemnt of a lien conferred by the 
Ordinance is to sue in a court of equity for 
a foreclosure of the lien and have a sale 
made by an order of the court. The Ordi
nance <ioes not confer upon the lienor the 
right to seize such grain by breaking open 
the granary of the owner, where the grain 
is -lored, and sell it without resorting to 
legal process. J Brown v. Glenn, 10 Q.B. 
254; and Mulliner v. Florence, 3 Q.B.D. 
484. applied.)

I'rinneveau v. Morden, 11 D.L.R. 272, 24 
MLR. 208. 4 W.W.R. «37, « A.L.R. 52.

III. Loss; waiver; discharge.
($ 111—10) —Discharge.

The discharge of a mortgage debt by a 
chirographic creditor of the mortgagor in 
consideration of the undertaking by the 
mortgagee to facilitate the purchase by the 
creditor, at the lowest possible price, of im
movables of the debtor levied on under ex
ecution, does not create an obligation which 
entitle-» him who has paid to recover the sum 
from the mortgagee on the ground that the 
latter received it a second time, by another 
title, under a judgment rendered subsequent 
to their agreement.

Gagnon v. BAlard. 21 Que. K.B. 172, af
firming 39 Que. K.C. 368.
($ 111—13)—Distribution of funds—Col

location — Mutual insurance com
pany------ Bill of deposit—Laborer—
Privilege—Estate by destination— 
Machinery — Legal hale — C.C. arts. 
879. 14S9, 1490. 2000. 2009. 2033—C.C. 
P., arts. «08. 814, 815. 810 S. REF. 
|190») arts. 7023. 7124.

There is a legal mortgage in favour of 
mutual insurance companies again*! lire, for 
the recovery of subscriptions in the hill of 
deposit : and this mortgage takes rank 
counting from the date of the hill of de
posit. without affecting the former mort 
gages. A laborer, who asks to be entitled 
to a claim based on a hiring of service,
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< light to indivute tlic nature of the ht vives 
tendered, the value, added by h is work to 
the estate of the debtor, and the registry 
of his lien. Machinery having been sold in 
execution with the estate, and the purchaser 
having paid the price, the tenant can not 
reclaim unless there had been collusion. 

Copping v. Li d’Ottawa & Kivest,
25 Rev. Leg. 206.

LIFE INSURANCE.
See Insurance.

LIFE TENANTS.
Creation of life tenancy, see Wills: Deeds.

Annotation.
Estates for life: 31 D.L.R. 390. 

Liability fob expenses, etc.
While the life tenant is entitled to the 

use of the land during his term and to the 
receipt of all the income and profits, he 
is in such fiduciary relationship to the re
mainderman that iip is not allowed to in 
jure or deal with the estate to the hitter's 
detriment.

Atkinson v. Farrell, 8 D.L.R. 582, 27 
tUv.lt. 204.
Repairs— Power to mortgage to keep up

THE PROPERTY.
Re Darch, Iti D.L.R. 875, 6 O.W.N. 107.

26 U.W.R. 100.

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS.
I. Limitation in general.

a. In general; statutes.
b. Equitable remedy ; laches.
c. Bar of prior or other claim, or of

portion of claim or defence.
D. By and against whom available. 
e. To what claims applicable.

II. When statute runs.
a. In general.
b. Contracts; mortgages.
C. Corporations, officers and stock

holders.
i). Trusts; bailment.

F. Torts.; negligence; injuries to per
son or property : crimes, 

o. Suits relating to real property.
H. Municipal indebtedness or liabilities.
I. Taxes, assessments and tax sales.
J. Decedent's estate; executors and ad-

m ini st rotors.
K. Judgment.
!.. Absence from province.
M.t overture, infancy or other disa

bility.
III. When action is barred.

a. Penalty; statutory liability.
B. Vontracts; contribution.
c. Corporation»; officers and stock

holder». /
D. Trusts. ,

F. Tort»; negligence.
G. Suits relating to real property.

i. Judgment.
Miscellaneous.

IV. Interruption of statute; removal

a. In general.
b. By suit.
C. By payment or promise.

As to breach of condition of acceptance 
under will, see Wills.

Annotations.
Limitations as to actions for redemptions 

of mortgage: 36 D.L.R. 15.
Trespassers on lands; prescription: g 

D.LB. 1061.
I. Limitation in general.
A. In GENERAL; STATUTES.

Prescriptive aie I possessory rights, see Ad
verse Possession ; Basements.
(§ I A—1 )—N.W.T. «Himnance—Statute

OF JAM EH—Sl'PERHKDKD, HOW FAR.
The N.W .T. Ordinance, Con. Ord. 1898 r. 

31, is a substitution for the corresponding 
English enactment, 21 .lac. I. e. 16. mid. «si 
far as the latter deals with the same <la-s 
of actions, it is not part of tin* law of AI- 
berttt. [Rutledge v. I'.S. Savings 4 Loan 
Co., 37 L’an. S.C.R. 546. followed.]

Quuker Oats Co. v. Denis, 19 D.L.R. 327, 
8 A.L.R. 31, 7 W.W.R. 1008.
Statute#—Railways—"For damage or in

jury SUSTAINED BY REASON Of A RAIL
WAY”—O.NK YEAR.

I'lie provisions of tin* Ontario Railway 
A« t. 1906, 6 Kdw. X II. e. 30, s. 223, whereby 
actions for damage or injury sustained by 
reason of a railway under that Act, must he 
brought within 1 year, are in effect incor
porated with tin- special Act 36 Viet. 
(Out.), e. 99 (under which the Lmdon 
Street R. Vo. was incorporated |, and the 

! limitation of l year substituted for that of 
6 months under the Railway Act, 1859, e. 66. 

| s. 83, which by the special Act were declared 
to Is* incorporated therewith.

Kilgour v. London Street R. Co., 19 D.L 
! R. 827. 30 O.L.R. 603. 
j Admiralty proceedings — Negligence of 

JIariiour Commissioners — Public 
Authorities Act.

Vnder s. 2 (21 of the Colonial Court of 
Admiralty Act, 1890. 53 4 54 Viet. c. 27, 

I as well as Exchequer r. 288, action against 
j the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal for 
I negligence or default in the performance of 
: a puTilic duty are within the six months’ 

prescription imposed by the Public Authori- 
I ties Protection Act, 1893, 56 & 57 X’icL 

( Imp. i c. 61.
Sydney. Cape Breton & Montreal Steam

ship Co. v. liar hour Commissioners of Mon
treal, 11 D.L.R. 814, 15 Can. Ex. 1.

B. Equitable remedy; laches.
See Estoppel, III fi—85.

(§ I B-*-7)—Effect of foreign judgment 
UPON ORIGINAL CLAIM.

An extraterritorial personal judgment ie

55
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nut effective to prevent the operation of the 
statute of Limitations in Alberta as ré
unis the original da ira upon which the 
judgment was founded, where the defendant 
ii<d acquired no domicile in the province in 
which the judgment was obtained, and had 
m-t appeared in the action there brought, 
nor at turned to the jurisdiction of the court. 

Belcourt v. Noel, 9 D.L.R. 788, 23 W.L.K. 
3 W.W.R. 926.

1 11—10)—Title to land by possession 
—Evidencb—1'indino or local Master

Re Hamilton, 16 O.W.N. 119.
As TO LAND.

flic right of the Harbour Board of Mon
treal to sue for the rescission of a contract 
alienating land contingent to harbour ia 
limited to a period of 10 years.

Harbour Commissioners of Montreal v. 
Foundry A Machine Co., 21 Que. K.B. 241. 
Real property — Limitation» Act—Ad-

VFRML POM8R88ION FOB PEBIOD OK YEARN 
— llTLK BY PRESCRIPTION — KlOHT OK 
Ot < l PAR T.

Bradshaw v. Patterson, 4 S.L.R. 208.
Title to land—Title not extinguished— 

( ONHTRVCTION OK REAL PROPERTY LIMI
TATION Act.

McMillan v. Att’y-Gen’l for Ontario, 19 
O.W.H. 799, 2 O.W.N. 1444. 
t'. Bar ok prior or other claim, or ok 

PORTION or CLAIM OR DEFENCE.
( Ü 1 0-23)—Accounts—Part payment 

—Some items harked — Some items 
not barred—Burden ok proof.

Ross v. Flanagan, 19 O.W.R. 499.
($ I t—20)—A counterclaim for a simple 
contract debt cannot be successfully pleaded 
a* such, where it could lie met by the Stat
ute of I.imitations.

Fee v. Tisdale, 8 D.L.R. 624, 4 O.W.N. 
.173, 23 O.W.R. 489.

I) By and against whom available. 
i$ I D—25)—Tenant at will without 

rent—Statute of Limitations (Ont.) 
Where a person becomes tenant at will 

uf another's lands without paying rent 
then-fur. the Statute of Limitations, 10 
Kdw. VII. (Ont.) c. 34, s. 6. begins to run 
in his favour as against the owner at the 
end of one year after lieing let into posses-

Nolile v. Noble, 9 D.L.R. 735, 27 O.L.R.
342.
(jj I D—26) — Corporations — Electric 

company.
The statutory obligation of an electric 

railway company to supply lighting to cus
tomers within a certain distance of the 
company's lines makes it* negligence in al
lowing a dangerous current to set fire to 
•lie customer's premises one in relation to 
the works or operations of the defendant, 
and the customer’s action therefor must he 
brought within the period of limitation 
which is provided for that class of action

liy its special Act (Con. Ry. Companies Act,
1896, B.C., c. 65, s. 44). (Lyles v. South 
end, [1906] 2 K.B. 1, applied.]

Union Ass'ce Co. v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 
21 D.L.R. 62, 21 B.C.R. 71, 30 W.L.R. 717, 
8 W.W.R. 327.
t$ 1 D—27)—Against whom available— 

Municipality — Public Authorities 
Protection Act.

The period of limitation provided by the 
Public Authorities Protection Act, 1 <ieo.
V. (Unt. ) c. 22, K.S.O. 1914, c. 89, for ac
tions against public otlicials does not ex
tend io and include actions against a 
municipality.

Glynu v. Niagara Falls, 15 D.L.R. 426, 
29 O.L.R. 517.
Municipality.

A ««use of action against a municipality 
in British Columbia for damages accruing 
in duly, 1897, in respect of alleged devi
ations from certain dyking and drainage 
works «instructed by it under the authority 
of municipal by-laws was subject to the 
provisions for limitation of actions con
tains! in the B.C. Municipal Act, 1892, 
and of the Municipal Clauses Act, R.S.B.C.
1897. Such an action would lie barred in 
so far as the claim was based upon the con
tention that the works were not justifie«l 
by the by-laws relied upon as authorizing 
the same* after the expiry of the periods 
of limitation specified in as. 243, 244 R.C. 
Municipal Clauses Act, 1397.

Wilson v. Delta, 8 D.L.R. 881, [1913) A. 
C. 181. 22 W.L.R. 931.
Municipalities—Retboactivexess of stat-

Section 358 of c. 16 Sunk. 1915, barring 
claims for damages against municipalities 
resulting from land being injuriously affect
ed unless made in writing with particulars 
of the claim within one year after the in
jury, affects more than mere matters oi 
procedure and takes away a right existent 
under the law as it stood before the pas
sage of the statute, and is therefore not 
retrospective. | R. v. Dharma, [1005] 2 K 
B. 335. The Vdtin, [1899] P. 230. distin
guished: Hickson v. Harlow, 62 L.J. C'h. 
453: Wright v. Hale, 30 L.J. Ex. 40, ap
plied.]

Prince Albert v. Vachon, 27 D.L.R. 216, 
34 W.L.R. 107, II» W.W.R. 359, affirming 33
W. L.R. 470. 9 8.UR. 80.
(8 I D—29)—Attaching creditor.

Under Nova Scotia Practice Order 40, r. 
0. which provides that a subsequent attach
er may dispute the validity and effect of a 
previous writ of attachment on the ground 
1 hat the sum claimed was not justly due, 
or was not payable when the action was 
commenced, the subsequent attacher may 
take the ground that the debt was barred 
by the Statute of I/imitations as an answer 
to the claim of the previous attacher.

Oormley v. DeBIois, 8 D.L.R. 109, 40 N. 
8.R. 280.
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E. To WHAT CLAIMS APPLICABLE.

(§ 1 K—30)—Railway Act—Breach of
CONTRACT TO LOCATE STATION.

An action for the breach of un agreement 
to locate a railway station on the plaintif!-* 
land in consideration of a right-of-way over 
it, is not within the limitation of one year 
prescribed by s. 306 of the Railway Act, 
11MI6, for actions for damages or injury sus
tained by reason of the construction or op
eration of a railway. [Beard v. Credit \ al
ley R. Co.. 11 0.15. til6. followed.]

‘Gauthier v. C.X.lt. Co., 14 D.L.R. 400. 7 
A.L.R. 22». 25 W.L.K. 955, 5 W.W.Il. 537. 
Fraud—Breach ok trust—Rii.ors’ fund.

The Statute of Limitations does not run 
against a claim founded on fraud or fraudu
lent breach of trust, as for funds wrongly 
obtained or withheld by pilotage authorities 
with respect, to a fund for the lienefit of

Smith v. Halifax Pilot Commissioners, 35 
D.L.R. 765. 51 N.S.R. 241.
Railway Act (Can.)—Construction am»

OPERATION—■OCCITPATION.
An action for damages snfl'ered by the 

landowner which could not. be included in 
the award on expropriation of the land un
der the Railway Aet, 1906, e.g., for a wrong
ful occupation by the railway prior to 
taking expropriation proceedings, is not 
within the limitation of I year presrribed 
by a. 31 Mi of the Aet. as snvh injury arises 
merely out of the occupation by the rail
way company ami not out of the “construc
tion or operation” of the railway.

Gauthier v. C.X.R. Co.; Dagenais v. C. 
N il. Co.. 17 D.L.R. 1»3. 7 A.L.R. 22». 19 
Can. Ry. ( as. 144. 28 W.L.R. 240. (i WAV. 15. 
94», varying 14 D.L.R. 490, 25 W.L.R. 955, 
5 W.W.IL 537.
To WHAT CLAIMS APPLICABLE—RECOVERY OF 

PERSONALTY.
There is no statute of limitations appli

cable to an action for the recovery of per
sonal property in Ontario, and therefore no 
statutory bar to such an action, though 
laches and delay for even a shorter time 
than the statutory period applicable to real 
property may lie a bar to it.

McGregor v. Curry. 20 D.L.R. 706, 31 O. 
L.I5. 261.
Money lent—Action for—Onus—Failure 

to discharge—Statute of Limita

Soady v. Soady, 6 O.W.X". 240. 
Commercial debt.

The debt created by a loan of money, 
from n father to his son. to assist him in 
business, is not commercial. It is pro 
Rcvilied hy 30 not by f> years.

Quevillon v. Quevillon, 52 Que. S.C. 273. 
Timber—Possession—Citiator.

The action of a lumberman against a

person in possession of the timber, to pro- 
i duce the value thereof to enable him to 

exercise his lieu, is not an action for dam 
1 ages, but an action in revendication, tu 

which Hits. 2261, 2268, C.C. (Que.), relut 
ing to the prescription of 2 years, to that 
of movables, do not apply. Thfr recourse 
against the judicial curator in such case 
does not exclude that against the person in 
possession of the timber, subject to the lien.

Marinier ». Riordon Paper Mills Co., 51 
Que. S.C. 532.

II. When statute runs.
A. In general.

(S II A—35)—Accounts—Charges ox one 
side only.

That the last item of an account for 
goods sold is within 6 years will not draw 
after it those of longer standing, where the 
account is not mutual, but all charges are 
on one side only. [Cotes v. Harris. Boiler's 
X.l*. 149; Beck v. Bierce, 23 Q.B.I). 3K), 
applied.]

Beck v. Anderson. 14 D.L.R. 798, 6 S.L. 
R. 283. 26 W.L.K. 144. 5 W.W.IL 65». 792.

I Attorneys’ keen—Settlement of cask.
Where there has lieen a substitution of 

: attorneys by consent in a pending cause, 
the prescription of 5 years against costs 
then due to the attorneys does not. where 
the case is subsequently settled, commence 
to run from the date of the substitution, 
but only from the date of settlement, even 
where the. settlement lias not lieen eonlirmed 
by a judgment. Fees for the study of a 
case, its preparation and other special serv
ices are not taxable; they cannot lie al
lowed except upon proof of the value of 
such services. In such case prescription 
does not commence to run from the date 
of the filial judgment, in the same manner 
as against taxable costs, but from the date 
when the services were rendered.

Mi Mette v. Mayer, 50 Que. S.C. 312, af
firming 15. Que. s.c. 430.
PEREMPTION OK ACTION — INSCRIPTION Of 

CASK. ON ROM. RY HROTIIONOTARY—Ql'K. 
C.P. 280.

The peremption of action begins to ran 
only from the date of its being put on the 
roll.

Pelletier v. Charbonneux!, 16 Que. P.R. 
194.

B. Contracts; mortgager.
Redemption of mortgage, dower, see Ad

verse Possession, I F,—30.
(8 II B—40)—Lien note.

'Ihe Statute of Limitations does not be
gin to run on a lien note until the day fol
lowing the due date stated therein, as an 
action could not be brought until the ex
piry of the due dale. | Kennedy v. Thomas, 
! 1894 j 2 Q.B. 759. followed ; Sinclair v. 
Robson, 16 V.C.Q.B. 211. not followed.]

Willoughby x. Wainwrlgl.t. 12 D.L.R. 
741. 23 Man. Ut. 28», 21 W.L.R. 504. 4 
WAV.It. 874.
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J|ll;l CONTRACT—( OMPLEfl'IUN or WO UK—
Mixed a<t— Merchant—Commercial 
a,-i Summons — Dam au us — I’be- 
M MI-rlON C.C. ART. 2260.

In lli<‘ ease of a hiring contract for the 
viin-truction of a house, if the contractor 
.ilwncloiiN the work ami the owner, after 
having summoned the contractor to go hack 
i,. work within 24 hours has given over the 
•-umpletion of the building to another, the 
prescription against an action for dam 

Iiv the owner does not commence to 
mn till the day following the last day of 
ilie time given to the contractor to go hack 
to work. Thus in this case, the time hnv- 
iii- expired on the 21st August 1912, the 
prescript ion did not commence to run till 
ilie following day, the 22nd and the action 
no damages having been commenced by the 
uvuier on the 21st August, 1917, wua brought 
in time. Moreover, the 5 years prescrip
tion does not apply to the action tor dam 
nues. A contract can lie commercial for 
one party and civil for the other. When 
it is a ipiestion of deciding whether a pre
scription is commercial or civil it is the 
«piality of the creditor tliaa must he con
sidered. Because one party is commercial 
it does not follow that all his acts arc so. 
Thus a contract of a merchant com,erniiig 
immovables, like this one, is not an act of 
isiminerce.

Bucliiiiid v. Duchesne, 56 Que. S.C. 152. 
<| Il B—411—Xbuotiaiu.e note—1»an.

V promissory note payable to order given 
for a loan at interest and not in acknowl 
rdgment of a prior debt, is subject to the 
prescription of 5 years.

Hebert v. Demers, 47 Que. S.C. 252. 
Promissory notes—Action against maker 

Computation or hays in statutory 
period—Bate or i\ perkst post uiem- 
Jnterert from commencement or ac
tion to .mtkiment in addition to siy 
years' arrears.

Canadian limiting & Ventilating Co. v.
Putts, s OAV.N. 565.
Promissory note payaiiix on demand— 

Time ok commencement of statutory 
period — Departure of maker from 
province after commencement.

Findlay v. Battram. 9 OAV.N. 508.
<| Il B—421—Mortgage.

The covenant to repay mortgage moneys 
implied by the Land Titles Act, evfcn though 
imported into un instrument not under seal, 
is a sjieeialty debt, and the applicable pe- 
imd of the Statute of Limitations is 20 
.'ears, by virtue of 1 (ieo. V. c. 28, s. 102, 
Ontario, lieing an amendment to tlie On
tario lamd T itles Act, providing that any 
charge or transfer not under seal, shall op
erate the same as if they were under seal, 
lieing the substance of s. 107 of the formel 
\ct. R.N.O., 1897, c. 138. The obligation 

to pay the mortgage moneys, imposed hy a 
cow'nant implied by statute, is u specialty,

ACTIONS, 11 D.
and is not barred by lapse of time less than 
20 years from the date of default.

tieattv v. Bailey, 3 D.L.R. 831, 26 O.L. 
R. 145.*
Default in payment of interest.

An action to recover money due on a 
mortgage in statutory form, pro' idiug that 
in default of the payment of the interest 
the principal shall become payable, is 
barred, under 10 Kdw. VII. r. 34, «. 4'J 
(kj, unless action is brought within 10 
years from default in the payment of in 
*tcrest, notwithstanding 10 years has not 
elapsed since the principal would have lie 
come payable apart from the acceleration 
clause- IMeKaudeii v. Brundoii, 8 Ü.L.R. 
610, followed.J

Cameron v. Smith, 12 D.L.R. 64, 4 UAN. 
X. 1459, 24 OAV.R. 767.
Vacant i-ande—Qonntbuctivk possession 

— When statute keg inn against 
mortgagee.

W here a right of entry or to sue for pos 
session lias accrued to a mortgagee hy the 
mortgagor's default in payment, and the 
mortgaged lands are left unfenced and 
without actual oceuputioii hy anyone, the 
statute of Limitations does not run against 
the mortgagee so us to extinguish his title 
to the lands: the mortgagee may still fore 
rinse although the remedy hy action for the 
debt is barred, and the mortgagor similarly 
is not barred of his right to redeem.
| Bucknam v. Stewart, 1! Man. L.R. 625; 
Delaney v. C.P.R.. 21 O.lt. II, applied.]

Creamer v. (louderhum, 17 D.L.R. 235. 27 
W.L.K. 646, 6 W.W.R. 250, 7 S.LR. 173, 
affirming 9 D.L.R. 372, 23 W .L.R. 304, 3 
W AV.!!. 949.
Redemption of mortgage—Possession.

A mortgagee not having possession can
not set up the Statute of Limitation in bar 
of the right to redeem.

Martin v. I".vans. 37 D.L.R. 376, 39 Ü. 
Jj.ll. 479.
Hypothec— Sheriff's deed.

A purchaser who has received from the 
sheriff a deed subject to the charge of the 
right of enjoyment stipulated hy the owner 
of the Immovable sold in favour of bis wife, 
cannot invoke the 10 years' prescription 
against hyjiothecH which have not lieen 
renewed, inasmuch as in doing so lie would 
he seeking to have prescription against his 
own title.

Hope v. Leroux. 25 Que. K.B. 130.
D. Trusts ; bailment.

(Ml D—50) —Trust—Fraud—Release.
W here it is not alleged or proved that 

the defendant was guilty of fraud or that 
he had retained or converted to his own 
use any of the trust property, lie is enti
tled to* the benefit of the Limitations Act, 
R.S.U. 1914, e. 75. s. 47. Where the effect 
of a transaction and release was to convert 
the plaintiff's interest in remainder into an 
interest in possession (s. 47 (2) (b) ) the 
statute began to run against him from the
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date of the transaction, and his right to 
recover was, at the time of the commence
ment of this action, barred.

U*es v. Morgan, 3!t I).UR. 259, 40 O.L.R. 
233 at 233, reversing 11 O.W.N. 222.
Trust.

The Statute of Limitations will not liar 
a wife's claim against her husband to ac
count for her money handed over to him by 
her on an express "trust that he should in
vest it on her liehalf.

Kills v. Ellis, If. D.L.U. 100, 6 O.W.N. 
361, 86 O.W.R. 539.
T6i Sts — Arrears or annuity — When

STATUTE BUNN.
Where a trust is created by will for the 

payment of an annuity, the right to pay
ment of arrears is not limited to the ar
rears for » years past.

Re Mackenzie, 11 D.L.R. H18, 4 O.W.N. 
1392, 24 O.W.R. 678.
I1 UAUDULENT REPRESENTATION OF AUTHORITY 

—Express trust.
Where money is handed over to the de

fendant by the plaintiff to pay off the mort
gage of the latter to a third person upon 
defendant's false and fraudulent represen
tation that he, the defendant, is the mort
gagee's agent, and the money is not paid 
over to tlie mortgagee, the defendant be
comes an express trustee of the money for 
the plaintilf from whom he received it, and 
the Statute of Limitations applicable to 
ordinary claims of debt does not apply.

Freeman v. De Blois, 9 D.L.R. 692, 11 E. 
L.H. 673.
(3 11 I)—61)—Possession under void heed.

One who is in possession of land under 
a conveyance, which is void by reason of 
the insanity of the grantor, is a trustee for 
the lunatic and his representatives, and the 
(Statute of Limitations does not run in his 
favour as against them.

Hoover v. Nunn, 3 D.L.R. .*>03, 3 O.W.N. 
1223, 22 O.W.R. 28.

(9 fl E—65)—Where the contesting party 
only becomes aware of the existence of a 
deed in fra ml of his rights when it is pro
duced in court, he has ] year from that 
moment, and not 1 year from the making 
of the deed, within which to contest under 
CO. (Que.) 1040.

Rauque Nationale v. Godhout, 8 D.L.R. 
068, 19 Rev. Leg. 401.
When statute runs—Fraud.

The Statute of Limitations is not a liar 
to equitable relief in case of fraud founded 
on fraudulent misrepresentations made to 
induce the pm chase of shares in a company, 
as against the persons guilty of the fraud, 
if the person defrauded is not guilty of 
laches in seeking relief ; and so long as the 
latter remains in ignorance of a concealed 
fraud without any fault of his own, his 
remedy is not barred. [Bulli Coal Co. v.

ACTIONS, 11 E.
Osborne, [1809J A.C. 351; tietjeraann v. 
Betjemann, 11895J 2 Ch. 474, applied, 1 

Twyford v. Bishopric, 20 D.L.R. 871, 7 
A.L.R. 442, 7 W.W.R. 102. varying 14 L),l. 
It. 320, 26 W.L.R. 832.
Fraud and misrepresentation—Recovery

OK MONEYS OBTAINED BY—RESCISSION—
Amendment.

Johnston v. Haynes, 8 O.W.N. 551.
F. Torts; negliukxce; injuries to per.

SON OR PROPERTY; CRIMES.
(§11 F—60 ) —'Torts—Neoi.ioenck.

The limitation period for commencing an 
action for damages for personal injury 
against the owners of u motor vehicle by 
collision with the motor vehicle is 6 years 
from the time when the cause of action 
arose, under 10 Edw. VII. (Ont.) c. 34, ». 
40 (g) us an action "upon the case."

Maitland v. Mackenzie, 6 D.L.R. 336, 4 
O.W.N. 109. 23 O.W.R. 80.
Nbxii.kibxue of civilian rifle association.

The mem iters of a civilian rifle associa
tion in an action for injuries, alleged to 
have been received by reason of their neg
ligence, while ueting in pursuance of the 
Militia Act, are entitled to the benefit 
of the provision of that Act, requiring an 
action to lie commenced within 6 months 
from the time the act complained of was 
committed.

Webster v. Ia>ard, 7 D.L.R. 429. 11 K.L.R. 
203.
Prosecutions under Adulteration Act.

The time for laying an information for 
an offence punishable on summary convic
tion under the Adulteration Act. R.S.C. 
1006, c. 133, is 2 years under s. 50 of that 
Act and s. 135 of the Inland Revenue Act, 
which it makes applicable; s. 1142 of the 
Cr. Code does not apply.

R. v. Regina Trading Co., 35 D.L.R. 403, 
28 Can. Cr. Cas. 86, 10 S.L.R. 242, [19171 
2 W.W.R. 363.
Action against Crown—Interruption ok 

prescription.
By s. 33 of the Exchequer Court Act 

(R.o.C. 1006, c. 140) the provincial laws 
relating to prescription and limitation of 
actions apply to an action for personal in
juries against the Crown in right of the 
llominion. Mere “negotiations" do not op
erate as an interruption of the prescription.

Fradette v. The King, 40 D.L.R. 699. 17 
Can. Ex. lVl7.
Railway fires—Operation or railway.

The burning of worn-out ties by a rail
way company on its right-of-way in per
formance of the duty imposed by s. 297 of 
the Railway Act, 1906, to keep the right- 
of-way free from unnecessary combustible 
matter, any damage or injury resulting 
therefrom is caused by reason of the “oper
ation of the railway" within the meaning 
of that phrase in s. 306, the right of action 
for which accrues within one vear.

Greer v. C.P.R. Co., 23 D.L.R. 337, 5i
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Can « II. 338, 19 Can. Ry. Can. 58, affirm 
i„g 1!* D I..H 140. 32 O.L.R. 104.
Rah. wav « lai ms—Negligent warehousing 

Damage from “construct iox and
OPERATION."

An action for breach of a railway com- 
pan;nmtract of warehousing entered into 
In ii ;ifter the arrival of the consignment ! 
at, destination is not within the limitation 
ut a. ulHi of the Railway Act, 19IH1, which 
deal* with actions for damages caused by 
reason of the "construction or operation" 
ot the railway.

(■real West Supply Co. v. G.T.P.R. Co.,
2.1 D.l. l;. 780. 8 A.L.R. 478. 19 Can. Ry.
I ,. .147. 31 U.L.R. 239, 8 W.W.R. 720. 
AlTIONS AGAINST It All. WAYS—INUNDATION 

caused by DKm rm: ditches.
\n art ion for damages brought against 

a railway company for liaving neglected to 
keep its ditches in repair, and having there
by caused damages to the plaintiif by in- 
undating his land, being founded upon a 
quasi-délit, is prescribed by two years.

SéntVal v. O.T.R. Co., 48 Que. S.C. 490. 
Pros it ri ions under Adi iteration Act 

(C-AX.).
The time limit for laying an information 

for an offence ptinisliuble on summary con
viction under the Adulteration Act (Can.), 
i* . wars ( R.S.C. 1900, c. 135, a. 50) ; and 
». 1142 of the Cr. Code does not apply.

K. v. .Iidm Irwin Co.. 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 
54. 11919] 2 W.W.R. 220.

G. Si IIS RELATING TO REAL PROPERTY.

(4 11 G—051—Surra reuthiu to realty

Mere laches, short of 20 years from the 
accrual of the right to recover any land, 
will not bar the plaintiff’s claim under s. 
hi of the Statute of Limitations, R.S.B.C.
Nil. c. 145.

Cook v. Cook, 17 D.L.R. 061, 19 B.C.R. 
111. 27 W.L.R. 030.
Limitation ok actioxh—Dispute as to

BUI MIAKY-I.INK BETWEEN TWO HALVES
ok \xvt—Possession and fencing in 
ACCORDANCE WITH AGREEMENT—A ("T I ON
TO RECOVER POSSESSION OK SMALL STRIP
ok land—Evidence.

Booth v. Sjolin, 16 O.W.N. 378.
Tui Krai Property Limitation Act, 1874 

—The Land Titles Act. s. 44—Act
I" AI POSSESSION OK LAND—ACTION HY 
RHMsTERED OW > EH At. AIN ST ACTUAL OC 
CUVIER—DekENCE ON STATUTORY I.IMI 
TATIONS — Pl.RADINOS — EFFECT OK 
At I t At. POSSESSION AGAINST REGISTERED 
OWNER.

Harris v. Keith, 3 A.L.R. 222.
Interest in i.and—Mortgage — Estoppel 

Adverse possession — Evidence —
PVWIIY ARRANGEMENT — VISITS TO
property—Findings of Master—Ap- 

Re Shields, 14 O.W.N. 205.

Heal property Limitation Act, 1874 
(Imp.) — Adverse possession kuh 

twelve years—Possession ok plain- 
TIKK’h HUSBAND—DEVISEE UNDER WILL
ok husband—Title by prescription.

Bradshaw v. Patterson, 4 S.L.R. 208, 18 
W.LK. 402.
Real property—Limitation of actions— 

Registered owner in possession — 
Prior possession in another fur 
over 12 years—Effect on rights or 
parties—The Real Property Limita
tions Acts (Imp.)—The Land Titles 
Act, ss. 44, 104.

The right and title which by s. 34 of the 
Real Property Limitation Act, 1833 (Imp.), 
continued in force by the Heal Property 
Act, 1874 (Imp.), which, under a. 2 of c. 
31 of the Con. Ord. 18118. is in force in Al
berta, is extinguished by possession of the 
land in another over the statutory period, 
is the right and title to bring a suit for 
the recovery of possession, and not the 
registered owner’s right and title to the 
land. Such interpretation is necessary in 
order to give full effect to both said section 
and a. 44 of the Land Titles Act which 
makes the certificate of title “conclusive 
evidence . that the person named
therein is entitled to the land .**
Hence, where the registered owner is in 
possession the fact that another has had 
|M»ssessiou for over 12 years gives the lat 
ter no right to a declaration of ownership; 
nor has the latter any right of action for 
recovery of possession by reason of a. 104 
of the I.and Titles Act.

Sinclair v. Me Lei Ian, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 
782.
Adverse possession—Possessor to hold 

in fee simple—Rectified description 
in deed—Deed to grantees as ten
ants in COMMON.

Foiay v. liord, 3 O.W.N. 373, 20 O.W.R. 
699. affirming 19 O.W.R. 390, 2 O.W.N.
1217.
(8 If G—06)—Injury to property—Nuis

ance—Trespass.
Where an injury or damage caused by 

the construction or operation of a rail
way is continuous, the limitation of 1 year 
for bringing an action therefor, as pre
scribed by s. 306 of the Railway Act, 1906, 
does not applv.

Carr v. C.P.R. Co., 5 D.L.R. 208. [Af
firmed. 15 D.L.R. 295, 48 Can. 8.C.R. 514, 
13 K.L.K. 559.1
When statute begins to run—Injury to

LANDS BY DIVEBTI.no SURFACE WATER.
The flooding of an adjoining owner's land 

by a railway company by interference with 
the natural flow of surface water may re
sult in such continuing damage as to ex
tend the time for bringing an action for 
damage sustained by- reason of the con 

I struction or operation of the railway.
Niles v. G.T.R. Co.. 9 D.L.R. 370, 4 O.W. 

I N. 820. 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 73.
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Flooding of i.amis Defective culvert— 
Continuation ok dama<;k.

The negligent construction of 11 culvert 
obstructing the flow of a natural water- 
course ami causing the flooding of lands is 
a continuation of damage, and the limita
tions under s. 267 of the Railway Act 

l Hill. e. 44, will not begin to run 
until after one year alter the doing or com
mitting of such damage ceases. |MeCilli-
vrav v. G.T.1ML Co., S3 U.C.Q.B. «Î». fol
lowed.!

MeCrimmon v. B.C. Kleetrie R "Co.. 24 ! 
D.L.R. 368. 22 B.C.It. 76. 32 W.L.R. HI. 8 
W.W.K. 1288, affirming 20 D.L.R. s:i4. 18 
i an. Ry. Cas. 828, 7 \\ .W.B. 1ST.
Jt AI I.WAY COM PA NY—S' FOOT IATION.

Where a railway company negotiates 
with a person whose crops have been in
jured by trespass of cattle caused by de
fective fencing, the period of limitation of 
action against the railway company runs 
from the termination of such negotiations.

Philip v. Canadian North-Western It. Co.,
Il W.W.R. 1220.
(8 II G—071—Riparian rights.

The statutory period of prescription for 
(lie use of a stream of deposit sawdust and 
mill refuse in. begins to run from the date 
of I lie first substantial injury causing dam
age to the millowncr, lower down the

Hunter v. Richards, fi D.L.R. 116, 26 O. 
L.R. 4Û8. 22 O.W.R. 408. 
if. Municipal indebtedness or liahim-

(§ II If—70)—Street railway — Nkui.i-
«IEXT CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION.

The limitations of time for bringing ac
tions against a municipality for its negli
gent construction or operation of a street 
railway, are governed by the Ontario Rail
way Act. R.K.O. 1014, c. 185, s. 265: and 
the Municipal Act. R.S O. 1014. e. 02. the 
Public utilities Act, R.S.O. 1014. <•. 204, 
and the Public Authorities Protection Act. 
R.S.O. 1014. c. 80. have no n m.

Kuusisto v. Port Arthur. 31 D.I..R. 670, 
37 O.L.R. 146. 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 335. 
Neui.igence actions.

Section 2 of the Municipal Act, R.S.O. 
1014. e. 102. which liars any action for 
negligence against a municipality if not 
brought within 3 months from the time 
when the damages were sustained, will also 
apply to a ease where the municipality i« 
added as a party defendant after the expi
ration of the statutory period, although 
the action was instituted within the time.

Burrows v. Q.T.R. Co.. 23 D.L.R. 173. 
18 Can. Ry. Cas. 183. 34 O.L.R. 142. 
Damage caused by the piling ok snow.

In the case of damages claimed from the 
city of Montreal as having succeeded to the 
rights and obligations of the Toll Road 
Trustees of Montreal, damages caused by 
the piling of snow in an orchard alongside a 
sn<»w fence erected by the city, the prc

I script ion which applies is not that of 6 
months provided for by the charter of the 
city, but that of 12 months contained in 
the Railway Act of Quebec, R.8.Q. Iimmi, 
art. 6642. This prescription begins to run,

| not from the construction of the snow 
fence, hut from the time at which the in
jury was Muttered, and could be definitely 
ascertained. The privilege of notice of 
action and of prescription should lie strict
ly interpreted.

Del Sole v. Montreal. 24 Que. K.B. 550. 
Riot- Suppression—Personal damages— 

Prescription—Charter of tiie City 
of Quebec, art. 310, 561.

An action to recover personal damages 
caused by the suppression of a riot in the 
City of of Quebec fa subject to the prescrip
tion of six* months laid down by art. 561 of 
the charter of Quebec. Only the damages 
to property caused by a tumultuous gath
ering of people disturbing the peace are ex
empted from this prescription art. 310 of 
the same charter.

Rerub»' v. The City of Quebe»\ 56 Que. 
M.C. 106.
Prescriptions—Montreal charter.

Article 2267, C.C. (Que.), which denies 
an action and states that the debt is abso
lutely extinguished in »-ases of prescription 
under arts. 2250. 2266, 2261, 2262. C.l'. 
(Que.), cover c«|iially special prescription 
and particularly those found in arts. 53fia 
a ml 537 of the «-barter of the city of Mont-

MeAvoy v. Montreal, 24 Rev. Leg. 314.
I. Taxes, assessments and tax balks. 

(§ II I—75)—Improvement Assessments 
by municipal corporations—Year to 
year levies.

An action against a municipality by rea
son of the imposition of an assessment 
alleged to lie irregular comes within the 
purview of ss. 512, 513 of the Municipal 
Act, R.S.B.C. 1011, c. 170, requiring certain 
actions against a Vitv to lx- commenced 
within a limited time, and the period of 
time begins to run from the time of the 
making of such assessment, notwithstand
ing that the assessment was to be levied 
from year to year.

Arhuthnot v. Victoria, 0 D.L.R. 564. 18 
B.C.B. !... 23 W.L.B, 563. 4 W.W.R. 145. 
I. Decedent’s estate; executors and 

administrators.
(9 IT J—80) — Decedent's estate — Re

maindermen.
The Statute of Limitations does not be

gin to run against a remainderman until he 
liec-omes entitli-d to possession.

Hull v. \\ ildniun; Re Nicholls, 14 D.L.R. 
244. 29 O.L.R. 200.
Kxecutobs and administrators.

Kxeeutors may retain from the distribn- 
tive share of the estate to which a bene
ficiary is entitled an amount in which such 
beneficiary was indebted to the testator 
although, at the time of the testator’s

8183
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the indolitcdlien wue liarred by the 
statute of Limitations. [He Akerman,
, will I 3 Ch. 212, followed. J 

He iJvBloia Trusts, 8 D.L.R. 68, 11 E.L.R.

Action to knfor* i: hiakok on land—Will 
- |>:ciAcY — Kxfxttorh — Devise —

I m st—Devolution of Estates Act. 
Me Kin ley v. Urahain, 2 U.L.K. tilti, 3 

O W N c.45, 21 O.W.R. 222.
Dissolution of fabtnkkhiiip by death— 

Accounting.
A partnership, formed for the purchase 

of book debts, stocks and immovables for 
the purpose of speculation, is commercial; 
i,ui the administration and liquidation of 
mi.Ii partnership by the legatees or lu-irs 
„t one of the partners are not commercial 
art>. and the action for an account by 
tlie surviving partner against them is not 
prescribed by 5 years from the death of the 
other partner.

i istigny v. Savignae, -17 Que. 8.C. 376.
($11 .1—86)—IXTEKKST ON FOREIGN JUDG

MENT—Debt and costs.
Royal Trust Vo. v. Baie Des Chaleurs R. 

Vo., 13 Can. Ex. 0.
M. Coverture, infancy, lunacy, or other 

disability.
Possession of a lunatic’s land by the In 

sjiertor of Asylums acting as such, is pos
session by the lunatic, and will interrupt
.......iteration of the Statute of Limitations
gainst the lunatic.

Hoover v. Nunn, 3 D.L.R. 603, 3 O.W.X. 
1223, 22 O.W.R. 28.
Redemption of mortgage—Disabilities.

The disability sections of the Limitations 
Ad ( R.S.O. 1014, c. 75), do not apply to 
an action to redeem a mortgage.

Smith v. Darling, 36 D.L.R. 1, 65 Can. 
S t R. 82, affirming 32 D.L.R. 307, 36 O.L. 
R. 587, reversing 9 O.W.N. 385.

III. When action is barred.
B. CONTBAITS; CONTRIBUTION.

($ 111 B—110)— Sale of goods.
Article 2200 (5) C.C. (Que. i can only he 

invoked in the case of prescription of the 
action to recover on a claim resulting from 
the «ale of movable effects.

Themens v. McLaughlin Carriage Co.. 40 
Que. S.C. 303.
Company—Winding up—Coxtribi tory — 

Statute of I.imitationh—Contract
UNDER HEAL- -PERIOD OF LIMITATION.

lie t anadian Cordage A Mfg. Co., Kergu 
M.n's Case, 7 O.W.N. 130.
"5 111 B—112) — Mortgage.

\ It hough the remedy is barred by the 
s,.iiiite of Limitations, a <lebt consisting of 
the principal and interest due upon a mort- 
giiLc. remains, and may be retained by the 
administrator as against any claim made by 
the debtor against the estate.

Xoecker \. Needier, -t l DJLB. 138, 41 
0.1. u, 208.

Can. Dig.—92.

Mortgage Sale of land subject to - 
Eg l IT ABLE obligation of VENDEE Til 
pay Conveyance nut executed by 
vendee- Agreement under heal—Re
cital-Specialty LKirr Absence of 
covenant—Assignment of supposed 
covenant—Action by assignee to re
cover mortgage-money—Necessity for 
NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT — RULE 85 — 
Pleading—Statement of claim dis
closing NO CAI SE OF ACTION—REFUSAI.
to amend—Statute ok Limitations— 
Summary dismissal of action. 

Kunies* v. Todd, 5 O.W.N. 753, 25 O.W.R. 
708.
C. Corporations; oftickrn and stock hold-

(§111 C—115)—Municipality—‘•Action” 
—Proceedings fob compensation— 
Kxprophiation.

An application to a judge to appoint an 
arbitrator i* merely a step in the statutory 
proceedings to determine cum |N-nsa lion and 
not an "action" within the meaning of s. 
513 of the Municipal Act ( R.S.B.C. 1911, 
c. 170), barring action# against I lie muni'- 
ipality if not commenced within a year 
from their accrual.

Hanna v. Victoria, 27 D.L.R. 213. 22 B.< . 
R. 555, 34 W.UR. 307. affirming 24 D.L.R. 
889, 9 VV.W'.R. 7«1.

See also Fraud and Deceit.
(8 III E—125)—When action is rames.

In ease of a concealed fraud so far a* the 
plaintiff seek* relief against a person not 
committing the fraud but who had received 
the benefit of the money without Himself 
l»eing at fault, the plaintiff must shew that 
he ha* been diligent and vigilant ; and if by 
reasonable diligence he could have discov
ered the fraud more than 6 years liefore 
action brought, the court will refuse the re
lief of following the money against, the in
nocent party on the ground that it would 
lie inequitable to permit the plaintiff to 
set up such claim after the long delay.

Twvford v. Bishopric, 20 D.L.R. 871, 7 
A.L.R. 442. 7 W'.W.R. 102, varying 14 D. 
L.K. 320, 25 W.L.R. 832.

F. Torts; negligence; injuries to per
son OK PROPERTY; RECURRENT.

(8 III F—130)—Torts—Recurrent inju
ries—Failure to rebuild bridge.

On the failure of a town to restore a 
bridge that bu<| been swept away, a new 
cause of action arises daily in favour of 
those injured by such default for which 
damages may lie recovered for 3 months, 
less one day. prior to the time of bringing 
action, ai nee the period of limitation pre
scribed by s. 006. Con. Municipal Art (Ont.) 
1903, e. 1», does not apply to such a case.

Strang v. Arran. 12 D.L.R. 42, 28 O.L.R. 
106.
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Action rot flooding land -Railway Act.

I» an action for damages for flooding 
land, the plaintitF's right of recovery was 
limited to damages sustained within one 
year before the action was begun lieeuuse of 
h. 198 of c. 8 of the Railway Act (Alta.), 
1907.

McCord v. Alberta Jt Great Waterways
R. Co.. 4» D.L.R. HOG, [1918J 3 WAX .lt. 622, 
reversing 41 D.LK. 722, 13 A.L.R. 476, 
[1918] 2 WAV.lt. 708.
CONTBACTOB IN CONSTRUCTING RAILWAY— 

Sl’ARKS FROM LOCOMOTIVE.
The limitation prescribed by s. 300 of the 

Railway Act, 1000, for bringing action 
against railway companies for damages, ex
tends, by virtue of s. 16 of 3 Edw. VII., c. 
71. to the National Transcontinental Rail
way Commission, since that body is required 
by law to let the work of construction by 
contract, such limitation includes actions 
against a person constructing a portion of 
the National Transcontinental Railway un
der contract with such commission for "a fire 
negligently started by a locomotive owned 
by the former. Fire started on the land of 
a person by sparks from a locomotive 
owned by persons building a railway under 
a contract with the National Transconti
nental Railway Commissioners, is an in
jury sustained “by reason of the construc
tion" of the railway for which action must 
lie brought within one year, the period of 
prescription fixed by s. 300 of the Railway 
Art. 1006.

West v. Corbett, 12 D.L.R. 182, 47 Can.
S. C.R. 590, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 202, 12 E.L.R. 
475.
Notice of action.

Where a provincial statute enacts that in 
cases of claims for bodily injuries the claim
ant must give notice to the corporation of 
the accident within 00 days therefrom, fail
ing which such corporation is to be relieved 
of all liability, and further provides that 
suit cannot be instituted .before the expiry 
of 15 days from the service of such notice, 
but that no action shall lie unless instituted 
within 0 months “after the day the acci
dent happened, or right of aid ion accrued," 
then the prescriptive period of 0 months 
begin# to run from the day of the accident 
and not from the expiry of the 15 davs fol
lowing the service of the notice, where the 
plaintiff’s pleading shew* only a single right 
of action and a single claim for damages re
sulting therefrom.

Allard v. Reauharnois. 9 D.L.R. 162.
IN.M RY FROM OPKRATION OR CONSTRUCTION 

OF RAILWAY.
The statutory limitation as to time for 

bringing an action for damages for inju
ries sustained by reason of “the construc
tion or operation of the railway” (Railway 
Act, 1900. s. 306). extends to a case of 
injury sustained by a labourer, who was 
employed in a gang loading old rails on flat 
cars by means of a crane and steel chain 
which broke, such work being performed

ACTIONS, III F. 2916

| fn the actual “construction or operation of 
the railway.”

Danvleski v. C.P.R. Co., 32 D.L.R. 95, 2ft 
Can. Ry. Cas. 410, 27 Man. L.R. 364, [19171 
1 WAX.R. 993. reversing [1917] 1 W.W.R 
649.

The time limit imposed by s. 306, of the 
Railway Act, 1900, respecting actions for 
injuries caused by reason of the "construe 
tion or operation of the railway” does not 
apply to action arising for injuries to pas
sengers out of negligence in their carriage.

Traill v. Niagara. St. Catharines & To
ronto R. Co., 33 D.L.R. 47, 38 O.L.R. 1. 
Differing periods of limitation vndfji 

Provincial Railway Act—Longer pe
riod under I»rd Campbell’s Act (It. 
C.)—Action against railway for 
causing death.

A suit brought under the Families Com
pensation Art, R.S.B.C. 1911, v. 82, against 
a railway company, is not barred when be
gun more than 0 but within 12 months 
after the accident, the limitation being eon 
trolled bv that Act and not hv B.C. Con. H. 
Co.’s. Act, 1896, c. 55, s. 00.*

B.C. Electric Rv. Co. v. Gentile, 18 D.L. 
R. 204. [1914] A.C. 1034. 28 W.L.R. 79.». 0 
W.W.R. 1342. Ill L.T. 082. 18 Can. Rv. Cas. 
217, affirming 15 D.L.R. 384, 18 B.C.R. 307 
Torts—Negligence—"Operation of the 

railway”—I nterpretation of—Burn 
ino worn-out ties on Right-of-way- 
Damage RESULTING.

The injury done to adjoining property by 
the railway company setting out fire on it’s 
right-of-way for the purpose of destroying 
worn-out ties, and by its omission to pre
vent the spread of the fire, is an injury 
caused by the “operation of the railway" 
within the time limitation for bringing ac
tion therefor imposed by the Railwayed. 
[McCalluni v. G.T.R., 31 U.L'.R. 527. fol
lowed; Ryckman v. Hamilton G. & B.R. Co., 
10 O.L.R. 419; Northern Ry. Co. v. Robin- 
son. 11911] A.C. 739; Grant v. C.P.R.. 36
N. B.R. 528, distinguished.]

Greer v. C.P.R. Co., 19 D.L.R. 140, 31
O. L.R. 104, 19 Can. Ry. Cas. 52, affirming 
10 D.L.R. 135, 31 O.L.ÏL 419.
Families Compensation Act—Railway 

Act—Which Act controls as to i.im-

In an action by the dependents under 
Families Compensation Act, R.S.B.C. 1911. 
c. 82, against a railway company, the lim
itation is controlled by that Act and not 
by B.C. Con. R. Cos. Act 1896. c. 55. s. GO.

B.C. Electric R. Co. v. Turner and Traw- 
ford. IM D.L.R. 430. 49 Can. S.C.R. 470. li 
W.W.R. 288. 18 Can. Rv. Cas. 193, affirm
ing 9 D.L.R. 817, 18 B.C.R. 132. 15 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 39, 23 W.L.R. 175, 4 W.W.R. 
150.
Torts—Negligence — Lord Campbell’s 

Act—City charter — Which Act 
controls.

The time limited bv Con. Ord. c. 48 
(Alta.) (Lord Campbell’s Act), for bring-
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in» action* thereunder for damages for 
negligence causing death is not limited or 
,mitrolled as to such actions against the 
, tv of Calgary arising from the operation 
..f a street railway by the municiuality,

. a general clause of the Calgary charter 
iV l Jfi i, fixing a shorter period within 
which any “action for damages bv reason 
of the negligence or default of the city” 
shall Is* brought.

Small v t algarv. 18 D.L.K. 47."$, 7 A.L.
H. rn. ti VV.VV.K. 1182.
OHSTKKTIOV or WAT ER BT BAH WAY.

An action for damages sustained hv rea
son of the illegal obstruction of access to 
navigable waters hy n railway company 
must lie brought within 1 year from the 
..impletion of the obstruction. [McArthur 
v. Xorthern A Pacific Junction R. Co.. 17 
\.U. (Ont. » 86 ; liiimsden v. Temiskinning. 
|.i O.L.R. 468. followed.)

West hoi me I.umber Co. v. fi.T.P.R. Co.. 
M R.C.R. 32. 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 165, [1917] 
1 W.W.R. 170.
Torts—\eui.iok nck.

If the land proprietor is under any di
rect liability to the injured party for neg
lect to keep adjacent sidewalks on the 
public street in repair, or free from snow 
or i.e, hv virtue of a municipal bv-law 
(R.S.Q. 1808. art. 5641. subss. 3, 20)*, the 
neglect of such duty would, at most, lie 
only a quasi-délit of omission on the part 
».f the municipality, and the land proprie
tor jointly and severally, and the latter 
may set up the same defences as would lie 
nailable to the municipal corporation, in
cluding the prescriptive limitation by 
* hieli action against the municipality 
must l>e taken within a period of 6 months 
alter the accident ( R.8.Q. 1809. art. 5684. 
IT. I Vue.) arts. 1106. 1112, 2231).

Katsford v. Laurent ian Paper Co., 5 D. 
Ut. 306, 41 Que. S.C. 367. 18 Rev. de Jur. 
70.
Qiasi-dei.it — Lack of identity — Prk

M itinMl.
The lack of means by which to prove the 

commission of a quasi-délit (in this case 
want of knowledge of the identity of the 
responsible party) does not make it abso
lutely impossible for the party injured to 
*ue (art. 2232 C.C. (Que.) ) and hi* right 
of action is none the less subject to the 
prescription of 2 years (art. 2261).

( harpentier v. Craig, 22 Que. K.B. 385. 
Xn.llOKNCE OF NOTARY.

Tin* contractual negligence of a notary, 
like that of an agent, is presvrilied by 30 
V|,;ir'. as the Civil Code and the Notaries 
1 "Ie are silent upon the point. (Art. 2242, 
C.C Que.)

Chapnt v. Crepeau. 52 Que. S.C. 443. 
Railway Act. R.8.C. 1906. c. 37—Limita

tion of time—Injury received while
WORKING AT ICEHOUSE FOR RAILWAY

Sutherland v. C.N.R. Co., 21 Man. L.R. 
27. 18 W.LR. 211.

( 6 HI F—131 )—Vnder the Allierta Work
men's Compensation Act, providing that a 
claim for compensation thereunder must be 
made within 6 months from the occurrence 
of the accident causing the injury and per
mitting the injured person notwithstanding 
his failure in an action for negligence tc 
ask for compensation provided the action is 
brought within the time limited by the Act 
for taking proceeding*, no compensation 
can be fixed by the court in an action begun 
more than 6 months after the accident. 
[Cribb v. Kvnoch (No. 2), [1908] 2 K.B. 
551. followed.J

Smolik v. Walters, 1 D.L.R. 881. 4 A.L.R. 
1Î9, 20 W.LR. 57, 1 W.W.R. 615. 
Workmen's compensation — Action for

NEGLIGENCE.
Where in an action for negligence it is 

found that the damages therein are to be 
fixed as a compensation under s. 3 (4) of 
the Workmen’s Compensation Act (Alta.) 
11618. c. 12, the court will not allow any 
compensation under the Act where the orig 
inal action is not commenced within the 
statutory period of 6 months. [Smolik v. 
Walters. 1 D.L.R. 891, followed.)

Berge v. Mackenzie, 24 D.L.R. 575, 8 
W.W.R. 1191. 31 W.LR. 936.
Injury from construction or operation

OF RAILWAY.
Injuries sustained while unloading rails 

from a box ear to a flat ear for easier dis
tribution in replacing the old track, are sus
tained “hv reason of the construction or 
operation'' of the railway, within the mean
ing of the Railway Act, 1806, and an action 
for damages must be commenced within l 
year as provided bv s. 306. [Greer v. C-P. 
R. Co., 23 D.L.R. 337, 51 Can. S.C.R. 338, 
followed.]

C.N.R. v. Pazenicnzv, 32 D.L.R. 133. 54 
Can. S.C.R. 36. 20 fin. Rv. Cas. 417, re 
versing 25 D.L.R. 128. 25 Man. L.R. 655. 32 
W.L.R. 460. 9 W.W.R. 205.
Workmen’s Compknhation Act—Petition

PRELIMINARY TO ACTION—LIMITATION.
The petition provided for by art. 7347. 

R.S.Q. 1909 (Workmen's Compensation 
Act), does not bar prescription if notice of 
action is not served within a year from the 
date of the accident.

Rnflineaii v. Quebec & St. Maurice In
dustrial Co.. 45 Que. S.C. 400.
Railway operation.

When the action was for injury sustained 
by reason of the construction or operation 
of a railway, the statutory provisions limit
ing the time for bringing an action applied; 
the action not having been brought within 
a year, the plaintiffs were barred; s. 306 of 
the Railway Ant. 1906, and n. 265 (l) of 
the Ontario Railway Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 
185. [C.N.R, Co. v.' Robinson. [1911] A.C. 
739. distinguished.]

G.T.R. v. (Sarnia Street R„ 37 O.L.R. 477. 
Workmen’» compensation.

The limitation of one year, in respect of 
actions to recover compensation for injuries
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unstained "by reason of the construction or 
operation” of railways, provided by s. 366 
of the Ituilway Act, 1906, relates only to 
injuries sustained in the actual construction 
or operation of a railway : it does not ap
ply to cases where injuries have been sus
tained by employees engaged in works un
dertaken by a railway company for procur
ing or preparing materials which may be 
necessary for the construction of their rail
way. [t .VI». Co. v. Robinson, 11911] A.C. 
739, applied.]

t'.N.R. Co. v. Anderson. 4.1 Can. S.C.R. 
355, 20 W.L.1L 410, varying 21 Man. L.R. 
121. * f

Injuries suffered through the refusal of 
a railway company to furnish reasonable 
and proper facilities for receiving, for
warding and delivering freight, as required 
by the Railway Act to and from shipper's 
warehouse, by means of a private spur- 
track connecting with the railway, do not 
fall within the classes of injuries de-mi lied 
as resulting from the construction or o|»era- 
tion of the railway, in s. 242 of the Rail
way Act, 1903. and. consequently, un action 
to recover damages therefor is not barred 
by the limitation prescrils-d by that sec
tion for the commencement, of actions and 
suits for indemnity.

t'.N.R. Co. v. Robinson, [1911] A.C. 739, 
21 W.L.R. (124, affirming 43 ( an. S.C.R. 
387, which affirmed 19 Man. L.R. 300.

G. SriTH RELATING TO HEAL PROPERTY.

(8 HI <i—133)—RmiVKRY OF LAN0K—AL-

An action for the recovery of land in 
Alberta as against a |>erson holding ad
versely must la* brought within twelve years 
bv virtue of the Imperial Statutes of 1.ini 
Rations. 37 & 3H Viet. e. .‘>7, the Alta. 
Ordinances (1911). c. 31. s. 2. and the 
Alta. Aet. 4 & 5 Kdw. VII. (Can.) e. 3.

Wallace v. Hotter. 10 D.L.R. fit)4, 6 A.L.R. 
83. 24 W.L.R. 262, 4 VV.W.R. 738.
DfcVIHR OK I.ANDK TO TOWN CORPORATION FOR 

PUBLIC PARK—ACCEPTANCE ON CONDI- 
TIONR OK WILL—BREACH— FORFEITURE 
—Claim for iikci.aration—Continv- 
OÜR RRKACII BEGINNING. MORE THAN 10 
VKAHH III.FORK ACTION — LIMITATIONS
Act. R.s.o. 1914. r. 73. ss. A. fi (9).

As to the alternative «daim, that there 
was one breach, continuing over many years, 
of the condition, and the time for commenc
ing the action founded upon that breach 
expired at the end of 10 years after the 
breach bad begun.

Matheson v. Mitchell. 44 O.L.R. 619. 
[Affirmed, 17 O.W.N. 267.]

Excepting that which is due to the Crown 
and the interest on the judgments, the ar 
rears of rent even in tenants for life, ar
rears of interest, those of tenants and 
leaseholders, and in general all arrears of 
natural benefits are prescribed in A years.

Lubreeque v. Roulette, 24 Rev Leg. 447. 
[See also 26 Rev. de Jur. 75.]

Annvi.mk.nt ok deed—M intake..
A negatory action, founded upon the nul 

lity of a deed on account of mi-take, ip pre
scribed in 10 years.

Kiopelle v. Hapineaii, A4 t/ue. S.C. 461. 
OWNKRHHIP OF LAND BETWEEN TWO HOUSE* 

— AcTN ok OWNKKHHIP — ADVERSE K*v
hehhio.n—Rkquimitkh OK.

Nixon v. Walsh, 19 O.W.R. 422. 
AhhOI.VTK CONVKYANCK OF VACANT UkND TO 

BECVRK MONEY LKNT—CONVEYANCE CVT 
DOWN TO MORTGAO»—ACTION BY MORT 
OAUOR FOR REDEMPTION — STATUTE. OK 
Limitations.

Cowderoy v. Kirby. 18 VV.L.R. .314.
I’rebcription Acts sufficient to acquire 

title by—Street laid,down on pun 
—Evidence—No intention to exclude 
owner oe fee.

Wright v. Olmstead, 3 O.W.N. 4.34. 20 
O.W.R. 701.

H. Taxes.

(8 III H—140)—Taxes—Action against
MUNICIPALITY TO NET ASIDE KALE.

An action to question the validity of a tax 
sale of land to a municipality must he 
begun within 6 months after the sale, or 
at least after notice of application for reg 
intuition of the tax sale title, or it is bar rid 
under ss. A12, 513 of the Municipal Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 170. providing that ar- 
lions for any unlawful act of a municipality 
purporting to have been done under statu
tory authority, -hall Is* commenced within 
6 months after the cause of action arose.

Temple v. North Vam-ouver, 13 D.L.R. 
492, 18 B.C.R. A46. 25 W.L.R. 215. 350. 4 
W.W.R. 1369. [Affirmed. 6 W.W.R. 70]

I. Judgment.

i (8 1ÎT I—145)—When action babbit— 
Judgments—Sale on execution aktu

JUDGMENT BARRED—IjEVY DURING LIFE
TIME OK JUDGMENT.

The word “proceeding'* in s. 22 of c. 167. 
of R.8.N.R. 1900. limiting the time within 
which actions or other proceedings may be 
brought for the recovery of money secured 
by judgments, relates only to the acts or 
steps mvessary to put the judgment in 
force, such as an application to obtain ex
ecution, and not to the sale necessary to 
complete the proceedings incidental to a 
levy made within the limitation period.

Bateau v. Ball. 16 D.L.R. 574. 47 N.ML 
488.
Execution upon judgment.

Execution upon a judgment is barred if 
application for leave to issue execution is 
not commenced within the period prescribed 
in the Limitations Act, R.S.O. 1914, r. 75, 
s. 49 (1). [Voucher v. Wilkins, 21 D.L.R 
444. distinguished.]

Doel v. Kerr, 25 D.L.R. 577, 34 O.L.R. 
251.

I
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J. Miscellaneous.

|j 11 r J—150)—PAROI. GIFT—Kvil)E.N< I — 
ADVERSE POHKESSION—STATUTE OE LiM-

XXor.snup v. Wood, 19 W.L.R. 533.
,5 III .1 — 1.'.I I - 1‘KOSIX VTIOXH UNDER TEM

PERANCE Act.
The requirement of the Novu Scotia Tern- 

pt*rJiii't* Avt. 1910, c. 2, s. 30, Hint a prose- 
iiitiiiii -hall lie cotumcnced "within 3 months 
jj't.-r the alleged offence” would authorize 
an information on March 1st for an offence 
, mi mi tied on the previous 1st day of De-

i: v. Nolan. 35 D.L.R. 334, 28 Van. Cr.
Vas. IDO.
■SlMMABY CONVICTION — CONTINUING OK-

A charge under a. 409. Cr. Code for know
ingly availing oneself of the results of per
sonation ut an examination from and after 
ih>‘ date of such examination, is a charge 
of a continuing offence, and would not be 
burred In a. 1142. although the examination 
was held more than ti months before a 
charge was laid under Pt. XV’. of the Cede. 
Hie limitation of 6 months enacted by the 
Cr. i ode for the prosecution of summary 
nmviction offences (s. 1142) applies only 
where the prosecution is under the proced
ure of Pt. XV, relating to summary eonvic- 
: inns : il has no application to a proceeding 

v way of indictment although there was an 
alternative method of prosecution by sum
mary conviction under the law creating the

It. v. I.urtie, 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 309.
IV. Interruption of statute; removal of 

bar.

A. In gknekai..
Nullum Tempus Act. interruption, ac

knowledgment. -e<* Adverse Possession. II—

I» IX A—155)—IXTF.RKUPTION OF STATUTE 
— Rkmovai. of iiak — “Judicial de

mand"—Part payment by curator in 
Quebec—Effect ix Alberta.

Kveii if th«- collocation on the dividend 
sheet by the curator appointed under Que- 
- law in proceedings following a demand 

hV another creditor for the debtor's a ban- 
don nient of property to liis creditors or the 
subsequent payment of the dividend oper
ates to interrupt the period of limitation ill 
Quebec, where the délit was incurred, an 
act ion in Alberta on the debt after the 
debtor's removal to that province will lie 
barred in ti years after the cause of action 
arose it based on a simple contract; ^ln- 
I»»’ment by the curator is not to he regard 
••d under Alberta law as a payment by or on 
behalf of the debtor and does not stay the 
'•ffert of th,. Ordinance. (Birkett v. Bison- 
cite. 15 O.L.R. 93. fidlowed.]

Hunker Oats Co. v. Denis, 19 D.L.R. 327. 
< X.LP 31. 7 XV.W.R. 1008. | Affirmed 24
D.U: 220. 9 X.I. K. 02. 31 W.L.R. 579. 8 
XX XV.R. S77.

1 Death—Pi rso.xal kepkehentativt.
The want of a personal representative to 

lie sued will not interrupt the running of 
the Statute of Limitations for a debt due 
by the deceased.

McKinnon v. Shanks, 28 D.L.H. 77. 20 
Man. L.K. 427, 34 XV.L.R. 701. 10 W.XV.K. 
885.
I’enunciation — Negotiations — MUNICI

PALITIES — MUNICIPAE OFFICER8 ANII 
EMPLOYEES — C.C. ARTS. 2184, 2183, 
2180. 2207—S. REE.. 11909) ART. 5805.

A renunciation of prescription of a claim 
for damages against a municipality arises 
when the Municipal Council appoints a com 
mission charged to examine this claim, with 
instructions not to pay anything before the 
amount of the damages is assessed between 
tin- Interested parties and paid In- them. 
An action founded on art. 5865 s. ret". ( 1909) 
which established a prescription of 0 
months in favour of every municipality, its 
officers and employees, for damages resulting 
from offences, quasi-offences, or illegalities, 
does not fall within the provisions of ail. 
2267, C.C.

Prud'homme v. Town of Saint-Jérome, 55 
Que. S.C. 374.

B. By suit.
(§ IV B—1901—Filing petition.

Service and filing of a petition to sue 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
operates, by virtue of art. 2224 C.C. (Que.), 
as an interruption of prescription.

Page v. Juliette. 29 D.L.R. 240. 49 Que 
S.C. 437.
Limitation Court he Hevihiox—Delay— 

Proper procedure—C.C.P.. art. 279.
The production of depositions in the of

fice of the Court of Revision after an entry 
has already been made there, is a proper 
proceeding which suspends the period of 
limitât ion.

Kioux v. Canadian Country Club. 56 Que. 
S.C. 107.
Commencement or action—Incidental de-

Wlien a plaintiff ask* a certain sum as 
damages and, later, ascertaining that dam 
ages have increased or become permanent 
in such a manner as could not have been 
foreseen, files an incidental demand claim 
ing flint tlic da mages should be increased, 
such increased damages, so claimed, are not 
prescribed by the lapse of I year—prescrip
tion having been suspended bv the main ae 
lion.

Montreal v. Tramways Co. v. McNeil, 25 
<lue. K.lt. 90 
Petition ou right.

The lodging of a petition of right with 
the Secretary of State, in compliance with 
the provisions of *. 4 of the Petitions of 
Right Act ( R.S. 1006. e. 1421 will interrupt 
prescription within the meaning of art. 
2224 C.t P.

Saindon v. The King. 15 Can. Ex. 305.
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§ IV II—10f{)—WORKMEN’» CoMPI'XN A
tion Act — Rkvivkr — Renewal of

An action at common law and under the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act (1LK.O. 1!» 14, 
e. 14Ü i. the cause of action under the Act 
being barred at the expiration of ti months 
from the occurrence of the accident unless 
kept alive by the renewal of the writ of 
summons, cannot, after the writ is expired 
and no valid service having been effected, be 
revived by a renewal of the writ, though 
the common law cause of action has not be
come barred. [Doyle v. Kaufman. .‘I Q.B.D. 
7, 340; Hewett v. Barr, [1801] 1 Q.B. 08, 
followed. I

Travato v. Dominion Cannery, 20 D.LIi. 
607, 36 o.l..It. 296.

C. 13y payment of fromi hr.
(§ IV C—1U5)—INTERRUPTION OF STATUTE

—Part payment.
That a payment or part payment should 

have the effeet of taking a transaction out 
of the Statute of Limitations, it in not 
necessary that the payment should lie ac
tually made in money. Any arrangement 
between the parties intended to have the 
effect of discharging pm tanto the party 
indebted, will have the same effect as the 
payment of money. |Maher v. Maher, L.R. 
2 Kx. 153, followed.]

Robson v. Ma I loch, ti VV.XV.R. 104»». 
PRESCRIPTION—INTERRUPTION OF—PROMIR-

kory note—Partial payment.
In a commercial matter, partial payments 

constitute a tacit acknowledgment which 
will operate to interrupt prescription and 
may lie proved by oral testimony.

Henderson v. Armstrong, 13 Due. P.R. 
140.
(8 IV C—166)—Payment of dividend by

AHHIONEE OR CURATOR.
The payment of a dividend by a curator 

or assignee for creditors does not imply a 
new promise by the debtor so as to raise a 
new obligation to pay a debt barred by 
limitations. | Birkett v. Bisonette, 15 O.L. 
It. 08, applied. |

Quaker Oats Co. v. Denis, 24 D.L.R. 22(1, 
!» A.UR. 62. 31 W.L.H. 67». 8 W.W.R. 877. 
affirming 10 DUR. 327, 8 A.L.R. 31, 7 
\ W.B ioo8.

Mortoaoe — Payments by ahrionre of
equity of redemption.

Payments of interest to a mortgagee by 
an assignee of an equity of redemption who. 
pursuant to agreement with the mortgagor 
or by virtue of s. 80 of the Real Property 
Act, R.S.M. 1002, c. 148, assumes the pay
ment of the encumbrance, will prevent the 
running of the Statute of Limitations in 
favour of the mortgagor. [Forsyth v. Bri*- 
towe, 22 L. J. Ex. 265 ; Bradshaw v. Wid- 
dington. [1002] 2 Ch. 430 ; and Alston v. 
Mineard, 51 Sol. .1. 132, followed.]

Ross \. Schmitz, 14 D.L.R. 04S. fi S.L.R. 
331, 26 VV.L.R. 828, 5 W.W.R. 300.

The Statute of Limitations is not a har 
to an action for the balance due on a 
grocer’s account incurred by the wife of 
the defendant where it appeared that, dur 
ing the life time of the grocer it was the 
practice of the defendant’s wife to buy 
groceries and make monthly payments ther-"- 
for, generally precisely the amount of the 
month’s purchases, hut sometimes a little 
more or a little less, so that at the death 
of the grocer there was a balance left un
paid, a statement of which was sent by the 
executrix of bis estate to the wife of the 
defendant who promised to pay the bill, and 
payments were made by her from time to 
time until her death and then were contin
ued by her daughter until the defendant put 
a stop to it, and, therefore, tin- executrix 
is not debarred from recovering the balance 
remaining unpaid from the defendant

Scott v. Allen. 6 D.L.R. 767. 26 0.LR 
671, 22 O.W.R. 607.

In an action on a promissory note where 
the limitation period under the statute 
would be held to have run but for a part 
payment made within the period of the fact 
that the Allierta Statute of Limitations is 
silent us to a part payment interrupting 
the statute and that the English statute. !i 
1 - CO. IV. c. 14, s. 1, provides as regard- 
the original English statute from which the 
Alta, statute was taken that nothing con
tained therein shall alter, take away or les
sen the effeet of any payment or any 
principal or interest, may properly he in
voked in support of the long series of ju
dicial interpretations fixing the law in re
lation thereto. In an action on a simple 
contract, where a 6 year Statute of Limita
tions is pleaded, a part payment made even 
after the expiration of the 6 years is suf 
ficient in general to revive the cause of 
action, and therefore raise the implication 
of a promise to pay the balance and of an 
acknowledgment of the existence of a larg
er debt.

Sawyer-Massev Co. v. Weder, 6 D.L.R. 
306, 5 A.UR. 362, 22 W.L.R. 150, 2 W .W.R. 
966.
Workmen’s Compensation Act—Differ

ENT INDEMNITIES.
The indemnities provided by the Work

men's Compensation Act (Que. I, whether 
for temporary incapacity or for permanent 
partial incapacity, are subject to one and 
the same action, and are governed by the 
same prescription, and payments by an em
ployer to an injured workman operate as 
an acknowledgment of debt under the Act, 
thereby interrupting the prescription, re
gardless as to which of the indemnities the 
payments were intended to apply.

Quebec & Lake St. John R. Co. v Forgoes, 
26 D.L.R. 34. 24 Que. K.B. 638.
Mortgage — Payments of interest by

1IF.1KH OF MORTGAGOR.
The plaintiff sued upon a mortgage made 

. in 1888, payable 5 years after its date, with
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intercut. The mortgagor died in 11*04, leav
ing « widow mid three children, the defend
ant', who continued to live upon the mort
gaged land. From time to time, payment» 
<>n a- count of interest on tlie mortgage were 
made by one of the children, the last being 
in June. 1013. The widow defended the 
suit, alleging that she was not party or 
privy to the making of the payments on 
account of interest, and that she had now 
acquired a possessory title to the land : — 
Held, that the ease was governed by s. 24 
of the Limitations Act. R.8.0 1014, A, 75, 
and s. 1.1 had no application. The payment 
of interest by one of those claiming under 
i lie mortgagor was a sufficient payment to 
keep the mortgage alive as against all per
son' claiming under him. | Hoddam v. Mor
iel. 17 ( h. I). 651, followed. |

McKay v. Hutchings, 41 O.L.R. 46.
Non: Payment of dividend by assignee

FOB CREDITORS.
The payment of a dividend by the curator 

in a judicial abandonment of property, upon 
a délit having for consideration notes pay
able to order, interrupts the five year pre
scription, as payment made by the curator 
is as though made by the insolvent himself.
In such case prescription begins to run, not 
lroin ilie date when the dividend was pay
able. but from that of the payments.

I .a port e-Martin v. Boiithiller, 53 Que. 
S.C. 471.
IS IV ('—167)—Promise or acknowledo-

A letter written by a client to his solici
tor requesting him to look after his affairs 
once more and enquiring as to the amount 
"i hi' (the client’s) past indebtedness, con
stitutes an interruption of prescription as 
regards such indebtedness, but does not 
constitute a renunciation to proscription ac
quired.

Bernard v. Peiissier, 8 D.L.R. 545. 
INTERRUPTION OF STATUTE—PROMISE OR AC

KNOWLEDGMENT.
Where an alleged debtor on a liquidated 

money claim, in answer to the creditor's 
notice of intended action, writes a letter to 
him acknowledging the debt, without super- 
whliug any mere conditional promise to pay, 
mu'll letter is sufficient to take the case out 
of the Statute of Limitations; the acknowl
edgment is not qualified even if accompanied 
h> a request for time, by a statement that 
the debtor will not be able to pay until a 
future time.

Waddell v. Caldwell. 17 D.L.R. 411, 48 
VMt lot*. 14 K.L.R. 112 at 334, affirming 
U D.L.R. 678, 14 K.L.R. 332.
Interruption of statute — Removal of

bar—Promise or acknowledgment,
"MOTIONAL OR OTHI RWI»E M IIKN XV-

11 i htivk.
McNeill v. McKachren, 20 D.L.R. 071. 

Acknowledgment of debt — Conditional
I’ROM IKK TO PAY.

X promise to pay conditional from the 
promisor’s ability to do so docs not operate
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as an absolute acknowledgment of a debt 
barred by limitations.

Quaker Oats Vo. v. Denis, 24 D.L.R. 226, 
1» A.L.R. 62, 31 W.L.R. 579, 8 W.W.R. 877, 
affirming 10 D.L.R. 327, 8 A.L.R. 31, 7 W.
VV.R. KMiK.

Promise or acknowledgment—"My debt.”
Agreeing to waive the Statute of Limita

tions is not a sufficient acknowledgment 
unless coupled with a promise: and though 
the expression “my debt” might by itself 
be construed as implying a promise of im
mediate payment, it is not so if negatived 
by the debtor’s statement of his inability 
to pav. | Rackhain v. Marriott. 2 11. & N. 
106. Smith v. Thorne, 18 Q.R. 134. fo!-

Lyman’s v. Gagner, 23 D.L.R. 567, 31 
W.L.R. 700.
A< K NOWLEDG M EN T OF DEBT.

When a debtor executes a contract in 
writing with his creditor by which be un
dertakes to do some work for #70, and 
that, at the foot of the document places 
the following clause: “1 agree to pay $5 
on old bill from a hove amount,” he ack
nowledges that he owes the old debt, the 
prescription of which is therefore inter-

O’Shea, v. Hague, 47 Que. S.C. 394. 
Mortgage—Payment of interest by son

AND DAUGHTER OF MORTGAGOR—SUFFI
CIENCY TO KEEP MORTGAGE ALIVE AS 
AGAINST ALL PERSONS CLAIMING i mu b 
MORTGAGOR—LIMITATIONS ACT, R.8.0. 
1914, C. 75, s. 24.

McKay v. Hutchings, 41 O.L.R. 46. 
Interruption—Writing.

The prescription of 5 years preserilied 
for negotiable notes works a forfeiture of 
the right of action. If the amount of the 
note exceeds $50, the interruption of the 
prescription can only be proved by a writ
ing from the maker.

Dion v. Cimon, 51 Que. S.C. 57. 
Acknowledgment of debt—Schedule— 

Assignment for creditors.
The enumeration of a debt in a schedule 

to a creditor’s trust deed is an insufficient 
acknowledgment to take the debt out of 
the operation of the Statute of Limitations 
and part payment of the debt by the trus
tee is equally important.

Cockshutt Plow Co. v. Young. 10 S.L.R. 
68, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1441.
Promissory note — Acknowledgment in 

writing.
To an action begun Nov. 5. 1912. to re

cover the amount of a promissory note 
made by the defendant and his brother, 
dated Nov. 1, 1903, payable one year after 
date, the defendant pleaded the Limita
tions Act; and it. was held, that a letter 
written by the defendant to the plaintiff, 
dated Nov. 8. 1906, in which the defend
ant said: “1 thought that note matter was 
settled long ago. I will write my brother 
John for details and on receipt of his re-
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ply you will hear from me again" uasiim- 
iii" that tin» letter referred to the note— 
we* not » written acknowledgment of tin* 
debt from which u promise to pay might 
la* inferred.

Wood Tromenliauanr. 32 O.L.R. .170, 
reversing .funior dudge. County of York. 
I'NCOMMTIOX AI ACKNOM'I EIM.MENT nr HUIT 

— I;.\W IMPLYING PROMISE TO HAY 
PliEVENTI Ml Cl.AIM BEING H VICKI O.

The law implies a promise to pay where 
the acknowledgment of the debt is uncon- 
dilional; so as to prevent the claim being 
barred by the Statute of Limitations.

Hunk of Vancouver v. Kennedv. [1919] 
.1 W.W.K. 81.
Sl milKM V OK ACKXOWl.KDGMENT OF PERT.

A letter of the defendant in which there 
"a- an offer to confess judgment for a debt 
constitutes a sufficient acknowledgment to 
deprive him of the benefit of the Statute of 
Limitations.

Western Foundry A Metal Co. v. H.T. 
Stevens Co., [1919] 3 W.W.R. 1021.
A CERTAIN ACKNOWLEDGMENT IN LETTER 

HKI D SUFFICIENT TO PREVENT THE OHER
AT ION OK THE STATVTE OK LlMITATIO.NH. 

Sparling v. Western Trust Co., [19191 1 
W.W.R. 770.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
See Carriers; Shipping.

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES.
See Damages, III; Contraria.

LIQUIDATION.
See ( ompaniea, VI.; Hanks, V.; Partner

ship, VI.} Assignment for Creditors.

LIQUIDATOR.
See Companies.

LIQUOR LAWS.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

LIS PENDENS.
T. In general.

II. PURCHASERS HEX III XU SLIT.

See Land Titles.
I. In general.

(8 I—1)—lx GENERAL — DEFECTIVE EX-
hors*; me XT1—Statement m claim — 
Refusal to sign “option" ok PUR
CHASE OK LAND—VACATING REGISTRY 
OK < Elm EH1 AIE.

•Tenkiiis *. MeWliinnev, fi D.L.Ii. 883, 4 
O.W A. 99. 23 O.W.li. 29.
IN NI RI HT ION IN LAW.

If. on the very face of a declaration, it 
appears that the plaintiff lias already 
brought an action upon the same grounds, 
hut it i# not alleged that *uvh action was 
followed by a final judgment, it i* an e\
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I ception of lis jfen-lens and not an inscrip- 

lion in law which is open to the defendant.
Cliaput v. Lcgault, 20 Que. P.R. 2Hti. 

Kmhextiai.h — Identity ok actions — 
•Ioixdek.

In order t liât there may be lis penden* 
of two actions, it is necessary that there 
he identity of parties, identity of cause of 
action, and identity of the object of the 
action. If one of these is wanting there 
cannot lie lis pendens. In the latter ease, 
to prevent a possible conflict between the 
two judgments, the procedure to follow is 
that of joinder of the actions.

tiavrraft v. Little, 49 Que. 8.C. 805. 17 
Que. * P.R. 430.
Kxckhtio.x ok lis hendkxh—Answer i* 

writing Proof—Inhvbihtion on tiie 
ROLL—C.P., 104. 173, 293 ET BKQ.

If an exception of lis pendens has been 
answered in writing and proof is to be 
adduced, the vase should not lie inscribed 
on the ordinary roll for proof and hearing. 
On a motion to reject such inscription, the 
ease will lie sent to the Practice Court to 
he <1 is posed of.

(lingras y. liai lean, 10 Que. P.R. 341. 
(8,1—2 I—KkEECT OK LACHER—\Y ROM,ILL 

ISSUANCE.
The délit cry of an amended statement 

of claim will not validate a certificate of 
lis jieiidens wrongfully issued by a clerk 
of the court, pursuant to s. 35 of the Al- 
lierta Mechanics’ Lien Act when the orig 
inul statement of claim tiled with him a* 
a condition to the issuing of the certificate 
was defective in not setting out the stal 
ntory allegations and claims for relief. 
The filing of an amended statement of" 
claim in an action wherein the original 
statement of claim did not authorize the 
registration of a lis ’ pendens certificate 
will ,not validate such certificate. [25 Cyc. 
1473, approved.]

Horne v. .leukvn. tl D.L.R. 64, 5 A.L.R. 
359. 2 W.W.K. 929.
Certificate ok — Registration - - Motion 

to vacate—What mlht be shewn— 
Abuse oe process ok cocbt—Delay in
PKOSEC VTIOX OK ACTION—MOTION TO 
DISMISS.

National Match Co. v. Thomas, 13 O.W. 
X. 413.
(8 I—3)— Effect oe notice < ener.ai.ly.

The registration of a certificate of lis 
pendens by the plaintiff is the means pro
vided to protect bis interests and give no
tice to other parties t liât lie claiu> an in
terest- in the property involved and is seek
ing to enforce his rights by actio, and 
such registration operates as a noti<T to 
all who are or may become interesteu In 
the property.

Robinson v. Holmes, 17 D.L.R. 372. > 
W.W.R. 1143.
(8 I—41—Removal 01—Bona fide hub- 

chaser—Trust.
Vndcr ss. 79 and 39 of the Real Prop-
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,.V(V Art t R.S.M. 1913, e. 171 ) h IKiim tide 
|,urcliii»r lidiH the right to *l«*«l with tin* 
registered owner without any inquiry as to 
i,,,v\ mut under «hui circumstance* the 
,.Hner proi-ured title; if at the time of the 
agreement the purchaser ha» no knowledge 
-hat the vendor held the land merely ax 
trustee for another person, tie is not hound 
i,v a li- pendeiiH filed hy a judgment cred
itor nt the real owner in an effort to suh- 
jpvt the IimiiI to Katixfaetion of the judg
ment. and the purchaser i* entitled to hold 
the IjihI free from »ueh claim, and to have 
the registration of tlie li» pendens removed, 

forgiing a cloud upon hi* title. |Cooper 
\ Anih ï'on. 5 D.L.R. 218, followed.]

Ham v. Pittield, 28 D.L.Il. 20lt, 2U Man. 
L.l! Stt. .13 W.L.R. «81. » WAY.It. 11 «3.
Y V AlloN OK — CONVEYANCE BT IlfNBAXD 

in Win: I l*OX REPARATION- -Recouahi- 
tatiox — Action kor declaration ok

Rowers v. Bower*, 25 D.L.R. 838, 34
O.L.R. 463.
Motion to vacate registry— Action for

VI.IMONV—(T.AIM TO FOLLOW INTO 
I AMI OK IICUBAN!) MONEY AUVANCED BY

Rulnu-r v. Bulmer, 11 O.W.N. 73.
Am ll X I ION BY REGISTERED OWNER. NOT A 

I'ARTY, TO REMOVE.
Iliilette v. Pellelier. 3 S.L.R. 467, lfi W.

LR. 42.
II. Purchasers pending suit.

i« II !ii—Caveat in land titles.
The tiling of a caveat, under the Muni- 

''ilia Real Property Act. R.K.M. 11*02. e. 
148, has no greater efleet, so far as the 
rights or interest* of the caveator are eon- 
"■rned. than a certificate of li* pcnden*.

I'* arson v. O'Brien ; O'Brien v. Pearson. 
4 IU..II. 41.3. 22 Man. L.R. 175. 20 W.L.R. 
• H». I WAV.lt. 102M. [Aflirmed. 11 D.L.R. 
175. 4 WAY.It. 342.]
li II- 10*—Registration — Motion to 

vacate — Pleading not justifying 
any lien or charge on land.

Forrester v. Lafontaine, lti D.L.R. 881, 
»i W AV.It. «77.

W In-re a writ of summons lias lieen issued 
ami a lis pendens filed, hut no valid service 
"i the writ is made on the defendant, the 
lutter must enter an appearanee gratis he- 
*"»•; lauiiehiiig a motion to dismiss the 
aitioii and for the di-eharge of the lis

Peat v. Sexton. 8 D.L.R. 7«1, 22 W.L.R. 
"•'Hi. :! WAV.It. 514.

While the plaintiff. to whom a egrtifi- 
■ ate nf title xva* issued and land trans
ferred us security for a debt from the 
cantor, gave his grantor a power of at 

and afterwards alleged that the 
utter, as tin* result of a conspiracy, trans- 
f'rreil the land, in trust for himself, to 
su* it her, and that a certificate of title was 
i—*ied to the transferee, who. in turn. 
titiii-tVrred the land in fee simple to a

trust company, without consideration, in 
trust for the grantor and others, one not 
a party to the alleged conspiracy, who 
acquired from the trust company an in
terest in the land under an agreement for 
its purchase, obtained under **. 71. 91 of 
the Real Property Act (Man.), a good title 
a* against the plaintiff, since he secured it 
from its registered owner, and a li* pen
dens filed hy the plaintiff will he vacated 
on motion of such contract purchaser in an 
action brought by the plaintiff to set aside 
all of such transfer*.

< 'isijier x. Anderson, 5 D.L.R. 218, 20 
W.L.R. 347, 21 W.L.R. 1102, 1 WAV.R. 848. 
101*2.

Netting amide.
A certificate of lis pi ndens will not lie 

vacated la-fore trial, unless the applicant, 
van shew that under no possible circum
stances can the facts as set out in tin- en
dorsement on the writ or the plaintiff's 
pleading give him any right in respect 
of the land in question.

Salter v. Met affrov, 1* D.L.R. 259, 4 0. 
W.X. 478, 23 DAWK! «11.
Motion to vacate — Speedy trial of ac

tion — Terms.
Kennedy x. Kennedy, 10 D.L.R. 853, 4 

O.W.N. 1336, 1370. 24 OAV.R. 626, 720. 
Discharge of — Land Titles Act.

In an action for the x|*ecitle performance 
of an agreement for the sale «if land, the 
plaintiff issued and registered in the Land 
Tilles Ofliee a certificate of lis pcnden*. 
'The defendant moved lief«ire a local master 
to have tin* lis pendens discharged on the 
ground that there xva* no authority to is
sue the same except ill actions respecting 
mechanics’ liens. The local master having 
refused the application, the defendant, ap
pealed to a .1 inlge in (’handlers. On ap
peal : Held, that although the certificate 
of lis jiendens was issued out of the court, 
vet tin* registering of it in the I .ami Titles 
Ofliee was the a«*t of the registrar and not 
of an ollieial of the court. That the appli
cation not I icing made under any of the 
provisions of the Land Titles Act, and the 
action itself not having been disposed of, a 
•lodge in Chamber* lias no power on such a 
motion as the present to direct the régi» 
trar to vacate the registration*of the cer
tificate of lis pendens.

Dufour v. I>ehid. 8 N.L.R. 19.
Kxception—Lih pKxnrxH.

Tin* exception of lis pendens must iden
tify Hie Jiersone, cause and object of the 
two aidions.

Paeaud v. I'aeaud, 12 Que. I*.It. 311).

LITIGIOUS RIGHTS.
What constitute — Amhktk of insol

vent company — Right of way.
A sale of the assets of a company being 

wound-up. even if such a»-els in* lude claims 
of which flu* amount is undetermined, does 
not constitute a sale of litigious rights. In
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order that a right may be considered liti
gious, the contestation to which it is aub- 
ject must bear on the very existence of that 
right, and not on its value.

Ste. TlnVle v. Matte, 27 Que. K.B. 180.

LITTORAL RIGHTS.
See Waters.

LIVERY STABLE.
Salk to iealize lik.n fob charges — In- 

CAPACITY or 1.1 KNOB TO BECOME PUR
CHASER.

The party exercising the statutory right 
to sell a horse under an innkeeper's or 
livery stable keeper's lien for stabling 
charges under the authority of the Inn
keepers Act. 1 Geo. V. (Ont.) c. 49, can
not himself become the purchaser at the 
aale. The statutory requirement of two 
weeks' notice by newspaper advertisement 
is not complied with by advertisement in 
the successive weekly issues of the news
paper. where the last publication took place 
only the day prior to the sale.

Martin v. Howard, 10 D.LR. 760, 24 0. 
W.R. «17, 4 O.W.X. 1260.
HlBK OF HORSE — Dl'TY OK KKKPKR TO 

WARN — XATI KK OK ANIMAL.
I'he keeper of a livery stable who hires a 

horse to another is bound to give notice to 
the bailee of any dangerous quality in the 
animal hired of which he has or should 
have knowledge, and failure to give such 
notice, while it may not lie accurately desig
nated contributory negligence, may, in an 
action against the bailee for an injury re
sulting from neglect to exercise proper cau
tion. go directly to the question of the 
bailee's negligence and liability.

Gray v. Sleeves, 42 X.B.R. 670.

LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS.
See Municipal Corporations; Highways;

LOCAL OPTION.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

LODGES.
See Benevolent Societies; Insurance.

LOOS AND LOGGING.
Lien for services, see Liens.
See Timber; Contracts, VI A—410; Wa

ters. II—155.
For injuries to lumlieimen, see also Mas

ter and Servant; Negligence.
(9 I—ll — .1UKISDK'TIOX AS TO RATES — 

REASON AIM KNK..HH — 1‘OWKR OF COURTS 
TO REVIEW.

Questions relating to the establishment 
of rates and their reasonableness under art. 
7.100, R.S.Q. 1009. for the privilege of log
ging or the value of improvements made bv 
a company to facilitate the driving of logs, 
are left to the entire discretion of the

Lieut.-Gov.-in-Council, whose decisions an
nual. and from which the law provides no 
appeal to the courts.

Nliives Lumber Co. v. Chaleur Bay Mills 
25 D.L.R. 202. 24 Que. K.B. 408, * ’
(9 1—2)—Movixu A BOOM—Lons THROItiH 

CAUKI.KSSXIi.HS AND 1X" CO M PETE NCK.
Wattsbiirg Lumlier Co. v. Cooke Lum

ber Co., It; B.C.R. 154.
(g 1—11 — Hi hi ms — Obstructing naviga

tion — Rights and liabilities or
CART Y KK MOVING OBSTRUCTION — Pub- 
LJC HIGHWAY — X VISA NCK.

Johnston v. Despard. 7 D.L.R. 817, 19 
W.L.R. 802, 1 W.W.R. 722.
(9 I----4 | — COMCKNSATIOX FOR IIBIVINU —

SKTTI.no ABIIIK AKHIIBATOR — TlMBKS
Si.iiik Comvany'h Act.

lie Little Sturgeon River Slides Co. ami 
Mackie list ate, « D.L.R. 895, 4 O.W.N. *2«1 
Com pennation for iwivinu — Levying 

tolls — Rights of boom company —
Ah.SKNCK of IMPLIED CONTRACT.

Where a lumber company in the course 
of its logging operations hanked its logs 
mi the ice during the winter season, ami 
in the spring the logs were floated down 
to a river ami then driven down the river 
to the mills where they were to lie sawn, 
the character of the river living such that 
it would be iinpraet icahle to float or drive 
the logs in cribs or Imonied together, the 
fact that the lumber company, in common 
with other operators, flouting and driving 
their logs in single pieces allowed them to 
become intermixed and in this intermixed 
condition to pas- into certain works erect
ed in the river, which did not in any way 
improve its floatable character, by a" Inxmi 
company incorporated under the laws of a 
foreign country, does not constitute an im
plied request to separate the logs; and the 
lumlier company, deriving no benelit from 
the interference with the logs by the boom 
company, and having forbidden the boom 
company from so interfering, a contract 
will not Ik- implied to pay the tolls fixed by 
the boom company, although under its pow
ers ns amended, the boom company had au
thority to construct the works and to col
lect tolls and charges for such services.

Rainy laike River Boom Corp. v. Rainv 
River Lumber Co., f! D.L.R. 4U1. 27 0.ÛL 
111, 22 II.W.R. 9.12.
19 I—ÔI—KxFRUSR Or STATUTORY RIGHTS 

— UNREASONABLE OBSTRUCTION OK
stream — Constitutional law — Saw 
Logs Driving Act.

A lumlier company that unreasonably ob
structs navigation on a river by the driv
ing of its logs, cannot justify itff conduct 
by provincial legislation conferring on it 
the right to float logs, and to urn- the waters 
of the stream for such purpose; since the 
Parliament of Canada alone has jurisdic
tion over navigation. The Ontario Saw 
laigs Driving Act, R.S.Q. 1897, c. 141. does 
not authorize the obstruction of navigation
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Vv the floating of log* in a stream. which

i-xproxslv forbidden. not from necessity 
hni t-.x nbumlanti vimtelS, by s. 3 of the Act. 
A,.. it.N X. Avt, *. m.j

.......I, V. Holt Timber Co.. 18 D.L.R. «04.
tu O.L.R. 209. allirming 11 D.L.R. 44. 4
O.W..V 1106.
(s i—ij-, — contract fob balk of lumber—

JMPI.IBU UONDITION — IMPOSSIBILITY — 
DM. A Y CAUSE.

MvKean v. Dalhousie Lumber Co., 40 N.
16 s B.L.B. SW.

( g 1—71—Contract fob cutting and 
Il A UI.IXG—Nondksionation of scale— 
Rights ok pamirs.

In an iivtion for a balance claimed due 
on i contract for cutting and hauling logs, 
containing a clause that they are “to be 
jiaiil fur according to the count and scale of 

. which shall be final and conclusive 
between the parties," without naming the 
srnle to he used, the plaintiff will not be 
In.iimiI hv the scale appointed by the defend
ant, hut evidence of scales appointed bv 
|*ith will lie received to determine the quail- 
tv of loirs to lie paid for.

Rlue v. Miller, 24 D.L.R. 852, 43 N.B.R.

Cox TRACT Foa CUTTING TIMBER—INNOCENT 
MISREPRESENTATION AH TO QUANTUM — 
Rmtification or contract—Payment
FOR VAI UE OF WORK DONE—EVIDENCE—
Findings of Trial Judge.

Grant < nmpliell & Co. v. Devon Lumber 
Co.. 6 O W N. 673.
(Ü I -Hi— Compensation fob sorting.

Where, as the result of common action, 
l..gs of different log owners become inter
mixed in their course down a floatable 
at ream, the cost and expense of separating 
an.l securing them shall be paid hv each 
individual log owner, and if one log owner 
reipiests a boom company to separate his 
lux1' from the intermixed logs, no implied 
contract with another log owner can he pre
sumed mi the part of the boom company to 
entitle it to recover for services rendered 
m connection with this separation of the 
luu< especially where such last-mentioned 
lux' owner had forbidden the boom company 
from interfering or meddling with his logs.

Rainy Lake River Boom Corp. v. Rainy 
River LuiiiUw Co., 6 D.L.R. 401, 27 O.L.R. 
111. .2 O XV.R. 932.
U l.l INC. AND MEASURING.

X party alleging error of calculation by 
a culler or measurer does not need to ask 
fur th.- cancellation of the contract: on 
the contrary, his prayer for a reformation 
- n ilcinand for the complete execution of 

Ihc contract, lie must, however, give eon- 
elusive proof of error in such measurments. 
ami measurement* taken ex parte when the 
lug* were in the water in the early spring 
anil when many of them were hidden from 
view, cannot he accepted as against the 
measurements of the culler chosen by the 
par’i-s under the contract. Under a con-

| tract for the cutting of log* in timl*er limits 
where it is stipulated that the culling anil 
measuring will la* done by a culler appoint
ed hy the party who undertakes the cutting, 
the calculations of such culler will lie ac
cepted hy the court and such clause given 
effect to although mere errors of calculation 
may la» reformed.

Church v. Itacieot. 2 D.L.R. 528. 21 Que.
H it 471.
Sorting—Expense of—Apportionment— 

Damages.
Tremhlav v. Pigeon River Lumber Co.. 2 

D.L.R. 882. 3 O.YV.N. 894, 21 O.W.H. 698 
Quantity to hi: ascertained by official

SCALER—LOSH OF NHtNGLE BOLTS IN 
TRANSIT AFTER DELIVERY.

Where logs and shingle bolts are to he 
paid for as taken out and loaded, according 
to the quantities found by an ofliciul scaler, 
the buyers who tiaik delivery of shingle bolt* 
and placed them on a scow which drifted 
away before the contemplated scaling and 
was lost. will la- liable notwithstanding the 
impossibility of scaling according to the 
contract if it did not result from any fault 
of the seller: the quantity will la* deter
mined in such case hy the beat available 
evidence apart from the official scaling 
which wa* stipulated for in the contract.

Rich v. North American Lumber Co., 17 
D.L.R. 25. 18 B.C.R. 543.
(§ I—9i—Woodmen’s lien — Who en

TITLED.
The lien provided hy art. 1994 (e). C.C. 

(Que.), to secure the charges of any person 
engaged in cutting or manufacturing lum 
her. applies not only to those who are 
directly engaged in the work themselves, 
hut also to those who have the work done 
by others.

Houseman v. LePage, 25 D.L.R. 332. 24 
Que. K.B. 413.
Wages—Woodman’s lien.

Tlie contractor for logging operations is 
entitled a* well as the wage earner to a lien 
on the logs or lumber in respect of the work 
he has Imd performed in cutting the timber 
and hauling the log* to the mill for the 
agreed contract price by virtue of the Wood 
man’* Lien Act (Alta.). 1913. 2nd ses*., c. 
28. | Baxter v. Kennedy. 35 N.B.R. 179. dis
tinguished.]

Ile «autel, v. McClellan, 23 D.L.R. 625. 
7 W.W.R. 1221. 30 W.L.R. 485.
Woodmen’s i irn—Enforcement—Several 

claims—Jurisdictional a mount.
MeXultv v. (lark. 25 D.LTl. 832. 34 O. 

L.R. 434.’
Claim for towage—Priorities between 

woodmen’s mens and maritime mens.
Towage is freight, and as such, the mari

time lien takes precedence over the Wood
man's Lien Act (R.C.). The clause in that 
Act relating to timber slide companies wa* 
meant to protect towage.

Premia» v. Pacific Slope Lumber Co., 7 
W.W.R. 1195
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WOODMEN’S LIEN — 1)1.MAM) — Sl'H IKK;

Undvr s. 9 of tlic Woodmen’* Lien Art,
C. M.N.It. 1908, <•. 148. tin* affidavit ruptiml 
must shew that the amount claimed in just
ly due and owing, and that payment there
of lias liven demanded and refused. Iml this 
does not mean that the claim should lie dis
missed unless the amount claimed and de
manded is the exact amount subsequently 
found to Ih* owing. It is the duty of the 
judge under s. 17 of the Act to determine

• what if anything is due and if anything is 
found to lie due and owing to order that the 
amount lie paid to the lieu holder.

Olsen v. Goodwin : Brunson v. Goodwin. 
28 D.L.R. 177, 43 N.1S.R. 449.
Woodman’s lien against purviiakek— 

Date ok contract.
Sections 37. 38 of the Woodmen's Lien 

for Wages Act, R.S.B.t '. 1911, e. 213. under 
which a workman is entitled to a right of 
action for his wages against the person 
for whom logs are supplied under a con
tract , if the latter fails to require, before 
making any payment, the production of the 
employer’s payroll, apply only to contracts 
which contemplate the employment of la
bour after the date of the contract, and not 
to a purchaser of logs manufactured and 
ready to lie taken possession of by the pur
chaser at the date of the contract : to en
title a workman to recover under these siv- 
1 ions for work done subsequently to the 
date of the contract, he must be able to 
prove that the subsequent work was per
formed in respect of the particular logs 
under the contract.

Mills v. Smith Shannon Lumber Co.. 28
D. L.K. 40, 22 lU'.R. ‘>79. 34 W.L.R. 338. 
(§ 1—101—Miners’ lien for cvttinu and

sawing.—Sale of li mber by owner 
without knowledge—Miners' Lien 
Ordinance, Y.T.

Bradshaw v. Saucer man, 9 D.L.R. 439, 
18 B.C.R. 41. 23 W.L.R. 33. 3 W.W.R. 701. 
affirming 4 ILL. It. 477. 21 W.L.R. «.*>.
(8 I—11)—Kxport restrictions unless

MANUFACTURE!» — pHODfrT OF CROWN 
LANDS ( B.C.)—SllI.NGI.K Itl.lH'KH,

The prohibition of export from British 
Columbia of timber cut on Crown lands 
therein unless manufactured within the 
province into boards, deal, joists, lath, 
shingles “or other sawn lumber" (Forest 
Act, B.C., s. 100), applies to prevent the 
export of the product of the limiter after 
saving the hflg into short lengths of from 
Hi to '20 inches, and eut ting these short 
lengths longitudinally so as to leave each 
block only a small arc of the circumference 
of the log. where the blocks are left un
finished for any practical permanent use 
and are commercially suitable only for 
further manufacture into shingles.

Excelsior Lumber Co. v. Ru~s. 10 D.L.B. 
593. 19 B.C.R. 289. 27 W.L.R. 407. 0 WAN . 
1Î. 307. affirming 13 D.L.B. 740. 5 W.W.R. 
..f.

293ti

I (§ 1—12)—Sale and transfer of eight 
to « i t timher—Priority as betwklx
UNPAID VENDOR AND BANK HOLDING SE
CURITY FROM PURCHASER ON LOi.s Cl'T.

Miitclienhaeker v. Dominion Bank ’1 
Man. L.R. 320. ]8 W.L.R. 19. ’ «

LORD CAMPBELL S ACT.
See Death : Damages. 111 — 187,

LORD’S DAY.
See Sunday.

LOST GRANT.
See Easements; Adverse Possession ; Wat-

LOTTERY.
I. l.V GENERAL.

II. What constitutes.
Annotation.

lottery offences under the Criminal Code: 
26 D.L.R. 401.

See also Gaming.
L In general.

Coupon with store pi'kviiasrr — Gift 
with winning number.

The giving of an automobile by a depart
ment store under an advertised scheme 
whereby all purchasers of 81 worth of goods 
or more obtained a free coupon belonging to 
a series from which one particular number 
had been selected as the winning number to 
lie disclosed after the close of the competi
tion, is an offence under the lottery clauses 
of the Cr. Code; and the advertisement and 
management of such scheme are punishable 
under paras, (a I and (e) respectively of 
subs. 1 of s. 236. Cr. Code.

R. v. Hudson's Bay Co.. 25 D.L.R. 396, 
25 Can. Cr. Cas. 1. 9 A.L.R. 227, 32 NV.L. 
R. 900. 9 W.W.R. 522.
Business by mode of change.

Upon a charge of carrying on a business 
by modes of chance contrary to the lottery 
clauses of the Cr. Code ( s. 2*36). evidence of 
jersons who hud canvassed for business on 
1er behalf with which the lottery fen tares 

were proposed, is not admissible evidence 
against the accused where not connected bv 
evidence that the accused did in fa et hold 
the lottery drawings suggested by the can
vassers.

The King v. Lumgair, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
123. 3 O.W.X. 309.

The sale of immovables with the inten
tion. agreed upon lietween vendor and pur
e-baser. of organizing a lottery and disposing 
of it by publie drawings, is radically null, 
being simulated between the parties as ac
cessory to the main design of committing 
an act prohibited by law. It cannot, there
fore, lie relied on in opposition to a subse
quent legal sale to a third party.

Bedard v. Phoenix Um.i Improvement 
Co., 42 Que. S.C. 1.
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II. What constitutes.

X life] of -nie intended ns a blind for 
!.. purpose of limning u lottery in sub 

Mi.n lot-». i« illegal and void and an not 
ojijeiM-d to a subsequent bona tide pur- 

uf these lot-, from the original own- 
,-r. Although it has been registered.

I tedi.r.| v. I'lnenix I .ami & Improvement 
Co.. - D.L.R. 686, 4.1 Que. S.C. Ô0.
Km. iM'TION < ERTIFICATE8.

It i-. not u lottery offence under para, 
cr III -III»'. 1 of s. 236. Cr. Code, to pub- 
1,di it m berne for the drawing, without pay- 
in. at or obligation to pay, of cert I flea tea 
i-itiii;: a privilege of purchase of a elans of 
artieie at a fixed prive alleged to he lower 
than the value, where no sale* of such ar
ticle are made except to those who draw 
certificates and they are under no obliga
tion to purchase. .

\\. v. Robinson. 41 D.L.R. 4tl. 2!» Can. 
O. fas. 153. 10 S.I..II. 448. [1B18J 1 W.W.
R. 258.

LUNATICS.
See incompetent persons.

MAGISTRATE.
N’e Justice of the Peace : Summary Con- 

victimi; Certiorari; Criminal Law.
.It ntsnirrioN — Aim-ointment—Dominion

I UMMLS.SIONBR OK l'Ol.IC R.
\ (though sitting within his territorial 

inri'diction a magistrate cannot try an 
"lienee which is alleged to have been fnin- 
mitted beyond his territorial jurisdiction, 
except where there is a statutory extension 
of hi- power in that respect: s. 577 the Cr.
> " le Ini' not been made applicable to of- 

under Alberta statutes. A commis- 
- ii.t of police appointed by the Governor- j 
in Council under R.S.C. 1006. e. 02, has no 
•ini-diction to make a conviction under a 
j.r un. hi law-, his jurisdiction is restricted 

the matters set forth in the Dominion 
Act ami corning within the legislative juris
diction of flic Parliament of Canada.

U. v. Co vue. 28 (an. Cr. Cas. 428. [10171 
t U AV.lt 267. CAffirmed. 41 D.L.R. 225, 20 

Cm IIS. I 1017 I -•! u AN It 62J I 

Kxi MWION —COM PKTENCK OF COURTS— Pk- 
N v actions — Circuit Court anu 
M VilSTRATKS Ool RT — C.C. ART. 16. 
1682c. 16821»—C.C.P. ARTS. 170. 1285-
< m\ [1000] ART. 20—31 VlCT. 
ri8671. C. 7. ART. 10—40-50, VlCT. 
r 18861. c. 05. ART. 20—8 Ell. VII. 
riOOHj. C. 12.

1* iial actions, the hearing of which is not 
I û to any specially named tribunal, are 

Ihe i ornpetem-e of the Magistrate's Court.
< ir.-uit Court has not jurisdiction to. 

‘•"•r in a*‘tim> for recovery of the penalties 
'«id down by arts. 1682c' and 1682.1. C.C.
An action of this nature should lie sent 
bn k to the Magistrate’s Court.

Tnidnl v. C.N.R., 55 Que. S.C. 231.

MAIL.

MAINTENANCE.
See Parent and Child; Infants; Husband 

ami Wife.

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION.
I. In u-: serai..

11. Want ok i-itniiAULK cache-, mai.ice. 
a. In criminal prosecution.
». Of civil act ion.

III. Termination of prosecution.
See also False Imprisonment; Arrest.
As to questions for jury in action for, 

see Trial.
Annotations.

Malicious prosecution; principles of rea
sonable and probable cause in English and 
French law compared : 1 D.L.R. 56.

Malicious prosecution; questions of law 
and fact ; preliminary questions as to prob
able cause: 14 D.L.K. 817.

I. In general.
Ma MCE—St> KKTENCY OF MOTIVE TO RENDER 

PROSECUTOR I.IAB1.K IN DAMAGES.
Hurst v. Elliott, | I!W>1 2 W.W.R. 841». 

Reasonable and prouabi.e cause—Advice
OF COUNSEL.

The fact that the informant who wax 
afterwards sued for malicious prosecution 
had first consulted counsel and laid all the 
facts la'fore him and had been advised by 
such counsel to lay the information is not 
in all cases a bar to the action being main
tained. hut is to lie considered in determin
ing the questions of malice and want of 
reasonable and probable cause. Where coun
sel's advice to the prosecutor upon the 
true fads fully laid I a* fore him to lay 
an information for a criminal offence 
is acted upon by the prosecutor and this is 
followed by a committal for trial and the 
finding of a true hill upon such facts, the 
prosecutor, against whom no express malice 
is shewn, is justified in his prosecution al
though a conviction is not secured ; and a 
verdict for damages for false arrest and 
malicious prosecution will not under such 
circumstances lie supported.

Richard v. Goulet. 1!» D.LR. 371. 23 Can. 
Cr. ( as. 327. 45 Que. S.C. 374.
(§ 1-^21—Advice of counsel.

Advice of counsel liefore charging a per
son with an offence, while evidence in the 
defendant's favour in an action for mali
cious prosecution, does not constitute a 
complete answer to a claim of want of prob
able cause, especially where it appears that 
the defendants tried to rely on their so
licitor without forming an opinion of their 
own H' to the guilt or innocence of the 
plaintiff.

Harris v. Hickev, 2 D.L.R. 356, 17 II. 
C R. 21, 19 W.L.R. 948.
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Reasonable and probable cause—Advice 

of counsel—Approval of crown at- 
tobnby -Malice- -Finding» oi just— 
Dismissal ok ACTION—CoRTR.

McMullen v. Wetleufer, 32 O.L.R. 178. 
CHARGE OF THEFT OF BOAT FROM ASSIGNEE 

FOR BENEFIT OF CREDITORS OF BUILDERS
—Acting on solicitor's advice—Mal- !

A person who institutes a criminal pro
ceeding, honestly believing in his ease, is 
entitled to act on the advice of his counsel, 
but the duty is placed upon him to put be
fore counsel everything includii g all cir
cumstances in mitigation of the accused’s

Mom sen v. Rudolph, 18 B.C.R. 831, 3 W.
W.R. 10.
Advice of counsel no justification— 

Mitigation.
An informant is not discharged from 

liability for damages caused by an arrest 
without probable cause by the mere fact 
that he acted on the advice of counsel, and 
it can only be taken into consideration by 
the judge in estimating the amount of the 
damages.

t’alogery v. Spencer, 47 Que. S.C. 12. 
Charge of keeping bawdy hoi be—Justi

fication—Advice of counsel.
In an action for malicious prosecution for 

charging the plaintiff with keeping a bawdy 
house, the fact that the defendant, owing to 
the mistaken idea he entertained as to what 
in law constituted a bawdy house, honestly 
believed, and under all the circumstances 
was reasonably justified in believing, the 
charge to be true, is no defence, nor is the 
fact that the defendant acted bona tide and 
under the advice of the clerk of the peace 
and of counsel of itself enough to afford a 
good defence.

t roker v. Storey, 43 N.B.R. 09. 
Reasonable and probable cause—Honf-st 

BELIEF OF DEFENDANT IN GUILT OF 
PLAINTIFF — REAHONABLK GROUNDS — 
Advice of County Crown Attorney— 
Malice—1 ndirect motive—Couxteb-

Scxsmith v. McMath, 9 O.W.X. 228. 
Damages—Advice of counsel ah a de

fence—Want of reasonable and
PROBABLE CAUSE.

Dundas v. Wilson. 19 O.W.R. 17.
Malice—Magistrate’s advice.

Rums v. Romltough, 2 O.W.N. 787, 18 
O.W.R. «89.
No reasonable and probable cause for 

laying charge—Absence of malice.
Where plaintiff wrongfully shut in de

fendant's horses to prevent them going in 
his yard, for which defendant, a foreigner, 
on advice of a magistrate laid a criminal 
charge, an action hv plaintiff for malicious 
prosecution was dismissed without costs on 
the ground that although there was no 
reasonable and probable cause for the prose

cution, the plaintiff had failed to ehow 
malice.

Kretsul v. Papella, [1919] 2 W.W.R.

Consulting with police.
hi an action for da muges for malicious 

prosecution it is not a good defence that 
ilie only part taken in the prosecution by 
the defendant was the laying of the infor
mation, ami the fact that the defendant 
acted on the advice of a constable or police 
sergeant, or the combined ad vive of both, 
i* not conclusive evidence or reasonable or 
probable cause.

Schaal v. Reeves, [1918J 2 W.W.R. 442. 
Advice of counsel—Inquiries—Malice- 

Civil right.
Where, in an action for malicious prose

cution, the defendant sets up the defence 
ihut lie consulted a solicitor before insti
tuting .1 lie criminal proceedings, the sound
ness of the solicitor’s advice is, generally 
speaking, not weighed, and such defence is 
a •omplete answer to the allegation that 
the defendant had acted without reasonable 
or probable cause unless the question re
mains whether through the neglect of the 
defendant, and subsequently of his solicitor, 
to make proper inquiries, such defence is 
not destroyed. The instituting of criminal 
proceeding* for the purpose of establishing 
a civil right amounts to the malice which 
must be proven in an action for malicious 
prosecution.

IhlKitson v. Herklev. 28 B.C.R. 158, 11918] 
3 W.W.R. 1018.
Advice of counsel—Charge of false par- 

tenues—Malice.
The fact that a defendant to an action 

for malicious prosecution acted upon the 
advice of counsel in instituting the prose
cution is not necessarily .a complete answer 
to the allegation of lack of reasonable and 
probable cause. [Harris v. Hickey. 17 B. 
O.R. 21, 2 D.L.R. 350, followed.] A person 
seeking to shelter himself Is-hind Iris coun
sel must take proper care to inform himself 
of all the facts. In an action for malicious 
prosecution, proof that the defendant en
deavored to use the criminal courts as a 
means for collecting a debt establishes such 
malice as the law requires the plaintiff to
1 Olds v. Paris, 25 B.C.R. 453, [1918] 2 
W.W.R. 682.
(§ I—3)—Of civil action.
' The principles of the French law as laid 

down in art. 1053 C.C. (One.), and not the 
principles of the English law govern in such 
a case. (Copeland v. Leclerc M.L.R., 21 B. 
R. 365. disapproved.]

C.P.R. Co. v. Waller. 1 D.L.R. 47, 19 Can. 
<>. Cas. 190.
Attachment—Sairir-arret before judo-

A transaction, without reserve, does not 
only extinguish the actual damages claimed, 
but also future ones for the same reason.

1 So, where the plaintiff desists from an at-
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brbment before judgment with the con- 
M-nt of the defendant and without any re- 
serve, this latter cannot afterward vlaim 
damage» from the plaintiff for malicious 
prosecution. Where the plaintiff, in an at
tachment before judgment, falsely alleges 
tin» insolvency of the defendant, and per
sist* in this allegation, even after lie had 
desisted from his seizure, he may lie, in a 
cross demand, condemned in damages.

Hurtner Coal Co. v. fiano Moore Co., 24 
Rev. Leg. 435.
|$ I—I) —WHETHER UllAROK WAN Mill CBIM- 

IXAI. OFFENCE— DEFKUTH IX INFORMA-

A charge of setting lire to a "separator” 
is equivalent to a charge of attempting to 
destroy an agricultural machine under ». 
.'*71 i read with s. 510) Cr. Code, and where 
>uvh facts have been set out in the infor
mation. hut the words "contrary to a. 511” 
were added, whereas the offence was not in 
tact under a. 511 us erroneously supposed, 
hut under ». 571, the information may none 
the less he relied upon as a charge of a 
criminal offence in an action subsequently 
brought for malicious prosecution.

Mortimer v. Fisher, 11 D.L.R. 77, 6 S.L.R. 
200. 23 W.L.R. 905.

II. Want of probable cause; malice.
A. In criminal prosecution.

Ill A—10)Want ok pborablk OAvsp—In 
CRIMINAL PROHKCUTION—SUFFICIENCY.

I’|m»ii the <|nest ion of want of reasonable 
and probable cause in an action for mali- 
rfoits prosecution, where the alleged offence 
was based on the plaintiff’s want of owner
ship in certain property, a finding that 
«nib ownership was established is not in 
itself sufficient proof of want of reasonable 
and probable cause, hut it should also he 
•hewn by the plaintiff that the defendant, 
in taking the proceeding against the plain 
’iff. did not act under an honest and rea
sonable belief as to facts and circumstances 
which, if true, would warrant any reason- 
*ble and prudent man in taking the pro- 
•ceiling. | Archibald v. McLaren. 21 Can. 
■vt .l!. 588 ; Brown v. Hawkes, f 1891 ] 2
Q. H. 718, distinguished.]

Ihigiiav v. Myles, 15 D.L.R. 388. 42 X.
11. MS.
t'W MINAI. PROSECUTION — Essentials OK 

CACHE OK ACTION.
In mi action for malicious prosecution, 

the plaintiff’s cause of action is established 
on proof of these essentials: (a) that he 
"a» prosecuted by the defendant on a 
• rimiiiaI charge; (b) that the prosecution 
"a- determined in his favour; (c) that the 
defendant instituted or carried on the pro- 
"edings maliciously; (d) that there was 
an absence of reasonable and probable cause 
for aiicb proceedings; (e) damages expresN 
or implied.

Mortimer v. Fisher, 11 D.L.R. 77, 6 8.1*
R. Ml, 23 W.L.R. 905, 4 W.W.R. 454.

ARREST—PROIIAIILE CAUSE.
A cashier of a company who procures the 

arrest of an employee of the company in 
the honest belief, la-cause of his failure to 
return to work, that he was the one to 
whom a missing sum of money was over
paid, acts under reasonable and probable 
cause, and the employer is not liable for 
malicious prosecution or false arrest.

Landry v. Bathurst Lumber Co., 35 D. 
L.R. 701, 44 X.B.R. 374.
Belief in guilt—Forgery — Elections—

Ma LICK SHEWN MV ARREST OF RIVAL 
CANDIDATE.

Mere belief in a person’s guilt, without 
ascertaining any reasonable grounds for its 
probabilities, does not justify a prosecution 
for the arrest of the accused person. A 
letter purporting to be written by the At
torney-Lviieral voicing the sentiment of a 
political party in indorsement of the can
didature of the addressee at an election, the 
writing of which is denied by the alleged 
author, does not establish reasonable and 
probable cause for the belief that, such let
ter had been forged hv the addressee, in 
defenee of an action for malicious prosecu
tion for the forgery by a rival candidate.

Where the principal object of a prosecu
tion for forgery is to secure the imprison
ment of the accused so as to prevent his 
participation at an election in which he is 
a rival candidate, malice will be inferred. 
| Wright v. Greenwood, l W.R. 393, ap
plied.]

Rudyk v. Rhandro. 24 D.L.R. 330, 9 A. 
L.R. 87. 8 W.W.R. 8K0, affirming 18 D.L.R. 
«41, 7 W.W.R. 415.
Reasonable and probable cause—Finding 

ok Trial Judge—Malice—Verdict ok 
j URY—Dam au es—Costs.

Gratton v. ! .a voie, 9 O.W.N. 213. 
Criminal prosecution — Indirect motive 

—Recovery ok property—Malice.
That the defendant laid a charge of theft 

against, a person to whom he Had entrusted 
a horse for sale, merely for the purpose 
of recovering possession of the horse which 
the agent refused to deliver up, may be an 
indirect motive from which malice may be 
inferred against him in an action for mali
cious prosecution, where he knew that the 
agent claimed possession solely for the 
purpose of selling it on defendant’s account 
under an agreement between them not limit
ed as to time whereby such agent was to 
receive for his services and expenses any 
sum he should receive in excess of a mini
mum net price to be turned over to the 
defendant. In the absence of direct evi
dence of malice on the part of the defend
ant, in an action against him for malicious 
prosecution, malice may In* inferred from 
the absence of reasonable and probable 
cause in taking the criminal proceedings 
complained of, or from the fact that in
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taking tln'in the defendant wan actuated by 
indirect or improper motives.

Collins v. liould, 0 iXL.lt. «65, 0 A.L.R. i 
132. 83 NV.L.R. 288. 3 WAN .R. 811.
AIaI.UK—I > ( Kl MIN AI. PB08KX'UTtON—Sl'fTI

I poll the 11 nest ion of the existence of 
malice in an action for malicious prosecu 
lion, the jury properly determines whether 
the defendant did or did not act honestly 
and without ill « ill or anv other motive or j 
desire than to do what lie Imiiiu fide and ' 
ren*oiiubly believed to lie right in the in 
terests of justice, as one of the factors in 
finding malice or no malice, fKicks v. 
Faulkner. 8 <j.B.D. 167. applied.)

Dugiuiv v. Myles, |5 IXL.lt. 388. 42 X. 
B.K. 26.V, 14 K. L.lt. 410.
AHKK.ST FOB < ATTI.K. STKAUMi—ItKH SAI. TO 

I.ISTK.N TO EXIM.ANATION AS TO I'OSHKN

Want of reasonable and probable cause 
for laying information against a person for 
stealing cattle he had bought from the de
fendant. which were not to Ik* delivered 
until paid for, is not to be inferred merely 
because, at the time of the plaintiff's ar
rest. the defendant had refused to listen 
to explanations made by the latter or to 
examine a receipt held by him showing pay
ment for the cattle to one not authorized 
to receive it, where the other circumstances 
leading up to the prosecution were such as 
to demand immediate action by the owner 
of the cattle to prevent their impending 
shipment.

Darling v. Flater, 12 D.L.R. 234. 6 A. 
L.R. 276. 24 W.L.R. «66. 4 VN.NV.R. 1002 
RkAHONABLK AMI I'ROBAHI.K CAI'SK.

Reasonable and probable cause for the

fdaintiff's arrest is shown by the fact that 
ie took the defendant to the former's house 

and locked him in, releasing him only after 
by reason of threats and intimidation the 
defendant agreed to pay the plaintiff a 
large sum of money, and gave him $300 in

Dickinson v. Harvey. 12 D.L.R. 120, 18 
B.C.R. 461. 24 W.L.R. 777.
1‘amiAHLB ( AVHR—iN<^VIHY.

Honest Ijelief in the ease after reasonable 
inquiry as to the true facts and circum
stances is sufficient reasonable and probable 
cause for instituting u criminal prosecu-

Lvone v. Long. .".6 D.L.R. 76. 10 S.L.R. 
343. [ 1017J 3 WAV.It. 130.
Nrrkst—NVariiant.

Where the Trial Judge, sitting without a 
jury, has found on undisputed evidence 
that an offenee for which the plaintiff 
might have liven arrested without a war
rant has been committed, and that the de
fendants honestly believed that such an 
offence Imd been committed, and that it 
had Urn committed by the plaintiff lie is 
justified in drawing the inference that 
there were reasonable and probable grounds

for the arrest and granting the protection 
of s. 30 ( r. ('ode.

Anderson v. Johnson, 43 IXL.R. 183 )| 
S.L.R. 478. 3il t un. ( r. l a*. 268. [1018] :i 
NN AN .11. 62«. allirining 38 D.L.R, 503, »• 
( an. Cr. ( as. 24. 10 S.L.R. 352, [10171 3 
NN AN R. 353.
AltllKM OK IKS AM BY l.AXDl.OHI)— I! KM OVAL

or (ilKil)S.
NVhcn a tenant fraudulently remove* hi» 

goods subject to the privilege of his land 
lord, without giving him notice mal un 
known to him, the latter, after having e\ 
lia listed bin civil remedy and taken the 
opinion of a magistrate, lias probable cause 
for having him arrested under the ( rimmal 
Code, and is not liable in damages if th.; 
tenant is subsequently set at liberty.

Rousseau v. Dubois* 54 (jiie. N.C. 1.
18 11 A—111—Reckiyimi stoi>;\ hoods— 

PVBC’IIAKK AT tiKOSK UXDMtVALVK KHOM 
XOXTBAIIKK.

The fact that a junk dealer had pur
chased in hulk a quantity of good* which 
could not properly be classed as iunk at a 
gross undervalue from a non trader in such 
goods is sufficient to put such purchaser 
upon inquiry as to their ownership, and 
may Is* set up in proof of reasonable and 
probable cause in defence of an action for 
malicious prosecution.

Klein v. Katz. 24 D.L.R. 704, 24 Can. Cr. 
Cm» 153, 21 Rev. Ia*g. 275.
(8 II A—12)—Admission ok nonbkiief.

A belief upon which the private prose
cutor ha» acted is essential to the exist- 

j ence of reasonable and probable cause as 
it affects an action against him for mali
cious prosecution; so. where the prosecutor, 
when examined at the trial in tin* latter 
action, denied ever having had a Isdief that 
the plaintiff was guilty and also denied 
having laid any charge against the plain 
tiff, but is proved to have laid the charge, 
his denial of lielief in the plaintiff's guilt 
is conclusive proof of want of reasonable 
and probable cause in favour of the plain 
tiff who had been acquitted on the criminal 
trial and who also denied his guilt on the 
civil trial, although it may further appear 

I that there were grounds of suspicion which 
would have sustained a defence of reason 

I aide and probable cause had the defendant 
admitted that lie liait lielieved them. [Had- 
drivk v. Ileslop. 12 Q.ll. 267, and Nhrosherv 
v. Oimaston, 37 L.T. 703. applied.]

(Seers v. Xestman, 1 D.L.R. 312. 5 S.L.R. 
85, 20 NY.I..K. 212. 1 NV.W.R. 861.

Reasonable and probable cause. a« well 
as want of malice, in preferring a '-barge 
of theft and of aiding and abetting an 
other to obtain money from a municipal 
corporation liy false pretences, is shewn 
where it apjiears that the plaintiff, a girl 
of 16. who was able to read and write, pre
sented money orders drawn by her father, 
a sectional foreman employed by the city, 
in which she was fictitiously named, at the 
city hull, all of which were in unsealed en
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xelopes, for the payment to her of wages 
ui city lalfoiirers lier father had fraudulent
ly carried on his pay rolls, and that the 
plaintiff delivered to her father the money 
Jilie obtained thereon, as, under such cir
cumstances. the inference was warranted 
that she was aiding her father to defraud 
the city.

Provost v. Montreal, 3 D.L.R. 128.
Want of probable cause on the part of 

the defendants is sufficiently shewn in an 
.ution for malicious prosecution where the 
circumstance» disclose that, in preferring 
a charge of theft «gainst the plaintiff, they 
acted rashly, and the question whether they 
really believed that the plaintiff intended 
to steal from them was open to doubt, as 
honesty and reality of belief in his guilt 

.‘ssential to the defendant's protection.
Harris v. Hickev, 2 D.L.R. 356, 17 B.C.R. 

21. 19 W.LR. 948, 1 W.W.R. 679. 
PROBABLE CAUSE — MALICE — CHARGE OK

Neither malice nor want of reasonable 
ami probable cause arc necessary inferences 
against the informant in a criminal charge 
for theft of timber, lieeanse of such inform
ant having first instituted civil proceedings 
against the trespasser with the sole purpose 
of recovering the price and before being 
advised by his solicitor that the facts justi
fied a prosecution for theft, if the inform
ant later instituted criminal proceedings in 
pursuance of his solicitor’s advice and the 
charge was dismissed. [Burgovne v. Mof- 
fatt. 10 N.B.R. 13, distinguished.!

Priest v. McGuire. 27 D.L.R. 290, 23 Can. 
Cr. fas. 13», 4M VB.R. 469.

Probable cause exists for laying infor
mation for theft against one who forcibly 
took a crop from a purchaser which was 
planted bv the former after the extinguish
ment of his rights in the land by a sale 
bv the sheriff under an execution, where 
the taking was by force and accompanied 
by trespass to lands, although under a pre
tended claim of right.

flirt le v. Knox, 13 D.L.R. 21, 47 N.8.R. 
219. 49 C.L..I. 620.
ARREST—CONSTABLE ACTING IN GOOD FAITH.

An action for damages for malicious 
arrest and prosecution will not lie against 
a city where the constable making the ar
rest acted in good faith, and with probable 
'■anse, although the case when called was 
dismissed for lack of evidence.

Del Solo v. Montreal, 43 D.L.R. 96, 54 
Que. S.C. 159.
Essentials ok defence.

There are four essentials to the defence 
of reasonable and probable cause in an ac
tion for malicious prosecution, namely: 
(1) an honest belief in the guilt of the ac
cused; (2) this belief being based on an 
honest conviction of the existence of the cir
cumstances which led the accuser to that 
conclusion; (3) this lielief based on reason
able grounds, i.e., such as would lead any 
fairly cautious man in the defendant's sltu- 

Can. Dig.—93.

ation so to believe; and (4) the circum
stances so holiescd and relied on such us 
amount to reasonable ground for belief in 
the guilt of the accused. [Hicks v. Faulk
ner, 40 H.T.R. 127, applied. | The advice 
of counsel, after disclosure of all facts, is 
togent evidence of the existenee iff reason
able and probable cause; but, if the com 
pluiuaut does not believe in the guilt oi 
the accused, there is no reasonable ami 
probable cause for him. [Connors v. Reid 
25 O.L.R. 44, followed.]

McMullen v. Wetlaufer. 21 D.L.R. 750. 
88 0XJK. 177, atliriiiiiig 81 n.l. I!. I7M. 
False arrest—Mistake—Probable cause.
. A false arrest procured under mistake, 
as a result of acting rashly on in formation 
as to the alleged offence, is without reason
able and probable cause and actionable, 
notwithstanding that upon discovery of the 
error the charge was immediately with
drawn; liability in such instance. In Quo 
liée, is governed by the Quebec civil law (C. 
C. Que., art. 1053), and not by F.nglish law.

Fabyitn v. Tremblay. 37 D.L.R. 444, 26 
Que. K.B. 410.
Probable cause — Embezzlement — Cash 

register.
An employee in charge of a cash register 

who fails to register a sum, in order to 
reimburse himself for an equal amount he 
claimed to be due him, cannot maintain an 
action for malicious prosecution against hi» 
employer for procuring his arrest for theft, 
on whlcli charge he was acquitted, since the 
latter, in the circumstances, has acted in 
good faith, and with reasonable and prob
able cause.

T«acliuud v. Gigucre, 33 D.L.R. 615, 49 
Que. 8.C. 641.

In an action claiming damages for mali
cious prosecution it appeared that, on the 
preliminary hearing before the magistrate, 
defendant "made tlie admission: “I do not 
think the plaintiff meant to steal the car 
in the ordinary meaning of stealing the 
car. I thought at the time he had taken 
tlie car for a claim he had himself.” Held, 
that the finding of absence of reasonable 
and probable cause was justified and that 
plaintiff was entitled to recover.

Foley v. Harrison. 49 N.S.R. 135. 
Malicious arrest — Capias — Probable 

cause—Insolvency — Que. C.P. 893, 
894. 853, 498, 475, Que. C.C. 1570

A malicious Arrest, to give a right to 
damages, must have the following charac 
teristics:—(a) It must have been made 
without probable cause, (b) It must lie 
followed by an acquittal. A capias is is
sued with probable cause against a trader, 
when the latter:—(c) neglects to pay liia 
debts at maturity; (d) allows himself to 
lx» sued; (e) makes on Sunday big bargain 
sales of which he keeps the proceeds in his 
pockets instead of depositing them as usual 
with his banker. Probable cause is one 
which gives rise, in the mind of a prudent 
man, to n reasonable suspicion, and is a
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question of strict law, to be determined 
only by the judge. That question of law 
arises from a series of facts established and 
admitted by the jury. Malice, in an illegal 
arrest, is inferred from lack of probable

Perron v. Drouin, 16 Que. P.R. 121.
M ILKA

A commitment for trial of an indictable 
offence, after a preliminary investigation, 
raises n presumption that there was a prob
able cause for the charge, and, in the ab
sence of evidence to rebut, it. relieves the 
party who made it from liability for mali
cious prosecution.

Wilds v. Hank of Toronto. 43 Que. S.C. 
330.
Probable cause — Evidence — Onus — 

Honest belief — Practice — Ques
tions for .JURY.

Benton v. fJallagher, 47 Can. S.C.R. 303, 
23 W.L.R. «76.
Arrest — Jurisdiction of magistrate — 

Improper motive — Bona fide claim 
of right — Damages — Trust — 
Purchase of land — Notice — Evi-

llerrington v. Cochran. 7 O.W.N. 226. 
Reasonable and probable cause.

Onelette v. Sinasac, 10 O.W.N. 182. 
Finding of jury—Damages.

Triiesdell v. Holden, 6 O.W.N. 58.
EYIDKN CE—A KSAULT— ÜA M ACES.

Bigliam v. Boyd, 4 O.W.N. 1103. 24 O.W.
R. 400.
Criminal law — False accusation — 

Malicious intention — Probable 
cause — Information laid after ad
vice and INQUIRY.

Lake of the Woods Milling Co. v. Rals
ton, 20 Que. K.B. 536.

B. Of civil action.
(§ II B—16)—Respective functions of

JUDGE AND JURY — JUDICATURE ACT,
R.S.O. 1014, c. 56. s. «2 — Reason
able and probable cause — Findings
OF JUDGE AND JURY — DAMAGES — 
NO MISDIRECTION — No MISCARRIAGE 
OF JUSTICE SHEWN.

The question of reasonable and probable 
valise in an action for malicious prosecu
tion is to be determined by the judge, R.
S. O. 1914, e. 66, s. 62. The function of the 
jury ia to determine the following only: 
1. Whether the defendant prosecuted the 
criminal charge against the plaintiff as al
leged before a tribunal into whose proceed
ings the civil courts are competent to in
quire. 2. Whether the proceedings com
plained of terminated in the plaintiff's fa
vour. 3. Whether the defendant instituted 
or carried on the proceedings maliciously. 
4. The damages sustained by the plaintiff.

Jewlmrst. v. United Cigar Stores, 40 D. 
L.R. 640. 46 O.L.R. 180.
Want of probable cause.

Reason able and probable cause for the

arrest of the plaintiff, a watchmaker, o» 
a charge of having converted to hie own 
use a watch left with him for repair», is 
nui shewn, in un action for malicious prose
cution, where the only thing tending to 
■hew any improper dealing with the watch 
was his statement to the defendant that, 
he was leaving town and would leave all 
repair work with another person, and that 
he omitted to leave with him the watch in 
question.

Wood v. Newby, 6 D.L.R. 486. 4 A.L.R. 
333, 21 W.L.R. 438, 2 W.W.R. 400.

In an action for malicious prosecution, 
a formal finding by the judge of absence 
of reasonable and probable cause may be 
unnecessary, if such a boding can be neces
sarily inferred from what took place at the 
trial.

( onnors v. Reid, 3 D.L.R. 636, 3 O.W.N 
1137.
Probable cause — Search warrant — 

Instructions of police — What con
stitutes — Evidence.

Ijongmuir v. Forrest, 7 S.L.R. 162, 28 W.

Reasonable and probable cause.
Ford v. Canadian Express Co., 24 0. 

L.R. 462, affirming 21 O.L.R. 585. 
Reasonable and probable cause — Hon

est belief — Malice — Indirect 
motive.

Prentiss v. Anderson Logging Co., 16 B. 
C.R. 260.
Reasonable and probable cause — Divi-

' signal Court proceeding as arbi
trator BY CONSENT.

Laporte v. Wentenkel, 2 O.W.N. 896. 19 
O.W.R. 112.
Civil process — Order for arrest—Sup

pression of facts — Absence of rea
sonable AND PROBABLE CAUSE.

Fitehet v. Walton, 23 O.L.R. 260, affirm
ing 22 O.L.R. 40.
Reasonable and pkoiiahle cause.

Devis v. Wright, 21 Man. L.R. 716, 19 
Wldt 762.
(f IT B—17)—Malice.

Malice, in an action for malicious prose
cution. may he found from the facts that 
the defendant, without reasonable or prob
able cause, procured the arrest of the 
plaintiff on the ground that the latter, a 
watchmaker, who had removed from the 
town, had in his possession a valuable 
watch la-longing to the defendant, and the 
latter did not take a summons for the 
plaintiff, as suggested by the magistrate, 
as he stated that he feared that if a sum
mons was issued it would give the plaintiff 
an opportunity to escape, since, from inch 
circumstances, it appeared that the de
fendant’s desire was to recover the watch 
and not to punish the plaintiff. Malice may 
he implied in an action for malicious prose
cution, where there was not reasonable and
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iroleble cause for the arrest of the plain-

\\ood v. New by, 6 D.L.H. 486, 4 A.L.R. 
J1 W.L.R. 438, 2 WAVJL 409.

Malice hi fait mi st me proved — Not 
legal malice.

The malice which a plaintiff in an action 
for malicious prosecution ha# to prove is 
not malice in its legal sense, but malice 
in fact, malus animus, imlicating that the 
défoulant was actuated either by spite or 
ill will against the plaintiff.

s,dit x Harris, 44 D.L.R. 737. 30 Can. 
i r (I,., m, 14 A.L.R. 143, [1918] 3 W. 
W.R. 1028.

The entire absence of reasonable and 
«reliable cause constitutes malice in law 
Ui li entitles the plaintiff to recover dam-
**CT.R. Co. v. Waller, 1 D.L.R. 47, 19 Can. 
Cr. la*. 100.
or mu. proceedings — Attachment of 

i.onos—Malice.
Harris v. Hickerton, 24 O.L.R. 41, 19 Ü.

W.R. 383.
Malice.

turric v. Caloff, 19 W.L.R. 767.
III. Termination of Prosecution.

If 111- 20)—Minute ok dihmihhai. Re 
ql IREMENT AS CONDITION PRECEDENT, 
HOW LIMITED.

A* a basis for an action against the de- 
frndant for inalicion* prosecution, it suffices 
if the plaintiff proves his dismissal in the 
prosecution complained of, nor is proof of 
a minute in writing of such dismissal a 
condition precedent to recovery in the ac
tion for malicious prosecution.

Kmlt k v. Shandro, 18 D.L.R. 641, 7 W.
W.R. 415.
PaOOE WITHOVT PRODUCTION or RECORD.

In the alwence of proof that the with
drawal of the prosecution was brought 
about bv a compromise or arrangement to 
which the accused was a party proof of 
►rnh withdrawal is a termination of the 
prosecution in favour of the accused. 
|Mortimer v. Fisher, 11 D.L.R. 77. applied.] 

ramhlvn v. Westrott, 20 D.L.R. 131, 7 
W.W.R. 1037, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 391.
WASHING ON TECHNICAL UROL NON.

There must he a final termination of the 
proneeution in favour of the accused before 
he can maintain an action against the in- 
'ornmnt for malicious prosecution; such 
termination means a final judgment dis- 
• barging the accused as innocent and not 
imrelv hy the quashing of the indictment 
< ii a.vinint of a technicality or irregularity 
“part from the merits.

Richard v. t ion let, 19 D.L.R. 871, 23 Can. 
Cr. i as. ;i27, 43 Que. S.C. 374.

An action for damages for malicious 
eharge of a criminal act and for false arrest 
'■•dim Is* maintained until the prosecution 
for Riich charge is at an end; such prosecu
tion can not !*• considered as terminated bv 
tlif fact that the complaint, after a prclimt-
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nary hearing, has been declared by a magis
trate not well founded, if it appears that 
the complainant, the defendant in the ac
tion for damages, has given the recogniz
ance required hy s. 088 Cr. Code to the 
effect that he will prosecute his accusation 
lie fore the Court of King's flench.

Ducharme v. Bazinet, 1$ Rev. de Jur.
256.
Sufficiency of allegations — With

DBAWAL BT C’BUWN.
In an action for malicious prosecution 

the malicious proceedings complained of 
were sufficiently terminated in the plain
tiff's favour if the magistrate dismissed the 
charge upon the proceedings lieing abandon 
cil. unless the abandon until was brought 
about by some compromise or arrangement 
with the accused; the principle being that 
the termination must be such as to furnish 
prima facie evidence that the action was 
without foundation. A prosecution is ter
minated if the grand jury ignores the bill 
of indictment ; and us in Saskatchewan 
grand jury functions are performed hy the 
Att'y-Ceii'l and his agents the withdrawal 
of the prosecution hy any of those officers 
of tlie Crown is of the like effect.

Mortimer v. Fisher, 11 D.L.R. 77, 6 8. 
I,.15. 200, 2.1 W.I*R. 905, 4 W.W.R. 454. 
Termination of vrockedinob in plain

tiff's favour — Compromise.
A favourable termination of a criminal 

prosecution for obtaining chattels with in
tent. to defraud, so as to permit the recovery 
of damages for malicious prosecution, ia not 
shewn where the prosecution was dismissed 
only u|>on terms of the prisoner giving se
curity to pay for the property. It may 
lie sluwn in defence of an action for ma 
licioiis irosecution that the termination of 
a criminal proceeding in tlie plaintiff’s fa
vour was in fact the result of compromis.» 
or agreement, notwithstanding the records 
shew that the dismissal was based on the 
prosecutor's statement that he did not have 
any evidence to offer. [ Baxter v. Gordon 
Ironsides A, Fares Co., 13 O.L.R. 598, »p- 
plied.]

Coekburn v. Kettle, 12 D.L.R. 512, 28 0. 
L.R. 407.

Hie termination of criminal proceedings 
before a magistrate is sufficiently shewn 
in an action for malicious prosecution 
where the reeords of such officer shewed 
that the charge against the plaintiff was 
dismissed with costs, and the testimony of 
tlie magistrate was to the same effect.

Wood v. Newhv. 5 D.L.R. 486, 4 AX.R 
333, 21 W.L.R. 438, 2 W.W.R. 409.

MANDAMUS.
I. When may issue, 

a. In general.
B. To Court or Judge.
c. To provincial or federal officers.
D. To county, town or municipal of-

B. To corporations.
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F. Concerning elections; to determine 

title to office.
0. To school officers.
H. To excise officers.

II. PROUE!)! III). HEARING; DETERMINATION. 
a. In general ; prerequisites.
B. Parties.
c. Pleading: writ und return.
D. Hearing a ml determination; defences.

Annotation.
Mandamus : 49 D.L.K. 478.

I. When may issue.
A. In general.

(8 I A—1)—Right to remedy.
In order to entitle himself to a man

damus an applicant must first shew that he 
has a legal specific right to ask for the in
terference of the court.

Clegg v. Macdonald, 30 D.L.R. 130.
(§ I A—3)—Making or enforcing con

tracts.
A mandatory order to restore a wall 

may lie granted under the prayer for gen 
eral relief although not specifically asked 
for where a proper case is made on the 
pleadings and evidence.

Holman v. Knox, 3 D.L.R. 207, 25 OX. 
R. .'*88, 21 O.W.R. 325.
To ALLOT CHURCH PKWH.

Every freeholder may have recourse to 
mandamus to compel a vestry board to allot 
the pews according to law.

Monde, v. St. Croix, 49 Que. S.C. 100. 
Pitot edi re — Intervention — Interest 

of intervenant — Mandants — Dis
cretion or PUBLIC BODY OR OFFICER — 
Rescission of contract — Prosecu
tion or MUIT BY MU NK irai. CORPORA

Gourdeuu v. Quebec, 40 Que. S.C. 388.
Private contract — Religious commun- 

un MTS C.C.P.
A mandamus cannot be had to obtain the 

execution of a private contract. A nun. 
who has been relieved of lier vows at her 
own request, and who has left the com
munity, cannot afterwards, by way of man
damus, compel the community to take her 
back. Her remedy, if any, being a simple 
action for damages.

l»al>he v. Soeurs, etc., de .Notre Dame de 
Montreal, 10 Que. P.R. 310.
(§ I A—4)—Existence of other rf.mk-

To entitle an applicant to a manda mus 
he must have a legal right to the perform
ance of some duty of a public and not mere
ly of a private character, and there must 
l*e no other effective, lawful method of en
forcing the right.

Frankel v. Winnipeg. 8 D.L.R. 219. 23 
Man. L.R. 290. 22 W.L.H. 697, 3 W.W.R. 
405.

205»
Existence of other remedy.

The court should exercise its discretion 
by refusing a writ of mandamus where there 
is an alternative remedy which is equally 
convenient, beneficial anil effective.

Charleeon v. Byrne, 22 D.L.R. 240 ' 
B.C.R. 281, 31 W.L.R. 309, 8 W.W.R. MR. 
TO COMPEL LICENSE — OTHER REMEDY.

A writ of mandamus will not he granted 
where there is an alternative remedy which 
is equally convenient, beneficial or effective, 
nor will a mandamus lit when the issue of 
the writ would la- ineffectual. [Re Charle 
hon Assessment, 21 B.C.R. 281, 22 DLK 
249. followed. |

Re McKay and Vancouver, 24 B.C.R. 298. 

B. To COURT OR JUDGE.
(§ I B—5)—Illegal fine.

Mandamus does not lie to compel a mag
istrate, acting within his judicial capacity, 
to reverse his decision as regards a penalty 
he imposed not in accordance with statute. 
[R. v. Wong Tun, 28 D.L.R. 698, 26 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 8 : R. v. Case, 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 204, 
followed.)

The King v. Fields. 30 D.L.R. 728, 27 
Can. Cr. Cas. 51, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 149.
To ENFORCE JUDGMENT — COERCIVE IMPB19- 

ONMENT.
A mandamus will not lie to compel the 

Circuit Court, or one of its judges, to order 
the execution of an order of coercive im 
prisunment. Coercive imprisonment can be 
executed only 15 days after the service of 
the judgment ordering it.

Shapiro v. Roy, 19 Que. P.R. 55.
(S I B—7)—Warrant for arrest — Wit

nesses — Safe conduct.
Mandamus will not lie to compel a mag

istrate to issue a warrant for the arrest, 
on a criminal charge of conspiracy, of per
sons resident out of Canada who are tempo 
rarily therein solely for the purpose of 
giving evidence before a committee of a 
provincial legislature in respect of the very 
matter which is sought to be made the sub
ject of the criminal charge, while such non 
residents are under the protection of a 
safe-conduct granted to them by the legis-

Marsil v. Lanetot, 28 D.L.R. 380, 25 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 223, 20 Rev. Leg. 237.
Preliminary enquiry — Cross-f.xamina 

tion — Application for mandamus 
requiring question to be allowed. 

The King v. Martin, 3 S.L.R. 495, 18 
Can. Cr. Cas. 107, 16 W.L.R. 166.
Criminal law — Mistakes — Swobn 

complaint — Order for arrest — 
Refusal of magistrate — Judge of 
K.R. — Jurisdiction — Grand jury 
—Cr. Code, art. 873.

When a district magistrate refuses to is
sue an order for arrest on a sworn com
plaint for a wrong, a judge of the Court
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of Kinp'e Bench is without jurisdiction 
•o order the issuing of this order or to 
give order that the accusation be brought 
kfore the grand jury.

Lacoste v. Lussier & Cusson, 25 Rev. Leg. 
23.
Hersai, to issue summons — Discretion 

ok magistrate.
Re Broom,‘ 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 254, 3 O.W.

X. ;il.
5 I It—8)—To COMPEL REINSTATEMENT OF 

CASE — KEFt SAL TO HEAR CRIMINAL AP-

Mamlainua lies to require an inferior 
...mi t<> i nter contimuuteee and to hear an 

fn-in a hiinimar> conviction which it 
,,ad improperly refused to hear on the 
rn. rits ii|iuii an erroneous ruling against the 
»uftii iein v of the notice of appeal.

U. v. Trnttier, 14 D.L.R. 355, 22 Can. 
Cr. ( a-. 102. 6 A.L.R. 451, 25 W.L.U. 663, 

W.W.K. 283.
To RE If EAR APPEAL — SUMMARY CONV1C-

Where a summary conviction is appealed 
against under Cr. Code. ss. 741», 750. and 
’he api'cal was allowed without any evi
dence living taken, on the sole ground that 
•lie infmniation was insufficient, such deci- 
«■ion, even if erroneous under ». 753, be- 
■ etiüe tin* objection had not been raised in 
the Magistrate's Court from which the ap- 
i»al was taken, is not a decision upon a 
mere prelirfiinary point, hut one upon the 
merit-.: and mandamus will not lie, even 
with the consent of the County Judge, who 
had so decided, to compel him to reo|ien the 
.ippeal. lining Point Co. v. Anderson, 18 
A.K. (Ont. i 401; R. v. Middlesex Justices, 
2 Q.B.l). 518, applied.]

H. v. < minty Judge of Frontenac; Re Me- 
IxmI and Amiro, 8 D.L.R. 728, 25 Can. Cr.
• at. 230. 27 O.L.R. 232.
<i 1 B—fl ) — To Ain APPEAL.

Mandamus will not lie to a District Court 
ludge U-i Hiise of his allowance of an appeal 
iaki-u under Cr. Code, s. 750, on the failure 
"f the prosecutor or of the Att’y-tien'l to 
qipear in opposition thereto, the writ not 
i«ing intended to direct in what manner
• lie trial lielow shall be conducted, but 
merely that, the inferior court shall exercise

• ' jurisdiction in the event of its erron- 
""ii*lx declining so to do.

II.V Wong Tun. 28 D.L.R. 808, 26 ( an.
• • Cas. 8. 9 A.L.R. 525, 33 W.L.R. 903. 10 
VV.W.R. 15.

C. To PROVINCIAL OB FEDERAL OFFICERS, 
sic 10)—Post office authorities. 
The Superior Court has no jurisdiction 

to enjoin by mandamus the post office au
thorities nr any other public department 
from doing anything or to order any Crown 
"flieer to do something.

Linde Canadian Refrigerator Co. ▼. Tail- 
Ion, 13 Que. P.R. 182.
(P I C—15)—To TAXING OFFICER.

Where, under an order by a court for

a prosecutor to pay the accused person 
his costs of the criminal proceedings which 
was made under s. 689 Cr. Code, and there
fore by the provision of such section in
cluded the costs of the accused's appearance 
on the preliminary inquiry, though mad- 
in general terms and not specially referring 
to such costs, the taxing officer acting upon 
the theory that the judge in his order did 
not intend to award such costs, declined to 
tax them, the Ontario High Court has jur
isdiction to issue a mandatory order to the 
officer directing him to tax and to allow to 
an accused person such costs.

Re t'oiistantineau and Jones, 5 D.L.R. 
483. 28 O.L.R. 160, 21 O.W.R. 880.

D. To COUNTY, TOWN OK MUNICIPAL OF

To compel municipal authorities to grant 
license upon tender of fee, see Fisheries,
I B—6.

To compel municipal councils to fill va
cancies on school board, see Schools, III A 
—55; liability for costs of proceedings, see 
Costs, J—11.

To compel the opening of highway, eee 
Municipal Corporations, I B—10.
(g 1 D—25)—Compelling appointment of

HOSPITAL BOARD.
An application to compel a municipal 

corporation by mandamus to appoint a mi
nority representation in a board of trus
tees in the management of a hospital, in 
pursuance of a provincial statute divesting 
the municipality from the control of the 
management, the property and funds where
of vested in the municipality under the 
terms of a charitable bequest, and where 
the appointments sought by the mandamus 
would otherwise prove futile, was dismissed 
hv an equally divided court.

The King v. Roach; Re Payzant Memor
ial Hospital, 25 D.L.R. 177. 49 N.S.R. 310. 
Action for mandatoiiy okiif.r to compel

CORPORATION TO PERFORM CONDITION —
Obligation to su pf.rintf.no perform-
AN( F. NOT ASSUMED BY COURT.

A testator, who died in 1883, devised 
lands to a town corporation, the defendants, 
and their successors forever, to he used 
and kept as a place of rcereal ion and amuse
ment for the inhabitants of the town for
ever. and to lie called "M. Park,” with a 
proviso that if the corporation should neg
lect or refuse "to keep the same and the 
fences surrounding it in proper order and 
repair and as a public park should ,he kept 
I hereby in that event cancel the said gift: 
and direct that the said lands shall revert' 
to and form part of mv estate.” The town' 
council accepted the gift, on the conditions 
of the will. In this action, brought in 
191^ by the executor of the testator, to 
compel the defendants to perform the con-' 
dit ion, or for a declaration that the title| 
to the land had reverted to the estate, it 
was found that there had been a continuous 
breach of the condition, beginning more
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than 10 years before action:—Held, that a 
judgment in the nature of a mandatory or
der «-ould not be pronounced, for that would 
imolve the assumption by the court of the 
obligation of superintending for all time 
to come the performance of continuous du
ties, in the performance of which the exer
cise of a certain amount of discretion must 
necessarily Ik* allowed to the defendants— 
an obligation which the court does not as
sume. [Bickford v. Chatham, 16 Can. S. 
CM!. 235, followed. |

Matheson v. Mitchell, 41 O.L.R. 010. [Af- 
flrmed, 17 O.W.N. 267.J

Where the term of office of a board of 
commissioners of sewers, appointed under 
c. 160, C.8.N.B. 1003, had expired between 

ltbe date of argument of a motion for a 
mandamus against the board, to compel 
them to make an assessment upon certain 
umrsh lands, and the date of judgment up- 
oh such motion, it was held that the writ 
might go against their successors in of- 

;dce.
! Ex parte Dixon, 10 E.L.R. 383.
!{§ I D—28) —'To compel mayor's signa

ture—( 'O.N TRACT.
1 The mayor of a city cannot be compelled 
by mandamus to sign, in the name of the 
.council, a contract whose exact wording has 
not been submitted for the approval of the 
council.

National Cartage A Supply Co. v. Bel- 
leau, 54 Que. 8.C*. 15.
(§ T D—201—To BOARD OF HEALTH.

Although a board of health appointed 
under the Ontario Publie Health Act. I!. 
S.O. 1807, e. 248, is not constituted a cor- 
(•oration, licit lier the board as a whole nor 
its members individually are to he held lia
ble for the recovery of medical claims as 
for a private debt, liut the remedy is to lie 
Hought against the hoard as a public body 
by the prerogative writ of mandamus re
quiring the hoard to issue an order upon 
the municipality for payment.

Rich v. Mclanctlum Board of Health. 2 
It.T«.R. 866. 26 O.LR. 48. 21 O.W.R. 516.
(§ I D—30)—Court of revision — Judi

cial body — When mandamus will

The Court of Revision (B.C. I is a judi
cial body and the Court of Appeal ( B.C. i 
cannot review its proceedings in the sense 
of inuuiring into the correctness of the 
«•oiirts* conclusions. If a mandamus will 
lie at all to the Court of Revision it will 
only lie when it is made to appear that the 
court luia refused to hear and determine 
the complaint. [The Queen v. Dayman, 7 
El. A Bl. 073. followed.1

Fletcher v. Wade. 45 D.L.R. 91. [19lti|
2 W.W.R. 1.
(8 T D—31)—To compel city to supply

The duty of a municipal corporation to 
supply water from its water supply is en
forceable by mandamus; the remedy will
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be refused when the party seeking it re- 
fuses to pay the assessments therefor.

Minister of Justice v. Levis, 45 D.L.R. 
180, 11019J A.C. 506, allirniiug 51 Que.
267, sub nom. Doherty v. Levis.
Illegal dismissal of tax officer.

A municipality may be compelled by 
mamlumus to restore one to the office of 
assistant assessor who has been dismissed 
without personal notice of the council meet 
ing called to consider his dismissal.

The King v. Halifax; Re Stevens, 25 D 
L.R. 113, 49 N.S.R. *289.

A mandamus to a municipal council 
should be directed to flic corporate body 
and not to the individuals composing it, 
although it is proper to notify the individ
uals. [See also lie Bolton and Wentworth, 
23 O.L.H. 390.) Where after a written de 
mand had been made on it fur funds for 
the maintenance of a continuation school 
by the chairman and secretary-treasurer of 
the school hoard, followed by a personal de 
mand for the money by the chairman and 
other memliers of the school board but the 
council did nothing to fulfil its statutory 
obligation to furnish the money, this inac
tion is a sufficient refusal to indicate that 
it did not intend to do what was required, 
and a mandamus will lie to compel the 
council to supply the money. Mandamus 
will not lie against a municipal corpora 
tion at the instance of a school hoard 
where there has not. Iieen a sufficient de
mand for the providing of funds bv the 
school board under the High Schools Art. 
9 Kdw. Ml. (Ont.), c. 91, s. 38. but the 
application for the mandamus may lie dis
missed without prejudice to another appli
cation to lie made after formal demand.

Re West Nissouri Continuation School, 
3 D.L.R. 195. 25 O.L.R. 650 at 554. 21 
O.W.R. 633, affirming 1 D.L.R. 252. 25 O.L 
R. 550.
TO TOWN OFFICERS.

The right of mandamus to compel a 
municipal cur|ioratioii to do a certain art 
is not accorded to taxpayers as such: and 
in order to establish ground for the claim 
accruing from the misfeasance of the cor
poration. it is not sufficient to shew that 
the plaintiff is a stuck holder in a company 
affected hv the misfeasance complained of. 
such not Is-ing equivalent to a private claim 
by the plaintiff himself

(lourdeau v. Quebec, 13 Que. P.R. 388. 
Resolution—E x forukm e nt.

A municipal corporation cannot be com
pelled by mandamus to execute and cause 
to lie put in force a resolution of its council 
accepting a tender for certain public works.

Luperriere v. Pierreville. 18 Que. P.R. 
316.
( § 1 D—37 ) — Assessment or taxes — 

Com celling review or.
A mandamus should not. he granted to 

review the confirmation of a property as
sessment by tlie municipal Court of Re
vision unless the court is satisfied that the
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,i ■ i3i'»n of the lower court was not made 
Ivina tide or was not based upon matters 
v hi eh it could legally take into considéra-

i'ïmrlesoe v. Bvrne, 22 D.L.R. 240. 21 
Hi II. J81. 31 W.L.R. 309. 8 W.W.R. 930.
To COMPEL TAX LEVY.

Under s. 203 of Public Schools Act, R.S. 
!.! V.MI2. c. 143. for the purpose of real
1 ,ng on the execution placed in his hands,
;!i.' sheriff caused the treasurer of a mu 
r.i'ipality to Ik* served in 1906 with it 
|,r-if|it to levy the necessary rate upon th* 
: in.I- situated in the defendant school dis
trict. Subsequently the treasurer resign -d 
ind B. was appointed treasurer. H. male 
.. h the general tax roll without including 
the levy, lie said he had no knowledge of 
the proceedings against the municipality 
hut admitted knowing of the judgment. He 
had been a member of the municipal coun
cil during 1900. On application for a man
damus to compel B. to levy the rate: — 
Held 1. That, as a member of the council, 
he should have had knowledge of the pro
ceedings taken, and the plaintiffs were en
titled to the order asked for, as the duties 
of the treasurer upon whom the precept had 
been served devolved upon his successor in 
tue office. 2. That the inability of the
treasurer to obey the mandamus for lack 
of some preliminary steps required by law 
to lie attended to by other officers of the 
municipality, over whom be bad no control, 
was not a sufficient answer to the applica
tion [London & Canadian v. Morris ( 18!Kit 
!' M R. 377, followed. | On appeal :—Held, 
that the omission of the words “bv rate” 
in the direction# to the sheriff to levy in- 
u irsed on the execution was fatal to the 
proceeding and that the application for a 
mandamus should lie dismissed.

I'anada Permanent Mortgage Corp. v. 
Mmol District of Hast Selkirk, No. 99, 21 
Man. LR. 730.
<8 I D—38)—Board of audit — Sher

iff's FEES FOR RETURNS — COVNTT 
liable — Province.

Re Mack and Board of Audit of Stor- 
tn 'tit, Dundas & Glengarry, 19 O.W.R. 740,
2 O W N. 1413.

E. TO CORPORATIONS.
(S r F -40)—To enforce transfer of

Recording a transfer of shares is not such 
a publie duty as will lie compelled by pre- 
: illative writ of mandamus; mandamus may 
....... btained in an action upon sufficient
grounds.

Hutchings v. Can. Nat. Fire Ins. Co., 33 
DI. H. 740. 27 Man. L.R. 444, [1917] 2 W. 
M R »1. [ Sec 33 D.L.R. 760. 762. 27 Man. 
I- K 496, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 45. 513.]
To Bar Association — Ordering admis

sion to Bar.
V petition for a “mandamus” ordering 

’he Bar of the Province of Quebec to admit 
the petitioner among its members should

be directed (1) to the Board of Examiners 
of the sections; (2) to the section itself; 
(31 to the general corporation.

latngstaff v. Bar of Quebec, 47 Que. S.C.
lit
Turnpike roads — To keep ditches in 

GOOD ORDER — C.P. 992 — RIGHTS OF 
RIPARIAN OWNERS.

A mandamus will lie against a turnpike 
road company to have its roads and ditches 
drained in such a condition as to obviate 
unnecessary damage to the riparian owners, 
notwithstanding the discretionary powers 
given to the trustees.

St. Felix du Cap Rouge v. Chemin A Bar
ri Ares de la Rive Nord, 15 Que. P.U. 295.
(8 1 E—41)—Transfer of shares.

Mandamus is the proper remedy to re
quire the hoard of directors to register a 
transfer of shares of stock on the books of 
the company issuing them.

Re I’olson Iron Works, 4 D.L.R. 193, 3 
O.W.X. 1269. 22 O.W.R. 84.

To compel delivery of shares.
Mason v. Goldfields, 6 D.L.R. 909, 4 0. 

W.X. 300.
F. Concerning elections; to determine

TITLE TO OFFICE.
(8 I F—50) — Election — Protkht 

against return of candidate—State 
MENT OF GROUNDS — INVESTIGATION BY 
COUNCIL.

By 22 Viet. e. 8. s. 24 (1859) any candi
date or elector dissatisfied with the decision 
of the presiding officer in any election for 
mayor, etc., in the city of Fredericton, may, 
within 10 days after the election, make ap
plication in writing through the city clerk 
to the council, setting forth the cause ol 
complaint and demanding an investigation 
thereof; and bv ». 11 of the amending Act, 
26 Viet., c. S3 (1863) it ia provided that 
no such petition shall be inquired into by 
the city council, unless within two hours 
after the declaration, a protest against the 
return be delivered to the presiding officer 
staling the grounds of the protest ; and con
fines the inquiry to the grounds stated in 
the protest:—tield, on an application for 
a mandamus, that the city council was not 
justified in refusing to grant an investiga
tion on a protest filed demanding a re
count of the ballots east, and assigning as 
a cause of complaint that certain ballots 
were accepted which were illegal in that 
they were not in accordance with the law 
relating to elections on the grounds that 
the council hud no jurisdiction to hold a 
recount, and that there was no specific 
statement of grounds in the protest. The 
council cannot inquire into grounds stated 
in a petition praying for an investigation 
which have not been stated in the protest 
delivered under s. 11 of 26 Viet., c. 33.

Ex parte Farrell, 42 N.B.R. 478.
(8 I F—54) —Election — Performance

OK DUTY BY RETURNING OFFICER.
Mandamus will not lie, under s. 235 of
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the Alberta Elect ion A et, fl Kdw. VII. e.
.‘1, to coiu|M-l a returning officer to open en
velopes containing disputed ballots allowed 
he a court of enquiry, and add them to j 
election returns, where he lias properly 
added the votes east, with the exception of 
the disputed ballots, as required by law; 
since his neglect to add the disputed bal
lots was not a wilful delay, neglect, or re
fusal to perform the duties imposed upon 
him by law; and adequate relief could lie 
obtained on a recount before a District 
I'mirt Judge. Oil a returning officer .wil
fully neglecting to add disputed votes al
lowed by a court of enquiry under the AI- 
lierta Elections Act, li Raw. VII. c. 3, 
though under a bona tide misapprehension 
of his duty, mandamus lies under ». 235 to 
compel him to do so; an appeal to a Dis
trict Court judge or a recount by him 
not affording such other remedy as pre
cludes relief by mandamus.

He Clearwater Election, 11 D.L.R. 333, 
24 W.L.R. 306, 4 W.W.R. 630. fAffirmed 
in part, reversed in part, 12 D.L.R. 398,
« A.L.R. 343, 24 W.L.R. «83, 4 W.W.R. 
1025.
t§ I F—84b) — CoxiiKMXG 11*0110*» — 

RETURN that election void.
On an application by one of the candi

dates for a mandamus to a returning officer 
who had made formal return that the elec
tion was void, asking that the returning 
officer should be directed to return that the 
applicant was the duly elected candidate, 
the court, on finding no material on which 
to so order, will » dismiss the appli
cation, and will not use the application as 
the means of issuing a mandamus to the 
returning officer to make return as to 
which of the candidates was elected as 
shewn by the only poll hooks which hail 
liven properly kept, where no such general 
direction had been applied for and the 
result of such a count would be adverse to 
the applicant.

Re Cumlicrlaiid Election, 15 D.L.R. 48,
7 S.L.R. 8, 20 W.L.R. 176, 5 W.W.R. 688.

G. To SCHOOL OFFICERS.

(8 I 0—65)—An order for mandamus will 
be granted at the suit of ratepayers of a 
township directing the continuation school 
board to take proceedings to establish the 
school, where it appears that it has al
ready been determined by the proper court 
that the continuation school district had 
been validly established; that a mandatory , 
order had been granted at the instance of j 
the school board directing the payment by i 
the township corporation to the hoard of a 
certain sum for maintenance purposes: 
that a motion for a mandamus ,to compel 
the payment of a sum by the council for 
the purpose of erecting a school building 
failed solely because of the insufficiency 
of the demand made by the school board*; 
and that, all resolutions offered thereafter 
in the school board looking to the estab
lishment of the school, were blocked by

I one-half of the memliers thereof voting 
• against them because they vvcie determined 

not to permit the continuation school to be 
established.

Re West Nissouri Continuation School 
4 D.L.R. 847, 3 O.W.V. 1623, 22 O.W.R. 84:»' 
[Affirmed, 4 O.W.N. 4fl7, 23 O.W.R. 001.]

A mandamus will lie to compel the trus
tees of a school district to allow the chil- 

i ilren of a parent whose permanent, and 
j principal place of residence is within the 
i school district, to attend the school with- 
i out the payment of a fee.

Inkster v. Manitonka School District, 6 
D.L.R. 57, 22 Man. L.R. 487, 22 W.L.R, 57,
2 W.W.R. 1105.
Petition fob the m ii.di.no ok a school 

house — C.P. 992.
A mandamus is the proper proceeding to 

enforce a petition for the re-establishment 
of a school house, where there was a suffi
cient number of children to attend.

Bureau v. St. Edouard de Stoneham, 15 
Que. P.R. 293.

H. TO EXCISE OFFICERS.
As to granting liquor license, see alio 

Intoxicating Liquors, II B—4H.
(§ 1 If—70)—Liquor LICENSE.

Prudhoinme v. License Commissioners for 
Prince Rupert, 16 B.C.R. 487, 19 W.L.R. 
289.
(8 I 11—71)—Licenses — Discretionary

By mandamus the court can compel a 
functionary to perform his duties; but it 
cannot direct license officers, in discharge o: 
their legal power, to come to a particular 
decision as to granting or refusing licenses. 
The licensing power granted to such repre
sentative bodies should not lie narrowly 
scrutinized by the courts; very wide scope 
should 1m- allowed them in their endeavours 
toward the welfare of the community.

Elves v. Met ulluni. 28 D.L.R. 631, » A. 
L.R. 530, 34 W.L.R. 669, 10 W.W.R. «Ri
TO HOARII OK LICENSE COMMISSIONERS — 

To COMPEL <UU»f OP IMHMEt
lie Club Laurier, 10 D.L.R. 823, 23 Mar. 

L.R. 24, 23 W.L.R. 380.
A collector of provincial revenue for a 

district is a public official; lie may be con: 
pc I led by mandamus to fultil any duty- 
which the law imposes upon him.

Et hier v. Boulet, 50 Que. 8.C. 40. 
License commissioners — Art. 992 C.P.Q.

Lusher v. Choquet, 12 Que. P.R. 41U.
II. Procedure; hearing; determination.

A. In GENERAL; PREREQUISITES.
($ II A 75)—Where an inferior court de- 
iides « matter within its jurisdiction on a 
preliminary point without going into the 
merits, there is no- real decision on the 
• asc, and mandamus will lie to compel a 
reconsideration, hut it must be clear that 
the point upon which the decision rested 
was in reality preliminary and not one 
upon the merits. Un an appeal to a Divi
sion Court under s. 749 (a) Cr. Code, from

4
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a conviction by a polio*» magistrat?, a deci
sion by the Appellate < jurt alb wing the 
appeal‘011 the sole ground ihat. the informa 
ti.Hi on which tlic conviction was based was 
iiMilfivient though this point was not raised 
liefore the magistrate, while it may lie er 
rom-oits under s. 763, is nevertheless a deci
sion on the merits and not on a matter 
preliminary, and hence manda mus will not 
lie to compel the Division Court to reopen

lie*Mil.cod v. Amiro, 8 D.L.R. 720, 27 
O.L.K. 232.
1Ü II A—76l—To MCM1CIFALITY — COMM

UONS PKKCKUKXT — fill UMNO PKBMIT

Re ( oleinan and McCallum, 12 D.L.R. 
140. 24 Ü.W.R. 734, reversing 11 D.L.R. 
138. 24 O.W.R. 470.
Condition pbecedent.

A motion for a mandamus should be 
made on behalf of the Sovereign ex rel. 
the prosecutor.

Frankel v. Winnipeg et al., 8 D.L.R. 219. 
•3 Man. L.R. 296, 22 W.UÎL 697.
MtMIAMI S TO COM PKI, Il K A KING OK APPKAI.

—Affidavit—Rv whom ma ok.
One M. laid an information Itefore two 

justices of the peace against one E. al
leging an improper dismissal from K.’s em
ployment. contrary to R.S.S. (1909), e. 149, 
a. 3. subs. 2. The justices having made an 
order against K. he appealed to the judge 
of the District Court. When the appeal 
«a» called, objection was taken by counsel 
for M. that the money paid to the justices 
a« security pursuant to Cr. Code. a. 760 
to . had not lieen paid into court by the 
justices, and thereupon the judge dismissed 
the appeal with costs. The present appli
cation was made on behalf of E. for a writ 
of mandamus directed to the said judge 
to set aside the order of dismissal and <Ti 
reeting him to hear the appeal. The appli
cation was supported by an affidavit of E.’s 
solicitor, but rhere was no affidavit of E. 
'nmsclf:—Held (11 that the word “prose
cutor" in Crown Practice r. 25 means the 
Applicant for a writ of mandamus-, (21 
that an affidavit In support of a writ of 
manda inn-, must be made by the applicant 
himself, and must shew that he ha« a real 
interest in the subject-matter ; (3 ) that the 
'iling of such affidavit is a condition pré
vient to the granting of the writ, and that 
thi" omission was more than a mere ir
regularity. and that leave should not on 
tlii-, at ion lie granted to file an af- 
*M:t\it of the applicant.

Re Mvhra A Elliott, 8 8.L.R. 21, 7 W.W.
R. 1340.

C. Pi kadi no: writ and betvbn. 
ft II C—88)—Tub writ.

The high prerogative writ of mandamus 
originally confined to the King's Bench 
alone may now be issued out of any of the 
divisions of the High Court of Justice in

Ontario. [Toronto Public Library Board v. 
Toronto. 19 P.R. (Ont. i 329, approved.]

Rich v. Melancthon Board of Health, 2 
D.L.R. 866. 26 O.L.R. 48. 21 O.W.R. 610. 
Disobkdikncb ok mandatory okdkr — Kbb<

TION OK HOI SB or BEFUUE — ATTACH 
MENT OF COV NT Y t OVNCll.I.OBH.

Re Bolton and Wentworth. 23 O.L.R. 39U, 
18 O.W.R. 796.

MANSLAUGHTER.
See Homicide.

MARINE INSURANCE.
See insurance.
Marine Risk, see landlord and Tenant, 

II B.

MARITIME LIENS.
See Seamen; Shipping; Admiralty; Tow

age.

MARKETS.
Market values, see Damages; Kxpropria-

As affecting carriers' rates, see Carriers; 
Railway Board.

Annotation.
Private markets; municipal control: 1 

D.L.R. 219.
PVHI.IC MABKKT.

A public market is a place to which 
any one having goods to sell, which may 
Ih* properly sold .jmiii such market place, 
may go. provided he nays the fees imposed 
by the municipality for such privilege. A 
building containing under one roof different 
shops or stalls, all of which are rented 
to different persons carrying on the trade 
of butchers, is not a ■ market. [Wal
lenberg v. Merson, 1 D.L.R. 212. followed. I

Rosenfelt v. Biron, 8 D.L.R. 481, 43 Que. 
8.C. 127.
Li C'EN SK KOB SPACE IN ---- LICENSEE NOT

Wood v. Hamilton, 12 D.L.R. 451. 28 O. 
L.R. 214. reversing 8 D.L.R. 825. 28 O.L.R. 
214. 23 O.W.R. 627-

A public market is one to which any 
person whosoever may bring and offer for 
sale marketable articles subject only to 
municipal and jsiliee regulations. An ag
gregation of private stalls does not eon 
atitute a public market so long aa the in
dividual tenants only may carry on their 
trade therein.

Wallenlierg v. Merson, 1 D.L.R. 212, 21 
Que. K.B. 310.

MARKING OF GOODS.
As to regulation of gold and silver mark

ing, see Constitutional Law, Il B—364. 
OOI.D A Nil BII.VKB.

It is an offence under the Cold and Silver 
Marking Act, 1908 (Can.), to have in pos
sesion with intent to sell the same, rings 

. marked as of 9 karat gold unless nine

1
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twenty-fourths of the weight of the ring, 
including that of the veulent inclosed in 
the inner part of the ring, is of gold ; and 
the nine twenty fourths proportion does 
not apply to the gold and alloy only in 
the article but to all that part of the arti
cle which has the appearance of and is like
ly to be the subject of fraudulent sales on 
the representation that it is throughout 
of the quality indicated by tin- mark.

The King v. Austin, 1U Can. (Jr. Cas. 70, 
23 O.L.K. tto.

MARKS.
Crime of unlawfully applying mark or 

stamp appropriated for use of Crown, see 
Crown, I—10. _

MARRIAGE.
I. In gknkkai..

II. MoilK OK rOBM; VALIDITY GENERALLY.
III. ('.M'AI ITY OK I’ARTIBH; WHO MAY MAR-

IV. Annulment generally; termination. 

Separation and alimony, see Divorce and
Separation.

Custody and support, of children, see.In
fants; Parent and Child ; Divorce and Sepa-

Marriage contracta and settlements, see 
Husband and Wife.

Validity of foreign divorce, remarriage, 
see Conflict of Laws, I C—05.

Annotations.
Foreign common law marriage; validity: 

:i D.L.R. 247.
Enemy alienage as affecting status of 

married women : 23 D.ÜI. 375. 380.
Void and voidable marriages, jurisdiction 

In annul : 30 D.L.R. 14.
Validity of foreign divorce; domicile: 

33 D.L.IL 140, 150.

I. In general.

1$ T—2)—Legislative power over.
Section 02 of the R.N.A. Act, which en

acts that, the legislature of each province 
may exclusively make laws relating to mat
ters within an emmu-ruti-d class, among 
them licing “property and civil rights." 
“solemnization of marriage," and “general
ly matters of a local or private nature in 
the province,” operates by way of an ex- 
ception to the powers conferred by subs. 10 
of s. 01 of the Act as regards “marriage,” 
and the provincial legislatures therefore 
have jurisdiction to enact conditions as to 
solemnization which may affect the valid
ity of the marriage contract.

Re Marriage iaiw of t a mi da, 7 D.L.R. 
020, 11 K.L.R. 255. [1912] A.C. 880.

The law of the Province of Quebec gov
erning marriage does not render null and 
void, unless contracted before a Roman 
Catholic priest, u marriage that would be 
otherwise legally binding, which takes place

in such province between persons, who are 
both Roman Catholics, or, between persons 
one of whom only is a Roman Catholic.

Rc Marriage Laws, « D.L.R. 588, 40 Van 
8.C.R. 132.

The provisions of the Manitoba Mar
riage Act, 5 & 0 Edw. VII. e. 41, validating 
(under the limitations of s. 30) all mar
riages after two years between persons not 
under legal disqualification notwithstanding 
irregularities, “so far ns respects the civil 
rights in Manitoba of the parties or their 
issue, and in respect if all matters within 
the jurisdiction of the Legislature of Mani
toba,” apply to persons whether married 
within the province or in foreign <-oun-

Zdrahal v. Shatnev, 7 D.L.R. 554, 22 
Man. L.R. 521, 22 \V.L.R. 330. 3 W \\ R 
239.

II. Mode or form; validity generally.
(8 II—5)—Form ok — Celebration he 

facto—Validity.
Except in cases of bigamy and actions 

for criminal conversation there is a strong 
presumption in favour of the validity of a 
marriage proved to haw been celebrated dr 
facto.

Hedge v. Morrow, 20 D.L.R. 501, 32 0. 
L.R. 218.
(§ II—fl)—Validity ok form.

A marriage of two Roman Catholics 
performed by a Protestant minister of 
the Methodist Church, under the authori
ty of a license, sealed with the great seal 
of tlie Provinee of Quebec and sign» d 
by the Lieutenant-Governor of timt Proi 
ince authorizing the omission of a previous 
publient ion of the banns, as permitted by 
arts. 5», 59a, O.C. (Que.), was declared 
to lie valid and binding in law in proceed
ings by opposition in a civil action in the 
Province of Quebec brought by the man to 
declare its invalidity in conformity with an 
ecclesiastical decree made by the Roman 
Catholic Archbishop of Montreal declaring 
the marriage null and void upon the ground 
that the Methodist minister was incompet
ent to perform the marriage in view of a 
decree known as the Ne Temere Decree pro
claimed by tlie congregation of the council 
of the Roman Catholic Church that only 
those marriages of Roman Catholics could 
1m* valid which had lK»en contracted before 
the curd of the place, where in such civil 
«etion the court maintained her claim made 
upon an opposition on her own behalf and 
upon a tierce-opposition in lier capacity of 
tutrix to her minor child to vacate the de
fault judgment entered therein upon the 
husband's claim on the ground of fraud and 
undue influence, [I^ruinde v. Evans (up
on demurrer), 24 L.C.J. 235 (on the mer
its L 25 L.C.J. 261, not followed.]

Héliert v. Vlmifltre, 6 D.L.R. 411, 41 Que. 
S.C. 249, 10 E.L.R. 330. [Reversed on oth
er grounds 15 D.L.R. 498, 16 Que. P.B. 29.]
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;• II—0)—Foikign marriage.
An agreement to mairy, followed by co- 

.ibitation which constitutes u xalid mar- 
• iagf i» h foreign country where it was 
nude by two residenth of Ontario not for- 
i.idden *hv the law of that province to enter 

i to micIi contract will he recognized as a 
valid marriage in Ontario.

Forbe» v. Forties, 3 D.L.R. 243, 3 O.W. 
X. ;Vi7, 20 O.W.R. 024.

tin a prosecution for bigamy the ad- 
mi—mn of his first marriage made by the 
,.. ii-cd after his arrest, and the testimony 
«.f witnesses to that marriage which took 
|.ia<-e in a foreign country attirming that 
tlie haine took place in the ecclesiastical 
term usual there, and was followed by
■ olial.it at ion of the parties, will, if lie
ux ed, he sufficient proof of the first mar-

riage to support a conviction without ex
pert evidence of the foreign marriage law.

The King v. Naoum, 10 Can. Cr. Cas. 
102. 24 O.L.R. 306.
MaKIII V K IX FOREIGN COUXTRY—INTENTION 

III I IVE IX QUEBEC—PRESUMPTION.
A i-Ihii made by an intended husband 

and wife, living in a foreign country, to 
'■ome and live in the Province of Quebec 
after III» ir marriage which plan also was 
.*rrir<i out, cannot, by itself, he construed 
to establish a presumption of their inten
tion to he governed, as to their matri
monial conventions, by the laws of Quebec.

Lachance v. Lelioeuf, 46 Que. S.C. 421. 
(t M 11)—PRESUMPTION OF MARRIAGE.

Where a man and woman have cohabited 
for such a length of time and in such cir-
■ unihtances as to have amuired the repu
tation of In-ing man and wife, a lawful maT- 
rugv lie! ween them will he presumed, 
although there may lie no positive evidence 
of any marriage having taken place; and 
the presumption can he rebutted only by 
strong and weighty evidence to the con-

tolinston v. llazcn, 43 N.B.R. 154.

Ill Capacity of parties; who may marry.
<§ HI 20) —Deceased brother's wife— 

Ufa i h—Action.
Marriage bet ween ft man and bis de- 

" i'1'd l.rother's wife is not permitted and 
although the different churches and reli
gions vi.mmimities have retainml the right 
jlifv were enjoying at. the time of the coin- 
">g into force of C.C. (Que.), of granting 
di-|M-nsation from impediments to mar
nage, under art. 127, C.C.(Que.), they can
not grant such dispensation in the cases 
Holiiliited by art. 125. However, a mar- 
nag'', which is null according to the terms 
of art. 125, may have civil effects if con
tra. t<d in good faith by all the parties 
thereto. A widow who marries her de- 
'VAscd husband’s brother has a right of 
action for the death, by accident, of her 
seennd husband.

Renault v. Mansfield and Pontefract, 54 
Que. S.C. 409.

(S HI—21)—Ineams
A judge has no authority to homologate 

the advice of a family council, naming a 
tutor ad hoc with authorization to grant 
hia consent to the marriage of a minor be
cause her father being dead, her mother 
refuses her consent to said marriage.

Ex parte Belaud, 16 Que. P.R. 19.

An angry exclamation by a mother to her 
son, on hearing of his marriage. "You had 
better go and live with your wife!” is no 
evidence of her consent to the marriage.

llagen v. Stewart, 44 Que. S.C. 121.
(* 111—27 )—CONSANGUINITY OB AFFINITY 

—Capacity to marry.
Kinship, under canon law, between the 

third and the fourth degree in collateral 
line, between Catholics, creates an invalid
ating impediment to their marriage, and 
the absence of a valid dispensation renders 
such marriage null in law, and, in the cir
cumstances, the court will give civil effect 
to the decree of the bishop of the diocese 
annulling such marriage.

Mancgre v. Laferriere, 18 Rev. de dur. 
405.

The C.C. Queliee, independently of and in 
addition to the alwolute invalidating im
pediments decreed in arts. 124, 126, 126 of 
the Code, recognizes emially, in art. 127, 
all other acknowledged impediments, at 
the time of the promulgation of the mar
riage. in accordance with the different 
religions beliefs, whether due to consan
guinity or affinity, subject to the right of 
dispensation under such causes as formerly 
recognized in the different churches and 
religious societies; and kinship between 
the third and the fourth degree in collat
eral line constitutes, under canon law, be
tween Catholics, an invalidating imped
iment to such marriage, and, in the absence 
of a dispensation from a competent eccles
iastical authority, such marriage is null in 
law -, and it is the duty of the courts to 
ratify the impediments recognized at the 
time of the promulgation of the C.C. by 
the different religious Isslies whether 
owing to consanguinity or affinity or due 
to other i-auses; in the circumstances, 
when a marriage, between Catholics, has 
In ch annulled by the bishop of the diocese, 
the court in sustaining an action to annul 
such marriage can only ratify and give 
ci\il effect to the decree issued under Epis
copal authority.

Laherge v. Lauzon, 18 Rev. de Jur. 407.

IV. Annulment generally; termination.
(S IV—45)—Jurisdiction — Marriage 

Act. R.R.O. 1014, c. 148—Right of 
Attorney-Genkrai, to intervene.

Because of the right to intervene give» 
to the Att’y-Uen’l of Ontario by the Mar
riage Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. 148, in actions 
to iiiiiiiil certain irregular marriages, the 
Atty-tjen’l has a status to make a prelim
inary application to dismiss or stay the ao*
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tion on the ground that the ease disclosed 
"by the plaintiff's pleading is not within the 
statutory provision for annulment and that 
the court would therefore have no juris
diction to entertain it.

Held v. Anil, lit D.L.K. 306, 38 O.T..R.
08.

CONSANGUINITY—QtKHKC LAW.
Article 162 C.C. (Que.) is not exhaustive 

of the causes making null a marriage and, 
in addition to those enumerated in arts. 
Ï24-U referred to in art. 162, art. 127, pro
vides for others resulting from consanguin
ity, affinity and other causes which remain 
subject to the rules followed, up to the 
promulgation of the Code, in the various 
churches and religious bodies. Therefore, 
'Homan Catholic consorts who, at the time 
of their marriage, were related in the 
fourth degree of the collateral line, are 
entitled to maintain an action to annul the 
marriage on establishing that the Roman 
Catholic Church makes sueli relationship 
an absolute liar to marriage. The posses
sion of status of a married person and pro
duction of the marriage certificate is not. a 
ground for dismissal of an action brought 
bv one of the consorts to annul the mar
riage, but only for dismissal of a motion to 
declare the certificate a nullity.

Tremblay v. Despa tic, 43 Que. S.C. 6tt, 
affirming 40 Que. S.C. 420.
(§ IV—501—\XXVI.Mf'XT DECREE—ABAN

DONMENT Qi i.uk Marriage Lawh.
It ia not against public policy to permit 

a husband who has obtained a default judg
ment declaring his marriage unnulled, to 
formally abandon the decree on its being 
attacked in opposition proceedings alleging 
frfind, undue influence, and threats by tin1 
husband and others which had induced the 
wife not to defend the action.

ilifliert v. Cloiirttre, 16 D.L.R. 4»S, 46 
Que. S.C. 23», lfi Que. P.R. 2», reversing, 
on other grounds, 6 D.L.R. 411, 41 Que. 
CM . 241.
Annulment ok -Fixai. decree-—Form.

Walker v. Walker, (1»18| 2 W.W.R. 233. 
Action kok dkci.aratio.v ok nullity—1 

Geo. V. c. 32—Constitutionality— 
Marriage ok children—Evidence.

Ma lot v. lia lot, 4 O.W.X. 1406, 1577, 24 
O.W.R. 714. 884.
(§ IV—55)—Prohihitkii DEGREE S or CON

SANGUINITY—Kmcer or death.
The validity of a marriage voidable on 

tin* ground that the parties were within the 
prohibited degrees of consanguinity, such as 
uncle ami niece, can only lie questioned 
during the lifetime of both parties, and 
cannot he attacked by the next of kin of 
the deceased spouse. [Re Murray Canal; 
l.awson v. Powers, fi O.R. 1185; Kidd v. liar 
ria. 3 O.L.R. «>, followed.]

Cray v. Nat. Trust Co.. 23 D.L.R. (108.
. 1.1: SS4, » W.W.R. IM!.

Action for declaration or nullity ok 
marriauk—Jurisdiction—Parités be
I.ATKD WITHIN l'ROHIHITED DKOREES.

May v. Mav, 22 O.L.R. 559. 18 O.W.R. 
615.
Remittimi cake to court appealed from 

—Marriage — Impediments — Relig
ious persuasion—Collateral rela
tionship among Roman Catholics— 
Art. 162, C.C. (Qve.).

Tremblay v. Despatie, 40 Que. S.C. 429. 
(8 IV—601—Physical incapacity.

The High Court of Justice for Ontario 
has no jurisdiction to entertain an action 
to have a marriage declared invalid by 
reason of the alleged physical incapacity 
to con su in mate the same on the part uf one 
of the parties thereto.

Leakim v. Leakim, 2 D.L.R. 278, 21 O.W. 
R. 855, 3 O.W.N. 9U4. [Affirmed, fi D.L.R. 
875. 4 O.W A 814, 88 O.W.R. 227.1 
Hi su and and w ikk—Action by hi su.Cmi

KOK DECLARATION OK NULLITY OK MAI 
RIAOK OR KORM OK MARRIAGE-—VllYSl- 
CAI. DEFECTS PREVENTING CONSUMMA
TION—Supreme Court or Ontario— 
J URisDicTio.N—Separation agreement 
—Provision kor payment ok allow
ance to WIFE.

Barlow v. Barlow, 15 O.W.N. 399.
(8 IV—57)—Annulment — Age False

AFFIDAVITS—PARENT AI. <XIN HE XT.
Neither absence of the consent by parents 

required by statute, nor a false affidavit by 
the husband made to procure the license 
to marry, nor false statements by the par 
ties to the celebrating clergyman made to 
•dnee him to perform the ceremony, in
validate a marriage. The policy of the 
law is not to invalidate marriages because 
of irregularities leading to lhem.

Harris v. Meyers, 3» D.L.R. 2ti, 50 N.S.R.
112.

The consent to the marriage of a person 
under IS required by s. 15 of the Marriage 
Act (R.S.O. 1914, v. 148# is not a coédi
tion precedent to the validity of the roar 
rlege. Ont. Stats. 1919, c. 3W, makes writ
ten consent an absolute necessity.

Peppiatt v. 1‘cppiutt. 30 D.L.R. 1, 30 0. 
L.K. 127, affirming 34 O.L.R. 121.
Infancy Lack ok parent's consent.

Under the law uf Allierta an action does 
not lie either by the girl’» parent or by 
herself to annul her marriage at the age ol 
10 under a marriage license obtained by 
the husband on a false and fraudulent affi
davit as to her age and a ceremony pci 
formed without the parent's consent, and 
this although the marriage had never been 
consummated.

Burns v. Hills. 22 D.L.R. 74.
Want ok paternal consent—Jurisdiction 

ok uolkt to annul.
The Supreme Court of Alberta has nu 

jurisdiction to declare a marriage null and 
void by reason of the want of the consent 
thereto of the father of one of the parties.
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Notwithstanding the words, “The father, if 
living, of any person under "21 years of 
age . . . ‘shall have authority to give
undent to auvh marriage,’' a marriage 

between an infant amt an adult without 
the -misent of the father of the former is 
nilid, the quoted words Iwing merely di* 
revtory. Consent undei s. 11 of the Mar
riage Ordinance is a condition precedent to 

grant of a marriage license, hut not to 
the muniage and failure to obtain such 
consent does not render the marriage void.

H. v M . 7 W.W.H. 11»7, 8 W.W.R. 110.
AS.M'I.MENT OF MARRI AUK—INFARCT.

A father wlio takes an action to have 
the marriage of his minor son annulled, on 
the ground that it was contracted without 
hi.~ consent, has the right to continue his 
action even if his son becomes of age |>eiid- 
ing the suit.

i inti man v. Cloudman, 20 Que. K.B. 270. 
Infancy.

The marriage of the minor son of a 
widow, without her consent, is annulable, 
at her instance, by action brought within 
fl months of her * tiecoming aware of it. 
Conception by the wife within tl months of 
the marriage" affords no ground of defence 
to such an action, art. 158 C.C. (Que.) hav
ing reference to art. 116, hut not to arts. 
HR. 120.

Hagen v. Stewart, 44 Que. S.C. 121. 
Infant under 18—Action for iikit.aha-

TION OF INVALIDITY—MARRIAGE Ad, 
It.K.O. 1D14, c. 148. s. 30— Effect of 
8i ns. 2—Sexual intercourse aftkr 
ckukmo.xy—Finding of fact of Trial

McIntyre v. Cental. 13 O.W.N. 300.
(8 IV—58)—DHURKB OK INSANITY AS 

GROUND OF ANNULMENT—GENERAL PAR-

The degree of Insanity as ground for 
annulment of a marriage need not nei-es- 
warily lie that of interdiction or established 
l-y medical autho-ity; a person affected 
with general paresis at the time of the mar 
linge, the circumstances pointing to the 
abnormal exercise of his ordinary mental 
faculties and his general inability to real
ize the nature and consequences of his 
act-, is not legally capable of giving a 
x.i lid consent necessary for the formation 
of » valid marriage.

Mielialson v. Classford, 26 D.L.R. 87, 22 
Rev. de Jur. 485.
I)F.i t.ARATION OF NULLITY OF MABRIAIlK— IN

SANITY—Jurisdiction of High Coubt.
A. v. H.. 23 O.L.R. 261.

(8 IV—50)— Annulment — Prior mab-

A prior valid marriage, which lins not 
been legally dissolved, existing at .the time 
a marriage is contracted, renders the sec
ond marriage void and it will be annulled
by the court.

Sha-'kleton v. Edmondson, 30 D.L.R. 577.

Other existing marriage.
A marriage will not be held invalid upon 

an agreement, between the parties filed in 
the action that the pretended marriage be
tween them should be adjudged and declared 
a nullity on the grounds set forth in the 
plaintiff’s statement of claim, that she was 
induced to go through a marriage cere
mony with the defendant on the false rep
resentations that he had obtained a divorce 
from a woman to whom he had been for
merly married.

Dills v. Warden, 5 D.L.R. 186, 3 O.W.N. 
131», 22 O.W.R. 228.

MARRIED WOMEN.
See Husband and Wife.
Married Women’i Relief Act, sec Stat

utes, II D—125.
Annotations.

Enemy alienage as affecting status of 
married women: 23 D.L.R. 375, 380.

Separate estate; property rights as to 
wife's money in her husband's control: 13 
D.L.R. 824.

MARSHALLING ASSETS AND 8ECURI 
TIES.

See also Mortgage.
(8 1—5)—Insurance funds—Mobtoaoefb 

—Assignee.
Where a first mortgagee has a. claim 

against two mortgage funds upon the mort
gaged premises, which funds tielong respc-1 
lively to different persons, and a second 
mortgagee has a claim against one only of 
the funds, the court, at the suit of the 
second mortgagee, will not apply the equi
table principle of marshalling assets to the 
prejudice of the dominant creditor, the 
debtors or their assigns, so as to compel 
the first mortgagee to satisfy his claim out 
of one of the funds only, but the claim of 
the first mortgagee will be charged rateably 
against lxd.li funds. [Re Mower's Trusts, 
L.1L 8 Eq. 110, distinguished; Ex parte 
Kendall, 17 Ves. 514; <»william v. Mc
Cormack, 4 8.W.R. 521, followed.]

Dominion Lumber A Fuel Co. v. Gelfand, 
28 D.L.R. 262, 26 Man. L.R. 350, varying 
34 W.L.R. 10.
Mortgagees - Execution crkditors.

Where in case of loss the insurance upon 
certain property is, by the terme of the 
policy, payable in the first place to a first 
mortgagee, and, eecondly, to a second 
mortgagee, and executions have been regis
tered before the second mortgage was made, 
the first mortgagee has a right by statute 
(Mortgagee's Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 113, 
sec. 6, subs. 3) to apply all the insurance 
money to the satisfaction of his mortgage, 
and cannot be compelled to take part of his 
claim from the proceeds of the sale of the 
remaining mortgaged property, so as to
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leave a portion of the insurance money to 
the second mortgagee.
, Midland Loan A Savings Co. v. Genitti, 30 
O.L.R. 52, 36 O.L.It. 103.

MASTER.
See Courts.

Annotation.
Constitutional law, appointment of 

Judges; Masters; powers of province as to 
appointment: 24 D.L.R. 22.

MASTER AND SERVANT.
I. Rights and relations gbnkrai.lt. 

a. In general ; authority to employ 
servant or physician.

B. When relation exists.
O. Compensation; wages.
D. Hours of labour.
E. Termination of relation ; discharge;

enticing.
II. Liability of Master to servant.

a. Nature and extent; master's duty.
B. Servant's assumption of risks.
C. Contributory negligence of servant. 
». Disobedience of rules.
ü Fellow-servants and their negli-

III. Liability of Master to strangers
FOR ACTS OF SERVANT OR INDE
PENDENT CONTRACTOR.

A. For acts of servant, or agent.
b. For acts of independent contractor.

IV. Liability of servants.
V. Workmen’s compensation; cases. 

Employer's liability insurance, see Insur
ance, VIII.

Maritime employment, see Seamen. 
Liability of Crown, see Crown.

Annotations.
Assumption of risks; superintendence: 

II D.L.R. 106.
I.mployer"s liability for breach of statu

tory duty; assumption of risk: 5 D.L.R. 
328.

Justifiable dismissal ; right of wages (a) 
earned and overdue; (b) earned, but not 
payable: 8 D.L.K. 382.

Workmen's compensation; Quebec law; 9 
Kdw. VII. (Que l. eh. 6(1; R.S.Q. 1909, 
nets. 7321-7347: 7 D.LR. 0.

Fraud of agent or employee; estoppel by 
conduct: 21 D.L.R. 13.

Rights of alien enemies to recover for 
injuries arising out of employment: 23
D.L.R. 375, 381.

Master's liability under penal laws for 
wervant's acts or defaults : 31 D.L.R. 233.

I. Rights and relations generally.
Employment by company, ultra vires, 

we t ouipunies, IV D—05.
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A. IN GENERAL; AUTHORITY TO EMPLOI 

SERVANT OR PHYSICIAN.

(§ I A—11—Contract with nonresident 
—Money advanced for transporta
tion—Right of recovery — Master 
and Servant Act, R.H.B.C. 1911, c 
153, s. 19.

P. entered into an agreement with D. in 
London, Ktigland, whereby I). was to go to 
British Columbia and enter into possession 
of and work P.’s farm for at least a veur 
at a salary of $700 a year. P. was to ad
vance £100 for D.’s transportation ex
penses, which was to be repaid from D.’s 
salary as it came due. P. advanced the 
£100 and D. went to British Columbia, 
where he lived upon and worked P.’s farm 
for 2i months, when he left. In an action 
by P. for the return of the money advanced 
for transportation, it was held by the Trial 
•lodge that the agreement being void under 
s. 19 of the Master and Servant Act, the 
action should he dismissed :—Held, on ap
peal, that there should he a new trial. 
[Ashmore v. Bank of B.N.A., 18 B.C.R. 
257, followed.]

Pretty v. Dodd, 18 B.C.R. 640. 
Transferring employees without their

CONSENT.
An employer cannot transfer to another 

the personal services of his workmen or 
apprentices without their consent. Conse
quently the transferee cannot demand from 
them the continuation of the services that 
they had undertaken to render to the trans
feror nor exercise against them the remedy 
in damages for a breach of the contract 
that they had entered into with the tram 
feror. Nor can he compel his employees 
to fulfil their obligations towards him when 
he has not himself fulfilled his own. espe
cially when he has failed to pay their wages 
regularly.

Julien v. Auger, 52 Que. 8.C. 472. 
Authority or general manager of com

pany TO ENGAGE MEDICAL ATTENDANCE 
FOR INJURED WORKMAN.

Ledwell v. Charlottetown Light & Power 
Co., 13 K.L.R. 226.
(§ I A—4a)—Rights of, in patents ob

tained BY SERVANT WHILE EMPLOYED 
by Master.

The question of the respective rights of 
Master and servant in patents obtained by 
the servant, must l>e decided in each par
ticular case upon the facta of that case.

Imperial Supply Co. v. G.T.R. Co., 7 D. 
L.R. 504, 14 Can. Ex. 88, 11 E.L.R. 340. 
(§ I A—4b)—Employment of infant.

A contract for hire of services between 
a boy 12 years of age and an industrial 
company" is absolutely void and can have 
no legal existence as it contravenes a law 
of public order. If the boy meets with an 
accident in the course of his work his father 
may recover damages at common law but
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not under the Workmen’s Compensation

Boutin v. Corona Kubber Co., 13 Que. 
P.H. *68.

B. When relation exists.
(I I B—5)—Masters and Servants Act, 

K.S.S. 1909, c. 149—Hiring or man 
ami team—Act applying to con
tracts OK PERSONAL service only.

R. ex rel. Coulter v. King, 11919] 2 W. 
W.R. 104.

I B—7)—For pvrposk of fixing Mas
ter's liability to servant.

An employee is shewn to have been in
jured during and in consequence of hie 
employment with the railway where it ap
peared that he, with others, was hired by 
the vnnductor to dig out a freight train 
stalled in anow. and was told at the time 
of the hiring that he would lie earned to 
the plme and baek and after the train 
was dug out the men. at the invitation of 
tit# conductor, went into the caboose to 
warm themselves and to wait to go baek 
and. while tliey were there waiting, another 
train collided with the caboose and caused 
tie* injuries complained of. [Holmes v. 
Crest Northern R. Co., [1900] 2 Q.B. 409, 
approved.]

Cordon v. C.N.R. Co., 2 D.L.R. 183, 5 
S LR. 169, 20 W.LR. 70f., 2 W.W.R. 114. 
Actress—Weekly salary—Time at DIS

POSAL OF COMPANY—NOT A SERVANT—
Ontario Companies Act (R.S.O. 1914,
• 171).

A motion picture actress engaged by a 
theatrical company, at a weekly salary, to 
play the parts as cast, and whose time 
i-* at all times to la» at the company’s dis
posal. is not a servant of the company with
in the meaning of the Ontario Companies 
Act (R.S.O. 1914, c. 178). and cannot re
cover unpaid wages under s. 98 of the Act. 
[Welch v. Kills, 22 A.R. (Ont.) 855, fol
lowed.]

Ryan v. Wills. 44 D.L.R. 634, 43 O.L.R.

That a gang of lalamrers working on the 
construction of an irrigation ditch earlv 
in the winter season should lav off work 
during an extremely cold day by reason of 
their not yet having prepared themselves 
with suitable clothing for severe weather 
do-'4 not ipso facto constitute an abandon- 
'I -iii of the employment nor terminate 
their status as employees.

Wnkurvk ▼. McArthur, 6 D.L.R. 66, 21 
W.LR. 160.

X chief engineer of a vessel, even though 
in receipt of regular wages during the off 
wason, and prior to the date fixed for his

lively commencing work, under the terms 
of his hiring and while not engaged in

■rk. for his employer, is in the same posi- 
t on in respect to injuries sustained by 
him by reason of the defective condition of 
in* employer’s premises upon which he | 
w»nt voluntarily for hie own purposes as

a stranger would lie. and an action baaed 
upon the relationship of muster and serv
ant and of the Workmen's Compensation 
Act utterly fails.

King v. Northern Navigation Co., 6 D.L. 
R. 69, 27 O.L.R. 79, 22 O.W.R. 697.

One who contracts to take coal from a 
mine, and over whom the mine owner lias no 
control, is not a workman within the mean
ing of the Alberta Workmen's Compensa
tion Act, 1908.

Re Reid and Leitch Collieries, 5 D.L.R. 
50, 4 A.L.R. 338, 21 W.L.R. 680, 8 W.W.R 
385.
When relation exists—Workman's oom- 

pensation—Accident to painter — 
Payment by the hour—Right ok ac
tion—R.S.Q. 1909, art. 734.

Though there may lie serious doubts as to 
whet lier or not a painter who has sustained 
a fall in working on a house for so much 
per hour is entitled to sue under the Act 
respecting accidents to workmen, his appli
cation for leave to sue will not lie dismissed 
in limine.

Gagnon v. Demers. 15 Que. P.R. 100.
(§ J B—7)—Proceedings by servant— 

Contract for one month certain— 
Continuance in employment — Er-

Halter v. Goody, 4 S.L.R. 161. 17 W.LR. 
261.
Employment of baler-agent—Substitut

ed contract made by general man
ager—Informal acceptance by com 
pant—Validity.

Denman v. Clover Bar Coal Co., 17 W. 
L.R. 702.
(8 I B—8)—Under hi pebvision of engi

neers—Fixed scale.
A man who agrees to do work on a fixed 

scale of prices at so much per yard, etc., 
or furnishes materials and work at so 
much per foot under the supervision of 
engineers, surveyors, etc., is not a builder 
nor even a subcontractor within the mean
ing of art. 1088 C.C. (Que.); he is merely 
a workman.

Stilwell-Hicrce v. Lyall, 8 D.L.R. 369.
C. Compensation; wages.

Price of work not agreed, reasonable 
price, see Contracts, Il D—190.
(8 I C—10)—Wages.

Where the statute (R.8.C., c. 1131 fix cl 
the salary of a harbour master, whom the 
Crown could dismiss at any time, “at the 
rate of" $600 per annum, and provided that 
he should, on December 31 of each year, 
pay to the Crown all harbour fees collected 
during the year, less his compensation, and 
that if the amount of fees should lie less 
than $600, the lesser amount would consti
tute hie salary, he can, upon his discharge 
after serving the first month of a year, re
tain as remuneration $60 only, the propor
tionate share of his annual salary lie bad 
actually earned, and not $229 in fees col
lected during the previous month, us his 
compensation will be determined by the con-
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tract of employment, and not by the man
ner and time of turnouting for the fees 
received l»v him.

The King \. McLeod. 4 D.L.R. 4M. 17 
B.V.R. 180, 21 W.LK. .',17, KU4. 2 XV.W.R. 
:»78.
t’OMPEX NATION — SUPERINTENDENT — COM

MISSION ON SAVINGS IN COST—ClIKAP- ! 
KNING WORK.

One employed to superintend the construc
tion of n waterworks system for a munici
pality who, in addition to a lived allowance, 
was to receive a commission on any saving 
effected by him from the estimated cost, 
may be refused any commission where he 
permitted material deviations from the 
original plans to such an extent that, while 
the initial cost was cheapened, the munici
pality would have to spend a sum in excess 
of the difference to place the system upon 
an efficient basis conformable to the original 
plans. The expenses of preliminary adver
tising, seareliing of titles, preparing and 
registering right-of-way plans, and of mak
ing a filial examination of the work on com- ] 
pletion are presumably not included in the 
item of “contingencies 10 |M*r cent” included 
in the estimate of the cost of a public work 
supplied by the engineer of a municipality 
and which formed the basis of an agreement 
for the latter’s remuneration.

M. Arthur v. Cardston, 13 D.L.R. 375. 24 
W.I..R. 850.
Com ract or empi-oy mknt—Authority or 

TURKMAN.
. A railway company is not liable to an em

ployee as for breach of uu agreement by its 
foreman to allow such enijdoyee, as pay 
lor his services and in addition to per diem 
wages, to cut hay growing on the company’s 
premises, where the wages proper agreed 
upon were at the maximum rate which the 
foreman, who employed him. was authorized 
to allow, and where there was no shewing 
that the foreman was authorized to hind 
the company by the agAvment respecting 
the hay, though it was nB duty to see that 
the hay was removed.

Cleveland v. (J.T.R. Co., 11 D.L.R. 118. 15 
« an. Ry. Cas. 165. 4 O.W.N. 1281, 24 O.W.R. 
586.
Wrongful mbcharok — Measure of uam- 

a<ik8—Mitigation.
In an action for breach of contract by 

the master, profita derived by the servant 
out of the employer’s business which he 
could not have earned if the contract had 
lie en performed should 1m* deducted from the 
damages.

Cock bum v. Trusts * Guarantee Co.. 37 
D.L.R. 701, 55 Can. S.C.R, 204. affirming 33 
D.L.R. 160, 38 O.L.R. 300, reversing 32 
D.L.R. 451, 37 O.L.R. 488.
Contract for firht ykar’r service*—Jxo 

DEFINITE CONTRACT FOR SECOND—TERMI
NATION DY EMPLOYEE ON MONTH’S NO
TICE — Wages — Rights or parties — 
Construction of contract.

Haber v. Buttery, 46 D UR. 681.

SKKVAXT, 1 C.
Wages on wrongful discharge.

A servant who has hmt wrongfully dis
missed may recover against the master on a 
quantum meruit for the services rendered 
although the contract of hiring did not com- 
•ly with the Statute of Frauds inasmuch a? 
t was not to be performed within a year 

I of the making thereof. | Rose v. Winters 4 
Terr. L.R. 353, followed.]

Smith v. Mills. 10 D.L.R. 589, 6 S.LR 
181, 23 W.L H. 553, 3 W.W.R. 1060. affirm
ing 8 D.L.R. 1041. 3 W.W.R. 172.
Services without specific contract — 

Quantum meruit.
Where the court finds that there was no 

concluded agreement of hiring for the spe
cific length of time contended for by the 
employer, as the employee had never under
stood that the hiring was for such term, 
nor assented thereto and the agreement was 
not in writing, the employee will la* entitled 
to recover upon a quantum meruit for the 
services ho had rendered.

Ness v. Babcock, 9 D.L.R. 636. 6 S.L.R.
: 218, 23 W.L.R. 547, 3 W.W.R. 1144. 

Kmploykk sharing “net profits"—Month
ly accounting—Scope or—Monthly
"NET LOSS," HOW HORNE—MEANING OF 
GOODWILL.

Under a contract of employment where
by the employee was to have one-half of 
the “net profits of the business after de
ducting all rents, advertisements and other 
expenses" with an Recounting each month, 
the cost of getting the goods in and of re
pairs and alterations of the store premises, 
may, in the absence of any intention shewn 
to the contrary, lie charged against the 
month in which they were incurred, al
though their main advantage was to follow 
in later months; and. semble, under such an 
agreement each month’s business must stand 
by itself and only net profits for the month 
divided, the employer alone standing the 
losses in months in which no profit was 
made. The “fraud” which in the terms of 
the Master and Servant Act, 10 Edw. VII. 
c. 73, a. 3. must be shewn in order to im
peach a statement or return made by an 
employer of the net profits a share in which 
lie had contracted to give his employee by 
way of remuneration for his services, must 
involve dishonesty; mere mistake is not 
enough. [Ex parte Watson, 21 Q.B.l). 301, 
applied.] A right of an employee to a 
stated share in the “net profits” of the busi
ness under the terms of his contract of em
ployment does not entitle him to share in 
what liis employer received on selling out 
for the goodwill of the business. [Sims v. 
Harris. 1 O.l..R. 445. applied. |

Washburn v. Wright, 19 D.L.R. 412, 31 
O.L.R. 138.
Architect — Preparation or plans and

SPECIFICATIONS — REMUNERATION —
Evidence—Agency—Ratification.

I Armes v. Maneil, 6 D.L.R. 885, 4 O.W.N. 
I 93, 23 O.W.R. 50.
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luiras OF SERVANT RlUHT TO WAM8.

A head waiter in a hotel is as a servant 
^titled to hi» wages or salary during ah- 
„en.e through temporary illness, provided 
that the rout rant of service remains in ex- 
iutfiHv during that time, and that he is 
readv and willing to carry out hi» duties 
,ju."f(ir the incapacity produced by the ill 

hut the illness of the servant may 
«0 no to the root of the consideration a« to 
justify the master in rescinding the con-

\tuiitagiie v. O.T.P.R. Co.. 23 D.L.R. 356, 
25 Man. LR. 372. 8 W.W.R. 528.
REMUNERATION HARED ON “NET PROFITS.”

Where a contract of hiring depends en 
tirely on the “net profits'* realized from 
«ales’ which the employee has been directly 
or indirectly instrumental in making, the 
,<iurt will not be astute to deprive the em
ployee of such profits where it seems reason- 
ably clear that they have been earned, and 
in determining the “net profits” a just pro
portion of the overhead charges of the laisi- 
iii«s «hould be allocated to that quantum of 
Imsinesa done in which the employee is to 
participate.

Whyte v. McTaggart, 22 D.1*R. 8, 31
W.L.R. «54.
I'M DIEM (HABCIB—AGREEMENT.

Where at the time of the hiring the person 
hired told the employer what the per diem 
charge would he for the service, that should 
le the basis of compensation as constituting 
sn agreement to pay that amount and not 
merely a quantum ineruit. where the service 
was accepted and no variation of such com- 
pcii«ation was discussed.

Main v. Cochana, 23 D.L.R. 619. 
AitXlUNTINO AH CONDITION PRECEDENT TO BE-

A manager, who on receipt of a notice of 
dismissal delivers to hie employer his hooks 
nid everything which has been entrusted to 
liiin, is not obliged to render an account, 
«hen not demanded by the employer, before 
ruing for his salary.

Gallagher v. Confer, 48 Que. S.C. 303. 
Wagkh—What constitutes—Division of 

profits—Truck Act.
Cairo V. MacDonald, 24 D.L.R. R90, 32 

W.L.R. 966.
CONTRACT or KM PLOY MENT — INFANT KM

pioteb—Wages—Inureahe in—Coin
l KR<T.AIM AND SET-OFF — FINDINGS OF 
FAC TS.

11 «'gate v. flogate, 24 D.L.R. 900. 31 W.L.
It. 843.
i.oxiract op hiring — Salary — Bonus — 

Dismissal — Reasonable notice — 
Damages in i.ikv of.

I vans v. Fisher Motor Co., 8 O.W.N. 10. 
W VUIS I'FRIOO OF TEMPORARY INCAPACITY 

RY RI AHON OF ILLNESS.
X servant is entitled to his wages or sal

ary during absence through temporary Mi
ne**, pruviih-d that the contract of service 
remain* in existence during that time, iind 

Can. Dig.—94.

that lie is ready and willing to carry out 
his duties saw for the incapacity produced 
by the illness. Review of authorities. 
[Cuckaou v. Stones ( 1858), 28 L.J.Q.B. 25. 
followed.]

Colraan v. Xaish, 28 W.L.R. 487. 
Misconduct—Right io salary.

Misconduct on the part of an employee 
does nut disentitle him to previously earned

Canada Bonded Attorney v. Leonard 
Parmiter, 42 D.L.R. 342, 42 O.L.R. 141. 
varying 12 O.W.N. 388.
Change of salary—Effect—Dismissal.

Where, during the employment, the sal 
ary of the employ ee is changed from a fixed 
salary of *J25 per month with a commis
sion of 10 per cent to a sole commission of 
20 per cent the contract of hire itself is not 
affected and remains in force. lhe 'em
ployer is hound to pay to his employee the 
agreed salary, whether he is satisfied or not 
with liis services, as long as he does not 
choose to put an end to the contract.

Ritchie v. Spence, 24 Rev. la-g. 297.
Hire of service—Clerk—Proof ok hiring 

—Preferential claim -Que C.C. 1233, 
1994. 2006—R.S.C. 1906 c. 144, s. 70.

A yearly engagement of a elerk by a mer
chant can lie proved by parol evidence. 
This engagement can also lie shewn by the 
execution of the contract Imtvveen the par
ties. Clerks have a preferential claim up
on goods which are found in their em
ployer's shop, for a period nut exceeding 3 
months.

Alieles v. Turgeon, 23 Que. K.B. 533. 
Traveling salesman—Commissions.

A manufacturer employing a traveler to 
be paid by commission for the sale of cer
tain products, who afterwards, by agree
ment with the traveler, changes bis busi
ness and the commission payable but re
tains the services of the latter, thereby 
tacitly agrees that the contract made be
tween them shall continue on the same con
ditions except as to the modifications agreed 
upon. A provision in the contract that the 
traveling agent will be the only représenta 
tive for a certain town doe* not give him the 
exclusive right of sale. If the agent cannot 
cover this territory within a reasonable 
time, the employer may. without violating 
liis contract, employ another agent to cover 
the ground which the first was unable to 
cover within the time.

Pieher v. Marceau, 51 Que. S.C. 305.
Where a traveling salesman is employed 

on the basis of a commission payable on 
Hale* that are ratified, the goods delivered 
and the price paid, and the employer re 
serves the right to cancel sales made to cus
tomers whose former debts were not paid 
at maturity, the salesman cannot demand 
any commission on such sales, nor upon 
sales lost by the insolvency of the purchaser, 
even after the extended time agreed to by 
the employer, unless he prove that it was 
by the gross negligence on the employer's
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part that the latter was not paid by these 
customers.

Drolet v. Tousignant. 52 Que. S.C. 320. 
Claim for arrears of wages—Promise to 

increase wages—Evidence—Failure 
ro i GTAB1ISH < I UM.

Ball v. Winters, 11 O.W.N. 360, affirming 
11 O.W.N. 92
Claim by engineer against mining com- 

PAN Y EOR ARREARS 01 SALARY — Kvi- 
dence—Dispute» questions of fact— 
Credibility of witnesses—Account 
—Counterclaim—Patents for inven
tion s—Partnkkship in—Declaration 
—Half interest—Reference—( osts.

Spearman v. Renfrew Molybdenum Milieu, 
16 Ô.W.N. 343. [Affirmed, 17 O.W.N. 466.1 
Under railway contract.

Debts owing to workmen employed on 
the works of construction of a railway be
come the personal debts of the company 
owning the railway, where the company lias 
made payments to the contractors after hav
ing received notice of the claims of the 
workmen: and no distinction can be made 
between those workmen who were employed 
by the principal contractor and those who 
were employed by subcontractors.

Rheaume v. St. Charles & Huron R. Co., 
50 Que. S.C. 112.

Where the plaintiff contracted to work for 
the entire season and left without cause be
fore the end of the season, yet, as the wages 
were reserved monthly, he was entitled to 
recover for the time he worked. While the 
contract might lie susceptible of a construc
tion that the wages were not. to lie paid 
until the end of the season, yet the form 
of the defendant's defence in alleging that 
“the defendant agreed to employ the 
plaintiff” for the season “at $35 per month" 
precluded the defendant from now contend
ing that the contract was otherwise than as 
so alleged.

(•rant v. Bradley, 4 S.L.R. 505.
Special services — Nursing — Prebcrip-

A sister employed as housekeeper by her 
bachelor brother, at a yearly salary, who 
has served him as nurse during his illness, 
thereby renders special services, and is en
titled to extra compensation. The pre
scription of a year in art. 2262 C.C. (Que.) 
does not apply to such claim.

Fortin v. Fortin. 49 Que. S.C. 267. 
Action for wages — Set-off — Notice of

DISMISSAL.
B. obtained judgment for $100 wages, hut 

failed on a claim for $100 as a month’s 
wages in lieu of notice. Held, that the 
employer of B. was entitled to set off a sum 
of $741) (a sum which had conic to his hands 
and lie hud failed to account for, whether 
that failure was attributable to negligence 
or dishonesty) as an answer to B.’s judg-

Bahme v. Great Northern R. Co., [1917]
1 w.w.R. i«sr> 1
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Wages—Small debt action—Wages pay

able MONTHLY.
Grunt v. Bradley. 18 W.L.R. 608.

Wages, meaning of word—Act respecting
ASSIGNMENTS OI WAGES.

Coupez v. I.ear. 20 Man. L.R. 238. ]« 
W.L.R. 401.
Contract between agent and insurance 

company — Commission on renewal 
premiums—Death of agent.

Skinner v. Crown Life Ins. Co.. 2 O.W.N 
1147, 18 Ü.W.R. 455. [See also 44 Can. S.C 
R. 616.]
“Clerks or other persons”—Commercial 

traveler — Preferred claims for 
wages and expense»—Assignment or 
claim—Status of assignee.

Re Morlock & Cline, Sarvis and Canning'»
( laims, 23 O.L.R. 165, 18 O.W.R. 545.
(8 1 C—11)—Medium of payment.

An engagement of an engineer at a salary 
of $3,000 a year payable monthly is a con
tract for the term of 1 year and the word» 
"payable monthly” are a mere indication 
of the manner in which such remuneration 
is to be paid.

Silver v. .Standard Gold Mines, 3 D.L.R. 
lo.i.
(§ I C—13)—Where servant leaves be

fore CONTRACT PF.RFORMED.
A contract for service contains an im

plied condition that if faithful service is 
not rendered the master may elect to de 
termine the contract, and where that right 
is properly exercised by the master dur
ing the currency of the servant’s salary, 
the servant has no remedy, that is to say, 
he cannot recover salary which is not due 
and payable at the time of his dismissal, but 
which is only to accrue due and become 
payable at some later date, and on con
dition that lie had fulfilled his duty as a 
faithful servant down to that later date.

Murray v. Coast Steamship Co., 8 D.L.R. 
378, 17 B.C.R. 469, 22 W.L.R. 572, 3 WAV. 
H. 111.

Quitting service during term.
A servant who, without just ground, quit» 

his employment before the expiration of his 
term of service cannot recover for his serv-

Beller v. Hint/. 31 D.L.R. 647, 9 S.LR. 
419, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 585.
Bight to wages upon leaving employ

ment— Just cause — Inferiority of

Inferiority in the quality of food for 
which no reasonable opportunity to remedy 
the complaint is given by the servant to the 
master does not constitute a just chum: for 
leaving the employment so as to entitle the 
servant to a recovery of wages for the un- 
expired term of employment.

Pratt v. Idsardi, 23 D.L.R. 257, 21 B.C.R. 
497. 31 W.L.R. 641.
Seam an's wages—Ftshebmen—Desertion.

A fisherman who unjustifiably deserts hil 
ship before the performance of his contract
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mnot recover for his services upon the ex- 

pre-t-i agreement nor upon a quantum meru't. 
r <-!ig v. Arenburg, 35 D.L.R. 008, 51 N.fe'.
R. 1ft
WaCKS—LEAVING EMPLOYMENT DURING TERM 

-Farm work.
N*»*vill« v. Macdonald, .10 D.L.R. 594, 10

S. Lli. -’>4. [1917] 3 N.W.R. 240.
Wagk>—Servant leaving before contract

I'KKFoRMKD.
Furrow x. Gardner, 12 D.L.R. 843, 24

W I..K. 929.
miuirb—Salvors—Wager.

It a ship is driven on the roast and he- 
...mes a wreck and the sailors escape to the 
Urol, and successfully act as salvors so as 
• i saw enough to pay their wages, they 
are entitled to them, though not to salvage.

Young v. The Ship “Minnie A.,” 40 D.L. 
R 4ih. 17 Can. Ex. 19.
Wages—Implied contract toipat.

Angel v Hresnik, 17 W.L.R. 233.
Wages—Summary order—Breach of con

tract BY SERVANT.
Re Anderson and Biasonnett, 19 W.L.R.

D. Hours of labour.
(5 I D—15)—It is the duty of an able- 

bodied ..euman in service on a ship to obey 
•he master of the ship, and he cannot re
fus* to work at cargo on Sundays simply 

vindicate a principle against Sunday

Murray v. Coast Steamship Co., 8 D.L.R. 
-1 IT b.C.R. 409, 22 W.lJk. 572, 3 WAV.

R. 153.
.ship—Seaman—Sunday labour in port— 

Refusal to perform—Lord's Day Act, 
R.S.C. 1900. c. 163. s. 12.

Creen v. C.P.R. Co., 18 W.L.R. 608.
F.. It ruination of relation ; discharge; 

enticing.
Sufficiency of notice of dismissal, see

Selnml., II C—40.
Liability for procuring wrongful dis

charge, »ee Conspiracy, Il B—15.
Measure of damages for wrongful dis

charge. see Damages. Ill A—85. 
t § I E 20)—Term oe employment—Con

current AGREEMENTS.
Where a contract of employment provides 

f-r an annual salary for 3 years, with a 
Hanse that the term of employment is to 
run "concurrently with the term of a cer
tain agreement." Which was for 21 years, 
terminable at the end of 7 years, the term 
of hiring must be deemed to be governed 
by the latter clause.

'■oldie v. Cross Fertilizer Co., 37 D.L.R. 
1f'. reversing 28 D.L.R. 477. 49 N.S.R. 540. 
Hirk hi services—Commercial traveler— 

Annual engagement — Dismissal ok 
sirvio —C.C. arts. 1042. 1607. 

in default of proof to the contrary, when 
'•' *rv uf a commercial traveler is fixed 
•v *'» much a year, and it has been thus en
tered in the lM>oks of his employer, the en-

SKUVANT, I K
gage meut is for a year; the fact that the 
f*aiary is payable in monthly payments does 
not change the duration of the engagement. 
The quiet ness of business, not due to the 
fault of the employee, is not u justifiable 
cause for his dismissal. In this ease of an 
engagement for a year, the burden of proof 
of breach of the contract by the employee, 
■»r the mutual consent pleaded by the em
ployer. is upon the latter. If an employer 
suspends the work of his employee for 
two months, with the promise to take him 
hack to his position after the lapse of that 
time, the latter is free to look for work else
where, and this step can he considered as an 
abandonment of his engagement.

M atters v. Dumontier. 25 Rev. Leg. 1. 
Annual contract—Effect on by increase

IN SALARY.
A contract for the hire of services of a 

manager a salary of $2.700 a year payable 
in 12 monthly payments is a contract for 
one year. Nor is such contract annulled by 
the fact that the salary had been increased 
during the year.

Gallagher v. Confer, 48 Que. S.C. 30?. 
Hiring of salesman for defined territory 

on salary and commission—Breach
OF AGREEMENT.

Grocock v. Allen, 5 O.W.N. 340, 25 O.W. 
R. 304.
(9 I E—21)—Right to discharge—Disre

gard of instructions.
An employer is justified in discharging, 

without notice, a traveling salesman em
ployed by him where it appears that the 
salesman disregarded instructions to keep 
in communication with the employer, and 
failed to travel with his trunks, in* spite of 
instructions from his employer that this 
was absolutely essential, notwithstanding 
that the contract of employment provided 
that it was terminable by either party by 
giving a month’s notice.

Braden v. Reid, 9 D.L.R. 008.
Refusal to work — Discharge — Vile 

names—Condonation.
Refusal on the part of a servant to per

form the duties for which he was hired 
gives the master the right to dismiss him, 
hut does not justify the master in insult
ing him by calling him vile nam^s. The serv
ant does not necessarily condone the offence 
because he does not leave the employ im
mediately, especially if the offence is again 
committed after a few days, after which the 
servant does leave the employ.

Berg v. Cowie, 40 D.L.R. 250.
Notice—Misconduct.

The period of notice stipulated in a con
tract of employment or the proportionate 
remuneration in lieu thereof, in the event of 
a termination of the relationship upon a 
failure to carry out the duties in accordance 
with the contract, does not affect the mas
ter’s right of dismissal without rémunéra-
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lion for any misconduct or a wilful broach 
of duty.

Buxton v. Lowes, 23 D.L.K. K48, 31 W.L.
R. 7HH.
Ill health of servant—Refusal to work 

— Dismissal not justified.
A master is not justified in dismissing a 

servant for refusal to obey an order to do 
i vrtain work if the state of the servant's 
health is such that lie is not tit to do the 
work.

Michaud v. Stroohants, [1019] 3 W.W.R. 
46.
(§ I E—22)—Ground for discharge—Dis-

OBEDIKNCE OF UNREASONABLE ORDER.
In order to justify the dismissal of a 

servant by his master on the ground that 
the servant disobeyed the orders of the mas
ter, it must appear that there was, on the 
part of the servant, wilful disobedience to 
the lawful and reasonable order of the mas
ter, and this fact is not established merely 
lieeause the servant refused to answer a 
general call of the master to his servants to 
assist in loading a waggon where it appears 
that the servant honestly believed that his 
services were not required at that moment 
because he thought there were siiflicient men 
answering the call to accomplish the mas
ter's object.

Smith v. Mills, 10 D.L.R. 589, 0 S.L.R. 
181, 23 W.L.R. 563, 3 W.W.R. 1006, a film
ing 8 D.L.R. 1041, 3 W.W.R. 172. 
Absence without leave — Misconduct — 

Dismissal—Justification.
A servant who absents himself from work 

without leave for two weeks and three days 
is guilty of misconduct justifying dismissal 
unless he can satisfy the burden which is on 
him of proving that he had leave to go on 
this vacation.

Lucking v. Thomas, 50 D.L.R. 724, 12
S. L.R. 407, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 585.
Grounds for dismissal.

No wrongful dismissal of an employee 
hired to travel for his employers and to 
assist their local agents in selling goods, 
is shewn where the reason for the dismis
sal was the employee's receipt of a Iannis 
from the agents for his assistance to them.

Tehb v. Baird: Tebb v. Hohberlin: Ilob- 
berlin v. Tebb, 3 D.L.R. 161. 3 O.W.X. 052. 
Grounds for discharge ok empuitek.

There is no absolute legal rule as to 
what is a justification for the dismissal of 
an employee before his term of employment 
lias expired; each case must stand on its 
own merits; lack of executive ability re
sulting in great financial Josi. to a company 
is sufficient to justify the dismissal of their 
general works manager.

Bush ford v. Provincial Steel Co.. 10 D.L. 
R. 1ST. 4 O.W.N. loi!». ID ( LJ. W 
O.W.R. 334.
Grounds for discharge—Dissatisfaction 

with results — Misconduct—Incom-

Where. under a written contraet of hir-
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ing the defendants employed the plaintiff 
as traveling salesman at a tixed salary 
mid commission lor one year ceitain, the 
hiring to be extended for another year if 
defendants were satisfied with the results, 
hut there was not expressly reserved anv 
right of dismissal for mere* dissatisfaction 
within the first year ; ami where, under such 
agreement the * plaintiff acted faithfully, 
pursuant to instructions, hut because of 
want of results the defendants before the 
expiry of the first year became dissatisfied 
and upon that ground alone dismissed the 
plaintiff; such dismissal was wrongful in 
the absence of misconduct or incompetence 
mi plaintiff's part.

Varveth v. R. Asbestos Packing Co., !) 
D.L.R. 631. 4 O.W.N. 872. 24 O.W.R. 151. 
Grounds—Jnsuhukiu nation.

A servant may be summarily dismissed 
if he is insulting and insubordinate to such 
a degree as ,to be incompatible with the 
continuance of the relation of master and 
servant.

Montague v. G.T.P.R. Co.. 23 D.L.R. 355, 
25 Man. L.R. 372, 8 W.W.R. 528.
Grounds—Disobedience of instructions 

—Disposition of bank funds.
A disregard by a manager of his master’s 

instructions as to the disposition of bank- 
funds, over which the manager has a power 
of attorney, amounts to a misconduct 
which will justify his dismissal by the

Buxton v. Lowes, 23 D.L.R. 848, 31 W. 
L.R. 768.
Municipal employee—GsouiVb for oismis-

Tlie refusal of a municipal employee to 
discontinue living in apparent open adul
tery when threatened with dismissal if he 
continued, is sufficient to justify such dis
missal.

McPherson v. Toronto, 43 D.L.R. 604, 43 
D.L.R. 326.
Term—Implied renewal—Municipal em-

The engagement by a municipal corpora
tion, for the term of a year, of a civil en
gineer charged witli the superintendence of 
public works, is a contract, of hire of serv
ices susceptible of continuing by tacit re
newal. In order that there may be a tacit 
renewal it, is not sufficient that the employee 
continue bis cervices after the term ended, 
but the services so continued must he with 
the tacit consent of the employer.

Lessard v. Levis. 54 Que. S.C. 139.
Term of employment—Dismissal—Sala

ry—Damages.
By-laws adopted by a joint stock com

pany, which order that the annual meeting 
of shareholders shall take place the first 
of February for the election of directors, 
and that the manager shall be chosen from 
among the directors, at their first meeting, 
establish that the engagement of the man
ager is by the year. A dismissed employee 
has not the right to sue for hie future sal-
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«rv; he can only claim what ia due. He 
ought, under the circumstance», to bring 
hi» action in the iorm of an action tor dam
age... which are iiHiially the amount of the 
salary which he should have received, less 
wliai he has earned or might earn.

Malherbe v. <»rkin, 04 Que. S.C. 274. 
Wrongful dismissal—Remedy—Wages— 

D am aces.
\n employee dismissed before the ter

mination of his engagement, without suffi
cient reason, has not only a right of action, 
but also a right to sue for wages due. It 
D for the employer to prove the wages or 
damages of the employee.

Marchand v. Jean, 54 Que. S.C. 279, 24 
Rev. de Jur. 492.
Dismissal—Disobedience to orders.

Yotingasli v. Saskatchewan Automobile & 
Ossoline Kngine Co., 4 S.L.R. 60, 16 W.L. 
R. 268.
(g I Jv—23) —Liability fob wrongful dis-

The defendant employed the plaintiff un
der a written agreement in the following 
terms: “As a draughtsman and generally 
in survey work for 3 months or until the 
drafting and survey work in connection with 
a certain contract to survey rertain C.N.P. 
R. Co.'s rights of way held by the employer, 
it $165 per month, and thereafter to com
plete a term of 3 years from the date of 
this agreement in the said employment at 
the rate of *125 per month. Plaintiff 
worked under the $165 wage for 0$ months, 
when the defendant told him that the con
tract with the < .N.P. Ry. was completed 
and he (plaintiff) would in future work 
under the $120 wage. The facts were that, 
although the defendant had been paid in 
full for his work under the contract, the 
drafting had not been completed. On the 
following day the defendant asked the plain
tiff to make certain changes in this draft
ing. which plaintiff refused to do under the 
$120 wage, lie was dismissed:—Held, that 
there was a breach of contract and that the 
measure of damages be $160 per month 
from the date of plaintiff's discharge to the 
time of his new employment.

Pos v. Johnson, 14 D.L.R. 447, 18 B.C.R.
159.
Wrongful discharge — Hindering per

formance OK DUTIES.
A company having engaged a general 

manager is liable in damages for breach of 
the contract of employment, if during the 
currency of the term, by resolution of the 
directors, it materially lessens his authority 
under the contract and makes it impossible 
for him to discharge his duties thereunder.

Montreal PuM|o Service Co. v. Cham
pagne. 33 D.L.R. 49.
Wrongful dismissal—Employee of mu

nicipality—Wages fixed by day— 
Notice — Liability — Rural Munici
palities Act, s. 148.

A superintendent of road work in a mu
nicipality is regarded as a municipal offi

cer, and may be dismissed at the pleasure 
of the municipal council. This superintend
ent being hired »t so much per day, cannot 
claim notice; neither can reimbursement for 
ni y moneys paid out be claimed except such 
expenses as were authorized by the nmnici-

Stonehenge v. Dickenson, 50 D.L.R. 383, 
[1920J 1 W.W.R. 235.

An engineer engaged to superintend or 
manage a mine is entitled to employ a sec
retary tb look after the routine business, 
correspondence, etc., and generally to use 
his discretion as to the manner in which 
he shall discharge his duties, and unless 
a clear abuse of such discretion is shewn, 
his employer cannot dismiss him before the 
term of hie engagement.

Silver v. Standard Gold Mines, 3 D.L.R. 
103.
Liability of master for wrongful dis

missal—Res judicata—Former pro
ceedings UNDER THE MASTERS AMI
Servants Ordinance.

Chekaltik y. Webster, 7 D.L.R. 866, 21 
W.L.R. i:,9
Wrongful dismissal — Grounds undis

closed.
In an action by an employee against an 

employer for damages for wrongful dismis
sal, tiie employer may justify the dismis
sal on grounds never disclosed to the serv
ant, and even on grounds that the master 
did not know about at the time of the dis
missal.

Archibald v. Hvgienie Fresh Milk Co., 9
D. L.R. 763. 47 N.S.R. 150. 12 F.L.R. 189 
f Affirmed, 11 D.T*.R. 416, 47 N.S.R. 160, 13
E. L.R. 92.]
Liability for wrongful discharge—Ef

fect of recovery for portion ok time 
unemployed — Estoppel — Res judi-

Tlie recovery by a servant of wages for 
the month following liis wrongful dismissal 
from a yearly hiring, estops the parties 
from asserting that lie was not entitled to 
the amount recovered qua wages, and also 
negatives a contention that the wrongful 
dis4-lia”<re applied to that month; therefore 
the wrongful dismissal will not take effect 
until the following month, when the serv
ant, may recover damages therefor for the 
balance of the term of his employment.

llaves v. llarshuw, 18 D.L.R. 619. 30 O. 
L.R. 157.
Wrongful dismissal-—Election of reme

dies.
Gregory v. Williams, 30 D.L.R. 270, 44 

N.B.R. 204.
The contract for hire of personal serv

ices may be continued by tacit renewal. 
The employee hired for 1 year, at a sal
ary pnyable by the week with an agreement 
for 1 month's" notice hv either party to ter
minate the engagement, if dismissed with
out notice has a right of action against bTs^
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employer for the amount of bis salary for 
four week».

Choquette v. Paquette Co., 42 Que. S.C. 
204.

When a contract which can be validly 
proved by oral evidence is made in writ
ing oral testimony of variations made to 
it by the parties is admissible. An em
ployee engaged for a term and dismissed 
without cause before its expiration has a 
right of action against the hirer of his 
services to recover the stipufated salary as 
its instalments fall due.

Charbonneau v. Publishers* Press, 42 
Que. S.C. 97.
(•ROUNDS FOR DISCHARGE—TllEFT—INJURI

OUS WORDS.
An employer, who in unusual circum

stances finds something belonging to him in 
the possession of his employee, the latter 
attempting to excuse himself by alleging a 
mistake, evidently ill founded, has probable 
cause for believing that it had been stolen 
by the latter and is justified for giving as 
a reason, when dismissing him from service, 
that he was a dishonest man and had com
mitted theft.

Desjardins v. Reinhardt Mfg. Co., 62 
Que. S.C. 27.
Chief of Police and Fire Brigade—Year

ly contract—Dismissal—Justifica
tion—Damages.

Where a municipal council engaged an 
official under a yearly salary and dismissed 
him during the engagement, the council 
must justify the cancellation of the contract 
or be condemned in damages.

Leguerrier v. St. Pierre, 25 Rev. de Jur. 
437.
Action for wrongful dismissal—Find 

i no of fact.
Jacobs v. Classco, 9 O.W.N. 351.

Action for wrongful dismissal of serv- 
ant — Evidence — Termination by
SERVANT OF CONTRACT OF HIRING.

Campbell v. Sutherlands, 13 O.W.N. 428. 
Wrongful dismissal—Action for—De

fences — Misconduct — Insolence— 
Evidence — Contract — Validity— 
Company — Execution of document 
under seal—Signatures of presi
dent and secretary —Part perform
ance—Damages—( ostr.

Goldbold v. Puritan Laundry Co., 12 0. 
W.N. 343.
Dismissal—Salary in arrears on a prom

issory note—Damages for wrongful 
dismissal—Refusal to obey orders— 
Dismissal justified.

Dietrich v. Goderich Wheel Riga Co., 3 
O.W .N. 401. 20 O.W.R. 676.
Wrongful dismissal—Assault—Damages 

—Wages.
Cowper-Smith v. Evans, 7 O.W.N. 179.

Dismissal of servant—Action for wrong
ful dismissal — Justification — Ac
quiescence.

Wilson v. Sanderson Harold Co., 4 0.W N 
1403, 24 O.W.R. 686.
Wrongful dismissal—Measure of dam

ages — Corporation — Seal — Lia
bility of company upon contract not 
under its heal — Presumption of 
yearly hiring.

Armstrong v. Tyndall Quarry Co., 20 
Man. L.R. 254, 16 W.L.R. 111.
Weekly salary and percentage on prof

its—Right to terminate contrai t on 
giving a month's notice—Summary 
dismissal.

Christie v. Denenberg, 40 Que. S.C. 450. 
(§ I E—26)—Length of notice—Teemi 

natino employment.
Where a railway conductor had been em

ployed continuously for 12 years by the 
same railway company, and the practice of 
the company had been not to dismiss em
ployees of that grade in their service with
out holding an official inquiry, it may be 
assumed, in the absence of any contra.! !.. 
the contrary, that he should have a reason
able notice of the termination of his engage
ment other than for cause, and damages for 
wrongful dismissal are properly computed 
on the basis of the conductor being en
titled to 3 months’ notice.

TTalliday v. C.P.R., 7 D.L.R. 198. 4 O.W.N. 
102, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 275, 23 O.W .R. 168. 
Municipal officers—Notice and cause.

Under s. 126 of the Villages Act, R.8.S. 
1909, c. 86, all officers apointed by the 
council hold office during the pleasure of 
the council, the latter having the right to 
dismiss a peri on, appointed by resolution as 
constable and engineer at a monthly salarv, 
wit limit notice or cause. [Wilson v. York, 
46 U.C.Q.B. 289; Vernon v. Smith s Falls. 
21 O.R. 331; Hellems v. St. Catharines. 25 
O.R. 583; Davis v. Montreal. 27 Can. S.C.R. 
539, followed.]

Newby v. Brownlee. 27 D.L.R. 509. 9 
S.L.R. 207, 34 W.L.R. 278, 10 W.W.R. 249. 
Monthly employment—Notice of dismis-

The employment of an agent at a salary 
of $200 per month, without conditions and 
for an indeterminate period, is not one 
made on trial, hut is an employment by the 
month, and can only la- terminated by one 
month’s notice of dismissal.

(iaron v. Security Life Ins. Co., 50 Que. 
R.C. 294.
Statutory notice of dismissal—Retro

active operation — Regulation or 
municipal employment.

A servant of the city of Edmonton, who 
is not employed under a by-law, is not, by 
virtue of a provision of the Edmonton 
Charter, entitled to any notice of dismissal 
or to any damages for the failure to give 
such notice, and it is immaterial whether 
or not the servant wa« employed before or
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afin' the enactment of the •‘Hid provision. 
Li" 1er v. Ldnionton, 20 W.L.R. 661, fol

lowed. 1
llavkett v. Kchnonton, 30 W.L.R. 551.

DISMISSAL OF SERVANT—CONTRACT OF HIB-
—Novation—Chance in kmpiaiyer 

—Indefinite pkhiuu — Reasonable 
noth i>— 1)a m aces—Costs.

Freeman v. Wright, 9 O.W.N. 171.
($ 1 K—29»—,')ihmihmai.—What consti

tutes—Revocation of poweb of at
torney am uboi nd kok guirriNO.

The revocation by a master of a power of 
attorney over bank funds given to his man
ager, and a disapproval of the latter'» ac
tions lava use of his disregard of the 
master's instructions, does not amount to 
a dismissal from service as to warrant the 
tenant to quit the employment.

Bn\ton V. Lowes, 23 D.L.R. 848, 31 W.L. 
R. 7U8.
i g 1 K—27 ) —Liability fob inducing dis

missal—Malice.
To induce an employer to dismiss an em

ployee, where the person so inducing the 
di-missal violates no legal right of the em
ployee, and neither docs any illegal act nor 
uses any illegal means in obtaining hie 
object, does not give the employee any cause 
..f action against the person inducing his 
•li-missal. even though that person is ac
tuated by malicious motives.

Western Commercial Co. v. Rioux, [1917]
I W.W.R. 486.

II. Liability of master to servant.
A. NaTVBK AND EXTENT; MANTKB'S PUTT. 
Injury to switchman, defective system, 

switch stand too near rails, see Railways,
II A—10.

Injury to employee on yard train, statu
tory signals and warning, see Railways, III
—51.

Liability of Crown for negligence of its
oflii-er* or servants, see Crown, II—20.
Ig II A—30)—DEFECTIVE SYSTEM AND 

EQUIPMENT OF FACTORY—COMMON LAW 
LIABILITY.

A common law action will lie for an in
jury occasioned an employee by defects gen
erally in the system fcnd equipment of a

Oower v. (lien Woollen Mills. 12 D.L.R. 
■1114. 2R O.L.R. 193, affirming 9 D.L.R. 244, 
-‘.1 O.W.R. 653, 28 O.L.R. 193.
Workmen’s Compensation Act—Charge

ok CONTROL or MACHINERY—CHAIN OF 
NEGLIGENT ACTS.

A workman using a movable hoisting ap
paratus is in charge or control of it within 
tlie mviming of the Ontario Workmen's 
i ompensation Act, R.fi.O. 1897. c. 160. R. 
v 1914. c. 146, where he had to propel 
' to the place where it was to be used and 
lower and raise it. Liability under the 
"ntario Workmen’s Compensation Act may 
he based on a finding of the jury that an 
employer did not take proper preeautions 
to safeguard his employees from the negli

gence of fellow-servants, by not furnishing 
a safe place for the plaintiff to work by 
reason of permitting an aivumulation of 
material near a steel girder being used in 
the construction on which the plaintiff was 
working, which was not properly braced, 
and which was thrown on the plaintiff as 
the result of the negligent operation of a 
hoisting apparatus by another workman, 
the rules regarding the use of which were 
not strictly enforced by the employer. A 
chain of negligent acts resulting m an in
jury to an employee is sufficient to predi
cate a liability under the Ontario Workmen's 
Compensation Act. [Thompson v. Ontario 
Hewer I’ipe Co., 40 Can. 8.C.R. 396, dis
tinguished.]

Dunlop v. Canada Foundry Co., 12 D.L.R. 
791, 28 O.L.R. 140, affirming 2 D.L.R. 887, 4 
O.W.N. 791.
Workmen’s Compensation Act (Alta.), s.

3.
Braithaity v. Mackenzie. Mann A Co., 19 

D.L.R. 869.
The original contractor for the construc

tion of a building, sued by one of the work
men for personal injury resulting from an 
accident in the course of employment, who 
pleads that before the date of the accident 
in question he had assigned his interest in 
the contract to a third party, (without al
leging that the plaintiff had been informed 
of such assignment, by formal notice or 
otherwise), and who merely produces a copy 
of such assignment at the close of the trial, 
will not be held responsible for the amount 
claimed as damages in the action, but will 
be held liable for costs of the action where 
it appears that the assignee of the contract 
in the meantime made a settlement with 
the plaintiff as to the amount of damages.

Leherre v. Beauchamp, 18 Rev. de Jur. 
380.
Liability or master—Failure of fellow- 

servant to perform statutory duty 
of master—Contributory negligence.

Linu/.uk v. Canadian Northern Coal A Ore 
Dock Co., 5 O.W.N. 642.
(g IT A—35) — Negligence — Master's 

duty—Common law ij ability.
An employer who provides a safe place 

for his servants to work, and equips it with 
modern tools and appliances, employs a 
competent foreman, an' promulgates rules 
for the safety of his employees, is not liable 
at common law for an injury to a servant 
due to the violation of such rules by a fel
low-servant.

Dunlop v. Canada Foundrv Co.. 12 D.L.R. 
791. 28 O.L.R. 140, affirming 2 D.L.R. 887, 
4 O.W.N. 791.
“Inexcusable fault.”

An employer is guilty of “inexcusable 
fault” in causing an inexperienced work
man to work at a round saw unprotected by 
any guard, contrary to the factory law 
regulations, with the help of a mere lad 
also inexperienced, especially when the in
experience of these employees has l>een re-
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ported to him by his foreman. "1'liroe ele
ments go to make “inexcusable fault:” (a) 
the will to do or not to do, (b) knowledge ; 
of the danger which may result from the i 
act or omission, (<t) the absence of any | 
justifying or explanatory omise.

Poirier v. LeClraiid. V ÎJ.L.R. 209. 22 Que. 
K.R. 193, IP Rev. Leg. 206.
Nature ami extent — Master's duty.

The Workmen's Com pen sut ion Act (Que.) 
presupposes the existence of a legal contract 
for the hire of services between employer 
and workman.

Boutin x. Corona Rubber Co., 4 D.L.K. 
«40. 41 Que. S.C. 619.
Health and sanitation — Negligence— 

Proximate cause.
If the negligence of a master causes a 

decrease in the disease-resisting power of a 
servant, the master is only liable for dam
age caused to the servant by an ailment 
xvhen the negligence is shewn to be the prox
imate cause thereof.

Reed v. Ellis, 32 D.L.R. .‘>92. 38 O.L.R. 
123.
Injury to seaman—Negligence—Too and

Steves"v. Kinnie. .13 D.L.R. 776, 24 B.C.R. 
1*9, | 1017 | 1 W W W. IS60.
Workmen hiked in Quebec to be employed 

in Quebec and Ontario—Accident in 
Ontario—Laxv applicable.

Common law liability, in cases involving 
delict or quasi-delict, is governed by the 
lex loci régit actum. Hence workmen hired 
in Quebec to be employed in Quebec and 
Ontario, who are injured by the positive 
act or by the fault of their employers in the 
latter province, have no remedy except mi
ller the provisions of its laws. When the 
evidence shews that the foreign law dors 
not admit of the remedy relied upon by the 
plaintiff, and upon which a verdict has 
been given in his favour by the jury, lie 
must lie nonsuited, non «distante veredicto, 
a new trial being ineffective.

G.T.R. Co. v. Marlenu. 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 
284, reversing in part 38 Que. S.C. 394, 12 
Can. Ry. Cas. 149.
Direction to other work disregarded.

When a workman is appointed to a par
ticular task his employer's order not to 
work at it during a specified time, but to 
proceed to another, is not an absolute order 
not to continue, and his noncomplianee does 
not deprive him of his remedy, nor consti
tute an inexcusable fault which can he set 
up against him. in case of accident. Thus, 
when the workman at a sawing machine xvas 
told bv his employer to leave it and xxork 
on a planing machine for an afternoon, and 
he continues the work lie was at and is in
jured. lie has a right of action.

Ledoux v. Lucas. 43 Que. S.C. 427. 
Accidents while at work—Fall—Natur

al sickness—Applicability ok the 
LAW—S. REE. [1909], ART. 731.

The plaintiff, xvidoxv of a laborer who
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during his xxork, fell, suddenly collapsed 
and died almost immediately, ha» no re
course against his employer in virtue of 
tin- 1»xv of accidents while at xvork, if it 
is proved that the workman was already 
suffering from an enlargement of the heart 
and that tlu* «-ause of his death was a 
cerebral hemorrhage.

Vandrin \. Canada Box Board Co., 25 
Rev. Ix‘g. 242.
Negligence— Workman—Care ok tools. 

The rule imposed on the workmen by tbe

Earson erecting a building that they shall 
cep their tools in a pla«ie reserved for thaï 

purpose while the work.is going on, dois 
not constitute a contract of deposit which 
renders him liable for the loss of tools kept

Hebert v. Harbour Commissioners of Mon 
treal, 42 Que. S.C. 439.
Joint bemponhibility—Master and serv

ant—Joint exploitation oe railways 
—Warranty—C.C.. art. 1064.

A master is responsible for the wrong
ful act of his servant, committed in the per 
for ma nee of the work for which he is 
employed. A man may lie the servant of 
two masters; and if. in such case, he ren
ders himself liable in damages, the power 
of control is the element xvhicli decides the 
responsibility. Mis fault may involve both 
masters in liability. The master, in whose 
general service a man is, is not responsible 
for the flirtions act of such employee, if 
the control of the master has been, for the 
time being, superseded by the control of 
another master into whose temporary serv
ice ho ha» passed by being lent (even grat
uitously). In such a ease, it is the last 
employer who is responsible. Though a 
defendant in waranty did not contest the 
demand in xvarranty, the court should ad
judge upon it, if it appears that in law 
such warranty liability doe» not exist.

Central Vermont Ry. v. Bain, 28 Que. K. 
B. 45.
Death ok servant—Negligence—Evidence 

—Findings ok jury—Motion eor non-

Christie v. London Electric Co., 7 O.W.N. 
703.

Death ok servant—Negligence—Findings 
ok jury — Appeal—Evidence—Non
suit— Building Trades Protection 
Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 228, s. fl.

Stump!" v. Pulleyblank, 8 O.W.N. 1. 
Injury to servant — Negligence—Find

ings of jury — Defective system— 
Absence of evidence to support 
Suggested ground ok action—Negli 
gent order ok foreman—Workmen's 
Compensation for Injuries Act, s. 3 
(c). s. 14—Refusal or new Trial- 
Dismissal ok action.

Caldarelli v. O'Brien, 9 O.W.N. 102.
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(§ II \ 36)—Liability of employe*

WHEN Cl I LTV OF “INEXCUSABLE FAULT” 
rAKTU IPATIUN BY EMPLOYER, 

u rule the “inexcusable fault” of the 
réemployée is a* regards the employee an 
.xvti-abie fault, except where the employer 
ha« participated therein (e. g., hv engaging 
an employee of immature years to do dan- 
j,,.rnus work), but the inexcusable fault of 
a foreman is the inexcusable fault of the
' “iWier v. UGrand, 0 D.L.R. 260, 22 Que. 
K.H. 103, 10 Rev. Is»g. 260.
(§ II A—38)—Unlawful employment of

From the fact that art. 3833 R.S.Q. 1000. 
forbids the proprietor of an industrial 
establishment classed as dangerous to em
ploy workmen under 10 year» of age. and 
ihe fact that this provision is one of pub
lic order, the result does not follow that 
when a minor of 1.» is so employed the con
tract for hire of his services, deemed to l>e 
based on such engagement, is tainted with 
nullity of public order so as to deprive the 
minor of his remedy under The Workmen’s 
Compensation Act for injury by an accident 
occasioned by and in the course of his 
employment. Therefore the employer will 
not In* allowed to set up such nullity to a 
■ laim for indemnity by the tutrix of the 
minor workman, victim of an accident un
der the aliove conditions.

Mitchell y. Fender son. A3 Q„<., g.C. 616.
11 A—401 — Freezing as “accident” 
within Workmen’s Compensation
Act.

The freezing of a servant’s limb as the 
result of his exposure for ten hours to in
tense cold in the discharge of his duties, eon- 
•titilles an “accident” within the meaning 
of the Quebec Workmen’s Compensation Act, 
R.S.Q. 1909, arts. 7321 et seq. The fart 
that other workmen employed with the 
plaintiff on an intensely cold day in the 
discharge of their duties did not suffer from 
frost hites, will not relieve an employer 
from liability to the plaintiff for an injury 
caused by freezing on the assumption that 
1 lie injury was not an accident hut was 
due to the plaintiff’s poor health, which 
rendered him more susceptible than other 
persons to the cold.

Canada Cement Co. v. Pazuk, 12 D.L.R. 
303, 22 Que. K.B. 432. 
f§ II A—42) —Negligence — Injury on 

pi bi.ic work—“Public Works Health 
Act” Regulations by or dm in coin- 
« 11.—Failure to provide surgical aid.

n.T.P.R. Co. V. White, 43 Can. S.C.R. 
«27. reversing 2 A.L.R. 522.
A HOI NT l-AID BT EMPLOYER CONVEYING IN- 

41 RED SERVANT TO MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
- Expenditure considered by jury.

Brook» v. Fakkema, 16 B.C.R. 351.

(| II A—43)—Faili ue to give notice ok 
injury — Conduct of employer —

The failure of an employee to give no
tice of an injury as required by s. 9 of the 
Workmen's Compensât ion Ai., R.S.O. 1897, 
e. 160, will not avail an employer who was 
not prejudiced by the want of notice, and 
who, with full knowledge of the injury, by 
hi* conduct and representations led the 
employee to neglect to give such notice. 
[Armstrong v. Canada Atlantic R. Co., 4 
O.L.R. 560: O’Connor v. Hamilton, 10 O.L. 
R. 529, followed.]

flower v. fllen Woollen Mills, 12 D.L.R. 
394, 28 O.L.R. 193, affirming 9 D.L.R. 244. 
28 O.L.R. 193, 23 O.W.R. 553.
Workmen’s Compensation Act—Notice of 

injury—Failure to oiVF-rExcusE.
An employee's ignorance of the fact that 

he was entitled to compensation for inju
ries is not a mistake that will excuse his 
failure to give notice thereof in the manner 
n*quired by a. 4 of c. 12, of the Alta. Work
men's Compensation Act. 1908. [Roles v. 
Pas. all, [1911] 1 K.B. 982, followed.] The 
failure of an employee to give notice of an 
injury within the time prescribed by s. 4 
is not fatal unless the omission is preju
dicial to the employer.

Kruno v. International Coal & Coke Co., 
12 D UR. 745. 6 A.L.R. 269. 24 W.L.R. 729. 
4 W.W.R. 888.
Statute requiring notice or false or in-

Wliere a workman, a foreigner, under 
the impression that he was in the employ 
of a lirm which was the owner of several 
timber berths in the vicinity in which he 
was working, and which also owned and 
operated a saw-mill and conducted extensive 
logging operations in the same district, gave 
the firm the requisite statutory notice pur 
suant to the Workmen’s Compensation for 
Injuries Act. R.S.O. 1897, c. 160, ss. 9, 13. 
of the injuries received by him, within the 
time limited by the Act. bis action was 
maintained 11 gainst hie actual employer, a 
limited liability company operating one of 
the berths owned by the tirui, notwithstand
ing the want of strict statutory notice to the 
company, where it appeared that the fore
man in charge of the latter's works, in which 
the plaintiff was injured, knew of the ac
cident and all the circumstance* -unrounding 
it and the evidence shewed that the company 
was in no way prejudiced by such failure 
to give the formal notice, and where the 
company had not pleaded want of notice as 
a defence but had subM-quently, pursuant 
to s. 14 of the Act, served notice of intention 
to set it up at the trial.

Quint v. Serpent River Logging Co., 7 D. 
L.R. 463, 4 O.W.N. 159.
Workmen’s Compensation Act — Notice 

of injury — Death of sesvant — 
Right or “dependents" undix notice 
given by servant.

A notice of injury given by a workman
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in sufficient to out iLie those dependent upon 
him after hie death to the benefits of the 
Workmen's Compensation Act, R.S.B.C. 
1011, c. 244, without any other or further

Moffat t v. Crow’s Nest Vasa Coal Co., 12 
D.kR. (143. 18 B.C.R. 303, 26 W.kR. 126. 
4 W.W.R. 124». affirming 12 D.L.R. 042, 4 
W.W.R. 747.
Notice or inquiry — Workmen’s com pen

Michel!i v. Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Co., 
Ltd.. 7 U.L.R. 904, 3 W.W.R. 63.
Railway — Injury to employee — Notice 

— NtXil.iGK.xo: — Damages.
McDonald v. G.T.R. Co.. 40 D.L.R. 749. 

[Affirmed in 44 D.L.R. 189. 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 
361. 67 Can. S.C.R. 26*.]
(§ II A—4(fi- Methods ok work — De 

FECTIVE SYSTEM — COMMON LAW MA-

Where the employee sustains injury which 
he could not have avoided by the exercise 
of reasonable care by reason of the defec
tive system of work operated by the employ
er, the latter is liable both ai common law 
and under the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
(Out.!.

Sturgeon v. Canada Iron Corp., 12 D.L.R. 
600, 4 O.W.N. 1386, 24 O.W.R. 684. 
.Methods ok work — Starting dangerous 

MACHINERY — Signals — Duty to

'Hie failure of an employer to adopt a 
proper system of signals for setting danger
ous machinery in motion will render him 
liable for the death of a servant by the 
starting of machinery, as the result of im
proper signalling, while he was in a place 
of danger. [Choate v. Ontario Rolling Mills 
Co., 27 A.R. (Ont.) 155; Ainslie Mining & 
It. Co. v. McDougall, 42 Can. S.C.R. 420, 
426; Fralirk v. G.T.R. Co., 43 Can. S.C.R. 
494, 519, followed.1

Darke v. Canadian General Electric Co., 
12 D.L.R. 705, 28 O.L.R. 240, affirming 4 
D.L.R. 239, 21 O.W.R. 583.
Railway employees — Rules and regula

tions — Method ok adoption.
A railway company is not required to have 

every rule for the guidance of its staff print
ed or reduced to writing; if its employees 
are aware of the existence and terms of any 
rule tliev are hound by it.

C.P.R.* Co. v. Frechette. 22 D.L.R. 350. 
24 Que. K B. 459. [19151 A C. 871. 18 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 251, reversing 23 Que. K.B. 203. 
Duty to adopt proper rules — Common

LAW' LIABILITY — "DEFECTIVE SYSTEM"
— Its tests.

In the erection of a concrete construction 
where the forms or skeleton walls have con
tinually to be heightened as the work pro
gresses and a gangway of hoards and scant
ling is laid across the skeleton walls to 
permit the concrete to be wheeled to the 
forms and dumped, the work so performed is 
not part of a • system,’' hut is something

that of necessity must lie left to the cure of 
a foreman and workmen, and the master's 
common law liability is satisfied on supply
ing the necessary materials, resources, and 
competent workmen to do it. [Wilson v. 
Merry, kR. 1 H.L. Sc. 320, applied; Waugh- 
Milhurn Construction Co. v. Slater, 15 D L 
R. 484. 16 D.L.R. 225, 48 Van. S.C.R. 60»j 
distinguished.!

Li set v. B.C. Lumlier Co., 17 D.kR. 44» 
19 B.C.R. 480, 27 W.L.R. 859, 6 W.W.R* 
H17.
Master’s liability — Proper places to 

work — Proper system — Materials 
—Common-law liability—Notice.

The master’s primary duty to the em
ployee is to provide in the first instance 
lit and proper places for the workmen to 
work in. and a lit and proper system and 
suitable materials under and with which to 
work, but lie is not bound to see that the 
place is safe from day to day or from hour 
to hour ; so if changes have to be made 
incidental to the work and to the place the 
employee is called upon to work in, and if 
these are made under the direction of per
sons competent to carry forward the work 
and under a system and with resources 
which would enable them to carry it out 
with due regard to the safety of themselves 
and their fellow-servants, the master is not 
at common law liable for the failure of such 
persons to exercise due care, skill and dili
gence in its prosecution unless the negligent 
performance amounts to a breach of a statu
tory duty imposed on the master or unless 
he had after actual or implied notice of the 
mistakes of the persons so entrusted failed 
to correct the same. [Ainslee v. MeDougal, 
42 Can. S.C.R. 420. applied; Fakkeina v. 
Brooks, 44 Can. S.C.R. 413, distinguished ]

Hall v. C.P.R. Co., 20 D.L.R. 666. 20 R. 
C.R. 293. 18 Can. Rv. Cas. 163, 29 W.LR. 
409, 7 W.W.R. 39.
Defective system — Finding of fact by 

Trial Judge — Appeal.
Kostenko v. O’Brien, 10 D.L.R. 876, 6 

O.W.N. 99.
Injury to servant — Dangerous work — 

Defective system — Liability at com
MON LAW.

Christiansen v. Vancouver Power Co., 19 
W.L.R. 619
Defective system - Findings of jDry-

Liability UNDER COMMON LAW AND 
STATUTE.

Holdaway v. Perrin. 19 O.W.R. 949. 2 
O.W.N. 1346.
(§ II A—47) — Effect of violation of

In order to entitle the plaintiff to re
cover from a railway company for negli
gently causing the death of a locomotive 
11 reman as the result of a defective sys
tem of operating a snow-plough, which wa* 
being propelled by the locomotive at the 
time of the accident, by placing a signal
man on the plough who had not passed
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ttv: ueceasary eye and ear test, and an ex
amination as to train rul"3, it must appear 
that such negligence was the proximate
cause of his death.

lunes v. C.P.R. Co., 6 D.L.Fi. 332, 3 0. 
VV \ 140-1, 22 O.VV.lt. 430. [Reversed on 
au -tie r point 13 D.L.R. 900, 30O.L.R.331.J

3 11 A—43;—Dynamite — Explosion — 
CAUSE QT ACCIDENT — EVIDKNCB—PRE
SUMPTION.

If an accident happens to a workman oc
cupied in tilling a mine, by the premature 
explosion of dynamite, and the cause of the 
accident cannot lie discovered, there is a pre
sumption of fault against the employer, 
,,*ner of the dynamite and tools employed 
liv the workman. Such presumption can be 
combated if the employer discovers a cause 
f->r the accident not chargeable to his own 
fault, and which would have been able to 
. nise the explosion. In such case it is in
cumbent on the workman to prove the real 
<-juse. and to connect it with an act of negli
gence of the employer.

Angelo v. Brennan, 53 Que. 8.C. 262. 
Thawing out dynamite — Explosion» — 

Failure of master to instruct em
ployee TO FOLLOW DIRECTIONS.

Strati v. Toronto Construction Co., 19 
O.W.R. 33, 2 O.W.N. 10tl7.
(6 11 A—49)—COVBSE OF EMPLOYMENT.

Where a delivery man in the employ of 
the détendants finding two fellow-emplo.vees 
in the office at a time when he wished to 
make extra deliveries of his employers’ 
goods, requested one of them to accompany 
him for the purpose of assisting him, and 
upon neither being willing, obtained per
mission from one of the defendants to take 
one of the men. which he did, and on the 
nest day. the delivery man, for the same 
purpose, took the other employee who was 
in the office the day before, though not by 
any special order of any one of the defend
ants. and after the deliveries were made, the 
horse they were using ran away and the 
employee so assisting the delivery man was 
injured, the injury will be held to have oc- 
- urred in the “course of his employment.”

Veitch v. Linkert, 3 D.L.R. 39, 3 O.W.N. 
874.
Course ok employment.

Where a railway employee is injured while 
removing personal belongings from the de
fendants’ car with the permission of the dé
tendant company, the accident is one arising 
out of and in the course of his employment 
for which he is entitled to comoensation un
der the provisions of the Saskatchewan 
Workmen’s Compensation Act, even though 
■in action brought by him at common law 
for damages had Wen dismissed on the 
ground that at the time of the accident he 
was on business of his own and was a mere 
''rensee, if the accident occurred during the 
time he was in defendants’ employment.

Gonyea v. CW'.K. Co., 14 D.L.R. 686, 6 
S L R 324, 16 Can. Ry. Cas. 33, 26 W.L.R.

57, 5 VV.W.R. 607, affirming 9 D.LR. 812, 
6 S.I..R. 55, 23 W.L.R. 721. 4 W.WJL 76.

A workman is not entitled to the benefit 
of the Workmen's Compensation Act (B.C. ) 
for injuries received while in a place in his 
master's factory where his duty did not call 
him, and where he went to procure some 
thing for his own convenience and not in 
his employer's interest.

Scalzo v. Columbia Macaroni Factory, 4 
D.L.R. 866, 17 B.C.R. 201. 21 W.L.R. 223, 
2 W.W.R. 259.

Evidence that a workman went to his 
work in his usual good health and after 
wards came from Ins place of employment 
with a hernia and the nature of his work 
was such as was specially likely to lie the 
cause of hernia, is sufficient to establish 
that the hernia arose “out of and in the 
course of" his employment within s. 4 of the 
Manitoba Workmen’s Compensation Act, 
1910.

Re Eddies and School District of Winni
peg. 2 D.L.R. 690. 22 Man. L.R. 240, 21 W 
Lit. 214, 2 W.W.R. 265.

One is not disentitled to the compensa
tion under the provisions of the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act (Alta.), merely by reason 
of the fact that he contracted to do the work 
at which he was employed at a lump sum 
and not upon a time basis.

C'argeine v. Alberta Coal 4 Mining Co., 
6 D.LR. 231. 5 A.Lit. 173, 22 W.L.R. 68. 
2 W.W.R. 1058.
Course of employment.

Where one who lias left the employ of 
a railroad company is killed while on his 
way to the office of the company to get his 
pay on the day following such abandonment 
of his employment, no compensation for his 
death can he claimed under the Alberta 
Workmen's Compensation Act, 1908, since 
the accident in question did not arise out of 
or happen in the course of his employment 
within the meaning of s. 3. A claim for 
compensation for the death of an alleged em
ployee cannot be made unless it appears that 
the accident, in question not only arose out 
of the employment hut also happened in the 
course thereof, as it is impossible to construe 
disjunctively the word “and” in the second 
line of s. 3 of the Act.

La et ak» v. G.T.P.R. Co., 11 D.LR. 376. 6 
A.L.R. 59. 24 W.L.R. 137, 4 W.W.R. 666.

Where a brakeman is killed while switch
ing cars on the “flying shunt” process, the 
accident may be found to have arisen “out of 
and in the course of the employment.” al
though. when such accident occurred, the 
brakeman was on the ground (contrary to 
the rules of his employment) instead of on 
the engine-tender step while doing such 
work. [Harding v. Brvnddu Colliery Co., 
[1611] 2 K.B. 747, at 760, 753. applied ] 
An accident arises “out of” the workmen's 
employment, where such accident is shewn to 
have been due to and resulted from a risk 
reasonably inrident to the employment. In 
construing the term “out of and in the
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course of the employment” in t lie Work- i 
men’s Compensation Act (bask.) 1910- | 
1911, c. 9, b. 4, t ho words “nut of” point 
to the origin or cause of the accident, and 
the words “in the course of” apply to the j 
time, place and circumstances, f Fitzgerald I 
v. (.'lark, [190SJ 2 K.B. 790, applied. |

Kennedy v. G.T.P.R. Co., 15 D.L.R. 172, | 
0 8.L.R. 286, 2« W.L.R. V20, 5 W.W.R. 
783, 747.
Course or employment — “Out of and

IN TUB COURSE OF” — SHOVELLING
clay—Replacing derailed car.

Where the plaintiff was employed by the 
defendant (a brick and supply company) 
for the ordinary work of a labourer, a per- 
-'Oiia 1 injury sustained while assisting a 
lei low-workman, at the latter’s request, to 
put back on the track one of the ears used 
for carrying the clay from the pit to the 
plant, which had become derailed, is prop
erly held to have arisen “out of and in the 
course of" his employment, where the re
placing the car was such work as the plain
tiff ami the others of his class in the de
fendant’s employ might reasonably have 
been called upon to do.

Ferguson v. Brick & Supplies, 16 D.L.R. 
67. 7 A.L.R. 337, 27 W.L.R. 70, 5 W.W.R. 
1227.
“Course of employment" — Workmen’s 

Compensation Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 
244 — Employee working on a pile 
driver — Presumption that hr fei.i. 
OVERBOARD,

Alexander v. Todd, 7 D.L.R. 877, 1 W. 
W.R. 720.
Course of employment — Workmen’s 

Compensation Act.
An establishment run for the purpose of 

profit, where machines are operated by oth
er means than by man power, or animal 
power is subject to the Workmen’s Com
pensation Act (Que.) and, consequently, an 
employee in a laundry onerated by electric
ity and run by a public not el, is entitled to 
the benefit of the Act. When, in an indus
trial establishment, a workman is, after 
ordinary working hours, repairing a ma
chine, and the foreman, living on the prem
ises and believing the repairs completed, 
tries to operate the machine and is hurt, 
such an accident happens by reason of and 
in the course of his employment.

Caron v. W indsor Hotel Co., 46 Que. S.C. 
529.
(§ II A—50)—Liability of master — 

Duty to warn and instruct.
In an action by a workman for personal 

injury, due to an accident resulting from 
the negligence of the defendant employer's 
foreman in giving an order to the workman 
without warning him against the danger 
which was the effective cause of the acci
dent and which was known or should have 
been known to the foreman, the defendant 
is liable under the Employers’ Liability 
Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 74, although it may

appear that the workman’s ordinary rail
ing. in which he had been hired,‘prima 
facie imported a right on defendant’s behalf 
to assume that the workman knew hie 
business and would not place himself in 
danger.

Johansen v. Anderson, 17 D.L.R. 514, 27 
W.L.R. 884.
Duty to warn or instruct — Explosion 

of blast — Failure to hear wab.x-

The fact that an employee was injured 
as the result of hia failure to hear a warn
ing of a fellow-servant, that a blast was 
about to be exploded, will not impose any 
liability on an employer where the method 
of warning was that employed by others 
engaged in similar work.

Reek v. Guthrie, 14 D.L.R. 524, 18 B.C. 
R. 482, 26 W.L.R. 11, 5 W.W.R. 531. 
Negligence oe third party — Joint lia

bility—Electricity .
An electric company, as employer, and a 

municipal corporation operating* a hydiv 
electric system, may both be held liable for 
the death of a lineman electrocuted while 
at work, where the negligence of each was 
a real cause of the accident.

Toronto v. Lambert. 33 D.L.R. 476, 54 
Van. S.C.It. 200, affirming 29 D.L.R. 56. 36 
O.L.R. 269.
Injury at work — Duty to warn or in-

The fact that the employee is set at dan
gerous work at night lor the first time, 
places upon the employer the duty of tak
ing special care that the employee should 
receive all requisite instruction and warn
ing for his protection while working where 
there is no light.

Sturgeon v. Canada Iron Corp., 12 D.L 
R. 500, 4 O.W.N. 1386, 24 O.W.R. 684. 
Duty to warn or instruct.

Where instructions end warning are nec
essary to enable employees, in circum
stances involving danger, to appreciate and 
protect themselves against the perils inci
dent to the work in which they are engaged, 
it is the duty of the employer to take rea
sonable care to see that such instructions 
and warnings arc given. The employer may 
delegate that duty tv competent persons; 
but. where compensation is sought for in
juries sustained by an employee owing to 
neglect to give such instruction and warn
ing, the onus rests upon the employer to 
shew that the duty was delegated to a per
son qualified to discharge it, or that other 
adequate provision was made to ensure pro
tection against unnecessary risk to the em
ployees. The failure of the employer to 
take reasonable cure in the appointment of 
a properly qualified superintendent, to 
whom the duty of selecting persons to be 
employed is intrusted, amounts to negli
gence involving liability fur damages sus
tained iu consequence of the acts of in
competent servants. (Young v. Hoffman 
Manufacturing Co., [1907] 2 K.B. 646, ap-
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plied.] In ease, a» the risk incident 
to the employment of an incompetent fore
man was nul one of those which are as
sumed hy an employee, the plaint HT was 
entitled to recover damages at common law. 

C.X.Il. Co. v. Andcr.-on, 4.'» Can. 8.C.R. 
JO W.L.R. 41ti.

I.XSlKI (.110X8, WARNINGS AND ORDERS TO 
WORKMEN AGAINST DANGERS.

Canadian Rubber Co. v. Knruvokiris, 44 
(Jan. S.C.R. 303. reversing 30 Que. S.C.

KMPLOYKR AND F.MPI.OYEK—IMPROPER MKTH- 
0D8 OE WORKING.

Drolet v. Denis, 20 Que. K.B. 378.
(§ II A—53) —Elevator -Common fault.

A contractor, who uses an electric eleva
tor to carry material from one storey to 
another in a building under construction, 
should install it in such a manner that it 
could lie said that he had taken the neces
sary precautions to protect his workmen. 
It is his duty to install an indicator within 
the elevator shewing the operator to what 
storey the ascent is required, to enable him 
to stop it there and prevent a possible ac
cident to one who wishes to use the elevator. 
On the other hand, the workman employed 
on the building is guilty of negligence if, 
when wishing to take the elevator, lie leans 
over into the pit of the elevator without 
having given the signal to stop. In such 
case there is common fault.

Nor crois Co. v. (initier, 2» Que. K.B. 387. 
Mflirmed 41 D.L.R. 087. 50 ( iui. S.C.K. 
415.1
(§11 A—54)—AS TO WARNING OF SPEED 

OK MACHINE.
Where a child or young person of com

parative inexperience has been employed 
in working a machine operating at a fixed 
sp-ed and is transferred to a similar ma 
chine operating yt a different speed, it is 
tie- duty of the employer to warn sueli 
employee of the difference in the machines, 
and in default he will he liable for per
sonal injuries sustained by the employee 
wlni, in ignorance of the difference in sjieed, 
applied to the operation of the second ma
chine, the movements applicable to the 
first and was injured in eon sequence.

1‘ickard v. Deutcher-Cunudier Co., 8 D. 
U: 888. 5 A.L.R. 395, 22 W.L.R. 817. 3 
W.W.R, 579.
(§11 A—56)—Duty to warn — Work

men AT TRAMWAY CROSSING --- AP
PROACHING cars — “Defective sys-

I lie work of laying planks at a tramway 
crossing may properlv he fourni to have 
'“ ■■il done under a “defective system” when 
thp foreman, whose duty it was to watch 
and warn the men of approaching cars 
passing at high speed at about 15 minute 
intervals, was also required to do manual 
w«»rk along with the men in his charge, 
thus distracting his attention from the

watching which was necessary for their 
protection.

Ellis v. B.C. Electric ti. Co., 20 D.L.R. 
82, 20 B.C.K. 43.
(8 II A—58)—Infants, negligence to-

It is negligence fur a master to direct a 
minor servant, who was not employed for 
such position, to work temporarily at a 
dangerous machine, without warning or in
structing him as to the danger, sit Undent to 
render the master liable for an injury sus 
taitied hy the servant, where, in attempting 
to unelog such machine, his hand was 
caught by spikes in a cylinder thereof, 
which lie hud never seen. [Smith v. Royal 
Canadian Yacht Club, 3 U.W.N. 18, dis
tinguished.)

Stokes v. Griffin Curled Hair Co., 4 D. 
L.K. 844, 3 O.NY.N. 1114. 22 O.W.R. 474.

Where a minor under fourteen years of 
age is illegally employed in an industrial 
establishment contrary to the provisions of 
the Quebec Industrial Establishments Act, 
there is no legal contract for the hire of 
his services, ami if the minor suffers per
sonal injuries, his remedy lies in an action 
for damages at common law (s. 1053 Cr. 
Code) and not in an action under the Work
men's ( oinpensation Act.

Boutin v. Corona Rubber Co., 4 D.L.R. 
640, 41 Que. S.C. 519.
Negligence — Condition of premises — 

Dangerous work —Infant—Absence 
of warning — Contributory negli
gence—Findings of jury.

Crock ford v., G.T.K. Co., 1 D.L.R. 023, 3 
O.W.N. 847.
(8 11 A—00)—Duty of master—Safety 

as to place and appliances—Broken 
caui.k—Negligence.

The inference may be drawn from the 
happening of the accident by the breaking 
of a cable at defendant’s works, in the ab 
sence of explanation by the defendant, that 
it arose from want of care on the part of 
defendant or his servants, but not neces
sarily want of care for which the master 
is responsible to his workman; the master s 
duty is to take reasonable care and to make 
reasonable effort to provide a safe place 
and safe machinery in which and with 
which the servant is to work, but not to 
guarantee that the place and machinery 
shall lie absolutely safe. [Scott v. London 
and St. Katharine Docks Co., 3 H. 4, C. 690, 
applied; Haywood v. Hamilton Bridge 
VVorks Co., 7 O.W.X. 231. distinguished.]

Kolari v. Mornl Nickel Co., 20 D.L.R. 
412, 32 O.L.R. 470.
Liability of master to servant—Injury

TO APPRENTICE—DEFECTIVE TOOL SUP
PLIED BY FELLOW-SERVANT—CUSTOM.

The fact that it is customary for journey
men plumbers to furnish their own tools 
will not absolve nn employer from liability 
for an injury sustained by a 16 year old 
apprentice as the result of using a defective 
tool provided by a journeyman plumber in
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the service of the employer, with whom the 
apprentice wuh required to work; since it 
was the duty of the employer to see that 
suitable appliances and tools were fur
nished for the use of his apprentice. [Joftes 
v. Burford, 1 T.L.R. 187, distinguished.]

Hooper v. Bcairsto I'lumhing Co., 15 D. 
L.R. 021, 23 Man. L.R. 712. 20 W.L.R. 304, 
5 W.W.R. 772.
Liahiijty of master to servant—Safety

as nr peace—Accident due to hxow-

Aii employer is not relieved from liability 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 
R.S.H.C. 1011, c. 244, for the death of a 
mining employee as the result of the build
ing or shelter in which he was required to 
work being struck hy a snow-slide, by rea
son of the fact that the slide1 was occasioned 
by abnormal conditions, where the shelter 
was located at a place where slides should 
have lieen anticipated. [Warner v. Couch- 
mnn. Kl L.J.K.B. 45, distinguished.]

Culsliaw v. Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Co., 
10 D.L.R. 566, 10 B.C.R. 13. _»ll W L.R. 610.
5 W.W.R. 1092, affirming 14 D.L.R. 25, 10 
B.C.R. 13. 4 W.W.R. 1337.
Safety ah to place—Defective tbacks

liNUI IN CONSTRICTION WORK.
A brick-making company operating tracks 

on its premises for its undertakings is 
liable for damages in a personal injury 
accident to a licensee upon the promises 
resulting from nonrepair of the tracks par
ticularly where it had knowledge of the 
lack of repair, although such licensee was 
in the direct employment of a third party 
iloing construction work on'the premises in 
the course of which work the track in ques
tion had to be used, it apjiearing that such 
third party with whom the plaintiff was 
employed had not assumed any responsibil
ity as to the maintenance of the track.

Smith v. Alberta Clay Products Co.. 17 
D.L.R. 214. 7 A.L.R. 358. 28 W.L.R. 740.
6 W.W.R. 788, affirming 14 D.L.R. 296. 5 
W.W.R. 405.
Safety of appliances—Ckm ral use, ma

TKBIAL1TY OF.
Upon a question of safety of appliances 

for workmen and the employer's duty in 
respect thereof, the general use of such 
appliances, by employers in the class of 
work involved, is not the determining test, 
f Ship Building Works v. Nut tall. 119 Pa. 
149. disapproved. |

Muirhvad v. Intercolonial Coal Mining 
Co., 16 D.L.R. 450, 48 N.S.R. 72, 14 E.L.R. 
195.
Defective system—Negligence of flllow-

HFJtVANT.
Where injuries sustained by a workman 

in loading a vessel are primarily due to a 
defective system in vogue, the employers 
are liable in damages under Lord Camp- 
Mi's Act (C.S.N.B.. 1903. e. 79), even 
though the accident, was the result of the 
negligence of a fellow employee. [Wilson 
v. Merry, L.R. 1 ILL. (Sc.) 326, distin

guished; Ainslie Mining v. McDougall, 42 
Can. S.C.R. 420; Brooks v. Fakkema, 4-1 
Can. S.C.R. 412, followed.]

Boddington v. Donaldson Line, 31 D.LR. 
520, 44 XÜ.R. 290.
UHEAU1 OF b IAÏ1 TOBY Dl TT — DEFECT 1VL 

ELEVATOR HOOKS.
An employer’s failure to fulfil the statu

tory duty imposed upon him by s. 33 oi 
the Factories Act, K.b.Al. 1913, c. 7u, to 
protect an elevator with "good and sulL 
vient trap-doors,’’ will render him liable 
fur the death oi an infant employee, occa
sioned by a fall into an elevator shaft, as 
the result oi a delect in the doors whim 
caused them to spring open when the cm 
ployee struck them while playfully wrest
ling [David v. Britannic, [1909] 3 K.B. 
146; Jones v. C’.l’.K. Co., 13 D.L.R. 900, 30 
O.L.R. 331; lies v. Auercarn Welsh Flannel 
Co., 2 T.L.R. 547, applied.]

Owen v. baults. 26 D.L.R. 287. 26 Man. 
L.R. 362, 34 W.L.K. 647, 10 W.U ' 763. 
Risk of employment — Negligence of 

servant—Liablu ty .
W here an employer does not provide a 

window-cleaner at bis service, with any pro
tective appliance; and where the window- 
cleaner dues not ask fur any, they are both 
guilty of a common fault and must bear 
equally the damages suffered therefor by 
the employee.

.Johansen v. Windsor Hotel Co., 42 D.L 
R. 756, 24 Rev. Leg. 440, 24 Rev. de dur. 
424.
Safety- ah to appliances—Life in peril

Wher# a workman’s life is in peril and 
the superintendent of the works knows it. 
and has under his control a safety appli- 
ance which, if applied, will remove or ma
terially lesser ibe danger, and there is no 
sufficient re; , for not applying it, then 
if, in cons u-nce of the uoiiapplicatiou, 
the workm is killed, the death is caused 
by the n- .-cnee of the superintendent, for 
which mploying company is liable un
der ' uplover'e Liability Act, R.8.N.6. 
19(ii 17Uylaki V. Dawson, 6 O.W.K.
66b applied.]

Muirhead v. Intercolonial Coal Mining 
Co., 16 D.L.R. 450. 48 N.S.R. 72, 14 E.L.H 
195.
Scaffold.

A finding of the jury under subs. 3. of s. 
3. of the Employers' Liability Act. R.S.Bl. 
1911. c. 74, will* not be disturbed where tin- 
defendant employer, a contractor erecting 
fire escapes on the walls of buildings, 
through his foreman (who knew or ought 
to have known of the danger i required the 
plaintiff employee to do certain work on a 
scaffold platform used in erecting the fire 
escapes, without (a) warning the employee 
that according as he did the work so di
rected the platform would become unsafe, 
or (b) taking precautions to secure the 
platform.

McGraw v. Hall. 17 D.L.R. 186, 1» B.C. 
R. 441, 27 W.L.R. 871.
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I.NJURY TO WORKMAN RAISING BUILDING—

Safety of method and appliance—In
spection—Latent defects.

GuFkv v. Rosedale Coal A Clay Products
Co.. 36*D.LR. 391.
S r ever URAL workers—Safety as ro appli-

Structural steel contractors in the erec
tion of a building are properly found guilty 
„f npjrligence in not providing guys or cinch 
lines or both, for the safety of their work
men on the structure.

f’arklinrst v. Grant Smith, 22 D.L.R. 94.
UtAIH OF SERVANT OF SHIPPING COMPANY 

BY BREAKING OF CABLE IN MOVING SHIP 
—NEGLIGENCE OF FOREMEN OF EHIPPING 
COMPANY AND RAU.WAY COMPANY — 
IT N DINGS OF JURY—DEFECTIVE PLANT—
Lending of appliances and men by
RAILWAY COMPANY TO SHIPPING COM
PANY-GRATUITOUS BAILMENT—LIABIL
ITY OF BOTH COMPANIES—CONTRIBUTION 
INTER BE.

Mac'l'ague v. Inland Lines, 8 O.W.N. 183. 
Xeumoexcb—Employers’ liability — De- 

m-rivF. appliances — Warning and 
instruction—Injury to workmen. 

Drolet v. Denis, 48 Can. 8.C.R. 510. 
Negligence of third party—Injury of 

employee—Defix tivk system — Com
mon law liability—Workmen’s Com
pensation Act—Damages.

A company engaged in the construction 
of conveyor» or galleries to an elevator 
that it was building under contract, is li
able at common law for damages for an 
injury to an employee, the result of the 
failure of the company to adopt a proper 
and safe system of carrying on the work, 
even though the accident would not have 
happened but for the negligence of a third 
party, a stranger to the work that was 
being lurried on. and not connected with or 
under the control or supervision of the 
company.

Fulton v. Fegles-Bellows Engineering Co.,
M N H B. 24‘».
Damages—Accident — Negligence of em

ployer—$5.000 for husband’s death. 
Fratte v. Canadian Rolling Mills, 25 Rev. 

de Jur. 289.
Injury to servant—Negligence—Defec

tive ('OXDITÏON OF MACHINE—CAUSAT. 
CONNECTION WITH INJURY—ABSENCE OF 
UlNTKIItUTORY NEGLIGENCE — EVIDENCE
—Findings of jury—Judge’s chakgf. 

Token v. Elmira Felt Co., 11 O.W.N. 373. 
l.N.tl RV TO SERVANT—WORKMEN’S (’OMPF.X-

- vrioN for Injuries Act—Defect as 
to arrangement of works.

Port lance v. Milne, 4 O.W.N. 589. 23 
••AN R 716.
<11 A—62)—It is the duty of the employer 
to provide proper appliances for the em
ployees and to maintain them in a proper 
condition and so to carry on his operations 
as not to subject those employed by him to

unnecessary risk. [Smith r. Baker, [1801] 
A.C. 325, applied.]

Fairxveather v. Canadian Gen’l Electric 
Co., 10 D.L.R. 130, 28 O UR. 300, 24 O.W. 
R. 164.
Employer's duty respecting appliances.

If, through breach of an employer’s duty 
to use reasonable rare to provide proper 
appliances, to maintain them in proper con
dition. and so to carry on bis operations 
as not to subject his employees to unneces
sary risk, an employee Millers injury, the 
employer is prima facie liable.

Hooper v. Beairstu Plumbing Co., 11 1). 
L.R. 245, 24 W.L.K. 182, 4 W.W.R. 562. 
( Affirmed, 15 D.l*lt. 621, 23 Man. L.R. 712, 
M w LB. «H, • w w It. 772.
Negligence — Injury to workman by 

breaking of chain in moving steel 
plater — Absence of evidence of dk
FKTT OR WEAKNESS—ACTION BY WORK
MAN against master—Nonsuit.

Haywood v. Hamilton Bridge Works Co., 
: U V\ \ 231.
(II A—63)—An employer of workmen in 
the construction of a building is charged 
with the duty of making a reasonable in 
spection of the joists placed in the building 
on which and about which it is necessary 
for his servants to work, to ascertain their 
soundness and auitability for such purpose, 
and where an employee, in the absence of 
other means of egress, is compelled to walk 
across a joist placed in Hie building 25 feet 
above the ground in order to leave the 
building when work has ceased, the master, 
in the alisence of such inspection, is liable 
for p«*rsonal injuries to the servant result
ing from the breaking of the joist from a 
defect therein.

Lafvendal v. Northern Foundry Co., 2 D. 
L.R. 165. 22 Man. L.R. 207, 20 W.L.R. 714,
2 W.W.R. 40.
Hiring of services—Accident — Private 

international law — Lex loti con
tractes—Lex fori—C.C. art. 1053.

In the case of a workman suing, under 
the common law for damages by him suf
fered in consequence of an accident, the 
obligations and liability of his employer 
are to lie determined bv the law of the 
province of Ontario where the accident took 
place, notwithstanding the fait that the 
contract to hire the workman’s services 
took place in the province of Queliec. The 
law of the province of Quebec would apply, 
if the action was Formed under the Quebec 
Workmen's Compensation Act.

Fullum v. Foundation Co., 25 Rev. Leg. 
470.

The fact that a certain appliance might, 
have prevented the death of a servant will 
not render a master liable therefor where 
the jury found that, its use would have lieen 
impracticable, and that its absence did not 
amount to a defect.

Mercantile Trust Co. v. Canada Steel Co..
3 D.L.R. 518, 3 O.W.N. M0, 21 O.W.R. 80S.
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Safety as to place and appliances —

St AFFOLDINO.
Section 6 of the Building Trades Protec

tion Act, 1 Geo. Y. (Ont.i c. Tl (R.8.O. 
1914, c. 228), imposes an absolute dut\ on 
persons engaged in the erection, alteration, 
repair, improvement or demolition of a 
building, not to use scaffolding or other 
mechanical or temporary contrivances which 
are unsafe, unsuitable, or improper, or 
which are not ho constructed, protected, 
placed and operated as to afford reasonable 
safety from accident to persons employed 
or engaged upon the building. (Watkins 
v. Naval Colliery Co., [1912J A.C. 099, up-
1 ' Hunt v. W eld», 13 D.L.R. 235. 28 O.L.R. 
589.
Defective scaffolding—Breach of statu

tory duty—Building Trades Protec
tion Act—Findings of jury—Negli
gence OK FELLOW-SERVANT—DkTERM 
INATIOX OF LIABILITY BY APPELLATE
Court.

Benson v. Maher, 26 D.L.R. 752, 9 O.W. 
N. 363.
Defective foundation of dredge—Liabil-

Robertson v. Canadian Klondvke Mining 
Co.. 31 D.L.R. 676.

Where an accident has happened result
ing in injury, though the happening of the 
accident in itself may not he evidence of 
negligence, vet. when the plaint iff estab
lishes that the defendant owed to him a 
duty to take care, and also establishes that 
the injuries complained of resulted from a 
condition of things apparently incompatible 
with the performance of that duty, the 
maxim res ipsa loquitur applies, and the 
onus is east upon the defendant of account
ing for the accident, ami if he does not 
satisfactorily account therefor, the happen 
ing of the accident under such a condition 
of things is evidence from which negligence 
may he inferred.

Lindsay v. Davidson. 4 8.L.R. 416.
Sr \ FFOI.D.

Where a labourer, employed in the erec
tion of a building, was ordered to finish 
some rivets at an elevation of at least 50 
feet from the ground ami for which work 
no scaffolding directly under the riveting 
was provided, and was ordered to place a 
plank across 2 beams near the work to he 
done, and to use them for that purnose. and 
in so doing the plank slipped and he was 
thrown and injured, the master, hv reason 
of his failure to provide safe scaffolding, is 
liable for his injuries.

Dominion Bridge Co. v. .Todoin, 46 Can. 
R.C.R. 624. affirming 39 Que. S.C. 1U3. 
Dangerous condition of factory floor— 

Failure to shew that injury caused 
THEREBY'—Weight of evidence—Docu
mentary evidence.

Plant v. Consumers Box & Lumber Co., 
10 O.W.X. 243.

(§ II A—64)—Defective ladder.
A workman is not entitled to recover for 

injuries sustained through the fall of a 
ladder, caused by the rounding of the edge» 
at its end, where lie hail tailed to report the 
defects to the proper authorities, so that 
they might be remedied.

Green v. G.T.R. Co., 10 W.W.R. 439.
(§ II A—65)—Excavation work—Safety 

—Management — Negligence of fel
low servant.

An employer who appoints a competent 
superintendent over certain work, gives him 
requisite authority for the performance 
thereof and supplies him with all necessary 
material, is not liable at common law for 
injuries to a workman through the negli
gence of the superintendent in the discharge 
of his duties.

Western Canada Power Co. v. Bergklint, 
34 D.L.R. 467. 54 Can. 8.C.R. 285, [1917 ( 
1 W.W.R. 1262, reversing 24 D.L.R. 565, 
22 R.C.R. 241, 32 W.L.R. 884, 9 W.W.R. 
466. l See also 7 D.UL 786, 17 i.4 R. 443 
22 W.L.R. 535, 3 W.W.R. 145, 59 Can. b.C. 
R. 39.
Safi; place — Excavation — Failure to

BRACK SIDES.
The fact that an employer was aware 

that two other cave-ins had occurred within 
24 hours one at a point opposite where an 
employee was required to work in a deep, 
narrow trench, the aides of which were not 
braced in any manner, discloses such a 
failure to observe reasonable precaution 
for the safety of his employees as to render 
the employer answerable for an injury to 
one of them as the result of a cave-in.

Toronto General Trusts Corp. v. Munici
pal Construction Co. (No. 2), 15 D.L.R. 
«6. 6 S.L.R. 317, 26 W.L.R. 130, 5 W.W.R. 
659. 717, reversing 12 D.L.R. 815, 6 S.L.K. 
126, 25 W.L.R. 50.
Injury to servant—Explosion—Reason

able care—Proper appliances—Un
necessary risk.

The utmost duty of a municipal corpora
tion as regards its employees operating its 
waterworks is to take reasonable rare to 
provide proper appliances and to maintain 
them in a proper condition and so to carry 
on its operations as not to subject those em
ployed by it to unnecessary risk. [Smith 
v. Baker, [1891] A.C. 325, applied; McAr
thur v. Dominion Cartridge Co. [1995] A.C. 
72; Winnipeg Electric v. Schwartz, 16 D.L. 
R. 681, 49 Cun. S.C.R. 80, distinguished.]

Collier v. Hamilton, 20 D.L.R. 629, 32 
O.L.R. 214.
Trenches.

Where a contractor Is digging a trench, 
and previous Idasting has rendered the sides 
of the trench liable to cave in, so that work
men in the trench are exposed to danger 
unless the sides are shored up, of which the 
eontractor ought to have known, he is guil
ty of negligence if he fails to shore up (he
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aides, and a workman is injured in couse-
^ Mttguussen v. L'Abbé, 4 D.L.R. 857, 3 
O.W.N. 864, 21 O.WJL 376.
Injury to and death of person by falv

1NO OF CRUST IN GRAVEL-PIT—DaNGKR-
ous place—Trap—Knowledge of dan- 
(,i;k Direction of person in charge— 
Contributory negligence — Action 
under Fatal Accidents Act—Dam 
a.,i s — Funeral expenses Ri ho»-
MILE EXPECTATION OF PECVNI VRY BENE
FIT—Parents of deceased—Khothkbs 
and sisters—Workmen’s ('ompensa-

Duraiit v. Minnesota & Ontario Power 
Co., 12 O.W.N. 364. | Affirmed in 41 O.L.R. 
130.]
13 ll A 66)— Injuries—Death—Appli

ances -- ( oniutions — Employer — 
Duty of—Risk unnecknhakv.

Junior v. International Hotel Co., 20 
D.L.R. 660, 32 O.L.I5. 366.

II A—66a)—Master’s duty as to 
walls — What risks assumed — Vo
lenti non fit injuria.

Sotnev X. Smith, 14 D.L.R. 786. 6 8.L.R. 
:.!io. 26 NV.I..IS. 163. f> W.W.R. 660. affirming
1 ll.LR. 134. 6 S.L.R. 131, 21 W.L.R. 287.
2 W.W.R. 383.
(§ II A -66b)—Stbinoino electric wires 

—Protection—Rubber gloves. 
Permitting an inexperienced employee to 

work at stringing wires charged with elec- 
tricity, without furnishing him with rubber 
g lux es as a protection against the danger 
of such work, will render the electric com
pany liable for the death of the employee, 
caused by electrocution, during the course 
uf the work.

(oui I lard v. Reauharnois, 26 D.L.R. 159, 
24 (/ne. K.B. 324.
Electrical uses and appliances.

A judgment for the plaintiff for negli
gently causing the death of a servant, will 
"ie sustained where the evidence justified 
the jury in finding that the deceased, a 
painter, who was free from contributory 
negligence, was not properly warned of the 
danger from highly charged and imperfect
ly protected electrical wires located xvithin 
.i few inches of the place where lie was re
quired to work on a narrow scaffold, that no 
notice of the dangerous character of the 
wires was posted, and that the deceased xvas 
directed by his master to xvork at the place 
where ho met his death, and if he had been 

ed to keep away therefrom, such warn
ing was overriden by subsequent directions.

I.efebvre v. Trethewey Silver Cobalt Mine, 
'• D.LR. 195, 3 O.W.N. 1535, 22 O.W.R. 
61)4.
Injury to employee from contact with 

wire—Proper precautions.
Where it appears that every reasonable 

precaution had been taken for the safety of 
employees and there being nothing from 
which it may lie inferred that the accident 

Lan. Dig.—95.

was due to the negligence of some other 
person for which the master is liable, a 
power company is not responsible for in
juries to au employee resulting from con 
tact xvith an electric wire represented to be 
harmless but which had in some way be
come charged.

Toronto Power Co. v. Raynor, 25 D.L.R. 
340, 51 Can. S.C.R. 490, reversing 22 D.L.R. 
578, 32 O.L.R. 612.
Injury to servant—Electric shock — 

Negligence—Findings of jury -Vol
untary assumption of risk -Fault 
of fellow servant — Workmen's 
Compensation for Injuries Act.

Jasper v. Toronto Power Co., 9 O.W.N.
isi
Liability—Damages—Accident at work 

—Electricity—Defective transform 
kk—C.C., arts. 1053, 1056.

An electric company is liable for an aeci 
dent sustained by its employee, electrocuted 
in the course of his employment by coming 
in contact with a transformer known by 
the company to be defective and near which 
it had set the employee to xxork xv it limit 
taking the trouble to turn off the current.

Brown Corp. v. Bouchard. 28 Que. K.B. 
216.

(§ II A—67)—Master's duty to furnish 
safe appliances—Chain fastened to
gether WITH WIRE.

A master xvho furnishes a chain which is 
insecurely fastened together with wire, for 
the use of his servants in hoisting heavy 
xxeights, is liable for un injury sustained 
by an employee us the result of the break
ing of the chain by reason of such defective 
fastening.

Proctor v. Parsons Building Co., 14 D.L. 
R. 40. 6 8.L.K. 123, 25 W.L.R. 463.
Injury to inexperienced employee—Di

FECTIVK APPLIANCE—LIABILITY OF KM-

An inexperienced boy 16 years old, em
ployed in the cutting of a concrete floor to 
hold a chisel while another employee struck 
it with a sledge hummer, can recover from 
the employer for loss of an eye caused by 
a splinter of steel flying from the chisel; it 
appearing that the chisel and the use to 
which it was put rendered scattering of 
splinters likely, and constituted a special 
danger to the injured boy, who was directed 
to so hold the chisel that his head xvas ou 
or near a level with the top of it.

Hooper v. Bcairsto Plumbing Co, 15 
D.L.R. 621. 23 Man. L.R. 712, 26 W.L.R. 
304. 6 W.W.R. 772, affirming 11 D.L.R. 245. 
24 W.L.R. 182, 4 W.W.R. 562.
Safe place—Pole set in hole made by

CONTRACTOR OTHER THAN DEFENDANT.
One who contracts to string wires on 

poh^ to be set by him in holes dug by an
other contractor, which were accepted as 
being sufficiently deep, is answerable for the 
death of a servant as the result of the fall 
of a pole on which he xvas working that was 
set in a hole not deep enough to hold it
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securely, since there was a failure to furnish 
a safe place in which to work.

Slater v. Vancouver Power Co., 13 D.L. 
R. 143, 18 ll.C.R. 429, 25 W.L.R. 66. 4 
W \\ R. 1311.
Miscellaneous places and appliances.

Although at common law and by statute 
the servant is entitled to certain safeguards 
for his safety and protection, such as a safe 
place to work, safe tools and appliances and 
care in selecting overseers, it is for the 
master to say just when the servant shall 
work, and if the master suspends or poi-t- 
pones the work, but continues tv pay, the 
servant cannot complain nor can a damage 
claim be sustained upon the relation of 
master and servant in respect of personal 
injuries sustained by the latter when on the 
master's premises wholly at his own in
stance and for his own purposes during a 
period for which his work was suspended 
although the employee’s wages were being 
paid in the interim.

King v. Northern Navigation Co., 6 D.L. 
R. 69, 27 O.L.R. 79, 22 O.W.R. 697.
Injury to seaman—“Damage done by any 

ship"—Admiralty Court Act, 1861, 
s. 7—Interpretation—Jurisdiction — 
Consent? of parties—Acquiescence.

'Hie plaintiff, a seaman, brought an ac
tion in rein for damages against the barge 
"Neosho" for bodily injuries sustained by 
him in an accident alleged to have been oc
casioned by negligence for which the ship 
was liable. Held, that the damage done 
was not *iiy" the barge, but “on” the barge, 
and is not such damage as gives plaintiff a 
remedy in rvm within the. meaning of s. 7 
of the Admiralty Court Act, 1861. The 
court was therefore without jurisdiction in 
the matter. In the absence of jurisdiction 
existing by law, the filing of an appearance 
and the giving of bail hy defendant do not 
give jurisdiction to the court in a proceed 
ing in rem. Jurisdiction is not a matter of 
procedure and cannot be derived from the 
eonsent of parties.

Mulvey v. The Barge “Neosho,” 47 D.L.R. 
437. 19 Can. Ex. 1.
Assumption of risk—IloRns.

A servant assumes the usual and ordinary 
risks of bis work and a master is not lia
ble for injuries to such servant caused by 
horses with which lie was working taking 
fright, if the horses are ordinary work 
horses and there is no evidence that the 
master knew them to he vicious or given 
to running away.

Williams v. Keeler, 41 D.L.R. 69. 
Engineering work—Guy rope—Necessity

OF KEEPING CLEAR FROM PASSING TRAINS 
—N EGL IG EN CE—IN J U RI F.8—Da M AO K6.

Where conditions are such that it is im
possible to secure an anchorage for a guy 
rope used to afford the necessary resistance 
to the strain put upon tackling in raising 
bents in connection with the erection of a 
grain conveyor, such as would hold the rope 
clear from passing trains, it is the contrac

tor’s duty to sec that the work is made safe 
for his employees either by following a dif
ferent system of erecting the bents, or by 
providing some adequate means to safeguard 
the guy wire from contact with passing 
trains, or to warn or stop passing trains 
while it was so attached. Failure by the 
railway employees to take suflicient care 
to avoid contact by the train with the guy 
wire wa« something which the contractor 
was hound to anticipate and guard against 
and negligence on the part of the com
pany's employees would not affect his lia
bility. [Ainslie Mining & R. Co. v. Mc
Dougall. 42 Can. S.C.R. 420; Brooks v. 
Fakkema. 44 Can. S.C.R. 412; Wilson ?. 
Merry. L.R. 1 Sc. & Piv. 326. applied.]

Fairhrother v. Fegles Bellows Engineer
ing Co., 48 D.L.R. 248.
Liability for injury to servant—Sate 

place—Insufficient excavation for
POLES FOR ELECTRIC WIRES.

One who contracts to string wires on poles 
for an electric power line to be set by him 
in holes dug by another contractor, and 
who with knowledge ut" the local conditions 
accepts such holes as being sufficiently deep 
and takes no precautionary measure for bet
ter supporting the poles in case the ordinary 
filling of light soil there available should 
be insufficient, is answerable for the death 
of a servant as the result of the fall of a 
pole on which the latter was working that 
was set in a hole not deep enough to hold it 
securely, since there was a failure to fur
nish a safe place in which to work. [John
son v. Lindsay, [1891] A.C. 371, distin
guished.]

Waugh-Milburn Construction Co. v. Slat
er. 16 D.L.R. 22'». 48 < an. S.C.R. «09. 20 
W.L.R. 895, 6 XV.W.R. 1080, affirming 13 
D.L.R. 143. 25 W.L.R. 66, 18 B.C.R. 429. 4 
W.W.R. 1311, eub nom. Slater v. Vancouver 
Power Co.
Safety as to appliances—Findings or 

Trial Judge.
Rawlings v. Tomiko Mills, 3 D.L.R. 876, 

3 O.W.N. 1335, 22 O.W.R. 249.
Decayed pole—Injury to lineman.

The decayed condition of a pole, undis
covered because of the master's negligent 
inspection, will render the master liable for 
the death of a lineman caused by his jump
ing from the pole as it appeared to be about 
to fall.

Christie v. London Electric Co., 23 D.L.R. 
476, 33 OUI 395.
Workman injured in the course of hib

EMPLOYMENT — NEGLIGENT SYSTEM — 
Contributory negligence— Self bal
ancing lifts—Trap.

Hatch v. Powell River Paper Co., 18 B.C. 
R. L

A butcher's shop in which animals arc, 
by slaughter, transformed into meat for 
sale is a. manufactory within the meaning 
the indemnity granted in the cases provided 
of the Workmen's Compensation Act (Que.) 
and workmen there employed are entitled to 
the indemnity granted in the cases provided
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for. Under the provisions of art. 7337, 
K.S.Q. 1909, the accidental collaboration of 
k fellow-workman is not essential; it sufli. es 
that a single workman is employed who 
has the rights and remedies provided by the 
Art. The indemnity under the Act may be 
«warded for injuries caused by accident 
without the necessity to establish negli-

Thorne v. Roy, 41 Que,. S.C. 305.
Liability'—Accident—Master and carter 

— Drawing ice — Platform piece 
work—C.C. art. 1053.

tine who employs a carter to draw ice 
from the place where it is cut on a river 
to a platform built by himself, is liable 
when the horses of the carter are drowned 
in the river by the accidental collapse of 
the platform, although the carter is being 
paid at the rate of ten cents per cake in- 
►lead of by wages.

Langlois v. Dominion Park, 56 Que. S.C.

l§ II A—68)—Stevedoring company.
A stevedoring company is under a duty 

to its employees engaged in loading a ship 
by a winch and tackle, to provide against 
any fouled tackle going over the side of 
the ship, and to see that, some person is on 
the deck for the purpose of signalling the 
winrliiiicn to stop on the fouling of the 
wire-, supporting the sling board.

Snell v. Victoria & Vancouver Steve
doring Co., 8 D.L.R. 32, 1 W.W.R. 085, 
i$ II A—70)—Machinery.

Apart from any statutory obligation, no 
negligence is shewn on the part of an em
ployer by his failure to place a guard on 
a dangerous machine where its presence 
would not have avoided the accident for 
which suit was brought, though such guard 
was afterwards placed on the machine, and 
h appeared that guards had been used in 
other localities prior to the accident.

Smolik v. Walters, 1 D.L.R. 891, 4 A.L.R 
179. -'ll W.L.R. 57, 1 W.W.R. 615.

In an action to recover against a master 
for injuries received while operating a cop
ing mrfehine, where it appears from the 
plaintiffs evidence that he was not aware 
of any defect in the machine and another 
witness testifies that knowledge of the dé
bet had been brought home to the défend
ante. such defect being the “tripping” of 
the machine twice when the operator had 
worked the “tripper” only once, a verdict 
by the jury for the plaintiff will not be 
disturbed on appeal, although it depends 
sol.lv on the balance of probabilities with
out definite evidence on either side as to 
the muse of the repeated operation.

M. Mullen v. Coughlan, 7 D.L.R. 718, 17 
BC.lt. 491, 22 W.L.R. 543, 3 W.W.R. 158. 
Sawing operations — Defective system 

—Conclusiveness of verdict.
Where n jury, after having viewed a mill 

and ils operations, has found that injuries 
simn ined by a sawyer in course of opera- j 
lions were occasioned by a defective ays- j

tem. and awarded damages therefor, their 
verdict should not be interfered with on 
appeal.

Lyons v. Nicola Valley Pine Lumber Co., 
31 D.L.R. 133, 23 B.C.R. 141, [1917] 1 
W.W.R. 237.
Dangerous machinery — Incompetent

MANAGEMENT — WANT OF SUPERVISION
It is negligence /in the part of employers 

to omit providing a proper system by which 
the dangerous character of the employment 
might be lessened, and in putting an incom
petent man in charge of a dangerous ma
chine, and keeping him there for part of the 
day and the whole of the night, without 
supervision or instruction. [Choate v. On- 
tan.. Rolling Mill Co., 27 A.R. (Ont.) 150; 
Joncs v. C.P.R. Co., 5 D.L.R. 332, 13 D L, 
R. 900, applied.]

Hull v. Seneca Superior Silver Mines, 24 
D.L.R. 254, 33 O.L.R. 657.
Defective machinery — Injury to em

ployee — Common law liability.
A master knowingly using a defective 

piece of machinery which could have been 
rendered safe by means of a simple ami 
easily understood automatic mechanical de
vice (e.g., a circuit breaker or cut-out to 
stop the rotation of the drum of a hoisting 
apparatus operated by electricity before it 
could take up too much of the cable) ren
ders himself liable in damages for injuries 
caused his workmen through its use.

Paskwan v. Toronto Power Co., 15 D.L.R. 
752, 5 O.W.N. 823.
Death — Improper method of replacing

I1ELT ON PULLEY.
An employer is properly held liable under 

the Ontario Fatal Accidents Act, 1 Geo. V7. 
c. 33, for the death of a servant, where the 
deceased was absolved from contributory 
negligence, and it appeared that the acci
dent would not have happened had the de
fendant’s millwright, engaged in repairing 
ft defective belt, not failed in his duty to 
see that the deceased was not exposed to 
danger.

Falconer v. Jones, 11 D.L.R. 769, 4 0. 
W.N. 1373, 24 O.W.R. 672.
Operation of machinery — Delegation

OF DUTY TO ESTABLISH SAFE SYSTEM 
OF OPERATION — PROHIBITING STOPPING 
OF MACHINERY WHILE CHANGING WORK.

An employer cannot, by delegating to an 
employee the duty of establishing a safe 
system, escape liability at common law for 
injuries sustained by a servant ns the result 
of a defective system of operating danger
ous machinery. For an employer to re
quire a servant to work in close proximity 
to a rapidly revolving drill, which caught 
his arm and injured it while he was chang 
ing work in the machine, which he was for
bidden to stop, amounts to a failure to 
provide a safe place for the servant to 
work and renders the employer liable at 

i common law.
i Weppler v. C.N.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 729, 23
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47 2.
( § Il A—71) —li lauding machinery

USING FOR IMPROPER PURPOSE, ONU».
Where an employee is injured while us

ing a machine of his own accord for a 
purpose for which it was not intended, and 
the machine is without defect and is suf
ficiently guarded for use for the purpose 
for which it is intended, and a regular 
practice of using the machine for the im
proper purpose to the knowledge of the 
employer has not been shewn, the employer 
is not liable in damages.

Wvers v. Winloxv & Irving Co., 10 D.L. 
It. 587, 4 O.W.N. 1080, 24 O.W.R. 401. 
Factories Act, Sask. — Dangerous ma

chinery — Duty to guard — Failure
TO COMPLY WITH ACT — NEGLIGENCE
— Liability.

Section 19 of R.N.S. 1909, e. 17 (the Fac
tories Act) provides in part that: “In 
every factory all dangerous mill gearing 
and machinery . . . shall he so far as
practicable securely guarded." Failure to 
fomply with this statutory duty renders 
the factory owner liable for injuries caus
ing the death of an employee, if such death 
resulted from breach of the statutory duty 
and not from the employee's own negli
gence. General instructions not to go near 
machinery when in motion does not ob
viate the necessity of complying with the 
requirements of the statute, nor does the 
fact that they were given establish that 
.i man found dead in the unprotevted ma
chinery was guilty of negligence when his 
duty took him upon a small platform upon 
which the mnehinerv was situated.

Milton v. Robin Dotal Mills. 47 D.L.R. 
‘J82. 12 S LR. 245, [19191 2 W.W.R. Ml. 
affirming 11 8.L.R. 570, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
108.

Hoisting machinery — Selection of ap
pliances—Question of fact for jury.

XIthough a master is not bound to adopt 
all the latest improvements and appliances, 
the question ns to whether proper safety 
appliances had lteen installed liv a master 
tu prevent the overwinding of hoisting ma
chinery is one of fact for the jury, not
withstanding the fact that the master en
trusted the selection of such appliances to 
a competent man; and it is sufficient, for 
the finding of the jury, where the evidence 
points to several kinds of safety appliances, 
that the improper devices had been in
stalled.

Toronto Power Co. v. I’askwan, 22 D.T..R. 
540. finis] A.C. 734. 113 T..T. 353. affirm
ing 15 D.L.R. 752. 25 O.W.R. 779.

In mi action for injuries received by 
reason of the alleged negligence of defend
ant in failing to provide a guard for a 
gear, where it is not disputed that the gear 
should have been securely guarded, that it 
had been originally guarded, but the guard 
had been broken hut had not been replaced,

30*6

and that the accident would not have hap
pened if the gear had been guarded, and 
where there is no evidence of contributory 
negligence, u verdict hy a jury in favour 
of the defendant will he reversed and a 
new trial granted.

Alexe v. Canadian W estern Lumber Co 
8 D.LR 1. 22 W.L.R. 559. 3 W.W.R. 267. *'

Failure to guard, as required by the Nova 
Scotia Factories Act, 1901, c. 1, h, 20, a 
protruding set-screw in a revolving shaft 
in a saw mill at a point in close proximity 
to which a servant was required to work, 
constitutes a defect, within the meaning of 
c. 179, s. 3 and subs, (at of s. 5 of the 
Employers’ Liability Act, R.8.N.8. 1900. in 
the arrangement of the work and machinery 
of which the master was aware, so as to 
render him liable for injuries sustained by 
the servant through his clothing catching 
on the set-screw. A saw mill is a “factory” 
within the meaning of s. 20 of the Nova 
Scotia Factories Act, which requires that 
all dangerous parts of mill-gearing, nfaehin 
cry, etc., shall lie, so far as practicable, 
securely guarded, as such Act declares that 
“mill-gearing" comprises “every shaft, 
whether upright, oblique, or horizontal.”

Kizer v. Kent Lumber Co., 6 D.L.R. 317, 
40 N.B.R. 83. 11 K.LR. 41.

A violation of subs. 1 (a) of s. 20 of the 
Factories Act (Ont.), is sufficient to justify 
a verdict in favour of a servant, where it 
is shewn that he would not have been in
jured if a set-screw in a shaft, which »a> 
admittedly dangerous, had lteen securely 
guarded or sunk into the shaft.

McClement v. Kilgour Mfg. Co.. 3 D.LR. 
462. 3 O.W.N. 999. 21 O.W.R. 856.

In an action by the conductor of a con 
struct ion train for injuries from a wing of 
a gravel-spreading machine operated hy air

Kressure. coming down upon him. caused 
y the engineer in charge of the machine 

unintentionally starting it hy striking his 
knee against the handle of a valve used to 
set it in motion while attempting to get 
closer to the air gauge, which, owing to the 
darkness, lie could not see from wjiere he 
stood without a light, to ascertain if there 
was sufficient air in the reservoir of the 
machine to operate the same, a motion for 
nonsuit was rightly refused, it being for 
the Trial Judge to say whether any facts 
have been established in evidence from 
which negligence may he inferred, and for 
the jury to say whether or not from these 
facts negligence ought to be inferred. 
[Metropolitan R. Co. v. Jackson, 3 App. 
Cas. 197, followed. |

ToMa v. C.P.R. Co, I DU. it : * 8 
LR. 381, 20 W.LR. 676. 1 W.W.R. 1252. 
Failure to guard shaft.

Where the direct and proximate cause of 
an accident was the neglect of the employer 
to guard a shaft, an injured employee him
self free from negligence, may recover un
der either the Factories Act, R.S.O. 1897,

MASTER AXI) SERVANT, II A.
25 W.LR. 858. 5 W.W.R.
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e. 250, or the Workmen’s Compensation 
Act, K.8.O. 1897, c. 160.

ilower v. Glen Woollen Mills, 12 D.L.R. 
394, 28 O.L.R. 108, affirming 9 D.L.R. 2-14, 
23 O.W.R. 553.
L .NtiüARDKD SET SCREW IN SHAFT — BREACH 

Ut STATUTORY DUTY'.
Tlie failure to guard a projecting set 

*cruw in a rapidly revolving shaft, as re
quired by c. 1 of the Factories Act (N.S.) 
iiioi, near which a servant was required to 
«oik, is negligence suflicient to render an 
i nqiloyer liable for an injury to a servant 
caused by his clothing catching on the set

Z wicker v. McKay, 11 D.L.R. 616, 47 
S.S.ll. 144, 13 E.L.R. 1.

UUARDIXO DANGEROUS MACHINERY — EX
CEPTIONAL WORK — Li ABILITY BY STAT
UTE BUT NOT AT COMMON LAW.

The employer’s duty at common law to 
‘ce that tlie employees are not required to 
work under a defective system does not ex
tend to an uniMial employment of a work
man in assisting to move a pulley through a 
passageway not ordinarily Used or intended 
for workmen to work in ; and where an un
protected revolving shaft projected into 
the passageway, and the workman, while 
assisting in moving the pulley through it, 
was injured by coming in contact there
with. the efficient cause of the. injury was 
the direction of the svperintenihyit to the 
workman to work there, and the damages 
must accordingly Is» limited to the amount 
recoverable under the Workmen’s ( <mi|ien- 
salion Act, R.S.O. 1807, c. 100, R.S.O. 1914, 
v. 146.

Uicks v. Smith’s Falls Electric Power 
Co., 14 D.L.R, 575. 6 O.W.N. 301, 25 O.W.R. 
294, varying 10 D.L.R. 653, 24 O.W.R. 556.

Safety of appliances — Guarding DAN
GEROUS MACHINERY.

Where there is evidence of negligence on 
the part of the employer company as re
gards the guarding of machinery for the 
•utety of employees as required by statute, 
m no recovery of damages for the death 
of the employee from coming in contact 
with the machinery can take place without 
evidence to connect such negligence with the 
accident, [Wakelin v. London & S.W.EL 
Co., 12 App. Cas. 41, applied.]

McGowan v. Warner, 15 D.L.R. 134, 41 
N.B.R. 524, 14 E.L.R. 47.
Guarding dangerous machinery — Work

men’s Compensation for Injuries 
Act Negligence — Defective 
Ways — Unguarded circular saw 
— Conflict op evidence.

Maitland v. Mills, 4 O.W.N. 557, 23 O. 
WJL tih8.

I.A' K OF GUARD ON 8HINGT.E CUTTER.
Rosa v, Westminster Mill Co., 33 W.L.R. 

307.

(|H i 76)- Mining operations — Ex
plosion — Defective system — Con- 
CLI SIVENEHH OF VERDICT.

The verdict of a jury, based on a reason
able conclusion from the evidence, that in
juries occasioned by an explosion in the 
course of mining operations had been caused 
by a defective system of storing powder, 
cannot he disturbed on appeal.

Lilja v. Granby, 31 D.L.R. 591, 23 B.C. 
R. 147, 11917] 1 W.W.R. 243.
Workmen’s Compensation Act — Liabil*

IT Y TO PERSON INJURED WHILE REMOV
ING COAL FROM MINE — ‘TMiERTAhl K ’ 
AS DEFINED BY ACT — MEANING OP
"workman” — Casual employment.

Armstrong v. McIntyre, 7 D.L.R. 786, 2* 
W.W.R. 336.
Mining — Explosion — Statutory duty

OF MASTER.
A mining company owning and operating 

a mine is liable in damages to a miner em
ployed by the contractor to whom the drill
ing operations had been let, for personal 
injury of stieh miner through an explosion 
on striking a missed hole which should have 
been blasted by the prev ious relay or shift, 
and of which no report was made to him 
when he went on duty, where the company’s 
system was faulty in not making provision 
as required by the Mining Act ( R.S.O. 1914, 
c. 32) or reporting from one relay of men 
to the next that a charged hole had not 
exploded and in not seeing that proper 
directions were given to have it exploded 
before continuing the drilling as required* 
by the statutory mining rules, s. 164 of the 
Act ; i lie duties in that respect are imposed 
upon the company and it is not absolved 
from responsibility by having contracted 
out to another the operation of the drilling 
machine.

Danis v. Hudson Bay Mines, 23 D.L.R. 
455, 32 O.L.R. 335.
Mines — Hole charged with dynamite 

—Warnings.
An iincxploded hole charged with dyna

mite left in a mine by the night shift with
out. any report or warning as required by 
r. 14 of s. 164 of the Mining Act, R.S.O.’ 
1914, c. 32, whereby a worker of the follow
ing shift, while engaged in his ordinary 
work, struck a protruding ledge of rock, 
causing an explosion, will render the mas
ter liable for the injuries he sustained 
thereby.

Doyle v. Foley-O Brien, 22 D.L.R. 872, 
34 O.L.R. 42. [Affirmed by Can. Sup. Ct. 
Decern lier 29, 1915; see 9 O.W.N. 494.] 
Mines — Infant employee — Supervision 

— Violation of warnings.
The employment of a lioy of 14 years of 

age to attend to the wire rope at the re
volving drum of a hoisting gear of a mine 
is not such as to call for special super
vision or special instruction where the 
drum was properly guarded and the work 
was properly hoy’s work if done by him 
where he was directed to do it outside of '
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the guards, particularly where he had been 
specially warned of the danger of attempt
ing to work inside the guards and was in
jured by doing so in spile of the warning.

McSorley v. Dominion Coal Co., 22 D. 
L it 802, 48 N.S.R. 662.
Work in mines — Inexperienced em

ployee — Want of guide — Statu
tory regulations.

Permitting an inexperienced employee to 
work alone at night on a dimly lighted 
deck of a mine, which required tiie taking 
of eara loaded with ore from the cage of a 
hoist, without having an experienced man 
to guide him in the work, affords reason
able grounds for a jury’s finding, where the 
employee is later found dead below the 
deck even where nobody saw him fall, that 
the death was caused by the negligence 
and breach of statutory duty of the master. 
Section 164, r. 45, of the Mining Act, K.S. 
O. J914, c. 32, prescribes the code of signals 
for raising or lowering a cage in the shaft 
of a mine, and r. 98 provides that the own
er of a mine shall enforce and observe such 
care and precaution for the avoidance of 
accident or injury to any person in or 
about the mine as the particular circum
stances of the case require, and that the 
machinery, plant, appliances, and equip
ment, and the manner of currying on opera
tions, shall always, and according to the 
particular circumstances of the case, con
form to the strictest considerations of safe
ty Failure of a mine-owner to maintain 
the mine in a condition suitable for carry
ing on the work with reasonable safety is 
followed by liability, even though the' act 
which caused the injury may have been 
attributable to neglect of duty of a fel
low employee, and even though" the owner 
employed competent officials for the superin
tendence of the mine, and required the stat
utory directions to be observed. [Grant 
v. Acadia Coal Co., 32 Can. S.C.R. 427; 
G.T.R. Co. v. Griffith, 45 Can. S.C.R. 380, 
applied. |

Hull v. Seneca Superior Silver Mines, 24 
D.L.R. 254, 33 O.L.K. 657.
Mines and mining — Injury to miner — 

Negligence — Mining Act or On
tario, 1908, 8 Edw. VII. c. 21, s. 164, 
AS AMENDED BY 2 GEO. V. C. 8, 8. 18 — 
Protection ok mixers — Rule 40 — 
Daily examination ok levels and 
baises — Dangerous condition ok 
level — Failure of manager to ex
amine — Absence ok contributory
NEGLIGENCE — FINDINGS OF JURY —
Findings ok Appkllate Court on evi- 
ounce — Avoidance of new trial.

Bakanawski v. Mann Mines, 15 O.W.N. 
374
In mines — Injury to and death of serv

ant in mine — Action by widow fob 
damages — Negligence — Statutory 
duty — Absence of guard.

Vressick v. Cordova Mines, 6 O.YV.N, 
263.

Mining company — Protection or em
ployee — Common fault.

Demauche v. Asbestos St Asbestic Co., 40 
Que. S.C. 270.
(§ II A—76 ) —Pentices.

Where a trap door built over a mining 
shaft was negligently left open, by reason 
whereof a rock fell through it from an
other level of .the mine and injured uns 
of the miners, there is an omission on the 
part of the mining company of a statutory 
obligation under r. 17 of the Ontario Min
ing Act, 1908, to “provide a suitable pen 
tice’’ for the protection of the workmen 
working on the lower level while work was 
going on on a higher level, and this not
withstanding that the trap door while kept 
closed would he effective as a pentioe.

Siven v. Tciniskaming Mining Co., 2 D 
L.R. 164, 25 O.UR. 624. 21 O.W.R. 4f>4 
[Affirmed, 8 D.L.R. 1030, 46 Can. S.C.R. 043, 
23 O.W.R. 312.)
(§ II A—80)—Uncoupling cars—“Un

packed frog'' — Findings ok jury — 
New trial.

In an action for damages for the death of 
the plaintiff’s husband by reason of the 
negligence of the defendants, a railway com 
jiuny, his employers, while he was engaged 
in uncoupling cars, there was evidence, 
which the jury rejected, that the deceased 
had gone in voluntarily between the cars 
when the train was in motion; the jury 
found negligence causing the accident, 
namely, “frog not properly packed,’’ and 
negatived contributory négligence, but did 
not indicate the connection lietween the 
negligence they found and the accident, as 
they were directed to do:—Held, that the 
jury should have indicated how or why the 
want of packing was the cause of the death 
—there was a want of proper evidence of 
direct causal negligence and an absence of 
intelligible expression by the jury of what 
they thought was a reasonable inference, 
there being at least three explanations 
which might be accepted; and a new trial 
was ordered. [McArthur v. Dominion 
Cartridge Go., [19051 A.C. 72, distinguish- 
ed.]

Rvan v. C.P.R. Co., 32 D.L.R. 372, 37 0. 
UR. 543.
Negligence — Dangerous train yard — 

Death—Remedy.
Insufficient space between tracks in a 

train yard, where snow and ice had been 
permitted to accumulate, the yard being in
adequately lighted, is negligence which will 
render a master liable for the death of a 
servant who bus lieen run over by an engine 
while at work thereat; the damages there
fore may he enforced by an action at com
mon law, under Lord CamplM-ll’s Act, and 
need not be restricted under the Employer’s 
Liability Act.

Armstrong v. C.N.R. Co., 35 D.L.R. 568, 
28 Man. UR. 147, [1917] 3 W.VV.R. 21».
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NeGLMENCB — COSTBIBVTOBT — JüBT — 

Findings — Expert Evidence—Good
BAILWAT PRACTICE — SWITCH STAND
— Location — Too close to bail

A jury may find, without the assistance 
of expert evidence, that the location of a 
awit.li stand in a railway yard is too close 
to the rail, and is not reasonably sufficient 
to permit of the safe passage through it of 
a man riding on the side ladder of a car. 
The fact that the order of the Railway 
Cmirn-ioners does noi govern the locu- 
ti .11 of switch stands of a certain height, 
<«instructed according to good railway prac
tice, does not justify a railway company 
phinng such a stand so close to parsing 
cars, that it is dangerous to switchmen. 
An employer is not entitled to expose his 
servant< unnecessarily to obvious dangers, 
which they can escape only by constant 
vigilance or unfailing alertness.

Nelson v. C.P.R. Co., 30 D.L.R. 760. 24 
Can Kv. Cas. 308. 63 Can. ti.C.R. 626. 
(1018] 2 W.W.R. 177.
Injvrt to switchman — Want or print- 

i:u RLi.ts — Specific findings.
The general finding ot a jury that the in

juries sustained by a switchman were 
caused by the negligence of the railway 
company is limited by a specific finding 
that the negligem-e consisted in not having 
d-nnite printed rules and in not seeing that 
thev are at all times strictly obeyed, and 
discloses no specific act of negligence on 
whi-'h an action at common law is main-

Hi le v. G.T.P.R. Co., 24 D.L.R. 9, 8 W.
W.R. 403.
INJI RILS TO BAILWAT WORKMAN BET LBN I NO 

PROM WORK.
A railway company ia not responsible for 

the injuries sustained by its workmen while 
returning from work under the direction of 
their foreman to the sleeping accommoda- 
tun* provided by the company, since such 
injuries are not those arising in the course 
of their employment.

Sharpe v. C.P.R. Co., 23 D.L.R. 487, 33 O. 
I P. 402. 19 Can. Rv. Cas. 224, reversing 
13 D.L.R 889, 33 O.L.R. 402.
I.NJCRT TO RAH.WAT FIREMAN — CONFLICT

ING FINDINGS — New trial.
In an action for damages for injuries sus

tained by a locomotive fireman employed 
bv the defendants, by reason of the escape 
of steam from a valve in the locomotive 
engine, the jury found in answer to ques
tion* (1) that the injuries of the plaintiff 
w‘r,‘ caused by the negligence of the de- 
f•niants; (2) that such negligence consist
ed n not seeing that the valve was proper
ly closed ; (3) in answer to the question, 
“Or were the plaintiff's injuries the result 
of hi* own negligence?” — “No;” (5) that 
the plaintiff by the exercise of reasonable

care could have avoided the accident; (6) 
that he could have done so “by examining 
valve:”—Reid, that there was evidence 
proper to be submitted to the jury on all 
branches of the case ; and that the answers 
of the jury were conflicting, and therw 
should be a new trial : r. 601 (1).

Ball v. Wabash R. Co., 35 O.L.R. 84.
(9 II A—83)—Headlights.

Where the plaintiff, in an action under 
the Fatal Injuries Act (Ont.) for damages 
for the death of her husband who had l>een 
run over by a train while employed as a 
section-man upon the railway, pleaded lack 
of notice or warning of the approach of 
the train and the defendant, railway com
pany pleaded in answer that the accident 
was not caused by their neglect or omission, 
the fact that evidence was given and sub
mitted to the jury at the trial of the failure 
to maintain a head-light in accordance with 
the company's rules, although that point 
was not more specifically raised by the 
pleadings, will not be a ground for grant
ing the defendants a new trial, if they 
were not taken by surprise, but stood upon 
the evidence given and raised no objection 
until after verdict.

Graham v. G.T.R. Co., 1 D.L.R. 554. 25 
O.L.R 429, 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 232, 20 O.W.
R. 965.
(9 II A—85)—Fait.wat track — Accru-

VLATION OF ICE.
It is the duty of the employer to provide 

safe premises for his servants to work ; al
lowing ice and snow to accumulate along 
the side of a railway track so as to be a 
trap for a workman walking along the 
track in the performance of his duty ia 
negligence, and if the cause of an accident 
the company is liable. The fact that the 
accident happened on a highway is no de
fence, the duty being founded not on own
ership but on possession.

McEntee v. G.T.P.R., 40 D.L.R. 322. 11
S. L.R. 145, 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 269, [1918] 
2 W.W.R. 253.
Defective roadbed — Prohibited speed— 

Proximate cause.
A sink-hole due to the inherent weakness 

of the subsoil of a roadbed, over which 
place trains were ordered by the railway 
company to be run at a slow speed, is not 
necessarily negligence per se and will not 
support the findings of a jury, that an ac
cident causing the death of a locomotive 
engineer was caused by the defective road
bed and not having a watchman for same, 
where the real cause ot the accident arose 
from the excessive and prohibited speed at, 
which the deceased was running his train.

Lewis v. G.T.P.R. Co., 26 D.L.R. 687, 62 
Can. S.C.R. 227. 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 318. 9 
W.W.R. 1541, affirming 19 D.L.R. 606. 24 
Man. L.R. 807, 29 W.L.R. 969. 7 W.W.R. 
604.
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DEATH OK SERVANT — ACTION BY ADMINIS
TRATOR UNDER FATAL ACCIDENTS ACT
— Negligence i:mi.way - Db-
CEAhKII WALKING ON TRACKS STRUCK
by train — Findings of jury — 
Nonsuit—Appeal.

Guardian Trust Co. v. Dominion Con
struction Co., 7 O.W.N. 611. 
tfi II A—86)—Swing bridge.

The exception to a rule of a railway 
company that its trains are entirely under 
the control outlie conductors and that their 
orders must la* obeyed except when they are 
in conflict with the rules and regulations or 
plainly involve any risk or hazard to life 
or property, in either of which eases all 
participating will he held alike accountable, 
is applicable where ft locomotive driver 
ignored and passed a semaphore which was 
against his train proceeding and stopped at 
a water tank until he had tilled his engine, 
when lie signalled the conductor, who, by 
a rule of the company, had entire «-ontrol 
of the train, that he was ready to go ahead, 
and the conductor signalled him to go 
ahead, and he. still ignoring the semaphore, 
ran on to a swing bridge which was then 
being opened to let a tug pass and the en
gine ran off into the water and the en
gineer was drowned, his death is due to his 
own negligence.

Smith v G.T.R. Co.. 8 D.L.R. 171. 14 
Can. Ry. ('as. .100, 21 O.VY.R. HO."», reversing 
l D.L.R. 251, and restoring :t O.W.N. 879, 
4 O.W.N. 42.
(§ II A—04a)—Folk near track.

A railway company which has complied 
with an order of the Railway Hoard under 
subs, (g) of s. 10 of the Railway Act, 
1006, requiring its water stand pipes to he 
placed 7 feet, 6 inches from the centre of its 
tracks, is relieved from liability to a brake- 
man for injuries sustained while riding on 
a ladder on the side of a ear, by coming in 
contact with a stand pipe located as re
quired bv such order. [G.T.R. v. McKay, 
14 Can. S.t'.R. HI, followed. 1

Clark v. C.P.R. Co., 2 D.I..R. 311, 14 
t an. Ry. Cas. 51. 17 B.C.R. 114, 20 W.L.R. 
877, 1 W.W.It. 1213.
Injury to conductor while adjusting 

trolley — Pole near track.
Iii an action by a conductor of a munici

pal owned street, railway for injuries sus
tained by colliding with a metal standard 
close to the track while adjusting the trol
ley pole, the fact of the close proximity 
of tlm standard otherwise properly con
structed, or that because of the overcrowd
ing of the vestibule he is compelled to leave 
it when adjusting the trolley pole, or the 
violation of rules of operation which are 
n<»t pleaded, does not support a jury's find
ing of negligence against the defendant.

Schell >. Regina, 24 D.L.R. 765, 8 S.L.R 
275, 31 W.L.R. 834.

I (§11 A—95)—Railway — Accident to 
workman in repairing cars — Fail-

j I RE OK WORKMAN TO OBSERVE RULES —
Faute commune.

Under certain rules prescribed by the De- j purtment of Railways and Canals, a blue 
! flag was required to be placed at the end j of a car, when workmen were engaged under 
I or about it. Special instructions were also 

given that this rule should lie strictly ad
hered to, and each car-repairer was sup
plied with two of such flags. L., on the 
day of the accident, had his flags in hi* 
toolbox, but neglected to use either of them. 
While L. was engaged, certain ears, came 
into contact with the car under which he 
was working, with the result that he was 
fatally injured. At the trial it was ad
mitted that he had been negligent, but it 
was charged that there was faute commune, 
because the yard-master had ordered the 
ears to be moved by means of a flying-shunt. 
The evidence shewed that the yard-master 
would not have let the ears go on to the 
siding oil which L. was working, had lie 
seen a blue flag on that ear:—field, that 
the proximate cause of the accident was 
the negligence of L. in failing to put up a 
blue flag, and it was not a ease in which 
the doctrine of faute commune should he 
applied.

Samson v. The King. 15 Can. Ex. 75. 
Defective system — Railways - Brake* 

— Fellow servant — Liability — 
Workmen's compensation.

The use of an auxiliary truck in sub
stitution of a damaged car next to the en
gine, unconnected with the braking ap
paratus, thereby reducing the braking ef
ficiency to one-half, is not of itself evidence 
of a defective system so as to charge the 
railway company with common law lia
bility for the death of the engineer when 
the cab of the engine was struck by it, in 
the process of shunting: the ardent hav
ing been occasioned by the negligence of a 
fellow servant in thus placing the truck, 
the liability of the company was limited to 
recovery under the Workmen's Compensa
tion Act (N.B.).

C.P.R. Co. v. Chceseman) 45 D.L.R. 257, 
57 Can. S.C.R. 410, 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 420. 
reversing 40 D.L.R. 437, 22 Can. Ry. Cas. 
253, 45 N.B.R. 452.
(§ II A—06) — Operation of railway 

cars — Negligence.
A railway company is liable for injury to 

an employee who was caught in a narrow 
space between a car which he was moving 
and a nearby building while he was climb
ing the nearest side-ladder to reach the 
brake to stop the ear, though he could have 
safely used a ladder on the other side of 
the cur, where, he, being ignorant of the 
closeness of the building to the track, na
turally used the particular ladder, and 
where the danger must have been obvious 
to the foreman who directed him to move



tue car, and tlie foremen negligently failed 
to warn him of the danger.

Winnipeg Kleetrie ft. Co. v. Sliondra, 11 
392, 4 W.VV.R. 328, alHrming 21

Man. L.R. 622.
(| Jl A—87)—Coupling cars — Negli

gence — Short lever* — Foreign 
cars — Railway Act.

\ railway rotnpany is liable for an injury 
•.untamed by a brakeman while coupling a 
■ ur belonging to a foreign company, that 
had a abort coupler lever which could not 
V operated without going lietween the end 
i• i the ear»; ainee the hauling of a ear ao 
••quipped waa a violation of ». 264 (l) of 
i!h> Railway Act, R.S.C. 1906, e. 37. rc- 
•iiiiring all freight ear» to be provided with 

iiplers that can l»e uncoupled without the 
necessity of men going between the end» of

Stone"?. C.P.R. Co., 13 D.L.R. 93, 15 
Can. Ry. Ca». 408, 47 Can. 8.C.R. 634 re- 
versing 4 D.L.R. 789, 14 Can. Ry. Ca». 
61. 26 O.L.R. 121.
Government railway — Detective coup

ling — Negligence — Quebec law ok
COMMON FAULT.

Lapointe v. 'Hie King, 14 D.L.R. 394, 14 
fan. El 11».
Safety appliances — Automatic coit

us* sim i rottv omnium.
Section 264 of the Railway Act, 1906. 

imposing on railway companies the duty 
of equipping their ear» with automatic 
couplers and with modern and efficient ap
pliance», doe* not create an obligation to 
rheir employees to equip their ear» with the 
very latest improved couplers immediately 
after they are put upon the market; ami 
the equipment with coupler» of 10 to 15 
year*' duration used extensively by other 
railway» and approved by the Railway 
Hoard is a sufficient compliance with the 
Act.

C.P.R. v. Frechette. 22 D.L.R. 356, 
[13151 A.C. 871. 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 251. 24 
Que. K.H. 459, reversing 23 Que. K.B. 203. 
Safety appliances — Couplers — Frozen 

rh ease — Injuries to employee un
coupling.

X train equipped with approved coupling 
•fevieea a» required by a. 264 (e) of the 
Railway Act, 1906. which had been inspect
ed ii|H>n it* arrival according to the usual 
practice and no apparent defects found, will 
not render a railway company liable for 
injuries to an employee auatained while un
coupling a ear resulting from the formation 
of ice inside the coupler, preventing its 
o|ieration, but which could not be visible 
from the exterior.

Phelan v. G.T.P.R., 23 D.L.R. 90. 61 
Cam S.C.R. 113. 7 W.W.R. 1224. 18 Can. 
Ry. C'a». 233. affirming 12 D.L.R. 347. 23 
Msn. L.R. 435, 24 W.L.R. 785, 4 W.W.R.
1039.

Railway operation — Ixterswitchino — 
NEGLIGENT COUPLING — DUTY OK TRAIN 
crew — Scope ok employment — F.y 
ployeb’n liability.

A train crew of the defendants while per 
forming their duty in the transfer yard of 
another railway company were directed by 
the yard master to remove a special ear 
of freight which was to be transferred to 
the defendants' railway from amongst a 
number of oilier care in the yard. In order 
to do so it was necessary to shunt several 
ears placed in front of the ear to be trans
ferred and the train crew switched these 
ear» to certain tracks on which there was 
then standing a train of the other railway 
company, headed by an engine under which 
the fireman, plaintiff, was then working. 
They undertook to couple the cars which 
they were switching to the standing train, 
as a matter of convenience, and, in doing 
so, struck the rear of the train with such 
force as to move the engine and cause in
juries to the iireman who was working 
under it. Spécifié question* were not sub
mitted to the jury, notwithstanding sug
gestions made hv defendants' counsel after 
the judge had charged them, and they re
turned a general verdict in favour of the 
plaintiff:—Held, that in so proceeding to 
couple the ears they had switched on to 
the standing train the defendants’ train 
crew were still acting within the scope of 
their employment in the. defendants' busi
ness and, as they performed the work in a 
negligent manner, the defendants were lia
ble in damages for the injuries caused to 
the plaintiff.

ti.T.P. Hv. Co. v. Pickering, 50 Can. 
S.C.R. 393. 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 225, 28 W.L.R. 
857. affirming 24 Man. L.R. 544.
(8 II A—100) — Railway employee* — 

Locomotive engineer — Duties ah to 
precaution — Collision — Liability
FOR INJURIES.

A locomotive engineer or other railway 
employee having control of the tracks, after 
becoming aware of the presence of any |*er- 
son dangerously near the track, however 
imprudently, is bound to use ordinary rare 
to avoid injury to him when he knows that 
the danger of collision is imminent; mere 
knowledge that the dang* is possible is not 
enough* there must be knowledge that a 
collision was likely to occur.

London v. G.T.R. Co.; Summers v. G.T.R. 
Co., 20 D.L.R. 846, 32 O.L.R. 642, 18 Can 
Ry. Cas. 840.
Injury to and death of perhox employed

IN REMOVING ICE FROM TRACK* — SPUR 
LINK IN YARD OF INDUSTRIAL COMPANY
— Negligence in moving carh on 
tracks — Liability ok railway com- 
PART

Mercantile Trust Co. v. Steel Cn. of Can 
ada. 5 O.W.N. 307, 25 O.W.R. 272. 
Collision — Injury to railway employe*

—-Sign \is. 6
A railway company cannot relieve itself
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of all responsibility for the consequences of 
a collision by proving that it gave all the 
warnings required by the Kailway Act. It 
is liable ai common law, wholly or partially 
according to circumstances, when the em
ployee in charge of the engine could by 
taking ordinary precautions have prevented 
the accident.

Demers v. C.P.R. Co., 48 Que. S.C. 186. 
Running of trains.

Deceased was employed in the defend
ants’ workshops, and traveled to and from 
his work on a pass. The condition on the 
hack of the pass, exempting the company 
from liability for damages to person or 
property of holder of pass, was not 
signed by the workman. Deceased was a 
man skilled in his particular trade, and 
refused to work for the company unless 
given transportation. The jury found as 
a fact that deceased was traveling on a 
pass, hut that there was not sufficient evi
dence to shew that he was made acquaint
ed with the conditions thereon, and gave a 
verdict for $0,000, which, on motion for 
judgment, was sustained by the Trial 
-fudge:—Held, that the finding as to want 
of knowledge of the condition on the pass 
should not be interfered with. That the 
finding was against the weight of evidence. 
Deceased, while traveling on his employers' 
car. was injured, and subsequently "died 
from his injuries, in .i collision between a 
car which broke away or became detached 
from the motor which was pulling it and 
ran hack down grade, crashing into the car 
occupied by deceased. Defendants admit
ted that the accident occurred through the 
negligence of fellow-servants in the em
ployment of defendant company, hut there 
was no other evidence of negligence:— 
Held, on appeal, that it was for the plain
tiff to shew that the accident was due to 
some specific act of negligence for which 
the defendants were responsible. Appeal 
allowed, and verdict set aside.

Farmer v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 16 B.C.R. 
423.
Railway—Death of servant—Fireman

ON LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE—F ALL FROM 
TRAIN ON BRIIM1E—NEGLIGENCE—I AVSE 
OF DEATH—WjDTH OF BRIDGE—FI RE 
MAN LEANING FROM TRAIN—EVIDENCE
—Findings of jury—Nonsuit.

Dunn v. Wabash R. Co., 7 O.W.N. 153. 
(§ II A—101)—Railway cases — Shunt

ing— Negligence — Precautionary

Mercantile Trust Co. v. Steel Co. of Can
ada. 16 D.L.R. 870, 6 O.W.N. 1, 25 O.W.R. 
043.
Railway cases—Shunting cars—Action

able NEGLIGENCE—PRECAUTION ART DU
TIES—“Defective system,” when neg
atived—Workmen’s compensation — 
Common law.

Kreuszynicki v. C.P.R. Co.. 16 D.L.R. 
870. 6 O.W.N. 1, 25 O.W.R. 030.

(§ II A—105) — Liability of railway 
company—Engineer running a snow- 
plough—Proceeding in absence or 
crossing ob station signals—Work
men's Compensation Act (Ont.,, r 
S.O. 1807, C. 160.

Jones v. C.P.R. Co., 13 D.L.R. 000. 30 
O.L.R. 331 at 337, 16 Can. Rv. Cas 303, 
reversing 5 D.L.R. 332, 30 O.L.R. 331, 22 
O.W.R. 430, 16 Can. Ry. Cas. 76.
(8 II A—109)—Failure to observe stat

utory requirements.
Section 276 of the Railwa} Act, 1006, is 

for the protection of employees of the rail
way company as well as of the public, and 
ihe widow and administratrix of a watch
man employed by the company at a level 
crossing of the railway with a street rail
way, who is killed in an accident caused by 
a breach of that section by the running of 
a freight train backwards over the cross
ing without any person on the end car to 
give proper warning of its approach, re
sulting m a collision with a street car 
crossing the tracks, may recover damages 
against the company under s. 276. [Mc
Mullin v. N.S. Steel & Coal Co., 7 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 198, 39 Can. S.C.R. 593, and Lamond 
v. O.T.R. Co., 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 401, 16 O.L. 
R. 365, followed.]

Pettit v. C.N.R. Co., 7 D.L.R. 645, 22 
W.L.R. 265, 23 Man. L.R. 213, 14 Can Ry. 
Cas. 293. 3 W.W.R. 74. [Varied 11 D.Lft 
316, 15 Van. Ry. Cas. 272. 23 Man. LR 
213, 24 W.L.R. 106, 4 W.W.R. 566.]
(§ II A—110)—Elevator—Duty to in-

An employer is answerable for an injury 
to a servant by the falling of an elevator 
where there bad been negligence of the em
ployer in failing to have it inspected as 
frequently as the conditions incident to its 
use required, and aucli inspection would 
have disclosed the defect which caused the 
elevator to fall. [Ainslie Mining & R. Co. 
v. McDougall, 42 Can. S.C.R. 420, fol
lowed.]

Hitchin v. B. C. Sugar Refining Co.. 12 
D£ R. Ml, 18 B.C.:;. 307, 24 W.L.R. 960, 
2 W.W.R. 1326.
Negligence—Defective system — Timber 

—Inspection.
Canadian Collieries v. Dixon, 30 D.L.R. 

758, 55 Can. S.C.R. 620, affirming 36 D.L.R. 
388. 24 B.C.R. 34. [1017] 2 W.W.R. 763 
(§ II A—114)—Duty ro inspect—Latent 

defects—Ice in cab coupler.
The duty of a railway company to in

spect cars" for defects was discharged, so 
as to absolve it from liability for an injury 
to a brakeman through the failure of an 
automatic ear coupler of the best known 
type to work properly by reason of an ac
cumulation of ice inside it, where the car 
on its arrival at a station was given the 

I usual inspection, and no procticable system 
of inspection would have disclosed the 

| presence of the ice.
I Phulen v. G.T.P.R. Co., 12 D£ R. 347,
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23 Man. L.R. 433, 24 W.L.R. 785, 4 W.W. 
R. 1039.
(§ II A—115)—Selection and retention

OF EMPLOYEES—MASTER'S LIABILITY.
Where a master docs not personally su

perintend and direct the work of his serv
ants, his duty is performed, at common 
law, if lie selects proper and competent 
tenants to do so, and furnishes the serv
ants with adequate materials and resources 
for the work.

Klein v. l'uget Sound Lumber Co., 11 
D.LR. 84, 24 W.L.R. 61, 4 VV.W.R. 516. 
Selection and retention of employees— 

City employing doctors for general
VACCINATION—CITY’S LIABILITIES. HOW 
LIMITED.

Where a city exercises due rare and pru
dence in the selection of the physicians 
whom it employs to perform (without city 
supervision) the operations in the general 
\.m ination of the resident children of the 

■ ity, the alleged negligence or fault of one 
of such physicians in performing a vacci
nation is not competent or admissible as 
against the city in an action for personal 
injuries following the operation. [Hillyer 
v. St. Bartholomew's Hospital, [1909] 2 
K.B. 820, and Wallis v. North Shore, 20 
t,iue. K.H. 506, applied.]

tiuilard v. Montreal, 18 D.L.R. 366, 21 
Rev. Leg. 58.
(§ II A—120)—Servant ‘'lent” by mas

ter to stranger to assist in work— 
Injury to servant by negligence of 
stranger—Liability of stranger as
TEMPORARY MASTER OR DIRECTLY FOR 
NEGLIGENT BREACH OF DUTY—NONLIA
BILITY OF REAL MASTER.

Ballard v. Morris. 12 O.W.N. 48. 
Responsibility — Blasting — Subcon

tractor—C.C. art. 1053.
A company engaged in blasting had 13 

holes drilled into a shaft, and charged them 
with dynamite. Only 12 went off. The 
next day the plaintiff and other laborers 
having been sent to work in the mine, the 
13th hole was struck by r. pick, there was 
an explosion, and plaintiff was injured. 
Held that the company was liable in dam
age-.. The fact that the plaintiff was work
ing for a subcontractor of the company did 
not affect the liability of the company.

Husrhuk v. Dane Mining Co., 25 Rev. 
Leg. 11.

6 II A—122)—Safety — Servants of
THIRD PERSON—HIRED CREW.

'I he hirer of a crane owes a duty to the 
rew furnished with it to so direct and 

Mipervise the operation as to provide for 
• he safety of those engaged in it and to em
ploy a system which will ensure the work
men against injury, no matter whose serv
ants they are, and in the absence of the 
owner's knowledge of the charaeter of the 
work to be performed with it and his under
taking to supply a machine capable of do
ing it. there being no contributory negli

gence or voleiis, the hirer and not the mas
ter of the crew is responsible for the death 
of a craneman occasioned by the overturn
ing of the machine in course of operations.

Dub#1 v. Algoma, 27 D.L.R. 65, 35 O.L.R. 
371. [Affirmed in part, 31 D.L.R. 178, 63 
Can. 8.C.R. 481.]

B. Servant’s assumption of risks.
(§ II B—125)—Negligence of employer 

—Kmployee’s duty to avoid conse
quences.

Notwithstanding negligence of an em
ployer which imperils an employee, the 
latter is bound to use reasonable diligence 
to avoid the consequences thereof on be
coming aware of the negligence.

Brown v. Coxsworth, 11 D.L.R. 369, 6 
S.L.R. 80, 24 W.L.R. 361, 4 VV.W.R. 776. 
Injury to teamster—Defective truck— 

Knowledge of defect — Voluntary 
assumption of risk—Remedy under 
Workmen’s Compensation Act — 
“Services temporarily let or hired.”

Caplin v. Walker, 26 D.L.R. 774, 35 Ü.L. 
R. 291.
Continuance in employmmest with 

knowledge of danger.
Mere proof that the employee knew the 

danger and continued in the employment is 
not conclusive evidence to prove that he 
consented to assume the risk, and the trial 
tribunal is at liberty, notwithstanding, to 
find that the employee suing for personal 
injuries sustained by continuing in the dan
gerous work had not contracted or con
sented to run the risk.

Weppler v. C.N.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 729, 23 
Man. L.R. 665, 25 W.L.R. 858, 5 VV.W.R. 
472.
Injury to servant while repairing 

building—Defective condition.
Although the owner of a building is re

sponsible. for the damage caused by what 
has happened on account of want of repair 
or by defect in construction, this responsi
bility cannot be invoked hy one who having 
undertaken to remedy these defecte falls a 
victim to them during hia work.

Lambert v. L’Oeuvre, etc., de St. Jean, 
48 Que. 8.C. 312.
Defective £ystem—Volenti non fit in- 

juria-^Common fault.
A workman who, knowing the danger of 

using a machine deprived of protection, 
continues to use it ami is injured, does not 
necessarily come within the rule volenti 
non lit injuria. If the employer, knowing 
of the defects in the machine, neglects to 
remedy them and permits the workman to 
use it in this state, there :a fault and com
mon liability.

Bi’-gin v. Sharp Construction Co., 26 Que. 
K.B. 345.
(8 H B—130)— Negligence—Master and 

servant—Injury to employee caused
BY NEGLIGENCE OK FF.I.I.OW EMPLOYEE
intrusted with superintendence — 
Liability of employer of common
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law—Workmen's Compensation kok 
Injuries Act, R.S.M. 11102, c. 178, s.
3—Railway Act, R.S.C. 1900. c. 37, 
s. 306 -Limitation of time fok ac

Anderson v. C.N.H. Co., 13 Can. Rv. Cas. 
321, 21 Man. L.R. 121.
I) WGERN OIIVIOI S ANTI INC1DF.NTAL TO WORK.

Hie ubc of dangerous machinery creates 
in itself no greater liability on the part of 
its owner to a servant operating it than 
the use of ordinary machinery. The proba
bility of the circumstances which import 
danger—knowledge on the part of the Mas
ter and absence of knowledge on the part 
of the workman is much greater, however, 
where machinery is in its nature danger-

WillianiR v. Western Planing Mills, 3 
A.L.R. 314.
(jj II B—132)—Work of hrakf.man.

By hiring as a brakenian on a railway 
an employee does not undertake to assume 
the risk of an accident caused by the neg
lect of the company to take all necessary 
and legal precautions for the protection of 
ils employees, and the company is liable 
in damages for an accident caused by such 
neglect.

Wentzell v. New Brunswick, Ac., R. Co., 
43 N.B.R. 47.r>.
(§ Il B—133)—Servant’ assumption of 

risk—Gangway—Shipping varf.s.
Where a longshoreman is engaged by 

shipowners to assist in unloading a ship, 
he must he taken to have assumed the 
risks of defects in the placing and secur
ing by the ship's ollieers of the gangway 
over which lie must lioard the ship to get 
to his work. [Saint John Gas Light. Co. 
v. Hatfield, 23 Can. 8.C.R. 164. distin
guished. |

U*Kegan v. C.P.R. Co., ft D.L.R. 84ft. 41 
N.B.R. 347, 11 K.L.R. 457.
(§ II B—135)—“Defective system” — 

Building Trades Protection Act— 
Workmen’s compensation — Reason-
ABI.K SAFETY. WHEN NEGATIVED.

Schofield v. Blome; Johnston v. Blouie, 
16 D.L.R. 875, 0 O.W.N. 14ft.
Railway appliances — Defkoe- - Finding 

of jury—New trial. *
A railway company i* not obliged to 

have the lies! appliances for the purpose of 
discharging freight if the appliances used 
are reasonably lit fir the purpose. If the 
jury give no finding from which it can lie 
inferred what the defect was which led to 
the accident, a new trial will be ordered.

Wamholdt v. Halifax & South Western 
R. Co., 40 D.L.R. 517, 52 X.S.H. 341. 
Inanimate chattel—Borrowed unload

ing crane— Owner—Custody of the 
chattel—Borrower—Presumption oi 
mistake — Contrary evidence — C.C. 
1053. 1054, 1776

\ derrick, belonging to the defendant 
being on government land in charge of Hie

defendant Clayton, is an inanimate chattel 
and falls under art. 1054, C.C. The prin 
eiple of liability imposed by art. 1054, 
C.C., is “in case of injury caused by 
the chattel which one lias under liis care 
sets up a presumption of fault." This 
presumption may be rebutted and de 
stroved by evidence given by the one who 
has charge of the chattel, that lie com 
mitted no fault, and that he wan not a 
party to the cause of the accident occa
sioning the injury.

Article 1054 does not apply to the de
fendant company because the‘crane which 
they had loaned to Clayton was not under 
their control and they were incapable of 
anv fault, C.C. 1770. '

Nantel v. Clayton & The Dominion Tex
tile Co., 25 Rev. de Jur. 3ft7.
Injury to servant—Negligence—Defec

tive system—Evidence—Findings or 
jury—Liability at common i.aw.

Wasyliszyn v. Canada Cement Co., 7 
O.W.N. 270.
Defective system—Injury to servant— 

Negligence — Explosion in hotel 
kitchen — Defect in hot water 
plant—Liability at common law— 
Wobkmen’h Compensation fob Inju
ries Act, R.S.U. J8ft7. c. 160, s. 6 (a) 
—Findings of jury—Finding by Ap
pellate Court on evidence—Judica
ture Act, 8. 27 (2).

Miller v. International Hotel Co.. 7 0. 
W.N. 423.
Injury to servant—Volenti non fit in-

A person entering on a work with full 
knowledge of possible danger from obvi
ous defects, his duty being chiefly to rem 
oily or report such detects, should not be 
allowed damages for injuries arising out 
of such defects unless there be some ex
press agreement to that effect. Defence of 
volenti non fit injuria held applicable in an 
action by a roadmaslvr for injuries re
ceived from an accident while using a 
speeder on an official trip over defendant’s 
railway, the alleged cause of the accident 
being the bad condition of the rails.

Mulcuhy v. Edmonton, Dun vegan & B.C. 
R. Co., [lftlftl 3 W.VV.R. 750.
Building operations — Negligence — De-

FKVTIVE SYSTEM — BREAK I NO OF JOIST.
Lafendal v. Northern Foundry 4 Ma

chine Co., lft W.L.R. 350.
Injuries due to defective System-Lia

bility AT COMMON LAW AND UNDER 
STATUTE.

Holdawav v. Perrin, 2 O.W.N. 1346, lft 0. 
W.R. 1*40.
Injury to servant—Negligence at com

mon law—Defective system.
Boon v. Brown, 16 W.L.R. 120.

Injury to servant through defective 
system—Duty of employer to pro
vide safe methods.

Currigan v. Granby Consolidated Mining 
Co., 16 B.C.R. 167, 17 W.L.R. 469.
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(I II B—136)—Latent wects — Muni-

5 NON FACTORY—EMPLOYEE—POISONOUS
,;Asf.s — Ventilation — Injury to 
health—Proximate c ause—Proof.

In an action brought, by a workman to 
recover damages for injury to bin health 
earned, a< lie alleged, by neglect of his 
employers’ duty to him as their servant 
while working in their munition factory to 
ventilate the building in which he worked 
,0 ;i9 to keep the air reasonably pure so

to render harmless, as far as reasonably 
practical, vapours generated in the course 
,,f tin» work. Held, that the fact the Work
men's Compensation Hoard had rejected 
the claim on the ground that it was not 
h iHse of “personal injury by accident” and 
mi was not within the Act, did not stand 
,n the way of the present action. Held, 
■ilso, that there was no evidence on which 
reasonable men could find in plaint ill's 
favour, he having failed to prove absence 
nf proper ventilation, the presence of |>oi- 
tonoiis vapours, or that the two combined 
wore the proximate cause of his ill health.

Scotland v. Canadian Cartridge Co., IS 
D.L.R. 055, 45 O.L.R. 580. [Reversed, 50 
D.L.R. 000.]
(§ II B—130)—Dangerous scaffold.

It is not inexcusable fault for an em
ployer to order his workmen to build a 
scaffold on which they arc to work if the 
workmen are reasonably competent and 
know the danger to which they will Ik- ex
posed and consent to build and use the 
Maffold without having it examined by a 
carpenter.

Wall v. Cape, 24 D.I..R. 559, 24 Que. K.
B. .18.
Defective scaffold—Negligence of fel

low-servants.
Lindsay v. Davidson, 17 W.L.R. 588. 

[Affirmed, 19 W.L.R. 4,13.1 
Hrojir negligence—Lack of scaffolding— 

N'otice of action—Workmen's Com
pensation Act.

Quinto v. Bishop, 2 O.W.N. 1152, 19 O.
W.R. 313.
(§ II R—141 ) —Servant's assumption of 

risks—Elevators.
The risks of employment assumed by an 

operator of an elevator in a large office 
building cannot be construed to comprise 
ri-ks caused by the employer's failure (a) 
to provide for the use of such operator an 
elevator in proper working order, and (b) 
to enclose the elevator shaft at the differ
ent floors of the building.

lack son ▼. C.P.R. Co., Iff D.L.R. 138, 5 
W.W.R. 1314, 27 W.L.R. 135.
(§ II B—143) — Assumption of bisk— 

COMMON law liability—Machinery 
—Engine packing.

Where the machinery of a plant is in 
such a state of repair that no more than 
ordinary care and attention are required to 
keep it safe, the Master satisfies his com

mon law liability if lie places competent 
persons in charge and sees that adequate 
materials are kept on hand for use by 
them in keeping the machinery and plant, 
in a safe condition ; and lie will not be 
liable at common law for injuries to an 
employee attributable to a fellow-servant’s 
neglect to use the materials provided (e.g., 
engine packing), although there may be a 
restricted liability under an employers* 
liability law. [Canada Woollen Mills v. 
Traplbi, 35 Can. 8.U.R. 424, distinguished. |

Shearer v. Canadian Collieries, HJ D.I..R. 
Ml, in B.CR. 277. S? u LR MS, u w.u .
R. 409.
Workmen's Compensation Act — What

APPLIANCES WITHIN—(STEAM SHOVEL. .
A steam shovel resting on wheels oil a 

temporary track is an “engine or machine” 
within the meaning of s. 3 (5), Work
men’s Compensation Act, R.8.O. 1897, c. 
100, so as to render its owner liable for 
injuries inflicted on a servant through its 
negligent operation by the engineer in 
charge. | Murphy v. Wilson, 52 L.J.Q.B. 
524, distinguished.!

Dicarllo v. McLean, 12 D.L.R. 7, 4 O.W. 
N. 1444, 24 O.W.R. 749.
What machinery within Workmen’s Com

pensation Act—Hoisting apparatus.
A hoist running on wheels along elevat

ed rails from which depended a cylinder 
operated by eompressed air for lifting and 
carrying heavy weights is a ma.hine with
in the meaning of the Workmen’s Compen
sation Act, R.8.O. 1897, c. 160; R.S.O. 
1914, e. 140.

Dunlop v. Canada Foundry Co., 12 D.L. 
R. 791, 28 O.L.R. 140, affirming 2 D.L.R. 
887. 4 O.W.N. 791.
Machinery generally.

If a servant, who has been injured in 
the course of his employment, has dis
obeyed any order of bis muster, or has put. 
himself in the wrong place or otherwise, 
acted as he should not, and if his act was 
one without whieh he would not have been 
injured, lie cannot recover damages from 
his master, even though his act was dtic 
to mere inadvertence. [D’Aoust v. Bis- 
sett. 13 O.W.R. 111$; Mercantile Trust Co. 
v. Canada Steel Co., 3 O.W.N. 980, fol-
10 Corea v. MeClarv Mfg. Co., 1 D.L.R. 

323. 3 O.W.N. 1071, 21 O.W.R. 900. 
Defective, instrument — Negligence —• 

Knowledge of defect—Appreciation
OF DANGER—ACCEPTANCE OF RISK.

To place in the hands of an employee an 
instrument for his use which owing to a 
defect in it is likely to cause him injury 
is negligcime but. if, at the moment he takes 
the instrument to use, he lias knowledge of 
the defect and appreciates the danger and 
the" risk and, notwithstanding this, he vol
untarily deeides to use it, there is no neg 
ligenee towards him as he is to be regarded 
as volens. [Thomas v. Qiiartermaine, 18
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Q.B.D. 685; Smith v. Baker, [1801] A.C. 
357, applied.]

Turio v. West Canadian Collieries, 20 
D.L.R. 761, 20 W.L.R. 1«I7.
Injury from fall ok machinery in bmelt- 

kr—Voluntary assumption ok risk— 
Res ipsa loquitur—Applicability.

Meagher v. Granhv ( 'onsoliduted, 24 D. 
L it 802, 32 VV.L.R. 334, 0 VV.W.R. 37. 
Improper vre of hoist—Negligence of 

foreman — Operation of hoist — 
Rviluino Trades 1‘botkction Act, 1 
Geo. V. c. 71, s. 6.

Svholield v. Illume; Johnston v. Bloine, 
5 O.W.N. 328, 25 O.W.R. 282.
Defeotitb system—Recovery under com

mon LAW.
Where personal injury ie occasioned to a 

factory employee by reason of defects gen
erally in the system and equipment of the 
factory, the employee is entitled to recover 
at common law, although an action under 
the employers’ liability statutes has become 
barred by the lapse of the statutory limi
tation of time.

Gower v. Glen Woollen Mills, 9 D.L.R. 
244. 28 O.L.R. 103. 23 O.W.R. 653. [Af
firmed, I* D.L.R. IN, SI QJdL IN.] 
Injury to servant—Dangerous machine 

-Knowledge of danger.
Williams v. Western Planing Mills Co., 

16 W.L.R. 13.
Tools out of order.

Kellett v. British Columbia Marine Rail
ways Co., 16 B.C.R. 106, 18 VV.L.R. 368. 
Dangerous machinery—Servant caught 

and whirled around niiaft— Head of 
be I' screw projected Aitom- one inch 
—Negligence—“Volenti non fit in
juria.”

McClement v. Kilgour Mfg. Co., 3 O.W.N 
446, 20 O.W.R. 770.
(§ II B—144)—Use of dangerous ma

chinery—Factory Act.
When the employer neglected to guard a 

shaft, and such want of a guard was a di
rect and proximate pause of the accident 
the employee who is not himself negligent 
is entitled to recover under the Factories 
Act. R.S.O. 1807, e. 256, s. 19.

Gower v. Glen Woollen Mills, 0 D.L.R. 
211. 28 O.L.R. 103, 23 O.W.R. 553. [Af
firmed. 12 D.L.R. 394. 28 O.L.R. 193.] 
Unguarded.

A machine which was no part of a fac
tory or plant, but a product thereof manu 
factored for a customer, is not within the 
words or intention of s. 32, c. 8, of the 
Factories Act, 1911 (B.C.), which requires 
the secure guarding, so far ns practicable, 
of all dangerous parts of mill-gearing, ma
chinery, shafts, etc., so ns to render a 
manufacturer liable where a servant sus
tained injuries while testing such newly 
constructed machine, by coming into con
tact with a portion thereof which was not

guarded as such section required, since it 
was necessary that such portion should be 
exposed to view in order that all parts of 
the machine might be properly inspecte-l.

Kverett v. Schaake, 4 D.L.R.* 147, 17 B 
C.R. 271, 21 VV.L.R. 625, 2 W.VV.R. 572.

A master who requires his servant to 
perform a dangerous service cannot sav 
that, it was done voluntarily merely be- 
cause the servant, in the exercise of his 
duty, performed the service, instead of re 
fusing to do so at the risk of dismissal. 
A servant who does that which his duty 
requires him to do, though it may be 
dangerous, and does it in a reasonable man
ner, so us not to increase the risk, does 
not bring himself within the rule volenti 
non tit injuria.

McClemont v. Kilgour Mfg. Co., 8 D.L.R. 
148, 27 O.L.R. 305, affirming 3 D.LR. 462, 
3 O.W.N. 999.

The maxim, volenti non fit injuria, is 
not applicable where a servant sustains in
juries as a result of a violation of a stat
utory duty by a master. A servant who 
continues in an emloyment with knowledge 
of the close proximity of a protruding set
screw in a revolving shaft that was not 
guarded, as required by e. 1. s. 20. of the 
Nova Scotia Factories Act, 1901, does not 
thereby voluntarily assume the risk of in
jury therefrom, so as to deprive himself 
of a cause of action for personal injuries 
under the Employers’ Liability Act (N.8.) 
1900.

Kizer v. Kent Lumber Co., 6 D.L.R. 317, 
46 N.S.R. 83, 11 K.L.R. 41.
Dangerous machinery — Negligence of 

employee—Negligence of employer- 
injury - Damages.

A plaintiff cannot recover damages for 
injuries received where both the plaintiff 
and defendant are at fault, and the respons
ibility of the accident has been placed on 
both, the loss cannot be shared; it must be 
borne by the injured party. *

Aimer v. Cushing Bros., 49 D.L.R. 492. 
Unguarded machinery—Assumption of

On the defence of volens, in an action for 
damiges by an employee on account of in
juries sustained in the course of his em
ployment, the question which has to be con
sidered is whether the plaintiff agreed that, 
if injury should befall him, the risk was 
to he his and not his master’s.

McPhee v. Esquimalt & Nanaimo Ry. Co., 
16 D.L.R. 756. 49 Can. S.C.R. 43, 27 W.L. 
R. 444, 5 VV.W.R. 926.
Employer’s liability—Lease of machin

ery—Saw-mii.l — Protection — C.C. 
Que. 1053.

One who operates a saw-mill with his 
own machinery is responsible for an acci
dent happening to one of his workmen, even 
when he had rented his machinery to an
other person whom he paid for piece work. 
There is negligence and employer’s liability
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when i buzz plan.- in a saw mill is not 
covered xvitli a protector.

Hubert \. Bradford, "23 Que. K.B. 396, 
reversing 19 Que. K.B. 271.

The workman who, knowing of the dan
ger of using a machine not properly pro
ie, ted, voluntarily continues to do so and 
i-i injured does not necessarily come with
in the principle of the maxim volenti non 
lit injuria. If his employer, also aware of 
th,. defective nature of the machine, has 
failed to provide a remedy, and has al- 
|o\ed the workman to use it in its unpro
tected condition, there is fault and common 
liability.

Viau v. Villeneuve, 21 Que. K.B. 263.
(§ II B—146)—Mining — Volens— Mas

ter's BREACH OK STATITOBY I1UTY.
'Die maxim volenti lion tit injuria is not 

applicable in relief of n defendant guilty of 
,i violation of a statutory duty such as is 
imposed by the Mining Act, R.S.O. 1914,
. 32. [McC’lemont v. Kilgour Mfg. Co., 8 
D.LR. 148, 27 O.L.R. 30.Ï. applied.]

Danis v. Hudson Bay Mines, 23 D.L.R. 
4.").V 3* O.L.R. 335. [Affirmed bv Can. Hup. 
Ct. February 1, 1916. See 0 O.W.N. 494.]

The doctrine of volenti non fit injuria ap
plies to bar a negligence action by an em
ployee for personal injury in respect of 
the employer’s failure to protect the place 
of work on a hillside from falling stones 
and debris, where the nature of the risk was 
known to the employee, who with his fel
low-workmen had done the work they 
thought sutficient to guard the place against 
the stones and debris and where the plain
tiff was an experienced man at such work. 
[Smith v. Baker, [1891] A.C. 325, distin
guished.] The relation of master and serv
ant implies an obligation on the part of the 
master to provide for the safety of his 
servant in the course of his employment to 
the best of the master's judgment; yet, 
n that sort of employment where the serv

ant must have known as well as his mas
ter, or probably better, whether or not the 
place was safe, it is the servant’s duty to 
exercise diligence and caution to avoid 
danger. [Priestley v. Fowler, 3 M. & W. 1, 
applied.]

Hergklint v. Western Canada Power Co., 
7 D.LR. 720, 17 B.C.R. 443, 22 W.L.R. 
5*5. 3 W.W.R. 145.
Death of servant—Workman employed 

in mine—Explosion — Negligence — 
Failure to inspect—Findings or ju
ry — Evidence — Mines Act, R.S.O. 
1914. c. 32, s. 164, 1. 10.

Musumicci v. North Dome Mining Co., 7 
O.W.N. 48.
(§ II B—148)—Injury to servant—Risk 

of employment—Freezing.
Danger from freezing is not such a risk 

of a servant’s employment as will absolve 
an employer from liability, where, on an 
intensely cold day the servant was required

to work for 10 hours in the open air with
out shelter, or any provision being made by 
the employer to protect him against the 
severity of the cold, or allowing him suffi
cient rest to warm himsejf.

Canada Cement Co. v. Pazuk, 12 D.L.R. 
303, 22 Que. K.B. 432.
(g II B—160) — Fellow-servant — Evi

dence—Onus of proof.
British Columbia Electric R. Co. v. Wil

kinson, 45 Can. S.C.R. 263.
Injury to brakkman—Struck by switch- 

stand—Finding of jury.
Leitch v. Pere Marquette R. Co., 2 O.W.

N. 617, 18 O.VV.R. 433.
(§ 11 B—151)—Servant wheeling con- 

cBfcre over runway—Defect in piat- 
fokm—Inference.

McKeund V. C.P.R. Co., 2 O.W.N. 812,
18 O.W.R. 309.
(8 II B—163)— Damages—Damaged gar

de fective ladder— Notice—Statutory 
duty—Railway Act, R.8.C. 1906 c. 
37, s. 264—Breach ok rules—Proxi
mate cause of injuries.

Smith v. G.T.R. Co., 20 D.LR. 961, 32
O. L.R. 380.
Injuries to employee — Moving car — 

Negligence of railway company fore
man ALLEGED.

Lennox v. G.T.R. Co. and C.P.R. Co.,
19 O.W.R. 169.
(§ II B—156)—Track and roadbed.

Where in emergency work on a railroad, 
a member of the wrecking crew, while as
sisting in clearing the track after an acci
dent from an unknown cause, is injured by 
the unexpected and unusual plunge of a 
twisted rail on its release by cutting the 
holts on the fish-plate connecting the rail, 
no negligence is shewn against his employer 
and the doctrine res ipsa loquitur does not

Rostrom v. C.N.R. Co., 3 D.L.R. 302. 22 
Man. L.R. 250, 21 W.L.R. 225, 2 W.W.R. 
260.
Operation or railway—Condition of yard 

—“Lay-out” of concourse—Switch-

C.P.R. Co. v. Wood, 47 Can. 8.C.R. 403, 23 
W.L.R. 580.
(§ II B—158)—Speed of train.

A car cleaner employed by the defend
ants xvaa injured by being struck by an en 
gine while walking on the track. The jury 
found that the injured party was not guilty 
of negligence but that the negligence which 
caused the accident was improper light of 
yards during the time of alterations and 
the train being a little ahead of time run
ning at an excessive speed. The jury did 
not answer the question as to failure to 
ring the hell. Held, that the accident was 
not due to actionable negligence on the de
fendant’s part and the action must be dis
missed. When a ju^ exonerates an injured 
party from the charge of contributory neg 
ligeiice upon the evidence which but for the
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timling would appear to shew very convinc
ingly that he was the author of his own 
injuries, the court should ascertain whether 
there is evidence upon which the jury might 
reasonably tind negligence on the part of 
the defendants which actually caused the 
injury or whether the findings of the jury 
make a case of actionable negligence against 
the defendants. Charges of alleged negli
gence expressly put to the jury upon which 
the jury did not make a finding must lie 
taken to have been negatived. There was 
no duty owed hy the defendants to the 
plain!ill" regarding the time of arrival of 
any of its trains. There is no rule of law 
limiting the rate of speed of railway trains 
in the interests of railway workmen. [An
dreas v. (MM!. Co., :t7 Can. S.C.R. 1, 5 
Can. Hy. Cas. 450, followed.]

Paquette v. C.T.R. Co., 1.1 Can. Ry. Cas. 
t$H, 111 O.W.R. 305.
(§ 11 B—100) Knowledge by servant of

DEFECT OR DANGER.
Where a servant was killed by a brick 

falling through an opening in a platform 
under which his work did not take him 
the master is not answerable therefor where 
i lie servant had been warned as to and 
knew the danger of going under the open
ing, and hud been expressly directed to 
keep away therefrom.

Mercantile Trust Co. v. Canada Steel Co., 
5 D.I..R. 55. 3 O.W.N. 1407, 22 O.W.R. 
508. a thrilling 3 D.L.K. 618, 3 O.W.X. 080. 
Servant's assumption of risks—Knowl

edge OF DEFECT.
Neither the employee's knowledge of a 

defect in the condition of the works due to 
tfie employer's negligence, nor the continu
ance in the employment, is conclusive evi
dence of willingness on the part of the em
ployee to incur the risk.

Fairweatlier v. Canadian General Electric 
Co.. 10 D.L.R. 180. 28 O.L.R. 300, 24 O.W. 
R. 104.
Extent ok knowledge.

Knowledge on the part of an employee of 
the risk he runs in nis employment is not 
sufficient to bring him within the rule of 
volenti non fit injuria, but it is necessary 
also to prove that he knew the nature and 
extent of the risk.

Valci v. Small. U D.L.R. 433. 4 O.W.N. 
1238, 24 O.W.R. 529.
Knowledge by servant of dangers—Duty

TO WARN AGAINST DANGERS.
Though an employer must point out to an 

employee Intent dangers, the latter must 
use ordinary care to ascertain dangers in
cident to his work.

Brown v. Coxworth, 11 D.L.R. 3ti0. (1 S. 
L.R. 80. 24 W.L.R. 301, 4 W.W.R. 770. 
Blasting.

The risk of injury from a premature ex
plosion is assumed by an employee, who, 
without protest, works for six weeks load
ing holes for blasting, in proximity to oth
er holes that, preparatory to loading, were

lieing ••sprung” or enlarged by exploding * 
small quantity of powder in them, with 
know ledge that the concussion therefrom 
was liable to discharge the powder in the 
hole he was charging.

Beck v. Guthrie, 14 D.L.R. 524, 18 BCR 
482. 2(1 W.LIi. 11. 5 W.W.R. 531.

Where a mine proprietor leaves a winze 
in the mine unprotected, contrary to a stat
ute requiring protection, and supplies the 
employee with a defective wrench to use in 
his work on a drill, by reason of which neg
ligence and defect the employee fell down 
the winze and was killed, the employer's lia
bility is not taken away hy u rinding that 
the employee might have avoided the acci
dent hy exercising more care in using the 
defective wrench, if there is no evidence 
that the employee knew the wrench to lie 
defective.

Pressick v. Cordova Mines, 14 ti.L.R. 616, 
5 O.W.N. 263, 26 O.W.R. 228. affirming 11 
D.L.R. 452. 24 O.W.R. 631.
(8 II B—161)—Fn railway cases.

Where a statutory duty is cast upon a 
master in any particular work, the fact 
that a servant continues in that work 
with knowledge of its dangerous character 
and appreciation of the risk thereof, does 
not render the maxim volente non fit in
juria applicable so as to absolve the master 
from liability, unless it is shewn that the 
servant undertook the employment not only 
with knowledge of the risk involved, but 
also of the master’s statutory duty in re
spect thereto.

Clark v. C.P.R. Co., 2 D.L.R. 331. 20 W. 
L.K. 877. 17 B.C.R. 314. 14 Can. Ry. Cat. 
51, 1 W.W.R. 1213.
Cockling « ark—Knowledge of danger— 

Violation of rules.
On the principle of volens, a hrakeman is 

not entitled to recover from a railway com
pany for personal injuries he sustained 
while uncoupling ears where, with full 
know ledge of the risk and in violation of the 
company's rules, he goes between the ear» 
while in motion for the purpose of uncoupl
ing them.

C.P.R. v. Frechette. 22 D.L.R. 356. [1915] 
A.C. 871. 24 Que. K.B. 459, 18 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 251, reversing 23 Que. K.B. 203.
(§ II B—162)—Assumption of risk.

There is no assumption of risk unless 
the workmen knew of the danger; and the 
doctrine will not bar a bricklayer’s action 
for damages for injuries sustained by the 
falling of the wall in the construction of 
which he was assisting where he followed 
the line, stretched to lay brick to, and which 
it was the duty of the corner-men to turn 
over as occasion required, so that the wall 
could he properly backed, where the plain
tiff did not know that sueli duty of his 
fellow-workmen had been neglected to the 
extent of making the wall dangerous.

Scotney v. Smith. 14 D.L.R. 786. 0 8.1* 
R. 390. 26 W.L.R. 163. 5 W.W.R. 660. affirm-
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i„g 4 D.L.R. 134, 3 S.L.R. 131, 21 W.L.R. 
287. 2 W.W.R. 383.

il B—305)— Scope of employment—
11.Miaoi.no outride of duties.

An employee who was directed by liis 
foreman to be present during the testing 
of it machine in another department of a 
factorv, in order to attend to mechanical 
details during the test, was acting in the 
.ourse of employment where he was killed 
while attempting to fasten the machine 
more securely to the floor.

Darke v. Canadian General Electric Co., 
12 D.L.R. 705, 28 O.L.R. 240. allirming 4 
D LR. 259, 28 O.L.R. 240. 21 O.W.R. 583. 
Whether employee was within sphere

OF DUTIES.
A foreman in charge of an electric in >v- 

ei house is acting within the sphere of his 
employment when he himself does or as
sists in doing necessary work which ordi
narily would be done by others under his 
charge upon whom he had the right to call, 
unless it is shewn that his authority was 
limited by his employer to the requisition
ing of help in such cases.

Fail weather v. Canadian General Electric 
Co., 10 D UR. 130, 28 O.L.R. 300, 24 O.W. 
R. 1114.
t§ II B—170)—Compliance with com-

Wliere the defendant's donkey engine 
was being moved by its pulling* with its 
own steam upon a cable attached to a sta
tionary object, thus being dragged along 
in the direction desired and was operated 
by the plaintiff, the engineer, who was 
landing on the two handles which worked 
the drums on one of which the cable was 
being rolled up as the engine moved along, 
though there was a runner along the side 
of the engine which would have been a safer 
place for him to stand if the engine should 
jerk, and the engine stuck fast and would 
not go ahead and the defendant’s foreman 
in charge of the work shouted to the plain
tiff to "slacken her up and give her head,” 
meaning to loosen the cable and then go 
«head at full steam so that when the cable 
pulled taut the engine would be jerked over 
the obstruction, and the plaintiff obeyed 
the order, and the jerk resulting threw him 
"ff the engine and injured him. there being 
an evidence that the foreman knew that the 
plaintiff was riding on the handle», these 
-•ircumstances shewed no negligence within 
'iibs. :i of s. 3 of the British Columbia Em* 
plovers’ Liability Act, providing that a 
workman injured by reason of the negli
gence of any person in the service of the 
employer to whose orders the workman was 
bound to conform, and did conform, where 
Mlch injury resulted from his having so 
conformed, shall have the same remedies 
nguinst his employer as if he had not been 
in bis employ.

Latham v. Heaps. 2 D.L.R. 313. 17 B.C. 
R 211, 20 W.L.R. 819, 2 W.VV.R. 83.

It is immaterial, under the Quebec Work- 
Can. Dig.—90.

men’s Compensation Act, that the workman 
is paid by the piece or by the foot, provided 
the work is done on the premises, and under 
the supervision of the employer.

Beaulieu v. Picard, 7 D.L.R. 2, 42 Que. 
8.C. 455.
(§ II B—171)—In ditch or trench.

In order to establish a case under the 
Workmen's Compensation for Injuries Act 
( R.N.u. 1897, c. 160). of liability for the 
negligence of a superintendent, it is not 
necessary that such superintendence should 
be exercised directly over the workman in
jured, or that the workman should lie act
ing under the immediate orders of such 
superintendent; it is enough if the super
intendent and the workman are both em
ployed in the furtherance of the common 
object of the employer, though each may be 
occupied in distinct departments of that 
common object. [Kearney v. Nicholls. 76 
L.T. News, 63, followed.]

Magnussen v. L’Abbé. 4 D.L.R. 857, 3 
O W N 8«i4. 21 O.W.R. 376.

Where a foreman in charge of blasting 
operations charges a drill hole with dyna
mite, and, forgetting that he ha< done so. 
orders one of the workmen to clean out the 
hole, and where the workman had been 1 old 
by his employer to obey Hie orders of the 
foreman, and did obey, the employer may 'on 
held liable in damages under subs. 3 (as 
well as under suits. 2) of ». 3 of the Work
man’s Compensation for Injuries Act. R.S.O. 
1897. c. 160.

Nigro v. Donati. 8 DUR. 213. 4 O.W.N. 
453, affirming 6 D.L.R. 316. 4 O.W.N. 22. 
(§ II B—173)—Machinery okxf.rai.lt.

Negligence on the part of an employer 
resulting in injury to one of his employees 
is shewn where it appears that his foreman, 
while men under him were engaged in mov
ing across the floor of the master’s works 
a heavy iron beam with hooks large and 
adequate enough to carry the beam, or
dered the men to use smaller hooks because 
the larger hooks, on account fo their length, 
would not lift the beam over a pile of iron 
stringers on the floor, and where it was 
proved that the smaller hooks were insuffi
cient for the purpose and permitted the 
beam to fall, injuring one of the men en
gaged in the work of removing it. ’

Smith v. Hamilton Bridge Works Co., 5 
D.L.R. 216, 3 O.W.N. 1524. 22 O.W.R. 872. 
affirming 3 O.W.X. 177. 20 O.W.R. 227.
(g II B—175)—Negligence of fellow- 

servant—Perron in control of ma
chine UPON TRAMWAY.

Dunlop v. Canada Foundry Co., 12 D.L. 
R. 791, 28 O.L.R. 140, affirming 2 DUR. 
880, 28 O.UR. 140.
Negligence of for™ an of masters 

works—Contributory negligence of* 
servant.

Shondra v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co., 19 
W.L.R. 13, 578.
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(§ II B— ISO)—Negligence—Fei.ixiW'-serv

ant’s NEGLIGENCE.
It is actionable negligence when defend

ant's servants placed a plank in a weak 
and insecure position for the workmen to 
walk up so that it tilted while the plaintiff 
was turning over a box of bolts end over | 
end upon it in loading a dray, alongside his 
employer's warehouse, with the result that 
the plaintiff, who did not know that it was 
insecure, fell and was injured, particularly 
where by statute the employer is held liable 
for the negligence of a fellow-workman of 
the injured party (N.W. Ord. Alta. 1911, 
c. 98.)

Rosa v. Brand: Brand v. Ross, 11 D.L.R. 
14ti. 4 W.W.R. 290. aliirming 8 D.L.R. 256,
«i A.L.R. 121, 26 W.L.R. 781, 3 W.W.R.
561.
Pbli.ow-bebvant’s negligence—Master's

own m i i m m ■
The liability of a master to a third per

son <>r to the general public for injuries re
sulting through the negligence of his serv
ant is a matter of tort, hut the liability 
of the master for injuries to the servant 
himself is based on an implied obligation 
in the contract of hiring whereby the mas
ter indemnifies the servant against the neg
ligence of the master himself or someone 
standing in his place but not against the 
negligence of a fellow-servant, and hence 
the workman is not entitled at common 
law to obtain indemnity where the injury is 
occasioned through the negligence of a fel
low-workman. 'lhe claims of a man injured 
in the service of his master depend on the 
contract of service, and the implied con
tract of the master does not extend to in
demnify the servant against the negligence 
of any" but the master himself, nor to in
clude the workman's assumed risks as to 
a fellow-servant's negligence.

Klein v. Puget Sound Lumber Co., 11 D. 
L.R. 83. 24 W.L.R. 61. 4 W.W.R. 516. 
Common employment—Master's breach

of DUTY.
The defence of common employment is not 

available to the master in a rase in which 
injury has been caused to a servant by the 
negligence of a fellow-servant selected by 
the muster in breach of a statutory duty 
to employ in the particular service only 
persons who have passed a qualifying test, 
if the iniury be the natural consequence of 
the lark of capability which the test should 
have disclosed. [Groves v. Wimborne. 
[1898] 2 Q.B 402, applied.]

Jones v. C.P.R. Co., 13 D.L.R. 900. 30 
O.L.R. 331. 24 O.W.R. 917, reversing 5 D.L. 
R. 332, 3 O.W.N. 1404.
Negligence of fellow-servant—Acting

IN PLACE OF FOREMAN.
That a fellow workman as the senior and 

more experienced of those employed in 
painting a building hail assumed in the 
temporary absence of the foreman to give 
directions to a fellow employee, will not 
support an action in negligence under the

Kmployers" Liability Act. R.S.M. 1913, r. 
61, against the employer in respect of such 
directions where in fact the employee» were 
upon an equal statu». [Garland v. Toronto, 
23 A.R. (Ont. i 238, applied; Shea v. Ingli< 
11 O.L.R. 124, distinguished.]

Hill x i arter Halle, 61 D.L.R. 676, 16 
Man. L.R. 145, 30 W.L.R. 365, 7 W.W.R. 
1024.
.Servant's assumption of risks—Fellow- 

servant’s NEGLIGENCE.
An employee who permits a fellow-servant 

to do part of the work allotted to be person 
ally performed by the former, and which it 
was no part of the fellow-servant's line of 
duty to do, cannot hold their common em
ployer liable in negligence (apart from the 
Workmen's Compensation Act, Alta.), for 
personal injuries sustained by the negli
gence of the fellow-servant so assisting, al
though a superior foreman to both was 
aware that the latter had liven in the habit 
of so assisting and had given no orders to 
prevent the continuance of that course of 
working.

Berge v. MaoKenzie, Mann. A Co., 20 D. 
L.R. 1, 8 A.L.R. 235. 7 W.W.R. 866.
Verdict under common-law liability— 

“Defective bystem'' — Fellow-serv
ant's NEGLIGENCE.

A verdict under the common-law liability 
of an employer for negligence in not main
taining au adequate system of warning the 
employees engaged in hoisting operations 
with à “skip,” is not sustainable where the 
signalman employed was competent, careful 
and experienced and the system of verbal 
warning to the workmen to stand clear fol
lowed by a signal with the hand to the en
gineer to raise the skip was an adequate 
one if followed; the fact that the jury de 
dined to find that the signal had or had not 
been given as sworn to, does not entitle the 
plaintiff to damages as even if the signal 
had not been given the injury was attribut
able to the negligence of the signalman a 
fellow-servant of the plaintiff and not a 
superintendent and the employer was not 
liable.

Huynczak v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 20 D.L 
R. 127, 20 B.C.R. 31.
(8 II B—181)—Breach of statutory 

duty — Contributory neouoence of
SERVANT.

Linazuk v. Canadian Northern Coal, etc., 
Co., 16 D.LR. 869, 6 O.W.N. 150.
C. Contributory negligence of servant. 
(§ II C—185)—Projecting set screw-

CONTRIHVTOBY NEGLIGENCE.
In an action for injury to a workman in 

a saw mill thrôugh alleged negligence in 
not guarding a projecting “set screw” in the 
machinery as required by the Nova Scotia 
Factories" Act. 1901, it is not sufficient to 
entitle plaintiff to judgment that the jury 
in answer to questions found that the “set 
screw” should have been countersunk and 
had that been done it would have been a
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protection, if the jury also answered that 
the accident occurred through the plaintiff’s 
..wn negligence. _____

Z wicker v. McKay, 15 D.L.R. 401, 47 
\ X i: 1V.1. 14 K.L.U. 60. [See 11 D.L.R. 

47 N.S.R. 144, 13 E.L.R. 1.]
iNJl RV TO LINEMAN CLIMBING POLK—DlSBB- 

OABO OF PBACnoe.
The disregard by a lineman of a practice, 

not i rule, in not ascending an old pole 
Itefore it was lashed to the new pole is not in 
k,p|f contributory negligence to warrant a 
withdrawal of the case from the jury. 
[Randall v. Ahearn Sc Soper, 34 Can. S.C.R. 
tills, applied.]

Christie v. London Electric Co., 23 D.L.R. 
476. 33 O.L.R. 395.
Knowledge of danger — Assumption of

A workman who, in pursuance of orders, 
operates a machine which he knows to he 
dangerous and unguarded, is not necessarily 
guilty of sui'h contributory negligence us 
shuuid absolve his employer from liability, 
unies* the workman has in fact agreed to 
assume the risk involved.

Fornell v. Nelson, 27 D.L.R. 577, 26 Man. 
i 'a ML 858, m W.WjL 560.

In the i'..«ence of an express finding by 
the jury that a servant at the time he was 
killed was utility of contributory negligence 

i master will not be liable therefor on the 
theory that his death was the result of a 
mere act of inadvertence upon the servant's 
part during the course of his employment.

Mercantile Trust Co. v. Canada Steel Co.. 
1 D.L.R. 518, 3 O.W.N. 980. 21 O.W.R. 808. 
Failurf to suggest remedy for defects— 

Circular raw.
An employer is obliged to take the utmost 

rare to prevent injuries being caused to his 
employees through the use of a circular saw, 
■•y adopting devices to that end, as by pro
viding it with a guard; if he does not take 
this precaution, he is responsible in damage 
in case of accident. But where the em
ployee is a skilled and experienced mechanic 
in charge of the machine, who knowing the 
danger never suggested that a guard should 
i»e installed, although it was within his 
power to obtain one from hie employer, he 
is guilty of contributory negligence.

Stewart v. St. Lawrence Flour Mills Co., 
26 Yu. K.B. 476. | Affirmed 39 D.L.R
760, 55 Can. S.C.R. 624 ]
Dangerous method when safer course

AVAH ABLE.
A workman who, with full knowledge of 

the risk he is taking, deliberately adopts 
a dangerous method of doing his work, 
when there is open to him another method 
of doing it which is free from risk, cannot 
imoose liability upon his employer for per
sonal injuries resulting entirely from his 
adoption of the unsafe course.

Powell v Thomas, [1918] 3 YV.W.R. 901.

Death of servant — Electric shock — 
Workman employed in repairing elec
tric motors—Regulations of employ
ers — Evidence — Negligence ok em
ployers— Action under Workmen’s 
Compensation fob Injuries Act, R. 
S.O. 1914, c. 146, and at common law 
— Negligence ok deceased— Dismis
sal ok action—Jury.

O’Neil v. O.T.R. Co.. 14 O.W.N. 47. 
Injury to servant—Nonsuit.

Phillips v. Canada Cement Co., 5 O.W.N. 
549, 25 O.W.R. 426.
Person injured unloading freighter at 

dock — Superintendence -Careless 
operation ok machinery—-Damages.

Melynk v. Canadian Northern Coal Sc Ore 
Dock Co., 3 O.W.N. 371, 20 O.W.R. 613. 
Negligence— Servant injured — Action 

for damages—Using smaller hooks 
for larger ones.

Smith v. Hamilton Bridge Works Co., 
3 O.W.N. 177, 20 O.W.R. 227.
Servant injured by explosion of shell

FOB SMALL CANNON — CONTRIBUTORY 
NEGLIGENCE.

Smith v. Roval Canadian Yacht Club, 10 
O.W.R. 1001. 3 O.W.N. 19.
Steam shovel—Quarry—Injury to work

men—Contributory negligence.
McDowell v. Wentworth Gypsum Co., 45 

N.S.R. 85, 9 E.L.R. 245.
Dangerous works—Duty of employer— 

Contributory negligence.
Loomis v. Bedard, 20 Que. K.B. 28. |

Contributory negligence — Faute com-

Jodoin v. The Dominion Bridge Co., 39 
Que. S.C. 103.
Fault of fellow-servant—Negligence— 

Defective system.
McDonald v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 16 

B.C.R. 386.
Injury to employee—Brakeman—Negli

gence of engineer—Findings of jury 
—Workmen’s Compensation fob In
juries Act R.S.O. 1914, c. 146, s. 3 
(e)—Failure to provide efficient ap
pliance—Railway Act. R.S.C. 1906, 
c. 37, s. 264 (c)—Evidence—Appeal— 
Equal division of court.

McCauley v. ti.T.R. Co., 7 O.W.N. 336. j 
Death of servant—Contributory negli

gence — Action under Fatal Acci
dents Act—Failure to establish re
lationship or master and servant— 
Absence of contract — Findings of 
jury—Negligence—Dangerous place 
—Invitee—Duty of owner—Patent 
danger — Knowledge of invitee — 
Cause of death.

Beckerton v. C.P.R. Co., 7 O.W.N. 51. 
Death of servant — Brakeman — Action 

under Fatal Accidents Act—Cause 
of death—Fault of deceased.

Cook v. O.T.R. Co., 5 O.W.N. 347, 25 0. 
W.R. 253.
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In an aclion for damage# for injuries bus 

laincd by the plaintiff, while working for 
the defendants in the woods as a rigging 
«linger, the jury found that a part of the de 
fendants’ plant was defective and that the 
plaintiff was not guilty of contributory 
negligence:—Held on the evidence, that the 
ease was brought, within the Employers’ 
Liability Act; and that the judgment en
tered for the plaintiff, upon the jury's find
ings should not he disturbed; Irving dis
senting. Answers given in reexamination 
to leading questions, expressed in terms 
which vonliict with what the witness has 
said in cross-examination, arc no guide in 
arriving at the truth.

Calneek v. Vancouver Timber & Trading
Co., 18 WJjJL IIS.
Accident—Temporary ob permanent in-

CA PAC1TY—Con TRIHUTORY NEGLIGENCE.
Giguère v. Fréchette, 40 Que. S.C. 37. 

Injury to servant—Negligence—Contriii- 
VTOBY N EU LICENCE'—FINDINGS.

Mitchell v. Rat Portage Lumber Co., 19
W LB. 814.
Repairs to factory—Accident to work

MAN—CONTR1BUTORY NEGLIGENCE.
Croteau v. Vietoriaville Furniture Co., 

40 Que. 8.C. 44.
(§ II C—1801—Master and servant—

(’OXTRIM'TORY NEGLIGENCE OF INFANT—
Speedy driving—Breach of statutory 
duty — Action against employer — 
Liability.

A by-law of the city of Toronto, passed 
pursuant, to the clause of the Municipal Act, 
now R.8.O. 19J4, c. 192, s. 40(1, subs. 4», 
authorizing a municipality to pass by-laws 
to regulate traffic in the public streets, pro
vided that no vehicle should he driven upon 
any street in the city in charge of any 
driver less than 16 years old:—Held, that 
the prohibition of the by-law was not for the 
protection of the driver, but for the protec
tion of the public; and the breach of it by 
the employer of a boy under 16 in permit
ting the boy to drive a horse in the public 
streets, did not give the boy a cause of ac
tion against his employer for injury sus
tained while so driving. [Fahey v. Jeph- 
eott, 2 O.L.R. 449: Magie v. Implante. 20 
O.L.H. 339; Ko we 11 v. Grafton, 22 O.L.R. 
530, distinguished.]

Milligitn v. Thorne, 32 O.L.R. 195.
(§ II O—1911—l NEXPLODED HOLE IN MINE 

—Failure to look.
Tim fact that an employee in n mine did 

not look to see whether or not a hole churged 
with dynamite was unexploded, does not 
establish contributory negligence in bar of 
his action for ]>ersonal injuries, where there 
were no warnings leading him to such in
quiry.

Doyle v. Foley-O’Brien, 22 D.L.R. 872, 
34 O.L.R. 42. [Affirmed hv Can. Sup. Ct. 
December 29, 1915; see 9 O.W.N. 494.]

3046
(§11 C—192)—Right to set up, violation 

of statute.
A servant, whose duty required him to 

work in a restricted place at a table in 
-■lose proximity to a setscrew in a revolv
ing shaft that was not guarded, as re
quired by s. 20 of e. 1 of the Nova Scotia 
Factories Act, 1901, is not guilty of con
tributory negligence, where, while passing 
over the table in the discharge of hit- duties, 
his clothing was caught by such setscrew 
and lie was seriously injured.

Kizer v. Kent Lumber Co., 5 D.L.R. 317 
46 N.8.R. 83, 11 E.L.H. 41.
(§ II C—195)—Railway and street rail- 

way cases.
All employee of a railway company i* 

guilty of contributory negligence, which 
will bar a recovery of damges by his per 
sonal representatives aginsi the* company 
for his death in the course of his employ
ment, where the deceased was walking be
tween two parallel tracks in a railway yard, 
and, without looking to ascertain 'if' any 
train was approaching, stepped upon a track 
on which a freight train was moving and 
where the yard helper on one of the moving 
cars endeavoured to warn the deceased, and 
caused the brakes to be applied, but not in 
time to prevent the deceased being struck.

McKuchen v. G.T.R. Co., 2 D.L.R. 588, 3 
O .v V 888, 81 O.W.R. 187.

The deceased, a brakeman, in the employ 
of the defendants, while walking on a siding 
in express violation of one of the defend
ants’ rules, was run over by a ear of the 
defendants and killed by a moving train. 
Held, that the deceased took the risk of 
accident by disobedience to the orders of 
the defendants and no action for negligence 
would lie.

Pettigrew v. G.T.R. Co., 13 Can. Rv. Can. 
118.
(§ II C—198)—Injuries to switchman— 

Defective engine—Unauthorized use 
—Proximate cause.

There can be no recovery either at com
mon law or under the statute where the real 
and basic cause of an accident and the re
sultant injuries to a switchman is the un
authorized taking and using of an un
tested and defective engine by the switching 
erew whom he voluntarily assisted in the 
taking and using of the engine with knowl
edge of its defective condition.

Hile v. G.T.P.R. Co., 24 D.L.R. 9. 8 W.W. 
R. 403.
(§ II C—199)—Unprotected frog—Un

coupling CARS IN MOTION.
An unprotected frog is not of itself negli

gence where the deceased met his death in 
an attempt to uncouple ears while in mo
tion, unless his duties required him to do so.

Western Trust Co. v. Regina, 24 D.L.R. 
26, 32 W.L.R. 307. [Affirmed. 39 D.L.R. 
759, 55 Can. 8.C.R. 628. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
1055.
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RAILWAY COMPANY—OPENING COUPLERS AS 

VIOLATION OF BULK A0AIN8T ADJUST
ING COUPLERS OF MOVING CARS.

j.„r a brakeman, while Htanding on the 
.j.le ladder of a freight ear, to lean around 
thf end of the ear in order to open the 
coupler, the lever of which was too short to 
l„, worked from the side of the car, is not a 
violation of a rule against going between 
muting cars to adjust couplers. It is not 
, nitrihitory negligence for a brnkenmn. 
x,i,i|p standing in a crouching position on 
the side of a moving freight car with one 
•,H)t on a loose step 6$ inches below the hot 
T„m of the ear, and holding with one hand 
t„ a rung of a side ladder 14 inches above 
the bottom of the ear to attempt to open the 
,ar coupler, by reaching around the end 
„f the car in order to work the lever operat
ing the coupling apparatus, which was con
siderably shorter than the levers commonly 
used on* other cars.

Stone v. C.P.R. Vo., 13 D.L.R. 93, 16 Can.
Rv. l as. 408, 47 Can. 8.C.R. 634, reversing 
4 j),L.R. 780, 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 61, 26 O.L.R. 
121.
1$ il C—201)—Dangerous position on

Where one employed by another as a 
car repairer was ordered by another em
ployee to assist him in repairing a ear 
standing upon a track in the yard when 
other cars were propelled aginst it and 
injured him. the master, in the absence of 
a plea of volens or evidence that the neg
ligence of the servant contributed to the . 
injury, is liable in an action under the 
Workmen's Compensation Act (Out.) for 
the injuries thus sustained.

li.T.R. Co. v Brûlott. 46 Can. 8.C.R. 
82!». affirming Brulott v. G.T.R. Co., 24 O.
U K. 154. HI O.W.R. 614.

1). Disobedience or bui.es.
(8 II D -205 i —Crown employee.

\ii injury to an employee of the Crown 
while adjusting a machine, contrary to in
structions and which he knew to lie the 
duly of another, is not attributable to the 
negligence of any officer or servant of the 
Crown acting within the scope of his duties 
within the meaning of s. 20 of the Ex
chequer Court Act (R.S.C. 1906, e. 140).

Girard v. The King, 34 D.L.R. 609, 16 
Can. Ex. 95.
Loading vessel.

A finding that the employing shipowners 
had not taken the necessary precautions to 
enforce their rule that labourers employed 
in loading the vessel should use the compan
ion-way and not the hatchway in descending 
to work. will, if supported by the evidence, 
lie sufficient on which to make the employ
ers liable for injury causing the foreman’s 
death, where a labourer in attempting the 
dangerous mode of descent by the hatch
way from the upper to the main deck fell in
to the hold and upon the foreman who was 
there in the discharge of his duties and 
caused injuries to the latter from which his |

death resulted, where the circumstances 
shewed that the accident occurred before the 
labourer became subject, to» the control of 
the deceased foreman, and that the enforce 
meut of the rules prohibiting the use of 
the hatchway as a mi-ans of descent was a 
matter for the general superintendent and 
others in authority who would have known, 
if they had exercised proper supervision, 
that the practice of descending by the hatch 
way in contravention of the rules had be
come common amongst the labourers em-

Donaldson v. Deschenes, 16 D.L.R. 656, 
49 ( an. âCJL 166.
Contributory negligence.

An application by a workman for com pen 
aation for personal injury under the Work
men’s Compensation Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 
244, will be refused where the accident, has 
ing the claim, is the result of the serious 
and 4-ilfnl misconduct of the plaintiff, e. g.. 
his disobedience of repeated warnings not to 
do the work in question without first throw
ing back the lever of the machine which he 
was cleaning and turning off the power.

Clayton v. Hanhury, 17 D.L.R. 384, 27 
W.L.11. 893.
LOCUS OF ACCIDENT — CAUSE — COMPENSA-

The fact that a workman, despite warn
ings, persists in remaining in a place of 
danger where he is killed is inexcusable 
fault on his part for which the damages 
should be reduced, but it does not mean 
that the accident was intentionally induced 
hv him so as to deprive his representatives 
of the right to compensation. When an ac
cident happens during working hours it is 
not necessary that it should occur in the 
immediate vicinity of the place assigned to 
the workman who is its victim: it suffices 
that it was occasioned by the work. If 
the deceased was the sole support of the 
ascendant who claims compensation, the 
latter is entitled to compensation though 
the deceased contributed to the maintenance 
of others.

Dominion Quarry Co. v. Morin, 21 Que. 
K.B. 147.
Employers’ liability — Volenti non fit 

injuria — Miner injure» through 
using wrong tool.

The plaintiff, in mining coal for defend
ants was injured by an explosion caused 
by hie using an iron scrapei instead of u 
wooden taming rod in packing clay while 
preparing for exploding the coal. He knew 
the use of the scraper for such purpose was 
prohibited by law and was dangerous to 
life. He hail broken his tamping rod the 
day previous and had failed to get another. 
He said he had not applied to the defend
ants’ office as he knew they hud none in 
store. Held even if. under the terms of the 
order of the coal director, the defendants 
were hound to supply the rod (which the 
court doubted) their failure to do so did not 
excuse plaintiff ii^ wilfully subjecting him-
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Hclf to the risk taken and defendants were 
not liable for common-law damages. The 
rule volenti non lit injuria applied.

Oarbonia v. Western Commercial Co., 
[1919] 2 W.W.R. 52.
(§ Il D—200)—Workman—Prohibited ac

tion — Injury — No compensation— 
Damages.

Where a workman deliberately performs 
an act prohibited by his employers, the 
transgression committed carries him outside 
the sphere of his employment and as he is 
not required or expected to perform such 
act he is not entitled to compensation for 
injuries resulting from such act.

Jackson v. C.P.R. Co.. 49 D.L.R. 820, 12 
S.L.R. 433, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 706.
Injury to servant hoarding moving train 

contrary to rules—Proximate cause.
The premature starting of a train without 

ascertaining that all the train-crew were 
aboard will not render the Crown liable for 
injuries sustained by an employee on its 
railway, where the accident resulted from 
an attempt to board the train while in 
motion in violation of a Crown regulation.

Turgeon v. The King, .25 D.L.R. 475, 51 
Can. S.C.R. 588, affirming 15 Can. Ex. 331. 
E. Fellow-servants and their nkgli-

(§ Il E — 210)—Fellow-servants and 
their negligence.

Where an employee, while engaged with 
fellow-workmen in rolling up timbers on 
flat cars, which timbers were similar to 
telegraph poles, being larger at one end 
than the other, and the only inference to 
be drawn from the evidence as to the cause 
of the accident is one of three alternatives: 
— (1) The small end was rushed up too 
fast; or (2) the fellow-employees of the 
plaintiff let go the big end when they should 
and could have held it; or (3) there was 
not sufficient men on the job to hold the tim
ber up, a judgment by the Trial Court in 
favour of the defendant will be reversed on 
appeal and judgment entered for the plain
tiff for his damages sustained. [Rostrum 
v. C.N.R., 3 D.L.R. 302, 21 W.L.K. 225, 
distinguished.]

Tornnguc v. C.P.R. Co., 8 D.L.R. 211, 3 
W.W.R. 214.
Fellow-servants — Public works — Gov

ernment railway — Negligence of 
Crown’s servants—Common employ
ment—R.S.N.S. c. 178. s. 10—Inter
ruption of prescription.

C., who was primarily employed with a 
gang of labourers on a certain work, was 
lent by his foreman to the foreman of 
another gang engaged in another work. Ow
ing to the negligence of the foreman last 
mentioned in using a certain piece of ma
chinery for the purpose, an accident oc
curred whereby C. was killed. In an ac
tion by the representatives of the deceased: 
—Held, that the case having arisen in the 
province of Nova Scotia, and the negli

gence complained of being that of a fellow- 
servant of deceased, the Crown was entitled 
to raise the defence of common employment. 
[Ryder v. The King. 9 Can. Ex. 3*30 36 
Can. S.C.R. 462, followed.] The act 0f 
leaving a petition of right with the Secre
tary of State under the provision* of s. 4 
of the Petition of Right Act interrupt? the 
prescription mentioned in s. 10 of c 178 
of R.S.N.S. 1900.

Conrad v. The King, 14 Can. Ex. 472. 
Injury to servant — Negligence — Find

ings of jury—Evidence—Incompet
ence OF FELLOW-SERVANT—COMMON EM
PLOYMENT.

Rallantyne v. Eansor, 8 O.W.X. 297 9 
O.W.N. 26.
Fellow-servant — Common-law liabmtt 

—Workmen's Compensation fob In
juries Act.

Eagle v. Meade, 4 O.W.N. 948, 1497, 24 
O.W.R. 259, 811.
(8 II E—215)—Bridge operations—Safe- 

guards — Negligence of foreman — 
Liability—Statute—Common law.

Where operations for the lowering a 
wooden approach to a bridge have been 
placed under the competent management, 
of men experienced in the work, and all 
materials and appliances for taking every 
needed precaution against accidents pro
vided, an omission of the superintendent or 
foreman to sufficiently safeguard a false 
bent in the structure resulting in an injury 
to an employee, not attributable to a defect 
in any permanent structure in respect of 
which the master owes a duty to safeguard, 
is negligence of the management and not of 
the master, for which the latter cannot 
lie held liable at common law, and recovery 
in such case can only be had under the 
Employers’ Liability Act, R.S.M. 1913. c. 
61. [C.N.R. Co. v. Anderson, 45 Can. S.C.R. 
355; Smith v. Baker. [1891] A.C. 325, dis
tinguished; Wilson v. Merry, L.R. 1 H.L 
(Sc.) 320; Bergklint v. West. Can. Power 
Co., 50 Can. S.C.R. 39, applied.]

Koski v. C.N.R.. 27 D.L.R. 473, 26 Man. 
L.R. 214, 34 W.L.R. 140.
(8 II E—216)—In mine.

The defence of common employment has 
no application to the breach of the statu
tory duty to supply a “pentice” to protect 
a shaft, imposed by statutory r. 17 of e. 
164 of the Mining Act of Ontario, 8 Edw. 
VII. c. 21. | Sault Ste. Marie Pulp &, 
Paper Co. v. Myers, 33 Can. S.C.R. 23, 
followed.]

Siven v. Teraiskaming Mining Co., 2 D. 
L.R. 164. 25 O.L.R. 524. 21 O.W.R. 4M. 
| Affirmed, 8 D.L.R. 1030, 46 Can. S.C.R. 
648.]
(§11 E—225 ) —Statutory duty—Railway 

EMPLOYEES PASSING TEST.
Where a railway company in breach of 

the duty imposed by order no. 12225 of the 
Railway Board, permits an employee to en
gage in the operation of trains without the
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specified examinai ion and test, the com
pany is, under s. 427 of the Railway Act, 
l'iiiti, liable in damages to any person in
jured its a result of such breach of duty.

Jones v. C.P.R. Co., 13 D.L.R. 90Ô, 30 
O.LK. 331, -<9 C.L.J. 694, 24 O.W.R. 917, 
reversing 5 D.L.R. 332, 3 O.NV.N. 1404. 
>EULIGE.NCE OF FELLOW-SERVANT — STATU

TORY LIABILITY.
The effect of the Judicature Act, R.S.S. 

1V09, c. 52, s. 31 (14), is to make the em
ployer liable to a workman if the accident 
whereby the latter su-tains personal inju
ries in the course of his employment is due 
to the negligence of a fellow-servant.

Scotney v. Smith, 14 D.L.R. 786, 6 S.L.R. 
390, 26 W.L.R. 163, 5 W.VV.R. 660. 
Accident in one province—Suit in an

other—Negligence alleged—Remedy
AT COMMON LAW—DAMAGES.

An employee bringing an action in Mani
toba to recover damages for alleged negli
gence taking place in Alberta cannot suc
ceed under the Workmen’s Compensation 
Act ( Man. ), 6 Geo. V. 1916, c. 125. He 
rnu-t tiud his remedy, if any, at common 
lav [Simonson v. C.X.R., 15 D.L.R 24, 
applied.]

Jones v. C.P.R. Co., 49 D.L.R. 335, [1919]
3 W.W.R. 994.
Common employment — Common law — 

Change of rule by workmen's com
pensation ENACTMENTS.

Although an employer is not liable at 
■ oinmon law for injuries to an employee 
sustained by reason of the negligent act 
of a foreman, if the machinery supplied is 
proper and usual and the employer has 
taken reasonable precautions to insure the 
safety of his employee; yet, under the 
Workmen's Compensation for Injuries Act, 
K.S.O. 1897, c. 160, there may be liability 
in such cases, where the plaintiff (at the 
instance of a third party, employed by the 
defendants, to whose orders the plaintiff, in 
the same employment, was bound to con
firm) is required by such third party to 
do, and does, certain work in the doing of 
which the plaintiff is injured through such 
third party's negligence.

Scott v. University of Toronto, 10 D.L.R. 
154, 49 C.LJ. 335, 4 O.W.N. 994, 24 O.W.R. 
325.
Negligence causing death—Limitation

to INJURIES WITHIN PROVINCE — EM
PLOYERS’ Liability Act (Man.)

The Employers’ Liability Act, R.S.M. 
1913, c. 61 was intended to be confined in 
its operation to injuries occurring in the 
province of Manitoba, and is not available 
in an action against a railway company for 
negligence causing death brought in Mani
toba by a Manitoba administratrix in re
spect of a fatal accident occurring on n 
part of the railway in Ontario; nor will an 
action in Manitoba be available under the 
corresponding Ontario statute unless the 
plaintiff has given the notice of injury 
which the latter requires. [Simonson v. C.

SERVANT, II E.
N R. Co., 17 D.L.R. 516, 24 Man. L.R. 267 ; 
Johnson v. C.N.R. Co., 19 Man. L.R. 179, 
followed.]

Lewis v. G.T.P.R. Co., 19 D.L.R 606, 24 
Man. L.R 807, 29 W.L.R. 969, 7 W.W.R 
504.
Negligence of fellow servant — Change

OF KI LE BY STATUTE IX PROVINCE WHERE 
INJURY SUSTAINED — ACTION IN AN
OTHER PROVINCE.

R.S.S. 1909, c. 62, e. 31, subs. 14. which 
declares in effect that the defence of com
mon employment shall no longer obtain in 
an action against an employer for injuries 
resulting to the employee from the negli
gence of another employee engaged in the 
same service, applies only to actions in Sas
katchewan, and will not sustain an action 
by the employee in Manitoba for injuries 
suttained in Saskatchewan in the course of 
his employment, to which action there was 
in Manitoba as regards injuries sustained 
outside of the province, a defence at com
mon law on the ground that the injury was 
received from the act or default of a fellow- 
servant constituting an ordinary risk inci
dent to the service. The Employers’ Lia
bility Act, RS.M. 1913, c. 61, giving an 
employee a right of action which di<T not 
exist at common law in respect of the neg
ligence of a fellow-servant, does not apply 
to injuries suffered by the employee outside 
of Manitoba.

Simonson v. C.N.R. Co., 17 D.L.R. 516, 
24 Man. L.R 267, 28 W.L.R. 310, 6 WAV. 
R. 898.
Workmen’s Compensation Act.

Iii order to recover under the Workmen’s 
Compensation for Injuries Act. C.S.N.B. 
1903, c. 146, as amended by 8 Edw. VII., 
c. 31, s. 3 (a) for injuries caused by a 
defect in the condition or arrangement of 
the gear, etc., connected with, intended for, 
or used in the business of the employer, the 
workman must prove that the defect was 
due to negligence on the part of the em-

Ca mpbell v. Donaldson, 40 N.B.R. 625.
(§ TI E—230)—Operation of railroads.

Where the jury found that the defend
ants were negligent and the plaintiff free 
from contributory negligence, there is neces
sarily precluded a finding that the plaintiff 
was volens.

G.T.P.R. Co. v. Brulott, 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 
95, 21 O.W.R 206.

The plaintiff and T. were both employed 
by the defendants. The plaintiff was as
sisting T. in repairing a car standing on 
a track in the defendants* yard, when the 
yard-engine propelled other cars against the 
car under repair, and injured the plaintiff, 
who sued for damages for his injuries, un
der the Workmen’s Compensation for In
juries Act, alleging negligence on the part 
of T., a person in a position of superin
tendence to whose orders the plaintiff was 
bound to conform in not placing a flag in 
a position to give warning that work was
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going on upon the track. The jury found : 
—(lj that the plaintiff's injuries were 
caused by the neglect of T. in not placing 
the dag for protection; (2) that T. was « 
jM-rson in a position of superintendence over 
the plaintiff and to whose orders lie was 
liound to conform; (3) that the plaintiff's 
injuries were not caused by his own want 
of care; “it was no part of his duty to 
place these tings;''—Held, that, notwith
standing that the jury had not found that 
T. was exercising superintendence at the 
time of th- injury, and had not found that 
the plaintiff did conform to T.’s orders, yet, 
having regard to the evidence and the 
judge's charge, the findings were sufficient, 
"under the said Act. to support a judgment 
for the plaintiff. When the judge was 
about to begin his charge, a discussion arose 
about the frame of two of the questions 
proposed to lie submitted to the jury, and 
the defendants' counsel suggested another 
question:—“Did the plaintiff voluntarily 
perform the acts which caused his acci
dent, knowing of the dangers which he 
ran?"’ This defence was not set up in the 
pleadings nor previously at the trial : and 
no application was made for leave to amend 
or to reopen the case or postpone the trial. 
The judge declined to submit the question, 
saying that lie did not think it fair to in
troduce it at that stage.

V.rulott v. G.T.R. Co.. 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 
76. 24 O.L.R. 154, affirming judgment of 
Ku Icoabridge, C..T.

Subsection 5 of a. 3 of the Workmen's 
Compensation for Injuries Act, R.S.O. 1897, 
v. HID, should receive a lilieral construction 
in the interests of the workman. An em
ployer may lie responsible for the negli
gence of an employee resulting in injury 
to another employee, although the one in
jured is in authority over the other. The 
plaintiff was foreman of a railway yard of 
the defendants, and M. was his assistant 
and subject to his orders. In carrying out 
the plaintiff's orders. M. gave a wrong di
rection to the driver of the yard engine, 
by reason of which the plaintiff was struck 
by the engine and injured. The engine 
driver testilied that he took his instruc
tions from M.:—Held, that there was rea
sonable evidence that M. was, on the occa
sion in question, a person in charge or 
control of the engine, within the meaning 
of subs. 5; and the defendants were respon
sible fur the negligence of M.

Martin v. G.T.R. Co., 27 O.L.R. 105, 
affirming judgment of Mulock, C.J.
(§ II E—240)—Who are fellow-servants 

—Immunity of master.
Under the fellow-servant rule, the im

munity of the master is not limited, at 
common law, to those eases where the in
jured servant and the one through whose 
negligence lie was injured have been actu
ally engaged at the same work or at work 
on a common immediate object or near one
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another or in the employment of the master 
at the same time.

Klein v. i'nget Sound Lumber Co., 11 D 
1*11. 81, 24 W.L.I1. til. 4 W.W.R. 516.
(S H 1-—-45 ) —l'àXLOUSEBVA.NTS — COM

MON EMPLOYMENT—SELECTION OF WUHK- 
MBN in A iavim: UNION—ASMBHMBRY 
TO SERVICE.

Where an agreement has been made be
tween shipowners and a society or union of 
longshoremen whereby the latter under
took to supply to the shipowners the requi
site number of men as and when required 
at a stated rate of wages payable individu
ally to each man employed and for the time 
only for which he worked, the fact that the 
selection of the employees was left to the 
union and that the shi|>owners hud agreed 
not to discharge any of the men except 
through the union’s foreman employed 
along with them does not prevent their "be
ing employees of the shipowners when they 
are assigned for duty ami enter upon the 
work, where the foreman himself might 
have been dismissed by the shipowners and 
the latter were not only the paymasters but 
retained the pow er of controlling the work ; 
and the longshoremen are, therefore, to be 
considered fellow-servants with the officers 
and men of the ship in a common cmploy-

O Regan v. C.IMt. Co.. 9 D.L.R. 849. 41 
N.B.K. 347. 11 K.L.ft. 457.
(§11 E—247)—Hired crew.

The crew furnished with the hiring of a 
crane do not necessarily liecome the sen 
ants of the hirer or the fellow-servants with 
those in his employ.

Dubé v. Algoinu Steel Co., 27 D.L.R. 65, 
35 O.L.R. 371. | Affirmed in part. 31 D.L.R. 
178. 53 Can. 8.C.K. 481.]
(§ II E—250) — Injury to brareman 

STANDING ON GANGWAY OF LOCOMOTIVE
—Negligence of fellow servant.

The personal injuries received by the 
plaintiff, a front-end brakeman. while in 
the performance of his duty standing on the 
gangway between the locomotive and ten
der. looking for signals on the approach 
to a station, and observing if there were 
any hot Ihjxcs in the trucks of the cars, by 
being knocked from the train by a poker 
in the hands of the fireman, and run over, 
were not due to the negligence of the de
fendants ^t common law, or the use of an 
alleged dangerous system bv them.

Mclntvre v. G.T.R. Co., 18 Can. Rv. Cas 
160, 6 O.W.N. 618.
Injury to servant—Railway—''Hostler's 

helper"—Negligence of fellow sf.i»v 
ant — Employment of incompetent 
person—Findings of jury.

Levack v. C.P.R. Co., 8 O.W.N. 270.
(§ II E—252)—Trackmen and trainmen 

- Watchman at level crossing 
Train crew — Common-law remedy.

Pettit v. (’.N R. Co.. 11 D.L.R. 316, 2.1 
Man. L.R. 213. 24 W.L.R. 196, 4 W.W.R.
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'.ilrt varving, 7 D.L.R. 645, 22 V\ .L.R. 265, 

!» WAV.h. 74.
(!j il K—2551—Employers’ Liability Alt

Nki.MUBNLE OF FOREMAN.
Yloncreiff v. Barnett-McQueen Go., .34 

U.L.R. 737, 24 B.C.R. 185, [1917] 2 W.W.U.

VlCB-PMNCTPAL.
A teamster employed by a rom party to 

larry it-* workmen to and from their work, 
Inis nut “Miperintendenre entrusted to him” 
over the workmen whom he is carrying, 
within the meaning of the Workmen’s Com
pensation for injuries Act ( R.S.O. 1897. c. 
160. s. 3), and a workman injured by his 
negligence has no right of action against 
the company under that statute.

Demers v. Nova Scotia Silver Cobalt, Co., 
3 IM. It. 346. .3 O.W.N. 1206, 22 O.W.R. 97.

The application of the rule respondeat 
superior to each particular ease depends 
upon facts and is a question of fact.

Patti son v. C.P.R. Co., 6 D.L.R. 582, 26 
O.L.R. 410. 14 Gan. Rv. Cas. 405. 22 O.W R 
131.
1$ Il E —256 )—SVPRRIMKNDLNT.

t niler subs. 2 of s. 3, Workmen's Com- 
pnsation for Injuries Act, R.S.O. 1897, c. 
,fi0 giving to workmen the same right of 
iom|M*nsation and remedies against the em
ployer ns if the workman was not in the 
-.•nice of the employer for personal inju
ries caused by reason of the negligence of 
im.v person in the service of the employer 
«ho lias any superintendence intrusted to 
him whilst in the exercise of such superin
tendence. it is not necessary that such su
perintendence should be exercised directly 
over the workman injured, or that the 
workman should lie acting under Immediate 
orders of such superintendence, and it is 
• nough if the superintendent and the work 
man are both employed in the furtherance 
of the common object of the employer, al
though each may be occupied in distinct 
departments of that common object ; but 
the case is much stronger where the plain- 
iilT was under the orders of the foreman 
lining the work in question. [Darke v. 
1 anadiaii General Electric Go., 4 D.L.K. 
-59, 3 O.W.N. 817 ; Kearney v. Nichols. 76 
LT. ti.'i, followed.]

Yigro v. Donati, 8 D.L.R. 213, 4 O.W.N. 
453. 23 O.W.R. 4.38.

It is inexcusable fault, involving the em
ployer's liability, for a foreman to do a 
direct act of disobedience to the well-known 
rules of the establishment (c.g., giving or
ders to a workman to enter a “cyclone” 
stone-crushing machine without previously 
removing the transmission belt therefrom, 
cud later putting the machine in motion 
without ascertaining whether such work
man had left it).

Houle v. Asbestos & Asbestic Co., 3 D.L. 
R- 466, 42 Que. S.C. 176.

Liability of master ior death of sebv
ANT — NEGLIGENCE OF PERSON HAVING 
MTKB1 \ TEN OENCB— START! NG M ACHIN H 
WHILE SERVANT IN POSITION OF DANGER.

Under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 
R.S.O. 1H97, c. 160, an employer is liable 
for the death of a servant as the result of 
the negligence of an expert electrician, 
charged with the duty of testing an elec
tric generator, in starting it without ascer
taining whether the deceased, who was de
tailed from a different department to assist 
in making the test, was in a place of safe
ty; since the tester was a person having 
superintendence over the deceased within 
the meaning of the Act. One whose duty 
it was to set in motion a machine he was 
testing is a person charged with superin
tendence, within the meaning of s. 3 (2) 
of the Act, over a workman from a differ
ent department of a factory detailed to 
assist in the test, although the former did 
not have general superintendence over such 
workman.

Darke v. Canadian General Electric Co., 
12 D.L.R. 705, 28 O.L.R. 240, affirming 4 
D.L. It. 259.
Foreman.

No common law liability on the part of 
the employer is shewn where the foreman 
in charge was a competent man and the 
injury to the workman was caused by the 
failure of the foreman to use certain pro
tective measures for which the foreman 
had been supplied with adequate materials 
which lie neglected to use either wilfully 
or by inadvertence.

Murray v. Eburne Saw Mills Co., 8 D. 
UR. 71, 2 W.W.R. 1016.

In negligence eases the plaintiff must 
establish as an affirmative fact that the de
fendant was guilty of negligence, but when 
an accident causing injury is the work of a 
moment, and the eye is incapable of detect
ing its origin or following its course, the 
general rule cannot be of universal appli
cation or utter destruction would carry 
witu it complete immunity for the em
ployer. | McArthur v. Dominion Cartridge 
Co., 119051 A.C. 72, applied.]

Tec I a v. Burns, [19171 1 W.W.R. 639, 
reversing 27 D UR. 109, 22 B.C.R. 400. 10 
W.W.R. 101.
(§ II E—265) —Signalman.

Where a railway company applies to the 
Railway Board under s. 227 of the Railway 
Act, 1906, for leave to cross the line of an
other railway company, and the Board, by 
its order giving leave to cross, directs' that 
nil interlocking plant shall be established 
at the crossing at the expense of the appli
cant company, and that the other company, 
whenever it desires to make use of the 
crossing, shall be entitled, upon notice to 
the applicant company, to place a signal
man in charge thereof, whose wages are 
paid by the company, the signalman so ap
pointed is the servant of the company ap
pointing him, and that company, and not 
the applicant company, is liable to & eerv-
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ant of the applicant company who is in
jured by the negligence of the signalman in 
passing a train of the applicant company 
over the crossing.

Pattison v. C.P.R. Co., 5 D.L.R. 682, 26 
O.L.R. 410, 14 Can Kv. Cas. 405, 22 O.W. 
R. 131, reversing 24 O.L.R. 482.
18 II E—266 ) — Liability — Person lit

CHARtiE—BRAKKMAN GIVING SIGNALS.
A brakcman standing on the ground and 

giving signals to the engineer of a locomo
tive enguge<i in transferring cars from one 
track to another, is a person in charge or 
control of the engine, within the meaning 
of s. 3, subs. 5 of the W orkmen's Coinpen 
Ration for Injuries Act, R.S.O. 1897, «*. 160. 
(Allan v. O.T.R. Co.. 8 D.L.R. 697: Martin 
v. O.T.R. Co., a D.L.R. 590, applied ]

Simmerson v. O.T.R. Co., 11 D.L.R. 104. 
4 O.W.N. 1082, 24 O.W.R. 403. [Affirmed. 
12 D.L.R. 847. 4 O.W.N. 1529, 24 O.W.R. 
810.]
Rahway—Injury to servant—Brakes 

man — Negligence — Contributory
NEGLIGENCE.

Clark v C.P.R. Co.. 18 W.L.R. 467.
(§ II E—-275)—Fob what acts of fel-

L0W-8ERVANT MASTER IS LIABLE.
The doctrine of common employment 

does not prevail under the law of the 
Province of Quebec. [Asbestos & Asbestic 
Co. v. Durand. 30 Can. 8.C.R. 285, 292; 
Filion v. The Queen, 24 Can. S.C.R. 482, 
applied.]

storv v «tratford Mill Bldg. <. 11 
D.L.R. 49, 30 O.L.R. 271. 24 OAV.R. 652. 
Foreman as fei.low-sebvaxt — Negli

gence—Work of liftino iron plates.
Where a foreman has, from his muster, 

discretion us to how many men shall be em
ployed from time to time in lifting iron 
plates in a factory, the master is not lia
ble for the foreman's error of judgment or 
negligence in putting on the men too heavy 
a load, where the foreman is no more than 
a fellow-servant.

Lear v. Canadian Westinghouse Co.. 15 
D.L.R. 644. 6 O.W.N. 769. 25 O.W.R. 698. 
For what acts of superintendent mas

ter is liable—Workmen's compen
sation for Injuries Act. R.S.O. 1897, 
c. 160.

Where a contractor is digging a trench 
and it is the duty of the man in charge of 
the blasting to place logs over the drill
holes to prevent the scattering of debris by 
the blast, and lie negligently rolls a log up
on and injures a man working in the 
trench, the contractor is liable under the 
Workmen's Compensation for Injuries Act 
(R.S.O. 1897, c. 100) for his negligence, 
even though the injured workman be not in 
the blasting department.

Magnussen v. L’Ahbé. 4 D.L.R. 857, 3 
O.W.N. 864, 21 O.W.R. 376.
Negligence of foreman.

An employer is not liable at common law 
for an injury to a servant caused by the

carelessness of a competent subforeiuan in 
the employ of the muster.

Dunlop v. Canada Foundry Co., 12 D.L. 
R. 791, 28 O.L.R. 140, affirming 2 D.L.R. 
887, 4 O.W.N. 791.

Where a servant, who was directed to 
test a machine manufactured by the de
fendant, called the attention of the de
fendant’s foreman to the danger of doing 
so without (he guarding of rapidlv mov 
ing haws, and was thereby injured while 
making such test, the jury may find a ver
dict against the master under the Kmploj- 
ers' Liability Act (B.C.).

Kverett v. Schaake, 4 D.L.R. 147, 17 B. 
C.R. 271, 21 W.L.R. 525, 2 W.W.R. 672. 
Servants at play—Injury to fellow 

servant.
If some servants leave their work and 

indulge in “larking" to the injury of a 
fellow servant, that docs not infer liabil
ity on the employer for damages at com 
mon law or under the Employers’ Liability 
Act (N.S.), or the Workmen’s Compensa
tion Act, 1910 ( N.S.). c. 3. [Armitage v. 
Lancashire & Yorkshire R. Co., [1902] 2 
K.B. 178; Fitzgerald v. Clarke, [19081 2 
K.B. 796, applied.]

Doyle v. Muirs, 22 D.L.R. 767, 48 N.S.R. 
473. [Î4.»ave to appeal to Privy Council re
fused, March 27, 1915.]
Action to recover damages—Fob inju

ries—Negligence of man in buperin-
TEXDKNCE.

Flocks v. Canadian Northern Coal & Ore 
Docks Co., 3 O.W.N. 381. 20 O.W.R. 652.
(8 II E—276)—In mine—Negligence or

FELLOW-SERVANT — COMMON EMPLOY -

For the breach by the mining company of 
a statutory duty to guard an opening or 
shaft in a mine, which neglect was the 
cause of a mine employee falling down the 
opening, it is no defence that the failure 
to guard was due to the negligence of a 
fellow servant in the course of their com
mon employment. [Groves v. Wimborne, 
[1898| 2 Q.B. 402. applied.]

Pressick v. Cordova Mines, 14 D.L.R. 
615, 6 O.W.N. 263, 25 O.W.R. 228.

An employer who has provided for the 
inspection as to the safety of a mining 
tunnel, is not answerable as for negligence 
to his workman who was injured by stick
ing his pick into a piece of dynamite, if 
the failure to discover its presence was 
due to the neglect of a fellow servant to 
whom the duty of inspection had been 
assigned; and no facts were disclosed 
which would be inconsistent with the 
theory that the dynamite was left at the 
place of the accident through the careless
ness of a fellow workman. [Priestley v. 
Fowler, 3 M. â W. i, applied !

Root v. Vancouver Tower Co., 2 D.L.R. 
303, 17 B.C.R. 203, 20 W.L.R. 847, 1 WAV. 
R. 1111. '
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jNjt.gr TO 8EBVAXT—NEGLIGENCE OF FOIE* 

MAN -Ml NE—-\SSI MPTIOX OF RISK. 
Skoropata v. Yukon Gold Co., 16 W.L.R. 

»
Is MINK—INJURY TO SUIVANT—FAILLIE TO 

i OMFLETE SCALING—DAMAGES.
Matron v. Mond Nickel Co., 6 O.W.N. 

O.W.K. 549.
II E—280)—Duty of railway to em
ployees — Negligence — Improper 
light —Train ahead of time—Kx
LESSIVE SPEED.

I’aquette v. G.T.R. Co., 19 O.W.K. 305, 
2 O W N. 1133.
III. Liability of master to strangers for 

acts of servant or Independent con-

A. For acts of servant or agent.
See Municipal Corporations, II G—222. 
Liability lor misrepresentations of trav

eling «alt-man, see Principal and Agent,
Il C—20.

{6 111 A—285) —Injury—Finding of jury 
—Negligence of employees of two 
different companies—Joint and sév
irai. LIABILITY.

The jury having found on sufficient évi
dente that an accident resulted from the 
commun negligence of the employees of two 
different companies, such companies are in 
law jointly and severally liable for the 
ilamugv. jjeunnotte v. Couillard, 3 Que. 
y.li. 461, distinguished.]

(i.T.H. Co. and Montreal v. McDonald, 
♦4 D.LR. 1 St*. 57 Can. 8.C.R. 268, 23 Can. 
I!y. ( as. 361. affirming 40 D.L.R. 749, 53 
<)iie. S.C. 460.
Master's liahii.itt to stranger fob serv-

A prima facie case of negligence is made 
out against the owner of a vehicle where it 
» shewn that the vehicle while being driv
en by one of his servants ran into the 
plaintiff, who was standing on the side
walk. and who was injured as the result 
thereof. (Crawford v. Upper, 16 A.R. 
(Unt.i 440. applied, and Manzoni v. Doug
las, 50 I..J.Q.B. 289, distinguished.)

Imundsen v. Ward, 11 D.L.R. 167, 24 W. 
L.R. 280. | Affirmed. 16 D.L.R. 668. 6 A. 
L.R. 40, 28 W.L.R. 654, 6 W.W.R. 1022, 7 
W.W.R. 311.]
INJI RY TO PERSON WORKING ON HIGHWAY—

Negligence of duiver of vehicle
OWNED BY DEFENDANT.

Keith* v. Dempster, 5 O.W.N. 149, 25o w n. ns.
Nmi.igenc e—Death of servant of con- 

IKViroB engaged in demolishing 
riiiding—Collapse of wall—Dan-
GEROl S CONDITION—ACTION UNDER FA
TAL Accidents Act against contrac
tor and owner—Independent .con
tra. tor—Work men's Oompensation 
for Injuries Act—Findings of jury

Simberg v. Wallberg, 7 O.W.N. 100.

(8 111 A—286)—Railways—Train run
JOINTLY BY TWO COMPANIES—NEGLI
GENCE of engineer—Injuries—Dam
ages—Control of servant at time of 
accident—Liability of company.

An agreement was entered into between 
the Central Vermont K. Co., which was 
operating a line between St. Albans, U.8.A., 
and St. Johns, Que., and the G.T.R. Co., 
which was operating a line between St. 
Johns and Montreal whereby they were to 
run a train jointly between St. Albans and 
Montreal. The same train crew was to re
main in charge during the trip, but each 
company were to pay the crew while run
ning over its own line and each company 
was to assume all liability for loss or dam 
ages sustained in operating trains on its 
own line. The court held that the Central 
Vermont R. Co. could not be held liable for 
damages for injuries caused by the negli
gence of the engineer while running on the 
G.T.R. Co.’s line between St. Johns and 
Montreal. As the engineer was at the time 
of the accident under the control of, and 
paid by the G.T.R. Co., it alone was liable.

Central Vermont R. Co. v. Bain ; G.T.R. 
Co. v. Bain. 48 D.L.R. 199. 68 Can. 8.C.R. 
433, reversing 28 Que. K.B. 45.
(8 III A—289)—War Revenue Act—Pro

prietor OF DRUG STORE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR clerk's FAILURE TO AFFIX STAMP 
—REVEN UR OFFICER—CONSUMER.

Under^ the Special War Revenue Act, 
1915 (Can.), the proprietor of a drug 
store is responsible for the failure of one 
of his clerks to affix a revenue stamp on 
goods sold which require the stamp to he 
affixed although the sale was made with
out his knowledge, and the clerk had in
structions always to a Six stamps where 
they were required. A revenue officer buy
ing goods requiring stamps to be affixed 
with a view of taking out a summons for 
violation of the Act is a consumer within 
the meaning of the Act.

Minister of Inland Revenue v. Bourke; 
Cal du ni & Rocca ; Casgrain & Pruneau; 
Fabien; Gagnon, 45 D.L.R. 835, 31 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 48.
Criminal liability—Revenue laws.

A company operating a retail store in 
which perfumes are sold is not liable to 
fine under the Special War Revenue Act 
1915, for the default of its salesman to af
fix a stamp to a package of perfume mak
ing a sale of same, if it has given all prop
er directions and facilities for carrying out 
the provisions of the Statute; the penal 
liability which the Statute provides is up
on the “person selling” and the statute has 
not in this case made the Master criminal
ly responsible for the act of his servant 
done without his connivance or knowledge. 
[Somerset v. Ilart, 12 Q.B.D. 360, 63 L.J. 
M.C. 77, applied.

Patenaude v. Paquet Co., 31 D.L.R. 229, 
26 Can. Cr. Cas. 205.
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Masters penal liability—War Revenue

The scheme of the War Reuimc Act, 
1915 (Can.) is to make the employer lia
ble for the penalties which it provides in 
respect of failure to aflix revenue stamps 
•in the retail sale of certain drug prepara
tions. in respect of sales made in his store 
by his employees, although he was absent 
at the time of sale ami although general 
directions had been given the employees 
not to sell such goods without aflixing and 
cancelling the stamp. [I’ateiiaudc v. Pa
quet Co., 31 D.L.R. 229, 26 Can. Cr. Cas. 
204. disapproved.]

Kthier v. Minister of Inland Revenue 
(Que./, 32 D.L.R. 320, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 12.

The Special War Revenue Act, 1915, Can., 
makes the employer liable for the penalties 
which it provides in respect of failure of 
his employee in the course of his employ
ment to aflix revenue stamps on the retail 
sale of certain drug preparations, although 
general directions had been given by the 
employer to the employee not to sell such 
goods without aflixing and cancelling the 
stamp. [Kthier v. Minister of Inland Rev
enue, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 12, 32 D.L.R. 320. 
approved.]

Minister of Inland Revenue v. Nairn, 35 
D.L.R. 224, 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 1, 11 O.W.N. 
422.
(§ III A—290)—Scope of employment— 

Negligent driving.
A "sales-agent" who sells and delivers 

wares of his employer, ami rents a horse 
and conveyance from him for delivering the 
goods, although not required to devote any 
specified time to the work, and paid entire
ly by commissions, is acting within the 
scope of his employment when taking the 
horse and conveyance to the stable after a 
«lav’s work on his employer’s business, and 
the employer is liable for his negligence.

Dufficld v. Peers, 32 D.L.R. 33V. 37 O.L. 
R. 662.
Reckless driving—Hired team.

A driver furnished by a liveryman with 
the hiring of a team who assists in the 
work of the hirer and operates, except as 
to «lriving, under the latter’s directions, 
will, in the event of an accident resulting 
from reckless driving, render the livery
man. not the hirer, liable for damages re
sulting therefrom. [Consolidated Plate 
Glass Co. v. Gaston, 29 Can. S.C.R. 624, 
followed.]

Balfour v. Bell Telephone Co., 24 D.L.R. 
395. 34 O.L.R. 149.

Scope or employment.
Where an incorporated company is au

thorized to engage in the business of com
pany promotion and rf buying and selling 
«•orporate shares, its sales agent has no 
implied authority to bind the company to 
repurchase at a premium the shares of an
other company which it. is promoting, al
though such agreement is made as part of

or «•ollatvral to the agreement of sale and 
forms a part of the consideration thereof.

Whaley v. O'Grady, 1 D.L.R. 224, 19 W. 
L.R. 885. 1 W.W.R. 535. [See 4 D.L.R. 
485, 22 Man. L.R. 370, 21 W.L.R. 617, 2 
W.W.R. 063.]
Negligence — Superintendence — Em- 

ploykks’ Liability Act, R.S.B.C. 1911,
< . 71, N. 3 (1).

C. who was acting as superintendent of 
the work of loading logs on to trucks by 

j means of a donkey-engine, temporarily too< 
charge of the engine owing to the incom
petence of the engineer, and instructed him 
non to work it. While s-o engaged, a man 
employed as a loader was struck by a log 
that was improperly lowered, and was 
killed. The plaintiff obtained judgment in 
an action for damages under the Employers' 
Liability Act. Held, on appeal that (J., 
being so engaged, was ‘‘a person having su
perintendence intrusted to him” within the 
meaning of s. 3, subs. 2 of the Act. and the 
appeal should be dismissed.

Willard v. International Timber Co., 25 
B.C.R. 210.
Brush fire—Scope of employment.

The relation of commettant and préposé 
exists between a father and his married son, 
living with him and working cm his farm, 
under his direction and «'ontrol. The act of 
the son, in setting fire to the brush on hi» 
father’s land, though against the latter's 
will, is part of the work for which lie is em- 

| ployed, and implies responsibility in the

Doyon v. Poulin, 50 Que. S.C. 117. 
Respondeat superior.

A responsibility arises from the power 
of control at the moment of the tort; and 
the wrongdoer, though in the general serv
ice of a third person, may momentarily be 
the servant of the defendant and be under 
his control in so far as to render the latter 
responsible as his master.

( lest v. Bergliauser, 25 Que. K.B. 200. 
Employer’s liability for acts of work

man—Day workmen on railway con
struction—Acts bone during meal 
hour—Que. C.C. 1064.

Workmen hired by the day or hour by 
contractors constructing a railway are ”iu 
the performance of the work for which they 

• are employed” during the mid-day recess 
for their meal and rest ; particularly if they 
are ordered to take such meal and rest at a 
place indicated, and under the superin 
tendence of a foreman. Accordingly, their 
employers are responsible for damages 
caused by them during this interval.

Poliqum v. Davis, 45 Que. S.C. 409.
(g III A—291)—Wanton ob malicious 

acts.
A master is answerable in damages for 

the act of a driver in his emplov who, 
while driving a waggon on car tracks just 
ahead of a street car, turned out for it at 
a street intersection, where many people 
were standing in the roadway waiting to 
board the car, shouted for them to get out
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of his way, and drove through the crowd 
in such a reckless manner as to strike the 
plaintiff, a person attempting to board the 
,ar. which was then opposite the waggon, 
ami knock him down, so that the car ran 
out and crushed his foot.

Haillargeon v. St. George's, 4 D.L.R. 894, 
22 y ne. K.B. tt.

Where servants arc employed to build a 
cabin on uncleared land, the clearing of the 
site for the erecting of the cabin is pre
sumably within the scope of their em
ployment.

Derl.v v Ellison, 2 D.L.R. 279, 20 W.L. 
R 794, 2 W.YV.n. 99.
Au OF EMPLOYEE BEYOND SCOPE OF EMPLOY-

A teamster who is hired with his team 
and waggon by a wood-dealer at a fixed 
rate per day to deliver wood, is not the 
servant of the wood-dealer so as to render 
him liable for damages where in making 
delivery of a loud, the teamster, under the 
special direction of the buyer of the wood, 
took the load down an excavation into a 
basement under a building which was bc- 
ing moved, and after unloading it, and 
with assistance getting his teams and wag
gon turned around, on going out from the 
basement caught and knocked out one of the 
supports, and caused the floor above, which 
was heavily weighted with merchandise and 
machinery,* to collapse. [Jones v. Mayor, 
etc., of Liverpool, 14 Q.B.D. 890, applied.]

id mont on Vinegar Co. v. Friedrichs, 9 
D.L.R. 44.*». .*» A.L.R. 460, 23 W.L.R. 672, 
3WW.lt. 1043.
AUTOMOBILE TAKEN OUT OF SALEROOM BY 

SERVANT—FOB H18 OWN PURPOSES—
Without knowledge ob permission of 
owner—Person injured by careless 
univixo—Excessive speed—Liability 
of owner — Neglect to prevent
WRONGFUL USE OF AUTOMOBILE—MOTOR
Vehicles Act (Ont.).

Verrall v. Dominion Automobile Co., 3 
OW N. 108, 20 O.W.H. 178 
(§ III A—294)—Emergency—Dangerous 

courses—Scope of employment.
If in the case of emergency an employee 

in the course of his employment, has two 
courses open to him. either of which may 
I"* dangerous, and in the emergency adopts 
th" more dangerous and is injured, this does 
n"l put him outside the scone of his em
ployment, and lie is entitled to damages 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
(Sasic. ).

Cameron v. C.P.R. Co.. 42 D.L.R. 445, 
11 S LR. >77, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 1025.
B. For acts or independent contractor.

See Municipal Corporations, II G—210; 
Negligence, I B—16.
(8 ID B—285)—Work of dangerous na-

A person cannot divest himself of lia
bility for negligence in leaving an excava
tion in building operations unprotected as 
regards persons using the adjoining public

highway or lune, by making it a part of the 
contract with an independent contractor for 
the excavation work which extended to tin- 
street line, and was necessarily dangerous 
to Users of the highway, to provide a sut 
licient barricade in respect thereof ; it is the 
duty of the former to see that the contrac
tor takes all necessary precautions to pre
vent injury to third persons from the neces
sarily dangerous excavations which he has 
directed to be made.

Me Lean v. Crow n Tailoring C'o., 15 D.L.R. 
353, 29 O.L.R. 455.
Work superintended by employer.

The owner of the right to eut timber, who 
entrusts to a contractor the hauling of the 
t imiter from the woods, is responsible for 
damages caused to third parties by the con
tractor in the execution of the work if he 
reserves to himself the control and direction 
of the enterprise; in such case the relation 
of master and servant subsists.

liortie v. Wright, 26 Que. K.B. 18.
(8 111 B—297)—Lease and hire of work 

— Principal contraobob — Subcon
tractor—Works badly done—Damp
ness—C.C. QUE. 1688, 1690, 1696.

When a plasterer, subcontractor, plasters 
certain ceilings upon some concrete put on 
by anol Iter workman, and the plaster falls, 
he must give explanations and good reasons 
to avoid liability for the consequent dam
ages. But lie is not liable if the principal 
contractor forced him, in spite of his pro
tests, to do the work on concrete which- was 
too damp, especially when the roof was not 
finished, and the water was running down 
on the ceilings.

Quinlan v. Morrison, 23 Que. K.B. 481.
(8 HI B—300)—Construction work by 

contractor—Employer's duty to pro
tect passers-by—For what acts of 
contractor employer is liable—Em
ploying competent contractor—Ef-

Where a person employs another to do 
construction work which, in the natural 
course of things, will involve a duty towards 
passers-by on the adjacent street to reason
ably protect them from material falling 
upon them during the work of erecting the 
building, the owner for whom the work is 
being done is not relieved from responsi
bility for the performance of that duty by 
employing an independent contractor to per
forin it and to assume the whole responsibil
ity for such protection, however competent 
the contractor mav be.

Vail v. Bank of B.N.A., 20 D.L.R. 630. 
Joint liability of proprietor and of in

dependent contractor — Injury to 
servant of contractor.

A railway company's reservation by con
tract of complete control over and the right 
to direct an independent contractor in re
spect of railway tunneling work, renders 
the former jointly liable with the contractor 
(notwithstanding the latter’s individual lia
bility under the Workmen’s Compensation
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Act, R.S.O. 1897, c. 160) to h servant of 
the contractor for injuries sustained as 
the result of being required to work in a 
place known by both defendants to be one 
of danger by reason of the omission of the 
railway company or the contractors to pro
vide safeguards against the falling of rock 
upon the workmen.

Dallontania v. McCormick, 14 D.L.R. 613, 
29 O.L.R. 319. [Affirming, 8 D.L.R. 757, 29 
Ü.L.R. 319, 23 O.W.R. 861.]
Employer — Duty incumbent on — Inde

pendent CONTRACTOR—DUTY ENTRUST-
ed to—Injurier—Damages.

The rule by which a person is absolved 
from liability for the negligence of an in
dependent contractor doing work for him, 
does not apply where the neglect which oc
casioned the injury was of a duty which 
was incumbent upon the employer and which 
duty he intrusted to the contractor to per
form for him. [Pickard v. Smith, 10 C.B. 
N.S. 470. applied.]

Wallich v. Great West Construction Co., 
20 D.L.R. 568, 24 Man. L.R. 646, 29 W.L.R. 
41, 6 W.W.R. 1404.
Injury to servant ok contractor—Joint

LIABILITY OF PROPRIETOR AND OF IN
DEPENDENT CONTRACTOR. WHEN NEGA
TIVED — Absence of supervision — 
Tests.

Rock-filling in a bay for the protection of 
e railway embankment is not work of such 
a dangerous character as to impose upon 
the railway company any duty to safeguard 
the servants of independent contractors ex
ecuting the work under the general super
vision of the railway company’s engineer ns 
to the actual construction of the “fill,’* 
where the injury took place from the fall of 
rock in quarrying the material upon the 
railway lands with the company's permis
sion, but the latter had under the contract 
no control over the manner in which the 
material should lie taken out nor as to 
where or how the contractors should pro
cure the material, and, in fact, exercised no 
supervision over the quarrying. [Dallan- 
tonia v. McCormick, 8 D.L.R. 757, 14 D.L.R. 
613, 29 O.L.R. 319, and Penny v. Wimble
don Council. [1899] 2 Q.B. 72, distin
guished: Hole v. Sittingbourne. 6 II. & N. 
488, applied.]

Romaniuk v. G.T.P.R. Co., 20 D.L.R. 301,
24 Man. L.R. 797. 18 Can. Rv. Cas. 170, 29 
W.L.R. 766. 7 W.W.R. 399.'
(8 III B—302)—Joint liability of pro

prietor AND OF INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR—INJURY TO SERVANT OF CONTRAC-

A municipality’s reservation by its con
tract with an independent contractor of con
trol over the way in which the contractor’s 
work shall be done and the kind of material 
that should be used and its stipulation for 
the right under certain circumstances to 
dismiss workmen engaged thereat, does not 
render such municipality jointly liable with 
the contractor to a servant of the contractor
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for injuries sustained as the result of mere 
'•dilaterai negligence of the contractor in 
the performance of the contract, such as the 
latter's failure to provide an efficient meth
od of marking the location of unexplored 
dynamite charges or giving notice thereof 
to his workmen engaged in excavating at

laces where dynamiting had been done.
Reedie v. I»ndon and N.W. Ry. Co., 4 Ex. 

244, 20 L.J. Ex. 65, applied.]
Smith v. Ulen, 17 D.L.R. 400, 28 W.L.R. 

133, 6 W.W.R. 678.
(§ 111 B —303)—Injury to adjoining

The act of committing work to a con
tractor to he executed, from which, if 
properly done, no injurious consequences 
van arise, is to be differentiated from the 
act of turning over to him work to be 
done from which mischievous consequences 
will arise unless preventive measures ere 
adopted; and while it may be just to hold 
the party authorizing the work in the form
er case exempt from liability for injury 
resulting from negligence which he had no 
reason to anticipate, there is, on the other 
hand, good ground for holding him liable 
for injury caused by an act certain to he 
attended with injurious consequences, if 
safeguards are not provided, no matter 
through whose fault the omission to take 
the necessary measures for such prevention 
may arise; and. where the owner of land*, 
in the construction of works thereon for 
which injury to the ad joining premises must 
lie expected to result, himself omit* to take 
the necessary measures to prevent such mis
chief. he may be held liable upon a plea 
alleging such omission. [Bower v. Pcate, 1 
Q.B.D. 321, 326. applied.) The liability of 
a master for an omission to do something 
depends entirely upon the extent to which 
a duty is imposed to cause that thing to he 
done, and in such a ease it is quite im
material whether the actual actors are serv
ants or not.

Cockshutt Plow Co. v. MacDonald. 8 D. 
L.R. 112. 5 A.L.R. 184, at 189, 22 W.L.R. 
798, 2 W.W.R. 488.
Independent contractor — Liability or 

employer — Injuries to adjoining 
owner—Railways.

A railway company will he liable for dam
age to land adjoining its right of way oc
casioned by the negligent operations of its 
contractors for the construction of the road
bed. if in letting the contract no care was 
exercised by the railway company to pro
vide that in the blasting operations which 
were an essential part of the contract th«* 
“top-lofting” method which would throw 
debris upon the lauds of the adjoining own
er should not be adopted, and the contrac
tors damaged the adjoining property by fol
lowing that method where another cours»- of 
operations was open to them under which 
the injury might have been avoided.

Vancouver Power Co. v. Hounsome, 19 
D.L.R. 200. 49 Can. S.C.R. 430, affirming
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g D.L.R. 823, 18 B.C.R. 81, 15 Can. Ry. 
Cas. ü'.f, 23 W.L.R. 1U7, 404, 3 YV.W.R. 053. 

III B—305)—Who are independent
. iiNTRACTORS— LIABILITY OF MA8TEU FOB 
INJURIES TO EMPLOYEE OF INDEPENDENT 
CONTRACTOR—CONTRACT VXDEK SUPER
VISION or MINE SUPERINTENDENT—DbiV- 
1XO A TUNNEL.

Bradshaw v. Britannia, 7 D.L.R. 878, 2
WAV.R. 20.

In order to lie an independent contractor 
a workman must be free from control and 
must not be subject to the orders of any
one as to the manner in which the work 
il to be done.

Beaulieu v. Picard, 7 D.L.R. 2, 42 Que.
8.C. 455.

Where a municipal corporation enters 
into a contract with certain contractors for 
the construction of a bridge, but some 
difficulty arising as to the remuneration 
for the piling, u .$6 per diem charge was 
by a subsequent agreement allowed for the 
contractor's own time and the use of his 
l-iling plant, but the contractor still re- 
'ained complete control over the entire work 
and he could select his own employees, he 
ie in law an independent contractor and not 
an employee of the municipality, and the 
municipal corporation is not liable for his 
negligence.

Johnston v. Clark, 7 D.L.R. 361, 4 O.W.N.
202, 23 O.YV.R. 196.

IV. Liability of servants.
Iff IV—310)—Workman.

When a workman has supplied his ma
terials and done his work and payment 
'hereof has been made, he has no responsi
bility in case of damages resulting to the 
structure put up, either from a defect of 
■onatructiun or the nature of the soil, and 
no presumption of fault at all rests on liis 
shoulders, either of acquilian or of con
tractual fault under C.C. (Que.) 1688.

Stilwell Bierce v. Lyall, 3 D.L.R. 369. 
Accounting by employee—Botti.es left

WITH CU8TOMKHS.
In the absence of a written agreement 

and in accordance with commercial usage, 
an employee whose duty it is to deliver 
Z'Kxl* Sl|ld is not responsible for bottles or 
■H'e- left with customer*. and an account 
“f them cannot lie demanded at the expira- 
'loii of bis engagement or when he leaves 

employ, (‘specially if. each day. he has 
uiwn in a list of the full bottles delivered 
■luring the day, as well as the empty 
bottles brought back.

Brunei v. Plamondon, 46 Que. 8.C. 385.
(8 IV—312)—Damages — Neoi.ioence of

FELLOW-SERVANT ---- INFRINGEMENT OF
MUNICIPAL BY-LAW ---- PROTECTION OF

The infringement of » general prohibition 
in a municipal by-law prohibiting blasting 
operations without a permit from a munici
pal officer will not make liable the pro
prietors on whose behalf the operations are

conducted, for injury to a workman occa
sioned by the negligent act of a fellow - 
workmau under circumstances in which the 
fellow-servant doctrine would otherwise ap
ply; such by-law is not one particularly de
signed to benefit or protest a class but is 
intended as a protection of the public at 
large. [Bell v. G.T.R., 15 D.L.R 874, 48 
Can. S.C.R. 561; Butler v. Fife Coal Co., 
[1912] A.C. 149 and Watkins v. Naval Col
liery Co., [1912] A.C. 693, followed.]

Singh v. C.P.R. Vo., 20 D.L.R. 511, 19 
B.C.R. 575 at 578. affirming 15 D.L.R. 487, 
19 B.C.R. 675, 5 YV.W.R. 12 ».
(§ 1YT—313)—Liability of independent

CONTRACTORS.
One who employs a contractor to erect 

a building is not answerable for damages 
sustained by an adjoining property owner 
through the falling of a wall as the result 
of the negligence of the contractor in build
ing it, the maxim, qui facit per alium facit 
per se, not being applicable. [Reedie v. 
London & N.W. R. Co., 4 Ex. 244, and Gay- 
ford v. Nicholls, 9 Ex. 702, followed.]

Cockshutt Plow Co. v. MacDonald, 5 D.L. 
R. 365, 6 A.L.R. 184, 20 YV.L.R. 197, 3 W. 
W.R. 529.

V. Workmen's compensation esses.
Total disability, see Insurance, VI B— 

345.
(g V—340)—Application of Acts gener

ally—Accident on day mill wab 
stopped.

The YVorkmen’s Compensation Act (Que.» 
does not apply to an accident happening to 
a workman, outside of the factory, ou a 
day when the mills were stopped, when he 
gave his assistance to a work which was 
purely one of recreation, upon the courte
ous invitation of his foreman, and at the 
latter's private residence.

Brown v. Carrier, 27 Que. K.B. 17, re
versing 52 Que. S.C. 44.
Manufacturer and trader — Joint em

ployment.
YVhere an employer is both a trader and 

manufacturer, a workman or his representa
tives who make a claim under the Work- 
men’s Compensation Act (Que.), muni es
tablish that, at the time of the accident, 
the workman in question was assisting in 
the industrial operations of the employer, 
as well as in nis commercial work, and 
that the accident occurred in the course of 
the industrial operation. So, a night watch
man, employed by a company whose busi
ness is the manufacture and sale of petrole
um products, and to whom it was ordered 
by his employer to deliver a wagon loaded 
with gasoline to certain districts outside of 
Montreal, has no claim under the above 
law if he is killed by a passing train while 
returning from his duty.

Caron v. Imperial Oil Co., 54 Que. S.C. 
394.
Right to view place of accident.

A plaintiff in an action under the Work-
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men's Compensation Act (Que.) cannot, be
fore th*- trial, obtain permission to visit the 
place «here the accident occurred.

Sty chi insky v. Canadian Steel Foundries, 
20 Que. P.R. 130. [See 25 Rev. I .eg. 135.J 
Remedies—Statutory —Common law.

The sole recourse which the law gives a 
workman, the victim of an accident in the 
course of employment, is by proceeding un
der the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
(Que.), with the authorization of a judge 
of the Superior Court. He cannot sue under 
the common law.

Goupil v. Van, 24 Rev. Leg.» 192.
Common law action Damages.

Where an accident happened while plain
tiff was working for defendants, it was 
held that he could only proceed under the 
Workmen's Compensation Act (Que.) ; and 
must prove inexcusable fault on the part 
of defendants. An action brought under 
the common law must be declared un
founded.

Desormeaux v. Dupre, 24 Rev. de Jur. 
106.
Action by minor.

A minor over I t may, with the authority 
of a judge, bring an action under the Work
men's Compensation Act (Que.).

Therriault v. Caron, 19 Que. P.R. 213.
An action under the Workmen's Com

pensation Act (Que.) is not based on the 
contract of hire of services, but on the fault 
of the employer; and a minor can only bring 
such action through his guardian.

Delangie v. Montreal Machine Shop, 20 
Que. P.R. 208, 55 Que. 8.C. 132.
Remedy of ascendants—Sole support.

The only ascendants who have a right to 
an indemnity for the death of their child, 
in an accident to a workman, are those of 
whom the victim was their sole support at 
the moment of the accident. A right of 
action is not open to those of whom the vie- 
lim was one support, even if the chief one. 
Whenever the Workmen's Compensation 
Act (Que.) differs from the common law. 
the former should lie interpreted in a re
strictive sense.

Price v. Saint-Louis. 27 Que. K.B. 174.
Compensation should not he granted to 

the father and mother of an employee killed 
in the service of his employer, under pur. 
c. of art. 7323 of the Workmen’s Compensa
tion Act (Que.), upon the ground that their 
son was their only support at the moment 
of the accident, if they were not in want. 
A father and mother who own in the coun
try a farm which is paid for, worth $1.575. 
the father earning also wages of $400 a 
year, and their youngest child being 15 
years old, are not in want.

Montreal Public Service Corp. v. Picard, 
27 Que. K.B. 1M8.
Payment of rent — Insurance — Judg

ment—Examination of defendant.
A defendant, condemned to pay a plain

tiff a rent under the Workmen’s Compensa
tion Act (Que.), cannot, even if he has
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paid all he is bound to pay up to date, e.- 
cape by offering to have the payment nf 
the rent secured by an insurance"compum 
approved by an order-iii-council, or by coii 
servatorv measures such as the registering 
of the judgment against his property, or 
the examining of the defendant concerning 
his assets.

Smith v. Weir, 19 Que. P.R. 134. [See 53 
Que. S.C. 61.]
Capital—Delay—Costs —Insurance.

One suing under the Workmen's Vompen 
nation Act (Que.) may, within a month 
from the judgment condemning his employer 
to pay an annual rent, ask that the capital 
he paid to him. The capital of a rent, gram 
ed to an employee under the Act must not 
be diminished by the costs which an insiir 
a me company would deduct for administer
ing the capital and distributing it in period
ical payments.

Okopny v. Atlas Construction Co., 24 Rev. 
Leg. 371.
French and Quebec law — Rights oe 

parf.nts.
The French law relating to accidents to 

workmen is different from the law of the 
Province of Quebec as to the rights of par 
ents to claim compensation. Under the 
French law it suffice* that the parents arc 
in need, but under the law of Quebec the 
victim must have been the sole support nf 
the parents.

Picard v. Montreal Public Service Corp, 
24 Rev. de Jur. 142.
Conflict of lawb.

An employee, the vietim of an accident, 
who had been engaged at Montreal to go 
and work in a workshop at Port Arthur, 
Ontario, may invoke the benefits of the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act of Quebec, 
even if he has already obtained compensa
tion under the Workmen's Compensation 
Act of Ontario. But the court should take 
into account what lie has already received.

Rurdeau v. Dominion Bridge Co., 54 Que. 
S.C. 363.
(§ V —341)—Workmen’s Compensation 

Act — Procedure — Evidence — Ju
risdiction of court.

Under the Allierta Workmen's Compen
sation Act, a District Court Judge acting 
thereunder as the statutory arbitrator, has 
the power to direct the issue of a commis 
sion to take the evidence of witness in 
order that the evidence so taken nay he 
used before him as part of the evidence on 
which to hasp his reward. [Sutton r. 
(treat Northern R. Co., [1909] 2 K.B. 791, 
distinguished.]

Itodner v. West Canadian Collieries. 8 
ll.LR. 462. 5 A.UR. 163, 22 W.L.R. 765, 3 
W.W.R. 629.
Claim eor wages—Contract of Lease- 

Action during long vacation—(Que-

A workman’s claim for wages is upon a 
contract of lease or hire of work and may 
he tried in the long vacation under the ex-
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option of art. 1 ô, C.C.P. of “actions a ri» 
T,.' from the relation of lessor ami lessee” 
n latter term being recognized by • art. 

lion. (Que. i us including both u lease 
ut things or a lease of work, 

fare v. Baker, 30 D.LR. «63.
Isom MH XT CONTRACTOR — WmiKMKX'S 

COM PI XSATIOS.
The liability to other» than employees 

(e.g.. employes of eoutravtor* of the prin- 
;i.il employer i under the Workmen's Com- 

[M-n-Hiioii Act (Alta. I, 19(18. e. 13 is limited 
v» tin- character of the work with relation 
to the principal employer and not to the 
manner or nature of the accident.

dinguond v. fi.T.P.K. Co., 17 D.LR. 202, 
; \ I I! 226, 28 W.LR. 383. 7 W.W.R. 15. 
Pt.RMlXAl IX.It R Y — XEOLIOENT ORDER OF 

SUPERINTENDENT — WORKMEN’* COM
PENSATION FOR I N JURIES Al t.

The master is liable for personal injuries 
«attained by the workman by reason of con- 

irmity to tile negligent order of the super- 
nirndviit under the Workmen'* Compensa- 
:nii for Injuries Act, K.S.O. 1914, c. 146, 
». ;i. hut it i* not essential that conformity 
to ihe order should lie the causa causons of 
the injury, if it were a sina qua non. [Wild 
v Wavgood, | 181121 1 Q.B. 783. followed.] 

turner v. Hast. 20 D.LR. 332, 32 O.LR.

Workmen's Compensation Act—Damages 
"I.IMIT” AH IUST1XCT FROM “MKAS-

Section 15 of the Suskatehewan Work
men's Compensation Act fixes the limit and 
not the measure of damages and where these 
ire «hewn to an amount not exceeding 
$1.800 it is not necessary to take into con 
sidération the estimated earning» during a 
three-rear period.

Kie'r v. Henell. 18 D.L.R. 479, 7 8.L.R. 78. 
g» W.L.R. 383. 7 W.W.R. 15.
Wohk men's Compensation Act— Pkockd- 

i re-Arbitrator — Submitting qmm-
TIOX8 OF JUDUB—TlMK FOR-^ApPKjM.— 
Krrok of fact.

Where parties have an opportunity to ask 
fhc arbitrator to state his award under the 
A'-rkmen's Compensation Act, R.S.B.C. 
'hiI. c. 244. in the form of a special case 
■ini neglect to do so. the award should not. 
■n the absence of misconduct, lie set aside so 
■'* to enable him to obtain the opinion of the 
'■■flirt on a point of law not open at the 
hearing. After the publication of an arbi- 
rrater's award under the Workmen’s Com
pensation Act. R.S.B.C. 1911, e. 244, the 
arbitrator cannot submit questions under 
* > nf the Act to a Judge of the Supreme 
1 "urt. [Lewis v. O.T.P., 13 D.LR. 152. 18 
B.C.R. 329, followed.]

<’oroff v. Welsh, 20 D.LR. 20, 20 B.C.R. 
•‘•.VJ, 7 W.W.R. 531, reversing 18 D.LR. 8, 

W.LR. 449, 0 W.W.R. 1081.
Workmen's Compensation Act—Arbitra

tor-Submitting QUITTIONS TO JUDGE 
—Time for.

After an award of an arbitrator appoint- 
Can. Dig.—97.

ed under the Workmen's Compensation Aet, 
R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 244, lias been reduced to 
writing and published, lie cannot submit 
questions under s. 4 of the Aet, to a Judge 
of the Supreme Court.

Lewis v. (I.T.P.R. Co., 13 D.LR. 152, 18
B. C.R. 329. 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 173, 25 W.L 
R. 118, 4 W.W.R. 1246.
Assessment or damages after dismissal 

OF N Mi LICENCE ACTION.
Where an independent action for damages 

for personal injury to a workman alleged 
to have resulted from the negligence of the 
employer is dismissed at the trial for lack 
of evidence to shew negligence, the trial 
judge may. on the application of the plain
tiff. proceed to assess and award compensa 
tkm under the Workmen's Compensation 
Act (Sank.).

I bleuInirgli v. Prince Albert Lumber Co., 
9 D.LR. 639, fl S LR. 270. 23 W.LR. 539, 
3 W.W.R. 1146.
Workmen’s Compensation Act B.C.— Un

BUCCKBSrUI. NEGLIGENCE ACTION.
'Hie rule that where an actfon for personal 

injuries which lias been brought under the 
common law lias been disposed of, the plain
tiff has no right to ask for an assessment, 
under the Workmen's Compensation Aet ( B.
C. ), unless he does so immediately after 
trial of the action at common law, is appl• 
cable only where the judgment was rendered 
against the plaintiff, but where the plain 
tiff had obtained a verdict under the com
mon law and the verdict was set aside on 
appeal and he subsequently applied to the 
Trial Judge for an assessment of damages 
under the Act, such application is allowable. 
The act of a workman employed as a fireman 
tending a furnace, in adjusting a belt at
tached to a carrier, which fed the furnace 
with fuel, in the absence of the chief en
gineer, whose duty it was to adjust the belt, 
is an act done in the course of the work 
man’s employment, so as to entitle the work 
man to compensation under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act for injuries incurred dur 
ing the progress of the work. [ Barnes v. 
Nunnery Colliery Co., 81 L.J.Q.B. 213, dis
tinguished.]

McCormick v. Kelliher, 9 D.L.R. 392, 18 
B.C.R. 57. 23 W.LR. 10. 3 W.W.R. 722, 
affirming 7 D.L.R. 73». 18 B.C.R. 37, 2 
W.W.R. 719.
WoHKMKN'h Compensation for Injuries 

Act—Procedure.
W’herc a brakeman engaged in coupling 

cars at night ie injured by reason of the 
negligence of the engineer in charge of the 
locomotive in failing to wait for a new 
signal to start, it having been prearranged 
between the two that the hrakcinan was to 
give such signal by lantern, ihe master is 
liable under suba. 5 of s. 3 of the Work- 

I men's Compensation for Injuries Act, mak- 
I ing an employer responsible “by reason of 

negligence of any person in the service of 
the employer who has the charge or con- 

| trol of any points, signal, locomotive, en-
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gine, machine or train upon a railway, 
tramway or street railway.” [Martin v. 
G.T.R. Co., 4 O.W.N. 51, applied.]

Allan v. (i.T.R. Co., 8 D.L.R. 097. 4 O.W. 
V 325, 15 Can. Ry. Caa. 14, 23 O.W.R. 453. 
Board — Jurihdiction — Finality or de-

Wherc the Workmen’s Compensation 
Board (Man.) has jurisdiction over any 
matter hr<night before it, its action or de
cision is final and not subject to question 
nr review in any court, if, however, the 
Board attempts to deal with a matter over 
which it has not acquired jurisdiction, or 
if it fails to lie governed by the provisions 
of the Workmen's Compensation Act ac
cording to their true intent and meaning, its 
actions, decisions or proceedings are not 
protected by s. 57 of the Act, and a party 
affected may seek the remedies available to 
him in the courts. An enquiry held by the 
Board as to the compensation to he allowed 
the representatives of a deceased workman, 
is a judicial one, and the employer should 
lie given notice of the time and place of 
such enquiry. Failure to give such notice 
is not a ground for setting aside the order, 
if the Board lias jurisdiction to deal with 
the matter.

C.X.R. Co. v. Wilson, 43 D.L.R. 412, 29 
Man. L.R. 193. [1918] 3 W.W.R. 730. 
In.ivry—Mistake—Ratification — Work- 

mi-\’h Compensation Act, R.S.Q. 1909.
Before a workman or his representative 

can claim the benefit of the Workmen's 
Compensation Act R.S.Q. 1909. art. 7321, he 
must prove the existence of the contractual 
relat ionship of employer and employee : and 
an action under the Act cannot tic main
tained if the workman, mistaking the place 
to which he was sent, misrepresented to de
fendant’s foreman that defendant had sent 
him to work and had consequently been per
mitted to work and there was no ratification 
ns the injury occurred before the employer 
had learned that he was there.

Cooney v. Morel, 20 D.L.R. 656, 45 Que. 
8.C. 458.
Municipal works — Notice of action — 

Limitations.
The Workmen’s Compensation Act (R.S. 

Q. 1909, arts. 7321-471 applies to persons 
employed by a municipality in its works, 
and entitles an employee injured in the 
«ourse of his work to his statutory indem
nity, notwithstanding his failure to give 
notice of the action within the time pre
scribed by the municipal charter (2 C,eo. V. 
1912. c. 05, s. 4) or by a special statute 
applicable to actions against municipalities 
(Cities and Towns Act, R.S.Q. 1909, art. 
5864) ; the provisions of the first named 
Act, in cases falling within it, override the 
provisions of the other statutes, and are 
governed by the prescription of 1 year pro
vided therein. In awarding the indemnity 
under the Act, the court cannot, if the capi-
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tal of the annuity is preferred, condemn the 
I employer to pay an annuity only.

Rage v. .Joliette, 29 D.L.R. 240, 49 Que 
S.C. 437. *
Notice of injury Election of remedies.

The faet that a. notice of injury served 
on the employer is headed as being in the 
matter of the Workmen's Compensation Act. 
1908 (Alta.), and also with the words 
"application for compensation,” are not 
sufficient to constitute a definite election on 
the part, of the workman to take his remedy 
under the Act alone and to abandon hie com
mon law remedy for negligence where no 
siii'li inference could lie drawn from the 
statements contained in the notice itself 
apart from the headings.

Klukas v. Thompson, 24 D.L.R. 67, g 
W.W.R. 778, 31 W.L.R. 438, reversing 21 
O.L.R. 312, 7 W.W.R. 1102.
BLECTION OF KLM FIMES—WORKMEN'S t'OM- 

PKN RATION OR I.ORI> CAMPBELL'S A FT.
A plaintiff is not hound to clod at the 

trial whether he will proceed under the 
Workmen's Compensation Act or under the 
Act respecting compensation to relatives «if 
persons killed by wrongful aet, C.S.N.B. 
1903. o. 79. but the action can he brought 
and proceeded with under both Acta, and 
the damages assessed tinder either Act as 
the evidence might warrant.

Wvntzell v. New Brunswick, etc., R. Co., 
43 X.B.R. 475.
Failure to establish common law lia

bility—Leave to proceed under stat
ute—Time to elect.

In hu action by an employee for dam
ages at common law and under the Employ
ers’ Liability Act, judgment was entered 
for the defendant by the trial judge. 
Counsel for the plaintiff then asked the 
judge to make an order that this judgment 
should be without prejudice to his rights to 
apply for com | ton sat ion under the Work
men's Compensation Act, as he wished to 
appeal to the Court of Appeals from the 
judge’s decision. The judge said there 
seemed to be no doubt that plaintiff should 
elect to appeal or apply for compensation 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act at 
the conclusion of the trial.

Lilja v. Granby Consolidated, 21 B.C.R 
384, 8 W.W.R. 090.
Injury to servant—Falling into eleva

tor shaft—Negligence—Contribu
tory NEGLIGENCE — REM EDY — WORK
MEN’S COMPENSATION — POWER OF
Court to determine liability.

Garment v. Austin, 25 D.L.R. 833, 34 0. 
L.R. 417.
Preliminaries—Petition to rue.

The petition for authority to sue under 
the Workmen’s Compensation Act is the act 
preliminary to an action.

Fontaine v. Cabana, 48 Que. 8.C. 230.
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Wirt OF SUMMONS—FaIIURE TO SERVE—

Negligence of solicitors—Renewal 
after expiet of year—Power op 
Judge or Master in Chambers—Ac
tion under Workmen’s Compensation 
k»b Injuries Act—Expiry or statu
tory period Par to new action—Dis-

'Jmxato v. Dominion Cannera, 9 O.W.N.
7, lv.
RniFW OF PROCEED!NOS UNDER ACT—AP

PEAL— Discret ion ary matters.
S,, motion by way of appeal or applica- 

tivn t<i tlie equitable jurisdiction of the 
,t,urt to rorreet an error in a matter before

ud^e acting within hi* jurisdiction under 
•ii- Work men's Compensation for Injuries 
Vî will lie entertained, except where the 

; mount allowed the claimant is greater than 
,s provided bv tlie Act. On the hearing of 
a, petition under the Act the judge may. in 
the exerci-e of his discretion, apply any of 
•he rules of the Supreme Court, 1909, which 
r may consider applicable to the circum- 

.tiinies of the case, and is not conlineil to 
rule* i modern generis with the subject* 
dealt with by the rules especially referred 
to in the Act.

Merritt v. St. John R. Co., 42 N.B.R. 667. 
Indemnity, how established—Third par

ues — 1‘owkr to award — Voluntary
ADMISSION OF PARTIES.

In order to succeed upon a claim for in
demnity against an award under the Work
men's 1 ompensation Act, it must be estab
lished that the damages are paid by reason 
of and foi the liabilities enumerated in the 
Act. An award for a lump sum under the 
Workmen's Compensation Act ( B.C. ) can
not l,e made under a. 10, without the ac
quiescence of all parties in the character 
«f compensation, and no award for indem- 
nity against a third party in respect of the 
'•ability may therefore be made without the 
latter's consent. Unless the employment is 
within the purview of the Workmen’s Com- 
ifneation Act ( B.C.), and properly estab
lished. the court has no jurisdiction under 
die Act to award compensation merely up
on the voluntary admission of the parties to 
unh award in an action for negligence.

Atkinson v. Pacific. Stevedoring A Con
tra, ting Co., 24 D.L.U. 400, 22 B.C.R. 109, 

2 VV.L.R. 154, 8 W.W.R. 1339.
Second action—Prescription.

An employee, who has recovered a first 
judgment under the Workmen’s Compensa- 
'*(" Act, may institute another action if, 
subsequently, it is shewn that he has sus
tained permanent injuries. In such a case, 
prescription does not commence to run from 
the date of the accident but only from the 
date when the aggravation of the injuries of 
the victim has been discovered, 

kp el land v- Jouzin Sand Co., 50 Que. 8.C.

pon ar. application to be authorized to 
•ring an action under the Workmen’s Com
pensation Act, it is not necessary to decide
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| whether it is the law of the foreign prov- 
j ince, which will apply in such case from 

the moment that the petitioner shews that 
he has a sufficient cause of action. [Ga- 
bella v. G.T.R. Co.. 12 Que. P.R. 329.]

Bonidetti v. C.P.R. Co., 13 Que. P.R. 
236.
Judgment by consent—Appeal—Indemni-

Proceedings by appeal and in review, pro
vided for by art. 22 of the Workmen’s Com
pensation Act (Que.), (now art. 7312, R. 
S.Q. 1909) are not permissible against the 
judgment by consent under art. 27 (now 
art. 7347 ), where the parties have acquiesced 
in it, and the Act doe* not distinguish be
tween acquiescence given before and that 
given after the judgment. Such a judgment 
can from that time only be set aside by re
quite civile, a* the direct action has never 
been recognized in the French law as a mode 
of proceeding against judgments. Apart, 
from the requête civile there is no other 
reeourse against thi* judgment than the ac
tion to revise the compensation given to 
each party by art. 26 (now art. 7346).

St. Jacques v. St. Jean Berchmans, 52 
Que. S.C. 104.

A petition to sue under the Workmen’s 
< iim|M-nsation Act w ill lie dismissed if it 
only alleges that the accident occurred while 
the deceased was employed by the city of 
Montreal in the making or repairing the 
roadway, directing a machine, which serve* 
to mix concrete, *aid machine being pro
pelled by mechanical force other than hand 
or horse power.

Caillé v. Montreal, 14 Que. P.R. 82. 
Action by father—Right to—Exclusion

OK COMMON l.AW REMEDIES.
The Workmen'* Compensation Act (arts. 

7321, et seq. R.S.Q., 1909 ). limit* the reme
dies it gives for labour accidents and takes 
away from the parties who claim damages 
all the common law remedies. Therefore, 
the father of a victim, killed in an accident, 
who was not his only support, has no ac
tion in liability against the employer.

Quebec Ry. Light A Power Co. v. Lamon
tagne, 23’Que. K.B. 212.
Minor injuries—Amount—Evidence.

An accident of minor importance and 
which causes no appreciable injury to an 
employee does not give the latter any re
course for damages under the statute. In 
order to establish the amount of the capital 
upon which an annuity is to be calculated, 
the evidence afforded by actuarial tables of 
insurance companies, giving the probable 
expectation of life should not alone be taken 
into consideration, but there ought also to 
be considered what might be the prospeetive 
raparity of the workman in continuing to 
do work. In estimating the amount of the 
capital, the cost of administration of such 
capital which would be required by an in 
surancc company should also he taken into 

I consideration, because the employee, in case 
I he does not directly receive the capital, 

would not be obliged to incur such expenses.
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Moineau v. Antouessa Employers Lia

bility Ass’ce Corp. v. Moineau, 25 Que. K. 1 
B. 334.
Capital oh rent—Election—Timm—Rea 

JUDICATA.
Under tin- amendment (4 Geo. \. v. 57 I 

to the Workmen'* ( 'oinpeii nation Act 
(Que.), the option of the person injured to 
obtain the payment of the capital instead 
of the rent, must he made by his action, and 
it cannot lie done after issue joined and 
empiète closed, nor after judgment rendered.
If the option is refused, and judgment is 
rendered granting an annual rent to the 
plaintiff, which judgment is aflirmed in re
view, there is res judicata as to the right 
to obtain the capital, and the plaintiff 
cannot subsequently renew his demand.

Torovik v. Steel Company of Canada. 51 
Que. S.C. 612.

Parties.
Under the Workmen's Compensation Act. 

the compensation provided for in case of 
death should he apportioned by the court 
among those entitled to it, and therefore 
.«.II persons who may have a claim to it 
should be mode parties to an action brought, 
bv one of them. If all such persons are not 
made parties, the defendant may. by dila
tory exception, apply to have the proceed
ing* stayed until the plaintiff has brought 
them in.

Drouin v. Wallbert. 49 Que. 8.C. 6.

Lis pendens—Common i.aw action.
A party obtaining judgment under the 

Workmen's Compensation Act (Que. I may. 
if this judgment is dismissed on appeal lie- 
fore tin* expiration of the time lived for pre
scription. take mi action at common law 
bii.i-d on the same facts, which he declares 
that he is ready to abandon if the judgment 
given in his favour is eventually confirmed, 
and this second action will not be dismissed 
on a plea of lis pendens.

Unglole v. G.T.R.. IK Que. P.R. 330.
Accident to workmen—Authorization— 

Prescription — Interruption — C.C. 
(Que. l art. 2224 R.M.O, [19091. arts. 
7345. 7347.

The notices of a petition to authorize the 
institution of an action given by a judge 
under art. 27 of the Workmen’s Compensa
tion Act, interrupt» the prescription men
tioned in art. 25 of that Act. Thus an ac
tion commenced on Nov. 30, 1914 is not 
prescribed if the accident happened on Nov. 
29, 1913, and the request for authorization 
was commenced on Nov. 25. 1914 and grant
ed on Nov. 30. following.

Dupuis v. c.l’.R. Co.. 55 Que. S.C. 59.

Workmen's Compensation Act, B.C., 1910. 
c. 77. 8. 67—Whether “employers" 
—Decision ok hoard—Payment of
ASSESSMENT—COURT WITHOUT JURIS
DICTION.

The court is without jurisdiction to quash
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assument made by the Workmen's Com
pensation Hoard, by reason of ?. ti7 0f the 
Workmen’s < cm pensât ion Act, the applic
ants having after a hearing, lieen assessed 
us employers and paid the assessment.

Re Workmen's Compensation Act & Blue 
Funnel Motor Line, f 1919] 3 W’.W.R. 426. 
Workmen's compensation—Remission or 

AWARD—Refusal to hear further 
EVIDENCE.

Where an order of the Supreme Court 
remits a matter to an arbitrator under the 
Workmen's Compensation Act “for a new 
award," the arbitrator may, in the absence 
of an express order directing him to rehear 
the matter, refuse to hear any further evi
dence than that on which he has already 
given a finding of fact.

Major v. Stewart. « W.W.R. 687. 
Workmen's Compensation Act, B.C.—Mo

tion TO SET ASIDE AWARD UNDER—RE
VIEW of ariutkator’s finding—Case

Basant a v. C.P.K. Co., 16 B.C.R. 304. 
Work men’s compensation — Accidents — 

Evidence required.
Durocher v. Kinsella. 40 Que. S.C". 459. 

Workmen's compensation — Petition to 
hue GENERALLY ALLOWED — JOINING 
COMMON LAW ACTION.

McMullen v. G.T.R. Co., 13 Que. P.R. 175. 
Settlement of damage claim—Condition

Al. OBLIGATION.
McKinstry v. Irvine, 39 Que. S.C. 426.

(8 V—342)—Who protected by—Who li
able under.

A master is liable, under subs. 5 of ». 
3 of the Workmen's Compensation for In
juries Act, R.S.O. 1897. c. 160. making the 
employer liable where the injury is caused 
“by reason of the negligence of any person 
in the service of the employer who ha- the 
charge or control of any points, signal, lo
comotive, engine, machine or train upon 
any railway, train way or street railway,” 
where a yard foreman is injured by being 
struck by an engine engaged in shunting 
operations and under the control of his 
assistant by reason of the negligence of the 
assistant in failing to carry out an order 
of the foreman.

Martin v. G.T.R. Co., 8 D.L.R. 590, 27 
O.L.R. 165. 16 Can. R.v. Ca». 1. 
Workmen's Compensation fob Injuries 

Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 146, h. 4—Injury 
TO SERVANT—“WORKMAN”—“CONTRAC
TOR.”

Ilallett v. Abraham. 17 D.L.R. 854, 6 0.
W.N. 355.
Death of boy—Father partially depend-

The compensation awarded for the death 
of a fifteen year old boy, who lived at home 
with his father and mother, and on whose 
earnings the father is partially dependent 
for the support of his family, should lie the 
maximum amount allowed by the Work-
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men's Compensation Act (Sask., 1910-] 1 c.
8. s. 15).

Mills v. Sherwood Stores, 42 D.L.R. 691). 
|1f»]H] 2 WAV R. 1030. [See 11 S.L.R. 119.J 
Itn-iir* or foreioneb—Temporary resi-

Temi'orary residence in Canada, while 
unking for a re engagement on lake ves

sels. does not entitle a foreigner to the 
l#nelit of the Workmen’s Compensai ion 
Ait under art. 7324, R.S.Q. 1900, an a resi
dent "f Canada.

McCarthy v. Mathews Steamship Co., 41 
D l l!. 122. 24 Rev. de Jur. 191. [Sc- 24 
Hex. Leg. 325.]
Work mem's compensation — Failure ok

COMMON LAW ACTION—APPLICATION FOR 
COMPENSATION—LIABILITY OK MUNICI
PAL STREET RAILWAY.

Regina v. Western Trust Co., 39 D.L.R.
55 Cun. 8.C.R. 628, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 

105.1. affirming 30 D.L.R. 548. 0 S.L.K. 330,
:i4 W.L.K. 1125, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1274.
24 D.L.R. 26. 32 W.L.R. 307.
Release—Bee-orb and after injury.

Section 4 (2) of the Workmen's Com
pensai ion Act (Sask.l 1910-11, e. 9) ap
plies to contracts entered into before in
jury, bv which a workman contracts 
liimaelf nut of the Act, hut not to contracta 
in seulement, after the injury has been 
received.

Carr v. Imperial Oil Co., 38 D.L.R. 154.
10 S.L.R. 421), [1918] 1 W.W.R. 89.
Kmi'I oyeeh* relief fund—Validity or con

tract—Estoppel.
The agreement of an employee of the 

Intercolonial Ry , as a condition to his em 
ployment. to become n member of the tem
porary employees’ relief and insurance 
association, and under its constitution ami 

'V laws to accept its benefits in lieu of all 
claims for |a-r*nnal injury, is perfectly 
valid and may l»e set up ns a complete Imi
te his action against the Crown for injuries 
sustained in the course of employment ; by 
accepting the benefits he will lie estopped 
trom setting up any claim inconsistent with 
the rules ami regulations.

1 lag non v. The King, 41 D.L.R. 493, 17 
«'an. Ex. 301.
Children- -Brook ok relationship.

The relationship of parent and child, to 
"'title an illegitimate child of a din-eased 
worker, acknowledged before the accident, 
to claim indemnity under the Quebec Work
man's Compensation Act (R.S.Q. 1909, art. 
73231, is sufficiently established by possea- 
f-iun of the filial status, which constitutes a 
recognition of the child by the parent as a 
natural child; the degree of proof is An* 
e«me as that in an action for support.

t annda Cement Co. v. Ilanchuk, 37 D. 
Lit. 422, 26 Que. K.B. 434.
Bakery driver.

One employed as an assistant, on a bakery !

SKUVANT, V.
waggon is protected by the provisions of the 
Quebec Workmen's Compensation Act (R.S 
Q. 1909, art. 7321), and is entitled to com
pensation for a partial permanent disabili
ty sustained in an accident in the cours** of 
employment.

Ladum-eiir v. Aird. 35 D.L.R. 615, 62 
Que. S.C. 62.
Seamen swept from whip and drowned— 

Action under Fatal Accidents Act— 
Failure to prove nkuliuence causinu 
death—Acts or omissions or fellow- 
seamen — Common employment — 
Workmen's Compensation Act.

Wedemeyer v. Canada Steamship Limy, 
10 O.W.X. 284, 11 O.W.N. 40.
Who protected by, or liable under—• 

Manufacture — Contractor — Em
ployes or the latte»—R.S.Q. [1009], 
ART. 7.321.

Ah infant minor who works in a shoe 
factory at the manufacture of heels, is not 
employed hy the owner of the factory, when 
the owner lias given the heels to a contract
or to lie done at so much a vase, and when 
it is the latter who has employed the in 
faut, even when this contractor and his 
employees work in the factory and with 
the machines la-longing to tin- owner. In 
this case, the latter is not liable under the 
Workmen's Compensation Aft.

l’aii/é v. Bergeron, 55 Que. 8.C. 245. 
Workmen's compensation—Apprentice-— 

R.S.Q. 1909. ARTS. 7321, 7327.
The recourse given under art. 7321, R.8.Q. 

HUM), depends upon the existence of an ex
press or implied contract between the vic
tim and the party against whom the demand 
is directed and the plaintiff must prove 
such contract. An apprenticeship is a con
tract in virtue of which a person under
takes to teach another a profession, trade or 
calling upon certain conditions, during a 
i -d term, which contract creates re
ciprocal obligations between the contracting
rVilhton v. O.T.R. Co., 47 Que. S.C. 67. 

Workmen's compennation — Classes op 
persons indemnified — R.S.Q. 1909, 
ART. 7323.

Art. 4 of (9 Edw. VII., e. 66 (Que ), now 
inf. 7323 R.S.Q. 1909), mimes, under the 
letters, a. b. and e. three classes of persons 
to whom the oom|H-nsation provided in the 
case of death of the victim of an accident 
is payable, and in which, in the order indi
cated, each class exclude* those which fol
low. Consequently, when one of a married 
couple survives, neither the children nor the 
ascendants who are within the presented 
condition* can lay claim to any part of the 
coni|ieiiMation. [Robinson v. C.P.R. Co., 
118921 A.C. 481; Re I'nited Collieries v. 
Ilcmlry, [1909] A.C. 383; Darlington v. 
lloscoe, 96 L.T. 179, followed.)

Roberge v. Jacobs Asbestos Mining Go., 
j 45 Que. S.C. 304.

A^A
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Won K MK N's COM PEN8ATION—WORKMAN EN- 

OAtiED in Quebec by empi»yer with 
HEAD OFFICE THEBE—ACCIDENT HAPPEN
ING in Ontario.

The law of Quebec respecting accidenta 
to workmen applies to the ease of an ac
cident which happened in Ontario to a 
workman hired in Quebec by an employer 
who had his ln-atl oflice in Quebec for work 
to be done in both provinces.

Vincent v. G.T.R. Vo., 45 Que. S.C. 353. 
Workmen's compensation — Classes of

l LA IM A NTH—WIIH) w’s BIO UT8.
The three classes of people designated in 

art. 7323 R.S.Q. 1000, by the letters a. b. c, 
have the right concurrently to the indemni
ty provided for in the article, in the propor
tion fixed by a court of competent jurisdic
tion failing an agreement among themselves. 
Consequently, the widow of the deceased 
workman can only claim the entire com
pensation by shewing that there are no 
other persons who have a right to benefit 
under the law.

Huard v. Clarke, 45 Que. S.C. 397. 
Accident to workman—Pini ask—Liabil

ity — Fault — C.C. h. 1053—S. bee. 
118031 s. 78Î1.

Sickness not being an accident, a person 
who contracts typhoid fever while at his 
work, after drinking water taken from a 
tap <m the property of his employer, has 
no claim either under the Workmen’s Com- 
•ensation Act, or in common law, unless 
le proves some neglect on the part of his

Charron v. C.P.R. C’o., 55 Que. S.C. 134. 
Lumbering— Factory—“Sole support.”

A paper maimfarturing company, cutting 
timber in the wood* to supply a factory, 
does not carry on an agricultural industry: 
Hiieh accessory operations are part of the 
main business ami are subject to the Que
bec Workmen’s Compensation Act. The 
term “sole support” in art. 7323. R.S.Q. 
1909, applies to a minor providing ex
clusively fur the needs of the ascendant, 
without taking into account the obligations 
for maintenance whieli might be imposed 
upon others.

Barrette v. News Pulp A Paper Co., 51 
Que. S.C. 103.

Lumbering, carried on for the sole pur
pose of procuring an immediate maximum 
supply and without regard to the integral 
preservation of the forest, is not of the 
character of forestry or agricultural work 
properly speaking. Such a business is es
sentially industrial in its nature and as 
such is subject to the Workmen’s Compensa
tion Act (Que.).

Pelletier v. Pronovost, 51 Que. S.C. 97.
A joint stock company which engages in 

the business of cutting lumber on timber 
limits to carry it to market, carries on a 
commercial and industrial business under 
the provisions of the Workmen's Compensa
tion Art (Que.I.

Larocque v. Maclaren, 51 Que. S.C. 285.

Independent contractor.
Under the Workmen’s Compensation Act 

(Que.) one employed in absolute independ
ence of his employer becomes a contractor 
or subcontractor, and is not subject to the 
Act. But if the employer retains the non 
trol of the work of his employee, ami if he 
can dismiss him, the latter can claim the 
benefit of the Act whether he works at a 
fixed salary or at so much a piece.

Laurentian Granite Co. v. llendrv, 26 
Que. K.B. 194.
Workmen employed by city.

A carpenter employed by a municipal cor
poration, who suffers an accident while re
pairing a door of an employees' boarding 
house in connection with the aqueduct under 
construction, is subject to the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act (Que.).

Giroux v. Montreal, 51 Quo. S.C. 77. 
Municipal wokk—Hkihways.

An employee of the city of Montreal 
working on the repair of its public streets 
does not, in ease of accident, come under 
the operation of the Workmen’s Compensa
tion Act: and an action under that Act 
may be dismissed on inscription en droit.

Trudeau v. Montreal, 49 Que. S.C. 62. 
Digging well.

The Workmen's Compensation Act ap
plies to the work of digging a well

Larouche v. .lohidon, 49 Que. S.C. 10. 
Hotel work—Manufacture.

An employee of a hotelkeeper, who as 
well as working as a bar tender is employed 
in the manufacture of aerated waters 
which his employer sella in his hotel, is en
titled to the benefit of the Workmen's Com 
pensation Art, if, while he is employed in 
the manufacture of such aerated waters, he 
meets with an accident, whatever may be 
the quantity of such aerated waters which 
are manufactured by the hotelkeeper.

Cliamberland v. Chamberlain!, 50 Que. S. 
C. 285.
Transportation—Loading—Deliveries.

The words “transportation business" men
tioned in the Act respecting accidents to 
workmen (R.S.Q. 1909. art. 7321), do not 
include such services performed by a mer
chant for his own purposes in carrying on 
his business; they include only the transpor
tation of goods for third persons; likewise 
in regard to “business of loading and unload 
ing.” It would be otherwise if the employ
er was a manufacturer or other person sub
ject to the operation of the Act. A driver 
of a delivery waggon, who is employed by an 
importer for the delivery of merchandise, 
cannot invoke the provisions of that Act in 
an action to recover damages sustained from 
an automobile while he is engaged in un
loading goods from his waggon.

Rosenhloom v. I.avut. 50 Que. 8.C. 48. 
Release—Nullity—Krror.

An employee is not bound by a release 
to his employer from all liability in con
nection with the compensation to which he
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Û .-i.titled under the Workmen’s Com- 
peiia.itiun Ait. If, throuirii an error as to 
{,,) triii1 patliologival condition, he ucknowl- 
.•ijjiv< that his disability to work has mined, 
hi- i- not hound by such declaration.

Truth! v. l-exanaeur, 49 Que. S.C. 319. 
iMiisittui. work—Shop *t>b repairing

i.oulis OP MAN UK A< TUBER LOADING—■
K.S.Q. ABT. 7321.

A merchant, who keeps a workshop only 
for the repair of damaged furniture which 
he receives from a manufacturer, in not 
nn irifluntriul workmen subject to the Work- 
fii-■ i • Compensation Act. The operations 

I,wiling and unloading only fall within 
the operation of the Act in so far an they 
are performed by persons who make it their 
busmen*, lint the loading by a merchant 
v .'iwuls which form the object of bin bimi- 
nes. fur delivery to his cuntomer# does not 
constitute a Inminess of loading.

I*bbt v. Julien, 48 Que. S.( . 322.
Inarm at ai. opera i ioxk—-Lumbering.

Cutting wood in the hush by lumber- 
nu'ii does not constitute an industrial 
operation to which the Workmen's (inn- 
pen-it ion Act (Que.) applies.

Milhaud v. Trembly, 48 Que. S.C. 289.
Al H.N DEPENDANTS RESIDING IN A FOREIGN

Kr/im v. Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Co., 18 
BC R 120, 17 W.L.R. «87.
Workmen's compensation — Work wen, 

mkaxi.no ok—K m>n clerk not a work
man—Tihai. hy .rt RY.

Hewitt v. Hudson's Ray Co.. 20 Man. !..
R 126. 1.1 W.I*K. 372.
Jlrv—Workmen's Compensation Act. R. 

s.M. 1002, c. 178—Joindks or cause ok
ACTION AT COMMON I.AW.

Schultz v. I.vail Mitchell Co., 20 Man. 
LR. 429, 17 W.L.R. 103.
Woukmf.x'h Compensation Act (Que.)—. 

Lumber industry.
X petition to sue under the Workmen's 

< impvnsation Act will lie dismissed if it 
relates to an accident in lumber “chantiers.”

Wico v. Eddy. 12 Que. P.lt. 319.
Workmen's Compensation Act—Lumber

Lumbering operations do not come with
in the rovisions of the Workmen's Com- 
p-'tHatiou Act of Quebec, 

i’rovi i v. St. Gabriel Lumber Co., 12
Que. I'.R. 283.
Workmen’s Compensation Act, Ai.ta.—

Li ability ou ini ant employer.
Re Smith and Link, 17 W.L.R. .1.10.

Wirkmf.ns compensation—Indemnity ok 
m aster — Liability or stranger — 
Joint wrongdoers.

Nvtion h of the Workmen’s Compensa
tion Act. giving a right of indemnity to an 
eni'l.ner, who has liPeii called upon to pay 
com|H‘tination, an indemnity against stravi- 

under "a legal liability” must be rou
tined to cases where there is a legal liability 
in stranger to the exclusion of cases,

servant, v.
where there ia a legal liability to pay dam 
ages in a stranger and the employer him • 
self. [Cory v. France, 80 L.J.K.B. 341, ap

C.P.R. Co. r. Alta, ( lav Products Co., 7 
W.W.R. 948.
Work men's compensation—Compensation 

to illegitimate children— Evidence 
ok mother—Notice of accident and 
ok claim—“Out ok and in the 
course or' —R.S.M. 1914, <. 209, s. 8, 
6UHSN. 2, 3.

As the Workmen's Compensation Act. s. 
4. treats an illegitimate child as a legiti
mate one, the evidence of the father or 
mother should lie received, if corroborated. 
Where notice of a claim for compensation 
is given in due time, hut the notice of the 
accident is given too late, it is incumbent 
upon the person making the claim to prove, 
that such failure was occasioned by mis
take, absence from the province, or other 
reasonable cause. [Bruno v. International 
Coal A Coke Co., 4 W.W.R. 888, followed.]

Smith v. C.N.R.. 7 W.W.R. 590.
(§ V—343)—Rights or beneficiaries— 

Alien—Workmen's compensation — 
Mother depending on son — C'.C. 
(Que.) arts. o. 27. 28.

A mother residing in a foreign country 
and dep. 'tiling parllv upon the earning of 
her son for her living, can sue before the 
Courts of Quebec, under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act of Alberta, when her son 
has been killed in the service of a railway 
company having its principal place of busi
ness in Montreal. Under the Act, the em
ployer becomes liable to pay compensation 
to iii* employee by the sole fact of his being 
killed during his service, and the claim 
dates from the date of the accident. Under 
the same Act, the absence in a foreign coun
try far away, ia a justification for not fil
ing a claim within the delay fixed by law

Johanedotter v. C.P.R. Co., 47 Que. S.C. 
7<i.
Parent's bight to indemnity—Child not

MEANS OF SUPPORT.
A father, whose son was drowned hy the 

fault of a navigation company for which he 
worked, but who was not. his* sole means of 
support, cannot maintain action against the 
latter for indemnity under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act, but lie may hold it liable 
in damages under art. 1058 G.C. (Que.).

l.aflamme v. Levis Ferrv, 47 Que. S.C. 
291.
Right of parents to recover for death or 

child—Community maintenance.
The right to maintenance is a claim at

tached to the person itself of the consorts, 
and the fulfilment of this obligation can be 
demanded, by either or both of them, for 
one of their children, when they are in com
munity; but it does not follow that the ob
ligation to furnish maintenance is a debt 
due to their community of property. Thus 
a wife in community as to pro|ierty can, 
with her husband, bring an action for in-
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demnity under tin* Workmen's Compcusu- 
tion Act on account of the death of their 
Mm, this action being of the nature of a 
demand for maintenance.

Sullivan v. Furness Withy, 47 Que. S.C.

BKXKKKTABIKS.
The statute relating to accidents to work

men is exceptional legislation ; a person who 
claims the benefit of its provisions is ob
liged to establish that he belongs to the 
class mentioned in the conditions requisite 
to the making of a claim. Where the plain
tiff is an ascendant relative of the person 
whose death was caused by the accident, he 
must produce evidence establishing that the 
deceased was his only support, at the time 
of his death, and that deceased’s wages did 
not exceed the sum of $1,000 per year.

Thompson v. Kearney, 25 Que. K.B. 220. 
Favi t ok victim—Death ok work max— 

Rioiit of moth kb.
dette V. (l.T.R. t o.. 40 Que. S.C. 204.

1 NKUKKB’S 8UBB00AT10N.
l*he recourse of the person injured, under 

art. 7534, R.S.Q. 1900. against the person re
sponsible for the accident other than the 
employer, his servants or agents, being a 
right which is exclusively attached to his 
person, cannot he exercised by the insurer 
of the employer who has obtained from the 
representatives of the workmen a subroga
tion. Rut the insurer may exercise such a 
recourse if lie lias reimbursed the employer 
what lie lias paid, and lias obtained from 
him a subrogation of all its rights.

Maryland Casualty < o. v. Dominion Flour 
Mills Co., 49 Que. S.C. 202.

, (§ V—344)—Submitting to mkoivai. kx-
AMIXATKIX.

The victim of an accident in the course 
of his work is only obliged to undergo one 
medical examination at the request of his 
employer and cannot, be compelled to un
dergo a second.

Ferrari v. C.P.R. Co. 18 Que. P.R. 412. 
Medical tbeatmkxt—I.iabii.ity.

An employer is not -csponsible for doc
tor's and druggist’s bills when the accident 
did not cause the de»tii of the victim. If 
lie himself chose a doctor and made ar
rangements with the authorities of a hos
pital. without consulting the victim, he 
cannot keep from the latter what he paid 
to those ends.

St. Maurice Lumber Co. v. Cadorette. 25 
Que. K.B. 410.
Si UMrn iNO TO MEDICAL TKKATMKNT.

Although in ordinary circumstances er
rors in the treatment do not cause the loss 
of recourse of the victim, the injury re
sulting from the employment of a quack in 
preference to a doctor cannot give rise to 
a recourse for indemnity. An employer is 
bound to pay compensation to his employee 
for disability resulting from an accident, 
even if the accident is the result of a fault 
on the part of the workman, but not for |

3U»8

i disability resulting from facts subsequent 
to the accident and depending iijhju the will 
of the victim. Where the employer rentiers 
possible the intervention of a bonesetter in 
tin- treatment of his employee, by guaran
teeing security for the penalty to which the 
buiicsctter exposes himself, hut who while 
*'» doing puts his employee on his guard, 
does not assume the responsibility of ;ht 
von-equencea of the treatment of the bont-

Pdletier v. Lachance, 49 Que. S.C. 122, 
reversing 47 Que. S.C. 526.
-Medical lx am i nation.

If a plaintiff, in case under the Work
men's Compensation Act, has been examined 
by physicians in support of a petition for 
provisional allowance, the defendant is not 
thereby deprived of the right to have him 
'•xamined by a physician chosen and paid 
bv the employer.

* Catzo v. C.P.R. Co., 17 Que. P.R. 302.
(V 345)—lx COURSE OK EMI’LOY M EXT— 

\\ OKK M EX "s COM VEX HATTON liOABO
i man.)—Workman acting within 

course ok employment—Powers ok
BoAHI)—Fl.XAI.ITY OK DECISION.

The Workmen’s Compensation Board 
(Man.), is empowered by the Workmen's 
Compensation Act and amendments to de
termine whether at the time of the accident 
the injured workman was or was not acting 
in tlie course of his employment and the 
finding of the Board is by the Act made 
final and conclusive. [Workmen's Compen
sât ion Act. 1910, Man. c. 125. authorizing 
t he appoint ment of the Board held to be 
intra vires the Manitoba Legislature. The 
decision in Winnipeg Fleetriv It. t'o. \.

1 Winnipeg, 30 D.L.U. 159, being accepted.
f.X.lt. Co. v. Wilson. <livens' Case, 49 

D.L.B. 440. [1910] 3 W AN .R, 741 
Injury in < ourse ok emveoymkxt.

An accident to a train conductor, while 
lie is in lbe act of ascertaining whether a 
particular train is one for which lie h«t 
been ordered to wait, arises “out of and n 
the course of bis employment;” and a Trial 
Judge i< justified in finding that it so uro*e 
—though not direct—if sufficiently circum
stantial to lend a reasonable man to that 
conclusion; with such a finding an appel 
late court will not interfere.

Morton v. C.T.P. Branch Lines Co.. 33 
D.L.B. 27, HI S L R. 8, [1917] I WAV R. 
1125.

An injury sustained by a plunder cm 
ployed in one department of a Inisine-t 
while helping himself to material in an
other department thereof, instead of apply
ing for it to the clerk in charge, as required 
by the shop rules, is not one "arising out 
of and in the course of employmentnor 
caused “while in the discharge of his duty. * 
within the meaning of the New Brunswick 
Workmen’s Compensation Act.

Mv.Mammmin v. Chestnut, 37 D.L.R. 302, 
44 N.B.R. 571.

An injury to/6n employee while proceed
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2 tu Iih work sustained at u place adja 

,^rit to the road ordinarily used by pm- 
, i* not one “arising out of or tn the 

.‘-,'irse of employment’’ within the meaning 
• the Workmen’» Compensâti<m Act, R.S. 

5. 1913, v. 209.
liiiii-ivk v. C.P.R. Co., 37 D.L.R. 001. 28 

I i: 846, [1117] 1 W.W.R. 807.
X general labourer in a pickle factory, 

!.i in tin- absence of the boat 1er is ordered 
a daughter of his employer to look after 

„• horsiWof the establishment, ha* a claim 
mler tin- Quebec Workmen’s Compensât ion 
vt. when in doing so he meets with an

I'illette v. Pigeon, 52 Que. S.C. 206.
(Dl KM or EMPLOYMENT — "Transporta

tion”—“Iamdi No or unloading."
A driver of n delivery wagon employed 

■y a mercantile house is not engaged in the 
wnrk of "transportation business,’’ or in 

at of “loading or unloading,’’ within the 
meaning of the Quebec Workmen'» Compel!
• ition Ad ( R.S.Q. 190ft, art. 7321), and 
he is not entitled to eompeusation under 
r!ie Act for injuries sustained in the course 
of delivering gixwls for his employer.

Rosen Id oom v. latent, 33 D.I*R. 470, 50
Que. S.C. 48.
WORKMEN'S ( OMPKNSATIO.N A<T, U.XT., 4 

O». V. 1914, c. 25. s. 3 ( 2 ) —“ACCI
DENT A KIM.Mi OUT ill AMU IN TIIK 
COURSE OK KM PLOY MENT"—HkART III 8-

Mark v. Chatham. V allacchurg A Luke
• ie I!. Co. (lie Workmen's Com|»ensation 
Xcti, 33 D.L.R. 786.

CotTlSK OK K M Pl.OV M KNT—DI SOU Ell IE X CE— 
l'OMPk XSATIOX,

Vo action will lie under the Workmen's 
Compensetion Act (N.S. 1910. c. 3|, for 
r'ie death of a workman who wilfully, and 

i violation of express orders, remains in 
a dangerous place while a blast is lieing 
;tr»d. and is killed: the accident does not 
iri*e in the course of his employment, hilt 
h caused by his wilful misconduct. The 
effect of s. 5, subs. 4 of the Act. Is to give 
' "■ court power to assess compensation in 
the plaintiff's favour, where the action has 
i"*sn brought independently of the Act. pro- 

led the employers would have U-en linble 
proceedings hud l»een instituted under the 

Art
Kudland v. Smith, 33 D.UR. 536. 50 N.

SK 434.
Compensatiox — Injury to employee — 

Kiection—Workmen's Compensation 
Ai r. 4 CJko. V. c. 25 (Ont.)—Suit
Ai.MXMT THIKU PARTY—IllOIlT OK AC-

C workman Injured in the course of his 
employ men t, and entitled to bring an ac- 
ti'i'i against a person not his employer, 
au> bring such an action or elect to claim 
compensation under The Workmen's Com- 
>!isatiun Act. On obtaining permission 
from the Compensation Board to withdra^v
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his election, his right of action is not

Toronto R. Co. v. Hutton. 50 U.L.R. 785. 
59 t an. s.t R. 413, affirming 49 D.L.R. 
216. 45 O.L.K. 550.
I.X.M RY I.X COVR.XK OK EMPLOYMENT.

injury to the eye of an employee caused 
by work on the door of a warehouse arises 
“tint of and in the course of employment,** 
within the meaning of the Workmen's Com 
probation Act (Man.#, even though the 
work lie in the nature of an improvement 
or alteration the employee was not ordered 
to do and which w as'performed outside the 
building in which the employee usually 
worked, if done for the purpose of expedi
ting some work within the seo|»e of the em 
ployee’s duties.

Holland v. Rumely Product*. 31 D.L.R. 
426. |1917] 1 W.W.R. 454.
Frost rite.

Where a Trial Judge llnds that frost bite 
to the feet of a workman incurred in the 
course of his employment upon a very cold 
day constitute* an "injury arising out of 
his employment" within the meaning of the 
Workmen's Compensation Act (Alta.) 
19118, <•. 12, 8. 3. the finding will not lie 
reversed on appeal. | Warner v. Couchman, 
[19121 A.C. 35, distinguished. |

Nikkicz.uk v. McArthur, 28 D.LR. 279, 9 
A.L.K. 501, 34 W.L.R. 674, 10 W.W.R. 7IÎ. 
ALIGHTING WHILE TRAIN MOVING.

X workman engaged in taking wires up 
and down telegraph poles, and for that pur 
jm.^ travelling in a work train with a crew 
from place to place, is not justified in 
alighting front one car and attempting to 
get on another while the train is in motion, 
and h-tween stations; and sueh conduct is 
not a “risk arising out of and incidental 
to the nature of the employmentwithin 
the meaning of a. 6 of the Workmen's Com 
peneation Act. (Sask. i 1910-11, c. 9, so as 
to render the employer liable for injuries 
to th«* employee resulting therefrom, the 
employer's liability in such case lieing limi
ted to the ordinary risks of travel. Plumb 
v. Cohden Hour Mills Co., [1914] A.C. 62; 
Barnes v. Nunnery Colliery Co.. [1912] A. 
C. 44, followed. |

Bechtel v. C.P.R., 26 D.L.R. 339. 9 S.L. 
R. 3, 33 W.L.R. 426. 9 W.W.R. 1005. 
VXohkmex'h Compensation — Injury to 

workman—Poisonous oases Xmht.i 
oem e — “Accident” — “Workmen's 
Compensation Act" Ontario 4 CIeo. 
V. c. 25.

A workman whose health I* injured 
through inhaling fume» of poisonous gase». 
while working in a munition factory is not 
barred from bringing an action even though 
an application vas made for compensation 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act 
(Out.) and refused by the Board. Such an 
injury is not one by “accident" within the 
meaning of that term in s. 10 of the Act.

Scotland v. Canadian Cartridge Co., 50
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D.L.R. titiii. fill Can. S.C.R. 471, reversing 
48 D.L.R. «5.1, 45 O.L.R. 386.
Col list; or employment — "Un, in or 

about”—Factory.
A stable in which machinery is installed 

ior cutting and crushing gram for horses 
is a factory within the meaning of s. 2 of 
the Workmen’s Compensation Act, (Sask.). 
An employee who is injured a quarter of 
a mile away from such factory while en
gaged in employment which ia not part of 
the factory work, is not employed on or 
about Hiiuh factory at the time "of the in
jury. (Cornea v. National Paving & Con
st ruction Co., 2d D.L.R. 402, followed.]

(iarrett v. Moose Jaw, 42 D.L.R. 621, 11 
SLR. .107, [1018] 2 W.W.R. 1058. 
Machinery—Fire halls—Factory.

An apparatus for changing an alternating 
electric current into a direct current, and 
an instrument for recording lire alarms, arc 
not ‘"machinery used” within the meaning 
of the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
(Sask.), and they, installed in a fire hull, 
and lire engines kept therein, do not con
stitute the lire hall a "factory" within the 
meaning of that Act.

Hook v. Prince Albert, 40 D.L.R. 1, 11 
SLR. 85. (11118] 1 W.W.R. 022. 
Workmen's compensation — Injury in 

IDI RSK OK EMPLOYMENT — RAILWAY —
Sleeping quarters—“Dwelling."

The suppliant's husband was employed on 
the Î.C.R. as part of a gang of men engaged 
in the repairs and maintenance of the 
tracks. The railway hud placed at the dis
posal of tiicli men a box or freight car, 
which wan fitted with hunks or hods as a 
dormi tor* and placed on a siding. After 
leaving «iff work at ti p. m. the employees’ 
entire time was at their disposal and they 
were at liberty, but not oldig«‘d. to sleep 
in this sleeping ear. One night, the sup
pliant's husband went to sleep ns usual in 
the ear ami was found dead in his lieil in 
the morning. Held that this ear was a 
"dwelling" and that, the accident or death 
did not happen in the course of liis employ
ment. and that his widow was not there
fore entitled to compensation.

Oorriveau v. The King. 18 Can. Ex. 275. 
Workmen’s Compensation Act—Employer 

-Workman—Within meaning of the 
Act—Compensation—In respect to
LOSS OF WALES ONLY.

The respondent, a travelling salesman, 
entered into a contract with the postmaster 
<»f Fredericton, to carry tin* mails between 
Fredericton and New Maryland, six rouml 
trips a week, at $4 per day. The arrange
ment was only a temporary one. pending 
the calling for tenders by the Post Office 
Department. Tt. might only last for a day. 
or might last for a year. Held, on a claim 
for compensât ion hv the petitioner, who 
had been hired by the respondent to carry 
and distribute the mail, for an injury re
ceived in the course of his employment, 
that the carrying of the mail was part of
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the regular business of the respondent, and 
the petitioner’s employment was regular 
and permanent, and he was engaged a 
manual IhImii, within the meaning of the 
Workmen's Compensation Act (N.B.i.Com 
peiisalion under the Act is given in respect 
to wages only, and not in respect of per
sonal suffering or for medical, surgical and 
hospital charges incurred by reason of the 
injury.

Bolden v. Chase, 4G X.B.R. 147.
Illness contracted in course of work.

lu actions under the Workmen's Compen
sation Act (Que.) the burden is upon the 
plaintiff of proving the application of the 
Act. The Aet is not applicable when the 
workman suffers not from the accident but 
mi account of an illness contracted in the 
«■ourse of his work.

1’eneU v. Girurd, 47 Que. S.C. 408. 
Navigation murk — "Sailing vessel” — 

“Forejo n eh"—“Au en ."
A schooner assisted by a tow, and not 

lining its sails, is not navigated as a sailing 
vessel. The captain drowned by lulling 
from the ship, at a time when his services 
«ere not required, although he had been 
sleeping on board according to the terms of 
his employment, is nevertheless the victim 
of an accident in the course of his work. 
The remedy under the Workmen’s Compen
sation Act is open to relatives of the Murk- 
man, if he was engaged in work which was 
not continuous, and his annual earnings 
Mere less than #1.000. The words "foreign 
workman” in art. 7324, R.S.Q. 100», have 
the same meaning as in art. 21, C.C. (Que.) 
and signify “alien."

Dullaire v. Quebec Salvage Co., 4» Que. 
8.C. 501.
Transportation of troops—Patrol work 

—Compensation.
The chartering of a steamship to the 

(lovernment, by an ordinary charter-party, 
to serve for the transport «if troops and the 
patrol of a port, «loes not affect the nature 
«if the owner’s business who. engaged in the 
work of transport by water, remains sub
join to tin* Workmen's Compensation Act. 
The head of the business who places his 
workmen at the disposal of a third party, 
and continued to pay their wages, does not 
cease to he responsible for the compensa
tion to which the workmen are entitleii on 
nei-ount of an accident in the course of 
their employment within these conditions. 
To establish the annual earnings which 
would serve as the basis of the eompensa- 
tion for permanent disability, when the 
«•mployment is not continuous, it is neces
sary to add to the wages really earned by 
tin- workman during the period of actual 
employment the earnings which he really 
made in other businesses during the re«t of 
the year, and not fictitious earning calcu
la tecl by means of the wages that he could 
have «■arned in the time that he was dis
abled during a certain number of years.

Kennedy v. Timm, 49 Que. S.C. 211.
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Work on ship—Shaman.
The ('numeration in art. 7321, R.S.Q. 

]!«)!», is not limitative of the industries 
‘abject to the operation of the Workmen’s 
C«iin|K-nsation Act, (Que.), and covers every 
business of a hazardous and commercial 
i liiiructer. A sailor killed by falling from 

ship, not in the course of working the 
-nip. but when on board for the niglit ae- 
M.rding to the terms of his hiring, Is never
theless the victim of an accident, in the 
«nurse of his employment. The recourse 

: !h, Act is open t<> the parente of the 
\ i. tim, if he was engaged with an industry 
the work of which was not continuous and 
f:is annual income being less than $1,000.

Quebec Salvage Co. v. Dallaire, 26 Que. 
K.B. 253.
Aokktltvbai. or industrial enterprise— 

Creamery—Release—Validity.
A creamery carried on by a manufacturer 

for his personal benefit is not of the char
acter of an agricultural industry, but Is an 
industrial enterprise subject to the Quebec 
Workmen's Compensation Act. An agree
ment between an employer and a workman, 
by which the latter, injured in the course 
of hi« work, renounces all claim that he 
may have against hia employer, is void ab

Laperriere v. Taquet, 51 Que. S.C. 90. 
OOVKSE OF EMPLOYMENT—TEMPORARY RE

TIREMENT.
The work of a workman begins as soon 

as lie is at the disposal of his employer, 
and ends when he, the employee, leaves the 
place of work and regains his complete lib
erty of action. An employee may tempo
rarily suspend bis labour and quit his post 
to go into other parts of the building con
nected with the business, without losing his 
light to compensation under the law, in 
"o-c cf accident. A fireman, on a locomo- 
’ive in a yard, is still at his work, if he 
'eaves it fur a moment, without leave from 
bis engineer, to get some drinking water, 
.v- it is customarily done at this place.

<;"ig v. (i.T.R. Co.. 51 Que. S.C. 50.
A temporary suspension of work does not 

always deprive the workman of his recourse 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
iQiic. I if lie is the victim of an accident 
during such suspension; but if the work- 
nan. notwithstanding the employer’s orders 
to tin- contrary, withdraws from the latter's 
superintendence, leaves his work and tra- 

in his own interest, a dangerous 
i lai'c. «-itnated where the work is carried on, 
!• lose* bis recourse against his employer.

Lavery v. G.T. Ry., 26 Que. K.B. 281.
WilliKMEN’S COMPENSATION—WOOD----CUTTER

fOBBER — TlMHER-YAR» — INDUS- 
TRIM OR AGRICULTURAL UNDERTAKING

Applicability of Workmen’s Com-
1 - anon i: < q.. riwifl] art. Till.

The Workmen's Compensation Act applies 
to aevidents which happen to woodcutters 
engaged in lumlieryurds, where they cut 
logH for the company on the timber limits

of im industrial concern. Such work is not. 
agricultural, hut industrial. It does not 
matter at all whether the woodcutter is 
engaged in the immediate service of the 
company or whether he is employed by a

Perron v. Veillette, 50 Que. S.C. 110, 309. 
Workmen's Compensation Act—Workino

FOB STRANGER—RESPONSIBILITY OF EM
PLOYER — Section ref., (1909], art 
7321.

If a workman is sent by his employer to 
a certain place to work, and while at siu-h 
place he applies himself to other work at 
the request of strangers, and not for the 
benefit, of his employer, he has no claim 
under the Workmen's Compensation Acts if 
he sustains an accident.

Roy v. Lemieux, 56 Que. S.C. 341. 
Workmen's Compensation Act, R.S.B.C., 

o. 244—Death of servant—Servant
RUN OVER BY ELECTRIC TRUCK—FeLI.OW-
skrvant — “Warehouse”—“Factory” 
—“Course of employment.”

A building used for the business of stor
ing, charging, and repairing electric trucks 
which are the property of others than those 
who carry on said business is a factory 
within the meaning of the Workmen’s Com
pensation Act, R.S.B.C. e. 244:—The course 
of a workman’s employment embraces all 
the time occupied in coming, going, and 
stopping for any purpose ancillary to his

Evans v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 29 W.L.R. 
433, 7 W.W.R. 121.
Accident in course of f.m ploy ment.

In considering whether an accident to a 
workman arose out of and in the course of 
his employment within the meaning of the 
Workmen's Compensation Act, (Alta.), c. 
12. 11X18. the following test, put by Lord 
Sumner in Uinoashire & Yorkshire R. Co. 
v. High ley, [1917] A.C. 352, at p. 372 
“Was it part of the injured person's em 
ployment to hazard, to sillier or to do that 
which caused his injury? If yea. the acci
dent arose out of his employment. If nay, 
it did not, because while it was not part 
of the employment to hazard, to suffer or 
to do cannot well be the cause of an acci
dent arising out of the employment” was 
applied and the ei er held not liable.

Rowell v. Thomas, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 901 
( 8 V—346)—“Undertakers"—“Engineer, 

ino work"—Ejvrdem generis.
The Workmen’s Compensation Act ( R.N. 

B.C. 1911. e. 244. s. 01. gives rights of 
action against the principal contractor co
extensive with those against the employer 
himself, and both the subcontractor and the 
principal contractor are "undertakers” 
within the meaning of the Act. The expres
sion "any other work" in the definition of 
“engineering work” is not necessarily lim
ited to work ejusdem generis.

Morris v. Structural Steel Co.. 35 D.L.R. 
739, 24 B.C.R. 59, [1917J 2 W.W.R. 749.

5
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Machinfry—“Engineebixg work.”

The effect of s. 2 and subs. 4 of s. 3, of 
the WorkmenV Compensation Act, (Sank. 
1010-11, c. 9,) is that, if, in the construc
tion of the particular work in which the 
injured servant is engaged at the time of 
the injury, machinery is used, though not 
living used at the particular time, he ia en
titled to recover, but if machinery is not 
ordinarily used in that work he cannot re
cover ; a steam roller used in one part of 
paving work, but not used in another part 
of the work in connection with which the 
injury arose, is not an injury “on or about 
engineering work” within the meaning of 
the Act, and for which no recovery can 
therefore lx* had. | lx>rd v. Turner, fi Mint- 
•Sen. 87: Chambers v. Whitehaven Harbour 
Com., 11 Him | 2 Q.B. 132; l'attison v White, 
20 T.L.R. 77."»; Back v. Dick, |19<Mt| A C. 
.‘’25. followed. |

Cornea v. National Having & Contracting 
Co.. 26 D.L.R. 402. 0 K.L.R. 40. 33 W.I..R. 
«62. If W.W.R. 105».
“t’NDKRTAKKBR” IX OR ABOUT CONHTKUI

tion ok building—Piping.
The work of piping forms a necessary 

part of the construction of a cold storage 
plant, even where the building itself is com
pleted, and persons engaged in that work 
come within the phrase of “undertakers” 
within the purview of s. 4 of the Work
men’s Compensation Act. R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 
24 4, which makes the Act applicable to 
“employment by the undertakers in or about 
the construction of buildings.” [Mason v. 
Dean (190th. 6» L.J.Q.R. 338, followed.] 

Sanders t. Click, 26 D.L.R. 68.'», 22 B.C. 
K. 472. 34 W.L.IL «15. Ill W.W.R. 163.
( § V—3471 —Work men’s ( 'ompknsation 

Act—Lumberman— Death hy avci-

i biquette v. Lake Megan tic Pulp Co.. 12 
Que. P R. 359.
(§ V—348)—INEXCVSAHI.E FAULT OF EM

PLOYER OR EMPLOYEE.
The failure to remove a defective part of 

a ceiling deemed not dangerous while re
pairing it, though constituting negligence, 
does not amount to inexcusable fault of the 
employer under the Workmen's Compensa
tion Act. art. 7325. R.S.Q. 1909, as render
ing the employer liable to an increase of the 
amount of compensation for injuries to an 
employee resulting from a fall of the plus-

Dongan v. Auer Incandescent. Light Mfg, 
Co.. 25 D.L.R. 429. 24 Que. K.B. IMS. 
Workmen's Compensation Act (Que.) — 

Addition ai. compensation—Inexcus
able FAULT OF M ASTER OK FELI.OW-HKRV-

Poulin v. G.T.R. Co., 37 D.L.R. 792, 27 
Que. K.B. 141.
Workmen's common law tort cumulative 

TO STATUTORY RIGHT.
The indemnity allowed to injured work

men under the Workmen’s Compensation 
Act. may lie greater than the sum of $2,000
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where such injury results from the “inex
cusable fault” of the employer ; that is to 
say, in cases of “inexcusable fault” the 
injured party is not deprived of his com 
mon law action in tort although suing in 
virtue of the statute itself.

Poirier v. LeGrand, 9 D.L.R. 269. 22 Que 
K.B. 103. 19 Rev. Leg. 266.
“Serious neglect”—To treat injury— 

Aggravation.
The meaning of the words “serious neg

lect” in subs. 2 (c) of s. 6 of the Work
men's Compensation Act, IL8.B.C. 1311, c, 
244, in their ordinary and nonetatutory 
sense, import more than ordinary negli 
gence : and while that section has no ap
plication to the conduct of the injured 
subsequent to the accident, a failure to con
tinue treatment of an eve after the injury, 
which consequently results in its permanent 
loss, constitutes serious neglect which will 
preclude the right to claim further compen
sation in respect of that injury. [Ilumher 
Towing Co. v. Barclay, 5 B.W’.C. (.'as. 142, 
followed.]

Powell v. Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Co., 26 
D UR. 317. 22 B.C.R. 514. 34 W.L.R. 32. 
10 W.W.R. 107, aflirming 23 D.L.R. 57. 32 
W.L.R. 218. 8 W.W.R. 1086
I NCBEASED COMPENSATION.

A manufacturer who, in violation of the 
law, employs a minor, under 16 years of 
age, and sets him at work upon an auto
matic and dangerous machine, not in good 
order, is guilty of inexcusable fault, and is 
liable to lie ordered to pay an increased 
compensation under the Workmen's Com
pensation Act (Que.).

Morrow v. Ilinphy. fil Que. S.C. 137. 
Common law—Statute.

It is an established principle that a stat
ute never abrogates the common law un
less there is an express clause to that effect, 
or unless there are provisions which clear
ly show an intention of setting it aside. 
Thus, the Workmen's (ompensation Act 
(Que.) having in no way. as far as the 
liability of the employer towards his men 
ami employees is concerned, set aside the 
common law. the employer is liable for the 
inexcusable, fault not only of all those ap
pointed by him for the operation of his un
dertaking, but also of all those employed 
hy him in whatsoever eaparity.

Montreal Tramways Co. v. Savignae, 27 
Que. K.B. 246.
“Inexcusable fault.”

An inexcusable fault is a greater, more 
serious and less pardonable fault than a 
gross mistake. It occupies an appropriate 
place between a gross mistake and fraud. 
It is more serious than a gross mistake, but 
less serious than fraud : it is not deceitful, 
but quasi-deceitful. So an employer wlio 
sets a boy of 17 at an easy work near a 
dangerous machine, without giving him 
special instructions, is not guilty of an in-
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fX,.usable fault if the danger from the ma- j 
tillin' is obvious and easy to avoid.

Bilgo-Canadian Pulp’and Paper Co. v. 
Millet te, 27 Que. K.B. 11.
|)i rv or l*R01 U TION.

Vmler the Workmen's Compensation Act, 
iyue.) the inexcusable fault must contain 
»s mi element some voluntary act on the 
part of the person guilty, which is likely to 
produce injury or death. Therefore it is 
tint inexcusable fault for an employer to
Inn......i t a in work performed by one man
m.ii.iol of by two. and not to furnish his 
employee, a Indlermalter, with lunette to 
|iiuir.i hi- eyes as provided by a city by
law, \xlien this kind of work has been done 
for a number of years in the manner in 
which it was done during plaintiff's en
gagement without the occurrence of any 
accident.

<mitli v. J.R. Weir, 53 Que. 8.C. 61.
I See 10 Que. P.R. 134.]
lusoill nil xn OK INSTRUCTION!»—ENGINEER.

It is only voluntary acts which are done 
with a knowledge of the danger and a enre- 
lc-.iicss for result which are considered in
excusable within the meaning of the Work
men's i iimpensation Act (Que. I. So where 
the accident is the result of a negligent at
tention to instructions on the part of an 
engineer or upon some other cause which 
led him to think that an engine had to be 
started, there is no inexcusable fault.

U-imon v. Montreal Transportation Co., 
63 Que. S.C. 23b.
Saw mill—Clothing.

Tin- persistence of an employee in a 
workshop in clothing himself, in spite of his 
employer's remonstrances, in a long (lowing 
dust coat to do his work in proximity to the 
saws and belts, constitutes an inexcusable 
fault of a nature to justify the court in re
ducing the compensation, when the work
man is a victim of such gross imprudence 
in an accident while at work.

Fontaine v. Paradis, 54 Que. S.C. 4(18. 
Dam.kkouh kstari ishmkvt—Inexcusable 

VAULT—Infant.
\ manufacture of metallic corks for bot

tles falls within the class of dangerous es
tablishment s under art". .‘1833. R.S.Q. The 
owner who employs there an infant under 
111 wars of age is guilty of an inexcusable 
fault in the event of an accident.

Vatiier v. Bontliillier, 54 Que. S.C. 407. 
F.m tun shock.

If a workman, working upon a scaffold 
erected outside a car. receives an electric 
shuck and is thrown down, and suffers se
vere injuries, it is not inexcusable fault on 
» lie part of the company which placed the 
electric wires across the scaffold for the 
purpose of lighting the interior of its cars.

('.P.R. Co. v. Ferrari, 27 Que. K.B. 334.
Pill ' AL’TIONH.

"Inexcusable fault." under the law of 
accidents to workmen, is a fault almost 
voluntarily and quasi-malicious. So it is 
not mi inexcusable fault when (a) an em-
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plover appeared to have taken certain pre
cautions to protect his workmen, as, for ex
ample, in explaining to them the workings 
of the machine at which the workman is re
quired to work, and in ordering another 
workman in charge of a neighboring ami 
similar machine t,<> teach him his work; (b) 
hut especially when the workman had al
ready, before the accident, worked more 
than six hours at such machine, whose 
working was easy to understand and ex
hibited only a very obvious danger.

Rubber Regenerating Co. v. Mam-huk, 27 
Que. K.B. 129.
Railway switchman falling beneath

MOVING I Alt.
A switchman of a railway company who. 

in order to reach more quickly the place 
where he works, mounts on a ear platform 
and. on reaching the switch which lie was 
to operate, falls beneath the moving car 
mid is fatully injured, is not guilty of an 
inexcusable fault by which lie loses the hem- 
tit of the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
(Que.).

Pepin v. Q.T.R. ( o., 47 Que. S.C. 223. 
Injury to servant running danuehous

ELEVATOR—EarNINil POWER.
When an employee is working at an ele

vator, known to entail an element of danger 
while running, and a representative of his 
employer at bis request undertakes to ar
range with the person ill charge of the 
building to have it stopped, and the em
ployee. although the elevator did not stop, 
continues his work, and gets injured. In
is not nevertheless guilty of an inexcusable 
fault under the Workmen's Compensation 
Act. The fact that an employee injured ami 
seeking relief under that Act lias found 
employment after the accident at his former 
rate of pay, is not decisive proof that Inn 
earning power has not been diminished.

Peterson v. Garth Co., 24 Que. K.B. 165, 
Allegations.

( laiming under the Workmen's Compen
sation Act a sum greater than the amount 
of the compensation fixed by the Act, it 
is necessary to prove that the accident was 
due to the inexcusable fault of the employer. 
An allegation of facts, which tend to estab
lish inexcusable fault on the part of the 
employer, is not foreign to the case and 
will not be struck out on an inscription en
droit.

Savignac v. Montreal Tram wave Co., 18 
Que P.R. 125.
Drowning when eetubnino from work—

Logging.
T* a driver of timber, returning to camp 

after his day's work, in a. dark and rainy 
night, came to a river 35 feet in width, 
where the bridge had been carried awtiy 
hv the water during the day. At the same 
time the "searchers," sent from the camp 
to find him, having seen him, threw a tree 
across the river to form a bridge according t 
to the custom in such circumstances. L. 
attempted to cross but the tree broke, he
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was carried away by the current and 
drowned. Held, not inexcusable fault un
der the Workmen's Compensation Act. The 
accident, although happening after the day's 
work, occurred at the place of the work, 
by the fact and the performance of the work, 
inasmuch as the driver was returning to the 
general camp, of necessity, for his food and 
rest under tlie surveillance of his employer. 
A company engaged in cutting timber and 
driving it to sawmills, where it is manufac
tured into commercial lumber, is not exer
cising an agricultural industry, but is per
forming a commercial and manufacturing 
operation, and the “drivers” of its timber 
come within the provisions of the statute 
respecting accidents to workmen.

Baie St. Paul Lumber Co. v. Tremblay, 2D 
Que. K.B. 1.
Pleading—Prayers—Amendment.

Where in an action under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act. inexcusable fault is al
leged and the plaintiff prays generally that 
the defendant be condemned to pay him 
$400, and in an incidental demand, for in
creased damages, he prays also generally, 
that damages be increased to $4.342, bo 
cannot obtain a condemnation in his favour 
for general damages, and the délibéré will 
be discharged ami the plaintiff given a de
lay to amend his conclusions.

W aters v. Cape., 61 Que. S.C. 161. 
Workmen’s Compensation — Raftino — 

Working ok timber and sawmh.i.8— 
Drowning.

Under the law respecting accidents to 
workmen there is no “Inexcusable fault” on 
the part of the victim under the following 
circumstances:—A raftsman, returning to 
camp after his day’s work, on a dark and 
rainy night, came to a river 3D feet wide, 
where the bridge had been carried away dur
ing the day by the water. At the same time 
the searchers sent out from the camp to 
find him. having seen him, threw upon the 
liver a tree to form a bridge, as is usual 
limier such circumstances. The raftsman 
tried to cross, but the tree broke and be was 
carried away by the current and drowned. 
The accident above mentioned, though oc
curring after the day's work, happened at 
the place of work, by the fact and on ac
count of the work, since the raftsman was, 
of necessity, returning to the général earn]» 
to get his meals, and to sleep there under 
the supervision of his employer. A com
pany which cuts timber and rafts it to 
its saw-mill, where it is turned into lumber, 
is not engaged in an agricultural industry, 
but is a commercial and manufacturing 
undertaking, and its raftsman come within 
the provisions of tin* law respecting acci
dent' to workmen.

Trembla v v. Raie Saint Paul Lumber Co., 
40 Que. S.C. 203.
Work m en—Compensation—Dilatory ex- 

ception—Common law.
Tf a plaintiff in an action for damages 

alleges that the accident was caused by

reason of liis work and by the inexcusable 
fault of defendant, and prays that the lat
ter be condemned to pay him an annual 
rent under the Workmen’s Compensation 
Act, or, in default of its applicability, to 
pay him the sum of $10,000, he must, on a 
dilatory motion, opiate between the two 
l ights of action set forth in bis dec laration.

I.esage v. Henderson, ID Que. P.R. 328. 
Reduction of indemnity.

An experience electrician, who disobeys 
the orders of his employer by failing to 
wear rubber gloves furnished him in order 
»o work witli electric wire# charged with 
high voltage is guilty of inexcusable fault 
warranting a reduction of the indemnity in 
- a.se of injury. When an employer has paid 
to liis injured' employee sums greater than 
the indemnity to which he is entitled for 
the period of total temporary incapacity, 
the indemnity for permanent diminution 
of his capacity to work may be reduced ac
cordingly.

Caron v. Quebec R.L.H. & P. Co., 50 Que. 
S.C. 475.
Workmen's Compensation Act — Tempo

rary incapacity—Inexcusable eallt, 
R.S.Q. 1909. ART. 7321.

Tiie Workmen's Compensation Act (Que.) 
differs from the French law in that it does 
not make any distinction, as to the effects 
of inexcusable fault, between the eompeu 
sation to which the workman lias a right, 
whether in a case of temporary or permi 
nent incapacity, and consequently this in
excusable fault can lie pleaded in both cases. 
The inexcusable fault of the employer in
cludes also the inexcusable fault of his 
superintendent. One of the characteristics 
of an inexcusable fault is the knowledge of 
danger, and consists in culpable and inten
tional negligence, and a carelessness of the 
safety of the workman, and it cannot be 
pleaded in the case of an error of judgment 
or in the case of a wrong movement due to 
ignorance of immediate danger.

Archambault v. Labelle, 46 Que. S.C. 387 
(§ V—3D0)— Compensation—Amendment 

of Act— Retroactive ness — Vapitai. 
hi vr—Choice.

Tin- Act of Geo. V. (1914), c. 57, amend
ing the Workmen's Compensation Act (R.S. 
Que. 1909, art. 7329). which gives the per
son injured, or his representatives, the op
tion to demand the payment direct to them 
selves of the amount of compensation or of 
the capital of the rent, has no retroactive 
effect and does not apply to an accident 
arising before the passing of the law. and 
the employer can only lie required, us form 
crly, to pay the capital of the rent to an 
insurance company designated for that pur
pose hv an Order-in-Council.

! Martin v. ( ape. 27 D.L.R. 113. 49 Que. 
I S.C. 347.

I
 Constri ction ok statute — Annuities— 

Capital rent.

The provision in sub-head 2 of art. 7322 
of the Quebec Workmen's Compensation Act,
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that “the capital of tin* rente,” claimed in 
egge* of to'.ul or partial incapacity, “shall 
n,,t exceed the sum of $2.000,'' does not 
govern the amount of rent where it in 
claimed from the employer himself, but de
rive- its meaning from the subsequent art.

which given the injured person or 
his representatives the option to demand 
tli.it the capitalized value of the rent shall 
|„. .uid over to an approved insurance com- 
i, tit y which will provide an annuity in lieu 

|C T.lt. to. v. McDonald. 6 D.L. 
p, li.'i. 21 Que. K.B. 532, followed; 16 
Il I, i; <10, 40 fan. S.C'.R. affirmed.]

• i'll. V. McDonald, 23 D.L.R. 1, [11*15]
» 14, 24 Que. K B. 4M,

CAPITAL BKNT.
Where under the Workmen's Compensa- 

(inn Act (art. 7•421. It.S.Q. 1009> a work- 
iniiii who has been injured docs not ask for 
the deposit of the capital sum. he is entitled 
to a rent the capital of which may exceed
$"('.P R Co t. Flore, 24 D.L.R. 710, 24
Que. K.B. 55.
fel.-.PENSION FROM WORK.

A workman who is paid by the hour for 
bn work, hut who is laid oil" temporarily 
through no fault of hie, and who is after
wards recalled and resumes his work, is en- 
ti'led to estimate the amount lie would have 
«Mined had lie not been laid off, and add it 
to the amount actually received in order 
to shew that the Workmen's Compensation 
A i does not apply, and that he is entitled 
to bring his action under the common law.

Reynolds v. Can. Light & Power Co., 25 
D Lit. 2.17, 46 Que. 8.C. 500.
KlilEMPTION OF WEEKLY PAYMENTS—MODE 

OF ASCERTAINMENT.
In estimating the total amount of com- 

p-n-ation to he awarded in redemption of 
friture weekly payments under the Work
mens i ompenso*5ou Act, the amount should 
In* based or. to** state of health and the 
probable expectation of life of the injured 
person at the time of the inquiry on the up- 
pli.-ation for redemption, without any de- 
dti tion of tin* antecedent payments, though 
•14reed upon by counsel of the respective 
parties. | Victor Mills v. Shackleton, [1912] 

12 followed. I
'hitka v. Bankhead Mines. 29 D.L.R. 273,

* W W R. 1041. 31 W.L.R. 0H7 
Permanent and partial disability. 

in determining the question of permanent 
ipacity under the Workmen's Compensa

tion Ait (Que.), whether partial or total, 
it must he taken in consideration what the 
inmred could earn before the accident and 
tbe earning capacity after the accident, hut 
the fact that the injured's earnings since 
the accident are as much as before is not 
eoncliMve on his ability to do the work, 
if hi- work is intermittent and the rate of 

earning* varies according to the kinds 
of work he is engaged in.

i.i'Mi re v. Girouard, 24 D.L.R. 532, 24 
Qh • K B 154.
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Amputation of thumb—Partially perma

nent INCAPACITY.
The Workmen’s Compensation Act is an 

Act of public order, and every agreement to 
the effect that the employer should lie re
lieved of the obligation imposed upon him 
by this Act is ipso facto a nullity.

Girard v. Naud, 48 Que. N.C. 429. 
Permanent and partial incapacity—Dim

inution IN SALARY.
The Workmen’s Compensation Act grunt

ing, in case of permanent and partial in
capacity, a rent equal to half the sum by 
which the wages hu\e been reduced in con
sequence of the aec’vlent, it i* the duty of 
tile court to ascertain the corresponding 
decrease in the salary; and where the acci
dent caused only a slight incapacity which 
does not expose the victim to any diminu
tion in his salary, be has no claim to an in 
donmity for permanent and partial incapac
ity.

Stack V. Whlttal, 48 Que. S.C. 272. 
Workmen's compensation—Temporary to

tal incapacity—Permanent partial 
incapacity—R.S.Q. 1909, arts. 7322, 
7346.

Bonneau v. Sevigny, 25 D.L.R. 855, 47 
Que. 8.C. 129.
Injury in course of employment.

Aii accident caused by the tortious act 
of a fellow workman having no relation 
whatever to the employment, cannot he said 
to arise "out of and in the course of the em
ployment” under the Workmen's Compensa
tion Act, 1910, X.S., c. 3. s. 5. [('hallis v. 
In union A S.W.R. Co., [1005J 2 K.B. 154, 
distinguished.]

Doyle v. Moirs, 22 D.L.R. 767, 48 N.S.R. 
478. I Leave to appeal to Privy Council 
refused, March 27, 1915.]
Injuries in course op employment.

An accident cannot he said to have hap
pened hv reason of or in the course of his 
work, so as to make a claim under the 
Workmen's Compensation Act (Que.), 
where the employee, without the knowledge 
or permission of the employer, goes to a 
place where lie is forbidden to go, and meets 
with an accident while there.

Lavery v. G.T.R. Co., 24 D.L.R. 622. 48 
Que. S.C. 278.
Communication of disease while remov

ing CINDER FROM FELLOW SERVANT'S
eye—Course of kmpix»ymknt.

Where an infectious disease is communi
cated to a workman by his fellow-workman 
while trying to remove a piece of cinder 
which had got into his eye while he was at 
work, ami such disease results in blindness, 
the accident may lie said to have happened 
in the course of his employment so as to 
entitle him to compensation under art. 7321, 
R.S.Q. 1909.

C.P.R. v. Flore. 24 D.L.R. 710, 24 Que. 
K.B. 55.
Injury to teamster—In or about plant.

Compensation may be allowed under the
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Workmen’s (.,'onipcnnation Act, (N.S.) in 
respect of injury to a teamster while driv
ing a truck and team of horses in tin1 deliv
ery of the output of the factory although 
at Mime distance therefrom, the horses and 
truck being a part of the factory "plant” 
under the extended meaning given bv subs. 
2 of s. 2 to the word "factory,” so that an 
injury "on. in or about" any part of the 
plant, is within the statute. (Yarmouth v. 
Trance, lit Q.R.D. «47. and < arter v. Clarke, 
14 Time» L.R. 172. applied.]

O'Toole v. Rramlnim-Henderson, 21 D.L. 
R. 83, 48 N.S.R. 203.
J XJl'KIES WHILE CHANGING CLOTHES — 

COURSE OK EMPLOYMENT.
A workman who was injured by the col

lapse of temporary stairs on which lie was 
proceeding a few minutes before the hour 
for commencing his day's work to another 
floor for the purpose of changing into his 
working clothes left there on the previous 
day, is entitled to compensation as for an 
injury arising out of his employment under 
the Workmen's Compensation Act. Alta.

Klukae v. Thompson <v Co., 81 D.L.R. 
.112. 7 WAV.It. 1102. | Reversed on another 
point. 24 D.L.1L 67, 8 W.W.R. 778. 31 
W.LIt. 438.1
INJURY TO ONE EMPLOYED TO PAINT HOME-

A jiainter employed to paint a homestead 
is precluded by the provisions of s. HI of 
the Workmen's Compensation Act from re
covering compensation for injuries sus
tained at that work.

Ktnid v. Townsend, 8 W.W.R. 474. 
Death while moving building.

The death of a workman employed by a 
contractor for moving a building who loses 
his life in consequence of an accident come» 
under the application of the Workmen's 
Compensation Act, the moving having re
lation to the industry carried on in the 
building.

Desilete v. La plante, 48 Que. S.C. 385. 
Drowning while returning from work.

A workman who, at the end of his day's 
work in order to return home, embarks in 
n boat not belonging to his employer or 
under his control to return to his home, and 
who is drowned en route, is not the victim 
of un accident within the application of the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act, and his wid
ow and children have no recourse against 
his employer.

Menard v. Quinlan, 47 Que. S.C. 115. 
Postponement ok adjudication as to

Where in an action under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act (Que.), the uiimuil rent 
for a permanent partial incapacity cannot 
be properly ascertained nt the trial, the 
court lias power to (tost pone tinal adjudi
cation to some future date and to grant a 
temporary allowance in the meantime.

Hyland v. Lake & River Transportation 
Co., 37 D.1..R. 467. 26 Que. K.B. 452.

aw*
Amount— Prayer.

A plaintiff suing under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act (Que. I, cannot obtain a 
condemnation for general damages, but thy 
court may on a proper prayer by him, lix 
and determine the annual rent to which he 
is entitled.

Waters v. Cape, 30 D.L.R. 718. 50 Que 
S.C. 151.
Ac tion for rent or capital.

:\ plaintiff, in an action under the Work
men's Compensation Act (Que.), as amend
ed, may sue for either the annual rent or 
the capital, and even if lie elects to »u,- 
for the annual rent he may. at any time, 
even after judgment, make option for uml 
recover the capital representing such rent.

Freeman v. Montreal locomotive Works, 
30 D.L.K. 239, 24 Rev. dc Jur. «7.
Award of lump sum—Validity—Neglect

1'nder the Workmen's Compensation Act, 
R.S.R.C.. 1911, c. 241, an award of a lump 
sum should be upheld where it is not 
awarded as such but is merely the result 
of the addition ul the several amounts of 
a weekly allowance. An applicant for com
pensai ion under the Workmen’s Compensa 
lion Act, R.S.R.C., 1911, e. 244, is not en
titled to compensation beyond the date when 
lie neglected to follow the instruction ot 
his medical advisers which would, if fol
lowed. have effected a cure. The applicant 
who is cured, and he who refuses to be 
cured, are on the same legal footing.

(lorgnigiani v. Welch, 26 R.C.R. 195, 
[19I8J 3 W.W.R. 797.
Workmen’s Compensation Act, (Que.)— 

Yearly wages — Ascertainment — 
Inexcusable faults.

To fix the yearly wages in order to ap
ply the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
(Que.) it is not sufficient to take the 
wages that the victim earned at the time 
of the accident and multiply it by the num
ber of working days of the year, hut the 
real wages must be ascertained, i.e., the 
wages without taking into account the 
accident which the workman received 
during the time he was employed; and 
when the workman has worked for less 
than 12 months prior to the accident, there 
must Ik* added to the wages which the 
workman has earned the average remuner
ation of a workman of the same class in 
order to complete the 12 months and form 
the yearly wage that, in the normal con 
ditions of his work, the workman should 
have earned during the- year. A workman 
whom his employer places at the head of 
his companions, to represent him as check
er or foreman, and to whom he lias given, 
in his absence. Hie direction of the vvotks, 
but who himself works with the other la
bourers, docs not lose his quality of work
man towards his employer, and retains the 
benefit of the Act. When a case falls tinder 
the Act the principles of the civil law on
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thé fault tlo not apply, save in a case in 
which an intentionul or inexcusable fault is 
alleged. An inexcusable fault is an espe- 
viallv gross mistake, which consists in 
voluntarily doing a dangerous act of which 
the danger is known or ought to lie known. 
It aUo consists in not seeing or foreseeing 
what another person, under the same cir- 
. limitatives, would have seen or foreseen, 
that fault supposes the knowledge of the 
ilatiger and the will to run it, and implies 

in-gleet of rare or a lack of precaution 
uhi-ii might easily prevent an accident. In 
him.' under the Act the jurisdiction of the 
court is not limited to decision of the pur- 
tic'' rights ul the time the action com
menced. as in the ordinary eases, hut it 
inii't determine those they have at the time 
of llie judgment and also the probable fu
ture duration of the victim's incapacity. 
When a plaintiff includes in his claim the 
«hole eomjieiisatioii to which lie may he en
titled, and his action implies the assertion 
of the creditor’s total rights, it interrupts 
nrem-ription not only as to the daily com- 
IM-n'iiti'>n due at the time but also as to 
« hat might become due later on the same 
ground of action.

Koucher v. Morache, 40 Que. 8.C. 498.
V vident of wokk—Calculation of sal- 

v by—Conti x vous work—Category — 
Proof — Referred to the Superior 
Court—8. ref. art. 7328, 2 and 3.

V labourer who works in a munition 
plant established for more than one year at 
-evenly two and a half cents an hour, for 
seven months thus earning a salary of 
Milô.4Ô. does an uninterrupted work and is 
subjected in so far as the manner of cal
culating his salary, to art. 7328, 1909, S. 
ref.. [1009] (Workmen's Compensation 
Act), and not to s. 3 of the same article. 
H i~ for a labourer who sues by virtue of 
'lie law of accidents of work and whose 
•lemand is rejected by the aforesaid art.

< 2, to prove tne average salary of 
- mirer* in the sumo category during a pe- 

- i"<l necessary to complete the twelve 
'"niith'. If he does not prove this the court 
'•an -end hack the “brief" to the Superior 
•fiurt, to permit the latter to make this

Pelletier v. Montreal Locomotive Works,
-’•*» lb*'- Leg. 79.
Mm. ham)—Common i.aw—Salary t.krh 

in a\ *iouu—Rkj fated action—C.C. 
1HÔ3 \. ART. 7320, S. REF. [1909].

Vh employee in a mill whose salary is 
lc" than *1000 a year can sue for dam- 
i!ics in virtue of the Common Law. lie 
"light to form his demand according to the 
"i-l'C'itioii of the law of accidents of work 
"thi-rwisp the action will he dismissed sub- 
iec« to p,<H,f.

1 auadinn Steel Foundries v. Stychlinskv, 
I lev. I .eg. 13.-,. | See 20 Que. P.R. 131*.]

When art. 2 "f 9 Bdw. VII. e. 00. re
specting workmen's compensation for injn- 
ric'. allows to an employee an income in a 
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case when he receives an injury during his 
employment, which injury carries with it 
a permanent partial incapacity, it is on 
condition that his professional capacity 
would decrease, and lie lusting in reduction 
of his salary. It is this reduction of salary 
that should he the basis of figuring the in
come to which the employee will have a 
right, income which will amount to one-half 
the reduction in salary which he suffered 
through the accident. This es-ential con
dition required by law will not apply when, 
after the accident the plaintiff voluntarily 
renewed his employment with the same sal
ary as he received" before the accident. In 
such circumstances, he will liml that art. 
2 of the ulmve law, is, by voluntary act of 
the plaintiff, rendered inapplicable, and 
that, in the present state of the legislation, 
lie has no right to any income.

Cater v. G.T.R. Co., 18 Rev. de Jur. 27.
The Act, 4 Geo. V., c. 57 (Que.I, amend

ing the Act respecting accidents to work 
men, which allows the workman, in a ease 

1 of |,ennauent disability, to demand the cap 
ital of the amount of compensation award
ed in lieu of an annuity, lias no retrospec
tive effect. The Act cannot lie considered 
declaratory and interpretative, except in 
regard to the fact that the statute did not 
take away the common law remedy of per
sons who could not take advantage of the 
statute. The amendment does not prevent 
the employer from having the awarded com- 
pensât n>n revised under art. 7340, R.S.Q. 
1909, even if he pays the amount of the 
capital to the workman.

Jennings v. Brissette, 25 Que. K.B. 21. 
Commutation of indemnity—R.8.Q. 1909, 

ARTS. 7322, 7320, 7329, 7349—“Daily
WAGES RECEIVED AT THE TIME OF 111E
accident”—Annual wages—Average 
—Capital.

Trudel v. Rhéaumc, 52 Que. S.C. 207. 
Settlement — Prescription — Intkbrup-

Aii agreement between employer and em
ployee, in settlement, of a viaiin under the 
Turkmen's Compensation Act, (Que.) by 

which the employer is to pay the viclim a 
sum in addition to the amount already re
ceived nnd to keep him in his employ as 
long as lie had work to give him uml he 
•lid his duty properly, is not a settlement, 
of the claim and neither affects u mu at ion 
nor an extinguishment of it. Such agree
ment interrupts the prescription. From the 
time it was made until it was set aside, 
i lie prescription is suspended and only lie- 
gins to run again at ijio latter date."

Tremblay v. Canada Cement Co.. 52 Que. 
S.C. 183.
Interruption or prescription—Computa

tion OF INDEMNITY.
Service of the petition to obtain author

ity to bring an action under the Work
men’s Compensation Act (Que.). interrupts 
the prescription declared by art. 7345 of 
the Act. To determine the wages of the
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:

workman as th*» hu-i.- of the indemnity to 
In* given, the court should take into con
sider.'! t ion the total of what he hud earned 
dining the 12 month# before the accident, 
without deducting from these wages the 
umoiint which he hud paid to his employer 
on account of the pension fund.

Squizzato v. Brennan, 01 Que. S.C. 301. 
Workmen's Compensation Act — Work

man EARNING HAI.ABY—OVER $1.000— 
Common i.aw bight—R.S.Q. 7326,7328.

When the victim cannot sue under the 
Workmen's Compensation Act (Que.), be
cause hi# salary is over $1,000. his action 
lies under the common law, and suit taken 
under the Act will be dismissed.

Couture v. G.T.R. Co., 1Ü Que. P.R. 221. 
Workmen’s Compensation Act—Earning

CAPAC ITY KUH CED — COMPENSATION —
Annuity — Average salary—Settle-

Sentimental considerations cannot over
rule the law. and. in the case of an acci
dent to a workman the rule de minimis non 
curat lex does not apply when an annuity, 
representing a capital of over $200, is at 
stake. In the case of a workman employed 
for les# than 12 months previous to the 
accident, the average salary of workmen of 
the same class, together with the victim's 
earnings since his employment, taken ils a 
basis to calculate an annuity for the reduc
tion of earning capacity, is the salary 
which has been really earned, and not which 
should have been earned: and the court 
cannot presume that salary if no evidence 
is given on the point. Neither the offer 
of a settlement before the judge, whom 
the law authorizes to try and get the 
parties to settle before he allows the action 
to lie entered, nor the admissions nor con
cessions which have then been made in 
view of a settlement, can be taken ad
vantage of against the parties at the trial.

Kopvi v. Jacobs Asbestos Mining Co., 46 
Que. S.C. 466.
Nonc-ontinuoi a work—Annual salary.

A factory which since its establishment 
has not been operated for 12 consecutive 
months, hut onlv during irregular intervals, 
must he considered as an enterprise the 
work of which ia not continuous. To de
termine the indemnity payable to a work
man who is the victim of a labor accident 
therein, one must establish his annual 
salary by adding to the remuneration 
which he received during the period of 
work the earnings which he could have 
realized during the balance of the year. 
(R.S.Q. 190», art. 7328. ■

Xaud v. Girard, 25 Que. K.B. 407. 
Workmen's compensation — Salary — 

Extra employees—R.S.Q. [1909], art. 
7321, 7323. 7328 Workmen's Compen
sation Act.

When an employer employs two classes 
of workmen of the same category: the first 
called regular employees, the second called 
extra employees, the latter not working con-
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tinuously, and receiving a lower salary 
than tlio^e of the first class, it is necvssarv 
in order to determine the annual salary of 
the workmen for the full twelve months 
by virtue of the second paragraph of art! 
7328 of the Workmen's Compensation Art 
(Quo.) to take the average of the reman- 
«•ration received by the extra employee* 
without taking into consideration thai of 
the regular employees.

Langlois v. G.T.R. Co., 65 Que. 8.C. 281. 
Workmen’s Compensation — Apprentice 

—Indemnity—C. C. (Que.) art. I9ir> 
—R.S.Q. [1909] arts. 7322. 7325. 7329.

An apprentice, in the sense in which the 
word is used in the Workmen's Compen
sation Act. is one who begins to work, and 
who only earns the minimun salary at first 
and gradually increases. He is not neces
sarily one engaged nominally under the 
name of apprentice.

Riendeau v. Libelle, 25 Rev. Leg. 391. 
Computation of yearly wages.

The yearly wages entitling one to invoke 
the Workmen's Compensation Act, (Que.) 
us also the yearly wages used as a basis to 
calculate the rents, mean the real wages 
allowed to the victim during the 12 months 
before the accident, and those wages must 
include the allowances granted for extra 
work according to contract.

Laferriere v. Frontenac Electric Laun
dry, 19 Que. P.R. 369.
Average wage—Computation.

Where a workman, the victim of an ac
cident, has been less than 12 months in his 
employment, in order to fix his yearly wages 
there must lie added to what* he actually 
earned during the period of his employment 
the average wages received by workmen of 
the same clans during the period required 
to complete the 12 months. Such average 
wage is computed, when the workmen are 
paid by tin* hour, by dividing the total 
amount which they received during the sup
plementary period bv the number of hours 
which they worked during the same period.

St. Maurice Paper t o. V. Marcotte, 27 
Que. K.B. 394.
Permanent partial incapacity—Annual

The right of the victim of an accident 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 
(Que.) to recover for permanent partial in
capacity, depends upon the amount by which 
his wages have been reduced in consequence 
of the accident.

Smith v. G.T.R. Co., 53 Que. 8.C. 334. 
Partial permanent incapacity — Appeal 

—Provisional allowance.
If a final judgment of the superior court 

has declared that the plaintiff is partially 
and permanently incapacitated, and it is 
not claimed that Ilia condition ha# altered 
since the judgment, he will not be granted 
a daily provisional allowance during the 
proceedings in review.

Sabatinv v. Peck Rolling Mills, 20 Que. 
P.R. 148.
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AMOUNT AOM lTT>ai—JUIK» M EST.

In an action under the Workmen’s Com
pensation Act, (Que.) if the defendant ad- 
mlta owing a certain amount, and consents 
m a judgment being given for such amount, 
i!it* court can give judgment for such 
» mount tijion the plaintiff** petition during ! 
the litigation, reserving to him the right 
in mutume the action for the remainder of 
the claim.

Roii«i v. Scottish Canadian Magnesite Co.,
54 Que. 8.C. fill.
SETTLEMENT OF ( ASF. — CONFIRMATION —

Capital—Validity—Continuance.
After the service of the petition for au

thority to sue under the Workmen's Com- 
|K'nsution Act, the parties may settle their 
dispute, with the sanction of the court, and 
nu'h arrangement may extend to the pay
ment of the capital. Such an agreement 

only Is» net aside on the grounds which 
allow tiie cancellation of agreements. If 
an action under the Workmen's Compen
sation Act (Que.) is settled between the 
partie-, and the plaintiff, complaining of 
the illegality of the settlement, continues 
the proceedings, the parties should proceed 
to prove the sufficiency of the amount paid.

ratenauile v. Canada Cement Co., 20 Que. 
PR 241. [See 54 Que. S.C. 216.]
COSTS AND INTEREST.

The compensation granted by art. 7332 of 
the Workmen's Compensation Act (Que.) 
i.' offset bv the costs which the employee 
on - his employer; that is. the latter has 
a right to deduct the costs from the amount 
of the compensation. A court ought not to 
make a distinction where the law makes 
none, or to create exceptions which the law 
lias evidently not wanted to declare by not 
m ‘luffing them in the law. The successful 
ptrty must pay his attorney’s costs ; and 
- ould that party pay them, he is subro- 
.'jted de jure by the sole effect of the law, 
to the rights of his attorney, and may exe
cute the judgment for those costs without 
transfer or previous service, by complying 
nth art. jfij C.C.P. As costs bear interest 
from the date of the judgment grunting 
t'n’iu. it i- not necessary for the judge to 
add the words.e “with interest.”

Irudel v. liheaume, 04 Que. S.C. 202. 
Kmcvtion of judgment—Prematurity.

An execution, obtained less than u month 
after the final judgment given under the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act (Que. I in 
:.ivor of a workman permanently incapaci- 
W'-d, i- premature and illegal.

Manehuch v. Rubber Regenerating Co.,
9> Que. PR. 8.
Workmen's compensation— Personal in

juries — Principles of assessment
AND DAMAGES.

An injured workman may shew that if 
li“ had uni been injured, he might at the 
time of action lie in receipt of larger wages 
than h'1 r- then getting, and should be al- 
I'med a fair amount of compensation for 
being deprived of the reasonable prospects |

lie had of improving his condition in life. 
In an- action for damages for personal in
juries a jury should not award punitive or 
vindictive damages, and should take into 
account the accidents of life and other mat 
ters, including the fact that the plaintiff 
has not been completely disabled. They 
should not give the plaintiff the full amount 
of a perfect compensation for the pecuniary 
injury he has suffered, but only what they 
consider, under the circumstances, a fair 
compensation for his loss.

Anderson v. Forrester, 7 VV.W.R. 103U. 
Workmen’s compensation — Assessment

OF DAMAGES. FOR INJURY—TIME SPENT
on homestead—Partial, incapacity.

An injured workman should not he al
lowed damages in resnevt of the time during 
which he is compelled by the Dominion 
hands regulation to live upon his home
stead. The proper way to assess damages 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act is 
to estimate the earnings during 3 years pre
ceding an injury without any consideration 
of sympathy, physical suffering or injury 
to the appearance. A plaintiff is not enti
tled to the full sum named in the Act, 
where his injury is such that his earning 
power is decreased one-quarter only.

Kier v. Bennell, 6 W.W.R. 739.
(§ V—351)— Partial incapacity.

Continued suffering from a broken leg 
after the bones have been joined and re
stored to normal condition, due to lack of 
proper medical treatment, is a temporary 
disability; the burden of proving perma
nent incapacity is upon the plaintiff.

Bodean v. Cltugnon, 37 D.L.lt. 392, 52 
Que. S.C. 202.
Losh of hand.
. The loss of all the fingers on one hand 
amounts to the loss of the whole hand, and 
justifies the award of the full amount al
lowed for the loss of a hand under the 
Workmen's Compensation for Injuries Act 
(N.B. 1914, c. 341.

Pimkliurst v. Smith, 33 D.L.R. 23, 44 N. 
B.R. 27V.
Thumb and finger crushed—Action for 

damages — Evidence — Findings of 
jury—Damages.

Simpson v. Tall man Brass & Metal Co., 
3 O.W.X. 398, 20 O.VV.R. 640 
Permanent partial incapacity—Parat.y-

Wliere a workman suffers from the com
plete paralysis of his left arm and leg. due 
to a lesion of the nervous system caused by 
an accident while working, that is. by a 
shell weighing 18 pounds, which fell from 
a shelf and struck his left arm, which par
alysis has resisted all attempts at cure, but 
which possibly may lie cured, he ia entitled 
to rompenNUtion for a permanent and par
tial disability. Such possibility of cure is 
uncertain and cannot be treated as a judi
cial fact of sufficient weight to establish
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tliat the disability is merely temporary and 
not |M»rmanent.

Martha v. C.P.R., 61 Que. S.C. 443.
(8 \ )—“Total incapacity."

A doctor's certificate tliat an injured per- 
mm i- “able to do light work” is net proof 
that lie ia "lit and capable of doing work," 
or that his “Incapacity for work" or “total 
incapacity"' has cca«c<i. within the meaning 
of an agreement limiting the liability be
tween master and servant.

Russell v. Twin City Coal Co., 36 D.L.R. 
23.1.
Permanent incapacity — Annuity—Cap-

When a judgment, under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act, condemns an employer 
to pay an annual sum to his employee, the 
latter may, by motion, apply to the court, 
within 30 days from the date of the judg
ment. for an order directing that the capi
tal lie paid to him.

Demers v. (Iraillon. 61 Que. S.C. 42.
(8 V—3.13 ) — Provisional allowance.

A provisional allowance should not be 
granted to a plaint iff suing under the 
Workmen's Coni|iensation Art (Que. I. if bis 
right of action is contested and doubtful, 
or if it is susceptible of only giving a re
duced rent which would he ansorlied by the 
provision paid during the trial.

Yukervicz v. fl.T.R. Co.. 19 Que. P it. 161.
Article 7343. R.S.Q., authorizing a judge, 

in an action under the Workmen's Com
pensation Act (Que.), to grant the plaintiff 
a daily allowance, should be construed 
strictly. So, when the employer shews that 
that law does not apply because the em
ployee earns more than #1.000 a year, the 
application will lie refused.

Trembla v v. Canada Cement Co.. 24 Rev. 
Leg. 444. 20 Que. P.R. 13.

If a defendant pleads that the plaintiff 
makes more than .*1.000 a year, and does 
not fall under the Workmen's Compensa
tion Act (Que.I. a plea which appeared 
prima facie well founded, a daily allowance 
will lie refused.

Saved v. Canadian Tube * Iron Co.. 19 
Que. P.R. 1.
ST IVI I XTKP JUDGMENT—REMEDY—REVISION 

OK COM PEN RATION- -DAILY ALLOWANCE.
'Hie stipulated judgment, under s. 27 of 

the Workmen's Compensation Act (Que.) 
(9 Kd. VIT., e. 0(1). on a workman's peti
tion asking authorization to sue. having 
the same effect as a final judgment from a 
proper tribunal, must lie attacked hy the 
same means and not hy those provided to 
have transact ions «et aside. The means of 
appeal or review before three judges, grant
ed bv s. 22 of the Act, are not granted 
against the stipulated judgment rendered 
under s. 27. because the parties have ae- 
quieseed therein, and because the law makes 
no distinction between the acquiescence be
fore or after the delivery of judgment. 
Such a judgment, therefore, can be with
drawn only by a petition in revocation, be-
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cause the main action has never been rec
ognized in the French law, as a means of 
attacking judgment, Such a judgment is 
none the less subject to be set aside, but 
according to the special provision* concern
ing transact ions (arts. 1921, et seq., L'.C. 
Que.I, and not according to those concern
ing ordinary contracts i arts. 991 to liHJl,
( Que. i. Mo an error of law can never 
lie a ground to have suih a judgment with
drawn (art. 1921 £.('., Que.). Then- is no 
other remedy against such judgment. I* 
sides the petition in revocation, than the 
action to revise the compensation granted 
to each party by s. 20 of the Act. The 
Quclwc Code, different from the French law, 
enacts the principle that a party may ai 
ways desist from his claim or proceeding* 
wit hunt the consent, of the opposite part*, 
provided lu* pays the costa, but only from 
a judgment given exclusively in his* favor. 

X judgment condemning the defendants, 
witii their consent, to pay the plaintilf the 
sum of #07.60, provided the latter renounces 
any damages mille red from the accident, i» 
not exclusively in favor of the plaintiff, 
and he could not, except with the defend
ant's consent, desist from that judgment, 
which at his requeat. was ratified by the 
court under s. 27 of the Act. A workman, 
who takes an action to revise the coinpen 
sat ion granted him by a stipulated jtidg 
ment, cannot, during the trial in review, 
ask for alimony in the form of a daily al
lowance. The only compensation which #. 
20 of the Act authorizes in cases of revi
sion within four years from the agreement 
of tlie parties or the linn I judgment, are 
those of absolute and permanent incapacity, 
which have been lixed either hy the stipu
lated judgment ratifying the agreement of 
the parties according to s. 27, or, in esse 
of disagreement, by the judgment rendered 
under s. 3. In other words, the absolute 
and permanent Incapacity, mentioned in 
eubpitr. (a) of s. 2 of the Act. is the only 
one which, in case of aggravation, may 
justify an action to revise.

St. Jacques v. St. Jean Berchmana, 1» 
Que. P.R. 30.
Provisional allowance.

An application for a provisional daily al 
low an vc, made during an action under the 
Workmen'* Compensât ion Act (Que. I. can
not he contested in writing without lire 
viou* permission of a judge, hut should lie 
adjudged upon summarily, at the discretion 

•of the court or a judge-.
Blair v. Allen Scott Roofers. 20 Que. P. 

R. 114.
Where the plaintiff, after the accident 

complained of. was again aide to work and 
settled with his employer, obtains permis
sion to sue again, on alleging new facts, 
he ha* no right, during the new proceed
ings. to a provisional allowance.

Harris v. Peek Rolling Mills. 20 Que. P- 
R. 149.

ITie provisional daily allowance author
ized by the Workmen's Compensation Act
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iQut>.>. in left to the discretion of the 
<oUri. which hhould only b<- exercised for 
important reasons, for example, when llio 
liability of tin- employer is certuiii, or the 
«•mi'hivec is uniihle to work. etc.

S.-li'inck v. lialihert, IV Que. P.R. 180.
PROVISIONAL Al LOW AXCE—XX AUKS.

An application for u provisional allow 
illHL. under the XX'orkmen'» Compensation 
A,;; (Que.I, iniide I» days liefore the hear- 

aiùl the defendant denies the pliiintilf's 
ii.-li! fur the reason that he earns a yearly 
uage of more than $1,000, will he trans
ferred to tin* court seized of the ease.

Jourdain v. Canada Box Board Co., 10 
Que. P R. 181.
Workmen's VOMPENsATTON—Temporary At 

JOWAM K - Disc 'OXTIN VANCK.
Duval v. X ieiis. 12 Que. P.R. 8.18.
Vmlcr the XXorkmen's Compensation Act 

i (/ne. I, the plaint ill’s provisional alimen
tary allowance pending the suit should lie 
li\,*<j as min-h ns possible on the same hnsis 
us tin- linul allowance will he determined.

Sutherland v. IMiienix Brass Works Co., 
13 Que. P.R. 408.
Interim allowance—Pleading.

The Workmen's Compensation Act (Que.) 
gives complete discretion to the Su|>erior 
Court or judge thereof to grant, during the 
action, a daily allowance to the plaintiff.

Canada Cement Co. v. McNally, 18 Que. 
P.R. 134.

In an action under the Workmen's Com
pensation Ad. an interim allowance will not 
is* granted if the defendant’s pleading deny
ing his liability is apparently very serious 
ami if the court gravely doubts that the 
plaintiff will he aide to obtain judgment 
against the defendant.

Pivoulrts v. I.ai'hine Mfg. Co., 18 Que. 
P.R. in-».
XVilRKM KN"‘S t 'OMPENNATION ACT — PROVI

SIONAL allowance—Prima kacie de- 
H.XTK—R.S.Q. ART. 7.12-2.

In an «etinn under the Workmen's Com
pensation Act (Que.), no provisional allow- 
aii'-v will !«• granted if the defendant’s plea 
denying his liability is. at first sight, a 
very weighty one, and if the court has grave 
doubts us to whether the plaintiff can ob
tain judgment against the defendant.

(oignon v. Demers, 16 Que. P.R. 416. 
Provisional allowance—Com cant in li- 

QVIDATION.
\ demand for a provisional allowance un

der the Workmen's Compensation Act 
(Que.I. will be granted even if the defend
ant company declares that it has been put 
into, and actually is in. liquidation.

Diignnv v. Canada Iron Corp. 16 Que. 
P.R.
Daily xi.iowanck—Company employer.

A daily allowance during the trial will 
not lie granted to the plaintiff in an action 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
■Din-.i, if it is proved that the defendant 
company, although i*>s-.e-«fcing the majority

servant, v.
of the shares in the company which em
ployed the plaintiff and under the control 
of the same manager, is however an inde
pendent company with special powers and 
its own board of directors.

Mam-buck v. Canadian Consolidated Rub
ber Co., 18 Que. P.R. 311.
(S X"—354)—Revision ot compensation— 

Agreement.
Under the XXorkmen’s Compensation Act 

(Que. i the person injured may demand a 
revision of the compensât ion that he has 
received on account of aggravation of his 
disability, even though this compensation 
has been determined by agreement between 
the parties and not by judgment. The ac
tion for revision is open to him not only in 
case of aggravation of a disability already 
acknowledged to be permanent, but even 
when the disability first deemed to In* only 
temporary has afterwards assumed a per
manent character.

Desbecquets v. Doyle, 62 Que. S.C. 117. 
Compensation—Demand or capital.

XX’hen a workman, injured in the course 
of his work, intends to demand from his 
employer the capital of the rent to which 
he is entitled by way of compensation, he 
should demand it by the conclusions of his 
action. The final judgment which awards 
compensation under the form of .rent in 
conformity with his demand, constitutes res 
judicata between him and his employer and 
cannot be reformed on motion. The option 
given by art 7.12b, R.S.Q. 1000, exercisable 
within the month from the date of the final 
judgment fixing the compensation, is limited 
to the alternative of payment to the victim 
in conformity with the judgment, or of 
payment of the capital of the rent to an 
insurance company.

Burke v. Ross, 52 Que. S.C. 142.
(g V—.155) —Appeal.

In an action under the Workmen’s Com
pensation Act (Alta.), there is no ap|»eal 
from the District Court Judge, except that, 
given by par. 4 of the second schedule of 
the Act, which is hy implication only, and 
limited to questions of law. by analogy to 
the Knglish XXorkmen's Com|h*iishlion Act 
of 1807. (Smith v. Lancashire & Yorkshire 
R. Co.. [1800] 1 Q.B. 141. applied.)

( argenie v. Alberta Coal & Milling Co., 6 
D.L.R. 231, 6 A.L.R. 173, 22 XV.LR. 08. 2 
W.XX’.R. 1058.
Workmen's Compensation Hoard—Valid

ity OK PROCEEDINGS—FINALITY—RE
VIEW—JVBIBIHCTION.

XX’liere a municipal corporation, sued by 
a contractor for work done, pleads payment 
of the amount sued on to the Workmen's 
Compensation Board, after having been no
tified of the plaintiff’s liability under the 
Workmen's Compensation Act and the as
sessment. of the amount, against him, the 
court lias jurisdiction to inquire into the 
proceedings of the Board to ascertain wheth
er the corporation brought itself within the 
protection of the Act. After a decision
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hue been rendered and u valid assessment
made by the Board, it is linal and not sub-
i'ect to review by the courts an assessment 

iy an officer of the Board becomes valid 
when confirmed by the Board.

Murphy v. Toronto, 45 D.L.R. 228, 43 
O.L.R. 292, affirming 41 O.L.R. 16G.
Common law action—"Determined.”

A common law action for damages is not 
"determined” within the meaning of s. 3 
(4) of the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 
e. 19, so long as the right of appeal is open 
to the plaintiff and he has taken advantage 
of it. Therefore, where upon dismissal of 
the aetion in the Appellate Division the 
plaintiff appeals to the Supreme Court of 
Canada, he is not required to apply at once 
for an assessment under the Act and to havu 
his elaim for compensation stand over, until 
the judgment on such appeal, or be enter
tained. (Isaacson v. New Grand (Clapliam 
Junction), 5 W.C.C., distinguished.]

Green v. O.T.P.R., [1917] 3 WAV R. 251.

MATERIALMEN.
Lien of, see Mechanics’ Liens.

MATURITY.
See Bills and Notes; Mortgage.

MAXIMS.
See Words and Phrases.

PRKHl'MPTION op right and not wrong.
It is a maxim of the law to give effect to 

everything that appears to have been estab
lished for a considerable course of time and 
to presume that what has been done was 
done of right and not of wrong.

Berrard v. Bruneau, 22 D.L.R. 83. 25 
Man. L.R. 400, 8 WAV.R. 635.
“Nokcitub a sociis” — "Produce” in In

dian Act, coxrtruto.
The word "produce” in the phrase "grain, 

root crops, or other produce” embraced in 
s. 39 of the Indian Act, R.S.C. 191)6, c. 81. 
is, under the maxim noscitur a so'iis, lim
ited to the meaning which it shares with 
its antecedents "grain” and "root crops” 
and should not be taken to cover "wild

Prince v. Tracey, 13 D.L.R. 818, 25 W.L. 
R. 412.
“EXPRBSeiO VNIU8.”

The maxim “expressio uniue est exelnsio 
a Her ius” is not of universal application, 
but depends upon the intention of the par
ties as it can lie discovered upon the face 
of the instrument or upon the transaction, 
and should not be applied when its appli
cation. having regard to the subject matter 
to which it is to he applied, leads to incon
sistency or injustice.

Pearson v. Adams. 7 D.L.R. 139. 27 O. 
L.R. 87, 22 O.W.R. 909. [Reversed on an
other point, 12 D.L.R. 227, 28 O.L.R. 154.]
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MECHANICS LIENS.
I. Construction and validity of stay-

II. The RIGHT; WHEN LIEN EXISTS.
111. PRIORITIES.
IV. Fob WHAT WORK OR MATERIALS.
V. To WHAT PROPERTY ATTACHES.

VI. OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND MAIUUAL-

VII. How WAIVED or defeated.
VIII. Enforcement; procedure.

For liens in general, see Liens; Maritime

Annotations.
Percentage fund to protect subcontrac

tors: 16 D.L.R. 121.
What persons have a right to file a me

chanic’s lien : 9 D.L.R. 105.
Enforceability of a mechanic’s lien 

against the property of a married woman 
for work performed or materials furnished 
under a contract made with her husband: 
52 D.L.R. 200.
I. Construction and validity of statutes.
(§ I—1 )—"Prejudice”—"Unjustly made 

to buffer.”
The word prejudiced” as used in s. 14 

of the Mechanics’ Lien Act (Alta.i, vali
dating certain liens where there has been 
failure to strictly comply with the statute, 
means "unjustly made to suffer.”

Kendall et al. v. Warreu, 21 D.L.R. 801, 8 
u WJL 113.
Amendment of statute—Construction.

In order to enforce a mechanic's or ma
terialman’s lien under the Alberta Mechan
ics’ Lien Act. s. 32, as amended in 1908, 
a "notice in writing of such lien and of the 
amount thereof” must be given to the “own
er or person having superintendence of 
the work on behalf of the owner.”

Calgary v. Dominion Radiator Co., 40 D. 
L.R. 65,*56 Can. <C.R. 141, (1918] 1 W. 
W.R. 137, reversing 35 D.L.R. 410, 11 À.L 
R. 532, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 974, sub nom. 
Dominion Radiator Co. v. Payne. 
Enforcing lien—Defendant not appear

ing—Judgment or official referee— 
Motion to set aside—Jurisdiction or 
Master in Chambers—Con. Rules 42 
(17) (d), 778—Jurisdiction of rek-

Guest*v. Linden, 1 D.L.R. 908, 21 O.W.R. 
303.
Construction of statutes.

Section 32 of the Mechanics’ Lien Act 
( Alta.), 1906, c. 21, as amended by s. 12, 
v. 20 of 1908, is for the protection of an 
owner who is under a personal contractu
al obligation to pay and not otherwise. 
' Owner” is a variable terra and as used 
in >. 11 of the Mechanics’ Lien Act (Alta.), 
1906, will include "leaseholder” when read 
with the interpretation clause, s. 2, subs. 
4. extending the term "owner” to a person 
having any estate or interest legal or equi
table in the lands.

Prentice v. Brown, 17 D.L.R. 36. 7 A.L.R. 
454, 28 W.L.R. 226, 6 W.W.R 989.
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CONSTRl'l THIN OF STATUTE—SASKATCHEWAN

Mechanics' Lien Act—Implied ke-

A m<‘vhanics' lien is the creature of stat
ute and enforceable only as may la- provided 
by the statute creating it. While, before 
the enactment of the Saskatchewan .Mechan
ics' Lien Act of 11107, the Supreme Court 
„f that province had statutory jurisdiction 
to entertain an action to enforce a mechan
ics' lien, the effect of s. 30 of that Act is 
to repeal by implication the former stat
utory jurisdiction and to confer jurisdiction 
„n the District Court alone-. Therefore, in 
an action in the Supreme Court by a vendor 
for payment of purchase money and other 
relief, a counterclaim for the enforcement 
of a mechanics’ lien was set aside. [Martin 
v. Russell, 2 B.C.R. 118, applied and fol
lowed. Dictum in McKenzie v. Murray, 11 
W.L.R. 123, not followed.]

shnttleworth v. Seymour, 28 W.L.R. 282. 
Mechanics and Walk Harness Lien Act, 

R.S.O. 1914, c. 140—Constitution al- 
inr—Power of province to create
LEIX EFFECTIVE AUA1XST DOMINION 
railway—Power to confer upon ref
eree JURISDICTION TO TRV ACTION.

Johnson v. I’.X.R. Co., 10 O.W.X. 372. 
Nature of lien—Construction of Me

chanics' Lien Act—sviistaxtiai com
pliance with irosii—‘‘Owner.”

Sections creating the right to a lien arc 
to la- strictly construed, while provisions 
dealing with procedure on the enforcement 
of the lien are to receive a broad and lib
eral construction. The. lien given by the 
Mechanics’ Lien Act is a lien upon the 
building or erection, i.e., is' against the 
property no matter who owns it or has in
terest in it. The true tenor and intent of 
the instrument claiming a mechanics’ lien 
i* u claim of a lien upon certain specified 
laud* and not a claim of lien upon the es
tate or interest in the lands of certain 
named persons. [Barrington r. Martin, 10 
D.L.R. 133. followed.] An error in naming 
the owner of the lands with respect to 
which a lien is claimed, is not sufficient to 
prevent the instrument claiming the lien 
from shewing the substantial compliance 
with the statutory form, as desiderated by 
»■ 17 of the Art. A sub-contraetor has a 
lien on the interest of his principal acquired 
through his (the principal’s) lien.

Xobha v. C.P.R., « W.W.R. 750. 
f i aim of lien — Execution — Corporate

NEAL OF CLAIMANT-COMPANY.
Monarch Lumber Co. v. Garrison, 18 W.

LU. «186.
II. The right; when lien exists.

<8 II—5)—When effective against own
er—Manitoba Mechanics' Lien Act.

I'mli-r the Mechanics’ Lien Act, (Man.) 
’he lien arises and takes effect against the 
owner from the commencement of the work

Merrick v. Campbell, 17 D.L.R. 415, 24

Man. L.R. 446, 27 W.L.R. 836. 6 W.W.R. 
722.
The right—When lien exists—Action to 

• realize a lien” — conditions — Me
chanics’ Lien Act, B.C.

An action to realize a lien under the 
Mechanics’ Lien Act (B.C.), van be brought 
only when the money sought to be recov
ered has become payable and within 30 
tlays after the filing of the lien ; no action 
lies for the purpose of keeping the lien in 
esse where the due date is deferred beyond 
the time which is limited bv the Act for 
actions to enforce a mechanics’ lien, such 
cases not being provided for in the Act.

Champion v. World Bldg.. 18 D.L.R. 555, 
20 B.C.R. 156, 29 W.L.R. 29», 6 W.W.R. 
1469.
Substantial performance of contract.

Although an unimportant part of the 
contract remains untinished. one who con- 
traets to supply materia! or do work on a 
building is entitled to enforce a lien for the 
contract price less the cost of completing 
the contract.

Tavlor Hardware Co. v. Hunt. 35 D.L.R. 
504, 39 O.L.R. 85. [See also 36 D.L.R. 
383.]
Owner’s knowledge of work.

In an action to enforce a lien where the 
owner of the property did not contract for 
the work or improvements, it is incumbent 
upon the plaintiff, under s. 10 of the Me
chanics’ Lien Act (B.C.), to shew that the 
owner had knowledge of such works or 
improvements.

Baker v. Williams. 23 B.C.R 124. 
Statutory lien fund—Rights of owner.

The statutory amount of payment which 
the owner may retain by virtue of s. 11 (1) 
of the Mechanics’ Lien Act, R.S.8., c. 150, 
forms a fund available for the lienholders 
only, to which the owner cannot resort as 
security against or to make good any loss 
occasioned by the non-compliance of the 
contract. [Russell v. French. 28 O.R. 215; 
Rice Lewis v. Harvey, 9 D.L.R. 114, fol-
U Peart v. Battell, 23 D.L.R 193, 8 8.L.R. 
305, 8 W.W.R. 1159, 31 W.LR 956.
Lands or different owners—"Lien hold

er"—Who is.
The Mechanics’ and Wage Earners’ Lien 

Act, R.S.M. 1913, c. 125, does not authorize 
the registration of one lien for one lump 
sum against the lands of different owners, 
although the work may have been dune or 
the materials furnished under one contract 
for the building of houses on the lands of 
the different owners, unless, perhaps, in a 
case where the lien claimant did not know 
and had no means of ascertaining before 
tiling his lien, that the lands were owned 
by different persons. [Fairclough v. Smith, 
13 Man. L.R. 509; Oldfield v. Baritour, 12 
P.R. 554, and Dunn v. McCallum, 14 O.L. 
R. 241). followed, fhitario Lime Ass'n v. 
Grimwood, 22 O.L.R. 17, distinguished.]
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Tin* expression “lien holder." in ». :$:i of 
the Act. mean» u person having a lien 
which «as valid at the time of commencing 
his action, so that when in an action com
menced by a lien claimant, it is decided 
that he had no valid lien and no action 
was commenced within the time prescribed 
bv s. 22 of the Act by any other person 
claiming a lien on the same property, all 
the liens upon it must fail. [Sear v. Woods. 
23 O.It. 471. followed. |

Builders Supple Vo. v. Iltiddleslone. 25 
Man. 1,.H. 71*.
itlliilT OF MIXF.lt AGAINST MINER XI. CI.AIM.

A miner may enforce a mechanics* lieu 
against a mineral claim which lias not been 
Crown granted. The 1910 amendment of 
s. Ill of the M évitâmes* Lien Act has over
come the effect of the decision of the full 
court in Anderson v. Clod sal. 7 B.C.K. 404.

Venness v. Stoddard, 9 WAV.II. 832. 
UNREGISTERED KOKKIUN COMPANY—SUPPLY 

OF COAL AH BASIN OK LIEN.
An unregisteml foreign company is en

titled to a mechanics' lien inasmuch as the 
enforcement of the lien does not involve the 
acquisition of holding of lands or any inter
est therein or the registration of any title 
thereto under the I .and Titles Act "within 
the meaning of sub*. 2 of a. 11 of the For
eign Companies Ordinance. A person who 
supplies coal to a l contractor for
generating steam for the purpose of hoist
ing material and to dry the building in 
course of construction may he entitled to a 
mechanics’ lien.

Wortman v. Frid Lewis Co., Il W.W.R. 
X12. 33 W.L.R. 1111.
Illegality of contract.

Making additions to a house of ill fame 
with knowledge that they are intended to 
iqerease the immoral business, will defeat 
a contractor's right to a mechanics’ lien 
therefor.

Miller v. Moore. 3 A.L.R. 297. 
Registration of grant from Crown—Me

chanics’ LIEN FILED AGAINST INTEREST 
OF PERSON OTHER THAN GRANTEE—
Whether .mechanics' men follows
ON TITLE.

Upon the registration of a grant from 
the crown where a mechanics' lien is tiled 
against the interest in the land of a person 
other than the grantee, the mechanics’ lien 
should l»e followed on the title unless the 
grant shows on its face that it is a home
stead grant in which case (unless the grant 
is to the personal representative of the poi
son against whose possessory interest the 
mechanics’ lien has lieen tiled) the mechan
ics' lien should not Is* followed on the title.

Re Und Titles Act. [1019| 2 W.W.R. 311. 
Request of owner—Agreement of rale— 

Covenant to build—Lien for prepar
ing work.

An agreement for the sale of land which 
contains a covenant binding the purchaser 
to erect certain works on the land at n

certain cost and contains a covenant bv the 
vendor, the owner, to remit a specified 
amount from the purchase price on the com
pletion of said undertaking, is such a re
quest in writing as gives a mechanics* lien 
arising from the erection of the said w.-rh* 
general application under s. ti of the Me 
chanics’ Lien Act (B.C.), 191(1, c. 154. and 
therefore the lien is not restricted to the 
increase in value of the premises by rea 
son of hiicIi works. There is no lien under 
the Mechanics' Lien Act, K.N.B.C. lttll.c. 
154. in respect to the cost of preparing for 
work to lie done upon a site, although such 
work lias been frustrated without fault of 
the contractor.

B.C.tiranitoid to. v. Dominion Shipbuild
ing. «te- to.. 11918] 2 W.W.R. 919.
Real property — Crown land* — Lien 

against interest of entrant—Crown 
grant to another person—Lien not 
following on title—Duty of régi» 
thab—Principle ah to registrars 
discretion as to registered instru
ment following on subsequent

A mechanics’ lien filed against the |m>s- 
sessory interest of an entrant to Crown 
lands does not follow on the title, if the 
Crown grant issues to another person. In 
such case the registrar has the right to 
register the grant and issue the certificate 
of title thereon clear of the mechanics' lien. 
It is a sound principle in registration that 
the registrar, having exercised his discre
tion in accepting for registration an instru 
incut, should not subsequently exercise a 
further discretion us to whether the instru
ment should follow on subséquent titles. It 
does so as a matter of course until disposed 
of by a judicial tribunal or removed by 
act of tin* parties. But this does not apply 
to the case of a mechanics' lien filed be
fore issue of the grunt.

Be Land Titles Act. [19191 1 W.W.R. 
1128.
(9 II—7)—“Privity and consent” or 

owner—Contract with lessee.
To create a lien against the interest of an 

“owner.’’ for work done mid materials fur
nished with his “privity and consent,” there 
must he something in the nature of a direct 
dealing between the contractor and the own
er or person whose estate is to be charged: 
when the latter merely has knowledge that 
the work is being done or materials fur
nished. and silently assents thereto and ben
efits thereby, a lien is not thereby created 
against his interest. Such lien is not ere 
uteri for work done and materials furnished 
under a contract exclusively with a lessee of 
the property.

Eddy v. ( hamlierlain, 37 D.L.R. 711. 45
N.B.H. Ml.
“Owner”—“Mortgagee”—Unpaid vendor 

Priorities.
Aii unpaid vendor who advances funds to 

the purchaser to build upon the land is not 
an “owner" within the meaning of s. (c)

99
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„f the Mechanics' Lien Art ( R.S.O. 11114, c. 
141»i. ho un to subject the luml to mechanics’ 
lull fui work doue « ml materials furnished 
under i-ontravts with the purchaser: hut 
liy virtue of ». (21 of the Act, such ven- 
di.r i- deemed a •"mortgagee” for the pur- 
|mi»i‘ -if giving priority to the lien» upon 
the increased selling value of the land 
vwi.eil by the improvements.

Marshall llriek ( o. v. York Farmers Col- 
onimtion t o . :m D.L.R. 420, 54 Can. 8.C.R. 
5#tt, altirming 28 IXL.lt. 464, 35 O.L.R. 542. 
VVoKK I O.Vl'KAl'TKD BY l.kHHKK—RKQUKHT OK

Work rontraeted by a Hiihlesseo in pur
suance of an agreement with his lessor 
authorizing him to Iniihl upon the land, (-in
stitutes a “request” on the part of the les- 
»or within the meaning of s. 2 le) of the 
Mr. Ii.mii> Lien Act, R.S.O. 11M4, c. 140. 
which extends the. operation of the statute 
to the estate of any person at whose request 
work ie done or material* furnished.

• hr v. Itôliertson, 23 D.L.R. 17, 34 O.L.R. 
147.
KSKC Hun OK HKK NPBIXKLEK VNDKB LEASE 

ItnuiT ok i.knhok.
"iiv who erects a lire sprinkler system 

under mi agreement whereby tlie equipment 
ii inn el v leased to the owner of the prein- 
>•'. with a right to purehase, reserving the 

tltir mid ownership thereto until paid in 
ilie lessor, is not precluded from claiming 
the statutory mechanics' lien against the 
jip-miscM of which the erection has been 
nude part. |Chicago 4 Alton R. Co. v. 
I Minn, etc., Co.. 109 V.S. 702, followed. 1 

F s. Construction Co. v. Rat Portage 
biiiiil.i l t o., 25 D.L.R. 162, 25 Man. L.R. 
79.1. 9 XY.W.R. 657, 33 W.L.R. 101.
I.AMMORD A Nil TENANT—IMPROVEMENTS UN- 

IH II ( ONTBAl'T WITU I.E8KEB—TRADE
KIXIVKEH.

\ mechanic*’ lien cannot he acquired un
der s. 11 of the Mechanics’ Lien Act. fStat. 
\It.i 1906, c. 21. on demised premises for 
building or placing therein at the request 
•>f the tenant chattels or trade fixtures 

MJ remove at the expiry of his 
term. The right to a mechanics’ lien on 
di-mised premises for making alterations 
therein under a contract with the lessee, 
i« not limited by s. 11 of the Mechanics’ 
l ion Ait. Stat. Alta, limit, c. 21. to such 
alterations as are lieuelicial to and which 
increase the landlord’s interest in the prop

s'll A Co. v. Mac Lean, 13 D.L.R. 519. 6 
A-LK. .'.Ml. 25 W.L.R. 358, 6 W.W.R. 33. 
MECHANICS’ I.IEN — BtTlt.DI.Nfl KRKCTED BY 

i i.sskk—Liability or “ownkb.” 
Limoge# v. Scratch, 44 Can. S.C.R. 86. 

Work ihinr at inhtan(e or i.ehnebr—
K NOW I.K.0UK OK LKMMOR—ABSENCE OF 

N"lirK DISCLAIMING RERPONRIHII.ITY. 
Cratch v. Anderson, 16 XV.L.R. 145.
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(8 II—8) — Rights ok conditional vendor 

—Conflicting liens.
Where the title to furnaces sold is re

tained by a vendor until the payment of 
the price, the rights of such parties are 
governed by s. 9 of the Conditional Sales 
Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 136, ami such vendor 
cannot rank as a lienholder under the provi
sions of the Mechanics' and Wage Earners’ 
Lien Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 140.

Hill v. Storey, 25 D.L.R. 247, 34 O.L.R. 
489.
INTEREST OF ‘OWNER”—VENDOR AND PUR- 

I'HAHKK— lU'.ql'KMT.
The lien given by *. 6 of the Mechanics' 

Lien Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 140, attaches to 
the estate or interest of the "owner,” as 
defined by s. 2 (e i of the Act, and does not 
include a purchaser of land whereon im
provements were made prior to hie taking 
possession without his request express or 
implied. [Orr v. Robertson. 23 D.L.R. 17, 
34 O.L.R. 147, distinguished.]

Cut-rate Plate Class Co. v. Solodinskl, 
25 D.L.R. 533, 34 U.L.R. 61)4.
Tbve oh Rruirtkmkd *ownf.b"—Vendor and

PURCHASER.
The word “owner” in the Mechanics’ 

Lien Act does not necessarily mean regis
tered owner, ami that any person having an 
interest in the land, whether registered or 
not, at whose request, etc., work has been 
done, is an owner as defined by the Act and 
must l>e made a partv. The "case of .loues 
v. Barnett, 1191)0] l*Ch. 370, 69 L.J. Ch. 
242. was vonsidered and followed, inasmuch 
aa deciding that a purchaser cannot obtain 
a good title when the court inadvertently 
deals with the property of one person under 
the supposition that it lie long* to another, 
and without notice to the true owner.

National Mortgage Co. v. Rolston, 8 XV. 
W.R. tbtii.
(8 II—9)—Completion ok work bt con

tractor's ('khutors Furnishing 
PROOF THAT NO OTHER I.1EN8 ARK 
CHARGEABLE—RIGHTS OK LIENOR’* AH- 
SHIITEE OR RRPRKHF.HTATIVE.

'Hie nominee of the contractor’s creditors 
who by agreement with the owner takes 

,over the unfinished eontraet and completes 
the same on the contractor’s default, with 
a stipulation that he shall lie entitled to 
the same amount as would he coming to 
such contractor had he himself completed 
the work, will not lie held in an action 
brought by him to enforce a lien, to a strict 
compliance with a clause of the original 
contract requiring the contractor, before 
action brought, to supply evidence that no 
other undischarged liens than his own re
main a charge of the property, if in fact, 
there were no such liens and the owner 
raising such objection had knowledge that, 
the creditors other than the plaintiff had 
agreed with the latter not to file mechanics’ 
liens. The representative of the creditors of 
a building contractor who contracts with the 
owner to take over, as the nominee of the

.MECHANICS’ I.IENS, 11.
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contractor, tlw work of completing the con
tract, and obtains from the owner a stipu
lation whereby all moneys earned or to he 
earned under the contract were to become 
payable to such representative in the place 
of the original contractor, is entitled to tile 
a mechanics’ lien for the amount due on 
completion of the work in like manner as 
would the original contractor, notwithstand
ing that there was no express assignment in 
writing of the right to such lien from the 
latter.

Aslip v. Monkman. 9 D.L.R. 97, 22 Man. 
L.R. 779. 22 W.L.R. 667, 3 W.W.R. 469. 
Ashiokabilitt—Land Titles Act— Regis-

TBATION OF' ASSIGNMENT OK MECHAN-

An assignment of a mechanics’ lien in 
Saskatchewan should be registered under 
the Land Titles Act.

Re Registration of Assignment of Me
chanics* lien, 5 W.W.R. 1191.
Contractor — Dismissal—Completion op

WORK BY DAY-I.ABOÜB—"VALUE OK TIIE
work done”—Method of ascertain- 
MENT.

Farrell v. Gallagher, 23 O.L.R. 130, 18 
O.W.R. 446. [Leave to appeal refused, 2 
O.W.X. 815 ]
Land transferred by owner to contrac

tor — Equivalent ok payment in 
money — Effect against claims of 
lien-holders.

False Creek Lumber Co. v. Sloan, 17 W. 
L.R. 525
Building contrait—Agency of husband— 

Posting of pay-roll—Termination of 
contract—Fault of owner—Right
OF CONTRACTOR TO PAYMENT FOB WORK 
DONE.

Sidney v. Morgan, 10 W.L.R. 123.
III. Priorities.

(8 HI—10)—Other encumbrances—In
crease in value—Enforcement.

Under s. 5 [31 of the Mechanics’ Lien 
Act ( R.S.M. 1913) prior encumbrances have 
priority over the mechanics* liens only to 
the extent of the actual value of the prem
ises at the time the improvements are made, 
and the lien-holders have priority as to the 
increase in value effected by the improve
ments the rights of the latter cannot be 
worked out in an action for the foreclosure 
of a vendor’s lien or mortgage, hut cau 
only he given effect to in an action brought 
to "enforce their liens.

Dure v. Roed, 34 D.L.R. 38, 27 Man. L.R. 
417, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1390.
Materialman—Purchaser.

Under arts. 2013-2013L, C.C. (Que.), no 
delay is fixed for registration of the privi
lege of a supplier of materials, and the lat
ter lias no priority in respect of his hypoth
ecary privilege over a purchaser of the land 
wlm registered his title prior to the regis
tration of the privilege. [Brunswick v. 
Courrai, 49 Que. N.C. 60, distinguished.]

Emard v. Gauthier, 29 D.L.R. 315 49 
Que. 8.C. 413.
Purchaser without notice—‘'Owner.”

A purchaser of an unfinished building 
whose deed is registered prior to the regig. 
t rat ion of any mechanics liens without ac
tual notice thereof thereby acquires a pri
ority by virtue of the Registry Act (R.8.0. 
.1914, 124), and takes the property free of
the liens. Mere knowledge that building 
was going on upon the land docs not amount 
to actual notice; nor can the purchaser be 
deemed an owner within the meaning of 
that part of s. 2 (0 of the Mechanics an.i 
Wage-Earners Lien Act (R.S.O. 1914. c. 
140), which depends upon privity, consent 
or benefit, in order to charge the land with 
the liens. [Cook v. Koldoffsky, 28 D.L.R. 
346. 35 O.L.R. 555; Marshall Brick Co. v. 
Irving, 28 D.L.R. 464, 35 O.L.R. 542; Cut- 
Rate Plate Glass Co. v. Solodinski, 25 I). 
L.R. 533, 34 O.L.R. 604: Orr v. Robertson, 
23 D.L.R. 17, 34 O.L.R. 147, applied.)

Sterling Lumber Co. v. Jones, 29 D.LR. 
288, 36 O.L.R. 153.
Executions — Second mechanics’ lien — 

Pbiobities.
Beaver Lumber Co. v. Quebec Bank, 42 

D.L.R. 779, 11 8.L.R. 320. [1918] 2 WAV 
R. 1068.
Claim of lien fur work and materials— 

Increase in selling value of Land- 
Work done for company in posses
sion of land under agreement for 
purchase—Title to land remaining 
in vendor—Vendor not originally
MADE PARTY TO ACTION FOB ENFORCE 
MENT OF LIEN, BUT SERVED WITH NOTICE 
of trial—Lien as against vendor 
THEN AT AN END—APPEAL—COSTS.

Metals Recovery Co. v. Molybdenum 
Products Co.. 17 O.W.N. 262.
(§ III—11)—Delay in filing—Interven-

Sertion 23 of the Mechanics' Lien Act 
(Sask.), as amended bv a. 4, c. 38, of 1913, 
providing that the failure to tile a lien or 
to commence action thereon within the stat
utory period shall not defeat the lien ex
cept as against liens registered by interven
ing parties meanwhile, does not create a 
priority in favour of intervening liens for 
work not performed and materials not fur
nished.

St. Pierre v. Rekert. 23 D.L.R. 592, 8 S. 
L.R. 416, 31 W.L.R. 909.
Subcontractors and materialmen.

A notice given by a subcontractor under 
s. 32 of the Mechanics' Lien Act cannot 
avail to give the subcontractor a priority 
over those who by virtue of s. 30 have pri
ority over him. hut who have given no notice 
under s. 32. A person who has contracted 
to do a certain specified part of a building 
contractor's work and to supply all the 
needed material therefor for one set sum 
ran only rank in priority as a subcontractor
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jnii not as a materialman under b. 30 of i 
tl,H Mechanics' Lien Act.

VNortmun Frid Lewis Co., 9 WAV. R. 
8U. 33 W.L.R. 119.
Subko.vrKACToae ant> aiatkbialmkn—Wage

Tlie spécial provision for priority of 
wu^'1 earner» introduced into the Act, where
by ii is declared that as against wage- 
. jrners the |wrceutage reipiired to l>e re
tained by the owner to answer lieua shall 
not be applied by the owner to the comple
tion of the contract on the contractor’s de
fault nor to the payment of damages for 
noncompletion (s. 15) does not affect the 
other provisions of the Act regarding me
chanics' liens generally; and it is not to he 
implied from such prohibition that the 
usner may in cases other than for wages 
W. apply the statutory percentage towards 
the cost of completion as against the liens 
of miterialmen or subcontractors in the 
event of the contractor’s default.

Rice Lewis v. Harvey, 9 D.L.R. 114, 27 O. 
LK. «30.
(8 III—131—Rights of men holders—Un- 

REGISTERED PURCHASER—PRIORITIES—
Mechanics’ Lien Act—R.S.B.C. 1911, 
c. 114.

The claim of a mortgagee in respect of 
advances made subsequently to the com- 
mcn. ement of the work done by lien holders 
is postponed to the rights of the lien hold- 
ers The mortgagee ns a subsequent incum- 
brancee might have been entitled to be giv
en an opportunity in the lien action to re
deem the lien holders had it applied for 
registration at once, but having neglected 
to du *o until after the sale of the land in 
question. any such right has been lost.

National Mortgage Co. v. Rolston, 49 D.
1. T ôtt:. 59 Can. S.C.R. 219, affirming 32 
D.LR. 81. 23 B.C.R. 384, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
494.
OVKR MORTGAGE—“INCREASE IN VALUE” BT 

work—Mortgage money not advance» 
WHEN WORK COMMENCED.

The limitation of the priority of mechan- 
i liens over mortgages declared by the 
Mechanic»' Lien Act (Alta), 6 Kdw.-VIT.

-1 s. 9, to the amount whereby the prem- 
i«i'< have been increased in value by the 
w,,rk. doe* not apply where no money was 
advanced hy the mortgagee until after the 
commencement of the work for which the 
bi’ii - claimed. Under the Act, a mechan- 

l"'ii attaches to the interest which is 
' ->ii in the owner at the time the work is 
commenced, or to any interest which he may 
a-’ipiir- during the progress of the work: 
and the lien will take priority over a mort- 

upon which no money was advanced 
unii! nfter the commencement of the work, 
although the mortgage had been registered 
befor,» that time.

Colling v Stimson: Wainwright Lumber 
C» x Logan. 10 D.L.R. 597. 6 A.L.R. 71,
23 V I 1 7H'4, 4 W.W.R. 597.

I MOHTUAGE.
Where a mortgage lias been duly regis

tered, advances mm le thereunder after inc
rimines’ lien» on the mortgaged property 
have arisen, but before their registration, 
take precedence of the liens. A mortgage 
having been held to have priority over liens, 
kith upon the land and the improvements, 
a lien-holder cannot take away that priority 
by shewing that the work and materials in
creased the selling value of the property.

Warwick v. Sheppard, 35 D.L.R. 98, 39 
O.L.R. 99.
Priority over mortgage — Increase in

A lien-holder lor materials supplied and 
used in the construction of a building upon 
land subject to an existing mortgage is en 
titled to rank upon the increased value in 
priority to the mortgage in the proportion 
only that the value of the materials sup
plied by him exclusively bears to the whole 
cost of the building, and not for auy part of 
the increase brought about otherwise. In 
computing this proportionate amount, no re
gard should l»e taken to amounts paid the 
lienholder on account before the action 
was brought

Security Lumber Co. v. Duplat, 29 D.L.R. 
460. 9 8.L.R. 318, 34 W.L.R. 1131, 10 WAV 
R. 1270.

Under s. 9 of the Mechanics' Lien Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 154, the value of the pfop 
erty lief ore the lien attached is to be tak
en for the purpose of fixing the upset price 
for which the lienholder would have priority 
over a mortgagee as aainst the increase in 
value of the mortgaged premises by reason 
of the work and improvements, the latter, 
however, must be limited only to the extent, 
to which the specific contract enhances the 
selling value and not for work or improve
ments by others under independent con
tracts: if no greater sum than the upset 
price is obtained at the sale the lienholder 
lias no priority, and his only recourse is 
against the equity of redemption.

Champion v. The World, 27 D.L.R. 506, 
22 B.C.R. 596, 84 W.L.R. 317, 10 W.W.R. 
470.

Section 8 (9) of the Mechanics’ and Wage 
Kurners’ Lien Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 140, gives 
a lien priority over mortgages upon the 
increase in selling value of land by reason 
of work or service done thereon or materials 
supplied. 8. 14 gives priority to a lien 
which has been registered or of which writ
ten notice has lieen given to the mortgagee 
upon the land itself, including the buildings 
and erections thereon, over all subsequent 
advances under a mortgage. 'Hie priority of 
an unpaid vendor is not forfeited by the 
substitution of a mortgage for the unpaid 
amount. Actual notice not in writing is 
not sufficient to give a lien the priority over 
mortgages provided under s. 14.

Cook v. Koldoffsky, 28 D.L.R. 346. 35 O. 
L.R. 565. | Applied in Sterling Lumber v.
Jones. 29 D.L.R. 288.1
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l'HlUHI I V OVtB MORTGAGEE—WlIEN.

Jii the absence of evidence that tlie selling 
value of the land incumbered by a mortgage 
lias increased by the work or material-, no 
lien attaches under s. 8 of the Mechanics' 
Lien Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. 140, upon such 
increased value, in priority to tint interest 
of a mortgagee; nor will it warrant a sale 
of the mortgage to satisfy the statutory 
lien, even though subject to a first charge in 
favour «if the mortgagee for advances made 
prior to tlie registration of the lien.

Cut-Hate date Class C'o. v. Solodinski, 25 
DM!. 533, 34 O.L.R. 604.
Mortgage—Priority of liens

McSpurran v. Miller, 9 W.W.R. 81, 32 
W.LR. 392.
Statements ok claim.

It is not essential to the preservation of a 
lien against a prior mortgagee, under s. 8 
(3) of the Mechanics' and Wage Earners’
Lien let» (R.8.O. 1014. e. m.,, ih.,i H 
shall he stated in the registered claim that 
it is against the mortgagee, inclusively or 
utliem ise.

Whaley v. Linnenbank, 29 D.L.R. 51, 36 
O.L.R. 361.
Over mortgage—Priorities over mortgage 

-Hkkerknce.
Hut I‘or t age Lumber Co. v. Hewitt, 6 D. 

L.H. 871, 22 W.L.R. 249.
Priori iv over mortiiaok—Increase in

Northern Trusts Co. v. Battell, 29 D.L.R. 
515. 9 S.L.R. 103, 33 W.L.H. 738, 9 WAV.
R. 1265.
Priority over mortc.agek—Work ok tak

ing out ore—Mechanics’ Lien Act. 
R.8.B.C. 1911, c. 154. hn. 9 and 10. 

Section 9 of the Mechanics' Lien Act 
does not give relief to lien holders an 
against prior mortgagees, unless, from the 
proceedings at the trial, the increase in 
the value of the mortgaged premises can 
be ascertained. Lien holders for work 
consisting entirely of the taking out of ore 
from a mine, cannot, except when it is 
strictly development work, enforce their 
liens as against a prior mortgagee.

Anderson v. Kootenay Cold Mines, 18 B. 
C.R. 643.
Mortgage—Value ok land.

In determining the value of a parcel of 
land upon which stands a portion of a house 
which has been, by mistake, built partly 
upon the parcel in questio:' and partly oil 
an adjoining lot owned liv another person, 
for the purpose of adjudicating upon the 
respective rights of a mortg ,ee and a lien
holder under subs. 3 of s. 5 of "The Me
chanics’ and W age Earners’ Lien Act,” R.
S. M. 1913, c. 125, no regard can lie had to 
the fact tlmt such other person would, if 
applied to, have consented to the removal

uENS, 111. .1126
of the house off his lui, and the priority of 
a mortgage on the lot in question over the 
lien of a workman, subsequently arising un 
der the Act, lor the cost of removing the 
house -u as to place it wholly on the parcel 
in question, is limited to the actual value 
of Mich parcel with llie part of the house 
upon it at the time lie began tin* work, 
which value must be ascertained without 
reference to the subsequent removal. Hull* 
603 of the King's Bench Act affords no re
lief to the mortgagee in such a ease or any 
foundation for a contention that the value 
should be ascertained by deducting the cost 
of removal from tin- value after removal.

.lack v. McKissock, 27 Man. L.R. 548. 
Priority ok mortgage over lien—Mecman- 

it's’ and Wage Earners’ Libn Act, R. 
S.M. 1913, c. 125, 88. 5 ( 31, 27 . 35, 37 
—Parties to action—Amendment.

When the plaintiff in an action to real
ize upon a mechanics" lien intends to dis
pute the right of a prior mortgagee to pri
ority for more than the actual value of the 
la mi at tin* time the improvements were 
commenced, being the limit, of such priority 
imposed by subs. (3) of s. 5 of “the Mechan
ics' and Wage Earners’ J.ien Act." K.S.M 
c. 125, it is not necessary to make the 
mortgagee a party to the action in the fir.-t 
place, but tin* notice of trial may, under 
s. 35 of the Act, be served upon the mort
gagee and the question of priority and for 
what amount may la* determined at the 
trial under s. 37 of tin* Act. |Bank of 
Montreal v. llaffner, 10 A.R. (Ont.I 592, 
allirmed in the Supreme Court, tassel's 
Digest, p. 526. sub nom. ; Bank of Montreal 
v. Wins wick, and i.arkin v. lairkin. 32 0. 
R. SO. distinguished on account of difler 
enecs Iictween the Ontario and Manitoba 
statutes.] ijuaevi*. whether the onus is not 
thrown by our statute upon the mortgagee 
of showing what, was the value of the land 
at the time of the commencement of the im
provements. In tliis case the plaintiff had 
joined the mortgagee as a defendant to the 
action and in his statement of claim had 
expressly conceded priority for the whole 
a mount of the mortgage. Held, that, un
less 4he mortgagee could show that it had 
lievn induced to alter its jiosition to its 
prejudice in consequence of that concession, 
the plaintiff should be permitted to amend, 
on proper terms as to costs and otherwise 
to claim the limitation of the mortgagee's 
priority as almve.

Dominion Lumber & Fuel Co. v. Paskov, 
29 Man. L.R. 325, |1919) 1 W.W.R. 657. 
Claim ok lienholder under Mechanics’ 

and Wage Earners’ Lien Act, R.S.U. 
1914. c. 140. 8. 8(3)—Lien upon in
creased VALUE IN PRIORITY TO MORT
GAGE — Realization ok lien — LIEN
HOLDER FORECLOSED VNI.K8S HE PBO- 
CKEIIH TO HALE—Rlt.HTS OK MORTGAGEE
—Costs of sale.

Hende wn v. Morris. 10 O.W.N. 34.
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KqVITXIU.K MORTGAGE—InCBFXSKD VALUE OK 

PROPERTY— 1‘KIOBITY OK I.IKNHOI.DKB— 
ADVANCES M ADI'. BY MORTGAGEE AFTER 
DELIVERY OK MATERIAL, RUT BEFORE BEG 
IKTBATION OF L1I N.

Independent Lumber Co. v. Bocz, 4 S.L.R. 
lu;;. in W.L.U. 316.
Ill III I4|—Vendor's lien.

A xendor of land to whom a portion of 
the purchase price is due i* to lie treated 
us if iimrtyagee. -<i far as the Mechanics and 
Wage Laniers Lien Act. K.S.O. 11114, <•. 
lin i- applicable, despite tin* fact that the 
laml Ini- lieen vonveyed to the purchaser, 
ami niortga««s| hy him: a duly registered 
recunx exauce t<i the vendor in puyinent of 
tin- unpaid pure liane money, the vendor a- 
eumiiig the existing mortgage, has priority 
to any unregistered lien under the Act of 
wliivli the vendor had no actual notice.

i barters x. McCracken, 29 D.L.R. 760, 30 
OLR. 200.
UlH> KENT UKXIIOI.DERS.

The priority acquired by notice under 
b. 32 of i he Mechanics* Lien Act (Alta. I. is 
a priority only over other lienholders «if 
the sain.- class as lived hy s. 30, and «toes 
not interfere with the priority lived hy that 
section a-, between the different classes of 
lienholder».

üvinlall et al. v. Warren. ‘21 D.L.R. 801, 
8 WAV.R. 113.
Material furnished alter work wan com

pleted — Not used in building — 
Scheme to preserve priority. 

fanny v. Dempster. 2 O.W.N. 1303, 10 
O.W.R. «44.

Mechanics’ Lien Act—Damages.
Damages suffered by a contractor by rea- 

uf his living improperly deprived of his 
«"lira, i cannot properly be claimed in a 

proceeding under the Mechanics' Lien Act 
mir^'ould such damages be a lien on the

N-iiman v. Canadian Stewart Co., 18
O.W .R. :,rt. •> O.W.N. 676.
LtF.N OF si III 'O NT R ACTORS —-ENFORCE M E NT— 

All XNIHJX MENT OE WORK HY CONTRACTOR 
—( 'OMPLKTION BY OWNER.

Ringland v. Edwards, Ht W.L.R. 210.
Wohk HONE AND MATERIAL HI PPI.1KD—OWN

ER OE LAND.
Deurodiers v. Crump, 17 W.L.R. 47.

IV. For what work or materials.
1$ IV—16)—All materials—Time eok

A mechanics’ lien will attach for nil ma
terials supplied in the erection of a build- 

although the time for filing 1ms ex 
pireil us to certain classes of material, or- 
ilerod at a «lifforent time, where it is shewn 
that there xvas a prior agreement to pur- 

all material required for the building 
fruin such vendor.

Whitlock v. Loney. 38 D.L.R. 6t, 10 S.L.R. 
377. [1017] 3 W.W.R. #71.

| Owner's knowleim.e or request—Notice 
disclaim ino work—Failure of—Su
perintendence AS WORK WITHIN MEAN

Scratch v. Anderson, 33 D.L.R. 620, 11
A. L.R. 66, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1340.
Delivery ok material*—Sufficiency.

Building materials are sufficiently deliv
ered as regards u building in course of 

• erection, so us to satisfy the Mechanics’
; Lien Act (Alta. I. 1900, v. 21. where, be

cause of lack of storage room on the land, 
they were delivered in its immediate

< anailian Equipment & Supply Co. v. 
Bell. Il D.L.R. 820. 24 W.L.R. 4Î5.
For conveying material to structure— 

Streets in undedk ated plat—Hire
OF TEAM* AND DR1YKRH.

A lien for conveying building materials 
to the land where they are to be used can
not be acquired under 's. 6 of the Mechanics' 
Lien Act, R.K.B.C. 1911, c. 154. [Webster 
v. Ileal Estate Imp. Co. (Mass.), (I N.E.R. 
71, followed.] Labour performed in mak
ing streets, which have not been dedicated 
as public highway», in a tract of land be
ing sulidivided for the owner*» profit, is not 
work done on public higbxvays for which 
a lien is denied bv s. 3 of the Mechanics’ 
Lien Act. R.8.B.C. 1911, «-. 154. but is lien 
able under s. 0 of the Act. One who fur
nishes a contractor with horses, wfTggons 
and drivers for the use on premises he is 
improving, is. under s. 6 of the Mechanic»' 
Lien Act, R.N.B.O. 1911, e. 154, entitled to 
u lien for their hire.

Yannatta v. Vplanda, 12 D.L.R. 669, 18
B. C.R. 197. 25 W.L.R. 85. 4 W.W.R. 1265. 
Work on reweb below sea level—Lien

One performing la lain r on a sewer extend
ing below low-water mark into the sea is 

I nevertheless entitle«l, under s. 6 of the Me
chanics’ Lien Act, R.FLB.C. 1911, c. 154, to 
a lien for his services on that portion of 
the sewer on which he performed labour.

Boker v. Uplands. 12 D.L.R. 133, 18 B. 
(Ml. 197. 24 W.L.lt. 768.
Excavating for foundation of building.

One xvlio makes an excavation for the 
foundation of a building is entitled to a 
lien for his services under ». 4 of the Me
chanics’ Lien Act (Alta.), 1906, c. 21. [For 
Annotation on parties having right to a 
mechanics’ lien, see 9 D.L.R. 105.]

Karr v. dr.iat, 12 D.L.R. 376, ti A.L.R. 
259. 24 W.LR. 860, 4 W.W.R. 1097. 
Loading material fob transportation to 

building—Conveying material.
Labourers employed by a subcontractor 

to dig earth and load it on waggons for 
transportation to the place where it xvas 
used in improving other property are not 
entitled to a lien on such other property 
for their services under s. 4 of the Meehan 
ica’ Lien Act (Alta.), 1906. e. 21. Team 
sters employed by a subcontractor in con
veying material to a building in the course
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of erection are entitled, under *. 1 of the 
Mechanics" Lien Act (Alta.), 1thMi. c. 21, 
to a lien thereon for their service*.

Mvlnzyuk v. Northwestern Bra** Vo., 14 
D.L.R. 480. ti A.L.K. 413, 5 W.W.R. 483, 
27 W.L.K. 508.
.MaTKKIAI.6 WORKED INTO BUILDING.

One who delivers materials. for use in a 
building under eourse of construetion by a 
eontraetor, is not, after the latter’s default 
and the taking over of the work by the prop
erty owner, entitled to a mechanies* lien for 
such of the materials as were subsequently 
worked into the building by the latter: the 
light to a lien under such circumstances 
being denied by s. 5 of the Mechanics' Lien 
Act (Alta.l, 1000, c. 21.

< anadinn Kquipment & Supply Vo. v. 
Boll, 11 D.L.R. #20. 24 W.L.H. 4Î5.
Might to men—Anhintant ami hiteot.

Aii assistant architect is entitled, under 
s. 0 of the Mechanics’ and Wage Earners’ 
Lien Act (R.S.O. 1914, c. 1401. to a lien 
for his "work’’ and "service” in the drawing 
of plans and the supervision and the direc
tion of the construction of the building.

Read v. Whitney, 48 D.L.R. 305, 4ft O. 
L.R. 377.
For drilling oil—Promise to pay—Stat- 

vte of Eravdh—Mec hanics’ Ijk.n Act 
(Alta.), mot», u. 21. h. 4.

Henghaw v. Federal Oil & (bis f'orp., 28 
D.L.R. 750, 34 W.L.R. 208. 10 W.W.R. 329. 
Lien for wages—Continuous period.

The wages claims of labourers which are 
given a special privilege under the Mechan
ics’ Lien Act (Alta. I. if for "not more than 
0 weeks’ wages,” are the wages earned with
in a continuous period of H weeks counting 
backward from the last day’s work, and 
do not include that part of the wages prior 
to such period which may be included in 
the wages for services at different times, 
spread over a larger time, but aggregat
ing 0 weeks' wages or less.

Rendait et al. v. Warren, 21 D.L.R. 801, 
8 W.W.R. 113.
Statutory men fund—How afffptkd by

CONTRACT.
The fact that a contract provides that 

20 per cent of the amount of the progress 
certificates should lie retained by the owner 
and should be paid within 30 days from the 
completion of the work does not in any 
way affect the statutory obligation on the 
owner to conduct 20 per cent from any 
payments to In- made by him in respect of 
the contra et. namely 20 per cent out of the 
80 per cent of the progress certificates, un
der s. 11 (1) of the Mechanics’ Lien Act. 
R.R.S. e. 150.

Peart Bros. v. Rattell, 23 D.L.R. 193. 8 S. 
L.R. 305. 8 W.W.R. 1159. 31 W.L.R. 950. 
Amount of men—Payment by inhtal- 

mkntb—Right ok deduction.
Under ss. 0. 10 of the Mechanics' and 

Wage Earners’ Lien Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 
140, the rights of lienholders are measured

by the amount "justly owing” by the owner 
to the contractor, and where an agreement 
provides payment by instalments, with the 
right to retain an amount as a drawback 
on the completion of the work, the lien 
accrues for the full amount of any instal
ment payable, subject to the owner's right 
of deduction in the event of the nomompie- 
tiou of the whole contract.

Dcldo v. Lough Sellers Investments. 25 
D.L.R. 002, 34 O.L.R. 274.
( LA I MS OF WAGE EARNERS AND MATERIAL

men — Building contract — Amount 
due by owner to contractor—Claim
FOB EXTRAS—AMOUNT REQUIRED TO COM 
PI.ETE BUILDING AFTER DISMISSAL OF 
CONTRACTOR—REPORT OF KEKLKEk—VA
RIATION on appeal—Costs.

Powell Lumber Co. v. Gilday, 9 O.W.X. 
180.
Amount due by owner to contractor— 

Liens of materialmen and wage 
earners—Dismissal of contractor- 
amount necessary to complete work 
—Findings of referee—Appeal.

Powell Lumber Co. v. Hartley, 9 O.W.X. 
132.
Materialman—Time for register!no lien 

— Mechanics' and Wage Karnlrk 
Lien Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 140, s. 22 (2> 
—Time when “last material" fur
nished.

By u. 22 (2) of the Mechauien’ and Wage 
Far liera1 Lien Aet, R.S.O. 1914, c. 140, "a 
claim of lien for materials may lie regis
tered before or during the furnishing or 
placing thereof, or within 30 days after the 
furnishing or placing of the last material 
no furnished or placed.” The plaintiff sup
plied lime to the contractor for the brick
work of a building being put up for the de
fendant. From the fitli November, 1913 till 
the 23rd December. 1913, there were items 
in the plaintiff’s account for lime supplied 
on nearly every da)- ; hut after the last date 
there was no item until the 20th January, 
1914. when two hag* of lime were delivered, 
worth 85 rents. 'Die plaintiff's claim for 
lien was not registered until the 2ftth Feb
ruary. 1914 :—Held, upon the evidence, that 
the lime delivered on the 20th January, 
was for work done under the contract be
tween the eontraetor und the defendant. 
That the validity of the claim for lien 
whs not affected hy the fact that the last 
item, by reference to which the registration 
was in time, was a small one. and that the 
material was furnished some time after the 
hulk. The amendment of the Act in 1*96. 
hy 59 Viet. r. 35. s. 21 (2). removed any 
difficulty in this respect. Review of the au
thorities before ami since the amendment. 
That the plaintiff’s lien was not confined to 
the 85 cents, but comprised all the items 
of his account. It i* now immaterial wheth
er the material is furnished under one con
tract or more ; and the right is independent 
of the completion of the work.

livrât v. Morris, 32 O.L.R. 346.
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One who contract#, with an owner of 
hud who intends building a house, to pur- 
,lwe tlie materials and pay the workmen 
and that he should receive $2 per day 
during the construction, is a builder within 
Un- meaning of art. go 13 et aeq. V.C. (Que.), 
and. mi observing the proscribed formalities, 
acquires for what is due him the privilege 
accorded bv that article. If he contracts 
directly with the owner a# if he were an 
independent contractor lie i# not obliged 
to give the notice reouired by art. 2013. 
A Imiise. even when leased and occupied 
b> the lessee, does not ••become ready for 
the ii-e to which it i# destined” within the 
meaning of art. 2013 (bl so long as there 
is tti.rk to be finished, such a# joining work 
and painting. The delay of 30 days for 
registering the builder's preference or priv
ilege only liegins to run from the completion 
nf such work. The builder is not subject to 
art. 2013 (it. par. 2. nor Imund to take 
legal proceedings within 3 months. Such 
condition is only required of the one who 
supplie# the materials.

Letellier de St. Just v. Blanchette, 21 
Que. K B. 1.
Kune ROADS.

A labourer who work# on the macadamiz
ing of a public road ha# not a lien on the 
road, it lieing a part of the public domain.

Desrosiers v. T.eedham, 49 Que. 8.C. 33. 
Mechanics’ Lien Act—Labourer's liens 

Section 10 — “Not exceeding the
WAGES OE NIX WEEKS"—SECTION 17—
Payments by owner without deliv
er of receipted pay roi l—Defeating 
PROTECTION TO OWNER UNDER 8. 32— 
Hailing material—Whether work

IN QUESTION GIVING RISE TO CLAIM FOR 
WAGES OR AS SUBCONTRACTOR.

The «age# “not exceeding the wage* of 
six weeks or a balance equal to his wages 
for six Meeks" for which a labourer i* given 
an absolute lien under s. 10 of the Mechan- 
i'1»’ Lien Act (Alta.), means wage# earned 
within a continuous period of six weeks 
counting backwards from the la#t day’s 
work (interpretation of similar expression 
by Heck. ,L. in Remlall. Mackay v. Warren, 
"21 D.L.R. 801, accepted duhitante). The 
provision in «. 17 „f the Act against pay
ment by the owner without delivery by the 
contractor of receipted pay-roll as* by* that 
"eetion required means that an owner who 
makes payments to the contractor without 
satisfying himself, by the method provided, 
that all wages have been paid, doe* so at 
hi« own risk and if. a# a result of such 
payments, there is not enough in hi# hands 
to meet the wages over the six weeks' 
waves for which an absolute lien is given, he 
cannot avail himself of the protection given 
to him bv s. 32 which limit* his liability 
except for these six weeks’ wages to the sum 
°" 1 tig by him to the contractor at the time 
of the receipt by him of the written notice 
°f the lien and the amount thereof. A 
claim for hauling material* to the building

sites to be paid for in a lump sum and not 
done by the claimant himself but by others 
hired or sent by him, the prive including 
the services of his horses and equipment, 
the claimant lieing hi» own loss as to the 
maimer in which the work i* to he done, is, 
not a claim for wages, but a claim as a sub- 1 
contractor. [Mylnzyuk v. Northwestern 
Brass Co., 14 l).L.R. 486. 6 A.L.R. 413, 
holding that teamsters employed by a sub
contractor in conveying material to a build
ing in the course of erection are entitled 
to a lien thereon for wage», approved and 
distinguished.] S. 13 of the Act applied to 
protect a labourer who had done his last 
work more than 36 davs la-fore his lien was 
filed.

Stafford v. McKay, [11)19] 2 W W.R. 280. 
Pleading—Lien claimed fob ploughing

AND BREAKING—QUESTION AS TO ACT 
APPLYING TO SUCH WORK—Dt.FT.NCB 
RAISING POINT OF LAWS—ORDER STRIK
ING OUT PORTIONS OF STATEMENT OF 
CLAIM ON GROUND THAT ACT DOES NOT
apply—Appeal from ordf.h allowed.

Jordan v. Haugerud, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 
50t$.
(§ IV—17)—Architec ts' services.

Fripp v. Clark. 14 D.L.R. 918, 18 B.C.R. 
216, 4 W.W.R. 912.
Architect—Completion or building.

An architect has a lien on the increased 
value given to an immovable property by 
the buildings thereon elected in accordance 
with his plans and specifications, provided 
he had his lien registered within 30 days 
from the date at which »ueh building» be
came fit for the use intended for them, al
though the architect is not mentioned in 
art. 2013 C.C. (Que.). A building has not 
become fit for the use intended for It. ac
cording to the terms of art. 2013b C.C. 
(Que.) as long a* any work in it is to be 
done, even if it was inhabited by its owner, 
who had installed in it a liar for his hotel.

Rrtinswiek Balke Collender Co. v. Raeette. 
49 Que. 8.C. 60.
Lien of architec t—Right or assignee to 

enforce—Porting of pay roll.
Sickler v. Spencer, 19 W.L.R. 557.

(§ IV—24)—In getting out logs.
The Woodman’s Lien Act. 10 Edw. VII. 

(Ont.) c. 70, i# not in force in any of the 
counties of Ontario, but only in the dis
tricts. Ss. 3, 6, 16, of the Woodmen's 
Wage Lien Act, 10 Edw. VII. (Ont.) c. 70, 
providing a lien for the performance of la- 
iiour on "legs, cordwood. timber, cedar 
posts, telegraph poles, railroad ties, tanbark, 
pulpwnod, shingle holts and staves, or any 
of them . . . ’’ is in derogation of the 
coni mon law, and under strict < «instruction, 
applies only to “railroad ties" manufac
tured or hewn in the woods, or for the 
work in getting the timber out of the forest 
about to be cut and before their arrival 
at the sawmill, but not when sawn into
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IuuiImt and made into railroad ties in the 
defendant's eawraill.

White v. Sandy l<uke Lumber Co., 48 C. 
L.J.
(8 IV—27)— Material for construction 

of building—Contractor insolvent— 
Mechanics' Lien Ait (Alta.i—Ma
terial ON ADJOINING PROPERTY— MATE
RIAL not used—Affidavit in support.

Trussed Concrete Steel Co. v. Taylor Kn- 
gineering Co., 48 IXL.R. 66.1, [1919| 2 W. 
XV.K. m.
(8 IV—28)—Material on land.

The general lien under s. fi of the Mechan
ics' and Wage Kurners' Lien Act (Out. i and 
the special one in the nature of a vendor's 
lien upon the material itself, depend upon 
the placing upon the land to be a Mooted of 
the material in question. Proximity to 
the land is not enough; it must be on it, 
so that in fact or in contemplation of law 
the value of the land itself is enhanced by 
its presence. [Kd. Note:—By 8 Geo. V". 
e. 20, s. I (Unt.i. assented to March 26th, 
lit 18, s. 6 of the Mechanics’ and Wage 
Karners’ Lien Act, R.S.O. 1914, e. 140, ia 
amended by adding after the word “upon" 
in the eighteenth line thereof the words "or 
adjacent to."|

Milton Pressed Brick Co. v. Whallev, 42 
D.L.R. 306, 42 O.L.R. 3É9.
Contractor furnishing labour and ma

terials for fixed sum—Work done
UNDER PROFIT-SHAH! XU ARRANGEMENT.

Gidney v. Morgan, 16 B.C.R. 18.
V. To what property attaches.

( 8 V—30 ) —"Owner”—Homestead.
A homestead entrant ia an "owner” with

in the meaning of s. 4 of the Mechanic*' 
Lien Act (Sn»k.l. and a materialman is en
titled to tile a lien against the homestead 
for material furnished.

Beaver Lumber Co. v. Miller (Saak.), 32 
D.LR. 428.
Coal mining—Owner's request—Lease.

No lien will attach under sees. 4, 11. of 
tin- Mechanics’ Lien Act (Alta.) 1906, e. 
21). to hind the owner of land, for work 
performed in mining coal under a lease, at 
tin1 request of the lessee, not of the owner 
or for his benefit.

Wester v. dag... 3 D.L.R. 617, 11 A.L.R. 
52. [10171 1 W.W.R. 1138.
Owner—Possession under unregistered 

Crow n grant.
Actual •possession under a grant from the 

Crown, coupled with a statutory right to 
register the grant, and thereupon to lieeome 
the owner in fee, creates an estate or inter
est upon which a mechanics’ lien may at
tach.

Dorrell v. Campbell, 32 D.L.R. 44. 2.1 B. 
C.R. 500, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 500.
Interest of “owner"-—Work at other’s 

request—Assumption op lien.
I'nder s. 2 (3) of the Mechanics' Lien 

Act, R.S.8, 1009, c. 150, a mechanics' lien

can only attach upon the estate or interest 
of the person at «hose request and upm 
whose behalf and for whose direct benefit 
the work is done; a lien which appears to 
he for work done at the instance of other 
persons, without indicating that the work 
was done fur the "owner"' of the property 
to be charged in incurably defective an.I the 
owner's subsequent undertaking to assume 
such lien is nut binding on him.

Northern Plumbing & Heating Co. t. 
Greene, 27 D.L.R. 410, 34 W.L.R. 293, in 
W.W.R. 2*3.
Money owing to contractor.

The effect of ss. 37 to 40 of the Mechanics’ 
Lien Act (Alta, i. 1906, c. 21, is to consti
tute the moneys owing to a contractor for 
getting out timber and logs, a specific fund, 
on which the workmen and labourers have 
a lien for wages, with an equitable as well 
as statutory legal remedy in regard thereto.

Ponierleau \. Thompson, 16 D.L.R. 142, 
5 W.W.R. 1360, 27 W.L.R. 264. 
Increased selling value of land— Right

OE VENDOR.
The “increased selling value.” within the 

meaning of the Mechanics’ Lien Act (Sask.l, 
which results from the erection of a build
ing. is the difference between the value of 
the land without the building ami the 
amount for which both land and building 
may be sold. Where the property has a 
potential value, such as that which arises 
from its possibilities as a future industrial 
site, the "increased selling value" cannot la» 
ascertained without a sale. A lien holder 
under the Act has a right to pay off the 
unpaid purchase money under hr agreement 
for sale to the same extent as he would 
have had if the vendor's claim were that of 
a mortgagee. [Dure v. Hoed. 34 D.L.H. 38, 
followed.1 Wliere land has a potential 
value as a future business site, and is sub
ject to a mechanics’ lien for material used 
in erecting a building thereon, the proper 
method of determining the increased selling 
value occasioned by the building, is to as
certain the value of the property without 
the building, and then sell the whole prop-
r Whitlock v. Lonev. 38 D.L.R. 52, 10 S.L. 

R. 377, [19171 3 W.W.R. 971.
Squatter on Crown land—Affidavits—

Sufficiency.
Where a squatter on Crown land accepts 

work and materials applied to the erection 
of a building thereon, he holds himself out 
to in* the owner of the land within the 
meaning of the Mechanics’ Lien Act (B. 
(J. ) and in action under the Act to en
force a lien will not be permitted to escape 
liability on the ground that he has no in
terest in the land. Certain irregularities in 
allidavita of a mechanics' lien held not to 
render the affidavits insufficient.

Macdonald v. Hartley, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
910.
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INSTALLATION OK WATER SYSTEM -PROPERTY 

AFKHTEO HY l.lESti—LAND ON WHICH 
HOUSE SITUATE.

A mv-hanic»" lien under the Mechanics' 
Lien Act (Alta.), s. 4, is maintainable for 
installing a water system in a dwelling 
h,>u-ic a> against" the land occupied or en- 
•oyed therewith and which was specified in 
"the mechanics' lien which was registered, 
•iltimugli the parcel of land upon^vhich the 
•,.,u-e itself was situate was not included in 
tin- registered claim of lien its omission 
therefrom operated only as a relinquishment 
,! part of the security, and did not have 

the effect of extinguishing the remainder of

Jackson Water Supply Co. v. Bardeek, 21 
n.LR. Till, H A.L.R. .106, 8 W.W.R. 408. 31 
W.LR. l.'il.
l.VrKREsT OF REGISTERED OWXKK—Pl’K( IIAHE 

OF I AMI FOB KRIXTTION OK CHURCH.
The interest of the registered owner of 

land upon which a church has been erected 
hy a contractor pursuant to a contract with 
tin* trustees for an unincorporated church 
congregation, who held under an agreement 
for 'Ule from the owner, is chargeable with 
1 lien in tlie contractor's favour, where 
the owner has not given the notice required 
In II of the Mechanics' Lien Act (Alta.), 
ïbe fact that the contractor was a member 
of the congregation and knew of the interest 
of the various parties in the land does not 
cut down his right of lien. W here the con- 
tractor is entitled to a quantum meruit a 
*;iir and reasonable sum to compensate him 
for the work undertaken and done and for 
the responsibility involved in the doing of 
it should be added to the actual cost of it
’ Hold v. Pfaffenroth. 31 W.L.R. 187.

Failure to complete a building in ac
cordance with the specifications in a build
ing contract precludes recovery of the con
tract price and the enforcement of a me
chanics" lien thereon.

Simpson v. Rubeck, 3 O.VV.N. 577, 21
OW.n. 260.
Bt'H.IMNG CONTRACT—PAYMENT OK Bi ll DKR8 

RY PERCENTAGE ON TIME AND MATERIAL
—Application to matibiai n bnibhrb
RY BUILDING OWNER—REGISTRY OF LIEN 
VACATED ON PAYMENT OF AMOUNT 
CLAIMED INTO COURT—JUDGMENT IN AC
TION TO ENFORCE LIEN—DECLARATION 
of lien—Principal and agent sued 
TOGETHER — PERSONAL Jl IX. ME NT 
AGAINST BOTH—ELECTION TO HOLD ONE 
— Counterclaim — Damages for
BREACH OF CONTRACT TO FINISH ÎN A 
PARTICULAR TIME—CONTRADICTORY EVI
DENCE — Finding of County Court 
Judge — Appeal — Costs —Mechan
ics' and Wage Earners' Lien Act, ss. 
27 (4). 42.

Thomas v. Roelofson, 13 O.W.N. 201.
Lien of materialmen—Owners—Status

OF ASSIGNEE.
The owners of certain land were putting 

Can. Dig.—99.

j up a building thereon, B. and T. were the 
j contractors, and the plaintiffs supplied ma 

terial to them, for which they claimed a 
lieu upon the land, under the Mechanics' 
Lien Act, R.S.S. 1909, c. 50. The plaintiffs' 
registered claim of lien was (by mistake) 
“upon the estate" of B. and T. in the hind, 
instead of upon the estate of the owners 
of the land. B. and T. made a general as
signment to a trust company for the benefit 
of their creditors; and the plaintiffs brought 
this action (to enforce their lien) against 
the owners of the land and the trust com
pany as assignee of B. and T.:—Held, that 
the trust company had a status to question 
the mechanics* lïen claimed by the plain
tiffs. That the plaintiffs had a valid lien, 
notwithstanding the mistake in naming the 
contractors as owners. Sections 4, 17, 19 of 
the Act considered. I Barrington v. Martin. 
IG O.L.R. 636. followed.) The claim of 
lien substantially complied with s. 17; and 
no evidence was adduced of any prejudice 
resulting from the failure to name the ac
tual owners of the land. Semble, that the 
lien was supportable upon the ground that 
B. and T. were the owners of an interest 
in the land (s. 2, subs. 3) by virtue of 
their lien for at least the same amount as 
that claimed by the plaintiffs.

Xohhe y. C.P.R. Co., 27 W.LR. 664. j 
(§ V'—32)—Consolidation op mens.

The provisions of the Mechanics’ Lien 
Act (C.8.N.B. 1903. c. 147) although al 
lowing any number of lien holders to tie 
joined in one suit do not enable a lien 
holder to consolidate liens against several 
different buildings. Each individual build
ing must bear the burden of its own con 
struct ion.

O'Brien v. Fraser, 41 D.L.R. 324. 45 N.
b.r. m.
6km I DETACH ED ERECTION—JOINT OB SEVERAL 

contract — Offer and acceptance — 
“Owner's request and benefit.”

A contractor’s offer to build a pair of 
semi detached houses on two adjoining lots, 
owned by different persons, naming separate 
terms for each house but addressed to both 
owners together, implies a distinct accept
ance by each of them, and the acceptance 
by one does ,not create a joint contract 
binding on both aa subjecting both lots to 
a mechanics’ lien for plumbing materials 
furnished for both houses nor can the in 
terest of the accepting owner be charged 
for materials furnished on the adjoining 
lot not at “his request or for his direct 
benefit,” within the meaning of s. 2 (c) of 
the Mechanics and Wage-Earners Lien Act. 
R.S.O. 1914. c. 140. [Deegan v. Kilpatrick. 
64 App. Div. N.Y. 371, distinguished.]

Cumpaigne v. Carver, 27 D.L.R. 76, 36 
O.L.R. 232.

The lien may also attach against several 
pieces of property as one individual claim ;

! the fact that the houses are subsequently 
divided between different owners cannot 
impair the lien, which, under s. 4 (2) of
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the Mechanics’ Lien Act (R.S.M. 1913, c. 
125), Iwomes effective from the time of 
tin- commencement of the work.

Poison v. Thomson, 29 D.L.R. 395, 26 
Man. L.R. 410, 34 W.L.R. 745, 10 VV.W.U. 
865.
(Separate lois—"Owner.”

A materialman is not entitled under the 
Mechanics' Lien Act, R.S.8., 1900, ■?. 180, 
to register as one individual claim, a lien 
for the amount due for materials supplied 
by him to the contractor, against all the 
lands jointly of the owners of different par
cels, who had made separate contracts with 
the contractor for the erection of houses on 
their respective parcels; nor do they have 
such interest in one another's land as "own
ers"’ within the meaning of s. 2 (3), so as 
to charge the other’s land for materials 
furnished at tlie owner's request or benefit.

Security Lumber Co. v. Pleated, 27 D.L. 
R. 441, 9 S.L.R. 183, 34 W.L.R. 352, 10 
W.W.R. 280.
Clearing of townsite—Extent of iie^.

'I he lien for work done in clearing a 
townsite consisting of several tracts ex
tends to the whole land benefited by the 
work within the meaning of s. 6 (e) of the 
Mechanics’ Lien Act (H.C.), except whet* 
ever may lie excluded from it by s. 3, as 
being "a public street or highway.”

IteselotF v. White Rock Resort Dev. Co.. 
23 D.L.R. 676. 22 B.C.R. 33, 8 W.W.R. 
1338, 32 W.L.K. 73.
Separate lots—To what property it at

taches—Separate lots — Indivisible 
<T)NTRACT.

Barr v. Percy, 7 D.L.R. 831, 21 W.L.R.
236.
Proof of lien made in action of another

LIEN-HOLDER-—CLAIM AGAINST AN ADDI
TIONAL PARCEL OF LAND — BUILDING 
PARTLY ON TWO PARCELS—VALIDITY OF
lien—Multiplicity of actions—Con
solidation— Statement or claim — 
Service—Extension of time.

Sheppard v. Davidovitch, 10 O.W.’N. 359.
( § V—341—School buildings.

Publie school buildings and the lands 
upon which they are erected «are sub ject to 
the provisions of the Mechanics and Wage- 
Earners Lien Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 140, s. 2. 
[Hazel v. Lund. 25 D.L.R. 204: Connely v. 
Havelock School Trustees, 9 D.L.R. *876, 
followed.]

Benson V. Smith, 31 D.L.R. 416. 37 O.L.
R. 237.
School property.

School trustees are within the meaning 
of the word "owner” in s. 8 of the Mechan
ics’ Lien Act (B.C.), and the lien is en
forceable against school property, notwith
standing the provisions in s. 3 of the Act 
making it inapplicable to any public work 
carried on by a municipal corporation or 
the express exemption of school property

from sale under execution contained in tL- 
School Act

Hazel v. Lund, 25 D.L.R. 204, 22 BCR 
264, 32 W.L.R. 818, 9 W.W.R. 7411 
Municipal property—Industrial sites— 

Failure to give notice disclaim!*» 
liability.

Lands agreed to be conveyed by a city to 
a purchaser buying same as an industrial 
site upon his building and equipping a 
factory and performing certain conditions 
as to the operation of the factory an- noi 
exempt from having a mechanics’ lien en
forced against the city’s title for the cost 
of the building under the Mechanics' Lien 
Act (Alta, i. if the city lias failed to post 
up the notice repudiating responsibility un
der s. 11 of the Act. | Limoges v. Scratuh 
44 Can. S.C.R. 86, applied.]

Revelstoke Saw Mill Co. v. Alberta Bot
tle Co.. 21 D.L.K. 779. 7 W.W.R. 1002. 30 
W.L.R. 312. I Aflirined in 9 A.L.H. 134.J 
Public school property.

Connely v. Havelock School Trustees, 9 
D.L.R. 875, 41 N.B.R. 374, 11 E.L.R. 473.
(§ V—38)—.Mechanics’ and wage earn

ers Lien Act — R.S.O. 1914 c. 140 — 
Not enforceable against Dominion 
Railway.

A lien under the Mechanics’ and Wage- 
earners' Lien Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 140, can
not be enforced against a railway company 
incurjKiraieil under Dominion Act. [Craw
ford v. Tilde». 14 U.L.K. 572. followed.)

Johnson v. C’.X.R. Co., 47 D.L.R. 75, 24 
(an. Ry. (as. 294, 44 U.L.R. 533, affirming 
43 O.L.K. lu on this point.
VI. Of subcontractors and materialmen.

(S VI—45)—Claims of materialmen — 
Statutory fund—Avplioabimty.

The Mechanics and Wage- Earners Lien 
Act (R.S.O. 1914, c. 140, s. 12), requiring 
the owner to create a fund by deducting 20 
per rent from any payment to be made by 
him in respect of a contract, for the protec
tion of those who supplied materials to the 
contractor, does not apply to a contract, 
under which nothing was payable by the 
owner to the contractor—as where during 
the progress of the work the owner had 
paid the contractor more than the value of 
the work done and the work as a whole 
was never completed: under such circum
stances the claims of the material-men are 
not enforceable against the owner.

Burton v. Hookwitb, 48 D.L.R 339. 45 
O.L.R. 348.
Right of subcontractor—Terms of prin 

vital contract — Waiver — Nonvom- 
tletion of work—Hindrance—Value
OF WORK DONE.

Taylor Hardware Co. v. Hunt, (Cochrane 
Hardware Co.’s Claim), 36 D.L.R. 383, 39 
O.L.R. 90. [See also 35 D.L.R. 504.)

Where the assignee of an architect su
perintended for the defendant the work of 
constructing a building, brought action to 
recover the money due for the architect’»
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wnices, and to enforce payment thereof by 
Wing ;i lien lor the «nie and building, it 
MUS held, that the defendant should lune 
uisol in the pleadings the objection that 
the architect had not posted upon the 
building or delivered to the owner a receipt
ed payroll pursuant to s. 15 of the Mechan- 
,,V 7*i,.n Act (B.C.), or led evidence upon 
that point. Therefore, that defence was 
not open. Meld. also, that, the lien being 
assignable, every remedy for its enforce
ment went with it. Meld, further, upon the 
faet<, that there was a sufficient substan
tial performance of the contract to entitle 
the architect or his assignee to a lien, not- 
Mith'ianding that some portion of the ma
terial contracted for had not been supplied 
hv one of the contractors at the time he 
rereued his linal certificate from the archi-

<ieklcr v. Spencer. 17 B.C.R. 41.
Or matrhialmf.n—Quebec law—Rf/iistra- 

tion—Practice.
Bv the «•latiile of 1904. 4 Ed. VIT., c. 4.1, 

the legislature of Quebec has explicitly 
given to the supplier of materials a right 
mi privilege, by adding to arts. 2013 and 
201.1a. (Que. ), the words “the supplier 
of materials,” and consequently the latter 
has now a privilege on the increased value 
xml not. only an hypothec on the whole 
property. Since the passing of that stat
ute. the supplier of material.* is one of the 
privileged creditors by art. 2013, which 
declares a lien for the" privilege as for the 
other privileges created by art. 2013. Un
der urt. 2013. the creditors’ privilege men
tioned in art. 2013 (which includes the 
supplier of materials privilege) “dates only 
from the registration within the proper de
lay;’’ in order to fix that delay, one has to 
look for it by analogy in arts. 2013b and 
2H13c, and that delay must accordingly be 
the same one. namely, thirty days after the 
building i« completed. The obligation im
posed by law to the .mpplier of materials 
to preserve his right and privilege of noti
fying the owner, is sufficiently fulfilled 
when, before delivering the materials, the 
supplier obtains delivery receipts signed by 
the owner or by his authorized employees. 
Meld, from the deeds filed, that the notices 
required hv law have been properly given ; 
Finh notices could he legally given by the 
defendant, the supplier of materials, to the 
plaintiffs’ vendor during the whole course 
of the building as well before as after the 
plaintiffs’ deed of acquisition ; the defend
ant was not bound to register his privilege 
before the registering of plaintiffs* title; 
the defendant has notified the plaintiffs’ 
vendors of the registering of his privilege 
and lie has also notified the plaintiffs tliem- 
whes; and finally, at the time of the in 
*t itmion of the present action, the defend
ant was still within the delays required by 
law to claim his said privilege.

I’acand v. Limoges. 24 Rev. de Jur. 4. 
[Affirmed, 56 Que. S.C. 242.]

Notice—Municipality—Powers or om-

The secretary -treasurer of a municipality 
who, in order to give effect to a resolution

Iiassed by the council ordering him to “bear 
n mind a notice” of privilege received 
from a supplier of materials, writes a let

ter to that creditor that "the city will re
tain for you the sum of $1,600,” and sub
sequently informs that creditor that lie has 
been instructed by the council to see “that 
a remittance is sent you on the next esti
mate tiled,” exceeds his powers and does 
not bind the municipality. If such credi
tor's privilege sulisequently becomes null 
for lack of formalities, he has no recourse 
against the municipality, as the letters 
from ihe secretary-treasurer have created 
no legal relation between them. In a case 
where a garnishment becomes void owing to 
the creditor failing to take action within 
the three months following the notice (art. 
20131, O.C. Que.), the owner is free from 
the obligation imposed on him by art. 
2013b, of retaining, on the price of the 
building contract, an amount equal to that 
of the privileged claim.

Noiseux v. Laehine, 24 Rev. Leg. 491.
(§ VI—46)—Mathual-men—Interval be

fore NtTPPLY or EXTRAS—TlMK FOB FIL-

Where the material-man has contracted 
to supply all of a certain class of supplies 
(e.g.. the hardware) required in the con
struction of a particular building, as men
tioned in the specifications, and the mate
rial-man supplies not only goods which 
were mentioned in the specifications, but 
further materials which were contemplated 
by his contract as extras or additions, for 
the amount of which the fixed price was 
subject to increase, the lien for the entire 
hill is not lost by the lapse of the statu
tory period for filing liens between the last 
delivery of that portions of the goods, the 
class and quantities of which were shewn 
in the specifications, and the later delivery 
of the extras; the lien in such case is in 
time if filed within the statutory period 
following the last delivery of extras.

Flett v. World Construction, 15 D.L.R. 
628, 19 B.C.R. 73, 26 W.L.R. 612* 6 W.W. 
R. 1127.
Contractor's default.

A subcontractor supplying materials Is 
not entitled to claim under the provisions 
of the Mechanics' Lien Act ( R.S.M. 1913, 
c. 125, ss. 4. 7, 9), where, owing to the con
tractor’s default, there is no “sum justly 
due or payable” to the contractor by the

Wilks v. Leduc * Toronto General Trusts. 
30 D.L.R. 792. 27 Man. L.R. 72, [1917] 1 
W.W.R. 4.
Extent of subcontractor's lien.

Under the Mechanics’ Lien Act, R.8.B.C. 
1911, c. 164, the lien of a subcontractor 
will attach when he has completed his con
tract, or if the contract provides for prog-
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less payments on account, it lieu would 
attach fur the amount of each instalment 
;ut it became due ; and in the absence of 
evidence that either the whole or some 
part of the contract price was due or pay
able to the subcontractor at the time of 
payment by the owner to the principal 
contractor of the only sum which accrued 
due to the latter before his abandonment 
of the contract, the subcontractor cannot 
rely upon such payment to establish his 
lien. |Turner v. Fuller, 12 D.L.R. 205, 18
B. C.R. (Ill, and Kosio v. lieech, 9 D.L.R. 
416. 18 B.C.R. 79, applied.]

N'epage v. Pinner, 21 D.L.R. .‘Ilf», 21 B.
C. R. 81, 8 W.W.R. 322, 30 W.LK. 720. 
Extent of subcontractors’ LIENS—Exca- 

i VAT ION AND CLEANING VF.
j Where the contract work both with the 
principal contractor and the subcontractor 
for excavating expressly included the clean
ing up of the debris on the completion of 
the building, and the owner called upon the 
principal contractor to do it before taking 
over the building and the latter replied 
that he would have the subcontractor do it, 
the subcontractor's lien for the excavation 
work will lie kept alive by the cleaning up 
done by the latter in good faith in fulfil 
ment of bis subcontract although his last 
prior work (the excavating) was done more 
than five months before.

Foster v. Brock lebank, 22 D.L.R. 38, 8 
W.W.R. 464.
JiAltOI KKK’h RKI1IT TO LIEN.

A subcontractor 14 not a “labourer” un
der the Mechanics' Lien Act (Alta.), so as 
to acquire as to lalamr done as part of the 
contract, the special privileges given by 
that Art to lalKiiirers.

Kendall et al. v W arren, 21 D.L.R. 801, 8 
W.WJL 113.
St'HfOXTRACTOK—Time for filing LIF..X.

Under a mechanics' lien statute enabling 
claims for liens bv contractors or subcon
tractors to be registered within 30 days 
after the completion of “the contract,” a 
subcontractor is to register his lien within 
30 days after the completion of his con- 
rraet with the principal or superior con-

XferrlA v. Campliell. 17 D.L.R. 416, 24 
Man. L.R. 446, 27 W.L.R. 836. 6 W.W.R.

When accruing.
The lien of a subcontractor does not at

tach under the Mechanics* Lien Act (B.C. I 
until he has completed his contract, or un
til, if the contract provides for interim 
payments on account, such a payment be
comes due. fNepage v. Pinner, 21 D.L.R. 
S!fi. followed.)

Braden v. Brown. 24 B.C.R. 374, [1017] 3 
W.W.R. 900.
Work including materials at lump sum.

A subcontractor at a lump sum for paint
ing work, including the supply of the neces
sary materials for that purpose, is not a 
“labourer” nor “person placing or furnish

ing materials" within s. 15 of the Mechan
ics' Lien Act, R.8.B.C. 1911, c. 154, *, w 
to preserve to him u lien under that sec 
lion, where the owner has made payment 
in full to the principal contractor before 
the lien was tiled l>y the subcontractor.

Rosio v. Beech, 9 D.L.R. 41(i, 18 B.( K 
73, 23 W.L.R. 174 t 406, 3 W.W.R. *5*. 

i Right to lien hy materialman.
lint Portage Lumber Co. v. Watson, 10

D.L.R. 833, 17 B.C.R. 489.
Subcontractor hr.m rhino la hoi u and

MATERIALS—STATUTORY NOTICE OF LIEN 
CLAIM FOR MATERIALS.

A subcontractor who furnishes both la 
hour and materials for the construction of 
a building for a lump sum is entitled to a 
lien therefor without giving the notice re
quired of a mere materiul-man by s. 6 of 
the Mechanics' Lien Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 
164

Irvin v. Victoria Home Construction & 
Investment Co., 12 D.L.H. 637, 18 B.C.R. 
318, 25 W.L.R. 79, 4 W.W.R. 125. 
Subcontractor—Right to lien* for la-

HOI R PERFORM Ell UNDO ENTIRE CON 
TRACT FOR BOTH I.AROVR AND MATERIALS.

A subcontractor may. under s. 6 ( 1 ) of 
the Mechanics' Lien Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 
154. acquire a lien for labour, although 
performed under a contract to furnish both 
ialsiur and materials for a lump sum, where 
the value of each can lie easily ascertained.

Brown v. Allen, U D.L.R. W, IS B.C.R. 
326. 25 W.LK. 128. 4 W.W.R. 1306. 
Work completed by owns»—Liquidated

DAMAGES FOR DELAY — PENALTY — AC
TUAL damages—Mechanics and Wage 
Earners Lien Act, sec. 12—“Calcc
I.ATED ON BASIS OF CONTRACT PRICK."—
Architect’s final estimate of value 
of work done by contractors—Sums 
for which subcontractors entitled 
to lien—Percentage based on value, 
not on payments.

Batts v. Poyntz, 11 O.W.N. 204. 
Delivery of materials in instalments— 

Separate sales—Separate registre

Stephens Paint Co. v. Cottingham, 10
W.W.R. 627.
( § VI—47 ) — Materialman — Extent of

The lien created by s. 5 of the Mechan
ics' Lien Act (Alta.), for the unpaid price 
of material “until it is put or worked into 
the building” is a continuation of the sell
er’s lien for the unpaid purchase price not
withstanding delivery until the material is 
worked into the building; and the remedy 
of resuming possession must be taken be
fore the materials are worked into the 
building.

Metals Ltd. v. Trusts 4 Guarantee Co., 
22 D.L.R. 495.
Subcontractor—Ownfx advancing statu

tory percentage to contractor.
The fact that the owner did not retain
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from his contract any of the percentage of 
the value of the work as required by the 
Mechanics' Lien Act (Ont.) for the protec
tion of subcontractors and wage-earners, 
does not make him liable for subcontrac
tors’ claims, as to which no lien was filed or 
notice ui claim given the owner until after 
the expiry of thirty days following the 
abandonment of the work by the principal 
contractor, the statutory obligation to re
nin the percentage being limited to thirty 
dav» after completion or abandonment of 
the contract with the owner.

Brooks v. Mumlv, 16 D.L.R. 11», 6 O.W.
V 7»j, 2Û O.VV.K. 687.
Pun i:xTAfiF. FUND—RETENTION OF 20 PER 

CENT FOE THIRTY DAYS.
The period of 30 days during which the 

owner is to retain 20 per cent of the value 
from his contractor for the protection of 
other lien holders is to be computed from 
•.he completion or abandonment of the con
tract by the principal contractor, hut the 
expiry of such period does not relieve the 
owner from his obligation to prptect the 
interests of a subcontractor of whose right 
to register a lien the owner has notice ; and 
Mich obligation is enforceable by a subcon 
tractor who was enabled to tile his lien 
more than 30 days after the abandonment 
of the work by the principal contractor by 
having been permitted by the owner there
after to go on and complete the subcontract 
and who had tiled his lien within 30 days 
of completing his own work.

Merrick v. Campliell, 17 D.L.R. 415, 24 
Man. LR. 446, 27 W.L.R. 836, 6 WAV.I!.

81 BOON IRACTOH—CLAIM ON STATUTORY PF.H-
CKNTAti» Tm

The obligation of the owner to retain a 
statutory percentage of the value of the 
work and materials is limited to the period 
of 30 days after the completion or a ban 
donment of the contract by the contractor 
with whom the owner had contracted, and 
where such contractor hud abandoned the 
work uncompleted and the owner had to 
pay more than tlie balance of trie contract 
price to finish it, a subcontractor fVing liis 
•laini move than 30 days after the princi
pal coni factor’s abandonment although with 
in .10 days of his own last work on the 
huililiii" has no lien, if nothing then re
mained due the principal contractor.

Brooks v. Mundy. 16 D.L.R. 119, ft O.W.
V 795. 25 O.W.R. 687.
STAn TORY PERCENTAGE TO BE RETAINED TO 

rWlTBOP SUBCONTRACTOR—TRUSTEESHIP 
( OMR ACTOR’S PA1T.URE TO ( OMI'I.KTK.

By the Mechanics’ Lien Act. 10 Fdxv. VÎT. 
If>nt.) c. 09. the property owner is, as re
gards lien holders holding claims against 
the principal contractor, a trustee of the 
20 per cent of payments which become due 
to the latter under the contract during the ! 
progress of the work; and the owner will | 
k liable for such percentage, so far as may 
be required to satisfy the unpaid lien ;

claims, although by hie contract he was to 
pay and did pay the contractor only 80 in 
'■eut of the value of the work as certified 
by progress certificates of the architect, 
where the contractor afterwards abandoned 
the work and the 20 per cent retained of 
the value so certified by the architect was 
insufficient to nay the cost of completing 
the contract. The property owner is enti
tled under the Mechanics’ Lien Act. 10 
Kdw. VII. (Ont.) c. 60, to deduct from the 
-urns for which he is liable to his contract
or on progress certificates while the worn 
is going on, 20 per cent thereof (or 1ft per 
cent, where the contract price exceeds $1f.,- 
'sin i for the protection of persons entitled 
to liens as subcontractors; and the owner 
is not entitled as against the subcontractor 
to apply mch percentage to answer the 
cost of completing the work on the con
tractor's default. [Russell v. French, 28 
O.R. 215, approved.]

Rice Lewis & Son Ltd. v. Harvey, 9 1). 
L.R. 114, 27 O.L.R. 630.
Mai khim.mrn—Joint order by contrac

tor AND OWNER.
Where the property owner joins with the 

contractor in giving the order for material 
to be supplied in the erection of the build
ing and it is charged to their joint account, 
the owner may be held liable for the full 
priiv in a mechanics’ lien action brought 
.1 gainst them both to enforce payment, al
though only a lesser sum be due by him to 
the contractor.

Rogers Lumber Co. ». Cray 10 D.L.R. 
111)8, 23 W.L.R. 920, 4 W.W.R. 294. 
Credit»—Fictitious payment.

On trial of a mechanics’ lien action in
volving materials supplied to a building 
contractor, a receipt of the materialman for 
u fictitious payment intended to a saisi the 
contractor in obtaining an advance from 
the owners will not necessarily be charged 
against the materialman.

I low left v. Doran, 11 D.L.R. 372, 24 
W.L.R. 401, 4 W.W.R. 674.
(S VI—49)—Bundino contract—Subcon

tractor—Vai.uk of work done—Re
covery FROM MAIN CONTRACTOR—PBO- 
VI8IO.NH OF SUBCONTRACT—WAIVER OF 
men Benefit of owner — Archi
tect's CERTIFICATE.

Shipway Mfg Co. ». Loew’» Theatres, 7 
O.W.N. 292.
(8 VI—61 ) —Effect of paying contrai tor

OK SUBCONTRACTOR.
If it apjieare that moneys were paid by 

the owner to the contractor or subvon 
tractor 1 »r the very purpose of being applied 
in paying wage earners having a privileged 
ana preferential lien under the Mechanics' 
Lien Act (Alta.), over other lien holders, 
and the moneys were in fact so applied, the 

! owner is entitled to credit for such pay
ments against the contract price.

Metals Ijtd. ». Truata A Guarantee Co., 
22 D.L.R. 495.
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Progress payme nts to contractor—Aban

donment of work—Percentage fund.
The value of the work upon which, to 

the extent of eighty per cent., the owner 
may pay the contractor under the Me
chanics* Lien Act (Man.) prior to receiving 
written notice of a subcontractor’s lien 
claim, is, in case of abandonment of the 
work while uncompleted by the principal 
contractor, the value of the work actually 
done and material furnished up to the 
date of abandonment, but such value is to 
lie calculated on the basis of the price to 
lie paid for the whole rant rad.

Merrick v. Campbell. 17 D.L.R. 415, 24 
Man. L.K. 446. 27 W.L.K. 836, 0 W.VV.R.

Effect or paying principal contractor.
A subcontractor tiling a mechanics' lien 

in that capacity in resprat of his contract 
with the principal contractor for pointing 
a house and furnishing both labour and ma
terials, who admits payment for all material 
and that the balance owing to him was for 
work done only, has no lien as against the 
owner who lias paid the principal contrac
tor in full, even where the owner has made 
payment, without receiving the receipted 
pay roll under h. 15 of the Mechanics' i.ien 
\ct, R.S.B.C. mil. r. 134.

Rosio v. Beech, 1» D.L.R. 416. 18 R.C.R. 
78. 23 W.L.R. 174. 406. 3 M.W.R. 952. 
Completion of iiuilding by ow.m k.

A subcontractor’s claim for lien on a 
building, the completion of which was taken 
over by the property owner, is defeated by 
s. 8 of the Mechanics’ Lien Act. R.S.B.C. 
1911, e. 154, where, at the time the claim
ant finished his work, the payments made 
the original contractor, together with the 
cost of completing the building, exceeded 
the original contract price.

Turner v. Fuller. 12 D.L.R. 255. 18 R.C.R. 
(19. 23 W.L.R. 170. 4 W.W.R. 161.
Building contract taken ovrn by prop

erty owner—Cost of completion.
T'nder s. 32 of the Mechanics" Lien Act, 

(Alta.) as amended 8 Edw. \n c. 20, 
no fund exists to which can attach a me
chanic’s lien for material furnished a con
tractor, where, on the construction of the 
building being taken over by the owner in 
accordance with the terms of a contract, 
the money already paid the contractor and 
that subsequently expended in completing 
the work, exceeded the contract price.

Canadian Equipment A Supply Co. v. 
Bell. 11 D.L.R. 820. 24 W.L.R. 4Ï5. 
Liability of owner to materialman— 

Building contract—Con tuai tor fail
ing TO COMPI.ETF. WORK IN III E TIME.

McManus v. Rothschild. 25 O.LR. 138, 
20 O.W.R. 409.

VII. How waived or defeated.
(8 MI—5ft)—Art. 2013b, C.C. Quf-—Ex

press RENUNCIATION—SUBSEQUENT RFX1- 
iRTBATioN—Sale—Rights of parties.

The signing and delivery of a document

LIENS, VII.
bv one entitled to a lien for material and 
laliour, within the delay in which he had 
a lien on the property without registration 
under art. 2013b C.C. (Que.) by which he 
renounces all legal privilege, is an absolute 
renunciation which extinguishes such priv
ilege.

Weiss v. Silverman. 47 D.L.R. 161. 58 
Can. S.C.R. 363, reversing 24 Rev. Leg. 204. 
Lis PENDENS IMPROPER! V ISSUED.

Under the Mechanics’ Lien Act. R.S.M. 
1913. c. 125. only the County Court for 
the judicial division in which the property 
affected is situated has jurisdiction to try 
an action under the Act: a lie pendens is
sued in any other jurisdiction has no effect 
on the property ; unless a lis pendens is is
sued in the proper jurisdiction within the 
prescribed time, the lien wholly ceases to

Meunier v. Hinman, 30 D.L.R. 114, 27 
Man. L.R. 69. [1917) 1 W.W.R. 121. 
Assignment of contract—Completion nr

A stipulation in a building contract, that 
Upon default of the contractor the school 
trustees shall be entitled to take his place 
to complete the contract and deduct the 
cost of completion from the balance of th; 
purchase price, is in effect an assignment 
of the unpaid balance of the contract price 
within the purview of s. 16 of the Mechan
ics’ Lien Act (B.C.), and therefore invalid 
against the lien for the full balance of the 
contract of price acquired under the Act.

Hazel v. Lund. 28 D.L.R. 204. 22 B.C.R. 
264. 9 W.W.R. 749. 32 W.L.R. 818. 
Estoppel in pais.

Coder s. 6 of the Mechanics’ Lien Act. 
R.S.O. 1914, c. 140. an estoppel in pais 
from claiming such lien cannot arise, ami 
such right can only lie waived by a signed 
agreement.

Anderson v. Port William Commercial 
< handlers, 25 D.L.R. 310, 34 O.L.R. 567.
Estoppel—Priorities—Costs.

Held, on «the facts in a mechanics’ lien 
action, that the loan company was hound 
to advance the Iwlance of a loan made on 
h property, the mortgage not lieing put in 
in evidence, and there being nothing in the 
application for loan providing that the 
mortgagee was not hound to advance tlm 
money. Held also, that there was no waiv
er of a lien upon a certain lot where a form 

•of waiver as to that lot had been signed 
without consideration and by mistake, there 
lieing no intention to waive and the claim
ant not knowing at the time of signiug 
that lie was to do work on that particular 
lot. Held also, that the principle of estop
pel did not apply in the particular case. 
A loan company forcing lien-holders to go 
to trial to establish their rights and pri
orities was ordered to pay the costs of the 
trial.

Palfrey r. Brown. 31 W.L.R. 536.
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B8LEASE—Accoeo AMD SATISFACTION.
An owner's acceptance of the contractor’s 

order given in return for the release of a 
materialman’# lien operates as an accord 
an.l satisfaction of the materialman’s claim, 
wliuli cannot be reawakened by the subse
quent delivery of additional material and 
the tiling of a fresh lien within the statu
tory |H»riod therefor.

V\ ortman v. Frid Lewis Co., 9 W.VV.R. 
812. YV.L.R. 119.
Faim kk to serve statement of claim.

Failure to serve a statement of claim in 
a mechanics' lien action within six months 
alter issue does not destroy the lien.

i ro»n I.umiier Co. v. Malcolm, 9 W.VV.R. 
411.
AsMl.N XIKXT OF MKClIANIC’e MEN IN PAT- 

MKM—DESTRUCTION OF RUILDINU COV-
kkii) hy hex—Application of insur
ance money»—Mechanics’ and Wage 
I . tux tits' IjIen Act, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 
140. ». 9.

i gnew v. Fast, 10 O.VV.N. 428, 11 O.VV.N. 
78.
Maceaxhs’ Lien Act, R.S.S. 1909, c. 150, 

». 24—‘Tkrhon claiming any bight,
TITLE oil INTEREST.”

Hie rifeiit, title or interest which entitles 
a person to require the registrar to send 
«•til tin* notice provided for hv s. 24 of the 
Mechanics' Lien Act, R.S.S.* 1909. c. 150 
ii not necessarily a registered one, and so 
long a-* any one claiming a right, title or 
interest in the property in question re
quires him to serve the notice lie must 
follow the provisions of s. 24.

Re Land Titles Act, [1919] 1 W.VV.R. 47. 
(§ VII—591—Waiver—Taking sfxubitt—

(it VK XX I Y OK PAYMENT.
‘One xxlm furnishes a defaulting contrac

tor with building materials under a guar
anty of payment from the property owner. 
i« not entitled to a mechanics’ lien against 
the pr-»|H‘rty. under the Mechanics’ Lien 
Act. ( Alta.), fl Edxv. VII. c. 21. unless there 
is .-i balance payable hy the owner to the 
contractor; his remedy is by a personal 
judgment against the property owner.

«'anadian Equipment & Supply Co. V. 
Bell. 11 D.L.R. 820, 24 YV.L.R. 415.

VIII. Enforcement; procedure.
(S VIII—001—Maturity — Right or ac

tion—All < LAIM s.
When any part of a claim under the 

Mechanic:.1 ami Wage Earners Lien Act 
iR.S.O. 1914, c. 140» has matured, an ac
tion lies, and in that action all claims 
whether then payable or not are to lie dealt 
with at the trial as provided for In s. 07.

Northern 1.timber Mills v. Rice, 41) D.L.R. 
128. 41 O.L.R. 201.
J'HXnEH OF "MI X-HOLDERS.”

"I.i< n holder," in e. 2, c. 40, R.S.O. 1914, 
includes a person who files a claim but 
fails to establish it at the trial, and a 
lien duly registered but upon which no ac
tion lias been brought, within the stipulated

time, may be enforced in an action brought 
within that time by the plaintiff who failed.

Baines v. Curley, 83 D.L.R. 309, 33 O.L.R. 
301.
Notice—Posting by owner—When neces

sary. ,
The Mechanics’ Lien Act, 1900 (Alta.), c. 

21, ». 11, does not make necessary the 
posting of a notice by the owner who does 
not learn until after the completion of the 
building by his tenant that construction 
work had begun, in order to escape the 
liability ensuing under the Act as upon the 
statutory presumption that in default of 
posting notice it shall be held to have been 
constructed "at the request of such owner;’’ 
s. 11 applies only where knowledge of the 
construction is acquired by the owner dur
ing the course of construction, and it is not 
sufficient to fix the owner with liability that 
he had given the tenant permission by the 
lease to erect a building at his own expense 
and to remove it at the end of the term.

.fohnson v. Butler, 22 D.L.R. 347, 7 A. 
L.R. 427.
Necessary partie».

I'nder s. 22 of the Mechanics' and Wage- 
Earners* Lien Act, R.8.M. 1902, c. 110, a 
claim of lien under the Act cannot be "real
ized’’ unless the person who is the regia 
tered owner of the land at the time of the 
commencement of the action is made a party 
to it. or unless there is some other action 
pending, to which such owner is a party, 
in which the claim mav be "realized.” and. 
in such case, although the lien has been 
duly registered within the time required 
by the Act. it absolutely ceases to exist 
unless some action to which the registered 
owner is a party has been commenced under 
the provisions of the Act. within the period 
of 90 days prescribed by the Act.

Abramovitch v. Vrondessi, 11 D.L.R, 352, 
23 Man. L.R. 383, 24 YV.L.R. 439.
Action or counterclaim.

The right to a mechanics’ lien being en
tirely statutory, not only the right itself 
hut the method of enforcing it must de 
pend upon the statute, and must lie pur 
sued in strict compliance xxith the statute. 
If a particular court is designated to ad
minister the remedy, resort must be had 
to that court and the jurisdiction of that 
court is exclusive. Accordingly in the Sas
katchewan Supreme Court a mechanics’ lien 
cannot lie enforced either by action or by 
counterclaim.

Shuttle worth v. Seymour, 7 S.L.R. 74, 0 
W.VV.R. 1100.

Plaintiff brought action to enforce a 
mechanics' lien, and tendered in evidence 
in proof of the lien a certified copy which 
shewed no affidavit of execution, and did 
not shew anv seal affixed. Further, the lien 
itself was irregularly drawn and improp
erly filled out. Without deciding whether 
the execution of the lien would he sufficient, 
had the corporate seal liecn omitted the lien 
would have been invalid in the absence of
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such a seal, because no affiilavit of exe
cution was attached. 2. That the curative 
sections of the Meehan ica’ Lien Act (Sask.) 
do not affect tin* provisions of the Land 
Titles Act and cure invalidating defect* in 
instrumenta under the latter Act. 3. But it 
appealing that the lien having in fact been 
scaled with the corporate seal of the plain
tiff company, it should Ik* given leave to 
prove that fact in proper form. 4. That 
where the particulars of the amount claimed 
in the lien were set out in a manner which 
substantially complied with the Act, the 
lien, notwithstanding defects, should l»e 
held valid under s. JO of the Mechanics’ 
Lien Act.

Monarch Lumber Co. v. Garrison, 4 S.L.R. 
514.
Account—Cross-claim.

Kadie-Douglaa v. Hitch, 4 O.W.N. 1597, 
‘24 O.W.R. 007.

The words of s. 17 of the Mechanics’ 
Lien Act, "No assignment by the contractor 

. of any moneys «lue in respect of 
the contract shall lie valid as against any 
lien given hv this Act,” were held, not to 
operate so as to prevent payments made 
by the owner to creditors of the contractor, 
under an arrangement between the owner 
and the contractor, from being effective as 
payments on account of the contract price, 
in the ascertainment of the amount due 
from the owner to the contractor, upon 
which alone the lien of mut<‘rialmi>n at
taches under s. 32 of the Act, as amended 
by s. 12 of the Statute Law Amendment Act, 
1908. Secue, if arrangement had lieen one 
for payment in the future; but. once the 
arrangement was acted upon ami payments 
were m. le in pursuance of it. the assign
ment (if the arrangement amounted to an 
assignment ) ceas«»<l to be of importance, and 
the payments must lie regarded as payments 
to tli«i contractor—no notice in writing liav- 

'ing been given liy the plaintiffs—nn«l the 
owner was protei-ted to the amount of these 
payments. | False Creek Lumber < o. v. 
Sloan, 17 W.L.R. 525, applied and followed.]

Pioneer Lumber Co. v. Rooney. 19 W.L.R.
#11.
Partir*—Claim of km vmuram ke creat-

RD l‘FMIKNTK LITE.
A plaintiff in an action to enforce a me

chanics’ lien is not obliged to add as a 
parly an encumbrance* whose claim waft 
created pendente lite.

Canada Foundry Co. v. Kdmonton Port
land Cement Co., [19191 2 W.W.R. 310.
($ VIII—til)—Assignee as party defend*

A bank holding an assignment of the bal
ance of the contract price owing by the 
owner to the principal contractor lias a 
sufficient interest to be added a party de
fendant. in a mechanics’ lien action.

Dorrell v. Campbell, 27 D.L.R. 425. 22 
B.C.R. 584. Ifi W.W.R. 492, 34 W.L.R. 3(17.
[See also # D.L.1L 44. # B < C ....
[1917] 1 W.W.R. 300.

Parties—Erroneous moutupiton of—At-

The error in the affidavit of a mechanic*' 
lien under the Mechanics’ Lien Act (Alta.,, 
of misnaming the company for whom the 
work was done as equitable owner of the 
land as the Alberta Plate Glass Co., Ltd., 
instead of the Alberta Glass Bottle Co’ 
Ltd., is cured by s. 14 of the Act where no 
prejudice has been shewn.

Revelatoke 8*W Mill Co. v. Alberta 
Bottle Co., 21 D.L.R. 779, 7 W.W.R. 1002.

' 30 W.L.R. 312. [Affirmed in 9 A.L.R. 155 
Ut 192. |
Registration of claim of lien after PRO

CEEDINGS TAKEN BY ANOTHER 1.1 KNOB—
Mechanics’ Lien Act, 10 Edw. VII. c.
»]9, s. 24—Meaning of "In the mean- 

I time"—Benefit of proceedings iab-
ex—Preservation of lien.

Eadie-Douglas v. Hitch & Co., 27 O.L.R. 
j 257.

( § VIII —(12 ) —Statutory declaration—
Advances.

Subsection 1 of a. 30 of the Mechanic*’ 
Lien Act, C'.S.N.B. 1903, c. 147, does not 
apply to a claim of lien that is made after 
the contract has been completed, thp section 
only applies where a contractor is getting 
advance!, during the progress of the work, 
that is where he ia getting payment on prog 
rcss estimates.

Brown v. Bathurst Lumber Co., 28 D.L.R. 
294, 43 N.B.R. 527.
Costs—Right to allowance.

Where action lia» lieen brought to en
force a mechanics’ lien und«-r a building 
contract, other elaimunta against the same 
property should make ex parte application 
under Mechanics’ Lien Ordinance, s. 18 
(Alta.) to he added to the action, instead 
of bringing separate actions, and where they 
pursue the latter course they are entitled 
to such costs only as they would have proj>- 
••rly incurred in making an ex parte appli
cation. The owner is ordinarily entitled to 
.lists out of the fund in court before it ia 
distributed under s. 30.

Howlett v. Duran, 11 D.L.R. 372, 24 W. 
L.K. 401, 4 W.W.R. 674.
Notice—N ecerhity—Subcontractor fcb-

N1SHING LABOUR AND MATERIALS.
A Hubcontraetor who furnishes both la

bour and materials for the construction of 
a building for a lump sum is entitled to a 
lien therefor without giving the notice re- 
quired hv s. 6 of the Mechanics’ Lien Act, 
R.8.B.C. 1911, c. 154.

Fitzgerald v. Williamson, 12 D.L.R. 691, 
18 B.C.R. 322, 25 W.L.R. 82.
Enforcement—Statement of claim hub

WITHOUT AFFIDAVIT.
Bruce v. National Trust Co., 11 D.L.R 

842. 4 O.W.X. 1372, 24 O.W.R. 688. 
Affidavit—Omission of name and be»i-

Thc saving clause (s. 14) of the Mechan- 
I ics’ Lieu Act (Alta.), may operate to make
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e lien effective although the affidavit of . 
lieu dal not >hew, as required by ». 13, the | 
name and residence of the owner of the | 
property or interest to be charged, e. g., 
vo a lien which the affidavit shewed to be 
lor work on a school identiiied by name and 
location although the board of school trus
ter' a us not named as owner.

foster v Brock lebank, 22 D.L.H. 38, 8 
VV.NN.lt. 484.
AM1DAVIT AH TO PAYMENT OF WAtiBS.

I he allidavit or statutory declaration of 
tin- contractor or his agent that all wages 
up to and inclusive of the fourteenth day 
pieceding the declaration of persons em
ployed on the work who are. entitled to 
wages have Wen paid in full required by 

.iU (li the Mechanics' Lien Act. C.N.N.B. 
1903, c. 147, is not a condition precedent 
to a lien by a contractor on a completed 
contract, and an order of the judge of the 
(iloucester (minty Court dismissing a claim 
ot lien because such au affidavit or declara
tion had not Wen given to the respondent 
company was set aside.

Brown v. Bathurst Lumber Co., 43 N.B.R. 
527.
Costs of action to enforce—Quantum— 

Mechanics’ and Wage Karxerh’ Lien 
Act. RAO. 1914, c. 140. s. 42—"Judo- 
ment"—Taxation of costs.

Powell LumWr Co. v. Hartley, 9 O.W.N. 
249.
Affidavit—Before solicitor.

Rule 309, which provides that an affidavit 
siiall not lie sworn before the solicitor for 
the party on whose behalf it is to W used, 
applies to the affidavit required under s. 11» 
of the Mechanic»' Lien Act. (B.C.), (Colum- 
liia Bitulithic v. Vancouver LumWr* Co., 21 
D.L.K. 01. followed. |

Braden v. Brown. 24 B.C.R. 374, [19171 3
W.NV.R. IXMl.
Statement of claim—DBmcnw affi

davit—Dismissal of ACTION—Powers 
OF REFEREE AT TRIAL—MECHANICS AN1I
Wage Karxkrs’ Lien Act, R.8.O. 1914, 
ch. 140—Form 5.

Lemon v. Young. 10 O.W.N. 82.
Schedule of registration—Duplicate.

'Alien a party complains that the schedule 
of registration of an architect's lien is not 
a duplicate but a copy, he must prove it; 
h'- cannot deduce this proof from the fact 
'1 the registrar, in his certificate upon the 
duplicate of the schedule sent to the credi
tor. made use of the word, “copy.”

Brunswick Balke Gollender (k>. v. Racette,
49 Que. 8.C. 60.
(8 N UT 03)—Allegations—Description 

Affidavit before solicitor. 
it Is not necessary under s. If* (a) of the 

Melanies' Lien Act (RAM., 1913. c. 12.'m 
’b.ir the true ownership of the property lie 
stated in the claim. The main object of the 
statute is to secure it on the buildings and 
lend: it is immaterial that the claim de- 
•crilips more land than is required ; nor is it

void if sworn before a solicitor for the
claimants.

Poison v. Thomson, 29 D.L.R. 395, 20 
Man. L.R. 410, 34 W.L.R. 745.
Sufficiency of notice—Certificate of lis 

pendens.
It is not essential that the certificate of 

lis pendens in a mechanics’ lien action shall 
in terms state that the action was insti
tuted “to realize the lien;” it is a sufficient 
compliance with s. 35 of the Mechanics’ Lien 
Act (Alta.), that such purpose was indi
cated by the mention of the title or interest 
being culled in question under that Act.

Revclstoke Saw Mill Co. v. Alberta 
Bottle Vo.. 21 D.IaR. 779, 7 W.NV.R. 1002, 
30 NN.L.K. 312. [Affirmed in » A.L.R. 155 
at 162.]
Completion by owner—Notice and regis

tration.
When an owner résiliâtes his contract 

with his contractor, and continues the work 
of construction himself, employing the same 
workmen, he is considered as being sub
stituted for the contractor and as working 
on his own account. In these circumstances 
one of the workmen can exercise the lien of 
workmen and furnishers of materials with
out giving the notice mentioned in article* 
2013 (c) and 2013 (g), the registration and 
the notice required by art. 2013 being suffi-

Temple Baptist Church v. Petra», 48 Que. 
S.C. 84.
(Sufficiency ok notice or statement of 

lien—Filing against wrong property 
—Right to amend, how limited.

The Mechanics' Lien Act (Alta.), doe* 
not enable the court to give leave to amend 
a lien where it has been registered entirely 
against the wrong property liecuuse of an 
error in the description of the lands to-be 
charged, so as to substitute the description 
of the proper lands, if the time for filing a 
lien against the latter has already expired.

McDonald v. McKenzie, 19 D.L.R. 418, 7 
A.1..R. 435, 29 W.L.R. 890, 7 NV.W.R. 604. 
Subcontractor—Notice of claim to ow n

er—Subsequent payments by owner 
ni principal contractor — Percent-

Notice in writing to the owner by the 
siila-ontractor giving the particulars of the 
subcontract and stating that the owner will 
be held liable therefor is sufficient under 
the Mechanics’ Lien Act (Man.), as a no 
tiee in writing of the lien and payments 
thereafter made bv the owner the principal 
contractor exon within the 80 per cent men
tioned in R.S.M. 1902. c. 110, ». 8 (c), are 
not protected as against the subcontractor’s 
lien.

Merrick v. Campbell. 17 D.L.R. 415, 24 
Man. L.R. 446. 27 W.L.R. 836, 6 NV.W.R 
722.
As hypothec—Registration—Notice.

An action by a contractor against an 
owner for the price for which the defendant
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executed a deed of obligation in favour of 
the plaintiff, is an action based upon a 
hypothec ami not upon a lien; and if no 
document is produced shewing that a lien 
was registered against the immovable, aud 
that notice of the lien was given to the own
er. the judgment will be for dismissal only, 
reserving the rights of the plaintiff.

Choquette v. Couture, 17 Que. I’.K. 460. 
Notice; of lien—Time.

The want of notice to the owner within 3 
days after the registration of the architect's 
lien does not affect the validity of this reg
istration because no provision in the law- 
meets the case in which a notice ia not

Brunswick Balke Collender Co. v. Ra
ce! te, 49 Que. S.C. 50.
Vkkbal notice.

Inability of a contractor to pay his work
men, avowed before them and the owner, 
and the promise of the latter to pay them 
as soon as the works are finished, is a verbal 
notice sufficient to permit the workmen to 
register a lien upon the increased value 
given to the immovable by their labour.

Latia mine v. La plante, 61 Que. S.C. 38. 
Notice—Vendor and purchaser.

Builders and furnishers of material can
not acquire any lien upon an immovable jios- 
sereed under an agreement for sale except 
by giving notice to the owner of the immov
able in conformity with arts. 2013, 2013e, 
2013g. C.<\ (Que. i ; this notice is an essen
tial condition of the lien, which can only 
h- claimed by following strictly the formali
ties imposed by law.

Kalmanovitch v. Frank, 62 Que. S.C. 171. 
Notice—Res judicata.

When lumliermen take action for wages 
with conservatory seizure and at the same 
time claim a lien upon the timber eut, and 
this right is denied upon the ground that 
the notice given was irregular, there is a 
< hose judgee in a subsequent action to com
pel a person formerly iii possession of the 
timber rut, which bad been disposed of, to 
bring into court an amount representing 
its value, in order to permit them to exer
cise tlieir liens.

Marinier \. Riordon Paper Mills Co., 51 
Que. S.C. 532.
Notice.

An architect not specially authorized has 
no power to receive from a materialman the 
written notice which should be given to the 
owner to create a lien especially if the archi
tect is at the same time one of the contrac
tors on the building. The notice required 
by art. 2013g. C.C. (Que.), is essential to 
the validity of the lien.

Duncan Co. v. Desjardins, 61 Que. S.C. 71.
§ VU I—«4 ) — Amendment — Defective

HTATEMEXT OF CLAIM—IRREGULAR CER
TIFICATE OF LIB PENDENS.

It is a ground for vacating the registra
tion of a certificate of lis pendens issued 
pursuant to s. 35 of the Mechanics' Lien Act
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(Alta.), by the clerk of the oourt, certify, 
ing that an action had been commenced for 
the realization of a lien, that the statement 
of claim tiled with the said clerk was de
fective and irregular in not containing the 
necessary statutory allegations, and not 
claiming to have the rights to a lien de
clared, or a sale of the land ordered, and 
that no other relief incidental to the right» 
of the lien holder was claimed thereby, not
withstanding that an amended statement ef 
claim was afterwards delivered, without the 
requisite leave, in which a claim to realize 
on the lien was made.

ilorne v. Jenkyn, 6 D.L.R. 54, 5 A.L.R. 
359, 2 W.W.R. 928.
(§ VIII — 65)— Accounting.

An interlocutory application to stay pro
ceedings in an action under the Mechan
ics' Lien Act (Ont.), brought by workmen 
against both their employer and the prop
erty owner, should not be granted to en
able the owner to complete the work on 
the contractor's default and so ascertain 
the balance, if any, owing by the owner un
der the contract: such a question should 
not he determined in Chambers but should 
be determined at the trial, or if the plead 
ings properly raise the question of law un
der Ont. ( on. R. 259, it cun lie determined 
upon a motion in court.

Saltsman v. Berlin Robe & Clothing Co.
« D.L.R. 350, 4 O.W.N. 88, 23 O.W.R. 61.
( § Nil I—00 ) —Existence of lien—Action

BROUGHT TOO LATE.
Where the question is whether an alleged 

lien under the Mechanic»' Lien Act, C.S.X. 
B. 1903, v. 147, is in existence, an order 
made by the Trial .fudge assuming to deter
mine sycli question w ithout taking the evi
dence thereon, will on appeal be vacated, if 
it appears that the lien was not prosecuted 
within the statutory period as prescribed 
by s. 22 of the Act.

Boucher v. Belle-Isle, 14 D.L.R. 146, 41
N.B.R. 609.

No lien attaches to the land under the 
Meehanics' and Wage Earners’ Lien Act, fl.
N. O. 1014, v. 140, in the absence of evidence 
that any materials furnished for the build
ing were supplied within the statutory peri- 
oil of the registration of the lien.

Campaigne v. Carver, 27 D.L.R. 76, 35
O. L.R. 232.
Time of registration.

The time for registration limited by the 
Meehan ies’ and Wage Earners' Lien Act, R. 
6.O. 1914. e. 140, s. 22, does not begin to 
run until after the completion of additional 
work necessary for the full performance of 
the contract. [Anderson v. Fort William, 
26 D.L.R. 319; Kalbffeisch v. Hurley, 25 D. 
L.R. 409, followed.] .

Benson v. Smith, 31 D.L.R. 416, 37 O.L.R. 
257.
Time of filing—Abandonment or work— 

What constitutes.
A cessation of work by a subcontractor 

under a mistaken belief that the contract
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was completed, but which is later resumed 
by him and finished, constitutes no “aban
donment” of the work within the meaning 
<.f s. 22 (1 of the Mechanics’ Lien Act, R. 
S.O. 1914, c. 140, requiring the claim for 
a lien to lie registered within 30 days after 
the completion or abandonment of the con
tract.

Anderson v. Fort William Commercial 
Chambers, 25 D.L.R. 319, 34 O.L.H. 567.
1«AST DELIVERY OF MATER1AL8.

\ uievhanics’ lien is enforceable under 
• 22» of the Mechanics, and Wage Earners’ 
Lien Act, It.S.O. 1914, c. 140, if registered 
within the statutory period from the last 
delivery of materials, even though the ma
terial' last delivered may never have been 
used in the construction of the building, if 
they were furnished for the purpose of Wing 
used therein. [Brooks-Santord Co. v. Tlie- 
odore. etc., Co., 22 O.L.R. 170, distin
guished: Punting v. Bell, 23 Gr. 884, over
ruled larkin v. Larkin, 32 U.R. 80, ap
proved.]

Kalbfleisch v. Hurley, 25 D.L.R. 469, 34
O.L It. 268.
Last deli veut of material.

A lien registered within the statutory 
period of the last delivery of material is 
a sufficient compliance with the Act as to 
the time of registration.

Deldo v. Gough-tellers Investments, 25 
D.L.R. 602. .34 O.L.R. 274.
Time of enforcement—Sunday.

Where the nineteenth day after the filing 
«•f the affidavit of a mechanics* lien falls on 
a Sunday, an action to enforce the lien is 
in time if brought, on the following day un
der the Interpretation Act (Alta.), a. 7, 
subs. 21.

Revelstoke Saw Mill Co. v. AlWrta 
Bottle Co.. 21 D.L.R. 779, 7 W.W.R. 1002, 
id W.L.R. 312. [Affirmed in 9 A.L.R. 165
at 162.]
Claim or contractor — Abandonment or 

uork—Time for registration of lien 
anu commencement of action—Me
chanics' and Wage Karnkbh’ Lien 
Act. R.S.O. 1914. c. 140. 88. 22, 23— 
Amount due to contractor after al
low anve FOR DEFECTS and noncomple-

Corby v. Perk us. 9 O.W.N. 318.
Materials — Supplying — Lien — Time 

for filing—Mechanics’ Lien Act (B.
C.)

A fier son supplying materials only for 
the building' under a contract therefor with 
the principal contractor must tile his lien 
under the Mechanics’ Lien Act. R.8.B.C. 
!|M. c. 154, e. 19 (2|, within 31 days after 

the la»t delivery of materials made bv him.
I Irvin v. Victoria Home. 12 D.L.K. 637. 13 
B.i .R. .318, distinguished.]

1 onghlan v. Carver. 20 D.L.R. 53.3. 20 B. 
f.R. 497. 29 W.L.R. 791. 7 W.W.R. 459. 
Judgment in aitton of other lienholder. 

Wbere a lienholder had registered a claim
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of lien under the Mechanics’ and Wage 
Earners’ Lieu Act, 10 Edw. VIL (Ont.) c. 
69, and judgment in the action had been 
delivered, but not signed, a lienholder who 
registered his lien after the judgment was 
delivered may be let in to prove his claim 
on payment of his own costs of the appli
cation. Any proceeding taken during the 
existence of a lien is within the meaning of 
the words “unless in the meantime an ac
tion is commenced” in s. 24 ( 1 ) of the Me
chanics’ and Wage Earners’ Lien Act, 10 
Edw. VII. (Ont.) e. 69, the words “in 
the meantime” lieing held to mean any time 
before the lien ceases to exist.

Eadie Douglas v. Hitch & Co., 9 D.L.R. 
239, 27 O.L.R. 257.
Completion or contract—Furnace sup*

A plumbing contract to furnish and in
stall a hot air furnace for heating a house, 
including the necessary pipes, registers ami 
fittings, comprises the furnishing and in
stallation of the incidental cold air regis
ters as a material part thereof; and the 
time within which a mechanics’ lien may be 
tiled for such work under the Mechanics’ 
Lien Art (Alta.). 6 Edw. VII. c. 21, e. 13, 
is to be computed with reference to the in
stallation of the cold air registers where 
that is the last work done under the con
tract, notwithstanding a delay of two 
months after the installation of the furnace 
itself and of the other incidental fittings.

Colling v. Stimson, Wainwright Lumber 
Co. v. Logan, 10 D.L.R. 597, 6 A.L.R. 71. 23
W. L.R. 789. 4 W.W.R. 597.
Time of filing lien or giving notice— 

( frtikh ate of court.
The certificate which may be granted by 

the judge under the saving provisions of 
s. 41. read with es. 22, 38-, 39, 40 of the 
Mechanics’ Lien Act, C.S.N.B. 1003, c. 147, 
is the commencement of the lien proceedings 
against an owner.

Boucher v. Belle-Isle, 14 D.L.R. 146, 41
X. B.R. 509.
Time for filing lien or giving notice— 

Procedure — Time fob beoirtering 
lien — Wrongful termination op 
building contract—Liability of con
tractor — Architect's certificate — 
Lien of subcontractor.

Fuller v. Beach, 7 D.L.R. 822, 21 W.L. 
R. 391.
Time fob filing—Performance of work.

Work performed by a contractor on build
ings in pursuance of and to complete hie 
contract, after the date fixed for completion, 
entitles him to filfc his mechanics’ lien with
in the statutory limit of time as from the 
performance of "such work. The triviality of 
the work done or the amount involved can
not affect the plaintiff’s rights.

Brvn jolfson v. Oddson, 32 D.L.R. 270, 
27 Man. L.R. 390, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1000. 
Registration—Time.

The <.mi«sion to register a mechanics’ lien
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within the specified time in the Lund Keg i 
istry Office is nut cured by s. 20 of the 
Mechanic*' Lien Act, H.S.B.C. 1911. v. 164 
(which provide# that "no lien *hull he in
validated by reason of failure to comply 
with any of the requisite* thereof . . .
unless the owner is prejudice* thereby 
. . . ’’) and is fatal to the validity of
the lien, even where it Iihh been registered 
within the prescribed time in the ( ounty 
Court Regi*try.

Dale v. International Mining Syndicate, 
•25 B.C.R. 1, (19171 ‘2 WAX .It. 1031.

Under *. 9 of the Mechanic*" and Wage 
earner*' Lien Act, R.S.M. 1013, c. 1‘25, a 
person who ha* delivered material* to the 
contractor lose* hi* lien therefor, a* against 
the "20 per ciVit of the contract price to be 
held back by the owner from the contractor, 
unies* he registers his lien within 30 day* 
after the abandonment of the contract, if 
he ha* not f any material* to the
contractor after such abandonment, though 
he was not notilied of it, and a delivery of 
some material* for use in the building to 
the owner after hiicIi abandonment, in ex
change for some of the material* formerly 
Hiipplied to the contractor, will not have 
the effect of extending the time for register
ing the lien for the material* supplied to 
the contractor.

Brown v. Dunhill, 25 Man. L.R. 540. 
Registration — Time — Amendment ok

Where a lien, both by the previous law 
and by the statute amending it, i* made 
to depend upon and to date from it-a régis 
1 ration, the effect* of the registration of 
such lien effected after the coming into 
force of the amending Act are governed by 
the provision# of thi* Act. A lien of a ma
terialman registered after the coming into 
force of the amending Act (7 fieri. V. c. 
621 is governed by the latter Act, although 
the material* for which the lien i* sought, 
were delivered before the Act came into

Cantin ▼. Chevalier, 52 Que. S.C. 97. 
Registration—Action.

'the word*, in art. 2013b C.C. (Que. 1, 
concerning the privilege on immovable with | 
registration, “unless a suit he taken in the 
interval, or unless a longer delay for pay
ment has been stipulated in the contract,’' 
refer to iui action by the ereditor to re
cover hi* claim during the year and not to 
anything relating to the validity of the 
privilege.

Waxman v. Girouard, 24 Rev. Leg. 429. 
REGISTRATION OK MEN —■ PARTNERSHIP — 

Company Proof ok icxect tion.
XX'here a. mechanics’ lien ha* lieen filed 

by a partnership, even though it he trading 
under the name of what purport* to lie an 
incorporated company, the Registrar ia jus
tified in inaisting that a discharge of the 
lien be executed by all the partner*, or 
someone duly authorized on their behalf.

and that proof be given him of the com
position of the partnership.

Re Land Titles Act; Re Mechanic*' Lien 
Act, [1918] 1 W.W.K. 411.
(8 VIII—67 ) —Place ok kiung.

W'here the official with whom the affidavit 
of a mechanics’ lien i* to he filed under the 
Mechanics’ Lien Act (Alta.), ia not only a 
deputy clerk of the Supreme Court (in 
which capacity he was entitled to receive 
the filing), hut also a deputy clerk of the 
District Court (in which capacity alone the 
filing would not be authorized ), the stamp
ing of the filing aa in the District Court 
will not invalidate the lien where it was 
duly forwarded to the Land Title* office in 
like manner a* it would have been had it 
been stumped as a Supreme Court filing if 
no prejudice resulted, the curative clause, • 
14 of the Act, being operative in respect of 
the error.

Revclstoke Saw Mill Co. v. Alberta Bottle 
Co., 21 D.L.R. 779, 7 W.W.K. 1002, 30 
XV.LR. 312. [Affirmed In 0 A.L.R. 156 at 
1«2.|
(§ VIII —681 — Si MCON fRACTOR — MOST- 

cauke—Progressive payments --Dis
charge OK MEN.

Where progressive payments under the 
contract of the principal contractor are 
made contingent upon advances being made 
to the owner by the mortgagee, the court 
may, on t.he trial of r mechanics’ lien action 
brought by a subcontractor who hud com
pleted hi* subcontract, direct that his lien 
remain in force, no that it may attach in 
respect of any *uch further advances which 
may in future be made by the mortgagee, 
reserving leave to the owner and the mort
gagee to apply for the discharge of the lien. 
A mechanic*’ lien filed by a subcontractor 
i* not to attach *o as to make the owner 
liable for a greater sum than the *uiu owing 
by the owner to the contractor under the 
Mechanic*’ Lion Act (Alta): consequently 
if the latter’* contract with the owner does 
not. entitle him to a further payment until 
completion, tlio lien of the subcontractor 
who has completed his sulieontract cannot 
he made effective until completion of the 
entire work of the principal contractor, 
hut tlie court may, on the trial of the lien 
action, direct that such lien shall remain 

I in force, so that it may attach in respect 
of further sums that may thereafter become 

i due by the owner hi the principal contrar- 
1 tor, reserving leave to the owner to apply to 

discharge the lien.
Colling v. St-imson. Wainwright Lumber 

Co. v. Logan, 10 D.L.R. 597. 0 A.L.R. 71. 23 
XV.L.R. 789. 4 W.W.R. 597.
Discharge ok men—Dismissal ok proceed

I NGN TU ENKORCK LIEN—DKKAVLT OK 
PLAINTIFF IN MAKING DISCOVERY — 
Rights of other men holders —Ab
sence OF PLAINTIFF—OPPORTUNITY TO
PROCEED.

Ramsay v. Graham, 2 D.L.R. 889, 3 O.W. 
N. 972.

91
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(I VIII—09) —PERSONAL JUDGMENT.

If under the Mechanics’ and Wage Earn- 
,re Lien Act, R.8.O. 1914, u. 140, a con
tractor fails to enforce hi» lien against the 
owner because of his failure to commence 
the action within the statutory period, the 
contractor may be awarded m • the same 
hearing a personal judgment i-pcfainst the 
owner to the extent of the amiunt of the 
lien claimed.

Kendler v. Bernstock, 22 D.L.R. 475, 33 
O.L.K. 351.
Person ai. JUDO MEUT against contractor 

—Lahokkrs’ lien — Logging opeba-

An employee of the contractor for gel 
ting out logs who lias obtained personal 
judgment against the contractor does not 
thereby forfeit his equitable right to lie 
paid out of the fund which by the Mechan- 
ire* Lien Act (Alta.), 190Ü. c. 21, as. 37 
and 38, is created for the protection of the 
workmen and labourers engaged in the 
work, ami such right may he enforced in 
garnishment proceedings against the money 
due by the owner of the logs to the con
tractor by declaring the lien of the work
men to have priority over the claim of oth
er execution creditors.

Pomerleau v. Thompson, lfl D.L.R. 142, 
6 W.W.R. 1360, 27 W.L.R. 254.
Materials fuenjshed deceased contract

or—Declabtorx judgment auainht 
administrator.

Where, in an action to enforce a median- 
ir's lien against a building, by reason of 
the owner of the property not lieing indebted 
to the contractor, the claimant cannot have 
a lien under the Mechanics' Lien Act, 
(Alta.) he is entitled to a declaratory judg
ment that the administrator of the contrac
tor's estate is, in the due course of admin
istration, liable therefor. [Case Thresh
ing Co. v. Bolton, 2 A.L.R. 174. followed.]

Canadian Equipment & Suppl v Co. v. Bell, 
11 D LR. 821, 24 W.L.R. 416.
(| viii—70)—Unenforceable lien — 

Valid lien—Justification or pro-
<HIDING TO JUDGMENT.

\\ liera the lien cannot be enforced against 
the property of the company no valid lien, 
which justifies the plaintiff in proceeding to 
judgment under s. 49 of the Mechanics’ 
Lien Act, can be established.

Idinmn Vo v. C.N.R. Co.. 47 D.L.R. 75. 44 
O.L.K. 533, reversing 43 O.L.R. 10 on this 
point, 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 294.
Defences—Pleading.

A defence under s. 8 of the Mechanics* 
Lien Act, R.8.B.C. 1911, c. 154, that no 
money is payable by the owner to the prin
cipal contractor, must under B.C. County 
Court 175, order 11, r. 18, be pleaded in 
the dispute note filed in an action brought 
by a subcontractor to enforce a lien for the 
balance due to him by the principal con-

Fitzgerald v. Williamson, 12 D.L.R. 691,
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18 B.C.R. 322, 25 W.L.R. 82, 4 W.W.R. 
1261.
Subcontractor — Defenses —Nonindebt

edness to principal contractor.
In an action by a subcontractor to en

force a mechanics* lien, the defence that 
nothing is due the principal contractor 
must ue set up in the notice of defence. 
[Fitzgerald v. Williamson, 12 D.L.R. 691, 
followed.]

Brown v. Allen, 13 D.L.R. 360, 18 B.C.R. 
326, 25 W.L.R. 128, 4 W.W.R. 1306.
(g VIII—73)—Statutory directions ah

TO TRIAL.
In a mechanics’ lien proceeding, where, 

under s. 46 of the Mechanics’ Lien Act, C.S. 
N.B. 1903, c. 147, a notice disputing the

filaintiff’s lien is filed, the existence of the 
ien must, as a distinct preliminary pro

ceeding under ss. 45, 4fi. lie first and sep
arately determined by the court.

Bouclier v. Belle-isle, 14 D.L.R. 146, 41 
N.B.R. 506.

Under the statutory direction contained 
in the Mechanics’ Lien Act, R.S.N.S. 1909. 
c. 171, s. 30, which specifies that in a me 
chanics* lien action the Trial Judge shall 
“do all things necessary to try and other
wise finally dispose of the action and of 
all matters, question* and accounts arising 
in the action,*' it is sufficient if the Trial 
Judge disposes of all questions which are 
necessary to be tried to enable bim to dis
pose of the action.

Dixon v. Ross, 1 D.L.R. 17, 46 N.S.R. 143. 
Practice under Mechanics' and Wage 

Earners’ Ukn Act, ÎL8.0. 1914, c. 
140, 8. 37 ( 2 ) —Notice ok trial— 
Necessity fob service upon defend
ants WHO DO NOT DEFEND—“APPEAR"
—Rules 121. 364.

Elliott v. Rowell, 11 O.W.N. 203.
(§ VIII—74)—Glass oe action to enforce.

Where art. 2013 (b) C.C. (Que.) provides 
that a builders’ and workmen's privilege 
exists only for one year from the date of 
registration unless a suit be taken in the 
interval, the suit required is n hypothe
cary action to enfroce the privilege and a 
personal action against the debtor does not 
suffice. The action to enforce a mechanics* 
lien (builders* privilege) under art. 2013 
(b) is a personal hypothecary action if the 
property is still in the debtor’s bands or 
an action in declaration of hypothec if 
it has passed into the hand* of a third

Demers v. Byrd, 6 D.L.R. 807, 41 Que. 
K.B. 330.
(8 VIII—75)—Vacating ob cancelling.

Sections 26, 26 of the Mechanic** Lien 
Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 164, do not permit 
the cancellation of a mechanics' lien by » 
judge’s order unless security be given to 
take the place of the lien.

Walsh v. Mason; Steven* v. Mason, 15 
D.L.R. 896. 19 B.C.R. 48, 26 W.L.R. 642, 
5 W.W.R. 1318.
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PROCEEDINGS TO VACATE—1.1 EN FILED ON

lands of stranger—Action to va-

BoggH V. Hill, 13 D.L.R. 941, 4 W.W.R. 
1117.

MEDICAL PRACTICE.
See Physicians and Nurgeuna.

MERCHANT SHIPPING.
See Shipping.

MERGER.
Note—Mortgage.

A mortgage given by wav of additional 
aeeurity for a note does not operate as a 
merger of the note in the mortgage where 
there is a plain intention of the parties that 
it should not have that effect.

Northern Crown Hank v. El ford, 34 D.L. 
It MO, 10 S.L.H. 00, 111*17] s W.WJL 100.

The taking of a mortgage as collateral 
security does not operate as a merger of the 
simple contract delft (lien note) nor affect; 
the remedy thereunder.

Wenbourne v. Case Threshing Machine 
Co.. 34 D.L.R. 363. [1917] 2 NV.VV.lt. 130. 
I Nllirmed in 33 D.L.R. 677, 12 A.L.R. 1, 
11017] 2 W.W.R. 1262. |
CHARGES AND INCUMBRANCES.

An absolute assignment of a timber berth 
which was intended as a mortgage, was 
superseded by a mortgage given for a great
er amount, which included the indebtedness 
covered by such assignment, without men
tioning the assignment.

Manitoba Lumber (to. v. Emmerson, 6 
D L.lt. 337. 18 B.C.R. 96. 21 W.L.B. 503, 2 
W.W.R. 419.

MILITARY LAW.
See also Militia.

Military Service Act, 7-8 Geo V. 1917, 
Can., c. 19—Consent ok Attorney- 
General ok Canada to prosecution— 
Notice to report kor mtty—Absence
WITHOUT LEAVE — TAKEN ON THE 
STRENGTH.

The written consent of the Deputy Min
ister of Justice, is sufficient to authorize a 
prosecution under the Military Service Act. 
1917. A limitation is mode by s. 13 of 
Order-in-Council, P.C. (Can.). 3168, that no 
conviction shall lie made for being absent 
without leave under s. 102 of the Military 
Service Regulations ((’an.), unless the man 
charged has, before he became absent with
out leave, been taken on the strength of the 
Canadian Expeditionary Force. Because of 
this it is not sufficient for prosecution to 
shew merely that because of the notice to 
report for military duty as a member of 
class 1 under the Military Service Act 1917. 
he became a man “on active service" and 
that he failed to report: there must be evi
dence to shew that before he became absent 
without leave he was taken on the strength 
of the C.E.F. A notice to report for mili

tary duty under the Military Service Regu- 
lutiuns, and the Military Service Act, 7-8 
Geo. V. 1917 (Can.), c. 19, is sufficient if 
received by mail at the correct street ad
dress for the defendant by his sister, al
though the initials of his name were incor
rectly given.

R. v. Bifei -, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 263.
Wab Mbas >»K8 Act and regulations— 

Tribunal lob trial—Option or pros
ecution.

The general powers conferred on the Gov- 
ernur-in-Couneil under the War Measures 
Act, 5 Geo. V., 1914 (Can.), c. 2. s. 6. to 
pass regulations, inter alia, us to censorship 
of publications is not limited by s. 10 of 
the same Act so as to make it necessary 
that the regulations should prescribe only 
• me of the two methods of prosecution there
in referred to. i.e., summary conviction pro
ceedings or indictment, to the exclusion of 
the other. The power under s. 10 to pre
scribe which of these two should be fol
lowed is permissive only, and under s. 6 the 
regulation may leave it to the prosecution 
to choose under which of the authorized 
inodes he will institute the proceedings. 
The accused I icing properly before the mag
istrate, the latter s decision in favor of 
summary proceedings will not be reviewed 
on prohibition instituted before the actual 
triad.

R. v. Spence. 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 365.
(§ I—1)—Proclamation—Enrollment — 

Effect—C.C.P. art. (Que.) 332-7-8 
Geo. V. (C.) [1917], c. 19.

The calling, by proclamation, of men sub
ject to the Military Service Act. has the 
effect of immediately enrolling in the mili
tary forces of Canada all those who fall 
within the class named. The draftees thus 
enrolled do not form part of the Canadian 
Expeditionary Force except by being placed 
on active service. We cannot consider a* 
part of the reinforcements the draftees who 
are exempted or who are on the exemption 
list, nor those whom the Act considers as 
deserters.

Rheault v. Landrv, 55 Que. S.C. 1, 29 
Que. P.R. 187. ,
Military Service Act—Son of natural

ized alien — Disfranchisement — 
Habeas corpus—Constitutional law

Naturalization of the father of the ap
plicant. in 1913, under the Naturalization 
Act (Can.), hud the effect of giving the 
applicant, then a minor, the capacity of a 
British subject and the enjoyment of the 
rights appertaining thereto. The War
time Elections Act. of 1917, took away the 
applicant's right to vote, and as he could 
only lie conscripted by reason of the en
joyment of such right, he thenceforth 
ceased to he subject to conscription, and 
consequently the applicant is not bound 
by the Military Service Act of 1917. The 
fact that the applicant had asked exemp
tion before the local tribunals should not. 

i under the circumstances, #deprive him of the
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right to ask for the annulling, a< applicable 
to him, of the order-in counvil of April 20, 
191S. which cancelled the exemptions 
granted to conscripts of 20, 21 mul 22 years 
„ n,.P the applicant was never subject to the 
Military Service Act of 1017. Section ti of 
the War Measures Act of 1017 did not con
fer on the G o vernor-Genera I - i n -cou n ci 1 the 
rjg',,t to abolish or suspend the Habeas Cor
pus Act in this country ; even if such right 
might lie inferred from that section, the 
parliament which passed it had no consti
tutional right to do so, as the Parliament 
of Canada has not the right to alwlish the 
Ha'ieas Corpus Act in this country, this 
right being restricted to the Imperial Par
liament which has not deemed it proper to 
do. The order-in-council of April 20. 1918. 
is in conflict with the Imperial Acts, and 
therefore void.

Blanshav v. Piehc, 24 Rev. de .fur. 578, 
32 Can. Cr. Cas. 151. [See 41 D.L.R. 147, 
54 yue. S.c. 170. 24 Rev. de .fur. 458.] 
l.Ni.MMiAT—Discharge—Illegal arrest 

—Habeas corpus—Army Act.
One who voluntarily enlists in an expe

ditionary force for overseas, to serve in 
a war. and who, having left the service, fol
lowing his discharge by a military medical 
board, a» being permanently incapacitated, 
is arrested and arraigned before a police 
magistrate, who frees him, cannot be again 
placed under arrest by the military authori
ties and if he is, he can demand his liliera- 
tioii by a w rit of habeas corpus. The Army 
Transfer Act, 1915, does not apply to vol
untary enlistment in this country, and only 
relates to the regular army.

Therrien v. Schneider, ûo Que. S.C. 246, 
32 Van. U. Cas. 121.
Conscription — Exemption — Habeas

One taken under the conscription law, 
who is temporarily exempted by a local 
tribunal from whose judgment no appeal 
havbeen taken, is not a deserter, and if he 
is arrested as such lie can obtain his liberty 
bv a writ of habeas corpus. If such con- 
wript signs, by error, documents in which 
lie agrees to enroll, believing that such doc
uments were necessary to set him at liberty, 
he i- not bound by the documents lie signed.

>t. Denis v. Gingras, 64 Que. S.C. 515. 
Disobedience of lawful military com

mands—Refusal TO DON UNIFORM— 
Sentence of court martial—Impris
onment WITH HARD LABOUR—APPLICA
TION FOB HABEAS CORPUS—ORDER-IN- 
COUNCIL SUSPENDING HABEAS CORPUS 
Ait IN RESPECT OF PERSONS IN MILI
TARY t usTODT — Validity — Penalty
FOB DISOBEDIENCE--- CANADIAN MlLITIA
Act. R.S.C, 1006. c. 41, s. 122.

Re MacSwiney; Re Roche, 15 O.VV.N. 
K6.

MILITIA.
See also Military Law; Soldiers; Army 

and Navy; Desertion.
Quelling riots—Liability of a munici

pality fob expense.
The “senior officer present at any local

ity’’ who may, under the Militia Act", R.S.C. 
1886, c. 41, s. 34, on reiiuisition from three 
justices of the peace, call out the troops in 
aid of the civil power, wherever a riot, or 
disturbance of the peace has occurred or 
is anticipated, is not necessarily the senior 
ollicer of a corps stationed at the place 
where the riot occurs or is likely to occur; 
the justices, in their discretion, may requi
sition the senior officer of any available

Att’y-Genl of Canada v. Sydney, 16 D. 
L.R. 726. 49 Can. S.C.R. 148. 50 C.L.J. 233, 
reversing 9 D.L.R. 282, 46 N.8.R. 527, 12 
E.L.R. 427.
Liability oi members.

The members of a civilian rifle associa
tion, purporting to he Constituted in pur
suance of powers conferred by the Militia 
Act. R.S.C. 1906, c. 41. and of regulations 
made under ss. 63 and 64 of that Act, hav
ing its range selected, approved and in
spected by military officers and financially 
aided by the federal government and hav
ing its ammunition supplied by the military 
authorities, are, while engaged in a shooting 
competition, approved by the district officer 
and under the command of a deputy cap
tain, acting in pursuance of the Militia Act, 
and are entitled to the benefit of its provi
sions, in an action to recover damages for 
alleged injuries due to their negligence 
while engaged in such competition.

Webster r. Leard, 7 D.L.R. 429, 11 E. 
L.R. 203.
Enlistment of minors—Habeas corpus.

Under art. 243 C.C. (Que.) a son remains 
subject to the parents' authority until ma
jority or emancipation, and though under 
the Militia Act ( R.8.C. 1906, c. 41) all male 
inhabitants of Canada between 18 and 60 
years of age are liable to serve in the mili
tia. the minor son of a person domiciled in 
Quebec cannot enlist voluntarily in the ac
tive militia without the consent of his 
father; and upon the application of the 
father will be discharged upon habeas cor
pus proceedings if he has so enlisted. [Rol- 
brow v. Cotton, 9 Q.L.R. 105, distinguished.)

Arsenault v. Pi use, 32 D.L.R. 604, 50 Que. 
S.C. 373.

A minor under 18 years, who understands 
the nature and consequences of enlistment 
and who is certified by the proper authori
ties to lie qualified, may waive the exemp
tion in favour of youths under 18 contained 

I in the Dominion order-in-council of August. 
20, 1915, and his enlistment for overseas 
service will be valid without his father’s 
consent.

Re Fournier, 32 D.L.R. 720, 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas 405.
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DMERI ION—ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE.

The defendant wan charged before the 
county stipendiary for that “he did on or 
about the Hth day of May, lVIti. dchert" 
(from the active militia of Canada) “and 
«as absent from the same as a deserter un
til appréhendai on the 31st day of August, 
1918. The court held that the gist of the 
••barge tliat the accused was absent as a 
deserter involved being absent without leave 
ami he «was properly convicted under par.
13 of the Dominion urder-in-rounc-il passed 
Oth November, 1917.

The King v. Graves, 43 D.L.R. MW, 62
N.S.R. 365.
Militai* i.aw — Militait service act, 

1917—Application—Member of mili
tia—Army Act—King’s Regulations.

The definition "llis Majesty’* auxiliary 
forces,” in the Army Act, applies only to 
military forces under the control of* the 
Parliament of the I’nited Kingdom, includ
ing therein the Channel Islands and the Isle 
of Man, and does not include volunteer 
troops or colonial militia. Paragraph 2 of 
the Schedule to the Military Service Act, 
1917, exempts from its operation only mem- 
her* of llis Majesty'* forces as deli tied by 
the Army Act, and not member* of the Ca
nadian Militia. The fact that a soldier is 
transferred from one corps to another with
out his consent, contrary to par. 306 of the 
King's Regulations does not constitute a 
complaint sufficient to base thereon an ap
plication for habeas corpus. It is for the 
military tribunals organized under the au
thority of these regulations, to take cogniz
ance of breaches of the régulât ions.

Bouffant v. Piuze, 28 Que. K.B. 123, 32 
Can. Cr. Ca*. —.

MINES AND MINERLAS.
I. On public lauds, 

a. Claim*; location; relocation.
B. Work; abandonment; forfeiture, 
c. Conflicting claims; contests.

II. On private lands.
a. In general, coal mine*; quarries.
R. Oil and gas.

111. Miner’s liens.
I. On public land*.

a. Claims; location; relocation.
(§ I A—1)—Exception op "mines’’—Res

ervation OK “BlfllïT TO GET MINERALS” 
—Interpretation or.

An exception of ‘‘mine*” or of any min
eral occupying a continuous space is an ex-- I 
«•option also of the space occupied; but » 
reservation of a right to get minerals docs 
not. operate ns an exception of the minerals 
themselves unless the intention to that 
effect is clearly shewn.

Yukon Gold Co. v. Boyle Concessions, 19 
D.IaR. 336. [Affirmed 27 D.L.R. 072; 50 
D.TaR. 74Î.1
On surveyed lands—What are.

Land in the Gillies timber limit. (Coleman 
Mining Division, Ont.) that has been di-
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vided into blocks one mile square without 
further subdivision is “unsurveyed land” 
which is not within e. 61 (c) and (d) of 
the Ontario Mining Act, 8 Edw. VII. c. 21
R. S.O. 1914, v. 32, relating to the size of 
mining claims on surveyed lands.

Re McLeod and Armstrong; lie Johnson 
and Armstrong, 15 D.L.R. 57, 29 O.LP, 
398.
Gold commissioner — Mining recorder— 

Powers.
The GoVvrnor-in-Council having appoint

ed only one Gold Commissioner for the Yu
kon Territory, such Gold Commissioner lias 
all the powers and authority of a mining 
recorder throughout the whole territory un
der the Yukon Placer Mining Act, R.8.C. 
1906, c. 64, ss. 3, 4, 5 and 6, a* amended by 
7 & 8 Edw. VII. c. 77. s. 25, without any 
direction to that effect by the Commissioner 
of the Yukon Territory.

Murphy and Gould v. The King. 39 D.LR. 
370, 55 Can. S.C.R. 550, reversing 27 L>. 
I..R. 405. 16 Can. Ex. 81.
Mining claim—Discovery ok minerals— 

Lands withdrawn from exploration 
-Order-i n -council.

The lands under the waters of Cobalt 
Lake having beeu, by order-in-council of the 
14th August, 1905, withdrawn from expro
ration for mines and minerals and from 
sale, lease, or location, it was held, that 
tlie plaintiffs had failed to establish their 
title to a mining claim based upon a dis
covery of minerals said to have been made 
Upon those lands on the 7th March, 1906.

Florence Mining Co. v. Cobalt lake Min
ing Co., 43 O.L.R. 474, affirming 18 O.L.R. 
275.
Scope*^p lease—Pollution of stream bi 

lessee.
Leases granted under the Mining Art, C.

S. N.B. 1903, c. 30, do not empower the lessee 
to discharge polluted water into a stream; 
the Lieut.-Gov.-in-Council has no power to 
make a lease or grant that affects tne rights 
of private individuals.

Nepisiquit, etc., Co. v. Can. Iron Corp., 
42 N.B.R. 387.
order vesting mining locations in appli

cant—Mining Act ok Ontario. R.S.O. 
1914 c. 32—Application to set aside
ORDER AFTER EXPIRY OK 3 YEARS—ORDER 
MADE ON NOTICE—DELAY NOT HATIHKAt 
TORII.Y ACCOUNTED FOR — REFUSAL OF 
application—Appeal.

Re Hav A Engledue, 16 O.W.N. 391. [See 
I 16 OW N. 223 ]

Mining concession—Consent of minister 
—Rights of applicant.

A mining concession under art. 2110 of 
the Quebec Mining Law (R.S.Q. 1909, arts. 
2098 et. seq.) which is a purchase of Crown 
property, can only he acquired with the 
i'(Misent of the Minister of Colonization. 
Mines and Fisheries. This consent cannot 
be presumed, or inferred from correspond- 

1 ence or circumstances; it must be formal,
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and any perron who alleges that he has ob
tained "it muet furnish the proof. An ap
plication for u concession, accompanied by 
* deposit of the price and followed by the de
termining of the location under art. 2109, 
does not confer on the applicant any right 
„f possession or of working as long as the 
application he» not been accepted bv the 
Minister and he has not formally granted 
the concession.

Pelletier v. Hoy. 46 Que. S.C. 9, reversing 
44 S.G. 147.
18 ! A—5)—Staking out—Boundaries.

That which a discoverer is entitled to 
under the Mining Act (R.S.O. 1914, c. 32) 
is ‘20 acres laid out in the manner impera
tively and minutely prescribed, with dia
grams, by the Act; if a claim has been inac- 
vurately laid out. it is not thereby invali
dated. init the claim may be laid out as the 
Act prescribes.

It,- Neillv and Lessard, 33 D.L.R. 634, 38 
O.L.R. 440*.

The legislative intent of the Railway 
Aid Act (B.C.) 1890 c. 110, waa. that the 
interest of the Crown in lands (already lo
cated as mineral claims), which are com
prised in i. greater block of lands granted 
hs a subsidy to a railway company under 
the Act, may pass to the railway company, 
subject to existing and future rights of the 
persons who prior to the subsidy had made 
such locations. [Railway Aid Act, con-

Farrell v. Fitch. 7 D.L.R. 657. 17 B.C.R. 
507. 22 W.L.R. 517. 3 W.W.R. 84.
Claims — Affidavit accompanying — 

SUFFICIENCY—INFORMATION AND BE-

Although a licensee need not personally 
do all the things necessary under s. 22 (2) 
and 35 of the Mining Act, 8 Edw. VII. 
IOnt.) c. 21, R.S.O. 1914, c. 32. in order 
to obtain a mining claim, yet all of the 
facts pertaining thereto must he sworn to 
in the affidavit of discovery for the purpose 
"f recording a mining claim, in the personal 
knowledge of the applicant as of the time 
of making the affidavit; a claim made by 
;in affidavit of an applicant as to facts which 
he diil not at the time know to be true ia 
not validated by the circumstance that the 
allegations as to which the deponent wrong
fully purported to have knowledge were in

He McLeod and Armstrong; Rc Johnson 
■"'I Armstrong, 16 D.L.R. 67, 29 O.L.R.

398.
Mineral claims — Law of domicile —■ 

Chattel or immovable — Traxhfkr 
proceedings — Time limit — Foreign 
bankruptcy proceedings.

Barinde v. Green. 16 B.C.R. 433. 16 W.L. 
R. 422.
Grouping claims—Miners' lien ordi-

Gustafaon v. Ennis; Burr ▼. Ennie, 18 
W.L.R. 6.

Can. Dig.—100.

ê
Coal mining areas—Assignment of ap 

plications fob license—Declaration
OF RIGHTS.

Shaw v. Robinson, 10 E.L.R. 103, affirm 
ing 8 E.L.R. 557.
Withdrawal of lands from entry — 

Powers of commissioner — Hydrau
lic lease.

Smith v. Canadian Klondike Mining Co.. 
16 W.L.R. 196. [Affirmed 19 W.L.R. l.J 
Pre-emption record -House as chattki.

UNDER MINING LAW.
Taylor v. Palmer, 16 B.C.R. 24.

(§ I A—6)—Discovery.
Where the holder of a miner’s license 

under the Mining Act 8 Edw. VIL (Ont.) 
c. 21, stakes out a mining claim after the 
expiration thereof, a subsequent special re
newal license obtained by him under s. 85 
(1) (a) of the Act gives no validity to 
the previous" staking and he acquires no 
rights thereunder. To stake out a mining 
claim without a miner's license is a crime 
under the Act, and the discoverer acquires 
by such staking no rights which will lie 
allowed by the court or enforced against 
the claim of any other.

Re Sanderson and Seville, 6 D.L.R. 319, 
26 O.L.R. 616. 22 O.W.R. 672.
(8 I A—7)—Notice and record of claim.

An application under t.hc Mining Act. 8 
Edw. Vil. (Ont.) c. 21, s. 62, for a mining 
claim is deemed to be recorded in the mining 
recorder’s office as soon us the application 
is received in the recorder’s office after all 
requirements for recording have been com
plied with by the applicant.

Re Campsall and Allen. 7 D.L.R 18, 4 
O.W.N. 130, 23 O.W.R. 140.
Placer mining (B.C.)— Legal fostr on 

staking.
Strict compliance with statutory require

ments is essential on staking a claim under 
the “placer mining’’ law of British Colum
bia. K.S.B.C. 1911, c. 165. mid. if legal 
xists were not used in locating the claim 
t is invalid.

Deislev v. Spruce Creek Power Co.. 17 D. 
L.R. 506. 28 W.L.R. 329. [Affirmed 22 D. 
L.R. 550, 21 B.C.R. 441. 81 W.L.R. 289.) 
Mining Act (Ont)—Claimant's interest

While the issue of a cert ideate of record 
to a claimant in an unpatented mining 
claim is declared bv «. 68 of the Mining 
Act, 8 Edw. VII. (Out.) e. R.S.O. 1914, e. 
32, to create a tenancy at will as between 
the claimant and the Crown, such refer
ence must he taken in conjunction with the 
other provisions of the Act in determining 
what is exigible under execution at the in
stance of a judgment creditor of the claim 
ant. and the effect is that, notwithstanding 
such declaration, substantial rights are 
vested in the claimant which come within 
the word “lands” as used in the Execution

MINES AND MINERALS, 1 A.
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Art. (Ont.), 9 Edw. VII. c. 47, R.S.O.
1914, c. 80.

Clarkson v. Wi.-hurt. 13 D.L.R. 73U, 
[1913] A.C. 82.8, 24 O.W.R. 937.
Claims—Location—Notick a.nu record of

CLAIM — APPLICATION AXU SKKTC'H, 
FORCE OF.

L'mlrr 59 to 05 of tin* Mining Act, 
8 Edw. VII. (Out.) c. 21, R.S.O. 1914, 3. 
32. the foundation of the right which a 
htaker acquires or may acquire, is the claim 
and sketch filed with the recorder after 
compliance with the requirements as to dis
covery and staking; ami, in determining the 
area of the location, such application and 
sketch will control as against the marloiiig 
of the supposed limits on the recorder's 
map and the grunting of a certificate of 
record without specific description other 
than the number of t he claim.

Re Olmstend and Exploration Syndicate 
of Ontario, 13 D.L.R. 750, û O.W.N. 8, 49 
C.LJ. 670. 24 O.W.R. 974.
C'OOWW PATENT—CON8TRCTCriOX — INSCRIP

TION OF LAND — RkFKBKNCF. TO RK- 
CORDtI> PLAN.

A tract of land granted to the respond
ents by letters patent from the Crown was 
descrilied therein as being in a certain town
ship, containing a certain number of acres, 
and being composed of mining locution S.V. 
470. being land covered with the water of 
Peterson Lake, in front of certain other 
mining locations named, as shewn on a plan 
of survey by \\., of record in the Depart
ment of lands, forests and mines. W.’s 
plan shewed that the whole of Peterson 
I*ake was included in mining location S.V. 
476:—Held, that the controlling words of 
the description were those referring to the 
mining location hv its number us shewn on 
W.’s plan: and the other part of the de
scription. if it was not an accurate descrip
tion of the mining location as so shewn, 
must be rejected, as falsa demonstratio. 
Decision of the Mining Commissioner af
firmed.

Re Finucane and Peterson Lake Min. Co., 
32 O.L.R. 128, 7 O.W.N. 194 

.Boundabies of mining location — Evi-
DF.NCF. — SURVEY — Ml NFS ACT, R.S.O
1897. 'c. 36, 88. 20. 27—Surveys Act, 
R.S.O. 1897, C. 181. ns. 17, 18. 19— 
Finding of fact of Trial Judge.

O’Brien v. La Rose Mines, 17 O.W.N. 230. 
(§ I A—8)—Placer claim—Location— 

Rectification of lease.
A free miner locating a placer claim in 

the vicinity of lands under lease from the 
gold commissioner, and who locates his 
claim outside of the boundaries described in 
such lease, is not deprived of his claim 
legally obtained by bis hwatioH and record 
when a rectification is afterwards made of 
the lwundaries descrilied in the lease under 
the authority of an order-in-council, par
ticularly where such order-inlcouncil con

tained a clause saving the rights of free 
miners.

Deisler x. Spruce Creek, 22 D.L.R. 550 
21 B.C.K. 441, 31 W.L.R. 289, affirming 17 
D.L.K. 506. 28 W.L.R. 329.
(§ I A—9 )—Reservation of minerals in 

TRANSFER—MINERALS EXCEPTED F BOM 
Crown grant.

A registrar should refuse to register a 
transfer containing a reservation of mine» 
ami minerals, where the right to the niin 
erals was reserved in the grant of the land 
from the Crown.

Re C.P.R. and Reid, 6 W AVAL 1160. 
Public lands—Rights to minerais—Coal 

—Reservation of gold and silver to

In cases where patents to land have been 
issued by the Crown and no specific reserva
tion appears on the patent with regard to 
coal under such land, the common-law rule 
applies, and all minerals, except gold and 
silver, lying in a direct line between the 
surface ami the centre of the earth belong 
to the owner of the land.

Re Registration of a Transfer of Coal 
Rights, 7 W.W.R. 769.

B. Work; abandonment; forfeiture.
(§ I B—10)— Forfeiture.

A mineral claim of a free miner under 
location at the date of tile grant of a land 
subsidy in British Columbia to a railway 
company pursuant to the Railway Aid 
Act, 1890, is not excepted under that 
Act from the grant to the railway company, 
as lands “alienated by the Crown,” xvhere 
the locator by his default (in not perform
ing certain conditions) loses his right to a 
grant of the land as well as its minerals.

Farrell v. Fitch. 7 D.L.R. 657, 17 H.C.H. 
507. 22 W.L.R. 517, 3 W.W.R. 84. 
Notice of cancellation — Contents — 

Service—Solicitors.
In order for the Crown to effectively ter

minate a coal mining lease granted under 
the regulations in pursuance of s. 47 of the 
Dominion Lands Act, the conditions of the 
lease empowering the Minister of the In
terior to cancel the lease by written notice 
upon default by the lessee to perform the 
conditions therein, it is essential that the 
cancellation should be effected by a notice 
which actually reaches and is served on the 
lessee, and in the absence of special author
ity, solicitors employed by the lessee in 
respect of his business with the depart
ment arc not deemed agents to whom such 
notice of cancellation could be given; such 
notice should first convey a proposal or in
tention to cancel and thus give the lessee 
an opportunity to remedy the breach or at 
least to be heard before forfeiture. [Dav
enport v. The Queen, 3 App. Cas. 115, ap-

Paulson v. The King, 27 D.L.R. 145, 52 
Can. 8.C.R. 317, 9 W.W.R. 1099, reversing 
20 D.L.R. 787, 15 Can. Ex. 252.
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HELHF AGAINST FORFEITURE—(lOOD CAUSE.

Vnder the Ontario Mining Act ( R.S.O. 
1911. c. 32, s. 85), the Mining Commis- 
.iont'r has no power to relieve against the 
forfeiture of a mining claim for noncoin- 
pliunce with the requirements of the Act, 
miles- some good cause is shewn for the 
omission.

Ke Watson and Monahan, 37 D.L.R. 333,
99 n.L.R. 358.
limn SI STATION WORK—SCOFF, OF AVTIIORI

An authority given one to do representa
tion work on "a mining claim for gold in 
order to obtain a renewal of the grant does 
nut authorize the donee of such power to 
jive a lay to work the claim without the 
previuu- "authority or subsequent ratifica
tion uf the owner, and constitutes uu act of 
trespass on the part of anyone to work 
the claims in excess of such right. [Olsen v. 
lVsiarlais. 15 W.L.R. 72, followed.)

Mills v. Porter, 24 D.L.R. 638, 32 W.L.R. 
491.
Land staked hi t and recorded as mining 

claim Right to stake out and re
cord as quarry claim — Abandon
ment OR FORFEITURE — DISCOVERY OF 
MINERAL IN PLACE—MINING ACT OF 
ONTARIO. R.S.O. 1914, C. 32. Rk. 31, 
118.

Re Franker and Bartleman. 8 O.W.N.
360.
Time for periormanck of work on mixing 

claim-^-Commencement and expiry of 
PERIODS.

Re Burns and Hall, 25 O.L.R. 168, 20 0. 

(S I 13—11)—Joint owners—Default of

The provisions of a. 81 of the Mining 
Act, 8 Kdw. VII. c. 21 (Ont.), that each of 
two or more persons holding an unpatented 
mining claim shall contribute proportion
ately to his interest, or as they may other
wise agn-e between themselves, in the work 
required to be done thereon by s. 78 of the 
Act in order to hold the claim, and that 

■: vase of default by any holder the mining 
mini-inner upon the application of any 

■•ther holder may make an order vesting 
•b** interest of the defaulters in the co- 

wrs, do not apply where two owners of 
a mining claim instead of doing the work 
M|tiired or expending their own money to 
have it done, agreed to obtain subscriptions 
f°r stock in a company to be incorporated 
and with the money so obtained to develop 
the property, which was done, and the co- 
owner who secured all the subscriptions, the 
other doing nothing, is not entitled to an 
order of the mining commissioner vesting 
tin* interest of the other owner in him.

Irish v. Smith, 2 D.L.R. 230, 3 O.W.N. 
711, 21 O.W.R. 297.

Interest in mining claims—Husband and 
wife Evidence Decision of mining 
commissioner—Appeal.

Re Jes-op and Jessop, 7 O.W.N. 405.

C. Conflicting claims: contksts.
(§ I C—15)—Yukon placer regulations 

—Extension of “creek claim” across 
river -River claim—Submersion of 
river rank — Trespass — Damages —■ 
"Harsher bulk."

What is known us a “creek claim" in the 
Yukon Placer Mining Regulations of 1901 
does not extend across a river. A river 
claim which includes parts of a river bank 
extends also to those parts within the 
boundaries of the claim which may have be
come eroded or submerged imperceptibly, 
and the existing dredging lease of the rivjr 
bed does not extend to this accretion.

The “harsher rule" of fixing damages for 
trespass to a mining claim is applied. 
[Lamb v. Kincaid, 38 Can. S.C R. 616, ap-

Bo vie Concessions v. Yukon Gold Co., 50 
D.kll. 742. affirming 27 D.L.R. 672, 23 
B.C.R. 103. which affirmed 19 D.^.R. 336. 
Mining lease with insufficient desc rip

tion—Subsequent locator of placer
CLAIM WITHIN INDICATED AREA —
Amendment of Crown lease—Kesek- 
Vation of rights of free miners.

If. through a faulty description in a lease 
from the Crown, of a mining claim in Brit
ish Columbia, the lessee did not get the 
land intended, a subsequent bona fide loca
tor of u placer claim is not affected by the 
fact that the greater portion of his claim 
may be within the lamndaries of an area 
created by four corner posts but for which 
no lease has been granted ; nor is the valid
ity of the placer claim destroyed by any 
subsequent amendment in the description 
authorized by the Crown subject only to 
free miners' rights.

Deisler v. Spruce Creek Power Co., 17 
D.L.R. AM, jx WUL MS j MBrswl 61 
D.L.R. 660. 21 B.C.R. 441, 31 W.L.R. 289J 
Protection from operations of adjoining 

claim owner—Obstruction of river 
—Injunction—Rights of respective 
lessees.

Canadian Klondvke Mining Co. v. Yukon 
Gold Co.. 29 D.L.R. 118, 34 W.L.R. 1182. 
Mining law—Coal and Petroleum Act— 

Licenses—Minister of lands—Right 
to refuse license—Former holder's
BIGHT TO REVIVE LAPSED LICENSES—B.
C. 1915, C.C. 48— R.S.B.C. 1911, C. 159.

The petitioners applied to the Minister of 
Lands for licenses under the Coal and 
Petroleum Act to prospect for coal and

etroleum over an area upon which others
ad previously held licenses. The peti

tioners had fulfilled the statutory require
ments to entitle them to licenses after the 
former licenses had expired and before the 
holders thereof attempted to revive them 
under B.C. 1915, c. 48 lwing an Act to enable
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the Lieut.-Gov.-in-t 'ou ne il to grant relief i 
from penalties and forfeitures in relation | 
to moneys payable to the Crown. The Min
ister refused the licenses on the ground that 
the Lieut.-Gov.-in-Council hud, under the 
Vet, purported to revive, or was bound 

by law to revh the lapsed licenses Held, 
on appeal, that the petitioners having ful- 
lilled the statutory requirements after the 
former licenses had lapsed and before the 
attempt was made to revive them they 
bad a legal right to obtain their licenses 
Held, further, that e. 48 does not confer any 
power on the Lieut.-Gov. in Council to re
vive lapsed licensee in face of the petition
er's legal rights. [W'oodhurv Mines v. 
I’oyntz, 10 B.C.R. 181. followed.] The Min
ister of ljands has no discretionary powers 
in .the performance of his functions under 
the Coal and Petroleum Act; he acts as a 
mandatory of the statute.

Re Coai and Petroleum Act & .Johnson, 26 
B.C.R. 19.
Written acknowledgment—Partnership.

Appeal allowed from judgment awarding 
a share in a mine to the plaintiff, the per
son in whose name the claim was staked 
never having given a written acknowledg
ment as provided by a. 19 of the Mineral 
Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, and the statutory rules 
ns to partnership not having been observed. 
Appeal dismissed in so far as repayments 
to plaintiff of moneys for keeping alive the 
mining properties were concerned.

Moore v. Deal, 24 B.C.R. 181. [1917] 2 
W.W.R. 963.
Quartz mineral claim—Previously locat

ed PLACER MINING CLAIMS "OCCUPIED 
GROUND.’'

Smith v. Yukon Gold Co., 19 W.L.R. 8. 
[Affirmed 19 W.LR. 68.]
<8 I C—16)—Placer mixing—Lease for 

—Occupation under.
The marking out of the ground by the 

applicant for a mining lease under the Plac
er Mining Act, R.S.B.C., c. 186, is merely a 
preliminary to the application for a lease; 
it does not constitute occupation and is 
subject to the modifications which the gold 
commissioner may make and to the bound
aries which he may fix.

Deisler v. Spruce Creek. 22 D.L.R. 550, 21 
B.C.R. 441, 31 W.L.R. 289, affirming 17 
D.L.K. 506. 28 W.LR. 329.
(8 1 C—21)—Mineral claim — Applica

tion FOR CERTIFICATE OF IMPROVEMENTS
—Mineral Act, R.S.B.V. 1911. c. 157— 
Adverse claim—Expiration oe writ 
UIÜD — Ahandonment oe claim - 
Trespass.

The owner of a mineral claim who has 
complied with specified conditions preced
ent, and has applied for a eertifleate of im
provements under the Mineral Act (R.S. 
B.C. 1911, c. 157), except that he was de
terred from filing the affidavit required by 
subs, (g) of s. 57 by the statement of the 
Mining Recorder that an adverse action
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had been begun, who does nothing further 
before the expiry of the writ, than to inquiry 
of the Mining Recorder from time to time 
whether or not the obstacle has been re
moved, cannot be said to have intended to 
abandon the interest which he claims and i« 
entitled to judgment in an action for trer-

{iass against the adverse claimant, who ha- 
oca ted mineral claims on the same grown, 
after the expiry of the writ.

Reid v. Collister, 50 D.L.R. 2h9, 5» Cm. 
8.V.R. 275, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 108.1. affirming 
47 D.L.R. 509, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 22».
Content.

A tenant at will under the Crown hold
ing an unpatented mining claim under the 
Mining Act. 8 Edw. VII. c. 21 (Ont.i. ha- 
no status to attack an express adverse grunt 
of the Crown, nor to set up a elain. for dam- 
nges against the adverse grantee.

Bueknall v. British Canadian Power Co,
7 D.L.R. 62. 4 O.W.N. 164, 23 O.W.R. 165 

Under the Mining Act, 8 Edw. VII. 
(Ont.) c. 21, s. 62, where an application 
for a mining claim is refused l>y the min
ing recorder, and the refusal is contested, 
the applicant’s proper and competent pro
cedure for a hearing is that provided under 
hh. 63. 85. 66, 130 (2). where the recorder'» 
formal decision is to be obtained in the first 
instance before the right to appeal to the 
mining commissioner arises. Under the 
Act, where a disputant, ignoring se. 63, 65. 
66 and 130 (2), fails to submit the dispute 
in the first instance to the recorder and in
stead initiates his proceeding More the 
mining commissioner, the commissioner will 
rightly refuse to go into the merits because 
the dispute is not properlv before him und«-r 
s. 130 (2).

Re Campbell and Allen, 7 D.L.R. 18, 4 
O.W.N. 130, 23 O.W.R. 140.

II. On private lands.
A. In general ; coal mines: quarries. 
Coal Mines Act, lease, see Public Land*. 

11—20.
Value of mineral rights, see Taxes. Ill 

D—135; Evidence, XI Y—790.
Compensation for mining rights in ex

propriation under Railway Act, Arbitration.

(§ II A—25)—Mining contract—‘Dnrr 
MINED.”

In the absence of an express stipulation to 
that effect, a second handling of tailings 
cannot be treated as “dirt mined” under 
an agreement allowing out of the gold re
covered a certain sum for every cubic yard 
of dirt mined.

Olsen v. Can. Klondyke Mining Co.. 34 
D.L.R. 529, 24 B.C.R. 114. [1917] 2 W.W f! 
640, affirming 34 W.L.R. 963.
Existence of minerals as determining

The potentiality of the nonexistence of 
mineral» in or upon land may affect the

MINKS AND MINERALS, II A.
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nature of the interest of the owner of a 

to dig for minerals.
Coleman v. Head Syndicate, 11 A.UR. 

;;i«, ,1917] 1 W.WJL 1070.
.\||.M>0 OPTION How D181IN0U1HUKD PROM 

aUREKMKN 1 OP BALK.
An option (mining) or working bond van 

i* distinguished from an agreement of sale, 
in that in the former the vendor looks to 
na\ ment from v hatever ore may Ik- ex- 
Iriicted from the mine and iv't to the ven
dors covenant for payment.

Venues* v. Stoddard, 9 W.VV.R. 832. 
Mininc propf.btiks—Contracts—Evidence 

—Failure to kstablibh agrkkmp.nt. 
Browne v. Timmins, 8 O.W.N. 482.

(§11 A—28 ) —Forfeiture or coat, lease— 
Invalid notice—Inaccurate date. 

Forfeitures are regarded with disfavour 
by the courts, and their upholding will lie 
avoided even for trifling reasons; therefore 
an inaccuracy in the reference to the date of 
a l.-iisp is sufficient to invalidate the notice 
vf forfeiture.

Big Valiev Collieries v. MacKinnon, 23 
D.L.R. 62, V W.WJL 4, 32 W.LR. 168. 
Assignment or applications for license 

10 work — Holding company — Joint 
benefit—Absolute balk 

%aw v. Robinson, 4 N.B. Eq. 286. 
Mining lease—Provisions as to roRra- 

turb—Rights or lessor—Exercise of 
rich rights—Failure or lessee to 
comply with provisions.

A mining lease embodying provisions as 
*" forfeiture on the failure of the lessee to 
fulfil certain obligations is not void when 
such failure occurs, but voidable at the 
,i;ition of the lessor. A lease which is part 
>f an undertaking authorized by a special 

statute must be construed with and gov
erned by such statute, 

t/ue-nel Forks Gold Mining Co. ▼. Ward. 
" D.I .K. 1. [191fl| 3 W.W.R. 946, affirming 

42 DUR. 476. 23 B.C.R. 476, [1918] 3 W. 
W R 230.

§ II A—30)—Sale of bight to take 
away and remove mineral.

The sale of the right to take away and 
■move from now and for ever all the nat

ural paint mineral or other minerals which 
max lie found in a certain immoveable con
stitutes a sale of the mine carrying with 
it the concessions of the surface, and is not 
merely the sale of the right to work the 
mine: such a sale is the sale of an immove
able right with all the effects thereof, where- 
«s the «ale of the right to mine is the sale 
of a moveable right. There are three ele
ments which must be taken into considera- 
ti n to ascertain whet, ir a sale is that of 
a .-nine itself or that of the right to mine; 
the nun,- itself, the ground and the rent.

Houle v. Quebec Bank, 4 DUR. 614, 41
Que S C. 52 L

Misrepresentation -Purchase of mining 
claims—Undertaking to return pub
CHASE MONEY.

Lake View Console v. Flynn, 7 O.W.N. 
322.
(8 II A—32)—Rights oe devisee or

\\ here a deed grunting all the sewer pipe 
clay on u part of the grantor's farm made 
no limit as to the depth the grantee# were 
to go in rctnuviug the clay and there was 
■o other agreement as to that subject, the 
grantor is not entitled to have the deed 
rectified so as to conform to what both par
ties at the time of its execution contem
plated would be the depth to which the 
grantees would go in getting the clay as the 
result of tests then made. [Okill v. Whit
taker, 1 De< •. A, Sul 83, and liowkins v. 
Jackson, 2 Mac». * G. 372. applied.]

Gallagher v. Ontario Pipe Clay Co., 3 
DUR. 394, 3 O.W.N. 732, 1240, 21 O.W.R. 
CSV, 1002.
Sale of lands -Reservation—Right to 

mines and minerals—Implied right

A sale of land with a reservation of min
ing and mineral rights, implies a right, to 
enter on such land in order to exercise these 
rights.

Fuller v. Guinean, 60 DUR. 405, [1920] 
1 W.W.R. 134. [Affirmed 51 DUR. 307.]
(g If A—341—Deposit of “tailings” on 

private lands—Permission of owner 
—Property in “tailings.”

“Tailings" from ore reduction deposited 
on the private lands of a company by an
other company, with the permission of the 
former, but with no agreement as to remov
al, become the property of the first-men
tioned company.

Dominion Reduction Co. v. Peterson Lake 
Silver Cobalt Mining Co., 50 D.L.R. 52, 69 
Can. 8.C.R. 646. affirming 46 D.L.R. 724, 44 
OUR. 177, which affirmed 4L O.L.B. 182. 
Illegal disposal of ore.

R. v. Barber, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 237. 
Placer miners—Hydraulic miners—Use

OF IMPOIIIEÜ WATER--I .X.II HV TO AD
JACENT MINER BY FLOODING.

Barbee r. Yukon Gold (Jo., is W.L.R. §41, 
B. Oil and oar.

(8 II B—II)—Deed or reservation of oil

The words “mines” and “mineral*" are 
not definite terms but are susceptible of 
limitation or expansiop according to the 
intention with which they are used. [Glas
gow v. Farie. 13 App. Vus. 057, applied.]

Barnard-Argue, etc., Oil A Gas Co. et al. 
v. Farquharson, 5 D.L.R. 297. 23 O.W.R. 90, 
[1912] A.t. 804.
(8 II B—52)—Conditions as to develop-

An agreement by two separate land- 
owners, neither of whom had any title or 
right to or interest in the farm of the other.
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that they are to give “the usual gas and . 
nil leases of their respective farms,” whore 
the agreement throughout uses the word | 
“lease»" in the plural and never in the 
singular, is an agreement for separate leases 
of their respective farms and not for one | 
joint lease of the two farms, notwithstand
ing a provision that the lessee was to sup
ply gas free of charge to the landowners.

Welland County Lime Works Co. v? Shurr,
8 D.L.R. 720. 4 O.W.N. 33d, 23 O.W.R. 307, 
reversing 1 D.L.R. 913, 3 O.VV.N. 775, and 
restoring 3 O.W.N. 398.
(§ 11 B—53)—Right and title acquired

UNDER LEASE.
Sulmequent lesaeej of an “oil lease” where 

there is already on record an outstanding 
valid “oil lease” on the same property will 
lie restrained from entering upon or pros
pecting for oil or gas on the lands in ques
tion during the period that the prior lessees 
are so entitled.

Maple City Oil k (las Co. v. Charlton, 7 
D.L.K. 345, 3 O.W.N. 1629.
Oil and gar lease—“So long ah oil and

(IAS IS .PRODUCED IN PAYING QUANTI
TIES” — Option for unlimited as to 
time—Rule against perpetuities.

Vnited Fuel Supply Co. v. Volcanic Oil & 
Cas Co., 3 O.W.N. 93, 20 O.W.R. 78.
(§11 B—55)—“Oil leases”—Lease made

BY WIFE—Non ACQUIESCENCE OF HUS
BAND—Failure of lessees to comply
WITH PROVISIONS OF LEASE— FORFEI
TURE—RECOVERY OF POSSESSION OF LAND
—Damages by oil operations—Re
moval OF MACHINERY—SALE ON DE
FAULT.

Smith v. Miller, 10 O.W.N. 344.
(§ 11 B—56)—Contracts.

Where, in an agreement between the 
parties, the first clause contained a dec
laration of title, and sulmequent clauses 
gave a right of mining with a power of 
cancellation under certain contingencies, the 
agreement was severable, and the exercise 
of such power related to the operative 
clauses only and did not affect the clause 
containing the declaration of title.

Dunsinuir v. Last Chance Mining Co., 16 
B.C.R. 499.

III. Miner's Mens.
See Mechanics' Lien, V. 30.

(§ III—75)—Construction of ordinance.
The Miners' Lien Ordinance. 1906 (Y.T.) 

must be read and construed in the light of 
the history of the .lion laws in the several 
provinces and their progenitors, the lien 
laws of the Vnited States. The underlying 
principle of the mechanics’ lien laws in the 
several provinces is that the lien attaches by 
reason of a contract with the owner of the 
premises, qualified by the provision that 
the statute does not give a lien, but only a 
potential right of creating it.

Bradshaw v. Saucerman, fi D.L.R. 439,
18 B.C.R. 41, 23 W.L.R. 33, 3 W.W.R. 761.

(§ III—8.-,)—Prior mortgagee—Priorities
—Notice.

Under s. 7 of the Miners’ Lien Ordinance 
19(16 ( Y.T. ), requiring that a claim of lien 
shall state the name and address of the 
owner of the property to be charged, and 
also of the person "for whom and upon 
whose credit the work was done, a mort 
gagee of the property, whose mortgage wa* 
registered prior to the work done and ma
terial supplied and who was not in posH-.. 
sion when the work was done and material 
supplied and who had not contracted for or 
been in any wav privy to the hiring of the 
workmen, need not be named in the elaim

Bradshaw v. Saucerman. fl D.L.R. 439 1* 
B.C.R. 41, 23 W.L.R. 33. 3 W.W.R. Ttif 
affirming 4 D.L.R. 476, 21 W.L.R. 65.
For what work or materials—Wood cut

I OB MINE, DIVERTED.
A claim of lien by workmen for wood cut 

for a mine properly includes all the wood 
cut hv the workmen* which was intended for 
use in the mine, though part of the wood 
was diverted to oilier purposes by the own
er, such diversion not being under the con
trol of the workmen.

Bradshaw v. Saucerman. 9 D.L.R. 439 18 
B.C.R. 41. 23 W.L.R. 33. 3 W.W.R. 761.
(§ III—-100)—Excessive claim.

A claim for a miner’s lien should not be1 
rejected merely because the sum claimed is 
more than the claimant in entitled to, but 
the claimant should be allowed to establi-h 
that he is entitled to a lien for some part 
of the claim.

Bradshaw v. Saucerman, 9 D.L.R. 439.18 
B.C.R. 41, 23 W.L.R. 33. 3 W.W.R. 761. 
affirming 4 D.L.R. 476, 21 W.L.R. 65.
15 III—105)—Particulars or work done,

REQUIREMENTS.
A statement in the elaim for a lien under 

the Miners' Lien Ordinance, 1906 (Y.T.), 
that it is "for wages for work and labour 
done and performed on and in respect to 
certain mining claims," followed by the 
amounts set out in their respective time 
«•hecks for wages and giving the dates of 
employment, is a sufficient statement of the 
work done within the meaning of subs, (hi 
of s. 7 of that Act. [Barrington v. Martin,
16 O.L.R. 635, distinguished.]

Bradshaw v. Saucerman, 9 D.L.R. 439. 18
B.C.R. 41. 23 W.L.R. 33. 3 W.W.R. 761. 
affirming 4 D.L.R. 476, 21 VV.L.R. 65.

MINORS.
See Infants: Parent and Child.

MISCHIEF.
Wilful damage—Highway.

Where rural municipalities had a statu
tory right to open temporary roads across 
private property and the municipal council 
liad passed a resolution purporting to give 
the defendant and her agents the right to 
cross the informant’s land in pursuance of
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illicit <h>feii<Iaiit instructed hcr agent to i 
ere*.-» the land with a load of bay, believing | 
ilmt she had the right to do so, an inference 
is raised that the defendant acted under a 
fair and reasonable supposition of right (Cr. 
i tHje| 5. 540), displacing the liability to sum
mary proceedings under s. 530 for wilful in
jury to property; and where there was no 
evidence to the contrary, the justices were 
without jurisdiction and their summary 
conviction of defendant was quashed on

I!, v. Adamson, 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 440, 9 
S.LR. til, 33 W.1*K. 566. 
sktiim, fire to threshing separator— 

Machines," “structure,” meaning

V ‘ threshing separator*’ is not a "struc
ture’' within the meaning of s. 511 Cr. Code, 
but is covered by the term “agricultural or 
manufacturing machines*’ under s. 510.

Mortimer v. Fisher, 11 D.L.R. 77* 6 S.L.
R 21 HI, 23 W.L.R. 605, 4 W.W.R. 454.
Wil l ! I I.Y KILLING HORSE—AGREEMENT NOT 

TO PROSECUTE.
If the offence is of a public nature no 

Hurcoment can be valid that is founded on 
the consideration of stilling a prosecution 
tor it; consequently a promissory note, Uti
le** held by a transferee in due course and 
for value, is not enforceable if given in con- 
sidération of stilling a criminal prosecu
tion for the indictable offence of wilfully 
killing a horse, the property of another 
(t r. Code, s. 510).

■ Folmson v. Muswdman (Alta.), 37 D.L.R. 
112, 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 165, [1017] 2 W.W.R
444.

Mischief to mtnes—Cutting dam in
Cl i I K.SB OF CONSTRUCTION.

1 he King v. Watier, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 6.

MISDEMEANOURS.
bee Summary Conviction; ( riminal Law.

MISDIRECTION.
See Trial; New Trial; Appeal.

MISFEASANCE.
Of directors, see Companies.

MISJOINDER.
See Pleading; Parties; Action.

MISREPRESENTATION.
See Fraud and Deceit; Contracts; Vendor 

end Purchaser; Insurance; Companies.

MISTAKE.
T. Mistake of fact.

Tl. Mistake as to title.
III. When relief mat be grants®.
IV. Recovery of money.

Payment under mistake of fact, see Tax
es. Ill J—165.

Lien for taxes mlstakingly paid on an
other* land, see Liens, I—1.

Lien for improvements upon land under 
mistake of title see, Liens. I—1.

Mistake in description of land correction 
of error in judgment, see Judgment, I G

Mistake in description not misleading as 
of no invalidating effect, tee Municipal 
Corporations, II G—260.

I. Mistake of Fact.
Payment under mistake of fact.

Money paid by a surety under a mistake 
hr to the identity of the person covered by 
the bond is payment under mistake of fact 
ami may be recovered back.

U.S. Fidelity A Guaranty Co. v. Union 
Bank, 36 D.L.R. 724, 30 U.L.R 338.
Of fact—Pilotage limits.

Money paid for a pilotage license which 
the pilotage authorities had no power to 
grant, for lack of territorial jurisdiction, 
is payment under a mistake of fact, and 
may be recovered back.

Smith v. Halifax Pilot Commissioners,
35 D.L.R. 765, 51 N.S.R 241.
Sale of business—Former owner as

AGENT IN CARRYING ON NEW BUSINESS
—Sale it) creditor of former firm
WHO DOES NOT KNOW OK CHANGE OF
ownership—Recovery of price of
GOODS SOLD.

The purchaser of a business, who engages 
the former owner to act as his agent in 
carrying on the business, cannot recover the
Ïirice of goods Rold to a creditor of the 
orn.er firm, who thinks he is still dealing 

with the old firm, and that the amount of 
the purchase will be credited on the account, 
before he has given such purchaser notice 
of the change of ownership and that the 
goods are being supplied hv him. [Boulton 
v. Jones, 2 H. 4 X. 564, 157 E.R. 232, fol
lowed.]

Maritime Manufacturers A Contractors v. 
Berringer, 46 D.L.R. 247.
Mutual—Vendor and purchaser—House

AND LOT DESCRIBED BY STREET NUMBER
—House on other lot—Removal by
PURCHASER TO PROPER LOT—DAMAGES.

Where a vendor agrees to sell and a pur
chaser to buy a house and lot described by 
the street and street number where it is 
situated, both parties believing at the time 
of sale that the house stood on the west • 
half of a certain lot according to a regis
tered plan, and after the sale it is found 
that the house in fact encroaches 4 feet on 
the east half of the lot. which has been con
veyed to a third party ; it being impossible 
to rectify the deed to conform with the 
agreement the purchaser is entitled to dam 
ages. 'Hie damages were assessed at what 
it cost the purchaser to move the house on 
to the west half.

Hickman v. Warman. 46 D.L.R. 66, 44 
O.L.R. 267.
Timber limit—Misdescription.

Where an agent locator makes a mistake 
in the description of a timber limit, so that
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it is not rceogni/ed by subsequent locators 
or in the office of the Survey or-General, the 
principal has no right of action against 
subsequent locators who state the same 
claim and describe and register it properly.

Orde v. Rutter, 39 D.L.R. 456, 25 B.C.R. 
40, [1918] l W.W.R. 730. [Affirmed, 49 D. 
L.R. 691.]
QUANTITY OF MUH.IFXT MATTER— LATH*— 

RBI TIFICATION BETWEEN VENDOR AND 
PURCHASER.

Where by mutual mistake of both vendor 
and purchaser land sold at an acreage price 
was dealt with ou the sale as being of a 
much larger area as erroneously described 
in one of the documents of title (e.g. 87 
acres, instead of 20 acresi, reetilication will 
not be ordered on the purchaser discovering 
the mistake subsequent to conveyance, if the 
parties cannot la? replaced in their original 
position liecause of subsequent dealings with 
the property by the purchaser before dis
co*, ering the mistake and of alterations 
made thereto.

Jackson v. Irwin, 12 D.L.R. 673, 18 B. 
C.R. 226, 24 W.L.K. 947. 4 W.W.R. 1801, 
reversing 11 D.L.R. 188, 18 B.C.R. 226, 4 
W.W.R. 511.

II. Mistake as to Title.
IMPROVEMENT* UNDER MISTAKE OF TITLE.

Whatever claim the parties in possession 
of Dominion Crown lands may have to the 
grace and bounty of the Crown, in respect 
of improvements or otherwise on the setting 
aside of a Crown patent improvidently is
sued in the name of a person already de
ceased at the date of the grant and through 
whom the parties in possession claim, it ia 
a matter to be dealt with by the law officers 
of the Crown rather than bv the Kxehequer 
Court hearing the information brought at 
the in«tance of the Crown to cancel such 
patent.

The King v. Larence. 10 D.L.R. 196, 16 
Tan. Ex. ! I.".
Improvements—Option to pi bi hase land

TAKEN FKOM LIEE TENANT—INTENTION 
TO EXKHtlSE OPTION -ROSA HUE MIS
TAKE AS TO NATURE OF ESTATE OK VEN
DOR—Retention of possession upon 
MAKING COMPENSATION TO REMAINDER
MEN Conveyancing and uw op 
property Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 109, s. 
37.

To entitle a person to relief under s. 37 
of the t unveyaliving and Law of Property 
Act, R.S.O. 1914. e. 109, it is not necessary 
that lie should believe or have reasonable 
grounds for believing that he lias the legal 
estate in the lands upon which he makes 
“lasting improvements” — all that is re
quired is that he shall in good faith believe 
that he is in a position to make himself the 
owner. [Young v. Denike, 2 O.L.R. 723, 
applied and followed.]

Montreuil v. Ontario Asphalt Block Co., 
46 O.L.R. 136.

III. When relief may be granted.
Where, by reason of mutual mistake be

tween the parties, in a supposed parol 
agreement for the sale of land, the plain 
tiff has, with the other's acquiescence, erect
ed a barn and planted fruit trees on *he 
premises, a court of equity will gr^jt 
reasonable compensation therefor.

Kerr v. Cunard. 16 D.L.R. 662, 42 N 
B.R. 454.
Chattel mortgage by company—Rmustra- 

tion of in County Court instead of
WITH REGISTRAR OF JOINT STOCK COM 
pâmes—Rectification of error.

Morrison. Thompson Hardware Vo. ». 
Westbank Trading Vo., 16 B.C.R. 33. [Af
firmed 1» W.L.R. 294.J 
Correction.

When there is an error in calculation in 
a document it is the duty of the party who 
discovers it to notify his adversary and the 
court of tirst instance, and if he does not, 
the ( ourt of Review should correct this er 
ror w ithout modifying the costs.

Marinier v. Riordon Paper Mills, 61 (jue. 
8.C. 532.
IV. Recovery of money paid voluntarily 

under a mistake of fact.
Voluntary payment made twice or same 

debt—Absence of fraud.
In the absence of fraud or misrepresenta

tion on the part of the payee, he is not un
der an obligation to pay back upon the 
ground of mistake, the amount of promis
sory notes which the payer has paid the 
second time under protest and with the 
knowledge that he was not liable. [Kelly v. 
Solari, 9 M. A W. 54, and Imperial Bank 
v. Bank of Hamilton, [1903] A.C. 49, ap-

Court v. Glean. 14 D.L.R. 612, 6 8.L.R. 
140. 26 W.L.R. 71. 6 W.W.R. 619.
Cheque erroneously drawn to husband 

FOB UFBI DUE WIFE.
A husband having conveyed his businesi 

to his wife and. after working for her for a 
certain time as an employee, the husband 
and wife have separated and are living 
apart, and the husband has ceased to have 
anything to do with the business, and the 
defendant knew of this change and intended 
to deal with the wife, but through error a 
cheque was made payable to the husband, 
who appropriated the money to his own use, 
the payment to the husband cannot lie con
sidered a valid payment of the debt, as the 
wife was in no way to blame for the error.

Ross v. New Brunswick Construction Co.. 
24 D.L.R. 234, 48 N.B.R. 291.
Recovery or money voluntarily paid — 

Mistake of fact.
The future happening of an unforseen 

event which affects the right of one to 
whom money had been voluntarily paid 
does not amount to a mistake of fact that 
will permit the payor to recover such pay 
ment. Where the executor of an estate from 
which an annuity was payable, in order to
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fgriliate tlie settlement thereof, paid all 
vf tin- succession duty on the luinuity in 
„ne payment, instead of in 4 annual in- 
ptaliic lit-, as he might have done under 
g 11 ill of ihe Succession Duty Act. 
(Ont. i 7 Kdw. VII. c. 10, he cannot recover 
from the Crown upon the death of the an
nuitant immediately after such payment 
was made, on the theory that it was paid 
under it mistake of fact, the amount of the 
;[ annual instalments of succession duty 
that would have subsequently accrued hail 
it not all been paid at one time, not
withstanding such Act provides that in the 
dealh of the annuitant liefore the expira
tion of the 4 years, payment should In* re
quired only of the instalments which fell 
due before the death of the annuitant.

Itetliune v. The King, 4 D.L.R. 229, 26 O. 
Lit I 17.
Money paid under mistake of law—Costs

PAID BY SOLICITORS.
flic rule of law that moneys paid under a 

mii-takc of law cannot be recovered does not 
apply where the mistakes are made by ofli- 
,-ere of the court therefore costs paid by a 
solicitor under a mistake of rules of prac 
ticc as to an examination lor discovery may 
lie recovered by him. fKx parte James, L. 
It. !• Ch. 600, followed.]

Ixmdoii Guarantee A Accident Co. v. Ilen- 
deroon, 2.1 D.L.R. .18. 21 Man. L.R. 617, 32 
W.I..R. 61. 8 W.W.R. 1260.

Muncy paid in satisfaction of a succes
sion duty under a mistake of law to the 
effect that a bequest created an annuity, 
cannot he recovered from the Crown.

Ilethtmc'v. The King. 4 D.L.R. 220, 26 0. 
LR. 117. 21 O.W.R. 350.
Money paid by mistake—Repetition.

I lie hirer of services may maintain an 
action en répétition de l’iudu to recover a 
»um in excess of their value paid by his 
agent to the employee through error, and on 
a representation that the amount had been 
lived by agreement.

Mcnier v. Viau, 41 Que. S.C. 208.
Money paid voluntarily under mistake

The words “without prejudice to the 
lights of (third parties),” appended to a 
release from a debt, do not make the latter 
conditional, and the representatives of the 
debtor, who pay it, in ignorance of the re- 
lease, have an action to recover it from the 
credit.it or his representatives.

Harliec v. Menard, 22 Que. K.B. 320. 
Allegations of plaintiff—Action de in 

hem verso—Management of affairs 
— Mistake — C.C. (Que.) arts. 1043. 
HH6, 1141.

In an action to recover money paid by 
mistake, claiming an amount paid to an
other than the real debtor, tne plaintiff 
must, allege that the payment had benefited 
-it' ll debtor, and not only that the plaintiff 
paid it by mistake. Where the plaintiff 
bused his action on mistake, he cannot in-
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voke the principle of action “de in rem

St. Gabriel-de-Brundon (Parish) v. St 
Gabriel-dc-Brandon (Village), 25 Rev. Leg.
118.
Obligation to bespoke property of an

other.
Greece v. Greece, 39 Que. S.C. 233.

MODERN DESCRIPTION.
See Vendor and Purchaser, 1 C—10.

MONEY.
Annotation. *

Right to recover—Illegality of contract— 
Repudiation : 11 D.L.R. 195.

MONEY IN COURT.
Right to recover, ace Contracts, VI. 

Deposit to obtain new trial.
On an appeal from a judgment in favour 

of the plain tiffs a new trial was ordered 
upon the defendant paying into court $4,000 
to abide the result of tne new trial. On 
the new trial judgment was again given in 
favour of the plaintiff, the judge adding 
that the payment out of moneys must be 
spoken to. Subsequently the defendants as
signed for the benefit of creditors. On ap
plication for payment out:—Ileid, that as 
the money was paid in as against the hap
pening of a contingency which eventuated 
liefore the assignment, namely, the securing 
of a judgment, the plaintiff was entitled to 
payment out. Neither the Fraudulent 
Preferences Act nor the Creditors' Trust 
Deeds Act applies in this case.

Doctor v. People’s Trust Co., 14 D.L.R. 
451, 18 ti.V.lt. Ill, 3 W.WJL 929. 
Lavombk Act (Que.)

When the debtor has deposited in the Cir
cuit Court a part of his sale as provided by 
the Lacombv Act, a creditor holding a judg
ment in the Superior Court cannot demand 
that the debtor or the tiers-saisi shall make 
a fresh deposit in the Superior Court on the 
ground that the Lacombe Act does not ap
ply to Superior Court judgments, but tin- 
hearing on the plaintiff's motion will he 
postponed until the contestation of the sai
sie-arrêt is determined.

Ouimet v. Fleur, 14 Vue. P.R. 162. 
Paying out.

A party making a deposit on any pre
liminary plea has the right to withdraw it 
so soon as adjudication is made thereon, 
without waiting for the final derision on the 
merits of the case.

Miller v. Demers, 13 Que. P.R. 420.

MONEY LENDERS ACT.
See Usury; Interest.
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MONOPOLY AND COMBINATIONS.
I. What conshtltlh . Ix general.

II. COMBIXATIUXN IX BK8TBAIXT OF TBADF., 
COMMERCE OK COM PETITION.

a. In general.
B. Of manufacturera of or dealers in, 

various products.
III. GOVERNMENT CONTROL.

Restraint of trade. Or. t o<ie. s. 408, see 
< on tracts, III E—27.'».

I. What constitutes; in general.
(8 I—2)—Combine defined.

A "combine" within the meaning of the 
Combines Investigation Act is any compact 
alhfiit the making or selling of one article 
which would tix the price not only of that 
one article, hot of any other article, to the 
detriment, of consumers or producers of the 
last-mentioned article.

United Shoe Machinery Co. v. Lauren
deau and Drouin, 2 D.L.tl. 77.

II. Combinations in restrain of trade, 
commerce or competition.

B. Of if axufacturem of, ob dealers ix,
VARIOUS PRODUCTS.

(8 11 B—18)—Other products.
An agreement between two dealers in 

junk aimed to destroy all competition in 
that business in the territory in which they 
were operating and to lower prices paid 
by them for the stutf and indirectly to raise 
prices paid to them by their customers, the 
protits resulting to be divided between them, 
is void and unenforceable under t r. Code, ».ms

Weidman v. Shragge. 2 D.L.R. 734, 40 
Can. H.C.R. 1, 2 W.W.R. 330.
Undue restraint of- trade.

The mere fact that for a consideration 
which was reasonable, the owner of a salt 
works and plant should agree to give the 
sole and exclusive control for a limited peri
od to another person of those works and 
plant, retaining only a right to manufacture 
for the local trade and sell to that trade at 
prices to be lived hv the purchaser of the 
control of the salt works, does not make 
wuch an agreement illegal ex facie under s. 
498 Cr. Code. [Att’y-Uen'l of Australia v. 
Adelaide S.S. Co., [1913] A.C. 781. applied.]

MacEwnn v. Toronto General Trusts Co., 
35 D.L.R. 43ft, 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 387. 64 Can. 
8.C.R. 381, reversing 29 D.L.R. 711, 30 O. 
L.R. 244. ,
Butt no out compf;tition.

An arrangement between coal companies 
for the purpose of buying out a competitor 
is not illegal under s. 498 (d) Cr. Code, 
as tending to unduly prevent or lessen com
petition. That subsection applies to ar
rangement » among persons who remain in 
the business as to the method by which 
they will carry it on and to regulations 
among themselves so as to lessen competi
tion. and not to an arrangement to buy out 
the property of a competitor who is left

free to acquire other properties and so to 
continue in competition with his vendee*.

•Stewart v. Thor|H\ 31» D.L.R. 752. 28 ( an 
Cr. < a*. 218. 11 A.L.R. 473, [1917| 2 \\\ 
W.R. 700, varying [1917] 1 W.W.R. »««, 
27 ( un. Cr. Cas. 409, [Affirmed 49 D.L.R 
094. |
Price restriction agreement.

A price restriction agreement between the 
wholesaler and the retail dealer whereby the 
latter was to sell certain goods bought from 
the wholesaler only at prices therein 
stated, will not lie enforced became of its 
illegality under ( r. Code, s. 498. if its stip
ulât ions are such as unreasonably to en
hance the price of the goods to the pur
chasing public. I Warn pole v. Earn. 11 0. 
L.R. 019 ; Weidman v. Shragge, 20 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 117, 46 Can. 8.C.R. 1. followed.] 

Stearns v. Avery, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 339, 33 
O.L.R. 251.
Agreement fixino passenger and freight 

tariffs—Public polict.
St. ilohn River S. Co. v. Star Line 8.8. 

Co., 10 E.L.R. 97.

III. Government control.
(g III — 61) — Combines Investigation

It is for the judge to whom application 
is made for an order under the Combines 
Investigation Act (Can.) to decide wheth
er the applicants have shewn prima facie 
cause, and his discretion as to whether 
there is “reasonable ground*’ for consider
ing the applicants as ••consumers" or "pro
ducers'* cannot be revised by prohibition, 
especially after the board itself has been 
constituted.

United Shoe Machinery Co. v. Lauren
deau and Drouin, 2 D.L.R. 77.
Procedure under the Combines Investiga

tion Act.
United Shoe Machinery Co. v. Drouin, 12 

Que. P.R. 289.

MORATORIUM.
I. Application of Act* oenebai.lt.

II. Yf.NDORH AND PUBCHASEBB.
III. Mortgages.
IV. Tax sales; judicial sales.
V. Pbocf.dcre.

Annotationi.
Postponement of Payment Acts, construc

tion and application : 22 D.L.R. 865.
See War Relief Act; Volunteers and Re

servists Relief Act; Vendor and Purchaser, 
1 B—6: Mortgage. VI E—90.

I. Application of acts generally.
(8 I—2)—Agreement of hale—Lands in 

other province.
The Moratorium Act (Man.), does not 

apply to the enforcement in Manitoba of an 
agreement for sale of lands situate in an
other province.

Stanley v. Struthers, 22 D.L.R. 60, 7 W. 
W.R. 1000.
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( eOP AGBEEMENTS.

An «Agreement for nain of lands whereby 
iIh- jnirvhaser is to pay the proceeds of one- 
huii ui tin- wheat crop yearly until the pur- 
,hitiie money and interest is fully paid, is 
within the exception of a. 4 (In of the 
Moratorium Art (Man.), althouph the 
agreement is not for delivery of part of the 
, itself: but a. 3 of the Act applies to 
.-xtend for one year the time fixed for re
demption under the Master's report made 
,.t„ri' the Act came into force.

Haight v. Davis 22 D.L.R. 507, 25 Man. 
LB. 187. 30 W.1..R. 565, 7 VV.W.R. 1164.
• Rrsroi m "

A resident of another province or country 
who comes into this province with the inten-
• ion of enlisting in the forces raised by the 
Government of Canada in aid of His Ma- 
jestv during the present war, and does so 
,:ilist within a short time after hi# arrival 
here, cannot lie deemed to have become a 
•resident” of Manitoba within the meaning 
of that expression as used in the War Relief 
A't (Man.), 1916, c. 88, and is not en
titled to the benefits of that Act. [Wanzer 
v Wish!4, 13 P.R. (Out. » 611, at p. 613; 
Bern pile v. Johnstone, 3 Ve«. 201. followed.]

Douglas v. O’Brien, -7 Men. UR. 46. 
Munition worker—Member or Army Re

ar applicant for relief under the War 
Relief A. t (B.C.). 1916, c. 74 went to Kng- 
land in June, 1916, as a volunteer and ap
plied for a commission in the Engineers, hut 
"»ing to his doing special building construc
tion work on a munition factory at the time 
his application was suspended. Tn August, 
1916. lie lieeame manager of a munition 
fa-lory. at which work he is still engaged. 
In July. 1916. he was placed in Army Ke- 
«ervv. S'ctinn B. exempting him from serv
ile while employed in a munition factory. 
An action was brought against him for fore
closin' of a mortgage. Held, that he was 
entitled to relief under the War Relief Act.

Walker v. British Canadian Securities, 
24 B.C.R. 119.
Incorporated club.

A dub incorporated under the Benevolent 
Societies Act. R.S.B.C. 1897. is a statutory 
trustee of property held in its name and 
comes therefore within s. 2 (c) of the 
War Relief Act ( it.C. ). 1916. c. 74 as 
amended by Act 1917, which provides that 
during the continuance of the war. and for 
:i period of 6 months thereafter, it shall not 
V lawful for any person to bring any ae- 
tion or take any proceedings, either in any 
of tin- civil courts of this province, or out- 
ode of siieh courts, against any inemlier of 

family of any such person if dependent 
on such person.

Innman v. Western Club, [1917] 3 W.W.
R. 541.

Lon. action.
A plaintiff in a libel action need not com

ply with the provisions of the War Relief 
Act (B.C.I, 1916. c. 74.

Nelson v. Balder son, [1917] 3 W.W.R.
4M,
Mortgage—Codefendant.

Defendants in an action based upoz. n 
coven nit for payment in a mortgage cannot 
rely upon the fact that a codefendant is a 
volunteer as defence to the action.

Northern Trusts Co. v. Peart, 10 S.L.R. 
67. 11917] 1 W.W.R. 1416.
Antecedent debt—Renewal of note.

No action lies against a volunteer or re
servist upon a promissory note which, al
though made after the datj of the passing 
of the Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act. 
(Alta.), c. 6, 1916, is shewn to lie a re
newal of a note liefore the passing of the Act 
and not intended to discharge the original

Merchants Bank v. Arnold, 11 A.L.R. 24, 
119171 2 W.W.R 39.
War Relief Act — Mortgagee — Hus

band ENLISTED FOR ACTIVE SERVICE 
—Later discharged—Wife not sup
ported BY HUSBAND—I'.FFKOT OF—NkW
EVIDENCE AFTER TRIAI. -COSTS--- B.C.
STATS. 1916, C. 74—1917, <\ 74.

In the ease of a husband enlisting for ac
tive service, although his wife may not lie 
actually de|M»ndent upon him for support 
she is nevertheless entitled to the benefit of 
the War Relief Act. [Parsons v. Norris, 24 
B.C.R. 41 followed.]

Mortgage Co. of Canada v. Hall, 25 B.C. 
i: M
War Relief Act—Divorce — Judgment— 

Damages—“Liabilities”—B.C. Stats. 
1917, c. 74. s. 2.

The term “liabilities” in s. 2 of the War 
Relief Amendment Act, 1917, does not in
clude damages recovered in an action aris
ing in tort.

Bom b v. Rath, 25 B.C.R. 445.
The Volunteers and Reservists Relief 

Act. c. 7, 1916—Vendor seizing shark. 
OF CROP UNDER AGREEMENT OF SALE OF 
LAND—Not A PROCEEDING UPON a PER
SONAL COVENANT UNDER S. 3—SPECIFIC! 
PERFORMANCE—INTEREST OF PURCHASER 
MERELY NOMINAL, 8. 8—PROCEEDINGS
CONFIRMED UNDER S. 17.

In the ease above mentioned the pur
chaser, who had enlisted was not protected 
under the Volunteer and Reservists Relief 
Act. c. 7 of 1910, as against the vendor's 
right to seize her share of the crop, the 
proceedings not lading a proceeding upon a 
personal covenant within the meaning of 
s. 3 (following Riueh v. Elliott, [ 1917] 1 
W.W.R. 591). Proceedings by way of 
counterclaim for specific performance of the 
agreement of sale on cancellation, were al
lowed as if the volunteers and Reservists 
Relief Act had not been passed, the court 
being satisfied under s. 8 that the interest 
of the purchaser was merely nominal as In- 
had never paid more than interest on the
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«gréement, and under s. 17 of the court 
confirmed and validated the proceedings.

Rone v. Edmonds, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 47. 
Moratorium Act (Man.), 5 Geo. V., c. 10 

• -Covenant by vendor assignor to
PAY ASSIGNEE UPON PURCHASER’S DE
FAULT NOT WITHIN THE AuT.

Baron Vivian v. Strain, 9 W.W.R. 1174. 
(g I—6)—Volunteers and Reservists— 

Discharged volunteer.
Section 3 of the Volunteer» mid Reservists 

Relief Act (Sask.), 1916, e. 7. continue» 
the protection afforded by the Act, until 6 
mon ills after the conclusion of the war; this 
protection applies to all who have once 
joined the Canadian force# an volunteer» 
although subsequently discharged.

Colonial Investment & Loan Co. v. Smyth, 
40 D.L.R. 586, 11 S.L.R. 186, [1918] 2 W. 
XV.It. 482.
War Relief Act Mortgage—Arrears of

INTEREST.
The War Relief Act (Alta.), 1918, ». 

3. doe» not apply to proceedings pending at 
the time the Act eame into operation, but 
after proceedings have been commenced a 
mortgagor may pay all arrears of interest 
and other charge» leaving nothing but the 
principal in arrear, and proceedings, al
though properly commenced, could then only 
lie continued in contravention of the section.

Re War Relief Act; Re Credit Foncier 
Franco-Canadien Co., 40 D.L.R. 542, 13 
A.L.R. 303, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 475.
War Relief Amendment Act—Coxfi ict of 

laws—Action in England.
Tlio War Relief Amendment Act (B.C. ). 

1917, c. 74, relates to procedure only mid 
therefore is no defence to an action in the 
English courts against a volunteer who en
listed in that province hut upon whom serv
ice of process is made in Kngland.

Merchants Bank v. Eliot, ( 1018] 1 WAV. 
R. 698.
XX'ab Relief Act—Commissioned officers 

—“Proceedings.”
Commissioned officers, though not in a 

sense "enlisted” soldiers, are “volunteers” 
within the protective provisions of the War 
Relief Act, 1916, c. 74, and an application 
for the registration of a final foreclosure 
order is a “proceeding outside the court” 
suspended by the Act.

Re Smith and the Ijand Registry Act. 31 
D.L.R. 702, 23 B.C.R. «47, [1917} 1 WAV. 
R. 332.
18 1—10)—Husband and wife.

An action against a married woman for 
lier personal debt, her husband not lieing a 
defendant, will not he stayed under the X’ol- 
nnteers and Reservists Relief Act (Alta.I, 
1916, c. 6, oil the ground that since the 
action was begun her husband has come 
within the protection of that Act. [Ship- 
man v. Imperial Canadian Trust Co.. 31 
D.L.R. 137, 27 Mai. L.R. 238. followed.]

British Columbia Life t. Davie. [1917] 3 
W.W.R. 661.

(§ 1—15)—Effect of death.
The protection given the wife of a ♦olur- 

leer by s. 15 of the Volunteers mid Reserv
ists Relief Act (Sask.), 1916, 7, fo not
removed upon his death, but continues dur
ing the period covered by the Act. if *hv 
does not remarry. (McCa (island \ (irif- 
mils, 3 W.W.R. 52. dinting,litlirt.]

Re Canada Life Assurance Co.. [1917] 3 
W.W.R. 349.

The protection afforded by the Volunteer» 
and Reservists Relief Act (Saak.'. 1916. r. 
7, does not cease with the death of the 
volunteer or reservist, but extends to pro 
tect his property and interest* during the 
continuance of the war and for one year 
thereafter.

He l»nd Titles Act: Re Netherlands 
Transatlantic Mortgage Co., [1917] 2 XX.VX 
R. 1089.
Effect of death—Mortgage.

A volunteer who died In-fore the Volun
teers and Reservists Relief Act (Alta. . 
1916, c. 7 came into force (April 19. 1916 
never had the protection of the Art and 
therefore his estate is not entitled to ite 
protection. An action to foreclose a mort
gage upon property, on which a volunteer 
has a vendor’s lien, is a proceeding again-* 
such volunteer, and is therefore prohibited 
by s. 3 of the Act.

Royal Trust Co. v. Fraser, 12 A.L.R. 109, 
[1917] 3 W.W.R. 48.
Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act— 

(Sahk.)—Death of volunteer— Right 
to maintain foreclosure actios 
against personal REPRESENTATIVES.

McCausland v. Griffiths, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
62.
(8 I—16)—War Relief Act—Volvsteeis 

and their dependants.
The immunity from actions or proceed

ing» conferred by the XX ar Relief Act (B. 
C.), 1916, e. 74 upon the wife or dependant» 
of a volunteer extends to and includes debt» 
and obligations of the wife or dependant» 
and is not confined to claim* agaiiut the 
volunteer. [Shipman v. Imperial Can. 
Trust Co., 31 D.L.R. 137, reversing 29 D.L 
R. 236, disapproved.]

Carson* v. Norris, 33 D.L.R. 593, 24 B. 
C.R. 41, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 606.

The parents of a soldier in receipt from 
him of $15 per month for their support and 
who depend upon that sum and the father » 
salary of $79 per month to supply them 
with the necessaries of life, held to lie ‘‘de
pendants’’ within the meaning of the War 
Relief Act (B.C.), 1916. c. 74.

Barker v. Eadie, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 1013. 
War Rei.ief Act—Soldiers and theib de

fendants—Retroactive Provisions- 
Construction.

Copcthorne v. Elliott, 28 D.L.R. 773, 34 
W.L.R. 943.
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Was Relief Act (B.C.)—Volunteers and j
THKIK DEPENDANTS - MOTHER.

N'orth American Life v. Gold, .14 D.L.R.
J4 B.C.K. 50, [1917J 2 W.W.R. 615. 

n. Vendors and purchasers.
. h—20)—War Relief Act—Vendor and 

pi BciiASEB — Remedies — Parties —• 
.Joint debtors.

Harris v. Dulglei-h, 37 D.L.R. DM. [19I7J
^ \\ W.ll. 419.
Vendor and vvrc haser— Resale.

!ii mi action by a vendor against a pur- 
mo upon un agreement to buy land the 
-I tlm there lias lieen nothing of record 
ii the I «a nil Titles Office to disclose a re
vile hy the purchaser to ft man now on ae- 
■ ive sert ice. such resale not being discovered 
■intil after the action was begun, is not a 
ground for suspending the operation of the 
Volunteers ami Reservists Belief Act
Mâk... 19111. c. 7.
Sutherland v. Jackson, [1917] 3 W.W.R.

i II—-J5)—Vendor’s lien—Enforcement

The Moratorium Act, (Man.), does not 
prevent the enforcement of a vendor’s lien 
for unpaid purchase money where nothing 
whatever hail been paid and the lien was 
liiirm-il for the whole purchase price.

Ronald v. l.illard, 23 D.L.R. 392, 25 Man.
R. 393, 30 W.L.R. 382, 7 W.W.R. 1128. 

i? 11—30) —Action fob possession of

\n action by the vendors for possession of 
itiida upon a default by the purchaser un

iter an agreement of sale is not prohibited 
In the Volunteers and Reservists Act 
Saak.), 1916, c. 7.
Ru.h V. Elliott. .11 D.L.R. 681, 9 8.L.R. 

*"< , 1917] 1 W.W.R. 691.
. j 11—36j—War Relief Act—Effect on 

Land Reuintry Act—Absolute order
OF FOREX’ LORtrRE.

Re War Belief Act anil I-and Registry 
A t i !>.!..ft. 278, 23 B.C.R. 235, 10 W.W.
R 1329.

m. Mortgages.
II III—40)—MouTdAOR—Mortgagors and

PURCHASERS IvEI.IEF ACT—EXCEPTION 
AS TO INTEREST—()NU8.

leorge v. Lang, 30 D.L.R. 002, 36 O.L.lL 
ISO
MORTGAGE!— MORTGAGORS AND PURCHASERS 

Relief Act—Mobtoaoe made before 
the war—Default—Application by
MORTGAGEE FOB LEAVE TO PROCEED—
Transfer of equity of redemption— 
Voluntary assumption of liability by 
transferee—Inability to meet pay
ments NOT ATTRIBUTABLE TO WAR—AT
TEMPT TO COMPEL MORTGAGEE TO RE
DUCE AMOUNT OF MORTGAGE — ACTION 
AGAINST MORTGAGOR UPON COVENANT—

Re •'harp and Mandel, 17 O.W.N. 110.

(8 111—45)—Foreclosure of land agree
ments and mortgages—Period of ex-

The period of one-year extension pre
scribed by ss. 3, 7 of the amending Act 
(Man. i, 5 Geo. V., c. 10, known as the Mor 
atorium Act, to enable purchasers and mort
gagors nf land to meet defaults, cannot be 
invoked after the period had once run with
out the default lieing made good; conse 
ipiently payment hy a purchaser of a tax 
arreur, the default of which had run a year 
will not revive the operation of the statute 
as against a vendor seeking enforcement of 
the contract hy reason of such default.

( ampbell \." Bouliert, 25 D.L.R. 652. 26 
Man. 1..B. 38, 9 W .W .11. 8.55. nlliniiing 86 
Man. UR. 38. 32 W.L.K. 444. 9 W.W.R. 175. 
Sale under moktoaoe—-Failure, to oivk

NOTICE—INJ UNCTION.
In an application hy a mortgagor in re- 

spcct of sale proceedings no relief or stay 
of extra judicial proceedings can be granted 
under the Moratorium Act B.C.), 1915, c. 
35. where the moneys owing are in respect 
of interest or principal and interest. The 
failure of the mortgagee to give the notice 
required by s. 2, subs. 1, para. c. gives 
no jurisdiction to relief on an application 
under the Act, but an injunction might he 
applied for to restrain the mortgagee from 
proceeding with the sale.

Re Canada Permanent Mortgage Corp.,
9 W.W.R. 180.
Extension ah vested right—Meaning of

FOREX'LOUVHI. — LAND PURCHASE AGREE
MENTS—Several writings.

Re Real Property Act, 22 D.L.R. 921, 31 
W UR. 966.
Judgment -Suspension of.

A registered judgment is an instrument 
c.hargiii: land within the meaning of the 
Moral in Act, 1914 (Man.), hut where 
rvgist i after July 31, 1914, it is a “con
trail within the exception of s. 6, and hy 
vir of the County Courts Aet, so that the 

lions of the Moratorium Act do not 
to prevent an order for sale being

• <i«* thereunder within the six months’

Klobodian v. Harris, 21 D.L.R. 75, 25 
Man. L.R. 74, 30 W.L.R. 381, 7 W.W.R. 
1017.
Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act 

( Man. ) —Mortgage:—Forkcuibube.
In an action upon a mortgage a mort

gagee out of posse-sion is not entitled be
tween the time of lhe order nisi and the 
application for the final order to apply for 
possession.

Colonial Investment & Loan Co. v. Rich
ardson. [1918] 2 W.W.R. 389.
War Relief Act (B.C.), s. 2 (a & b), c. 

74. 1916—Sections 2, 6, c. 97, 1918— 
Foreclosure of mortgage — Defend
ant widow of soldier who die:d at 
THE FRONT.

Anderson v. Stollery, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
680.
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Foreclosure—Man. Act, 1016, c. 23.
An action lias been stayed until "f»ome 

interest, taxes, or premiums of insurance are 
again in avrear and unpaid for one year.”

Patterson v. Wivkson, 10 W.W.R. H75.
(§ JII—50)—Moratorium proclamation 

—TRANSFER OF LAND AFTER BALE UNDER 
FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS.

The registration of a transfer subsequent 
to the issue of the Moratorium Proclama
tion is not forbidden thereby. Accordingly 
where the property in land has passed in 
default of payment within the time specified 
in ai! order nisi for private sale to a specific 
purchaser prior to the proclamation taking 
effect, the transfer to such purchaser may 
be registered.

Re Moratorium Proclamation, 7 W.W.R. 
795.
(§ ill — 55) — Moratorium Act. 1014 

(Man.), effect ok in foreclosure ac
tions—Right to personal judgment.

Section 5 of the Moratorium Act, 1914, 
(Man.), which stays actions “for the re
covery of possession of the land charged” 
until after the lapse of a 6 months' period 
does not limit the recovery of a personal 
judgment for the amount due under a sale 
agreement for principal and interest, and 
where an action which was pending when 
the Act was passed had not proceeded 1u 
the entry of final judgment before August 
1st, 1914, the limitation of s. 4 as to actions 
to enforce- a covenant or agreement in re
spect of lands does not prevent the subse
quent entering up of judgment, although it 
stays proceedings to enforce payment, by 
writ of execution or by registration of the 
judgment.

Fisher v. Ross, 19 D.L.R. 69. 24 Man. 
L.R. 773. 7 W.W.R. IBS.
Foreclosure—Wife’s separate estate.

The Mar Belief Act, 1918 (Ms#.), 6 Geo.
V. , c. 88, s. 2, does not protect the wife 
of an enlisted volunteer against proceedings 
to enforce payment of a mortgage upon her 
separate estate.

Shipman v. Imperial Canadian Trust Co., 
31 D.L.R. 137, 119171 1 W.W.R. 297. re- 
versing 20 D.L.R. 236. 27 Man. L.R. 238. 
33 W.L.R. 247, 9 W.W.R. 880. 
Foreclosure decree—Its form under Act.

A foreclosure decree as to the purchaser's 
interest under a land purchase agreement 
will, since the Moratorium Act. 1914 
(Man.), lie conditional upon the nonpay
ment of the principal, interest and costs 
w ithin 1 year from the taxing officer's cer
tificate. together with subsequent interest 
to the date of payment.

Maxwell v. Cameron, 20 D.L.R. 71. 7 W.
W. R. 365.
Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act— 

Right of mortgagee to rent.
The fact that a mortgagor is a volunteer 

or reservist within the meaning of the Vol
unteers and Reservists Relief Act (Alta.!, 
1916. c. 6, is not a defence to an action to re

enter the rent or rental value nf the mort
gaged premises, provided the mortgage gives 
the mortgagee the right to collect the rent 
nr rental value. In such a ease the mort
gagee is entitled to judgment for the pat
inent of the rent or rental value and for the 
appointment of a receiver therefor and to an 
order for possession in default of payment 
until aiivli default is remedied.

Mutual Life .Wee Co. v. ltlackclt, [18181 
2 W.W.R. 8Î l.

Where a mortgage is in arrears, the mort
gagee, is entitled to the rents or, in default 
of rent, to possession, although the wife 
of a volunteer claims an interest in the 
)iremises under an agreement of «ale and 
lias rented them to the wife of another vol-

General Financial Corp. v. Wood and 
McGregor, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 780.
War Relief Act—Right of mortgagee to

POSSESSION OR RENTABLE VALUE.
On an application under s. 9, War Relief 

Act (B.C.), 1916, c. 74, for leave to a mort
gagee to enter into possession unless paid 
tlte rentable value of the murtgugvil prem
ises. the court will have regard, not to the 
ability of the mortgagor to pay, but to 
the question whether there exists at the 
time of the a ation a sufficient equity 
in tlie mortgagor to make it reasonably cer
tain. in the opinion of the court, that the 
mortgagee will ultimately recover his prin
cipal and interest. If there is. leave will 
be refused: if not, it will la- granted. I» 
deciding what is the rentable value the 
court lias no discretion to fix an arbitrary 
rent, but must cm evidence adduced decide 
what is the rentable value as fixed by the 
market at the time of the application.

Re War Relief Act, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 475. 
War Relief Act, 1918—Vendor's right to

RECOVER RENTAL VALUE—SECTION 10.
Vndor s. 10 of the War Relief Act, 1018, 

if the property sold to or mortgaged by a 
defendant claiming protection under said 
Act has an actual rental value as shown by 
leases made hv defendant of the property 
and rentals received by him, the amount of 
such rental value, if it does not exceed the 
interest due, is recoverable from him by 
his vendor or mortgagee.

Jameson v. Moore, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 49. 
War Relief Act, c. 4, 1918. rb. 4. 6— 

Meaning of proviso to r. 6—Mort
gagee's RIGHT TO KENT OF MORTGAGED 
premises—Notice to tenant—Neces
sity or LEAVE FOR.

The proviso to e. 6 of the War Relief Art, 
c. 24. 1918. means that no matter what 
may happen to a mortgagee's application for 
leave to pursue any of his other remédie*, 
his right to payment of the full amount of 
the net income of the mortgaged property 
to the extent of the mortgagor's default is 
absolute. It is, therefore, not necessary 
for a mortgagee to obtain leave to serve

7
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notice on a tenant to pay him the rents of 
lli.- mortgaged premises.

Ke Mortgage Vo. of Canada and Sten-
e,tt, [ 191U J 1 W.W.R. 8.

in—00)—Mortgage—Value of prop-

Wlicri- the rental value of mortgaged 
property, without deducting anything for 
par mi Ills made to a prior mortgagee, is 
greater than the amount proceeded for, a 
,tay i.i proceedings will not be granted un- 
,i,r - 4 mi of the Moratorium Act (Man.).

M Ivor v. Parker, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 13»».
PrRCHARKKS AND MORTGAGORS—“RENTABLE

Section 1 of c. 21 of 6 Geo. V. was plain- 
! intended only to abridge the rights of a 
vendor or mortgagee and to extend relief to 
the purchaser or mortgagor, in cases where 
interest could not lie sued for under the 
Moratorium Act (Man.) its amendments 
made by c. 10 of 5 Geo. V., till it was more 
than a year overdue, so as to enable the 
debtor to prevent an action not yet 
brought, or to get a stay of proceedings after 
art ion brought, by paying such a sum as 
would leave no interest more than a year 
in arrear, which it had been held in Camp- 
vil v Ron lier t, 25 D.L.R. 652, 26 Man. L.R.
. s. he could not previously have done. That 
-netion does not expressly repeal subs, (a) 
ni s. I of the Moratorium Act ns enacted 
by s. .'i of c. 10 of 5 Geo. V., which enables 
h vendor or mortgagee to sue at once for 
interest in arrear subject to the right of 
ih«* debtor to shew that the “rentable 
value" of the property is less than the 
«mount of the interest sued for and to get 
a stay of proceedings for more than such 
Mutable value; and, is full effect can be 
given to it without holding that such re
peal was intended, it should not be con
strued ns effecting such repeal by implica
tion. The provisions of subs, (al of s. 5 
of the Moratorium Act as enacted by s. 6 
nf n Geo. V. which admittedly have not been 
either expressly or impliedly repealed, tend 
further to shew that subs, (a) of s. 4 was 
nut intended to lie repealed.

Holmes v. Ibirnett, 27 Man. L.R. 558, 
[1917] 2 W.W.R. 881.

IV. Tax sales; judicial sales.
(§ IV—65)—Word “instrument”—Ret*

1STKRKD JUDGMENT — SUSPENSION OF

Tim word “instrument” as used in s. 2 
ff the Moratorium Act (Man.), does not 
include a registered judgment for the pay
ment of money so as to suspend or take 
*w*.v the judgment creditor's right of ac- 
1 '"ii f"r a declaration of lien in respect of 
the certificate of judgment registered in the 
Lainl Titles office and its enforcement by a 
judicial sale.

Chapman v. Pur tell, 22 D.L.R. 860. 25 
Man. LR. 76, .°,0 W.L.R. 122, 7 W.W.R.
1155.

Tax bale—Refund.
The War Relief Act (R.C.), 1916. c. 74, 

operates to prevent the issue of a tax sale 
deed of the land of a soldier upon active 
service, and the collector of the municipal
ity is not bound to refund the amount paid 
at the tax sale of the land in question.

Hunter V. Point Urey, [1»17] 1 W.W.R. 
1244. ‘

V. Procedure.
(§ V—70)—Registered judgment—“In

strument charging land with the 
PAYMENT OF MONEY"—COUNTY COURTS
Act, R.S.M. 1013. C. 44. as. 215, 21» - 
Staying proceedings.

Ledoux v. Cameron, 21 D.L.R. 864, 25 
Man. L.R. 71, 30 W.L.R. 774, 7 W.W.R. 
ms:

Moratorium Act — Effect of — Staying
PROCEEDINGS FOR SALE OF LAND—SPE
CIFIC PERFORMANCE OF AN AGREEMENT 
OF HALE OF LAND—RESCISSION.

In an action, commenced before the com
ing into force of the Moratorium Act and 
not defended, the plaintiffs, as vendors, 
claimed specified performance of an agree
ment of sale of land and, in default, re
scission and immediate possession, also that, 
in default of payment, the lands might be 
sold to realize the unpaid purchase money, 
interest and costs;—Held, that, so far as 
regards the relief by sale, the plaintiffs 
were entitled to a sale at the expiration of 
a year from the fixing of the time for pay-

United Investors v. Gaynor. 24 Man. L.R. 
781.
Volunteers and reservists—Stay of pro

ceedings.
Any person w ho joins one of the ordinary 

Canadian Militia regiments organized un
der the provisions of the Militia Act (R.8.C. 
1906, c. 41), whether in the active militia 
or in the reserve militia, comes within the 
purview of the Volunteers and Reservists 
Relief Act (Alta.), 1916, e. 6, and is entitled 
to the benefit of the provisions of s. 3, subs. 
2, of the Act, entitling him to a “stay of 
any action or proceeding begun 
after the passing of this Act . . . until 
the expiration of a period of one year after 
the termination of the said state of war."

Calgary Brewing & Malting Co. v. Mc
Manus, 29 D.L.R. 455. 10 A.L.R. 1, 34 
W.L.R. 1027, 10 W.W.R. 969.
(§ V—75)—Leave to issue writ — Co- 

defendant.
Leave to issue a writ against a protected 

volunteer must lie obtained prior to the 
issue, even when the interest of such volun
teer in the subject-matter of the dispute is 
a merely nominal one. The issue of a writ 
and service upon a defendant is not bad by 
reason of his codefendant being a protected 
volunteer.

Alton v. Skelton, 10 SL R. 57, [1917] 1 
W.W.R. 1389.
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“Fuel HU 8ThP.”
The delivery of a statement of claim with 

the writ of summons is the taking of a 
“further step"’ within the meaning of a. 10 
of tiro War Relief Art (B.C.), 1010. c. 74, 
as imieinled by the Act, 1917.

Blackett v. Westcott, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
460.
PLEADING — AMENDMENT — “MORTGAGE OB 

OTHER INSTRUMENT CHARGINO LAND”—

If a litigant intends to rely upon the 
Moratorium Ai t (Man.), he must, as a gen
eral rule, set it up in his pleading; but 
some of its provisions, which introduce spe
cific changes in the status of all litigants, 
will be recognized and applied whether they 
have been ideaded or not : and leave to 
amend should he given or refused in accord
ance with the principles applied to the Stat
ute of Limitations. A bond as collateral 
security for a mortgage is not a “mortgage 
or any other instrument charging land with 
the payment of money,’’ within the mean
ing of the Moratorium Act..

Great West Life Ass’ce Co. v. Howden, 35 
D UR. 617, [19171 1 W.W.R. 1531. 
Moratobivm Act, s. 7—Abandonment— 

Pleading.
On motion for judgment in an undefend

ed action for foreclosure of an agreement of 
sale, the plaintiff is not entitled to claim 
that the Moratorium Act (Man.), does not 
apply la-cause of an abandonment of the 
land by the defendant, us provided in s. 7, 
unless there is in the statement of claim an 
appropriate allegation to that effect.

Armstrong v. Siebels, 24 Man. L.R. 782. 
War Relief Act amended—Prockdure.

Any application dealing with an order 
made under the War Relief Act (B.C.), 
1916. c. 74. and amendments must he made 
to the court.

Pilkington v. Kent (B.C.), 25 R.C.R. 432, 
[1918] 3 W.W.R. 584.
LfAYK TO TAKK STEP Ilf ACTION—NOTICE OK

Section 8 of the War Relief Act Amend
ment Act (B.C.), 1917, which vaine into 
force on the 19th May, 1917, provides that 
“every plaintiff or party commencing, insti
tuting or taking any proceedings in or out 
of court shall after service of the writ, notice, 
or other process whereby any proceedings in 
or out of court arc Instituted, and before 
taking any further step, furnish evidence to 
the satisfaction of such court or of the of
ficer or tribunal in whose office or liefore 
which any proceedings out of court are 
being taken, that the defendant was not at 
the time of such service entitled to the 
Ivenefit of this Act,” etc. The writ was is
sued in this action on May loth. 1917, and 
without the plaintiff complying with the 
above section the action was tried and judg
ment- given in his favor on .Tune 20th fol
lowing Hie defendant first raised the 
point that the plaintiff had not complied 
w ith the provisions of the War Relief Act

in his notice of appeal. Held, that it u 
only when the plaintiff proposes to take a 
step in the action that he is required to 
obtain leave. In the present installer it U 
the défendant who is taking the step (i.e. 
giving notice of and bringing on tin- ap 
peal), in which case the provisions of the 
Act do not apply.

Bell v. Johnston, 25 B.C.R. 82, [1918] 
2 W.W.R. 549.
Company—Winding-up — Appucaiion kob 

undkb Dominion Act — War Huger 
Act. v. 74. 1916 (B.C.) — Applica-

Re Winding-up Act and Hobson Invest
ment Co., [1918] 1 W.W.R. 779.
INSTRUMENT CHARGING LANDS — ASSIGN

MENT OK AGREEMENT H«B SALK AH. 
Mortgage & Agreement Purchase Co. r. 

Bell, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 844.
MORTGAGE.

I. NATURE, VALIDITY AND KFKECT, 
a. In general; delivery.
R. What constitutes, 
c. What property covered ; description 

of property.
D. Validity.
E. Rights and liabilities of parties

generally.
k. Trustees and bondholders.

II. Priohity.
a. As to other mortgages.
B. As to judgments and other liens and

•quittas.
III. Vendee of MORTGAGOR; assumption 

OK DKBT.
IV. Assign ment.
V. Satisfaction ; discharge; belkase.
VI. Enforcement.

a. Generally: effect.
B. On default of interest, instalment,

taxes, etc.
C. Who may foreclose; parties.
D. Defences.
E. Relief; decree; effect as to fund.
F. Strict foreclosure; foreclosure by

advt rtisement.

H. Surplus; proceeds, 
i. Deficiency and judgment therefor.
•T. Subsequent suit.

VII. Redemption.
a. In general; right of.
B. Who may redeem.
C. Time; amount.
D. Mode and effect.

Annotations.
Land titles (Torrens system) ; foreclosing 

mortgage made under Torrens system; 
jurisdiction: 14 D.L.R. 301.

Equitable rights on sale subject to mort
gage: 14 D.L.R. 652.

Foreclosure; reopening foreclosures: 17 
D.L.R. 89.

Mortgages and land purchase agreements 
affected by moratorium: 22 D.L.R. 865.

Assumption of debt upon a transfer of 
the mortgaged premises: 25 D.L.R. 435.
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l>ar„l pviilenee that deed alwiluU1 intend- 
Mi. mortgageit» D.L.R. li».

l’iiwpr of sale in statutory form of mort- 
nf. :n D.I..K. -‘too.

Ilixliaru*' of mortgage as reconveyance: 
Il D UR 2*1

Mortgage or charge signed in blank ; ns- 
üjnnient : consideration : .‘Vi 0.1,.H. ‘Jti.

'I iteinent of rate of interest in land 
mrw 38 0.1,11. «0.

I,imitation of actions for redemption of
,„„tsrtge: :m D.L.R. Ifi.

In.urame on mortgaged propertyi 44
ftl. lt. it.

Without consideration: receipt for mort- 
money signed in blank : 32 0.1..R.

I. Nature; validity and effect.
Sa* bund Titles.
V merger of simple debt, see Merger; 
KijuitiiMc mortgage, enforcement, ap- 
ut ment of receiver, see Receivers, I li

-li.
statement of rate of interest, see Interest, 

Il B—«•*»
A. In general; delivery.

; | A Kxkci thin — Proof— Buffi-

sIn-parti tu. v. Skedanuk, 13 D.L.R. 892, 
< VI. I!. 368, reversing 11 0.T..R. 199.
.> I A—:*« Action hy administrator of

EOT AT t: or DECEASED MOK'VCi AGEE—Of. 
FEME OK MORTGAGOR — ÎNSTRVMF.NT 
NOT IN IENDED TO HK OPERATIVE OR IN- 
TEN lli:n AS SECURITY FOR INTEREST 
OX!.Y KVIHENCE—CilFT—DEI.IVERY OF 
I.NSTRI M ENT — REGISTRATION — REG- 
istky Act, s. 50— Possession ok IN
STRUMENT BY MORTGAGOR.

Holme, v. Husband, 14 O.W.N. 2fi7.
R. What constitutes.

: I I’. I ) - Form — Svbstaiu e — Mort- 
(i.ViEK's RIGHTS—llow DETERMINED.

A mortgage, no mutter what its form, is 
■ut a security for the payment of the money
....nil by it. and this principle governs in
'Tniining the mortgagee's rights.
Bernard v. Faulkner, 18 D.L.R. 174, 7 

A.I..K. 4:i!t. 7 W.W.R. 162.
: I li lil FqiTIAHI.K MORTGAGE.
Where an instrument covering certain 

lands purports to be an absolute assign- 
wm fl"d power of attorney hut is really 
.’iven only to secure a loan for which the 
-Trowei gives his promissory note, such 
instrument is merely an equitable niort- 
W. and under the maxim “once a mort- 
-1 -e always » mortgage"' the grantee will 

imiied strictly to his rights as a mort- 
! London & Glob»* Finance C'orp. v. 

Montgomery, 18 T.L.R. 661, distinguisned; 
'mmel v. Jarrah, [1904] A.C. ."124. fol
lowed. 1

\rn-ild v. National Trust Co.. 7 D.L.R. 
A I..IL 214. M W.W.R. 183.

V good equitable mortgage hy deposit 
documents of title mav lie created, al-

Cnn. Dig—101.

though the legal estate is outstanding in 
another than the depositor. The law of On
tario in respect of equitable mortgages by 
deposit of documents of title is the same as 

! the laxx of Kngland.
Zimmerman v. Sproat, 6 D.L.R. 452, 26 

O.L.fi. 448.
(§ 1 ti—7)—Deed with agreement to rk

CONVEY.
An agreement hy a mortgagor after de

fault vx hereby the mortgagee gets a new 
security for advances not included in the 
original mortgage and expenditures not in 
contemplation when the original mortgage 
xvas made, is to be treated as in effect a 
nexv mortgage as regards any attempted re
striction of the mortgagor’s right to re-

Manitoba Lumber Co. v. Emmerson, 14 
D.L.R. 390, Ih B.C.R. 96, allirniiiig with a 
variation 5 D.L.R. 337, 21 W.Ult. 503, 2 
W.W.R. 419.
Quitclaim deed—Discharge—Tender.

A quitclaim deed given as security for a 
debt, together with a written memorandum 
providing for the surrender of the deed 
when the indebtedness is satisfied, must be 
read together, and operate as a mortgage, 
which V discharged bv subsequent tender of 
the amount of the indebtedness. The tender 
of siu-h amount according to statement 
furnished by the creditor is sufficient not 
withstanding it subsequently turns out that 
the statement was for less than the amount 
actually due.

Melamghlin v. Tompkins, 31 D.L.R. 320, 
44 V.B.R. 249.
Sale with power ok repurchase—Expen

ses AND AMELIORATIONS --- RK.NV.NC IA
tion—Reimbursement—C.C. art. 154s.

Tie who, after consenting to a sale with 
power of repurchase, makes improvement* 
to the sold estate, thereby incurring ex 
pen.se, has a right to he reimbursed if lie 
renounces his right to repurchase the prop
erty and the buyer accepts this renuncia

Male v. Lebrun, 25 Rev. Leg. 458.
Sale with power of redemption—Simu

lation — Fraud — Loan — Written 
evidence — Commencing evidence dy 
writing—C.C. (Que.) arts. 984, 989. 
1032, 1233.

Even xvhere the parties had in view a loan 
of money, if they give to it the form of a 
sale with power of redemption, the latter 
must take effect as such, and cannot he 
considered as a pretended sale. In the ab
sence of fraud and simulation proof hy wit 
nesses will not be allowed of an agreement 
extending the time for redeeming land val
ued at more than $50 agreed upon in a 
deed of sale. The refusal of u pershn to 
carry out his written or verbal agreements, 

I does not in itself constitute fraud.
I St. Aubin v. Crevier, 56 Que. S.C. 143.
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(g I B—R)—Conveyance absolute in

Stuart v. Rank of Montreal, 10 D.L.R. 
841. 4 O.W.N. 1280, 24 O.W.R. 714. 
Conveyance absolute in form—Co.ntkmpo-

RANEUVH AGREEMENT — DEFEASIBLE 
IM'KCHAKR OK MORTGAGE. %

In determining whether a deed absolute 
in form was in fact a mortgage under the 
form of a sale or represented a bona tide 
sale with a contract to repurchase, it is a 
lair test to ascertain if the remedies are j 
mutual and reciprocal ; and a collateral 
agreement which refers to the debt and in
terest for which the property is held and 
which stipulates for the transferee having 
full power to dispose of same, is evidence 
of the transaction being a mortgage rather 
than a defeasible sale with right of repur-

7 lean v. Aitken. 17 D.L.R. A48. 10 B.C.IL 
149, 28 W l. R. I, 8 v .W.R. 171.
Deed absolute in form—security fob

A deed, although absolute in form, will 
lie construed as a mortgage when given by 
tJic grantor as security for past and future 
advances from the grantee.

Riii hanan v. Oakes, In D.L.R. 582, <ti \V. 
L.K. A4».
Conveyance absolute in form—Power of

A conveyance of land by a deed absolute 
in form, but which hud been intended us 
security for a debt, does not import a pow
er of sale by which the grantee may sell 
the property without, the concurrence of the 
grantor. | Pearson v. Henson, 28 Beav. A88, 
followed; (Hand v. McNeil, .‘12 ('an. S.C.R. 
2S. distinguished.!

Hetheriiigton v. Sinclair. 2.1 D.LR. 630. 
34 D.L.R. 61.
Absolute conveyance—Equity ok redemp

tion—1 ntention.
A conveyance absolute in form may lie 

intended to operate as a mortgage or pledge 
only, hut the mortgagor may. by subsequent 
independent agreement, extinguish his equi
ty of redemption in favour of his mort
gagee or surety, at the same time acquiring 
an option to repurchase, and if such is the i 
real intention of the parties the equity of 
redemption ceases to exist, and the former 
mortgagor has only his option or privilege 
of repurchasing on the terms set out in (he 
agreement.

Rnscoe v. McConnell. 20 D.L.R. 121 5 0. 
W.N. 172.
(§ I B—0)—Order of distribution—Reg-

IRT RATION OF JUDO MENT AH A MORTGAGE
—Appeal—Que. C P. 801.

A judgment rendered by a Trial Court 
may lie registered as a mortgage on n prop
erty. but such a mortgage follows the issue 
of the appeal; if the appeal is maintained, 
the mortgage remains hut if the appeal is 
dismissed, the mortgage becomes void. Art. 
801, G.O.P. us a nib' refers only to mort-
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gages in warranty respecting the fulfilment 
of (he sale against the foreseen or unfore
seen dangers of eviction.

.loyal v. Vigneault, 16 Que. P.R. 8.
C. What property covered; description or

PROPERTY.
(§ 1 (—Hit —Fixtures — Liability or 

STRANGER for converting.
A person who, with knowledge of the 

land mortgage, purchased and removed from 
the lands an engine and boiler so placed u 
to become a fixture, may lie joined as a 
defendant in the mortgagee’s action for 
foreclosure and sale, so that he may he held 
liable for any deficiency in the mortgage 
security to the extent of the value of the 
engine and I toiler.

Dyas v. Henderson, 1ft I).Lit. A60. 
Fixtures in store—Attornment clause— 

Landlord and tenant.
The jilaintiff was the mortgagee of land 

upon which was a store containing articles 
usually regarded as trade-fixtures. The 
mortgagor sold and conveyed the land to 
W.; he also sold his stmk of merchandise, 
chattels, and fixtures to \V., and executed 
a hill of sale thereof. W. made a bill of 
the same property to IL, and B. to the de
fendant F. In this action the plaintiff 
sought to restrain the defendants from re
moving such if the articles as he considered 
to form part of the freehold. The plain
tiff's mortgage contained a clause by which 
the mortgagor attorned to the mortgagee 
and became tenant of the land at a rent 
equivalent to and payable at the same time 
as the iirterest:—Held, that by the mort
gage all fixtures passed to the mortgagee, 
subject to the right to redeem ; and, if the 
clause created the relationship of landlord 
ami tenant, the fixtures were the landlord's 
and could not he removed by the tenant. 
Rut the true relationship was that of mort
gagee and mortgagor; ami the mortgagor by 
the mortgage of the land pledged all that 
could la- regarded as fixtures in the widest 
sense of the term—all things actually fixed, 
and such things not actually fixed, and 
such tilings not actually fixed* as were in
tended to form part of the inheritance.
| Monti v. Barnes, 11901J 1 Q.B. 205, South 
port & West Lancashire Ranking Co. v. 
Thompson, 37 Ch. D. 64. 70 Stack v. T. 
Eaton Co., 4 O.L.R. 335: Ring Kcc v. Yick 
Chong, 43 Can. S.C.R. 334, followed.] 

Gordon v. Fraser, 43 O.L.R. 31.
(«H C—13)—To SECURE bonds.

Where a mort*, ge to secure bonds ex
cepts from its operations logs on the way 
to the mill, logs which have once been 
started on the way to the mill do not cease 
to fall within the exception ls-cause they 
arc delayed through lack of water to float 
them or from any other cause. Where a 
mortgage is made to secure bonds upon 
the whole, property, assets etc., of a com
pany, present and future, except logs on the 

I way to the mill, such exception applies U>
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tu,-h logs as may be on the way to the mill, 
D„l ,,nly at the date of the mortgage, hut 
H|.„ it any future time.

Impérial Paper Mills v. Quebec Hank. <1 
1, i, |{ 47.'». 28 U.L.R. «137, 22 O.W.R. 703. 
(Affirmed 13 D.L.R. 702, 24 O.W.R. 030 ]

D. Validity.
Security to hank, undue influence, see 

Hanks, \ ill A—100; Husband and Wife, II 
A—00.

Registration of company mortgages or 
charges, see ( uinpanies, 10 C—55.
(§ | |)—15) — MORTGAGE BY MARKIKII (WOM

AN PROCURED IIY KKAUI)—PLEA OF VNON

A married woman who by the fraud of 
the company’s agent is innocently induml 
to sign mortgage papers in favour of the 
company and a direction to pay the pioceeds 
,,i the loan to such agent in respect of prop
erty which she did not own hut which was 
transferred into her name without her 
knowledge hv such agent in pursuance of 
his fraudulent scheme to obtain money from 
the company in excess of its value through 
a false valuation and an » at ion in the 
name of another, is not estopped from re
pudiating liability under the mortgage 
under a plea of non est factum and of claim
ing that she was led to believe that the doc
uments she was signing were of an entirely 
different eharaeter. by her failure to person
ally inspect and read over what she was 
signing under such circumstances she was 
under no duty to protect the company from 
possible frauds by its own agent.

Morgan v. Dominion Permanent Loan Co., 
22 U.L.R. 183, 50 Can. H.C.R. 485, reversing 
4 D.L.R. 333. 17 R.C.R. 3«6, 21 W.L.R. 748. 
MORTGAGE CONTKMKORANE0U8 WITH BUT HOT 

PART OF CONTRACT FOB HALE OF MA-

A mortgage executed contemporaneously 
with hut not contained in. endorsed on or 
annexed to an order for machinery, although 
given to secure the payment therefor, is not 
within e. 5 of Alberta Acts of 1010. (2nd 
‘oss.l prohibiting charges on lands con
tained in certain instruments. |Nichols v. 
Skedanuk. 11 D.L.R. 109, distinguished.]

Perrault v. Rumelv Products Co., 12 D.L. 
R. 772, 25 W.L.R. 180, 4 W.W.R. 1291.
Ron inditing a<;rd and illiterate mother

TO JOIN IN MORTiiAGF. OF l.ANII—UNDER 
INFI.VEXCK—ABSENCE OF INDEPENDENT 
advice—Improvidence—Knowledge of
MORTGAGEE—MORTGAGE BET ABIDE AS TO 
MOTHER’S INTEREST IN LAND.

Patterson v. Canadian Hank of Commerce, 
12 O.W.X. 135.
SWTKITY FOR ADVANCES—PROMISSORY NOTES 

—Mortgage assigned as collateral 
security — Action on mortgage — 
< ounterolaim-—Declaration or inva
I.IDITY OF MORTGAGE AND ASSIGNMENT—
Evidence—Findings of Trial .Judge— 
Appeal—Costs.

Cunningham v. Kelly, 14 O.W.X. 183, re
versing 13 O.W.X. 342.

Frai n of mortgagee—Land conveyed by 
mortgagor to another—Right of ac
tion OK MORTGAGOR FOR CANCELLATION 
OF MORTGAGE—PARTIES—MORTGAGE SET 
ASIDE AND REGISTRY VACATED.

Bennett v. Bennett, 14 O.W.X. 235.
(§ I I)—17)—Amount of debt.

The “true value” of a mortgage under s. 
179 of the Land Registry Act, R.R.B.C. 
1911. c. 127, does not necessarily mean the 
nominal amount secured by the mortgage, 
and, if the registrar is not satisfied with 
the value as affirmed, he must proceed as 
directed by s. 178 to ascertain the true

Re Land Registry Act: He Royal Trust 
Co., 5 D.L.R. 828, 22 W.L.R. 5, *17 R.C.R. 
Stt, * W.W.R 1ST.
Validity—Amount of debt—Parol agree

ment FOR EXTRA INTEREST—AFTER UR
EA UI .T— I NTERES I A « T.

Although a parol agreement by the moil 
gagor after default to pay an increased 
rate of interest on a mortgage in considér
ation of an extension of time is under the 
Statute of Frauds insufficient to charge the 
extra interest upon the land, suvh an agree
ment is enforceable against the mortgagor 
personally. Section 8 of the Interest Act, 
R.S.C. 1908, c. 120, inhibiting any stipula
tion by way of tine or penalty or rate of in
terest raising the rate oil arrears of mort
gage principal above that on principal not 
in avrear, is construed as having reference 
to covert or burdensome provisions of the 
mortgage as originally drawn and does not 
preclude a new contract by which a mort 
gagor in atrear agrees to pay an increased 
rate in consideration of an extension.

Standard Trusts Co. v. Hurst, 18 D.L.R. 
473. 24 Man. L.lt. 185, 27 W.L.R. 775, It 
W.W.R. 493.
(g I D—18)—CHARGE WITHOUT INTEREST—

Registration — Absence of inter est
IN CREATOR OF CHARGE—CLOUD ON TITLE 
—Damages.

Fee \. MacDonald Mfg. Co., 8 D.L.R. 852, 
4 O.W.X. 83. 23 O.W.R. 189, varying 3 I). 
L.R. 884, 3 O.W.N. 1378.

E. Rights and liabilities of parties 
GENERALLY.

“Mortgagee,” “Owner,” see Mechanic»’ 
Liens, II—8.

As to fixtures subject to conditional sale, 
see Sale, I C—15.

Assignment of policy to mortgagee, right 
to sue, see Insurance, IV A—160.

Contribution bet ween joint obligors on 
mortgage, see Contribution.
<4 1 E—201—Trustees—Personal liabil

ity—Mistake in draughtsmanship— 
Rbrormation or mm huit.

A covenant in a mortgage by trustees ex
pressed to be made by them “as trustees but 
not otherwise" will in the absence of other 
controlling words be held to limit their 
liability to the payment of the money out 
of trust estate and will not render them

9
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personally lia lilt-. If, therefore. il appears 
from tin* evidence that the parties agreed 
that the mortgagors were to pay as trustee# 
and not otherwise and failed through a mis
take in draughtsmanship to express that in
tention in the instrument, it should be re
formed so as to limit the liability as 
intended. IWatling v. Lewis, | Mill ) I Ch. 
414, distinguished; Wilding v. Sanderson, 
(. 18971 2 ( h. 0.14. applied.]

O’Brien v. Knudsoii. 48 D I. I!. 447. [1919] 
3 W.W.K. 480, reversing 4."» O.L.R. 187. 
111)101 I W.W.K. 327.
Covenant—Joint or several—Death of

MORTGAGOR.
A («venant by three mortgagors that “the 

said mortgagor# covenant with the said 
mortgagee that the mortgagors will pay the 
mortgage money and interest and observe 
the above proviso, and will pay all present 
and future taxes" . . . is a joint cove
nant only, and, therefore, if default in per
formance occurs after the death of one of 
the mortgagors his estate is not liable.

Lind lev v. Vassar, 25 B.C.R. 211). [11)18] 
1 W.W.K. 879.
Covenant for further assurances—Land

Titles Act—Transfer or vesting

Under a covenant in a mortgage under 
the Land Titles Act (Alta. i. that the mort
gagor, upon default, “will execute such 
further assurances of the land as mav be 
requisite," the mortgagee is not entitled up
on default by the mortgagor, to an order 
directing the mortgagor to execute a trans
fer of the mortgaged land or to a vesting 
order. The extended covenant for further 
assurances (s. 701, if applicable to a mort
gage under the Act, can lie so by analogy 
only, and the meaning thereof would seem 
to he that after default the mortgagor will 
do any act or execute any instrument neces
sary to perfect the security and support the

Ritchie v. Kdmoiitun Milling Co., 11918] 1 
W.W.K. 537.
(S I K -22) —Mortgagee in possession.

Only ordinary and necessary repairs to 
encumbered property are within the pur
view of an agreement by which a mortgagee 
was placed in possession of a sawmill prop
erty, us a mortgagee in possession, the mort
gagor reserving the right to redeem upon 
paying the costs of improvements made 
by the mortgagee while in possession, and 
the mortgagor cannot be required to pay, 
either under the terms of such agreement, 
nor as appurtenant to the rights of a mort
gagee in possession, $106,009 for improve
ments consisting of the erection of a now 
and different mill in plan* of a practically 
new one that was torn down, a large por
tion of such expense living incurred after the 
expiration of the time for redemption and 
notification by the mortgagor of hi# inten
tion to redeem, and his repudiation of lia
bility for such extensive improvements, and 
after the launching by him of an action for

redemption. [Carrol v. Robertson. 15 Or. 
Ch. (Out.) 173-, Brotherton v. llethering 
ton, 23 Or. Ch. (Out.) 187; Shepard v. 
.Tones, 21 Ch. D. 469; Henderson v. Astwood 
[18941 A.C. 159. distinguished.]

Manitoba Lumber Co. v. Emmerson, 5 1) 
UK. 337. 18 B.C.R. 96. 21 W.L.R. 593 -j 
W.W.K. 419. [Affirmed 14 D.L.R. 300.] 
Lons of rents from nonrepair—Subse

quent REDEMPTION DECREE.
While acting as owner following u final 

order of foreclosure in his favour regularly 
obtained, and up to the time when tlie 
court, exercising its equitable powers and 
not for any irregularity in the final order, 
opened the foreclosure and gave the mort 
gagor liberty to redeem, the mortgagee was 
under no obligation to repair or to keep up 
the buildings on the mortgaged lands, or to 
try to obtain tenants, and, therefore, his 
mortgage account is not subject to sur
charge as for rents which might have been, 
but were not, obtained by him.

Williams v. Box, 16 D.L.R. 261, 26 W.L. 
R. 461, 24 Man. UK. 31. 5 W.W.R. 912. re 
versing 12 D UR. 99. 24 W.UK. 93. 4 W. 
W.R. 244
Collateral agreements an to rate or in

terest—Claim in mortgage action— 
Res judicata — Chattel mortgage — 
Sale—Accounting.

Tiie plaintiff, with two other#, in 1995 
purchased from C. farm machinery, giving 
notes therefor bearing interest at 7 per cent 
before maturity and 19 jaw cent thereafter 
until paid, and as further security gave a 
lien on the machinery and certain land 
mortgages, the mortgages bearing interest 
at the rates specified in the notes. ('. sub
sequently took proceedings in the court lead
ing to the sale of the lands under the mort
gages. and on the taking of the mortgage 
accounts before the local registrar, interest 
was allowed at 7 per cent only, it being 
held that the increased rate of 19 per cent 
on the arrears was not recoverable. The 
amount thus found to lie due was fully sat 
islied out of the sale of the lands. In 1913, 
the plaintiff gave u chattel mortgage to the 
defendant on an engine, part of the machin
ery in question. This engine the chattel 
mortgagee subsequently sold and out of the 
surplus proceeds remaining after payment 
cf its claim paid to C. in satisfaction of an 
alleged lien of C. $392. this sum represent 
ing the amount claimed by C. in respect of 
the increased rate of interest specified in 
its collateral agreement and disallowed oil 
the taking of the accounts in the mortgage 
proceedings. In an action for an account
ing of the moneys received on the sale of 
the engine under the chattel mortgage, held, 
that the chattel mortgagee was a trustee of 
the surplus and as such had the right to pay 
and discharge out of the sale price any en 
cumbranee# prior to it. That the claim 
of ( . was. however, one that could have been 
and should have been raised by C. in it# 
mortgage action, and not having lieen there
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mi.vil was res judicata ami could not he 
H-serted, and that therefore ’he payment in 
iiueftion to twas not warranted.

('aider v. International Harvester Co., 11 
K.LH. -244. 11A18] 2 VV.W.R. 900.
Bom n for delay—Credit ox mortgage 

debt—Mortgage given for balance of
I'l IK HAKE MONEY — MONEY l.ENDF.RR
Act, ss. 4, 5 — Application op — 

Money lent”—“Cost of loan”—In
terest in arkear—Mortgagors and 
I’UIU MAKERS RELIEF ACT—APPROPRIA
TION OF PAYMENT»—COSTS—PARTIES— 
ADDITION OK, IN MASTER'S OFFICE.

Waltdiuw v. Securities Ltd., 1.» O.VV.X. 92. 
Fix n res—Effect of possession—Remov

al— INJITNCTION.
A mortgagee by leaving his mortgagor in 

possession of the mortgaged premises im
pliedly authorizes him to hire ami bring 
and lix other fixtures necessary for his bnsi- 
m>. and to agree with their owner that, he 
.hall la* at lilierty to remove them at the 
• •id ut the time for which they are hired. 
Hie right in the owner to unfix or remove 
tilings so allixed ceases, however, when the 
mortgagee takes possession. But if such an 
implied permission is at variance with the 
express language of the contract l>etween 
the mortgagee and the mortgagor, no im
plied permission can as In-tween them be 
supported. | Ellis v. Clover [1908] 1 K.B. 
388, followed. | A mortgagee not. in posses
sion is not entitled to obtain an injunction 
*.o restrain the removal of such fixtures, un
ies he also proves that his security is in- 
siillivient or will In-eome so by such removal.

D'Augigney v. Brunswick-BaIke Cullender 
Co.. 119171 1 W.W.R. 1331.
Right of first mortgagee to porkeshion

OF TITLE DEEDS—LlEN—AGREEMENT TO 
POSTPONE.

<torrv v. Gallagher, 16 W.L.R. 220.
(ü I K—231—Rent»—Receiver.

X mortgagee is not entitled, as against 
the mortgagor, to a refund of rents paid, 
More the mortgagee takys possession, by a 
tenant of a purchaser under an agreement i 
for sale. Where such rents have been paid ; 
over by the purchaser's solicitors to a re- 
leiver appointed on the application of the 
mortgagee, the fact that the purchaser is 
inih uted to the mortgagor ami is out of the 
jurisdiction does not. entitle the receiver to 
retain the rents.

S Hick x. Heyward, 24 B.C.R. 12.Ï, [1917]
1 W.W.R. *03.
A'l I URN VI ENT CLAUSE—TENANCY.

A mortgagor who lias given a statutory 
mortgage cannot attorn tenant to the mort-

Iraders Bank v. Rutherford (Saek.), 10
W XX. II. 796. e
XrroRxwent CLAUSE—Seizure of tamos or

X'misden v. Hopper, 4 S.L.R. 1, 10 W.L.R.

(8 I K- 24)— Form of mortgage.
A mortgagee cannot lawfully provide, at 

the same time as the loan is made, for 
any event or condition on which the equity 
of redemption shall lie discharged and the 
conveyance become absolute, nor for an op
tion to purchase, although the option price 
is far in excêss of the loan; and this, al
though it appears that the lender was not 
willing to lend unless he had both the se
curity and the option and that the lendt-r 
and borrower were dealing at arm’s length. 
[Vernon v. Bethel, 2 Eden 110, 113; N oak es 
v. Rice. [19021 A.C. 24; Salt v. Northamp
ton, | 1892] A.C. 1, followed.]

Arnohl v. National Trust Co., 7 D.L.R. 
764, 6 A.L.R. 214. 22 W.L.R. 693. 3 W.W.R. 
lH.'l.

Agreement fob mortgage—Maturity date
NOT SPECIFIED.

A written agreement to give a mortgage 
hack to the vendor on the purchase of real 
estate is too indefinite to be binding where 
only the amount of the mortgage money and 
the rate of interest are specified and it does 
not appear for how long the mortgage is 
intended to run; under such circumstances 
the court will not oblige the proposed mort
gagee to accept a mortgage which might lie

fiaid off whenever the purchaser chose in his 
ifetime.

Reynolds v. Foster, 9 D.L.R. 836. 4 O.W. 
X. 694. 23 O.W.R. 933, affirming 3 D.L.R. 
606, 3 O.W.N. 983.

F. Tbchteeh and bondholder.,

(8 1 F—25)—Mortgage of church—Guar
anty OF DEBT BY TRUSTEES —SCOPE.

A covenant by the trustees of a church 
guaranteeing the payment of the mortgage 
debt creates a general guaranty as against 
all the guarantors, notwithstanding a clause 
that the covenants of the mortgage shall 
affect and bind only the specific property 
of the church.

Colonial Investment & Loan Go. v. Grady, 
24 D.L.R. 176. 8 A.L.R. 496. 31 W.L.R. 676, 
K W'.XV.R. 995.
Trust deed securing debentures—Fore- 

closure Company — Winding-up 
Act.

The contention that when u company is 
being wound up under the Winding-up Act, 
R.N.C. 1906, c. 144. an action for foreclosure 
of a mortgage given by the company does 
not He, hut the mortgagee is restricted to 
the remedy given by h. 133 of the Act, can 
only prevail, if at all, when the vase falls 
strictly within the class of cases mentioned 
in the* section, and the case is not within 
Midi class if the mortgaged premises were 
never "in the hands, possession or custody 
of the liquidator.” Stewart v. 1*Page, 29 
D.L.R. 6117, should not he interpreted as 
holding that, even where leave has been 
granted (as was the fart in the present 
ease) such an action is not maintainable. 

Michigan Trust Co. v. Canadian Puget
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Sound l.umbvr Co., 25 B.C.R. 500, [1918J 
3 W.W.K. 273.

II. Priority.
A. AS TO OTHER MORTGAGES.

(§ II A—30)—Equitable mortgage—EX
ECUTIONS.

An assignment of tin* proceeds of a mort
gage to cover an indebtedness to a bank in 
pursuance of a prior agreement by the 
debtor to place a mortgage on his lands 
whenever required by the bank, the mort
gage being executed prior to but not regis
tered after the tiling of an execution, disen
titles the bank, under as. 70, 118 (2) of the 
"l<and Titles Act (Saak.), as amended by s. 
17 of c. 10 of 1912-13, to claim priority by 
way of equitable mortgage over the execu
tion creditor.

Union Bunk v. Lumsden Milling Co., 23 
lt.Tj.li. 400, 8 8.L.R. 203, 31 W.LR. 801», 8 
W.W.R. 1107.
ASSIGNEE ok K1RKT MORTGAGE—MECHANICS' 

LIENS AGAINST PROPERTY - SECOND 
MORTGAGE—ASSIGNEE PAYING OKK MENS
—Rights am» liabilities ok parités, i

Great West Permanent Loan Co. v. Na
tion»! Mortgage Co., 40 D.L.R. 701, |l!'i!»|
1 W.W.R. 788.
Covenant—Construction—Claim for re- 

formation—Principal a ni» interest— 
Redemption—Kokeci.onirk—Salk.

Melxey v. Conway, 7 O.W.N. 02.
(S II A—351—First mortgage—Vendor's 

lien—Costs.
Upon the foreclosure of a mortgage on 

land subject to a prior mortgage anil ven^ 
dor's liens, the property will be ordered sold 
subject to the rights of the tirât mortgagee, 
with a priority, as to the coats, in favour 
of the second mortgagee over the vendor's

Empire Cream Separator Co. v. Frier, 3(1 
D.G.R. 356, 46 N.B.R. 1.
As to other claims.

Notwithstanding that the title acquired 
by the holder of a mortgage under a fore
closure. proceeding may he void against a 
purchaser of the encumbered land whom 
the former led to lielieve that the mortgage 
was satisfied, yet a person whom, in good 
faith, lends money to the holder of the title 
ro acquired, and who registers his mortgage 
without notice of such purchaser's rights, 
will lie protected although warned of im
pending litigation regarding the land before 
inking such mortgage.

Robinson v. Ford. 14 D.L.R. 3(10, 25 W.L. 
R. 009. 5 W.W.R. 542. f Varied 19 U.L.R. 
57*. 7 8.L.R. 443. 31 W.LR. 13. 7 W.W.R. 
7«7.|
Payment — Second mortgage — Priority 

Master's report.
«Slothers v. Horrowmun, 11 O.W.N. 77. 

Subsequent mortgage — Mistake — Equi
table BELIKE.

Where the defendant in a mortgage action 
had been a first morigagce and had taken a

conveyance of the property he was not en
titled to equitable relief on the ground of 
ignorance of the plaintiffs mortgage,’’there 
being no evidence of either a joint intentiou 
or an express agreement to take the land 
free from encumbrances, as was the case in 
Dean and Chapter v. McArthur, 9 Man. I.. 
R. 391.

dames v. Smyth, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 318.
B. As TO JUDGMENT; OTHER LIENS AND KQUI-

Meehanics' liens, increase in value, see 
Mechanics' Liens, 111—10.

Ah to rent under attornment clause, see 
Levy and Seizure, 111 C—50.

Of judgment lien, see Execution, I—8.
(8 11 B—40)—Conditional sai.f. agree- 

ment—Failure to register renewal 
under Conditional Saleh Act—Sub
sequent DEBENTURE.

A publishing company purohased from the 
defendant in 1913 certain machinery under 
a conditional sale agreement—only a small 
portion of the purchase price being paid at 
the time of purchase. In 1916 the same 
company received an advance from the plain
tiffs, as security for which they gave them 
what is described as a “first mortgage de
benture" which specifically charged the a*- 

i sets of the company with payment of the 
! amount and contained the words “hut so 
j that the company is not to he at liberty to 
I create any mortgage or charge on its prop

erty ranking in priority to or pari passu 
with this debenture." The defendant failed 
to register the renewal statement within the 
two veers as required hy the ordinance re 
speeding Hire Receipts and Conditional 
Sales ((.mi. Oui. N.W.T., 18i»8. r. 44; -»••• 
also amendment, .191(1, Alta., c. 3 s. 8). In 
an action to determine priorities between 
the parties, it was held that the purpose 
of the Act required a benevolent and broad 
meaning to lie given to the term “mortgage." 
flint the plaintiffs’ delienture fell within 
such term and was entitled to priority over 
the defendant's agreement.

Foster v. International Typesetting Ma
chine Co., 47 D.LR. 329. 11919] 2 W.W.R. 
«52.
Priority as to judgments — Equitable

MORTGAGE—MERGER IN LEGAL MORTGAGE.
Even if as a general rule the taking of 

an ineffectual legal mortgage by an equi
table mortgagee does not merge the equi
table mortgage, as affecting his right of 
priority, the rule will lie displaced hy clear 
proof of intention to the contrary; and, 
hence, taking of a mortgage to replace a 
prior mortgage which was not registerable 
because of an incorrect description of a 
plan, and because the mortgagors were not 
then the registered owners of the land, 
gives priority to a creditor of the mortgag
ors who obtained judgment Against them 
and filed an execution thereon after the first 
mortgage, but before the second was given, 
intention to abandon the prior mortgage
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vl.‘»rlv appearing, though the mortgagees 
erroneously regarded the second mortgage a* 
jifir ling valuable security as the lirst.

Ilogera Lumber Co. v. Smith. 11 D.L.R. 
1TJ. 2.1 W L.lt. 946, 6 S.L.R. 187. 4 W.W.R. 
44l!
HoBIXiAC»: OF EQUITABLE INTEREST—OTHER 

PRIOR I"NREGISTERED EQUITABLE INTER
ESTS — MOBTUAOKF/H KNOWLEDGE OK— 
Registration—Caveat—Land Titles 
Act. 1917. c. 18, s. 194—Statutes—
( ONHTBl’CTTON.

lu cases coming within s. 102 of the Land 
Titles Act (ll.s.s. 1909, c. 41: see 1917. e.
1 * 194 i a registered purchaser or mort
ice for value of an equitable interest in 
lands, who has actual or constructive notice 
,.f other equitable unregistered interests 
prior to that which lie acquired, does not, 
except in cases of fraud, take subject to 
tin»** interests. Knowledge of an unregis
tered interest is not to lie imputed as fraud.

In ion Hank and Phillips v. Boulter- 
Wauzh. 4fi D.L.R. 41. 58 Can. S.C.R. 385.
|!f>19) 1 W.W.R. 1049. reversing 42 D.L.R. 
-,H. II SLR. 297. f 1918] 3 W.W.R. 27. 
su!» nom. Boulter-Waugh v. Phillips. 
ATTORNMENT CI.AURK.

Vnder the Alberta system of land titles, 
the mortgagor does not. convey the fee to 
the mortgagee as under the English system : 
the mortgage creates only a statutory charge 
Against the land, the legal title still re
maining in the mortgagor, and an attorn
ment clause in the mortgage cannot create 
any real tenancy in the mortgagor, and. 
therefore, s. I of 8 Anne, c. 14, cannot ap
ply. | Yates v. Ratledge, 5 TÎ. & N. 249:
('ot v. Leigh. L.R. 9 IJ.B. 333: Morton v. 
Wijod. L.R. 4 Q.B. 293, distinguished; .1**1 - 
licoe v. Wellington I.oan Co., 4 X.Y.R. 330, 
applied.]

Hyde v. Chapin, 26 D.L.R. .381, 3.3 W.I..R. 
559, 9 W.W.R. 1142, reversing 8 W.W.R.
820.

<§ 11 B —44 I—SVBHTITUTRD MORTGAGE.
Where one to whom a voluntary convey

ance of land was made, which was void 
as to the creditors of the grantor, upon 
retiring an existing mortgage thereon, gave 
a new one to the mortgagee for a larger 
amount, such mortgage is not atfected by a 
subsequent proceeding to set aside such con- 
v.wance, to which the mortgagee was not a

•lack v. Kearney, 4 D.L.R. 8.36, 10 E.L.R. 
- is. | Reversed on another point 10 D.L.R. 
4*. 41 N.B.B. 293.]
HI. Vendee of mortgagor; assumption of

debt.
($ 111—45)—Payment by vendor—Surbo-

A mortgagor who is compelled to pay a 
mortgage debt after its assumption by an 
assignee of the equity of redemption, either 
by express agreement, or by virtue of s. 89 
of the Real Property Act, R.S.M. 1902, c.

148, is entitled to an assignment of the 
mortgage.

Ross v. Schmitz, 14 D.L.R. 648. 6 S.L.R. 
111, W.L.R. ■**, * W AX .R. 399.
Rhiiitr acquired by—Effect of Registry

Une who purchases encumbered lands 
from a mortgagor takes subject to the true 
state of the mortgage indebtedness, having 
regard to the application of payments made 
between the mortgagor ami mortgagee; and 
the purchaser acquires no better rights, by 
virtue of the Ontario Registry Act, R.S.O. 
1914, c. 124. than the mortgagor himself 
had.

Thomson v. Stikeman, 14 D.L.R. 97, 29 
O.I..R. 146.

An agreement by the purchaser of land 
to assume, "on the completion of" the de
ferred payments with interest thereon to the 
vendor, the payment of a mortgage to a 
third party for a stated amount (which, 
with the other payments, made up the total 
purchase price), and to take into consider
ation at the time of assuming mortgage" 
yearly payments made bv the vendor there
on, does not impose any liability on the pur
chaser, in the absence of anything in the 
agreement of sale to the contrary, for inter
est accruing on the assumed mortgage prior 
to the time lixed for completion of the de
ferred payments to the vendor or the time 
of their actual payment in the event of pre
payment.

Miner v. Hinch, 13 D.L.R. 1, 28 W.L.R. 
293. 23 Man. L.R. 8112, 5 W.W.R. 797. 
Implied covenant.

Section 6.3 of the Land Titles Act, c. 41 
(Sask.), which implies a covenant to pay 
the mortgage debt by a purchaser of the 
mortgaged premises has no application to 
the purchase of only an interest in the mort
gaged premises. | Short v. Graham, 7 VVr. 
L.R. 787, followed.|

Montreal Trust Co. v. Boggs, 25 D.L.R. 
432, 31 W.L.R. 914. 9 W.W.R. 1200.
ASSUMPTION BY PURCHASER OF MORTOAORD

land — Obligation to pay — Assign
ment TO MORTGAGEE—ACTION AGAINST 
MORTGAGOR AND PURCHASE* TO RECOVER 
MORTGAGE MONEYS----JI'DGMENT—RELIEF
over — Indemnity — Stay ok piIockkd-

Smith v. Wright, 8 O.W.N. 609.
I'nder ss. 114, 126 of the Real Property 

Act, R.S.M. 1902, c. 148, as they stood prior 
to the amendments made by 1 Geo. V. 
c. 49, a mortgagee, even after foreclosure 
under the Act, may, if he still retains the 
property, sue the mortgagor on his covenant 
for payment; and, therefore, in such a ease, 
a mortgagor who has transferred the prop
erty may call upon his purchaser to pay the 
mortgage money under the implied covenant 
to indemnify him set forth in ». 89 of the 
AM. (William» v. Box, 44 Can. 8.C.R. 1 ; 
Platt v. Ash bridge. 12 fir. at p. 106; Camp 
bell v. Holyland, 7 Ch. D. 166, and Blunt 
v. Marsh, 1 Terr. L.R. 126. followed.] Pay-
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’ill'llt by tin* mortgagor in stivh a «aho is 
not a condition precedent to Ii'ih right of ac
tion on the purchaser's obligation to indem
nify. Protection may be afl'ordi-d to the 
purchaser by payment into court for the 
proper application of the money. |Collin 
v. Rinn, 3 Man. L,B. S ; Mewburii X. Min k 
clean, lit A.H. (Ont.) 72». followed.]

Noble v. Campbell, 21 Man. L.H. 007. 18 
W.L.R. Afll.
« § 111—4t$l—Agreement fob HALL OF I,AM) 

— As.sf.MOTION OF EXISTING MORTGAGE 
— I)IH( HAIIUE OF F.XIHTIN(i MORTGAGE 
AND CREATION OF NEW MORTGAGE FOR 
LARGER AMOVXT AT INCREASED RATE OF 
INTKRE8T — ALLOWANCE — All.lt ST- 
M en r—Costs.

Re Osterhout and Cada, 8 O.W.N. 30.
(§ 111—47)—Oran tee’s liability to gran-

Wliere land is conveyed subject to a mort
gage, and the grantee assumes and cove
nants to pay and to indemnify the grantor 
against the mortgage, the grantor, if sued 
upon his covenant in the mortgage, is en
titled. in third party proceedings against 
the grantee, to immediate judgment and ex
ecution for the amount of the judgment ob
tained against him, by the mortgagee, with 
co-ts, but the grantee, if he lias disposed 
of the equity of redemption, is entitled to 
notice of proceedings for foreclosure.

Mi'Murtrv v. Lenshner. 3 D.L.R. A HI. 3 
O.W.N. 117*. 21 O.W.R. 09(1.
Implied covenant of indemnity.

An assignee of an equity of redemption 
subject to a mortgage, by virtue of s. 8(1 of 
the Ileal I’rojierty Act. ft.S.M. 1002. c. 148. 
impliedly covenants with liis assignor, un
less otherwise expressed, to pay the prin
cipal and interest of the mortgage, ami to 
indemnify the assignor from liability tliere-

Roaa v. Srhinilz. 14 D.L.R. 048. 23 W.L.R. 
828. (i S.L.R. 131, WAV.R. 300. 
Indemnity by pi rciianer—Relationship— 

Parol evidence.
The rule Hint the purchaser of nn equity 

°f redemption is bound to indemnify the 
vendor against liis liability for the mort
gage debt does not apply when the purchaser 
is merely a nominee or agent : and parol 
evidence is admissible to prove this relation
ship.

t aihpbell v. Douglas, 32 D.I..R. 734. 34 
Can. S.f’.R. 28. affirming 23 D.L.R. 430. 34 
O.L.R. 380.

The relationship subsisting between mort
gagee. mortgagor and assignee of the vquity 
<>f redemption who lias covenanted to pay 
Hie mortgage délit, is not that of creditor, 
surety and principal debtor.

Brown v. Pike, 23 B.f.R. 240.
(§111 48) — Statutory liability of

TRANSFEREE — IMPLIED COVENANT —

A statement of claim in an action to en
force the statutory implied covenant of a

transferee to pay the mortgage debt, alleg
ing that the defendant is the present regis
ters! owner and that lie been me such since 
the execution of tile mortgage, and praying 
for judgment in aecordanee with the implied 
eovenant under the Land Titles Act (R.S.K» 
l»0». e. 41). sufficiently sets out the defend
ant ns ••transferee" under s. 03 of the Act 
and fully warns him of the nature of the 
relief claimed against him. | Colonial In
vest. A L .an Co. v. Foisie, 4 S.I..R. 302. di« 
tinguislied.]

Assinihoia Lund Co. v. Acres. 27 I) L It 
103. » S.L.K. 142, 34 W.L.R. 111». 10 WAV
R. 333. affirming 23 D.L.R. 43». 8 <.M; 
126. 32 W.L.R. 380. » WAV.R. 308. 
Implied covenant of traxhfrrek.

Under s. 32 of the I .and Titles Act 
(Alta.), in every transfer of land subject 

1 to mortgage, a binding covenant is implied. 
, both with transferor and mortgagee, that 
I the transferee will pay the mortgage, and 
I the mortgagee may sue the transferee direct 

ly upon this covenant in default of pay

Créât West Lumber Co. v. Murrin. 32 I) 
L.IL 483, 11 A.L.R. 173, [ 1M17j I M.W.C.
043.

The implied covenant under s. 03 of the 
Land Titles A et (Bask.), of n transferee 
of land subject to a mortgage, so long 
as lie remains the registered owner, to an 
sxver for tlie mortgage debts, is only ap
plicable where the xvhole of the mortgaged 
estate, not merely a portion of it. has been 
transferred. | Montreal Trust Co. v. Bogg< 
23 D.L.R. 432. followed.]

Dominion of Canada Investment A !)••
I lentil re Co. v. Carstens, 3(1 D.L.R. 23. I»
S. L.R. 272. f 1 f» 17 J 3 WAV.R. 133.

A judge lias poxver under s. 32 of the 
Land Titles Act ( Alta.), as amended in 
mill, to direct the registration of a trans
fer of land subject to a mortgage, in order 
to subject the transferee to the statutory 
implied covenant to pay the mortgage debt, 
unless ihe transferee within a reasonable 
time takes proper steps to effectively assert 
his claim against the registration.

Re I.and "lilies Act; Re Ronald and Sum
mers. 37 D.L.R. 374, 13 A.LR. 20». [1917] 
3 WAV.R. «26.
II BANTER'S liability to mori-gagor.

Where a jhthoii purchases part only of
the lands comprised in a mortgage made by 
his vendor and takes a covenant against in
cumbrances. for further assurance and for 
quiet possession, he is entitled as against 
the mortgagor and as against a subsequent 
iiirchaser of the remainder of the mortgaged 
a lids with notice of rights, to lx* indemni- 

tied against the amount due on the mort-

Honie Building k Savings Ass’n V. Prin 
gle, 7 D.L.R. 20. 4 O.W.N. 128. 23 O.W.R. 
137.
(Iraniel's liability to mortgagee.

Where a mortgagor sells the mortgaged 
:-ivmiked and the purchaser assumes the
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mortgage, <>r retain» in hi» possession an 
.1 mount of purchase money equivalent there
to, the purchaser is compelled by ». 63 of 
the Land Titles Act, c. 41 (Saak. », to ap
propriate that money to the mortgage, just 

formerly he was compelled in equity to 
hand it oxer to the mortgagor if the mort
gagor wao compelled to pay the mortgage.

Montreal Trust Co. v. Uogg-, 25 D.L.R. 
432, :il XX L.R. t»!4. 9 W.W.R. 1200.
T»l H i KB TRANSFEREE—I MPI IKD COVENANT TO 

PAY DEBT.
A trustee transferee of land subject to a 

mortgage cannot be held to covenant im- 
l.liedly with the mortgagee that lie will pay 
the principal money and interest secured by 
the mortgage, notwithstanding s. 52 of the 
I«uni Titles Act (Alta.I.

Kvans v. Ashcroft, 8 W.W.R. 899.
I MPI-1 ED COVENANT TO PAY—Pi. KADI NO.

Where an action is brought against a 
transferee of registered land subject to a 
mortgage, and personal judgment is sought 
:igain«t him under s. 52 of the l>end Titles 
Art (Alta.), there should lie an express 
claim setting forth that such transferee is 
so liable, as the defendant- sought to he 
charged ought to lie distinctly informed us 
to how and by xvliat authority lie is alleged 
to he held personally liable. (Colonial in
vestment Co. v. Foisie, 1 W.W.R. 397. fol-

IIonic Investment A Savings \s-'n v. Mid- 
died itch, 7 W.W.R. 1202.
lMPIIK.ll COVENANT FOR PAYMENT BETWEEN 

TRANSFEREE ANII MORTGAGEE — LAND 
Titles Act, h. 52.

Créât West Lumlier Co. v. Murrin, 
11917], 1 W.W.R. 945, affirming 9 W.W.R. 
1431.
The Land Titijcs Act, a. 52—TRANS

FEREE OK MORTGAGED LAND—IMPLIED 
COVENANT WITH MORTGAGER—LIABILITY 
CONTINUING AFTER TRANSI KR OK OWNER-

The liability of a transferee of mortgaged 
land under the covenant implied with the 
mortgagee under s. 62 of the l»nd Titles 
Act ( Alta.) persist* after he has parted 
with the ownership of the land.

Trusts & Guarantee Co. v. Stephens, 
(l»l»| 3 W.W.R. 410.

IV. Assignment.
“Absolute assignment” collateral security, 

w A-signment. ITT—26.
(1 IV—50)—Assignment ok mortgage— 

Right ok assignee to include pay
ment OK ARREARS IN MORTGAGE-CLAIM.

Mothers v. Borrowman, 33 D.L.R. 179, 38
0.I..R. 12.
Hypothec—Substitution.

Hie registration of the transfer of a debt 
has not the effect of creating the hypothec 
different from that created by the deeds of 
obligation, but simply substitutes new cred
itors for the former ones; therefore, if in

jured in any way, the debtor is not entitled 
to attack the deed of transfer hut should 
attack the deeds of original obligation.

Martineau v. Pennington, 23 D.L.R. 74H. 
24 Que. K B. 3.
Action on. by assignee—Sum mary judg

ment — Defence - Assign men i by 
mortgagee-trustee in breach ok 

trust—Notice to assignee—Kyidencr.
Patterson v. Wurm, 9 O.W.X. 105.

(8 IN'—51 )—Action kor payment ok most 
gage monKy or kobect-ohvre—-Tender
of PAYMENT AND DEMAND FUR ASSIGN-

II or swell v. Campbell, 19 O.W.K. 952. 
RTGIITN or ASSIGNEE—COVENANT-—DEFEN-

The usual covenant in a mortgage for 
payment of the mortgage-debt is enforce
able by an assignee of the mortgage, as an 
independent obligation, notwithstanding any 
defence* arising from the transaction in 
which the mortgage was given; the assign 
ment of a covenant is not an assignment of 
a chose in action contemplated by the Con
veyancing and Law of Property Act ( ILS. 
(X 1914, v. 109, s. 491 ; nor does an assign 
nient, pendente lite put an end to the ac
tion, but merely prevents proceeding with 
it without an order to proceed.

Neveren v. Wright. 38 D.L.R. 734, 39 O. 
L.R. 397, affirming 11 O.W.N. 409.
Fraud—Bona fide assignee—State op ao-

The fact that a mortgagee is fraudulently 
named in a mortgage executed in blank 
does not affect the right of a lama tide 
assignee to treat the person named as tlu* 
valid holder of the charge, although in fact 
the latter had paid nothing to the mort
gagor ; it is only in so far as payments have 
been made that an assignee is affected hv 
“the state of the account." The state of ac
count» can only affect the assignee of a 
charge or mortgage under the Land Titles 
Act, R.S.O.. 1914. e. 19S, in -in far as pay 
manta have been made subsequent to the 
date of the mortgage; if without actual no
tice when the assignment is made the as
signee is not affected by the fact that the 
amount for which the npirtgage was given 
has in fact never been paid.

Dodds v. Harper. 32 D.L.R. 22, 37 O.L. 
R. 37.
Ansiunmknt—Foreclosure ht assignee— 

Right to proceeds ok insurance poli
cy—Mortgage CLAUSE.

Queliec Fire Ins. Co. v. MacVicar, 27 D.L. 
R. 720, 22 B.C.R. 448.
(8 IV’—33)—Covenant for good and valid 

security—Construction ok —Assign
ment OK MORTGAGE.

[Clerk v. Joselin, 16 O.R. 68, distin
guished.]

Toffev v. Stanton. 18 O.W.R. 405, 2 O.W. 
X. 1210.
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(8 IV—A4) —Or note secured by MORT

GAGE—MORTGAGE GIVEN 1X1 COMPANY AS 
COLLATERAL SECURITY TO NOTES FOR 
PRICK OF ARTICLE HOI.»— RIGHT OK HOLD
ER OF NOTES TO ASSIGNMENT OF MORT-

Re ( amidian (Jan Power A. Launches I.td.,
5 O.W.N. 43, 25 O.W.R. 51.

V. Satisfaction; discharge; release.
Application of payments, principal and 

interest, see Payment, IN'—30.
Satisfaction, what const it iiten, see Assign

ment. for Creditors, VIII It—73.
(§ V'—60)—Interest Act, R.S.t . 1906, c. 

120, hh. tl, 0— Statement ok rate — 
Damages for wmongfvl withholding 
discharge of mortgage.

Canadian Northern Invest. Oo. v. tamer- 
on 32 D.L.R. 54, 34 W.I..K. Kltti, 10 WAV. 
R. 859.
Action upon—Defence—Fraud and mis

representation—FAILURE TO PROVE— 
Mistake in mortgage as to amount
PAYARUC—PLAINTIFF A LI .OWED AN IN
DULGENCE TO RKXX)VK:K FT LI. AMOUNT
claimed—Amendment—Costs.

Snmlstrom v. Yates, 17 O.W.N. 113. 
Discharge ok mortgage—Account—Prom

issory note—Payment into court-— 
Reference.

Rand v. Fraser, 6 O.W.N. 709. 
Registration of—Mortgagee a company

IN LIQUIDATION—EXECUTION Of DIS- 
CHAKOE BY LIQUIDATOR—NECESSITY OF 
PRIS IF OF A Pixel NTM ENT OF LIQUIDATOR.

Re land Titles Act (Sask.), 1191KJ 3 W. 
W.R. 348.
(8 V — 03) — Fraudulent disc harge — 

Fraud krougiit home to mortgagor's 
ACCENT—ONUS ON BENEFITED PARTY.

A person cannot avail himself of w hat has 
been obtained by the* fraud of another, un
less lie himself not only i* innocent of the 
fraud hut lias given some valuable consider
ation, and where a mortgagee executes a re
lease of his mortgage at the request of the 
mortgager and his agent and such retpiest 
is tainted with fraud which is brought home 
personally to the mortgagor's agent only, 
the onus is on the mortgagor not only to es
tablish his own innocence of fraud in the 
transaction but to prove that lie has given 
valuable consideration to the mortgagee for 
the release. On setting aside a discharge of 
mortgage which had been obtained by the 
fraud of another by which the defendant 
benefited although not chargeable with any 
direct knowledge of it, allowance must lie 
made to him for disbursements made on the 
faith of the discharge being effective.

Rutledge v. Anderson. 29 D.L.R. 97. 24 
Man. I*R. 491. 28 W.L.R. 593. varving 19 
D.L.R. 29. 27 W.L.R. 73.
(8 V—64)—Discharge iiy administrator

—As KECONVFYA NUB—KSTOPPF.I..
Where a widow holds two mortgages on 

certain property, the first mortgage as ad-
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ministratrix of her deceased husband's es
tate, the second mortgage in her own name, 
and slip executes and registers a discharge 
which recites the second mortgage, but is 
signed by lier "as administratrix," she ami 
her assigns are estop|ied, as against innocent 
parties without notice claiming title under 
a foreclosure of subsequent mortgage*, from 
denying that her personal mortgage hail 
I wen paid and discharged ; the di «charge 
operates by law as a reconveyance.

Hayden V. Cameron, 31 D.L.R. 219. 
Mortgagee prisoner of war—Unable to

SIGN DISCHARGE—PAYMENT INTO C'OUBI.
The Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 121, does 

not enable the court to make an order vent
ing land in Ontario in the mortgagor when 
In* is willing to pay off the mortgage and 
to pay the money into court, where the 
mortgagee's signature to a discharge cannot 
Is* obtained because of his internment 
abroad as a prisoner of war; but if the mort
gagor has made a contract of sale of the 
lands f rec Arom incumbrance he may apply 
under the t'onvevancing and Law of Projsr- 
ty Ad. R.8.O. 1814, e. 108, e. ■_* 1. for .m 
order to pay into court sufficient money to 
meet the incumbrance and interest, includ
ing an allowance for the costs of a future 
motion for payment out, and may thereupon 
obtain the court’s order declaring the land 
to he fm* from the incumbrance. (Re Keel
er, 32 L.J. Ch. 101. disapproved; Re Under
wood. 3 K. A .1. 745, distinguished ; see the 
subsequent Out. statute of 1915, c. 21, 
amending the Mortgages Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 
112.1

Re Worthington. 21 D.L.R. 492, 33 O.LR. 
191.
(8 V 991— Merger—Intention—Convey

ance OF EQUITY TO MORTGAGEE APTM 
LATTER'S ASSIGNMENT III' MORTGAGE.

The conveyance of encumbered land by a 
mortgagor to the original mortgagee by an 
instrument referring to tin* mortgage as be
ing lield by the bank to whom the mortgagee 
had transferred tin* same a« security, will 
not effect a merger of the title sufficient to 
work a satisfaction of the encumbrance on 
the mortgagee subsequently obtaining a re
transfer to himself of such mortgage, where 
it is apparent that the intention of the par
ties to the transaction wa« that it should b* 
kept alive.

Robinson v. Ford. 14 D.L.R. 369. 25 W.L, 
R. «99. 5 W.W'.R. 542. | Varied, 19 D.L.R.
572. 7 S.L.R. 443. 31 W.L.Ii. 13, 7 WAV R. 
747.1
(8 V — 09) — Discharge by assignee — 

Right to use assignor's name—Stip
ulation FOR REASSIGNMENT ON TERMS.

An assignment of mortgage which recites 
Vint it is given as collateral security for a 
loan to the assignor hut which contains in 
its operative clause an assignment of the 
whole mortgage and the whole debt anil not 
merely a part equivalent to the loan and in
terest. and which further provides for a re
alignment of the mortgage on payment of
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the loan, is sufficient under the Registry 
Ad, R.8.O. 1014, v. 124, s. 02, to enable the 
a..ignee to receive the whole of the mort
gage money and to give a statutory dis
charge of the mortgage without the assignor 
joining or giving a further release of his 
interest, if the assignment expressly grants 
|H.\\cr and authority to use the name of the 
assignor for the enforcement of the mort-

île bland and Mohun, 10 D.L.R. 710, 30 
O.L.R. 100.

VI. Enforcement.
A. («ENERALLY; EFFECT.

Preservation of incomes, receiver, equit
able mortgagee, see Receivers.

Idstress as incident of mortgage, see 
Landlord and Tenant, III 1)—110.

Concurrent remedies, foreclosure, personal 
judgment, see Land Titles, 111—30; Execu
tion, 1—2.
(§ \"| A—70)—Enforcement—Mortgage.

I NDKR ToRRENB NYHTKM.
The court will not direct the registration 

of a final order of foreclosure made in a 
court proceeding as under the old registry 
system against lands in Manitoba subject to 
the Torrens system of title registration, 
upon a mortgage made under s. 00 of the 
Heal Property Act, R.S.M. 1002, c. 148; 
the compulsory transfer of the mortgagor’s 
title can be accomplished only by a pro
ceeding in the land titles office under ss. 
113, 114 of the Act.

lie Alarie and Treehett, 14 D.L.R. 208, 
23 Man. LR. «28, 2ô W.L.R. «48, 5 WAV.It.

Foreclosure — Covenant — Extinguish
ment or debt—Subsequent mortgage 
-Same mortgagee—Liability under.

A mortgagee who has foreclosed and sub
sequently sold the property cannot sue on 
the covenant for payment, hut the wiping 
out of the indebtedness on the first mort
gage does not deprive him of his right as 
im-ilgagee of a later mortgage to proceed 
on the covenant in such mortgage.

Lmaii v. Sinnott, 4» D.L.K. 238, 12 S.L.R. 
44 .. IHHIIJ 3 W.W.R. 7ID, reversing 12 S. 
LR. 115.
La \o Titi-es Act, Alta.—Foreclosure— 

Extinguishment ok debt—Express 
application—Execution fob balance
— I NTKNTION.

An amendment to the Allierta laind Titles 
Act in 1919 provides that an order for fore
closure whether made by a court or judge or 
by the registrar shall operate as a full 
satisfaction of the debt secured by the mort
gage. An order made upon an express ap
plication to lie permitted to purchase for a 
certain agreed amount and for a vesting 
order a ml for leave to issue execution for 
the balance due, and where this is clearly 
intended to lie granted by the order made, 
i- not within this amendment. (Mutual 
Life Aes'ce Vo. v. Douglas. 44 D.L.R. 115, 
reversing 30 D.L.R. «VI, distinguished.]

Security Trust Co. v. Sayre, 49 D.L.R. 
187. 15 A.L.R. 17, 11910] 3 W.W.R. 634, 
reversing (1919] 2 XV.W.R. 863.
Covenant — Extinguishment of debt —- 

Land Titles Act.
An order under s. «2 (a) of the IaumI 

Titles Act (Alta.), for foreclosure of a 
mortgagor's interest in mortgaged land, does 
not extinguish the mortgage debt, and the 
mortgagee may still proceed against the 
mortgagor upon the covenant or upuu col
lateral security.

Mutual Life Ass’ce Co. v. Douglas, 44 
D.L.R. 115, Ô7 Can. 8.C.R. 243, 11018) 3 
XV.W.R. 529, reversing 39 D.L.R. «01, 13 
A.L.R. 18 at p. 29 11918] 1 W.W.R. tiVV. 
which reversed 38 D.L.R. 459, 13 A.L.R. 
18, 11918] 1 XV.XV.R. 239.
Practice as to enforcement — Interest 

Act—“Jusr allowances”—‘‘Extrade 
DIN ARY COSTS, CHARGES AND EXPENSES.”

Canadian Mortgage Invest. Co. v. Baird. 
30 D.L.R. 27.i, 34 XX .L.R. 985, 10 XV.XV .R 
1195.
Hypotheque — Default clause — Divihi-

A provision in a mortgage ( hypothèque ), 
that upon the borrower's failure to make 
payment the property shall immediately vest 
in the lender, and all sums paid lie for
feited as liquidated damages, does not vest 
the property in the lender, in discharge of 
the mortgage debt, in bar of the lender's 
right to sue for same, since under art. 1133 
C.C. I Wuc.) lie may eleet between recourse 
under tne penal clause or under the primary 
obligation; though the loan has been nnule 
by two persons jointly it is a divisible obli
gation, and may he enlurced by each sepa-

llalero v. Cray, 33 D. L.R. 140, 50 (juc. 
S.C. 350.
I’oKEt him kk—Personal judgment — CON

CURRENT REM Ml I ES.
A filial order of foreclosure of a mort

gage under the Land Titles Act ( B.C. ), 
vesting the mortgaged property in the moil 
gager, dues not prevent the latter from pro 
reeding to realize the mortgage debt under 
his personal judgment, given by the order 
nisi, so long as In- remains in a position to 
recoilvey the mortgaged property ; if he pro
ceeds on his judgment, the foreclosure will 
Ik- reopened to enable the mortgagor to re-

Orser v. Colonial Investment &. Loan Co., 
37 D.L.R. 47, 10 8.L.R. 349, 11917J 3 W. 
WJL 513.

XX here an action is in respect of a mort
gage, and the claim is for (lersonal judg
ment and in default foreclosure, the matter 
conies under either r. 129 or 130 and there 
must lie an order before judgment can be 
signed under either of these rules.

Taylor v. (Jrunau, 9 XX'.XX'.R. 1120.
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Land Titles Act (Alta.), skv. 626 -Ex
ecution Conditions mmccedbut
FORECLOSURE AND HAI.K — PlOM HASE 
PBIII mortgage.

XVertli v. Davie. 32 D.L.R. 384, 11 A.L.R. 
40. 11017] 1 W.V IV «Ü .
FORECLOSURE— Sl'KX'IAI. PROVISO AFFECTING 

REMEDY1—ACCELERATION OLA1 SR.
A purchase-money mortgage containing a 

proviso that the mortgagor may retain a 
certain sum out of the last instalment until 
lie receives a conveyance of the interest of 
an infant who was a party to the convey
ance with the vendor-mortgagee, does not 
disentitle the mortgagee to his remedy of 
foreclosure upon default, hut the accéléra■ 
tion clause will not override the proviso as 
to the deferred sum, and recovery will lie 
limited exclusive of that amount.

Thomson v. Willson, 23 D.L.R. 4tlK, 51 
Can. 8.C.R. 307, varying lit D.L.R. AIM. 31 
O.L.H. 471.
Procedure—Special statute—Actions in: 

fori: Master.
The special procedure provided by s. 3, 

e. 6. of the statutes of 1914 (Alta.), that 
all actions for the enforcement of mort
gages or agreements for the sale of land 
shall lie brought la-fore a Master in Cham
bers in the Supreme Court, does not debar 
plaintiffs from proceeding under the ordi
nary procedure.

Colonial Investment 4 Ixian Co. v. (iradv, 
24 D.L.R. 170, 8 A.L.R. 4f>0. 31 XV.I..R. 
«76, 8 W.W.R. DMA.
Distress -IDoiith OP ASHTONS.

Section A of the Distress A et, R.S.S. e. 
«1, which entitles a mortgagee to distrain 
upon “the goods and chattels of the mort 
gagor or his assign»." is con lined to an 
assignee of the land whose assignment is 
sillweqiient to the mortgage, hut does not 
gi\e a mortgagee the right to distrain on 
the giaals of someone whose interest, was 
prior to the mortgage. [Vousden v. Hop
per. 4 8.L.R. l, applied.)

Rowers v. Bowlen, 2A D.L.R. 87. 8 S.L.R. 
13(1, 32 W.L.R. MAA, M W.W.R. «04. 
Attornment cuausk Power ok distraint.

A tenancy created by an attornment 
clause to secure mortgage interest is one 
created by estoppel, and binds those privy 
to the estoppel, but not third parties. The 
fact that the mortgagee has neither the 
legal estate in the lands, nor any reversion, 
does not disentitle him from distraining.
I Morton V. Woods. L.R. 4 Q.B. 2M3; Ex 
parte Punnett. I« Ch. 1). 226. applied.]

Great. West Saddlery v. flrieshavh. Il W.
XV.R. 628.
Action for porkcmisurr—Motion for sum

mary judgment—Account.
Halstead v. Sonshine, 7 O.W.N. 729. 

FORECLOSURE—I'lTI.E OK MORTOAUOR—REME
DY UPON MORTOAfiOB’s COVENANT FOR
payment—Statute op Limitations— 
Counterclaim—Breach ok agreement 
—Statute ok Frauds.

Curry v. Girardot, 7 O.W.N. 642.

Proceedings to enforce—Application for 
leave under Mortgagors and Pur 
chasers Relief Act, 1916—Arrange
MEM BETWEEN MORTGAGOR AND MORI 
GAGEE FOB RECEIPT AND APPLICATION OK 
RENTS OF MORTGAGED PROPERTIES.

Re Thomas and Morris, 8 O.W.N. 403. 
Mortgage not executed — Action for

MONEY LENT—I NT EBERT—RATE—Pl.KAIt 
1*0—Am ENDM ENT.

In an action upon a mortgage where it is 
found that the defendant did not execute 
the mortgage Imt that moneys of the plain 
tiff were paid for, and to the defendant 
through an agent whom he had authorized 
to obtain a loan for him, the action should 
not Is' dismissed before he has paid Iwck 
the money received and paid out for his 
benefit [Uslge v. National Union Invest. 
Vo.. ] Ii«i7| I < h. 300, 306], and the plain 
tifl" should Is- allowed to amend hi# claim 
so as to make it one for the repayment of 
money lent, and the plaintiff should lie a I 
lowed the rate of interest which the defend 
ant had notice was claimed and which lie 
did not object to (laist West Lumber Co. 
v. Haddad, 26 D.L.R. 529, 8 S.L.R. 407. 
followed]. The mortgage should not lie 
cancelled nor the registration removed un 
til such payment back by the defendant, 
where the court is satisfied the defendant, 
intended to mortgage the land in question.

Northern Trust Co. v. Wasvlkov»ky, 11 
S.L.R. 388, [1918] 3 W.W.R. *204.
For foreclosure—Form op judgment —

FORECLOSURE WITH HIX MONTHS FOR RE 
DEMPTION, OR HALE AFTER THREE
months—Costs.

XX iartou v. Canada Casket Co., 14 O.XV.X.
at i
Motion fob summary judgment—Defence 

—Interest—Costs—Stay or proceed

Mason v. Florence, 13 O.XV.N. 289, 14 
O.W.N. 344.
Reference to ascertain amount advanced 

and due — Finding ok Master 
Credibility op witnesses — Entries 
in irkik — Suspicious circumstances 
—Appeal—costs op defending title 
to mortgage added to mortgage-debt 
—Attack made by owner ok equity 
of redemption.

X\7ay v. Shaw, 14 O.W.N. 310.
Security for loan by city corporation to 

manufacturing company—Agreement 
—By-law — Construction ok mort
gage-deed—Enforcement ok security 
—Bonus—Assignment for benefit ok 
creditors.

Woodstock v. Woodstock Automobile Mfg. 
Co., 6 O.XV.N. 403.
Action on—Title of mortgagee—Failure 

to impugn—Evidence—Amount due— 
I ntkrkht.

Macdonell v. Keefer, 14 O.XV.N. 25. [Af
firmed in 15 O.XX'.N. 45.]
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Land Titien Art, R.S.S. 1909, c. 41, bntr,,aiX l.08UKB TlTt.K OK MORTGAGOR- REM- | 

H)Y UPON MORTGAGOR'S COVENANT FOR 
l AYMKXT—STATUTE OF LIMITATION'S— 
l oi XTKRCI.AIM—BREACH OF AGIUINiKNT

Statute of Fkaviin.
Curry v. Girardot, 15 O.W.N. 27. affirming 

7 O.W.N*. 042.
ACI ION BY MORTUAOKK OX COVENANT FOR 

i vy ment—Motion to stay prix ekd- 
i Nos—Foreclosure—Present ability
Kl KECONVEY MORTOAUF.ll PREMISES 
MtHENCK OF PREJUDICE TO MORTOAOOR.

Rea v. Polak, 15 O.W.N. 138.
Action my foreclosure— .Motion for hum 

\i \ky judgment — Defence — Oral
VillEEMENT TO TAKE NO PROCKK.DINOS, 
NOT MINIM NO ON MORTGAGEE.

< wiper v. Abramov it z, 11 O.W.N. 35, 77. 
Action on mortgage—Defence—Failure 

Coleridge v. 1 lav in, 12 O.W.N. 272.
Action for forecuibvre Appearance set 

aside Practice — Final order or
I OltECUIHURE.

Fourni i. OerUbein, 13 O.W.N. 17!*.
Action for foreclosure— Motion for sum- 

m iky .ii -dûment—Defence—Interest, 
WHETHER PAYABLE FROM DATE OF MORT
GAGE OR DATES WHEN MONEYS ACTUALLY
a ova n ceo — Arrangement between
MORTGAGOR AND MORTGAGEE—FORM OF 
COVENANT FOR PAYMENT OF INTEREST. 

Mason v. Florence, 13 O.W.N. 28!*.
Final order of foreclosure—Opening up 

on application of assignee of execu
tion creditor, not made a PARTY AND 
NOT SERVED WITH NOTICE—PULES 40!», 
470—Doubt ah to whether execution 
satisfied New account and new day
FOR REDEMPTION—IMPROVEMENTS MADE 
BY MORTGAGEE — LlF.N FOR — CONVEY- 
AM EYING AND I.AW OF PROPERTY A( T. 
s :i7.

fireisman v. Rosenln-rg, 13 O.W.N. 382. 
Jvioeni >: — Judgment — Fobfclohi-rb — 

Heferenck—Costs.
Hook v. Swarts. 10 O.W.N. 440: 11 OAV.

X 100. 363. 393.
Fxmm emE.vT—Saif, under—Insufficien

cy of notice—Damages—Injunction

Tucker v. Titus, 6 O.W.N. 651.
Action on personal covenant for pay

MENT MY MORTGAGOR DESCRIBED AS
"trustee” — Descriptive wogo not
LIMITING PERSONAL LIABILITY MORT
GAGE MADE AS PART OF TRANSACTION 
CONCERNING AN EXCHANGE OF PROPER
TIES -Defence based on alleged mis
representations—Failure to prove. 

Shaver v. Young, 16 O.W.N. 16.
(§ VI A—711—Defective bescription- 

Mortgaoe not beg 1 SI'ERArlk—Krctifi-

Where a mortgage by reason of a mistake 
in the description of u part of the land 
conveyed cannot be registered under the

notice may he given of same to subsequent 
encumbrancers by the filing of a caveat, the 
filing of the caveat must la* followed by an 
application to the court for a rectification 
of sttclemistake, and the registration of the 
corrected mortgage w lie re the foreclosure of 
the mortgage is sought.

Reeves v. Stead. 13 D.L.R. 422. 25 W.L.R. 
37, 4 W.W.R. 1353.
Foreclosure on default in payment of 

instalment — Sale by court free 
from encumbrances.

Where a mortgagee takes proceedings tp 
enforce his security lie cannot refuse to ac
cept payment of the whole amount of prin
cipal and interest even though part of it 
lias not yet matured, and a fortiori, the 
court may order a sale free from the en
cumbrance constituted by the immatured 
payments. [Ex parts Wlekens, [1898) i 
B. 543; Bov ill Kndle, (1899) 1 Ch. 648, 
applied.)

Great West Permanent l»an Co. v. Jones. 
8 A.L.R. 45. 7 W.W.R. 767.
OS VI A—72i—Cutting timber as grounds 

FOR FORECLOSURE.
A mortgagee is not entitled under (juc

hée law to foreclose a mortgage on the 
ground that the mortgage debtor has cut 
down t imiter on 1 lie property mortgaged, un- 
less lie can establish that the timber was 
cut to defraud him and for the purpose 
of diminishing or deteriorating his security.

Davis v. Smith, 8 D.L.R. 480.
It. On default of interest, instalment, 

taxes, etc.
iS VI B—75)—Default of interest, etc.

The relief against acceleration clauses in 
mortgagt-s provided for by sub-sec. 10 added 
to s. 93 of the Land Titles Act (Sask.). by 
I Geo. V. e. 12, a. 7, applies to the general 
law relating to mortgagee and not to a 
particular kind of foreclosure, and as soon 
ns enact oil it became in effect a part of every 
mortgage in the an me way as if it had l»een 

i inserted in the mortgage by the parties. 
The words “together with costs to be taxed 
by the registrar” in subs. 10, which gives 
relief against a mortgage acceleration clause 
ill proceedings before the registrar of land 
titles, have not the effect of limiting the 
right of relief to a proceeding before the 
legistrar, but the remedy may be had in 
court proceedings, e.g., a foreclosure action.

Wasson v. Darker, 8 D.L.R. 88. 5 S.L.R. 
364, 22 W.L.R. 60!». 3 W.W.R. 218, revers 
ing in part. 7 D.L.IL 526. 22 W.L.R. 320. 3 
W.W.R. 25.

A sale of land under a mortgage for non
payment of monthly instalments of princi
pal was ordereil in a foreclosure action in 
Saskatchewan in terms of an acceleration 
clause in the mortgage although the defend 
ant offers to pay the sum which is in arrear 
without reference to the acceleration clause.

McGregor v. Hern street, 5 D.L.R. 301, 20 
W.L.R. 642. 2 W.W.R. 284.
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Application ok payments — Interest — 

Mobatobium.
Where u mortgagor makes a payment on 

the mortgage and does not direet whether 
the funds are to he appropriated in payment 
of the principal or interest, a duty arises 
on the part of the mortgagee to apply it 
towards the payment of the interest, other
wise the interest would Is- added to capital, 
and so become itself liable to interest, or the 
interest would lie in default for more than 
1 year and the mortgage thereby Is....me lia
ble to foreclosure under the Moratorium 
Act. [Cockburn v. Edwards. IS Ch. I). 441»; 
W rigley v. dill, ( 1!KMi | 1 Ch. 185, fol
lowed.]

I large v. Fine», 2» D.L.R. 360. 26 Man. 
L.R. 16», 33 W.L.R. 813, HI W.W.R. 74. 
Fob4x.tx)8ubb—Default in interest.

Little v. llill, 30 D.L.U. 483, 23 B.C.R 
321.
REGISTRAR'S JURISDICTION AH 1X1 OKKAULT 

JUDGMENT. *
1 Canada Trust Co. v. latvton, 30 IXUR 
263. 1» S.L.R. 244. 34 W.L.R. 421». 10 W.W. 
It. 380.
Right to distress—( loons ok othrb pik-

Where a land mortgage contains an at
tornment clause in respect of the interest, 
ami in addition purports to give the mort
gagee the right to distrain upon any goods 
upon the mortgaged premises for arrears 
of principal and to recover same by way of 
rent reserved, a mere personal license is 
created by the latter power as between the 
mortgagor and the mortgagee, \fhivh does 
not justify the mortgagee distraining goods 
of persons other than the mortgagor which 
may lie upon the premises. [Kdmonds v. 
Hamilton Provident, 18 A.R. (Ont.) 347: 
Miller v. Imperial Land Co.. 11 Man. L.R. 
247 ; Trust & Loan Co. v. Lawrason, 10 Can. 
8.C.R. 67». applied.]

McDermott v. Fraser, 23 D.L.R, 430, 25 
Man. L.R. IN, s \\ \\ li. IN.
Action for foreclosure bkovn before, 

passing of Mortgagors ano Pvrchas- 
k-rs Relief Act, 19Lr>—Principal and
INTF.RSET IN ARRF.AB—RidIITS OK MORT- 
GAGK.K8 UNDISTURBED BY ACT—SECTION 
4, SI-IIS. o, <11 ACT—LEAVE TO PROCEED 
UNNECESSARY—COSTS OF MOTION.

Hind v. didlow, 8 O.W.N. 327.
Default in payment ok phincipal—Ac

tion FOR PRINCIPAL AMI INTEREST —
Payment by mortgagor—Claim for 
bonus — Amendment — Discretion 
—Refusal.

Warren v. Cairns, 1» O.W.X. 232.
As to amount—Divisibility.

A creditor has the right to maintain an 
action for the amount of the loan, even 
where it has been stipulated in • the deed 
that, on default of the Isirrowcr paying the 
loan with interest, on the date fixed, the 
immovable property hypothecated should lie- 
corne the absolute property of the lender,

w ithout the necessity of placing the borrow
er in default. A clause in a hypothecary 
obligation that “the loan is indivisible anil 
may lie claimed by the lenders in whole 
from each of the heirs of the borrower, con
formably to art. 1133, C.C. ((jue. |." does 
not mean that the lenders are Isumd u> 
make their claim against the borrowers to
gether and in one and the same action. It 
signifies merely that, if the debtor should 
die before payment of hi- debt, the plaintiff 
or the other lender might claim the whole 
amount from each of the heirs instead of 
dividing the claim and proceeding against 
each one of them for his proportionate

Haicro v. Gray. 50 Que. S.C. 350.
Action for foreclosure and possession— 

Interest and instalments of princi
pal PRO VIII to FOR NOT IN ARKEAK—
Breach by mortgagor of covenant to 
insure—Inability to obtain in hub 
A.NCK — REIIEMISE CLAUSE — RIGHT OK 
MORTGAGEE TO IMISSESSION, BUT NOT 
FORECLOSURE— ( OSTS.

Carrique v. Pilgar, U O.W.N. 101.
Motion for lea vie to bring action for

FORECLOSURE WHERE PRINCIPAL ONLY IN
arrear—Mortgage made before Au
gust. 1014 Mortgagors and Pur
chasers Relief Act—Leave granted 
unless principal reduced and bate 
OF INTEREST increased.

(,’ruso v. Brown, 14 O.W.N. 244.
(§ VI H—76)—Special covenants.

Tlu* “special covenants" which may lie 
introduced into a statutory mortgage un
der the Torrens or “New System" title regi- 
tration (Real Property Act. K.N.M. 1902, c 
148). must not lie such as are repugnant to 
the imperative provisions of the statute it
self. While at common law the rights and 
powers of a mortgagee of land are incident 
to the legal or equitable estate vested in 
him as mortgagee, the statutory mortgage 
under the Torrens or “New System’’ registry 
law in Manitoba, R.S.M. 1002, c. 148. does 
not vest any estate in the lands in the 
mortgagee, but takes effect us u security 
only, with statutory powers for enforce
ment ; the mortgagee’s rights and powers 
are consequently dependent directly upon 
the statutory provisions, and any addi
tional stipulations in a mortgage made un
der that statute, which purport to author
ize the mortgagee or his assigns to sell the 
lands, -are not effective to pass the regis
tered title merely on a transfer by the 
mortgagee in purported exercise of the con
ventional power of sale without the judg
ment of a court or the compliance with the 
statutory proceedings for enforcing the se
curity.

Smith v. National Trust Co., 1 D.L.R. 
«08. 45 Can. N.C.R. 616. 21 W.L.R. 97, 
I W.W.R. 1122. affirming 20 Man. LJL 682. 
Remedy fob breach of covenant—Receiv

ership.
National Trust Co. v. Brantford Street R.
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Co.. Il n.L.R. 837, 4 O.XV.S. 1341, 24 O. 
VV.il. 787, reversing 4 D.L.11. 301 and uvw 
trial ordered.
Kl'.IIT TO ENTER—IN8UKKH IKNCY OF ENTRY 

<1 IZVRK OF CROP BY SHERIFF.
Macdonald v. Doucet, 45 N.S.R. 114, 7 

K L K. 32».
C. WHO MAY FORECLOSE: PART»».

$ C—S0)—SPECIALLY IND0R8K.lt WRIT—
\ VI END M KNT—N KCKRRARY PARTIES.

X final order for foreclosure based upon 
amended judgment, not according to the in- 
dor'ement upon the writ, is not a judgment 

d specially indorsed writ, and is inef
fectual ; such a judgment is wholly invalid, 
,ui i no laches can estop those who seek 
to have it. set aside.

Martin v. Evans. 37 D.L.R. 376. 39 O.L.R. 
479

\ mortgagee under a second mortgage 
cannot claim a judicial sale of the interest 
of the first mortgagee without the latter’s 
consent, hut lie may sell the equity of the 
mortgagor subject to the prior mortgage 
without making the first mortgagee a party.

Wallace v. Smart, 1 D.L.R. 70. 19 W.L.R. 
7H7. IS C.i*J. 110. 22 Man. L.R. 6S. 
Foreclosure order—Necessary parties.

A motion for a foreclosure order nisi 
lused on default in the delivery of a defence 
must make it appear that every allegation 
to sustain the order sought is contained in 
the statement of claim. An order for fore
closure cannot lie granted in the absence of 
any of the persons entitled to the mortgage

Murray v. Stentiford, 20 B.C.R. 162, 6 
W XV.li. J407.
Foreclosure-Subsequent incumrrancer

ADDED AS PARTY IN MASTER*H OFFICE—
Attack upon judgment and report— 
liocus standi — Regularity ok pro
ceedings.

Elliott v. Byers. 13 O.XV.N. 107.
Pr.AiTice—Writ of summons—Specially

ENDORSED WRIT — MORTGAGE — FOBE- 
< I.OSURE—Part»»—Owner of equity 
REDEMPTION—APPEARANCE WITHOUT AF
FIDAVIT—Rules of court.

Palter v. Slier, 9 O.W.N. 49.
FoBKvmsuRE — Covenant for payment — 

Title—Quit claim deed—Mistake- 
Reformation— Husband and wife — 
Kbaud—Undue influence — Evidence 
—Assignment of interests by one of 
SEVERAL MORTGAGEES PENDENTE LITE— 
Addition of assignee as party—Rule 
300 — Recovery on covenant — Abil
ity TO BECONVKY—FORM OF JUDGMENT
—Payment into court—Lien for un
paid PURCHASE-MONEY—COSTS.

Naiman v. Wright, 9 O.W.N. 165.

MOUTUAUK, VI C.
Fokect-ohvbk—Part il» to action—Execu

tors ok deceased mortgagor—Will— 
Power to sell land—Beneficiaries 
not joined—Rule 74—Title to land 
—Application under Vendors and 
Purchasers Act—Validity oe title 
derived through foreclosure.

Re (ioldlierg and (Jrossberg, O.W.N. SH5. 
Time for redemption — Time given to 

THIRD MORTGAGEE BEYOND TIME FOB SEC
OND MORTGAGEE.

In an action by a first mortgagee, a third 
mortgagee was given an extension lieyond 
the time fixed by the order nisi for redemp
tion so that if tiie second mortgagee did not 
redeem it could do so: it appearing that the 
second mortgagee held its mortgage not for 
a present existing indebtedness but for a 
possible contingent liability, and that the 
third mortgagee intended to redeem should 
the sc-cond mortgagee not do so.

Braid v. McDowell, [19191 3 W.W.R. 596.
(§ VI (’—HI)—Final order on consent— 

Failure to disc mike interest of pub 
CHASER OF EQUITY OF REDEMPTION—
Opening forecmisure — Parités —

Foster \. Ma I lor v: MvJjaughlin v. Mal
lory. 10 O.W.N. 145.
Action by third mortgagee Motion for 

summary judgment — Judgment for
PART ADMITTED, WITH STAY OF EXECU
TION— Tender before action — Pay
ment INTO COURT.

Harris v. Altshuller, 10 O.W.N. 174.
(§ VI C—62)—Part»» defendant—Par

TIES ADDED IN MASTER’S OFFICE.
I ruler r. I IS of the Manitoba King s 

Bench Rules, R.S.M. 1902, c. 40. providing 
that upon a reference under a judgment for 
foreclosure or sale the master is to inquire 
and state whether any person other than 
the plaintiff has any charge upon the land 
subsequent to the plaintiff’s claim, a party 
is added in the Master’s office on the as
sumption that he is a subsequent encum
brance. and if lie claims priority over the 
plaintiff lie must move to discharge the 
order making him a party, or to add to. 
vary or set aside the judgment, arid upon 
his failure so to do he is bound by the 
judgment to the same extent as un original

McDermott v. Riclsehowskv. 3 D.I*R. 319,
22 Man. LR. 319, 21 W.L.R. 77, 2 W.W.R. 
182.
Foreclosure—Parties defendant—Addino 

in Master’s office.
•The fact that all persons interested in an 

equity of redemption are not made parties 
to a foreclosure proceeding, or that the ac
tion is discontinued as to some of them, 
does not vender the proceeding fatally de- « 
fee-live, since all necessary parties may be 
added even after judgment. | Jones v. Bank 
of Vpjier Canada, 12 (Jr. 429; Buckley v. 
Wilson, 8 (Jr. 566; Portman v. Paul, 16 Or. 
458 ; Oxford v. Bayley, 1 Ch. Chrs. 272, fol-

-
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lowed.] Where on an appeal from a judg
ment of foreclosure, it appear* that all par
ties interested in the equity of redemption 
were not made parties to the prove»-ding, or 
added in the Master’s office, the matter will 
he referred Iwck to the Master so that they 
may he added by a formal order and not 
In the service of a Master's warrant, making 
them parties.

Home Ituilding & Savings Ass'n v. Prin- 
gle. 14 D.L.R. 482, :» O.W.N. 220. 25 O.W.R. 
Jttl, reversing 12 D.UR. 866, 24 O.W.R. 
8811.
FORECLOSURE—AUDI NO EXECUTION CKI.IUTORS

AND LIENHOLDERS—ALBERTA RuI.KH 46,
IT Pi Rl*OSI 01 Redemption.

The purpose of rr. 46, 47 (Alta.) is to 
obviate the a<lding in the first instance of 
caveators, lienholders, execution creditors 
and subsequent mortgagees, in an action for 
foreclosure while the rights of the mort
gagor and first mortgagee an* lieing de
termined. and also until it is determined 
whether there will Ik* a surplus available for 
subsequent encumbrances. Service of the 
order nisi gives an op|H»rt4iuity to subse
quent encumbrancers to mine in and redeem 
and in the case of a lienholder to establish 
his rights under the lien.

C.P.U. Co. v. Canadian Wheat Crowing 
Co.. 47 U.L.R. 102, 14 A.I..R. 452, [HMD] 
2 WAV.15. 313.

Plaintiffs brought action for foreclosure 
of a mortgage, joining the mortgagor and 
the registered owner as parties defendant, 
and claimed judgment on the covenant 
against the mortgagor and the registered 
owner. It was not expressly alleged that 
I lie present registered owner was a trans
feree through the mortgagor. On motion 
for judgment:—Held, where a proceeding is 
taken against a transferee of land subject 
to a mortgage, and it is sought to hold him 
personally liable under the l>and Titles Act 
(Susk.t respeeting implied covenants, there 
should lie an express allegation setting forth 
that he is so liable, and. there ls*ing no 
such allegation in this ease, the plaintiff 
was not entitled to personal judgment 
against the registered owner.

Colonial Investment A Loan Co. v. Foisie. 
4 S.L.R. 362.
Abandonmknt of immovable—Mistake—

When appeals are successively taken to 
the Court of King's Pencil and the Privy 
Council from a judgment of the Superior 
Court in au action en déclaration d'hypo
thèque ordering the defendant to surrender 
the immovables hypothecated within 1.*» days 
from date of service (which was made) and 
Isitli appeals afliruicd the original judg
ment, the said delay for surrender, suspend
ed thereby, only runs from the date on which 
the final judgment of the Privy Council is 
registered as provided by art. 1252 C.C.P. 
The declaration of the defendant that he 
has surrendered nil the immovables, fol
lowed by an enumeration in which one of

them is omitted by an error in copying, is 
a valid surrender and does not give tie* 
plaintiff a right to proceed as if the «me 
omitted had not been surrendered. The un
dertaking by the surety on appeal from the 
judgment in an action en déclaration d'hv- 
potlifspic that In- will pay the amount ail- 
judged in capital, interest, costs and dam
ages if tlu* appellant fails to do so, does not 
make him liable for a loss resulting from the 
fact that the immovables having depreciated 
in value pending the appeals, and the laves 
and interest on prior hypothecary «lainis 
accumulated, the proceeds of the* judicial 
sale were insufficient to satisfy the jmig-

( a inula Industrial Co. v. Walker, 22 Uue 
K.It. 442.
Parties—Mortgage action—Addition of 

new Dm: n da nth Procunkd earths
vui NOTH I ED.

Mille v. Tibbetts. 9 O.W.X. 125.
Kokkc i.oncrk—Execution creditor of one 

ok three owners ok undivided shares 
in equity ok redemption—Status or
EXECUTION CREDITOR A PI ER PROOF OK
claim in Master's office—Sikh 
VI ENT INCUMBRANCER— REDEMPTION OK 
IN. A IN TIKE'S MORTGAGE—CONSOLIDATION
of securities—Marsiiam.ini.—Vxm- 
VI1IKD I M EREST IN EQUITY ACQUIRED 
A PIER EXBCUflON PLACED IN 8 HER I UK 
HANDS HI T BEFORE KROOK OF CLA1M-*- 
Ascertain ment of rmpw five inter
KHTS—A 1‘1’OKT ION MENT— EFFECT OK HI
uEMprioN—Avoidance of multiplicity 
of i*RiM 11- din os—Judicature Act, s. it; 
(h)—Partition or sale—Leave to

In an action to enforce a mortgage by 
foreclosure, K.,F„ and ft. were made de
fendants ils the owners of the equity of re
demption, ami a company, an execution cred
itor of the defendant lx., was added as a 
defendant in the Master’s office, where its 
claim was allowed : and, as a suliseqiient in
cumbrancer, it redeemed the plaintiff’s mort
gage. K. was the mortgagor, and F. and 
(j. were owners of undivided interests in 
the equity of redemption by transfer from
K. , subsequent to the placing of the vom- 
lany's execution in the sheriff’s hands: — 
leld, that, the company, after its claim

had lieen allowi-d, became an incumbrancer, 
with all the rights incident to that status. 
| Federal Life Ass’ce Co. v. Stinson, 13 <
L. R. 127. affirmed in Scott v. Swanson. 3!» 
< an. S.C.R. 220, followed.] (2) When the 
company redeemed the plaintiff, it hc«*ame. 
as against K.. entitled to a judgment of 
foreclosure, unless redeemed by payment of 
the full amount due on both its securities, 
ffîilmour v. Cameron, 0 (Sr. 200, followed.] 
(3) That the company had no right to con
solidate or marshall its securities as against 
F. and (!., its right to consolidate not hav
ing attached until it had become an incum
brancer, which was not until after the sev
erance of the equity of redemption. '(4)
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Tlmt tin- company was entitled to haw tin? 
respective Interests of K.. F., mid (I.

and the moneys due under the lirst 
mortgage apportioned, no that each of them 
nimi|<1 lie entitled to redeem his undivided 
interest on payment of the proper amount.
I Flint v. Howard, [1893] 2 I'll. ".4, applied.] 
i.'.i That redemption liy I1', of the plaintiff’s 
mortgage would not put an end to this ac
tion and so force the company to take some 
other proceeding to enforce its rights— 
multiplicity of legal proceedings must, he 
avoided: Judicature Act, s. It; (h ). (t$i
That leave to apply should la1 reserved, so 
that, when the proceedings for foreclosure 
«,r redemption should lie concluded, partition 
or »alc might he had in the same action.

Xdams v. Keers. 46 O.L.R. 113. [Varied 
in l« O.W.N. 347.]
J'VRt IIA8EB OF EQUITY IN LAND—IMPLIED 

COVENANT TO INDEMNIFY VENDOR— 
I (IKK I 11' I 111 , III HT OF.

Xuhle v. Camphell. 20 Mail. L.R. 232. lâ
W.LR. 690.
IS VI V—83)—Intervention.

Where some of the defendants, against 
whom no claim was made in a proceeding 
to foreclose a mortgage, asked that a sale 
of the encumbered premises lie made, and 
offered a satisfactory guarantee for the costs 
thereof, a sale, instead of a foreclosure, will 
lie ordered.

Mctiregor v. Hemstreet, f> D.L.R. 301. 20 
W.LR. «42. 2 W.W.R. 284. 
i§ VI C—84)—Right of eorI'X’Msvrk—In

formalities affecting registration— 
I'orkenh system.

An informal charge given in respect of 
lands which are subject to the Land Titles 
V-t (Sask.) for a debt, will not be enforced 

hy foreclosure or sale if not in conformity 
with the statutory requirements for mort 
gages, lmt a personal judgment may he re
covered in respect of the debt which it rep-

Shore v. Weber, 11 D.L.R. 148, 24 W.L R. 
343. 4 W.W.R. 714.

D. Defences.
' 8 VI 1)—85)—Defective description—

MOBTGAUB NOT HKC.ls TKAHLE—CAVEAT— 
SfBHKqVENT ENCUMBRANCER.

\otv itlistanding the fact that a subse- 
quent mortgagee fails to tile a defence to 
an action to foreclose a prior mortgage, he 
may. under Sank. r. 232. on the plaintiff's 
motion for judgment, raise the objection 
that the plaintiff’s mortgage, which, by rea
son of a mistake in the description of a 
part of the land conveyed, was not registrn 
hlc under Land Titles Act, R.S.S. HMD. 41, 
could not he foreclosed until after the 
rectification of such mistake by the court, 
ami the registration of the corrected mort

îli-eves V. Stead. 13 D.L.R. 422, 25 W.L.R. 
t W.W.R. 1353. 

i an. Dig. -102.

Obtained as part of ehai dui.kxt trans- 
action—Dishonesty of mortgagee 
No money advanc ed—Forec i.obukk ou 
bale—Rights of assignee.

The assignee of a mortgage which has 
been obtained as part of a transaction which 
was in essence a fraudulent scheme of the 
mortgagee, the true agreement between the 
parties not lieing put in the prcqier form 
through the dishonesty of such mortgagee, 
who bad no right under the circumstances 
to take the mortgage, and the amount 
agreed to lie advanced never having been ad
vanced cannot succeed in an action for fore
closure or sale la-cause the original mort
gagee could not have done so.

Jacobson v. Williams, 48 D.L.R. 51, 
|1»1»] 2 W.W.R. 891.
Nummary judgment — Mortgage — Korn 

closure—Defenc e—Rules 56, 57.
Taylor v. Kdwards, 7 O.VV.X. 119.

Actions for foreclosure—Nummary .iuihi- 
mf.nt—Defences--Husband and wife 
—Form of judgment.

Standard Reliance Mortgage t'orp. v. 
Hiette. 16 O W N. 288.
(S VI D—861—Effect of tender—Inieh

While-, under ordinary circumstances, a 
mortgagee even if in possession is entitled 
to his full interest clown to the date of pay
ment, lie is not entitled to rely upon that- 
rule if he has denied the mortgagor's right 
to redeem ; so on an account iifg Mween a 
mortgagee in possession who had refused to 
be redeemed, where it appears that the mort
gagee refused to accept a reasonable offer 
of the mortgagor, that a sum sufficient to 
satisfy- the mortgagee's claim be set aside 
out of a fund then on deposit in court by 
reason of an expropriation of the land in 
question, the mortgagee is properly re-fused 
interest at the rate stipulated in the mort
gage from the time of such failure, to accept 
tlie offer and is allowed only the raie of 
interest a rented upon the fund in court. 
| National Rank of Australasia v. United 
Hand. etc.. Co.. 4 App. Cas. 391, applied. |

Williams v. Box, 12 D.L.K. 91, 24 Man. 
L.K. 31. 24 W.LR. 93. 4 W.W.R. 214.

K. Relief: decree: effect ah to fund.
War Relief Act, Volunteers and Reserv

ists Relief Act, Mortgagors and Purchaser* 
Relief Act. see Moratorium.

Application for relief, appearance, see 
Appearance, I—2.
(§ VI K------96)—Rki.iff— Status of mort

ciAcioR— Trustee.
A trustee personally responsible for a 

mortgage debt is entitled to the same pro 
tectiui) iis an ordinary debtor, and is within 
the provisions of 6 (ieo. V. c. 21 (Man. I.

Winnipeg Church Extension Ass'» v. Mar 
kiewicz. 37 D.LR. «97. 28 Man. L.R. 221. 
11917 | 3 W .W.R. 831.

A proceeding by n mortgagee to collect, 
rent from tenants under the terms of the
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mortgage is not suspended by the Volunteers 
ami Reservists Relief Act (Alta., ItUtii.

North American Life Ass'ce v. Morris, 31 
D.L.R. 73». H A.L.R. 31, 11917J l W.W.R. 
«14.
MORATORIUM — iSOl.DIEKH — ItKMH — Rk-

I hough by s. 8 of the Volunteers and Re
servists Relief Act (Alta, l'.llti, c. 6), the 
mortgagee's right to collect the rents is 
preserved, the remedy of enforcing that 
right by an action tor the appointment- of a 
receiver, particularly in connection with the 
foreclosure action itself, is suspended under 
the provisions of s. 3 of the Act.

Canada Life Ass'ce Co. v. Dickson. 3» I). 
L.R. 301, 11 A.L.R. 4M. |1917J I W.W.R. 1. 
VOLUNTEER» AND RESERVISTS RELIEF ACT— 

‘•INTERESTED IN HIS OWN MIGHT AS 
MORTGAGOR.”

A volunteer has a lama fide interest “in 
his own right.” in the land covered by a 
mortgage made by him as personal repre
sentative, out of which he was entitled to 
a distributive share, within the meaning of 
the Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act 
(Sask. 191U, c. 7. s. ‘21, and is therefore en
titled to protection from sale under the 
mortgage by virtue of the provisions in that
Act.

Quebec Rank v. Milding. 33 D.I..R. 694, 10 
8.L.R. ‘227. 119171 2 W.W.R. 390.
War Relief Act—-Rents—Kinalitt of

The War* Relief Act (Man.I,- 1918, as 
amended in 1917, empowers a judge to make 
an order permitting a mortgagee to collect 
from a tenant of the mortgagor claiming 
protection of the Act. and from the sub
tenants, the rent due by them, and to have 
possession of the property in ease of a de
fault: hut such an order is not necessarily 
final in its effect.

Gregory Nicholson. 3.1 D.L.R. 161. 28 
Man. Ml. V26, 119171 3 W.W.R. 8. 
Foreclosure—Enlihtment ami discharge 

—Assign ment for creditors—War 
Relief Act (B.C.)

Runt/cii v. Hill-Tout. 33 D.L.R. 383. 
[1917] 2 W.W.R. 286.
Final order of sale—Accovntino.

Home Building and Savings Association 
v. Pringle. 14 D.L.R. 482. ô O.W.N. ‘226, 
reversing 12 D.L.R. 886. 4 O.W.N. 1183, 3! 
O.W.R. 191. [See also 3 D.L.R. 896. 3 O. 
W.N. 1191.1
War Relief Act—Applicability.

The War Relief Act (Man.) cannot lie in
voked against a mortgagee proceeding with 
a mortgage sale commenced prior to the pas
sage of the Act.

Palmason v. Kjernested. 39 D.L.R. 237, 
28 Man. L.R. *29. [1918] l W.W.R. «107. 
affirming 36 D.L.R. 448. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
312.
War Relief Act—C lub.

A mortgagee of the real property of a 
club incorporated under the Benevolent So

cieties' Act is not affected in his proceed
ings to realize his security by foreclosure, 
by the provisions of the War Relief Act (K. 
('.) as amended in 1917, the land lieing held 
for the use of the corporate body.

Inman v. Western Club, 40 D.L.R, 9, 25 
B.C.R. 276. [1918] -2 W.W.R. 183. 
Mortgagors anii Purchasers Relief Act—

The prohibition against proceedings under 
the Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief Act, 
1 Geo. V. c. 2*2 (Ont.I, and the amendment 
thereto, li (leo. V. c. 27 (Out. 1, ami the Stat
ute Law Amendment Act. 7 Geo. V. c. 27 s. 
19, as to mortgages, is expressly and plainly 
confined to mortgages "made or executed 
prior to August 4. 1914." A mortgage made 
after that, date although in substance a re
newal is not within the Acts.

Appelhe v. Windsor Security Co., 40 D. 
L.R. 256, 41 O.L.R. 217, reversing 40 O. 
L.R. 148. IKee 42 OUR. 16.]
ORDER DISMISSING—RIGHT OF APPEAL—SV-

prkme Court Act.
The order dismissing this action (4ft 0. 

UR. 148), having lieen set aside by an order 
made upon appeal to a Divisional Court of 
the Appellate Division (40 D.L.R. 256, 41 
O.L.R. 217). the defendants, having no de
fence upon the merits to the action, asked 
the same Divisional Court to add to its 
order 11 direction that judgment be entered 
in the action in favour of the plaintiff— 
the defendants’ purpose lieing to have a 
judgment from which they could appeal to 
the Supreme Court of Canada. The appli
cation was opposed by the plaintiff, and 
was dismissed: the court holding (1) that 
it was unnecessary, as a right of appeal ex
isted even without the aid of the Act of 
1913, 3 & 4 (leo. V. c. 11. s. 1, repealing 
para, (el of s. 2 of the Supreme Court Act. 
R.S.C. 19(H), <\ 139, ami substituting a new 
para, (e), which extended the right of ap
peal: and (2) that the defendants should 
not be given the conduct of the plaintiff's 
ease against his will.

Appelhe v. Windsor Security Co., 42 0.
L.R. 16.
Mortgagors ami Purchasers Relief Act

—Derivative mortgage—Stay of fro-
CEEDINON.

The Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief 
Act. 1911, 1 Geo. V. c. 22 (Out.) is a stat
ute calling for a liberal interpretation: and 
the ease of a derivative mortgage falls with
in its provisions without doing any violence 
to them. Section 2 (1) (hi of the Act and 
s. 2 (d) of the Mortgages Act, R.N.O. 1914. 
e. 112. considered. In this ease, proceedings 
upon a derivative mortgage were staved, at 
the instance of the mortgagees, the makers 
of the derivative mortgage. The intention 
of the Act is to permit delay: and delay 
should be granted so long as the ultimate 
recovery of the money is not jeopardised, 
and reasonable compensation by way of in
terest is paid.

Re Shepard and Rosevear and Moyea
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Chemical Co.. Re Moves Chemiekl Co. and 
llshted, 42 O.L.R. 184.
ACCOUNTS—REOPENING AFTER ORDER NIHI— 

\UU.NO COSTS.
Where, after an order nisi in a mortgage 

ad uni the defendant is permitted to bring 
;m action to enforce an alleged agreement 
t,» discharge the mortgage, and fails there
on. the plaintiff is entitled to have the ar- 
c,Mints III the mortgage action opened up 
and in an allowance therein of the costa in 
the other action.

IlillalNiitgh v Delaney, 11018] 1 W.W.R. 

Vexatious proceedings—Action fob ac-
i ol NT AND REDEMPTION—J UDUMENT FOB 
IOKE4T.OSUBK IN PREVIOUS ACTION—AT- 
TEMPT TO OPEN VP—REFUSAI. TO DIS
MISS ACTION AS FRIVOLOUS OB VEXA-

Mi I’nriane v. Price, 14 0.W.N. 41.
Kaii.i he to pay interest—Riuht of fork- 

i msi be—Equitable bei.iee.
H,.»e V Howe, 28 D.L.R. 772, 22 B.C.R. 

r,.in. ;;t W.L.R. 041.
I’oRF.I I USURE ORIIKB—VARIATION.

Wevhurn Security Hank v. Kntidson. 30 
D.l. li. varying 27 D.L.R. 78». 9 8.L.R.

The Co. sold certain land under mort
gage. under the Land Titles Act. After pay- 
iii;' its own claim and that of the second 
mortgagee, a balance remained to lie divided 
iiaiing sundry execution creditor*. The 1. 
L Vo. also claimed under an unregistered 
instrument, in respect of which a caveat 
ha-l Ix-en tiled. An action hail lieen taken 
to H'tulilish this claim, but it was not yet

iriipleted. The mortgagee alleging doubt 
as tu the status of the 1.1* Co. and lack 
of knowledge of the amount due the execu
tion creditors, paid the money into court, 
under the Trustee Act, R.S.S. c. 40, s. 28 on 
an application by an execution creditor for 
payment out. it was held that the lack of 
knowledge of the amount due to the execu
tion creditors would not justify the mort
gagee in paying the money into court, and 
t!ms evading the responsibility cast upon 
him of distributing the money, unless some 
difficulty should arise, hut the position of 
Un- IL. Co.'s claim was sufficient to justi
fy tin- mortgagee in taking advyntugu of 
thf Trustee Act, and paying the surplus into 
"•iirt. Having paid the money into court, 
the mortgagee's responsibility did not end 
there, but lie should tlien have proceeded to 
apply for directions. Hut the mortgagee not 
haring applied for such directions, it was 
ope» to any person claiming the money to 
apply for the distribution thereof. While 
the I. !.. Co. was not in a position to secure 
payment out of the amount claimed, yet. 
as it. had brought an action for the purpose 
of Ma (dishing its claim, a stay should lie 
dirert.-d until the determination of that ac-

Re Fisher Mortgage Sale, 4 S.L.R. 374.

Relief against forfeiture — Statutory
COVENANT FOR ACC ELERATION UPON DE
FAULTS—Modification.

Where a mortgage was made pursuant to 
the Short Forms of Mortgages Act ((•lit.), 
hut contained additional covenants and pro
visions, it was held, that a provision for 
acceleration of the time for payment of the 
principal upon default us to any of the 
covenants or provisos was an addition to 
or qualification of the* statutory covenant 
for acceleration upon default of payment of 
interest and for relief upon payment of ar
rears of interest, and the same addition or 
qualification should lie read into the power 
to relieve, so that where default was made 
in respect of the covenant for payment of 
taxes, the mortgagors should, upon payment 
of taxes. Im- relieved from immediate pay
ment of the principal. And so as to a pro
vision requiring the payment as an imlenmi 
ty of three months’ interest in tdvanc-e, in 
addition to the payment of the arrears of in
terest: The mortgagors, being relieved from 
the consequences of default, upon payment 
of interest up to date, should not he re
quired to pay a sura, in the nature of a 
penalty, for interest in addition to the fu
ture interest. The court has power to re
lieve against oppressive and unfair forfeit-

Sehwartz v. Williams. 27 D.L.R. 733, 35 
O.L.R. [The defendant appealed from 
the above judgment hut after it had been 
in part heard, a settlement was effected, and 
the judgment was varied by consent.] 
Decree xihi — Parties — Representing

MORTGAGOR.
A person, who has not got the mortgagor’s 

estate to pay with, does not properly rep
resent the mortgagor’s estate in a foreclos
ure action, aund where the estate is only 
so represented a decree nisi will only he 
made on condition that if default be made 
in compliance therewith evidence is pro
duced to shew that the party to the action 
lias the mortgagor's estate under his con
trol so as to make redemption possible.

( amde Life (Ms, 7 W.W.H. Ilf?.
Foreclosure—Form of judgment.

Campbell v. Mazur, 24 D.L.R. 893, 32 
W.L.R. 43».
Action for foreclosure—Entry of judg

ment—Application for stay of pro- 
cf.f:dingh—Mortgagors and Purchas
ers Relief Act. 1915 — Proceedings 
stayed on payment or interest in ar-

Tuttv v. Heller, 8 O.VV.N. 429. [See 9 
O.W.N. 111.]
Action for foreclosure—Application for 

lease to continue—Mortgagors* and 
Purchasers' Relief Act, 1915—Stay 
of proceedings on payment of ar
rears AND COSTS.

Dolgoff v. Kenen. 8 O.W.N. 431.
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Actions fou foreclosure Mortgagors 

AND PURCHASERS ItKI IKK ACT, 1015. 
Paterson v. U rose, S Ü.XV.N. 451.

Form I.ouvre — REDEMPTION — MORTGAGORS 
AXO l’LRCHAISKHS RELIEF A Vf, 1015— 
CONFIRMATION Of PROCEEDINGS IN 
M ASTER'S OFFICE.

Gilbert v. Reynolds, 8 O.W.N. 434. 
EXCESSIVE RATE OK INTEREST — ONTARIO 

Moneylenders An, R.S.O. 1014. v. 175. 
h. 4—"Harsh and i nconscionablb 
transaction"—HeIM'CTION ok interest 
•— .1 CHOMENT — Al.COI NT — FoRKCI.OS-

1 .avilie v. Sonsliine, 8 O.W.N. 430.
Estate passing — Khtoppei. — Charge on 

i a n h—Sa le—EgviTa bi.e rem ee.
Miller v. Bnthan. 8 O.W.N. 4M. 

>foRTOAGORH ANI» PURCHASERS RELIEE A (T. 
1015—Interest—Leave to proceed for 
EOKKC LOS LIRE OR HALE.

Re Outrai Canada Loan, 8 O.W.N. 522. 
Action on mortgagor’s covenant for pay

ment—Motion under Mortgagors and 
Purchasers Relief Act, 1015. for
LEAVE TO PROCEED—Scope AND ME an I Ml
of Act—Ability of mortgagor to pay 
—Right of mortgagor to indemnity
FROM PURCHASER SUBJECT TO MORTGAGE
— Apprehension as to solvency of
PURCHASER.

Beswetherick v. Griesman, 8 O.W.N. 430.
•M.
Forei immure— Final ohiikb—Judgment of 

Supreme Court of Canada—Proof of 
default—Entry of judgment in Su
preme Court of Ontario—Practice- 
Issue of order—Mortgagors and Pur
chasers Relief Ac t.

Willson v. Thomson, 0 O.W.N. 140. 
Judgment on default of appf.arancf. in

MORTGAGE ACTION—REFERENCE—REPORT 
Notice of filing—Necessity for— 

Rri.ua 35, 429.
Currie v. Sperer, 9 O.W.N. 174.

Action for foreclosure—Application for 
summary judgment—Leavf. to defend 

Suggested defence — Deception
PRACTISED ON FOREIGNERS—PURCHASE 
OF LAND WITH AGREEMENT FOR RESCIS
SION IF PURCHASERS DISSATISFIED—
Agreement svperseded by conveyance
AND MORTGAGE.

Will key v. Vurtas. 9 O.W.N. 290. 
Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief Act, 

1915—Application for leave to sue 
i or overdue principal—Agreement 
for renewal at higher rate of in
terest—Costs.

Pi* Wade ami Mam. 11 O.W.N. 418. 
Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief Act, 

1915—Right to bring action to en
force MORTGAGE—INTEREST AND TAXES 
l\ ARB BAR—RXT**»ION OF 11 Ml FOB 
PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST—
Kxpiry ok time—Stay ok proceedings 
—Precarious security.

Young v. llarty, 12 O.W.N. 17.

Final order of foreclosure -Application 
to vacate order and to stay PRomn- 
INGS IPON payment OF IX It rest AND 
taxes in arheab.

Parker v Hossaek, 13 O.W.N. 322.
Forei i.ohi re—Appropriation of Payments 

Print ipal and interest—Insurant y 
premium and interest in ahkear— 
Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief 
Act (Uni.) 1915.

Smith v. JavohH, 10 O.W.N. 125.
Motion for summary judgment— Dispute

AS TO AMOUNT DUE—JUDGMENT DIHKIT
ING ACCOUNT TO BE TAKEN—NOTICE UK 
ASSIGNMENT OF MORTGAGE—STAY OP 
PROCEEDINGS—MORTGAGORS AND PlK
chasers Relief Act. 1915.

Ha 1st eil v. Priest man, 11 O.W.N. 32. 
Improper procedure by mortgagee—Costs

OCCASIONED BY.
Independent Lumber < o. v. Gardner, 4 

S.L.R. «7, 16 W.L R. 290.
Credit—Misconduct of mortgagee—Costs.

Burton v. Mat-lie, 19 W.L.R. 707.
Order nisi for fobbclosubb—order abso

lute NEVER TAKEN OUT—SALE OF PROP-
l’kty—Knowledge of by mortgagor—
Al'ljl IESCE.NCE.

[Jones v. North Vancouver Um<i L lm 
prove ment Co., 14 B.C.R. 285; [ 1910J, A.C. 
317, followed.]

Williams v. Sun Life Ass’ee Co., 16 B.C.R. 
370.
F. Strict foreclosure; fobecmisube by 

advertisement.
(§ VI F—951—Final order of foreilos- 

VKE—EX PARTE ORDER—VALIDITY- DE
FENDANT APPEARING BUT NOT DEtE.ND-

A tinul order absolute for the foreclosure 
of u mortgage cannot be made ex parte 
where the defendant, although in default in 
making a defence, has entered his appear 
a nee in the action.

He Corbor and Oakshott, 13 D L.lt. 528. 6 
A.L.R. 245, 25 W.L.It. 311, 5 W.W.R. 1.

Section 7 of e. 12, Sask. Statutes 19KV 
1911, adding subs. 10 to a. 93 of the lanid 
Titles Act, R.S.S. 1909. e. 41. providing that 
if default, has occurred in making any pav 
monts due under any mortgage, or in the 
observance of any covenant contained there
in and under the terms of the mortgage by 
reason of such default, the whole principal 
and interest seeitred thereby shall have lie 
eome due and payable, the mortgagor may, 
notwithstanding any provisions to the eon 
trary, and at any time prior to sale or fore
closure under n mortgage, perform such 
eo vena lit or pay sucli arrears as may be in 
default under the mortgage, together with 
costs to lie taxed by the registrar of land 
titles, and that he shall thereupon Is- re
lieved from the eon sequence of such default, 
applies only to proceedings taken liefore the 
registrar of land titles and not to lie fore 

; closure notion, as the provision as to taxa- 
; tion by the land titles registrar could not
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hive been iiitvmled to apply to the taxation 
ni the vonts of court proceeding'».

McGregor v. Hemetreet, 5 D.L.R. 301, ‘20 
W.I..R. 61*2. 2 W.W.R. 284.
lKSTAl.MK.NT CONTRACT—STIPULATION HiH 

soil! K Ol FORFEITURE.
Bourne v. Phillip», 13 D.LR. 944. 4 W. 

U.R. 1215.
VI F—07) llRIHDICTlON.

V local judge or master of the Allierta 
fMi|ireine ( ourt Iiuh jurisdiction to make 
tnriM Insure orders and vesting orders with
out restriction of hi* jurisdiction with re
gard to the amount of the claim or the value 
of the property.

Re Und Titles Act, 11 D.L.R. 190. 24 W. 
U! 384. 7 A.L.R. 30. 4 W.W.R. 68.V 
Kokixt.oscbb decree—Stay of proceedings 

ok NAIE—LEAVE TO BID.
In foreclosure proceedings an order may 

!.v made that upon payment of interest at 
the rate set out in the mortgage upon mon- 
i vs due for principal, interest and coats, 
proceedings Is* stayed until conditions im
prove, and that, in default, the lands may 
he offered for sale at an upset price, with 
liberty to all parties to bid.

Benjamin v. Marsan, 8 W.W.R. 338. 
ti. Haie.

(4 V! G—100)—Foreclosure—Statutory 
Requiems.

Where a mortgagee gives notice under s. 
ti'Jn (see amendment 1915). the Land Titles 
Aet (Alta.) for directions for sale of the 
mortgaged land, the registrar has a right 
to require the production of (a) an affida
vit of default and continued default (b) an 
affidavit, of value of the property, (o) a 
statement of amount due under the mort
gage with an estimate of cost of sale, pro
ceedings, taxes, etc., (d) reserve bid form 
and envelope, (el instructions to auction
eer. in order that he may satisfy himself: 
(li that the mortgagee is entitled to offer 

1 lie land for sale (2l (b). (c) and (d). for 
the purpose of enabling him to settle a re
served hid, subject to which the property 
mav lie offered for sale, having regard to its 
actual value and the amount of the mort
gagee’.« claim, and (3) for the purpose of 
•icing sure that the sale will be conducted 
in accordance with the conditions.

Re Land Titles Act; Re Sun Life .Wee 
A Widmer. *26 D.LR. 147. 33 W.L.R. Ml. 9 
WAV R. 961.
SaIK ex BI.OC LESS ADVANTAGEOUS THAN 

8Al K IN PARCE1.8.
If. in the bona fide exercise of discretion, 

where there is a doubt whether the land 
would sell more advuntageously en bloc or 
in parcels, a mortgagee prefers to sell en 
liloi- and lines so. he will not be charged on 
that ground with wilful default where, after 
the «ale, it is made to appear that a sale 
in parcels would have been more advunta- 
genus. | Aldrich v. Canada Permanent L>an 
Vo.. 24 A.11. (Ont.) 193. distinguished.)

Wil..,„ x Tax lor. 11 D.L.R. 45Ü. 4 O.W.X. 
1 24 o u i:. 669. affirming 7 D.L.R. 316.
4 O W N. 253.

Sale—Agreement to convey land given as 
security—Sale ou vendor's interest

A person who accepts as security a trans
fer, absolute in form, of the borrower's in
terest in a land purchase agreement is 
under no obligation to give notice of sale to 
the liorrower, on the latter’s default in re
payment, if it was agreed that the lender 
should have the right to sell such interest 
by way of realizing Ins security, and there 
was no stipulation for notice; in such case 
the proceeds of sale become subject to the 
trust in place of the interest sold. [Rose 
v. Peterkin, 13 Con. 8.C.R. 677, distin
guished. |

Hamilton v. York. 13 D.L.R. 3. 24 W.L.R. 
579, 1 W.W.R. 859.
sale under—Basis necessary uok hale.

Colonial Investment & Loan Co. v. Weihe, 
18 D.L.R. 797. 7 W.W.R. 672.
Mortgagors and Purchasers Rei.iee Act 

—Leave to continue hale—Mobtqag
OR FAILING TO PAY INTEREST, TAXES Oil
insurance — Application unnecks

i Toronto General Trusts Co. v. Ritchie, 22 
D.L.R. 900, K O.W.X. 328.
Consent judgment for immediate sale-- 

Stay of operation pending outcome
OF CLASH ACTION TO DETERMINE VALIDITY 
OF MORTGAGE—VALIDITY UPHELD BY SU
PREME Court or Canada-t-Pendinu ap
plication FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL TO
Privy Council — No appeal as of 
right—Application for further stay 
granted upon onerous terms—.Hu 
cvRiTY—Payment into court—Rules 
369. 370—Privy Council Appeals Act, 
R.S.O. 1914, c. 54—Mortgagors and 
Purchasers Relief Act, 1915, s. » 
(8).

Hughes v. Conlova Mines, 8 O.W.N. 372. 
Proposed sale under power—Arrange

MENT BETWEEN MORTGAGOR AND MORT
GAGEE AS TO PURCHASE BY MORTGAGOR— 
Prejudice of purchasers of equity or 
HEDEM PTION—INJUNCTION.

Ifommill V. Millar. 10 O.W.N. 115, 215. 
Practice in action to enforce mortgage - 

Judgment for foreclosure—Subse
quent ORDER DIRECTING 8AI.E INSTEAD 
OF FORK! TOSUBE—REPORT OF REFEREE -
Incorrect date—Time for redemption
AND FOB APPEAL—O.NE DAY APPOINTED, 
WHERE SALE ORDERED, FOB ORIGINAL DE 
FENDANTS AND SUBSEQUENT INCUM 
RRANCKHH TO REDEEM — INTEREST —
Agreement to increase rate—W heth
er DIFFERENCE CHARGEABLE UPON LAND 
AGAINST SUBSEQUENT IN< l MBRANCKBH —
Consequent ns or redemption or
FAILURE TO REDEEM—UNNECESSARY To 
STATE IN REPORT—RULES 482, 487, 489 
—Stay of reference—Appeal from
ORDER REFUSING It) STAY—RULES 2, 005
(3). 507 ( 0).

Richardson v. McCaffrey, 16 O.W.N. 247.

MORTGAGE, VI G.
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Power of sale—Exercise by assignee of

MORTGAGE — NOTICE OF SALE— PROVI
SIONS OF MORTGAGE — OBJECTION TO 
TITLE MADE BY ASSIGNEE ON AGREEMENT
for sale—Application under Yen- 
ikihs and Purchasers Act.

Bp Bennett and Skool, 13 O.W.X. 131. 
Land Titles Act, 1911, s. 30— Sale by

PLAINTIFF OF HALF INTEREST IN MINING
locations—Mortgage or charge by
PURCHASERS IN EAVOUR OF PLAINTIFF 
FOR PART OF PURCHASE MONEY — EN
FORCEMENT — Release under seal — 
Construction — Restriction to por
tion OF MONEYS CHARGED—PURCHAS
ERS NOT RELIEVED FROM ALL LIABILITY—
Mortgage executed by defendants as 
TRUSTEES FOR SYNDICATE—KNOWLEDGE
of plaintiff—Personal liability of
DEFENDANTS — SECRET COMMISSION —
Finding of fact—Consideration for
RELEASE UNDER SEAL UNNECESSARY—
Recovery of moneys secured by
CHARGE LESS SUM RELEASED—REDUC
TION IN EXTENT OF < HA RGB—COSTS. 

Mills v. Tibbetts. 11 O.W.X. 231. 
Abortive sale—Execution—Land Titles 

Act.
Tlie nieaning of a. 02 of the Land Titles 

Act, (Alta.), as amended in 1910 and 1917. 
is that where there has lieen an abortive sale 
in an action on a mortgage the plaintiff 
cannot issue execution before obtaining an 
order for foreclosure.

Ollon v. Montgomery, [1017] 3 W.W.R. 
757.
(§ Vf <1—102)—Reference for sale—Ad

vertising—Procedure in Master's of
fice.

Gilliert v. Reynolds, 7 O.W.X. 827.
(8 VI (1—105)—Sale under power.

A mortgagor who consents to an aban
donment of foreclosure proceedings ami a 
.-ale of the encumbered property by the 
mortgagee without an order of court, can
not. four years later, have the sale set aside 
as against a purchaser from the mortgagee, 
■where, with full knowledge of all the facts, 
the mortgagor, without i|tiefiti<ming the reg
ularity of the sale, hut treating it as reg
ular. remained passive while the purchaser 
Inade extensive improvements in the prop
erty and treated it as his own.

Williams v. Sun Life Ass’ee Co., 4 D.L. 
R. «55, 21 W.L.R. 271. 1 W.W.R. 1222. 
Notice of sale—Signature.

The absence of a mortgagee’s signature to 
a written notice of sale served upon the 
mortgagor under the power of sale con
tained in the mortgage is fatal to the valid
ity of any sale thereunder.

Ansell v. Bradley, 31 D.L.R. 297. 37 O.L. 
R. 142.
Action by mortgagee for recovery of 

mortgage moneys and FOR possession 
—Proceedings under power of sale— 
Mortgages Act, s. 29.

A mortgagee of lands, who has brought

an action to recover the mortgage moneys, 
and for possession of the mortgaged lands 
until paid, is not prevented from also tak
ing proceedings under a power'of sale con
tained in the mortgage-deed. Section 29 of 
the Mortgages Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 112, hat- 
no application to such a case. [Stevens v. 
Theatres, [1903] I ( h. 857, distinguished.]

Shields v. Shields, 44 D.L.R. 763. 43 0 
L.K. 111.
Short Korms Act—Power of rale—As

signment BY MOBTG AGEE/—Power EX
ERCISED BY ASSIGNEE—INADEQUACY IN 
price — Fraud — Collusion — Pre
sumptions.

A mortgage made in pursuance of tne 
Short Forms of Mortgages Act (Ont.) con
tained the following power of sale; ‘•Pro
vided that the said mortgagee on default 
of payment for two months may on one 
month’s notice enter on and lease or sell the 
said lands. Provided that in ease of de
fault of payment an in foregoing proviso 
mentioned for three months, the foregoing 
powers of entry, leasing and sale of any of 
them, may lie exercised without any notice 
having been given as therein provided." In 
an action by an executor of the deceased 
mortgagor, to set aside a sale of the mort
gaged land by the assignee of the mortgager, 
and also to set aside a mortgage given by 
the purchaser, the court held that the as
signee of the mortgag<-e could validly ex
ercise the power of sale upon three months' 
default, without notice, also on the evidence 
that the sale was made in good faith and 
without collusion and that the inadequacy 
in price was not so great as to lead to the 
presumption of fraud or negligence or un
faithfulness on the part of the assignee in 
the discharge of her duty in the exercise 
of the power of sale.

Hoeliu v. Marshall. 46 D.L.R. 149. 44 
O.L.R. 241.
Power ok sale Notice—Auction half— 

Value of land— Expert testimony.
In an action by the assignee of the equity 

of redemption to set aside a sale of vacant, 
land under the power of sale contained in 
the first mortgage, by the first mortgagee 
to the second mortgagee, it was held: —(1) 
That the right to sell, on three months’ de
fault, without notice, as stipulated for in 
the mortgage, was not lost by notice being 
given to some of those entitled to notice 
under an earlier provision in the mortgage 
by which the power of sale might be exer
cised after default for two months on 10 
days’ notice. (21 That, when the land, 
which consisted of two separate parcels, was 
offered for sale at public auction, each par
cel. should have lieen advertised and offered 
separately, instead of both together ; but, 
as the land was not sold at the time that 
it was so offered, hut later the sale actually 
made must 1m- dealt with, without regarding 
the attempted sale as any real test of the 
selling value of the property. (Si That, 
upon the evidence, the sale to the second
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mortgage*, by private contract, after the 
land hud been ottered at public auction, was 
a real sale, and free from any taint or 
hiispicion of wrongdoing. (41 That, eon- 
.idering «nil the circumstances, the sale at 
*:(;.(» u foot was not a sale at an undervalue, 
though there was expert evidence that the 
land was worth *400 a foot. Itemarks upon 
the weight of expert testimony as to the 
value of land.

I ren v. t onfederation Life Assn., 40 O.L.
K. 536.
F’owkr or Kalb—Kxkrcire ok—Absence of

NOTICE TO MORTGAGOR— CONSPIRACY —
Landlord and tenant — Kent — Sub-
1*1.1'“ PROCEEDS OK SALE.

Kejne v. McIntosh, 6 O.W.N. 650. 
Mgrtgage action — Order providing kor

HALE—A PPL CATION KOR CONFIRMATION
ok sale—Defective proceedings in

On application for confirmation of a sale 
of land mad« by virtue of an order nisi, 
default in payment hv defendant must be 
proved. It is a fatal defect in mortgage 
>ale proee.-dingh for the notice of sale in 
the newspaper to state a different date for 
ihe sale than the notice in the posters, al
though the sale is actually held on the date 
advertised in the posters and being the 
later date. Where the court order requires 
notices of sale to lie posted in "conspicuous” 
places in the city, the posting of such 
notices in barristers’ offices is not sufficient, 
and suck insufficiency forms a fatal objec
tion to confirmation of the sale. Where the 
court order provides that property of the 
defendant mortgagor shall he sold “subject 
to taxes (if any),” and advertisement is 
not sufficient which states that the property 
will lie sold “free from all encumbrances 
-ave taxes, municipal claims and subject 
to any possible seed grain liens, and also 
subject to any statutory liens or eneum- 
Igances which may appear on the title." 
The form of order for sale provided for in 
the rules of court, and which requires in
sertion of the claims that the property is 
sold subject to. requires the draftsman to 
use reasonable diligence in ascertaining as 
accurately as possible the nature and 
amount of the claims which the property 

> sold subject to, and a recital of the same. 
The primal object of advertising is not the 
mortgagee’s protection : it is that the prop
er! \ may he fairly placed in the market.

Todd v. Sampson, [ 1919] 1 W.W.R. lift. 
Lease by mortgagor aster Mortgage-

Sale BY MORTGAGEE — POSSESSION —
Right to. against tenant.

Stevens v. Vllerich, 4 S.L.R. 170. 17 W.
LPi. 508.
SALE IN HER POWER—AlTlON TO SET ASIDE

—Notice op sale.
Kenney v. Barnard, 2 O.W.N. 470.

Kale ok land under—Distrihvtion or pko- 
« ekds—.Subsequent i.mumhbanckbs— 
Equitable charge.

Gilbert v. Reeves, 4 S.L.R. 07.
Power ok sale—Sale at fair value—Con

duct ok bale — Conditions — With
drawal ok bid—Collusion.

Kaiserhof Hotel Co. v. Zuber, 23 O.L.R. 
481, 18 O.W.N. 883. [ Affirmed, 25 Ü.L.R.
1V4, 2ft O.W.K. 582; ft D UR. 877. 46 Can. 
S.C.R. 651, 23 O.W.K. 305.]
(§ VI fi—106)—Suspension or power.

A mere extension of the time of payment 
and not an absolute sale of encumbered 
property to a mortgagee, was effected where 
a sawmill and its appurtenances were 
turned over to him under an agreement 
whereby his power of sale was suspended, 
and he was to operate the mill, paying the 
mortgagor a fixed monthly rental, the lat
ter retaining an option to take hack the 
property within nine months on certain con
ditions, and it was also agreed that a trans
fer of such property, which was given the 
mortgagee, should not lie recorded except 
in the event of a sale of the property In 
the manner specified in such Agreement, or 
upon the institution of suits against the 
mortgagor, or upon his not redeeming the 
property, and it was further stipulated that 
the mortgagee’s rights should he those of a 
mortgagee in possession, and that nothing 
in tin* agreement should impair such right.
| Davis v. Thomas, 1 R. & Mv. 506, and Bas- 
tin v. Bid « ell, UR. 18 Ch. h. 238. 247. dis
tinguished.]

Manitoba Lumber Co. v. Emmerson. 5 
I).UR. 337. 18 B.C.R. 96, 21 W.L.R. 503, 
2 W.W.R. 41».
<§ vi G—110) — Summary judgment — 

Mortgage action—Facts and circum
stances ENTITLING DEFENDANTS TO OF
FEND—Marshalling ok assets—Judg
ment FOR SALK OK PART OF MORTGAGED
land—Reservation ok right to apply
FOR SALE OK PART IAKEN BY MUNICIPAL 
CORPORATION FOB STREET.

McCowan v. Toronto. 7 O.W.N. 815.
(§ VI G—115)—Purchaser—Power of

REGISTRAR—RESALE.
Upon the land being knocked down to a 

purchaser at a mortgage auction sale held 
under the order of the registrar, the deposit 
paid and the conditions of sale signed, there 
is a completed contract between the mort
gagee and the purchaser: and that, if for 
any reason, this contract is not carried out 
the registrar has no power to direct a resale 
or to deal further with the land excepting 
under the direction of the court.

Re Duty of Registrar in Mortgage Pro
ceedings, [1017] 1 W.W.R. 331. 

j Sale under power in first mortgage— 
Purchase by second mortgagee—Ac
tion ON MORTGAGE COVENANT—RlGHP 
OK MORTGAGOR TO REDEEM.

j Croft v. McKeehnie, 5 O.W.N. 606.
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(S VI 0 I In i Piiopkkiv Act Right of

MORTGAGEE NO Hl'V IN AT A MORTGAGE 
bAi.i: -Rigiitm to si'BNKquEx ri.y behki i.

Under b. -II subs. (at of the Property Act 
< lHO.'l, r. 152. a mortgagee may
Imy in the property olfereil for sale under
I he mortgage in the rame way a* ran lie 
done when "leave to all part leu to hid” is 
given by a decree for foreclosure and sale 
in Chancery and in not accountable to the 
mortgagor for the proceeds of a subsequent, 
resale. Default being made in principal and 
interest secured under a mortgage the prop
erty was ottered for sale and bid in and 
conveyed to a third party who ten days 
later reconveyed it to the ‘mortgagee. The 
mortgagee subsequently sold the property. 
In an action by the mortgagor against the 
mortgagee and subsequently purchaser for a 
reconveyance of the property a declaration 
that, the various conveyances arc inopera
tive and for an accounting of the rents and 
profits; Held, that the several conveyances 
were valid and effectual and that the mort
gagor was entitled to an accounting of the 
proceeds of the first sale but not of the 
subsequent one.

Oativin v. Dionne. 4tl X.B.R. .'177. [Af
firmed âl D.I..U. 2114. J
( 8 VI <_i—121 )—SAI.K tINUKR PRIOR MORT

GAGE Pl.'KI IIAHB BY SUBSEQUENT MORT
GAGEE—RENALE at prokit—Kffkit on 
Ills MORTGAGE.

Where a prior mortgagee duly exercises 
a power of sale, and a. subsequent mortgagee 
becomes the purchaser; such subsequent 
mortgagee in the absence of anything to 
impeach the bona tides of the transaction, 
acquires the same irredeemable title as if lie 
were a stranger, nor does such purchase 
merge his mortgage or even require him to 
credit thereon the profits of a resale.

Union Bank v. Bates, 18 DX.lt. 26!>, 24 
Man. Lit. 610. 28 W.LR. «02. « WAY.I! 
1170.
SAI.E under POWER—PURCHASE by MORT

GAGEE—VAMIIITY.
A simulated sale by the mortgagee of the 

mortgaged premises to himself in pretended 
exercise of the power of sale contained in 
the mortgage will he declared invalid and 
the mortgagee compelled to account on the 
basis of tin* price lie obtained on the later 
sale he himself made.

Carter v. Bell. 21 D.L.Tt. 24ÎI, 21 B.C.R. 
55. til W.LIt. 1. 8 W.W.It. 47.
II "i' i u s'il Rich i op pi. un m i moot

GAGER TO PURCHASE—MASTER'S ORDER— 
APPEAL-—PRACTICE.

Cunii \. dohnson. 46 D.I..R. «.'•(». |li>lJ>|
1 W.W.It. «08.
Rea I, Property Ac r — Forkci usure pro-

UEEDI NGS (KKT1HCATE 01 TITLE (MI
TAI NED It Y MORTGAGEES—KfFECT OF.

Noble X. Campbell, 21 Man. Lit. 507. 18 
W.LIt. 501.

Seizure wo sale of isimovables—Resale 
on purchaser's default—Sequestra 
then Crops and revenue—Owner 
Nil Tl* - -Disl hiuu I ion iiy pron iionotaky 
—C.f . ((jt'E.) ART. 1472—C.CJ\ arts. 
760, 778.

When land is sold by the sheriff, and the 
highest bidder does not nay the purchase 
price, and the court, at the request of the 
owners and the mortgagees orders a resale 
(faIle enchère i. and names a sequestrator 
to administer the property, the crops and 
revenue collected by the sequestrator during 
the course of litigation by the parties in 
terested does not belong to the bidder, since 
not having paid the purchase price he lia-* 
not become the owner, they are the proper
ty of the creditors. In such case the court 
will order the moneys to lie deposited in 
court to he distributed by the prothonotarx 
under a collocation order. A voluntary 
sale is completed merely by the consent of 
the parties, although there has Itecn no de
livery and the price has not been paid, xvhile 
in a forced sale, by order of the court, it is 
not complete till the price is paid.

St. Catharine Street Realty Co. v. Loran 
ger, 56 (jue. S.C. 40.
Parties — Prautiuk — Application to va

cate order of fobeclohvrk and set
ABIDE CONVEYANCE TO THIRD PARTIES—
Adding such parties an defendants 
—Proceeding in same action.

Before application for an order vacating 
a final order for foreclosure of mortgaged 
land and setting aside a conveyance made 
Iiy the mortgagee to other parties who haxe 
become registered owners, the latter should 
be added as defendants in the action luid 
should la* notified of the grounds upon which 
relief is claimed against them. Such relief 
may lie claimed in the original mortgage 
action.

Securitv Loan A Trust Co. v. Duhan, 
11*1*] * W.WJt. 346
(S VI <1—120)—Power of hale—Pretend-

ED EXERCISE. OK —FRAUD—SETTING ARIDE 
CONVEYANCE.

Chandlers v. la» Burtis, 8 O.VV.N. 453. 
!Pka( tick — Opening up koreui.onurk — 

Rights ok third parties.
The plaintiffs, mortgagees, brought action 

and obtained a final order of foreclosure, 
upon which a certificate of title issued. By 
error. V. Bros., execution creditors of the 
mortgagor, were not made parties to the 
proceedings. Some considerable time after 
they became axxare of the foreclosure they 
applied to and obtained from the Master in 
Chambers an order setting aside the fore
closure and living a new date for redeinp 
lion. The material used liefore the Master 
contained sufficient to indicate that the 
plaintiffs had since the foreclosure made a 
sale -of the land to a third party under 
agreement. On appeal to the Court of Ap
peal. Held, that the order should lie set 
aside and the matter referred buck to the 
Master for the purpose of having the pur-
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,1mnor added as a party to the application 
to open up the foreclosure.

Credit Foncier v. Redckopc, 12 N.L.R. 83. 
; I'll»] 1 XV.NV.R. 494. [Reversed 46 D.L.R.
22.V1

II. SURPLUS; PROCEEDS.
(§ VI II — 130 I—COMPENSATION TO MORT- 

UAtiKK K»R IMPROVEMENTS.
A mortgagee is entitled to retain out of 

the proceeds of the mortgage sale, as part 
of the mortgage debt, any moneys right
fully expended in connection with the mort
gaged nremises which has increased the sell-

Waterloo Mfg. Co. v. llollaml. .'hi D.L.R. 
2Hi. lu S.UÎ. 300. 11 til 7J 3 U.W.R. 108. 
SI Rpl.UN—Trust.

« \ mortgagee who ha» sold land under
[never of -ale is a trustee1 of the surplus pro- 

■ •eeds remaining after the payment of its 
mortgage. Where a mortgagee is in doubt 
us to whom hiu'Ii surplus is payable he may 
al h is own risk as to eosts either with or 
without paving the money into court apply

the court under s. 49 of the Trustee Act. 
li.S.S. 1909, c. 4t$. and r. 042 of the Rules 
of court, for a determination of the rights 
of tlie claimants.

lie ( udmorv and I-aw Cnion A Rock Ins. 
Co.. Il S.L.R. 2-21. [19181 2 W.W.R. 802. 
Sai.f, in men i’owk.k—Surplus proceeds of 

sale — Distribution — Findings of 
MASTER — Al’FKAL — PRIORITIES — 
SvMilcATK — EQUALIZATION or I'AY-

Rc 'koII and Hamilton. 10 O.W.N. 221.

(6 VI II — 1311 —SURPLUS PROCEEDS OF 
MORTUAOB SALE—KXECVTICIN CRFDITORS 
OK MOBTQAOO*—PAYMENT OUT TO NI1ER- 
IKK—t RKUITORS’ RELIEF ACT.

Re Ferguson and Hill, 10 D.L.R. 85fi, 4 
O.W.N 1.1.19. '24 O.WJL 634.

\ vendor of goods or chattels who, in ad
dition to taking a lien note or conditional 
sale agreement, obtains a second mortgage 
on land as additional security, if there is 
a delicienev upon a resale of the goods or 
chattels for the vendee’s default, is entitled 
to have it satisfied from the surplus aris
ing from the sale of the land under tlie first

Créât West Life Ass’ce Co. v. Leih. 4 1). 
L.R. 392. .1 S.L.R. 332, 21 W.I..R. 877. 2 
W.W.It. 781.
Practice—Sams under power—-Surplus— 

Application as to disposition THERE
OF. HY MORTGAGEE—COSTS.

\ mortgagee after sale of the mortgaged 
lands had a surplus, and claiming to lie in 
doiilit as to the persons entitled to such 
-in phis applied for and obtained a siun-

us "for directions and advice as to the 
ii'iaisition of the moneys now in the hands 

i the said company, being the surplus 
money from the sale of certain lands tinder 
v mortgage made by Cudmore to the said 
company.” A month later ihe mortgagee

j paid info court the amount in its hands 
less a certain sum which it claimed to be 

I entitled to retain for costs incurred by it in 
[ previous proceedings. On the return of the 
i summons it appeared from the statements of 

counsel for the mortgagee that the inortgag 
or had no claim upon any of the moneys and 
that the questions to be determined were 
thone arising between various execution 
creditors of the mortgagor. Counsel for the 
mortgagee also took * lie position that the 
court had no jurisdiction on the motion to 
adjudicate upon the mortgagee's right to re
tain the amount claimed by it for eosts ami 
contended that, the court was confined in 
aiithorjfy to giving directions as to the dis
position of the surplus moneys admitted by 
the mortgagee and paid into court. Held, 
that in view of the fact that the question 
to la« determined was merely a« to the rights 
of the several execution creditors to par 
tieipate in the fund, the mortgagee could 

! relieve itself from responsibility by paying 
the surplus to the sheriff, ami in view of 
the further la<if that tin- applicant repudi
ated the court's jurisdiction to give direc
tions ami advice as to disposition of all the 
moneys in its hands at the time the summons 
was issued, the application should he dis
missed with costs and the moneys directed 
to lie repaid out of court to the applicant.

Re < mlmore, 12 S.L.R. 273, [1919] 2 W. 
W.R. 400.
SURPLUS.

Where subsequently to the giving of a 
mortgage on land executions are lodged 

I against the mortgagor, and after the giving 
| of a second mortgage other executions are 
I lodged and the property is sold in an action 
: on the first mortgage, leaving a surplus aft- 
1 er payment of the claim of the lirst mort 

gagee siiflicient to pay the second mortgage 
and the execution preceding it. and the sec
ond mortgagee is ordered to he paid, the 
intervening execution creditors arc entitled 
to lie |iaid in full and not merely pari passu 
with Ihe subsequent execution creditors. 
[Principles Involved in Roach v. Molaicb- 
lan, 19 A.R. (Ont.) 486: Rrcithaupt v. Marr. 
20 A.R. (Ont. i 68V: Re Massey. 2 Terr. L.R. 
84: and Howard v. H.R. Trading Co.. 4 

I IT-rr. L.R. 109. applied.] Where after a 
j lirst mortgage executions are lodged against 
J the mortgagor ami then a second mortgage* 
I is given, the latter mortgage is a specific 
: charge upon the interest of the execution 
! debtor, subject to, ami. in respect to exe- 
I cations lodged after it. with the same effect. 
I as if expressed to he subject, to the rights 
| of the prior execution creditors. A new and 

different interest from that to which the 
prior executions attached is thus carved out 
of the debtor's interest and specifically 
charged with the second mortgage, leaving 
again a new and different interest subject to 
lx* charged or bound, voluntarily or invol
untarily, hy the act or default of the debtor, 
ami it is only this latter interest that is 
affected hy the subsequent executions. Sec
tion 22 of the Creditors’ Relief Act contem-
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plates only one fund and in tlie present case 
there ere two funds, one representing tliu 
amount necessary t<» satisfy the intervening 
creditors, the other the ultimate residue. 
In view of the fact that subsequently to 
the decisions above cited the Territorial Or
dinance, c. 26, 1S9H, was replaced by the 
Creditors’ Relief Act, 1010 (2nd sess.) Alta., 
amending and consolidating the law and 
there is no indication in the latter Act that 
the sections carried without change into 
it hud Iwen wrongfully interpreted, any in
clinât ion to differ from those decisions 
should he disregarded.

Kdmonton Mortgage Co. v. Gross, y A.L.

SALE l NOKR POWER IN HUNT MORTAGE—PAY
MENT ok surplus into Court—Motion 
BY SECOND MOKTliAUKK FOB PAYMENT OUT 
—Notice to persons interested.

Re O’Connor 4 Hamilton Provident, 8 
O.W.X. «10. !» O.W.N. 208.
iSALK BY EIRST MORTGAGEE UNDER POWER OF 

HAI.B—l*UR( HASE iiy second MORTGAGEE 
—SURPLUS AFTER PAYMENT OF FIRST
mortgagee's claim—Disposition of—
KXKC ll'tOX CRKDi rOR—PRIORITY OVER 
SW ONO MORTGAGEE—EXECUTION ACT, 
K.S.O. 1!»14, c. HO. ss. 31, 34.

Re Alexandra Realty Co. and Mitchell, 11 
O W N. 2»2.
Sale of mortgaged lands—Distribution 

of surplus—Second mortgage. 
Kdmonton Mortgage Co. v. Gross, 18 

\\ I. i: 38 ■
Surplus—Payment out ok court—Money 

PAID IN BY MORTGAGEE—SURPLUS PRO
CEEDS OF MORTGAGE SALE—NOTICE—
Personal service—Service by publi-

Re Weber and Morris, 6 O.W.X. lfitl. 25 
O.W.R. 123.
Sale iiy mortgagee under Land Titles 

Act, n. 10.1—Surplus proceeds of hale 
—Payment into court. 

lie J. I. Case Threshing & Machine Co., 19 
W.L.R. 701.
Mobkiage sale — Surplus proceeds in 

court Distribution.
Gilliert v. Ullerich, 4 S.L.R. 56, 17 W.L.

n. is:.
I. DEFICIENCY AND JUDGMENT THF.REFOR.

(§ VI 1—133) —Powers of Master—Re
de m ption.

Under the Nova Scotia practice rules, a 
Master, in making an order for foreclosure 
and sale in a mortgage action, has not the 
power to give a personal judgment for any 
deficiency, though defendant had appeared 
to the action: the order is particularly in
valid if it fails to provide for redemption.

Thomas v. Parker, 34 D.L.R. 3«7. 
Foukclohubk — Deficiency — Personal 

rempair—Conditions precedent to. 
The application of a mortgagee after fore

closure for leave to enforce his personal 
remedy against the mortgagor may he

granted, provided the mortgagee is still pre
pared to retransfer the land to the mort
gagor upon being paid in full, and the mort
gagee in the framing of the vesting order 
may properly he saved against his implied 
liability under s. 52 Land Titles Act 
(Alta. i.

Bernard v. Faulkner, 18 D.L.R. 174, 7 A. 
UR. 133, 7 W.W.B. 138 
Deficiency and judgment therefor.

Where after foreclosure and sale an or
der was applied for for judgment for the 
deficiency, the court granted the order ap
plied for but without costs.

Acadia lawn Vo. v. Lege re, 45 N.8.R. 328. 
Execution for mortgage debt aftf.r fore

closure—Land Titles Act, h. «2 (as 
amended 1917)—Amount “remaining 
IN SATISFIED.”

Application by a mortgagee, who had ob
tained foreclosure nearly live years previ
ously. for an order for sale of goods seized 
under execution for the mortgage debt, was 
refused on the ground that it had not es
tablished the amount “remaining unsatis
fied." Section «2 of the I .and Titles Act as 
amended by s. 40 of e. 3 of 1917 discussed.

Koval lioan 4 Savings Co. v. Bend, (1919], 
1 W.W.R. 414.
(tj VI 1—137) —Deficiency—Realizing on 

collateral security.
Where a mortgage of land was given for 

the price of an engine and separator as well 
as a conditional sale contract, whereby title 
remained in the vendors, and, on foreclosure 
proceedings being brought on the mortgage, 
it was arranged at the trial that the mort
gagor deliver up the machine at a railway 
station, and that the mortgagees (the orig
inal vendors) should sell it to the best ad
vantage. retaining their expenses and com
mission for so doing, so as to reduce the 
sum required to redeem to the net amount 
which would have to be realized from the 
lands, the mortgagees will lie chargeable 
with the loss sustained hv their failure to 
take care of the machine within a reason
able time after notice of its delivery at the 
railway station in pursuance of the terms 
of the judgment in the foreclosure action, 
for which purpose the mortgagor may ap
ply for an allowance of a credit on the judg
ment, whereupon the amount of the loss may 
lie judicially determined.

Anierican-Abell fo. v. Prvtryszyn, 14 D. 
L.R. 290, 25 W.L.R. 697.

J. Subsequent suit.
(§ VI J —140) — Of agreement — Mort

gagee subsequently becoming owner 
of fee—Action for balance of debt 
—Rights of parties.

The defendant mortgaged to the Queheo 
Bank his interest in an agreement of pur
chase of land. Instalments remaining to 
lie paid were paid out of advances made by 
the bank, whose business and assets tlm 
plaintiffs subsequently acquired. Before 
such acquisition the mortgage had been
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followed by a convoya live of the fee direct 
i , ill,* hank from defendant*» vendor. Tin- 
defendant, subsequently, in consideration of 
an extension of time for payment of bis in- 
(if'ileilnesa to the bunk, released by quit
, i tint .....I to the bank bis equity of n-demp-
ton The bank thereupon became absolute 
owner of the land. Held, that the absolute 
character of the title acquired bv the niort- 
j{;i.'ee did not prevent the reopening of the 
foreclosure in case the mortgagee afterwards 
sued for any part of the debt, but in this 
<the foreclosure could not be reopened 
l,v reason of the mortgaged property having 
passed into the hands of a Imna tide pur- 
rinser for value and the right to sue for the 
balance of the debt was extinguished.

Koval Kank v. McLeod. 48 D.L.R. 500, 
[191») 3 W.XV.R. 544.

VII. Redemption. , *
A. Is GEN KRAI. ; RIGHT OF.

Redemption of mortgage as action within 
Limitations Act, see Limitations of Aetiona 
II M —95 ; Adverse Possession, I E—30.
(§ VII A—145)— Redemption—Impkove-

MKNTS BY MORTGAGEE—JUST ALLOW
ANCES—NECESSARY REPAIRS.

A mortgagee in possession who has made 
e\|ienditure in the way of permanent im- 
provements not falling within such terms 
a> "just allowances" or ‘"necessary repairs" 
must allege and prove to the court the sub
stantial facts upon which he alleges a claim 
tlmrefor. A mortgagee must not proceed 
with permanent improvements in the face of 
a 'iiit for redemption.

Manitoba Lumlwr Co. v. Emerson, 6 W. 
UK 1450, a (firming 14 D.L.R. 390, 18 B.
< K. 96.
Redumption — Terms — Proviso in MORT

GAGE-DEED EQUIVALENT TO COVENANT 
RUNNING WITH LAND—BENEFIT OF AS
SIGNEE OF EQUITY OF REDEMPTION—
( osTN—Contribution.

Oliver v. Robertson, 11 O.W.N. 244. 
Bornage—Sale of land—Right to re-

l.**page v. Ivetourneau, 20 Que. K.B. 260. 
Suit for redemption of mortgage—Pow

er of sale—Duty of mortgagees—Al- 
I EG ED INADEQUACY OF PRICE.

Haddington Island Quarry Co. v. Hueon. 
Ill'll) A.C. 722.

VII A—140 i—Withholding HWIAMI 
— Breach of covenant to pay insur
ance premiums—Assignee.

Where an owner of property obtains from 
an insurance company a loan upon mort
gage thereon, and is required hv the com
pany to take out and keep paid up a policy 
"f insurance upon hi-* life, which he assigns 
tu the company as collateral security for the 
due repayment of the loan, and the mort
gage contains a covenant by the mortgagor 
1 ’ pay the premiums, with a clause that if 
th v are not paid by the mortgagor they 
nuv lx* charged upon the land and added to 
the amount due under the mortgage, the

company may rightly refuse to give a dis
charge of the" mortgage until such premiums 
charged have been paid in addition to the 
mortgage amount. Such u transaction does 
not involve a clog ii|kui the equity of re 
demption. A transferee or assignee by pur 
chase of the lands can have no higher right 
than the mortgagor himself.

Wiltse v. Kxeelsior Life Ins. Co. 20 D.L. 
R. 32, 10 A.L.K. 07, 34 W.L.R. 1114, rovers 
ing 34 NX .UR. 16, 10 XV.XV.R. 90.
Different estates.

If two or more distinct mortgages be 
made of different estates between the same 
parties, or if a sum of money lie advanced 
on one estate, and other estates he after
wards made a security for the sum already 
advanced, and also for further advances, a I 
though without any agreement that the first 
estate shall lie charged with the further ad 
vanees, nevertheless, neither the mortgagor 
nor any one claiming under him the equity 
of redemption of one of the estates, although 
without notice of the other mortgage or 
charge, shall lie permitted to redeem one 
mortgage without redeeming both.

Saskatchewan (ieneral Trusts v. Thomp 
son, 34 XX".UR. 705.
Redemption—Mortgager in possession— 

Rents and profits—Insurance mon
eys—Expenditure in rebuilding.

Patterson v. Dart. 24 O.L.R. 600.
(§ VII A—1481—Limitation of right.

The parties to a mortgage or to a convey
ance given in absolute form hut which, be
ing given as security for the payment of a 
debt, operates as a mortgage, cannot in the 
instrument itself or by a contemporaneous 
agreement, limit the mortgagor's right of 
redemption to a stated period. [l,'airelough 
v. Swan Brewery, ( 1012) A.C. 565, applied. |

Manitoba Lumber Co. v. Kmmerson, 14 1). 
L.R. 300, 18 B.C.R. 06. (Affirmed 6 XV.XV. 
R. 1450.)

B, Who may redeem.
(8 VTf B—150)—Assignee.

A purchaser pendente lite of the mort 
gaged premises added as a party defendant 
in a foreclosure action has a locus standi 
to apply to redeem without first entering 
an appearance. An assignee of the equity 
of redemption purchasing after an order 
nisi for foreclosure has been made at the 
suit of the mortgagee, is bound by the order 
nisi, and, when added as a party defendant, 
lie is limited by the |ieriod fixed for redemp
tion by the order nisi. [Re 1‘arliola, 110001 
2 Ch. 437, followed.)

Wasson v. Darker, 8 D.L.R. 88. 22 W.L. 
R. 600. ft S.L.R. 364. 3 W.XV.R. 218. affirm 
ing in part 7 D.L.R. 626. 22 XV.L.R. 320. 3 
W.XV.R. 25.

PlaintiIT gave a second mortgage on cer
tain land to defendant. Default being made, 
defendant instructed his solicitor to fore 
close. On the day on which the summons 
was issued the mortgagor remitted the bulk 
of the amount due, leaving only a small
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balance duv, together with tin* costs. De
fendant's solicitors asked for payment of 
the amount, repeatedly, and dually obtained 
an order nisi for foreclosure. The plaintiff 
then arranged with a party who was in
debted to him to pay off the claim, lint this 
party neglected to do so, and foreclosure 
was made, absolute. Defendant then sold 
the land to one A., apparently at a price 
less than the true value, hut otherwise there 
was no collusion or fraud shewn. In an ac
tion to reopen the foreclosure:—Held, that 
\. having acquired title from the registered 
owner of the land and being an innocent 
purchaser for value was protected by s. (15 
of the Land Titles Act and his title could 
not lie questioned.

Richards v. Thompson, 4 8.L.R. 213. 
Ihronii'.'cation ok—Who may redeem.

lie Bland and Mohuu, 5 O.W.X. 522, 25 
O.W.R. 410.

C. Time; amount.
($j VII ('—155)—Time—Part payment

AFTER FORECLOSURE ORDER NISI.
Where the mortgagee accepts a payment 

on account after the amount to lie paid for 
redemption has been lixed in an order nisi 
for the sale or foreclosure of the mortgaged 
property, a new day must lie lixed to re
deem, or, if the amount of the claim as re
duced can easily be calculated hv the 
defendant mortgagor, he must at least have 
notifie of the motion for the final order.

Allen v. Yair. 13 D.L.R. 194, 25 W.L.R. 
203. 4 W.W.R. 1344.
KXTKMHNO TIME FOB REDEMPTION—WllEX 

GRANTED.
The principle upon which the court should 

he guided in enlarging the time for the re
demption of a mortgage is that the security 
is sufficient and that there is a probability 
that the mortgagor will lie aide in pay nil' 
the mortgage if the extension is granted.

Idingtnii v. Trusts & Guarantee Co.. .14 
D.L.R. 86. 11 A.L.R. 337. 111*17 | 2 W.W.R. 
154.
Time — Amount — Redemption — Exten

sion OF TIME FOR.
Brodie v. Patterson. 1 D.L.R. 901, 3 O. 

W.N. 085.
.Redemption—Dispute as to amount dub 

—Application of payments—Tender

Perney v. Doran, 11 O.W.X. 320. 
Instrument covering two parcels—Con

veyances of equities of redemption 
nv mortgagor to different purchas
ers—Release ok one parcel prom
MORTGAGE—GIVING TIME TO MORTGAGOR
—Principal and surety—Marshal-
I.ING SECURITIES—REFERENCES—Vos I 8. 

Halstead v. Sunshine, 8 O.W.X. 003.
(<j VI! V —156) — Discretion ah to extend

ing TIME OF REDEMPTION—TERMS—RE
VIEW ON APPEAL.

McGregor v. Peterson, 27 D.L.K. 7ss. 9
H.L.R 190. 34 W.L.R. 13.3, 10 W.W.R. 349.

3256
1*11X111(1 IN MORII.-ViE ACTIONS—-FORECLOS- 

i "he—Sa le— Report of referee— I x. 
CORRECT DATE—Time FOR REDE MPI lux 
AND APPEAL—GXK DAY FOR REDEMPTION 
BY ALL INI'UMIIRANCERS UNDER Ji Is, 
MENT FOR SALE- 1 XTF.RE8T—AGREEMENT 
HE"! WREN MORTGAGOR AND FIKSl MORT
GAGEE FOR INCREASED RATE—DlFH.K- 
ENCE NOT CHARUEARLK AGAINST SUBSL- 
QUF.NT INCUMIIKAM ERS—VOXSEQUEM IS 
OF KEDEMITION OR FAILURE TO REDEEM —
I,’ci es 182, 187 Stay "i bii irin< i 
Appeal from order refusing to stay 
-Bulks 2, 505 (3), 507 (Oi.

In a mortgage action the plaintiff's claim 
was originally for foreclosure, and the juilg 
incut dircctcil the ordinary proceedings fur 
foreclosure. By an order made on March 
4, 1919, the subsequent incumbrancers hav
ing, paid $80 into court, it was directed 
that all due proceedings be had for re
demption or sale instead of foreclosure. 
The referee made a rc|iort fixing August 27, 
1919, as the day for redemption. The re
port. was dated on a day in February, but. 
was not signed until after the order of 
March 4. which order was mentioned in the 
report. I'pon a motion to set aside the re
port :—Held, that the effect of misdating 
the report was to shorten the time for re
demption and appeal: it is imperative that 
all judicial acts should bear true dates. (2i 
Vnder a judgment for sale, the practice is 
different from that under a judgment for 
foreclosure. In the ease of a sale, an in
cumbrancer who desires to redeem may at 
ways do so, hut he is not entitled to have 
a separate time lixed for him to redeem: 
one day 9 months off is to he given to the 
original defendants to redeem the plaintiff 
and all other incumbrancers who have 
proved claims. (3) The plaintiff's mort
gage called for interest at- 5 per cent: by 
an agreement lietween him and the mortgag 
or, made after the registration of the second 
and third mortgages, the mortgagor was to 
pay 5§ per cent; hut prima facie this agree
ment. gave tlie plaintiff no charge upon the 
land for the additional onc-half per cent 
as against the subsequent mortgagees. (4) 
It is uiinevesHary to insert in the report 
any statement us to what will follow upon 
redemption or failure to redeem: r. 482, 4S7. 
(5) There is no stay of proceedings as the 
result of an appeal ‘from a refusal to stay: 
r. 2. 505 (3), 507 (6).

Richardson v. McCaffrey, 45 O.L.R. 573. 
(9 VIT C—157) — Redemption — Tender

AFTER MATURITY—NOTICE OB BONUS—
Land Titles Act (Alta.).

As a mortgage of land in Alberta under 
the I .and Titles Act tor Torrens System) 
constitutes merely a charge on the land and 
does not grant the mortgagor's estate sub
ject to a right of redemption, a mortgagor 
in default after maturity of the principal 
money and liefore foreclosure may, in the 
absence of any stipulation therefor, redeem 
without giving ll months’ notice or 6 mouths' 
interest bonus in lieu thereof as it was
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lin» pravtive in England to require under 
mortgage* wherebx the legal estate had
pa.... I and in regard to which the default
lug mortgagor au* permitted to redeem only 
|,\ ihe application of equitable doctrine*. 
'He I'umlirim and Short. 1U D.L.R. 193. 7 

A.LI*. .114. 27 W.I..K. 301. « WAV.lt. 68.
Ig \ll C— 158)— Foreclosure — Final

OKIlKR — REOPENING ACCOUNTS — PUK

X final order of foreclosure may lie re- 
opened fur eoiivealment of material eirvtim 
.liiines from the ctmrt in the foreelotoire 
proceedings. «here the motion i* made 
promptly, and thi* althougli the mortgagee ! 
ii.nl purported to make an agreement lor I 
..ile of the lands after the linal order to a 
|ht*oii having notice of the foreclosure pro 
emling*. where there i* evidence of col
lusion bet ween the mortgagee and the pur- 
ihuner. A linal order of foreclosure may he 
i n-ateil and the mortgage account reopened 
«hure there had lieen concealment from the 
.oiirt on the plaintiff'* part of material 
11r-unistances on the application for the I 
order nisi ami serious error to the prejudice 
of the mortgagor is shewn in the plaintiff's 

i mint upon which the foreclosure is Iwsed. 
if there lias been no laches on plaintiff's 
part in moving ami he did not obtain in
formât inn until after the making of the 
ml order of the time fixed for redemption.
Mill v. Ilandv. 17 D.L.R. 87. 50 C.L.I.

>: W.L.R. ‘J(16, 6 WAV.R. 244.
Ant K CERTIFICATE OF TITI.F.

Hhere foreidoHiire proceeding* are insti- 
tilted m a court there i* power to open up 
* be foreclosure and fix a new date for re 
d'-mption. even after a final order of fore- 

ootre has lieen grantcil and certificate of 
title issued thereon to the mortgagee.

• olonial Investment v. McManus, Il S. 
LR. til. 11018) l WAV.R. 561.

D. Motif, anu effect.
'5 VII I)—162)— Kffeut generally.

X mortgagor upon redeeming, i* not en 
t'tleil to an account of the rent* and prof 
is from a saw-mill property of which the 

mortgagee wa* in |»o**es*ion under an agree 
ment which required him to pay the mort- 
;-’'.:or a stated monthly rental for the prop
erty during the time he was in possession.

Manitoba 1.umber Co. v. Rmmerson, 5 D.
I II 137. 21 W.L.R. 503. 18 B.C.R. OH. 2 
'VU.I! 410. [Affirmed 14 D.L.lt. 390,
*hiili i, affirmed in ti WAV.R. 1450.)
I.XTKRFST POST DIEM — ('OMPOI Ml INTEREST

Saskatchewan I «and A Homestead Co. v.
lead lax. 2 O.W.N. 1.
llKio MmoN — Account—Finding ok ref-

t KKK — 1NTKKKKT — I NSUKANCE, ETC. —
Agreement.

Patterson v. Dart, 3 O.W.N. 127. 20 OAV.
R 213.

OPENING UP FOKM I.OHVRi; I'Rih I KIUNl.S — 
"REAL PROPERTY ACT,*' R.S.M. (1002). 
V. 148—(.'KRTIHCATK OF TITLE.

William* v. Box, 44 < an. S.C.K. 1, 13 W. 
L.R. 461.
Ash ion ment or Kqt Ity by mortgagor to

ASSIGNEE FOR CREDITORS -- RIGHT OV 
WIFE AS IIOWRKHN AM) SURETY.

Standard Realtx Co. v. Nicholson. 24 0. 
L.R. 411. 19 OAV.K. 373.

MOTIONS AND ORDERS.

11. URIIFHH.
I. In general.

(8 I—I)—SlTMMAIIY .It DUMENT AFTER AP
PEARANCE—Default in dki.ivkry of 
defence —Motion pending.

A plaintiff «ho ha* launched a motion, 
under r. 135. Sask., District Court rule*, for 
summary judgment after appearance, cannot 
sign judgment for default in delivery of 
defence, xvhile the motion for judgment i* 
still [lending.

Neville v. MaeMillen. 20 D.L.R. Ü85, 7 
S.L.R. 303. 30 W.L.R. 206. 7 WAV.R 751 
Opposition—Motion to dimmish—Oppohi- 

TION SOT RETURNED—QUE. C.P. 661.
The court xxill not hear a motion to have 

un opposition declared frivolous if that op
position has not yet been returned.

Rubin v. Everybody* Store. 10 Que. P.R. 
110.
Contestation—Dismissal.

A contestation which raise* important 
question* will not lie dismissed on a mere 
motion.

Archambault v. Alaska Feather A Down 
Co.. 17 Que. P.R. 376.
Appeal from summary ionviction—Fixing 

DATE FOR HEARING—ENDORSEMENT OF 
CONVICTION NOT NECESSARY.

When cm the first day of the sitting* of 
the county court a date i* net for hearing an 
appeal from summary conviction, no en
dorsement thereof is necesaary on the con-

II. v. Martinson. [1919] 3 WAV.R. 896. 
Practice—Notice of motion—Form of— 

Marginal r. 559—Form 18. appendix 
B.

Marker v. Jung. [1919) 1 WAV.R. 13.
(8 1—2)—ORIGINATING NOTICE — SCOPE —

Determining whether perpetuity
CREATED.

Whether a liequest violate* the rule 
against perpetuities may be determined on 
an originating notice given under Manitoba 
K.lt. r. 994 (Man. Stat. 1913, c. 12). | Re 
Wilson. Alexander v. Calder. 28 Ch. I). 461, 
folloxved.)

Re Crichton Estate. 13 D.L.R. 169. 23 
Man. L.H. 594. 25 W.L.R. 18, 4 WAV.R. 
1184.
Originating notice—Scope—Construing 

The construction of a « ill may be deter-
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mined on an originating notii-c i-siu-d under 
.Manitoba King's Bench r. 994.

He Dion. 12 D.L.R. 831. 2.1 Man. L.R. .*»49, 
24 W.LR. T'll. 4 W.W.R. 842.

Where notice of motion for interim ali
mony is given, and affidavits pro and eon 
are liltd, but the motion lapses, a second 
application, even a year later, is not ir
regular because for the same relief and on 
the same material as the former application, 
no judicial decision having been rendered 
on the earlier motion.

Standall v. Ktandall, 7 D.L.R. 071, 22 
Man. LI!. .Mil. » W.W.R. 402.

It. will be implied in a statute authoriz
ing proceedings by summons to quash a 
municipal by-law or ordinance that the 
grounds for the motion are to be stated 
in the summons, but leave will lie given to 
amend, if no statutory limitation interferes 
and the respondent is not prejudiced by the

He St. Boniface By-law. 1 D.L.R. 221. 22 
Man. L.R. 27, 1» W.LR. 943. 1 W.W.R. 738. 
Noth k of motion to hkt aniiii: verdict— 

Premature, when.
Computing Scale Co. v. Sw«*e1. 19 D.L.fy 

Examination of party as witness on
"VENDING" MOTION—No NOTIC E OF MO
TION NERVEIi.

McLaren v. Tew. .1 D.L.R. 881. 3 O.W.X. 
1379. 22 O.W.R. 617.
Notice of motion.

Leave reserved to a defendant to move 
to set aside a verdict in favour of the plain
tiff and to enter one for the defendant and 
judgment for nonsuit will not lie set aside 
for delay in prosecution within a period in 
which a stay of proceedings was granted to 
the defendant.

Gilierson v. Toronto Construction Co., 40 
N.B.R. 307.
Ex parte order—Leave to issue execu

tion—Extending time—Discretion— 
Practic e rules.

A judgment for the payment of money by 
the defendant was pronounced in favour of 
the plaintiff on April 19, 1894, hut was not 
entered until April 15, 1914: on that day an 
order was made bv the Master in Chambers, 
on the ex parte judgment, and execution was 
issued accordingly. There was no doubt 
ibat. the judgment was unsatisfied. The de
fendant moved to set aside the order, but 
not within the time allowed by r. 217. Hie 
judge who heard the motion extended the 
time under r. 1/6. and set aside the Master's 
order on the ground that it was improperly 
made ex parte:—Held, notwithstanding 
that the judgment was unsatisfied, and that 
the right to enforce it might la* lost by the 
plaintiff's slip, that the judge's order was 
right and could not he reversed on appeal — 
r. 213 living explicit as to the necessity for 
notice of the application being given to the 
defendant, and the case not falling under 
r. 216.

.loss v. Fairgrieve. 32 O.L.R. 117.

Irregularity.
A motion for an order of foreclosure in 

a mortgage action, in which one of the de
fendants has appeared, comes under the 
head of "contested business" not to be trans
acted during vacation : and where notice of 
such a motion was issued and served in va, 
cation without leave, the motion was dis- 
missed: r. 693. Leave to renew was. how
ever, given. That the notice of motion was 
nut addressed to any one, and was not 
signed by the solicitors, made it irregular 
merely, and the irregularities could be cured 
bv amendment. |Goetz v. Hall. 2 S.L.R. 
184, and Beaver Lumber Vo. v. Eckstein, 8 
W.L.K. 4.39, followed.]

Manufacturers’ Life Ins. C'o. v. Walker, 
25 W.LR. 309.
i ÿ I—31—Servic e of noth r. of motion.

A notice of a motion, on whalf of a 
subsequent mortgagee, to obtain payment 
out of the proceeds of the sale of encum
bered property which had been paid into 
court, cannot he served upon the mort 
gagor and the other defendants by tiling a 
copy of the notice of motion in the office 
«if the local r«*gistrar.

Allin v. Ferguson. 5 D.L.R. 19, 5 S.L.R. 
>04. 21 W.LR. 246. 2 W.W.R. 327.
Service of notice of motion before filing 

affidavits in support.
The failure to lile an affidavit to lie used 

in support of the motion lie fore serving the 
notice of motion as directed by Saak. r. 417, 
is a mere irregularity which may be dis
regarded under r. 747 ( Sask. rr. of 1911 , 
where no «me has been misled by the omis 
sion. [Re Price, 4 D.L.R. 407, followed.)

Weeks v. Schrader. 13 D.L.R. 70, 25 W. 
L.R. 34, 4 W.W.R. 1115.
Notice of motion—Service of—Rule 61*3.

Mills v. Harris, 19 D.L.R. 872. 7 W.W.R. 
215.
For payment in covet—Foreign claim

ants—Notice.
An application lor judgment upon admis

sions under 0. 32. r. 6 ( Marginal 3761 the 
defendant «-ompany set up that the money 
sued for was claimed by third parties under 
a foreign jurisdiction. An order was made 
dim-ting the payment of the amount 
elaim«*d into Court, hut that there lie no 
order for payment out until notice of ap 
plication tlierefor Ik* served*on the foreign 
claimants and that the motion for judg 
merit be disposed «if at the same time. The 
foreign claimants were duly served with 
notice but they did not appear on the 
motion and judgment was given for the 
plaintiff with an «irder for the payment out 
to him of the moneys in court. Held, on 
appeal that as the foreign claimants had 
lieen notified anil given an opportunity to 
appear and prove their claims but did not 
do so, the order appealed from should be 
affirmed.

Lx-kwnod v. National Surety Co., 22 
I B.C.R. 306.
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Provisional guardian—Pittition fob re

vocation—('.CM*. 82, 83, 94, 127, 178, 
179-V.V. (Ql’E.) 85.

A motion asking for tin* revocation of the 
appointment of a provisional guardian, 
H-rved upon an advocate who has never ap
peared in the cause, is nul. Every motion 
ought to be served on the opposite party.

Frantz v. Smith, lti Que. I*.ft. 40. 
PEREMPTION OF SI ITS—C.C.P. 279.

X motion for peremption of suits served 
personally on the plaintiff’s attorneys, at 
their respective offices, is sufficient. Such 
a motion may lie validlv served also on the 
old firm, if there is nothing to shew that it 
has given a notice of its change of name.

Kennedy v. Clavette, IG Que. P.R. 110. 
PEREMPTION OK SUIT—LAWYERS PRACTISING 

IN DIFFERENT OFFICES— C.C.P. 279.
Service of a motion for peremption of 

suit must he made on all the lawyers who 
«ere acting for the adverse party. If the 
new lirm occupies two different offices, the 
service is void, although the bailiff, in his 
return, claims to have served the motion 
on the whole lirm. The plaintiff cannot by 
way of a motion, have a motion for peremp
tion dismissed.

I.eger v. Larue, 16 Que. P.R. 231.
Norn e of motion—Rrtvrn—Time.

When by special leave the time for the 
return of a notice of motion is curtailed, 
the leave must show the date when leave 
is given as well as the date returnable.

Him* Funnel Motor Line Co. v. Vancouver 
and li.C. Elec. R. Co. (B.C.), 11018] 3 W. 
W.K. 473.
Service where no appearance entered—• 

Several defendants — Sufficiency — 
Delay in moving to set aside— R.S.C. 
hr. 112 AND 748.

The fact that a copy of the notice of mo
tion for judgment is not filed for each de
fendant in cases where no appearance has 
been entered is not. a good reason for set
ting aside the judgment. The fact that a 
motion for judgment has been made in vaca
tion without leave should not invalidate 
proceedings where the motion to set aside 
the judgment is not made for a consider- 
ablc period thereafter, without a reasonable 
explanation of the delay. [Haacke v. Ward, 
17 IMt. 520. distinguished.]

Northern Trust Co. v. Nelson, 7 W.VV.R. 
2}R1. reversing 6 W.VV.R. 1435.
(6 I—41—Answering demands—Copies or 

AFFIDAVITS.
'Hie practice in Alberta requires that the 

moving party shall furnish his opponent in 
answer to the service of a "demand” with 
copies of the affidavits in support of the 
motion without requirng payment therefor 
as a condition, the cost of copies demanded 
being taxable in the ordinary course.

Watt v. Knox. 13 D.L.R. 900, 27 W.L.R. 
234, 5 W.VV.R. 1331.
Affidavits—Filing of. swearing.

It is essential that the respondent on a

preliminary motion in Chambers shall file 
his affidav'its in answer before using them 
on the motion, under r. 417 of the Sask. Ju
dicature Rules, 1911.

Peat v. Sexton, 8 D.L.R. 761. 22 W.L.R. 
730. 3 W.VV.R. 514.

The objection that affidavits in support • 
of a motion were not Hied in the proper 
office or department of the court although 
they were in fact Hied and in the custody 
of the court and. copies were supplied in 
pursuance of a demand, is waived if the 
motion was enlarged without objection be
ing taken : under such circumstances, the 
court will allow tin* affidavits to be reliled 
in tin* proper office nunc pro tunc.

Re West .Missouri School, 1 D.L.R. 252, 
25 O.L.R 550, 21 O.VV.H. 333.
Description of deponent — Omission — 

Discretion of judge.
Whether, on a pending application, the 

judge will hear an affidavit of the plaintiff 
in which the deponent’s occupation or 
calling was not stated, rests, under Judi
cature Order 38, r. 14, in tin* discretion of 
the judge.

Brown v. Bartlett. 13 D.L.R. 355. 42 
X.B.R. 222. 13 K.L.K. 363.
Personal knowledge—Agent or cobvora-

An affidavit in support of a motion for 
judgment under r. 275 ( Alta. I is not de
fective la-cause "on the merits” is added to 
the denial of any defence; a manager of 
a company can as such have such personal 
knowledge as the rule requires although lie 
may not have been an actual witness to all 
the transactions involved in a debt.

Advance Rumelv Thresher Co. v. Laclair, 
32 D.L.R. 609, 10 A.DR. 446, [1917] 1 VV. 
W.R. 875.

The failure to file, at the time of mak
ing a motion, affidavits which were read, 
with leave of the court, on the hearing, is, 
at most, an irregularity, which misled no 
one, and, under r. 747, Nask. Judicature 
Act, may lie disregarded hy the court. Af
fidavits [hat are read, pursuant to leave 
granted, on the hearing of an application, 
need not he filed before service of notice 
of the motion, as required by r. 418 of the 
Judicature Ordinances in the ease of affi
davits upon which the motion was originally

lie Price, 4 D.L.R. 407, 5 S.L.R. 318, 21 
W.L.R. 29». 2 W.VV.R. 394.

In an examination of an officer of a rail
way company in an action against the com
pany for personal injuries, on a motion to 
require the production of certain reports 
of the company as to the happening of the 
accident on which the action was based, 
made by the company's officials who in
vestigated the same, an affidavit filed by 
the officer being examined as to the privi
leged character of such reports must set 
fortli and so clearly identify such reports 
and give names of the officials investigat
ing the accident that there will be no difli-
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< ulty in procuring the conviction of the 
deponent for perjury should it afterwards 
uppear that his ullidavit was untrue.

Swuisland v. G.T.H. Vo., 5 D.L.R. 73U, 3 
O.VN .N. 980.

An affidavit which was not tiled until 
after the service of a notice of motion which 
stated that a tiled allidavit of a named 
deponent would lie read in its support, can
not, without leave, he read on the hearing 
of the motion, as it does not answer the 
description given by the notice which speci
fied the ullidavit us one already filed.

Allin v. Ferguson, â D.L.R. 19. ii 8X.lt. 
204, 21 W.L.R. 246. 2 W.W.R. 327. 
Auibrta it. ffOlr-Amn.xviT hikd in terms 

OK RULE—C’lOHH-KXA Ml.NATION ON.
Merchants Bank \, Good, 47 D.L.R. 702. 

11919J 3 W.W.R. 269.
An ullidavit that was sworn on the day 

before a summons was issued in an action, 
cannot he read in support of a subséquent 
application for an interim injunction, un
less, with the permission of the court, it 
is taken from the tiles and resworn. Where 
a notice of a motion for an interim injunc
tion states that rertuin allidavits and ex
hibits will he read on the hearing thereof, 
other allidavits and exhibits cannot la; read 
on a subsequent motion to continue such 
injunction, except with the leave of the

I’igeon v. I’reston, 4 D.L.II. 483, 21 W.L.
it 873, 8 8.1 R 338, -• W.W.R. 738.
CROSS-EXAMINATION—DISCRETION OK COURT.

The discretionary power given to a judge 
under rules of court to order a miss-ex
amination on an affidavit used on a motion 
is to he judicially exercised, and where it 
appears that the discretion in refusing a 
cross-examination was not exercised upon a 
proper ground, the Appellate Court will re
verse the order.

Kwing x. Met 1 ill. 22 D.L.R. 834. 8 A.L.R. 
1US. 30 W.L.R. 432. 7 W.W.R. 1147. 
Motion hk.kork Aptkllatk Division—Ex-

A Ml.NATION OK WITNESS — LEAVE OK

An appointment issued without leave of 
the Divisional Court to examine witnesses 
by a party making a motion to a Divisional 
Court of the Appellate Division and propos
ing to rend at the hearing of the motion the 
depositions of the witnesses, is irregular 
and w ill lie set aside.

Crowley v. Roving & Co., 23 D.L.R. 696. 
33 D.L.R. 491.

Pursuant to practice r. 47. every motion 
should lie supported by a declaration under 
oath which should he served on the opposite 
party, and the court will not allow the omis
sion of the declaration to be supplied by an 
examination of the opposite party under

Charpentier v. Hébert, 48 Que. S.C. 13.

Criminal law—Offence against orders
IN COUNCIL RESPECTING CENSORSHIP— 
Pl'HI.IHII I Mi OBJECTIONABLE MATTER —
War Measure Act, 1914, ô Geo. V. c. 
2 ( Dom. j —Informatiox—Indu tmknt 
—Nolle PRosi qi i—C'rim. Code, h. »62 
—Entry ok stay ok proceedings- - 
New information for like offence- 
Defendant not pvt in jeopardy v.xdkk 
indictment- Krenii prosecution not 
barred—Motion for prohibition to 
POLICE MAGISTRATE DISMISSAL <>F
appeal Right ok- .Motion not based 
on want ok jurisdiction—Question
FOB CONSIDERATION IN CRIMINAL PRO
cEEDixGs Alternative methods ok 
TRIAL- ELECTION OK CROWN TO PROCEED 
WITH SUMMARY TRIAL BEFORE MAGIS
TRATE:—SECOND APPLICATION" EOR PRO-
min i ion — Refusal — Discretion- 
Appeal—( (INSTRUCTION OK HS. 2 AND III 
ok Act—Authority koii orders in 
council—Lawful exercise of juris
diction 01 MAGISTRATE—ilEKUSAI. TO 
PROHIBIT -1‘OWKR TO PROHIBIT -DlSCRE
Tio.N—Remedies under Crim. Code.

In March, 1918. an information as laid 
against the defendant charging him with an 
offence against a Dominion order in council, 
made under the War Measures Act. 1914. 
Geo. X". c. 2 (Can.i by Imving in his pos
session, or publishing, objectionable mattter. 
to wit. a book intituled "‘The Parasite." 
The defendant claimed a right of trial In
jury,. which was conceded by the Crown. 
The defendant uns committed for trial, and 
an indictment was found against him by 
the grand jury. In November, further pro
ceedings upon the indictment were stayed, 
by direction of the Attorney-General, under 
s. 962, Cr. Code—in effect by the entry of 
it nolle prosequi. In December, a new in
formation w as la ill against the defendant, 
substantially to the same effect as the first 
information, and the defendant was brought, 
la*fore a magistrate. A preliminary objec
tion was raised and a motion made by the 
defendant for an order prohibiting the mag 
istratv from proceeding upon the new in
formation:- Held. Iiv Sutherland. .1,, in 
('handlers, dismissing the motion, that the 
stay directed upon the indictineiit was not 
a liar to the second information, the defend
ant not having been put in jeopardy upon 
the first. Upon appeal by the defendant 
from the order of Sutherland, ,1., it was 
held, by a Divisional Court of the Appellate 
Division, that the motion was properly dis
missed, the jurisdiction of the magistrate 
not being attacked. The defendant, had the 
right to appeal from the order dismissing 
tile motion for prohibition; but the question 
considered upon the motion was not one of 
jurisdiction; it. was a question for consider
ation in the criminal proceedings, and there 
only. After the decision of the Appellate 
Court, the Crown having elected to proceed 
with a summary trial before the magistrate, 
the defendant again moved for an order pro
hibiting the magistrate from proceeding up-
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f.n tin* information, upon the ground* that 
. iiaj no jurisdiction under the War Meas- 

ur,.. Act. or the orders in council respecting 
,.„.,irship, to try the defendant, and that 

the defendant was entitled to a trial by
v : Held, by Masten. .t.. in Chamber*, 

dnii a second motion for prohibition should 
in the circumatanees. he entertained: 

•I, it the lack of jurisdiction did not ap-
a- with sufficient clearness to warrant the 

.. ie of an order of prohibition; ami, in the 
.ricise of a proper discretion, the motion 

. uild he refused. Held, by a Divisional 
i ..nit on appeal from the order of Masten.
.1, that, a-suining that the court had power 
to prohibit the magistrate from trying the 

summarily if it was not lawful for him 
io do so. that power ought not to 1m* exer- 
. inil. because it was lawful for the magis
trale. and he was in law hound, so to try it. 
If the court had no power that ended the 
mailer: if it had power, and a discretion, no 
-iirticient reason was shewn why the case 
diould not be left to take the ordinary 
u.iirsp of a criminal case under the Cr. Code. 
If the magistrate was wrong in considering 
that the case could 1m» summarily tried 
against the will of the defendant, ample pro
vision was made in the Code for relief in 
several wavs.

I!, v. Spence, 45 O.L.R. 591.
( oMPANY—WlNDING-tTP—REPORT OF REFEREE

Appeal from—Order of referee
DIRECTING AMENDMENT OR NETTING 
ASIDE OF NOTICE OF APPEAL AXI) STAY
ING HEARING OF APPEAL—ORDER VA
CATED AS MADE WITHOUT JURISDICTION

Re Anglo-American Fire Ins. Co., 16 0.
W.X. 149.
Report of distribution—Homologation— 

Abandonment.
\ party who demands the homologation 

of a report of distribution mav before such 
houndogation abandon his motion, and upon 
motion to that effect his abandonment will 
he given effect to and the order for homo
logation set aside.

<oeiét<s d* Administration Generale v. Her- 
wi\. IS (jue. P.R. 179.
Moi ion—Necessity—Dilatory exception 

—Due. C.P. 165, 62 V. c. 58—Practice
R. 47.

'I lie petitions or motions which must be 
supported by an affidavit, according to the 
i7t!i Rule of Practice, are those constitut
ing special demands, based on facts which 
do not appear in the record or in the entries 
in the minute book. In the present case the 
citv of Montreal, being a party, is not hound 
to deposit the sum required by the rules of 
practice in order to be entitled to make the 
present motion, according to s. 652 of its

T-nliherte v. Montreal, 16 Que. P.R. 174.
> x pension of time—Specifying date.

Where a motion is made demanding the 
prolongation of the delay to contest the 
statement or bilan of an insolvent, alleging 

Can. Dig.—108.

also that the extension of the delay to prove 
the allegation will he necessary, the judge 
may. without adjudicating ultra petitu, 
grant both demands, although in the con 
elusions of the motion, the first only is 
prayed for. It is not necessary, in such a 
motion, to specify the date at which it will 
commence to run, as in such a case, the ad
ditional delay must 1m» calculated from the 
expiry of the first delay granted by law.

Krauss v. Michaud. 26 Que. K.B. 504. 
(Appeal to Supreme Court of Canada 
quashed. 52 D.L.R. —, 59 Can. 8.C.K. 654. |

A motion to suspend the proceedings un 
til judgment has been rendered in another 
case between the same parties will not 
be‘granted if a plea is not filed in the case 
ami if the motion is unsupported by affi
davit.

Rousseau v. Marcotte, 13 Que. P.R. 219.
II. Orders.

(§ II—5 ) —^Application to vacate.
A caveat based on a prima facie valid 

document will not be vacated on a sum
mary application to a judge in Chambers 
where the facts are involved and each party 
lias denied by affidavit the principal allega 
lions made on affidavit by the other party, 
the application might be entertained if the 
facts were undisputed and the issue rested 
on the interpretation or validity of the writ 
ten document on Which the caveat is found
ed.

MeOreevv v. Murray. 1 D.L.R. 285, 10 
W.L.R. 94*7. 22 Man. * L.R. 78, 1 W.W.R. 
758.
When going into effect—Dating.

The word “made” in O. 52, r. 12. which 
provides that orders shall take effect from 
the time they are made, refers to the time 
when they are pronounced or announced, 
and are to be dated accordingly.

Cameron v. Hattie, 26 D.L.R. 496, 49 N. 
8.R. 456.
Railway co.—Expropriation proceedings 

— Order restraining arbitrators — 
Rights of owner.

Prohibition lies at the instance of the 
purehaser to restrain arbitrators in expro
priation proceedings under the Railway 
Act (Can.), from proceeding upon a notice 
to treat served upon his vendor who had 
ceased to have any title to the land in dis
pute upon the registration of the purchas. 
er's deed prior to such notice to treat.

Lachine, Jacques Cartier & Maisonneuve 
R. Co. v. Reid, 20 D.L.R. 816, 23 Que. K.K 
373.
Practice—Setting orders and judgments.

Van Hemelvrck v. New Westminster Con 
struction Co.. [1919] 2 W.W.R. 882.
(I II—«>—X.B. Railway Act, C.S.N.B.. « 

91. s. 17—Purchase money—Payment 
into court — Service of — Setting

Aii order made under the Railway Act, 
C.S.N.B.. c. 91, s. 17, for claimants on pur 
chase money for a railway right-of-way
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paid into court by the railway will be set 
a-ide where the mortgagor who contracted 
for the sale had no authority to do so for 
the mortgagees, nor waa service of the or
der made on an assignee of the mortgagee, 
as had been directed by the court when the 
order was made.

He Reardon & St. John & Oueltec It. » o. ;
Ex parte Shea, 20 D.L.R. 010, 42 N.B.R.
244.
SETTING ASIDE.

NX here an extra-provincial corporation, 
made a codefendant with an individual, 
obtains an order setting aside the service 
of process upon it on the ground of want of 
jurisdiction, and notice of the application 
was served on the plaintiff only and not 
upon the individual defendant, the order 
is as to the latter an ex parte order and is 
subject to rescission as such. An ex parte 
order of a referee may be rescinded by him
self under Manitoba K.B. r. 4.'18 if it ap
pears. on the motion made to Rescind, that 
sin'll- ex parte order was improperly made, 
and this notwithstanding that the appli
cation to rescind was not made within the 
four-day limitation of that rule, if it ap
pears that the interests of the objecting 
party were not affected (Man. K.B. r. 342.1

Swanson v. McArthur. 7 D.L.R. (180. 22 
W.L.R. 317. 3 XV.W.R. 381. [Varied 12 
D.L.R. 187. 23 Man. L.R. 84. 24 XV.I..R. 1.
4 XV.W.R. 231.1
Mtti.no aside or recalling order—Pow

ers OF IXX'AT. JUDGE.
The restriction upon the powers of local 

judges under rr. 27, 34 of the King's Bench 
Ad. K.S.M. 11102, e. 40, whereby neither a 
locul judge nor the referee in Chambers may 
vary or rescind “an order made by a judge,” 
does not apply to prevent a local judge re
scinding or varving his own order.

Douglas v. C.'N.R. Co.. 13 D.L.R. 800. 24 
W.L.R. 804. 23 Man. L.R. 100. 4 XV.W.R. 
1121.

Power of judge over.
In the absence of express statutory, a 

judge of the Court of King’s Bench is 
without power to set aside an order made 
by him in a controverted election proceed
ing; appeal being the only remedy in such 
vase. [Munroe v. Heuhach. 18 Man. L.R. 
f>47: Re St. Nazaire Co.. 12 Ch. D. 88; 
Preston Banking Co. v. Allsup, [18051 1 
Ch. 141 ; Charles Bright A Co. v. Sellar,
11004j 1 K.B. fl; McNabb v. Oppenheimer,
11 P.R. (Ont.) 214. and Robertson v. Coul- 
ton. 0 P.R. (fat) HI. followed.)

Re C.imli Election, Rejeslii v. Taylor. 14 
D.L.R. 414. 23 Man. L.R. 078. 25 W.L.R. 
077. 5 XV.XV.R. 363. [Affirmed 14 D.L.R. , 
803. 23 Man. L.R. 851. >6 W.LR. 20. 5 \X'. ; 
W.R. 500.1
Bulb nisi—Error—Setting aside.

If a motion asks for a rule nisi against 
the defendant instead of the plaintiff, the 
plaintiff on whom the rule is served can de
mand that it be set aside for such error. | 
although the judgment given on the motion. .

correcting the error in copying which was 
found in it. condemn* the plaintiff.

Xormandin v. Montreal Tramwavs Co 
17 fae. J'.K. 300.
(§ II—7)—Order under Creditors’ Relief

Act—IBREGI I AR1TIEH— A M EN OMEN T.
Where an order made by a District Court 

Judge was not intituled in the matter of the 
Creditors’ Relief Act R.S.S. c. 03. but it vies 
plain from I lie nature of the order that it 
was made under that Act, such judge has 
power under s. 10 to amend the order to in 
elude the omitted words and generally to 
cure irregularities ami defects in his prior

Royal Bank v. Lee. 23 D.L.R. 210. 30 XV. 
L.R. 577. | Affirmed 23 D.L.R. 810, 8 S.L.R. 
17, 8 WAN R. US.)
(§ II—8)—DeTEATING THROUGH IRREGU

LARITIES.
The erroneous statement in a sheriff’s 

transfer of land under an execution sale, 
that the writ waa issued out of the Supreme 
Court, instead of the District Court, will 
not defeat an application to confirm the 
sale, notwithstanding a new transfer will 
be necessary. A statement in an affidavit 
of the sheriff that an execution waa renewed 
in the office of the “local registrar” of the 

i District Court, instead of that of the regie 
| trar of the land titles office, will not defeat 
| an application to confirm a sale of land 
! under the writ, since, as there was no such 
I office as the local registrar of such court, 

no one could have been misled by such error.
Re Price, 4 D.L.R. 407, 21 W.L.R. 291), 5 

S.LR. 318. 2 XV.XV.R. 394.
IRREGULARITY OF JUDGE’S SIGNATURE—VA-

XX'here an application to a District Court 
Judge was clearly made under s. 8 of the 
Creditors’ Relief Act, R.S.S. c. 03, but by 
inadvertence the judge signed the order over 

, the designation of Local Master (L.M.), the 
latter may he treated as surplusage, and 

I will not affect the validity of the order.
Royal Bank v. I*e, 23 D.L.K. 216. 30 W. 

L.R. 577. | Affirmed 23 D.L.R. 219. 8 8.
L.R. 17, 8 XV.XV.R, 338.J 
($ II—9)—Taking out and serving copies

OF ORDERS.
Where leave is granted a defendant to 

enter an appearance and deliver a defence 
conditioned on payment of certain costs 

| within a stipulated' time after taxation, the 
I defendant is in default at the expiry of 
; the stipulated time after the costs have been 
! taxed, although the party entitled to pay

ment of such costs did not issue and serve 
I the order.

Croome v. Leir. 1) D.L.R. 809. 23 XV.L.R. 
713. 4 XV.W.R. 80.
(§ IT—10)—Order of Master—Staying 

proceedings—Suit pending—Appeal- 
Order OF JUDGE REVERSING—INTERLOC
UTORY—Leave to appeal—Ontario ju
dicature Act.

An order of a Judge in Chambers revers
ing an order of a Master in Chambers*stay-
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ing proceedings upon a reference pending an 
ap|,i-nl is an interlocutory order within the 
mi-miing of e. 25 of the Ontario Judicature 
Act iR.S.O. 1014, c. 50) and leave to ap
peal from it must, be obtained before an ap- 
i••■al is competent.

Hiehardson v. McCaffrey, 48 D.L.R. 614, 
45 O.L.R. 153.
Appeal—Leave to appeal prom order op 

Judge in Chambers—Rule 507 - Ord
ers STRIKING OUT PARAGRAPHS OF REPLY
—Unnecessary pleading—Unimpor
tant question.

Anderson v. Clarkson, 16 O.W.N. 287. 
Inji.mtion—Interim order—Appeal from 

Refusal of Appellate Court to
TRI AT APPEAL AS MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
—Appeal from interim order dis
missed—Action to be tried in ordi
nary WAY.

Abell v. Wood bridge, 17 O.W.N. 65. 
Report of master—Motion to open up— 

Defendants not appkarino on refer
ence—Denial of induegencf—■Nonce
OF SETTLING REPORT NOT GIVEN TO DE
FENDANTS — Rule 424 — Report net 
ASIDE H)B PURPOSE OF NOTICE OF SET
TLING ONLY—Costs.

Scott v. Gardiner, 17 O.W.N. 114, 236. 
Municipal corporations—Bridge over

river—Length of—Municipal Act, h. 
449—Amending Act, 7 Geo. V. r. 42.
s. 21—Liability of county corpora
tion fob half cost of maintenance 
—Finding of County Court Judge—

Re Cuirons artd Bruce, 17 O.W.N. 200.
(§ IÏ—11 )—De-bpor garnishee—Order to

PRODUCE BOOKS OF ACCOUNT.
Major v. Birehenough, 20 D.L.R. 979.

MOTOR VEHICLES.
See Automobiles.

MOVING PICTURES.
Unauthorized representation of a play, 

see Copyright, 1—8.
Liability for delaying delivery of films, 

tee Carriers, III D—420.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
I. In general.

a. Incorporation.
b. Division or annexation.
c. Dissolution, succession or eubstitu-

d. Charter.
II. Powers, duties and liabilities.

a. In general.
b. Delegation of power.
c. Legislative functions; ordinances;

by-laws.
D. Contracts generally; ultra vires con-

E. Borrowing money; indebtedness.
t. As to lights, water supply and other

property and privileges.
G. Liability for damages.

gg. Collection of claims against.
H. As to taxes.
I. Examination of corporate books and

records.
III. Powers of officers.

Annotations.
Taxation, authority to exempt from: 31 

D.L.R. 66.
Leased property; private markets, by-laws 

and ordinances regulating the use of; 1 
D.L.R. 219.

Streets, closing or opening: 9 D.L.R. 490.
Defective highway; notice of injury: 13 

D.L.R. 886.
Drainage; natural watercourse; cost of 

work; |Miwer of referee: 21 D.L.R. 286.
By-law regulating building permits, pow

er to pass: 7 D.L.Il. 422.
License; power to revoke license to carry 

on business: 9 D.L.R. 411.
Nonrepair of highways and bridges, lia

bility of municipal corporations for: 34 
D.L.R. 589.

Ultra vires as defence in action on cor
porate contracts: 36 D.L.R. 107.

I. In general.
Municipal elections, see Elections.
Presumption as to legal constitution of 

districts, see Drains and Sewers, lil—16.
A. Incorporation.

(8 I A—5)—Pouce village-—Powers of 
COUNTY COUNCIL.

A county council is without jurisdiction 
lo enact, in creating a police village, that it 
is erected into an incorporated village apart 
from, and that its inhabitants shall lie a 
body corporate separate from, the township 
in which it is situated.

•Smith v. Bertie, 12 D.L.R. 623, 28 O.L.R.
830.
( ORTH OF INCORPORATION—BY-LAW.

A town corporation, in providing for pay- 
mènt of the costs of its incorporation, may 
order that the costs incurred for the same 
object by a certain member of its taxpay
ers in connection with a prior petition 
rejected by the legislature, should In* 
charged to the municipality, if it is proved 
that the opposition to the first project was 
not justified in the public interest and that 
a part, of the costs incurred on that oc
casion have benefited the promoters of the 
second project.

Rioux v. Trois-Pistoles, 64 Que. S.C. 410. 
(§ I A—7)—Territory.

The prohibition in s. 3, subs. < d ) of the 
Municipalities Incorporation Act, c. 143, 
R.8.B.C. 1897, against a district munici
pality including, at its incorporation, land 
subdivided itf<> town lots, etc., is not ab
solute, but such lands may be included if 
all the conditions and provisions of s. 3, 
except subs, (c), of that Act, have first 
been complied with. In a proceeding collat
erally attacking the validity of the incorpo
ration of a district municipality, on the 
ground that it included within its area at
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♦ lie time of incorporation land subdivided 
into town lots, in violation of h. 3, subs, (di 
of the Act, it will be assumed in the ab
sence of evidence to the contrary that all the 
conditions and provisions of*a. 3, except 
subs, (c), making such inclusion valid, have 
•teen complied with, and that therefore the 
land in question, whether town lots or not, 
are properly included in the municipality.

Saanich v. French, 8 DX.lt. 637, 3 WAV. 
R. 270.

B. Division or annexation.
(§ 1 B—10)—Annexation—Duty to open 

highway—Mandamus.
Ratepayers of an annexed municipality 

have a sufficient interest to compel by man
damus the opening and maintaining a high
way as required by the annexation statute.

Mountain Sights v. Montreal, 37 D.L.R. 
688. 62 Que. S.C. 174, 23 Rev de Jur. 697.

A petition for incorporation of a part 
of a municipality as a village, signed by 
two-thirds of those qualified under art. 62, 
Mun. Code, which has been presented to the 
county council remains valid notwithstand
ing the withdrawal of some of the signa
tures. The husbands of female owners of 
immovables of the value necessary to give 
the right to vote are electors and qualified 
to sign the petition. When an action has 
••ecu brought to have the homologation by 
f be county council under art. 67 Mun. Code, 

the report of a special superintendent
• imulled, a resolution of the council revok
ing the homologation filed with an offer to 
pay the costs, is a. defence which justifies 
the dismissal of the action.

Tremplay v. Chicoutimi. 41 Que. 8.C. 333. 
(§ I B—ID—Annexation of part of 

TOWNSHIP TO VILLAGE—POWERS OF MU
NICIPAL BOARD.

The Ontario Municipal Board has juris
diction under ss. 17. 20 of the Municipal 
Act, H.8.O. 1014, e. 102. to make an order 
annexing part of a township to u village, 
ftud by virtue of s. 30 (1) of the Ontario 
Railway and Municipal Board Act, R.S.O. 
1104. c. 186, it also lias the power to make 
aueli order suspensive in its operation.

Bell v. Burlington, 25 D.L.R. 200. 34 OX.
R. 410.
Annexing county to city — F.ffect on

FRANCHISES - POWER OF BOARII.
The annexation of county territory to a 

city does not affect a railway franchise 
granted by the county and the income the 
<*ounty is entitled to thereunder • nor does 
the city thereupon become “successor” under 
the agreement between the county and the 
railway company. The Ontario Railway 
and Municipal Hoard, in making the an
nexation order, has no power to provide 
that such rights should pass to the city in 
whole or in part.

Wentworth v. Hamilton Radial Electric 
1*. Co. and Hamilton. 33 D.L.R. 439, 64 Can.
S. C.R. 178, reversing 28 D.L.R. 110, 35 
O.L.R. 434.

D. Charter.
(§ 1 D—25)—Construction or.

The power and responsibilities contained 
in the Municipal Act (B.C.), 1914, r. 52, 
apply to all municipalities, and should not 
lie held to l»e impaired by u collateral stat
ute with restricted application such as 
the Shaughnessy Settlement Ait (B.C.), 
1914, c. 90, unless that intention is express
ly shewn.

Fletcher v. Point Grey, 21 D.L.R. 819. 
Revocation of charter—Power of prov

ince after incorporation — Usurpa'
TION OF POWER—KxEMPTI NO RAILWAY 
FROM TAXATION — PROPERTY SITUATE 
WITHIN MUNICIPAL TERRITORY.

E. & X. R. Co. v. Courtenay, 25 D.L.R. 
821, 22 B.C.R. 362. 32 W.L.R. 914, 9 WAV. 
R. 618.

II. Powers, duties and liabilities.
A. In general.

See Expropriation; Arbitration ; High
ways ; Bridges; Schools ; Drains and Sew-

Liability of councillors to mandamus, 
see Schools, Ilf A—55.

Inability for costs of actions and proceed
ings. see Costs, I—1, 11, 17.
(8 11 A—30) —Powers to municipality,

RESTRICTION AS TO CANCELLING SION V

A signatory to a petition praying a mu
nicipal body to exercise statutory powers 
cannot remove his name from the signature 
where no statutory provision is made for 
such removal. A municipal council is a leg
islative body with certain statutory powers; 
it is not subordinate to the courts, and the 
exercise of its statutory powers is in the 
discretion of the council ; and if there is 
good faith the court cannot interfere.

Re Robertson and Colborne, 8 D.L.R. 149, 
4 O.W.N. 274, 23 O.W.R. 325.
Right to maintain an action — Public 

NUISANCE.
A municipal corporation cannot maintain 

an action, except as relator on an informa
tion by the Attorney-General, where a de
fendant neglects to perform a duty to the 
public under a municipal by-law and there
by creates a public nuisance. [Att'y-Oen'l 
v. Tod-Heat ley, f 18971 1 Ch. 560 ; Bermond
sey Vestry v. Brown, L.R. 1 Eq. 204, fol
lowed. ]

Oak Bav v. Gardner. 17 D.L.R. 802. 19 
B.C.R. 391, 27 W.L.R. 960. 6 W.W.R. 1023. 
Expropriation — Conflicting statutes— 

“Avoisinant"—“Adjoining."
Section 0 of G Kdw. VII. c. 50, authoriz

ing the town of Fra servi I le (Que.) to ex
propriate lands outside its limits, impliedly 
repealed s. 193 of 3 Kdw. VII. c. 69, limit
ing the application of art. 4561 R.S.Q. to 
expropriation of land within the town, and 
art. 4561 therefore became applicable to 
expropriation of lands outside the town.

Pouliot v. Fra servi lie, 34 D.L.R. 541, 54 
Can. S.C.R. 310.
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HomrALB and Charitable Institutions

The corporation of the municipality in 
which an indigent person, admitted to a 
lm-pital, is resident, within the Hospitals 
jowl ( haritable Institutions Act, R.S.O. 1914,

300, s. 23 (1), means the town, village or 
township municipality, not the county mu
nicipality.

Toronto Free Hospital for Consumptives 
v Barrie, 34 D.L.R. 691, 39 O.kR. 63. 
I'owi rs of—Only those delegated by EX

PRESS WORDS, OR NFAK8HABY IM PLICA-

The only powers which a municipal cor
poration «an exercise are those granted by 
express words, those necessarily or. fairly 
implied in on incident to the powers express
ly granted and those essential to the ac
complishment of the declared objects and 
purposes of the incorporation.

McMillan v. Winnipeg, 45 D.L.R. 351, 
(1919] 1 W.W.R. 691.
"Charitable” aid—Catholic army huts—

The powers conferred on municipal corpo
rations by s. 398 (5) of the Municipal Act 
i R.S.O. 1914, e. 192), to grant “aid to any 

i heritable institution or out-of-door relief to 
the resident poor,” does not extend to a 
grant for the purpose of creating army huts 
to sene as chapels for Catholic soldiers and 
to supply the latter with their devotional 
aid-, the huts also to serve as recreation 
places for all soldiers; a resolution purport
ing the granting of such aid is therefore ul
tra vires. Nor has a municipal council the 
power to require or authorize the raising of 
funds in one year to be paid out or expended 
in tin* next or future years.

Re I Ionian 4 Toronto, 45 D.L.R. 147. 43 
0.1..R. 632.
Municipal law—The hiring of orneras 

Dismissal- Vote or council Abso
ute MAJORITY—1909. ARTS. 5312, 5322.

The words “absolute majority of the whole 
council,* in art. 5322, It.S.Q. 1909, per
mitting a municipal council to dismiss its 
••Hirers, must lie interpreted as meaning not 
only the majority of members present but 
including ab.o those absent.

Hébert v. Beaiiliarnoie, 25 Rev. Leg. 419. 
Approval of account*—Attestation.

X municipal council accepting the account 
rendered by its secretary-treasurer, not at
tested under oath, but after examination 
by the auditors and discharging him from 
his obligations and responsibilities, is not 
ultra vires of the powers of the council, the 
provision of the law requiring a secretary- 
treasurer to render bis account under oath 
not being of public order. But he cannot 
himself dispense with it and cannot invoke 
custom and precedent to be relieved of this 
obligation imposed upon him by law.

iVrodeau v. Richard, 20 Que. K.B. 206. 
Liability for counsel fees—Representa

tion BEFORE COMMISSION.
A municipality is not liable for the fees of

counsel not retained by it merely because 
they repre-ented some of its ofllcers and 
citizen» before a Royal Knquiry Commis-

Dcsauliwers v. Montreal, 24 Que. K.B.
ISA,

In deciding on the merits of an appeal 
from a resolution of a local council on 
the subject of a by-law, a County Council 
ba- power to grant costs to either party, 
and such costs may include all those in
curred by such appeal. The council is 
not compelled to tax them at the same ses
sion at which the decision was rendered, but 
may do so at the next general session.

Ste. Foyo v. Quebec, 18 Rev. de Jur. 99.
The powers conferred by arts. 758, 759, 

Mun. t one, on a county council and on the 
board of delegates, may be exercised by 
them in regard to a road to be made as 
well as to one already made; nevertheless, 
the declarations mentioned in arts. 758, 759 
may he made legally only after public notice 
has been given to that effect (761 Mim. 
Code | ; and. the declarations must lie pub
lished after the adoption of a resolution or 
approval of the procès-verbal which con
tains them.

Brunet v. Bcauiiarnois, 18 Rev. de Jur. 
141.
Power of mcoisi.ature as to.

On the creation of a municipal corpora
tion, the legislature may confer on it the 
)lowers conferred upon municipal corpora
tions generally by any particular law or 
body of laws in the province.

Wetaskiwin v. C. 4 E. Toxvnsites, (1918] 
3 W.W.R. 145. (Affirmed, 45 D.L.R. 482, 
14 A.L.R. 307, (1919] 1 W.W.R. 515: 51 
D.L.R. 252. 59 Can. S.C.R. 578, [1920] 1 
W.W.R. 438.]
Duty of county corporation to provihe

OFFICES AND FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES 
FOR COUNTY CROWN ATTORNEY AND 
CLERK OF PEACE—MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S. 
O. 1914, c. 192, s. 377—Reimburse 
MENT OF MONEYS EXPENDED—MANDA
MES IX) CORPORATION TO PROVIDE OFFICES
— Remedy as to furniture and bvp-

llatton v. Peterborough, 15 O.W.N. *224. 
(§ II A—31 )—Powers over police depart - 

M ENT — I NVE8TIUAT10N—POLICE BOARD.
Section 278, c. 192, of the Mimii i|nil A. f, 

R.S.O. 1914, directing a Judge of the Coun
ty Court to investigate upon a resolution 
of the city council any matter relating to 
lualfoasance or misconduct on the part of 
an officer or servant of the corporation, does 
not apply to an inquiry into charges of mis
conduct in the police force, which by e. 
354, etc., is within the jurisdiction of the 
Board of Police Commissioners.

Berlin v. County Judge of Waterloo, 22 
D.L.R. 296, 33 O.L.R. 73.
Police station — Equipment of — Furni

ture—Stationery.
Under R.H.O 1914, c. 88, «. 28, the Coun

ty Council shall furnish a police magistrate
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for the county with a proper office, to- 
gctlicr with fm-l, light mid furniture, and 
(following Newsome v. Oxford, 28 O.R. 442 i 
furniture shall include stationery for such 
oflice, and it is immaterial whether the 
appointment of such magistrate is made 
under s. 13 or s. 14 of the said Act, or 
that such magistrate may hate a private 
office of his own as a barrister or solicitor 
in such township.

llolmested v. Iluron, 24 D.L.K. .'>61. 
Dismissal of police officer—Towns Act 

(Alta. ).
Under the Towns Act (Alta.), 1911-12, 

c. 2, s. 69, a municipality has an uncondi
tional power of dismissing or suspending 
any member of its police force, even where 
there has l>ecn a contract in writing be
tween the municipality and the dismissed 
official, and the term of employment con
templated in such contract hn~ not been 
completed and no cause exists for the termi
nation of if.

Irwin v. Rlairmore, 6 W.W.R. 1032.
(§ II A—32)—Legislative control of.

A municipal by-law is ultra vires where 
it purports to provide a penalty for the 
identical offence which is already subject 
to penalty under a provision of the crim
inal law.

R. v. Laughton, 6 D.L.R. 17. 20 Can. Cr. 
Cas. ,30. 22 Man. L.R. 520, 22 W.L.R. 199.
(§ II A—33)—l*0\VI It OVTR SCHOOL FUNDS.

I-niter s. 7 of the Continuation Schools 
Act of Ontario, a school board lias the right 
of determining the amount to la* raised for 
maintenance purposes for the current school 
year, and the municipal council is under an 
i .solute obligation to comply with a requi- 

eitioii of tin- board in tliat behalf.
Re West Nissmiri School. 1 D.L.R. 262, 

21 O.W.R. 633, 2Û O.L.R. 660.
(§ IT A—34 )—l*OWKB TO OBANT USE OF

A resolution of a township council is not 
ar authorized municipal method granting a 
telephone company the privilege under cer
tain conditions of constructing its telephone 
linc.ea by-law ladug neccssarv.

Howie v. South wold. 6 D.L.R. 709. 27 
O.L.R. 29. 22 O.W.R. 797.
Town officers — Salary of stipendiary 

MAOIHTRATK.
Re Pelton. Il D.L.R. 623, 47 N.S.R. 103, 

reversing 7 D.L.R. 466.
B. Delegation of power.

(§11 B—41)—To MUNICIPAL! I Y.
The rights of the city of Montreal by 

its charter are not proprietary rights, lint 
are merely delegati-d rights conferred by the 
legislature; hence the city cannot grant 
privileges or rights beyond what are dele
gated to it.

Montreal Street R. v. Montreal, 3 D.L.R. 
812. 23 Que. S.C. 412.

(§11 B—42)—Delegation of power—By
MUNICIPALITY—1*0WE* TO FIX HEIGHT 
OF WIRF.8.

The power of a town council to determine 
the height which electric wires shall be sus
pended al>ove its streets cannot lie delegated 
to a city official.

Att'y-Gen’l and Truo v. Chamliers Elec
tric Light & Power Co., 14 D.L.R. 883. 13 
K.L.R. 443.
Municipality—Public wrong—Redress— 

Action for by Attorney-General— 
British Columbia.

A municipality in British Columbia is not 
entitled to bring action to redress the pub
lic wrong done by obstructing a highway; 
such an action can lx* brought only by the 
Attorney-General. [Delta v. 1 E.R. 
Co.. 14 B.C.R. 83. followed.!

Hope v. Surrey. 20 D.L.R. ,640. 29 W.L.R. 
626, 20 B.C.R. 434. 7 W.W.R. 175. 
Delegating rkidok CONSTRUCTION 1(1 CORPO

RATION—Interest of ratepayer to at
tack PROCEEDINGS—PRESCRIPTION.

X municipal corporation of a county, 
which has decided to construct a county 
bridge and has adopted a procès-verbal di
recting the work to be done, but without de
termining its cost, cannot delegate to ;* 
local corporation the adjudication of the 
undertaking of the construction and the ex
ecution of the work. In making stirh dele
gation it acts ultra vires, and a rate payer 
has a sufficient interest to proceed to have 
the proceedings annulled by direct action. 
The provisions of the Mun. Code resecting 
appeal to the County Council or to the 
Circuit Court do not apply in such case, as 
there is a distinction between ads illegally 
performed by a municipal corporation in 
the exercise of its powers and those which 
are ultra vires.

Forest v. L'Assomption. 48 Que. S.C. 151. 
[Affirmed 26 Que. K.B. 668.1 
(§ II B—45)—Cities and Towns Act.

The rights and duties that the Cities and 
Towns Ad confers on municipalities can
not l>e delegated, and can be exercised by 
no authority other than the municipal coun
cil itself.

Sisters of Charity, etc., of Montreal v. 
Chateauguay, 52 Que. S.C. 8.
(§ Il B—49)—By municipality.

A corporate body created by statute to 
own in trust, improve and manage a har
bour bounded hv its high-water mark, with 
a proviso that "it shall he incumbent upon 
it to erect land marks,*' with general powers 
to alienate its property, has both implied 
and express power to contract with owners 
of land contiguous to the harbour and 
hounded by the same high-water mark, in
volving the alienation of land on the liar 
hour side, and the acquisition of land on the

Harbour Com'sra of Montreal v. Record 
Foundry & Machine Co., 21 Que. K.B. 241.
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C. Legislative FUNCTIONS ; ordinances;
BY-LAWS.

Heyulation of fisheries statutory license 
fee. .'(-i- Fisheries, I B—5.

lUyulation of commercial travelers, ultra 
ure-. ->oe License, II C—311.

I ,e of public funds for advertising tax 
*alc^, see Injunction, I J—84.
<§ 11 C—50)—By laws —Quashing un

necessary by-laws—Highways.
The fact that a by-law was unnecessary 

will not prevent the court from quashing a 
municipal by-law if it be irregular. Where 
lue Municipal Act (Ont.), s. 632 (1), pro- 
vides for notice of proposed by-laws for clos- 
ng roads, the publishing of an intended by

law to sell the same is not such a notice as 
is required by the Act, and the by-law itself 
is irregular.

lie Seguin and Hawkesburv, 0 D.L.R. 487. 
1 O.w.x. 521, 23 O.W.R. 837, varying 6
D. L.R. 903.

The illegality of a resolution providing 
for indemnifying a municipal council 
against the costs of upholding a by-law if 
attacked, even though such resolution has 
induced the council to pass the by law, does 
not invalidate the by-laxv

He Robertson and Colborne, 8 D.L.R. 149, 
4 O.W.X. --7I

A municipality cannot issue n license for 
the exhibition of wild animals within the 
municipality where there is an existing by
law of the municipality prohibiting the 
keeping of wild animals within its bound
aries Before a municipality van establish 
a claim that a license fee is payable to it. it 
must shew that it had intended to make 
such claim either by the production of the 
collector’s roll, or by evidence of a demand 
upon the defendant for the amount or a 
notice to him that it would be exacted.

Saanich v. French, 8 D.L.R. 637, 3 W.W. 
R. 270
I.o. u. Improvement A or—A sseksm en t s .

The general scheme of the Local Improve
ment Act, R.S.O. 1914, e. 193. is to author 
be the council to undertake a work, then 
to execute it, then to procure an assessment 
roll to he made for imposing the tax; the 
latter follows automatically on the work 
Wing authoritatively undertaken and fully 
executed, and there is no appeal except, that 
provided from the Court of Revision.

He Kemp snd Toronto, 21 D.L.R. 833, 
7 O W N. 704.
Validity of by-law—Approval of Rail

way and Municipal Board.
Iii order that the validity of a municipal 

money by-law shall not be open In question 
in nnv court, under the Municipal Act. 
R.S.O, 1914, c. 192, s. 29."», by reason of the 
approval thereof by the Ontario Railway 
ami Municipal Board, such approval must 
remain effective when the proceedings in 
which the by-law is attacked come on to be 
heard; the court will have jurisdiction to 
quash where the Board's approval order ex

isting when the notice of motion to quash 
was served was afterwards withdrawu by 
the Board.

Re Harper and East Flamhomugh, 22 
D.L.R. 547, 32 O.L.R. 190.
Mode of acquiring land—Statutes—Rr- 

PE.VL BY IMPLICATION.
So far as the purchase and acquisition of 

real property are concerned, s. 5 of 1915, c. 
46, amending the Municipal Act (B.C.). 
1914, e. 52, as to the necessity of the assent 
of the electors, is incompatible with the 
powers under the by-laws conferred by subs. 
155 of s. 54 of the Act of 1911, and there 
fore, to this extent, the latter must lie 
deemed to have been repealed by iniplicn-

Meldrum v. Black. 27 D.L.R. 193, 34 W.L. 
R. 314. 22 B.(\R. 574. 10 W.W.R. 519.

Where u municipal corporation by its 
municipal council has determined on the 
«•ourse to be taken in connection with pend 
ing litigation, that determination binds all 
the ratepayers, because the voice of the 
council is the voice of the municipality 
which, under the Ontario municipal system, 
is represented by its council and municipal 
action or inaction must he determined there
by.

Sioddart v. Owen Sound, 7 D.L.R. 377, 4 
O.W.X. 171.

There is no provision of law compelling 
a municipal council to submit a by-law to 
the electors for the repeal of a local option 
by-law in respect of the sale of intoxicat
ing liquors.

Stodilart v. Owen Bound, 8 D.L.R. 932, 27 
O.L.K. 221.
By-law—Notice of meeting—Repeal bt 

RESOLUTION.
A failure to serve notice of meeting upon 

a member of a municipal council invalidates 
a by-law passed thereat; such by-law can
not. lie repealed by a resolution.

Tati selle v. Temiscaming, 33 D.L.R. 686, 
50 Que. S.C. 387.
1 Nine TABLE OFFENCES—ULTRA VIRES.

A municipal by-law attempting to deal 
with and impose punishment for an indict
able offence already dealt with by the Or. 
Code is ultra vires.

The King v. Lorette, 43 D.L.R. 129, 30 
Can. Cr. Cas. 238, 29 Man. L.R. 123, [19181 
3 W.W.R. 324.
Protection against fire—Accident.

A by-law of the city of Vancouver and 
the legislative authority to make it “for 
causing all lands, buildings, and yard* to 
lie put in other respects in a safe condition 
to guard against fire and other dangerous 
risk and accident’’ (Vancouver Incorpora 
lion Act (1886. c. 32. s. 142, es. 54 as 
amended by 1887, c. 37. s. 17) and by-law 
941, s. 37, in part as follows; "Shall have 
all public halls, stairways and passageways 
properly lighted,” must lie considered only 
with reference to fire protection and cannot
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lie invoked in ease of an accident, not being 
referable to a lire.

Mi-Kin lay v. Mutual Life Ass’cc Co., 43 
D.L.R. 230, 2d B.C.R. 5 at p. là, [11*18]

: W W W. 1002.
Regulation of jitney»—Reasonableness 

—I x junction—Quashing.
An injunction refused restraining the de

fendant city, until after the trial ol" an ac
tion to quash the by-law prohibiting "jit
neys” from continuing the prosecution of 
the plaintiff's drivers for violations of siu-h 
by-law [Preston v. Luck, 27 Ch. D. 197, 
applied], A municipal by-law is not un
reasonable merely because particular judges 
may think that it goes further than is pru
dent or necessary or convenient, or because 
it is not accompanied by a qualification or
an exception which some judges may think
ought to lie there. [Montreal v. Bejuivais, 
42 Van. S.CYR. 211, at p. 218. quoting 
Kruse v. Johnson, [1898] 2 Q.B. 01, at p. 
1*0. followed.]

Blue l-'unncl Motor Line v. Vancouver, 
11918] 3 W.W.R. 405.
Village Act—Powers as to “building”— 

Fence abound park and grandstand—

Imperial Elevator Sl Lumber Co. v. Pon- 
tiiv, 39 I).I*R. 768, [1017] 3 W.W.R. 1087. 
Expropriation Phexumpiton as to valid

ity—Prescription.
The rule of law omnia pruesumuntur rite 

acta applies to the proceedings of municipal 
corporations. Where an expropriated party 
considers that the resolutions of the muni
cipal council ordering to proceed with the 
expropriation is illegal, and that instead 
of taking steps to have the resolution an
nulled. nominates commissioners and joined 
in the proceedings to 11 x the indemnity, he 
• annot, after the award has been deter
mined. take an action in law to have the 
resolution of the council and the award 
declared null and void. The direct action 
to have a resolution of the council of the 
city of Montreal declared null and set aside 
is prescribed by 6 months, provided it is 
adopted in matters within its jurisdiction.

Montreal v. Royal Trust Co., 26 Que. K.B. 
Ô37. [Affirmed, 44 D.L.R. 707. 57 Van. 
S.C.R. 352. |
By-law of county corporation- Highway 

Improvement Act, R.R.O. 1914. n. 40, 
8. 26—Ontario Highways Act. 1916. 5 
•«no. V. c. 17—Improvement of ko tus 
in county—Appointment of hi hurran 
ABBA i (>Mmission—Report oi award 
Enforcement of—Allegation by city 
corporation of nonvompmancr with 
statute—Remedy—Prohibition, inap
plicability of except in plain case 
—Action for injunction.

Re Windsor and Essex, 14 O.W.N. 313. 
Rem sal of mayor to sign—Agreement— 

Injunction—Right or council.
Where all the formalities surrounding the 

passage of a city by-law have been com

plied with, and all that remains to make the 
document complete and, on its face, a valid 
by-law is the signature of tin- mayor, which 
under the by-laws governing his office lie is 
required to affix, the city is not. entitled, 
because his signature is withheld, to an in
junction restraining action under an agn-e- 
rnent approved by such by-law, where the 
agreement has been acted upon by the other 
party to it on the faith of the passage of 
the by-law. Where an agreement with a 
city which has been approved of by by law 
has been acted upon in good faith by the 
other party to it, the city council cannot, of 
its own motion, reconsider the by-laws so us 
to nullify such agreement.

Vancouver v. B.C. Electrie R. Co., 26 B. 
C.R. 162, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 558.
Municipal council—Mayor—Resignation 

—Successor — Validity of procki.d- 
ixuH—Election.

The second part of art. 84, Mun. Code, 
which states that "the mayor remains in 
office, even if he ceases to be a member of 
the council, until his successor is sworn in,” 
does not apply to a case where the mayor 
has resigned. It only relates to a major 
who is in offiee at the period when this of
fice legally expires; A motion adopted by 
a municipal council upon the casting vote 
of the person presiding over the meeting is 
void, if such person had no right to preside. 
Arts. 314 et seq.. Mun. Code, only relate to 
contestations of municipal elections under 
arts. 24f> et seq., and not those by the mu
nicipal council itself. In the latter case the 
contestations fall under arts. 430 et seq.

Darehc v. St. Mathias, 24 Rev. Leg. 209, 
24 Rev. de .fur. 16.
By-law Procès verbal—Amendment and 

repeal—Discretion.
A municipal council has the right to 

amend or repeal a by-law by another by-law, 
or a procès verbal by another procès verbal. 
In the exercise of this discretionary power 
the courts cannot intervene unless a grave 
injustice equivalent to fraud has resulted. 
There is nothing illegal in a municipal coun
cil, the composition of which has been 
changed by an election, reconsidering the 
propriety of a measure with the object of 
conforming to the opinion expressed by the 
vote of the electors.

St. Leon-Ie-drand v. Banger, 26 Que. 
K.B. 183.
Resolution of municipal council—Slan

derous words—Action to strike out
OF MINUTES.

One who is slandered in a resolution of 
a municipal council lias a right of action 
against the municipality to have the reso
lution expunged from the municipal min
ute book. The municipality <annot claim 
that the council, in adopting the resolution 
exceeded its powers and that the municipal
ity is therefore not liable. [Vallieres v. 
St. Henri, 14 Que. K.B. 10, and Patoine v. 
Arthahanca, 4 D.C.A. 364, followed.]

(Julienne v. Lctellier, 23 Que. K.B. 09.
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Kk-OI L'TION OF MUNICIPAL COUNCIL—IKBICQ- 
I I ABITY—TlMK LIMIT.

\n implication to annul a resolution of 
. municipal council on the ground of irreg
ularity or illegality, without alleging special 
injury to the plaintiff, must be made within 
t!„. time prescribed by arts. 100 and 708 
Man. Code. [Patoine v. Arthabasca t ounty, 
II D C.A. 364, followed.]

(lalienne v. I*tellier, 23 Que. K.B. 75. 
QUORUM.
' Where a city charter provides that a ma

jority of the members of the council shall 
in- present for the transaction of business, 
a majority of the members when present in 
tlit* regular manner for the transaction of 
.usines* constitute the council for whatso

ever business is within the ordinary scope 
«h it* authority, and a vote of the majority 
thereupon is a vote of the council.

<trat henna v. Edmonton à Stratheona
Lend Syndicate, 3 A.1..R. 289.
MoxKir by-i.aw passed by xillaoe council 

kuu KRKcnox ok hihool-iiol.sk—Mo
tion to t/CASH— Municipal Act, ILS. 
0. 11114, c. 162, h. 258—By-law not 
8I0XKI» BY BBEVE—RkMKDY BY MANDA
MUS—Cost ok school-hocsk—APPOR
TIONMENT—POW KB OK COURT TO INTER-

Be Davis and Creemore, 11 O.VV.N. 217. 
Fencing park—“Building*’—Uranusrand

—1*ICKRT OFFICE.
The expenses of the erection of a fence 

surrounding a publie park can be defrayed 
by a village council without the necessity 
of a by-law. A grandstand is not a “build
ing” within the meaning of a. 145 of the 
Village Act, R.S.8. 1906, c. 86. as amended 
in 1915, e. IS. Hut a ticket office is.

Imperial Elevator Si Lumber Co. v. Pon-
teix, |19I7] l W.W.R. 1211. [Affin....I 89
D.LR. 768. 10 S.L.R. 396, [1917] 3 WAV. 
R. 1087.
Blit DING BY-LAW — DANGEROUS CONSTRUC

TION 8 —Con ihtion prbc edent—None r 
—Oriikr to repair—Demolition ok 
STRUCTURE.

Riopelle v. Montreal, 44 Can. S.C.R. 679. 
Municipal by-law for the rupprk.8sion op 

insulting and provoking language— 
Labour strike—Meaning op work
“scar.'’

B. v. Klderman, 9 E.L.R. 469.
Municipal corporation — By-law — Ap

pointment OP MAYOR.
Lemire v. Faucher, 40 Que. 6.C. 363. 

By-law regulating trade—Power to rkgu-
1 ATE DOES NOT INCLUDE POWER TO PRO
HIBIT.
French v. North Saanich, 16 B.C-.R. 106. 

'8 II C—51 )—Notice of meetino—Ad-
fOVRNED MEETING.

By the terms of art. 931a Mun. Code, a 
county council cannot take into consider
ation an application for an appeal, unless 
a public notice to make known the day and

the hour of the"session when the applica
tion will be proceeded with, is given by the 
ae<Totary-treasurer <fr by the commissioner 
of the municipality. This public notice 
should be published" at least 7 days before 
the day fixed for the session during which 
the examination of the upplication will take 
place. When an application for an appeal 
is tiled in the office of the council on u date 
approaching one of the next regular meet 
Digs of the council, and which public notire 
of 7 days, as above mentioned, cannot he 
given, the council in such a case, mu<t or
der a public notice and to call a special 
meeting for the purpose of considering such 
an application, and such a special meeting 
is then properly held, when it is called and 
held within 30 days from the date the ap
plication wat) filed in the office of the coun
cil. In addition to the notice published 
in the municipality, art. 9flla requires a 
special notice to mayors and members of 
the council to call them to such a special 
session. Such notice should be given by a 
registered letter, at least 10 days before 
the time fixed for holding of the session. 
Under art. 224 each special notice must In
drawn up or given in the language of the 
person to whom it is addressed, but when 
the sprciul notice is addressed or given to a 
person v ho speaks both languages, French 
ami English. such notice may he given to 
him in either language. In absence of evi
dence as to which language is the right one 
of the eonncilmen or mayors not present at 
the special session, the only presumption 
which may he inferred from the fact that 
the names may be English names, is no# 
sufficient to decide that such persona use 
the English language, because such a pre
sumption is not. authorized by the Code, 
ami it is an established fact, that person 
with an English name speaks French, and 
he may speak both. Two sessions of a mu
nicipal council, before and after noon of tin- 
same day, do not constitute one meeting, 
when it does not appear as a fact that they 
simply adjourned for the purpose of hav
ing dinner.

Ste-Foye v. Quebec, 18 Rev. de .fur. 99.
(8 II C—68)—Amendment.

The power given to the common cbuncil 
of the city of Montreal, by the city char
ter. to amend by a two-thirds vote a re 
port from the Board of Control respecting 
the expenditure of money authorizes the 
amendment, to a report, approving of the 
lowest tender put in for furnishing supplies, 
by substituting the name of a higher ten
derer at the price of the one approved.

West v. Montreal. 21 Que. K.B. 289.
(8 IT C—541—Oruinanues and by-laws— 

Franchise— Repeal.
Cunningham v. New Westminster, 14 D. 

L.R. 918, 18 B.C.R. 188.
Temperance Act—By-law repealing anti 

PROHIBITION BY-LAW DECLARED LEGAL.
Pelland v. Joliette, 26 Rev. de .fur. 246.
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(§ II C—55)—ENACTMENT—ENTITLING— 
PUBLICATION.

When a by-law is piesoribed by the stat
ute an the method bv which a municipal 
corporation may exercise the power of clos, 
iug a highway, such power can only lie exer
cised in that way and effect cannot be giv
en to a mere resolution of the municipal

Re Hassano. 7 D UR. «01. 3 W.W.R. 389. 
By-law against drunkenness in public 

pi.ackh—Remedying omission to af
fix seal—Conviction fob offence
PRIOR TO SEALING.

Because of the validating provisions of 
the Ontario Municipal Act, 1913, ». 258 
(3). R.S.O. 1914. e. 192, 258 (3), in re 
spect of municipal by-laws which were not 
duly sealed when passed, a summary convic
tion under an unsealed municipal by-law 
cannot, bo quashed, although the by-law was 
sealed only after objection taken before the 
magistrate at the hearing of the charge, as 
the effect of the statute is to permit the 
sealing to relate back to the date of passing 
the by-law.

R. v. Faux, 17 D.L.R. 718, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 
75. « O.W.X. «63.
By laws — Resolutions — “Questions”— 

Validity — Three readings — Enact-

A proviso in a city charter that no 
“question” once decided by the eitv council 
shall bo reversed without notice from at 
least one meeting to another, will apply 
to invalidate a by-law which was given its 
third reading at the session of its introduc
tion which could only l>e done on a suspen
sion of the rules of order, when the motion 
to suspend had carried only after a like 
motion had la-en lost, the vote on the lost, 
motion to suspend being upon a "question” 
within the meaning of the restriction in the

Henman v. Winnipeg. 20 D.L.R. 226. 24 
Man. UR. 567, 27 W.L.R. 8i»7. « W.W.R. 
576. aflirming 17 D.L.R. 582, « W.W.R. 
1329.
Municipal iiy-iaw and assessment with 

statutory provisions—Strict uompli- 
MMI with statut!. Local Improve
ment Act—Publication.

Where a municipal by-law and an assess
ment under it purport to lie made in pur
suance of a statute, the statutory provisions 
must la* strictly complied with “in the sense 
that iionobservance of any of them is fatal.” 
A prerequisite to the valid passing of a by
law under the Local Improvement Act ( R. 
S.O. 1914, e. 193) is publication of the coun
cil's intention under s. 11.

Fleming v. Sandwich. 46 D.L.R. 613, 44 
O.L.R. 514.

Under the Liquor License Act (Snsk.), 
the council of the district prepared for sub
mission a local option by-law. Notice of 
intention to submit the by-law (published 
in the proper paper on Nov. 10. 17 and 20. 
and Dee. 1. voting being tixed for Dee. 12).

is sufficient under the Act. The notice suffi
ciently complied with the Act in indicating 
the office of the secretary-treasurer as the 
place where the by-lay might lie inspected, 
and the council chamber as the place where’ 
the by-law would Ik* linally considered, with
out specifically stating the location of such 
places. The word “passed” where used in 
the Act. referring to the passing of the lo
cal option by-law by the council, refers to 
the final motion of the council in enacting 
the by-law and has no reference to any sign
ing or sealing of the same. The omission 
of the officials of the district to sign and 
affix the seal to the by-law in question with
in fho time limited for passing it, the by
law having been duly passed by the council, 
did not in any way invalidate it.

Re Local Improvement District No. 189 
4 S.L.R. 522.
Municipal law—Action for annulment 

—Resolution—Proposai, of a coun
cilor sbcoxdkd by the mat or—Prohi
bition of 1BI.LIAKD ROOMS—ABSENCE OF 
prejudice—Interest—C mux., art. 14 
—5 Uro. V.. [1915] c.

In meetings of a municipal council a mo
tion by a councilor need not necessarily be 
seconded before I icing put to a vote and 
adopted as a resolution of the council. The 
fact that it was seconded by the mavor does 
not affect its validity. Except in t)ie cities 
of Quebec and Montreal, the Act only au
thorizes the licensing of billiard tables, up
on a resolution approved by the local munic
ipal council, therefore a rate payer lias no 
right to demand the rescinding of a resolu
tion which, in place of refusing the appli
cation for a permit, made to the council, re
stricts itself to declaring that billiard 
-aloons shall he prohibited within the limits 
of the muncipality for one year.

Belanger v. Reimport, 55 Que. S.C. 8. 
(§11 C—66)—Approval or disapproval of

The affixing of a schedule read at the 
meeting at which a by-law is passed, and 
the signing and scaling of the by-law, need 
not be done at the meeting; they are matters 
of routine only and can be done by the prop
er officers at a later date.

Re Robertson and Col borne, 8 D.L.R. 149. 
4 O.W.N. 274, 23 O.W.R. 325.
(§11 C—59)— Promulgation of by-laws 

—Quashing—Action.
There is nothing in the Winnipeg Charter 

1-2 Edw. VII. e. 77 making promulgation 
by publication in a newspaper or otherwise 
essential to the validity of any by-law and, 
under s. 527, no application to quash a by
law can be entertained unless made within 
one year from the passing of it, notwith
standing that it is made within 2 weeks aft
er the promulgation provided for by s. 524. 
The provisions as to promulgation and mov
ing to quash thereafter are merely intended 
to enable the city to greatly abridge the 
time within which an application might l>e 
mode to quash a hv-law imposing a rate.
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An action for a declaration that a by-law is 
illegal and to restrain the municipality from 
enforcing it is not the kind of action re
ferred to in s. 532 of the vliarter, and will 
lie although the by-law has not been quashed 
or repealed and no notice of the action has 
I tern given. (Rose v. Wawanash, lit O.R. 
•J«M, followed.J A delay of live months 
after the plaintiff became aware of the effort 
„f the by-law complained of is not sufficient 
to debar him from bringing such an action. 
Ihe fact that the city had sold the deben
tures issued for the cost of the extension of 
ihe street is no bar to granting the plain- 
till" relief in such an action.

McPherson v. Winnipeg, 27 Man. UR. 
450. [1917] 2 W.W.R. 197.
PUBLICATION.

By the Liquor License Act the provisions 
of the Rural Municipalities Act as to quash
ing by-laws are made applicable to local op
tion by-laws ; but this does not make the 
procedure of the Controverted Municipal 
Election Act applicable; that Act applying 
only where an election is contested or a 
vote questioned and not where a by-law is 
attacked for irregularity. Where a District 
court .lodge is acting as persona designnta 
in the proceedings, the rules of court do not 
apply, and no provision having I wen made 
as to how service should be effected the 
head officer of the municipality, e.g., the 
reeve, is the only person who can lie served. 
The reeve being the proper person to lie 
served the municipality was not served with 
the notice or material in support thereof, 
within the time limited, but. by appearing 
on the return day and making application 
for an ad journment which was granted, giv
ing the municipality ample time to meet the 
applicant's case, the irregularity was

Re Devitt and Usborne, * R.L.R 479. 
Money by-law—Municipal Act. rk. b (o), 

263 15)—Nm erhahy publication or 
BY-LAW—NOXtOMPI.IA.NCe WITH DIREC
TION OF STATUTE—RESULT NOT A FIX T-
ed—Savi.no enactment, r. 150—Ob
JKIT OF BY-LAW -- IMPHOVFMKNT OF 
HKIIIWAYR AND ERECTION OF BRI DUB— 
Submission to electors—Two hums

TO RK RAISED UPON ONE BY-LAW.
Re Poulin and L'Orignal, 13 O.W.N. 374. 

(g II 0—60)—By-law consenting to si-e-
l IAI. PBIVII.F.GK OR FRANCHISE CONFERRED 
Bf LEGISLATURE.

A municipal by-law directing the execu
tion of an agreement between the munici
pality of Point Grey and an electric railway 
company consenting to the construction of 
a tramway on certain streets of the munici
pality and also imposing terms on which 
-•ars should be operated, does not confer 
mic]i a particular privilege, right or fran 
chi so as to require the submisson of the by
law to the ratepayers for approval under 
v 64 of the Municipal Clauses Act, (B.C.) 
1906, where the railway company was ein- 
pov .«red hv e. 55, B.C. 1 896. to construct

and operate a tramway in that and other 
municipalities subject to the consent of the 
municipal counoil being first obtained and to 
the latter'a designation of the streets upon 
which the tramway should be built, al
though the permission of the municipal 
council wan further specified by statute to 
be upou such conditions as to plan of con
struct ion and for such period as might be 
agreed upon between the company and the 
council; the purpose of the proviso requir
ing the consent of the municipality is restric
tive and not donative in character, and it» 
function ia to circumscribe, or impose con
ditions upon the exercise of the rights al
ready conferred by the legislature.

B.C. Electric R. Co. v. Stewart, 14 D.L.R. 
8, 11913] A.C. 816, 25 W.L.R. 227, 5 WAV. 
R. 16, rmniag 16 B.C.R. 374, aub nom. 
Re Point Grey.
Ei-ectric tramway by-law.

A rate|>ayer in a municipality which 
passes a by-law purporting to bind lands in 
an adjoining municipality has no status to 
object to the by-law on that ground.

Re Robertson and Col borne, 8 D.UR. 
149, 4 0.VV.N. 274.
Motion to quash by-law — Procedure — 

Winnipeg charter.
Section 526 of the Winnipeg charter, 

1902, c. 77, (Man.) as to the procedure 
on moving to quash a by-law is controlled 
by the later provisions of the King’s Bench 
Act. R.S.M. 1913, c. 46, s. 85, and the pro
ceeding may lie begun by notice of motion. 
(Re Peck and Aineliasburgh, 12 P.R. (Ont. t, 
664; Re < olemutt and Colchester North, 
13 P.R. (Ont. l 253, applied ]

Ream a n v. Winnipeg, 17 D.L.R. 582, 24 
Man. L.R. 567, 27 W.L.R. 807, 6 W.W.R. 
576.
Bw.awb—Extent of power—Discretion

WITHIN STATUTORY LIMITATIONS.
Re Coleman and McCallmn, 12 D.L.R. 

140, 24 O.W.R. 754, reversing 11 D.L.R. 138. 
Bonus — Business “established else

where in Ontario "- By-i^w—Valid

It is not legal for a municipality to 
bonus an industry already existing else
where in Ontario. Whether a particular 
business is one “established elsewhere in 
Ontario." w ithin the meaning of .a. 396 (c ) 
of the Municipal Act (R.S.O. 1914, c. 192) 
is a question of fact.

Re Xlliston and Trenton, 35 D.L.R. 128, 
38 O UR. 579, affirming 34 D.L.R. 294. 38 
O.UR. 341.
Attacking by-law—Interest of bate-

Vnder the charter of the city of Montreal, 
a municipal resolution may he attacked by 
petition to the same extent as a by-law ; 
but a contract or franchise approved thereby 
cannot be attacked by such procedure. A 
ratepayer without any other special inter
est has no legal status to launch such 
attack. | Robertson v. Montreal, 26 D.L.R.
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228, 52 Can. S.C.R. MO, affirming 23 Qui*.
K. B. 338, followed. |

Shepherd v. Montreal, 30 D.L.R. 437, 02 
Qw. S.C. 16.

Where legal proceedings are taken to set 
aside or declare invalid a proceeding taken 
hy a municipal council in alleged exercise 
of its statutory powers, the party called 
upon to defend the impeached proceedings 
is entitled ex debito justitiae to notice of 
the grounds of attack in due time to pre
pare the defence.

Re St. Boniface Rv law. 1 D.L.R. 221. lft 
W.L.R. 043. 22 Man. L.R. 27. 1 W.W.R. 
750 [See 1 D.L.R. 366. 22 Man. L.R. 733, 
1 W.W.R. 844.1

Where a city charter makes provision 
for a judicial inquiry as to the probable 
grounds for a motion to quash a by-law 
of the municipality, the order for an in
quiry may In» made upon an affidavit of in
formation and belief, if it seems likely that 
facts will he elicited on the inquiry bearing 
upon the facts alleged.

Re St. Boniface By-law, 1 D.L.R. 366. 20 
W.L.R. 332. 22 Man. L.R. 733. 1 W.W.R. 
Hit [See 1 D.L.R. 221, 22 Man. L.R. 27. 
I W.W.R. 750.1
By-law—Prune library kitr.

Re McKenzie and Teeswater, 16 D.L.R. 
865, 6 Ü.W.N. 32.
By-law—Submission ok water scheme—

UNAUTHORIZED QUESTION TO 1IK VOIKD 
UPON RY TIIK ELECTORS.

Re Ganlin and Ottawa, 16 DX.fi. 865, ft 
O.W.N. 30.
By-laws—Waterworks by-law—F.xpendt- 

TURE OK MONEY.
Re Clarey and Ottawa, 1ft D.L.R. 876. 6 

O.W.X. lift.
Loan by-law—Hotel Act. 1015. 8. 33— 

Proceedings to quash—Style—Par-

f'raig v. Qu'Appelle. 3ft D.L.R. 503, 10 8.
L. R. 307, [1017] 3 W.W.R. 176.
Criminal matter—Dominion statute—

Ultra vires.
When the Parliament of Canada, in exer

cise of its power to legislate in regard to 
criminal matters, has prohibited the doing 
of a certain act. a municipal by-law at
tempting to prohibit the same act is ultra

Drapeau v. Recorder's Court, 43 D.Î..R. 
50ft. 27 Que. K B. 500, 3ft D.L.R. 24ft. revers
ing 52 Que. S.C. 505.
By-law ok town—Sanitary requirement*) 

—Municipal Act, s. 500—Portions of 
by-law exceeding powers of munici
pality—Distinct and separate ci.aus- 
ks—Quashing part of by-iaw—Costs. 

Re Tavlor and Port Stanley, 14 O.W.N. 
108.

By-law to provide money n»a krf.ction or 
hiuh scooi. building—Requisition bt
BOARD OK EDUCATION- DISAPPROVAL BY 
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL—SUBMISSION To 
AND DISAPPROVAL BY ELECTORS—FRESH
requisition—Approval by council- 
right OF COUNCIL TO RECON SIULB— 
Motion to quash by-law—Requisi- 
TIONS NOT ABSOLUTELY IDEXTIl AL — 
High Schooia Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 268,

Re Garrett and Barrie, 14 O.W.N. 194. 
Invalidity ok by-law—Bonus to indus

tries—Councillors 1N TKRE8TED.
A municipal by-law for the purpose of 

granting a bonus to an industrial undertak
ing, adopted at A council meeting where the 
quorum is five members, is illegal and void 
if two of the councillors who have voted 
for the measure are personally interested 
in obtaining such bonus. A by-law adopted 
under such conditions is ultra vires and 
may be contested by any municipal elector 
in his individual capacity.

Davelm ville v. Beaumier, 27 Que. K.B.
23.
Interest of person attacking by-law— 

Resolution — Remedies — Direct ac-

The capacity of citizen, taxpayer, elector 
and property owner, of the city of Montre
al. is not an interest sufficient to entitle 
him to apply for the rescission of resolu
tions which* do not specially affect him. 
One having the capacity to do so, can pro
ceed under art. ft78, C.O.P., without having 
recourse to a direct action, which is only 
taken in the absence of any other remedy. 
Art. 304 of the Montreal charter, which al
lows a taxpayer to attack a by-law adopted 
by the municipal council, d»M*a not thereby 
give him the right to attack a resolution 
which is simply an act of routine adminis
tration. It is not the duty of courts to seek 
for the.motives which might have inspired 
the acts complained of.

Menard v. Montreal, 20 Que. P.R. 31. 
Annulment of proceedings—Resolutions 

-Contract—Form of action—Inter 
est of party.

Aii application to annul resolutions 
passed by the municipal council of Montre
al, and to void a contract made under such 
resolutions, should be by action and not. by 
petition. The capacity of taxpayer and 
elector of the city of Montreal, without 
special interest distinct from that of such 
persons collectively, does not permit an ap
plication to annul resolutions of the mu
nicipal council or to void a contract made 
to carry them out.

Rourke v. Montreal, 20 Que. P.R. 89. 
Validity of by-law—Special charter— 

A venoment—Taxes.
Canada Investment v. Hcotstown, 21 Rev. 

de Jur. 129.
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skwer — Drainage system —By-law 
PASSED IN 1013—iNTBA VIRES—MUXICI- 
VAL Act, 1903, ss. • (8), 554—Kx- 
I'KOPRIATION OF "EASEMENT”—COMPEN
SAI ION—Damages.

On Feb. 10, 1013, the council of the de
fendants, a city corporation, passed a by
law which, after reciting that it had be
come necessary to acquire an casement over 
.ritain lands described “for the right of 
« ay of the . . . drainage system,"’ au- 
ilionized the city engineer to proceed with 
ill,, construction of sewers across the lands 
described, to enter upon the lands, etc. : — 
Ibid, that, under s. 554 of the Mimieipal 
Vi of 10113, 3 Edw. VII. o. 19, which was 

the Art in force when the by-law was payed, 
and s. 2 (8) of that Act, which interpreted 
"land" as including "lands, tenements and 
hereditaments, and any interest or estate 
therein, or right or easement affecting the 
same,” the eouncil had power to pass the 
by-law. The right to construct the sewer 
upon the land of another was not in strict
ness an easement, but an hereditament. The 
intention of the statute, however, as shewn 
by Re Davis and City of Toronto. 21 O.R. 
243, decided under the Municipal Act in 
force in 1*01. R.H.O. 1887. c. DU. and by 
the amendment made in 1892, 55 Viet. c. 43, 
s. 1, embodied in s. 2 (81 of the Art of 1903, 
'mis to enable a municipality to take the 
right to construct a sewer through land 
without taking the land itself; and there 
was no reason why a municipality should be 
••ompelled to acquire absolute title to the 
lands through which the sewers were to 
pass. In an ae-tion for trespass, for an in
junction, and other relief, brought hy one 
of the persons whose land was entered upon 
and broken ujt by the defendants, in pur
suance of the by-law, it was declared that 
i lie by-law was intra vires the defendants 
and that the plaintiff was entitled to com
pensât ion, to be determined under the Mu
nicipal Act, for all that was authorized by 
the by-law. and to damages for anything 
done beyond wbat was authorized.

Snow v. Toronto, 44 O.L.lt. 623.
Ubiian municipality — Application of

SCHOOL BOARD TO COUNCIL FOR BUM FOR 
PURCHASE OF RITE AND ERECTION OF 
school —Submission to electors — 
Vote negativing application—Renew
al of application—Refusal to pans 
by-law—Resolution of council au
thorizing submission to electors of 
original question and two addition
al questions—Duty of councii. under 
s. 43 of Public schools Act, R.S.O. 
1914, c. 260—Municipal Act, R.S.O. 
1014, c. 192, s. 398 (10)—Question 
specifically authorized—Injunction 
restraining submission of additional 
questions.

The school hoard of a town, under the 
authority of the Public Schools Act, R.H.O. 
1014, c. 206, s. 43 (1), made an application

to the town council to jms* a by-law for bor
rowing $30,000 for the purpose of purchas
ing a new site and erecting a new school- 
house. The council refused to pass such a 
by-law, but submitted the pro|maal to the 
vote of the qualified electors, under s. 43 
(3). Out of an electorate of 900, only 189 
voted, and of these 110 were unfavourable to 
thé proposal. Ihe vote was taken in the 
summer of 1918. In November, 1918, the 
hoard again asked the council to pass a by
law for the same purpose or to submit the 
proposal to the electors at the municipal 
election in January, 1919. The council 
again refused to puss a by-law, but resolved 
to submit questions to the electors—not 
only the question which the board wished 
to "have submitted, viz., ‘‘Are you in favour 
of school and site to cost $30,000?" but 
also, “Are you in favour of school on old- 
site to cost $23,000?” and, "Are you opposed 
to new school ?" An action having been 
brought by the school board to restrain 
the defendants from submitting the two ad
ditional questions, it was held, upon a mo
tion for au interim injunction, Quit it was 
the duty of the council, on the application 
I icing renewed by the hoard, either to pass a, 
by-law under s. 43 (1) or to submit the 
question again to the vote of the electors, 
and to submit it simpliciter, without the 
additional questions, which might tend to 
confuse the minds of the electors and pre
vent a proper vote oil the one question in
volved in the application of the board. 
Held, also, that the real question which the 
council should submit to the electors was 
specifically authorized to be submitted to 
them, and s. 398 (10) of the Municipal Act, 
R.S.O. 1014, 0, 192. did not apply. | 10- 
tiaulin and Ottawa. 6 OAV.N. 30, 16 D.L.R. 
865, and (laulin v. Ottawa, 6 OAV.N. 38, fol
lowed. | An injunction was granted.

Burlington Public School Board v. Bur
lington, 44 O.L.R. 561.
Municipal law—Valuation roll—Quash

ing—Jurisdiction—Entry in law— 
C.C.P., art. 191—C. Mux., art. 430, 
433.

The recourse given by the Cities anil 
Towns Act against a valuation roll is not 
limited, and the Supreme Court has juris
diction to annul a valuation roll, when in 
its entirety, it is made on an illegal basis. 
The following allegations forming part of 
the declaration of an action commenced to 
declare void 2 by-laws and a valuation roll 
are relevant to the action and cannot he 
taken away under an entry in law, namely : 
"16 The council of the said defendant cor
poration has pretended to adopt and to have 
approved hy the municipal elections, the 
said by-laws Nos. 52 and 53 in basing itself 
on the municipal valuation roll then in 
force, which is altogether irregular, illegal 
and void, in as far as the said valuation roll 
was made, prepared and approved irregular
ly and illegally, whereas the said defendant 
corporation was bound to make or has made
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the said valuation roll, including or having 
included therein the true value of lands 
of the said municipality, subject to munici- 
pal tax and on the contrary, illegally and 
fraudulently, said valuation is too high 
and fictitious and does not at all represent 
the value of said lands to such an extent 
that by the decisions recently rendered by 
the courts of this district, the valuations 
made at $0,000 and $0,000 per acre have 
been reduced* to $.'>00, showing that it was 
greatly exaggerated. The whole system 
adopted by the council of the defendant cor
poration in so far as its valuation roll is 
concerned, is wrongful, illegal and void, the 
said valuations carried upon the said roll 
are exaggerated and raised too high, ille
gally and fraudulently, for the illegal 
object of leading to mistake and deceive 
the holders of delientures and creditors of 
said defendant corporation, and the said 
valuation roll pretended to be in force is 
radically void, has no real value, and all 
proceedings and procedures adopted for the 
vote on approval of said by-laws Nos. 52, 
and 53, based on such valuation roll, arc in 
- onsequence irregular and void, and should 
he annulled.” •

Northern Lands Co. v. The Town of St. 
Michel, 28 Que. K.B. 378.
Quashing—Interest ok batepatkb.

Every ratepayer whose interests are af
fected. may demand the quashing of a mu
nicipal by-law before its coming into force 
when the corporation attempts to enforce 
it. without complying with the formalities 
essential to give it force and effect.

Alorrissettv v. Tremblay. 51 Que. 8.C. 474.
Ratepayers called upon by municipal by

law to pay a tax have a sufficient interest 
to apply for the repeal -of the by-law in 
a common law action after the expiration of 
the delay during which they could exercise 
the recourse given by art. 100 Mini. ('ode.

Matthieu v. St. Francois, 20 Que. K.B. 
Ill

A direct action founded upon fraud to 
have a municipal resolution quashed can, 
like that based upon excess of power or in
justice, be brought by a municipal elector 
or bv any person directly interested, pro
vided that it be brought within a reasonable 
delay after the discovery of the fraud.

1‘revost v. Montreal, 52 Que. S.C. 340. 
Highway — Municipal by law closing 

strf.it—Motion to quash—No provi
sion for compensation — Municipal 
Act, h. 632 (1)—Notice under—Un
necessary by-law —Damages — Sug
gested assessment oe. by arbitration 
—Order oe Railway Board.

Re Seguin and Hnwkesburv. 4 O.W.N. 521, 
23 O.W.R. 857.
Bonus in aid oe industry established 

ELSEWHERE—MUNICIPAL ACT, 1013. 8. 
306 (c)—Branch business to be es
tablished IX DON USING MUNICIPALITY
—By-law—Order qu ashing.

He Wolfenden and Grimsby, 6 O.W.N. 901.

By laws--Motion to quash—Municipal 
works — Payment to contbactobs — 
Delay—Discretion—Mala fides ok
APPLICANT.

Re Marchand and Tilbury, 13 O.W.N. 14. 
[Affirmed 13 O.W.N. 45.]
By-law authorizing construction ok sew- 

kb—Illegality—Powers ok council—- 
Extra-territorial operation — Bene
fit OF SUBURBAN AREA—PUBLIC POLICY
—Public Health Act—Local Im
provement Act—Notice of intention 
to pash by-law—Insufficiency—Ma
la fides—Ulterior purpose—Ultra

Hatton v. Peterborough, 16 O.W.N. 191. 
Municipal corporations—City by-law ap-

* POINTING HOUSING COMMISSION AND AU- 
THOBIZING BORROWING OF MONEY KOH
purposes thereof—Motion to quash 
—Ontario Housing Act, 1919—Fail
ure to pass by-law applying Act to 
municipality — Urgent need for 
house accommodation — By-law
PASSED IN CONTEMPLATION OF SPECIAL
Act to be. obtained—Status or appij- 
cant—Special damage not shewn— 
Unusual conditions—Large expendi
ture—Municipal Act, s. 250—Delay 
in moving—Discretion of court— 
Adjournment of motion until after 
next session of legislature—Costs.

Re Lake and Toronto, 16 O.W.N. 386-387. 
(§ II C—61)—By-law for acquiring 

land—Invalid in part.
A municipal by-law passed for the pur

pose of purchasing certain properties for 
street widening and the erection of a lire 
ball, which has not received the assent of 
the electors ns required by the Municipal 
Act (B.C. 1914. c. 52, s. 64, as amended by 
1915, c. 46, 8. 6), even if operative under the 
Act as to one of the purposes but incapable 
of segregation from the general scheme, it 
fails as a whole, and should be quashed.

Meldrum v. Black. 27 D.L.R. 193. 34 W. 
L.R. 314. 22 B.C.R. 574, 10 W.W.R. 619. 
By-law—Invalidity in part.

A by-law or resolution of a municipal 
council may lie valid in part and void as 
to the rest if the valid portion is distinct 
from, and has no connection with, that 
which is void. Otherwise, the nullity of 
one part makes the whole void. For ex
ample, where the highway committee of a 
municipality had approved of the prices of 
contracts for supplying material for gutters 
for a sidewalk and for certain work to lie 
done in laying asphalt, and the council had 
ratified their act, and passed a resolution 
adopting a report of the Finance Committee 
recommending a modification of the con
tracts by requiring a specified portion of 
the work to be done by the municipality by 
day work, which resolution is void for want 
of a two thirds majority. A resolution re
pealing the latter annuls the whole of the 
above contracts.

Brunet v. Montreal. 22 Que. K.B. 188.
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(/cashing—Divers objects, when fa-

A city by-law which provides for the rais
in'' of a certain sum of money for the pur- 

,.i building certain specific bridges in 
th.* city is a by-law which authorizes the 
,hmowing of money to accomplish more 
than mie object, and is, therefore, illegal 
unless it can be shewn that the money was 
.i-ke.l for to carry into effect a com prehen- 
,i\.. bridge policy, the carrying out of each 
detail of which was essential to the success 
of the scheme as a whole.

Tuprell v. Cal gar v, Id D.L.R. 650, 5 A.L. 
R .177. -2.1 W.L.U. 408. 3 W.W.R. 9H7 
License on commercial tkavki.kbs—Rea

sonableness.
A summary convietion under a municipal 

by-law imposing a license tax on commercial 
travelers selling direct to the consumer will 
be quashed on certiorari if the court is 
satisfied by evidence that the license fee 
sought to iw imposed is prohibitive. [R.8. 
s. i 84. s. 184 and City Act 1915 ( Sask. ) 
c. 16, h. 204, considered.]

II. v. Bierce, 30 D.L.R. 753. 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 140. 9 8.L.R. 89.
By-law—Buildings for designated pur 

pose—Right to prescribe localities 
—Municipal Act (Ont.) — Reason
able CONSTRUCTION.

While the Municipal Act (Ont.) contains 
no express power to limit the operation of 
a by-law passed under the authority of s. 
54la to a defined area of the municipality, 
the power conferred, to prevent, regulate 
and control the location, erection and use 
•if buildings for a designated purpose; rea
sonably construed, in its very nature carries 
with it the right to prescribe in what to
talities they may be located, erected or used 
and in what localities they may not. A 
permit by n corporation official to do some
thing prohibited by by-law is of no force or 
validity.

Toronto v. Solwav, 49 D.L.R. 473, 46 0.
UR. 24.
Vu.miTT ok by-laws passed—Reasonable

ness—fiBOUNDS OF INVALIDATION.
lie Dinnick v. MeCallum, 11 D.L.R. 509, 

28 0.1 R. 52. reversing 5 D.L.R. 843.
By i v\\*—Unauthorized garbage collec

tion—Summary conviction.
A provincial legislature may authorize a 

city municipality to give the exclusive 
rights of garbage collection by contract to 
one person, and to authorize summary con
viction proceedings against any other person 
ml lifting garbage in the city without its 
authority.

I!, v. Cliadderton. 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 142, 
ri»18] 3 W.W.R. 209.
Discrimination.

The recorder of the city of Montreal lias 
no iurisdiction to declare null a municipal 

. by-law or resolution passed by the City 
Council or by the police commission in a

mutter which i:i left to its discretion, on the 
ground that it is discriminatory and con
trary to the public interest : the duty of the 
recorder is to ascertain if the by-law has 
been violated, and to decide accordingly 
without considering any such question.

Donnelv v. Semple, 26 Can. Cr. Cas. 63, 
s49 Que. S.C. 127.
School by-law—Unreasonaui.kness—Xor 

SIGNED BY HEAD OF MUNICIPALITY- 
REMEDY BY MANDAMUS.

Where a municipal council is acting en
tirely within its statutory powers, the court 
has no right to interfere, vjion a motion to 
quash a village by-law authorizing the ruin
ing of money for the purpose of erecting a 
school-house, the court refused to enter
tain objections that the whole cost should 
not be charged against the ratepayers of the 
village, and that the by-law was unreason
able liecause the cost of the proposed school 
was excessive. Passing the by-law was a 
legislative act. and it was not for the court 
to sit in judgment on the reasonableness of 
it. That a municipal by-law is not signed 
by the iiead of the municipality is not a 
ground for quashing it.. The person whose 
duty it is, under the Municipal Act, R.8.O. 
1914, e. 192, s. 258. to sign and seal a by
law, may be compelled by mandamus to do

Re Davis and Creemore, 38 O.L.R. 240. 
By-law — Regulation of building — Un

SEASON ABI.ENEHK AND DI8CK1MI NATION—
Quashing of by-law.

A by-law passed by the council of a city 
corporation in pursuance of a legislative 
powers, prohibiting the erection of apart
ment blocks within a certain defined area, 
should not lie held to be unreasonable or 
discriminating and, therefore, invalid, by 
reason only that there are already several 
apartment blocks in the same neighbour 
hood and the applicant has l>ought a tot 
within the area described with the inten
tion of erecting an apartment block thereon 
or of selling the site to some one who would 
do so. The discretion of the council bona 
fide exercised in giving such a by-law three 
successive readings at one sitting, under a 
rule of procedure providing that such might 
tie done on urgent and extraordinary occa
sions, should not lie interfered with, and 
the by-law should not lie quashed for irregu
larity on that account. [Stile* v. Calinski, 
[1904] 1 K.B. 015, distinguished.]

Re Mavcock and Winnipeg, 24 Man. L.R. 
646. 29 W.L.R. 182.
Legislative functions—Kxtf.tt of tower 

—Procès verbal — Reasonableness

A procès verbal which imposes on a single 
ratepayer nearly the whole cost of opening 
and maintaining a road which is no benefit 
to him, and which is declared to be a front 
road for the manifest purpose of so impos
ing the cost, is unjust and oppressive and 
should he quashed on proceedings bv the 
ratepayers affected.
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St. Ijou’ih «lu lia Ha v. Thomas, 22 

«Vue. K.B. 303.
15 11 C—63)—Bylaw—Definiteness—

QVAHl-EXPltUl'HlA'lTON — Bl'II.DI Mi RE
STRICTIONS.

R« Coleman and McL'allum, 12 D.L.11. 140,
24 O.W.R. 754, reversing 11 D.L.R. 138. 
BY-I.AW— I’OWKR TO PARS 01VRN BY HT AT IT Iv 

—LaNUUAOC OK BY-LAW—AUTHORIZA-

A h)-law containing language which 
mean h the same to the ordinary person as 
the language contained in the authorizing 
statute, is au effective and enforceable by- 
llw.

It. v. Liggetts-Fimllav Drug Stores, 40 
D.L.IL 401, 110101 3 W.W.R. 102.1.
1NDEFINITES KHN—SIDEWALKS.

A- municipal by-law imposing upon an 
abutting owner the duty of constructing u 
cement, sidewalk in front of hia property, ia 
voitl and illegal and may be set aside in an 
action by such owner (a) if it designates 
the work to lie done in it general manner 
and without precision ; (h) if it does not 
indicate the site or the side'of the road upon 
which it should lie made; (c) if it does not 
me it ion the street or road on which it is to

Sisters of Charity, etc., of Montreal v. 
CliHieauguay, 52 Que. S.C. 8.

Although a municipal by-law ordering the 
construction of a. cement sidewalk is indefi
nite as to the exact situation of the side- 
milk. if the municipal council executes the 
work in the best possible manner to give 
effect to the by-law, the court will not order 
1 he demolition of the work on the applica
tion of a municipal councillor who himself 
proposed the adoption of the by-law and 
who allowed the work to be finished without 
taking any steps to have it stopped.

Vcronneau v. Beloeil, 52 Que. S.C. 180. 
(§11 (’-—66)—Want or jurisdiction.

Vested rights cannot lie interfered with 
by municipal by-laws except where the lan
guage of legislation conferring power to en
act them clearly discloses such intent. The 
completion of a" building on a certain street, 
which W*s begun under a permit from a « it x. 
for use us a garage for hire and gain, can
not lie prevented by a municipal by-law pro
hibiting the “location” of structures of that 
character on such street, which was adopted 
subsequently to the grunting of such permit.

Toronto v. Wheeler. 4 D.L.R. 352, 3 O.W.
V 1424. 22 O.W.R. 326.
Want of jubibdivtion.

The city of Toronto has power under ».
6 of its building by-law, No. 4861. to revoke 
a building permit already given, where the 
erection of the building in question would 
l*e an infringement of such by-law passed 
under the authority of clause (c) of a. 541a 
of the Ontario Municipal Act, 1603, as en
acted by 2 Geo. V. (Ont.), c. 40, s. 10. if 
the permit previously granted has not, been 
followed up by acts us constituting a “loca- '

lion” of the building in question, e.g. the 
actual construction, in whole or in part, of 
the building for which the permit was grant -

Toronto v. Williams. 8 D.L.R. 299, 4 0. 
W.N. 58, reversing 5 D.L.R. 659. 
RbhoLVTION IN EXCESS OF AUTHORITY—DE

FENCE OF ULTRA VIRF.H.
Elliott v. Pictou, 44 N.S.R. 556. 8 K.L.R. 

141.
POWERS OF COUNCIL—REMOVAL OF DANdKB- 

OUH BUILDING—NUISANCE—NOTICE TO

Home v. Vancouver, 19 W.L.R. 654.
(§11 (.'—68)—Municipal Law—Action to

ANNUL A MUNICIPAL BY-LAW — FACTS 
SUBSEQUENT TO THE PUTTING IN FORTE 
OF THE NEW MUN. CODE, 1916—Mu.V 
( 'ODE, 445, 574.

In an action to annul a municipal by-lew, 
when the facts alleged occurred subsequent
ly to Nov. 1, 1916, the date of the putting 
into effect of the new Mun. Code, any ques
tion arising must Ik* decided according to 
the new ('ode. Courts ought not to inter
fere with legislative acts of municipal coun
cils unless such acts are ultra vires or pro
duce a great and flagrant, injustice.

Ste. Cecils v. Beauhurnois; 26 Rev. de 
fur. 141.
(§11 C—69)—Municipal Drainage Act— 

Complaint ah to drain — Order of 
council to survey and report—Adop
tion of report — Ratification — Va*

Where a complaint is made by a rate
payer as to the repair of a drain, and a re
quest is made to have it repaired as soon 
as possible, there is nothing in the Munici
pal Drainage Act to prevent the municipal 
council from going beyond the complaint in 
ordering the engineer to make a survey of 
ihe drain and report. The adoption of the 
report which treats the work as a new one 
is a ratification and equivalent to previous 
instructions, and a by-law to carry it into 
effect is valid and should not he quashed.

Re La bute and Tilbury North, 47 D.L.R. 
97. 44 O.L.R. 522.
Health by-law—Future date fob giving

A by-law parsed by a municipality as a 
provision of public health may legally pro
vide that it shall not become effective until 
the 1 H»ginning of the next year after the one 
in which it was enacted.

Re Shellv, 10 D.L.R. 666, 24 W.L.R. 285, 
4 W.W.R. 741.
Resolution of town council to cancel a 

contract.
Ethier v. Ste. Rose, 39 Que. S.C. 458. 

Franchise -- Agreement between tram
way company and municipality for 
operation of trams—Necessity fob
APPROVAL OF RATEPAYERS.

Re Point Grey Electric Tramway By-law, 
16 B.C.R. 374.*
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Money by-law — Voting — Voters’ list— 

Freeholders.
He Dale and Blanchard, 23 O.L.R. 60, 18

Q.W.R. 360.
An'ROYAL BY ELECTORS—DEBENTURE BY-LAW 

I’OBTINO COPIES IN PUBLIC PLACES.
|{c Angus and Widdifleld, 24 O.L.R. 318, 

19 O.W.R. 709.
Money by-law—Approval by electors— 

Motion to quash—Consent—.Juris
diction.

Re Angus and Widdifield, 23 O.L.R. 479, 
18 O.W.R. 913.
Money by-law — Contract in excess.

Lacroix v. Laframboiae, 12 Que. P.R. 119. 
(§11 C—70)—Franchise to operate au

tobus LINE — RATEPAYER ATTACKING

Where a municipal corporation, presum
ing to act under a by-law and a special stat- 
ie and the generafpower-, conferred by the 

.•in charter, passed a resolution authoriz
ing the municipality to grant to a stock 
• dinpany the exclusive privilege of operating 
au autobus line on certain streets of the 
city, a ratepayer who is also a shareholder 
m "a tramway company which held similar 
privileges, has no interest entitling him to 
bring an action against the city unless he 
lia- ‘differed special injury beyond that 
which is public in its nature and affecte all 
the inhabitants alike.

Robertson v. Montreal, 26 D.L.R. 228. 32 
( an. S.C.R. 30, affirming 23 Que. K.B. 338. 
[Followed in Warner-Quinlan v. Montreal, 
17 D.L.R. 540, 25 Que. K.B. 147.]
Closing of highways—Powers or Mu

nicipal Council.
In the case of the closing of a highway the 

question of what is or is not in the public 
interest is a matter to lie determined bv the 
indgment of the municipal council, and if 
within the limits of its potiers, is not open 
to review by the court ; and a by-law will 
not therefore be set aside on tfie ground 
that it was passed in the interest of a ccr- 
'ain person where there is nothing to shew 
that the action of the council was in bad 
faith.

limes v. Tllvkeramith. 23 D.L.R. 569, 33 
D.IaR. 634. fSee 47 D.L.R. 664.]
11 ITNINO OF HIGHWAY—“TRAIL*"—VALIDITY 

OF PROCKDURF..
Section 196 (5) of the Rural Municipali

ties Act (Alta. i, empowering the council of 
every municipality to pass by-laws for the 
'•inning and maintaining of temporary 
'"•ids. is permissive and not. imperative, and 
peimita the exercise of such powers, under 
< 185 of the Act. under the power of resolu
tion; nor will such resolution be deemed 
bad for want of certainty by a mere refer
ence to the opening of an existing “trail*’ 
without a more definite description. [Ber
nardin v. North Dufferin, 19 Can. S.C.R. 
•"'81, followed ; Yeung v. Leamington, 8 App. 
•'as. 517; Waterous v. Palmerston, 21 Can. 
S.C.R. 556. distinguished.]

Can. Dig.—104.

Blomfield v. Starland, 25 D.L.R. 43, 9 
A.L.R. 203. 32 W.L.R. 905, 9 W.W.R. 552, 
affirming 21 D.L.R. 859, 31 XV.L.R. 573. 
Municipal law—A report ought to indi-

i ah: WORK DON1 AND DELAI 8 IN W HICH 
IT OUGHT TO HAVE BEEN DONE—MUN.
CODE, arts. 579, 577, 52 and .194 ; 518 
and 574 — Special interest in de
manding THE ANNULMENT OF THE CON-

The provisions of the law that procès 
verbal ought to indicate clearly the work to 
be done and the t ime in which it ought to be 
done, arc imperative and the. procès verlwl 
is void if such provisions are not followed. 
Where the evidence showed that the plain
tiff suffered considerable prejudice on ac
count of the proves verbal, this gave him a 
special and distinct personal interest over 
all the other contributors to demand its 
annulment.

Fernet v. Ste. Genevieve de Berliner, 25 
Rev. de Jur. 492.
By-law authorizing closing or lane and 

hale or locus—Lank hhkwn on beg 
ihterkd plan—Evidence of dedication 
—Failure to hiifw accf.ptanvk—Cut. 
de sac—By-law not in public inter
est HEF ABIDE/—Town-PL AN NINO—IN
JUNCTION — Damages — Amendment 
necessitating taking of further evi
dence--- < OHTB.

Hutchinson v. Sandwich. 16 O.W.N. 114. 
Highways—Closing- Powers—Repeal of

A statute authorizing a municipality, 
either by carrying out its existing by-laws 
or any other law. to order the closing or 
changing any of its public roads, does not 
inhibit the municipal council, which has 
passed a by-law ordering the closing of a 
publie road within the municipality, to re
peal such by-law. It ie not necessary to 
submit such a by law to a vote of the elec
tors under art. 5782, R.fi.Q. 1909.

Drummond v. Beaeonsflvld, 54 Que. S.C. 
85.
Regulation of streets—Residential pub 

poses—Permit for garage—Contrac
tor—Costs.

By-law No. 570 of the city of Montreal, to 
reserve certain portions «if streets for resi
dential purposes only, is legal, duly passed 
and promulgated, and in full force and e,f 
feet. When a law is doubtful or ambiguous, 
it is to b<« interpreted so us to fulfil the in
tention of the legislative body passing it. 
and to obtain the object for which it was 
passed ; an 1 every provision of law so adopt 
ed shall 1* deemed to have for its objects 
the remedying of some evil, and the promo 
tion of wiine good, and shall receive su.-li 
fair, large», and liberal construct'mn as will 
insure the attainment of its obje«»t- and the 
carrying out of its provisions according to 
their tru<; intention, meaning and spirit. 
Therefore, the by-law, in reserving that part 
of “Mance street” in question then-in. must 
be construed as meaning and Intending the
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jiortioii of the street now ollicially known 
as “Jeanne Mu nee street,'' but commonly 
known as “Munve street." The by-law is a 
regulation for the good government of the 
city; and is within the power of the city of 
Montreal. Where the city or its officers 
ieaue a permit to ercet an establishment of 
trade, on a lot fronting on a commercial 
street, which lot extends to another street 
in the rear, reserved by law for residences 
only, the permission docs not and could not 
allow the owner to build a commercial 
house on this last street. Where a person 
obtains from the city a permit to erect a 
garage on a lot, lie waives his right, if, 
subsequently, the city grants him. at his 
demand, the permission to build, on the 
same lot. an apartment building. A con
tractor who represents himself as the owner 
of a lot. and obtains from the city a permit 
to build a commercial establishment, and 
who is sued for having erected this con
struction on a street reserved for residences 
only, may have the action dismissed on the 
ground that he is not the proprietor, but 
only the contractor; in that case, however, 
the action will lie rejected without costs.

Montreal v. Morgan, 54 Que. S.C. 481. 
By-law authorizing occupation or street

BY TRAMWAY—AGREEMENT WITH COM
PANIES - By-i.aw not submitted to 
electors — Municipal Franchises 
Act, R.S.O. 1914 c. 197. s. 3 (1) — 
Quashing by-law — Discretion — 
Costs—Service or notice of motion 
on companies.

Re Stinson and Fort Francis, 14 O.W.N. 
196.
Vehicle licenses—Discrimination.

By the amendment of 1917 to subs. 130a 
of s. 125 of the Vancouver Incorporation 
Act, c. 5, 1900. the city has the power to 
make by-laws discriminating between hold
ers of vehicles licenses.

Re McKay, 24 B.C.R. 698, [19171 3 W.W.
R. 447.
Change ok market site.

A municipal corporation has power to 
change the destination of a public market 
site so us to render it alienuhle, by comply
ing with the legal requirements to validate 
the disposal of it. Such change may lie im-

Lamontagne v. Levis, 49 Que. S.C. 293. 
Validity of power—Public road—Change 

—Mrx. Code, arts. 526, 527.
A municipal corporation has not the 

right to change and remove a public road 
by a simple resolution.

Daoust v. Ste. Jeanne de Chantal, 40 Que.
S. C. 380.
As TO UHF OF STREETS.

Where a municipal council has jurisdic
tion to deal with the subject of opening 
up a new road, mere irregularities in the 
procedure cannot lie relied on by way of 
collateral attack. Hie task of locating the 
new road belongs in the first place exclusive

ly to the commissioner. Objections to the 
project as a whole, or a* to the location or 
payment of damages, etc., may he urged 
when the council i* asked to confirm or 
adopt the proceedings, and where such ob
jections are not then urged they cannot, be 
afterwards raised us ground for invalidat
ing the prior proceedings. The municipal 
authorities having entered, or being entitled 
to enter, have the right, especially after 
notice, to remove obstructions from the

Carr v. Ferguson, 45 N.S.R. 132. 9 E.L.R. 
218.
(§11 C—71)—Cab driving regulations— 

Loitering in street—Sufficiency of 
CONVICTION.

Whether or not the accused cabdriver 
loitered about the streets witli his cab in 
contravention of a police commissioner’s by
law, subject to which he obtained his cab 
license, is a question of fact for the de
termination of the justice, which will not 
ordinarily he disturbed on a motion to 
quash a summary conviction under the by-

R. v. Atchison, 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 36, 9 
O.W.N. 65.
As TO CABMEN—INVALID CONVICTION.

A summary conviction which declares a 
cabman guilty of waiting for fares at a 
place other than that stated in his license, 
whilst the complaint against him stated 
merely that he had done so at a place other 
than a cabstand, is illegal and can he set 
aside by a certiorari under art. 1293 C.C.P. 
if the complaint was not amended.

Donnelv v. Semple, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 63. 
49 Que. ti.C. 127.
(§ II C—81)—Animals running at i.aroe.

Under the authority of subss. 1 and 2 of 
s. G40 of the Consolidated Municipal Act, 
1903, a municipality has power to pass a by
law justifying the killing of dogs found 
running at large anywhere in the munici
pality, and the by-law need not be limited 
to dogs found in a street or public place.

McNair v. Collins. 6 D.L.R. 510, 22 O.W. 
R. 891, 27 O.L.R. 44.
(§ II C—90) — Regulation of street 

railways — Removal or snow from 
tracts—Safe passage for vehicles.

A provision in a municipal by-law requir
ing an electric railway company to remove 
accumulations of snow or ice from its tracks 
to afford a safe passage for “sleighs and 
other vehicles," is not ejusdem generis in
tended in its limited sense, and includes 
also the safe passage for wheeled vehicles, 
and a failure of the railway company to 
comply with a written demand by the city’s 
engineer to remove the snow entirely from 
the streets will entitle the municipality to 
recover, under the terms of the by-law. the 
expenses it hud incurred in carrying out the

Winnipeg v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co.. 
25 D.L.K. 308. 26 Man. L.R. 63, 9 W.W.R. 
889, 33 W.L.R. 219.
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SrBHT RAILWAY — PERMISSION TO USE 

hTRE’ETB — BY LAW — SUBMISSION TO

Ile Point Grey By-law, 19 W.UR. 638.
; j il C—94)—Contracts—Electric light

C OMPANY—KRKCTION OF POLKS I N HIGH
WAY—Removal at instance or MU
NICIPAL CORPORATION—EXPENSE OK, BY
whom borne—Construction or agree
ment*—Control or highways. 

Interurlian Electric Co. v. Toronto, 8 O. 
W.S. 288.
( j II i—>95)—Nuisance—Water courses

FOB INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES — FLOODING, 
BIGHT TO RECOVER DAMAGES TOR.

A municipal corporation lias no right, of 
action Against an industrial company to 
recover the cost of work to lie done to repair 
«iumane due to Hoods over its roads caused 
by the construction of dams in a river, or 
water courses in the neighbourhood.

Kenonami v. Chicoutimi Pulp Co., 45 
t/ue. S.C. 26.
it II C—99)—Gas works or holders.

Three iity by laws, one of which forbade 
the erection of any gas works or gas hold
er* within the city without first obtaining 
the ptrinission of the city council, another 
prohibiting the erection of buildings within 
• 'i>- « it v w ithout a permit from the building 
n-p«v:«r. and the third pri-scribing an area 
'ithin th<‘ ity within which no gas works 

-•""■Id Is* erected or continued, have within 
territorial limits of the city the same 

feet .is an Act of Parliament has upon the 
Mibjert» at large. [Hopkins v. Swansea, 4 
M A W. 621, per Lord Abinger, C.B., at 
p. 640. followed.]

Vt’.v Gen’l v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co., 6 
n.Ul. 423. 22 Man. L.R. 761, 21 W.L.R.
i"ifi, 2 WAV.R. 854.
<§ II C—104)—Nuisances—Smoke rexiu- 

t.ATiov—Railway roundhouse.
The *mokestack of a locomotive engine is 

not a Hue stack or chimney within clause 45 
••f h. 400 of the Municipal Act, R.S.O. 1914, 

1»2. which empowers municipal councils 
m pas* by-laws for smoke regulation ; and a 
railway ..unpany is not liable to conviction 
und**r clause 45 for the discharge of smoke 
r m its locomotives while in the round-

R v- C P R. Co., 25 D.L.R. 444, 24 Can. 
fr- Cas. 226, 33 O.I..R. 248, 19 Can. Ity. Va< 
;dl. affirming, on a different ground, 23 
< an. O. Cas. 4H".

RB0ULATIOH — RAILWAY ROUND
house:.

The ventilating flue of a railway “round - 
house'* used for the purpose of taking away 
the -moke emitted from locomotives stand
ing in the round-house is not within clause 
4» of s. 400 of the Municipal Act, R.S.O. 
1914, c. 192, dealing with smoke regula
tion by-laws ; and the railway company is 
not liable to conviction under a municipal 
bv law passed under clause 45 for the dis
charge >f the smoke of locomotives through

the round-house ventilating flue. [R. v. 
C.P.R., 25 DL.lt. 444, 24 Can. Cr. Cae. 226. 
followed.]

R. v. G.T.R. Co., 27 Can. Cr. Cae. 138, 
37 O.L.R. 457.
(8 II C—105)—Revocation of pool-room 

license — Right of license*: to be
HEARD BET-ORE TOWN COUNCIL.

Where a town council, having the right 
to revoke a pool-room license for certain in
fractions of a by-law of the town, revokes 
the license, without giving the licensee a 
chance to be heard at a judicial hearing, 
such action is not illegal, where it appears 
that the town in question is a small place, 
and the (tool-room one of the principal loi
tering places and one that may very quickly 

I become notoriously objectionable, and the 
court is satisfied that, even if the memliers 
of the council did not have a knowledge 
from personal observation, there were suf
ficient grounds to justify their action, 
especially where there is no suggestion that 
the council acted arbitrarily or in bad faith. 
A town council has the right to revoke a 
pool-room license, for an infraction of a 
by-law of the town by the licensee, where 
such by-law existed at the time of the ap
plication for the license, and where the in
fraction was expressly made ground for such 
revocation at the time of such application.

Re ('raids- and Swan River, 9 D.L.R. 405, 
23 Man. L.R. 14, 22 W.L.R. 860, 23 W.L.R. 
372, 3 W.W.R. 1047.
AS TO TRANSIENT TRADERS—CONSIGNMENTS 

BY FARMERS.
A fruit farmer who consigns a carload of 

fruit to his town agent and gives him writ
ten authority to sell the same on his account 
is not liable to conviction as a “transient 
trader’’ in respect of sales made to the pub
lic generally by the agent from the car at 
its destination, although he did not take out 
a "transient trader’s” license under a town 
by-law passed in conformity with the Mu
nicipal Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 192, s. 420 ; the 
words "transient traders and other persons 
whose names are not entered on the assess 
ment roll, etc.,” which appear in that section 
mean transient traders and other trading 
persons, and do not include a farmer selling 
his own produce, although he may ship in 
carload lots to a far distant point in the 
province, nor is the farmer pro hftc vice a 
trader within the meaning of the section 
read in conjunction with the exemptions 
of farmer’s product contained in other sec
tions of the Municipal Act.

R. v. Geddes, 28 D.LR. 378, 25 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 198, 35 O.L.R. 177.
LlCElNSE TO PRACTISE LAW—ULTRA VIRES— 

Construction or statutes.
Municipal by-laws, in so far as they pur 

port to regulate, license and control bar
risters or solicitors, are ultra vires. The 
general legislation in the City Act, as to the 
regulation and licensing of businesses or 
callings, cannot override the sp«*vial legisla 
lion as to barristers and solicitors con-
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lainod in (lie Inégal Profession Act (R.S.S. 
1909, o. 104).

The King v. Macdonald, .13 D.L.R. 770, 
28 Van. Vr. Cas. 311, 10 S.L.R. 138, [1017]
2 W.W.K. 269.
ORDINANCES AND BY-LAWS — NUISANCE — 

OPERATION OF TANNERY.
A Huinmury conviction for creating a nui

sance in tin- operation of a tannery may be 
prosecuted in Montreal under a city by law 
paved under the Montreal Charter, 1851, 
and 18119, notwithstanding the provisions of 
the Vrim. ( ode, 1892 and 1906, in respect of 
public nuisances. By law 39 of the City of 
Montreal (1878) is Ultra vires.

• ialihert v. Recorder’s Court, 31 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 386, 53 Que. S.C. 82.
PoWKBS or LICENSING AND REGULATING—By-

ijtw "Public gabaol” What con
stitutes— Municipal Act, b. 400a., 
pah. 1 (a) (Municipal Amendment 
Act, 1914, s. 13).

Section 406a. of the Munivipal Act, as 
enacted by s. 13 of the Municipal Amend
ment Act, 1914, authorizes the passing of 
by-laws by the councils of cities (4) "for 
licensing and regulating the owners of pub
lic garages . . ." By cl. (a) of pur. 4:
“For the purpose of this paragraph, a 
publie garage shall include a garage where 
motor ears are hired or kept or used for 
hire, or where such cars, or gasoline, oils, 
or other accessories are stored or kept for 
*ale." In the exercise of the power con
ferred by sec. 406a., the council of the plain
tiffs, a city corporation, passed a by-law 
enacting "timt no person shall carry on the 
business of a public garage as delined by 
the Municipal Amendment Act, 1914, unless 
mid until lie shall procure a license," etc.:— 
Held, that the defendants, whose business,
■ arrivd on in a building, alleged by the 
plaintiffs to be a "public garage," consisted 
in supplying gasoline and air to persons 
using automobiles, and whose building did 
not afford storage for automobiles, were not 
carrying on the business of a public garage 
within the meaning of the statute and by
law. Definition of “garage.’"

Toronto v. Canadian Uil Companies, 45 
O.L.R. 225.
Tianhiknt l it Mil rs.

A man carrying goods in a motortruck 
mid selling them from place to place with
out localizing his trade in any particular 
place is a hawker or pedlar and not a 
"transient trader" within the licensing 
clauses of the Municipal Act, R.S.O. 1914, 
e. 192. s. 420; and as a hawker In* is 
exempt from the license fee under s. 416 of 
that Act if lie sells to retail dealers only.

R. v. Scales, 30 Can. Vr. Vus. 82. 41 O.L. 
R. 229.
l*BOH 1BITINO ADVERTISEMENT OF KUNKBAt. 

ORNAMENTS—CONSTITUTIONALITY.
A provincial legislature may, without en

croaching on the powers of the Dominion 
Parliament, empower a municipality to pro
hibit, by by-law, advertisements of funeral

[MIRATIONS, Il 0.
ornaments, and to impose fines foi the in
fraction of such by-law and imprisonment 
in default of the lines. Such by-law does 
not Uiiome unjust and illegal for the rea- 
aon that incorporated companies transgress
ing the by-law are exempt from imprison-

Belair v. Montreal, 19 Que. P.R. 311
Weight of bread—Scope of regulation.

The Act 1 Geo. V., c. 40, respecting the 
making and selling of bread, did not ef
fectively abrogate art. 579 of the Mun. 
Code (old) authorizing municipal councils 
to "determine the weight and quality of 
the bread sold or offered for sale in" the 
municipality.” It has only limited the field 
of action of municipal councils by limiting 
their regulation to provisions which must 
not conflict with their own.

Bourassa v. St. Barnabe, 63 Que. S.C. 198. 
Rkhtbicti.no trade districts—Municipal 

jurisdiction — Regulation of busi 
NE88—Strict construction of by law.

Where a statute confers upon a municipal 
council power to determine upon the ex
pediency or necessity of measures relating 
to its affairs, its judgment, upon matters 
thus committed to it. while acting within 
the scope of its authority, cannot be con- 
trolled by the courts, the decision of the 
council being, in the absence of fraud, tinal 
and conclusive, and in the creation nf a 
restricted district for a lawful calling the 
question of expediency and necessity is for 
the municipal council and not for the court. 
I Kruse v. Johnson, [1898] 2 Q.B. 91, ap
plied.] When a legislature interferes with 
a legitimate and necessary business or call
ing, the statutory jsiwer conferred upon a 
municipality must be clearly indicated and 
then specifically followed in any b\ law 
passed thereunder, and a by-law providing 
that no building or structure of any kind 
shall be "constructed and used for a laun
dry or wash-house" within a specific por 
lion of a municipality is ultra vires under 
a statute empowering the municipality to 
define the limits within which laundries or 
wash-houses might be established, main
tained or operated.

Glover v. Sam Kee, 22 Van. Cr. Cas. 297. 
27 W.L.R. 886, 20 H.V.R. 219. 5 W'.W.R. 
1276.
By-law requiring coal bold to be

WEIGHED UPON MUNICIPAL SCALES—
Necessity for request from buyer oh
NFI I.fr — CONSTHUITIUN OF FY-1AW —
Prosecution for infraction of by-i.aw 
Failure to prove request—MAGIS
TRATE’S CONVICTION QUASHED

R. v. Butterworth, 13 O.W.N. 263.
(g II C—108)—Regulation or Business- 

Sale of bread.
A municipal by-law making is compulsory 

for bakers to deliver bread in wrappers in
tended to keep it clean is, on its face, a 
health by-law within the terms of a city 
charter empowering the municipality to 
pass by-laws "for providing lor the health
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of the city and against the spreading of con- 
, i umiis or infectious disease."

]»,. Shelly. 10 D.L.R. 006, 24 W.L.R. 285,
« W WJt 741.
As TO SALE OK MILK—FEDERAL ADULTERA-

Se t ion 58 of the statute of the Province 
of ( auada 1851, 14-15 Viet. c. 128, which 
renters on the city of Montreal power to 

Uv-laws for the welfare, health and lo
ll goM-rnment of the city, remains in force, 

notwithstanding subsequent Federal and 
provincial legislation upon those subjects; 
.mil a rnilk regulation by-law passed there
under is not repugnant to the Federal stat
ute, dealing with the adulteration of foods.

.Savaria v. Geoffrion, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 36, 
-.’j Rev. Leg. 433.

■ • ll <"—11 it‘—Teamsters.
The municipal regulations which require 

carters and contractors doing business with
in the municipality who use teams, to take 
out licenses do not apply to one who, under 
an agreement with the municipality, con
tracts to raise the carcasses of dead ani
mal* in order to convey them beyond the 
municipal limits. 'Therefore, a conviction 
l>y the Recorder imposing on the latter a 
line for violating these regulations is a nul
lify and a certiorari will be granted to have 
it quashed.

Lesage v. Montreal, 42 Que. 8.C. 144.
(§ l! C—111)—PK.nni.ER8 AND HUCKSTERS.

\ person i« not a "transient trader” re
quiring a municipal license as such under 
the Ontario Municipal Act, 1903, 3
Kdw. VII , v. 19. s. 583, where, although 
not permanently resident within the munici
pality nor assessed therein, he takes orders 
for hair goods and toilet articles to be sup
plied directly to the public and not to the 
retail trade only, if the samples from which 
•^-lers are solicited are not sold by him and 

tin* orders are taken and the business trans- 
" led at one place only (e.g. an hotel ) and 
the orders so taken are addressed to a firm 
located in another municipality subject to 
wvpptance <»r rejection by the firm after be
ing transmitted to its place of business. [R. 
v St. Pierre, * O.L.R. 76, followed.] In 
"■•1er to constitute an offence against a 
municipal by-law passed under the authori
ty of s. 583 (39. 31 > of the Ontario Munici
pal Art relating to “transient traders." the 
goods offered for sale must be good* in the 
municipality.

R. v pember, 3 D.L.R. 347. 21 O.W.R. 
•'15. 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 60, affirming 2 D.L.R.
542.
ÜT-LAWS OK COUNTY—REGULATION OF BUS? 

NEKS—KXTKNT OK COUNTY BY-LAW OVER 
COUNTY LINE ROAD.

A county by-law prohibiting hawking and 
peddling within a county without a li
cense does not apply to a boundary road 
let ween two counties by virtue of sa. 433 
and 439 of the Ontario Consolidated Munic
ipal Act, 3 & 4 Ceo. V. c. 43, R.S.O. 1914, c.

192, which provides that the soil and free
hold of every highway shall bo vested in the 
municipality or corporation that for the 
time being has jurisdiction over it. and that 
the councils of townships between which they 
run shall have joint jurisdiction over lioun 
dary roads, where it does not appear that 
the’ county council enacting euch by-law 
ever assumed control of such boundary road 
under s. 446 (3) of such Act.

R. v. Hamilton, 13 D.L.R. 898, 6 O.W.N. 
58. 25 O.W.R. 33, 22 Van. Cr. Cas. 57. [Af 
firmed 16 D.L.R. 150.]
Transient traders.

The mere delivery of goods within a mu 
nicipality by a person employed to make 
delivery in accordance with customers' or
ders for tixed quantities given elsewhere, 
with the taking of which the defendant em 
plovee was not connected, will not support 
a conviction of such employee for conduct
ing the business of a transient trader in 
contravention of a transient traders' by
law passed under the Municipal Act, R.S. 
O. 1014, c. 192. s. 420 (6).

R. v. Horror. 28 D.L.R. 377, 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 97. 9 O.W.N. 64.
By-law regulating transient traders—

WHEN OKKK.NCK.
A conviction under a municipal by law 

regulating transient traders can be sup
ported only where the offence is within the 
precise term* of the by-law itself, although 
the powers of the municipality had liven ex
tended so as to enable it to regulate the act* 
relied upon as constituting the offence.

R. v. Pure Milk Corp., 25 Can. Cr. Can. 
47, 9 O.W.N. 120.
Hawkers and peddlers—Taking orders.

W here there is no sale by sample nor 
delivery fjpm a tank car, the mere taking of 
orders directed to a foreign corporation for 
the shipment by it of a quantity of coal oil. 
e.o.d., is not a “sale" within the meanng 
of s. 416, of the Muncipal Act, R.S.O. 1914, 
c. 192, relating to hawkers and peddlers. 
[R. v. St. Pierre, 5 Van. Cr. Vas. 365, 4 
O.L.R. 76; R. v. Pember. 3 D.L.R. 347, 20 
Van. Cr. Vas. 60, followed.]

Re (iarnham. Re Richardson. 26 Can. Cr. 
Caa. 114, 35 O.L.R. 54.
Peddlers—Bible distributors.

A colporteur of the British and Foreign 
Bible Society when he sells bibles cannot be 
said to be trailing within the meaning of the 
Municipal Clauses Act (B.V.), such "selling 
of bibles is a minor incident to the main ob
ject of the society, which is to distribute 
thé bibles among the people.

Duncan v. Gairns, 10 W.W.R. 789. 
Regulation of hawkers and peddlers - 

by-law—Municipal Act. 1903, s. 583, 
subs. 14—Conviction for peddling 
“carpet sweepers"—Construction or
STATUTE.

Wright y. Jarvis, 7 O.W.N. 608.
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t§ II C—112)—Closing iioubs fob shops 

—Validity of by-law dependent upon 
NUMBER or SIGNATURES — TAKING 
NAMES FROM DIRECTORY IS NO COMPLI
ANCE WITH ORDINANCE.

Under subs. 3 of s. 44 of the Ontario 
Shops Regulation Act, R.S.O. 1807, c. 257, 
giving a local municipal council the right 
to pans a by-law regulating the closing 
hours of certain classes of shops if the coun
cil is sutislied that the application therefor 
is signed by at least three-fourths In number 
of the occupiers of shops of the cIhks to 
which such application relates, it is not un 
accurate method to rely merely on the tak
ing of names from the city directory in 
order to ascertain the number of persons 
who conduct shops of the class in question.
If the name of one of the signers to a pe
tition, praying for the passing of such a by
law is obtained by deception it should he 
rejected in the count of signatures. Where 
one of the names to a petition, praying for 
the passing of a by-law regulating the ' los
ing hours of barber shops, is that of a per
son who did not sign the petition hut whose 
name was affixed thereto by his employee 
without the employer's authority, the name 
is not properly attached to the petition and 
should lie rejected from the count of signa
tures, and a subsequent ratification by the 
l>ci-Hon whose name was thus ailixed. made 
after a motion to quash the by-law in ques
tion, is inoperative. The provisions of suits.
3 must be strictly complied with and, if it 
appears that the three-fourths requirement 
has not been complied with, the by-law is 
invalid.

Re McCoubrey and Toronto, 9 D.L.R. 84, 
23 O.YV.R. 653.
4.'LOSING STORES.

A municipal council in Ontario has pow 
cr under the Shop Regulation .let, R.S.O. 
181)7, c. 257, a. 44, to pass a by-law regulat
ing the time of closing of shops not earlier 
than 7 p.m., within the municipality, inde
pendently of the presentation to the council 
of a petition of electors. Where various pe
titions are presented to a municipal council 
under the Act for an early closing by-law, 
hut the petitions together contain the sig
natures less than the requisite three-quart
ers in number of the occupiers of shops to 
he affected by the proposed by-law, the peti
tions may lie treated as supererogatory, and 
the council may, without reference thereto, 
pass a by-law for closing of shops, and may 
therein provide for closing at the same or 
a different time than had been petitioned 
for, subject to the restriction in such ease 
of the closing hour being not earlier than 
7 p.m.. which restriction docs not apply, 
where the by-law is made upon a duly signed 
petition under s. 44 (3).

Re Simpson and Caledonia. 1 D.L.R. 15,
3 O.W.X. 503, 20 O.W.R. 874.
By-lawn—Early cloning petition—Re

quirement#*.
The early closing by-law passed by a

FORATIONS, II C.
municipality under the Early Closing Act, 
(Alta.), must conform exactly to the peti
tion so where the petition was to regulate 
the closing of all retail mercantile shops, 
its signature by the necessary two-thirds 
in the aggregate of those engaged in certain 
classes of trade will not support a by-law 
limited to those trades. The municipal 
council receiving a petition under the Act. 
must, under a. 9, make careful inquiry and 
investigation to satisfy it that the petition 
is signed by the requisite two-thirds of the 
tradesmen affected ; it is not enough that 
some party interested in the by-law makes 
affidavit that to the best of his knowledge 
and belief the signatures obtained covered 
the statutory two-thirds. [Halladay v. Ot
tawa, 15 O.L.R. 65, applied.]

Re Medicine Hat By-law, 20 D.L.R. 149 
8 A.L.R. 41.
Shops regulation—Early closing—Drug

STORES—J URISDICTION.
Sections 1 to 14 of the Shops Regulation 

Act (R.S.M. 1913, c. 180) are in force in 
the city of Winnipeg; a by-law passed there
under requiring that shops be closed at 
and after six p. m. each week day docs not 
apply to druggists’ shops ; except as to goods 
tlie sale of which after hours is specially 
prohibited by such by-law, there is no lim
itation as to what a druggist may sell; 
a magistrate has no power to decide what 
goods fall within the description of “goods 
usually sold or kept for sale” by druggists; 
but such goods may be delined in a by-law.

Stevens v. Gohlon Mitchell Drug Vo., 32 
D.L.R. 185, 27 Man. L.R. 318.
Sunday—Restaurants—Ultra vires.

A by-law of a municipal corporation for
bidding the opening of restaurants and the 
sale therein of any merchandise on Sun
days is ultra vires, as it deals with the ob
servance of Sunday or the Lord's Day. a 
matter within the legislative powers of the 
Dominion Parliament.

St. Prosper v. Rodrigue, 40 D.L.R. 30, 
56 Van. S.V.R. 157, affirming 37 D.L.R. 321. 
26 Que. K.B. 396, which reversed 51 Que. 
S.C. 109.
By law restricting number or restau

rants—Validity—Hotel Act.
In view of s. 6 of the Hotel Act (Man.), 

«•. 42, 1917 (as amended by c. 33, 1918), 
w hereunder a person who has obtained an 
hotel license is authorized, without further 
or other license, to conduct a general res
taurant or café and s. 7 (as amended by c. 
33, 1918), which provides that no person 
other than licensee under the Act shall oper
ate a restaurant or café without a license 
from the municipality in which the same 
is situate, a town by-law forbidding the car
rying on of a restaurant without a license 
from the town and providing that a licensee 
shall not conduct more than one place of 
business under a license, and that not more 
than one such license shall be granted in
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anv year, does not create a monopoly, and 

‘not other wine invalid.
Wong Sing v. Minnedusa, [1018] 3 WAV.

U. 181.

(5 11 C—113)—Kegllatinu Sunday busi-

V\ iiuther or not a by-law under the Mon
treal charter, punned by the (jueboc Legis
lature, purporting to authorize certain Sun
day sales by traders is ultra Vires as deal- 
jng with a question of criminal law, the 
Provincial statute is a protection to those 
who exercise the privileges or exemptions, 
which it purports to confer; and until such 
statute lias been declared invalid by a court 
uf superior jurisdiction after due notice to 
the Attorney-General, a police magistrate's 
nummary conviction, based upon his finding 
that such Provincial legislation was ultra 
Gres, will be quashed.

K-iknliades v. Kennedy, 18 Can. Cr. Cas-

kt xday ( LOSING—Theatres—lx I RA Vim*.
A municipal by-law which, for the purpose 

of securing the maintenance of peace and 
good order, forbids theatrical performances 
on Sunday, is a mere police regulation, and 
intra vires.

Drapeau v. Recorder’s Court of Quebec,
62 t/ue. S.C. ftOf).
i§ Il C—114)—Fixing license fee of 

tool-room 8 — Regulation of pool- 
rooms—By-law fixing license fee— 
Reasonableness —Quashing convic-

Croôk*ton v. Miller, 7 D.L.R. 771, 3 W. 
W.R. 10.
liKlil'LATION OF POOL BOOMS—ReASONARLE-

A by law limiting the nuinlier of billiard 
ami pool-room licenses to one is a proper 
exercise of the municipal police power, and 
reasonable, and does not contravene 8. 254 
«•f the Municipal Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. 102, 
providing against the creation of monopo
lies. [Re McCracken, etc., 23 O.L.R. 81; 
Howland v. Collingwood, Id O.L.R. 272, dis
tinguished.]

Re Stewart und St. Mary’s 24 D.L.R. 26, 
54 O.L.R. 183.
J/icENRK—( on firm ation—Revocation.

X municipal Council, in confirming a cer
tificate for the issue of a license, exercises 
judicial and administrative functions which 
'he luu declares to be final, and therefore 
'he confirmation cannot subsequently be re- 
!

I’aquet ▼. Plante, 23 D.L.R. 737, 24 Que.
K.B. 13.
Hilliard licenbf.8—Regulation of by-law 

— Prohibitive license fee. 
lie Poster and Raleigh. 22 O.L.R. 342, 18 

0 W.R. U>5.
(§11 C—116)—Municipal Act (Ont.) — 

Krkction and maintenance of WEIGH- 
ino machines—Cities, towns and 
vii.i ages—Interpretation Act.

Section Ô82 of the Municipal Act, Ont.

(3 Kdw. VII., e. 19l provide» that the coun
cils of townslUps, cities, towns and villages 
may pass by-laws "for erecting and main
taining weighing machines in villages or 
other convenient places, and charging fees 
for the me thereof . . Held, that
the section conferred upon the councils of 
cities [lower to do what the sectiion pro
vides for, otherwise it would he nece»sary to 
read out of the section the words "or other 
convenient places.” To limit the right of 
cities and towns to erecting and maintain
ing weighing machines in vllages would be 
absurd. But the councils of cities, towns 
aud villages have power to erect weighing 
machines and to appoint weigh masters in
dependently of the above section, derived 
from s. 580. See also ss. 326. 537. It was 
unnecessary to decide whether the provisions 
of the by-law authorising the imposition of 
fees for weighing ceased to be in force when 
r. 582, the authority hv virtue of which the 
by-law was passed, assuming that that was 
the only authority, was repealed by the 
Municipal Act of 1013, 3 & 4 Geo. V. c. 43; 
but, if the validity of those provisions de
pended on s. 582 only, they ceased to be 
operative upon its repeal, for they were in
consistent with the provisions of the sub
stituted enactment: Interpretation Act, R. 
S.O. 1014, c. 1, s. 10. 'flie city corporation 
was entitled to judgment upon its claim 
for fees for weighing loads of coal for the 
company: If the council of the corporation 
had power to enact the provisions of the by
law independently of the power conferred 
by s. 082, that result followed as of course; 
if that view was not the right one. the com
pany. having taken advantage of the facili
ties for weighing its coal, was properly or
dered to pay for the services rendered; and, 
in the absence of any evidence to the con
trary, the fees prescribed by the by-law 
might be taken well to lie a reasonable com
pensation for the services rendered.

Butterworth v. Ottawa, 40 D.L.R. 262, 46 
O.L.R. 40.
By-law authorizing taking of gravel

FROM LAND OF PRIVATE PERSON—MUNIC
IPAL Act, b. 483 (10)—Taking unlim
ited BOTH AS TO TIME AND AMOUNT— 
Section 322 (3)—Fixing of pri< » 
Appointment or arbitrator under s. 
330.

Re Mitchell and Saugeen, 17 O.W.N. 148. 
Destruction by fire of buildings in town 

—By-laws authorizing issue and
BALK OF DEBENTURES TO PROVIDE FUND 
TOR RESTORATION—VALIDATION BY STAT
UTE—REMISSION OF TAXES FOR YEAR IN 
RESPECT OF PRIVATE BUILDINGS DE
STROYED—Disposition of surplus of 
fund—Pow ers of council—Action by
KMM’AYKK FOB DECLARATION AS TO AD
MINISTRATION OF FUND — PLAINTIFF 
SUING ON BEHALF OF ALL RATM'AYEBS—
Style of cause—Amendment.

Rothschild v. Cochrane, 16 O.W.N. 60.
[Affirmed 17 O.W.N. 59.]
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Ah to ho nui xu corporations—Mobob vb-

By resolution, the city council of Van
couver instructed the city license inspector 
to refuse to accept the bonds of any insur
ance or casualty company not holding a 
Dominion license. The resolution was passed 
in pursuance of authority alleged to l*e con
tained in the by-law providing for the fil
ing of a bond by the owner of a motor ve
hicle. Un a motion to quash the resolution, 
held, that the resolution was invalid on the 
ground that the Act of the legislature giv
ing the city authority to pass by-laws regu
lating motor vehicles and providing for such 
a bond was never intended to give the coun
cil the right to create a monopoly or arbi
trarily exclude from the position of bonds
men any person, company or class and that 
any investigation having in view the object 
of rejecting any person or company as 
bondsmen should lie a fair and impartial 
hup in which all parties interested are given 
an opportunity of being heard.

Re Vancouver Incorporation Act. 10 W. 
W.K. 1382.
(8 II C—110)—Tkmpbbancb by-law—No

All licensed hotel keepers have a suffi
cient interest to enable them to attack the 
validity of a by-law passed pursuant to the 
(fueller 'temperanee Act. When a by-law 
prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors 
nas to tie approved bv the municipal rate- 
jHivers, the by-law and the public notice 
mentioned in R.S.Q. 1909, art. 1321, should 
lie published and affixed at the <nme time 
within the delay required by the Act. This 
formality is essential and art. 10 Mun. (’ode, 
and art- 1887 8 EL8.Q. 1808, do not apply.

McCann v. Pontiac, 51 Que. 8.C. 440. 
Prohibition of liquor—Flection—VâLID-

A municipal elector is sufficiently quali
fied without proving special interest, to 
bring action, under the common law, to 
quash a prohibition hv-law. on the ground 
of fraud, and illegality in the voting of the 
municipal electors, 'hie provisions of the 
Mun. Code, respecting municipal elections 
should apply to the voting taken upon the 
occasion of the adoption or rejection of a 
by-law for the prohibition of the sale of in
toxicating liquors. The public has a right 
to lie present during the voting, and if the 
presiding officer refuses the electors entrance 
into the voting room where he remains alone 
with the secretary-treasurer, the voting up
on the by-law will be voided.

Longprt v. Dumoulin, 27 Que. K.B. 155. 
(8 II C—12(1)—Unpbotki rixe WKi.r.s.

In a municipal by-lnw requiring the 
“owner or occupant" to guard or cover a 
well when not in use. the word “owner” 
must be read “owner in occupation.” and 
the by-law would not apply to render the 
equitable owner of the fee in lands let to 
a tenant liable fur breach of the by-law 
by the tenant resulting in the loss of plain-

uol2

tiff’s horse of which the tenant was bailee.
Ihjvc \. Maehrav, 1 D.L.R. 674, 20 W.L. 

R. 805, 88 Man. L.R. 38, 1 W.W.R. 925.
(8 11 C—130) —EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE.

A municipal by-law giving a person ex
clusive power to carry on a certain busi
ness in the municipality, which is approved 
and ratified by the legislature does not af
fect a company subsequently incorporated 
and given the right to carry on the same 
kind of business in a territory within said 
municipality.

St. Raul Electric Light à Power Co. v. 
Montreal Light, Heat A Power Co., 42 Que. 
8.C. 289.
(8 II 0—134)—Bt-i aw phohibiting cue-

THIN OF BUILDINGS UPON CURTAIN KIM- 
I IK.VITAL NTKKKTS — VALIDITY OF — 4 
Low. VII (ONT.I c. 22, H. 19.

Re Dinniek v. Met allum. 11 D.L.R. 509, 
28 O.L.R. 52, reversing 5 D UR. 843.
(8 11 C—13.» I—Enforcement of local op

tion LIQUOR I.AW—DEFENDING PROCEED- 
IN US TAKKX AGAINST MAYOR AS EX OF
FICIO MAOISTS vi»:.

Where, under statutory authority, prose
cutions for offences against a local option 
liquor law might lie taken before the mayor 
of the municipality acting as an ex officio 
justice of the peace even where the munici
pality was in effect the prosecutor and in
terested in the tines, the municipality may 
lawfully undertake the defence of a prohi
bition motion seeking to prevent the mayor 
from acting in such cases so as to establish 
his jurisdiction : ami the municipality may 
obligate itself to the defending attorney for 
the costs to lie incurred in opposing the pro 
hibition motion by a resolution of the cor
poration. [Thibandeau v. Corp. d* Aubert 
uallkm, 4 Que. S.< . 485; and Rousseau v. 
Levis, 14 Q.L.R. 376, distinguished.)

Claudet v. Megantic, 10 D.L.R. 653, 19 
Rev. de Jur. 494.
By-law—Irregularity of exercising how 

kr—Capabij; of being bbmeuif.d—Ap
pelé atk Court will not quash.

When the subject legislated upon by a 
municipal council is clearly within the mu
nicipal authority, and the objection is mere
ly to the mode in which the particular pow
er has been exereised. and that defeet can be 
remedied by further or different action, the 
by-law will not be quashed unless it is clear 
that the method adopted cannot be support
ed in any view of the matter.

Re But 1er worth and Ottawa, 45 D.L.R. 
426, 44 U.L.R. 84.
Ratepayer attacking by-law — Ultra 

virbn—Fraud—Irregularities.
A ratepayer may prosecute an aotion un

der art. 00, C.C.P., where a corporation bus 
enacted ultra vires by-laws or in a case of 
fraud, but, if the matter relates to irregu
larities, such an action would not lie, on 
the part of a ratepayer whose interests are
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,lut distinguishable from those of other rute- 
|.d\ers of tlie municipality.

I,'Assumption v. Forest, 23 Que. K.B. .168, 
4b Que. S.C. 151.

1). CONTRACTS GENERALLY ; UI.TEA VUE»
CONTRACTS.

t on tract a* to construction of sewer#, see 
i on t ract#, 10 A—321.
i§ || D—140)— Completion—Final cer

tificate—“Hold back” of portion of
CONTRACT PRICE.

The certificate of the engineer made Wind
ing on the parties under a construction con
trail may lie a “litial vert ilieate” if it cer- 
titles the completion of the work, although 
against the contract price certified as earned 
it further certifies for a "hold back” of a 
poition thereof; the latter may bo disre- 
Ifirded by the court in an action to recover 
the price if the certificate does not state 
« hat the “hold hack” i# for (whether for 
damage* for defective work or otherwise), 
and the contract contained no provision 
warranting the hold-heck as such.

Mander» v. Moose .Jew. 20 D.L.R. 408, 28 
U I R. m, 7 SUL 168.
Tk.ndf.kn—Fair wage clause—Extent of

AUTHORITY.
A municipal council may validly stipulate 

as a condition under which tenders are 
railed for that the contract awarded to the 
successful tenderer shall contain a fair-wage 
• laii-e to the effect that all employées of 
ilie contractor shall in respect of their work 
m the execution of the contract receive 
union wages or the prevailing rate of wages 
for their work; the authority of tlie munici
pality in this regard is not restricted to 
work to he done under tlie contract within 
tlie territorial limita of the municipality, 
hilt extends to a contract for the purchase 
i-f crushed stone where the work, or the 
hulk of the work, is to be done outside such 
limits. [Kelly v. Winnipeg. 12 Man. L.R. 
*7. approved; Crown Tailoring Co. v. To
ronto. 33 O.L.R. 02n, not followed.]

lingers v. Toronto, 21 D.L.R. 475, 38 0.
L.R. 89.
As lt> COMPENSATION — CONFIRMATION —

Grading streets—Liability.
An agreement as to compensation for 

laud-, taken for an electric power plant must 
Iw authorized by a resolution of the council 
»r he afterwards confirmed by it. Otherwise 
it is not binding on a city. The fact that 
two readings are given to a money by-law 
to provide for the raising of the compensa
tion does not constitute a confirmation. 
The damages for breach of such an uncon
firmed agreement assessed by arbitration are 
not payable bv the city. An agreement pro- 
viding for the grading of streets outside 
the limits of a town is not. binding on the 
town. Quaere. as to whether disputes of 
this nature should be the subject of arbi- 
l at ion bv a town.

<wift Current v. Leslie. [1917] 1 W.W.R
Mfl. lu S LR. 1. [See also 26 D.L.R. 442,W.)

Rknoi.i tion—Minuter—Corporate sf.al.
If a city council lias power to contract by 

resolution, a resolution which ia entered on 
the minutes of the council and sealed with 
the seal of the corporation is sufficient, and 
any further sealing is not necessary.

Butler v. Saskatoon, 38 D.L.R. 480, 11 
8.1..R. 1, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 297. affirming 
35 D.LR. 387, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 647. 
Imperative pbov:nionn as to.

By s. 337 of the Montreal city charter, 
as amended by 3 Geo. V., c. 04. no contract 
can bind the city of Montreal unless it lias 
been approved by the council or the board 
of commissioners, and upon production of 
a certificate of the controller of finances 
showing that the city has voted money for 
such contract. These provisions are im
perative. and a claim against the city based 
on a pretended contract will la* rejected, in 
the absence of proof that the formalities re 
nuired bv the eity charter have been ful- 
tilled.

Godin v. Mout real, 24 Rev. do Jur. 73. 
Legislative and administrative tow ers— 

Local improvement — Signing — Seal 
—Mayor—Power of council.

By a by-law. passed under ss. 9. 11 of the 
Local Improvement Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 193, 
the council of a town enacted that a road
way should be constructed as a local im
provement. and afterwards accepted the 
tender of a contractor for the doing of the 
work. A contract was prepared and was 
approved by resolution of the council. The 
mayor refused to sign the contract:—Held, 
that a by-law approving of the contract was 
unnecessary. Distinction lietween the legis
lative and administrative powers of the 
council pointed out. (2) There being no 
statute requiring the mayor to sign con
tracts. and the corporate seal being the es
sential thing, the council had power by reso
lution to authorize the sealing and delivery, 
with the countersignature of any designated 
person, of any contract within its power. 
(3) The contract us drawn having been ap
proved by the council, it was not necessary 
that it should bo in accordance with the 
original resolution. (4) A by law is not 
void because passed in violation of some 
domestic rule or practice of the council. 
(5) As a matter of discretion, the court 
ought not to interfere with the construc
tion of a work within the competence of the 
council—save in very exceptional circum-

Wilson v. Ingersoll, 38 O.I..R. 260. 
Public works.

A municipal corporation, which awards 
contracts for municipal works to several 
persons without accepting any tender or 
passing any formal by-law, may be bound 
and held to pay for the work. (1) if the 
terms of the contracts have been publicly 
discussed and adopted by the council; (2) 
if no proposal ha* been voted on nor entry 
made of the discussion merely by inadver
tence; (3) if the work ha* been divided and
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distributed among the contractors by a vote 
of the council recorded in its minutes; (4) 
if the works have l>een executed, accepted 
and used by the municipality, flic price 
of the above works fixed by* the contract 
cannot afterwards lie changed by the coun
cil without the consent of the contractors. 
A contract fixing no term for payment, the 
price of the works will be payable at the 
time they arc accepted, and the council 
cannot, by a resolution adopted long after, 
declare that they will be paid for at some 
other time. Impossibility of payment does 
not prevent the debt from Incoming due.

(J ha ret to v. Point Fortune, 51 Que. S.C. 7.
AGREEMENT BETWEEN MUNICIPALITY AND 

BANK —C UBRK N T AC < OU N TS—I)K A M NG8 
WITH OTHER BANKS.

The obligation assumed by a municipali
ty towards a bank to “keep its current, ac
count there" does not bind it to deposit 
there all its moneys, especially a sum bor
rowed for a special purpose (e.g., the con
struction of a bridge). The fact that it 
had. for some 20 years, deposited all its 
moneys with thu said bank, does not affect 
the construction to be given to the above 
expression. When a municipality under
takes to deposit with a bank the sinking 
funds of its loans, “unless owing to the 
very nature of the loan or the conditions 
under which it is made," such deposit can
not be made, if it makes a loan from an
other bank and debits with it the sinking 
funds for the said loan in conformity with 
resolutions passed by its council, the mu
nicipality will not be considered as having 
violated its first agreement, and the burden 
of proof that it has acted fraudulently, or 
that the conditions mentioned in the said 
exception have not happened, falls on the 
interested bunk.

La Caisse d’Economie v. Quebec, 23 Que. 
K.B. 207.
Contractor fob drains — Engineer — In

terpretation OF CONTRACT—ARBITRA
TION—Acceptance of works—Acqui
escence.

When, in a contract made by a munici
pal corporation for the construction of 
drains in a street, under the superintend
ence of an engineer, it is stipulated that 
either party may refer to arbitration by 
giving written notice to the other party 
and to the arbitrator, such clause must be 
interpreted as making notice necessary in 
order that the parties be bound by the arbi
trator’s award. When, such contract, de
clares that the works shall not lie accepted 
by the engineer in the name of the cor|K>ra* 
tion until 1 month after the works have 
been put in operation, it means that the en
gineer cannot accept them before such peri
od has expired, hut it does not mean that 
the corporation shall he finally bound by the 
engineer's acceptance. In such case the cor
poration is not bound by its engineer's ac
ceptance of works which were incomplete, 
defective, and done contrary to the plans
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and estimates. The fact that the corpora
tion lias only kept back, from its contrac
tors, 10 per cent of the contract price in
stead of 20 jier cent which it was entitled 
to, docs not constitute acquiescence of the 
work . by its engineer. A contractor with 
estimates and contracts can only recover 
the price of his works when he has fully 
carried out his obligation.

Drumraondville v. Siinoneau, 23 Que. K 
B. 302.
Agreement for sale ok land to munici

pal CORPORATION—ACTION BY CORPORA 
TION FOB SPECIFIC PERFORM A Ndk—L)K
fence—Representation ah to forma
TION OF PUBLIC PARK—RESOLUTION 01 
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL—COSTS.

Burlington v. Coleman, 12 O.W.N. 218.
(§ II D—142)—Towns—Promissory now 

—Power to make—Ultra vires con-
TRACT.

A town has no authority to execute prom 
lasory notes even though in payment for 
services rendered, and, though " they are 
sealed and signed by the mayor and sec
retary-treasurer of the town in its behalf.

Pigott v. Battleford. 12 D.L.R. 171, 6 S 
L.R. 235, 24 W.L.R. 365.
Partly ultra vires — Segregation by

In an action by a municipal corporation to 
obtain a declaration that a contract be
tween it and an electric railway company is 
void because a portion of its conditions 
were ultra vires, the court will not, on such 
general claim, make a selection of such of 
its provisions as are ultra vires, but will 
leave that to lie settled in conerete case* 
questioning the validity of specific clauses 
of the agreement.

Burnabv v. British Columbia Electric R. 
Co., 12 D.L.R. 320, 3 W.W.R. 628.
Ultra vires—Breach—Damages.

If a municipal corporation, apparently 
iu the due exercise of its powers, enters in
to a contract, but by reason of the non- 
fulfilment of some statutory duty imposed 
on it in connection therewith, such contract 
is declared to lie ultra vires, the corpora
tion is liable in damages for breach of 
such duty. A municipal corporation hav
ing made a contract imposing an obliga
tion on such corporation must provide suf
ficient means to fulfil such obligation.

Quinlan v. St. John, 41 D.L.R. 365, 24 
Rev. de Jur. .321.
Ultra vires contract.

Where a municipal by-law and a con
tract based upon it for the construction 
of certain works have both been annulled 
by the courts for non-observance of the 
necessary formalities in regard to the pub
lication of the by-law. but the subject- 
matter of the by-law and contract are with
in the powers of the municipality, the 
opposite party is entitled to recover from 
the municipality the damages he has suf-
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ter-il from the non-execution of the con-

I’oiitres Siegwart v. Deschainhuult, 6 
ll.L.lt 595, 41 Que. S.C. 463.
IlXEUAL TON DEBS—ATTACK BY RATEPAYER.

A municipal corporation, after calling for 
tei. lera for supply of materials, cannot dis
regard without justification the lowest bid
der and allow a higher bidder to amend 
hi-. hid. The court, at the instance of a 
ratepayer having a special Interest in the 
transaction, will enjoin the municipality 
from entering into the contract.

Dubuc v. Montreal & Aztec Oil C'o., 48 
Que. S. C. 306.
Bom s i"or pro motion of manufactures—

"1\DI -.TRY AIJtEADY ÇSTABLIHIIKD KI.SK- 
WIIERE IN THE PROVINCE”—MEANING OF
"established”—Business carrieo on
TOR TEN MONTHS IN RENTED PREMISES.
I!.- Black and Orillia, 6 O.W.N. 67, 26

O.W.R. 17.
Sanitary by-law—Collection of garbage 

—Delegation of authority—Minis
terial MATTERS.

Re Knox and Belleville, 6 O.W.N. ‘237, 
25 O.W.R. 201.
Contract ok. without by-law—Employ-

MBN I 'U COUNSEL BY CITY—AOCKPT- 
WCE 01 SERVICES.

Manning v. Winnipeg, 21 Man. L. R. 203. 
Illegal expenditure—Montreal City 

i HABTEB (62 VlCT. c. 58)—Pknai.tien
ON MEMBERS — EXCEEDING APPROPRIA-

Lapointe v. Larin, [1911] A.C. 520. 10
E.LR. 36.
(§ II D—143i—Powers of—Contracts.

MODE OF EXECUTING—CONTROL OF COM-

A municipality in Alberta transferring 
its estate in realty may do so without a 
recommendation from the city commission
er'. in the* absence of express statutory in
hibitin': Alta. 1906, c. 36, e. I8.>, respect
in<» powers and duties of commissioners, 
•j* read with charter of city of Calgary, 
being Urd. 33, N.W.T. 1893.] A municipal
ity in Alberta may authorize the transfer 
of its estate in realty by resolution; a by- 
law is not essential.

Re McEwan and Calgary, 13 D.L.R. 791, 
« A.L.R. 136. 25 W.L.R. 401, 6 W.W.R. 87. 
Execution—Mode of contracting.

A contract by a municipal corporation 
for carrying out permanent improvements 
to streets and the construction of sewers 
and contemplating a large expenditure is 
within § 326 of the Municipal Act (Out.) 
1903, and a by-law is essential to its valid
ity. [Waterous Engine Works v. Palmers
ton. 21 Can. S.C.R. 556, followed.] 

O'Donnell v. Widdificld, 1 D.L.R. 271, 
3 O.W.N. 597, 21 O.W.R. 1.
Contract for gas works—What consti

tutes—Resolution of Council.
A resolution by a municipal council au 

thorizing a contrapt with a corporation for
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gas drilling o|*erations, which, if satisfac
tory. are later to he taken over by the 
municipality, is a mere expression of will
ingness, but not necessarily in itself a con-

R. ex rel. La Fleche v. Sheppard, 24 D. 
L.R. 404, 9 A.L.R. 1. 8 W.W.R. 1020. 
Execution of contraints—When by-law 

AND SEAL UNNECESSARY.
Malcolm v. Blairmore. 10 D.L.R. 836. 

(§11 D—140)—Ratification—Rescismov 
—Cancellation.

Where a settlement of a claim for water 
rates by a municipal corporation against a 
consumer is made by unanimous resolution 
of the council, and the terms of the settle 
ment are in part curried out by payment, 
to and acceptance by the treasurer of the 
municipal corporation of successive instal
ments of money due to the municipality 
under the settlement, there is such ratifiai 
tion of the contract a- to preclude a suc
cessful attack upon it by reason of the 
settlement not having been formally adopt 
ed by the council.

Brandon Electric Light Co. v. Brandon, 
1 D.L.R. 793, 22 Man. L.K. 500, 20 W.L.R. 
«58, 2 W.W.R. 22.
Municipal council—Exclusive lighting 

franchise—Establishment of munic
ipal lighting service—Validity of.

A contract with a municipal council for 
an exclusive lighting franchise for 10 years 
with a proviso that the municipality would 
give the contractor the preference over any 
other person tendering at the end of the 
term at the rates quoted in the eompeting 
tender for another 10 years, is not a bar 
to the council establishing its own electric 
lighting plant on the expiry of the first 141 
years pursuant to statutory authority con 
ferred meanwhile; the municipal by-law es 
tablishing a municipal lighting service for 
ihe citizens having been ratified by the 
legislature pendente lite, a resolution of 
the municipality passed in conformity with 
the validated by-law was declared valid and 
the judgment below varied accordingly.

Ricard v. Grand’Mere. *20 D.L.R. 7«8*. 50 
Van. S.C.R. 122, varying 23 Que. K.B. 97. 
Mode of contracting—Powers of commis

sioners—Ratification by council.
Under the Edmonton charter the power 

of the commissioners is subject to the 
supervision of the council, ami when, after 
submitting to the council, the latter au
thorized a particular contract, the commis
sioners have no authority to make n con
tract in conflict with the council's authori
zation: nor will a resolution of the council 
authorizing tests of the proposed under
taking and the submission of a by law to 
raise funds presumably necessary under the 
agreement, in the absence of knowledge of 
the terms thereof, operate as a ratification 
of the agreement. It is not necessary to 
follow the procedure under s. 678 of* the 
Edmonton charter by a motion to quash a
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resolution where no exception is taken to 
the resolution, but only to an agreement 
because not in accord with the resolution.

Livingstone v. Edmonton Industrial, 25 
D.L.R. 313, 9 A.L.R. 343, 9 W.W.R. 794, 
varying as to costa 24 D.L.R. 191, 31 W.L. 
R. 609, 8 W.W.R. 976.
CONTRACT TO BUILD BRIDGE—EXECUTION AC

CORDING TO CONTRACT—RIGHT TO RE
COVER—NO BY-LAW AUTHORIZING—DUTY 
OE MUNICIPALITY TO KEEP HIGHWAYS 
IN REPAIR.

\ plaintiff who haa, according to the 
true meaning of a contract in writing and 
sealed by a municipal corporation, done 
what he contracted to do in constructing a 
bridge to replace one which formed part 
of a highway in the township is entitled 
to recover the contract price. The absence 
of a by-law authorizing the construction is 
no defence to an action to recover the con
tract. price, it being part of the duty of the 
municipality to keep the roads in repair 
and tit for ordinary traffic including the 
building and repair of bridges. [MacKay v. 
Toronto, 43 D.L.R. 263. distinguished.]

Witherspoon v. East Williams, 47 D.L.R. 
370, 44 O.L.R. 684.

The ratepayers’ right to prevent an ex
penditure of municipal funds for purposes 
ultra vires the corporation docs not justify 
an action to rescind a completed purchase 
and to compel the vendor to repay the 
price he has received: his remedy in such 
case is to hold the individual councillors 
responsible for the loss.

Verner v. Toronto, 1 D.L.R. 630, 3 O.W 
N. Û86, 21 O.W.R. 170.
(§ Il D—148)—Contractu with unincor

porated association—Effect on sub
sequent INCORPORATION.

A resolution of a municipal council which 
authorizes the municipality to enter into 
an agreement with an unincorporated asso
ciation has no binding effect on the corpo
ration subsequently formed of the unin
corporated body.

Livingstone v. Edmonton, 24 D.L.R. 191,
8 W.W.R. 976. 31 W.L.R. 609. [Varied as 
to mete in 25 D.L.R. 313, 9 A.L.R. 343, 9 
W.W.R. 794.]
Agency—Binding successor.

A municipal council cannot hind succeed
ing councils by the appointment of a llscal 
agent with exclusive right to sell municipal 
lionds. Qutere, whether such appointment is 
not ultra vires.

Wood-Gundy Co. v. Vancouver, 10 WAV. 
R. 928.
(§ Il D—149)—Powers or—Contracts 

generally—-Transfer subject to en
abling act—“Proceeding.”

A municipal resolution authorizing a city 
solicitor to take all “proceedings” and the 
mayor and clerk to sign all documents 
necessary to transfer the municipality's es
tate in certain land to the Dominion Gov
ernment as an armoury site, will be given
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effect, although part of the “proceedings” 
is the bringing about of provincial legisla- 
tion as a condition precedent to a legal 
transfer.

Re McEwan and Calgary, 13 D.L.R. 791 
6 A.L.R. 136, 26 W.L.R. 401, 5 W.W.R. 8?! 
Inadequacy of price on sale.

The court will not sit in review of the 
action of municipal councils while acting 
within the scope of its authorized powers, 
except upon the ground of fraud; and a 
sale of municipal property cannot, in the 
absence of fraud, be impeached on the 
ground that the council did not obtain 
much for the property as it should have 
received in the exercise of its duty towards 
the ratepayers.

Parsons *v. Louflon, 1 D.L.R. 756, 25 0 
L.R. 442, 21 O.W.R. 206.

E. Borrowing money; indebtedness.
(g II E—150)—By-law < erttfud by min

ister of municipal affairs, conclu- 
SIVF.NBSS.

Under s. 207 of the City Act. R.S.S. 
1909, c. 84, the discretion given to the 
Minister of Municipal Affairs to grant a 
certificate approving a city by-law author
izing the borrowing of money by the munic
ipality. is absolute, and its validity can
not be attacked in any court.

Canadian Agency v. Tanner, 11 D.L.R. 
472, 6 8.L.R. 152, 24 W.L.R. 71. 4 W.W.i:. 
167.
Promissory note—Liability.

A municipal corporation cannot be held 
liable for the amount of a promissory note 
.signed by its secretary-treasurer without 
evidence that the corporation authorized 
the signature or that the corporation has 
derived benefit from the signing of the 
note.

St. Elizabeth v. Lavallée, 32 D.L.R. 520, 
2:. Qh. k.b. NT,
Issue by township cot noil of debenture 

ro raise money for public school 
purposes—By-law—Rate of interest 
—Computation of amount or prin
cipal AND INTEREST LUMPED TOGETHER 
—Reformation of by-law \nd dehex 
tube—Action by exboutom of pur
chaser of debenture.

Krug v. Albemarle, 17 O.W.N. 79.
(11 E—161)—School board—Power to 

borrow.
School trustees as public non-trading cor

porations are restricted to the powers ex
pressly given them by the creating statute 
as to their borrowing powers.

Quinlan v. School Trustees, 14 D.L.R. 
376.
(8 II E—152)—Vote fob—Date of issue 

of debentures.
The power to issue .debentures under the 

Ontario Telephone Act, 2 Geo. V., c. 38, 
s. 17 ( 1 ), may be exercised without a 
vote of the ratepayers, and a municipality 
may fix any convenient date as the date
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i;«ue of the deU-ntures issued thereun

der.
r,i> Robertson and Colliorne, 8 D.L.R. 140, 

1 O W N 274, 23 O.W.R. 325.
Contracting debts not payable within 

c l r.RBNT YEAR— PURCHASE OF KITE FOR 
TOWN AND rUUB HALL—ILLEGAL PBO- 

< kedings—Right to mandamus.
Maiming v. Bergman, 25 D.L.R. 797, 9 

W.W.R. 220, 32 W.L.lt. 510.
Money by-law—Publication.

The provisions of s. 203 of the Muni
cipal Act. R.S.O. 1014, c. 102. are inipera 
live, and failure to publish a by-law, which 
requires tlie assent of the electors, in the 
village if there is a newspaper published 
ihere, i* a disregard of the principles of tlte 
Act and tlte defect or irregularity is not 
cured by the saving provisions of s. 150.

Re Poulin and I/Otlgnal, 42 D.L.R. 681, 
42 O.L.R. 483, reversing 42 O.L.R. 0. 
Monet by-law—Validity—Submission to 

electors — ‘Ratepayers'’ — Agree
ment I OR PVKCHAHK OF POWER PLANT.

Re Campbell and Rainy River. 15 O.W.N.
•I
15 II E—153)—CIRANTS OF MONEY—WIN

TER SPORTS AND PEACE CARNIVAL—CUB- 
LINti ASSOCIATION—ULTRA VIRES—SAIL
ORS' Relief Fvnd within power ok.

Grunt* of money bv the city of Winnipeg
the "Winter Sports and Peace Carnival” 

and to the “Manitoba Curling Association” 
are beyond the power of the city, as they 
are neither grants to “charitable institu
tion!” or for the entertainment of import
ant "guests" and so are not within §8 580, 
."W of the charter of incorporation. A 
grant to the "Mercantile Sailors’ Relief 
Fund" is within the powers of the city, it 
Iwiiig n charitable institution of a perma
nent character which has received the ap
probation of the Civic Charities Bureau 
Is. 700, subs. 108). The latter grant is 
no' ultra vires as l»eirig contrary to s. 92 

- and 7) of the B.X.A. Act although the 
"I'iccts to be relieved are outside the limits 
of the province, [lie Homan and Toronto, 
45 in i: 147. 4.1 O.L.R. 632. referred to.]

McMillan v. Winnipeg, 45 D.L.R. 351, 
[1019) 1 W.W.R. 691.
Debenture by-law—Township council— 

Purchase of site for school—High
SCHOOL DISTRICT COMPOSED OF TOWN
SHIP AND VILI.AC.K—SCHOOL-HOUSE 8ITU- 
ITS IN VILLAGE—HlGH SCHOOL» Act, 
R.^.O. 1914, c. 268, s. 38—Jurisdiction
TO PASS BY-LAW VESTED IN VILLAGE 
COUNCIL ONLY.

Re Dougherty and East Flamborough, 6 
0A\ X. 487.
(§ II E—156)—Consolidating by-law 

COVERING CONSTITUENT BY-LAWS—TAX-
" XTEES’ KIIJHTK.

A city council ha* the power in consoli- 
4»ting by-law* under s. 209 (c) of the 
City Act (c. 84. R.S.S. 1009), as amended 
by 8 7. 1910-11, c. 18, to provide for a

higher rate of interest to be paid on con
solidated stock of the municipality, than 
the aggregate amount of annual interest 
on such stock as provided for under the con
stituent by-laws which authorized the issue 
of *uvh stock: and a ratification of such 
consolidating by-law by the burgesses is not 
essential to the validity of such increase in 
the rate of interest where the constituent 
by-laws had Im-pti previously ratified by the 
burgesses.

Canadian Agency v. Tanner, 11 D.L.R. 
472. 6 S.L.R. 152, 24 W.L.R. 71, 4 W.W.R. 
467.
Injunction — Municipality spending

MONEY FOB ROADWAY NOT FOB PUBLIC
benefit—Right of ratepayers to sue 
for 01 JUNCTION.

Individual ratepayers of a municipality 
(although not injuriously affected more 
than other ratepayers), are entitled to main
tain an action for an injunction restrain
ing the municipality from expending moneys 
on a roadway which was not for the pub
lic lienefit.

Dodn v. Minitonas, [1019] 1 W.W.R. 717. 
(g II E—160)—Waterworks by-law— 

Powers of council—Expenditure of 
money—Exceeding money fixed by

Re Clarey and Ottawa, 5 O.W.N. 370.

F. As to lights, water supply and other
PROPERTY AND PRIVILEGE.

Franchise, gas, rates, right to require 
minimum user, see Contracts, II D-157.
(g II F—165)—(lAS AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS 

—Powers of expropriation—Munic-

Sarnla Las 4 Electric Light Co. v. Bar 
nia, 6 O.W.N. 532, 25 O.W.R. 416. 
Franchise—Lighting plant—Area—Dis- 

trict—City—Notice.
The right of a district municipality to 

assume ownership of an electric lighting 
system, under the terms of its agreement or 
franchise, extends to an area comprising a 
portion of the district which has been 
formed into a city corporation; the notice 
of the termination of the franchise is ef
fective, as against both municipalities, when 
given to the district municipality.

Vancouver Power Co. v. North Vancouver, 
36 D.L.K. 462, [1917] AC. 598. affirming 
27 D.L.R. 727, 22 B.C.R. 561.
Power to change system or power plant 

AND WATER WORKS—ASSENT OF RATE
PAYERS—Approval ok board or health 
—Financing—Injunction.

Poser v. Vegreville, 37 D.L.R. 778, [1917] 
3 W.W.R. 1003.
Electric current supplied by municipal

ity FOB lighting houses — Boabd of 
Commissioners.

Young v. Gravenhurst, 24 O.L.R. 467.
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(8 IT F—170)—Power*—As to i.iuht»— 

Mi NiciPAi, plant—Supplyixi exec- 
TEH ITY RKYOND LIMITS.

A city which own# an electric light and 
power plant, in supplying electricity to con- 
-umers in another municipality! is to bo re
garded as a private corporation operating 
a public utility. It is not ultra tires for 
a city owning an electric light and power 
plant to supply power to consumers in 
other municipalities.

Re Winnipeg and St. Boniface, 14 D.I..R. 
180, 26 WX.lt. 018, 5 W.W.ll. 293.
Lioht a no water franchises—Time,

pejiiuds—Legislative rk.m i.atio\s.
In a statute authorizing the eotuivil of a 

municipality to puss by-laws authorizing 
‘any contract with any person or corpora

tion to supply light or water for the use of 
the corporation for any period not exceed
ing live years.'" the words “for the use of 
the corporation" do not confine the opera
tion of the statute to contracts requiring 
the council to make payments from the 
public treasury for corporate purposes, but 
the statute applies as well to a contract to 
supply the inhabitants individually with 
electric light and jwiwer.

Weeks v. Vegreville, 9 A.L.R. fitl. [See 
25 D.L.R. 796.j
Distribution and supply ok electrical 

power—Public Utilities Act, R.S.O. 
1914, o. 204, ns. 34, 35, 30—Manage
ment OE WORKS AND OPERATIONS KN-
tri sted to commission—Company
authorized TT> SUPPLY ELECTRIC POWER 
—ERECTION OE POLES AND WIRES IN 
STREETS OF MUNICIPALITY—BY-LAW OE 
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION AUTIIOR1ZINO 
l SK OE COMPANY’S POLES FOR NTRINOINO 
W IRES OK CORPORATION—RESTRICTION TO 
SUPPLY OE l*OW'ER AND LIGHT FOR USE OF 
CORPORA 1 11l\ I HIRR1 EREHCR WITH COM
PANY’S appliances — Declaration — 
Injunction—Damages.

Lincoln Electric L. & P. Co. v. Hydro
electric Coin., 7 O.W.N. 088. 9 O.W.N. 159. 
ELECTRIC COMPANY—LiOHTIXO SYSTEM—

By-law—Repeal—Injunction.
A municipal corporation may proceed by 

injunction against an electric company at
tempting to instal within the municipality 
a system of electric lighting, under a by
law which is subsequently repealed and 
replaced by another lieeause the first was 
illegal, and neither the company nor its 
grantors had done anything to take ad
vantage of the privileges granted by the 
repealed hv-law. The right of the eurpo- 
ratioii to an injunetion is more evident, 
because the by-law was not attacked as 
illegal. As long as the second by-law re
mains in force the first must be without

Trois Pistoles v. Compagnie Klcctrique 
des Trois-Pistoles, 24 Rev. de Jur. 178. 
Ijuitino company—Poles—Private prop-

IRTY—N ETESSITY.
Although art. 5074, R.S.Q., requires the

owners “of houses or lands In cities and 
towns to permit the pipes, lamps and poets 
necessary for the lighting for public pur- 
1 Mises to lie placed on their houses, buildings 
or lands," a lighting company <an only 
avail itself of this provision to place a pnl‘«- 
upon private property without expropria
tion, by showing an absolute necessity of 
so acting, and subject to using the privilege 
only for lighting purposes.

North Shore Power Co. v. Lebel. 27 Que 
K.B. 294.
Street .lighting — Contract — Breach — 

Third person—Verdict.
An action for damages cannot he based 

upon a violation of the obligations of a con
tract to which the plaintiff is not a party 
and to which he is a stranger. 2. A verdict 
based upon acts of negligence not alleged in 
the declaration cannot lie received. 3. The 
city of Montreàl cannot be held responsible 
for an accident because it bad not suffi
ciently kept watch over a contract which it 
had made with the M. L. A P. Co. for 
lighting its streets, and had not seen that 
the company's lights in the streets did not 

i go out during the night.
Desautels v. Montreal Light A Power Co., 

j 63 Que. S.C. 73.
j Municipal law—Setting aside an orpei 

—Electric lighting—Lighting part
ok THE MUNICIPALITY—EXCLUSIVE PRIX 
ILEJGE . MUN., ART. 408.

A municipal corporation subject to the 
Mun. Code cannot light the streets of a 
portion of the town at the expense of all 
the taxjiayers. It must assess such ex
penses only on the portion benefited. A 
municipality cannot grant an exclusive priv
ilege, or a franchise to a public utility com
pany unless its charter, or the general law 
which regulates it. expressly authorizes it.

Bureau v. 8t. Ubalde, 28 Que. K.B. 130 
Lighting—Defective servi cl.

An electric lighting company which pro
vides light for the streets of a town for 
several years without contract, the lamp* 
lioing furnished by the town, may recover 
the price agreed upon for thi- lighting with 
out the municipality being able to have the 
amount reduced on the claim that the light 
furnished was not strong enough. The town 
should refuse the light and serve a proteat 
on the company.

St. Jerome Power A Electric Light Co. 
v. St. Jerome, 26 Que. K.B. 534.
Ni KTEKRAXKAN PIPES—RENT—RATES.

Par. 8 of a. 39 of 9 Kdw. VII. c. 81, 
which providea that: “The city is author
ized to fix, determine, charge and receive 
rentals on u 11 underground construction! 
reserved by the persons, firms, syndicates, 
companies or corporations, and all over
head constructions owned by the city. Such 
rentals shall be fixed from year to year, 
to cover the cost of maintenance and ad
ministration of the same, the interest and 
sinking fund calculated in such manner as 
to extinguish the debt in not less than 40
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veara ou the capital invested by the citv 
K.r the construction or purchase of such 
underground conduits as well as the salaries 

expenses of the electrical commission. 
Why» the said debt has been extinguished, 
,he rental shall no longer include the inter
et and sinking fund on the extinglished 
,|,4it. hut the amount of such rental for 
,-aeh person or company shall lie in propor
tion to the portion of the conduits occupied 
or reserved by him or it," means that the 
i i'inpanies are obliged to pay an annual rent 
•utkeient to pay the cost of administration, 
maintenance and sinking fund, calculated 
to extinguish the debt incurred for the 
.•(instruction of the drain ami subterranean 
conduits in 41) years; in other words, they 
should pay this rent not only for the space 
occupied or reserved for that by them, but 
also for the space unoccupied.

Montreal Light, Heat & Power Co. v. 
Montreal, 26 Que. K.B. 368.
ERECTION OF POLES AXD WIRES IN STREET* 

ot town—Permission of municipal
ity—Electsic SYSTEM—i NTKRFERENCE 
Injunction—Joindeji of directors as
CO-DEFENDANTS.

Toronto & Niagara Power Co. v. North 
Toronto, 24 O.L.R. 637.
Poles and wires—“Terrain"—“Lot"— 
Immovable property.

West mount v. Montreal Light, Heat & 
IVwer Co., 44 Can. S.C.R 364.
Use ok streets iiy electric light company 

after expiration of time limited— 
Injunction—Order to remove poles
AND WIRES—ESTOPPEL.

Selkirk v. Selkirk Electric Light Co., 20 
Man. L.R. 461, 15 W.L.R. 703.
(g II K— 17D— As to lights—Power to 

construct electric light system.
A town that is expressly empowered by 

law to light its streets may construct an 
electric lighting system for that purpose 
when not prevented by any exclusive char
ier vested in some other person or com-

Mt'y-Gen’l and Truro v. Chambers Elec
tric Light & Power Co., 14 D.L.R. 883, 13 
K.LR. 443.
Electricity — Erection of poles and

WIRES.
The letters patent of the Toronto Electric 

Light Vo., together with the Act of 1882 
(45 Viet. c. 19), conferred upon the city of 
Toronto the absolute right to permit or pro
hibit the erection of poles for the mainten
ance of wires for electric supply on the 
"Ireels and public places of the city, ami 
this right has always, by the subsequent 
agreements and contracts, been consistently 
guarded and preserved.

Toronto Electric Light Co. v. Toronto, 31 
D I R. Ô77, 38 O.L.R. 72. affirming 21 D.L 
R. 859, which reversed 20 D.L.R 958, 31 0. 
LB. 387.

(g II F—172)— Purchase of existing
PLANT.

Under s. .>281, R.S.Q. 1909, providing 
that a municipal corporation -hull have “ju
risdiction for municipal and police pur
poses and for the exercise of all the powers 
conferred upon it, over the whole of its 
territory, and also beyond its territory in 
special cases where more ample authority is 
conferred upon it," a town lias no author
ity to establish a light and power plant 
lieyond its boundary unless there is some
thing in the special Act by which the 
power is conferred indicating an intention 
that it is to lie exercised beyond the muni
cipal limits, and, therefore, a by-law of the 
town authorizing the purchase of such plant 
so situated is invalid in the absence of 
statutory authority.

Shuwinigan Hydro-Electric Co. v. Shaw 
inigan Water & Power Co., 4 D.L.R. 502. 
10 E.L.R. 521, 45 Van. S.C.R. 585.
(8 II F—174)—Gas leases—Assent of

RATEPAYERS.
Under ss. 223, 227 of the city charter 

(Edmonton. Alta.), the municipal council 
has no power to commit the city on a lease 
of natural gas rights, unh^s with the asseul 
of a majority of the burgesses.

Livingstone v. Edmonton, 24 1XL.K. 191, 
8 W.W.R. 976, 31 W.L.It. 609. I Varied as 
to costs in 25 D.L.R. 313, 9 A.L.R. 343. 
33 W.L.R. 164. 9 W .W.R. 794.
Works and utiuiieh—<>as works—Inter- 

fated parties—Members of Council.
Gas works are not the "works" or “util

ities" covered by the Edmonton <•110x1 er, ami 
therefore not within the purview of e. 470, 
which prohibits any member of council or 
commissioner from being interested in any 
contract in connection with the works under 
the charier.

R ex rel. La Fleche v. Sheppard, 24 D.L. 
R 404, 9 A.L.R. 1, 8 W.W.R. 1020.
Gas franchises—Exclusive grant—'Ter

ritorial 1.IMIT.
Agreements for supplying gas “through

out" a city, and regulating the prices 
chargeable to the “inhabitant* of the city," 
are not limited to the city as it was when 
the agreements were entered into, but are 
applicable to all extensions of the city sub 
sequently made; a reference in the agree
ment to the exclusive rights nnd privileges 
granted and a provision that “the city shall 
not grant similar privileges to any person, 
firm or corporation" are not exclusive as 
against the city itself.

Calgary v. Canadian Western Natural 
Gae Co., 40 D.L.R. 201, 56 Van. S.C.R 117, 
[1918] 1 W.W.R. 121, affirming 33 D.L.R. 
385, 10 A.L.R 180, which reversed 25 1). 
L.R. 807. 32 W.L.R. 658, 9 W.W.R. 252, 10 
A.L.R. 180.
(§11 F—176)—Water supply.

W here a contract is made lietween a mu
nicipality and a water company to furnish 
water for fire purposes and of a particular 
pressure, and a violation of the contract is
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corn mi i toil by the water company, the lia - 
hilitx for such violation is limited to tho 
penalty in the contract, and to be enforced 
only by the municipal council.

Mélanger v. St. Louis, H D.L.R. 601.
WATER FOR DOM 1.STIC, FIRE AND OTHER PUR

POSES — Motive power — Discretion 
OF COUNCIL.

Crockett v. Campbelltun, 44 ( an. S.C.R. 
606.
CONTRACTS—Ah TO WATER SUPPLY—“EPI

DEMIC EMERGENCY*’—ABSENCE OF HEAL.
The absence of a formal eontruet under 

the seal of the municipality cannot lie net up 
by a ratepayer in bur of the municipality 
paying the agreed consideration under an 
executed contract which was beneficial to 
it, e.g. the supply of water to the inhabi
tants in an emergency during an epidemic; 
nor is it an objection that the water was 
not supplied to the city itself but on the 
direction of the municipal council to those 
requiring it.

Wright v. Ottawa, 19 D.L.R. 712, 7 O.W.
X. 151.
Aqueduct—Waters—Riparian rights.

The sections of the charter of the city of 
Quebec authorizing it to construct aque
ducts within a certain radius, and to take 
therefrom necessary water, do not authorize 
it to take water from a river to the damage 
of riparian owners without expropriating 
their rights.

Quebec v. Bustien, 32 D.L.R. 409, 25 Que.
K.B. 539.
Pl BI.ir WATER SUPPLY — By-LAW MAKING 

REASON A RLE CHARGE FOR—COMPELLING 
USE IIY CITIZENS—CONSUMERS.

By the Municipal Act, R.8.O. 1914, c. 192. 
a. 399, “by-laws may be passed by the coun
cils of local municipalities . . . (70)
for making reasonable charges for the use of 
public water and (721 for compelling the 
use within the municipality or any defined 
area therein for drinking and domestic pur
poses of water supplied from the water
works of the municipality. Where a by
law has lieen passed under the above Act 
a ratepayer within the defined area cannot 
escape payment of the assessed rates on the 
ground that lie does not use the water sup
plied. He is in the eyes of the law a con
sumer, and cannot escape payment by set
ting up that he is an offender against tho 
law.

Nimpkin v. Englehart, 48 D.L.R. 230, 45 
O.L.R. 275.
Municipal law—Water course—Math of 

ditch — Path of drain — Special su
perintendent — Jurisdiction of Mu
nicipal Council and ok the Superior 
Court—C. mun. art. 867.

A municipal council has power to name a 
special superintendent, and to confirm his 
report, with the object of making an of
ficial report setting out a statement either

of the path of a ditch or the path of a drain 
and of changing a watercourse. The mu
nicipal council can establish watercourse* 
wherever it sees fit to do so, provided that 
it does not cause the water to flow over 
lands where nature did not intend it to 
flow. When a municipal council has pro
nounced on the sufficiency or insufficiency 
of a watercourse and has acted in good failli, 
within the limits of its powers, its decision 
is not subject to the jurisdiction of i In- 
Superior Court; it is a question of fact, 
left to the discretion of the municipal au
thority.

Arhique v. St. Placide, 56 Que. 8.C. 612. 
Water franchise Approval of electors.

A village municipality lias the right to 
grant the exclusive privilege of laying 
drains in all the streets for the purpose of 
operating an aqueduct during a period of 
25 years. When a by-law granting such 
franchise does not give any lionus nor ira 
pose any tax nor oblige the ratepayers or 
residents of the municipality to take the 
water from the aqueduct, it is not necessary 
that it should be approved by the municipal 
electors nor by the Lieut.-Gov. in Council. 
Where a notice has been given for a special 
meeting for the purpose of adopting munici
pal by-laws it is not necessary to renew this 
notice if the by-law is not adopted at such 
special session but at a subsequent general 
session. A ratepayer or municipal elector 
can only demand the quashing of a munici
pal by-law by a direct action on uroving 
that the by-law is or will lie prejudicial to

Stuart v. Xnpierville, 50 Qqe. 8.C. 407. 
Contract—Work and labour—Construc

tion OF HEWER SYSTEM FOR MUNICIPALI
TY — INTKRPKETATION OF CONTRACT —
Bonus—Cost of work—Extras.

Armour v. Oakville, 6 O.W.N. 453.
(§ II F—176)—Building or purchasing

WATERWORKS.
A city has power under the Municipal 

Public Works Act. 190». c. 91, R.S.8., to 
construct waterworks and to acquire neces 
sary land therefor either within a city or 
in the neighltoiirhood thereof.

Kx parte Young, 5 U.L.R. 83, 5 8.1*R. 
351, 21 W.L.R. 860, 2 W.W.R. 758. 
Waterworks by-law — Expenditure of 

money — Power of council — Neces
sity FOR SUBMISSION OF BY-LAW TO
ratepayers—Special Act, 3*4 Geo. 
V. c. 109 (O.)—Motion to quash by
law—Former by-law quashed—III* 
judicata — Mandate of provincial 
HOARD OK HEALTH—EFFECT OF—PUBLIC 
Health Aot—Absence of plans and 
DETAILS OF WATERWORKS scheme —
Statutes — Dominion Act — Author
ization of waterworks in Quebec— 
Necessity for Quebec legislation.

Re Clarey and Ottawa, 5 O.W.N. 673.
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or waTkb commissioner*—Rights 

and di/tjKg—Alteration and exten
sion OF PLANT AND EQUIPMENT—SUB- 
l’l.l’S of REVENUE Aver COST OF OPERA
TION- PAYMENT BY COMMISSIONERS TO 
Ml Ml [PAL ll-.EASI |{H1 -l’liWEK OP COM
MISSIONERS TO DRAW UPON—ItlGHT OF 
COMMISSIONERS TO DETERMINE WHAT 
EXTENSIONS NECESSARY — MUNICIPAL
W aterworks Act, R.S.O. 1807, c. 235, 
>>. j. :m. 4o, 47—Public Utilities 
\i i 8 A » « Ieo. V. c. 41. ss. 8, 86, 84,

35. 4.1.
Kh Berlin and Breitliaupt, 6 O.W.N. 423.

• Il F—1781 —Collection of rates. 
V)i|m*u1 from a decision of council to omit 

mimes of electors from the lists lieeause 
had not paid their taxes. It is a 

i.imvipal tliat the municipal law of par- 
oii.-, towns and \ illagee ought to lie inter 
!,-i.d in a Broad manner when it is a ques- 
mn of imposition of taxes or penalties. In 

s case the usual formalities that the 
required in the impoeiton of water 

i ,es and lent have not been complied with 
the council of the respondents and us a 

result such tuxes are extinct. Under these 
:-n instance» the appeal should be allowed 
i'll costs against the respondents.
Bouchard x. Baie-St. Paul, 25 Rev. de

>
i t Il F—1801 —“Crematories'*—“Incin-

Sei'tiim 232 of the City Act (Sask. ), 1915, 
IH. relating to crematories, does not ap- 

,'ix to incinerators, which are entirely dif-
lerent things.

I lut 1er v. Saskatoon, 38 D.L.R. 480, 11 S.
Lit. I.
U atkr courre — Ditch — Appeal—Juris-

IIICTION — 1 RREG UI.ABITY.
Municipal council having jurisdiction to 

-•ablisli a water course, may utilize, for 
- purpose, either a line ditch or a road 

flitch already existing. Art. 867 of Mun.
' "'If (old i by which road ditches and line 

1 g lies appear to Is* excepted from the cate- 
."'•X of municipal water courses, ought to 
■M'I'I.y to such ditches only as long as they 
1" not alter their nature. Art. 100 of 
Mim. Code f old i does not give an appeal 
i" I lie parties upon questions of fact : it can 
nnlx lw invoked in cases where a municipal 
'"incil ha* exceeded its authority, or has 

"unmitted a grave irregularity or has ren 
flcrisl itself guilty of a grave injustice.

Bélanger v. St." Barnabe, 53 Que. S.C. 255. 
v hpi.ying n.BCTRicmr—Eusencr OK TIME 

Delay—la ability. «
Kettle River v. Winnipeg, 31 D.IaR. 564. 

Expropriation by city by-law or outside

LAND FOR ADDITION TO INDUSTRIAL
farm —“Acquire”—Statutory powers 

Exhausting by original purchase. 
Be Movie and Toronto, 5 O.W.N. 97. 25 O. 

W P, 67.
» II F—183)—Bridges -Watercourse.
\rt. 5639, R.S.Q. 1909, Cities and Town» 

Can. Dig.—105.

Act, does not authorize a county council to 
make regulations in regard to the construc
tion and maintenance of a bridge situated 
in a town, unless such bridge crosses a 
watercourse which lies within its jurisdic
tion and that there should be a necessity 
therefor.

Baie St. Paul v. Charlevoix, 50 Que. N.V. 
380.
($ II F—188)—Operation of railway- 

dominion franchise—Ahhknt of min

A municipality may acquire the under!nk 
ing of a Dominion railway, but under s. 299 
of the Railway Act, 1906, is without power 
to o|H>rate it under the Act except under the 
authority of the Minister of Railway» ami 
Canals with the obligation of applying for 
an enabling Act at the next session of Par 
liament.

Re (irand Valley R. Co., 26 D.L.R. 651. 
18 Can. Ry. Cas. 430.
(§ If F—190)—Powers—Establish me nt 

of municipal gazette.
The establishment of a “municipal gaz

ette” or municipal publication dealing ex
clusively with the details of the city’s gov 
eminent is within the powers of the city of 
Edmonton under the Edmonton charter, 
Alta. 1911, 1st sess. c. 23; and & resolution 
of the city council to that end will not lie 
quashed unless it lie shewn that the council 
acted otherwise than in good faith.

Tookey v. Edmonton, 16 D.L.R. 795, 28
W. L.R. 98, 6 W.W.R. 690.
(8 II F—192) —Purchase of land.

A municipal council is not restricted a» 
to the price to tie paid for land purchased 
for administrative purposes, and it may lie 
determined upon lietween the corporation 
and the vendor without, any reference to the 
values appearing on the assessment roll. 
In the absence of special provisions as to the 
procedure to he followed, a municipal cor
poration (e. g., the city of Montreal i de
sirous of purchasing realty for administra 
tive pur|H>ses, may do so on resolution of 
its municipal council as in ordinary cases 
of administrative functions.

llircheiiough v. Montreal, 3 D.L.R. 299. 21 
Que. K B. 467. [See 13 Que. P.R. 179. |

Whether a municipal corporation with 
juiwer to purchase and hold real estate for 
certain purposes has acquired and is hold 
ing said property for other purposes is a 
question that can only be determined in a 
proceeding at the instance of the Crown.

Verner v. Toronto, 1 D.L.R. 530, 3 O.W.
X. 586. 21 O.W.R. 170.
Purchase of land—Market building.

The fact that a municipal corporation’s 
statutory authority was in terms to con 
tinue the market theretofore established and 
to establish and regulate “other markets'" 
will not dcliur the municipality in case of 
destruction by fire of the market building so 
continued, from building a new market in 
another and more fitting location within the 
municipality to the exclusion of the former
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site, or from using the former site for other 
purposes.

Sleeves v. Moncton, 17 D.L.R. 42 
X.ti.It. 465.
(§ II F—103 I —M V.Ml TPAL TKI> PHOXER.

A municipality may establish a telephone 
system under 2 lieu. \ .. c. 38. upon living 
properly petitioned to do so. without giving 
effect to all the prayers of the petition, if 
the system complies with the Act in «pies-

lie Hubert son and Colborne, S D.L.U. 14U, 
4 U.W.X. 274.

G. Liability fob damages.
<§ II G—105)—Liability for damage»— 

Torts not unde* power of council— 
Form of action.

The provisions of s. 10 of title 27 and 
< 20 «if title 35 of the charter of the city of 
Medicine Hat, providing for the appoint
ment of an arbitrator to fix the compensa- 
1 ion of one whose lands have been "inju
riously affected in the exercise of any power 
of the council," in the event of the council 
not being able to agree with the claimant us 
to the amount of compensation or damages, 
do not apply to a claim for damages 
of an owner of lands abutting mi a street 
the grade of which has been «‘lit down by the 
city, since such action by the city is not an 
"exercise of any power of the council," but 
is a tortious interference by the city with 
the owner’* right of free airvss to the street, 
in the absence of any «xpress or impli«-d 
provisions in the charter granting such 
power to take away from the owner such 
right of access, ami the correct remedy is 
ti.v action against the city.

Forster v. Medicine Hat. fl D.L.R. 655, 6
\ LX. St, tt WJJL 2mi. :t u w .«. bis.

1 i i«i it way—Guard-rail.
A township is liable for injuries sustained 

hy a traveler ahmg one of its roads bv rea
son of its failure to simply a guard-rail or 
barrier at a place which is notoriously 
dangerous, where it appears that the failure 
to supply such guard rail was the direct 
i a use of the injury and that the attention 
of the township had been frequently «-ailed 
to the fact that a guard-rail was necessary 
at that point.

Barclay v. Ancaster, 10 D.L.R. 363, 4 O. 
VV.X. 764, 24 O.W.R. <10.
Abandonment of expropriation provekii- 

inu—Relief from liability for—Sub
sequently ENACTED STATUTE.

W here a city, which was required by s. 
52 (20) of 3 Kdw. Vil. (Que.I e. 62. to ex- 
propriatc land for public purposes within 
a designated time, abandoned the proceeding 
after notice to the landowner, the appoint- 
nn-iit of commissioners, and the taking of 
testimony, the city is not relieved from 
liability to the lamlowm-r for the depriva
tion of*the use of his property as the result 
Ilf the imminence of the expropriation, by 
tin- siiliH-quent enactment «if 7 Kdw. VII. 
(Que. i e. 65, providing that the city need

not proceed with such expropriation, and 
that its right to expropriate should expire 
after a delay of 3 months from the time the 
Act came into force if not proccedi-d with,

Robillaril v. Montreal, 13 D.L.R. OKI. 
Abandonment of expropriaton prikked-

Where arrangements to build a factory 
on laud has been completed before the pu*- 
sage <d a by-law for its expropriation, tin* 
repeal thereof 4 month* afterward*, anj 
after the commencement of an arbitration, 

j «toes nut under a municipality liable to the 
landowner for losses on asioned by reason of 
his not proceeding with the huilding of the 
factory la-cause of the institution of the ex
propriation proceedings.

Cirimshaw v. Toronto, 13 D.L.R. 247. 28 
n.L.R. 512.
RAINING STREET AND NIUFWAI.K8 TO INJURY 

OF AU.IUINIXO OWNER.
A municipal corporation is liable in dam

ages to owners, where property abuts «in 
streets nr sidewalks, the level of which 
is raised, thereby causing «lepreciation to 
their property, such change of Jevel in effect 
constituting a sort of expropriation en
titling interested parties to conijieiisatiou

Hull v. Bergeron, 9 D.1*R. 28. |Si*** 18
Rev. «le dur. 167.j
( oxnmoxN prix edent—Plaintiff’s iitle

MISFEASANCE.
Although an action may not lie again-t 

a municipal corporation by the owner of 
lands for damages in respect thereto, 
through the misfeasance of the corporation 
if the damages occurred before the plait 
tiff a<-«|iiiri*d his title, the action will not he 
«lefeatcd, as to damages resulting after h«- 
acquired title, by the circumstance that the 
act of misfeasance itself occurred before 
that time. |Montreal v. Mulcair. 28 tan. 
S.t’.R. 458. distinguished.]

Stott v North Norfolk. 16 D.L.R. 48. 24 
Man. LB. 9, 26 W .L.R. 774.
Contractor—Excavation work—Delay in 

furnishing grades—Engineer's « m.
TIFIOATE—KXTXAB—DeI.AY IX WORK -
Damages.

Damages hy the contractor for unreason- 
able delay by the city in giving the grades 
and levels for excavation work on the 
streets may constitute "extras” for which 
the city engineer’s certificate must first I* 
obtained as a referee under the terms of the 
contract; and in any case the contractor 
need not have delayed the whole work over 
iin- more favourable aeseon for the operg* 
lions by waiting for tin- citv engineer to 

* give him the grades and levels, hut on the 
«•ity’a default, should have himself em
ployed an engineer to do so and added the 
expense to the contract, when the matter 
was one of detail only and could have been 
worked out by any engineer from the plans 
shewing the depths and from the corner 
stakes already put on hy the city engineer.

Wanders v. Moose Jaw, 20 D.L.R. 408, 
7 S.LR. 158, 23 W.L.R. 821.
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PUBLIC WORK AUTHORIZED BY STATUTE—
Remedies.

Iln fact that tin- municipal Public Works 
^,t i li.S.s. 1900, c. HI | gives tin- city power 
to n>u struct ccit a in work therein mentioned 
,i, i'iv nature of public utilities, doe» not 
,i hide the city from constructing a Mih- 
Lm under the titles Act (R.S.S. c. 84, a. 
<i w|,icli is an altogether different class 

xuirk: an individual suffering special in- 
,1,n l.v reason of the construction thereof, 
done iii a proper manner and under statu- 
t„rv authority, cannot maintain an action 
therefor, but his only remedy is the one 
I ;,,\ided by the statute. The plaintiff is 
. milled to amend his claim to establish his 
I -lit to an action for damages instead of 
h Miration under the statute.

\, in our v. Regina, 29 D.L.R. #76. « S.L. 
15. :i«K, 3.1 W.L.R. .118, 9 W.W.R. 928. 
NEGLIGENCE — XvlSANCK — FRANCHISE — 

Kt rcTRioiTY—Highways.
A municipal corporation cannot la- held 

liable for injuries resulting from the neg
ligent construction and operation of an elec- 
i lighting system in pursuance of a 
n,iiuhise granted by it, on the ground of a 
l.reueli of duty to "keep it* highways free 
i vein nuisances: the power of such corpora- 
Hen. under art. 5461. R.S.Q. 1909, to regu
late the use of highways and public places, 
are legislative or governmental, and unless 
»|M. iiieally provided u failure to exercise 
i In in does not give rise to a right of action, 

l-efebvre v. tlrand-.XDre. 37 D.I..R. 450,
• ( an. s t .II. 121, affirming 25 Que. K.B. 

124.
CLAIM AHAINST CORPORATION ROB LORN OP 

SHEEP—l)OG TAX AND SHEEP PROTEC
TION Act. R.S.U. 1914, C. 246, 8s. 17. 18 
— Action under — Pleading — State
ment ok claim—Cause of action— 
Mandamus to council.

Noble v. Ksquesing, 41 D.L.R. 99, 41 O.L.
R. 490.
Nuii.it.knce—Ice on sidewalk—Liability

OK MUNICIPALITY EUR INJURY TO PEDES
TRIAN Statutory obligation.

A municipality, under statutory obliga
tion to keep a street in repair, which al
io*» ice to remain on the sidewalk, is liable 
for damages in respect of injuries sustained 
l;i a pedestrian who slips and falls.

Sidney v. Slanev, 50 D.L.R. 351, 59 Can. 
s t .15. 232, affirming 46 D.L.R. 164. 
Personal injuries to pedestrian—Care 

iii sidewalk — Statutory obligation
lo REPAIR—INABILITY.

\ municipal corporation under a statu- 
ton obligation to keep its streets in good 
i' pair, fails to fulfil such obligation if it 
allows boards in a sidewalk to rot and he- 
"ine a source of danger to pedestrians, and 

i- liable for personal injuries sustained by 
veamiii of the condition of the sidewalk, 
l.oltine v. Langford, 37 D.L.R. 566. 28 

Man. L.R. 282. distinguished.!
Winnipeg v. Kinarson, 50 D.L.R. 440, 30 

Man. L.K. 98.

Liability fur accident caused by chil
dren skating on sidewalk—Enforce
ment OF REGULATION—ARTS. 1053, 1054 
C.C. (Que.).

Payette v. Montreal, 25 D.L.R. 857, 47 
Que. S.C. 169.
Condition precedent to liability—Notice.

It is not necessary that an action for dam
ages which dues not arise from a délit or 
quasi-délit, but from an obligation created 
by law, »bould be preceded by the notice of 
action required by the charter of the city 
of Montreal.

Del Sole v. Montreal, 24 Que. K.B. 550. 
Acting in pursuance of statutory power 

—Special damage to individual.
Where a city, acting in the execution of a 

public trust and for the public benefit, does 
an act which it is authorized by a statute to 
do, and doe» it in a" proper manner, ^n in
dividual suffering special injury by reason 
of such act cannot maintain an action, lie 
i» without remedy, unless u remedy i- pro 
vided h\ the statute. [Fast Fremantle v. 
Annoie." 11902] A.V. 213, applied.]

Armour v. Regina, 8 S.L.R. 368, 9 WAX. 
R. 928.
Streets—Closing—Injury to adjoining 

property — Excavation — Retaining
WALL—( IIM PEN RATION.

Hie plaintifT► land held to have been 
affected injuriously by the closing of a 
lane and compensation awarded him. fRan
dall x. Calgary, 9 W.W.R. 1508. distin
guished.) A claim for com|»ensation, on 
tin- ground ihat the excavation of a street 
will render necessary the construction of a 
retaining wail to prevent the soil of the lot 
from falling into the highway, disallowed, 
folloxving Forster v. Medicine "Hat, 17 D. 
L.R. 391. 6 W.W.R. 548.

Stringer v. Edmonton, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 
436.
Closing of street — Traffic — Trade — 

Damages.
The city of Montreal has the power in 

the public interest to prohibit the passage 
of vehicles in certain streets; hut if au in
dividual sustains damages in his trade, the 
city must indemnify him for the injury it 
causes him.

Cogue v. Montreal, 24 Rev. Leg. 238. 
Public works — Negligence — Damages — 

Loss or profit—Prescription.
The city of Montreal is responsible for 

damages sustained by the owner of a place 
of business situated 1.000 feet from a place 
where it was carrying on public works, if 
it lias been negligent in delaying such works 
unreasonably and unjustly. The diminu
tion of profits sustained by such owner in 
his trade and undertakings, shewn by a 
comparison of his business during the year 
the works were in progress with that of the 
preceding year, as well as by contracts in 
hand, is not indirect damage or too remote 
under arte. 1074, 1075, C.C. (Que.), and 
should be allowed in accordance with the
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evidence in the action. Tin- •> months pm 
seriptlon, mentioned in art. .>37 of the 
Montreal charter. again-t damage action* 
resulting from offences, quasi-offences, or 
irregularities, is not a denial of the right of 
action as in art. 536a of the same Act; 
therefore the court cannot of its own motion 
apply sui'h prescription under art. 2188 C'.C.
( Que. ).

Damhrosio v. Montreal. 54 Que. S.C. 65. 
ft iii.ic works — New igexve — Notice of

The city of Montreal is responsible for 
damages it caused even in making necessary 
public streets authorized by law and under
taken in the public interest, when guilty of 
negligence in the execution of such works. 
Vet lolls for damages so caused are not gov

erned by art. 53«l of its charter, relating 
to notice of action to which it is entitled.

Newman v. Montreal. 53 Que. S.C. 481.
i i nr ok Moxtrkai—Action iok ha macks 

Notice ok action—Rkahonh excusing 
DEFAULT OK NOTICE — M3 Vl< I . (. 58 
(Charter ok Moxtrkai. i. art. 53«.

No action exists against the city of Mon 
t real for damages resulting from hodily in
juries caused by an accident unless, within 
30 days after the a evident, a written notice, 
conforming to the city charter has liven 
received by the city. Ignorance of this ob
ligation on the part of the victim of an 
accident, and lack of prejudice suffered by 
the city by the fact that it has not received 
this notice or has received it too late, are 
not sufficient to justify the absence or in
sufficiency of the notice

Dupuis x. Montreal. 56 Que. S.C. 121.
I VICKY T(f KHKKI* HY Iloi.S—DIVISION COURT.

H v s. IS of the Dog Tax a ml Sheep Pro
tection Act. IS s ti. | «Ml. v. 246. a right of 
relief is given to sheep-owners, whose sheep 
bave been killed or injured by any dog. on 
an application satisfactory to the council; 
but nothing in the Act or otherwise makes 
the municipal corporation liable in a court 
«•f laxx for the amount of the damage done.
-\ Division Court was prohibited from enter 
taining an action to recover from a town- 
-hip corporation the value of «.beep alleged 
to have liven killed, in the township, bv dogs 
of unknown owners.

lie Hogan v. Tudor, 34 0.1,.R. 571.
Notice of expropriation -Abandonment 

-Damacks- Raising ok struct LEVEL 
—Partial expropriation.

An owner, put eu demeure by notice from | 
a municipality that it intends to expropri- i 
ate his immovable, and who is I hereby pre- | 
vented from renting it. can recover, as com
pensation for u partial expropriation, the 
«lamages incurred hv loss of tenants and an 
unnecessary removal, exeti xx hen the notice 
in question has not liven followed up. A 
municipality which raises the level of 
streets, public places, parks, etc., must pay 
to the owners of land fronting thereon, as

compensation for a partial expropriation, 
the real damages caused to their buildingt!

Paquet v. Montreal, 22 Que. K.B. 353. 
Destruction of ratepayer’s house by kike 

—Accumulation of oombuhtihi.e mat 
ter in eiohwatb Delay oi fibb di 
pabtment.

Gagnon v. I luilex bury, 5 O.W.X. 435. 

Motion to set aside third party notice 
—Death hy electric shock—Action
FOR DAMAGES AGAINST MUNICIPAL (OK 
PORATION SUPPLYING ELECTRIC I K. Ill
Claim for relief over against tele
phone company—Crossing ok wires.

Darker v. Oakville, 0 O.W.X. 441.
Work done under I .oval Improvement Act, 

R.S.u. 1JH4. u. 11*3—Invasion ok land- 
owner's phoperty—Private i.ant: la 
REGULAR PROUEDURE — INJUNCTION - 
Damages.

Dean v. Guelph, 12 O.W.X. 141*.

(8 II G —203 I I N.IUBY TO LAND I ROM GRAD-

The xx «irk of grading streets is s|M-vilieally 
conferred by s». 378, 300 of the City Act, 
R.S.S. 11*01*. e. 84, and is therefore a work 
in the "exercise of powers under the Act'1 
within the meaning of s. 245 as entitling au 
owner to coin pen «Ht ion for land injuriously 
affected though no part of the land itself is 
actually taken.

Prime AIU*rt x. Yaelion, 27 D.L.R. 216. 
34 W.L.U. list. 10 W.W.K. .159. affirming S3 
W.L.R. 470, •• S.L.R. 80.
Repair of highway Injury to iioksi iiy

A municipal corporation is guilty of negli 
geiive, if, when repairing the public rond
in the municipality, it deposits on the land 
material taken out containing rusty nails 
or other waste of demolition. It is then 
fore liable for the loss of a horse which i* 
injured on this debris.

Maltais v. l’ointe-An-Pie, 48 Que. S.C. 87. 
Preparing materials for repairing 

HTRKETH.
Where a municipal corporation is guilty 

of negligence, default by nonfeasance of the 
statutory duty imposed upon it to keep 
its highways in good repair, and adequate 
means have liven provided by statute fur 
the purpose of enabling it to perform its 
obligations in that respect (e.g., «4 Viet.. 
c. 54 (B.C.)), persons suffering injuries 
in consequence of such omission may main 
tain civil actions against the corporation 
to recover compensation in damage-, a I 
though no such right of action has Ihm-ii 
expressly provided for by statute, unless 
something in the statute itself, or in the 
circumstances in which it was enacted, ju*- 
tilies the inference that no such right of 

, action was to la* conferred. The common 
law obligation under which the inhabitant* 
of parishe- in Krgland, through which high 
ways passed, were responsible for their re-
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I'ltir. lia* il• application in tin* Province of 
Hrii i'li < olumliin.

I .mmiiu-r X. Mvl’halen, 20 W L.lt. 203, 
„i i.g l.i IU R. 307. 14 W.L.It. 424.

!«, || I. •Jll.il- I’lll.K ON RTBEKT.
Hi, niilx liability ii(Min a township for 

miii'i.'* in a person caused by a colli a ion 
l !,• ilrivini> on a highway in a township 
•l, pole erected upon the highway, not 

! il„. municipality but by a telephone 
. mi pa ii \ which had" no statutory or other 

t«. erect poles upon the highway, is 
• lut iin|>o»od by cuba. 1 of s. 000 of the Mu- 

pal Act. It.S.O. 1897. c. 223. making
h, .ii i-ipal corporations civilly responsible

all damages sustained by any person
....... . the municipality's negligent failure

;i pair the highway by removing the |iole. 
Hoxxse v. Southwold. D.L.R. 700. 27 

o.|„It. 2Ü. 22 I kW.lt. 7»7.
I M AVATION ON BTBKF.TR.

Where the mnnivi|ial eharter imposes a 
mu to keep its streets in repair, and the 
lad’s demonstrate an actual want of re
ps ii causing damage, an action is prima 

i, shewn to Ik* well founded, and the 
a,.limiting municipality is ealled upon for

\ wnvouver v. Cummings. 2 U.L.R. 253, 
22 W L.lt. 164, 45 tan. S.C.R. 104. 2 WAN. 
i;. (Hi. .illuming III B.C.R. 404, 10 W.L.K.

Nm.i u.km'k — Misfeasance — Fxcava- 
iio.n—Rbpaihinu bii»kwalkr.

A eity in laying a concrete sidewalk, 
ike up n portion of the asphalt sidewalk 

..I ,i messing street and replaced it with 
,arih and ashes. The rain washed away the 

llmg and T. was injured by stepping into 
ill,, excavation. Held, that the city was 
guilty of misfeasance.

Halifax v. Tobin, 50 Can. S.C.R. 404, 50 
« I .1. 100, a Aiming 47 X.S.R. 408.
Pol l ON RTBEBT—NEOLIUESCK- IlLBOEN OF

Where an a et of negligence is committed 
liy a municipal corporation such a* allow- 
,ng a publie street to la» obstructed by a 
telephone pole, the plaintiff suing for dam- 
hl' * must prove that the negligence was 
tin •anse of the accident which resulted.

I.nmot he v. St. Pierre of Vérone, 4M Que. 
8.C. 481.
i$ II (4—207)—Autuobity to conrthvvt 

HH I IS IK— PKBMIHMVK ONLY — COMMON 
I AW RIGHTS—XVINAXI'K—INJUNCTION 

Dam auer.
la-gislutive authority, merely permissive 

i'. terms, does not abrogate common law 
i glit*. lienee where under the Ontario Mu-
i. ipal Act, authority is given a municipali- 
i\ to build a bridge over a river, the work

i*i l»e done with due regard to the rights 
others, and the resultant stopping or 

pa liai stopping of flowing water gives to

persons injured thereby a prima facie right 
of action for damages and an injunction 
against the nuisance.

Guelph Worsted Spinning Vo. v. Guelph : 
Guelph ( arpet Mills ( o. v. Guelph, lb l>. 
L.R. 73, 30 O.L.K. 4(1(1.
Nuisante — Damage to hi miners — Oh 

HTBt ( TING STREET — CONHFQUENTIAI

Where a decrease ensued in the volume 
of business of a merchant, and which lie at 
trilmted to the fault of a municipal cor 
(Miration which obstructed, to more than 
1,000 feet distant, the street where he ia: 
ried on his business, the obstruction being 
caused by works which took a much longer 
time than necessary to construct. The loss 
is not the direct or immediate conséquente 
of the matters complained of, consequently 
un action by the merchant will not lie to 
recover the amount he lost. | III rold \.
Mayor of Montreal ( 1807 i. 11 L.C.» It»!' : 
Rohillard v. Montreal, 5 B.R. 202, and Rick 
et v. Metropolitan R. Co., L.R. 2 ILL. 18s. 
followed.

D'Ainbrosio v. Montreal, 45 Que. 8.C. 282.
(($ (I G—200 ) -BuARII OF COM MISSION KBS

Xegi.hie.no: of eno.nf.eb.
A member of a municipal council or Imard 

of commissioners which has directed work 
to lie done by its engineer, who from curi
osity or from any other motive is present 
when the work is being done, and is injured 
owing to the negligence or want of skill of 
the engineer, may recover from the corpora
tion damages for the injuries sustained.

Mahoney v. Guelph, 43 D.L.R. 4Ou, 43 
O.L.R. 313, reversing 41 D.L.R. (10, 41 O.L.
R. 308.
l§ II G—210)—Liability fob acts of of

ficers—Collusive refusal to grant
HI ILIUN». HERMIT.

A eity is not liable for damages caused 
by delay in the erection of u building by 
reason of ita officer*' collusive refusal to 
grant a building (terrait.

(irimshaw v. Toronto, 13 D.L.R. 247, 2s 
O.L.R. 312.
Liability fob act of officers—Rf- eim.no

L'UBqUB IN 1'AYMKNT OF TAXES—No.X- 
FREHKXTMENT.

('(tilings v. I algary, 37 D.L.R. 804, 55 ( an.
S. C.R. 400, |1917] 2 W.W.R. 241, affirming 
29 D.L.R. 097, 10 A.L.R. 102. 34 W.L.R. 
1032, 10 W.W.R. 974.
Liability fob acts of iniiehkxdbxt con

TBAI TOR.
• A municipal corporation is not liable for 
the negligent acts of an independent eon 
tractor in the course of carrying out a work 
for the city, notwithstanding that the work 
manlike execution of the work was super 
vised by the city.

Smith t. Montreal, 37 D.L.R. 159, 52 
Que. 8.C. 284.
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Liability ut uty corporation tub neu- i

I.EOT Of POLK B TU IKK TU PROTECT PROP-
KHTY OP RATEPAYERS fBOM ROUUKKY AMD
VIOLENCE—RELATION Of POLK F. FORCE !
TO CORPORATION—MUNICIPAI At T. SS. |
854 870 Pi i % Di no Roi i 184 Si u
MARY DISMISSAL Of ACTION S.

Tin; plaintiffs, residents and ratepayers 
of a city, sued for damages for 1«*h «iih. 
tained by rioters invading their 'ni-ine-* 
(•remises and stealing and injuring their 
goods, alleging that the poliee force eiu- : 
ployed and maintained by the corporutiou, 
and paid out of the rates and taxe-, to | 
which tin- plaintiff- had contributed, should 
have protected their premises and prevented | 
the riotous and unlawful conduct com- ! 
plained of:—Held, that the duty of preserv
ing the |K‘aee and of preventing robberies j 
and other crimes and offences was a duty 
east by the Municipal Act. R.S.U. 1914, c. 
192, s. 307, upon the police force, and not 
upon the corporation: what was complained 
of was merely inaction; and, unless the act 
left undone was an act which the city cor
poration was under legal obligation to do, 
the failure to do it did not bring the cor
poration under liability, even if the person 
who was charged with the duty of doing it 1 
vas one who, for some purposes and in re- ( 
-peut of certain matters, could he looked up- | 
on as the servant of the corporation. It ! 
va» not alleged that the corporation failed 
to perform any of the duties expressly cast 
upon it or its council by any of tin- pro
visions of the Municipal Act from ». 334 
to s. 370: and proof of the facts alleged 
would not establish legal liability on the 
part of the corporation.

Ihiker v. Toronto; Speul v. Toronto, 43
U.I..R. see.
II.LECIAI. ARREST—CONSTABLE—Pt BLIC OFFI

CER—Notice of action.
A constable of the city of Montreal who 

arrests in n public street a person on a I 
charge of having committed a theft, does | 
not act as an employee and olliver of the | 
city, but must In* considered ns a peace i 
agent in the service of the state, and there-1 
fore the city of Montreal is not responsible 
for his conduct. The constables of the city | 
of Montreal are public «Hivers, and, in such 1 
capacity, they cannot lie sued for damages 
bv reason of an act done by them in the ex
ercise of their functions without notice of 
action of at least 1 month before the issue 
of the writ of summons, in accordance with 
arl. 88 C .C P. The court is liound to take 
notice of such want of notice, although iu 
has not lieen raised as a part of tlie defence.

• iratton v. Montreal, 33 Que. S.V. 239.
N on OF AUTHORITY.

A municipal corporation is not bound by 
the actions of its officials when they exceed 
their authority.

Levis v. Bienville, 49 Que. S.C. 156.

OUATIONS, 11 G.
l§ Il U—212)— Fire—'Tardiness of mi-

bPOXhK III THE ( ALL—NEGLECT TO l.N- 
8TAI.I. HYDRANTS—DaMAOES—LIABILITY 
—C.L., ART. 1033.

A resolution of a municipal council, ur 
dering the installation of hydrants in g 
given place in order to insure efficient lire 
protection, is a simple administrative meus 
lire and not a reciprocal contract, the breach 
of which would have implied a contractual 
error and liability fur damages on the part 
of the corporation in the ease of a tire which 
could not lie fought effectually. If. how
ever, a resolution of this nature is equiva
lent to a contractual undertaking, the lia
bility and damages for the omission of the 
corporation to carry out the terms would 
only lie fixed after a formal demand.

Fournier v. Victoriaville, 28 Que. K.B 
216.
(§ 11 G—218)—Appointment by council

OF COMMISSION TO MANAGE ELECTRICAL 
power works—Injury to workman- 
status of commission—Agent oi mu
nicipal c orporation—Liability in a< 
TION FOR NEGLIGENCE—3 & 4 GEO. V. 
(. 41. S. 34 (O.l.

Scott v. Hydro F. leu trie Commission of 
Hamilton, 7 ti.W.X. 383.
(g IIQ 228) Liability iob allowing ni

DEPENDENT CONTRACTOR TO PLACE DAN- 
C.EHIIVH IMPLEMENT IX STREET—ATTRAC
TION TO CHILDREN.

Where a municipal corporation allowed an 
independent contractor, engaged in repair
ing a street, to negligently place a cauldron 
of boiling pitch in a busy street without 
taking any precautions to protect the public, 
and where it might lie an attraction to 
children, the corporation is liable in dam 
ages for injuries sustained by a child, who, 
while playing in the street, was i 
with the boiling pitch, by reason of the 
breaking of the wooden handle of a ladle 
used by an employee of the independent con
tractor in handling the pitch.

Waller v. Sarnia. » D.L.It. 834. 4 O.W.X 
soil. 24 O.W.R. 204. affirming 8 D.L.R. 62V. 
Highways— Reaboxabi k safety.

A municipal corporation is not an insurer 
of travellers using its streets; its duty is 
to use reasonable care to keep its street- in 
a reasonably safe condition for ordinary 
travel by persons exercising ordinary care 
for their own safety.

I'nfard v. QiicIhv, 39 D.L.R. 717, 53 Can 
S.V.R 615. affirming 35 D.L.R. 661, 26 Que. 
K.R. 139; 50 Que. S.C. 226.
NEGLIGENT OPERATION" OF HIRED MACHINERY 

I II 11. Ill EM NU HOBNE8.
Damages sustained by the frightening of 

horses caused by the negligent operation of 
a -team waggon hired by a municipality 
having the control and full power of direc
tion over the engineer furnished with it. 
renders the municipality not the owner lia
ble therefor, particularly where the ran- 
of tlie accident is not attributable to any de-

6728
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f. t in thv engine, but to the failure of the 
municipality to take the necessary pre«au- 
Uuo> [Donovan v. Laing, [1893] 1 Q.B. 
b.M. followed.]

>l.i. k v. l-ake Winnipeg Shipping Co., 24 
li.l. ll. 1-8, 25 Man. L.K. 364, b W.W.R.

•Xliox OF STFAM DRILL—FRIGHTENING

A munivipality is lialile for the ennse- 
I, . ui a runaway caused by the noise 

, 1 iume» from the operation of a steam 
II without adopting practicable precau- 

to avoid the accident. 
l>e« hampe v. Montreal, 48 Que. S.C. 351. 
II (i —223)-—Fire department—Voi.usr-

IUtY K.*> T ABLIHH M E XT—XEOI KlEXt e. 
Where a municipal corporation is not 

. .-ill by law to eatablish and manage a tire 
irjiariment, but has elected to create it 

in-law, it is liable for damages sustained 
tin* negligence, during their performance 
duty, of the servants employed by the 

- mu ipality to carry on the department.
•e-kcilt v. Toronto, 2."» A.It. (Unt.> 449; 

win v. Winnipeg. 19 Man. L.R. 234, fol- 
'

ili-mias v. Winnipeg. 16 D.L.R. 390, 24 
"n 1.U, 106. 27 W.L.R. 314, 6 W.W.R.

h EIRE HI CARTMEXT.
X municipal corporation is not liable at 

law fur damages resulting from the do- 
-tri' tion of the property of its ratepayers 
i-y rire as a result of an inefficient tire de- 
pi riment, unless such live were the direct 
i'-ult of a tort formally authorized by such 
municipality.

'/ue-nel v. Emard and City of Montreal;
1 -te v. Kinard and City of Montreal, 8
ll.LR
N .i.i I(,en< e—Removal or dangerous rub-

sfANl E I ROM BURNING BVll.DINU BV t'ITT
firemen—Explosion a pier removal— 
Injury to perkox —Liability—Agen
cy op FIREMEN FOR OWNER OF BUII.OINO 
— KINDIXC.H ok Jl RY—IJAKILITY OK 
i II Y CORPORATIONS—EVIDENCE.

Lest.-r v. Ottawa. 8 U.W.X. 295, 591.
(§ Il 11—2241—In hewer department,

I' » actionable negligence for the serv- 
iuv- -i a municipality to leave a trench 

"'-••'ling the plaintilf's premises with a 
, di. -ewer, in a street, partly tilled with 
i 1 I- 'hunks of earth so that wuter caught 
iff -H during a sudden thaw, percolated 

' i-'li them and followed the trench into 
1 ' -I lint id"s cellar, causing damage therein, 
' • > i'Intending that the last few- feet of the 
t: H-li «ere tilled in the same manner by 

ilntifT.
Ihudson v. l-ethbridge, 4 D.I..R. 523, 21 

"LI!. 273, 2 W.W.R. 317.

vu42
(§ II <; -225|—In police department— 

Xei.lk.em e oe constable in drivixo
MOTOR AMBULANCE IN CARRYING IN
jurkd person tx> hospital—Damages 
— Inability ok city- — Liability or

. BOARD OK POLICE COMMISSIONERS—LIA
BILITY OK INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS Ot 
BOARD.

The city of Winnipeg ia not lialile under 
the charter of incorporation for the negli 
gent acts of u police constable appointed by 
the Board of Police Commissioners, over 
whom it has no right of discharge or con
trol. The city having purchased and de 
livered a motor ambulance to the police de
partment. and having no control or power to 
issue orders to, or discipline, or dismiss for 
misconduct the constable driver of such 
motor is not liable as owner for the negli
gence of such driver under the Motor Ve
hicles Act (Man. i, although technically the 
owner of such ambulance. The possession of 
an ambulance is essential to the proper and 
efficient pert*vmancc by the police of an im
portant part of their public duty, and in 
driving it to convey an injured person to a 
hospital a constable is discharging his pub
lic duty as a policeman. The Board of Po
lice Commissioners is an agency of the state, 
appointed by tile state to perform a public 
duty ami cannot !>c held liable for anything 
done in the discharge of such public duty 
| WinterlHittom v. Ixmdon, 1 O.L.R. 549. at 
firmed 2 O.L.R. 105, followed. | The Chief 
of Police ha» no power to authorize a spepd 
in excels of that allowed by law, ami the 
Board is not liable for the acta of a con 
stable acting under such illegal order, given 
by him on his own responsibility and with
out authority derived from them. The 
Board of Police Commissioners is created 
by statute, a bare administrative agency, 
without property out of which any judg
ment recovered against it can lie realized, 
and a judgment would lie absolutely futile; 
also being unable to own anything it cannot 
lie held liable as owner under the Motor 
Vehicles Act. The individual members of 
tlm Board cannot lie held liable for an act 
which they did not sanction either individ
ually or ms a Board.

Bowles x Winnipeg, 45 D.L.R. 94. [1515] 
1 W.W.R. 198. [See [1918] 2 W.W.R. 529.|
In police depart ment.

Where constable* in the ordinary course 
of their duty and in pursuance of civic by
laws take into custody a person in a state 
of intoxication, they are bound to exercise 
every reasonable «are and precaution to af
ford* their charge proper protection, and 
failure to do m> renders the city which em 
plovs them liable in «lamages for injurie- 
that may result from Imprudence and negli-
V DubA v. Montreal. 7 D.L.R. 87. 19 Rev 
T«eg. 181, 19 Rev. «le dur. 1, 42 Que. S.C. 
533.
Acts ok pouce orne ers.

Levinson v. Montreal, 39 Que. S.C. 259.
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LIABILITY tOK ACTS OK POLKf.MK.X. )

Hey v. Montreal, 30 Que. S.C. 151. 
Application ok kundb in payment ok !

COSTS OK OFKICKB INCURRED IN ACTION ! 
AGAINST IIIM—CLASH ACTION AliAlNST 
COUNCILLORS TO RECOVER.

Koch ford v. Brown, 25 U.L.R. 2011. 20 0. 
W.K. 591.
(§ 11 G—227)—In health department— 

Liability kob acts ok meat inspector 
—Unlawful confiscation.

The city of Montreal in liable, ill damages 
when it.** inspectors without lawful .mise 
and without, complying with the formalities 
required by law confiscate in a butcher shop 
meats not fit for consumption.

Gaudreau v. Montreal, 48 Que. S.C. 388.
Hi II U—228a)—Arrest—Nonpayment ok 

taxes- Defence—Burden ok proof.
In an net ion for assault and wrongful im

prisonment arising from the arrest and im
prisonment of the plaintiff for nonpayment 
of school rates and taxes the plaimitY eon- 
tended that the rate was not made up as re
quired bv the statute. The court held that 
the burden of proving this was, under the 
pleadings, on tne ill" and he had not
satisfied this burden.

Taylor v. Durno, 45 D.L.K. 450.
J.N MAKING ARREST.

By application of the rule that the prin- 
•Tpal is responsible for the acts of liis agent, 
mi action for damages by a person illegally 
arrested by a constable lies against the mu
nicipality by which such constable is ap
pointed and paid.

t licvalier v. Three Rivera, 43 Que. S.C.
IN
Malicious prosecution—Arrest of em

ployee ok power company—Liability 
for a< rs ok mayor—Costs.

Waters v. Toronto, 24 O.W.R. 74H. 
Liability for acts ok officers—Town 

constables.
The ap|H)iiitmeiit of police olliceia is de

volved upon cities and towns by the Legis
lature as a convenient mode of exercising a 
function of government, but this does not 
render them liable for the unlawful or neg 
ligciit acts of such police officer* even when 
committed ill attempts to enforce ordinances 
or by-laws of the corporation employing 
i hem, as such acts are done by tlieni in 
their publie capacity, and not as agents or 
servants of the corporation.

Uibney v. Yorkton, 31 W.L.R. 523.
Illegal arrest hy constables- I.iability 

—Respondeat superior.
Where a constable illegally arrest» a per

son without a warrant and the chief eon- 
stable approved of the act and detain» the 
prisoner, Itoth are guilty of a trespass. 
Where police const a hies appointed hv a jus
tice of tin* peace under the Constable* Or
dinance iVon. Ord. 1905, Alta.), are en
gaged amt paid by a municipal corporation

in its effort» to maintain peace in the com
munity, the municipality po»se*»e* the lik. 
immunities as the Crown, and . annul l*. 
held liable for wrongful acts of -mb con 
►tables in their efforts to secure the oh 
hervance of the law. The doctrine of "n- 
►pomlcat superior” does not apply. [Griffin 
v. Coleman, 4 II. & X. 2t»5, approved: \|< 
Cleave v. Moncton 32 Can. S.V .11. 1 «Mi. fol 

I lowed.]
Bon Yin v. Kdmonton, 31 \\ .I..R. 402, S 

W.W.R. 809.
(S II <•—231 ) — Destruction of pbupebiv 

—Town Act (Sask.i- Injurious v 
KEl"I ION — |)AMAGES.

Under s. 340 of the Town Act (Sask. 1918. 
e. 191 the owner of property is entitled to 
damages for injurious affection to the prop 
ertv by the exercise of the powers conferred 
hy the Act upon the town although no prop 
erty has, in fact, Wen taken. The elfeci of 
a. 345 of the Act is that the town may. if 
it sees tit, give notice in n local newspaper 
of the completion of the work, and in such 
notice may state the last day on which a 
claim for damages may be filed, and claim- 
must Is* filed within the time limited hy tin- 
notice. In the absence of such notice by the 
town, notice within a year as provided by 
h. 342 is sufficient.

Allison v. Rttdisson. 45 D.L.R. 597, [1919; 
1 W.W.R. 1036. [Reversed in 49 D.LR. 
517. 12 S.I..R. 406, 119191 3 W.W.R. 580.1 
(S II G—235)—Drains—Improper con

struction—Flooded dr vins I.iabii.i

It is negligence for a municipality to be 
gin digging a ditch at the wrong end. tin 
result of which was to bring large quantities 
of water to a point on the land of the plain 
tiff, where it remained an unreasonable 
time, and it is answerable in damages for

Mondor v. Tache, 11 D.L.R. tl2fl. 24 M I. 
R. 355. 4 W.W.R. 702.

Where under the Municipal Drainage Act. 
one township initiates proceeding* for tin- 
building of a drain which would invade an 
other township, whether what is proposed 
to la* done is more than is required for tV 
purpose is not a question of law hut of fact, 
depending upon the evidence.

Re Anderdoti and Malden. 8 D.L.R. 812. 4 
O.W.X. 327. 23 O.W.R. .120.
Hewers—Work on—Delay in restoring 

street—Municipal liability.
A city may In* held liable in an action 

for damages for injury sustained hy want 
of proper access to business premises by 
reason of the city’s failure to exercise rea
sonable expedition in completing the re
storation to a travellable condition of a 
street abutting the business premises after 
it had been opened up for the purpose of 
putting in a concrete sewer.

Rickey v. Toronto ; Schofield-Holden Mm 
chine Co. v. Toronto, 19 D.1..K. 140, 30 0 L 

1

0



184.*, MUNICIPAL COU
D*A1 N XGi: — I.NSI IÏ'H IkNt’T or drain’—Re- 

1*(»RT ni F.NUINKEB — AkmK.snMKXT 
v;u\sr Ali.KHSI.NO TOWNSHIPS—“SUS*
t v i vatkr" Municipal DmixMiR 
\l'T, R.S.O, 1014. I1. 108, K. 3. si BS. tt. 

Sandwich Smith v. Maidstone. 17 D.L.K.

|)KI M IS IX SKXVI,IIS—Drainage—Natural 
WaIKK, OVHSK—OBRTRIT MON BY IXADB- 
yl Ail VIT VIJT-l.NJVRY TU PRIVAIT: 
i'Riii*>'Ri y -Damaobh —Qr antum. 

liu.l lv v. Milton, 10 D.L.R. 870. 6 O.W.N.

hk'Ibu iinx or hbwkrh—Overloading thh 
SX STEM--ADDITIONAL RKXVKRS—I.IABIIJ- 
TY, TI-ST OI.

Where a city, for sanitaty or other rea- 
attaches ivhlitional sewers tu its ays- 

:..-n. well knowing that such ndilitioiittl sexv- 
,r« xv ill nverloMil the system, it must be 
re.|H,ii%ible fur the damage resulting from 
«mb overloading. unless by eontraet with 
tin- owners of property served by such addi
tional sewers it makes it a eondition of 
.' inting a «exver connection that it shall not 

liable for resulting damage.
Kri.xxn x Regina. 20 D.L.R. 470. 7 H.UR. 

!«•:. -JW 1V.L.K. 517, 7 W.W.R. 228. 
lox.vntn Tiox ok dam—Diverting water.

\ rural municipality in Manitoba is liable 
n damages for constructing through its 

• mints a dam in the improvement of its 
I'lxvuys and so diverting water from its 

•mural roiir«e that more water came upon 
tin- plaintiff's farm than would otherxvise 
have reached it.

ITiorsteinson v. North Norfolk, 22 D.L.
R. III.

> II fl 3—23.1)—Manholes in htrkkts— 
Defective ("OVER.

Hie city of Montreal is res|H,nsi1,le for the 
•ml it ion of the manholes in its streets, and 

- liable in damages for injury eaused by a 
!"'te-trian falling in: the cover having been 

noved and improperly replaced by parties 
unknown.

'•jieddiiig x. Montreal, 23 D.L.R. 681, 47
•/n-. s.e. 4'.>:i.
' xx KBS — C\S XI VINS — IN’JURY — 1‘AR.X 

M"I'XTVY OK HEALTH—VERTED ltll.Ills, 
•spnee occupied by gas mains, and the 
'in- theni-elves, are of the nature of 
iml." as defined hv s. 321 (hi of the Mil- 

" • jpal Act. R.S.O.* 1914, e. 192. and the 
' xeiiiig of a gas main, neeessitated by the 

; ipulit' const meting a sewer, is an "in- 
i "U« affection of land” in respect of xtiileli 

•• gas ii,ntpany. as "owner” is entitled to 
ii|<eii«ation from the iimnhipaln x under 

I I i of the Act. The cost of the low- 
•■mg Hperation is the measure of compensa- 

"ii. There is. in K.nglish law, no doctrine 
paramountcy” in the abstract, with re- 

•:.••• ! to the duty of a municipality in pro- 
•I ng sexxers on their streets, and, in the

..... ine of legislative authority, the vested
. iis of parties must not lie displaced or 

nlraxxrt except by legislative authority; 
- not permissible to have any preferen

"OUATIONS. It U. Xlti;
tial interpretation or adjustment of rights 
Mowing from statute.

Toronto v. Consumera’ Das Co.. 30 D.L.R. 
500, [19161 2 A.C. 618, 37 O.L.R. .186, aflirm- 
ing 19 D.L.R. 882, 32 O.L.R. 21.
Highway» — Surface water—Damauk to 

BUll.DING — EXCAVATION — LlCKNHK

Li uhutt.
The Ontario Munivipul Act (R.S.O. 1914. 

c. 192, ss. 406a, 483 i confers no power upon 
a municipal corporation to give a license to 
make excavations on a highway in the 
course of building operations by an abutting 
owner: and where the latter, on the a- 
sumption that the license gave him the 
right, did make such excavations, in con 
sequence whereof a wall of the building fell 
in from the accumulation of xvater on the 
highway, the injury will be deemed uccu 
sioned by his own unlawful act and be has 
no recourse against the corporation.

Holland x. WalkerviUe. 48 D.L.U. 418. 4.1 
O.L.R. 456.
Risk of canals—Flood—Level ok ckllak 

—Notice ok action—Limitation—('. 
C. AIT. 1053. 62 VlCT. I 18901 C. 58. 
arts. 536. 537. (Uhartk de Mont

Whether or not the city of Montreal had 
built a sewer in the street in front of a 
building to a level higher than the cellar 
of this building, it is not responsible fur 
damages eaused by a Hood of the cellar if 
it has not committed any < xult and is not 
guilty of negligence. It is for the owner 
to make the levelling between the sewer and 
hi« house in such a way as to prevent the 
xvater from entering his cellar.

Laurin x. Montreal, 25 Rev. la*g. 167.
Inundation Damaoes Vali xtion 

Flooding ok the waters or the s. 
Lawrence—Vim major—C.c. ak”. 17. 
88. 24, 1053.

An owner who sues a municipality for 
damages suffered by reason of animal flood-, 
and xvho is nonsuited, cannot commence a 
new action, for a subsequent Ilia sling, if 
the evidence slmxvs that the damages 
claimed are mixed up xvith the previous 
floodings, so that it is impossible to dis 
tinguish bctxveen them ami to make a sep 
arate valuation. The inundation of ripari 
an lands by Hooding of the waters of la»ke 
St. Louis, in the St. Lawrence river, in the 
spring and autumn, is a ease of vis major 
for xvhich no one is responsible.

Paradis v. The ( ity of leadline. 50 Que.
N.C. 137.

In this ease it was held, that the city of 
Vancouver was under no statutory or com
mon law liability to provide means of drain
age to plaintiff's basement, and that the lal 
ter voluntarily assumed the risk, xvhich re 
suited in the damage complained of, by con 
necting with the drain in the manner he
did.

Woislxvard v. Vancouver, 16 B.C.R. 4.17, 
19 U.L.R. 297.
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iil HKTIXG OF WATER MAIN—Fl.<HUH.XU OF 
BASEMENT.

Where <lamages are cauw .1 by inanimate 
things, a legal presumption exis'ts as to the 
Mult of the proprietor or guanlian thereof, 
therefore, the city of Montreal is respon- 
siole for the damages caused by the inunda
tion of the basement of a house, through 
the era eking of a water main pi|»e, the prop
er;.! and under the care of the municipality.

Delahanty v. Montreal, 54 yue. S.C. 50. 
« MANGE OF WATER COURSE— EXPROPHIA1 ION.

A municipal corporation has no right, ex
cept in eases provided by law, to change, by 
minutes of proceedings, the natural direc
tion of a water course in such a way as to 
< ause it to (low over lands which nature has 
not subjected to such servitude. A corpoia- 
i ion can only order the expropriât on of land 
hi order to secure the carrying out of its 
minutes, when the works ordered are of 
general public interest, but not when they 

iilv concern a few taxpayers.
Cloutier v. Not re Uaine-du-bon-Conseil, 511 

yue. S.C. 128.
INJURY TO LAND BY FLOODING CAUSED IN 

PART BY UNAUTHORIZED ACT OF CORPORA
TION IN MAKING HITCH ON PRIVATE PROP
ERTY—Bringing water on highways 
—OVERFLOW ON NEIGHBOURING LAND—
Remedy—Compensation under arbi
tration clauses of Municipal Act— 
Settlement of claim in former ac
tion—Highways vested in corpora-

Simin'v. Hamilton, 16 O.W.N. 1. 

Deepening of ditch—Creation of outlet 
—Injury to plaintiff'» land by over
flow of water—Negligence—Award 
under Ditches and Watercourses 
Air. R.S.O. 1914, c. 260—Appi.iiation 
of s. 2.1—Damages fob injury to 
crops — Assessment of—Injunction 

Leave to apply if cai ■■ oi ion
PLAINT NOT REMOVED—COSTS.

Rynd v. Tp. of Blanshard, 15 O.W.N. 406. 
(«instruction of culvebt — Lowering 

grade of street—Works authorized 
by-law Injurious affection of 
\hutting lands— Remedy—Arbitra
tion—Municipal A< r, R.S.O. 1914, c. 
192. s. 925.

Reid v. Sault Ste. Marie. 10 O.W.N. 283. 
Drainage — Watercourse — Agreement 

with landowner—By-law. form of.
Meltain v. Cavan. 5 O.W.N. 544. 25 O.W. 

R. 434. .
Excavation—Foreman—Negligence.

Aii error of judgment is not an inexeus- 
able fault: euiise«|iientlv a municipality in 
t,bn bee is not liable for the death of a 
workman employed on a road through 
the caving in of an unsliored excavation 
after the foreman has decided that shor
ing is not necessary.

Audet v. Sherbrooke. 39 D.L.R. 300, 24 
R< i.'g. 117.

35148
Drains and hewers—Claim for fi.og din a 

of premises Failure to prove that 
FLOOD ( AME I ROM MUNICIPAL SEWER—
Foundation or liability—>ewle be
coming 1XADEQI ATE BY REASON (ip 
GROWTH OF CITY—DAMAGES—REMOTE-

Crompton Corset Co. v. Toronto 14 
O.W.N. 197, 13 O.W.N. 87.
Drainage—Cellar of house connect»

WITH Ml NIC1PAL DRAINS----IXJIKV gy
F1.1 HIDING—DeFECTIX E SYSTEM—AcTIon 
1 or damages—Finding oi .nry— 
Jurisdiction — Statutory remedy — 
Municipal Drainage Act—Minii ipal 
A< r Un al improxemeni a. i Qi i -
TION NOT RAISED IIEFORK APPELLATE
Court which directed trial of ac
tion.

Manie v. Ford, 14 O.W.N. 83. [Affirmed 
in 15 O.W.N. 27.]
Drainai, i In lawful interference with

NATURAL WATER! Ol BSE — FLOODING
plaintiff’s premises — Cause or 
eloodi.no—Inference of fait—Find
ing of Triai. Judge—Undertaking to
REMEDY DIFFICULTY BY NEW DRAIN —
Damages.

Jeffries v. Toronto, 14 O.W.N. 220. 
Street drain in town designed for car

rying STORM WATER — I MPROPER USE 
FOR CARRYING SEWAGE — EVIDENCE —
Permission to connect house with 
drain—Condition as to bisk--Negli
gence—New trial.

Manie v. Ford, 12 O.W.N. 11. 
Negligence—Inability of municipality

FOR FAILURE TO TURN OFF UNUSED 
WATER SERVICE PIPE MUNICIPAL I’l R- 
lic Works Act, k. 15.

A municipality was held liable for dam
ages vanned by flooding of a basement by 
a leak in an unused water service pipe 
which it had failed to turn off as request
ed, or apart from I icing requested, a» was 
its duty on knowing, as the court hr- 
lieveil it did, that the said pipe was not 
being used. Seel ion 15 of the Municipal 
Publie W orks Art. protecting a municipality 
from liability for breaking of service pipes, 
etc., refers only to service pipes upon prop
er! \ of the niunieipalitv.

Elite Cafe x. Regina. [1919] 2 W.W.F. 
120. affirming 11919] 1 W.W.R. 308.
(§ II 0—236)—Defect» in sewers gf.n-

A municipality is answerable where the 
waters of a ditch constructed along a high
way undermined the land of the abutting 
owners ami caused the fall of fences there-

Lamontagne v. Woodlands. 5 D.L.R, 524, 
22 Man. L.R. 495. 21 W.L.R. 881. 
Sewerage system—Authorized by legis

lature—Nkgi.igi, vue IV CONSTRUCTION 
AND OPERATION—DAMAGES.

No action will lie against a nninicijjil 
corporation for doing that which the Leg in-
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latine has authorized if it be done without : 
neglige live although it cause* damage; but 
,,i, ,niion does lie for doing that which the 
, .^Mature has authorized if it be done neg- 
gently causing damage.
Kieldhouse v. Toronto, 44 D.L.R. 392, 43 

O.L.R. 491.
Ski.i h KX« k—Drainage—Damage to pro»*-

I RTY—EXTRAORDINARY MAIN PAM . 
lodge v. Liverpool, 45 D.L.R. 755, Ô7 

i ,ii . <(\R. 609, allirming 28 D.L.R. 017,
4«« N.S.R. 513.
!.l VIIL1TY FOB FLOODING FROM SEW FRS-—

Force majeure — PBEet >tmox ok 
FAULT.

(.elinaia v. Montreal, 29 D.L.R. 228.
Drains—Pollution and odors.

X inunieipal corporation whivh permits 
a cheese manufacturer to drain his factory | 
,nto a defective drain, established by pro
ves verbal, which runs across the property 

• the plaintiff, is liable in damages for the ! 
injury which the latter may sustain there
in. m in consequence of the offensive «alors 
••«■•aping from the drain.

Sevigny v. St. David, 50 Que. S.C. 291. | 
fg Jl G—237)—Drains—Obstructions— ! 

Surface waters — Liability—Notice
AND OPPORTUNITY.

Where negligence, for want of adequate 
municipal provision to carry off drainage 
r overflow highway waters, is charged 
gainst a municipality under the Munie- 

Act. R.S.M. 1902, v. 116 (». 516a, 
a-lded by Man. 1904, c. 36, s. 1), reason
able notice of danger or damage must be 
brought home to the municipality, and it 
rmi«t, be given a reasonable opportunity to 
aurt the danger and prevent the damage, 

l ive v. Whitby, 25 A.R. Kbit.) 191. ap- 
jdicd.l

Portage Fruit Co. v. Portage La Prairie,
14 D.L.R. 21, 23 Man. L.R. 822, 25 XV.L.R. 
438. 5 XY.IV.R. 145.
(»« I RUCTIONS OF SEW ER.

The neglect of a town to clean out an 
«pen drain which it had defectively con- j 
«tnicted adjacent to the land of the plain- j 
•iff in such a maimer that the drain would j 
•ill up, will render the municipality liable 
fur injuries sustained because of the water 
•f the drain backing up and flooding the 
plaintiff's land, and «Iso for causing a 
more continuous seepage of water into it,

J withstanding that some small portion of 
•lie injury was occasioned by the hacking 
..p of the waters of a creek, and that the 
i a intiff might have diminished the dam
age by digging a watercourse, where, on 
the whole, the greater portion of the in- 
mry was due to the negligence of the

Moore v. Cornwall, 7 D.L.R. 413, 4 O.W.
N 145. 23 O.W.R. 113.

Drainm k— Natural watercourse — »>i 
«i ruction BY inadequate culvert - 
Injury to private property— Negi.i- 

t m e—Placing of proper c ulvert—
M A N BATOR y ( >BDEK—Da M AGES—COSTS.

Ruddy v. Milton, 6 O.W.X. 253.
(§ II G—240)—For completion of drain

ai t: WORKS —NoM OMPI ETION OK DRAIN
— Negligence — Damages — Manda
tory order—Referee’s report—Ap
peal.

Mushier v. Hast nor, 6 D.L.R. 853. 4
O.W.X. : 11. ' I.W.R.
Drainage proceedings reviewed on ap-

On an appeal under the Municipal Drain
age Act ( K.8.O. 1914. c. 198, s. 67) from 
the report of an engineer to tip* Drainage 
Referee, the Referee has jurisdiction to 
examine into the cost of the proposed work 
and the pecuniary advantage to lie gained 
by such work, and where the cost of the 
work is greatly in excess of the pecuniary 
advantage to lie gained, the Referee should 
refuse to allow such work to be carried

Colchester North v. Anderdon; Gosfleld 
North v. Anderdon, 24 D.L.R. 143. 34 O.l* 
R. 437, reversing 21 D.L.R. 277, 34 O.L.R. 
437.
(§ II G—241 )—Drainage*—As to sur

face water — Contributory negli-

XX here negligence for want of adequate 
municipal provision to curry off drainage or 
overflow waters from the highway is 
charged against a municipality by a con- 
tipuous landowner, evidence of such own
er's omission to protect bis own property 
from the overflow, where, owing to the level 
surface of the locality such protection 
would have been simple and inexpensive, is 
relevant to «hew want of reasonable pre
caution by the owner himself.

Portage Fruit Co. v. Portage La Prairie, 
14 D.L.R. 21. 25 W.L.R. 438, 23 Man. I..R. 
822. 5 W.XV.R. 145.
Liability for damages—Failure to pro

vide sufficient outlet fob ditch— 
Backing ttp of w ater.

A rural municipality is answerable in 
damages for a failure to provide a sufficient 
outlet for a ditch opened by it adjacent to 
the plaintiff's land, by reason of which 
water backed up and inundated the land 
as to destroy the fertility thereof, and ren
der it useless for cultivation.

Kenny v. St. Clements. 15 D.L.R. 229. 26 
W.L.R. 432. 24 Man. L.R. 51, affirming on 
this point 4 D.I*R. 304.

A municipality is answerable in damages 
where it entered upon the land of the 
plaintiff and enlarged a ravine that was 
not a natural watercourse, into which it 
wrongfully carried water by the construc
tion of a drainge ditch.

Iai montagne v. Woodlands. 5 D.L.R. 524, 
21 XX L.R. 881. 29 Man. L.R. 495.
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As tu si lu- v i: wAn:lia.
If a municipal corporation, about to 

drain into a natural xvRterrourse, proceeds, 
without line regard to the right of an 
adjoining property owner and without any 
attempt at preliminary amicable negotia
tions with a view to obviating or lessening 
I lie damage to adjoining land-, to overflow 
the course and damage neighbouring lands, 
the municipality which committed the 
wrong cannot complain if the damages 
awarded against it for both past and future 
injury, in lieu of an injunction, should 
-lightly exceed a sum which would com
pensate the landowner, the situation having 

11*011 brought aUuit by its own wrong
doing. Where a drainage ditch is con 
structed bv a defendant municipal corpo
ration opposite the plaintiff's farm so as to 
drain surface water into a natural water - 
course, it may not. apart from statutory 
authority, bring into it a larger volume of 
water than can be carried at its natural 
capacity, and if it does so, the injured 
parti has a remedy in damages or by in
junction.

Met luire v. Brighton, 7 D.L.R. .'114, 4 
o.W.Y 137. 23 O.W.It. 223.
RKI.KANK OK LAKE WAT Kit—OVERKI.OW OF I

A municipality is answerable for the j 
damages caused by an overflow of lands, i 
where it permits tiie accumulation of water 
in a lake after a heavy rainfall, and later, 
at the end of the rain, releases the water 
in large volumes on the lands of riparian 
owners.

•lames v. Bridgewater, 24 D.L.R. (134. 40 
X.8.R. INN, a Aiming 20 D.I..R. 7 Oil. 
Watering use Drainage — l.EGAI. SKRV j 

III 111 -Acyl IK.SKM K.
No person is obliged tu assist in making 

upon his own land a watercourse id a size I 
greater than may be necessarx for the I 
drainage of such land. ( Art. SHI, Mun. j 
I ode i. \ procès-verbal of a watercourse
which contravenes the provisions of the 
law and renders lands subject to drainage 
works which, by reason of their situation, 
cannot Is* of henelil to the lands, is pro 
Unto illegal and mill : and the owner who 
lias so suffered injury is entitled to have it 
set aside so far as it affects him. Such a 
violation of the law constitutes an aggra 
vat ion of tin* servitude which the owner 
of the lands subjected thereto bus the right 
ro repudiate at anv time: it cannot la» 
urged against him that lie lias acquiesced 
in the construct ion of the works on account 
of the fact that he has temporarily sub
mitted to the provisions of the procès-ver
bal which are ultra vires

Dionne v. Drummond, fill Que. S.C. 22.
Ditches and watercourses—Faim re to 

iraoviiiK m mciK.xr orn.Ki--lx.it ky 
to .i.and -Damages Third party. 

McConnell v. Toronto, 10 0.W.N, 234. 
11 O.W.Y 3N.

(8 U C*—242)—Am to water works—
1,1 A HI UT Y OK Ml MCTPAL CORPORATION
for uamaoks—Water leaking mon 
mkrvick pipe—-Inability hy rkabon ok
WET TO OPERATE BAKE OVEN—NOTICE 
op complaint—Absence op negli
gence —StAl l TORY DEK KXcKM.

(iatto V. Toronto, 4 O.W.Y 36U, 23 OW 
R. 330.
XKGLlGKNt E—V.NUSED W ATER PIPE — BREAK 

in Damages.
The plaintiff was tenant of premises sup

plied by a city with water. The old sert 
ice pipe that supplied a former building 
had not been removed nor used since the 
erection of the present building. The 
water in this old service pipe, unknown to 
the plaintiff or its landlord, had never In-en 
turned oil" by tlu* city, and in course of time 
a leak occurred therein and the basement of 
the plaintiff's premises was flooded where 
hy it sustained damage. Held, that the de
fendant was liable.

Elite Cafe v. Regina, 12 8.L.R. Ittl. 
Bursting op water pipes.

A municipal cor|Hiration is not responsi- 
ble for injury caused hy inundation in the 
streets due to the breaking of the pi|s*s of 
an aqueduct, whqn the cause of the break 
is unknown and the municipality proves 
that it could not foresee nor prevent it a ad 
is not guilty of any negligence.

I .a Sage v. Montreal, .11 Que. S.C. Uni. 
Waterworks — Riparian rights Dam 

ages Notice op action.
The authority given, in its charter of in

corporation, by the legislature to a city, 
"to construct ami maintain an aqueduct'* 
and to "take" within a radius of .TO mi le
nt" its boundaries, such water as it may re 
quire, does not in any manner derogate 
from art. .103 C.C. (Que.). If the city 
establishes the intake for its aqueduct in 
a river, it cannot invoke this authority for 
the purport»- of storing the waters of llie 
river and depriving the riparian propric 
tors alsive that point of the rights which 
they possess under the common law with 
out previously expropriating such right-. 
The notice of action required by the char
ter of the citx of Quebec, as a condition 
precedent to the bringing of any action 
for damages, and which is required to In* 
given within thirty days “from the day 
when tin* accident occurred," is not neve- 
sary when the cause of action does not 
arise from an accident. In such a case, 
a protest may take the place of notice, 
subject to the discretion of the court.

Quebec v. Ba-tien. 2.1 Que K.B. 33». 
Escape op water from city water-main 

I'l.OODlNG OK premise* OK CITIZENS
— Negligent e— Vis major — Vxpre
CEDEX TED K ROST—REASONABLE PRE.» I 
thins—Notice ok aitton—London
Water Works Act. 3tl Vict. c. 102. 
ss. l. 17—Partie*—Water commis
sioners —I'lTY CORPORATION.

O'Dell v. London; Brownie»* v. London, 
17 O.W.X. 284.



All NUI PA I. < UltroKATIOXS. II tl. :ia;* i
il f; -243j- Action ai.ainsi city mu 

i-oration ami i*i iii.ic i iiutiks com
mission lull I .OSH IIY FIRE FaII.I RE 
,,1 XX A I Ml svm.Y -ORDER OF ONTARIO 
U mi.XX AY X.ND .Mlmui'ai. Boakii All-
s| \. | OF ITU SSI HE AT OVTIIKEAK OF 
I nil: I >1 IY TO MAINTAIN SUPPLY— 
\ l e1.1111.M I. * llll.ll.ATION TO PROTECT 
ritnPMITY OF RATEPAYERS.

\li\Miiiler v. Loudon, 1.*» O.W.N. 120.
, jj II (;. 2(101—FaII.VBB TO KEEP MARKET- 

PI A< I SANITARY—LIABILITY FOR RE- 
sl I. Il NK I.N.URIKH.

W.hmI x. Hamilton. 12 D.L.II. 4A1. 28 ILL. 
I!. 214, reversing 8 D.L.K. 82.».
I.AOI, Hi PEBVIHION.

V «mall rural munivipality whom- only 
.1,. ullivcr arrests u person for drunken 
,.. and disorderly conduct, and. after lak- 

in- axxay from the prisoner 1 lie matches 
l ■ h 11HI upon li i in. imprisons him in a frame 
-lurk up" building to await his trial la- 
in - a magistrale, is under no legal ohli- 
ration to keep a caretaker or watchman in 
. ni.iaiit supervision over the prisoner; 
Mini the municipality is not liable to the 
j.risoner's relatives for bis death by a fire 
xx lu. h lairued up the lock up in an inter- 
xal l.elxxeen the police officer s hourly calls 
..i inspection, xvhere the cause of the lire is 
ii .t slicxvu.

McKenzie x. t 'hillixvaek. S D.L.R. 002, 
!*'I2| A.C. shh. allirming 1.‘» B.C.R. 256.

I ONUIIIU.N OF PCltl.lt I.AVATORY—Accvm V- 
I XITON OF KNOW ANII ICE—\" KUKHIF.NCK 

LlARII.l l Y OF Ml NICIPAI.ITY.
A person using a * lavatory est ah-

«lint by a municipal «-orporativn under a 
.uvx.-r to that effect, although there xvas no 

•uituiorx obligation compelling such estab- 
lislimeiit van sue for injuries caused by the 
ncgligenee of servants employed therein 
In i lie performance nt their duties. 

Iregellas x. London County Council, 15 
1.1. II. 54. distinguished.]

V.ler v. Winnipeg. 7 W.W.K. 294, af 
i vming ii W.W.K. 1127.
I KHI ion of hriimif:—Trehpars upon i and 

in private owner — Patent from 
i roxvn—Reservation of road - Kn
ew \ sic KV1DENM. TO DETERMENT. WIDTH

Deprivation of accf:mh to hum- 
xx Absence of expropriation pro- 
111 ni nos—Remedy under k. .125 of 
Mi MciPAi. Act, R.H.O. 1914, c. 192— 
Dam AUER.

I'.illiugs v. Ottawa and Carleton, 10 0. 
V V 450, 11 U.W.X. I4H.
<* II 0—200) — Pbehknti.no iiaims 

aoainht— Arbitration In.icry to
I ANDM HY ORADINU STREET.

"ii an application for the appointment 
h' hn arbitrator to tix compensation for 

' i in*,' the grade of a street, under s. 10 
tille 27 of the charter of the city of 

v. (i.-iiie Hat. the fact that the applicant's 
i ..pi- it y is lienellted rather than injured 
Iix iIn* change of grade, or that the city

has not yet com pitted its work upon the 
street, is not laial to such application.

Forster v. Medicine Hat, u ILL.R. 555, 5 
A.L.R. 3d, 2.1 W.I..R. 200. :i W.W.K. #18 
Liability for dama».f;s—Notice condi

tion PH FM KDE.NT TO LIABILITY.
Where by statute notice of i-laim must 

lie seixed on a municipal corporation xxith 
in a lixeil delay from the date of the ac.-i 
dent, which notice should contain partie 
ulars as to time, place and date, and a no
tice is served. Hie corporation cannot 
escape liability by pleading an irregularity 
in tne notice xvhivli lias not caused it any 
prejudice, more particularly where the 
plaintiff gave notice of his having fallen 
opposite a public building fronting on two 

! streets and the name of one street is add 
ed after the designation of the building.

| and after the expiry of the delays for serv- 
I ing the notice the plaintiff amends the no- 
j live by stating he fell opposite the same 
1 building, hut on the other street, his ac

tion xvill not lie dismissed for xxant of 
notice, especially where the corporation 
has obtained lull possession of the facts 
and proceeded in warranty for indemnity 
against the owners of the building opjsi 
site xvhieh the plaintiff fell. The statute 
reipiiring notice of action against a munie 
ipal corporation xvas not enacted to alloxv 
corporations to escajie liability on techni
cal grounds, but to enable them by investi
gation to come into possession of all facts, 
so as to either compromise or properly 
prepare its defence.

West v. Montreal and St. Martin's 
Church, 1» ILL.R. W.
Defective sidewalk — Notice — Delay— 

"Reason aid f. EXCI SE.”
Failure to give notice to the municipal

ity of injuries sustained, hv reason of a 
defective tddexvalk, as required hy s. 4<I0 
(41 of the Miinieipul Act, R.S.U. 1014, c. 
192, within the time s|»ecilled by the Act, 
is fatal to the plaintiff's action, unless 
there was reasonable excuse for delay. It 
is not a reasonable excuse to say thaï 
plaintiff failed to apprehend the serious 
ness of the injury.

Wallace v. Windsor, 28 D.L.R. #55, .'Id 
O.I..K. 02.

< laiming damages against a municipality 
"for smashing plaintiff's automobile by ear 
No. 4tl on Cumberland St. North this morn

I ing” is a sufficient notice of action.
Kuusisto v. Fort Arthur, 31 D.L.R. 670, 

36 D.L.R. 140.
; Notice ok action—Svftutenvy.

Where the notice of action to a munic
ipality sufficiently sets out the place of the 
accident, a slight variation as to the exact 

I spot does mu affect its validity.
Holier!son v. Montreal, 10 D.L.R. 312, 

50 Que. S.t '. 208.
Notice of injury—Description —Suffi

ciency—Mistake.
It is not necessary that the notice of in 

jury required under the .Municipal Act,

■

2
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I'.S.O. 1914, 0. 192, s. 100 (4) should stute 
tin* day on which the accident happened 
no long as it is given within 7 day- *f the 
happening of the injury. An evident mis
take in the description does not invalidate 
the notice when sufficient information is 
left therein to identity the place where the 
accident took place, and the mi-take does 
not mislead the defendants.

Killclcagh v. Urn lit ford, 32 D.L.K. 437, 
38 U.L.K. 35.
Notice ok injury—Diversion of water.

Section 5til of the charter of the city of 
t.'uebee requires a notice to he given within 
."•d days in the case of a claim for damages 
resulting from accident; in an action for 
damages to u tannery by reducing the sup- 
pl.t of water from a river used for power 
purposes, a. 58 applies, and the 30 days' 
notice is unnecessary.

Queliec v. tiastivn, 32 DX.lt. 40!», 23 Que. 
K.ll. 530.
Notice of action — Cities and Towns 

Act—Essentials—Loss by fire.
Art. 5864 of the Cities and Towns Act, 

reproduced in the defendant's charter, as 
amended by 2 (îeo. V., c. 59, requires that 
before instituting ay action for damages 
for personal injuries, or for damages to 
movable or immovable property, written 
notice lie given to the city clerk within 00 
days from the dale on which the right of 
action accrued of the claimant’s intention 
to sue, the details of the claim, and tlie 
place where he resides ; in default whereof 
the defendant is not bound to pay damages, 
notwithstanding any provision of law to 
the contrary. That provision makes the 
notice which it requires previous to service 
of the summons an essential formality, the 
omission of which entails the nullity of 
the action. Knowledge which the defend
ant might have of the accident, or of dam- 
Hues to movable or immovable property, 
does not dispense with the notice. Service 
on the defendant of a simple deed of quit
tance and subrogation of the rights, rem
edies and claims of the victim of the acci
dent. or damages to the property, does not 
free the assignee of the obligation to give 
the notice. TJie notice must be written, 
previous to the action ; it must particular- 
ize, within the delay lived, the nature, char
acter and amount of damages: the place 
where the damages were sustained; the 
date—if not exact, at least approximate— 
Ht which they occurred ; the intention to 
sue; the residence of the claimant ; all tlie 
facts and circumstances which bring about 
the liability of the defendant. An omi- 
si on of the notice does not give rise to a 
preliminary exception to form ; while the 
4 months prescription enacted by the same 
provision always produces a peremptory 
exception of the action. The losses caused 
l*\ a fire constitute damages to m tvable

miarioNs, n <:. ss»»
and immovable property of the same nature 
a.-» those intended by art. 5804.

Stratlivona Eire Ins. Co. v. Sorel, 24 
Dev. de Jur. 0U!».
Notice of ai tion — 11 ion way — Loss or

A claim, with threats to refer it to an 
advocate, addressed to the mayor of a 
municipality after a road accident, is equix 
aient to the notice of action required by 
art. 453. Mun. Code, if it is established 
that such claim has been communicated to 
council. In the present case the court 
held that a claim for #75 can take the 
place of a notice of action preliminary to 
an action for .*125. A municipal corpora
tion is responsible for the loss of a horse 
which fell and broke a foot, after having 
slip|H*d on a stone sticking out of the road
way. unless it is shown that the stone was 
there by a mere accident, or force majeure.

(iauiireau v. Beau port. 54 Que. S.C. 23. 
Notice of a< tion—Workmen's ( ompensa- 

tion Act—Prescription.
Sections 530, 530a and 530b of the 

charter of the city of Montreal, which re 
late to the notice to be given to it in the 
case of actions for damages, to the 0 
months prescription for such actions, and 
to tbc city's recourse in warranty having 
as their object actions based on liability 
for offences or quasi offences, do not apply 
to actions brought under the Workmen- 
Compensation Act. which are based on a 
legal and contractual obligation.

Robin v. Montreal, 54 Que. S.C. 2. 
Notice of action—Excuse.

The failure to give the notice of action 
required by the charter of the City of 
Montreal is an absolute bar to the right of 
action, hut the plaintiff is not deprived of 
his right if, through sickness or other dis
ability, he was prevented from giving the 
notice, or was unable to write. If the lower 
court admitted that the plaintiff had good 
rea-ons for not having given the notice, 
and that lie has not lost his right of action 
as aforesaid, a court of appeal should not 
interfere with the discretion so exercised 
by the first judge.

' Fee v. Montreal, 52 Que. S.C. 338. 
Injury to land—Notice—Limitations.

I pnn the proper construction of s. 243, 
of the City Act of Prince Albert, R.S.S. 
1 !»<)!». c. 84. the council is liable to pay 
damages for any land injuriously affected 
by tin* exercise of the powers conferred by 
that Act upon I lie city, and its liability to 
pay compensation for land injuriously af
fected is not limited to a case where some 
land had been actually taken by the city 
mid other land injuriously affected thereby.

Vachoii v. Prince Albert, 9 S.L.R. 80, 33 
W.L.R. 470, 34 W.L.R. 107.
Notice or huit—Particulars.

An action in damages against a munic
ipal corporation governed bv the Cities’ 
and Towns' Act (Que.), will be dismissed
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oa evuption t-. tin* f-'rm, if the notire of 
iini-lv given did not contain the 

f.rti.nlar- of plaintiff'* Haim, or state
- , t.I.1,1- of hi« residence.

l'.,tt,T x. St. Lainliert. 17 Que. P.R. 205.
IlvMX'.K FROM LOWERING STREET GRADE.—

i uMiM'oi's cause—Notice.
\\ In-re an owner of property upon which 

;,:■<«!..... * to build, excavates to bring the
• i. u the foundation to the required height 
, the then existing grade of the street,
, ).{ the lowering of the grade renders it

»4 it stands, the cause of action is 
fl.»t i continuing one. [Uarley Main Vol- 
i -r v. Mitchell. Il App. Cas. 133. fol- 
l,a. I . Mason v. South Norfolk R. Co.. 11> 
-•R I.T2, and Carr v. C.P.R. Co.. 14 Can. 

(as 40, distinguished!; and if the 
«ry notice is not given under 9. 125 

1 uf the Calgary charter the came of 
.1 - inn is barred.

Randall v. Calgary, 33 W.L.lt. 886.
1 Detect in sidewalk—Acer- 

10.NT—Want of .notice in municipal.

T:i order that a municipality liable for 
1 1 idcnt by reason of nonrepair, it must 
-hmvn that it had notice of the exist- 

•I ..f the defect, or that defect has exist- 
- fur such a length of time as makes it 

'..•(.le that it knew of it or ought to 
li.ui- known of it.

1 tell t. Winnipeg, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 535. 
no. Collection of claims against.
If fjf;—264) —Liability of county or 
TOWNSHIP.

Where under ss. 352 and 353, sub». R, c.
’ 1! SO. 1P14, the touneil of a city or

1 establishes and maintains a police 
. lie.-, etc., and where by by law a police 

l'-1 i« provided by that council, a claim 
fur stationery and furniture should lie 
V night against the town and not against 
the county.

Holmcsted v. Huron, 24 D.Ï..R. 561. 
Damages from grading streets—Remedy 

-Action at law—Arbitration.
The fact that the affidavit on a motion to

...... ... an arbitrator claims damages in
unscqiienee of excessive and unnecessary 

uiing does not thereby restrict the appli- 
lilt to the remedy by an action at common 

li x hut it is for the arbitrator, ax-ting 
mi 1er s 370 of the City Act. 1015, e. 16,
• • determine the amount of damages re- 

; Mug from the exercise of powers under
the Act.

Prince Albert v. Vaelton. 27 D.L.R. 216. 
I W.I..R. 107. 10 W.W.R. 359. affirming 33 

W I. li 470. 9 S.L.R. 80.
Liability for care of the sick—Resi-

10WE—RKTRO.M T1VENESS OF STATUTE. 
Tlie residence required to charge a town 

xviMi 1 he statutory liability under ss. 171, 
"7.’ uf the Town Avt, R.S.S. 1909, c. 85, 
for hospital treatment of persons falling
- k. refers to the place xvliere the person 
lu inen* to fall »i k and not to the place

where the person is admitted to the hospi
tal; the fact that the statute has been 
amended as to make notice of receiving 
the patient a condition precedent to such 
liability cannot apply to eases arising be
fore the passage of the amendment.

Regina v. Hull l ake, 27 D.L.R. 422. 9 
S.L.li. 127, 34 W.L.R. 222. 10 W.W.R 246 
Lands injuriously attected—Ci.aim fob 

compensation—Limitation of time 
FOR MAKING.

Winnipeg x. Toronto General Trusts 
Corp., 18 W.L.R. 50, affirming 16 W.I..R. 
213.
ClTT AND COUNTY — SEPARATION — AGREE 

MENT AS TO ASSETS—SUBSKQl^AT Dis 
COVKBY 11F FI NDS NOT INCLUDED—At’ 
TION FOR CITY’S SHARK.

Woodstock v. Oxford, 44 Can. S.C.R. 603.

H As TO TAXES.

See Taxes.
(§ 11 II—2051—Local improvements — 

Noire or assessment—Sufficiency.
A notice of assessment for local improve

ments is sufficient if when published it 
signifies, as required by statute, an "inten
tion of making such assessments,” and 
those affected are benefited by the proposed 
work of improvement.

B.C. Electric R. ( o. v. Victoria; Re 
Pandora Ave., 36 D.L.R. 671, 24 B.C.R. 
346. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 542.
Duty as to water supply—Assessment 

fob—Crown.
Apart from any statutory duty under 

the Cities ami Towns Act (Qos., 1909) 
and any by-laws passed in pursuance there
of, there is an implied obligation on the 
part of a municipal corporation, arising 
from necessity, to give a water supply to 
buildings of the Dominion government, so 
long as the latter is willing, in consider
ation of such supply, to rhake fair and 
reasonable payment; it is subject to a spe
cial charge imposed by the municipality 
for the use of such supply.

Minister of Justice for Canada v. Levis, 
45 D.L.R. 180, [1919] A.C. 505, affirming 
51 i/ue. S.C. 267, sub nom. Doherty v

Frontage tax — Notice — Qtashino by 
la xv—Action.

Sections 525. 527a of the charter of the 
city of Winnipeg was not intended to ex 
tend the time within which a by-law mav 
he moved against under a. 526, but provide 
a means whereby the city may much 
abridge the time within which an applies 
tion may In* made to quash a by-law impoa 
ing a rate. [Bogart v. Belleville, 6 
V.C.C.I*. 425, distinguished.] The impnsl 
tion of a frontage tax is in the nature of 
a judicial proceeding, of which the party 
affected must have notice, and he allowed 
to be heard. The ignoring of the provi
sions of s. 944 in the Imposition of a fruit 
age tax on an owner's property, without



:î.i.vj municipal con
fixing him an opportunity of being liuard 
renders the assessmi'ii, illegal ami void. 
Notxvilhktanding *. *>.‘12 of the Winnipeg 
charter, an action mav la- brought to have 
a by-law declared illegal and to rentrait! 
its enforcement without first procuring it 
to be quashed. [Rose v. West Waxxabash, 
lit O.R. 204: Kcrfoot v. Watford, 24 0.1,\ 

*230. followed. |
Wanderers Investment Co. v. Winnipeg; 

Re McPherson and Winnipeg, 27 Man. L.R. 
460, [19171 2 W.W.R. 14*7.
Special assessment- - Ki.kctkic com past.

A special assessment by a municipal cor
poration. on an electric company furnish
ing light for its streets, cannot 1m* consid
ered as * having been imposed arbitrarily 
and illegally if intra vires of the powers of 
the municipality.

SI. Jerome Power &• Electric Light Co. 
v. st. Jerome, 26 Que. K.B. 684. 
Assessment and taxation Meetings of 

council—Court of Révision—Trans
acting BUSINESS OUTSIDE LIMITS OF 
MUNICIPALITY — PLACE OF MEETING —
—Revision of assessment rolls— 
By-laws—Sale for arrears of taxes 
—Construction ok statutes—55 V. 
r. SS, e. 81 (•) (B.< R.8 B.C. 18<»7.
c. 144—Statutory relief—Estoppel 
— Acquiescence — Laches — Lim
itation of action,

Anderson v. South Vancouver, 45 Can. 
S.C.R. 425. 20 W.L.R. 434.
Municipal valuation—Land in cultiva

tion—Jurisdiction—Superior Court.
The Superior Court has jurisdiction in 

an action to declare illegal a municipal val
uation of real estate liy assessors of the 
City of Montreal when the object of the 
action is. not only to reduce the entry on 
the valuation roll, hut also to declare that 
the principle of the valuation is erroneous, 
as in the ease where the municipal asses
sors have disregarded the owner's right to 
have his real estate valued as land under 
cultivation and have assessed it as hitiId-

La lie rge v.. Montreal. 27 Que. K.H. 1. 
Valuation roll—Agricultural land and 

city property—Appeal.
Although the Cities and Towns Act re

stricts to the lowest rate the tax which 
corporations can levy upon agricultural 
lands sitmted within the limits of their 
municipalities, the omission to state in the 
valuation roll any reference to distinguish 
agricultural lands from city property is 
not a reason for voiding the roll. It is at 
the time of the making up of the collector's 
roll that interested taxpayers ought to ap
peal if their properties hip taxed in excess 
of the rate fixed by law.

Del Isle v. Roberval, 54 Que. fi.C. 103. 
Valuation of land—Annexation—Agree

ment—Review.
Where there was an agreement, con

firmed by law, between the City of Mont-

•OUATIONS, II H. 3360

real aiul a nc.glihouring municipality, that, 
after the annexation of the latter the land 
under cultivation in the municipality shall 
not be valued at more than $10u au arpent, 
and later the city’s assessors valued one 
piece of land much higher, the court of re
vision has power to set aside such valu
ation and give effect to the agreement U 
tween the two municipalities, at the suit 
of the owner of the land.

Montréal v. Décarie, 24 Rev. Leg. 241.
(S II H—2U(i)—Assessments for local 

improvement — Levying — Uniform

A municipality, empowered by a by-law 
to levy by special assessments for the costs 
of certain local improvements, lias the 
authority to make separate and distinct 
special assessments, one to cover the ex
penses of grading and paving the street*, 
and another for the cost of the land re
quired. The power of a municipality to 
levy a special assessment for local improve
ments. to lie borne by the property owners 
directly benefited thereby, enables the 
municipal council, under s. 51 of 8 Kdw. 
VII. ( 1908), e. 81», as amended by s. 1 of 
4 (ieo. V. (1014), c. 77 (Que.), to effect 
such assessment by resolution and at a 

i varying rate, according to the benefit ae- 
! qui red by ear’ll lot, though a by-law provid- 
j i*d for a uniform rate.

Simpson v. West mount, 27 D.L.R. 04. 40 
Que. S.C. 841.
Assessment and taxation for local im

PKOVKMF.XTN — WIDENING OF STREET —
Powers of municipality.

Upper Canada College v. Toronto, 10 0. 
W.X. 211.
Underground vaults.

A municipality can impose a land tax 
upon the space occupied by any under
ground vault in any street of the city, 
although such vault has l>een constructed 
under the permission of the municipality.

Montreal v. Dionne, 24 Que. K.H. 133. 
Agreement to accept fixed sum -Rates 

subsequently increased——Validity.
A municipal council having agreed to 

accept a certain fixed sunt for water rates, 
and a subsequent by-law having lieen passed 
materially increasing the rates imposed 
and prohibiting the granting of any bonus 
unless the consent of the ratepayers is ob
tained ( the supplying of water at rates 
less than those charged to other persons in 
the municipality lwing included in the 
word “bonus”) it is not illegal where no 
statutory prohibition exists for the munie- 

i ipality to recognize its moral obligation 
and adhere to an understanding for a com
mutation of rate* and refrain from collect
ing the taxes levied over and above the 

! amount agreed on.
Norfolk v. Roberts. 23 D.L.R. 547 . 50 

1 C'an. S.C.R. 283. affirming 13 U.L.R. 403 
28 O.L.R. 503.
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\n arrangement mailt* by a municipality 
w|,ic)i claims to have a right to tax a rcr- 
tiiin property belonging to a religious com
munity, which, on its aide, submits that 
I In* municipality Ini' no such right, an 
arrangement by which the latter under - 
lakes to pay annually a tixed sum less than 
and instead of the usual taxes, is not a do
nation but really a contract. Although a 
municipal corporation cannot under com
mun law agree to such an arrangement, the 
Legislature has the right to authorize it 
to make such agreement by a resolution 
ut the municipal council. A council which 
lias adopted such a resolution, implying, 
ume it has I men accepted by the other 
party, a bilateral contract, cannot rescind 
it l>\ another resolution.

Maisonneuve v. College Ste. Marie, 24 
yne. K.B. 56.1.
Kxkmvtion from taxation.

A municipal exemption from “taxes or 
any other dues to the said city” includes 
nut only municipal taxes hut also school 
taxes hiiiI the special tax for sidewalks.

Montreal v. Carneau, 54 Que. S.(J. 520. 
As to exemptions—Industries.

Although a municipal corporation can
not grant any subsidy to bring within its 
limits an industrial establishment already 
existing in the province, it may, as a con
dition to such subsidy, stipulate that the 
subsidized industry will transfer into the 
municipality an accessory establishment 
carried on in another locality. Having the 
I tower to exempt manufactures from tax
ation, so as to encourage industries, it may 
determine the quota of taxes that it will 
i-ollect for a certain time.

Lamontagne v. Levis, 4!) Que. S.C. 298. 
($ II H—868) —Municipal right—Ron: 

OF VALUATION — ANNULMENT—NEW 
role—Mandamus—C.V.V. art. 092— 
V. MUN., arts. 4.10, 450, 050, 655, 075, 
076.

The municipal council is not bound to 
make a new role of valuation each time the 
latter is annulled, it can do so, but if it 
folio** arts. 050, 675, and 070 of the Mu
nicipal Code it is not subject to a writ of 
mandamus.

Hover v. Parish of St. Bernard. 25 Rev. 
L g. 275.
IS If H—271)—Tax sales under num

mary CROCKED! NG-S.
\ It Imugh sales of immovables by the 

'lieriir for municipal assessments, due to 
the city of Montreal, are made under the 
«iiminary proceedings provided by the char
ter, and appointed for October 15 in each 
year, nevertheless, when a lirst opposition 
to such sale was only decided by the court 
subsequently to Oct. 15, the city may con
tinue summary proceeding* for the sale of 
the hummable* even on a date other Ilian 

Can. Dig.—106.

Oct. 15. under art. 401 of the charter and 
art. 75.1. t I\

Montreal v. Tritt, 24 Rev. de dur. 107.
(8 II H—275)—Annexed territory.

A municipality cannot validly collect 
taxes on land of annexed territory not on 
the assessment roll at the time of annex
ation. and it may lie enjoined from so do
ing.

Bell v. Burlington, 25 D.I..R. 209, 54 O.L. 
R. 410, «92.
Powers—As to taxes—Fixed assess

ment—Public schools, how afkect-

Section 77 of c. 59 of the Public Schools 
Act (Out.), 1901. a* amended by s. 59 of e. 
89 of 1909. carried into R.S.U. 1914. c. 
200, as s. 59, covers an exemption by means 
of a fixed assessment, so that where under 
the by-law of a township a eoinpany's rat
able property is to be assessed at a lixed 
commuted gross sum for a fixed period of 
years and relieved from any “assessment or 
taxation" in excess thereof, the company is 
not thereby exempted from assessment for 
school rates. •

Re Ontario Power Co. and Stamford. 18 
D.L.R. «4. SO O.L.R. 578.
What taxable—City property—Homol

ogated line.
A ratepayer who, after the formalities of 

the charter have been complied with by the 
city of Montreal in imposing a tax. does 
not com plain within the delays and in the 
manner prescribed by the charter, is de
barred from afterwards complaining, ex
cept if in imposing such tax the citv ex
ceeded its power, in which ease such impo
sition would have no legal authority and 
be absolutely null and void ; and a tax
payer would not be deprived of the right, 
to invoke, before the court, that illegality 
and nullity, even after the roll had come 
into force. A house situated on a res
idential street, built upon and occupied, 
bounded in front hv an homologated line, 
upon which strip of reserved ground are 
shade tree*, lawn, flowers and a well cov
ered by a structure, is considered as one 
single property, and the portion within the 
homologated line can be assessed by the 
city together with the rest of the proper!>

Montreal v. Smith, 54 Que. S.C. 124. 
Special tax—Public koaiin—Island.

Municipal corporations have a right to 
levy a special tax upon all taxable real 
property situated within their territory. 
for the improvement of their public roads, 
and the fact that a portion of the real 
property is on an island, where there are 
no roads, does not exempt it from the tax.

Choquette v. Va rennes, 54 Que. S.C. S3. 
City ob town—Tax on telephone poles—

1‘OWEBN AS TO.
The erection of the town of Fraserville 

into a city confers upon it many powers,



but it is not authorized to impose taxes 
on telephone posts.

National Telephone Co. v. Fraserville, 16
Que. r.K. 192.
(§ j: H—279)—Telephone poles and

A munivipal tax imposed by a village 
municip» ' t; on the telephone poles and 
wires situate in the streets of the village is 
illegal ami cannot he recovered.

I’ierreville x. Itell Telephone Co., 23 D.L. 
1$. 63.i, 17 Que. I'.H. 161.
I. Examination of coupobatb books and

RECORDS.
(S 11 I—280 I—BlUHT TO INSPECT BF.COBDS.

A ratepayer or resident of a municipal
ity in Ontario has no common laxv right to 
inspect the record of the corporation; all 
rights of examination or inquiry by a rate
payer into municipal affairs are limited to 
those gix-en hv statute. [Tenby v. Mason, 
[1908J 1 Ch. 457. followed; Williams v. 
Manchester. 13 Times L.R. 299, dis
tinguished. |

.fuiivnal Win ting Co. v. MeVeity, 21 D. 
L.K. 81, 33 O.L.K. 106.
Investigation ah to forcibi.e interfer

ence WITH MUNICIPAL RECORDS—POW
ERS—C'RIM I X AL PROCEEDINGS.

The council of a town has a right, under 
art. 5320, R.S.Q. 1909, to appoint a com
mittee to inquire into the facts of a violent 
entrance into the vault containing its ar
chives, its debentures and its money, and 
to do so upon the proposal of two members 
of the council without information by or 
representation of the ratepayers. The 
council can also assign to this committee 
the right, in case the facts mentioned in 
the resolution should prove to be true, to 
institute criminal proceedings against such 
persons. It is not necessary that the res
olution should order the committee to re
port to the council.

Labadie v. Levis, 47 Que. S.C. 16. 
Verification of the accounts of the sec

retary—Treasure of a municipality.
There can he only one special verifica

tion of the accounts of a municipality. 
The council may ask for it, or 5 taxpayers 
or the treasurer may do so. If one is 
made at the request of one of these in
terested partie» he cannot require another. 
The powers of the council under the C. 
Mun., art. 642. are then exhausted. The 
secretary’s accounts having been specially 
verified for the years preceding 1918, the 
council cannot order a second. The coun
cil may order a verification of the accounts 
of 1918, seeing that the previous verifica
tion made for that year was an ordinary 
one. The verification ordered for the years 
preceding 1918 is now set aside. The ver
ification ordered for 1918 is maintained 
with costs against the defendant.

Cordeau v. Village of St. Pie. 25 Rev. de 
Jur. 388.

3364
Audit oi treasurer's account—Accept* 

AXLE of ai dit for year last past.
The acceptance by a municipal council 

of the accounts of its secretary-treasurer 
for the year past, after audit by the munie 
ipal auditors, does not prevent the council 
ordering an audit of the accounts for the 
last fi years, when there is reason to be- 
lieve that tli - annu-’ accounts and their 
auditing contain errors. The amendment 
to art. 176, Mun. Code, by c. 23 of 5 
Edw. VII. (Que.) which gives 15 elector* 
the right to demand this new audit confers 
the same right, by implication, on the 
council, which represents all the electors. 
The council is not hound to have this audit 
made by municipal auditors or officers, oi 
to fix the time within which it should be

Gagnon v. St. Raphael, 45 Que. S.C. 134.
III. Powers of officers.

City solicitor us officer, see Discovery. 
IV—31.
(§ III—285)—Right to resign.

Under s. 100 of the Municipal Ordinance, 
Con. Ord. 1898, c. 70, there is an implied 
right given to a member of a municipal 
council in Alberta to resign, and this right, 
apart from a statutory disclaimer, may he 
exercised even before the member elect* lias 
taken full possession of the office for which 
lie was a candidate.

R. ex rel. Hogan v. Jollivette, 4 D.L.K. 
697, 20 VV.L.R. 264, 4 A.I*R. 233. 1 W.W.K. 
888
Engineer—Certificate under constric

tion contract — Reconsideration — 
Clerical error, correction of.

The certificate of an engineer made bind
ing upon the parties under a construction 
contract cannot after it is issued be 
changed by him as upon a reconsideration 
and change of opinion; but, semble, a cler
ical error might lie corrected.

Manders v. Moose .law, 20 D.L.R. 408, 2S 
VV.L.R. 821, 7 S.L.R. 158.

A meeting of a municipal council is not 
properly called or constituted if a raemlwr 
of the council, not in attendance thereat, 
has not been given any notice of it.

O’Donnell v. Widdifield. 1 D.L.R. 271, 3 
O.W.N. 597. 21 O.W.R. 1.

A municipal council has power to declare 
the original act, by virtue of which one has 
claimed to be a proprietor, occupant or 
lessee of real estate to be entered on the 
valuation roll, false or fictitious, but it 
has no right 1o pronounce it a nullity. 
The council exercises, at the time of an
nual revision of the valuation roll, or at 
the time of examining the triennial roll, 
functions of a judicial nature.

Herbert v. Saint Michel, 18 Rev. de Jur. 
228.
Authority of engineers superintending 

public works.
Engineers charged with the superintend

ence of public works are not agents, but

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS, 111.
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on!? salaried employees. Therefore they 
ranuot hind the city by ordering, without 

| authority in writing, changes or in- 
, r~a-c- hi the works entrusted to them. 
>,... art. 1089, C.C. (Que. j, and a. 337 of the

Harris Construction Co. v. Montreal, 24
Vue. K.B. 330.
Att'Ol' XT BY 8ECBBTABY-TBBA8UBI»—NON- 

COMPLIANCE WITH FOB M AL HEQU1RE- 
ukm's—Right of ratepayer to at-

The rendering of an account by a munic
ipal rotary-treasurer, without attesta
tion under oath according to the constant 
usage in the municipality and without the 
..•'■rotary-treasurer being required to com
ply with this formality, cannot be contest
ed by a ratepayer, (a) because the action 
pertains only to the municipal corporation, 
and the plaintiff in his capacity of rate- 
paver is not competent in law to bring it; 
if. because the municipal council had ac
cepted this account as rendered and had 
di-charged the secretary-treasurer by re
paving to him the balance of the account 
which a as due to him.

Pérodeau v. Richard, 48 Que. S.C. 165.
AS TO APPROVAL OF WORK.

A municipal corporation is only bound by 
the action of its municipal council. Conse
quently. unless having special authority to 
that effect, an official of the corporation can
not accept for it works which it has entrust
ed for execution to a contractor, reserving 
the right to receive them itself.

Connolly v. Quebec, 25 Que. K.B. 29. 
Dismissal of employees — Membership 

IX ASSOCIATION—IN J V NOTION.
Fortier v. Guerin, 12 Que. P.R. 108.

EMPI.0YMF.NT OF ENGINEER ---- PAYMENT BY
PERCENTAGE — PLANS AND SPECIFICA
TIONS FOR WATER WORKS.

Addie v. Thetford Mines, 39 Que. S.C. 412. 
(§ III—286) — Instructions given by

MAYOR TO DO CERTAIN WORK — COUN
CILS REFUSAL TO PAY — No EXECUTED
contract — Ratification by by-law 
— Misconception of work required.

The plaintiff, an accountant, was instruct
ed hv the mayor of Toronto by letter to ex
amine the books of the Toronto Electric 
Light Co. “and give me a report of the 
company as an accountant shewing the 
probable financial result# if the city takes 
over the company’s .business ami operates 
•it the present load of alxyit 30,000 h.p.’’ 
Tho-e instructions were afterwards extend
ed to include also the Toronto Railway Com
pany. No sum was agreed upon as remun
eration. The negotiations for purchase hav
ing failed, the plaintiff sent in a hill for 
$42,546.50 which the council refused to pay, 
and the plaintiff then.brought action to re- 
rover this sum. Their Lordships held that 
there was no executed contract in the sense 
that the council, knowing the facts, had ac
cepted or ratified the act of the mayor. The

work could only be authorized by the coun
cil itself, by by-law under seal upon full 
knowledge of the facts, and this had not 
been doue. [Waterous Engine Works Co. v. 
Palmerston. 21 Can. S.C.R. 556. applied; 
Clark v. Cuckfield Union, 21 L.J.Q.ti. 349, 
distinguished.]

Mackav v. Toronto, 48 D.L.R. 161, [101#] 
3 W.W.B. 253, affirming 43 D.L.U. 263. 4:t 
Ü.L.R. 17, which affirmed 39 O.L.R. 34. 
Powers of mayor—Arrest.

The mayor of a town, although lie lias 
power under the authority of the municipal 
council to cause the arrest of any person 
who makes a disturbance during a sitting of 
the council, cannot of his own initiative and 
without authorization from the council. 17 
days after such sitting, procure the arrest 
of such berson, on the ground that tin* ma
jority of the councillors had resigned and 
that the matter was urgent; in such case 
the mayor cannot claim from the munici
pality the costs he has incurred by such

Bailey v. Aylmer, 26 Que. K.B. 125.
Plan or subdivision — Refusal of may

or to approve—Discretion.
Moffet v. Button, 16 B.C.R. 342.

(§ III—287)—Expense of réceptions ten
dered GUESTS OF CITY.

Prior to the amendment to the Winnipeg 
charter (s. 584 B) the city had no power 
to expend municipal funds for the reception 
and entertainment of distinguished guest-.

Davis v. Winnipeg, 17 U.L.R. 406, 24 
Man. L.R. 478. 28 W.L.R. 93, 6 W.W.R. 703. 
| Affirmed. 24 Man. L.R. 478 at 483, 28 
W.L.R. 634.]

MUNICIPAL AND RAILWAY BOARD
See also Railway Board.

Constitution — Powers and duties — 
Not a court.

The Ontario Railway and Municipal 
Board although it has for some purposes, 
as part of its powers and duties, il
functions to perform, is not a .Superior 
Court within the meaning of s. 96 of the 
B.X.A. Act.

[Winnipeg Electric R. Co. v. \N innipeg 
(19161. 30 D.L.R. 159, distinguished.]

Re Toronto R. Co. and Toronto, 46 D.L.R. 
547, 44 O.L.R. 381, 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 278.

MURDER.
See Homicide; Criminal Law.

MUTUAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES
See Benevolent Societies.
Benefit certificates, see Insurance.

NAME.
See Trademark; Tradename; Companies.

NATURALIZATION.
See Aliens.

5
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Annotation.

Mow affected bj war us against right» uf 
alien enemies: 23 D.L.R. 375. 383.

NAVIGABLE WATERS.
See W ater».

NAVIGATION.
See Water»; Collision; Shipping.

NEGLIGENCE.
1. Ah HAN1N OK ACTION.

A. I .citerai rule».
a. Dniigeroih agencies.
v. Dangerous premises.
». On liighways or water».

Jl. CONTRIBUTORY.
a. Generally.
h. of person» under disability.»
c. On higliwuys.
». Other vases.
K. Imputed.
k. Injury avoidable notwithstanding 

vontributory negligence; last clear 
chance.

Annotations.
Contributory negligence of children in

jured on highways through negligent driv
ing: !l D.L.R. 522.

Contributory negligence; navigation; col
lision of vessels: Il D.L.R. 95.

Defective premise»; liability of owner or 
occupant; invitee, licensee or trespasser: 0 
D.L.R. 70.

Duty to licensees and trespassers: obliga
tion of owner or occupier: 1 D.L.R. ‘JIG.

"Negligence or wilful act or omission" 
within meaning of Railwav Act: 32 D.L.R. 
:«»7: 33 D.L.R. 423; 3.*» D.L.R. 4ML

Vltimate negligence: 40 D.L.R. 103.
Sufficiency of evidence of negligence to go 

to jury. 3!) D.L.R. 610.
Highway defects—Notice of claim: 13 D. 

L.R. 880. '
I. Aa basis of action.

A. GENERAI. BULKS.
Wilful neglect, see Companies. JVG—130.
Rights and liabilities of owner as to ani

mals at large, see Animals.
For injuries to animals by trains, see 

Railways, 1ID.
Lack of sanitation causing sickness, see 

Master and Servant, 11A—35.
Liability of Crown for negligence, “pub

lie work,” see Crown, II—20.
For liability of carrier for negligence, see 

< ai rier».
Negligence of municipality, see Municipal 

Corporations: Highways; Bridges.
Municipal liability for negligence of offi

cer* or servants, see Municipal Corporations, 
lit. 222.

Negligence of sherilf a» to crops seized 
under execution, »ce Levy and Seizure, 111 A 
—40.

Liability of sheriff for negligence of depu
ties, see Sheriff, 1—3.

Illegal execution of work under statutory 
power, see also, Expropriation, II IK—1st;.

In operating factory; nuisance, see Land
lord ami Tenant. Ill A—10.

In construction and operation of rail 
ways, sec Railways; Street Railways: l.ai- 
riers; Master and Servant.

As to negligence in professional capacity, 
sec Engineer I—5; Solicitor»; Physicians 
and Surgeon».

As to sufficiency of proof of, we Evidence.
As to instructions; questions for jury, 

argument» of counsel; in action for, 
Trial.

Negligence of master or servant, see Mast
er and Servant.

Fires negligence aa to. see Eirep.
($ 1 A—1 )—Owner’s liability to suivant

OK THIRD PARTY—-DAXKEROVH MACI11X

A company operating a factory will he 
liable in damages for negligence causing 
personal injury through leaving a project
ing set screw on a shaft unprotected al
though the injured person was a sub-em
ployee of the person who had contracted 
with the company on a piece-work Iwsis 
with free use of that part of the factory, if 
the company still retained control of" tin 
machinery ami equipment and were under 
obligation to keep it in repair.

Desparoi» v. Frothingham, If) D.L.R. Sllfi. 
40 Que. S.C. 93.
Ahhknck ok privity—Untrue stailments

—“NKtil.ICKXTf.Y BUT NOT FRAUDULENT
LY” M ADE— EFFECT, AS BASIS OF actiox.

No action will lie for damages suffered 
by a plaintiff in consequence of his relia net- 
on untrue statements muile negligently but 
not fraudulently by the defendant when 
there is no contract lx1 tween them.

Berge v. MacKeuzie. Maim & Co., 20 D. 
L.R. 1. 7 W.W.R. Nilrt. 8 A.L.R. 235. 
Absence ok negligence ox part ok desknli

st one V. C.P.R. Co.. 13 D.L.R. 93, 15 Can 
Ry. < a*. 408. reversing 4 D.L.R. 789. 26 O.L 
R. 121, 21 O.W.R. 785.
Ren ipna loquitur—Flooding—Open tap— 

Burden ok prook.
Where damage is caused to tlie goods of a 

lower tenant by an overflow of water from 
a tap left open on a floor above, and the 
defendant has shewn that it has not been 
caused by any act of hi», or of those in hi» 
employ, it not being within the normal du
ties of his employee» to use the tap, the pre
sumption as tp‘ hi» prima facie liability, 
under the rule of res ipsa loquitur, is suffi 
cently rebutted.

Imperial Tobacco Co. v. Hart, 36 D.L.R. 
63, 51 N.8.R. 379.
Caching death—Right ok action.

A legal right of action for negligence cans 
ing death under art. 1056, C.C. (Que.), i» 
not taken away from an ascendant of whom 
the deceased was not the “only support'' in 
the terms of arte. 3, 16, of the Workmens
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Conipemation Act, 9 Edw. VII. c. fil! (Que.) 
(hou R.S.Q. 1U0!I, art». 7323. 733.*») ; such 
;«■*. fiwlaiit il oui v pert in II v dependent upon 
tu,» demised may still maintain an action 
under art. 105ti, C.C. (Que.).

launinitagne \. Quebec II., I... II. & V. Co., 
■>> R.L.R. 222. Mi Cau. 8.C.R. 423, reversing 
j:| Que. K.ti. 212.
(j J A —2)—(«KOHS, WANTON OR WILFUL

The gross negligence for which alone a 
gratuitous bailee can be made liable in the 
va re of the goods which are the subject of 
tin- bailment must be such that any reason- 
aide iiihii would have considered insufficient 
the means of protection (if any) used by 
the bailee.

Carlisle v. G.T.R. Co.. 1 D.L.R. 130, 2.» 
U.L.K. 372, 20 O.W.R. 800.
(S I A—3)—CONCURRENT NEGLIGENCE.

Where an injury is the direct immediate 
result of two operating causes, viz., the neg
ligence of the plaintiff and that of the dé
tendant, the plaintiff cannot reeovei dam-

Long v. Toronto R. Co., 10 D.L.R. 300, 
l.'i Can. Rv. Cas. 35, 24 O.W.R. 3ft. [ Re- 
verwsl 20 D.L.R. 30ft, 50 Can. fS.C.R. 224.j 
I'ltl sVMmOti OF FAULT—flow REBUTTED— 

Rtx ourse.
The presumption of fault created by art. 

"••4 t . (Que.), against the owner of the 
'liing wlticjf causes an accident resulting in 
" my can only he refuted by proof of force 

'Majeure, fortuitous event, or the victim's 
Mult. It is not sufficient for the owner to 
'five that the thing was in good condition. 

When there are several plaintiffs in an ac
tum for damages, and only some of them 
«uveeed in obtaining them, the defendant 
has on that ground no right to damages 
against the others.

I’ortin v. Montreal Tramways Co.,«04 
Que. 8.C. 428.

sroNHiBiMTY — Workman — Laundry 
Damages—C.C. (Que.) akth. 1053,

U here a workman gives his labor and 
industry only, the loss of an article liefore 
delivery does not fall on him, unless it is 
■ •luted by his fault. So, if goods are given 
■‘i u Inimdrv to be cleaned, and the laundry- 
man gives all necessary care to Dm work 
on! does not commit any imprudence or 
' rung, he i» not responsible for the depre- 
• o mu which the goods may .suffer.

Hutch Cleaner v. Eiliatrault, 5ti Que. 8. 
C. 457.
1 "M FRRKNT negligence.

In an action of negligence, a plaintiff, 
v It use want of care was a direct and effee- 
'i'e contributor}’ cause of the injury com- 
idamed of, cannot recover, however clearly

may lie established that, but for the de- 
Indants' earlier or concurrent negligence.

the mishap, in which the injury was re
ceived, would not have occurred.

Herron v. Toronto It. Co., 11 D.L.II. tv,17, 
28 O.l..It. 5ft, reversing tt D.L.R. 215.
($ 1 A—4)—Injury to cattle hlinu tak-

EX TO POUND FOR TRESPASS,
In taking trespassing cattle or horses to 

the pound, the landowner must take the 
same care of them which a man of ordinary 
discretion and judgment might lie expected 
to exercise if they were his own, ami where 
lie directs another to remove the animals to 
the pound he is responsible for such per
son's wrongful and negligent method of 
fastening the animal to a vehicle whereby 
the animal was injured, although there was 
no intention to commit the injury. [Lloyd 
v. (Irace, [1912] A.C. 7 ttt; Bigiiell v. Clarke, 
5 H. & X. 485, and Union Bank v. McHugh, 
10 D.L.II. 502, [1913] A.C. 299, applied. |

Kenne.lv v. Grose, 18 D.L.R. 414, ? M.L.R. 
104. 2ft W.L.R. 304, 7 W.W.R. 74.
J.OH8 I'll ROUGH C A REI.EHH N KH8 AND I M OM FF.-

Wattsburg Lumber Co. v. Cooke Liunla*r 
Co., 10 B.C.R. 154, 17 W.L.R. 120.
(K I A—4a)—Breach of statutory duty.

Every one for whose benefit a duty is 
imposed by statute upon any person lias 
a right to have that duty jierfornied. and, 
if lie suffer hv reason of its nonperformance, 
he has a right of action against the person 
guilty of such non performance.

Stewart v. Steele, 6 D.L.lt. 1, 5 8.L.R. 
358, 22 W.L.R. 0. 2 W.W.R. 902.
Shipping company—Notice of arrivai, of

GOODH — KI.KVATOR — STORAGE — LUSH 
—INHUBANCF.—DAMAGES.

A shipping company is liable in damages 
for negligence in not sending notice of ar
rival of the ship and her unloading at 
destination in accordance with ft & 10 Edw. 
VII. (Van,) c. til, h. 11: and where u grain 
cargo was stored in an elevator without 
the knowledge of the cargo owners due to 
failure to give such notice and was lost 
on the destruction of the elevator by fire, 
the net loss which the owners sustained 
after deducting the marine insurance and 
which would have been protected against by 
placing a lire Insurance policy to the full 
value had notice of unloading lieen given, 
is not too remote as damages.

Richardson v. C.P.R. Co., 20 D.L.R. 580. 
Laying g ah pipeh—Breach of htatutoky 

duty—Rule in construing such stat-

Statutory authority given a defendant 
company to locate ami construct gas pipes 
in a municipality with a provision that the 
work must be done “so as not to endanger 
the public health of safety” is construed to 
mean that no sueli danger shall ensue with
out regard to time upon the principle that 
such provisions are given a liberal construe-
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tin». [Purmiil v. Medicine Hat, 1 A.L.R. 
distinguished.]

Kalian v. Canadian Western Natural Gas 
... i 8 I » i-.lt. IS, i\> W.L.R. Jill, i a.l.k. 

439, 6 W.W.H. 1295.
Raii wat®—Breach of statutory duty— 

Failure to prove—Contributory neu-
l.IOENCR BY DECEASED EMPLOYEE.

A railway company is not necessarily 
liable for personal injuries received by 
trainmen because of a derailment at u de
pression or "sink hole" on a new piece of 
road due to an inherent weakness in the 
ground underneath the roadbed and not to 
negligent construction of the road; and it 
is properly absolved from liability for the 
death of the engineer of a heavy freight 
train if the derailment was caused by his 
running the engine at a rate of speed much 
in excess of that to which his orders lim- 
ted him, and if the railway company, in 
addition to restricting the speed limit, took 
all reasonable precautions to ballast with 
gravel, from time to time, the depressions 
varying from two to four inches occurring 
at the spot.

Lewie v. O.T.P.R. ( o., 19 D.L.R. 606, 24 
Man. L.R. 807, 29 W.L.R. 969, 7 W.W.R. 
504.
Defective code of mine signals as neg

ligence.
Where a statutory code of mine signals is 

compulsorily adopted, a defect incident to 
such code cannot be made the basis of a 
negligence action on the theory that the 
statutory .signalling system should have 
been supplemented by another such as a 
speaking tube system.

Ganzini v. Jewel-Denero Mines, 21 D.L.R. 
406, 21 B.C.R. 317.
Work authorized by statute—Drainage 

—Overflow.
No statutory remedy exists under the 

Drainage, Dyking, and Irrigation Act (R.S. 
B.C. 1911, c. 69), nor under s. 21 thereof 
which merely refers to damages resulting 
from the execution of the work carried out 
under s. 11, for the negligence of the com
missioners in carrying out the scheme of the- 
work not under s. 11; but since negligence 
in the execution of a work authorized by 
statute is actionable at common law, the 
commissioners are liable at common law 
for damages caused by the overflow of water 
from ditches constructed by them, in not 
providing, as authorized by their scheme, a 
reasonable and safe outlet, under proper 
municipal authority, in a way of averting 
such overflow. [Raleigh Corp. v. Williams, 
[1893] A.C. 640. distinguished.]

Hemphill v. McKinney, 27 D.L.R. 346, 21 
B.C.R. 561. 33 W.L.R. «88.
Action for damages—Law for the pro

tection OF THE PUBLIC—S.R. ART. «210 
—Common fault.

There results, without any possible doubt, 
from .the evidence, that the accident of 
which the plaintiff complains, is partially 
due to the negligence of the injured child:

I but al»ove all from the fact that the defend- 
| ant did not to the slightest degree fulfill 

the duty which S.R., art «210 imposed upon 
him. Every company should build and 
place its gas or water works so that the ap
paratus ami property may connect in such 
a manner that there may be in these works 
wherever they arc, no menace to health and 
public safety. Jn law the defendant com
pany is liable (Cooke v. Midland i.reat 
Western Railway of Ireland [19U9) A.C. 
229). In fact the evidence showed that the 
action of the plaintiff is well founded tv 
the amount of $7,454.48, with costs.

I’eloquin v. Sorel Light and Power Co., 
25 Rev. de Jur. 277.

B. Dangerous agencies.
Delictual liability of manufacturer or 

seller for structural defects, see Automo
biles, III A—160.
(§ 1 B—5)—Maxim res ipsa loquitur— 

Inference on facts established—
CAUSE OF ACCIDENT UNKNOWN—PROOF 
REQUIRED.

: In cases in which the maxim res ipsa
loquitur applies the facts established make 
the inference of negligence vicar, and the de
fendant is liable if he does not produce suffi
cient evidence to counteract the inference. 
Irv cases where the cause of the accident is 
unknown the court is left to decide upon 
such facts as are available, whether negli
gence on the part of the défendant is the 
more reasonable inference or not.

Belway v. Serota, 47 D.L.Rj 621, 12 S. 
L.R. 349, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 904. 
Property left in condition that may be

DANGBBOU8—INTERVENING ACT OF THIRD 
PARTY CAUSING INJURY—LIABILITY OF

A person who, in neglect of ordinary care, 
places or leaves his property in a condition 
which may be dangerous to another, is an
swerable for the resulting injury, even 
tlfbugh but for the intervening act of a 
third party the injury would not have oc
curred, if such act is one which, in the cir
cumstances, he should reasonably be called 
upon to anticipate, where the intervention 
of a third party is the direct cause of the 
accident. The test applied is whether the 
party guilty of the primary negligence had 
cast upon him the duty of anticipating such 
intervention. [Geall v. Dominion Creosoting 
Co., 39 D.L.R. 242, 65 Can. S.C.R. 587; 
Cooke v. Midland Great Western, [1909] A. 
C. 229, applied.]

Toronto Hydro-Electric Commission v. To
ronto R. Co.*, 48 D.L.R. 193, 45 O.L.R. 4T«. 
Railway track—Habituai, user by public 

—Statutory prohibition—Trespasser 
—Duty of company.

Section 264, c. 99, R.S.N.S. !»«<». •*«»«■'• 
that every person not connected with the 
railway or employed by the company who 
walks along the track thereof, except wlnre 
the same is laid across or along a highway, 
is liable on summary conviction to a penalty
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not exceeding $10. Held, tlmt a doctor re
turning along the track after making a pro
fessional call, was a trespasser and the 
company owed him no duty except not to 
run him down knowingly or recklessly. 
I bis the jury found had not been done and 
ibe company was not liable. Mere passive- 
m jg of the company in allowing the pub
lic to walk along the track, did not make 
them licensees, fur injury to whom the com
pany would be liable. LG.T.R. to. v. Ander- 
mhi, 28 Can. S.U.R. 541, followed: Lowery 
v. Walker 11911], A.C. 10, distinguished.]

Herdman v. Maritime Coal Co.. 49 D.L.R. 
■hi, reversing 40 D.L.R. Uti, 52 N.8.R. 185. 
STATUTORY AUTHORITY TO LAY GAS PIPES— 

llow LIMITED.
Statutory authority given a defendant 

company to locate and construct gas pipes 
m a municipality with a provision against 
thereby endangering the public health or 
safety is not pleadable by the defendant 
company in an action against it for dam
nées for failure to control the dangerous 
-instance where the company has violated 
îiiiili provision. [Purina 1 v. Medicine Hat, 
1 A.I..R. 209. distinguished.]

Raffan v. Canadian Western Natural (las 
<o„ is D.L.R. 13, 29 W.L.R. 161, 7 A.L.R. 
459. « W.W.R. 1295.
St nooL—Examination—Dangerous equip-

A Svlmol Board which conducts a tech
nical school for instruction in the manual 
art', and permits the Department of Edu
cation to use its equipment on an examina
tion. the examination being entirely under 
the direction of the Department of Educa
tion. is not liable in damages for injuries 
to a student taking the examination, if the 
equipment supplied was reasonably safe and 
suitable for the work for which it v.as being

Smiles v. Edmonton School District, 43 
D.L.R. 171, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 673, 14 Alta. 
LH. 351, reversing 41 D.L.R. 490, [1918] 2 
W.W.R. 586.
Raii w ays—Contrai tor—Sand deposits—

L XPR< IPRIATION.
Damages suffered by a landowner from 

sand deposits in the course of construction 
of a Crown railway are only recoverable as 
against the contractors; the injury not hav
ing resulted from any expropriation of land 
is not actionable against the Crown under 
the Expropriation Act, and having hap- 
|ien<-d 10 acres away from the railway, was 
not "on a public work” within the meaning 
of s. 20 of the Exchequer Court Act, and 
therefore not actionable against the Crown 
under the latter statute.

Thebcrge v. The King, 41 D.L.R. 282, 17 
Can. Ex. 381.
Railway—Defective bridge—Body found 

i \ in vkr—Evidence—Surriciexcy.
In an action for damages for the benefit 

of the wife and children of a passenger on 
the defendant’s railway whose death was 
alleged to have resulted from the negligence

of the defendant’s servants, it appeared 
that, owing to a defective bridge, the pas
sengers on the train on which tlie deceased 
was travelling were obliged to walk across 
part of the bridge and larnrd another train. 
When the train arrived at the bridge the 
deceased was intoxicated and asleep. The 
conductor of the train was aware of the 
deceased's condition and. apparently think
ing that he could not la* got conveniently 
across the bridge, decided to leave him in 
the train so that he would lie taken back 
on it, and proceeded eastward. The train 
in which the deceased had been left did not 
"start back for some time afterwards, and 
while, before it did so, he had been noticed 
by passengers to be on it and asleep, he 
could not be found when it left. While the 
train was standing, one of the passengers 
had heard a splash of a heavy body of some 
kind falling into the water below the bridge. 
Three weeks afterwards the deceased’s laxiv 
was discovered in the river a point about 
twelve miles below the bridge. The face 
bore a severe bruise which, according to the 
testimony of the coroner and the undertak
er, must have been made before death, but 
there was no other marl: of violence upon 
the body. At the trial u motion for a non
suit was allowed, and the trial judgment 
was allirmed on appeal. Un an appeal to 
the Supreme Court of Canada, held, that 
there was evidence from which it would be 
open to a jury to find that the deceased 
came to his death as a result of the de
fendant’s negligence, and the case waa re
mitted for a new trial.

Beck v. C.N.R., 13 A.L.R. 177.
Board ok health—Infectious disease.

An action under the Fatal Accidents Act 
for damages for the death of an infant 
suffering from a communicable disease will 
be dismissed where there is no evidence to 
show that the death was caused by the neg
ligence of the authorities in charge, despite 
the verdict of a jury in favor of the plain
tiff.

Simpson v. Local Board of Health of 
Belleville, 39 D.L.R. 44*, 40 O.L.R. 406. 
affirming 12 O.W.N. 241.
High way — Eire — Steam engines — Pre

sumption.
One who uses vehicles and steam rollers 

for macadamizing a public road, without 
providing appliances protecting against fire, 
is responsible for the loss of buildings de
stroyed as the result of a fire started by 
sparks coining from such machines. Where 
an inhabited house and outbuildings built in 
an isolated place along a public road are 
burned ten minutes after tne passage of a 
steam engine, from which sparks escaped, 
the accident, if no other cause is estab
lished, will be attributed to such sparks.

Pelletier v. Stack, 54 Que. S.C. 148. 
Presumption as to negligence.

There is no presumption of negligence 
against an industrial company of not using 
a mode of preventing accidents which has
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not yet been pro veil to lie of sufficient capac
ity and which cun in certain cases even iu- 
crou'.e tlie danger.

Quebec R., L.11. & I*. Oo. v. Vandry, 24 
Que. K.ti. 214. [Reversed on another point 
21» DX.R. 530, 53 Can. S.C.R. 72.]
< ARRIKRS -W.MiUON OX WIIAUK—INJURY TO 

CH1UIBKN.
Carriers are guilty of negligence in plac

ing a crated waggon on a public wharf in 
too perpendicular a position, so that chil
dren lawfully on the wharf pull it over and 
are injured. The selection by the wharfing
er of the place of deposit does not make him 
liable for the negligence of the carriers' 
servants.

Clement v. Northern Navigation Co.. 43 
D.LR. 133, 43 OX.lt. 127, reversing 13 O. 
W.N. 22.
Stmm-wow—Fires—Nboi.ioenvk ok serv

ant OR INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR —
Measure of damages.

Johnston v. Mills, 37 DX.R. 767, [1917]
3 W.W.R. 742.
Injury to person by kxpiosion of oar— 

Subsequent death from pneumonia— 
Proximate cause of death—Findings 
of ,tt by—Nonsuit.

Ha « lev v. Ottawa Gas Co., Ifi O.W.N. 454. 
[Affirmed 10 O.W.N. 100.]
(t I 11—6)—GUN.

A person who, on liia own land, lires a 
gun for a lawful purpose, namely, to kill 
game, is not guilty of fault nor liable in 
damages to another driving by, whose horse 
is frightened by the report and runs away, 
breaks a trace, upsets the carriage, throwing 
the driver out and injuring him.

Boiirguult v. Ferland, 42 Que. S.C. 543. 
Sale of air-gun to minor—Injury to per

son—Unlawful act.
Fowell v. Grafton. 22 O.L.R. 550, 17 

O.W.lt. 9«0.
(8 I B—9) —Explosives left lying in

STREET AND FOUND BY CHILD—INJURY 
to child—Action for damages—Evi
dence—Failure to connect defend
ants WITH NEGLIGENT ACT.
Renzoiii v. Sault Nte. Marie, 0 O.W.N.

(8 I B—10) —Negligence—Explosion in 
building—Injury to property of
PLAINTIFF—No ALLEGATION OR PROOF OF
negligence—Evidence—Not a case of
RES IPSA LOQUITUR—TRANSFER OF PREM
ISES OF DEFENDANTS.

Wright v. Mitchell, 17 O.W.N. 290.
(8 1 B—15)—Liability of seller, manu

facturer OR OTHER THIRD PERSON.
The defence of volenti non tit injuria is 

not available in an action for injuries sus
tained through a breach of a statutory duty 
imposed by the Factories Act.

Everett v. Scliaake, 4 DX.R. 147, 17 B. 
<\R. 271. 21 W.I..R. 525. 2 W.W.R. 572.
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«ELI I II OF APPARATUS TO BE INSTALLED—. 
PERSONAL INJURY TO BUYER’S EMPLOYEE 
DURING W03K OF INSTALLATION.

A company installing a refrigerating 
plant for another is liable to an employee or 
the latter who is injured through the negli 
genee of the installing company, which 
while still in charge of the plant, failed to 
put part of the plant in good order after 
being given notice of its defective condition, 
where such failure on their part resulted in 
injury to the purchaser's employee.

Sokes v. Kent Co., 9 D.L.R. 772, 4 O.W.N. 
CM, » OW.IÎ. 771.
Liability of manufacturer—Bowling al

leys—Dry hot.
A manufacturer of howling alleys who 

agrees to superintend their installation is 
liable in damages for neglect to provide 
suttieient ventilation to protect against dry

. Smith v. Brunswick Balke Cullender Co., 
38 DX.R. 455, 25 B.C'.R. 37, [1917J 3 \V 
W.H. 1071.
Timber-—Liability for contrai fob's acts.

The purchase of rights to cut the limiter 
implies, for the purchaser, the right to use 
the ground for the purpose of operatiug 
the lumber business ; but it includes also 
the consequent obligation of using it as a 
go<til "pater familias." The purchaser can
not divest himself of such obligation by ask
ing contractors to run the business at a 
tixed price: owing to his personal obliga
tion lie remains responsible for depreda
tions committed on the premises by such 
contractors in carrying out their contract.

Gigiicre v. Tobin Mfg. Co., 53 Que. S.C. 
193.
Defective machine—Liability of owner.

The owner of defective machinery is re 
sponsible for damages caused by it to a 
workman who is engaged on it.

Montreal Ammunition Co. v. Parent, 27 
Que. K.B. AM.
Injury to person by breaking of bench 

in public park—Duty of owner ot
BENCH TO PUBLIC RESORTING TO PARK—
Evidence—Condition of bench—Rea
sonable user.

Mcl’lice v. Toronto and Buhner, 9 O.W.N. 
160.
(8 T B—161 —Dki-ective cartridges—Ija- 

HIl.ITY OF SELLER.
A retail vendor is not answerable for per 

soiial injury sustained by the purchaser of 
a sealed Im»\ of cartridges of a certain de 
script ion and make, as the result of the box 
containing one cartridge of a different kind 
and of the explosion of the cartridge after 
it had missed tire liecause of its lieing tin- 
wrong size, where the plaintiff relied solely 
on his own judgment and not that of the 
vendor, in making the purchase. [The 
Moorcock. L.R. 14 I'.D. 64, and Hamlyn v. 
Wood, f 1891] 2 Q.B. 488, applied.]

Hill v. Rice Lewie, 12 D.L.R. 588, 28 
O.L.R. 366.
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(§ I B—23)—STEAM waggon—Frighten-
JNO HORS».

V)-,. operating of moving machinery. such 
Ab sU-iim waggons or steam rollers, emitting 
tnAe and einders on a street in close prox
imity t<> horses stand.ng thereon and liable 
to frighten them, without precautions or 
warnings of their approach, is actionable 
ne'digence. |Kirk v. Toronto. H O.L.R. 730, 
followed : Jones v. Liverpool, 14 Q.B.D. 890, 
distinguished.]

Mack v. bake Winnipeg Shipping Co., 24 
D.L.R. 128. 25 Man. L.R. 3«4. K W.W.R.
523.
({• I B—30)—GASOLINE ENGINES.

The seller of a gasoline engine who neg
ligently installs it. and not the manufac
turer thereof, is answerable to the pur- 
,baser for any «lamages resulting from its 
defective installation.

Tollington v. Jones, 4 D.L.R. 648, 21 W. 
LR. 168. 4 A.L.R. 344, 2 W.W.R. 141.

C. Dangerous premises.
Dangerous premises vanning injury to 

iicspnsser, see Crown, IT—20.
Defective system, see Master and Servant.
Defective fire escape, licensee or invitee, 

m'c Landlord and Tenant, 111 C—On.
Negligence as of owner of building or em

ployer. s«-e Pleading, II D—183.
(8 I C—35)—Barker shop—Trap—Per

sonal INJURIES TO INVITEE—NO WARN
ING ok danger—Liability.

WbiTi a customer who is properly in u 
«Imp for the purpose of trading in it seeks 
to reach, for a proper purpose, what is ap
parently another part of the premises which 
the tradesman is lamnd by law to provide 
tor him and is in constant use for that pur
pose by his customers, the tradesman is 
ismiid to warn him of any concealed dangers 
that there are on the road to it, ami. if he 
fails to do so, he cannot shield himself from 
responsibility for harm that comes to the 
customer therefrom, by proving that the 
way and trap were under the eontrol of 
«'•menue else. | Dickson v. Scott, 30 T.L. 
I!. 256. followed.]

Vfet'nlhnn v. Hemphill Trade Schools, 50 
D.L.R. 311.
MOM IIANT’S STORE — INVITEE — IMPENDING 

DANGER FROM FALLING WALL ON ADJA
CENT premises—Neglect of duty to 
w akn—Injury—Liability.

An invitee to a me reliant's store is en
titled to damages for injuries caused by the 
negligence of the merchant who, although lie 
knew of impending danger threatened to his 
premises by the collapse of a nearby wall, 
failed to notify her, or advise lier of the 
ri-k «lie was running in going into that part 
of the store in which she was injured by fly
ing bricks and which was the part, most 
kurely to be aff«*cted by the fall, or to ex
clude lier from that part of the building.

Mitchell v. Johnstone Walk«;r, 47 D.L.R. 
2*3. [19191 3 W.W.R. 24

G RAN ARY—A XIM ALS.
Where a granary is properly constructed 

at the time the grain is stored therein, Lut 
afterwards Incomes injured without the 
knowledge of the owner of the granary, so 
that stray animals can obtain access to the 
grain, the owner does not “have or store 
on his premises grain accessible to stock" 
within the meaning of the Open Wells Art 
| R.8.H. c. 124). and is not liable for damage 
to such animals.

Hill v. Mallach. 37 D.L.R. 709, 10 8.L.R. 
419, [1918) 1 W.W.R. 10.
Collapse of stairway — Injury to em

ployee of subcontractor—Liability 
of contractor.

Building contractors who allow a tern 
porarv stairway to lie used by persons work 
ing in the building under construction are 
properly held liable in negligence for per
sonal injuries sustained by an employee of 
their subcontractor by the collapse of such 
stairway when he attempted to pass over 
it, if no warning had been given or barrvr 
placed to give notice that the stairway was 
iieing moved to a different position by the 
contractor’s workmen; the fact that the 
contractor's workmen bad permitted an
other person to use the stairs just prior to 
the plaintiff's arrival was sufficient to put 
the plaintiff off his guard on seeing this and 
to justify him in assuming that the use <-f 
the stairway was permitted as Iieing safe 
without putting upon the plaintiff the duty 
of investigating what was Iieing done by the 
contractor’s workmen then and there en
gaged at work.

Klukas v. Thompson, 24 D.L.R. 67, 8 
W.W.R. 778. 31 W.L.R. 438, reversing 21 
D.L.R. 312, 7 W.W.R. 1102.
Injury to shopper falling through trap 

door—Common fault.
There is common fault when a woman, 

ls-ing in a shop, falls through an open trap 
door in a corner and inflh-ts upon herself 
serious injuries. The fault of the plaintiff 
consists in not looking where she was going : 
that of the defendant in the fact that, he 
should not have left the cellar door open in 
a part of his shop to which the public had 
access.

Vézina v. Lajierle, 48 Que. S.C. 174.
Kxplosion of natural gar in cellar of

DWELLING HOUSE—ESCAPE FROM UNDER
GROUND PIPES OF GAB COMPANY—BREAK
in pipe—Cause of Findings of jury 
—Liability of company.

Stables v. United Gas & Fuel Co., 8 O.W. 
S. 105.
Injury to road engine—Defective condi

TION OF PRIVATE HOAD — FINDINGS OF
jury — New trial directed because
NEGLIGENCE FOUND NOT CONNECTED WITH
injury—Connection found by jury
AT NEW TRIAL — QUESTION OF NEGLI
GENCE RAIKTO ON APPEAL — RES AD 
judicata—Evidence.

Everton v. Kilgour. 8 O.VV.N. 365.
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limxrr in machinery -Knowledge of.

The plaintiff was killed by the fall of a 
boom of a derrick, the evidence shewed the | 
machine to he of the liest type, in good re
pair and operated by a competent man. 
The plaintiffs alleged that there was a de
fect in the machine, in that, the dog did not 
lit properly in the cog-wheel and at times 
slipped. The only evidence of knowledge 
by the defendants of the alleged defect was 
that of two witnesses, one of them stating 
that the operator of the hoist told him, af
ter the accident that the machine was de
fective and that he hail notitied the 
defendants of the defect prior to the ac
cident, and that this statement was made 
by the operator 1.1 or 20 feet from the de
fendant YV. (one of the members of the 
defendant firm), who did not contradict the 
statement. The other witness, who stood 
beside YV. at the time the statement was 
made, testified that he heard what the 
operator said. The plaintiffs contended 
that when W. did not contradict the oper
ator's statement, the evidence was admissi
ble as an acquiescence by W. in the state
ment. The evidence was allowed in on the 
trial and the jury returned a verdict for 
the plaintiffs. Held, on appeal, reversing 
the judgment of the Trial Judge and setting 
aside the verdict of the jury, that the evi
dence that W. heard the statement was of 
the vaguest character; that the remark was 
not addressed to him; that the allegation 
was not that he. hut the firm (of which 
he was a member), had Iwen notified, a« to 
which he may have had no knowledge, so 
that even if he heard what the operator said 
lie may not have been in a position to con
tradict it. In view, therefore, of the loose 
character of all this evidence, it should not 
have been admitted, and without it the 
plaintiff should not succeed.

Watson v. Booker, 18 B.C.R. 538.
Factories Act—Breach—Ci rain elevator 

—Death of employer.
A drum around which coil the steel cables 

attached to a lift, and a hole lietween the 
drum and the side of the platform on top 
of which the lift is placed, are within 
Mihes. (a i and (e) of s. 19 of the Factories 
Yet, R.S.S. 190». c. 17, and are, therefore, 
things which should be guarded anil pro
tected: and where, because of the absence 
of such a guard, an employee of the pro
prietor of the factory wherein such lift is 
meets his death such proprietor is liable in 
damages to the dependents of the deceased.

Hilton v. Robin Hood Mills, 11 8.L.R. 
.170. [1018] 3 W.W.R. 108. [Affirmed 47 
D.IaR. 282. 12 S.L.R. 245, [1919] 2 WAV. 
It. 1.14.]
hAW mill—Damages I’ohseshory or nega

tory action Occupant ok Public

Although it may lie true, in principle, 
that if a person establishes himself at, a 
place where an industry is in operation, and 
that the owner of the latter uses all pos-
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Isible and necessary improvements to dimin
ish the inconvenience of his proximity and 
the damages which he may cause, he" must 
suffer them without b?ing able to claim any 
compensation, it is otherwise if the indus
try has rendered itself guilty of negligence 
in the operation of its works. Accordingly, 
the owner of a saw mill is liable for dam
ages caused to his neighbour by allowing 
tiie wind to carry over the latter’s land 
bark and sawdust from works carried on in 
his mill, without taking any precautions to 
prevent them. The owner of the mill is, 
in fact, exercising a servitude upon the 
land of his neighbour, who may bring a 
negatory action aguinst him. An occupant, 
by permission of the Crown, of beaches, cf 
publie domain, lias a right to a possessory 
action of servitude, if he is disturbed hv his 
neighbour.

Cimon v. Bouchard. 24 Rev. Leg. 449. 
Factory- Precautions.

When a manufacturer, in establishing his 
industry, takes all proper precautions not 
to cause damage to the neighbours, lie can 
escape, in great measure, from the liability 
for damages which result from the operation 
of the industry. It is different when n 
manufacturer places machinery in a building 
not intended for it, nor so constructed as to 
prevent the vibrations being felt by the 
neighbours.

Vincent v. Paxton. 50 Que. 8.C. 442.
M as i ra and servant—I njury from break

I NO OF WORN C ABLE—FAILURE OF EM
PLOYER TO EXAMINE CABLE—WORKMAN 
STRIKING HOPPER FROM BENEATH IN
STEAD OF FROM HIDE — CUSTOMARY 
METHOD — NOT CONTRIBUTORY NEOI.V

Plaintiff, while in employ of defendant, 
who was erecting a building, was injured by 
the falling of a hopper due to the breaking 
of a steel cable, which passed through pip 
ing, which cable the court inferred from 
the circumstances had become worn and was 
not in lit condition fur the use made of it. 
Held, that defendant was bound from time 
to time to examine and test the cable and 
that such examination would have dis
closed its condition. The failure to do so 
and continued use of an unfit cable con
stituted negligence.

YVeenk v. Smith, [1919] 3 YV.W.R. 212. 
Death of max caused by falling into

ELEVATOR-SHAFT IN STORE—ACTION UN-
her Fatal Accidents Act — Negli
gence OF DECEASED—FINDINGS OF TRIAL 
Judge.

Kupnicki v. Noden et al., 13 O.W.N. 178. 
Action to recover damages — Injuries

CAUSED BY ROLL OF LINOLEUM FALLING 
ON PLAINTIFF—DEFENDANT SET UP RE
LEASE FOR $.10 SIGNED BY PLAINTIFF- 
IMPROVIDENT SETTLEMENT.

Gissing v. Eaton, 3 O.W.N'. 219, 20 O.YY". 
II. .124, reversing 2 O.W.N. 1021.
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T'.fOrAKHKD HOLE IX HI IIOU1. FLOOR—ACTION 

Kill DAMAGE* FOR INJURIES BUS I AIX ED 
—C'ONTRIUVTOKY XIAll AGENCE.

Shaw v. St. Thomas Hoard of Education, 
2 O W N. 1467, 1» O.W.H. 84».

i c—371—Falling building of portion
THEREOF GENERALLY.

Where a person orders to lie done on his 
premises n work, lawful in itself, but from 
which, in the natural course of things, in
jurious consequences to his neighbours must 
*. expected to arise unless means are adopt
ed bv which such consequences may be pre
vented: :i ml where he entrusts an independ
ent contractor with the performance of such, 
duty incumlient upon himself, and the con
tractor neglects its fulfilment, the liability 
t»r the resultant injury to the adjoining 
premises does not depend on the relation of 
matter and servant; and the fact that he 
entrusted his own duty to another person 
(whether servant or independent contrac
tor who also neglected it, furnishes no ex-

Vockshutt Plow Co. v. MacDonald, 8 D.L. 
R. 112, 5 A.L.R. 184. 22 W.L.R. 798, 3 
WAV.II. 488.
De» I RUCTION OF BUILDING BY STORM—

Faulty construction.
The owner of a building is responsible for 

'V- damage caused by the roof lieing lifted 
•iiT by a storm, owing to a fault in construc
tion. | Nordheimer v. Alexander, 19 Can. 
>.C. 259 followed.]

lemieux v. Ruel, 45 Que. 8.C. 390.
Ice FALLING FROM HOOF—REMEDY— DaM- 

ui es—Injunction.
There is a duty, apart from any obliga

tion imposed by a municipal by-law, upon 
the owner or occupant of a building the 
r»f of which is so constructed that from 
natural causes the snow or ice which falls 
"i- collects upon it will naturally and prob- 
« -l.v slide from the roof, to take all reason
ed.- means to prevent the snow or ice from 
tailing upon the adjoining property, or an 
adjoining highway, and causing damage to 
persons or property there; a failure to adopt 
au. h means of prevention will render him 
liable in damages for an injury caused there- 
by. but the case is not one for an injunction.

Meredith v. Peer, 35 D.L.R. 592, 39 O.L.R. 
271.

Collapse or building during steuc tubal
ALTERATIONS — INJURY TO PERRON IN 
XF.I0IIDOT RING BUILDING—INDFPF.XDENT
CONTRACTOR.

l ari v. Reid, 23 O.L.R. 453, 18 O.W.R. 

Collapse of building—Injury to neigh

not RING PREMISES—ACTING ON ADVICE 
OF COMPETENT EXPERTS.

McNerney v. Forrester, 19 W.L.R. 32.

Accident to mixfb cavskd by falling 
ris k — Defect in works — Ontario 
Mixing Act (1908), h. 164, subs-. 
17 and 31—Pentice.

Siven v. Temisknming Mining Vo., 19 O. 
W.R. 43», 2 O.W.N. 1245.
(8 1 C—38) —Fall of wall—Res ipsa 

loquitur.
Tlie unexplained fall of a wall is prima 

facie evidence of negligence on the part of 
those responsible for its construction. Ordi
nary care is not determined by the wisdom 
gained by results; it is gauged by the situa 
tion and surrounding circumstances. In 
general it means such care as prudent and 
cautious men would use according to the 
exigency and as would lie necessary to guard 
against probable danger.

Krdmnn v. Consolidated Mining & Smelt
ing Co., 7 W.W.R. 1121.
(8 I C—40)—Insecure electric pole—In

jury to servant or independent con
tractor—Liability OF OWNER OF POLE, 
IlOW LIMITED.

Where the poles intended for transmission 
wires of a power company had become in
secure by the washing away of earth before 
the wires were strong, and the company 
gives to an independent contractor the work 
of first strengthening and securing the poles 
and then of stringing wires upon them, the 
power company is not responsible for per
sonal injuries to the contractor's workman 
by reason of the falling of a pole which In- 
had climbed for the purpose of stringing the 
wives before it had been strengthened and 
without knowing that it was unsafe; the 
workman is not entitled to claim against 
the power company as owners or occupants 
of the property that he was an invitee there
on to w hom there was a holding out on their 
part that the premises were safe as it was 
a part of his master's undertaking to 
strengthen the poles tbefore stringing the 
wires, and it was the collateral negligence 
of his master, the contractor, in not notify
ing him that the poles were not safe that 
was the cause of the injury. [.Niamey v. 
Scott, [1899] 1 Q.B. 98»; Indcrni tor v. 
Dames, L.R. 2 C.P. 311, and Lucy v. Haw 
den, 11914] 2 K.B. 318, distinguished.]

Western Canada Power Co. v. Velasky, 2D 
D.L.R. 92. 49 Can. S.C.R. 423. reversing 
12 D.L.R. 774, 18 B.C.R. 407, 25 NV.L.R. 59, 
4 W.W.R. 1259.
(8 I C—441—Excavations—Duty as to

CARE— I X DF.FF.X DENT CONTRACTOR.
A man who orders a work to be executed 

from which, in the natural course of things, 
injurious consequences to his neighliour 
must be expected to arise unless means are 
adopted by which such consequences max 
lie prevented, is bound to see to ttie doing of 
that which is necessary to prevent the mi- 
chief, and cannot relieve himself of his 
responsibility by employing someone else, 
whether it be the contractor employed to do 
the work from which the damage arises or 
some independent person, to do what is nec-
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'■h*ary to prevent the act he has ordered to 
lie «lone from liecoming wrongful. [Bower 
X. IVate, 1 Q.ll.D. 321, followed.]

Bert am v. Builders’ Assn, of North Win 
nipeg, 23 D.L.K. «34, 31 W.L.R. 430, 8 W. 
W.R. 811.
Fall ok frozen surface ok gravel vit - 

Contract— Breach ok duty Cackk ok 
death — Contributory xe«ili«;enck — 
Fatal Acuuentb Act — Barents —-

The defendants employed a teamster to 
lake gravel for them from n pit, at s«> much 
;i load ; they had agreed both with the owner 
of the pit and with the teamster to remove 
the surface earth and snow from the pit 
in order that the gravel might lie reached 
and g«it out. The defendants failed to per
form that duty properly, and the plaintiff's 
«■on. who was employed by the teamster, 
\x eut into the pit, on a day in winter, to 
load and draw gravel from it, and was 
killed by a piece of the overhanging surface 
of frozen earth and snow* falling upon him.
« hi the previous day, a servant of the de
fendants, in or towards the performance of 
their duty to remove the surface, had e\- 
ploded three charges of dynamite in the 
trozen surface soil so as t«i loosen it and 
remove it. No examination was, on that 
«lay or the next day, mad«* to ascertain the 
fuil effect of the explosion : and yet the 
man who was killed was ordered, by the 
ilef«*n«lants’ same servant, to load the gravel 
at the part of the pit, where the explosion 
had taken place: — Held, that the defend
ants’ failure to perform their duty was the 
cause of the man’s death, and that they 
were liable, in an action under the Fatal 
Accidents Act. In the circumstances, there 
xvas a duty upon the defi-ndants toward 
«■very one there, as the man was employed 
in removing gravel for the defendants, to 
take reasonable care that tin* frozen surface 
xvas so removed that it should not be a 
needless danger to them when so employed. 
The defendants had committed a breach of 
«luty, apart from contract. Held, als«>, that 
the defendants were liable upon another 
ground, viz., the negl««««t of their servant in 
regard to the explosion, that neglect having 
liecn the dire««t «-ause of the death. The 
«leceased xvas not the author of his own in
jury, nor was he guilty of contributory neg- 
ligence. The amount assessed as damages 
by the Trial Judge. $1,400. «livided lietweeu 
tlie father and mother of the deceased, was 
not excessive in view of the evidence of 
reasonable expectation of pecuniary lienetit 
from the prolongation of the life of their

Durant v. Ontario & Minnesota Bower 
Co., 41 O.L.R. 130.
(8 I C—48)—Wharf—Gangway.

The lessee of a building on a wharf, oc
cupied as a freight shed, is not responsible 
for an accident which happened to a labour
er who was working in it, by the fall of a 
heavy gangway belonging to the lessee,

which stood against a post in a slanting 
position and was knocked down by u carter 
unloading his cart; the fact that‘the les-.tr 
failed to have the gangxvay attached to the 
post so that it could not fall was not con
sidered as negligence.

Cantillon v. C.P.R. Co., 53 Quo. S.C. 170. 
(§ I C—49) — Drawbridge — Situation 

dangerous—Fi.IMHEY HARRIER ACROss 
bridge—Liability ok corporation mir 
damages Negligence of driver ok 
motor — Passenger not chargeable
WITH DRIVER’S NEGLIGENCE.

A corporation which, by the situation of 
a drawbridge, the approach thereto, and a 
flimsy barrier noms*, the bridge when open, 
makes such bridge a trap fur the unxvarv 
and an invitation to accident, is liable for 
damages, due to a jitney breaking through 
the barrier and plunging into the river, not
withstanding that the highway was knoxvn 
to the driver, and that he was reckless ami 
disreganli'il the danger. If the corporation 
lias provided funds for defraying half the 
cost of con , uctiiig the bridge and lias in 
faet exercised control over it, prima facie 
it is the duty of the corporation to take suit
able measures for protecting the public 
against the dangers incidental to the work
ing of the draw span, and it is incumbent 
upon the corporation if it desires to dispute 
this responsibility to prove that the officials 
who had in fact exercised control were ex
ceeding their laxvful poxvers.

Richmond v. Kvnns. 48 D.L.R. 209, [1919) 
3 W.W.K. 33». affirming 43 D.L.R. 214. 26 
B.C.R. 60, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 487.
Canal—Open bridge—Automobile—Reck-

LESS DRIVING.
The suppliant, in the course of a joy ride, 

driving un automobile without a chauffeur’s 
lieenso, attempted to cross a Government 
canal bridge xvhen the bridge xvas being 
opened and the gates doxvn, after being sig 
nailed to that effect by the bridge-master, 
resulting in the machine and its occupants 
plunging into the canal. Held, under the 
circumstances and evidence, the suppliant 
lias made out no ease against the Crown, 
and that the accident xvas brought about 
by his own negligence.

Boyer v. The King, 42 D.L.R. 384. 18 
Can. F.x. 154.
( § 1 C—50)—INABILITY TO LICENSEES OK 

TRESPASS! BS.
fn a negligence action under Lord t'amp- 

Ml’s Act for personal injury resulting in 
death brought by the next of kin setting up 
that deceased xvas an employee, an invitee, 
a licensee, and a victim of a system, the 
only duty, in so far as the claim as to tin* 
deceased Mug a licensee is concerned, which 
an ow ner of premises owes such a person, is 
not to deveix-e him by means of a trap oi 
to lie guilty of any avtix-e negligence, and the 
licensee must otherxvise take the premises 
as he finds them, and the faet that a gang
way (across a steamboat Monging to tlé
sa me owner leading to another of such
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owner's boat- moo ml side liy side at tin* i 
,j4K.k 1 ut* cjiviutl for the first time on the 
morning of the «evident to carry lumlM-r 

ii. and that the hatchway was open 
i„,• the necessary ventilation and left un- 
i.rnteetwl other than by some Iwards which 

eoxeretl the hatch being left on edge 
nui it. is not evidence of neglect of duty by

King v. Northern Navigation Co.. C D.L.
\\ ti!i.r J7 O.L.R. 7». 22 O.W.lt. 607.

Where the owner or occupier of a sta 
ole supplie# stuMe accommodation and feed 
t„r horses at a fixed mm per day. but with
out giving the exclusive use of any part of 
the stable, lie is under obligation to see that 
;'iv stable i# in a reasonably safe condition 

far as the exercise of reasonable care and 
.«hill can make it so. and this obligation 
«iihsists notwithstanding that the horse# 
wore fed and eared for by their owner. 
[Francis v. Cockrell, L.l?. ô Q.B. 601, and 
S'..wart. v. Cobalt, 19 O.L.R. «*17, applied; 
.««■ also annotation to this ease.)

<iiinn v. C.P.R. Co., 1 D.L.R. 232. 20 W. 
L.R. 210, 22 Man. L.R. 32, 1 W.W.R. 804. 
Railway and traffic bridge — Railway

I-ART NOT Fl-OORED—TrKsI'ASSKH FALL- 
INC. THROUGH — I>KATII-— I)AMAGES. 1

The owner of a railway and traffic bridge, 
mie portion of which is used for railway 
irallie only and is not floored, the other por- 
i on being fenced off from the railway por
tion and lined for the passage of persons 
and vehicles only and for the use of which 
a -mull charge is made, i# not liable in dam
ages for the death of a person who, in a 
state of intoxication, and in order to avoid 
i\ment of the charge,attempts to cross on 

• lie railway portion of the bridge, falls 
through and is killed. Such person being 
a trespasser, the doctrine of implied invita
tion does not apply. [Stevens v. Jcacocke, 
II y.B. 731, 116 tf.lt. 647; ftorrid v. Scott,
1 ..It. 9 Kx. 125 ; Walker v. Midland It. Co.,
2 Times L.R. 450, followed.]

Walsh v. International Bridge & Terminal 
Co.. 4.1 D.L.R. 701. 44 O.L.R. 117. [Appeal 
to Canada Supreme Court pending.] 
TRESPASSER — lNTF.I.l.IUKXT BOY — DaNOKR 

SIGNALS AND SIGNS — DISREGARD OF —
Injury—Action for damaofs.

The negligence of an intelligent hoy who 
\* able to read, in disregarding danger signs 
and warning# put up at- or near the place 
where he is injured, in a place where hoys 
are not in the habit of frequenting disen- 
title- him to damages for the injuries sus
tained. [Cooke v. Midland (ireat Western 
R. Co., [1900] A.C. 22», distinguished.]

SMI son v. Northern Ontario Light 1 
Power Co., 48 D.L.R. 627. 46 O.L.R. 449. 
Contractor's liability to licensee of an

other—Defective plank—Absence of 
< ONTRACTUAI. RELATIONSHIP ABSENCE 
OF ALLUREMENT.

Tile contractor for the carpenter work of 
a building who erects scaffolding for hi# 
own purpose# in the work i# not liable for

injuries occurring to the employee of the 
contractor for the outside painting work 
under contract with the same proprietor 
through the breaking of a board in the in
side scaffolding by which the painter was 
proceeding to reach hi# work, where the de
fect was not known to the carpenter con
tractor or his workmen nor had the painter 
been invited by tin* latter to use the scaffold
ing to reach a window frame he wae about 
to paint, where in the ordinary course of 
the work the outside painting would In- done 
from the outside by means of ladders, which 
had been supplied to the painter# for that 
purpose. | liidermaur v. Dames, L.R. 1 C.P. 
274: Corby v. Hill, 4 C.B.N.S. 566, distin 
guislied.

Bilton v. Mackenzie, 19 D.L.R. 633. 31 
O.L.R. 686.
Dangerous premises—Building in course 

of construction—Duty to licensee.
A person seeking employment on the con

struction work of a new building and enter
ing on the works under the permission to 
lie implied from :i notice reading ••labourer- 
wanted,” is a licensee while waiting for the 
arrival of the foreman in charge of the hir
ing of labourers; and is entitled as against 
the various contractor# to reasonable pro
tection from unseen dangerous condition- 
in the premises in course of construction ; 
and the contractor whose foreman had su
pervised the placing of a boiler-plate in a 
dangerous position leaning against a pillar 
of the building and projecting over a cart 
way so that it fell over and killed such 
licensee i# properly held liable in damages 
for the death, where the boiler-plate re 
mained in such contractor's care up to th«- 
time of the accident.

McCiuire v. Bridger, 20 D.L.R. 4.1. 49 Can. 
S.C.R. 632, affirming 13 D.L.R. 49.
Open welt.—Duty of owner—'Trespass

ing animal* — Defendant's knowi 
edge — Open Wells Act (Sask.i — 
Rural Municipalities Act (Sank.i — 
Assumption of risk.

The Open Well# Act, R.K.S.. c. 124. im 
poses on the occupant of lands, duties in 
respect of trespassing animals above the 
liability at common law ; but where n horse 
fell into an open well oil defendant's farm 
while trespassing there, and its owner knew 
of the well and that it whs dangerous for 
stock, yet turned his horse# at large, know
ing that they would probably stray to 
where the well was. and thereby contra 
veiled a municipal by-law passed under the 
Rural Municipalities Act (Sask.). making 
it unlawful to allow horses and cattle to run 
at large, he has thereby assumed the risk 
and the responsibility for the loss is to he 
attributed to hi# own negligence in disobey
ing the by-law. [Watkins v. Naval Colliery 
Co., [191*2] A.C. 693. and Butler v. Fife 
Coal Co., [1912] A.C 149. applied.]

Baldrev v. Fenton, 20 D.L.R. 677, 1 S.L.R. 
203. 6 W.W.R. 1441.
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1/LTY TO INVITEE—VOLUNTARY ASSUMPTION

The owner or occupant of premises owes 
to an invitee a duty not to expose him to 
any unexpected danger without warning 
him of it: but where tlie danger is patent 
to everyone, and the invitee knows of it, he 
must be taken to have voluntarily assumed 
the risk. [Lucv v. Bawdeu, 111114J 2 K.B. 
818, followed.] '

Kerch v. Sandwich, Windsor & Amherst- 
burg It. Co., 22 D.L.ll. 784, 8 O.W.X. 96. 
IxXIOINO OPERATIONS — 1.NJUKIK8 TO THK8- 

PA88KB8.
There is no liability on the part of a com

pany conducting logging operations for in- 
inries to a trespasser thereby occasioned.
[l.owery v. Walker, [1910] *1 K.B. 173, 
l ItHl] A.C. 10, followed.

Hilbert v. Southgate Logging Co., *24 D.L.
It. 202, 22 B.C.R. 87, 32 W.L.R. 181, 8 W. 
W.IL 1304.
Duty to liuknsbb—Barbe» wire fence.

A person using a trail over private prop
erty. and over which the public lias ac
quired no right-of-way, is a bare licensee, 
and the only duty of the owner of the prem
ises towards him is to give him warning of 
any concealed danger or trap of which the 
owner knows; the construction of a barbed 
wire fence along the boundary of the land 
is not in the nature of a trap.

Robinson v. Dodge, 39 D.L.R. 879, 28 
Man. L.R. 533, |191R| 1 W.W.R. 812.
I X8AFB PREMISES—INVITEE.

If a defendant lias not neglected some 
legal duty to a plaint ill', the latter cannot 
recover damages from him for any injury 
sustained.

Struthers v. Burrow, 37 D.L.R. 887, 40 
D.L.R. 1, reversing 12 O.W.X. 19.
Liability to licensee — Public work — 

Trap door.
Brebner v. The King, 14 D.L.R. 397, 14 

Can. Ex. 242.
Boy injured in gymnasium—Extent of

DUTY OF PROPRIETOR—BOY A TRESPASSER 
oR LICENSEE.

In an action for damages for personal 
injuries sustained by a hoy in the defend
ant's gymnasium, judgment, was given 
against, the .defendant for the amount of 
doctor’s fees and hospital charges. On ap
peal. held that, even on the assumption that 
the defendant had failed in any auty owed 
uti' no evidence that the defendant had 
tailed in any duty owed by it to him. [Lath- 
inn v. Johnson, [1913] 1 K.B. 398, 82 L.J.
K. B. 258 applied.]

McLean v. Y.M.C.A., 14 A.L.R. 58, [1918]
3 W.W.R. 522.
In.n ry to trespasser.

Orand Trunk R. Co. v. Barnett, 27 Times
L. R. 359.
Private property — Boat —Gangway — 

Accident — Xbgligf.nce — Damages 
—C.C.. art. 1053.

'Hie owner of private property who al-
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lows the public to come in and to use it with 
no more hindrance than if it were public, 
is liable for all danger by the medium to 
which he furnishes access. Thus, if the 
master of a passenger boat allows a young 
girl under age, who is found on the wharf, 
to cross and to remain on the gangplank 
of the boat, and if the latter when taken 
away from the wharf or boat, upsets and 
throws the young girl in the water where 
she is drowned, the owner of the boat i- 
respoiisible for damages to the father of the

Desjardins v. Ottawa River Co., 25 Rev. 
Leg. 328.
Drainage and damming operations — 

Trespasser.
Where land alongside a river was occu

pied by a company which, by a special ar
rangement with the owner, has obtained 
i he right to abut his dam to it and to con
struct upon it a revetment wall to retain 
the water, it has the same rights, obliga
tions and resiHiiisibility, within the purview 
of tlie special arrangement, as the owner 
himself; and it is responsible for the dam
ages caused by the crumbling of the 
ground and the fall of the revetment wall 
«lue to defective drainage and to the had 
state of repairs of the wall. A person who. 
to watch and examine the surroundings of 
a dam and a watercourse, stands on a lot 
of ground adjoining the public road, which 
is not fenced nor separated by any mark 
from the road cannot be considered as tré
passer.

Montreal Light, Heat & Power Co. y. 
Tvowrie, 25 Que. K.B. 387.
(§ I C—55)—Injuries ;o children—Dan

gerous attractions — Trespassers— 
Municipal grounds.

A child will still be a trespasser if he 
goes on private ground without leave or 
right, however natural it may have been for 
bim to do so; but the presence in n fre
quented place of some object of attraction 
tempting the child to meddle where he 
ought to abstain may well constitute a trap, 
mid. in the ease of a child too young to be 
capable of eontribujpry negligence, it may 
impose full liability on the owner or oc
cupier, if lie ought as a reasonable man 
to have anticipated the presence of the child 
and the attractiveness and peril of the ob
ject. A finding by the jury that previous to 
the accident whereby children playing in a 
municipally owned gravel pit were smoth
ered. the municipal corporation had no 
knowledge, nor should it have reasonably 
known, that there was a likelihood of chil
dren being injured by the falling of earth, 
sand or gravel while playing in the pit 
where the ease was not based upon the 
maintenance of a nuisance. [Cooke v. Mid
land. etc., Ry., [1909] A.C. 229. distin
guished; Latham v. Johnson, [1913] 1 K.B. 
898, approved.]

Robinson v. Havelock, 20 D.L.R. 537, 32 
O.L.R. 25.
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I.N.II RIES TO CHILDREN—DANGEROUS ATTBAC- 
TiONB Narrow footkbidgk.

A narrow footbridge built over water for 
the convenience of its owner is not such a 
.langerons attraction to children as will 
render tin* owner liable for tin* death of a 
child of tender years who fell therefrom 
into the water and was drowned where 
there watt no license extended to children to 
go there and the bridge was ordinarily in
accessible by the withdrawal of a plank 
leading to it. [Cooke v. Midland ti.W.R. 
to., | MHI9] A.C. 229. distinguished.]

I’edlar v. Toronto Power Co., 15 D.L.R. 
«84, 2» O.L.R. 527.
INJURIES TO CH11.IIRKX — DANGEROUS AT

TRACTIONS — BU1LU1.N0 MATERIALS ON 
SCHOOL PREMISES.

Where material not dangerous in itself is 
left in a safe hut inconvenient position by a 
contractor on school premises where he was 
employed to do certain repairs, lie will not 
he liable for damage which resulted to one 
"I the scholars from its being moved by 
third parties to a dangerous position,^which 
lunge the contractor could not have reason

able anticipated. [Makins v. l’iggott, 29 
tan. S.C.R. 188, distinguished.]

Vick v. Morin, 22 D.L.R. 29, 21 B.C.R. 
6, 30 W.L.R. 412, 7 W.W.R. 1053.
Km tric power—Pipe line on trestle— 

Wire above pipe — Barriers a roe mi 
trestle — Warnings posted — Bov
CROSSING ON TRESTLE—INJURIES TO BOY

Action—Duty ok power company.
A boy who is injured by an electric wire 

whi' h crosses over a pipe line on a trestle 
cannot recover damages from the power com
pany owning the wire, for children were not 
in the habit of crossing this tri-stle, and as 
the company had no reason to suppose that 
anyone would cross this trestle, it did not 
lail in any duty owing to the company.

Shilson v. Northern Ontario Light A Pow
er Co., "H) D DR. «96, 59 Can. S.C.R. 443, 
affirming 48 D.L.R. «27, 45 O.L.R. 449.

D. On highways or waters.
Se'1 dipping; Collision.
Negligence or wilful act of driver of 

motor vehicle, see Automobiles, III C—310; 
111 B—200.

Negligence, scope of employment, see Mas
ter and Servant, III A—29Ô.

1 It—70)—It is the duty of a driver 
"f a vehicle on a public street to exercise 
prudence and care in order to avoid in
juring pedestrians.

Bai Burgeon v. St. George's 4 D.L.R. 894,
22 tjue. K.B. 6.
Criminal charge—Code- Amendment 9-10 

Ki»w. VII. 1910, c. 13, s. 1.—Reason
able use of highway—Rights of pab- 
ru s Conviction at trial—Appeal.

mie rights of a driver of a motor vehicle 
i>iiil that of other vehicles (including bi- 
• y«le»i to use the highway are equal, and 
•‘«nil is equally restricted by the rights of 
the other. Each is required to regulate hie

own use by the observance of ordinary care 
and caution ; and when accidents happen aa 
incidents to the reasonable use of the high
way, the law affords no redress by riminaI 
or vivil proceedings.

The King v. Wilson, 50 D.L.R. 117, [1919] 
3 W.W.R. 1087.
Snow and he ox sidewalk — Frontage

OWNERS RESPONSIBLE MIR REMoVAf — 
City power to remove and charge ex
pense. TO OWNERS—NEGLECT BY CITY TO 
REMOVE IN REASONABLE TIME—LlAHII I-

The plaintiff, in consei|uenee of Ice ami 
enow on one of the principal streets of the 
defendant city, slipped and fell, suffering 
injuries for which lie claimed damage-. 
There was a city by-law which required the 
city to keep streets in repair. Hie trial 
judgment was in favour of the plaintiff. 
Drysdale and Mellish, J.J., following Ma
guire v. Liverpool, [1905] 1 K.B. 767, held 
that the appeal should he allowed and the 
action dismissed on the ground that there 
was no by-law requiring the city to remove 
anow and ice from the sidewalks, the ob
ligation to do so was on the frontage own
ers, the city simply having possession to do 
so and charge tie* cost to the owners. Rus 
sell, .1.. and Ritchie K.J., were of opinion 
that the appeal should lie dismissed on the 
ground that the failure to remove snow and 
ice from the sidewalks came within the def
inition ‘non repair" and the city being 
charged by statute with the duty of*keeping 
the streets in repair, failed in that duty, 
in allowing the slush to remain on the side
walk, and as it had the means of removing 
it and failed to do so within a reasonable 
time it was guilty of negligence.

Slaney v. Sydney, 46 D.L.R. 164, 53 N.K. 
R. 37 at 42. [Affirmed 50 D.L.R. 351, 59 
Can. S.C.R. 232.J
Negligent driving — Liability of livery

STABLE KEEPER.
A livery stable keeper who engages to 

convoy a passenger and supplies the driver 
as well as the horse and buggy will lie liable 
in damages for the driver's failure to d.i 
what a reasonable and prudent driver would 
have done on approaching a traction engine 
on the road with knowledge that there was 
a strong probability of the horse becoming 
scared and with knowledge that the road at 
that point was a dangerous one on which 
to pass the engine, notwithstanding which 
the driver attempted to pass, with the re
sult that the buggy was overturned and the 
passenger injured.

Golightly v. Banning, 22 D.L.R. 124. 
Negligent driving killing highway work 

man—Sufficiency of evidence.
Deceased was killed by a motor car while 

on a bridge shortly after midnight. On the 
question of the identity of the ear that 
struck deceased there was the evidence of 
the driver of a sleigh who saw the accident, 
he swearing that from the time he came on 
the south end of the bridge and reached the
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scene of t lie accident, the only car to pa»-» 
him (which was going south as lie wasi was 
the car that struck deceased, and the defend
ant admitted that, after coming on to the 
south end of the bridge and liefore he 
reached tin* spot where the accident oc
curred. lie passed a sleigh. The evidence 
xvii» i-or ro I «ora ted by one of the deceased's 
fellow workmen, who swore that the only 
motor car that passed lietxveen three min
utes to twelve and the time of the accident 
xxns the car that killed deceased. The jury 
found in favour of the plaintiffs. Held, on 
appeal, that there was evidence upon which 
i lie jury might, reasonably return the ver
dict which they did. "Where there arc 
prolwhllities that might lie weighed by a 
jury, it is proper that such a case should go 
to the jury.” (tirand Trunk Pac. R. Co. 
v. tirifliths, 45 ('an. S.C.R. ."180. followed.]

Longman v. Cottingham, 18 B.C.R. 181.
| Affirmed 1.1 D.LR. 296, 48 Can. S.U.R. 
.142, 26 W.L.R. ttôO, 5 W.W.1L 060.
"S U ETY IHl.AND”—VkHICLEH.

Where a person crossing a highway, hav
ing a double track of rails in the centre, 
there lining a fifteen-foot fairway betxvecn 
the curb of the street and the outer rail on 
each side, within which vehicular traffic is 
supposed to keep, readies the first track he 
may reasonably feel the security afforded by 
a "safety island,” and if he is struck by the 
mudguard or some similarly projecting part 
of a rubber-tired motor "bus" which ap 
proa dies him, having its rijiht wheels on 
the inside rails, and so injured, he may 
recover in an action for negligence.

deffares v. Wolfenden, 31 W.L.R. 428. 21 
B.C.R. 432.
PUBLIC THOROUGHFARE—SIDEWALK—REPAIR.

A part of a public thoroughfare which a 
municipality allows the publie to use as a 
footpath, and which is shut off by a curb 
from that part which is used by vehicles, 
is a sidewalk. The municipality is liable in 
damages if through negligence it allows a 
hole to lie left in such sidexvalk xvhich causes 
injuries to a pedestrian.

Doyle v. West mount, 42 D.L.R. 273, 24 
ltev. Leg. 401.
Slippery sidewalk—Failure to sand or 

harrow.
Failure to sand or lmrroxv a slippery side

walk before » a.tn. xvlien the conditions re
quiring it only arose on that morning is not 
"gross negligence," for xvhich a city is liable 
under the Ontario Municipal Institutions 
Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. 102. s. 461) (3).

Herman v. Ottawa. 30 D.L.R. 660, .16 
Can. S.C.R. 80. affirming 34 D.L.R. 632, 30 
O.L.R. 170. which reversed 11 O.W.N. 331. 
Auto truck skidding Oii.kd street—Dan

ger AVOIDABLE — C0HCI.U8IVr.ME8R or

On nil appeal from the dismissal by Mur
phy. .1.. after a trial, without a jury, of 
an action for damages resulting from the 
skidding of a motor truck upon an oiled

roadway, held that it could not lx; said that 
the Trial Judge xvas clearly wrong in find 
ing that the driver of the truck might, hail 
he exercised ordinary care and driven in a 
certain way, liaxe axoided the danger.

Albion Motor Express Co. v. Xexv West 
minst-r. 2.1 B.C.R. 379. [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
19, affirming [1918] 1 W.W.R. 493. 
Collision iietween automobile and strut 

car—Negligence ok street railway 
company—Evidence—Excessive speed 
—Failure to sound bell or whistle 
— Contributory negligence — Ulti
mate NEGLIGENCE.

Moore v. Niagara. St. Catliarinea * To
ronto R. Co., 14 O.W.N. 113.
( 01 J.1SION UPON HIGHWAY OK AUTOMOBILE 

AND ELECTRIC STREET CAR—INJURY TO 
AUTOMOBILE AND DHIVEB — ACTION 
BROUGHT BY DRIVER—ADDITION OE OWN
ER as copLAiNTirr—Rule 134 (21— 
Pleading—Judge's charge—Findings 
of jury — Operation of “backing" 
street c ar—Control from from— 
Question fob Ontario Railway and 
Municipal Hoard—Ontario Railway 
and Muxit ipal Board Act, R.S.O. 
1914, c. 186—50 VicT. c. 99, hchkd., ii. 
36—Negligence of conductor—“Mis
JUDGING COURSE OF AUTOMOBILE"
Failure of driver of automobile to
GIVE SIGNAL WHEN TURNING—ItEVERS.XI 
OF JUDGMENT FOR PLAINTIFFS—GrOUXH 
FOR NKW TRIAL NOT SHEWN—EVIDENT! 
OF WHAT CONDUCTOR SAID IMMEDIATE! Y 
AFTER COLLISION—INADMISSIBILITY.

Action for damages for loss and injury to 
(). by his automobile colliding with an elec 
trie street-car of the defendant, which wa» 
hacking, the conductor standing on the back 
platform, which was thus in front, ami the 
mntortuan operating the car at the other 
end. O. xvas going north, and turned to go 
west, thus meeting the Iwcking street car 
The plaintiff, in his pleading, assigned, an 
negligence on the part of the defendants, 
want of warning and failure to stop in time 
owing to the defendants* servants not being 
“sufficiently attentive to duty.” In the 
charge to the jury they were told that the 
negligence which the plaintiff complained el 
was that the defendants' servant might have 
stopped, hut did not stop, the street car 
when the vehicle driven by <). was in a 
position from which he had no power to es
cape. The jury found negligenee, which, 
they said, "consisted in having the car con
trolled from the wrong end and in the eon 
dm tor misjudging the course of the plain 
tiff's automobile." They negatived contribu
tory negligence. O. and the conductor gave 
evidence at the trial. 0. said that the con
ductor, \x lien he saxv that his car was going 
lo run into (l.’s vehicle, signalled the motor 
man by bell, “but the car kept coming;’ 
and that the conductor told him (O.), im
mediately after the accident, that lie (the 
conductor) had given the motorman the 

I signal in plenty of time to stop, hut the
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îiiiitornun “did not take it.” This the cun- 
luvtor denied. 0. did not pretend that ho 

caw any warning of his intention to turn 
»,.«t -the local municipal by-law required a
■ visible and audible warning.”—Held, that 
there wa< no evidence of negligence proper

k submitted to the jury—there was 
nothing more than “a mere surmise that 
there may have lieen negligence,” [Tootney 
v. I,union. Brighton 4 South (.'oast R. Co., 3 
V.B.N>. 146, 150] and the action should 
Ik- dismissed. (2) The jury had gone be- 
ond their province in litiding that, the 

street car should have heeu controlled from 
the rear -that matter was under the control 
unit direction of the Ontario Railway and 
Municipal Board : Ontario Railway and Mu
■ ripai Board Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. ISO; sec 
al>o cl. :iti of the schedule to the defendants’

t of Incorporation, 55 Viet. c. 99. (3i
There was no ground for directing a new 
trial : the accident was due to O.’s own fault
■ r an unexpected failure of the engine of
hi* automobile. (4 i Semble, that what the 
motorman said to O. immediately after the 
aisidciit was not admissible in evidence, 
fMil*ou Botsford-Jenks Co., 1 O.W.R.

i ITi O.'s mother, who owned the an- 
•unohile. was properly added as a plaintiff 

at the trial before the jury were charged, 
upon lier consent in writing under r. 134

O’Dell v. Toronto R. Co., 44 O.L.R. 350.
Uni.LIMON Ok STREET CAR WITH AUTOMOBILE.

In an action for damage1» for negligence 
in the operation of a street car colliding 
with plaintiff's automobile, where it is 
found that the plaintiff was himself negli- 
gent. and his negligence was concurrent with 
'he negligence of the defendant which, e.g., 
ewe.sive speed, was both primary and ul- 
tiniate. the plaintiff cannot recover. [Rice 
v Toronto R. Co.. 20 O.L.R. 446, followed.] 

I’nited Motor Co. v. Regina, 10 S.L.R. 
373. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 609.
( 011 IS|o\ WITH ATTTOMOBILF..

M here a municipal by-law provides that 
(•ersons in charge of animals should proceed 
• il tlie right side» of the street, and should 
not pas* the centre line, one who places 
his lior-c and carriage across the street, be- 
'oiul the centre, is in fault and has no 
remedy if his horse is struck by an auto
mobile which, without negligence, passes 
«long the street on the right and within the 
centre line.

,;irard v. Wavagamaok Pulp & Paper Co.,
M Que. 8.C. 317.
INJURY TO PERSON WAITING FOR CAB—C’AR-

Mlien it jierson is injured while waiting 
»t a place where passengers generally board 
a street car, by the horse of a carter, the 
«arter and the contractor who employed 
him are both responsible for the injury. 
Tin* carter having greater facility of choice 
where to place his cart and move his horse, 
his obligation was to let the foot-passenger 
have the riglit-of-wav. He was negligent 

Can. Dig.—107

, in driving forward without having made 
sure that the space where the foot-pa*sen 
ger would board the citr was clear.

(Test v. Berghauser, 25 Que. K.B. 200. 
Collision of vehicles in highway —- In

jury TO PLAINTIFF DRIVING HORSE AMI 
WAGGON BY DEFENDANT DRIVING AUTO
MOBILE — Evidence — Onus — l’at 
sumption — Motor Vehicles Acr, s. 
23 — Verdict of jury Appeal 
Testimony of witness at pkevioi n

TRIAL OF DEFENDANT FOR CRIMINAL NEG
LIGENCE — Decease of witness — lx 
ADMISSIBILITY OF TRANSCRIPT OF EVI
DENCE — Previous proceeding not be
TWEEN SAME PARTIES OR PRIVIES — No 
OPPORTUNITY FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY PLAINTIFF — QUANTUM OF DAMAGES.

Cottrell v. Gallagher, 16 O.W.N. 76. 
Collision of vehicles in highway — 

Finding of jury — Negligence of de
VENDANT “TO A SLIGHT EXTENT” —
Small amount of damages awarded

Misner v. Anderson, 16 O.W.N. 71. 
Highway — Nonrepair — Snow and ice 

upon crossing — Injury to pedes
trian — Dangerous condition — No
tice — Inadequate attempt to hem 
kdy — Liability of municipal corpo
ration — Municipal Act, s. 46U (3) 
— “Gross negligence.”

Pierce v. Toronto, 16 O.W.N. 4H. 
Collision of vehicles on highway — Ex

cessive AND ILLEGAL SPEED — FAILURE 
TO BLOW DOWN AT INTERSECTION OF
highways — Contributory negli
gence — Ultimate negligence—Dam

Kerr v. Townsend; Thompson v. Town
send. 12 OWN |m;
(8 1 D—71)—Law of the road.

Driving in the dark on the wrong eide 
of the road and bo causing a collision the 
danger of which neither driver could fore 
see in time to avoid it, is actionable negli

Compton v. Allward, 1 D.L.R. 107, 22 
Mm L R SI, IS w XJL TtS, I W.W JL 162 
Public road — Traffic — By-laws—Col

lision — Damages — C.C. Que. 1053.
One who, without absolute necessity, 

drives an automobile upon the left side of a 
public road instead of on the right side, 
transgresses by-laws made for the safety 
of traffic, and assumes all risks resulting 
therefrom. The principle by virtue of which 
one claims damages ought to deduct from 
his claim the amount which he should re 
veive under an insurance policy, does not 
apply to the case of a collision between 
automobiles.

McGarr v. Carreau, 46 Que. S.C. 448. 
Automobile — Rule of boau — Collision.

Although by law the driver of a horse on 
a public road which is followed by an auto 
mobile, should “an soon an he can go to the 
right in order to leave a free passage ob the
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left,” nevertheless, if lie does not leave the 
automobile sufficient apace, and the chauf
feur attempts to p§ss the carriage, he does 
so at his own risk and is liable in case of 
collision.

Ménard v. Lussier, 50 Que. S.C. 416. 
Tug ami tow—Negligence in navigation 

— Contributory negligence — Appor
tionment OF DAMAGES.

It is negligence on the part of a tug tow
ing for hire a raft of logs to fail to nav
igate so as to prevent the logs from drift
ing against a shoal; and it is contributory 
negligence from those having charge of the 
raft to neglect to have the rear end of the 
tow lighted, and to withdraw to the front 
of it and leave the rear end uncared for. 
The damages were equally divided.

Kearney v. Dansereau, 24 Que. K.B. 401. 
Collision of vehicles on highway—In

jury TO TRAVELER in hired vehicle 
DRIVEN BY SERVANT OF OWNER—LIABIL
ITY—Cause of collision—Rule of 
road—Highway Travel Act, R.S.O. 
1014. c. 206, ss. 3 (1), 5 (1)—Rea
sonable care.

Bloch v. Moyer, 7 O.W.X. 381), 830. 
Collision of motor vehicles on highway 

—Municipal by-law—Rule of road— 
Ultimate negligence — No reason
able EVIDENCE TO GO TO JURY.

Kidd v. Lea, 10 O.VV.N. 216.
Highway—Collision of vehicles.

Parkinson v. Dolsen, 16 W.L.R. 383. 
Workmen paving street injured by pass

ing rig—Judge's verdict and ASSESS*

Wright v. Radcliffe, 10 O.W.R. 430. 2 O. 
W.N. 1241.
Negligence—Collision of rafts in river.

Kiel v. Day, 10 W.L.R. 227.
(§ 1 D—73)—Damage to elevator — 

Freight steamer unloading—Acci
dent sudden and not anticipated.

Where a vessel at a doek in a harbour 
unloading grain into an elevator with 
wliieli it is eoupled is moored safely 
against ordinary strains and to the satis
faction of the elevator owner, and an ap
proaching vessel entering the harbour pro- 
reeds to turn around near the unloading 
vessel, thereby surging the water and un
mooring the latter vessel, and causing in
jury to the elevator, the unloading vessel 
is not liable when the surging was a sud
den oecurrence due to the unavoidable and 
accidental breaking of a cable being used 
by the ineoming boat to assist in turning^ 
and the danger was not and eould not have 
been anticipated or observed or appre
ciated by the unloading vessel in time to

Playfair v. Meaford Elevator Co.. Mea- 
ford Elevator Co. v. Montreal Transporta
tion Co.. 13 D.L.R. 763. 24 O.W.R. 046. 
reversing in part 2 D.L.R. 577, 3 O.W.N. 
525.

II. Contributory.
A. Generally.

See Street Railways, III C.
(§ U A—75)—Statutory duty imposed 

on railway company — Failure t<> 
comply with —Duty of traveler 
approaching track — Liability tor 
dam agkm.

Where a statutory duty is imposed on a 
railway company to sound the whistle and 
ring the liell of the engine when a train 
is approaching a highway at level rail, a 
traveler has a right to expect this to’be 
done, ami is not required to look to see if 
a train is approaching. The omission to 
carry out the statutory duty imposed 
amounts to negligence and renders the 
company liable for resulting injury. [0. 
T.R. Co. v. Mi-Alpine, 13 D.L.R. «18- Smith 
v. South Eastern R. Co., [181»6| 1 Q.B. 
178, followed.]

Doyle v. C.X.R. Co., 46 D.L.R. 135 
[1919] 2 W.W.R. 184, 24 Can. Rv. Vas. 
819, affirming. [1919] 1 W.W.R. 21.

One driving upon city streets knowing 
that there arc crossings where street ears 
are passing but owing to the darkness is 
ignorant as to where the crossings exact
ly arc, is hound to keep a good lookout 
and to lie on guard as to conveyances com
ing his way, and his failure so to do and 
bis blindly trusting to those driving ahead 
of him constitutes contributory negligence 
precluding him from recovering for in
juries caused by collision with a street 
car even though those in eliarge of the ear 
were negligent in its management.

Balke v. Edmonton, 1 D.L.R. 876, 4 
A.L.R. 406, 21 W.L.R. 22, 2 W.W.R. 8. 
Breach of statutory duty.

In order that a railway company may he 
held responsible in damages for its negli
gent omission to perform a statutory duty, 
it must appear that the injury was the re
sult of such omission and not of the folly 
or recklessness of the injured person; but 
the fact that the negligence of the plain
tiff contributed to or Armed a material 
part of the cause of his injury, will not 
preclude him from recovering damages if 
the consequences of his contributory negli
gence eould have been avoided by the exer
cise of ordinary care and caution on the 
part of the defendant.

G.T.R. Co. v. Me Alpine, 13 D.L.R. 618. 
[11113] A.C. 838, 13 K.L.R. 187, 49 CLJ. 
665.
Apportionment of damages.

Under Quebec law, an injured person 
will have his damages reduced if his negli
gence was contributory only; he can re
cover nothing if his negligence was the 
cause of the accident and the defendant’s 
negligence was merely contributory; it is 
not the law that where there is common
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fault lint h parties must boar a share of the 

damages.
Montreal Tramways Co. v. McAllister. 34 

DU!. .165, 26 One. K.B. 174. [Affirmed by 
Priu Council .11 D.L.R. 429.]

If a person with full knowledge and ap
préciai ion of the risk and danger attend
ing a certain act, voluntarily does that 
a,i. it will be assumed that he voluntarily 
incurred the attendant risk and danger, 
a inI the maxiip volenti non fit injuria di
rectly applies.

r.i'.li. v. Frechette. 22 D.L.R. 350, 
li*l.l| V i . H71, 24 Quo. K.B. 45». 31 W. 

t.R. S7J. 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 251, reversing 
23 vue. K.B. 293.
SriIKKT RAILWAY—CROSSING—11 ILL.

The driver of a loaded vehicle climbing 
a steep hill has no special riglit-of-wav 
over a street car track and must use rea
sonable care in crossing. Blindly crossing 
the track without looking to see whether a 
tram car is approaching or not is negli
gence which disentitles him to damages for 
injuries sustained.

Davie v. X.S. Tramways & Power Co., 
41 D.L.R. 350, 52 N.S.R. 316. [Affirmed 
y> D.L.R. 681. .19 Can. S.C.R. 648.] 
yVKKTlOXH FOB THF. JURY.

In an action for damages for personal 
injury caused by a car of the defendants, 
the jury found that defendants' negli
gence was the cause of the accident, hut 
also that the plaintiff might, by the exer
cise of reasonable care, have avoided the 
accident. There was evidence sufficient to 
justify both these findings. The Trial 
•bulge dismissed the action, following Lon
don Street R. Co. v. Brown (1001), 31 
Can. S.C.R. 642. On appeal, the court 
ordered a new trial on the ground that 
the jury's finding that the plaintiff' might 
have avoided the accident by the exercise 
of reasonable care was not sufficient with
out their saying in what respect he failed 
to exercise reasonable eare, as the court 
was unable to determine from the jury’s 
limling whether the plaintiff was in law 
guilty of contributory negligence or not. 
The court suggested that the proper course 
for the Trial .ludge to take in such a case 
would be to submit to the jury two ques
tions such as. 1. Was the plaintiff guilty 
of negligence? 2. If yes, what was this 
ad ,,i negligence? and that it' would prob
ably be well to add a third question : 
Whose negligence really caused the acci-

s'hoii(lra v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co.. 21 
Man. L.R. 622.

Plaintiff held disentitled to recover for 
injury through collision between his auto
mobile which he was driving and defend
ant’s tram car because the accident oc- 
dirred at a dangerous point where plain
tiff should have looked to see if a car were 
coining and if he looked he would have 
seen it. and either the failure to look, or, 
if he looked, the crossing in front of the
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car, was reckless conduct constituting con
tributory negligence oil his part, which 
was the causa causana of the accident.

Fraser v. B.C.R. Vo., [1919] 2 W.W.R. 
513, affirming Gregory, J.
(8 II A—76l—When contributory negli

gence a defence—Efficient cause.
Negligence or want of ordinary care or 

caution on the plaintiff’s part as constitut
ing contributory negligence may disentitle 
him to recover where it is such that other
wise the injury could not have happened. 
In an action for negligence causing 
death in which a defence of contributory 
negligence is raised, if a negligent act on 
llie part of the deceased is established 
which was the efficient cause of the fatal 
injury the question of the deceased’s view 
of the possibilities of bis act is immaterial, 
and whether the possibility of injury was 
or was not foreseen by him all the conse
quences which are the direct and natural 
outcome of his negligent act arc attribut
able to same in bar of the action.

Cook v. G.T. Rv. Vo., 19 D.L.R. 600, 31 
O.L.R. 183, 15 Van. Ry. Cas. 160.
When contributory negligence a de

fence—Degree of cabe.
In actions for damages for injuries un

der the Workmen’s Compensation for In
juries Act, R.S.O. 1897. c. 160, the plain
tiff cannot lie proved guilty of contribu
tory negligence by proving only that he 
could have avoided the accident; it must 
lie shewn that he could have avoided it by 
the exercise of such cure as persons act
ing in the like capacity and under similar 
circumstances ordinarily would have exer-

Scott v. University of Toronto, 10 D.L. 
R. 154. 49 V.L..I. 335. 24 O.W.R. 325.

In order to disentitle a plaintiff to re
cover upon the ground of contributory 
negligence, it must lie found distinctly 
that the accident was attributable to his 
failure in the duty imposed upon him.

Dart v. Toronto R. Vo., 8 D.L.R. 121, 4 
O.W.X. 315, 23 O.W.R. 380.
Tbial — Appeal — Jury — Verdict for 

plaintiff—Judgment for damages— 
Reversed on appeal—Functions of 
JUDGE AND JURY—VASE ONE FOB WITH
DRAWAL FROM JURY.

Plaintiff sued defendant for damages for 
personal injuries from a fall while alight
ing from a street car operated by defend
ant. alleging negligent condition of ear, 
and recovered judgment at trial on verdict 
of negligence by a jury. On appeal this 
judgment was reversed and the action dis
missed with costs ; on the ground that, in 
addition to the incredibility of plaintiffs 
story and its inconsistency with the other 
evidence, there was evidence of an admis
sion by the plaintiff that the accident was 
caused by her heel coming off her boot, 
and which evidence was not denied by the 
plaintiff. The case should have been with-
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drawn from the jury at the clone of the 
evidence and u dismissal of the action 
directed.

It is for the judge to say whether any 
facts have been established by evidence 
from which negligence may lie reasonably 
inferred. The jurors have to say whether 
from these facts, when submitted to them, 
negligence ought to be inferred. [Metro
politan It. v. Jackson, 3 App. Cas. 193, per 
Lord Cairns at 197, followed.]

The question for the judge (subject to 
reviewi is, not whether there is literally 
no evidence, but whether there is none that 
ought reasonably to satisfy the jury that 
the fact sought to be proved is established. 
Where there is proved, as part of the 
plaintiff’s case, or proved in the defend
ant’s ease and admitted by the plaintiff, 
an act of the plaintiff which per se 
amounts to negligence, and when it ap
pear* that such act caused or directly con
tributed to the injury, the defendant is 
entitled to have the case withdrawn from

Harris v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co., 
[1919| 1 W.W.R. 4.13, 29 Man. L.R. 300. 
(§ II A—78)—What constitutes con

tributory NEGLIGENCE GENER ALLY ACT
ING IN EMERGENCY.

Where the negligence of a railway com
pany, operating a pa-senger train, forced 
a passenger into an emerg' ..cy as to get
ting off the train at his destination, the 
fact that the means or method of exit 
which lie, in such emergency, adopts, is 
not the wisest possible under the circum
stances. does not necessarily imply contrib- 
utorv negligence on his part.

McDougall v. (i.T.R. Co.. 8 D.L.R. 271, 
27 O.L.R. 309, 23 O.W.B. 364.
Of defendant—Personal injuries of

PLAINTIFF DUE TO HIS OWN ACTS—
Damages.

A plaintiff whose own acts placed him 
in obvious danger cannot succeed in an 
action for damages against the defendant, 
even though the latter is found negligent, 
unless the plaintiff can shew that the de
fendant's negligence placed a third party 
in danger: and that lie acted as a reason
able and prudent man would.

McDonald v. Burr. 49 D.L.R. 390. [1919] 
3 W.W.R. 825.
Sudden emergency from supervening

NEGLIGENCE OK EMPLOYER.
Where the operator of an elevator in an 

office building is ascending with passengers 
and suddenly finds himself unable with the 
motor mechanism at hand to control or 
stop the elevator, the emergency will re
lieve him from being charged with contrib
utory negligence in respect of the course 
taken by him to meet the emergency by 
calling "down the person in charge of the 
electric switches awaiting his signal and 
for overlooking the immediate danger to 
himself in projecting his head over the side 
of the elevator in so doing, where a person

of ordinary prudence might be expected to 
take a similar risk in an effort to avert the 
contemplated danger to the passengers and 
himself.

Jackson v. C.P. Ry. Co., 10 D.L.R. 13g 
27 W.L.R. 135, 6 W.W.R. 1314.
Board of tun cation — Liability — Un

guarded hole — Contributory neou-

Shaw v. Board of Education of St. Thom
as, 19 O.W.R. 840.
(§ II A—79)—-Intervention to rescue— 

Probable death or serious injury.
A person is justified in law in interven

ing to save from, apparent probable death 
or serious injury a third person inde
pendently of any contracturai or natural 
relationship between the person in danger 
and the intervenor; unless his intervention 
was unnecessary, reckless or rash under 
the circumstances in the judgment nf pru
dent persons and in considering his con
duct he should not be charged with errors 
of judgment resulting from tin- excitement 
ami confusion occasioned by the emergency 
and that if the intervener is injured 1m 
can recover on the ground either of negli 
gence against the person in danger or of 
negligence against himself occurring after 
his intervention began.

Haigh v. fl.T.P.R. Co., 8 A.L.R. 153, 7
W.W.R. 8IW.
(§ II A—81)—Refusing medical treat

The author of a délit or a quasi délit is 
only answerable for the damages which arc 
the immediate and necessary result of it. 
Tlius, where the victim of an accident ag 
gravâtes the consequences of it by refusing 
treatment which should cure it. he cannot 
hold the author of the accident liable for a 
permanent infirmity which might have 
been avoided.

Noel v. Quelrne R., L. H. & P. Co., 48 
Que. 8.C. 130.

B. Of persons under disability.

(§ Il B—85)—Contributory negligence 
—Of Children.

Young children who have attained the 
age at which criminal responsibility logins 
(7 years) may lie held responsible for con
tributory negligence debarring them from 
recovering damages in actions for personal 
injuries through the negligence of others, 
if such children fail to exercise that stand
ard of care which may reasonably be ex
pected of children of their age and sit
uation.

Moran v. Burroughs, 10 D.L.R. 181, 27 
O.L.R. 539, reversing 3 D.L.R. 392.
(§ II B—86)—Attempt to cross street

CAB TRACK.
A person who attempts to cross a street 

car track, when a car is too close to him 
to make it practicable for the motorman
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tli'' r«r or avoid striking him, can- 

• ,,w-r damages against tin- company.
Montreal Tramways Co. v. Hamilton, 43 

D.1..I!. 243, 27 Que. K.B. 575.
, ; II li-S7| — Negligence of parents.

A municipal corporation is not liable for 
.ujun !.. n child five years of age caused 
i i.iiling into the excavation in the even- 

,‘y aii' i dark when all reasonable means 
I» , ii ii-ed to protêt the public. The 

, uji^i-nce in such ease is that of tile par- 
, ni"» ‘"who allow their children to play on 

street in proximity to danger at such

Scott v. Quebec, 44 Que. 8.C. 184.
|| it—nsi—Children.

I lie doctrine of contributory negligence 
,|oc- not apply to nil infant of tender years.

Vick v. Morin, 22 D.L.R. 29, 21 B.C.R. 
s. Hi W.L.R. 412, 7 W.W.R. 1053.
InJI'RY CACHED by AUTOMOBILE—CoNTBIB- 

i roRV NEGLIGENCE OF CHILDREN. 
Contributory negligence may he attrib

uted i" a boy 11 years of age who, while 
lie is playing on a public street, is injured 
i,v suddenly turning and running in front 
,.f an automobile through his failure to 
i.K.k out for approaching vehicles.

Hargrave v. Hart, 0 D.L.R. 521, 22 Man. 
I..K. 4H7.
SlIlIKT CAB—PRESUMED JUVENILE DI8CBE-

A boy of 8) years, possessing the ordi
nary intelligence of a child of that age, 
will lie presumed to know enough to get 
out of the way of a moving street car if 
he saw it coming.

Schwartz v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co., 
12 If.LR. 541. 23 Man. L.R. 483, 24 W.L.R. 

I W.W.R. 319.
Infant imbecile child—Setting out firf.

I.I.MIII.1TY OK PARENT.
ndhodeau v. Cheff, 24 O.L.R. 214, 19 0.

W.K. 07V.
C. On highways.

I Hi C—95 >— Duty to look.
Anyone who attempts to drive neross 

the track of an electric street railway, 
where lie knows that cars are constantly 
passing, without looking to see whether a 
ear is approaching, is guilty of contribu
tory negligence barring recovery for in
juries caused by a car colliding with the 
buggy in which he was driving. [Danger
v I.....ion Street Rv., 341 O.R. 4113; O’Hearn
v. I’dii Arthur, 4 O.L.R. 20», followed.] 

Varlntcm v. Regina, 1 D.L.R. 778, 20 VV. 
L.R. :»•.), 5 S.L.R. 90, 1 W.W.R. 953. 
Raiiavay crossing—Rf-abonarlr care.

\ person about to cross a track in front 
of an engine or car running on rails must, 
I'Xi'i'vise reasonable care. What is reason
able care depends on the circumstances of
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each case and is a matter to he determined 
by the jury.

Orth v. Hamilton, Grimsby & Reamsville 
Electric R. Vo., 43 D.L.R. 544, 23 Van. Ky. 
Las. 344, 43 O.L.R. 137.
Public work Railway — Collision — 

Stalled automobile.
The collision of a train with an auto

mobile stalled on a level crossing of the 
Intercolonial Railway, occasioned by the 
delay of the engine driver to apply his 
brakes the moment he became aware of 
the presence of the motor upon the track, 
is an accident “on a public work" and 
caused by the “negligence of an officer or 
servant of the Crown while acting within 
the scope of his duties or employment up
on, in or about the construction, mainte 
nance or operation of the Intercolonial 
Railway,” within the meaning of s. 20 of 
the Exchequer Court Act.

Dunnett v. The King, 41 D.L.R. 405, 17 
Can. Ex. 357.
Work on boad—I'xpiby ok license.

A city corporation is not liable for negli
gence in the performance of work after the 
expiry of a license it has given therefor.

Tessier v. Ottawa, 40 D.L.R. 12, 41 
O.L.R. 205.
Injury to automobile by collision with 

street <ar—Findings ok jury—Cos-
TBIBUTOBY NEGLIGENCE — ULTIMATE 
NKGLIQENCE.

Nesbitt v. Ottawa Electric R. Co., 14 
O W N. 319.
Automobile on street contrary to by

law—Collision.
The fact that a carter leaves his horse 

ami waggon standing obliquely across » 
street in such a way as to block up more 
than half of its width, in violation of a 
municipal by-law, lines not exonerate from 
all liability" an automobile driver who im
prudently causes a collision by passing at 
any risk rather than stopping and request
ing room to pass. In such case it is con 
trfbutory negligence.

Wayuguiuuck Pulp *£. Paper Co. v. Gir
ard. 27 Que. K.B. 101.
Deviation from regular route to avoid

One who, to avoid a danger, deviates 
from his route and puts himself in a more 
dangerous position, cannot be accused of 
fault, even if he commits an error in judg
ment, if he merely acts on a sudden im
pulse created by the imminence of the dan-

Coaticook v. Laroche. 24 Que. K.B. 330. 
Collision or motor vehicles in hioh 

way—Negligence of defendants— 
Contributory negligence of plain 
tiff — Dismissal of action — Find
ings of Trial .Fudge — Appeal — 
Costs.

Shaw v. Clarkson-Jones, 15 O.W.N. 374.

negligence, ii <\
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Collision of vehicles in highway—Con

tributory NEGLIGENCE.
Adams v. WUaOB, It o.W.X. 138.

Motor vehicles — Plaintiff hoarding 
street cAit—Struck by deiv;\dants 
AUTOMOBILE — CONTRIBUTORY NEGLI
GENCE—Third person causa cavsaxs 
OF ACCIDENT.

Plaintiff was injured while attempting 
to board a street ear at a crossing by being 
struck by defendants automobile. An
other automobile passed at an excessive 
rate of speed to the right of defendant be
tween him and the curb as defendant 
reached the crossing (thus, as the court 
assumed, preventing plaintiff and defend
ant from seeing each other) and the plain
tiff had passed in front of this other auto
mobile before being struck by that of de
fendant. The court was not satisfied on 
the evidence that defendant was traveling 
at other than a reasonable «peed or that 
he was committing any breach of the pro
vision of the Motor Vehicles Act and con
cluded that the plaintiff failed to exercise 
ordinary caution and discretion in passing 
in front of a speedily moving automobile 
without first ascertaining whether the 
street was clear beyond it and that she 
was therefore guilty of contributory negli
gence. Apart from the question of negli
gence the court was inclined to the view 
that the conduct of the driver of the other 
automobile was the causa causons of the 
accident.

Jackson v. Hatelt, [1019] 3 W.W.R. 00. 
(8 II C—961—SPEED.

Where bricks are piled upon a street by 
a contractor in the course of erecting a 
building, and the obstruction so created 
is insufficiently protected at night, both 
ns to the number of lights thereon and as 
to (he location or position of such lights, 
the contractor is liable in damages to one 
who drives into such obstruction at night 
without seeing it, where such driving can
not be said to lie reckless or unusually fast, 
in an action of negligence based upon the 
failure to warn travelers by protecting 
lights, apart from any right or permit which 
the contractor nujy have had to pile the 
bricks on the street.

Turnbull v. Corbett. O'Brien v. Corbett,
S O.T..R. 343, 41 X.B.R. 284, 11 East. L.R. 
07.
(§ II C—97)—Motor vehicles—Atttomo-

BIUMI DRIVING ON WRONG HIDE OF ROAD—
Vacillating course — Both parties
CONTRIBUTING TO ACCIDENT.

Two parties were driving their automo
biles at night in opposite directions but on 
the wrong side of the road when they col
lided and both sustained damages. * The 
evidence disclosed that just prior to the 
collision each party endeavoured to get on 
to the right side of the road, but that the 
defendant fearing that the plaintiff would 
strike him broadside again turned to the 
left, the collision following. The plaintiff

XCE, II c.
sued and defendant counterclaimed. Held, 
that the accident was caused by the fault 
of both parties, and that neither party could 
recover against the others.

Gunderson v. Duncan, 12 S.L.R. 81 
[1919] 1 W.W.R. 99.
(§ II C—98)—Married woman—Passex

GE8 IN HUSBAND’S MOTOR CAR—COLLI
8ion — Contributory negligence of 
husband—Right of wife to recover
IN ACTION FOR DAMAGES.

A wife who is injured in a collision while 
riding in a motor car driven by her husband 
may, under the Married Woman’s Property 
Act (H.S.B.C. 1911, c. 152), maintain an 
action in her own name and for her own 
benefit in respect of the injury sustained.

Contributory negligence on the part of 
the husband will not prevent her succeeding 
in the action, on the ground that he is not 
her servant and she is not responsible for 
his negligence. [The “Bernia,” 13 App. Ca>. 
3, applied.]

Brooks v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 48 D.L.ÏV 
90, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 109.
Knowledge of condition of icy sidewalk.

Touliev v. City of Medicine Hat. 10 D.L.K. 
091, 5 A.L.R. 110, affirming 7 D.L.R. 759. 
Persons biding in automobile of third 

PERSON TO DIRECT DRIVER—LIMITATION
of obligation—Negligence of driver 
—Injury—Right to recover damages.

The obligation of a person who rides in 
the automobile of a third party, on the in
vitation of the owner, in order that he may 
shew the driver the way is limited prima 
facie to directing him along what street- 
lie should proceed and what turnings he 
should take he is not under obligation to 
point out obstacles or dangers on the route 
which would lie apparent to any careful 
driver, and his failure to do so is not negli-

Hunter v. Saskatoon, 48 D.L.R. 68. 12 
S.L.R. 354, f 1919] 2 W.W.R. 872.
Public work—Ice on approach—Injury 

to person—Liability.
Suppliant was injured by falling on the 

footpath on the approach to a bridge, at a 
place under the control of the Dominion 
Government: and the superintendent of the 
canal and his assistants were charged with 
the duty of maintaining the footpath in 
good order. The accident hapjiened at 
about midnight. The footpath was slippery, 
owing to ice. A witness gave evidence that 
at 4 p. m. of the day before the accident he 
had spread ashes on the spot where the sup
pliant fell; and that he visited the footpath 
lit 2 p. m. on the day of the accident, and 
that the ashes were still there and that no 
more were required for safety :—Held, that 
as it was not shewn that the foot path in 
question had been allowed to remain au un
reasonable time in an unsafe condition, no 
negligence was attributable to the superin
tendent of the canal or his assistants, and 
that the suppliant could not recover.

HarrisoA v. The King, 14 Can. Ex. 395.
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tOMTUBVTOKY NEGLIGEE! E—-LICENSEE.

Perdue v. C.P.R. Ce., 12 Can. Ry. Cas.
216.
COXTBIBVTOBY NEGLIGENCE—FlUES CAUSED 

Il Y SI'ABKS 1- ROM LOCOMOTIVE.
Winnipeg Oil Co. v. Canadian Northern 

Rio.. 21 Man. L.K. 274, 18 W.L.R. 424. 
Jii'M FAULT AND NEGLIGENCE.

\ allée v. Nhoddeu Forwarding Co., 40 
Que. S.C. 454.

D. Otheb cases.
|[ n-104i—Driving horse on high
way — Defective lines — Final, dis
tinct FROM EFFECTIVE, CAUSE.

Where tin* plaintiff's horses shied on the 
highway at a telephone pole negligently 
left there hy the defendant, and at the same 
tune broke'the reins, there is not contribu
tory negligence where the rein# had been 
well taken care of, and, so far as the plain- 
ti:f was aware, were fit for all purposes, al- 
tiiuiiyli the fact might he that, while they 
were sufficiently strong for all ordinary pur- 
I»,-,'». they were not lit to drive with, where 
an unusual strain was placed upon them, 

smith v. Berwick, 15 D.L.R. 01, (i S.L.R.
20 W.L.R. 155, 5 W.W.R. 661.

E. Imputed.
(§ Il E—110)—Pit unguarded under ele

vator— Licensee—Knowledge «if dan
ger-contributory NEGLIGENt E.

The plaintiff, an employee of a milk ven- 
<i"i. hi the course of his duties, carried milk 
i.ii mill down an unguarded freight elevator 
in the defendant company's quarters, used 
i »r the storing and pasteurizing of milk. 
The Hour of the elevator, when down, was 
used in conjunction with the other flAor 
spare where it stood, in going from one 
aide to the other, there being a pit below 
the elevator floor nbout 15 feet deep, of 
which the plaintiff claimed to have no 
knowledge. The plaintiff had been at the 
building, in the usual course of his business, 
about ten times previous to the evening of 
tbe accident. When he entered the building 
about eight o’clock, there were no lights. 
In crossing the floor space where the ele
vator shaft was (the elevator being at an 
upper storey), he fell in the pit and was 
injured:—Held, affirming the judgment of 
the Trial Judge taking the ease from the 
jury and dismissing the action, thnt the 
plaintiff had knowledge of the locus in quo. 
and he was guilty of contributory negli- 
yeme in attempting to cross the elevator 
floor without knowing whether the elevator 
wa- down or not. [Indermaur v. Dames 
ii'"7 . :;fi L.J.C.P. 181. followed.] 

Deapointee v. Almond. 18 B.C.R. 578.
F Injury avoidable notwithstanding

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE ; LAST CLEAR

'8 H F—120)—CaRELESSNEB* OF PERSON 
injured—Reckless conduct of motor-

Tin- carelcssneaa of the plaintiffs in driv

ing across the tracks of a tramway was, in 
this case, excused by the reckless conduct of 
the defendant's motorman in failing to use 
proper precautions to avoid the consequen
ces of their negligence after he had become 
aware of it.

Calgary v. Harnovie, 15 D.L.R. 411, 48 
Can. 8.C.R. 494. 26 W.L.R. 565. 5 W.W.R. 
869. affirming 11 D.L.R. 3, 6 A.L.K. 1, 23 
W.L.R. 847, 4 W.W.R. 203.
Last clear chance — Accident prior

THERETO.
The doctrine of the "last clear chance" 

applies only where there has been a breach 
of duty on the part of the defendant arising 
after the danger to the plaintiff became or 
should have become apparent to the defend
ant mnl he fails to do, for the purpose of 
avoiding the accident, that which a reason
ably careful man would have done, and 
hence where the accident has happened l>e- 
fore the defendant became aware of the 
danger to the plaintiff, it is not error to 
refuse to submit to the jury the question of 
whether the defendant eonld tar the exercise 
of reasonable care have avoided the accident.

Pratt v. Lovelace. 11 D.L.R. 385, U S.L.R. 
310, 23 W.L.K 925, 4 W.W.R. 496.
Ultimate negligence.

Even if the deceased who was killed while 
crossing the railway was guilty 6f contribu
tory negligence in not looking for approach
ing trains damages will he awarded against 
the railway if there was such ultimate neg
ligence on the part of its employees operat
ing the train that the collision might have 
been avoided after they became aware of 
the danger had the watchman stationed at 
the rear of the train moving reversely shout
ed a warning (on seeing the horses and 
load of lumber), to the driver walking on 
the far side and not visible to him. insteud 
of jumping off and attempting only to 
warn the other train hands.

O’Callaghan v. Great Northern R. Co., 20 
D.L.R. 145, 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 156.
Last clear chance—Ultimate responmi-

In a negligence action for damages result
ing from the collision of two automobiles 
where it appears that, the defendant was 
guilty of primary negligence and by the ex
ercise of reasonable care could in the cir
cumstances eventually have avoided the re
sult of his own primary negligence as well 
as that of the plaintiff (assuming the plain
tiff to have also lieen guilty of primary 
negligence), the ultimate responsibility for 
the collision, rests upon the «lefendant.

R. & R. Co. v. McLeod. 18 D.L.R. 245. 7 
A.L.R 34». 28 W.1..R. 778. 6 W.W.R. 1299. 
reversing 7 D.L.R. 579. 6 A.L.R. 176, 22 
W.L.R. 274. 2 W.W.R. 1093.
Ultimate negligence.

Negligence of a defendant incapacitating 
him from taking due care to avoid the con
sequences of the plaintiff’s negligence may, 
though anterior in point of time to the 
plaintiff's negligence, constitute ultimate
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negligence, ivmlvring the defendant liable, 
notwithstanding the contributory negligence 
of the plaintiff. (Scott v. Dublin & Wick
low H. Co., 11 Ir. C.L.B. 377, 394, followed.]

B.C. Electric R, Co. v. Loach, 23 D.L.R. 
4, 32 VV.L.R. 160, 113 L.T. 946, affirming 16 
D.L.R. 245, 19 B.C.R. 177. 17 Can. Ry. I'm. 
21, 27 VV.L.R. 407, 6 W.W.R. 322.
Fix 111 NOS OF .1UKY.

Stepan v. National Elevator Co., 22 1). 
ML 014.
Ultimate negligence.

Where the general effect of the verdict 
when read with the evidence and the charge 
of the Trial Judge is that notwithstanding 
the negligence of the deceased who had been 
struck by a street ear while attempting to 
cross the track, the inotorman might have 
avoided the accident by the exercise of rea
sonable prudence, the verdict should not lie

Long v. Toronto R. Co., 20 D.L.R. 369, 49 
Can. S.C.H. 224. IS Can. Ry. Cas. 92, re- 
>vising 10 D.L.R. 300, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 35, 
24 O.W.R. 39.

In an action for «lamages for injuries 
sustained, where contributory negligence is 
alleged, a new trial will be ordered if the 
attention of the jury has not been directed 
to the «piestion whether, but for the negli
gence of the defendant the aecident might 
have lieen avoidt'd, notwithstanding the neg
ligence of the plaintiff, and their finding 
is not conclusive on this point. [Loach v. 
R.C. Electric R. Co.. 23 D.L.R. 4, 11916] 1 
A.C. 719, followed.]

Ontario Hnghce-Owens v. Ottawa Electric 
It. Co.. 39 D.L.R. 49. 40 O.L.R. 614. 23 Can. 
I tv. Cas. 232. [See 16 O.W.X. 413] 
COLLISION WITH STREET CAR.

A plaintiff cannot recover damages for 
injuries received where the responsibility 
for the accident has been placed upon both 
the plaintiff and the defendant, and the de
fendant could not, by the exercise of reason
able care after lie became aware of the «lan
ger to the plaintiff, have avoided the ac-

Sniitli v. Regina, 42 D.L.R. 647. 11 S.L. 
It. 291. ( 1918] 2 W.W.R. 1010. affirming 
34 D.L.R. 23S. 21 Can. R\. Cas. 270, 10 S. 
L.R. 72, (1917] 1 W.W.R. 1444.
Collision between train and automobile.

In an action for damages bei-ause of the 
«lestruetion of the plaintiff’s motor ear by 
a train, the Trial Judge after consideration 
of the findings of the jury, held the effect 
of them to lie a finding that the decisive 
negligence was that of the brakeman. and, 
therefore, gave judgment for the plaintiff.

* Savin v. Kettle Valley R. Co., [1918] 1 
W.W.R. 251. New trial ordered 43 D.L.R. 
i7. 1191 si 3 w .w B. 383. Bee alee t7 l). 
I*R. 65. 58 Can. 8.C.R. 501, [1919] 2 W. 
W.R. 611.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS.
See Hill# and Notes; Che«]ues.

NEWSPAPER.
Libellous publications, see Libel and 

•Slander.
Provisions of Newspaper Act—Benefits 

of Libel Act—R.8.M. 1013, c. 113. 
Xoiicumpliance with any of the provisions 

of the Newspaper Act R.8.M. 1913, c. 143, 
disentitles such newspaper from the benefit* 
conferred by the Libel Act, R.S.M. 1913, c. 
113.

Skrylia v. Telegram Printing Co., 20 D.L. 
R. 692, 24 Man. L.R. 725, 29 W.L.R. 505, 7 
W.W.R. 167.

NEW TRIAL.
I. IN GENERAL; AS MATTER OF RIGHT.

II. For ERRORS OF THE COURT.
III. For matters pertaining to jury ok

verdict,
a. In general.
H. Erroneous verdict.
c. Selection and <|ualification of, or in- 

fluence upon, jurors.
D. Misconduct or separation of jurors; 

compromise verdict.
IV. NEW EVIDENCE; SURPRISE.
V. Practice.

Annotation.
Judge's charge : instruction to jury in 

criminal case; misdirection as a "Mihslan 
tial wrong;” Cr. Cotie. s. 1019: 1 D.L.R.
103.

I. In general; as matter of right.
(§ I—1)—Trial—Improper conduct of

COUNSEL INFLUENCING VERDICT.
If it appears that counsel for the plaintiff 

throughout the trial had systematically 
sought in various ways to inflame the mind* 
of the jury against the defendant, in s 
slander action, and this has resulted in an 
excessive verdict against the latter, a new 
trial will be ordered on appeal.

Hal’ren v. Holden, 12 D.L.R. 570. 18 R. 
i JL i 10. ji W.UR. 951. 4 WAV i: II 
[Afl3i .iied by Supreme Court of Canada.] 
Action for negligence—Insufficient m-

Where the evidence of negligence is not 
convincing and so intimated by the Trial 
Judge, or where the jury’s finding inferen- 
tially negative the existence of negligence, 
the court will not grant a new trial, [fob 
ban v. C.P.R. Co., 23 A.R. (Ont.) 115; 
O.T.R. Co. v. McKay, 34 Can. 8.C.R. 81. •$; 
Andreas v. C.P.R. Co.. 7 Terr. L.R. 327. 37 
Can. S.C.R. 1. applied.]

Schell v. Regina. 24 D.L.R. 755, 8 S.L.R- 
275, 31 W.L.R. 834.
Conclusiveness of verdict.

Where all questions of substance have 
lieen passed upon by a jury a new trial 
should not be granted.

Pruett v. G.T.K «.., [1917] 2 W.W.R. 
662.
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U |_2) —Unfair hem auk of counbel.

Vnfair and inflammatory language em 
ployed I a counsel in the present action of a 
.use for the plaintiff in an action against a 
street railway for injuries to a woman pas- 
,,-nger. inilc.-s objected to by counsel or 
,i„|i[*'il by the Trial Judge, is not of itself 
ground foir a new trial.

I hi|e v Toronto K. Co., 24 D.LR. 41:», 34 
O.LR. 104.
Hi mxkks of attorney.

Where counsel for the plaintiff improp
erly refer- in his opening to the jury to 
thé tact that money has been paid into 
,-nurt, and counsel for the defendant ob
jects. a new trial will l»e ordered, though 
■nun-el for the plaintiff apologizes for his 
statement aand withdraws it. and counsel 
for the defendant does not ask to have the 
jure discharged.

Ûi,-kin-on v. “The World,” 5 D.L.R. 148.
17 1$ i R. 401, 21 W.L.H. 32», 2 W.W.R.

* n I -41 —Terms.
\--ke- v. Kent. 0 D.LR. 877. 4 O.W.X.

II. For errors of the court.
In conviction for - sedition, repetition of 

seditious words, see Sedition, I—5.
(4 II 51—Dismissal or actio*—Vnrkli- 

tttll.ITY OF TESTIMONY—BALANCING OF 
I'KoKAHII.niEH.

On ap|H-al from the dismissal of the ae- 
tlon by the Trial .fudge on the ground that 
the witness,-* on Imtli sides were unworthy 
nt credence, the Appellate Court may grant 
a new trial if it appears that the Trial 
Judge made no attempt to weigh the evi
dence and to balance the probabilities of the 
m«e in connection with its attendant cir
cumstance-.

Met aw lev v. Albert, 16 D.L.R. 497. 48 X.
8.R. 32.

Railway Death of pkrhon—Negligence 
-Kvidence for jury—New trial.

Brewer v. (i.T.R. Co., 2 D.L.R. 919, 3 0.
W.X. 372.

X new trial will be granted where, be- 
fore any evidence was heard, an action was 
di-mi'-ed on an objection, that was not 
|dended by the defendant, that the shares 
of <liM-k mi which the plaintiff based his 
«etion. had been assigned by him.

I Tin id v. Itirkbeok Loan Co., 4 D.L.R. 
767. 22 n.W.IL 147.
Kvim m t —XEfii.ioENcK—Burden of proof 

Misdirection—Motor Vehicle Act. 
1ÎMS. 8 9 Geo. V. (X.S.) c. 12. k. 50.

•X judge in his charge to the jury must be 
1 ireful in expressing his opinion upon the 
t u*t- to bring out all points in both parties’ 
favour. And further, in his charge as re- 
-®rds negligence where the burden of proof
............ ' hanged by statute, he should state
"pon whom the burden is placed. [Brav v. 
lord. |1 smt] A.C. 44; Mclxal v. Holland,
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14 D.L.R. U34, 47 N.S.R. 427; Jefferson v. 
Paskell, [19101 1 K.B. Ü7, applied.J

England v. Volburnc, 50 D.I..R. 379. 
Failure to take down evidence in writ 

iNu—Division Courts Alt (Ont.).
Where in a Division Court action for tin- 

recovery of a sum exceeding $100, the Divi
sion Court Judge has not complied with 10 
Bdw. X II. (Out. i c. 81, x LOO, by taking 
down the evidence in writing, a letter from 
the judge setting out the facts which, in his 
view, were proved at the trial, will not In- 
looked at by an Appellate Court, and a de 
fendant appealing is entitled to a new trial, 
lie not being res|Hiiisible for the irregularity.

Smith v. Mm it liman, 9 D.L.R. 450, 24 (>. 
W.R. 100.
Irrelevant evidence—Remarks by coi n 

ski.—Alien enemy.
The admission of evidence irrelevant to 

the issue, calculated to prejudice tin- jury, 
is prima facie a “substantial wrong or mis
carriage," and the onus of proving that it 
is not is on the party on whose In-halt" the 
evidence is given. [Comments upon the im
proper admission of evidence of the plain
tiff's nationality.]

Cage v. Reid, 34 D.LR. 40. 38 O.LR. 514.
I See also 39 O.LR. 52. )
As to evidence—“Substantial wrong.”

The improper admission of evidence in 
criminal _ roceedings as to which it cannot 
In- said that substantial wrong or mi scar 
riage of justice was not thereby occasioned 
is ground for a new trial undci 1019 C'r. 
Code.

R. v. Baugh. 31 D.L.R. 00. 36 O.LR. 430, 
27 Can. (T. ( as. 173.
CROSS-EXAMINATION OF MEMORANDUM TO HE- 

FRESH MRMORt -“SUBSTANTIAL 1N.IUS

There exists a well established right to 
cross-examine the memorandum used by a 
witness to refresh his memory, the denial of 
whieli constitutes a substantial injustice, 
particularly in view of the inconsistencies 
and mistakes of the testimony of the witnes- 
the evidence of whom is the very essence of 
the case, and is ground for a new trial. 
[Sinclair v. Stevenson, 1 ( ar. & P. 582, ap
plied.]

Mc I-van v. Merchants Bank, 27 D.L.R. 150. 
9 A.L.R. 471. 34 W.LR. 81, 10 W.W.R. 191.
Ah TO PLEA OF JUSTIFICATION—PROBABLE

In an action against a police constable 
for false arrest without warrant, in which 
the defendant was not permitted to set up 
reasonable and probable cause in justifica
tion for making the arrest without a war 
rant a new trial will be granted.

Altman v. Majury. 31 D.L.R. 759, 37 O. 
L.R. 008. 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 398.
Ah to verdict—Appellate judgment on

Where a Trial Judge directs a judgment 
against the verdict of the jury, the Apjiel 
late Court in setting the judgment aside
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will not older a new trial, but will direct 
a judgment to be entered in accordance with 
the verdict.

Gray v. Wabash R. Co., 28 D.L.R. 244, 35 
O.L.R. 510, 20 Van. Ry. Cas. 391.
Civil action — Acquittal on criminal

CHARGE.
If a perusal of the judgment of a Dis

trict Court Judge convinces the Court of 
Appeal that he has been influenced in his 
judgment in a civil action by the fact that 
the plaintiff had been acquitted on a crim
inal charge, a new trial will be ordered.

(Joldston v. Alameda Farmers Elevator 
A: Trading Co., 43 D.L.R. 007.
Charge to jury—Criminal trial—Sub

stantial wrong.
Although some of the expressions used 

by the 'I rial Judge in his charge to the jury 
may be open to criticism, a new trial will 
not he granted under the Cr. Code if there 
has been no substantial misdirection, and 
the court is satisfied that there has been 
no miscarriage of justice.

R. v. Retain, 29 Van. O. Cas. 389, 28 
Man. L.R. 386. [1918] 1 W.W.R. 505. 
Misdirection — Defences — Misrepre

sentation—1 nsanity.
A judge's charge to a jury must be read 

as a whole, and a misdirection therein must 
be a substantial one or contain an element 
tending to mislead or confuse before it can 
be a ground for a new trial. [Blue v. Red 
Mountain R. Co.. [1909] A.C. 361, at p. 
368: White v. Victoria Lumber, etc.. Co., 
[1910] A.C. 606, at p. 611, followed]. In 
an action against executors for the amount 
of calls upon shares in a company in which 
the testator was a shareholder, the defend
ants set up the defence of mental incom
petency to contract, and misrepresentation. 
In charging the jury the judge said: “One 
or either of these defences may be true, but 
they cannot both be true. If he were men
tally incompetent, then the question of mis
representation would not arise at all, but 
in order that a misrepresentation could lie 
made to him and lie effective to enable his 
executors to get out of the contract, you 
must first start with the proposition that 
he was capable of making a contract.” The 
jury gave a general verdict for the plain
tiff. The defendant upon appeal complained 
of misdirection. Held, that reading the 
charge as a whole, no ground had been 
shown why the verdict should be set aside 
and a new trial ordered.

Canadian Financiers Trust Co. v. Ash- 
well, 25 B.C.R. 97.
Comment by counsel—Railways—Non-

PRODUCTION OF CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS.
Counsel commented on the refusal of a 

railway company to produce a confidential 
report and the Trial Judge refused to direct 
the jury that they were not entitled to' 
draw an unfavourable inference against the

company so refusing production. Held, 
that there should lie a new trial.

Errico v. B.C. Electric Ry. Vo., [1917] 2 
W.VV.R. 238.
Negligence—Counsel for defendant ab

sent at trial—Verdict set aside.
Sheaben v. Toronto R. Co., 19 O.W R. 

946.
(§ 1It6)— Nonsuit—'Weight of evidence 

—Admissions.
Where counsel for one party to an action 

places in evidence an admission made by the 
opposite party, containing some statements 
in favour of and some adverse to the inter
est of his client, it is not necessary to give 
equal credence or weight to the several 
statements. A new trial will be ordered, 
therefore, where the Trial Judge has with
drawn the action from the jury on the 
ground that the whole admission must be 
accepted as truthful, and if so, negative* 
negligence.

I luck v. C.P.Iî. Vo., 29 D.L.R. 571, 9 S. 
L.R. 288, 34 W.L.R. 1177, 10 W.W.R. 1342.1 
Fur errors of the court—In refusing 

CONTINUANCE.
The refusal of the Trial Judge to grant 

the plaintiff an adjournment of the trial to 
identify an exhibit produced, may be ground 
for ordering a new trial, on appeal from 
the dismissal of the action, where the plain
tiff was tifken by surprise in respect of such 
lack of evidence, and leave to bring a new 
action hud not been reserved to the plain
tiff. but terms as to costs would properly 
be imposed upon him.

Stephenson v. Sanitaris, 16 D.L.R. 695, 
30 O.L.R. 60.
TO DEFENDANT ON REVERSING*NONSUIT.

While a defendant moving for a nonsuit 
at the close of the plaintiff’s case take* 
the risk of having the case disposed of on 
appeal without evidence for the defence, 
the Appellate Court may grant him a new 
trial on reversing the nonsuit, if it be shewn 
that he was prepared at the trial to ad
duce evidence in answer had the nonsuit 
not been granted, particularly if it appears 
that the risk of taking the nonsuit was 
not brought to the attention of defendant’s 
counsel.

Mars v. Drury, 9 D.L.R. 638, 23 W.L.R. 
638, 6 S.L.R. 185, 3 W.W.R. 1143 
When judgment tor nominal damage 

should have been entered—Entry by 
Appellate Court.

On appeal from a judgment nonsuiting 
the plaintiff when he should have been 
awarded nominal damages a new trial will 
not be granted, but the Appellate Court may 
direct judgment to be entered for a nomi
nal sum. [Simonds v. Chesley, 20 Can. S. 
C.R. 174; Scammell v. Clarke, 23 Can. S.C. 
R. 307 ; and Milligan v. Jamieson 4 O.L.R. 
650, applied.]

Day v. Horton, 14 D.L.R. 763, 23 Mm. 
L.R. 623, 26 W.L.R. 72, 6 W.W.R. 75L
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|l-7 PERMITTING ONE PARTY TO SHEW 

MISTAKE 1* WRITTEN CONTRACT AND BK- 
, i slXG OPPOSITE PARTY SAME PRIVILEGE.

W lieM one party to an action ia permitted 
■ v »• oral evidence in hie own favour to 

a mistake in a written contract and
. «aine right i« refused the opposite party, 

,, i,i » trial will he granted.
: ,!m.niton Securities v. Lepage, 14 D.L.R. 

-jr, W.L.R. 532, 6 A.L.R. 282, 5 W.W.R.

All I'SION OF EVIDENCE—MATTERS READ TO

Where a statute provides, "that only 
three expert witnesses may he called by 
.ither side, without the leave of the judge 
„r other person presiding, to lie applied 
tor before the examination of any such 
Miiiir-ses,'’ a refusal of the judge to obey 
ihe i-tatuie constitutes a mistrial, and a 
new trial will be granted.

Ki.e v. Sovkett, 8 D.L.R. 84, 27 O.L.R. 
41li. 23 Ü.W.R. 002.

Ill at the conviction of one of two dé
nudants tried jointly for burglary and 
theft was against the weight ot" evidence 
i> no reason for granting a new trial to 
Mli under s. 1021, Ur. Code; but the rule 
i« otherwise if the defendants have been 
jointly convicted of conspiracy, or if a 
new trial will tend to the administration 
oi justice. [R. v. Fcllowes, 19 U.C.Q.B 
48. distinguished.]

15. v. Murray, 8 D.L.R. 208. 20 Can. Cr. 
« »«. 107, 27 O.L.R. 382, 23 O.W.R. 402.

i ndcr s. 37# of c. Ill of the Supreme 
( .mi t Act, C.S.N.B., 1903, that court will 
not grant a new trial of an action ap
pealed from the County Court in which 
hut a trifling amount is in dispute, on the 
ground of misdirection or improper adinis- 
«ioii or rejection of evidence, unless sub- 
«lantial wrong or miscarriage was thereby

Westell v. McLaughlin, 5 D.L.R, 201, 41 
YB.R. 103, 10 E.L.R. 397.

Where, in an issue as to lunacy under 
-, 7 of the Lunacy Act, 9 Edw. Vil. (Ont.) 
r. 37. a Divisional Court has, of its own 
motion ajid against the protest of one of 
tiie parties to the issue, improperly called 
for and heard fresh evidence, and itself 
examined the alleged lunatic, and, upon 
the original evidence and the further facts 
thus ascertained, has determined the issue 
and reversed the decision of the Trial 
Judge, and it appears that much of the 
fresh evidence so obtained may be mate
rial and important, the proper course is, 
not to determine the issue upon the record 
ms it stood when the appeal came before 
the Divisional Court, but to direct a new 
trial.

Re Fraser ; Fraser v. Robertson : McCor
mick v. Fraser, 8 D.L.R. 955, 26 O.L.R. 
508. 22 O.W.R. 353.
Rejecting evidence—Review on appeal.

Improper exclusion of evidence may he 
ground for a new trial, but the nature of

the ex idence excluded should be stated to 
the Apjieal Court in order that it might 
arrive at a conclusion whether such im
proper exclusion is ground for a new trial.

Kimball Lumber Co. v. Anderson, 27 D. 
L.R. 555.
Dam aces — Employers' liability ins» k-

Wlierc nothing was brought out during 
the course of the trial of un employee's 
personal injury action from which tne jury 
could reasonably infer that an insurance 
company was the real defendant in inter
est, a new trial will not be granted be-, 
cause of references made during the course 
of the trial that a physician culled for the 
defence had examined the plaintiff on lie- 
half of a certain casualty insurance com
pany if his cross-examination by the plain
tiff's counsel in this respect went no further 
than to attempt to shew that the phy
sician was not disinterested by reason of 
his employment by the insurance company 
and his possible bias on account thereof. 
[Longhead v. Collingwood Shipbuilding 
Co., 10 O.L.R. 04, distinguished.]

Mitchell v. Ileintzman, 0 D.L.R. 20, 23 
O.W.R. 703.
Prejudicial remarks—Alien enemy.

A new trial will he ordered where a jury 
has been prejudicially influenced by coun
sel's improper comment that the defendant 
was of enemy and the plaintiff of friendly 
nationality by birth.

D. v. B*., 38 D.L.B. 243, 40 O.L.R. 112. 
Irrelevant evidence—Libel—Fair com-

The admission of evidence in a libel ac
tion, of facts not set out in the .particu
lars of the plea of fair comment, is ground 
for a new trial.

Augustine Automatic Rotary Eng. Co. v. 
Saturday Night, 34 D.L.R. 439, 38 O.L.R. 
600.
Improper evidence—Author of libel.

An improper admission of evidence dis
closing the authorship of a libelous letter 
in a newspaper, which is corrected by the 
Trial Judge in liis charge to the jury, is no 
ground for a new trial.

Culligan v. The Graphic, 37 D.L.R. 134, 
44 X.B.R. 481.
Improper admission of evidence—Pre

venting PROOF OF DEFENCE.
A defendant is entitled to a new trial oil 

the ground that he was prevented from 
attempting to prove hia defence on cro**- 
examination of the plaintiff’s witnesses ; 
and on the ground of the improper recep
tion of evidence of correspondence and 
conversations after the trusteeship had

Jones v. Burgess, 43 N.B.R. 126. [Ap
peal allowed in part by Canada Supreme 
Court, not reported.]
Statement of witness in former trial 

read in chabiie to jury.
Only a very clear case of wrong or mis-
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iiiniugi- would justify un order for a third 
trial, where the amount involved is email 
in proportion to the costs incurred. Where 
a Trial .Judge, in the course of liis charge, 
gives to the jury u statement from his own 
notes of a former trial of the evidence ; 
given by a witness, and a protest from i 
counsel is dealt in a way calculated to im 
press upon the jury still more emphatical
ly an alleged incompatibility lietween the 
evidence of the witness and the statement 
supposed to have la*eu made formerly by 
him, a new trial should Is- directed.

Hearn v. Nelson. H W.W.R. 9».
($ II— 8|— Misiiiukctiom.

An isolated misstatement of law in a 
judge's charge to a jury is not misdirec
tion. as grounds for a new trial, if in its 
entirety the charge fairly states the law 
liearing upon the case from its different

Huffy v. Reid. 34 D.L.R. 28!». 44 X.B.R.
107.

When the facts are such that in order 
to guide the jury properly there should he 
a direction of law given, the omission to 
give such direction of law is a ground for 
a new trial. [Prudential Ass’ce Vo. v. Ed- 
monde, 2 v< . 187.1

(tuimond v. Fidelity I’hu-nix Fire Ins. 
Ce. 2 D.L.R. 6*4, Il N.B.R. I 10 K.L.R. 
562. | Allirmeil, U D.L.R. 463. 12 E.L.R.
:tr»o. |

Where, upon the second trial of an ac
tion with a jury, the charge of the Trial 
.ludge is euch that it may have prejudiced 
the defendant as to the amount of dam
ages, and larger damages have been award
ed than at the former trial, a new trial 
may Is; refused, upon the plaintiff consent
ing to a reduction of the damages to the 
amount awarded at the former trial.

Connors v. Reid, 3 D.L.R. ($36. 3 O.W.X. 
1137.

Where on a trial for shooting with in
tent to murder the jury returned a ver 
diet of ac<|uittal after an erroneous ruling 
by the Trial .lodge that the jury could 
not he directed, on such indictment, to 
bring in a verdict for the leaser offence 
of shooting with intent to maim or to do 
grievous bodily harm, if they found such 
lesser offence proved, a new "trial will not 
necessarily he granted by the appellate 
court on reversing such erroneous ruling 
on an appeal by the prosecution, hut the 
court will exercise its discretion in refus
ing a new trial if it considers that the evi
dent does not warrant it.

R. v. Kerr. 3 D.L.R. 720. 20 Can. Cr. 
Vus. 70, 22 Man. I..R. 353, 21 W.L.R. 652. 
Criminal cask—Misdibixtion as to law.

Where the Trial .ludge erred in his 
charge to the jury as to the validity of a 
seed grain mortgage in question on a false 
pretence charge, a new trial should he or
dered hv the Appellate Court if it consid
ers that the jury may have been influenced 
to convict by that portion of the charge.
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R. v. Holderman. 10 D.L.R. 748, 23 Can 

Cr. Vaa. .36», 7 8.L.R. 270, 30 W.LR S*
7 W.W.R. 720.
Cbiminai. cask — Misdirection as to RKA- 

SOXABI.K DOUBT.
A new trial will lie ordered in a criminal 

case on the ground that the instruction to 
the jury may have misled them on the 
question of reasonable doubt and so hau
led them to apply the rule as to the bal
ancing of mere probabilities as in civil

It. v. Sclmiman, 10 D.L.R. 800, 23 Van 
Cr. Cas. 365, 7 S.L.R. 260, 30 W.LR. f,6 
7 W.W.R. 68U.
M indirection — Action fob si.axdkk — 

Charge of Trial .JrtxiF. to jury—Av- 
pkal—New trial ordered.

A s charge to a jury must lie clear
and concise, not misleading in any wav, 
nor ambiguous, otherwise misdirection 
may Is- found, and i new trial ordered.

Rhodenizer v. Kliodenizer, 50 D.L.R. 344, 
53 X.S.R. 234.
Malicious prosecution—Error ok judbk

IN IX STRUCT IXV. JURY AS TO MALICE.
Error on the part of the Trial Judge in 

instructing the jury as to the elements 
necessary to constitute a cause of action 
founded on malicious prosecution so that 
jury may have found for the plaintiff with
out in tact finding any malice whatever, 
is ground for a new trial.

Roister v. Vleland, 45 D.L.R. 574, 14 
A.L.R. 341, 119101 1 W.W.R. 1020.

Upon an apjieal in* a criminal ease, the 
Court of Appeal should not grant a new 
trial merely because a portion of tin- 
judge's charge was object humble if of 
opinion that, irrespective of the charge, 
the jury could not have done otherwise 
than convict the accused and consequently 
that the misdirection could not have occa
sioned any “substantial wrong" to the ar
oused within the terms of the Cr. ('ode, s. 
1010. | See also Tremeer’s Criminal Voile.
2nd ed., 1008, pp. 806-808.1

The King v. Lew. 1 D.L.R. 00. 10 (ait. 
Cr. ( as. 281. 17 B.C.R. 77, 10 W.LR. H.V'l

A new trial of a criminal case in which 
the jury returned a verdict of not guilty 
will lie ordered at the instance of the 
Crown where the Trial Judge., upon being 
asked by the jury after they had Is-t-n out 
a while* whether lie had told them that it 
was not necessary to have before them evi
dence corroborative of that of the accused’s 
accomplice, replied that he had not. and 
then went on to say, among other things, 
that the law did not require such corrobo
rative evidence to lie given though it was 
usual for judges to advise the jury that 
they should not convict on the uncorrobo
rated evidence of an accomplice, and where 
the judge, after the jury had retired again, 
refused to request of the counsel for the 
Crown further to instruct the jury that 
if they saw fit to believe the evidence of 
tiie accomplice and to find a verdict again«t

4
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the accused upon it, they might do ho, and 
.mil a verdict would lie » lawful one, cspe- 
, ja||v where the Trial Judge a Ho said to 
the jury just after bin Htatvment above set 
i,,nth liiitt "of eotirse the jury is generally 
.,,1,1,,1.1'd to pay some attention to what 

judge >av ' upon a legal point.”
|{. V. Bet. hell, 5 D.L.R. 4î»7. Hi Van. Cr.

423. 1 A.L.R. 402, 21 W.L.R. ««5, 2 
WAV. II. 1124.

It is not ini*direetion for the judge to 
...II the jury hit* opinion upon a (pleation 
„t issue lie lore them, if he expressly 
,iaxes that ipiestion to them to settle. A 
h,xv trial is not granted on th^ ground o! 
misdirect ion, unless, in the opinion of the 
miirl. some .«ulistantinl wrong or miscar- 
tiat: Inis lieeii thereby occasioned.

Murkex x. Sloat. ti D.L.R. S27, 41 N.B.R. 
2:14. Il K.L.IL 205.
.\Oil.K.KVCK or DEFENDANTS— lONTBI BU

TOR V MXil.KiKXCK OF 1‘I.AI.NTIFK—IN- 
sl tnclK.NT INSTRUCTIONS TO .11 KY.

The jury having found negligence on the 
part of the defendants' employees and of 
the plaintiffs wife, who was driving his 
automobile, in answer to two further ques- 
i i* hi * found tliat after the employees of the 
•lefendants heroine aware, or ought to have 
Ultime axxare, that the automobile waa* in 
danger of living injured, they could have 
piv.eiited the injury in the exercise of rea- 
soiiuhle rare liy the speedy application of 
brakes. On these finding* the Trial Judge 
entered judgment for the plaintiff. The 
cour! held that the Court of Appeal was 
justified in ordering a new trial on the 
ground that the jury should have been in
structed that it xvas the duty of the driver 
of the motor ear as well as that of the rail- 
xxay employees to have taken all reason
able cure to avoid tile collision, xvhen the 
danger of it should have liecn apparent, 
and that questions as to her conduct at 
that stage of the occurrence similar to 
ili.i-e with regard to the conduct of the 
railxxay employees should have been sub- 
milted' to the ‘jury.

Vax in x. Kettle Valley R. Co.. 47 D.T..R. 
•I.'., :.K Can. S.C.R. 501, [1019] 2 W.W.R. 
'ill. xHi ving, as to costs. 4.1 D.L.R. 47. 26 
B.C.R. :;u at 38, 88 Can. Ry. Cm. 371». 
1191*) W.W.R. 385.
I’aRTIAI. Ml hill RUCTION AS TO CONSTITUENTS

Where a charge of murder is based lirst, 
u|am unlawful acts of the accused which 
the prosecution allege* were the cause of 
the deceased doing an act. that resulted in 
his indicting upon himself a gunshot 
wound from which he died, and secondly, 
upon alleged brutal treatment accelerating 
the death of the deceased after the gun
shot wound. and both aspects of the case 
were presented to the jury upon the evi
dence, misdirection as to the essential con
st it tient* of the crime of murder upon 
1 it her aspect of the ease will entitle the 
accused to a new trial, although the ease

[UAL, II.
may have been properly presented upon the 
other asjM-vt, as it is impossible to know 
upon which of the grounds the verdict was 
Iiascd or whether upon both. Where a 
chargé of murder is based upon a fatal 
gunshot wound inflicted while the gun was 
in the hands of the deceased, I icing used by 
him as a club to strike one of the accused 
xvith the stock, and upon the allegation 
that the acts of the accused which had led 
to the deceased clubbing his gun and strik
ing therewith were done with an unlawful 
object, the jury must lie instructed that 
More convicting of murder they must 
find not merely that the conduct of the 
accused had. in fact, led to such act of the 
deceased, hut also that the accused knew 
or ought to have known that their acts 
were likely to cause death; and failure to 
so instruct is a substantial wrong or mis
carriage entitling the accused to a new 
trial after conviction.

Craves v. The King. !» D.L.R. 580, 21 
Can. Cr. Cas. 44. 47 Can. S.C.R. 568, 12 
K.L.Ii. 332. reversing » D.L.R. 175, 20 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 438.
Instructions—Re aim no charge as a 

whole—Misdirection.
The judge’s charge to the jury is to lie 

read as a x\ hole, and if in view of its gen
eral meaning and effect, the jury were not 
left under any erroneous impression as to 
the real nature of the issues to lie deter
mined or a* to the law applicable, misdi
rection cannot lie predicated upon an iso
lated portion of the charge when read 
apart from the other jKirtioiis, so as to 
constitute a ground lor ordering a new 
trial.

Jones v. C.P.R. Co., 13 D.L.R. INK). 30 
O.L.R. 331. reversing 5 D.L.R. 332, 3 O.W. 
V 1 I'U
Fob errors ok the court—As to instruc

tions—Action FOB ASSAULT.
A new trial will be granted where the 

Trial Judge, in an action for an assault, 
instructed the jury, by whom a verdict for 
the plaintiff was rendered for only nom
inal damages, that the assault was of a 
trifling character, that tin* plaintiff had not 
received any physical injury, and that the 
action was one which should have been 
settled in the police court, where, as a 
matter of fact, the defendant’s treatment 
of the plaintiff by shaking his fist in the 
latter’s face, violently shalling his person, 
and applying extremely abusive and oppro
brious language to him, was a brutal and 
high-handed proceeding entitling the plain
tiff to exemplary and not merely compen
satory damages, and the effect of the 
judge’s charge taken as a xvliole was to 
withdraw from the jury any question of 
exemplary damages.

MeVod v. Holland. 14 D.L.R. 634, 47 
X.8.R. 427. 13 K.L.R. 500.
Misdirection.

A mis-statement of evidence by a Trial 
Judge, however trivial, to the jury, and his
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refusal to correct it, is good ground for a 
new trial.

R. v. Kleparcz.uk, 39 D.L.R. 171, 13 A.L. 
R. tit, 2'J CM. Cr. Vus. tit, | I91S] 1 WAV, 
K. 69.r».
Damages—Fatal Injuries Act—Misdi

rection.
In an action for damages under the Fatal 

Injuries Act (R.8.N.8. 1900, c. 178), it is 
misdirection for the Trial Judge to in
struct the jury to do what they consider 
lair and reasonable without explaining to 
them the limitations of the Act, and the 
principles upon which the amount is to 
lie calculated.

O’Hendlev v. Cape Breton Electric Light 
t o.. 39 D.L.R. 412, 52 N.S.R. 25. 
Automobiles — Collision — Death — 

Damages — Negligence — Instrlc-

A person injured by more than one 
wrong doer may maintain an actiori for the 
whole damages done to him against any 
of them. In an action for damages under 
the Fatal Accidents Act for the death of a 
person killed in a collision between a motoi 
truck and a motorcycle, in the side car of 
which deceased was a passenger, the jury 
should he distinctly told that unless the de
ceased was guilty of some default on his 
»art amounting to contributory negligent*, 
le was not affected by the fact that the 

driver of the motorcycle was guilty of 
negligence that caused the accident: and 
should lie further instructed that they 
might find defendants guilty of negligence 
if the driver of the truck was guilty of any 
negligence that contributed to the accident, 
notwithstanding the fact that they found 
the driver of the motorcycle also guilty 
of negligence.

Coop v. Simpson. 42 D.L.R. 626, 42 O.L.R. 
488.
Misdirection — Substantial wrong or

MISCARRIAGE.
Under some circumstances non-direction 

to a jury may be substantially and in effect 
misdirection and therefore may lie misdi
rection absolutely and consequently involve 
a question of law within the meaning of 
s. 1014 Cr. Code. A failure to direct the 
jury that statements made by one of the 
accused not in the presence of the other 
accused are only evidence against him who 
made them is a misdirection entitling that 
other accused to a new trial where there 
has been substantial wrong or miscarriage. 
A conviction can be set aside in Alliertn 
only where there has .been a miscarriage of 
justice by reason of a wrong decision of 
law; in England it may lie set aside if 
there has been a miscarriage due to that 
or any other reason.

R. v. Murray, 38 D.L.R. 395, 11 A.L.R. 
608, 88 Can. Cr. Cm. 847, finiTj 2 W W V, 
805. [See also 33 D.L.R. 702. 27 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 247. 10 A.L.R. 275, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
404,; 28 D.L.R. 372, 25 Clin. Cr. Cas 214.

9 A.L.R. 319, 33 W.L.R. 148, 9 W.W.R. 
804.
lMI'HOPKR REMARKS BY JUDGE.

The making of remarks by the Trial 
Judge during the progress of a trial aud in 
his charge to the jury calculated to preju 
dice a fair trial of the action is ground 
for a new trial.

Lucas v. Ministerial Assn., 31 D.L.R.
200.

Misdirection ah to inquest evidence— 
Homicide—“Substantial wrong oh
MW AICIUAGE."

R. v. Duckworth, 31 D.L.R. 570, 26 Can, 
Cr. Cas. 314, 37 O.L.R. 197.
W hen refused—Failure to object.

No new trial will lie granted if no objec
tions are taken to the nondirection of the 
judge or to the forms of questions asked, 
or that further or other questions should 
lie submitted. [Nevill v. Fine Arts, et- 
Co., [1897] A.C. «8, 75, followed ; Olver . 
Winnipeg. 16 D UR. 310, 24 Man. L.R. 2:.. 
applied. |

Hile v. G.T.P.R. Co., 24 D.L.R. 9, 8 
W.W.R. 403.
When refused—Failure to bring to 

court's attention.
A new trial will not be granted on the 

ground of nondirection where counsel wa* 
afforded an opportunity at the trial to call 
the judge's attention to a more specific 
direction and failed to do so.

Phillips v. Montgomery, 25 D.L.R. 499, 
43 N.B.R. 229.
Wnen reu sed—Misdirection.

The court is not warranted under 0. 39. 
r. 6, in granting a new trial on the ground 
of misdirection in a case where, if the ver
dict had been for the opposite party on a 
proper direction, it would lie set aside.

Simpson v. Malcolm, 43 N.B.R. 79.
As to instructions.

Iii an action for assault the judge mis
directed the jury in favour of the plaintiff 
on matters which might affect the ques
tion of damages, and a verdict was rend
ered for the plaintiff for $135. On appeal 
upon the-ground of misdirection and exces
sive damages. Held, that although the 
damages were not excessive, yet the mis
direction caused a substantial wrong or 
miscarriage entitling defendant to n new 
trial, inasmuch as the jury might have 
been influenced by it in assessing damages.

F.dmondson v. Allen, 40 N.B.R. 299. 
Misdirection — Reference to matters

NOT IN EVIDENCE.
In an action by a solicitor for payment 

of a bill of costs incurred in an action con
ducted by himself on behalf of the defend
ant, the Trial Judge (who sat on the for
mer case) in his charge to the jury re
ferred to matters within his own knowledge 
that took place at the former trial but was 
not in evidence on this trial. Held, that
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there was misdirection and there should be 
t new trial.

Woodworth v. Gold, 21 B.C.R. 333.
ABANDONMENT OF PLEA AT TRIAL—CHARGE

to jt by—Misdirection—New trial. 
klatrr v. Watts, 16 B.C.R. 36.

(3 II—9)—Master and servant—Defec- 
° tive appliances— Insufficiency of

ISSUES.
A new trial will be ordered in an action 

for damages for injuries sustained by rea- 
,„ij of defective appliances, where the 
i|ue*tion as to whether the Master did all 
that -huuld be expected from a reasonably 
rsreful and prudent employer of labor to 
avoid the danger, or to discover and rem- 
,.,|v it were not fully and adequately placed 
In-fore the jury, although the judge’s 
vliarge to the jury was not objected to at 
the trial.

flood win v. Taylor, 43 D.L.R. 610, 43 0. 
LR. 141.
Damage action—Questions submitted to 

Jl BY—Fubther questions required 
by counsel — Refused by judge — 
New trial—Judicature Act. 9-10 
Ceo. V.. 1919 (N.8.) c. 32, s. 42 (6>. 

Counsel in a damage action may require 
tin- judge to direct the jury to answer cer
tain questions raised by the issue», and 
the refusal of the judge to so direct the 
lury may lie used as n ground for a new 
trial, files Barres v. Bell, 20 N.S.R. 482, 
dUtiiiguiahed.]

livers V. Nova Scotia Tramways & Pow
er i.... 30 D.L.R. 484.
Street railway—Person killed between 

tracks and platform — Whether 
trespasser or licensee — Question
FOR JURY.

Carruthers v. Toronto 4 York Radial R.
C».. lif O.W.R. 983.
Plaintiffs’ inadvertence in introducing 

disserving depositions.
Where the plaintiffs' ease is dismissed at 

the trial on the defendant's motion at the 
close of the plaintiffs’ ease, and where, on 
appeal from such dismissal, it appears that 
the motion was given effect simply because 
the plaintiffs inadvertently and disserving- 
ly introduced the entire examination on 
discovery of the defendant, containing 
categorical denials, and that but for the 
introduction of such denials the defence 
must have met the plaintiffs’ case, and it 
further appears to the Appellate Court 
that the matters in issue should properly 
lie placed before the Trial Court in a more 
satisfactory form than that adopted by the 
plaintiffs, a new trial may be granted to 
them upon terms.

Imperial Roofing Co. v. Dick, 10 D.L.R. 
4S4. 5 A.L.R. 470, 23 W.L.R. 821, 4 W.W.R.
109.
($ II 9a)—Damage action — Defend

ants indemnified against loss—Evi
dence:—Wrongful ADMISSION OF.

In an action for damages for injuries

sustained through the negligence of tin* 
defendant’s servants, the plaintiff lias n> 
right whatever to prove that the defend 
ants are indemnified against any verdict 
that might be given in favour of the plain 
tiff by an indemnity company. Such evi
dence puts the real defendant in a position 
of manifest and incurable disadxantage. 
and if the Trial .fudge does not warn the 
jury against allowing their conclusion to 
lie effected by such evidence, a new trial 
will be granted, unless the plaintiff con
sents to a reduction of damages—where the 
court considers they have been assessed ton 
high, owing to the admission of such evi-

Uregg v. Grant, 44 D.L.R. 359, 46 N.B.
R. 138.
Evidence — Admission of irrelevant — 

Trial judge possibly influenced by.
The admission of irrelevant evidence 

which may have adversely influenced the 
opinion of the trial judge, is sufficient, un
less lie lias disclaimer! its having influenced 
his mind, to justify the granting of a new 
trial.

Larson v. Bovd, 46 D.L.R. 126, 58 Can.
S. C.R. 275, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 80S, affirm 
ing 42 D.L.R. 516. 11 S.L.R. 325, [1918] 2 
W.W.R. 1069.
For errors of court — Insufficiency of 

issues submitted — Negligence.
In an action for damages for injurie-* 

sustained by the plaintiff by being struck 
by the defendants street ear while the 
plaintiff on foot was crossing the track, if 
upon the facts (a) the plaintiff's conduct 
may not have been negligent, and (b) the 
defendant may have been guilty of negli 
genee which occasioned the accident, the 
omission at the trial to pass in a satisfac
tory way upon these issues is ground for a 
new trial.

Mvers v. Toronto R. Co., 18 D.L.R. 335. 
30 Ô.L.R. 263, at 266, reversing 10 D.L.R. 
754, 30 O.L.R. 263, 24 O.W.R. 452. 
Mistrial — Omission to amend pleading 

— Employers’ Liability Act. B.l. 
— Confusion of issues submitted to 
jury — Terms.

Where an employee sued his employer 
for damages for |n*rsonal injuries arising 
from alleged negligence and the claim was 
submitted to the jury not only at common 
law but under the Employers’ Liability Act 
(B.C.), but the verdict went in his favour 
only upon the statutory liability, the result 
is a mistrial where the plaintiff pleaded 
only at common law and declined to apply 
to amend when given an opportunity at tin- 
trial ; and on the plaintiff appealing from 
the trial judge's refusal to enter judgment 
on the verdict he may be ordered to pay 
defendant’s costs of tie former trial as a 
condition of obtaining a new trial.

Airev v. Empire Stevedoring Co., 18 D. 
L.R. 469, 20 B.C.R. 130, 28 W.L.R. 956, 6 
W.W.R. 1465, varying 16 D.L.R. 731, 27 
W.L.R. 712. 6 W.W.R. 938.
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IMPROPER ADMIHMOX OF EVIDEM'K — LET 

TKRS PROOF <IF MON ATI UK.
Proof that a letter produced by a wit

ness was written by the defendant com
pany involves two elements, viz., the signa
ture of the jarson who signed and his au- 
ihovity, and, where objection was taken to 
the letter being given in evidence for fail
ure to adduce such proof, a new trial may 
lie ordered where the letter waa admitted, 
and the question of its proof was, in effect, 
withdrawn from the jury, whose verdict 
depended on the effect to be given to such 
letter.

Cochlin v. Massev Harris Co.. 23 D.L.R. 
31*7. M A.L.R. 392. 30 W.L.R. 922, 8 WAV. 
R. 28H.
IXIPROPER ADMISSION OF KVIIIKM'K — EX

TRACT OF MINING REPORTS.
it is a ground for a new trial in an ac

tion for injury at a mine through alleged 
breach of statutory rules, that the trial 
judge gave credence to extracts from the 
mining company’s report to the govern
ment. although the report itself was not 
put in evidence, the plaintiff not wishing 
to la* hound hv all of the statements made 
therein, and the defendant company object
ing that the entire report must go in or 
none of it.

Stanoszek v. Canadian Collieries. 22 I). 
L.R. «1*1, 21 R.C.H. 170. 9 VV.W.R. 710. 
Irrelevant evidence — Substantial

A verdict will not la* set aside on account 
of the improper admission of irrelevant 
evidence where it has not occasioned any 
substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice.

Kamel I v. Conway, 41 D.L.R. 64ft, 45 X. 
H.R. 343. .
Doctor — Malpractice — Exhibition of

WOUND TO JURY.
In an action against a doctor for mal

practice, a new trial will lie granted, on 
the ground of improper admission of evi
dence, where the plaintiff was allowed to 
exhibit to the jury a wound caused by an 
operation performed by another doctor, 
without defendant's consent or knowledge, 
and the jury were not warned that they 
were not to draw conclusions from its ap-

Itiehardson v. Nugent, 40 D.L.R. 700, 45 
X.H R. SSI.
Agreement fob hai.k of land and nvii.n- 

ino — Refusal of Trial Judge to
ALLOW CERTAIN EVIDENCE — ERRORS.

(loose Lake Crain Lumber Co. v. W41- 
*on. 42 D.L.R. 776. 11 8.L.R. 274, |1918| 
2 W.W.R. 1018. |See 40 D.L.R. 271. 11
8.L.R. 163. 111*18] 2 W.W.R. 311.
New trial — Discretion of court to or

der — Costs — Negligence — Com
pany supplying electric light — In
juries ALLEGED DUE TO UNSAFE CON
DITION OF WIRES.

In an action against defendant, a com
pany operating an electric street railway

and supplying electric light and power, for 
damages for injuries sustained as alleged 
in consequence of the unsafe condition*of 
the defendant’s wires, the court, in the ex
orcise of its discretion, without «etting 
aside the (hidings of the jury on the trial, 
may order a new trial where the case a* 
it stands is not very satisfactory, and the 
actual cause of-the injury for which plain
tiff seeks damages is not sufficiently shown.

Miller v. Nova Scotia Tram wars ^ Pow
er Co., 52 X.S.R. 448.
When kkithkd — I wives fairly swb-

A new trial will not lie granted on the 
ground of misdirection if the charge, taken 
as a whole, fully and fairly leaves the fact* 
to the jury, notwithstanding it contain* 
objectionable isolated expressions or state
ments, nor on the ground that the trial 
judge failed to refer particularly to ma 
terial evidence if counsel fails to call at 
tent ion to the omission.

Porter v. O’Connell, 43 X.B.R. 458. 
Improper admission of evidence - New- 

trial — SvnSTANTlAI. WRONG OR Mis 
CARRIAGE.

Allen v. The King. 44 Can. S.C.K. 331. 
18 Can. Cr. Cas. 1.
Motion for new trial — Judgment by de

fault («ROUNDS AVAILABLE BEI ORE 
JUDGMENT.

Sanford Mfg. Co. v. Stockton, 10 K.L.It. 
230.
III. For matters pertaining to jury or ver

dict.
A. In general.

(§ III A—10)—Jt hy — Nondirection as 
GROUND FOR.

The failure of the Trial Judge to di.vct 
the jury clearly as to the distinction be
tween misfeasance and nonfeasance will 
not serve as a ground for a new trial where 
the verdict given is entirely in accordance 
with the evidence, nond licet ion living a 
ground for u new trial only where it pro
duces a verdict against the evidence.

Tobin v. Halifax, 16 D.L.R. 307. 47 VS.
R. 498.

B. Erroneous verdict.
Excessive verdict, reasonableness, see 

Libel and Slander. Ill A 96
Verdict influenced by mistake, see Dis

covery, IV—2ft.
(§ 111 B—15)—Where the jury, in answer 
to the question whether the defendant 
could, hy the exercise of reasonable care, 
have avoided the accident, answer, “Yes, to 
a certain extent,” and further state that 
his want of reasonable care consisted in 
“lack of judgment,” these answers do not 
amount to a definite finding of contribu
tory negligence, hut the proper course is to 
send the case back for a new trial.

Dart v. Toronto R. Co., 8 D/L.R. 121, 4 
O.W.N. 315, 23 O.W.R. 380.
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\ t.KlilvT AGAINST EVIDENCE—AGREEMENT—

It el ea he—Return of collateral— 
1*01.10188.

Kane v. Brook, 30 D.L.R. 387'.
Vague findings—Proximate cause.

A general affirmative finding by a jury 
mi ,i question as to whether the unsafe con- 
.lition of an elevator was the cause or one 
„t the causes of an accident, without speei- 
iving the particular cause, ia too vague on 
which to enter up judgment and ground 
for a new trial. | See 18 D. L. R. 78ti.]

IVscovitch v. Western Canada Flour 
Mills. 23 D.L.R. 310, 25 Man. L.R. 575, 

31 W.L.R. «21, 8 W.W.R. 1140.
At TION BY HI'HH A M) AND WIFE—INDEFINITE- 

NESS AS TO I’l.AINTIIT'S.
Fite verdict in a negligence action must 

I.C certain in that it must show in whose 
favour it was given where two plaintiffs, 
ii-hand and wife, sue for separate causes 

of action, one by the wife and one bv the 
husband; a new trial must lie ordered if the 
verdict is brought in "for the plaintiff*’ in 
a fixed sum of damages where there is 
nothing to show for whieli plaintiff the 
verdict was given in an action by the wife 
for damages for lier injuries in falling from 
a »tred car. and an action by the husband 
for medical expenses and the loss of his 
wife's society and services.

Harley v. Winnipeg Klectric R. Co.. 22 
li.L.K. 7«5, 25 Man. L.R. 443. 31 W.L.R. 
W5. 8 W.W.R. 850.
Findings against weight of evidence— 

Documentary evidence.
It is a ground for ordering a new trial 

ihat on one essential portion of the case 
tlie successful party in the court below is 
found by the appellate court to lie con
tradicted by the overwhelming mass of tes
timony, particularly where the documen
ts rv evidence support such contradiction.

M. Donald v. Campbell, 22 D.L.R. 748. 48 
X.S.R. 520.
Verdict against weight or evidence— 

Reasonableness.
M here the verdict arrived at by the jury 

upon evidence properly submitted to them 
upon questions of fact is one that reason- 
;il-lc men might reach, the verdict will not 
Is- disturbed as I icing against the weight of 
evidence. [Commrs. of Railways v. Brown, 
13 At. 133; Windsor Hotel Co. v. Odell. 39 
t un. S.C.R. 336, followed. 1

Fraser v. Pictou Countv Electric Co.. 28 
D.L.R. 251, 50 N.8.R. 30. 20 Can. Ry. ( as.

Findings influenced by wrong witness.
I'he court’s finding in an action contesting 

the validity of an election on account of per
sonal bribery, influenced by the testimony 
of a witness who has not been suhpœnaed, 
hut attended in place of another witness of 
a similar name who lias been subpoenaed, is 
ground for a new trial.

Hamm v. Bash ford. 26 D.L.R. 573, 9 
M R. 68. 33 W.L.R. 473, 9 W.W.R. 1044, 
musing h W.W.R. 793.

Can. Dig.—108.

At, 111 11.
Nominal damages.

A new trial will not be granted to enable 
a party to an action to recover nominal 
damages only.

Dunham v. Marsden, 38 D.L.R. 24. 45 
X.B.R. 279.
For matters pertaining to verdict—Erro

neous verdict—Lirki..
Where t lie words complained of in a libel 

action as to the plaintiff’s business are not 
susceptible of any but a defamatory mean
ing unless they can lie justified as true, and 
no plea of justification is raised, a verdict 
for the defendant will be set aside and a 
new trial ordered. [Sydney Post Publish
ing Co. v. Kendall. 43 Can. S.C.R. 461. fol
lowed. |

Luiusdeii v. Spectator Printing Co., 14 D. 
L.R. 47U. 29 O.L.R. 293.
• ICRY FINDINGS—UNCERTAINTY—CURING OF 

CONTRADICTORY WRITTEN ANSWERS. BY 
VERBAL CORRECTION IN OPEN COURT.

Where a jury’s original written findings 
of answers to questions submitted are in
consistent,. and. in an answer to an enouiry 
by the trial judge, the jury orally explains 
and harmonizes the various answers in 
open court, the result from this course is, 
that the earlier written findings are dis
placed pro tanto by the final verbal find
ings, and the inconsistency of the findings 
may thereby lie cured.

Herron v. Toronto R. C'o.. 11 D.L.R. 697. 
28 O.L.R. 59, reversing 6 D.L.R. 213.
( 'ON FL1CT1NG Fl X DINGS—X EG LICENCE.

The findings of a jury in an action for 
personal injuries sustained by a locomotive 
fireman by reason of the escape of steaui 
from a valve in the engine, that the in
juries were caused by the, negligence of the 
defendant in not seeing the valve properly 
closed, and that the plaintiff by the exer
cise of reasonable care in examining the 
valve could have avoided the accident, are 
conflicting and ground for a new trial un
der r. 501(1) (Ont.). [St. Denis v. Baxter. 
13 O. R. 41. 15 A.R. (Ont. i 387; Austin 
lasian Steam, etc.. Co. v. Smith, 14 App. 
Cas. 321. followed: Kerry v. England, 
118981 A.C. 742. distinguished.]

IU11 v. Wabash R. Co., 26 D.L.R. 569, 
35 O.L.R. 84. 20 ( an. R>. Cas. 329.

The findings of the jury were set a-ide 
and a new trial ordered where the find
ings were at variance with the preponder
ance of the evidence, and the plaintifT* 
conduct so inconsistent with his claim 
that a reasonable jury, correctly appre
hending the effect of the evidence, could 
not have come to the conclusions at which 
they arrived.

Densmore v. Hill. 45 N.8.R. 312.
The jury at the trial of an action lias 

nothing to do with costs, and if they bring 
in a verdict clearly staled to lie for dam
ages and costs, which is accepted and 
acted upon by the judge, the judgment 
should be set aside and a new trial or
dered. [ Poole v. Whitcomb, 12 V.B.N.8.
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77U, and Kelly v. Sherlock, L.R. 1 Q.B. 091, 
lullowed.] Costs are now entirely in the 
discretion of the trial judge, no matter 
v hat is the amount of the verdict for the 
plaintitr. [Shillinglaw v. Whillier, 19 M.R. 
149, followed.]

Davis v. Wright. 21 Man. L.R. 716. 
Verdict contrary to evidence—New trial 

—Refusal.
Where a verdict is set aside as contrary 

to evidence, the practice is not to send the 
case hack for a new trial when, if another 
verdict was given to the same ofleet, it 
would lie set aside as unsupported by the

Suarez v. Eisenhauer, 47 N.S.R. 418. 
Settlement—Evidence not produced.

When in an action for damages the de
fendant liai filed a document stating a set
tlement of the claim, and the document and 
the fact of payment as complete compensa
tion were not submitted to the jury, who 
gate a verdict upon the merits of the case, 
tiie Court of Review may remit the record 
to the Superior Court for a new trial.

Pi lotte v. Canada Cement Co.. 52 Que. 
H.C. 193.
Prej I'uict;—Common faults.

An error causing prejudice does not re
sult when the judge presiding at a jury trial 
presents in his charge to the jury a cause 
of liability, even if erroneous, if the ver
dict rests upon some other cause. In a 
jury trial, even when the evidence upon 
the question of common fault is contra
dictory and far from producing an absolute 
conviction that the accident was caused by 
the fault of the defendant alone, the court 
cannot order a new trial for this reason 
when the verdict is not clearly opposed to 
the evidence. The decision as to common 
fault is within the province of the jury.

Montreal Street R. v. Xormandin, 26 Que. 
K.B. 467. [See also 33 D.I..R. 195, [1917] 
A.C. 170.]
<§ III B—161—Verdict against evidence 

—Appellate judgment on merits.
An appellate court will not. where the 

verdict aupears against the evidence, remit 
the case for a new trial where no jury could 
properly find a verdict otherwise than in 
accordance with the inference of fact drawn 
by the Court of Appeal, but will direct a 
judgment on the merits ns appearing bv the 
evidence. [Suarez v. Eisenhauer. 47 N*.S.R. 
4IS. followed.]

Landry v. Kirk. 28 D.L.R. 49, 60 N. S. R. 
S3.
Insufficiency of evidence to sustain.

Where a verdict is clearly against the 
weight of evidence, a new trial shall he 
ordered.

Alexe v. Canadian Western Lumber Co., 
8 D.L.R. 1. 22 W.L.R. 559, 3 W.W.R. 267. 
Verdict — Ultimate negligence -»• Suffi

ciency OF FINDINGS TO SUSTAIN.
In a personal injury action arising from 

a street car colliding with a rig where the

findings of the jury were in effect that the 
negligence of the defendants' motorman and 
that of the plaintiff were concurrent and 
simultaneoiis negligence of similar char
acter by both parties and that there was not 
any new negligent act by the defendant in 
addition to its first act of negligence, ver
dict was properly for the defendant and 
will not in that respect be disturbed.

Herron v. Toronto R. Co., 11 D.L.R. 697, 
28 O.L.R. 59, reversing 6 D.L.R. 215. 
Erroneous verdict—Findings of jury on 

question submitted—Negligence ac-

Where the jury's answers to the ques
tions submitted in a negligence action were 
all in the defendant’s favour, but the an
swer as to contributory negligence of the 
plaintiff was not supported by any evidence 
whatever, the appellate court may. if of 
opinion that the jury must have been in
fluenced by some improper consideration 
upon that finding, direct a new trial al
though the answers to the other questions 
would, if taken alone, lie suflicient to sup
port the verdict for defendant ; in such ca?e 
the court may reasonably assume that the 
same vice affected the other findings.

Reiffenstein v. Dev. 13 D.L.R. 76. 28 0. 
L.R. 491. affirming 7 D.L.R. 94, 4 O.W.N. 78. 
Krronlous verdict — Insufficiency or 

evidence to sustain.
Sutcliffe v. Bennett. 16 D.L.R. 884. 47 

N.S.R. 474.
Timber limit—Instructions as to run

ning boi ndary—Approval—Insuffi
ciency of evidence as to approval ok
DEPUTY MINISTER.

In a case involving a question whether 
the iHMindary of a timber limit had been 
iun according to the authorized instructions 
of the administrative authority and if it 
was approved by the Deputy Minister of 
Lands and Forests as required by regula
tion No. 24 of the Queliec Wood and Fores Is 
Regulations, the court held that u new 
trial should he had to determine whether 
the Deputy Minister had, by placing his 
initials with the letters “app.” on a report 
made by the Chief Superintendent of Sur
veys, in explanation of modifications made 
by him in the survey, meant to give his 
approval to the survey operations as re 
qui red by regulation 24, or had merely
meant t<> approve of the explanations made 
by the Superintendent of Surveys. [See 
also Shives I.umber Co. v. Price* Bros, i 
Co., 44 D.L.R. 390.]

Shives Lumber Co. v. Price, 47 D.L.R. 
418. 58 Can. 8.C.R. 142.
Jury—Verdict against the weight of

EVIDENCE.
O’ljearv v. Smith, 40 D.L.R. 744, <5 N. 

B.R. 424.
A new, trial will not lie granted under 

Cr. Code s. 1021 on the ground that the 
finding by the Judge trying the case with
out a jury was against the weight of evi
dence, if the case is one merely of con-
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fl, • of testimony upon which the judge 
y ivi* credence to the Crown witnesses rath- 
", -lia» to those of the defence. When 

accused applies by leave of the trial 
; idge to the Court of Appeal under Cr.
: ,iv v 1021 for a new trial on the ground 
t ut, the verdict against him was against

• \eight of evidence, the onus is upon 
: M to show that the verdict is against the 
v ^ht of evidence, and consequently he has 
• , , --aldish ailirmatively his contention of 
ini!'i.<*nce to displace the presumption

him on account of the verdict; nor 
in the verdict be said to be against the 
•iglit of evidence when there was no evi- 

iMh-p tending to a contrary result; re- 
,urse should be had to ss. 1014 and 1015 

:i it In- claimed, notwithstanding the lack 
• evidence of innocence, that a case had 

r it been made out by the Crown.
K. v. O’Neil, 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 323, 9

The verdict of a jury will be set aside 
i -I a new trial ordered where the findings 
lire against evidence and are such as rca- 
h'ln.iMe men should not have found, also

• re the questions submitted are mislead-

Kaiip v. Brock. 49 X.S.R. 362.
X 1KDKT AGAINST WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE.

\ new trial may he directed where a jury 
- a verdict which is against the weight 

evidence and such that the jury reviewing 
•* whole of the evidence reasonably could 

not properly find. Where a jury is not able 
' answer the questions submitted to them 
h> a unanimous decision and so state, hut 
ii.-v.-rtheless undertake coincidentally with 

h -latement to render a general verdict 
favour of plaintiff, this verdict cannot be

Mackenzie v. B. C. Electric R. Co., 21 
K' R. 375, 8 W.W.R. 956.
I DEFINITE FINDINGS AS TO NEGLIGENCE 

AND CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE.
An action for damages occasioned by an 

explosion in the course of mining opera- 
T was dismissed upon a finding of the 
'iry -if contributory negligence. Upon ap- 

!»'il in the Court of Appeal for British 
< olumbia, it was held, that there was no evi- 
l n e to sustain this finding; hut. because 
"i uncertainty as to which of 2 distinct 
B™imds of negligence charged had been 
" "Hid against the defendants, a new trial 

i- directed. The defendants then ap- 
pealed to the Supreme Court of Canada.

nti-nding that there was no evidence of 
negligence on their part on either charge, 
1 -I that there was evidence to support the 
filing of negligence on the part of the 
plaintiff. Held, that the finding of negli- 
: n-e and also that of contributory negli
gence were indefinite, and that there ought 
tu 'ip a new trial.

Lilja v. Granby. 9 W.W.R. 662.
Xqur iOENcB—Child on track—Evidence—

KlNDINO OF .TITtY—BASED UPON THMIRY.
Ewing v. Toronto Rv. Co.. 20 O.W.R. 432.

Xeui igence—Action fob damages—Plain
tiff's FOOT TAKEN OFF AT ANKLE AT 
PUBLIC CROSSING—INDEFINITE CONDI
TION OF EVIDENCE—NEW TRIAL OB-

Stevens v. C. P. R. Co., 20 O.W.R. 331. 
Negligence—Wobkm an injured—While

WORKING IN TRENCH—STRUCK OX HEAD 
BY POLE FALLING INTO TRENCH—EVI
DENCE—Nor SATISFACTORY.

Magnussen v. L’Abbe, 3 O.W.N. 301.
(§'III B—17)—Excessive verdict—Dam

ages—Test.
Aii appeal by the defendant for a new 

trial on the ground of «Excessive damages 
will lie dismissed by an appellate court al
though the damages are " larger perhapn 
than a judge or another jury might give." 
hut yet are not so large as* to lie consid
ered excessive or such as twelve reasonable 
men could not honestly award to the plain
tiff.

Ntorv v. Stratford Mill Bldg. Co., 18 
D.L.R." 309, 30 O.L.R. 271.
Verdict—Excessive damages.

A new trial may lie granted by an ap
pellate court where the jury in assessing 
damages for pollution of a stream ou 
plaintiff's land by reason of material used 
in the construction of defendant's railway 
fixed huvIi damages at a sum which in tin- 
opinion of such appellate court had not 
been satisfactorily proved.

Ball v. Kvdnev & Louisburg R. Co.. 9 
D.UR 148, 4,1 N'.S.H. 607.
Damages—Breach of contract—Sale— 

Motion to increase verdict.
In an action for damages for breach of 

contract for failing to deliver a quantity of 
pulp wood purchased by the plaintiff from 
the defendant, the weight of the evidence 
was greatly in favour of the alleged breach. 
The jury found a general verdict for the 
plaintiff for $75, an amount paid on av 
count of the purchase price. Held, on an 
application to increase the verdict to the 
amount of damages claimed, or for a new 
trial, that the plaintiff was entitled to sub
stantial damages and the verdict was against 
the weight of evidence, hut as. under the 
evidence, the jury might have assessed the 
damages at an amount less than that 
claimed by the plaintiff. the court refused 
to order a verdict for the amount claimed 
and ordered a new trial on the question of 
damages only.

Morin v. tardif, 46 N.B.R. 272. 
Excessive verdict—Failure to reduce 

amount—Discretion of court in 
orantixg.

In an action for damages, if it appear 
that the jury, in fixing the amount of 
damages, has not taken into account im
portant evidence tending to reduce dam
ages, the court may require the plaintiff 
to accept, within such time as it fixes, a 
judgment for a reduced sum, and may or-
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«1er, that, m default of lii* doing so. there . 
lie a new trial.

P. K. Co. v. Frechette. 23 Que. K.R. i
203.
Neoligence — Action — Unsatisfactory 

FINDING OK Jl BY—New TKIAI. ORAN TED 
ON TERMS.

Smith v. Hamilton Ktreet R. Co., 18 
O.W.R. 72».
(9 III H—18)—JUDGMENT IN IN DEFENDED

A new trial will lie granted, in the ih- 
terewt* of justice, where the merit» of a 
defence are shewn, and it appear» that the 
action was undefmded liecause of some
one's mistake, misapprehension, or per
haps neglect, upon the payment of the 
costs of such undefended trial, and the 
costs of opposing the motion for the new- 
trial. and on giving satisfactory security 
for the amount of any judgment that may 
Ik* recovered against tiie defendant on a 
new trial. | Dickenson v. Fisher. 3 T.L.K. 
459; and llolden v. Holden. 102 L.T. 398. 
followed.| Ordinarily a new trial will not 
lie granted upon a judgment pronounced 
in an action not defended at the hearing 
merely on the ground of an inadvertent 
mistake or misunderstanding, through 
which the defendant did not attend and was 
not represented by counsel thereat.

Ferguson v. Swedish Canadian Lumber 
Co.. 2 D.L.B. 857, 41 X.B.R. 217. 10 K.L.R. 
380.
19 HI B—10)—Failure of jury tc\ fol-

mw INSTRI'i TIONS.
Where an action for an alleged breach 

of the Factories Act and the Employer*' 
Liability Act ( B.C.) as well, was im
properly submitted to the jury on the 
theory of a common law liability arising 
from an alleged breach of the former act. 
upon the jury returning a verdict of 82.- 
smii for the plaintiff, and being asked what 
damages they would award if they were to 
decide the case under the F.mployers" Lia
bility Act. they answered #2,880. a new 
trial will be granted if the jury have failed 
to answer questions submitted to them on 
the question of voluntary assumption of 
risk which would lie material to the ques 
lion of liability under the latter act.

Kverett v. Schaake, 4 D.L.R. 147, 17 B.
( It. 271. 21 W.L.H. 52». 2 W.W.R. 572. 
Faim re or jury to answer questions.

A new trial will he ordered where the 
jury has failed to answer a question of fact 
-uhmitted to them, the answer to which ia 
necessary to the proper determination of

(tilths v. Northern Construction Co.
I B.C.I, 43 D.L.R. 276. (19181 3 W.W.R. 
396.

C. Selection and qualification of. or
INFLUENCE UPON. JURORS.

See Jury. 111-76»

19 111 C—20)—Defective panfj.—Rfja
nosinr of ji rob.

The omission of a statutory duty to re 
vise the jury list when constituting the pan 
cl. not amounting to packing, or the remote 
relationship to the plaintiff of a juror, who 
was in fact impartial, which facts were not 
challenged at the trial, and resulted in no 
prejudice to the defendant, are not ground* 
for setting the verdict aside or for a new 

| trial.
Montreal Street R. v. Nonna ml in. 33 

D.L.R. 196. (19171 AC. 17». 110 L.T. 102. 
affirming 48 Que. S.C. 21. | Sec also 26 Que. 
K.H. 467; 23 Que. K.B. 48. |

Disqualification of a juror because of af
finity witli the plaintiff, known to tlm de
fendant Is-fore the trial and not challenged, 
does not affect the verdict, and is no ground 
for a new trial.

Duffv v. Reid, 34 D.L.R. 289. 44 X.B.R. 
407.
(8 HI C—231—Juror influenced by 1m 

PROPER MOTIVE*—DUTY OF JUDGE AND

Whenever and as soon as it becomes 
known to a trial judge that a juror is actu 
ated by improper motives, it is the duty 
of the judge, of his own motion, to protect 
the litigants from the results of such a 
scandal by then and there discharging the 

| jury and summoning another, as would 
I have to be done in the case where a juror 

is discovered to Ik* insane or to have ac
cepted a hrilie. Where such course i« not 
taken there should lie a new trial. It is 
the duty of a trial judge, in negligence 
cases particularly, to submit questions to 
Ik* answered by the jury, where the judge 
can properly do *o. It is therefore the 
duty of counsel engaged in such a case to 
allow the questions to be put and the an
swers to Ik- made, and they sliouId not in 
terfere with the judge in the exercise of 
that duty by pointing out or suggesting 
to the judge that the jury is not obliged 
to answer the questions. (Arinisbaw \. 
B.C. Klee. R. Co., 18 B.C.R. 152. 14 D.L.R. 
393, followed. 1

Howard v. B.C. Electric R. Co.. [19181 
3 W.W.R. 4»».
1). MtNVOXDVVT or REPARATION of JURORS:

COMPROMISE VERDICT.
(8 III 1)—26)—Juror visiting scene of

Visiting the scene of the accident by a 
juror, during the course of trial, which 
does not influence nor bias his verdict is no 
ground for a new trial.

Atkinson v. C.P.R. Co., 25 D.L.R. 48. 8 
S.L.R. 440, 33 W.L.R. 49. 9 W.W.R. «00. 
Defective panel — Misconduct — Rf-

QUETE CIVILE.
In a trial by jury the irregularity in 

the panel cannot lie objected to after the 
verdict and cannot form a ground for a 
rfcpiete civile when it is not proved that 
the party complaining has suffered preju
dice*. Nor can a new trial lie abandoned
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r^quete civile for an art of misconduct 
..'I the part of a juror, nor for want of 
notice of action an the law require*.

Vormandin v. Montreal Tramways Co., 
4M Vue. S.C. 21. [Affirmed. 33 D.L.R.
VI.-,. 11 Ml71 A. C. 170.|
Jiav'a nxnixcH l.NtoxmaTKNT axii ixsk*- 

mhi.k—Minimal.
Miller v. Kaufman, 10 O.W'.R. 881.

IV. New evidence; aurprlae.
Xewlv discovered evidence. see Sale, I

; |\ .10)—T» IMPEACH WIT.NKNN — Kf

The discovery of new evidence to im 
peach the testimony of a witness examined 
.-n the former jury trial is not sufficient 
: round to grant a new trial.

Hagemeir v. ('. P. R. Co.. 20 D.L.R. 20, 
.'. Man. Lli. 1. 20 W.L.R. 743, 7 W.W.R.

POWKB OF JIIKiK.
The power of a District Court judge to 

-•nier a new trial is subject to the same 
limitations as those imposed upon a Coun
ty ( oiirf judge in England. An order by
• District Court judge for a new trial 
"ii the ground of the discovery of fresh 
cvidein-c set aside, lienuise it was not 
•hewn that the new evidence proposed to 
> adduced would la* conclusive and be 
•'.iii'c the party seeking the new trial had 
"it shewn reasonable diligence in endeavor
ing to secure the evidence.

Mklar v. Hoirs, 1(1 S.L.R. 359, 119171 3 
W.W.R, 188.
I’KIIIIOX ro opex rp jvdqmext — Kixg’h 

Hfnch Act. a. «64 —Discovery ok 
FRKSII EVIDENCE.

The discovery by a plaintitT. whose ac- 
>n has liiaMi dismissed at the trial, of 

•'itiher evidence by which lie could only 
t ike out a stronger case and weaken 

defense, if another trial were allowed.
- not a sufficient ground even for order- 

!r 1 - new trial, much less for opening
'he judgment upon petition under r. 004 
(he King's Bench Act after the time 

1 '"plying for a new trial lias expired. 
*• "nr v. Arnold, 25 Man. L.R. (10. [See 

il-" 10 D.L.R. 882. 27 W.L.R. 744.] 
Proceeding upon insijfkicikxt evidence

1 'ROI NDS FOB GRANTING.
"here a party takes his chance of pro- 
ding with the trial upon insufficient evl- 

‘•'"i c. the court will lie disinclined to grant 
1 trial, and will not exercise its dis- 

•'"ii to re open the judgment unless the 
'’ice of the case requires such course, the 

""im Icing upon the person applying for 
'he new trial to shew that there is a suh-
* ""liai ease to try.

(line v (loodhew, 7 W.W.R. 661.
> IV ID—Xiwly dihcovkrld evidence 

Probability of different verdict,
1 «IV» RXI XC. PRI NCIPI.E.

' new trial will not be granted in a dam

age action on the discovery of new evidemv 
unless the proposed fresh evidence is such 
that there is a reasonable probability that, 
if brought before a jury, a different verdict 
to that in the former trial would he given 
| Anderson v. Titmas. 36 L.T. 711. applied. |

llagemeir v. U. IV R. Co.. 20 D.L.R. 2V. 
25 Man. L.ÏL 1, 29 W.L.R. 743, 7 W.W.R 
406.
Action fob breach ok promise — IN.aix

TIFFS MARRIAGE PENDING APPEAL.
The fact that the plaii-liff in an action 

for breach of promise and seduction lias 
married another since the trial, is not a 
ground for granting the defendant a new 
trial.

Collard v. Armstrong, 12 D.L.IL 308, 24
W. L.R. 742. 6 A.L.R. 187. 4 W.W.R. 870.

A new trial will not lie granted on the 
ground of newly discovered evidence where 
it appear* to the court that due diligence 
was not used, otherwise the evidence would 
have lieen discovered in time for use on 
the former trial. A new trial asked on the 
ground of newly discovered evidence will 
Is* refused where the court is of the opin 
ion that, if such evidence were used on an 
other trial, there is no reasonable prob
ability that the result would Is* different,

Mcl)otiald v. McKay. 8 D.L.R. 78. 4ti
X. S.R. 448, 11 E.L.R. 590.

When new facts of an essential nature 
baxc been discovered by the defence in a 
criminal trial liefore verdict rendered, even 
after the judge has charged the jury and 
the jury has retired to delils-rate, tin* jury 
should lie recalled to hear this additional 
evidence, and a new trialfcvill Is* granted 
where tile iury has not Imm4B«Mowed to hear 
such additional evidence.

R. v. Manconi, 3 D.L.R. 112, 20 ( an. Cr. 
Cas. 81.

A new trial will not lie ordered where the 
new evidence promised to Is* adduced might 
have lieen produced at the former trial.

Conrad v. Halifax Lumber Co.. 41 D.L.R 
218, 52 X.S.R. 250.

The discovery, after ^c trial, of new evi
dent which satisfies tP* court that if the 
•arty had had it at the trial he must have 
nul a verdict, is sufficient ground for a new 
trial in order to do justice between tbi
parties. The discovery of witnesses who 
can contradict those produced on the trial 
is no ground for a new trial.

(lib's,ns v. Hatfield. 43 D.L.R. 34(1. 46 N. 
B.R. 00.

An application for a new trial, on the 
ground of newly discovered evidence, will 
lie refused where the applicant fails to shew 
that reasonable diligence had been exercised 
in searching for the evidence liefore the trial. 
[Young v. Kershaw. 81 L.T. 531, followed; 
Robinson v. Smith, 11915] 1 K B. 711, dis
tinguished.]

Riverside Lumber Co. v. Calgarv Water 
Power Co.. 28 D.L.R. 565. 34 W.L.R. 839, 
10 W.W.R. 980. affirming 25 D.L.R. 818. 10 
A.L.R. 128. 32 W.L.R. 858. 9 W.W.R. 471
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Greer v. Armstrong. 24 U.W.R. 000.
When refused on newly discovered bvi-

Tlie court will not grant a new trial on 
newly discovered evidence when such evi-, 
dence is aimnly additional and cumulative 
to evidence already given.

Hanson v. Ross, 42 X.B.R. 650.
When granted—Evidence of probable 

vavkk—Amendment—( osts.
Cromwell i. Rioux, 0 O.W.N. 210.
In this action plaintif!" had succeeded in 

the court below, and the defendants had 
appealed, which appeal was dismissed, 
whereupon an appeal was taken to the Su
preme Court of Canada. While this ap
peal was standing for hearing the defend
ants applied to the court en banc for a 
new trial on the grounds (a) that one of 
the defendants’ solicitors on the record was 
financially interested with the plaintiff in 
the action, without defendants" knowledge, 
and (b) discovery of new evidence. It was 
held, by s. 25 of the Judicature Act, the 
court en banc has power to hear applica
tion for new trial, etc., provided that the 
judgment or order complained of has not 
been made as the judgment or decision 
of the court en banc, and the judgment in 
question having been affirmed by the court 
en bane has become the judgment of that 
court, which now had no jurisdiction to 
make any further order. That so far as 
this court was concerned the matter was 
res judicata and the defendants’ only reme
dy, apart from *hc appeal pending, was by 
way of a new action on the groimd that the 
first judgment was obtained by fraud.

Willoughby v. Saskatchewan Valley & 
Manitoba Land Co., 4 S.L.R. 454.

A petition in revocation of judgment will 
be received if plaintiff, who is suing on 
assumpsit, alleges that he has since dis
covered a witness who was with defendant’s 
wife when she br<*ght the goods sued for.

Menard v. Thibault, 14 Que. P.R. 384.
(§ IV—32)—Surprise.

A new trial will not be granted on the 
ground of surprise in that the principal 
witness for the defence had departed from 
the statements made to the defendant’s so
licitor lief ore the trial as to the nature of 
his testimony, if the affidavits do not dis
close the difference between the two state
ments, nor specify in detail what the wit
ness had represented before the trial.

Yaekman v. Johnston, 3 D.L.R. 191, 3
O.W.N. 624, 21 O.W.R. 86.
Committal on preliminary enquiry—Con

veying TO GAOL IN ANOTHER DISTRICT 
—ORDER FOB NEW TRIAL.

The King v. Tetreault, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 
259.

UAL, V.
New trial—Discovery of new evident b— 

Undertaking of counsel at trial 
not to appeal—Absence of author
ity.

Caswell v. Toronto R. Co., 24 O.L.R. 339 
19 O.W.R. 785.
Discovery of new evidence — Not in

KNOWLEDGE OF PARTY AT TRIAL.
Hall v. Schiell, 10 O.W.R. 315.

V. Practise.
(§ V—36)—Waiver or loss of rights to

NEW TRIAL.
Where there is 'even meagre evidence to 

support a finding of fact drawn by a jury 
in favour of the plaintiff, and that eviden •- 
is not contradicted, a new trial should not 
be directed if the defendants were not taken 
by surprise by its introduction, and could 
easily have met it if untrue, although the 
point was raised only in a general way by 
the pleadings.

Graham v. G.T.R. Co., 1 D.L.R. 554, 25 0. 
L.R. 429, 13 Can. Rv. Cas. 232, 20 O.W.R. N8.
(§ V—40)'—Motion below before appeal 

—Excessive verdict.
An application under s. 86 of the County 

Court Act (R.S.N.S. 1900. c. 156), for a 
new trial or to set aside a jury's findings, 
must be made to the ( ounty Court Judge, 
and cannot in the first instance l»e made to 
the Supreme Court; it cannot be made, by 
way of appeal, concurrently with the motion 
below, and as long as the motion is pend
ing there is no appeal. The principle, that 
an Appellant Court will grant a new trial 
where the verdict appears excessive and is 
not reduced by consent of the parties, has 
therefore no application. [Watt v. Watt, 
[1905] A.C. 115, distinguished.]

Waugh v. Shaw, 29 D.L.R. 742; Morri--' ' 
v. Halifax E.T. Co., 29 D.L.R. 755, 50 X 
S.B ITS.
Motions for, on appeal—Relief against

DEFAULT JUDGMENT—INSUFFICIENCY OF 
PROOF OF CLAIM.

Colleran v. Greer, 30 D.L.R. 519, 36 O.L. 
R. 267.
Motion—Jurisdiction on ex parte appu-

Wallace v. Lindaav, 13 D.L.R. 8. 23 Man. 
L.R. 553, 24 W.L.R. 668. 4 W.W.R. 979. 
reversing 9 D.L.R. 625. 23 Man. L.R. 553. 
23 W.L.R. 165, 3 W.W.R. 829.
Division Courts—Trial of plaint with 

jury—Motion fob nonsuit- -Power 
of judge to ORDER new trial WITH
OUT application therefor — Maxda-

Re Barr Registers v. Neal, 7 O.W.N. 72*'. 
(§ V—45)—Affidavit of witness—Mis

taking TESTIMONY.
A new trial will not be granted on the 

affidavit of a witness merely that he made 
a mistake in his evidence on a material 
point and would correct it on another trial. 

Hanson v. Ross, 42 N.B.R. 650.
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On a motion for a new trial in an action 
of trespass involving the location of a line, 
the court will hear affidavits of jurors in 
answer to affidavits stating that one of the 
parties interfered with the jury while view» 
ing the locus in quo.

Hanson v. Ross, 42 N.B.R. 650.
(g V—60)—CHANTING NEW TRIAL OF SOME

Where, in an action for several alleged 
slanders some of them should not have 
been submitted to the jury, and damages 
in the plaintiff's favour were not separately 
asse.-sed. a new trial will lie granted with 
reference to the remaining charges.

Holland v. Hall, 3 D.L.R. 722, 22 O.W.R.

NONRESIDENT.
Jurisdiction over, see Courts; Aliens.
.Security for costs, see Costs.
Sen ice on, generally, see Writ and Proc-

Attachment against, see Attachment; 
Garnishment.

Foreign corporations, see Companies.
Testimony of nonresidents, see Deposi

tions: Discovery.

NOTARY.
Execution of deep.

Under the Quebec law a notary duly 
qualified to practise his profession is an 
official competent to give to his acts the 
seal of authenticity, but, in order to effect 
that, it is necessary: that the contracting 
parties appear before the notary; that they 
state in his presence what they wish in
serted in the deed: that the deed contain
ing the agreements and declarations of the 
parties should be read to them, and they 
should testify thereto in the presence of the 
notary by their signatures to such deed; 
that the notary after all these formalities 
hare been complied with should place his 
own signature to the deed to testify that 
tlie agreements and declarations of the par
ties are properly stated therein.

Gagnon v. Hurtubise, 18 Que. P.R. 459.
As officers—Notice of action—Prescbip-

Articies 338.3-3389, R.S.Q. 1909. like those 
of the Imperial statute of 1750 (24 Geo. II. 
c. 44. ss. 7. 8), from which they are repro
duced, have never had any other object than 
to protect magistrates, justices of the peace 
ami officers of justice charged with the exe
cution of the criminal laws against vexa
tious ai t ions. Before C.V.P. 1867, no other 
than these officers had a right to one 
month"* notice of action brought against 
him for damages by reason of acts done in 
the exercise of his public functions; the 
provisions were then extended to all public 
officers without discrimination. But the 6 
month-' prescription of the action provided 
by art. 3387, R.S.Q. 1909, remains as be
fore, particularly with respect to magis

trates. justices of the peace and. officers 
of justice charged with the enforcement of 
the criminal law. Notaries have never been 
aimed at by the above mentioned provisions, 
which apply only to officers having judicial 
powers. Although notaries are. in the 
Province of Queliee, as in France, "public 
officers" (art. 4674, R.S.Q. 1909: art. 1er 
L. 25 VentAse an. IX), they van neither be 
considered as public functionaries nor as 
depositaries nor citizens charged with a 
public.duty, nor as forming any other part 
of the oublie administration: their func
tions relate only to private interests and 
not to those of the state.

< haput v. C'rtfpeau, 52 Que. S.C. 443.
Com pen h ation—Quantum m eru it.

Contract between an owner of land and 
a notary, by which the owner promises to 
pay him a commission if he procure a loan 
for him, cannot be proved by oral testimony. 
In an action by a notary upon an account 
for professional services, the court, in the 
absence of pi oof of quantum meruit or cus
tom, cannot award any other remuneration 
than that given by the tariff in force.

Lavimodière v. GariC-py, 51 Que. S.C. 471. 
Liability — Hypothec — Payment —

Good faith.
A notary, who holds a receipt for the 

payment of a hypothec signed in advance 
by the hypothecary creditor, becomes the 
agent of the latter to receive the amount 
due by the debtor, whether in money or by 
cheque to his order therefore another no
tary, who in good faith advised the debtor 
to pay the hypothecary debt by cheque to 
the order of such agent, commits no fault 
and is not liable if the notary runs off with 
the money and speculates with it.

Pepin v. Mousseau, 24 Rev. Leg. 176. 
Notary in British Columbia—Affidavits

FOB THE PROVINCE OF Qt'EDEC.
A notarv public in British Columbia has 

no authority to take the affidavits of a com
missioner and clerk acting in a rogatory 
commission issued in the province of Quebec.

Lariviere v. Roval Trust Co., 12 Que. P.R. 
404.

NOTES. .
See Bills and Notes.

NOTICE.
Of trial, see Trial.
Of appeal, see Appeal.
Of nonpayment of note, see Bills and

Of personal injuries or damage to prop
erty; see Municipal Corporations; lligb-

Notile to makes of lien note on resale
OF GOODS.

Where the maker of a lien note, upon 
the retaking of the goods or chattels for 
which it was given, had actual notice of 
the resale thereof within the time required
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by statuto, personal service of notice thereof 
is unnecessary.

Braithwaite v. Bavliam. 4 D.L.R. 498, 21 
XV.L.K. 839, 2 W.W.U. 778.
Noth k ok hale bv hiikRikk.

l*-ga I notices <if the sale of immovables 
at sheriff's sale should be posted up at the 
door of the parish church recognized by 
the civil law for this purpose, and failure 
so to do is a fatal irregularity.

Kavoie-Guay Co. v. Den Lauriers Bose v. 
Kavoie-Guay Co.. 7 D.L.K. 205, 14 Que. K.B.

\\ MI X K.XOWI .EIIGK ACQUIRED.
liven when a power <if sale of property 

ple<lged is so framed as to relievo a pur
chaser from obligation to make inquiries, 
yet. if the circumstances which put in ques
tion the propriety of the sale are brought 
to his knowledge he thereby becomes 
charged with notice.

Rartram v. Grice, 4 D.L.l’. 082. 3 O.W.N. 
121*0, 22 O.VV.R. 191.

<>K om< KB OR AGENT OK CORPORATION.
A municipality is bound to take every 

reasonable means, through its overseeing 
officers and otherwise, to learn the actual 
conditions of the streets which, by statute, 
it is under a duty to repair, and cannot 
successfully set up want of knowledge a* 
an excuse for nonrepair if the knowledge 
might have been obtained by the exercise 
of reasonable precautionary measures.

Vancouver v. ( ummings. 2 D.L.R. 253, 22 
W.L.R. 104. 40 Can. S.t.R. 457. 2 W.W.R. 
00.
Noth k hi rank or loan company.

Defendant A.B. purchased land under an 
agreement for sale. Being financially in
volved. and executions having been issued 
against him, he decided to raise a loan up
on the land, and for that purpose procured 
the conveyance of the land from the ven
dor to his wife, defendant d.B. It did not 
apjiear that there was any consideration 
goen by J.B. therefor. Defendants then ap
plied for a loan, and executed a mortgage 
to the plaintiff. After the execution of the 
mortgage the sheriff seized the gissls of 
defendant A.B.. and to secure the withdraw 
nl of the scizury defendants gave the sher
iff an order on the proceeds of the loan 
from plaintiff company, which the sheriff 
accepted and withdrew front possession. 
This order the company paid, and the money 
-.ii paid constituted the only money ad
vanced on the mortgage. The"same day the 
order was given the defendants attempted 
to revoke it by notice given to the company's 
solicitors, who had then reported the loan 
and completed their duties in connection 
therewith. This notice was given before 
the money was paid over. In an action for 
foreclosure, defendants alleged (1) that the 
company had paid the money in question 
after notice revoking the order, and (2) 
that the defendant J.B. executed the mort
gage for her husband's debt and without in
dependent advice. It was held, that even if

the défendante could have revoked the order 
given, their notice intended to have that 
effect was insufficient, in that the solicitors 
upon whom the notice was served had com 
pleted their duties and were no longer 
agents of the company for the purpose of 
the loan. (2) That under the circumstances 
of the case the court should not interfere 
on the ground that the wife had executed 
the mortgage without independent advice.

Great West Permanent Loan Co. v. Ba 
denuch, 4 S.L.R. 241.
Conveyaxc k by trustee—Onus ok proof

As TO <0X811,KRATIOX — LIABILITY OF 
TRAXHKERKi: TO < EBTVT QUE TRUST.

Coventry v. Amiable. 4 S.L.R. 175, 17 W. 
L.R. 577.

NOVATION.
Personal obligation ok company's agent 

FOR company’s debt.
When an agent, acting on la-half of a 

company, guarantee# a contract made on be
half of such company and gives his own 
promissory notes to accommodate the third 
party with whom the contract is made, such 
giving of notes does not constitute novation, 
whereby a new dclit and a new debtor would 
be substituted to u previous debt ami a pre
vious debtor.

I'rencb (ins Saving Co. v. Desbrats Adver
tising Agency, 1 D.L.R. 13U.
What constitute* — When inkebkku — 

Taking obligation ok third person- 
agreement TO SUBROGATE ON PAYMENT

Where the defendant who purchased prop 
erty from the plaintiff's grantee, on it be 
ing attached by the plaintiff la-cause sold 
by tin* former in violation of his agreement, 
indemnified the plaintiff to the extent of 
his claim against his grantee, the former 

I agreeing to subrogate the defendant to hi# 
I claim against his grantee on the payment 

of such indebtedness, and the defendant 
failed to make such payment, the transac
tion la-tween the plaintiff anil the defendant 
did not amount to a novation so as to re 
lease the plaintiff's grantee from liability, 
since the facts did not shew an intention to 
effect a novation.

Berman v. Gertler, 13 D.L.R. 778. 44 (/tie. 
JS.C. 368.
What amounts to—Payment or note

PART IN (’ASH AND RENEWAL NOTE FOR

The payment of a note partly by cash and 
partly by a renewal note for the balance 
does not operate novation of the original 
note, and, in the event of nonpayment of 
the renewal note, suit is properly brought 
on the original note.

Hall v. Lock well, 9 D.L.R. 144.
I /) A N—X K.W DEBTOR—AtX'EPTAXCE.

In order to establish novation as affecting 
the liability on a loan, the evidence must 
shew acceptance of the liability by the third 
party, and that the latter had been accepted
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l,v tli** creditor as hi» debtor in lieu of the 
/vtual borrower.

Ulmrgin v. (iuttnian, 27 D.L.R. 107, 34 
W.LR. 2.*»3. 11 A.L.R. 267, 10 W.W.R. 239.
DKIEgATIOX —EXTENSION AXD DISCHARGE.

When a delegatee accepts the delegate in 
the place and stead of the delegator, in such 
A way as to discharge the latter from the 
obligation, there is novation, but the double 
intention of the delegatee to accept the dele
gate and to liberate the delegator must be 
manifest. This manifestation may. more- 
nier, either be expressed or tacit, but, if 
tacit, there must be no room for doubt.

Reeves v. Riche, 46 Que. N.C. 18».
Si HIM Ki MASER.

W hen, in a contract of sale, the purchaser 
covenant* to carry out an existing agree
ment Iietween the seller ami a third party, 
and to defend at his own expense any suit 
that may he taken by the latter for dam
age* tor breach of contract, or to enforce 
«pocifie performance, the relation of debtor 
and creditor arises between such purchaser 
and third party. The latter ha* the right to 
bring, directly against the former, any ac
tion he might bring against the seller, his 
iiiizinal obligor.

Dawes v. Ward, 43 Que. 8.0. 4.‘>0.
Rem:wAt. note.

The mere acceptance of a renewal note 
is hnt a conditional payment ami is not a 
novation of the original mite, especially 
-o when the holder retains such original 
note. A cancellation made unintentionally 
nr under a mistake or without the authority 
of the holder is inoperative. The holder 
ha* the option to proceed either on the 
original mite and tendering the renewal 
note, or on the renewal note itself.

bank of B.N.A. v. Hart, 18 Rev. de Jtir. 
:W4.
I'll.IIT OF UNPAID VENDOR TO REV* N MUAI»—

Acceptance ok notes tor pkk e by the
VENDOR.

Tremblay-v. Quinn, 39 Que. 8.C. 215.
S| BsriTVTION OF CONTRACTVAI. FOR DtH.I( TU

AI OMJOAflO*.
W. Kinstry v. Irvine, 39 Que. S.C. 426.

Kfl ri.EMENT BETWEEN CREDITOR AND DEBTOR 
BY PART PAYMENT AND BY NOTER.

•'abliath v. Baker, 41 Que. R.C. 75. 
Drait—Assignment by acceptor—Pay

ment op dividend.
Saint Arnaud v. Guilbault. 39 Que. S.C. 

481.

NUISANCE.
I. What are nuisances.

11. IÎKMED1K8.
HI t RIM INAL LIABILITY.

Anise and odours from factory, see Land
lord and Tenant, "III A—40.

Illegal execution of work under statutory 
power, highway, see Expropriation, III E— 
186.

Defective electric light system, use of

highways, see Municipal Corporation», II G 
—195.

Annotation.
Unreasonable user of highway a- nui

sance: 31 D.L.R. 370.
I. What are nuisances.

(§ I—1)—Ntonecuttixo yard.
In determining whether the business of a 

atone cutter is » nuisance or not the court 
should take into consideration the char
acter of the neighbourhood to ascertain the 
degree of comfort to la* expected and whet li
er the premises are being reasonably used

Oakley v. Webb, 33 D.L.R. 35, 38 O.L.R.
lit.
Vapour and dust from smelter—Special

INJURY TO PLAINTIFF—1/)HS OF ANIMAL.
Cairns v. Canada Relining 4 Smelting Co. 

5 O.W.N. 423.
Blacksmith sgop — Injury to neigh

bour's property — Local standard 
of neighbourhood — Evidence — In
junction — Damages - Counter- 
claim — “Boycotting.”

Beamish v. (Henn. » O.W.N. 19». 
Smelter — Emission of noxious vapoi rh 

— Destruction of iiff.n i\ neigh- 
HouRiioon — Evidence — Failure to 
CONNECT ALLEGED CAUSE WITH EFFECT 
— Uxun — Elements of doubt.

Xewhouae v. Coniagaa Reduction Co., 12 
O.W.N. 136.
Injury to crops and soil, by vapoi ks from 

SMELTING WORKS — EVIDENCE — DAM
AGES IN LIEU OF INJUNCTION — .JUDICA
TURE Act, R.S.O. 1897, c. 51. s. 58 
(10) — Assessment ok damages —

Black v. Canadian Copper Co., 12 O.W.N. 
243. [See 13 O.W.N. 255.]
Smoke and odour — Injunction and dam

ages — Opportunity to abate nui-
. same.
Stevenson v. Colvin, 13 O.W.N. 426.

(* 1—2)—Nuisance — of municipality 
— Noise and vibration from opera
TION OF PUMPS BY ELECTRIC POWER —
Injury to enjoyment of neighbour
ing property — Statutory author
ity — Injunction — Damages.

The defendant corporation was empow
ered by 35 Viet. c. 79 and 41 Viet. c. 41 to 
operate a pumping plant and machinery 
for its waterworks. The machinery was at 
first operated by steam power, but after
wards electrical power was substituted :— 
Held, upon the evidence, that the noise and 
vibration occasioned in the operation of the 
pumps by electrical power constituted a 
nuisance, and seriously interfered with the 
comfort of the plaintiffs in the enjoyment 
of their house situate close to the pumping 
station. And :—held, that, as it was not 
shewn that the machinery could not be 
operated unless driven by electrical power, 
and as the use of electrically-driven ma-
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chinery wa-i not expressly authorized by 
tlie statutes, tin* nuisance was not justified 
by statutory authority. Semble, that, if 
it bad been shewn that the machinery could 
not lie operated unless driven by electrical 
power, that mode of operation would lie 
regarded as authorized by the statutes; and 
quaere, whether the same result would not 
follow if it were commercially impracti
cable to use any other power. [Jones v. 
I'estiniog R. Co., I,.K. 3 Q.B, 733: and 
West v. Bristol Tramways Co., [ 1 1)08 | 2 
K.B. 14. applied.] :—Held, also, a proper 
case for awarding damages in lieu of an in
junction : but the damages should lie lim
ited to the injury suffered by the use of 
electrically-driven machinery beyond that 
which would have been sustained if steam 
power had been used. Judgment of Mid
dleton, J., varied.

Chadwick v. Toronto, 32 O.L.R. 111.
(g 1—61—Munition works — Injunc

tion — Temporary suspension — 
Damages.

Cotton v. Ontario Motor Co., 11 O.W.N. 
100.
Noise and noxious vapours — Damages 

— Injunction — Reference—Costs.
Lauzon v. Dominion Stamping Co., 8 O. 

W.N. 329.
UnOUR FROM TOBACCO FACTORY—INTERFER

ENCE WITH ENJOYMENT OF NEIGHBOUR
ING premises—Reasonable user.

Applebv v. Krie Tobacco Co., 22 O.L.R. 
533, 17 O.W.R. 1131.
Public convenience — City corporation 

— Action — Offensive odours — 
Absence of special or substantial

British ( anadian Securities v. Victoria, 
If) W.L.R. 212. 16 B.C.R. 441.
(§ I—9)—Vapour and dust from smelt

er — Poisonous deposit — Special 
injury to plaintiff —. Bringing in
jurious SUBSTANCE ON LAND — RlGItT 
of action Damages — Evidence 
— Injunction.

Cairns v. Canada Refining & Smelting 
Co., 6 O.W.X. 562.
Injury to hotel property by operation

OF PULP MILL IN SAME NEIGHBOURHOOD 
— Discharge of vapours — Rum
bling of machinery and other noise 
from mill — Noise and smoke from 
shunting trains — Depreciation in 
value of hotel property — Cause of 
— Onus of proof — Failure to dis
charge — Deposit of soot and car
bon from mill on hotel property — 
Trespass — Invasion of rights — 
— Damages — Costs.

Young v. Fort Frances Pulp 4, Paper Co., 
17 O.W.X. 6.
(8 1—131—Hospital or pest-house.

Where it appeared that the defendant 
municipality established and maintained 
Within its limits a hospital for the treat

ment of contagious diseases and especially 
small-pox patients; that the premises are 
unsuited for such a purpose and their 
establishment ami maintenance are in con
travention of law, and that it was in close 
proximity to dwelling-houses of plaintiff, 
access to which was interfered with, if not 
prevented, by barriers erected across the 
road and put up by the hospital, such hos
pital is a nuisance and its further use for 
the purposes indicated should be enjoined. 
[Crawford v. Protestant Hospital for the 
Insane, M.L.U. 7 Q.B. 57, distinguished.! 
Where, in an action for an injunction 
against a municipality for the further use 
and maintenance of a building as a small
pox hospital or for contagious diseases, it 
is claimed by the city that the said build
ing is an emergency hospital, but the weight 
of evidence is that it was intended for and 
was to be used as a permanent hospital for 
emergency eases, the said building must be 
established in conformity to s. 43 of the 
rules of the Board of Health of the Prov
ince of Queliec, and the facts that the said 
Board approved of the hospital has no 
hearing where the provision of s. 43 as to 
a space of 40 feet lietween the pavilions of 
the patients and the fence or border of the 
ground has not been complied with, the 
Board having no right to dispense with 
compliance with s. 43.

Macintosh v. West mount, 8 D.L.R. 820. 
(§ I—15)—Dwelling in industrial dis

trict — Reciprocal obligations.
Bricault v. Masson, 40 Que. S.C. 346.

( § .1—20)—Lease of part of building — 
Annoyance from machinery in other
PART OF BUILDING — XOISB AND VIBRA
TION — Locality of premises.

Lyon v. Borland, 20 O.W.R. 321.
(§ I—22a)—Unprotected well or pit.

The owner of property let to a tenant 
without any retention of control or right 
of entry by the owner or any undertaking 
by him to keep the premises iu repair is 
not responsible for the loss of a horse 
from falling into an unprotected well on 
the premises while being pastured under 
an agreement between the tenant ami the 
owner of the horse. [Cavalier v. Pope. 
| Iff Of).] A.O. 428, and Lane v. Cox, [1HH7J 
1 Q.B. 415. applied.!

Love v. Mavhruv. 1 D.L.R. 674. 20 W.L 
R. 505, 22 Man. L.H. 52. 1 W.W.R. «25.
(§ I—24)—Blasting in quarry — Reck

less USE OF EXPLOSIVES — LIMITED 
injunction — Acts of servants.

Fitobicoke v. Ontario Brick Paving Co., 
25 O.W.R. 327.

II. Remedies.
(§ II—30)—Injunction — Issue direct

ed TO BE TRIED.
Toronto I<ocal Board of Health v. Swift 

Canadian Co., 11 O.W.X. 318.
Peculiar damage — Abatement since

TRIAL OF ACTION — DAMAGES — COSTS.
Reynolds v. Windsor, 9 O.W.X. 6.
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(I If—31 ) —ObSTRI CTtOX OF STBKF.T — 
I’m I I.IAB DAMAGE TO OCCUPANT OF SHOP
— Ijiss of business — Assessment
OF DAMAGES.

Lord v. Sandwich. Windsor & Amherst- 
l.urj I! Co.. 8 O.W.X. 1114.
Ij 11—35)—Dumpi.no refuse near va- 

i ant land in city — Liability of
CITY CORPORATION — OPPORTUNITY TO 
AIIATE NUISANCE — DELAY OK JUDG
MENT.

Remolds v. Windsor, 8 O.W.N. 234.
> II—40)— Indictments for pubi.io nui-

The effect of s. 223 Cr. Code is to leave 
irdi« iment as a method of procedure for 

' inj» the general question whether a com- 
mm nuisance to the detriment of the prop
s'v or comfort of the public generally, 

though not affecting life, safety or health, 
ha* been committed; but where life, safe
ty or health is not involved (s. 222) the 
ilinviction on such indictment is not for a 
crime hut for a civil wrong only, and the 
consequential proceedings to which s. 223 
refer* are not for the punishment of the 
|.-r*on convicted but for the altatement or 
ivmedy of the mischief done.

Toronto 1*. Co. v. The King, 38 D.L.R. 
' 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 183. [1917] A.C. 630, 

:1 Can. Cr. Cas. 29, reversing 25 D.L.R. 
vi 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 183, 34 O.L.R. 589. 

Noise AND VIIIRATION FROM OPERATION OF 
ELECTRIC PUMPS — EVIDENCE — DE
PRECIATION IX VALUE OF NEIGHBOURING
house — Acts authorizing munici
pal CORPORATION TO CONSTRUCT WATER
WORKS NOT A JUSTIFICATION OF NUI
SANCE — Necessity for pumping
WATER FOR MUNICIPAL PURPOSES —
Damages in lieu of injunction. 

Chadwick v. Toronto, 6 O.W.N. 167. 
Obstruction of lane — Injunction — 

Si vy of operation to enable defend
ants to abate nuisance — Damages

Fitzgerald v. Chapman, 5 O.W.N. 888. 
N'ii.'F. and vibration — Damages — In- 

.iunction - Judicature Act, s. 18 — 
Stay of operation of injunction — 
Opportunity to abate nuisance.

Hornett v. Ostler File Co., 7 O.W.N. 474. 
Factory — Noise and vibration from

use OF STEAM-HAMMERS — INTERFER
ENCE WITH enjoyment of neighbour
ing dwelling-houses — Injunction 
—Restriction—Stay of apebation to 
permit of abatement of nuisance— 
Damages — 14 separate actions — 
IF «6 — Costs.

Oagnoti v. Dominion Stamping Co., 7
O W N. 330.
I/MmnXF. DUST. SMOKE. ETC., ESCAPING

— Nuisance — Injunction.
Montreuil v. Ontario Asphalt Block Pav

ing Co., 19 O.W.R. 942.

(§ II—41)—Mining tailings — Abate
ment —• Notice.

,The washing down of tailings of mining 
property on another’s lands constitutes a 
nuisance by commission and also of emer
gency, which justifies the aggrieved party 
to trespass upon the wrongdoer’s land, 
without any previous notice or request, for 
the purpose of abating it. [l^emmon v. 
Webb, [1895| A.C. U 64 L.J. Ch. 205; 
llaikes v. Townsend, 2 Smith 9. followed : 
McCurdy v. Norrie, 6 D.L.R. 134. applied.]

Suttles v. Cantin, 24 D.L.R. 1, 32 W.L. 
R. 101, 22 B.C.K. 139, 8 W.W.R. 1293.
(S If—43)—Blacksmith shop — Odours 

and noise — Injunction.
Permission by the municipal authority 

to erect a blacksmith shop does not aii 
thorize the owner to commit a nuisance 
therewith. He may lie enjoined from oper
ating it in such a manner as to cause a 
nuisance, by reason of noise and offensive 
odours, to the occupant of an adjoining 
dwelling-house.

Beamish v. Glenn. 28 D.L.R. 702. 36 
O.L.R. 10.
Anticipated or threatened nuisance.

A public convenience is not per se a nui
sance. and in any event it could not lie 
considered so to the occupants of a build
ing not yet erected, and therefore, the ac
tion was premature. An application at the 
trial to add the Attorney-General was re
fused as having been made too late, with
out his consent, and without its Iteing 
shewn that the • interest would other
wise suffer.

British Canadian Securities v. Victoria, 
16 B.G.R. 441. 19 W.L.R. 242.
(§ II—44)—Abatement of — Provincial 

Board of Health Act (Ont. i — Jur
isdiction of judge — Evidence — 
Procedure.

The Provincial Board of Health having 
determined, as authorized under s. 6 of the 
Public llea^i Aet, R.S.U. (1914, c. 2181 
that a nuisance exists, and recommended 
the removal or abatement of the nuisance 
the local board may apply to a judge un
der s. HI, subs. 2, for an order for the 
removal or abatement of the nuisance. On 
the application the judge may admit fur
ther evidence for the purpose of determin
ing whether under all the circumstances an 
order for abatement should issue and if so 
on what terms ; but this provision does not 
mean that he may, on further evidence, set 
aside the finding of the Provincial Board. 
Affidavits in support of the finding of the 
Board are not admissible, and the judge 
is not justified in attaching any weight to 
affidavits challenging the correctness of the 
finding of the Board of the nuisance.

Re Waterloo Local Board of Health ; 
Campbell’* Case, 46 D.L.R. 387, 44 O.L.R. 
338.

9
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it vliurged same should ha\-DEFENSIVE ODOURS — EVIDENCE — PROOF 
04' EXISTENCE OF NUISANCE — ACTION 
FOB INJl m I ION AND DAM Ml 8 DÇ 
FENCES — PRESCRIPTION \ACANT
laxI» — Implied obaxt of easement 

Right to operate factory with
RENDERING PLANT - REGISTRY LAWS 
— QUANTUM OK DAMAGES APPEAL
— Leave to addvce fi hthek eviden< e

Danl'ortli (ilebe Essaies v. Harris, lti 0. 
v\ u. aBrming 18 O.ü N. 1M.
( # 11-481- By a private individual.

Tin- law only justitk-H the abatement of 
a nuisance by a private individual where 
ilie l ight van be exercised without disturb
ing the public? peace; and, in an action, 
where the- plaintiff, a riparian owner, with 
teams and men in force, enters the lands 
of a ncighliour (the defendant), and pro
ceeds to cut down and remove a wing- 
dam thereon, on tin? ground that it con
stitutes a nuisance causing damage to the 
plaintiff's lands; and where the defendant, 
while resisting this action, was assaulted 
and beaten severely by tin- plaintiff, it 
appearing that, while the defendant did 
commit the tirst assault in defence of the 
wing-dam. the plaintiff and his associates 
retaliated, throwing him down and other
wise maltreating him; there is no justi- 
Jicatiyn for the excessive beating, ami the 
plaintiff is liable in damages.

Lorraine v. Norrie, tl D.L.R. 122, 40 N. 
R.R it;.
( S II—51 )—Prescription.

The plaintiff's fences enclosed part of 
the highway abutting on his land. The 
defendant tore down the fences, although 
his right of passage along the highway 
was not really interfered with. Held, that 
the plaintiff was in possession, and could 
maintain trespass: and the defendant, as 
a. private individual, had no right to abate 
tin* nuisance caused by the obstruction of 
the highway. Injunction and damages

Waddell v. Richardson, 17 WT.R. 10. 
Bvu.mxo by-law — Dangerous coxstrvc- 

tions — Abatement of nuisance — 
Covnmox precedent — Notice — 
Oriier to repair — Demolition ok 
STRl'CTERE.

Riopelle v. Montreal. 44 Can. S.C.R. 570.
III. Criminal liability. 

Endangering public comfort — Over
crowded STREET CARS.

The franchise granted to a street rail
way company by agreement between it and 
a municipality, confirmed hv the provin- 
eial legislature, to operate street cars on 
ilie public streets, does not make the over
crowding of the street cars a public nui
sance within Cr. Code s. 223. where the 
lives, safety or health of the public are not 
endangered, and where no injury is oc
casioned to the jierson of an)- individual 
(s. 222) ; and a demurrer to an indictment

in so far as 
been allowed.

Toronto R. Vo. v. The King. 3*1 D.L.R 
537, [1»17] A.C. 030. 211 t an. Cr. Cr*' 
211. 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 183, reversing 23 I>. 
L.R. 58U, 25 Van. Vr. Vas. 183, 34 O.L i; 
580.
Indictment for common nuisance — 

Fenders, guards, and appliances — 
overcrowding cars - Duty to pas-

R. v. Toronto R. Vo., 23 O.L.R. 18G, 18 
Van. Cr. ( as. 417, 18 O.W.R. 104. 
Carrying explosives without proper care 

— Railway carrying dynamite — 
Common nuisance.

The King v. Michigan Central R. Co., 
17 Can. Cr. ( as. 483.

NULLUM TEMPUS ACT.
See Adverse Possession, II—tiO,

OATH.
See also Affidavits; Perjury.

Annotation.
Authority to administer extra-judicial 

oath: 28 D.L.R. 122.
(g I—1)—Administering to witness — 

Before court — Clerk of court — 
Irregular appointment.

Am every court or judge has power, under 
s. 13 of the Evidence Act, R.S.c. liiQfi, r. 
145, to administer oaths, the question ni 
the regularity of the appointment of the 
person aeting as clerk as affecting his pow
er to administer the oath in open court to 
a witness in a proceeding in court before 
a judge, is immaterial, as in such case the 
oath may he said to have been administer»-! 
hv the court itself.

* R. v. Wilson, 15 D.L.R. 168. 6 S.L.R. 348. 
2H W.L.R. 148. 5 W.W.R. «20.
Swearing without kissing the book, 

legality of — Judicial discretion 
— Lack of formal requisites.

'Ilie swearing of an affidavit without 
touching or kissing the Book hut by the 
uplifted hand is sufficient if the witness 
considers the latter forni binding on hi* 
conscience; and, semble, there is a judicial 
discretion under the Evidence Act (.Man. 
s. 50, to receive an affidavit notwithstand
ing the lack of formal requisites.

Re Lakeside Provincial Election; Tid-- 
hury v. (iarland. 20 D.L.R. 286, 20 W.L.R. 
(128, 7 W.W.R. 340.
Authority of notary to take.

A notary public of the State of New 
York may, under art. 30 C.C.P.. administer 
oaths to depositions taken under a com
mission rogatoire for use in the Province 
of Quebec. [Sliwob v. Baker, 5 Que. P.R. 
441, followed.]

Lehr v. Peterson, 6 D.L.R. 182.
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. m ' x i kW — Maqistbmi s - - Evi
nt m k - SWEARING CHILD OF TENDER 
years — Discretion in magistrate. 

It i- fur tin' magistrate to decide wheth 
.,r net ;i child of tender years suffic iently 

ncler'tatul* the nature of an oath to per 
• of tin- evidence being given under oath.

: j. wi-i» and customary for tin* magis 
ite to satisfy himself by questioning the
i:"v. Harris, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 820.
xi Ml»loM R TO TAKE AFFIDAVITS.
Dionne x. Gilbert, 39 Que. S.C. 374.

; 1—2* - Form of swearing Hindoo — 
Interpreter.

Where a Hindoo witness in a criminal 
,i.i- i- sworn through an interpreter hy 

. leninlx promising with uplifted hand to 
vil tin- truth, the whole truth, and noth- 

j hut the truth, and he assents to sueh 
.t-reuumy as the appropriate and usual one 

i -wearing men of his nationality and 
i-8 with intent that his evidence should 

■ received and acted upon as evidence 
;u>ii under oath, and thereupon answers 

■ il i r ma lively un interrogation whether the 
uth" he had taken was binding upon 

i., ..m-cietivc. he must be taken to have 
invoked his deity hy sueh ceremony even 
• i-.uglt it din's not appear that express 
. ..rds of invocation were uttered in con 

lion with his solemn promise to tell the 
truth, and such witness is properly cou

rted of |H-rjttry if his testimony proves 
false.

Shajoo Ham v. The King, 20 D.L.R. 267,
‘ i ( an. Cr. Vas. 69, 51 (an. S.C.R. 392. 

<* W.W.R. 61 t. affirming 19 D.L.R. 313. 23 
« in. Vr. Cas. 334. 20 B.V.R. 581, 30 W.L.

Affidavit — Irregularity.
•luhinville v. Kee Foo, 39 Que. S.C. 478. 

i ? 1—31—Affidavit — Commissioner's 
authority — Oath ex juris — Com
missioner outside of jurisdiction.

Hi altidax it taken outside of Saskatche- 
in for use in that province is defective 

'livre it appear» that the affidavit was 
'.iken by "a commissioner,” hut fails to 
'iii-w that the eoramissioner was authorized 
to take oaths outside of Saskatchexyan for 
use in Saskatchewan, under Evidence Act, 
H.S.S, 1909, v. 60, s. 40. A commissioner 

■r taking affidavits for use in Ontario is 
not an official for taking affidavits for use 
in the courts of Saskatchewan, he nut be- 
'•g one of the functionaries designated in 

the Kvidence Act, R.S.S. 1909, e. 60, s. 40, 
:;i view of which Sask. practice r. 413 is 
to in- interpreted when construing tlie 
I'hrn-e "person laxvfully authorized to ad
minister oaths in such country, etc-.,” con
tained therein. •

O'Neil v. O'Neil, 11 D.L.R. 440. 24 W. 
L.R. 84. 4 W.W.R. 478.
PoWFS OF COMMISSIONERS.

Where by the ‘ernts of the Municipal 
Elections Act (TI.C.) the declaration of

qualification of voters is to Is- tuude be
fore a '‘commissioner for taking affidavits 
in the Supreme Court,” a declaration of 
qualification made liefore u commissioner 
appointed under the provisions of the Pro
vincial Elections Act ( B.C. ) is of no legal 
effect ; the powers of the commissioners 
last referred to being restricted to those 
conferred upon him hy the Act under 
which lie was appointed.

He Municipal Elections Act. 2 D.L.R. 
349, 19 WXJL 990, 17 B « R :;i i w w R 
091.
(«J 1—5;—Statutory declarations.

Where the law makes the taking of a 
statutory declaration or other solemn dec
laration a condition to the recovery of a 
demand or to the exercise of a legal right, 
the declaration so taken is one “required 
hy law" xvithin Cr. Code, s. 175 (false ex
tra-judicial ilecla rat ions ).

H. x. Nier, 28 D.L.R. 373, 25 Can. Vr. 
Cas. 241. 9 A.L.R. 353. 33 W.L.H 180. 9 
W.W.R. 838.
Solemn declaration — Belief.

A xx Unes* xvho declares that lu- lias no 
belief in future reward and " punishment 
will not lie allowed to substitute for an 
oath a solemn declaration under the Evi
dence Act (Can.).

Corlieil v. Maigret, 18 Que. P.R. 430.

OBSCENITY.
Arrest for uttering obscene language, sec

Depositing obscene matter. in Postoffive, 
see Postotfice.

By-law punishing use of obscene lan
guage. see Municipal Corporations.

Question for jury as to, see Trial. 
Offence — Circulating obscene printed 

matter — Subservience of i-ubi.h 
xvfxfare — Excess in statement.

Even if the circulation among the clergy 
men of a city of printed matter containing 
grossly disgusting details of an obscene 
character, describing a theatrical perform 
attce, was to serve the public good hy arous
ing public sentiment leading to the sup 
pression of performances of such character, 
the person who circulates it will be liable 
to prosecution under the Cr. Code for any 
excess in the publication beyond xx hat the 
public welfare demanded. No public good, 
sufficient to absolve a person from liability 
under s. 207 of the Code, as amended, for 
circulating obscene printed matter tending 
to corrupt publie moral», i» ahexvn from 
the facts that the purpose of the circula 
tion among the clergymen of a city of 
printed matter containing grossly disgust 
ing details of an obscene character, de 
scribing a theatrical performance, was to 
arouse public sentiment leading to the sup
pression of performances of such character.

R. v. St. Clair, 12 D.L.R. 710, 28 O.L.R. 
271, 21 Can. Cr. C'a». 350.
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Selling or exposing for sale obscene

Tin* proprietor of a hook htore cannot 
ht* eonvicted, under s. "207 of the Cr. Code, 
of knowingly selling or exposing for sale 
an obscene hook when he had no knowledge 
of the contents of the books, a few copies 
of which had lieen. without his knowledge, 
purchased by a clerk and kept among stock 
in a cellar to which the public was not 
admitted. In order to warrant a convic
tion under s. 207, as amended by S & II Edw. 
VII. c. 9, for selling or exposing for sale 
an obscene book, it must he proved that the 
accused was aware of its obscene charac
ter and that it was sold or exposed for 
sale with his knowledge.

II. v. Britnell, 4 D.L.R. fill. 26 O.L.R. 
136, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 8.Ï, 21 O.W.R. KUO. 
Obscene language — Municipal by-law

PROHIBITING.
Obscenity of language is such indecency 

as tends to violation of law and to the cor
ruption of morals; both of these elements 
are essential to a conviction under a munic
ipal hv-law for using obscene language.

lî. v. Ballentlne, Can. * r. * as.

OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE.
Annotation.

Summary proceedings for obstructing 
peace officer: 27 D.L.R. 46.
Resisting officer — Refusing permis

sion TO SEARCH PREMISES.
The refusal of permission to a liquor li

cense inspector to search a house for liquor 
supposed to lie kept in violation of law, al
though unaccompanied with threats or 
physical violence, is, under c. 22. s. 114 
(21 of the Liquor License Act. C.K.N.B. 
1903, an unlawful obstruction of an officer 
in the discharge of his duty.

The King v. Matheson. Kx parte Gui- 
mond. 12 D.L.R. 4H0. 21 Van. Cr. Cas. 312, 
13 E.L.R. 58, 41 X.B.R. 581.
Tampering with witnesses — Commis

sioner TAKING EVIDENCE.
To warrant a conviction under s. 180 of 

1 lie Cr. Code, upon a charge that the ac
cused did unlawfully attempt to dissuade 
certain witnesses from giving evidence be
fore members of a Royal Commission ap
pointed to investigate a certain charge, 
where the facts merely established an at 
tempt, to dissuade the witnesses from giv
ing evidence before a special commissioner 
appointed by said Royal Commissioners to 
take such evidence, it must be shewn that 
1 lie Royal Commissioners were acting with
in the scope of their commission in appoint
ing such special commissioner.

R. v. Rosen. 33 D.L.R. 715, 27 Can. Cr. 
( a«. 259. 9 S.L.R. 401, [1017] 1 XV.W.R. 
582.
Summary conviction or summary trial 

— Jurisdiction.
The offence of obstructing a peace officer

in the execution of his duty (Cr. Code, t. 
169), is one which may be prosecuted un
der the “summary convictions'* procedure 
of I'art XV. of the Code, or under the "-un 
mary trials'* procedure of Part ÿVl., if 
taken before a magistrate having jurisdic
tion under both procedures; if the pru.,- 
dure of Part XVI. is followed his jurisdic
tion will be subject to the consent provide 
for in Cr. Code, s. 778. in a province where 
consent is not dispensed with; but if the 
procedure of Part XV. (summary convie, 
lions), is followed throughout, the magi- 
trate bus jurisdiction to try the case am! 
impose the punishment applicable to a 
“summary conviction,'* without asking the 
consent of the accused under s. 778. [R. 
v. Crossen, 3 Can. Cr. ('as. 152, R. v. Car
michael, 7 Can. Cr. ( as. 167. and R. v. 
Van Koolberger, 16 Can. Cr. Cas. 228, dis
sented from.

II. v. Folkins; Ex parte McAdam, 27 
D.L.R. 32, 25 Can. Cr. Vas. 365, 43 X.B.R. 
538.

Person employed by bailiff to levy un
der EXECUTION.

Where the officer charged with the execu
tion of process of a civil court has power 
to employ a deputy or subordinate officer 
to act for him in making a seizure of goods, 
such deputy or subordinate officer is within 
the protection of Cr. Code s. 169, subs, 
(ai, making it an offence to resist or wil
fully obstruct him in the execution of his 
duty, the person so employed being within 
the statutory definition of “peace officer" 
given by s. 3, subs. (26), as well as a 
person acting "in the lawful execution of 
process” within s. 169, subs. (b).

R. v. Polskv. 31 D.L.R. 294. 27 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 319, 27 Man. L.R. 271, [1917J 1 W. 
u B. Ml.

seizure—Resistance—Warrant.
A person in possession of property is not 

bound to relinquish it to one who assumes 
to act under legal process, but who has not 
clothed himself with proper and sufficient 
authority to rightfully take possession of 
the property in question. If the person in 
possession obstructs such officer in attempt
ing a seizure of the property he is not 
thereby guilty of a breach of s. 169 Cr.

R. v. La Veeque, 42 D.L.R. 120, 45 X.B. 
R. 522, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 190.

Summary conviction or summary trial.
The methods of procedure by summary 

conviction (Part XV. Cr. Code) and by 
summary trials (Part XVI.) for the oi- 
fence of obstructing* peace officer (s. 169 
are alternative methods, and where a sum
mary conviction is sought and the procedure 
of Part XV. followed, the defendant need 
not be asked for his consent to summary 
trial under s. 778 even where the magie-
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irate is one having jurisdiction under a. 
773.

R. v. West (No. 2) 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 145, 
35 O.L.R. 95, affirming 24 Can. Cr. Cas.
249.
“WlU'l I.L1 OBHTKI CTIXG-’ POUCE CONSTABLE.

K. v. McDonald, 16 B.C.R. 191, 18 Can. 
Cr. ( as. 251.
OBSTRUCTING A PEACE OFFICES — SUMMARY

conviction — Indictable offence — 
Practice — Habeas corpus — Si m- 
mary Convictions Act, ss. 169, 713, 
774 and 778.

R. v. Tanner, 10 E.L.R. 264.

OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE.
See Contracts.

OFFICERS.
I. Su ACTION; IXCVMtiKNCT; REMOVAL.

a. In general ; eligibility.
b. Appointment and election.
c. Qualifying; induction; vacancy.
D. Term ; holding over.
E. Resignation or deprivation of office.
F. Contest of title.

n. RlUITH; POWERS; DUTIES ; LIABILITIES. 
a. Rights, powers and duties generally.
B. Compensation and fees.
C. Liabilities..

ITT. Officers de facto.

City solicitor as officer, see Discovery, 
IV—31.

Disqualifications, owing taxes, see Elec
tions, 111—80.

Municipal liability for negligence of offi- 
eem, see Municipal Corporations, II G—

Public Authorities Protection Act, secur
ity for costs, see Costs, I—14.

Inability of sheriff for negligence of 
deputies, see Sheriff, 1—3.

I Selection; incumbency; removal 
A. In GENERAL; ELIGIBILITY.

(S I A—5)—Public officer—Inspector 
of butter—Notice of action—C.C.P 
88.

\ii inspector of butter, named by the 
Dominion Government, is a public officer. 
He is entitled to one month’s notice of ac
tion if he is sued for damages caused in 
the exercise of his duties.

Tousignant v. Bouchard, 15 Que. P.R.

<S 1 A—10) — Eligibility — Member of

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL — DISQUALIFICA
TION— Interest in contract with

A candidate for member of a municipal 
council is disqualified under s. 80 of the 
Ontario Consolidated Municipal Act, 3 
Kdw. VII., c. 19, R.8.O. 1914, c. 192. if 
he or bis partner as such, has an interest 
in any contract, express or implied, with 
or on behalf of the corporation, hut the in
terest must be one of possible private gain.

R. ex rel. Fitzgerald v. Stapleford, 13
D.L.R. 859, 29 O.L.K. 133.
Municipal candidait.s—Property quali

fication.
The value of the property qualification 

of h candidate for municipal" councillor re
quired by s. 52 of the Municipal Act 
(Man.i was held hv a divided court to 
mean the actual, not the assessed value at 
the time of the election.

Spencer v. Farthing, 23 D.L.R. 620, 25 
Man. L.R. 564. 31 W.L.R. 944. 8 W.W.R. 
1186.
Disqualifications—Interest in munic

ipal contracts — Shareholder—

A contributor to the funds of an associa
tion interested in gas contracts with a 
municipality to whom shares are allotted 
to the extern of the amount of his contri
bution out of the steak of the company 
formed out of the association, without his 
knowledge or approval, does not necessarily 
prove him a shareholder and hence a par
ty interested in a contract with the munic
ipality so as to disqualify him from the 
office of alderman, under s. 22 (1) of the 
Edmonton charter, 1913, c. 23. I Re Em
pire, etc.. Somerville's Case, L.R. 0 < h. 
266, applied.] Section 22 (1) of the Ed
monton charter, 1913, o. 23. disqualifying 
any person for the office of mayor or 
alderman if such persoii is indebted to the 
municipality, is intended to apply only to 
an ordinary indebtedness, hut not to a debt 
for taxes, though declared to be a statutory 
debt by a. 309.

R. ex rel. 1a Fleche v. Sheppard, 24 
D.L.R. 404. 9 A.L.R. 1, 8 W.W.R. 1020. 
Elections Act — Petition — Quo war

Section 192 (b) of the Manitoba Mu
nicipal Elections Act refers not only to 
persons who are “disqualified"’ under ss. 
53-57, hut also to persons who lack the 
qualifications necessary under s. 52 to make 
them eligible for election. Where proceed
ings are taken after an election to unseat 
a municipal officer on the ground of want 
of qualification, such proceedings should lie 
by way of petition and not of quo warranto.

The King ex rel. Dumas v. Leclair, 42 
D.L.R. 643, 28 Man. I*R. 622. [1918] 2 W. ' 
W.R. 858.
Municipal councillors — Mayor — Lit-

Tt is not sufficient, in order to be nomin
ated for or elected to the office of mayor or 
municipal councillor, or to be appointed 
to other municipal offices and occupy them, 
to know how to read print, or to sign his 
name, or even to be able to do both; it is 
necessary to be able to read and write 
fluently; and this law admits of no excep
tion for municipalities peopled with set
tlers where those knowing how to read and 
write fluently are few irv number.

La caille v. De <• manches, 24 Rev. Leg. 345.
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Ml NIC 11* AI COl NCH.I.OHS—PROPERTY QUALI

FICATION — VALUATION PaKOI. EVI

Although under the authority of arts. 22R 
and li7U of tin- old Mun. Code, as amended 
li> 35 Viet. c. 8, s. 2, tin* real property 
qualification of a municipal councillor was 
not determined exclusively by the valuation 
loll, and parol evidence could be admitted 
as to the actual value of the property; it 
is not so under the new Mun. Code: and 
it" the real property upon which the can
didate desires to qualify is estimated at 
less than 84(10, evidence that it is actually 
worth more is not admissible. To estab
lish such qualification, all charges or hy
pothecs encumbering the property must be 
deducted from the value shown on the roll, 
and not from the actual value.

Ouellette v. Bnulay, 24 Re*. Leg. 170.
A I.IIKII.XI A.X — VALUATION KOI.I. — QUO 

WARRANTO.
I'nder art. 53(14. R.S.Q. (Cities and 

Town* Act), it is the real property valua
tion. as it appears on the municipal valua
tion roll in force, which determines the 
electoral qualilications of aldermen. Such 
valuation cannot la* contested nor ques
tioned under the pretext that it docs not 
represent the actual value of the real prop
erly. with a view of basing a defence to an 
application for a quo warranto.

Mercier v. Marti», 54 Que. 8.C. 457. 
Disqualification»—Intkrksts in munic

ipal CO NTH ACTS.
Article 4215. R.S.Q. 1888. which prohib

its any jiersoii having a contract or inter
est in a contract with a municipal corpora
tion from being appointed a member of the 
council of such corporation, does not apply 
to sales of goods, made at different times 
by a municipal councillor in the course ol 
his trade to the corporation which he rep-

Foster v. Currie, 48 Que. S.C. 103. 
Fd.IOIHII.lTY GENERALLY—QUALIFICATIONS.

Where a candidate for mayor of the city 
of Sherbrooke was, at the time of his nom
ination and election, the owner of an un
divided one-half of an immovable, the total 
value of which was #10,000, and against 

* which undivided one-half no hypothecation 
or claim existed of record, such undivided 
ownership is a sufficient property qualifica
tion for said office under the charter of 
said city as “real estate" of the value of 
#1,000 or more, over and above any mort
gage.

Demers v. Hebert. 8 D.L.R. 632, 42 Que. 
8.C*. 314.
Qualifications.

For the purpose of the qualification of a 
mendier of a municipal council the Mun. 
Code does not tlx any delay for change of 
ownership of property. A councillor who 
sell# the property on which he qualities and 
on the same day purchases another does 
not lose his qualification thereby. A writ

of quo warranto to prevent him taking his 
seat will be refused.

Landry v. Beauregard, 14 Que. P.R. 421». 
Municipal councillor—Hike of .services 

BY CORPORATION — ELIGIBILITY — QCO 
WARRANTO.

A municipal councillor, who gives his 
services to a corporation for a salary, is 
not permanently disqualified under art 
205. Mun. lode, from exercising hi» office, 
but only during the time of his service or 
as long as fie has an interest in the hiring 
contract in which he is engaged. Const- 
quently. once the services are rendered, and 
the salary paid, recourse cannot la- had In 
quo warranto proceeding* to dispossess him 
of his office. | Houle v. Brodeur, 18 Que. 
S.C. 440 and la-ivis v. Carr, 411 L.J. (X.S. 1 
31», followed. I

Arcand v. Paquet, 45 Que. S.C. 28». 
Illiteracy—Value of real estate owned.

The provision of the new Mun. Code, *. 
227, which prescribes that "Whoever can 
neither read nor write fluently cannot ever 
vise the functions of mayor or councillor" 
should in the case of members of a rural 
municipal council receive a liberal interpre 
tation so a- to avoid rendering the con*ti 
tut ion of these councils difficult if not im 
possible. The qualification for the office of 
mayor or of councillor are (al to be own 
er of real estate; (In that such real estate 
lie worth 8400 after deduction of all 
charge; (el that the real estate and it- 
value should appear on the valuation roll. 
But when the real estate is burdened with 
charges ami its actual value considerably 
more than that borne on the roll, it is nec
essary in order to determine the qualifica
tion to deduct the charges upon it from 
the amount of its actual value and not 
from that of the value on the roll.

Rivard v. Portelsnee, 52 Que. S.C. W». 
Disqualification—Surety lor city.

No one i* disqualified from occupying the 
position of mayor or of municipal coun 
eillor liecause he lias become surety for the 
municipal corporation for the purposes of 
an appeal in a judicial proceeding. The 
security that art. 227. Mun. Code, declare- 
to he a disqualification for these offices is 
that which secures an obligation in which 
the corporation is creditor.

Beauraier v. Baril, 52 Que. S.C. 101.
( 'IT Y CONTRACTS — LITERACY — QUO WAR

A municipal councillor selling stone to 
the municipality, and engaged in making 
and repairing its roads according to a scale 
of prices fixed by resolution of the council, 
is disqualified from acting as councillor: 
he comes within the terms of art. 205. 
Mun. Code, and may be removed from bis 
office by quo warranto. It is not necessary 
that a municipal councillor should know 
how to read ami write. An allegation to 
that effect in an order for a writ of quo
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warranto may lie struck out on an inscrip
tion en droit.

Dorris v. (inertin, 62 Que. S.C. 1.
|)|.syl AI.IFICATIOS — TAXES — Ql O WAR-

\ 1'iimlidate for the office of city uldvr- 
11,111 nut disqualified if he lias liefore his 
. ruination paid his municipal taxes by 
, for which he was given a receipt

„ hi» taxes, even if the cheque xvas not 
nr—nlrd for payment and the amount was 
, ,r i mlited in the books of the town 
,,v iifg t-i the negligence of tlie latter's cm- 
,,|„yia."i. On a petition for a writ of quo 
wit im » to ha-ail on the fact that the de- 
femlaiit at the time lie was nominated for 
.. derman owed some municipal taxes, the 
hit ter. having pleaded only a general de
nial. will he allowed to produce to the 
.Mtirt, his receipt for payment of these 
tax.-. Municipal taxes are not due in the 
,.'ii»e that their nonpayment make* a 
candidate for alderman ineligible so long 
a> lhex are not exigible.

Smici—e v. Mayhury, 52 Que. S.C. 123.
Di u im ationh — Recorder — Ex onicio

The recorder of the city of Montreal is 
not iHiund to possess any property qiiallti- 
latioti, holding ex officio the powers of a 
lu-iiee of the peace as an adjunct to his 
office of recorder. Article 3335 R.8.Q. ap
plies only to these justices of the peace 
who are associated by the government to 
the eoinmission of tlie peace. Even if a 
recorder was lioimd to possess property 
and take the oath of allegiance, and that 
In- had not, he would have the right to 
pronounce a conviction if he is a de facto 
indue.

Ku.»tel Co. v. Recorder’s Court, 15 Que.
P.B. 139.
IS I \—11 ) —Eligibility fob alderman

A person who lias his residence in the 
nix nf Lachine and who for 5 months 
iii.trds with his wife in an apartment at 
Montreal, in order to educate his children, 
.ill the time keeping his house in Lachine 
and going there at times and returning to 
live in it after the expiration of the 5 
month', has not changed his ordinary res
idence in Lachine, and continues to l»e eli- 
gible in this respect for the position of 
nldertuan of that city.

Lutour v. Lefebvre, 47 Que. S.C. 261.
(§ I A—14i—Time or determining dis-

QUALIFICATIONS.
Tlie disqualification against the holding 

of office of mayor or alderman prescrilwd 
liy s 22 of the Edmonton charter, 1918, c. 
23. nre limited to the date of election and 
are not intended to apply to disqualifica
tion' from sittings.

•i. ex rel. La Fleche v. Sheppard, 24 
D.Ui (04. 0 A.L.R. 1. 8 W.W.R. 1020.

( an. Dig.—100.

(§ I A—16)- I NCOMl’ATIBl E OFFICES GEN

Where there are two candidates for a 
municipal office under the Municipal Act. 
R.S.M.. 1002. e. 116, tlie returning officer 
has no jurisdiction after the close of the 
nomination proceedings to deal with an 
objection that one of the nominees is dis 

ualifted, nor to declare tlie other candi 
ate elected without the votes being polled 

on the ground of tlie disqualification of his 
opponent, although the disqualification al 
leged was that the candidate as tlie “Nox
ious Weed Inspector" of the same munic
ipality was its paid officer.

Re St. Vital Municipal Election: Tod v 
Mager, 3 D.L.R. 350, 21 W.L.R. 203. 2 W 
W.R. 185, affirming on different grounds I 
D.L.R. 565. 22 Man. L.R. 136. 20 W.L.R. 
587, I w W.R. Ht.
Incompatible officer—Alderman em

ployed BY CONTRACTOR FOR MUNICIPAL
works—Forfeiture of office.

Where an alderman of a town corpora 
tion is employed by a contractor who had 
made a contract of hire of service with the 
town, the alderman does not incur the 
forfeiture of his position by staying in the 
employment, and in assuming the super 
intendance of the work undertaken by his 
employer. [Poulin v. Limoges, 7 Que. S.C., 
Mowed.]

Jacques v. Gelinas, 45 Que. 8.C. 3.
(§ I A—17)—Dominion commissioner or 

police—Provisional districts in On 
TARIO— “PKBSON FULFILLING PUBLIC
duty"—Notice of action.

(teller v. Loughrin, 24 O.L.R. 18, 19 
O.W.R. 318.

B. Appointment and election.
(8 I B—27)—Election. ,

The three essential prerequisites of the 
occupation of a municipal office de jur-- 
under the Municipal Act (Ont.) 1903. are: 
(1) The actual possession of the necessary 
property qualification; (2) Election t" 
office; and (3) The completion of the stat 
utorv declaration of qualittcation as re 
quired by statute.

R. ex rel. Morton v. Roberts; R. ex rel. 
Morton v. Kvmal. 4 D.L.R. 278. 26 O.L.R 
263, 22 O.W.R. 50.
(8 I B—28)—Appointment of parish oi 

FicERH — Sessions — Qualifications

A county council, under s. 52 of tlie 
Municipalities Act (N.B. ), which provide- 
that "meetings may be adjourned from day 
to day for 8 days in the whole and m- 
longer,” can only sit for 8 days, including 
Sunday and the first day of the session, 
and the appointment of parish officers on 
January 28, by a council which met in 
regular session on January 20, and ad 
journed from day to day. is illegal. Voder 
s. 65 of the Act. tlie council must appoint 
parish officers at its first general meeting 
amt 1ms no power to appoint such officers
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ut its -«-mi animal niff ting in .Tilly. Vmler 
a special Avt passed April 2, 1ÎH4, 4 (leo. 
V.. o. 67, the councillors for tin* pariah of 
Durham were authorized to appoint for 
that year the pariah ollieers for that par
iah, and the jiarish clerk, when ko appoint
ed. was required, within 6 days after such 
appointment, to post up a list of the offi
cers ao appointed, who Ahoiild qualify for 
their respective olliees in 10 days after 
such posting, otherwise their office should 
In- deemed vacant Held, the council Imd 
no right to declare vacant the office of offi
cers properly appointed under the Act and 
performing the duties thereof on the 
ground that the offices had been vacated 
because no return of the officers having 
taken the oath of office had heen filed with 
the secretary-treasurer of the county, 
l'iidcr s. 88 of the Act it will he assumed 
that persons properly appointed and act 
ing ns parish officers have taken the oath 
of office.

The King v. Restigouche; ex parte 
Mnrchie, 43 X.B.R. MS. 

t C. Qualifying ; induction : vacancy.
(§ l C—30)—1.NELIGIBILITY— ARREARS IN

The nomination is a part of the election 
under the Municipal Avt, R.S.O. 1014, «. 
102. s. f>3, so as to render ineligible as a 
candidate for municipal councillor a per- 
-on\\\ho was at the time of nomination in 
arrears for taxes to the municipality, 
although such arrears were paid before the 
date of polling.

R. ex rel. Mitchell v. McKenzie, 21 
D.L.R. 438, 33 O.L.R. 106.
(S 1 C—31)—Qualifying; oath.

The mere fact that a proper declaration 
of qualification for office required by the 
Municipal Act (Ont. 1. 1003. has not been 
made, does not, of itself, compel the court 
to declare the seat vacant, hut the party 
elected niav. if otherwise qualified, be giv
en leave to make the declaration of qual
ification so as to complete his de jure right.
| Reg. ex rel. Clancy v. Conway, 46 V.C.R. 
S.*i. followed. 1 A mortgagee who is 
assessed for freehold property of the value 
named in the statute may make a valid 
declaration of qualification for office under 
ilie Act. Refusal or neglect to make the 
declaration of qualification for office, even 
if caused hv inability to make it, amounts 
to refusal of the office.

R. ex rel. Morton v. Roberts; R. ex rel. 
Morton v. Rvmal. 4 D.L.R. 278, 26 O.L.R. 
263. 22 O.W.R. 50.
Bailiffs—Qualifications—Oath.

The statutory provisions as to the oaths 
to lie taken by a bailiff before entry upon 
his office are directory merely, and failure 
to take such oaths will not render invalid 
the ads of the bailiff.

Little v. Magic. 7 W.W.R. 224, 20 W.L. 
R. 506.

Delegate of Superintendent of Piruc
I X NTRL CTIO.X—< lATH.

One who is delegated by the suncrinten- 
dent of public instruction to hold an 
enquPte under this Act is not a Royal 
Commissioner and is not obliged to ' la- 
sworn. An action does not lie even under 
art. 50. C.C.P., to attack the legality of 
proceedings by officials who are subject to 
the department of the provincial secretary 
and who acted upon his instructions and 
with his authority.

Thérrien v. Mercier, 24 Que. K.B. .352. 
Auditor — Oath of office — Omission,

An auditor named by the council, under 
the authority of art. 642, Mun. Code, to 
make an audit of the hooks of the secretary- 
treasurer, is a municipal officer and, as 
such, is required to take the oath of «.Due 
lie fore fulfilling the duties of his office. 
The omission of an auditor to take such 
oath in the delay fixed by law implies a 
refusal to accept the office, and makes aliso 
lutely void all acts which he pretended to 
accomplish as the holder of such office.

Ross v. Ste. Anne de la Pointe au Père, 
53 Que. 8.C. 388.
Church constable — Oath of office — 

Notice of action.
A church constable is a public officer and. 

like any other public officer, he cannot ex
ercise the functions of his office without 
having previously taken the oath of office. 
A publie officer who omits to take the oath 
of office cannot claim 1 he immunities at 
taelied to the office. In particular, lie i« 
not entitled to the notice of action pre
scribed by art. 88. C.C.P.

Thivierge v. Roberge, 53 Que. S.C. 537.

K. Rfhiunation or deputation of office. 
(§ I K—45)—Resignation.

A resignation from the office of municipal 
councillor does not operate as a disclaimer 
under ss. 77, 78 of c. 70. the Mun. Ord. 
N.YV.S. 1808 (Alta.), so as to vest the of
fice in the per on who received the next high
est number of votes at the election. The 
filing of an alleged disclaimer of office un
der s. 77, after the person elected has re
signed. is ineffective to vest the office in 
tlie person who received the next highest 
liumlier of votes at the election, as pro
vided by s. 78, a disclaimer made at a time 
when the person was neither un officer de- 
facto nor de jure not lx-ing within the pur
view of a. 78. A person elected to the office 
of municipal councillor after a poll of votes 
and not by acclamation may. at any time 
previous to the beginning of his term of 
i.flice and before his election is complained 
of disclaim the office under s. 77, without 
tie consent of the council, and such dis
claimer has the effect of a resignation.

R. ex rel. Hogan v. Jollivette, 4 D.L.R. 
007. 4 A.LR. 233. 20 W.L.R. 364, 1 W.W. 
R. 820.
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« 1 K 16)—DlSQUALIHl ATION OK MAYOR 
MUNICIPAL CONTRACT* — Qt'O WAR-

\ municipal councillor (mayor) who has 
rm,n<‘(| compensation f<ir work done by him 

mlcr a contract with the corporation, is 
i-qualified under art. 205. Mon. Code,

1 !im holding his office, notwithstanding that 
• ,e contract has lieen performed and pay 
.nit received liefore the issue of the writ 
: quo warranto. | Bouchard v. Bélanger,

» Que. S.C. 455: Maftineau v. Debien, 20 
une K.B. r>12, applied.]

Hohillard v. Sloan, 31 D.L.R. 12. 40 Due. 
o'. ..IS. atlirming 22 D.L.H. 03ft. 45 l^ue. 
VU. 4iHI.
DISQUALIFICATION — COMMISSIONERS OK

s«int-Martin v. Lachapelle, 12 Que. P.
R. KM1.

. I E—51 )—Recall — City comminsiox-
n; IN ClIAROE OK POLK E — CKOI MIN FOR 
i,«.i Al l ELECTION — I NTKRFKKE:\CK WITH 
liil.il E PROSECUTIONS—X.B. AcTS 1012,
c. 42.

Recall proceedings for the removal from 
dice of a city commissioner in control of 

-it jsilice force may lie founded on grounds 
.alid than a breach of the specific duties 
and mnditions attached to his ollice under 
:lit kiHtute regulating his election. Such 

- seeding* may lie based upon an alleged 
interference by the commissioner with the 

r.qier discharge of their duties by the po- 
.» by directing the discontinuance of cer- 

uin |.rosecntions brought by them.
K\ parte Tobin. 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 68, 46

VB.lt. 338.
» l K—35)—Statutory medical officer 

or HI AI.TH, HOW KKMOVEI) FROM OFFIC*. 
\ "medical olliccr of health" appointed 

cutler the I’ublic Health Act. 2 <îeo. V.
- « hit. I e. 58. cannot lie dismissed except 
in cause, and with the approval of the 
ht.vincial Board of Health.

Re Warren and Whitby, 10 D.L.R. 222. 
4 O W N. 102», 24 O.W.R. 317.
Removal or suspension.

In tuses of high and important public 
i-i.ccs where there is a power of a motion 
fur satisfactory cause the oflicial must mere
ly under ordinary grounds of general jus 
lice am! fair dealing, he given notice and 
opportunity to answer. Where, however. 

In pci Mins, whose right to xote upon the 
i|m-siion of removal is attacked upon the 
ground of bias, are not judges so much 
a* |H>liticians. ami not jurors «leeiding facts. 
‘ it public men who have to give a mere 
Binerai opinion upon the general efficiency 

a public official, the court should be ex- 
trniivh slow to disqualify for mere bias of 
pinion aside from personal pecuniary in 

'•rest. Aldermen are not disqualified from 
luting upon the question of the removal of 
.1 • i.mmissioner merely liecause of a cer- 
'«> n bias upon the subject. especially where 
that l-ias has lieen disclosed after the eoni- 
mcMi-nient of a law suit against them and

under the attack of opposing counsel.
| Barnard v. Board of Kdiu at ion of Seattle, 
40 L.R.A. 317. distinguielicd.j

Gallagher v. Armstrong, 3 A.L.IL 443. 
Dismissal from office — Notice.

I'nder the Cities and Towns Act. a mu
nicipal council may. upon a mte of the 
absolute majority of the council, remove, 
when it thinks proper, a municipal officer 
it has appointed : it does not have to give 
notice of diamissal; and the dismissed of
ficer has no recourse against the corpora
tion for loss of salary or compensation

Roy v. Grand Mt»re, 53 (Jue. S. C. 11», 
affirmed in 64 <Jue. 8. C. 21.
I § 1 E—561—Disqualification — Convic

tion FOR UNLAWFUL KALE OF LIQUOR.
If it lie intended to seek the disqualifica

tion of the accused as a member of a mu
nicipal council because of his illegal sale 
of intoxicating liquor in contravention of 
the Liquor License Act, C.S.X.B. 1003, e. 
22, the accused must lie both charged with 
and convicted of having committed the of
fense knowingly, such being an essential to 
the disqualification although not in all cir
cumstances necessary to a conviction for 
the illegal sal»-.

Ex parte Murchie R. v. Gloucester, 24 
Can. Cr. ('as. 228.
(8 I E—57)—Removal — Disqualifica

tion — Grounds of — Municipal

The provision of s. 22 of the Edmonton 
city charter disqualifying any member of 
the city council who either by himself or 
his partner has an interest in any contract 
with the city must he construed strictly 
and the seat will be vacated whether or not 
the contract appears lai to have personal
ly benefited the respondent or (b) to lie 
even enforceable at law.

H. ex rel. Livingstone v. East, 18 D.L.R. 
3M4. 29 W.L.R. 710.
Removal — Disqualification — Grounds 

of — Municipal council.
A member of a municipal council is dis

qualified from sitting where it appears that 
his judgment may he clouded by having a 
jiersonnl interest in a contract with the mu
nicipality, and the disqualifying provision 
of s. 22 of the Edmonton city charter af- 
fecting any member of the city council who 
lias any such interest is construed strictly.

R. ex rel. Livingstone v. McNamara. 18 
D.LR. 392, 29 W.L.R. 707, 7 W.W.R. 324. 
Dismissal of town solicitor — “Die 

cause” — Review.
Ss^l 18. 120 of the Towns Incorporation 

Act (R.8.N.8, 1000, c. 71, as amended by 
1910, c. 201 must be read together and a 
town solicitor holding office during good 
liehaviour cannot lie dismissed by the coun
cil unless due cause is alleged and shewn ; 
by sa. 122-123 his dismissal is subject to 
review by a judge in a summary manner.

Cheeley v. Lunenburg. 28 D.L.R. 571, 50 
N.8.R. 85.
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(§ I E—58)—Dismissal 01 tax asnkskok 
SUFFICIENCY OK NOTICE OK H KAKI NO.

Notice of a council meeting to consider 
a recommendation for the dismissal of un 
insistant assessor must Ih» served personally 
and not hy merely leaving » copy of the 
notice with someone at tlie place of resi
dence of the person to Is* served.

The King v. Halifax; He Stevens. 25 D. 
L.R. 113. 411 N.S.lt. ‘2811.
Charges — Notick-— Hearing.

S. fi of title 3 of the charter of the city 
of Edmonton (Ord. 1904, c. IV) provides 
that “no person shall be disqualified from 
being elected a member of the council hy 
reason of his being a shareholder in any 
incorporated company having dealings or 
umtracta with the city or by his having 
a lease of any property from the city; but 
no such leaseholder shall vote in the coun
cil mi any question affecting the company:"

-Held in view of the statute ns a whole, 
that the fact that certain aldermen are 
-luireholders in companies having contracts 
with the city does not disqualify them from 
voting upon a motion for the dismissal of 
a commissioner of the city. The effect of 
the charter is to place the commissioners in 
a position considerably above that of ordi
nary employees. S. 3 of title 17 of the 
-barter provides that “no person shall he 
appointed a commissioner except hy a vote 
of not less than three-fourths of all the 
uiemliers of the council, ami the appointed 
commissioners shall hold olliee during the 
pleasure of the council hut shall not be 
dismissed except for cause satisfactory to 
the council and by a vote of not less than 
two-thirds of all the members of the coun
cil." I'nder this section the council can
not remove a commissioner from olliee un
less it informs him of the grounds upon 
which it proposes to act and gives him a 
fair ami reasonable opportunity to answer 
ilie charge made against him. [Osgood v. 
Nelson. La. 5 H.L «36, 41 L.J.Q.B. 320. 
followed.]

(•allagher v. Armstrong, 3 A.L.R. 443.
A notary is a public officer (s. 4575. 

R.S.t). 1001)1, and, as such, he has a right 
to the protection which our laws accord 
to public officers; and', under art. 88 C.C.P., 
a notary, as a public officer or person per
forming public functions or duties, cannot 
l»e prosecuted for damages resulting from 
anything done by him in the exercise of 
such functions, unless a written notice has 
been given him by the prosecutor at least 
l month before the commencement of the 
action: and this notice must state the 
grounds of the action and specify the name 
and office address of the attorney or rep
resentative of the prosecutor, and must he 
served on the defendant personally or at 
bis domicile: and. in the absence of proof 
of bad faith or fraud, the notice required 
by art. 88 is absolutely necessary con
stituting a jurisdictional obligation of 
the prosecutor before he can issue a writ 
against the public officer in default; and

the terms of art. 88 are formal and estop 
the prosecutor from any action unies» he 
has complied with their provision», hi* 
l ight of action being strictly subject there
to, and no public office* can Ih* presumed 
to have waived the right granted him hy 
this article unless he has expressly and 
knowingly waived it.

Authier v. Beaulieu, 18 Rev. de dur. 383,

F. Content ok title.
(8 I F—(151—Rubai, municipalities — 

Contest ok title to office ( our 
i n.ion's length ok term.

Section 71 of the Manitoba Municipal Act, 
R.K.M. 11)02. e. 116. as amended 1909, c. 35. 
e. 15. relating to the drawing of lots in a 
new rural municipality by the councillor» 
affected, to determine which councillor» 
shall sit for two years and which for one 
year respectively on or before .Ian. 31, is 
merely directory, and a drawing of lots ,.n 
March 10, is a sufficient compliance with 
the sections referred to.

Breckmau v. Cold'well, 15 D.L.R. 504,36 
XV.1..R. 7*28. 24 Man. LR. 1, 6 WAV.It. 1176 
Contest ok titi f.

The right of a mayor, warden, reeve, al 
derman, county councillor or councillors to 
hold a seat may la* attacked by an originat
ing notice at the instance of an elector 
even though the latter dix*s not claim tin* 
seat for any other person, and the notice 
may In* amended at any time prior to the 
final disposition of the motion attacking it

R. ex rel. Morton v. Roberts; R. e.x rel. 
Morton v. Kvmal. 4 D.L.R. 278. 2ti O.L.R. 
263. 22 O.W.'R. 5».

II. Rights; powers; duties; liabilities.
A. Rights; powers and duties generally. 
(8 II A—701—Power ok mayor — Right 

to instruct solicitor to defend ac
tion — Absence of interest.

Tin- mayor of an incorporated town can 
not of his own motion, and in opposition 
to a resolution of the town council, in 
struct a solicitor to enter an appearance 
in an action brought against the town 
where the solicitor is not defending on lie- 
lmlf of the mayor, and the mayor has no 
interest, in the subject matter otherwise 
than in common with the other ratepayer* 
of the town.

Corning v. Yarmouth, 9 D.L.R. 275, 12 
E.L.R.205.

The license commissioners for the city 
of Montreal are ministerial officers who 
exercise incidentally judicial functions 
regards the confirmation of a license cer
tificate whenever there is an opposition 
produced against this confirmation. There 
fore, before they render judgment, they 
must submit to the essential formality 
of every judicial proceeding enunciated in 
art. 82 C.C'.P. which forbids the adjudicat
ing on any judicial demand unless the par-
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.v ni‘t wb'.'Ui it is wade has Wen hoard 
'. dulv -iimmoned.

Sur»berger v. Choquette. 13 Que. P.R.

e H A 74)—Duties.
A land owner within a land ivyintration 

t in Xllierta is not entitled to de- 
iruiu tin1 registrar of the district 
ml certificate that the land in ques- 

■ ,i homestead and as such exempt
........ . icriai» execution issued under a

,L.|.iciit against Hie applicant and regia- 
"| mull r the ICxecutions Ordinance, Ke- 

...,| uni. liUl (Alta.i c. 27. as it is not 
|„ «lut\ of the registrar to determine 

. ther*or not the property i* a homestead 
..ml ■.mil exempt, that Is-ing a question 

competent court; the registrar for 
, purposes of Ilia official cert i lien tea of 
. record* must treat the execution as a 

Niiry upon the land with priority accord- 
ng to the date of its registration.

Lore x. Bilodeau, 7 D.L.R. 17», 6 A.Î..R.
:4< »•» W.L.R. «Ht». 3 W.W.R. Kl
Ai llll XT BY MUNICIPAL SECRETARY IRKAS

rani — Formal requirement Vk.ri 
m \tion — Waivetl

Tim oldigation of the secret ary-treasurer 
f a municipal corporation to render an 

mint, created by a special Act. is a mat- 
•>r of private order, and the municipality 
an ili'pcnse with this account or with the 

iormaliiics which should accompany it. 
riiii< u municipal council, which for 6 years 
l»>rmita its secretary-treasurer to render 

i- a, .mut without attesting it under oath. 
.i« required hy the corporation's charter,
• icri-hx rciiounces the right, and the pay
ment of the salary of the seorotary-troas- 
arer after his last account ia rendered is an 

quiescence in and an acceptance of it. 
lVrodea u v. Richard, 48 Que. S.C. 165. 

(911 A 75)—Powers as to ameniimf.nt— 
Rectification of errors.

'Hie Crown side of the Court of King’s 
Bench will permit the clerks and officers 
"f the police magistrate of the <dty of 
Montreal to correct errors and deficiencies 
n commitment warrants.

Lafleuv v. Vallee, 5 D.L.R. f»7.
B. Compensation and fees.

<6 II B—80)—Failure to qualify affect
ive kfvovery.

Kenoe-viewers who have failed to take the 
■iili of qualification explicitv required of 

'hem umier R.S.N.S. c. 70. <. 03. In-fore 
entering upon their duties cannot recover 
motiev■. which would otherwise he coming 
to them as fence-viewers.

llaimigan v. McLeod. 21 D.L.R. 509, 48 
V8.R.340.
Sai.xry — Payment and acceptance of a 

smaller amount — Effect — Kntop-
PH . HOW NKC1ATIVE1).

A publie school inspector appointed prior 
to the Public School Consolidation Act, 
iso»;, ia entitled to remuneration at the 
rate of $5 for every teacher occupying a

separate room with a separate register, uml 
the fact that he has accepted a different 
rate of pay for many years, does not estop 
him from suing for his arrears of salary, 
his rate of pay lieing a fixed one, as well 
known to the council as to himself, and the 
council not prejudiced hy reason of his con
duct in the matter.

Carlyle v. Oxford. 18 D.I..R. 759. 30 O. 
L.R. 413.
I'OHTM ANTOKS COMPENSATION ANI) FEES

— Commission Improper use of 
stamps Liability Procedure.

Where a postmaster receiving a commis
sion from the government on the sale of 
jHistuge «tamps uses postage stamps in 
hulk to pax trade debts in contravention of 
the Post Office regulations, an action lies 
at the suit of the Postmaster-General for 
repayment to him of such commission.

Postmaster-General v. Millar, 19 D.L.K. 
184.
(S 11 B—82)—Compensation — Increase. 

UR REDUCTION OF — AGREEMENT AS TO 
—Validity.

The Public School Consolidation Act, 
1899, makes it obligatory on the county 
council to pay public school inspectors a 
tixed rate and no agreement with the in
spector as to salary is necessary, nor would 
such an agreement lie legal, if made for a 
smaller remuneration than the statute pro 
vides, us defeating its purposes.

Carlyle v. Oxford1, 18 D.L.R. 759, 30 O. 
L.R. 413.
Increase or reduction — Salary of town

Re Town Clerk of Port Hood, 11 E.L.R.
544.

C. Liabilities.
(§ II C—85)—An “unlawful” act is one 

contrary to law, common or statutory, and 
a defense hy statute that the «lefendant 
“lawfully acted hy virtue of his office” is 
sustainable only xvhere the act in question 
xvus done “lawfully” so far as the other 
party is concerned.

Marker v. Sloat, 6 D.L.R. 827. 41 N.B.R. 
237, 11 K.L.R. 295.
(g h (•—go)—Misconduct — Scope of of

ficial duties — Immunity — Liquor
LICENCE INSPECTOR.

In an action against several defendants 
including a license inspector for an alleged 
conspiracy to defeat the plaintiff's rights 
on his application for a liquor license under 
the Liquor License Act, R.K.M. 1902, c. 101, 
the inspector enjoys no immunity by vir
tue of liia official position as regard's acta 
which were beyond the scope of his official

Arenoxxsky v. Veitch, 14 D.L.R. 304. 23 
Man. L.R. 755, 25 W.L.R. «58, 5 W.W.R. 
200.
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Nr.GI.IGK.XCE OB MISCONDUCT OKNKHALLT —
Seizing i.iqi intended fob illegal

A provincial revenue officer ia answer
able to the Dominion (ioverninent a* for 
a conversion for breaking into an Inter
colonial Railway station and seizing a con
signment of intoxicating liquor which he 
hail reason to Isdieve was intended to lie 
sold hv the consignee in violation of a pro
vincial law, since the title to the property 
of such railway ia vested in the Dominion 
< invernment and. being public property of 
the Dominion, i# not subject to provincial 
legislation.

The King v. L’Heureux, 14 D.L.R. 604,
14 Van. Ex. 250.
Neolioenc* — Customs officials — Ani-

The liability for wrongful seizure and 
detention of animals by the Crown’s Cus
toms officials living one in tort is not ac
tionable against the Crown.

Bonneau v. The King, 42 D.L.R. 490, 18 
Can. Ex. 135.
Negligence — Pbot iion otaby .

Bombardier v. Rivest, 40 Que S. C. 103. j
i$ If C 871 —Money had and received 

—Appi.k ation to bet ASIDE DEFENCE 
refused — Appeal dismissed with

In an action against the sheriff for money 
received by defendant to the use of plain
tiff in connection with a foreclosure sale, 
to which a defense was pleaded', the judge 
in Chandlers refused plaintiff"s application 
to set aside the defense. On appeal, it ap
pearing that plaintiff was not entitled to 
the claim sued for, and that in any event 
plaintiff could not succeed without amend
ing his claim, the appeal was dismissed 
with costs.

Mortgage Corp. of Nova Scotia v. Ingra
ham, 52 N.S.R. 498.
(4 IT C—881 — Bargaining in hfff.rkxce 

to administration of office.
No judicial officer should make a bargain 

in regard' to anything connected with the 
administration of his judicial office.

R. v. Wood roof. 0 D.L.R. 300, 20 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 17. 11 E.L.R. 373.
18 II ('—8tii—Custody of official docv-

A local registrar cannot permit official 
documents to lie taken from his office ex
cept under an order of the court.

Allin v. Ferguson. 5 D.LR. 19, 5 8.L.R. 
204, 21 W.L.R. 246. 2 W.W.R. 327.

III. Officers de facto.
(4 III—90)—Presumption of regular 

appointment — Clerk of court.
A presumption of regular appointment 

arises from a person acting as the clerk of

R. v. Wilson. 15 D.LR. 168. 6 S.L.R. 348, 
26 W.L.R. 148. 5 W.W.R. 620.

(4 III—911—Damages — Bailiff — Pub
lic off h f.b — Notice of action — 
letter of advocate—Prescription _ 
t’.C.I*. ART. 88—R.S.Q. ART. 3387.

A bailiff is a public officer. In the excr 
rise of his fund ions he carries out a pub
lic duty, and in that capacity lie ha. i 
right to the notice of action requirent by 
s. 88 C.C.P.. and he has the benefit <if the 
prescript ion laid down by s. 3387 R.S.q, 
1909. hence a mere formal demand by a lei 
ter of an advocate to pay a stated amount of 
damage-, cannot take the place of the no
tice required by the Act.

I^pierre v. (lendron, 55 Que. 8.C. 120.
(8 111—92)—De facto—School trusties.

The only remedy of a ratepayer in re
spect to any irregularities in the calling of 
or proceedings of the first meeting of school 
trustees is under s. 34 of the School Ordi
nance. and by s. 33, subs. 2, all such ir 
regularities are cured by the publication, 
in the official gazette, of notice of the forma 
tion of the district. The election of school 
trustees may be attacked only as provide,1 
in s. 77, and, even if the trustees were ir
regularly elected', their acts are not void 
so long as they have held office and have 
Iteen de facto trustees. [Lancaster 4 Car 
lisle R. Vo. v. Heaton, 8 El. 4 Bl. 932, 27 
L..I.Q.B. 196. 4 dur. (N.S.) 707, followed ]

Muirhead v. Bullhead Butte, 4 A.LR. 12. 
(g III—93)—Right to fees.

An officer cannot recover fees or set up 
a right of property or right to recover 
money that accrues to him in virtue of his 
office, on the ground that he is an officer 
de facto unless he lie also an officer de jure. 
[People v. Hopson, 1 Denio X. Y. 373. 
approved.]

Hannigaii v. McLeod, 21 D.L.R. 509, 4» 
N.S.R. 340.

OPPOSITION.
To seizure, see Levy and Seizure.
To judgment, see Judgment Execution. 

Opposition to seizure —Original not ki. 
turned — Motion for particular'.

A motion asking for particulars ou an 
opposition will lie dismissed as premature 
if the original of the opposition has not yet 
been returned.

Frost 4 Wood Co. v. Thilicaudeau, 16 Que. 
P.R. 278.
Rejection on motion—Fraud—Creditor

An opposition can only he struck out on 
motion if “prima facie” it is frivolous, 
that is, if it is evidently made for the pur- 
powe of unjustly delaying the sale of the 
effects seized; if the faets on which it i- 
based are openly false, or if the points of 
law on which it is baaed are indubitably 
ill-founded. Thue, an opposition raising 
the point whether the revocation of a deed 
on the ground of fraud or simulation is 
only for the benefit, of the creditor apply 
ing* for it. or whether all other creditor» 
may claim it, cannot be struck out on mo-
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tion. 'I he liest autliuritiea are not unani-

TreraMay ?. Monaour, 53 Que. S.C. 84.
Seci hi tv — Transfer — Motion to dis-

An opposition to secure charges which 
allege- » transfer of the rents of the prop
el u a« security for a claim, which transfer 
lu» lieen registered on the property, and 
n-U that the property be sold burdened 
uitli that obligation, raises a serious ques- 
tion and cannot lie dismissed on a mere 
motion.

Vuddv v. Brodeur, 20 Que. P.R. 123, 24
Rev. Leg. 30.
I M’POSITION KO It PAYMENT — MOTION TO EX

AMINE — Costs.
Art. 051. C.C.P., which allows the exami

nation nf the opposite party if his opposi
tion «cents frivolous, docs not apply to an 
opposition for payment, which is subsequent 
to the sale If such a motion is granted, 
and a useless examination takes plaee, the 
party that caused such proceedings should 
pay the costs.

Beaupre v. Gravel. 20 Que. P.R. 26. 
Opposition to annul — Judgment — Exe- 

rrnrfx — Surety.
When one of the defendants has failed 

to appear and is ordered to pay. lie can
not. by opposition to annul, ask for the 
nullity of the execution taken under the 
lodgment against him. for the reasons that 
his codefendant had filed a declinatory ex
ception which had been upheld, and being 
the joint and several surety of his co- 
defendant he was not compelled to pay the 
■leht a- long a» judgment was not given 
egainst the latter.

•nlien v. Clievanelle, 20 Que. P.R. 6. 
Seizkre — Title to goods — Motion to

An opposition, by which one declares his 
ownership of the goods seized “as having 
anpiired them with his own money, in the 
ordinary course of business,” will not be 
struck out on motion.

Cailloux v. Hoitde. 20 Que. P.R. 169. 
Smivi. opposition — Judgment — Am- 

hu.i'ity — Order to suspend.
An order to suspend will not lie granted 

0,1 •I*1" tiling of a second opposition based 
en grounds : ( 1 I that the judgment dis- 
tnissiii!.- the first opposition is ambiguous:

tiw 'bite on which the judgment may 
'** executed is not mentioned in the return 
Iprocès verlial): and (3) the creditor has 
proceeded immediately after the dismissal 
"f the lir»t opposition.

Pnidhommj v. Decarie, 19 Que. P.R. 224.
EXl KPTION TO FORM — DEI.AT — NOTICE

or deposit — Affidavit — Address
—•Documents.

An exception to the form against *n op- 
P0*!1'"" i* too late if served 7 days after 
h i« tiled with the prothonotarv. Such 
exception, as all preliminary exceptions.

should be accompanied by a notice of de
posit of the sum fixed by the Rules of Pra< 
tice and by the certificate of the prothoun 
tary attesting such deposit. The omission 
in the conclusions of an exception to the 
form of the words “sauf ft ce pourvoir" 
without being in itself a ground for di» 
missing an exception that is well founded, 
is sufficient reason for contestation and may 
involve a condemnation to payment of costs 
against the party who makes such excep
tion. The failure to file with an oppo»i 
tion the documents supporting it is not a 
ground for an exception to the form. Nor 
is the omission to state in the affidavit in 
support of an opposition the address of the 
opposant. This requirement, applies only to 
one who has hie usual residence in a town 
with numliered streets, whatever may lie his 
actual residence at the time when he makes 
his deposition. To avoid any doubt au op
posant will lie allowed to amend without 
costs his opposition by adding the street 
and numlier"of the actual and temporary 
residence of the deponent. The examination 
of the opposant will only be allowed if it is 
demanded by special motion. Documents in 
support of an opposition filed at the office 
of the pruthonotary, after the sheriff has 
sent his return there, will not lie struck out 
of the record as being filed too late or ir
regularly tiled.

TasseV Rouillard, 18 Que. P.R. 222. 
Opposition—4 ; rounds fob dismissal.

An opposition may lie dismissed on mere 
motion on the ground that the eon tract for 
the title invoked by the opposant may Is* 
simulated, annulable or without effect in 
regard to the party suing to enforce its 
execution, or because the grounds invoked 
by the opposant are unfounded in law.

Evans v. Chopin. 18 Que. P.R. 38».
A motion for dismissal of an opposition 

cannot discuss or attack the merits but must 
lie based on the ground that the reason» 
for the opposition are frivolous or futile on 
their face. The allegations in a motion to 
dismiss an opposition cannot form the sub
ject of an enquête.

Barry v. Juneau, 18 Que. P.R. 434. 
Opposition a fin d’annuler.

An apposition ft fin d’annuler by the 
debtor personally condemned to pay the 
amount claimed, based upon an abandon 
ment made by the co-defendant condemned 
to pay the hypothec, will not be dismissed 
on motion even if later the abandonment has 
lieen withdrawn.

Boliemier v. Leblanc, 18 Que. P. R. 221. 
opposition to judgment—Seizure—Sale 

by bailiff.
Lamarche v. Archambault, 12 Que. P.R. 

165.
Opposition afin de distraire—Motion to 

dismiss.
Boston Varnish Co. v. Trudel, 12 Que. 

P.R. 101.
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< 'FPOSI I ION TO ANNUL—TWO HEIZl RES AND 

TWO OPPOSITIONS — INSCRIPTION for 
JUDGMENT OX D1HCONTIX V ATIOX HT 
PLAINTIFF.

Belanger v. McKinnan, 12 Que. P.R. 301.

OPTION.
Set- Sale. 1 B—3, 111 A—60; Exécutera 

Aiul Administrator#, 11 A—30.
Joint option, see Cotenancy, 111—18.

ORAL EVIDENCE.
See Evidem-e, VI.

ORDERS.
See Judgment; Motion# and Order#; up

on foreclosure, see Mortgage; Vendor and 
Purchaser.

ORDINANCES.
See Municipal Corporation#.

OVERHOLDING TENANT.
See Landlord and Tenant.

PARENT AND CHILD.
I. Relation; rights and liabilities.

II. Legitimacy.
III. Adoption.
IV. Kioht to custody.

See Infants.
Proof of relationship, illegitimate child, 

see Master and Servant, V-340. *
A# to right to custody of child, aee In

fanta, I C.
I. Relation; rights and obligations.

<$ I—1 I-tLiabii.ity or parent for auto
mobile PURCHASED by chili»— Agency. 

A person who Hell# an automobile to an 
infant under 21. and take# hi# agreement 
and lien notes for the price, ha# the onus 
cast ii)ion him of proving the son's agency 
for the parent if lie seeks to make the lat
ter liulilc. and such i# not conclu#iveIv 
-hewn by the license having been taken in 
tin- parent's name.

Wheeler v. Chapman, 21 D.L.R. 660. 
Sum ok money handed by iatukh to 

iiauohtkii Loan or gift—Kvidkncb. 
Preston v. Barker, 14 O.W'.X. 110. 
Although the court# ought, a# far as pos- 

sible, to maintain the principle of paternal 
authority in it# integrity, they can and 
-hoiild, on the other hand, in certain cases, 
exercise their control over paternal author
ity when the latter i# not used in a judi
cious or just manner and especially when 
the welfare of the infant is lieing inter
fered with. A father cannot (for the sim
ple gratification of seeing his son, a minor 
of 17 years, follow the former'# calling! 
insist upon the son learning the father's 
trade, when the minor’s inclination and 
aptness adapt him to a totally different 
• ailing in life, especially where the son 
continue# to live with hi* father and in 
that way continue# under the supervision

.‘ufe
of the. father, and where to decide other 
wise would lie to compromise the future 
welfare of the child.

Bail v. Lemieux, 18 Rev. de dur. 4»7.
(8 I—4)—Liability for child's mainte 

nance—Agreement.
.Where a parent arranges that his minor 

eliild shall reside with a relative, without 
charge, and give the relative his «ervice* 
free, the parent is liable to damages if he 
induces the child to leave the relative while 
yet a minor; the value of the child's keep 
while with the relative, aboxc hi# value a- 
a lalsiurer, is the measure of the damage».

Iaitimer v. Hill, 30 D.L.R. 660, 3tl (I.L.R. 
321, affirming, except as to dumages, 2ti I). 
L.R. 800. 35 O.L.R. 30.
Support.

A wife may recover from her hu*liand'« 
legatee whatever sums she has spent for 
the maintenance of a child Isirn of the 
marriage, and-which, in the opinion of the 
eourt. should have been paid by the father, 
although she has never sought to enforce 
against a decree for alimony.

Hill v. Johnson, 44 Que. H.C. 160. 
Judgment for child's support—Termina

tion upon death of parent. •
All allowance for maintenance awarded 

to a natural child by judgment against its 
father ceases on the death of the latter, 
and is not a charge on the succession.

Filialrault. v. Melodic. 47 Que. 8.C. 108. 
Maintenance — Children — Weakness 

—Intoxicating liquors—C.C., ait. 
166, •

An old man 64 year# old who is in need 
and who is incapable of obtaining the 
necessaries of life by hi# o\vn labor, lia* 
the right to \w maintained liy hi# children 
who are able to do so. Thi# is true ex en 
though his poverty in caused bv the abii*e 
of intoxicating liquor. Defendant# might 
to lie held jointly and severally liable.

Payan v. I'ayan, 25 Rev. Leg. 340. 
Support of parexth and infants—Option

TO SUPPORT INFANTS RATHER THAN 
FATHER-IN-LAW IN A C ASE OF EXTREME 
POVERTY.

When the evidence shews ihat the plain 
tiff is no poorer than the defendant, hut 
that, as a matter of fact, the position of 
the latter is more necessitous than that of 
hi# father in-law, and that between the 
choice of supporting his children or hi# 
elderly parent there is nothing illegal in 
defendant's option to support hie children 
rather than hi# father-in-law.

Lafortune v. (iuimond. 25 Rev. de dur. 
252.
Maintenance -Natural child—Rights or 

MOTHER.
The mother of a natural child ha* a 

right to recover from the fat her the main
tenance of the child and expense* of her 
confinement at the same time though -he 
ha# not been appointed tutrix.

Chevrier v. Dupreuil, 20 Quo. K.B. 284.
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HOTIOS fob payment out of court i or ad

VANUF.MENT — ADVANCEMENT WITHIN 
MEANING OK.

Brooke v. Brooke. 3 O.W.N. 52, 20 O.W.
R. 27.
Money payable for past maintenance— 

Discretion or court—Only asset of 
the ESI ATE.

i;.. Hollis Estate, 10 O.XV.K. 80ti, 2 O.
u v 1447.
($ | 71 - Son working for father on 

farm — Wales — Presumption —
ÜMIUITAI.--1 ONTBACT—EVIDENCE, 

smith V. Smith, 8 O.W.N. 615, 0 O.W.N.

H | - s i —| ,| ABILITY OF PARENT FOR PER 
Mill I NO INFANT TO USE FIREARMS.

Moi,in v. Burroughs, 10 D.L.K. 181, 27 
O.L.K. 530, reversing 3 D.I..R. 302. 
Liability of father for tort of child— 

Child kicking other children—

A father i- not, merely because of the re
lationship, liable for the torts of his minor 
child. The fact that a father may have 
had notice that his infant son had kicked 
the plaintiff’s child will not render the par
ent liable for a similar assault committed 
several months afterwards, apart from 
knowledge and approval by the father of 
the offending child of a course of conduct 
mi the latter's part involving assaults of 
ili.it kind. That a father may have had 
knowledge of the propensity of his infant 
>im to kick other children cannot lie in
terred from the former’s admission to a 
third person that at one time he had in
tended settling the plaintiff's claim for 
such an assault. [Thomas v. Morgan, 2 
< M. A R. 406; Savers v. Walsh, 12 lr. L.R. 
I'D : and Mason v. Morgan, 24 U.C.Q.R. 
328. distinguished.!

t'oihv v. Foster, 13 D.L.R. 004, 20 O.L.R.
83
Tori' of infant imbecile child—Setting 

out fire — Knowledge of mischikv 
ioi a propensity—Negligence of pah 
ENT. j

Thilmdeau v. Cheff. 24 O.L.R. 214, 10 a
XX |{ «TB
Liability for breach of promise.

\ father is not liable for damages on 
11‘1'inint of a breach of promise of marriage 
\n his >on. a minor, when he proves that 
lie could not have prevented it and has 
liim»elf suffered from it.

X’schon v. Gagnon, 61 Que. 8.C. 403.
PIREN 1*8 I.IAIIIl irr FOR DAMAGE CAUSED BY 

CHILD— lx AUTHORIZED EMPLOYMENT.
X person xvlio hires the services of a 

minor, without the father joining in the 
agreement, has no recourse against the 
father when the minor causes damage to 
hi* employer, even if the father was aware 
of the employment of his ion.

Bergeron v. Dttgenais, 47 Que. 8.C. 492.

0 347*

(8 1—0)—Daughter—Loss of service— 
Enticement by defendant— Some *
DETER m IN ABLE AT WILL — ACTION — 
Damages .

The fact that the contract of service be
tween a father and daughter (over 16) is 
terminable at the will of either party is 
no bar to an action by the father, whose 
daughter lias been enticed away and her 
service consequently lost.

XX'aIters v. Moore, 50 D.L.R. 336. [10IUJ 
3 XX'.XV.R. 806.
Father’s liability for torts of child.

The presumption of liability, created by 
art. 1054, V.V. (Que.), of a father for dam 
age caused by his minor children is only 
a prima facie presumption, and can la* neg 
atived by proof of justification, by the 
father, hires his service, and in the course 
as the minors are under the control and 
surveillance of their father at the time the 
reprehensible act was committed. If a 
minor son, without the knowledge of his 
father, hires his service, and in the course 
of his work causes damage to his Master, 
the father is not liable, the minor being 
at that time under the control and sur 
veillanee of his master and acting hs his 
servant.

Bergeron v. Dagenais, 46 Que. 8.C. 302.
II. Legitimacy.

(8 II —10) —Legitimacy — Correction of 
register.

The correction of registers of civil status 
as to the legitimacy of a recognized child 
can lie made only through a principal ac- 
tion by calling into the case all the inter
ested parties, including the child.

Crepcau v. Gareatt, 10 Que. P.R, 323.
III. Adoption.

(8 III—15)—Adoption ok child—Coven
ANT WITH MOTHER OF CHILD—MAIN
TENANCE—Death of adopting father 
—Action against executors—Will 
—Contingent gift to child—Appli
cation of income fob maintenance 
Kmboachment on corpus—Insur
ance—Costs.

Hudgins v. Amos, 12 O.W.N. 348.
(8 111—19)— Effect on status or rights.

Parentage by adoption is not recognized 
by the laws of Ontario. [Ke Davis, 18 O.L. 
R. 384, followed. |

Fidelity Trust Co. v. Buchner. 6 D.LR. 
282. 22 O.W.R. 72, 26 O.L.R. 367.

IV. Right to custody.
(8 IX —401—Right of parent to custody 

of child—Effect on welfare of

The Child’s Protection Act (Ont.) 7 
F.dw. VII., c. 39, s. 30, directing that a 
Roman Catholic child shall not lie placed 
in a foster home in a Protestant family 
does not comjiel a change of custody of a 
child of tender years so as to take it from 
its Protestant foster parent with whom it 
was placed by the Children’s Aid Society



umler the authority of the Children's Court 
Commissioner acting on the statement of 
the child's motlier that she was a Protest
ant where the Commissioner had adjudicat
ed that the mother who seemingly was in 
sole control and charge of the child, was 
unfit to have the ehild’s future custody. 
[Ke Faulds, 12 U.L.R. 245, followed.]

Re Henna, 11 D.L.R. 772, 24 U.W.R. U00, 
2» U.L.R. 690.

The courts of the Province of Alberta 
are not bound by that part of a decree 
divorcing persons married in the United 
States rendered by a court in one of the 
States at the suit of the husband, giving 
to him the custody of a minor child of the 
marriage who was horn in Canada, and 
bail remained in Canada during sueh di- 
tone proceedings, and the child's father 
seeking the custody of the child upon a 
writ of halieas corpus is not aided by that 
decree. [R. v. Hamilton 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 
4lu. distinguished.]

Re Mott, 5 D.L.R. 406, 5 A.L.R. 10.3, 20 
U.L.R. .010, 1 W.YV.R. 8.33.
CtSIOIIY OF— RioHT OF FATHER.

Re/Cameron, 10 D.L.R. 814, 24 O.W.R. 
160.
Right to custody.

A widow, mother of children 6 and S 
years old, has a right to their custody and 
may proceed by habeas corpus to obtain 
possession of them from their grandmother 
and uncle who have taken them to their 
home and maintained them for some years.

Moquin v. Turgcon, 42 Que. S.C. 232.
In a matter of habeas corpus for the 

custody of a child under age the interest 
and well-lieing of the child is the first con
sideration for the judge. When it is a ease 
of dispute between the parents as to the
child’s custody, sad the latter is not cap
able of making an intelligent choice, the 
court should choose for him. In this ease 
the child. 22 months old, instead of being 
placed in a charitable institution was 
placed in care of its mother.

Xault v. Xault, 13 Que. P.R. 221. 
Cvstouy ok rmt.DRKN Tvtoh—Hareas 

CORPI'N—Que. C.P. 1114.
When a father reclares that It is impos

sible for him to keep with him all his chil
dren. the court may place one of them at 
the grandfather’s, who is a well-to-do-man, 
who is married and has 3 daughters, one of 
whom is a teacher. The <iontention of a 
third party claiming to have received the 
custody of the child will not lie allowed.

Dalliere v. Bouchard, 16 Que. P.R. 68.
(§ IV—45)—Dehkrtkh child—Children's 

Protection Act—Right ok paient.
The parents being both in jail on crim

inal charges, their children were taken in 
charge under the Children's Protection Act 
(Alta.) as deserted children. After their 
release the parents applied for the return 
of the custody of the eldest child. This ap
plication was refused. A subsequent appli
cation for an order compelling the Sujier- 
intendent of Neglected Children to inform

them of the whereabouts of the then young
est children, and to keep them informed of 
any changes, was granted. The Superin
tendent of Neglected Children complied 
with the order as to the present where
abouts, but apjiealed from the order, ob
jecting to be under the obligation in case 
of future changes. The court held, that a 
judge of the Supreme Court as |>ersona 
dcsignata had jurisdiction to make the 
order. There is nothing in the statute 
which has the effect of destroying the 
court's inherent power to control the guard
ian who has been substituted for the nat
ural guardian. . . . There should be,
however, a right reserved to the Superin
tendent to shew that for some special rea
son, arising out of very special ami tem 
porarv circumstances, he ought to lie 
alllowcd to keep the whereabouts of the 
child, for a time, concealed from the par
ent. The intention of the Act is to leave 
the parents' rights and duties existing with 
respect to their neglected children unaffect
ed. except in so far as the circumstances 
with respect to character and conduct on 
the part either of the parents or the child 
make it expedient, having regard only to 
the interest of the child, that the parent* 
shall not be allowed to have the control of 
the child.

Re Triskow and Children's Protection 
Act. 43 D.L.R. 462, 14 A.L.R. 46. [1918] 
3 W.W.R. 512.

PARLIAMENTARY LAW.

PAROL EVIDENCE.
Parol and extrinsic evidence concerning 

writings, see Evidence VI.

PARTICULARS.
See Pleadings, I.

PARTIES.
I. Plaintiffs.

a. Persons who max or must sue; in
terested parties.

B. Joinder.
II. Defendants.

a. Proper and necessary parties.
B. Joinder.

III. Bringing in; intervention; third

Annotations.
Irregular joinder of defendants; separate 

and alternative rights of action for repe
tition of slander: 1 D.L.R. 523.

Persons who may or must sue; criminal 
information; relator’s status: 8 D.L.R. 571. 

I. Plaintiffs.
A. Persons who may or must sve; in

terested parties.
Interest of ratepayer attacking by-law, 

see Municipal Corporations. II C—60.
Assignee or assignor to sue when assign 

ment not absolute, see .'ssignment, 111—32.
In case of assignment of cause pending 

action, see Assignment, 11—20.
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Kquitable a-signct* of note or chose in 

,, ion suing in name of assignor, see Hills 
and Notes, V A—105.

eight of third party to sue, privity, see 
I oiifrarts, VI A—410.

Eight of member of association to sue in 
i* own name, see copyright, 1—8.

(j i A—1)—Wife suing as—Hukuand's
At TII0HI/AT105, XVIIF.N ESSENTIAL —
yi mut C.C.—Libel—“Simple admin
1» I RATION,” SCOPE OF.

An action for libel is not a matter of 
•impie administration"’ within the excep- 

•Ml ,.f art. 170, C.C. (Que. i. and const-- 
iiciillv a married woman -cparate as to 

|l|o|M,r*tx cannot maintain the action with
in tlit* authorization of her husband. 

i liiniquy v. Begin, 20 D.L.R, 347, revers
ing 7 IU. lt. 65.
Sole i-ropkietob svino in trahi: same.

The Ontario practice rules do not permit 
pvi'noii who carries on business alone 

, nier a lirm name to sue in such linn name 
n|. without making himself a plaintiff 

timier his individual name, although he is 
liable to lie sued under the lirm name.

I.uni-den v. Spectator Printing Vo., 14 
D.L.K. 470, 29 U.L.R. 293.
Wrongful removal of corpse from burial 

ioi Action for—Title necessary to

One \xlio lias not the title to a cem- 
itvry plot cannot maintain an action for 
the wrongful removal of human remains
therefrom.

"Connor v. Victoria, 11 D.L.R. 577, 4
W.W.R. 4.
Action brought in name denoting part

nership — Sole mem her oe firm — 
style of cause — Irregularity — 
Amendment—Con. bulls 222, 231. 

Lloyd v. Scully, 4 O.W.N. 1404, 24 O.W. 
R. 685.
In INTERDICTION PROCEEDINGS—QUEBEC.

When an order of interdiction for insuni- 
’> lias not been made by a judge, its re- 
xi-ioii ran be sought only by the person 
interdicted or by any of his relatives, and 
then only upon petition to the court and not 
upon an incidental proceeding such as an 
e\ eptiun to the form in a pending case. 

Moffat v. Montgomery, 14 Que. P.R. 353.
Action iiy mortgagee on insurance policy

Where an action upon a fire insurance 
policy is brought by the mortgages- of the 
•nsured premises, the owner, although men
tioned ns the insured, is not a necessary 
party, if his only interest in the insurance 
moneys is that the amount thereof paid dis- 
•harges, in part, his mortgage, it being for a 
larger amount than that assured by the 
p< li | Brandt v. Dunlop Rubber Co., 

'Hi:,) A.C. 454, followed.)
Paclial v. V.ermania Fire Ins. Co., [1918) 

: W.W.R. 502.

(§ I A—7)—Who may sue—Injury to
RIPARIAN RIGHTS.

A riparian owner who is deprived of bis 
reasonable and proper right of navigating a 
river and of obtaining clear access thereto, 
by reason of a lumber company unreason
ably obstructing the stream in the course 
of their driving operations, has such a spe
cial interest, and sustains such special dam 
ages, us entitle him to maintain an action 
against the company where the river af
fords the only means of egress and ingress 
he and liis family have between their resi
dence and the outside world.

Iri-sun v. Holt Timber Vo., 18 D.L.R. 
604, 30 U.L.R. 209, affirmed 11 D.L.R. 44, 4. 
O.W.N. JliUi.
(§ 1 A—9)—Municipality.

A declaration, in an action to have a con
tract declared void or annulled, in which are 
set forth obligations of performance arising 
from a municipal hoard and the settlement 
of a boundary involving the mutual sur
rendering of land, that would cease to Is- 
binding or to have effect, upon judgment 
rendered maintaining the action, sufficiently 
discloses the interest of the plaintiffs to sue. 
required by art. 77 C.C.P. The fact that 
the conclusions do nut go beyond, nor ask 
for any thing requiring execution, does not 
imply lack of interest, the judgment sought 
being one that, of itself, is executory ami 
redresses a wrong complained of. A public 
corporation created to administer and man
age public property (e.g. a harbour), with 
powers of alienation of its movable and 
immovable dependencies, is competent to 
bring suit in its own name, to have a con
tract. made by it declared null, or to have 
it annulled. Such a case is not of the kind 
contemplated in art. 978 C.C.P., as re
quiring the action or intervention of the 
Attorney-(funeral.

•Harbour Commissioners of Montreal v. 
Record Foundry & Machine Co., 21 Que. K. 
B. 241.
(8 I A—11)—Cestui que trust.

The rule is well settled that a member of 
a society or church congregation may sm
on behalf of himself and all other members 
of the congregation to prevent a breach of 
trust as to which they have a legal interest 
tu intervene.

lleugli v. Pauli. 4 D.L.R. 319, 26 O.L.R. 
94, 21 O.W.R. 776.
(§ I A—13)—Contract—.Joint makers.

Aii action upon a contract entered into 
on the one side by 2 persons held to have 
been brought properly by one of them.

Smith v. Bruiiswiek-Balke-Collender Co., 
38 D.L.R. 455. 25 B.C.R. 37 at 41, [1917] 
3 W.W.R. 1071.

Where the plaintiffs, as some of the 
joint, heirs of an estate, proceed against 
the defendant, as a person xvroiigfully in 
pos-ession of the joint property, without 
adding as coplaintiffs the other joint heirs, 
and xvhere the plaintiffs in their action de
mand an accounting and a declaration of
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their right to undivided shares in tin- estate, 
a dilatory objection by the defendant 
against the nonjoinder of the remaining 
joint heirs w ill not defeat the plaintiffs* ac
tion, when it clearly appears that the ob
jection was taken too late, and that the 
remaining joint heirs will not be prejudiced 
bv the declaration in favour of the joint 
heirs who are already parties in the action.

Monde v. Marchand. 8 D.L.R. 431.
Will NT OWNKBH.

An action, taken by one of two persons 
seized of the naked ownership of an estate 
against the life usufructuary to have the 
usufruct ended by reason of wasteful ad
ministration, is not unfounded because the 
coproprietor has not been made a party, and 
that the action should lie remitted to the 
Superior Court to have the coproprietor 
made a party, but costs of the appeal would 
not lie granted to the plaintiff, as he ought 
to have summoiH-d the coproprietor into the

Guay v. Duval. 18 Rev. de dur. 371.
(S 1 A—15)—-Sale—Interest ok vendor.

A vendor of real property, required by 
law to deliver such property, has a siif- 
licient interest to take an action to make one 
who detains it illegally, give it up.

Ream-age v. Brunette, 54 Que. S.C. 383. 
(S I A—16)—By taxi-ay vit.

Where a city corporation is about to 
pass an ultra vires by-law, and an appli
cation for an injunction to restrain is made 
by a plaintiff ( not in the name of the 
Attorney-General ). such plaintiff comes 
within the prohibition of the well-settled 
rules that no person may institute proceed
ings with respect to wrongful acts which, 
if of a private nature, are not wrongs to 
himself, and if of a publie nature do not 
specially affect himself.

Keav v. Regina, li D.L.R. 327, 5 S.L.R. 
.172. 22 W.L.H. 183. 2 WAV.». 1072.
( § 1 A—20 I — RH. Il l' OF THIRD PERSON TO 

ST'K OX CONTRACT.
A company has no right of action on a 

contract made la-fore its incorporation be
tween its promoters to transfer to it, on its 
subsequent, formation, shares of stock of 
the companies amalgamating with it.

Goldfields v. Mason. 12 D.L.Ii. 244. 24 
O.W.R. 878. 4 O.W.N. 15.10.
Third party notice Motion to set as mi..

Wolselev Tool Jk Motor Co. v. Jackson, 
0 O.W.N. 400.
<5 T A—221—Contract madk by agf.nt in

HIS OWN NAME.
A contract made hy an agent in his own 

name sufllciently satisfies the Statute of 
Frauds so as to permit the principal to 
maintain an action thereon, parol evidence 
being admissible to shew the relation of the

Pulford v. Lovai Order of Moose, 14 D. 
UK. 577. 23 Man. UR. 641, 23 W.UR. K68, 5 
W.W.It. 452.
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Motion hy defendants to com eu. the AD
DITION OF NEW I-LAINTIFK8—Com BAIT 
— Principal and agent — Counteb-

Winnifrith v. Finkh-mun, 5 O.W.N. 781.
(g 1 A—32) —Purchaser under forkclos-

HUE—V.\U ATI NO FINAL order.
On vacating a final order of foreclosure, 

notwithstanding an alleged sale made there 
after by the mortgagee, the purchaser uh 
ing with notice of the foreclosure mu\ be 
added as a party plaintiff where the mort
gage accounts are reopened.

Mill v. I land v, 17 U.LR. 87 , 50 C.LJ. 
505. 27 W.UR. 266, « VV.W.lt. 244.
(g I A—40)—Effect of assignment.

If shewn on a trial that shares of stock 
on which an action was based had been 
assigned, the case should Is* directed to 
stand over in order to permit the plaintiff 
to obtain the assent of the assignee to 
la-come a coplaintiff, or, if not obtainable, 
to make him a defendant, where the plain
tiff desires to prove that the assignment 
was as security only and that he still re
tained a. beneficial interest in the shares.

Daniel v. Birkbeek Loan Vo., 4 D.L.R. 
767. 3 O.W.N. 1250. 22 O.W.R. 147. 
Interest of assignor as party—Lien note 

—Endorsement — Equitable assh.n

Canadian Rank of Commerce v. La 
Bras- li. .1» D.L.R. .366, 10 N.L.R. 408, [1018] 
l w « R. 8.

Action to enforce a lien against land 
made in INNti, in favour of an English com
pany known as the Canada North-West 
Land Co. In 1803 a Canadian vompmiy 
with the same name was formed to take oxer 
the assets of the English company, and it 
was stated in evidence in a general way that 
the Canadian company did take over such 
assets. The action did not shew which 
company was suing, merely alleging th< 
claim upon u lien to the plaintiff company 
Objection was raised that the Canadian tom 
puny hud sued, and could not maintain an 
action without alleging and proving an »- 
signment. The company then applied for 
leave to amend. Meld. 1. The lien. Iieing 
dated la-fore the organization of the Cana 
dian company, must he taken to have been 
made in favour of the English company, and 
if so could not la- sued upon by the former 
unless an assignment was alleged or proved. 
2. On the circumstances of the- case it would 
appear Mint the action was brought hy the 
Canadian company. 3. That while there was 
evidence of a vague character pointing to 
the assignment of the lien to the Canadian 
company, such evidence was not such n« 
could la- left to a jury, the rule la-ing that 
it must he determined, not whether there i* 
literally no evidence, hut whether there is 
any upon which a jury could properly pro
ceed to lind a verdict for the party pro
ducing it. upon whom the onus of proof 
is placed, and a judge sitting without a 
jury is bound by the same principle. 4.
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i,,.jug, therefore, im siifll i'-nt evidence 
, nmni'iit, the plaintiffs ••mild not main 

-,,j”,, ,ri- action, and as to allow an amend 
,.„ ;i would entail the setting up of an en 

:i.|v new cause of action, aueh amendment 
111,mill not lie allowed.

da North-Went Land Co. v. Irwin, 4
vi. K. aw.
i | A 411 Action on hii.lr—Original

\\ |„ ic. at the time of an action ou hills 
, intnge. the plaintiff ia not holder or in- 

, . ni the hills, which are in fact held hy | 
a> the original indorsee, the latter 

m.M added as a party plaintiff. 
i j,inula food Co. v. Stanford. 28 D.L.IL 

.o X.S.R. 252.

. | a 4Ô)- AttornKY-t «KNKR.VL Minict- 
I'Al.m—Damaukh PKt t'LlAH to i-kivatk

A property owner who suffers a peculiar 
Mini «pccitic injury front an obirtruction of 

I,..,d which prevents free egress and ill* 
-I.-., to liis property, may maintain an ac- 

■ i in his own name against the wrongdoer 
w. Ii.iv the road declared a publie highway 
nMil to ulitain the removal of the obstrue- 
• "in without making the Attorney-General a. 

the action.
• i\, j| x. Ilarpt-r. 1» D.LR. «.AO, 28 O.L.R. 

reversing 10 D.L.IL 4.13.
\- IIOX TO yVKHTION KXKKClHt: OV l*OWKR BY 

i ORI1IRATION—RltiHT Of MUNICIPALITY

Ti r Attorney-General should lie made a 
parlv in a proceeding to question the power 
ni an electric railway company to operate 
it» mad notwithstanding informalities in 
obtaining the municipal franchise, where, 
after due notice to the municipality, an 
authorization of certain crossings had been 
made by the Hoard of Railway ( oinmis- 
‘if'iivrs mi the footing of the electric rail- 
ma\ having the requisite franchise.

Hiirnahv v. B.C. Klectric R. Co., 12 D.L. 
R. .121. .Ï W.W.R. 628.

iis m vttkrr ok pum.ic rights—Ahrkxvk or
HI'KCIAL IIAMAGK—LOCAL OPTION.

\ mere inhabitant of a license district 
Im» im status to maintain an action against 
h license commissioner, asking for an in- 

un t init restraining the commissioner from 
luting on a requisition presented to him for 
a poll to determine whether licenses should 

granted for the sale of liquor under s. 
121 ut the Liquor License Ordinance, (km.

1 I IKiiK (N.W.T.), c. 89, as amended by 
A :i Leo. V. ( Alta.), e. 8, 6. 26, there being 

nu allegation in the statement of claim that 
-ut special damage might accrue, to the 
plaintiff from the aubmission of the ques
tion to a vAte of the electors.

Lrose v. Strong; Pinchelieck v. Strong, 
lu D.LR. .19-2, 5 A.L.R. 491, 2.1 W.L.R. 340 
ami 42, 3 W.W.R. 879.

(g 1 A—40)—Inikklst in attackinu by
law— Local improvkmkntk.

A ratepayer, who is not substantially 
prejudiced by the assessment for local im
provements enacted by a special by-law, has 
no interest in attacking its validity.

Cradock Simpson v. W est mount, ‘27 D.L. 
R. 94, 49 Que. 8.C. 341.
Right ok ratkpaykb to compfa coi.i.wtion

OF TAXKN.
Where a municipality has allowed a cer

tain proportion ol the taxes levied against x 
property to remain unpaid for a number of 
years, a i ..tepaver has no status to maintain 
im action against the municipality to com
pel it to collect such arrears.

Norfolk v. Roberts. 23 D.L.R. Û47, 5(Y 
('an. S.C.R. 283. affirming 13 D.L.R. 4ff3. 28 
O.L.R. 09.1.
Action to annul ii.lk.oal valuation hoi r..

A ratepayer, particular!.' one having i 
contract with the immielpnlity by whicii the 
amounts of taxes lie is obliged to pay at*- 
luise<l upon a valuation roll, has a sufficient 
interest to maintain an action to set aside 
the whole of such valuation roll because of 
illegality.

Lu fie d'Approvisionncment d’Kau ». 
Moiitmagnv, 25 D.LR. 292, 24 Que. K.1L
416.
Ratkpavkr'h action—Attornky-G kn lbal.

A ratepayer has the right on behalf of 
himself ami the other ratepayers, without 
joining the Attorney-General as a party ex 
relatione to maintain an action against a 
municipal corporation to restrain acts which 
are ultra vires, where the Crown is not 
directly interested. | Brogdin v. Bank of 
Upper Canada. 13 Gr. 544; and Houle v. 
G.W.R. ( o., L.R. 3 Cli. 262. applied : Rogers 
v. Hatlilmrst School District, 1 N.B. Kq. 
266, distinguished.]

Steeves v. Moncton, 17 D.L.R. 560, 42 N. 
B.R. 465.
Ratkvaykr'h action.

Where a ratepayer of a city purports to 
lie suing the corporal ion and the mayor and 
councilors on behalf ol himself and all other 
ratepayers of the city he is in effect suing 
the individual defendants on ladiulf ol 
themselves, they being ratepayers, and the 
form of action is, strictly speaking, ob
jectionable; the individual defendants 
should Ik* specifically excepted from those on 
whose behalf the plaintiff sues: [Morrow 
v. Connor, Il Ont. P.R. 425] Moreover, the 
suit should he not only on behalf of all the 
ratepayers but. also on In-half of all the in
habitants of the city. | Mcllreith v. Hart, 
39 Can. S.C.R. 657.] These technical ob
jections to the style of cause may. however. 
Ik* cured by amendment.

Gallagher v. Armstrong, 3 A.L.R. 443. 
iNTieewre of taxvaykr—Right to attack

MUNICIPAL BY-LAW.
’Hie mere fact, of being a taxpayer of a 

municipality does not give a right of action 
to quash a by law which grants a privilege
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(o.g., the right to carry on an auto-bus 
business in the streets of a town) if the 
plaintiff suffers no special injury.

Robertson v. Montreal, 23 Que. K.B. 338. 
[ Affirmed, 26 D.L.R. 30, 52 Can. 8.C.R. 30.]
(§ I A—47)—Qui tam action—Status or

PLAINTIFF.
An objection that the plaintiff has no 

legal status to sue cannot lx* raised on per
emption proceedings, hut only by exception 
to the form or on the merits. | Lamontagne 
v. Grosvenor Apartments, 20 Que. K.B. 221, 
approved.]

Mason v. I.cilou.x, 2 R.L.R. 50.
(§ I A—48)—It huit or Attorney-General

Only the Attorney-General has the right 
in the absence of any express statutory 
provision, to sue for an order restraining a 
municipal corporation from passing a by
law which while ultra vires does not spe
cially affect any citizen or class of citizens.

Keav v. Regina. 6 D.L.lt. 327. 22 W.L.1L 
18.1, 5S.L.R. 372. 2 W.W.R. 1072.

The Attorney-General, suing on the rela
tion of a city and an officer thereof, if 
lie has independent rights in the action, is 
not bound by the proceedings in a former 
action by the city against the same de
fendant in which similar issues were in
volved and the judgment was rendered 
against the city, upon the ground that 
such officer represents the Crown alone and 
could have sued without a relator as well, 
there being no difference except for the pur
pose of costs between an ex officio informa
tion and an information on the relation of 
a corporation or a private person. [Fonseca 
v. Aw’y-GenT, 17 Can. S.v.R. 618 (revers- 
ing, on other grounds, Att'y-Gen’l v. Fon
seca, 5 Man. L.R. 173), at p. 619, distin
guished.]

Att'v-Gen’l v. Winnipeg Klertric R. Co., 5 
D.L.R. 823. 22 Man. L.R. 761, 21 W.L.R. 
906. 2 W.W.R. 8,14.
Necessity of joining AttorneysIknkral— 

Trespass—Encroachment on land by 
navigable waters.

Volcanic Oil & Gas Co. v. Chaplin, 10 
D.L.R. 200, affirming 6 D.L.lt. 284. [Re- 
Wflrf Ilf DL.lt. 442. 31 OU. 364.
(§ I A—.10)—In bepbesentive capacity— 

Attorney or agent for beneficiary, 
status.

An action brought by an attorney or 
agent must lie brought in the name of the 
person for whom lie acts, and cannot lie 
brought in the name of the person who holds 
the power of attorney, or the agency.

Luciani v. Toronto Construction Co., 10 
D.L.R. 661, 4 O.W.N. 1073, 24 O.W.R. 381. 
(S I A—51)—Band of musicians— Action

BY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE TRUSTEES 
FOR MEMBERS.

Demarchi v. Spartari, 15 D.L.R. 774, 27 
W.L.R. 152, 5 W.W.R. 1336.

348*
(§ I A-.121—Executor—Suing ln bepbf.

SENTATIVK CAPACITY—NOTE TAKEN LX 
NAME OF TESTATOR FOR DEBT DUE AN
OTHER ESTATE OF WHICH HE WAS EXECV-

Where an executor in his life time sells 
property of an estate, taking a note theretur 
in his own name, his executor after his 
death may maintain an action thereon in 
his representative capacity.

Ayer v. Kelly, 11 D.L.R. 786, 41 N.h. 
R. 489. 12 K.L.R. 564. [Appeal to Can. S.C. 
dismissed; not reported.]
Receivers.

A liquidator of a company appointed un
der the Wiuding-up Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 
144, sufficiently represents the creditors 
without joining one of the creditors gen
erally, as a party in an action to contest 
ns against an allégeai chattel mortgagee of 
the company's goods the invalidity of the 
chattel mortgage as against creditors by 
reason of i^ii compliance with a statute re
quiring that chattel mortgages made with
out actual and continued change of pos
session shall lie recorded, and declaring that 
otherwise they shall be void as against credi
tors of the chattel mortgagor.

National Trust Co. v. Trusts & Guarantee 
Co.. 5 D.L.R. 459, 26 O.L.R. 279, 22 O.W.R. 
933.

B. Joinder.

(§ I B—55)— Nonjoinder, effect or,
REMEDIES FOB—JOINT I.E8H0RS.

In an action ex contractu, a nonjoinder of 
plaintiffs is always, unless amended, a fatal 
error under the New Brunswick County 
Court practice; if the nonjoinder appear on 
the face of the pleadings, the mode of at
tack is demurrer; if only disclosed at the 
trial, the result is a nonsuit or adverse 
verdict. [Vas»ie v. Chesley, 33 N.B.R. 192, 
distinguished.]

Where 2 lessors have a joint right to be
fiaid a certain amount as rent, the neglect 
iy the debtor to pay the amount gives the 

two lessors together a right of action, but 
such neglect is not an interference with any 
right possessed by either of them singly, 
and under the New Brunswick County Court 
practice neither can bring action without 
joining the other as coplaintiff.

Knowles v. McUiughlin. 11 D.L.R. 659," 
41 N.B.R. 548, 12 F..L.R. 508.
Joinder—Addition of plaintiff—Pfbson

INTERESTED IN COMMISSION CLAIMED BT
plaintiff — Discovery — Better af
fidavits OF DOCUMENTS.

Imrie v. Wilson. 2 D.L.R. 883, S O.W.N. 
695.
Addition of plaintiff — Assignment — 

Joinder of parties and causes of ac-

Clarke v. Bartram, 1 D.L.R. 907, 3 O.W. 
N. 691.

While the nonjoinder of parties having
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> ioiit interest aa co-owner with the plain 
,i(ï u. under Ont. C.R. 206 (1897), no long 
,r a ground for the absolute dismissal of 
the «etion. the court will directf on the de 
fendant’* exception raised on an interlocu
tory motion, that the action do not come 
on ‘ for trial unless and until the other 
|MT-"n interested has been joined as a
'"hLiIpm ». Smith, 7 D.L.K. 280, 4 O.W.N.

Misjoin dir and nonjoinder—Specific per
formance.

Where, in an action for specific perform
ance an agreement for the exchange of prop
erty. the statement of claim discloses a 
nui*,- --I action along with another party, 
ih>' nonjoinder of the latter as a coplaintifT 
i. no ground for a dismissal of the action 
but tin* defect may be remedied by leave to 
add and amend under penalty of dismissal. 
The proper method by which a party to an 
art ion may raise the "question of nonjoinder 
nr mi-«joinder (r. 28, Alta.), is by an ap
plication. substantively, or on motion for 
directions, in Chambers, or summarily at the 
trial, to strike out or compel the opposite 
party to add, which is to lie done at the 
earliest opportunity under the penalty of 
costs; raising the question in a defence as 
a point of law is not the proper method, ex
cept in the case when it appears on the facts 
alleged that the plaintiff or plaintiffs have 
no i-mise of action against the objecting de
fendant. which in realty is no objection on 
the ground of misjoinder, but merely that 
! lie facts alleged do not constitute a cause 
of action.

<mith v. Bovd, 27 D.L.R. 528, 9 A.L.R. 
29.1 U W.L.R.* .147, 10 W.W.R. 222.
•Series of transactions”—Rescission—

Sales of shares, attacked for fraud by 
different purchasers, may be viewed, under 
r. 121 ( Kng. O. 16, r. 1), as “arising out 
of the >aine transaction or series of trans
actions" warranting the joinder of the sev
eral plaintiffs into one action.

Allan v. McLennan, 11 D.L.R. 617. 23 
B.C.R :»15, [1917J 1 W.W.R. 513, reversing 
10 W.W.R. 941.
Sami: transaction—Same questions.

Moneys due to several persons in their 
respective capacities, under a contract for 
work and labour done, upon the same con
struction. there being no common question 
of law or fact, are not “causes of action 
ari>ing out of the same transaction or 
series of transactions,” to enable the several 
plaintiff* to join into one action, nor with
in the rule “where if such persons brought 
separate actions any common question of 
law or fact would arise.” within the rules 
of the Supreme Court of B.C.

Bourner v. Pauling. 35 D.L.R. 465, 24 
BCR 222, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 1129.

The >hipment of goods to a person who 
is in fact trading as a partnership entitles

him to sue in his own name, without join- 
a dormant partner, for damage to the goods 
in course of transit. A dormant partner is a 
necessary party plaintiff in an action for 
the benefit of the partnership.

Vipnnd v. Furness, 35 D.L.R. 278, 54 Can. 
8.C.R. 521. varying 31 D.L.R. 635, 25 Que. 
K.B. 325.
Joinder of assignor—Action for tort by

ASSIGNEE.
A mere right of litigation is not assign

able; nor, in an action begun by an alleged 
assignee, will the assignor lie added, unless 
it lie necessary to terminate the real mat 
ter in dispute.

Henderson v. Pinto Creek, 33 D.L.R. 3!»'.», 
10 S.LTR. 105, [19171 2 W.W.R. 178. 
Written consent.

In order that a person be added in an 
action as a part^ plaintiff there must be a 
consent in writing signed by the party thus 
to be added. [ Henderson v. Pinto Creek, 
33 D.L.R. 599, 10 8.L.R. 105. followed.]

Gardiner v. Muir, 38 D.L.R. 115, 10 S.L. 
R. 388, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 1080.
Action to set aside will—Joinder of 

beneficiaries—Order for represen
tation—Persons "having same in
terest"—Costs.

In an action by one of the next of kin of 
a deceased testator to set aside betjue*ts 
made in the will to the defendants, it ap 
peared when the case came on for trial 
that, in the event of the plaintiff’s success, 
the sums bequeathed to the defendant* 
would necessarily lie distributed amongst 
the next of kin of the deceased, and that 
there were other persons in the same rela
tionship to the deceased as the plaintiff. 
Held, tnat all those who would be benefited 
by the success of the action should be made 
parties or lie represented. The representa
tion contemplated by r. 75 is a représenta 
tion of a class “having the same interest" 
—i.e., interest in the result of the action. 
An order was made directing that the rec
ord and proceedings in the action lie amend
ed by striking out the name of A.D.M. as 
plaintiff and substituting therefore. “A.D. 
M., suing on behalf of himself and all other 
the next of kin of the late S.M. and of all 
those who would lie benefited by the action 
succeeding.” and providing that A.D.M. 
should in the action represent the said 
next of kin and persons who would be so 
benefited.

May v. Wheaton, 41 O.L.R. 369.
Persons claiming for services—Thresh -

Two persons employed together by the 
same person to thresh grain may lie joined 
as plaintiffs in an action to recover their 
remuneration.

Dushabek v. Bjornstad, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
79.
Liquidator—Directors' misfeasance.

A creditor of a company which is being 
wound up- cannot, without joining the liqui-
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«latov uh a coplaiutiff, sue the director» uf 
the company to eoiii|H-l them to make 
good to the company lo«ses alleged to have 
been caused by breaches of trust and acts 
of misfeasance committed by them as such 
directors and bringing about the insolvency 
of the eompanv. [Wilson v. Lord Bury, 5 
Q.B.D. 518. followed.]

f.ondon Guarantee v. Henderson. 2d Man.
lb m
JOI.NDKK OF PLAINTIFFS—MOTION TO COM Via. 

PLAINTIFFS TO ELECT WltlVH WILL PRO
CEED ENLABOI MENt ni l. THAI - 

% Special circumstances.
Toronto and Gooderham and Worth v. 

National Iron Co. et al., 6 O.W.X. ,'177. 
Addition ok coplaintiff—Class suit— 

Company—Alleged estoppel oe oiiig- 
INAL PLAINTIFF—R. 134.

Crawford v. Bathurst Land A Develop
ment Co., 8 O.W.X. 385.
•Joinder of plaintiffs and causes of ac

tion—R. ltd.
White v. Belleperche. 12 O.W.X. 105, 202.
Where -a plaintiff sues jointly and sev

erally the city of Montreal and a third 
party for damages on account of injuries 
caused by them, the city can «compel the 
plaintiff to bring such third party into the

Duchesne v. Montreal, 14 Que. P.R. 80. 
Practice—Joinder of plaintiff# having

SEPARATE AND DISTINCT CAUSES OF AC
TION—Costs—Defendant not object
ing TO IRREGULARITY—No COSTS GIVEN 
ON DISMISSAL OF ACTION.

An action in which a number of plain
tiffs joined in suing defendant for various 
trespasses against various lands la-longing 
to one or other of the plaintiffs was held 
not maintainable in that form and was dis 
missed ( without prejudice to the right of 
any plaintiff to bring further action ). 
There cannot lie a joinder of plaintiffs hav
ing separate and distinct causes of action 
although there may lie such joinder for 
damages arising from the one and same 
wrongful act of the defendant.

Jigglna v. Olixer, [HUB] 1 W.W.R. 705. 
Judgments—Pleadings—Number of em

ployees SUING DEFENDANT IN ONE AC
TION-SEPARATE CLAIMS FOR WORK—
Single judgment fur total amount 
net aside—Misjoinder ok parties—R. 
15—Same •transaction or ocuvr-

1 n an action in which a miinla-r of em
ployees sued defendant for various sums for 
work, a single judgment entered by default 
for the total amount thereof was set aside. 
A number of employees having distinct 
claims against a defendant for distinct 
"ork done by each of them as individuals, 
although contemporaneously and at the 
*anio workshop, cannot join in one action 
to recover their wages. The same “tran
saction or occurrence" within the meaning 
<»f r. 15 means some business negotiation

nr dealing with which several per
sons, though in different rights, may have 
been connected. On account of a previous 
winding-up" order against defendant com
pany tiie action was not dismissed for mis- 
"oinder of parties. In view of s. 22 of the 
Yinding up Act (Can.) the motion to dis. 

miss xva* unnecessary. The question 
whether tire action should go on in it* pre
en t form xxiis left to the master.

Risler v. Alberta Xexvspapers, [1B]B] 1 
W.W.R. 740.
(S 1 B—57)—Actions against muniuii-ai

IT!EH 1 Ol N HER OF A TTOK N EY-GEX KRAI.
The Attorney-General is a necessary 

party only when the public interest in the 
subject matter of the action is pruvince- 
xvide in its extent, and not when that in
terest is confined to a community forming 
only a part of the province.

Livingstone v. Edmonton, 24 D.L.R. 1111. 
8 W.W.R. 070. 31 W.L.R. «00. [Vari.it 
as to costs in 25 D.L.R. .111, 0 A.L.R. 343 
33 W.L.R. 104. 0 W.W.R. 704 ]
Of A ttor n ey-< ; e n eral.

Where a proceeding is defective Im-chii»v 
the Attorney-General xvas not added as a 
party plaintiff and no consent from the 
Attorney-General is forthcoming when tin- 
case comes «ni for final disposition, as upon 
a plaintiff's motion for judgment, a con 
ditiomil amendment will not Is- granted 
subject to the plaintiff obtaining tla- 
Attorney-General’s consent, but the action 
will la* dismissed if the plaintiff has not Un
necessary status to maintain the action.

Keav v. Regina. 0 D.L.R. 327. 5 S.I..R. 
372, 22 W.L.R. 185, 2 W.W.R. 1072.
Private action against public nuisance 

—Attobx k.y-Gen fra !..
In an action to abate a nuisance against 

the public health, if the plaintiff »liv\\< 
that he has suffered some particular, direct 
and substantial damage oxer and above 
that sustained by the public at large, the 
Attorney-General is not then a necessary 
party. [Goldsmid v. Tunliridge Inipr-'x- 
ment Commissioners, L.R. 1 Ch. App. 34!»: 
GIossop v. Heston and Islesworth laical 
Board." 12 C'h. 1). 102. applied.]

Clare v. Edmonton. 15 D.L.R. 614. 2»l 
W.L.R. «78. 8 W.W.R. 1133.
Of Attorney-General

It is immaterial xxhether a wrong com
plained of is alleged to have been com
mitted by a public body, e.g., a municipal 
corporation, or by a private individual, so 
far as respects the question whether the 
Attorney-General should lie joined as a 
plaintiff. Where the ratepayers or some of 
the ratepayers of a municipality sue to re
strain their municipal council from per
forming some act it is not necessary that 
the Attorney-General should lie joined as 
a plaintiff, if the thing sought to be re
st rained touches in no xvay the interests of 
all the people outside that particular 
municipality. Rut if the municipal cor-
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poration no a corporation is proposing to 
,lo something in excess of the jioxxers given 
it hy its charter it is in the interests of 
the ‘public of the province that it 1st re
trained and the Attorney-tieneral is a 
pioper party, whether or not a private in
terest Ik- infringed. [Att’.v-On’l v. (lamer,
| pail | 2 K.B. 4HU, 70 L.J.K.H. 960. 97 
4..T. 4hti. 23 T.L.R. 503: and Prestney v. 
Colchester, 21 Ch. 1). Ill, 61 L.J. Ch. HUS, 
followed: view of Sir John Romilly. M.R.,

Kxan v. Avon. 29 Beav. 144, 30 LJ. Vh. 
not followed.] The council of a munic

ipal corporation is not the cor|H>ration ; 
The inhabitants are the corporation and 
the members of the council are tlieir true- 
tees. A city is the body of its inhabitants 
in their corporate form. In a suit against 
,i municipal corporation and the mayor 
iiiid councillors individually, wherein no 
i liarge of wrong doing is made against the 
corporation and no specific relief is asked 
against it, hut wherein the relief sought is 
the restraining of the council from passing 
a certain resolution except under certain 
conditions and after the observance of cer
tain formalities, the mere fact that the 
corporation is formally a defendant is no 
reason why it should la* necessary to have 
the Crown or Attorney-General as a party 
plaintiff.

ilallagher v. Armstrong, 3 A.L.R. 443. 
Aimtxu Attokxby-< 1e.xf.rai, ok Ontario as 

party plaintiff—Action to prevent
A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION SELLING

Parsons v. London, 1!) O.W.R. 998. 
Revivor—Death of plaintiff—Survival

OF CAUSE OF ACTION—DEPRIVING PLAIN
TIFF OK TIMBER LICENSES.

Wilson V. McClure, 17 W.L.R. 477.
ADDING PARTY AH PLAINTIFF—WHEN AMEND

MENT WILL BE. ALLOWED.
McXabb v. Toronto Construction Co., 19

0.WJL lit
Application to appoint representatives 

-Terms—Provision that order may
BE VARIED.

(lartImrne v. Wickereon, 19 O.W.R. 643.
II. Defendants.

A. Proper and necessary parties.
Joint debtors, see Moratorium.

14 II A—05)—Right of assignee to hue 
IX OWN NAME.

The Rules of Practice ami Procedure of 
the Supreme Court of Ontario, including 
r. 86. having been confirmed by statute, 
have the force of a legislative enactment. 
There i- nothing in the rule which conflicts 
«ilh R.S.O. 1914, c. 109, s. 40. and both 
enactments may stand together; and now 
tliât fusion of law and equity has taken 
place, and the rules of equity, where they 
are in conflict with the rules of law. are to 
prevail, r. 85 now applies to an action in 
the Supreme Court of Ontario, and enables 
an equitable assignee to sue in his own 

Can. Dig.—110.

name where the assign ment is of the whole 
fund, leaving no beiictivial interest in the

Graham v. Crom-hman, 39 D.L.R. 284, 41 
O.L.R. 22.
Foreign Insurance company — General 

agent — Action to restrain from
APPLYING FOR REGISTRATION COM
PANY A NECESSARY PARTY.

The general agent of a foreign insurance 
company whose rapacity to sue and In- 
sued on la-half of tin- company does not 
commence until it has la-come registered, is 
not its agent, in an action brought to r«> 
strain it from applying for registration un
der a provincial Insurance Act; the action 
is improperly constituted without such com
pany la-ing made a party thereto.

Matthew v. Guardian AssVe Co., 45 I). 
L.K. 32, 68 Can. H.C.R. 47, [1919] I W.W. 
R. 07. reversing 40 D.L.R. 466, 11918] 2 
W.W.R. 405. sub nom. Guardian AssVe v.

Ignoring signatures ok person» not com
petent TO CONTRACT.

In an action upon a promissory note 
made by several parties some of whom are 
infants the plaintiff may overlook the prix 
ity of the infants and describe the contract 
as one made hv the adult contractors only.

Park v. Pulfishy, 3 A.L.R. 340. 
Municipal officer whose status is in

QUESTION.
In a suit hy a ratepayer on behalf of him 

self and the other ratepayers and inhabit
ants of a municipality against a mayor ami 
council to restrain them from removing a 
commissioner from office, without lirsl 
giving him notice of the charge against him 
and an opportunity to answer, it is not 
necessary to join the commissioner as a 
party.

Gallagher v. Armstrong, 3 A.L.R. 443.
Action in warranty — Simple warranty 

— Action against a third party nv
THE PRINCIPAL DEFENDANT — C.C.V.

180.
Although it has Ih-cii held that an action 

in simple warranty may Is- directed against 
a person who hy hi* fault, has subjected 
another party to an action in law. it has 
never been held that such a person can lie 
called in to take the fait et cause of the 
principal defendant.

Archambault v. Chausse, 16 Que. P.R. 
431.
Exception to the form — Default of de

cision — Prejudice — Expenses — 
— C.C.P. art 105, 113. 123. 174.

An exception to form produced by a "mis 
en cause" founded on the plea, that he has 
been an added party without any decision 
having been taken against him, will he 
maintained, hut without costs if the latter 
suffers no prejudice.

Dorion v. tier vale A Chartrand, 25 Rev. 
Leg. 30.
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Municipal law — Recissiox ok by-law 

— Irregular session adjourned — 
Declaration ok vacancy — Nomina
tion OK COUNCILOR — PARTIES To AC
TION — Mux. Code, art. 118, 430, 431 
— C.C.P. art. 521.

Tii an action to rescind a municipal by
law intended to declare a vacancy in the 
council, and to fill the vacancy by naming 
a new councilor, the plaintiff i* not com
pelled to add the named councillor as a

Bergeron v. Not re- Da ine-d u - Bon •( 'onsei I,
56 Que. S.C. 174.
(§11 A—60) —Creditor's action to set 

ASIDE i BAI DI i ENT conveyance — 
< ill AN Toll AS PARTY DEFENDANT.

I'nion Bank \. Mountain, 30 D.L.R. 284, 
0 S.lj.l{. -214, 34 W.L.R. 101.
•IU DUMENT CREDITOR — FRAUDULENT CON

VEYANCE — Action to net aside.
In an action by a judgment creditor to 

set aside us fraudulent a conveyance by the 
debtor, where no relief is asked against the 
debtor and no sjieeial circumstances appear 
making it desirable to have him liefore the 
court, the debtor is not a necessary party 
to the action. [McDonald v. Dunlop. 2 
Terr. L.R. 177: Bank of Montreal v. Black. 
0 Man. L.R. 430; Scott v. Burnham. 19 fir. 
234; Beattie v. Wenger, 24 A.R. (Ont.) 
72; Gallagher v. Beale. 14 B.C.R. 247, f I- 
lowed; Belcher v. Hudsons, 1 S.L.R. 474, 
distinguished. |

Mills v. Harris. 21 D.L.R. 233, 8 S.L.R. 
14. 8 W.W.R. ME.
Action by creditor to net anide eraudu- 

i.ent conveyance.
A judgment debtor is a proper, although 

not a necessary party to an action by a 
judgment creditor to set aside a conveyance 
by the debtor as fraudulent. [Gallagher v. 
Beale, 14 B.C.R. 247. not followed, i

Gibson v. Franklin, 21 B.C.R. 181. 
Action to net aside fraudulent convey-

The grantor is a necessary party to an 
action by a simple contract debtor to set 
aside a fraudulent conveyance, and must he 
made so in the first instance.

Miller v. KutS, 9 W.W.R. 76.1. | See also
25 I) L.R. 816, 32 W.L.R. 957.]
(§ II A—67)—Numerous parties.

Ont. Con. R. 200 as to class representa
tion orders cannot be invoked by a plaintiff 
to have one memlier of a voluntary associa
tion appointed to represent all the other 
members, in an action for trespass and as
sault committed at the instance of that de
fendant on liehalf of the association. Rule 
201 as to class representation orders can 
only lie invoked where the right of the class 
to he represented depends upon the construc
tion of an instrument, and those rights are 
sought to he ascertained.

Scully v. Ontario Jockey Club. 8 D.L.R. 
203, 4 OW N. 379. 23 O.W.R. 422.

Mortgage foreclosure — Numerous pas
ties — Representative tor numbs
ous CLASS.

Practice r. 77 (Ont. rules of 1913) as to 
the appointment by the court of a person 
to represent unascertained classes of de
fendants. does not apply where the parties 
interested in an equity of redemption, al
though numerous have separate and dis
tinct interests in the incumbered land, and 
lire entitled to indemnity and contribution 
differing according to their respective titles 
and the dates of their acquisition.

Home Building & Savings Ass‘n v. Prin
gle, 14 D.L.R. 48-2. 5 O.W.N. 226, 25 O.W.R. 
191.
Numerous defendants — Representation

BY COUXNEL AT TRIAL — POWERS OF 
court — Von. r. 200 — Unnecessary 
party — Motion to dismiss — Ab
sence OF CONSENT.

Howie v. Cowan, 2 D.L.R. 906, 3 O.W.N. 
1156.
(9 II A—70)—Action relating to lands 

— Interest of the Crown — Addi
tion ok Attorney-General as party.

The Attorney-General is a necessary and 
proper party to any action relating to lands 
in which the Crown has an interest, and 
the rights of the public are involved.

E. A X. R. Co. v. WiLon ; E. t X. R. Co 
v. Dunlop. 50 D.L.R. 371, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 
961, .reversing 46 D.L.R. 541, [1919] 2 W. 
W.R. 147.
(§ II A—71)—Action against Crown — 

Attorney-General.
The nonexistence of any right to bring 

the Crown into court does not give the 
Grown immunity from all law, or authorize 
the interference by the Crown with private 
rights at its own mere will, and the prac
tice in England in eases where no petition 
of right will lie is to sue the Crown by the 
Attorney-General under a declaratory order 
obtained.

Eastern Trust Co. v. Mackenzie-Mann A 
Co.. 22 D.L.R. 410. [1915] A.C. 750, 113 
L.T. 346, 31 W.L.R. 248. reversing Supreme 
Court of Canada, unreported, affirming sub 
nom. Irvine v. Hervev. 13 D.L.R. 868. 47 
N.S.R. 310.
Action for trespass — Trespasser claim

ing under provincial lease — Prior 
grant to Dominion — Attorney-Gen
eral NOT NEC ESS ARY AS A PARTY.

In an action for trespass, whore the tres
passer claims under a lease from the Crown 
as represented by the province, such lease 
being sulwequent to a grant which if valid 
must prevail, the Attorney-General ie not a 
necessary party.

Eaquimalt i Nanaimo R. Co. v. McLel- 
Ian, 44 D.L.R. 697. [1918] 3 W.W.R. 645, 
affirming 37 D.L.R. 803.
Crown as party defendant — Transcon

tinental railway — Action for dam
ages — Jurisdiction.

An action for damages against the Trans-
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commentai Railway (Kastern Division I 
uiu'i In- taken against the Crown in the 
Hxuhequer Court and not against the corn 
mUsiolier* of -aid railway who are acting 
u representatives and for the benefit of the 
government of Canada. [The King v. Jones.
44 tan. S.C.R. 40,*i, followed.]

Fournier v. Commissioners of the Trans- 
«ontinental Railway, lô Que. P.R. ôti.

n A—*5 —Company — Winding up 
— JUDGMENT — PERSON PRIVY IN ES
TATE TO PARTY LITIGANT.

\ |H*rson cannot lie affected, still less con - 
.In-led, by any evidence, decree or judgment 
to which lie "as not actually or in con 
sidération of law, privy. In order that a 
udfjment may he conclusive against a per 

>on as privy in estate to a party litigant it 
is necessary to shew that he derives title 
under the latter hv act or operation of law 
subsequent to the recovery of the judgment, 
or at least to the commencement of the 
proceedings, and that the judgment was 
.me affecting the property to which title is 
derived.

Re liai ley Cohalt MinN: Bailey Cobalt 
Mines v. Ben«on, 45 D.L.R. 585, 44 O.L.R. 1.
(8 II A—861—Partners.

As a rule there can be only one defend
ant in an action of slander, namely, the 

who uttered the words complained 
of, and unless the plaintiff pleads that one 
defendant instructed the other to utter the 
slander sued on. a claim against 2 per
sons jointly, although alleged to lie part 
ners. will be struck out as embarrassing. 
[See annotation to this case.]

Mesaervev v. Simpson. 1 D.L.R. 632, 80 
W.L.R. 53i, 88 Man. L.R. 421, 1 W.W.R.

■ I

(8 II A—87>—Corporation — Sale of

In an action to enforce a sale of shares 
!>etween a shareholder and a third person, 
the company may lie joined as a proper 
though not necessary party, in order that 
the formalities requisite for the transfer 
may also lie enforced.

Reardon v. Franklin, 85 D.L.R. 380, 61 
VSR. 161. [Affirmed 39 D.L.R. 176. 65 
Can. S.C.R. 613.1
(8 II A—95) —Assignment for benefit of 

creditors — Saif, to inspector — 
Suit to avoid.

In an action to set aside a sale of the 
assets of a company made by its assignee 
for the benefit of creditors because one of 
the inspectors of the estate was interested 
in the purchase, any question as to his right 
to retain profits derived by him cannot be 
considered, if neither the company nor the 
inspector is a party to the action.

Shantz v. Clarkson. 11 D.L.R. 107, 4 j 
0.W..Y 1303. 24 O.W.R. 596.

Action by settlor against trustees to 
SET ASIDE TRUST-DEED — APPLICATION 
BY TRUSTEES FOB ADDITION AM DEFEND
ANT OF REPRESENTATIVE OF UNUOK.N IS
SUE — R. 134 — Appointment of rep
resentative — R. 77.

Laing v. Toronto General Trusts Corp.. 
16 Ü.W.N. 193.
(8 II A—100i—Husband and wife.

While a claim for the custody of the 
children may he joined in an action liv the 
wife against the husband for alimony, an 
other person taking care of the children 
under the defendant’s directions cannot lie 
made a codefendant for the purposes of 
the relief sought as to the custody of the 
children.

Xev v. Xev. 1 D.L.R. 641, 3 O.W.X. 927. 
21 O.W.it. 524.
Joinder of defendants — Husband and 

wife — Agreement — Specific per
formance — Declaration of trustee 
ship - Rb. 80, 32. 79.

Held. that, so far as the action was for 
specific performance the wife was a neces 
sary and proper party, and the joinder of 
the* 2 defendants was authorized by r. 32: 
and, apart from that rule, and liefore the 
Judicature Act. she would have been a prop
er party. The fact that the wife might not 
lie interested in all the relief prayed for was 
not a proper matter of complaint : r. 30: 
and it would not ho a ground for relief un
der r. 79. And a motion by the defendants 
for an order requiring the plaintiff to elect 
as to which of the defendants he would pro
ceed against, and to dtemiss the action as 
to the other, was refused.

Mutr v. Murr. 26 W.L.R. 711.
Husband and w ife — Action to set aside

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE.
This was an action by a judgment oredi 

tor to set aside a conveyance of land by 
W. F.. F. to hi* wife, A. S. F„ as heinj 
fraudulent. Both the husband and wife 
were joined as defendants, and on February 
8. 1916, the solicitor for W. K. F. made an 
application in Chambers liefore the Chief 
Justice of British Columbia for an order 
striking him out as being an unnecessary 
and improper party, and in m-’king the ap 
plication he relied on the authority of Gal 
lagher v. Beale, 14 B.C.R. 247. The Chief 
Justice held that the husband was a proper 
although not an unnecessary party, and 
dismissed the application with costs.

Gibson v. Franklin, 7 W.W.R. 141i 
(§ II A—105)—Cases as to real estate.

Where a mortgagee holds by a convey
ance absolute in form, but which is in effect 
a mortgage only, he may lie made a cv 
defendant in a creditor's action for a sale 
in aid of execution against the owner of 
the equity without any offer by the plain
tiff to redeem : and the plaintiff may, upon 
his debtor’s interest being assçrtained, ele-'t 
either to redeem or to sell subject to the
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mortgagee's I'luiin. | Moore v. Hobson, 14 
(irant 703, followed.)

Wallace v. Smart. 1 D.L.R. 70, 1» W.L.R. 
787, 48 C.L.J. 110, 22 Man. L.K. «8. 
AlHll.NO IN MaHTER'S OFFICE.

The Manitoba rules of pruetiee an to acid 
ing parties in the Master’s ofliee are eon 
lined lo eases where neither any aeeounting 
nor any direet relief is sought against the 
parties to be added and in which the que*- 
tioii of relief to the added parties themselves 
I beyond «liât is vlaimed by the plaintitfl 
cannot arise.

Watson v. < aduallader. 14 D.L.lt. 326, 
23 Man. UR. 760. 2d W.L.R. 1. 3 W.W.ll. 
.349.
11014)1 NO HEED TO UK MORTGAGE — TACKING.

Un bidding a deed absolute in form lo be 
an ei|iiitalde mortgage to the extent of the 
consideration therein stated, in an action 
bv the widow and heir* of the grantor, 
the grantee will nol he permitted to tack on 
an additional indebtedness from the grant
or although it «a- the intention of tlm 
parties to the deed that it was to stand as 
security therefor, where all of the persona 
interested, including judgment creditors of 
the grantor, were not parties to the action.

Duffy v. Mathieson. 1.1 D.L.R. 388. 13 
E.L.R.73.
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE — P EH SOX AGREEING 

WITH VENDOR TO CONVEY TO I.ATTEK’s

A landowner who contracted to sell land 
to a purchaser, who. in turn, agreed to sell 
it to the plaintiff, is a proper party to an 
action for specific performance of the latter 
agreement, where, with full knowledge of 
such contract, he had agreed with his ven
dee to convey the land to the plaintiff in 
furl liera nee of the contract of resale.

Dixon v. Dunniore. 12 D.L.R. .148. 40 
C.L..1. Ml. 24 n.W.R. 774.
Forrclorcrk action — Assignee of pfr-

An assignee of a purchaser to whom the 
purchaser's interest under the contract had 
lieen assigned is a necessary party defendant 
to an action for the foreclosure of the con 
tract for the purchase of the land, and his 
nonjoinder will affect the judgment ren
dered in the action.

Cale v. Powlev, 24 D.L.R. 430, 22 B.C.R. 
18. 32 W.L.R. 63. 8 W.W.R. 1812.
Specific pehmiiuianck of sale of i.axd —

I‘BEDECKSHOR IN TITLE.
The predecessor in title (remaining regis

tered proprietor! of a vendor of land is not 
a proper party to an ai tion for specific per
formance brought against the purchaser.

Giblm v. Hibson, 9 W.W.R. 190.
Joinder of codefendant — Necessary 

parties — Assignee ok agreement ok 
sale of land — Cancellation ok con-

Iii an action for cancellation of an agree
ment of -ale and to recover possession of 
the premise* by the vendor, although the

3490

assignee of the agreement of sale is not a 
necessary party so far as the issues between 
the vendor and the purchaser are concerned, 
yet as the presence of the assignee will !*- 
necessary in order to enable the court to 
give the plaintiff the relief for which la- 
asks, the assignee might to lie joined as a 
(-(•defendant even although the plaintiff op
pose* such joinder.

Hriese v. Ixiewen. « W.W.R. 698.
IS ll A—lOtij—FoBKt lOftl'RK UK I.AXU CON

TRACT — Unknown assign* or sir. 
VVKC MAHERS.

The plaintiff in an action for foreclosure 
of an agreement for the sale or exchange of 
lands is under no ohliga'ion io make a*, 
signées or aubpurehasers parties to the ac
tion or to the motion for rescission, where 
the defendant fails to disclose in the plead
ings or otherwise actual facts relating to 
any subsale or any notice to the plaintiff 
of anv such assignments. |M'( reiglit v. 
Foster, L.K. 3 Ch. App. «04. L.R. 3 ILL 
321, applied.|

I'lainview Farming Co. v. Transcontin
ental Townsite Co., 23 D.L.R. .394. 23 Man. 
L.K. 677. 32 W .L.R. 499. 9 W.W.R. 247.

B. Joinder.
(4 II B— llfi)— Debtors under joint lia

bility — Joinder ah defendant* Ke

lt is the right of persons jointly liable to 
pay a debt to insist upon being sued to
gether. Iiecause otherwise one such debtor 
may through nonjoinder become severally 
liable for the whole debt. Where it appear* 
un the trial of an action for breach of con
tract that the defendant is jointly liable 
with another person who was not made a 
party, but who ought to lie made a party 
defendant, the court of its own motion or 
upon application of either party, may add 
such interested stranger, and the cause shall 
not lie defeated by reason of the nonjoinder 
in any event, as the rights of the parties 
actually liefore the court may Ik* dealt with 
apart from the rights of the stranger. 
| Rule 41 of Sank. Jud. Rules (1911) ap
plied.]

I.amh v. Lashv, HI D.L.R. 624. fi N.L.R. 
192. 23 W.L.R. .348. 3 W.W.R. 1139.

Under Ontario rr. 186. 192 (Con. Rules 
of 1897). an alleged agent may be joined in 
an action on a contract made by him. os
tensibly on behalf of the principal, for the 
purpose of claiming against the alleged 
agent alternative relief in ease it should he 
found that be made the contract on his own 
behalf. [Tate v. Natural Has Co. 18 P.R. 
82. followed: Andrews v. Forsythe. 7 O.L.R. 
188. distinguished.|

Yoiuigeton v. Doty. 2 D.L.R. 839.
Under r. 86 of the Saskatchewan Supreme 

Court Rules (1911), it is proper to make 
an order ex parte to add as a party defend
ant in a foreclosure action a person who 
has, after order niai for foreclosure and 
liefore final order, acquired the equity of
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redemption in the mortgaged premise»; r. i 
42 us to notice of motion does not apply in

Wa'son v. Marker, 7 D.L.R. 4U.'», 22 W. !
Lit. 2!W.

\ motion to add h party ilefendant may 
!„. n'lii'cd. when there a] pear» to In* it sub 
-tantiaI question a- to the application of 
• .. .statute «.I Limitation», which might he 
affected hy the order, unless the applicant 
,nii-eiit- to a term that the Statute of 
l.initutioits -hall apply for the benefit of 
tin» lidded defendant up to the date of the 
„rder and not merely to the date of the

it against the original defendunt.
ftr<><.in v. Toronto .function, 3 D.L.R. lit»'.*, 

jj ti.W'.R. 14. affirming .‘I O.W.N. 1158.
■JOIXM.H COVENANTS LXDEH LEASE — 

Sl'llTKN AXTS — I.ANUI.OBD.
Where the plaintiff in the one action sues 

i a i his landlord for breacli of covenant in 
t Ipu-v, and (In his own subtenants to en- 
inin them against using certain water- 
I'ln-ets mi the demised premises; lie thereby 
iniitravenes the AHierta rules against join
ing two causes of action of these distinct 
lasses ami will lie put to his election ami 

rt*t|iiired to abandon the one to the other.
Mien v. .lohnston, 13 D.L.R. 640. 26 W. 

LR. :i»7. 5 W.W.R. 85.
Defendants — Joinder — Common in-

Mthough the relief sought against sev
eral ilefendants may vary, they may be 
joined as codefendantH in the same action, 
under the Manitoba King's Bench Act, R. 
S.M. 1002. e. 40, r. 210. provided there Is- a 
■liiestion of law or of fact in whicli they 
nave some common interest. [Andrews v. 
Kor.svthe, 7 O.L.R. 188, and Chandler v. 
U.T.ii, to., ô O.L.R. 689, distinguished.|

first National Bank v. Avitt, 15 D.L.R. 
<2,211 W.L.R. 42Ô. 24 Man. L.R. 588, 5 WAV 
If *42. varying It D.LR. 62B. 26 W.L.IL 
17. à W.W .R. 660, 663.
IMPROPER JOINDER — UNDISCLOSED PBI.NCI- 

i‘Ai. — Action aoainht principal and 
Am;\t — Necessity or election.

In an action against several defendants, 
••ne of whom, without disclosing the exist
ence of his principal, acted as agent for the 
•itliers in the transaction to which the ac
tion pertains, the plaintiff will he required 
''•elect within a reasonable time whether lie 
*ill treat principal or agent as the party 

wit li whom lie dealt. [Smetlmrst v. Mit- 
«•hell, 1 K. &. E. 622, applied; Tat^ v. Na
tural (bis & Oil Co.. 18 P.R. 82, distin
guished.!

Phillips v. Lawson. 11 D.L.R. 453, 24 
O.W.R. i'.m, 4 O.W.N. 1364.
Joinder — Defendant — Both pkbhonal 

xxii H E PRESENT ATI VE CAPACITY.
Cmlcr K.B. r. 243 (Xlan.l, a plaintiff 

may join claims against the defendant 
whether as executrix de son tort or as ad
ministratrix. and claims against the de
fendant personally.

National Drug X ( hemival Co. v. Astrof, 
20 D.LR. 14, 2» Man. L.R. 44. 7 W.W.R. 
646.
Joinder ok defendants — Principal and 

agent — Leave.
Currie v. Wreford, 27 D.L.R. 783, 9 S. 

1*11. 120. 34 W.L.R. 45, 10 W.W.R. 167. 
Defendant8 — Joinder of — Belief, 

joint, several or in alternative.
Where the plaintiff has 2 causes of ac

tion against certain of tin* defendants, aris
ing out of the same relationship, and, in 
respect to one of such causes of action, cer
tain others of the defendants are jointly 
liable with their codefendants, the entire 
issue may lie tried in u single action under 
Rr. 106 and 107 of the King’s Bench Act, 
R.S.M. 1013, c. 46, relating to relief wheth
er joint, several or in the alternative, with 
proper protection against embarrassment or 
expense in any particular part of the trial 
in which some of the defendants may have 
no interest. [Stewart v. Teskce, 20 Man. 
Lit. 167, followed. |

.Stephens v. Cairns, 17 D.L.R. 743, 24 
Man. L.R. 434, 28 W.L.R. 337.
Improper joinder — Contracts — Serv

ice out of province — Discretion.
British publishers of a reprint of Knglish 

Law Reports issued a prospectus, prior to 
publication, estimating that each set would 
contain aliout 160 volumes of a I suit 1.600 
pages each. The sets were sold at n lived 
mice per volume. The plaint ill's, sellers of 
aw Imoks in the I'nited States of America, 

made an agreement with the British pith 
Ushers to take a certain number of sets, at 
a stipulated price per volume; and, as part, 
of their plan for disposing of their sets, 
made an agreement xvith the defendants, 
doing business in Ontario, to sell them a 
certain number of sets, at. a mimed price. 
This agreement xvas made on the faith of 
tlie prospectus. There xvas no contract la* 
tween the publishers and the defendants. 
The publishers cut down the number of 
pages in the volumes, so that when 150 
volumes had been issued, the reprint had 
nut been completed, and it was expected 
that the sets would run to 200 volumes. 
When the volume» reached 150, the defend
ants refused to pay fur the additional vol
umes; and. volumes 151-164 having been 
delivered, the plaintiffs sued the defendants 
for the price. The defendants pleaded that 
they had pa id the full price, and asked for 
a declaration that they xvere entitled to the 
remaining volumes xvithout further pay 
ment. An order was made, on the applica
tion of the plaintiffs, adding the British 
publishers as defendants, permitting serv
ie*. to Ih* made upon them in Great Britain, 
and allowing the plaintiffs to amend their 
statement of claim by setting out the eon 
tracts and the contention of the defendants, 
and hy claiming a declaration that, if tlu- 
original defendants should succeed in their 
contention, the added defendants should Is- 
declared liable, for the reason that the
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prospectus nun theirs, ami the default, if 
any. theirs. This order wa» set aside on 
ap|>ial, it la-ing held that (the 2 contracts 
••eing «juite distinct and between different 
parties) the added defendants were not 
|'io|ier parties to the action brought against 
the original defendants (r. 25 (1) (gi I, ap
plying the criterion of r. 07. relating to 
the joinder of parties and of cause.» of ac
tion. [Oesterreichisehv Export A.G. v. Brit
ish Indemnity Ins. Co., | l!H41 2 K.B. 747. 
distinguished.] Held, also, that the right 
to allow service out of Ontario is one which 
must he exercised in accordance with a 
sound judicial discretion; r. 07 (21 enables 
the court to deal with the case if the join
der is deemed oppressive or unfair; and uo 
*oiind principle could justify the bringing 
in Ontario of an action by foreigners against 
defendants in Créât Britain, upon a con
tract neither made nor to be jierformed 
within Ontario.

Boston l<aw Book Co. v. Canada Law- 
Book Co.. 4.1 O.L.K. 1.3. [Affirmed in 4.3 
O.L.It. 23.3. See 15 O.W.N. 204. |
Joinder or city « (iri'oratiox as defkxd- 

axt — Li ahii.ity roa acts of police
CONSTABLE PLEADING.

McAvoy v. Bannie, 5 O.W.N. 688.
ODDER ADDING DEFENDANT — DISCHARGE OF 

ADDED DEFENDANT UPON PAYMENT INTO 
COI RT OF MONEYS IN gl EKTION IN AC-

Martena v. A sling, 12 O.W.N. 271. 
Addition of defendants after commence

ment of action — Statement of 
claim — Matters of complaint arik 
ISO AFTER COMMENCEMENT OF ACTION
— Striking out statement of claim 
as against aimied defendants.

Stinson v. International Bridge 4. Termi
nal fo., 13 O.W.N. 227.
Joinder.

If two defendants are jointly sued for 
the same debt, one personally and the other 
a< tiers de tenteur of mortgaged land, the 
plaintiff cannot inaerilie for judgment by 
default against the latter who has not 
pleaded when his codefendant has pleaded 
that the debt sued for ia not yet exigible.

Therien v. Viau, 13 Que. P.R. 277. 
Adding party defendant without plain

tiff’s consent — King's Bench R. 
220.

Hainelin v. Newton. [1018] 1 W.W.R. 
107. reversing [10171 3 W.W.R. 03.3. [Re
versed. .30 D.L.R. 706, 28 Man. L.R. 458. 
[1018] 1 W.W.R. 804.]
Pleading — Companies — Employees of

COMPANY JOINING IN ACTION To EN
FORCE statutory liability of direct
ors FOR WAOEN.

Employees of a company having separate 
claim* for wages against it are not im
properly joined in bringing an action 
» gainst the directors of the company to en
force the statutory liability for the wages

35(81
' of workmen. [Risler v. Allierta Newipe- 

pers, | 1010) 1 W.W.R. 740, dtatinyuielied.i
Risler v. MeTeer, [1010] 1 W.W.R. 74*;

Want of parties — Exception.
Failure to make interested person» par 

ties to an action cannot be taken advantage 
of by exception to the form, but is a matter 
for dilatory exception only.

Pascal v. Bank of Montreal, 12 Que PR
186.
Action against municipal corporation 

and landowners — Unity of matter»
CTowtlier v. Cobourg, 15» O.W.R. 399,

(8 II B—118)—Personal injuries.
Where one ia injured by the fall of a 

building, and a writ is issued against the- 
supposed owner, and it is then discovered 
that the building is registered in the nano- 
of hia wife, and she is added as a defend 
ant, the plaintiff cannot be compelled, un
der the Supreme Court Rule» ( B.V. 1. to 
elect against which defendant he will pro 
ceed. There ia no distinction between ac
tions of contract and actions of tort in 
respect, of the interpretation of the rule» a* 
to joinder of parties defendant. [Bullock 
v. London lieneral Omnibus Co., [118)71 1
K. B. 264, at p. 271, followed.]

North v. Rogers, 5 D.L.R. 377, 17 B.t.R. 
87, 1 W.W.R. 836.
Action for negligence — Electric com

pany and mi Ml ipality.
The statement of claim set up that the 

defendant city had. for the purpose» of its 
line of electric trolley ears, fastened a guy 
wire to a telegraph pole of the C.X.R. Co. 
on which the defendant electric light com
pany had a high power wire, and by so 
doing caused flic insulation upon the latter 
wire to lie rubbed off. in consequence < f 
which the plaintiff, while working on the 
pole in the discharge of hia duty, received 
the injury complained of. The plaintiff 
claimed also that the electric light <nm- 
panv was liable to him for negligence in 
maintaining its high power wire void of in
sulation. thus causing the plaintiff's injury 
The 2 defendants were not charged with any 
joint tort, nor were they charged separa
tely with the same wrongful act. but each 
waa charged with a separate and distinct 
act or omission :—Held, that the local 
judge at Brandon was right in dismissing 
an application of the defendant eleetria 
light company to compel the plaintiff to 
elect m to which defendant he would pro
ceed against, and that, under rr. 106. 107 
of the King's Bench Act. the plaintiff might 
have both hia complaints tried in the same 
action. [Campania Saiisinena v. Iloulder. 
[1010] 2 K.B. 354 ; (las Bower Age v. Cen
tral Oarage Co., 21 Man. L.R. 406, and Till 
v. Oakville. 25 O.W.R. 476. .31 O.L.R 405. 
followed.]

Young v. Brandon. 25 Man. L.R. 180, .3'2 
W.L.R. 231, 0 W.W.R. 62. [See also 25 D
L. R. 206. 25 Man. L.R. 810.]
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I’BWO.NAL INJURIES — Dl.AlH — JOINDER , 
VF DETENDANTS — CAUSE OF ACTION
— Connected transactions — Joint 
liability — Doubt as to which de
fendant HffonoU.

Till v. Oakville, 5 U.W.N. 443.
Workmen's Compensation Act — Claim

ADA INST SUBCONTRACTOR AND PRINCIPAL 
CONTRACTOR — JOINDER OF PARTIES.

Where a plaintiff suing for damages for 
personal injuries elects to proceed independ
ently of the Workmen's < ompen<atiun Act, 
he cHiinot make any claim under the Act 
I except by virtue of s. 8) ; consequently 
when so proceeding against a subcontractor, 
hi* immediate employer, he cannot join a 
i laini against the principal contractor un
der the Act. Both contractors may be sued 
in an action at common law, where such 
act ion arises out of a series of occurrences 
mr which one or both are responsible and 
with which hoth are connected the plaintiff 
king uncertain which is liable. [Till v. 
Oakville, 2.» O.W.R. 47b. followed.1

Heath v. Oliver, 27 W.L.R. 517, 6 W.W.R. 
305.
i$ II B—119)—Adding party defendant.

<»ut. r. 134 as to adding a party defend
ant applies only In the case of a person who 
"tight to have been joined or whose presence 
is necessary to enable the «curt effectually 
and completely to adjudicate upon the ques
tions involved in the action.

Reiiekwald v. Murphy, 28 D.L.R. 474,
.12 U.L.R. 133.
Defendants — Joinder — Common inter

est — Adding parties defendant.
In an action to set aside certain convey

ances and mortgages alleged to be fraudu
lent and void as against the creditors of the 
transferor, the transferees and mortgagees 
under the deeds which are challenged have 
a sufficiently common interest with the 
moi-feror to authorize their lieing joined 
with him as codefendants, the fraud, 
fraudulent conduct, and. fraudulent intent 
to hinder, defeat or delay, being the undt v- 
lying principle of the action as to all of 
them. | First National Bank v. Avitt, 14 
D.I..B. «29, varied ; Andrews v. Forsythe, 7 
".1..K. 188; Chandler v. Grand Trunk R. 
Vo., 5 O.L.R. 589, distinguished.)

Kirst National Bank v Avitt, 15 D.L.R. 
M. 24 Man. L.R. .188, 2ti W.L.R. 425, 6 XV. 
W.R. 842.

Adding parties defendant — Mechanics’

After the expiration of the statutory 
period it is too late to commence an action 
to enforce a mechanics' lien to amend by 
adding as a party defendant a purchaser 
of the lands who became the registered own- 
•r after the registration of the lien, but 
before action thereon.

Xhramoviteh v. Vrondessi, 11 D.L.R. 352,
2.1 Man. L.R. 383. 24 XV.L.R. 439.

I Adding as party defendant the third

Under subs, (h) of s. 16 of the Judica
ture Act (Ont.) 1913, c. 19, R.S.O. 1914, 
e. 50, empowering the court to grant full 
equitable as well as legal remedies in any 
action pending lie fore it to ensure a com
plete and final determination, the court 
may, at the trial, add as a substantive de
fendant, a |icrson already before t|je court 
as a third party brought in by the defend
ant by a third* party notice claiming in- 
demnity or relief over, if tin- third party 
is substantially a defendant and the jus
tice of the case requires that he should be 
added to enable complete relief to be a ward-

hit rath v v. Stephens, 15 D.L.R. 125, 29 
O.L.R. SIS.
Bringing in parties — Joint and several 

negligence — Adding parties.
An owner who employs an architect to 

superintend tlie erection of a building on 
his land adjoining a public highway, and 
who through the agency of the architect 
employs land surveyors to survey and 
designate the site for the building, is not 
entitled, in defending the architect's suit 
for his fees, to counterclaim for damages 
on the ground that the building was erected 
so as to encroach upon the public highway 
owing to the negligence of the architect, 
the builder and the surveyor, or in the alter
native from the negligence of some of them, 
and to bring them all in as parties defend
ant to the counterclaim unless he so coun
terclaims as to shew a contractual rela
tionship or connection between the added 
defendants and the original plaintiff. [Trc-
leaven v. Bray, 45 i,.j. Ch. 118, l Ch. D. 
17«, applied : as to architect's duty to em
ployers. see Annotation, 14 D.L.R. 402.]

Hopkins v. Brown, 17 D.L.R. 38, 7 A.L.R. 
262. 28 XV.L.R. 276, 6 XXr.XX .R. 944. reversing 
in part 16 D.L.R. 75, 28 XX .LR. 276. 
Injunction — Subpubciiaher as neces

sary party — New trial.
Upon the hearing of appeals by both 

parties from the judgment of Lennox. J. 
(34 D.L.R. 484. 38 O.L.R. 488), attention 
was called to the fact that the Dominion 
Sugar Co. was not a party to the action, 
although its contract with the defendants 
was attacked by the plaintiffs. After con
sideration. the Court directed a new trial, 
with liberty to the plaintiffs to add the 
sugar company as a party defendant; and 
it was;—Held, that the action was not 
properly constituted ; that the case came 
within r. 134, for, without the presence of 
the sugar company, "it was impossible to 
say that the court could effectively and 
completely adjudicate upon the questions 
involved in the action, and if the sugar 
company was not added the court would he 
prevented from effectively doing justice. 
[Hartlepool Gas & XX'ater Co. v. XX’est Har
tlepool Harbour &. R. Co., 12 L.T.R. 366. 
followed.]
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Union Natural <ia* Co. v. Chatham Gas 

Co.. 38 D.L.R. 753, 40 O.L.R. lis. [Re
versed 40 D.L.IL. 495, 5U Van. S.C.R. 253.] 
A MUM. MOBTGAGKK8 A.S DEI KNDAX IS.

Canadian Rank of Commerce x. I-it/.ger- 
ald. IS O.W.K. 008.
Action ok lihki, nla.xdkk ami conmmracy 

Joinder or dekknoamm Imi-roh
UK JOINDER or CAI NKM OK Al l ION.

Devyiey v. The World, 18 O.W.K. 010. 
Addition ok iik>k.mia.nik - \m n ation ok

ORIGIN Al. DETENDANTS I M'lNIKlTION
HV PI.AI.NTIKE8 — ALTERNATIVE A I* 1*1.1- 
CATION HV ADDED PARTIES.

It. v. Royal Hunk of Canada, 17 W.L.R.

JOINDER OK DETENDANT» — JOINDER OK 
CAI SK OK ACTION ARISING OUT OK TORT 
WITH ONE ARISING OIT OK CONTRACT.

(Ian Power Agi* v. Central Garage Vo., 21 
Man. L.R. 40U.
Hypothec ary creditors.

A purchaser who Inis ascertained that 
there are hypothecs u|ion the pro|ierty that 
lie has purchased cannot demand that his 
vendor shall lie condemned to cause these 
hypothecs to la* expunged from the registry 
without making the hypothecary creditors
' Tin ion v. Jodoih, 47 Que. S.C. 414.

III. Bringing in; intervention; third 
party.

Third party procedure, see ( ontraets, IV 
It—3311 : as to mutter set up by counter
claim. see Pleading, VI—355.

Joinder of Attorney-General, ratepayers, 
see Action, II B—45.
( <4 III—120)—Vendor and PCM HAMER — 

Crop xgbkkme.nt — Tax claim.
A third party notice by the purchaser 

under a "crop agreement.” claiming indem
nity against hi** vendor in an action brought 
by a municipality for taxes, will not he 
struck out although the agreement is silent 
as to xxbo shall pay the taxes.

Carmangay v. Snyder. Ill D.L.R. 765. 
Where in an action by a ratepayer against 

a municipal corporation tin- submission of 
one of its by-laws xvas by a competent court 
declared a nullity and its operation xvas 
held not to prevent the submission of a 
similar by-law in the January folloxving if 
the corporation should see lit. to submit it. 
and where the decision of the court xvas by 
resolution of the council formally and dulv 
acquiesced ill hx the council of the munici
pality. a motion by another ratepayer for 
leave to intervene and appeal will be re
fused. I Re Mace v. Frontenac, 42 U.C.Q. 
It. 71*. di«finguiahed.]

Ntoddart v. Owen Sound, 7 D.I..R. 377. 4 
O.W.V 171.
Action my tow x hoi uttor — Right of

MAYOR TO INTERVENE CONDITION AS

In an action brought against an incor
porated town by a firm of solicitors, of

ooOl

xx bid. tin- town solicitor is a member, in 
respect of a claim xvbicli a majority of the 
toxxn council are in faxour of paying, but 
which is resisted by the mayor as illegal 
and unauthorized, the fad that the town 
is inop» consilii, by reason of the interest 
of the town solicitor, is a reason for »t| 
mit ting the mayor to intervene and defend 
the action on Is-liulf of himself ami other 
dissenting ratepayers, if any, subject to tin- 
penalty <»f pax incut of costs. The liabilitx 
as a ratepayer to pay a proportion of the 
amount intuited in a claim against a mu 
nieipal corporation is such a special inter 
est as to give the mayor a locus standi on 
the hearing of the n it ion for b-axe to 
intervene and defend. | Hart v. Macllreith 
39 Van. S.C.R. «57, followed. |

Corning v. Yarmouth, 12 D.L.R. 083. 13 
K.L.R. 78, atlirmiiig 9 D.L.R. 277.
Action against town — Rkethal ok cm \ 

ctl to duexD — Intervention tn 
hatehaykk.

The mayor, as such and as a ratepayer, 
may pro|H-rly Is- given leave to intervene*for 
the purpose of defending an action against 
a town xx here it in a reasonable assumption 
that the council’s refusal to defend is not a 
bona tide exercise of discretion. | Marl I 
reith v. Hart, 39 Van. S.C.R. «57, applied !

( hipman v. Yamonth, 12 D.L.R. 415,47 
N.H.R. 237.
Third hartikm Right to examine thibu

HART Y DIRECTIONS AH CXINDITIOX
hrkxk.dk.xt — Manitoba bulks.

Where a person, not -i party to an action, 
served under the K.R. rr. 249, 249 (a) (li. 
S.M. 1902, c. 40, as amended by 10 Kdxx. 
VII. v. 17). defends as a third party pur 
suant to notice, the party giving such no
tice is not entitled to examine tin- third 
party for discovery unless and until, as a 
condition precedent, an a at ion for 
directions has been made tinder those rules.

Warren x. Pettingell, IS DJ..K. Ml, S3 
Man. Lit. 747, 25 W.LR. 387, 5 W.W.R. 
73.
BY AMENDMENT OX HR KtTHE.

Additional parties defendant limy bp add
ed by the jdaintili under Man. K.R. r. 327. 
by amendment on pra-cipe of the plaintiff'* 
statement of claim instituting tin- action.

First National Rank v. Avltt, 14 D.LIi 
029, 2« W.I..K. 37. 5 W.W.R. ««**. ««•'!- 
[Varied in 15 D.LIi. 82. 24 Man. LR. 
588. 20 W.LR. 425. 5 W.W.R. 842.|
Third har m es — Intervention.

Upon a motion for an injunction against 
a registrar of deeds to restrain him from 
registering a plan, the proponders of the 
plan may Is- heard by leave of the judge, 
guided by analogy under Ont. Con. Rr. 3, 
H»8rt. and if the motion fails may be en
titled to cost* as against the applicant.

Toronto v. Hill. 10 D.L.R. «39, 24 O.W.R. 
388.

9

8
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INTERVENTION — EXI'HOI-RIATION VKOC'KKIl- 

IM.s — INTEREST Al'Vl IKEU VENUENTE

A |>« r-oii having an unregistered interest 
in land in Allierta within the knowledge 
,,i a railway eonii»any at the time of the 
..rvivv of t'lir “notice V» treat" in expro
priation proceeding* and registering hi* 
interest after hitch proceeding* having been 
..minenml must la* treated a* a ptircha*er 

iicndente lite hecati*c of tlie provision* of the 
Land Titles Act (Alta. I HMMl. c. 24, hut 
mav lie allowed to intervene and lie added 
a-'a party to the arbitration proceedings.

lb' I dmonton. Dun vegan A: B.C.R. Co., 
if, ILL.II. ti.lH, HI Can. Rv. ( as. 3»ti. 2« W. 
u: ;«7. Ô XV.W.R. lin-i. (Varied 18 I).
I. II. ii:i:i. 28 W.L.R. f»07. 7 W.W.R. 43(1.]
INTERVENTION — .fVDICiAI. VROCKEMNO —

.ll RIMMl TION OK tXIVRT deter mix eu by 
A moi XT IX CONTROVERSY OX INTERVEN-

An intervention is a “judicial"’ proceed
ing within the meaning of *. 4(1 of the Su
preme Court Act. The amount in contru- 
\eiM upon the intervention is the amount 
that governs the jurisdiction of the Su
preme Court of Canada to hear an appeal. 
King x. 28 Can. S.C.K. 388; Cottf

x. Riehardson, 38 Can. S.( .]{. 41. followed.] 
I'iiIo* v. Lazani*. 44 D.L.R. .123, 57 Can. 

S.C.R.
IlKI Mil NO IX — Ql EBEC PBAVT1CE — AC

TION EX AKKIKHIvM AKAMIE.
Arehamhault v. Chausse, l!l D.I..R. 884. 

THIBU PARTY PROCEOIR* — TRESPASS — 
\GBEEMEXT TO INDEMNIFY.

M-lvor v. Coldwell, 34 D.LR. 771, 10 
<LII. 177. 111*17 ] 2 W.W.R. «27.
CLAIM AGAINST ET)R BELIEF OVER — Xo CON

VECTION WITH MAIN ACTION.
Dominion Belting Co. v. .feffrev Co., 1 

M I R. «10, 3 O.W.N. 771.
11 moment — Motion to vary mixi tés — 

CorxsKi. appearing not ox becobd — I 
Parties interested — Costs.

I pon an interested party appearing when 
not a party to the appeal. In- must apply 
!i>r and obtain a status on the record in 
order to recover costs if successful.

Re Dominion Trust Co., 20 B.C.R. 330, 
(191»] 2 W.W.R. 452.
Third party notice — Leave to defend.

Mi application by a third party for leave 
to defend, made several month* after serv
ice of the notice on him. without any affi
davit shewing a defence, and after tfie de
fendant has satisfied the plaintiff’s judg
ment. should Ik- refused, and an application 
My the defendant for the relief claimed in 
the third party notice should he granted, 

(•oiuershall v. G.T.P. Development Co., 
Van. L.R. 322, 34 W.L.R. 301.

Buxui.no in — Intervention — Bond
M A HANTEE.

In 1»0», the proceeds derived from the 
*ale of certain lionds of the A. &, G.W.R. 
Co., guaranteed by the province, were de-
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limited in certain hanks in tin* name of the
Provincial Treasurer, to be paid out, in a 

specified manner, upon construction of tin- 
railway. By statute of the provincial leg
islature, v. i» oi 1«10, the railway company 
were declared to have made default and tin- 
moneys -o held by the banks, of which 
$6,000,000 and interest were held by the 
defendant bank, were declared "to form part 
of the general revenue funds of the province 
of Alberta, free and clear of any claim there
on or thereto by the A. & G.W'.R. Co., their 
successors and a-signs,"’ and directed to he 
paid over to tin- Provincial Treasurer. The 
defendants having refused to pay th'' money 
on demand, an action to recover it was 
brought in the name of His Majesty and 
the Provincial Treasurer. After having en
tered an appearance, hut before delivering 
a defence. I he defendant hank applied to 
have the railway company and the Canada 
West Construction Co. added as defendants. 
The application was heard by Beck, .1., who. 
notwithstanding the opposition of counsel 
for the plaintiffs, ordered the parties named 
to be added a* defendants by the plaintiffs, 
who were required to amend their state
ment. of claim accordingly. The plaintiffs 
appealed from that order, and the added 
defendants applied direct to tlie court en 
Italic for an order adding them a* parties 
defendant and ordering the writ of sum
mons and statement of claim to lie amend 
ed accordingly: — Held, on the appeal 
that the order of Beck, J.. adding 
the defendants should he affirmed with 
the omission therefrom of the direc
tion to the plaintiffs to amend their 
writ and statement of claim and the sub
stitution therefor of a direction to tlie add
ed defendants to lile within tl days a defence 
showing their respective interests and the 
facts upon which such interests were al
leged to rest. In view of the fact that the 
added defendants had at one time a hem*

I iieial interest in the money sued for and the 
statement of their counsel that they still 
had a claim to all or a portion oi" such 
moneys and that the original defendant was 
only a trustee for them, they should lie 
added as defendants under r. 33 and the 
order of Beck, J., should stand with the 
variation hIhxvp referred to. Rule 35 did 
not furnish a proper ground for adding the 
defendants. Per Beck, J.:—The order ap
pealed from was rightly made on proper 
reasons and those reasons apply with great
er force to the present application. Held, 
also, that as the Crown neither gives nor 
accepts costs, there should he no costs of 
the ap|H-al or of the application. (.Johnson 
v. Reg. (1904], A.C. 817, 73 L.J.P.C. 113. 
followed.) On the application of the added 
defendants for an order adding them as par
ties:—Held, that for the reasons expressed 
on the appeal from the order of Reek, J., 
r. 35 was not intended for the protection 
of parties in the position of the applicants, 
hut they should lie added under r. 33 ; it
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appearing that the fact that the defence 
was not disclosed might be disregariled in 
the present ease and the plaintiffs would 
not i>e prejudiced by the order, there was 
no reason for amending the statement of 
claim. It is unnecessary to deal with the 
present application owing to the view taken 
by the majority of the court on the appeal.

R. and Provincial Treasurer of Alberta 
v. Royal Bank, 3 A.L.R. 480.
THIBD PARTY PROCEDURE — R. It Vi — RlfiHT 

TO CLAIM INDEMNITY A0.UN8T TIIIIID
parties — Notice served by one de
fendant only — Service of notice — 
Original not exhibited — Appear-
AM K W A IVKit.

Flanagan v. France, 11 O.W.N. 50.
Third party — Action by company

AGAINST EXECUTORS OF DECEASED DIREC
TOR FOR IIBEACH OF TRUST — THIRD 
PARTY CLAIM AGAINST CODIRECTOR —
Contribution or indemnity — Com
panies Act, s. 108 — Trial of issues
BETWEEN DEFENDANTS AND THIRD PAR-

Guelph Carpet Mills Co. v. Trusts k 
Guarantee Co., 6 O.W.N. 311.
Third party notice — Service out of the

JURISDICTION ON ONE OF SEVERAL THIRD 
PARTIES — ORDER PERMITTING — It. 25
(o) — Necessity for previous serv
ice ON THIRD PARTY IN JURISDICTION
— Conditional appearance — Leave 
to withdraw — Order for service 
AND SERVICE SET ASIDE ORDER AL
LOWING RKSKRVICE AFTER SERVICE ON 
THIRD PARTY IN JURISDICTION.

Wolsely Tool k Motor Car Co. v. Jack- 
son Pott., 6 O.W.N. 109.

The third party procedure, whereby a 
third party notice is served by the defend
ant on the insurance company in which he 
is insured against loss bv reason of the 
liability imposed upon him by law for dam
ages on account of injuries sustained by 
liis employees, so that the company may 
if it wishes dispute the plaintiff's claim 
against the defendant and also dispute its 
liability to indemnify the defendant, may 
be invoked for the purpose of making the 
linding upon the issues as between the plain
tiff and defendant binding upon the third 
party, notwithstanding that the contract 
between the defendant and the third party 
is so framed as to preclude the bringing of 
an action before the defendant has actually

Pollington v. Cheeseman, 8 D.L.R. 142,
4 O.W.N. 410, 23 O.W.R. 639.
Closing pleadings against third party— 

Cox. R. 3 — Particulars in action 
on guaranty.

Niagara & Ontario Construction Co. v. 
Wju 6 n i R ht*;, i u.\\ \ 148
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Adding additional third parties — ap

PLICATION BY PRESENT THIBD PARTIES
— Joint liability.

Fisher v. McLeod, 7 D.L.R. 804, 22 W 
L.R. 178.

Ratepayers, or parties who are assessable 
in respect to the opening of a highway, mav 
intervene in an action to set aside a jirooAs- 
verbal for the opening thereof, notwith
standing the corporation of the county was 
a party to the action, since they had a 
special interest in the proceeding d"lièr
ent from that in respect to which the 
municipal corporation represented them.

Breakey v. Bernard, b D.L.R. 312, 18 
Rev. de Jur. 318.
Counterclaim—New defendants by coun

terclaim— Directors—Misfeasance.
Poison Iron Works Main, 4 O.W.N. 

648, 23 O.W.R. 786.
Ratepayer intervening.

Since a municipal corporation represents 
the common and-general interest of all its 
ratepayers in litigation one of the latter 
has a right to intervene in an action 
against the corporation only in so far as 
he personally sutlers a real prejudice by 
reason of having a special interest, di* 
tinct from that of the general body of rate
payers which interest is menaced or affect 
ed, compromised or capable of living com
promised by tlie corporation’s fault. This 
interest docs not exist, nor the prejudice 
arise, from the fact, that the corporation 
filed a declaration in the action submitting 
itself to the court if the intervenant does 
not attack the declaration as the result of 
fraud or collusion. In the absence of such 
allegation it will be presumed that the cor
poration, in making the declaration, acted 
with entire good faith in the interest of 
itself and all the ratepayers.

Ducliaine v. Ynmaska. 14 Que. P.R. 358. 
Practice—Municipal law—Damages for 

obstruction in street — Third party
BROUGHT IN.

A municipality, sued for damages caused 
by an obstruction in one of its streets, 
which, according to a special law, forces the 
plaintiff to tiring into the case the party 
whom it points out to him as being respon
sible for the fact complained of. must liear 
the costs Ixith of the action to bring in the 
third party and of the defence textile action, 
when the judgment rejects the action as to 
the third party and declares that the latter 
lias wrongly been pointed out as above de
scribed.

Craig v. Montreal, 45 Que. S.C. 475. 
Dilatory exception — Action in war

ranty — Accidents to workmen - - 
Third party in warranty—C.C.P. 182 
—R.S.Q. h. 7334.

A defendant sued under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act (Que. i may, by way of 
a dilatory exception, call in warranty an 
other party who is not in the vase, with
out thereby causing any prejudice to the



p'aintiff. The question is mon- dilli.ult 
raen the defendant, plaintiff in warranty, 
glove» to unite the ease».

Tehennunsapohtha v. Dominion Bridge 
Co., 1Ô Vue. P.R. 43».

If trustees sued plead that the sum
nr,m them dues not belong i" the

ami iff but to a third person, the court. 
More judgment, will order the plaintiff 
• i mill such person in the cause.

lumpbell v. N'elles, 19 Que. 1\R. 13. 
SOLICITOR A\ll CLIENT—FEES—EXECUTION 

I N'TEBVENTIOff.
Whoever is interested in the process of 

,« ,uit van intervene in order to protect his 
rights. So in a case where an execution 
v a« issued, and a seizure of movable prop
erty made by an advocate distraining for 
his costs, his client, defendant in the suit,
in contest the opposition made to such 

seizure by a third party, seeing that it is 
ti the interest of such contestant to see 
'. lût his advocate is paid. The proper pro- 
reeling in the above, case would lie inter- 
vent ion, hut the court will not re ject the 
' •ntestation for that reason considering 
ii.it the contestant, lieing the defendant, is 
already a party in the suit.

Trahan v. Painehaud, 53 Que. 8.C. 445. 
Intervention—Assignee—Saisi k-abbRt.

A party who intervenes in a saisie-arrM. 
after judgment, to demand the annulment 
of an assignment of a debt, may bring into 
the cause tlie assignee of the debt bv serv
ing on him. without permission of the 
I'i'lge, his intervention accompanied by a
i rit of summons. The stamps which 
should lie placed on such writ of summons 
arc those of an action of the amount of 
the claim of the intervenant. A party 
who becomes intervenant in a seizure after 
i'uigment, and demands hv his conclusions 
'hat the transfer of the debt of the plain
tiff Is* set aside, should bring the assignees 
into court by means of a writ of summons 
and not by a petition.

Porcheron v. Benoit, 18 Que. P.R. 238. 
Motion to quash municipal by-law — 

School hoar»—Money interest under 
by law—Leave to intervene.

Re Henderson and West Nissouri, 23 O.L. 
It. 651. Ill O.W.K. 292.
ii 111-122)—Crown license—Prior pat

entee—Intervention by Attorney-

\ plaintiff claiming under a patent from 
the Crown may maintain an action to re- 
■ >ver from a defendant who claims part of 
the -aine land under a subsequent license 
•f occupation from the Crown without, 
making the Attorney-General a party, and 
such license mav he set aside.

Bartlet v. Delaney, 11 D.L.R. 584, 27 
O.L.R. 394.
Intervention of Attorney-General — 

Mi nicipal Actions.
Tlie Attorney-General is not a necessary
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party to an action in which the public out
side of the municipality have no interest 
[Gallagher v. Armstrong, 3 A.L.B. Ml, 
followed.]

Livingstone v. Edmonton Industrial. 25 
D.L.R. 313. » A.L.R. 343, 33 W.L.R. 164, 
9 W.W.R. 794: varying as to costs, 24 D.L 
R. 191. 31 W.L.K. 609, N W.W.R. 976. 
Intervention of Attobney-Genebal—At- 

TACKING OONstitctiona ï.it y ca ORDER- 
IN-COUNCIL.

The Attorney-General is not a necessary 
party to an action involving an attack up
on the constitutionality of an order-in

Shives I .millier Co. v. Chaleur Bav 
Mills. 25 D.L.R. 262, 24 Que. K.B. 408 
Intervention of Dominion Attorney- 

General as defendant—Provincial
ACTION A0AIN8T DOMINION CONTRACTOR 
REMOVING SAND FROM NAVIGABLE HIVER

Rights or Province ard Dominion.
Atty’-Gen’l for Ontario v. Cadwvll Sand 

& Gravel to., 31 D.L.R. 257, 36 O.L.R. 885. 
(§ 111—123) — Foreclomirk — Interven

tion OF CREDITORS TO CONTENT 8ECU-

In a foreclosure action to enforce the 
securities of bondholder* against a com 
pany in liquidation, an unsecured creditor 
cannot, either under r. 28 or r. 40. In- 
allowed to U- added as a party defendant 
for the purpose of contesting the validity 
of the deed of trust.

Capital Trust Co. v. Yellowhead Pass 
Coal Sc Coke t o.. 27 D.L.R. 25. 9 A.I..R. 
463. 33 W.L.R. 873. 9 W.W.R. 1275. 
Creditors.

In an action by a widow against the 
heir* of her husband, who had died insolv
ent, to recover the amount of a donation 
in contemplation of death made to her in 
their mariage contract, a creditor of the 
deceased, claiming under a lease for rent 
and other privileged debts, has no status 
to contest the conclusions of the plain
tiff’s declaration and his intervention for 
that purpose will be rejected.

Racine v. Meloche, 41 Que. 8.0. 392.
(9 III—124)—Indemnity—Relief over-

third PARTY NOTICE BETWEEN DEFEND-

The indemnity in respect of which a 
third party notice may la* served by a de
fendant upon his codofetidant must lie 
against some liability imposed upon the de
fendant serving the notice in favour of the 
plaintiff and not one against a mere fail 
tire of the plaintiff to pay him any 
costs which might be ordered.

Melvin v. McNamara, 17 D.L.R. 18, 28 
W.L.K. 223. 7 A.L.R. 388. varying 16 D.L 
R. 65. 26 W.L.R. 825.

A third party notice cannot he support 
cd as upon a contract of indemnity where 
the defendants are sued upon s promissory 
note given for the price of a stallion to 
the third party and seek to claim against
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him h hmti'h of warranty of tin* stallion: 
any da magi'» to which the defendant» may 
lie entitled in that regard a» against the 
warrantor are for lireaeh of eontraet and 
not of a contract to indemnify. A third 
party notice against the payee of a prom- 
i»»ory note will not he act aside in resjiect 
of a claim hy the makers sued upon a 
promissory note hy the endorsee thereof, 
that the note should not lie used or nego
tiated hy the payee unless and until the 
had obtained the signature of certain other 
parties a» joint makers thereof.

Marshall v. kinnihurgh. 8 D.L.R. To. 22 
W.I..K. 272. 2 W.W.R. 105».

The right to invoke the third party pro
cedure exists whenever the plaintiff's claim 
against the defendant, if successful, will 
result in the defendant having a claim 
against the third party to recover from 
him the damages which lie has been coin 
pel led to pay to the plaintiff. | Rule 20». 
« hit. ( on. Rule* of Practice ( 1*97 I. con
st rued.J A carrier sued for conversion of 
goods hy the consignor in respect of an 
alleged neglect of duty on the part of the 
auctioneer employed by the carrier to sell 
tlie goods for unpaid charges, and for 
alleged failure to account for all of the 
good* sold, may properly bring in the 
auctioneer as a third party and claim in
demnity and relief over against him under 
t hit. li". 20» M'.lt. 1897).

Swale v. C P.lt. Co., 2 D.L.K. 84. 21 
rt.W'.K. 225. 25 D.L.K. 402, reversing I 
D.L.R. 501. .1 O.W.N. 001.

A person lirought into the action by a 
“third party notice” upon a claim of in
demnity made hy the principal defendant 
against him should obtain leave to enter a 
conditional appearance on defending such 
indemnity claim, otherwise he will lie taken 
a* waiving any right he may have to ob
ject to the local jurisdiction.

<1 rovers' Wholesale Co. v. Bostoek. 4 
DL.lt. 213. 3 O.W.N. 1588. 22 O.W.it. 780. 
affirming 22 O.l..R. 130.
Bringing in Indemnity and belief ovk.h 

Third party auaixrt kovrth party.
A third party brought in by the defend

ant under n “third party notice” upon a 
claim for indemnity or relief over may in 
turn bring in a fourth party by a similar 
notice to answer a claim for indemnity or 
relict over made hy the third party against 
him. hy virtue of order HI, r. 54a of the 
Knglish Practice Rules as amended July, 
1011, made -aille in A Hier ta hy the
Alberta Judicature Ordinance and its 
amendments.

Koval Bank v. MePliec, 10 D.L.K. 801, 
24 W.L.K. DM. Il A.L.R. «». 4 W.W.R. 571.
TlllKD PARTY NOTICE—St’BHTANTlVK MOTION 

FOR—CONTRIHVTION AND INDEMNITY—
Covenants run kind with i.and—
AGREEMENT OF HALE—AhRIGNMENT— 
Priority of contract.

Wilson v. Mishler. 25 D.L.R. 822, f> W 
W.R. 125. 32 W.L.R. 400. 9 W.W.R. 125.

Motion to ret ahiiie third party notice 
—Time for moving—Kmployer*' m-
ABIIITY l.NSVlA.Nl'B—TeHMH ol )*OUCT
—Action for damage* for death ui 
EMPLOYEE.

Pollington v. ('hcc»euian, 5 IJ.L.R. *87 
4 O.W.N. 92, 23 O.W.it. 4U.
Contribution indemnity—Relief over - 

Bringing in — Intervention — Third 
party—Third party notice Motion 
to met aside—Kx parte order—Lapse 
of time—Time for service—Exte.x

Hudson v. Smith's Falls Electric Power 
Co., 23 Ü.W.R. «41.
Third parties—Service of third party 

notice—Extension ok time for—In- 
REGULARITY—CLAIM FOR CONTRIBUTION.

Dominion Bank v. Armstrong, 25 OAV.K.

(K 111—124a I Intervention — Rate
payer ATTACKING MUNICIPAL CON

S' ot merely the interest of a ratepayer 
hut a special and distinct interest is re
quired to entitle a person to demand that 
a contract awarded hy a municipality he 
cancelled, unless it lie c»tahli*hfd that the 
transaction at issue is fraudulent or ultra 
vires; the interest of an unsuccessful bid
der. to whom the contract would not be 
awarded if set aside, is not sufllcient as 
entitling him to intervene. | Holiertsou v. 
Autobus t o.. 23 Due. K.B. 338. allirmed in 
2« D.L.K. 228. 52 Can. S.V.K. 30, followed ,

Warner-Quinlan A» Co. v. Mont
real. 27 D.L.K. 540, 25 Que. K.B. 147. 
Third party — Defendants’ claim 

AGAINST, FOUNDED ON TORT.
\\ «-stern Canada Flour Mill* Co. v. t'.P. 

R. Co., 20 Man. L.R. 422, HI W.L.R. 420. 
Executor ami BENEFICIARY I MILK w'ii.i 

Dispensing with further kkpreREx 
tatio.n.

Dawson v. Dawson, 23 O.L.R. 1. 18 DAN
K. «

IV. Substitution.
(§ IV—125 )—Substitution - <tatiit of 

Limitations.
Where a plaintiff seeks to amend hy sub

stituting plaintiffs other than himself, it 
ran only lie done on terms that the action 
shall be deemed to lie brought as of the 
date of the amendment, and time under 
any statute of limitations affecting the 
ea»e shall la- deemed to have run up to the 
«late of the amendment.

Luciani v. Toronto Construction t o.. 10 
D.L.R 551. 4 O.W.N. 1073, 24 O.W.R. 381.

A plaintiff's right of action is not harm! 
hy the Statute of Limitations, where he 
bring* his action within the statutory 
period, though since the cause of action 
arose he has taken his son into partner
ship and mistakenly brought his action in 
the names of himself and his son as part 
ners. the style of «'«use and record being 
subsequently amended to name him prr-
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lonallv as plaintiff though such amendment 
was allowed after the statutory period. 
[Ferguson v. Bryans, 10 Man. L.R. 170,
distinguished.]

t lii-holm v. Wodlenger, 14 D.L.R. 806, 
Man. LB. 818, 20 W.L.R. 274. 5 W.W.R.

CONSENT — l’A RT N EHHRIP—“l.IM 1TED.”
\n action «as liegun by the H. Co.. Ltd., 

|ti,cd on an agreement made with the 11. 
Co., a partnership 2 day* More the lim
it,.,| fompatijt began business. The District 
< utirt judge", assuming to act under Court 
I!. '.VI, struck out the word “limited" and 
judgment was entered for the plaintiff in 
default of appearance. Held, that the 
course taken by the judge amounted to 
..ili-tituting a new plaintiff for the orig
inal one, which could not he done without 
tlie consent in writing of the new company.

Hansen Grain Co. v. Shillington, [10171 
2 W.W.R. 827.
ACTION LAUNCHED BY ATTORNEY IN FACT 

AUER PLAINTIFF*» DEATH—SVIlSKqUKNT 
KNOWLEIKIE OF 1IIS DECEASE—SUHSTITV- 
TION OF EXECUTOR AH PI. Al Ni IFF—ORDER 
Hi. KR. 2. 1 I.

Vakha Ram v. Tinn, 10 R.C.R. 017, 10 
W.L.R. 62».

PARTITION.
I. RltillT TO; WHO MAY HAVE. AND IN 

II. PROCEDURE.
I. Right to; who may have, and In what.
(§ I—11—Second action.

A party to partition proceedings cannot 
bring a second action in partition as long 
as the nullity of the first proceedings has 
not been judicially established. The ac
tion to annul should be brought against all 
the eopartitloners.

Malier v. Archambault, 42 D.L.R. 213, 
56 Can. S.C.lt. 488. affirming 26 Que. K.B.
436.
• i (himox”—Right of pasturage and fuel 

-Co-ownership—Servitude.
Rights of pasturage and cutting fuel 

formerly granted by a seigneur to his 
serfs, in common upon a piece of land 
railed "common,” are rights of user or real 
servitude, but are not rights of undivided 
co-ownership ; such rights are not sufficient 
to base thereon an action for partition of 
Midi common by the heir of the seigneur 
against the representatives of the original
grantees.

Dutrerablay v. Lanouette, 63 Que. R.C. 6. 
Widow entitled to ihiwer.

Rule 615 (Con. Rules. Ont. ) applies only 
to persons who can compel partition, and 
until a widow decides to take under the 
Dower Art, and not under the Devolution 
of Estates Act, she is not such a person, 
and there is no power to make any order 
under this rule. A widow although 
entitled to dower out of the whole of her

deceased husband's lands, has only a 
right of action to have her dower assigned 
to her» ( upon which her right of possession 
arises; and cannot "compel partition" 
under r. 015, this being limited to those 
who have a right to possession of their 
shares in lands.

Morrison v. Morrison, 34 D.L.U. 077, 3!i 
O.L.R. 103, reversing 38 O.L.R. 302. [See 
11 O.W.N. 36», 421.]
Scheme, proposed by referee — Salk or

LANON AND CHATTEI.H PROMISSORY 
NOTF* AND COMPANY-SHARES PI.EIM.EH 
AH COLLATERAL—Dl MIXTION FOR HALF. 
reversed—Collection of money due
UPON NOTES BY ACTION OK OTHERWISE
—Receiver.

Morris v. Morris, 12 O.W.N. so, 225. 
Nature of estate of parties intekesteo 

in land—Tenancy in common ok hy 
entireties—Binding effect of judi
cial DECISION.

Cline v. Cline, 12 O.W.N. 150.
(g 1—2)—Right ok heir — Ixws of

USUFRUCT ESTATE HY SECOND MARRIAGE.
Notwithstanding a donation of the lia re 

ownership made by a surviving consort, one 
of the heirs lias the right of action to de
mand partition of the usufruct of the prop
erty during the wife's life which she has 
herself lost by her second marriage.

Labelle v. Labelle, 47 Que. N.C. 38.5. 
Action by universal legatee -Reforma

tion of ACCOUNTS.
Action for partition, for an account or 

for reformation of accounts and partition, 
brought by a universal legatee against the 
colegatees! has as its ulterior object the 
payment to the plaintiff of the part which 
should come to her in the succession of the 
testator after the winding-up of the estate, 
and all the conclusions to this effect should 
and can lie taken in one and the same ae 
tion. It is immaterial that the conclu 
sions demanding the liquidation are the 
main conclusions of the action, and that 
the condemnation to payment of the party 
in possession is a subsidiary conclusion or

l.alierge v. Laherge, 48 Que. R.C. 276. 
Vendor—Redemption.

A vendor with a right to redeem cannot 
bring an action for partition so long as 
he has not exercised his right.

Henoit v. Benoit. 4»-Que. R.C. 88». 
Division of water lot among ripmuax 

owners—Dispute as to proper hharf; 
of one owner.

Blay v. Stahl, 10 O.W.N. 430.
II. Procedure.

(§ II—10)—Parties—Executor.
An executor cannot bring an action for 

partition and sale.
Villeneuve v. Morin. 15 Que. P.R. 331. 

Com m u n itt—Liquidation—Parties.
Although, generally speaking, a coheir 

cannot ask the division of assets belonging
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tu a 4-oniminiity and attack the title of a 
third party in possession of an immovable 
proiM-rty which ha# lie longed to hint, mile#* 
lie lia- previously obtained the winding up 
of that community, yet such winding up is 
not nece##ary when the immovable prop
erty ia the sole asset of the community. 
In an action for compulsory partition and 
licitation of an immovable property, which 
in the sole an#et of a community, if the 
plaintiff in offered a nuin equal to the value 
of his share an established by a report of 
exjierts, les# Ins proportion of the debts, 
the action for licitation must be at hi# 
own expense.

IVrodeau v. Query, 27 Que. K.B. .">24. 
affirming .">2 Que. K.C. .">.‘12. [Sec also 4!» 
Que. S.C. 139.]
(ft II—20)—QUESTION OK TITLE.

t hi a bill in equity for partition the 
plaintiff must prove title in himself to an 
undivided part of the property, but if his 
title is denied, the equity jurisdiction is 
not ousted merely because the title in dis
pute in a legal and not an equitable one.

Durant v. Muent is, 1 D.L.R. 786, lu E. 
J*R. 423.
(§ II—25)—Ai.Kkk.MKNT AS TO LAND BY 

TENANTS IN COMMON—INTENTION TO
reel—Judgment for partition or rai.b 
■—Postponement ok proceedings un
der, UNTIL EXPIRY OF PERIOD MEN
TIONED IN AGREEMENT.

Morris v. Morris, 10 Ü.W.N. 287, 11 O. 
W.N. 37.
(8 II—30)—Sale by auction—Mequestea-

A sequestration will la* ordered in an ac
tion for partition by auction sale to receive 
the revenues and profit# of the immovable 
of which partition is demanded.

Pramt », Sigal. 17 Que. IMi. 47-K.
Sale—Third party.

Articles 746. 747. (\C. (Que. i apply only 
to a sale or other conveyance made to 
one of the co-owner# or eopartitioner# and 
having as an object the cessation of the di
vision between them, but not to a sale made 
to a third party. A sale bv heirs of an 
undivided immovable to a third party, and 
1 lie partition among them in equal shares 
of the price of the sale, is not equivalent 
to a partition of the immovable so a# to 
discharge a hypothec taken by a third party 
upon the undivided quarter of one of them.

Banque Kt. Jean v. Nolin, 51 Que. S.U. 
136.
Partition action—Inscription in law— 

Scarcity of money—Expert’s report 
—C.C.P. 191—1040, 104.1—C.C. Que. 
680.

A defendant, sued for partition and sale, 
cannot ask for the dismissal of the action 
by alleging in his plea that, at the time, 
the market is very heavy and money very 
scarce; such allegations should be dismissed 
by an inscription in law. A motion to de
lay the partition may not be made until

the report from the experts charged with 
visiting and valuing the properties is mad., 
and establishes that such properties cannot 
advantageously be divided, in order to pri
vent the court from ordering such properties 
to lie immediately sold by auction.

(ireenford v. Stern, 16 Que. P.R. hit). 
Postponement of male.

Tlie fact that the condition of the finan
cial and real estate market prevents undi
vided immovables from I icing sold at a 
proper price is not a suflicient reason for 
the court to postpone the sale.

(larber v. Lake, 18 Que. P.R. 464. 
Application for order for partition or 

sale — Admimsthation — Rules 612. 
«13—Caution—R.K.O. 1914, c. 119. s. 
15 (D)—Executors—Payment or “on- 
ligations”—costs.

Steele v. Weir, 7 O.W.N. 99. affirming 
0 O.W.N. 400.
Priority—Lib pendens.

Ivarochelle v. I ai roche lie, 12 Que. P.R. 
431.
Right to—Share ok applicant conveyed 

as collateral security.
He MeCullv. McCullv v. McCully, 2 0. 

W.N. 662, 18 O.W.R, 236.
Partition or sale ok mining claims— 

Parution Act (1805) (Imp.i—Order 
for s vi i

Barnes v. Brogglio, 17 W.L.R. 294.

PARTNERSHIP.
I. Nature-, creation; what ooxsti-

II. Rights and powers or partners.
111. Liability or partners; rights of

creditors.
IV. Partnership real estate.
V. Rights ok members as to each other

VI. Dissolution ; effect of.
VII. Actions.

Annotation.
Effect of war on alien partnerships and 

firm#: 23 D.L.R. 375, 378.
I. Nature; creation; what constitutes 

( 8 I—1 ) — Existence — Alleged admis
sions—Profit sharing agreement be
tween employer and employee.

Whether or not a partnership should he 
declared to have l>een substituted by an 
alleged oral agreement for a prior profit- 
sharing agreement between an employer and 
employee made under ##. 3, 4 of the Master 
and Servant Act, R.K.B.C. 1911, c. 153. is 
to be determined on conflicting evidence, on 
the credit to be given the witnesses and 
from the surrounding circumstance# and 
the conduct of the parties; and it is not 
conclusive evidence of the existence of a 
partnership that the defendant in a letter 
written to the plaintiff employee referred to 
their arrangement as a "partnership" and 
later served upon him concurrently with a 
notice of dismissal a ''notice of dissolution 
of partnership:” it is still open to the court
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to find thflt the word “partnership” as so 
used was not used in the legal technical 
sense «here the evidence shews that the 
parties had not reached an agreement a« to 
the contribution by each nor as to the dis
posal of the capital invested in the busi
ness to which the employee had contributed 
nothing.

Donkin v. Disher, 16 D.L.R. «10, *27 W. 
L.K. 428. 5 W.W.R. 870, 40 Can. 8.C.R. «0, 
reversing 12 D.L.R. 405. 18 B.C.R. 230, 24 
UL.R. 9AA, 4 W.W.R. 1363.
I'aKT-VFRHHIP ARTICLES — CLAUSE l'ROVTUINO 

Al.Al.N8T RESORT TO 1 'OfRTS—PENALTY—■ 
Void provision—Rights of REPRESENT
ATIVES OK DECEASED PARTNER.

Re Hicks and Pringle, 12 O.W.N. 54.
Af.KM v—CONTRACT OK EMPLOYMENT.

Vi agreement hy which one party agrees 
to make a sale of certain animals, to give 
them care, and to be engaged also ill the 
>ale of milk and cream on a farm la-longing 
in ilie other party, in consideration .if the 
remuneration of a sum eipial to half the 
net prulita realized, is not a partnership 
h.it an agreement of mandate, or of lease 
ami hire of work. If one so hired takes a 
part of tin- animals and appropriates them, 
lie «ill lie deemed a purchaser and must pay 
their value.

Béiipie v. Gaston, A4 Que. S.C. 162. 
Contract — Donation inter vivos — Ac-

An agreement between the owner of an 
immovable and a third party with regard 
to a lot of land held to be a deed of gift 
inter vivos by the owner (which would, how
ever. be void, having been made under pri
vate seal and not registered) rather than 
■ pailnership deed. Nevertheless, where the 
parties have treated it as a partnership, the 
court should consider it as such. A settle
ment of accounts of a dissolved partner
ship should, as a rule, lie made by an ac
tion pro soeio, when such accounts are un
certain and undetermined. In such case 
an action brought by one of the member» 
for a fixed amount of damages will be dis-

•lasmin v. Jasmin, 24 Rev. Leg. 411.
Cu r property—Execution.

An association of persons who, for their 
personal amusement exclusively, bought a 
Imiise in the country, calling it “The Domin
ion Fish & Game Club,” does not constitute 
» partnership. Each owns his own individ
ual share, which can only be seized by way 
of execution, not by garnishment.

Robertson v. Guilhuult. A4 Que. fl.C. 343. 
Contrac t ko»—Fox ranch—Agreement.

Gordon v. Hopgood. 13 E.L.R. 69.
HI—3)—Agreement between physicians

EMPLOYMENT FOLLOWED BY PARTNER-

Whore mu agreement between two pby- 
"'tiians provided for the employment of one 
,l? the other for 2 years and that there- 
'ipon a partnership would be entered into

upon a Axed basis for division of profits, 
and where, after the expiration of the 1 
years, they continued to work together for 
6 months, but without having agreed upon 
the partnership articles contemplated by 
the original agreement, in default of which 
there «as to be a division of the practice 
and an arbitration to settle differences, it 
will be presumed that a partnership, at 
least at the will of the parties, existed for 
the period which had elapsed following the 
employment up to the time when the par
ties ceased to practise together.

Mader v. Harrison; Harrison v. Madrr, 
9 D.L.R. 385. 47 N.8.R. 1, 13 E.L.R. 101. 
.Shaking prokits—Joint interest.

An agreement, whereby the owner of land 
transfers an undivided interest therein, and 
in all the profits arising therefrom to an
other. who undertakes to provide funds for 
laying out the land into lots and for other 
incidental expenses preparatory to offering 
the lots for sale, and to devote a reasona
ble amount of his time to the affairs of 
the property, constitutes the parties part
ners in respect of the land. The sharing 
of gross returns does not, in itself, create 
a partnership, whether the persons sharing 
such returns have or have not a joint or 
common right or interest in any property 
from which or from the use of which the 
returns are derived.

Galbraith v. McDougall, 11 D.L.R. 133, 24 
O.W.R. 233. 4 O.W.X. 919. varving 6 ILL. 
R. 232. 23 O.W.R. 928.
Failure to carry out yf:rbai, undkrtak-

A verbal undertaking given by a pros
pector who had made a discovery of a coal 
deposit, that he would stake out 2 mining 
claims in addition to one for himself and 
a verbal agreement that, after the staking 
of these three claims, they should he amal
gamated and worked on a partnership basis, 
does not create a partnership between the 
prospector and the 2 parties with whom 
the verbal agreement was made, in respect 
of the single claim which the prospector 
staked for himself, where he failed to stake 
claims for the others; all that was created 
was an agreement for a future partnership 
on certain conditions which were never com
plied with.

MacKissock v. Brown. 10 D.L.R. 472, 23 
W.L.R. 782. 23 Man. L.R. 348, 4 W.W.R. 60. 
Farming on sharer—Purc-hares.

The fact that the owner of a farm enters 
into an arrangement with another person 
whereby the latter ie to work the farm on 
shares, the owner supplying the money 
needed to carry on the farming operations 
and the profits to be divided between the 
two parties, does not constitute the parties 
thereto partners so as to create a liability 
on the part of the owner for purchases made 
by the one working the farm on his own 
credit, though for the benefit of the joint 
enterprise.

Crown Lumber Co. v. Saiilsberrv, 11 D.
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I..II. 18. 5 A.L.U. 47#. 83 W.L.R. 877. 4 W. 
W.R. 168.
CREATION — W HAT CONSTITUTE# — FAILURE 

TO BRING IN ANY CAPITAL—ABSENCE OK 
written contract—Division ok OPIN
ION.

Hallvorson v. Bowes, 5 D.L.R. #93. 21 W. 
L.R. 388. 2 W.W.It. 58«.

The word “contract inji,"’ ns used in tlie 
l-lini-e "trading, manufacturing, <ontraft
ing or mining, contained in the Partner
ship Act (Alta.) 19(18, c. 5 as to registra
tion of firm and company names, is to be 
interpreted in its popular sense us refer
ring to what is usually known as a contract
ing business (e.g., building or railway 
«•niitra* ting work) and does not include 
the making «if contracts for the sale 
or purchase of real estuti- either on one's 
own account or as a broker or agent.

Lambert v. Miinns, 7 D.L.R. 2U4, 4 AX. 
R. 187. 1 W.W.R. 718.
Minim. claim.

I .a bine v. I.abim*. 1# D.L.R. 871, 0 O.W.X.
100.
Fraud—False arrest—Sale ok business 

—.1 tiHi.xi ext—Ter m s.
Webb v. Black. 2 D.LR. 902. 3 O.W.N.

1133.
Failure to estarmsh—Assignment ok in

terest in business—Attack by ukko- 
itors — Disclaimer by assignee — 
.li dgment—Costs.

Jamieson Meat Co. v. Stephenson. 2 D.L. 
R. 911. 3 O.W.N. 119#.
Creation—Condition ok amalgamation 

contract—Payment of prior trade 
DEBTS AS OK A FIXED DATE.

Wild v. Kleker. 20 D.LR. 980. 23 Que. 
K B. 344.
Sharing profits.

A contract whereby one person is to 
manage the store of another f«»r a tixe«l 
amount weekly plus a quarter share of the 
net protits and the circumstance that the 
names of both were joined as a firm name in 
operating the store business, disclose a part
nership.

Oriharil v. Dvkeman. 21 D.L.R. 10#. 43 
N.B.R. 181.
Joint interest in < bop.

An agreement whereby one is to receive 
one-third of the grain for money advanced 
for raising the cr«»p. «loes not create a part
nership, hut merely a joint ownership of the

International Harvester to. v. Jacobsen,
•24 D.L.R. est, il A.l-.lt 122 m \\ L R 
332. 9 W.W.R. 87.
Agreement instituting.

A document providing, "The said A. 
Soucier engages to furnish the said Boyer 
with a stock of men’s and women's boots 
and shoes to the amount of $4,000 to $5.000 
according to the requirements of the trade ; 
the said A.J. Boyer agrees to rent a shop in 
the city of Montreal and to carry on in it 
the -hoe business with the stock furnished

{SKIP, 1. 3620
by tlie said A. Soucier ; it is agreed that all 
expenses being paid the 2 parties will share 
the net profits realized by the said Boyer 
in the -aid business. Signed in duplicate 
at Montreal this 11th of September, 1911. 
This agreement is good for 7 months,” con 
stitutes a partnership between the parties.

Dupont v. Boyer, 47 Que. S.C. 503. 
Construction — Scope — Contemplated 

profits from oil leases and agree 
m ents—“Extension”—Profits from
NATURAL GAS I .EASES AND AGREEMENTS
—“Oil and its products”—-Findings 
of fait or Trial Judge—Appeal. 

Hay v. Lacoste, 8 O.W.N. 196. [Affirmed 
by Canada Supreme Court. Feb. 1, 1910.) 
Contribution of capital — Construction 

of written agreements—Evidence to

Richman v. Brandon. 8 O.W.N. 467. 
Operation or thresher—Injury to psuh 

krty of partner—Right of partner 
against partnership and copartners 
—( 'ONTRIIUnox.

Bigelow v. Powers, 25 O.L.R. 28, 20 0. 
W.H. 245.
Creation of—Fraud and misrepresenta

tion— Promissory notes given for
SHAKE IN PARTNERSHIP—NEGOTIATIONS 
EOB PARTNERSHIP— ClIEKKIMA FIDEH— 
Part inducement by fraudulent mis 
representation — Repudiation — l)t 
lay—Excuse.

Glaes«*r v. Kleimner. 7 O.W.N. 14, 20 O.W. 
R. 787.
Action to establish—F.videncb—(oats.

Arbriek v. Ryan, ti O.W.N. 706. 
Partnership — Failure ti» establish — 

Lease oe building—Claim for injury 
to fixtures—Stated account—Coun
terclaim—Costs.

McKvrnan v. Kerby, 10 O.W.N. 3#7. 
Substituted agreement— Fraud — Kqcal 

division of Appellate Court.
Taylor v. Morin, 10 O.W.N. 158, 293. 

Formation — Misrepresentation — K>:m
EDY OF MEMBERS.

Ollier v. Ha«lley, 39 Que. S.C. 16#. 
oral agreement—Statute of Frauds.

tiarbutt v. Marshall, 17 W.L.R. 285. 
Essentials—Contribution - Liability.

It is of the essence of a partnership that 
«•avh mendier shmild contribute thereto 
whatever has been agreed upon. An agree 
ment, by which several persona place * 
limit upon the conditions under which they 
are eventuallv to participate in the pro
posed enterprise, does not i-onatitute a eon 
tract of partnership, if. by tacit understand
ing. the enterprise is abandoned before one 
of the partners baa contributed his portion 
thereto. Therefore, aa between the intend
ed partners, there ia no liability for ac
counting or for damages.

Martineau v. Stewart. 25 Que. K.B. 289. 
Future formal agreement.

When partie hold negotiations for the
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'iirming of a partnership and agree that 
„ terms thereof shall be set out in a 

•ormal instrument, so long as the latter is 
„„t drawn up. colourable conduct or rela- 

,iii. Iietween them, if contradictory or in- 
. n.i-tent, cannot establish the existence of 
i mmpleted contract, 

iii'.ias v. Baigne, 22 Que. K.B. 326.
%rKxnox—Partnership agreement.

Ilivre is a partnership contract when all 
•he evential elements of such a contract are
• nmd in tin- agreement between the parties, 
i.id when it appears that their intention 
»;n to form a partnership. Thus, all the 
lament* of a partnership contract are con- 
allied in the words “1 take back Mr. <». 
rum now to July 1, 1907 to buy horses.
,[m'ii condition of dividing the profit and 

,'f 4u eta. a day for board. And he shall 
not force me to return him the money pre-

uiislv deposited, unless trade should he 
nid <»r unless he should require the money 
.r -omething else: Mr. (1. must deposit 

within 15 days from now, and I 
•hall have to supply the money to buy 

r-v« of his choice.” After the dissolution 
.f a partnership, the partner# cannot exer- 

,i«e their remedies against each other con- 
.-ruing the partnership business, otherwise 
rhan hv way of an action pro soeio and to 
render account. The party who fails must 
-<r the costs, unless the court, for special 

reason», orders otherwise, and if the Trial 
•urt does not follow that general principle 
itliiuit giving in its judgment any reasons 
t doing so, such judgment will be reversed 

■n appeal.
fiuillemette v. Marien, 40 Que. S.C. 507.

II. Rights and powers of partners.
Xuthority as to endorsement of note, see 

Hill» and Notes, III A—55.
11 II— .*>)— Authority ok partner—As

Under*#. 7 of the Partnership Act (R.S.S. 
e 143i. a partner is an agent for the firm, 
for the purpose of the business of the part- 
oership, but it is only his acts done for car
ving mi, in the usual way, the business of 

'in- kind carried on, that "bind the firm and 
bis partners.

'atullifk v Jarrett, 38 D.L.R. 63. 10 8. 
LR 432. (1918) 1 W.W.R. 91.
Usual way of business—Chattel mort

gage — Document unnecessarily
SEALED—Ignorance of PARTNERSHIP—
Power to pledge assets.

Defendants carried on partnership as 
h-.tel-keepers under the name of W. H. 
Murr. one of the defendants, who had entire 
management of the business. Murr gave a 
chattel mortgage under seal to R. à L. for 
v:iIimi charged on the partnership property. 
Mut* though unaware of this knew that 
tin* borrowing of money was necessary. R.
* L were unaware that Mutz was a partner 
until after the dissolution:—Held, that the 
"usual way of carrying on business" is a 
question of fact. Held, that ignorance on

Can. Dig.—111.

the part of R. & L. that Mutz was a part 
ned did not relieve him. Held, that power 
to borrow money implies power to pledge 
assets. Held, that though Murr had in» 
power to bind Mutz by deed, a sealed chattel 
mortgage hound Mutz inasmuch as sealing 
was su peril nous.

Western Commercial ("o. v. Murr, 29 
W.L.R. 945.
(8 II—fit—Paktnkkn—Implied authority 

—Bills and notes—Abuse of trust
— Ll AUI I ITT OF CO-PARTNER.

In an ordinary trading partnership a 
partner has implied authority to draw, ac
cept, make ami endorse hills of exchange 
and promissory notes in the name of the 
firm. Kveu though the partner exercising 
such power abuses his trust for hi* Indi
vidual benefit, his co-partner will be bound 
unless the holder is chargeable with notice 
of the facts. •

Larue v. Molsons Bank, 49 D.L.R. 455, 
28 Que. K.B. 203, affirming 53 Que. 8.C. 
524.
As TO BII.I.H, NOTES AND CHECKS.

A note given by one partner in the name 
of the firm for the payment of n private 
debt of his own due the payee, who took the 
same in good faith, cannot lie enforced by 
the latter against the partnership unless he 
shews that it was in fact given with the 
authority of the other partners.

Tebb v. Baird; Tebb v. Hohberlin Bros. 
& Co.; Hohberlin Bros A Co. v. Tebb, 3 
D.L.R. lei. 3 O.W.N. 952.
Bills and notes—Liability of continuing 

partner.
Thomson v. Deimv, 22 B.C.R. 479, 34 

W’.L.R. 483.
Contract — Promissory note — Partner

ship—Liability—Fraud—Findings of 
fact of Trial Judge—Appeal.

Stimson v. Baugh, 7 O.W.N. 426. 
Promissory note shined in firm Name- 

Liability OF MEMBER OF FIRM—RECOG
NITION BY ENDORSEMENT—SATISFACTION 
—IjOST INSTRUMENT—SECURITY.

Stone v. National Coal Co., 11 O.W.N. 
309; 12 O.W.N. 58.
(8 II—7)—Rights and powers of part 

nebs—Contracts.
The authority given by law to a member 

of a partnership is authority to do only 
such things as are necessary for carrying 
on the partnership.

Kav v. Chapman, 11 D.L.R. 72fl. « 8.L.R. 
69. 24 W’.L.R. 80. 4 W.W.R. 448.
Power to borrow—Scope or firm’s buhi-

The power to borrow money in the capac
ity of partner cannot be validly exercised 
where the transaction appears to be foreign 
to the firm’s business.

Tai Sing v. Chlm Cam, 27 D.L.R. 628, 23 
B.C.R. 8.
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AUTHORITY—1*1 Kt'HAHK OF I'BOIT.KTY—('AX- 

< ILLATION KX UM ! ha 110S -1 .('.Ql E.
aktr. 992. 1606. 1622, 1727.

When persons having in view the forma
tion of a partnership to acquire real eat a to 
for spéculative purposes, send one of their 
number to look at the property, with in
structions to make a report to them; if the 
report is substantially true and made hi 
good faith it is sufficient to cover their lia
bility: and errors of fact, exaggeration as 
to value, distance, or standing of the neigli- 
itourhood. are not grounds for an action to 
dissolve the partnership ami cancel the deed 
of sale. These errors and exaggerations 
do not constitute a substantial error which 
in itself would he a cause for voiding the 
contracta.

Ruel v. Roy, 46 Que. 8.C. 422.
Contracts—Suretyship — Repayment of

DEBT TO INDIVIDUAL MEMBER.
An agreement la-tween 2 partners by 

which, after the partition of the assets, a 
Mini of $60,000, loaned by the partnership 
to a third party, is made payable to one 
of the partners, the other one guarantee
ing that the sum would lie paid within a 
certain time, with interest, is a eontruct 
of suretyship as lietween the surety and 
the debtor, but. as to both partners, the 
contract, relates to a division of the part
nership assets. A resolution of a hoard 
of directors acknowledging their indebted
ness of a sum of money, payable at a cer 
tnin date, to one member of a partnership, 
is not an undertaking to pay it to another 
partner to whom it was transferred.

Howard v. Findlay, 61 Que. S.C. 376.
(§ II—8)—Real estate—f Irai, agree

ment — Versonai. property — Stat- 
i te or Frai hr.

As between partners an oral agreement 
concerning an interest in real estate owned 
by flic partnership is valid. The real es
tate becomes, for the purposes of the part
nership. personal property and not being 
real estate nor deliverable goods and chat
tels neither s. 4 nor s. 17 of the Statute of 
Frauds applies. [Gray v. Smith, 43 Ch. 
I). 208. distinguished.]

Geffen v. I .ax in. 41» II.LR. 23. (19191 3 
W.W.R. 498.
DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY OF—RlC.HTH AND 

POWERS.
It is within the scope of a partner’s 

authority to authorize the burning of 
partnership property which in his opinion 
i* of no further value.

Kosolofakl v. Goetz. 47 D.L.R. 275, [1919] 
2 WAV.II. 805, 12 S L R. 316.
Disposal of partnership funds and prop-

An assignment of the book debts due a 
partnership by one of the 2 partners rom- 
posing the firm in the absence of the other 
i« valid a* to the other partner, even 
though the partner executing the assign

ment was by agreement lietween him and 
the other member of the firm without pow 
er in that regard, if the assignee was with
out knowledge of the lack of authority on 
the part of the partner who executed the 
assignment.

Tclib v. Baird: Tebb v. Hohherlin Bros. 
&. Vo.; liobherlin Bros. j. Co. v. Tebb 3 
Ü.L.R. 161, 3 O.W.X. 962.
Powers of partners- -Selling partnu-

SI11P property— Versus ai. SCHEME.
Where a partnership for a speculative 

purchase in block and sale in parcels of 
certain partnership lands rapidly rising in 
value Kiilisist»; and where one of the term-* 
of the partnership agreement is that non* 
of the land in question shall lie sold with- 

: out the consent of each of the partuers. 
i and where one of the partners, who hold-*
1 the legal estate in trust for himself and 

his copartners, acting in collusion with an 
other of his partners as a road venturer in 
a transaction for their sole lienvtit to spci- 
ulatc in such partnership lands. cHerts a 
so-called sale without the unanimous con
sent of the partners, the transaction ix 
illegal and wrongful from its inception. 
The provision of subs. 8 of s. 27 of the 
Ruteershle let, RABi lill, «. ITS, 
that any difference arising as to ordinary 
mutters connected with the partnership 
business may lie decided by a majority of 
the partners, is not applicable.

Gordon v. Holland; Holland v. Gordon, 
10 D.L.R. 734, 23 W.L.R. 738. varying 11> 
L.R. 327. 20 W.L.R. 887.2 W.W.R. 158. 
Disposal of partnership property—Pi*

CHASER FROM ONE PARTNER—VONYEB-
SION—I NQV'IBY.

A purchaser of a partnership business as 
a going concern, who makes the purchase 
from one of 2 partners either with knowl 
edge that the vendor had no authority 
from the other partner to sell, or without 
making diligent inquiry as to the existence 
of such authority, is guilty of conversion 
of the interest of the other partner. A 
representation made to a prospective 

urchaser by one of 2 partners that he 
ad a power of attorney from the other 

partner to sell the entire business of the 
partnership as a going concern, i* not a 
sufficient enquiry into the authority of 
vendor to sell, hut the prospective pur 
chaser should insist on tin- production of 
the power of attorney liefore making the 
purchase.

Kav v. Chapman, 11 I).L.R. 726, 6 S.L.R. 
69. 24 W.L.R. 80, 4 W.W.IL 448.

Where one who desires to obtain a lea«r 
of land from a partnership firm is refused 
by 2 of those connected with the lirm, on 
the ground that he intends to use the land 
for a saw mill, and subsequently obtains » 
written lease from another partner by con
cealing his real intention and represent
ing that he wants the land for a lumber 
yard, he will lie restrained from erecting a
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mixtmill upon tliv land, even though the 
H, it : i n lea-e lie uncondit ional.

Audrt v. Jolicueur, 5 D.L.R. tl8, 22 Que.
K.B. 35.
üii.ni» AMI VOW KBS OF PABTNKKS—Dispos

ai ni PARTNRRNH1P PROPKKTY BY DE-
, i am n partner’s executor—Division
UK PARTNERSHIP made by executor. 

lionlmi v. 11 union, 13 K.I..R. 370, affirm
ing 13 K.L.R. «H*.
,4 11 -III- As 1X> INSOLVENCY.

111,. law due# not provide for the ap- 
|Hiintnieiit of a sequestrator in the case of 
,, ,Ivin#nd against a partnership for an as- 
.ignmciit when such demand is opposed by 
i,ne of the partners. To disposées a party 
14, the proceeding# of his property by ap- 
|Hiintnient of a sequestrator it is noces. 
.Hi\ to allege special and strong grounds

Wolf-ton v. Raymond, 14 Que. P.R. 87. 
Partnership funds—Third party—Nego

tiable INSTRUMENT.
R„«- v. ( handler. 45 Can. 8.C.R. 127.

III. Liability of partners; rights of cred
itors.

It lll—IUi—New firm takinu over busv 
ness Mixing new indebtedness 
xx mi old.

A novation by substituting the inemla-rs 
,if a new partnership as debtors in-lead of 
the former partnership the business of 
which tlie new firm took over, may la* es- 
tahli-hed from tlie conduct of the parties, 
in which regard the mixing of the indebt- 
• tine— of the <dd and new firms and the 
making hy the new firm of payments which 
must necessarily have included a portion of 
the old firm’s debt is evidence tending to 
shew an assumption of the debt by the new

Half x. Croiislierrv, 16 D.L.R. 105, 27
W.I..R. 44.
Pt RCIIASF I OR THE PARTNERSHIP—RltilllS 

OK INDIVIDUAL CREDITORS OF ONE PART-

Thai gcsids were ordered by one part
ial in the name of the lirm and were re- 
rehed by I lie other partner who accepted 
in lhe linn’s name the drafts for the price, 
with full know ledge of what they were 
drawn for. is prima facie evidence of a sale 
to the firm, passing the property in the 
goods -o as to la* lialde to seizure for the 
lirm debts in priority to the judgment cred- 
ii"r- of the ordering partner.

Maple Leaf Milling Co. v. Western Can
ada Hour Mills Co., 15 D.L.R. 525. 5 O.W.

•loiNT FARMING VENTURE—EXECUTION.
The relationship lietween persons en

gaged in a joint farming venture is that 
"i partnership, the pro|H*rty whereof is not 
subject to execution for the individual debt 
"i a partner, except as provided by a. 25 
of the I‘art ner ship Ordinance ( Alta.).

Will a. stock», 33 D.L.R. 5ID. 10 A.I..R. 
alii. 11 A.UR. 154, 11017] 1 W.W.R. 1451.

ship, ill.
Formation into company.

A partnership i# not relieved from any 
liability for the price of goods purchased 
in the lirm name lieoauae of its formation 
into an incorporated company, if it appear# 
that recourse for the price of goods w a# 
in point of fact sought from the partners 
and that s. 20 of tlie Joint Stock Companies 
Act (Man.), respecting the payment of 
stock, had not been complied with.

N ialiet v. Tappc, 2$ D.L.R. 2»0, 31 W.L. 
R. 44».
Effect of incorporation on notes prf.v- 

lOl’SLY MADE.
When a note is signed by the mem lier- 

of a partnership which is subsequently in
corporated and the note is discounted at a 
bank, one of the makers cannot be dis
charged without the consent of the hank ; 
and lie in not discharged bv the fact that 
the new corporation passed a resolution 
authorizing the bank to erase his name 
from the note, and that the* hank manager 
erased his name and informed him that lie 
was lilieratcd from his liabilities toward# 
the bank.

fiendrea ii v. Widder, 48 Que. S.C. 142. 
Ahkcmption oe firm’s iieiith—Suretyship 

— Extensions.
Where partners are indebted us princi

pals, and it i# afterwards agreed between 
them that as lietween themselves one of 
them «hall assume the partnership debts, 
and this agreement is not made known to 
tlie creditors, the rule as to the discharge 
of a surety by giving time to the principal 
debtors does not apply.

Thomson v. Denny, 22 B.C.R. 470, 34 W. 
I ..It 4S3.
Solicitor»—Misappropriation bv solici

tor OF FUNDS OF CLIENT LIABILITY OF 
NOMINAL PARTNER — llol.DINU OUT —
Client not deai.ino with or rki.yinq
UPON CREDIT OE OSTENSIBLE MEMBER OF 
firm—Costs.

The defendant, a solicitor, was employed 
as a clerk by (>., also a solicitor. At tlm 
suggestion of O., the defendant consented 
"to have his name in the firm,” l.e., that 
the business of O. as a solicitor should Is* 
carried on under the firm name of O. &• II, 
although B.. the defendant, was not in fact 
a partner. The plaintiff was a client of 
O. ; she entrusted moneys to him for invest
ment ; the relation continued after the de
fendant’s iiaiiie was used; hut it appeared 
that the defendant had no control over the 
moneys received hy O. from the plaintiff ; 
that the moneys were not intended for any 
special investment, but were obtained hy O. 
for such investment as he might decide 
upon; that the defendant did not hold him
self out as a patrner otherwise than hy 
allowing his name to lie used ; and that 
the plaintiff was not induced to act or part 
with lier funds by reason of such holding 
out, and did not in fact suffer loss thereby : 
—Held, that the defendant was not liable 
for moneys of the T misappropriated92
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by O. [Blair v. Bromley ( 184(11. 5 Hare 
542, and Thompson v. Robinson (Ont.), 10 
A.I!. 176, distinguished.] The pie intill 
sued the defendant for money alleged to 
have lieen collected or received by the firm 
of O. & B. ; the action wan dismissed, hut 
without cost*, becaiiHo the fact that the 
defendant's name appeared in the firm 
justified the plaintiff in making an inves
tigation as to his real position.

.lohnston v. Brandon, 45 O.L.R. 30b. 
LIABILITY ok incoming partner I ok debts 

OK KORMER PARTNERSHIP—NOVATION—
Evidence—Statute ok Frauds.

The defendant L. on entering into partner 
ship with his co-defendants, agreed that 
the new firm should take over the assets 
and assume the liabilities of the former 
partnership business carried on by his co- 
defendants. The new firm, with the knowl
edge and consent of I.. communicated that 
fact to the plaintiffs, creditors of the 
former partnership, and the plaintiff- 
thereafter accepted the new firm as their 
debtor and discharged the former partner 
-hip from its liability:—Held, that there 
was a complete novation and that I,, a- 
well as his eodefendanta, was liable for 
the plaintiffs' claim. Held, also, that L*s 
agreement to assume the liabilities of the 
old firm, although not in writing, might 
lie proved by parol evidence or by conduct, 
and that the Statute of Frauds had no ap
plication to it, as the agreement was some
thing in addition to the other terms of the 
partnership and not inconsistent with them 
[Knife v. Flower. L.R. 1 P.O. 40. 44. fol 
lowed |

Mason v. Turnbull, 24 Man. L.R. 405. 
F.mhiuskment ok notes — Partnership

A partner who allows his copartner to 
habitually endorse, with the partnership 
name, personal notes which he discounts, 
and the proceeds of which he applies indif
ferently to his personal business and to 
: hat of the partnership, is liable to the 
same extent as if the moneys obtained 
through such endorsements had benetitted 
the partnership business exclusively.

McKeen v. Molsons Bank. 53 Que. S.C. 
524.
Rki.kahe by one partner withovt other’s 

consent—Liability—Evidence,
A person who entered into a contract 

of partnership, and obtains a release there- 
from by one partner without the other’s 
consent*, is liable to the latter for its non
performance. Merchant’s books are evi
dence against them, hut not in their fa

Lynch v. Perron, 23 Que. K.B. 22». 
Third party—Responsibility—Renunci

ation-Novation -C.C. art. 1160, 
1171, 1174, 1897, 1000.

The dissolution of a commercial partner
ship has no effect against a third party, 
a-* long as it lias not lieen made public by 
it*» registration. Persons who give a third

party reason to believe that they are in 
partnership incur the same respon-ibilih 
as if they were in fact partners. When it 
is declared that the dissolution of a part 
nerahip lias been made in writing, oralevi 
dence will not lie admitted to pmvv it. 
The renunciation of a right is not pr*- 
Mimed ; it must lie proved by him who al
leges it. The acceptance of a note in pay 
tuent in the course of business does not op 
crate us a novation.

Webster v. I^anglois, 50 Que. S.C. 345.
(8 111—11)—Holding out ah partner 

Evidence ok hoi.mnu out to others
THAN PLAINTIFF HEEKINU TO MAKE DE 
EEXHANTS LIABLE BY EHTOPPEt.—I.NAD 
Ml sSlBlI.ITY—K VI DENCE IMPEACHING |,K 
pendants’ veracity—Failure to ks 
TARI.INH HOI.D1NO OUT TO PI.AINTIKE-
I nkant—Parties.

Ray v. Gettas, 8 O.W.N. 318.
(8 HI—13)—Assign ment edr creditors— 

Fi nds coli.ectk.ii by partner.
The estate of a partnership, in an assign 

ment for the l»enetit of creditors, is not lia 
hie for amounts collected by the active 
partner of the firm acting in iiis individual 
capacity as the local ajrent of an elevator 
company, though the partnership benefited 
bv 'in li agency.

Saskatchewan F.levator Co. v. Canadian 
Credit Men’s Trust Assn., 27 D.L.K. W>4. 0 
K.L.K. 17», reversing 21 D.L.R. (158.
(8 111 — 141 — ( orroboration - Kvidexck 

Act—Question of fact—Burden or

A widow and executrix of her husband"» 
estate, suing for the price of goods sold and 
delivered cannot succeed when the defend 
unt company holds an assignment of her 
late husband's debts to his former partner, 
provided that partner can fully prove the 
partnership and consequent liability of the 
deceased to him.

Simpson v. Tusker-Himpson Grain Co.. 
49 D.L.R. 303. [19191 3 W.W.R. 928. 
Liability or partners—Rights or veto 

I tors — As between individual and 
firm creditors.

Section 20 of the Partnership Act, R.S. 
M.. 1902, c. 129 prescribing the procedure 
against partnership property for a part
ner's separate judgment debt to lie by way 
of summons, is broad enough to jiermit ii 
bearing upon an * ation to a judge in 
chambers by way of notice of motion.

Mclnnes v. Nordquist, 13 D.L.R. 725, 23 
Man. I«.R. 815. 25 W.L.R. 422. 5 W.W.R. 65. 
Same owners ok two partnerships— 

Cbeditoi».
Ill the distribution of assets by the a* 

signee of 2 partnership firms composed of 
the same individuals, where it appears 
that although 2 businesses were carried on 
under separate names and with separate 
lsiok- of account, separate hank I took* and 
separate letterheads, they were really one 
firm, a debt due from one business t<> the 
other need not be considered in the distri-

6
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hutivn. I Banco de Portugal v. Waddell, 
j a.v. 101. applied. I

Ke Gillespie, » D.L.R. A4, 23 Mau. LH. 
J3 W.LR. 46, 3 W.W.R. 791.

INDIVIDUAL AND FIRM CREDITORS.
I'|„. fait that a aim in in partnereliip 

mili lii> father doe* not, in the absence of 
|m»itix•• evidence that it wan in the scope 
„l il,,, purtnerahip business, render the ilrm 
liable for account* in connection with auto-
.... . rental* aad supplies contracted by
the Min.

Western Motors v. Gilfoy, 26 D.L.R. 
.17*. !• W.W.R. 770.
iMHVim At. AND FIRM DEBTS—APPI.ICATION 

OK PAYMENTS.
If a partner i* indebted on hi* own ac- 

vount to a person to whom the firm i* also 
indebted, anil that partner with tlie mon- 
,x, of tlie firm makes a payment to the 
ireditur without specifying the account to 
vhi'di it ia to be paid, the payment niu-t he 
taken to have lieen made on tlie partner
ship account and must be applied accord
ingly. (Thompson v. Brown. 1 M. & M. 40,

* Kirk v. Ingraham. 22 D.L.R. 793. 48 N.
8.K. 493.
LltHII.ITY OF FIRM FOR DEBT OK PARTNER—

Fraud - Evidence — Novation —
ASSIGNMENT IlY ONE PARTNER IN (IRM'» 
NAME FOR BENEFIT OF CREDITORS-—!X-
vai inriY—Ashionmexth and Prefer- 
em'En Act. h. 12—Estoppel Dam - 
Ai.EH—Winding-vp of partnership—
( ORTH—1 XJVNOTION.

Maize v. (Sundry, 16 O.W.N. 349.
KXMTTION AGAINST PARTNER.

In hit action by a commercial partner- 
«hi|-. which i* dismissed with costs, the 
attorneys for the defendant may, on execu- 
tion fur their hill of costa, seize the profs 
erty of one of the partners without having 
iir»t -cized property of the partnership.

Dini v. Harris Construct ion Co., 49 Que. 
8.1’. 193.
IHsi'IIARUE OF RETIRING PARTNER IlY AGREE

MENT WITH CREDITOR—Cot'RSE OF DEAl -
ini;—Presumption.

Watson Mfg. Co. v. Bowser. 21 Man. L.R. 
21. 1* W.L.R. 236.
KXECCIion AGAINST GOODS OF (INF. PARTNER

Priority ah between vendor of

LAND HOLD ON CROP PAYMENTS AND 
EXECUTION CREDITOR OF PURCHASER. 

Smith v. Thiesen, 20 Man. L.R. 120. 13 
W.L.R. 709.
Sn \|i|i ATE DEALING IN LAND—ACCOUNT— 

1'KiiFITS OF RESALE—COMMIHRTON ON 
SUE CHARGED BY ONE PARTNER.

Smith v. Corbett, 16 W.L.R. 267. 
Insolvency—Subsequent bill of raie - 

I XEX'UTION CREDITOR — SEIZURE Ol 
STOCK FOR RENT.

Pills v. Campbell, 9 E.L.R. 10.

IV. Partnership real estate.
See Cotenancy.
Taxation of, site*, domicile, see Taxe», 

V C—193.
(8 IV—15)—Land syndicate—Duties op 

members—Option.
There is no duty on the part of the mem

ber of a land syndicate to exercise an op
tion to lands he obtained at u lower nriin 
in favour of the syndicate. [Gluckstem v. 
Barnes, (1000] A.C. 240; Bentley » 
Craven. 18 Beav. 75; Re Cape Breton. 29 
t h.l>. 79.'», distinguished.]

Merriam v. Kenderdilie Realty Co. 26 
D.L.R. 369, .14 O.L.R 866.
Partnership reai. estate — Salk con- 

i’ract—Sufficiency of writing.
Where 3 person* enter into a partner

ship dealing with lands, stipulating that 
tin* partnership lands should lie sold for 
such price as the partners might from time 
to time agree upon and that should any di- 
agreement arise in regard to the sali of 
other dealings whatsoever in such land- 
the mutual decision of any 2 mu-t hind 
the 3 partners, with mutual covenant» and 
agreements to effectually carry out the 
stipulation: a subsequent memorandum of 
agreement of sale of tlie land, signed hv 2 
of the partners, is good a* to all of them 
notwithstanding the Statute of Fraud-.

Ecrovd v. Rodger-. 11 D.L.R. 626. 23 
Man. L.R. 633. 24 W.L.R. 318. 4 W.W.R. 
601.
Joint ownership—Rights of partie»-- 

Refusal to hell interest.
Where plaintiff and defendant owned 

property jointly, the former was tinder no 
duty to the latter to sell in order that the 
latter might realize upon his interest.

Bureau v. Laurencelle, 11 D.L.R. 283. 24 
W.L.R. 336.
Partnership reai. estate—Oral agree

ment—Statute of fravdr.
There may lie an agreement of partner

ship by parol, notwithstanding that tin* 
partnership is entitled to deal with land, 
and to an action to enforce such agree
ment the plea of the Statute of Frauds will 
not avail.

L slie v. Hill, 11 D.L.R. 506. 28 O.I..R. 
48. affirming 26 O.L.R. 144.
Transactions in land—Agreement to 

’•divide” profits—Equality.
An agreement that the profits are to lie 

“divided" means that thev are to lie equally 
divided unless it Is stipulated otherwise.

Bind,m v. Gorman. 12 D.L.R. 240, 4 O. 
W.V 1606, 24 O.W.R. 769, reversing on the 
facts. 10 D.L.R. 431. 4 O.W.N. 839. 
Partnership rf.ai estate.

Where the plaintiff and the three de
fendant* purchased land in partnership 
and the conveyance was made to one of the 
defendants who afterwards gave an option
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• >f purchase to another defendant and the 
latter succeeded in securing a purchaser at 
a iirice ami on terms to which all expressed 
h'*ent, though the plalntifl' refused his 
formal consent unless the defendant who 
secured the purchaser would make an alii 
davit, which he refused to do, that he vas 
not receiving a secret protit, the defend
ants were not guilty of fraud or of a 
breach of duty to the plaintiff in complet
ing the sale without his consent, if there 
was in fact no secret prolit, particularly 
in view of the provisions of the Partner- 
ship Act, H.N.B.C. c. 17•». s. 25, making the 
assent of the majority of a number of 
partners sufficient.

(Jordon v. Holland, 2 D.L.R. 327, 20 
W.LR. 8M7. 2 WAX’.It. i:»H. |Affirmed in
part and varied in part 10 D.L.lt. 734, 33 
\\ LR. 781, « W xx i:. 4i!t.| 
lx BEAI. KHTATK—It Kl- KHK.NCB AM) AC'COVXT-

Shephard v. Bruner, 10 D.L.lt. 800. 
PARTNERS I III- REAL ESTATE -PROOF IX WRIT- 

1X0 — AcK.XOWI.EIM.MKXT BY DKPOHI-

Therc is commencement of proof in writ
ing, which leads to tlie proof by witness, of 
a special partnership agreement for the 
purchase and resale of a piece of real es
tate with joint profits in the deposition of 
tlie contending party examined as a wit
ness, and when the tacts were that it was 
lie himself who proposed the matter to the 
other party, that they visited the property 
together, thut the transfer of the insurance 
wa> drawn up by him and was in their fa- 
vour us partners, anil that if the other had 
been present at the signing of tlie contract 
of sale they would ImiIIi have appeared as 
purchasers.

Moreau v. Menard. 45 Que. S.C. 542.
( § IX" 16) XX H AT IS.

If a caveator succeeds in establishing his 
contention that a valid partnership which 
vas not evidenced by any writing subsisted 
between him ami the owners of the land in 
i|iiestion. and thut such land was an asset 
of that partnership and that he still re- \ 
tained his interest in it. lie would lie en
titled to a ib-cluration hv the court to pro
tect that interest hy the recording of a

He MacCtilloiigh ami (Irahani. 5 D.L.R. 
834. 5 A.L.R. 45. 21 XX'.L.R. 34», 2 W.XX'.R. 
811.

The fnd that the plaint iff, who claimed 
that the defendant was a trustee for him 
in respect to u one-half interest in property 
the latter purchased and in which the 
plaintiff was to have such an interest upon 
providing a large sum for the initial pay
ment, advanced the defendant $5011 as one- 
half of the sum the latter was to pay and 
did pay the owner of the property in order 
to obtain an option thereon, which was 
subsequently applied as a part of stub in-

(SHIP, iv. 3ia<
itial payment, the balance being furnished 
by the defendant upon the plaintiff'., f*i|. 
urc to do so, does not make the defendant 
u trustee for the plaintiff, notwithstanding 
the $500 was not returned the plaintiff Un 
til 14 days after the defendant made such 
initial payment.

Stewart v. Sa under», 4 D.L.R. 312 *>i 
XX'.L.R. 4M.
St 111)1 VISION I.AX0H—.loi XT V X DEB TAB I NO.

XX here persons acquired certain land in 
common with the intention of sulslividing 
it into lots and welling them as a joint 
venture out of which each is to receive a 
portion of the profits, a partnership U 
created in respect to the contemplated 
transactions. (Manitoba Mortgage Co. v 
Hank of Montreal, 17 Can. 8.C.R. 092, fob

Dart v. Drury, 23 D.L.R. 39», 25 Man.
J. .I1. S W.W.R. 173. 30 W.L.R. so».
Perch ask ok partner's land from mbr

—Payments to whom.
A purchaser who pay» to a partnership 

in its firm name the price of an immovable 
that he acquired from it frees himself from 
obligation to each of the partners person
ally, although the immovable was at the 
time of the sale the individual property of 
the partners.

Ftiroie v. (irace. 48 Que. S.C. 89.
(S IX'—17)—On death ok partner.

Land ai-quired for the purpose of carry
ing on a partnership business and used 
for that purpose is to lie considered as 
partnership property and not as real estate 
owned hy each partner as joint-tenants or 
tenants in common. |.laek*oii v. .lacksoii. 9 
X'es. 591: (rawshay x. Manic. 1 Swanet. 
495, and XX'aterer v. XXaterer, L.R. 15 Kq. 
402. followed. |

I'arquharson v. Stewart. 1 D.L.R. 581. 10
K. LR. 408. (See also 18 D.L.R. 480.|

XX here the executors of a deceased part 
ner who carried on a business with a sur 
viving partner, upon living ordered hy a 
Michigan Court of Chancery after the Int 

| tor's death, to wind up the business, be
came the purchasers of partnership land* 
situated in (Ontario, the sale lieing con 
tinned by such court and tlu* executor» 
directed to make and execute conveyance» 
thereof to themselves, they may convey 
title to such lands, and, where the 
iH-nelb-iaries of the estate have received the 
purchase money, it is unnecessary for an 
administrator who was appointed liv the 
court of Ontario of the estate of the sur 
viving partner, to join in such conveyance, 
therefore he will lie denied leave to Hie a 
caution under a. 15 (1) (dt of the Devo 
lution of Estates Act, 10 Kdw. X'lL, c. 5(1, 
after the proper time for filing it had ex-
H Re Mills, 3 D.L.R. 614, 3 O.WJÎ. 1036. 
21 U.XX'.R. 887.
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yUTU OF PARTNER—ACTION BT SURVIVING 

VAKlMIt l.N NAM K OF HUM — RULE 100 
—AMENDMENT 01 STV-K OF CAUSE— 
I.AMI ( ON VEYKD TO PART N ER NII[P—Tl- 
TU. —JOINT TENANCY — C'OX VF. Y A NC l.N U
ami l.AW ok Property Act, R.S.O. 
j!l|4, V. lu», 8. 13—LAND VE8TIXU IX 
m itvivi xo partner—Action for pos
sesion—Right to redeem—Ability

i,t M RVIVIXti PARTNER TO BECOXVET.
Harris x. Wood, 7 O.W.N. (111.

Ig Hypothecation or mobtoaob
HV TRVHTEK PARTNER.

Tin- liv|H)lliecntion of a property for bis 
, .h piirpo-i'.-. by a person holding it in
• -i fur himself and another jointly, may
I iMiitamonnl to an alienation thereof, and 
ini., under art. 1092 Cl. (Que. i. would 
_ ... «mil other person the right to demand 
the immediate return of money lie had con- 
iriiiiited in the joint venture if auch hy
pothecation impairs his security.

frank v. l’onnan, 2 D.L.R. », 41 Que. 
SC all.

V Rights of members as to each other.
: \ jin Diverti no partnership fündb 

10 PRIVATE INVESTMENT*.
I'nder the Partnership Act, R.S.M. 1»02, 

r 12». s. 24. unless the "‘contrary inten- 
tu.ii" appears, property bought with money 

h iiiging to a partnership lirm is deemed
II hive lieeii Imiiglit tin Hvcmmt of the iirm 
*ml in a business carried on l>v the plain 
t;tT« and tlie defendant as builders' eon- 
tractor*» and brick-maker* in a partnership 
at will, where the defendant, without the 
Min-4-nt of his copartners, from time to 
time during the partnership diverted certain 
nn>!i' \. from the resources of the partner- 
»liip firm and used such moneys in certain 
outside speculation* and investments out of 
which certain profits were realized, the 
principle of s. 24 is applicable and the 
oenetit of such speculation* and investments

• rm- to the partnership firm.
Kell* x. Kelly, 10 D.L.R. 343, 23 W.LR. 

to, W.W.R. 7»». reversing 20 Man. L.R.

Au III NT — A< TIO.X EOH ACCOV.XT OF PARTNER
SHIP profits—Constriction of agree
ment •-Provision for account from 
time to ti me—Postponement of trial

to OBTAIN EVIDENCE ON COMMISSION—
Reversai, of order—Evidence not net-
Ess ARY XT TRIAL—REFERENCE—DISCRE
TION oi Trial Judge.

Bin her v. Ryvkmaii, 7 O.W.N. 149.
S.u>: my partner oe his “rights"—Profits

\ «ah' by a partner to his copartners of 
"'ii' right, in said business" does not in- 
ehi'l.- his share of the prolits realized and 
df|i—iied in a hank by the partnership. 

S"l'lik'-t«*s x. School, 23 Que. K.B. 235.

IS v A—XI) —Accountinr — Partner’s
PROFITS t ROM INVESTMENT OF PARTNER
SHIP FUNDS — “(OXTBARY INTENTION" 
CONSTRUED.

Under h. 24 of the Partnership Act. R.S. 
M. 1902, c. 12'.». the “contrary intention" 
which may xvaive or defeat the right of the 
partnership firm to the beneficiary interest 
accruing from the outside speculations and 
investments of a partner diverting the re 
sources of the firm to such speculation* and 
investments, means a “contrary intention" 
concurred in by the other member* of the 
partnership firm and not that of the specu
lating partner alone.

Kelly x Kelly, 10 D.L R. 343. 23 W.L.R. 
953, 3*W.W.R. *79», reversing 20 Man. L.R 
Û79.
Profits from admitting new members— 

Accounting.
Money* received hv the members of a firm 

possessing a majority interest therein, in 
pursuance of an arrangement whereby third 
parties are admitted into the lirm, cannot be 
retained by them as a consideration for 
their individual interests therein, hut is 
in effect a realization for a share in th- 
assets or goodxvill of the partnership itself, 
and must be accounted for to the other 
partners.

Marxvick v. Kerr, 29 D.L.R. 440. 53 Can. 
K.C.R. 1, affirming 25 D.L.R. 250. 24 Que. 
K IV 321.
Action in name of partnership by one 

MEM HER WITHOUT CONSENT OE OTHERS
Validity—Accounting.

Black 11 ill Threshing Syndicate v. Cole. 
42 D.L.R. 7im.
Accoi vriNu—Inconsistent claims—Ki.fi

There is no inconsistency betxxeen * 
prayer for an accounting and a prayer tor a 
declaration of ownership to a share of se 
curitics belonging to the firm, in an action 
for accounting between partners, and the de 
fendant cannot by means of a dilatory ex 
eeption demand the plaintiff to elect be
tween the two.

Barnard x De Samhor. 25 D.L.R. 344. 24 
Que. K.B. 4SO.
Accounting—Right of partner to com

PENHATIOX.
A contract of partnership excludes any 

implied covenant for the payment of services 
rendered the firm by any of its members, 
and cannot lie alloxved as an item in an 
accounting lietxveen them; nor doc* a part 
ner who occupies the position aa manager, 
stand in any lietter position.

Merriam v. Kenderdine Realty Co., 25 
D.L.R. S69, 34 O.LR. 556.
Accounting—Profits realized in other 

capacities.
When txvo brother* accept a donation 

from their father of a lot of land in common 
xvith a forge, and in compliance with his 
xvi«h xvork the forge together for 30 years 
without any agreement and without divl-
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Mien, there is formed between them a special I 
partnership for the purpose of the working , 
of the forge. If, during the 30 years one 
of the associates lias at the same time per
formed the duties of bailiff of the Superior 
Court and of secretary-treasurer of the mu
nicipality to the knowledge of his associates, 
for 27 years without opposition or claim 
on the other's part, the latter cannot de
mand from him an account of the profits 
that he has drawn from the exercise of 
these functions and claim to be paid half

I crland v. Ferla nd. 47 Que. 8.C. 314.
I’i k< iiasi.no shark ok othk.k partner—

I,'H.HT TO KKIMIII KSKME.NT AF’IKR «SET-

Ill a partnership composed of two mem
bers. if one of them purchases the share of 
tin- other, and the accounts Iwtween them 
are settled, without any claim on the part 
of the purchaser for the amounts with
drawn by the vendor, the purchaser cannot 
subsequently claim from his former partner 
reimbursement of part of this sum on the 
ground that he Imd not the right to take 
it.

Northwest Kmployment Agency v. I’ut- 
nick, 24 Que. K.R. 28.»,
Sm ret profits AMI COM Miss lux—Sale of 

i.ahd Duty oi .......* i me.
I‘owe 11 v. Ms (block. 20 D.I..R. 748.1* W.W.

It. 3(13, 2.1 Mail. L.R. 730, 32 W.L.R. tilt). 
Aitov NT'—Aliaiwanck for the hy hum of

l‘l.ANT OF INDIVIDUAL PARTNER—JtJIKI- 
MKNT — ( ONSTHUCTIOX — REFERENCE— 
Report— Kvidkncf:—Appeal.

.XMiillivray v. UTo.de, 7 O.W.N. 784. 
I'lRiKirs—Account.

Ilcimett v. Pearce, 8 O.W.X. 278. 
Xi'covntinu—Fraud and misfeasance.

Macdonald Bros. Kngine Works v. (Jor
don, 33 W.L.R. 302.
Accounts—Heeerkxve—Appeaeh from RE

FONT.
Stirton v Dyer. 10 O.W.X. 303, 11 O.W.X.

16.
( $ V—22 I —1.1 AHII.ITT OK PARTNER MAKING 

ADVANCE FOR HKXEFIT OF FIRM.
A partner who has paid money for the 

béni lit of a partnership cannot bold a co
partner for mure than his proportionate 
share thereof, on tile ground of the insolv
ency of other partners, without shewing 
such insolvency. A partner who lias paid 
money for the benefit of the partnership 
cannot, on the ground that some of the part
ners have left the province, hold other part
ners liable for more than their proportion
ate shares thereof.

I.snib v. North. 3 D.L.R. 774. 22 Man. 
UR. 3trn, 21 W.L.R. 422.
(8 V—23) —Death of partner—Implied

CO.XTIN VANCE OF PARTNERSHIP WITH 
IN'KsoNAI. REPRESENTATIVES—Leases.

Two lessees of several theatres entered 
Into an agreement hy which each gave to 
the other an undivided half interest in each

lease hi Id hy him and in the profits and 
emoluments thereof, and it «a- provided 
that tlit* agreement should remain in force 
till the exjiiratmn of these leases and >,{ 
any and all renewals thereof. The agr<* 
mem also contained a provision that i* 
should he binding upon the "heirs, exevti 
tors, or assign-." of the parties, as though 
they had been specially mentioned in it:- 
Held, that upon the death of one nf the 
partners the partnership came to an vn:. 
and did not remain in force between t!.-- 
surviving partner and the representatives 
of tin- deceased partner till tin- termination 
of the leases. The provision that the agré
ment was to remain in force till the term, 
nation of tlie leases had no greater effec*. 
than if the date at which the leases expir'd 
had been stated in the agreement: and. 
therefore, the general rule that, in the ab
sence of special provision, the death of a 
partner puts an end to a partnership, even 
though the term provided for ha» not v\ 
pired, became applicable. The provision 
that tlic agreement should Is- binding upon 
the heirs, executors, or assigns of the par
ties was not equivalent to an agreement 
that the partnership should not be dissolved 
hy death, but was merely a loose way of 
avoiding the necessity of repeating these 
word* after the name of each contracting 
party whenever it occurred in the document.

Whitney v. Small, 31 O.L.R. 101. ti o.W. 
X. 188, reversing 6 O.W.X. 160, 25 O.W.R. 
181.

One partner lias no light to devise hi- 
interest in the partnership property in such 
a manner as to clog his partner's interests 
in the partnership business, by imposir; 
conditions as to making payments of sum* 
alleged to be due to the testator by hi' 
partner. Where the devisee of a deceased 
partner in a mercantile copartnership to 
whom the business was devised as a going 
concern to lie worked by the devisee ami thr 
surviving partner share and share alike, 
continues to carry on the business for ho 
own benefit, using the stock and plant of 
the copartnership lie must account to t).*- 
surviving partner for any profits math 
fCrawehay v. Collins, 15 Ye*. 218; Feath
ers! iinliiiugh v. Fenwick. 17 Yes. 208; Yates 
v. Finn. L.R. 13 ( li. D. 83», followed.] 

Farquharson v. Stewart, 1 D.L.R. 581. 
10 K.L.R. 408. |Sec also 18 D.L.R. 480.1 
Secret profit hy khokek—Implied pakt- 

mrmiip- Livhiimr ro a<• omn Pi
( HAMER IN GOOD FAITH—DlMCI-OBURF. Of 
NI SpK IOVH CIRCUMSTANCES, 

t oy v. I'ommcrenke, 44 Can. S.C.R. 543.
VI. Dissolution; effect of.

See Companies. Y1 A—305.
(8 VI — 251 — Dismissal of partner — 

Must and reasonable cause." 
Intoxication forms a "just and reason

able cause" for the dismissal of a partner 
and tin- dissolution of the partnership with• 
in the meaning of such phrase in the articles 
of copartnership, and may be set up in just.-
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jt;i»ii to an action fur wrongful dismissal, 
ht.'timons v. Stoller, 27 D.L.R. 174, 10

W.W .H. 463.
IsaOl.VENCÏ—l*OWte TU AUKNOWLKUUE D»jrr 

IIAKKM» BV I I M HATIONS.
V partner lias no implied autliorit.v to 

iaimiw ledge a debt barred by limitations 
r the dissolution of the partnvrship by 

■i-ilvenvy proceedings.
i niaker t tats Vo. v. Denis, 24 D.L.R. 226,

. \ l i: ILL S W.W .R. 877. 31 W.L.R. 679,
I rmiiijj 111 D.L.R. .127, 8 A.LIt. 31.
«km iiy ok retiring partner— Rkikare.

i inr - annul lie lield on a partnership note 
üt^r he mised to lie a member of the firm,

/h knowledge thereof by the holder, par- 
nlarlv where the liability wan released 

. the taking of other securities.
Northern Crown Hank v. Klford. ."14 D. 

.'HO, Id S.L.R. 90. [ 114171 2 W.W.R.

ussomtiok—Appointuknt nr receiver— 
si BH6QUE5T PAYMENT TO PARTNKM.

A payment of money to a mem I ht of a 
.rtner-liip after the appointment of a re- 
•ner. the dissolution of the firm, and the
• 'ruining of such partner from receiving 

• .iiev owing the llrm. <if which the payer
II notice, does nut amount to a payment 
i *he partnership so as to discharge the

Irvine v. Hcrvcv, 1.1 D.L.R. 868. 47 N.S. I 
K I" U K.L.R. 21*7.

Vsr MADE 111*1X0 I'lRTNERMIIII’ TO IllM 
tIKNl » XT ITS Tr.H XIIN ATION-—S|| AMI Mi

A partner who, pending tile existence of 
tin* partnership, takes a new lease in his 
•wn name of the business premises of which

• firm was tenant, xxitliout the consent of 
i < copartner, in order to continue the htisi-

-* there, from and after the dissolution 
die partnership, is under a legal ohliga 

tun to let such partner share in the benefit 
! the new lease.
Mule V. Webster, 13 D.V.R. 388, 20 Rev.

t#t 4.V
' I IVKB—-I.EANK.
X partnership at will is for all pravtical 

:«:rpM". dissolved when a receiver is ap- 
•I'lti'il. and one partner has then a right 

> lease tin- partnership premises and hold 
‘ "i hi* ow n persona I lieiielit.

'lah Kong Doon v. Mali Cap D«hiii. 314 D.
'■ - 4. [l!418j 1 W.W.R. 4llo. affirming 37 

>' l: Ml. 111»I7| 3 W.W.R. 434.
•t"0| XT — REFERENCE — RK< K1V4 K — SE- 

I I Ktrx ||M KIVKM TO CARRY ON OR NELL

ll.ovie x. Howie, 14 O.W.N. 120.
I'*k'i vu rk dissolution—Damages.

v i-artner has a right, without cause, to 
i -"lie the partnership Iwfore expiration of 

: 1 tie lived in their agreement, under 
iieiialtv of paying the damages which the 
‘ er partner suffers. When it is a partner- 
♦up fur the pu rehase and sale of real prop 
‘r": hetv opera tons would have lieen euro

mcneed at a time when the real property 
had a great spceiilutivc value, and the dis 
solution took effect at the moment when the 
market was affected by a crisis brought 
about by the war, the amount of damages 
suffered by the expelled partner should lie 
estimated by taking into consideration the 
facts before, us well as after the action.

Howard v. Findley, 27 Que. K.H. 37.»
| Reversed in 47 D.L.R. 441. |
KIKCTION «T DOMICILE—PEREMPTION- SKRV-

If a linn of attorneys, who hud made an 
election of domicile, is dissolved and one of 
the members elects a domicile elsewhere, a 
motion for |MTemption should In* served at 
the domicile elected by the latter, not at 
that elected by the partnership.

Belanger v. McDonnell, 20 Que. 1ML 48. 
FRAUD AND MIMREPREWK NT ATION IMll'IT.lit

1‘i.Aiirrirr to enter into—Hem ihsion
or PART NERHIUP AGREEMENT—REPAY
MENT or hi m paid by pi.aintiek—Lien 
on assets or partnership—Payments
M AUK TO l KMHTOR8 OF PAR I N hits IIIP—
SVBWHiATiox — Indemnity — Reek*
ENCK—( "ORTH.

Maize v. Me Far lane, 16 O.W.N. 34». 
Arbitration clauses in articuw—Inter

im RECEIVER PENIHNU REFERENCE.
Davies v. Muck, 4 O.W.N. 367, 23 O.W.H. 

4H7.
ReKEHI M E FOR ACCOUNTING AN» RALE — 

Sai.f ok land or partnership dkkkkkeii 
i n i ii ATTER ACCOURT* 1 Mil R POWII N 
SION—Oct I PAT ION-RENT.

Bailey v. Bailey. 13 O.W.N. 386. 
Appointment or receiver.

When a partnership is dissolved there is 
formed among the former partners a com
munity of undivided interest, in virtue of 
which each of the partners become* owner of 
his proportionate «hare of the property 
rights and interest comprising the partner
ship's assets, and this co-ownership only 
ceases by the complete diswoliitioo of the 
partnership. (rpon the dissolution of a com 
men ial partnership a sequestrator may Is* 
appointed pending the liquidation. When 
the administration of the business (phar- 
maey i calls for a special know ledge, the 
court, in appointing a sequestrator, may 
entrust the management of the business to 
tt qualified person, one of the partners, who 
had charge liefore the dissolution, under 
the superintendence and responsibility of 
the sequestrator.

Hpnneville v. SaIvas, 49 Que. 8.C. 263. 
Liquidator—Notice—Documents.

The court or a judge may appoint a liqui
dator to a partnership upon petition of a 
partner who has given notice ol dissolution 
but cannot on aueh appointment inquire if 
the declaration of partnership filed, against 
which there has I wen no inscription en 
faux, is true or false.

Bithell v. Bithell. 17 Que. P.R. 440.
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JjQtinATOU — SBZURE-GABXISHMENT DELURE 

JUDGMENT—C.C. QUE. IM'tia.
• Mi the dissolution of a partnership, if 

any trouble arisen between the partners, the 
lient remedy, the only effective one to apply 
in mieli a ease, is the appointment of a liqui
dator. When a voluntary liquidator lias 
taken possession of the an>etn of a partner
ship, one partner cannot seize, by way of 
garnishment liefore judgment, assets which 
do not belong to his eojnntner, but to the 
partnership.

Ilann v. Knderinan, 4ft Que. S.C. 412.
The mendier who wishes to retire from ! 

a biisinesa partnership for the termination | 
uf which no time is lixed. is not required 
to justify his action; it is sufficient that 
the notice by him not to longer continue a 
me in Iter of the lirm is given in good faith 
i.ml under circumstances which do not preju
dice his partners. No form of notice is re
united and it need not lie served by a bailiff.

lairdoii v. N aïade, 13 Que. P.It. 43H.
• ! ROUNDS—KFTETT OF WAR.

Kirnis in judgment, failure in matters of 
tiiisinens. differences of opinion, discords and 
disagreementa in respect to division of prof
its and to good faith, which do not seri
ously affect the interests of the partner
ship, are not reasons for dissolutions of the 
lirm liefore the expiration of the term 
agreed upon. In any of these cases if these 
acts should become such as would justify 
a demand for dissolution, they cannot lie set 
up bv the one who hy his actions and vio
lence of his character has been the exclusive 
-ause of the trouble. To establish the 
amount of damages suffered by a partner 
after an unwarranted dissolution of the 
partnership by the other member, the court 
mould take into account the past history 
of the firm, the profits w hich bad been made 
up to the time of the dissolution and those 
which should la» attributed to the partner
ship. hy taking into consideration not only 
the facts which existed at the time of the 
dissolution, but those which have happened 
situa» and which can la» proved. The court, 
deemed to be aware of tbe existence of a 
state of war in which this country is en
gaged. will consider its general influence up
on the affairs of the parties.

Howard v. Findlay. 51 Que. S.C. 385.
AhSI MJ'IIOX OF HERTS BY PARTNER—NOVA-

When n creditor of a partnership which 
has I wen dissolved gia»s to the office of one 
of the partners to receive payment of his 
debt and is informed by tbe partner that 
it is be who has assumed the payment of 
the debts, and the creditor is given a note 
for the amount, the other partner is not 
discharged, since novation cannot lw pre
sumed, and it should lie evident that a 
note cannot effect novation and the repre
sentative of a creditor to consent to a no
vation should have authority.

Kremner Co. v. Langlois. 52 Que. S.C. 
362.

Discharge ok liqi ihatob.
The liquidator of a dissolved partnership 

may, in distributing according to the judge's 
order the money» ill his possession, obtain 
from him his final discharge.

Bi*»ounette v. Kulwlik, 18 Que P.R. 2D. 
(8 VI—26)—What constitutes a dissolu-

Two members of a partnership may not 
dissolve the partnership without notice to 
the third member, even hy the one buying 
out the other's interest.

Thomas v. McNaughton. 2 D.L.R. 211, 21 
W.L.R. 267. 2 NV.W.R. 381.
Liability ok surviving p.vbtnkh -Notice

, ok dissolution—Continuing pahtmk
SHIP SIGN.

Notice to creditors of the death of a part
ner is not necessary to protect his estate 
from liability for debts contracted in the 
carrying on of the business after his de
cease. The omission of a surviving partner 
to remove the partnership sign from the 
premises in which the partnership business 
was carried on is not in itself a holding 
out hy him that the partnership is still in 
existence and carrying on the business or 
that he is continuing the business on his 
own account in the partnership name.

Imperial Oil C'o. v. Duplessis, 9 A.L.R. 50. 
What constitutes a dissolution—Nothe 

to mi an i’Abty—Kmn,
The notice of the eh ange of the constitu

tion of a partnership required by s. 38 of 
the Partnership Act iSask.t enacting that 
where a person deals with a firm after a 
change in its constitution, he is entitled to 
treat nil apparent member* of the old firm 
as still being members of the firm until he 
has notice of the change, must lw given 
after the dissolution and. that, therefore, a 
conversation prior to the dissolution of 
something that might occur in the future 
has no effect.

NYoodside v. (Iraml and Keatlev, 7 S.L.R. 
330. 30 NV.L.R. 77. 7 NV.W.R. 727.
Von tract of partnership—Construction 

— Rescission — Dissolution—Man
ager on sales receiving share or 
profits—Subsequent agrf.emf.nt not 
REDUCED TO WRITING.

Devhin v. Northern Interior Amusement 
Co.. 211 NN .L.R. 241.
(| VI—27)—Retiring partner in same 

business—Trade secrets.
A partner who sells out his interest may 

engage in the same hisiness a* that of the 
firm and use the usual methods of doing 
that business, even though that involves the 
use of the knowledge acquired as a part
ner. providing he does not use the identical 
process or formula of the partnership.

N\ odehouse r. Ideal Stock A Poultry Food 
Co.. 35 D.L.R 721. 39 O.L.R. 302, varying 
11 O.NV.N. 296.
Rightr in firm name.

A law firm is a civil |>artner*hip. and 
when one partner retires from the firm
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on hi» appointment to an official position 
: ii ,,.partner may execute on a judgment 

the name of the partnership, but only 
, „,r bi- share, unless the retiring partner's 

interest» have been properly transferred to

Bernard v. Peliaaler, 8 D.L.R. 345.
uh.hxx ill—Right ok hvbvivino farther—

VALUATION.
The light of a surviving partner to take 

..ver the interest of the deceased partner 
need not expressly appear on the face of the 
partnership agreement, hut such intention 
U:,iv U- inferred from its general terms.
I |«.ii valuation of the interest of the de- 
cca.nl partner the actual value of the assets 
.ii.mhi be determined in the ordinary way, 
uml not hv the accounts struck at the end 
, i noli year under the partnership articles; 
ill,, goodwill of the business is also to la* in
cluded in the assets.

Wood v. (iauld, 2» D.L.R. 240, 53 Can. 
Si R. 51, varying 24 D.L.R. 831, 34 O.L.lt.

Goodwill or firm--Right of 8vbvivino

Tin- goodwill of a firm forms a part of its 
onlinaiy a-sets, and in the absence of an 
expristipulation entitling the surviving 
partner to take over the interest of the de- 
.euM-il partner, no such right of pre-emp
tion can lie implied. | HibU-n v. C'ollister,
0 Van. S.C.Il. 459; Wedderburn v. Wedder- 

burn. 22 Beav. 84 followed.]
Re WinhI Vallance & Co., 24 D.L.R. 831,

34 O.L.R, 278.
Action in name or—After disrolution— 

\iisr m e or authority or one partner
to I HE PARTNERSHIP NAME—STAY OF
PROCEEDINGS.

Widell v. Kolev. 11 D.L.R. 767. 24 O.W.R. 
74J. xarxing 10 D.L.R. 805, 24 O.W.R. 63rt. 
(6 VI—28)—COMPENSATION TO PARTNER 

CONTINUING BV81XE88.
A surviving partner who lias carried on 

tin- bii-iness for the benetit of the partner- 
ship. pending proceedings being taken for it* 
winding-up by the court, is not a trustee 
within the meaning of the Act, and there
fore imt entitled to the benefit of s. 40, c.

R.S.O. 1897, but if his claim is not 
bs»ed exclusively on this section and he 
h-U generally to he allowed out of the part- 
4ir«liip assets such sum as the court may 
deem fair and reasonable as compensation 
fur his services, he should Ire allowed to ap
ply to the court for such compensation as 
t in its discretion, may see fit to grant.

I Knox v. five, L.R. 5 ILL. 656. applied.1 
l.iv inpsfon v. Livingston. 26 D.L.R. 140, 

va;vint» 20 D.L.R. 960, 32 O.L.R. 440. which 
varied 4 D.L.R. 345, 26 O.L.R. 246.
Pew MIS AND COM PF.NRATION OF SURVIVING

Tin surviving member of a foreign part- 
ner-hip. although an alien, may. if the 
eonntries are at peace, sell and convey part 
ner«bip lands situated in another county

ship, vi.
without any representative of a deceased 
liaitner joining in the conveyance.

Re Mills. 3 D.L.R. 614, 3 O.W.N. 1036, 21 
O.W.R. 887.
DERIS UK OLD FIRM—LIABILITY OF RETIRING 

PARTNER — LREIUTOR WITH KNOWLEDGE 
< ONT1NV1NO ACCOUNT WITH NEW FIRM

Where creditors of the old firm, knowing 
of the change of partnership und that the 
new partners bad taken over all the assets 
and had agreed to lie subject to all the lia
bilities of the former firm, continued their 
dealings with the new linn as with the old 
and treated the new firm an their debtors in 
respect of the debt owing to them at the 
time of the creation of the new firm, the 
retiring partner will be discharged. [Rolfe 
v. Flower, L.R. 1 P.V. 27, followed.]

(.«eorgeson & Co. v. De Long, 19 D.L.R. 551. 
($ VI—29 I—DISSOLUTION—ACCOVNTINO.

Where the partnership business has been 
operated solely through a manager by whom 
the accounts were kept, such accounts 
should form the basin of the inquiry directed 
to he made by a referee under the usual 
reference for taking the partnership ac
counts in an action for the winding-up of 
the partnership affairs ; and until some dis
crepancy appears in the manager's accounts 
as disclosed on the firm’s balance sheet 
brought in and filed, the plaintiff should 
not lie called upon to file accounts before 
the referee in like manner as if he were a 
sole trustee for the firm.

Hanev v. Miller. 10 D.L.R. 212, 4 O.W.X. 
092, 24* O.W.It. 354.
Action for dissolution — Substituted

AGREEMENT ON TERMINATION OK PART
NERSHIP.

An action brought in form for the disso 
Iution of a partnership should not be dis
missed merely because it appears that at the 
end of the term the parties substituted a 
ne\x agreement for the adjustment of their 
partnership rights, whereby one of the part
ners xvas to enter the employment of the 
other; the eourt should, in the same aetion. 
give the plaintiff relief bv deelaring and en- 
foreiug tlie terms of the substituted agree
ment if set up in the defendant's pleading.

Town v. Kelly, 12 D.L.R. 490, 24 W.L.R. 
541, reversing 5 D.L.R. 14. 21 XV.L.R. tllll. 
Sale of business — Accounting — Limita

tions—Trust.
Where a business has l*een carried on by 

husband and xvife in eoual shares as part
ners, the sale of the nusiness terminates 
the partnership. The husband la not a. 
trustee in the full sense of that word for 
the wife’s share of the purchase price re
ceived by him so as to preclude the Statute 
of Limitations from applying. Any action 
for n partnership account must be brought 
within 6 years from such receipt. [Knox 
v. fiye, L.R. 5 H.L. 656. applied.]

Fare v. Roumegous, 42 D.L.R. 533, 42 O. 
L.R. 435, varying 13 O.W.X. 251.

rnm



i’AHT.M.KSlIIP AT WILL—FORFEITURE—Xo.N 
PAYMENT OK l>KBT TO FIRM—ACCOUNT-

XX livre no time is fixed for the duration of 
a partnership, it in presumed to lie one at 
will, terminable by any partner at any time, 
•ind though a partner's noneomplianee with 
.1 demand by the other partners to pay a 
debt due by him to the firm is ground for a 
dissolution, they cannot, except by process 
<>f law or an agreement to that effect, for 
feit and acquire his interest in the firm 
ii. satisfaction of the debt, and must ac
count to him for his share in the a-sets 
ami the profits, up to a reasonable time 
after notice of such demand, subject to the 
deduction of the amount of his indebtedness 
to tin- firm.

Allen v. Kvans. 27 D.LR. 242, 1» A.L.R.
208. 0 W .W.R. 1402.
DISSOLUTION AIIHKKMKXT—FKAUDIT.KN I REP

RESENTATION.
Garvey v. Freer. 7 D.LR. 932, 2 WAX .11. 

720.

ills.soi.LTION BY HEATH—ACCOUNTIN'!!.
livery person who adminiaters proja-rty 

not belonging to him should render an ac
count of his administration even when lie 
believes that he is carrying on his own 
business. The communiste as well as the 
third-party holder in good faith is lauind to 
render an account of his administration. 
I he legatees or heirs who continue to ad
minister the property of a partnership 
which existed in the lifetime of their au
teur. are agents who should render an ac
count of the administration to the survit 
ii g part ne . The principle that one who 
demands an account must allege that lie 
Inis himself rendered an account or that he 
i> rendering an account, does not apply to 
an action of the nature of pro soeio.

Ostigny v. Savignac. 47 Que. S.C. 37fi.
IM HC1IASK OK KAIIM MY SYNDICATE— 1'llOK- 

ITS RECEIVED II Y 2 MEM BEKS—(o\i Etl 
MENT AND MIMIIEI’MKHENTATION—I.IEN —
Sale ok property—Dissolution or
PARTNERSHIP ACCOUNT - I'AKTIEN
—4 ORTH— Forfeiture.

Bell v. Smith. 8 O.W.N. 4». 504. 
Dissolution hy death ok partner—Ac

ini ' I Rl i i um i WlNDINO-UP 
( 'ORTH.

I!.\ Dial v. McGill. 7 O.W.N'. 789.

I'ARTITlOX OK ASSETS—OFFER AND DEPOSIT
in court—Que. 1898—C.CU\ 588.

In an action for the dissolution of a part
nership and for partition of the assets, the 
defendant, copartner, cannot compel the 
plaintiff to give him his share of the assets 
of the partnership by making him offers 
<ml derailing them in court; each one lie 
oig an owner, tile division must lie made 
a* in the case of succession. But if, in the 
alsive ease, the plaintiff withdraws the 
money deposited, without reservation, he 
agree» to the defendant's offer, and cannot
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continue his action for dissolution ami 
partition.

Ijhuz.uii v. Lariehe, 4ti Que. S.C. 378.
Dissolution iiy death—Valuation or 

shares hy akiuthators—Voluntary 
si KMiNNtON—Award—Kkkok.

Bell v. Smith, 8 E.L.B. 110.
TAKI.no PARTNERSHIP ACCOUNTS—GOODWILL 

— Compound interest — Profit and 
loss account—Depreciation of plant
AND MACHINERY.

Foster v. Mitchell, 3 O.W.N. 425, 20 0. 
W.R. 754.
Asm vipiton of liabilities by one part 

nek—Release of the other.
Watson Mfg. Co. v. Bowser, 10 W.L.R. 

505.

VII. Actions.
Interest of dormant partner in action by 

firm, sec Far ties, 1 B—55.
( s VII —301 —Dissolution—Actions by 

con itnuinu partner—.Joinder m re
TIKI NO PARTNER.

An action for the price of goods sold by 
a partnership is maintainable by the con
tinuing partner after the dissolution of the 
linn, and it is not necessary to join as a 
plaintiff the retiring partner against whom 
the defendant has no claim and who lia* 
no beneficial interest in what is sought to 
lie recovered.

Lee son v. Moses, 24 D.LR. 158. 8 M.LR 
222. 8 W.W.R. 1103. 31 W.L.R. 817. 
Expiration of—Renewal of lease iiy o\r. 

partner Repudiation — Action
AC M N .ST COPARTNER—RllillTS III PAK

Where a partnership would expire by 
cllluxioit of time some months before the 
expiration of its lease of premises occupied 
by the lirnt, one partner may repudiate on 
his own behalf and on behalf of the lirm 
a renewal of the lease taken in the firm 
name hy the other partner without hi* con
sent, and may. under Quebec law. main 
lain an action against his copartner, with 
the lessor brought in as niis-en-canse to 
hear judgment, for n declaration that the 
lease is null and void.

Hyde v. Webster. 20 D.L R. 822. 50 < »" 
S.C.It. 295. 51 ( ,L«I. 30. reversing 13 D.L 
R. 388, 23 Que. K.B. 1 
Action in partnership name after ms 

solution—Objection by one part 
ner —Aihhtionai. iikfexoant.

On an objection of a nonresident co
partner his name will Is- stricken as a par 
ty plaintiff from an action instituted hy 
lits copartner without his concurrence after 
the dissolution of the lirm, but he may Is* 
added as party defendant so aa to hind 
him hv the litigation.

Wid'ell v. Foley, 11 D.L.R. 787. 4 O.W.N 
1419, 24 O.W.R. 742, varying 10 D.L.R. 
855.

i\un\\h:i:sim\ vu



1'AliTY WALL îî.>4litt-tô

\ iU ATI»)N OF ASSKTS—OOOIlWll.l IM UR-
I s| Asnkih of FOKMKK FIRM—KlOHT 
..F I HER—CONTH.

K0.1.T X Mit 1-lu'lI, :i 1)1..15. HHH. 3 O.W. 
1.W.1, 22 ti.VV.R. 571.

|\JI N«TION Dimcoxtikl'amk of action

In an action in a county court which 
I.i. uylit up till- «mention of the existence of 
.1 |.ailiici'i*hip, the plaintiff obtained tin in 
; 1,1, limi and then discontinued the action. 
Tl„. detendaiit applied for an order direct 

un impiiry 11 ' to the damages resulting 
tin- injunction and the judge ordered 

.1 ii-tneiice io the registrar, not only to in- 
,,uin- and report as to damages, hut also to 

i.lr whether a partnership existed. 
|h-i<i. that Ilie appeal should lie allowed.

I..I.H fling t o. v. Sit Way. 11MIHJ 1 \\ .W 
K. ÎI7H. 2’» B.C.R. 153.
Action to kkcover iikiith of i'artnerkhii'

mo\l Al I.MIKII I'AHT.NKR—CT.AMS ACTION 
lit I K 75—( KKIIITOKN.

Silks v Irons. 15 O.W.X. 207.
Pk.'AI.TY I l.AVSK IN CONTRACT OF FIRM.

tu action against a commercial partner 
•hip, which obligated itself to pay a pen
alty ii il contravened a specified clause of 
tin- contract, must he directed against the 
linn and not against one of the partners 
|M-i.iinally. especially where there is no 
allegation that the linn is dissolved or 
bankrupt.

Mill v. Ijcduiix. 14 Quo. P.R. 319.
For shark, of vkokitr.

Although the action of a partner who 
quits » partnership, for his share of the 
profit» made. Iiy tin- latter is an action pro 
..«•jo. nevertheless, an action against the 
other partner for a fixed sum of tno'ier 
may Is- taken when the contract stipulates 
Mini, in ease one of the partners withdraws 
from the partnership, a special amount of 
nnmey shall Is* paid to film at different 
|H*r ioi I » for his share of the profits.

Kerr v Karwlek, 20 Que. K.B. >26.
I§ VII -31 )—M0VKY8 AIIVAXVEII BY O.XK 

l-AKINKM FOR MKXKFIT OF PAKTNFLBSHIP
Action acaixst other partnf.r. 

Where tile amount that one partner has 
.-\j«mled for the benefit of the partner 
ship i» ascertained, lie may maintain an 
action therefor against his copartners, and 
rmner front each their proportionate 
«lia 11- thereof.

I .a 111I1 x North, 3 D.L.R. 774, 22 Man. 
I..i: Hill. 21 W.L.R. 422, 2 W.W.R. 403.

PARTY WALL.
See also Kit semen Is. 

i I li t HKATTON OF HIUIIT.
1 hi each «if two adjoining lots is a building 

-i -Ii entirely e«ivers its whole area. A wall 
'I'd! a» the northern xvall of the plaintiff*s 
building and the southern wall of the dé
nudant «* »t«i«id entirely on the plaintiff’s hit. 
H'M 1 liât while the wall is entirely the 
property of the plaintiff and is not a party

wall, the defendants have an easement for 
the support of the joists of their building 
in the wall, it having lieen ojienly and un in 
terruptedly used for that purpose for more 
than 20 years; that a lost grant must tie 
presumed to which this user would In* re

Mi-tialligan v. Willett Fruit Co., 4 X.B. 
Eq. 353.

The owner of land who consents, by using 
it, t«> the construction of a party wall built 
by the adjoining owner on the dividing line 
between their lots, ami formed a hacking for 
their re»pcetive houses, cannot, when he had 
not ice of its «•«instruction and went with his 
architect to visit the spot, examined the 
plans and spec! Heat ions and allowed tin- 
work conforming thereto to lie done, claim 
as damages the value of an exi-ess of land. 
ov«-r and alsive the nine inches fixed by law. 
taken from eleven feet in depth f«ir the foun
dation of the wall. He is considered as hax- 
ing gixen his tacit consent, ami the oxvnei- 
sliip in «•«immoii er«*uted Imtxxt-en him and his 
neighlHiur deprives him of a right of action. 
An injunction will In* refused.

Dubreull v. La Belle, IS Que. 8.C, 853.
A neiglihoiiring proprietor may aeipiire 

a party wall either by formally indn-at- 
ing his intention to do s«i, or by perbirm- 
ing acts which «-«institute on his part a 
desire to make use of the wall. When1 a 
building in Quebec is so constructed that 
1 lie wall of the neighlNiuring building is 
.iseil for all purpose* of an exterior wall 
except support, «me wall of the new build
ing being such that, without the neiglilNuir- 
ing wall, it xvould not stand th«- weather, 
or afford sufficient protection, or satisfy the 
building regulations, and, for further pro- 
t«>«-tion, the two walls are joined at the top 
by metal flashing, and it appears that the 
owner of the new building «xpccted that, 
when it lia«l settled into position, it would 
receive support also from the neighbouring 
wall, the owner of the neighlNiuring wall i« 
entitled to compensation for the use of his 
xvall as a party wall.

Morgan v. Avenue Realty Co., 0 D.L.K. 
388, 4M ( an. S.l'.K. 589, 11' K.L.R. 391. re 
versing 20 Que. K.B. 520.
( tj I—2)—Vont of con striation—Rhiht 

TO CONTRIBUTION—WllEN.
An owner xvho builds a party xvall eau 

require his neigh hour to contribute toxvards 
its construction, but only on condition of 
conforming strictly with the law or with the 
agreement between them. If the wall is de
fective. and in contravention of laxx, it 
should In> reetitied by the owner liefore «le 
uiHiiiling from the neighbour the payment 
of Ilia share.

Lalierge v. Fortin, 47 Que. 8.C. 475.
(H I —8>—Dftective eoNNTRvrrtox—Dam

One in possession of land under an agree
ment of sale may demand the demolitbm of 
a badly built party wall and damages, but 

[ lie cannot claim the value «if the land taken 
I by hie iieighiNiur for the construction of the
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wall over ami aliove the number of inches 
agreed upon. When the heightening of a 
party wall is made in violation of municipal 
hy-laws, upon a wall already hadly built and 
in a defective and dangerous condition, the 
adjoining owner who has not. exercised any 
control over the work can demand its demo
lition and claim damages.

Maccarone v. Zenga, 40 Que. S.C. 401.
(8 I—0)—Removal.

An action hy one who has built a party 
wall to recover from the adjoining owner 
a part of the cost is, in its nature, a petitory 
action claiming a servitude and. therefore, a 
judgment maintaining it, though it. con
demns the defendant to pay a sum less than 
sS-'iOO, is appealable. The adjoining owner, 
when the party wall, built in good faith, 
encroaches only a few inches, has no right 
to an action for its demolition cither direct
ly or indirectly by means of an action en 
homage. A party wall built between two 
lots of land affords a ground of nonsuit to 
the action en bornage brought by one of

Boulanger v. Pelletier. 21 Que. K.B. 21fi. 
(S 1—12)—Lateral support— Placing

FLOOR JOISTS—KamK.MK.NT— EXTENT OF

Home Bank v. Might Directories, 20 D.L. 
R. 077, 32 O.L.R. 340.
(8 Î—13)—Right to use end for frontal 

FACING OF BUILDING.
The owners of a party wall, in the absence 

of special circumstances, arc entitled to 
extend the frontal facing of their respective 
buildings to the middle line of the end of 
such wall.

Alberta Loan & Investment Co. v. Beve
ridge. 12 D.LJL 1»|, g \ i. i: 212, 24 w LR. 
736. 4 W.W.R. 995.
Agreement as to wait,—Mistake of archi

tect CORRECTED.
Rosevear v. Holliday, 2 O.W.N. 1425.

Deed—“Rights and privileges as to party 
wall”—Right to ruii.d into.

Roche v. Allan, 23 O.L.R. 300, 18 O.W.R. 
749.

PASSAGEWAY
See Easements; Railways.

PASSING OFF.
See Patents; Trademark; Copyright.

PATENTS.
T. In general.

Tl. Patentability of inventions.
III. Application; claims and specifica-

IV. Sale; license; assignment.
V. Infringement.
See also Trademark; Tradename: Copy

right.
Grants of public land, see Public Land; 

Mines and Minerals.
Appeals in patent controversies, see Ap

peal. II A—36.

Annotations.
Construction of patents; effect of publics- 

tion: 25 Ü.L.R. 003.
Patents on dust collecting means; vacuum 

cleaners: 25 D.L.R. 710.
Prima facie presumption of noveltv ami 

utility: 28 D.L.R. 243.
Novelty and invention: 27 D.L.R. 4.10.
New ami useful combinations; public use 

or sale liefore application for patent- -»s 
D.L.R. 036.

Essentials of utility and noveltv; process 
patent: 35 D.L.R. 302.

Patentable invention: new devices. 38 
D.L.R. 14. 43 D.L.R. 5.

Manufacture and importation under Pat
ent Act: 38 D.L.R. 350.

Expunction or variation of registered 
trademark: 27 D.LJL 471.

I. In general.
(§ I—1)—Place of manufacture—Assem

bling of parts—New invention.
A patented article made in the United 

States in detail in the sizes required in ac
cordance with specific orders, the parts 
merely being joined together in Canada, is 
not manufactured or constructed in Canada 
within the meaning of the Patent Ait, R. 
S.C. 1900, c. 00, a. 38.

The one feature of placing at right angles 
instead of diagonally, as in other grip 
treads patented, the chains connecting the 
side chains of the grip trends is not n 
new and useful improvement in grip treads 
for pneumatic tiros.

Dominion Chain Co. v. McKinnon Chain 
Co.. 45 D.L.R. 367. 58 Can. S.C.R. 121. 
affirming 38 D.L.R. 345. 17 Can. Ex. 265. 
( § 1—21—Duration—Termination—Non- 

MANU FACTURE— ILLEGAL IM PORT A T#>.
In tlie absence of special circumstance*, 

the “life of a patent." within the mean
ing of an agreement not to engage in the 
manufacture or sale of disc talking-ma
chines during the life of the letters patent 
thereof, is the “term limited for its dura
tion" as provided hy s. 23 of the Patent 
Act. R.S. 1900, c. 09. unless it corn's to an 
end hy a judgment in rein of a court of 
competent jurisdiction declaring the pat 
ent void; nor are illegal importation and 
non-manufacture of the invention circum
stances terminating the life of the patent 
within the meaning of the agreement, par
ticularly where in the case of prohibited 
importation the patent might still he in 
existence quoad any one hut the importers 
under s. 38 (b) of the Act.

Berliner Gramaphone v. Pollock. 20 D. 
L.R. 628, 35 O.L.R. 137.
(§ I—3)—Mistake in application —Rk-

An omission through mistake to make a 
claim in a patent application for one of the 
inventions disclosed in the specification is 
within the purview of s. 24 of the Patent 
Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 69, as to reissue in
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of “insufficient description or speci-

I*,. l.nimard. 14 D.L.R. 364, 13 E.L.R.
«su. Il Can. Ex. 351.

[—4 CONSTRUCTION—W HOLE INSTBU- 
ME.\T TO BE LOOKED AT.

TJ,,, proper mode of construing a patent 
j. .i„. .aine a» would he applied in the case 

;,nv other written instrument, and it is 
in accordance with the true canons of 

, , .inn lion to read the claim alun» without 
i , ■ -jH'i ilivation; the whole document must 
I, looked at to see what the claim is. [Con- 
Milidated Car Heating Co. v. Came, [1003]

. .TOO. followed.]
I„lin-on v. Oxford Knitting Co., 25 DA. 

R. «fis. 15 Can. Ex. 340.
Invention ok servant.

In the absence of a special contract, the 
invention of a servant, even though made 
n the master's time and with the use of 

thp master’s material and at the expense 
i the master, does not become the proj>- 

,-rtv of the master, so as to justify him 
in opposing the grant of a patent for the 
Mention to the servant, who is the proper 

jutentee. [Worthington Pumping Engine 
\ Moore. 20 R.P.C. 41, distinguished.] 

Imperial Supply Co. v. G.T.R. Co., 7 
D.L.R. 504. 11 E.L.R. 340, 14 Can. Ex. 88. 
Prima facie presumption of novelty and

Bitulithic & Contracting Co. v. Can. 
Mineral Rubber Co., 25 D.L.R. 827. 8 W.VY. 
It. 207. [Sec 28 D.L.R. 243.]
Patent for invention—Electric signs— 

Known device—Action fob Infringe
ment-Finding of fact of Trial Judge

Flexitime Sign Co. v. Macey Sign Co., 
12 Ü.W.N. 89, affirming 10 O.W.N. 305.

II. Patentability of lnventio-1 l
(§ 11—15)—New and useful combina

tions OF WELL-KNOWN materials— 
I'i B1 I( I SE OB BAUD BBTOBS application 
for patent—Purposes of similar de
mi» IN DETERMINING QU»T10N OF IN- 
EKINGEMENT.

Concrete Appliances Co. v. Rourke. et al., 
28 D.L.R. 635, 8 W.W.R. 6.
N'rw INVENTION—ADAPTATION OF OLD DE

VICE— Seam in overalls.
Chirk v. Northern Shirt Co., 45 D.L.R. 

757. 57 Can. S.C.R. 607, aflirming 38 D.L.R. 
1. 17 Can. Ex. 273.
Combinations.

Where the merit of an invention consists 
in an idea or principle, a machine based 
"n the same idea or principle may be an 
infringement although the detailed means of 
tarrying it into effect lie different, but it is 
otherwise if the invention is merely of the 
particular means employed and consists of 
the combination of old parts to produce a 
new and useful result; the latter is properly 
the subject of a second patent.

United Injector v. James Morrison Brass 
Mfg. Co., 10 D.E.R. 619. 4 O.W.N. 1203, 
24 O.W.R. 608.
Novelty — Invention — Combination — 

Prior art—Costs.
W here the patentee lias merely adopted in 

the manufacture of his patented article old 
contrivanees of a nature similar to tho-e 
found in other articles of the same kind, and 
producing similar results, there is no in
vention to support the patent. The court, 
taking into consideration the conduct of a 
defendant leading up to the action, has a 
discretion to deprive him of his full costs 
although lie succeeds in the action.

Treo Co. v. Dominion Corset Co., 42 
D.L.R. 605, 18 Can. Ex. 115.
Old elements—Patentable invention.

Bringing together old elements in such a 
way a*s to be useful and produce a combina
tion which has the essentials requisite to a 
valid patent entitles an applicant to have 
patent issue, notwithstanding that each of 
such elements can he traced in previous 
patents.

Re Lavers' Heels Patent, 43 D.L.R. 1, 
is On. Ex. IM.
Patent for invention—Patentable com

bination—Definite resi i t—Validity 
—Infringement — Injunction — 
Claim fob conspiracy—Restraint ok 
trade—Covenant ok servant not to 
engage in specified business ior .")
YEARS AFTER TERMINATION OF EMPLOY
MENT—Prohibition too wide as to 
TERRITORY—REFUSAL TO ENFORCE. 

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co. v. 
MacCilchrist, 16 O.W.N. 37.
(§ II—20)—Anticipation—Prior knowl

edge of USE.
In order that a device be validly pat 

vntable it is not sufficient to take a well 
known mechanical contrivance and apply 
it to a subject to which it has not been 
hiÜvrto applied ; the true test being 
whether an ordinary mechanic could have 
made it without other suggestion than his 
knowledge of his art. [ Dominion Fence v.
Clinton Wire doth < '<>.. M Cm. S.GJR 
535, distinguished; Harwood v. Great 
Northern R. Co., 11 H.L.C. 654, followed.] 

Holland v. Fournier. 4 D.L.K. 750. 
Process patent—1 mportation—Anticipa

tion—Claims and specifications.
The importation of apparatus to carry 

out a process patent is not within the pro
hibition of the Canada Patent Aet ( R.S.C. 
1906. e. 69, s. 38) ; an attack on a patent 
on the ground of illegal importation may
be made by way of defence.

Alsop Process Co. v. Friesen & Son. 35 
D.L.R. 353. 16 Can. Ex. 507. [Affirmed 46 
D.L.R. 756, 57 Can. S.C.R. 606.]
Absence of novelty and usefulness— 

Adaptation of principle previously 
discovered — Evidence — Infringe
ment—Costs.

Ivohlmever v. Canadian Bartlett Automo
bile Co.. 8 O.W.N. 457.
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III. Application; daims and specifica-

<ill—25)—Conflict! nu claims—.li KI8- 
nioTioN—Akiutkation—Stay ok pku-
CEKDLNUH.

The Kxclivi|in>r Court has jurisdiction 
under h. 23 of tlie Exchequer Court Act 
(R.8.C. 11)00, c. 140) to determine conflict
ing applications for patents notwithstand
ing the pending of a similar proceeding lie- 
lore the Commissioner of Patents, hy way 
of arbitration, under s. 20 of the Patent 
Act (H.S.C. 1000. c. 00); where jurisdic
tion is assumed the other proceedings will 
lie stayed.

Hutchins Cur Rooting Co. v. Burnett. 
10 Can. Kx. .‘101. (Motion to <|inish appeal 
to Supreme Court of Canada dismissed;
.10 D.L.R. 45. 54 Can. 8.C.R. <110.)
(S III—27)—CI.AIMS AM) SPECIFICATIONS.

In tlie manufacture of sofa-lied the addi
tion of a woven wire mattress to the lower 
frame when such a device has lieen used 
for years in the upper frame is not a 
new and useful improvement which can lie 
protected by patent. | Harwood v. (ireat 
Northern R. Co., 11 ll.L.C. 054. ."h» L.J. 
l).B. 27, applied.)

Rolland v. Fournier. 4 D.L.R. 750. 
PATENTABILITY OF INVENTIONS—INVENTION 

III «CLOSED HI T NOT CLAIMED IX PKIOB 
APPLICATION—AnANHON.MK.VI RkISSI R.

Where the claim of patentability in a 
patent application is for the apparatus 
only although the specifications disclose 
also, as a new invention, the process in 
which the apparatus is to lie used, the ap
plicant cannot afterwards, except on an 
application for a reissue of the patent 
so obtained, obtain a patent of invention 
upon the method or process so as to cover 
any device or contrivance producing the 
same effect us his patented apparatus and 
thereby widen the «daims «if bis original 
patent. [Hinks v. Safety Lighting Co., 
4 Ch.D. 007. IH2; and Miller v. Brass Co., 
104 V.S.R. .‘150, followed; Barnett-McQueen 
Co. v. Canadian Stewart Co., 18 Can Ex. 
ISO. distinguished.]

lie Usinant. 14 D.L.R. 804. 18 K.L.R. 
280, 14 Can. Kx. 351.

IV. Sale: license, assignment.
Where a servant devises an invention 

in the time and at the expense of his 
master and with the use of the master’s 
material, and. having «ihtaincd a patent 
for the invention, assents t«i its use hy the 
master, the proper conclusmn is that he 
has given the master an irrexwalde license 
to use the invention.

Imperial Supply Co. v. G.T.R. Co., 7 
D.L.R. 504, 11 K.UR. 340, 14 Can. Kx. 88.
13 IV- 31)—Agreement for license

An agreement for a license to manufac- 
lure and sell a patented invention is equiva- 
lent to a license. [Walsh v. Lonsdale. 21

I Ch.1). 0. 52 L.J. Ch. 2, 40 L.T. 858. f,,’.

Duryea v. Kaufman, 2 D.L.R. 408 3 n 
W.N. 051, 21 O.W.R. 141.
I g IV—35)—Sale—Obtaining new fat

es t in ANOTHER COt NTRY—r.NJlX THIN.
The seller of the rights in Canada to a 

patent and trademark is entitled as 
course to apply outside «if Canada for a 
similar patent ami trademark; the consent 
«if the buyer, though unnecessarv, is Linding 
upon him. and an injunction will lie granted 
t«i restrain the buyer from interference vCtj, 
the seller’s attempts to obtain such pab-nt- 
and trademarks outside of Canada. An in 
junction ojierates in |iers«mam to restrain 
wrongful acts in a foreign country by a 
resident here.

Warrrll v. Railway X-liestos Racking Co. 
32 D.L.R. 342. 22 Hex. Ug. 512.
(§ IV—45i- License ami assignment—

( <»M I.H TINCI I I AIMS—TVRIsniCTlON.
Kelt Cas Compressing Co. v. Felt. 14 |) 

L.R. 3115. 14 Can. Kx. 311.
License assignment.

\\ here a form «if lir«‘nse to use a pat
ented invention was sigm-d hy the em
ployee in whose fax«ir the patent had I wen 
issued. t«i license the «•mployers, a rail 
'vax company, to use it for a "nominal eon 
sidération of one dollar, xvitlmut royalty 
or further payments lieing thereby provided, 
and the railway «•onipany objected to the 
inelusion «if a clause in‘tin- license which 
purported to restrict the license so as t- 
«•Xclude tin- use of the invention hy cer
tain alli«‘«l railway companies and gaxe 
notice of such objection to the propose., 
licensors, and t L«- license was not executed 
by the company nor was anything done 
towards its acceptance furtlier than the re 
tention by th«* company of the copy for
warded t«i them, such retention without 
registration thereof will not lie held to be
an acceptance of the agreement binding
••POD I he company, if it appears Dial the 
allegeil invention was perfected in «ho «-ourse 
<if the employee’s xx«irk for the company 
and that the licensors knew that the com
pany always demanded from employees who 
invented a device under such circuniatam-es 
an absolute license without «-«ist to the 
company for the use of the invention on 
their own and all allicil lines.

Imperial Supply Co. v. (i.T.R. Co., 1 D.L. 
R. 243, 10 K.L.R. 414, 13 Can. Kx. 507.

V. Infringement.
(S V—50)—Svffktenty of proof as to in

fringement—Prima facie evidence or
INVENTION.

Batlio v. Invincible Renovator Mfg. Vo.. 
25 D.L.R. 710.
Infringement — Foreign vessels — Con

tract with hvildkrs—Lien—Kwtritt
— 1XTBKPRET ATI ON OF « ON TRACT—VES- 
SE1.8 PROPERTY OF EMPLOYER AND TRI E
ow n er— Protection—Patent Act.

The title to vessels built in Canada for a 
foreign power, even though apparently re-
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warning in thv builder» acvurding to the 
;,.nu» of the contract as a guarantee for 
naiment of moneys owing, and re verting to 

!„■ foreign power upon final payment, really 
icat* in the true owner from the beginning, 
and ;his owner is entitled to the protec- 
tion afforded by the Patent Act. R.8.C. 
I 111 Hi, C. tfO, 8. 53.

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. v. *'ana- 
diaii Car 4 Foundry Co.. Ôt) D.L.R. 702. 
[Allirmed by Canada Supreme Court, .lune 
21. PI20.1
INFKINGKMKXT.

A ( anudian patent is void on the ground 
..I noneoinplianee with the Patent Act. 
Where the invention mi patented is in pub
lic ins' and on sale with the consent of the 
inventor thereof for more than one year 
previous to the application for the patent 
hi Canada. The Patent Act, R.N.C. 1906, 
c. till. s. 7. The words “in Canada’’ in s. 7 
of the AH have reference to the application 
lor the patent, and not to the sale of the 
machine to lie patented. (Smith v. (ioldie, 
: I Hit. App. 628 (on appeal 11 S.C.IC 46), 
followed.] A Canadian patent is void on 
'lie ground of lumeomplianee with the Act, 
when the construction or manufacture of 
the invention so patented had not Iteen 
commenced or carried on in Canada within 
two years from the date of the patent. 
(Section .’18).

liomhard v. Dunbar Co., 4 N.B. Kq. 271. 
"i V—561—Jnfbinubmkxt—Khnk.vital ELE

MENTS—PhiOK ART.
I here is no infringement of a patent 

where the element <peeifically claimed by 
ilie patentee as an essential element is 
omitted from the defendant's machine (elec
tric toaster) ; a claim is bad where every 
clement is shown in the prior art in com
bination.

Momlie v. Canadian Westinghouse Co., 
27 D.U1. 444. 16 Can. Kx. 133.
Combination — Infringement — Essen

tiality OF ELEMENTS CLAIMED — 
KqUIVAIÆNTS—DISCLOSURE OF INVEN
TION IN PLANS FOR CONSTRUCTION.

Barnett-Meyu»en Co. v. Canadian Stewart 
Co., 13 Can. Ex. 186.

PAVEMENTS.
See Highways.

PAYMENT.
I. Medium of; validity.

II. Time.
III. Place.
IV. Applicaton. 
v. Demand.

VI, Rlfl OVERT.

Statutory postponement of payments, see 
Moratorium.

Payment into court, legal tender, cheque,
*<*<• Tender, 1-12.

With draft, see Bills and Notes, IV D-
104.

Under mistake of fact or law, see Mis
take, 111-20.

Can. Dig.—112.

Coiielimiveiiess as to. acknowledgment un
der seal. deed, see Estoppel 11 A-20.

Plea of payment, see Evidence, XIII A- 
10O4

Action to recover back payments, see 
Principal and Agent, 111-30.

Annotation.
Postponement under moratorium, 22 D.L. 

R, si;;,.
I. Medium of; validity.

( 8 I—11—Payment into cot rt —Money
FOI XD DUE TO PLAINTI’-'K BY DEFENDANT 
— Finding not subject to appeal 
Appeal pending in rei.akd to other 
matters—Order eor payment into 
court -Application for payment out

Peppiatt v. Reeder, 15 O.W.X. 30.
(S I—8)—By note.

The transfer of a note by a husband to 
his wife cannot 1m* regarded as a giving in 
payment within the meaning or art. 1562, 
C.C. (Vue. i

Nadeau v. Provost, 52 Vue. S.C. 387.
By note—Sale of goods—Action ior 

price—Payment to holder of prom 
insohy notes given for price—Coun
terclaim—Breach of contract. 

Krelmi Bros. Fur Co. v. Bastedo, 24 < l. 
W.R. 820.

When a debtor, in account current with 
his creditor, informs that lie will be un
able to meet a note about to mature, and llie 
creditor obtains from a third party, in
debted, or about to Ik? indebted, to the debtor 
on a contract between them, a note of the 
same amount, and uses it to take up the 
maturing note, and it is paid in due course, 
the operation amounts to a payment made, 
if not by the debtor, for him and with his 
money, and the rule of art. 1161, Civil Code, 
that imputation of it should be made upon 
the oldest debt due. applies to it. Hence, if 
the indebtedness from the note taken up 
with the proceeds of the other is the oldest 
in the account, it is extinguished.

( raik et ul. v. MacFarlane 4 Co.. 21 Vue.
K. B. 10. 18 Rev. de lur. 88.
(S I- !•)—Draft given “in settlement" 

—Withdrawal—Effect of nonpiii: 
HEXTMENT—APPLICATION OF PAYMENTS
—Liability for price.

Northern Commercial Co. v. Northern
L. P. 4 C. Co. et al.. 30 D.L.R. 567.
Ut I—11)—Legal tender—Cheque.

An unmarked cheque is not legal tender, 
and may lie refused on that ground.

AshkHiiu.se v. Darlymple, 38 D.L.R. 200, 
24 Rev. de dur. 20.
By cheque.

A creditor is not obliged to accept a 
cheque in payment of his debt, but in such 
case he should return it to his debtor and 
not keep it in hie own possession.

laivimodiere v. Gariepy, 51 Que. S.C. 471. 
The acceptance of a cheque at one of the 

branches of the bank on which it is drawn 
but after the board of directors had passed
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a resolution fur suspension which was not, 
at the time, made known to the maker, dis
charges the latter and constitutes a pay
ment by him to the payee.

Brunelli v. Oetigny, 21 Que. K.B. 302.
N ah nr: of act ept axce.

Iii the absence of circumstances estab
lishing the contrary, a cheque is always 
considered to be conditionally accepted, 
that is to say, subject to there being funds 
from which it may e paid.

Mailloux v. Beaudry, 48 Que. S.C. 9. 
Payment by cheque—Dishonour—si bse-

Ql EXT PAYMENT—DATE OF PAYMENT.
Where a cheque is taken as conditional 

payment and dishonoured, but is subse
quently paid, the date of such payment does 
not revert to the time when the cheque wan 
jiiven but i.« the actual date of the pay
ment of the debt.

Peek v. Parsons-Haddock Vo., 7 W.W.R. 
669.
(9 1—16)—To whom.

Where a loan company notifies a bor
rower to make his payments direct to the 
company, and not to any agent, and the 
borrower nevertheless makes a payment to 
the agent, which is forwarded to the com
pany. and the company sends it back to 
the agent, who does not return it to the 
borrower, the company having once re
ceived the money, is accountable for it, and 
must credit the borrower with the amount.

Colonial Investment Co. v. Borland. 6 
D.L.R. 211. 5 A.LH. 71. 22 W.L.R. 145, 2 
W.W.R. 960.

II. Time.
(§ 11—20)—Provisional allowance — 

Payment ordered during trial—Dis- 
continuance after hearing — Que.
C P. «61-

If a defendant has been ordered to pay a I 
provisional allowance “during the trial.” he 
cannot discontinue paying it because the 
case was heard.

Caron v. Windsor Hotel Co., IG Que. P.R.

Hiring of goods — Fire — Maturity — 
Terms Payment of rent — C.C. 
Que. arts. 1041, 1072, 1200. 1660.

When the balance of $3000 of the sale 
price of the stock in trade, goodwill and 
furniture of an hotel is,made payable at 
the same time as the last instalment of 
rent on a long lease of the house where the 
stock in trade is, the destruction of the 
leased premises by fire renders the $3000 
payable at once. The occupier of a house 
who, at the time of its total destruction by 
tire, lias paid a part of the rent in advance, 
has the right to be reimbursed for what 
he has paid.

Perrault v. Parker, 56 Que. S.C. 16(1.
III. Place.

(9 111—-25)—Place of payment.
Where a contract for sale of land made 

by offer and acceptance is silent as to the 
place uf payment of the purchase-monev,

the presumption is that the price is pay 
able at the place where the party made 
the offer and was domiciled.

Pearson v. O'Brien, 11 D.L.R. 170, 2° 
W.L.R. 703, 4 W.W.R. 342, affirming 1 D.L 
R. 413. 22 Man. L.R. 175, 20 W.L.R. 510, 
1 W.W.R. 1026.

When a contract is silent as to the place 
of payment, the money will be payable at 
the residence of the contractor, although 
the work is done in another province.
|Gullivan v. Cantelon. 16 Mau. L.R. 044, 
followed.]

Empire Sash A Door Co. v. McCreevy; 
(-'.P.R. Vo., 8 D.L.R. 27, 22 Man. L.R. ofb, 
22 W.LR. 372. .3 W.W.R. 129

Vnder art. 1152, C.C. (Que.), when the 
place of payment is not definitely desig
nated by the contract, or otherwise pre
scribed. the payment must be made at the 
domicile of the debtor: and the domicile 
which determines the place of payment is 
his actual domicile at the time of payment, 
and not some different domicile which he 
had at the date of the contract ; and the 
fact that the debtor may have paid certain 
instalments at the domicile of the creditor 
is not of itself of such a nature as to mod
ify the law nor the rights of the parties 
in this respevt. and the court will not hold 
that the defendant has. by virtue of any 
such payment at the domicile of the cred
itor. waived his right to pay the subae 
quent instalments at his own domicile; and 
where this provision is ignored the plain
tiff will lose his right to the costs of his 
action hv not demanding payment at the 
domicile of the defendant before com
mencing the suit, and tender and deposi* 
duly made by the defendant under this doc
trine will be deemed valid and sufficient.

Cotitu v. Attclalr, 18 Rev. de Jur. 435. 
Due payment—Sale—Terms 30 days net 

—Summons—Place of judgment— 
Real offers—Cheque—C.C. (Que.), 
arts. 1607. 1152. 1163, 1533.

A sale of goods subject to the agreement 
I “terms 30 days net” is not a cash sale. 

In such a case, the place of pay ment is not 
determined by the place of delivery; and 
the sending by the vendor of a hill hearing 
the words “please remit” does not consti
tute a summons. The offer of a cheque ac
cepted by a hank can take the place of an 
offer when it lias been refused because the 
amount offered was considered insufticic’t 
hut without objection as to the nature of 
the security offered.

Commonwealth Color & Chemical Co. v. 
Blais. 55 Que. S.C. 419.
Office of notary.

The deposit by defendant in the office of 
the notary, near plaintiff's domicile and 
with due notification to plaintiff, of the 
amount claimed by the latter, was. under 
the circumstances of this case, valid and 
legal, although such amount was made pay
able ut plaintiff's domicile under the term»
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of tlir lived and mortgage mentioned in 

;untifT’s declaration.
i harlebois v. C'harlebois, 24 Rev. le Jur. 

57.*, "it (/ne. S.C. 465.
•KMAND OF PAYMENT OF DEBT—PLACE OF

The demand of payment, required by art.
1(,.( 1 (/ue.». to put the debtor in de-
•1 il». i.« neccwMiry even if the debt in pay- 
3 .]•■ u a stipulated place and not to lie de
manded, as in the cum* of rent due under 
j lease in which it is stipulated that the 
rent shall he payable at the house of the

Boiirgelaa v. Morin, 46 Que. S.C. 334. 
Payment — Interest — Loan— Notary 

M THORITY—C.C., ARTS. 1144, 1152. 
The indicating of a place of payment 1 

.•her than the domicile of the debtor has , 
not the effect of conferring authority to re- ■ 

ive this payment by a person whose dom- I 
U indicated. Thus in ■ loan, the i"i I 

. i.ving clause: "Kadi payment must lie I 
made in the office of the undersigned not- | 
ar> at Montreal with the exeeption of the 
principal which is to lie repaid at the dom- 

1 le of the creditor.'' does not give any 
authority to the notary to receive the in- 
t**rest falling due and to give a reeipt. 

Picard v. Rugola, 06 Que. S.C. 472.
IV. Application.

i IV—30)—Where an indieation of pay- 
iieiit is made in a deed of sale to which the 
reditor is not a party by an insolvent 

trader who sella part of hia assets a few 
days prior to his formal abandonment and 
the third party has not accepted the Indi- 
- a lion so as to trails' irm it into a delega
tion ui payment, such indication does not 

institute a preferential payment to the 
detriment of the other creditors, and no 
action will lie against the third party who 
i.i- not accepted it. An indieation of pay

ment in favour of a third party who does 
1 -it intervene or appear in the deed of sale 
'obtaining the indication of payment does 
not constitute a delegation of payment un
til it has been formally accepted by the 
' redit nr in whose favour it is made, and 
may he revoked by the parties to the deed 
at any time before such acceptance.

Turgeon v. Bourgeois. 4 D.L.R. 144.
Where upon the payment of a certain 

«mu as damages for the pollution of a 
stream no suggestion was made that the 

ivmont was fur the excess over and above 
• limited prescriptive right and no such 

.lim was advanced, the claim should be

Munter v. Richards, 5 D.L.R. 116, 26 0. 
Ui. 458, 22 O.W.R. 408.
Payment by thiiui person—Plea.

A debtor who is being proceeded against 
f"r the recovery of a judgment in the 
name of a person who has been paid by an 
mdisrlosed third party is entitled to estab

lish liefore the court all the circumstances 
under which that payment was made, as

he may have a substantial ground of oppo- 
sition as to a third party paying the judg 
ment and enforcing same in the name of 
the judgment creditor for the purpose of 
harassing the judgment debtor without giv
ing notice of the transfer.

Coderre v. Cabana, 21 D.L.R. 436, 16 
Que. P.R. 272.
Délégation or payment—Acceptance — 

Hypothec—Novation.
The delegation of payment not accepted 

does not effect novation. So long as a del 
egation of payment of a price of sale made 
in the same deed is not accepted, the vendor 
may grant a discharge of the privilege* 
and hypothecs which exist in his faviur up
on the im 1110 vu Me sold. The privilege of 
the vendor lickings to himself only, and not 
to the creditor to whom the delegation is 
made who lias not accepted it.

Economic Realty v. Montarvillc laind 
Co., 4H Que. S.C. 519.
Application—Principal and inter ■•ht.

In the absence of any appropriation In 
the purchaser, a vendor is not Isiund to up 
ply payments in discharge of intere-t 
rather than of principal, if at the time tIn
payments were made the manner of appli 
cation was immaterial to both parties.

Phillips v. Vnited Investors, 34 D.L.R. 
283. 27 Man. L.R. 410. 11917] 1 W.W.R. 
1348.
Money in covrt—Stop-order—Payment 

oct or covrt—( OSTH.
Hamer v. O’Brien, 13 O.W.N. 147. [See 

12 O.W.N. 379.]
Designation—Acceptance—Subrogation.

The designation in a deed of sale of pay 
ment of part of the price does not consti 
tute a contract of delegation hut is a “tip- 
ulation in favour of a third party which 
can lie accepted so long as it is not re
voked, and the action to recover the debt 
is a sufficient acceptance. The heirs jif a 
vendor in favour of whom there are several 
successive designations of payment not ac
cepted during the lifetime of the creditor 
hut not revoked, may accept them, receix-- 
the payment from the first debtor and lie 
subrogated to all their rights, privilege* 
and hypothecs against the other |»erson-i 
liable to pay.

(iratton v. Lemay. 51 Que. S.C. 493. 
Demand eor—-Telephone.

Demand for payment of a debt mint lie 
made at the home of the debtor, and can 
not lie made by means of the telephone. 
But the fact that a debtor promises to go 
to the creditor's house and settle his debr 
excuses the latter from making a formal 
demand of payment.

Racine v. Raporte, 51 Que. S.C. 507. 
Money in court—Payment out.

Re School Section 5, Tp. of Stephen and 
Hill, 7 O.W.N. 121.
Application—Partnership.

The same person must lie indebted to the 
same creditor for several distinct debts in
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older thaï ihm- may be an im|iutati«n of 
payment. When the debt of a partnership 
and that of a partner are actually payable, 
tin- partner must make a statement to his 
eopartnern of the payment he lias received 
from the common debtor in proportion to 
tin* amount of the two debts, Imt if tin- 
part tier lias imputed it wholly upon the 
délit to the partnership, such imputation 
should under art. 1843 L’.C. (Que.), be 
maintained.

I.afleur v. Sarrazin. 24 Rev. de .Fur. 003. 
Imputation or payment— Part payment

NVATVER OF PKIVII.KOK.
Masse v. (lermain, IS Rev. de dur. ill.

Application--First in date.
Instalments paid bv a pu relui ser under 

sex era I contract.*, without any special im
putation. must he applied to the lirst con
tracts by order of date.

Levitt v. Laçasse. 4» Que. S.V. 32».
(Ü IV 31)—Between se< i heii and unse

cured claims—Intention.
Payments credited in a running account 

are not necessarily to In credited on an 
earlier and secured part of the account ho 
u< to leave the balance unsecured; the ap
propriation of the payments is a question 
of intention, and the presumption in favour 
of appropriating the credits to the earlier 
debits may be rebutted by shewing a con
trary intention. |('orv v. SS. “Mecca," 
| 1S»71 A.V. 286. applied ; Deelcv v. Lloyds 
Bank, [1U121 A.O. 730, dist ingnisbed.J

Thomson v. Stikeinan, 17 D.L.R. 203. 30 
O.L.R. 123. affirming 14 D.L.R. »7. 2» O.L. 
R. 146.
(S IV—33)—Of partial payment.

Where the payment of the deposit is 
made with an application to an agent for 
the purchase of shares from the agent upon 
a condition that the consent of tin* prin
cipal. the owner of the shares, shall be ob
tained to tin* terms offered, and the prin
cipal declines the terms, the agent is not 
entitled to treat such deposit as the money 
of the principal but should plucc the same 
in medio so that it may be returned by tile 
agent to the prospective purchaser on the 
offer being refused.

McPherson \. Fidelity Trust A Savings 
Co., tt D.L.R. 030, 17 B.C.R. 182, 2 W.W.R. 
10».

Purchase price of heal estate payable
BY INSTALMENTS—OPTION TO RELEASE 
PART FROM MOBTOAOe.

When, in a deed of sale of 200 lots of 
land, the whole purchase price of which is 
payable by instalments, there is an agree
ment that the purchaser may, at any time, 
release from the mortgage a stated number 
of lots by paying a specified sum, and, un
der the agreement, he makes a payment ex
ceeding this sum, and obtains from the 
vendor a release of a proportionate numlier 
of lots, the jiayment should not. lie applied 
on the amount due at the time of such pay
ment, Imt hy taking into account the re-
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lease of the lots, and in such a way as to 
make a proportionate reduction on the in 
stalmcnts iff the purchase price not yet du.-.

Island City Realty Co. v. Male, 4t! Que 
8.C. 128.
(§ IV—34)-r-Excess payment»—Curiiivr 

account—Application.
Un the trial of a mechanics’ lien action 

involving materials supplied to building 
contractors for distinct buildings, pay
ments by the contractors for materials ix 

j excess of the amount due when the pax 
; ment a were made, will lie applied to other 

items of the contractors’ general account, 
in the absence of special agreement that, the 

! surplus should he credited against future 
orders for the particular buildings.

Ilowlett v. Doran, II D.L.R, 372. 24 W.L
R. 401, i W.W.R. n7i.
($ I \*—35 )—IMPOUNIIKI) 11001)8—Damage— 

Payment to secure release—Invoi.- 
i nt Ait y—Recovery back.

A payment made to release impounded 
goods under circumstances which shew that 
it was not voluntarily made may lie recov
ered back as money had and recel veil. 
[Fogde v. I,arsciiau. 37 D.L.R. 738, 10
S. L.R. 423. followed.]

Campliell v. Halverson, 4» D.L.R. 463, 12 
S.L.IL 420, [1»1»J 3 W.W.R. 637, affirming 
ii s.l.i:. u, | mis| i \\ w.i: têt

V. Demand.
(§ V'—41 )—Sufficiency of hem and—Pro-

IIUcTION OF BENEFIT CERTIFICATE TO 
SECRETARY-TREASURER oe society —
Conditional offer.

Cousins v. Moore, d D.L.R. 30, 42 Que. 
8.C. 130.

VI. Recovery.
Sec Mistake.

({I VI—30)—Lack oe consiiilration—Ac
tion to recover back.

A voluntary payment of money implies a 
legitimate cause, and in an action to re
cover it back for xvant of consideration tb** 
plaintiff should allege and prove such Isek 
of consideration.

Northwest Employment Agency v. Put- 
nick. 24 Que. K.B. 283.
Voluntary payment of debt of another 

—Absence of request—Kioiit to kf.-
COVER FROM DEBTOR—.1 UDOMEXT—AD
MISSIONS ON EXAMINATION FOR DIS
COVERY —Rule: 222—Costs.

Levinson v. (lault. 0 O.W.N. 14.
Money paid into court by two defend

ants — Judgment against one — 
Money the property of other de
fendant.

C.X.R. Co. v. Peterson, 7 W.W.R. 741.
Payment of disputed claim under rao- 

test—Possibility of execution.
Scott v. Hull, 3» Que. S.C. 207. 

Subrogation—Agreement between cred-

Gagnon v. Bédard, 3» Que. S.C. 368.

PAYMENT, VL
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AOtm.VME OK l'AYMKNT IN KtLI.—PBK-

m mption -Rebuttal—Interest.
The Paquet Co. v. Paquin, 30 Que. S.C.

PEACE OFFICER
|’.i-l«tiiig. see Obstructing Justice.

PEDLERS.
Regulation of, see Municipal Corpora- 

tiens. ||( : Ucenae.
11 aw kiks a Mi Pkdi-ERH Act. 2 Geo. V., 

I !» 12. 8 ASK., c. 37—Sampi.es AND PAT
TERNS—Conviction—Appeal on stat-

\ mi les man carrying goods which were 
neither • samples" nor "patterns” but mere
ly to shew the class of work done by his

rm. van not be convicted for a breach of 
the Hawkers and Pedlers Act, 2 Geo. V. 
|SasU c. 37.

i.Ha11 x. Nelson, 00 D.L.R. «1, [1919| 3 
W W.K. 1127.

PENAL STATUTE
( im-truction of. see Statutes.
Liability of master for servant’s acts 

under, mv Master and Servant, 111 ; Inter -

PENALTY.
Sv Contracts; Vendor and Purchaser;

Forfeiture.
Penalty or liquidated damages, see Con-

Annotation.
Penalties and liquidated damages; Dis

tinction between : 40 D.L.R. 24.
i s 1—41—A corporation cannot sue for 

(•'"allivs as a common informer, unless ex 
•T' — ly authorized to do so by the statute 
!!ii|*'.iiig the penalties. [Guardians of the 
I* sir of st. l.eonard*s, Shoreditch v. Frank- 
I h. :i C.P.I). 377, followed..!

• '•tlx Major Co. v. Canadian Flaxhills. 3 
D l l: 812. 3 Ü.W.N. 1008.

IMnler R.S.Q. 19011 an action for the penal* 
tx for failure by a trader to register a decla
ration a- to his marriage status' in accord- 
''lue xiiili art. 1834 C.C. (Que. i can only 
i»‘ brought by the Crown and does not lie 
in taxour of any person or informer, as the 
-Ututes call for a special authorization by 

'*r by municipal by-law before an in- 
lividual can sue bv wav of qui tam action.

C ardinal v. Geoffroy, 4 D.L.R. 220. 21
'.'up. K.H. 528.
"ruI TORY PEN ALTIES.

#200 penalty imposable for the crim-
ii offence mentioned in s. 269 of Domin- 

"'I Flection Act, R.8.C., 1906, c. 6, is not 
' •"'"rallie until u court of competent 
i-r.initml jurisdiction has adjudged the |>er- 
""" 11 question guilty of the offence which 
'"nii* the basis of the action for the pen-

x under said section.
Helmut' v. Duhuc, 18 Rev. de Jur. 519.

j

The penal action against a member oi 
a business firm for failing to register a 
declaration of his marriage within 60 days 
from the date on which it was celebrated 
is a qui tam action which can lie brought 
by the plaintiff as well in his own name as 
in that of the King.

Lamontagne v. Galbraith, 13 Que. P.K.
807.

Art. 7538. R.8.Q., gives the right to a 
person to bring suit in his own name only 
when he is authorized by law or by a 
municipal by-law for the recovery of a line 
or a penalty. A penal action against a de
fendant who is carrying business alone, for 
not having tiled at the prothonotary's of
fice or in the registry office a declaration 
as to whether lie is common or separate a* 
to property with his wife, can only lie tak 
en hi the name of the King. [Lamontagne 
v. Galbraith, 13 Que. P.K. 397, 13 Quv. 
P.ll. 14. followed.]

Cardinal v. Geoffroy, 13 Que. P.R. 413. 
( S 1—5)—R REACH OE CONTRACT—l'ORIt'l - 

TURK OE UKPOKIT ACCOMPANYING TENDER 
—LIQUIDATED DAMAOES.

A stipulation in an advertisement for 
tenders thaï a deposit accompanying a 
tender for the construction of a public 
building should lie forfeited if the ] arson 
making the loxvest tender refused to enter 
into a contract, will lie regarded as a pro
vision for a penalty and not for liquidated 
damages.

Rrnmlon Construction Co. v. Saskatoon 
School Hoard. 13 D.L.R. 379. 25 W.I..R. 6. 
fl 8.L.R. 273, reversing on other grounds il 
D.L.R, 754.
Breach ok contract.

Where a deed of sale of a partnership 
business contains a clause stipulating a 
penalty in the event of the vendor carry
ing on business within certain limits to 
the prejudice of the buyer, the proof of a 
single act of sale by the vendor for a very 
small price (e.g. 83.631 does not consti
tute such a carrying on of business by the 
vendor as would entitle him to the stip
ulated penalty.

Ledoux v. llill, 8 D.L.R. 894. 19 Rev. de 
Jur. 350.
Forekitcreh — Breach of contract to 

convey—Remission.
Provision in an agreement to convey, for 

automatic forfeiture of the contract on 
mere default by the purchaser, will be re
lieved against as lieing in the nature of a 
penalty.

Massev v. Walker, 11 D.L.R. 278. 23 
Man. L.R. 563. 24 W.L.R. 168.
Breach ok contract.

When a contract for the sale and deliv
ery of materials provides that a penalty of 
$25 a day shall be due and payable by the 
seller, as liquidated damages, in case of 
failure to make complete delivery within a 
specified time, if the buyer continues to 
take delivery thereafter, xvithout protest, 
and to make payments amounting to the

PKNAi.TY.



-urn he would be entitled to charge under 
the penal clause, he is presumed to have 
renounced the name and cannot set up a 
i-laim therefor by a cross-demand, in a suit 
brought against him.

Wight un v. Hitch, 44 Que. S.V. 128.
(8 1—(I)—Breach of contract.

An agreement between a municipal cor
poration and a resident ratepayer, that the 
<|iiestion whether a hedge belonging to the 
latter and bordering on a highway, en- 
i roaches thereon and is a «langer to the 
public, or not, be referred to a committee 
empowered to decide what shall lie done, 
with a clause that the ratepayer shall pay 
a penalty of #100. if he refuses to «airy 
• mi the decision «if the committee, is law
ful anil binding and gives the power t«i the 
«-orporation. in case of refusal of the rate
payer to carry it out, not only to recover 
the penalty but to perform, itself, the 
work di‘cide<l upon, lienee, if siH-h work is
.........lilting away of a certain portion of
lh<‘ hedge that encroaches on the highway, 
the right of the «-orporation is not limited 
lo the recovery of the penalty, or to a suit 
for specific performance, or for damages 
for breach of contract, but it may, itself, 
carry out the recommendation of the com
mittee, and the ratepayer, in these circum
stances, has no action to recover «lamages 
for trespass or for the cutting of his hedge.

McGowan v. Stanstead, 43 Que. S.C. 41M). 
Jurisdiction as to rf.mikriox—Finer and 

Forfeitures Act.
The jurisdiction given by s. II of the 

Fines and Forfeitures Act, R.S.O. 1 !» 14. «-. 
!*!*, to “the court or judge having Aigniz- 
ance of the proi-i-adings for the recovery” 
of a line, penalty, or forfeiture, to remit, 
“such tine, penalty, or forfeiture,'’ cannot 
be exercised, where the action to recover 
the line, penalty, or forfeiture, is brought 
in the Supreme Court, of Ontario, by the 
Master in Chambers; but may lie exercised 
by a jmlge, sitting in court, at any time 
after the i-ommeni-ement of the action.

Seagram v. Pncuma Tubes, 40 O.L.R. 
301
Action bt informer — Failure of part-

NERR TO FILE DECLARATION—PARTNER
SHIP Registration Act, R.S.O. 1014, 
c. 1.1», h. 10—Reduction of penalties 
—Judicature Act, n. 1ft—Costs. 

Shaltell r. Barber, IS O.W.N. US. 
Summary trial—Limit of penalty— 

Keeping disorderly house — “Fine
NOT EXCEEDING WITH COSTS $100.”

The King v. Stark. 18 W.L.R. 41ft. 
Kvocation—Action for penalty—Breach

OF BY-LAW GRA.NT1NO A PRIVILEGE FOR

Queliec & Levis Ferry Co. v. Bernier, 20 
Que. K.B. .172.
Penal actions—Conclusions.

Wilson v. Hart, 12 Que. P.R. 409.

Penal actions -Qui tam.
Lamontagne v. Grosvenor Apartments, 20 

Que. K.B. 221, affirming 37 Que. S.C. 274.

PEREMPTION QUEBEC
Sec also Dismissal and Discontinuance. 

Generally.
An opposition to judgment, when enter

tained, is a plea t«i the action and its ob
ject is to have the judgment set aside, 
fhe defendant opposing has a right to ask 
for dismissal of the action if no effective 
steps have been taken within two years 
from the date when his opposition «a» 
filed.

Montri-al llttHeball & Amusement Co. t. 
(liant. 13 Que. P.R. 178.

As there «-an be no peremption against 
the Crown, it will lie refused in a penal 
action although the plaintiff sues as well 
in his own name a« in that of the Crown, 
the claim lieing indivisible. Semble, on 
the hearing of a motion for peremption «•: 
a «jui tam a<-tion the defendant is not en
titled to ask for «lismi-sal of the ai-timi hi 
tb«- ground that the plaintiff could not *ue 
jointly with tin- King.

Mason v. Ledoti\, 13 Que. P.R. 386: 
Lamontagne v. Galbraith, 13 Que. P.R. 31*7 
Procedure—Péremption oe instance— 

Registry—C.C.P., art. 27ft, 283.
As long as a i-ause in»cribe«| for inquiry 

and hearing is not crossed off the role, 
there is no peri-mption of instance.

Sayer v. McDougall, 25 Rev. I>cg. 334.
l'nder R.S.Q., 1K8H, the plaintiff in a 

qui tam action is the legal representative 
of the Crown suing for a penalty ami 
therefore such action cannot lie perempted 
(nonsuitedi after two years have gone by 
without any steps being taken to bring the 
ease on t«> trial, as peremption does net 
lie against the Crown.

Mason v. Leihnix. 2 D.L.R. 50.
Ah to qui ta if action.

An action to recover a line taken under 
the provisions of art. 7442. R.S.Q. HR'" 
whether in the name of the claimant or n 
that of the Crown, is not subject to per
emption d'instance for discontinuante tor 
10 years.

Lamontagne v. Galbraith. 42 Que. S.(.
88.

Qui tam action—Action not divisible— 
C.P. 281.

Croysdill v. Copeland-Chatterson-Crain
Co., 12 Que. P.R. 311.

A defendant wlm has filed an opposition 
to judgment is, notwithstanding, in a |k»« - 
tion to ask for the dismissal of the action.

Haensgen v. Demers. 1.1 Que. P.R. 18ft.
A motion for péremption d'instam-e will 

not be granted so long as a former motion 
for peremption ie not disposed of.

Stuart v. Martel, 13 Que. P.R. 435. 
Motion for.

A motion for peremption, presented to 
the court and adjudicated upon by being
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|,ut hors île délibéré, is a* useful proceeding j 
ami covers peremption.

Tibi v. Fflion, 50 Que. S.C. 472.
Dei. a y —Consent.

I'Iiv liling of a plea long aller ils service, 
ami even alter the tiling of the replication,
I, a useful proceeding which interrupts 
peremption, especially it the defendant has 
never complained of this del»)" and the 
parties seem to have given a reciprocal 
consent to the liling of their pleadings 
after the legal delay.

( lark v. Taylor, 18 Que. P.R. 290.
Timk—Transfer of cause.

Where u declinatory exception has been 
maintained anil the record ordered trans
mitted to the district in which the judge 
has jurisdiction, the time limited for per
emption of the cause i* suspended and does 
not begin to run until the date of the re
ceipt of the record at the office of the court 
of that district.

Provincial Fire Ins. Co. v. Carbray, 25 
ljue. K.15. 140.
Want of prosecution—Copies of plead- |

The production of a copy of the declara
tion, for the use of the judge, is a useful 
and even necessary proceeding, which will 
rau»e a motion for peremption for not 
prosecuting the action for 2 years to be 
dismissed.

1 ook v. Dubois, 18 Que. P.R. 131.
Settlement pending.

Negotiations for settlement between the 
parties legally proved to the satisfaction of 
the court will prevent a motion for peremp
tion to prevail.

Myers v. Rideau Shoe. 18 Que. P.R. 133. 
Incidental demand — Interruption —• 

Incumbering roll.
Vigi-ani v. Pieatte, 12 Que. P.R. 343. 

Inscription'—Arts. 279, 280—C.P.Q.
Peremption runs only from the time 

"lien a cause is placed on the roll for en
quête and hearing on the merits.

(arriéré v. Lindsay, 12 Que. P.R. 406. 
Change of attorney—Prescription—In

terruption.
A motion for change of attorney made by 

the defendant to an action in consequence 
of a change in the personnel of the firm 1 
is a proceeding which interrupts the run
ning of prescription.

(lorry v. C.P.R. Co., 12 Que. P.R. 230. 
PEREMPTION OF HUIT   C'BOSS-DEMAND —

Compensation.
Carrier v. Easton, 12 Que. P.R. 277. 

Motion fob—Notice—Service—Vacation.
On a motion for peremption of an action, 

served July 5 and returnable September 10, 
the proceedings as they appeared on the 
record were: “Issue joined by reply to plea 
on June 29.” Neither party had inscribed

for proof and hearing within the 3 days 
following .lune 29. the date of the reply 
to the plea (C.C.P. art. 293 ,i. so that this 
reply was the last proceeding on the rec
ord. Held, since the 3 days to inscrilie the 
case (art. 293) expired in vacation (art. 
15) on July 2, the delay was forcibly ex
tended to September 2, since June 30 was 
the only judicial day which could count in 
computing the delay. Not being compelled 
to proceed to triai between June 30 and 
September 1 (art. 10) the peremption was 
interrupted. It could only commence oil 
September 3, and in consequence, the de
fendant's motion served July 5, should be 
refused as premature.

Riehstone v. Right, 24 Rev. de Jur. 33, 
19 Que. P.R. 266.
Vase inscribed and referred.

If a ease is referred to a judge, such ref
erence is a useful proceeding which inter
rupt* peremption.

Pinkerton v. Burns, 19 Que. P.R. 209. 
Leave to file defence—Delay.

Permission to file a defence long overdue, 
ami after an inscription for proof ex parte, 
implies the obligation, on the part of tlm 
defendant, of filing it the same day: if lie 
does npt do so, and the prothonotary, for 
this reason, refuses to receive a reply anil 
an inscription, the defendant who tiled hi* 
defence later, without the knowledge of the 
plaintiff, cannot, after 2 years have elapsed 
since such liling, apply for peremption of 
the action.

Marsil v. McDonald, 20 Que. P.R. 277. 
Change of parti eh.

If one suing in a certain capacity is re
moved and replaced, and the defendant has 
been notified of that fact, the latter cannot, 
after the expiration of two years from 11n- 
service of such notice, ask that the action 
lie perempted. His duty is to proceed 
against the new appointee and continue 
the action.

Ha ins v. Tooke, 20 Que. P.R. 167.
I n solvency—Ei feat.

An abandonment of property by a defend
ant has not the effect of interrupting per
emption of the action.

Rohidoux v. Denis, 19 Que. P.R. 172. 
Verbal evidence—Date of service of pro- 

I'KF.Dixos—Answer illegally filed— 
C.C.P. 206. 299—C.C. Que. 1233.

Verbal evidence is allowed to establish 
the priority of date between a demand for 
peremption and the servie of an act inter
rupting the peremption. Such a fact must 
be deemed to be in the class of those of 
which no written evidence could ever be 
obtained. An answer to a plea filed after 
the delays, and without the opposite party's 
consent or the judge’s permission, is an 
illegal proceeding which does not prevent 
the peremption.

Canadian American Linotype Corp. v. 
C.P.R. Co., 15 Que. P.R. 369.
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PKRKMPTION 01- ACTION—SUMMARY ACTION 

— PRK.MATl KK — MOTION KOH HKRI Ml*
rioN—Quk. C’.C. 2240—Conferences— 
Qik. C.P. 270, 280.

A motion for peremption nerved on 
March 20th. 1014, whilst the last proceed- 
in g on the record was the tiling of the plea 
on Mardi lath. 1012, is premature. Iiecause 
the plaintitV might have inscrilieil the case 
on March 20th. 1012. the latter date not 
lieing included in the 2 year». ( onferences 
of which there is no written proof cannot 
interrupt the course of peremption.

Leger v. I.edoiix, IÔ Que. P.R. 101.
(S 1—01—.It ky triai.—I amb bf.kkkhku to 

MX IIATK OK TRIAI.—QVB. C.P. 280.
If. on the day lixed for a jury trial, one 

of the parties cannot proceed, ami if tin1 re
cord. referred to the chief justice to llx 
the date, has never I ecu transmitted to 
him. there is a suspension of proceedings 
preventing the peremption of action.

Poirier v. Queliec 4 Lake St. John |{. Co., 
1« tine. IMS. 2.
Motion tor ru.k nisi—C.P. 270.

A motion for rule niai is not an “in

Ixdluray v. Ahrahamsou, 19 Quo. P.H. 

Notick to attorn ky—.Ivrihiiktiox -Phac-

A motion for staying jtn action, served 
on eueh of the attorneys of the plaint iff 
formerly in partnership, at the office of the 
senior of these attorneys, is properly served. 
Sih'Ii a motion may I»» presented for hear
ing liefore the Praetiee Court whieli has 
jurisdietion to deride it. If negotiations 
for settlement have taken plaee the delay 
for peremption liegins to run anew from the 
date of the last letter exehanged. Failure 
to pay the eosts of a prior motion for per
emption which was refused cannot Is- set 
up against the presentation of a new mo
tion for the same pur|a»se.

Staszo v. Montreal Stockyards Co.. 18 
Que. P.R. 1 <12.
Skrvick or motion—Firm ok attorney*.

If a firm of attorneys is dissolved a mo
tion for jieremption served on one only of 
it» memliers will lie dismissed.

Offord v. Wisintainvr. 18 Que. P.R. .*118.

If a claim has been paid there van lie no 
order for peremption of the action brought 
to recover it even on the application ut a 
defendant other than the one who made the 
payment.

Rosenthal v Stolier. 18 Que. P.R. 444.
1 ntkrbvptiox — Date ok service — Paroi.

Peremption can only la* declared by the 
court on a motion valid in form. The ré
inscription or the removal of the cause 
from the record interrupts the peremption. 
When a motion for |ieremption and u réin
scription or removal of the cause from the 
roll have liven served on the same day be

tween !• and 10 a.in., and there is nothing 
to shew which of the two was first servnf 
the court should in case of doubt ascribe 
the priority to the one interrupting the 
jieremption. On contestation of the truth 
of a proof1* verbal of service in conformity 
with art. 2116 C.C.P. oral evidence will là* 
admitted for the purpose of establishing 
the priority of date between the service of 
the demand for peremption and the service 
of a proceeding interrupting peremption.

Chapman v. Russell Shale Brick*. 18 Que 
P.R. 421.
1 xtkbri itiox—Part in i.arh.

The tiling of particulars ordered by the 
court, although made a long time after the 
date lixed and without the consent of the 
opposite party, is a useful proceeding 
which interrupts the jieremption.

Thonijison v. Rennie, 18 Que. P.R. 214.

PBRFORMANt
See Contracts; Sjiecilic Performance; 

Mechanics’ Liens.

PERJURY.
See Oath.
I. In uk.nkrai..

II. Ki.kmk.nth ok okkkmk.
111. PrihiK.

Annotation.
Authority to administer extra-judicial 

oaths. 28 D.L.R. 122.
I. In general.

Miraitrkmk.nhion ok qvkmtios.
It is not perjury when a witness denies a 

fact which took plaee several years liefore. 
Iielieviug t . upon a general question, lie 
was only ged to aliener as to what took 
jilace ni n a recent period.

La fou in- v. Fournier, 48 Que. 8.C. 11.1.
StATI r t'MIKII OATH OK OKFICK.

P* is not chargeable ill resjiect of a
ce .uliff's certificate purporting to la
in under his "oath of office" previously 
administered on his appointment; e.g.. in 
Quebi-e a priais-verbal of service certifying 
the distance traveled in order to serve 
court process.

R. v. Tremblav. 3.1 D.L.R. 2«W. 26 Que. 
K.B. .17. 28 Can. Cr. ( as. 21.

II. Elements of offence. 
K.nowlkikik. ok kai.hity.

The eorrolmration required on a charge 
of jH*rjury need only he as to the falsity 
of the previous deposition, although the 
circumstances may lie such that to prove 
guilt, a * further element must lie shewn 
such as the knowledge of the accused that 
the party with whom he claimed he had 
entered into a contract on behalf of an
other had in fact no authority to do so.

R. v. \a*h. 17 D.L.R. 72 .. 2.1 Can. Cr. 
Cas. .18. 7 A.L.R. 44Î*. 6 W.W.R. 1.190. 2* 
W.L.R. 960. [Affirmed, 8 W.W.R. 692.j

A conviction for perjury that follows the
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urnvilent of form Ü4 (<• i of the Schedule 
to l r. (ode need not el logo t liut the de- 
fendant had knowledge of the fa laity of the 
testimony on which the charge i* founded.
' K Vee Mock. 13 D.L.R. 220, 21 Van. 
Cr. Vos. 400, «i A.L.R. 231, 4 WAV.It. 1342.

When an indictment or a ehatge under 
the Speedy Trials clauses alleges perjury in 
that the accused had previously voted on 
.in election day and with intent to vote 
again on that day had sworn that he had 
not already voted, there is implied in such 
allegation that he is eharged with making 
the false oath “wilfully and corruptly” or 

knowingly,"1 and the form of the charge 
will l.c sufficient under such circumstances 
,i- the charge contains in substance a “state
ment that the accused has committed some 
indictable offence therein specified"’ (Cr.

« .-de. s. 832 i. although it does not in terms 
•late the offence as done “wilfully and cor
ruptly” (Cr. Code, s. I72> or “with knowl
edge of the falsitv of the assertion.”

I! v. Morrison," 28 D.L.R. 113. 2« Can.
( r. t as. 26, 4tl N.S.R. 446.
Kviiikxce riiiiorc.il intf.bi’Rktkb — Svb- 

hTAXVK OK AXMWKH8 TRANHCBIBED.
thi a charge of perjury against a wit

ness -peaking in a foreign tongue, it is not 
essential that the prosecution should prove 
that every word uttered by the witness in 
the witness-box had lieen translated by the 
interpreter and repeated by him in Knglisli 
su «s to la* placed U|nui the official steno
grapher's notes; it is enough t liât the court 
is satisfied oil the interpreter's testimony 
in the perjury trial that he repeated in 
Knglisli all that was material of what the 
accused had said in a foreign language.

R. v. Bogli Singh, 12 D.L.R. 620, 18 B. 
i'll 144, 21 Can. Cr. Vas. 323, 24 W.L.R. 
#41.

Notwithstanding the method of adminis
tering an oatli to a witness lies within the 
1*01)1 rol of the Trial Judge, upon u suhse- 

prosecution for perjury the sufficiency 
"f the manner of administering the oath on 
the trial in which the perjury is alleged to 
have lieen committed, is to In* decided l»y 
the judge presiding at the jierjurv trial.

11. v. Lee Tuck. 3 D.L.R. 629." 19 Van. 
i r. ( as. 471. 4 A.L.R. 388. 21 W.L.R. 669. 
■1 W.W.R. 605.
XVTIIOBITY TO ADMIXISTKB ---  JUDICIAL l‘RO

I KKDIXOS.
Where a person acted dc facto as a régis 

trar under the Manhood Suffrage Act. 7 
Kdw. VII. (Ont.) v. 5. without objection 
and under colour of right as having lieen 
appointed by the only statutory mendier 
of the Board of Registrars then officially 
«•ling, the administration of the qualifica
tion oath by the registrar so appointed to 
»n applicant applying to he registered as a 
voter takes place in ‘‘judicial proceedings” 
within the meaning of s. 171 of the Cr. 
' ode, so as to found a charge of perjury in 
lespeei »f wilfully false and misleading 
-taiements sworn to by the applicant.

whether or not such dc facto registrar had 
been regularly appointed. | Drew v. The 
King, 6 Van. Cr. Vas. 124. 33 Van. S.V.R. 
228, followed. |

R. v. Mitchell ; R. v. West, 10 D.L.R. 717, 
27 O.L.R. 615.
Fai.sk statutory declaration.

A statutory declaration, made in the 
form provided by the Vamtda Kvidence Act. 
by the assured, wherein he states the loss 
by tire, of the goods insured under a lire 
insurance policy and assigns a value to 
same is a “solemn declaration." which Un
assured is “required or authorized by law" 
to make, within the terms of Cr. Voile. ». 
175, and the declarant is liable to con vie - 
tion under s. 17•"», if statements therein eon 
tained would amount to perjury if made in 
a judicial proceeding, the same being known 
by him to In* false and being intended by 
him to mislead the insurance company or 
its adjuster.

R. v. Nier, 28 D.L.R. 373. 23 < an. Cr. 
Vas. 241. 0 A.L.R. 333, 33 W.L.R. 186.
Fa|.SK OATH AT Kl.KUTlOX—AllMlNISTKRINl.

Dk kacto (ilium
A charge of perjury in taking a false 

oath, at a municipal election held under 
the Towns Incorporation Act, R.S.X.S. c. 71. 
that the deponent hail not previously voted 
Ht the election, will not be quashed la-cause 
it does not specifically set out the appoint
ment by the municipality of the election 
officer which it names as the "presiding offi
cer” for the polling subdivision liefore 
whom the alleged false oath was taken ; 
Cr. ('ode, s. 862 makes it iinnecessray to 
state the nature of the authority of the 
tribunal before which the oath was taken 
and the charge suffivientlv indicated the 
person described as “presiding officer” was 
acting ns such under an appointment made 
in pursuance of the Towns Incorporation 
Act. | See annotation oil "Authority to ad
minister extra-judicial oaths." 28 D.L.R. 
122.|

R. v. Morrison. 28 D.L.R. 113. 26 t an. 
Cr. «'as. 26. 4» N.S.R. 446.
Form and making ok oath.

A ( hiuaman cannot lie convicted of per 
jury where, when presented as a witness in 
the case in which the false testimony was 
alleged to have lieen given, in response to 
a question from tin clerk of the court, the 
accused stated that he was a Christian and 
that In* desired to lie sworn ii|»on the Bible, 
but, under the directions of the Trial Judge, 
without further inquiry or any assent on 
tin* part of the Chinaman, the clerk admin 
istered the Chinese oath by burning paper, 
as under such circumstances no binding 
oath was administered.

R. v. lice Tuck. 3 D.L.R. 629, 19 Can. 
Cr. Va». 471, 4 A.L.R. 388, 21 VV.L.R. 66». 2 
W.W.R. 603.
Form ok oath—Upuktkd hand.

A witness who testifies to what he knows 
to be false is guilty of perjury, although, 
without being asked if In- had any objection
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to being a worn in the usual manner, but 
without objecting to the form used, lie was 
directed to take the oath by raisin** his 
right hand instead of kissing the Bible.

Currv v. The King, lf» D.L.R. .*U7. 48 
Cun. 8.C.K. 532. 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 191, 
attirming 12 D.L.R. 13. 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 273, 
47 N.8.R. 176.
Proceedings on which oath is adminis

tered.
The fact that tlie witness, although sworn 

by the prothonotary was aetuallv examined 
in the robing-room and not in the presence 
of the prothonotary or a judge, is im
material when neither party raised any 
objection to the mode of examination at the 
time. A person who makes a statement on 
oath knowing it to lie false, upon examina
tion on discovery under art. 280 C.C.V., is 
guilty of perjury.

The King v. liowlev. 2D Can. Cr. Cas. 
36.
Proceedings held without authority— 

Taking ex parte statement ok per
son FOUND IN ILLEGAL POSSESSION OF

The obligation imposed on a person found 
witli liquor in his possession to disclose on 
oath or affirmation die source from which 
he obtained it i Intoxicating Liquors Act, 
lOlti, N.B. s. 170) does not arise unless 
such person admits having drunk liquor on 
the same day. Where there has lieen no 
such admission the magistrate has no au
thority to require the disclosure under s. 
179 of that act and perjury cannot tie as
signed under Cr. Code, s. 172 (ai for false 
statements in a solemn declaration purport
ing to lie made under that Act, and semble, 
not under Cr. Code. ss. 170. 171 as the pro
ceeding was not a “judicial proceeding” 
within the Code definition.

Ex parte Lindsay, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 387. 
Perjury — Oath — Authority of acting 

Crown timber agent to administer.
R. v. Johnston, 2 O.W.N. 100.

III. Proof.
1’ai se deposition—1‘roof—Record.

W here the deposition containing the false 
statement charged as perjury forms part of 
the record of a superior court of record, and 
i« certified and attested hv the official 
stenographer, it is proved by the produc
tion of such record r the additional oral 
testimony of a witness that he had heard 
the accused make, under oath, the state
ments charged to lie false is not made 
necessary by Cr. Code. s. 1002.

Spires v. The King. 28 D.L.R. 140. 25 
Can. Cr. Cas. 172. 24 Due. K.B 547. 
Statutory investigation before a com

missioner.
It is error constituting ground for setting 

aside the acquittal of the accused and for 
ordering a new trial upon a charge of per
jury lief ore a statutory commissioner that 
the judge trying the case without a jury 

• speedy trials clauses i declined to take 
cognizance of the original record of a

superior court produced by its officer for 
inspection unless the latter would deliver 
the same up to be filed, where such record 
was material to prove the proceedings in 
which the perjury was charged to have been 
committed and the prosecutor tendered a 
copy for filing.

R. v. Judge, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 354, 24 
Que. K.B. 115.
Corroboration.

On a charge of perjury the material par
ticular for which corroboration is required 
is not the fact that the accused had sworn 
to the statement but that the statement it
self was false. The appellant was con
victed of perjury for swearing that "he 
did not get from one B. a cheque for four 
thousand dollars.” B. swore that he gave 
the cheque in question to the appellant and 
the only evidence relied on as corroborative 
of his was that of one S„ bank manager, 
who swore t liat lie cashed the cheque for 
the appellant. Held, that the evidence of B. 
was “corroborated in some material particu
lar . implicating the accused.” by 
the evidence of S. as required by s. 1008

Peterson v. The King. 55 Can. 8.C.R. 115, 
11917) 3 WAV. 11. 345, 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 332. 
affirming 32 D.L.R. 295. 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 
3, [1017 J 1 W.W.R. 600.

PERPETUITIES.
I. IN GENERAI .

II. Remainders; powers; accumulations.
III. Suspension of absolute power or

ALIENATION.
IV. Gifts to charities.

See Wills, III 0-140.

I. In general.
Indefinite option to pi at hase land.

An option to purchase land, at any time 
during the term of a 3-year lease, does not 
create a perpetual right; the rule against 
perpetuities has no application to an agree
ment of that kind.

Rennet t v. Stodgell, 28 D.L.R. 039. 30 
O.L.R. 45.
Wills—Manitoba Trustee Act—Jurisdic

tion to determine whether perpetu
ity CREATED.

Under ss. 42 47 of the Manitoba Trustee 
Act. R.S.M. 1002, c. 170. permitting the 
court to give its opinion to or to advise or 
instruct trustees, the question whether a 
perpetuity is created by will cannot he de
termined. [Re Lorenz, 1 Dr. & S. 401; 
Re Hooper, 29 Beuv. 636; Re Williana, 1 
Ch. Cliamh. 372, and lie Rally, 25 O.L.R. 
112. followed.]

He Crichton Rwtate. 13 D.L.R. 169. 23 
Man. L.R. 594. 25 W.L.R. 18.
Dhtermining point of time in a will.

In considering a case in which the rule 
that a gift which creates or tends to create 
a perpetuity is void is invoked, it is not 
after-events that should he looked at. but 
the situation at the death of the testator;
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it rau-t tlieu !«<• §een that the event which is 
t„ bring about a final distribution is cer
tain to fall within the period prescrilied;

it i« nut. the gift is void ; and the fact 
t’ut subsequently the event did actually 
li.t|i|H*n within the time, is of no conse- 
, un-. Any gift not of a charitable nature,

• purpose of which is to tic up property 
: ,r m indefinite term, ia void as creating a 
nriietiiitv.

Kennedy Kennedy. 11 D.L.R. 328, 28 
I..K. 1, atlirming on this point. 3 D.L.R.
, [ Alliritied, 13 D.L.R. 707, 24 O.W.R.

V ill.- ( OVSTKI CTIOX—TrI ST—FAILURE OF 
f’KBPKTrrrr—Tendency to create 

non ri m.
He Mcl.ellan. 7 O.W.N. 447. 

n Remainders; powers; accumulations.
A liequvst of income to the issue of a 

I *atce in the event of her death liefore or 
.that of a testator, is not brought 
,.i ill in the rule against perpetuities by reu- 
«»ii of the fact that the legatee did not 

irry until after the testator's death ; since
• interest of the issue of the union un

ir ‘lull bequest would of necessity vest
liin the period fixed by such rule. A 

t -«tamentary direction that, on the death 
: a legatee to whom income was payable, 

«h* mi hi lie paid to his or her husband or 
it* if in needy circumstances, is not 

iriught within the rule against perpetuities 
reason of tic* fact that the legatee was 

uimarried at the testator’s death; since the 
•*re»t of the husband or wife would vest 

11thin the period fixed by the rule on the 
subsequent marriage of the legatee. [Hade 

Hale. 3 Ch. I). 043; l’earks v. Moseley, 
V< 714, and Seaman v. Wood, 22 Beav. 

'H, distinguished.!
IV < riehton Kstate, 13 D.L.R. 10». 23 

Min. Lit. 694, 23 W.L.R. 18, 4 WAV.It.

1 nder the rule against perpetuities the 
'■'••re possibility of the limit allowed by law 

■ rig exceeded renders the whole provision 
« "ill giving rise to the question void 

" initio, thus precluding the splitting up 
f tio* clause with a view to giving effect 
• some of its parts to the exclusion of 

•’her».
IV* Phillips, 11 D.L.R. 300. 28 O.L.R. »4. 
'u appoint ment under a power relates 

I ck to the instrument creating the power.
• ml if the appointment would offend against 

1 "* flit* against iierpetuities if made at the
of the instrument creating the power, 

i' bad: the test being properly made by 
treating the appointment as if witten in the 
••riginal instrument creating the power. 

> Kliot, 11 D.L.U. 34, 24 O.W.R. 4»4. 
Where under a will a general power of

• ppoiniincnt. exercisable by will only, is 
8?v**n to memliers of a stated class, for in- 
'•ince. grandchildren who may be liorn 
urer the death of the testator at any time 
i'l-ing the life of his widow, and the prop
erty i< to go over in default of appoint

ment, and such gift over is to take effect on 
the death of alien tinliorn grandchildren, the 
provision in question is void as offending 
the rule against iierpetuities.

Re Phillips. 11 D.L.R. 500. 28 O.L.R. »4. 
III. Suspension of absolute right of 

alienation.
St «PENSION OK ABNOI.VTK POWER OF ALIENA

TION FOR INIlKFINITF PKRIOI1.
Kennedy v. Kennedy, 11 D.L.R. 328. 28 

O.L.R. 1. atlirming in part 3 D.L.R. 53<i.
IV. Gifts to charities.

See also Charities and Churches; Reli
gions Societies.
Will—Construction—Gift of income rd 

wife for life—Subject to certain 
charges — Legacies — Axxurm* — 
—Gifts to missionary soi-i ft y—Char 
ITAHI.K HF^t'UTS—Ct PRES DOCTKINF5—
Uncertainty — Perpetuity — Dower 
—Ki ectiox—Lapsed legacies.

Re Short, 7 O.W.N. 523.

PERSONAL INJURIES.
See Negligence; Death; Master and Serv

ant; Railways; Street Railways; Carriers; 
Highways ; Automobiles.

Measures of damages, see Damages.

PERSONAL PROPERTY.
See Sale ; Bills of Sale; Chattel Mort- 

Ka IM

PERSONATION.
Civil service examination.

Personation at a Dominion civil service 
examination may lie prosecuted either under 
the speeial provision contained in the Civil 
Service Act, (Can.) or under e. 409 Cr. 
Code.

R. v. Lartie, 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 300.

PETITION OF RIGHT.
See Crown ; Exchequer Court.

Claim against Crown.
Where goods submitted for . ins|iectlon 

and possible purchase bv the Government 
were rejected iiv the Government inspector, 
but ow ner neglected to remove the goods 
from the Government property on which 
they were deliverable subject to inspection 
and acceptance forthwith after their re
jection and. in consequence of urgent need 
of the space which the goods in question 
and other rejected goods occupied, the Gov - 
eminent officials sold them all and divided 
the proceeds pro rata, the owner has no 
claim against the Crown on the ground of 
wrongful conversion, or on the ground that 
the price realized on such sale was inade
quate. the Crown not being liable for such 
net of its servant, either as for negligence 
or tort or as for acts done by the Govern
ment officials as volunteer agents, nor was 
such sale by the Government officers an 
acceptance of the goods on the part of the



PIIYSK IANS AM) SI lUiKONS.
<’mwn. [Judgment of tin- Court
allirmwl on an equal division of tin* Su- 
pn-me Court.| The only vanes in which a 
petition of right may lie brought by the 
subject against the < rown for a money «le- 
iiiuihI are when the land or goods or nion«‘y 
of the suhjeet haw found their way into 
the jio«sc*si«iii of the ( town and the pur- 
pose of the petition of right is to obtain 
restitution or. if restitution cannot he given, 
compensât ion in money, or when a claim 
arises out of a contract for goods supplied 
to the Crown or to tin* service.

I'oirier v. The King. I IXL.R, 76tl, 4tl 
t an. k.c.r. u:w.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
Annotation.

I'w of; examination of testimony on the 
facts: 47 IXh.lt. it.

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
I. ItllillT TO PRA<;TM K.

II. Itli.tll s. lit I IKS. AMI LIABILITIES,
III. ( Ol.l.Kl.K ( ill \('ll. — Powers OF.

Sec also llrugs and Druggists.
Liability for services rendered by guar

ani ine pin sieian, sec Shipping, 1- 1.
I. Right to practice.

( # 1—1 ) — I'XI.AWFVL PRACTHT — Ah-

Dne who professes to practice medicine 
really practices it, this Is-ing the effect of 
the Medical Profession Act. see. li.'la, clauses 
a and It. An unregistered person cannot 
do. as agent, assistant or associate of an
other what lie cannot do in his own name 
and on his own behalf.

Re Wagner, 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 40». 1) 
WAV. R. 1000.

KAI.SEI.Y PRKTRXDIXO to he a iieale* of 
THE SU K — MmiUAI. PRACTICE — 
ISOLATE» CAKE INSl'KITlTKNT.

The King v. Armstrong. IS Can. Cr. Cas.

Mkiiicai. Profession Act — Registration
Si FFICIF.XVY — hlHKl .

Sa ml with v. Cowper. 4 8.L.R. 12.
(S I—8)—Mkiikai. i.aw of Qi’ebkc—Kx-

AMIX ATIOX OF KTf DEN TS KXA MIX KRS 
ILLEGALLY APPOINTE».

Tlie examiners ap|Hiiute«| for the purpose 
of examining candidates for the study of 
medicine under R.S.Q. 1000. art. 1011. are 
puhlic officers, to whom applies the doctrine 
of officers, «le facto of the Knglish common 
law. Coiisei|Uciitly. the acts of an examiner 
for flic above-named purposes, although he 
was illegally appointed, but is de facto in 
|Nissession of the office, are valid. [O'Xcill 
v. Attorney-General of Canada. 2» Can. 
S.C’.R. 122; laicasse v. Roy, H Que. S.C. 
20.1, and Rouleau v. St. hamliert, 10 Que. 
S.C. 85. followed. |

Ha ml field v. College of Physicians & Sur
gis ms of Quebec, 45 Que. S.C. 140.

Fees Tariff.
There is no tariff in existence in the umv- 

inoe of Qiiebei- to determine what the 
charge* of a physician may he. In the 
absence of any agreement, the court must 
in each «-a*e determine the fee to i*. i,„ ,| 
by the patient, anil, t«i do so. must tak. 
into consideration not only the standing <n 
the physician hut also the |>osition. the 
earning |KiWer and the responsihlities 0f 
the patient.

Wood v. Mc.Martin. 54 Que. S.C. 101. 
i (# 1—til— SlOPE OF LICENSE TO MUCTtl E—

"Mm iiaxicai. processes''—Dextistby.
Tin- words "mechanical processif" used 

in art. 401M, K.S.Q. 1000, do not give t„ 
physicians the right to make us«* of the 
mechanical and ojierative part of dental

Milot v. Marchihhm. 47 Que. S.C. 41.
(# i—71—Right to practice Revoca

tion OF LICE X NR.
w here Statutory authority is conferred 

upon a medical council to cause an inquiry 
in la* made by a standing committee of a 
limited number for the purpose of investi 
gating a charge of misconduct against a 
member upon which it is sought to revoke 
his license to practice, anil the statute fur
ther provides that the council shall "a-- 
certain the fai-ts" of the case by such com
mittee and may act ii|n>ii its written report 
upon proof of infamous or disgraceful eon 
«im*t. it is not competent for the council 
to act U|niii a mere report of the evident* 
ami proc«-«*dings Itefore the committee mi- 
jces sm li report la- supplemented by a find
ing. and determination of the esM-ntial 
facts by tin- committee; nor is it competent 
for the council to itself determine -mh 
facts upon the evidence reported by the 
i-oimnitlee.

Re Stinson and ( olli-ge of I’bv siciani 4 
Surgeons. 10 D.L.R. »!»«. 27 0.1*1! 5»5. 
"lXFAMOrH OH DlNGRACEFt'L «OXIU'IT IN A 

I'ROFEKHIOXAL HKSPKt V — «l\|AKM 
Medical \<t. R.S.tX 1!I14. c. 1»1. S. :;i 
(li Conviction for offense against 
Ontario Temperance Act—Evidem e 
—Penalty—Removal of name from
REGISTER — SVNPFXNIOX - SE« THIN 12a
of Act (11 Obo. V. «-. 25, «. 211.

He Cherniak and Council of College of 
Physicians & Surgeons for Ontario, 17 <>. 
W.X. 2111.
( 8 Ï—M)—Phactihixu wit holt license—

SriTlEXT AHHIHTT.no PHYSICIAN.
I lie effect of H. »1a, of the Medical Pro

fession Act (Alta.) (amendment of PM I 
12 i. is that a person w ho professe* to prac
tice medicine is to lie held to actually 
practice; therefore an information or «un 
viition is not irregular for charging that 
the accused "practii-ed or professed to 
practice medicine and surgery,” such allega
tion being merely a statement of different 
modes of the offence within the curative 
provisions of Cr. Code, s. 725. [R. \ Mc
Donald, » Can. Cr. Caa. 1; R. v. Brine, 6

1



PHYSICIANS AND SCI»iKO.NS.
Cam. I r. Cas. 54, and R. v. Brouse, $) D.L.R. 
4".'. _’l •Can. Cr. < as. 17, followed.] A 
m-li'Al student who himself prescribes for 
jHi'fi-nti» <»f the registered physician in the 
i* ^viiiie of Alberta, with whom he is as- 
. it.'il as an assistant, and does such nets 
. ...nid constitute the practice of medicine 

r done wholly on his own account, is liable 
fur Milan fully practicing medicine in con 
invention of the Medical Profession Act, 
Chili ! Alta.I, c. 28. as amended hy Hill 12 
r J7. although he receives no remuneration 
from the registered practitioner for his 
work ether than being supplied hy the lat
ter with free lioard and lodging.

lie Wagner, 25 Van. Cr. Cas. 4IM1. 33 
W.L.R. 415.
lll.Ki.Al PRACTICE OK MEDICINE—MaSSAOK -

Dressings — Treatment or goitre —
Headache — Nebvovh dyspepsia—R.S.
Q. 41138, 4H71.

Hie defendant treated sick pimple by mas- 
Mge. rulihing their chests and advising 
them to refrain from taking any other 
remedy. The treatment lasted one month. 
For haling thus treated sick [ample present
ing themselves to him for massage, the 
defendant was fourni guilty of having in
fringed tin* medical law of Quebec ami was 
condemned to pay *25, penalty and cost, 

l.'amreau v. Sa'dik Bey, 25 llov. de dur.

iv 12ti i —C If IROPRACTOB.
«'hiropractic treatment for disease is 

within the prohibition of the Medical Pro
fession Act, R.S.S. 190», c. 100. s. 04, if 
given by an unlicensed person for hire, gain 
or hope of reward; and a chiropractor doing 
business for gain is properly convicted if 
lu- lia- not been registered under the provi
sions of that Act.

I! 1 McSloy. 31 D.L.R. 725. 20 Van. Cr. 
fa. 3*1, » S.L.R. 265. [1917] 1 W.W.R

l'N LAWFUL PRACTICE OF MEDICINE—( HIRO-

Tlie accused, charged with a violation of 
tin* Medical Act, held himself out as a “doc
tor of chiropractic" and “spine and nerve 
specialist.” He treated a patient for 
S'lhma by what was termed the "adjust
ment treatment,” the process being the rub- 
l,'n* °f the spinal column varied at inter- 
uls with the twisting of the head. He 
received from the patient $1 per treatment, 
••n appeal from the magistrate’s conviction, 
hclil, that he practised medicine and was 
properly convicted of a violation of the 
Medical Act.

*'• ex rel. Burrows v. Evans. 23 R.C.R.
128.

l',0HT TO Oil ARCS FOR (SERVICES—OWING

\ physician who carries on his profes- 
*i'>n without having paid the annual fee 
required hy art. 4948, R.S.Q. 1909, has no 
right to any fee or other compensation for 
the services which he renders or the medi-

.">.‘>78

fines which he furnishes while he is »o in 
default.

Macdougall v. North Shore Power & Rail
way Navigation Co., 51 Que. S.C. 24. 
Chiropractor—Right to recover fees.

A chiropractor not registered as a medical 
[irai t it inner cannot recover for his services, 
us a chiropractor.

Cook v. Foreman, 9 W.W.R. 470.
II. Rights, duties, and liabilities.

(8 II—05)— Compensation—Special ekes.
In considering an account of a physician, 

the court >hould be governed hy the scien
tific position and of the reputation of the 
doctor, of the importance and duration of 
the treatment, of the financial punition of 
the patient, of the gravity of the illne«s. 
of the (]istance of tin* patient's residence, of 
the previous relations between the doctor 
ami his patient or his family, of the number 
and length of the visits and whether they 
were made in the day tin»* or during the 
night. It is tin* custom that all applica
tions of special instruments ami all opera
tions, even those of minor surgery, give a 
fight to higher fees. There should also be 
allowed a fee to the regular physician of the 
patient for assistance at consultations. But 
a physician cannot include in his account 
fees for “daily attendance” on the ground 
that lie was all the day at the disposition of 
the patient without proving that this was 
necessarv mid that lie had notified the pa 
tient of it.

Chevalier v. fiirnrd. 48 Que. S.C. 211. 
Undertaking to attend woman in child

birth—Contract made with woman'»* 
hvmkaxd—Faut re of accovciievr to 
attend—Death op child—Suffering 
of woman—Action by her against ac
coucheur— Findings of jury — Her 
vkrsity — Evidence — Action not 
brought under Fatal Accidents Act 
—Dam ages — Appeal — Dismissal of 
action.

Smith v. Rae, 61 D.L.R. 323, 17 O.W.N. 
263.
(8 li—36)—Frequency of visits.

A physician, employed to treat a child's 
broken leg. is not necessarily guilty of nog 
ligence if be fail to make frequent visits 
for the purpose of inspecting the leg. where 
lie lives at a considerable distance, and. 
after treating the leg for 10 days, has left 
it properly bandaged and secured, and 
warned the parents against interfering with 
it. and instructed them that, if anything 
goes wrong, he is to he called by telephone, 
to which they have easy access.

Ricklev v. Stratton, *4 D.L.R. 595, 22 O. 
W.R. 282.
(8 11—37)—Compensation—Services ren

dered under contract—Special work.
McIntosh v. Cramb, 31 D.L.R. 788. 

Medical attendance—Defence of exces
sive CHARGES.

Bisset v. Stewart, 8 E.L.R. 82.



(§ JI—.*19)—Duties—Degree ok care and
SKIl.l. REQUIRED—MALPRACTICE.

Tin* public practice of the profession of a 
physician involves an undertaking by the 
practitioner that he has the ordinary skill 
and knowledge necessary to perform his du
ly towards those resorting to him in that 
character; but he will not be answerable in 
an action for malpractice merely because 
►ome other practitioner might have used a 
greater degree of skill or because he bimself 
might have used more care.

Turriff v. It. L. King. » D.L.R. «76, 6 S. 
l-.lt. :»7. 23 W.L.R. 149, 3 W.W.R. H62. 
skii.i.—Negligence of nurse—Liability.

A delay in the healing of a wound, caused 
by a pus sponge which had been left in it 
by a hospital nurse, whose duty it was to 
remove it and account for it, is not negli- ( 
pence attributable to the lack of skill of the j 
surgeon, even though in closing the wound, 
he. acting on the nurse’s report, made no 
further personal examination.

Jewison tr. Hassard, 28 D.L.R. 684, 20 
Man. L.R. 671. 34 W.L.R. 904. 10 W.W.R. 
108K.

(§ II—42)—Liability for want of care
OR SKILL — EVIDENCE REQUIRED — AB- 
hence OF PROOF of damage.

Hampton v. MacAdam, 7 D.L.R. HSO, 22 
W.L.R. 31.
N KGLIOK NCE— PllYRK IAN—ANSI STANCE.

Marchand v. Bertrand, 39 <Jue. S.C. 49. 
Negligence—Want of skill—Liability.

Dangertield v. David. 17 W.L.R. 240. 
Subgfxin — Malpractice — Evidence — 

Reasonable skill and care—Cause
OF BAD CONDITION FOLLOWING DEFEND
ANT’S TREATMENT.

Hearne v. Flood. 16 O.W.N. 28.
Negligence — Malpractice — Evidence— 

Expert witness—Finding of fact of 
Trial Judge—Appeal.

Cassan v. Haig. 7 O.W.N. 2U7.
('OLI.EGE COUNCIL—INQUIRY INTO CHARGE OF

misconduct—Misconduct amounting 
to indictable offence—Acquittal by | 
criminal Court.

lie Stinson and College of Plivsivians A 
Surgeons. 22 O.L.R. «27. 18 O.W.R. 38, 2 
O.W .N. 512.

PLAINTIFFS.
See Parties.

PLANS AND PLATS.
See Expropriation ; Highways; Dedica-

Mvnicipal powers—Approval of plan.
Inadvertent action of a town council in 

approving a plan for a subdivision of land 
not shewing a public road previously dedi
cated by a land owner, does not affect the 
town’s right to subsequently assert the ex
istence of such highway, as against a pur- 
eliaser of land adjoining the road who knew 
of its existence, and of the town’s <-laiin

; thereto, especially in view of the Lan4 
Titles Act, R.S.O. 1897, c. 138, g. 26. in 

: force at the time of the filing of the plan.
providing that all registered lands are to 

i be subject to any public highway, etc., ml.. 
sisting: and in view of the provisions of the 
Consolidated Municipal Act, 3 Edw. VII. 
(Ont.) v. 19, sb. «29. 632, for proceeding 
to close or dispose of public highways.

Lircher v. Sudhurv. 11 D.L.R. *112, ‘*4 
O.W.R. 6.19, 4 O.W.N. 1289.

1 Crown grant — Numbered lots — Ascer
taining BOUNDARIES.

The boundaries 6f land desvriWd, in a 
Crown grant merely by lot number are to be 
determined by the official plan or survey of 
the district in which the land is located, and 
ambiguous markings upon the plan are to 
Ik- interpreted with regard to the intention 
disclosed by tile surrounding circumstance*.
| Re Ward.* 1 B.C.R. 114. followed.)

lie Land Registry Act. 13 D.L.R. 799, 2.1 
\\ L.R. 4S9, 5 v w R. w 
Approval by statutory authority—Ai.tkb-

NATIVE POWERS OF MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
and County J urge.

'The refusal of a town council to approve 
a plan for the subdivision of land does not 
preclude its approval by a judge of County 
Court, under the jurisdiction conferred by 
s. 80 of the Registry Act. 10 Edw. VII. e. tie, 
R.S.O. 1914, e. 124, which provides that 
plans shall he registered when approved by 
a municipal council or a judge of the Coun
ty or District Court. [Re Birely and Toron
to, Hamilton A Buffalo R. Co., 2.1 A.R. 
(Ont.) 88; Aurora v. Markham, 32 Can. S. 
C.R. 457, and Re Stinson and College of 
Physicians A Surgeons, 10 D.L.R. «99. 27 
O.L.R. 665, distinguished.)

Re llovston Park Su lid i vision and Steel- 
ton, 13 D.L.R. 454, 28 O.L.R. «29 
Approval by municipality or board—Sub

urban SUBDIVISIONS.
The City and Suburbs Plans Act, 2 Geo. 

V. c. 43. is not retroactive in its intent, and 
the provisions requiring the submission of 
a plan propusod to be registered of any sub
division of land lying within five miles of a 
city having a population of not les* than 
50,000, to the Ontario Railway and Munci- 

! )ial Board for its approval, and forbidding 
j sales of lots on such a plan by description 
I referring to the plan, until such approval 

bus Wen obtained, do not apply to the case 
of a plan of a survey completed and ap
proved by the proper municipality before 
the passing of the Act, but not tendered 
for registration until afterwards.

Toronto v. Hill. 10 D.L.R. 639, 24 O.W.R. 
388. 4 O.W.N. 1076.
Subdivision plans—approval—Objections 

—Jurisdiction of Ont. Municipal

The lapse of the period of twenty-one 
days specified in the City and Suburbs 
Plans Act, 2 Geo. V. (Ont.) c. 43, e. 7, 
without notice of objections Wing filed to 
a subdivision plan, does not bar the Ontario
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Railway and Municipal Board from giving 
leave to an objecting municipality to be 
heard in opposition to the proposed subdi
vision at any time before the board has 
certified its approval and the board may 
then, after hearing both parties, dispose of 
the application on the merits. The provi- 
.iun of s. 7 of the City and Suburbs Act, 2 
<ieo. V. (Ont.) c. 43, that if no objection 
is made and tiled with the board within a 
limited period the applicant for approval 
of a sulalivison plan '‘shall be entitled to 
have the plan certified as approved unless 
the hoard of its own motion shall have oth
erwise directed." does not limit the power 
of the hoard to “otherwise direct" to the 
period within which objections are to be 
tiled, and does not entitle the applicant to 
a certificate as of right when objectons have 
not been tiled accordingly.

lie C anadian Building & Loan Ass'n and 
Hamilton, 10 D.L.R. 539, 4 O.W.N. 1185, 
24 O.W.R. 858.

La*d surveyor—Error in plan—Respon-
NIIULITY.

\ land surveyor who undertakes to sub- 
divide mill stake out a piece of land in ac- 
iurdaiice with a general plan made by an
other surveyor, is not responsible for errors 
,u Mich plan if not made by him, and when 
iie luul no reason to suspect the existence of 
»ueh errors,

1‘aipiin v. Bourgeois, 23 Que. K.B. 494.

PLEADING.
I. In general.

a. Generally; necessity; form.
b. Verification.
('. Definiteness; particularity. 
i>. Inconsistency ; repugnancy.
K. Implication.
K. Conclusion.

6. Defects waived or cured; time for
objections.

n. Exhibits; profert; oyer.
I. Particulars.
.1. Heading laws and ordinances.
K. Judgment on pleading.
!.. Relief under pleading.
M. Admissions.
n. Amendments.
o. Supplemental pleading.
r. Filing after default; time.
9- Surplusage. 
b. W ithdrawal.
b. Striking out. 
t. Dismissal.
v. Misjoinder; multifaiiousness. 
v Duplicity.

IT. Declaration or complaint, 
a. Jurisdictional averments.

, B- Right or capacity to sue.
c. Description of parties.
n Statement of cause generally.
K Negation of defence, 
r. Prayer; allegations as to damages, 
e. Averments as to ownership, title or 

possession.

h. On contract liability.
I. Allegations a» to liens.
J. For negligence.
k. For libel or slander.
!.. For torts, injuries or nuisance.
M. For infringement.
x. Estates of decedents; wills; trusts.
o. As to corporate matters.
1*. Miscellaneous.

III. 1*1.1 AS AND ANSWERS.
A. In general.
B. What must be pleaded, 
c. W hat may be pleaded.
I>. Sufficiency.

IV. VROHK-B1LL.
V. Reply.
VI. SET-OFF: COUNTERCLAIM; RECOUPMENT. 

VII. Demurrer.

b. When lies.
C. What demurrable.
i>. What questions raised by demurrer.
K. What admitted by demurrer.
F. 'Effect; practice.

Joinder of cause*, see Action.
In criminal proceeding#, see Criminal 

Law; Indictment: Summary Convictions. 
Service of, see Writ and Process.

Annotations.
Objection that no cause of action shewn; 

defence in lieu of demurrer: 10 D.L.R. 517.
Statement of defence: s|>ecific denials and 

traverses: 10 D.L.R. 503.
Enemy alienage, how pleaded: 23 D.L.R. 

375. 382.
l ltra vires as defence; estoppel: 36 D.

L.R. 107.

I. In general.
A. Generally ; necessity : form.

(8 1 A—1)—War Relief Act—Applica
tion to proceed—Application to coi.- 
LETT RENTS INCLUDED — B.C. STATU. 
1916, c. 74—1017, C. 74—1918, c. 97. 
S. 5 (4).

On the plaintiff applying for leave to pro
ceed under subs. (4i of ». 5 of the War Re
lief Act, Amendment Act, 1018, the regis
trar referred the application to the judge 
in Chambers when the plaintiff included in 
his summons an application that he be at 
liberty to collect the rents of the premises 
in question in the action. Held, that the 
application as framed should he dismissed 
and that the application for rents should 
lie the subject of a substantive application. 

Mariai her v. Gray, 26 B.L’.R. 332, L1919J
1 W.W.R. 806.
(8 I A—5)—Heading — “Statement or

A specially indorsed writ must be headed 
“Statement of claim." [Anlaby v. Prac- 
torius, 20 Q.B.D. 764, followed.]

Savward v. Brewer, 24 B.L'.R. 129, (19171
2 W.W.R. 233.
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( I.AIM SPECIALLY INIK>I«SKI> UVON WHIT OK

summons—Affidavit of mkbits filed
WITH APPKARA N CE— FAILURE TO M EFT 
KK<#VIRKMi:\TS OF R. 56—'ORDER UNDER 
it. 7 fob si m m A it v JUDGMENT APPEAL 
—Dependant am-owed to file better
AFFIDAVIT NUNC PRO TUNC—COSTS.

Carter v. Wee*. IS O.W.X. 364.
IKHEOULARITIES.

In civil, criminal and municipal matters, 
licit lier party is admitted to complain of an 
irregularity * if lie does not suffer any in-

Kmuss v. Michaud, 26 Que. K.R. .">64. 
Specially endorsed writ of summons— 

Appearance and affidavit of defence 
- Alisl Nt k of election iiy plaintiff 

TO treat endorsement and affidavit
AS RECORD—STATEMENT OF DEFEAT E NOT 
DELIVERED WITHIN 10 DAYS.

Smith v. Walker. 5 O.W.N. 410. 
Declinatory exception — Place where 

CONTRACT ENTERED INTO—ARTICLE 64
C.C .!».

Dufresne v. Dufresne. 24 Rev. de dur. 146.
(s I A—6)—When dispensed with—Issue

CONTESTED AT TRIAI. Al.THOVUlI NOT

The rule that issues not pleaded may he 
considered on appeal was not intended to 
dispense with pleadings, hut merely to meet 
exceptional eases where, by the tacit con
sent of both parties, unpleaded issues were 
elearlv ami iimiuestionahly fought out at 
the trial.

John..... v. Johnson, 14 D.L.R. 756, 18 B.
( i: ; Jii \\ 1.1:. \\ \\ R B8 \
(§ 1 A—7)—Action begun by writ of sum

mons specially endorsed—Affidavit
OF MERITS MADE BY DEFENDANT—XEW 
CLAIM ADDED IIY AMENDMENT OF EN
DORSEMENT—Necessity for new affi
davit of merits—Rules r>6, 127, 128.

Fa rah v. Lawless, *7. O.W.N. 72."».
(g l A—8)—Practice — Application by 

way or Chambers summons—First
STEP IN PROCEEDINGS—NECESSITY FOB 
SUMMONS TO HE SEALED

Re (lold and South \ ancouver C'orp., 
116161 2 W.W.R. 249.
(§ 1 A—12 I—By SPECIAL LEAVE.

In a proper ease the plaintiff whose mo
tion for summary judgment has liven denied 
may be granted leave to deliver his pleading 
without prejudice to a pending appeal from 
the order denving summary judgment.

Clarkson v McXaught. 2 D.L.R. 52, 21 
O.W .R. «29.

It. Verification.
(S 1 B—15 )—Verification—Certified cop

ies OF PLEADINGS—COLOUR OK PAPER.
Discepolo v. Fort William, 11 O.W.X. 73. 

Appearance—Affidavit—Vacation time— 
Summary judgment.

If a summary action is returnable before 
the commencement of the long vacation the 
defendant is not required to accompany h'is
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appearance with an affidavit that he has a 
good defence to the action but he is obliged 
to plead within the delay, and if he does 
not do so, the plaintiff may proceed to judg
ment ex parte.

Roy v. St. Onge, 26 Que. P.R. 117.
C. Definiteness; particularity.

(g I C—261 — Definiteness — Particular
ity— Statement oe claim — Facts
FROM WHICH MALICE INFERRED.

Although King's Bench Rule 331, R.S.M. 
1913. e. 46, prescribes that a statement of 
claim, which alleges malice as a fact, need 
not set forth the facts from which malice 
may he inferred, yet the plaintiff may plead 
such facts if he sees tit.

Tremavne v. Hudson's Bav Co., 17 D.L.R. 
756, 24 Sian. L.R. 436, 28 W.L.R. 260. 
Definiteness — Particularity — Uncer

tain and embarrassing defence — 
Fraud may he pleaded without using
THE WORD "FRAUD." WHEN AND HOW.

Emerson Brantingham implement Co. v. 
Jackson. 20 D.L.R. 666.
(8 l (’—21 ) —Definiteness — Statement 

of claim—Motion for particulars— 
Xr is ance—Damages.

Black v. Canadian Copper Co., 5 D.L.R. 
896, 23 O.W.R. 26.
Juridical expressions.

It is not within the province of parties to 
an action to define expressions which are 
purely juridical, of which they may make 
use in their pleadings. The court will not 
grant a motion to this effect.

Saunders v. Deavitt, 15 Que. P.R. 329.
(8 1 C—22)— Particularity—Breach or 

promise—Whether verbal or in writ

A plaintiff suing for breach of promise of 
marriage should set up in her statement of 
claim every material fact upon which she 
must rely to make out lier cause of action ; 
and the pleading should therefore disclose 
whether the alleged promise was verbal or 
in writing, and if it is claimed that the con
tract of marriage was broken by defend 
ant’s marriage to another, the date of such 
marriage should he pleaded.

Morris v. Churchward, 16 D.L.R. 191, 
24 O.W.R. 313.
(8 1 c—26)—Fraud—Statement of claim 

— Misrepresentations — ContI.vt 
—Rescission.

Murray \. Thames Valley Harden I<and 
Co.. 24 O.W.R. 52.
(8 1 C—27)—Validity of municipal bt-

Where art. 097 Mun. (ode. provides that 
"the promulgation of every municipal by
law is considered to have been sufficiently 
made until the contrary is alleged," it is 
not necessary that this allegation should 
Is* made in an action at law hut it ia suffi 
vient that the interested party be informed 
by the municipal council of the irregularity; 
consequently, the value of work done by a 
contractor under a contract based on such
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» ’iv law after notice of the irregularity ha a 
h^'n given by the council but before any ac
tion *to set a fide the contract or by-law 
ii taken cannot be rev we red.

Poutres Siegwart v. Desvhamhault, 5 D. 
L K 395. 41 Que. S.C. 4M.

I). INCONSISTENCY; REPUGNANCY.
151 D—.'in i—Action for infringement of

CATI NTS FOR INVENTIONS—VALIDITY OF 
HA 11- N I N — INCONSISTENT PLEADINGS ---
Rile 1.17.

Visor Knitting Co. v. Penmans. 7 O.W.N.

Conditional half,—Hiring.
Wlinn a plaintiff. on a motion for author

ization to sue a married woman, alleges 
that lie conditionally «old furniture to her. 
he cannot he allowed, in his answer to the 
ueience. to claim that it was a hiring lie

Levitt v. Lavasse. 49 Que. S.C. 929.
In an action to recover the purchase price 

nf & hay press which the plaintiff alleges 
to have sold and delivered to the defendant, 
the plaintiff cannot amend his declaration 
-I sin'll a manner as to allege further that 

the machine in question in at the disposal 
and risk of the defendant; as such an 
amendment would entirely change the nat
ure of the action and would l>e inconsist
ent with its allegations.

International Harvester Co. v. Râtelle, 18 
Rev. de dur. 458.
PlIH IMINARY EXCEPTION — PRF.VVF. AVANT 

FA IRK DROIT—INCOMPATIBLE DEMANDS— 
Option—C.( ,P. art. 160 s. 7.

On a preliminary exception the court 
cannot order “preuve avant faire droit.” 
\n action brought against a municipality 

in order to declare void a bv-law passed by 
its municipal council to fill the then vacant 
pin,, of an alderman, and against the nomi- 
ree fur alderman, to declare him incapable
• f occupying this position, does not contain 
tw,, incompatible and contradictory de
mand1.: anu a dilatory exception that the 
plaintiff should have the option of choosing 
between the two demands must be rejected.

Sorel v. Hrmisecau, 25 Rev. Leg. 162.
F. Conclusions.

! F—4i))—Inscription in law.
An inscription in law which docs not enn- 

Min conclusions will tie rejected by the
• >urt of its own motion if the objection 
is not raised.

Rurtner Coal Co. ▼. Gano Moore 1 Co., 
1!) Que. P.R. 291.
Negatory action — Adjoining owners — 

Dripping from roofs.
The conclusions in a negatory action, 

praying that the plaintiff’s property “he 
declared free from all servitude or encum
brance as to the defendant, and hia prop- 
••rty." and that the defendant be ordered 
Li give up the works constituting the servi- 
‘ i !•• complained of, are sufficient to form 
the bads of an executory judgment, with
out flu- necessity of claiming also the au- 

Can. Dig—118.

PLEADING, I ti.
thorization to undertake such works should 
the defendant not attend to them. Neigh 
liours, whose properties are so close to each 
other that the dripping water of the roofs 
of their houses may alternately splash back 
on the side» of one or the other house and 
deteriorate them, must comply with the 
local custom of putting up a common gilt 
ter for liotli houses in order to prevent the 
water from penetrating the sides of the 
house. One refusing to do so will not lie 
allowed to direct a negatory action against 
his neighbour.

Poulin v. Houde, 63 Que. S.C. 145. 
Parties.

If a party has interest in being notified 
of an action, he cannot complain by way of 
exception to the form that no conclusions 
have been taken against him.

Legault v. Charbonneau, 19 Que. P.R. 218. 
DISCONTINUANCE — CONFESSION OK JUDO 

MENT ( 0HT8.
A plaintiff may discontinue a portion of 

the conclusions of his declaration, even by a 
proceeding other than a discontinuance 
properly so called. It is not necessary that 
the document containing such discontinu 
ance should state that the discontinuance 
will lie made with costs against the plain 
tiff. After service of a discontinuance a 
defendant cannot then confess judgment in 
accordance with that part of the conclu
sions which the plaintiff has discontinued.

Kquitahle Realty v. Roy, 20 Que. P.R.
171.
Relevant facts.

Parties to an action may, by their plead 
ings, submit deductions, for instance, that 
of an admission. The court will decide 
whether such a deduction is logical. The 
renting of an office by the plaintiff, the en 
gagement by him of a manager, and loss 
of time, may be pleaded as grounds for 
special damages for nonfulfilment of a con 
tract. A plaintiff may plead the defend
ants’ failure to assist where it might ren
der them liable in a larger amount. A 
plaintiff may allege that he would have 
found purchasers for his shares if the de
fendants hud allowed the purchasers' agents 
to make a trial of the mine. An action 
against the defendants for refusing to al
low such trials, and the settlement of such 
an action, are relevant facts in the case. 
It is not permissible to plead that n cor 
poration has acted in spite of the advice 
of its lawyer, who is a memlier of its board 
of directors.

Gruninger v. La Mine d'Or d’Huronia, 10 
Que. P.R. .173.
G. Defects waived or cured; time for 

OBJECTIONS.
(8 I G—50 )—Opposition — Minor — 

C.C. Ore. 304.
An opposant who makes liis opposition 

and swears to it the 16th day of July, and 
only gives notice of it on the 19th of the

mmm
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ha mi* month, when he is 21 years of age, is 
legally before the court.

Pouliot v. Bernard, 40 Que. S.C. 335.
(§ 1 < i—51)—Il El as SUED COLLECT 1 VEUT— 

Appeal — Family council — Tariff 
— C.C. Que. 306 — C.C.P., 185.

A defendant's light to sue collectively, 
and without special designation, the heirs 
of a deceased person within the 0 months, 
does not prevent the heirs, if they are 
minors, from obtaining, before appealing 
from the judgment given.against them, the 
authorization of the family council homolo
gated by a judge or the prothouotary of 
the district of their domicile. An inscrip
tion in appeal delivered without authority 
will not. lie set aside, but time will be given 
to the appellants to rectify the procedure. 
If a motion to set aside an inscription is 
granted for costs only, delay u ill he given 
to the appellant to rectify his procedure, 
the defendant's attorney has a right only 
to the fee upon and relating to the motion 
and not to the fee for an abandoned appeal 
nor the fee for examination, inscription and

t.'hene v. Client*, 1(1 Que. P.R. 77.
(8 i <1—52)—Cured my oppo.nkxt'h pi.kad-

•Toiuing issue and going to trial without 
An objection that a counterclaim for wages 
could not Imi interposed in an action for 
tort, is a waiver of the irregularity, f Hvtttt 
v. Allen, 3 O.W.N. 370. applied ]

Hamilton v. Vineherp, -I D.L.R. 827, 3 
O.W.X. 1337, 22 O.W.R. ‘.38.
DEKEUT IX STATEMENT OF CLAIM — May 

HE CURED MY DEFENCE — NEGLIGENCE 
— Damages — Employers’ LIABILITY 
Atrr, K.S.B.C. 1011. c. 74, s. :t. subs. 
(1), AND S. 7. SUMS. ( 1 I AND (3).

A specific denial in the defence of an 
allegation that the plaintiff should have, 
hut neglected to plead ill an action for dam
ages under the Employers’ Liability Act, 
cures the defect, if the issues are thereby 
defined in the pleadings with sufficient 
clearness for the trial.

Cook v. Newport Timber Co., 18 B.C.R. 
(•24.
(§ I C—58)—Extending time for in

dorsement of writ — Time of oiukc-

A writ cannot lie deemed to lie specially 
indorsed and need not lie amended, In-cause 
it is not intituled "statement of claim.'* nor 
signed hv counsel, and omitting the words 
“delivered, etc.;” and an objection to an 
undue extension of an indorsement upon the 
writ should he raised by motion before the 
delivery of the defence.

Rage v. Page. 25 D.L.R. 99. 22 B.C.R. 
185, 32 W.L.R. 854, 9 W.VV.R. 442.

H. Exhibits; profkiit; over.
(8 I H—60)—Production of documents

If one party declares under oath that the 
original of a document designated by him

in support of a pleading is not in his po-. 
session, lie w ill tie barred of the right to Ale 
it, and the adjudication of the costa, which 
might result to the adverse party in the 
course of the action from the default to 
produce the original of the document with 
the pleading which designates it, will be re 
served for the judge who decides the case 
on the merits.

Robert Dollar Co. v. Canadian Car k 
Foundry Co., 18 Que. P.R. 345.
Withdrawal of exhibits — Setfleiuixt

If a cause lias been determined and the 
amount of the judgment paid, the exhibits 
on the record uiay be withdrawn without

King Paper Box Co. v. < anada Maple 
Exchange, 18 Que. P.R. 439.
Promissory note — Tender and deposit 

with reply.
Although it may lie irregular to only 

tender and deposit with the reply to a <1. 
fence note which should have iicvompaniei] 
the declaration, the court will permit them 
to he so tendered and deposited when tin- 
interest of justice demands it in the par 
ticuhir circumstances in which the partie* 
are placed.

Fmlfcy v. Boileau, 48 Que. S.C. 444.
I. Particulars.

(§ I I—(lot Ordering particulars--Em
ployer's LIABILITY ACTION.

In a workman’s action to recover from 
his employer damages for personal injuries 
due to the alleged defective conditions of a 
«•vane used in building operations, the plain 
tiff may lie ordered to give particulars of 
what, lie was doing at the time the accident 
occurred and, to the extent of his knowl
edge thereof, particulars also of the alleged 
breakage causing the injury. The principle 
upon which an order for particulars may 
lie refused w here the case depends upon the 
doctrine of res ipsa loquitur does not apply 
to prevent the order living made where the 
plaintiff has not framed his pleadings on 
that doctrine exclusively, but has voluntar
ily set out a statement in the nature of 
particulars of negligence leading up to the 
accident ; in such case if the statement oi 
particulars in the pleading is insufficient, 
further particulars should be ordered.

Proctor v. Parsons Bldg. Co., 10 D.L.R. 
30, 23 W.L.R. 710, reversing 9 D.L.R. 6P2. 
23 W.L.R. 535, 4 W.W.R. 48. 
Establishing allegations or claims — 

Burden of proof — Order fob pa*
TICÜLABS. WHEN REFUSED.

In an action by plaintiff claiming that 
liis property had been sold for taxes wrong
fully claimed us due and unpaid, and that 
such sale was made without any power or 
authority in the township making the sale, 
an order for particulars giving the defects 
in the authority of the township to sell will
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not be made on defendant's application. 
[Turner v. Surrey, It) B.C.R. 79, followed. 1

Beavis v. Langley, 9 D.L.R. 403, 18 B. 
C.R. 30, 23 W.L.K. 55.
When okukred — Transactions within 

KNOW I.KDGB OF PARTY DEMANDING.
In an action between husband and wife 

for a separation of community property 
uhicli the wife alleged the husband was dis- 
po-ing of ami concealing, the plaintiff will 
I# required to give particulars of her claim 
notwithstanding that the defendant must 
of necessity have kuowlctlge of all transac
tions relating thereto, where the plaintiff's 
allegations in her statement of claim are 
of a general nature, without stating time, 
place or circumstances pertaining to the 
matters pleaded.

Hall v. Stone, 13 D.L.R. 537, 15 Que. 
P.R. 113.
PARTICULARS — RaII.WAY ACCIDENT — 

Death, Lord Campbell's Act.
In hii action for damages against a rail

way company occasioned by the demiIment 
and wrecking of a train, it is not necessary 
:o particularly specify, on a claim for gen
eral damages, the negligence alleged in the 
particulars of claim ; the fact that damage 
is done by something getting out of con
trol which normally is, or might, to In*, un
der control, raises a presumption or rational 
inference of fact, that the accident is due to 
the negligence of the user or his servants, 
and an order hy a master for further par
ticulars thereon cannot be supported, the 
occurrence itself when proved warranting a 
finding of negligence. In an action under 
the Fatal Accidents Act, I fieo. V. v. 33 
R.S.O. 1914, c. 351, an order for a state
ment of particulars from the parents of the 
knelits received from their son during his 
lifetime should not be made as it would be 
compelling the plaintiffs to give particulars 
of the evidence l»y which they intended to 
support their claim.

Mulvenna v. C.P.R. Co., 15 D.L.R. «16, 
8 O.W.N. 779.
Lord Campbell’s Act — Contravention 

of railway rules by company.
In an action against a railway company 

under Lord « amphell’s Act for negligence 
reusing death, an order should not be made 
that the plaintiff deliver particulars of the 
railway company's rules and regulations in 
contravention of which the plaintiff claimed 
a defective and improper system was main
tained in leaving switches unprotected 
which had led to the personal injury which 
»’au«cd the death.

I’ienv v. G.T.R. Co., 16 D.L.R. 69, 5 0.
W.N. 9tl2,
Workmen's compensation casf-H.

Se t jim 1.', of the Workmen's Compensa
tion for Injuries Art, R.K.O. 1897. c. 160, 
US'). 1914. 148, requiring that where
th» injury complained of has arisen by rea- 
‘"'i of the negligence of any person in the 
defendants service, particulars shall be 
fc'iuu by the plaintiff of the name and de

scription of such person, applies ouly where 
the claim is based on some specific act of 
misconduct on the part of a fellow-servant, 
and is not intended to shift the onus thrown 
on the defendant in cases where the plain
tiff can rely upon the res ipsa loquitur

Pierce v. G.T.R. Co., 16 D.L.R. «9, 5 0. 
W.N. 962.
Statement of claim.

Iii an action for damages against a mu 
nivipiility for having notified the plaintiff, 
a contractor for city works, not to proceed 
and for having refused to furnish cars un
der the contract and for removing the 
plaintiff's plant, the plaintiff may be or
dered to iTiruisji the lient particulars he 
can of the manner in which, the time when 
and the place where the defendant notified 
the plaintiff not to proceed, and the man
ner iii which, the time and place where the 
defendant refused to furnisn curs. [Cou-> 
ills v. C.X.R., 18 Man. L.R. 320. followed.]

Riley v. Winnipeg, 19 D.L.R. 567, 25 
Man. L.R. 61, 30 W.L.tt. 301.
Demand fob further particulars Or 

HER HY MASTER — REFUSAL TO SET CASK 
DOWN FOR TRIAL.

Hallman v. Foundry Products, 45 D.L.R. 
717.
IN t'Rl'.M. COX. ACTION — SWORN DENIAL

A defendant to an action for criminal 
conversation has the right to demand par 
ticulurs of the time and place of the alleged 
acts, without Brat being required to tile a 
sworn denial of the charges. | Keenan v. 
Birkley, 28 L.R. Ir. 135, followed.1

Rhii'mrd v. Chillier, 28 D.L.R. 028, 31 
W.L.R. 69, 10 W.W.R. 181.
Workmen’s Compensation Act — Que. 

V.P. art. 123.
The declaration required hy art. 123 

C.P. is general. The law nowhere mak< s 
any exception to the rule for an action 
brought under the Workmen's Compensa
tion Act (Que.). Particulars must lie fur
nished on the nature of the accident which 
is alleged to have caused the injury; when 
and hy whom the plaintiff was engaged in 
the employ of the defendant: the nature 
of his employment and the check numlier 
under which he worked ; the nature of tin- 
injuries which the plaintiff suffered ; how 
and why the plaintiff pretends that his in
capacity is permanent.

Biglunds v. John McDougall Caledonian 
Works Co., 20 D.L.R. 979, 16 Que. P.R. 114.

Where a statement of claim alleges 
fraudulent misrepresentations inducing the 
purchase of shares and the statement of 
defence sets up laches and acquiescence, and 
the reply alleges that the delay in bringing 
the action was caused hy “further mis
representations,” it is not a satisfactory 
answer to a demand for particulars of the 
reply to say that such particulars are suf
ficiently set out in the reply, statement of 
eleim. and particulars of the statement of 
claim already furnished. A provision in an
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order for particulars that they may lie 
given after examination for discovery is 
not proper where the facte must lie within 
the knowledge of the party from whom tlie 
(•articulars are sought. That party may, 
in a proper case, obtain leave after dis
covery to deliver further particulars, but 
the -use ought to lie presented upon the 
pleadings and ancillary particulars lie fore 
discovery is had.

Carter v. FoIev-O'Brien Co., 5 D.L.R. 28. 
J O.W.N. 88K.
Claim — Infringement ok rights vmikk

PATENT FOR INVENTION — POSTPONE
MENT UNTIL Am.lt DISCOVERY.

Batho v. Zimmer Vacuum Machine Co., 
2 D.I..R. 902, 3 O.W.N. 1152, affirming 2 
D.L.R. 804.
Infringement of patent rights — Post

ponement TILL AFTER DISCOVERY.
I iiited Injector Co. v. James Morrison 

i’.rass Mfg. Co., 2 D.L.R. 910, 3 O.W.X. 
1190.
Claim — Damage by fi.oodinu — Origin 

m waters — Specific ground oi 
claim — Amendment.

Day v. Toronto, 2 D.L.R. 898, 3 O.W.X. 
1083.*
Statement of claim — Negligence — 

Personal injuries — Anticipating
I1EFENCE.

Mitchell v. ITeintzman, 1 D.L.R. 920, 3 
O.W.X. 892.
Motion iiekorf. delivery of defence — An- 

SKNCE OF AFFIDAVIT — NUISANCE 
Damages.

Black v. Canadian Copper Co., 6 D.L.H. 
800, 28 O.W.R. 86.
Statement of claim — Motion for par

ticulars AFTER DELIVERY OF DEFENCE, 
BUT BEFORE EXAMINATION FOR DISCOV
ERY — Plaintiffs resident abroad 
— Default in payment of interlocu
tory costs.

Rickart v. Britton Mfg. Co., 6 D.L.R. 
*52, 23 O.W.R. 03.
Acts antecedent to whit — Inability to

GIVE PARTICULARS — MUNICIPAL BY
LAW — Con. R. 668.

Fuller v. Bonis, 0 D.L.R. 901, 4 O.W.X. 
306.
Statement of defence and counterclaim 

— Postponement till after exami
nation OF DEFENDANT FOR DISCOVERY
— Leave to examine before pleading 
to counterclaim.

Caldwell v. Hughes. 1 D.L.R. 898, 3 O. 
W.N. 639.
Statement ok claim — Discovery.

Groeoek v. Allen, 3 D.L.R. 871. 22 O.W.R. 
219.
Neoi.igf.nck — Death in railway acci

dent — Res ipsa loquitur — Dis
covery.

Madill v. O.T.R. Co., 3 D.L.R. 876, 22 
O.W.R. 233.

Contributory negligence.
An order for particulars of contributory 

negligence should not be granted unless the

fiarty applying satisfies the court that he is 
ikely to be taken by surprise by som- 

ueeusation or evidence which may be 
brought against him and which he oanno* 
Ih; prepared to meet unless he is told of it 
beforehand.

Gillingham v. Lewis, 21 D.L.R. 470, 48 
N.8.R. 233.
Overpayments — Fraud.

In an action by a provincial government 
for the recovery of over payments under 
contracts for the construction of a new 
Parliament building, also charging fraud 
and conspiracy, the defendant is entitled to 
particulars of the amounts claimed to be 
overpaid, and of the fraudulent representa
tions charged, particularly where they are 
not within the defendant's knowledge and 
there is nothing to shew that the plaintiff 
cannot set out what they are. [Sims v. 
Slater, 10 C.L.T. 227 ; Whyte v. Ahrenn, 
20 Ch. D. 717; Leiteh v. Abbott, 31 Ch. 
Div. 374; Sachs v. Speilman, 37 C h. D. 295. 
applied. |

Att'y-Uen’l v. Kelly, 24 D.L.R. 297, 25 
Man. L.R. 621. 9 W.W.R. 83. 32 W.L.R. 327 
Conditions of order.

A judgment ordering particulars to be 
given should not provide that on default 
of their being given the allegations of the 
action will be struck out.

lessard v. Simard, 24 Que. K.B. 481. 
Action for seduction undeb fbomise or 

marriage — Demand for particular*. 
Clark v. Treloar, 25 D.L.R. 865, 33 W 

LR. 173. 9 W.W.R. 836.
Statement of claim — Immaterial al

legation — Libel.
McVeity v. Ottawa Citizen Co., 5 O.W.X. 

288, >5 O.W.R. 20(1.
Statement of claim.

Mexican Northern Power Co. v. P.mruon, 
86 O.W.R. IH
Statement of claim — Alimony —- Ac 

curations against husband — Dis 
covf.ry — Costs.

Love v. Love, 25 O.W.R. 278.
Statement of claim — Contract — Dam 

ages — Practice — Information on- 
tain able by discovery—True func
tion of particulars — Supplement
ary to pleadings.

Owen Sound Lumber Co. v. Seaman-Kent 
Co., 25 O.W.R. 48, 61.
Statement ok claim — Damages — 

Breaches of contract.
Columbia Gramophone Co. v. Real Es

tates Corp., 25 O.W.R. 45.
Statement of claim — Cheqites — Re

fusal to account — Discovert — 
Production of books — Banks. 

Spitzer v. Union Bank, 23 O.W.R. 719. ^
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8riii.Mt.Nr of CI.A1M —- VI1 hheprksk\ t a -

Morgan v. Thomas Valley Harden Land 
Co., 24 O.W.R. 163.
STATEMENT OF CLAIM — CONTBACT —

Work HONK under railway construc
tion SUBCONTRACT — EXTRAS — OVER
CHARGES — Interest.

Kanlern Construction Co. v. McArthur, 
y O.VN -K. 628.
STATEMENT OF CLAIM — NBOLIOENCE.

farmers Hank v. Menzies, 7 O.W.N. 134. 
Action roe defamation — Slanderoi h 

WORDS IN IT)REIGN LANGUAGE — SPE
CIAL DAMAGE.

Dirk man v. Cordon, 23 O.W.R. 512. 
STATEMENT OF CI.A1M ---- DELAY IN MOVING

. ON. R. 268.
Drlap v. C.P.R. Co., 23 O.W.R. 644.

Amos ON GUARANTY — SUGGESTED AHHE8N- 
MENf OF DAMAGES ON A REFERENCE.

Niagara 4L Ontario Construction Co. v. 
Wjr, -'3 O.W.R. 409.
Counterclaim — Leave to rejoin — Ex

amination FOR DISCOVERY.
Canadian Westinghouse Co. v. Water 

Commissioners for London, 23 O.W.R. 648. 
Statement of claim — Negligence — 

Discovery.
O'Dell v. London, 14 O.W.N. 201.

Motion for — Am davit — Negligence 
— By-laws.

A motion for particulars does not need 
to hr nipported by a statement under oath. 
A defendant charged with negligence lias a 
right to know the act or acts for which he 
is hlamed. Where the negligence consists 
of the violation of municipal by-laws it is 
not necessary to point out what by-law lias 
wen violated, nor in what the violation 
••onsists.

Perrault v. I.acombe, 19 Que. P.R. 174. 
Loss or profits — Time — Costs.

A plaintiff suing for loss of profits can
not he compelled to shew in detail what 
profits could have been made or-to furnish 
a statement of receipts and expenses upon 
which he made his calculations. He may, 
however, he compelled to state the number 
of days lie had lost in order to complete 
the contract; the cost of deed which lie 
had prepared and the amount of conitnis- 
sions hr had to pay to procure the neces
sary funds to complete the sum required; 
but not the name of the person to whom 
he had paid such commission. If both 
parties partially succeed in their respec
tive claims, the costs of a motion for par
ticular» may lie set off.

Brown v. Dupuis, 19 Que. P.R. 319.

t'pon an application for a capias, as in 
all other proceedings. the party attacked 
has a right to demand particulars neces- 
Mry to enable liim to frame his defence. 

Stackhouse v. Larimer, 11) Que. P.R. 480.

Statement of claim — Ex parte order 
— Setting amide — Appeal — Sub
0TANTIVE APPLICATION — TIME FOR DE
LIVERY OF DEFENCE ---- EXTENSION.

Hen wood v. Canadian Oak Leather Co, 
11 O.W.N. 421.
Statement of defence — R. 141 — “Ma

TER I AI. FACTS.”
Redmond v. Stacey, 13 O.W.N. 79, affirm

ed at p. 170. [See also id. p. 206.] 
Sufficiency.

If the particulars furnished are not as 
complete and precise as required by the 
judgment ordering them, hut the party 
swears that he cannot furnish them more 
fully and explains why, it will lie for the 
Trial .lodge to say whether or not the ad
versary has been taken by surprise and 
whether or not the yiiquAte should be ad 
jnurned tr enable the necessary facte to he 
supplied.

Kawri'.ko v. Gloucester I.umher & Trad
ing Co., 18 Que. P.R. 199.
Right to.

A defendant cannot demand particular# 
liefore he is released from the consequences 
of his failure to plead.

Frank v. Magalniek, 18 Que. P.R. 277. 
Motion to reject — Amendment.

A defendant barred of the right to plead 
cannot demand the rejection of the partic
ulars furnished. A plaintiff can without 
costs amend hi# declaration at the same 
time that he furnishes the particulars re
quired of him.

De Felice v. Rolph, 18 Que. P.R. 308. 
Time.

Every demand for particulars, baaed up
on the ground that the petitioner lias ueed 
of greater details to plead or reply to a 
plea, should be made and filed within the 
delay required by law or an udditiomtl 
delay granted ty the court to reply to the 
merits of this proceeding alleged to he in 
sulliciently detailed or itemized. A party 
barred from filing a plea cannot demand 
detail# or particulars of tlie pleading in re
spect to which he is in default.

Stark v. Anson, 18 Que. P.R. 156. 
Acknowledgment of debt.

One who alleges that, the opposite party 
has often acknowledged that lie owes him 
a certain sum. will lie compelled to state 
when and in what manner this acknowledg
ment was made and whether it was verbal 
or in writing.

Boucher v. Brown, 18 Que. P.R. 347. 
Affidavit.

A motion for particulars need not be sup 
ported by affidavit. If the plaintiff com
plains that the defendant had not delivered 
to him the movables (choses in action) 
that lie had agreed to deliver to him and 
that llie plaintiff had l»een obliged to give 
to hi* purchaser# other similar more costly 
movables, the plaintiff will be obliged to 
disclose the names of the persons to whom 
he had resold the obligations in question
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and the names, professions and domiciles 
of the persons from whom he liud been 
obliged to purchase the other obligations.

Thompson v. Provincial Trust (Jo., 18 
Que. P.K. 477.
Action against directors.

A defendant sued for the debt of the 
company in liquidation, of which he is a 
director, is entitled to receive all the par
ticulars necessary to render clear and pre
cise the allegations of the declaration, for 
example: Of the difference between the
declared assets of the company and the real 
assets ; the dates and the amounts of the 
advances made by the plaintiff hank to the 
company; of the dates, amounts and occa
sions of the loans which the directors had 
made to themselves out of the pro|ierty of 
the company; of the obligations from which 
the directors arc relieved as well against the 
company as against its shareholders and 
directors; and when, how and in favour of 
whom the dim-tors have used the name of 
the company in business matters; when, 
how and to what, creditors such director of 
the company has misrepresented its affairs 
and when and on what occasion lie has 
iia ml nient ly administered the affairs of the 
company; tin- dates, amounts and the na
ture of the loans made by the plaintiff to 
the company in question and the name of 
the person to whom these loans have been

Merchants Bank v. Blanchet, 18 Que. 
P.K. 29.1.
Action for causing death—Druggist.

Iii an action for damages against a drug
gist causing the death of plaintiff’s child, 
liy substituting a poison for the remedy 
prescribed, the plaintiff may be ordered to 
indicate not only the prescription to be 
tilled lint, as far as possible through the 
coroner's inquest or otherwise the poison 
which had been substituted.

Maurice v. Milctte, 18 Que. P.K. 204. 
Action in warkantt.

A principal defendant who has pleaded 
to an action without demanding particulars 
cannot afterwards demand them on the 
ground that his defendant in warranty lias 
demanded them from him.

Fiset v. Agricultural Co-operative Co. 
of Cheesemakers, 18 Que. P.K. 479. 
Demand noth — Presentation.

hi an action upon a note payable upon 
demand the plaintiff van be compelled to 
indicate the time and place of presentation 
for payment.

Beauchomin v. Aubuclion, 18 Que. P.R, 
19.1.
Necessity of the motion for — C.C.P.

123.
When a party must, have had knowl

edge of the particulars asked for. and he 
docs not allege the necessity of such par
ticulars, a motion to dismiss the motion

for particulars as unnecessary, will be 
granted.

Ship v. Crocker, 16 Que. P.R. 109. 
Tramways — Modern improvements to 

PROTECT PASSENGERS—C.C.P. 123.
A motion asking particulars on an allegu 

tion of the declaration that a car of a 
tramway company was not properly pro 
tected by modern, improved and well-known 
devices designed to protect passengers from 
falling under the wheels, will lie grunted.

Rothschild v. Montreal Tramway Co., 15 
Que. P.R. 429.
Affidavit — Necessity of — C.C.P. 123 

— R. of P. 47.
A motion for particulars, not being a 

preliminary plea but a special demand, 
must necessarily lie supported by the af
fidavit required" by the 47th Rule* of Prac 
tiee, since it is precisely for the purpose of 
dealing with facts which do not appear in 
the record. Such a demand ran only be 
granted when it is necessary.

La rose v. Ainey, 16 Que. P.R. 166. 
Legatee claiming his income from testa

mentary KAM I roll C.C.P. m — 
C.C. QUE. 916, 917. 918, 919.

Where the defendant wns testamentary 
executor, the plaintiff applied to him to 
get her income to date and lived the amount 
at $1,500, and the defendant made a mo
tion alleging that he could not plead to 
that action, seeing that the plaintiff in her 
declaration did not state (ai what eon 
stituted the income of the estate; (h) how 
it was due; (c) the separate items con
stituting that total sum of $1,090; (d) the 
reasons why that sum might be due; (e» 
how much was due at and for each month, 
it was held that the defendant is supposed 
to know, much better than the plaintiff, 
the amount, the nature, and the maturity 
of the revenues of the estate of which he is 
testamentary executor.

Ijafortune v. Bonneville, 16 Que. P.R. 162. 
Action on cheque..

When a claimed cheque has lieen filed 
in court, Qie defendant van easily see that 
it has been endorsed bv a third party.

Chaurest v. Provost, Ifi Que. P.R. 153. 
Action against municipality — Excava

tion WORK — C.C.P. 123, 202.
A plaintiff suing the city of Montreal 

for damages resulting from excavation 
works badly carried out must furnish par
ticulars of the expression that the city ha* 
not acted “according to the rules of art and 
the means of protection” it should haw 
taken. Such allegations are too vague and 
make it impossible for the other party to 
answer them himself in accordance with 
art. 202 C.C.P. in a special and categorical

Laliberte v. Montreal, 16 Que. P.R. 143. 
Failure to furnish — Admissibility or 

EVIDENCE THEREUNDER.
If the defendant gives reasons shewing 

why it is impossible for him to give fur-
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tier particular^ the court may allow or 
disallow, at the hearing, evidence of vague
allegations.

Woods v. McCrory, 16 Que. P.H. 112. 
PayoNAL INJURIES ACTION — FOREMAN 

KNOWING DETECTS IN MACHINER).
When the plaintiff, in an action for dum- 

agi-< mi account of personal injuries, a I 
leged that certain foremen were aware of 
the defects in machines at which the plain- 
•id an* at work he may. on motion there
for, lie ordered to give the names of such 
•..reman if it is possible to do mi.

ha.roiv v. La prairie Brick Co., 14 Que.
P.K. :»«.
Workmen'» Compensation Act — Aver

ments IN DECLARATION — EXCEPTION
to ior vi — C.C.P. 174.

\ |K*titioii to aue under the Workmen's 
Compensâtiuu Act (Que.) constitutes the 
instituting act of an action, and the sub- 
wquent issue of the writ of summons is 
only the fulfilment of an order of the par
ties before another tribunal equallv coin 
patent. The omission to insert, in the writ 
mi declaration, the other authorizing the 
workman to lake action cannot constitute 
a tiuisc of nullity of the Fiimmons. An ex 
•vptiou to the form based thereon should 
lie dismissed with costs.

Francoeur v. Lawrence, 10 Que. P.R. 118. 
Kxckption to form — Motion h>b dis

missal—C.C.P. 123, 174.
The plaintiff must make a motion for 

|wri iculars or a motion to reject the para
graph* which he contends are vague or irre
gularly pleaded, according to the practice 
md jurisprudence of this court. An ex- 
•eption to the form is not the proper pro
cedure in such a case.

Godin v. Briggs, 10 Que. P.R. 184. 
PaowcTioN of documents — C.C.P. 123, 

289.
A motion fur particulars, which requires 

the production of certain documents, will 
riot Is- granted if the plaintiff lias other 
-jieiial recourses than such motion for par- 
•iciilar* to require the tiling of documents 
hr the adversary.

Piehe v. Vantin, 16 Que. P.R. 201.
Amox ox notes — Value given and co.x-

SIWRAVIOX RECEIVED — C.C.P. 123.
V defendant, who was sued on *2 promis

sory note*, wanted to know the value given 
•nil what consideration he got back. The 
defendant was long since interdicted. The 
;>l»ititiff was presumed to lie a holder in 
due course, and the motion for particulars 
»a* dismissed.

Tourneur v. Jatlonde, 16 Que. P.R. 189.
When, in obedience to a judgment order

ing plaintiff to furnish particular* under 
certain paragraphs of the declaration, 
plaintiff has given evidence of his good 
f»ith in endeavouring to supply such par
ticulars, the court will not grant defend
ant's motion for further particulars, more 
especially when defendant does not allege

that such further particulars are necessary 
for his defence. Lrider such circumstance's 
the court will grant act of defendant'- mo
tion for such further particulars, and re
serve the latter's right to make any appli
cation for such delay of the enquire as 
may, ir the discretion of the court, be neces
sary in justice to defendant, should the 
evidence adduced by plaintiff, owing to the 
absence of such further particulars, take 
defendant by surprise.

Conroy v. Conroy, 18 Rev. de Jur. ItiJ 
Slani iKH—Nam eh-Date.

In an action for slander, the plaintiff 
may la» ordered to give particulars as to the 
names of the persons to whom the alleged 
slander- were uttered, and the date.

McMillan v. Levine, 20 Que. K.B. 200. 
"Unjust and cat:judicial” — Mutters of 

OPINION.
An allegation to the effect that some 

thing in respect of which complaint is made 
is “unjust and prejudicial" does not in
volve a question of fact, but is a matter of 
opinion, and does not permit of a demand 
of particulars for the purpose of ascertain
ing wherein it is unjust and prejudicial.

8t. Martin v. lleliert, 50 Que. 8.C. 202. 
Inscription ex parte.

A motion for particulars not being a pre
liminary plea, the plaintiff may, on the day 
following the dismissal of such e motion, 
close the pleading and inscribe ex parte for

Cagne v. Hush ion, 17 Que. P.R. 386. 
Nominal damage».

Particulars can only lie demanded when 
the action is for special damages, not when 
it is for nominal damages.

Papineau v. Nickel, 17 Que. P.R. 316. 
Motions for—Delay.

Although a demand for particulars ought 
not to be entertained when the facts are 
known or presumed to lie known to both 
parties, yet, if there lie no truth in aueli 
facte, the demand ought to be granted, a* 
the adverse party might have reason to 
prepare for the contradiction of witnesses 
which might be heard against hi in. Such 
motion might also lie refused, when 
from the whole of the facts alleged and by 
the attitude of the adverse party, it ap 
pears, that he is himself in possession of 
sufficient information, or means of obtain
ing information, and that he has no other 
object in seeking further particulars as to 
the facts alleged but that of indirectly ob
taining delay. A defendant who moves for 
particulars, without asking that he should 
not lie bound to file his plea until such par
ticulars and the documents in support 
thereof have been produced and, moreover, 
without asking that the time for pleading 
should be enlarged till such production, 
but who merely prays that the motion 
should lie heard on a date mentioned, is 
bound to plead to the merits before the 
expiration of that time whether or not the
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particulars have been «men. A motion for 
lartieulars, being of the nature of a pre- 
iminary exception, ought to he made with

in 3 days following the tiling of the docu
ment which is attacked for want of preci-

Bai nurd v. Boulanger, 26 Que. K.B. 83. 
Motion kok further particulars — Bight 

10 M8H MB i am.s — DWCBUTIO* O*

Sturgeon Falls v. Imperial Land Vo., lit 
O.W.lt. 1011.
Motion for particti.ars — Both parties 

EXAMINED FOR DISCOVERY — Ac 110.N FOR 
INFRINGEMENT OF PATENT — ReASON-

Williams v. Tait, 3 O.W.N. 307, 20 O. 
W.R. 483.
Accident policy — Pleading — Partic-

O'Bricn v. Canadian Casualty & Boiler 
fn*. Co., 12 Que. P.R. 201.
Motion for particulars — Defendant 

out of court.
A defendant who has not tiled his de

fence, and is barred of his right to do so. 
cannot obtain an order for supplementary 
particulars of the plaintiff's claim until he 
re-established himself.

I>"*rigc v. Sanoc, 12 Que. P.R. 148. 
Motion for particulars — Statement of 

claim—Description too indefinite. 
Sturgeon Falls v. Imperial La ml Co., It* 

O.W.R. 757, 2 U.M.Y 1433.
J. Pleading laws and ordinances.

IS I J—71)—Pleading laws—Acts.
The provision in favour of free miners, 

embraced in s. 53 of the B.C. Mineral Act 
1 stnt. c. 34, exempting such class from Buf
fering from any acts of omission or com
mission or delays on the part of any gov
ernment oHieial. must he specially pleaded 
before evidence in respect thereto can he re-

Lighlning Creek v. llopp, 17 D.L.R. 041, 
28 W.LR. 110, 10 B.C.It. 580.

K. Judgment on pleading.
See .liidgment.

(8 1 K—75)—Preliminary questions of

A hearing by consent upon a submission 
of points of law before the trial, is author
ised by Exchequer Court r. 120, only as to 
matters which appear upon the pleadings.

The King v. L’Heureux, 14 D.L.R. 604, 
14 ( an. Kx. 250.
Judgments on — Admissions — Alterna

tive pleadings.
A judgment will not be rendered under 

Sask. r. 311. on alleged admissions in de
fendant’s pleading, if the latter, being in 
the alternative, still leaves all the facts in

Msrce v. McCall. 13 D.L.R. 424. 25 W.L 
R. 47.

Jl DUMENT EX PARTE — No DEFENCE.
If a defendant does not file any defence 

within the prescribed delays, he is abso
lutely barred from pleading it, and the 
plaintiff may proceed to judgment ex parte, 
against him, without registering the «r- 
tilicate attesting his default to plead.

Yézina v. Via vet et al., 49 Que. S.C. 118. 
Inscription in iaw — Default of an

swer in facts — C.C.P. 192, 200.
An inscription in law will not be die- 

missed on verbal demand for the sole reaeou 
that there is not annexed to it an anmr 
concerning facts.

Provincial Fire Ins. Co. v. La Protection, 
10 Que. P.R. 263.

L. Relief under pleading.
(8 1 L—SO)—Vendor and purchases — 

Asking right to redeem.
It is not necessary to ask expressly in tie 

pleading for the usual time in which to re
deem. in an action against, the purchaser 
under an agreement of sale, for a declara
tion that the agreement of sale shall be de
clared cancelled and that the assignee is» 
entitled to retain any moneys paid undci 
it and to possession of the lands.

Pentium! v. MacKissock, 9 D.L.R. 572, 
23 Man. L.R. 1, 22 W.L.R. 947.

Where a conditional sale contract con
tains a stipulation that the conditional 
vendee shall upon his default be liable 
for any loss upon a re-sale, and the con
ditional vendor resumes possession and re
sells, the vendee if sued for the balann 
clue without reference to the price* real
ized upon the resale should plead the re
sale and his right to abatement in the 
price in order to enable the court to take 
an account of the vendor's expenses upon 
the resale, otherwise the court may award 
judgment for the amount claimed with a 
reservation to the vendee of his remedy in 
respect of the resale.

(laar Scott v. Mitchell, 1 D.L.R. 283. 
21* W.L.H. 0, 1 W.W.R. 702. [Affirmed. « 
D.L.R. 12», 22 Mau. J..R. 474, 3 W.W.R. 19 1 
Action for discovery.

To entitle the plaintiff to an action for 
discovery he must allege in his statement 
of claim some facts as to absence of knowl
edge on his part constituting a ground for 
such relief.

Keiinerlev v. llextall, 9 D.L.R. 009, 5 
A.L.R. 192,'23 W.L.R. 205, 3 W.W.R. 699. 
(§ I L—81)—Prayer for further belief 

— Specific allegations.
A prayer in plaintiff's statement of claim 

asking for further relief is not sufficient to 
justify a separate kind of relief, different 
altogether from that suggested by the facts 
alleged and specifically claimed. [Cargill 
v. Bovver, 10 Cli.D. 509, followed.]

Kenuerley v. llextall, o D.L.R. 609. 5 
A.L.R. 192.' 23 W.L.R. 205, 3 W.W.R. 6M 
1'rayer — Sufficiency — Declaratory

A statement of claim is not open to ob-
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jection on the ground that a merely déclara- 
torv judgment or order is sought.

Swift Current v. Leslie, 2(1 D.L.R. 442, 
IS.ML 19. 33 W.UR. 628. 9 W.W.R. 1024.

M. Admissions.
(§1 M—95)—Admissions — Not rtrict-

LY CONSTRUED BUT MOULDED UNDER TIIE

Id an action by plaintiffs for the price of 
good* supplied to defendant, where the 
defendant sets up an agreement of agency 
between the plaintiffs and himself and 
counterclaims to have an account taken of 
»hat moneys were «till due in respect to 
that agency, and plaintiffs reply to the 
counterclaim that the contract of agency 
*a* entered into, but was subsequently an
nulled by the parties, and that thereafter 
the defendant purchased the goods in ques
tion. and ask in the alternative for a refer 
enee to ascertain what is due them from 
the defendant if the contract of agency 
was made and still exists, such admission 
by the plaintiffs under the modern prac
tice in Manitoba will not be taken strictly 
against them, but will lie moulded in ac
cordance with the evidence adduced at the 
trial, especially where such evidence shews
th:it there was only a proposition of agency
between the parties which was never con
summated because the parties failed to 
agree on the terms.

Callagher v. Freedman, 10 D.L.R. 430, 
23 W.L.K. 389.
Failure to plead — Admission ry.

Failure to deny an allegation in the state
ment of claim that plaintiff is a physician 
"duly registered” is equivalent to an ad-

Johnston v. Halifax, 9 D.L.R. 220. 40 
VSR. 474. 49 C.U.J. 167. 12 E.L.R. 261.
Admissions Scope of issues.

Damages for wrongfully cutting timber 
•hi plaintiff's land is properly awarded 
against two codefendnnts. where no issue 
is to the sole liability of one of the defend 
ints was raised at the trial and where the 
abii-ment of defence admitted the respon 
I'hilitv of both for the cutting.

Field x. Richards. 11 D.L.R. 120, 4 O.W.
01 24 O.W.R. m. I Affirmed. 13

D.LR. 943. 5 O.W.X. 67.]
Divisibility.

When the defendant in an action for 
HV'iicx lent does not plead payment, but 
admits, in an examination sur faits et arti- 

that lie liorrowed a certain sum from 
(V plaintiff hut reimbursed him with goods, 
the admission is divisible.

Qtiexillon v. Quevillon, 62 Que. 8.(\ 273. 
Evidence — Admission — Divisutu.inr of 

admission — Irrelevant facts — 
Com movement of proof in writing 
- - Discretion of court.

A trial court, by deciding that there is 
i commencement of proof in writing giving 
i right to parol evidence, exercises a dis 
tret ion ary power, and Courts of Appeal

should not reverse the judgment unless jhere 
ie evident error. [Fournier v. Morin, 11 
Q.L.R. 98.] An admission in the plea of a 
party sued for the recovery of a loan, stnt 
mg that he received the money as a gift, 
may la- divided if, in his testimony as wit
ness. he acknowledges that on the donor's 
death he was to give the said sum to third 
parties; also if his answers are in hud faith 
and also if written documents from him. 
and continuing admissions and promises in 
compatible xxith his plea, arc tiled. His 
divided admission is a commencement of 
proof in writing entitling the plaintiff to 
prove the loan by witnesses.

Mplcnfant v. Pelletier, 46 Que. S.C. 404.
X. Amendments or pi.kadixg.

(8 1 N—110)—Amendment of statement
OF DEFENCE — WHEN ALLOWED.

After some of the def-ndants in an action 
have tiled and served their defences they 
will lie permitted to amend them where an 
other defendant was absent from the prov
ince at the time such statements of defence 
were delivered, and it is shewn that upon 
his return lie gave his codefendants infor 
inution of which they wish to avail them
selves in their defence.

Phillips v. Lawson, 11 D.I^R. 453, 24 
O.W.R. «56.
Amendments after trial — Prior plead

ing not adopted.
Rescission of an agreement for the sale 

of land on other grounds than those set up 
in the pleadings may lie decreed where evi
dence in support of such grounds on the 
part of the plaintiff was given at the trial 
without objection and the defendant in his 
evidence went fully into those questions, 
but such failure to plead will affect the dis 
position of the costs of the action, and any 
amendments of the pleadings necessary to 
effectuate this may be allowed ( with or 
without application by the parties) at any 
stage of the trial.

Larson v. Rasmussen, 10 D.L.R. 050, 5 
A.L.R. 479, 24 YV.L.R. 239.

In an action, upon a bond, by a muni
cipal corporation against a manufacturing 
company and its surety, where the defend 
ant company seeks to amend its pleadings 
to dispute its execution of the bond, proper 
tests are (a) whether the fact is admitted 
by the record (b) whether the defect in 
execution is at best of a most technical 
character; and. governed by such tests, the 
ipplication, in a proper case, will be de-

Guelph v. Jules Motor Co., 8 D.L.R. 635, 
23 O.W.R. 823.

The determination of a question touch
ing the merits of the action should not lie 
made on a Chamber motion, since there is 
n very limited right of appeal from Cham
ber orders and the proper policy is to have 
all questions both of law and fact disposed 
of at the trial.

Bristol v. Kennedy, 8 D.L.R. 760, 23 
O.W.R. 686.
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l’nder the Judicature Rules (N.S.), O. 
28, rr. 7-10, merely making an entry of an 
order granting the amendment is sufficient 
even though no order is taken out; hut the 
amendment must lie made to give the de
fendant an opportunity to plead to it, and 
failure to do so within the prescribed period 
renders the order itself ipso facto void.

Sutherland v. Victoria Steamship Co., 27 
D.L.K. 622, 60 N.K.R. 140.
Motion fob particulars—Written agrf.e- 

ment—Necessity— Dismiss m .
Ship v. Croker, 20 D.L.R. 078.

Specially endorsed writ of summons— 
Statement of claim treated- as 
AMENDMENT.

Dunn v. Phillips, 31 D.L.R. 274, 36 O.L. 
R. Ô80.
When action at issue—Amendment of 

PLKADIX08—Application for special

Broun v. Telegram Printing Co., 8 D.L.
R. 1026.
Allegations of fraud.

A plaintiff who in his pleadings care
lessly alleges falsehood and fraud, on 
whieh ground the notion is dismissed, there 
being no evidence of fraud, is not entitled 
to have sni'li pleadings amended so as to 
give him the relief he might have been 
entitled to had the pleadings been properly

Twaites v. Morrison, 13 D.L.R. 78, ii 
A.L.K. 8, 11 11181 3 W.W.R. 340. 
Amendment of—-Rule 103—Am ication.

Koval Bank v. Nesbitt. 10 D.L.R. 166, 13 
A.T*rt. 408, [1018] 1 W.W.R. 766. 
Amendment of defence -Workmen's Com

pensation Act—Failure, to plead. 
Where at the time of the bringing of an 

.action for damages for personal injuries the 
defendant is aware of a claim made by the 
plaintiff against another party for com 
|iensation under the Workmen's Compensa
tion Act (Man.), hut does not plead elec
tion of compensation by the plaintiff. In- 
should not lie allowed to so plead by amend
ment at the trial where it appears that the 
trial might have taken an entirely different 
course had the defendant raised the point 
bv his defence.
. Lechiw v. Sewrey, [10181 2 W.W.R. 386. 
Deed attacked on tiik ground of fraud— 

Fraud not found at trial- Deed set 
aside for improvidence—Amendment
NOT ASKED FOB OR MADE AT TRIAI.—
Amendment made ry Appf.i late Court 
NUNC PRO TUNC — RULER 183, 186 — 
Costs.

McCartney v. McCartney, 15 O.W.X. 210. 
Inscription in law—Evidence.

An inscription in law cannot be amend
ed after an order has been given to furnish 
evidence before the inscription may be dis
posed of.

Labelle v. Ricard, 10 Que. P.R. 366.
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Opposition — New facts — Affidavit- 
Dismissal.

An opposition may be amended provided 
the new facts alleged are supported by an 
allidavit; it will not be dismissed as friv
olous when on its face it invokes a title or 
right of ownership.

Stackhouse v. Lorimer, 19 Que. P.R. 448 
Leave to amend after case ci/ised.

Leave to amend the statement of claim, 
when asked bo.ua fide, and when it can i* 
made without injustice to the defeudun;, 
should be made on terms, even after the 
close of plaintiff's case.

McLean v. C.P.R., 33 D.L.R. 647, 12 À.L. 
R. 6V, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1466. 
Amendment of defence on appeal.

A defence which was not raised by tlie 
pleadings or considered by the Trial Judge 
is open to the defendant, by amendment on 
the appeal, where it rests upon faits dis 
closed at the trial by the plaintiff's own 
witnesses and in respect to which the plain
tiff could not be prejudiced by the allow 
ancc of the amendment.

Jones v. Mavkie, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 1021 
In action on agreement of sale.

The plaintiffs asked for an amendment 
to their pleadings claiming in the event 
of failure to establish their right to enforce 
the agreement they should recover from 
the vendor all moneys paid under the 
agreement. Held, that the amendment to 
their pleadings should he allowed. [Steed- 
miui \. Dr inkle, 26 D.L.R. 420, [1016] l 
A.C. 275, applied.]

Price v. Buggies ( Man. ), 28 Man. L.R. 
1132, [ 1917] 2 W.W.R. 103.».

A piniii 1 iff. who amends his writ while 
the court is in session and when an excep
tion to the form is presented, is not obliged 
to serve such amendment, and the defend
ant who does not tile his plea within the 
legal delays after such amendment is made 
is entirely barred of the right to do so.

Frank V. Magalnick, 18 Que. P.R. 277.
In making an amendment it should be 

made upon the document to lie amended or 
a new" document containing the amendment 
should he filed. In either ease the amend
ed document should be served on the oppo
site party.

Laperrierc v. Paquet, 51 Que. S.C. 99. 
Relating back — Note — Exception to

An amendment to a declaration relate* 
hack, us to its effect, to the time of serv
ice of the writ. It interrupts the prescrip
tion which without it the defendant would 
have been able to acquire. The defendant, 
in an action founded on a note, wishing to 
take advantage of an omission of the plain
tiff to allege that he had signed the nou\ 
should do so by an exception to the form 
or a motion for particulars and not by in- 
script ion in law.

Gautier v. Lowe, 62 Que. S.C. 276.
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SlAÏKMLNT OF CLAIM—Ml STAKE—MOTION 
TO AMEND.

Sheardown v. Good, 23 O.W.R. 1)40.
Action fob do web against exeuutors— 

APPLICATION OK PLAINTIFF AT CLOSE 
OK TRIAL FOB LEAVE TO AMEND BY AUI>- 
1NO A NEW CLAIM --- AMENDMENT AL
LOWED on terms — Directions tor

O'Connor v. Fitzgerald, 16 O.VV.N. 70. 
Statement of defence—Motion for leave

TO AMEND BY ALLEGING FRAUD IN IlKING-
lMi of action—Contract—Discovery

—I.EAVi: REFUSED.
Map v. C.P.R. Co., 5 O.W.N. 850. 

Amendment itm purpose. of jurisdiction 
- Transfer of cause.

If a declinatory exception is filed asking 
that tlie*record lie sent to the court of the 
place where the contract was made, where 
the defendant has his domicile, and where 
the action was served on him, the plaintiff 
-Hunot hy an amendment prevent the opera
tion of this declinatory exception. If a 
motion to amend is made by the plaintiff 
for the purpose of giving jurisdiction to 
the court of the district ih which the action 
was irregularly brought, this court must 
first lake cognizance of tin* declinatory ex
ception. and, if it in granted, the court will 
have no longer jurisdiction to adjudicate 
upon a motion to amend. | See Stewart v. 
•Iiihh. 47 Quo. S.C. 300.]

Trudeau v. Bea inlet, 47 Que. S.C. 401.
All amendments to pleadings must be 

made Itel'ore judgment. The ( otirt of Re
view cannot grant a motion to amend the 
declaration.

McDonald v. Saimdcrsun, 50 Que. S.C. 
422.
Amendment of declaration—Judge's per

mission—! '.C.P. 513.
A plaintiff who has received a motion for 

particulars may tile an amendment to hie 
declaration without obtaining permission 
from the judge, as it is the first time he 
amends, hut such an amendment is an ad
mission that the motion for particulars is 
well founded.

Wener v. Carneau, 16 Que. P.R. 100. 
Amendments after joinder of issue.

A party cannot lie permitted to change., 
in joining issue, the grounds of his claim 
«>r defence after the action has been served 
and the plea has been filed.

Bacon v. Providence, Washington Insur
ance Co., 47 Que. S.C. 71.
Amendment — When allowed — Chang 

>ng action—■C.C.P. 522.
Th** character or nature of an action is 

determined hy its conclusions. An amend
ment will not, therefore, lie allowed to 
'‘haiiiri* a personal action into an hypothe
cary action.

Chau rest v. Wolman, 16 Que. P.R. 105. |
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leSlEN raised AT THE TRIAL AND ON APPEAL 

NOT IN THE PLEADINGS—AMENDMENT—
Action on promissory note—Bills or 
Kx. mange Act, R.S.C. c. 119, h. 21,

In an action on a promissory note given 
for shares in a company, the only defence 
at the trial and the only ground of appeal, 
raised by the pleadings, was that* ‘‘there 
was no promissory note payable to the 
order of the plaintiff.” The defendant 
sought to set up, at the hearing of the ap- 
|M*al, that the note supd on was not a prom 
issor.v note, and introduced issues not 
raised by the pleadings by arguing that the 
plaintiff company was not incorporated at 
the time the note was given, and that bé
ton* tlie note was banded over to the plain
tiff company, lie withdrew his application 
for shares:— Held, that neither of these 
questions could be argued under the altove 
ground of appeal : — Held, that the plead
ing» cituld not Is* amended, since neither of 
the altove questions was raised therein and 
since no evidence was given at the trial 
upon said questions.

Imperial Rural Telephone Go. v. Baade. 
29 W.L.R. 371), 7 S.L.R. 243.
Tbial—Amendment near close ok trial 

— Not properly allowed — Grounds 
OF JUDGMENT NOT ESTABLISHED BY KVI-
Dh\i e—Judgment reversed on appeal 
— Obligation or exoneration and
<‘<>N TKIIII TION BY COPRINUlPALS TO
WARDS AGENT.

Plaintiffs brought action to set aside a 
judgment obtained against them by de
fendants in a former action for contribii 
lion in respect of certain costs of legal 
proceedings incurred by defendants as 
trustees on their behalf. The Trial Judge 
found that plaintiffs did assume a*liability 
for a share of the costs as sued for in th*e 
former action, thus finding against them 
on the issues raised hy the pleadings, but. 
at the «-lose of the evidence for the defence 
near the end of a long trial he allowed an 
amendment pleading, and subsequently 
gave nlaint iffs judgment on the grounds 
that tin* said costs (for a share of which 
lie found plaintiffs) were discharged by de
fendants’ settlement with and release of 
certain other parties against, whom also de
fendants had at one time claimed payment, 
and further that defendants, being trustees, 
had received certain moneys on account of 
the trust for which they had not accounted. 
The ap|M*llate division reversed this deci
sion on the ground that at that stage of 
the trial such amendment should not have 
been granted (especially as it was objected 
to) and in any case the evidence did not 
establish the said grounds. Per Beck, J.: 
'•Tie case is one of agents asking exoner
ation and contribution from their princi
pals. Such obligation of principals is not, 
strictly speaking, that of contractors. It 
is one which was raised by the Court of 
Chancery and ultimately recognized by
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common-law courts oil the principle of an 
implied contract; hut it always remained 
an obligation based on equity to do what 
was just in the circumstances by way of 
exoneration and contribution. There is no 
reason in justice nor in law why the release 
of one coprincipu! should release another 
voprincipal from his obligation to exoner
ate and contribute to the extent to which 
he would have been ultimately liable had 
the one coprincipal not been released.

Ma Iowa ny v. Pasomko, [10.19] 1 W.YV.R. 
653.
Parties — Audi xu nkw defendant — 

Against wish of plaintiff — Not
NECKSNAKY TO DETERMINE MATTERS IN
VOLVED.

National Trust Co. v. Trusts & (luaran 
tee Co.. JH O.W.R. STS.
(S I N—111)--Amendment—Allegations

DEFECTIVE, EVIDENCE SUFFICIENT.
Where a statement of claim is defective 

in that it docs not fully disclose a cause of 
action, but the evidence does shew a cause 
of action, and there Is no surprise of the 
opposite party, the Trial .fudge should 
amend if he thinks an amendment neees

Stitt v. C.N.R. Co., 10 D.L.R. 6*6, 23 
Man. LB. IS, If, ( an. Rv. Cas. ISS, 23 W.
1.. R. 641, 3 W.W.R. 1116'.
Ukff.nce of fravii—Repudiation.

Where i» an action on lien notes the 
statement of defence incompletely sets up 
fraud owing to the failure of alleging repu
diation of the contract on account of the 
fraud, the court, by virtue of s, 30 (7l of 
the Judicature Act and r. 263, should, for 
the complete settlement of controversies 
and avoiding their multiplicity, allow an 
auieudm<}it of the defence to enable the in
troduction of evidence in support thereof.
I Kurtz v. Spence, 86 Ch. D. ffOt Tlldeeley 
v. Harper, 10 Ch. I). 303, applied.]

International Harvester Co. v. Smith, 26
11.1.. R. 108, 9 N.L.R. 46. 33 W.LR. 640, 9 
W.W.R. 1033.
What amendments allowable, of.nkhai.lt

Where a plea of general denial is filed 
in order not. to retard the hearing of the 
case which is to lie inscribed for proof ami 
hearing with the. understanding that such 
idea may he replaced later at any time lie- 
fore the trial by a special plea, and the case 
is inscribed on the roll in the ordinary 
way, then such agreement precludes the 
option for a trial by jury on the sjieeial 
plea tiled later bv consent.

C.N.R. Co. v. Levine, 4 D.L.R. 233. 21 
Que. K.R. 621.
Statement of claim—Ex parte amend

ments—What allowable — Endorsed

The ex parte right to once amend con
ferred. by r. 127, Out., on the plaintiff, does 
not permit an amendment to the statement 
of claim which alters, modifies, or extends

the claim endorsed on the writ under r. 32, 
so as to introduce a new cause of action.

Snider v. Snider, 16 D.L.R. 720, 30 O.L. 
R. 105.
Defective plea of usury.

It is the duty of the court, in order that 
justice be done, no mutter how bad or de
fective a defence of usury appears, to grant 
such amendments as are necessary to raise 
the real questions in dispute.

Stuart v. Boswell, 26 D.L.R. 711. 60 N.S. 
R. 10.
Libel—J uhtification.

The pleadings in a libel action must de
fine the issue which is being tried, and a 
defendant, upon a plea of justification, is 
limited to proving the truth of his asser
tion, and cannot lie allowed, to the preju
dice of the plaintiff, to amend the plea and 
adduce evidence raising a totally different

(iovenlock v. London Free Press Co., 26 
D.L.R. 681, 36 O.LR. 7».
Inconsistency with endorsement on 

WRIT OF SUMMONS—AMENDMENT—VAL
IDATION OF PLEADING--- COSTS.

Chapman v. McWhinnev, 6 D.L.R. 881, 
23 O.W.R. 3.
Leave to amend—Action on covenant— 

Illegal consideration—K.S.t . 1906, 
C. 116, s. 20.

On an application to amend the defence, 
where it appears that an arguable question 
has Imnmi raised by the proposed amend 
ment, the application should be granted.

Woods v, Forsyth, 25 B.C.R. 427. 
Statement of defence — Amendment — 

Judgment.
Steinlierg v. Abrumm i(z, 25 O.W.R. 89. 

Statement of claim—Leave to amend-
CHABOING ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF 
CONSPIRACY.

St. Clair v. Stair, 24 O.W.R. 764. 
Statkmf.nt of claim — Application to 

AMEND BY ADDING CLAIM FOB TORT— 
Stave claim — Previous action for 
same cause—Husband and wife. 

Jordan v. Jordan, 24 O.W.R. 625. 
Statement of defence—Action to estab

lish will—Claim to property stand 
ino in name of testator—Counter 
claim—Amendment.

Re McLaulin; McDonald v. Mel.aulin. 24 
O.W.R. 448.
Counterclaim — Pris darrein comini 

anck — Plaintiff filing counter 
claim against defendant's counter

Snider v. Minnedosa Power Co., 25 W. 
L.R. 443.
Defence to counterclaim—Striking out

AS EMBRARASSING—LEAVE TO AMEND.
Mitchener v. Sinclair, 25 O.W.R. 296. 

Alimony—Statement of claim.
Bulmer v. Buhner, 11 O.W.N. 180. 

Conclusions—Account and payment.
A plaintiff will be permitted to amend
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th< conclusions by withdrawing all that re
laies to a demand for an account, content
ing himself with the conclusion which dv- 
maniN a condemnation pure and simple for 
payment for a sum of money.

Black Lake Consol. Asbestos Co. v. Slade, 
18 Vue. P.R. 18.
ADDING ALLEGATION AS TO EXPENDITURES 

UPON MORTGAGED PREMISES.
An absolutely distinct and different cause 

of action from that set up in the original 
. la in cannot lie set up in an amended claim 
without leave of the court. A mortgagee 
„ jm-esi-ion, who has asked for foreclosure 
in iiis original claim may allege by amend
ment an expenditure of money upon per
manent improvement* to the mortgaged

Ban,listel v. Rinton, 9 W.W.R. 291. 
Amendment of opposition to seizure.

An opposition for withdrawal from seiz
ure like any other legal proceeding, may l»e 
amended, but the amendment itself should 
be made under oath.

tiuult v. <; rat ton, 47 Que. 8.C. 405. 
Statement of claim — Amendment — 

Pre.ii dice—Refusal ok motion in 
< iiAMBKRs—Leave: to renew at triai..

Map v. I'.P.R, 8 O.W.X. 293.
No admissible amendment to pleading 

material to the case of the party applying 
therefor should be refused unless the oppo
site party cannot he compensated by costa.

application to amend a pleading should 
he refused if the matter proposed to be 
pleaded would constitute no ground of ac
tion or defence as against the other side.

Mtv <len’l v. W innipeg Electric R. Co., 
r. R.L.R. 823. 22 Man. L.R. 701, 21 W.L.R. 
906. 2 W.W.R. 854.
Sunder—Date when words spoken—Ap

plication to amend — Change to 
earlier date.

Eh ling v. Buvknell, 19 W.L.R. 556. 
Exhibits to declaration—Copt filed in-

-ÎEAD OK ORIGINAL—MOTION TO REJECT.
Hloiiin v. Hlouin, 12 Que. P.R. 809.

I ? I X—112)—Amendments—New cause

Where the plaintiff at the trial applied 
to amend his pleadings so as to add a claim 
in detinue to an action of trespass and the 
•ase proceeded without the matter of amend
ment being decided, but evidence direct
ed to the detinue claim and to its answer 
was taken, the plaintiffs who thereafter rely 
upon their pleading being considered as 
amended and are so treated will not be 
heard to object to the defence being also 
taken as having been amended by the inser
tion of a plea setting under a jus tertii to 
■vhirh the evidence was directed but which 
was not. pleaded to the original claim of 
trespass as it would have lieen no answer 
thereto.

Eastern Construction Co. v. National 
■ rust Co.: National Trust Co. v. Miller, 15 

D.L.R. 755, [1914] A.C. 197, 110 L.T. 321.

Setting up New cause—Limitations-
Original CONSIDERATION—NOTE.

The principle, that a claim cannot he 
amended as introducing a cause of action 
which had become barred by limitations 
since the issue of the writ, has no appli
cation to a case where in an action on a 
promissory note an amendment of the state
ment of the claim setting up the original 
consideration is allowed, though between 
the date of issuing the order, allowing the 
amendment and the actual taking out of 
the order limitations had meanwhile inter
vened. | Hudson v. Fernvhough, 61 L.T. 
722; Weldon v. Xeal, 19 Q.H.Ï). 394, dis- 
tinguished.]

Cameron v. Hattie, 26 D.L.R. 496, 49 N. 
S.R. «66.
New cause—Effect on collateral pro

ceedings.
A right arising since the commencement 

of the action may by leave of court, lie set. 
up by way of amendment of the statement 
of elaira, particularly where it makes it. 
necessary to continue interim or collateral 
proceedings, such as the continuance of an 
injunction growing out. of the action.

Robertson v. Wilson, 24 D.L.R. 274, 8 
W.W.R. 1068, 31 W.L.R. 708.
New cause—Change oe status ok murf.it

A statement of claim in an action to set 
aside a fraudulent conveyance commence»! 
by a principal and surety may be untended 
as shewing the change of status of the sure 
ty after the commencement of the action. 
|Stone v. Theatre Am. Co., 14 D.L.R. 62, 
applied. 1

Roliertson v. Wilson, 24 D.L.R. 274, 8 
W.W.R. 1068. 31 W.L.R. 70H.
Of counterclaim—Puis darrein contin

uance.
T nder r. 338 of the King's Bench Act. 

R.S.M. 1902, c. 40, a defendant may, in a 
proper ease, be allowed his counterclaim 
previously filed by setting up a number of 
causes of action for damages alleged to 
have arisen since the counterclaim was 
tiled, and such amendment should be 
allowed if it would not put the plaintiff in 
such a position that he could not lie com
pensated in costs or otherwise. Winnipeg 
v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co.. 19 Man. L.R. 
2791. The plaintiffs had judgment in the 
action for $3,600, with leave to bring an
other action for the balance of their claim, 
a large portion of which hud only accrued 
since the commencement of the action, and 
they could not. therefore, introduce their 
new eluim in this action by amending their 
statement of claim. Held, that these cir
cumstances were not such that the allow
ance of the amendment asked for would in
flict upon the plaintiffs an injustice for 
which they could not be compensated, lie 
cause they might either counterclaim, at 
least to the extent of a full set to the lat 
ter. under Toke v. Andrews, H Q.B.I), 42H, 
and Renton Cihbs A Co. v. Neville A Co.. 
[1900] 2 Q.B. 181, or they might commence
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a new action, and then move to consolidate 
the two uetioiiH or have them tried together, 
or for such other relief as would pre\ent 
the defendants from enforcing any judg
ment for damages in their action |>onding 
the result of the new action if diligently 
prosecuted.

Snyder v. Minnedosa 1’ower Co., ‘23 Man. 
i- B. TW, S W.WJL IIL

An amendment setting up a new cause 
of action that has accrued to the plaintiff 
since the issue of the writ should not lie 
allowed.

Dominion Investment Co. v. Caratons, 0 
VI, It. ISO, ::» \\ LB. MS

Amendments to the statement of cluim 
which would change the action into one of 
a substantially different character, and in
troducing new matters which would more 
conveniently lie the subject of a fresh ac
tion, should not be allowed.

London Guarantee v. Henderson, 21» Man. 
L.R. 608.
<§ I N—11.'ll—Amendment—Addition' ok 

CLAIM FOB DEFORMATION OF AGREEMENT
—Conform ITT of amendment to order 
HIVING LEAVE TO AMEND—SUFFICIENCY 
OF ALLEGATIONS.

Rogers v. National Portland Cement Co., 
10 D.L.R. 830, ‘24 O.W.R. 301.
Before trial.

Aii amendment of the statement of claim 
consisting of the substitution of the word 
“train” for “motor-ear” will lie allowed if 
the defendant is not thereby prejudiced in 
going to trial on the date lived.

Mercer v. R.C. Electric R. Co., 7 DUR. 
41».-,. 2*2 W.L.R. 234. *2 W.YV.R. 110*2.

Where an amendment is served under 
art. 614 C.C.P. (i.e., as of right, without 
leave of the court) the delays for peremp
tion are not suspended pending the tiling 
of the amended pleading, and if two years 
elapse without further proceedings tieing 
taken the suit will be dismissed on the mo
tion of the defendant (art. 3701.

Samson v. Montreal, 3 D.L.R. 424. 
Statement of iikif.nce—Admission made 

IN MISTAKE.
Northern Sulphite Mills v. Occidental 

Syndicate. 10 O.W.R. no.
•Statement of claim—Relief sought be

yond CLAIM ENDORSED ON WRIT OF
summons — Inconsistent belief —. 
Amendment.

Grice v. Bar tram, 20 O.W.R. 243.
(9 1 N—114)—Amendment of statement 

OF CLAIM ON TRIAL.
Where a formal inspector's certificate of 

completion of a construction contract ia 
waived by the defendant by treating an in
formal certificate as suflicicnt, an amend
ment of the plaintiff's pleading will be per
mitted at the trial so as to allege such

Bigott v. Battleford. 12 D.L.R. 171. 6 
S.L.R. 235. 24 W.L.R. 366.

On the trial.
l/eave to amend a pleading will be re

fused if the claim or objection sought io 
lie added does not appear to he well 
founded.

Brown v. Buimatvne School District 2 
D.L.R. 264. 2*2 Man. L.R. ‘260. 21 WLR 
MO, 2 W.W.R. 176.

The plaintiffs, a firm of real estate 
brokers, in an action for the specific per
formance of a contract to sell lands, may 
Is* permitted at the trial thereof to amend 
their statement of claim so us to shew 
that such agreement was made in the 
name of a member of the firm for its 
benefit.

Kdgur v. Caskey. 4 DUR. 460. 5 A.L.R. 
245, 21 W.L.R. 414. 2 W.W.R. 413.

Where the plaintiff sues for specific per
formance of an alleged agreement for the 
sale of lands, and where the agreement as 
to price was in writing and as to terms 
oral, the defendant may. at the trial, he 
allowed to amend his" statement of de
fence so as to plead the Statute of Frauds.

Clement v. McFarland. 8 D.L.R. 2‘2fi, 23 
O.W.R. 613.

An amendment may lie granted, on the 
trial of an action for malicious prosecu
tion, to strike out the word "feloniously" 
from the plaintiff’s statement of claim, in 
respect of an allegation that the defend
ant charged the former with having felon
iously stolen a watch, to conform with 
the information laid by the defendant 
charging the plaintiff with fraudulently 
and without colour of right converting it 
to his own use under s. 347 ( r. Code, 
since the act no charged constituted the 
statutory offence of theft or stealing, wheth
er or not it was a felony.

Wood v. Newby, 5 D.L.R. 486. 4 A.UR. 
333, 21 W.L.R. 438. 2 W.W.R. 4(8*.

Where the plaintiff in his statement of 
claim upon a sale and delivery of seed 
grain does pot allege the exact "ground of 
action, whether misrepresentation and de
ceit or breach of contract or both, but 
does bring out all the facts basing his 
action, thus sufficiently informing the de
fendant what the real complaint is so 
that the defendant cannot lie prejudiced 
by a proper amendment, such an amend
ment may lie made during the trial to 
allege a breach of warranty so that a more 
satisfactory ground of action may lie laid 
under sa. 13 to 17 inclusive of the Sale 
of Goods Ordinance. X.W.T. Ord. " ( Alta. I, 
1911, c. 39, when those sections are appli
cable.

Varstadt Development Co. v. Alberta 
Pacific Elevator Co.. 7 D.L.R. 200. 4 A.L.R. 
366. 21 W.L.R. 433, 2 W.W.R. 404.

Where a petition of right to recover 
from the Crown compensation for land 
taken and for resulting damages to prop
erty liy reason of the erection of ice piers 
on and opposite the suppliant's land, makes 
a claim both for the value of the land taken 
and for damages, au amendment at the
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rJo** of the cue claiming the value of the 
:,nJ taken and offering to waive expro
priation proceedings and convey to the 
i r„w-n the land taken upon a certain sum 
irl;:U paid over to the suppliant as com- 
persation for the land, is unnecessary and 
.till lie refused.

I'i.-keN v. The King, 7 D.L.R. 698, 14 
1 x. 379.

ami.vumknth on the triai.—New theory
FOB PLAINTIFF DEVELOPED BY DEFEND
ANT'S evidence—Negligence action.

In an action for damages for the death of 
«a employee by reasons of the alleged neg- 
l.gence of the defendant employer, where 
there were no eye-witnesses to the accident. 
.... plaintiff may. after verdict, be allowed 

-, amend his pleadings to enable him to 
e*t up negligence on a different theory from 
that already set up, where such amendment 

« .'isM'tent with the facts as developed in 
-lie course of the evidence of the defendant’s 
employees and witnesses and with the an-
- ers returned by the jury to questions sub-

Falconer v. Jones, 10 D.L.R. 178, 24
Û.W.R. 18.
t SEN DM ENT AT TRIAL—Pl.KA OP FRAI O.

Unless there are exceptional eircum- 
• iiiivs, an amendment will not lie allowed 
m< the trial for the purpose of adding a plea 

fraud where fraud has not lieen pleaded 
n the first instaure.

Vlackenaie v. (iray, 17 D.L.R. 769, 7 
8.1.1!. 115. 28 W.L.R. 322. 6 W.W.R. 914.
4.sown - \mendment—Crown's prkroga-

Under s. 11 of the Manitoba Petition of 
Right Act notwithstanding the omission of 
thé proviso contained in the corresponding 
section of the Knglish Act, it is not meant 
to restrict the royal prerogative any more 
hin under the Knglish Act which has not 

"oven away the Sovereign’s prerogative in 
'iie matter of pleading and procedure; and 

Crown may amend its pleadings ut 
uiv time. Where for reasonable cause 

■ :ti>el was not aware of the actual facts 
mi he framed his original defence, and 
rc is no element of surprise, an amend- 

"'cm. even though of material nature, 
«•iiiuld lie allowed at the trial under the 
general rules and practice.

< anadian Domestic Engineering Co. v. 
Regein, r 19191 2 W.W.R. 762.

An application to amend a pleading 
' •iild he refused where the application
- m.nle at the conclusion of the evidence 
nd flip truth of the allegations sought to

introduced is not borne out by the evl- 
'■•*n,v- In an action by a city in its own 
r,-'ht and by the Attorney-General on the 
rslation of the city and its building in
spector against an electric railway company 

restrain the breaches of certain city by 
i 's mneerning the erection of buildings 

n l any gas works or gas holders within 
die city, in which action the company 
claimed that by virtue of the powers de

rived from another company it was not 
subjected to the by-laws and also denied the 
validity of the by-laws, and at the open
ing of the trial applied to amend its de 
fence by pleading that the plaintiffs, by 
the judgment of the Privy Council in the 
company's favour in a former action which 
the city alone brought against the com
pany and in which the issues were similar 
to those in the present action, were estopped 
from denying that the company possessed 
nil the powers of its predecessor, the 
amendment was allowed as against the 
city and an opportunity given the company 
of proving it.

Att'v-Oen'l v. Winnipeg Elm-trie R. 4 "o.. 
5 D.L.R. 823. 22 Man. L.R. 761. 21 W.L.R. 
906, 2 W.W.R. 854.
Amendment at trial—Dei at.

DeVenne v. Warren, 45 N.S.R. 8, 8 E.L.R. 
463.
(8 I N—lift)—Changing groi ndh after 

joinder OF I knee.
A party cannot la- permitted to change, 

in joining is,ue, the grounds of his claim or 
defence after the action has lieen served and 
the plea has lieen tiled.

Bacon v. Providence, Washington, Ins. 
Co.. 47 Que. S.C. 71.
(8 I N—118)—AMENDMF.NT—A HER TRIAL 

— Al I.OWAI1I.E ON WHAT TERMS.
Under the Manitoba practice, a plaintiff 

will lie allowed to amend his statement of 
claim at the close of the case where it ap 
pears that no injury or prejudice can Is* 
occasioned to the defendant thereby and 
where the imposition of costs will properly 
compensate the defendant therefor, hut the 
defendant will lie given time to file his de
fence to the amended statement of claim 
and the case will 1st reopened, if required, 
to admit further evidence in regard to any 
new matter raised by the amendment and 
the defence thereto. [Lee v. Gallagher, l.'i 
Man. L.R. 677, followed.]

Scandinavian American National Bank 
v. Kneeland. 11 D.L.R. 243, 23 Man. L.R. 
480. 24 W.L.R. 139, 4 W.W.R. 564. 
Amendment vite* vfxdict. or trial —

• Il DUMENT — On motion to vart

A request, after judgment dismissing an 
action, to permit an amendment so as to 
allege an alternative claim, not originally 
pleaded, was rightfully denied.

Davis v. Lowry, 3 D.L.R. 157 , 20 W.L.R. 
839. 2 W.W.R. 169.

Leave to amend a statement of claim 
from which was inadvertently omitted 
particulars of the plaintiff*# damages, will 
lie granted by the Supreme Court of Al
lier ta, on an‘application to vary the find
ings of the clerk of the court as to assess
ment of damages, where snch omissions 
was not discovered until the hearing of 
such application.

lava I lee v. C. X. R. Co. 4 D.L.R. 376, 4 
A.L.R. 245, 20 W.L.R. 547, 1 W.W.R. 913.
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Amendments—At close or trial.

Where u plaintiff Filing for purely equit
able relief is shewn to tie disentitled thereto 
because of hi* own reprehensible conduct in 
the transaction, and his claim at law, if 
any. is contingent upon a future payment 
by an other of certain purchase money, 
the plaintiff's action should lie dismissed 
without permitting him to amend his plead
ings so as to obtain a declaration of such 
contingent legal rights ; the court, under 
such circumstances should leave the plain
tiff to establish such rights by action at 
law after thev shall have accrued.

McCormick* v. Triggs, It 1)1,.It. «81. 2.1 
W.L.R. 183, 3 W.W.R. 832.
Amendment after contestation- ( ham:

ÎNO NATURE OF ACTION—AmF.NOMKNT
OF PI.EADINOS.

Andrews v. Compagnie des Chars Ur
bains de Montreal, 40 Que. 8.C. 499.
(S I N—110)—To JOIN AH8KINKE8 IN IOBE-

CTOSI'RF, ACTION.
The nonjoinder of an assignee of a pur

chaser as a party defendant to an action 
for foreclosure of the contraet may lie 
cured by amendment. (King v. Wilson. 11 
B.C.R. 10», applied. |

tiale v. Powlev, 24 D.L.R. 450. 22 B.C.R. 
18, 32 W.IaR. 65, 8 W.W.R. 1312. 
Alternative claim.

Where in an action on a promissory note, 
sonic of the makers of which are infants, 
the plaintiff claims as upon a joint contract 
only, hut the note is on its face both a 
joint and several promise to pay, the plain
tiff should, if necessary, be permitted to 
amend his statement of claim bv claiming 
alternatively against the defendants sever
ally. The effect of rr. 20. 15 of the .Judica
ture Ordinance renders the principle laid 
down in Chandler v. Parks, 1 Ksp. 7ti. and 
Hoyle v. Webster, 17 Q.R. 050. 21 L.J.Q.B. 
202. 16 Jur. «81, no longer applicable.

Park v. Piillishy. 1 A.L.R. 140.
As to parties—Affidavit.

A motion to amend, which eontaina al
legations of fact, should be supported by the 
affidavit required by r. 47 of the Rules 
of Practice of the Superior Court. An 
amendment substituting one defendant for 
another cannot lie granted : e.g., to amend a 
writ of summons in which the defendant 
is designated as “The Three Rivers Annex 
Land Company, a body politic,” to read, 
"Emilie llalin of the City of Three Rivers, 
doing business under the name and style 
of the Three Rivers Annex latnd Co.”

Simard v. Three Rivers Annex Land Co., 
M Que. s c. 421.
Substitution of parties.

The substitution of one defendant for 
another, without having recourse to the 
ordinary method of summons, will not he 
allowed under pretence of amendment.

Ellis v. C.riale, 19 Que. P.R. 332.
Parties—Trustee.

Amendment of a statement alleging that

:0, I x. 3616
the plaintiff sued as trustee for creditors 
may lie properly allowed.

llellekson v. Harrington, 10 W.W.R. 968. 
(§ I N—121 )—Affecting jurisdiction.

A plaintiff will lie allowed to amend his 
statement of claim in an action for per
sonal injuries by amplifying an alternative 
claim made therein under the Employers’ 
Liability Act, although the statutory period 
within which an action under that Act mu-i 
lie brought has expired.

Mercer v. B. C. Electric R. Co.. 8 B.LR 
144. 17 B.C.R. 466. 22 W.L.R. «91. :i \\ \\ R 
190. reversing 7 D.L.R. 405. 22 \\ I..K. iM 
2 W.W.R. 1102.

Plaintiff will lie allowed to amend his 
declaration so us to include an item dsv> 
sary to complete the amoui^ mentioned in 
the conclusions of the action and omitted 
by error from the hody of such declara
tion. It is not by an inscription in law, 
but by a declinatory exception that a de
fendant may deny the jurisdiction of the 
Nu|ierior Court to hear an action, on the 
ground that plaintiff has only set forth in 
the laid y of tlin declaration items aggregat 
ing to a sum under $1«I0.

Morin v. Paquet. 11 Que. P.R. 195.
(S I N--123)—Terms — Reasonableness

Terms imposed by the court when allow
ing an amendment, that the whole action 
lie retried and that the costs thereof In- 
paid forthwith, are not unreasonable, and 
having been rejected by declining to accept 
the amendment and proceeding with the 
action, there can lie no further relief.

Assinilioia 1-and Co. v. Acres. 27 D.L.R. 
103, 9 K.L.R. 142. 34 W.L.R. 199. 10 W.W.R. 
355. affirming 25 D.L.R. 439, 8 K.L.R, 42C. 
32 W.IaR. 580. 9 W.W.R. 368.
Terms.

A motion by plaintiff to so amend her 
declaration that her action should be 
founded, not only upon her community 
rights, as set forth in the action, hut upon 
the will of her late husband instituting 
her his universal legatee, will lie dismissed 
as changing the nature of the demand.

I.égaré v. Verret, 13 Que. P.R. 298. 
Terms.

If a defendant obtains, in the «ourse of a 
suit, permission to amend his defence by 
adding an important paragraph, he ought 
to pay, besides the fees on the motion, a 
fee of $10 and also the difference between 
the fees provided by arts. 17, 19 of the 
tariff, and the costa of the witnesses, if the 
plaintiff wants an adjournment, but not the 
fee provided by art. 5 of the tariff for con
tested or non-eontested cases above $2.500.

Cliene v. Clienc Heirs, 15 Que. P.R. 372. 
(§ I N—124) — Striking out reinsertion

IN ANOTHER FORM. HOW TREATED.
An order striking out paragraphs of a 

pleading precludes their reinsertion in an
other form in an amended pleading under 
cover of leave reserve to plead “any matters
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»hHi may properly be pleaded in aggrava
tion of damages.'*

Hallren v. Holden. 20 D.L.R. 330. 20 B.
O R. 4hi). 29 W.L.R. 802, 7 W.W.R. 462.
Striking out—Disallowing.

Where a plaintiff without leave files and 
.^r\e« an amended statement of claim pur- 
• iutnt to Alberta r. 179, the defendant if 
di-iatisfled should move to disallow the 
,ame under r. 181.

Horne v. .lenkvn, 6 D.L.R. 54, 5 A.L.R. 
359 . 2 W.W.R. 920.
Motion to strike out statement of claim 

Vexatious and frivolous.
Baxter v. A ouiiac, 20 U.VV.R. 736.

Motion to ntkikb out—Action to havet
AWARD DEII.ARKD BINDING.

Great Northern Elevator Co. v. Manitoba 
At*Ye Co.. 18 O.W.R. 907.
Statement of claim—Motion to strike 

out farts—Shewing no cause of ac
tion — Embarrassing — No improper 
joinder of causes or action.

Hudgins v. Dixon. 20 O.W.R. 383. 
Statement of claim—Motion to strike

OUT CERTAIN PARAGRAPHS AS EM- 
IIVRRAKSINO, FRIVOLOUS AND IRRELEVANT

Disclosing no cause of action. 
Holland v. Hall. 20 O.W.R. 114.

P. Filing after default; time.
14 I P 130)—The party seeking to file 

objection* after the lapse of the time limit
ed by statute should apply for an order of 
extension, and if he tile# bis objections late 
and without leave and the opposing party 
moves to strike them out. the filing will Le 
allowed to stand only upon terms of paying 
the costs of the motion to strike out. [Eat
on v. Storer, 22 Ch. D. 91. followed.]

He I'rovencher Election; Barkwill v. 
Mollov. 1 D.L.R. 84. 19 W.L.R. 794, 22 
Man.L.R. 6, 1 W.W.R. 463.

Where a consent to file a pleading is 
given after the expiry of the legal delays, 
i.ut liefore the right to a jury trial is for
feited, such consent has an interruptive 
effect on these delays and the plaintiff has 
three days from such consent to move for 
a jury trial. But a consent to file a plead
ing after the right to a jury trial lias 
lapsed will not make this right rev ive.
|Matthew# v. Westmount, 6 Que. I’.R. 52: 
.\"<lin v. Montreal Light, lleat A Power 
Co.. 7 Que. P.R. 218: Anderson v. Norwich 
Fire Ins. Co., 17 Que. K.R. 361, distin
guish! d; St. Paul Electric Light A Power 
Co. v. Quesnel, 12 Que. P.R. 158, followed. 1 

C.N.R. Co. v. Lev ine, 4 D.L.R. 233, 21 
Que. K.B. 521.
Statement of claim—Filing time.

The court has a discretion to permit a 
Matmient of claim to stand where the 
Statute of Limitations has not intervened, 
although the statement of claim was de
livered too late under the Ont. Con. Rules 
1913. and notwithstanding that this was 

Can. Dig.—114.

deliberately done for the purpose of avoid
ing a trial at the first available assize.

Schueh v. Meldrum, 22 D.L.R. 741, 7 O. 
W.N. 690.
Extension of time or delivery—Special

GROUNDS.
Delap v. C.P.R. Co., 6 D.L.R. 868. 23 

O.W.R. 177.
Practicb—Appear—Failure to entra in 

time—Application to set down— 
Special circumstances.

On giv ing not ice of appeal, an appeal 
book was left with respondents' solicitor 
for approval when appellant was advised 
the book would lie approved upon security 
for costs being put tip. Nothing further 
was done for 4 weeks, when appellant on 
the 4th dav prior to the last day for setting 
the case down, called for the appeal book. 
The hook had lieen mislaid in respondents' 
office but appellant was reminded that se
curity for costs had not been put up. Ap
pellant then perfected the security and sub
mitted another copy of the appeal book 
which was approved and returned to the 
appellant who. on the following day (the 
day prior to the last day for entry), ap
plied to the registrar at Vancouver for 
entry of the appeal, but was advised the 
books had to he approved by the registrar 
at Nanaimo. They were immediately sent 
to Nanaimo for approval but arrived hack 
in Vancouver 3 days late. Application was 
then made to set the ea«e down for hearing. 
Held that as the parties were at arm’s 
length, the failure of the appellant to semi 
the hooks to Nanaimo in time for their 
return and entry was no excuse for failure 
to comply with the statute and the appli
cation should lie refused.

Bouch v. Ratii. 26 B.C.R. 320.
An order having been made, on the appli

cation of the plaintiff, striking out the de
fendant’s statement of defence, unle-s he 
should tile an affidavit of documents within 
ten days, and an affidavit of the defendant 
not having been filed within the ten days, 
the plaintiff moved for judgment as if the 
statement of defence had been struck out.: 
—Held, that it was not too late for the 
defendant to come in and remedy his de
fault. and he should be allowed to do so on 
proper terms. [Whistler v. Hancock, 3 Q. 
B.D. 83. and Farden v. Richter. 23 Q.B.D. 
124, distinguished.] Held. also, that the af
fidavit of tin- defendant’s solicitor could not 
lie accepted in lieu of that of the defendant, 
although the defendant was absent beyond 
the seas.

Keay v. Brunner, 25 W.L.R. 500.
Time of plea—Action fur rent—Declara

tion—Service—Filing.
When the plaintiff, in a summary action 

between lessor and lessee, summons the de
fendant to appear within the delay of one 
clear day. he retains hit right to correct the 
summons hv leaving a copy of the declara
tion with the defendant himself or at Hie 
office of the clerk of the court within the
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three days following the service of the 
writ. But the delay of service must lie 
counted from the day of such filing. If 
the plaintitT brings his action prematurely 
the defendant may, on motion, demand that 
the delays for pleading lie extended, but he 
lunnot claim the nullity of the summons j 
by exception to the form.

Laroone v. Boulin. 54 Que. 8.C. 19, 19 
Que. P.R. 453.
J’UKl.IMI.N XRY EXCEPTION.

The court cannot, in any case, extend the 
delays for presenting a preliminary excep-

Buekley Drouin Co. v. Mavhew, 19 Que. 
P.R. 210.
Practice—M. R. 973—Lapse ok year after

LAST PROCEEDING—.NOTICE OK INTENTION
to proceed—Notice by i-ettek.

Bird v. Oreenhow, [1919J 2 W.W.IL 320.

Where 21 days have elapsed after notice 
of appearance, leave must lie obtained for 
tlit- tiling of the statement of claim.

Nelson v. Ita 1-1er.son, [.1917] 3 W.W.K.
448.
Extension.

t'nder r. 254 (Sa-dc.) the time limited for 
reply is the time lived by the rules and not 
the‘time fixed by an order extending the 
time, and an amended statement of claim 
delivered without leave after the time fixed 
by the rules is irregular.

Gillies v. Culbert, 10 W.W’.R. 894. 
Statement of claim—Delivery of after

TIME LIMITED BY BULE8 HAD EXPIRED—
Order allowing made.

Bank of Hamilton v. Kruemer-Irwin Co., 
20 O.W.R. 4d.

Q. SURPLUSAGE.

(8 1 Q—135)—Hi RDF.N OP PROOF—SUR
PLUSAGE IN PLEADING.

It is not necessary in an action to recover 
property alleged to have been sold under 
an invalid tax sale, for the plaintiff in his 
pleadings to set up the tax sale and allege 
it was made without authority: the proper 
course i* to set out his title and allege the 
wrongful jHissession of the person who pur
chased under the tax sale.

Beavis v. Langlev, 9 D.L.R. 403, 18 B.C. 
R. 30, 23 W.L.R. 55.
Surpli sack—Repetition.

A paragraph of n statement of defence 
which merely repeats, in effect, what is 
more formally pleaded in other parts of the 
defence, may be struck out aa unnecessary 
under Alberta r. 127.

Kennerlev v. Ilextall, 10 D.T-.R. 601. 
[See 12 D.L.R. 812, 13 K.L.R. 54.]
Prolixity—Embarrassment.

A pleading which is merely prolix, even 
where it sets out verbatim documents 
pleaded, is not embarrassing, and the mat
ter of prolixity is one for the taxing officer.

[Theo Noel Co. v. Vitae Ore Co., 7 W.L.R.

3620
353; Sack v. Construction Co., 7 W.L.R. 
953. applied.I

Grayson v. Consolidated Ijind, etc., Co 
31 W.L.R. 793.
Statement of claim—Wrongfvl dis 

mihnal-Other causes of action—
PROLIXITY.

Caulfield v. National Sanitarium Au'n 
23 O.W.R. 761.
lTtoi.ixiiY Not f.mhabbasbixg or delaying

FAIR TRIAL—NOT STRUCK OUT- ALLEGA
TION OF FORGERY—Fl RTHFR ALLEGATION 
OK CONVICTION THK.HKKUt.

Merc prolixity in pleading, not such as 
will embarrass or delay the fair trial of 
an action, does not warrant the striking-out 

Lof any portions of it. In an action for 
conversion as a result of fraudulent nego
tiation of a bill of lading of plaintiffs good*, 
the allegation, after alleging forgery, of a 
conviction of said forgery, is not an em
barrassing pleading and should not be 
struck out. Semble it i# not irrelevant or 
immaterial.

Graham v. C.P.R. Co., [1919] 2 W.W.R, 
544.

R. WITHDRAWAL,
(§ I R—140)— Reply—Amendment of de

fence—Right to deliver new reply. 
Sheardown v. Good, 23 O.W.R. 060.

S. STRIKING OUT.
(8 I S—145)—Striking out defence— 

Leave to sign judgment.
A local judge has jurisdiction, under B.C. 

practice r. 303. to make an order strik
ing out a defence and giving the plaintiff 
liberty to sign interlocutory judgment: once 
the judgment has lieen entered the plaintiff 
may proceed with the assessment of dam
ages. [Loomis v. Abbott, 25 D.L.R. 7511, 
distinguished.]

Ijogan v. Granby Consolidated Mining Co., 
31) D.L.R. 623, 23 B.C.R. 188, [1917] 1 W. 
W.R. 230.

Under practice r. 167, Sask. r. 1911, a 
pleading will lie struck out as embarrassing 
only in plain and obvious eases.

Douglas v. Young. 8 D.L.R. 788. 22 W. 
L.R. 733, 3 W.W .R. 523.
Motion to strike out portion*—Irrelev

ancy —E MB ARR A SR M E X T—MOT 10 N FOR 
PARTICULARS RKFORK PLEADING—PRAC
TICE Affidavit—“Arrangement*’ fob
TRANSFER OF SHARKS—PARTICULARS OF 
TIME, PLACE, PERSONS, ETC.

Wall v. Dominion tanners Co., 6 D.L.R. 
868, 23 O.W.R. 183.
Defences to foreign judgment—“Km-

BABRASSMEXT AND DEI.AY.
Where in an action on a foreign judgment 

the defendant seta up defences already heard 
and adjudicated upon by the foreign tri
bunal. they may. at the instance of the 
plaintiff, be struck out, upon the ground 
of embarrassment and delay, and under r. 
025 (King’s Bench Act. R.S.M. 1913, e. 
46), the plaintiff may sign judgment.
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(;iU|t v. McNab, 1 Man. L.R. 35; Meyers 

1'rittie. 1 Man. L.R. 27, followed ; Hickey 
». legreslcv, 16 Man. L.R. 304, distin-

'Imnaii v. Breton. 29 D.L.U. 387, 33 
W I..R. slH, 9 W.W.R. 1466. 
l .ll>K AND VEXATIOUS ALLEGATIONS.

\ «latcment of defence cannot lie con- 
. .re.l faNe. vexation* or frivolous within 

waning of r. 223 unless, so far as facts 
mihin tin* knowledge of the defendant are 
.ini-rneil, there i- an admission express or 

implied by him that the allegations in his 
defence are untrue. Such admission may 
:ip|.ear from ailidavita filed by the defendant 
„r from hi* examination, if such has lieen 
made part of the material to la* used on the 
application or it may lie implied from his 
; lilure to deny on oath some material fact 
within his knowledge. Rut to justify strik- 
ii2 it out, if must be clear that the defence 

ua« fal-e. If there is a confliet of testi- 
nmtiy, that testimony cannot be weighed in 
in application under r. 223. Where the 
lilted fact is solely within the knowledge 
••f the plaintiff a defendant’s inability to 
■Icnv it cannot la* taken as an admission 
'hat the fact so alleged is true. Rule 223 

not intended to afford the plaintiff an 
opportunity of trying the ease piecemeal, so, 
':*'iif*rally speaking, individual paragraphs 
•hmild not he struck out. where the plaintiff 
i i- to go t.> court to prove his case.

' anadian Grain Co. v. Lepp, 33 D.L.R.
IV. il SLR. 447. (10171 1 W.W.R. 0H4.
"MAILMEAT OK DEFENCE/—INFRINGEMENT OF 

HATENT TOR INVENTION—ATTACK ON 
PATENT l'ROCEISH—OFFERS OF NETTIE 
NEXT—VENl K.

Alsop Process Co. v. Cullen, 6 D.L.R.
V, #. 23 O.W.R. 106.
Statement ok claim—Action to restrain 

ni i>AX( k—-Joinder ok plaintiffs— 
Property rights and interests—Km- 
BARRA.'SME.NT—PlKJVDlt'B—JOINDER OK * 
l AlsIs OK ACTION—ELECTION—A'TTOR- 
NEYl.EAERAI..

Smyth v. Harris, 6 D.L.R. 865, 23 O.W.R. 
144.
Striking oit scandalous allegations— 

h dicatcre; Act—Rli.e 27.
Kohink v. White Pass & Yukon Route

Co.. 30 D.L.R. :,06.
Dim rktion—Reinstatement on avi-eal— 

Amendment.
An appellute court has the right to 

reinstate statement of defence struck out 
lor insufficiency by a Master in Chandlers, 
though within his discretion to do so, if it 
sufficiently appears that the defendant is 
entitle,! t0 have the case tried in court 
rather than summarily dealt with in Charn
ier»; the insufficiency may be amended.

Kilguur v. St. John, 37 D.L.R. 118, 
11117] 2 W.W.R. 1232.

Mere prolixity which is not such as to 
tm^rrass or delay the fair trial of an

action is not a ground for striking out por
tions of a statement of claim.

Allen v. Standard Trusts Co., (1917] 2 
W.W.R. 326.
Affidavits — Scandalous statements — 

Affidavits ordered to be: removed
FROM FILES OF COURT—COSTS.

Black v. Canadian Copper Co., 13 O.W.N. 
255. [See 12 O.W.N. 243.]
Stateme nt of defence—Motion to strike 

out portions or—Settlement of ac
tion Apology—Adjournment ok mo
tion UNTIL TRIAL OK ACTION.

Gentles v. Fawcett, 13 O.W.N. 376.
After a defendant, in his statement of 

defence, has demurred to certain para
graphs of the statement of claim as dis
closing no facts upon which the plaintiff 
would lie entitled to recover, a motion to 
strike out the same paragraphs as em
barrassing and prejudicial to the fair trial 
of the action on the same grounds should 
not lie entertained while such demurrer is 
pending.

Smith v. Murray. 21 Man. L.R. 753, 14 
W.L.R. 402.
Application to strike out defence—Db-

In an action of debt the plaintiff, after 
notice of trial served, but before the date 
of trial arrived, moved to strike out the 
whole of the defence under r. 223. on the 
ground that the allegations therein were 
false, frivolous and vexatious. Held, that 
the delay was not a bar. inasmuch as no 
prejudice to the defendant was shewn by 
siii'li delay. Held, also, that as the para
graphs struck out constituted the whole de
fence. it was proper to order judgment to be 
entered in favour of the plaintiff in default 
of amendment.

McDonald v. Maurice, 8 S.L.R. 254, 9 
W.W.R. 680. 33 W.L.R. 257.
Statement ok claim—Motion to strike: 

out—Further consideration—Prac

Chalmers v. Toronto, 7 O.W.N. 827. 
Statement of ci.aim—Motion to strike

OUT. AS DISCLOSING NO REASONABLE 
CAUSE OK' ACTION AND FOR MISJOINDER
ok partie*—Refusal to thy legal 
ism es separately — Dismissal ok 
motion—Leave to renew at trial—

Rankin v. Yokes, 8 O.W.N. 34. 
State.mknt of claim—Motion to strike

OUT AS DISCLOSING NO REASONABLE 
CAUSE OK ACTION — RULE 121—Kx 
CISIOX OK PORTIONS OF PLEADINGS—De
clabatoky judgment — Judicature 
Act, s. 16 (b)—Action against ad
ministratrix KOB DISTRIBUTIVE SHARE 
of estate—Time for bringing—Devo
lution of Estates Act, s. 32—Juris
diction ok Surrogate Court—Subbo 
gate Courts Act, s. 71 (3).

Oke v. Oke, 8 O.W.N. 180.
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Practice— Application to strike out—
1 'NNECESSARY BUT NOT EMBAHBASNINO.

Although there may appear in the plead
ing* matters which are unnecessary and 
superfluous, if they are not embarrassing, 
an application to strike them out will be 
refused. A court of appeal will examine 
more carefully the reasons and pay more 
attention to the pleadings, and examine 
them more narrowly to see if any harm has 
been done hv the rejection of the pleadings 
than in a ease where the judge below re
fused to strike them out.

Wellington Colliery Co. ft K. ft N.R. Co. 
v. Pacific Coast Coal Mines. 25 B.C.R. 200. 
Statement or ci.aim —Déclaratoky .iudg- 

ment—Question of general impor-

An action is not open to objection on the 
ground that a merely declaratory judgment 
is sought : Judicature Act, R.S.O. 11114, e. 
50. s. 10 (b). Rule 124 (Kuglish Order 
XXV.. r. 1 ) is not intended to apply to any 
pleading which raises a question of general 
importance or a serious question of law.
| Dvson v. Attorney-General, [ltllll 1 K.B. 
410, 119191 1 Oh. IN, followed. | The ram 
marx procedure under r. 124 can lie adopted 
only when it can he clearly seen that the 
'•hiitu is, on the face of it. clearly unsus
tainable. [Attornev-Oeneral v. Isnnlon ft 
X. W. R. Co.. 118921 .1 Ch. 274. 277 ; 
liubhuvk v. Wilkinson, 11899) 1 Q.B. 80, 
followed. | Rule 145 requires that a state
ment of claim shall state specifically the 
relief claimed; and, where a declaration is 
claimed, the pleading should also state what 
action or contention on the part of the 
defendants has made it necessary to ask 
for a specific declaration. That “doubts 
have arisen" is not. a sufficient, reason for 
asking the court to make a declaration. 
In this case, where the plaintiffs, by their 
statement of claim, asked for a declara
tion as to the "present legal effect” of a 
certain agreement and of a statute confirm
ing it,, in relation to the right of the plain
tiffs to take water from the Niagara River 
for the purpose of generating electricity, it 
was held that the pleading, though defec
tive. should not lie struck out; and an or
der was made, under r. 138, for the deliv
ery of a further and hotter statement of the 
nature of the claim.

electrical Development Co. v. Commis
sioners for Queen Victoria Niagara Vails 
Park. 40 O.L.R. 480.
Kx parte order improperly made set ASIDE 

-Rules 213. 21 «—Costs.
Boston Law Book Co. v. Canada lanv 

Book Co., 15 O.M .N. 127. [See 43 O.L.R. 
233.1
Defence—General denial as embarrass

ing — Particulars — Action against 
bank — Cheques — Forced f.ndorse-

Where a paragraph of a defence which 
denies each and all of the allegations con
tained in certain pargrnphs of the statement

X(i, 1 s.

of claim is not in compliance with rule 305 
of the King’s Bench rules, it is not one 
which should he struck out as embarrassing. 
Where in an action to recover the amounts 
of cheques issued by the plaintiff, paid by 
the defendant hank and charged to the 
plaintiff, the defence alleges that the pro
ceeds of the cheques went to persons to 
whom the plaintiff owed money, and the 
plaintiff received credit therefor! the plain
tiff is entitled to particulars of the cheques 
which, it is alleged, were paid to such per
sons and the dates and items of said in
debtedness; and where the defence alleges 
that the endorsements, if not made by the 
payees, shew that they were not so made 
and that the plaintiffs by acknowledging, 
without objection, the correctness of the 
payments thereunder so ratified such en
dorsements, the plaintiff is entitled to par
ticulars of the dates of such acknowledg
ments. A paragraph of a defence to such 
an action which sets up that the endorse
ments, if not made by the payee, were 
made by the plaintiff or its agent, or at 
its or his request, is in violation of r. 323 
and should lie struck out. hut if. instead of 
applying to have it. struck out, the plaintiff 
asks for particulars shewing which of said 
cheques are alleged to have been endorsed by 
the plaintiff or the plaintiff's agent, or at 
the request of the plaintiff or its agent, 
such particulars should lie furnished by the 
hank, even though the cheques have been 
returned to the plaintiff by the hank; and 
where the defence alleges fraud, the plaintiff 
is entitled to particulars of such fraud; 
and if it is alleged that the plaintiff agreed 
that the hank was not to be responsible for 
forgeries, the plaintiff is entitled to par
ticulars of said agreement : hut where the 
defence alleges that all the cheques were 
issued to fictitious persons on fictitious 
transactions the plaintiff is not entitled to 
particulars shewing which of said cheques 
a re alleged to have been payable to fictitious 
persons, and what transactions are alleged 
to have been fictitious.

Dominion IClevutor Co. v. Union Bank, 
(11)181 3 W.W.R. !I7A.
Extraneous allegations — Contract — 

Fraud of school commissioners.
In a plea by a building contractor to an 

action for repairs of works done by him on a 
school house, as also in his reply to the plea 
he cannot allege facts shewing that the work 
has not lieen accepted owing to the fraudu
lent scheming of the school commissioners, 
to whom he had refused to pay lion uses. 
Such allegations may he struck out on in
scription in law.

l'ion v. Commissaires d’Eeoles St. Stanis
las, 24 Rev. Leg. 307, affirming 10 Que. 
P.R. 3.
Irrelevant matter.

An allegation of irrelevant facts and con
clusions asking that those facta be simply 
declared as proven, shall be struck out on 
inscription in law.

Goodwins v. Brosaeau, 16 Que. P.R. 265.
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AUKGAHONS AS TO REPUTATION.

An admission of the good reputation of 
tlip plaintiff must not lie followed hv a vor- 
rcition "but she has the reputation of Iwing 
« .*rangier with all her neighboursthese 
wards will be struck out on an inscription

Peloquin ▼. Plante. 20 Que. P.R. 237. 
Dwt.inatoby KXcr.PTioN—Defendant out

side province—Costs.
If ,.-\eral causes of action are joined in an 

art ion against a defendant "having his 
domicile outside of the province of Quebec, 
aid on whom the action has lieen served 
outride of that province, a declinatory ex
ception asking the dismissal of the action 
in toto lieing made, the items which haxe 
not arisen in, that province shall not he 
struck out. In eueh case the costa on the 
declinatory exception shall In* compensated.

Montreal Abattoirs ▼. Colwell, 10 Que. 
P R. 26.
Ad ION FOB PROFESSIONAL SERVICES—(ON- 

(T.USIONS OF PLEA.
A plea in an action for professional 

services, with a conclusion playing "to de
termine the amount to which the plaintiffs 
ere entitled, and that their action In» dis
missed with costs,” will not be struck out 
on motion.

I’elissier v. Primeau, 19 Que. P.R. 327.
In an action oil a foreign judgment, de- 

fermes which have been pleaded and fought 
nut in the foreign court will lie struck out 
on the ground of embarrassment, [fiaiilt. v. 
McN'fth, 1 Man. T..R. 35: Kloman v. Brenton, 

DUR. 387. followed.]
Moore v. International Securities Co., 
W.L.R. 210.

Striking out—Statement of claim— 
Misrepresentations—Particulars.

Murray v. Thames Valley Darden Land
14 O.WJU 161.

Striking out—Statement of claim— 
Ukum.fi i. —Ml— >lr-OW < ai -g s 
OU ACTION—PROLIXITY—I—KI.EVANCY— 
EMBARRASSMENT.

Caulfield v. National Sanitarium Ass'n, 
23 O.W.R. 761. 053.
Striking out -Statement of claim— 

Restriction—Claim to set ahiiif. re
lease—Other claims.

Broom v. Dominion Council of Royal Tem
plars. 24 O.W.R. 62.
NULLITY OF WILL.

To an action based on a will, the defend
ant who pleat!s the nullity of the will, may 
simply pray for the dismissal of the action 
l secus in the case of annulahility. ) If he 
prays to have it declared "that the wills 
which must rule the estate uf the decujus 
are not those which she made in favour of 
the plaintiff, but those she made in favour 
nf the defendant” such petition might he set 
a- ile by way of an exception to the form, 
but not by way of an inscription in law.

Verdun v. Clermont, 10 Que. P.R. 246.

(8 I 6—146)—Leave to amend—Action
AGAIN Hi MUNICIPALITY   i .OU AI. IM
I’BOVEMENT HY-l.AW.

Ill en action to annul an assessment by
law f«-t local improvements on the ground of 
irregularity and uncertainty but without 
setting up any allegation of fraud against 
the defendant "municipality, the statement of 
claim may lie struck out if upon its face it 
appears that the action is brought after the 
time limitations contained in ss. 512. 513 
of the Municipal Act, R.S.B.C. 1011. c. 170, 
by virtue of order 26. r. 4. of B.C. Supreme 
Court Rules. 1006 ; but leave may lie given 
to amend by filing a new statement of 
claim.

Arhuthnot v. Victoria, 0 D.L.R. 664, 18 
B.C.R. 35. 23 W.L.R. 663. 4 W.U.R. 146. 
Strikino entire plkadi.no.

A statement of claim will not he struck 
out under r. 261 ( (Jon. Rules, Ont. 1807), 
on the ground that the plaintiff was not. 
qualified to maintain the action unless the 
lack of qualification appears from the 
pleading itself.

lfreer v. (freer, 4 D.L.R. 16», 21 O.W.R. 
13».
Vexatious action—Building contract

PREVIOUSLY LITIGATED.
A statement of claim will be regarded as 

vexatious, and will lie stmek out, if its 
purpose is an attempt to obtain a further 
interpretation and reformation of a build
ing agreement which was already dealt with 
in a previous action, and the action stayed 
upon a reference to arbitration under the 
terms of the agreement, to ascertain the 
amount recoverable thereunder.

(funn v. Hudsons Buy Co., 26 D.L.R. 173, 
26 Man. UR. 663, 32 W.L.R. 478, V W.W. 
R. 216.
Striking out reply—Dfj.ay in filing 

JUDICIAL DISCRETION "i REFER El
Amendment ok statement of claim -

Monarch Lumber Co. v. Hewitt, 7 D.L.R. 
786, 1 W.W.K. 1013.
Striking out entire pleading—Public 

Authorities Protection Act—Police 
MAGISTRATE—ACTION AGAINST, FOB TORT
—Unofficial act.

Fritz v. Jelfs. 24 O.W.R. «10. 643. 807. 
Writ of summons—Special endorsement 

Statement of claim delivered—Ir 
kegi i.akity — Amendment affidavit
FILED WITH APPEARANCE—STATEMENT 
OF DEFENCE.

Dunn £ Dominion Bank, 25 O.W.R. 84.
(§ i 8—148) —Sufficiency of alleged de

A plea, in an action to recover a balance 
alleged to lie due under an acceleration 
clause of a contract, making the entire bal
ance due and payable on default in the pay
ment of any instalment, that the defendant’s 
signature to the contract was fraudulently 
obtained bv plaintiff's agent, who concealed 
from defendant the fact that the contract 
contained such acceleration clause, cannot
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lie struck out on the ground that it dis
closes no reasonable answer to the action, 
under tlie Nova Scotia practice.

Stimpson Computing Scales Co. v. Allen, 
10 D.L.R. 340, 47 N.8.R. 90, 12 E.L.R. 3Ü5. 
(9 1 S—149)—Striking part of pleading».

The superticially frivolous appearance 
of grounds of action in a |)laintilY'H 
declaration does not constitute ground to 
liave them struck out on demurrer, if the 
matter of such allegations amount to legal 
grounds of action when read together with 
the other averments of the declaration.

Edge v. Security Life Ins. Co., 8 D.L.R. 
492.

The tendency of the practice at, present 
is against any interference with the plead
ings of either party, except in the very 
plainest cases; the application of Ont. Con. 
r. 298 ( Rules of 1897) is usually confined 
to cases where statements are made which 
could not lie considered at the trial, and 
which would tend to prejudice a fair trial.

Ontario & Minnesota Power Co. \. Rat 
Portage Lumber Co., 3 D.L.R. 331, 22 O. 
NX .11. 1.

In an action for damages for a refusal 
to license the plaintiff, a professional 
jockey, who had paid the required fee 
therefore, in order to enable him to “exer
cise his profession” as driver of race horses 
upon the race track of Hie defendant, a 
racing club owning a public franchise, that 
operated for gain a race-course to which the 
public was invited upon the payment of 
un admission fee, a portion of the state
ment of claim will, on motion, Is* stricken 
ont, where its allegations in substance were 
that “so public is tho function it (the 
< lub) exercises, that it has a. monopoly of 
race horse lictting on its tracks, tliat would 
lie criminal hut for the saving grace of 
legislation, whereby all members of all 
public, at its race meetings, are forced to 
bet through the defendant club, which ads 
as stakeholder, and exacts therefor over 
•V.c on over a million dollars a year of 
bettors' money passing through its bauds, 
and from which its chief income is derived,” 
since such allegations are merely statements 
of evidence pertaining to the plaintiffs 
claim, which, under Con. r. 2fiS. are not, 
properly a part of a statement of claim. A 
further allegation of the statement of claim, 
alleging in substance, that other members 
of such associai ion owned and controlled 
Other tracks where lictting was done by 
means of book-makers in the employ of 
"licit members, will not be stricken out, 
since it is an allegation'either historical 
and explanatory of the nature and compo
sition of the association, or referable to the 
damages the plaintiff sustained by being 
prevented from driving upon the tracks of 
the association, as well as upon that of the 
defendant.

Trubel v. Ontario Jockey Club, 4 D.L.R. 
8fl. 3 O.W.N. 1453.

In an action for slander, upon a motion

to strike out, as embarrassing, certain para
graphs of the statement of defence, and 
also the particulars of such paragraphs 
which set out as true a scries of alleged 
facts of public interest and concern, upon 
which the defendant pleaded fair comment 
in good faith and without malice, if the de
fendant's pleading shew that he is pre
pared to rely, at the trial, on the plea of 
fair comment and sets out the series of 
alleged facts as a basis upon which to sub
mit to a jury, the question as to whether 
in their opinion the comments so based 
were fair and reasonable, the defendant will 
not lie required to change his pleading.

Brown v. Orde, 6 D.L.R. 297, 22 O.NX V
1002.
Irrelevant statements.

On an application under r. 107 (Sask.i 
to strike out part of a statement of de
fence as unnecessary and as tending to 
prejudice, embarrass and delay the fair 
trial of the action, the fact that the ob
jectionable plea contains considerable un
necessary matter of evidence is of itself 
not sufficient ground for granting the mo
tion, the only question lieing whether the 
jilaintiff has been embarrassed or prejudiced 
m any way by the evidence being pleaded. 
Ill a statement of defence of an action for 
malicious prosecution and false imprison
ment, where one of the defences is that 
the defendant acted on the advice of coun
sel, it is sufficient merely to state that fact 
without pleading in detail xvhat the de
fendant was advised by his counsel.

•lones v. (lore, 8 D.L.K. 808. 22 VV.L.R. 
739, 3 W.W.R. 520. .
Striking out part of pleading on groi nd 

of fai-kity—Motion ox affidavits.
In an action to recover a balance alleged 

to he due under an acceleration clause of a 
contract making the entire balance due and 
payable on default in the payment of any 
instalment, a paragrapli in defendant’s de
fence denying the making of the contract 
alleged, is properly struck out under the 
Nova Scotia practice as being false, where 
the fact of the execution of the contract is 
established by aflidavit and not denied, and 
the defendant has further pleaded, by an
other paragraph of the defence, that when 
he signed the contract, the fact of its con
taining an acceleration clause was not dis
closed to him. and tliat he could not read 
or write in English. I ndn the modern 
practice in Nova Scotia, separate paragraphs 
of a statement of defence are not. to be re
garded as separate pleas, as was the former 
practice, but the defendant may rely upon 
Lite whole statement of defence. A misrep
resentation us to u.n instrument which 
causes a total misapprehension of its na
ture by the person who signed it will en
title him to plead non est factum in an 
action on the instrument, but not where the 
l»erson signing knew the nature of the in
strument, but laboured at the time under a
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misapprehension of the effect or contents of 
the instrument.

Stimpson Computing Scales Co. v. Allen. 
10 D.L.R. 349, 47 N.8.R. 90. 12 K.L.R. 305. 
Inapt wording or countebclaim—Amknd-

If an alternative claim in a counterclaim 
is embarrassing by reason of the inapt 
terms in which it is worded, it is ground 
only for striking out the alternative claim 
and not the whole counterclaim, which can 
he readily cured by amendment.

Tobin v. Commercial Investment, 27 D.L. 
R. 387. 22 B.C.R. 481, 34 W.L.R. 23, 10 W.
W. R. 123.
DEFENCE AND OOVXTKRC1.AIM—ACTION FOR 

RETURN OF BONDS—DISCLAIMER— INTER 
KST OF THIRD PKRSO.N NOT A PARTY—
Principal and aoknt.

Davison v. Thompson, 10 D.L.R. 854, 24 
O.W.R. 621.
Defence—Patent for invention—Royal

ties—Agreement—Validity of pat-

Moore Filter Co. v. O’Brien, 2 D.L.R. 
!I00, 3 O.W.N. 1084.
striking out defence—Cox. r. 298— 

Nonpayment of ixterio< i tory costs

Riekart v. Britton Mfg. Co., 5 D.L.R. 
892, 23 O.W.R. 84.
Defence—Action for specific perform

ance OF CONTRACT—.SETTING VP FACTS 
JUSTIFYING TERMINATION OF CONTRACT
—Embarrassment - Irrelevancy. 

Fuller v. Maynard, 2 D.L.R. 897, 3 O.W.
X. 1082.
.Statement of defence—Irrelevance— 

Further examination reu sed—Con. 
KR. 259, 261, 1116.

Roscoe v. McConnell, 23 O.W.R. 515. 
Irrelevant statements i\ defence—Dow

er action—9 Kdw. VI I. c. 39, s. 24— 
Mortgaged land.

McNally v. Anderson, 23 O.W.R. 547. 
Striking out part of pleading—State

ment OF CLAIM.
Cantin v. Clarke, 24 O.W.R. 146. 

Statement of claim—Order striking out 
portions and i\>r particulars of oth
er portions.

Scully v. Nelson, 26 O.W.R. 120. 
Irrelevant statement—Statement of de

fence — Libel — Newspaper — Com-
MENT — JUSTIKICATION—PUBLIC INTER
EST — Immaterial and irrelevant 
pleading—Striking out.

McVeity v. Ottawa Citizen Co., 5 O.W.N. 
469.
Facts after appeal.

If a party alleges in his factum facts 
subsequent to the inscription in review, 
nidi allegations will lie dismissed.

Harry v. Montreal Tramways Co., 49 Que. 
8.C. 526.
F XECUTOB—ACOOITNT—DEFENCE.

In an action for an account against an

executrix by the universal legatees, an alle
gation in the defence “that the action of the 
plaintiffs is vexatious because of animosity 
against the defendant," will lie struck out 
on inscription on droit as useless.

Bourassa v. Bourussa, 18 Que. P.R. 135. 
Account — Rendering and corbeiting — 

Dilatory exception—C.C.P. 87. 177.
An action to correct an account, which 

supposes the fact that an account has al
ready been rendered, is incompatible with 
an action to account, and the plaintiff is 
hound on a dilatory exception, to make a 
choice between the action to account and the 
action to correct the account rendered.

Perodeau v. Bichard, 15 Que. P.R. 322. 
Libel in newspaper — Motives of pub

lisher—SEPARAT* LIBELS—No NOTICE 
OF ACTION AS TO ONIX

Natural Resources v. Saturday Night, 18
O.W.R. 226.
Statement of defence and counterclaim 

—Motion- to strike out part as irrel
evant AMI EM BA HKAHSI Mi.

Wilbur v. Nelson, 20 O.W.R. 381. 
Statement of claim—Motion to strike

OFT AS EMBARRASSING—DAMAGES FOR 
WRONGFUL DISMISSAL.

Rutherford v. Murray-Kav, 19 O.W.R. 
975.
Substituted service of statement of 

claim—Motion by defen i*a«u for ord
er for—To set aride ntaitxmf.nt of
CLAIM AND VACATE CERTIFICATE OF UK 
PENDENS.

Restall v. Allen. 20 O.W.R. 31.
Statement of claim—Motion to strike 

out part—Embarrassing and irrele
vant—Question fob Trial Judge to 
SAY WHETHER FAITS ARE RELEVANT OB

Pyne v. Pyne, 20 O W.R. 175. 
Declaration—Incompatible claims.

L'Allouette v. Briguon, 12 Que. P.R. 209.
T. Dismissal.

(g I T—150)— Irregular service—Partic
ulars—• ‘ Pres h s tep"—W AI veb.

A demand for particulars by defendant is 
not a “fresh step" within the meaning of r. 
364 (Kings Bench Act, R.S.M. 1913. c. 461, 
and. therefore, does not operate us a waiver 
by the defendant of his right to have the 
action dismissed for any irregularities in 
service of the statement of claim.

Taylor v. Steele. 30 D.L.R. 740, 27 Man. 
L.R 49, 34 W.L.R. 1098, 10 W.W.R. 1162. 
affirming 34 W.L.R. 638.

A party who demands particulars of a 
claim is not thereby deprived of the right 
to afterwards demand by inscription en 
droit the dismissal of such claim. [See 
Wright, v. Thayer, 1 Que. P.R. 165.1

Barrette v. Dumontet, 18 Que. P.R. 53. 
Incidental demand—Motion fob dirmirb- 

AI/—C.C.P. 174, 216.
It should not be decided, on an exception
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to the form, whether an incidental demand 
ia well founded in law or not.

Vharlebois v Pelletier, 15 Que. P.R. 415.
OK PART Ut PLEADING.

The rejection »rf u paragraph in a plead
ing can only be demanded by motion if it in 
irregularly pleaded; if it ia useless, foreign 
to the litigation ami not the basis of the 
right claimed, ita rejection should be de
manded by inscription en droit.

Ijacuvalier Yinet. IK Que. P.R. 337. 
Action io k.nkor< k lien made to company

OK SAME BEFORE 1NCOBPOBATION OK 
PLAINTIFF COMPANY—FAILURE TO AL
LEGE oh PROVE ASSIGNMENT OK LIEN.

Canada North-West l-md Co. v. Irwin, 19 
W.L.R. 730.

L*. MlAJOINtKKB; MUI.nrABIOUK.NE88.
See also Action; Parties.

($ I V—135i—Misjoinder—Tom and ex
CUN TRAC TV CAUBIC8—Dim HI NT DEFEND-

- ants—Tardy objection.
Where a plaintiff misjoins two separate 

cause* of action (tort and ex contractu) 
against different defendants, either defend
ant ordinarily may force the irregular plain
tiff to his election lietween the two causes; 
hut where both defendants, without taking 
objection, proceed to trial, and, after sep
arate verdicts against them, one acquiesces, 
while the other then for the first time ob
jects to t£e misjoinder on his appeal for a 
new trial, the objection will not lie given 
effect, particularly where the verdict against 
tlie appellant was trilling and the justice of 
the case is best met in this wav. [See N.B. 
N.C. Rr.‘ ( 190ft), order Hi. rr. 1. 4, 11.]

Wathen v Ferguson, 10 D.L.R. 330. 41 
N.B.R 448. 12 E.I..R. 427.
Election ok remedies—Action for WRONG

FUL DISCHARGE— < ONHPIBACY.
Patterson v. C.P.R. Co., 34 D.L.R. 726, 

11 A.L.R. 67.
Joinder ok defendant»—Of cache* of ac

tion — Mvi.tifariovmnkrm — Election
A8 BETW EE N DUTY.RE NT CAUSE*.

Perrv v. Perrv. 28 Man. L.R. 5. [See 
also 28 Man. L.R. 1. [1017] 1 W.W.R. 174. 
Dikkekent demands.

A ilemand for payment of interest under a 
deed can lie joined to a demand en dtkdarn- 
tion dliypothAquo upon the immovable af
fected thereby.

Paeatid v. I.amoureux. 18 yue. P.R. 48. 
Poshessory and petitory causes—Servi

In an action en complainte the parties 
cannot litigate anything but the question 
of possession. It is an illegal joinder of the 
petitory to the possessory action to plead a 
right of servitude as a defence to an action 
en complainte. The servitude created by 
art. 882 Mun. Code cannot be claimed be
cause of private utility.

Mercier v. Vidal. 49 Que. S.C. 109.
A plaintiff who asks that a defendant be 

declared to be bound by the obligations

assumed by his auteur toward» plaintiff, 
cannot by subsequent conclusions ask, in 
the alternative, that the deed between tin- 
two defendants be declared to be fraudulent, 
simulated, null and void.

Heath v. Kseanaba Mfg. Co., 14 Que. P.R 
48.

II. Declaration or complaint.
A. JlBlhDlCllONAL AVEBMENTH.

(§ II A—165)—Statement or claim — 
Averments — Amended statement —

The right of one party to read the plead 
ing of another as evidence against the latter 
is "inline.I to the pleuding as it stands, ho 
that if the pleading has been amended, the 
original pleading cannot be read as such 
evidence.

O'Kellv v. Dow nip, 17 D.L.R. 395, 24 Man. 
L.R. 21U* 28 W.L.R. 30.1, G W.W.R. 911, re
versing If» D.L.K. 158, 26 W.L.R. 413, 5 
W.W.R. 859.
Declaration — Notice oi action—How 

pleaded—Damage action.
The plaintiff in an action for damage-, 

against the Montreal Tramways Co. is not 
obliged to allege in his declaration that he 
has given the notice of action required by 
law. [Montreal Street Ry. Co. v. Paten 
aude, 9 Que. P.R. 1. followed.] If the de 
fendant pleads that, as a question of fact, 
notice was not giu-n the plaintiff may re
ply that it was given.

Bain v. Montreal Tramways Co., 15 Que. 
P.R. 101.
Diz.atory exception—Action fob damages 

—Compensation Arr and Common 
law—Inexcusable fault—C.C.P. 177.

If the plaintiff in an action for damages 
alleges that the accident was caused by 
reason of his work and by the inexcusable 
fault, of defendant, and prays that the lat 
ter he condemned to pay him an annual rent 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act, or 
in default of its applicability, to pay him 
the sum of $10,1X8). he must, on a dilatory 
motion, opiate between the two rights of 
action set forth in his declaration.

Lesgage v. Henderson, 15 Que. P.R. 328. 
Statement ok claim—Departure prom ex- 

dorhkment on writ or hum monk—Ad
dition OK DEFENDANTS.

Snider v. Snider. 5 O.W.N. .*125, 25 0.W, 
R. 286.
(8 II A—170)—Place of trial.

W'lierc a statement of claim does not men 
tion the place of trial, the setting down of 
the case for trial and notice thereof will, 
on the application of the defendant, be 
struck out.

'Thompson v. Herring, 22 B.C.R. 179.
(8 II A—173)—Fact ok jubiniuction.

A prohibition to a Division Court (Ont.) 
upon the ground of absence of territorial 
jurisdiction in respect of a case alleged to 
have entered in the wrong district or divi-
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hiuB uf the province, will not be granted on 
motion of defendant where the question of 
jurisdiction is raised for the first time after 
■ default judgment has been entered against 
defendant and where there is no excuse 
■hewn for defendant'» delay and it doe» not 
appear that any injustice will be done by 
allowing the judgment to stand. I Broad v. 
IVrkins. 21 Q.B.D. 533, followed.]

lie Canadian Oil Cos. and McConnell, 8 
U.L.K. 759, 27 O.L.R. 54». 
i§ 11 A—174)—Anhkts within juririhc- 

I ION—AVERMENT OK.
A foreign plaintiff need not set up in ilia 

statement of claim that he has assets with
in the juriedietion of the court sufficient 
to answer for costa.

MvKwan v. Marks. 4 D.L.R. 369, 5 8.L.R. 
222, 21 W.L.R. 34, 2 W.W.R. 228.

B. RIGHT OR CAPACITY TO HUE.
iti 11 B—175)—Authority or huhhand.

In an action by a married woman sepa
rated as to property, it is not necessary that 
t should He sai<l in the writ that she is 

authorized by her husband-, it is sufficient 
if this allegation is contained in the dec
laration. The defendant, if he does not ad
mit this fact, must deny it specially.

Barry v. Montreal Tramway» Co., *49 Que.

lÿ 11 B—176)—Foreign corporation.
Under r. 219 of the Saskatchewan Su

preme Court Rules, lull, giving any party 
I he right to raise by his pleading any point 
uf law and providing for it» disposition by 
the judge la-fore, at or after the trial, the 
defendant, though he failed to raise the 
question in his pleading, ie entitled to a 
decision as to whether the plaintiff could 
sueeeed in the action if the statement of 
claim merely alleged that the plaintiff was 
an incorporated company carrying on husi- 
ness in another province, hut failed to allege 
that it had registered under the Saskatche
wan Foreign Com panic* Act or other facts 
to establish it» statu» to sue in Saskatche
wan. IStokea v. Grant, 4 C.P.D. 25, ap-

• hitario Wind Engine & Pump Co. v. El- 
dred, 2 D.L.R. 279, 6 S.L.R. 194, 20 W.L.R. 
697, 2 W.W.R. 60.

C. DK8< RTTTION OF PARTIES.
Ig II C—180)—Cmr. engineer—Action by 

— Nkckrsary aij.eiiationh — Inscrip
tion in law—Q.C.C.P. 191.

When the plaintiff state» in Ills declara
tion that he 1» a consulting engineer, and 
be also assumes that title and quality in 
'he writ of summons, he is not bound to 
allege that he i* one of the members of the 
Noriel y of Canadian Civil Engineers. An 
inscription in law baecd on the omission of 
such allegation will be dismissed.

Duinazuel v. Denis, 16 Que. P.R. 183.
18 H C—181 ) — Rules ok covet (Sank.) — 

Defendant sued in representative 
capacity—Necessity of statinu.

Rule 38 of the Saskatchewan Rule» of

Court provide» that “if the plaintiff sues 
or the defendant is sued in a representative 
capacity the statement of claim shall ehew 
in what capacity the plaintiff or defendant 
sues or i» sued.” Under this rule a gar
nishee summons against executors in res|s-< t 
of a debt due from the testator must be 
directed to them a» executor* and not in 
their individual capacity.

Strong v. Culver. 45 D.L.K. 542, 12 S.L. 
R. 134, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 979.
(g 11 C—182)—Part n ess hip — Husband

AND W IFE. '
If a defendant sued as doing business 

under a partnership name pleads an excep
tion to the form and proves that it is not 
he but hi# wife separate a» to property, 
who does business under such name, all that 
relate» to the said partnership in the dcsig 
nation of the defendant will be struck out 
of the record without cotta.

Lachapelle v. Picard, 18 Que. P.R. 320.
D. Statement ok cause generally.

Wrongful discharge, conspiracy, eee < on- 
spiracy, II B—15.
(8 II D—185 ) —MArrow or evidence not

TO RE PLEADED—ACTION AGAINST FORM
ER Premier — Allegation that he 
acted as agent for His Majesty— 
Sufficiency of.

Under the present system of pleading in 
New Brunswick, it is not necessary to al
lege matter* which are strictly matters of 
evidence. In an action against a former 
Premier of the province, for corruptly re
ceiving a secret commission while Premier, 
and in receipt of a salary from Hi» Majesty 
and acting as agent for His Majesty—it is 
sufficient to allege that the defendant acted 
as agent for Hi* Majesty, and that as such 
agent lie received such secret commission ; 
it is not necessary to set out that he was 
agent, of Ilia Majesty. Held that the allé 
gâtions in the statement of claim set out 
in the judgment were sufficient.

The King v. Flemming. 47 D.L.R. 321. 
Statement of claim—Statement oe cause

GENERALLY—IÎOW MET OUT.
Irrelevant, diffuse and superfluous allega

tions in a statement of claim may la* struck 
out under the Ontario practice rules which 
permit only a concifee statement of the ma
terial facts.

Snider v. Snider. 16 D.L.R. 720. 30 0.1* 
R. 105.

An action is rightfully dismissed where 
the plaintiff, if entitled to recover at all. 
could do so only on an alternative claim 
which was not pleaded.

Davis v. Tvowrv. 3 D.L.R. 157. 20 W.L.R. 
839, 2 W.W.R. 166.
Negligence—Employer's liability.

The essential function of pleadings is to 
give the parties notice of the ease to be 
tried; where a statement of claim charges 
the defendant witli negligence as the owner 
of a factory building, and he has shaped 
his defence accordingly, the plaintiff cannot,
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at the trial, offer to prove the defendant's 
liability as employer.

Boutilier v. Lewis, 35 D.L.R. 842, 51 N.S. 
R. 180.
Action Fur commissions and damages.

A statement of claim in an action for 
commission and damages for failure to de
liver certain wheat which the defendant hud 
authorized the plaintiff to sell, held to dis
close a clause uf action, except as to the 
claim for commission.

Buchanan v. Hansen Grain Co., 10 S.L.R. 
190, [1017J 2 W.W.R. 790.
Action tub possession ot j.anu.

Iii an action for possession of a house and 
lot the statement of claim ran as follows: 
'that the plaintiffs are entitled to posses
sion; that the premises were granted and 
conveyed by the defendant unto and to the 
use of the plaintiffs, their heirs successors 
ami assigns by wav of mortgage, and that 
the mortgage is still subsisting; that the 
defendant has never given up possession to 
plaintiffs and has remained and still re
mains in wrongful possession thereof. Held, 
that the statement of claim disclosed a good 
cause of action, especially in view of the al
legation of wrongful possession on the part 
of the defendant.

Todd v. Wong Hum Tim, 24 B.C.R. 161, 
[1917] 2 W.W.R. 280.
Statement oe claim — Mm ion to struck

OUT AS DISCLOSING NO REASONABLE
cause oe action—Rule 124—Prayer
FOR HUT ARATOBY JUDGMENT—JUDICA
TURE A< t. s. 16 (b)—Question or gen
eral IMPORTANCE-—DEFECTIVE PLEADING 
—Direction to deliver hitter plead
ing—Rule 138.

Electrical Development Co. v. Commis
sioners for Queen Victoria Niagara Falla 
Hark. 13 O.W.X. 117, 4» O.L.R. 480. 
Practice—Particulars—Claim for dam

ages FOR BREACH OK CONTRACT.
Particulars will In* ordered of a claim for 

damages for the defendant’s allegifil failure 
to fulfil his contract for the supply of goods 
to the plaintiff, showing the quantities, 
kinds and price- of the goods which the. 
plaintiff alleges he was compelled to pur
chase in the place of thoke which the de
fendant had contracted to supply and the 
dates of the purchases.

Standard Supply Co. v. Toupin, 28 Man. 
IdL «27.
Sufficiency of allegations—Note—Pre

scription—Amendment.
An omission to state, in a declaration, 

that the note sued on was signed or en
dorsed by the defendant is not in itself 
fatal. It may be replaced by other words 
implying the same meaning. The form in
dicated in C.C.P. is not essential. When a 
plaintiff auks judgment against the defend
ant. on a note which he produces, without 
saying that the note is signed or endorsed 
by the defendant, he makes an imperfect and 
insufficiently detailed statement; but it can

not be said, in such a vase, that there is an 
absolute omission of an essential statement. 
The rule is that when an essential state
ment is totally lacking, the proceedings 
must t>e attacked by inscription in law , 
when the essential statement is not lacking, 
hut is insufficiently particularized, the pro 
ceedings must be attacked by an exception 
to form. When an essential statement is 
not lacking, but is defective in not saying 
whether the defendants signed or endorsed 
the notes, such informality may always be 
covered by an amendment, an allegation of 
payment on account shews in itself a legal 
connection. The insufficiency of the allega
tions in the declaration might have beeu 
connected by the amendment allowed, and 
thus would have taken effect from the in
stitution of the action.

Gauthier v. Lowe, 24 Rev. de Jur. 354. 
Statement of claim—Allegation made

BY CREDITOR OF COMPANY AGAINST UI
rectors — Wrongful dealing with
BONDS OF COMPANY—C LAIM MAINTAIN 
ABLE ONLY BY COMPANY—STRIKING OUT 
ALLEGATION AND CLAIM FOB BELIEF—
Pleading of directors in denial and
ASSERTION OF PROPER DEALING—LEAVE 
TO WITHDRAW .

Canada Wire & Cable Co. v. Grant, 14 0.
W.X. 79.
Omission to allege delivery.

A plaintiff cannot change or complete his 
statement of claim by his reply to the de
fence. Thus a vendor who claims the price 
of goods sold, without alleging delivery in 
his statement, of claim, cannot plead de
livery in his reply.

Royal Paper Box Co. v. Drummondsvillr 
Match**, 56 Que. S.C. 259.
Practice—Statement of claim—Motion 

to strike out—Frivolous and vexa 
■nous—Consent judgment—Action to 
set1 aside—Res judicata—Fraud — 
Alleged in writ but not in state
ment of claim.

An action may be brought to set aside a 
consent judgment on the grounds of mis 
take or misrepresentation. The indorsement 
of fraud on a writ will, on application, be 
struck out where there is no allegation of 
fraud in the statement of claim.

Skene v. Royal Bank, 25 B.C.R. 456. 
Practice—Statement of claim—Reason

able cause of action striking out.
A statement of claim for commission on 

a sale of land does not disclose a reasonable 
cause of action in the absence of an allega 
tion that the services were performed at the 
defendant's request.

Devoxv v. Pearce, 12 8.L.R. 12. 
Statement of claim—Addition of cause 

of action not endorsed on writ ok 
summons — Rule 109 — Alimony — 
Separate action — Costs — Vsdf.ii- 
takings—Security for costs.

Schmidt v. Schmidt, 7 O.W.N. 427.
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STATEMENT OF CLAIM—PARTICULAR»—I N
SPECTION.

Jobin Alarrin Co. v. Quality Cannera C'o.,
17 O.XV.N. 96.
PARTICULARS FOR PURPOSE OF PLEAIM NG—

Striking out parts of pleading as 
improper — Amendment — Leave re
served TO MOVE FOR FURTHER PARTICU
LARS FOR PURPOSE OF TRIAL—FURTHER 
EXAMINATION FOR DISCOVERY.

Dominion Permanent Loan Co. v. Hol
land. 15 O.W.N. 446.
I RADE NAME --- DECEPTION --- DAMAGES ---

Amounts claimed — Rule 145 —
A M E N DM EN T—PARTICULARS.

Washington v. llaper, etc., Burial Co., 8 
O.W..V 523.
Practice—Service of statement of claim 

- Extension of time fob — King’s 
Bench Act, hr. 176, 396—Limitation 
of ACTION.

By virtue of rr. 176, 396 of the King's 
Bench Act, R.S.M., 1913, c. 40, the court 
hm jurisdiction to allow further time to 
serve the statement of claim though the 
application is not made till after the expi
ration of the six months prescribed in r. 
176 and, in extraordinary circumstances, 
even though the Statute of Limitations has 
intervened in the meantime. The discre
tion exercised hy the referee in allowing 
such further time was held by the court to 
have Been rightly exercised under the fol
lowing circumstances: The statement of 
claim was promptly handed to the sheriff 
for service and was returned w ith an affida
vit of personal service on the defendant.. 
Judgment was then signed by default. 
After the six months had expired defend
ant succeeded in getting judgment set 
aside on showing clearly that he had never 
lieen served, and it appeared that the slier- 
iiT's officer hud served some other person 

mistake. The plaintiff and its solicitor 
had no previous knowledge or means of 
knowledge of this mistake and the time 
within which, under the Statute of Lim
itations, the action could be brought had 
in the interim elapsed. [Smalpage v. 
Tenge. 17 Q.B.D. 644, followed; Doyle v. 
Kaufman, 3 Q.B.D. 7, 340; Watson Mfg. 
Co. v. Bowser, IS Man. L.R. 425; Taylor 
v. Steele, 27 Man. L.R. 49, distinguished.] 

Bank of B.X.A. v. Metcalfe, 29 Man. L.R. 
390. [1919] 2 W.W.It. 202.
Sr UE MF NT OF CAUSE GENERALLY — REL

EVANCY OF ALLEGATION'S — COSTS IN 
THE CAUSE.

Fearnside v. Morris, 2 O.W.N. 676, 18 j 
O.W.R. 271.
Husband and wife — Homestead — Pbac 

ttce — Statutes — Act respecting 
HOMESTEADS, C. 29 OF 1916, AMENDED
by c. 27 of 1916—Action by wife to
SET ASIDE LEASE ON HOMESTEAD—MO
TION TO STRIKE OCT CLAIM BECAUSE 
STATUTE NOT PLEADED AND NO SUCH 
RELIEF PROVIDED, DISMISSED.

In bringing an action founded upon a

: art of the province the plaintiff need 
only allege such facts as bring him within 
its provisions and it is not necessary, 
though desirable, to set out the statute re
lied oil lu an action brought by a wife 
to set aside a lease made by her hualamd 
to defendant to which she was not a party, 
defendant's motion before the local master 
to strike out the statement of claim as not 
pleading an Act respecting Homesteads, re
lied on, or as claiming relief not provided 
by the statute, was dismissed. Such mo
tion should I* made under rr. 219, 220 
rather than 221.

Rattier v. Vicker, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 631 
Practice—Statement of claim identical

WITH COUNTERCLAIM IN ANOTHER AC
TION -ARISE OF PROCESS OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff’s statement of claim was struck 
out as being an abuse of the process of the 
court because the relief claimed was the 
same as his counterclaim in another action 
between the same parties.

Kybicli v. Mango-, 119191 3 W.W.R. 632. 
Pleading—Embarrassing pleading struck

An allegation in the statement of claim 
for malicious prosecution that the magis 
trate before permitting an amendment, to 
defendant’s information examined defend
ant and announced his opinion that his ac
tion was malicious and that no criminal 
responsibility attached to the plaintiff, was 
struck out as cmlmrrassing because not 
a fact material to the issue.

Bain v. Nicholson. [1919] 3 W.W.R. 1026.
E. Negation of defence.

(g II E—190)—Negation of defence — 
Consideration for rill or note.

Since it is presumed that a promissory 
note is based on a legal and good consider 
at ion, it is unnecessary for the statement of 
claim to allege facts to shew such consid
eration; it is for the defence to specially 
plead want of consideration.

Snider v. Snider. 16 D.L.R. 720, 30 O.I.. 
R. 106.
Action on contract required by statute 

to be in writing—Compliance not

Whether an agreement for remuneration 
for the sale of land is in writing as re 
quired by v. 27 of the Allverta Act of 1906, 
need not lie alleged in a statement of claim 
in an action for the recovery of the broker’s 
commission : the lack of sivh writing being 
a matter of defence.

Van Ripper v. Bretall, 1.1 D.L.R. 862. 0 
A.L.lt. 146, 25 W.L.R. 162. 4 W.W.R. 1289. 
(g II K—197)—Municipal officer—Want 

of notice—Good faith.
A public official, sued for damage» on 

account of an act done in the exercise of 
his functions, can set up his status and 
complain of want of notice only if he lia» 
committed the act charged against him in 
good faith; good or bad faith is a question 
affecting the merits of the litigation anti

2
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«•an only bo decided upon the merit*. 
When malice and bad faith arc alleged the 
defendant cannot set up want of notice by 
exception to the form.

Paradis v. Roger. 49 Que. S.C. 7.
F. Pbauj»; allegations as to damages. 
(8 H !•’—-92)—Allegations as to uim

ages — General — Special — Sum-

General damage need not be specially 
pleaded, but special damage must he plead
ed in order that the defendant may not be 
taken by surprise at the trial.

Sfaata v. C.P.R. Co., 17 D.L.R. 309, 17 
<‘an. It v. Cas. 38, 7 S.L.R. 184, 28 W.L.R. 
«27. 0 W.W.R. 401.
Workmen’s Compensation Act—Plead- 

ings under—Power ok arbitrator to
ALLOW APPLICANT 10 AMEND HIS PAR
TICULARS.

Moore v. Crow’s Xest Pass < oal Co., 15 
H.C.R. 391.
<1. Averments as to ownership, title or 

possession.
(8 H G—210)—Action fob purchase 

prick—Sale ok land.
Possession of title by a vendor suing for 

tin1 balance of the purchase money of land 
upon un open contract, and bis readiness to 
convey are something mon1 than conditions 
precedent within the meaning of r. 154 
(Sask.) ; they are material facts which go 
to the root of the action and must he plead 
••d in order to entitle the vendor to a judg
ment. | Mayberry v. Williams. 3 S.L.Ii. 
350: Yates v. Gardiner, 20 L.J. Ex. 327, 
applied.)

I.andes v. Kusch, 24 D.L.R. 186, 8 S.L.R. 
32. 30 W.L.R. 444, 7 WAV.R. luTti, revers 
ing 19 D.L.R. 620, 7 S.L.R. 83, 6 W.W.R. 
1309.
Averment as to ownership, title or pos

session.
The defence that a chattel was pur- 

chased bona tide for value, is sufficiently 
raised by an allegation that it was under
stood between the defendant’s vendor ami 
the person from whom the latter bought 
the chattel, who retained the title thereto, 
that the former was at lilierty to sell and 
dispose of it.

Delaney v. Downev, 4 D.L.R. 474, 21 
W.L.R. 877, 2 W.W.R. 599.
Demand for security—Plea to the 

merits.
A demand for security as enacted by art. 

2073 C.C. (Que.I, must lie made hv a pica 
to the merits and not by a dilatory excep
tion. [Hastien v. Desjardins, 11 k.B., fol-

Mutual Aes’ce Co. v. Morcivy, 15 Que. 
P.R. 74.
LANDLORD'S SEIZURE IN EJECTMENT—EX

CEPTION to form—Conclusions—In- 
SCBIPTION IN LAW — C.C.P. 174, 191.
LiM, lies.

A contention that the written document

on which the plaintiff bases his seizure In 
ejectment is a deed of sale and not a least, 
and that the action is not summary, must 
he pleaded by way of an inscription in law 
or a plea to the merits, and not by wav 
of an exception to the form. The conclu
sions of an exception to the form, asking 
purely and simply the dismissal of the 
action, are illegal, the court not being able 
to decide further than what the conclusions 
mention and therefore being unable to re
serve the plaintiff’s recourse.

Bourdon v. Cohen, 13 Que. P.R. 27ti.
The plaintiff, in a possessory action, has 

to allege that he was in possession a year 
and a day before the controversy of which 
lie complains. Upon omission of such an 
allegation the action will he sent Iwck for 
inscription of the right.

Henry- v. Hodge, 18 Rev. de dur. 47. 
Hypothecary action—Registration.

Where, in an hypothecary action, the de
claration does not allege the registration oi 
the deed creating the hypothec, the action 
cannot he maintained.

Drouin v. Legault, 25 Que. K.B. 74.
H. On contract mability.

(8 11 H—215)—Misreprksentatior—Ac
tion to set aside contract.

A plaintiff in an action to set aside a 
contract entered into on the strength of 
alleged misrepresentation, must be held 
strictly to his pleadings as to the false 
statement relied on.

Medcalf v. Oshawa Lands & Investments, 
16 D.L.R. 745, 5 O.W.X. 797.

In an action to recover a debt an allega 
tion of defendant’s admission of the debt 
and promise to pay it should appear in the 
declaration ; if it appears iu the reply to 
defendant’s pleas it will be struck, when it 
alleges merely a promise to pay without 
specifying whether it was verbal or in writ 
ing so as to afford opportunity for a de
mand of particulars.

Miner v. Keegan, 14 Que. P.R. 412.
Action by bank upon mortgage—Ann 

nonal security—Mode of pleading.
In an action by a hank upon a mortgage 

upon real estate it is not necessary to 
allege in the statement of claim facts shew
ing that the mortgage was taken by way of 
additional security to a pre-existent, debt 
Where the right claimed or the defence 
raised existed at common law and the sub
sequent statute has not affected its validity, 
hut merely introduced regulations as to the 
mode of its existence or performance, the 
statute does not affect the form of plead
ing. It is sufficient to allege whatever was 
sufficient before the statute.

Canadian Bank of Commerce v. Perkins 
33 W.L.R. 78.
Statement of claim—Oral contract— 

( 'ONSI DERATION—PARTICULARS.
Harris v. Elliott, 4 O.W.N. 849, 24 O.W. 

R. 143.
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Implied covenant ok transferee to pay

MORTGAGE MONEY—LAND TITLES ACT
iSark.), s. 63—Personal judgment.

Colonial Investment & Loan Co. v. Foisie, 
]!» W.L.R. 748.
I? II H—218)—O.V COVENANT.

A- the onus rests upon the defendant in 
an onion for specific performance of a 
contract to sell lands, to shew that, in ean- 
H'lling the agreement, the procedure agrei d 
upun in the contract was followed, it is im
material that objection to the sufficiency 
•if the notice of cancelation was not taken 
n the plaintiff in the pleadings.

Brown v. Roberts. 2 D.L.R. 523. 17 B.C.
R. I ft. 1 W.W.R. «87.
(8 11 II—219)—Action against endorser 

ok promissory note—Notice of ms-
HONOUR.

Having regard to the statutory form of 
protest contained in the Bills of Kxchange 
V t (Van.), which includes a statement of 

tin* notices of protest, a demurrer to » 
statement of claim which alleges protest 
without specifying notice of dishonour in 
respect of a promissory note payable in 
Canada, will not lie allowed.

Wood v. Smart, 10 D.L.R. 97, 26 W.L.R 
817.
Di.waxd notes—Deed absolute as secur

ity— I'NCONDITIONAI. LEAVE TO DEFEND.
The fact that the lender suing upon de

mand notes had taken a deed absolute in 
form as security for the payment of the 
debt will support an order giving uncondi
tional leave to defend so that defendant’s 
ri'glits# in respect of the mortgage may lie 
tried out in the one action where his affida
vit sets up a contemporaneous oral agree 
incut that he should have a period of time 
not yet expired within which to make pay-

Vild v. Tavlor. 21 D.L.R. 677, 21 B.C.R. 
192. 8 W.W.R. 652.
Bills and notes. «

In an action on a note against an on- 
iior-»>r. no legal ground of action or 'Mien 
•h* droit” is disclosed, if the declaration 
omits to allege, that notice of the protest 

given to defendant as endorser. A 
• i>- ! iration is not demurrable if it he there-

illeged that defendant lias acknowledged 
io owe and promised to pay the amount of 
the note sued upon, which means a promise 
and acknowledgment subsequent to the 
maturity and failure to give notice of the 
di«honour of the note. Plaintiff cannot 
mako proof of the protest of the note and of 
""lice thereof to defendant, if the declara- 
ti"'i omits to allege such notice. If plain- 
,;tf tails to file his exhibits with the return 
"" lhe writ or with his answer, he cannot 
afterwards file them without any leave of 
t! •■ court or judge, and without "any notice 
to the defendant. Notice of protest is in
sufficiently given to an endorser, when such 
notice is sent by depositing the same direct
ed to the endorser’s name. Montreal, in the 
post office, at Montreal, and prepaying

postage, when defendant has under his sig
nature on the note designated his place for 
the purposes of such note.

Rosenlierg v. Johnson, 18 Rev. de Jur.
32.
Promissory note—Action by holder.

Levai lee v. Burrage, 12 Que. P.R. 382.
(I II H—222)—Statement of claim- 

sufficiency OF ALLEGATIONS—ASSIGN
MENT OF INTEREST IN LAND.

Ormiston v. Ullerich, 25 D.L.R. 816, 32 
W.L.R. 314.
Statement of claim—Relevancy—Con

tract FOR SALE OF LANDS.
Simmer v. Todd, 2 O.W.N. 645, 18 O.W. 

R. 276.
(§ II H—223)—Sale of goods.

In an action for the price of goods sold 
exceeding the value of $50, where there 
has lieen no acceptance or receipt of the 
goods and nothing given in earnest, the 
vendor who relies upon a written contract, 
must allege it in his action or by subse
quent amendment, and otherwise he can
not produce it or make evidence of it at 
the trial.

I.emav v. Lefebvre, 4 D.L.R. 833, 41 Que.
8.C. vi.

J. For negligence.
(§ II J—230) Statement of claim —

Sufficiency of allegations.
A statement of claim in writing that on 

a certain day. near a certain place, plain 
tiff's horse was killed by the defendant 
railway company's engine, to his damage 
in a certain sum, is a fairly comprehensive 
statement of the facts shewing what the 
cause of the action is for, within the mean
ing of s. 95 of the County Courts Art, R.S. 
M. 1002, e. 38, allowing a “simple state 
ment in writing of the cause of action such 
that it may Is* known or understood by a 
person of ordinary intelligence what the 
action is brought for."

Stitt v. C.N.R. Co., 10 D.L.R. 545. 23 
Man. 1..R. 43, 15 Can. Rv. Cas. 333, 23 W. 
L.R. 641, 3 W.W.R. 1116*.
Allegations as to negligence—Common 

fault — Warranty — Que. C.P. 185 
HU.

The principal defendant may allege that 
the accident in the case is due to the com
mon fault and negligence of the principal 
plaintiff and defendant in warranty.

Ramsay v. Montreal, 10 Que. P R. 19!». 
Action for damages—Hypothesis.

Da gênai» v. Dorval, 12 Que. P.R. 217.
(8 II J—231 ) — Sufficiency of allega

An allegation in the plaintiff’s state
ment of claim for injuries received by be 
ing struck by an automobile, that such 
vehicle was being driven by the son of 
the defendant, is not a sufficient allegation 
of agency to render the defendant answer 
able, and the statement cannot, at the trial 
after all the evidence is in and the argu-
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mrnt in progress, lie amended to shew such 
un agency.

B. 4 R. Co. v. McLeod, 7 D.L.R. 57», 5 
A.L.R. 176, 22 W.L.R. 274, 2 W.W.R. 1093.
ALLEGATION OF PREVIOUS ACCIDENTS—Ql’E.

C.P. 101.
In an action for damages, an allegation 

lliat “in fact, many accidents happened at 
ilie same place, on account of the great 
speed with which the defendant’s ears 
crossed that place;” will not lie allowed.

Neville v. Montreal Tramways Co., 16 
Que. P.R. 202.
(8 II .1—2.14)- Specify i xo nkui.iukxt act.

If the pluimiir liv his action for damages 
against the city of Montreal alleges neg
ligence on the city’s part or defective drain
age lie should give the particulars of the 
facts constituting the negligence or of the 
defects in the maintenance or construction 
of the drains.

Capras v. Montreal, 14 Que. P.R. 372.
(8 II .1—236)—Statement of ci.aim—Km 

ito'u.kn’ Liability Act (B.C.).
A plaint ill’ in a negligence action desir

ing to claim under the employers’ Liabil
ity Ad (B.C.) as well as at common law. 
should specifically raise the claim of de
fendant’# liability under the statute ‘in his 
statement of claim.

Airey v. Empire Stevedoring Co., 10 ILL. 
It. 734. 20 B.C.R. 130, 27 W.L.R. 712. 6 
W.W.R. 1138. | Varied 18 D.L.R. 40», 28
W.L.R. 056, 6 W.W.R. 1465.
Ah affecting nature of action.

Where, from the nature of the wrong 
complained of, there is more than one form 
of remedy, the plaintiff may elect either, 
and lienee redress for misdelivery of goods 
by a carrier may lie claimed either in con
tract or in tort.

Williams v. government Management
Boni, il fcL.lL 10.
(§ Il .1- 238)—Negligence—Action for 

damages—Finding of jury—Exces
sive speed—Definition.

In an action for damages for injuries 
sustained by being run down by defendants’ 
engine, the court on appeal held that the 
linding of the jury, that the company was 
guilty of negligence in not. “proceeding 
with snllicient caution when approaching 
wreckage zone.” was covered by the al
legation of “excessive speed” in " plaintiff’s 
pleading, and excessive speed would lie such 
speed as would lie excessive under all the 
circumstances of the ease, and that the 
jury had the right to pass upon the ques
tion of excessive speed. [Minor v, G.T.R. 
<X 35 D.L.R. 106. 38 O.L.R. 646, distin 
guishod.]

Folliek v. Wabash R. R. Co., 48 D.L.R. 
626, 46 O.L.R. 628.

K. For libel and slander.
See Libel and Slander.

<0 11 K—245 ) —Slander.
If iu bringing action for damages caused 

by slander in the evidence given by de

fendant in an action plaintiff finds it im 
possible to set out in his declaration all 
the words and terms used he may file a 
copy of defendant's testimony in such ac 
tion as part of his declaration. A motion 
for further particulars in such a case was 
dismissed.

Carrington v. Russell, 13 Que. P.R. 252. 
Libel—Statement m claim—Motion to 

HTR1KK OUT—REASONABLE CAUSE OK
action — Unnecessary allegation 
— Matter oe inducement — Kxavt
WORDS OF DEFAMATORY LETTER NOT 
KNOWN TO PLAINTIFF — AMENDMENT 
AFTER DISCOVERY.

Lvnford v. United Stales Cigar Stores, 
12 O.W.N. 68.
Libel—Statement of claim—Irrelevant 

matter—Striking out—Delivery ok 
statement of defence—Solicitor's 
slip—Relief from—Costs.

Dominion Sugar Co. v. Neuman, 13 O.W.

Statement or claim — Libel and cox-
NPlRACY—1 RKF.I EVANT ALLEGATIONS.

St. Clair v. Stair, 4 O.W.N. 1141, 24 0. 
VV. R. 450.
(8 U K—246)—Libf.i.—Facts in aggrava

tion OE DAMAGES—MAY BE PLEADED,

Facta relied on by the plaintiff in aggra
vation of damages in a liliel action may 
properly 1m- pleaded if relevant to the issue 
of libel. | Millington v. Coring, 6 Q.B.D. 
100. applied.]

Ilallren v. Holden. 20 D.L.R. 336. 20 
B.C.R. 48», 29 W.L.R. 802, 7 W.W.R. 402. 
Particulars—Delivery of - Rvi.lvancy— 

Vague or embarrassing — Striking

Augustine Automatic Rotary Kngine v. 
“Saturday Night,” 21 D.L.R. 870, 34 OX. 
R. 166.
Ah to LIBELOUS PUBLICATIONS.

An action for libel in resjteet of an arti
cle published by a journal which is not the 
property of the defendant, will be dismissed 
on inscription en droit if the declaration 
contains no allegation that the defendant 
had in fact uttered the words.

Gravel v. Montreal Publishing Co., 18 
Que. P.R. 127.
Particulars—Libel—Actual and exem

plary damages—f'.C.P. 123.
In an action of damages for libel, tbe 

plaintiff must: (1) give approximately the 
dates and places where the defamatory lan
guage was used by the defendant; (2) pro
duce the number of the newspaper of which 
the plaintiff complains; (3) state how 
much is claimed us actual damages and 
how much as general and exemplary dam-
^O’Connell v. Allan, 16 Que. P.R. 49. 

Newspaper sued in different districts
FOB SAME ARTICLES—KXEMPIARV DAM
AGES—C.C.P. 123.

A plaintiff who sues a newspaper in two
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different districts for damages caused by 
ilu- same libellous articles is not bound to 
furnish particulars on the special damages 
suffered in each of those districts, provided 
jiv declares that he is claiming only exem
plary damages.

Vasgrain v. Le Soleil, 16 Que. P.R. 404. 
Libel—Statement of claim—Cause of 

action—Application of defamatory
WORDS TO PAKTICrLAB PERSON.

Cooper v. .lack Canuek Publishing Co., 5 
O.W.N. 66, 25 O.W.R. 47.
(§11 K—240)—Innuendo in complaint

FOR SLANDER.
The statement of claim in an action for 

•lander, is insufficient where the defama
tory words alleged were not, in themselves, 
actionable, ami were without point or 
meaning, being portions only of three sep
arate conversations had with three dif
ferent persons, without any allegation of 
. irenmstances shewing that the words 
pleaded were used in a defamatory sense.

Son 1er v. Breau, 3 D.L.R. 184, 41 N.B. 
R. 177, 10 E.L.R. 391.

L. Fob torts, injuries or nuisance. 
(§11 L—250)—Sufficiency of state

ment of claim—Action fob contri
bution between joint tortfeasors—-, 
Company directors.

The statement of claim in an action by 
a director of a company against his co- 
directors for contribution under s. 02 (4) 
of the Companies Act, B.C. Slat. 1910, o. 
7. R.S.B.C, 1011, c. 39, e. 93, in respect 
of a judgment obtained against him hy 
one induced to subscribe for shaves in reli
ance on false statements in the prospectus, 
must allege the responsibility of the codi
rectors for the issuance of the prospectus, 
that the subscription was made on the 
faith of untrue statements therein, and 
that the subscriber suffered loss hy rea
son thereof; and it is not sufficient to 
allege merely a claim for contribution on 
account of the judgment against the plain
tiff, and its payment hy him.

Johnson v. Johnson, 14 D.L.R. 756, 18 
B C R. 563. 26 W.L.R. 3, 6 W.W.R. 525. 
Statement of claim—Action tor dam

ages TOR NEGLIGENT E CAUSING PERSON
AL injuries—Particulars of inju
ries 8UFFF.RF.D.

M Kay v. Toronto R. Co., 17 O.W.N. 73. 
Injury on public work—“Public Works 

Health Act”—Regulations by ordeb- 
in-council — Breach of statutory 
duty.

Grand Trunk Pacific R. Co. v. White, 43 
fan. S.C.R. 627. reversing White v. Grand 
Trunk Pacific R. Vo., 2 A.L.R. 522.
(§ II L—251)—Conspiracy.

The mere use of the words “in collusion” 
in » pleading claiming damages against a 
defendant for having “in collusion with” 
Ins i 'défendant defamed the plaintiff is in
sufficient to support a claim for damages 
for conspiracy.

Alexander v. Simpson, 1 D.L.R. 534, $0 
W.L.R. 641, 22 Man. L.R. 424, 1 W.W.R. 
932.
Action by wife against husband and 

others fob—Statement of claim— 
Uf.PRIMNu wife of consortium of 
husband- Motion to strike out part 
OF pleading containing substance 
OF CLAIM—VOX. B. 201.

Ney v. Xcy, 2 D.L.R. 884, 21 O.W.R. 523, 
3 O.W.N. Stiu.
(§11 L—252)—For dkath—Statement of 

claim—Neglige\< e.
Lum \et v. Ilugill, 1 D.L.R. 897, 3 G.W. 

v ML
(§ 11 L—257)—Malicious prosecution.

Where the statement of claim in an ac
tion for damages for maliciou» prosecu
tion and false1 imprisonment contains the 
usual allegations and the statement of de
fence denies all the material allegations, 
a further paragraph to the effect that "if 
the defendant laid or prosecuted said 
charge or procured the issue of said war
rant, or caused the plaintiff to he arrested 
or imprisoned, the defendant did it on the 
advice of counsel.” followed by a -inte
rnent in detail of how the charge was laid 
lie fore a magistrate who issued the war
rant of his own accord and without de
fendant’s request, will lie stricken out on 
motion under r. 167 (Sank. Practice 
Rules, 1911), as tending to prejudice, em
barrass and delay the fair trial of the
aC,Tonee v. Gore, 8 D UR. 868, _>2 W.L.R. 
739, 3 W.W.R. 526.
Malicious prosecution — Alleging ter

mination.
Tn an action for malicious prosecution, 

tin- nllegation that the prosecution was de
termined in the plaintiff's favour is suffi
cient, where it sets up that "on the case 
being called the plaintiff was discharged 
from custody by the presiding judge at the 
sittings, whereby the said prosecution was 
determined," the essential allegations being
(a) that the proceedings were terminated
(b) that they were terminated in the plain
tiff's favour; and it is not essential, though 
advisable, to set out in what manner they 
were terminated.

Mortimer v. Fisher. 11 D.L.R. 77. G S. 
L.R. 200, 23 W.UR. 906, 4 W.W.R. 454.
(§ Il L—258)—To real property.

Tn an action for damages caused by the 
falling of the wall of a building erected 
upon the adjoining premises, by u contrac
tor for the owner of such adjoining prem
ises, the owner or occupant of the prop
erty upon which the wall fell should not 
rest the claim entirely upon the negligence 
in the construction of the building, but 
should plead substantively the omission of 
the adjoining owner to see to the doing of 
that which was necessary to prevent the 
mischief. [Bower v. Peate, 1 Q.B.D. 321, 
326; Mersey Docks Co. Trustees v. Gibbs,
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L.R. 1 U.L. 93, 114; Pickard v. Smith, 10 
C.B.N.S. 480, applied.]

Cockslmtt Plow ( «•. v. MacDonald, 8 D. 
L.R. 112, ô A.L.R. 184, 3 W.W.R. 488.

M. Ko* INFRINGEMENT.
($ II M —205)—If the plaintiff in an ac- 
tion for infringement, of patent, in which 
a defence of invalidity is pleaded, de«ires 
to shew at the trial that the defendant is 
estopped from disputing the validity of the. 
patent, he must specifically plead the es-

Imperial Supply Co. v. The O.T.R. Co., 
1 D.L.R. 243, Kl K.L.K. 414, 13 Can. Ex. 
.,07

N. Esta Iks ok decedents; wills; trusts. 
(§11 N—270)—Acceptance or succès*

In an action hrought against heirs it is 
not necessary to allege that they have ac
cepted the succession of the de cujus; ac
ceptance being the general rule it will be 
presumed.

Darkness v. Mc.Uunnougli, 18 Que. P.R. 
216.

0. As TO CORPORATE MATTERS.

($ II 0—276)—Statement ok claim — 
Action by creditors ok company to
SET AS I OK TRANSFERS OF PROPERTY —
Want ok authority ok officers of 
COMPANY.

King Milling Co. v. Northern Islands 
Pulpwood Co., 1 I).L.R. 913, 3 O.W.N. 774.
CORPOR AT K NAM F—f ’ H A NGE.

A company which has obtained by sup
plementary letters patent a change in its 
corporate name cannot afterwards in its 
original name demand the peremption of 
an action brought against it.

Levinson v. 11. Bourgifc Co., 18 Que. P.R. 
183.
AS TO (REDIT AND MANAGEMENT.

The plaintiffs sued upon an agreement 
respecting the acquisition and resale of 
lands for their mutual profits, claiming 
large sums for debt and damages. The de
fendant rompany with its statement of de
fence tiled a counterclaim for over $2,000,- 
000. (>n application of the plaintiffs, the 
referee made an order striking out certain 
paragraphs as irrelevant in an action upon 
an agreement between the plaintiffs and 
the defendant company only. Held, revers
ing the order, that the defendants were en
titled to set up the «daim that they had 
behind them the stability, credit, organiza
tion, name and management of the parent 
company, and to support that claim by al
leging .sufficient facts, and that all the 
paragraphs referred to should lie allowed 
to stand on the reeord. [Knowles v. Rob
erts, 38 Ch. D. at 270. and Theo. Noel Co. 
v. Vit» Ore Co., 17 Man. L.R. 319, fol
lowed.]

Transcontinental Town site Co. v. G.T.P. 
Develop. Co., 25 Man. L.R. 843.

Extracts from municipal rolls — Dk-

Ste. Flore v. Khawinigan Hydro-Electric 
Co., 12 Que. P.R. 300.

P. Miscellaneous.

(§ II P—283)—Mode OF ATTACKING SECUR
ITY to creditor.

The more regular course for an unsecured 
creditor, who desires to attack the security 
of another creditor, is not to contest it In 
way of defence or counterclaim in an action 
for its foreclosure, bat to issue a separate 
statement of claim and then apply for a 
consolidation order, or for a stay of pro 
feedings in the foreclosure action under r. 
233.

Capital Trust Co. v. Yellowhead Pass 
Coal A Coke Co., 27 D.L.U. 25, 9 A.L.R. 
463, 33 W.L.R. 873, 9 W.W.R. 1276. 
Creditors’ bill.

Plaintiff hrought an action to set aside 
as fraudulent and void as against eredi 
tors a hill of sale, and judgment was given 
in the action in his favour. He then 
claimed to have an account taken of goods 
levied upon hv defendant under several 
warrants of distress issued by him against 
the makers of the Dili of sale who were his 
tenants. It was held, that if plaintiff 
wished to attack the proceedings under the 
warrants of distress ,is part of the scheme 
to defeat creditors lie should have done so 
in his, pleadings, and also, that plaintiff 
could not raise in this way the question as 
to irregularity in connection with the dis
tress proceedings, n special action being the 
only remedy in that case, and that remedy 
not being open to a person in plaintiff's 
position. Also, that the distress proceed
ings having been sufficiently pleaded were 
an answer to plaintiff's claim. Defendant's 
costs on the appeal set off against plaiutiff’s 
coats in the action.

Pitts v. Campbell, 46 N.S.R. 458.
(§ II P—888)—Judgment.

If the grounds of the plaintiff's claim 
are not given either in the «Tit or declara
tion the objection thereto by the defendant 
should be taken by exception to the form 
and not hv inscription en droit. The plain
tiff who sues to recover the amount of a 
judgment is not required to give full par
ticulars thereof as it is set up and filed as 
part of the declaration.

Cardin v. Parent, 14 Que. P.R. 61.
(| II P—2901—Fraud.

In an action for the rescission of an 
agreement for the sale of lands, and the 
return of moneys retained by the defend
ant, allegations of fraud are sufficiently 
made without actual mention of the word 
“fraud" in the statement of claim, where 
the allegations, if sustained, shew that the 
defendants were guilty of the perpetration 
of a fraud on the plaintiff. [Marshall v.
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Staden. 7 Hare 728, 19 L.J. Ch. 57, 68 E.R. 
177. followed.]

Pringle v. Dwyer, 6 D.L.R. 446, 6 A.L.R.
44 *. 22 W.L.R. 158.
(§ II P—294)—Facts of which the bub-

hex OF PROOF IS OX THE APPLICANT.
Turner v. Surrey, 16 B.C.R. 70.

III. Pleas and answers.
A. In general.

Vs to pleading moratorium, amendment, ' 
sec Moratorium.

Plea of payment, see Evidence, XIII A— 
10'i4. .

Plea of fair comment, essentials. see Libel 
ami Slander, III C—110; New Trial, II—7.
(§ III A—300)—Absolute right to de

fend — Test fob unconditional
LEAVE.

Wilson v. B.C. Refining Co.. 20 D.L.R. 
948. 20 B.C.R. 209, 28 W.L.R. 557, 6 W.W.
R. 1046.
COUNTERCLAIM.

\ I'ounterelaim when properly drawn is 
not a defence, but is a new and separate

< apital Trust Co. v. Yellowhead Pass 
< oil & Coke Co., 27 D.L.R. 25, 9 A.L.R. 
463. 33 W.L.R. 873, 9 W.W.R. 1275.
\i riox for agent's negligence—Defence.

It is no answer to an action by the prin
cipal against liis agent for breach of con- 
• ravt resulting from the agent's wrongful 
disposal of a document of title to goods 
Fini the resulting delivery of the goods by 
the carrier liefore the price had been paid 
to such principal who was the seller and 
consignee, for the agent to set up that the 
property in the goods had not passed to the 
person who had wrongfully obtained pos-

Wolselv Tool A Motor Car Co. v. Jack
son. 21 D.L.R. 610, 33 O.L.R. 96. [Affirmed 
m 33 O.L.R. 587.]
Leave to serve—Notice.

An application for an order to serve a 
•ilatenient of defence under r. 56 (Ont.* 
should be made on notice and not ex parte.
|-loss v. Fairgrieve, 32 O.L.R. 117, fol
lowed.]

Davis Aeetvlene Gas Co. v. Morrison, 23 
D.L.R. 871, 34 O.L.R. 165.
Libel — Plea of justification.

The pleadings in an action for libel must 
i.-line the issue which is being tried. The 
defendant upon a plea of justification is 
! mi ted to proving the truth of his asser 
tion. and ought not to he allowed, to the 
prejudice of the plaintiff, to adduce evi
dence which may raise a totally different 
i«-iip. Confusion will arise, and a mistrial 
rimy Is* caused, if evidence is admitted 
upon the theory that the pleadings do not 
bind the parties, because of the power to 
amend. A new trial was ordered.

Go\ unlock v. London Free Press Co., 35

Can. Dig.—115.

Exception to the form — Judgment — 
Plea to the merits.

Though the judge who delivers the final 
judgment has jurisdiction to review the 
decision given upon an exception to the 
form, the latter is only provisional as be
tween the parties, and* the defendant can 
set up in his defence on the merits the same 
grounds already pleaded by the exception 
to the form which was dismissed. [Mont
real Rolling Mills Co. v. I)e Sambor, 11 
Que. P.R. 110, 16 R.U (N.8.) 80. J

Graham v. Brodeur Co., 47 Que. S.C. 56. 
Statement of defence — Claim for car 

biaue of goods — Defence iiased on 
alleged agreement for postponement 
of payment — Reasonable answer to 
plaintiff's claim.

Canada Steamship Lines v. Steel Co., 7 
O.W.X. 832.
Statement of defence — Kf.s judicata.

Bradshaw v. Grossman, 8 O.W'.N. 275. 
Statement of defence — Motion to

STRIKE OUT PORTIONS — EMBARRASS
ment — Title to land — Land Titles 
Act — Res judicata.

Toronto Development v. Kennedy, 5 O. 
W.N. 922.
Pi.ea to lien action — Particulars — 

Value of work — Conclusions.
In an action in declaration of privilege, 

a plea which does not conclude to the null
ity of such privilege, but only asks its 
radiation is irregular, and such conclusion» 
will lie dismissed on motion as being con 
elusions of a main action or of a cross- 
demand. A defendant who pleads to an 
action in declaration of privilege that such

Firivilege is illegal must shew in what such 
llegality consists. If he claims that the 

plaintiff’s works are worth only a portion 
of the amount for which a privilege has 
lieen registered, he must state in what those 
works consist.

Angrignon v. Mailloux, 19 Que. P.R. 377. 
Prematurity of action — Examination 

RUB FAITS ARTICLE.
If a defendant pleads that the action of 

the plaintiff is premature as he had lieen 
granted a delay and being examined sur 
faits et articles persists in alleging that the 
delay had been given him. the plaintiff may 
proceed to judgment without other proof, 
and the answers of the defendant on his 
examination cannot be set up in his favour. 
If a widow sued not personally but és 
qualité remarries during the course of the 
trial a reprise d’instance will not be al-

Dagcnais v. Racine, 18 Que. P.R. 274. 
Statement of defence — Action begun

IlY SPECIALLY ENDORSED WRIT — AP
PEARANCE ENTERED AND AFFIDAVIT FILED
— Absence of election by plaintiff
TO PROCEED TO TRIAI.

Munn v. Young, 5 O.W.X. 426.
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Pl.EAK RES JV DIC AT A — NEVKSHAKY

AVERMENTS.
In order tliat a defence of res judicata 

may succeed, it is necessary to shew not 
only that the cause of action was the same, 
hut also that the plaintiff lias had an oppor
tunity of recovering, and hut for his own 
fault might have recovered in the tirst ac
tion that which he seeks to recover in the 
second. The plea of res judicata must shew 
either an actual merger or that the same 
point has been actually decided lietween the 
«âme parties.

International Harvester Co. v. Leeson, 7 
W.W.R. 51)0. 39 W.L.R. 293.
Pleas — Non est factum — Who may

PLEAD — I I.l.ITERATES.
The defence of non est factum ought not 

to he limited to the illiterate, so as to de
prive the literate anil educated people en
tirely of such a defence in cases where they 
could have read what they signed, hut 
failed to do so.

Dominion Permanent Loan Co. v. Morgan, 
7 W.W.R. 844.
Statement or defence — Construction

OF CONTRACT — RELEVANCY.
Maedoncll v. Temiskaming A Northern 

Ontario Rv. Commission, 2 O.W.N. 894. 18 
O.W.R. 677.
Statement ok defence — Partners hved

DEFENDING VNDER ONE NAME.
Arnnldi v. Hawes, 19 O.W.R. 76. 2 O. 

U X. 101».
Statement of defence — Money paid

INTO COURT.
Masterson v. Dorer, 19 W.L.R. 022.

( OMPEXHATION — ART. 191 C.P.Q. — ART.
L1M < « .

Doré v. Charron, 12 Vue. P.R. 380. 
Motion to reject answer to pi.ea — De-

A motion to reject an answer to plea, 
lieing a matter of form, must he proposed 
within the delays of an exception to the

Croyadill v. Mark-Brock, 12 Que. P.R. 
13».
($ III A—303) — Denials — Particular

A paragraph of a defence which, without 
stating any facts, says that the defendants 
arc not and have not liecome liable under 
the ordinance or statute upon which the 
plaintiff's claim is based, is not permissible 
under the Alberta practice rules ami will lie 
struck out.

Ciienard v. Coe. 16 D.L.R. 513. 3 W.W.R. 
1044. 20 W.L.R. 620. 7 A.L.R. 243. [Re
versed, 17 D.L.R. 471 
Statement of defence — Specific déniai s

AND TRAVERSES.
The party pleading under the New Bruns

wick Practice Rules must make it quite 
clear how mwli of his opponent’s case is 
disputed, and under the rule (order 19. r. 
13' as to spécifié denials a conjunctive de- 
vial of several items of alleged trespass

means only that defendant denies commu
ting all of them; if he intended to deny 
committing any of them his traverse of the 
several items charged as trespass should he 
a denial of each item with the word ••or"' 
separating each denial so as to make the 
denial disjunctive.

Kennedy v. Gorman, 12 D.L.R. 812. 13
K. L.R. 34.
Denials — Defamation action - Deny

ing innuendo.
A defendant is entitled to set up in his 

pleading in a IiIk* 1 action that the words 
relied upon by the plaintiff have not the 
meaning assigned in the innuendo.

Robert v. Herald Co., 10 D.L.R. 21.
It is not necessary for the defendant, 

in an action for malicious prosecution and 
false imprisonment, to affirmatively plead 
reasonable and probable cause, the proper 
form of defence lieing merely to deny the 
plaintiff's allegations.

Jones v. (lore. 8 D.L.R. 808, 22 W.L.R. 
739, 3 W.W.R. 326.
Denials in defence.

Under a rule of pleading which requires 
each party to deal specifically with each 
allegation of fact of which he does not 
admit the truth (Alta. r. 118», denials of 
the allegations in each of several paragraphs 
of the statement of claim may lie |îlcadcd 
by separate paragraphs of the statement of 
defence alleging as to each separately thaï 
the defendant “denies each and every of the 
allegations and facts set forth and contain
ed” in the particular paragraph. [Adkins 
v. North Metropolitan Tramway < o., 03
L. J.Q.B. 361, 10 T.L.R. 173. applied !

Kennerley v. Hcxtall. 10 D.L.R. 501.
tlENERAI. DENIAL — FAILURE TO SPECIFY.

A general denial in one paragraph of all 
the allegations in a statement of claim, 
without specifically denying each allegation 
of fact as required by r. 213 ( B.C. I. is had 
and must he disregarded. [Hogg v. Far
rell. 6 B.C.R. 387. followed.|

Page v. Page. 25 D.L.R. 99. 9 W.W.R. 442. 
22 B.C.R. 18.3, 32 W.L.R 834.

A party litigant must assert all hi» 
rights and every title that he may hate 
justifying his claim; it is not ojieii to him 
to try the matter piecemeal.

Ontario & Minnesota Power Vo. v. Rat 
Portage Lumber Vo.. 3 D.L.R. 331. 3 0. 
W.X. 1078. 1182. 22 O.W.R. 1.
Corporation — Déniai, of authority to 

hign note — Affidavit.
A corporation sued on a note and plead

ing that the note was not authorized by it. 
ought to follow its denial with an affidavit, 
without which the allegation will be struck 
out on motion.

Haves v. Montreal North. 19 Que. P.R.
216. *
Overpayment — Denial — Particulars.

If the plaintiff, in answer to a plea of 
compensation, alleges that he had previous
ly overpaid defendant for'stone bought from
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| h . ml if tlie clel'vmluiit replies by a gen- 

Denial and joins issue with plaintiff 
ui' nt a-king for particulars, the court 
.'muiIiI take into consideration all evidence 
that has Iwcn adduced before it. and rentier 
a jiulcinent in liquidation of the account,

I'ultras v. 'I hiheault, 18 Que. 1\R. 77. 
liE'EHAI. DENIAL OK ALLEGATIONS IN DECLA

RA l ION — Que. C.P. 20-2.
X denial made individually of all the 

allegations in a declaration is not a general 
•itnial excluding all other allegations.

I’arke v. Montreal Tramways Co., 16 
Qu. P.R. 241».
Statement of dktems — (Ieneral he 

mal — Failure to allege facts — 
I : il.k 142.

l.ampert v. Ilarrett, 7 O.W.N. *>74. 
Denial Special defence.

Die denial of a single allegation in the 
declaration does not prevent the plea, in 
addition, of special defences provided that 
tlie> lie regular, but irregular allegation- 
pleaded in these defences, such #s a de
mand for an account, will he dismissed on

Kaufman v. Marks. 18 Que. P.R. 401. 
Denial — Traverse — Affioavit — Se

Where the authenticity of the certificate 
mentioned in art. 1220, V.V. (Que.) is de
nied, the contesting parly must proceed 
with the formalities of art. 201». C.C.P.. 
requiring an affidavit and the giving of 
security for costs. A general dénégation 
nr traverse is not -ufiicient.

Viuttman v. Goodman. 20 Que. K.B. 270. 
k)l Al.IKIED DENIAL.

Xn allegation in his plea by which the 
defendant "denies nil and each of the al
legations of the declaration as stated” does 
not exclude any other defence.

Danduraiid v. Riendeau, 18 Que. P.R. 242. 
Denials of allegations of fact in thf. 

STATEMENT Or C LAIM.
Smith v. Canada Cycle & Motor Co., 20 

Man. L.R. 134, 15 W.1..R. 344.
IlLA OK NEVER INDEBTED.

Miles v. Bell, 40 N.B.R. 138.
h’LPl.lt ATION — PlTlS DARREIN CONTINV-

Tlie facts which have happened since the 
trial began, and of which the plaintiff may 
avail himself in a supplementary replica
tion to the defence, should lie proper facts 
iiml grounds and of a nature to overcome 
the defence, and not facts and grounds 
which tend to reform, reconstitute, enlarge 
or complete his action. It is by inscription 
iti droit and not by motion that the dis- 
mi—al of such a supplementary replication 
‘liould lie asked for. An allegation which 
• •nly admits one part of the plea will not he 
rejected on inscription en droit.

lieduc v. St. Boloeil, 18 Que. P.R. 356. 
ITIS DARREIN CONTINUANCE.

The new facts which a defendant may 
plead bv his defence and the plaintiff by his

reply, under art. llfK l'.(must he facts 
which arose before the commencement of 
the action, but which the declaration or 
the defence, as the case may lie, does not 
refer to; they must be so pertinent to and 
connected with the cause that one party or 
the other can join issue by a general reply. 
A supplementary defence and a supplemen
tary answer are each subject to the follow
ing conditions and formalities: (a l It 
can only lie pleaded with the permission of 
the court ; (u) that the facts pleaded are 
material ; (c) that the facts a rose since 
issue joined ; (d) that the application to 
plead lie supported with the affidavit re
quired by rule 47 of the Superior Court; 
(v i that the application is made before 
final judgment, or before the verdict in 
case of a jury trial.

Mercure v. Munsey, 11» Que. P.R. 182.
(X III A -304b) — Abatement — What

A MOI NTH TO.
Rule 318 of the King's Bench Rules, R.S. 

M. 11102. e. 40, which declares that no de
fence shall lie pleaded "in abatement,” does 
not require that a plaintiff should lie non
suited merely because the action was prema
turely brought, where the disability had 
lieen removed pendente lite.

McKeown v. Lechtzier. 15 D.L.R. 15, 24 
Man. L.R. 205. 26 W.L.R. 264, 5 W.W.R. 
778.

I
Vbatemknt.

A dilatory plea to stay the principal 
action will not he granted when the de
fendant, n joint maker of a promissory 
note, does not give any other valid rea
son for that purpose, except that the note 
should lie paid by the other maker, when 
in fact the note is to lw* paid by him.

Droin v. Ambrose, 14 Que. P.R. 58.
B. What mi nt be pleaded.

(g TIT B—305) — Estoppel — Special 
pleading — When not necessary.

An estoppel must always lie specially 
pleaded unless it appears on the face of the 
adverse pleading or unless there was no 
opportunity to plead It. [Odgers on Plead
ing. 6th ed., 222, approved. |

Haynes v. Wilson. 20 D.L.R. 560. 6 W. 
W.R.1495, 7 S.LR. 440. 29 W.L.R. 381. 
Mortgage — Redemption — Validity of 

first mortgage — Joining prior
MORTGAGEE — ACTION TO ENFORCE SEC
OND MORTGAGE.

Where the validity of the prior mortgage 
is not attacked there must lw an offer to 
redeem either expressly or impliedly in 
the pleadings in order to justify the join 
ing of the prior mortgagee as a party to 
an action brought to enforce the second 
mortgage. [Elmer v. Creasy. L.R. !l Cli.D. 
fill; Wiekenden v. Rayson. 6 DefJ. M. & G. 
210, distinguished.)

Lumber Manufacturers' Yards v. Moose 
Jaw Flour Mills. 20 D.L.R. 781, 7 W.W.R. 
876, 7 8.L.R. 437, 30 W.L.R. 580.
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NEGLIGENCE — I XEVtTABI.E ACCIDENT — 

Pabticulabs.
In an action of negligence it is open to 

the defendant on the general issue to prove 
that the injury was due to inevitable acci
dent without expressly pleading it; conse
quently the defendant' who has pleaded in
evitable accident should not be ordered to 
give preliminary particulars as to the na 
ture of and the circumstances which led to 
such inevitable accident.

Gillingham v. Lewis. 21 D.L.R. 470, 48 
N.8.R. 233.
Statement of defence — Action fob

FALSE ARREST AND IMPRISONMENT —
Justification — Reasonable and
PROBABLE CAUSE — SETTING OUT FACTS.

-Misite v. Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo 
R. Vo., 0 O.W.N. 107.
Pabticulabs — Action for damages — 

Secretary-treasurer sued for ac
count — Allegation of probable and
REASONABLE. CAUSE FOR BRINGING AC
TION — C.C.P. 123.

In an action for damages against a mu
nicipality, brought by the secretary-treas
urer against whom it had taken an action 
to account, if the municipality pleads that 
it had a probable and reasonable cause to 
believe the said action to account well 
founded both in fact and in law, it must 
state the facts and viriiimstancea by which 
it was induced to take such proceedings.

Richard v. St. Ours, 15 Que. P.R. 307. 
Procedure — Confession of judgment— 

Denial — Defence — Conclusion
DISMISSING THE ACTION — C.C.P. ART. 
527. 530.

After having brought in a confession of 
judgment denied by the plaintiff, the de
fendant, if lie intends to benefit himself by 
this procedure, should move by his defense 
that his confession of judgment be declared 
sufficient and that the action be dismissed 
for the rest, but should not ask simply for 
a dismissal of the action. If he asks pure
ly and simply for a dismissal of the action, 
and after the examination of the case the 
action is maintained against him he incurs 
all the costs of the action.

Lessard v. Auchu, 50 Que. 8.C. 226. 
Variance — Statement of claim - Case 

proved — Defence of statute of 
frauds — When available — Mo
tion AGAINST VERDICT.

The plaintiffs, wholesale liquor dealers, 
alleged that in Nov. 1013, the plaintiffs 
agreed to pay. and did pav, the defendant 
85,000 for certain leasehold premises, and 
it was agreed that in the event of liquor 
licenses being issued and in force in Ward 
3 in the said town for the vear 1917, the 
plaintiffs should pay the defendant an ad
ditional $1,000; that plaintiffs gave de
fendant their note for $1,000, payable 42 
months after date, and it was further 
agreed that the note should not be negoti
ated and should be void if licenses were 
ii"! granted as aforesaid. Defendant did

negotiate the note, and plaintiffs were 
forced to pay it. The case proved was 
that the plaintiffs bought the property for 
$0,000. and gave in payment 0 promissory 
notes, payable respectively 12, 18, 24, 30, 
36 and 42 months after ‘date, and it was 
agreed that the last note should not lie 
negotiated and was to le void if license, 
were not granted as aforesaid: A verdict 
was found for the plaintiffs for the amount 
of the last note and interest. On motion 
by the defendant to set aside the verdict 
and enter a verdict for the defendant, on 
the grounds that the evidence did not sup
port the issues raised by the pleadings, and 
that the agreement, not being in writing, 
could nut he enforced under the Statute of 
Frauds. Held, that there was not such 
variance between the statement of claim 
and case proved as to justify the entry of 
a verdict for the defendant, and as the 
Statute of Frauds had not been pleaded or 
raised on the trial it was not available on 
motion jigainst the verdict.

Boudreau v. Ellsworth, 40 N.B.R. 79. 
What must be pleaded — Part perform

The equitable defence of part perform
ance must be specially pleaded.

Griffin v. Bruntoii, 6 W.W.R. 1034.
(§ III B—308)—Assumption of risk.

The maxim volenti non fit injuria has no 
application nor is it material whether or 
nut it was availed of as a plea, where in 
the action for negligence, the jury found 
that it had not been contributed by the 
plaintiff.

G.T.R. t o. v. Brulott, 46 Can. S.C.R. 029. 
affirming 24 O.L.R. 154, 19 O.W.R. 514.
(§ III B—309)—Estoppel — Setting up

CONSTITUENT FACTS.
A plea of estoppel must allege all facts 

upon which the party relies as constituting 
the estoppel, and consequently, if a defend 
ant sued for the price of goods sold and 
delivered, desires to set up that the do 
fendant had. on receiving a statement of 
account rendered by the plaintiff after the 
date of the charges in question paid the 
amount of same and had destroyed vouchers 
in faith of its being the entire account, 
such facts must be specifically pleaded in 
order to form an answer to the demand for 
items which were not in fact included in 
the account so rendered

Swift Canadian Co. v. Èasterbrook, 14 
D.L.R. 838. 6 S.L.R. 281, 26 W.L.R. 142, 5 
W.WJL 631.
Estoppel to he specially pleaded.

An estoppel must always be specially 
pleaded unless there is no opportunity to 
plead it; and if the matter relied upon as 
an estoppel appears on the face of the ad
verse pleading, it is ground for an objection 
in point of law in lieu of a demurrer.

Mackenzie v. Grav. 17 D.L.R. 769. 7 S. 
L.R. 115. 28 W.LR. 322, 6 W.W.R. 914.
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Estoppel — Assignee of land agreement

FAILING TO PLEAD.
Where an assignee of an agreement for 

sale lias an acknowledgment of the debt 
under such agreement, and eûmes to trial 
with full knowledge of the fact that the 
purchaser intends to set up by way of equi
table defence a claim against the assignee 
for defective construction of the building 
on the land comprised in the agreement, 
I,lit fails to specially plead estoppel, the 
purchaser is entitled to set up a claim in 
connection with the construction of the 
building as against the assignee, in the 
same manner, and to the same extent, as 
the purchaser could against the original 
vendor if he were taking proceedings under 
the agreement.

British Pacific Trust Co. v. Faillie, 20 
B.C.R. 199, 7 W.W.R. 17. 
l§ III B—310)—Failure to plead men— 

Statement of defence — Action fob 
possession of motor car.

McKinney v. McLaughlin, 17 D.L.R. 832, 
7 U.W.X. 21.
Faii.fre to plead.

An attempt to shew an agreement to re
turn the money sought to be recovered can
not succeed where it is neither pleaded nor 
made a ground of apneal.

Maritime Gypsum Co. v. Redden, 8 D.L. 
It. 15.), 46 N.S.R. 285, 11 E.L.R. 580.
(8 HI B—312)—Fraud.

A plaintiff suing for cancellation of an 
instrument given as security on the pur
chase of a business as a going concern up
on the ground of failure of consideration, 
will not be permitted, after repudiating 
thn agreement and declining to accept de
livery or transfer of the assets of the busi
ness, which his vendor was always prepared 
to hand over in terms of the agreement, to 
shew that the defendant took an uncon
scionable advantage of him in making the 
contract, where he has not pleaded that the 
contract was voidable as an unconscionable 
bargain or on the ground of fraud or other-

A vies worth v. Lee, 3 D.L.R. 286, 21 W. 
L.R. 48.
What mat be pleaded — Note obtained 

by fraud — Retaining benefits — 
Counterclaim for deceit.

Although a promissory note given for the 
purchase price of a stallion was obtained by 
the fraud of the payee, the note is merely 
voidable and not void and the maker by re
taining the stallion may deprive himself of 
the defence of fraud, and lie compelled to 
seek relief by way of counterclaim for de
ceit.

I.ungley v. Joudrey, 15 D.L.R. 10, 47 N. 
S I! 451, 13 K.L.R. 432.
Illegality of contract — Covenant not 

TO engage in similar capacity.
In an action to enjoin respondent upon 

a covenant made as an employee not to en
gage in a similar capacity with another for

1 year, it is a good answer for the respond
ent to say that he left the employ of the 
petitioner because he was forced to do so 
by the acts of the petitioner himself.

Canada Metal Co. v. Berry, 15 yue. P.R.
178.
(§ III B—315)—In patent cases.

In a patent action pleadings and par
ticulars have an important liearing on the 
questions at issue, and a plaintiff is en
titled under the rules of the Exchequer 
Court of Canada to a full knowledge be
fore the trial of the issues he is called upon 
to meet.

Imperial Supply Co. v. G.T.R. Co., 7 D.
L.R. 604, 11 E.L.R. 340. 14 Can. Ex. 88.
(8 HI B—316)—Claim fob demurrage—

The Railway Act.
It is not necessary in an action by a 

carrier for demurrage under the Railway 
Act to plead a refusal or neglect of pay
ment on demand.

C.P.R. Co. v. Northern Commercial Co., 
[1919] 3 W.W.R. 73.
(8 III B—317)—Statute of Frauds.

The defence of the Statute of Frauds can
not he raised unless it has been pleaded.

Dominion Meat Co. v. Jamieson, [1917]
• W.W.R. Btf.
(8 III B—318)—Statute of limitations.

The court cannot take notice of prescrip
tion when it has not been pleaded in the de
fence filed.

Montreal Tramways Co. v. McNeil, 25 
Que. K.R. 90.

A motion for a nonsuit which the de
fendant had abandoned is not the proper 
practice to bar the limitation.

Workman v. Vineberg, 13 (Vue. P.R. 225.
(8 HI B—319)—Notice or want of no-

In an action on a building contract, 
where it is claimed that under the contract 
notice should have been given to the own
ers by the contractor of the latter’s appli
cation to the architect for a final certificate, 
such lack of notice must lie pleaded or it 
cannot be raised at the trial.

Brown v. Bannatvne School District, 2 
D I R J64. 22 Man. LB. 260, 21 WXJL 
80. 2 W.W.R. 176. »
Practice — Unconstitutionality of law 

— Plea to action to recover par
ticular legacy — PABTICU1 SK Me A! 1 
ON WHICH NO TAX 18 DUE — TESTA 
MENTARY DISPOSITION OF DEFINITE SUM 
FOB SPECIAL PURPOSE.

An allegation of the unconstitutionality 
of a law must lie expressly pleaded, and the 
Attorney-General should be notified accord
ingly, otherwise the court cannot adjudi
cate. A universal legatee, sued for the re
covery of a particular legacy, cannot, in 
his plea to the plaintiff’s action, raise the 
point that the estate’s business is not set
tled, and that he has not yet paid the taxes 
due to the Crown ; this last point more 
especially cannot be raised when no tax is
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due on lliv legacy. A provision in the will 
of it Dominion Government official, ordering 
that the amount to his credit, after his 
death, in the Retirement Fund provided 
for hy R.N.C. c. 17, s$. 27-30, shall he ap
plied to defray the cost of his funeral, does 

‘not affect a particular legacy made to his 
wife to whom that sum is paid hy order of 
the Treasury Hoard under s. 30 of the said 
Act.

Roy v. Carrier, 23 Que. K.B. 308.
C. W hat may he pleaded.

(S Ilf C—3201—Where parts of defend
ant's pleading though couched in obscure 
terms nevertheless contain some facts which 
indicate a valid defence to some of plain
tiff's allegations, a motion to strike out 
these parts as embarrassing will lie denied.

Bristol v. Ken lied v, K D.L.R. 750, 4 O. 
W.X. 537. 23 O.W .It." «85.

When a defendant sued by several plain
tiffs in the same action has different ways 
of pleading against each of them, he can 
produce separate pleadings against each of 
the plaintiffs, leaving to the judge to pass 
upon the question of costa.

Dominion Light, Heat & Power Co. v. 
Colonial Engineering Co., 13 Que. P.R. 184. 
Ax.xri.MBNT or deed — Repayment of

A defendant may in his defence ask that 
the deed upon which the action is based be 
set aside, but not that the moneys already 
paid under it should be repaid to him; such 
conclusions can la* taken only hy direct ac
tion or by a conventional demand.

Compagnie des Terrains et Placements v. 
Proveneher, 18 Que. P.R. 441.
Plea of compensation — Damages.

Where a debtor, sued for an account, not 
being allowed to set up compensation by a 
claim for damages, a plea by which he ad
mits the account, pleads his said claim and 
a cross-demand with which he follows this 
plea, then prays that compensation may lie 
ordered between the said account and the 
damages ascertained by the judgment upon 
his own claim, has no legal foundation (C. 
C.P., art. 11l«).

Kaswan v. Solin, 24 Rev. de dur. 22«. 
t Possessory action — Title — Possession 

— Boundary.
In written pleadings the court ought 

rather to go according to the intention of 
the person who has pleaded rather than the 
literal meaning of the words employed by 
him. The defendant in a possessory action 
may plead reasons tending to establish his 
riglit of property, and even allege that he 
is not only the possessor but also the own
er of the land, for the purpose of rejecting 
the action, a*- he can invoke his title to the 
property in order to determine the nature 
and the quality of his possession and the
applicability of art. 2200 C.C. (Que.i.
Where tlu-re is at least a doubt as to the 
delimitation of neighbouring and contig
uous properties, it is necessary to have re

course to an action in bornage and not to a 
possessory action.

Bourbonnais v. Denis, 53 Que. S.C. 286. 
Defence — Vumix.atio.x oi grounds.

If the plaintiff claims a fixed sum, bal
ance for work done for the benefit of the 
defendant, the latter can plead that lie was 
in partnership with the plaintiff for tin- 
const nut ion of the works in question, and 
that the share due to the plaintiff is as a 
member of the partnership. The defendant 
can also plead a set-off of an ascertained 
and liquidated debt, and thus cumulate in 
his pica several grounds of defence, just 
as the plaintiff can cumulate several causes 
of action.

Gravel v. PatenaiTdc, lti Que. P.R. 32.
D. Sufficiency.

(S III 1)—325i—Breach of warranty.
Where the plaintiff sold to the defendant 

a horse with a warranty as to age and 
soundness, and the horse "died after the de
fendant had kept the horse in his posse
sion for about 2 months without returning 
it, such a plea of failure to return the 
horse is no answer to a claim for damages 
for breach of warranty, however effective it 
might have been as an answer to a defence 
of fraudulent misrepresentation.

Win ter burn v. Boon, 10 D.L.R. 021. « S. 
L.R. 177, 23 W.L.R. 556.

Where parts of a defendant's pleading 
sufficiently disclose a reasonable ground of 
defence against the plaintiff' or a reason
able cause of counterclaim, it will not be 
struck out as embarrassing or as tending to 
prejudice the plaintiff under r. 1«7 of the 
Saskatchewan Rules of Practice, 1911. 
Where, in an action to recover on a promis
sory note executed by the defendant and 
another, the defence is that the note in 
question was given as collateral to a mort 
gage made by the other person in favour 
of the plaintiff, which the defendant exe 
cuted as co-covenanter and surety, that there 
was a prior mortgage on the same land, 
which mortgage was foreclosed, thus ren
dering the subsequent mortgage worthless 
as security, a further allegation that bv 
reason of the plaintiff's neglect to give 
notice to. the defendant of the foreclosure 
and to keep alive and preserve the security 
of the second mortgage for the benefit of the 
defendant a- surety, the said mortgage be
came worthless as a security to the defend
ant as such surety and that, therefore, the 
defendant is relieved from further liability 
in respect to the said mortgage and of any 
promissory notes given as collateral there 
to, should not be struck out as embarrass
ing since it sufficiently discloses a reason
able ground of defence.

Douglas v. Young, 8 D.L.R. 788, 22 W. 
L.R. 733, 3 W.W.R. 523.
Dog Tax and Shef:p Protection Act — 

Statement of- claim.
A statement of claim which alleges that 

within the time mentioned in a. 18 of the
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Dog Tax and Sheep Protection -Act ( R.S.O. 
1914, c. 246), the plaintiff applied to the 
council for compensation and satisfied the 
council that he had made diligent search 
end inquiry to ascertain the owner or keep
er of the dog, “without result," sufficiently 
states a cause of action for a mandamus 
requiring the council to award compensa
tion. | He Hogan v. Tudor. 34 O.L.R. .">71, 
distinguished. I

Solde v. Ksqfietdng, 41 D.L.R. 99. 41 O.
! |60

Petition—Affidavit.
Where a petition should be accompanied 

In an affidavit it is only as to those allega
tion' which are not established liv the rec
ord itself that the affidavit ean lie invoked.

lames Bav 4 K.R. Co. v. Bernard, 23 
1)1,1!. 701. -14 Que. K.B. 6.
Affidavit of defence to motion fob jvdo-

The grounds of defence must he diselosed 
in an affidavit under r. 2711 (Alta.) on the 
hearing of a motion for judgment, and a 
mere statement that the defendant has a 
gin »! defence on the merits is not sufficient.

Advance Rumely Thresher Co. v. Laclair, 
D.1,.11. dun, 10 A L.tt. 44«. |1«I7| 1 W. 

VV.lt. 875.
Statement of defence — Relevancy —

( ON STRIA TION OF TRUST DEED — CLAIM 
AGAINST ESTATE OF DECEASED TRV8TKE 
AND HEXKEKTARY — ISSUES BETWEEN 
DEFENDANTS — REFUSAL OK MOTION TO 
STRIKE OUT PARTS OF PLEADING.

ï.awson v. National Trust Co., 11 O.W.N.
117.
Particulars.

fn furnishing particulars of notices, al
leged by defendant to have been given by 
its engineers to plaintiff, it is insufficient 
to furnish all the documents and writings 
in possession of defendant containing the 
written notices relied on, and extracts from 
the engineers' diary as to interviews, alleg
ing that as one of the engineers is out of 
defendant’s employment and absent the re
quired information cannot be got from him. 
It i> the defendant who should pick out 
from the material xvliat it relies on, and as 
to the verbal notices given by the absent 
engineer it should give the best particular» 
it can.

Blome r. Regina, [1910] 1 W.W.R. 315. 
Speedy judgment — Motion for — De

fence RAISED IN PLEADINGS BUT NOT 
SRI VP IN AFFIDAVIT OPPOSING MOTION.

Easefelt v. Houston, 10 B.C.R. 333.
(* III 1)—320 I—AS TO CORPORATIONS.

Where an allottee, upon a public sub
scription for shares of a company organ
ized under the Ontario Companies Act de
rives to shew irregularities in the organ
ization of the company in seeking to avoid 
the allotment in aq action for calls made 
alter the lapse of a long time during which 
notice of his refusal to accept had been 
given the company, but no legal proceed

ings had been taken by him to declare the 
allotment void, he must specifically set up 
in his pleadings the grounds on which lie 
relies, so that the opposing party may have 
a reasonable opportunity of meeting the 
case he proposes to advance.

tioeckh v. Gowgundu Queen Mines, 8 I) 
L.R. 782, 46 Can. S.C.R. 1143, affirming 24 
O.L.R. 293.
(8 111 1>—328)—Payment — Tender — 

Sufficiency of plea of — Paying in
to COURT AMOUNT OF PLAINTIFF’S CLAIM 
WITH RESERVATION OF RIGHTS — STRIK
ING OUT AS EM RABRA88INO.

C.P.R. <i>. v. Trusts 4 Guarantee Co., 7 
D.L.R. 790, 2 W.W.R. 314.
Tenues — Ready, willing and able.

A plea of readiness and willingness to 
accept delivery of chattels sold, and to pay 
for them, implies an ability to do so. and 
is therefore a sufficient plea.

VVexelman v. Dale, 35 D.L.R. 557, 10 8.1* 
R. 289, 11917J 3 W.W.R. 235. 
Compensation—Note.

A defendant who pleads to an action 
brought by an assignee of a debt, that the 
assignor was not his creditor at the time 
of the assignment, since he owed him a sum 
of money greater than that claimed by the 
action, which sum is represented by a note 
which lie does not produce, will lie obliged 
to produce this note on pain of his plea of 
compensation being dismissed.

Cuilmette v. Messier, 18 Que. P.R. 234.
W here the nlaintiff sued for unliquidated 

damages, and defendants pleadeil tender 
before action, and paid into court a sum 
of money which the plaintiff accepted and 
obtained payment out upon an ex parte 
order:—Held (li that the tender was of 
no value inasmuch as it was accompanied 
by a statement that it was to he accepted 
in full satisfaction, and that the defence 
of tender was improper; (2) that the plain
tiff’s conduct having been oppressive 
throughout the transaction, and havinu 
made an unfounded charge of fraud, h*- 
should he deprived of his cost*.

Wainwright v. Farmer, 16 B.V.R. 468, 17 
W.L.R. 670.
Compensation.

A plea of compensation even if it com
prises only a part of the defence will not 
lie dismissed on motion.

Richcmond v. Sparrow, 18 Que. P.R. 12. 
(§111 D—332)—Judgment for money had 

and received — Claim of trust 
Amendment of claim necessary to 
maintain judgment — Statute of 
Limitations complete answer — 
Right of defendant to plead statute.

Where a claim of trust is found against 
a plaintiff, the judgment being only one 
for money had and received, to which the 
Statute of Limitations would be a com
plete ansxver, the plaintiff cannot maintain 
the judgment a* given without an amend 
ment of the claim, and the defendant ha*
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Ilie right to plead the statute in answer, it 
not being an answer to the daim as plead-

Wineiand v. Audett, 45 D.L.R. 400, 14 
A.L.R. 314, 11919] 1 W.YV.R. 665.
(§ III D—333)—Title to land.

It is not necessary in setting up a title 
under a judicial sale to plead the prelimi
nary proceedings leading up to the order 
or decree directing the sale if such order 
or decree was made by a superior court as 
in such case the proceedings are presumed 
to he regular, but the order or decree itself 
should he pleaded with particularity and 
also the proceedings subsequent thereto tak
en to vest the title in the party claiming 
thereunder.

Irwin v. Jung, 1 D.LR. 153, 17 B.C.R.
69, in WJLB. 90L
Cbow.n okaxts — Attacking — Right to

HAVE ATTOR N E Y - G E N KKAL ADDED AH A
party — Action by — Petition of

E. A X. Railway Co. v. Dunlop, 41 D.L.R. 
737. [The judgment of the B.V. Court of 
Appeal reversing this judgment. 46 D.L.R. 
541 was reversed by the Privy Council, 50 
D.L.R. 371 and the above judgment re-

JOINT OWNERSHIP.
A plaintiff joint owner, whose rights are 

contested by a person who is in possession 
of the joint property, may properly plead 
that the courts shall declare him entitled 
to an undivided share in such property,'and 
such plaintiff (while not compelled to con
tinue in the joint ownership) is not obliged 
to demand distribution, he can have an in
terest in the estate without proceeding to 
a distribution, and indeed may prefer to 
remain in joint ownership. fArmitage v. 
Evans, 4 Q.L.R. 300; Cannon v. O’Neil, 1 
L.C.R. 100: Pothier tit. Petition of Heir
ship, 0 Bugnet, p. 234, applied.] Where 
the plaintiffs, as some of the joint heirs of 
an estate, proceed against the defendant, 
as a person wrongfully in possession of the 
joint property, in an action to compel the 
defendant to render an accounting without 
in the same action demanding distribution, 
and where the property in question is es
sentially divisible in its nature, the action 
is well taken in this respect, and the plain
tiffs may he apportioned their respective 
shares in the whole estate, without being 
forced to a distribution.

Houde v. Marchand, 8 D.L.R. 431.
IV. Cross-bill.

See Set-Off and Counterclaim.

(§ V—345)—Replication — Confession
AND AVOIDANCE — SECVRITY TO BANK
— Validity.

Where an action had been commenced by 
creditors attacking an assignment of goods 
to a hank as security, as being a fraudulent 
preference, a further plea as to the in

validity of the security under the Bank 
Act (R.S.C. 1906, c. 29,* s. 88), though not 
set out in the statement of claim itself, 
may be set up in the replication—in con
fession and avoidance of that issue as set 
up in the statement of defence.

Laberge v. Merchants Bank. 30 D.L.R. 
144, 27 Man. L.R. 84, [1917] 1 WAV K. 1)5. 
.Special reply.

A defendant cannot reply specially with
out the permission of a judge.

Brentwood Realty Co. v. Surveyor, 19 
Que. P.R. 340.
Action against school commission—Con-

A contractor, who sues a school commis
sion for work done, cannot allege in reply 
to a plea that if he has not been paid it is 
because he lias refused to submit to the 
demands of certain commissioners.

Pion v. St. Stanislas de Montreal School 
Commission, 19 Que. P.R. 3. [Affirmed, 24 
Rev. Leg. 397.J 
Time of filing.

The tiling of a reply more than eight 
days after defence is irregular where any 
further step in the action has been taken 
between the tiling of the defence and the 
reply. [Clarke v. Fawcett. 5 W.L.R. 322; 
Wright v. Wright, 13 P.R. 268. distin
guished.]

Hay v. C.P.R. Co., [1917] 2 W.W.R. 829, 
10 S.L.R. 255.
Statvte of Frauds — Action for posses 

sign of land — Equitable defence 
under agreement for purchase — 
Judicature Act, s. 16—Rule 155.

Wingrove v. Wingrove, 7 O.W.N. 827, 8 
O.W.N. 26.
Motion to strike out parts of — Ques

tions OF LAW AND FACT TO BE DIS
posed of at trial — Leave to rejoin 
— Notice of trial — .Motion to 
strike out as irregular.

Bradshaw v. (Irossman, 8 O.W.N. 522.
(8 V—346)—Special reply — Que. C.P. 

IMS. Hi.
A party can reply specially without per

mission of the judge. This jiermission is 
necessary only for the tiling of additional

Berthiaume v. Marchand, 15 Que. P.R. 288. 
(8 V—347)—Avoidance of formal re

lease PLEADED IN DEFENCE.
A plaintiff may properly plead in reply 

that a release, which is set up as a defence 
in an action for damages for injuries sus
tained through the alleged negligence of the 
defendant, was obtained hv fraud, since, 
under the Judicature Act, both legal and 
equitable questions can be disposed of in 
the one action: and it is not now necessary, 
as was the former practice, to file a bill in 
equity to restrain the defendant from rely
ing on the release as a bar on the ground 
t hat it was fraudulently obtained.

Trawford v. British Columbia Electric R.
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< 9 D.L.R. 817, 18 B.C.R. 132. 15 Can.
Rv Cas. 59, »3 W.L.R. 175, 4 W.W.R. 150. 
(3 V—348 ) —Estoppel — Relevancy — 

Substance — Form — Superfluous
LANGUAGE.

>nider v. Snider, 16 D.L.R. 878, 6 O.W.N.
254.
(3 V—349)—Sufficiency.

X reply by defendant to plaintiff’s repli- 
1.1Non in the following terms, "All and each 
uf the allegations in the plaintiff's replica- 
t iiin which are not in accord with those in 
the defendant's pleas are false, and not 
well founded,” is equivalent to a general 
denial and regular.

I.agacé v. Boyer, 13 Que. P.R. 265.
(3 V—351)—Changing nature of action 

— Confession and avoidance—State
ment ok claim — Its functions. 

Facts by way of confession and avoid- 
.ince are properly included in the plaintiff's 
reply and not by way of amendment to the 
-uieinent of claim. A plaintiff may both 
Traverse and avoid by his reply following 
the statement of defence.

( opresham v. Parsons, 19 D.L.R. 443, 7 
W.W.R. 044.
K\pursers — Sureties — Striking out.

Where some defendants, in an action by 
the payee of a note, do not plead and others 
plead that their endorsements are subse
quent to plaintiff's, the latter cannot, by an 
sn-wer to plea, aver that the defendants 
have endorsed as warrantors and sureties 
towards plaintiff, and such allegations will 
be -truck out on motion.

Hutchison v. Argenteuil Granite Co., 17 
Que. P.R. 434.
(§ V—352)—Action by assignee of mort

gage — Striking out befi.y—Leave 
TO AMEND.

The plaintiff alleged that he was an aa- 
-ignee of a mortgage, and sued for the 
mortgage moneys. The defendant pleaded 
that no advance had in fact been made, to 
which plaintiff replied that the mortgage 
was really made by an agent for him. This 
part of the reply was struck out and leave 
given to amend.

Canadian Bank of Commerce v. Harvey, 
9 W.W.R. 638, 33 W.L.R. 35.
( S V—353) —Departure.

When the plaintiff's statement of claim 
i* based entirely upon the provisions of 
the Assignments Act, it is a departure in 
pleading to set up in the reply a case based 
upon the Bills of Sale and Chattel Mort
gage Act and such case should not lie recog-

Ktnpire Sash & Door Co. v. Maranda. 21 
Man. L.R. 605.
Departure — Embarrassment — Wbono-

EUL DISMISSAL—BREACH OK CONTRACT.
Regan v. Met onkey, 4 O.VV.N. 877, 24 0. 

W.R. 138.
VI. Set-off; counterclaim; recoupment.
>ee also Set-Off and Counterclaim.

(§ VI—355)—Counterclaim — Denial —

The necessity, under the practice rules, 
of pleading a‘ denial to a counterclaim, 
failure of which operates as an admission 
of the allegations therein, except as to 
damages, will lie deemed waived, if the de
fendant, without objection, proceeds to trial 
and offers evidence to substantiate the 
counterclaim. (Kerr v. Burns, 9 N.B.R. 
6114, distinguished.!

Dunham v. Marsden, 38 D.L.R. 24, 45 
N.B.R. 279.
Counterclaim for fraud — Directors — 

Misfeasance—Joinder of parties.
The paramount object of the Judicature 

Act and Rules is to enable all matters 
arising out of one transaction, particularly 
where the same parties are involved, to lie 
disposed of in one action, and thus prevent 
multiplicity of suits; thus a corporation, 
in an action against it to recover certain 
moneys ami securities claimed to lie wrong
fully obtained, has the right to counter- 
claim for fraudulent conspiracy and to set 
up an agreement that such property was 
given in restitution for fraudulent acts 
and misfeasance in office as directors, and 
may, for that purpose, join other persons 
jointly connected therewith. [Franken- 
burg v. Great Horseless Carriage Co., 6V 
L.J.Q.B. 147, followed.)

Tobin v. Commercial Investment Co., 27 
D.L.R. 387, 22 B.C.R. 481. 34 W.L.R. 23, 10 
W.W.R. 123.
Affidavit of defence—Counterclaim.

Rule 56 (6) (Ont.) authorizes the grant
ing of leave to deliver a statement of de 
fence only when it sets up a further answer 
to the claim other than that contained in 
or provable under the affidavit, and does 
not include a counterclaim.

Davis Acetylene Gas Co. v. Morrison. 23 
D.L.R. 871, 34 O.L.R. 155.
Counterclaim — Damages through in

terim injunction.
Where plaintiffs claimed as assignees of 

mining rights under an agreement which 
(if ever completely made i had beea re
scinded with the consent of their assignors 
liefore the date of the assignment, and ob
tained an interim injunction restraining 
the defendants, the grantees of mining 
rights from the owners of the land, from 
operating or trespassing on the property, 
the latter may counterclaim in the action 
for damages for being prevented from car
rying on their mining operations.

" United Nickel Copper Co. v. Dominion 
Nickel ( upper Co., 11 D.L.R. 88. 24 O.W.R. 
462. 4 O.W.N. 1132.
Set-off and counterclaim — Manitoba 

procedure as to filing defence.
Thompson v. Yocknev. 14 D.L.R. 332. 23 

Man. L.R. 671, 25 W.L.R. 602, affirming s 
D.L.R. 776. 23 Man. L.R. 671, 22 W.L.R. 
863. 3 W.W.R. 5H1.
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COUNTERCLAIM IX COl'NTY C'OUBT—EFFECT 

AS PI.EA NOTWITHSTANDING IRREGULAR

Untario Wind Engine & Pump Co. v. 
Michie, 16 D.L.K. 369, 6 W.W.K. 948. 
Set-off—Breach of warranty—Note.

I'nliquiduted damages for breach of war
ranty may lie pleaded us a set-off to an 
action on a purchase price note in the 
hands of an assignee or trustee.

Executors & Administrators Trust Co. v. 
H neb il. .'14 D.L.R. 287, lu 8.L.R. 136, 119171 
2 W.W.R. 291.
i ov.xTEHd.AiM—Third party.

Where in a counterclaim by a defendant 
against a plaintiff and a third party, the 
matter thereof may ue set up against the 
plaintiff as a complete defence without the 
third party, and the plaintiff is not inter- 
ested in what is claimed from the third 
party, the counterclaim is improper: in 
such case the relief against the third party 
must lie had under third party procedure.

i apital Ixian Vo. v. Prank, 37 D.L.R. 
167. 28 Man. L.R. 79, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 
1250.
COUNTERCLAIM—WRIT OF SUMMON»—SPE

CIAL IN DORHEM ENT—AFFI DAVIT—I.EAVE 
TO APPEAL.

A writ of summons may be indorsed spe
cially, and at the same time may contain 
another claim with respect to which there 
cannot lie special indorsement ; but the 
plaintiff is not given the right to have a 
-peedy trial, under r. 66 (2). save in eases 
in which the. whole claim is specially en
dorsed. A counterclaim is an answer to 
the plaintiff's claim within the meaning of 
r. All (1); upon a motion for judgment 
under r. A7 the court may either award 
judgment or grant a stay of proceedings 
under r. 117, as may lie deemed proper; 
but, if no motion for judgment is made, 
and the plaintiff electa to have a speedy 
trial, the defendant's aflidavit setting up a 
counterclaim is to lie treated (r. 66 (21) 
as. with the claim indorsed upon the. writ, 
constituting the record of trial. Where the 
defendant obtains leave, under r. A6 (A), 
to deliver a statement of defence, that de
fence when delivered does not supersede the 
defence set up in the aflidavit of merits; 
and it may reiterate, amend, or enlarge the 
counterclaim set up in the aflidavit. [Davis 
Acetylene lias Co. v. Morrison (191A), 34 
D.L.R. 166, 23 D.L.R. 871, and Cox Coal 
Co. v. Rose Coal Co. (1916), 11 O.W.W 22, 
explained.] An appeal by the plaintiff 
trom an order of the Master in Chambers 
refusing to strike out the counterclaim and 
part of the defence, in an action to recover 
arrears of salary and commission ami dam
ages for wrongful dismissal, was dismissed 
by Middleton, J., in Chambers—holding as 
above. A motion by the plaintiff to Rid
del). J., in Chambers, under r. A07. for 
leave to appeal, was dismissed, there being 
no good reason why the decision of Mid
dleton. .f., should be held to be wrong, and

no case of conflicting decisions. [Robinson 
v. Mills (1999), 19 O.L.R. 162, and Forbes 
v. Davison (1910), 11 O.W.N. SO. followed.] 
What the defendants, in their aflidavit of 
merits, called a counterclaim was really a 
set-off; but there was no objection to "the 
parties treating it as a counterclaim—Rule 
116—and they did so treat it. Semble, 
that the defendants were not quite regular 
in enlarging their counterclaim without 
leave; but such leave would lie granted as 
a mutter of course.

Henderson v. Henderson, 38 D.L.R. 97.
Motion by defendant to dismiss plain

tiff's motion to strike out counterclaim as 
irrelevant and embarrassing—Plaintiff had 
not obeyed subpirna issued on appoint
ment for his examination—Service of sub- 
pn-iitt cannot lie disregarded—If party 
served is paid necessary conduct money — 
Plaintiff to attend for examination at his 
own expense—Motion against counterclaim 
to stand in meantime—Costs in cause.

Evel v. Rank of Hamilton, 3 O.W.N. 336, 
29 O.W.R. 531.
Set-off—Rent—Repairs—Petition in re

vocation of judgment—Defence ill- 
founded—C'.C.P. 1177 — C.C. (Que.) 
1188.

One sued for rent cannot plead a set-off 
for repairs which he lias made and will 
make, seeing t hat the debt is not ascer
tained, and especially if he does not allege 
that he made a formal demand therefor. 
A petition in revocation of judgment ask
ing for the tiling of a plea will not lie 
granted if it is evident that the judgment 
would be tile same as that already ren-

David v. Iximbert, 15 Que. C.P. 435. 
Covnterclaim—Default of defence — 

Nonne or pleading» \< closed.
Smith v. Ransom, 2 O.W.N. 921, 18 O.W. 

R. 916.
Counterclaim—Motion to strike out— 

Disclosing no reasonable cause ok 
action—Allegation of conspiring— 
Pleading unnecessary and embar
rassing.

Evel v. Rank of Hamilton, 3 O.W.N. 415, 
29 O.W.R. 776.

VII. Demurrer.
(§ VII—369)— Demurrer.

Iii Ontario, by r. 259, Consolidated Rules 
of Practice, 1897, demurrers are forbidden 
in civil actions, and there is substituted 
the procedure by which a point of law is 
raised in the pleadings which is tv be dis
posed of at the trial, unless a special order 
is made that it lie earlier dealt with. 
Embarrassment in a defendant’s pleading 
is where the pleader bring* forward, by 
way of defence, matters which he is not. 
entitled to make use of, while a pleading, 
bad in law, is one which does not shew a 
defence at all. A motion to strike out a 
pleading on the ground that the same tends 
to prejudice, embarrass and delay the fair
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trial of an action is not equivalent to a de
murrer, tiled under the former Ontario 
practice, since prior to the passing of r.

(Con. Rules, 1897) abolishing derail r- 
ivrs in Ontario there also existed a rule 
authorizing a motion against pleadings as 
. mharrassing.

Bristol v. Kennedy, 8 D.L.R. 750, 23 O. 
W.R. 085, 4 O.W.N. 537.
Inscription in law.

Xlthough art. 1144, C.V.P., states that 
in rases not appealable from the Circuit 
< mirt issues of the law are raised by de- 
niurrer, the court, for reasons which it be
lieves just, can consider tlie inscription in 
law as equivalent to a demurrer.

Goupil v. Van, 24 Rev. Leg. 192. 
Inscription in law—Action in reposses

sion OK PROPERTY — ALLEGATIONS OF 
VIOLENT POSSESSION AND OF IHBEGULAR
titles — Preuve avant faire droit. 
C.C.P. 191; C.C. (QUE.) 2197. 2198.

In an action for the possession of real 
property resting on titles dating three cen
turies hack, preuve avant faire droit will 
Is* ordered on a demurrer asking the dis
missal of the action because plaintiff does 
not claim to be the heir of the de. cujus, 
nor because the violent taking possession of 
the property by the defendant took place 
more than two centuries ago.

Caron v. Séminaire de Quebec, 15 Que. 
P.R. 302.
(S X 11—305)—Form—Objection that no 

CACHE OF ACTION.
In an action to enforce personal liability 

of company directors fur workmen’s wages, 
a general objection in the defence that the 
plaintiff's claim discloses no cause of ac
tion, will lie struck out under Alta, prac
tice r. 149, unless it expressly states the 
point of law involved.

Guenard v. Coe. 16 D.L.R. 513. 5 W.W.R. 
1044, 7 A.L.R. 245, 26 W.L.R. 626. | Re
versed. 17 D.L.R. 47. 7 A.L.R. 245. 28 W.L. 
R. 250. 6 W.W.R. 922.]
(§ VII—375)—What demurrable—Libel 

action—Defences.
A defendant sued for a newspaper libel 

may plead that the publication of the mat
ter upon which the plaintiff relies was a 
part only of a series of articles of a sim
ilar tenor which had appeared in the news
paper both before and after the article 
complained of. and that they were pub
lished in the public interest without malice, 
were substantially true and were notorious
ly known by the public, and that they were 
a fair criticism of the plaintiff's conduct; 
such plea is not demurrable as it discloses 
grounds which may either defeat the action 
or mitigate the damages.

Robert v. Herald Co., 10 D.L.R. 20.
(§ VII—380)—Questions raised by de

murrer-third i-arty joined—Time.
The city of Montreal is authoriznd to 

stay an action for damages done by a third 
party by means of excavations in the

street, and tv force the plaintiff to make 
that third party a party defendant; hut 
such right to stay the sui‘t has to be urged 
by a preliminary exception within 3 days 
from the return of the action, unless there 
be ample justification for the delay.

Stewart v. Montreal, 15 Que. P.R. 243.
(8 VII—390)—Demurrer or preliminary 

hearing—Points ok law disposing

While a plea of demurrer in a civil action 
is no longer permissible, it is still fre
quently, under Ontario Con. Rules 122, 123, 
124 (Rules of 1913) not only a privilege 
but a duty to raise in the pleadings and 
submit for preliminary determination any 
point of law substantially disposing of the 
whole action.

Stevens v. Moritz. 14 D.L.R. 999, 5 O.W. 
N. 421, 25 O.W.R. 453.
General demi hher — Overruling — Com

mission action.
An order of court disallowing a general 

demurrer to a statement of claim, the “mat
ter of demurrer” or points of law not lieiug 
specifically raised as required by r. 302 of 
the Kings Bench Act (Man.), does not 
thereby dispose in the plaintiff's favour of 
all the legal questions involved ill the ac
tion nor give effect to the interpretation of 
a commission agreement sought by the 
plaintiff, hut is analogous to the former 
equity practice, that where a general de
murrer is overruled without prejudice the 
defendant may raise the same objections 
at the hearing.

Chalmers v. Maeliray, 20 D.L.R. 529, 20 
Man. L.R. 105, 33 W.L.H. 056, 9 W.W.R. 
1435, reversing 21 D.L.R. 635. 30 W.L.R.
836. 8 XX .XX I! *7
Preliminary exception—Joinder or is-

When parties have joined issue, without 
producing any preliminary exception, on an 
irregularly framed petition, the tribunal 
shall decide upon the merits of the litiga-^

Renaud v. Aumais, 49 Que. 8.C. 40.

PLEDGE.
Collateral security to hanks, see Banks.

I. Nature and validity of; extinguish
ment, release.

II. Rights oe parties and third persons.
I. Nature and validity of.

(g I—3) — Change of possession — 
Pledgee's lien.

There can be no valid pledge unless there 
has been an actual change of possession of 
the article pledged, in such a manner that 
third persons and other creditors may 
know that the debtor has dispossessed him
self thereof. An automobile purporting to 
lie pledged for a loan, which remains in 
the place where it was, is not sufficient pos
session on the part of the lender to estab
lish a contract of pledge. The borrower, 
having made a judicial abandonment of his
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effects, ami the effects having been sold by 
the curator, the lender has no privilege as 
pk-dgeee, but is merely a chirographary 
creditor.

Pavenueville v. Prévost, 25 Que. K.B. 
246.

Property pledged without the owner 
parting with possession being a nullity, an 
opposition based on a contract of pledge 
of that kind will lie dismissed on motion.

Desjardins v. Metkot, 17 Que. P.R. 454. 
Pledge or security—Possession—Garage 

—C.t. arts, mo, 1970.
A contract of security or pledge is not 

binding unless the security is placed in the 
hands of a creditor or a third party as a 
surety for the debt, and it must remain in 
his possession.

Duhamel v. Lcbeau, 25 Rev. Leg. 106.
(§ 1—6)—Extinguishment.

A pledgor cannot claim the restitution of 
the thing given in pledge until the debt is 
wholly paid except in cases of misuse by 
the pledgee of the thing pledged.

Kloek v. Molsons Bank, 2 D.L.R. 445, 41 
Que. S.C. 370.
(§ 1—7 ) —Redemption—Time.

There being no agreement at the incep
tion of a transaction that time should be 
of the essence, a pledgee cannot, of his own 
accord, without judicial decree, make it so 
as against a right to redeem.

Walker v. Johnston, 23 B.C.R. 60.
(§ I—8 ) —Recovery of possession.

One who holds personalty as security 
may retake it from the owner who had 
obtained possession from the bailee by 
falsely representing that he had paid the 
debt for which it was held as security.

Pocock v. Novitz, 4 D.L.R. 105, 5 8.L.R. 
330, 21 W.L.R. 418.
II. Bights of parties and third persons.

(§ II—10) — Insurance policy — Pre-

A creditor, who holds an insurance policy 
as security for a debt, is entitled to imme
diate reimbursement by the debtor for the 
premiums which be paid on the policy be
cause of the latter’s default, without fteing 
obliged to wait until the maturity of the 
main debt.

St. ( liarles v. Duelos, 49 Que. S.C. 188. 
(8 II—11)—Protection of property.

It is the duty of the pledgee of shares 
of stoek in selling them upon default to 
take reasonable means to prevent a sacri
fice thereof, and to act as a provident own
er would have done. [Latch v. Furlong, 12 
Gr. 303. applied.1

Bartram v. Grice, 4 D.L.R. 682, 3 O.W. 
N. 1296, 22 O.W.R. 191.
(§ II—13)—Deposit of money—Forfeit

ure on default—Forfeiture of de-

Money paid in respect of a contract of 
sale of a business as a guarantee that the 
intending purchaser would not back down

after the seller imparted information of a 
confidential character to the buyer, can
not be recovered hack by the purchaser on 
Ills repudiation of the contract, where the 
transaction fails of completion through nu 
fault of the seller, if the amount so put up 
as a guarantee is not unreasonable.

Agnew v. McKenzie Ellis Wood Co., 14 
D.L.R. 909, 7 S.L.R. 26. 26 W.L.R. 113, 5 
W.W.R. 733, 741, affirming 10 D.L.R. 176, 
6 S.L.K. 268. 23 W.L.R. 302, 3 W.W.R. 947. 
(S 11—20)—Sale.

A sale of shares of stock held as secur
ity is irregular and will lx- set aside, 
where the order of priority of their sale as 
provided in the agreement by which they 
were pledged, was not observed, and the 
purchaser hud notice thereof. A power of 
sale in an agreement whereby shares of 
stock were pledged as security, which re
quires upon default in payment, that tend
ers should be advertised for 3 times in 
designated newspapers, with intervals of 
a week between each insertion, was not 
properly exercised, and a sale will be set 
aside, where a lull week, excluding the dav 
of publication did not elapse between eacii 
publication.

Bartram v. Grice, 4 D.L.R. 682, 22 O.W. 
R. 191.
(§ II—21)—Purchase my pledgee.

A sale of pledged shares of stock can
not be upheld where the circumstances 
shew that the purchaser, who paid an in
adequate price, knew practically nothing 
about the company that issued them, or 
about its affairs or financial circumstances, 
and that he consulted with the pledgee in 
relation to the sale, and, was to some ex
tent, in his employ, as the conclusion 
therefrom was that the purchase was made 
at the suggestion of and for the benefit of 
the. pledgee. While inadequacy of price is 
not ordinarily a sufficient reason for setting 
aside a sale, yet it will have that effect 
when, taken in connection with other cir
cumstances, it leads to the assumption that 
the purchase was made for the benefit of 
the pledgee.

Bartram v. Grice, 4 D.L.R. 082. 22 O.W. 
R. 191.
(§ II—22)—Action by pawnbroker to re

cover VALUE OF ARTICLE PLEDGED TO 
HIM AND TAKEN BY POLICE—ARTICLE 
IN CUSTODIA I.EGI8—UNNECESSARY AC
TION—Costs.

Samuels v. Dominion Bank, 15 O.W.N. 
219.
Sale—Security fob debt—Possession.

A sale of movables, with no other inten
tion than to guarantee the debt of the pur
chaser. is only a contract of pledge ; and if 
the vendor remains in possession of the 
movables the purchaser has no lien upon 
them, as under Quebec law movables are 
uot subject to hypothecation.

Champagne v. Jackson, 64 Que. S.C. 388.
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lYl.IM.KE PARTING WITH COLLATERAL SEUUK- 
irv — Bank manager's power and 
authority — Manager releasing 
rank's ci.aim.

italique L’Hoclieiaga v. I.arm*, 3 A.L.R.
42.
Warehouse charges—Sale for same and

ADVANCES.
Parker v. Blight, 9 E.L.R. 94.

PLEDGING OF GOODS TO A BANK AS SECURITY 
KIR ADVANCES—WAREHOUSE RECEIPT— 
Bailee oe goods—Clerk or the own
er—“Actual, VISIBLE, AND CONTINUED 
POSSESSION.”

Banque Nationale v. Royer, 20 Que. K.B. 
341.
SALE OF GOODS BY PLEDGOR IN ORDINARY 

< OURSE OF BUSINESS—SECURITY UNDER 
Bank Act.

Bank of Montreal v. Tudhope, 21 Man. L. 
R. 380.

POLICE.
See Arrest.

Dominion police commissioner — Juris
diction.

The jurisdiction of commissioners of po- 
liev appointed under c. 92. R.S.C. 1906, is 
restricted to the administration of laws re
lating to matters over which the Parlia
ment of Canada has legislative jurisdiction.

R. v. Coyne, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 267, 28 
Can. Cr. Cas. 428. [Affirmed, 41 D.L.R. 
225, 29 Can. Cr. (as. 216, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
«22. ]

Pension — Benefit society of police 
force—Dismissal of member — In
vestigation without notice—Rules 
of society—Failure of committee to 
comply with — Judgment—Declara
tion of right to pension and allow
ance.

Welsh v. Toronto Police Benefit Fund, 9 
O.W.X. 156.
Negligence in taking care of drunken

It is an act of irapYudence and neglect 
to lead a practically helpless drunken man 
down a dangerous stairway under the 
charge of hut one constable ; and where 
under such conditions the prisoner misses 
his foothold, falls and breaks his neck the 
constable’s employer is liable; and the 
fact that the constables knew of the infirm 
ity of their prisoner obliged them to use all 
the more care.

Dube v. Montreal, 7 D.L.R. 87, 19 Rev. 
Leg. 181.

POLICE MAGISTRATE.
See Justice of the Peace; Summary Con
victions; Criminal Law.

POLICY.

POOR AND POOR LAWS.
Paupers—Poor Relief Act, Nova Scotia 

— Ihoobsobated row* — Liability 
after noth !..

An incorporated town lieing a poor dis
trict under the provisions of the Poor Re
lief Act, R.S.X.S. 1900, c. 59, s». 22, 23, 29, 
on receipt of notice requiring provision to 
lie made for the support of a pauper with
in the limits of the town, is bound to take 
steps under ss. 22, 23 of the Act to ascer
tain the place of settlement of the pauper, 
and, in the event of failure to do so, will lie 
required to recoup the jierson by whom the 
notice is given and who has furnished the 
pauper with necessary support.

Bushby v. North Svdnev, 9 D.L.R. 24, 46 
N.N.R. 549, 12 K.L.R. 183.
Support.

Where a pauper was chargeable to the 
defendant town, and the town authorities 
after being required to make provision for 
his support omitted to do so:—Held, that 
plaintiff, not being liable for the support 
of the pauper was entitled under the pro
visions of R.S.N.S., c. 50, s. 28, to recover 
against the town a reasonable sum for hi* 
support and maintenance. In the absence 
of statutory authority provision cannot lie 
made for the support of a pauper outside 
the limits of the district liable for his sup-

McDougall v. Svdnev Mines, 45 N.S.R. 
348.

Under the Poor Relief Act (N.S.) where 
a pauper was supported o « a farm belong
ing to claimant, and the latter in making 
her claim for assistance against the board 
of overseers of the poor for the district 
notified only one of the 3 members of the 
board such notice is sufficient notice to the 
overseers particularly where the overseers 
so notified had. as a result of the notice, 
visited the pauper and taken her deposition 
before a justice of the peace in reference to 
the claim.

Sillers v. Overseers of the Poor, 6 D.L.R. 
109. 46 N.S.R. 224, 9 E.L.R. 505. 
Settlement.

Proceedings on the part of a municipal
ity to confine homeless children in an in
dustrial school under art. 4037, R.S.Q. 
1909, can he taken even where no notice 
has been given to those who may be liable 
to reimburse the city for the cost of main
tenance. In an action by a municipality 
against the grandfather of three children 
to recover the sum paid by the plaintiff 
for their support and maintenance in an 
industrial school, where it is alleged they 
were sent there at the request of the 
mayor, and that defendant is well able to 
repay, and is the only person who can do 
so from among those who are liable, that 
the father is himself confined in an insti
tution for the insane, and the mother is 
in extreme poverty, and it does not apjiear 
the sum charged is unreasonable, the de-Ree Insurance.
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fendant is liable under tin* laws of Queliee 
even where defendant revived no notice of 
the proceedings to coniine the children, he 
having been aware of their condition and 
not having taken any steps to provide for 
them, although able to do so.

Montreal v. Mi lot. 8 D.L.R. 817, 42 Que. 
8.C. 333.

POSSESSION.
See Adverse Possession.
Under Chattel mortgage, see Chattel 

Mortgage ; Bills of Sale.
La xd—1 m PKOVfiM ext— Fra id.

In order that a person, who in bad faith 
has obtained possession of an immovable, 
should have a right to maintain such pos
session until reimbursed the cost of im
provements that he has made thereon, it is 
necessary that he should he in physical 
possession; that the improvements made 
bv him should he necessary ; that they had 
lieen made with his own materials. Vio
lence and fraudulent simulation cannot 
form the basis of such right.

Rochefort v. Rioux, 49 Que. S.C. 614. 
Possession evidence Cutti.no ok hat— 

Alluvion—Riparian owner— Crown 
—Ownership — C.C. arts. 420, 421, 
127.

In a possessory action regarding land 
under cultivation, the confession of the 
defendant that the plaintiff for two years 
preceding the action, has cut the hay on 
this lot. relieves him from any other evi
dence, since in a decision of a possessory 
action the court should consider only the 
material facts of the dispute which the 
plaintiff complains of. When the posses
sion is certain and determined by fixed and 
visible marks, such as sticks and pickets 
placed by a surveyor, or a willow planta
tion. it is unnecessary to have recourse to 
an action to fix the limits before com
mencing the action in dispute. A riparian 
owner whose land is flooded by the waters 
of a navigable stream, during a great part 
of the year, is not by that deprived of his 
right of ownership in favour of the Crown. 
We should not consider as alluvious or as 
deposits, benefiting the riparian owners, 
the lands, which having been several times 
inundated by a flood, are left uncovered by 
the falling back of the waters, even though 
their surface has undergone alterations, if 
they have not formed a new lied for the 
overflowing river. These lands continue to 
belong to the original owner.

Traverse v. Riband. M Qm. 8.C. 482.

POSSESSORY ACTION iQUE.i.
Exclusive possession. ,

The possession required to support a 
possessory action for repossession (en ré- 
intégra mie) must lie uninterrupted, un 
equivocal and exclusive.

Tremblay v. St. Alexis, 3 D.L.R. 552.

P.G70

Defense he injury in allowing waste
WOOD, SAWDUST, ETC. TO ACCUMULATE 
IX THE NEIGHBOURHOOD—PUBLIC Ini- 
main — Lack of boundaries — Dam

Proximity obliges neighbours each to use 
his land in such a way that he will not in 
jure the land of his neighlior. This rule 
might to la* understood ill this sense, that 
whatever liberty each may have to do what 
seems good to him on his own land, he may 
not do anything which may become a nui
sance to his neighbor.

Cimon v. Rmichard, 25 Rev. de dur. 308. 
Private boah.

One who possesses, in common with an
other a strip of land which serves them 
for a private road mav maintain a posses
sory action against his eopossessor who 
ha' placed on the road a pent house which 
impedes the passage.

(blesse v. Mathieu, 42 Que. S.C. 481.

POST OFFICE.
Ofkkxceh—Mailing indecent prints.

In the interpretation of subs, (a I of Cr. 
Code, s. 209, as to mailing indecent prints, 
etc., the words ‘‘or other publication" are 
to be construed as referring to matters 
ejusdvm generis with the books, pamphlets, 
etc., which arc previously mentioned in the 
sub-section and do not include indecent 
matter written in a private letter sent 
sealed ; the sending of such a letter would, 
however, he an offence under ss. 317. 318 
(defamatory libel | if sent without the per 
mission of, and if designed to insult, the 
addressee; the words “matter or thing" 
which follow the word “publication” in s. 
209 (a) refer to some other object, such as 
a statue or carving.

R. v. tioyer. 32 D.L.R. 244. 27 Van. ( r. 
Cas. 10, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 590.
Post Office Act—Exclusive right ar to

TRANSMISSION OF MAIL MATTER —
“Sending” letters.

R. v. Baxter and Johnson, 16 B.C.R. 6, 
18 Can. Cr. C'a». 340.

POUNDAGE.
See Sheriff.

Pound breach.
The Imperial Stat. 6 & 7 Viet., r. 30. 

making it a criminal offence to rescue from 
a poundkeeper cattle which arc in his law
ful custody, is a part of the criminal law 
in force in Manitoba by virtue of s. 12 of 
the Cr. Code, declaring that the criminal 
law of England as of 15 July, 1870, shall 
lie the criminal law of Manitoba in so far 
as such English law is applicable and in so 
far as it has not been repealed, modified 
or affected by English or Canadian legis-

R. v. Laughton, 6 D.L.R. 47, 20 Can. Cr. 
I as. 30, 22 Man. L.R. 520, 22 W.L.R. 199.
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POWER OF ATTORNEY.
See Principal and Agent, ll A—7.

POWERS.
I"uder will», see Will»; Executors and Ad

ministrator*.
<Jtle by mortgagee under power of sale, 

Mortgage; Cliattel Mortgage.
I—1 ,—DtKU—CONVEYANCE OF LAND—
Power ok appointment given to 4
CRANTEES—EXERCIRE OK POWER BY TWO 
APPOINTING IN FAVOUR OK REMAINING 
TWO—SUFFICIENCY TO PAHH ESTATE—
— Estoppel — Distributive powers —
CONSTRUCTION OF DEED—TITLE TO LAND 

-Vendor and purchaser.
He Svofi and Harris, 17 O.W.N. 223.

(8 1—3)—REVOCATION—Ci EN EK AL POWER OF
attorney—Right to withdraw.

A general power of attorney from plain
tiff to defendant to purchase lands for plain
tiff on an understanding that defendant, 
should lie paid a commission thereon and 
should lie interested in the purc hase», was 
subject to withdrawal at plaintiff"» will.

Itureau v. Laurencelle, 11 D.L.R. 283, 24 
W.I..R. 335.
(ÿ 1—5>—Power of attorney to sell or 

assign—Execution of power.
A power of attorney to sell or a»*ign a 

mortgage does not authorize the donee of 
the power to exercise that power in favour 
of him«elf.

Re Land Registry Act and Shaw. 24 D. 
L.R. 4211, 8 W.W.R. 1270, 22 B.C.R. 116, 32
W.L.R. 85.
Execution—Will—Power of appointment 

—Exert ire of — Validity — Subse
quent ATTEMPTED EXERCISE OF POWER- 
REVOCATION.

Goldsmith v. Hamden. 25 O.W.R. 65. 
Power of attorney—Authority to con

vey land—Provision that power nipt 
REVOKED BY DEATH OF DONOR—POWERS
of Attorney Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 106, 
s. 2—Transfer executed by doner 
after death or donor in name of 
donor—Refusal of Master of Titles 
to register—Case stated under s. 88 
ok Land Titi.es Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 
126—Land vested in representatives 
of donor.

Re McCarty, 17 O.W.N. 270.
(§ I—7 i—Power of attorney to vote for 

curator—Mode of proving.
Power» of attorney «ou» seing privt from 

creditor» of an insolvent authorizing an 
attorney to vote for them at the meeting of 
creditor» to appoint the curator and the in
spector should lie legally proved. . The man
date to the attorney ad litem is presumed.

Cadrin v. Clauvreau, 48 Que. 8.C. 122. 
Discretion as to disposition of property 

— •During life”—Widowhood.
A clause in a will that ‘ my wife will have 

the right to give my property to one or 
several of her children in the same manner 
that 'lie will hold it, and subject to the

charge», i ion» and conditions that
she will deem proper, provided she does it in 
a way that will lie ju#t to her children an 
for her living during her widowhood and not 
otherwise," the widow ha» a right while she 
remain» a widow, if she cannot fulfill her 
obligations, to make a donation inter vivo-* 
of the property of the succession in favour 
of one of the heirs, the donor reserving t-. 
herxdf the usufruct of this property during 

| her life. The expression, ‘‘during her life."
! contained in the deed of donation should lie 
I interpreted as meaning during her life while 

she remains a widow, as that was the con
dition contained in the will of the husband.

I.alielle v. La belle, 47 Que. S.C. 385.
Mode of.

Under a power of appointment contained 
in a marriage settlement or deed in trust 
authorizing the trustee to make the ap
pointment “by any deed or instrument in 
writing duly executed or by any last will 
and testament to he by her duly executed." 
the power cannot lie validly exercised hr a 
document intended to operate as a will and 
only prevented from operating as such by 
defective execution, there being only one 
witness, and which for that reason would 
lie invalid »» an appointment under the 
Wills Act. R.S.N.S. 19041. c. 139. s. 8.

Delanev v. Delaney, 5 D.L.R. 543, 11 F. 
L.R. 512!
($ I — 8) —Of- attorney — Conflict of

A power of attorney executed in a for
eign country to he acted upon in Quebec, is 
not Invalid‘because of nonobservance of the 
forms required by the law of the place of 
execution if it is valid under the Quebec 
law.

San Martin Mining Co. v. Tngeniera Ini 
portadora V. Centraliste Co., 43 D.L.R. 322. 
27 Que. K.B. 527.
Power ok attorney—Proxy—Meeting of

HH AREHOLDERH—M AJORITY—C.C. ARTS.
17. PAR. 19, 1719.

When an act is to lie performed by more 
than 2 person», it may be validly done by 
the majority of them. Therefore, a power 
of attorney* ( proxy I given by shareholders 
to vote in their name, at the general an
nual meeting of a company, written in the 
following term»; “Central Building Com
pany—I, the undersigned .... share 
holder in the capital stock of the Central 
Building Company, do hereby appoint Dr. K. 
P. Lachapelle, president, Alf. W. Hadrill. 
vice-president. I takers Cameron, director, 
Joseph Rhéaume, director, Charles H. Rus
sell, director, nr any one of them, with 
powers of substitution to lie my proxy, to 
vote and act for me. and on mv liehalf. at 
the annual general meeting of the company, 
which is to be held on the 30th day of May. 
A.It. 1917, and at every adjournment there
of, and at every poll which may respective 
lv take place in consequence thereof, such 
proxy to continue in force and to he oper 
ativa at any special or general meeting of

A1A
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the shareholder* of the company lu-ld with
in one year from the date hereof. — Dated 
this. . . day of . . . A.D. 1917 . . . 
Signed by the said . . . In presence of”— 
is joint and individual and could he acted 
upon by the majority of the mandataries in 
accordance with the intention of the man
dators, by authorizing one of them to vote 
for the others, notwithstanding the opposi
tion of one of them.

Pitt v. Uadrill, 55 Que. S.C. lt>6.

PRACTICE; PROCEDURE.
See Pleading: Writ and Process ; Parties; 

Discovery ; Trial; Jury; New Trial; Ap
peal; Costs; Judgment; Execution ; Stay 
of Proceedings.

As to Criminal proceedings, see Criminal 
lvHW ; Summary Convictions; Certiorari ; 
Habeas Corpus.

Insolvency, winding-up, see Insolvency; 
Assignment for Creditors; Companies, VI.

See also Attachment; Garnishment; In
terpleader; Mandamus; Injunction.

PREFERENCES.
See Fraudulent Conveyances ; Insolvency; 

Assignment for Creditors; Companies, Vi.

PRELIMINARY ENQUIRY.
Sec Criminal Law, 11: Justice of the 

Peace; Summary Convictions.

PRESCRIPTION.
See Limitation of Actions; Adverse Pos

session ; Easements.

PRESENTATION.
For payment, see Bills and Notes.

PRESUMPTIONS.
Presumption and burden of proof, see 

Evidence, II.

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT.
I. THK RELATION ; REVOCATION.

II. Agkxt’8 AUTHORITY ; rights and lia
bilities OK PRINCIPAL. 

a. In general.
n. Agent's purchase or sale on credit.
C. Agent’s fraud or wrong. 
d. Ratification.

III. Rights and liabilities ok agent.

Annotations.
Holding out as ostensible agent; ratifica

tion and estoppel : 1 D.L.R. 14b.
Signature to contract followed by words 

shewing the signing party to !*• an agent; 
Statut? of Frauds: 2 D.L.R. lift.

Fraud of agent or employee ; estoppel bv
conduct : 21 D.L.R. 13.

effect of war on agency of alien eneinv; 
23 D.L.R. 375, 380.

X. The relation.
See Brokers; Companies; Carriers; Part

nership; Insurance.
Functus officio, see Vendor and Purchaser, 

I E—25.
IS 1—11—Fire insurance—Knowledge or

The relationship of principal and agent 
is not established between an insurance com
pany and a person nut in its employ who 
upon being requested to procure insurance 
on certain property by the owner sent the 
application to a general agent in another 
place who placed a portion of the insurance 
applied for with the said company and 
therefore the company could not be charged 
with any information acquired by such per
son as to the nature of the risk or value of 
the property insured.

Cluimond v. Fidelity-Phenix Fire Ins. Co., 
ft D.L.R. 4413. 47 Can! S.C.R. 216, 12 E.L.R. 
850, affirming 2 D.L.R. 864.

The following agreement. “[ have received 
from M. X. the sum of $4,000, advanced for 
the purpose of employing Indians for hunt
ing during the 1913-14 season and to pay 
for provisions and other necessities. The 
said Indians arc to send the skins to me 
iu mv capacity as agent of the said M. X. 
and I undertake to keep these pelts for 
the said M. X. and to send them to him 
after the return of the said Indians at the 
market price,” constitutes a commission 
agent or a contract of agency.

Ijefaivre v. Vermette, 28 Que. K.B. 193. 
(§ I—2)—Revocation of agency—Substi

tution OF COMPANY UNDER FORMER 
AGENT’S CONTROL.

On an incorporated company formed by 
a partnership of insurance agents taking 
over, with the consent of the principals, the 
agencies formerly o*perated by the partner
ship, the liability of one partner does not 
extend to the transactions of the company 
entered into hv his former copartner, unless 
there has been a guaranty in writing under 
the Statute of Frauds on the part of the 
defendant partner in respect of the com
pany's liabilities.

Lloyds Plate Glass Ins. Co. v. Eastmure, 
14 D.L.R. 770. 25 O.W.R. 406.
Revocation.

Where all that a real estate broker, who 
had un exclusive right to sell property, 
•lid towards making a sale was to advertise 
it in a newspaper before the owner effected 
a sale thereof, the agency was revoked, and 
the agent could recover on a quantum mer
uit only for the services actually performed, 
and not ^he compensation agreed upon in 
-•use he should make a sale.

Cadwell v. Stephenson. 3 D.L.R. 759. 21 
W.LR. 199, 2 W.W.R. 291. 5 S.L.R. 308. 
Commissions—Termination of agency at 

WILL. .
McDevitt v. G roller Society, 30 D.L.R. 

471.
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VENDOR AND PURCHASER—AGREEMENT FUR 

SALE OF LAM)—AUTHORITY Ot AGENT OF 
VENDOR — REVOCATION BEFORE AGREE
MENT executed-------Finding of fact
of 'I rial Judge.

I>-mbke v. Umhach, 17 O.W.N. 07. 
Revocation of mandate — Exclusive

A principal can always revoke liis man 
date, even during the time when the agent 
had the exclusive right to represent him. 
Such revocation may be made in a mandate 
with or without consideration and even 
a here it had been agreed in w riting.
t’yr. v. Lecours, 47 Que. 8.C. 86.

Da m a».eh—( ontbact—Com mission agenct 
—Breach by principal—Period of 
contract — Construction — No defi
nite period — Reasonable time — 
Agent’s loss of profits.

Iii an agreement made by correspondence 
the plaintiff was to be the selling agent of 
defendant's goods. In a letter from defend
ant. setting out the proposed terms of agree
ment. were the words "this offer to be firm 
fur one year." There was nothing else
where in the correspondence which fixed 
any definite time during which the contract 
was to continue. Defendants broke the 
agency agreement during the first year. 
Held that plaintiff was entitled to damages 
i-n the basis of loss of profits on a 2 years' 
contract, as being reasonable under all the 
circumstances. Where the contract does not 
fix any definite time during which it is to 
continue, the court will, where the contract 
has been acted upon, fix a reasonable time. 
To ascertain what is a reasonable time, the 
court must look at the contract, the nature 
of the business to be carried on. the methods 
necessary to be adopted to insure success, 
and the time necessarily occupied before 
these efforts bear fruit, etc.

Macdonald ▼. Casein, [1010] 1 W.W.R. 
293.
Mandate—Paid mandatary — Revocation

OF MANDATE—REMUNERATION FOR 8ERV-

Rabonté v. Desjardins, 40 Que. S.C. 621.
( 5 I —3 ) —Revocation—Notice—Holding

\ principal is not liable for purchases by 
the agent after revocation of his authority 
<if which the seller was aware: the fact that 
'lie agent was in possession of forms which 
may lead to the belief that he was still the 
authorized agent ia not of itself negligence 
of the principal.

Rohoel v. Phillipson, 31 D.L.R. 289.
Notice of revocation.

Notice by the company to its agent can
celling his ageney is no notice to the pub
lic that he is no longer their agent and 
until such public notice is given, lie will 
l*e held the regular agent of the company 
as far as third parties are concerned. (C. 
V. Que. 1730.)

Anglo-American Ins. Co. v. Le Baron. 2 
D.1..R. 877. '

Can. Dig.—118.
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Duration or agency—How revoked—No-

A mandate in writing which provides:
“I authorize you.to sell the property . . . 
and appoint you my agents for the sale of 
the said property for a period of 30 days 
from this date this authority to
continue until after notice in writing' to the 
contrary," should lie interpreted not as com
ing to an end after the expiration of 30 
days, but as continuing to exist until notice 
in writing to the contrary has been given 
by the principal.

Brunet v. Caron. 47 Que. S.C. 244.
II. Agent’s authority; rights and liabil

ities of principal.
A. In general.

Authority to purchase, offer and accept
ance, see Contracts, I D—60.

Authority of solicitor, sale of land, see 
Solicitors, II B—26.

Authority of building architect, as to ex
tra work, see Contracts, IV A—321.

Implied authority of husband managing • 
wife’s property, to employ broker, see Hus
band and Wife. I B—40.
(§11 A—5)—Agent acting without au

thority—Verbal hale — Part per
formance — Remedy in equity — 
Breach of warranty.

Where a person assumes without author
ity to act as agent for another in the sale 
of real estate and the contract is merely 
verbal and consequently would not have been 
enforceable at law as against the supposed 
principal, even if he bad authorized it. the 
equitable doctrine of part performance does 
not apply so as to give a remedy in equity 
in respect of subsequent acts of part per
formance by the agent so as to attach a 
liability for damages against him where 
none attached at the time of the breach of 
warranty of authority the latter is not a 
continuing warranty, but came to an end 
with the making of the contract. [Warr v. 
Jones, 24 W.R. 695, applied.]

Duncan v. Beck. 20 D.L.R. «82. 6 W.W.R. 
1149. 7 S.L.R. 163, 28 W.L.B. 671.
Agent’s authority—Express and implied 

— Usages — Grain exchange options.
In option deals by a customer on a stock 

exchange his broker has implied authority 
to net. in the execution of his express au
thority, according to the custom and usages 
of the exchange, except as to any custom or 
usage which is unreasonable and of which 
the customer had no notice.

Richardson v. Beamish. 13 D.L.R. 400, 23 
Mau. L.R. 306, 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 487, 24 W. 
L.R. 514.
Authority of agent to sell land—Au

thority TO OBTAIN OFFER OF PURCHASE 
AND RECEIVE DEPOSIT—SALE FALLING 
THROUGH BY FAULT OF PRINCIPAL — 
Right of purchaser to recover depos
it—Action against; both principal
AND AGENT—REPUDIATION OF AGENT RT 
principal—Uncertainty as to person
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to be sued- —Recovery against princi
pal—( osts or agent—Payment by 
principal—Right of agent to commis- 
sion — Deduction vrom deposit — 
Agreement to pay commission—Ne
cessity for writing — Statute of 
Frai or, b. is (0 Geo. V. c. ji, s. m. 
—Into men i — Appeal—Costs.

Silverman v. I.vgrer, 47 D.L.R. 713, 4.1 
O.L.R. 107.
Customs brokers—Liability of nominal 

principal for rebate cheques re
ceived from agent— Estoppel.

Crown Fruit Co. v. Lyons, :t0 D.L.R. 145, 
11 S.L.R. 26», 34 W.L.R.' 1210.
Sale—Proof of agency—Principal’s lia

bility FOR IIREAt II OF WARRANTY AH TO 
FITNESS FOR BREEDING.

Sill) v. Good. 30 D.L.R. 154, 9 S.L.R. 273. 
In election casks.

Agency in election cases differs from 
agency in ordinary business transactions in- 
astniich as. in the case of an election, the 

• agent constituted by whatever acts are 
sufficient for the purpose, may hind his 
principal by acts which arc not only outside 
the scope of any authority expressly given 
to him but which may lie directly contrary 
to the expressed directions of the person 
whose a Rent lie is held to he.

l’tidvk v. Shandro, 21 D.L.R. 210, 7 W. 
W.R. 1082. 30 W.L.R. 42». [Reversed 21 
D.L.R. 266, 8 A.L.R. 425, 30 W.L.R. 68», 7 
W.W.R. 1321.]
Gratuitous service—Liability of pbinci-

One who renders a gratuitous service to 
another at his request is an agent, and if 
he suffers wrong caused by the execution of 
that which the principal asked him to do, 
the latter should indemnify him for it.

Martineau v. Ravnry. 48*Que. S.C. 176. 
Agent—Contract ht—General authority 

—Limited authority—Affirmation— 
Acceptance of part—Custom.

The agent of the defendant company hired 
the plaintiffs, giving them a written memo
randum. signed by the agent, which stated 
that he had hired the plaintiffs “at #3 per 
day. Can go on dead water. Straight 
time." telling the plaintiffs that "straight 
time" meant that they would receive #3 
per day from the time they left the railway 
until they were done driving. The authority 
of the agent was to hire men for stream-driv
ing for the defendant company, at 83 per day. 
It was proved that a custom, well estab
lished and well known, existed in the local
ity in which the hiring took place, that men 
were paid from the time when actual driv
ing commenced, receiving from that time 
full pay. with no loss of time, until the driv
ing was completed, and this was what was 
understood by the term "straight time." 
Held, affirming the judgment of Barry ,T„ 
that the agent's authority was limited to 
hiring at $3 per day, according to the usual 
custom, and that defendant was estopped, by

accepting the plaintiffs' services midcr the 
alleged contract, frmu disputing the plain 
tiffs’ claim for wages from the time of leav
ing the train until actual driving work was 
begun, defendant having repudiated the 
agent's authority as soon as the terms of 
the contract were brought to its attention.

Roy \. Saint John Lumber Co; Fisher v.
; Saint John Lumber Co., 46 N.B.R. 120.
I Agent's authority—Rights and liabil

ities of principal—Receiving pay
ment THROUGH AGENT.

Where a principal makes out and sends 
to an agent for -ale an account against a 
Hirchaser for the amount of the sale made 
>y the agent, and the agent presents the 

Recount to the purchaser with a request for 
payment, the purchaser is justified in as
suming that the agent has authority to re
ceive payment, and. if he pays the amount 
to the agent the principal will be estopped 
from denying that the agent had authority 
to collect:—Where an agent has authority 
to receive payment of a portion of an ac 
count, and it is paid to him and credit given 
therefor by the principal, the debtor is jus
tified in assuming that the agent has auth
ority to receive the balance, unless he knew 
of the limitation of the agent’s authority 
or was subsequently notified that he wa- 
not authorized to receive the same.

Kavstner v. Hosie, 7 S.L.R. 429, 2» W.L. 
R. 532.
Solicitor acting for syndicate—Author

ity TO PERMIT PART DISCHARGE OF 
MORTGAGE — EVIDENCE — FINDING OF 
trial judge—Appeal.

McGibbon v. Crawford, 17 O.W.X. 193. 
Powers of branch bank manager—Bni.u- 

I NO CONTRACT.
The authority of a branch manager of a 

bank does not include the employment of an 
architect to make plans for a new office 
building.

Woodman v. Home Rank, 33 W.L.R. 917. 
Salesman as agent.

One who is appointed by an industrial 
company an agent to sell their products, 
and who is given, for the purposes of his 
employment, blank forms of sale contain 
ing restrictive conditions, has only a limited 
mandate. He can only make sales accord
ing to the conditions contained in the forms. 
He can neither, without obtaining authority, 
sell an excessive quantity of goods, nor sell 
them under conditions pertaining to the 
usual course of business and agreements so 
made by him do not bind the company. 
This is especially so in respect to a sale to 
one who i* only the prtte nom of his father, 
the president of the company, 'who thus ac
quires through his son, property of which 
lie is administrator in violation of art. 1484 
C.C. (Due.)

Rondeau v. Robitaille Eureka Distillery 
Co.. 44 Que. 8*C. 91.
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\ : m ’s .xri iiobity—Secretary of com p a ,
NY TRAVELLING EXPENSES— PROOF BY | 
WITNESS—C.C. (QUE. I ARTS. 123ÎI, I ««It.
!««:. 1671), 1718, 1727, 2470, 2471.

I lie engagement of a manager for a life 
■ .manee company is a commercial act,

.•h can lie proved hy evidence. A secre- 
ta rv of an insurance company who is author- 
; d to open negotiations and to have an 
interview with a person residing outside of 
ne province, with the intention of engag

ing this person as manager of the company. 
.!■»•> not exceed his authority in bringing 
this person to Montreal, and in undertnk 
ng to pay his expenses in order that he 

iii.iv meet the hoard of directors.
Itrown v. Security Life Ass'ce Co., 4fi 

«Vise. S C. 276.
SU F OF PVI.H-WOOD—C.C.(tjVE) 1730—AU

THORITY.
Rousseau v. St. Maurice Lumber Vo., 25 

Rev. de Jur. 216.
s.u.f. — Joint proprietors — Admixistba- 

nOK SOLIDARITY — C.C. ABTB. 1106, 
1716. 2260.

Where several joint proprietors of a 
building gave the management of it to one 
of them who buys coal fur the heating of 
the house, the oilier owners are his princi
pals and as such are responsible, t and
..•\erallv, to the seller for the price of this
cal.

Cohen v. Kulmanovitch, 26 Rev. Leg. 464.
<« IT A—61—Sale or wheat Interpbe 

TATIOX OF “INSTRUCTIONS to BELL”— 
Dam ages—Liability.

When a commodity such us wheat is put 
in the huiuls of parties with instructions to 
»ell, those instructions mean that the pur 
ties so authorized, are to sell as soon as a 
buyer appears, unless such instructions arc 
v.nmtermunded or varied.

Sank. Co-operative Elevator Co. v. Jack 
son. 49 D.L.R. 354, [1919) 3 W.W.R. 572. 
Sale of goods — Agent making sale — 

Agreement as to commission—Undfr-
STANDING OF PARTIES — AGENT'S AU
THORITY.

Nicholas v. Dumoulin, 46 D.L.R. 687. 
sales—Scope of authority—Approval.

One dealing with an agent, with knowl
edge that orders taken hy him were sub
ject. to acceptance and that the prices were 
subject to change, cannot hold the principal 
to h sale made hy the agent on terms which 
the principal refused to accept.

Clark v. Baird, 34 D.L.R. 263, 44 X.B.R. 
413.
Authority to sell—Purchase by agent— 

Accounting.
An agent’s authority to sell docs not give 

him the right to purchase; if he withholds 
from the principal an offer from a third per- 
- -n. in order to purchase at a lower price, he 
is bound to account to tlie. principal for the

difference lietween the amount he had paid, 
and the amount he hud realized on a resale.

Lunt v. Pcrlev, 35 D.L.R. 214, 44 N.B. 
R. 439.
Ans OF SUPPOSED AGENTS DAMPING AUC

TION sale — Authority of agents — 
Holding-out — Action Abi e wrong — 
Da m ages—Costs.

Barber v. Richardson, 13 O.W.S. 177.
Fraud—Innocent third parties.

An owner of property, who intrusts an 
agent with all the indicia of title with in
structions to borrow a certain sum, cannot 
redeem the securities without paying a 
bona tide lender all he has lent on the prop
erty. although the agent has fraudulently 
liorrowed in excess of the instructions amt 
misappropriated the amount borrowed.

Malian v. Man ness. 40 D.L.K. 130. 28 Man. 
L.R. 470, (1918) 2 W.W.R. 191.
Sale of goods—Action e«»r damages for 

nondelivery — Contraot Author
ity of agents—Ratification.

Wulm-ley v. Hyatt, 14 U.W.N. 10. aflirni * 
ing 12 O.W.X. 412.
Purchase of property by agent fob prin

cipal — Evidence — Declaration — 
Conveyance — Damages — Adjust
ment of ACCOUNT—Costs.

Duggan v. McCauley, 15 O.W.X. 128.
Power of attorney—Authority ok agent

To PURCHASE LAND — SUBSEQUENT Att 
RANGEMENT TO GIVE MORTGAGE IN PARI

An agent, under power of attorney, inter 
alia, “to sell and absolutely dispose of or 
mortgage real estate,” etc., entered into an 
agreement to purchase two lots in Van- 
'ouver for which the vendor was to receive 
certain lands, stock in a building, and 
*«.000 cash. The transfers were duly ex
ecuted and delivered, and the transaction 
completed w ith the exception of the handing 
over of the cash payment. A subsequent 
arrangement was made whereby, in lieu of 
the rash payment, the vendor agreed to 
accept $1,000 in cash and a mortgage for 
$5,000 on the two lots he had sold. An 
action for foreclosure of the mortgage was 
dismi'sed. Held, on appeal, that there were 
2 transactions, the mortgage having been 
accepted under a later and distinct agree
ment. that the agent had power under the 
instrument in question to execute, and the 
plaintiff should succeed. [McKee v. Philip, 
55 Can. s.c.R. 28«, distinguished.]

Diusmore v. Philip, 26 B.C.R. 123.
Law ci.erk—Authority to prepare lease 

—Pledging obedit.
The express authority given one employed 

as a law clerk to prepare a lease on Mia If 
of the principal does not import the osten
sible authority of pledging the principal s 
credit with respect to materials and im
provements on the leased premises.

Dutton Wall Lumber Co. v. Ferguson, 23 
D.L.R. 100, 31 W.L.R. 812.

4
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AUTHORITY OF DEPABTMENTA L HI AO TO PUR

CHASE WITHOV P CONFIRMATION BY MAN-

The fact that the firm had permitted one 
of the heads of a department in a retail 
store business to mahi- purchases from the 
wholesaler without confirmation of same by 
the manager is admissible in proof of the 
unqualified authority of the head of the de
partment to buy goods for his department 
•rom such wholesaler without such con
firmation, although it was customary in the 
trade to have departmental orders so cun-

Duncan v. Pryce Jones. 22 D.L.R. 45. 
YFARI.Y CONTRACT—11Kill l(N.

A yearly agency contract providing that 
the agent is to furnish at least one order for 
a gasoline motor during the year and that 
on bis failure to do so the company would 
have the right to send him a motor and 
claim from him the price of it, gives the 
agent the whole year to furnish an order, 
and it is only at the expiration of the year 
that the principal i» entitled to avail itself
of his stipulated right.

Va retie Co. v. Xault, 41) Que. S.C. 510.
(§11 A—Ha)—Warranty of goods bold.

Where a contract for the sale of an engine 
declared that every term of the agreement 
was therein expressed, and that its terms 
and conditions could not be varied, altered 
or changed, except in writing signed by the 
vendor, the promise of an agent of the lat
ter. upon the engine not fulfilling its war
ranty, upon persuading the vendee not to 
return the engine, that he would rectify it, 
which was never satisfactorily done, can
not he set up as a defence to an action to 
recover the purchase price where the ven
dee afterwards continued to use the engine 
for nearly a year.

Robert Hell Engine Co. v. Burke, 4 D.L. 
R. 342. 5 S.I..R. 345, 10 W.L.H. 034, 1 W. 
W.R. 707.
FaLRK STATEMENTS BT RALER AGENT —

Agreement limiting principal’s lia-

A sales agent for a machinery manufac
turer must lie held to have authority to de
scribe a gasoline engine to the prospective 
purchaser anil to tell the latter what it is 
capable of doing, and if lie falsely desevilied 
if by stating that it would do something 
which it was not capable of doing, his prin
cipals are liable for his fraud, notwithstand
ing a stipulation in the signed agreement 
that no agreements, stipulations, conditions 
or warranties express or implied, verbal or 
otherwise, save those mentioned in writing 
therein, shall be binding on the principals.
| Russo-Chinese Bank v. Li Yau Sain. [1910] 
A.C. 174. distinguished; Pearson v. Dublin 
< orp.. [1907] A.C. 351, applied.]

Ontario Wind Engine v. Bunn. 21 D.L. 
R. 420. S S LR. 58, 8 W.W.R. 450. 31 W.L.R. 
20.

Avthority to bell—Warranty.
in an action for damages for breach of
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warranty in the sale of a horse by an agent, 
authority on the part of the agent to give 
the warranty cannot be established merely 
by evidence that tlie agent had sold 2 or 3 
other horses for his principal, there being 
no evidence that the principal was in the 
general horse dealing business.

Valiant v. Lounsburv Co., 31 D.L.R. 145, 
44 N.B.R. 225.
(ï II. A—7)—Power of attorney.

Whenever the very act of the agent is 
authorized by the terms of the power, i.e., 
whenever, by comparing the act done by the 
agent with the words of the power, the an 
is itself warranted by the terms used, such 
act is binding on the constituent as to all 
persons dealing in good faith with the agent, 
anil the persons mi dealing are not Imund 
to inquire into facts aliunde. Notwith
standing it was stimulated in a power of 
attorney, under which an agent had au
thority to make a sale of land lielonging 
to his principal, that any sale should lie 
for "and in the name of” principal a ron- 
traet entered into by the agent in his own 
name is enforceable by tlie purchaser 
against the principal. The agency of one 
who in his own name entered into an agree
ment for the sale of land lie was duly au
thorized to sell, may he shewn, in order to 
bind bis principal, in an action against the 
latter for specific performance of the agree
ment. [Morgan v. Johnson, 3 O.W.X. 207, 
affirmed on appeal.]

Morgan v. Johnson, 4 D.L.R. 643, 3 O.W. 
X. 1526, 22 O.W.R. 868.

An agent is not clothed with authority 
to make a binding agreement for the sale 
of land, by letters from his principal, in 
effect stating his price and terms of pay
ment. and that lie would refer all inquiries 
concerning the land to the agent, and 
directing that the necessary papers, upon a 
purchaser being found, be sent him for 
execution, and that he would come at any 
time if wanted, where subsequently and be
fore any sale was made by the agent, the 
principal wrote the agent not to do any
thing until his arrival.

Margolis v. Birnie. 5 D.L.R. 534, 21 W. 
Lit. 402. 4 A.L.R. 415.

One who enters into possession of land 
under an agreement for its purchase made 
by an agent of the owner, which was not 
satisfactory to the latter, cannot obtain 
spi-citie performance of the agreement where 
the agent had authority only to secure a 
purchaser and not to enter into a contract 
for the sale of the property.

Havner v. Wevl. 5 D.LR. 141, 21 W.LR. 
800, 2 W.W.R. 748. [Affirmed in 7 D.L.R. 
682, 22 W.L.R. 455, 3 W.W.R. 2U3.J

That an owner of land in agreeing to sell 
the same dealt with the purchaser's agent 
and not directly with the purchaser him
self. gives the owner no right to withdraw 
from the contract until the purchaser signi- 

, lies his approval of his agent's act, in the
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* -«.-nee of a stipulation to that effect in the 
contract.

Brown v. Street, 3 D.L.U. 291, 21 W.L.R.
N

Where an agent is authorized to sell 
land upon the terme of payment of one-third 
of the prive in cash on signing the agré
ment, an agreement for sale made hy him 
htipulating for a payment of a lesser sum 

n signing the agreement and for payment 
of the Balance required to make up the one- 
third cash when the title and documents are 
accepted ia not binding upon hi* principal.

Mavbury v. O’Brien, tt D.L.K. 268. 22 
ii.W.R. 677, ‘26 O.L.R. 628, reversing 23 0. 
L.R. 229, 3 O.W.N. 393.
I'owni or ATTORNKT—TO BORROW.

A general power of attorney to "draw, 
accept, make, eign, endorse, negotiate, 
pledge, retire, pay or satisfy any bills of 
exchange, promissory note#, cheques, drafts, 
orders for payment or delivery of money, 
securities, goods, warehouse receipt#, etc.,” 
confers no general power to borrow money. 
| iscobs v. Morris, [1902J 1 Ch. 816, fol
lowed.]

Tai Sing v. ('him Cam. 27 D.L.R. 528, 
23 B.C.R. 8, 10 W.W.R. 460.
1'OWKR OF ATTORNEY—ACCOMMODATION IN

DORSEMENT.
A general power of attorney hy a mar

ried woman to her husband conducting busi
ness for her, including the power to make 
ami indorse hills and mites, is sufficient to 
.barge her with liability on an accommoda
tion indorsement signed by the husband 
on her behalf for the benefit of a third 
party. [Court divided. See also decision 
No. 1. 26 D.L.R. 194, 4ft N.S.R. 40ft.]

Robinson v. Green, 36 D.L.R. 631, 51 
N.S.R, 204.
Power of attorney—Authority to with

draw FI NDS FROM BANK—WITHDRAWAL
by sey>:rai. cheques—Ratification.

X power of attorney filed with the hank 
at the time of depositing a certain sum of 
money, authorizing the attorney to with
draw the said sum, and give a reeeipt for 
•ime, and to endorse all documents ami 
cheques and ratifying in advance all that 
the attorney would do to withdraw the said 
-um, ia not exhausted by withdrawing hy 

* lieque a part of the money, and the liank 
i« justified in paying cheques issued by the 
attorney until the sum deposited has been 
withdrawn.

RnbidotUI v. Royal Rank, 44 D.L.R. 765,
21 Rev. de Jur. 66.
j II A—7 a)—Genf.ral or special agency.

Xn arrangement In-tween the owner of a 
farm ami his brother, whereby the latter 
was to work the farm on shares, the owner 
supplying the money needed to carry on 
farming operations and the profits to In- 
divided between them, does not constitute 
the brother either the general agent of the 
owner nor a special agent to purchase lum

ber fur um? on the farm, so as to render the 
owner liable for the purchase price thereof, 
it appearing that the brother conducted the 
farm in his own name, made the pur 
chase in question in hi» own name, ami 
credit wa- given to him by the seller, the 
brother having been prohibited from pledg 
ing the owner's credit, ami the seller believ
ing that the brother was the real owner of 
the farm.

Crown Lumber Co. v. Saulslierry, 11 D.L. 
R. 17, 23 W.L.R. 877, 4 W.W.R. 168, 5 A. 
L.R. 476.
Authority to purchase i.axo — Scope — 

Minerai» Rehcihhion.
An agent authorized to purchase land can

not bind his principal to an agreement for 
the purchase of land minus the coal ami 
minerals therein, and the principal has the 
right to rescind the agreement as ht ing 
beyond the scope of the agency; it is nut 
tpen to the vendor, where lie ha# entered 
the agreement as principal, to allege that 
the moneys thereunder were paid to him iu 
the character of agent only.

Kramo-Canadian Mortgage Co. v. Greig, 
08 D.L.R. 109, 55 Can. S.C.R. 393, [19171 
2 W.W.R. 121. affirming 2ft D.L.R. 260, lo 
A.L.R. 44, 34 XV.L.R. 1102. which reversed 
23 D.L.R. 860, 32 W.L.R. 280, ft XV.XV.II. 22. 
[l>eave to appeal to Privy Council refused 
memo. 55 tan. S.C.R.]
Générai, or special aof.ncy—Authority

roooumi xore.
An authority given by a vendor of land to 

a notary who drew up the contract of sale, 
to collect from the purchaser a cash pay
ment due under the contract, is merely spe
cial, from which no general power to col
lect the other payments accruing on the 
same contract can be inferred, so as to 
charge the principal with payments thus 
made to such agent who fails to aceount for 
them to the principal.

Willett v. Rose, 25 D.L.R. 258, 8 S.L.R. 
421, 9 W.W.R. 634, 32 W.L.R. 948, reversing 
31 W.L.R. 528.
Authority to collect—Scope.

An authority given hy a principal to an 
agent to receive money cannot lie construed 
into an agreement to allow the payer of the 
money to deduct from the same money al 
leged to l»e due to him hy way of commis
sion. [Todd v. Reid, 4 B. A Aid. 210. ami 
Bartlett ». PmtlaM, io H. <L c. TSS,

Wvlle v. Jones, 9 W.W.R 367, 32 W.L.R. 
635.
Authority of local manager — Settle

ment of accounth.
The settlement of a disputed account for 

a smaller amount by a local manager having 
the authority to do so is binding upon the 
principal, notwithstanding a regulation that 
• managers must obtain authority in writ
ing from superintendent or home office be
fore making discounts on any account."

Last XVest Lumber Co. r. Haddad, 25
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33 VV.L.R. IA,
,<AI.E OF LAND—SPECIFIC VKRMlR.M A M K XV- 

THOItlTY or AGENT—ALTERATION IX Mi- 
TKR1AL TKR.M — AUTHORITY MI ST BE j 
« I.EAR, I.XI'RKhS, AND UNEQUIVOCAL.

U-vilt v. Webster, 4 O.W.N. 554, 23 U. ! 
WM. 63,1. |Affirmed in 10 D.I..K. 812. 1
n\\S. 746.)
J’OWKR OF ATTORNEY—RtAoVABIl.lTY—DOCU

MENT UNDER BEAI.— AhhKNCE OF BEAL 
CONSIDERATION—HUSBAND AND WIFE.

Ranger v. Ranger, 17 O.W.N. 40.
Money lent — Advance of money upon 

l’RO.MI8SORY NOTE MADE IN NAME OF 
TRADER BY MAX AUER Afl ATTORNEY—AU
THORITY OF ATTORNEY NOT COVERING 
TRANSACTION—MONEY PLACED JO (REDIT 
OF TRADER IN BANK AND USED FOR Ills
benefit—Liability to repay qvasi- 
< ox tract — Action on promissory 
note — Amendment — Recovery for
MONEY LENT.

Miteliell v. Thompson. 16 O.W.N. 261.
(§ II A—8)—Rower to bell land—suf

ficiency of.
A power of attorney to let, manage and 

improve land, or to sell and absolutely dis
pose of it as and when the agent should see 
lit. will permit him to make a lease of the 
land and give the tenant un option to pur- 
ehase it at any time during the term of

Matthewson v. Hums, 12 D.1..R. 236. 4 O. 
W.V 1477. | Allirmed. 18 D.L.R. 399. 50
t an. S.C'.R. US.)
Agent’s authority — Vendor and pur

chaser—Sale of land.
Merely instructing an agent to give to 

a prospective purchaser the owner’s price 
and terms of sale, does not authorize the 
former to enter into a contract for the sale 
of land. | Hamer v. Sharp, L.R. 10 Kq. 108; 
Bradley v. Klliott. 10 O.L.R. 308. applied ; 
Rosenbaum v. Belson, [1900] 2 Cli. 267. dis
tinguished.]

liood v. Beseohv, 14 D.L.R. 325. 23 Man. 
L.R. 603. 25 W.L.R. 639, 5 W.W.R. 245, 
reteising 10 D.L.R. 440. 23 W.L.R. 304. 
Agkxt'n authority—Sale of ijxnd.

Where one of the owners of the lots of a 
city subdivision holds a power of attorney 
from his eo-owners authorizing him to make 
agreements for sale and do all things neces
sary for carrying out such sales, and where 
such owner, acting for himself and his eo- 
owners, holds himself out as having author
ity to carry out such sales, and makes con
tracts to effect same through a real estate 
agent, such owner’s acts in that regard are 
binding upon his associates.

Rowell x. Hewer, 11 D.L.R. 347. 6 A.L.R. 
61. 4 W .W.R. 626.
Agent’s authority — Sale of land — 

Breach of warranty of authority— I 
Burden in action for.

To recover in an action for breach of 1 
xx arrant y of authority as an agent, the ,

! plaint iff must shew that the agent entered 
! into a contract xx it li him xxliivh, if tin* 

agent in fact had tin- authority he repii- 
sented lie had. would lie binding on his 
principal. [Godwin v. Francis, L.R. 5 c.p. 

applied.]
Rcucoek v. Wilkinson. IS D.L.R. 418. 7 

S.L.R. 259. 29 W.L.K. 373. 7 W.W.R s.>. 
reversing 15 D.L.R. 216, 26 W'.L.R. 396. 5 
W.W.R. 1012.
Money order—Loan—Conveyance as rn 

a pledge—Extent of power of ai- 
tobney or proxy — C.c. arts. 1703, 
1764. 173(1.

According to the terms of the following 
power of attorney: . ." and generally
to do all-that is necessary fur tin* proper 
preservation of the goods" of the donor of 
the power and for the proper administra
tion of his affairs. To transfer and to re- 

I reive all monies, and to give all guarantee®
I mi mortgages or other matter. And to 

carry into effect the foregoing, to pass am 
sign all deeds, contracts and writings nv.•

| essary and required, to take up his abode 
and generally in the execution of his fuin 
t ion as special attorney of the constituent, 
and as administrator of his affairs during 
his absence, to do all that the attorney will 
judge to lie useful anl necessary for the 
constituent, the latter ratifying and prouii- 
ing to ratify everything which the attorney 
has power to do in conformity with his pre- 
cut powers and in addition that all acts of 
the said attorney relative to the investment 
of moneys, the sale of realty and other 
financial affairs and questions will receive 
the express approval of M. Arthur Gosselin, 
undersigned notary, whose advice in every 
case where the interests and welfare of the 
constituent are at stake or interested.” tin* 
attorney lias no power to borrow money for 
I he constituent, but he has the right to gin 
all credits and all guarantees. So that the 
constituent is responsible for any debt due 
to him from a third party which the after 
nev lias guaranteed, with the guarantee to 
furnish and give value on any loan made by 
the latter by virtue of said power.

In the eases when the attorney cannot ex 
ercise his power except with the approval 
of a notary named by the constituent, tb- 
acquiescence of the notary will he presume»! 
if he is the one who has acted as notary in . 
the acts agreed to by the attorney. "

Gain as v. l-egault. 28 Que. KB. 426.
Sale of land—Agent’s representations

Representations hv the authorized agent 
of a company employed to sell their lands, 
made to a friend in the course of social in
tercourse. not in the company’s interest, hut 
for the purpose of giving his friend a •‘tin " 
whereby both he and his friend might make 
a profit, are not binding upon the company.

( '. IV R. Co. v. A it ken, 29 D.L.R. 357. 34 
W.L.R. 999. 10 A.L.R. 123, 10 W.W .R. 1052. 
Title to purc hase money.

A., purporting to act on India If of P., pur-
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, iiuM'd lands from M. and gave in part pay
ment a cheque for #1,700 on the I). Trust 
i o., tlie receipt living acknowledged in the 
agreement for sale. M. sued I*, for the 
i-alance of the purvhaM- moneys, or fore- 
. Injure, and P. counterclaimed for the re- 
iurn of the moneys given in part payment, 
fhe Trust (,'o. (executor of A) disclaimed 
any rights to such moneys. The Trial Judge 
held that the purchase was beyond the au
thority of A., hut that P. had failed to dis- 
hiirgv the onus upon him of showing that. 

ilie moneys belonged to him. The C ourt of 
\ppf-al of British Columbia held that P. 
has sufficiently established his title to the 
moneys claimed and judgment was given ac- 
ordingly. Meld, that the judgment of the 

' . mi of Appeal should be affirmed.
McKee v. Philip, 38 D.L.R. 731, 55 Can. 

M R. 286. [11*17] 1 W.W.K. 690.
I on MISSION ON EXCHANGE OF PBOPKHTY—

statute of Frauds—6 Cko. V. 1 li 10, c. 
24, s. 19—Amendment—8 Geo. V. 1918, 
c. 20, s. 58—Statute unsatisfied— 
Faii.uke of action.

Xii agreement for commission must satis
fy the Statute of Frauds. 0 (leo. \\, c. 24. s. 
10, as amended by 8 (leo. V., e. 20, s. 58, 
and lie in writing separate from the sale 
agreement. It is a question whether the 
-tatute as amended requires the agreement 
to he on a separate piece of paper from the 
►ale agreement.

Davis v. fiegge, 40 D.L.R. 062. 46 O.L.R.
169.
PROPERTY LISTED WITH AOFNT FOR RALE— 

AGREEMENT—INTEBCHETAI ION.
Where an owner, with a view of selling 

his property, lists it w ith an agent, it is a 
question of interpretation whether the men
tion of the suggested terms of the proposed 
-ale in the agency agreement was intended 
merely as a basis upon which the agent 
‘honld negotiate, and therefore subject to 
moditieation during the negotiations with
out in any way varying or destroying the 
agency agreement, or was intended to hind 
the agent strictly to a sale oil the named 
terms before he can claim his commission.

King v. Sclion. 44 D.LR. Ill, 14 A.L.R. 
79, 11918J 3 W.W.K. 892.
Land listed with agent for sale—Ab

sence OF SPECIAL AGREEMENT—SALE BY 
owner—Com m ihh ion .

Xn agent with whom property has been 
li-tcd for sale, hut who has not an exclusive 
listing, in the absence of a special agree
ment that he is to be remunerated if he does 
not tind a purchaser, is not entitled to a 
commission where the owner sells to a pur
chaser whom lie himself has found.

Ha rager v. Wallace. 47 D.LR. 158, 12 8. 
LR SOI, 11919j S xx .xx .i: MS.
Al l IIORITY TO SELL LAND.

Williams v. Klingel, 9 D.L.R. 871, 83 W. 
LR. 67.

0 AGENT, 11 A.

Authority to bell land -- Repurchase
AGREEMENT — AciEXT CO-OWNER WITH
principal—Agreement not signed by 
agent—Liability of principal fob ri
Ft'SAL Til REPURCHASE.

Clarke v. Lu hum, 25 D.L.R. 751, 9 W. 
W.K. 271, 32 W.L.R. 549.
Sale of land—Purchase by agent.

The purchase by an agent, of land he was 
authorized to sell, without the knowledge of 
the principal, can only be attacked by the 
principal; it is no defence to an action of 
ejectment.

Palmason v. Kjernested, 39 D.L.R. 237, 28 
Man. L it. 429, [1918) 1 W.W.K. «07. affirm 
ing 36 D.L.R. 448, [10I7J 3 W.W.K. 312. 
Conflict of duty—Trustee Agent fob 

purchaser.
A trustee for the sale of land is not com

petent tv purchase the trust property as 
agent for a stranger; if the principal re
pudiates the purchase as soon as the facts 
come to his knowledge he is entitled to re
scission of the contract.

Stahl v. Miller, 40 D.L.R. 388, 56 Can. S. 
C.R. 312, [19181 i W.W.K. 197, reversing 
37 D.L.R. 514. 24 B.C.R. 490.
Agreement for sale of land—Authority 

of agent of vendor—Statute of 
Frauds—Specific pesfobmanci Dis
CBETIOX.

Betting v. Sneeth, 14 O.W.X. 326. [Af
firmed in 15 O.W.X. 102.J 
Lx ten hi ox of mandate—Evidence—Pre

sumption.
Under Queliec law-, proof by pre-umption 

is admitted without restriction: it is ad
mitted, even in a ease where parol evidence 
is not allowed. Kven after the mandate of a 
real estate agent for the sale of a property 
has expired, an extension of such mandate 
may be inferred under the following circum
stances, considered together: (ai When 3 
months after the delay granted to make the 
sale the agent transmits to the principal an 
offer which the latter accepts without mak
ing any remark, and that he holds this 
offer for 2 month» and keeps complété si
lence; (b) when, after 2 months, he calls 
upon liis agent to get the deed signed within 
3 days, otherwise he will consider the trans
action as mill and void, and (c| when tlm 
deed of sale i» signed by the parties within 
such delay. In such circumstances the 
agent, who sues by virtue of his mandate, is 
entitled to the commission agreed upon.

Parent v. Mendelsohn, 27 Que. K.R. 226.
Agent exceeding authority—Liability or 

principal—Sale.
A joint stock company is only hound by 

the acts of its agents if such acte have been 
expressly authorized or ratified by it. or if 
they are connected with the purposes of its 
undertaking. So a company which specu
lates exclusively in the purchase and sale of 
land, without being engaged in building, 
cannot lie made to pay for the price of ron- 

I struct ion material bought in the mime of
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the company by one of it* agents for the 
benefit anil advantage of third persons.

Blais v. Quebec Realty Co., 27 Que. K.B.
21b.
AGENTS REPRESENTATIONS—SaI.B OK LAND.

A principal is bound by the representa
tion and inducements made by hi* agent, 
within the scope of the agency, while nego
tiating a sale of land fur him, even though 
they lie unauthorized, unless they are dis
affirmed by the principal as soon as known

Magrath v. Collins, 37 D.L.K. 611, 12 A. 
L.U. 240, [1917] 3 W.W.K. 677. [See also 
32 D.L.R. 29, 11917] 1 W.W.K. 4H7.J
Mis* A PPM t'ATI ON OK PAYMENTS.

A notary who receives from the purchaser 
of an immovable a sum of money on ac
count of the purchase price, with instruc
tions to pay off the hypothecs and other 
charges against the immovable, who out of 
the same funds pays other debts of the ven
dor not affecting the property, exceeds his 
mandate and is obliged to reimburse to the 
purchaser the amount that he has paid 
without authority.

Malo v. Archambault, 52 Que. S.C. 363.
(§ 11 A—10)—Criminal actions—Agent’s

IMPLIED POWER TO INSTITUTE ON BE
HALF or principal—Emergency.

Authority of an agent to cause the arrest 
of a person on behalf of his principal may 
Is? implied in cases of emergency where the 
facts shew that the exigencies of the occa
sion require prompt action in behalf of the 
principal. The existence of such an emer
gency or exigency as will justify an agent 
in causing the arrest and prosecution of a 
person on behalf of the agent’s principal, 
cannot be implied where the arrest was 
caused many months after the commission of 
an offence against the principal.

March v. Stimpaon Computing Scale Co., 
11 D.L.R. 343. 4 O.W.N. 1269, 24 O.W.R. 
591.
(§ IT A—12)—Rights ok undisclosed 

principal.
On a sale of seed flax, where the sale-note 

contains the" name of the buyer’s agent in
stead of the buyer’s own name, but the sel 
1er when lie made the sale knew who the 
principal was and that the sale was really 
lieing made to him and not to his agent, in 
an action by the principal for breach of 
contract, the contract will he read as made 
with the known principal.

Carlstadt Development Co. v. Alberta Pa
cific Elevator Co.. 7 D.L.R. 200. 4 A.L.R. 
366, 21 W.L.R. 433. ‘2 W.W.R. 404.

Where 2 companies are represented in 
financial matters by a third, all with com
mon directors, and the financial company 
uses money which it lias in hand to tüe 
credit of one company, being the proceeds 
of a sale of the bonds thereof, for the pur
pose of redeeming certain maturing bonds 
of the other company pending recoupment 
hy the sale of a further issue of that com
pany’s bonds, and the transaction upon the

minutes of the financial company bears the 
appearance merely of a payment by it on 
behalf of the company whose bonds are re
deemed, and subsequently, upon the failure 
of the expected source of recoupment the 
minute is changed so as to shew that the 
financial company acted only as agent for 
the company whose money was used, and 
entries are made in the books of the re
spective companies, with the approval of the 
common directors, shewing that the bond-, 
have been purchased hy and were the prop
erty of that company, the proper conclusion 
is that the intention was to give pprmH- 
neuce to tlie original temporary transaction, 
and that the bonds became the property of 
the company whose money was used in the 
purchase thereof, and not of the financial 
company.

Northern Sulphite Mills v. Craig, 4 D.L. 
R. 82, 3 O.W.N. 1388, 22 O.W.R. 563, affirm 
ing 3 O.W.R. 214.

That the name of the person seeking to 
enforce an agreement to sell land does not 
appear in the documents constituting the 
contract will not prevent him shewing that 
the person named in the agreement acted 
as his agent.

Selkirk Land & Investment Co. v. Rob
inson, 13 D.L.R. 936, 25 W.L.R. 392, 23 
Man. L.K. 774.
Mutuality—Land hale—“Dummy” trans-

A contract made by a man purporting 
and professing to act on his own behalf 
alone, and not on liclialf of a principal, but 
having an undisclosed intention to give the 
benefit of the contract to a third party, can
not he ratified by that third party so as to 
render him able to sue or liable to lie sued 
on the contract. [Keighley Maxsted A Co. 
v. Durant. [1901) A.C, 240, applied.]

• Korovd v. Rodgers, 11 D.L.R. 626,23 Man 
L.R. 633, 24 W.L.R. 318, 4 W.W.R. 601. 
Undisclosed principal—.Judgment — Set

ting abide.
A judgment against an undisclosed prin

cipal will be set aside where there is no 
evidence connecting him with the contract.

Nova Scotia Dredging Co. v. Musgrave, 
40 D.L.R. 669, 62 N.8.R. 71.
6ai.e through stock broker.

Baker v. MacGregor, 10 D.L.R. 85L 4 
W.W.R. 512.
Authority of agent—Action against un

disclosed principals—Limitation or 
authority — Revocation — Knowi
EDGE OK PERSON GIVING CREDIT TO AOEM
—General agency.

McUiuglilin v. Gentiles, 17 O.W.N. 24.1 
(§11 A—131—Authority to advertise.

A financial agent engaged hy a company 
to sell its shares and merchandise (e.g.. 
gas burners i on commission has the power 
to advertise the sale of the same and solic
itations to suhscrilie for shares in the com-

French Cas Saving Co. v. Deslmrats Ad
vertising Agency, 1 D.L.R. 136.
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B. Agent’s purchase or sale on credit. 
I§ II B—15)—Agent's pikvhase or sale 

on credit.
In an action for goods sold and delivered 

plaintiff’s evidence shewed that the goods 
in question were sold to men employed on 
hull vd a steamer of which defendant was 
chief steward, and that defendant's under
taking, if any, was to pay for the goods if 
the parties to whom they were sold re
mained on the vessel after she cleared from 
st. .lohn, X.B., or to return the goods:— 
Held, affirming the judgment of the County 
« otirt, assuming this to lie the agreement, 
that defendant could only he held lialde in 
lainages for breach of his contract as 
i.ailce of the goods and not in the action 
a- brought for goods sold and delivered.

la-xine v. Sebastian, 45 N.S.R. 1110, 9 E. 
L.R. 311.
IS II B—16) — Implied authority op

AGENT IN CHARGE OF RANCH.
The defendant, who was a contractor 

ea trying on large operations, owned a 
ranch where he kept horses and mules, 
when they were not required for the pur
poses of his business. The action was 
•innight to recover $2,200 the price of a 
«billion which had been purchased for the 
defendant by the man who had charge of 
the ranch for the defendant:—Held, upon 
the evidence, that express authority to 
purchase was not made out. and that 
though ranching operations were impor
tant, they were only incidental to the 
main enterprise of the defendant, and there
fore that there was no implied authority 
in the servant to pledge the credit of his 
master to such a large amount, and to 
bind the master to a purchase of such a 
special nature.

Stout v. Kenny, 30 W.L.R. 518. 
Liability of principal fob goods PUR

CHASED BY AGENT.
A retail merchant who guarantees to a 

"Imjesale merchant the payment of mer
chandise sold to another merchant, and who 
afterwards purchases the business of the 
latter, leaving him in possession and as 
manager of the business, is liable for the 
price of goods sold and delivered to auch 
agent in good faith.

Duboie v. Bailey, 47 Que. S.C. 349. 
Contract fob purchase of goods made by

SUPPOSED AGENT OF DEFENDANT—FAIL
URE OF PLAINTIFF TO PROVE AGENCY—
Ratification—Holdi no out — Secret
COM MISSION — KRACD — STORAGE
charges—Recovery of small sum—

Stcmev Point Canning Co. ▼. Barry, 8 
O.W.X. 411.
Sale of goods — Action fob price 

—Question of fait — To whom
SALE MADE AND CREDIT GIVEN—EVI
DENCE—Finding of referee — Agent 
—Election—Assignment of claim- 
action BY ASSIGNEE—ABSENCE OF NO

TICE OF ASSIGNMENT — ADDITION OF 
ASSIGNOR AS PARTY PLAINTIFF—COSTS
— Items of account — Appeal from
REPORT.

Long v. Cage, 16 O.W.N. 14. 
Purchasing agent—Purchase of machin

ery on agent's credit.
Johnston v. Canadian Klondike Mining 

Co., 19 W.L.R. 60.
(8 II B—17)—Undisclosed agency.

Where a promise of sale of immovable 
property ie accepted in these words, “This 
promise is accepted for our client,” and 
the name of the client is not disclosed at 
the time, there is a valid sale and the per
son accepting the promise becomes person
ally responsible as the purchaser unless be 
discloses his client’s name and the latter 
accepts the property.

Dagenuis Modern Realty & Investment 
Co., 6 D.L.R. 816, 41 Que. S.C. 428.

Where the plaintiffs, who agreed to pur
chase land from one who did not disclose 
hie agency for the defendant, made a cash 
deposit thereon, and afterwards sent the 
agent an agreement of purchase for execu
tion, with directions that, when executed, 
the agreement, together with a draft for 
the lirst payment be sent to a designated 
bank, but the defendant, who was not in
formed by the agent of such direction, sent 
the executed agreement, together with a 
draft, to a different hank, which returned 
it to the defendant without making any 
attempt to collect or notifying the plain
tiffs thereof, a delay of a month on the part 
of the plaintiffs before notifying the agent 
of the nonreceipt of the agreement, when 
they stated that if they could not get the 
land they would be pleased to have the 
deposit returned, is not so unreasonable as 
to amount to an abandonment or waiver of 
the right to compel the defendant to speci
fically perform such agreement.

Edgar v. Vaskev, 4 D.L.R. 460, 5 A.L.R. 
246. 21 W.L.R. 444, 2 W.W.R. 413.
Agent’s intention — Undisclosed princi

pal—Xo AUTHORITY—RATIFICATION.
A contract made by a person intending 

to contract on liehalf of a third party hut 
without his authority, cannot he ratified 
by the third party so as to render him able 
to sue or liable to be sued on the contract, 
where the person who made the contract 
did not profess at the time of making it 
to be acting on behalf of a principal. 
[Keighley v. Durant, [1901] A.C. 240 fol
lowed. ]

Swanson v. Thomas, 20 D.L.R. 609, 7 W. 
W.R. 652. 25 Man. L.R. 94.
Undisclosed agency—Husband as wife's 

agent—Right to sue both, how lim-

Wliere the husband, who appeared to be 
principal in the transaction in respect of 
work ordered done by him, was in fact act
ing for his wife, who was the real prin
cipal. the parties doing the work, on dis
covering that fact, may elect whether they|
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will look to the husband or to the wife for 
payment, hut are not entitled to judgment 
againat both.

Stuvel Co. v. Detremaudan, 20 D.L.R. 
403, 20 W.L.R. 103.
LIABILITY OK UNDISCLOSED PRINCIPAL — 

Action AGAINST agent—"Factor or 
COM MISSION MERCHANT."

M., without dinclosiiig the fact that lie 
wn» acting a# agent for the Crown, pur
chased hay from the suppliant and was 
sued in a provincial court for a balance of 
the purchase price. At the trial that fact 
liecunie known to the suppliant, hut lie nev
ertheless proceeded with the case and recov
ered judgment against M. latter the sup
pliant brought an action in the Exchequer 
Court to enforce the claim against the 
Crown. Held, the suppliant having elected 
to proceed to judgment against M. could 
not afterwards sue the Crown. That M., 
having been retained to make such pur
chases on a commission basis, was a "fac
tor or commission merchant" and alone 
liable under arts. 173». 1738 C.C. (Que.).

Deiroaiers \. I he King, 46 D.L.R. 648, 
is tan. Ex. 461.
Mandate — Agent acting in hih own 

name — Lessee— Repairs — Rbhpon- 
RIBIUTY—C.C. xki. 1716.

Where a tenant in a building orders, in 
his personal name, repairs to lie made to 
the elevator for the benefit of the proprie
tor, without disclosing his authority to act 
for the landlord, he is an agent acting in 
his own name, and as such, he is liable to 
the third party who made tlic repairs, with
out prejudice to his recourse against the 
owner of the building.

Otis Fenson Elevator Co. v. David, 25 
Rev. Leg. 240.
Agency—Responsibility ok agent—Bank-

Rt'PTCY — YOU NTARY ASSIGNMENT —
Sale or debts—Delivery—Nullitt— 
Reimbursement—C.C. art. 1401, 1404.

Generally an agent cannot lie sued, hut 
when the authority appears under the form 
of a sale, or of any Act whatever by which 
the authority apparently vests the repre
sentative with all the rights of the owner, 
then the agent liecomes a sort of dummy 
and is personally responsible to a third 
party, even when the latter knows the true 
position of him with whom he is contract
ing. Thus in the case of a voluntary assign
ment made by a debtor for the benefit of 
his creditors, the assignees in trust who 
sells at public auction the hook debts of 
the bankrupt man, among which there are 
debts represented by notes found in the 
hands of hanks and which cannot be deliv
ered. the vendor can lie sued personally for 
cancellation of the sale on account of de
fault in delivery and for repayment of the 
price paid even if the sale has been made 
without any guarantee whatever.

Beaudoin v. Prévost, 50 Que. S.C. 273.

Workman niiii:n and employed by maxua-
I'AllY IN Ills OWN NAME.

Demers v. MeCrae, 40 Que. S.C. 123.
C. Agent's krai n or wronu.

Liability for negligence of officer or 
agent, see Municipal Corporations, II G—

Liability for agent's negligent driving, 
scope of employment, see Master and Serv
ant, 111 A—200.
(8 !• C—20i—Sale ok land—Commission 

—Payment by aoknt apparently on
HK.ilALK OK DIM LOSEIf PRINCIPAL—ÀGENT 
SKI RETLY ACTING FOR VNHEVKAI.KD 
THIRD PARTY—FRAI II OK AGENT.

Crerar v. Bray brook, 48 D.L.R. 083, 
[HMD| 3 W.W.R. 422, affirming [1919] 1 
W.W.R. 040.
Agent of company — Duty to further

BUSINESS OK COMPANY—UNFAITHFUL
NESS—RlGUT TO REMUNERATION.

Where the duty of an agent of a com
pany is to carry on the business of the com
pany so as to attract further business, un
faithfulness in the performance of such 
duty, oven without fraud, will disentitle 
him to any remuneration. [Canada Bond
ed Att’y v. Leonard Parmiter, 42 D.L.R. 
342, distinguished.]

t ook v. Hinds, 44 D.L.R. 586, 42 O.L.R. 
273.
Frai d of agent — Liability ok principal.

The principal is answerable for damage 
occasioned a person who was induced to 
enter into a contract to Imy a chattel liv 
the wilfully false representations of the 
agent for sale of such chattel.

Sager v. Manitoba Windmill Co., 16 D. 
L.U. 577. 6 W.W.R. 265, 27 W.Ut. 656. 7 
N.L.R. 51. affirming 13 D.L.R. 203. 24 W.L. 
R. 725. 4 W.W.R. 1078. [Affirmed. 23 D.L.R. 
556, 7 W.W.R. 1213.]
Kale or land — Secret profit — Princi

pal's RIGHT TO RECOVER.
An innocent purchaser of property who 

is induced hv the false representation of 
his agent to pay a price larger than that 
which the vendor is willing to accept has a 
good cause of action against such agent to 
tlu* extent of any secret profit which he 
is shewn to have derived in the transaction.

Riches v. Zimmerll. 16 D.L.R. 265. 6 W. 
W.R. 121. 27 W.Ï..R. 107. 10 B.C.R. 127. 
Exchange of lands — Agent represent

ing BOTH PRINCIPALS.
Where a real estate broker acting for 

both parties upon an exchange of land pro
cures a transfer to his own nominee of the 
lands of one of such parties for the purpose 
of effecting the promised exchange, hut 
closes the exchange agreement by transfer
ring to the other party only a part thereof, 
retaining the remainder for his own lienefit 
as a secret profit, the property so retained 
does not lielong to the customer to whom h<* 
pretended it would have to lie conveyed, if 
at no time in the negotiations was it offered
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to the latter; it should revert to the party 
-run "horn it was fraudulently obtained by 
the agent.

Toiiuwi v. Livingstone, It D.L.R. 659, 23
W.LR. 2«t. :t WAN .II. 77».
(R1MIN.1I. AVTIO.N — INSTITUTION BY AGENT

— Score or authority.
A per>on is not the agent of a company 

ho a* to render it liable for causing the 
«nest of a salesman employed by him on a 
i barge of converting property of the com-
I .any to hi* own use, where the only au- 
•'mri/ation of such person was the agent's

iiitract of employment, which provided 
that he should employ a reasonable number 
of salesmen, who were to enter into con
tracts directly with the company and with 
shorn all their dealings were to Ik- directly 
. oiiilueted. notwithstanding the agent by the 
terms of his contract with the company was 
re.|Hired to instruct them as to their duties 
and to assist them in their work, and not
withstanding a stipulation therein that the 
agent should lie answerable to the company 
for the acts of the salesmen employed bv 
him. and to hear any charge-liacks or ad
vances that the company might make in the 
salesman's accounts, or which the company 
should lie unable to collect from them, as 
well as for all goods belonging to the com 
pa ii y that might be in the possession of 
such salesmen.

March v. Stimpson Computing Scale Co.,
II D.L.R. 343, 4 O.W.N. 1209, 24 O.W.R.
5b 1.
Sa k of land — Agent of vendee receiv

ing SECRET PROFIT FROM VENDOR — 
Prix i pal’s bight to recover.

A secret arrangement Iwtween the respec
tive agents of the vendor and the purchaser 
of property that a price larger than that 
which the vendor is willing to accept, shall 
be demanded from the purchaser, and that 
the surplus shall he paid by the vendor to 
rlie agents, will not lie upheld by the courts ; 
and the purchaser, having paid the money 
in ignorance of such agreement, may re- 
■ -ver the amount of such secret commission 
from the vendor. [Cirant v. Cold explora
tion A development Syndicate, [19001 1 
V.It. 233; and Mayor etc. of Salford v. 
Lever, [1891] 1 Q.B. 108. followed. |

Peacock v. Crane. 14 D.L.R. 217, 29 O. 
LR. 282. affirming 3 D.L.R. 64.Ï.
Agent's era i d or wrong.

A principal is responsible for the fraud 
of his agent within tne scope of the agent's 
authority, whether the agent be acting for 
In* own henelit or not.

lie filov Adhesives, 7 D.L.R. 434, 23 O. 
W It. 348.'

V principal is bound to refund to the 
party with whom his agent contracted on 
hi* Mia If any profit in the transaction 
represented by the money lie lias received 
i i rough the fraud of his agent, whether the 
principal authorized the fraud or not. 
fKettlewell v. Refuge Ass’ee Co.. [1908] 1 
K.B. 545, [19091 A.C. 243. applied.]

I anadian Financier» v. Hong Wo, l D. 
L.Ü. ;;h. 17 B.C.R. 8. 19 W.L.K. 843, 1 W. 
W.R. 1177.
Agent's misrepresentations — Tiavel- 

I I.NG salesman.
A false representation by a travelling 

salesman, that a certain company had gone 
out of business, and that his employer had 
taken it over, made in the course of his 
employment, thereby inducing a purchaser 
to buy his goods, the principal retaining 
the bene lit, I* an actionable wrong which 
entitles the company to damages occasioned

Wodehouse Invigorator v. Ideal Stock A 
Poultry Food Co.. 35 D.L.R. 721. 39 O.L.R. 
302, varying 11 O.W.N. 296.
Authority to purchase — Agent's prop- 

erty—Con ckalm ext .
An agent to buy lands cannot hold hrs 

principal to an agreement to piuvliase land 
which in. in fact, the agent s own, if lie 
failed to make that fact known to the prin
cipal, or to disclose all the material facts.

Quebec Bank v. Greenlee*. 32 D.L.R. 282, 
10 A.L.R. 419. [1917) 1 WAV.11. 746. 1 Af
firmed in 33 D.L.R. 696. [1917] 2 WAV.lt. 
I44.|
Sale — Secret commission — Répudia*

TION OF CONTRACT.
A *ale effected under an agreement by 

the vendor's agent to split his commissions 
with the agent of the purchaser is void and 
may he repudiated hv the purchaser ; it is 
not necessary to prove an actual fraudulent 
or dishonest motive by the vendor's agent, 
or that the buyer’s agent was in fact in
duced thereby to make the purchase.

Barry v. Stonev Point Canning Co., 36 
D.L.R. 32fi, 55 Can. S.t'.R. 51, reversing 30 
D.L.R. 690. 36 O.L.R. 522.
CUSTOMS HROKEB — MISAPPROPRIATIIIN —

— Liability ok principal.
One employing a customs broker under a 

power of attorney, pursuant to the require
ments of the Customs Act ( R.H.V. 1886, e. 
32, ». 157; R.S.C. 1906, c. 4M. s. 1321, to 
transact all business with the collector of 
the port nr relating to the Department of 
Customs, is liable to the Crown for any 
duties unpaid through the fraudulent de 
vices of the broker -, the burden of proof 
that they had been paid or received by the 
Crown is upon the principal.

C.P.R. Co. v. The King. 37 D.L.R. 719. 
55 Can. 8.C.R. 374. affirming 11 D.L.R. 681. 
14 ( an. Ex. 150, 12 E.L.R. 309.
KraVDVLENT DEALING BT AGENT WITH COM- 

PA NY-B HAREM OK PRINCIPAL — FIDUCI
ARY relationship — Restoration of 
SHAKES OR DAMAGES --- ACCOUNTING, FOR
dividends — Reference — Costs. 

MeCallsm v. Fair, 13 O.W.N. 42. 
Commission merchant — Scope or au

thority — Negligence.
A contract lietween 2 merchants, by which 

one is obliged to sell at the market price 
vegetables the other has supplied him to las
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told un cow mission, is * mandate and uut a 
baie. A commission agent who has sold the 
vegetables for a prive payable at a time 
longer than that authorized by his mandate, 
ha< exceeded his authority and is personal
ly liable for the price of the goods sold. 
When such goods arrive during a bard frost, 
and the commission agent delays their un
loading to prevent their freezing, lie is not 
guilty of negligence nor responsible for the 
damage if thex do freeze.

Diimond v. Vipond, ôl Que. S.C. 54.
Agent copuechabeb — Faii.ube to dis

close AGENCY AS FRAUD.
An agent hax ing entered into an agree

ment with a vendor to find a purchaser for 
his property at a certain price, and on a 
compiission basis, and subsequently enter
ing into a contract with another for the 
eopurehase of tlie property with him, ia 
guilty of fraud if he conceals from his co- 
purchaser the fact that he is to receive such 
commission.

Hitchcock v. Sykes, 23 D.L.R. 518, 4» 
Can. S.C.K. 403, affirming 13 D.L.R. 548, 
20 O.L.R. ti.
ASSURANCE BY BEAL ESTATE BROKER—WHEN 

NOT FRAUD.
A sale of land by a real estate broker on 

behalf of the oxxncr who placed it for listing, 
without any formal contract of sale having 
been entered into between the purchaser and 
the owner, on assurance by the broker that 
the oxvner will abide by the sale, does not 
constitute a fraud ou his part so as to ren
der him liable, upon the failure of the oxvn
er to convey, for the loss sustained by the 
purchaser in a subsequent sale of the land 
on the strength of the broker’s assurance.

Peacock v. Wilkinson. 23 D.L.R. 107. 51 
Can. S.e.R. $10, | W.W.R. WO, affirming 
18 D.L.R. 418, 7 S.L.R. 259, 7 W.W.R. 85. 
Fraud ok agent — Purchase of land fob 

PRINCIPAL — ReSPO.N81BII.1TT OF VEN
DOR FOB 1 BAL'D OF PURCHASER’S AGENT
— Evidence — Secret commission — 
Rescission.

Cooper v. Parsons *Realty Co., 8 O.W.N. 
487.
Mortgage — Payment bt mortgagor to 

solicitor — Failure of solicitor to 
PAY OVER TO MORTGAGEE — VALIDITY 
OK PAYMENT — AUTHORITY OF SOLICI
TOR — Agency ■— Evidence — Onus.

Bolton v. Tyndall, 9 O.W.N. 266.
Real estate agent—Option—Fraud.

Mignault v. Desjardins, 39 D.L.R. 400, 55 
Can. S.C.R. 618, affirming 23 Rev. I#g. 85. 
Agent retaining property instructed to

EXCHANGE.
An agent xvho is instructed by his prin

cipal to arrange for him the exchange of 
an automobile valued at $2,000 for real es
tate. commits an illegal act, if. in so effect
ing the exchange, he represents to his prin
cipal that the price asked for the real estate 
is $2.000 in excess of the one really demand
ed by the owner of such real estate. Under
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the evidence plaintiff in this case is entitled 
to judgment against defendant for $1,500.

Duranccau v. Cote, 24 Rex. de Jur. 78. 
Hire ok work — Authority — Superin

tendent — Responsibility — Con
tractor — C.C. arts. 1709, 1710.

A worker xvho is engaged and paid as 
such, and is charged by his master to oon- 
duct and supervise his companions, is not 
a superintendent and is not responsible for 
useless work which may have been done, 
but if the master authorizes him to make a 
purchase, and the payment of certain mer- 
vhandise, then he becomes the agent of the 
latter and is responsible in this respect if 
he misleads his principal by error and de
ceit to the protit to the vendor.

St. Amour v. Meunier, 25 Rev. Leg. 387. 
Fraud ok agent.

A principal who authorizes an agent to 
execute a contract is responsible for the 
fraud of such agent. A fortiori is this so 
if the principal profits by the fraud of bis 
agent and appropriates to himself the bene
fit of it.

National Real Estate & Investment Co. 
v. Meloche, 20 Que. K.IL 212.
Railway ties — Inspection — Inspector 

Wfirtmt ai i in-Kin in EERF10» ok 
ACCEPTANCE.

Michaud v. The King. 13 Can. Ex. 147. 
Agent — Payment of mortgage moneys by 

mortgagor to solicitor OSTENSIBLY 
ACTING FOR MORTGAGEE — MISAPPRO
PRIATION by solicitor — Payment by 
cheque — Authority of agent to re
ceive money — Evidence — Holding 
out — Estoppel.

Delory v. Guyett, 16 O.W.N. 67.
(g II C—21)—Sale of land by agent for 

principal — Secret profit — Lia
bility to account for.

McLeod v. Higginbotham, 18 W.L.R. 29ff. 
Receiving a secret commission by agent 

or employee — Criminal offence — 
Independent contractor.

The King v. Vici, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 51.
D. Ratification.

(8 II D—25)—Ratification.
Where a hank’s representative gives in 

strurtion* to seize horses covered bv a lien 
note assigned to the hank a« security for 
money borrowed by the payee thereof, and 
the person so instructed seizes horses other 
than those covered by the note, at 2 differ
ent times, and the bank's representative 
ratified the act of such person in the second 
seizure and detaining of horses and instruct
ed him not to take back the first horses 
seized until he saw that he had the right 
ones, tlie bank ia liable for the acts of such 
person in seizing such horses.

Alfred Thien v. Bank of B.X.A., 4 D.L.R. 
388, 4 A.L.R. 228, 21 W.L.R. 192, 1 W.W.R. 
795.
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Agent's authority — Ratification — 

Statute ok Frauds.
While the requirement of a. 4 of the 

Statute of Frauds is that writing and sig
nature by the party to be charged or his 
ivj.-nt are necessary to make an enforceable 
contract for the sale of land, the authority 
of the agent need not be in writing; and 
where two or three joint owners gave a 
1 tower of attorney authorizing the third to 
make sales and to fix the terms of sale of 
tin* lots; and where a real estate agent was 
verbally authorized by such joint owner to 
|ir'K*eed to advertise and sell the lots, and 
diil so, and the joint owner ratified the sales 
so made, the agreements are enforceable 
under the statute against the three joint

Powell v. Hewer, 11 D.L.R. 348. 6 A.L.R. 
61. 4 W.W.R. «26.
Agent's authobitt — Sale or land — 

UNAUTHORIZED CONTRACT — RaTIFICA-

A landowner may repudiate an agreement 
for the sale of land made by an agent em
powered merely to find a purchaser, not
withstanding that, on being informed by 
telephone by the agent, that a sale had been 
effected anil a cash payment received, but 
without being informed of the agent’s exe
cution of the agreement on his behalf, the 
principal’s expressed approval of the sale, 
where on learning that he had been misled 
as to the identity of the purchaser, he noti
fied the agent of’his refusal to complete the 
sale, since his conduct, under the circum
stances, did not amount to a ratification of 
the agent’s act.

Good v. Beaeohv, 14 D.L.R. 325, 23 Man. 
LK. 603. 25 W.LiR. 639. 5 W.W.R. 245, re
versing 10 D.L.R. 440, 23 W.L.R. 394. 
Agent’s sale of land coxtbabt to in

structions — Repudiation — Rights 
of purchaser.

The property owner is not bound by the 
act of his real estate agent in selling sub
division lots at a lesser price than his in
structions warranted where there has been 
no approval or ratification of such sale by 
the owner ; the purchaser in such case who 
has paid purchase money to the agent may 
MIC the latter for its return on the principal 
repudiating the agent’s promise of sale, as 
money received under warranty of author-

Xfessier ▼. Chenery, 22 D.L.R. 527.
AUTHORITY TO PURCHASE — GENERAL OB 

SPECIAL,
A person originally employed as a “spe

cial agent” for purchasing certain goods 
may by the subsequent conduct of the par
ties become a “general agent” for purchas
ing that class of goods; such purchases 
living within the scope of the business in
trusted to him, and a number having been 
ratified by his employer, parties with whom 
h- deals have a right to assume that he 
lias full authority to make such purchases.

Stonev Point Canning Co. v. Barry. 30 
D.L.R. 690, 30 O.L.R. 622.
Arrest — Ratification — Estoppel.

An employer who permits his name to be 
used for the purpose of a criminal prosecu
tion thereby ratifies the act and is estopped 
from setting up want of authority.

Landry v. Bathurst Lumber Co., 35 D.L. 
R. 701, 44 X.B.R. 374.

An agent's unauthorized agreement for 
the sale of land can be ratified bv his prin
cipal only by his unequivocal and dehnite 
assent to the transaction.

Margolis v. Birnie, 5 D.L.R. 534, 4 A.L.R. 
415. 21 W.L.R. 462. 2 W.W.R. 445

On the failure of the contractor to com
plete the erection of a school for the plain
tiff school district, the defendant, as secre
tary-treasurer, and another trustee, with
out the authorization of formal trustee 
meetings, expendtxl certain moneys of the 
corporation in completing the building 
which was afterwards taken over by the 
corporation and used as a school-house. 
There were only 3 trustees and the third 
was not in the Province that season:—Held, 
that there had been such an adoption by the 
plaintiff corporation of the acts of the de
fendant and the other trustee, that the 
defendant was entitled to credit in his ac

counts as treasurer for the moneys so paid 
out. [ French v. Backhouse, 5 Burr. 2728 -, 
Sentence v. Hawley, 13 C.B.X.S. 458, and 
Bristow v. Whitmore, 31 L.J. Ch. 467, fol
lowed.] As the school building was built 
upon land which was not the property of 
the school district, the rule that an em
ployer does not, as against a contractor, 
accept the work done in the erection of a 
building merely by reoccupving his own 
land, did not apply.

School District of Vassar v. Spicer, 21 
Man. L.R. 777, 18 W.L.R. 147.
Ratification — Agents’ acts — Princi

pal ENTITLED TO BENEFIT OF PURCHASE.
Bell v. Coleridge, 5 O.W.X. 655.

Sale of goods to agent — Authobitt — 
Estoppel.

Agnew v. Davis, 17 W.L.R. 670. 
Authority of agent — Ratification — 

Estoppel.
Giberson v. Toronto Construction Co., 9 

B L R. 553.
Option — Authority of agent of vendor 

— Ratification.
C.P.R. Co. v. Rosin, 2 O.W.X. 610. 

Ratification — Purchase money paid.
Tavlor v. Helgeson, 3 S.L.R. 461, 15 

W.L.h. 273.
(8 II D—26)—What constitutes.

Where one who represents himself as an 
agent to purchase standing timber on an 
island enters into an agreement therefor 
and notifies his principals thereof and 
draws a draft on them in favour of the 
vendor marked “on account of the pur
chase,” and hie principals pay the draft, 
and enter the payment in their books as
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I» ing "on uce.iuut of tlu- purchase" of flu* i 
Maud, and writ»* to tin* agent that tln*y are 
pleased that he lias secured 1 ho island ami 
" rust it will turn out a good one for tim
ber. and subsequently send the agent to 
Inspect the island ami estimate thy timber 
thereon, and the agent in his defence de
scribes the transact ion usu purchase, and it 
appears that the principals had for some 
time desired to purchase the island, the 
principals must lie taken to have ratified 
the transaction as a purchase and cannot 
thereafter lie heard to say that they had 
taken an option only.

Thomson v. Playfair, « D.L.R. 263, 26 
O.L.R. «24. 22 O.W.R. 866, allirming on 
other grounds 2 D.L.R. 37.

Ratilieation of an agent's unauthorized 
agreement for the sale of land does not 
arise from the fact that the sum paid the 
agent by the purchaser was, without the 
principal's knowledge, included in the 
amount of a cheque given the principal by 
the agent for money actually due from him. 
which sum the former returned to the pur
chaser's agent as soon as he learned of its 
inclusion in the cheque.

Margolis v. iliruie, D.L.R. Ô34. 21 XV. 
L.R. 462. 4 A.L.R. 4L». 2 YV.W.R. 44.*.

\\ here an agent sold pulp wood from the 
land of his principal, thougli he was author
ized in writing only to mine and explore 
the property, a letter from the principal 
stating that the matter of "selling the pulp 
wood would he taken up \then'' the agent 
returned to his principal's head office was 
insufficient to add to the agent’s authority.

British North American Mining Co. v. 
Pigeon River Lumlier Co.. 2 D.L.R. 606. 3 
tl.W.X. 701, 21 O.W.R. 201.

Where several owners of land gave one 
of their number a power of attorney which 
authorized him to sell it and to approve on | 
behalf of the other owners, of an offer of I 
purchase, his tact approval of a sale effect- I 
vd by a third party employed by such co- 
owner to sell the land must be deemed to 
be also their approval and ratification of 
the sale.

Rogers v. 1 fewer. 1 D.L.R. 747. 16 W.L.R. 
R6S, f> A.L.R. 227. 1 VV.XV.R. 481. 
Ratification—What constitutes—Mach

inery ORDERED THROUGH SUPPOSED

Where a dealer in machinery, as an al
leged seller receives and undertakes to fill a 
machinery order from a construction com
pany through a middleman, whom the con
struction company reasonably believes to lie 
the agent of the dealer, the dealer may con
stitute himself a seller and the middleman's 
principal by estoppel, unless the transaction 
is disavowed and the alleged agency repu
diated within a reasonable time, where it 
appears that the dealer had notice of the 
other party's reliance upon the supposed 
agency.

Kd mont on Steamslmvellere v.
D.L.R. «38. 26 W.L.R. 234.

Ratification of unauthorized acts.
Where a benevolent society appoints a 

committee to secure rooms for lodge pm 
poses, and an officer of the society, although 
not a member of such committee, hut with 
its approval, enters into a contrail for the 
rental of rooms and makes a payment there
on, the conduct of the society in reimburs
ing him for his outlay adopting a vote 
thanking him for his services, and treating 
the office as binding, ratifies such agreement. 
| Reuter v. Kleetrie Telegraph i « K. L 
I!. 341, 116 Kng. R. 862: Smith v. Hull 
Lias* t o.. 8 C.B. «68, 11 ( .It. 867; Hoare \. 
Mayor of Lewisham. 8ft L.T.N.S. 281 : and 
Conway Bridge Commissioners v. Jones, 
102 L. I’.N.S. 62. applied. |

I Til ford v. Loyal Order of Moose, 14 D. 
L.R. 577, 23 Mail. LR. «41, 2ft W .L.R. 868. 
ft XV.W.R. 452.

Ratification ok agent's con tracts—Ks-

Where, upon a sale, with implied war
ranty, of certain machinery, the alleged 
trincipu), in whose name the sale was ef- 
eeted, received for continuation a copy of 

the agreement and held it for a protracted 
jieriod without repudiation and accepted 
specific part payments on the purchase 
price, and took part in correspondence as
suming' the relationship of principal and 
agent, he is thereby estopped, in an action 
on the warranty, from denying the agency.

Maple l>eaf Portland Cement Co. v. Owen 
Sound Iron Works Co.. 16 D.L.R. 33. 23 
O.W.R. 607. [Affirmed. 4 O.XV.N, 1186.]

I Agency by ratification—Adoptive acts 
WITH KNOWLEDGE.

An agency by ratification must lie evi
denced by dear adopt i\c acts which must 
Ik* accompanied by full knowledge of all 
the essential facts.

Lantern Construction Co. v. National 
Trust Co.; National Trust Co. v. Miller, 15 
D.L.R. 756, [1614] A.C. 167.

Ratification constituting agency.
To constitute an agency by ratification it 

is essential that the agent in doing the 
act to lie ratified shall not be acting for 
himself but should intend to hind a prin
cipal actually named or ascertainable. 
[Keighley v. Durant, [1001] A.C. 040, up-

Ka stern Construction Co. v. National 
Trust Co. National Trust Co. v. Miller, 1ft 
D.L.R. 755, [1614] A.C. 197.

Act without authority—Knowlf.dof.
In order that a jwrson may he deemed to 

have ratified an act done without his author
ity. it is necessary that at the time of the 
ratification he should have full knowledge 
of all the material circumstances under 
which the act was done, unless lie intends to 
ratify the act and take the risk whatever 
the circumstances niav have been.

W heeler v. llisey, 43 D.L.R. 92, 42 O.L.R. 
«54.
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-iK.NSIBLB AGENT—KsMPELL—JUDGMENT 

— Satisfaction.
In considering whether a person is bound 

U acts of an ostensible agent - which are 
. Ili-ged to have liven ratifieil, the distinction 
i- to lie observed between a ratilivation to be 
implied from eouduvt shewing an intention 

ratify and an estoppel to deny ratifica
tion, the ease, that is, where, without a 
conscious intention to ratify, the so-called 
principal is estopped from denying that 
i1 's conduct must lie treated a* a rati- 
lieation. In an action for a declaration 
th.it a judgment obtained by the defendant 
against the plaint ill' had been satisfied, held 
that there waw evidence to justify the jury 
in finding that there was an arrangement 
made between the plaintiff and the defend
ant's ostensible agent whereimder good» 
acre lianiled over to the defendant in satia- 
M-ti"ii of the judgment and that the agent's 
art had been rati tied, or adopted by estop
pel. by the defendant.

M' Kav v. Tudhope Anderson Co.. 44 D. 
L.R. 100, 14 A.L.R. 131, [10181 3 W.W.R.

AGREEMENT FOR SALE OF LAXD— AVTHOBITT 
OF AGENT OK VKXDOR—RATIFICATION— 
SPECIFIC PERFORMAXCK.

Mooney v. McCueig, 11 O.W.N. 163.
bl W I.OIKIED WITH BAXK TO HK PAIO OVFR 

UPON INSTRUCTION — AUTHORITY OF 
aiient — Payment —Ratification— 
Kstoppel.

Barrett v. Bank of Toronto. 11 O.W.N. 10. 
Cox TRACT made HY INDIVIDUAL—KVIDKNCB 

TO EKTARLIHH AGENCY FOR COMPANY— 
\l THORITY OK DIRtX TOR.

Bird v. Hussey Perrier Meat Co., 25 O.W. 
R. 13.
Dfi.ay in repudiating compromise.

X ereditor who has been offered hv his 
debtor a compromise of his debt, who in
structs a collection agency, usually em
ployed by him, to see if it would not lie bet
ter to accept such offer, and the agency 
accept* the debtor's offer aid gives him a 
discharge, cannot, after a year's delay, re
pudiate the act of the agency it being equiv
alent to an acquiescence and ratification of 
tin 'ompromise.

Ogilvie Flour Mills v. Pinard. 49 Que.
«.(. 282.
Bonus purchased bt agent—Dispute a* 

to ownership— Evidence — Declara
tion as to—Agent given men for
PART PURCHASE-MONEY PAID.

Northern Sulphite Mills v. Craig. 20 O.W.
R 317.
A< ENT'S COMMISSION—BREACH OF CONTRACT, r

Gibson v. Carter. 24 O.W.R. 821.
III. Rights and liabilities of agent.

(§ III—301—Agent employed to do cer
tain WORK FOB A CERTAIN SUM—COM
PLETION of work—Work useless— 
Right to rec over amount agreed on.

If an agent is employed to perform cer-

. tain work for an agreed amount, that 
amount is putable when the work is com
pleted even should it transpire that the 
work done by the agent prote ti-eless to tlie 
person employing such agent. The general 
principle, that a solicitor must ever. i*e the 
utmost good faith in transactions with hi* 
client, does not apply where the solicitor is 
employed to do special work, far removed 
from that of an ordinary solicitor, wlu re no 
had faith is shewn.

Whiteside v. Wallace Shipyards, 45 D L. 
R. 434.
Disobedience of instructions.

An agent who diaoiieys the instructions of 
his principal is liable to pay for any loss 
which in the ordinary course of thing- .» the 
result of such disobedience.

Globe &. Rutgers Fire Ins. Co. v. Wet more 
23 D.L.R. 33, 411 N.S.15. 55.

There is no cause of action for breach of 
implied warranty of authority of an alleged 
agent where there is no misrepresentation 
of the fact of authority, e. g., where tlm 
person signing in a representative capacity 
tells the person with whom he is dealing 
that he lias no authority, hut the negotia
tion* proceed in anticipation of their ueing 
confirmed by the principal, [.loues \. Hope, 
3 T.L.R. 247 (al. followed: F’olhill v. Walt
er. 3 B. 4 Ad. 114. distinguished.|

Thomson v. IMayfair, 2 D.L.R. 37, 21 O. 
W.It 867, 25 O.L.R. 365.
Sale of land—Kbaud—Liability of agent 

—Concealment—Rescission.
Clark v. Hep worth, 3# D.L.R. 305, 55 ( an 

S CR. «14. 111118) 1 W.W.R. 147. affirming 
34 D.L.R. 177, 10 A.L.R. 465, [1017] 1 W. 
W.R. 806.
Fiduciary relationship—Accounting by 

agent fob misappropriated fund*— 
Action to recover back payment*— 
Documentary evidence as to vf.rao-

Wood V. Hanes. 33 D.L.R. 166, 38 O.L.R. 
583, reversing 10 O.W.N. 46.
Claim for money* due by agent—Coun

terclaim FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT.
Canadian take Transportation Co. v 

Browne. 24 O.W.R. 140.
Sale ok money order — Accounting to 

principal—Defence — Conviction ior 
theft— C.O. i Que. i 1030. 1709. 1713.

Tn an action by a principal against hi« 
agent, for $3,998. representing the sale of 
money orders, wherein the declaration si- 
leges a contract of agency, and also that the 
defendant had received for sale a certain 
amount of money orders ••belonging to the 
plaintiffs upon terms requiring the -aid de
fendant to account for,” verbal evidence van 
be admitted to prove the business between 
the parties and the amount for which the 
defendant should render an account. The 
farts that the principal had another person 
arrested and convicted for theft a« agent 
of money orders, doe* not relieve the defend-
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«ut of his civil responsibility to account for 
the sale of the name money orders.

Dominion Express Co. v. Dini, 46 Que.
IC. SM
Joint mandate—Accounting.

When heirs entrust a person with the 
receipt of debts due the succession, they 
thereby give him a joint mandate, and the 
agent i* only bound to render a common 
account without specifying the share of each 
heir. Further, lie is only obliged to pay 
over the balance of the account upon a joint 
discharge by all these principals so long as 
the latter have not settled their respective 
portions between themselves.

Martineau v. Paquet, 4!) Que. 8.C. 165. 
Agency—Omni at ions ok agent—Automo- 

HIIF.— RENDERING OF ACCOUNTS—C.C. 
ART. 1713. 1714.

A person who delivers an automobile to 
his agent for the purpose of selling it and 
allow- him to use it for that purpose, 
can reclaim it from him even 2 years after
ward*. and the car must be returned in the 
same condition as when it was delivered. 
If the machine, while in the possession of 
the agent, has lieen several times broken 
and repaired, if the motor ha* been changed 
in a considerable degree, and the carriage 
has also deteriorated, the agent must re
turn the automobile and pay all the dam
ages. In a case where two parties have 
account* against each other, they have a 
right of action for rendering account, but 
this action is not essential when the de
fendant doe* not pretend that the 'plaintiff 
is indebted to him and all the necessary 
elements to decide the action are before the 
court.

Duranceau v. Cot#. 56 Que. S.C. 127.
(S II!—31 )—Fiduciary capacity — Con

flict OK INTEREST—AGENT’h NONDIS
CLOSURE—pRIWIPAl’S REMEDY.

A person in a fiduciary relation is not 
allowed to put himself in a position where 
his duty and interest conflict; lie is bound 
to communicate all the information he has 
acquired respecting the property which is 
the subject of the fiduciary transaction, and 
may l»e held liable to account for the share 
of profit which in bad faith he obtained by 
the amount of which the person to whom 
lie owed the duty would have benefited had 
disclosure been made. fRrav v. Ford,
| 1896] A.C. 44 ; F.mma Silver Mining Co. 
v. t irant. 11 Mi. D. 918. applied. |

Radford v. Stannard, 19 U.L.R. 768. 8 A. 
L.R. 405, 7 W.W.R. 986.
Fiduciary capacity—Honest breach of 

duty—Com pen ration .
Vpon an agency contract to sell lands a 

breach of dutv bv the agent which is not 
tainted by dishonesty but i* merely the re
sult of a mistaken notion of his rights, will 
not disentitle him to commission, although 
lie is liable to his principal for any profits 
illegally received. fHippisley v, Knee. 
(19051 1 K.B. 1. applied; Andrews v. Ram
say, (1903) 2 K.B. O.I.i. distinguished; Man

itoba k N.W. Lund Corp. v. Davidson, 34 
Can. S.C.R. 253. considered.] •

Complin v. Begg*, 13 D.L.R. 27, 24 W. 
L.R. 871, 24 Man. L.R. 596, 4 W.W.R. 1081.

Where an option of purchase has been 
obtained by real estate agents to themselves 
from the owner under circumstances which 
render it voidable for nondisclosure by the 
agents of facts brought to their knowledge 
while they were acting in a fiduciary capac 
ity for the owner, a conveyance made to 
the agents in conformity with such option 
may be set aside together with the option 
agreement which is impeached ; and the 
conveyance will not operate bv wav of es
toppel or confirmation unless it clearlv *p 
(tears that the owner had, in the meantime, 
obtained from some source the information 
and advice which bis agents ha I improperly 
withheld, and had notwithstanding, elected 
to affirm the transaction.

Lavcock v. Lee, 1 D.L.R. 91, 19 W.L.R. 
841, 17 B.C.R. 73.
Secret profits--Fiduciary relationship— 

Agency vel non.
Roach v. Grav. 27 D.L.R. 726, 22 B.C.R. 

653, 10 W.W.R. 813.
Fiduciary relationship — Profits — Ac

counting—Damages.
Marier v. Marier, 27 D.L.R. 11. 

Purchaser by agents in name or third 
person—Contract under real—Lu 
bii.ity of agent—Undisclosed princi 
pal—Damages for i.oss occasioned rt 
SALE TO PERSON WITHOUT MEANS—RE
TURN OF COMMISRION.

Millar v. Philip. 9 O.W.N. 469.
Fiduciary capacity—Conflict or inter 

est—Goons sold under written agree
MENT— "To ACT AS AGENT ON COMMIS
SION” — Assignment or agent for 
BENEFIT OF CREDITORS—OWNERSHIP OK 
FI OUR ON HAND — OUTSTANDING AC
COUNTS DUE AGENT FOR SALE OF GOODS 
BELONGING To PRINCIPAL—AGENT THUS 
TEE FOR SELLER—ASSIGNEE ALSO TRI S

Western Canada Flour Mills, v. Middle 
boro. 19 Ü.W.R. 722, 2 O.W.N. 1379. 
Account—Commission — Secret dealings 

or agent—costs.
Brodey v. LeFeuvre, 6 O.W.N. 175. 

Authority — Double commission — Real 
estate agent — Commission — F.x 
change — Immoral Contract — C.C. 
arts. 989. 1200, 1710.

A person cannot act as an agent for tw> 
parties in an exchange of property, that 
would lie illegal, and although this fad 
should not be pleaded in an action for tin- 
recovery of commission, the court should, 
where proof is shown, take eognizanee of 
the duty and refuse the demand.

Auhut v. Carneau, 27 Que. K.B. 474; Cote 
v. lUHournay. 25 Rev. l*g. 63.
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Xacit authority—Sale or béai. ehtate—

Com mission—Society—Rendering of
ACCOUNT — GOOD l AiriI — C.C. ARTS.
1701, 1713, 1842.

If a person at the request of another sub
mits to him properties which ought to be 
, rf-M'il for sale, anil the latter in doing so 

•r-T- liiin a certain piece of real estate anil 
11 lire* for him, at his request, an option 
from the buyer, there is a tacit authority 
vutiierieil to the person who has acted lie 
ia«***n the buyer and seller. If. again, this 
representative forms an association with his 
.m"lover and other persons to exploit the 
i es I estate bought, they form between them 
.vives a society in which all memlwre ought 
to act in guuid faith and loyalty towards 
, ! h other, and this representative ought to 
lender to the society an account of all the 
. mmi-sion hi? has received from the seller.

i r-iwn Real Estate Co. v. Mack 25 Rev. 
leg 202.
\m m y— Aoent contracting with princi-

I* A I. - No CONFLICTING interest.
The rule of law as to an agent not dealing 

*« a principal with his principal rests on 
tlie consideration of a conflicting interest 
in the person of the agent, hut where an 
sji'iii contracts to raise money for his prin- 
, ipal to l>e secured on mortgages by the 
principal on specified terms, there is no 
M il'll, ting interest to prevent the agent 
.i i\slicing the amount himself, if there is no 
MMvial stipulation to the contrary.

May v. Dalgety, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 953.
It 111—32)—Contract—Personal liabil-

Wlie.v the terms of a contract clearly 
indicate that an agent making the contract 
it to In- personally liable, he is Imund by the 
contract, regardless of his own intention, 
unless it can be shewn by extrinsic evidence 
that there was an express agreement that 
the agent should not be liable, and that the 
contract rendering him liable was so drawn 

\ mistake. [Wake v. Harrop, 6 H. 4 X 
Tils, followed.]

t urrie v. Wrefurd, 38 D.L.R. 618, 11 S. 
li.1V 22, [1918] 1 W .W.R. 315, reversing lu 
SLR. U7. [Affirmed in 49 D.L.R. 891. 
[1919] 1 W.W.R. 380.)
( UN TRACTS BY AOENT—NkcENHARIEH.

X person placed in charge of range cattle 
to timl feed for them may be considered the 
owner's agent to contract for necessary 
pasturage for starving cattle which it was 
V-und en route it would not In- practicable 
to drive to the destination of the lieivi.

I amphell v. Newholt, 20 D.L.R. 897.
On < OXTBACT*.

An agent appointed by parol cannot bind 
hi- principal by deed. Under an instrument 
luiliori/.ing an agent to mine and explore 
t!»' property of his principal and “to act 
for and take such action or actions as lie 
m.iv consider necessary in the interest of 
h,- principal, such agent was appointed and 
employed to “mine and explore" only and 
tic general words in the eoneluding part of

Can. Dig.—117.

the document are limited to that employ 
ment and give» the agent no power to sell 
trees and timber from the principal's prop

Rritish North America Mining Co. v 
Pigeon River Lumlier Co., 2 D.L.R. 809, 21 
O.W.R. 291.
CONTRACTS—1'EK.snN At. LIABILITY OF AOENT.

The question whether un agent who has 
made a contract on behalf of bis principal 
is to lie deemed to have contracted person 
ally, and if so, the extent of his liability 
on the contract, depend on the intention of 
the parties to tie deduced from the nature 
and terms of the particular contract and the 
surrounding circumstances.

Dusseault v. Kopp, 23 D.LIt. 332, 8 tv
L.R. 88.
DEPOSIT PAID BY PRINCIPAL TO AOENT OX 

NEGOTIATION FOR LEASE—PAYMENT OVER
in I.F.SHOB—Leake not execute!»—At
TIOX A0AI.NKT AOENT FOB BEI CRN OF l»E
punit—Evidence.

Goodrich v. Robins, 9 O.W.N. 71.
On CONTRACTU.

Action to recover price of a gasoline en 
gine, claimed by the plaintiff to have lieeu 
sold to the defendant. Defence that defend 
ant was acting as agent only of I... the 
actual purchaser. Defendant ‘ admitted in 
his evidence^that he informed plaintiff- that 
they mightVliarge the price of the engine 
to "L. or to P. our agent at A":—Held, 
upon the evidence, that the defendant was 
liable as purchaser.

Bruce Stewart 4 Co. v. Wedlock, 12 E. 
L.R. 408.
Contract mahe th rough agent — Corrk 

epoNDENc*—Conduct.
Maple Leaf Portland Cement Co. v. Owen 

Sound Iron Works Co., 4 O.W.N. 1189.
(| III—33)—Customs broker—Liability 

for negligent handling or bills or

A customs broker entrusted with an en
dorsed bill of lading solely for the purpose 
of clearing the goods through the customs 
is not justified in lending the hill of lading 
to the carrier to enable the latter to tlx the 
freight charges, and is answerable in dam 
ages if the seller who lias consigned the 
goods L> himself loses them in consequence 
of the broker's wrongful or negligent act A 
customs broker who is entrusted by his client 
with a duplicate bill of lading endorsed in 
blank to facilitate the passing of customs 
is liable in damages to the client if, through 
the negligence of the broker's agent the 
bill of lading is improperly delivered either 
to the buyer of the goods or to the railway 
company at destination if as a result the 
buyer obtained delivery without paying for 
the goods which were under consignment to 
the seller ; the damage in such case is the 
price plus the interest at 5 per cent from 
tin- time of wrongful delivery to the date 
of entering judgment

Wolsely Tool 4 Motor Car Co. v. Jackson
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Putts A t «... 21 D.L.K. «10. .13 U.L.R. fttt. 
[Aflirmvd in 33 O.L.K. .'>87.J
iNHURANU. AULX T — LIABILITY FOB NEGLI

GENCE)—FaILUBL TO ADV1HK 1XHUBEU OF 
BlhK. IN PHOllIHim) CLAbh.

An insurance agent is liable fur the le
gally enforceable (lamages sustained by his 
company where he insured against a risk 
contrary to instructions given him by the 
company, by issuing au interim receipt to 
the insured, but where knowledge of this 
fact never reached the company until the 
loss was sustained; it appearing that the 
agent acted negligently and carelessly and 
without due regard to the interests of his 
principal. The measure of damages is the 
»um which the company was liable for under 
‘lie policy and the premium paid to hut not 
accounted for by the agent, hut the com
pany is not entitled to the sum paid out for 
■ lists of court or counsel fees in unsuvress- 
iul 1 y defending an action brought by the 
insured under the policy in question.

Independent Cash Mutual Fire Ins. Co. 
v. V interborn, 10 U.L.lt. 11.3, 4 O.VV.N. 074, 
24 U.W.R. 0.
Filling in blanks—Registration.

'Hie duty of an agent under the agency 
contract, to till in blanks "to permit of 
proper registration,” refers to the body of 
the instrument and not to the affidavit.

G ray-Campbell v. Reimer, 36 D.L.R. m 
1] A.I..R. 437. [11117] 2 W.W.It. Dill.
XEGMtiKXCR OF AGENT—SAI.E OK WHEAT—

Loss to principal—Agent’s liability. 
Tlie prompt carrying out of the express 

orders of his principal by an agent even 
though loss result* therefrom does not con
stitute negligence or breach of duty on his 
part; unless circumstances are such that no 
reasonable agent would carry out his prin
cipal's orders. [Saskatchewan Co-operative 
I'.levator Co. v. .lackson. 4!l U.L.Î1. 354 ; 
Commonwealth Portland Cement Co. v. We
ber | imif>l A.C. 68, followed. 1 

tiearhart v. Quaker Oat* Co., 4ft D.L.R. 
357. llftlft] 3 W.W.It. 888.

Where a principal orders to he done on 
bis premises a work, lawful in itself, but 
from which, in the natural course of things, 
injurious consequences to his neighbour 
must be e.Nptvtcd to arise unless means arc 
adopted by which such consequences may be 
prevented, the principal himself is bound 
to see to the doing of that whieh is neces
sary to prevent the mischief, and lie cannot 
relieve himself of his own responsibility by 
employing some one else (whether servant 
or independent contractor) to do what is 
necessary to prevent the act lie had ordered 
to lie done from lwoming wrongful. | Rower 
v. Peate. 1 Q.R.D. .'121. 32(1 : Mersey Docks 
« o. Trustees v. (iihbs, L.R. 1 H.T.. 113. 114 : 
Pickard v. Smith, 10 C.B.N.S. 480. applied. | 

t'ovkshutt Plow Co. v. MacDonald. 8 D. 
UK. 112, 5 A.L.R. 184. 3 W.W.R. 488.

An agent who had no authority to hind 
mi insurance company until it had approved 
an application for insurance, is not liable

for failure to effect insurance upon property 
before it was destroyed by fire, where he 
agreed with the applicant only to submit 
his application to the company for appn-v 
a I, which be did without negligence, and it 
did not appear that he unconditionally 
agreed to place and effect such insurance.

Binkley v. Stewart Co., 4 D.L.R. Lift, 22 
n.U l,\ 330.

A person employed to secure additional 
insurance on certain property, a correct 
specification of what was required being 
given him. who receives the |K>lu-y from the 
underwriters and forwards it to'his clients 
without reading it is liable for the damages 
sustained by the latter by reason of their 
being compelled, upon the loss of their 
property by tire, to compromise their claim 
against the insurance because of an errone
ous specification in the policy so obtained 
of flu- prior insurance carried by them.

Rudd Paper Box < o. v. Rice*. 3 D.L.R. 
263, 20 O.W .R. 117!». allirming 2 O.W.N. 1417.

The agency of the defendant to bis son, 
whose, negligent driving of an automobile 
resulted in an injury to the plaintiff, is nut 
established by the facts that the son had 
I he opportunity of using the vehicle when
ever lie liked, and that on the day when 
the accident occurred it was the intention 
of the defendant that his son should lat. i 
in the day lake the defendant's family rid
ing, where it appeared that the son hud 
obtained the car from the garage where it 
was kept by the defendant, and was taking 
a few of his own friends for a ride when 
flie accident occurred since, at the time of 
the accident, the automobile was being used 
solely for the purposes of the defendant'!.

B. A R. Co. v. McLeod, 7 D.L.R. 570. 5 
A.L.R. 170, 22 W.L.R. 274. 2 W.W.R. lw:i. 
Liability um .negligence.

In an action on a lire insurance policy 
the defendant insurer may recover from it» 
agent, made a third party, as damages for 
the latter’s neglect of duty a» the insurer's 
agent to give the insurer suHieient informa 
tion of the hazardous character of the risk, 
resulting in too small a premium being 
charged, the difference between the ami» 
tnmed premium which would have liecii 
charged on a proper discovery of the ma 
terial facts known to the agent and the 
lower premium which was in fact charged 
upon ills negligent classification of the risk.

Stoness v. Anglo-American Ins. Co.. 3 
D.L.R. 63. 21 U.W.R. 405.
Investments — Liability or agent—Con

flict OF EVIDENCE — FINDING OF FACT.
Boyd v. Brodic, ft O.W.N. 477.

(8 HI—341—Liability of agent to pkin- 
CIPAL FOR FBAL’D.

One employed to ascertain the lowest 
price for which property may lie purchased, 
who deceives his principal and induces him 
to pay more than the owner of the prop
erty was willing to accept, is answerable 
to hi* principal for the difference. [Hutch
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iusoii v. Filming, 40 Vhii. 8.V.R. 134, fol-
Tn'v. Yates, 17 D.L.R. 43.',. 1» B.C.R. 

3.")."», *28 XX’.L.R. 83. 6 XV.W.R. 746. allinning 
12 D.L.R. 41H, 4 W.W.R. 103.-».
SLiKI.P PROFIT I1Y AGENT — REAL ESTATE

iuniK >:n — Nondisclosure on ubttino
ilVTIOX FROM PRINCIPAL.

Where h real estate broker, holding an 
option from hi* principal for the purpose 
only of satisfying prospective purchasers 
• t lie could carry out a sale, report* to 

- principal that he had been unable to 
i the price hut would take the property 

i mself and charge no commission, and the 
principal aei|uiesee*, the agent must ac- 
-.nut to the principal for the profit made 
-H an undisclosed resale which iie had al- 

ready effected at the time when he gut his 
principal to sell to him. [Andrews v. Ram- 
-ax. |MMI3] 2 K.H. 635, applied.| 

i.ilbert v. Store, 17 D.L.R. 18». 28 W.L. 
R. 106. 6 W .W.R. 71».
Investments made by aoext for princi

pal — Liability of agent’s estate 
for losses — Trustee - Dealings 
in speculative stocks Want oe
CARE IN INVESTING IN MORTGAGES —
Nbsence of fraud Honesty and

GOOD FAITH 01 AGENT — ACCOUNT —
Reference.

Brewer v. MvDougal, 16 O.W.N. 337. 
A-.i.vr’s innocent misrepresentation.

While liability for a fraudulent repré
sentai ion made hy an agent would be upon 
luith the principal and agent, the respon
sibility is that of the alone when
the representation* are innocently made by

i.o-ïlv' v. Carlson, 10 D.L.R. 822, 28 W.
L.R. 031.
Principal and agent — Property or- 

pained by agent of vendor from pur-
I 11 AKER BY MISREPRESENTATION — LlA- 
IIII I I V OF AGENT TO PURCHASER.

Whittaker v. Taylor. 4 A.L.R. 40, 19 W.
I..R. 062.
(8 111—30)—Commissions — Reposses

sion of GOODS.
X provision in an agency agreement that 

no commission is to be earned or paid on 
"goods taken back,” include* goods ‘‘re
possessed” from the purchaser, under the 
term* of the contract of sale, owing to a 
-!<• lault in payment of the balance of the 
purchase price, and if any commission ha* 
I-ceil previously paid, it is the duty of the 
iigeiit. upon repossession of the goods, to 
M fund it. [Taylor v. Laird, 1 H. & X. '266; 
Mutton v. Thompson, 38 L.J.C.P. 225, dia- 
tinguislied.]

Cowie v. Sawyer-Massey. 27 D.L.R. 524, 
•i S.L.R. 222, 34 W.L.R. 274. 
Compensation — Insurance agency — 

Basis fob computing commission.
X stipulation in a contract for a lire in- 

Hirancc agency that the agent shall receive 
in addition to a regular commission a stated

percentage ou the "annual net protlU” from 
business in his territory, arrived at by 
deducting from the gross premiums all 
return premiums, rebate, losses, ami loss 
expense# paid and commissions paid, is to 
lie construed as u mode by which the net 
prolita of the year were tu la» adjusted; tilt- 
word* "losses and loss expenses paid"" a> 
used in relation to such annual net profits 
mean losses actually paid during the year 
and deduction is not to be made of other 
losses and expense* paid afterwards in re
spect of that year’s business.

Douglas v. Acadia Fire Ins. Co., 1» D.L. 
R. 505, reversing 15 D.L.R. 883, 14 K.L.R. 
74. 47 N.S.R. 517. and restoring 12 D.L.R. 
41», 13 E.L.R. 157.
Compensation — Commission ox accepted

ORDERS WHEN HIED FAILURE TO COM -

White v. National Paper Co., 16 D.L.R. 
801, 6 O.W.N. S3.
Real estate agent — Principal's duty.

Upon a contract hy a real estate agent 
to sell land* for hi* principal, the obliga
tion of tin* latter to treat the agent honest
ly and to do nothing lalculated to deprive 
him unfairly of hi* commission is a* strict 
as that of the agent to act honestly and 
to refrain from accepting (under ordinary 
circumstances i any commission or other 
benefit from the purchaser.

Complin v. Beggs, 13 D.L.R. 27. 24 Man. 
L.R. 586, 24 XV.L.R. 871, 4 W.W.R. 1087. 
Agent’s compensation — Accounting — 

Claim for travelling expenses.
On an accounting for service* jlf a finan

cial agent, lie should not be allowed the 
full amount of travelling expenses incurred 
upon a trip upon which he bought property 
for his principal, where it appears that he 
purchased much more property on his own 
account at the same time.

Bureau v. Laureneelle, 11 D.L.R. 283, 24 
W.L.R. 335.
Compensation — Agent’s commission on 

HAMS OF assets OF COMPANY — AGREE
MENT — Termination — Quantum

Strong v. London Machine Tool Co., 10 
D.LR. 813, 23 O.XV.R. 592.
Rights of agent — Compensation — Re

scission OF AGENCY CONTRACT.
On declaring a contract for an exclusive 

sales agency for a company for a fixed 
period not binding on the company as the 
other contracting party had failed in his 
fiduciary duty a* a director of the company 
to disclose the material facts to the share 
holders <ui arranging witli his fellow-direc
tors that the contract should be given him 
on his resigning his directorship, the court 
may award him compensation on a quan
tum meruit basis for services rendered as 
sales agent for the company in faith of the 
contract so set aside.

Denman v. Clover Bar Coal Co., 15 D. 
L.R. 241. 48 Can. 8.C.R. 318. 20 XV.L.R.

■■■■■■
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4.T6. 6 W.W.R. 564, affirming 7 D.L.R. 96, 
22 W.L.R. 128, 2 W.W.R. 686.

An agent is not entitled to any remunera
tion in reepevt of a transaction in which 
lie has been guilty of any misconduct or 
breach of faith towards hi a principal.

Canadian Financier# v. Hong Wo, 1 D.L. 
R. 38. 17 B.C.R. 8, 10 W.L.R. 843.

Where the plaint iff wan employed by 2 
of the 3 defendant* to attend to the pur* 
chasing of an interest in land* for their 
lieneflt under an agreement that he should 
receive for hi* services one-fifth of the net 
prolit realized from the transaction, to 
which agreement the third defendant was 
not a party and to whom notice of making 
micIi agreement by the other 2 defendants 
wa* not brought home, the plaintiff upon 
rendering such services is entitled to re- 
eover from the 2 defendants who entered 
into such agreement with him. one-fifth of 
the net profita realized by the three defend-

Mel.a we v. Smith, 6 D.L.R. 559, 21 W.L. 
R. 78(1.
( oMI’KXSATION.

Where the defendant agreed to pay the 
plaint iff a commission for all sales of stock 
the latter's subagent should make, the 
plaintiff may recover from the defendant 
irotits he would have realized on sales made 
•y such subagent under an agreement be

tween the latter and the defendant, made 
without the agreement between the plain
tiff and the defendant being terminated, 
and with knowledge on the latter's part 
that thc#subagen< \ still existed, to the ef
fect. that the subagent was to make sales 
independent of the plaintiff for the same 
commission the defendant had agreed to 
pay to the plaintiff. An agent whose sub- 
agent was, to the knowledge of the former's 
principal, to sell shares of stock belonging 
to the latter, cannot recover from such 
principal commissions for stock personally 
purchased from the principal direct by such 
subagent on his own account.

Aronoviteh v. Loper, 3 D.L.R. 389. 22 
Man. L.R. 325, 21 W.L.R. 263. 2 W.W.R. 
378.
COMMISSIONS—DkKH'T IX TITLE.

A borrower who agree* to pay an agent 
a commission of 2 per cent, if this latter 
procures him a loan, i* bound to pay him 
this commission if the loan has fallen 
through by reason of defects in the borrow
er's titles.

Johnson v. Regent ( oust ruction Co.. 53 
Que. S.C. 463, reversing 37 D.L.R. 796. 
Aof.xt’h right to compensation — Ac

cepted orders — Cancellation.
An agreement by a manufacturing com

pany to pay their agent a stipulated com
mission on all "accepted orders" obtained 
In him as soon as the order* are shipped, 
entitles the agent, upon obtaining an order, 
to recover his full commission on the whole 
order even though only part of the order i

had been shipped and the remainder had 
been countermanded bv the purchaser.

Whyte V National Paper Co., S3 1)1.1; 
180, 51 Vau. S.V.ll. 162, reversing 17 1)1. 
R. 842.
Commission on sale ok uoona — Rrj>*

Barr v. John Martin Paper Co.. 31 W.l. 
R. 504.
Agent's commissions on sales of com 

paw shares — Evidence — ACRrr 
mint - Pom extao* rah Comm
SION'S on SALEH IN AGENT’S TERRI loar
— Ac cot nt — Reference.

Harris v. Townsend, 7 Ü.W.X. 801.
Sale of land on unauthorized terms — 

Commissions.
When a proprietor gives to a person, 

even if not a real estate agent, a writing 
by which he hinds himself to pay to him 
#1.506 if he sell* his property for $44.50» 
on certain conditions, and the latter in fact 
sells it for that price hut at conditions a 
little different as to the rate of interest, 
but which i* agreed upon between the ven
dor and the purchaser, the agent is entitled 
to hi* commission, not the one mentioned 
in the writing, hut the commission settled 
by usage, viz.. 2* per vent.

Baikie v. Latnurelle, 24 Que. K.B. 171. 
Compensation — Reel ient cause — 

Quanti m meruit.
A person employed hv an insurance com

pany to effect a contract of reinsurance 
with another company, on the basis of a 
“reasonable coui|»en*ation,” which contract 
ia consummated with the liquidator of the 
latter company, is the efficient cause o the 
transaction a* finally carried out and is en 
titled to recover on a quantum meruit.

Foster v. British Colonial Fire Ins.. 37 
D.L.R. 464. 28 Man. L.R. 211, [1917) 3 W. 
W.R. 598.
Compensation — Inhi rance adjustment.

One employed to effect the adju*tmenf of 
un insurance claim, but who merely assist* 
in the prosecution of the claim, and it not 
the instrumentality whereby the negotia 
tions ami settlement arc made, can only re 
cover for the value of the services rendered, 
and not upon his retainer.

Gilbert \. Weaver. 35 D.L.R. 377, (1917) 
2 W.W.R. 948.
Commissions—Sale of mining claim.

In an action by an agent for the recovery 
of a commi*sion on the sale of a mineral 
claim, held that the evidence shewed that 
the employment was a general one in the 
sense mentioned by Lord Watson in Toni- 
min v. Miller, 12 App. Gas. 746. the price 
mentioned being intended not as a hanPEmt 
fast one. but a* a basis of negotiations, 
and, therefore, the plaintiff was entitled t<> 
the agreed i ommission on the price ob
tained. [Bridgman v. Hepburn. 13 B.C.R.
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>v. affirmed in 42 Can. 8.O.R. 228, distin-
vji-hvd.l

Prentice x-. Merrkk. 38 D.L.R. 388. 24 
i I!. 432, 11917] 3 W .W.R. 1060.

■ •«missions — Sale or land — Condi-

Purchasers of land agreed to pav com- 
•i:i«*inn on the sale to an agent, on tlie eon- 
lit )• «> that “if J. (the vendor) is unable 

tu deliver hi* property” to the purchaser 
•In-re was to bo no commission. Held, that 
the agent was entitled to lie paid his com- 
mi—ion. the pureha.-er* having failed to 
iii.ue that the contingency, the occurrence 
•f which would alone exonerate them from 
lability for the agent’s commission, had 

nally occurred and liecome an existing

« ampbell r. Boland, [1917] 2 W.W.R.
Mb.
<0X1 MISSION ON HAt.E OK BECHET PROCESS —

Contract — Liability — Joint obli
gation TO TWO AOENTH — RkI.EAHE BY 
one — Kffect or — Reference.

XX byte v. Henderson, 12 O.W.X. 34(1.
Ai.ENT'S COMMISSION ON BALE OF COMPANY- 

SHARES — Rate of commission — Evi
dence — Finding of referee — Scope 
of agency — Sales diking certain 
period — Salem made before com
mencement OF AGENCY — APPEAL ---
Divided court.

Kidil v. National Railxvav Ass'n. 13 O. 
W V. 302.
•"oxtract — Shipment of iiay — Agents 

OR BROKERS — SALE OX COMMISSION—
c orrectness of iieti rns — Findings 
of fact of Trial Judge — Evidence 

Xiti.ai..
Williams v. Sparks, 12 O.W.X. 118, af- 

■'rming 10 O.W.X. 391.
1 0X1 MISSIONS OX HALES.

Kmploying an agent to sell ami naming a 
price, but not limiting the sale to that 
price, constitutes a general employment, 
••nd if a sale lie made to a purchaser intro- 
t i ed hv such agent the latter will In- en
titled to a commission, though the sale price 
be less than that first named. [Bridgman 
v. Hepburn, 42 Can. S.C.R. 228. distin- 
jrui-hed.l

Prentice v. Merrick, 38 D.L.R. 388, 24 
Rt'.R. 432, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 1060.

■ oximissions—Sales “secured.”
Xn agent, under an agreement whereby he 

h in receive a commission “on each accepted 
slid tilled sale . . . which he has secured 

' er with or without the traveller’s assist- 
; ne” is not entitled to a commission for 
-imply introducing a prospective purchaser 

- tin travelling agent and doing nothing 
ether to promote the sale.
I.aw v. Saxvver-Massev. 30 D.L.R. 347, 

X.L.R. 126, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 727, affirm 
i 38 D.L.R. 333.

Commission ox sai.f. or secret process — 
Contract — Liability — Joint obi i
GATION TO TWO AGENTS - RELEASE BY
one — Effect of — Jvdgment — 
Declarations — Payment of moiety
OF COMMISSION TO ONE AGENT RE
CITAL in judgment — Reference i n- 
neceshary — Costs — Appeal. 

Whyte v. Henderson. 13 O.W.X. 460. 
Agent’s commission on sale of goods — 

Commission on basis of difference
BETWEEN SALE PRICK To AGENT AND 
PRICE TO PURCHASER — INCREASE IN 
PRICE TO AGENT — Al'PI 1CATIOX TO 
PARTICULAR HALES — FVIDENCE—FIND
ING or fait of Trial Judge — Ap-

Pringle v. Wisconsin Electric Co., 16 
O.W.X. 17.
Agent’s commission on hale of goods — 

Commission confined to goods acti
ALLY DELIVERED — FAILURE TO PROVE 
SUBSTITUTED CONTRACT — FINDINGS OF
fact of Trial Judge — Appeal. 

Forbes v. Lumber*. 13 O.W.X". 133. 
Agent’s commission on sale or goods — 

Travelling salesman — Agency 
agreement — Construction — Com
mission ox orders from persons in 
salesman’s territory — order froxi 
person from whom previous ohdfr 
OBTAINED BY SALESMAN — EVIDENCE 
— Findings —> Appeal.

Meade v. MeLagan, 16 O.W.X. 183. 
Commission — 6ai.k of land — Efficient

Where a person discover» that another is 
considering the purchase of a certain piece 
of land anil then ascertains from the owner 
that he will sell and pay a commission, lmt 
does not afterwards communicate with the 
prospective buyer, ami the latter and the 
owner complete the sale themselves, there 
is no commission payable by the owner. 
[Bun-hell v. Cowrie and Blockhouse Col
lieries, [1910] A.C. (114, applied.]

Langton v. Nicholson, [1018] 1 W.W.R. 
008.
Commission — Listing agreement — Sale 

iiy vendor — Memorandum or agency. 
Where land is listed with a real estate 

agent for sale and is afterwards sold by the 
vendor directly to a purchaser introduced 
by the agent, the latter is entitled to his 
commission, even though the terms of sale 
given in the listing as the basis on which 
the agent ia to negotiate, are not strictly 
adhered to. [Oeorge v. Howard. 16 D.I..R. 
468, 49 Can. S.C.R. 73, followed ; Herron v. 
Como, 16 D.L.R. 234. 40 Can. S.C.R. 1. 
distinguished.] It is merely the terms of 
the agency agreement, whether they lie 
meagre or detailed, that must be in writing 
under eh. 27, 1008. Once they are evi
denced by writing the meaning thereof i- 
just as subject to interpretation as if they 
had lieen evidenced only by oral testimony. 
The price and the-other terms of the pro-
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|Mi6t?d salt' may or may not 1m- mentioned. 
If they arc, in the circumstances, an essen
tial part of the agency agreement they 
'•light to be in writing. But it is a ques
tion of interpretation, even since the stat
ute. whether the terms mentioned as those 
of the proposed sale are intended merely as 
a basis on which the agent may negotiate 
or are intended to bind the agent strictly 
to a sale on the named terms before lie can 
claim his commission. The parties to the 
sale, and the land and terms of sale are not 
necessarily part of an agency agreement at 
all, and, therefore, unies* they are made 
such need not be in writing.

King v. Schon. 44 D.L.R. Ill, 14 A.L.R. 
71». 11»1S] a W.W.R. Mg.
Sale ok land — Deposit retained ah com

mission — Right to recover — Form
ok ACTION.

Where a vendor has agreed to pay a com
mission to his agent and has agreed that 
the amount received by the agent as a de
posit from the purchaser should be retained 
by the agent in part payment of such com
mission. and has given security for the bal 
since, the deposit must lie treated as paid 
over to the vendor, it is no longer in the 
agent's hands qua deposit, ami in an action 
for money had and received it is only from 
the vendor that it. can lie recovered. [Ram 
ford v. Shuttleworih, 11 Ad. & El. 920, foi- 
lowed.] It may, however, where the cir
cumstances support such an action, be re
covered from the agent in an action for 
deceit.

Rrunstetter v. Zushing, 14 A.L.R. till, 
f 1141H| 3 W.W.R. MH.
Commissions—Qvkrkc.

In a business affair a mandate is not pre
sumed to be gratuitous; cm the contrary, 
according to recognized usage, a business 
agency carries with it a remuneration in 
the form of a commission, even when none 
has been agreed upon.

Juneau v. Took, Ô4 Que. S.C. *291. 
Commissions — F.videme — Lost doct-

Where paper* are destroyed or not pro
duced, unless full and satisfactory explana
tion is given the court ought to draw a 
conclusion unfavourable to the person who 
destroys or who does not produce essential

tngley v. Roiitliier, 24 Rev. de Jur. 342. 
Commissions—Delay.

When a vendor agrees to pay a fixed 
commission to a real estate agent if he 
sells the property within a certain time, 
the agent can claim nothing if he finds a 
purchaser who is unable or refuses to pur
chase the property, and there being no fault 
on the part of the vendor.

Communauté des Soeur* de la Charité de 
L'Hôpital Général de Montréal v. Colonial 
Real Estate Co., 27 Que. K.B. 433. [Af
firmed. 4â D.L.R. 193. .17, Can. S.C.R. MS.]

Commissions — Consideration — Illegal
ity—Acting TOR BOTH PARTIES.

No one van be the paid agent of two per
son* whose interest* are opposed, such a* 
vendor and purchaser, or 2 persons who 
are exchanging. In auch case, if the pur
chaser or one of those exchanging has prom 
jaed to pay the agent a commission, know 
ing that the latter represents the other 
party also, the contract is immoral and 
void. A real estate agent who, entrusted 
by one person to sell vacant lots, receives 
from another an offer to exchange a prop 
erty for such lots, does nothing which lie 
should be paid for if he merely transmits 
the latter proposition to his first princi
pal; and if the one who offered to exchange 
promised in writing to pay the agent a 
commission, the contract is void, as being 
without consideration. One who offers to 
sell or exchange a piece of real property, 
and who is rendered unable to fulfil his 
obligation by the fact that he has'been 
compelled, by th«* judgment of a court, to 
reconvey the property, cannot be liable to 
the real estate agent, whom he had employ
ed, for damages representing his commis 
sion. If 2 parties agree to make an illegal 
contract neither of them has, in such case, 
a right of action, and courts ought to re
fuse their protection to either party. They 
cannot even allow an action for the recov
ery of money paid by mistake on the execu
tion of the agreement.

Aubut v. Gareau, 27 Que. K.B. 474. 
Agent'h com mission on sale of land — 

Retention out or deposit paid by pub- 
chaser — Sale not carried out by
AGREEMENT BETWEEN VENDOR AND PVR
chaser — Executed transaction — 
Agreement to pay commission not
EMBODIED IN SEPARATE DOCUMENT —
Statute ok krauds, s. 13 (fi Geo. V. 
C. 24, s. 19» vs AMESDHI It • 0*0, X. 
C. 20. S. 68).

Wingrove v. Mappin, 10 O.W.N. 232. 
Agent's commission on sale ok goods — 

Return ok goods by purchaser — 
Agreement Refund or commission.

Gramm Motor Truck Co. v. Windsor Auto 
Sales Agency, 10 O.W.N. «0, 35 O.L.K. 224. 
Agent's commission on male ok land — 

Contract Shark ok prokits on sale 
— Quantum meruit.

Clayton v. Ranu-dcn, 10 O.W.N. 100, 240. 
Agent's commission ox sale of goods — 

Action kor — Evidence — Failure
TO ESTABLISH CLAIM.

I.ouhrie v. Graham, 17 O.W.N. 40, 129. 
Action ry agent for commission on sale 

of shares — Evidence — Onus — 
Special voreement—Release.

Fielden v. Jacques, 17 O.W.N. 219, affirm
ing 17 O.W.N. 99.
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iflgNT FOB PURCHASE OK 0001)8 — CLAIM 

FOB MONEYS ADVANCED AND COMMISSION
— Findings ok jury — Interest — 
Amendment —- Counterclaim —

Fetch v." Newman, 6 O.W.N. 705, 20 0. 
W.R. 650.
Commissions on hales of goods — Ac

count — Demand — Payment into 
coutti — Inïkhkht — Commissions
l l*ON GOODS TAKEN IX EXCHANGE —

Miller &. Richard v. Laio-ton Monotype 
Machine to., 7 O.W.N. 241.
Agent’s commission on sale of company- 

shakes — Action against two com
panies — Contract — Terms of em
ployment — Evidence — Right to 
commission — Liability of compan
ds respectively — Costs. 

hold v. National Railway Aes’ii. G O.W.N. 
Tio, 2d O.W.R. 630.
Agent's commission on sale of block of

SHARES IN COMMERCIAL COMPANY —
Evidence — Employment of agent 
— Sale effected through instru
mentai ity of agent — Quantum of 
commission.

Westbrook v. Kernalian, 7 O.W.N. 405. 
Agent's compensation — Commission 

agreement — Lost document.
Connell v. Bncknall, 6 O.W.N. 010.

Agency to proci rf. loan — Assignability 
—Commissions.

A mandate to procure a loan can he trans
ferred to a third party, and the latter, if he 
Imd- a lender on the desired conditions, is 
entitled to his commission. The borrower 
must submit his titles from the time of a 
sheriff's sale to the lender for examination, 
the sale only determining a part of the 
rights and of the charges which are on the 
immoveable, and if a loan does not take 
place on account of the refusal to do so. 
the agent who has found the loan at the 
request of the borrower has a right to a 
commission of 1 per cent according to the 
recognized custom.

Hicks v. Lamarre, 47 Que. 8.C. 335. 
Commission upon sale of land — Sf.t off 

against action nv principal.
Vendors of land, who instructed their 

agent for sale not to accept further instal
ment payments from defaulting purchasers, 
must pay the commission agreed upon with 
respect to the sale of such land, and in an 
action by the vendors to recover moneys 
retained by the agent, the agent is entitled 
to set up the n mount of his commission by 
aay of set off.

Rothesav Park Co. v. Montgomery, 8 VV.
w.r. nr#.
1>AI. ESTATF AGENT—COMMISSION.

Wood v. Mitchell, 33 W.L.R. 20. 
Commission on sale of land—Condition 

never carried out — Contingent 
agreement.

Piggott v. Jimp, 32 W.L.R. 696.

372t>
Sale of lands—Share of profits—Com

mission—Costs.
Livingston v. Cummings, 8 O.W.N. 54;». 

Agent’s commission on hale or property 
— Employment or agent — Descrip
tion of property — Amended descrip
tion — Failure to sell according to.

Rusliworth v. Johnston, 9 O.W.N. 93. 
Agency — Untimely revocation — Com

mission — Sale of timber limits — 
< A s. 1722.

A commission agent, charged with the 
sale of a property at a fixed price and in 
consideration of a commission agreed on 
Iwtwoen him and the vendor, lias a right 
to liis commission if the property is sold, 
on the conditions agreed upon, iu a pur 
chaser whom he has introduced, although 
the final agreement between the parties only 
took place subsequently to the revocation 
of his agency.

Pruneau v. Flood, 55 Que. S.C. 106. 
Agency — Real estate — Subagent com

municating WITH AND DEALING FOR 
PRINCIPAL.

The niai»till" listed with the defendant, 
as a subagent, the lands of a certain princi
pal, agreeing to nay the defendant 25 cent^ 
an acre for finding a purchaser. The de
fendant unknown to the plaintiff communi
cated directly with the principal, obtained 
a listing of the lands from him and effected 
a sale thereof, deducting the commission. 
Held, That the plaintiff was entitled to re 
cover fmm defendant the commission less 
the sum of ‘25 cents per acre.

Oswalt v. King. [1919] 3 W.W.R. 72. 
Agent’s commission on sale of noons — 

Purchaser introduced by agent — 
Sale made by another agent.

Mason v. Reeves A Co., 18 W.L.R. 530. 
Commission — Option — Substituted 

contract — Sale of minerai claims 
— Erasures in document — Evidence 
as to — Admissibility.

Beveridge v. Aweya Ikcda, 10 B.C.R. 471, 
17 W.L.R. 074, affirming Murphy, J.
(§ III—41)—Customs brokeh — Nmi.i

A customs broker, who is requested by a 
client to clear and deliver a machine from 
the • "ustoma House to the latter'» building, 
acts as the agent of the client"in procuring 
a carter and is not liable for suen carter's 
negligence.

Leithead v. Doucct, 42 D.L.R. 614, 54 
Que. S.C. 307.
Liability of subagents — Notice of prix 

cipal’r claim.
An arbitrator, appointed pursuant to a 

partnership agreement, for tne purpose of 
a voluntary winding up of the partnership, 
is not liable to a claimant for moneys col 
lected by him for the firm, but which mon 
evs really belonged to the claimant, where 
the arbitrator accounted to the firm for that 
money, although he knew that it belonged 
to the claimant, since there is no privity

principal and agent, hi.
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between the claimant ami tin* arbitrator, 
tin* latter being accountable only to the

Ro*a v. Webb, 10 D.L.R. 85, 23 Man. 
L.R. 503, 23 W.L.R. 254, 3 W.W.R. 032. 
iAffirmed, 14 D.L.R. 395, 23 Man. L.R. 503, 
« W.H B. M 2 2 |

The general rule involved in the maxim 
ilelegatua non potest delegare merely pre
vent* an agent from establishing the rela
tionship of principal and agent lietween hie 
own principal and a third iierson without 
the authority of his principal a* regarde the 
service which the agent has personally un
dertaken to jierform, but the rule is re
laxed where the instructions necessarily 
may have to be carried out by another, in 
which ease the original agent may appoint 
a subagent or “substitute” and thus <x>n- 
•titute in the interests and for the protec
tion of the principal a direct privity be 
tween the principal and such “substitute” 
(or subagent). fpe hu*«rhe v. Alt, H eh. 
1). 280, at p. 310; Powell v. Jones, f 19051 
1 K B 11, followed. I

Kdgar v. Caskov, 7 D.L.R. 45. 22 W.L.R. 
91, 5 A.L.R. 246, 2 W.W.R. It 130. 
Delegation by agent.

Plie• fact that the donee of a power of 
attorney for the sale of land which left to 
hi* discretion the price and terms of pay
ment authorized a third person to find pur- 
baser* for him at a stated price and on 

stated term*, did not constitute a delega 
lion to such third person of the discretion 
lodged In the donee.

Rogers v. Hewer, 1 D.L.R. 747. 19 W.L.R. 
868, 5 A.LR. 227, 1 W.W.R. 481.

PRINCIPAL AND SURETY.
I. SVRKTVMIllP; LIABILITIES OK M’RETT.

A. In general.
H. Release or discharge.

II. Right* ami at: M EDI km ok mubett.
I. Suretyship; liabilities of surety.

A. Ill GENERAL.
See also Guaranty; Ronds; Bills and

CoiirlRsiveness of accounts, see Kx ideni*e. 
IV J—435.

Surety’s liability for interest, see Inter
est, 1 H 20.
IV I A—11—Non:—Primary liability.

A promissory note signed as security for 
another's debt does not create a suretyship, 
when it is apparent that a primary liability 
was intended.

Macdonald v. Fox. 35 D.L.R. 198, 39 O. 
L.R. 2111.

Where a municipality under a special 
contract conditionally agrees to sell and 
convey certain lands to a manufacturing 
company ; and where among other condi 
lions of the grant the company stipulated 
to maintain in tlie manufacturing estab
lishment so purchased from the city a 
plant up to a certain standard in capacity 
«mi value; and where this stipulation xvas

guaranteed by the bond of a surety com 
panx and the manufacturing company . 
the fact, that, pending action on such 
bond for its breach, the municipality pro 
iveds, on the default of certain other 
covenants of the grantee, to resume posées- 
•ion of the lands in i|Ueetion, does not 
necessarily affect the liability of the 
obligors on the IkiiiiI, where the hreacln*» 
of the different covenants give rise under 
the express terms of the contract to diffci- 
cut and appropriate remedies; such cove
nants being severable, and the one inde
pendent of the other.

Guelph v. Jule* Motor Co.. 8 D.L.R. «35. 
4 O.W .X. 401, 23 U.W.R. 823.
SE< l R1TY JOB COHTH.

Where security for exists is given, in the 
Superior Court, the surety who signed the 
bond is not relieved by the first judgment, 
which may lie in favour of the party giving 
security, hut is bound, if the final judgment 
adjudges the exists, against the person for 
whom he gave security. It is n<it necessary 
for the plaintiff, suing on the bond, to prove 
that he has paid the exwts to hi* attorney.

Levine v. Cohen. 50 Que. R.C. 357. 
Mortgage obligation — Transfer—Nova

tion—(il ARAXTKE TO "EI RN1HH AND TO 
e.ivE valve”—Extent oe this gvab- 
ANTEE—c.c. ARTS. 1171. 1677, 2161 E.r 
MF.Q.

There is no novation when an eihligation 
is transferred with a promise to furnish 
and give value. This guarantee is differ
ent from that of art. 1577 C.C. (Que.i. 
The clause to furnish and gixe value 
oblige* the guarantor to pay, on default of 
the elehtor, without limiting the time, that 
is to say that it guarantee* not only the 
ae-tual solvency of the one who was in
debted originally at the time of the trail* 
fer. but alsei at the moment of the 
exigihilitv of the debt. and this re«|Kin*i 
hility docs not cease except by a personal 
act of the creditor, by an act or default 
which is imputable to him and x\ hirh pre
vents him from subrogating the transferor 
to the rights, mortgages, and privilege* 
guaranteeing the debt, by art. 1959, ( .('
(Que.I or by any other reason extinguish 
ing his obligations. The fact of not hax- 
ing given his address to the registrar, and 
of not liaving assisted at the sheriff’s «ah* 
of the mortgaged property, are not siifli 
cient reasons to affect the rights of the 
creditors. The transferee of a mortgage is 
not required under art. 2161, C.C. (Que.i 
et se<p, to make known his address to the 
registrar.

Hodge v. (lagnon, 56 Que. K.C. 291. 
Qvkbkv i rai iick — Right to eve — P»

A surety, who invokes the Iwnetit of the 
exix»ption of discussion, must indicate to 
the creditor the effect* he must discuss, and 
advance him the necessary money for that 
purpose. He must further invoke that 
Benefit hy way of dilatory exception. A
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creditor hat the right to sue the surety, 
without putting him in default, when the 
principal debtor docs not fulfil hia oblige•

l.'ivhard Young Co. v. Brodeur, 54 Que. 
S.( 486.
I I "! MTV BONU — COLLECTOR OF MUNICIPAL

faner—Liability of sureties—Boxu
I XE( I.TED BY ONE PROPOSED SURELY AND 
BY II l XI FOB THE OTHER—FAILURE TO 
RATIFY EXECUTION — ACCEPTANCE BY 
MUNICIPAL < OKPOHATIOX IN GOOD FAITH
—Faii.vkk to notify corporation— 
Claim against nomexbcuting pabty
N<rr PRESSED—I JAHII.I I Y OF EXECUTING
party—Taxes not collected which
SHOVED HAVE BEEN COLLECTED—LIABIL
ITY OK COLLECTOR BUT NOT OF NVRFTY.

( liarlottenliurgh v. Barrett, 16 O.W.N.
154.
(el I A—3)—When jointly liable—Joint

M<.XIMl OF CONTRACT OF HALE.
\ party who signs a contract for the sale 

nf miii’liinerv as surety for but jointly with 
the purchaser thereby l>eviimea a joint |
■ leiilor ami aubjecta hiniavlf to the atipulat- 
ed liability for the prompt accrual of the 
whole contract price upon the failure to 
furnish note, and collateral security Indore 
the H«e of tli** machinery.

Mat tag Vo. v. Kolb. *23 1)1. R. 221. 32
\\ UR. 3.
I’l.KI OKMAXCE OF CONDITION PRECEDENT.

Vs to the provisions of a construction 
"Struct to tlie effect that an architect, who 
wa* thereby empowered, under certain eir-
■ nni'tainea, to take the work from the con
tractor*» hands and complete it. should 
ascertain the cost of ho doing, which award 
ehmild lie binding upon and lie paid by the
'Uitractor, does not hind a surety upon a 

li-md given by the latter, indemnifying the 
plaintiff against loes or damage arising 
from the contractor’s failure to fulfil his 

-iitract, the Trial Judge, in an action 
.'.linst such surety, rightfully ordered the 
plaintiff to furnish the defendant with par- 
i ulars of loss, togetlier with full detail* 
a. to how it arose, where the only damages 
laimed referred to in the plaintiff's state

ment was the amount found by the archi
tect to lie due from the contractor to the

IWer River Paper Co. v. Wells Con- 
si ruction Co.. 2 D.L.R. 340. 17 B.C.R. 37.
(S 1 A—61—Failure of others to sign—

Co.XTBIBVTIOX—F.XTEXT OF LIABILITY. 
Where a bank manager, when lie takes 

the signature of a guarantor, knows that 
>'i. i guarantor intends that his liability 
shall lie conditional on the signatures of 

• other proposed guarantors, such guar- 
•"itor will not he bound in the event of 
• isy signatures not being procured. 
Where two or more iiersons join as sureties 
:"i a common principal but bind themselves 
in different amounts, in the event of the 
priii'ipal being in default they are liable 
v> contribute to the satisfaction of the

creditor's claim in proportion to the limits 
of their respective liabilities, and not iu 
equal amounts. [Ellesmere Brewery Co. v. 
Cooper, [1866] 1 Q.B. 75, followed.]

Scandinavian v. Knceland, 8 W.W.R. 01. 
Conditional guaranty — Failure oi

OTHERS TO MON IT.
A guaranty, signed by a person condition

ally upon its future signature by other 
persons, is not binding upon such first-men 
tinned person in default of the signatures 
of the other person*.

Robinson v. Ellis, fi W.W.R. 034.
(8 l A—81—Application of payments.

Where an agent has become bonded after 
he was iu the company's debt and subse 
quent payments are applied in payment of 
specific premiums due prior to ami not 
covered by the liond. and this to the 
knowledge of the debtor, the bondsmen or 
sureties cannot complain of such imputa 
tiou iff payment ami be relieved from liabil
ity under the bond on the ground that if 
tlie imputation hud been made against 
iremiums covered by the bond they would 
w clear. [Morgan v. Western, 3 Que. K.B. 

51, explained.I
London X Lancashire Fire Ins. Co. v. 

Hart, 8 D.L.R. 332; Northern Ins. Co. v. 
Hart, 8 D.L.R. 805, 43 Que. S.C. 28. 
Security fob bext—Application of pay

Where a lease provides for a rent of $100 
per month, the person who becomes surety 
for the lessee, to the amount, of $200, does 
not liecome responsible for the rent of the 
two tiret months only but for $200 general 
]y. lie gives only a limited security and 
his obligation docs not extend to the acces
sories of the debt, namely, interest or dam
ages resulting from nonexecution of the 
principal obligation as would be the case in 
an unlimited suretyship. The sums re 
ceived by the lessor in payment of his rent 
should be imputed to the amount secured, 
and if they are sufficient to cover it. the 
lessor has no recourse against the surety 
for the balance which may remain due.

Dumontet v. Poirier, 40 Que. S.C. 454.
B. Release ok dim marge.

Impairment of security discharging sure
ty, *ee Sale, I C—It*.
(8 I B—10)—Contract—Surety—Relkasi 

of—Surety deprived of right under 
contract—Omission by contractor.

To release the contractor's surety who 
has guaranteed the completion of a con 
tract for excavating a building site, there 
must be some act done which deprives the 
surety of a right under the contract or of 
the power to insist on its exercise, or some 
omission to do some act which the con
tractor has contracted with the surety to 
do or to preserve some security to the 
Is'iiellt of which the surety is entitled.

Wright v. Western Canada Accident à 
Guarantee Ins. Co., 20 D.L.R. 478, 20 B.C.R. 
321, 29 \V L.R. 153. 6 W.W.R. 1409.
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Suretyship — Phi vit v — Transactions

WITHOUT 8URÊTY—EFFECT.
Where a contract of suretyship has been 

formed, it is the clearest and most evident 
equity that the creditor and the principal 
debtor should not carry on any transaction 
without the privity of the surety. [Rees v. 
Herrington, 2 Vee. J. 543, approved.]

Drinkle v. Regal Shoe Co.. 28 D.L.R. 775. 
23 B.C.R. 24, 24 WJ*Jt 220, 10 W u R 
448. affirming 20 B.C.R. 314, 7 W.W.R. 104. 
Security—Seizure of debtor—Suspension 

of action—C.C. arts. 1042. 1043.
A surety is not discharged on the dis

missal of the action of a creditor ; he can 
only ask for a discharge in so far as the 
latter has seized the goods of the debtor, 

> the surety pointing out the goods and 
offering him the costs of the seizure. No 
provision of law authorizes the surety to 
ask, when the principal debtor is insolvent, 
that he be not obliged to pay as long as 
the goods of the debtor are not liquidated.

Racine v. Beauchamp, 50 Que. S.C. 280. 
Release of one no release to others— 

Documents restricting liability —

Where two or mure sureties contract 
severally, the creditor does not break the 
contract with one of them by releasing the 
other. The contract remaining entire, the 
surety in order to escape liability must 
shew an existing right to contribution from 
his cosurety which has been taken away or 
injuriously affected by his release. [Ward 
v. National Bank of New Zealand, 8 A.C. 
755, followed.j:—Held, that on the facts 
the defendant had failed to prove that the 
hank or its officers hud actual knowledge 
of the contents of certain documents alleged 
to restrict the liability of the defendant on 
the note sued upon. The necessity for act
ual notice in such a case discussed.

Merchants Bank v. Guthrie, 32 W.L.R. 
484. <1 W.W.R. 295.
Municipal law—School district—Build

ing contract— Misnomer in name- 
amendment— No RESOLUTION UNDER 
SEAL AUTHORIZING SUIT.

The defendant company was surety for 
the due performance by G. of a contract for 
the erection of a school house for the plain
tiff school district. There was a misnomer 
in the name of the plaintiff as given in the 
►nit and there was no authority from the 
plaintiff under seal for the bringing of the 
action. Moreover, it appeared in evidence 
that it was a term of the contract of sure
tyship that the contract price was to ho 
paid only upon certificates of the architect, 
whereas the amount paid to the contractor 
was considerably in excess of the amounts 
authorized by the architect's certificates. 
Held, that the misnomer in the corporate 
name was a mutter for amendment, the 
defendants not being misled. That the ob
jection to the absence of authority tinder 
seal should be overruled, the defendant 
company not having taken objection until

the argument after the ex idence was in. 
That tiie payment by the school district to 
the contractor of moneys in excess of those 
authorized by the architect's certificates 
operated to release the defendant company.

Macklin School District v. Saskatche
wan Guarantee & Fidelity Co., 12 S.I..R 
269, [1919J 2 W.W.R. 394.
(8 I 1$—11)—By change of contract —

Release of surety.
A waiver of a claim for damages which 

may arise out of delays or interruptions in 
the performance of* a contract does not 
constitute any material change in the con
tractual obligations of 1 lie parties, or en 
large the liabilities of the surety, so as to 
operate as a discharge of the contractor's

Niagara & Ontario Construction Co. v. 
Wyse, 10 D.L.R. 116, 4 O.W.N. 975, 24 O.W. 
R. 302.
By change or contract.

In an action upon a bond, where the 
surety resists upon the plea that the con
tract guaranteed by the bond had been 
varied to the prejudice of the surety hv a 
subsequent agreement between the principal 
and the obligee, the court will consider 
whether the alleged variance was a mutter 
contemplated and provided for in the guar
anteed contract itself, mid well known to 
tin1 surety from the outset.

Guelph v. Jules Motor Co., 8 D.L.R. 635, 
4 O.W.N. 401, 23 O.W.R. 823.
Alteration of contract—Extension—

I .OSH OF VENDOR'S LIEN — EVIDENCE.
( lason v. Selcnsky, 31 D.L.R. 793, 9 S.L 

R. 396, 10 W.W.R. 677.
(§ I B—12)—Extension of time.

A surety is released by an agreement be
tween the creditor and tin* principal debtor 
for an increased rate of interest during an 
extended period granted for payment, not
withstanding the surety's prior express con
sent to an extension simply at the will of 
the creditor and the. principal debtor.

General Financial C'orp. \. LeJeune, 3» 
D.L.R. 33. 11 N.L.R. 38, |10lNj 1 W.W.R. 
372.
Extension—Guaranty upon assignment

OF MORTGAGE.
The well established principle, that an 

extension of time given to tlie principal 
debtor without the consent of the surety 
thereby discharges the surety, has no appli
cation, when, upon an assignment of » 
mortgage, the assignor covenants to indcin 
nify tin- assignee in case of defaults in pay 
meets thereon by the mortgagor that shall 
continue to a certain date, and the extrn 
sion is given by the assignee for a period 
terminable prior to the time fixed for tin- 
defaults. [Prendergast v. Devey, 6 Madd 
124 ; Rouse v. Bradford Banking Co., [1894 1 
2 Ch. 32, applied.] The covenant cannot In- 
construed as a “guaranty” and does not put 
the transferor in the position of "auretv"
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for the performance of the mortgage con-

Walker v. Bowen, 26 D.L.R. 22, 32 W.L.R. 
871, ti W.W.R. 484. [Affirmed in 29 D.L.R. 
417, 34 W.L.R. 969, 10 A.L.R. 14. 10 WAV.
R. 1071.]
I'KOUIRSOBT 50TB — USED AS COLLATERAL 

FOR NOTE OF SMALLER AMOUNT—1*081- 
TION OF MAKER OF LARGE NOTE—SURE
TY—NO NOTICE TO BANK—RENEWAL OF 
SMALLER NOTE—RELEASE OF 81 RETT.

If the creditor grants an extension of 
time to the debtor, as a rule the surety is 
released on the presumption that such ex
tension so incommodes the surety us to de
prive him of his rights against his prin- 
■ipal; hut when the creditor does nothing 
ti, prejudice the surety after learning of 
his suretyship the latter is not discharged. 

Hailey v. Griffith, 4U U.O.R. 418, distin- 
gnished; Devanney v. Brownlee. 40 U.C.R. 
118.]

Koval Bank v. Wagstaffe, 50 D.L.R. 77, 
46 O.L.R. 372.
Advances by bank to customer — Con

tract GUARANTEED—Si LENT A8 TO TIME 
OF REPAYMENT — RENEWAL NOTE BY 
bank—Release of surety.

A contract which guarantees "advances"' 
made by a bank to a customer up to a 
certain amount, and which is silent as to 
the time when such advances should be 
made, and the period or periods of credit, 
and there being nothing to shew that any 
time for repayment was contemplated, and 
where the nature of the customer's business 
makes it clear that the advances were to be 
made from time to time, is a continuing 
guarantee and.the guarantor is not relieved 
irem liability by the hank consenting to 
take a renewal note for the amount ad
vanced witnout the eonsent of such guar-

North Western National Bank of Port
land v. Ferguson, 44 D.L.R. 464, 57 Can.
S. C.R. 420.
Collateral .security—Chattel mortgage 

— Failure to keep renewed ah 
against creditors—Dei ay and neg
ligence of holder of note — Time
GIVEN TO PRINCIPAL DEBTOR.

Pearson v. Tibbetts, 10 O.W.N. 422.
1 B—13)— Realizing upon securities 
— Vendor's lien — Personal judo

Where a creditor has securities in his 
hands for the debt guaranteed, he is en
titled to realize upon those securities with 
out releasing the surety; a vendor's assign 
ment of the agreement of sale together with 
•In- land, covenanting to guarantee the pur
• hascr'a defaults in payments, gives the 
assignee the right, immediately upon the 
purchaser’s default, to a judgment against 
the guarantor for the whole amount
• Iaimed and to the enforcement of a ven
dor's lien on the land for the unpaid pur-
hase money, the judgment being enforce 

able to the extent that the sale of the

property dots not wholly satisfy it; and 
the assignor <-an nut be heard to say that 
being in the position of surety, he ie en
titled to the securities and that by order
ing a sale of the laud he is thereby dis
charged from liability. [Pearl v. Deacon, 
24 Beav. 186, applied.]

Regina Brokerage &, Investment Co. v. 
Waddell, 27 D.L.R. 533, 9 S.L.R. 164, 31 
XV.kit. 2211, lu W.W.R. 364.
1.088 OF DISTRESS AS DISCHARGE OF SURETY.

A surety for the payment of rent is not 
discharged" bevau-e by an assignment of the 
lease the right of distress is lost. [Re Rus
sell, 29 Ch. D. 254, followed. |

West v. Shun, 24 D.L.R. 813, 8 S.L.R 
243. 32 W.L.R. 961. 9 W.W.R. 644. 
Impairment of security.

The dealing with a security by a prin
cipal creditor, which doe* not prejudice the 
surety in a sense that he suffers pecuniary 
loss or damage as the reusonublv direct or 
natural result of that act. will not dis
charge the surety. [Section 26 (r) of the 
King's Bench Ad (B.S.M. 1913, v. 461, 
applied; Blackwood v. Percival, 14 Man. 
L.R. 216, followed.]

National Land •& Loan Co. v. Rat Port
age I.limber Co., 36 D.L.ll. 97, [1917] 3 
W.W.R. 269.
Surrendering chattels under lien note.

Where a purchaser under a lien note, of 
certain chattels by agreement with the ven
dor, surrendered some of the chattels tç 
him and received a credit upon the amount, 
of the note and it was not shown that the 
chattels returned would under any other 
conditions or circumstances of sale have 
realized a greater price, or that if the lien 
had been turned over to him and he hail 

rocceded under it, the chattels would have 
rought more, the surety who signed the 

note was not released.
Toovey v. Brock, 34 W.L.R. 073.

(g I B—14)—Building contract—Alter
ation — Nondisclosure — Discharge 
of surety.

Ferrara v. National Surety Co., 39 D.L. 
R. 175, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 719, reversing 27 
D.L.R. 518. 23 D.L.R. 15, 10 W.W.R. 526. 
Principal’s profits hindered by creiutok.

The defendant gave his promissory note 
as surety for tin- pax ment of the debt of 
P. to the plaintiff, after certain differences 
lietween P. ami the plaintiff had been set
tled, by the plaintiff agreeing to supply a 
new motor to drive a tractor, over which 
the dispute had arisen. The plaintiff did 
not supply a new motor and the one sup
plied did not do the work, so that the prof 
its of P. which were to reduce the debt for 
which the defendant was surety were too 
little to do so. Held, that the defendant 
was released.

Rumley v. Leighton, 34 W.L.R. 717.
II. Rights and remedies of surety.

Duty not to prejudice rights of surety, 
see Rills and Notes, V B—130.
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(§ Il—lû» —GUARANTEE TO BANK — Dk-

One who freely and voluntarily enter» in
to guarantee» and a vol lateral agreement 
with a hank, the bunk acting upon them to 
its detriment, cannot set up the defence 
that he did not intend to undertake the 
liability shewn to exist, and that he would 
not have entered into the guarantee# if he 
had known the true state of the accounts.

Bank of Hamilton v. Bam field, 40 D.L.R. 
4S2. 25 B.C.H. OUT, J101MI 2 W.W.R. 953. 
Shoktaubh—Good faith or principal.

A surety is not. entitled to recover from 
the principal for munv\ paid out for short
ages in pursuance of the term» of the bond 
not attributable to the principal's negli
gence. and where lie otherwise faithfully 
performed bis duties.

Ü.S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co. v. Weber,
•24 D.L.It. lia. 32 W.L.R. 5.
Notice or default.

A surety is not entitled to notice of the 
principal debtor's default unless there is a 
contract to that effect express or implied.

Massey-Harri* Vo. v. Baptiste. 24 D.L.R. 
753. V À.I..R. 71, 32 W.L.R. 435, !» W.W.R. 
149. | Followed ill 25 D.L.R. 519, » A.L.R.
97. 32 W.L.R. «54, 9 W.W.R. 333.] 
IXIIEMXIFYIXO PCRCU AKER'S DEFAULTS 

Notice or default.
The assignor of an agreement for the 

sale of land who coxenants to indemnify 
the assignee for any default made by the 
purchaser is not discharged from liability 
under the covenant for want of notice of 
the default. | Massey Harris v. Baptiste. 
24 D.L.R. 753. followed.]

Crown Life Ins. Vo. v. Clarke, 25 D.L.R. 
«in. 9 A.L.R. 97. 32 W'.L.K. «54. 9 W.W .R. 
333
Contractor’s mono—Advaxveh to assist 

completion or C OX TRACT.
Where a subcontractor has completed his 

work and performed his contract with the 
assistance of advances made him by his 
head contractor, the latter cannot recover 
these advances front the surety of the sub
contractor who entered into a bond con
ditioned for the due performance of the 
work, such being beyond the conditions ex
pressed in the bond : it. however, the head 
contractor hail completed the work on his 
own account upon the subcontractor'» de
fault and charged the cost thereof against 
the subcontractor deducting from this 
amount the sums due under the contract, 
tlie surety would still he liable, provided 
notice as required by the contract had been 
duly given to the surety.

Niagara & Ontario Construction Co. v. 
Wvse, 10 D.L.R. 116, 4 O.W.N. 975. 24 
O.W.R. 302.
Credit for allowances—Waived.

Where a person under bond for the per
formance of work waives any claim for an 
allowance arising out of the contract, hia 
surety will Ik» entitled, on the taking of the

accounts, to credit for the amount volun
tarily released.

Niagara A Ontario Construction Co. x. 
Wyse, 10 D.L.R. 110, 4 O.W.N. 975, 24 O.
WJ sot.

Where cosureties on a contractors’ bond 
entered into a xvritten agreement between 
themselves prior to the abandonment of the 
xvork by the contractors under which they 
jointly completed the xvork, the draxvbm h 
of 20 per cent returned by the owner m 
the xvork proceeds from the value of all 
tin- xxork from the commencement of the 
contract is, when finally paid, to he con
sidered us salvage attributable to the joint 
efforts of the sureties, and xvhere the 
amount owing for the work on completion 
is received by one of th» sureties, xvho was 
both the assignee of the contractors’ rights 
under the contract, and the agent of hi# 
cosureties for completing the contract, lie 
is liable to account to his cosureties for the 
draw buck of 20 per cent.

Where cosureties upon a contractors' 
bond for the due performance of work, prior 
to the abandonment of the work by the 
contractors, in order to protect themselves, 
appoint one of their number to represent 
all with authority to do all things neces
sary for the carrying on of the work, and 
on their completion of the work a loss re
sults, the cosureties are liable to the man
aging surety for contribution for advance* 
made under the new obligation created by 
the agreement so made betxveen themselves.

Canxxcil v. Campeau. 3 D.L.It. 555, 3 
O.W.N. «lit, 21 O.W.R. 263.

The defence based on the right to the 
benefit of discussion (taking of account-, 
etc.j can only lie set up, under art. 177 
G'.C.I’. by dilatory exception. Security will 
not be received to raise it by peremptory 
exception en droit. The surety for the 
principal debtor prexenting the exception 
must, on pain of nullity, indicate the prop
erty of the principal debtor which lie xvishe» 
to discuss and tender an amount sufficient 
to pay the costs. The notorious insolvency 
of the principal debtor evidenced by hi» 
assignment for lienefit of creditors making 
it impossible to indieate the property to Is- 
discussed takes axvay his right to the excep

Barrette v. 1.eclair. 44 Que. S.C. 1. 
Warranty.

A surety who has bound himself without 
the consent of the debtor, cannot recover 
from him if he has not paid the debt, lie 
cannot therefore, if lie is sued by the cred
itor, call the debtor in xvarranty.

Hoxvard v. Findlay, 51 Que. S.C. 375.
(§ if—ltl>—Between sureties.

One of several cosureties on a contract 
ors’ bond, who has made advances to the 
contractors for materials and labour which 
enabled the contractors to continue the 
xvork, and who has obtained an assignment 
of all moneys due or to become due under 
the contract, has no greater or higher right»
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th»n the eon tractors had, and he cannot, 
apart from contract, claim contribution 
from his cosureties for such advances even 
though these, fay enabling the contractors 

proceed witli the work, lessened the lia- 
of the sureties. [Ludd v. Chamber 

i,f t .minerve, 60 Tac. R. 713, followed.1 
Cndwell v. Campeau, 3 D.L.R. 555, 3 0. 

t\.\ 016. >1 O.W.R. 263.
MHIAI. AUREKMEXT—RELATIONS OF 8URE- 

riBS INTER se.
Villeneuve v. Bilodeau, 39 Que. S.C. 385. 

<1 KETYHHIF — 11YPOTHECAT10X OF l.MMOV-
uu>:—Recourse against surety and
HOLDER OF THE IMMOVABLE — DEBTOR 
AND CREDITOR.

Begin v. Chuiné. 40 Que. S.C. 495. 
si rety — Deiit or third party — Obi.iga-

TIOX TO CREDITOR.
One who liecoines surety, hv pledge or 

lixjHiiliee, for the debt of another is under 
in. personal obligation to the latter's cred
it..! but is only Itound propter rem.

Paipim v. Chaîné, 12 Que. P.R. 331. 
Liability of wife as hcrety—When in

dependent ADVICE NECESSARY — INDE
PENDENT judgment — Absence of 
FRAUD OR MISREPRESENTATION.

Vnion Bank v. Crate, 19 O.W.R. 209.

PRIORITIES.
See Mechanics" Liens; Assignments for 

i ieditors; Companies, VI; Execution; Levy 
and Seizure; Attachment; Garnishment; 
Interpleader.

Mortgages, vendor's lien, costs, see Mort
gage, 11 A—35.

Distress, chattel mortgage from tenant, 
«ce Landlord and Tenant, III D—110. 
Money in court—Claimants ok—Priori- 

ti es—Reference.
Be G.T.R. Co. and Brooker, 13 O.W.N.

321.
Mortgage money in hands of agent— 

Principal as ckf.ihtor—Depositor. 
Fraser v. Dominion Trust, 33 W.L.R.

392.

PRISONS.
Prison-made goods, see Customs. T—5.

PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW.
See Conflict of Laws.

PRIVILEGE.
See Liens.

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS.
See Evidence X.

Ruik not extending to instructions to 
common bomcitor in prerf.nce of both

The privilege of a client that his solicitor 
most not lie admitted to disclose confi
dential communication does not extend to

the nonadmi»'ion of evidence of instructions 
given to a common solicitor in the presence 
of both parties.

Wilson v. McU llan. [1019] 3 W.W.R. 62.

PRIVY COUNCIL.
See Appeal.

PRIZE COURT.
Jurisdiction to preserve cargo—Seizure 

before writ.
The Prize Court has jurisdiction, both 

statutory and inherent, to take all neces
sary steps to preserve property in its custo
dy," ami therefore an order will lie made 
that the cargo of a seized ship should lie 
unladen, inventoried and warehoused to 
protect it from damage by damp and heat. 
This jurisdiction begins from the “moment 
of seizure." and may he exercised beiore 
the issue of a writ.

The "Oregon." 31 D.L.R. 161, [1917] 1 
W.W.R. 139. 23 B.C.R. 53.
Appearance — Lapse of time — Enemy 

claimant’s affidavit.
Where leave if, given to enter an appear

ance after the expiration of eight days after 
service of the- writ it is not a condition 
precedent to the granting of the applica
tion that an alien enemy should then file 
an affidavit stating the grounds of his
‘ The “Oregon,” 31 O.kR. 163. [1917] 1 
W.W.R. 141, 23 B.C'.R. 56.
Examination of witnesses—Postpone

ment—Pleadings—Particulars.
The examination of witnesses, officers of a 

seized ship, who are about to leave the juris
diction, will not he post|M»ned until a peti
tion is filed by the Crown. Pleadings and 
particulars of the grounds for condemna
tion will only he ordered in very special 
eases. Particulars ordered in the circum
stances of the present ease, there being no 
intimation given in the writ of such 
grounds.

The "Oregon" 31 D.L.R. 164. 110171 1 V\- 
W.R. 142. 23 B.C.R. 57.
Transfer of cause.

By virtue of the provisions of the Imperial 
Prize Courts Act. 1915, e. 57, a Canadian 
Prize Court will order, at the instance of 
the Crown, the transfer of a prize ease to an 
English Prize Court for the purpose of the 
more convenient conduct of the proceedings.

Re The “Hocking,” 17 Can. Ex. 220. 
Prize—Cargo—Pleadings.

Where parties appear and make claim to 
a cargo seized as a prize, the claimants are 
to commence their action by a petition or 
statement of claim, in the form of pleadings, 
to which the Crown pleads by what, is tech
nically called under the rules an answer.

Re The “Sandefjord,” 17 Can. Ex. 238. 
Prize—A ppbaisem ext—Sh ip—Coal.

In appraising a ship brought in as a prize 
the coal in the hunkers is not to be ap-
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praised as part of the ship: it should be 
inventoried separately. Where the ap
praisers have acted in good faith the court 
will not interfere with thc-ir judgment.

Re The “Hamborn,” 17 Can. Kx. 243. 
Prize—Ship and appurtenances—Coal.

Bunker coal does not pa-s as part of a 
ship brought in as a prize.

Re The "Hamborn, 17 Can. Kx. 250.

PRIZE FIGHTING. 
Annotations.

Criminal law; sparring matches distin
guished from prize lights: 12 D.I-.R. 786, 
21 Can. Cr. Cas. 305.

Definition; Criminal Code, 1906, as. 105- 
108: 12 D.L.R. 786.
1 NTEXT— Boxinq match.

To constitute a “prize fight” within the 
prohibition of Cr. Code s. 105, there must 
have liven the intention of fighting until 
one of the participants -ball have become 
exhausted by blows or fatigue; it is not a 
"prize fight” merely because the partici
pants were paid for the exhibition.

R. v. Fleming. 30 DUR. 410, 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 182.
What constitutes—Prize ok reward.

An encounter of the nature of a light, 
with fists or hands, between two persons 
who have met for such purpose by previous 
arrangement is a "prize tight'’ under Cr.
< ode, s. 105, within the statutory definition 
of -the phrase “prize light” in s. 2 (31), if 
the contest be one in which each strives to 
overcome or conquer the other, although 
there is no prize offered to the visitor.

R. v. Pelkev. 12 D.L.R. 780. 21 Can. Cr.
< as. 387. 6 A.UK. 103, 24 W.L.R. 804, 4 
W.W.R. 1055.
Definition.

To constitute a “prize fight.” under Cr. 
Code hh. 31, 106, the encounter must lie 
lietween two persons acting together, with 
the intention of fighting, whether with or 
without gloves, till one or the other gives 
in from exhaustion or from injuries re
ceived. The words “encounter” and “fight” 
are synonymous. A sparring or boxing 
match for a given mimiier of rounds, which 
would not ordinarily exhaust either parti
cipant, is not a "prize tight,'' although the 
boxers were paid fixed sums not depending 
upon the result, for giving the exhibition.

The King v. Fitzgerald. 19 Can. Cr. Cas.
145.

Association for operating—Action fob
CONTRIBUTION AND 1' MN'ITY DIS
MISSED FOR ILLEGALITY ' R. CODE, 88.
104. 105.

Bithell v. Butler, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 276. 
Prize fighting — Statutory definition

CONSIDERED—BOXIXO EXHIBITION—CON-

The King v. Wildfong and Lang, 17 Can. 
Cr. Ca«. 251.

PROBABLE CAUSE
See Malicious Prosecution; False Impri

sonment; Arrest.

PROBATE.
^ See Wills; Executors and Administrators;

PROCESS.
•See Writ and Process.

PROCURING
Cab-driver—Driving prostitutes and men

TO PLACE WHERE THEY MAY HAVE INTER
COURSE—NOT GUILTY TINDER CRIMINAL

A cab-driver who uses his conveyance to 
drive prostitutes and men who are mutually 
deeimu* of having sexual intercourse, to a 
plats- where they can and do have it, is not 
guilty of “procuring" within the meaning 
of s. 216 (1) (ai Cr. Code as enacted by 
3 A- 4 Geo. X". c. 13, s. 9. The fact that it 
was the cab-driver who brought them to
gether for such purpose makes no difference.

R. v. Quinn, 44 D.L.R. 707, 43 O.L.R. 
385, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 372.
Attempt—False pretences.

Notwithstanding the special inclusion of 
attempts in the preceding clauses of s. 216 
Cr. Code, dealing with the offence of pro
curing. an indictment will lie under s. 571, 
dealing generally with attempts to commit 
indictable offences, for the offence of at
tempts procuring by false pretences with
in ?.. 216, clause (j) as re-enacted by the 
Criminal Code Amendment Act, 1913, as to 
which s. 216 omits any special mention of 
attemnta; the doctrine of "expressio unius, 
etc." does not apply to exclude the attempt 
of the principal offence as against the ex
press language of s. 571.

R. v. Wing. 15 D.L.R. 741, 29 O.L.R. 553, 
22 Can. Cr. Cr*. 426.
Prostitution—Cr. Code. 216.

The word "prostitution” in Cr. Code, s. 
216 (amendment of 1913) means promiscu
ous sexual intercourse with men, anil is 
negatived where the magistrate finds that 
the intent of the accused man was only 
that the woman should become hia mistress 
and not to bring about sexual connection 
between the woman and other men.

It. v. fardel 1. 19 D.L.R. 411, 23 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 271, 7 A.L.R. 404.

PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
See Discovery.
Documentary evidence, aee Evidence.

PROFITS.
Compensation for loss of, see Damages, 

III.

PROHIBITION.
I. Power to issub^

II. Adequacy of other remedies.
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HI. rLKèONiî It). OB AGAINST WHOM, WBIT 

MAY BE G It AN TED.
IV. Proceedings that may be forbidden.
V. PROCEDURE.

I. Power to issue.
(d I—1)—Power to issue.

\ii unsuccessful motion before a Divi
sion Court judge under a. 160 of the Di
vision Courts Act to discharge garnishment 
|.r.«'ceding* does not defeat the right to 
prohibition for want of jurisdiction.

lie MeCrearv v. Brennan, 3 D.L.R. 318, 
3 O.W.X. 100-2.
1'owF.B ok Supreme Court to issue to 

County Judge when acting as Mas
ter ok Supreme Court ( X.S. ).

Since a judge of a County Court acting 
as a Master of the Supreme Court of Nova 
Scotia, is an officer of the latter court, and 
not an inferior tribunal, the Supreme Court 
-Imuld not issue a writ of prohibition to re
train his proceeding as such without juris
diction; an order directed to the Master as 
an officer of the court is sufficient.

He Noble Crouse ; R. v. Crouse. 11 D.L.R. 
7 lit. U K.L.R. 416, 47 N.S.R. 64, 21 Can.
( r. Cas. '231.

A Judge in Chambers has no jurisdiction 
to entertain a motion for a prohibition to 
a County Court Judge. [Watson v. J.illico, 
ti M.R. 59. followed. 1 

He Landslxirough, 18 W.L.R. 601, 21 Man. 
LR. 708.
To Circuit Court—Inscription en faux.

\rt. 50 C.C.P.. does not confer or. the 
Superior Court the right to revise judg
ment» of the Circuit Court. It would only 
be in the case of a denial of justice or 
abuse of power causing a grave prejudice 
and a manifest injury that the Superior 
( dirt should exercise its right of control 
and of surveillance over the Circuit Court 
and its judges if otherwise it possesses such 
right. If in an action on a note the de- 
f.ndunt states at the hearing that the note 
was altered after the defence was filed, he 
ran only demand to lie allowed to file a new 
pirn under the provisions of art. 208, C.P.Q, 
and cannot demand the right to inscribe en

Larocque v. Circuit Court of Montreal, 
IS Que. P.R. 416.
Dental college.

The “Board of Governors” of the College 
of Dental Surgeons of the Province of Quebec 
u not a body politic, but being charged with 
making rules "respecting the honour, dignity 
and discipline of the members of the Col
lege, and of deciding upon charges brought 
against them, it is an inferior tribunal sub
ject. to a writ of prohibition. Although a 
writ of prohibition has the same object in 
view as a writ of injunction, it differs from 
it. however, in that the latter should be 
addressed to the litigant parties, whilst the 
former is addressed to the court itself.

Maillet v. Board of Governors of Quebec 
College of Dental Surgeons, 27 Que. K.B. 
364.

(§ I—2)—Defect on pace ok proceedings.
Where the defect of jurisdiction is clear 

on the face of the proceedings of an inferior 
court, the issue of n prohibition, though 
not of course, is of right and not discretion 
ary. [Farqnliarson v. Margon, [1894J 1 Q. 
B. 552, applied.]

R. v. Jack. 25 D.L.R. 700. 24 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 385. 40 N.S.R. 328.
(§ I—4)—Summary conviction — Non 

jurisdictional error—Appeal.
Error in law upon a question apart from 

the jurisdiction to try, will not give a right 
to prohibition, and the forcing of respondent 
into the witness-liox, whether justified or 
not under the provincial statute under 
which the prosecution was brought, does 
not raise the question of jurisdiction of a 
County Judge to hear an appeal from the 
dismissal of a -ummary conviction. [Re 
Royston Park and Nteelton, 13 D.L.R. 454, 
28 O.L.R. 629; Re McLeod and Amiro. 8 I). 
L.R. 726. 27 O.L.R. 232, referred to.]

Re Sigurdson, 28 D.L.R. 376, 25 ('an 
Cr. Cas. 291. 25 Man. L.R. 832, 33 W.L.R. 
325, 9 W.W.R. 940.
Jurisdiction—Effect of prior prosecu-

Prohihition does nut lie to raise the ques
tion whether the entry - of a nolle prosequi 
in a prior prosecution for the same cause 
operated as a bar to the second prosecution 
An objection on that score is one to b»- 
determined in the course of the second 
prosecution but does not go to the jurisdic
tion of the tribunal.

R. v. Spence, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 365. 
Summary conviction.

Where, as in the Lord's Day Act. R.S.C. 
1906, c. 153, s. 7, an exception is created 
by the same statutory clause as that which 
creates the offence, a summary conviction 
is bad if it does not negative the exemp
tion or exception ; and the objection may 
be raised on a motion for a writ of prohibi
tion to restrain the enforcement of the con-

McBrien ▼. Recorder’s Court, 31 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 352.

II. Adequacy of other remedies.
(g II—5)—Other remedy—Right to ap

ply FOR RELIEF TO TRIBUNAL TO BE PRO 
HIBITED.

That objections to the jurisdiction of ». 
court to entertain an appeal may he raised 
on the hearing will not prevent the grant
ing of a writ of prohibition against such 
tribunal by a superior court. [Mayor of 
London v. Cox, L.R. 2 H.L. 239, followed.]

Re Buchanan, 16 D.L.R. 232, 23 Man. 
LR. 943, 26 W.L.R. 447.
Alternative remedy ok appeal.

It is not a bar to the granting of prohibi
tion to a magistrate for exceeding his terri
torial jurisdiction that an alternative rem 
edy of appeal was available to correct 
the absence or excess of jurisdiction.
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lChannel Coaling Co. v. Rom, [1907] 1 
K.B. 145, referred to.]

R. v. Jack, 25 D.L.R. 700, 24 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 385, 49 N.S.R. 328.
Di'vihion Cot bt in Ontabio — Powkb of

TBANHFER-----PROHIBITION PRKMATl'BELT

Re Walker v. Wilson, 16 D.L.R. 853, 5 
O.W.X. 802.
Judgment—Want of jurisdiction.

Nothing hliall he intended to be within 
tlie jurisdiction of an inferior court except 
that which is so expressly alleged, and 
where the objection to the jurisdiction ap
pears upon the face of the proceedings, pro
hibition lies even after judgment, even 
though there :s an alternative remedy by a 
motion to set aside the judgment.

I atnosun Commercial Co. v. Caret son, 20
B.C.R. 448, 7 W.W.R. 219.
OTHER remedy.

The writ of prohibition is confined in 
cases where no other remedy exists.

Henry Morgan Co. v. Montreal, 24 Rev. 
Leg. 486.
Nuisance—Other remedy—Certiorari.

Legislative authority to commit a nui
sance will not lie assumed where the legis
lative authority to a proprietor to make a 
particular use of his property is permissive 
only. The effect of such legislative author
ity can be examined on certiorari, and pro
hibition will not lie in such a ease.

Montreal Abattoirs v. Cour du Recorder, 
17 Que. P.R. 305.
Against summary criminal proceedings

ON DEFECTIVE INFORMATION.
Prohibition may he ordered to restrain a 

magistrate from proceeding on an informa
tion which lie had erroneously ruled suffi
cient to support the charge, whereas in fact 
il did not disclose a criminal offem-e; hut 
the prohibition order will not lair proceed
ings on a fresh information or even upon 
the same information if properly amended 
and resworn. fR. v. France, 1 Can. Cr. Cas. 
32.1, applied.]

R. v. McAulev. 30 Can Cr. Cas. 145. 
[19181 3 W.W.R. 178.
III. Persons to, or against whom, writ 

may be granted.
(§ Til—10)—Persons to, or against 

WHOM. WRIT MAY RE GRANTED.
The Council of the Bar when investigat

ing a charge against an advocate accused 
of having committed an act derogatory to 
the dignity of the profession exercises 
judicial functions; and as such constitutes 
an “inferior court” amendable to certiorari 
and prohibition. [Honan v. Bar of Mont
real. 30 Can. R.C.R. 1, followed ; O’Farrell 
v. Brassard, 1 L.N. (Que.) 28, distin-

Cosselin v. Bar of Montreal. 2 D.L.R. 19. 
Parties or strangers may apply.

It is not essential that the party apply
ing for a prohibition to an inferior court

which is exceeding its jurisdiction shall bn 
a party to the cause; the motion will lie at 
the instance of a stranger.

Re Holman and Rea. 9 D.L.R. 234, 23 
O.W.R. 428, 27 U.L.R. 432.
Against whom—Boards m conciliation - 

Industrial disputes — Investigation

A board ot conciliation and investigation 
appointed by the Minister of Labour to in
vestigate n pretended dispute between an 
industrial company and its employees, on 
the application of persons describing them
selves as members of a trade union that 

| has no legal existence, who do not shew 
that they arc authorized by a majority 
vote of that, nor of any other, trade union, 
who are not employees oi the company, ami 
at a time when there exists no dispute be
tween the company and its employees, and 
neither a strike nor a lockout is imminent, 
is mi lawfully constituted and the Superior 
Court, in tne exercise of its controlling 
power over all courts and pcr-oiis within 
the province (art. 50. c.c.p.i, has the jmw- 
er and duty, at the instance of the com
pany petitioning for a prohibition, to re
strain such board from acting in the mat 
ter. A lioard appointed under the Act 6 7 
Kdw. VII.. c. 20, is a court of inferior juris
diction and prohibition will lie to restrain 
it from acting, if unlawfully constituted, 
or if it assumes to act in excess of its 
jurisdiction.

Montreal Street R. Co. v. Board of Con
ciliation & Investigation, 44 Que. S.C. 350. 
IV. Proceedings that may be forbidden. 

(8 IV—15)—Disputing territorial juris 
diction of Division Court Failure 
TO APPEAR AT TRIAL — JUDGMENT OX 
ADMISSION.

I Re Canadian Oil Companies v. McCon
nell, 8 D.L.R, 759, referred to. |

Re Sovereen Mitt, Glove & RoIh- Co. v. 
Cameron, 26 D.L.R. 793, 35 U.L.R. 143. 
Appeal by informant from dismissal op

ACCUSED ON SUMMARY TRIAL/—DEIEIT 
, OF JURISDICTION.

Prohibition lies to prevent a County 
Court entertaining an appeal launched by 
an informant from the decision of a police 
magistrate dismissing on summary trial u 
charge of an indictable offence, on the 
ground that no appeal lies; and the prohi
bition motion is properly brought as soon 
as the notice of the proposed appeal ha* 
Wen tiled in the inferior court to which 
the appeal is taken.

Re Buchanan, 15 D.L.R. 232. 23 Man. 
L.R. 943, 20 W.L.R. 447.
Division Court (Ont.)—Suit in wrong 

division.
Prohibition may be ordered against the 

enforcement of a judgment entered ii. a 
Division Court in Ontario for defendant's 
nonappearanee at the hearing, where a 
notice disputing the jurisdietion had lieeu 
regularly filed and the action was in fact
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brought in the wrung district ; Mini this 
nui withstanding tin- failure of defendant to 
make application to tlie Division Court for 
a transfer of the cause to the proper di
vision or district.

Mitchell v. Dovle, 10 D.L.K. 297, 4 O.W. 
X. 725, 23 O.W.R. 926.
To County Court Judge — Scrutiny of 

ballots—Certifying result oi flec
tion—Exceeding jurisdiction.

A Countv Court .Judge may ta? prohibited 
from certifying the result of a local option 
election on a scrutiny of the Iiallots cast, 
where he has exceeded or proposes to ex
ceed his jurisdiction. [Re Saltfleet Local 
Option Hv-law, Iti O.L.R. 293, followed ; 
l!eg. v. Coursey, 27 0.1*. 181 ; Davidson v. 
Taylor, 14 I’.R. 78, distinguished.]

ile Aurora Scrutiny, 13 D.L.K. 88. 28 
o.l..It. 475.
cakxishment proceedings in Division

I‘i nhibit ion lies against garnishment pro
ceedings in a Division Court before judg
ment in an action for breach of warranty 
of quantity upon a sale of goods such be
ing a ‘•claim for damages" within the ex
ception of ». 140 of the Division Courts 
Act (Ont.), and there being, therefore, no 
jurisdiction in the Division Court to issue 
garnishment proceedings before judgment 
in respect thereof.

Re McCreary v. Brennan. 3 D.L.R. 318, 
3 U.W.N. 1062.
Attachment or garnishment proceed

ing in Division Court — Money de
posited in bank by unenfranchised

Avery v. Cayuga, 5 O.W.X. 471.
Division Courts—Action for sum in ex- 

i ess oç $100—Place of payment.
McDonald Thresher Co. v. Stevenson, 4 

O.W.X. 732, 23 O.W.R. 957.
Proceedings under Illegitimate Chil

dren’s Act—County Court .Judge.
Prohibition will not lie to restrain a 

County Court Judge from considering evi
dence given by a respondent in proceedings 
taken under the Illegitimate Children's Act 
unwillingly and after objections to his be
ing compelled to testify.

Re Pall Sigurdson, 9 W.W.R. 940, 26 
Can. Cr. Cas. 291.
(8 iv—17) —Proceedings under munici

pal by-law.
Prohibition will lie against the enforce 

in. nt of a summary conviction under an in- 
vhlid municipal by-law, as the magistrate 
in assuming to find the by-law valid at- 
iempt«"t to give himself jurisdiction by an 
• i vuiieoua conclusion of law.

R. v. Sparks. 10 D.L.R. 610. 18 B.C.R. 116, 
21 Can. Cr. Cas. 184. 23 W.L.R. «13. 
Justice of the peace—Proceedings after

DISMISSAL OF CASK.
Prohibition to an inferior court will not 

lie refused on the ground that the pro
ceedings in that court are at an end by the 

Can. Dig.—118.

dismissal of the case therein, so long ns 
anything remains to lie done to complete the 
proceedings sought to la- prohibited, ex. gr., 
the granting of a statutory certificate of 
dismissal so as to enable the dismissal to 
l>e pleaded in liar to any future proceeding. 
[Brazil v. Johns, 24 U.R. 209; and Max or 
of London v. Cox, L.R. 2 ILL. 239, fol
lowed. |

Re Holman and Rea, 9 D.L.R. 234. 23 O. 
W.R. 428, 27 O.L It. 432.
(8 IV—20)—Special tribunals.

Where a laiard of investigation has been 
appointed by the Minister of Labour on a 
judge’s order directing an investigation in
to an alleged combine in virtue of the Com
bines Investigation Act (Can.), prohibition 
will not lie to prevent the laiard from carry
ing on its enquiry on the ground that the 
applicants for such investigation were not 
persons competent under the Act to make 
such application ; the provedure leading up 
to the order directing an investigation being 
sharply distinguished from the procedure 
of the investigation proper and not forming 
part thereof.

United Shoe Machinery Co. v. T.auren- 
deau, - D.L.R. 77.
Writ of prohibition—Expropriation—Ar

bitrators ACTING WITHOUT JURISDIC
TION— Notk k of proceedings.

The arbitrators named for the punaise 
of an expropriation under s. 19«l of the Kail-
wm Ari (R.8.C. 1906, e. 87), form u court
of inferior jurisdiction, and a writ of pro
hibition may lie issued against them if they 
act without jurisdiction, or exceed tlier 
jurisdiction. 2. Notwithstanding the name 
in the laavk of reference sanctioned by the 
Railway Commission, and deposited by the 
coni|>any in accordance with ss. 159, 160, as 
lieing tiiat of the owner of the land to he 
expropriated, if this land is alienated before 
the company has instituted the arbitration 
proceedings provided for in ss. 190 et seq. 
it is considered as giving notice to the new 
purchaser and taking up the case with him. 
He has the remedy of prohibition to prevent 
the arbitrators from taking cognizance <>f 
the matter if the company has not given 
him notice of its proceedings, or has only 
given notice to the former owner as if the 
alienation had not taken place. [Park & 
Island Ry. Co. v. Shannon, 0 B.R. 195; 
Jones v. Laurent, 1 Due. S.C. 438, and At
lantic & North-West Ry. Co. v. Wood, 
11895] A.C. 257, followed.]

Reid v. Charpentier, 45 Que. S.C. 56.
(# IV’—23)—TO SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC 

INSTRUCTION — EXCESS OF POWERS—
Hearing and report.

The Superintendent of Publie Instruction, 
in obeying the orders of the Provincial Sec
retary which governs his department, acts 
in administrative matters only, and is not 
subject to a writ of prohibition. The report 
of the delegate of the Superintendent upon 
a hearing does not constitute the trial of a 
person mentioned in it, and the latter is not
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entitled to a writ of prohibitiou against the 
delegate restraining him from all proceed
ings. and especially in making a report to 
gixe his opinion, or hia appreciation, or a 
decision upon the proof made before him. 
If in any respect tin delegate exceeds hia 
powers, the excess in jurisdiction should be 
invoked in limine or at least before the en
quête is finished and the ease taken under 
«•on-dderation. A writ of prohibition cannot 
issue against auch delegate after he has 
made his report and has become funetua

Tlierrien v. Merrier, 24 Que. K.B. 352. 
t§ IV—24)—Courts Martial-—Jurisdic

tion—C.P. (Que.) art. 1003—Army 
Act—Rules ok pbocf.ih he.

Courts Martial are courts of inferior ju
risdiction under C.C.P. art. 1003. They re
quire to be legally constituted, and the 
accused should be person.- subject to mili
tary law. A writ of prohibition may lie 
issued only where there is absence of ju
risdiction or where the tribunal exceeds its 
jurisdiction and will not lie for alleged 
breaches of the Rules of Procedure or al
leged errors hv the court in its findings on 
the plea-s of the accused.

Goulet v. Winters, 49 D.L.R. 484. Art Que. 
8.C. 521.

V. Procedure.
( § v—261 —Parties—Notice—Attorney- 

General.
A defendant or party added in a ease of 

prohibition cannot inscribe a ease unless all 
the other parties added in the case have 
pleaded in the action, or are in default in 
doing so. If an application for prohibition 
is based on the unconstitutionality of a 
Dominion Act. and the Attorney-General of 
Quebec has not been made a party to the 
proceedings, the court cannot, on an applica
tion by the person applying for the writ to 
annul the placing of the vase on the roll, 
decide whether nr not the Attorney-General 
of Quebec should be addixl as a party. 
Semble, that an inscription should lie served 
on the opposite party. The date of the 
hearing of a vase before its turn cannot be 
fixed ex parte without notice to the adverse 
jiarty and unknown to him.

Mongeau v. St. Cyr. 19 Que. P.R. 382.
(8 V—27i—Objection to jurisdiction.

Where there is doubt in fact or law 
whether an inferior court is exceeding its 
jurisdiction, or is acting without jurisdic
tion. the Sii|ierior Court should exercise its 
discretion to refuse prohibition.

IS. v. Hainlink, 5 D.L.R. 733. 22 U.W.R. 
107. 26 O.L.R. 381, 19 t an. Cr. Cas. 493.
(8 V—321—Illboai. and irregular kxkk-

CISE Of JURISDICTION.
Vpon a motion for prohibition, where, in 

a matter in which it haa jurisdiction, an 
inferior court has made an order which is 
incorrect, but which it can easily set right, 
the proper course is not to grant prohibi
tion, but to enlarge the motion so as to

give the inferior court an opportunity to 
correct the mistake, and, if it be corrected, 
to dismiss the motion. Prohibition is not 
ex debito justitiæ: it is an extreme measure, 
and is not granted in vase of a mere illegal 
ity or irregularity not going to the jurisdic
tion, oi where the judicial officer having 
jurisdiction exorcises it in an irregular man
ner. [Sec Re Birch, 15 C.B. 743; Re Cum 
mings and Carletou. 25 O.R. 607, 26 O.R. 
1; Regina v. Mayor of Ixindon, 69 L.T.R. 
721 : Regina v. Justices of Kent, 24 Q.B.D 
181.]

R. v. Hainlink. 5 D.L.R. 733, 22 O.W.R 
107, 19 Can. Gas. 493, 26 O.L.R. 381.
(§ V—33)—Interim proceedings.

The court has no power, pending an ap
plication for prohibition, to make an inter
im order staying the proceedings in the in
ferior court as to which the prohibition is 
sought.

Re Holman and Rea. 9 Ü.L.R. 234, 23 0. 
W.R. 428. 27 O.L.R. 432.
Writ oe prohibition—Board hitting un

der the Combines Investigation Act. 
The powers conferred to the Board sitting 

under the Combines Investigation Act, arc 
of a quasi-judicial nature; such board con 
stitutes an inferior tribunal and is subject 
to a writ of prohibition when it exceeds its 
powers.

United Shoe Machinery Co. v. Lauren
deau. 12 Que. P.R. 319.
Summary conviction — Adjournment or 

hearing for more than eight DATS. 
Donohue v. Recorder’s Court of Quebec. 

18 Can. Cr. Cas. 182. 12 Que. P.R 267. 
Unauthorised award of costs to be taxed 

by clerk — Prohibition — Enlarging 
motion to permit amendment.

The King v. Hamlink, 17 Cap. Cr. Cas. 
162.
Prohibition — Practice — Civil or crim

INAL PROCEEDINGS.
The King v. Suck Sin, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 

266, 20 Man. L.R. 720.

PROMISSORY NOTES.
See Bills and Notes.

PROOF OF LOSS.
See Insurance.

PROSTITUTION.
See Disorderly House; Vagrancy.

PROXIMATE CAUSE.
I. In general.

II. Or death, injury, or loss by the 
elements.

III. Ok loss or injury by carrier or
railroad company.

IV. Of injury to pedixthiax on highway
or BRIDGE.

V'. Or INJURY To SERVANT.
VI. Or INJURY BY FALLING objects * 

BUILDING.
VII. Or INJURY INFLICTED BY ANIMAL.
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See Negligence.
See insurance, VI B—280.
Improperly packed frog in track as cause 

of accident, see Trial, V C—286.
Ijack of sanitation causing sickness, see 

M uter and Semât, II A—35.
I. In general.

§ I—1)—Dismissal of action when
CAUSE UNKNOWN.

When the cause of an accident is unknown 
u,d cannot be established, the action of the 
plaintiff should be dismissed.

Collin v. G.T.R. Co., 48 Que. 8.C. 106.
5 I—8)—Cause of efficient cause—

CAUSA CÀÜ8ANS.
Where one person is negligent, and, by 

’he negligence or wilful act of another, his 
negligent act causes injury to a third per- 
sou, if the first negligent act be not in its 
nature such that the'second might be looked 
for as a natural and probable consequence, 
•hen the first negligent person is not re- 
sponsible, but, if it lie so, then he is liable

Johnson v. Montreal and Merchants’ Tele
phone Co., 7 D.L.R. 233, 42 Que. S.C. 450. 
Excessive drinking in hotel — Death

FROM EXPOSURE TO COLD—ACTION BY 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE — LIABILITY 
OF OWNER OF HOTEL AND BARTENDER—
Proximate cause of death.

I)e Struve v. McGuire, 25 O.L.R. 87, 20 
O.W.R. 374.
II. Of death, Injury, or loss by the 

elements.
(§ II—15)—Death from burns—Epilep-

Wadsworth v. Canadian Railway Acci
dent Ins. Co., 13 D.L.R. 113, reversing 3 D.L. 
It. 668. f Affirmed, 16 D.L.R. 670, 49 Can. 
<C.R. 115.]

Breach of a contract to furnish water 
for the extinguishing of tires cannot be 
«aid to be the cause of a loss by fire, as it 
may have been caused by any one or more 
of a number of causes; and if the loss, ns a 
fact, is not the direct result of a breach by 
the water company of its contract to fur
nish water for extinguishing fires, it is not 
liable for the loss resulting from the fire.

Belanger v. St. Louis, 8 D.L.R. 601.
( § II—17 ) —Spread of fire across inter

vening LANDS.
Where it appears that the loss by fire 

was occasioned by the concurrence of sev
eral fires for only one of which the defend
ant was liable, a refusal to put to the jury 
the question of what other fires were burn
ing at the time in that vicinity and which 
"ne or more of such fires occasioned or con
tributed to the burning of the plaintiff’s 
property, will not justify a new trial, where 
the judge in his instructions to the jury 
fully covers that point.

King Lumber Co. v. C. P. R. Co., 7 D.L.R. 
733, 22 W.L.R. 553, 14 Can. Ry. Cm. 313,
17 B.C.R. 502, 3 W.WJL 442.
18 II—25)—Injury by electricity—Con

tact OF TELEPHONE WIRE WITH POWER 
WIRE.

A telephone company empowered to erect 
its poles and wires on a street upon which 
the poles and wires of an electric power line 
arc already strung is under a duty to string 
the telephone wires at a safe distance from 
the power wires, and where a telephone line
man is killed by the telephone wires with 
which be was working becoming charged by 
contact with an electric wire which hail 
sagged low by the settlement or bending of 
the electric company’s poles not resulting 
from any negligence on the part of the elec
tric company, the proximate cause of the in
jury is the negligence of the telephone com
pany and not of the electric company, al 
though the latter had taken no precautions 
by guy wires or otherwise to obviate the 
effect of such sagging.

Roberts v. Bell Telephone Co., and West
ern Counties Electric Co.. 10 D.L.R. 460, 4 
O.W.N. 1099, 24 O.W.R. 428.

(§ II—30)— Loss by explosion—Breach
OF STATUTORY DUTY—UNLICENSED PER
SON IN CHARGE OF BLASTING.

In an action for personal injury through 
alleged negligence in blasting operations, it 
is not sufficient for the plaintiff to shew 
merely that there was a breach of statutory 
duty in the employment by the defendants 
of an unlicensed person to do the blasting: 
it must, further appear that such breach, II 
relied upon in proof of negligence, was the 
proximate cause of the accident.

Thacker Singh v. C. P. R. Co., 15 D.L.R. 
487, 6 W.W.U. 125. [Affirmed in 20 D.L.R. 
611, 19 B.C.R. 675.]

III. Of loss or Injury by carrier or rail
road company.

(8 III—46)—Ejected passenger—Kh lfii
AT DIFFERENT PLACE 8EVEBAI. HOURS 
later — Liability of railway com

A railway company is not liable In negli
gence for the death of a passenger, who is 
ejected from the train at a proper stopping 
place, for drunkenness and riotous conduct, 
if at the time he is put off the train he i* 
capable of taking care of himself, although 
subsequently he wanders on to the track and 
several hours later is killed by another train 
at a place where those in charge of the lat 
ter train could not see him in time to pre 
vent the accident.

Dunn. Administrator v. Dominion At
lantic R. Co., 45 D.L.R, 51, 25 Can. Rv. 
Cas. 143. 53 N.8.R. 88 at 91 [Reversal 
bv Supreme Court of Canada, 52 D.L.R. 
1*49.]

IV. Of Injury to pedestrian on highway or

See Highways; Bridges.
Question for jury as to, see Trial.

V. Of Injury to servant.
(8 V—104 ) —Delivery or cartage

The master’s negligence in furnishing for 
the use of his servants a horse which he
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knew had the vice of running «way is the 
proximate cause of an injury received by a 
-i want from the home running away while 
lie was, at his master’s request, assisting a 
fellow-servant in the delivery of the mas
ter's goods.

Veitch v. Linkert, 3 D.L.R. 39, 3 O.W.N. 
874.
VI. Of injury by falling objects or build

ing.
(8 VI—lO.'i) — In order to absolve a sub

warrantor who manufactured a steel struc
ture to support a water tank erected upon 
the. roof of a building, from liability for 
damages occasioned by the fall thereof, on 
the ground that the walls were defective, 
the defective condition must be shewn ami 
it must appear that that was the immédi
at» and proximate cause of its fall.

Wilson v. ll.CS. Ilogel Vo., 4 D.L.R. 196. 
VII. Of injury inflicted by animal.

(8 VII—lit)) — Animals kukni.no at
LAW IK CAUSING FRIGHT OF HORHK8—IN
JURY TO PROPERTY—RKMOTKNKSS.

The perilous alternative one is placed in 
while driving away animals running at 
large contrary to a by-law in consequence of 
which his horses became frightened, causing 
damage to his property, does not render 
such damage too remote to liar recovery.

Moon x. Stephens, 28 D.L.R. 223, 8 s.L.R. 
218, 31 W.L.R. 832. 8 WAV.II. 1165. 
Allowing hohhk to stand harnkrskd but 

l NBRllM HI—Khcape.
The defendant's act in allowing tlie 

horse to stand harnessed but unbridled in 
mi open space was the proximate cause of 
the injury, and the action of the horse in 
rolling was not an independent intervening

Gray v. Steevee, 42 N.H.R. 676.

PUBLICATION.
Of liliel. see Libel and Slander.

PUBLIC CONTRACTS.
See Contracts, VII ; Municipal Corpora

tions, II; Crown.

PUBLIC HEALTH.
See Health ; Nuisance; Negligence.

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS.
See Public Works ; Assessment for, see 

Taxes; Municipal Corporations.

PUBLIC LANDS.
I. Of Canada, 

a. In general.
R. Disposal through land department:

II. Of the PROVINCES.
Annotation.

1"si-heat, provincial and Dominion rights: 
26 D.L.R. 137.

I. Of Canada.
A. In general.

(8 I A—1)—Indian reserve—Indians as
PURCHASERS.

Under the Indian Act (39 Viet. c. 18, e. 
31, R.S.C. (1886), v. 43, s. 42) Indians 
have the right to become purchasers of pub
lic lands which, on surrender to the Crown, 
have ceased to he a part of an Indian “re-

AtVy-Gen’l for Can. v. Giroux, 30 D.L.R. 
123, 53 Can. 8.C.R. 172. affirming 21 Quo 
K.lt. 433.
River beds — "Railway belt” lands in 

British Columbia.
The lieiietieial ownership of the lieds of 

navigable nontidal waters within the "rail 
way licit'’ in British Columbia, which were 
vested in the Crown in the right of that 
province at the time of the transfer of the 
"railway belt” lands to the Dominion of 
Canada, passed to the Dominion in virtue of 
the transfer.

Re British Columbia Fisheries, 11 D.L.R. 
255, 49 C.L..1. 304, 47 Can. N.C.R. 493. 23 

'W.L.R. 723, 4 WAV.R. 32'i. lAflinned, 1.1 
D.L.R. 308, 13 E.L.R. 556.)
Constriction of Crown grants.

Crown grants are to be construed most 
faxourahly for the King where a fair doubt 
exists as to the real meaning of the instru-

The King v. Tweedie, 22 D.L.R. 498, 15 
Can. Ex. 177. [Reversed 27 D.L.R. 53, 52 
Can. R.CJL 197. |
Indian lands on reserves—Surrender- 

Dominion or provincial domain.
Indian lands aie not possessed by the 

Crown in trust for the Indians who have 
surremlered them ; they lielong to it in full 
ownership as other public lands subject to 
distribution every year aiming the members 
of the tribe who have agreed to surrender 
them, the interest derived from the proceeds 
of their sale. [Church v. Fenton. 5 Can. 
X.C.R. 239, followed.) When a tribe of 
Indians has surrendered h reserve to the 
Crown, the lienefieial interest of the trilie 
ill the lands of this reserve enures to the 
provinces and not to the federal power.

Doherty v. Giroux, 24 Que. K.B. 433. 
[Aflirined sub. nom Att’v-Gen’l for Canada 
v. Giroux, 30 D.L.R. 123, 53 Can. S.C.R. 
172.)

To give title or possessory rights as 
against the Crown the proof should be 
clear and unequivocal. The occupation and 
use of land on the sea shore, where the 
acts of occupation (apart from the erection 
of small structures not of a permanent 
character) are shown to have been of a 
casual, temporary and irregular character, 
in the absence of enclosure or anything to 
indicate the extent of possession, are not 
sufficient to give title as against the Crown.

Carr v. Ferguson, 45 N.S.R. 132, 9 E.L.R. 
218.
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(8 I A—3)—Grant or bbo or navk.abi.k 

biveb—'Title to.
la a grant of part of the public domain 

from the t rown to a subject the bed of a 
navigable river will not past* unless an in
tention to convey the same is expressed in 
dear and unambiguous terms in the grant.

Lea my v. The King, 23 D.L.R. 24», hi 
Can. Kx. 189. [Affirmed in 33 D.L.R. 237,
.1 ( an. S.C.R. 143.J
B. Ihsi-oBAL THROUGH LAND DEPARTMENT;

BN TRY ; BALE.
? 1 B—û)—Validity or lease—Approved

BY OllliKK-l.\-COUNCIL — AMENDMENTS —
Approval iiy Minister—Signature— 
No SUBSEQUENT OBDEB-IN-COUNCIL —
Validity.

A lease of Crown land made between a 
corporation and a minister noting on be
half of the t rown, and approved by order- 
in round I. must have the indenture contain
ing amendments to the same duly approved 
ii> order-in-council otherwise such indenture 
is a nullity.

The King v. Vancouver Lumlier Co., 50 
D.L.R. tl, affirming Supreme Court of Can
ada, which affirmed 41 D.L.R. 917, 17 Can. |
Kx. 329.
occupation license—Rights or assignee 

—Sale by Crown by letters patent—
( OLOMZATION PURPOSES.

The assignee of the rights of one who 
lias obtained an occupation license of a lot 
'-I public land loses his rights by the sale 
of the lot by the Crown under letters pat
ent. Neither the license nor the assignment 
made to him gives a right of action against 
the holder of the letters patent to wood 
-•ut upon the lot by the latter. The prohi
bition against acquiring by letters patent, 
by means of transfers of occupation li- 
et-nses, of more than 300 acres of land for 
the purpose of colonization, is of public 
interest, and can lie invoked by all inter- 
e*ted as well as by the Crown.

Howard v. Stewart, 23 Que. K.B. 80. 
Disposal through land department—En-

The alienation by sale of Crown lands is* 
perfected by the mutual consent of the 
agent of the Crown and the purchaser in 
respect to the property and the price in
dependently of any title or document at
testing it.

Pelletier v. Roy. 44 Que. 8.C. 147.
Validity of dominion lease—Deceit— 

Notice.
Vancouver r. Vancouver Lumber Co.,

mi) A.C. 711.
Crown lands and Crown timber dues— 

Timber cut before issue of letters
PATENT GRANTING OWNERSHIP.

Deaehamps v. Giroux, 39 Que. S.C. 454. 
Land taxation—Exemption until lands 

• sold”—Exemption for twenty years 
AI TER “GRANT FROM CROWN.”

The Minister of Works of Alberta v. The 
< .PR. Co.; The King v. The C.P.R. Co.,

[19111 A.C. 328, 27 T.L.R. 234. affirming 
Supreme Court of Alberta. January 21. 
1910.
Uneaten ted lands—Liability of grantee 

for taxes—Railway grant.
Calgary & E< mon ton laiiid Co. v. At

torney-General of Alberta, 45 Can. S.C.R.
170.
(g I B—7)—License to cut standing 

timber—Right of renewal.
Under s. 54, of c. 43, R.S.C., 1880. and 

R.S.C. 1909, c. 81, 8. 73, giving authority 
to the Superintendent-General of Indian 
Affairs to grant licenses to cut timber on 
Indian lands, the licensee is not entitled at 
the expiration of his term of license to a 
renewal of the privilege as a matter of 
right, but his right to such renewal must dr 
jiend upon whether or not a contract has 
been entered into between the Crown and 
himself entitling him to such renewal, in 
view of the provisions of s. 55 of c. 43,
R. S.C. 1889, to the effect that no license 
shall lie granted for a longer period than 
12 months. [Bulmer v. The Queen, 23 Can.
S. C.R. 488; I^ikefield Lumber ( o. v. Shairp, 
19 Can. S.C.R. 957. followed; Attorney-Gen
eral v. Contois. 25 Grant, 349; Muskoka 
Mill Co. v. McDermott. 21 A.IL (Ont.I 129: 
Smylie v. The Queen, 27 A.R. (Ont. I 172; 
W.C. Edwards Co. v. D’Halewyn, 18 Que. 
K.B. 419, applied.]

Booth v. The King, 1» D.L.R. 371, 14 
Can. Ex. 115. 12 E.L.R. 144.
Lease of Crown lands—Liability fob

DAMAGE CAUSED TO FIRST LESSEE.
One who leases land from the ( rown. the 

property lieing already leased and occupied 
by another person, and who does work up
on it, is liable for the damages caused to 
the first lessee. A clause in the first lease 
that the lessee abandons all recourse for 
damages against the Crown of any nature 
whatever, does not apply to the act of the 
Crown itself, which is bound to provide 
peaceable enjoyment for its lessee, and the 
second lessee has no greater right than his 
lessor himself had.

Bonhomme v. Montreal W. & P. Co., 48 
Que. S.C. 489.
(8 1 B—St—Setting aside certificate— 

Cancelling lease.
In proceedings on behalf of the Crown 

to annul and cancel a certain lease of or
dinance and admiralty lands, it appeared 
that although there was information on 
their flies respecting litigation at one time 
pending in the civil courts between the de
fendant's predecessor in title and other par
ties with respect to the property demised, 
the officials of the Department of the In
terior issued the lease in question. It ap
peared, however, that at the time the lease 
was issued the department was not aware 
of a judgment in one of the civil courts 
which decided adversely to the rights of 
the defendant’s predecessor in title:—Held, 
under all the circumstances, that the lease 
was issued through inadvertence and im-
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plot idently ami should be cancelled. The 
officers of tlie Crown should have satisfied 
themselves before issuing the lease that the 
litigation, >n which there was knowledge in 
the department, had first been disposed of 
in favour of the applicant.

The King v. Crumb, 14 Can. Ex. 230.
(g 1 It—9)—Purchase from Crown—PUR

CHASE MONEY UNPAID — ASSIGNEE OF 
l-l IK IIASE&—RIGHT TO SUE IN TRESPASS

Evidence — Order-ix-Coi:ncil—Re
moval m pine ruinai—Damage to
LAND BY COVERING WITH REFUSE—AS
SESSMENT OF DAMAGES BY JURY—XEW 
TRIAL.

Severt v. Plaunt, 9 O.W.N. 94.
( § I H—Hii—Transfer to others, posses

sion continued—Rights.
W here a wharf had been built on land the 

title to which is vested in the Crown, and 
the parly in possession had used the proper
ty for many years iu connection with a 
mill <ui the property, and subsequently 
transferred it to others who also went into 
agent has the right to reclaim possession of 
possession, and continued to remain in pos
session, the parties so in possession have 
a good title against every one except the 
true owner, and cannot be dis|Missessed ex
cept by one shewing letter title.

■tones v. Sullivan, 23 D.L.K. 843. 43 X.B. 
FI. 208.
Crown lands—Crown lands agent—Re

ceipt—Possession—Title of owner
ship—Expenses and improvements— 
S. REF. |19o»J, art. 1559, 1562.

The bearer of a receipt of the Crown lands 
agent lias the right to reclaim possession of 
his land of which he has been dispossessed 
by a third party, and to obtain damages, 
even though lie cannot lie declared the owner 
of the land. When two persons are each 
the holders of receipt from the Crown lands 
agent, for the same land, the rights of 
the one holding the first receipt cannot lie 
affected by the second. The claims for ex
penses and improvements should form the 
object of a defense and not of a reply to 
a defense.

Diotte v. Bernier, 55 Que. S.C. 407.
C. Patents,

Presumption of ownership from possession 
under Crown grant, see Taxes, I E—48; Me
chanics’ Liens, V—30.
(§ I (’—15)—Reservation as to reposses

sion—Rioht of Dominion or province.
in letters patent for a water-lot in the 

River St. Lawrence, granted by the Crown 
in the right of the Province of Canada in 
the year 1848, the Crown reserved the right 
to resume at any time possession of the 
property upon paving to the grantee the 
value of any improvements and erections 
thereon. The right so reserved was never 
exercised before Confederation. Held, that 
the right so reserved was indivisible, and 
could only be exercised in res|>eet of the 
whole of the land mentioned in the grant 
and not for a part thereof. Quœre: Wheth

er the right to resume possession enure- 
iiow to the Dominion Crown, or the Crown 
in the right of the Province of Quebec.

Raymond v. The King, 20 D.L.R. 574, 16 
Can. Ex. 1. I Affirmed 49 D.L.R. 689, 59 
Can. S.C.R. U82.]
Conclusiveness of Crown grants—Pri-

8CRIPTIVE AND POSSESSORY RIGHTS.
The Act (X.B.) 4 Geo. V. e. 36. coupled 

with the provisions of the Act 3 Edw. Y1L, 
e. 19. notwithstanding any previous claims 
that might exist on the part of any person 
to the land designated therein, authorizes 
and empowers the Minister of Lands and 
Mines to sell such land and to issue a Crown 
grant thereof, which, when issued, is per
fectly good and conclusive against all the 
world, and a prescriptive title «-an lie of no 
avail against a grant from the Crown un
der these special statutes.

Ouellet v. Jalhcrt, 27 D.L.R. 459, 43 X.B. 
R. 099.
Crown grant —Indian lands — Adverse 

possession.
The King v. Bonhomme, 49 D.L.R. 690, 59 

Can. S.C.R. 679. affirming 38 D.L.R. 647, 16 
Can. Ex. 437.
Homestead — Abandonment — Misbepri

MENTATION—SUBSEQUENT PATENT—»•

The cancellation of a homestead entry by 
the Crown, brought about by the false state
ments of the entrant in Ills declaration of 
abandonment. will estop him from attacking 
a patent to the land subsequently issued by 
the Crown in good faith.

Attorney-General of ( amula v. Massing- 
hill, 17 Can. Ex. 510.
Homestead— Assignment — Administra

tor—Dominion Lands Act.
An agreement lietween the administrator 

of an estate and the beneficiary thereof 
that the former may take as hie own an 
unpatented homestead left by the deceased 
ia not "an assignment or transfer or an 
agreement to assign or transfer” within the 
meaning of s. 142, the Dominion Lands Act. 
R.8.C. 1906. e. 142.

Western Trust Co. v. Olson, 11 S.L.R. 41$. 
[1918] 3 W.W.R. 811.
Indian reserve — surrender — Trust — 

Dominion and provincial powers.
'Hie surrender made by the Abenaqni* 

Indians of the Coleraine Reserve, on Febru
ary 14, 1882, in favour of the Dominion 
Government, and accepted by it, by an order- 
in-council of April 3, 1882. is not an aban
donment pure and simple, but a trust, by 
virtue of which the Dominion Government 
obtained the right to sell these lands for 
the benefit of the Indians of that reserve. 
The Dominion Government could legally dis 
pose of these lands by the issue of letters 
patent, and confer a good title on the p#’ 
entee. The Provincial Government has not 
acquired any right in those lauds by reason 
of that surrender.

Gouln v. Thompson, 24 Rev. Leg. 271.
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Dominion chant—Lf.xse from province— 

Coal bights—Trespass- settlement 
Act — Evidencc — Parties — Attob- 
ney General.

In an action for trespass involving a con
flict. between a grant in fee simple from the 
Crown, represented by the Government of 
Canada, of certain lands and the minerals 
thereunder and a subsequent lease from the 
Crown, represented by tlie Provincial Gov
ernment, of an alleged portion of the same 
lands for coal or petroleum mining purpos
es, the Attorney-General of the province is 
not a necessary party. [Quemiel Forks 
Mining Co. v. Ward. 42 D.L.R. 176. distin
guished.] In such an aetinn the burden 
ni proving that the area in question is, 
.is the defendant asserts, within exceptions 
set out in ss. 3 and 4 of the Settlement Act, 
c. 14. 1884 (B.C.S.), lies on the defendant.

Eaqnimalt * Nanaimo R. Co. v. McLel- 
Inn, 11918] 3 W.W.R. 645. [See 41 D.L.R. 
7.17. [1918] 3 W.W.R. 829, 44 D.L.R. 697. 
_>6 B.V.R. 104.]
Paient fob land—Water lot granted by 

crown — Boundaries — Surveys — 
Plans—Determination of true boun
dary-link— Evidence —Dm i.aration

Hamilton Motor Works v. Browne, 15 0. 
\\ X. 90, reversing 13 O.W.N. 120.
Tim: to red of navigable river.

In the absence of expre-s terms, to that 
effect, a Crown grant of township lands will 
not pass title to the lied of a navigable riv
er within the area described in the letters

Leamy v. The King, 33 D.L.R. 237, 54 
Can. S.C.R. 143.
Cbown—Patent for land—Misstatement 

in application for—Rights of squat
ter—Recognition by patentee—Pri
ority of application — Evidence — 
Special circumstances—Action for 
cancellation of patent—Certificate 
of ownership under land Titles Act

G rabot v. Giles, 12 O.W.X. 140.
Patent for land—Water-lot granted by 

crown — Boundaries — Surveys — 
Plans—Determination of true boun
dary-line—Amendment of patent —• 
Title by possession to shobe-lots— 
Conflicting evidence —Application
FOR LEAVE TO ADDUCE FURTHER EVIDENCE
—Counterclaim—Dam ages—( ’osts.

Hamilton Motor Works v. Browne, 13 0. 
W.N. 120.
Patent for land—Action to set abide 

Crown PATENT — QUESTION win un it 
I.AND COVERED BY PRIOR PATENT—DE
SCRIPTION—Boundaries — Squatters’ 
rights—Applicant fob patent fail
ing TO INFORM CROWN LANDS DEPART
MENT OK OCCUPATION—PATENT ISSUED 
HY MISTAKE—JURISDICTION OF COURT— 
IZK VS STANDI OF PLAINTIFFS—LIMITA
TION of relief—Costs.

Johnston v. Steacy, 16 O.W.N. 135.
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Revocation of grant — Improvement» — 
Bona fide purchaser.

The revocation of a permit of occupation 
under the authority of art. 1574, 1909 K. 
S.Q., has not the effect of confiscating for 
the benefit of the Crown, the improvements 
and outlays made by a third party in good 
faith. The latter has recourse against a 
subsequent grantee to recover the value of 
those improvements and outlays.

Marchand v. Fournier, 49 Que. S.C. 298. 
Issue of patent to life tenant—Assign

ment-Rights of heirs—Limitations. 
Where C. received a quit claim of his 

mother's interest in Crown lands as a family 
representative acting as express trustee for 
the benefit of the Tieirs of his brother, a 
deceased pre-emptor, the patent to the lands 
having issued erroneously to his mother as 
supposed heir-at-law of the deceased pre- 
emptor, the heirs acquired a statutory 
right to the property which the Crown < «uld 
not take away. [Boulton v. Jeffrey. bit. 
E. &, A. Ill, distinguished.] In such u ease 
the Statute of Limitations is inapplicable.

Cook v. Cook, 8 W.W.R. 506.
Patents—Notice.

Although a commissioner of lands must 
give a pre-emption record holder 30 days’ 
notice of the nearing of an application to 
cancel his pre-emption record, yet, if the 
pre-emptor appear and attend on the heal
ing at an earlier date, he cannot object 
afterwards that he has not received proper

Heselwood v. Jones, 16 B.C.R. 485. 
Patent fk> m Crown—Reservation of 

mineral rights—Amending Act, 8 
Edw. VII. c. 17, s. 4.

Au-tin v. Riley. 23 O.L.R. 593. 18 O.W.R.
40.
Dominion lands hror in patent—Omis

sion OF NERVATION OF RAHWAY 
RIGHTS l PROVIDENCE — CANCELLA
TION—< ’ F1CATE OF TÎTLE—RBCTIFI-
UATin lgihter—Jurisdiction.

The K Powell, 13 Can. Ex. 300. 
Crown patent — Dominion Lands Act 

AMENDMENT—MEANING OF WORD “PHOV-

Larence v. Larence, 21 Man. L.R. 145, 17 
W.L.R. 197.
Crown grant—Water lot—Public har-

Zwicker v. Lahave S.8. Co., 9 E.L.R. 
114.
(§ I C—171—Homestead—Jurisdiction of 

Exchequer Court—Validity of pat
ent— Delivery —“Improvidence’’ — 
Judgment creditors—Bona fide pur
chasers.

The defendant, S., an alien, for a num
ber of years was a homestead entrant on 
land in Manitoba and entitled to a patent 
therefor under the Dominion Lands Act. 
He refused to make application for the pat
ent, because, until the patent was registered 
in Manitoba, the land was not subject to
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the payment of certain taxes, nor to the 
execution of judgment» against such lands. 
He was induced to consummate the appli
cation for patent under threat of the Do
minion land-office to cancel his homestead 
entry, and having taken out his naturaliza
tion papers and signing the application, the 
patent regularly issued and was mailed to 
him at his post-office address. It was lat 
er returned to the land-office la-cause not 
called for by him. In the meantime a copy 
of the patent was registered against the 
land, whereupon the land was sold to satisfy 
the taxe* and judgments, and thus found 
its way into the hands of innocent purchas
ers for value. Proceedings were instituted 
to set aside the patent and subsequent con
veyances on the ground that the patent was 
irociired by fraud and improvidently issued, 
leld. the Exchequer Court has no power to 

review or question the validity of the judg
ments obtained by the creditors in the Pro
vincial Courts: that it has jurisdiction, un
der ». 94 of the Dominion Lands Act (7-8 
Kdw. \ 11., 1908, v. 20) and s. :il of the Ex
chequer Court Act ( R.S.C., 1906, c. 140) to 
determine the validity of the patent, and 
to set aside, if need be, the registration of 
instruments affecting the land in the regis
tration offices of the province. The patent 
having been duly issued, in conformity to 
the provisions of ». 90 of the Dominion 
lamds Act, physical delivery was not essen
tial to render it operative or effective. Up
on the registration of the patent thus is
sued the judgment creditors of the patentee 
had the right to treat it as having been 
regularly issued and to secure a sale of tin- 
land in execution of their judgments. Un
der the evidence adduced, no fraud, error 
or improvidence was established as would 
warrant the avoidance of the patent under 
». 94 of the Act: the fact that the patentee, 
in a letter to the land-office, stated his uii 
willingness or refusal to sign the patent 
papers, when'he in fact did sign them, does 
not shew ‘■improvidence” in issuing the pat
ent, particularly when his object for doing 
so was to defeat the payment of taxes and 
hinder his judgment creditors.

The King v. Deacon. 4.1 D.L.R. 274, 18 
Can. Ex. :iti8.
Dominion—Void patent to person de-

< 'EASED — CANCELLATION of Ckown

Apart from statutory validating enact
ments applicable in certain cases, a Crown 
lands patent issued in the name of a person 
already deceased at the «lute of the grant, 
with habendum to him. his heirs and assign», 
is a nullity even where the death is recited 
in the patent together with a statement that 
for good and sufficient reasons it is expe
dient to issue the grant in the name of the 
deceased. A Crown grant of Dominion lands 
which is void by reason of its having been 
issued in the name of a jier.'on already de
ceased may be set aside and cancelled by 
the Exchequer Court of Canada, upon the 
hearing of an information in that behalf ex

hibited in that court by the Attornev-Gen- 
eral of Canada. The Dominion Lands Act 
Amendment. 60-61 Viet. (Can.) c. 29, vali
dating certain Crown grants notwithstand
ing the death of the grantee liefore the date 
of the patent and directing that the lands 
shall vest in the “heirs, assigns, devisees 
or other legal representatives of such de 
ceased person according to the laws of the 
province,” lias no application where the 
death of the person named in the patent as 
the grantee took place before the territory 
in which the lands were situate was erected 
into a “province" of the Dominion. [Car
ence v. Larence, 21 Man. L.R. J4Û, 
approved.]

The King v. Larence, 10 D.L.R. 195, 15 
Can. Ex. 145.
Cancellation of patent—Scire facias.

In an action in annulment of letters pat
ent (scire facias) which requires, for its 
institution, the consent of the Attorney- 
General on cause being shewn, no ground 
can be alleged in the action unless it has 
been disclosed to the Attorney-General.

Jjuurcntide Paper Co. v. Canada Iron 
Furnace Co., 9 D.L.R. 278.
Patent*—Fokfeituhe when fbaudulent-

LY OBTAINED.
A Crown land patent may be declared 

void where, by reason of the grantee’s mis
representation, he succeeded in obtaining 
land previously granted to another, although 
the descriptions in the two patents were 
not identical.

Zoek v. ( lav ton, 1.1 D.L.R. 502. 28 O.L.Ü. 
447, reversing U D.L.R. 205. 3 O.W.N. 1161.

II. Of the provinces.
See also Waters, 1 A—5; Escheat.
Tidal water?, as public lands of province, 

see Constitutional law, I G—14U.
(§ Il—20)—Priorities—Bona fide pur- 

<?haher—Execution—sheriff’* deed.
A sheriff’s deed, In sale of a loeatee’s 

interest in unpatcnted lands, under execu
tion, conveys no title as against the rights 
of a bona tide purchaser who acquired them 
of the locatve prior to the judgment: al 
though the purchaser failed to record the 
deed with or notify the Department until 
after the execution was lodged therein, lu
is entitled, so long as the Crown had not 
cancelled the rights of the locatee and rec
ognized the deed as his proper assignment, 
to have the sheriff’s deed set aside, and to 
be declared the owner of the property sub- 
ject to the rights of the Crown.

Hamilton v. Sliaulo, 29 D.L.R. 766. 35 
O.L.R. 584.
Provincial grant for railway purpose*— 

Settlement Act—Coal Mines Act— 
Lease — Determination of right* — 
Remedy—Petition or right—Parties 
—Intervention of Attorney-General.

Eequimslt A Nanaimo R. ( o. v. McLellsn, 
.17 D.L.R. 803. [Affirmed in 44 D.L.R. 697. 
26 B.C.R. 104 ]
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ijojxhK to cut timber—Validity.

An agent of the Government has no au
thority to issue a license for the cutting of 
timber for the purpose of commerce on 
frown lands unless the limits where the tim
ber stands had been sold at public auction. 
\ license granted contrary thereto is void, 
hi a contestation of such license the con
testant cannot set up nonpayment by the 
holder of the license of his annual fees, 
failure to register his title, and nonrenewal 
of his license. In order, under arts. 1600, 
H‘,0], R.8.Q. 1009, to constitute a sufli- 
,'jvnt title to authorize the" licensee to seize 
limber cut in the limits in possession of a 
pci son who detains them without authority, 
it is necessary to prove a license which the 
law authorizes the agent of the Government 
to issue and not one which he has issued 
illegally.

Peterborough Realty Co. v. Ferland. 26 
Que. K.B. 61.
Timber lease— Surrender — Renewal — 

Land Act—Prioritieh—Pre-emption.
"Hie plaintiff’s timber lease obtained in 

1902, in accordance with s. 7 of the Land 
\«*t Amendment Act. 1901, in renewal of a 
lease obtained in 1888, held to lie subject to 
Oown grants made in 1893 and 1894 to pre
empt ors. [Brohm v. B.C. Mills Trading Co., 
7 B.C.R. 123, not followed.) The doctrine 
of omnia pra-sumuntiir rite acta should ap
ple in its fullest extent in respect to the 
eompliance with statutory conditions in the 
obtaining of Crown grants for purchase or 
pre-emption under the Land Act, and, 
ibough it may be shewn in a proper ease 
that irregularity, error or dç.eption have 
in fact led to the issuance of such a grant, 
yet before it can he attacked the Crown 
must be at least a party to the proceedings, 
and the issue will, in many cases, depend 
upon the attitude taken bv the Crown.

North Pacifie Lumber v. Savward, 25 B. 
f II. 322. |1918] 2 W.W.R. 771.
Pm emftion—Sale — Validity — "Trans- 

i er"—Land Act,
An agreement for sale of an undivided 

one-half interest in a pre-emption record, en
tered into prior to the issue of the Crown 
grant, comes within the definition of the 
word “transfer” in s. 159 of the Land Act 
(R.S.B.C.) 1911, c. 129. and is therefore 
absolutely null ami void under the provi- 
siona of said section. I American-Abell En
gine & Thresher Co. v. .McMillan, 42 Can. S. 
I' ll. 377. followed.]

Ihirns v. Johnson, 25 P.C.R. 35, [1918] 
1 W.W.R. 180.
(6 II—21)—Grant or patent—Ambiguity.

A Crown grant of a name/l island may 
include surrounding marsh land by a refer
ence therein to a plan and survey, and to 
documents indicating the nature and ex
tent of the prior use and occupation of the 
land making it possible to determine its 
boundaries.

Bart let v. Delaney, 17 D.L.R. 500. 29 0.

L.R. 426, reversing 11 D.L.R. 584. 27 O.L.R.
894.
Grant to South Afrii an vuu x iter— 

Sale of.
Graham v. Graham, 16 D.L.R. 485, 27 W. 

L.R. 263.
Provinces — Agreement to sell land —• 

Pre-emption.
Simpson v. Proestler, 13 D.L.R. 191. 25 

W.L.R. 243. reversing 11 D.L.R. 145. 18 B. 
C.R. 68. 24 W.L.R. 303.

Where there is not enough land in a 
township to make out the lot « as sur
veyed. the grantee from the Crown who 
first lakes possession of a lot is entitled to 
nil of the lands called for in his allotment, 
and a subsequent grant, the boundaries of 
which overlap those of the prior grant, must 
yield to the latter. A grant by tin Crown 
of designated numbered lota in a township 
excludes the inference that such lots wen- 
included in a prior grant of a town-hip to 
such grant ami several other-, where, in 
the earlier grant, the land was to he sub
sequently allotted or laid out to each gran
tee by a eomniission to be appointed by the 
Crown, and such lots were not allotted by 
them to such grantee. A “township grant." 
from the Crotvn to many grantee- is valid 
although it does not specify the locality of 
the area to which each grantee is to he en
titled, reliance being placed therefor on the 
Provincial allotment proceedings for the lo
cation and registering of the allotments. 
In a case of overlapping by a subsequent 
grant of part of the same land passed by an 
earlier grant, the constructive possession of 
the area is in the person who has the senior 
or hotter title. Where one acquires land 
from u person who obtained it from the 
Crown hv a township grant made to sever
al grantees although it did not specify the 
location or the urea of the land to which 
each grantee wa< entitled, the locations be
ing afterwards allotted them by commis
sioners appointed l>y the Crown for that 
purpose, no subsequent allotment will be 
permitted to disturb the prior allotment so 
made or the locations of land of which pos
session had been taken and held.

Boehner v. Hirtle, 6 D.L.R. 548, 11 E.L. 
R. 222. 46 N.S.R. 231.
Grant or patent.

Where a giant from the Crown contain
ing no special clause in respect of the water 
power or the building of u mill, and ex
pressly reserving to the Crown, "the free 
uses, passages and enjoyment of. in, over 
and upon all navigable waters that shall 
or may be hereafter found on or under or 
be Mowing through or upon any part of the 
said parcel or tract of land hereby grant
ed as aforesaid," the grantee's rights are 
limited by the terms of the patent and can
not lie enlarged by the official correspond
ence and documents of the Crown l^mds De
partment relating to the issuing of the
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patent. [Wyatt v. Attorney-General of 
Quebec, [1911] A.C. 48V, followed.]

Hunter v. Richard, ü D.L.K. 110, '20 O. 
L.R. 458, 22 O.W.R. 408. | Affirmed 12 D.
D.R. 60S, 28 O.L.B. 267.]
PURCHASE OF LAND FROM PROVINCIAL GOV

ERNMENT—LIEN OX J AM) CHEATED BY 
PURCHASER—SUBSEQUENT TRANSFER OF 
Pl'ltCHASEU's INTEREST '11* THIRD PARTY.

North-West Thresher <'<>. v. Bourdin, 2<i
Man. L.R. 505, 15 W.L.R. 181.
Hideau canai, i.andh—Amo.v to enforce.

PAROI. AUREEMKNT — TITLE TO (ANAL 
LANDS DELIMITED PRIOR TO COX FEDERA-

Garland v. The King, l.'l Cun. Kx. 284. 
Grant oi Crown lands to railway com

pany—PREVIOUS RESERVATION OF POR
TION FOR SCHOOLS — "ALIENATION” —
Declaration of trust.

Attorney-General for Briti-li Columbia v. 
Esquimau A Nanaimo 11. Co. 19 W.L.R. ($95. 
($ II—22)—Rights of locatek—Coloni

zation LANDS IN QVEREC.
Howard v. Stewart. 20 D.L.R. 991, 50 

Can. S.C.R. 311. reversing 23 Que. K.R. 80. 
(§ II—23-—Cancellation of Crown pat

ent — Attorney-general as neces
sary PARTY.

The High Court Division of the Ontario 
Supreme Court has jurisdiction under s. ft 
of the Law Reform Act, 9 Edw. VII. e. 28, 
and i. 9 of the Judicature Act, R.S.O. 1897. 
v. 51, as amended by 3 Geo. V. c. 19, R.S.O. 
1914, 56. to ileciare void a Crown land
patent issued through fraud, error o: im
providence, without the Attorney-General 
being a party to the action. [Enrah v. 
Glen Lake Mining Co., 17 O.L.R. 1. fol- 
lowed!

Zock v Cluvton. 13 D.L.R. lift». 28 O.L.R.
4 47. reversing ft D.L.R. 205, 3 O.W.N. Ifill. 
(§ II—24> — Conflicting grants from 

hie Crown — Riparian lands — Ad 
medium fii.um.

In the province of Quebec, watercourses 
which are capable merely of floating loose 
log- (flottables a bodies perdues) are not 
dependencies of the “domaine publie” under 
the designation of “navigable and float
able rivers and streams” within the mean
ing of art. 4ftrt C.C. (Que.); consequently, 
the owners of the adjoining riparian lands 
under a Crown grant extending to the 
stream as a boundary are the proprietors 
of the banks and lieds of such streams each 
ad medium lilum. and, as such proprietors, 
are entitled to maintain an action to de
clare void the title of the holder of a sub
sequent Crown grant purporting to give 
title adversely to them to the water lots 
fronting the river banks at the locus in quo, 
and to restrain such holder from erecting 
works thereon for utilizing the water pow-

Madaren v. Attorney-General for Que-
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l»ee, 15 D.L.R. 865, [19141 A.C. 258, 6 W.W. 
R. 02. 20 Rev. Leg. 248.

PUBLIC OFFICERS.
See Officers.

PUBLIC POLICY.
As affecting contracts, see Contracts, III.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
See Schools.

PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS.
See Carriers; Railways; Street Rail

ways; Telegraphs; Telephones.
As to control by public utilities commis

sion, see Railway "Board.

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION.
Jurisdiction to fix water rates and re

vise SCHEDULES OF WATER COMPANIES. 
The Board of Public Utility Commission

ers in New Brunswick lias jurisdiction 
over the water rates to be charged in the 
towns notwithstanding existing contracts 
for the supply of water to such towns, ami 
where a company is not otherwise prevent
ed from tiling a new schedule of rates, it 
may do so on 30 days" notice to the Board 
ami the Board may approve of such rates 
and order them lo he effective or the public 
utility may itself make the application to 
fix the rate.

The King v. Board of Commissioners of 
Publie l'tilities; ex parte Town of Mill- 
town. 47 D.L.R. 219.
Powers and ji risdiction of board—Al

teration OF CONTRACTS—5 GEO. V. 
1915 (Alta.) c. ft.

The powers and jurisdiction of the Pub
lic Utilities Roaril (Alta.) as laid down 
in 5 Geo. V. 1915 (Alta.), e. ft, do not give 
this Board the right to alter or set aside 
the terms of contracts except under certain 
conditions therein provided for.

Re Public Utilities Act; Edmonton v. 
Northern Alberta Natural Gas Development 
Vo.. 50 D.L.R. 506, [1920J 1 W.W.R. 31.

PUBLIC WORKS.
I. Tn GENERAL ; AUTHORITY FOR.

II. Contracts.
III. Assessments, 

a. In general.
R. Nature and improvement, 
c. Property subject to; exemption. 
i>. Procedure.
K. Rules of appointment.
F. Enforcement.

IV. Damages.

Contracts for. see Municipal Corpora
tions; Contracts.

Works for general advantage of Canada, 
see Railways; Railway Board.

Expropriation for, see Expropriation. 
Liability for injury on, see Crown.
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I. In general; authority for.

j 1—10)— Contracts.
\ person ordered by the Public Utilities 

( i.rnmissiun to execute certain work is en
titled to be paid therefor only if he has 

implied with the terms of the order or- 
•lering such work done after his account, 
properly proved, has been approved by the 
I,inii.-Governor in council on the recom
mendation of the commission ; and there is 

. right to payment tor work done under 
..iders of the commission (a) if such Work 
iia« exceeded the scope of the order given, 
i • if the value thereof has not been estait- 
I idled by legal proof, (e) if the account has 
v.t been submitted to the Lieut.-Governor-

I.a Compagnie Electrique de Grandmère 
v. Public Utilities Commission, 0 D.L.R. 
:»2, 22 Que. K.B. 25.
l'UH.IC WOBKs — CONTRACTOR — EXOINEEB 

—SALARY—C.C. (Quk.) arts. 1624, 
1626.

A civil engineer employed, on a percent
age basis. by a municipality to examine
• i-rtnin aqueduct works, to point out the 
-treels in which tin* pipes should be laid, 
i- well as the dimensions of such pipes, 
i ml who is employed by the contractor for
irli works to supply him with the qnan- 

tity of materials necessary and to see to 
their delivery, lias a right to claim a sal
ary from such contractor, which, in the 
present case was fixed at fi per cent of the 
'alue of tlie materials and the cost of their 
transport.

iiurtubise v. Gigui're, 55 Que. S.C. 76.
II. Contracts.

See Contracts, Municipal Corporations. 
III. Assessments.

B. Nature and improvement.
111 R—20)—Nature of improvement. 

In the case of a general work benelit- 
1 j the whole of a number of bodies or 
dvidons of marsh, such as a dam, ahoi- 

il, etc., there is nothing to prevent the 
♦election by the proprietors of the whole 
area of a commissioner for the purpose of 

instructing or repairing such work, and 
’he cost may he assessed directly upon the 
proprietors within the whole area, notwith-
• Hiding the authority for other purposes 
‘i the commissioners of the various bodies
mtained within such area. Where for a 

'"iig period of years one of the proprietors 
>! lurid lying within one or more of the 
bodies or divisions contained within such 

and his predecessors in title, have as- 
—nted to this method .of carrying on the 
work, and the work has been regarded as 
pi-vessarv for the protection of this partie- 
nia i area, such proprietor will not be per
muted to contest ids liability to pay the 
mount assessed upon him on the ground 
that other outside areas are also benefited 
nd that they should have been included. 
T!ii‘ word ‘‘reclaim" as used in e. 80 of the

WORKS. Will

I Acts of 1803 extends to marsh lands that 
have been already dyked as well as to lands 

! which have not yet been dyked. The Act 
I repealing the County of Cutnlierluiid Sew

ers Act provided in respect to “any jlend
ing mutter or thing’’ that “proceedings 
may lie continued either under the Marsh 
Act ( R.8. 1000, c. 06) or under the Act, 
hereby repealed:”—Held, that the word 
"proceedings" where used was to be given 
the same meaning as in the Interpretation 
Act, R.S. 1000, c. 1, s. 15. The County of 
Cumberland Sewers Act of 1800, c. 80, s. 5, 
provided for the appointment by the com
missioner "from among the proprietors of 
such lands" of one or more overseers. 
Held merely directory and that the com
missioner would lie justified in appointing 
as an overseer a person who was not a pro
prietor. A rate will not lie set aside on 
account of a clerical error as to the amount, 
which can he corrected by the court on cer
tiorari or otherwise. [Re Bishop's Dyke,
-jii N.8.R. 263, distinguished.]

Corbett v. Pipes, 45 N.K.R. 243, 9 E.L.R. 
127, sat.

IV. Damages.
See also Damages, Expropriation.
As to evidence of damages by, see Kvi-

Injury from changing and fixing grade 
of highway, see Highways.
(§ IV—65)—Municipal works ok perma

nent nature — Expropriation Dam
age TO ADJOINING OWNER.

Where a municipality lias by law the 
right to construct works of a permanent 
nature and obtain from a watercourse the 
necessary power to light a town, and to 
acquire by expropriation, land necessary for 
the completion of the works, it has no 
right to pay a yearly indemnity bused on 
the value of the crop for damages caused 
by inundation of the land of an adjoining 
owner, but must expropriate the land ami 
pay the indemnity in advance.

Eraserville v. Berube, 23 D.L.R. 751, 24 
Que. K.B. 11)8.
Expropriation—Riparian rights— Flood

ing — Dam — Public work — Negi.i

Where there has been no expropriation 
by the ( rown of any easement to Hood the 
land of a riparian owner, the injury or dam
age suffered by the latter from flooding, as 
a result of the construction of a dam by 
the Crown, is not actionable under the pro
visions of the Expropriation Act. Nor is it 
actionable under ss. 19 or 20 of the Ex
chequer Court Act; the land being situate 
over 50 miles from the dam. cannot lie re
garded as “on a public work," and no evi
dence being adduced that the injury result
ed from the negligence of an officer or serv
ant of the Crown acting within the scope 
of his duties or employment.

Poisson v. The King, 41 D.L.R. 212, 17 
Can. Ex. 371.
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pi HI.1C WHARF -Scow ATTACHED TO — l.N- 

.11 K\ TO — Damages EXCHKQl EB 
< hurt Act (R.S.U. 1906, c. 140.).

A scow lying beside and nttavliud to a 
publie whan" and being used in making re
pairs to that publie work is engaged "'on 
a public work," within the meaning of s. 
JO (c) of the Kxchequer Court Act (R.S.C. 
I960. c. 140).

(lenerale D'Entreprises Puldhjues (t ie) 
v. The King, 44 D.L.R. 451», 57 Can. S.C.R. 
527, reversing :IJ D.L.R. 006.
( ONKTBUCTIO.X OK DYKE — PUBLICATION OF 

BY i vW Dl l l < riVK NOTH B X' I1021 
WH TRESPASS ItAK BY LACHES AND , 
V ip IESVEXCE.

Delta v. W ilson, 17 W.L.R. 680.
l.NQl IKY OX IM Bl.lt• WORKS—“PUBLIC W'oKKS 

Health Act’’—Construction ok stat- 
i n R.S.C. 1906, c. 135, s. 3—Reov-
I. ATKINS BY OKDKIt-IN-COUNCIL — 8TAT- 
l TORY DUTY.

Ci.T.I’.R. Co. v. W hite. 43 Can. S.C.R. 627, 
reversing Supreme (.'ourt of Allierta in 
White \. ti.T.P.R. Co., 2 A.L.R. 522. 
Expropriation of land—Com pen satiox—

I RA XSVU.XTI N ENTAI. RAILWAY COM MIS
SION— Railway Act.

The King v. .loues, 44 Can. S.C.R. 405. 
TrK X T CANAL- ( "ON lit ACT — M E A NI NO OF 

WOBD ’ « I MM" XX A1VEB.
Brown v. The King. 13 ("an. Ex. 354.

Soul amies canal—Accident to workmen 
— NEc.LiiiF.xcE - Electric liohtino

Sahourin v. The King, 13 Can. Ex. 341. 
Work dehors contract—Accf.ptance by 

( kown—Payment—Fair value.
The King v. Wallberg, 44 Can. S.C.R. 

208.
Canals—Fatal accident to workman at 

a swing imiiMiE—Negligence- State
ment of witness heeohe coroner’s ix-
01 ESP—1 X ADMISSIBILITY.

Johnson v. The King, 13 Can. Ex. 379.

PUNISHMENT.
See Criminal Law.

PURCHASE MONEY.
See Vendor and Purchaser ; Sale.

QUALIFICATIONS.
Of voters, of eandidates, see Elections.

QUALITY.
Warranty as to, see Sale.

QUANTUM MERUIT.
See Contracts; Damages; Master and 

Servant; Principal and Agent; Brokers.

QUARANTINE.
See Shipping, 1—1.

QUASHING.
Of indictment, see Indictment, etc.
Of by-law, see .Municipal Corporations.
Of convictions, see Summary Conviction-; 

Certiorari; Criminal Law.

QUESTIONED DOCUMENTS.
Annotation.

Proof of handwriting—law relating to: 
44 D.L.R. 170.

QUIETING TITLE.
See Cloud on Title; Land Titles; Vendor 

ami Purchaser.

QUO WARRANTO.
I. Nature of proceeding.

II. W hex proper remedy, 
a. In general.
B. To corporations,
<'. As to office.

ill. W ho entitled to maintain; leave. 
IV. Procedure; relief.

To contest office, see Officers, Elections, 
11 C—65.

I. Nature of proceeding.
(8 1—11—Private relator- Authority of 

Judge at Cham hern.
An information in the nature of a quo 

warranto at the instance of it private re
lator is mi “action" within the meaning of 
O. 52 of the Judicature Act. 1909. and a 
motion for a rule must be made to the court 
<m previous notice to the parties affected 
thereby, und not by an ex parte application 
for a. rule nisi. A Judge at chambers ha- 
no power to grant an order nisi for an in
formation in the nature of a quo warranto.

Ex parte Murehie: Re Levesque, 42 N.li. 
R. 541.

II. When proper remedy.
B. To volt duration m.

(§11 B—10)—Officers of corporation.
A writ of quo warranto may issue «.gainst 

the president of a joint stock company, in 
the capacity of president, without joining 
that of director. In-cause, having been elect
ed by tlie directors in conformity with the 
law. if lie continues to lie a director lie may 
be president.

Pineau v. St. Laurent, 25 Que. K.B. 210. 
(§ II B—25)—Municipal corporations— 

disqualification of councillor.
A municipal councillor who hires hi* 

horses for work on the public roads done In
direction of and under the superintenden-» 
of an overseer appointed by the council, 
does not, ipso facto, incur forfeiture of hi- 
seat which must first be declared vacant in 
the manner provided by art. 207 Mun. Code. 
Until that is done a writ of quo warranto 
against him does not lie. A councillor who 
gratuitously lends his horses to an inspector 
of highways for work done under art. 405
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Mun. Lode violates no law and incurs no
forfeiture.

Damon v. Utmv. 44 Que. S.C. 489.
C. As to office.

i§ If C—30)—After the done of a mimic* 
ipal nomination under the Manitoba Mia 
ru ipal Act. H.S.M. 1902, e. 116, and after 
liming granted a poll to take the votes for 
the respective candidates, the returning of*
; i- iimctUH otlicio aa to the nomination 
ami lia- no jurisdiction on a succeeding day
1.. withdraw the order for a polling of the 
v.tea or to declare one of the candidates 
, l.mtcd <-n the ground of disqualification of 
ii- opponent as being already an office-hold

er of the same municipality; there has been j 
no "election," either at the nomination or
ir the polls, which could he questioned by 
in ,■lection petition undei the Manitoba Mu
nicipal Act ami the proper method of con
testing the right to the office which the 
candidate so declared elected had assumed 
to till, is by quo warranto. [Re St. Vital 
Municipal Election; Tod v. Mager (Decision 
Vo l,. 1 D.L.R. 56i, 20 W.L.K. 537, ai- I 
firmed, as to the right to proceed by quo 
warranto but on a different ground.! Vndev 
-ulis. (ci s. 217 of the Manitoba Municipal 
Act, providing that a municipal election 
may lie questioned by an election petition 
on the ground that the person whose election 

- questioned was not duly elected by a ma
jority of lawful votes and under s. 218 of 
tin- Act providing that any election shall 
not lie questioned on any of the grounds 
mentioned in s. 217 except by petition, quo 
warranto will not lie to question a mu
nicipal election on that ground. When after 
two candidates for a municipal office are 
nominated, objection on the ground of dis
qualification is made to one of the candi- 
dates and the returning officer improperly 
gives effect to this objection and declares 
the other candidate elected without the 
votes being taken, the right to the office is 
properly tried upon an information in the 
nature of quo warranto.

He Vital Municipal Election; Tod v. 
viager, 1 D.L.R. 565. 20 W.L.R. 537, 22 Man.
1.. R 136. 1 W.W.R. 350.

An allegation on information and belief 
in an affidavit tiled by the relator in pro
ceedings to contest an election, that the 
municipal councillor whose election Is ques
tioned is not a British subject either by 
birth or naturalization is not admissible 
under Von. R. 518 requiring affidavits to 
lie confined to a statement of facts within 
the deponent's knowledge, the quo warranto 
motion not being an interlocutory one so as 
to warrant the admission of affidavits on in
formation and belief.

R. ex rel. Froelieh v. Woeller, 3 D.L.R. 
281. 3 O.W.N. 838, 21 O.W.R: 672.
Ousting school commissioner from office 

—Inability to bead or write.
Not only voters or ratepayers, but any 

interested party, may have a school com
missioner. who is disqualified by reason of

not being able to read or write, ousted from 
office by writ of quo warranto whether with
in or after the delays for contestation of 
election.

Desaulniers v. Desaulniers, 9 D.L.R. 201, 
22 Que. K.B. 71, 19 ReV. de Jur. 352. 
Municipal elections —Disqualification.

It. ex rel. Gardhouse v. Irwin. 10 D.L.R. 
844, 4 O.W.N. 1043, 1097, 24 O.W.R. 466. 
Ineligibility—Incapacity not waived by

FAILURE TO CONTEST.
Where a statute enacts that certain per

sons only are eligible for office, it also means 
that persons who are not capable aw not 
eligible of holding such office, and the fact 
that their election has not been contested 
dues not deprive interested parties front tak 
ing quo warranto proceedings and this 
whether such incapacity he a statutory or" 
common law incapacity.

Desaulniers v. Desaulniers, 9 D.L.H. 201, 
22 Que. K.B. 71, 19 Rev. de Jur. 352 
Quo warranto—Municipal councillor— 

Lack of qualification—Withiihawai.
OF RESPONDENT AND OFFER TO PAY < OKI's
—Right oe applicant to proceed to 
JUDGMENT—C.C.P., ARTS. 982. 990. (J. 
MUX., arth. 227, 228.

The applicant, in quo warranto proceed
ings, with the object of excluding from a 
public office a person who holds it illegally, 
has the t ight to proceed to judgment on tin- 
merits of his application, although the re 
spondvnt lias withdrawn from his office. He 
is not hound to give up this procedure on 
account of offers, followed by the deposit in 
the clerk's office of a certificate of the with 
drawal of the respondent and of the amount 
of the costs thus far incurred in the action.

Parent v. 1 .avoie, 55 Que. S.C. 437. 
Sheriff — Resignation — Expenses —

« i r . Aire 77, 9S7, NO, I 149
When a writ of “quo warranto" is issued 

against a sheriff holding and exercising his 
position illegally, and when the latter re 
signs immediately, his resignation being ac 
cepted hv the municipal council, and « hen- 
lie tenders and deposits the expenses of pro
ceedings taken against him; the plaintiff no 
longer has an interest to proceed. If he 
persists, his action will Is- maintained onh 
until the expenses deposited have been ex 
hausted and will he rejected for the surplus, 
with costs of settling the accounts of the 
defense, inclusively.

Brosscau v. Let r a verse, 25 Rev. ls-g. 231. 
Dikpohmessing municipal officers — Ai. 

dkrmkn — Inscription en droit — Ex
ception to form.

The right to demand by "quo warranto" 
that an alderman or municipal councillor 
who usurps that position may la- dispos
sessed of it is a right which pertains to 
every municipal elector, and it is not neces
sary that the municipal elector who de
mands thin dispossession for want of elec
toral status should proceed in the ordinary 
way for contesting the municipal election.
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In any case this ground raised by inscrip
tion en droit should have lieen by exception 
to the form. It is not permissible to pro
ceed by petition accompanying a writ of 
“quo warranto” in order to demand that an 
election lie set aside and another person de
clared elected in the place and stead of one 
who is charged with usurping the position.

Latour v. Lefebvre, 47 Que. S.C. 201. 
Disqualification of aldkrmax—1 ntebebt 

i \ CONTRACT l.i SRI R m U ABK1 i

The city of Moncton Incorporation Act, 
A3 Viet. e. 60, s. 6, provides that no person 
shall Ik* qualified to act as alderman “who 
has any interest in any contract made with 
the council,” and where an alderman of the 
city was shewn to be a member of a firm 
occupying a market stall owned by the city 
and holding a butcher’s license from the 
city, which license could be cancelled by the 
city council for violation of the market by- 
Ituvs. the court granted a writ of quo war
ranto calling on the alderman to shew by 
what authority lie exercised his office.

Ex parte Gallagher ; Ito Frvers, 41 X.B. 
R. Ô46.
Ejection ok school commissioner -CON

TESTATION OF ELECTION.
It is not a ease for a quo warranto 

cgaiiist the election of a school commis
sioner when the reasons alleged in the peti
tion have nothing to say regarding the quali
fication of the candidate elected, to his 
permanent, temporary, or relative incapaci
ty. or to his ineligibility, hut are simply 
illegal and fraudulent acts committed hv 
partisans and by the presiding oflieer of the 
election even though these acts are suffi - 
eient to have the election annulled on a eon 
testation, in virtue of the school code.

Lorrain v. I a» violette, ht Que. S.C. :t 16. 
CONTESTING MUNICIPAL ELECTION — Par-

ft is not- illegal to join several defend
ants in the one proceeding for u writ of quo 
warranto when the complaints alleged 
against them are identical and based upon 
the same acts. Although an election of 
councillors held under tip* Mun. Code can
not Is- contested by way of quo warranto, 
this remedy is nevertheless well founded if 
the plaintiff allege facts which tend to shew 
that there was in fact no election at all.

Olivier v. Roger. 52 Que. R.C. Nti. [Af
firmed 53 Que. S.C. 136.]
Ai. M XNT SCHOOL COMMISSION.

Quo warranto will not lie against a school 
commissioner on account of fraudulent mis
conduct in office.

(arriéré v. Perrault, 51 Que. S.C. 237.
To constitute a contract between a mu

nicipal corporation and a councillor there 
must la* a mutual obligation. Such docs 
not exist in the ease where a mayor, for 
pay, supervises the construction of works 
ordered by the corporation but executed and 
paid for by the Colonization Department of 
the Province. Assuming that the mayor is

| disqualified in such a case a writ of quo 
j warranto issued against him will be quashc.l 
! if at the time it is issued the contract had 

ceased to exist.
Carignun v. Neault, 14 Que. P.R. 14. 

j QUO WARRANTO — MUNICIPAL COUNCILOR —
Valuation boll—Electoral qualifi
cation—Testimonial proof—C. mux.,

By art. 228, C. Mun. Code, it is the land 
valuation as shown on the municipal valua
tion roll in force which determines the elec
toral qualification required for members of 
the council. No testimonial proof can he 
admitted to establish that the true value of 
immovables constituting the landed quali
fication of a councilor is greater than that 
carried on the valuation roll.

Parent v. Boufl'ard. AH Que. S.C. 410.
III. Who entitled to maintain; leave.

(§ III—37)—Leave.
A motion for leave to file an information 

in the nature of a quo warranto against a 
stipendiary magistrate on the ground that 
lie had not taken the oath of allegiance will 
Ik* dismissed if the oath of allegiance has 
Ia*en since taken by him, although he had 
acted as a magistrate in the meantime; and 
the motion is properly refused without eon 
sidering whether or not tl oath is essential.

The King v. MacKav, 1 D.L.K. 481, IV 
Can. Cr. Cas. 221», 4.» N.N.ll. A01.
Leave Extension of time.

K. ex id. Band v. McVeity, ifl D.L.R. 
874. 6 O.W.X. 105.

IV. Procedure, relief.
(§ IV—40)—Procedure — Questions or

A question of law may lie dealt with upon 
the merits, whatever la- the name of tin* 
proceedings which raised it. provided that 
such procedure offers nothing incompatible 
with the one which should have been fol-

Olivier v. Roger, A2 Que. S.C. 86. [Af
firmed A3 Que. S.C. 136.]
( 8 IV—41 ) —Allegations—Pleading.

Vnder Consolidated Municipal Act. 3 
Kdw. VII. (Out.) e. 11», s. 220. providing 
that in proceedings to contest the election of 
certain municipal officers, upon the relator 
shewing by affidavit reasonable ground for 
supposing that the election was not legal, 
etc., the judge shall authorize the relator 
upon entering into a sufficient recognizance 
to serve a notice of motion to determine 
the matter and under s. 222 of the Act 
requiring the relator before serving the no
tice to file all the material upon which he 
intends to rely, an application upon the 
hearing of the motion to file such recogniz 
ance is too late. Voder s. 220, proceedings 
may be instituted if within six weeks after 
the election or one month after acceptance of 
office by the person elected, the relator 
shews reasonable ground for suspicion that 
the election was not legal, etc. The applies-
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1 ion of the relator i« too lato if mn«le more 
than six weeks after the election and more 
Uian a month after the acceptance of the 
office. [R. ex rel. Telfer v. Allan, 1 P.R. 
iOnt.) 214, applied.]

R. ex rel. Froelich v. Worllcr, 3 D.L.R. 
281. 3 O.W.N. 838, 21 O.W.R. «72.
I ’rocedure — Par: u mix Ait v objections — 

Failure to entitle notice of motion 
—Reference to wrong htatute—Non
payment or TAXES AS GROUND H»K 
avoiding election.

R. V. George, 7 D.L.R. 879, 1 W.W.R.
1091.
Application job writ- Right to proceed, 

how limited—Art. 987 C.P.Q.
On a mere application for a writ of quo 

warranto the parties will not lie permitted 
in proceed to proof pro and con of the facts 
alleged.

Robillard v. Raeette, 16 Que. P.R. 80.
•Service of writ—Pleading— Irri.gulari-

(\C.P. does not order the particularized 
petition required for obtaining a preroga
tive writ, such as a quo warranto, to be 
served on the opposite party; a fortiori the 
latter cannot be allowed to answer the peti
tion in writing nor urge irregularities. 
When in doubt, the judge should order a 
prerogative writ to la* issued.

Maillet v. Dubeau. 19 Que. P.R. 50.
Quo warranto proceedings— Death of re

lator—Proceedings at an end.
I!, ex rel. Warner v. Skelton, 3 O.W.N. 

173. 20 O.W.R. 240.
Removal of public functionaries — 

Abuse in exercise <>e public office. 
Recourse may be had by an action quo 

warranto for the removal of a public func
tionary, not only in the vase of usurpation, 
hut also for abusive exercise of the publio 
office which he holds.

Martineau v. Debien, 20 Que. K.B. 612.

BAILWAY ACT.
6ce Railways.

RAILWAY BOARD.
I. In general.

II. Jurisdiction.
I. In general.

See also Railways.
(§ I—1)—Bridge,—Traffic—Railway and 

11 ic.H way—Agree men t— Protection .
I nder an agreement with the Provincial 

1 invcrnment of Saskatchewan, a railway 
l-ridge was erected by the respondent com
pany over the North Saskatchewan river, 
with a 12 foot roadway on each side clear 
of the railway track, and separated from it 
by a fence admitted to be safe and satisfac
tory for the purpose. There was no pro
vision in the agreement, for protection to 
vehicular traffic from trains passing over" 
the bridge. The Board refused an applica
tion by an adjoining municipality for an

BOARD, I.

order, that the respondent should provide 
gates and watchmen at both ends of the 
bridge to wain the public against approach
ing trains, holding that the necessity for 
such protection was incidental to the use 
of tli" bridge iis » highway.

Buck land v. C.X.1L Co.. 23 Can. Rv. Cas. 
13.
Highway — Closed — Pedestrian and ve

hicular subway — Grade separation 
Apportionment of costs — Con- 

si ruction—Railway Grade Crossing

A municipality and a railway company by 
agreement (ratitied by by-law) closed a 
portion of a highway, except for foot traf
fic. More than 10 years after the highway 
was closed the municipality, alleging an 
improvident, bargain, applied to the Board 
for an order requiring the respondent to 
construct a vehicular and pedestrian sub
way under the railway at the closed por
tion of the highway. The Board ordered 
the railway company to contribute 80 per 
cent of Hie cost of the pedestrian subway, 
after allow ing a 20 per cent contribution 
out of the Railway Grade Crossing Fund, 
but held that as to vehicular traffic the 
agreement must stand and that if the city 
wished to construct a vehicular subway, the 
contribution of the respondent should not 
be increased.

Brantford and South Dumfries v. G.T.R. 
Co., 88 « an By. Qu. 7.
Connection -—Traffic — Interchange —-

An interchange track between the lines of 
the C.P.R. Co. and a branch line of the 
G.T.P.R. Co. was ordered by the Board to 
be constructed at Forrest, 10 mile* from 
Brandon, at the expense of the G.T.P.R. Co. 
in order to give Brandon a connection with 
the latter railwax.

Brandofi Shippers v. C.P.R. and G.T.P.R. 
Cos., 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 28.
Traffic — Interchange — Inters witch- 

ino—Facilities - Public interest 
Apportionment of cost - Raii way 
Act, s. 828.

The Board litter s. 228 of the Railway 
Act, 1908, grants, to any person or persons 
interested, interchange tracks and inter- 
switching facilities, not for the purpose of 
benefiting one railway company at the ex
pense of another, but solely in the public 
interest, the cost of providing such facili
ties to be borne by the applicant industry, 
and the railway company to whose tracks 
access is desired. [G.T.R. Co. v. C.P.R. Co. 
and London (London Interswitching Case), 
6 Can. Rv. Cas. 327, at p. 331, followed.]

Gillies Bros. v. G.T.R. Co. ami C.P.R. 
Co., 18 Can. Ry. Caa. 44.
Ridings — Right-of way — Location — 

Jurisdiction — Approval — High
way crossed by railway—Traffic— 

"Adequate and suitable accommoda-

Subject to the jurisdiction of the Board
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in respect of adequate and suitable accom
modation for traffic, the railway company 
may, after the route map lia» been approved, 
locate its trucks upon its own right-of-way 
without approval from the Board as to the 
location of these tracks, except where high
ways are crossed.

lie Great Northern R. Co. Sidings, 23

($ i—31—Shippers- Privileges — Mill
ing. MAi.TINti. STORAGE AXII CLEANING
in transit—Tolls—I'xjvht dikcbim-
! NATION.

Milling, malting, storage and cleaning in 
transit are privileges accorded to shipper# 
by the carrier# in the sense that the Board 
cannot order them, except to prevent dis
crimination, but they become enforceable 
rights when wet out in tariffs under which 
shipments are mai le.

I'nitcd Grain Growers v. Canadian 
Freight Assn. (Milling in Transit Case.), 
24 Can. By. Cas. 128.
( 8 I—4 — Sidings — Right-of-way — Re

moval — Relocation — Leave — In
dustries—Facilities C.L.

When industries have liecome dependent 
upon C.L. facilities afforded by a particular 
track (other than a team track• located 
wholly on the railway right-of-way, such 
track >hoii!d not Is* removed or relocated, if 
the parties do not agree, without leave of 
the Board.

Re Great Northern R. Co., Sidings, 23 
Can. Rv. Cas. 5.
(8 I—«/ —Stations -Agents.

The Board allowed lhe agents at 6 sta
tions to tie dispensed witli ami refused the 
application in the case of ft others.

Re Quebec, Montreal 4 Southern R. Co., 
24 Can. Ry. fas. 229.
(§ I—7i—Ice cream coner—Classifica

tion—Ratixo—C.L.—THIBDf CLASS.
Ice cream cones should lie given a C.L. 

rating of third class with a minimum of 
16,000 llis.

Canadian Manufacturers Assn. v. Ca
nadian Freight Assn., 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 48. 
(8 I—8 —Train service—Costs of opera

tion — Earm nor — Traffic — Limit
ed SERVICE.

Where the costs of operation between 2 
points are much higher than the earnings 
the Board will limit the train service to a 
movement of traffic not more than once a

New Westminister Board of "trade v. 
Great Northern R. Co.. 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 
58.
Car service — Traffic — Earnings —

In REMUNERATIVE — OPERATING COSTS.
Where, after a thorough test of the extra 

car service ordered by the Board, the earn
ings on the express traffic from the points 
in question are unremunerative. beinjg less 
than the operating costs, the Board directed 
that the service he discontinued.

•Iordan Co-operative Co. and Fruit Grow

ers" Assn. v. Canadian Express Co., 23 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 53.
(g I—91 —Contractual rights — Breach 

—Transfer companies.
Where uo public interest is involved, and 

no inconvenience results to the public by 
the operations at a railwav station of 2 
transfer companies, the Board will not inter 
fere between them on the mere question of 
their contractual rights, which should be 
decided in the regular courts. Complaint 
of breaches of contract to which the appli 
cant and resi»oiideiit arc parties. [Twin 
City Transfer Vo. v. C.P.R. Vo., 1.» Can. Ry. 
('as. 323. distinguished.]

City Transfer Co. v. C.N.R., 19 Can. 
Ry. Caa. 427.

II. Jurisdiction.
(8 II A—14i—Sim kh — Vos hi section — 

Ownership - Agreement Railway 
Act. >. 222.

A spur line constructed under a. 222 of 
I the Railway Act, 1906, dues not become 
l part of tlie railway from whose line it is 

built under the provisions of an agreement 
with the owner providing that the railwav 
company furnish the rails, ties and fasten 
ings. which remain their property, ami tin- 
owner provides the right-of-way, even if no 
reference is made to such agreement in the 
Board's order authorizing the constri ction 
of the spur, and the Board has no juisdic- 
tion to authorize an adjoining owner to use 
such spur. [Blackwoods 4 Manitoba, etc., 
Co. v. C.N.R. t o., 44 Can. S.C.R. 92. 12 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 43; ( lover Bar Coal Co. v. Hum 
berstonc. G.T.P.R. etc.. Cos.. 45 Can. S.C.R. 
346, 13 Can. Itv. Cas. 162; Boland v. U.T.R. 
Co.. 21 D.I..R. 531. IK Can. Ry. Cas. 60; 
Kammcrçr v. C.P.R. (o., 21 Can. Ry. ta». 
74. followed.]

Beverlv Coal Mine 4 Humlierstone Coal 
Cos. v. G.T.P.R. Co.. 44 D.L.R. 364. 23 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 64.
Orders — On terms and declaratory —

Tlie Board has jurisdiction to make an 
order upon terms, but not to issue a declar
atory order as to the status of the applicant 
or respondent.

Port Hope Telephone Vo. v. Bell Tele 
phone Co., 20 D.L.R. 778, 17 Can. Ry. Ca». 
343.
Toll»—Long distance system—Compen

sation—.Ti nt and expedient— 7 4 8 
EDW. VII. c. 61, ss. 4 (5. 6). 6.

The scope of the Board's jurisdiction, 
under s. being concerned with tolls, it i* 

! given power, under s. 4 (5. 6), to order one 
i company, subject to its jurisdiction, to af 

ford to another, whether subject to its ju 
risdiction or not. the use of a long distance 
system upon such terms as to compensation 
as it deems just and expedient.

Port Hope Telephone Co. v. Bell Tele
phone Co.. 20 D.L.R. 778, 17 Can. Ry. Cm- 
343.
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Thai vie—Accommodation and facilities 

-Competition — Prevention — Rail
way Act, ss. 2 (21), 284, 317.

Tlit' Board under as. 2 (21), 284, 317, has 
jurisdiction to direct the respondent to 
maintain its dock at Michipicoten harbour 

ml provide facilities thereat for receiving, 
loading, carrying, unloading and delivering 
trallic of the*applicant in competition with 
trallie of the respondent. (Canadian North 
ern liy. Co. v. Robinson 4 Son, 37 Can. S.C. 
I,-, ."ill. 0 Can. Ry. Cas. 101, followed.] 

Dominion Transportation Co. v. Algoma 
iVntral 4 Hudson Bay R. Co., 20 D.L.R. 
>sii. 17 Can. Ry. Cas. 422.
, ; 11—15)—Highways crossed by rail

way-closed—Agreement — By-laws 
—Landowners—Adjacent—Abutting 
—Compensation—7 4 8 Knw. VII. c. 
62 (V) s. 4—1 & 2 Gvo. V. c. 22 (C), 
s. «V— Railway Act, ss. 13, 20, 60, 235. 

Where streets are crossed by the eonstruc- 
ii railway after an agreement is 

entered into with the municipality specify
ing the manner in which such crossings are 
to lie made, providing that by-laws are to 
U* passed to close portions of certain 
street ». and for the payment of compensa
tion by the railway company, and an order 

- the Board is obtained granting permis- 
-i' li to cross the streets^pon the conditions 
of ■.ill'll agreement and providing that the 
railway company lie responsible for any 
compensation which property owners affect
ed | i.e., landowners adjacent or abutting on 
tin- streets) may la* legally entitled to re
rover under the Railway Act and the Mu- 
niiipnl Act, and such compensation is with
held nr refused to be made by the railway 
company, the Board has jurisdiction to de
termine it or refer the mfitter either to a 
iiiemla-r of the Board under s. 13, amended 
' ' 7 & 8 Edw. VII. e. 62 (Can.), s. 4, or to 
,i person appointed by the Board under s. 60 
for inquiry and report, and the previous 
order of tiie Board granting permission to 
carry the railway across the streets should 
>'■ amended accordingly. Subsequently a 
i'\ law was passed, closing the portions of 
sinli streets and an amending order be
came unnecessary. [See ss. 29, 235, amend
ed by 1 & 2 Geo. V. e. 22, s. 6; Hold itch v. 
< anadian Northern Ontario R. Co., [1916] 
i AC. 536, at p. 543, 20 Can. Rv. Cas. 101; 
Brant v. C.P.R. Co., 36 O.L.R. 619, 20 Can. 
I’y. ('as. 268, followed.]

North Bay Landowners v. Canadian 
Northern Ontario R. Co., 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 
35, reversing 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 309.
.It itisDicrioN — Power wires crossed bt 

HIGHWAY.
Under s. 247 of the Railway Act the 

Board has no jurisdiction to authorize a 
highway to be constructed under the wires
of a power company.

Coleman v. Toronto 4 Niagara Power Co., 
20 Can. Ry. Cas. 258.
JfRisnimoN—Compensation for injuri

ous AFFECTION—RAILWAY ON HIGHWAY

Can. Dig.—119.
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The Board lias no jurisdiction to grant 

damages for lai.ds injuriously affected by 
the construction of a railway on a highway 
where the applicant has signed an agree 
ment releasing the railway company from 
such claims. Such a release must stand 
until set aside by » court of competent ju 
risdiction.

Remv v. Lake Erie 4 Northern R., 20 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 207
Railway on highway—Lands injurious

ly AFFECTED—DAMAGES.
Damages have never yet been allowed by 

the Board to an adjoining land owner for 
the construction of an electric railway along 
a highway. The Board dismissed the claim 
of the applicant for damages under s. 235 
of the Railway Act, 1906, alleging that his 
lands had been injuriously affected by the 
construction of an electric railway on the 
highway made 2 years after the work was 
finished*.

Griffin v. Toronto Eastern R. Co., 20 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 210.
Jurisdiction—Water gate—Culvert.

The Board has no jurisdiction under ss. 
26 (2) or 26 (a) of the Railway Act. 1906. 
to make an order directing the respondent to 
construct a water gate at the culvert on its 
right of way to protect the applicants from 
being flooded.

Tritvs v. C.P.R. Co.. 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 1. 
Easement — Compensation — Crossing* 

—Overhead ani> underground wires
The practice of the Board has been to 

allow the right of way of railway companies 
to lie crossed by the construction overhead 
or underground of lines of wires or water- 
pipes and other pipes without compensation, 
the Board’s order merely creates an ease 
ment which can lie cancelled or varied as 
occasion may require from time to time.

Maritime Telegraph 4 Telephone Co. v. 
Dominion Altantic ft. Co. and Baird v. C.P. 
R. Co.. 20 Can. By Om. 213 
Powers of the railway board—High way 

—Construction — crown — PHewo 
ativk right to grant special leave TO

C.pÜl V Toronto, [1911] A.C. 461. 12 

Can. Rv. Cas. 378, affirming 42 Can. S.C.R. 
«13, (Viaduct Case I, and 10 O.tt.K. 4S3 
(Yonge Street Bridge Case).
(§ II—20) — Municipal improvement — 

Grades—Dominion franchises — Ap
portionment of cost.

The jurisdiction of the Board is confined 
in cases of separation of grades to the pub
lic interest in so far as Dominion fran 
chi sea are concerned and the proper admin 
istration of them by Dominion railway 
companies. It is not the business of the 
Board to decide an issue of municipal expe 
diency, whether or not municipalities should 
make certain improvements in eases where 
the whole cost will lie on the municipality.

Winnipeg v. C.P.R. Co., 28 D.L.R. 381, 
18 Van. Ry. Cas. 317.
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GRADE CROSSINGS — Kl.IMINATION — CLOS

ING HIGHWAY.
The Hoard in empowered by the Railway 

Act, 1906, s. 238, as amended by 8 & 9 Kdw. 
VJI. c. 32, a. 5, to art upon its own motion 
to facilitate the elimination or diminishing 
of grade crossings; and for this purpose 
authority is conferred upon the Board to 
order that part of a highway he closed or 
to require the proper municipal authority 
to close it. [I’arkdale v. West, 12 App. Cas. 
6U2, distinguished. |

Brant v. C.P.R. Co., 30 D.L.R. 782, 36 
O.L.K. 019, 20 Can. By. Cas. 268.
(8 11—25)—Jurisdiction—Public safety 

—Municipalities—gates and watch
men—Railways—Dominion and pro
vincial — Apportionment of cost — 
Railway grade crossing fund—Rail
way Act, sr. 8, 59, 227, 237, 238.

Under se. 8, 69, 227, 237, 238, of the Rail
way Act 1906, the Board has jurisdiction, 
in the interest of public safety, to order 
that a railway crossing of a highway 
should be protected or that the grades be 
separated, and to apportion the cost be
tween Dominion and provincial railway 
companies and municipalities interested in 
the works ordered. Where the Board 
ordered a separation of grades and made a 
contribution from the grade crossing fund, 
the remainder of the cost was apportioned 
between the parties interested. fRe C.P.R. 
Co. and York, 25 A.R. (Ont.I 65, 1 Can. 
Rv. Cas. 47; Toronto v. G.T.R. Co.. 37 
( an. S.C.R. 888, 6 Can. Rv. fas. 138; C.P. 
R. Co. v. Toronto, 7 Can. Rv. Cas. 274: To
ronto v. C.P.R. Co., [1968] A.C. 54, 7 
Can. Rv. Cas. 282, followed.J

Hamilton Street R. Co. v. G.T.R. Co., 17 
Can. Ry. Cas. 393.
Jurisdiction—Specific time—Public in

terest—Railway Act, ss. 30, 268, 
270. 307.

The Board has no jurisdiction under the 
Railway Act, 1906 (ss. 30, 268, 270, 3071, 
to prevent the use by tailway companies of 
any specific time, unless such use is shewn 
to be against the comfort, convenience and 
safety of the traveling public and railway 
employees. The Daylight Saving Act, 
1918, according to the ordinary canons of 
construction remains in force until re
pealed. Parliament having stated its in
tention that the operation of the Daylight 
Saving Act should not extend beyond the 
year 1918, it is inadvisable that the Board 
should under all the circumstances take 
any action under it. The Board is both a 
judicial and administrative body, its juris
diction is largely discretionary and in 
some instances legislative in its character.

Re Davlight Saving Act, 1918, 24 Can. 
Ry. ( as. 199.
Protection of crossings — Apportion

ment of costs.
The Board, in ordering the elimination 

of a level crossing and the substitution of 
a subway therefor, for purposes of public
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safety, lias jurisdiction under the Railway 
Act, 1966, to direct a portion of the cost 
to he borne by a street railway company 
benefited or affected by such order. The 
power of the Board to make such order is 
not affected by an existing agreement 
whereby the company obtained rights to 
lay tracks.

Toronto R. Co. v. Toronto and C.P.R. Co., 
30 D.L.K. 86, 53 t an. S.C.R. 222, 20 Can 
Ry. Cas. 280.
(§ 11—30) — Public nuisance — Stock 

pens — Jurisdiction — Railway 
Act, ss. 26 (2), 284.

The Board has no jurisdiction, under t>«. 
26 (2), 284 of the Railway Art, 1906. or 
otherwise, to direct the removal, as a pub
lic nuisance, of a stock pen on the railway.

Bessette v. C.P.R. Co.. 24 Can. Ry. CaV 
113.
(§ 11—35) —Telephone rates — Use of

LONG DISTANCE LINES.
The Board has power under the Rail

way Act, 1906. to authorize an additional 
toll to the established rates of a telephone 
company for the use of its long distance 
lines; to order compensation for logs in 
local exchange busiuc-s occasioned by fix
ing independent companies long distance 
connection ; to authorize payment of a spe
cial rate by competing companies obtain
ing long distance connection, though not 
subjecting noncompeting companies to a 
like toll.

Ingersoll Telephone Co. v. Bell Telephone 
Co., 31 D.L.R. 49. 53 Can. S.C.R. 583. 22 
Can. Ry. Cas. 135; a Aiming 17 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 266.
Jurisdiction—Telephones—Cost of in

stallation and maintenance—Rail
way Act, s. 245.

Under s..245 of the Railway Aet, 1906, 
the Board lias no jurisdietion to direct 
railway companies to bear the cost of in
stallation and maintenance of telephones 
in their stations, but it has jurisdiction to 
direct them to permit municipalities or 
corporations carrying on a telephone busi
ness to instal instruments without charge 
to the railway companies in their stations.
[Peoples A Caledon Telephone Cos. v. (l.T. 
& C.P.R. Cos., 9 Can. Ry. (as. 161 ; Prov
ince of Manitoba v. C.P.R. Co., 21 Can. 
Ry. Cm. 446, followed.]

Alberta United Farmers v. C.P.R. Co., 
23 Can. Ry. Cas. 104.
(8 II—40)—Jurisdiction — Question or 

law—Connections and switches— 
Railway Act, ss. 176-228.

The Board has no jurisdiction to author
ize a railway company operating under » 
provincial law to take and use the lands 
and trade of a Dominion Railway company 
and to maintain and operate the necessary 
switches, but crossings may be authorized 
and protection thereof ordered at the ex-
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pense of the applicant provincial company 
where it is the junior r<iad.

Ht. John A Quebec H. Co. », C.P.R. Co., 
L'u D.1..R. 014, 17 t an. Hy. Coe. 384. 
.Jurisdiction — Right of way — Subdi

vision i.axds—Compensation.
Under the Railway Act, 1006. it is from 

an order of the Board that a railway com
pany must get power to take their line 
along or across the streets laid out in a 
subdivision; and the awarding of compen
sation to adjacent or abutting landowners, 
or the direction of alterations of levels or 
other works, in order to prevent injury to 
them, rests with the Board.

Ilolditch v. Canadian Northern Ontario 
R. Co.. 27 D.L.R. 14, (11116] 1 A. C. 530, lit 
L.T. 475, affirming 20 D.L.R. 557, 50 Can. 

R. 866,
Jurisdiction—Placing cars—Facilities.

The Board has no jurisdiction to order a 
carrier to place cars for receipt of trnffic 
at points on its railway other than the 
point of starting, points of junction with 
other railways, and established stopping

Kammerer v. C.P.R. Co., 21 Can. Ry.
Cas. 74.
.Ii risiuctiox — Enforcement of agree

ment—Train service—General ad
vantage of Canada.

The Dominion Act (8 & 0 Edw. VII. c. 
321, declaring the railway company’s un
dertaking to be a work for the general ad
vantage of Canada, does not discharge its 
covenant to maintain a railway service 
sufficient and adequate for the require
ments of traffic under an agreement with 
the Crown as represented by the Province 
of Nova Seotia or discharge or affect the 
rights of the province to enforce it. The 
Hoard has jurisdiction under s. 26A to en
tertain a summary application by the prov
ince to enforce the agreement, or in the 
alternative the province may bring an 
action in the Provincial Courts.

North Queens Board of Trade v. Hal
ifax & South Western R. Co., 20 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 187.
Jurisdiction — Tolls — Division — 

I.akk and rail.
The Board has no jurisdiction over the 

tolls iharged or the division demanded by 
the different steamship companies operat
ing boats on the St. Lawrence or Great 
Lakes, except that under g. 333 (3i of the 
Railway Act, 11106, it has jurisdiction over 
the tolls on the steamships owned, operat
ed and used by the respondent C.P.R. Co.

Hoards of Trade of Montreal and Toron
to A Canadian Manufacturers’ Assn. v. 
Canadian Freight Assn., 21 Can. Ry. Cas.

Rehearing—New evidence—Material is-

The Board will not reconsider its former 
decision unless doubt has arisen in the 
minds of the Board as to the correctness
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of the first conclusion by reason of new 
matter advanced on an application to re
open or otherwise as to the soundness of 
the first conclusion, or when new evidence 
on a material issue can be presented.

American Coal & Coke Co. v. Michigan 
Central R. Co., 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 15. 
Tolls—Road open for traffic.

The Board has no jurisdiction over car
riers, so far as traffic is concerned, until 
proper application is made to open for 
traffic under s. 261 (2) of the Railway Act, 
1906. although it may well be that in the 
public interest some provision should lie 
made in connection with transportation 
tolls, even before the railway has passed 
the construction period. (Baker, Reynolds 
& Co. v. C.P.R. Co.. 10 Can. Ry. Cas. 151; 
Randall v. C.P.R. Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas. 
252; Riverside Lumber Co v. C.P.R. Co., 18 
Can. Ry. Cas. 17, followed.]

Re Edmonton, Dunvegan & B.C.K. Co., 
19 Can. Ry. ( as. 395.
Tolls — Republication — Reparation 

Refund—Jurisdiction.
The Board has no juridiction to order 

republication of tariffs of tolls for repara
tion purposes only, hut it has jurisdiction 
to declare tolls charged since to certain 
liâtes are excessive to the extent that they 
exceed the tolls in effect prior thereto and 
a refund may lie ordered upon the respond
ents so undertaking.

Imperial Munitions Board v. C.P.R. Co., 
24 Can. Ry. Cas. 169.
Carriers — Discretion — Jurisdiction 

—Public interest — Tolls—Reason
able—Basis—lx>w.

The jurisdiction of the Board as to tolls 
concerns only their reasonableness; no 
matter how much the development of ,.n 
industry may be in the public interest, the 
Board is not authorized to be an arbiter 
of industrial or public policy and cannot 
strike a low toll basis, independent of its 
reasonableness, but carriers may in their 
discretion install development tolls. fB.C. 
News Co. V# Express Traffic Assn., 13 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 178; Massiali v. C.P.R. Co., 17 
Can. Ry. Cas. 88. at p. 90; Western Retail 
Lumbermen's Ass’n v. C.P.R., C.N.R. and 
G.T.P.R. Cos., 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 155, at p. 
158, followed.]

Crushed Stone Co. v. G.T.R. Co., 23 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 132.
Jurisdiction—Traffic agreement — Con

ditions—Dispensed—Railway Act, b, 
364 <2. 31.

The Board has no jurisdiction under s. 
364 (3) of the Railway Act, 1906. to dis
pense with the sanction of the Governor in- 
Council required by s. 364 (2), but can 
only recommend for such sanction a traffic 
agreement, properly brought before it, of 
vvhich it approves. The Board has juris
diction to dispense with unditions us to 
consent of shareholders, advertising in 
local papers and other conditions as to
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procedure in In inking llie mutter properly 
lH*fore the Board.

Re Grand Trunk and Quebec, Montreal 
Si Southern R. Co»., 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 101. 
Jurisdiction — Agreements — Lku is ca

tion — Avvroval — Tolls — Just
AND KK ANONABLE — TRANSPORTATION
—Costs—I ncbeakk.

Agreements between municipalities ami 
a railway company do not oust the jurisdic
tion of the Dominion Parliament and the 
Board in their administration of the Rail
way Act and in the fixing of tolls. Inas
much as the agreements in question have 
not been validated by legislation and sub
mitted to or approved by the Board, and in 
view of the greatly increased costs of 
transportation, the Board finds the in
creased tolls desired by the applicant to 
be just and reasonable. [Re Increase in 
Passenger & Freight Tolls ( Increase in 
Bale Case), 22 Can. Ry. Cas. 41», Lyons 
Fuel & Supply Co. v. Àlgoma Central R. 
Co.. 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 1 Pi, followed.]

Montreal & Southern Counties R. Co. v. 
Greenfield Park*23 Can. Ry. Cas. 106. 
Jurisdiction — Tolls — Increase — 

Municipal agreement—By-law—7 & 
s Knw. VIC. r. 117 (Cl s. 10.

Where, under the Act of incorporation 
of a railway company, municipalities are 
given power to enter into franchise agree
ments and pass franchise by-laws and by 
special Act, 7 & S F.dw. VIT. c. 117 (Can.), 
declaring such railway to be a work for the 
general advantage of Canada, it was enact
ed that the provisions of any municipal by
law relating to the company, or agreement 
between it and any municipality were not 
to be affected, the company is bound by 
them, and the Board has no power to in
crease the tolls contrary to the terms of 
such agreements and by-laws. | Increase in 
Rates Case, 22 Can. Ry. Cas. 41», at pp. 
07-60. followed.]

Hamilton Radial Electric Co. v. Hamil
ton. 23 < an. By. ( a-, 111.
Jurisdiction — Tolls — Traffic — Wa

ter borne — Local ports — Railway

The Board has no jurisdiction to deal 
with a tariff of tolls for water Imrne traf
fic between local ports, no part of such traf
fic being attributable to railway traffic. 
[Dawson Board of Trade v. White Pass & 
Yukon R. Co., 9 Can. Ry. Cas. 190, dis
tinguished. 1

Residents of Massett v. Grand Trunk 
Pacific Steamship Co., 23 Can. Rv. Cas. 
121.

Question of title — Spur-line—Exten
sion—Jurisdiction—Railway Act, s.

In deciding upon an application to con
struct a spur line under s. 220 of the Rail
way Act. 1000. the Board is not the proper 
forum to determine question» of title. The
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question is for the Provincial Courts to de-

Greenfield Conduit Co. v. Hetherington, 
16 Can. Ry. Cas. 444.
Acquisition of lands—Spur.

Where a spur is built by a railway com
pany, under an order of the Board, lo han
dle C.L. traffic, the carrier has fulfilled its 
obligations when it places a car on the 
spur for discharging or receiving of traffic. 
The Board has no jurisdiction to direct the 
respondent to acquire land on such spur 
for the purpose of leasing it to the appli
cants for a coal shed site.

Forward v. C.P.R. Co., 19 Can. Ry. Cas. 
434.
Unauthorized construction of spur- 

track—Trespass on lands of com
plainant—Jurisdiction of Board — 
Claim fob damages.

Upon a complaint of a landowner that 
the railway company had run a spur-track 
through his land, using part of his land to 
obtain water, and damaging his crops, it 
appeared that no order had lieen obtained 
from the Board authorizing the spur-track, 
and that no proceedings for expropriation 
had been taken by tin* company under the 
Railway Act : — Held, that the company 
was merely a trespasser, and the Board 
had no jurisdiction to award the complain
ant damages for the trespass.

Re Mason and C.P.R. Co., 28 W.L.R. 692 
As to constitution ality—Provincial car

It is not the function of the Board to de
cide whether a section of the Railway Act 
Amendment (8 & 9 Edw. VII. c. 32. s. 5A>, 
giving it jurisdiction over a provincial car
rier is ultra vires or not.

Auger and D*Auteui 1 Lumber Co. v. G.T. 
R. and C.P.R. Cos., 19 Can. Ry. Cas. 401. 
(§ II—42)—Validity of orders — Purm-

Publication in the ‘‘Canada Gazette” is 
not a condition precedent to the operation 
of an order of the Board even as regards 
general orders affecting the public; s. 31 of 
the Railway Act requires that judicial no
tice shall i>e taken of an order published 
by the Board or by leave of the Board, but 
in other cases the order may Ik* proved by 
a certified copy under s. 69 of the Railway 
Act. [R. v. C.X.R. Co., 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 
170. followed.]

Underbill v. C.X.R. Co.. 22 U.L.R. 279. 
25 Man. L.R. 254, 18 Can. Rv. < as. 313. 8 
W.W.R. 271.
( § II—431 —Jurisdiction—Bridge—High

way and railway — Pedestrian — 
Traffic—Public ways and communi
cations—Railway Act, h. 59.

The Board has only such jurisdiction as 
is given it by the express terms of the 
statute or by the necessary implications 
therefrom. Section 69 of the Railway Act, 
1906, does not confer jurisdiction on the 
Board to order a combined highway aud
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, Iway bridge. The Hoard having found 
|.uii the evidence that the respondent built 

tin' extensions on either aide of a railway
• idge for the pedestrian use of the public,

,t was held that the footpaths so provided 
ui'i'i'. In fait, public ways and communica- 
linn». |Duthie v. G.T.R. Co., 4 C an. Hy. 
' 3D4. at p. 311. followed.|

\ ii toria & Att’y-Gen’l for B.C. v. E. & 
N.IL Co., 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 84. 
u II 441—Jurisdiction— Dismissal or 

DISCIPLINE OF EMPLOYEE — INTERNAL 
MANAGEMENT.

The Board has no jurisdiction to disci
pline or remove an employee of a railway 
«.r telephone company, the matter is entire
ly mie of internal management of the com
pany. [Tinkess v. Bell Telephone Vo., 20 
c.in*. Ry. Cas. 240. at pu. 2.13, 2.1.1; North 
i.aneaster Exchange v. Bell Telephone Co., 
21 i an. Ry. Cas. 220, followed.]

He Anderson and Bell Telephone Co., 24 
Can. Ry. Cas. 224.
IS 11—45)—Jurisdiction — Question of 

law—Railway Act, s.«55.
A question of jurisdiction may also be a 

question of law within the meaning of s.
• > of the Railway Act, 11)06, and the Board 
iua\ submit for the opinion of the Supreme 
i .tut questions of law which involve the 
matter of the jurisdiction of the Board. 
I Kssex Terminal R. Co. v. Windsor, Essex 
A Lake Shore Rapid R. Co., 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 
100, at p. 124, 40 Can. S.C.R. 020. 8 Can. 
Ry Cas. 1, followed. |

Hamilton v. Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo 
I!. Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas. 360. 
it II -40)—Jurisdiction—Approval—As

sessment—surface water—Drainage 
Railway Act, h. 250.

I nder s. 250 of the Railway Act, 1006, 
the only matter open to the Board is to 
approve of the character of the drainage 
work on the railroad property, having re
gard to its sufficiency for railway opera
tion. and the safety of the traveling public. 
Ordinarily, the Board does not interfere 
with an assessment under a by-law passed 
in accordance with the appropriate Act, 
ami has no jurisdiction to <|o so, except 
wlmre there are special circumstances. 
W here the railway company executed works 
for carrying the water under the railway 
and interfered with the culverts which for
merly carried the water, so as to lessen 
their" capacity, the company was directed 
to construct suitable culverts under its line 
of railway.

Iluinlierstone v. G.T.R. Co., 17 Can. Ry. 
« ax 316.
IS II—47)—Jurisdiction of provincial 

hoard—Work for general advantage 
of Canada—What is.

Section 300 of the Railway Act, 1888, 
which declares certain named railways to 
b.- "works for the general advantage of 
t auada.” only applies to the particular 
railways enumerated in the section and 
their branch lines, but does not apply to
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an electric railway t hut only crosses one ol" 
the railways named therein; consequently 
such railway is not subject to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the Dominion Parliament, 
but it remains subject to the authority of 
the Legislature of the Province of Ontario 
hy which it was incorporated, and to the 
orders of the provincial railway Iward.

Re Ross and Hamilton, Grimsby 4 Beams 
ville R. Co., 25 D.L.R. 01.1, 34 O.L.R. 5tm. 
19 Can. Ry. Cas. 100.
Jurisdiction—Contract and civil rights 

—Separation of grades.
The Board docs not pass on matters of 

contract and civil rights between the par
ties concerned in the work of grade separa
tion, but only directs hy which party the 
work authorized or ordered shall he done, 
leaving it to that party to carry out the 
work properly and without undue expense, 
and without interference liv the Board ex
cept for the purpose of seeing that its order 
is properly carried out.

Vancouver v. Y.V.. E.R. 4- N IL Co., IS 
Can. Ry. Cas. 290.
Jurisdiction—Contract between shipper

AND PURCHASER.
The Board has no jurisdiction to deal 

with questions of eon tract lietween shippers 
and purchasers, ami therefore the parties 
are not lioiind by any linding of the Board, 
except with regard to tolls.

Oliver-Serim Lumber Co. v. C.P. & K. & 
N.R. Cos.. 17 Can. Ry. ( as. 824. 
Jurisdiction as to compensation in ex

propriation.
The Board has no jurisdiction to decide 

whether the damages sustained hy the 
property owners are recoverable under the 
appropriate sections of the Railway Act 
dealing with arbitrations, or hy action. 
[Re Medlar and Arnott and Toronto, 4 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 13. followed.]

Canadian Northern Ont. R. Co. v. North 
Bay, 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 309.
Jurisdiction — Clearances on Dominion 

railways—Steam or electricity.
The Board lias jurisdiction over all clear

ances on Dominion railways, whether oper
ated hy steam or electricity. Under special 
circumstances a clearance, in the case of 
poles already erected of 7 feet, 3 inches, 
was approved, upon the company undertak
ing to keep its employees off the side of t bl
ears on that side of the track on which the 
poles are erected, the clearance for unereet- 
ed poles to la- 7 feet, 6 inches.

Hydro-Electric Power Com. v. London 4' 
Port Stanley R. Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas. ,126. 
Jurisdiction—Eminent domain — Lands

OF PROVINCIAL RAILWAY — LOCATION

To the extent necessary to give effect to 
the purpose of the Dominion incorporation, 
the Board has jurisdiction under the Rail
way Act, 1900, to authorize the expropri
ation by a Dominion railway company of 
lands of a provincial railway company,
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either by an order approving location plan, 
under s. 150, or in a proper case, by order, 
e.g., under s. 178, in the same mannt-r as 
lands of individuals.

I.achine, Jacques Cartier, etc., K. Co. v. 
Montreal Traimvave, etc., 18 Can. Rv. Cas. 
188.
POWERS OK—COMPELLING BIGHT OK WAY TO 

PUBLIC ACROSN BA1I.WAY — lUll WAY 
CROSSED BY HIGHWAY — OPENING — 
Right ok-way.

The Board will not invoke its compul
sory powers to compel a railway company 
to supply a right-of-way across its own 
lands for a municipal highway to be used 
for highway purposes quite irrespective of 
railway purposes.

Courtney v. Ksquimalt k Nanaimo R. Co., 
18 Can. Ry. Cas. 384.
Jurisdiction to grant crossing — High

way CROSSED BY RAILWAY—PUBLIC IN
TEREST.

The Board, in granting permission under 
s. *237 of the Railway Act, 1906, to a rail
way company to cross a highway against 
the protest of the municipality, must he 
satisfied that the crossing is in the public 
interest—e.g., that additional facilities are 
necessary—but it has no jurisdiction to re
quire, as a condition oi granting the cross
ing, the acquisition of additional lands.

Canadian Northern Quelicc R. Co. v. 
Montreal, 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 38Î).
Jurisdiction—Municipal improvement — 

Separation ok grades — Dominion
FRANCHISES.

The jurisdiction of the Board is confined 
in cases of separation of grades to the pub
lic interest in so far as Dominion fran
chises are concerned and the proper admin
istration of them by Dominion railway com
panies. It is not the business of the 
Board to decide an issue of municipal 
expediency, whether or not municipalities 
should make certain improvements in cases 
where the whole cost will be on the munie-

Winnipcg v. C.P.R. Co., 18 Can. Rv. Cas.
317.
Jurisdiction — Reopening telephone pay 

station—Unjust discrimination.
The powers conferred on the Board in 

regard to telephone companies are not 
necessarily identical with those conferred 
in respect of railway companies. The pow
ers of the Board with regard to the former 
are defined and restricted by 7-8 Edw. 
VII. c. 61, part 1, s. 5. The Board has no 
jurisdiction to order the reopening of a 
telephone pay station, although such an 
application may be justified under the pro
visions of the Aet against unjust discrim
ination.

Stonev Point v. Bell Telephone Co., 18 
Can. Ry. Cas. 319.

BOARD, 11.
(8 II—48)—Railway Act, 1906—Powers 

ok the Railway Boaru — Special — 
Crown—Prerogative right to grant 
spec ial leave to appeal.

C.P.R. Co. v. Toronto and G.T.R. Co., 
[1011] A.C. 461.
(8 H—49)—Powers or commissioners 

ok the Transcontinental Railway— 
Liability ok Crown.

Johnston v. The King, 44 Can. 8.C.R. 
448.
(8 11—50) —Powers ok Board — Ontario 

Railway Act, s. 260a (8 Geo. V., o. 
30, s. 4)—Failure to excuse non 
compliance—No application to be
SCI Ml ORDER OR EXTEND TIME—ONTARIO
Railway and Municipal Board Act, 
R.S.O. 1914. c. 186. ss. 25, 42—Valid 
ITY OK ORDER OK BOARD — “SUPERIOR
Court”—B.X.A. Act, s. 96—Members 
ok Board not appointed by Governor- 
General—J urisdiction — Method or 
attacking status of de facto judge 
— Proceeding by quo warranto in
formation — Administrative body — 
Incidental judicial powers—“Supe
rior .Court”—Court.

Re Toronto R. Co. and Toronto, 15 O.W. 
N. 244.
(8 II—51) — Exclusive jurisdiction — 

Accommodation facilities — Reason
ableness.

The Board has exclusive jurisdiction to 
determine whether a railway has provided 
reasonable accommodation and facilities for 
traffic as required hv ss. 284, 317 of the 
Railway Aet. 11106, and where there is no 
finding of the Board that the plaintif! had 
been wrongfully deprived of such accom
modation or facilities he cannot recover. 
[C.X.R. Co. v. Robinson. 43 Can. S.C.R. 
387; [1911] A.C. 739, distinguished.)

Meagher v. C.P.R. Co., 42 X.B.R. 40.
(8 11—52)—Jurisdiction — Federal com

PANT SUBMITTING TO IT—RIGHT 111 
COMPEL A COMPANY TO RUN ITS TRAINS 
OVER THE ROAD OK ANOTHER—R.S.Q. 
1909, ART. 742—1 GEO. V., [1919] c. 
16, ART. 4.

Although the Public Utilities Commis 
sion has not the superintendence of federal 
utilities and cannot issue orders against 
them, this incompetence is only rations 
person», and can only lie Invoked by the 
party claiming to lie lieyond the jurisdic
tion of tlie Commission. The Commission 
has the right to order a railway company 
to allow another company to run its trains 
over its road in consideration of a remun
eration which the Commission fixes. This 
power is drawn from art. 742. R.S.Q. 1009.

Canada k Gulf Terminal Co. v. Fleet, 28 
Que. K.B. 112.
(8 II—53) —Appeal — Leave—Jurisdic

tion of Railway Board—Doubt as
TO DECISION OK BOARD

Halifax Board of Trade v. G.T.R. Co.
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(Halifax Rates Case), 44 Csn. 8.C.R. 208, 
12 Can. Ry. Cas. 58.

RAILWAY COMMISSION.
life Railway Board.

RAILWAYS.
1. FRANCHISES AND BIGHTS; LEASES; 

BAII.BOAD AID.
11. Construction and operation.

a. In general; change of gauge or

B. Crossings, 
o. Fence», 
i). Operation.

Ml. Accidents at crossings.
IV. Contributory negligence.
\. Diversion or obstruction ok water. 

\ I. Insolvency and sale of railway.
VII. Acquisition by government.

>ee also Carriers; Railway Board; Street 
lia il ways; Crown.

As to expropriation matters, see Expro
priation; Damages, 111 L; Arbitration.

Liability for injuries to servants, see Mas
ter and Servant.

Lability for injury to animals, see Ani- 

Negligence as to fires, see Fires.
Annotations.

Animals at large through “wilful act or 
mission of owner:” 32 D.L.R. 397; 33 

D.L.R. 423; 35 D.L.R. 481.
I Franchises and rights; leases; railroad 

aid.
Effect of amalgamation on pending pro- 

filings, expropriation, Dominion and pro- 
• inrial statutes, see Arbitration, 111—Iti. 

Effect on railway franchise by annexation 
’ niunty to city, power of Board, see Mu- 

m ipal Corporations, I B—11.
Exemption from taxation, local assess

ments. see Taxes, I F—80.
Structure» and other property on rail- 

wav lands, see Taxes. Ill B—132.
Meaning of “superstructure,’’ see Taxes, 

111 B—112.
< ontraets, accounting, see Judgment. I G 

ü I—1)—Right of Dominion raii.way to
BUILD ON UNUSED RIGHT-OF-WAY OF PRO
VINCIAL RAILWAY.

A provincial railway company that has 
"either graded nor built tracks upon a 
riuht-of-way acquired by it, cannot, prevent 
a Dominion railway company from expro
priating the lands so held by the provincial 

Mipany and utilizing them for the actual 
"•nstruction of a railway authorized by the 
IMrliament of Canada.

1 anadian Northern Western R. Co. v. C. 
VI: lo.. 13 D.L.R. 624, 0 A.L.R. 147. 16 
i in. Cr. Cas. 105, 25 W.L.R. 212, 5 WAV. 
R. 9.
Right of way—Subsidy lands.

'Ihere is a marked distinction between 
lands "ranted for right of wav and other

railway purposes and these granted as sub
sidies; the latter are in the same position 
as a cash bonus, and part of the remunera
tion for the building of the railway. The 
respondents should be ordered to pay their 
proportion of the cost of the land required 
for the construction of a transfer track. 
(Montreal Tramway and Montreal Park 4 
Island R. Co. v. Lachine, Jacques Cartier 
&. Maisonneuve R. Co., 20 D.L.R. 854, 50 
Can. 8.C.R. 84, 19 Can. Ry. Cas. 122: South 
Ontario Pacific R. Co. v. G.T.R. Co. (Junc
tion Cut ease, 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 152, fol
lowed.)

C.P.R. Co. v. G.T.P.R. Co. (Subsidy Lands 
vase), 21 Can. Ry. (.'as. 95.
Mortgage to secure bondholders—For

eign judgment — Merger—Priorities 
—"Working expenditure”—“Any hub- 
sequent TRANSACTION, MATTER OR 
thing”—“Rents and revenues.”

By the Act incorporating the defendant 
railway company, 50 Viet. e. 76, s. 18 (O.), 
the directors were authorized to issue bonds 
and to secure the same by mortgaging the 
undertaking in the manner provided by the 
Railway Act of Ontario, the provisions of 
which were made applicable. A mortgage 
having been made in 1910, and an action 
brought to enforce it. a claim to priority 
over the claims of the bondholders was mad»* 
by the assignee of a judgment recovered 
in a foreign court in 1912, upon a claim 
for damages for injury sustained in 1911 
by a passenger by reason of the defendant 
company’s negligence. Held, that the judg
ment was not merged and gone because sued 
upon in Ontario. By s. 44 of the Railway- 
Act of Ontario. 6 l'dw. VÎT. c. 30. a mort
gage to secure bondholders is to be a charge 
on the property, assets, rents and revenues 
of the company, present or future, “but such 
rents and revenues shall tie subject . . .
to the payment of the working expenditure 
of the railway:” and. by s. 45, the bonds 
are made a first charge on the company and 
its property, save as provided in s. 44. In 
1913 the Railway Act was revised and 
amended, 3 &. 4 Geo. V. e. .36. and by that 
Act (s. 48) the mortgage charge was made 
subject to the payment of the “working 
expenditure of the railway." Held, that the 
effect of the change as to make “working 
expenditure” a charge on all the assets of 
the company having priority over the mort
gage, instead of a prior charge on “rents 
and revenues” only. And held, having re
gard to the provisions of the interpretation 
s. (2(24)) of the earlier Act, that the 
claim upon the judgment was a “working 
expense” of the railway. [Re Wrexham 
Mold and Connah’s Quay R. Co., [1900] 3 
Ch. 436, distinguished.] But. even assum
ing a favour of the claimant that the rights 
of the bondholders were subject to displace
ment by legislation giving priority to work
ing expenses, held, that a prior charge on 
capital was given only “as regards any sub
sequent transaction, matter or thing” (In-
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terprctiitiou Act, 7 Edw. Nil. o. 2, ». 7, 
paru. 48 (b) ), ami this claim could not Im 
icgnrded as a “subsequent transaction, mat
ter or thing:” and so the claimant’s priori- 
iv wua conlined to “rents and revenues."
| Kilgour v. London Street II. Co., Ill D.L. 
it. s„‘7, 30 O.L.lt. 003, followed.] Semble, 
that the assumption that the security of 
the iHjiidholders might la- impaired by subse
quent legislation was not t<*» favourable to 
the claimant. [Barnhill v. Hampton 4 St. 
Martins It. Co., 3 N.B. Eq. 371, not fol
lowed.] The claimant was given an op- 
portunitv of establishing her prior charge 
against "funds representing rents ami rev
enues of the company which had been used 
for capital expenses.

(irobe v. Buffalo & Port Erie Kerry 4 It. 
Co., 38 O.L.R. 272, 11 O.W..Y 265.
(8 1—2)—Protection ok pi nue—Statu

tory PROVIHIONH—CONUITTINU Ill'Ht- 
NK8S TH BOUGH PROVIHIO.NAL DIRECTORS, 
LIMITATION.

'Hie provisions of the Railway Act, 1000, 
ae to the organization of railway companies 
and the amount of stock subscriptions are 
provisions made for the protection of the 
public and must In* strictly followed. Un
der the Act, provisional directors of a rail
way company havi no right to carry on the 
business of the undertaking, their powers 
lieing limited to those specifically defined 
by *.81, subs. 3 of the Act, to merely o|>en- 
iiig stuck books, receiving and safely deposit
ing stock subscriptions, making plan* and

Re" Burrard Inlet Tunnel 4- Bridge Co., 
10 D.L.R. 723, 15 Can. Ity. Cas. 289, 24 
W.L.R. 214.
senior ami junior—Title—Right-of-way.

N\ lien a railway company has secured a 
right-of-way. its tracks on that right-of- 
way. no matter when laid, arc always senior 
to those of any railway company desiring 
to cross such right-of-way. [G.T.P.R. Co. 
v. C.P.R. Co. ( Nokoinis Crossing Case), 7 
Can. Ry. Cas. 299, followed: C.N.R. Co. v. 
C.I'.R. Co. (Kaiser Crossing Case 1, 11 Can. 
Ry. ( as. 432, distinguished.)

Erie 4 Ontario R. Co. v. Niagara. St. 
Catharine* 4 Toronto R. Co., 18 Can. Ry. 
Cae. 29.
FRANCHIMES.

The sale or conveyance of lands for right 
of way permitted under the Railway Act 
from institutes to railway companies, ia 
binding upon the substitutes, notwithstand
ing violation of the rule* reapeeting payment 
of the consideration money. Hence, when 
the eompanv has paid the consideration 
money to the institute, instead of paying 
him the annual rent thereon, the substitute 
has no recourse against the railway com
pany other than u right to recover his 
-hare of the consideration money, as deter
mined at the time of the sale. He cannot 
claim, at the opening of the substitution.
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his share of the accrued value of the laud 
sold.

Latour v. G.T.R. Co., 40 Que. S.C. 514, 13 
Can. Ry. Cas. 404.
(8 I—7)—SVB81D1K8 — Transferee com

PLETING WORK.
A statute authorizing the pat nient of a 

subsidy for ne construction of a
line of railway, entitles a company, as the 
successor of another company w ho had com
menced, tin- work, to receive subsidy in re
spect of that portion of the road tunning 
part of the subsidized line which had beeR 
constructed by the other company.

Quebec, Montreal & Southern 1‘. Co. r. 
The King. 29 D.L.R. -llitl, 58 Can. S.C.R. 
275, reversing 15 Can. Ex. 237.
Railway subsidy—Duty ok Government 

\m to distribution—Pending litiga-

A Provincial Government empowered by 
statute with the distribution of funds under 
a railway subsidy contract is not justified 
in making payments thereon pending an 
action for the determination of the re
spective rights relative thereto and of which 
the Government had full notice. The proper 
course to lie pursued by the Crown in a 
case where it is charged with the distribu
tion of certain funds under a railway 
subsidy contract that is being litigated and 
a receiver appointed is either to apply to 
the court for a construction of the contract, 
and to pay accordingly, or to pay the whole 
amount over to the receiver to lie paid out 
under orders of court.

A stipulation in a contract for the sale 
of a railway that the balance of the pur 
chase price is to be paid from time to time 
to the extent of 60 per cent in Government 
subsidies points to the payment of the ha! 
ance out of subsidies paid in respect of the 
residue over and above 50 per cent, not to 
the payment of the entirety of 50 per cent 
of the subsidies, as a condition precedent to 
a demand for payment of so much as has 
liven paid and for an accounting thereof.

Eastern Trust Co. v. Mackenzie. Mann & 
Co.. 22 D.L.R. 410, [1915] A.C. 750. 31 V 
I..R. 248, reversing judgment of Supreme 
Court and allinning 13 D.L.R. 808, 47 Y 
S.R, 310, 13 E.L.R. 297. (Sub. nom. Irvine 
v. Hervey.)
Railway bond*—Right to retain from

PROCEEDS TO PAY CLAIMS.
All that part of s. 18 of 4 Geo. V.. c. 10. 

“An Act providing further aid fur the con
struction of a line of railway along the val
ley of the St. John River,” which precedes 
the last eight lines, apply only to money* 
obtained from the sale of bonds under the 
said Act, and the Provincial Treasurer is 
only required under s. 18 of the said Act 
to retain out of such moneys in respect of 
indebtedness of the company authorized to 
construct and complete the railway, and 
the authority of the treasurer to retain 
does not extend to indebtedness of subcon
tractor* and others due or accruing due at

858
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the {lii.-sing of the Act for which the com- 
},an_> is not liable, notwithstanding that 
buch indebtedness was for actual work of 
construction and for wages, materials ami 
supplies that have gone into the construc-

>t. John & Quels-c R. Co. v. Hibbard, 26 
D.L.K. 51», 43 N.B.B. 608.

1—8t— Franchiser and rights—Con-
KIM DATION—AMALGAMATION OK TWO
RAILWAYS — EFT EOT ON CONSTITUENT
( ()M HA NIKS A 8 CORPORATE ENTITIES—
Railway Act (Can.), s. 868.

rpon an agreement for the ainalgaina- 
iIon <if two railway companies lieing sanc
tioned by order in council under s. 361 of 
the Railway Act 1006, the amalgamated 
■ umpanv liecomes a new corporation with 
ilie rights and liabilities of the constitu- 
••nt companies, and the latter cease to exist 
:n corporate entities and it is not compe
tent for one of the constituent companies 
thereafter to prosecute an appeal from an 
award made against it prior to the amalga
mation

Re Van Horne and Winnipeg & Northern 
i: Co.. 18 D.L.R. 517, 24 Man. L.R. 626. 29 
W.L.R. 37. 6 W.W.R. 1535.
Provincial railway—Amalgamation—Ex-

vaoPHiATioN—Award.
The award of arbitrators appointed under 

the Manitoba Expropriation Act (R.8.M. 
191.1, c. 0.11 to Ax the compensation for 
lands crossed by a provincial railway com
pany is not rendered void by the amalga
mation of such company with a Dominion 
company, after the appointment of the ar
bitrators but before the award lias been 
made, the arbitration proceedings having 
been continued after the amalgamation with
out objection on the part of cither company. 
Sections 362, 363 of the Dominion Railway 
Net, 1906. continue and preserve the award
against the amalgamated company. I Far- 
gey v. firand Junction R. C'o., 4 O.R. 232, 
followed.]

Haney v. C.N.R. Co.. 42 D.L.R. 41. 29 
Man. DIF. 61. 23 Can. Rv. Vas. 232. 11918) 
2 W.W.R. 334. affirming 36 D.L.R. 674. 
IVH71 3 W.W.R. 105, 81 Can. Ry. (’as. 388. 
Consolidation,

Application under ». 361 of the Railway 
Act, 1906. for a recommendation by the 
hoard to the Governor-in-Councll for the 
-unction of amalgamation agreements be
tween Dominion and provincial railway 
"impunies. The Montreal Park A Island 
and Montreal Terminal Ry. Cos. were in- 
" rporuted by the Parliament of Canada, 
and the Montreal Street Ry. Co., by a stat
ute of the Province of <Jucl>cc. Agreements 
were made between the 3 companies ap
parently pursuant to the authority given 
in two social Acts of the Dominion incorpo
rating the first two railway companies for 
the sale of these railways with their facili
ty- and assets to the provincial railway. 
(1 That under ss. 361, 362 (which must 
be read together) the board has no jurisdic

tion to deal with the amalgamations of rail 
way companies incorporated under Domin 
ion and provincial statutes. (2) That the 
proper mode of procedure w ould be to apply 
as provided by the special Acts for sain 
tiou of the agreements to the Governor-in- 
Council.

Re Amalgamation Agreements, 13 ( an. 
Ry. ( us. 150.
(8 l—Ui—Industrial kfvr — Constku 

Tiox—Maixtkxante—Gout of.
Where an industrial spur is built in tin- 

interests of commerce at the expense of the 
industry to l»e served, the entire cost With 
of construction and maintenance should la- 
borne by such industry.

Bienfait Commercial Vo. v. C.P.R. Co., 23 
Can. Ry. Cas. 62.
Siiuno — Agreement —- Riuht-ok-way — 

Exclusive privileges — Unjust dis
crimination.

A railway company should not enter into 
an agreement for the construction of a 
private siding upon its right-of-way. Such 
an agreement defeats the purpose ut its un 
dertaking and by means of it unjust dis 
criminal urn may be practised.

C.P.R. Co. v. Vancouver Ice A Cold Stor 
age Co., 23 (an. Ry. Cas. 1, 23 W.L.R. 607. 
Siding — Installation — Jurisdiction— 

Agreement — Facilities — Railway 
Act, s. 284.

The Board has no jurisdiction under s. 
284 of the Railway Aot. 1906. to direct that 
facilities, such as sidings, should be in
stalled between stations, and the fact that 
such siding has been installed by agreement 
between the parties does not extend the 
powers of the Board. [Kammerer v. C.P.R. 
Co. 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 74, at p. 75, followed. |

New Minas Fruit Co. v. Dominion At 
lantic R. Co., 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 07.
Spur — Industrial — Highway crossed my 

railway—Removal—Notice from mi 
nicipality—Direction of the board

An industrial siding crossing a highway 
should only Is- removed by direction of the 
Board and not upon notice given by the 
council of the municipality controlling the 
highway. The terms on which it may cross 
the highway were fixed by the Board.
| Shragge v. Winnipeg, 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 61, 
followed.)

G.T.R. Co. v. Cobourg, 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 58- 
Spurs—Location — Construction—Traf 

kic—Facilities —Suitable accommo
dation—Railway Act, h. 284.

Where the trackage for siding facilities 
offered by a railway company will only serve 
a particular site but does not give suitable 
accommodation for the warehouse of the 
applicant, the railway company may be or 
dered to provide siding facilities for the 
site selected by the applicant, l»ut at no 
greater cost than if these facilities were 
furnished at the site proposed by the rail 
way company.

{Volfville Fruit Co. v. Dominion Atlantic 
R. Co., 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 11.
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Ma ms — Industrial ok bl sinlss — Team 
tracks—General interswitching ord
er—Effect.

General Order No. 11 of the Board, dated 
July 8, 1908, known as tin- General Inter- 
switching Order, was von lined in its opera
tions to industrial or business spurs, and 
did nut extend to team tracks which form 
part, of a railway's terminals.

Ile 1 literswitching Service, 24 Can. Ry.
Cas. 324.
Railway Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 37, ss. 226, 

284, 317 — Reasonable facilities — 
Failure to provide siding Prescrip
tive right to siding—Costs refused 
by Board.

Plaintiff shipped produce from his ware
house over defendant's siding for 35 years. 
In order to provide increased accoininoda- 
t ion, defendant in September, 1910, moved 
the siding some thirty feet away. Plaintiff 
applied to the Hoard to compel the defendant 
to provide a siding to his warehouse, and a 
consent order was made by the Board that 
the defendant move plaintiff's warehouse to 
a site near the siding in its new position. 
This was done in May, 1911. In an action 
for damages for depriving plaintiff of reason
able facilities between September and May; 
after verdict for the plaintiff :—Held, plain
tiff could not acquire a prescriptive right 
to the use of the siding. There is no finding 
and no evidence to support a finding 
by the jury that defendant wrongfully re
fused or neglected to provide plaintiff with 
reasonable facilities for his traffic. A con
sent order represents the agreement of the 
parties thereto and not the judgment of 
the court making the order. The costs of 
application to the Board having lieen re
fused by the Board cannot be recovered in 
any other court.

toi'Hfiher ». C.P.R. Co., 42 N.B.R. 46. 
Construction of spur line for shipper— 

Kxpense—Provision for payment — 
Determination by Board — railway 
Act, b. 226.

When an order is made by the Board for 
the construction of a spur line for the ac
commodation of a shipper, under s. 226 of 
the Railway Act, 1906. the question as to 
payment of expenses should be dealt with
by the Board--------not only the question
as to work or practices which may in the 
future mean expenditure, hut also the dispo
sition of the resultant cost.

Re S. A. Hamilton Co. and C.P.R. Co., 28 
W.L.R. 109.
Spur line—Flooding of highway—Con

struction of switch by railway com
pany—Order of Board.

Upon the complaint of the municipality, 
an order was made by the Board directing 
the railway company to construct a ditch 
on the nortl^ side of the railway as an out
let for water which flooded a highway, 
where it was crossed by a spur line of the 
railway, and to convey the water to a cul
vert under the railway.
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Re Surrey and Great Northern R. Co., 26 
W.L.R. 526.
Railway aid or subsidy—Bond guarantee 

—( on tract—Construction.
G.T.P.R. Co. v. The King, [1912] A.C. 204.

II. Construction and operation.
Injury from operation or construction of 

railway, sec Limitation of Actions, 111 F— 
139, 131.

Liability of Crown as to du mages arising 
out of construction or operation of railway, 
see Crown, 11—25.

Expropriation, compensation for sever
ance, see Expropriation, 111—165.

Compensation for loss of access interest 
of tenants in common, see Expropriation. 
Ill E—171.

Compensation for mining rights in expro
priation under Railway Act. appeal, power 
to remit award, see Arbitration, III—17.

Obstruction of highway, compensation, see 
Expropriation, III E—Î80.

Employees' insurance, premiums, pay
master's order, see Insurance, 111 F—145. 
A. In GENERAL; CHANGE OF GAUGE OB ROUTE. 
(§ II A—10)—Board of Railway Commis

sioners — Widening right-of-way — 
Retrospective order.

The Board cannot, 7 years after the tiling 
and approval of the location plans of a rail
way, by an order not based on s. 162 or 
167 of the Railway Act, 1996, permit the 
filing of a new plan to take effect as of the 
date of the original, so as to increase the 
width of the company’s right-of-way.

( hambers v. C.P.R. Vo., 11 D.L.R. 669, 
48 Can. S.C.R. 162, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 29!. 
4 W.W.R. 538.
Railway Act, R.S.C., c. 37—Tender of 

amount of damages for construction 
—Condition precedent—No damages 
for smoke and noise.

Section 235 of the Railway Act, 1906. as 
amended by 1-2 Geo. V. c. 22, s. 6, does not 
make the payment or tender of the amount 
of damages the land would suffer by the 
building of the railway, on the highway 
a condition precedent to the building of such 
railway. The section doc., not give the 
court jurisdiction to award damages due 
to noise, smoke and vibration caused by op
eration of tlie railway; any such claim 
should be made bv application to the Board.

llornstein v. CN.R. Co.. 44 D.L.R. 511, 
12 8.L.R. 227, 23 Can. Ry. Vas 424, [1919] 
1 W.W.R. 95.
Negligence — Railway yard — Switch 

stand too near to track.
In an action by a freight conductor in 

the employ of the defendant company for 
damages for injuries sustained while making 
a flying or drop switch, the jury found that 
there was no negligence on the part of the 
plaintiff, but that the defendants were guil
ty of negligence in building the switch 
which the plaintiff was operating at the 
time of hi a injury. Haultuin, C.J.8., on ap
peal held that in view of the evidence, which
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WHs conflicting, the verdict could not he 
.iU,| to lie perverse and should not lie dis- 
iuihvil. Xewlands. J.A.. thought that, the 
inv having held that the defendants were 

i'lli'ltv of negligence, in having the switch 
too liear the track, not for all purposes hut 
lui the purpose of performing the operation 
m which the plaintiff was injured and that 
operation being a proper one to be per
formed, at the time and having been proper- 
lv performed, the verdict should not he dis
turbed. Lament and Elwood, held
that, according to the evidence, the cause 
of the accident was the cutting away of the 
Higine from the cars at a point too close 
to the switch and whoever was responsible 
im this was guilty of the negligence which 
.Hiiscd the accident. Also, the defendants 
,oiihl not be said to lie negligent in placing 
tin- switch-stand when it was done under the 
advice of their railway experts, with whose 
opinions nearly all the experts at the trial 
agreed, juries could not lx* allowed to set 
up a standard which should dictate the prac
tice of railway companies in the conduct 
of their business and the verdict should be 
set aside.

Herman v. C.P.R. Co., 44 D.L.R. 343, 23 
Can. R v. Cas. 4 Id. 12 S.L.R. 63, [1919] 1 
WW.lV. 254. fAffirmed bv Privy Council, 
AH D.L.R. 157, 11U191 1 W.W.K. 254.]
Hiu it way—Senior and junior hulk—Sub

way—Apportionment of c ost.
A street having been opened across the 

right of wav of the respondent, the appli- 
,ant was given permission by the Board to 
construct and maintain a subway under the 
railway at its own expense and the respond
ent, under the senior and junior rule, was 
nut ordered to contribute to the expense, hut 
if the applicant agrees to close a neighbour
ing street, notwithstanding this rule and 
that, the equities as well as the title are in 
the respondent’s favour, the cost of the sub
way will lie apportioned equally between 
tin- applicant and respondent.

Winnipeg v. C.P.R. Co., 28 D.L.R. 382, 18 
Pan Ry. Cas. 381.
Thai hr — Paving — Agreement — Appor

tionment of COST.
Where a railway company laid “T” rails 

for an electric railway upon the street of a 
municipality under an agreement and con
firmatory by-law containing the provision 
“the said rails to he level with the^existing 
miidlied and that gravel be placed and main
tained in good order by the company be
tween the rails and two feet on either side 
thereof,” such company is not hound at the 
request of the municipality, at a later date, 
to construct a permanent foundation of any 
character and pave between the rails. The 
Hoard has jurisdiction under ss. 5 and 2GA 
(8 & 9 Edw. VII. c. 32) and may authorize 
the municipality at its own expense to 
change the railway grade to conform to the 
altered grade of the highway and. if it de
sires to surface the railway right of way 
in the same way and with the same founda

tions as the adjacent highway, the railway 
company contributing such portion of the 
cost as represents its contract liability 
to lay gravel between the tracks and two 
feet «in either side thereof.

St. Lambert v. Montreal & Southern 
Counties R. Co., 28 D.L.R. 559, 19 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 283
High way—1 v risdictiox .

Construction of a railway along a high
way is objectionable, and, except under 
special circumstances, the Board will not 
exercise its jurisdiction to authorize such 
construction (for example, where the object 
of the company’s incorporation would other
wise fail i.

Essex Terminal R. Co. v. Sandwich, 28 
D.L.R. 557, 19 Can. Ry. Cas. 304. 
Construction of road—Statutory pow

ers— x eqligencb— Da m age.
A railway company constructing its road 

under statutory powers will notwithstand
ing be liable for a negligent user of such 
powers; the powers granted by statute are 
to be exercised reasonably and with due 
care so as not by negligence to cause dam
age to others. [Manley v. St. Helen’s Can
nai. 27 L.J. Ex. 159 followed.]

McCriinmon v. B.C. Klee. R. Co., 20 D. 
L.R. 834, 22 B.C.R. 70, 29 W.L.R. 517, 7 
W.W.R. 137.
Filing plans with railway board—Plan

FOB TAKING LAND TO OBTAIN CONSTRUC
TION MATERIALS.

Section 100 (2) of the Railway Act, 1900. 
providing that copies of the plans, etc., of 
a railway, when sanctioned by the Board, 
shall he deposited in the nflioe of the regis
trar of deeds for the district or county to 
which they relate, does not apply to or re
quire the registration of plans prepared un
der s. 180 of the Act, for the compulsory 
taking of land to obtain stone, gravel, earth, 
etc., for construction of maintenance purpos-

Saskatchewan Land & Homestead Co. v. 
Calgarv & Edmonton R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 193, 
0 A.L.R. 471. 25 W.L.R. 925, 5 W.W.R. 268. 
Negligence — Switchstands — Location 

—Findings of jury—Evidence—Rail
way Board.

A jury may find, without the assistance 
of expert evidence, that the location of a 
switch stand in a railway yard is too close 
to the rail, and is not reasonably suffi
cient to permit of the safe passage through 
it of a man riding on the side ladder of a 
car. [Mallory v. Winnipeg Joint Terminals, 
29 D.L.R. 20, 53 Can. S.C.R. 323, 20 Can. 
Rv. Cas. 302: Phelan v. G.T.P.R. Co. 23 
D.L.R. 90. 51 Can. S.C.R. 113. at p. 133, 18 
Can. Ry. Cas. 233, distinguished.] The 
fact that the order of the Board of Railway 
Commissioners does not govern the location 
of switch stands of a certain height, con
structed according to good railway prac
tice. does not justify a railway company 
placing such a stand so close to passing 
cars, that it is dangerous to switchmen.
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An employer is not entitleil to expose hi» 
sen ant « unnecessarily t<. obvious dangers, 
which they can escape only by constant, 
vigilance or unfailing alertness.

Selaoe v. < p.R. t D.L.R. 7«i". -jt
Van. Uv. Vas. 308, 55 Van. S.C.R. 620, 
11918] 2 W.W.lt. 177. reversing 35 D.L.R. 
::is. Kl S.L.R. 12.*», | 16171 2 W.W.R. 294. 
| Ia'Uvc to appeal to Privy Council, refused.] 
Bl, ANTING—LIABILITY.

A railway company specially authorized 
by Dominion Act (2 Geo. V. c. 74) to con
struct and operate a tunnel is liable in 
damages, under the Dominion Railway Act 
and the common law of Quebec, for injury 
to property caused by blasting in connec
tion with such construction, although a 
necessary consequence thereof.

Hiekerdike v. Canadian Northern Montre
al Tunnel, etc., Co., .‘18 D.L.R. 42.». f>3 Que. 
S.C. 93.
Noise—Municipal by-law—Smoke from 
» locomotives—Provincial vockth.

Unless it can be established that a rail
way company, in carrying on its undertak
ing authorized by Parliament upon its own 
property, in a manner which is calculated 
to do as little harm to adjacent owners as 
possible, is not exercising as much care as 
it. might, to lessen the noise of operation, 
the Board has no jurisdiction to interfere. 
It is not incumbent upon the Board to sum
mon oll'eiiding parties before the courts of 
the Province for violation of its own order 
and a municipal by-law regulating the emis
sion of smoke from railway locomotives.

Toronto v. C'.N.R. Co., 21 Can. Ry. Cas.
452.

“Damage" — Power of courts — Illegal 
operation ok railway.

The “damage” referred t<> in s. 32, r. 36, 
1912 ( B.C.), incorporating the defendant 
railway, includes a claim for compensation 
because of obstruction of a riparian owner's 
right of access to the sea. Qtuere, whether, 
after a railway has lieen constructed and is 
in operation, a court of law can decide that 
it has been constructed and is living oper
ated illegally.

Nelson v. Pacific Great Kastcrn R. Co., 
11918] 1 W.W.R. 597, 25 Ü.C.R. 259. [See 
| 1918] 3 W.W.R. 85, 26 B.V.R. 1]
Taking gravel—Trespass.

Where a railway company, in entering up
on land and removing soil therefrom for 
the purposes of the railway, does not ig
nore the owner or make the entry defiantly 
or contemptuously of him, but is reason
ably justified, because of their negotiations 
with him or his agent, in assuming that it 
is acting with his consent, or, at any rate, 
that there will he little or no didlcultv in 
reaching a satisfactory adjustment of the 
price to be paid for the soil removed, it 
cannot be said that the company is a tres
passer. [Hanley v. T.H.B.ll. Co., 11 O.L.

R 91: Wieher v. C.P.R. Co., 16 Man. L.R. 
343, distinguished.]

Isitt v. C.T.P.R. Co., 20 B.C.R. 90, [19181 
3 WAV. It. 500.
Telephone wire vrunnings—Vont ok rais

ing—Senior and junior rule.
Where the wires of a telephone company 

crossing the line of a railway company, 
which is changing its system of operation 
from steam to electricity, require to be 
raised, the railway being senior in construc
tion, the telephone company must bear the 
cost of raising its wires where the fee of 
the property crossed is in the railway com
pany, 1ml at highways where the only right 
of the railway company is to cross with 
its track', the telephone company is senior 
with its construction to the railway com
pany's new overhead wires and the latter 
must bear the cost of raising the telephone 
wires. I Hamilton Street R. Vo. v. G.T.R. 
Co. ( Kenilworth Ave. Crossing Case i, 17 
Van. Ry. Vas. 393, followed.]

London Railwav Commission v. Bell Tel. 
26 D.L.R. 662. 18 Van. Ry. Vas. 435.

Under s. 159 of the Railway Act, 1996, 
the Board ordered that the location of the 
appellants’ line of railway along certain 
streets in the city of Fort William be ap
proved in accordance with an agreement be
tween the appellants and the municipal eor 
poration. but subject to the condition that 
the appellants shall “make full compensa
tion to all persons interested for all dam
age sustained bv reason” thereof. It was 
held, that the order must be rescinded. Un 
tier s. 237 (3 ) the power to award damages 
was in respect of construction, and s. 47 
did not on its true construction extend that 
power to meet the ease of location and a* 
the condition failed there was no approval.

G.T.P.R. Vo. v. Fort William Landowners 
and Fort William Laud Investment Co., 13 
Can. Ry. Vas. 187, [ 1912] A'.V. 224, revers
ing 43* Can. S.C.R. 412, 11 Can. Ry. Cas. 
271.

Application for an order directing the 
respondent to erect and maintain stations 
at K. and S. The respondent proposed to 
locate stations at L. and C. and if these 
applications were granted there would be 4 
stations within less than II miles in a 
sparsely settled locality. The location of a 
station at K. would involve a yard on a 
grade with a bridge over a river at one end 
and a highway crossing in the neck of tin- 
yard. while a station at S. would lie about 
3 miles northerly from L. and about two 
miles southerly from V. It was held. that, 
the application must be refused, and the lo 
cations proposed by the respondent ap-
P Eby v. G.T.P.R. Co., 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 22. 

In general.
Application for approval of its location. 

“Prince Rupert westerly, mile 0 to mile 
3.23." The applicant proceeded to construct 
the roadlied hut found that it could not ob
tain some 8499,000 under its contracts with
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ilir <iovernment unlraii it was able to shew 
iJiat tlie three and one quarter miles of 
railway had been constructed under the pro- 
viMiin- of the Railway Act. The applicant 
...ntended that this being merely the yard 
,,f the company, no route map or location 
|,!hii was mpim-d. ( 1 ) That the company 
hot having complied with hs. lf>7. 158. 159 
,,i the Act, 1906. the application must be re
in*..d. (2) That the Board had no jurisdic- 
ii.m under 9 & 10 Edw. VII. c. 50, s. 2, em
powering the Board to approve of works con
structed without approval before December 
;;M. 1909. since the roadbed in question had 

constructed subsequent to that date.
lie Prince Rupert location, G.T.P. R. Co., 

1 ;{ ( an. By. Cas. 168.
M MOK A Nil JUNIOR HULK—1 .«R ATION PLAN—

Deposit — Approval—Priori i y — Con
st in rmnal law—R.S.S. 1909, c. 41, 
hs 7". 77. 70 Railway Act, hs. iui, 
192. 227. 228.

The provisions of the Railway Act, 1900, 
as in deposit of location plans in the ap
propriate Registry Offices, and notice of 
siieh deposit override the provisions of pro- 
vineial Registry Acts, giving priority of 
plans formally registered in accordance with 
their requirements: and therefore, a high- 
wax laid out on a plan duly registered un
der a provincial Registry Act is junior to a 
railway built in accordance with approved 
location plan, previously dejHisited in ac
cordance with the Railway Act. but not reg
istered. | Re G.T.P. Branch Lilies, 22 W.L. 
I!. 515. distinguished: Tennant v. Vnion 
Hank. 11894 | A.C. 45. followed; Edmonton
i. Kdinontoii. Yukon A Pacific R. Co., 13 
( an. Ry. Cas. 128. referred to.]

Regina v. C.P.R. Co., 16 Can. Ry. Cas.

IlmSTKATIOX OK UMATION PLAN — St MORI - 
TV H Kill WAYS.

I lie pro)H*r registration of the location 
plan of u railway approved by the Board 
sufficiently establishes the railway com
pany's seniority over a municipality, at 
points of highways not previously dedicated 
by the filing of plans or used, constructed

accepted by the corporation.
151 mouton v. Calgary A Edmonton R. Co., 

;iu D.L.R. 222, 53 Caii. S.C.R. 400. 22 Can. 
i:>. « ns. 182.
Loi a mix plan h—Rkuistkatiox—Effect.

The flate of the registration of the rail
way's locution plan under the Railway Act 
BKiii. governs us to the compensation to 
he paid on expropriation ; and any change 
either in title or in improvement to the land 
to lie expropriated is subject to the noth* 
resulting from such registration.

Re Edmonton and The Calgary A Ed mon - 
ton R. Co., 15 D.L.R. 417. 26 W.L.R. 528. 10 
t an. Ry. Cas. 420.
I OXSIKI ( Tlux OK RAILWAY ALONll IlKillWAY

-Consent ok municipality.
While it is true that the fee of highways 

i* vested in file Crown in the right of the
j. roxinoe for sll material purposes, the occu

pancy of city streets by railway is a ques
tion in which the public right is entirely 
and adequately represented by the rnuniei- 

■ pality, and llie effect of s. 235 of the Rail
way Act. 1900, is to recognize the paramount 

j interest of the municipality, and to require 
its consent as a condition precedent to the 

| construction on the highway so far as all 
j street railways or tramways are concerned. 

Even in the case of a railway which d«K*s not 
come within the proviso of s. 235, and even 
where un application is meritorious in the 
sense that a railway is required, that the 
district in question will undoubtedly be 
benefited to a greater or less extent by its 
construction, and that the proposal is sup
ported by the majority of the property own 
ers. the objection of the municipality to any 
railroad living constructed upon the high
way will be given effect to. The merits of 
the application discussed.

Re Essex Terminal and Sandwich. 31 W. 
LB. 614
Operation ox city streets—Consent of

MUNICIPALITY.
Section 235 of the Railway Act. 1909. re 

qniring the consent by by-law of the munici
pal authority of a city or incorporated town 
before any company can carry its lines upon 
the highway, only applies to a street rail
way or a railway operated as such.

Re London Railway Commission. 32 W.
LB ÊS4.
(8 II A—14)—Spurs — Maintenance— 

Agreement.
When a spur is constructed so that it 

becomes part of the railway company’s prop
erty. the company should repair and main
tain it, hut where part of the right-of-way 
of the spur is upon the property of the 
railway company and part upon the appli
cant company's property, the railway com
pany, in the absence of an agreement to the 
contrary, should maintain that part of the 
spur upon its own right-of-way and renew 
the rails (lielonging to it) of the extension 
of the spur into the applicant company's 
property, but the applicant company should 
maintain and repair the under struct lire on 
its own lands.

Wolfville Milling Co. v. Dominion Atlan
tic R. Vo.. 28 D.L.R. 384, 18 Van. Rv. Cas 
:u»7.

When the order of the Board authorizing 
the construction and operation of an indus
trial spur provides that the respondent 
should retain the ownership of the right-of- 
way on which the siding is located, the 
Board can only authorise the applicant to 
take expropriation proceedings to enable it 
to acquire the right-of-way across the lands 
of the rescindent so as to reach by an ex
tension of the spur another industry which 
it desires to serve.

G.T.R. v. Hamilton A Toronto Sewer Pipe 
Co.. 28 D.L.R. 383. 18 < an. Ry. Can. 369. 
ExphoiSiation—Spurs and sidings—Ju

risdiction ok Board.
Spur lines constructed under the provi-
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felons of s. 222 of the Railway Act, 1906, do 
not ipso facto become part of the railway 
of the company from whose line they are 
built under the provisions of an agreement 
providing that the railway company fur
nish the ties, rails and fastenings, which 
remain their property, and the owner pro
vides the right-of-way. Such a siding can
not be extended to the land of another owner 
limier an order of the Board, hut the Board 
may, in the public interest, authorize the 
expropriation of the right-of-way upon 
which the siding is built and its extension 
to the lands of an adjoining owner requir
ing railway accommodation. (Blackwoods 
and Manitoba Brewing & Malting Co. v. C. 
N.R. Co. and Winnipeg, 44 Can. S.C.R. 92, 
12 Can. Ry. Cas. 45; ( lover Bar Coal Co. v. 
ilumbersttme, G.T.P.R. and Clover Bav Sand 
»v Gravel Cos., 45 Can. S.C.R. 34(1, 13 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 162, distinguished.]

Roland v. G.T.R. Co., 21 D.L.R. 531, 18 
Can. Ry. Cas. 60.
Constructed lines — Location — Devia

tions—J UBISDICTION — R AILWAY ACT, 
88. 26 (2), 28, 107—Municipal by 
laws—Public interest.

Sections 26 (21, and 28 of the Railway 
Act, 1906, give the Board jurisdiction under 
the provisions of s. 167 to order railway 
companies to deviate their located and con
structed lines. If the powers of the Board 
are not overridden by the special Act and 
municipal by-law. it may. on fair and rea
sonable terms, disregard any contract, 
agreement or arrangement by ordering 
deviations of the located and constructed 
lines of railway companies, as it may de
cide that the public interest and safety 
demands. [G.T.R. Co. v. Depart, of Agri
culture for Ontario ( Vinelands Station 
Case), 42 Can. S.C.R. 657. 10 Can. Ry. Cas. 
84: C.P.R. Co. v. Toronto (Toronto Viaduct 
Case), [1011] A.C. 461, 14 Can. Ry. (’as. 
378. followed.]

Hamilton v. Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo 
R. Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas. 353.
Traffic — Interchange — General inteb-

SWITCHINO ORDER — TOLLS — AGREE-

The provisions of the General Inter
switching Order do not apply to the ease of 
an agreement making special provision for 
the cost of interswitching in a particular 
locality. [C.P.R. Co. v. G.T.R. Co. (Lon
don Interswitcliing. Case ), 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 
435, followed.]

Fergus v. G.T.R. Co., 18 Can. Rv. Cas.
42
Construction of spurs — Break in main 

line — Trains — Operation — Dan
gerous — Traffic — Light — Move
ment—Spurs.

The practice of breaking a siniSe track 
main line for industrial low spurs at points 
where trains are operated at high speed is

more or less dangerous, and will not be 
countenanced by the Board, although in tin 
past switches have been put in which were 
not objectionable on account of light traf 
tic and slow movement on the line. [Pheas
ant Point Farmers v. C.P.R. Co., 14 (an. 
Ry. Cas. 13, followed.]

McPherson v. C.P.R. Co., 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 
67.
Alteration of route.

The appellant company having construct
ed a spur track or siding in to the respond
ent's yard for the convenience of traflic, in 
November, 1904. cut it off, and on Feb. 19, 
1906, the Board under ss. 214, 253 of the 
Railway Act of 1903, directed its restora
tion, which was carried out on Sept. 28, 
1906. In an action for damages for breach 
by the appellants of their statutory obliga
tions between Oct. 81, 19Ç4, ând Sept. 28,
1906:—It was held, that under s. 42 of 
the Act of 1903, the order of the Board, 
affirmed as it was by the Supreme Court 
on appeal, was conclusive as to the question 
of fact. that the facilities previously en
joyed by the respondents were of a kind 
to which they were entitled. It was held, 
also, that the special provisions of the Act 
as to one year’s limitation (see s. 242 sub
stantially re-enacted hv s. 306 of the Rail
way Act of 19061, relate to damages sus
tained by the construction or operation of 
the railway and do not apply to the refusal 
of facilities by means of a siding outside 
the railway as constructed, which is not an 
act done in the operation of the railway.

C.N.R. Co. v. Robinson, 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 
412, [1911] A.C. 730. affirming 43 Can. S.C. 
R. 387, 11 Can. Ry. ( as. 304.
Removal of a siding constructed fob 

CONVENIENCE OF TRAFFIC-LIMITATION—
l' i mu mi or m r.

C.N.R. Co. v. Robinson, [1911] A.C. 739. 
(§ II A—14b)—Carriers—Traffic —In

terchange tracks — Apportionment 
of costs — Points—Shipping—Des
tination — Common — Intebswitch-
ING FACILITIES—LINE HAUL—DELIVERY.

The carrier who obtains access to indus
tries on the lines of other carriers should 
construct at its own expense tracks to be 
used for the interchange of traflic. Where 
traflic moves between a certain point and a 
shipping point or destination common to 
the carriers concerned, or any two of them, 
where interswitcliing facilities are provid
ed, the carrier upon whose line, including 
private sidings tributary thereto, the traffic 
is loaded, is entitled to the line haul and 
the privilege of effecting the required de 
livery on the lino of the other carrier by 
means of interswitching at destination, pro
vided that the said carrier can afford facil
ities and privileges equal to those of the 
competing carrier at no greater charge.

Re Belleville Interchange Tracks, 23 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 22.
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B. Cbossixgs.

Level crossing, protruding rails, negli- 
genre, see Crown, 11—85.

Improperly packed frog in track, see 
Trial. V C—285.

II B—15) — Expbopbiation — Farm 
« bossing — Contract — Servitude

An owner entitled, under indenture with 
tin- Crown, to a crossing from one part of 
ht. farm to another, the land expropriated 
from him having been converted into a rail
way yard, and it being impossible to give 
the crossing contracted for. is entitled to 
the value thereof upon releasing and dis
charging the Crown from the obligation of 
constructing the same.

Fontaine v. the King, 38 D.L.R. 622, 10 
Can. Ex. 199.
Farm crossing—Senior and junior rule.

The senior and junior rule applies to the 
case of a railway company with prior loca
tion having a patent of its right-of-way 
through a farm lot, ami when the owner of 
the adjoining lands lias a patent for the 
severed portions subsequent to the date of 
the company's patent, the expense of con
structing the crossing must be borne by the 
owner of the farm.

Wimbles v. G.T.P.R. Co., 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 
191.
Farm crossing—Lapse of time—Agbee-

Notwithstanding the lapse of time with
out a demand for a farm crossing, by the 
land owner or a conveyance of the lands 
taken for right-of-way for valuable consid
eration. the Board will apply s. 252 of the 
Railway Act, 1906, which provides that 
every company shall make crossings for per-

1ns* across whose lands the railway is car
ried convenient and proper for the crossing 
of the railway for farm purposes, in all 
ca-.es to whicli it may lie applicable, unless 
the right to the crossing lias by express 
terms been extinguished, either in the con
veyance of the right-of-way itself or by a 
sufficient agreement otherwise expressed.

Harris v. Great Northern R. Co., 21 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 193.
Farm crossing—Cattle pass.

Where the railway was carried across a 
farm on a high embankment, and any cross
ing over it would be inconvenient for cat
tle to get to pasture and water unless driv
en. the owner of the farm crossed by the 
railway was held entitled to a cattle pass 
(not an undercrossing) in line with farm 
lane. [Re Cockerline and Guelph & God
erich Ry. Co., 5 Can. Ry. Cas. 313, fol
lowed.]

Lalande v. C.N.R. Co., 21 Can. Ry. Car 
194.
Farm crossing—Loss of bisht by sever-

The mere acquisition of lands on both 
sides of a railway right-of-way does not 
per se give a right to a farm crossing. The

original owner having lost his right to u 
crossing by conveying the lands on one side 
to another person, a subsequent owner pur
chasing the lands on both sides from differ
ent vendors does not thereby acquire a 
right to a farm crossing to connect them. 
The Board, however, has jurisdiction under 
s. 253, of the Railway Act. 1906. to order 
a crossing, which it will exercise in a prop
er case and on proper terms.

O'Brien Bros. v. C.P.R. Co., 21 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 197.
Farm crossing—Removal of planks by 

HA11 w AX COMPANY- DUfl i" BMT0ME 
—Order of Board of Railway Com
missioners — Railway Act, R.S.C. 
1906, c. 37. ss. 252, 253—Damages.

Austin v. 0.1 ■ Or, It an N W 
Railway bridge—Branch line—Jurisdic

tion of Board.
Where a company is authorized bv its 

charter to build a bridge and lay railway- 
tracks upon it, but lias no power to build 
a railway, the Board has no jurisdiction to 
authorize it to build a branch line of rail
way under s. 175, 3 Edw. VII. c. 68 of the 
Railway Act, 1903.

International Bridge & Terminal Co. ?. 
C.N.R. Co., 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 218. 
Maintenance — Municipality — Juris

diction.
In dismissing an application by a rail

way company to construct a spur on a 
highway, the* Board has no jurisdiction to 
impose terms on the municipality concerned 
as to the use it should make of the high
way in question. The Board's jurisdiction 
is confined to authorizing the construction 
and maintenance of the railway on the 
highway.

Montreal v. C.P.R. Co., 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 
224.
Highway—Dedication—Senior and jun

ior bulk.
When it is sought to open a highway 

across a railway, there must be evidence 
of intention to dedicate by the owner, ac
ceptance by the municipality, user by the 

ublic, and expenditure of public money to 
eep the proposed highway in repair and 

fit for use to bring it within the category 
of a public highway under the Municipal 
Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 192, s. 432. Without 
such evidence the proposed highway is 
junior to the railway and under the senior 
and junior rule the whole of the expendi
ture required will be placed on the appli
cant. [Gooderham v. Toronto, 25 Can. S.C. 
R. 246, distinguished.]

Hamilton v. Hamilton Radial Electric 
R. Co., 22 Can. Ry. Cas. 438.
Highway — Dedication — Acceptance — 

Devise—Rioiit-of-way.
A will devising a right-of-way to a cer

tain class of individdals does not make a 
right-of-way, where it crosses a railway, a 
highway crossing: there being no evidence 
of the acceptance of a highway at that
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point bv 1 lie municipality nor recognition 
of its existence by ilio railway company: 
the railway in senior to tin* high wav at the 
point of crossing. [Weston \. ti.T.M. and 
C.P.R. Cos. (Denison Avenue Crossing 
Case), 7 Can. My. ('as. 70; St. Pierre v. (1. 
T.R. Co. (Simplex Avenue Crossing Case), 
13 Can. My. I as, 1: Montreal v. t I’.M. Co., 
IS Can. My. Cas. 50. followed.]

G.Ï.R. Co. v. Hamilton, 22 Can. My: Cas. 
442.
Al'I'ORlKlXMKNT OK COST — SENIOR AXD 

Jt.MOR KV1.E.
In apportioning the cost of protection at 

railway crossings of highways which have 
been in existence for many years, the vol
ume of trallie on the highway and railway 
respectively, which has made the crossing 
dangerous, is an element to which more 
weight should lie given than the question of 
seniority merely.

Montreal v. G .T.R. Co., 22 Can. Ry. Cas. 
444.
H mil way — Railway Grade Crossing

Where a highway crossing over a rail
way has not been legally established prior 
lo April 1, 190U, it may he considered a 
highway crossing of the railway at grade 
level within the meaning of the Railway 
Crude Crossing Fund, s. 239 (A), 8 & 9 
Kdvv. VII. c. 32, s. 7, and the Board may 
legalize tin* crossing and make a contribu
tion of 20 per cent out of that fund 
towards the installation of gates, the re
mainder of the costs of protection to be 
borne by the applicants.

Maisonneuve v. C.X.R. Co., 22 Can. R. 
Cas. 446.

Application under s. 176 of the Railway 
Act, 1906, for leave to expropriate a por
tion of a piece of land for the purpose of 
• «instructing a spur across it from the ap
plicant's branch line. The land had been 
acquired by the respondent from the former 
owner, one A. B., the respondent had been 
authorized bv order of the Board to con
st ruct. certain spurs across the land in 
question when the applicant's spur was con
structed with the exception of the section 
crossing the portion of the land aforesaid. 
The order authorizing construction of the 
branch line and the said spur of the appli
cant was made before the respondent, had 
acquired the land. It was held ( 11 that 
the applicant should he authorized to take 
«o much of the land as would be necessary 
for the construction of its spur. (2) That 
if a dispute should arise as to the area 
necessary to be so taken, the matter should 
lie determined by an engineer of the Board. 
(3) The expense of making the necessary 
railway crossings on the land should he 
borne jointly by the applicant and respond
ent. [C.N.R. Co. v. C.P.R. Co. (Kaiser 
Crossing Case), 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 297; 
G.T.P.R. Co. v. C.P.R. Co. (Xokomis Cross
ing Case), 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 299, distin
guished.]

Qu’Appelle, Long Lake & Saskatchewan 
R. & S.S. Co. v. C.P.R. Co., 1.3 t an. Ry. 
Cas. 131.
Highway crossed by railway — Main

tenance OF THA< K LEGALIZED—pH«m;< . 
TION OK CROSSING.

Upon an application to direct the remov
al of the respondent's track irum a pul.li,- 
highway, and by the respondent to legalize 
its maintenance under ss. 59A, 222, 237 of 
the Railway Act, 1996, the Board granted 
the respondent’s application upon condition 
that upon the construction of a street rail 
way upon the highway, diamond crossings 
should lie installed and Miflicient protection 
given at the crossing at the respondent's ex
pense, and that the movement of the steam 
railway upon the highway should be re
stricted.

Ottawa v. G .T.R. Co., It Can. Ry. Cas. 
185.
Highway crossed by railway — Tfii- 

I’ORARY DIVERSION AND CLOSING—CON
DITIONS — Damages — Compensation 
—Railway Act, k. iso.

The Board, under s. 180 of the Railway 
Act, 1906, in a proper case will authorize 
the construction and operation of a tem 
porary spur upon and over a highway ami 
the tempurarv «losing and diversion of a 
portion of the highway for that purpose, 
imposing such conditions, including com
pensation to persons directly and specifical
ly injured, as the Board thinks proper. 
[C.P.R. Co. v. North Dumfries, 6 Can. My. 
Cas. 147, followed.]

Va in plie II ford, l.-ike Ontario & Western 
Ry. ('o. v. Camden, 16 Can. Ry. Cas. 236. 
JURISDICTION—QVESTION OF LAW—PVBI.IC

interest — Indemnity — Loss, dam
age or injury—Property—Employees 
—Traveling public—Railway Act, s.
250.

Under s. 25ft of the Railway Act. 1906, 
the Board has jurisdiction to authorize the 
laying of a gas main under the track» of 
a railway company, by a public utility com
pany, an adjacent land owner, and to lix 
the amount of damages payable for the 
privilege, imposing as term- and conditions 
precedent that the applicant must under
take full responsibility for maintaining tin- 
gas main and indemnify the respondent 
from any loss, damage or injury to its 
property, employees, or the traveling pub-

Montreal Light, Heat & Power Co. v. 
G.T.R. Co., 20 D.L.R. 975, 17 Van. Ry. t as. 
33ft.
Disputed accounts—Decision by Board— 

Jurisdiction — Reference — Rail
way Act, s. 6ft.

In a ease of dispute between a municipal
ity and a railway company over the cost of 
a bridge carrying a highway over a rail
way, of which each pays a certain propor
tion, where owing to the length ami intri
cacy of the accounts it is impossible for the 
Board in the exercise of its jurisdiction to
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decide the questions at isliue at an ordinary I 
hearing, the matter was referred to a 
Referee under e. GO of the Railway Act, 

to take the accounts and report to 
the Board wlrat amount (if any) is due 
by one party to the other, the reference be
ing at the applicant’s risk as to costs.

Vancouver v. Vancouver, Victoria & 
Kastern K. & Nav. Co., 23 ( an. Ry. Cas. 
123. .
SENIOR AM) JUMOR RULE—OWNERSHIP OF 

land — Location — Prior coxsthuc-

(hvnership of a block of land and ap
proval of a plan of railway located thereon 
do not give seniority at. the place of cross
ing over another railway whose location 
plan was approved and line built prior to 
llie construction of the first mentioned rail
way upon a new location on another por- 
■ mu of till same block of land. |C.X.R. Co.

C.P.R. Co. (Kaiser Crossing Case), 7 
• an. Ry. Cas. 207: G.T.P.R. Co. v. C.P.R. 
lo, (Nokomis Crossing Case), 7 Can. Ry.
( as. 209; C.N.R. Vo. v. C.P.R. Co.. 11 
( an. Ry. Cas. 402; Kdmonton v. Calgary
a Edmonton R. Co„ in Can. Ry. < a-. 
120 at p. 423; affirmed 53 tan. S.C.R. 
toil at p. 415, 22 Can. Ry. ( as. 182; South 
i mtario Paeilie R. Co. v. G.T.R. Co. (Junc- 
iion Cut Case), 20 Can. Ry. Vas. 152, fol
lowed; G.T.R. Vo. v. Cnited Counties R. 
Co. (St. Hyacinthe Crossing Casei, 7 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 204; Prie A. Ontario R. Co. v. 
Niagara, St. Catharines & Toronto R. Co.,
18 Can. Ry. Cas. 20, distinguished.]

Midland R. Co. v. G.T.P.R. Co. (St. Bon
iface Crossing Case), 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 80. 
Protection — Inadequate — Dangerous 

« Rossi no — Traffic — Volume — 
Heavy — Apportionment of costs — 
Railway Grade Crossing Fund—Con
struction and installation.

Where two railways in close proximity 
cross two highways the Board decided that 
lowers should be erected to ojierate pairs 
of gates day and night at the points of 
missing, on the ground that the protection 
was inadequate (there being none where 
the junior railway crossed the highways), 
and the crossings were dangerous owing to 
ilie heavy volume of traffic on the railways 
and highways and the obstruction of the 
view; apportioned the cost as it considered 
fair under the circumstances, with the 
iMial contribution from the Railway Grade 
Crossing Fund towards construction and 
installation.

Walkerville v. G.T.R. and Pere Mar
quette R. Cos., 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 1. 
Negligence — Agreement — Bridge — 

Falhf.work — Clearances — Ixdem-

\n agreement between two railway com
panies for the construction of falsework to 
•■arty the line of railway of one company 
over the tracks of the other company with
out the standard clearances, may properly 
contain a clause indemnifying the company 

Can. Dig.—120.

I whose line is crossed from all loss, damage 
or expense of any nature occasioned to it, 
including loss, damage and expense that, has 
been occasioned, or contributed, to by the 
negligence of its servants or agents or oth
erwise howsoever.

C.P.R. Co. v. C.N.R. Co. ( Falsework c»«e) 
24 Can. Ry. fas. f>.
Senior and junior rule — Highway

CROSSED MY RAILWAY — STEAM AM) Ml 
NIVIPAI.I.Y OWNED RAILWAYS.

A steam railway does not lose its senior
ity at. a crossing on the highway of an 
electric street railway when the electric 
railway is acquired by the municipality. 
[C.P.R. Co. v. Toronto, 7 Can. Ry. Ch-. 274. 
affirmed ; Toronto v. C.P.R. Co., [1008] 
A.C. 54. 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 2S2: G.T.R. Co. 
v. United Counties* R. Co. (St. Hyacinthe 
Crossing ease), 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 204: C.N.R. 
Co. v. C.P.R. Co. ( Kaiser Crossing ease i,
7 Can. Rv. ( as. 297. followed; Kdmonton 
Street R. Co. v. G.T.P.R. Co.. 14 (an. Ry. 
Cas. 93. affirmed ; G.T.P.R. Co. v. Kdmonton 
Street R. Co. (Twenty First Street Cross
ing ease), If* Can. Ry. <"as. 445; Kdmonton 
v. (i.T.P. & C.P.R. Cos. (Syndicate Avenue 
Crossing easel, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 443, dis
tinguished. |

G.T.R. Co. v. Kitchener & Waterloo Street e 
R. Co., 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 13.
Highway crossed by railway — Practice 

— Jurisdiction — Protection by 
ELECTRIC KELL — APPORTIONMENT OK 
cost Railway grade crossing fund 
— Construction — Maintenance 
Railway Act, s. 239 (A).

Where a highway is senior to a railway 
which crosses it, it is the practice of the 
Board to exempt the municipalitv control
ling the highway from any contribution to 
the cost of installation or maintenance of 
an electric bell to protect the crossing.

Morse v. C.P.R. Co., 24 Can. Ry. Ca< fit. 
Highway crossed by railway — Protec

tion — Apportionment of costs — 
Installation Maintenance — 
Operation — Railway grade crossing

At the crossing in question, where there 
are four tracks and considerable shunting 
traffic, protection by an electric bell is not 
so satisfactory as at crossings where there 
are fewer tracks and less shunting, and the 
Board directed protection by gates, opei 
ated night and day, apportioning the costs 
of installation, maintenance and operation.

Thamesvillc v. G.T.R. Co., 23 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 33.
Highway crossed by railway — Bridge— 

Recoxstri ction — Senior and Junior 
Rule.

Under the senior and junior rule the 
highway being senior to the railway no part 
of the cost o? reconstructing the bridge on 
the highway over the railway should In
put upon the respondent city, but the re
spondent tramways company being junior to
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the railway, one-fourth of the cost of re
construction to make the bridge strong 
enough to carry electric cars should be im
posed upon it. [Toronto R. Co. v. Toronto 
and C.P.R. C'o. (Avenue Road Subway Case) 
fill Can. S.C.R. 222, 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 280, 
followed.]

C.P.R. Co. v. Montreal and Montreal 
Tramways Co. (Notre Paine Street Bridge 
Case), 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 31.
SUBWAY UNDER TRACKS — PRIOR AGREEMENT

— Public park — Apportionment or 
cost — Senior and junior — Rule 
NOT APPLICABLE.

Where a subway was built under railway 
tracks in a public park, to which the rail
way was senior, to give access between the 
portions lying north and south of the rail
way of which the entire cost was borne by 
the municipality except the superstructure 
(borne by the railway company), and the 
municipality having given the land on 
which to lay tracks to serve elevators south 
of the railway, o which (1 were to he built 
immediately south of the railway main line, 
applied for a subway under such ti tracks, 
tIn* senior and junior rule does not apply, 
and the cost of the work will be divided 
equally between the municipality and the 

e railway companies interested.
Port Arthur v. C.P.R. and C.X.R. Cos., 

23 Can. Ry. Cas. 811.
Jurisdiction — Lines — Dominion and 

Provincial — Point or crossing — 
Railway Act, s. 8 (a).

The Board has jurisdiction to regulate the 
crossing of a Provincial over a Dominion 
railway at the point of intersection. [Lake 
Erie & Northern It. Co. v. Brantford Street 
R. Co., 16 < an. Ry. Cas. 244. at p. 245; 
Att’y-Gen'l for Alberta v. Att’y-Gen’l for 
Canada, [ 1915] A.C. 363, 19 Can. Ry. Cas. 
153; London v. Txindon r'treet R. Co., 19 
Can. Ry. Cas. 430, followed.]

Midland R. Co. v. G.T.P.R. Co., 23 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 80.
Highway — Senior and junior rule — 

Location — Approval — Priority.
In applying the senior and junior rule 

lietween railway companies, construction of 
the crossing and not approval of location 
gives priority, but between municipalities 
and railway companies that principle cannot 
lie applied, when it is sought to cross a 
railway by a highway where a road allow
ance previously existed, then no matter how 
long the railway may have been constructed 
it is considered to be junior anil the rail
way company should instal and maintain 
the necessary crossing. [C.N. Ry. Co. v. 
C.P.R. Co. (Kaiser Crossing case), 7 Can. 
Ry. < as. 297; C.N. By. Co. r. C.P. Ry. Co., 
11 Can. Ry. Cas. 432, followed.] Where 
there is no road allowance and the munici
pality desires to use the land of the railway 
company upon which to construct a high
way. the entire costs of the highway im
provements will be borne by the applicant.

[Gloucester v. Canada Atlantic R. Co., 3 
O.L.R. 85, 1 Can. Ry. Cas. 327, followed.]

Sasman v. C.N.R. Co. ( Kylemore Crossing 
case), 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 24*6.
Highway — Construction and mainte 

nance—Apportionment of cost.
Where the Board grauts permission to the 

applicant to open up a highway across the 
right-of-way of the respondent, "the uniform 
practice is to place the whole cost of con
struction and maintenance upon the appli
cant, but the order may provide, if the ap
plicant so desires, that the work of con
struction may be done by the respondent, 
the expense thereof being reimbursed by the 
applicant. [Weston v. U.T.R. and C.P.R. 
Cos. (Denison Avenue Crossing case), 7 Can. 
Ry. ('as. 79; St. Pierre v. G.T.R. Co. (Sim
plex Avenue Crossing case), 13 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 1; Bridgeburg v. G.T.R. and Michigan 
Central R. Cos., 8 D.L.R. 951, l#Can. Ry. 
Cas. 10; Montreal v. C.P.R. Co., 18 Can. 
Ry. ("as. 50; leadline v. G.T.R. Co., 18 Can. 
Ry. t as. 83, followed.!

London v. U.T.R. Co. (Ashland Avenue 
Crossing case). 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 242. 
Highway — Subway — Cost — Senior 

and junior ri le.
The senior and junior rule that, when a 

railway is crossed by a highway, the appli
cant should hear all the cost, does not apply 
where the railway company lavs out a 
townsite and benefits from the safe of lots; 
in that townsite it should assist in pro
viding suitable facilities for the public to 
get across the railway property. At V. the 
Board directed the construction of a pe
destrian subway bv the railway company, 
the cost of the puWay to be apportioned 
equally between the railway company and 
the town, and to lie kept clean and lighted 
by the town, and, in case an extension of 
the subway became necessary in the future, 
the costs were to be apportioned equally 
between the parties. [Regina v. C.P.R. Co., 
11 Can. Ry. Cas. 165; Medicine Hat v. C.P. 
R. Co. (Medicine Hat Streets CMt), 16 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 413, followed.]

Virden v. C.P.R. Co., 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 70. 
Highway — Bridge — Maintenance — 

Apportionment of cost.
Apart from any question of contract, the 

obligation of a railway company maintain
ing a bridge carrying a highway over a rail
way must lie construed with regard to the 
requirements of the present-day traffic. In 
1896, by an order of the Railway Commit
tee, the respondent railway company was 
authorized to carry a highway (King Street 
Hamilton i over the railway by a bridge 
of a certain width. The order contained no 
provision as to maintenance, extension or 
widening of the bridge. Upon the growth 
of the city and a new district being laid 
out beyond the city limits, in which a new 
bridge was constructed on the extension of 
King Street, designed to accommodate a 
double line of street cars, the Board made 
an order for the construction by the Hamil-
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ton company of a new bridge of the ««mn 
width and "strength, in lieu of the bridge 
Built in 1891$. Under the special eircum- 
-Mnces of the case the municipality was 
i • iiiirtnl to contribute 30 per cent, and rail- 
wav 70 per cent of the cost. [G.T.R. Co. v. 
i I Ml. Lo. (Myrtle Bridge case), 12 D.L.H.

15 Van. Ry. Cas. 433, affirmed, sub 
n C.P.K. Co. v. G.T.R. Co., 49 Can. 8.

. i: 525. 20 D.L.R. 5d, 17 Can. Ry. Cat. 300, 
iistiuguished.]

Hamilton v. C.P.R. and T.U. & B.R. Cos., 
29 Van. Ry. Cas. 159. 
ili<.it way—Senior and junior rule.

I lie senior and junior rule which is some
times applied by the Hoard when determin
in'.» who should pay the cost of the crossing 

one railway over another, should not lie 
applied where a highway is crossed by a 
railway, as the municipality being the own
er of the street and now being the owner 
• >;' the street railway, should not be consid
ered junior to the steam railway company 
and the costs of protecting the crossing 
. i odd lie apportioned equally between them. 

Brantford v. G.T.R. Co., 20 Can. Ry. Cas.

HhiHWAY CROSSING—PUBLIC NECESSITY.
The Board will recognize the public neces

sity for a highway crossing over a railway 
especially at or near a point where for a 
I'Uig period the railway company has allow- 
e 1 the public the use of such crossing and 
iv will order the railway company to make 
the crossing conform to its standard regu
lations affecting highway crossings as 
amended May 4th, 1910. the Board is not 
.illed upon to deal with the question of an 

encroachment by a railway company upon 
the highway. [Weston v. C.P.R. and G.T.R. 
I... (Denison Avenue Crossing case, No. 
593), 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 79, followed.]

Moodie v. C.P.R. Co., 20 Can. Ry. Cas.

Highway — Street railway — Bridge —
Apportionment of cost — Senior and
JUNIOR RULE.

Where the respondent had discharged its 
responsibility to maintain a bridge carry
ing a highway over a railway sufficient to 
a "ommodate present traffic, the Board in 
t.ie public interest ordered the bridge to be 
widened from 40 to 61$ feet to enable a 
n- reet railway line to be double tracked. 
The proposed second street railway track 
Icing junior to that of the respondent the 
Board apportioned the cost as follows, 65 
per cent to the respondent and 35 per cent 
to the applicant or street railway company. 
I Hamilton v. C.P.R. and Toronto, Hamilton 
& Buffalo R. Cos., 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 159, 
followed.]

Windsor v. C.P.R. Co., 21 Can. Ry. Cas.
Oti.

The applicant town alleged that the re
spondent intended to close a certain street 
« here it crossed its tracks and asked that 
tlie respondent should bear part of the cost 
of protecting the crossing. The street in

question had been originally a farm crossing 
but was now used as a general public high
way crossing. The Board's officers, after 
inspection, reported that the crossing 
should be made a regular highway crossing 
and be fullv protected by gates and watch
men. The Board ordered* that the applicant 
should reimburse the respondent for the 
cost of construction, maintenance and pro
tection of the crossing, but was entitled to 
receive from the Railway Grade Crossing 
Fund, 20 per cent of the cost of the work.

8t. Pierre v. G.T.R. Co., 10 E.L.R. 381. 
(§ Il B—161 —Crossing by other raii.-

The obligation of the junior railway 
which, <«i obtaining hv contract with the 
senior road the right to cross its line by a 
subway or undererossing, covenanted to con
struct the crossing according to spécifica
tions approved by the chief engineer of the 
senior road, to repair it and keep it in a 
good and safe state, and to repay to tin* 
latter the cost of necessary work done in 
the event of the junior road failing to 
“maintain” the crossing to the satisfaction 
of said chief engineer, is not restricted to 
the keeping of the crossing in repair merely 
as it was when it was first passed upon by 
the chief engineer, but, in view of an inten
tion to be gathered from the entire contract, 
may be interpreted as covering repair and 
maintenance which is requisite for the heav
ier traffic incident to the increased business 
which time had developed on the senior
r°t\P.R. Co. v. G.T.R. Co., 20 D.L.R. 56. 49 
Can. S.C.Pt. 525.
“Joining” of two railways — “Crossing’'

BY ANOTHER RAILWAY.
The “joining" of two different lines of 

railway for which the leave of the Board 
is required under the Railway Act, 1906, 
a. 227, means joining cn the same level so 
as to enable cars to be transferred from one 
road to the other. The “crossing" of two 
different lines of railway for which the 
leave of the Board is required under tin* 
Act. limb. s. 227, means the passing of the 
tracks of one railway on, over, or under, 
the tracks of another bv meeting at anv 
angle, continuing at the same angle to the 
opposite side of the track, crossed and im
mediately leaving the track crossed.

Canadian Northern Western R. Vo. v. C. 
P R. Co.. 13 D.L.R 625, 6 A.L.H. 147, 25 
W.L.R. 212, 5 W.W.R. 9.
Railway crossing — Subway — Contribu

tion.
The Canadian Not them Ontario Ry. 

crossed under the line of the G.T.R. by a 
subway. Subsequently the C.L.O. & W .R. 
Co. obtained authority from the Board to 
cross the C.N.O. Ry., using for that purpose 
the embankment of the same subway : — 
Held, that the C.N.O.R. Co., was not en
titled to receive any contribution from the 
C.L.O. 4 W.R. Co. towards the expense it
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lull] already incurred in making the cm- | 
bankment.

« 'ampliellford, Lake Ontario !c Western 
It. Co. v. Canadian Northern Ontario R. 
Co., 14 Can. Ry. Va*. 220.
( MUSSING BY OTHER HA1I ROAD lillARV I'ER- 

MITT1 NO OX TERMS.
1‘lie Hoard granted the ap|dieatiiin of the 

C.P.R. Co. to cross the track of the C.N.R. 
Co. upou the terms that the applicant 
should, at its own expense, insert a diamond 
in the track, provide, maintain and operate 
an interlocking plant including the cost of 
Keeping a signalman in charge of the cross
ing. ’Ihe signalman was appointed by the 
« A.It. Co. to the satisfaction of both com
panies. While a C.P.R. train was approach
ing the crossing the signalman, being in
toxicated. derailed the train, killing the

I’attison v. C.P.R. Co., 14 Can. Rv. Cas. 
401. 24 O.L.R. 482.
Crossing by other baii.roai) — Indiktriai.

Re .Midland' it. Co. a.id C.P.R. Co., 23 
W.I..R. rm.
Dominion ami I'Rovinciai. railways.

A provincial railway as distinguished 
from a Dominion railway, which latter is 
subject to tlie Railway Act MM Ml (Can.) 
has a locus standi to make application to 
the Hoard for permission to cross a Domin
ion railway.

Att'y-Uen’l for Alla. v. Att’v-ticn'l of 
( anada, 22 D.L.R. 501, [1915J A.C. 303, 112 
L.T. 177.
Si:MOB AND Jt'XIOB — Rl I.B — Flagman 

.XruMGENVK — Pl'BI.IC INTEREST — 
r.XI'KN NK — RKHI*ON8iniL1TY.

The junior railway company permitted to 
cross with its line the truck* of the senior 
should hear all the expenses and responsi
bility of such crossing, and shoe.Id employ 
and pay the flagman at the crossing and not 
merely reimburse the senior company for 
the wages of a flagman carried on the pay
roll of the latter company.

Winnipeg Klee. R. Co. v. C.P.R. Co.. 18 
Can. I!y. Cits. 30.
(S H R—17)—Crossing of rtf.am road by 

street railway.
Application that the municipally owned 

electric railway of the applicant upon a 
highway he granted leave to cross the line 
*.f the respondent by a subway instead of a 
level crossing. It was hold (1) that it was 
shewn that a plan showing the location of 
the street was registered prior to the loca
tion plan of the res|H>ndcnt. (2) That the 
street now luting within the boundaries of 
the applicant municipality carried with it 
the attribute of seniority acquired hv the 
prior registration of the plan according to 
the provision* of N.W.T. Ord. e. 4. s. 75 
(1901), Ihihlie Works Act. (3) That the 
respondent should shew cause why an order 
should not la* made for a subway, the cost 
to lie apportioned equally between the ap

plicant and the respondent subject to a con
tribution of 20 per cent, up to *.'>,«8)0 to the 
cost of the work from the Railway tirade 
Crossing Fund.

lid mon ton v. Edmonton, Yukon & P» 
eitic R. Co., 13 Can. ID. ( a*. 128.
Crossing of stkam road by street raii

The Hoard grafted an application, by a 
municipally-owned street railway, under >. 
227 of the Railway Act, MMMI, to cross the 
tracks of a steam rail wax on a city street, 
which xvas senior to the tracks of a steam 
railway. The trucks of the municipally 
owned street railway were not considered 
by the Hoard as junior to those of the a team 
railway and the cost of construction and 

I maintenance of the railway crossing, as well 
us the. installation and maintenance of tin 

I protection, were directed to Ik- Ikutiv equally 
I by the respondent and appellant. The Board 
j gave leave to the appellant to appeal on tw<.

questions of law:- 1, was the Hoard bound 
| by the agreement lietween the t itv of Ed- 
j monton and G.T.P.K. Co., a. 7 of which pro

vides that an application must first Ik- sub
mitted to the Lieut.-tlovernor-in-eouncil for 
approval of the crossing lie fore the applica
tion is made to the Hoard, and 2, if it was 
not so hound, do the provisions of a. 7 of 
the agreement mean that the railway com 
puny should not pay such expense as is 
placed upon it by the Board's order. The 
Supreme Court of Canada answered the 
second question in the negative. The Chief 
Justice, and Davies. J., in answer to ques
tion 1, said that the agreement was an 
element to he considered in determining tin- 
rights of the parties with respect to the 
cost of constructing and maintaining the 
crossing, or the installation or maintenance 
of the protection required. Idington, .1.: — 
The question of tin- bearing of tin- relation 
of seniority of construction upon the deter
mination of the proper shares of the costs 
respectively to Ik- borne by crossing rail
ways is one entirely in the discretion of the

(l.T.P.R. Co. v. Edmonton, 15 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 445, affirming 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 93. 
Crossing by electric road — Derail hyr-

Vpon an application to have a temporary 
right of crossing the tracks of a steam rail
way with the tracks of a municipal electric 
railway made permanent, where the high
way crossing was permanent, and the re
spondent steam railway company had origi
nally consented to the temporary crossing 
and* thereupon permanent works had been 
constructed by the municipality, the Board 
made no order hut directed that unless 
there was an elimination of grade or change 
in the street car location -a system of de
rails should be installed against the electric 
car line on account of the dangerous char
acter of the crossing.

Lethbridge v. C.P.R. Co., 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 
345.
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Highway crossed bt railway — Street 
railway—Protection.

The Board granted an application by a 
municipality for a crossing on the high
way of a steam railway by its electric 
street railway to save a detour of three 
thousand feet on condition that the appli- 
<.1 in pay for its own construction, its own 
rail-, and other work and the diamonds, 
•ml the cost of protection, that is. the in- 
-i,illation of the interlocking plant, its 
maintenance and operation, to lie borne 
-ijually by the applicant and respondent. 
The municipality vas not estopped, and 
had the right to make the application 
muter the changed conditions, irrespective 
uf any action previously taken by the 
Board.

St. Thomas v. Michigan Central R. Co., 
It < an. Ry. ( as. 338.
Sham railway crossing street railway

—St: mur axn .ivxma — Rule — Sex-
IOB1TY AS TO OPERATION — HIGHWAY

\n electric railway using a highway as 
■i right-of-way is to be treated as an 
ordinary highway occupant, and there
fore where it crosses a steam railway, the 
traffic of the steam railway should have 
priority, though the steam road, if junior, 
'liould pay the cost of construction and 
maintenance of the necessary crossing. 
Whether a street railway is incorporated 
by the Dominion or by a Province does not 
affect its right as to seniority as against 
■mother steam railway crossing it. The 
fact that an electric railway operating 
along the highway, not only as a street 
railway, lmt also us an interurban or 
radial line, is in competition with a steam 
railway which crosses it, does not affect 
their "respective rights as to seniority at 
the crossing. Its use of the highway is an 
extension of the ordinary highway user 
and the traffic of the steam railway should 
have priority.

Like Krie & Northern R. Co. v. Brant
ford Street R. Co., lti Can. Ry. Cas. 244. 
Dominion am» Provincial railways.

The Board has jurisdiction under ss. 8, 
-‘•t, 32. 227 of the Railway Act, 19011. to 
Tiler a single track crossing (provided 
under an order of the Railway Committee)

1 a Dominion railway by a Provincial 
street railway, to he changed to a double 
track crossing, in the public interest. 
Tin* applicant which made the application 
W the double track crossing was ordered 
to furnish the necessary diamonds, and the 
-’reel railway company to pay interest at 
7 per cent upon the expense incurred by

applicant, the street railway company 
• lay the necessary tracks and connec-

London v. London Street R. Co., 19 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 430.
Street railway crossing—Maintenance 

—Derailment of train.
The defendants having applied to the

Board for authority to cross at grade the 
plaintiff»’ tracks at a certain point, were, 
hi Jane, 1904, permitted to do so, by an 
order of the Board, which directed that 
they (the defendants) should at their own 
e.\|H*nsc provide a diamond for the cross 
ing. In the same month the diamond was 
placed in position under competent super
vision; it was carefully and efficiently 
built. In September, 1912, some cars of 
the plaintiff passing over the diamond Ihi- 
came derailed and were injured or 
destroyed ; the plaintiffs brought this 
action to recover damages for the injury 
and destruction, charging that it was the 
defendants’ duty to keep the diamond and 
all appliances in connection with tin- 
crossing in good repair, which they had 
failed to do. and had so caused the derail
ment and damage :—Held, upon the ex i- 
donee, that the derailment was not shewn 
to havo been the result of want of main
tenance or of negligence on the part of 
the defendants; that the defendants were 
not, under the order of the Board, lion ml 
to maintain and repair tin- diamond. 
[Guelph & Goderich R. Co. v. Guelph 
Radial R. Co., .» Can. Ry. Cas. 180; G.T.R. 
Co. v. Cnited Counties R. Co., 7 Can. Ry. 
(’as. 294, distinguished.|

G.T.R. v. Sarnia Street R., 37 O.L.R. 
177
(9 II B—17a)—Crossing of steam ruai» 

by electric interurban huai».
An application of a street railway to 

cross the tracks of a steam railway com 
pany at a place where the latter crosses a 
city street, need not he submitted to the 
Lieut.-Cover nor-in-Council for approval, 
under s. 122 of c. 8. of the Alberta Stat
utes of 1907, as to steam railways under 
Federal control, since such application 
falls within s. 227 of the Railway Act, 
1906 (Can.). Where, in point of time, a 
city street is senior to the track* of a 
steam railway that cross it, the tracks of 
a municipally owned street railway which 
are subsequently laid across the tracks of 
the steam railway, arc not junior thereto 

‘ so as to acquire the whole cost of the in 
stallation, maintenance and protection of 
the crossing to be borne by the city, but it 
will lie divided equally lietwcen them

J-Mmonton Street R. Co. v. G.T.V.R. Co., 
4 Df.R. 472, 21 W.L.R. 808. 14 Can Rv 
(’as. 93. [See 7 D.L.K. 888, 22 W.L.ft. 
4.T |
Cost ok highway pavement throi gh svb-

C.P.IL Co. v. Calgary. 20 D.L.R. 974, 18 
Can. Ry. Cas. 38.
(§ II B—18)—Highway—Apportionment 

uf cost—Senior and junior rule.
When a railway is sought to be crossed 

by a highway the Board will give authority 
for the construction of the crossing, as long 
as it is unobjectionable and is constructed 
in accordance with the standard regulation 
of the Board, on terms that the cost, under
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the senior and junior rule, ie not thrown 
on the respondent railway company. The 
local authorities will determine whether or 
not to construct the crossing.

Saskatchewan Board of Highway Com- 
m’ra v. C.N.R. Co., 28 D.L.R. 659, *19 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 205.
Right-of-way—Highway.

The Board will not invoke its compul
sory powers to compel a railway company 
to supply a right-of-way across its own 
lauds for a municipal highway to be used 
for highway purposes quite irrespective of 
railway purposes.

Courtney v. Esquimalt & Nanaimo R. 
Co.. 28 D.L.R. 381. 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 384. 
Highway—Dedication and prescription.

In the Province of QueWc, as dis
tinguished from Ontario, there are no road 
allowances, highways being opened across 
railways (1) by resolution or by-law 
emanating from the municipal authority, 
(2i by the l.ieut.-Governor-in-Council 
under s! 2052, R.S.Q. 1900 (3i by dedica
tion and prescription. Where there is 
nothing in the application to shew that the 
highway concerned was opened before the 
railway under any of the above heads, the 
crossing should lie authorized at the munic
ipality ‘a expense, fCaldwell v. C.P.R. Co.. 
!• Can. Ry. Cas. 497, distinguished.]

Pontiac v. C.P.R. Co., 28 D.L.R. 5G0, 19 
Can. Ry. Cas. 298.

Where the traffic on the highway is much 
heavier than on the railway by which it is 
crossed, and protection by gates and watch
men is necessary, the Board ordered 20 per 
cent of the cost of protection to bo paid out 
of the Railway tirade Crossing Fund, and 
the remaining 80 per cent to be divided 
equally between the applicant and respond
ent as well as the cost of operation.

Toronto v. C.P.R. Co., 28 D.L.R. 558. 19 
Can. Ry. Cas. 293.
Highway crossings—What are—Private

DRIVEWAY.
A private driveway across a railway used 

by tjie public as a means of access to an 
adjoining farm is not a highway crossing, 
within the meaning of s. 155 of the On
tario Railway Act, R.S.O. 1914, e. 185. nor 
within the purview of s. 259 of the Rail
way Act (Can.) 1888, respecting the fenc
ing of and regulation of speed at crossings.

(lowland v. 11.(1. &, B. Electric R. Co.. 24 
D.L.R. 49, 33 O.L.R. 372, 19 Can. Rv. Cas. 
214.
Highway crossings—Dangerous subway 

—Liability for injuries.
A railway company charged with the 

duty under the Railway Act, 1900 (s. 241) 
to maintain safe structures by which any 
highway is carried over or under any rail
way, will be liable for injuries resulting 
from the dangerous condition of a subway 
constructed by the railway company at the 
expense of a 'municipality.

Burrows v. G.T.R. Co., 23 D.L.R. 173, 
38 Can. Ry. Cas. 183, 34 O.L.R. 142.

3820
Highway crossed by railway—Rights or

ABUTTING OWNERS.
When an order has been made authoriz

ing the crossing of certain streets by a 
railway, upon condition that the railway 
company should enter into an agreement to 
indemnify the city against all claims for 
damages by abutting land owners, the 
Board will not. after the execution of sink 
agreement, order the railway company to 
carry out its terms.

Calgary v. C.N.R. Co., 21 D.L.R. 640, 18 
Can. Ry. Cas. 25.
Highway crossing.

Leave was granted by the Board to a 
municipality to carry a highway over the 
right-of-way and tracks of two railways by 
means of a bridge where no highway exist
ed ami the development of a village had 
been retarded for want of a crossing upon 
condition that the municipality bear the 
whole cost of construction. An easement 
was granted over the right-of-way, with 
right of support by piers without payment 
of compensation to the railway corapanh-.

Bridgeburg v. G.T.R. and Michigan (en
trai R. Co., 8 D.L.R. 951, 14 Can. Rv. ta*. 
10.
( bossing over highway—-Order of Boakd 

of Railway Commissioners—Failure 
to comply with conditions imposed, 
WHERE HIGHWAY DIVERTED — REM 
SION OF ORDER—NEW ORDER FOR CON
STRUCTION OF OVERHEAD HRlIMiE.

Re G.T.P.R. Co. and Fort Saskatchewan 
Trail, 7 D.L.R. 891, 21 W.L.R. 304. 
Highway crossings — Application for

CONSTRUCTION OF SUBWAY—EXCESSIVE 
EXPENDITURE—PROPOSED DIVERSION OK 
highway—Submission ok plans.

Re Savoy and C.N.R. Co., 7 D.L.R. 886, 
21 W.L.R. 377.
Highway crossed by railway—Cost of 

protection — Electric bell—Senior
AND JUNIOR RULE—RAILWAY GRADE 
CROSSING FUND.

The Board will not require any contribu
tion from the local authority towards the 
cost of protection by electrifc bell at a 
highway crossed by a railway, the question 
of seniority is not considered, the usual 
contribution of 20 per cent is made from 
the Railway tirade Crossing Fund and the 
remainder of the expense is borne by the 
railway company.

Mission City Board of Trade v. C.P.R. 
Co., 24 Can. Ry. Gas. 253.
Construction—Jurisdiction—6 Enw. VII. 

c. 70, s. 9—Railway Act, ss. 2 (21'.
235, 237.

Where a railway company's Act of incor
poration, G Edw. VII. c. 70, e. 9, enable* 
it to “construct, maintain and operate'' 
. . . equipment and appliances for the
supply of heat, light, water and power, 
then under ss. 2 (21), 235, 237, of the 
Railway Act, 1906, the Board has jurisdic
tion to authorize the company to lay and
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maintain across public highways conduits 
containing pressure steam.

Toronto Terminals R. Co. v. Toronto and 
Toronto Harbour Commissioners, 24 Can. 
R). ( as. 71.
Diversion — Elimination — Apportion

ment op COST.
Where crossings, of a highway by a rail

way are eliminated by the diversion of a 
highway, the rule usually followed by the 
Hoard is to place the greater portion of 
the cost on the railway and the remainder 
uu the municipality or municipalities in
tere>ted. In the present case, two-thirda 
of the cost was apportioned to the railway 
ami one-third to the local authorities.

Canadian Government ltys. v. Mulgrave 
et al. (Cesale’a and Auld’s Cove Crossings 
i a sc), 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 08.
Railway crossed by highway—Subway— 

Pedestrian and vehicular-—Appor
tionment of costs—Public interest.

The decision of the Board in Brantford 
v. G.T.R. Co., 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 7, was 
varied hy directing a vehicular subway to 
lie built in the public interest, the 
respondent railway company to make the 
same contribution towards the cost of the 
vehicular subway that it was ordered to 
make in the case of the pedestrian subway, 
namely 60 per vent of the cost of the pedes
trian subway.

Brantford v. G.T.R. Co., 24 Can. Ry. Cas.
371.
Highway crossed iiy railway—Crossing 

« rkation — Right-of-way — Acqui
sition — Contemporaneous — Equal 
rights — Railway grade crossing 
fund—Apportionment of cost.

Where the rights of the municipality are 
st least equal to those of the railway com
pany, the creation of the street crossing 
having been contemporaneous with the 
acquisition of the land for railway right- 
"f way, the Board may make an order for 
contribution hy the municipality towards 
the cost of protecting a level crossing hy 
gates and watchmen. The Board has juris
diction to make a further contribution 
imm the railway grade crossing fund 
towards the cost of protection works at a 
crossing after contributing to the cost of 
installing an electric bell at the same cross
ing more than a year ago.

l-achine v. G.T.R. Co., 18 Can. Ry. Cas.
23.
Senior and junior — Ri le — Crossing — 

Construction — Protection — Oper
ation AND MAINTENANCE — APPOR
TIONMENT OF COST.

Under the senior and junior rule the 
junior respondent interfering with the 
'racks of the senior applicant, should pay 
all the cost of constructing the crossing 
and operating and maintaining the pro
tective appliances, but where the track to 
lie crossed was not authorized by the 
Board to be laid, and both parties acted 
improperly, the applicant should bear the

cost of constructing the crossing, and the 
respondent the cost of maintaining and 
operating the protective appliances.

C.P.R. Co. v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co., 
18 Can. Ry. Cas. 31.
Railway crossed by highway—Dedica

tion—Apportionment of cost—Con
struction AND PROTECTION—RAILWAY 
GRADE CROSSING FUND.

The Board has decided on a number of 
occasions, that to tix a railway company 
with a portion of the cost of constructing 
and protecting a highway crossing, there 
must be some act by the railway company 
dedicating the crossing to the public, but, 
where the crossing is a way of communica
tion under the Act, the municipality will 
he assisted to the extent of 20 per cent 
from the railway grade crossing fund in 
bearing the whole cost of constructing and 
protecting a proper crossing. [Weston v. 
G.T.R. and C.P.R. Cos., 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 79: 
St. Pierre v. G.T.R. Co. (Simplex Ave. 
Crossing Case), 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 1, fol-

Montreal v. C.P.R. Co., 18 Can. Rv. Cas. 
60.
Substituted highway—New condition— 

DANGEROUS AND UNSATISFACTORY—AP
PORTIONMENT OF COST.

Where it is necessary to open a new 
highway across a railway on account of the 
dangerous and unsatisfactory condition of 
existing highway crossings, it may be con
sidered an a substituted highway and the 
expense of protection at the crossing should 
be divided equally as near as possible be
tween the municipality and railway com
pany concerned.

Sarnia v. I’ere Marquette R. Co., 16 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 233.
Railway grade crossing fund — Appor

tionment of COST.
Where there has been actual long-con

tinued use by the public (though without 
legal right) of a level crossing in the 
nature of a highway crossing oxer a rail
way, the Board, in ordering in the public 
interest, that the highway be legally estab
lished, and carried across the railway by 
means of a subway, may direct that part 
of the cost be paid from the Railway Grade 
Crossing Fund, as in the case of separa
tion of grades at a railway crossing of a 
legal highway. [Regina v. C.P.R. Co., 11 
Can. Ry. Cas. 165, followed.]

Medicine Hat v. C.P.R. C'o., 16 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 413.
Municipality—By-law—New highway—

In dealing with an application by a 
municipality to direct a railway company 
to carry a new highway across its tracks 
by an overhead crossing, the Board’s juris
diction is confined to giving directions as 
to the structure when railway property is 
interfered with, and upon the municipality 
passing a by-law providing a proper and 
suitable structure for the purpose an order
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«ill gu approving of same, and in each case 
tin* whole coat ot the new highway will l>e 
upon the applicant.

Mission District Hoard of Trade* v. C.P. 
It. Co., 14 Can. Ry. ( as. 331, 23 W.L.K. 
5U0.
LEVEL CROSSINGS — MUNICIPALITIES AXD 

RAILWAYS.
The rights of municipalities to apply to 

the Board to open level crossings, in the 
public interest, are higher and should 
more readily lie given effect to than appli
cations of railway companies to cross high
way' on the level.

St. Thomas v. Michigan Central IS. Co., 
14 Can. Ry. Cas. 33S.

Application to determine the character 
of the protection at a crossing of a high
way by a railway and to apportion the cost 
thereof. The railway of the first respon
dent crosses a public highway leading to 
an amusement park, known as Grimsby 
Beach with a double track and the other 
respondent operates an electric railway on 
the cast side of the highway ending a short 
distance south of the tracks of the first 
respondent. It was held (1) that one 
watchman should lie employed from May 1 
to Oct. 1, for the first year to see if that 
would afford sufficient protection. (2) 
That the township should liear 15 per cent 
and the first respondent the remaining 8â 
per cent of the cost and that the second 
respondent should bear no portion of the 
cost eof protection.

Grimsby Beach Amusement Co. v. (I.T.R. 
and Hamilton, Ulimsbv & Beamsville Elee. 
II. Cos., 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 138, 22 O.W.R. 
2f>8.

A complaint by a town that the respon
dent intended to close S. street where it 
cros'ed i s tracks ami asking that the 
respondent slum Id bear part of the cost of 
protecting the crossing. K. street had been 
originally a farm crossing but was now 
used as a general public highway crossing. 
The Board's officers reported that the 
crossing should be made a regular high
way crossing ami he fully protected by 
gates and watchmen. It was hold, that the 
applicant must reimburse the respondent 
for the cost, of construction, maintenance 
and protection of the crossing, receiving 
from the Railway Grade Crossing Fund, 2(1 
per vent of the cost of the protection works.

St. Pierre v. G.T.R. Vo., 13 Can. Ry. 
las. 1.

Section 7û of (lie Public Works •Ordi
nance, IdOl (X.W.), is not limited In its 
application to land in an unineorporated 
village or town, but applies to all lands ; 
not within the limits of an incorporated 
city or town. The registration in the 
proper land titles office of a plan of sub
division shewing a street establishes the 
street as a highway from the date of regis
tration. And. where a plan shewing a 
street was registered before the approval 
of the location plan of a railway, crossing

a highway, not shewn on the railway plan, 
but shewn by a plan registered as above, 
the question of seniority was decided in 
favour of the highway; and the railway 
company were called upon to shew cans*- 
why they should not bear half the coat of a 
subwav at the crossing, the highway having 
been included in the limits of a city.

Edmonton v. Edmonton, Yukon A Pacific 
R. Co., 21 W.L.R. U80.
Level highway crossjnu ix tows—Maiv

TAIXIXU GATES AXO WATCHMAN —
Necessity kor protection.

An order was made by the Board in 
January, It» 14. directing the railway com
pany to iiislal gates nt a level highway 
crossing at First Avenue, in the town; the 
gates to be operated by day and night 
watchmen; 20 per cent of the cost of in
stallation to be paid out of the Railway 
Grade Crossing Fund, and the remainder 
to be paid by the railway company; the 
cost of maintenance and operation to be 
also paid by the railway company;—Held, 
that, although the crossing had been much 
improved since the order, the order should 
not be varied. The consideration for the 
municipality's closing Third street consi-t 
ed in the protection of First avenue by 
gates and watchmen at the company’s ex
pense; and there was still need for protec-

Re Souris and C.P.R. Co., 28 W.L.R. 694. 
Highway crossing— Establishment or 

highway — Registration ok plan — 
Filing ok location plan ok railway 
—Seniority—R.S. S.visk. 1909, c. 41, 
as. 77, 79—Dominion Railway Act, s. 
191 (1) —Conflict—Coxotitctioxai 
law Powers ok Board—Recognition 
OK LEGAL HIGHWAY — PERMISSION To
cross Dominion railway by munic
ipal 8THEET BAILWAY.

Re Regina and C.P.R. Co., 26 W.L.R. 881. 
Highway crossing—Separation ok grades 

—Bridge.
Front of K'cott v. G.T.R. Co.. 12 Can. 

Ry. Cas. 31.3.
(§ II B—Hi i—Abolition ok grade cross

ings — Cost — Liability ok stbeei 
railway—Power ok Commissioners 
to impose part ok cost on. ,

Where the Board makes a permissive 
order on the application of a municipal 
corporation authorizing the latter to con
struct viaducts to curry streets over a 
railway which is subject to Dominion leg 
islation and it is left to the municipality 
to avail itself of the order or not, s. .39 of 
the Railway Act, 1900 (Can.) does not ap
ply. and it is not competent for the Board 
to include in its order a direction that a 
tramway company, whose line and crossing 
of the other railway would lie affected by 
the change of grade, shall contribute (on 
the ground of the benefit which it would 
receive) a certain portion of the expen.e 
if the application on which the tramway 
company appeared waa one solely between
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the other railway and the municipality 
and no relief was claimed against the tram- 
wav company in the notice of motion.

».C. Elec. R. Co. v. Vancouver, Victoria 
v Fa-«tern R. Co., 19 D.L.R. 91, 28 W.L.R. 
si:{ (1914] A.C. 1067. IS Can. Rv. Cas. 
-s? reversing 13 D.L.R. 308. 48 Can. S.O.

98, 15 ( all. Rv. Cas. 237, 4 W.W.R. Ü49.
1 l|i.IIWAY CROSSED BY RAILWAY—RAILWAY 

(.BADE CROSSING FUND.
Where an application was made by a lo-
i improvement district for a bridge car

ving the highway over railway tracks, 
./mi the limits of an adjoining city were 
,1'terwards extended so that the highway

Mine wholly within the city limits, the 
Hoard decided that the district should not

nr any portion of the cost of such bridge, 
that tlm city should contribute #5.000 to 
the cost for that portion of the bridge 
which crosses the through tracks of tne 
railway company, who must bear the whole 
ust of Extending, the bridge across their 

vard, 20 per cent of the cost of t lie whole 
bridge to be paid out of the railway grade 
i mssing fund and the balance by the rail
way company.

Saskatchewan Local Improvement Dis
trict No. 361 v. C.P.R. Co., 14 Can. Ry. Cas.
337.
Sr.I'ARATION OF GRADES—STEAM RAILWAY 

AM» ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY—APPOR
TIONMENT OF COST.

I'pon an application by a municipality 
fur an order to carry foyr streets over the 
intersecting tracks of aiteam railway com
pany, two of these streets being occupied 
by the tracks of an electric street railway, 
tile Board decided that the cost l»e appor
tioned ns follows: For the streets not oc- 
vupied by the electric railway, the steam 
railway to contribute 75 \ier cent, and the 
municipality 25 per cent of the cost; for 
the streets occupied by the electric railway,
: lie steam railway to contribute 60 per cent, 
tins electric railway 20 per cent, and the 
municipality 20 per cent of tho cost, with 
contributions in three cases from the rail- 
\\a\ grade crossing fund of 20 per vent, up 
to $5,000, such cost to include the cost of 
depressing the tracks of the steam railway, 
and damages to its lands exclusive of the 
right-of-way.

Vancouver v. Great Northern and B.C. 
Klee, R. Co., 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 333.
(§ II B—19)—Altering grade—Damages 

—Remedy—Arbitration.
For damages to property hv altering the 

grade of a street under a valid order of the 
Board, to alter a grade crossing, the rem
edy is by arbitration proceedings under the 
Railway Act, 1900, not by an action 
against the railway company acting under 
t lie order.

Brant v. C.P.R. Co.. 30 D.L.R. 782, 36
O.L.R. 019, 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 208.

Railw ay crossed ry highway— Si uway 
Public highway — Not established 
in law—Public interest—Apportion
ment of cost—Railway grade cross
ing fund—Railway Act, s. 237.

In a city which was originally planned 
and laid out b\ a railway company without, 
adequate provisions for highway crossings 
over its tracks, and which lias grown to 
large proportions on both sides of the rail
way so that numerous crossings are neces
sary, and an existing highway crossing i*> 
found to he congested and dangerous, the* 
Board may require the company to bear a 
part of the cost of carrying another de 
facto highway by means of a subway across 
the railway in order to relieve the conges
tion, notwithstanding that such last-men
tioned highway lias no legal existence where 
it crosses the tracks, and that the pro
posed subway construction therefore create* 
an entirely new public right of crossing 
[Regina v. C.P.R. Co., 11 Can. Ry. ('as. 
165, followed.] As a general proposition, 
there is no objection to municipalities 
building subways at their own coat, if they 
desire to make the expenditure, provided 
they do not interfere with railway facil
ities, irrespective entirely of circumstances 
which would justify the Board ordering 
such action in the public interest under 
the Act.

Medicine Hat v. C.P.R. Co.. 16 Can. Rv. 
Cas. 413.
Separation of grades—Apportionment or 

cost—Railway Grade Crossing fund 
—Volume of—Traffic ox highway 
and railway — Senior and junior

In apportioning 1 lie coat of separation of 
grades, the amount of trailic on the high
way and railway respectively are more im
portant factors than the question of sen
iority, and the senior and junior rule 
should not be given as much weight as in 
the vase of one railway crossing another.

Ste. Anne de Bellevue and Senneville v. 
G.T.R. and C.P.R. Cos., 16 Can. Rv. Cas. 
250.
Separation of grades—Public interest— 

Overhead and level crossings — 
High way—Di vers ion .

After closing and diverting a highway 
crossing over two railways on the level it 
is in the public interest that the Board 
should not order another highway to be 
opened across these railways for the con
venience of a few landowners who are cut 
off from access to the diverted highway 
except by going soma distance cast to 
where the diverted road joins the old road 
by an overhead bridge.

Bush et al. v. G.T.R. and Campbellford, 
Lake Ontario ti Western R. Cos.. 16 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 437.
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TRAFFIC — INTRIM MANOR — FACILITY — 

“IXTKHESTED OH AFFECTED" — APPOR
TIONMENT OF COSTH—RAILWAY ACT, 8.
fit.

Where, upon the application of a munic
ipality, the Hoard direct* the construction 
of an interchange track, as a necessary 
facility for the handling of traffic, the ap
plicant municipality will not lie ordered to 
contribute any “portion of the costs of the 
work as being interested or affected” with
in the meaning of a. 59 of the Railway Act, 
1906. | Re C.P.R. Co. and York. 27 O R.
659, 25 A.R. (Ont.) 85, 1 Can. Ky. Cas. 30, 
47; G.T.R. Co. v. Kingston. 8 Cun. Ex. 349, 
4 Can. Ry. Cas. 102; Ottawa Electric R. 
Vu. v. Ottawa and Canada Atlantic R. Co. 
(Hank Street Crossing case i. 37 Can. 8.C. 
R. 354, 5 Can. Ry. Cas. 131 ; Toronto v. 
CÏ.T.R. Co.. 37 Can. 8.C.R. 232. 5 < an. Rv. 
Cas. 138; G.T.R. Co. v. C.P.R. t o. and Lon 
don (London Intcrswitching case). ti Can. 
Ry. Cas. 327; G.T.R. Co. v. Cedar Dale. 7 
Can. Rv. Cas. 73, at pp. 77. 78; Toronto 
v. C.P.R. Co., [1008] A.C. 54, 7 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 282; Carleton v. Ottawa, 0 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 154; B.C. Klee. R. Co. v. Vancouver 
Victoria A Eastern R. A Nav. < [1014]
A.C. 1067, IS Can. Ry. Cas. 287; Toronto 
R. Co. v. C.P.R. Co. and Toronto (Avenue 
Road Subway case), 53 Can. S.C'.R. 222, 20 
Cun. Ry. Cas. 280, followed.]

Thorold v. Grand Trunk and Niagara, St. 
Catharines & Toronto R. Cos., 24 Can. Rv. 
Cue. 21.
(§ II B—20) — Railway and traffic 

bridges—Maintenance.
The Board has no jurisdiction to decide 

a dispute between a municipality and a 
railway company as to which of them is 
liable for the repair and maintenance of a 
combined railway and traffic bridge, which 
ends on railway property, on both sides of 
a river, and whose approaches run over a 
municipal highway; the matter is entirely 
between the railway company and the pro
vincial authorities, who aided in the con
struction of the bridge. The usual rule as 
to a combined railway and traffic bridge, 
apart from special circumstances, is that 
the railway company is responsible for 
railway structures and the municipality 
for structures handed over to it for munic
ipal and highway purposes.

Assiniboia v. V.X.R. Co., 14 Can. Rv. Cas. 
305, 23 W.L.R. 590.
Location — Priority — Overhead bridge 

—Crossing—Seniority.
C.X.R. Co. v. C.P.R. Co., 11 Can. Rv. 

Cas. 432.
(§ II B—21)—Farm crossings — Reopen 

ing—Reservations—Railway Act, s. 
252.

Prior to the passing of the Railway Act, 
of 1888, there was no right to a farm cross
ing unless it was specifically covered in the 
conveyance from the land owner to the 
railway, and to retain it, successors in title 
must have it explicitly reserved in the con

veyances to them. [Midland R Co. v. 
Grihblc, 2 Ch. 1). 129, 827; Toronto, Ham
ilton 4 Buffalo R. Co. v. Simpson Brick Co., 
17 O.L.R. 638, 8 tan. Ry. Cas. 464, fol
lowed. |

Hillhouse v. C.P.R. Co., 20 D.L.R. 907,
17 Can. Ry. Cas. 427.
Private or farm crossings—Culvert fob 

freshets — Specific performance —- 
Damages.

An agreement by a railway company 
with the landowner from whom it pur
chased a right-of-way and as part consid
eration therefor to build a culvert so as 
not to obstruct freshet overflows which 
benefited bis land, may lie the subject of a 
decree for specific performance and the 
landowner's remedy is not one in damages 
only if the location and character of the 
culvert required are capable of precise as
certainment. A verbal agreement to con
struct a culvert so as not to obstruct a 
freshet overflow which was of benefit to the 
party conveying the right-of-way may be 
shewn notwithstanding a release contained 
in the conveyance of all claims for sever
ance and depreciation arising out o" the 
taking or out of the “construction, mainte
nance and operation” of the railway ; such 
release does not absolve the railway from 
liability in respect of its failure to use such 
means to prevent damage to the landowner 
ns are reasonably possible consistently with 
the proper construction, maintenance and 
operation of the railway.

Whitcomb v. St. John & Quebec R. Co..
18 D.L.R. 558, 43 N.B.R. 42. 14 E.L.B. 281. 
Farm crossings—Release of severance

CLAIM RY LANDOWNER.
Where a railway corporation buys a strip 

of land to lie used as a right-of-way for a 
railway across a farm and takes with the 
deed of the strip the vendor's release of all 
claims for severance or depreciation with
out any reservation to the vendor of any 
right to cross the railway over such trip, 
the vendor is not entitled as of right upon 
the subsequent passing of a statute (B.C. 
1911, c. 44, s. 1671 directing the company 
to make farm crossings for "persons across 
whose lands the railway is carried” to com
pel the company to provide a crossing over 
the strip so conveyed.

Hotinsoine v. Vancouver Power Co., 9 D. 
L.IL 823. IS IU .It. 81. 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 61», 
88 W.L.R. 167 and 404.
Conveyance—Right-of-way.

A provision in a deed of lands taken for 
right-of-wav by u railway company, that 
the consideration is to include full com
pensation and indemnity for all damages 
or injury to the property by reason of the 
railway, does not constitute a relinquish
ment of the right to a farm crossing over 
the railway lands.

Lusty v. Pere Marquette R. Co., 21 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 93.
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Expropriation — Contract — Servitude

Apart from any statute the suppliant 
was entitled, under indenture with the 
Crown, to a crossing from one part of his 
farm to another. The land expropriated 
;r >m the suppliant having been converted 
into a railway yard with, at the date of 
•.!.* trial, eighteen tracks, it became impos
able to give the crossing contracted for. 
Held, it having become practically impossi
ble to give the crossing and to exercise such 
vrvitude, the suppliant was declared en
titled to the value thereof, upon releasing 
and discharging the Crown from the obli
gation of constructing the same.

Fontaine v. The King, 38 D.L.R. 622, 16 
Cm. Ex. 11W.

The judgment of Clute, J.. 24 O.L.R. 206, 
,va* affirmed, on the ground that the plain- 
iitf'8 right, to an undergrade crossing had 
!*>en established as an easement by contin
uous user for 20 years.

Leslie v. Here Marquette R. Co., 13 Can. 
Ry Cas. 228. 25 O.L.R. 326.
t HORSING IN THE NATURE OK A FARM CB0S8-

iMr—Access to highway.
The Board granted a crossing in the na

ture of a farm crossing from the appli- 
ints' lands to a highway upon condition 

that all expenses of construction and main
tenance lie liorne by the applicants and that 
gates lie established, which must be kept 
dosed on both sides of the railway. [New 
.. Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo R. Co., 8 
Can. Rv. Cas. 50, followed.]

Richards v. G.T.R. Co., 14 Can. Ry. Cas.

Agreement with landowner — Jurisdic
tion—Conditions—Railway Act, s.

The Board is unwilling to disturb agree
ments between railway companies and land- 

* tiers as to farm crossings, to he provid- 
! but it is not bound by such an agree

ment if in contravention of the Railway 
A •. 1606, or for other reasons void or void- 
able, and will in a proper ease override it 
in order to see that the Railway Act is fol
lowed and a proper and convenient cross
ing given. When an agreement between a 
railway company and a landowner apecitlea 
i level crosaing, and it appears that the 
e-inpany has paid larger compensation in 
•r ler to avoid the construction of an under- 

crossing, the Board if it afterwards orders 
an under-crossing, notwithstanding the 
•greement, may insist that the parties be 
restored to their original position, and may 
require the owner as a condition of the 
••nier, to give security for the return of 
’in'Ii part of the compensation already paid 
him as shall represent the excess over the 
compensation properly payable, having in 
view the improved facilities, such compen
sation to be determined by arbitration if

Kay v. O.N.R. Co., 16 Can. Ry. Cae. 276.

Lands — Taking — Compensation — Ar
bitra iton — Livt STOCK OB CATTLE

Upon an application, by a landowner 
(after receiving compensation for land 
taken for right-of-way) for a cattle pas-, 
the Board ordered that the pass be built 
upon condition that the money received 
from the company be returned, and in case 
of disagreement that the compensation be 
determined by arbitration under the Rail
way Act. In view of the inconvenience 
caused upon farms in which live stock is 
kept amounting in some eases to the equiv
alent of a capital investment of $1,200, 
railway companies should be willing to 
give a live stock or cattle pass where pos-

Wilson v. Canadian Northern Ontario 
R. Co., 16 Can. Ry. Cas. 270.
Farm crossing — Maintenance — Cli

matic conditions.
A railway company is not obliged dur

ing the winter season to keep snow on a 
level farm missing during mild weather, 
to meet a climatic condition entirely con
trolled by the element#.

Sagala v. C.P.R. Co., 24 Van. Ry. Cas. 386.
Application under ss. 252. 253 of the 

Railway Act, 1606, directing the respondent 
to construct a farm crossing for the prop
er enjoyment by the applicant of his land 
on the north side of the railway. The ap
plicant’s farm of 72 acres was a subdivi
sion of a larger farm provided with a 
crossing, but* was worked as a separate 
farm only, upon its being acquired by the 
applicant, thus requiring a crossing to 
join the two portions of the farm. The
firaetice of the Board has not been uniform, 
mt not infrequently the entire cost of mak

ing a farm crossing has been imposed upon 
the railway company, especially in the 
Province of Quebec and Eastern Ontario, 
the facts and circumstances, especially the 
size of the farms being considered in each 
case. It was held, that the respondent 
should he directed by agreement to con
struct at its own expense a farm crossing 
for the applicant upon the dividing line be 
tween him and his neighbour.

Riddell V. (i.T.R. Co., 13- Can. Ry. Cas. 
216. 22 U.W.R. 331.
Farm crossing — Overhead — At grade— 

Agreement—Apportionment of costs 
— Release — Lands — Severance— 
Damages.

When the landowner has received a lib
eral price for his land taken for the rail
way right-of-way, released the company by 
agreement from all claims for damages to 
the remainder by reason of severance, ami 
been given a farm crossing at grade, the 
Board, although not bound by private 
agreements, will not grant an overhead 
farm crossing at a more suitable location 
unless the owner agrees to bear a portion 
of the cost. [Re Voekerline and Guelph * 
Goderich R. Co., 5 Can. Ry. Cas. 313, Lusty
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v. Perc Marquette R. Co., 21 L'an. Ry. Vas.
3, Lalande \. i .N.H. < 21 < an. Rj ( a-,

194. followed.J
Atkinson v. Vancouver, Victoria A East- 

era R i.... 14 On. By. « as. 179 
(g II B—21a)—Animais at laige killed 

un track—Negligence or wilful act 
UK OMISSION OF OWNER—ABSENCE OF 
CATTLE-GUARDS—LIABILITY OF RAILWAY

Where animals at large through the neg
ligence or wilful act or omission of the own
er stray on to the right-of-way of a railway 
company ami are there injured or killed, 
the company is not liable in damage-, un
der s. 294. sub-8. 5 of the Railway Act. 19011, 
and the absence of cattle-guards does not 
render the company liable even where it is 
under a statutory duty to maintain them.
11 lax ton v. fan. Nor. Rv. Co., 7 W.L.R. 721, 
followed. 1

hurle v. C.P.R. Co., 30 W.L.R. 708. 
Private ok farm crossings.

The Act, 43 & 44 Viet., c. 43. s. Ill, snb-ss.
1 and 2 (Quo.), now R.S.Q. 1909, art. 0000, 
obliges railway companies to construct and 
maintain crossings upon their roads, es
pecially where they traverse farm lands in 
order to establish communication iietween 
the parts so severed. This obligation ex
ists as well in respect to roads already con
structed as to those to be constructed and 
the crossings of the former are legal servi
tudes of passage for benefit of the lands on 
which they are found. Therefore, the com
panies cannot interfere with the use of the 
crossings by so enlarging the rlght-of-wa.x as 
to render access to them more steep and 
diliicult and must answer in damages for 
injury resulting from doing so.

Drolet v. C.P.R. Co., 44 Que. S.C. 86.
The farm crossings which railway com

panies are obliged to provide for tbe con
venience of the owners of tbe lands the 
railway rims through constitute a legal ser
vitude and such owners are not obliged to 
establish a title thereto. When a company 
lias once provided such crossings as it con
siders necessary it cannot close up any of 
them on tlie ground that those left are 
sufficient. The Board has no jurisdiction to 
declare an existing crossing unnecessary and 
authorize it to be closed up.

Saindou v. Temiscouata R. Co., 41 Que.
s.t . 3*7.
Severance of farm—Cattle-pars—Agree

ment WITH LANDOWNER—CULVERT— 
Substitution of embankment.

Gutman v. G.T.R. Co., 12 Can. Ry. Cas. 
521, 2 O.W.N. 21.
Severance of farm—Undergrade cross

ing—Conveyance of right of way by 
landowner—Maintenance of cross
ing.

l*slie v. Pere Marquette Hr Co., 24 O.L.R. 
20ti, 19 O.W.R. 013.

fS, u c.
(§ 11 B—22)—Crossing navh;able waters 

—Route and location plans—Ap
proval—Demolition of works.

Where a railway company, in the pro- 
fessed exercise of its powers as a railway 
company, and without the approval of the 
route by the Minister and of the location 
plans and works liy the Board has con
structed a solid tilling across navigable 
waters, the Board, under the provisions of 
ss. 230, 233, coupled with the sub-BA (hi 
and (i) of s. 30 of the Railway Act, 190fi, 
has jurisdiction to order the demolition of 
the works so constructed.

(j.T.P.R. Co. v. Rochester. 15 Can. I?v. 
( a-. 306. 48 Can. N.C.R. 238, affirming 
Rochester v. G.T.P.K. Co., 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 
421.
Fences—Right-of-way Navigable river- - 

Obligation Obstruction Railwai 
Act, ss. 230. >54—9 4 10 Kn. VII c. 50 
(0. ) 8. 5—1 A 2 Geo. V. c. 22. (C.) s. 9, 
(4. 5).

Under s. 254 of the Railway Act, 100fi, 
the respondent is only obliged to maintain 
right-of-way fences turned in to the track at. 
each end of the bridge over the Souris river, 
a stream on which t imiter may lie floated; 
therefore, under s. 230 the resj ion dent is pro
hibited from placing fences, which would 
amount to an obstruction across the river.

Abrey v. C.P.R. Co., 23 < au. Ry. Cas. 17. 
(g 11 B—23)—Obstruction op street 

crossing—Standing cars- Opération

To justify conviction of a railway com
pany under s. 394 of the Railway Act 1906, 
for obstructing a street crossing by allowing 
cars to stand across the street, it must be 
shewn by the prosecution that the obstruc
tion was wilful, and where the crossing was 
protected by gates and the only evidence was 
of the times when the gates remained closed 
against street traffic for periods in excess of 
five minutes, a conviction should be quashed 
where it was not shewn that any one train 
or car caused the obstruction nor was it 
shewn that the delay was not attributable 
to the g Ate ma u rather than to the trainmen; 
s. 394 does not apply to obstruction caused 
by the gateman's neglect at a street eros-- 
ing.

R. v. G.T.R. Co., 18 D.L.R. 323, 23 Can. 
C'r. Cas. 80, 18 Can. Ry. Las. 74.

C. Fences.
(8 II C—25)—Fences—Railway Act- 

Two CONTIGUOUS PARALLEL LINES—PRI
VATE lands—Responhibii.ity—Appor
tionment of—Joint tort-feasors.

The provisions of s. 254 of the Railway 
Act, 1906, as to fencing the right-of-way. 
apply so as to require a fence between two 
contiguous parallel lines of different rail
way companies, and default in maintaining 
it may involve both in responsibility for tbe 
killing of cattle atraying upon the track
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Vrause of » defect in the railway fencing 
adjacent to private lands.

I.vgault v. Montreal Terra Cotta Co., 20 
D.L.R. 388.
Kll.HT TO FENCE RIOHTOF-WAT—INTER

FERENCE WITH ACCESS TO SPRING.
A railway company which, in constructing 

line and fencing in its right-of-way pur- 
.liant to its statutory right so to do, there- 
i\ interfered with plaintiff's access to a 

«pring on the premises of another railway 
hicli lie was permitted to use as a mere 

licensee, is not liable to him for damages 
nr such interference.

Hall v. Sydney & Izmisburg R. Co., 9 D.L. 
148, 46 X.S.B. 507.

I ICTY TO FENCE BIOHT-OF-WAY—ORDER OF
Hoard of Railway Com mission kbs— 
Limitations of okueb as to particular 
lw u mis.

Re Nutana and C.N.R. Co.. 7 D.L.R. 888,
Jl W.L.K. 3S0, 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 11.

A railway company which fails to main
tain such fences and gates as required by 

• Provincial or Dominion Railway Acts 
commits a breach of duty and will as a re- ' 
suit he presumed responsible for any dam
age* caused to animals escaping on to its ! 
i "lit of way unless it can rebut absolutely 
ilie statutory presumption that it is respon- j 
-iblc for the killing of the animals on the 
track.

Rowe v. Quebec Ventral R. Co., 3 D.L.R. 
175, 41 Que. S.C. 517.
Fences—Animais killed.

There is no liability upon a railway com
pany to fence where the locality is one in 
which the lands on either side are not en- 
1 iused and cither settled or improved. Rail
way Act. 1006, g. 254.

Krenzenbeck v. C.N.R. Co.. 14 Can. Rv.
« as. 226.

"itnEBfl — Relieving — Requiring — Ex 
TENSION OF TIME—RAILWAY ACT, S. 254 
(4) ; 1 & 2 Geo. V. c. 22, s. 9.

The obligation to fence being imposed by 
'tatute, and not. in the first place, by order 
"i the Board, the Board will not extend the 
time for complying with a specific order 
requiring fencing, but will preferably cancel 
its orders on the subject, and leave all par
ties to the operation of the Railway Act.

Re Fencing at Savona, B.C., 16 Can. Ry. 
i u. 195, 26 W.L.R. 909.
8tvn'dard of—Statutory obligations.

The statutory obligation imposed upon 
railway companies to provide fences which 
'"iild prevent cattle and other animals 
from getting on the railway was a eufficient 
protection to the public and that it was, 
therefore, inadvisable for the Board to pre
scribe any standard fence.

Re Standard Railway Fences, 29 W.L.R. 
452.

Railway companies which do not maintain 
their fences and gates in the condition re
quired by law are guilty of negligence and

liable for the loss of animals which get ou 
the right of way and are killed there.

Bum-hard v. Quebec Railway, Light «1 
Power Co., 41 Que. S.C. 385.
Injury to cattle straying from right of 

way—Railway Act (Alta.) 1907, u. 
8, h. 145.

The Railway Act of Alberta limits the 
duty of railways as to fencing to the pre- 
ventiou of animals from injury by trains, 
etc., and does not impose the duty of erect
ing boundary fences to prevent animals from 
straying from the right-of-way of the rail
way to adjoining lands.

Philip v. Canadian North-Western it. Co., 
6 W.W.R. 12*20, 28 W.L.R. 451.

D. Operation.
Fires, leased road, see Crown, II —20.

(§ Il D—30)—Negligence—Fixed signal
—S WITCH ST AN».

A switch stand is not a fixed signal with
in the meaning of the railway rules and 
regulations, and is governed by different 
rules; an engineer is not guilty of negli
gence in passing a red light on a switch 
stand, although compelled by the railway 
rules to stop where such light is shewn a> 
a fixed signal. The words ‘‘must know" 
in r. 401 do not import knowledge acquired 
by use of the engineer’s own eyes to the 
exclusion of every other source of knowledge,

| however reliable.
C.P.R. v. Walker, 43 D.L.R. tltiH. 83 Can. 

Ry. ( a«. 399, 57 Can. S.C.R. 493. [1918] .‘l 
W.W.R. 781. affirming 40 D.L.R. 547. 23 
< an. Rv. Cas. 390. 11 K.L.R. 192. [1918] 2 
W.W.R. 330.
Derailment of* car—Effect of, in negli

gence cases—Hoxv WAIVED.
Although proof of derailment of a railway 

ear and its resultant injury generally estab
lishes a prima facie case of negligence 

: against the defendant company in a personal 
injury action, yet the plaintiff who goes fur 
ther and undertakes without success to shew 
specifically the cause of curb derailment 
thereby waives the prima facie case upon 
which he might otherwise have relied.

Cum v. Sandwich, Windsor A Amherst - 
burg Ry. Co.. 18 D.L.R. 685, 7 O.W.V 140. 
19 t an. Ry. Cas. 210.
Coal companies—Defective appliances.

A coal company which operates wholly on 
its own lands in connection with its mines a 
railway, and on it carries passengers and 
freight, may properly lie found negligent in 
operating its cars with a "link and pin" 
coupling long after the general introduction 
of safer and better methods, although the 
company may not be subject to the Railway 
Act. *. 204.

Cook v. Canadian Collieries, 21 D.L.R. 
215, 21 B.C.R. 64, 30 W.L.R. 750, 8 W.W.R. 
PI.
Duty of engineer to look anu warn— 

Speed—Joint operation.
An engineer in charge of a locomotive is 

not obliged constantly to look forward to
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see if there is anyone or anything on the 
track, and he may occupy himself, while the 
train is in motion, in making repairs to his 
engine if he has given the warnings required 
by law at crossings and other places. Where 
there is no statutory regulation as to the 
speed of a railway train it cannot lie taken 
into consideration to determine the cause 
of an accident. A railway company which 
grants to another company the right of run
ning over its line and its joint operation is 
liable for the consequences of accidents 
which occur on it.

Collin V. G.T.R. Co., 48 Que. S.C. 100. 
Crown — Level crossing — Government 

Railway An—Gross net,licence.
Where the Minister of the Crown's officer 

in the exercise of his discretion decides not 
to make a viaduct or put gates across a 
highway, it is not for the court to say that 
the Crown was guilty of negligence, even 
where the crossing was a very dangerous 
one. | Harris v. King, 9 Can. *Kx. 201), fol
lowed.]

Lucas v. The King. 18 Can. Ex. 281. 
Engine moving backwards—Proximate

The faet that a locomotive engine has been 
moved backwards on a line of railway may 
constitute a fault: hut in order to make the 
owner responsible for the results of an acci
dent happening under such conditions it is 
necessary for the injured person to estab
lish the causal connection between the fault 
and the occurrence of the accident.

Davis v. Julien, 25 Que. K.B. 35.
(§ II D—31)—Operation—Sunday law*— 

Effect op Provincial Act on street
RAILWAY COMPANY INCORPORAT!» BY
Dominion Parliament.

Kerlev v. London & Ia»ke Erie Transporta
tion Co., 13 D.L.R. 365, 28 O.L.R. ÜU6. 15 
i an. Rv. Cas. 337. reversing 0 D.L.R. 1H!I, 
22 O.XV.R. <146, 26 O.L.R. 588, 14 Can. Rv. 
( as. 111.
(§ Il D—32)—Duty to open vestibule

DOORS AT STATIONS.
It is the duty of a railway company oper

ating a vestihulcd passenger train to open 
the vestibule door of the day coach at which 
passengers may expect to alight at their 
points of de-tination. or to direct the pas
sengers as to the mode of exit, so that they 
may get off the train while it is standing 
at "the station.

McDougall v. G.T.R. Co., 8 D.L.R. 271, 
27 O.L.R. 360, 4 O.W.N. 963, 23 O.XV.R. 364. 
NtiCTioN men—Length of sections—Num

ber OF MEN TO BE EMPLOYED.
Re Section Men, 12 Can. R.v. Cas. 375.

(S II I>—35)—Government Railway Act, 
fencing — Damages — Negligence — 
Evidence, weighing or — Proximate

Where a person approaching a level rail
way crossing, which he had frequently 
crossed before and the dangers of which 
were known to him. d<ies so without prop
er caution and care, and is struck by an

oncoming train, his own actions being the 
sole and proximate cause of the accident, 
his claim for damages cannot lie maintained. 
It does not become the duty of the Crown to 
fence, under ss. 22, 23 of the Government 
Railways Act, until asked to do so bj ad
joining proprietors. In order to succeed >n 
an action for damages against the Crown, 
under sub a. f, ». 20. Exchequer Court An. 
as amended by 9 & 10 Kdw. ML, c. 19, proof 
must Ik- made that an officer or servant of 
the Crown has lieen guilty of negligence 
whilst acting within the scope of his duties, 
which negligence was the cause of the acci-

i -McCann v. The King, 49 D.L.R. 179. 19 
Can. Ex. 203.
Negligence—Uncovered switch bods— 

Findings.
A finding by a jury of negligence by per- 

mitting switch-rods to lie uncovered will not 
be upheld when the evidence is that the 
practice universally followed on this contin
ent was observed, and no evidence was given 
that covering was practicable.

Mallory v. Winnipeg Joint Terminals. 29 
D.L.R. 20, 53 Can. S.C.II. 323. 10 W.U.R. 
929, 20 Can. Rv. Cas. 382, affirming 22 I). 
L.R. 44H, 25 Man. L.R. 450, 18 Can. Rv. 
Cas. 277, 31 W.L.R. 473, 8 W.W.R. 853. 
Injuries to person ox track—Govern

ment railway—Liability.
Where 11. went upon a track contrary to 

». 70 of the Government Railways Act. and 
was struck by a train and the engine-driver 
had complied with all statutory require
ments as to whistle and hell, and did not 
see B. on the track; the only duty cast upon 
the engine-driver was to abstain from wil
fully injuring B.. and, as he had applied the 
emergency brakes as soon as he saw B. on 
the track, he had done all he could to avoid 
the accident, and there was no negligent 
attributable to him.

Brochu v. The King, 15 Can. Ex. 50.
(§ II II—30)—Injury to trespasser— 

Proximate cause.
A railway com puny may lie liable for in

jury to a trespasser upon the right-of-way 
in breach of ». 408 of the Railway Act. 
1000, if the engine-driver neglected to ap
ply the emergency brakes at the time he 
lieeame aware of the danger of accident 
when he first not iced deceased attempting 
to cross the tracks.

C.P.R. Co. v. Hinrich, 15 D.L.R. 472. 48 
Can. S.C.R. 557. 6 W.W.R. 1088, 16 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 303. 30 W.L.R. 702, affirming re
versal of 12 D.L.R. 367, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 
393, 18 B.C.R. 518, 3 W.W.R 709, 26 W.L 
R. 702.
Trespasses**.

A brakeman who was employed by a rail
way company other than the defendant, 
cannot recover for injuries sustained by be
ing struck by a train where, without the 
knowledge or leave of the defendant, be 
was in its yard looking for cars that might 
be delivered to his master in due course, so
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r« 1#», for his own convenience, expedite 
ihcir disposal, when rceeixed, since no 
urea eh of any duty owed hiui by the de* 
tendant was the cause of hie injury; nor can 
lie recover where, for purposes of his own, 
lie was in the defendants' yard, by being 
struck by a train that gave all statutory 
warnings of it« approach, where the plain
tiff ht a ted immediately after the accident 
that he saw the train coming but supposed 
that it was on a track different from that 
near which he was standing and where no 
peculiar circumstances are shewn to re
unite a lessening of speed in the yard be
low that permitted by statute.

i iiiiiiingliam v. Michigan Central R. Co., 
4 M L R. 221, 14 ( an. Ry. Cas. 00, 22 O.W. 
R. 4SI.
Liability — Crossing — Contravention 

—Xegligknc'e--C. C. art. 1053—Ruc
tion rev. I 1906] C. 37, ARTS. 408-409.

Vo person lias a right to pass or walk up
on a railway track (except the employees 
"t the company attached to the services of 
the railway). A person who crosses a rail- 
nay .track at a place where there is no 
public road or crossing is a trespasser, ami 
has no recourse against the railway com
pany if having also neglected all 'precau
tion lie is struck hy one of its locomotives. 
It does not make any difference that in 
crossing this track he is making use of a 
• roM-ing which the public has been accus
tomed to use habitually to shorten the dis
tance, though the company was always op- 
|M"»ed to this practice.

Udurantaye v. The G.T.R. Co., 55 Que. 
SA. 48.
Km inf. moving backwards in railway 

YARD — NEGLIGENCE— TRESPASSES — 
Right of action.

skulak v. C.N.R. Co., 20 Man. L.R. 242, 
15 W.L.R. 699.
INEFFICIENT HEAD-LIGHT ON SNOW-PLOUGH— 

Absence of statutory signals—Ex
cessive speed.

Buvait v. C.P.R. Co.. 23 O.L.R. 602, 12 
t en. Ry. Cas. 420, 19 O.W.R. 77. 
Trespasser—New trial—Damages exces

sive.
C.P.R. Co. Y. Lloyd Brown, 12 Can. Ry. 

Can. 228.
Negligence—Injury to trespasses.

G.T.R. Co. v. Barnett, 12 Can. Ry. Cas. 
205, 27 T.L.R. 359. J
IS II D—37)—Licensees and permissive

USERS OF BIGHT OF WAY.
W here one is injured bv the want of re

pair of a road in the a tat fog yard of a rail- 
wax company, and the road is one which ia 
IM*d by the public openly and constantly as 
a road for teams, and there is no notice or 
other indication that it is not intended to 
le so used, the fact that the company has 
provided another road in good repair which 
might have been used, is no defence, in the 
absence of contributory negligence, to an 
t’ tion for damages for such injuries.

Thompson v. G.T.R. Co.. 5 D.L.R. 143, 
3 O.W.N. 1392, 14 Can. Ry. Van. 99, 22 
O.W.R. 524.

A railway company will be liable in dam
ages for injuries suffered by a |*erson who 
whilst attempting to cross the tracks to 
reach an adjoining roadway or whilst 
walking along the tracks with this end in 
view is struck by a train moving backwards 
(or engine backing up) when no one lias 
been placed at the forward end of the train 
to warn persons at the crossings or along 
the tracks.

G.T.R. Co. v. McNween, 2 D.L.R. 874. 
Licensees and permissive users or hight-

Where a railway company owning a 
tramway line leading to tneir railway sta
tion constantly permits the public to walk 
on the trucks of the tramway line without 
interference, it owes a duty to exercise rea 
souahlc cart- in the operation of the tram
way to avoid running down a person 'talk
ing on the trucks, to or from the station, as 
such circumstances create a leave and li
cense to him to so use the tracks.

Andrews v. B.C. Elec. R. Co., 9 D.L.R. 
566, 18 B.C.li. 25, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 75, 23 
W.L.R. 14, 3 W.W.R. 714.
Permissive user of right-of-way—Con

tractor PLACING GRAVEL AT HIGHWAY 
cbonsi.no—Workmen's compensation.

The placing of graxcl at a highway cross
ing is not work “in the way of” a railway 
company's business, so as to make the latter 
liable under the Workmen's Compensation 
Act (Alta, f for an injury to an employee of 
its contractor for such work, although the 
accident arose out of the operation of a

*Ringwood v. G.T.P.R. Co., 17 D.L.R. 
202. 7 A.L.R. 226, 28 W.L.R. 263, 6 W. W. 
R. 942.
Operation—Injury to employee of con

tractor with railway.
A railway company is liable for injury to 

a fencing contractor's employee while at 
work in a car. caused by a negligently vio
lent coupling of cars hy the company’s em-

Walker v. C.N.R. Co., and Ideal Fence 
Co., 11 D.L.R. 363, 6 S.L.R. 166. [Reversed 
on other grounds, 15 D.L.R. 118, 6 S.L.R. 
403, 26 W.L.R. 137, 5 W.W.R. 754.]
(g II D—38)—Lookout—Signals.

A number of railway cars which are con
nected and are forced backward by the con
cussion made in coupling will constitute a 
“train” before getting under way in a for
ward direction, and where there is a statu
tory obligation to station a brakeman on 
the last ear of a train moving reversely, the 
railway must station the brakeman on the 
car last coupled, although the reverse mo
tion is used only in the operation of tak
ing on that car. [Hollinger v. C.P.R., 20 
A.R. (Ont.) 244, 250, approved.]

llelson v. Morrisey, Fernie 4 Michel R.
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< .... 1 D.L.It. 3a, 19 W.L.1!. 83.1, 17 B.C.R. 
«... 1 XV.XV.R. 470.
(â II 1)—001—Accidents at crossings—

EXCESSIVE SPEED.
An instruction to the jury, in au action 

for injuries sustained by a collision at a 
highway crossing, that it was negligence to 
run a train through a thickly settled por
tion of a town or village at more than ten 
miles an hour, is erroneous, unless qualified 
l»\ slating in effect the exceptions contain
ed in >. 270 of the Railway Act, .190(1, 
permitting a greater rate of speed where the 
eros-ing is protected in accordance with an 
order of the Hoard or other competent 
authority. [O.T.R. Co. v. McKay. .‘14 Can. 
S.r.R. Si, .‘I Can. Ry. Can. .‘>2, followed.)

Hell v. O.T.R. Co., 14 D.I..R. 279, 29 
O.L.R. 247.
i.lAIIII.ITY FOR— I’lIF.VIOl'S ACCIDENT.

Hy reason of h. 270 of the Railway Act. 
1900, as to the making of reports and in
spection of accident occurring at railway 
crossings, that part of the section added by 
S 9 Kdw. VII. <*. 32. prohibiting a speed 
of more than 10 miles an hour bv trains 
at certain crossings not protected to the 
satisfaction of the railway commission 
where accidents resulting in bodily injury 
or death had previously occurred, must be 
held to lie limited in the latter respect to 
accidents of which the railway company is 
fixed with notice hy reason of physical im
pact occasioning the same or hy reason of 
the train employees actually becoming 
aware of the accident so as to report it; 
a previous accident hy a horse taking fright 
at a passing train after passing over the 
crossing will not bring the suh-s. (4) into 
operation where it was not observed by 
the railway employees so as to eall upon 
them to make a report.

Hell v. I S.T.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 279. 29 
O.L.R. 247.
(§ II D—70)—Injury to ammaus—Own

er's NEGLIGENCE.
Where it is shewn that animals were at 

large, that they got upon railway property, 
and wore injured thereon, not at an inter
section with the highway, the railway com
pany is liable under the Railway Act 1906. 
is. 294). unless it can prove that the case 
falls within the provisions of s. 293. or 
that the animals got at large through the 
negligence or wilful act or omission of the 
owner. An owner cannot be held guilty of 
negligence in allowing his animals to run 
at large where a valid by-law exists per
mitting him to do so. [Greenlaw v. C.X.R. 
Vo.. 12 D.L.R. 402. followed.]

Koch v. G.T.P. Branch Lines Co., 32 D.L. 
R. 39.1. 21 Can. Rv. Cas. 136, 10 8.L.R. 
33. [1917] 1 XV.XV.R. 1120. reversing 9 S. 
L.R. 236, 34 XV.LR. 876.
Injiry to animals at large—Owner’s 

NEGLIGENCE.
Kugg v. C.X.R. Co.. 36 D.L.R. 776, [1917] 

3 XX.XV.R. 468.

Animals—Farm crossing—Swing gates.
Section 295 of the Railway Act 1906, pro

vides that “no person whose horses . . . 
are killed or injured hy any train shall have 
any right of action against any company 
in respect of such horses ... being 
killed or injured, if the same were bo 
killed or ^injured by reason of any person 
(a) for whose use any farm crossing is 
furnished failing to keep the gates at each 
side of the railway closed when not in use." 
This section is no defence to an action 
for damages if the gates when erected would 
not swing, and the hinges and fastening» 
have not been maintained as required by a. 
254 and have lieeome useless.

Prouse v. C.VR. Co.. 42 D.L.R. 159, 29 
Mail. L.R. 16. 23 l an. Rv. Cas. 247, [1U18J
2 XV.XV.R. 845.

Animals at large—Negligence—XViliti.
ACT.

Section 294 of the Railway Act. 1906, 
as amended by 9 10 Kdw. X'li. c. 59. s. 8. 
means that it animals are allowed by their 
owner to lie at large within one-half mile 
of the intersection of the railway and u 
highway at level, the owner takes the risk 
upon himself of any damages which ma\ 
lie caused to or by them upon the intersec 
tion, and if such damages are caused hi 
the animals, not upon the intersection but 
ii|HUi the railway property beyond it, the 
company would be liable, unless it estab
lished that the animals got at large through 
the negligence or wilful act or omission of 
the owner or his agent.

Anderson v. C.X.R. Co.. 43 D.L.R. *2ÿ. 
67 Can. S.C.R. 134. [1918] 3 XX AV.R. 107. 
23 Can. Ry. Cas. 243. affirming 35 D.L.R. 
473. 1U S.LR 325 at 334. 33 D.L.R. 418. 
[19171 2 XV.XV.R. 692. lu S.LR. 325.

XVhere the by-laws of a municipality per
mit the running at large of animals, it i» 
neither negligence nor a wilful act or omis
sion within the meaning of s. 294 (4) of 
the Railway Act 1906. for the owner to al
low them to run at large, but if such 
animals aie allowed to lie at large within 
one-half mile of the intersection of the 
railway and a highway at rail level, the 
owner lakes the risk of any damages that 
may be caused to them upon the intersec
tion, ami if damage is caused to such ani
mals, not upon tlie intersection, but upon 
the railway property liovond it, the railway 
company will lie liable, unless it is estab
lished that the animals got at large through 
the negligence or wilful act or omission ot 
the owner or bis agent. [Anderson v. C. 
X.R. Co., 36 D.L.R. 473. followed.]

Kra«er v. C.X.ll. Co. 43 D.L.R. 562, 23 
Can. Rv. Cas. 250, 29 Man. L.R. 221, 11918]
3 XV.XV.R. 962.

The expression “wilful act or omission” 
lias a meaning distinguishable from "negli
gence," in that the former denotes a deliber
ate and conscious intention; ln-nce animals 
on the lands of new settlers, which are kept 
together by means of tethering one of the
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(lXen and which escape as a result of the 
„x releasing himself from the fastening, are 
„„t at large through the wilful act or omis- 
,j„n ni the owner,'' within the meaning of 
, (4) of the Railway Act, 1906,

, mended by 9-10 Edw. VU. 1910. c. 50, 
. - . and entitle* the owner to recover for 

■ ir being killed or injured on the right-of- 
vv\ oi a railway company. [1‘arka v. C.N. 
I! Co... 14 Can. Rv. Cas. 247, followed.] 

Vaite x. G.T.P.R. Co. 27 D.LR. 54V. 11 
\ LR. 260, :U W.L.R. 92, 320, 10 W.W.R.

In.icries to animals—Municipal by law 
—Enactment by implication—NEGLI
GENCE OK OWNER.

A municipal by-law which restrains ani
mals from running at large for a certain 
number of hours of the day does not give 
ii-,e to an enactment by implication permit
ting them to run at large during the re
maining hours of the day in derogation of 
the common law duty of the owner to keep 
ilie animals from his neighbour's land, and 
there can he no recovery when they are 
killed on the right of way of a railway com
pany. if the animals are at large through 
ilie negligence of the owner within the 
meaning of subs. 4, of s. 294, of the Railway 
Act, 1900, as amended by s. 8, c. 50, 9-10 
Idw. Ml. [Greenlaw v. C.N.R. Co., 12 D. 
L.K. 402. 23 Man. L.R. 410, distinguished; 
Watt v. Drvsdale, 17 Man. L.R. 15, fol
lowed.]

Ruble v. C.N.R. Co. 27 D.L.R. 115. 20 
Man. L.R. 286. 19 Can. Rv. Cas. 312, 34 W. 
LR. 298. 10 W.W.R. 427.
Animals on tracks—Engineer's duty.

Prima facie there is no duty on the engi
neer operating a railway train who discov
er- stray animals in danger on the right-of- 
way over which he is passing to atop his 
train for the purpoae of driving auch ani
mal- from the track so aa to save them from

Sporle r. G.T.P.R. Co., 17 D.LR. 367, 
7 A.L.R. 84. 17 Can. Rv. Cas. 71, 28 W.L.R. 
271. 0 W.W.R. 827.
Animals at large—Defective Fence- 

Statutory duty to repair.
X railway company having been incorpo

rated under Queltec statute and never hav
ing lieen declared to exiat for the general 
lienefit of Canada, or to come under the pro- 
visions of the Dominion statute, is only 
obliged to build and keep in repair such 
fences as were required for the protection 
of the animals belonging to the adjoining 
owner, or of those who were rightly occu
pying the adjoining land.

Uodier v. Quebec ( entrai R. Co., 23 D.L.R. 
•»'>:. 47 Que. S.C. 186.
Horses at large through wilful act of 

owner—Want of cattle guards.
It is made an absolute ground of defence 

under s. 294. subs. 4. of the Railway Act, 
1906. to an action against the railway for 

Can. Dig.—121.

value of stray horses killed on its right-of- 
way at a place which was not a crossing 
that the horses got at large through tin- 
wilful act or omission of the owner, such 
as turning the horses out to run at large 
without the authority of a municipal by
law', and auch statutory defence is not dis
placed by shewing that the Imrsea must have 
got upon the railway tracks at a railway- 
crossing where the railway had neglected 
to maintain cattle guards as required by s 
254 of the amendment of 1911, (c. 221. 
I Sporle v. G.T.P.R. Co.. 17 D.LR. 367; 
Clayton v. C.N.K. Co., 17 Man. L.R. 426. 
435. applied; Greenlaw v. C.X.R. Co., 12 l>. 
L.R. 402, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 329. 23 Man. L. 
It. 410, distinguished.]

Earlv v. C.X.R. Co., D.LR. 413, 8 
8.1..R. *27, 19 Can. Rv. Cas. 316, 30 W.L.R. 
•78, SW.WJI 188
Injuries to animals on tracks by trains.

The evident purpose of Parliament to 
deal with the whole question of a railway 
company’s liability for injury to animal* 
at large by the provisions of s. 294 of the 
Railway Act, 1906, as amended, constitutes 
such a. 294 a specific code laying down a 
general statutory liability and providing a 
special defence, thereby precluding the plain 
tiff, in auch cases, from resting liability 
upon a breach of s. 254 read with the gen 
eral provisions of s. 427. [Clayton v. C.X.R. 
Co., 7 Can. Rv. Cas. 355, applied.]

Sporle v. G.T.P.R. Co.. 17 D.LR. 367. 7 
A.L.R 84, 17 Can. Ry. Cas. 71. 28 W.L.R 
271. 6 W.W.R. 827.
Liability of railways for damages—Kill

ing HORSE ON TRACK—ANIMAL “AT

Where a horse which had been turned out 
to pasture on un fenced range lands adjoin
ing a railway took fright on being driven 
Into camp by" the owner’s employee and es
caped from his control and was killed by 
a train, the owner has no right of action 
against the railway company under a. 294, 
auba. 4, of the Railway Act, 1906 (as 
amended 9 & 10 Edw. VII.. c. 50. a. 8.. 
for. if lie had the landowner's permission 
to pasture on the lands, the horse while 
thereon was not “at large" and if he had 
not auch permission, the horse was put “at 
large” by the plaintiff's wilful act in pastur 
ing the horse there within the exception of 
the enactment.

Hupp v. C.P.R. Co., 16 D.LR. 343, 6 
W.W.R. 385, 27 W.L.R. 398. 17 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 66. 20 B.CJt. 49.

A railway company operating under and 
subject to the Railway Act, 1906, is liable 
for killing horses at large upon the rail
way line, unless the railway company estab
lishes under s. 294 (4), that the animals 
got at large through the negligence or wil
ful act of the owner or his agent or the 
custodian of such animals or his agent, or 
unless the circumstances aa to the manner in 
which the horses came to be at large are
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within the special exception# from liability 
fctated in ##. 21*4, 21*.» of the Act.

Rogers v. (J.T.P.R. Co., 2 D.L.R. 683, 22
Mm. UK. 140, 81 W.L.B. 888.
ANIMAL» AT LAHtiE—DAMAGE»—NEGLIGENCE 

ok WILFUL ACT OK OMISSION OF OW NEK—
Unenclosed i.anm—Railway Act, b. 
204 (4).

Where a horse got at large from unen
closed lands by reason of the negligence of 
its owner in not properly con lining it he 
cannot recover damages for its loss, a I 
though the animal wanders a considerable 
distance before getting upon the right-of- 
way of the defendant. [Becker v. C.l*. Ry. 
Co., 7 Can. Ry. Cas. 211, followed.J

Wallace v. (i.T.R. Co., 17 ( an. Ry. Cas.
84.

The plaintiff sued for damages for the 
loss of a horse killed upon the defendants' 
track by one of their cars. The horse was 
admittedly a trespasser. Held that the de
fendants were not liable for the only negli
gence found by the jury, viz., that the mo
tor man should have seen the horse on the 
track in time to enable him to stop the car. 
|(I.T.R. Co. v. Barnett, f 1911 j A t . 361, fol
lowed. 1 .lodgment of the County Court of 
Kssex reversed.

Bundy v. Sandwich. Windsor A Amherst- 
liuig, R. Co., 24 O.L.R. 400, 18 Can. Ry. Cas.

PfolTECTIOX ok HIGHWAY ( ROBBING.
Prior v. C.P.R. Co., 25 O.W.R, 163.
A railway company is not liable for in

juries to animals from a farm adjacent to 
the line of railway, which are not at large 
and which are killed on the permanent way, 
except where the plaintiff alleges and proves 
that the company has been guilty of negli
gence in the performance of duties imposed 
upon it by ss. 254, 255 of the Railway Act. 
1006. The accident which happened was of 
the iiaturi coming within ss. 254, 255 of the 
Act and not under s. 204 which renders the 
company responsible unless it shews by evi
dence that the animal was at large only on 
account of the neglect or voluntary act of

Payette v. < anadian Northern Quebec R., 
50 Que. S.C. 64.

The effect of a municipal by-law which 
permits animals to run at large “except as 
prescrllied or restricted by law or by this 
by-law or other by-laws of the municipali
ty,” is to leave the case of an animal killed 
by a train within half a mile of the inter
section of a highway with a railway within 
the operation of subs. 1, s. 204. Railway Act, 
1006.

Block v. Can. North. Pac. R. Co., 10 WAV. 
K. 1228.

Cattle running at large on the range are 
lawfully at large, and. if the cattle are killed 
on a railway track, the railway company is 
liable under a. 205 of the Railway Act. 1006.

Bardgett v. C.P.R. Co., 10 W.W.R. 810.

Railway—Animals killed on track—Lia
bility—Railway Act, b. 204 (41- 
Ox us—Evidence.

Foster v. C.P.R. Co., 1ft W.L.R. 623.
( g 11 1)—71)—Injury to animal»—Diiy

Section 2»4 of the Railway Act, 1 Out), 
must be read with reference to condition# 
of s. 254, and where there is no obligation 
to fence there can la* no liability for injury 
to cattle, whether "at large" or "at home:*’ 
but where there i# an order compelling rail
way companies in general to fence, a special 
order partly relieving a railway company 
from such duty at certain portions of the 
locality in question does not relieve the com
pany from liability, in the absence of evi
dence a# to w here the animals got upon the 
railway. | Higgins v. C.P.R. Co., ft Can. 
Ry. Cas. 34. followed; Parks v. C.N.K. Co., 
14 Can. Rv. Cas. 247, disapproved.]

Waite v. H.T.P.R. Co., 27 D.L.R. 54ft, 11 
A.I..K. 260. 34 W.L.R. 1*2, 320, 1(1 WAV K. 
486.

The word "negligence" in s. 2ft4 141 of 
the Railway Act, 1006. (as amended by !*-- 
10 Edw. VII., c. 50. s. H), is not used in the 
sense generally attributed to it in common 
law. An owner ia not necessarily negligent 
because he leaves a large numlier of cattle 
near a railway in charge of one man. In 
considering the alleged negligence of the 
owner, the absence of a fence which the rail 
way company was legally liable to erect 
should not be taken into account.

Quasi v. (J.T.P.R. Co.. 28 D.L.R. 343. 1» A. 
UR. 41*6. 34 W.L.R. 540. 10 W.W.R. 671. 
Lack ok proper kenck—Animals at large 

THROUGH OWNER'S NEGLIGENCE.
The fact that the owner of an animal 

turns it out to pasture on his own land be
side a railway track which a company had 
not fenced as required by law, does not 
shew that the animal was at large through 
the negligence or wilful act of the owner »•> 
as to relieve the company from liability 
under s. 21*4 (4 l of the Railway Act. 1966. 
for injuries indicted on it while on the right- 
of-way the company'# omission to construct 
a fence did not deprive the adjoining owner 
of the right to turn his animals out to pa* 
lure on his own land. (McLeod v. C.N.K. 
Co.. 18 D.L.R. 616, 0 Can. Ry. Cas. 3ft. fol
lowed.]

Palo v. C.N.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. fl()2, *21» O. 
UR. 413, 25 O.W.R. 165. 16 Can. Rv. Cas. 
1.

Killing animals—Defective kencb—Ani
mals AT LARGE UNDER BY-I.AW.

Cattle turned out to graze on the high
ways as authorized by a municipal by-law- 
arc not "at large through the negligence or 
wilful act or omission of the owner” so as 
to relieve a railway company, under s. 
204 (4) of the Railway Act. 11*06. as amend 
ed by 10 Edw. VII. c. 50, s. 8. from liability 
for running down animals that came upon 
its right-of-way at a place other than a 
highway crossing, by reason of defects in the
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f. in iiiy which the railway company was un- 
,l,i statutory obligation to maintain.

nlaw v. C.X.R. Co., 12 D.I..R. 402, 15 
lan lit. ( as. .42!». 23 Man. L.R. 410, 24 W. 

i W.W.R. S47.
\,-iion for the value of two horses alleged 

• „ inne been killed by one of the company’s 
nains through its neglect to fence its right 
,,i u.i\ at the place in question. The horses 
■‘«raped from the pasture Held by reason of 
the defective fence (slash fence i with which 
it was enclosed strayed on to the un fenced 
right of way of the railway company and 
were killed bv a passing train. It was held 
ill that, tinder subs. 4 of s. 237 (now 2114) 

■it the Railway Act, 1003, the defendant es- 
.iipfil liability through the wilful aet or 
nmi««ioii of the owner of the animals in 
i|iicHtum hv having a defective fence. (21 
j hat. therefore, the exception in stilis. 4 of 8. 
254, relieving a railway company from fenc
ing did not need to lie decided. | Uoinassa 
v. t .IMS. t o., 30 ljue. S.C. 385, 7 Can. Ry. 
Va». 41. followed. |

llenatid v. C.P.R. Co., 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 

Unite "at large”—The Railway Act, s.

("attic turned out upon a road allowance 
mi that they cun range upon an open section 
must, lie said to be "at large,” and a rail- 
« ay company, even though their cattle- 
guanls or fences are negligently eonstructed, 
air nut liable for injuries thereto.

I'lcining v. C.P.R. Co., 7 W.W.R. 525.
l l' KKKP or FEM ES ALONG BIGHT-OF-WAY— 

AXIHA 1.8 KILLED WHILE WANDERING OS

Railway companies who do not maintain 
their fences and gates in the condition pro- 
vided by law, are at fault and liable for the 
loss nf animals who thereby gain access to 
the tracks and are killed.

Bouchard v. Queliee R. Light & Power Co., 
41 (/ne. S.C. 385. 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 241. 
Animals at large—Wilful act or omis

sion of owner—Defective fences.
let Ion to recover the value of cattle found 

killed mi the defendant’s railway. The 
plaintiff's cattle escaped by knocking down 
nr lumping over a fence of insufficient 
“tri-ngtli and height from one pasture Held 
to another, and from there got through the 
highway fence part of which was eonstructed 
nf brush with poles; thence along the high
way. got over the cattle guards at the 
Tossing and were killed by a passing train. 
The plaintiff’s son admitted that said cat
tle had got out to the highway more than 
"in. through the fences which lie had lixed 
iU different times in different places after 
they had got out:—Held, that the cattle got 
at large through the wilful act or omission 
"f the plaintiff by reason of his fences both 
"f the pasture field and at the highway be
ing insufficient and insecure and lie cannot 
recover their value from the defendant.

Wilkinson v. O.T.R. Co., 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 
236.

Lack ok fence— obdf.b excusing from
FENCING.

Re Cherlwj and C.P.R. Co., 23 W.L.R. 602. 
Animals killed on trac k—Negligence— 

Neglect to fence—Proximate iause 
—Railway Act, R.ss.c. loot), c. 37, ss. 
254, 255, 295, 427—Amending Act, 9 
and 10 Low. VII. c. 50. es. 5, 9.

Behan v. C.P.R. Co., 7 O.W.N. 238.
Farm fences.

The owner of farm property who fails to 
maintain his line fence is responsible for 
the loss of animals which, passing through 
a breach, stray upon a railway track and 
arc killed. When the accident is due. at 
the same time, to the want of repair in the 
fence between his farm and the rights-of- 
way of two railway companies parallel to 
each other and with no division between 
them, one of which companies is obliged to 
maintain the fence and the other owns the 
right-of-way on which the animals were 
killed, ho lias his recourse in warranty 
against both.

I.eganIt v. Montreal Terra Cotta Co., 43 
gue. S.C. 15.
Liability for animals killed on track— 

Negligence or wilful act of owner.
Parks v. O.N.R. Co., 21 Man. UR. 103, 18 

W.UR. 118.
Animals killed on track—Defective 

fence—Swing-gate.
Dolseu v. C.P.R. Co., 12 Can. Ry. ( as. 264. 

(§ 11 D—72)—Horse killed on railway— 
Date to bight-of-way broken—Fas
tened by rove—Profs» chain gone— 
Duty of railway—Railway Act.

It is the statutory duty of a railway com
pany under s. 254 of the Railway Act, 1906. 
to maintain proper fastenings on gates open
ing on its right-of-way. Kvidenee shewing a 
lack of the proper fastenings establishes a 
breach of this duty. [Dunsford v. Michigan 
Central. 20 A.R. (Out.) 577, followed.]

(Ï.T.P.R. Co. v. A listed, 49 D.L.R. 519, 
11919] 3 W.W.R. MHS.
Cattle-guards — Gates — “Unused high

way”- Railway Act.
The Railway Act, 1906, does not forbid, 

either by 8. 254 or otherwise, the erection 
of a farm crossing in lieu of eattleguards 
at a road allowance which is unused as a 
highway and is in fact used as farm laud, 
and where a railway company and an ad
joining farm owner concur in so treating an 
“unused highway” the farm owner is bound 
under s. 255 to keep the gates on each side 
of the railway closed when not in use. and 
damage to the owner’s animals through his 
own neglect to perform such statutory duty 
is not recoverable from the railway com 
pany no negligence on the part of those in 
charge of the train being shewn.

Brook v. C.P.R. Co., 18 D.L.R. 184. 24 
Man. UR. 716. 29 W.UR. 657, 7 W.W.R. 
356, 18 Can. Ry. ( as. 78.
Cattle guards—Onus on defendant.

Under e. 294 of the Railway Act, 1906,
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as amended by 9-10 Edw. VII c. 50, ». 8, 
imposing a liability on a railway company 
for injuries to animals “at large" on its 
right-of-way, the onus of proving negligence 
on the part of the owner of the animal in 
allowing a horse to be “at large" ie upon 
the railway company.

Stitt v. C.N.R.Vo,, 10 D.L.R. 544, 23 Man. 
L.R. 43, 15 Can. Rv. Vas. 333, 23 W.L.R. 
«41, 3 WAV.II. 1116.
INJURY TO ANIMAL AT LARGE—FARM CROSS

ING—Gates.
An animal to he “at large," under the 

terms of ». 204 of the Railway Act, 1006, 
must not he in its own pasture, but must be 
on a highway. Where a horse, being on its 
own pasture, escapes through a gate in the 
fence of a farm crossing, thus securing 
access to the line of a railway, and gets 
Killed, in the absence of any evidence to 
shew that the gate was not in good order, 
or, in the absence of any evidence of any 
other fault on the part of the railway, the 
owner of the animal has no recourse against 
the company, as his horse was not “at 
large," and the law imposed upon him the 
duty to keep the gate closed.

lie Soles v. C.P.R. Co., 48 Que. S.C. 158. 
Animal killed on track — Highway 

crossing — Insufficient cattle- 
guards—Railway Act.

Clare v. C.X.R. Co., 17 W.L.R. 636.
(§ II D—75)—Fires—Liability or rail

road for.
One in possession of timlier which he has 

wrongfully taken to his limits from govern
ment lands has a sullicicnt possessory title 
to maintain an action for their destruction 
bv tires caused by sparks from locomotives 
in violation of as. 297-8 of the Railway Act 
1906, amended by 1-2 Geo. V. 1911, c. 22 s. 
10).

Dutton v. C.X.R. Co., 30 D.L.R. 250, 26 
Man. L.R. 493. 34 W.L.R. 881, 21 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 294, 10 W.W.R. 1006, allirming except 
as to damages. 23 D.L.R. 43, 31 W.L.R. 367. 
t >rigi n—Negligence—Onus.

Section 297 of the Railway Act, 1906, 
which requires railway companies to keep 
the right-of-way free from dead grass, 
weeds and unnecessary combustible matter, 
applies only to a line of railway under op
eration, not whilst it is under construction ; 
to charge a company with common law neg
ligence, while constructing a railway, for 
causing fires by sparks escaping from loco
motives, and from burning logs and rubbish 
necessary for clearing the right-of-way, the 
onus is upon the plaintiff to prove that the 
lire originated from the sparks, and that the 
defendant was guilty of negligence in set
ting out the fire or allowing it to escape. 
A person lighting a fire is not bound to pre
vent injury in all events, but only that in
jury shall not occur through his negligence.

Margach v. Mackenzie, Mann & Co., 28 
D.L.R. 1, 9 A.L.R. 548. 20 Can. Rv. Cas. 427, 
.1» W L.R. 565, 10 WAV.R. 679, affirming 32 
W.L.R. 162.

Fire starting on right-of-way—Breach 
of statutory duty to keep free from 
combustibles.

Since an absolute duty is imposed on a 
railway company by R.S.N.S. 1900, c. 91, 
to at al! times keep its right-of-way where' 
it passes through woods, clear from all com
bustible material, such as bushes, gra>s and 
fern, it is answerable for damages caused 
an adjoining land owner by fire started in 
an accumulation of combustible material on 
its right of-wav, by sparks from a locomo-

Halifax and South Western R. Co. v. 
Schwartz, 11 D.L.R. 790, 49 C.L.J. 307, 47 
Cun. S.C.R. 590, 15 Van. Ry. Cas. 186, affirm
ing 4 D.L.R. 691, 14 Van. Ry. ( as. 85, 4d 
N.S.R. 20.
Fires — Origin from locomotive — Infer-

[Supplementary to the report contained 
in 14 D.L.R. 840.J

C.P.R. Vo. v. Kerr, 16 D.L.R. 191, 26 W. 
L.R. 380.- 5 W.W.R, 782, 49 Van. S.C.R. 33. 
Origin from locomotive—Inference.

The fact that no fire was seen at or near 
a railway track until a few minutes after 
the passing of a railway locomotive which 
had not been recently inspected, justifies an 
inference, where no other cause seemed 
probable, that the fire originated from 
sparks from such engine, so as to tlx the 
railway with liability under s. 298 of the 
Rail wav Act, 1906.

C.P.R. Co. v. Kerr, 14 Ü.L.R. 840, 16 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 25, 49 Can. S.C.R. 25, 26 W.L.R. 
580, 27 W.L.R. 248. 5 W.W.R. 782, 16 I). 
L.R. 191.
Locomotive of another company with

RUNNING RIGHTS.
If the operating railway company con

tracts to give another railway company 
concurrent running rights over its line, it 
must lie taken to be “making use of” the 
locomotive of the company having such run
ning rights within the meaning of s. 298 of 
the Railway Act, 1906, s. 298, so as to fix 
the granting company with liability for 
damage caused by sparks from a locomotive 
of the other company while using the line 
of the granting company.

Fredette v. G.T.R. Co., 15 D.L.R. 131, 44 
Que. S.C. 508.

Where, from the testimony, the inference 
is strong that sparks from a locomotive 
started a fire at a point off a railway com
pany's right-of-way, where, to the knowledge 
of the company’s servants, the fire smoul
dered for nearly a month, and then, fanned 
by a high wind, it spread, jumped across a 
river and destroyed standing timber belong
ing to the plaintiff, the company is properly 
held liable therefor under s. 298* of the Rail- 
wax Act, 1906.

Parquharson v. C.P.R. Co., 3 D.L.R. 258, 
20 W.L.R. 914, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 190, 2 W. 
W.R. 165.

Under e. 91 of R.S.N.S. 1900. which re
quires a railway to clear from off the sides
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„f its roadway, where it passos through 
wood», all combustible material, it is an 
,h.Table for the value of property adjavent

it- roadway that was destroyed by lire 
uhii'h was started on the roadway by sparks 
• loin engines, in an accumulation of' dried 
yras*. ferns, bushes, and turf.

Schwartz v. Halifax & South Western R. 
io, 4 D.L.R. 691, 40 N.8.R. 20, 14 Can. 
By. < as. 85.
Kikes—Lack of safety appliances.

fhe Railway Act, 1900, s. 298, places the 
„iiu- on the railway company of shewing 
that, modern and efficient appliances were 
iiM-d on the locomotive to prevent the sparks 
irum same causing tires in property adjacent 
to the railway in order to claim the benefit 
of the limitation of $5,000, which is made 
applicable by that section in that contin
gency if the company has not otherwise 
N-en guilty of negligence. Xoneomplianee 
with the requirements of h. 297 of the Rail- 
wav Ai t. 1900. which requires the company 
io keep its right-of-way free from dead, dry 
grass and weeds and other unnecessary com
bustible matter is negligence on thenart of 
the railway company. [Blue v. Rea Moun
tain H. Co., [1009] A.C. 361, 9 Can. R.v. Cas. 
14if, followed.] Where a timiter license 
from the Department of the Interior stipu
lated that the licensee should dispose of the 
tree tops, branches and other debris, of the 
lumbering operations in accordance with the 
directions of the department, so as to mini
mize the danger of fire, but it it not shewn 
that any directions were given by the de
partment in that, respect, the failure of the 
lumberman, cutting timber by virtue of such 
license, to so dispose of the debris is not 
attributable to him as contributory negli
gence in an action against the railway com
pany for the destruction of his logs by fire 
caused bv sparks from the locomotive.

Uutton v. C.X.R. Co. 23 D.L.R. 43. 31 W. 
LB 367, 19 Ven. Ry. Cas. 72.
Plies—Limitation of action—Duties un

der PROVINCIAL STATUTE.
The Railway Act, 1906, (Can.) s. 306, pre

scribing a time limitation for actions for 
fires resulting from the construction and 
operation of railways, does not in any wise 
diminish or affect liabilities arising out of 
a breach of statutory duty under a provin
cial statute regulating the prevention of 
tires.

Greer v. C.P.R. Co., 23 D.L.R. 337. 51 
Pan. S.C.R. 338, 19 Can. Ry. Cas. 58, affirm
ing 19 D.L.R. 140, 32 O.L.R. 104.
Fires—Originating cause.

In the absence of evidence of any other, 
probable source, evidence that three loco
motives of a defendant railway company 
passed the spot where a tire originated 
I'lsiut the time of the tire, is evidence from 
which a jury might not improbably infer 
that the fire was caused by sparks emitted 
from one of these locomotives.

If earn v. Nelson, 8 W.W.R. 99.

Fires—Proof of causes.
Where the plaintiff does not prove that 

the tire which did the damage complained 
of was the same tire which it was found 
originated from a spark from one of the 
defendant's engines, he cannot recover. 
[Clark v. Ward, 13 W.L.R. 83. followed.)

Margach v. Mackenzie & Mann, 32 W.L.R. 
162.
Fire—Destruction of property—Control

OF ENGINE AT TIME OF ESCAPE OF EIRE 
—Liability of railway company for 
act of servant—Scope of employ
ment — Evidence—corroboration — 
Onus—Findings of jury.

Conway v. Dennis Canadian Co., 8 O.W. 
N. 142.
Destruction of timber by fire — Action 

for damages—Statutory limitation 
of amount recoverable:—Issue—Di
rected — Negligence—Order staying
PROCEEDINGS PÇNDINO TRIAL OF ISSUE— 
Railway Act, s. 298.

To determine the proportion of loss by 
tire which an owner is entitled to recover 
from a railway company having regard to 
s. 298 of the Railway Act, 1906, the court 
may order the trial of an issue to determine, 
first, whether the tire causing the damage re
sulted from the negligence of the company, 
and second, whether any. and if so, what 
claims exist for loss caused to other per
sons by the same tire.

Fawcett v. C.P.R. Co., 17 Can. R.v. Cas. 
313, 6 O.W.N. 634.
Negligence—Spreading of fire on windy 

day—Destruction of building—Cir
cumstantial evidence.

Goulet v. Canadian Northern Ontario R. 
Co., 10 O.W.N. 271.
Fire caused by sparks from engine—Neg

ligence—Evidence.
Willox v. Michigan Central R. Co., 11 0. 

W.X. 15, 145.
Fire from locomotiyi engine—Destruc-

TION OF PROPERTY—CONTROL OF ENGINE 
AT TIME OF ESCAPE OF FIRE—LIABILITY 
OF RAILWAY COMPANY — EVIDENCE —
Findings of jury—Ontario Railway 
Act, R.S.O. 1014, C. 185. 8. 139.

Conway v. Dennis Canadian Co., 7 O.W.N. 
236.

III. Accidents at crossings.
(§ III—45)—Character of crossing — 

Trespassers.
The fact that a roadway used as a trans

mission line for the conveyance of employ
ees, over which public travel has been for
bidden, is extensively used by the public, 
does not necessarily constitute it a public 
highway so as to cliarge a railway company 
with the statutory duty to give warning» 
at highway crossings, and in the absence of 
evidence that the locomotive engineer had 
seen a vehicle approaching the crossing, the 
railway company cannot be held responsible 
for the collision of a train with a trespass
ing vehicle at such crossing. [Royle v. C.



VR. Co., 11 Mull. L.n. 27.»; G.T.R. Co. v. 
Anderson, 28 Can. SA .lt. .'*41; G.T.R. Co. v. 
Barnett, 111*11 J A C. 381, followed.}

Dp Vries v. C.P.R., 27 D.L.R. 20, 20 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 375, 28 Man. I..R. 156. 33 W.L.R. 
827, 10 W.W.R. 86.
Obstructing view, collision with auto-

A railway company that permits the end 
of a string of freight ears to project into a 
highway for some time, in violation of s. 
27!» of the Railway Act. 1000, so as to ob
struct the public view of approaching trains, 
is liable for a collision between an engine 
and an automobile driven by the plaint iff 
who, although lie exercised due care, was 
unable, because of such obstruction to see 
tlie engine in time to avoid the collision.

Campbell v. C.N.R. Co., 12 D.L.R. 272, 23 
Man. L.R. 385. 1.*» Can. Rv. ( as. 357, 24 W. 
L.R. 447. 4 W.W.R. 014.
Injury to pedestrian at crossing—Evi

dence— Pi Mil NON of- JURY.
Jaroshinsky v. G.T.R. Co., 31 D.L.R. 531, 

37 D.L.R. 111'.
Highway crossing—Speed—Not “Thicki.y 

PEOPLED."
The locality in which an accident occurred 

by a collision with a railway train not be
ing “thickly peopled." s. 275 of the Railway 
Act, 11*08. dites not applv.

Minor v. G.T.R. Co..*35 D.L.R. loti. 38 
O.L.R. 848.
Excessive speed—Ultimate negligence.

I he findings of a Trial Judge that an in
jury to a person by a moving train at a 
highway crossing was caused by operating 
tin* train at an excessive rate of speed, 
which could have been avoided by a slack
ening of the speed immediately upon seeing 
the person, will not be interfered with on 
appeal: the crossing being in a thieklv 
peopled portion of the city the onus was up
on the railway company to shew its com
pliance with s. 275 (3) of the Railway Act. 
!008. ax amended 19119. c. 31. < 13. ' [B.C. 
Elec. R. Co. v. 1 smell. 23 D.L.R. 4. [10161 
1 A.C. 710, applied. |

Critchlev v. C.N.R. Co.. 34 D.L.R. 245, 12 
A.L.R. 522, [10171 2 W.W.R. 538.
Level highway < rushing—Destruction ok 

vehicle by train—Injury to person 
in vehicle — Negligence — Contribu
tory n eg licence—Findings of jury—

London v. G.T.R. Co. ; Summers v. O.T. 
R. Co.. 18 Can. R.v. Cas. 174, 6 O.W.N. 404. 
Governmental railway — Omission by 

railway employees to comply with 
requirements — Government Rail
ways Act, s. 37—Faute commune.

B.. the suppliant, was driving a horse 
along a road crossed bv the Intercolonial 
railway. He was followed by his son. who 
was also driving. The view of the track 
was obstructed by wood-piles. After pass
ing the wood-piles B looked to the south 
west to see if any train was coming, but did 
not look in the opposite direction. When
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R. was crossing the track he heard the 
signal of the train coming from the north 
cast. 1$., by urging his horse, was just able 
to clear the train, but the boy was unable 
to stop his horse and sleigh*. The train 
struck them, killing the horse, smashing 
the sleigh, and severely injuring the sup” 
pliant’s son. The train hands had omitted 
to sound the whistle and ring the hell on 
the approach to the crossing as provided by 
s. 37 of the Governmental Railways Act : — 
Held, that the proximate cause of the acci
dent was the negligent omission of the rail
way employees to comply with the pro
visions of the said section ; but the conduct 
of B. in not looking both ways before enter 
ing upon the track amounted to negligence, 
it was a case justifying the application of 
the doctrine of faute commune under the 
law of Quebec. That upon the facts the 
suppliant was entitled to recover such dam- 

. ages as might lie fixed, having regard to the 
extent and nature of the negligence of the 
respective parties.

Brillant v. The King, 16 Can. Ex. 42. 
Injury to person and vehicle crossing 

tracks — Negligence — Excessive
SPEED or TRAIN—EVIDENCE.

Minor v. G.T.R. Co., 11 O.W.N. 164. 
Negligence — Two trains passing each 

other—Level crossing—No eye wit
nesses OK ACCIDENT—MAN FOUND DEAD 
ON TRACK.

Griffith v. G.T.R. Co., 19 O.W.R. 53, af
firming 17 O.W.R. 501».
(§ III—46)—Unreasonable and unlaw-

El L USE OF HIGHWAY — LEAVING CAR 
STANDING in highway at crossing.

Weaver v. C.N.R. Co., 17 W.L.R. 265. 
Car lying on crossing—Frightening or 

plaintiff’s horse.
Weaver v. C.N.R. Co., 4 S.L.R. 201.

(§ 111—47)—Questions submitted to 
Jt by — Findings — Evidence — In
terpretation ok findings—Author
ized act—Negligence in performing.

About 10 U. m. a farmer was found on 
the tracks badly injured with his foot 
caught in a “split switch” and died soon 
afterwards. No one saw the accident. 
The jury found that the death was caused 
by the defendants’ negligence in having a 
split switch on a public highway and they 
found against contributory negligence. 
The court held that there was evidence to 
go to the jury on the question of negli
gence, and in basing their conclusion on a 
consideration of that evidence, the jury were 
not usurping the jurisdiction of tin- Board. 

•The finding was not in the nature of a di
rection ax to what the protection to the 
public should be, but a finding that from 
the kind and manner of construction of the 
switch, it was dangerous to persons using 
the highway, and that those responsible for 
its presence on the highway were negligent 
if it was the cause of injury. Also that an 
authorized act must be Joue not only in a

liAII.WAYfcS, 111.
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reasonable way and without negligence, 
but there is the additional obligation upon 
one exercising a statutory or authorized 
power not to extend that power. What
ever were the rights which t lie defendants 
acquired in respect of the highway they 
did not extend to or include the erection 
ami maintenance of the split switch.

lirunelle v. G.T.U. Co.. 44 D.L.R. 48, 43 
n i I! 230, 23 Can. Ry. Cae. 348.
13 111—19)—Private driveway — Colli

sion — WITH VEHICLE — EXCESSIVE
speed—Warnings.

The operating of an electric cur at an 
excessive rate of speed and the failure to 
give proper warnings while approaching a 
private driveway crossing constitutes neg* 
licence at common law which renders the 
company answerable for injuries to a vehi
cular traveler resulting from a collision at 
tin- crossing. [G.T.R. Co. v. McKay, 34 
(an. S.C.R. HI; Hell v. G.T.R. Co., 15 D.L. 
I!. 874. 48 (an. S.t'.R. 661, distinguished.!

(lowland v. H.G. & B. Elec. R. Co., 24 
1)1. II. 49. 33 O.L.R. 372, 19 Can. Rv. Cas. 
214.
Private crossings—Duty of protection.

V railway company which allows the 
public to travel in its curs at a place where 
the road is situated upon private property, 
owes the public there the same measure of 
protection a» where the cars traverse the 
streets.

Noel v. Quebec R.L.H. & P. Co., 48 Que. 
S.t. 130.
( § III —501 —Lookout—Back i no engin e 

- —Giving warning of approach.
It is not necessary that a person about, 

to vvos< a railway track at a street cross
ing should have actually lu-urd the warn
ing given by an employee standing on the 
tender of a tfkcking locomotive, in order to 
relieve a railway company of the duty im- 
|"‘'(*d on it by *s. 270 of the Railway Act, 
V.MJtl, in running trains not beaded by an 
engine moving forward in the ordinary 
manner over a level crossing to have a man 
stationed on that part of the train then 
foremost, in order to warn persons stand
ing on or about to cross the tracks; since 
the warning required is only such that, if 
gi'en in time to avoid danger, it ought to 
have been apprehended by a person in pos
se-ion of ordinary faculties, in a reason
ably sound, active and alert condition.

t-.T.R. (o. v. Mi-Alpine, 13 D.L.R. 618, 
(1913) AC. 838. 13 E.L.R. 187.
Signal»—Failure to give:—Ringing bell 

—Instructions.
In an action for injuries sustained at a 

highway crossing by being struck by a 
train an instruction to the jury that the 
la» requires the whistle of the engine to be 
sounded more than 80 rods away (which 
was done near another crossing more than 
80 rods distant), and that the evidence 
shewed that the bell was not rung for the 
latter crossing, is erroneous, and entitles 
the railway company to a uew trial, where

the failure to ring the bell was the only 
negligence on which a verdict for the plain
tiff could be sustained, and the jury stated 
that they “believed that the bell was not 
ringing continuously,'’ such answer being 
too ambiguous to sustain the verdict.

Bell v. G.T.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 279, 29 
O.L.R. 247.
Signals—Faim re to look—Snowstorm.

Failure to ring the hell and blow the 
whistle while a train is approaching in a 
snowstorm within 550 feet of a highway, 
although there is no statutory duty to blow 
the whistle, may justify a jury’s finding 
of negligence in an action for injuries to a 
vehicular traveler on the highway; the 
jury's finding negativing contributory neg 
ligence, because of the plaintiff's failure t<> 
look, cannot be disregarded by the Trial 
Judge, particularly when the vision was ob
structed by the snowstorm.

Gnu x. Wabash R. « .... II ILL ■ mi. 
36 O.L.R. 510, 20 (Jan. Ry. Cas. 391. 
Signals and warnings — Incompetent

HRAKKMAX.
The statutory duty under a. 276 of the 

Railway Act, 1906, to warn persons cross
ing or about to cross the track of the ap
proach of a 'train backing up across the 
street is one for the nonobservance of which 
the railway company may be liable in dam
ages for an accident resulting from the 
failure of the hrukvmau to give sullicient 
warning with the air whistle at the rear 
of the train* the placing in charge of the 
rear end of the train when moving reversely 
upon level crossings in a town of a brake- 
man unacquainted with the conditions ex
isting near the crossing which would inter 
fere with persons seeing the approaching 
train and without knowledge of where tin- 
crossing was, is in itself negligence for 
which the company is liable.

Mitchell v. G.T.R. to., 22 D.L.R. 801. 
18 Can. Ry. Cas. 188. [Affirmed in 8 O.W. 
N. 300.1
Lookout—Sign alb.

Action for damages for the death of C. 
on the ground that it was due to the neg
ligence of the company. The accident hap
pened about 7 p. m. on a winter's day said 
to be somewhat dark, *hile a wagon in 
which the respondent was simply a passen
ger was being driven across the tracks at 
the intersection of the highway. Three acts 
of negligence were found by the jury, to 
which they attributed the accident: — (li 
Absence of warning signboard required by 
the Railway Act at highway crossing-.. 
(2) Excessive grade in highway approach
ing crossing. (3) Failure to give stat 
utory signals, and negativing contributory 
negligence. Held, affirming the judgments 
of the Trial Judge, the Divisional Court 
and the Court of Appeal for Ontario, in 
favour of the respondent for damages with

I’ere Marquette R. Co. v. Crouch, 13 Can. 
Ry. (as. 247, 22 O.W.R. 333.
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-lii action for damages for death of one 
G., run down by the defendants* train, 
while crossing a public highway. The 
train gave no warning either by whistle or 
bell. Another train was passing upon the 
other track in the opposite direction at 
the same time, which gave the necessary 
signals. No one saw the accident. The 
jury found that the accident was caused by 
the violation of the statutory duty to whis
tle and ring the hell, and negatived con
tributory negligence. The Trial Judge en
tered judgment for plaintiff for $2,000 and 
costs, as awarded by the jury. The Court 
of Appeal dismissed the defendants' appeal 
with costs.

Griffith v. G.T.K. Co., 13 'tan. Rv. Cas. 
287, 21 O.W.R. 305.
Signalman—Hiri.xo by one company and 

PAYMENT BY THE OTHKJt—LIABILITY.
The C.P.R. Co. was held liable in dam

ages for the death of its servant the 11 re
man, because it was alone responsible for 
the negligence of the signalman, who, at 
the time of the accident, while adjusting 
the points and giving the signals for its 
train was, to lie regarded as a person in its 
employment. The whole circumstances of 
the employment must be looked at and the 
real effect of the actual relation existing 
must not be lost sight of in deference to a 
formula about hiring and paying.

Vattison v. C.P.R. Co., 14 Can. Ry. Cas 
4U1, 24 U.L.R. 482.
Automatic bei.i. alarm.

In the absence of statutory requirement, 
failure on the part of a railway company to 
maintain an automatic bell alarm at a rail
way crossing is not negligence. [G.T.R. 
Co. v. McKav. 34 Can. S.C.R. 81, applied.]

Moore v. B.C. Klee. R. Co., 22 B.C.R. 504. 
34 W.L.R. 40».
Lighting—Railway and traffic bridge— 

Volume of traffic—Vehicular and 
pedestrian—Public interest — Rev
enue Tolls—Railway Subsidy Ait, 
63-04 ViCT. C. 8.

The Board will exercise jurisdiction to 
require a railway company to provide proper 
lighting for and approaches to a railway 
bridge upon which provision is made for 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic, for the use 
of which bridge tolls are charged, and to
ward whose construction assistance was 
given under the Dominion Subsidy Act 
(1000). 03-04 Viet. c. 8.

Mahon v. G.T.R. Co., 16 Can. Ry. Cas.
268.
Hand car — Signal — Horses — Con- 

IRIHUTORY NEGLIGENCE.
Although small hand-cars used for work

ing on railways are not provided with any 
alarm signal, and although the Railway 
Act and the rules of the Board do not call 
for any, yet, as these hand-cars are not 
bound to stop at crossings, their drivers 
must signal their approach, either to avoid 
a collision or to enable the driver of a 
horse approaching the railway to watch

his horse and to master it in time. 
Although the omission of giving such sig
nal is an act of negligence rendering the 
railway company liable in the event of an 
accident, it is not so when a passerby, the 
victim of the accident, saw the hand-car 
coming and nevertheless took upon himself 
to cross the railway.

Lemieux v. Lengevin, 54 Que. S.C. 542. 
(8 111—51) — Crossing — Signals — 

City streets—Shunting engine.
„The requirement of s. 274 of the Rail

way Act, l»0ti, that a train on approach
ing a highway crossing shall sound its 
whistle when at least 80 rods therefrom 
is not applicable to an engine engaged in 
shunting cars in a city yard, which at no 
time was more than 100 yards distant from 
a street crossing.

G.T.R. Co. v. McAlpine, 13 D.L.R. 618, 
[1»13| A.C. 838, 13 K.L.R. 187.
Signals and flagmen—Yard train.

Section 251 of the Railway Act, 1906, 
under which a man must lie stationed on 
the last car to give warning of the train's 
approach when it is moving reversely in a 
city, town or village, applies to a work 
train operating on the surface wholly with
in the plant of a company subject to the 
Act, situate in a city, town or village as 
well as to eases where the streets of the 
municipality are crossed by the train mov
ing backwards. IMcMullin v. N.S. Steel 
Co., 39 Can. S.C.R. 593, applied.J

Campbell v. Nova Scotia Steel & Coal 
Co., 22 D.L.R. 885. 48 X.S.R. 540. [Af
firmed. 36 D.L.R. 800. |
(§ III—56)—Entering between gates— 

Contributory negligence — Want ok 
warnings and flagmen.

Where the erection of gates at a level 
highway crossing is not authorized nor 
required by an order of the Board, the low
ering of the gates is but a warning to per
sons desiring to cross the track* that it is 
dangerous to do so, and the entry of a 
person upon the portion of the highway 
between the gates, when the gates are 
down, is not as a matter of law or per se 
negligence, as disentitling him to recover 
damages for injuries sustained by him 
while upon that portion of the highway, by 
reason of the negligence and breach of duty 
of the railway company as to signals and 
warnings.

Garside v. G.T.R. Co.. 23 D.L.R. 463. 3.1 
O.L.R. 388. 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 272. [Af
firmed by ('an. Sup. Ct., Dec. 29, 1915, 
unreported.]
Watchmen of gates maintained by com

pany AND MUNICIPALITY—NEGLIGENCE 
of—Liability of municipality.

A highway crossing the tracks of two 
railway companies, the Board made an 
order for the installation of gates to be 
operated by watchmen. One of the rail
way companies was directed to install the 
gates, and the cost was divided between the 
municipality and the two companies in cer-
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tain proportions. The cost of maintenance 
was divided the same way. An accident 
having been occasioned by the negligence 
of one of the watchmen appointed by the 
company having the conduct of the work, 
an application was made by the other com
pany. whose engine caused the accident, 
to have the damage paid by the company 
appointing the watchman, or to provide as 
to division of responsibility for accidents 
line to the negligence of the watchman. 
Held, that the watchman should lie regarded 
a- the agent of the company, whose trains 
or engines do the damage, and the munici
pality should not be responsible for any 
da mage- caused hv the negligence of the 
watchman.

Re Kovce Ave. Crossing (Toronto), 32 
W.L.K. 227.
il. AliXIKN—GaTF.M.

Ihe Hoard ordered that a watchman 
should lie employed front let May to 1st 
October for the first year, to see if he 
would afford proper protection to the public 
crossing a railway at a public highway. 
Township to pay 15% of tne cost and the 
O.T.R. Co. 85%; H.G. * B. Klee. R. Co. 
to pay nothing.

Grimsby Beach Amusement Co. v. G.T. 
ami Hamilton. Grintshv à Beamsville Klee, 
li C»s„ 13 Can. Ry. Cas. 138, 22 O.W.R.
258.

IV. Contributory negligence.
See Negligence; Street Railways; Car-

<$ IV—851—IX.M'RY TO PKBSOX OX TRACK 
—t OXTBIBUTOKT NEGLIGENCE.

A railway company is not answerable for 
the death of a person who. in possession of 
li is faculties of seeing ami hearing, walks 
along a railway track without looking for 
an approaching train which he could have 
seen by the exercise of the most ordinary

llenrich v. C.P.R. Co.. 12 D.L.R. 307, 15 
l an. Ry. Cas. 393, 18 B.C.R. 578. 3 W.W.R. 
71111. Un appeal this judgment set aside 
slid judgment entered for $0.000, Ta/.en to 
Supreme Court of Canada and appeal dis
missed. 15 D.L.R. 472. 16 tan. liy. Cas. 
303. 48 Can. S.C.R. 557. 5 W.W.R. 1088, 
Jii W.L.R. 702. [See * II D—30. ante, p. 
3830. )
(«j IV—801—INJURY TO PERSON OX TRACK

—Licensee Akhi mptiox of risk.
A licensee who walks along a railway 

tra.k assume* all risk of injury from being
struck hv trains.

llenrich v. C.P.R. Co., 12 D.L.R. 367. 15 
l an Ry. Cas. 393, 18 B.C.R. 578. 3 W.W.R. 
709. [Reversed, see this title 8 II H—SO, 
am.- p. .1836.1
(» IV—87)—Trespassers—Death of her 

vant—Lineman rvn over by engine 
of another railway company—Work 
MEN'S COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES ACT 
—Conforming to orders of superior 
—Absence oe warning.

Sharpe v. C.P.R. Co.. 19 D.L.R. 889, 7 
O.W.X. 107. 33 O.L.R. 402.

(8 IV—91)—“Look and listen" doctrine 
—Crossing the tracks.

Whether or not a person shout to crosa 
a railway track should have looked more 
than once to we if he could make the cross
ing in safety is a question of fact to tie 
passed upon by the jury in the particular 
circumstances of each case.

MacKenzie v. B.C. Klee. R. Co., 15 
D.L.R. 530, 19 B.C.R. 1, 10 Can. Rv. Cas. 
337. 26 W.L.R. 577. 5 W.W.R. 1112.* 
Accident at croshi.no—Failure to stop, 

look and listen—Duty oe person 
about to cross ihack.

The duty incumbent on a person who is 
about to crosa a railway track at a highway 
crossing at grade to look for moving trains 
is not satitied by merely looking both way- 
on approaching the tracks; he niuat look 
«gain just before crossing.

O.T.R. Co. v. McAlpine. 13 D.L.R. 018. 
[1913] A.C. 838, 13 K.L.R. 187- 
Collision with automobile — Duty of 

driver TO STOP, look and listen.
It is not contributory negligence to drive 

an automobile across a railway track at a 
speed of eight miles an hour at a public 
highway crossing, although the plaintiff 
knew that trains and engines were liable to 
pass at any time, where, by reason of cars 
negligently left projecting into tlie highway 
it was impossible for him to discover the 
approach of an engine, although the statu 
tory signals were given, where the plaintiff 
and those riding with him looked and lis
tened liefore going upon the track without 
hearing the engine, which was traveling 
“light."

Campliell v. C'.X.R. Co., 12 D.L.R. 272.
23 Man. L.R. 385. 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 357.
24 W.L.R. 447, 4 W.W.R. 914, reversing !» 
D.L.R. 777. 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 31, 3 W.W.R. 
874, 23 W.L.R. 156.
Failure to htop, look ob listen.

It is a matter of common sense that a 
person almiit to pass over a railway cross, 
ing upon a level should look to see whether 
or not a train is approaching. The driver 
of a train approaching the crossing is en 
titled to rely upon such person using due 
care ami stopping before reaching the 
track. He is not hound to anticipate negli 
gence on the part of the person approaching 
the track and guard against it lieforehand. 
He is only bound, where he has notice of 
the negligence, to take the ordinary mean» 
of evading its consequences. Where de 
ceased, driving a carriage, attempted to 
cross the track of the defendant company 
without looking to see whether a train was 
approaching, or the direction from which 
the train was coming, the finding of the 
jury to the effect that deceased should have 
stopped a short distance from the track and 
made sure that there was no danger ’rotn 
trains, indicates that the efficient proximate 
cause of the accident was her not stopping, 
and that such cause was in force at the 
time of the accident.
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Morrison v. Dominion Iron & Steel Co., 

45 N.S.R. 4G6.
Injury to the person—( bossing—RECK

LESS CONDUCT OF DRIVER OF VEHICLE.
Parent v. The King, J3 l an. Ex. 1)3.

(§ IV—1)8)—Contributory negligence— 
At crossings—Riding with another.

A person being given a gratuitous ride on 
a wagon and sitting beside the driver is 
under no duty on approaching the crossing 
of an electric railway to use extraordinary 
care as to the approach of ears; and on his 
lining killed in a collision with a ear not 
seen by either of them, an action on behalf 
of his family against the electric railway 
lor damages for his death is not defeated 
by a finding that the deceased was negligent 
in not taking "extraordinary precautions to 
see that the road was clear,” in view of 
further findings of excessive speed by the 
railway and that the railway niotorman 
could * have stopped the car and have 
avoided the accident had it not been for 
the defective brakes which the railway 
negligently maintained as part of the car 
equipment.

Loach v. B.C. Elec. R. Co., lti D.L.R. 245, 
27 W.L.R. 407. « W.W.R. 322, 17 Can. Ry. 
( as. 21, 19 B.C.R. 177.
Accident at crossing—Riding with an-

Contributary negligence of the person 
who had hired the vehicle and was himself 
driving it, is not attributable to the pas
senger who is riding with him in the vehicle 
and who has no control over same, in an
swer to the latter’s action for damages 
against the railway, under the Fatal Ac
cidents Act, (Ont. ) where the passenger 
jumped from the vehicle when a collision 
seemed imminent and was killed and the 
accident was due to the company’s neglect 
• >f its statutory duty under s. 276 of the 
Railway Act, Can., to give warning of the 
approach of the train moving reversely over 
a level crossing.

Mitchell v. tl.T.R. Co., 22 D.L.R. 804, 
18 Can. Ry. Cas. 188. [Affirmed in 8 
U.W.X. 300.]
(g IV—100)—Injuries to minors—Lia

bility to minors — "Stealing ride”
ON COW CATCHER — EVIDENCE — XON-

Wallace v. C.P.R. Co., 6 D.L.R. 864. 23 
Ü.W.R. 09.
(8 IV—105)—Injuries to animals—Con

tributory negligence—Onus.
Under the provisions of suh-ss. 4 and 5 of 

e. 294 of the Railway Act, 1906, the onus 
of establishing that horses were at large 
through the negligence of their owner or 
custodian, is upon the railway company 
seeking to avoid liability for their getting 
upon the right-of-way and being run down 
hv a train.
' Mate* v. O.T.P.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 70. 16 

Can. Hv. Cas. 9. 6 A.L.R. 396, 25 W.L.R. 
503, 5 W.W.R. 212.

Injuries to animals.
Where animals are killed while on the 

property of a railway company, and there 
being no evidence of the existence of any 
highway, the burden was on the defendants, 
under s. 294 of the Railway Act, 1906. to 
shew that the animals were at large 
through the negligence or wilful act of 
omission of the owner ; and they had satis- 
tied this onus by shewing from the plain
tiff’s own evidence, that when the lmr>e* 
were let out of the stable they could go 
anywhere they wished—that no restraint 
was imposed on them, and no care taken to 
see that they did not go directly to the 
railway track. Whether cattle "are “at 
large" or no, depends upon whether they 
are under restraint or control, quite irre
spective of whether they are on their own
er’s lands or not. Review of the authori
ties: If, however, the animals were not 
"at large” in this case, s. 294 did not apply, 
ami the plaintiff had no cause of action 
because the defendants were under no lia
bility to fence. Semble, that, upon the 
evidence, the injury might have been 
averted by more care on the part of the 
defendant's servants; but that was ininm 
ter la 1 because the defendants owed no duty 
in respect of cattle trespassing on their 
property in the circumstances of this case. 
The defendants, in addition to pleading 
"not guilty by statute,” pleaded a number 
of other defences, but no leave to do so 
having been obtained, they were not con
sidered, r. 113, Judicature Act. The state
ment. of defence was also insufficient in not 
stating the sections of the special Act relied 
on; hut an amendment was permitted in
this respect,

Krcnzenbeck v. C.X.R. Co., 14 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 226.

V. Diversion or obstruction of water.
See Waters.
Provincial drain crossing line of Domin

ion railway, see Drains and Sewers, II—10. 
(8 V—113)—Obstructions of water — 

Culvert — Negligence — Damages
A railway company is liable for the negli

gent manner of building a culvert placed 
in an embankment constructed for the rail
way if the culvert was not deep enough to 
carry the water where there had previously 
been a natural watercourse.

McCrimmon v. B.C. Elee. R. Co., 20 
D.L.R. 834. 22 B.C.R. 76, 29 W.L.R. 517, 7 
W.W.R. 137.
Drainage—Adjoining lands—Damages.

The Board exercising the statutory power 
contained in s. 250 (2) of the Railway Act, 
1906, to order a railway to construct a 
drain under its tracks for the benefit of an 
adjoining owner and to fix the terms and 
conditions, may order the work done by the 
railway at its own expense where the owner 
could have easily drained his land but for 
the railway intersecting the same; the 
statutory obligation so cast upon the rail-
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way will remain notwithstanding the land- 
o« tier's release in the conveyance of land 
for tin right-of-way, of his claim for dam 
egt's by reason of the exercise of the rail
way «ômpanj;’* powers.

Denholm v. Guelph 4 Goderich R. Co., 22 
D.L.R. 536.
FAILURE TO BEl'AlB DITCHES—ACTION FOB 

ha m ages—Obdeb of Board.
It i* not necessary before bringing an 

action tor damages against a railway com
pany, for failure to keep its ditches in 
repair, to place the company en demeure to 
make the repair nor to obtain an order 
from the Board to that effect.

Sénéoal v. G.T.R., 48 Que. S.C. 496. 
Drainage — Jurisdiction — Approval — 

Railway Act, s. 251.
By s. 251 of the Railway Act, 1906. 1k»- 

fore drainage works can «be constructed on 
railway lands, the Board must lie satisfied 
that tiie proposed works are sutlicient and 
proper for railway operation and for the 
safety of the traveling public, and must ap
prove the plans of such works.

Tilbury v. G.T.R. Co., 16 Can. By. Cas. 
246.
Embankment—Bridge—Injury to prop

er n- below by flooding—Kvihence— 
Trial—Jury—Statements of coun
sel—Pbbjv dice—Damages.

Sullivan v. C.N.R. Co., 14 O.W.N. 93. 
Obstruction of drains and ditches—1n- 

i ndation—Railway Commission.
Although s. 250 of the Railway Act, 

1906, gives exclusive jurisdiction to the 
Railway Commission to compel a company 
to make drainage works deemed necessary, 
one who suffers damages on account of the 
iiegl'gence of a railway company to carry 
out drainage works which the law required 
is not compelled to apply to the Railway 
Vummiseion to have the works declared in
sufficient, before claiming damages in the 
civil courts. The compensation for expro
priation granted to an owner of land under 
cultivation for all damages which he might 
suffer on account of the construction and 
laving out of a railway only covers dam
ages which result from the construction of 
the railway, under the conditions provided 
for by the" Act, and not those which result 
from the culpable negligence of the com
pany to maintain ditches and drains suffi
cient to drain the lands divided by the con
struction of the way.

• » nadian Northern Quebec R. Co. v. 
De-inarais, 27 Que. K.B. 609.

VI. Insolvency and sale of railway.
(5 VI—120)—Agreements—Validation— 

Jurisdiction—Ex post facto orders 
—Railway Act, s. 361.

Where a railway company entered into 
agreements for the purchase of the assets, 
stock and franchises of other railway com
panies, and subsequently became insolvent, 
the Board has no jurisdiction, under e. 361,

of the Railway Act, 1906, to recommend 
such agreements for validation.

Re Central R. Co. Agreements, 24 Can 
Ry. Cas. 117.
(g VI—120) — Receiver — Railway — 

Appointment at instance of second 
mortgagee — Position of receiver — 
Mortgagee's bailiff—Rights of first 
mortgagee—Application lob leave to
APPEAL I ROM ORDER APPOINTING HI
oeiver—Leave to take proceedings
TO DISPLACE RECEIVER— RETENTION Ol 
motion—Appeal.

Trusts 4 Guarantee Co. v. Grand Valley 
R. Co., 5 O.W.N. 848, 25 O.W.R. 795 and 
6 O.W.N. 113, 36 O.W.R. 136.
Salk ok a railway to a company by its 

promoters—Purchase authorized by 
its lnoensBAtnr« lor Promoters
THE ONLY SHAREHOLDERS.

Att’y-Gen'l for ( anada v. Standard Trust 
Co. of New York, [1911] A.C. 498.

VII. Acquisition .by government.
(g VII—140i — “Subsidies” — “Actual 

cost” — Interest and charges on

The court was required to fix the value 
of certain railways to lie acquired by the 
Crown under the provisions of 6 4 7 Geo. 
V. e. 22. By s. 2 of Midi statute it was 
provided that the consideration to lie paid 
for each of the said railways should be 
the value as determined hv the Exchequer 
Court of Canada, "said value to be the ac
tual cost of the said railways, less subsidies 
and less depreciation, but not to exceed 
$4,349,000, exclusive of outstanding bonded 
indebtedness, which is to be «-.sinned by the 
government, hut not to exceed in all #2.- 
500,000.” Held, that the word “subsidies'" 
in the above section did not relate only to 
those granted by the Dominion Government 
but extended to any subsidies granted by 
the provincial government to the railways 
in question. The court in finding tiie 
“actual cost” ought not to proceed as if 
the matter were an accounting between the 
directors of the railways and the share
holders. The duty of the court was to 
ascertain the value of the railways as be
tween vendor and purchaser, and that value 
must be taken to lie the actual cost of the 
railways less subsidies and less depreci
ation. Interest on bonds issued by the 
company and moneys paid on the flotation 
of bonds during the period of construction 
of the railways could not be included in 
“actual cost” as the term was used in the

Att’y-Gen’l of Canada v. Quebec 4 
Kagucnu v R. Co.. 41 D.L.R. 576, 23 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 310, 17 Can. Ex. 306.

RAPE.
As to evidence in prosecution for, gen 

erully, see Evidence.
Sec also Witnesses.
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Against imbeciles — Vrook of non m ah-

Upon a charge of unlawful carnal knowl
edge of » woman under Cr. Code, ». 298, the 
fact that the woman wax not the wife of 
the accused may be inferred from the dif
ference in the respective surname# appear
ing upon the evidence at the trial. [R. v. 
Mullen (No. 2), 18 ('an. Cr. Caa. 80. ap
plied. 1 If the evidence in support of a 
charge of unlawful carnal knowledge of a 
woman without her consent shews that the 
latter was in such a condition of imbecility 
that the jury might reasonably find that 
she was incapable of giving her consent to 
the act, a verdict of guilty will not be dis
turbed. [R. v. Fletcher, "8 Cox C.C. 131, 
applied.)

The King v. Walehek, 10 D.L.R. 522, 21 
Can. Cr. ( as. 130, 0 S.1..R. 225. 23 W.L.R. 
931.
PaoVlNU THAT WOMAN NOT THE WIFE OF 

accused—Names not similar.
The King v. Mullen, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 80.

RATES.
See Carriers; Telegraphs; Telephones; 

Railway Board.

RATIFICATION.
By infant, see Infants.
Of agent’s acts, see Principal and Agent.

REAL ESTATE AGENTS.
See Brokers, II.; Principal and Agent.

REAL PROPERTY.
See Public Lands; Mines and Minerals; 

Land Titles; Vendor and Purchaser; Fix
tures; Easements; Adverse Possession.

Nature of estate, #ee Deeds; Wills; Mort
gage.

Indian lands, see Indiana.

RECEIVERS.
I. Appointment; removal, 

a. In general; jurisdiction.
B. In what eases.

II. Powers, liabilities, property, and
I OVI KOL.

III. Claims against; priorities; receiv
er's CERTIFICATES.

IV. Actions and remedies.
V. Expenses ok receivership; compen-

VI. Foreign and ancillary receivers.
VII. Sales by receiver; rights of pub-

Liquidators, assignees, see Assignment 
for Creditors: Companies, VI.

To enforce declaration of right, see Judg
ment, XT—255.

Validity of instruments against, registra
tion, see Sale, I C—10.

Powers of foreign receiver, see Conflict

Annotations.
Appointment of receiver# and trustees in 

charge of enemy companies and Arms dur
ing war: 23 D.L.R. 375. 379.

When appointed: 18 D.L.Rj 5.
A treatise on the Canadian 1920 Bank

ruptcy Act appears in 63 D.L.R.
I. Appointment; removal.

A. In GENERAL; JURISDICTION.
(8 I A—1)—Nature or office—Represen

tative CAPACITY.
A receiver appointed by the court is an 

officer of the court, and represents neither 
the plaintiff nor the defendant.

Trusts A Guarantee Co. v. (irand Valley 
R. Co., 24 D.L.R. 171, 34 O.L.R. 8J. 
Appointment— Removal—Jurisdiction.

A breach of trust is a sufficient ground 
for the interference of the court by the 
appointment of a receiver.

Grand Council Provincial Workmen's 
Assn. v. McPherson, 8 D.L.R. 672, 40 N.S.R. 
417, 12 E.L.R. 229. [Affirmed, 16 D.L.R. 
853, 50 Can. S.C.R. 157.)
Appointment—Jurisdiction op Judge in 

Chambers—Scope ok—Original and 
appellate powers ok Supreme Court. 

Powell v. North Saskatchewan Lands Co., 
20 D.L.R. 967, 7 W.W.R. 686, 7 S.L.R. 967, 
30 W.L.R. 201.
Motion k»r receiver — Affidavit in 

answer.
Goldblatt v. Dominion Salvage & Wreck

ing Co., 11 O.XX’.N. 419.
Motion to continue receiver—Kvidence— 

Prejudice.
Orpen v. Mackie, 11 O.W.N. 270. 

Appointment ah to decedent's estate — 
Misconduct of executor.

A receiver of a decedent's estate may ln- 
appointcd where the executor has been guil
ty of misconduet or has improperly man
aged the estate, or ha# been guilty of a 
breach of dutv.

Re Beaird. 9 D.L.R. 842. 4 O.W.N. 720. 
23 O.XV.R. 955.

B. In what cases.
(8 I B—10)—Court justified in grant

ing injunction—Injunction ineffec
tive—May appoint receiver.

Where the circumstances are such as to 
justify the court in granting an injunction 
against the disposition of goods, and where 
it is made to appear that an injunction is 
likely to be ineffective, the court may ap
point a receiver to take actual possession 
of the goods.

Kav v. Katz. 44 D.L.R. 145, 14 A.L.R. 72. 
[1918) 3 W.W.R. 885.
Partnerships—Discretion as to appoint

ments.
In partnership actions, the court ha# 

power, although reluctantly exercised, to 
appoint a receiver at any stage of the action 
for sufficient cause; but no such appoint
ment will be ordered because of a failure 
to comply with the court's direction to pay 
into a named bank all money received in
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connection with the partnership business, 
nartii ularly where sucn neglect was due to 
a miMinderntanding, before allowing an 
opportunity to remedy such neglect.

Muriam v. Kenderline Realty Co., 2.» 
U.I..I:. 375. 34 O.L.R. 663.

I .Note.—'The court waa, by special leave, 
moved by counsel for the defendant to vary 
the minute* of this judgment, on the ground 
of mistake in the admissions of counsel. 
The court allowed the applicant company a 
further period of 2 weeks to pay into the 
1,ank of sum improperly retained by the 
rompany; and. the company making de
fault. a receiver was appointed on Dec. 1, 
1915.1
Application iob receivership oboe* — 

Bvhixkhb and propehty of married 
woman—.Judgment obtained against 
hi «band—Absence of fraud.

Walker v. Brown, 8 O.W.N. 484. 
Appointment of conserving property pen

dente ute— Power of Judge in Cham-

I'ending the disposition, of the same in an 
action a Judge in Chambers or a Master 
lia- no power to make an order appointing 
a receiver to conserve property.

Latourneau v. Christie. 20 D.L.R. 965, 7 
W.W.R. 152.
($ 1 B—11) — Partnership — Receiver 

— Injunction — Dissolution not 
sought — Misconduct not proved — 
Interim order vacated without prej
udice TO eresh litigation.

Busch v. Keighley, 17 O.W.N. 28.
($ I B—12)—Equitable mortgage—En

forcement.
An equitable mortgagee is entitled to the 

appointment of a receiver of the rents and 
profit* of the mortgaged property for the 
purpose of enforcing his security.

I 11 ion Bank v. 'Engen. 33 D.L.R. 435, 10 
SLR. is.-,. 11017] 2 W.W.R. 305, affirming 
31 D.L.R. 575, [1017] 1 W.W.R. 271. 
Equitable execution—Rents of land— 

Interest of life tenant — Pay
ments EOR TAXES AND REPAIRS.

Small v. Cadow, 12 O.W.N. 400. 
Appointment in foreclosure actions — 

Parties—Motions and orders.
Britsch v. Piper, 25 D.L.R. 861, 0 W.W. 

R. 641. 33 W.L.R, 46.
(< I B—14)—Equitable execution.

A judgment creditor may be appointed 
receiver without remuneration and without 
•ei-urity, of the legacy left to his judgment 
debtor, and an injunction order may be 
granted to restrain the debtor from dealing 
with the legacy to the prejudice of the 
judgment creditor.

(iilroy v. Conn, 1 D.L.R. 580, 3 O.W.N. 
899, 21 O.W.R. 526.

II. Powers, liabilities, property, and con
trol.

(g II—15) — Powers and liabilities — 
Debenture-holders — Action — Pow
er TO CONTINUE BUSINESS.

The authority of a receiver appointed in 
a delwnture-hoiders' action in respect of a 
company’s manufacturing business is limit
ed by "the terms of the order appointing 
him 'and he is neitiier an agent of the 
debenture-holders to pledge their credit, nor 
the company’s agent *0 a* to he under the 
company’s control. Where the possession of 
a fnniifHctiiriiig undertaking and its as
sets are given by order of the court in a 
debenture-holders' action to receivers and 
managers appointed by the court for the 
express purpose of continuing and carrying 
on the business, subsisting contracts with 
customers for the manufacture and supply 
of merchandise by the company to such 
customers are not thereby terminated. 
(Reid v. Explosives Co. Ltd., 19 Q.B.D. 265, 
distinguished. I

Parsons v. Sovereign Bank, 9 D.L.R. 476, 
[1913] A.C. 160, reversing 24 O.L.R. 387. 
(8 II—18) — PARTNKHhHIP — AFFAIRS IN 

HANDS OF RECEIVER — Sale OF book 
debts—Action against purchaser for 
frice — Incomplete contract — As
sent of receiver held.

Brandon v. Braden, 9 O.W.N. 77.
(8 II—21)—Debenture holders’ action— 

Using company’s name.
Where receivers and managers have been 

appointed by the court in a debenture-hold
ers’ action brought for sale of the under
taking and liberty has been given the re
ceiver to continue the business, they may 
use the name and exercise the powers of the 
corporation for the fulfilment of contract* 
current at the time of their appointment 
and made in the ordinary course of the com
pany'» business. [Moss Steamship Co. v. 
Whinney, [1912] A.C. 254, distinguished.]

Parsons v. Sovereign Bank, 0 D.L.R. 476, 
[19131 A.C. 160.
III. Claims against; priorities; receiver’s

certificates.
(8 111—25)—Claims against— Pbiobities 

—Receiver’s certificate.
Claims for personal injuries and for dam

age to property against a railroad com
pany prior to the appointment of a receiver 
by the Exchequer Court of Canada and 
claims for construction or repair work, 
court coats, counsel fees and advertising 
during the 6 months’ period prior to the 
receivership must be submitted to the 
Exchequer Court upon their merits, so that 
creditors may lie allowed to shew cause be
fore any authorisation is given the receiver 
to compromise such claims.

Re American Brake-Shoe A Foundry Co. 
and Pere Marquette R. Co., 8 D.L.R. 873, 
14 Can. Ex. 105, 11 E.L.R. 455.
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(§ III—27) — Priorities — Contracting 

company—Right to use plant on de-

Where a receiver and manager of a con
tracting company has la-en appointed at 
the instance of a creditor holding a floating 
charge by way of mortgage over its assets, 
and a direction has been given by the court 
that such receiver take possession of such 
assets, a summary order to the receiver to 
deliver up to a municipal corporation the 
material and plant used in the construction 
of works for the municipality is properly 
refused where the right of the municipality 
to possession depends on a notice purport
ing to terminate the contract, given after 
the creditor mortgagee had taken possession 
of the materials and plant under the float
ing charge, and the respective rights and 
priorities of the parties have yet to be de
termined.

Bank of Montreal v. We-tholme Lumber 
< o., 12 D.L.R. 2SÜ, 18 B.C.R. flu, 24 W.L.R. 
444.

IV. Actions and remedies.
(§ IV—AO|—Actions by.

A receiver is not competent to take an 
action, which the person on whose behalf he 
is acting, could not have taken.

Selliek v. Havward, 24 B.C.R. 126, [1917] 
2 WAV.It. 803.
(§ IV—31)—Action against liquidator

OF COMPANY FOB WAGES — NECESSITY 
FOB LEAVE OF COURT — QUESTION OF
law — Determination by Division 
Court Judge—Right to review—Mo
tion FOR PROHIBITION—COSTS.

Re Knickerbocker v. Union Trust Co., 9 
O.W.X. 52.
Actions against—Negligence—Leave of

A receiver, being an officer of the court, 
cannot he sued without leave in a separate 
action in respect of acts done in discharge 
of his office.

Stephens v. Royal Trust Co., 25 B.C.R.

(§ IV—33)—Right of action by receiver.
A judgment creditor appointed receiver 

of his judgment debtor's legacy, and wish
ing to contest the executor's claim that the 
legacy is to he set off against advances 
which the testator had made to the debtor 
may he granted leave to contest such claim 
of the executors in the name of the judg
ment debtor on indemnifying him against

Gilroy v. Conn, 1 D.L.R. 580, 3 O.W.N. 
899. 21 O.W.R. 62fl
Sale of goods purchased by defendant— 

Disposition of proceeds — Payment 
into court — Reference for ascer
tainment OF PERSONS ENTITLED — 
Creditors—Injunction.

Postmaster-General of Canada v. Chnna 
Elieff, 17 O.W.N. 172.

V. Expenses of receivership; compensa-

(8 V—42) —Commissions — Collections 
and securities. ,

An allowance of 5 per cent of the total 
cash receipts and securities is a fair remu
neration to a receiver, and though the re
ceiver paid 10 per cent commission on 
collections out of the estate, he is neverthe
less entitled to remuneration on those col
lections.

Campbell v. Arndt, 24 D.L.R. 099, 8 
8.L.R. 320, 32 W.L.R. 240. 9 W.W.R. 57 
Hearing of receiver’s account — Repre

sentation at — Rights of bondiioi.h

A receiver appointed on behalf of a 
mortgagee of the assets and undertakings 
of a railway company does not constitute a 
representation of the interests of bondhold
ers upon the passing of accounts and fixing 
his remuneration; nor is that defect cured 
by the appointment of a solicitor, who is 
also a bondholder, to represent their inter
ests where his appointment lapses upon his 
taking office as judge prior to the hearing, 
even though the latter procured other coun
sel to appear for him, and the court, upon 
a proper certification of the proceedings 
will reopen the question at the instance of 
the bondholders for the purpose of a re
hearing.

Trusts <t Guarantee Co. v. Grand Valley 
R. Co., 24 D.L.R. 171, 34 O.L.R. 87.

RECEIVING STOLEN PROPERTY.
Presumption from recent possession— 

Reasonable explanation as affect
ing ONUS OF PROOF.

When the Crown lias established such 
facts on a charge of receiving as. without 
more, will justify the judge trying the case 
without a jury in finding the accused guil
ty. the accused is not entitled to an acquit
tal unless he satisfies the onus then cast 
upon him. not to prove his innocence nr 
honesty, hut merely to raise a reasonable 
doubt of guilt. If a party is in possession 
of stolen property recently after the steal
ing. it lies on him to account for his posse
sion and if lie fails to account for it satis
factorily, he is reasonably presumed to have 
come by it dishonestly, but it depends on 
the surrounding circumstances whether he 
is guilty of receiving or stealing. The rea 
sonahleness of the explanation is one for 
the jury or for the judge trying the charge 
without a jury, and depends not merely on 
the accused’s statement but also upon the 
time and the manner of its being made and 
his conduct as consistent or inconsistent 
with it, as to which the failure of the ac
cused to testify in support of his explana 
tion might properly be taken into consid
eration by the jury or the judge as the 
case may be.

R. v. Scott. 31 Can. Cr. Caa. 399, 14 A.L 
R. 439, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 227.
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ATTEMPTING TO RECEIVE STOLEN MONET—

Knowledge of accused that money 
was stolen — Evidence — Inference 
from facts—Trial and conviction by 
judge sitting without a jury.

R v Shorthell, 12 O.W.N. 94, 28 Can.
N

Indictment fob theft and receiving.
The .-ame person cannot be convicted 

both of the theft and of receiving unless he 
had parted with the stolen article, as by 
selling it. and had afterwards received it.

|{. v. Carmichael, 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 443, 
22 B.C.R. 375.
SI BSTITUMON by owneb on learning from

SERVANT OF INTENT TO STEAL.
The defendant cannot he convicted for re- 

reixing stolen property, knowing it to have 
he-ii stolen, where a Master, upon being in
formed by his servant that the defendant 
had asked the servant to steal and deliver 
to him a barrel of whisky belonging to his 
Master, substituted a barrel of water there
for. which, at the direction of the Master, 
the servant delivered to the defendant, as 
there was no theft thereof on the part of 
the servant.

The King v. Montgomery, 17 Can. Cr.
fa* 233.
Information omitting to charge knowl-

The King v. Leech inski, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
199.

RECOGNIZANCE.
See Bail and Recognizance.

RECORDS AND REGISTRY.
See Registry Laws.
I. In general.

II. Judicial records.
111. Records of title or ownership.

a. In general ; what may be recorded. 
h. Requisites and sufficiency of record.
C. Necessity of recording; effect of

failure; reliance upon records.
D. As notice; effect of recording.

I. In general.
(5 I—1|—Public hf:uistebs— Procedure

IN CORRECTING CIVIL REGISTERS.
The law allows correction of registers 

when an error has been committed. f< r 
example when by clerical error the wrong 
name has been inserted, or when the name 
of one of the witnesses or the name of the 
father or the mother has not lieen correctly 
inserted. Also when, at the time of the 
presentation of an infant to be baptized, 
they have wholly omitted to write in the 
register the usual entry. But it is not in 
the power of the court to order any con
gregation whatever to insert in the regis
ter* a false declaration, namely that a cer
tain child had been presented for baptism 
and enrollment on a certain date. So do
ing would be falsifying the registers.

in re Robinson, 25 Rev. de Jur. 84, 23 
Rev. Leg. 61.

ub70

Error in description of property.
An error in the description of property in 

a municipal valuation roll, by giving it a 
wrong cadastral number, is an Informality 
that will avail as a ground of defence to 
an action for taxes, only if shewn to have 
caused a substantial injustice. Art. 16 
MX'.

Cowansville v. Noyes, 39 Que. 8.C. 311.
II. Judicial records.

(§ II—61—Record of conviction.
The filing by a stipendiary magistrate of 

a warrant and conviction with a city clerk 
instead of the clerk of the peace, to lie kept 
among the records of the general or quarter 
sessions of the peace, as required by s. 793 
Cr. Code, where there is no such court in 
the province or officer thereof with whom 
they may be filed, does not terminate the 
right of the magistrate to amend the con
viction or substitute a new and correct one 
therefor at any time before the defective 
one has been quashed.

Tfie King v. Sarah Smith, 19 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 253.

III. Records of title or ownership.
A. In obnebal; what may iif: recorded. 

(§ 111 A—10)—What may be recorded— 
F.MROI'KIATIOX BY-LAW.

A by-law providing for the expropriation 
of land may be registered under s. 2 of the 
Registry Act (Ont.), 10 Edw. VII., c. 60, 
R.S.Ü. 1914, c. 124.

Grimshaw v. Toronto, 13 D.L.R. 247, 28 
KXL.R. 512.

Where a registrar of land titles in Al
berta has registered as of a certain date an 
instrument received by him prior to such 
date, and gives as his reason the compli
cated description of the lands mentioned in 
the instrument and the time involved in ex
amining the same, the court will order the 
date of registration to be changed to the 
date of the receipt of the instrument, not
withstanding that, since the date of re
ceipt but before the date of registration a 
caveat has been registered in respect of a 
transaction prior to the date of the instru
ment in question, the only question for de
cision in such case is whether the Instru
ment was registered as of its proper date, 
and the court will not inquire whether the 
instrument should, in fact, have been régis 
tered at all, or how the equities stand be
tween the parties.

Bank of Hamilton v. McAllister, 7 D.L.R. 
trtO, 5 A.L.R. 385, 22 W.L.R. 849, 3 W.W.R. 
141.
What may be recorded—Mortgager— 

xffect of false affidavit.
Nichols Si Shepard Co. v. Skedanuk, 13 

D.L.R. K92. 6 A.L.R. 368 , 25 W.L.R. 453, 
5 W.W.R. 118, reversing 11 D.L.R. 199, 4 
W.W.R. 687, 24 W.L.R. 184.
Tbubts—Purchase of lands by agent— 

Equity of principal.
The registry laws giving priority to a
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1»t#*r ini*miment if tin* fonuvn instrument 
affecting the land has not been registered, 
have no application to the equity of a prin
cipal in the land purchased in the agent's 
name, which does not admit of registry.

Miller v. Halifax Power Co., 24 D.L.R. 
2», 48 X.S.R. 370.
DISCRETION OF BEG ISIRAB—FOREIGN POWER j 

OF ATTORNEY--VAII 1)11 Y OF EXBCt I lo\.
The court will not interfere with the reg

istrar's exercise of discretion under s. 80 
( 11 of the hand Registry Act in refusing to 
register a certified copy of a power of attor
ney executed in another jurisdiction not in 
conformity, as to acknowledgment and proof 
of execution, with the requirements of the 
hand Registry Act and the Power of Attor
ney Act.

Re Land Registry Act and Clancy, 25 
D.L.R. 536. 21 B.C.R. 1.
KUPPLBMENTARY DEED—POWER OF ATTORNEY.

It is not necessary to register the powers 
of attorney, authorizations and other docu
ments referred to in a deed, the third party 
being obliged to take cognizance of them.
I he Registry Acts only require the ment ion 
in the memorandum of the nature of the 
right or the amount of the sum due, and not 
the conditions on which the debt will lie 
exigible the third party being obliged to 
lake cognizance of them. It is not necessary 
to register the supplementary deed annexed 
to a. deed for a loan in which* supplementary 
deed are found the conditions that the whole 
debt will become exigible if the borrower 
upon hypothec does not make known to tlie 
lender every change in the property hy
pothecated or makes default in payment of 
any instalment of interest as it becomes due.

LegauIt v. Drouin, 47 Que. S.C. 538.
Promise of safe—Lapsing.

Vnder C.C. (Que.) (arts 1476, 1478), a 
promise of sale, unless accompanied by 
actual possession, is not equivalent to a sale, 
and conveys no ownership so as to permit of 
registration under arts. 2098, 2100; it, will 
lapse altogether under a clause in favour 
of the vendor that it should cease to be bind
ing in the event of title not being perfected 
within a certain time.

Hreaves v. ("adieux. 33 D.L.R. 584, 50 
Que. S.C. 361.
Donation inter vivos.

A contract of donation inter vivos is per
fect without registration as between the 
donor and the donee. The registration of 
a deed of donation inter vivos is not neces
sary to permit a donee to acquire the title 
to an immovable by prescription.

firavel v. Pare. 51 Que S.C. 430.
Priority—.1vim;mf:nt—Mortgage.

A judgment registered in the Ijand Regis
try Ofliee on an application made after the 
date of the execution of a mortgage by the 
judgment debtor, but before the application 
for the registration of such mortgage, takes 
priority, by virtue of s. 73 of the Land 
Registry Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 127, over

the mortgage, [.lellett v. Wilkie. 26 Can. 
B.C.R. 282; Knt Mist le v. Lena, 14 B.C.R 51, 
distinguished.]

Rank of Hamilton v. Hartery [1917] 3 
W.W.R. 904. 25 B.C.R. 150.
Registration of Crown Grant—Lease or

Re Canadian Kxplosives and Land Regis
try Act, 39 D.L.R. 764. [1918] 1 W.W.R. 
399.
SVPPl.EMKXTARY llEKH—HYPOTHEC — TuiBli 

I ‘ART! EH— IN SOLVENCY.
Third parties cannot he hound by a stipu

lation in a supplementary deed fixing an
other period for the payment of a debt than 
the period mentioned in an hypothecary ob
ligation, miles- that second deed is régis- 

I tered. A creditor may take a personal 
I action against l.is debtor and hii by pot he-

I
cary action against the third party in pos
session of the property, although the sup
plementary deed has not been registered, if 
the debtor has become insolvent, and such 
right is under art. 1092, C.C. (Que). It 
1 is not necessary to have the above mention 
ed supplementary deed registered.

La relier v. Kydd, 27 Que. K.B. 321. 
Records of title.

Vnder the Land Titles Act a document, 
the purpose of which is to charge land with 
a debt or loan, is a mortgage, and to lie 
effective must be in the form provided bv 
the Act. A document not complying with 
the statutory form of mortgage, can not. 
lie registered as a mortgage. The defini
tion of “encumbrance"’ given in the inter
pretation clauses of the Act does not apply 
to the statutory encumbrance provided in 
s. 98. but the encumbrance there provided 
for is an instrument intended to create a 
charge upon land other than by way of debt 
or loan. An instrument, purporting to 
charge the land with a debt or loan, is not 
an encumbrance, and while in the form of 
an encumbrance, van not he registered as 
such. A document is objectionable and ia- 
capahle of lieing registered when it contains 
a covenant to give a mortgage, hut is not 
in form .1 or to like effect, as provided by 
the Act. the provisions of the Act being 
mandatory, and the use of the words "or to 
like effect” permitting only the inclusion 
of covenants, terms or remedies not affecting 
the substance of the form, and the "v *» i-m 
of the covenant referred to, giving g■ rater 
rights than those of a simple encumbrance, 
made the whole incapable of registration.

Rumely v. Registrar of Saskatoon Land 
Registration District, 4 S.L.R. 466.
(8 III A—11)—Rescission of bfxhstba- 

Tiox—Proof of ownership.
A person who demands that the regis

tration of an immoveable should be ex
punged from the registry must prove that 
he is owner of the immoveable, and his 
action will be dismissed if the property bé
louga to bis wife.

Trudel v. Marquette. 24 Que. K.B. 279.
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t AM'EI-LATION OF UNLAWFUL REG 1ST RATION 

OK A DEED.
Tin- rules concerning the fear of evict ion, 

the delay to have it disappear, which ap 
ply to tin- action to cancel a sale, do not 
apply to the action to cancel the unlawful 
registration of a deed, or of a promise of 
sale, as in the present case, not susceptible 
uf registration.

Bereovitz v. Pearson, 23 Que. K.B. 323. 
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE—POSSESSORY T1TI.E

-Failure to register—Priority or 
II OUT ration—Norn at— Krai n

Chapman v. Edwards, It» B.C.U. 334, 10 
W.L.R. 206.
Deed—Priority—Fraud— Knowledge of 

PREVIOUS GRANT.
Colliding v. Slezinger, 10 W.L.R. 660.

OBI KIATION TO RESTORE PROPERTY OF AN
OTHER — Holder of title through

< ireeve v. Greece, 39 Que. 8.C. 233.
B. Requisites and sufficiency of record. 
(S 111 B—15)—Requisites and suffi

ciency—Deposit of mortgage with 
registrar—Priorities.

The mere deposit of a mortgage with the 
registrar of titles, although lie did not en
dorse thereon a certificate as to the day 
ami hour of registration as required by s. 
Mi of the Manitoba Registry Act, K.S.M. c. 
150, amounts, under s. 40 of the Act, to a 
registration of the instrument so as to give 
it priority over a subsequently executed 
deed conveying the encumbered land to a 
purchaser for value, who did not have no 
live of the existence of the mortgage, al
though a certificate of registration in com
pliance with the Act was endorsed o the 
deed prior to the endorsement of a similar 
certificate on the mortgage.

Siemens v. Dirks, 14 D.L.R. 149, 23 Man. 
LR :.s 1, If W.I..R. 633. 6 W.W.R SIC. 
reversing 1 D.L.R. 757, 2 W.W.R. 110, 20 
W.L.R. 768.
Deeds—Requisites- Consideration.

In order that a deed may lie operative 
under the Registry Act it must he founded 
mi a valuable consideration; a mere recital 
of such payment in the deed is not enough, 
and to overcome it it is necessary to prove 
valuable consideration and absence of no- 
tic ( R.8.N.8. 1900. e. 117, s. 16.)

Miller t. Halifax Power Co., 24 D.L.R. 
29. 48 X.8.R. 370
Deed of donation inter vivos—Omissions 

—Hypothecary rights.
In the registration of a deed of donation 

inter vivos the omission of the following 
words, “and the accomplishment of the 
other obligations above mentioned,” in a 
danse creating a hypothec to guarantee the 
payments imposed by the donation does not 
effect this registration nor the hypothecary 
rights of the parties, because it does not fail 
within any essential provision which should 

6«a. Dig.—122.

:)8T4
lie stated in a schedule or in a certificate of 
the registrar.

Drouin v. Gaudet, 48 Que. S.C. 137.
(§ 111 B—16)—When registration com

plete—Failure of registrar to enter
ON RECORD.

Kirby v. McIntosh, 14 D.L.R. 698, 25 W. 
L.K. 889.
(8 111 B—17» — B.C. Land Registry Act 

(1906»—Agreements of similar date 
—Registration of at different times 
—Rarement—Priorities.

Goddard v. Mingerlund, 16 B.t'.R. 32».
C. Necessity of recording; effect of

FAILURE ; RELIANCE UPON RECORDS.
(8 HI C—20)—Necessity of recording— 

Effect of failure.
The business of a real estate agent may 

be carried on by a sole proprietor, without 
incorporation, using as bis business style 
a company name or designation without, 
registering a declaration of such company 
name under the Partnership Act (Alta.» 
1908, c. 5. The business of buying and 
selling real estate on his own account may 
Is* carried on by a sole proprietor, without 
incorporation, using us his business style, 
a company name or designation without 
registering a declaration of such company 
name under the Act.

Lambert v. Munns, 7 D.L.R. 264, 4 A.L.R. 
187, 1 W.W.R. 718.
(§ III C—21)—As against creditors and

SUBSEQUENT PURCHASERS.
The requirement of R.8.S. 1909, c. 45. 

relating to the registration of lien notes 
and conditional sale agreements, docs not, 
by the express provisions of s. 11 thereof, 
apply to the resale by a vendor under such 
a note or agreement, upon a vendee's de
fault, of goods or chattels of the value of 
$15 or over, which have the name of the 
vendor, who has an office in Saskatchewan, 
stamped thereon or affixed thereto.

Great West Life Ass'ee Go. v. l^eih, 4
D. L.R. 31*2, 6 S.L.R. 332, 21 W.L.R. 877, 
2 W.W.R. 781.

A sale of a stack of nay is invalid against 
an execution creditor under s. 3 of the 
Bills of Sale and Chattel Mortgage Act, 
R.S.M. 1902, v. 11, providing that every un
registered sale must lie accompanied by an 
immediate delivery followed by an actual 
and continual change of possession, where 
the sale was made by the owner of the hay 
giving it and some cash in payment of. an 
overdue note of his, held by the buyer, who 
permitted the hay to remain on the prem
ises occupied by the seller where it was 
seized on execution by the creditor under a 
judgment obtained after the sale.

Conn v. Hawes, 4 D.L.R. 4, 21 W.L.R. 622, 
22 Man. L.R. 464, 2 W.W.R. 598.
Failure to register subdivision plan.

A purchaser buying under a registered 
plan without notice of a prior unregistered 
plan shewing streets and roads, and under 
which leases were granted of which he had
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EXECUTION—

;J875 RECORDS AND 1
no notice, is entitled to the protect ion of 
the Registry Act (Ont.), and i* not hound 
by the prior plan.

Peake v. Mitchell, 10 D.L.R. 140, 24 O.W. 
K. 291. 4 O.W.N. 988.
Effect of regihtby—Notice—Rights of

SUBSEQUENT PVRCUASERS.
To disentitle a party from insisting in 

equity on a legal priority acquired under a 
registry law, actual notice is required; after 
such notice it would be a fraud for the 
party who had bought with notice to claim 
the benefit of the registry law as against 
the unregistered claim of which lie hud no
tice. I Rosa v. Hunter, 7 Can. S.C.K. 289 
followed.]

Tom tiling v. Fong Lee, 22 D.L.R. 809, 
48 X.S.R. 317.
(§ III C—24)—Notice dehors record— 

Vendor and purchaser—Notice of
V S RtXil HTEBF.ii IN BTBU M E N T—TIM E.

A purchaser without notice of a prior 
unregistered instrument affecting the 
lands will take title free from the unreg
istered instrument although lie received 
notice thereof between the date on which 
he completed the purchase and the date 
on which he registered the conveyance to 
himself under the Registry Act (Out.) 
1910, 10 Edw. VII. e. fill. (Millar v. 
Smith. 23 U.C.C.P. 47, distinguished.]

Peebles v. Hyslop, 19 D.L.R. 654, 30 
O.L.R. 511.
Notice dehors record — Priorities — 

Mortgages.
The time of “actual notice” to lie regard

ed under the Registry Act. Ont., 10 Edw. 
VII. c. 60, s. 71, as displacing priority of 
registration, is the time at which and be
fore which an interest in the land is being 
Required; actual notice of two prior mort
gages at the time of taking an assignment 
of a mortgage third in point of time will 
prevent the assignee acquiring priority 
over the second mortgage registered after 
the registration of the third mortgage bo 
assigned, where the original mortgagee 
under the third mortgage also had notice 
of the second mortgage when lie took the 
third. (Mackeeknie v. Mackecknie, 7 Gr. 
23. applied. 1

Heney v. Kerr, 19 D.L.R. 597, 30 O.L.R. 
606.

D. As NOTICE; EFFECT OF RECORDING.
(§ III D—30)—As notice—Effect of re- 

cording Actual notice, etfe6t of.
Section 104 of the Land Registry Act, 

R.S.B.C. c. 107, does not operate to estab
lish a title in a registered owner as 
against the equitable interest of a pur
chaser in possession of whose claim the 
registered owner had notice on acquiring 
the property. [Chapman v. Edwards, 16 
B.C.R. 334, applied.]

Dominion Trust v. Masterton, 20 D.L. 
R. 305. 20 B.C.R. 289, 29 W.L.R 837, 7 
W.W.R. 953.

ilKOISTKY, III D.
Substitution—Sale under

A judgment creditor, rçho becomes the 
purchaser at a sheriff't: sale of land under 
execution against an institute subsequent 
to the registration of the substitution, the 
will creating the substitution not having 
been registered before an abandonment by 
the institute, does not require a superior 
real right to the land as against the rights 
of the substitute.

Leroux v. McIntosh. 26 D.L.R. 077. 52 
Can. S.C.R. 1 affirming, except as to 
amount, 19 Rev. Leg. 444.
Grantee under quit claim deed as bona

FIDE PURCHASER—PRIORITY TO PREVI
OUS UNREGISTERED LIEN.

Under the Registry Act a grantee under 
a registered quit claim deed without no
tice, who holds the land as trustee for the 
payment of certain claims, stands in the 
position of a lama fide purchaser and ha* 
a prior right over a previous agreement by 
tin- grantor to give a mortgage and spe
cifically charging the land with a lien in
operative under s. 7 of the Lien Notes Act. 
R.S.M. c. 115. [Stark v. Stephenson, 7 
Man. L.R. 381. followed.]

Waterloo Mfg. Co. v. Barnard. 25 D.L.R. 
605, 25 Man. L.R. 817. 9 W .W.R. 870. :t:i 
W.L.R., 223, affirming 9 W.W .R. 177, 32 W. 
L.R. 447.
Application to register land agree

ment and assignment — Notice to
ONE FILING MECHANIC'S L1F.X.

A., as security for a loan, received from 
B. a conveyance in fee simple of lands, 
subject to an agreement for sale. A. also 
received, by way of separate document, an 
assignment of the agreement for sale, con
taining the usual vendor's covenants. A. 
then tiled for registration on one applica
tion the agreement for sale and assign
ment, and this was not disposed of until 
after the sale hereinafter mentioned. A 
short while afterwards, mechanics' liens 
were filed against these lands: action was 
taken, judgment secured, and the lands 
sold to C. A. was not made a party to 
the action, was not brought iu on the ref
erence as to the title, and had no notice 
of the proceedings until several months 
after the sale. The registrar of the 
court, by inadvertence, omitted to make 
any mention of A.’s application for regis
tration. although there was produced to 
him on the reference a certificate of 
encumbrance on which the application was 
noted. A.’a application was cancelled by 
the District Registrar some time after the 
above sale, on the ground that as the 
vendor was registered in fee, they could 
not registet the vendor's assignment of the 
agreement. A. now sued C. for title to the 
land:—Held, that as C. had been negligent 
in nut searching the records of the Land 
Registry office, notice could be imputed to
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him, even though the District Registrar 
had rejected A.'- application.

National Mortgage (Jo. v. Rolston, 8 
W.W.R. 830.
KNOWLEDGE OF U NREG1HTEHED RIUHT —- 

RlUHT OF SUBSEQUENT PUBCHA8KR.
Knowledge acquired of an unregistered 

right belonging to a third party and sub
ject to the formality of registration can
not prejudice the rights of one who has 
mice acquired it for value.

Doyle v. Couture, 48 Que. 8.C. 124. 
Knowledge of unregistered right.

une who has only an apparent title, 
founded on mistake, cannot set up such 
Title and its registration to dispossess the 
real owner of whose unregistered rights 
lie has knowledge. The object of art. 
jiiS.'i, C.C. (Que. | is to protect one who 
has acquired property for value and by a ! 
registered title but not one who wishes to I 
profit by an error in order to appropriate 
to himself another's property.

Sirois v. Levasseur, 50 Que. S.C. 465.
Dkf.d—Supplementary agreement.

Third partie® cannot be affected by an I 
agreement, between the parties to an un- j 
registered deed, fixing another date than 
that mentioned in a registered deed as the 
time when the payment under an obligation 
will become exigible.

Drouin v. Legault, 26 Que. K.B. 74.
(§ III D—31)— RF.CORDf as notice to

SUBSEQUENT PURCHASERS.
A purchaser of land takes with notice 

of the existence of a contract for its sale 
made hv his vendor, where, at the time of 
purchase, an application to register such 
agreement, as well as the agreement itself, 
was on file in the land registry office.

Mills v. Marriott, 3 D.L.R. 266, 20 
W.L.R. 917, 17 B.C.R. 171. 2 W.W.R. 150. 
Records as notice to subsequent pur

chasers—Scope of notice.
Where an agreement of sale of land is 

duly registered in the registry office hv 
the purchaser, the notice thereby imputed 
to a subsequent purchaser of the same land 
is construed as covering the prior pur
chaser’s full rights.

Strathv v. Stephens, 15 D.L.R. 125, 2!)
O UR. 383.
Registration—As notice to subsequent 

Purchasers.
The principle on which registry laws 

proceed is that an opportunity is afforded 
to examine the title, and a person acquir
ing land ought to see if there is anything 
registered against such land, and for that 
purpose lie is assumed to make a com
plete search in the registry office. [Trust 
and Loan Co. v. .Shaw, 16 Gr. 446, ap
plied.]

Robinson v. Holmes, 17 D.L.R. 372, 5 
W.W.R. 1143.

Registration of supplementary d«m •
vmlm to bud—Nonce i<* bvdsi
QUENT PURCHASER—HYPOTHEC .

It is necessary to register the supple
mentary document mentioned in a deeii as 
being annexed thereto when such docu
ment contains important clause» t.i- 
knowledge of which is essential for the 
protection of a third party. But when in 
such supplementary document not régi» 
tered there is found a condition that the 
borrower upon hypothec must make known 
to the lender even change in the prop 
erty hypothecated under penalty of the 
entire debt becoming exigible, a person 
subsequently acquiring the property is not 
hound by such clause and can resist an 
hypothecary action.

Richer v. Horlick, 47 Que. S.C. 540.

REDEMPTION
See Mortgage; Vendor and Purchaser;

Redemption of mortgage—Limitation of 
Action, 36 D.L.R. 16.

REENTRY.
See Landlord and Tenant.

REFERENCE.
(8 I—11—When nec essary or proper gen*

In an action to recover instalments of 
purchase money due on a contract for the 
sale of land» the vendee is entitled to » 
reference, and to have the vendor’s title 
manifested liefore being ordered to pav 
any of the instalments.

Mcllvenna v. (loss, 3 D.L.R. 690, 21 
W.L.R. ISO. 2 W.W.R. 285.
Motion for order to take accounts— 

ONT. C.R. 045.
Land Owners v. Boland, 6 D.L.R. 902. 

23 O.W.R. 265.
Tort—Account—Judicature Act.

Where the tort has been waived by the 
plaintiff in an action for water wrongfully 
and fraudulently taken, the wrongdoer be 
ing called upon to pay the value of the 
water taken, the whole question in dispute 
consisting of matters of account, an ordei 
referring the whole action to the official 
referee» tor trial is properly made under * 
65 (c) of the Judicature Act, R.S.O. 
1914. c. 56.

Oshawa Board of Water Commissioner- 
v. Robson Leather Co., 43 D.L.R. 89, 42 
O.L.R. 635.
To experts—Quebec practice.

When a cause is referred to experts it 
disappears from the roll of cases inscribed 
for enquAte and hearing on the merits. A 
réinscription is then necessary to enable 
the court to be seized anew of the cause, 
and this réinscription being a useful pro 
reeding it will effect an interruption of 
peremption.

Mantka v. Hamelin, 14 Que. P.R. 369.
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(§ 1—3)—What included in obdek ior.
In an action for an instalment of pur

chase money due on a contract for the sale 
of lands the court will order a reference 
to ascertain what right or interest was 
held therein by the vendor, who. at the 
lime and immediately la-fore the com
mencement of the action, was in actual 
possession thereof, and under what right 
lie holds, as well as what taxes arc out
standing against it; and also require the 
vendor to produce all documents and writ
ings in his possession that shew his title 
or interest therein; ami that upon the 111- 
ing of the report of the registrar either 
party may apply for such judgment as he 
may deem himself entitled to.

Mellvenna v. tloss, 3 D.L.R. 600, 21 
W.L.R. 180, 2 W.W.R. 286.
(§ 1—4)—Powers ok referee.

The clerk of a court cannot, upon a ref
erence to him to ascertain the plaintiff's 
damages, consider tin- question of the 
liability of the defendant in the action, 
since that was settled by the order of 
reference.

La va I lee v. C.N.R. Co., 4 D.L.R. 376, 
L»o W.L.R. fit:. 4 A.L.R. Mi 1 W.W.R. 
HI 3.

'File report of the clerk of the court on 
a reference to him of the account of a re 
ceiver in an action for the dissolution of a 
partnership, must shew particularly: (li 
the cash. (21 the outstanding assets, (3) 
the partnership liabilities, distinguishing 
lie tween secured and unsecured, and those 
admitted, proved or disputed. (4) the in
dividual liability of each partner for part
nership debts, (5) the account between 
each partner and the firm, (6) the 
accounts of the receivers and of any audi
tor appointed to take the partnership 
accounts, (7) the interest of either part
ner in a mortgage on partnership land, 
and (8) the specific charges against the 
interest of each.

Henderson v. McGinn, 6 D.L.R. 206, 21 
W.L.R. 307, 2 W.W.R. 360.
Powers of referee—Directing further 

ACCOUNTING.
if in a partnership action in wliioh both 

partners were equally responsible for the 
method of keeping the accounts, plaintiff 
partner files the firm’s balance sheet, veri
fied by an auditor, or other satisfactory 
evidence, the plaintiff's ease is prima facie 
proved, and, if the evidence is not answered 
by the defendant partner, it is the duty of 
tiie Master hearing the reference to pro
ceed with the reference without ordering 
the plaintiff to produce further accounts, 
saving the Master’s right to order the pro
duction of such further accounts as he 
may find necessary as the reference pro-

Hanev v. Miller, 10 D.L.R. 212, 4 O.W. 
N. 092, 24 O.W.R. 354.

I Powers of Master—Findings—What be 
FORT SHOULD CONTAIN—SPECIAL FIND-

Neal v. Rogers, 19 O.W.R. 873, 2 OWN. 
1482, affirming 19 O.W.R. 132, 2 O.W.N. 
1107.
Report and findings.

Where mortgage accounts are the basis 
of a Master's report, involving the mar
shalling of assets as between senior and 
junior mortgages, and the sale of part of 
an incumbered estate with various equities 
set up hy defendant purchasers, the facts 
upon which the Master proceeds should be 
set out in his report so that in case of 
appeal all necessary material may be be
fore the court.

Home Buildings 4 Savings Assn. v. 
Pringle, 7 D.L.R. 20. 4 O.W.N. 128. 23 
O.W.R. 137.
Survey—Experts' report—Time for de-

A report hy experts will lie set aside, 
upon motion, if it is delivered in court 14 
months after the date fixed by the judge, 
and if there has not been an extension of

Beauchamp v. Beaudry, 15 Que. P.R. 311. 
( § 1—7 ) —Recommitment.

If the clerk of a court, on a reference to 
ascertain the plaintiff’s damages, miscon
ceiving his duty, hears evidence and, deter
mining that the defendant was not liable, 
refuses to assess damages in the plaintiff's 
favour, the Supreme Court of Alberta may, 
on an application to vary the clerk's report, 
direct him to proceed with the assessment 
of damages.

Uvalle v. C.N.R. Vo., 4 D.L.R. 376. 20 
W.L.R. 647. 4 A.L.R. 245. 1 W.W.R. 913. 
Report—Motion to confirm—Motion to 

ket aside—Powers of judge—Motion 
for judgment—Reference back. 

Marson v. G.T.P.R. Co., 17 W.L.R. 693 
(§ I—8)—Reopening in Master’s office

CHARGES WITHDRAWN AT TRIAL—REPORT 
OF ACCOUNTANT—( ONCLUBIYENESS.

Wood v. Brodie, 4 O.W.N. 1190, 24 O.W.
R. 505.
Finding of Master—Appeal—Conflict

ing evidence—When Mastf.t's find
ing MAY BE DISTURBED.

Bantield v. Toronto R. Co., 19 O.W.R. 
536. 2 O.W.N. 1344.
Time to appeal—Jurisdiction of Master- 

in-Ordixaky—.Judgment of a foreign 
court as proof—Terms.

Re Pittsburg Cobalt Co. and Robbins, 19 
O.W.R. 536. 2 O.W.N. 1295.
(§ I—9)—Character of land—Title.

A hare question of fact regarding the 
character of land is not a question of title, 
such a question if pleaded as a defence 
might lie specially referred to the Master 
for enquiry, but would not be included on a 
general reference as to title.

C.P.R. v. Blunt. 42 D.L.R. 624, 13 A.L.R. 
554, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 219.
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(S I—10) — Appointment ok expert—Ex
pert's report—Form ok oath—Notice
TO PARTIES.

The form of oath in svh. F. C’.C.P. is not 
absolute, and an oath containing its essen
tial statements is valid. A party who was 
present, without any objection, at the exam
ination made by the expert appointed by the 
court cannot, later, allege insufficiency of 
notice. If the court has appointed an ex
pert whose report has been homologated, 
the reopening of the inquest will not be al
lowed unless for serious reasons.

Edward v. Cournoyer, It) Que. P.R. 294.

REFORMATION OF INSTRUMENTS.
See also Judgment, I 0.

(§ I—11—Contract for sale of land—

Where, in drafting a contract for the sale 
of land, the purchaser and his solicitor tes- 
tilied that the latter omitted a stipulation 
to the effect that the purchaser might en- 
• unilter the lands to a certain amount in 
priority to a mortgage given for a portion 
it the purchase money, and the latter in
strument contained a condition to that ef
fect, the contract will be reformed so as 
to include such conditions, notwithstanding 
the vendor denied all knowledge of such un
derstanding, as she had nothing to do with 
the transaction, which was managed entire
ly hv her husband, who had since died.

Kling v. l.vng, 12 D.L.R. 1, «O.W.N. 1422, 
24 O.W.R. 738.
For mistake—Statute of Frauds.

I he Statute of Frauds is not available 
*n a defence against the rectification of an 
executed agreement on the ground of fraud 
or mistake clearly shewn, although the ante
cedent contract was one which the Statute 
of Frauds required to be in writing and it 
was by word of mouth only. [Re Boulter, 
4 ( h. I). 241, applied.]

Fordham v. Hall. 17 D.L.R. 69.'». 20 B.C.R. 
■•».». 27 W.L.R. 908, 6 W.W.R. 70!».

smith x : Ranev, 16 D.L.R. 868, 6 O.W.N. 
•Vi. 2Ô O.W.R. 888.
Wrunu description of property—Mutual 

m(STAKE — Rectification—Review ox

Hart v. Koutillier, 28 D.L.R. 791, 50 X. 
*.R. 211.
Mistake—Evidence in variance with con- 

i Ract—Admissibility. 
fn the absence of a case made out of recti- 

H ation of a document by reason of mistake, 
•widence is not admissible to shew that the 
writing intended to be complete in itself 
<W-< not express the real agreement.

Bible v. Croasdale. 24 D.L.R. 763, 9 A. 
I-R. 133. 8 W.W.R. 497.
D» si riptiox—Boundary line—Mistake— 

Evidence—Trespass—Injunction. 
Trailer v. Woods, 2 D.L.R. 909, 3 O.W.N. 

11»*, 11 O.W.R. 972.
Where the conveyance of the northern 

putt ion of a lot of land, lying on the south

side of a street and having for its western 
boundary another street crossing the first 
street at an angle greater than a right 
angle, erroneously made the southern line 
of the portion sol'd run parallel to the street 
the lot faced instead of a fenee and the line 
thereof continued running at right angles 
to the other street, as the parties intended, 
thus excluding a portion of the lot intended 
to he conveyed, and afterwards the owner 
transferred the southern part of the lot by 
a conveyance describing its northern bound
ary to be the south line of the land first 
conveyed and the grantee in the second deed 
admitted that she had bought only to the 
fence, the first deed will be ho reformed as 
to make the fence and its line produced 
the boundary line between two parcels. 
[ Russell v. bavey, 0 Gr. (Out.) 16.'». and 
Vtterson Lumber Co. v. Rennie, 21 Can. 
S.C.R. 218, applied.]

McCabe v. McCullough. 3 D.L.R. 55, 3 
O.W.N. 836, 21 O.W.R. 683.
Assignments ok lease—Knowledge of as

signees of mistake—Reformation ok
ASSIGNMENTS.

Empire Limestone ( o. v. Carroll, 2 D.L.R. 
Q»7. 3 O.W.N. 1159.

Where the true agreement between land
lord and tenant is shewn to have been that 
the fixtures should liecome the property of 
the landlord at the expiration of the term, 
but the lease does not express that agree
ment, the landlord is entitled to reformation 
of the lease, and. after the expiration of the 
term, even though no claim for reformation 
has been made, the equitable title to the 
fixtures is in the landlord.

Tew v. O’Hearn, 3 D.L.R. 446, 3 O.W.N. 
1116.
For mistake.

Where a lease describes the premises de
mised as being lot 7 in block 150, accord
ing to plan Q2, whereas the true description 
should be “lot 7, block 132,” an action lies 
to reform the lease.

Pigeon v. Preston, 8 D.L.R. 126, 3 W.W.R. 
604, 22 W.L.R. 894.
Deed—Mistake as to quantity of land— 

Rectification — Vesting order — 
Wife’s inchoate dower right—Pay
ment BY VENDOR of value U WOT RE
FUSES to bar.

Myerseough v. Day, 10 O.Vy.X. 124. 
Lease—Mistake.

In order to rectify a mistake in the draw
ing up of a lease, the party seeking recti
fication must produce clear and unambigu
ous evidence that the mistake was mutual.

Johnston v. Finch, 23 B.C.R. 472. 
Contract — Construction—Reformation 

— “Site of the work” — Coït of 
transporting material.

Wall berg v. Jen ekes Machine Co., 4 O.W.
N. 1188.
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(§ I—2)—VENBUB AND PURCHASER— AGREE

MENT FOR SALE OF LAND—CLAIM FOB
iiFhxiitxi atiox — Evidence — Relief
AGAINST roBFKITVBE—PAYMENT Ui pub-
miase-money—Extl'xsiox of time. 

Dannangelo v. Mazza, 6 O.W.N. 31'#, 7 O. 
W.N. 99.
\e\i>ob and purchaser—Agreement fob

SALE OF LAND—WRITTEN MEMORANDUM
—Omission of material terms —Vox- |
SENSES AD IDEM NOT ARRIVED AT I 
— Duress—Claim fob reformation of j
AGREEMENT—CONFLICT OF EVIDENCE — ,
Findings of fact of trial Judge. 

Parent v. Cliarlebois ti O.W.N. 7Oil.
Lu e insurance—Action on tontine pol- I 

ICY—( T.KRICAI. ERROR IN RE-1 SHU NG POL
ICY—Policy rectified accordingly. 

Harley v. Canada l.ife An»'ce Co., 3 
D.W.N. 67, 20 O.W.R. 54.
Ac.kf:emext as to strip of land—Action 

H» set aside—Déclaration as to true

Parent v. Utimer, 2 O.W.N. 1169, 19 O. 
W.R. 461. allirming 17 O.W.R. 368.
Rill of hale or mortgage—Transaction 

one of sale not of mortgage. 
i ouns v. Klvin, 19 O.W.R. 722.

No FRAUD OR MALA FIRES ALLEGED— LEASE 
RECTIFIED.

Peterson Luke, Silver Cobalt Mining Co. 
v. Nova Scotia Silver Cobalt -Mining Co., 
19 O.W.R. 43, 2 O.W.N. 070.
Sale of bakery — Purchase price and

MODE OF PAYING SAME DISPUTED—
Agreement rectified.

Strothers v. Taylor, 19 O.W.R. 789. 2 
O.W.N. 1436.

REGISTRY LAWS.
See Land Titles; Mechanics' Liens; Bills 

of Sale; Chattel Mortgage.
Conditional sale, see Sale.
As to filing mechanic's lien, see Mechanics'

Recording conditional sale, see Sale.
As to hills of sale, see Bills of Sale $ 

Chattel Mortgage.
Registration under Land Titles Acts, aee 

Land Titles ; Judgment; Execution.
Annotations.

Land Titles Act; Registry Act; caveats; 
notice: 33 D.L.R. 9.

Registrability of hiring, lease, or condi
tional sale of chattels : 32 D.L.R. 566.

As to forfeiture of land for taxes, see 
Taxes, III E—140.

Of conditional sale, lien note, see Sale,
I C—16.

Registration of company mortgages or 
charges, see Companies, IV C—55.

Applicability of Registry Act depending 
in date of instrument, see Evidence, XI A 
—761.

See also Records and Registry Laws.

RELEASE.
I. In general.

II. What included in effect
a. In general.
B. What included in.

III. Validity; setting aside.
See Accord and Satisfaction; I—7; Com

promise and Settlement, 1—4.
I. In general.

(§ I—f)—Improvident release—Damages 
fixed—Parties not i>\ fili al terms.

Hissing v. Eaton, 2 O.W.N. 1022, 19 O.W. 
R. 939.

II. What Included in effect.
B. What included in.

(§11 B—11)—Claim for personal inju
ries — Effect of release — Subse
quent DEATH FROM INJURIES.

The right of action given by the Fami
lies Compensation Act, R.S.B.t . c. 82. to 
a legal representative or dependant of a de
ceased person for damages for injuries re
sulting in the death of such person through 
the alleged negligence of the defendants, 
may be burred by a valid instrument of re
leases executed by the deceased.

Traw ford v. B.C. Elec. R. Co., 9 D.L.R. 
617. 18 li.C.R. 132. 16 Can. Kv. Cas. 39. 23 
W.L.R. 175, 4 W.W.H. 160. *
Action fob damages for personal inju

ries — Settlement after action 
brought — Validity — Payment ok 
money—Receipt.

Elmer v. Crothers, 7 O.W.N. 83.
(§ II B—12)—Right to damages—Rail

way INJURING ADJOINING PROPERTY.
A release of all damages which the land 

owner conveying a strip of land for a rail
way right-of-way may sustain ‘"by reason 
of the construction and operation of the 
railway” and which does not specifically 
cover injuries due to the company’s negli
gence. will not prevent a recovery for dam
ages occasioned to the adjoining lands of the 
grantor by blasting operations conducted 
by the construction contractor, in respect 
of which the railway company in letting the 
contract was negligent in im|Kising no pre
cautions for protecting the adjoining land.

Vancouver Power Co. v. Hounsome, 19 I). 
L.R. 200. 49 Can. 8.C.R. 430. allirming 9 P 
L.R. 823. 18 B.C.R. 81. 15 Can. Rv. Cas. G!', 
tt W.L.R. 167 and 404. il U \\ R. MS. 
Right to damages.

Where a vendor of a portion of land for 
the construction of a railway renounces the 
right to damages which may result there
from, the renunciation only extends to those 
damages which are the necessary conse
quence of the work and not to those which 
can be avoided.

Marcotte v. Davis. 3 D.L.R. 851.
Right to damages.

A contract which involves the loss of a 
I right is strictly construed. Therefore, the 
j reservation, by the owner of land who per-
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mit» it to he taken for railway purposes, of 
his recourse for possible damages result- 
mg from the obstruction or closing of a wuy 
of access to the River St. Lawrence is not 
affected by the agreement in the sale he 
makes, on the same dav, to the company 
of the same land that the price “shall in
clude all damages .* . . for the passage of 
the railway . . . over the land above
H.ld.”

Ilfsmeules v. Quebec & Sagucnav R. Co., 
43 Que. S.C. 15».

III. Validity; setting aside.
(§ 111—15)—Claim for da macks fob neg-

J.n.KXCK—INJURY TD RAH WAY SERVANT 
—Validity of release—Alternative
CLAIM FOR DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF 
CONTRAIT TO EMPLOY PLAINTIFF—EVI
DENCE— Dismissal of action—Costs. 

ltaker v. O.T.R. Co. 11 O.W.X. 248. 
Settlement of estate—Release—Binding 

AGREEMENT— EVIDENCE.
V it more v. Martin, 11 O.W.X. 296.

(8 III -17)—Setting aside—Action for
NEGLIGENCE CAUSING PERSONAL INJU
RIES- DEFENCE OF RELEASE l NICER REAL

Payment of small sum and execu
tion OF DOCUMENT OF RELEASE.

Arkles v. G.T.fc Co., 5 O.W.X. 462.

RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES.
Î. INCORPORATION; CHANGE OE NAME.

II. Change of constitution or doctrine, 
a. Constitution.
R. Doctrine.

Ilf. Title to. or control of, property, 
a. In general.
R. Church identity, 
c. Rights of majority and minority.

IV. Pastors.
V. OFFICERS.

VI. Expulsion or excommunication.
Ml. contracts.

Vlll. Delegation of power.
IV I'OAVEB or ECCLESIASTICAL TRIHl NAÏ.6.

Annotation.
£ee Religions.
l-iliel and slander in church matters: 21 

D.L.R. 71.

I. Incorporation; change of name.
(§ I—1)—Wesleyan Methodist foreign 

missions—Name of society changed 
-Evidence of identity of object.

Re Edwards, 2 O.W.X. 765, 18 O.W.R. 678.
II. Change of constitution or doctrine.

16 ÎI —5) —Incorporation—Cancellation 
for cause—Inquiry.

The authority of the Lieut. Governor-in- 
Cfiiimil (Alta.I, to cancel the incorpora
tion of a congregation for “cause’' (N.W.T. 
,lrd. c. 38, s. 25), is subject to the implied 
condition that a fair and impartial inquiry 
•hall previously be held.

Greek Catholic Church v. McKinnon, 28 
D.l R. 509, 34 W.L.R. 933, 10 W.W.R. 1222.

III. Title to, or control of, property.
A. In general.

(§ III A—20)—Title to or control or 
property.

The control of the property in a church 
will l»e appropriated to tile use of those 
members of the congregation who adhere to 
the original creed of its founders, they be
ing more properly the cestuis que trustent 
of the trustee than those who have depart
ed from the original founders" religion*- prin
ciples, so that where a congregation become 
dissentient among themselves, the nature of 
the original institution must alone guide the 
court in deciding between the partie-, | Free 
Church of Scotland v. Overtoil». 11904] A.
C. 515, 643; Attorney-General v. Pearson, 3 
Mer. 353, 400, 36 JS.R. 135, 150, applied.]

Stein v. Hauser, 15 D.L.R. 223. 6 5S.L.R. 
383, 26 W.L.R. 452, 6 W.W.R. 971.
Control of church property—Mortgage— 

Powers of tri htf:e8.
Re Lutheran Church of Hamilton, 24 D. 

L.K. 879, 34 O.L.R. 228.
Rights in church pf:ws.

When a church ceases to be used as such 
or is destroyed, and Is replaced by a new 
one, the grantees of pews have no right in 
the new church to the pews corresponding 
to those they were oecupying in the old one.
The contracts, by virtue of which they were 
occupying those pews in the old church 
come to an end through the destruction of 
the thing which was their object: and no 
distinction has to lie made between the deed* 
of concession for life or of concession in 
consideration of an annual rent. The allot
ment by a vestry hoard to the grantees in 
the new church of pews corresponding to 
those occupied by them in the old church is 
illegal and null. All the pews of a new 
church, with the exception of the patronal 
|»ew. if one is established, must lie conceded 
anew by auction, according to the tenure in 
force in. the parish. *

Il mule v. Ste. Croix, 49 Que. S.C. 106.
(8 111 A—21)—Conveyances to—Church 

Lands Aot—Insurance.
Even though the form set forth iu s. 1 •

of the Church Lands Act, R.S.M. 1913, c. 31, 
is not exactly followed, the statute applies 
to land conveyed to trustees and their suc
cessors and assigns in trust for a church 
congregation, if the name of the church or 
congregation is set forth in the conveyance; 
the trustees, though not a corporation, may 
hold the land and may procure the insur
ance of buildings on the land. It was held 
that the form set forth in the Act must lie 
strictly followed.

Trustees of Greek Catholic Ruthenian 
Church v. Portage La Prairie Farmers' 
Mutual Ins. Co.. 31 D.L.R. 33. [1917] 1 W. 
W.R. 249. reversing 33 W.L.R. 338.
C. Rights of majority and minority.
(8 III C—30)—Rights or majority and 

minority.
The trustees of a church cannot be com-
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polled to transfer the church property to 
a majority of the congregation where a ma 
jority have seceded from the religious prin
ciples of the original founders and joined 
a different sect ; the trustees may in such 
case transfer the property in accordance 
with a resolution of the memliers of the con
gregation adhering to the original doctrines, 
and the fact that a considerable part of the 
debt on the church has been paid since dis
sent ions arose, but lie fore the actual sever
ance took place, will not assist the seces
sionists in an action to set aside such trans
fer.

Stein v. Hauser, 15 D.L.R. 22.1. (I S.L.R. 
383, 26 W.L.R. 4.V2, W.W.K. 071.

IV. Pastors.
(HIV—35)—Rector—Records ok vestry— 

PRODUCTION.
A rector (curt), as depositary of records 

of the vestry of a parish, is obliged to de
liver copies or extracts therefrom, on req
uisition to that effect, to persons who may 
be entitled to them, but he may refuse to 
permit physical examination of the records 
or the making of searches therein.

Le bel v. Guy, 50 Que. S.C. 290.
V. Officers.

(| V—40)—Parochial law—Election of 
church wardens—Assembly of the 
parish — Resignation—Acceptance 
—Notice ok sermon—Sufficiency— 
Finding a SUBSTITUTE C.C.P. ART. 987 
—R.S.Q. <19091 ART. 3438, 4.186.

An election of church wardens in a parish 
assembly is void if the election was not 
preceded by the notice as established by eus 
torn and by law in the parish. The .10 days 
to replace a church warden who has re
signed, mentioned in s. ref. (1909), R.N.Q. 
1909. art. 4816, is computed from the accept
ance of the resignation by the assembly of 
the parish.

Desrochers v. Jolicoeur, 25 Rev. Leg. 41.
VI. Expulsion or excommunication.

( F VI—15)— Reinstatement by Court.
The Church possesses material property 

which gives the court jurisdiction to adju
dicate upon the civil rights of the members 
thereof as members of a society possessing 
property, and may therefore review the 
regularity of the expulsion of a member and 
order the restoration of his rights. fPinke 
v. Bornhnld. 8 O.L.R. 575. disapproved: 
Gray v. Christian Assn., 1.17 Mass. 329; 
Can. R. Assn. v. Pammenter, 180 Mass. 418, 
applied.]

ratillo v. Cummings, 24 D.L.R. 776. 
Interlocutory injunction— Right of ex

pelled member ok religious body to

Where the plaintiff, a member of thc- 
hoard of directors of the defendant cor
poration was suspended from membership 
for infringement of the rules but. he and 
his family were still permitted to attend 
services. Held, that the plaintiff’s applica
tion for an interlocutory injunction re

straining the defendant from interfering 
with his rights as a member of the defend
ant corporation must fail. The object of an 
interlocutory or interim injunction is to pre
serve matters in statuo quo until the case 
can be tried, «nd to protect the party apply
ing from irreparable injury.

Cohen v. Congregation of llazen Avenue 
Synagogue, 46 N.B.R. 152.

VII. Contracts.
(8 VJI—50)—Building contbact--Powers

OK PRIEST AND BISHOP—CORPORATE BEAL.
An agreement for the erection of a church, 

entered into by a priest on behalf of the 
parish, with knowledge thereof by the bish
op, will be presumed to have been executed 
with the authority of the latter, and is bind
ing upon the ecclesiastical corporation; the 
contract being entered into under proper 
authority and for the necessary carrying out 
of its corporate purposes, cannot be at
tacked for the want of the corporate seal, 
particularly after the contract had been ex
ecuted.

Purdy ii Henderson Co. v. St Patrick, 37 
D.L.R. 642. 12 A.L.R. 263, J1917] 3 W.W.R. 
710, varying ]1917J 1 W.W.R. 1416. 
Church—Deposition ok "bishop by confer

ence—Bishop continuing to ait—In
junction TILL TRIAL or ACTION TO DE
TERMINE RIGHTS.

Holiness Movement Church in Canada v. 
Horner, 13 O.W.N. 29, reversing 12 O.VV.N.

Malicious arrest —Assault—Evidence 
for jury—Findings of jury—Liabil
ity ok Roman Catholic Episcopal 
Corporation—Corporation hole—In 
OORPORATIXG ACT, 7 48 VlCT. (CAN.) 
oh. 82, sbc. 6—Damages—Costs.

Basil v. Spratt, 44 O.L.R. 155, 13 O.W.N. 
249.
Personal liability ok majority author

izing — Rights ok dissenting mi-

Where the majority of the members of 
an unincorporated church congregation, by 
resolution at a meeting at which the con
tractor, a member of the eongregation, 
was present, authorize a eon trait to lw 
entered into by trustees on their behalf 
and a minority dissent, the individual 
members of the majority must he taken to 
have recognized the element of personal 
liability and are personally liable to the 
contractor, hut the individual dissentient- 
are not, it lieing held in the circumstance* 
that the knowledge of their dissent must 
have been in the contractor's mind when 
he undertook the work.

Rohl v. Pfaffenrotfc* 31 W.L.R. 197. 
Goods sold to cBurch — Liability of

BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
An action for price of lumber sold de

fendant:—Held, on the evidence, that 
there was no promise to pay by the board
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of trustees or any one authorized by them 
on their behalf. Action dismissed.

Rogers Lumber Yards v. Methodist 
Church of Brock, 81 WUL HI

IX. Power of Ecclesiastical tribunals.
(§ IX—60) — Parishioners — Vestry —

K.VIRAORniNAKY EXPENSES — ClIVRCH 
HITI.DINO.

The construction of a church is an obli
gation of the parish which is lanind to 
proudc the expenses necessary for public 
worship. It has the right to be previously 
i-onsulted, to discuss and decide itself, at 
a meeting of the parishioners, the question 
whether or not the church should be built. 
The vestry, although a corporation, has 
merely the powers of administration as 
the agent of the parishioners. Even at a 
meeting of the old and new churchwardens, 
the vestry cannot be authorized to incur 
extraordinary expenses without the eon- 
•ent of the freeholders, such as the con
struction of a church, even though it is 
intended to proceed in part only in the 
first, place by the construction of a hase-

Rclanger v. Rector and Churchwardens 
of St. Arsehe, 60 Que. S.C. 193. •

REMAINDERS.
See Wills, III.

REMEDIES.
See Action: Pleading.
For enforcing liability of etoekholder, 

see Companies.
In ease of fraud, see Fraud and Deceit; 

Fraudulent Conveyances.
uf insured, see Insurance.
For nuisance, see Nuisances.
Of parties to sale, see Sale; Vendor and 

Purchaser: Specific Performance.
For workmen’s compensation for injuries, 

see Master and Servant, V.
For death, see Death.

REMOVAL OF CAUSES.
See Courts; Venue; Appeal.

I. Right of.
A. In general.
R. On ground of citizenship.
r. For prejudice or local influence.

IT. Procedure.
a. In general.
B. Time for removal.

I. Right of.
A. IN GENERAL.

(8 I A—1 ) —Order without jurisdiction 
ab initio—Nullity—Formal dfxlara-

Ah hough a judicial order issued in 
the face of an entire want of jurisdiction 
ab initio (as distinct from an erroneous 
exercise of jurisdiction), being a mere 
nullity, need not, strictly speaking, be set 
**ide to avoid giving effect to its provi
sions, yet the better practice is formally 
to declare its nullity in order to restore

the rights uf parties on the record. 
Where, after trial and judgment in a 
County Court (Man.) action, the judge, 
through inadvertence, and without jurisdic
tion enters an order transferring the pro
ceedings to the King's Bench, such order is 
a mere nullity and ought to be disregard
ed. [McLeod v. Noble, 28 O.R. 528, ap
plied.)

Melnnes v. Xordquist, 13 D.L.R. 725. 25 
W.L.R. 422, 28 Mau. L.R. 815, 5 W.W.R. 
95.
Right to—County Court action—J chô

ment in—Delivery of counterclaim 
ordered—Transfer to another coun
try—Discretion of court—Con. R. 
255.

Bert hold A Jennings Lumber Co. v. Hol
ton Lumber Co., 4 O.W.N. 458. [Affirmed, 
4 O.W.N. 523. 23 O.W.R. 839.1 
(8 1 A—2)—Action involving validity 

of will — Removal from Surrogate 
Court to King’s Bench.

Where there are circumstances which 
prima facie shew that a strict investigation 
should lie made of all the facts surround
ing the making of an alleged will before 
admitting it to probate, the cause should 
lie removed from the Surrogate ( ourt to 
the Court of King’s Bench, as the latter 
court possesses an ampler and a more 
effective machinery for such investigation.

Jones v. Momberg, Re L. Jones, 21 D.L. 
R. 863. 25 Man. L.R. 504, 8 W.W.R. 1059, 
31 W.L.R. 633.
County Courts—Transfer of action to 

Supreme Court of Ontario—U rounds 
fob—Practice—County Courts Act, 
R.S.O. 1014, C. 59, ##. 29. 80.

McConnell v. Toronto, 7 O.W.N. 745. 
Division Court—Order transferring ac

tion after judgment — Jurisdiction 
•—Division Courts Act, R.S.O. 1914, 
c. 63, s. 79 — Judgment summons — 
“Action”—Transcript of judgment 

•—Section 188.
Standard Bank v. Ellis, 9 O.W.N. 177. 

Action fob penalty—Breach of by-law 
granting a privilege fob years— 
Rights in future rights.

Quebec & Levis Ferrv Co. v. Bernier, 20 
Que. K.B. 372.
County courts—Removal of action into 

High Court — Application after 
judgment.

Roche r. Allan. 23 O.L.R. 478, 18 O.W.R. 
749.

n. Procedure.
A. In general.

(8 II A—20)—Removal to Supreme Court 
—Jurisdiction of Local Master.

Robin Hood Mills v. Mitchell. 24 D.L.R. 
896. 7 8.UR. 163, 8 W.W.R. 564.

When the record is transferred from one 
district to another upon a declinatory mo
tion. notice of the presentation of an ex
ception to the form must be given within
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three davs from the date of the filing of 
the reeord in the new district.

Bernier v. Leboeuf, 15 Que. P.R. 22.
(| II A—22) —Queutions of title to 

i.am*—Application, how intituled. 
Where a plaintiff pleads trespass to 

land* and the defence raison a question of 
title, that is no reason why the action 
should not lie Wrought in a Di-trict Court. 
An application to transfer an action front 
the District to the Supreme Court should 
In* intituled '"In the Supreme Court."

MeRadu v. I.millier Mtg. tard», V W.W. 
R. 03.1.
Jl IMi IAL DISTRICT—TRANSFER.

When a foreign defendant is illegally 
summoned Im-lore a judicial district, lie 
may l*y declinatory exception ask that the 
record lie referred to the court of one of 
the places where the whole or part of his 
property is situated, and the plaintiff, hav
ing sued before a court which was man
ifestly without jurisdiction, has lost his 
option lietween the districts which would 
otherwise have jurisdiction.

fier ma in v. Khives l.umlier Co., 12 Que. 
P.R. 252.

RENEWAL.
Of promissory note, see Bills and Notes. 
Of mortgage, see Mortgage ; ( hattej

Mortgage.
Of writ, see Execution.

Annotation.
Promissory note—Effect of renewal on 

original note. 2 D.L.R. 816.
Lease—Covenant for renewal, 3 D.L.R.

12.

RENT.
See Landlord and Tenant: Mortgage.

REPAIRS.
See Highways: Railways; Bridges; Land

lord and Tenant.
Annotation.

Law of obligation of tenants to repair:
52 U.L.R. 1.

REPEAL.

Of by-law, see Municipal Corporation».

REPLEVIN.
I. In <;f.xkhai- 

IT. Prim F.0V1E.
Malicious prosecution against one who 

wrongfully institutes, see Malicious Prose-

Obstructing execution of process in, see 
Obstructing Justice.

Suit by purchaser upon implied war
ranty where goods purchase.I are taken 
from him by replevin, see Sale.

Si" off in. see Set-off and Counterclaim.
I. In general.

War relief Act—Possession of <.oodh. 
The words “now in his possession" in

the War Belief Act, 1915 (Man. 5 Geo. V., 
c. 8N. a- amended by 6 Geo. V. c. 122», 
referring to property exempted from recov
ery in any action or proceeding, mean in 
the possession of a volunteer when he en
lists, and liecome* entitled to the benefit 
of the Act ; not property which he 
possessed at the date of the Act, but has 
ceased to possess at the time of his enlist-

Bums v. Rogers, 30 D.L.R. 656, 27 Man. 
L.R. 250, 11917 J 1 W.W.R. 129.
Fob what—Promissory note.

A promissory note is a chattel and sub
ject to replevin under the County Courts 
Act. R.8.M. c. 44, s. 222, by the party en
titled to the possession.

Wilton v. Manitoba Independent Oil, 2.1 
D.L.R. 243, 25 Man. I..R. 628, 32 W.L.R. 
MO, • W.WJL 100.
Exchange of lands for chattels—Own-

KB OF LAND RETI.KVTINO CHATTELS—
Premature action — Amendment —
Specific performance—Costs.

Kpeetar v. Cluthe, 11 O.W.X. 201.
II. Procedure.

Sufficiency of affidavit — Means or
KNOWLEDGE of agent of CORPORATION
—Omission of word “Limited."

Ualhousie l.umlier Co. v. Walker, 3<> 
D.L.R. 498, 44 X.B.R. 81.
Affidavit and order.

Where a writ of replevin for recovery of 
s team of horses was i~«ued upon affidavit* 
never actually sworn to, an application in 
Chandlers to set aside the writ will lie 
allowed but an order to restore the per
sonal property seized under it cannot lie 
issued in Chambers in the absence of slat 
utorv provision.

Chew v. ( rockett, 0 D.L.R. 368, 22 W.L. 
R. 119, 3 W.W.R. 32.
Heci ritt under rules—Damages.

A plaintiff who replevies goods and give* 
the security required under rr. 469. 472 
(Alta.) undertakes an obligation to pay 
such damages as tlie defendant may suffer 
if the plaintiff fails to establish his claim

Shewmik v. Breeko. .39 D.L.R. 588, 13 
A.L.R. 2.14. [1918] 1 W.W.R. 639.
Rule 339—Security—Rule 362—Juris

diction of Master in Chambers.
Stock v. Meyers, 14 O.W.X. 361.

Injunction — Receiver — Time—Pohsm

In an action brought to recover certain 
guilds alleged to have lieen sold to the 
plaintiff and for damages, a replevin order 
and an injunction against the selling of 
the goods, an order was made which re
strained the defendant from disposing of 
the goods, authorized the plaintiff to pay 
into court a certain sum of money in lieu 
of the liond required upon issue of a 
replevin order, and, this being done, direct
ed the sheriff to take the goods and hold 
them until the issues in the action were
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determined. Held, that the order was in | 
effect a receiver order and wag justilied, j 
although the action wan begun and the 1 
order made before the time when the plain- I 
tiff was to be entitled to possession had
' Kav v. Ratz, 44 D.L.R. 145, 14 A.L.R. 
7-, 1*1918] 3 W.VV.R. 885.
Bond.

Where, owing to the omission of certain 
v irds in the condition, a replevin bond 
was defective, the court, in view of the 
property having been returned, refused to 
set aside the bond, but ordered it to lie 
amended.

Hall v. Slocomb. 11 E.1..R. 125.
Cox. rr. 11MI8, 1070 — Replevin — Unde

termined LIABILITY FOR URL AND OCCV-
Rva'nv! Eraser, 19 O.W.R. 700, 2 O.W.N.

1386.
Ship seized vxdeb judgment for sea

men's WAGES.
Horxvood v. Nicholson, 9 E.L.R. 309.

REPLY.
See Pleading.

REPUDIATION.
See Contracta; Sale; Vendor and Pur

chaser; Infants.
Of subscription for shares, see Com

panies.

REQUETE CIVILE (Quebec).
See Judgment, VII.

RESCISSION.
See Contracts, V.; Sale, III.; Vendor 

and Purchaser.

RES JUDICATA.
See Judgment, II.

RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR.
<ee Master and Servant; Principal and

âgeit.

RESTRAINT OF TRADE.
Sec Contracts, III.; Monopoly.

RESULTING TRUST.
See Trusts.

REVENDICATION (Que.).
See also Trover.

I-UBii iTT—Effect of suit or recovery.
The owner who brings an action of reven

dication to recover a team of horses left in 
the possession of the defendant by the fier- 
son by whom they had been hired from the 
owner, and who accepts in settlement of 
suit the costs and a sum of money in full 
value of the «-aid property which thus passes 
t" the defendant, does not thereby waive his 
riiiht. to the xalue of the use of the property 
during the interval between the institution

of the suit and the settlement thereof, and 
lia» an action against the defendant to re
cover the same.

O'Brien v. Maloney, 1 D.L.R. 760.
Ac 1 ION—J l R18D1LTION—PaHTVRAUE AGREE

MENT—Right of retention.
In a revendication action the jurisdiction 

of the Superior Court is determined by the 
amount at which the article sold is valued 
in the declaration. And when the plaintiff 
restricts himself to revendicating the ar
ticle on which he claims a right of reten
tion, and of which he claims to have been 
illegally disfmssessed without asking that 
the defendant pay the debt due to him, the 
court cannot give judgment outside of the 
conclusions, and the only question to solve 
is that of deciding whether the plaintiff 
possesses the right of retention which lie 
claims. An agreement for pasturage of a 
hor.se is. from its nature, a lease which in
cludes an obligation by the lessor to procure 
for the lessee the enjoyment of the pastur
age required for feeding of the horse, and 
by the lessee an obligation to pay the ren* 
or price of such enjoyment ; such agreement 
gives the lessee authority to drive his horse 
into the pasturage, to leave it there to graze, 
and to go and seek it as he likes, hut does 
not take axvay from him any right of po- 
seesion of hie horse, and does not give any 
to the lessor. A right of retention can only 
result from the laxv, or an express stipu
lation in the contract; it cannot lie pre
sumed, or based upon simple reasons of

Paquette v. Beauvais,'24 Rev. de Jur. 
428.
FOSS ERR ION OF MOVABLE.

Seizure in revendicRtion may lie exercised 
against one xvho claims to lie owner of a 
movable although it may lie in the ;io**e«- 
siou of another person when the latter 
claims no right of property in the movable.

Belisle v. Paliquin 52 Que. 6.C. 346.
I Title or ownkb—Affidavit—Service.

A seizure in revendication will not lie dis
missed on exception to the form because the 
plaintiff did not set. out the title by virtue 
of xvhich he claims to lie owner of the goods 
seized. An affidavit which indicates the 
business premises of the deponent complies 
with the requirements of the law. Failure 
to serve or to leave with the prothumdary, 
for the defendant, a copy of the affidaxit 
supporting a seizure in revendication is 
a good ground for an exception to the form 
if the failure is not remedied.

Liverman v. Romero 18 Que. P.R. 231. 
Affid wit—Sebvice —Address—Exception

If an exception to the form is taken to a 
seizure in revendication based upon the fact 
that the copy of the affidavit on the faith of 
which it was issued was not served on the 
defendant or left for him with the prothon- 
otary, the plaintiff will lie given a certain 
time to enable him to serve such affidavit, 
the costs of the exception to be paid by him
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in anx event. The fact that the maker of 
the affidavit, styling himself "of the defend
ant company domiciled at Montreal," does 
not give his address is not a ground for 
dismissing a seizure in revendication on an 
exception to the form.

Lcgare Gadhois Auto v. Clermont, 18 tjue. 
P.R. 184.
Dilatory exception--Pasties.

A saisie—revendication is a conservatory 
measure which can lie taken by one or 
several of the owners of the property rev'en- 
dieated and a dilatory exception to add the 
other owners as parties will Is* dismissed. 

Beaulieu v. Moqtiin, 18 Due. P.R. 1H1.

REVIEW.
Kw Apjieel.
Uf assessment», see Taxes, 111.
Uf award, see Arbitration.

REVIVOR.
Fee Abatement and Revivor; Execution.

RIGHT OF WAY.
See Easements; Railways; Expropriation.

RIVERS.
See Waters; Fisheries.

RULES OF COURT.
Amendment of—Powers or judges—Re

drafting.
Under r. 71.1 of the Alberta rules the 

judges of tin- Supreme Court are “author
ized to alter and amend any rules of court 
or tariff of costs or fees for the time be
ing in force or make additional rules or 
tariffs.” This rule includes the redrafting 
of a rule in entirely different language it 
what is done is in reality merely an al
teration.

McIntyre v. Alberta Pacific Grain Co.. 43 
D.L.R. «82. 14 A.L.R. 373, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
906.
Chief object op—Secondary purposes.

Rules of procedure are for the convenience 
of litigants and the court and the advance
ment of justice, and should not be invoked 
to perpetuate a wrong.

Markell v. Ottawa Separate School 
Trustees, 18 D.L.R. 456, 26 U.W.R. 809. 
Practice—Sheriff—Poundage ox writ op 

possession—Writ ok execution—• 
Rm.Es. appendix M, schedule 4 (38) 
—Scale or fees to shejuke.

Where a sheriff has executed a writ of 
possession, he is entitled to poundage on 
the yearly rental value of the premises to 
which possession is given, which is the 
“sum made” within the meaning of item 38 
of schedule No 4 of Appendix M. to the 
Supreme Court Rules. 1912.

Bell v. Nicholls; Ex parte Richards, 26 
B.C.R. 102.

Practice — Costs — Statutes — Retro
activity.

During the pendency of an action the 
rules of court with respect to costs were 
amended, whereby a new tariff of costa was 
substituted, coming into force Feb. 1, 1919. 
Held, that the new tariff applied only to the 
services rendered from and alter the date 
upon which it came into force.

Royal Rank v. Haw If, 12 S.I..R. 264, 
( 1919] 2 W.W.R. 361, overruling judgment 
of Rimmer, D.C.J.
Report—Sbitlemext of by Master, in 

AIIHEXCE OK DEFENDANTS AND WITH
OUT NOTICE TO THEM—R. 424—REPORT 
SET ASIDE.

Richardson v. McCaffrey, 17 O.W.N. 78. 
Company—Winding-up under Dominion 

Act—Order of judge in court-
motion FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL FROM —
Inapplicability of r. 507—Applica
tion of s. 101 OK R.S.t . 1906, C. 144 
—Other cases of similar nature- 
amount involved—Importance of 
case—Leave granted.

Re Hailey Cobalt Mines, 17 O.W.N. 228 
Appeal—Motion for leave to appeal 

from order of judge in chambers— 
R. 807—-Notice ok motion containing
SCANDALOUS M ALTER—REMOVAL FROM 
FILES.

Ontario Motor Car Co. v. Gray, 17 O.WJi. 
237.
Practice — Declaratory degree — Only 

granted where consequential relief
POSSIBLE.

Rule 25, subs, (e) of the Kings Bench 
Act does not make any radical change in 
the rules and practice of the court. It only 
applies to cases where plaintiff is entitled 
to relief consequent upon the declaration. 
The court will not make a declaratory de
cree simply, without directing any relief 
to plaintiff, as it ia barren of practical re-

McCutclieon v. Wardrop, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 
925.
Appeal—Notes of trial judge.

On appeal l>eiiig constituted, but not be
fore, the trial judge must produce his notes.

Bouekill v. Williams. [1919] 2 W.W.R. 
546.
Vacation — Divorce trial — Application 

for directions—Practice.
Aubin v. Aubin, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 312. 

Practice — Rules — Registrar's certifi
cate—Confirmation UNNECESSARY. 

Milne v. Central Okanagan Lands, [1919] 
1 W.W.R. 720.

SALE.
I. What constitutes; validity; effect, 

a. In general.
a. Passing of title; delivery, 
o. Conditional sales.
D. Acceptance; retention.

II. W ABBA NTT.
A. In general.
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b. By description.
C. Of quality; genuineness or fitness
D. Effect of inspection; or opportunity

to inspect. -
HI. Rights and remedies ok parties.

a. In general.
h. Lien for price; stoppage in transitu.
v. Rescission.
u. Rights of bona fide purchasers.

IV. Bulk saies.
Registration of bills of sale, see Bills of 

bale; ( battel Mortgage.
Mortgagor’s power of. see Chattel Mort

gage: Mortgage.
Construction of contract for generally, 

see Contracts, II.
of corporate stock, see Companies.
Measure of damages, see Damages, III.
Of liquors, see Intoxicating Linuors.
When dealing with infants, s«*e Infants.
Judicial sale, see Judicial Sale; Execu

tions ; Mortgage.
For taxes, see Taxes, III.
Of land, see Vendor and Purchaser.
As to specific performance, see Specific 

Performance.
Annotations.

Rescission of contract for fraud and dam
ages for deceit: 32 D.L.R. 216.

Acceptance and retention of goods sold: 
43 D.L.R. 165.

Of property by pledgor, see Pledge, II—B.
I. What constitutes; validity; effect.

A. Ill GENERAL.
As affected by agency, see Principal and 

Agent. II A—6.
As affected by Cr. Code, grain futures, see 

Gaming, I—5.
Criminal restraint of trade, see Contracta, 

III F.—475; Monopoly and Combination*.
Violation of statute. Farm Implements 

A- t. remedies, see Contracts, III 0—21)5.
Uf grain, rights of seller, see Partnership, 

111—14.
i $ I A—1 ) —Sale or agenvt—Onus.

In an action for the price of goods, the 
Durden of proof is upon the plaintiff to shew 
that the goods delivered were intended a* A 
sale and not merely for the purpose of re- 
-ale under agency.

i owie v. Robins, 27 D.L.R. 502, 9 S.L.R. 
191. 34 W.L.R. 245, 10 W.W.R. 287.
11 l EOALtTT OF SALE—STEAM BOILERS ACT.

Where a traction engine is not construct- 
' i in accordance with the Steam Boilers 
Act ( R.S.S. 1911, c. 22, s. 19l, but the affi- 
•I»vit of the proper officer of the company 
states that it has been constructed in ae- 
c Tdance with the plans required, and ow
ing to the nature of the defect, it is not dis- 
' \cred by the inspector of steam lmilers, 
«ini the reduction in pressure required by 
regulation 1 of the Department of Public 
Works has consequently not been made, and, 
therefore, neither the statute nor tiie regula
tions having been complied with, the sale of 
such engine Is wholly illegal and cannot be

enforced. [Cope v. Rowlands, 2 M A W. 149, 
applied.]

Hang v. Murdoch, 26 D.L.R. 200, 9 8.L.R. 
56, 33 W.L.R. 442, 9 W.W.R. 1004. revers
ing 25 D.L.R. 606. 32 W.L.R. 572, 9 WAV. 
R. 474.
Validity — Noncompliani e with Steam 

Roii.ers Act (R.S.S. 1909. c. 22, s. 15) 
—Inspection certikacate.

Swanson v. Merrett, 27 D.L.R. 785, 9 
S LR. 101, 33 W.L.R. 745, 9 W.W.R. 1268. 
What constitutes — Neither chattel*

NOR EVIDENCE OF CONTRACT DELIVERED—
Effect-—"Mere intention" to effect 
an illegal OBJECT.

A declaration by the original owner of 
chattel* that he had sold and hv the alleged 
purchaser that he had purchased such chat 
tel#, fall# short of an actual assignment of 
the property in the good# where there was 
no delivery of either documents or chattels 
to the alleged purchaser, nor was such want 
of formality cured by a "mere intention" 
to effect an illegal object.

Sanders v. Heilman, IS D.L.R. 481, 29 W. 
L.R. 460, 7 W.W.R. 133.
Bulk Saleh Act—“Lkjuob license and 

stock-in-trade"—Hotel furniture.
The sale of a liquor license and stock-in- 

trade is within the Bulk Sales Act. 11» 10— 
11. c. 38, but it is a condition precedent to 
setting aside the wale that the purchaser 
must have paid some part of the purchase 
money or have delivered some security 
therefor to the vendor, without taking the 
steps provided in the Act for the protection 
of the creditors; the attacking party fails if 
the purchase money remained still available 
for the creditors. The furniture of an hotel 
cannot he SOBsI4ts4 geode, "arcs or IIICI 
cliandise ordinarily the subject of trade and 
commerce so as to come within the Bulk 
hales Act (Sask.) 1910-11, c. 38.

Burthels v. Sloane, 19 D.L.R. 547, 7 8. 
L.R. 376, 30 W.L.R. 101.
Delivery with invoice.* for "good* hold,"

EFFECT OF—ABORTIVE NEGOTIATION8 FOR 
AGENCY CONTRACT.

Where plaintiffs proposed that defendant 
act as their agent in running a store ami 
the plaintiffs supplied the defendant with 
goods, but subsequently the parties failed 
to reacli an agreement in regard to the 
terms of a written contract of agency which 
had been drawn up, but the plaintiffs still 
kept supplying goods to the defendant send
ing him weekly invoices indicating that they 
were for goods "sold" to the defendant 
with the charge carried out, and which in
voices were signed by the defendant, the 
course of the dealing between the parties 
is that of seller and buyer rather than that 
of principal and agent.

Gallagher v. Freedman, 10 D.L.R. 436, 23 
W.L.R. 380.
Installation of machinent—VVobk and

A verbal agreement for the sale and in-
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► .aMillion of an oil burning plant which in- 
volvts the work of ripping out an old plant 
and aflixing to the freehold the substituted 
i ijiiipmeut is a contract for work and labour 
and not for goods sold and delivered, which 
i». not governed by the provisions of the Sale 
of Goods Act (B.C.). [liee v. Griffin, 1 B. 
k S. 272, applied.)

British American Paint Co. v. Fogh, 24 
D.L.R 01, 22 B.C.R. î»7. 32 W.L.R. 142. 8 
WAV R. 1331.
' «INSTRUCTION OF El-ElTMIC SIGN.

A contract by which a company under
takes to make and set up a complete elec
trical sign for a fixed price, is a sale and not 
k •ontiHct for the hiring of services.

Ma rev Sign Co. v. Rmittenberg, 48 Que.

iHANSFER OF I.IT1GIOV8 RIGHTS—DISCHARG
ING municipai.ity from i.iability—• 
Tam s ILLEGALLY IMPOSED.

A transfer by a person of all rights, ac
tions and claims against a municipality for 
repayment of taxes illegally and irregular
ly imposed upon immovable properties and 
paid by him, is a sale of litigious rights 
permitting to the municipality to lie relieved 
of liability in the manner provided hv art. 
1582 < ’.( ’. " ( Que. i.

McCarthy v. Hull. 24 Que. K.R. Ml. 
Sale by intervention—When accepted by 

PRINCIPAL.
In the sale hv intervention of an agent the 

vendor is not sufficiently put en demeure if 
an actual offer of the price agreed upon 
within the delay given to the agent for 
affecting the sale is not given to him.

Henry v. Beaulieu. 47 Que. S.C. 458.

The plaintiffs submitted a written pro
posal to defendant to supply and erect in 
operating order in the basement of defend
ant's theatre, on foundations supplied by 
defendant, an engine, generator and switch
board for a sum mentioned. The proposal 
embodied specifications for the engine de- 
scribing an "Ideal” engine in language evi
dently that of the manufacturers as follows: 
"I lie Ideal engine is particularly adapted 
to direct connected work on account of its 
perfect balance, quiet running.” The pro
posal was accepted by defendant who had 
previously selected the kind of engine he 
wanted from a numlier of different kinds 
mentioned in the preliminary discussions. 
The plaintiffs performed the contract, but 
the engine could not be made to run quietly 
« Hough to satisfy the defendant as the noise 
was heard n the auditorium above. Held, 
that the bargain was not a sale of goods 
mi a contract for work and materials and 
that there was no warranty that the engine 
would lie "quiet running” but only a recom
mendation of the type of engine chosen for 
the work required. The clause was general 
in its terms and had not in view any pai-

I ticular use of the engine. [Chalmers v.
' Harding, 17 L.T. 571, followed.)

Allis Chalmers, Bullock v. Walker, 21 
Man. L.R. 770, 15 W.L.R. 357.
Contract—Action for price of noons AL

LEGED TO HAVE BEEN SOL» AND DELIV
ERED— Evidence — Failure to estab
lish sale—Counterclaim—Costs.

Jaspeisoii v. Selkirk, 15 U.W.N. 348. 
Contract—Brokers — Sale of company- 

shaken—Dispute AS TO SH ARE OF PROF
ITS— Ascertainment of net amount 
REALIZED FROM 8AI.E—SALE BY DEFEND
ANTS TO EMPLOYEE AND RESALE BY HIM
— Bona fide sale — Accounting on
BASIS OF PRICE REALIZED UPON FIRST

Meldrum v. Martens, 17 O.W.X. lit). 
i Ok partnership rights.

When an offer is made hv one of three 
memlier# of a firm, to the other two, to buy 
them out, or to sell them "his rights in 
said business" for a specified sum and the 
latter alternative is accepted by them, theie 
is a completed contract of sale by the pro
poser to the acceptors. It covers the seller's 
share of all the assets of the firm and in
cludes moneys in excess of *500. deposited 
to its credit," at the time, in a bank, a third 
of whieh the seller claims to Is- his under 
the following clause in the articles of part
nership: "profits are to 1h* divided month
ly as soon ns the partnership lias to its 
credit, at the bank a surplus of $300.”

School v. Nophketes. 44 Que. S.C. 404. 
Insolvency—Revendication.

If a merchant sends t<> a tailor a quantity 
of cloth saying, "You will pay me as fast as 
you sell it.” it is not a sale but a mmidate 
to sell on commission; upon insolvency of 
the merchant the curator may. by seizure in 
revendication, compel the tailor to return 
the goods.

I .apierre, v. Beaudry, 40 Que. S.C. 301).
I Agreement of sale—Delivery.

Coder art. 1478, C.C. (Que. ' a promise of 
; sale is not equivalent to a *alc unless it is 
j accompanied by delivery and actual posses

sion : this rule applies not only to a promise 
I which is unilateral hut also to one which 

is bilateral.
j Greaves v. Oadieux, 50 Que. S.C. 361. 

Litigious rights—Bill of costs.
Hie assignment of a bill of costs in a con- 

I tested case by an attorney ad litem, to an
other attorney who has been substituted for 
him. is not a sale of litigious rights.

Millette v. Mayer, 50 Que. S.C. 312. 
Mistake as to price—Nullity.

Price is an essential element of the con
tract of sale; consequently, when the parties 
have failed to agree upon the price there 
lias been no sale. Where the seller has 
parted with his property bv reason of a mis- 

i take as to price he has the right to reven
du» te it without asking the rescission of the 
contract of sale.

Martineau v. Plante, 50 Que. S.C. 102.
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Goods of third person—Commercial or 
i 1VIL CONTRACT.

The exceptions tu the nullity of the mile 
nt a thing which docs not belong to the sel
ler, contained in arts. 1488-9, C.V. (Que.) 
should he strictly interpreted. When a 
i|ia 1er in automobiles sells one to a non- 
trader. and takes from him another machine 
m part payment, the contract made by the 
■ieiiI t is commercial and that by the non- 
iruder is purely civil, if a nontrading ven
dor is only the hirer of a machine which 
iM11 been seized in revendication by the own
er. the purchaser, although a trader in such 
matters, does not fall within the exceptions 
mentioned in arts. 1488-0.

riicmens v. McLaughlin Carriage Co., 49 
Que. S.C. 303.
Of things rvbject to lien.

\ sale of things subject to a lien may be 
ordered provided the purchaser, liefore tak
ing possession, fully disinteresta the lien
holder.

Glngras v. Maher, 10 Que. P.R. 230.
Farm machinery — Written agreement

for SALE NOT IN NAME OF BEAI. VENDOR
— Therefore no written agreement 
in FORM A. under the Farm Imple
ment Act—Purchaser entitled to re
turn of purchase-price.

The defendant sold to plaintiff a tractor, 
but the written agreement purported to lie 
made between the M.Coy. and plaintiff, 
whereas the M.Coy. had nothing to do with 
» lie sale. The court, therefore, found that 
there was no agreement in form A. under 
the Farm Implement Act between the vendes 
and purchaser for the sale and judgment 
was given to plaintiff for return of the pur- 
1 lm-c price less the profits made by him 
with the machine, the defendant to have 
repossession.

Taylor v. Jones, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 789. 
Farm machinery—The Farm Implement 

Act, Sark. 1915, c. 28—Omission from 
CONTRACT OF SALE OF WARRANTY CLAUSE 
REQUIRED BY ACT—CONTRACT INVALID— 
INPAYMENT AND DELIVERY UP OF NOTES 
TO PURCHASER AND REPOSSESSION BY

Fnder the Farm Implement Act, c. 28, 
(Sask. ). there must be inserted in a contract 
1er Mile of a “large implement'* the clause 
'hat the vendor warrants that the said 
machinery is well made and of good ma
terials.” without which clause the contract 
i® invalid. Where by mistake the vendors 
••milted this in their form of contract, judg
ment was given the purchaser declaring the 
agreement invalid and cancelling same and 
for delivery up of the notes given by the 
purchaser and repayment to him of the 
amount paid under the contract; upon pay- 
ment «s aforesaid and costs the vendors to 
bave possession of the machinery. Récu
sation was refused because the evidence

did not show that both parties intended the 
contract to lie something other than it was.

Frost \. Ui Compagnie des Jardin, [1919]
2 W.W.R. 457.
Contract—Entered into on Sunday— 

Validity.
A contract for the sale and delivery of 

goods entered into on Sunday is null‘and 
void as being in contravention of the Act to 
Prevent the Profanation of the Ixird's Day 
(R.S.S. 1909, c. 09). One who has taken 
delivery of goods sold under a void contract 
must either return the goods or pay for

Schuman r. l)rab, 49 D.L.R. 57, 12 S.L.R. 
409, 111*19] 3 W.W.R. 588.
Goods ordered from third party and sup

plied BY MISTAKE BY PLAINTIFF—
Knowledge ok defendant before us
ing OR DISPOSING OF TIIE GOODS.

Ackerman v. Morrison, 9 E.L.R. 307, af
firming 9 E.L.R. 198.
Sale of goods—Agency—Contract with 

seamen on defendant's ship—Glar-
A N TEE--- RaII.MK NT.

Levine v. Sebastian, 9 E.L.R. 311.
(8 I A—2)—What passes as appur

Upon an agreement to sell a hotel prem
ises and contents as a going concern at a 
fixed price to which was to lie added the 
invoice cost price of the liquors on hand, 
the contract will lie presumed to include 
quantities of wood and ice kept on the 
hotel premises and also the food supplies.

Hlnmquist v. Tvmchorak, « D.L.R. 337
22 W.LR. 205. [ Atlirmed, 10 D.L.R. 822,
23 W.L.R. M2.]
Effect—What passes as appvrtenancr 

—Sale of mine — Reservation .of 
“earnings’* till delivery of posses
sion—What within—Coal stored— 
Cash and book debts.

In a contract for the sale in lira-senti of 
a controlling interest in a colliery com
pany of which the vendor had possession 
and control de facto, a reservation to tie 
latter of the “earnings of the properties” 
up to the time of closing the sale, taken in 
conjunction with the vendor’s covenant to 
keep the property intact in the meantime, 
does not operate to enable the vendor to 
retain coal and coke in hand at the date 
of the contract, nor cash and book debts 
then belonging to the colliery company ; 
the “earnings” in such case are what the 
vendor can in the interim make by operat
ing, manufacturing and trading in the 
ordinary way of business so far as the 
purchaser’s consent can authorize him to 
do so, the vendor paying all the expenses 
of operation and upkeep and keeping for 
himself all the moneys representing the 
proceeds of coal mined, sold, and shipped 
during the period.

Canadian Collieries v. Dunsmuir : Dun*- 
muir v. Canadian Collieries, 20 D.L.R. 877.
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vaiving 13 D.L.R. 703, IS B.C.R. 383, 25 
\V.f„R. 1311.

B. Pahmi.no ok title : delivery.
( ÿ I B—.11—Delivery—Time kor—Silence 

or order as to time.
Shipment of good-» within a reasonable 

time is sufficient where the written order 
for their purchase is silent as to the time 
of delivery.

Moore "v. Canadian Fairbanks Co., 14 
D.L.R 4ft, 41 N.B.R. 483, 13 K.L.R. 317. 
Delivery — Standing tim her — Sever- 

am k — Effect — Passing of title - 
Delivery — Scfficiency or — Reten
tion of vendor’s lien.

Where a bargain and sale is completed 
with respect to goods, and everything to 
lie done on the part of the seller before the 
property should pass has been performed, 
then the property in the goods vests in the 
jurchaser, although the vendor still retains 
ii« lien, the price of the goods not having 

been paid. [Sweeting v. Turner. L.R. 7 
t/R. 313. and Tarling v. Baxter, »l B. & C. 
.'Ido. applied. | < in a sale of a quantity of
logs of stated dimensions to be taken out 
of the seller's standing timber by the buy
er by which the latter acquired the right 
to cut all the timber of a suitable class 
upon the land, the severance from the free
hold makes the cut timlier chattels. [Mc
Gregor v. McNeil, 32 U.C.C.P. 338, fol-
' xbGregor T. Whalen, 20 D.L.R. 48ft, 31 
O.L.R. 343.
Passing of property — Executory con

tract—Appropriation from stock.
Where an order is given for goods with 

an implied assent to appropriation by the 
seller to till the order, the contract is an 
executory one of bargain and sale until the 
appropriation has actually been made, and 
property in the goods does not pass before 
appropriation so as to support an action 
for goods sold and delivered if the buyer 
countermands the order

Sells v. Thomson, 17 D.L.R. 737. 1ft B.C. 
R, ton 17 W.L.B. Ml, • w.w.k. 7*1. 
Passing of title—Delivery—Grain stor

age TICKET—PRESUMPTIONS. HOW RE-

The presumption raised by the taking of 
a grain storage ticket in the shipper's own 
name that lie intended to retain the right 
of disposal and that the projierty in the 
goods did not pass, may Ik» rebutted by 
evidence shewing that lie did not intend to 
retain any control or interest in the prop
erty represented by the storage ticket of an 
elevator company, hut did intend that the 
whole property in the goods should pass to 
another having an equitable claim thereto 
of which he gave the elevator company

standard Trust Co. v. Karst. 20 D.L.R. 
10. 7 S.L.R. 2W>, 7 W.W.R. 702. 30 W.L.R. 
101.

Passing of title—New company to take
OVER BUSINESS.

Title to farm machinery purchased by 
the plaintiff and his associates never vest
ed in a subsequently incorporated com 
pany. which was to take over their busi 
ness, where the plaintiff, after the incor
poration of the company, on being com 
pel led to pay for the machinery received 
an assignment from hie associate* and the 
seller of the machinery of all their inter 
est therein, and nothing was ever done to 
transfer title to the eompanv; and the 
plaintiff may reeover the machinery from 
one claiming title through the company.

Reid v. Moore. 16 D.L.R. 361, 7 S.L.R. 
6ft. 6 W.W.R. 763, 27 W.L.K. 616, affirm 
ing 12 I).UR. 1»3, 24 W.L.R. 575.
Passing of title—Performance—Deliv- 

FRY OF DIFFERENT KIND OF ARTICLE.
An agreement, for the sale of an engine 

with a condition that it should be of a 
stipulated type and power is not carried 
out or performed by the seller merely fur 
nishing an engine of a different type and 
power. [Wallis v. Pratt, [lftll | A.C. 394, 
at 396. applied.)

Alabastine Vo. y. Canada Producer 4 
Gas Kngine Co.. 17 D.L.R. 813. .30 O.L.R 
394. affirming 8 D.L.R. 403, 23 O.W.R. 841. 
Grain—Delivery—“Buyer’s option.”

In a sale of grain deliverable at the 
“buyer’s option,” the seller is under no 
duty to procure cars for loading the grain 
Indore the option had lieen exercised.

Strong v. Heuer, 33 D.L.R. 396. [Iftl7] 
2 W.W.R. 764. 12 A.UR. 173. affirming 
41H17] 2 W.W.R. 27.
Grain — Delivery — Time and place — 

Duty as to cars—Tender—Repidi 
ation for nonacceptance — New 
trial—Newly discovered evidence.

Strong v. Lahd. 35 D.L.R. 400, 12 A.L.R 
19», [19171 2 W.W.R. 769.
Grain — Place of delivery — “Basis in 

store at”—Sufficiency of memoran 
di m — Sales of Goods Ordinaxcf 
(Alta.), ss. 6, 28—Canada Grain 
Act. 1912. c. 27.

Calgarv Grain Co. v. Nordness, 33 D.L.R. 
794. 12 A.UR. 203, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 713. 
Grain — Pi.ack of delivery — “Basis in 

stork at"—Sufficiency of memoran
dum — Sales of Goods Ordinance 
( Alta. ).

Calgarv Grain Co. v. Liddle. 35 D.L.R. 
797, 12 À.L.R. 188. [19171 2 W.W.R. 717. 
Immediate — Vesting of property — 

Destruction—Burden of loss.
Where there is an immediate sale and 

nothing remains to lie done by the vendor 
as lietween him and the vendee, the prop 
ertv in the thing sold vests in the vendee 
and all the consequences resulting from the 
vesting follow, one of which is that if it i« 
destroyed the loss falls on the vendee. The 
note of the buyer imports also an imme
diate. perfect, absolute agreement for sale.
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Held, that a contract for the sale of cer
tain »traw and hay, the purchaser agree- 
ing n«*t to “uae” the straw until it was 
l>aiil for, was a contract for an immediate 
•ah', and the property in the goods passed 
immediately to the vendee who must suffer 
liie loss, it having been subsequently

lira % Tangye, 49 D.L.R 62, [1919] 3
tt'.U.R. 533.
CiHllfs NOT SPECIFIED OB ASCERTAINED.

A contract for the sale of 1,200 bushels of 
» heat, which may be complied with by the 
delivery of any *1,200 bushels of wheat, is 
nut a sale of any spécifie or ascertained 
wheat; e. 18 of the Sale of Goods Act 
i>a<k.i applies, and no property in the 
goods is transferred to the buyer, unless 
.uni until the goods are ascertained.

Zaieei \. Jsssks, 48 D.L.H. 828, Il S.L.K
4M. |1918] 3 W.W.K. 757.
Purchase price—Right to refund.

A purchaser of goods who has paid the 
purchase price agreed upon, and for which 
lie lias received full consideration, has no 
further interest in such purchase price. 
The refusal of the vendor to accept a por
tion of the purchase price which he has 
agreed might be charged by the agent mak 
ing the sale, doe-- not entitle the purchaser 
to a refund of this amount, as having been 
paid for a particular purpose which has 
failed.

Devall v. fiorinan, 42 D.L.R. 673, 13 A.L. 
R. Vi". [1918] 3 W.W.R. 221. [Reversed, 
!.. D.L.R. «54, 58 Lau. 8.C.R. 889, [1919] 
1 W W.R. 836.]
Sale of another’# property — Stolen 

hoods—Attachment.
The depository of merchandise who is 

surreptitiously dispossessed by a person 
taking the name of the depositor, and who 
sell* these stolen goods to a third person, 
has « right to an attachment against him. 
The rules of exception to the nullity of 
the r>ale of the thing stolen, contained in 
art». 1488 to 1490 of C.C. (Que.), ought to 
I# interpreted strictly and with limitation. 
It is sound legal doctrine that any con
tract or bargain may take on the character 
of -ummerciality as to one of the contract
ing parties and non-commerciality as to the 
other party; and in this case the contract 
i* not cummercial in the meaning of arts. 
1188, 1489, 1490, relating to the sale of the 
thing stolen. Article 1489 applies only to 
mie who exercises his trade publicly, osten
sibly and habitually in the locality where 
he is known and the fact of occasionally 
><‘l!ing effects at the place of business of 
Die purchasers cannot constitute this occa
sional vendor “a trader dealing in similar 
articles." The meaning of the word 
‘ »t'den" in art. 1489 should not be inter
preted restrictivelv so as to be absolutely 
within the limits of the definitions of the 

Can. Dig.—123.

authors of criminal law, hut it should be 
largely extended; and it is sufficient that 
the lawful possessor Is* dispossessed of the 
thing fraudulently, by one who wrongfully 
appropriated it, in order that the latter's 
act may constitute a theft.

Charron v. Walker, 54 Que. 8.C. 439. 
Delivery—Duty ok seller.

In the absence of a counter agreement 
the seller is not bound to send or carry the 
goods to the buyer; lie does all that he is 
bound to do by leaving or placing the goods 
at the buyer's disposal so that the latter 
is able to remove them.

Hertle v. Jenny, 22 D.L.R. 742, 49 N.8.R.
6.

Delivery and acceptance — Giving in

Giving in payment is not an act of com
merce intrinsically, but it may become so 
by reason of the status of the parties. 
Thus, when a giving in payment is set up 
by a trader against a nontrader, it cannot 
lie proved by witnesses. The exception 
contained in art. 2260, par. 5, C.C. (Que.), 
which says that a sale of movables between 
a trader and a person who is not, is always 
considered to he a commercial sale, is lim
ited to the sale, and like every exception 
cannot be extended. Now, according to art. 
1592, C.C. (Que.), a giving in payment 
is not a sale, and is only equivalent to a 
sale when there has been delivery. When 
a purchaser takes possession of goods 
that he claims to have purchased notwith
standing the prohibition of the owner 
there lias been neither delivery nor accept
ance of these goods.

Lortie v. Marien, 47 Que. 8.C. 255. 
Passing or title—Wheat in elevator— 

PUBCHAHE PRICE NOT PAID—DESTRUG- 
tion by fire—Vendor's loss.

Richardson v. Georgian Bay Milling & 
Pcyver Co., 26 O.W.R. 441.
Contract—Formation—Sale or goods— 

Correspondence—Failure to arrive
AT CONCLUDED BARGAIN OB CONSENSUS
ad idem — Evidence — Findings of 
Trial Judge—Appeal.

Jackson v. Hawley, 7 O.W.N 300.
Sale of goods—Shipment or cabload of

fresh FRUIT FROM DISTANT PLACE—DE
LIVERY F.O.B. AT PLACE OF SHIPMENT —
Delay of carriers and neolkct to 
ice car—Fruit arriving in overripe
CONDITION—l»H8 UPON RESALE BY PUR
chaser — Attempt to make vendor
RESPONSIBLE—No NEGLECT SHEWN — 
No IMPLIED WARRANTY OB CONDITION
—Risk of transit—Evidence—Cob 
bf.spondencb—Invoice — Terms ok 
sale—Express exemption or vendor 
-Liability of carriers.

Atlantic Fruit Co. v. Oke, 16 O.W.N. 121.

*
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SALE OF (i001)8—CONTRACT—l’AKT Pl.KI ORM- 
axcb—Bbeac ii - - Dam ages for NONDE
LIVERY OF PART OK GOODS — ORDER AC- 
tsmep BT AGENTS—RATIFICATION 1IY 
vendors — Third party claim — 
Agents’ com mission—Costs.

Toronto Furniture Co. v. Devon Lumber 
Co., 17 U.W.N. 42.
Passing of title.

A sale of stolen property is void, and 
the owner has a right to an art ion for re
vendication against a purchaser in good 
'aith who retains possession of it. without 
being obliged to reimburse him the price 
he paid for it.

Lapointe v. Charlehois, 42 Que. S.C. 57. 
Passing of title—Deli very.

It is incumbent on the buyer to ascer
tain the quantity and quality of the thing, 
on taking delivery at the time and place 
agreed upon, lienee, in the case of the sale 
of a crop of tobacco, where delivery was to 
lie made at 8., evidence of its quantity 
and quality when delivered there will out
weigh that of quantity and quality found 
subsequently at the, city of Montreal.

Piquette v. Landry, 44 Que. S.C. 517. 
Distinction between sale and promise 

ok sale—Violation of promise not
FOLLOWED BY POSSESSION—Til 1RD PAR 
TY PURCHASER BY REGISTERED TITLE— 
Advocate's AUTHORITY FORMS of JU
DICIAL admission—Revocation oi ad
mission—C.C. Qi E. 1027, 106.*), 1472, 
1476, 1477, 1478—C.C.P. 3, 251, 2M0- 
890, 316. 372. .*.27 fill, 1177

A distinction must lie made concerning a 
sale, as to the effects between :—(a) Its 
pollicitation, i.e., a promise not followed 
by an acceptance. (b) Such a promise 
after acceptance, but without any obliga
tion to buy, which is then called unilateral, 
(e) A promise of sale accompanied by the 
one of purchase, which is then called 
synallagmatic, (d) A promise of sale fol
lowed by possession, which corresponds to 
a sale, (e) The sale itself. A sale, ami a 
promise of sale followed by possession alone 
imply the transfer of property ; a viola
tion of the other promises may only give 
rise to an action in damages, accompanied 
or not by an action to obtain the title, 
and subject to the rules of registration, in 
the case of several titles of acquisition to 
the same property. A promise of sale 
which does not transfer the ownership is 
of no value against a third person who has 
acquired it by a valid title, duly régis-

< 'ousineau v. Gagnon, 23 Que. K.R. 306. 
Recovery of prices—Omission to allege 

delivery—Bilateral contract—t or- 
relative ALLEGATIONS—C.C. ART. 1203 
—C.C.1V art. 123.

A vendor who sues for the price of sale, 
should allege and prove delivery of the 
goods sold, for the fulfillment of liis obliga
tion to deliver is an essential condition of 
hie right to the price.

The plaintiff cannot amend or complete 
his statement of claim by his reply to the 
defence. Thus a vendor who claims the 
price of goods sold, without alleging deliv
ery in his statement of claim, cannot plcml 
delivery in his reply.

Royal Paper Box Co. v. Druintuoinlville 
Matches, 50 Qui*. S.C. 25U.
Sale—Delivery — Demand — Cancella

tion of SALE—C.C. (QUE.) arts. 10U7 
1643, 1.144.

A vendor lias not made a projier demand 
on a purchaser to pay the purchase price 
in making hi* representative understand 
that lie wished to he paid before making 
delivery. When some hay is to lie deliv
ered as soon as the purchaser can furnish 
the wagons to take it away, there is nu 
ni ma ml to the pureha*er to accept deliver)- 
of the hay when the wagons are ready to 
receive it. The vendor must make a proper 
demand on the purchaser. The vendor in 
default of making a demand on the pur
chaser to take the hay. cannot consider tlie- 
sale as broken off and resell the hay to 
another purchaser. The damage* which n

fureha*er can obtain from a vendor, who 
as made default in delivery of goods sold, 

is the difference between the contract price 
and the market price at the time when tin- 
goods should have been delivered. When 
in a sale of goods, the vendor is not a mer
chant and the purchaser is one. oral evi
dence is admitted in favor of the vendor.

J.a beige v. Lepage, 16 Que. S.C. 207. 
Hat — Weighing — Ownership — Sei

zure—Resales—C.C. ART. 1474.
A sale of articles described as in hulk, 

but to lie sold by weight, as the sale of all 
the hay which one iinds in a ham at $13 
ton, is only complete after the hay ha* 
been weighed ; up to that time the "buyer 
has no absolute ownership and cannot seize 
and resell it.

Hurley v. Gamache, 21 Rev. Leg. 432. 
Sale—Cattle—Refusal by purchaser to

PAY FOR CATTLE DELIVERED NOT .IVSTI- 
F*YING VENDOR IN REFUSING DELIVERY 
OF BALANCE — MEASURE OF DAMAGES 
F"OR FAILURE TO DELIVER.

The purchasers under a contract for >nl« 
of cattle, fearing that the vendor was not 
going tu continue delivery according to 
his contract, refused to pay for cattle 
already delivered, although such payment 
was due under the contract. This was 
held in the circumstances not to amount to 
a repudiation of the whole contract and 
therefore not to justify refusal of the ven
dor to deliver the balance of the cattle. 
[Principle as settled in Mersey Steel ft 
Iron Co. v. Naylor. 9 App. ( as. 434. ap
plied.] The measure of the purchaser's 
damages for such nondelivery was held to 
lie the difference between the contract price 
and the current price at the time when 
the cattle should have been delivered; and 
was not limited to the amount, required to 
make up to the purchasers the profit to
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v,, ni «ai a certain resale which they had 
mail, of the cattle; it not having been

h, u h tu the parties when the contract 
- made that the purchaser» were buying 

r « i, h re-ale. W here the contract was
-ale of ••about” certain specified mini 

,i. of steers, the evidence showing that
i, word "almut"' was thus used because it 

not .crt a in that the ventior would have
exactly that number and it was intended 
I,, leave room for a possible small shortage 
lui it appared that the vemlor had the 
,t*ri« necessary to make the balance up to 
the number* contracted for before the last 
day lor delivery under the contract, he was 
li«id liable to"lie charged with the sanie. 
A delivery of SOI In-ad was held to satisfy 
a contract to sell “between two to three 
hundred cows.” Where the «-attic were 
odd hv weight the average weight of vinsses 
H.uially «lelivered was a«-eepted as the 
,,-i- of damage for certain cattle not de

livered.
Yeast r. Knight. [If»]»] 2 W.W.R. 467. 

Sam. or good*—t argo or coal—Expenses 
or ui m it a no i .\u cakoo—Liability roe. 

Lehigh Valley Coal Id. v. King, 9 E.L.R.
42.
(loons SHIPPED ON CONSIGNMENT—ASSIGN- 

MKXT— PROPERTY VESTED IN SELLER— 
Ul ISTANDl.NG ACCOUNT*.

V\e-l«-rn Canada Flour Mills v. Middle- 
, 19 O.W.R. 722. 2 O.W.X. 1379.
Ig I B—61—Inspection.

\ provision in a i-ontract for the sale of 
logs that they are to la- «lelivered and safe 
Iv Inmmed in cove and notice given that 
•he driving operati«ms had «-eased for the 
nine bring and inspect ion of them had been 

. <le and found satisfactory, create» condi
tion- precedent to be «•«implied with to the 
pa—ing «if the property in the logs.

I ,liner v. Smith, 26 D.L.R. 511, 49 N.8. 
R. 435.

Ihe property in goods passes when the 
-«Her and buyer intend it shall pass—an
• <li-r f«ir goods after inspecting samples is 
nut necessarily a “sal«‘ by sample.' Ihe 
property in goods so ordered, and sent by 
'.•mer. ndilressed to the buyer, passes upon 
the delivery to the carrier.

II. Faulkner., .18 III..R. 84, 40 O.I..R. 
TV artirming 12 O.W.N, 50.
VP fits IDS—GOVERNMENT INSPECTION—Dr 

i a( to orricEB—Recovery back or pub
« HASE 1 BICE.

T’niler a contract which provides for the 
*.'!«• of goods to he “Government inspected.” 
ihe purchaser may recover back the pur-
• lia-e price which he has lieen obliged t«« 
I'M\ in order to get possession of the 
goods, where the inspection was not made 
by a (lovernment inspector, but by an 
»- -iant appointed by an inspector who 
had no power to make such appointment 
emi -o «lid not «-omplv with the inspection 
stipulated for in the contract. The de

facto doctrine has no appli«*ation to such

Fawcett v. Halticld, 50 D.L.R. 322, re
versing 31 D.L.R. 498, 44 X.B.R. 339. 
itiuur or inspection.

Where goods are sold through a broker, 
and ihe seller undertakes to deliver goods 
of a particular «|uality to a carrier to be 
forwarded to the buyer at a distant place, 
to la- paid for on arrival, the right of in
spection continues till the g«»ods arrive and 
are excepted at tlieir ultimate destination, 
namely, the buyer's warehouse. [Thomson 
v. Dy ment, 13 Van. 8.C.R. 303. distin
guished. |

I liâmes Canning Co. v. Eekardt, 23 
D.L.R. 805, 34 U.L.R. 72.
Sale or noons—Action fob pbicb—Writ

ten agreement—Absence or express 
warranty — Caveat emptor—8aie of 
am ine ariu.e ur article or speci
fied class -Doubtful description— 
Paroi, evidence to explain—Right to
INSPECT AND 1K.IECT— PROVISION OF 
AGREEMENT THAT PROPERTY NOT TO 
PAHS TILL PAYMENT—EVIDENCE JUSTI
FYING rejection—Finding op Triai. 
Judge—Appeal.

Butler v. Dunlop, 8 O.W.N. 162.
Hale or goods—Contract—Place or pay 

ment— Breach in Ontario — Juris 
diction or Ontario court—Right to
REJECT GOODS — InhPEOTION—DELIVERY 
to carrier — Statute oi Frauds - 
Leave to set up by amendment— 
Memorandum in writing — Corres
pondence—Acceptance before bkpi di

Slowman v. Brenton, 8 O.W.N. 477.
(g 1 B—7)—Delivery to carrier—Ship 

ment k.o.b.—Biu. or lading attached 
TO DRAFT—PASHING OF TITLE.

The title tu goods delivered to a carrier 
under an order fur shipment f.o.h. and 
shipped in the name of the seller, with a 
draft for the purchase price attached to 
the bill of lading, which was sent a bank 
with instruction- to deliver the bill ol 
lading to the purchaser only on payment, 
(1,,,-s not pass to the latter until the con 
«lit ion is fulfilled or the punhaser offers to 
fulfill it, and «lemands the bill of lading. 
|S«-«»tt v. Melady, 27 A.R. (Ont.) 193; ami 
Graham v. latird Co., ‘20 O.L.R. 11, fol
lowed.] The refusal of the defendant, after 
judgment in his favour in an action on a 
draft, for the value of goods shipped to him. 
which he bad refused to accept because of 
a shortage, to consent to the delivery to 
Ihe plaintiff of the bill of lading out o[ 
court, does not amount to a claim by the 
defendant to the bill, or to the goods rep 
resented by it.

Vipond v. Hiseo, 14 D.L.R. 129, 29 0.L.1V
200.

Dr.MVEBf TO CARRIER.
Delivery to a carrier of the goo«ls eon 

Iracted for, to be shipped by a method*
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different from tliât provided by the eon 
tract, is nut such u «Hivery u* is contem 
plated by s. 31 of the Sale of Goods Art 
R.8.S. c. 147. Where goods sold by the 
plaintiffs to the defendant were, by tie- 
contract made between the parties, to In 
shipped by freight, and were delivered hx 
the plaintiffs to a railway company to Im- 
shipped by express to the defendant, aim 
were not in fart delivered :—Held, that the 
defendant was not liable for the price of 
the goods. The fact that the goods were 
shipped bv a faster means of transporta 
tion. which might la* for the benefit of the 
defendant, but xvithout his knowledge or 
consent, could not change the rights of the 
parties under the contract.

McGowan Vigar Co. v. O'Flynn, HI W.L. 
R. 877.
Delivery to Carrier.

A sale of things by weight, number or 
measure is not perfected until they have 
lieen weighed, counted or measured. Where 
an order for goods is sent from Montreal to 
a firm at Naples ( Italy i, to be delivered 
f.o.b. to an express company, the buyer's 
agent there, the goods become the property 
of the buyer at the moment of the delivery, 
and they remain at his own risk in transitu.

Vi pond v. Moiitefuaco, 20 Que. K.B. 490. 
OBLIGATION a OK VENDOR—DELIVERY F.O.B.— 

Defective railway carriage—Daxi 
AGES IX TRANSIT—C.C. ARTS. 1472, 
1492, 1495.

A vendor of goods or merchandise, who 
in making delivery on a railway carriage, 
conform» to the agreement usually made 
with his purchaser, f.o.b. at a designated 
point, is not responsible for damages sus
tained by the go ds in the course of the 
journey by reason of the defective state of 
the carriage. In procuring a carriage for 
the vendor to take charge of the goods, 
according to the terms of the altove agree
ment the railway company constitutes it
self the agent of the buyer ; and it is 
against the company alone that the latter 
has any right of action in a case of dam
ages to the goods in transitu.

Montreal Abattoirs Co. v. Murphy, 50 
Que. 8.C. 405.
Sale of goodh—Resale by buyer—Pur

chase price CLAIMED BY BOTH SELLER 
and buyer—Question whether prop
erty PASSED TO BUYER—DELIVERY TO 
carrier- Intention.

Frontier Coal Co. v. Pennsylvania Cen
tral Coal Co., 10 O.W.X. 239.
(§ I B—81—Appropriation—Bill of lad

ing—Liability for loss.
A shipper of goods who has the bills of 

lading made to his own order, and attached 
lo a draft drawn upon the purchaser 
through a bank, for delivery to the pur
chaser upon payment of the draft, does not 
1 hereby appropriate the goods so as to vest 
the property in the purchaser, and the 
seller is therefore liable to pay the amount 
of any loss or damage to the goods during

oil 12

transit, if the purchaser has paid the price 
of the goods at the time of shipment.

Prairie City Oil Co. v. Stewart Munn 4 
Vo., .12 U.L.R. 141, 51 Que. S.C. 141.
( S I II—91—Sufficiency of delivery.

Where a contract for the sale of goods is 
an entire one and the vendor withholds any 
of the goods and chattels included, the pur
chaser need not accept delivery of the 
remaining portion, but may repudiate the 
agreement and recover hack any money 
pa ill on account of the purchase-price.

Illoimpiist v. Tvinchorak. H D.L.R. 337, 22 
W.L.R. 20.V | Affirmed. 10 D.L.R. 822. 23
W.L.M. 002.)
of wood blabs — Delivery at wharf — 

Vhagk or custom—Expense of load
ing—Wood not in accordance with 
contract — Finding of .ivry — Evi- 
hence—Appeal.

Myers v. Gibbon, 48 D.L.R. 744. 
Hashing of title—Sufficiency ok deuv-

Title to a <|iiantity of grain stored in a 
grain elevator will pass from the seller to 
the buyer, where it appears that the buyer 
had made several purchases of grain from 
the seller, who carried a stock of grain in 
the elevator, by placing several order* 
through the elevator agent and then 
accepting a draft drawn bv the seller for 
the purchase price each time a purchase 
was made, the seller in each instance ex
ecuting an order on' the elevator agent 
rei|uesting him to deliver to the buyer the 
amount of grain purchased, and where it 
appears that the grain remained in the 
elevator subject to the buyer’s right to re
move any part of it at any time, and that 
some of the grain had been actually with
drawn by him, notwithstanding that no 
separation of the grain sold had ever l#een 
made from the rest of the grain belonging 
to the seller and that the elevator agent 
was not employed by the seller to make 
auvh sales, but the parties aeted through 
him as a matter of convenience.

Inglia v. Richardson, 14 D.L.R. 137. 211 
D.L.R. 229, reversing on other grounds 10 
D.L.R. 158.
Delivery—Sufficiency.

Vmler a contract to sell building oa 
terials with freight prepaid to the plaee of 
delivery, there was no delivery of materi
als, where the buyer refused to recede 
them. Iteeause the railway company held the 
shipments for freight charges and duty, and 
lie was not furnished with any invoice of 
the shipments.

Western Planing Mills Co. v. Eaton, 11 
D.L.R. 325, 24 W.L.R. 411.
Passing of title—Delivery—Sufficiency 

—Ascertainment.
Vnder s. 18 of the Sale of Goode Art, 

R.S.S. 1909, c. 147, a buyer for value of 
one-half of the grain to he grown on the 
seller’s land is not, as against execution 
creditors, vested with any property in such
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portion shall have been 
suertained by a division and setting aside 
ui the speviliv portion which the buyer is 
to receive.

Kidd v. Dueherty, 1U D.L.R. 625, 7 S.L.
I ; w 1.1: IM, S u u R. lie.
Si FFICIESCY OF DELIVERY—FRAUD—REMIT- 

I I Mi CASK KOK RETRIAL.
Johnson v. Vlmmyszyn. 27 D.L.R. 78ll, 34

W.L.R. 389.
( OXSIKI CTIVB DELIVERY—(iOODH IX TOSSES- 

HIOX OF rill RU PARTY.
Where there is a sale of goods‘which at 

tli- lime of the sale are not in the posses 
-on of the vendor, hut in the possession 
of h third party, and that party is made 
aware of the *nlc and consents to the goods 
remaining in his possession as the good* 
of the vendee, that is sufficient actual 
. Image of possession to support the sale.

arf v. I hi la h-,ugh. É D.L.R. M, s 
W .W .Il. 221, 30 W.L.R. 840.
t llNSIRI I TIVK DELIVERY—(ÎOOD8 IN POSHES- 

SIO.N OK THIRD PRR80N.
I’o-session is acquired not only by cor 

pineal delivery, but also by an actual and 
implied delivery when the purchaser take* 
po.-c-.ion of the thing sold with consent 
of the vendor, even when there was no con
tact with the thing itself. Thus one who 
purchases a horse in possession of a third 
party and notifies the latter of his pur- 
dia-e and asks him to keep the horse for 
him sufficiently takes possession of it.

Mailloux v. Beaudry, 48 Que. 8.C. t>. 
sxit of boat—Sufficiency or delivery.

I poll the sale of a lioat, delivery thereof 
is inferred immediately upon payment of 
part of the purchase price, particularly 
where the buyer is permitted to use the 
l*-at without any objection by the seller.

l-osier v. Mallay, 24 D.L.R-. 313. 43 X.B. 
R. 364.
SUFFICIENCY OK DELIVERY — BULK <jVANT!

W hen a certain quantity of movables is 
sold to furnish a house, the sale is that of 
an entire quantity, and delivery is only 
complete when the last movable is deliv-

Valiquette v. Gagnon, 48 Que. S.C. 442. 
tloons NOT AITROI’RIATED at time OF rUB- 

• mask—Cancellation.
The defendant having at the solicitude of 

the plaintiff's agent signed a contract for 
the purchase of certain volumes on the in
stalment plan, the goods at the time of 
the purchase not being in a deliverable 
state, and not being actually appropriated 
to the contract, the defendants on the 
same day, by letter, cancelled the order:— 
Held, that the implied assent to an appro
priation of the goods was withdrawn by 
th. letter of cancellation, and that the 
plaintiffs could not thereafter convert the 
executory contract into an executed one.

| Sells v. Thomson Stationery Vo., 27 YV.L. 
R. 003, followed.]

Publishers Assn. v. Rowland, 32 W.L.R. 
«46.
PERISHABLE GOOD#—DELIVERY TO AGENT OF 

I'URUII AHKK FOR CARRIAGE— I NSTKW 
TIO.N S AS TO PRESERVATION IX CARRIAGE 
—Duty of vendors—Goods rendered 
USELESS BY NEGLIGENCE OF l-l RCIIAS-
kk's agent—Liability fob loss.

Van Zonnefeld v. Gilchrist, 8 O.W.X. 4. 
Delivery ok goods in excess of require 

ME NTH OF VENDEE—BAILMENT OB SALE 
— In SOI. VENU Y OF VENDEE—VONTEST 
BETWEEN VENDOR AND ASSIGNEE FOB 
CREDITORS.

McArthur Irwin Vo. v. Gausby, 11 O.W. 
N. 03.
Delivery of part — Giving promissory

NOTE FOB TOTAL PRICE.
Fuller x'. Holland, Il K.L.R. 110.

(8 I B—10)—Postponement or dki.ivf.ry 
—Consent.

A postponement of the time of delivery, 
whether at the instance of the seller or of 
the buyer of the goods, to which the other 
party assents, has not the effect of abrogat
ing the contract.

Western Canada Flour Mills Co. v. Crown 
Bakery, 21 D.L.R. «41. 32 W.L.R. 179. 
Breach of contrait — Nondelivery— 

(loons in storage—Failure ok vf.n- 
IKIH TO DELIVER WAREHOUSE RECEIPT.

( heekik v. Price. 18 W.L.R. 268.
(8 I B—11)— Place or time of delivery.

Where the time for the delivery of a piano 
was omitted from an order therefor, it is de
liverable within a reasonable time after the 
date of the order.

Heintzman v. Bundle, 4 D.L.R. 688, 5 
K.L.R. 121, 20 W.L.R. 202.
Time tor delivery.

A contract to sell a building contractor 
materials for railway stations, delivery to 
he made at the places where the materials 
xvere to lie used, implies an obligation on the 
seller’s part to deliver within a reasonable 
time, regardless of any car shortage on the 
carrying railroads.

Western Planing Mills Co. v. Katon, 11 
D.LR. 326. 24 W.L.R. 411.
Time of delivery—Delay—Refusal to ac

cept.
Phipps v. Freeland. 26 D.L.R. 868. 32 

W L.R 366.
Appropriation—Reasonable time.

Inspection, measuring and branding of 
logs under a contract of sale is a sufficient 
appropriation to pass the property in the 
whole cut so inspected and branded Where 
no definite time for delivery appears to have 
been actually* fixed, the law will imply a 
duty to deliver within a reasonable time.

White v. Greer, 30 D DR. 70, 36 O.L.R.
306.
Machinery—Title.

Under a contract of purchase, which en-
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title» the purchubcr to have machinery 
erected in good running order on hi» prem
ises, under the superintendence of the ven
dor’s expert, before he van be ealled upon 
to accept and pay for it, the property in the 
goods does not puss until this condition is 
complied with and if the machinery 
shipped in parts is lost in transit the loss 
falls «in the vendor.

Hoe v. Foote, 40 D.L.R. 078, 03 Que. S.C. 
116
Animal — Title — Promissory note— 

Transferee without notice.
Kdgar v. Bahrs, 43 D.L.R. 372, 11 S.1..R. 

457, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 817.
Delivery “on car"—Duty as to—Grain

In a sale of grain to lie delivered “on 
car" it is the buyer’s duty to furnish tho 
car, and he must do so before lie van sue for 
breach of contract for nondelivery of the 
grain.

Stuart v. Clarke. 30 D.L.R. 854, 11 A.L.R.
681, (1»17| S W.W.R. 164».
Place of contract—Sale by sampik.

If a traveling salesman offers his goods 
to a customer who refuse* to purchase with
out a sample, and upon such refusal the 
business house forwards the sample, upon 
examination of which the customer signs the 
order, the contract is complete at the place 
where the order is signed.

I-amontagne Go. v. Parsons, 18 Que. P.R. 
SIS.

In a sale hv a traveling salesman the 
eontract is made at the place where the 
order is taken, and if the order requires 
ratification by the employer of the dalesman 
such ratification will retroact to the day and 
place when and where the «ale was made. 
Delivery is only an accessory to the sale 
and not an element, in the constitution of 
the contract.

Gendreau v. J .a vigne, 18 Que. P.R. 324. 
Contract — Salk of hoods — Shipment

AFTER TIME FIXED—REFUSAL TO ACCEPT
—Justification—Findings of jury— 
Reason able time—Appeal—Costs.

Patterson v. It. Biglev Mfg. Co., 17 0. 
W.X. SH.
Place of delivery—Agreement.

The designation of a railway station as 
the address, after the signature to a con
tract. does not form an integral part of it 
and does not constitute an agreement as to 
the place of delivery. The purchaser can
not refuse to take away the goods which 
have been sent to another station equally 
far from his residence.

Carette Co. v. Xault, 49 Que. S.C. 610. 
Bale of goods—Shipment by rail—Fail

ure to deliver to railway company 
—Place of breach. •

Where by a contract made in Montreal 
for sale and delivery of goods the vendor 
is to ship the goods to the purchaser at 
Kdmontou, via C.P.R. and the purchaser is 
to pay the freight, the delivery of the goods

to the railway company in Montreal for car
riage to the purchaser in Edmonton is in 
the ordinary case a delivery to the pur
chaser. and the failure to do so is a breath 
of contract by the vendor in Quebec and not 
in Albertu.

Volanskv Clothing Co. v. Bannockburn 
Clothing Co. f 1910J 3 W.W.R. 913. 
Terms—Place of delivery.

A sale by a merchant in Quebec to a eus 
tomcr doing business in St. Hyacinthe, of 
goods payable at a rate per pound, with 
the stipulation that they should not “lose 
more than 2 per cent of their Invoiced 
weight on transit" is subject to the imidied 
condition that delivery should be made at 
St. Hyacinthe.

Paradis v. Duclos, 20 Que. K.B. 97. 
Variance of place of delivery—Meas

ure OF DAMAGES—QUANTUM MESV1T.
Vansvoxoc v. Simons, 3 A. L. R. 49.

(§ I B—12)—Sale f.o.b.—Goods damaged 
by frost—Liability.

A frost severe enough to damage potatoes 
in transit by rail is to be treated us some
thing out of the ordinary course, the risk 
of which must rest upon the buyer under 
a contract of «ale f.o.b. at point of shipment, 
unless there is an indication of a contrary 
Intention in the contract.

Mavhexv v. Scott Fruit Co., 21 D.L.R. 54, 
8 A.IaIL tilt. 30 W.L.R. Ititi, 7 W.W.R. 1140. 
(8 I B—13)—Failure to comply with 

terms—Resale.
Where, by terms of sale of horses at ;tn 

executor's sale, the purchaser was to furnish 
an approved note by a certain time, the fact 
that the executor told the purchaser that if 
the animals were left on his unoccupied 
farm they would be at the risk of the buyer, 
and that by the seller’s direction the horses 
were put into a livery stable by the buyer, 
does not conclude the seller from claiming 
that title to tlie property did not pass where 
the buyer failed to furnish the note in time. 
Where, by the terms of an executor’s sale 
settlement was to lie made at once and the 
purchasers of a chattlc agreed that they 
would furnish an acceptable note before tin- 
next. evening, their failure to do «o justifies 
a resale of the vhattle by the executor 
where the title to the chattel did not pas* 
to the purchaser

Chew v. Crockett, 7 D.L.K. 730. 22 W.L. 
R. 384. 3 W.W.R. 225.
Of goods—Failure to comply with terms 

—Resale—Action for balance due 
—Forkci osi re.

Advance Rumclv Thresher Co. v. Cotton,
4fl D.L.R. mm. 11919] 1 W.W.R. 914.
Of animale—Money paid ox account- 

lapse of time—Presumption of abax- 
don ment—Resale—Damages.

When a party to a contract for the sale 
of goods has bv his conduct, practically 
abandoned the same, be cannot succeed in an 
action for damages; the other party in the 
meantime having made a resale, nor can he
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recover the money paid on account, unless 
he proves that such money is not a deposit 
[Howe v. Smith, 27 Ch. D. 89; Palmer v. 
Temple, 9 Ad. * El. 508, followed.]

Baldwin v. Brianger, 50 D.L.R. 640, 
[1930] 1 W.W.R. 216.
toxinriOXAl, HALF. — Lien-note — Seizure 

AMI RESALE OF PROPERTY—SALE AT UN- 
MRVAU i

Boucher v. Lou, IS W.L.R. IN.
Bki:a< ii of contract—Late belivf.rt or

GOOIIH HOLD—M INSURE OF DAMAGES—
Indemnity against loss.

Wertlieim v. Chicoutimi Pulp C'o.,[1911]
A . i . 301.

C. Conditional sales.
Registration of, see Chattel Mortgage.
IS 1 C—15)—The sale of a restaurant 

license under deed of transfer stipulating 
that the purchaser will become proprietor 
thereof only when he has paid to the 
vendor all the instalments of price due, 
ami that failure to make any of these pay
ments will cause the assets sold to revert 
to the vendor, is a valid sale under suspen- 
sive condition.

Turgeon v. St. Charles, 7 D.L.R. 445, 22 
Que. K.B. 58. [Reversed in 15 D.L.R. 298, 
13 K.LR. 521.1

There will he dismissal on the merits 
in an action for the recovery of the pur
chase price of a hay press, where it ap- 
peavs that the contract sued upon was not 
a -ale, but was simply a promise of con
ditional sale, and that "the machine in ques
tion was promptly returned, pursuant to a 
clause in the contract, containing a stipula
tion that the machine would be taken back 
bv the vendor if the defendant could not 
make it work satisfactorily.

International Harvester Co. v. Râtelle, 17 
Rev. de Jur. 458.

Where an unconditional written order 
was given for the purchase of a plow, ac 
ciimpanicd by promissory notes for the price 
thereof, the purchaser cannot, in an action 
on the notes, shew that the sale was not an 
a •-‘••Into and unconditional one, but that it 
"a- binding only in a certain event.

lulln Deere Plmv Co. v. Shannon, 3 D.L.R. 
Till. 21 W.L.R. 1112.

Where a conditional sale of goods is made 
subject to an express stipulation that in 
ca.v of possession being retaken and the 
euo'i» being resold on bis default, lie shall 
renia in liable for any loss on a resale, the 
resumption of possession by the conditional 
vemlur followed by a resale by him will not 
cancel or revoke the whole contract so as 
to relieve the conditional purchaser from 
the stipulation by which he became liable 
for the deficiency.

' ar Scott v. Mitchell, 1 D.L.R. 283. 20 
W.LR. 6. 1 W.W.H. 762. [Affirmed. 8 D. 
1-R. 129. 22 Man. L.R. 474, 3 W.W.R. 19.]

Hie vendor of goods sold at auction, upon 
discovering that the aocommodation signer 
to a lien note given for the purchase money, 
M the term» of sale required, had made

false statements as to his solvency, may re
take the good» from the vendee, "where the 
latter failed to secure another satisfactory
Cv. Sehulti, 4 D.L.R. 400. 5 S.L.R. 273, 

21 W.L.R. 408, 2 W.W.R. 491. 
Conditional sales — Requirements — In-

TKNTION TO RETAIN OWNERSHIP—HOW 
TO BE SHEWN—POSSESSION.

It is necessary for a conditional vendor 
to clearly shew his retention of the owner
ship by the use of unequivocal provisions 
to that effect in the contract, so where the 
vendor of a motor car took from the pur
chaser a written promise to pay containing 
a clause that the car already in the pur 
chaser’s possession should ‘"remain in the 
possession of owner until paid for," there is 
no effectual reservation of property a» 
against a subpurchaser.

Harris v. Wliiteh.-ad. 19 D.L.R. 722, 25 
Man. L.R. 105, 30 W.L.R. 32, 7 W.W.R. 660. 
Conditional sale. — Taxing oollateral

CHATTEL MORTGAGE BESIDES LIEN NOTES.
The acceptance of a chattel mortgage by 

the conditional vendors covering all the con
ditional vendee's interest in the goods sold 
will not necessarily abrogate their rights 
reserved under the conditional sale agree-

Camphvll v. Heinka, 17 D.L.R. 586, 28 
W.L.R. 297.
Recovery of purchase price—Threats.

Threatening the purchasers in a condi
tional sale of a chattel, with serious con
sequences if they use it, goes to the navi 
of the contract, and justifies the purchasers 
in regarding it as ended; the sellers can
not recover tlie purchase price.

Robert Bell Engine 1 Thresher Co. v. 
Karqiiharson. .'19 D.L.R. 625, 11 S.L.R. 81, 
[1918) 1 W.W.R. 924.
Automobile — Conditional hai.e—Inhub 

avci: DESTRUCTION by FIRS—RIGHT» 
OF PARTIES.

Couloinhe v. Rouillard, 40 D.L.R. 749. 24 
Rev. do Jur. 249.
Lien-note—Default in payment oe in

stalments—Seizure of goods—Sale 
WITHIN 20 DAYS — NoN( "OMPI.IANCK 
with Conditional Sales Aci, s. 8— 
Claim for deficiency—Conversion— 
Nominal damages—Wages—Evidence 
—Fraud—Costs.

Shannahan v. Brown, 13 O.W.N. 447. 
Lien of — Alteration of chatti.e — Re 

dkm ption—Rescission.
The lien of a conditional vendor covers 

the chattel in its altered condition and its 
equipment, as a touring ear when converted 
into a hearse. Where under an acceleration 
clause the whole sum becomes due in a case 
of default, the purchaser, to be entitled to 
his right of redemption under a. 32 of the 
Sales of floods Act (R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 203 i. 
on payment of the “full amount then in 
nrrear," must tender the whole amount; th** 
vendor's refusal to surrender possession
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upon a tender of the arrears does not 
amount to a repudiation of the eontraet.

B.C. Independent Vndertakere v. Mari
time Motor Car Co. 35 D.L.R. 551, [1917] 
:t W.XV.R. 88, 24 B.C.R. 305.
FIXTURE— MORTGACiE.

Vnder a deed of sale stipulating that the 
vendor Khali remain the owner of the thing 
sold until paid for in full, the vendor re
mains the sole owner, and the buyer cannot 
legally immobilité the object purchased or 
grant a hypothec to a creditor.

Bernier v. Durand. 32 D.L.H. 708. 2ô Que. 
K.B. 401.
CONVERSION — Collateral security — 

Merger.
One aci|uiring, by exchange, goods sub

ject to a conditional sale is liable in con
version to the conditional vendor, notwith
standing that the proceed# of the transac
tion were used to reduce the liability under 
the original sale; the relation of the par
ties under the conditional sale is not altered 
by a mortgage to the conditional vendor, us 
collateral security, on the property given 
in exchange, and does not operate as a 
merger. (Court divided.)

Wenbourne v. Case, 35 D.L.H. 577 [1917] 
2 W.XV.R. 18112. affirming 34 D.L.R. 363, 12 
A.L.R. I.
Lien note—Sub-sale—Conversion.

One who takes possession of goods held 
under a conditional sale, in the form of a 
registered lien note, is liable in conversion 
to the conditional vendor.

XXenliourne v. Case, 34 D.L.H. 3113, [1917] 
2 W.XV.R. 150. [Affirmed in 36 D.L.R. 577, 
12 A.L.R. 1. [1917) 2 XY.XV.R. 1260.]
•Lien note"— Farm Implements Act —

( OM I'Ll A NCR—1*1.KADI NO.
XVhere notes which are not lien notes have 

been taken prior to the passing of the Farm 
Implements Act, the Act does not apply. 
The •'lien note" mentioned in ss. ltl. 17 of 
the Act is not intended to embrace an order 
which contains a lien. A defendant relying 
on noneampliaiice with the provisions of the 
Ad Respecting Lien Notes and Conditional 
Sales of floods must affirmatively plead and 
prove the same.

Mount v. Holland. [1917] 1 W.XV.R. 1188. 
Conditionai. hai.k of noons—Extension of

TIME FOB PAYMENT VXDKB—AGREEMENT 
TO GIVE MORTGAGE ON HOMESTEAD IN 
4 TINS I DERATION OF — AGREEMENT VOID 
UNDER DOMINION LANDS ACT—FAILURE 
OF CONSIDERATION — RETAKING POSSES
SION on DEFAULT—RIMAI.! BfFEOT OF, 
on Contract—Resale iii-fore posses
sion—No notice given—Rescission— 
Rbtui* or Monkvs paid- Right of
PURCHASER TO — PLEADING — AMEND
MENT BY WITHDRAWING ADMISSION.

Saxvver-Massev Co. v. Dagg. 4 8.L.R. 228, 
18 XV.UR. 612.
Condition ai. sale.

Iii a contract for conditional sale, re
serving to the seller the right to possession
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of the property until payment. repossession 
and resale operates as a rescission unless 
such resale is expressly provided for in the 
contract. XX7hen the contract contains no 
provision» as to the manner in which the 
resale is to be made, the parties must lie 
held to have had in contemplation the pro
visions of the statute in that regard and 
the resale must be considered as a re.-ale 
within the meaning of tlie statute. When 
the goods were resold without the statutory 
conditions having been complied with, the 

•resale was not as provided for in the con
tract and therefore operated as a rescission, 
and the plaintiffs could not recover.

American Abell Engine & Threshing Co. 
v. XX eidenwilt, 4 8.L.R. 388. 
lyiss—By whom hokne.

Where a chattel is sold under a lien not 
, providing that the title, ownership and rigb't 

of possession is Ui remain in the vendor 
until payment is made, and the subject- 
matter of the transaction is. before the 
time for payment, hist through no neglect 
on the part cither of the vendor or purchas
er, the loss must fall upon the vendor.

Sadywryk v. Achtemyczuk, 34 XV.L.R. 502.
(IF DEBENTURES SUBJECT TO APPROVAL OK

solicitor— Breach.
XVhere a company buys the debentures of 

a municipality by wire, subject to the ap 
proval of its solicitor, it is a conditional 
sale; and the municipality is not responsible 
in damages if the sale does not take place, 
because the solicitor reported unfavourably.

Canada Investment v. Seotstown, 48 Que. 
8.C. 97.
Resale by conditional pi ritiasf.k with

VENDOR'S ASSENT — XVaRRANTY —

Hoods sold under a conditional sale agree 
ment were resold by the conditional pur
chaser to the defendants at a price larger 
than the amount due to the conditional ven
dor. The conditional vendor assented to the 
sale, and the defendants agreed to pay the 
tin* amount of the claim, .lodgment was 
given in the conditional vendor's favour for 
ihe amount, and it was hvid that it was 
not concerned with the contention of the 
defendants that the conditional purchaser 
had given to them a guarantee as to the 
i olid it ion of the goods and that such guarati 
tee had been broken.

Case v. XX'renshall, 30 XV.L.R. 521. 
Retention or ownership—Immovable by

DESTINATION—REVENDICATION.
To convert a moveable into an immove

able by destination by incorporating it in 
the immoveable it is necessary to be owner 
of the moveable and the immoveable. Thus, 
when a bar and wine cabinet are sold condi
tionally the vendor retaining the right vf 
ownership until full payment is made and 
the purchaser places them permanently in 
hi* owi hotel, the vendor has a right to
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revendicate them a» against even privileged 
,ir hypothecary creditor» of the purchases.

Brasserie Champlain v. St. Koch Hotel,
47 y ne. 8.C. 118.
Conditional sale of machine—Provision 

FOR SALE (’PON DEFALLT OF PAYMENT 
AMI APPLICATION OF PROCEEDS UPON 
PROMISSORY NOTE GIVEN FOR PRICE— 
Liability of person endorsing as 
sirety—Repossession of machine by
VENDOR AND USE IN BUSINESS.

Crane v. Hoffman. 8 O.W.N. 600.
Saif of goods—Conditional sale—Agree 

ment—Seizure of goods under execu- 
tion—Pretended seizure bt assignee 
or VEND* WHEN i n POflSEMION OF
bailiff under execution — Cornu- 
1IOXAI. Sales Act, R. S. O. 1914 c. 13(1. 
>. s— Retention of goods fob 20 days 
—Tender of balance due within that 
period—Right to possession—Pre- 
ti ndeh sai k—Replevin—Damages

‘-Lick V. Meyers, 16 O.W.N. 263. 
Conditional—Sale in nature of a pledge 

—Endorsement of seller's notes by
Till. PUBCH48KR — CONSIDERATION OF

The vendor in a sale with the right of 
redemption on repayment of the price or 
iim>ideratioii, the latter being the endorse
ment of his notes by the purchaser to a 
limited amount during 2 years (a sale in 
I lie nature uf a pledge as security to the 
purchaser, with an express covenant that 
'lie right of redemption shall In* subject to 
liis full discharge from liability as en- 
•I'Tser '. cannot claim the right of redemp
tion on the ground that when hia note en
dorsed fell due. the diseountng hank accept
ed. as a renewal, the note of a third party 
endorsed by the purchaser and surrendered 
the matured one to him. This may have 
ended the vendor’s liability to the hank, hut 
under the rule expressed in arts. 1171. 1173 
< < . I Que. ) that novation cannot lie implied, 
am! that the delegation of a new debtor 
does not affect it unless the creditor ex- 
pressly consents thereto, the juridical rela- 
iniii of the vendor and purchaser, under the 
deed of sale, continues the same, notwith
standing the renewal made as above stated.

Me 'saint-Aubin v. Binet, 22 Que. K.B. 
fini.
ni i/i rk -Conditional hale—Claim—Re

tention OF RIGHT OF PROPERTY — 
Traders—C.C. (Que.) arts. 1487,1488, 
148». 1490, 1699, 2265, 2268.

Mm- who makes a conditional sale of 
turn cables, and retains the right of pro
perty until payment, makes a sale on a sus
pensive condition. He has a right to claim 
them from a third party as long as he is not 
paid, unless the latter purchaser is protect
ed l.v arts. 1488. 1489. 1490. C.C. (Que.) 
relating to the sale of the chattels of others. 
Thus the vendor of a cutter and of a buggy, 
with the right of retention of the property 
"I"i sells them to a purchaser trading in 
carriages and harness equipment cannot re

claim them from a third party who has re 
ceived them from the purchaser as a balance 
on an exchange of horses. When, in a con
ditional sale, the vendor stipulates that in 
default of payment, or in a case where the 
purchaser sells the chattel he will have a 
right to retake possession, he cannot do it 
without making a demand on the purchaser 
to pay. A merchant and a business agent 
are traders even outside of their commer
cial affairs.

I.égaré v. Sa hour in, 25 Rev. Leg 439. 
Sale “e.n bloc”—Retention of right of 

property — Conditional sale— Affi
DAVIT — C.C. (QUE. I ARTS. 1569A ET 
SEO.

The owner of chattels under a conditional 
or suspensive sale i. e. retaining possession 
of the property, is hound, even if he sells 
them "en bloc."' to furnish the allidavit men
tioned in C.C. (Que. I arts. 1569b. 1569c.

lierard v. Beranl, 25 Rev. Leg. 337. 
Sale—Retention of right of property— 

Nk< ret Ai.iti i mi vr Third party in 
good faith—Krai d—Acquired k.nowl-

A person who sells an automobile on in
stalments. retaining the right of property in 
the machine until payment, hut who, never
theless, gives the purchaser a writing stat
ing that the sale is absolute ami that the 
price has been paid, cannot then assert his 
right against a third party who has bought 
the auto in good faith. But it is otherwise 
if the third party fknew or should have 
known the rights of the first vendor and 
has not been mistaken.

Russell Motor Co. v. Bas tien, 56 Que. 8.C. 
347.
Conditional hales—Vendor repossessing 

and selling without notice — Tin: 
Conditional Sales Ordinance, h. 8— 
Rescission of contract — Previous
JUDGMENT FOB PRICK MADE INEFFECTIVE .

If a vendor under a lien agreement (the 
terms of which give him a right to sell the 
property "at public or private sale") re
possesses the property and sells w.thout giv
ing the notice to the buyer required by s. 8 
of the Conditional Sales Ordinance this re
scinds the contract, and a judgment recover
ed by the vendor for the price before such 
repossession thereby becomes ineffective. A 
transferee of land from the buyer may bring 
action to restrain its sale under an execu
tion issued under such judgment and to 
have the execution removed from his title.

Blanchette v. Massev-llarris Co. 1191»)
3 W.W.R. 870
Sale or goods—Condition or warranty— 

Statement in contract held a con
dition although called a warranty 
—Whether “specific goods" within 
SALE OF GOODS ACT. 2 (14)—AGREE
MENT RESCINDED.

Defendant sold a tractor to plaintiff. 
Plaintiff revived it in January, worked 
with it for some time trying it out, made 
frequent complaints to defendant who sent



mechanics and others to try to make it 
•■atisfactory, aJid on Aug. 20 notified de
fendant that he rejected it. A clause in 
the contract, called a •‘warranty," stated 
"hat the engine would do for ploughing, 
which the jury found it would not do, and 
which statement induced plaintiff to enter 
into the contract. The jury also found that 
plaintiff did not accept the engine and 
thereby change any conditions to warran
ties. Held that the said clause was a con
dition, also that the goods in question were 
not “specific goods” within the meaning of 
the hale of Goods Act. s. 2 (14) and the 
property had not passed to the buyer so 
that a breach of condition could only be 
treated as breach of warranty. On the find
ings of the jury judgment was given rescind
ing the agreement.

Boren v. Waterloo Boy Kerosene Tractor
ieie] i w.w.r. its. ‘

(§ 1 C—lti)—Necessity of recobui.no con
D1TI0NAL HALE AGREEMENT.

Where the plaintiff sold an account reg
ister to a purchaser under a hiring and pur
chase agreement within the meaning of c. 
42 of the Acts of Nova Scotia. 1907, and 
where such agreement was neither accom
panied by an affidavit nor filed in the reg
istry of deeds, the agreement, although valid 
as between the parties, is null and void 
as against the creditors, purchasers, and 
mortgagees claiming under the purchaser in 
question.

Dominion Register Oh. v. Hall 11 D.L.R. 
366, 47 N.S.R. 57, 12 E.L.R. 494, aflirming 
h Ü.L.R 677.
Conditional sai.f.s—Recordino—Filing— 

lORFJGN LAW DISTRICT—TERRITORIAL 
limits of Bills of Sale Act.

The Bills of Sale Act (N.S.) does not ap
ply to a conditional sale in another province 
of a horse afterwards taken into New 
Brunswick by the conditional purchaser and 
the conditional vendor may enforce his 
title in Nova Scotia against sub-purchasers.

Cormier v. t'oster, 19 D.L.R. 701. 
Registration—Copy of lien note—Suffi

ciency of affidavit.
Section 2 of the Hire Receipts ami Con

ditional Sales of Goods Ordinance (Alta.), 
1911, c. 44. requiring the registration of 
a true copy of the writing of sale, is suffi
ciently complied with as to the spirit and 
purpose of the statute, by registering true 
copies of the lien notes containing the usual 
provisions as to the retention of title by the 
vendor until payments are completed, 
though the original order on which the sale 
is based or a true copy thereof lias not been 
registered; likewise sub. s. 3 of s. 2 which 
requires the agreement of sale or bailment, 
or a true copy thereof, to be accompanied 
by an affidavit, stating that it truly sets 
forth the terms, is substantially complied 
with liv registering several such lien notea 
comprising the total amount to be paid, 
each note accompanied by the statutory affi
davit and referring to the terms of the

agreement as a whole, and is sufficient to 
charge a subsequent purchaser with notice 
thereof.

Wenbourne v. Case, 27 D.L.R. 379, 9 A.L. 
R. 285, 34 W.L.R. 265, 10 W.W.R. 183. 
Lien noie—Registration — Assigne»— 

Receiver.
In the absence of a statutory provision 

to that effect, registration of a conditional 
sale or lien note is not necessary to render 
the instruments effective as against a re
ceiver or an assignee for the benefit of 
creditors, and the goods may rightfully la- 
claimed by the conditional vendor as against 
the receiver or assignee.

Canadian Equipment & Supply Co. v. 
Cushing, 37 D.L.R. 101, li ; Ll;. ffl 
11917] 3 W.W.R. 618.
Registration of renewals.

The amendment (by e. 8, c. 3, 1916) to 
the Conditional Sales Ordinance (c. 44, Con. 
Ord. ), requiring the registration of lien 
agreements to he renewed, is not to be lit
erally construed so as to nullify or cancel 
the agreement as between the parties there
to if a renewal be nut tiled.

Re Richard; Stuart Mfg. Co. and 
Whitaker, 11 A.L.R. 495, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 
722.
Registration.

Contracts for sale of movables need not 
be registered to be effective except in the 
case required by law. Therefore the regis
tration by a lessee, of the lease of the mov
able of another, cannot supply the defect 
in his title in respect to the property in the 
movable.

Witterm&n Co. v. Mongeau, 50 Que. S.C. 
428.
Noncompliance with statute—Priority

OVER DISTRAINING LANDLORD.
Tlie fact that a conditional sale agree

ment, does not comply with the provisions of 
the Conditional Sales Ordinance does not 
disentitle the vendor from setting up a 
claim to the goods comprised in such agree
ment as against a landlord distraining for

Re Osborne and Hudsons Bay Co., 8 W.W. 
R. 821.
(§ 1 C—17)—CONDITIONAL SALES—STATU

TORY REQUIREMENTS.
The provisions of s. 1 of the “Act respect

ing Lien Notes and Conditional Sales of 
Goods,” R.S.S. 1909, c. 145, requiring regis
tration, do not apply to an assignment to 
a third party of the interest in the goods 
of the original seller or bailor in good faith 
for valuable consideration, and neither un
der that Act (reading s. 11 with e. 1) nor 
on other grounds does such assignment re
quire to be registered.

Reid v. Moore, 16 D.L.R. 561, 27 W.L.R. 
616. 6 W.W.R. 765, 7 S.L.R. 69, affirming 12 
D.L.R. 193.
Statutory requirements.

In order that a vendor may obtain protec
tion thereunder, there must be a literal com-
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plianoe with the provisions of s. 1, c. 14.1,
I! S O. 1897, of the Conditional Sales Act, 
that !»alrs of manufactured goods or chattels 
, n condition that the title shall not pass, 
►hull be valid only “as against a subsequent 
purchaser or mortgagees without notice in 
good faith for a valuable consideration 

. which, at the time possession is 
given to the bailee, have the name and ad- 
,ircss of the manufacturer, bailor or vendor 

painted, printed, stamped or en
tra» cd thereon, or otherwise plainly at
tached thereto,’’ and. under such Act the 
ti-c of the synonymous words in lieu of the 
actual name* of the manufacturer or vendor 
- not permissible. [Toronto Furnace Co. v. 
Kv ing. 1 O.W.N. 467, 15 O.W.It. 381, fol
ic" cd.]

r.rlesson Telephone Mfg. Co. v. Klk Lake 
Telephone & Telegraph Co., 4 D.L.R. 576, 
3 O.W.N. 1309, 22 O.W.R. 161.

X vendor of goods or chattels of the 
value of *15 or over, who has an office in the 
province, and whose name is stamped there
in or affixed thereto, as required by s. 11, 
of c. 45. R.îi.S. 190», relating to lien notes 
HtuI conditional sales, need not, upon the 
vendee’s default in payment, give the vendee 
the notice of resale required by s. H of the 
Act. since by the express terms of s. 11, the 
Act is not applicable to sales of goods and 
chattels marked with the vendor’s name.

Créât West Life Ass’ce Co. v. Leib, 4 
D.I..R, 392. 5 8.L.R. 332, 21 W.L.R. 877, 2 
WAX .R. 781.
« 0XD1T1ONAL 8AI.ES — STATUTORY REQUIRE

Where goods are bought, under a condi
tional sale agreement, by a tenant who 
attached them to the freehold, under an 
agreement with his landlord that 'hey were 
to remain attached and become the property 
of the landlord as part of the freehold, such 
goods, after the determination of the tenan
cy. cannot be taken by the original seller of 
the goods under his lien for the unpaid pur- 
ha se price, if he has not filed the condi

tional sale agreement as provided by s. 28 
of the Sale of Goods Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 
203. read with s. 29.

ward v. Lim Bang. 17 D.L.H. 700, 
19 B.V.R. 381, 27 VV.L.R. 922. 6 W.W.R. 891. 
Conditional bale ok uooor — Statutory

CONDITIONS AS TO RETAKING POS8EH8ION 
AND BELLING — NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
Act—Onus of proof—Rights of pab-

A purchaser for whose benefit and protec
tion the provisions of the Lien Notes and 
Conditional Sales of Goods Act ( R.8.S. 1909 
c. 145) were passed may waive the benefits 
thereof. Where the purchaser expressly 
vets up a failure on the part of the vendor 
’o give the notice required by the Act (see 
1910-11 c. 41, s. 16, amending s. 8) before 
veiling the goods after retaking possession, 
the onus is on the vendor to prove that such 
notice was given, and failing to prove com

pliance with the Act he ia not entitled to 
the balance of the purchase money.

Advance Rumely Thresher Co. v. Cotton, 
47 D.L.R. 566. 12 S.L.R. 327, [1919] 2 W 
W.R. 912. | 4p|teal to Supreme Court of
Canada pending.]
TO DEFENDANTS—RFJHiSSEHHION BT PLAIN

TIFF—Resale—Noncompliance with 
Conditional sales Act, R.S. Sask., 
190», c. 145—Rescission of contract.

A party reselling goods under the < ondi- 
tional Sales Act. R.S.8. 1909, e. 145, must 
comply with the provisions of this statute, 
otherwise their action in reselling amounts 
to a rescission of the contract; unless there 
lire clause* in the contract operating a* a 
distinct waiver of the provisions of the Act.
| American Abell Engine &, Threshing Co. v. 
VVeiden NX ilt, 4 S.L.R. 388: Advance Rumely 
Thresher Co. v. Cotton, 47 D.1*R. 566, fol-

Advance Rumely Thresher Co. v. Dankert 
& Sandidge, 50 D.L.R. 144.
Lien note—Affidavit or bona fides— 

Registration.
A clause in an affidavit of lion a fides re 

quired to be filed wi‘h a lien note, “that 
the copy of the within agreement truly sets 
forth the agreement lietwmi the parties 
mentioned therein, and that the agreement 
therein set forth is lama fide* and not to 
protect the gisais in question against the 
creditors of the said buyer or bailee," does 
not comply with s. 2 (3^pof the Act respect
ing Lien Notes and Conditional Sales of 
Goods (R.S.S. 1909, c. 145), anil the lien 
note cannot properly lie registered, and 
therefore under t>. 1 of the Act cannot be 
set up against judgments or executions 
against a purchaser or bailee.

Theatre Amusement Co. v. Squires. 43 D. 
L.R. 496, 11 S.L.R. 411, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
831.
Regihtbation — Description of goods — 

Promissory note.
In order to comply with subs. (2) of 

a. 2 of the Sale of GimkIs Amendment Act, 
1916. which requires that chattels included 
in a conditional sale and agreement be so de- 
scribed “that they mav be clearly identi
fied.” Held (affirming the decision of Lamp- 
man, Co. J.). that there must lie such ma
terial on the face of the instrument as would 
indicate how the pro|ierty may be identi
fied if proper inquiries are instituted. 
Where ft promissory note is taken as securi
ty contemporaneously with a hire receipt 
and the promissory note is not mentioned 
in the hire receipt, the hire receipt is not 
void by reason of nonregistration of the

Brandon v. Plimlev, 24 B.C.R. 441, [1918] 
1 W.W.R. 831.
(S I C—18)—Vendor’s name stamped or 

affixed.
The provision of a. 11 c. 43, of R.S.S 

1909, respecting lien notes and conditional 
sales, exempting from the operation of the 
Act as to recording the agreements, sales of
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good a or chattel* of the value of $15 or 
over, where the name of a vendor, who hua 
an office in Saskatchewan, ia plainly 
stamped thereon, or utlLxed thereto, ia not 
limited in its opi ration to the original sale 
only, hut applies as well to resales !>y the 
vendor upon the vendee's default in making 
payment therefor.

(treat West Life .Wee Co. v. Lcib, 4 1). 
L.R. 392, 5 S.L.It. 332. 21 NV.LR. H77, 2 
W.W.R 781.
Conditional baler — Venooh'h name,

8TAMHEI) OK AFFIXED—PLATE REMOVED
by im in hahf.k—Kfkut—Conditional

The removal of the miimifaeturer's name
plate. the allixing of which on a machine 
dispenses with the necessity of recording 
the conditional sale contract under the Con
ditional Sales Act (Ont.), will not. where 
the name-plate is taken oil' by the purchas
ing company, prevent enforcement of the 
seller’s right on default to the possession 
and property in the machine as against suli- 
purenasers from them who were aware that 
the machine was supplied to their vendors 
by the manufacturer claiming the lien. 
I Wet t la lifer v. Scott, 20 A.K. (Ont.) 652, 
followed.]

Canadian Westinghouse v. Murray Shoe, 
20 D.L.R. 072.
Conditional ralf.—Vendor’s name dis

played effect—Assignee of vendor.
The saving provisions of s. 11 of the Sas

katchewan “Ac* respecting Lien Notes and 
1 onditional Sales of Hoods,” R.S.S. 1909, 
e. 145, exempting from registration sales or 
bailments of certain manufactured goods on 
which the name of the manufacturer or ven
dor is displayed, will also exempt an as
signee of Hindi manufacturer or vendor.

Reid v. Moore. Ill D.L.R. 561. 7 S.L.It. BO, 
27 W.L.K. 616, 6 W.W.R. 765 
Vendor’s name stamped or aftixed—Con

ditional sale—Action by vendor for
CONVERSION.

Greer v. Armstrong. 24 O.W.R. 960. 
Conditional rale—Name affixed to goods 

—Resale by pvrciiaser—Agency of
PURCHASER.

Dominion Carriage Co. v. Wilson, 2 O. 
W.X. 214
(§ I C—10)—Vendors retaking posses 

sion —Conditional sale — Effect of
RETAKING POSSESSION.

Donnellv v. Roberts. 7 D.L.R. 026, 22 
W.L.R. 370.
Repossession—Extent ok right—Manu

facturing plant — Liquidator — Set-

When a manufacturing plant, such as a 
brickyard, is «old to a company, and par* 
of the purchase price ia composed of the 
company’s stocks and debentures, and the 
company afterwards went into liquidation, 
the seller, in exercising his right to repos

session of the premises under the terms of 
the sale, is not entitled to articles muntifav 
tured by the company, or to those in process 
of manufacture, and they may be right
fully claimed by the company’s liquidator 
as the property of the comnany ; nor is he 
entitled to set-off against the claim of the 
liquidator the amount of the debentures 
transferred to him as part of the purchase

( rain v. Wade. 37 D.L.R. 412, 65 Can. 
Kf.R 2(18, affirming 27 D.L.R. 170. 35 0. 
L it. 402.
1ÎKP08FK8N10N — DISCHARGE OF SURETY — 

Impairment of security.
Tin- keeping and using of property repos

sessed by a conditional vendor instead of 
selling it and applying the proceeds to
ward tin- payment of a purchase price note, 
is an impairment of security which will dis
charge a guarantor from liability thereon.

( rain v. Hoffman, 37 D.L.R. 435. 55 Can. 
Kf.R. 210, affirming 27 D.L.R. 692. 
Repossession.

The repossession by a seller in accordance 
with a provision therefor in an agreement 
for the sale of goods on deferred payments 
is not a rescission of the agreement and a 
liar to recovery of the purchase-price. | Saw
yer v. I’ringie, 18 A.R. (Ont. i 218 at p. 
222: Heebies v. Johnson, 1 S.L.It. 523; Ca
nadian Port Huron Co. v. Fairchild, 3 S.L. 
R. 228, followed.]

Nichols & Shepard Co. v. Chamberlain, 
[1018| 3 W.W.R. 308.
Repossession—Notice by registered mail 

—Purchase by vendor — Costs—Ac
tion .FOR DEFICIENCY.

The plaintiff, under the terms of a lien 
note executed by the defendant in his favour, 
repossessed a mare, the subject matter of 
the note. The notice of intended sale re
quired by R.S.S. (19001, c. 145, s. 8. was 
given by registered mail, ami at the ensuing 
auction the plaintiff himself bid thereon 
and. Iieing the highest bidder, liera me the 
purchaser. On the same day he resold the 
mare for the sum at whicn he had pur
chased. ami after crediting the amount of 
tii'- resale, lean certain strata charged as ex
lenses, the plaintiff brought aetion for the 
•alance owing on the note. Held, that not 
witiistanding the fact that the defendant 
(buyer) was not absent, the statute did not 
require the notice of intended sale to la- 
served personally, but that its service by 
registered mail was sufficient. | Vanstonc 
v. Scott. 1 A.L.K. 462, 0 W.L.R. 257 ful 
lowed] ; that the plaintiff could not liecome 
the purchaser at the auction, that his posi
tion was the same as if there had been an 
abortive sale, and that his right under the 
note to sell by private sale was not affected; 
that [following McHugh v. Union Bank, 
11013] A.C. 200, 10 D.L.R. 562] the plain 
tiff was entitled to retain reasonable and 
proper costs in respect of services not pro 
vided for by R.S.S. (1000). c. 51. hut that 
the plaintiff was not entitled to any reira-
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l,ui‘imi nt for his own services but merely 
fur his actual and necessary expenses.

T..th v. Ifilkevice, 11 h.L.R. 95, [1918] 1
\\ \\ It. 96».
ItEIDKKESKlOX—MACHINERY — MECHANICS’ 

Il KX — AHEK-Atyt:iBEU PROPERTY — 
KyUITABLK MORTGAGE—"MORTGAGEE' — 
SALE UK (ioODH Al’T.

Nii agreement between the vendor and 
iser of mineral claims that if mechan

ics' liens should lie tiled against the property 
the vendor should have the right to enter 
ami "possess himself of all machinery, fit
ting' . . . upon the mineral claims and 
to sell the same” and so recoup himself for 
any moneys paid by reason thereof, held 
in cuver after-acquired property, and to eon- 
stitute an equitable mortgage. The vendor 
under such an agreement is a "mortgagee" 
within the meaning of a. 28. Sale of (ioods 
Act. R.N.B.C.. c. 298.

Sullivan Machinery Co. v. Bank of Mon
treal. 11918) .1 W.W.'tt. 17.
Kkpusnkksiox—Replaced chattels—Mort-

Wliere by the terms of u contract of sale 
nf personal chattels a lien is to be retained 
thereon in favour of the vendor until pay
ment is made, such lien is not destroyed by 
any possession taken by the vendee author
ized by the contract in the usual course of 
«mil business. Where by the terms of an 
agreement for the sale of cattle reserving a 
lien in favour of the vendor, the purchaser 
is given tile right to sell cattle upon replac
ing them with other cattle of the same 
kind and value, and the purchaser replaces 
cattle sold by other cattle upon which he 
lias given a chattel-mortgage to secure the 
purchase price, the lienholder is justified 
hi resuming possession of the cattle.

Heviieurt v. Van Walleghem, 113 W.L.R. 
330. '

Vi mior rktakixo possession—Retention

Where by the terms of a contract of sale 
"f per-onal chattels, a lien is to he retained 
thereon in favour of the vendor until pay
ment is made, such lien is not destroyed by 
any possession taken by the vendor author
ised by the contract in the usual course of 
null business.

Hevneurt v. VanWalleghen. » W.W.R. 968, 
13 V .L.R. 338.
VrVIHiK RETAKING POHSKS8ION—RESCISSION

Right to purchase price instai.-

Nn agreement for the sale of a hotel 
business which reserves unto the vendor the 
lit le to tlie property until the purchase price 
is paid, does not operate as an absolute sale 
as to render it subject to rescission on de
fault within the meaning of art. 1541 C.C. 
I Vue. ) ; nor will the commencement of an 
a«t ion for the repossession of the property, 
under the terms of the agreement, amount 
to a rescission as precluding the vendor, by 
virtue of art. 1541, from claiming the bal

ance of the purchase price due under the

St. Charles v. Mouette. 47 t^tic. S.V. 164. 
Repossession—Waiver—Restitution.

if in a conditional sale, the \ciidor allows 
the buyer to remain in possession of the 
goods, after maturity of several payments, 
and goes on accepting instalments, lie is 
supposed to have made his option ill favour 
of the latter right and have given up the 

roperty in the tilings sold. In such a case, 
is recourse is for the price of the goods and 

not to seize them for repossession. The 
seller could not, in any case, seize the good.-, 
without, returning what lie received as in
stalments. unless he specially alleges that 
it, had been stipulated that such money 
would lie in lieu of rent of the goods.

Levitt v. levasse. 49 (Jue. S.V. 329. 
Conditional sale — Lien-note — Bii.i. or 

sale — Agreement to deliver vp —» 
Bioiit to take possession under likn-

l.annuit v. Olson, 18 W.L.R. 260. 
Condition ai. sale — Default Be-pos

session OK GOODS — BK-SAI.E.
American-Ahell Kngine A Threshing Co. 

v. Weidenwilt, 19 W.L.R. 780.
I). Acceptance: retention.

(§ I D—20)—Of goods—Contract deliv
ery—Acceptance and retention — 
Rescission.

A contract for the purchase of “ one Case 
40 horse power gas engine" contained a 
clause: "In no event shall the purchaser 
have any claim whatever under the agree
ment against the vendor for any damages 
hut only for the return of moneys paid 
and securities given and his claim for such 
shall only arise after he has returned the 
goods to the place where lie received them." 
The court held that on the widenee the en
gine delivered and accepted by the purchaser 
was the engine described in tiie contract, 
that the purchaser was hound by the written 
contract, notwithstanding certain verbal re
presentations that had l>een made by the 
vendor's agent, and that by paying a prom
issory note given in part payment, and by 
not returning the engine as required by the 
above clause, he had forfeited any right lie 
might have had to rescission.

Case Threshing Machine Co. v. Mitten. 
4» D.L.R. 30. 11910) 3 W.W.R. 601. revers 
ing 44 D.L.R. 40. 12 S L R. 1. 119101 1 W. 
W.R. 101, which held that the engine de
livered was not the engine described in the 
contract.
Acceptance—A<tion fob pro k—Defence.

A purchaser who makes no complaint to 
the vendor as to the quality of goods sold, 
until months after the goods have been ac 
eepted anil paid for, although he has com
plained to an agent of the vendor, who has 
no authority except to receive orders, cannot 
set up such claim in an action for the pur
chase price of the goods.

Maritime Coal l’ailwav & I'ower Co. ▼. 
Clark. 43 D.L.R. 158. 46 N.B.R. 1.

5
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Representations nr agent—Right to re
ject—Amur's AUTHORITY.

A purchaser having made known to the 
vendors the purpose for which he required a 
gas traction engine, so as to shew them that 
he was relying on their skill and ability to 
furnish him with one reasonably tit for his 
purpose, signed an order for “one of your 
Big Four 30 h.-p. gas traction engines.” 
The agreement provided that the order was 
“made upon the express condition that” it 
“contains all the terms and conditions of 
the sale . . . and cannot, in any manner 
be changed, altered or modified without the 
written consent of the officers” of the com
pany. When the render’s agent concluded 
a three days’ trial of the engine,*under the 
contract, the purchaser was not satisfied 
with its performance. The agent, however, 
represented that the engine would get better 
with wear and that if it was not right the 
company would make it right, and upon 
this representation the purchaser was in
duced to settle for the purchase-price. The 
court held, on the evidence, that the vendors 
did not deliver such an engine as was called 
for by the order, the one delivered lieing in
capable of developing the rated horse-power, 
and the purchaser was justified in rejecting 
it. Also that the vendors, by their conduct, 
were estopped from denying the agent’s au
thority to make the representations which 
he made.

Schofield v. F.merson Brantingham Imple
ment Co., 43 D.L.K. 509, 57 ( an. S.C.R. 203, 
11918] 3 W.W.R. 434, reversing 38 D.L.R. 
528, 11 8.L.R. 11, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 300. 
I Leave to appeal to Privy Council granted 
March 1919: leave rescinded, 51 D.L.R. 
87.]
LUMRER IN E88E —INSPECTION — CAVEAT 

EMFTOR.
The inspection of a quantity of lumber in 

ease at the time of the sale, followed by an 
acceptance of the shipment, brings into oper
ation the rule of caveat emptor to exclude 
any implied warranties and settles all 
questions as to quality and quantity. [Tow
ers v. Dominion Iron Co.. 11 A.K. (Ont.) 
315; Jones v. Just, L.R. 3 Q.B. 197, ap-

Oldrieve v. Anderson Co., 27 D.L.R. 231, 
35 O.L.R. 390.
Manufacture and sale of lumber—Re

fusal to accept—Defects—Evidence 
—Time of delivery—Damages—Re
sale of lumber by vendors—Mode of 
selling—Reference.

Owen Sound Lumber Co. v. Seaman Kent 
Co., 5 O.W.N. 861.
Sale of goods — Refusal to accept — 

Breach of contract—Damages.
British Columbia Hop Co. v. St. T^awrence 

Brewery Co., 17 D.L.R. 856, affirming 6 O. 
W.N. 114.
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Acceptance — Retention — “Trying out"
THE THING SOLD.

When a sale of personalty, not yet in 
existence or ascertained, is 'made with a 
condition that it shall, when existing or 
ascertained, possess certain qualities, the 
“trying out” of fhs thing sold after delivery 
covering a protected period does not con
stitute an acceptance against the buyer, 
where such "‘trying out” was, as under
stood. by both parties, to be for the purpose 
if discovering whether or not it answered 
the conditions of the contract.

Alabastine Co. v. Canada Producer & Cas 
Engine Co.. 17 D.L.R. 813. 30 O.L.R. 394. 
affirming 8 D.L.R. 405, 23 O.W.R. 841. 
Acceptance — Retention—Dilatory com

plaint OF SHORTAGE AND UNFITNESS.
Lapse of time before making complaint 

of alleged shortage of or unfitness of goods 
sold and delivered, and the mixing of the 
goods with other similar goods by the buyer 
are elements to lie considered as adversely 
affecting the credit to be given the evidence 
adduced for the buyer to sustain a defence 
bawd on such complaint.

Ironsides v. Vancouver Machinery Depot. 
20 D.L.R. 195, 20 B.C.R. 427, 29 W L.R. 781. 
Acceptance—«Assisting seller in arrang

ing delivery on works—Damage in 
unloading.

Where a contract for the supply and in
stallation of heavy machinery requires de
livery on the works to be made by the seller, 
ami provides that the seller shall be ré- 
■ponsible for all damages until completion, 
and where the seller asks the buyer to have 
it unloaded and advise when men are to 
come to install same, the buyer who gratuit
ously undertakes to assist the seller by hir
ing a competent cartage company to do the 
unloading at the seller’s expense is not re
sponsible for damage to the machinery in 
the latter’s handling of same, where there 
has been no negligence by the buyer himself.

John Inglis Co. v. Saskatoon, 15 D.L.R. 
603. 26 W.L.R. 754.

In an action for the price of beer and 
ale sold the defendant, he is liable for the 
value of empty barrels not returned to the 
seller. Undey a sale of a quantity of beer 
and ale "fl mesure qu’elle se dispensera." 
ten months’ time is a reasonable period in 
which to dispose of it, after which the seller 
may recover its value, where it is shewn 
that brewers do not guarantee the soundne-» 
of beer for more than one year.

Union Brewery v. Page.' 6 D.L.R. 47, 18 
Rev. de Jur. 95, 41 Que. S.C. 421. 
Acceptance, retention.

User of the thing sold as the buyer’s prop- 
erty. the making of extensive repairs, al
terations and improvements thereto, are 
acts of acquiescence to the sale and will bar 
any resolutory action, more especially when 
the defendant was never notified thereof.

Jacobsen v. Peltier, 3 D.L.R. 132, 42 Que. 
S.C. 35.

SALE, I D.
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CONTRACT — DELIVERIES ÜN8ATI8FACTOBT — 

CO STINTED ACCEPTANCE OF SHIPMENTS
—Evidence—Rights of parties.

Dominion Lumber Co. v. Hodgson & King, 
48 D.L.R. 712.
pRK'l MPTION OK ACCEP1ANCE.

I In- buyer of goods is liable because of his 
acceptance of same if he retained them after 
g' ;ual receipt of same for such a time as to 
lend to the presumption that he intended to 
take possession thereof as owner.

Duncan v. Pry ce Jones, 22 D.L.R. 45.
Eh h r on apparent and latent defects.

A defect in the “Hasher” of an electric 
sign consisting in the fact that it produces 
only a red light in place of producing sim
ultaneously a red and white light is an 
apparent defect. The irregular placing of 
the interior wires of the sign is a latent 
defect, but the purchaser cannot complain 
of it eight months after its installation.

Marne Sign Co. v. Routtenberg, 48 Que. 
SA. 346.
Right to retvbx noons after inspection— 

INFEBIOB QUALITY.
When a purchaser has examined merchan

dise before buying, and has not objected to 
the price on account of its inferior quality, 
he cannot afterwards refuse to accept and 
pay for it on account of such inferiority; 
in such case the vendor is not a guarantor.

Martin v. Galibert, 47 Que. S.C. 181.
An order for a quantity of goods ordered 

by defendant through a broker from O, was 
by mistake filled from plaintiff’s goods, 
which were stored in the same warehouse. 
Defendant, with full knowledge of the facts, 
having retained the goods and used them 
a« his own, it was held, dismissing the ap
peal. that the law implied a promise on the 
part of defendant to accept the goods and 
to pay for them at the invoice price.

Ackerman v. Morrison, 45 N.S.R. 185, 9 
E.L.R, 198, 307.
Saif of goods—Machine rented to de

fendant-subsequent agreement for 
pvrchase—Proof of by oral evidence 
—Statute of Frauds—Goods in pos
session OF PURCHASES—DELIVERY AND
acceptance— Replevin — Damages— 
Rent of machine—Balance due for 
price—Costs.

Burns Cement Gun Co. v. McLeod, 15 
O.W.N. 296.
O debts.

i'he buyer of a debt who, after having ac
cepted a first transfer, received from the 
i-ann' seller another one containing, in addi
tion to the first, other claims against new 
debtors, and who instead of notifying the 
*Hler of his refusal to accept the second 
transfer keeps it in his possession during 
M-wral years, and meanwhile proceeds to 
collect the debts from the two debtors, has 
thereby tacitly accepted the last transfer. 
Where a transfer of claims contains the

debts of several debtors, and the buyer, with 
out positively accepting, collects the debt 
of any one of the debtors, he accepts tacitly 
the whole transfer.

Mackay v. Temple Baptist Church, 25 
Que. K B. 417.
Delay—Warranty—Patent rights.

A delay of four months after the delivery 
of a machine is too long to refuse to ui 
cept it on account of defects. If consider 
able changes are made by a buyer to a 
imu'IUne sold and delivered, it amounts tw 
an acceptance. Where a machine is bought 
in the United States, there is no warranty, 
on the part of the vendor, that it can be 
used in Canada as against any patent right* 
which might exist in this country.

Southern Can. Co. v. Whittal, 50 Que. S.
C. 371.
Sale of a steam engine—Evidence—Fact

OF KEEPING THE ENGINE AND OF USING 
IT OUGHT TO RE HELD AGAINST THE DE
FENDANT—(.C. 1012, 1720. 1721. 1722.

The fact that the defendant kept and used 
the steam engine in question, and more 
over the admissions of the defence and the 
general facts set out by the evidence show 
the action to be well founded in right and 
in fact.

Lemire v. Bourque, 26 Rev. de Jur. 221. 
User—Testing threshing engine—Rea

sonable time.
The receipt of an engine, the property 

therein not having passed, and user of it 
for threshing purposes for about 30 days, 
and the signing of an acknowledgment that 
an expert had spent a certain number of 
days in repairing it and had made it satis
factory, held, under the circumstances, not 
to constitute an acceptance. From August 
to spring cannot be regarded as an unrea
sonable time for the rejection of an engine, 
where the vendor by painting the engine has 
made inspection on the part of the pur
chaser at the time of delivery ineffective 
and has delayed the time of effective inspec
tion until the spring, when the paint came 
off.

Hart-Parr Co. v. Jones. [1917] 2 W.W.R
888.

Cocontractobs—Acts or one—Acceptance
of GOODS.

Imboult v. Crevier, 39 Que. S.C. 509. 
Acceptance — Delay in bfjudiating — 

Waiver—Defects in engine—Breach 
of warranty.

Canadian-Fairbanks Co. v. Thompson, 17 
W.L.R. 580.
Defects—Notice—Breach of warranties.

Neiss v. Canadian Port Huron Co., 3 A. 
L.R. 245, 16 W.L.R. 642.
Contract in writing — Principal and 

agent—Goods not according to speci
fications—Acceptance.

Black y. Tyrer, 8 E.L.R. 1.
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II. Warranty.

A. IN GENERAL.
(§ II A—2.‘>)—Condition—Thing sold not

IN EXISTENCE UK ASCERTAINED.
When the subject-matter of a sale of 

personalty is not in existence, or not ascer
tained, at the time of the contract, and en
gagement that it shall, when existing or 
ascertained, possess certain qualities, is not 
a mere warranty, but a condition, going to 
the very identity of the tiling sold,

A1 abas tine Co. v. Canada Producer k (las 
Kngine Co.. 17 D.L.R. 813, 30 O.L.R. 304, 
affirming 8 D.L.R. 405, 23 O.W.R. 841. 
Warranty—Sai.e and installation ok 

machinery — Ki el consumption 
Breach—Delay—Limitation ok lia- 
mi.iTY—Damages.

Baldwin v. Canada Foundry Co., 17 D. 
L.R. 834, « O.W.X. 346.
What amounts to.

An assertion by a lessor of farming lands 
who granted the use of a traction engine to 
his lessee, that the engine, which was essen
tial to the working of the lands, was in good 
working order, amounts to a warranty, when 
made with the intention that the lessee, who 
did not have any special knowledge on the 
subject, should rely thereon.

Tocher v. Thompson, 15 D.L.R. 31. 23 
Man. L.R. 707, 2U W.L.R. 288. ti W.W.R. 
7113, 812.
Representations—Failure of considera

tion—Findings.
Whether there were representations by 

the seller from which the existence of a 
warranty could lie deduced, or misrepresen
tation amounting to a failure of considera
tion, must lie gathered from the totality of 
the evidence, and the jury’s findings must be 
definite.

Robertson v. Norton, 30 D.L.R. 360, 44 
N.B.R. 49.
Contract—special clause—Meaning of.

A purchase contract containing the fol
lowing clauses:—There are no representa
tions. warranties or conditions, express or 
implied, statutory or otherwise, other than 
those herein contained, nor shall any agree
ment collateral hereto be binding upon ven
dor unless it is in writing hereupon or at
tached hereto and duly signed on Mialf of 
vendor at its home office. No agent or em
ployee of vendor is authorized to alter, 
amend or enlarge this contract in any par
ticular. Such parts or portions of said 
goods as arc not manufactured by or for 
vendor or are second-hand or rebuilt or re
paired are not warranted expressly or im
pliedly by statute or otherwise, 'hie war
ranty herein does not apply to second-hand 
or rebuilt machinery which it is agreed is 
not warranted. Held, in view of these 
clauses, that the purchaser could not recov
er for any alleged breach of implied war
ranty contained in a verbal agreement made 
during negotiations and before the contract 
was signed. [Schofield v. Fmerson-Brant-
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ingham Implement Co., 38 D.L.R. 628, Il s 
L.R. 11, 43 D.L.R. 509, 57 Can. S.C.R. ju:;, 
distinguished. |

Advance Rumely Thresher Co. \. Keene 
47 D.L.R. 251, 12 H.L.R. 259, [lffliil » \\ 
W.R. 143.
Warranty or condition—Stipulation as 

to quality and packing—Food ahti

A buyer who contracts to purchase loud 
articles of a certain quality to lie packed in 
a certain manner purports a condition not a 
warranty, and he cannot be compelled to 
accept the articles not so packed or lie lia
ble for their contract price, unless from the 
conduct of the parties a new contract can 
he implied.

Thames Canning Co. v. Kckardt. 23 1). 
L.R. 805. 34 O.L.R. 72.
Good workmanship—Breach—Proximate 

cause - -Onus.
Iii an action for breach of warranty that 

only the best workmanship and material 
will lie used in the construction of lioilers, 
tlm onus is upon the purchaser to ei-talilish 
that the leaks and cracks which rendered 
the boilers unfit to use were the direct and 
not the probable cause of had workmanship. 
[Badcock v. Freeman, 21 A.K. (Ont. I 633: 
McArthur v. Dominion Cartridge Co.. [19fi.ij 
A.C. 72, diotinguished.j

Grant’s Spring Brewery Co. v. Ivconard, 
25 D.L.R. 217. 34 O.L.R." 429. 
Warranty—Breac h—Chattel mortgage- 

conversion.
Weltz v. Hoy, 8 O.W.N. 620.
In an action for the recovery of the con

tract price for the sale of an engine and 
dynamos under an express or implied war
ranty that they will "run properly." the 
purchaser is entitled to recoup, or counter
claim the money paid on account of the 
purchase price with interest in the event of 
a breach of such warranty.

Canadian Gas, Power & Launches v. Orr. 
46 Can. S.V.R. 036 affirming 23 O.L.R. tllfi. 
Ac tion kor setting aside a sale—Delect 

OF STUBBORN N KSH— ITS EXISTENCE AT 
THE TIME OK THE SALE—BURDEN OF 
proof — Presumption — C.C. (Que.i. 
art. 1238, 1522.

I In an action to set aside the sale of a 
.horse founded on the defect of stubbornness 
in the animal, the plaintiff must prove the 
existence of the defect at the moment of the 
sale, no presumption arises against the pur
chaser by the fact that the animal has 
shown this defect 8 days after the sale and 
since that time.

Houle v. de Grandpré, 55 Que. 8.C. 214. 
Farm Implement Act—Second-hand ma

chinery—Ground for rejection.
Different considérations arise on a sale of 

second-hand machinery from those arising 
on a sale of new machinery. Consequently 
where, on the sale of a second-hand kero
sene-burning engine by a farmer, a necessary 
attachment was without the knowledge of
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I in- parties, missing, such defect did not 
warrant a rejection of the engine or a re
fusai to pay therefor, inasmuch its the miss
ing part, while essential to the operation 
of the engine, was easily procurable at al
most any place of business and very -inex
pensive, costing only a few cents. The pro- 
xision of the Farm Implement Act (1915, 

28) applies only to dealers in implements 
and not to a farmer making an isolated sale 
-if a second-hand engine.

Robinson v. Burgeson, 11 S.L.R. 22», 
1018] 2 W.W.R. 87».

Farm Implement Act—Parol evidence—
I OLLATEBAI. AGREEMENT, 

t/inere, whether the Farm Implement Act,
I » 15, e. 28, applies to an individual sale by 
a farmer of a second-hand implement. Evi
dence is admissible to shew that a written 
-ontraet for the sale of farm machinery was 
Mifiject to collateral verbal agreements or 
renditions. | Brownsberger v. Harvey, 2 S. 
L.R. 481, followed.] On the sale of a larm 
f ngine of a stated horse-power the ability of j 
the engine to develop such horse power is a 
condition.

Vase Tlireshing Machine Co. v. Welsh, 
11918] 3 W.W.R. 57.
Farm machinery—Ambu,vous description 

—Rated P0WE»—NOTICE OF DEFECTS— 
Acceptance—Set-off.

I’he defendants agreed to purchase from 
the plaintiff an engine described as "One 
< use 40 Horse Power Case (.las Engine.” 
The plaintiff delivered an engine which, 
however, failed to develop its rated horse
power when operated on kerosene, and when 
operated on gasoline burned an excessive 
quantity. Experts sent by the plaintiff to 
demonstrate tne engine's ability instructed 
the defendants, upon the failure of the en
gine to operate on kerosene, to go ahead 
with their work on gasoline and that an 
expert more familiar with the kerosene type 
of engine would lie procured and the en
gine made to operate on kerosene. The de
fendants accordingly proceeded to operate 
the engine on gasoline, hut it consumed 
such an excessive quantity thereof that its 
operation was either altogether unprofitable 
or much less profitable than it should have 
been. The agreement provided that the pur
chaser should not lie entitled to make any 
«daim for breach of warranty unless he com
plied with certain provision as to the giv
ing of notice of defects, and the defendants 
«lid not comply therewith. The plaintiff, 
failing to make the engine operate satis
fit vlovily on kerosene, the defendants eon- 
filmed to keep and operate the engine on 
■-•iisoline. In an action on promissory notes 
-ix*‘ii for the purchase price, held that the 
«l« -cription of the engine in the order was 

ii bigmms, and that evidence was admis- 
- do to shew what type of engine was in- 
ii nded. That, on the evidence, the engine 

’ •l< ml was a kerosene-burning engine that 
xx ili' develop Hi horse-power, and that the 
>< I 'lm-s bail failed to deliver such engine, 

Van. Dig.—124.

and that stioli failure was a breach of con
dition to which the provision as to the giv
ing of notice did not apply. That in any 
event the vendor, having in a manner not 
contemplated in the order undertaken by 
its own agents a test or demonstration, 
and thus acquired a more accurate knowl
edge of defects tliHii could lie contai noil in 
a written notice, the purpose for which the 
sending of notice was intended, had disap
peared and the failure to send notice could 
not lie set up. That the defendants were 
entitled to set off in reduction of the pur
chase-price the diminution in value of the 
engine delivered over that of the engine 
ordered. | Hart-Parr v. Wells. 11 S.L.R. 
132. applied.]

Vase Threshing Machine Vo. v. Mitten. II 
S.L.R. 238. [Affirmed in 44 D.L.R. 4». 12 
S.L.R. 1. |1919] 1 W.W.R. lOl.J 
Farm machinery—“Straw burner.”

Where there has been a sale of a thresh
ing "ngine with a "straw burner.” the fact 
that the buyer has some trouble in burning 
straw therewith is not a ground for holding 
that he did not get a "straw burner.”

Nichols A Shepard v. Chamberlain, 119181 
3 W.W.R. 308.
Animals known to he diseased—Duty to

On a sale, without warranty, of an ani
mal known to the seller to he affected with 
a certain contagious disease, there is no 
common-law duty upon the seller to warn 
the buyer of the disease, where the latter is 
reputed to lie possessed of more than ordi
nary skill and knowledge in the treatment 
of animals, the disease in question is fairly 
common in the neighbourhood, the buyer 
knows that the animal is suffering from 
some complaint, although not the particular 
nature of it. and the buyer refuses to com
plete the sale until he has had the animal 
in his possession a certain time. | Ward v. 
Hobbs, 4 App. Vas. 13. followed; L"rch v. 
Htrathcona Horse Repository, 2 A.L.R. 183, 
and the interpretation therein put on Ward 
v. Ilohbs differed from : Clarke v. Army and 
Navy Co-operative .Society, [1903] 1 K.B. 
155, distinguished.]

O'Men lev v. Swartz. 11918] 3 WAV.!!. 98, 
11 S.L.R, 376.
Action for price — Counterclaim for

FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION AS TO 
value—Fraud or warranty not es
tablished.

(lardner v. Merker, 44 D.L.R. 217, 43 O. 
L.H. 411.
Sale of goods — Farm machinery — 

Alleged verrai, agreement on sale
OF ENGINE UNDER WRITTEN CONTRACT.

An alleged verlwl agreement on the «ale 
of an engine was given effect to in view of 
the clause in the written contract of sale 
against any verlwl agreement. [Advance 
Rumelv Thresher Vo. v. Keene, 47 D.L.R. 
251. |19I9] 2 W.W.R. 143. followed ]

Service v. Advance Rumelv Thresher Co., 
[1910] 2 W W.R. 646.
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NkW AND SECOND-HAND ENGINE — QUALI- 
IIED WARRANTY.

1 The difference between ;i new and a 
second-hand engine is a difference of kind 
and the delivery of the latter cannot be a 
compliance with an order for the former.
It is not merely a difference of quality 
against which the purchaser must protect 
himself hv obtaining a warranty. On a 
contract of sale the parties may stipulate 
that the rights or obligations which would 
otherwise attach to a sale should not ap
ply to the sale in question, but a clause 
altering or limiting the effect of a contract 
for the <ile of a specitied article cannot be 
held to alter the subject-matter of the sale, 
nor to give the vendor a right to supply 
any article he may choose, unless clear 
language to that effect is used. An order 
for a specified engine is not any the less 
so. because the order contains a clause 
that the engine is not sold by description.
A condition in the following words. “There 
are no representations, warranties or con
ditions. express or implied, statutory or 
otherwise other than those herein con
tained, nor shall any agreement collateral 
hereto be binding upon the vendor unless 
it is in writing hereupon or attached here
to and duly signed on behalf of the vendor 
as its said home office,” applies only to the 
sale of a specified article and has no appli
cation until the article ordered has been 
delivered or an article different from that 
ordered has been delivered and accepted by 
the buyer in fulfilment of bis orders.

Hart Parr Co. v. donee, [1917] 2 W.W.R.
888.

Latent defects—Horse.
Every latent defect which affects the use

fulness of the thing sold constitutes a de
fect for which the contract may he rescind
ed. Chronic nephritis in a horse in such a 
defect. A vendor, making use of the war
ranty given to him by his auteur as to the 
character of the thing sold, makes this 
warranty his own and assumes original re
sponsibility.

Audet v. Leroux, 52 Que. S.C. 291. 
Warranty—Measure of damages.

Beck v. Graham. 4 S.L.R. 22, 16 W.L.R. 
291.
(S II A—26)—Express.

Where a traction engine was gold upon 
the order of the buyer and upon the re
ceipt thereof the seller shipped the engine 
and the order contained the warranties of 
the seller on its face and the seller's agent, 
without any knowledge on the part of his 
principal at the time the order was made 
or when the engine was shipped, gave the 
buyer, instead of a copy of the order, a 
somewhat similar document which had on 
its Imek warranties which, as far as they 
went, were practically the same as the 
ones in the order and the buyer was not 
told by the agent that it was a copy of his 
order and no fraud was practised upon 
him. and where it appeared that if the

II A.

buyer hud read it that he could not have 
avoided learning that it was no copy of 
the order, he was bound by his order and 
was not justified in considering the war 
ranty in the instrument given him, the 
only express warranty, and ignoring the 
special provisions in the warranty clauses 
in the order signed by him which were not 
contained in the other document.

Lennox v. Goold, 5 D.L.R. 836, 5 S.L.R 
228, 21 W.L.R. 918, 2 W.W.R. 829.

A notice of the failure of an engine to 
fulfil a warranty sent by the purchaser to 
the vendor at Winnipeg, and not to him 
by registered mail to Seaforth, as the con
tract of sale required, is not a sufficient 
compliance therewith.

Robert Bell Engine Co. v. Burke, 4 D.L. 
R. 342, 5 S.L.R. 75, 19 W.L.R. 934, 1 W.W. 
R. 707.
Breach.

The representation by a seller of bees 
that they had been inspected and were 
clean and all right i< a warranty that 
they are free from foul brood sufficient to 
permit a recovery for its breach.

McKav v. Davey, 12 D.L.R. 458. 28 O.L.
R. MB.
Express warranty — What constitues

An affirmation by the seller as to the 
character of goods made at the time of the 
sale thereof is a warranty provided it was 
so intended and was relied upon by the 

urchuser. e.g.. that a horse was a good 
orse to pull and was 11 years old. 
Winterburn v. Boon, 10 D.L.R. 021, 6

S. L.R. 177, 23 W.L.R. 556. 3 W.W.R. 1068 
Statements by auctioneer—Representa

tions—Goods not as represented.
An affirmation by the vendor through 

his auctioneer at the time of sale is a 
warranty provided that it appears in evi
dence to be so intended ; and on a breach 
of such warranty the purchaser is entitled 
to be indemnified for liis loss. [Payne v. 
Lord Leconfield. 51 L.J.Q.B. 642; Heilbut 
Symons k Co. v. Buekleton, [1913] A.C. 30, 
followed.]

Kennedy v. Anderson, 50 D.L.R. 105. 
Sale of horses—Express or implied.

Bastedo v. Young, 33 W.L.R. 25. 
Express—Written warranty—Oral rep

RESENT ATIONS—DEFECT IN MACHINERY

Harrison v. Knowles. 23 O.W.R. 672. 
Gasoline engine—Express warranty— 

Breach of warranty—Counterclaim 
—Damages.

Canadian Fairlxanks Co. v. Thompson, 18 
W.L.R. 658.
Contract — Furnace — Defective con

struction — Condition precedent — 
Warranty.

Crocket v. McKav, 9 E.L.R. 398.
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Machinery — Contract — Exprès war ' 
kanty — Exclusion ok other war-

Manitoba Windmill & Pump Co. v. Me- 
I., I land, 18 W.L.R. «80.
13 II A—27) — Sale op Goons Act 

(Sask.)—Effect of express war

.'ection 1Ü (1) of the Saskatchewan Sale 
Hoods Act, K.S.S. 1009, c. 147, relating 

' » implied warranties on the sale of cliat- 
j tel.-, does not apply to a sale under an 

<-\ press warranty.
Massey-Harris Co. t. Elliott, 11 D.L.R.

i W.WJL i:u.
I In- warranty implied by law on the 

-lie of a chattel is superseded by a guar 
mty in a written contract for tlie sale of 
.in engine, that it was free from latent de
fects, and that it should, under certain fuel 

militions, develop 50 horse power, without 
varying more than 2 per cent in speed un
der differing load conditions.

i a inula Producer Si Gas Engine Co. v. 
Hatlev Dairv, Light A Power Co., 4 D.L.R. 
.VE), 22 Que.* K.B. 12.
ACTION TO SET ASIDE A SALE-BIDDEN VICE

—Kjcki.no horse—C.C. Que., arts. 
1522. 1530.

A horse kicking in tty* stable is a hidden 
vice which the vendor should guarantee 
against. The purchaser has a right to re
turn the horse and annul the sale.

Reeves v. Beauchamp, 25 Rev. Leg. 213. 
An implied warranty on the sale of a 

aattel exists, where the contract of sale 
provides that it was not sold by descrip
tion, and that there was no condition or 
warranty either general, express, or im
plied, other than the condition and war
ranties set forth therein.

Robert Bell Engine Co. v. Burke, 4 D.L.
R 342, 10 8.L.R. 75, 10 W.L.R. 934, 1 
W.W.R. 707.
Implied warranty—Purchase of speci

fied animals—Burden of proof ok
SHEWING THAT ANIMALS DELIVERED COR
RESPONDS WITH THOSE PURCHASED —
What amounts to acceptance—Re
fusal to accept—Notice of.

'herman v. Mabley, 7 D.L.R. 793, 2 W. 
W.R. 231.
Action fob price — Defence — Counter

claim—Appeal—Costs.
Mannheimer v. Forman, 1 D.L.R. 898. 3 

" W.N. 523.
lMIMIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS—PURCHASE

of glass—Absence or any inspection
BEFORE DELIVERY — PURCHASER’S AS
SUMPTION ok risk—Alleged custom 
—Sufficiency of evidence to estah-

Lethbridge Sash Si Door Co. v. Tavlor, 7 
D.L.R. 913. 3 W.W.R. 82.

Where an order for the purchase of a 
traction engine signed by the buy?r upon 
the receipt of which the seller sent the en

gine, warranted that the engine would am 
cessfully operate a threshing out tit of the 
size and capacity usually operated success 
fully by an ordinary steam engine of the 
same actual brake horse power and that 
the engine should develop a certain horse 
power and if it did not, the seller was. by 
a clause in the warranty part of the order 
to he notified and given reasonable time to 
get to the engine and test it, and, if unable 
to make the engine develop such horse 
power, to take it back and replace it with 
another or, in place of this, to refund any 
payments made on the condition that no 
further claim was to be made against the 
seller, and where the order in one of its 
warranty clauses stated that if the pur
chaser failed to make the engine work sal 
isfaetorilv through improper management, 
inefficient operators, or neglect to observe 
the directions of the manufacturers, the 
purchaser was to keep the engine and to 
pay all necessary expense incurred bv any 
man sent at his request to put the engine 
in condition for successful operations, a 
compliance by lioth parties with the above 
provisions of the order should operate us a 
determination of all controversies respect 
ing the subject-matter, and, therefore, in 
an action by the buyer for breaches of the 
warranties in the order set out above and 
for the breach of the implied warranty 
arising under par. 1 of s. lti, R.S.S. 1909, 
c. 147, providing that there shall Is* an im
plied condition in sale of goods that if the 
particular purpose for which they are re 
qitired is made known to the seller thus 
shewing that the buyer relied on the seller's 
judgment and if the goods are those which 
the seller sells in his business, in which 
action it was found by the Trial .ludge 
that the only breach of warranty the evi
dence shewed under the Act aforesaid, or 
under the order of purchase, was that the 
engine did not furnish the horse-power 
stipulated and in consequence did not ‘sue 
cessfully operate a threshing outfit accord
ing to the first warranty set forth above, 
no recovery can Ik* had by the buyer on 
claims for breach of warranty, or by the 
seller on a counterclaim for the service- of 
the experts to make the engine work prop
erly where the evidence did not sufficiently 
shew that the buyer failed to make the 
engine do satisfactory work through im
proper management or inefficient operators 
as alleged in the counterclaim.

Lennox v. Ooold, 5 D.L.R. 888. 5 S LR. 
228, 21 W.L.R. 918, 2 W.W.R. «29.

An auctioneer who sells goods, not as 
principal, but as auctioneer only, though 
not naming his principal then present and 
in possession of the goods, does not. with
out more, warrant the title to the goodi 
sold; he does no more than engage that lie 
is in fact instructed and authorized by his 
principal to sell. [Wood v. Baxter, 49 
L.T.X.S. 45, followed. J
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Tin up v. Prescott, 5 D.L.R. 1 S3, 17 B.C. 
B. 2!IX, 21 W.L.R. mi. 2 W.W.R. «50. (Af
firmed, 18 D.L.R. 704, 50 Cun. S.C.R. 2(1:5, 7 
W.W.R. «34.]

A representation by a seller that a cow 
was ‘"due to calve" on a certain day, does 
not amount to a warranty that tiie cow 
was “in calf ; ” all that the expression im
ports is a representation that the cow had 
lieen bred to a hull at a time from which 
it was expected the cow would calve on the 
day specified.

Wilson v. Shaver. 8 D.L.R. «27, 27 O.L.R. 
218.
Ntatkd conditions and warranties ex-

VU UK IMPLIED WARRANTY, WHEN.
A stipulation in the agreement to sell a 

tractor engine that it is sold subject to the 
stated conditions and warranties ami no 
other excludes any claim upon the basis 
of an implied warranty. | Sawyer-Massey 
v. Ritchie. 4.'5 Van. S.C.R. «14. followed.]* 

Hutchins v. (las Traction Vo., 20 D.L.R. 
204, .‘10 W.L.R. 288.
IMPLIED WARRANTY PROVISION AGAINST— 

HOW CONSTRUED.
The implied warranty that on a sale of 

personalty the thing sold shall he reason
ably fit and proper for the purpose for 
which it was designed, cannot lie evaded hy 
the seller inserting a provision in the eon- 
tract of sale whose language does not 
dearly deprive the buyer of the benefit of 
the implied provision, especially where the 
inserted clause appears on its face to have 
a distinctly different function.

Alahastinc Vo. v. Canada Producer & 
fia# Engine Vo., 17 D.L.R. 813, 30 O.L.R. 
304. affirming 8 D.L.R. 405, 23 O.W.R. 841. 
30 O.L.R. 304.
I M 1*1.11.1» WARRANTY — FlTXK.HS OK MACHIN

ERY— New agreement — Breaches 
■ prior to new contract—Relinquish
ment ok RIGHTS UNDER FORMER ACiREE-

Rawyer 4 Massey Co. v. Ritchie, 43 Van. 
S.C.R. «14.
WaKRANTT—I M 1*1.1 ED CONDITION.

Clark v. Waterloo Mfg. Co., 20 Man. L.R. 
280, Ifl W.L.R. AS.
Sale by description—Implied condition.

Mason 4 Riach Vo. v. Mooney, 10 W.L.R. 
733.
Saleh—Railway ties—Condition ah to

STANDARD SIZE—PREVIOUS DEALING.
Ilallisey v. Muegrave, 44 N.S.R. 413. 

Manufacture and sale of specific arti
cles—Sale by description—Implied
WARRANTY.

Ontario Sewer Pipe Co. v. Macdonald, 2 
O.W.X. 483.

B. By description.
'(# Il B—30> —Warranty—Fulfilment.

A contract for the sale of a portable en
gine is not fulfilled by furnishing an en

gine that, by reason of its construction, is 
not portable.

Massev-Harris Vo. v. Elliott, 11 D.L.R. 
«32. 4 W.W.R. 134.

Where a motor car company advertised 
a car for sale "that never goes lame, backed 
by a live years* guarantee and the sale 
is made under an agreement to supply a 
written guarantee, but without any doiini- 
tion of the scope of guarantee in tile agree
ment of sale, the prêt is that tin-
war ranty is to be in accordance with the 
advertisement.

Middleton v. Black, 2 D.L.R. 209, 21 
W.L.R. 249.
"New 1912 cars"—Fraud.

Oriental Transfer Co. v. Winton Motor 
Car Co., 20 D.L.R. 953.
Specific goods—Warranty and condi

tion—Breach—Damages.
Where, under s. 50 of the Sale of floods 

Act (c. 203, R.S.R.C.), acceptance is in 
ferred after the lapse of a reasonable time 
for tin- rejection of goods, a breach of con
dition entitling to the right of repudiation, 
particularly in a sale ot specific goods, may 
be treated as a breach of warranty under 
s. 19, which will entitle the buyer under 
s. «7 to further damages in consequence 
thereof in additioif to the extinction or 
diminution of the price. [Poulton v. Lat- 
timorc. 9 R. 4 S. 259. followed.]

British American Paint Vo. v. Fogh, 24 
D.L.R. «1. 22 B.C R. 97, 32 W.L.R. 142, x 
W.W.R. 1331.
“fi elding”—“Rigoot.”

An agreement for sale being for a “geld
ing.” there is an implied condition that the 
subject of the sale shall he the “gelding" 
of horse-dealing commerce : this condition 
is not complied with by the delivery of a 
“riggot." although both parties honestly 
Iwlieved at the time of sale that it was a 
gelding and in a proper action the pur
chaser is entitled to damages.

Twaites v. Morrison. 43 D.L.R. 73. 14 
A.L.R. 8. [1918] 3 W.W.R. 349.
Sale of goods—Action for price—Writ

ten AGREEMENT—STATUTE OF FRAUDS 
—Sale by sample—Findings ok fact
AS TO QUALITY — CONDITION AS TO 
CLEANNESS — COUNTERCLAIM — fiOODS 
STORED FOR PURCHASER—PLEDGE BY 
VENDOR.

Kleiigon v. fioodail, 6 O.W.X. 074. 
“Against all defects,” meaning of.

One who in an agreement for swapping 
horse# act# as owner of the horse he ex
changes as well as contracting party, will 
not lie allowed, in an action for résiliation, 
to claim that the horse was not his and 
that he was acting for a third party. In 
such tn agreement the warranty “against 
all defects” means a warranty that the 
horse is free from all defects concealed 
or apparent, maladies of every kind and

4869
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from any I li iny wliivh would make it unfit ,
for u*e.

Fortier v. Tanguay, 44 Que. 8.C. 440.
The admission, on examination as a wit 

lie-*. by the seller, as to a mare that he 
knew it was bought for breeding purposes, 
and that he hail re»»irented it to the pur- 
rhmer as being from eight to nine years 
.•Id, hut without warranty, is a commence
ment of proof in writing which entitles 
ilie purchaser to give oral evidence of the 
warranty of the vendor that the mare was 
of the age mentioned. The representations 
by the vendor, as admitted hy himself, were 
siivli as to lead the purchaser into error on 
a material element in the sale and, there
fore. to make it void.

Boulanger v. Fortier. 41 Que. 8.C. 38ft.
(g II B—31)—Ncif.enkd roAi..

A contract for the delivery of ‘•screened 
mal" is carried out by the delivery of coal 
properly screened at the mine, although 
owing to the soft and friable nature of 
the coal more slack is produced in transit 
than would be produced from coal from 
other mines.

Maritime Coal, Railway & Power Co. v. 
i lark, 43 D.L.R. 158, 40 N.B.R. 1.
Tkade designation.

Un a contract for the supply of a certain 
quantity of a factory product, under its 
trade name (e.g„ waxed splits of leather), 
to a dealer in the same trade, there Is a 
presumption that the contract is for goods 
of ii quality which will answer the trade 
designation under which they were sold, 
sml the vendor is liable, as for breach of 
warranty, in respect of any portion which 
i* so inferior in grade, either from a de
fect in the material itself or in the process 
of manufacture, as not to be merchantable 
gisais under the trade designation.

<rhrader v. Robson Leather Co., 8 D.L 
R. 838, 3 O.W.N. 062.
I Or QUALITY, GFNU1NKNFNH, OR FITNK8A.
I it II C—35)—By sample.

X .contract made by correspondence for a 
carload of specified articles of a specified 
grade “to lie the same size and quality as 
«ample» submitted*' is a sale hy sample, 
and not a sale of a quality or grade.

I. a chute Shuttle Co. v. I'rothinghani, 8 
D.L.R. 417. 22 Que. K.R. 1.

Where "seed flax" is sold hy sample and 
the buyer would require an intricate analy
sis and test hy a Government official in or- 
d'-r to detect the presence of noxious mus
tard seed in the sample, the onus is not on 
tin* buyer to make a test involving such 
unreasonable trouble, and upon injury rc- 
-ulting to the buyer's land from "seed 
flax" contaminated with noxious mustard 
«eed, the seller may he held in damages for 
same, without the Government test.

Curl-tadt Development Co. v. Alberta 
Pacific Elevator Co., 7 D.L.R. 200, 4 A.L.U 
... J1 W.L.R. 433, 2 XV.XV.R. 404.

Where a quantity of fruit purchased by

, a dealer from the grower for export to the 
English market and re-sale at a profit was 
discovered upon inspection not to '*• of the 
grades and quality contracted for. the 
buyer has the right either to reject the 
lot and to go into the market and replace 
the fruit in accordance with the contract 
grade, and hold the vendor responsible for 
the difference between the contract price 
and the market price; or he may retain the 
fruit, relying on the warranty or descrip
tion of grade, and recover the loss sus
tained based on the market price at the 
time of the discovery of the fraudulent 
packing as compared with the contract

Graham v. Bigelow, 3 D.L.R. 404, 11 
E.L.R. 114, 46 S'.K.R, 116. [Affirmed, 15 
D.L.R. 294, 13 E.L.R. 566.1

Where a dealer in motor cars contracts 
to supply a car which shall lie in all re
spects (except upholsteringi the same as 
a certain car previously sold to a specified 
third party, the seller is hound to furnish 
a car duplicating such sample in apjiear 
a nee, equipment, and method of construe 
tion, and as efficient and satisfactory in 
operation, and in all other respects ns 
good, as the sample, with the qualification 
mentioned as to upholstering, there being 
in the circumstances an implied warranty 
that the car should lie fit for use in the 
manner in which such a car ordinarily 
would be used. [Drumnioud v. Van Ingen, 
12 A.C. 284; Mody v. Gregson. L.R. 4 Ex 
49; Randall v. New- i, 2 Q.B.I), 192. ap
plied.]

Trethewev v. Moves, 8 D.L.R. 280, 4
O.W.N. 445. 23 O.W.R. 66

Where a manufacturer r dealer con
tracts to supply an art.i which he man
ufactures or produces, or i which he deals, 
lo Ik* applied to a pu ular purpose, so 
that the buyer tru-' the judgment or 
skill of the manuf.' r or dealer, there
i- in tlmi aei led term or war
ranty that it shall Is- reasonably fit and 
proper for the purpose for which it was 
designed. [Canadian Ga* Power 4 Launches 
v. Orr, 23 O.L.R. 616, applied. | Where 
the plaintiff bought from the defendant an 
engine with a distinct understandiug as to 
the purpose for which the engine was to 
lie used, that it was to lie applied to a 
particular purpose which required partie 
ular qualities, and the defendants repre
sented to the plaintiffs that they could sup
ply the engine required, and the plaintiff 
trusted to the defendant's judgment and 
skill in doing so; there is in such a contract 
an implied term or warranty that the art I 
cle shall lie reasonably fit and proper for 
the purpose for which it was designed ; and 
the fact that upon the engine shewing de 
feets from time to time the plaintiff and 
the defendant for several months made 
joint efforts to put it into running order 
does not estop the purchaser from insist
ing upon the warranty against inherent 
defect and weakness. Where dealers sell
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un engine with an implied warranty as to 
fitness for a particular purpose, with cer
tain provisions in the contract for replac
ing defective parts, such provisions have 
not the effect of impairing the obligations 
of the implied warranty hut are in law 
considered as quite distinct therefrom. 
[( amulian Gas Power & Launches v. Orr, 
23 U.L.R. filO, 26 Can. S.C.R. «14. fol
lowed ; Sawyer & Massey Co. v. Ritchie, 43 
Can. S.C.R. «14, distinguished.]

Xlahastine Co. v. Canada Producer & 
Gas Engine Co., 8 D.L.R. 405, 30 O.L.R. 
304, 23 O.W.R. 841.

A defence that the failure of machinery 
to work satisfactorily was due to its ill- 
usage by the vendee in not properly oiling 
it, fails, where it is shewn that oil was 
properly applied, but by reason of a con
cealed defect in workmanship, it did not 
reach the proper bearing surface.

Canada Producer & Gas Engine Co. v. 
Hatley Dairy, Light & Power Co., 4 D.L.R. 
A09, 2.» Qee. K.lt. 12.
Implied warranty—Fitness fob specific 

purpose—Seller's skill not belied

The provisions of clause 1 of ?. 18 of 
the Sales of Goods Ordinance, c. 30, Con. 
Ord. 1808, to the effect that there is an lm 
plied warranty that goods sold for a par
ticular purpose shall be reasonably lit for 
such purpose, does not apply where the de
fects complained of were discovered by the 
buyer at the time of the delivery and the 
goods were retained by him without objec
tion, the defects complained of being entirely 
within his own knowledge, since the pro
visions of clause 1 apply only where the 
buyer relies upon the seller’s skill and judg-

lientiingsen Produce Co. v. Poggiolli, 11 
D.L.R. 182, 23 W.L.R. 871, 4 VV.W.R. 179. 
Defect in quality—Damac.es—Effect of

A purchaser of goods is not deprived of 
his right to set up a counterclaim by reason 
of a defective condition of some of the 
goods, in an action by the seller against 
him for the contract price, merely because 
the purchaser made no attempt to settle 
with persons to whom he had resold part 
of the goods claimed to be defective, al
though he had been requested to do so by 
the seller.

Berry v. McKenzie, 10 D.L.R. 641, 6 
A.I..R. 17, 23 W.L.R. 886, 4 W.W.R. 438. 
Implied w arranty—Fitness for purpose.

Millett v. Silver, 16 D.L.R. 870, 13 E.L.R. 
677.
Of fitness.

A warranty that an engine was “capable 
of doing good work’’ is not a warranty 
that it was “capable of filling silos," a work

requiring greater power than the engine 
was warranted to have.

Caldwell v. Cockahutt Plow Co., 18 D.L.R. 
722, 30 O.L.R. 244.
Of fitness—Purchaser's own judgment 

anii skill—Effect.
'Hie implied warranty that a machine sold 

by a manufacturer or dealer shall be fit for 
the particular purpose for which it is to he 
used, does not import that the machine will 
accomplish the purchaser’s purpose, where 
the purchaser lias relied on his own judg
ment and skill rather Ilian the vendor's ad
vice. [Shepard v. Pybus (1842), 3 M. & 
G. 868, followed.]

Hopkins v. Jauni son. 18 D.L.R. 88, 30 0. 
L.R. 305.
IXIPI.IFJ) WARRANTY OF FITNESS — CAVEAT 

EMPTOB.
'lliere is no implied warranty of fitness in 

a sale of machinery not manufactured by 
the seller, and after the goods have been in
spected, in the absence of any fraudulent 
concealment, the rule of caveat emptor ap-

Roliertson v. Norton, 30 D.L.R. 369, 44
N. B.R. 49.
Warranty implied as to quality—Manu

facturer's obligation to supply new 
commodity.

Prima facie a person sending an order for 
an engine to the manufacturer thereof is en
titled to receive an engine new in all its 
parts, and the manufacturer's noncompli
ance in till's respect (although as to parts 
of small value compared with the price of 
the engine) may vitiate the contract.

Hang v. Baade. 15 D.L.R. 520, 7 S.L.R. 
47. 26 W.L.R. 750.

Prima facie a person sending an order for 
an engine to Hie manufacturer thereof i« 
entitled to receive a new engine, and where 
the seller varies the implied warranty in 
this respect by representing that the engine 
delivered in response to the order has not 
been used except for “a little use on the fair 
ground." the alleged variance will be strict
ly construed. [See also Hang v. Baade. 15 
ti.LR. 520.]

Haug v. Blair, 16 D.L.R. 22, 27 W.L.R. 61. 
Soundness of anKtal—Promise to give

WARRANTY—BREACH.
Since equity looks upon that as done 

which should have been done, it is of no im
portance where, in a sale of an animal the 
seller promises to give a written warranty 
of soundness, that the warranty is not de
duced in writing and a malformation of the 
animal's foot constitutes an uusoundnen 
which will render the seller liable for breaci 
of the warranty, if such unsoundness was 
existent at the time of the sale, although 
the purchaser had heard from others that 
the animal was unsound. | Head v. Tatters- 
all, L.R. 7 Ex. 7, applied. |

( araeron v. McIntyre, 20 D.L.R. 63S, 35
O. UR. 206.
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Tractor— Assignee — Action to recover 

PURCHASE PRICE—W ARRANTY—FAILURE 
OF ENGINE TO 1>0 WORK REQUIRED—UN
DERTAKING by vendor—Defective en
gine—Retention—Evidence.

Magcr v. Build Hunch A, Co. 48 D.L.R. 
724, 11919] 3 W.VV.R. 428.
By sample—Delivery—Acceptance—Ob

ligations.
I’hiibb v. Wright, 40 D.L.R. 356, 53 Que.

S. C. 376.
W arranty or condition — Quality — In

spection.
A representation that a car-load of hay is 

all of u particular quality is a condition, 
not only a warranty, and a purchaser is 
in-tilied in refusing the hav upon discovery 
iliât it is not of the quality represented, 
notwithstanding that after partially exam
ining it in the car lie took delivery, and 
resold it. the inferiority not being apparent 
until the hay was unloaded.

Niagara Drain & Feed Co. v. Reno. 32 D. 
L.H. 576, 38 O.L.R. 159.
Implied warranty as to fitness—Breach 

—Farm Machinery Act.
Neuman v. International Harvester Co., 

37 D.L.R. 766.
Farm machinery — Statutory require

ments AS TO BOILERS—XONCOMPLIANCB

Regulation 1 of the Department of Pub
lic Works, issued under s. 19 of the Steam 
Boilers Act, K.S.S., c. 22, controls and forms 
part of the specifications set forth in the 
regulations, and shews that an alxoluto 
compliance with the regulations is not re
quired by the department, and that a sale
• ould be made of engines which do not 
»>rictly comply with the regulation, and the
• licet is, not to prohibit the sale, but to 
penalize the engine by reducing the pressure 
allowed, and consequently docs not render 
anv sale void on that account.

Hang v. Murdock, 25 D.L.R. 666. 32 W.
T. .R. 572. 9 W.W.R. 574. [Reversed in 26 
D.L.R. 200, 9 S.L.R. 56, 9 W.W.R. 1064.1 
.Sale of yacht—Condition as ro quality

— Seaworthiness — Nonfulfilment 
—Rescission—Return of money paid 
AND PROMISSORY NOTES GIVEN—DAM
AGES—Return of goods.

Donovan v. Whitesides, 8 O.W.N. 483, 9 
O.W.N. 60.
Implied w arranty of fitness for special 

purpose—Goods supplied not as con
tracted for — Refusal to accept — 
Promissory note given for part of 
price—Action on—Dismissal—Coun
terclaim—Recovery of moneys paid-^ 
Damages.

Watson Carriage Co. v. Auto-Transporta
tion Co., 9 O.W.N. 245.

Inferior quality—Action by vendee for 
damages—Fruit packed in baskets— 
Charge of "facing"—Failure to 
prove—Fruit Sales Act, R.S.O. 1914, 
<. 225, s. 2—Evidence—"Orchard-

Scott v. Fisher, 14 O.W.N. 217.
Soundness of animal.

The written statement of a veterinary 
surgeon, read at the public sale of a marc, 
"that he had the mare under his care for 
abscess caused by strangles, but that she 
would soon he cured without difficulty,” only 
expresses the opinion of the veterinary sur
geon and doe» not constitute a warranty by 
the vendor.

Poupart v. Beaudin, 24 Rev. Leg. 149. 
Animai.—Latent defect.

Intermittent lameness is a latent and red
hibitory defect. The exchange of a horse 
suffering from such lameness, due to a hard 
tumor on the horse's shank, when the owner 
declares to the party with whom he makes 
the exchange that such lameness is acci
dental and curable is void and may be set

Rochon v. Lavigne, 24 Rev. Leg. 112.
A mare inclined to Income frightened and 

unmanageable has a latent defect which 
renders the sale of such an animal void.

Charron v. Longtin, 24 Rev. Leg. 109. 
Grain sold by «ample—Consignment to

OHDER OF BANK—PROPERTY PASKINO ON 
ACCEPTANCE OF DRAFT—APPROPRIATION 
TO CONTRACT OF PARTICULAR CAR LOAD 
■HI trap in hill or lading—Failure 
TO DELIVER GRAIN—RECOVERY BY BUYER 
OF AMOUNT PAID—WRONG CAR-LOAD DE
UX I 111 li NT REASON OF MISTAKE AS TO 
NUMBER OF CAR—CAR-LOAD ACTUALLY 
DELIVERED IN DAMAGED CONDITION—
Right of rejection—Notice.

McPherson v. Niagara Grain A Feed Co.,
IS O.W.N, M
Contract—Supply of laths—“Mill bun” 

—Quality of laths shipped—Refus
al of purchasers to accept—Evi
dence — Onus — Description —Coun
terclaim-Damages.

Bart ram & Rail v. Bishopric Wall Board 
Co., 17 O.W.N. 45.
Contract for sale of motor-truck—Ac

tion BY PURCHASERS to RESCIND ON THE 
GROUND OF FRAUD AND MISREPRESENTA
TION—Evidence—Findings of fact of 
Trial Judge—Truck not as repre
sented—Failure to prove fraud—As- 
nign mEN i' OF CONTRACT BY vendors— 
Assignees not made parties to action 
—Failure of claim for rescission- 
amendment of statement of claim— 
Implied warranty of fitness—Sale
BY DESCRIPTION—CONDITION TREATED AS
warranty — Breach — Damages —

Horrocks v. Signal Motor Truck Co., 16 
O.W.N. 132. [Aftirmed, 17 O.W.N. 1.]
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CONTRACT I'OK SALE OF MOTOK-TKUl'K —■ 
KNOWLEDGE OF VENDOR OF FVKI'OHE FOR
which truck intended—Article ok
I.IVERKO NOT RKAHONABLY FIT FOR PUR
POSE—Finding of Trial Judge on evi
dence—Trucks sold by manufai -
TIRER AH OF HIS OWN MANUFACTURE—
Truck actually manufactured by 
another — Implied warranty — 
Property not passing till payment 
in full—Right of im r< maker to re
scind CONTRACT, PAYMENT IN FULL NOT 
HAVING BEEN MADE.

Tin- plaintitT bought from the dpfendants, 
a manufacturing company, a motortruck 
for u-c in the plaintiffs’ business of carriers. 
The defendants were informed of the pur
pose for which the truck was required and 
the character of the work it would he put 
to, and they knew the character of the high
ways upon which it was to he used. The 
contract was in writing. The truck was 
described in the writing as a "Sawyer-Mas- 
sey motor-truck.” The price was $.1,000, 
SI.000 of which was paid in cash the bal
ance was payable by instalments, for which 
the plaintiffs gave promissory notes. Each 
note, in addition to identifying the contract 
of sale and the subject-matter, provided 
that "the article for which this note is given 
shall remain the property of Sawyer-Mas- 
spy Vo. until all notes or renewals given in 
settlement are paid in full:”—Held, in an 
action for rescission of the contract, that 
the defendants must he regarded as having 
undertaken to furnish a truck suitable for 
the plaintiffs' purposes. | Rristol Tramways 
etc. Carriage Vo. v. Fiat Motors, f 1010] 2
H. IV 831 : Canadian (Ins Power & Launches 
v. Orr. 23 O.L.R. (51(1. and Alahastine Co. v. 
Canada Producer & (las Kngine Co., 30 (>.
I. .I1. 304, followed.) It appeared in evi
dence that the truck sold was not manu
factured bv the defendants, l»ut was built 
for them by another company, and sold 
under the "Sa wyer-Masse) " name :—Held, 
that, in the absence from the contract of 
specific words to the contrary, there is an 
implied warranty, in the nature of a con
dition or undertaking, where the vendor 
is a manufacturer, that the goods are of 
his manufacture. |Johnson v. Raylton, 7 
V.I5.D. 438, followed.] And held, that there 
was a breach of this warranty or condition, 
the truck not being in any proper sense 
a "Sawyer-Massey motor-truck. Judgment 
was given in favour of flu- plaintiffs de
claring the contract rescinded and directing 
the return of the money paid and delivery 
up of the promissory notes in the defend
ants' hands.

Randall v. Sawyer-Massey Co.. 43 O.L.R.

Plaintiff sued defendant to recover the 
price of a gasoline engine sold to defendant. 
It appeared that defendant had given an 
order for an engine warranted to be well 
made of good material and durable, and 
which stated that there were no conditions 
or warranties in connection with the sale

39ôi
other than as set out therein. The order 
was also expressed to be subject to the 
right of the defendant to cancel licfore a 
certain date if he found an engine that 
suited him better. On this reservation |>e- 
ing brought to the attention of the com
pany's salt-s manager be wrote the defend 
ant specifying the qualities of the engine, 
comparing it with other engines, and guar
anteeing it to develop 2ii horse pow er, a I 
though nominally rated at 20 horse power, 
and as a result of this letter the defendant 
purchased the engine. The engine would 
not develop 25 horse power nor 20 horse 
power, and was unable to do the work for 
which it was procured, and the defendant 
returned it. The learned trial judge gave 
judgment for the plaintiff for the amount 
of it- claim, and for the defendant by way 
of damages for his counterclaim for the full 
amount of the sale price, treating the mat
ter as if there had liven a total failure of 
consideration. On appeal it was held, the 
letter written by the company sales man
ager is a subsequent agreement by the com 
pany for the purpose of inducing the de
fendant to purchase, and the provision in 
the order excluding all warranties other 
than therein expressed could apply only to 
what had taken place up to that time, and 
did not affect any subsequent warranties, 
and consequently the warranty was binding 
upon the plaintiff company. (21 That the 
breach of warranty complained of being 
that contained in the letter as to the ability 
of the engine to do certain work, and not 
of the warranty of quality contained in 
the order, the defendant had no right to 
return the engine, as provided in the orig
inal order, and obtain an award on the 
basis of entire failure of consideration, but 
was entitled only to damages on the basis 
of the difference in value between the article 
delivered and the value of an article of 
the quality represented in the letter.

The Manitoba Windmill and Pump Co., 
v. Mcladland. 4 S.L.R. 500.

Plaintiff sold defendant a gasoline engine 
guaranteed to be made of good material 
and in a workmanlike manner. The defend
ant accepted the machine and employed 
three different men having ordinary experi
ence in operating such engines to operate it, 
hut none of these men could get it to work. 
The company gave, it was found, no evi
dence which shewed that the failure of the 
defendant to operate the engine was due 
to any fault of the defendant. The Trial 
Judge gave judgment for the plaintiff for 
the price of the machine, hut allowed the 
defendant on counterclaim by way of dam 
ages the whole price of the engine. On ap
peal it was held, that the meaning of the 
warranty in question was not that the \a 
rious parts of the engine were made in a 
workmanlike manner, hut that the engine 
as a whole was made in a workmanlike 
manner; that is. that when completed it 
could be operated. (2) That such u war 
runty is not satisfied by shewing that the
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«ngiiie could be operated bv experts, but 
must 1m? so constructed that it can lie oper
ated by any person possessing the skill 
and knowledge necessarily possessed by the 
average operator. (3) The defendant hav
ing shewn that the engine could not be 
operated by the average operator, the onus 
was east on the plaintiffs of shewing that 
the machine was in proper shape when de
livered. and this not having been done the 
defendant was entitled to damages on breach 
of warranty.

Canadian Fairbanks Co. v. Thompson, 4 
S LR. 475.
"Healthy and clean”—Redhibitory de

I lie sale of a mare made with warranty 
agi.inst any concealed defect or illness not 
perceptible on a medical examination by 
the veterinary docs not cover defects which 
could he discovered by attempting to drive 
the mare, such as those of kicking, baulk
ing, or stubbornness of an unbroken mare.
I lie words "healthy and clean” signify 
only exemption from redhibitory defects.

Vx iwr v. Bonnaml, 49 Que. s.v. 170. 
Action for price of engine sold—Defects 

—Oral representation of agent of 
vendor—Provisions of written agree
ment— Notice of defects—Imputed
KNOWLEDGE OF CONTENTS OF WRITTEN 
AGREEMENT.

White v. Hobbs, 5 O.W.X. 659.
Saik of animals—Warranty—Breach— 

Kvidence — Preponderance of testi
mony—Return of horse—Damages— 
Purchase-price and expenses—An
ticipated profits—Remoteness.

Wood v. Anderson, 7 O.W.N. 101. 
Contract—Sale and installation of oar

ENGINE AND PRODUCER PLANT—GUARAN
TEE AS TO FUEL CONSUMPTION AND AS TO 
I.OSS OWING TO FAILURE OF PLANT—
Preach — Delay in installation —
I.IMITATION OK LIABILITY—CONSEQUEN
TIAL damages—Construction of con
tract—Defects in material and 
workmanship—Principle upon which 
damages allowed—Reference to as
sess DAMAGES—COSTS.

RhIdwiii v. Canada Foundry Co.. « O.W.N.
152.
Warranty ok fitness and genuineness— 

Motor truck—Breach ok w arranty— 
Damages.

Defendants sold a motor truck to plain
tiffs. whose purchasing agent knew nothing 
about motor trucks, on the representation 
that it was a "throe-ton Mack truck” and 
that it was so rated, while, in fact, tlie said 
truck was classified by its maker as a two- 
ton truck:—Held, that the plaintiffs were 
nit it led to damages for breach of warranty, 
’lie issue being not whether a new truck 
would carry three-ton loads for a period 
of -everal months without breaking down, 
but whether it was, in the judgment of those 
skilled in the manufacture of trucks, capable 
of doing and maintaining that for a period

which could lie considered the life of the 
truck.

Victoria Saanich Motor Transportation 
Co. v. Wood Motor Co., 20 B.C.R. 537, 29 
XV.L.R. 904.

Plaintiffs approached defendant with a 
view to selling him a piano, and defendant 
stated that the piano which lie had in mind 
to purchase was one manufactured by the 
Heintzman Co., known as "The Classic." 
They stated they had a piano of that de
scription which they could sell at a lower 
price, and stated that it was of the same 
quality as "The Classic" manufactured by 
the Heintzman Co. The defendant then gave 
the order and they shipped to him a piano 
manufactured by them, and called "The 
Classic,” which the defendant refused to 
accept. It was shewn that the Heintzman 
piano was a high-grade piano, while the 
one shipped was a low-grade piano, in an 
action for the price it was held, that the 
sale was one by description, and there was 
an implied condition that the goods should 
answer that description, and, as the piano 
shipped did not answer that description, 
the defendant was entitled to refuse to take 
delivery.

Mason & Hi sell Co. v. Mooney, 4 S.L.R. 
303.

Plaintiff, being desirous of securing flax 
for seed, heard that defendant had seed 
llax for sale, and went to him with a view 
to purchasing. He inquired of defendant 
whether such seed was clean and free from 
noxious weeds and mustard, and was as
sured that it was. Plaintiff, therefore, as 
it was found, on the strength of such rep
resentation. purchased from defendant suffi
cient seed for the land to he sown. When 
the crop came up, it was found to be full of 
mustard, a very noxious weed. It was found 
that the crop had been deteriorated by at 
least. 25 per cent by reason of this mustard, 
and that to eradicate it, the land would re
quire to be summer-fallowed during the two 
succeeding seasons. The plaintiff also re
lied on the provision of r. 128 R.S.C, and 
the Noxious Weeds Art of Saskatchewan, 
prohibiting the sale of unclean grain. It 
was held, that it was the intention of the 
parties that the representations made by 
defendant at the time of sale should form 
part of the contract, and what took place 
constituted a warranty. (2) That the seed 
sold did not comply with the warranty, 
whereby the plaintiff suffered damage, for 
which he was entitled to recover, the dam
age sustained being that which would nat
urally flow in the ordinary course of things 
from the defendant's act. (3) The dam
age contemplated in this case would be the 
amount of injury which would ordinarily 
flow from a breach under the special circum
stances made known at the time oi sale, 
and which would lie injury to crop, loss of 
crop and injury to land. (4) In assessing 
such damages, the injury to crop by reason 
of loss occasioned by the growth of mustard 
should he allowed, and also the loss of the
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use of tin- land for the following year, when 
it would require to lie -ummer-fallowed, 
1 he fair rental of the land being the basis 
of such damage. (5) Chapter 128 R.S.C. 
did not assist the plaintiff, as flax was not 
mentioned in that Aet, nor did it apply to 
sales by a farmer at his own granary, (6) 
That the provisions of the Noxious Weeds 
Act of Saskatchewan, prohibiting the sale 
of unclean grain gave no cause of action 
to the plaintiff, that statute being passed 
for the benefit of the general public, and 
had nothing to do with the private bargains 
of individuals.

Xargang v. Kirby, 4 S.L.R. 306, 18 W.L. 
R. 62.1.
Contract — Brick-making plant — Sai.r

AND INSTALLATION—CKRTAIN CAPACITY
required — Test—Company — Action 
—Status—Appeal—Rehearing — B. 
C. Stats. 1917, c. 10, s. 2 (3).

A contract for the sale amt installation 
of a brick-making plant provided that the 
tinal payments therefor should be made 
within certain periods after the plant was 
completed and had been demonstrated to 
lie of a capacity of 17,000 good merchantable 
bricks in 10 hours or 34,000 merchantable 
bricks in a day of 80 hours. It appeared 
from the evidence that the presses have to 
be worked G or 7 hours to produce the neces
sary quantity of unbaked bricks to fill the 
retort in which they are hardened by steam, 
so that when the plant is started the hard
ening section of it must remain idle for Ü 
or 7 hours. An action for the balance of the 
purchase price was dismissed on the ground 
that it hud not been demonstrated the plant 
was of the required capacity. Held, that in 
making a test of tin; capacity of the plant 
allowance must he made for the initial time 
required to produce the necessary quantity 
of unbaked bricks to fill the retort and that 
the time for the test should then start when 
both sections of the plant arc working con
tinuously.

Konmick System Sandstone Brick Ma
chinery ( o. v. B.O. Pressed Brick Co., 20 
B.C.K. 101. [19191 1 W.W.R. 645. revers 
iiig judgment of Clement, .1.
Coal—Special purpose—Implied warran

ty of fitness—Purchaser selecting 
AND MIXING GRADES—WARRANTY NOT

Plaintiff sold defendant a certain quan
tity of lump coal, subsequently together 
a certain quantity of lump coal and a cer
tain quantity of slack coal. The first con
signment. after sale, was lost at sea but 
defendant received and used the balance. 
The court found on the evidence that plain
tiff was aware that the coal was intended 
for a special use, viz., for steaming pur
poses. In giving the order for the coal, de
fendant made his own selection of grades. 
Lump coal is a superior, slack coal an in
ferior, quality. They were used by defend
ant in mixture. Through the loss of the 
tirst consignment the mixture was depre

ciated in quality. The coal as used failed to 
fulfil the purpose intended. On defendant 
claiming on an implied warranty of fitnexa 
it was held that, though if plaintiff had 
simply sold for steaming purposes a certain 
quantity of coal, or possibly if the order for 
the lump coal or slack coal had been given 
and tilled separately, and the coal used 
separately, there would have been an im
plied warranty of fitness for the purpose in
tended, such warranty did nut apply where 
the two grades were (by direction of de
fendant) shipped, and used, together.

Western Fuel Co. v. Rain)- River Pulp t 
Paper Co., [1919] 1 W.W.R. 323.
( ÎOODR ORDERED FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSE—De

scription—Quality—Right to reject.
Brownlie v. Sydney Cement Co., 45 X. 

6.R. 90, 9 E.L.R. 149.
Warranty — Fitness of machinery — 

Waiver—Noth k.
Sawyer & Ma-ssev Co. v. Ferguson, 20 

Man. L.R. 461, 16 W.LR. 667. 
Manufactured articles — Written con

tract—Implied condition as to fit-
NESS—COI LATERAL CONTRACT.

Canadian Gas Power & Launches v. Orr, 
23 O.L.R. 616, 19 O.W.U. 235. [Affirmed 
46 Can. S.C.R. 636.)
(9 II C—36 \ —Sef.d.

Where grain is sold as "seed flax" by 
sample and the seed delivered does not cor
respond with the sample, the delivery being 
contaminated with noxious mustard seed, 
the seller may be held in damages under 
s. 17 (21 (c) of the Sale of Goods Or
dinance N.W.T. Ordinances (Alta.) 1911, c. 
39, although the buyer may have omitted to 
examine the goods delivered but. relied up
on his warranty and examination of the 
sample. Where a contract is made for the 
sale of goods by description there is, under 
s. 16, subs. 1, of the Sale of Goods Ordinance 
N.W.T. Ordinances (Alta.) 1911, c. 39, an 
implied condition that the g <ls were rea
sonably fit for the purpose intended; and 
if. by acceptance of the goods, this implied 
condition were waived, and reduced to a 
warranty only, such warranty would be 
covered by s. 13 of the same Ordinance. 
Where grain is sold as "seed flax" and it 
was at the time of sale contaminated with 
noxious mustard seed, the seller may be 
held in damages for a breach of warranty 
under s. 16 (1) of the Sale of Goods Or
dinance, N.W.T. Ordinances (Atla.) 1911, 
c. 39, on the ground that the seed was not 
reasonably fit for the purpose for which it 
was intended. Where a contract is made for 
the sale of goods by sample there is under 
s. 17 (hi of the Sale of Goods Ordinance 
(Alta.) 1911, c. 39. an implied condition 
that the bulk should correspond to the 
sample.

Carlstadt Development Co. v. Alberta Pa
cific Kiev a tor t o., 7 D.L.R. 200, 4 A.L.R. 
366, 21 W.L.R. 433, 2 W.W.R. 4U4.
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Seed—Damages.

A seller of flax seed, for seeding purposes, 
win» supplied seed infected with wild mus
tard, is liable to the buyer for the loss oc- 
ia-ioned thereby.

Wright v. Nelson, .1.'» D.L.R. «03, 11 A. 
1.1: :»U7, [1917] 2 W.W.B. 708.
Clover seed—“Clean and cleab or foul 

seed’’—Evidence—Findings of jury 
—Qua L1F1 ED WARRANTY —COVER N M E N T 
STANDARD—SEED CONTROL ACT, 112 
CEO. V. c. 23, 8. 8 (D.)

Byrnes v. Symington, 12 O.W.N. 107.
lMaintiffs, being desirous of purehasing 

flax for the purpose of seed, approached de- 
i mlnnt, who dealt in flax, with a view of 
! iirehasing. They told defendant that they 
required the flux* for seed, and asked if he 

■ mid supply them. The defendant stated 
’hat be would give them what he could from 
Ills granary, but that he had a mortgage 
>n some flax to be delivered later, and they 
lutild have that if they were satisfied with 
it. On this other flax being brought in, 
the plaintiffs examined it, and, on being 
a-h.nl how they liked it, stated it was all 
right and they would take it. They now 
alleged the flax to be unfit for seed, and 
tat by reason thereof they lost the crop 
which they should have had during that 
M-a-on, alleging that, in buying, they relied 
■in the defendant's skill and judgment to 
supply flax reasonably tit for the purpose 
required, it was held, that while the purpose 
T"i which the flax was required was made 
known, in order to raise an implied war
ranty of fitness, there must be evidence 
that the buyer relied on the seller’s skill 
ami judgment, and from the circumstances 
•>f this case no such implied warranty could

Ordwny ct al. v. Olson, 4 8.L.R. 343.
Sai e of goods—Fi.ax seed—Repudiation— 

Damages fob breach—Question as to
QUALITY OF SEED.

Major v. Turner. 20 O.W.R. 570.
(ill C—37)—Fitness for breeding.

A sale of a stallion cannot Ik* rescinded 
by the purchaser because of the animal's 
1 i"ti< disposition where the evidence 
-hewed that it had been quiet and gentle 
while the vendor owned it, except on one 
invasion when it attacked him. of which 
the vendor told the purchaser before the 
sale, though subsequently the horse became 
entirely unmanageable and dangerous.

McPherson v. Paris, 5 D.L.R. 385, 4 A. 
I P. 373. 21 W.L.R. 654. 2 W.VV.R. «43. 
Pedigree—Fitness fob breeding—Damage 

—Quantum.
That a mare was sold as standard-bred 

with a pedigree but no pedigree was fur- 
i ;-lied by the seller as agreed, is ground for

tiding damages to the buyer for the 
•I mini.-liod value because of the absence

the pedigree: hut notice to the seller is 
i '• to lie implied from such circumstance 
■' -t tin» buyer was purchasing for breeding 
; '1 poses ; nor can damage be awarded in

respect of lost profits because of the buyer's 
inability to register the mare's colls, where 
the buyer laid not informed the seller that? 
he was buying for breeding purpo-es. [Sap- 
well v. Bass, [1910] 2 K.B. 486, and Hadley 
v. Baxendale, 9 Ex. 341, applied.]

Steinaeker v. Squire, 19 D.L.R. 434, 30 
O.L.lt. 149.
Warranty—Foxes—Fitness fob brekdixo 

—1 ntebpretation.
On the sale of a pair of black foxes for 

breeding purposes with an undertaking to 
make an exchange should the buyer “fail to 
get a good black male from either pair 
mated” to other foxes owned by the buyer, 
there is merely a warranty that the quality 
of the foxes were such that as the result of 
breeding in the manner specified in the 
contract one good black male would be 
found among the progeny; there is no under
taking to insure the lives of the foxes and 
there is no right on the part of the buyer 
to demand another male when the female of 
the pair died and the male was successfully 
mated, but the progeny were destroyed by 
the mother fox before they could be remove.I 
from the kennel.

Baird v. ( lark, 19 D.L.R. 762, 7 O.W.N. 
535, 8 O.W.N. 113.
Stallion—Fitness as foal-getter.

Where an agreement for the sale of a 
stallion stipulates that in the event of its 
deficiency within a fixed period as a foal- 
getter, a substitute stallion will lie furnished 
in exchange by the seller, provided certain 
stated particulars (customary and reason
able) shall be recorded and furnished by the 
buyer, such particulars will be construed 
strictly as a condition precedent to the 
special remedy so stipulated, and the seller's 
omission to furnish the usual printed tally 
sheet for the record does not impair hi- 
right to insist upon the condition. [First 
National Bank v. Matson, 2 A.L.R. 249, dis
tinguished.]

Elgin City Banking Co. v. Mawhinney, 17 
D.L.R. 577.
Stipulation ar to breed—Mixed breeds.

An agreement stipulating the sale of foxes 
“purchased by the vendor from C. Dalton 
and W.R. Oui ton in 1911," does not entitle 
the buyer to demand the delivery oi foxes 
of the Dalton breed alone.

< oflin v. Gillies. 24 D.L.R. 317. 61 Can. 
8.C.R. 539, affirming 7 O.W.N. 354, which 
reversed « O.W.N. 643.
High grade seal coat.

Representing a coat to be a “high grade 
Alaska seal coat” constitutes a warranty as 
to the quality of the fur and not of* the 
makeup of the coat, which will entitle the 
buyer to recover the difference in value if 
♦lie coat turns out to be of a medium grade

Luleune v. Fairweather, 25 D.L.R. 23. 25 
Man. L.R. 783, 32 W.L.R. 917, 9 W.W.R 
567.
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KRM'D—Warranty.
Brother* v. McT.ratli, 1 D.L.R. 916, :t O.

Salk ok horse—guarantee—Ai’I’ame.w de
fects—t OHRUHOHATIVE EVIDENCE—C.C.
(Que. i. 1012—C.( .1*. .‘127. 35».

Wlii-n tin* direct evidence uf the extent of 
tin* guarantee given at a sale by a vendor 
to a purchaser of a horse is contradicted, 
and inconsistent, it is the duty of the court 
to look into the other evidence for corroho-

.Intrus v. Boivert, 25 Rev, de Jur. 155.
({! II C—39) — I.M 1M.IED WARRANTY—MKR- 

i HANTABI.K ARTIUI.K—BUYER'S KNOWL-

The implied warranty of merclumtahlencRs 
in clause 2 of s. Ill uf the Sale- of Goods 
Ordinance, <*. 3», Can. Ord. 1898, is nega
tived «here the buyer makes an examina
tion of the goods on its delivery and. though 
found to In* defective, fails to reject them.

Henningsen Produce Co. v. Poggiolli, 11 
D.L.R. 182. 23 W.L.R. 871. 4 W.W.R. 17».
I). KkEECT OF INSPECTION; OR OPPORTUNITY 

TO INSPECT.
(S II l>—401 — Machine — inspection 

—Notice of defective working. 
Steven v. Dick. 1U D.L.R. 8<I0, 27 W.L.R. 

578.
Opportunity to inspect — Purchase ok

GROWING HAY—REFUSAL TO ACCEPT DE
LIVERY — Opportunity given pur
chaser to inspect—Passing of prop
erty—Implied warranty—Iudiciai.
DISCRETION AS TO AWARDING INTEREST.

Garcia v. Watson. 7 D.L.R. 791. 2 W.W. 
R. 238.

The unloading of such merchandise a* 
shovel handles by the huver and taking 
them into his store, where it is shewn that 
inspection in the cars would not lie prac
ticable. and would entail payment of de
murrage or storage charges, does not con
stitute acceptance of the goods, where, 
after examination of the goods and discov
ery of defects, the buyer promptly notifies 
the seller of his refusal to accept them ; 
under such circumstances the buyer need 
not bring a redhibitory action under art. 
1530 C.C. (Que.), but can bring an ac
tion for rescission of contract for nonful- 
lilment of the vendor’s obligation (art. 
1005). and therefore the buyer is not 
obliged to bring suit immediately.

Laehute Shuttle Co. v. Frothingham, 8 
D.L.R. 41,. 22 Que. K.R. 1.
F.U. B.—ReFU HAL OF INSPECTION—LlABlI.-

Tn a sale of goods f.o.h. subject to in
spection. the seller's refusal, after the 
goods have lieen shipped, to guarantee the 
buyer against any loss he might suffer on 
a resale owing to inferior quality, is not 
a refusal vo jiermit inspection and the 
buyer's nonacceptance of the goods on the 
ground of such refusal renders him liable

3060

to the seller for damages for uonaccept*

Morrison v. Morrow, 3» D.L.R. 350, 36
OX.R. H».
Of goods by sample Opportunity to is- 

spect — Acceptance of goods — Im
plied warranty—Goods not up to 
sample—Rescission of Contract- 
Damages.

In a contract for sale by sample the fol
lowing conditions are Implied: (1) that 
the hulk shall correspond with the sample 
in quality ; (2) that the buyer shall hum 
a reasonable opportunity of comparing the 
bulk with the sample; (31 that the good* 
shall he free from any defect rendering 
them unmerchantable, which would not Is* 

i apparent on reasonable examination of tlé
sa mule. If. after an opportunity is afforded 
to tin* buyer to compare the bulk with the 
sample, lie proceeds to take the goods into 
his possession or deals with them, he will 
not lie allowed to repudiate the bargain in 
toto and claim that the property has never 
passed hut he is driven to rely upon the 
implied warranty, the condition becoming 
a warranty on change of ownership, for tin- 
breach of which compensation can lie 
sought only in damages.

liallani v. Itainton, 48 D.L.R. 120, 45 0. 
L.R. 483.
Damaged automoiule—Nondisclosure.

On the sale of a chattel (e.g. an auto
mobile), where there was nondisclosure by 
the seller of the fact that the chattel had 
been damaged and the damages repaired, 
although the chattel could still be classed 
as new, as represented to be, but nothing 
was done by the seller to induce the buyer 
not to avail himself of the means of knowl
edge within his reach, the buyer who ac
cepts tin* chattel without investigation will 
lie denied damages in respect of such non
disclosure where no material damage had 
resulted to the chattel so as to make it 
any less valuable after being repaired, par
ticularly where it was found that such non
disclosure was not designed. | New Bruns- 
w ick v. Convbeare, 9 IÎ.L.C. 711, 742, ap
plied; Addison v. Ottawa Taxicab Co., 16 
D.L.R. 318. distinguished.)

Ia»e v. Chapin. 23 D.L.R. «97, 8 W.W.R. 
436, 31 W.L.R. 113. | Altirmed in 25 D.L.R. 
299, 9 A.L.R. 74, 9 W.W.R. 228, 32 W.LR. 
509. ]
Identity of engine ordered—Different k 

in quality—Caveat fmptor.
Where an engine is identically of the 

same make as the one ordered, tlie differ
ence between a new engine and an old en
gine is a difference in quality and not in 
kind, and any warranty in respect thereof 
is excluded by the terms of the agreement. 
The defendant having ordered the identical 
engine that was shipped to him, he was not 
entitled to any other engine, and was not 
justified in refusing to accept delivery or 
to make settlement, hut such engine was 
nevertheless subject to the warranties con-
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taiiied in tli«* original agreement, and a* | 
the Trial lodge's judgment wan to the ef- j 
ff,t that there wan a breach of warranty, 
there should either be a new trial on that 
.jiH-tiim, or a referenee to ascertain the 
imount the defendant would be entitled to 
x-t off against the plaintiff's daim. The 
engine delivered not being new in all its 
parts, differed in kind and not simply in 
quality from the engine which was ordered, 
and within the contemplation of all parties 
to the agreement; and the warranties in 
the agreement would only become operative 
a< against the defendant when an engine 
of the kind contemplated by the parties 
had lieen furnished; the inspection made 
hv the defendant of the engine was of such 
a casual nature that the doctrine of 
‘■caveat eraptor" had no application. The 
parties had appropriated in fulfillment of 
the contract, or more correctly, in substi
tution for the engine ordered, the engine 
which was inspected by the defendant and 
shipped to him, and there being no express 
warranty with respect to that particular 
engine, the defendant could not now say 
that it failed to fulfil any warranty ex
pressed or implied contained in the original 
agree ment. ,

Hang v. Baade. 8 8.L.R. 126.
REJECTION BY PVBCHA8KR.

The sale of a system of lighting by gaso
line, made on the condition that it will give 
satisfaction, gives the purchaser the right 
to give notice to the vendor of his refusal 
to accept it, and in such case the latter .is 
obliged to remove it. The purchaser is not 
obliged to give the vendor the reasons for 
his refusal, nor to submit them to the

Stonehouae v. Valiquette, 47 Que. 8.C. 
108.
Dm TO EXAMINE—AtiENT—LIABILITY.

line who buys hav for another and does . 
not inform the vendor, letting him believe , 
it is for himself, is personally liable. A j 
purchaser should examine the thing sold on 
taking possession, and his default in doing ^ 
so prevents him afterwards from complain- i 
ing of apparent defects which it may have.

Dumaine v. Comeau, 24 Rev. Leg. 105.
Inspection.

In an action for breach of a contract of 
sale of oats by the vendee refusing to ac
cept delivery on the allegation that the 
oata were unmerchantable, it appeared that 
there was no express warranty of quality 
bv the seller, that the seller had not grown 
tii -in. had not lieen guilty of any fraud, j 
and that the vendee might have inspected 
the oats at the time ot entering into the , 
contract had he so desired:—Held, that 1 
the ease was one to which the maxim 
«svent emptor applied, that vendee had no ; 
right to refuse acceptance of the oats, and 
was liable in damages for breach of con 
tract.

Mathfeaon v. Tremblay. 12 F..L.R. 79. I

Mam FAt'Tt HE AMI DEI.IX"KRY OF l.VMBER— 
SHIPMENT PAYMENT H)R U MBER I1E
LiVKRKD—Inspection of limber—In

Olds v. Owen Sound Lumlier < o., 6 O.W. 
X. 241.
Sale or hat—Apparent uekecrs— C.V. 

(Qie.i 1522, 1621—Opportunity to 
INSPECT.

The seller is not bound Iq reason of de 
feet» which, at the time of the sale, 
are apparent and which the buyer might 
have known of himself. If a buyer pur
chases hay, with the intention of reshipping 
it to a foreign country, it is his duty to 
examine it at the time of delivery, or at. 
least la-fore reshipping, and if lie neglects 
so to do and such hay is reshipped, the ven
dor, in the absence of fraud on hi* part, 
cannot be held responsible for delects 
which may have accrued after delivery, or 
which, if they had in effect really existed 
at the time of delivery, might have been 
detected by the buyer, by a mere external 
inspection of such bay.

Ililshion v. Denauit, 20 Rev. de Jur.
277.
Warranty — Apparent defects — C.C. 

Qvr.. 152.1.
A purchaser has no recourse against a 

vendor for apparent defects, the existenee 
of which the purchaser has been able to 
lind out himself. A person who has pur 
chased artificial stone, ami who complains 
that, at the time of the sale, the stone was 
of laid quality, being too green and badly 
manufactured, will have bis action dis
missed, as the defect which hv claims is 
an apparent defect which lie might have 
noticed at the time of the delivery.

Marcotte v. Montreal Concrete Tile, 46 
Que. 8.C. 483.
Warranty or hoi ndnesm not ki i.fii.led— 

Nonacceptance — Pi a< hase before
ARRIVAL OF (iOOUS AT PLACE OF ACCEPT
ANCE AND BEFORE LEARNING CONDITION 
or GOODS OPENING VP CAB AND ATTEMPT
ING to sell—Equivalent to accept
ance— Still entitled to action for
BREACH OF WARRANTY—4.Ol HT REFORM 
INU PLEADINGS TO ENABLE COUNTER
CLAIM FOR BREACH OF W ARRANTY.

Defendant company purchased potatoes 
from plaintiff which the court found did not 
fulfill an express warranty as to soundness 
iii the contract. As to car No. 3, plaintiffs' 
action for price failed as defendant hud 
on its arrival at defendants' warehouse 
(where under the contract acceptance was 
to take place l and liefore ascertaining its 
condition and wiring nonacceptance. opened 
up the car and attempted to sell the 
contents and was held to have thus 
accepted the goods. [Parker v. Palmer. 4 
B. 4 Aid. 387 followed.1 But defendant 
could still bring action for breach of war 
ranty. And as defendant had counter 
claimed in the same action for breach of 
warranty in connection with car No. 2,
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purehm-cd and shipped under tin- same con
trail, which counterelnim was held to lie 
well founded, tlie court reformed the plead
ings by amending the eounterelaim to ex
tend it to the ear No. -t and directed refer
ence as to damages on the counterclaim as 
amended.

Srmonds v. Clark Fruit A Produce Co., 
(11*19J 1 W.W.R. .187.
Warranty—MAtkuiais selected by the 

OWNER AND 1118 ARCHITECT.
lîeid v. Mirks, 39 Que. S.C. 133.

E. Test and demonstration.
(§11 E—44)—Written notice of defec

tive WORKINO OF MACHINE.
Written notice by the buyer of the de

fective working of an engine in pursuance 
of his contract of purchase, required as a 
condition to the buyer’s right to return the 
engine for breach of warranty, may be 
waived by the seller sending out an em
ployee to remedy the defects after the time 
for giving such written notice had expired.

Massev Harris Vo. v. Elliott, 11 D.L.R. 
632. 4 W.W.R. 134.
Engine—Warranty—Horse-power.

A clause in a .contract for the purchase 
of an engine requiring notice to lie given in 
case of any defect in “workmanship or ma
terial” does not apply to a warranty that 
the engine will develop certain horse
power, but only to the warranty that it is 
well made and of good material.

Hart Pan v. Wells, 43 D.L.R. 686, .17 
Van. S.C.R. 344. [19181 3 W.W.R. 77*i. af 
firming 40 D.L.R. JH!*. 11 8.L.R. 132, 
[19181 2 W.W.R. 239.
Warranty—Approval of third party.

Where the defendant agreed to return 
the price of an automobile sold the plain
tiff. which proved defective, if it were not 
pronounced satisfactory by a designated 
person by a certain day, the money must be 
refunded where the ear did not work to 
the latter’s satisfaction at that time: the 
vendor ha~s no right to demand that it lie 
returned for further repair and to have a 
further submission and test of same on a 
subsequent day by the person designated.

Snnermann v. E.M.F. Vo., 12 D.L.R. 191, 
24 O.W.R. 779. affirming 4 O.W.N. 1137.

The purchaser of a drill outfit cannot es
cape liability on notes given for the price 
thereof by shewing that a verbal agree
ment. had not been carried out whereby the 
seller was to send him an expert driller at 
its expense to assist in digging the first 
well, and to remain until the first well was 
completed, and that, if such were not done, 
the mites were to be void.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co. v. El- 
dred. 2 D.L.R. 270, 6 S.L.R. 194, 20 W.L.R. 
«97. 2 W.W.R. 00.

Where machinery is sold with a war
ranty that it shall work to the satisfaction 
of tin purchaser, it is the duty of the 
seller to thoroughly test it, under condi
tions similar to those in which it is to be
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used liefore delivering the machine to the 
purchaser.

Bonin v. Ontario Wind Engine & Pump 
Co.. « D.L.R. 785, 18 Rev. de dur. 446.

Where a contract for the purpose of a 
gas producer, a gas engine, and an air com
pressor for starting it, provided that the 
vendor should for one year replace, free of 
charge, all defective parts; that the vendee 
could not reject the plant except for fail
ure to develop the power guaranteed, and 
that the machinery should lie tested at the 
vendor’s factory ; and the v endee was, In 
the terms of the contract, "urged to lie 
present at the final test,” the vendee is not 
concluded by a shop test of which he was 
not notified and which he did not attend, 
since such test was intended as an addi
tional inducement to purchase, and not to 
put a vendee in a position of having 
irrevocably committed himself to the pur
chase on the tost proving satisfactory.

Canada Producer A Cas Engine Co. v. 
Hatley Dairy, Light & Power Vo., 4 D.I..R. 
599, 22 Que. K M. 12.

Action for price of a hot air furnace in
stalled by plaintiff in defendant's house on 
the stipulation that it should lie installed 
on trial, and if not found satisfactory to 
he taken away, and a new one put in its 
place:—Held, that upon the evidence the 
condition had not been complied with, and 
the defendant was not liable for the price 
of the furnace installed.

Hell v. Robertson, 12 E.L.R. 414.
Supply of hay to Dominion Government 

—Hat rejected as not up to stand
ard.

Poirier v. The King, 9 E.L.R. 375. 
Implied warranty of fitness—Exercise 

of judgment by purchaser.
The plaintiffs sued for damages for 

breach of an implied warranty, upon the 
sale of flax by the defendants to them, that 
tlie flax was fit for seed :—Held, on the 
evidence, that the Action failed because the 
plaintiffs purchased the flax on their own 
judgment, and because they failed to estab
lish that it was not reasonably fit for seed
ing purposes.

Ordway v. Olsen, 18 W.L.R. 171.
III. Rights and remedies of parties.

A. In general.
Liability of manufacturer or seller for 

accident resulting from structural defects, 
see Automobiles, III A—160.

Specific performance of sale of shares, 
see Contracts, I C—29; Parties, II A—87.

Pleading breach of warranty as set-off to 
note, see Pleading, VI—355.
(8 III A—45)—Sale of business—Stock 

in-trade—Mutual mistake in com
puting amounts — Rights and rem
edies OF PARTIES.

Whitaker v. Rumble, 45 D.L.R. 745, 14 
Alj; ::ts, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 1026.
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Shakes— Defences—Sale or Goons Act.

Where an agreement for the sale of shares 
of stock is absolute and unconditional, it 
is no defence to an action on a promissory 
note for the purchase price thereof, that 
the plaintiff agreed to obtain the shares 
iruin a party to whom he hypothecated 
them and failed to do so, or that the note 
was delivered on condition that it lie sub
ject to the approval of the pledgee who re
fused to accept it, if the plaintiff can other
wise be required to give title to those 
shares; the Sale of Goods Ordinance 
iAlta.) does not apply to a sale of com
pany shares, as under s. 2 (1) of the 
Ordinance the word “goods'’ does not in
clude choses in action, and, therefore, the 
liability for a refusal to pay the purchase 
price note is not to be fixed by the stat
utory measure of damages for breach of 
contract of sale.

David v. Dow. 27 D.L.R. 680. 0 A.L.R. 
4!Mt, .14 W.L.R. 606, 10 W.W.R. 674. 
caveat emptob.

\n elevator operator, though he is re
quired to receive all grain offered and to 
_i\e either storage receipts or cash pur
chase tickets therefor, under the provisions 
of subss. (1) and (2) of a. 157 of the 
Grain Act (Alta.), is not protected by the 
provisions of that Act in buying grain, 
where he knew that such grain was under 
—izurc by one claiming a lien under the 
Thresher’s Lien Ordinance (Alta.) and 
wlu-re he failed to make proper enquiries 
ns to the right of the vendor to sell the 
-ame; the Grain Act, under the circum- 
-lances merely protecting the elevator 
operator from liability for receiving the

I’rinneveau v. Morden, 11 D.L.R. 272, 6 
A.L.R. 52, 24 W.L.R. 268, 4 W.W.R. 637. 
Supply of machinery and plant—Abate

ment of price—Several issues of 
i acts—Findings of Trial Judge—

Allis Chalmers-Bullock v. Algoma Power 
I U„ 6 O.W.N. 240.
Saif, of timber—Delay in delivery—In

spection—Time ok shipment—Evi
dence—Custom of trade.

Canada Pine Lumber Co. v. McCall, 6 
O.W.N. 483.
S.M E OF VALUABLE ANIMALS—SELECTION BY

vendor—Failure to deliver—Con
struction OF AGREEMENT—“AND”---
“Or"—Action for breach of con-

< nirin”’ Gillies, 7 O.W.N. 354, reversing 
« O.W.N. 643. (Affirmed. 24 D.L.R. 317, 
51 Van. S.C.R. 53».]
S/J.F. OF MOTOR CAR — SECOND-HAND CAR 

TAKEN IN PART PAYMENT—( REDIT OF 
FIXED AMOUNT, TO BE INCREASED WHEN 
SECOND-HAND CAB SOLD—REFUSAL OF 
OFFER TO BUY CAB — EVIDENCE — CON
STRICTION OF AGREEMENT—FINDING 'jV
Trial Judge—Reversal of appeal.

Ramsay v. Crooks, 6 O.W.N. 180.

Ill A.

Sale of aviomoiiii.k—Refund of price— 
Return of vehicle put in as part of

Sa nermann v. E.M.F. Co., 4 O.W.N. 1137, 
1370, 24 O.W.R. 415, 0.17.
Sale—License—Revocation of contract 

—Account Interpretation of con
tract—c.c. art. 1013, 1071, 1472.

If an amount has been paid un the prive 
of sale and the buyer refuses to execute 
his contract, the seller can keep what he 
has reeeived. The following contract: “M. 
A. binds himself to pay to Mr. Durand the 
sum of $1650 for the goodwill only of the 
license for the sale of spirituous liquors." 
is not a sale of the license itself, hut of the 
privilege which it gave the owner of the 
license to have it renewed.

Archambault v. Durand, 25 Rev. Leg. 288. 
(g 111 A—50)—Goods to be procured— 

Promissory noie.
One who sells goods to be procured from 

another, or sells for that other, and re
ceives in his own name a promissory note 
in payment, is not an indorsee for value 
without notice of the promissory note so 
given him.

Robert son v. Norton, 30 D.L.R. 360, 44 
N.B.R. 4».
Option—Retention of goods—Remedy— 

Detini 6.
An option to a uurchaser to keep the con

tainers of the sold merchandise at a fixed 
price is, when exercised, a sale, enforce
able in an action for goods sold and deliv
ered, and not in detinue.

Canadian Oil Cos. v. Margeson, 35 D.L.
R. 208. 51 N.8.R. 331.
Remedy for non acceptance—Resale.

Johnston v. Salmon, 36 D.L.R. 706, 
(1017] t W.W.R. 644.
Timber—Forfeiture of price upon non- 

coMPi.r.non of contract — Accept
ance.

Dunlap v. Devine', 36 D.L.R. 385, 51 N.
S. R. 110.
Broker—Option—Lapse of time—Quan

tum meruit.
At the expiration of the time limit in an 

option agreement with a broker, the owner 
is entitled to consider the matter at an 
end, unless the broker can shew either that 
there was an entirely new agreement, or 
that the terms of the old option were either 
by express agreement, or by implication 
continued until the sale was effected, he 
can only recover on the basis of a quantum

Acklcs r. Beattv, 40 D.L.R. ISO, 52 N.8.
R. 134 (Affirmed, 52 D.L.R. 661, 59 Can.
S. C.R. 640.]
Nondelivery—Measure of damages.

The rule for measuring damages for non
delivery of goods laid down in the Sales of 
Goods Act ( R.S.S. 1009, c. 147, s. 49 (3)), 
namely, that where there is an available 
market the measure of damages is priiha 
facie to be ascertained by the difference be-
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tween the contract price and the market or 
current price at the time or time* when the 
good* might to have liven delivered, is in 
ii aide where the price has been pre
paid. and in such case, if the market price 
is higher at the time of trial than at the 
time specified for delivery, the damages 
are to lie measured by the latter price.

feeble* v. I'feifer, 11 N.L.R. *>4», [19181 
2 WAY.It. 877.
Disim tk as to value—Mistake ok vendor

tx "* APPROVAL BILL”—KNOWLEDGE OK
vendee—Price aureeii upon.

Michaelson v. Babb, 15 OAV.N. 80 
CONTRACT—SALE OF COPPER—QUANTITY—

Eckert v. Ixmdon Elec. I!. Co., 57 Can. 
8.C.R. «>10.
Contrait—Salk to retailer i«y traveler

FROM WHOLESALE HOI SK — TERM OF
sale—Liberty to return goods un
sold— Oral evidence to establish 
term—Contradiction by document
AND CONDUCT ok PARTIES — KXTENHIOX 
OK TIME FOR PAYMENT—New BARGAIN 
FREE FROM TERM.

Continental Costume Co. v. Appleton. 17 
OAV.N. 258.
Action to set aside a sale.—Sale of 

HAY—-Delay —C.€. Que. ART. 1680.
One who liuva hay and receives delivery 

the following day, and immediately reports 
alleged defects in the hay cannot, when 
he is sued, 15 days later, refuse payment 
for the reason that the liny was not of 
the quality agreed on. He ought to take 
the initiative himself, and sue his seller 
to annul the contract of sale, within 9 days 
after the discovery of the alleged defects, 
the grounds set up in the defence being of 
the nature of an action to set aside the

Dudos v. Dubrofsky, 25 Rev. Leg. 47. 
Action in Division Court upon promis

sory NOTE GIVEN FOR PART OK PRICE— 
Warranty — Ureach — Dispute-note 
NOT SETTING UP COUNTERCLAIM ON 
WARRANTY—VERDICT OK JURY IN EF- 
KECT AWARDING DAMAGES BY DEDUCTION 
OK SUM KROM AMOUNT OF NOTE—JUDG
MENT—Appeal—Costs.

Fanning v. Wales, 15 OAV.N. 259. 
Defects—Action—Reasonable time.

When a purchaser accepts and keeps 
goods which he has bought, and later com- 
menees an action in damages against the 
vendor, on the ground of defect* which he 
discovered in the goods after tiieir delivery, 
lie must bring his action within a reason
able time.

De Felice v. O'Brien, 27 Que. K.B. 192. 
fAffirmed. 45 D.L.R. 295. 59 t an. S.C.R. 
1184.1
A X t >1 Al.— RK.DHIBITOBY ACTION—DELAY.

A redhibitory action, commenced 30 days 
after the sale* of a horse, is not brought 
within a reasonable delay, when the pur
chaser might have ascertained the animal's

• defects the day after the contract, and 
when the partie- live in the same place.

Suthvrgill v. Portelance, 24 Rev. Leg. 
473.
Assumpsit—Attach ment.

If goods are delivered to a person who 
asserts that lie never bought them, but who 
refuses to return them, the plaintiff's ai 
tion should be in revendication or pay 
ment of their value, in default of their lw 
ing returned, and not by an action of ac
count for sale and delivery of goods.

lV‘ger v. Viau, 63 Que. 8.C. 501. 
Auction hale—Liability ok purchaser- 

delay—Da m ages.
As a general rule the purchaser of good* 

sold at public auction, who does not in- 
mediately pay the price at which the arti 
cic «as knocked down to him, must pay 
damages for his failure to do so. But, if 
such person had been in the habit, for 
many years, of buying at the same auction 
rooms, and that according to the custom 
of tlie vendor lie was always granted a de
lay of three, five or even eight days, he 
should not lie held responsible for his de
fault in payment unless the vendor at the 
opening of the bidding had given notice 
that no delay would lie allowed for pay
ment for goods sold.

Montreal Fruit Auction Co. v. Payne, 63 
Que. S.C. 503.
Sale of substituted goods—Investment 

OK PROCEEDS IN GOVERNMENT SECUR
ITIES—Conditions—C.C. (Que.) arts. 
953a. 951 (a) — R.S.Q. arts. 5899. 
6893.

Re Smith, 54 Que. S.C. 612.
Bottled deer hold in cases—Contract— 

Invoices — Return ok empty cases
AND BOTTLES — CREDIT FOB PART Rf
turned—Evidence in reply—Custom 
ok trade—Admissibility.

Hamilton Brewing Co. v. Thompson, 12 
O.W.N. 361.
Salk ok flour—Failure to deliver poll 

quantity—Monthly deliveries — Df 
LIVERY "AS REQUIRED”—POSTPONEMENT 
OK TIME FOR DELIVERY—ACQUIESCENCE
— Entire contract—Breach—Dam 
ages—Rise in price of flour.

Geroxv v. Hughes, 13 OAV.N. 8; Sierich* 
v. Hughes, 13 OAV.N. 10.
Sale ok goods to uk manufactured—Ac

tion for price — Defects—Counter- 
claim—Damages—Costs.

McGill Chair» v. Jones, 13 OAV.N. 15. 
Sale—Action for price—Machinery not

FIT FOR WORK FOR WHICH INTENDED
Finding of fact of Trial Judge—Dis
missal of ACTION.

Toronto Type Foundry v. Ormsby, 13 U. 
W.X., 145.

8
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WRITTEN MEMORANDUM—NO EXPRESS CON

DITION OK PREPAYMENT—STATEMENT OF 
TERMS OF PAYMENT — “HALF-CASH* —
Chique given fob halt or rates 01 
goods—Disiioxoi 'B or cheque—Sub
sequent ACCEPTANCE OF SECURITY — 
Pbopbbtt passing—Goods betaken by 
VENDOBS—WBOXOrUL TAKING—ASSIGN
MENT BY PVBCHASER FOR BENEFIT OF 
creditors—Action by assignee for
VALUE OF GOODS.

Lawson v. Martin, 13 O.W.N. 300.
5AI.E — ( REDIT SALE — CONTRACT — CON

structiox — Nox-dbliveby — Action
FOR DAMAGES FOB — MONTHLY DELIV- 
KRiEs—Failure to take stipulated
vl AMITIES — DEFAULT — PAYMENT
‘•due” when demanded — Waiver — 
Justifiable refusal to ship—Right 
of action—Death of partner—Dam

Doner v. Western Canada Flour Mills 
Co., 41 D.L.R. 470, 41 O.L.R. 503, reversing 
LS O.W.N. SOL
Vente a remehe—Redemption—Action to

A purchaser with a right of redemption, 
having become irrevocable owner by fail
ure of the vendor to redeem within the 
stipulated delay, has no right of action to 
-"inpel him to redeem. He cannot claim 
tin- price of merchandise delivered in oon- 
’iilcration of the sale on the ground that 
the contract is one of security and only 
intended to guarantee payment of the price 
of the merchandise.

Landry v. Nicole, 51 Que. S.C. 253. 
i’RicK pit* pound—Warranty of quantity 

—Words written of cheques given 
IN PAYMENT—ESTOPPEL — CLAIM FOR 
SHORTAGE.

The plaintiffs had in their yard a quan- 
•i:y of ‘‘scrapped” copper-wire, which they 
estimated at about 70 tons. The defend
ant negotiated with the plaintiffs’ manager 
for the purchase of the wire, and was told 
that it hud not been weighed, hut was esti
mated at 70 tons. A bargain of sale and 
purchase was made at 15 cents per lb. 
There was no written memorandum of the 
bargain. The weight turned out to lie only 
100.700 lbs. The defendant paid the plain
tiffs a sum based upon that weight at 15
• enta per lb., less a sum representing his 
lii'S of profit upon 39,300 lbs., the short
age; ana the question in this action was, 
whether the sale was of 70 tons or of such 
quantity as the plaintiffs actually had in 
their yard, pn the defendant’s cheque for 
the first payment made on account of the 
price were written the words ‘‘on a/c pur
chase 70 tons copper.” Another cheque 
i-mtained the words “payment on purchase
• upper-wire.” The defendants had the op
portunity of examining the wire before pur
chase. The defendant was not buying for 
any purpose which rwfuired 70 tons or 
shout 70 tons. The defendant took from 
the plaintiffs a written warranty of title

Can. Dig.—125

1U A.

to the wire, but did not ask for or receive 
a warranty as to quantity. Held, that the 
sale and purchase were not of 70 tons, 
neither more nor less, but were of all the 
scrapped copper-wire the plaintiffs had and 
were offering for sale. The words written 
on the cheques simply ear-marked the trun 
saction in which they were given, and the 
cashing of them did not estop the plaintiffs 
from shewing the truth of the matter.

London Electric Co. v. Eckert, 40 O.L.R.
208.

Cash on iiei.iveby—Deduction.
Where a thing purchased is to be paid 

for in cash on delivery and the vendor re
ceives from the purchaser a letter to the 
effect that he will not deduct from the 
price the anioimt of a claim which the 
vendor denies, the vendor is not bound to
* Vvfnearla v. Hoey, [18171 2 W.W.R. 287. 

Gas-tanks — Out-and-out purchase — 
Filling with gas other than that 
manufactured by vendors — Unfair 
competition—Passing off — Action 
fob injunction — Evidence—Find
ings of fact of Trial Judge—Appeal. 

Prestolite Co. v. London Engine Supplies 
Co., 11 O.W.N. 225, affirming 10 O.W.N. 
454.
Action fob price — Defence that goods 

not supplied in accordance with 
contract—Acceptance—Delay in de
livery—1 x teres t—Counterclaim .

Hoe v. Wilson Publishing Co., 11 O.W.N. 
338.
Nondelivery — Breach of contract — 

Counterclaim—Findings of fact of 
Trial Judge.

Canadian Hood-Haggie Co. v. Samwell, 
11 O.W.N. 366.
Action fob balance of price of drove of 

cattle — Entire contract — Accept
ance AND RECEIPT OF PART—PROPERTY
passing—Statute of Frauds—Part
PERFORMANCE — EVIDENCE — FINDING
of jury—Finding of Trial Judge—

Clark V. Howlett, 12 O.W.N. 178.
Sale of machine manufactured by plain

tiffs—Action for balance ok price 
— Performance of contract—Judg
ment ordering delivery of machine. 

Jones & Moore Electric Co, v. Bateman, 
10 O.W.N. 253.
Gas tanks — Filling with gas othfji

THAN THAT MANUFACTURED BY VENDORS
— Unfair competition — Passing-off 
—Injunction.

Preatolite Co. v. London Engine Supplie# 
Co., 10 O.W.N. 454, 11 O.W.N. 225.
Breach of contract—Substituted con

tract—Evidence—Damages. 
Mazzareno v. Pastino, 9 O.W.N. 414.
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1 BAI U A ND M INREI KEshNTA I ION—SALE OF 

FI ANT AND BUSINESS—ACTION FOR BAL
ANCE or prive—Evidence—Failure of 
DEFENDANTS TO PROVE MINBEPKESENTA-

Barker v. Nesbitt, 7 O.W.N. 17.
PKOCUKINU GOODS UPON ORDER OF THIRD 

PARTY—LIABILITY FOR PRICE.
A person who buys goods from a mer

chant in good faith on an order signed by 
him scarcely legible in the name of a third 
party, and who receives the goods at his 
place of business, promises to pay for them 
and pays something on account, eannot 
afterwards refuse to pay the balance due 
on the ground that he lias not contracted 
tor himself.

tlautbier v. Werner, 47 Que. S.C. 400. 
Sale of pi.ant and business—Action for 

BALANCE or PURCHASE-PRICE—EVIDENCE
— Failure of defendants to prove
M ^REPRESENTATION.

Barker v. Nesbitt, 7 O.W.N. 070.
Sale of business — Misrepresentations 

as to what was included Evidence

Persofsky v. Finkelstein, 9 O.W.N. 106. 
Failure to deliver—Evidence—Finding 

or Trial Judge—Appeal.
Canada Sand Lime Co. v. Orr, 9 O.W.N.

Plaintiff and defendant entered into a 
contract for the supply by the former to 
the latter of a quantity of sewer pipe of 
specified dimensions at an agreed price. 
Siulisf«mently to the making of the contract 
plaintiff was requested to supply a quantity 
of pipe of a size not included in the con
tract. but for which a price had been quoted 
in correspondence leading up to the making 
of the contract. It was held, affirming tlm 
judgment of the Trial Judge that plaintiff 
"a- not bound to accept the price quoted for 
pipe not included in the contract, hut was 
• nt it led to recover the fair market price of 
the pipe supplied at the time the order was 
given.

Richer (Toronto Sewer Pipe Co.) v. 
Ntdney, 45 N.S.R. 202. 9 K.L.R. 313.
Action for price — Contract ry corrk- 

SFONDKNt »—SPECIFICATIONS.
Richey v. Sydney, !» K.L.R. 313.

(H III A—61)—Right of action.
The seller of a dredge, «ho had knowledge 

of. or from the circumstances could infer 
the use of the purchaser was to make of it, 
must compensate the latter for not deliver
ing it within the stipulated time, so that he 
may lie placed in the position he would have 
on-upied had there liecn a prompt delivery.

Brown v. Hope, 2 D.L.R. 615. 20 W.L.R. 
907. 17 B.C.R. 220.
ÜOODK SHIPPED WITH DRAFT ATTACHED—Re- 

FUSAI. TO ACCEPT FOR SHORTAGE.
Where goods are purchased for shipment 

f.o.h.. and are hilled in the seller's i,,iine. 
and the bill of lading, with a draft for 
the purchase money attached, sent n bank

111 A. 397a
for delivery to the purchaser only on pm 
ment of the draft, the seller's right of ac
tion on the buyer wrongfully declining to 
accept the draft and take delivery, would 
not lie an action for the price, but for 
damages for refusal to accept.

Vipond v. Sisco, 14 D.L.R. 129, 29 0L 
R. 200.
Right of action Delivery f.o.b. cars— 

Refusal before delivery to accept— 
Result as to form of action.

In an action for goods sold and delivered 
the plaintiff must establish appropriation 
of goods in pursuance of the contract so as 
to vest the property in the goods in the 
buyer ; if the latter repudiates the contract 
before delivery lias been made to the carrier 
at the place where the contract provides for 
delivery f.o.b., and refuses to accept the 
goods from the carrier, the action should be 
a claim in damages for uoiiaeeeptanee and 
not for goods sold and delivered.

Butterick Publishing Co. v. White, 18 
D.L.R. 636. 28 W.L.R. 941, 6 W.W.R. 1394. 
8 A.L.R. 55.
Rights and rem fîmes of parties--In 

GENERAL—RIGHT OF ACTION—DAMAGES.
A vendor can recover damages under a 

written contract for the sale of cattle on a 
breach thereof, notwithstanding a sub
sidiary agreement having been arrived at as 
to delivery, the subsidiary agreement not 
being deemed an essential part of the con
tract. but merely collateral thereto.

Lewis v. Bragg, 17 D.L.R. 776.
To MEMBERS OF A CLUB—.ASSIGNMENT OF 

VENDOR FOR BENEFIT OF CREDITORS —
Notes of trial unsatisfactory—Evi
dence.

Krienke v. Sebafter, 45 D.L.R. 758. 12 
K.L.R. 148, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 990. 
Conditional sale—Right to return—Ac

tion ON MEN NOTES.
Where there has been no breach of war

ranty by the conditional vendors and there 
is no right to return the goods, the condi
tional vendee who ha* returned them to the 
premises of the conditional vendor is not 
thereby entitled to defend an action brought 
by the latter on the lien notes where the con
ditional vendor has not exercised its right to 
repossession and has done nothing incon
sistent with the right of the conditional 
vendee to the possession of the chattels in 
question.

International Harvester Co. v. Leesun. 23 
D.L.R. 674. 31 W.L.R. 219.
Effect of incorporation on liability fob

When a person does business under a firm 
name and gives orders to a manufacturing 
company, and afterwards turns his busi
ness into a stock company under the same 
name, of which he becomes the manager, 
and continues to give orders to the same 
company in his own name, the latter has 
no personal recourse against him if it was 
aware of the constitution of the company
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üiiil if the- goods were delivered and charged I 
ii it- Inioks to and partly paid for by the

liiilpli v. Villeneuve, 47 Que. S.C. 20.
1,A 11 x r DETECTS—REMEDY Of PURCHASER— j 

lit 1)11 IB1TOKY ACTION.
1 In- principle of art. 1530 C.C. (Que.) re- 

.|m- : h» the delay within which the pur- 
, h.i-i-r may bring a redhibitory action e«|ual- 
I, applies to the action quanti minoris and 
'la- action for damages in compensation for 
lia- prejudice caused by latent defects. A 
pur-liHM-r cannot, then, bring any one of 
tlii.i- actions if he has lieen in charge of the 
»<mm|i purchased for several months and has 
-mally disposed of them at a reduction. 
Lcltcis or telegrams of protest or of refusal, 
declaring that the goods refused are defec
tive, art* insufficient; it is the action itself 
which should lie brought with reasonable

i ; h ard v. Dessert, 48 Que. S.C. 508.
. Ill A—52)—Inspector's certificate— 

Dki.ivkry—Warranty as to quality— 
Burden or PROOF.

Montreal Abattoirs v. Davies, 41 D.L.R. 
747. .'4 Rev. Leg. 180.
i hkque Sickness—Failure of conkider- 

vrio.N—Breach of warranty.
Myklebust v. Or ley, 46 D.L.R. «99.

To an action for the price of goods sold 
and delivered there may lie set up by way 
ni total or partial defence, damages for 
breach of contract resulting in a diminution 
nf tin value of the article sold. The defend
ant had this right liefore the Judicature 
Act and it exists independently of the rules 
relating to set-off and counterclaim. Only 
«lainages so diminishing the value of the 
goods, however, can lie so set up and not 
any other damages arising from the breach 
■ if contract, the latter I icing recoverable 
••lily by wav of cross-action or counterclaim, 
ami delay in delivery docs not so touch the 
table of the goods as to permit for damages 
arising therefrom being set up as a defence 
l>\ way of diminution of the price.

Kd mont on Iron Works v. Crista 11. 3 A.L.
15. 338.
Sale of cedar ties—Partial acceptance 

—Inferior quality — Inability ok 
purchaser for unaccepted portion.

Ta-inay v. O’Brien, 20 Rev. «le Jur. 557.
Di l i rriVE quality — Acceptance — C.C. 

Que. arts. 1493, 1506, 1522—Recoup
ment of PRICE.

When a purchaser of a car of lumlier, al
though complaining of the quality of part 
of the goods received, accept«*d the quantity 
"■mplained of together with the rest of it. 
and. moreover, sold the whole of it to a 
third party, he thereby, gives effect to the 
contract, and cannot claim a diminution of 
the price on the ground that said part of 
►aid lumber was not of quality or grade 
agreed upon.

< ameron v. Faust, 46 Que. S.C. 491.

(§ III A—53) — Quantity — All logs
WHICH VENDOR “SHALL CUT*’ — CON
STRUCTION.

A sale of logs to be cut by a jobls-r in 
these words “all white pine logs which X., 
shall cut, etc.,” must In- construed as mean
ing ns many as the jobber will cut, ami not 
the specific number which lie may have con
tracted to cut, notwithstanding a mention 
maile in the sale, and the annexing thereto 
of a copy of the jobln-r’s contract, by which 
he undertook to cut 50,000.

Bank of Ottawa v. Hast Templeton 
Lumlieriiig Co., 44 Que. S.C. 295.
Action for diminution of price and for

REPAYMENT '■'ALE OF GOODS—Ot'ARAN 
TEE OF QUALITY—DELIVERY—DEFICIEN
CY—DELAY IX COMMENCING ACTION—L. 
C. Que. arts. 1504. 1507, 1530.

In a sale of goods earrieil in the cars of 
a railway company, the agreement “quality 
and quantity guaranteed at out turn” oon- 

j stitutes a conventional guarantee of quali- 
! ty and of quantity at the moment of unload- 
! ing and covers llie delivery up to unloading.
I If. at the time of the delivery, there is found 

to lie a deficiency in tin- quantity sold and 
! paid for. the purchaser has an action lor 
! diminution of the price and for recovery of 

the money which In* has so paid. This ac
tion is not subject to the short period of 
limitation of an action for setting aside a 
sale; it is only prescrilied by 3 years.

Porter v. Bouchard, 55 Que. S.C. 412. 
Quantity- -Rescission.

A purchaser of a quantity of cord-wood of 
a stat«‘d measurement, among which the 
vendor delivered wood of a shorter length 
than that stipulated, may keep the wood by 
paying the contract price for the quantity 
delivered, lie is not bound to ask for an 
annulment of the sale or refuse the wood on 
such ground.

Ia Pierre v. Pelchat, 20 Que. P.R. 212. 
Weighing.

A sale of an undetermined quantity of 
tobacco, which is drying on the ground at 
the rate of so much a pound, is not a sale 
in lump or by weight. In a sale by weight, 
if the purchaser refuses to accept and weigh 
the goods sold, the vendor may, after offer
ing to determine the weight mid to deliver 
it. weigh it himself and claim the price from 
the purchaser.

Juhinville v. La fond, 54 Que. S.C. 377. 
Sale of goods—Failure of vendor to. sup

ply— Damages — MEASURE <>► I*
CREASED COST OF PROCURING MATERIAL- 
FAILURE OF CAUSING DELAY AND KX- 
PBNBE TO PURCHASER—REMOTENESS OF 
DAM VGE.

Plaintiff was given damages for defend
ants' failure to supply sand and gravel pur
suant to contract, the damages allowed be
ing for increased amounts paid by plaintiff 
to procure the material ; but lie was not al
lowed for additional loss through having to 
continue the employment of a large numlier
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of skilled workmen for many days while he 
jwas waiting for raati-rial or for delays 
through had weather in the fall after the 
time when he could have completed his work 
hut for the defendants' default, such dam
ages being too remote.

Stewart v. Stonewall firavel. 11919] 1 W. 
W.R. 344.
Manufacture of specihc article—Vndkk-

TAKING TO DELIVER BT KAMID DAY—DE
LAY—Penalty or liquidated damages.

Pelee Island Navigation Co. v. Doty En- 
gine Works Co., 23 O.L.R. 402, 18 O.W.R. 
599.

III A—54)—Deduction from price— 
freight charges.

On settlement for building materials 
bought under a contract requiring payment 
of the freight charges by the seller to the 
place of delivery, the buyer is entitled to a 
deduction for such charges and for customs 
duty paid by him at the point of destina-

Western Planing Mills Co. v. Eaton, 11 
D.L.R. 325, 24 W.L.R. 411.
Right to reject—Incomplete shipment—

F.O.B. HALES BY WHOLESALER.
A buyer of goods to l>e shipped f.o.b. at 

the dispatching point, with settlement by 
sight draft, with bill of lading attached, is 
justiiied in rejecting the goods if, on in
spection of same with the carrier on their 
arrival, it is found that a part of the goods 
contracted for have not been included; the 
buyer in such a case is justified in declining 
to accept the goods or pay the draft until 
the shipment is complete."

Vipond v. Sisco. 14 D.L.R. 129, 29 O.L.R. 
NO,
Shares — Prom issory note — Delivery — 

Novation.
Where a promissory note ia given for 

company shares, and made payable in an
other jurisdiction concurrently with the de
livery of the shares, the seller is not en
titled to maintain an action upon the orig
inal contract in the Court of Queliec, if he 
is unable, as a result of an attachment by 
his creditors in the other jurisdiction, to 
produce the note and tender delivery of the 
'hares. The note does not operate as a no
vation of the debt.

Saunders v. Deavitt, 28 D.L.R. 646, 49 
Que. S.C. 445.
Delivery f.o.b.

When goods are bought f.o.b. at New 
York, the freight from New York to Mon
treal to he paid by the purchaser, the de
livery of the goods to a railway company 
designated by the latter entirely frees the 
vendor from all responsibility, which from 
that time falls on the purchaser.

Spityelberg v. Helleur, 24 Rev. Leg. 147. 
Damage in transit.

In shipping goods the shipper acts as the 
agent of the person to whom the goods have 
U-en consigned, and the latter is responsible 
for the cost of carriage and obliged to bear

the losses and damages which may happen 
during transportation.

National Breweries v. Guillemette, 50 
Que. S.C. 329.
Repudiation of contract by buyer Fail

ure OF SELLER TO PREPAY FREIGHT AS

Greer v. Dennison, 21 Man. L.R* 46, 18 
W.L.R. 225.
(§ III A—56)—Where vendee is liable 

on “quantum valebant.”
Notwithstanding a special contract for " 

the sale of a quantity of goods at a specified 
price, where the vendee accepts a certain 
number of the goods, he is liable for their 
value on quantum valebant, though the 
goods accepted were not up to the contract. 
[Cutter v. Rowell. 6 Term R. 320, 2 Smith’s 
L.C., 9th ed„ 1912 (and similarly 11th ed., 
1903. Vol. 2. p. 24.. followed.]* Where a 
vendee becomes liable on quantum valebant 
for goods sold and delivered, the liability 
accrues as soon as the goods are retained by 
him. notwithstanding that the period of 
credit under the original agreement had not 
expired.

llurquail Co. v. Rov, 7 D.L.R. 282, 41 
N.B.R. 255, 11 E.L.R. ÎV0.
(§ III A—561—Chattels — Conditional 

sale—Collateral land mortgage.
The fact that an agreement for the pur

chase of chattels provides that the buyer 
shall give the seller a mortgage on certain 
designated land to secure the payment of 
the purchase money does not render a mort
gage. given iu compliance with such stipu 
lation but contained in an instrument sep 
arate and apart from the agreement of pur 
chase, although executed simultaneously 
therewith, void under Alta. Stat. C. 5 of 
1910 (2nd sens.) as a “charge or encum
brance'" on land contained in or annexed t » 
an agreement for the purchase of chattel». 
[Smith v. American Abell. 17 Man. L.R. 6, 
followed.]

Nichols and Shepard Co. v. Skedamik, 13 
D.L.R. 892. 25 W.L.R. 453, 6 A.L.R. 368. 2.» 
W.L.R. 453. 5 W.W.R. 118, reversing 11 D. 
L.R. 199. 6 A.L.R. 368, 24 W.L.R. 184, 4 
W.W.R. 587.
(§ III A—57)—On breach of warranty 

—Action for balance of price—Evi
dence — Set-off — Damages — Find
ings of Trial Judge—Appeal.

Morgan v. Gordon, 2 D.L.R. 889, 3 O.W. 
V 1171

Upon the failure of an engine to conform 
to a written warranty, the neglect of the 
purchaser to give notice thereof to the 
vendor by registered mail at his place of 
business, as the contract required, pre
cludes the setting up the bieach of war
ranty in an action to recover the purchase 
money.

Robert Hell Engine Co. v. Burke, 4 D.L.R. 
342. 5 S.L.R. 75, 19 W.L.R. 934, 1 W.W.R. 
707.

Where a contract for the sale of several 
articles of machinery is expressed to be Ai-
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visible, and the warranty given thereon in 
i-xpreesly made applicable to each article, 
separately, though tlie articles are intended 
to he used together and to form one outfit, 
a defect in one article will not entitle the 
purchaser to rescind the whole contract or 
in refuse payment for the articles which arc 
not defective, but relief will lie confined to 
the defective article.

Bell Engine & Threshing Co. v. Wesen- 
t-erg. 3 D.LR. 560, .1 O.W.X. 1160, 21 O.W.
R. 069.

I lie fact that a subwarrantoi had received 
pax for nil article furnished a warrantor, 
does not absolve the former from liability 
to the plaintiff in warranty for damages 
ati-cii by defects in the thing warranted.

Wilson v. Vogel: Vogel v. Gardiner; 
•Jardiner v. Ixx-omotive & Machine Co., 4 
D.L.R. 196.
ALLEGED BREACH—R KM ED Y CONDITIONS OF 

SALE AND WARRANTY UNFULFILLED—Xo 
REMEDY 1IKEORE FULFILLMENT.

When a sale of goods has taken place anil 
warranty given to the purcliasev. he must 
claim under breach of warranty either set
ting up a reduction in the price or an action 
for damages; and cannot, in action, in an 
action against him for the purchase price, 
rely on the alleged breach to justify a de
fence of failure of consideration.

Hdwards v. Pearson, 50 D.L.R. 600, 
[1919J .1 W.W R. 505.

In an action by the buyer for breach of 
warranty on the sale of a motor car, where 
the evidence as to the efficiency of the car 
is conflicting, the court will not sua sponte, 
appoint an expert to determine and report 
"pun the efficiency of the car, even where 
’In- seller will not assist in proving the ac
tual condition of the car: the onus being 
upon t he buyer to establish the breach com
plained of.

Middleton v. Black, 2 D.L.R. 209, 21 W.L. 
R. 249.
Kn.lf lS ok FAUTIFS on nRKACH OF WARRAN

TY - Notice of defects — Imputed 
KNOWLEDGE OF CONTENTS OF WRITTEN 
VIRKEMENT8.

White v. Hobbs. 16 D.L.R. 880, 6 O.W.N.
314.
Delivery-—Time—Breach of warranty.

Where a valid sale is made of goods in 
existence and ready for delivery when the 
sale is made, the contract of sale not being 
severable, and the property in the goods 
passing to the purchaser at the time of the 
sale; the breach of any condition to be ful
filled by the seller can only he treated as a 
breach of warranty and not as a ground for 
rejecting the goods and treating the con
tract. as repudiated, unless there is a term 
in the contract express or implied to that 
effect. Where no time is mentioned a con
tract must be executed within a reasonable

Xrmand v. Noonan, 41 D.L.R. 433, 41 O.

Ill A.
Of goods—Contract—Breach of warran

ty—Promise of adjustment—Accept
ance of goods— Evidence for jury- 
New trial.

Smallmnn v. Bates, 47 D.L.R. 709, [1919] 
2 W.W.R. 238.
Representation as to quality and Size- 

Breach — Damages — Allowance to
VENDEES AND TO SUBVENDEES ON RESALE
—Payment into court—Rule 308—

Where there has been a representation 
and warranty the vendees are entitled to a 
reduction in the contract price for a breach 
of that warranty, the amount being the 
actual reduction in the value of the goods 
by reason of the breach. Allowances must 
also be made to subvendees who bought tin 
goods on the same warranty. The vendees 
are not prejudiced by payment into court 
and must have their costs in the action from 
the date of payment in. [Mondel v. Steel, 8 
M. A W. 858, 151 E.R. 1288; Dingle x. 
Hare, 7 C.B. (N.8.J M5, 141 E.R. 770. 
followed.]

Catalano v. Cuneo Fruit & Importing Co., 
49 D.L.R. 610, 46 O.L.R. 160.
Breach Section 5 Farm Machinery Act, 

4 Geo. V., 1913, Ai.ta., c. 15—Damages.
Section 5 of the Farm Machinery Act 

(Alta.) 4 Geo. V.. 1913 (Alta i, c. 15, 
amply covers warranties and breaches in 
respect to the sales of farm implements, and 
it is unnecessary to have recourse to the 
general conditions referred to in s. 16— 
Sales of Gon<U Ordinance. Relief for breach 
of warranties referred to in the said s. 5 
of the Farm Machinery Act is found in 
damages, not in rescission of the contract.

Nolan v. Emerson Brantingham Implt- 
ment Co., 49 D.L.R. 378.
Breach of warranty—Defective traction 

engine—Limitation of liability.
In an action by the seller for the price of 

a traction engine the buyer is entitled to 
counterclaim for all damages resulting from 
a failure of the engine to fulfil the purpose 
for which it is to he used, and such right is 
not affected by a condition in the contract 
against liability for secret defects.

Chapin v. Matthews. 24 D.L.R. 457. 9 
A.L.R. 209, 9 XV.W.R. 391, 32 W.L.R. 661. 
reversing 22 D.L.R. 95.
Misrepresentation and warranty — Ac

tion for breach.
Where the contract of sale of an interest 

in a business is silent as to warranty, evi
dence is nevertheless admissible to prove 
representations made at the time of entering 
into the contract and intended as a warran
ty to have been untrue; an action in dam
ages as for breach of warranty upon such 
misrepresentations will lie whether the rep
resentations were fraudulently made or not. 
| Bentsen v. Taylor. [1893] 2 Q.B. 274, 28<i. 
applied.]

DeWynter v. Fulton, 23 D.L.R. 447, 8 A. 
L.R. 221, 7 W.W.R. 1361, 30 W.LR. 696.
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Warranty of title—Outstanding mort-

A purchaser is entitled to be indemnified 
by the immediate seller where the title to 
the article sold fails by reason of an out
standing chattel mortgage.

Sharp v. Ingles. 28 D.UH. «35. 21 B.C.R. 
584, 8 W.W.R. 1325, 32 W.L.R. 150. 
Installation of machinery—Breach of 

WARRANTY—MEASURE OF DAMAGES.
Where, after the installation of a new 

burning plant, it fails to operate as econom
ically as warranted at the time of the sale, 
ami the work performed proves of no value 
and less economical than the old equipment, 
which necessitates the removal of the new 
plant and the reinstalling of the old system, 
the buyer may rightfully recover all ex
penses incurred and damages suffered in con
nection with the construction of the new 
plant and the reinstatement of the old one, 
against which no counterclaim for the price 
is maintainable. [Hasten v. Butter, 7 East 
47». Hi.]

British American Paint Co. v. Fogh, 24 
D.L.R. til. 22 B.C.R. 97, 8 W.W.R. 1331, 32 
W.L.R. 142.
Sale of ho at—Misrepresentation of age.

Representing a Iniat. to be only 8 years 
old, where it, in fact, appears to be 14 
years old. does not establish fraud or mis
representation in defence of un action on a 
promissory note given as part of the pur
chase price thereof.

Losier v. Mallay, 24 D.L.R. 315, 43 N.B. 
R. 364.
Breach of warranty—Reduction of pricf. 

—Set-off—Inscription en droit.
An inscription en droit cannot be taken 

against a defence setting up in compensation 
a debt which can only lie claimed by a re- 
conventional demand. Une who has sued 
for the price of an automobile sold with 
warranty, and who sets up in compensation 
a sum of money resulting from damages suf
fered to the automobile through no fault 
of his, does not exercise a recourse for dam
ages but a demand for reduction of the price 
under arts. 1511, 1618. C.C. (Que.).

fjaeroix v. fliguère, 48 Que. S.C. 81. 
Warranty against latent defects—Sai f.

The purchaser of a cow who. on the day 
of the sale, finds, on milking her. that she 
has inflammation of the udder, should im
mediately notify the seller. An action to 
caned the sale brought after 13 days, is too 
late, and disregards the rule as to diligence, 
in such cases, of art. 1530, C.C. (Que.).

Roy v. Dundon, 44 Que. S.C. 300. 
Warranty — Contract — Failure to give 

notice required.
Allcock v. Manitoba Windmill & Pump 

Co., 4 S.LR. 135, 18 W.L.R. 77.
Sale of machine—Agreement for notice 

or defect—Act of vendor’s agent.
Chalifoux v. Forest, 20 Que. K.B. 93, af

firming 34 Que. S.C. 226.

Specific article—New engine.
Bauman v. Dafoe, 19 W.L.R. 757. 

Action fob price — Counterclaim roi
BREACH OF WARRANTY—PROPERTY NOT 
PASSING UNTIL PAYMENT IN FULL—
Right of purchaser to damages—“Re- 
built” engine.

New Hamburg Mfg. Co. v. Webb, 23 O.L. 
R. 44, 18 O.W.R. 216.
Right to return for breach of warranty.

May v. Conn, 23 O.L.R. 102, 18 O.W.R. 
ML
(§111 A—58)—Tender or second sample 

—Refusal to inspect.
The buyer is not entitled to withdraw 

from his contract on the ground that one 
box of merchandise (e.g., evaporated ap
ples), forwarded as a sample, was not satis
factory, where the contract of sale con
tained a stipulation that it was “subject to 
the approval of five boxes, when ready for 
shipmentthe buyer must still inspect and 
pass upon a shipment of five boxes forward
ed for the approval of the buyer in accord
ance with the terms of the contract and 
if the buyer refuses even to inspect these 
shipments, on the ground that the rejection 
of the one box operated as a termination of 
the contract, the seller may resell the goods 
and recover damages. [Borrowman v. Free, 
4 Q.B.D. 500, applied.]

Graham Co. v. Canada Brokerage Co.. 10 
D.L.R. 107. 24 O.W.R. 277.
Purchase of stock of goods—Failure of 

purchaser to pay — Damjges — Loss

Hutchinson Co. v. McGowan, 5 O.W.N. 27, 
24 O.W.R. 969.
Resale.

When the seller of goods calls on the 
buyer to take delivery at the appointed 
time, and informs him that if he is not pre
pared to do so. he, the seller, knows par
ties willing to buy, to whom lie can sell the 
goods, and the buyer acquiesces in that 
course, the sale is not thereby cancelled, and 
the seller has a right to recover from the 
buyer the difference between the price agreed 
on between them, and that for which lie 
sells to third parties.

Daigle v. Broehti, 44 Que. S.C. 397.
(§ III A—59)—Power of resale—How 

exercised—Notice or demand.
M. lanight cattle from T., leaving them 

in possession of T. for future delivery, and 
paying a deposit upon their purchase price. 
M. failed to take delivery on the date fixed, 
and upon subsequently asking for them, T. 
refused to give them up. and thereafter sold 
them to another purehaser:—Held, that ai 
T. had not demanded from M. or notified 
him to take delivery of the cattle, he could 
not exercise a right of resale, and that his 
repudiation of the contract gave M. an im
mediate right of action.

Molyneux v. Traill, 9 W.W.R. 137, 32 
W.L.R. 292.

5
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B. Luen roe puce.
Sec Ante, I C.

(j 111 B—60)—Lieu fob price—Stoppage
IN TRANSITU.

The unpaid vendor of goods bas the right 
to resume possession of them while in 
transit, so lung aa delivery within the mean
ing uf art. 1492 C.C. (Que.), has not been 
made to the vendee, notwith standing any 
>hIc or transfer by the latter to a third 
party, and without the necessity of revendu 
tat ion or other judicial proceeding.

Abinovitch v. Khrenbacn, 41 Que. 8.C. 65. 
Ukx note—Default in payment—Betak

ing possession of goods—Compliance 
with es. 7, 8 or Sale of Goods Act— 
Onus of proof.

nu* onus of proving compliance with ss. 
7. S of the Sale of Goods Act rests upon the 
plaintiff. [Sawyer-Massey v. Bouchard, 13 
W.L.K. 394, followed; Maseey-Harris v. El
liot, 11 D.1..R. 632, inapplicable.]

Armstrong v. Larson, 30 W.L.R. 545. 
ll.RM.N OF PAYMENT—TIME.

In the absence of any mention of a time 
limit within which the payment of goods 
►old and delixered was to he made it will 
be held that the vendor is entitled to claim 
payment immediately on the delivery of the 
li'KKls. A sale of effects made under the 
billoxxing conditions: “Terms, September, 
October, November and December, net 25 
per cent” means that the goods were sold 
tor their face value and were to lie paid, 
without any discount deducted or interest 
added, by four equal payments during the 
immt hs respectively.

Horton v. Deeb, 54 Que. 8.C. 35.
IS III B—61)—Vendor's lien.

The failure to insert the name of the ven
dor in the space intended therefor in a lien 
mite given for property purchased at an auc
tion. which proxided that “the title, owner- 
►lup and right of possession of the goods 
for which [the] note [was] given shall be 
and remain at my risk in . . . until 
this note .is paid in full,” does not
affect the vendor's title to and ownership 
of the personalty sold, where the terras of 
sale, which were known to the vendee, re
quired >uch a note to lie given. [Kirk v. 
Vhxvin, 20 L.J. Ex. 345, applied.]

Hell v. Schultz. 4 D.L.R. 400. 5 S.L.R. 
273. 2 W.W.R. 401, 21 XV.L.R. 408.
\T nhob's lien — lx)ss or — Parting with

POSSESSION.
A xendor's Hen for the price of chattels 

*old i> lost xvhen he parts with possession 
by » xvronpful sale of the chattels to

McGregor v. Whalen, 20 D.L.R. 489, 31
O.L.R. 643.
Conditional rales—Reserving property

IN GOODS UNTIL PAID FOB—PARTIAL PAY
MENTS AS LIQUIDAT*» DAMAGE»—VEN-
i sir's lm:x

1 'inter b Conditional sale contract xvhich 
wntniiK in addition to the reservation of

HI B.
property in the goods until paid for a 
stipulation that in case of default the sel
lers may retain all partial payments as liq
uidated damages, and may also retake pos
session, the sellers may avail themselves of 
their common law right of suing for the in
stalments as they become due oi prove 
against the purchasing company in liquida
tion proceedings, amt still retain the prop
erty in the goods. [Vtterson Lumber Co. 
v. Petrie, 17 O.L.R. 570, followed.]

Canadian Westinghouse v. Murray Shoe 
Co., 20 D.L.R. 672, 31 O.L.R. 119. 
Vendor's lie* — Postponement of—Xox-

1NTKRFEREXCE WITH F1NDIXU8 OF TRIAL

Made v. Johnston, 31 D.L.R. 655.
Lien agreement—Agent to reclive pay

MF.XT AT A CERTAIN TIME ---- GENERAL
AGENCY TO RIX'EIVE PAYMENT.

A lien agreement in which a hank is 
named to receive the money due under the 
agreement on or before a certain date does 
not constitute the bank the agent to receive 
the money generally or at any other time 
than on the date on which the payment he 
conies due.

Thomson v. Denton, 47 D.L.R 63, 12 S.L. 
R. 306, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 798.
Will—Direction for sale of peopfrty to

PERSON NAMED—SECURITY FOR PAYMENT
of much—Executors—Vexdor'h lien.

A testator by his will directed that his 
business should be sold and that his brother 
should “have the piivilege of first purchas
ing the same;” in the event of his purchas
ing, the stock was to he sold to him at in
voice prices, he was to receive the fittings 
and fixtures free of charge, was to have a 
year to pay the price, and was to pay a 
"fixed mont lily rental for the business prem
ises for one year; after the expiration of 
the year, the rental xvas to he fixed by the 
executors. By a codicil, the testator direct
ed that the purchase-price should he paid in 
monthly or quarterly instalments, and the 
whole hliould la* paid within one year from 
the date of the purehase. The brother elect
ed to purchase upon the terms stated in the 
xx ill: —

Held, that the executors were entitled to 
the security of a vendor's lien, and that the 

| purchaser was entitled to take only subject 
to that lien.

Re Harris, 43 O.L.R. 47C.
Vendor's lien—Notice.

When the proprietor receives personally 
from the supplier the building materials a- 
eompanied by invoices indicating their na 
tore and the cost thereof, and signs *.u 
invoices as having received the same, thii 
is suilicient to comply with the notice re
quired to secure the supplier’s privilege.

Desnoyers v. Therrien. 15 Que. P.R. 238. 
Vendor's lien.

]<aidlaw v. Vaughan-Khvs, 44 Can. S.CJL 
458.

I
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(§ III B— 02)—Reclaiming property

When pulp worn! from liis principal's land 
was sold Iiv an agent without authority, the 
principal is entitled to follow the pulp wood 
into the buyer "a hands. [Greer v. Faulkner, 
10 Can. S.C.R. 399, affirming Faulkner v. 
Greer, ltf Ont. L.R. 123 followed.]

B.N.A. Mining Co. v. Pigeon Hiver Lum
ber Co.. 2 D.L.R. «09. 3 O.W.N. 701, 21 O. 
WJL til.
UNSATISFIED JUDUMEXT AGAINST VENDOR—

Breach ok warranty — Nonpayment 
OF PURCHASE-PRICE—SffT-OFF- SEIZURE.

An unsatisfied judgment against the ven
dor of a motor car for breach of warranty 
in connection with the sale of ti e car cannot 
lie set of! against the purchase-price of the 
car, and does not prevent such vendor from 
seizing the car under a lien agreement for 
nonpayment of the purchase-price.

Thomson v. Denton. 47 D.L.R. 63, 12 S.L. 
R. 306, 11019] 2 W.W.R. 798.
< AM KLI.ATION—MUTUAL CONSENT—RATIFI

CATION—Settlement ok accounts G. 
C. arts. 1539. 1540.

After the sale on instalments of an auto
mobile, the vendor, in default of payment on 
the part of the purchaser, went to the domi
cile of the latter where his wife was found 
alone, and with her consent took back his 
car; the purchaser instead of reclaiming it, 
'lied for damages, alleging that the vendor 
had acted illegally. Held that the vendor, 
not having committed any wrong in fact, 
• •r any violence, was justified in taking hack 
his car, and moreover, that the purchaser 
had not disavowed the consent given by his 
wife by commemung an action for recovery 
of the ear, but bad sued for the return of 
the money he had paid and for damages. 
In these circumstances, the purchaser his no 
other right than those under arts. 1539.1540, 
1 C i Quo. i i.e., the right to a settlement 
of their respective claims with regard to 
the ear.

I.nplante v. Dubois, 55 Que. 8.C. 355.
Salk of goods—Conditional bale—Lien- 

notes — Repossession — "Seizure” 
—Vendor deemino himself insecure.

Peterson v. Johnston, 17 W.L.R 596;
(§ III B—64)—Stoppage in TRANSITU—In

solvency OF VENDEE—GOODS IN CUS-

Under art. 1543 C.C. (Que.) as amended, 
an unpaid vendor has the right of stoppage 
in transitu where goods have been sold and 
shipped to a vendee within 30 days of the 
insolvency of the latter, even where delivery 
lias been made but not where goods have 
lieen sold and shipped to a limited liability 
company more than 30 days before the date 
of the winding-up order if the company had 
taken delivery of the goods. Goods de
posited in a customs warehouse or held by a 
carrier pending the passing of an entry 
through the customs may be stopped in 
transitu by an unpaid vendor, where the 
vendee lias become insolvent. An unpaid 
vendor of goods has the right of stoppage in

t
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tram-itu in the event of the vendees' insolv
ency while the goods are btill in the course 
of transit; their retention by the carrier en
trusted with the delivery of the goods, or 
the handing of them over to a wharfinger, 
or to |lie selling agent of the vendor, will 
not defeat this right.

Florsheim Shoe Co. v. Boston Shoe Co., 
9 D.L.R. «U2.
Sale ok goods—Vendor's lien — Insol

vency OF PURCHASER.
The vendor of moveable goods payable on 

the instalment plan and delivered to the

fiurchaser. may, later, validly agree with the 
alter, that until the price is paid, the good* 

sold will remain his propel t y although in 
the purchaser’s possession. Therefore, in 
case of the latter’s bankruptcy before the 
happening of the condition, the vendor may 
exercise with respect to the goods sold, all 
the remedies of an owner.

William Lloyd Machinery Co. v. Pub
lishers Press, 2*3 Que. K.B. ÎS4.
(§ 111 B—661—Acceptance of notes—Lu-

HILITY OF JOINT MAKER.
Promissory notes jointly signed by father 

and son, which are given m payment of a 
threshing outfit sold to the son under an 
agreement signed by the father as co-pur- 
chaser, will render the latter primarily lia
ble as a joint purchaser and not ns surety.

Sawver-Maaeey v. Tohrns. 24 D.L.R. Î24, 
9 W.W.R. 210, 32 W.L.R. 472.
Acceptance of notes.

If the purchaser of a stallion did not, 
before the agreement for sale was made, 
have notice of an attack it had made on 
the vendor, and that was sufficient to 
amount to misrepresentation sufficient to 
avoid the sale, it was waived by the giving 
of a note for a part of the purchase money 
after learning such fact.

McPherson v. Faris, 5 D.L.R. 385, 4 A. 
L.R. 373, 21 W.L.R. 654, 2 W.W.R. 643.
( § ill B—66a)—Lien for price — Lien 

notes—Taking after sale—Right of 
SUBSEQUENT PURCHASER.

A lien note to the seller given for unpaid

Jlurchise money by the buyer of chattels 
ong after the transaction of sale and after 

title bad passed to the buyer, will rot le 
effective to confer a title or right of seizure 
as against a subsequent purchaser from the 
original buyer taking without notice of the 
original seller's pretended lien.

Chech ik v. Finn, 14 D.L.R. 705, 25 W.L.R. 
897.
Lien notes—Absence of proviso for ?fjz- 

ure—Retaking of possession — Re
scission.

The note which defendant gave plaintiffs 
for the price of an automobile purchased 
from the plaintiffs contained a provision 
that, until the note should be paid, the 
uutoimffule should remain the property of 
the plaintiffs. After default jn payment, 
the plaintiffs retook possession of the car 
apparently intending to keep it as their
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o*n. Held, following Sawyer v. Pringle . 
(1S911 18 A.R. (Ont.) 218, that the plain
tiffs had, by such action, rescinded the con 
tract of purchase and could not recover in 
<n action upon the note.

Boyce Carriage Co., Ltd. v. Squires, 25 
Man. L.R. 47, 7 W.W.R. 660.
AcilOK ton PRICK—Liex note*—Proof of

UELIX KBY OK GOODS.
Actual delivery of goods need not lie 

proved in an action on a lien note given as 
.«Mirity for the purchase price of such
•.mod*.

International Harvester Co. v. I veson,
7 W.W.R. 590, BO W.L.R. 293.
Lit \ note — Repossession — Mortgage

—( OXVKRHIOX.
A lien noie which entitles the holder, in 

. j-e of default in pay ment of the debt, to 
tak>- and hold possession of the chattel until 
the note is paid, or to sell it by private or 
[iiililic sale and apply the proceeds in pay- 
niiiit of the note, dries not give the holder 
t right to convert the chattel to his own 
ii*p. or to mortgage it to another, without 
king answerable for the conversion.

Welli* v. Itlair, 27 D.L.R. 165, 22 R.C.R. 
450. 10 W.W.R. 241.

In order to justify the retention by the 
holder of a lien note upon a resale of the 
chattels for which it was given, of the ex
pense* of retaking them, he must shew 
that the charges were fair and reasonable, 
and they were actually paid or Incurred by 
him. The fact that a lien note was assigned 

the payee will not prevent him maintain
ing an action thereon, notwithstanding it 
"as not reassigned to him in writing before 
suit was begun, where the assignment was 
to a bank ns security only. [Covert r. 
•lanzen. 1 S. L.R. 429, followed.1

Braithwaite v. Barham. 4 D.L.R. 408, 21 
W1..R. 8.19. 2 W.W.R. 778.
<8 HI B—891—Like on laxun.

Where an implement company sells cer
tain machinery and its attachments, taking 
i r the purchase price the buyer’s so-called 
promissory notes, appending "to the notes 
s specific lien agreement as well as an agree
ment to execute a /Mortgage against his 
land*, for the price of the goods, the de
livers- of all the goods is, by necessary im- 
pli it ion. a condition precedent to the 
operation of the lien and execution of the 
mortgage against the lands; yet if some of 
Hie attachments are missing and their non
delivery is subsequently compromised orally 
he*"*'on the seller and the buyer by a stipu
lated allowance satisfactory to the buyer. 
Hie seller is not thereby disentitled to the 
collateral security by way of lien on the 
Isnds. for the price as so reduced. [Rustin 
v hairchild. .19 Can. 8.C.R. 274, discussed 
*»'d distinguished.]

1 liar-Scott v. Mitchell 8 D.L.R. 129, 22 
'I "I. I..R, 474. .1 W.W.R. 19, affirming 1 D. 
L.B 283. 1 W.W.R. 762. 20 W.L.R. 0.

C. Rescission.
(g III C—70 ) —Rescission bt but sa ko» 

delay—Acquiescence by hei-lkb.
On notice by a buyer of building mate 

rials of rescission of bis contract as to un 
delivered materials, for the seller’s failure 
to deliver within a reasonable time, the 
seller's conduct in asking withdrawal of the 
cancellation, in stopping further prepar 
atiou of the materials, and in afterwards 
negotiating for a new contract, constituted 
acceptance of the cancellation and ac
knowledgment of the right to cancel.

Western Planing Mills Co. v. Eaton, 11 
D.L.R 325, 24 W L.R. 411.
Innocent misrepresentations — Laches

Where the buyer by his uwu acts so deal* 
with I he property purchased as to put it 
out of his power to return it to the seller 
in like condition as when it was bought, 
and this after ascertaining that the seller 
had made material misstatements as to the 
subject-matter in the negotiations, damages 
will not lie awarded in the absence of any 
warranty if th»re was no fraud and the 
statements were made in a belief of their 
truth, but semble, the buyer might have 
rescinded had he acted promptly on learn
ing of the misrepresentation.

Humber v. McConnell, 19 D.L.R. 766. 
Obligation to return subject matter, 

HOW LIMITED.
While ordinarily a purchaser of person

alty who elects to treat the contract as 
repudiated is bound to restore the article 
which has been furnished to hint in tin 
condition in which it was, yet, w-ltere hi* 
inability to do this is not the result of any 
thing he has done, but is due to the thing 
sold breaking down, owing to defects for 
which the other party is responsible, it i* 
sufficient if the purchaser offer* and is 
ready to return it in the condition in which 
it thus was after the breakdown.

Alalmstine Co. v. Canada Producer A Ga* 
Engine Co., 17 D.L.R. 813, 30 O.L.R. 394. 
affirming 8 D.L.R. 405, 23 O.W.R. 841. 
Deficiency in quantity.

An action for rescission a* distinct, from 
an action for damages may lie supported by 
proof of innocent representations is to 
quantity, where the deficiency between the 
actual quantity represented and that ex
isting is so great that the buyer cannot 
Ik» said to have received what he bargained 
lor

O’Connor v. Sturgeon Lake Lumber Co., 
17 D.L.R. 316, 7 S.L.R. 60, 27 W.L.R. 813, 
6 W.W.R. 701.
Sale in viciation of statute.

It is ordinarily the duty of the seller 
to know of the defects in the engine he sells, 
aryl where the legislature has imposed a 
duty on him and prohibits any sale not in 
accordance with the statute, making the 
seller liable to a penalty, but does not in 
express terms prohibit the purchase nor
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make the purchaser liable to an.v penalty 
even though he buy with knowledge that 
the specifications have not been statutorily 
complied with, the legislation must bo 
deemed to have been passed primarily for 
the protection of the purchaser, who is en
titled to have the purchase price returned; 
the «dler being entitled to possession of the 
engine. [Hearley v. Thomson (18110), 24 
Q.B.D. 742; Moses v. Macferlan, 2 Burr. 
UMCi; Lodge v. Nat. Union Inv. Co., [1907J 

Ch. 800, applied.]
Hang v. Murdock, 26 D.L.R. 200, 9 S.L.R. 

.Mi. M3 WVL.R. 442, reversing 25 D.L.R. 066, 
32 W.L.R. 572, 9 W.W.R, 474.
Contract—“In noon sunning order"—■ 

Condition not carried out—Retub.v 
or DEPOSIT.

A contract for the sale of a separator 
contained a stipulation that the separator 
was to be put in running order. The ma- 
« bine «as never put in running order 
although the plaintiff had the necessary 
parts needed in stock. The court held that 
lie defendant had not agreed to buy the 

various parts of a separator but a separator 
in good running order, and as he had not 
N-en able to get that article he was en
titled to have the contract rescinded and his 
deposit money returned.

Fleming v. Wilkie, 49 D.L.R 27, 12 S.L.R. 
393, 11919] 3 W.W.R. 569.
Musical instrument—Agency of vendor

fob PURPOSE OF SELF.CTION OF PARTICU
LAR instrument—Revocation by pur
chaser lit FORE APPROPRIATION TO CON
TRACT OF PABT1CULAB INSTRUMENT— 
SUBSEQUENT APPROPRIATION—REFUSAL 
OF PURCHASER TO ACCEPT—LEGALLY AP
PROPRIATED ARTICLE NOT TENDERFJ).

Mason & Riseh v. Christner, 46 P.L.R. 
710, 44 O.L.R. 146.
Mineral claim—Third party.

A sale of mineral claim, by a person 
having the right to convey title, will not 
be set aside at the instance of one claiming 
an interest under an unwritten agreement 
where there has lieen no fraud on the part 
of the purchaser, especially if there has been 
delay in bringing the action.

Reynolds v. Jackson, 41 D.L.R. 168. 
Delivery in instalments—Default.

The failure of a seller of lumber who had 
contracted to ship the lumber at regular 
intervals to ship the anticipated quantity, 
held not to entitle the purchaser to repu
diate the contract.

Meadow creek Lumber Co. v. Adolph Lum- 
'«•r Co., 25 B.C.R. 298, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 
466. [ Reversed 40 D.L.R. 679. 58 Can. S.
C.R. 306, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 823.]
A c< -elfrai ion clause—Default—Waiver.

Although a contract for the sale of goods 
on the instilment plan contains an accelera
tion clause making the full amount of the 
unpaid purchase-price due and payable on 
default in payment of any instalment, yet 
if the seller accepts an overdue payment,
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without objection, he cannot take adxantage 
of such dause in respect to the delay in the 
payment of such instalment.

Advance Rumely Thresher Co. v. (jrenier 
[1918| 3 W.W.R. 497.
Résiliation clause.

An “ipso facto" résiliation clause is not 
a power given the vendor to cancel the con
tract. but the contract continues to exist 
so long as the vendor has not, shewn his 
intention of cancelling it. The vendor, 
therefore, may always, if he sees fit, ask the 
fulfilment of the contract. It tin? vendor 
seeks the enforcement of the résiliation 
clause, he must return the money and 
things he liai, received.

Ix-sage Racking Co. v. Lesage, 53 Que. S. 
C. 491.
What constitutes — Remedies—Breach 

of warranty.
A breach of warranty as to the quality 

of goods sold entitles the buyer to damages 
lor the difl'nrence in value but not to the 
right of rescission ; nor will the seller’s 
dealings with the returned article in an at
tempt to remedy its defects amount to acts 
of ownership so as to operate as a rescission

Laleune v. Fairweather, 25 D.L.R. 23, 23 
Man. L.R. 783, 9 W.W.R. 567, 32 W.L.R. 
917.
Repossession and resale—Assertion of 

ownership.
Where a vendor repossesses nn article sold 

under an agreement which provides for re
possession and resale, and acts in reference 
to the article in a manner not provided for 
in the agreement, the purchaser may treat 
the contract as rescinded, if the acts of the 
vendor amount to an assertion of unoualilied 
ownership of the article, or if. as a result of 
such acts, the value of the article is depre-

Gartside v. Iceland, 24 D.L.R. 732, 8 S.L.R. 
213, 31 W.L.R. 827.
Repossession and resale—Return of pay-

The repossession of animals by a vendor 
in the exercise of his lien under a condi
tional sale and their subsequent resale slibt 
jeet to the ratification of the defaulting ven
dee, without exorcising any rights of owner
ship over them by the vendor, does not 
operate as a rescission of the contract as 
to entitle to a return of the payments in 
restitution of statu quo.

Gartside v. I .eland. 24 D.L.R. 732, 8 S. 
L.R. 213, 31 W.L.R. 827.
Wrongful cancellation of order — Re

covery BACK OF DEPOSIT.
The person who contracts to purchase a 

chattel, in this case an automobile, and 
makes a deposit along with his contract, 
cannot recover the deposit upon his wrong
fully assuming to cancel the order and re
fusing to take delivery ; the money paid is 
no less a deposit because it is a part pay
ment. [Howe v. Smith, 27 Ch.D. 89. ap
plied; Snell v. Brickies, 20 D.L.R. 209, 49
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Can. S.C.R. 360; Kilmer v. B. C. Orchard i 
lAiid* Co., 10 D.L.R. 172, [1013] A.U. 319, 
distinguished.]

Small v. Dominion Automobile Co., 23 
D L.R. 304, 7 O.W.N. 700.
When refused—Impossibility of resti-

Where as part of the transaction in the 
sale of an automobile the seller is also re
quired to procure a loan for the buyer to 
meet the purchase price, the buyer, after re- 
n-ixing the benefit of the loan cannot claim 
a rescission of the sale for misrepresenta
tion., as to concealed defects, where from 
the nature of the contract the parties can
not lie completely restored to their original

lice v. Chapin. 25 D.L.R. 299. 9 A.L.R. 74,
\\ W.R. 228, 32 W.L.R. 509. affirming 23 

«U. H. 697. 8 W.W.K. 436. 31 W.L.R. 113.
Bit KAMI OF WARRANTY—RECOVERY OF PAY-

11. agreed to buy from M. well-smoked 
baddies. At the request of H., who pur
ported to act for M., K paid M.'s draft for 
the price of the fish and the C.P.R charges 
for freight, in order to facilitate II. in get
ting the fish as speedily as possible into cold 
storage:—Held, that upon the baddies turn 
mg out not to he well smoked, R. was en
titled to a return of the moneys paid.

Royal Fish v. Maritime Fish, 9 W.W.tt 
169. * »

Agreement fob purchase of vehicle— 
Cancellation—Action for return of 
deposit—Collateral agreement—Evi
dence — Findings of fact of Trial 
Judge—Appeal.

Small v. Dominion Automobile Co., 8
O.W.N. 256.
S \i.r_ on approval—Revf.noication.

X person who delivers goods for trial, or 
with a promise of sale under a suspensive 
••ndition reserving to himself the right of 

ownership in the goods, is not such a seller
may exercise the action in rescission of 

«ale or of revendication under art. 1543, 
1998 C.C. (Que.)

Hyatt v. Herlihy, 60 Que. S.C. 163.
(5 III C—72)—Rescission—Fraud and 

misrepresentation—Trade custom.
A representation made on the sale of an 

automobile that it was a “perfectly new 
car-’ will be a ground for rescission of the 
contract by the party deceived who had ae- 
■ ei ted delivery of the car on the faith of 
the representation, where the car was in 
fM i a car which had been sold and used 
during the previous season and had since 
been ‘•rebuilt,'* and where the vendor knew’ 
that fhe purchaser in requiring the assur
ance that it was a “perfectly lyw ear" 
meant that it had not been previously sold 
and used and was ignorant of the trade cus
tom set up by the defense of treating “re-

111 c.
built'* cars as new. [Erlanger v. New 
Sombrero Co., 3 A.C. 1218, applied.]

Addison v. Ottawa Auto & Taxi Co., 16 
D.L.R. 318, 30 O.L.R. 51.
Fraud—Puffing.

Mere puiTing and favourable comment on 
the part of an agent or promoter to pre
sent his company shares to an intending 
investor so as to induce the investor to 
purchase, do not constitute misrepresenta
tion or fraud.

North West Battery v. Hargrave. 15 D.L. 
R. 193, 23 Man. L.R. 923, 26 W.W.R 331, 
6 W.W.R. 821, 1002.
Or engine—Condition—Engine ordered

NOT DELIVERED—ACTION FOB PURCHASE
price—Rescission of contract.

It being a condition of the sale that a 
threshing engine shall be a 25 h.p. engine, 
the purchaser is entitled to have the con
tract rescinded and the deposit returned to 
him upon the admission of the vendor in 
an action brought by him to recover the 
balance of the purchase price, that, the 
machine was in fact a 22 h.p. standard ma 
chine, although the purchaser has retained 
and used the machine through two seasons 
upon the vendor's continued assurances that 
lie would put it in good working order, if 
the purchaser did not know until the trial 
that the machine was not in fact a 25 horse 
power machine such as lie had contracted 
to purchase.

Cushman Motor Works v. I.aing, 49 D.L. 
R.. [1910] 3 W.W.R. 494, affirming [1919] 
2 W.W.R. 311.
Misrepresentation—Remedy—Action fob

BREACH OF WARRANTY.
The provisions of the Sales of Goods Or

dinance (Alta.) are not inconsistent with 
the right of a purchaser to be relieved from 
a sale induced by a fraudulent misrepresen 

• tation as to a material fact ; his remedy in 
such case is by rescission and restitution, 
and not for aii action for breach of war
ranty.

Lvnch r. Jackson, 38 D.L.R. 61, 13 A.L. 
R. 344. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 939.
Fraud and misrepresentations—Sale of

COMPANY SHARKS—RETURN OF MONEY
PAID WITH INTEREST—PRINCIPLE ANIf
agent—Evidence.

Seagram v. Kemish, 14 O.W.N. 187, af
firming 13 O.W.N. 321.
Assignment—Fraud—Joinder of plain-

A vendor to whom a purchaser has trans 
ferred a pretended debt in partial payment, 
of the price of a sale, may demand that the 
transfer be annulled on the ground of fraud 
and claim the price of sale from the pur
chaser. Such a demand does not annul the 
sale itself.

Comtois v. Pesant, 24 Rev. de Jur. 566. 
Misrepresentation—Agent.

A material false representation, inducing
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a sale, entitles the purchaser to rescission, 
even if made innocently by an agent.

Gibson v. Cottingliani. 32 D.L.R. 213, 23 
B.C.R. 393, [1917J 1 W.W.R. 496.
FRAUD—REMEDY.

The rules of law relating to the effect 
of fraud and misrepresentation upon a con
tract for the sale of goods are expressly 
preserved by s. f>8 of the Sale of Goods Or
dinance save in so far as they are incon
sistent with the express provisions of the 
ordinance. There is nothing in the ordi
nance which is inconsistent with the right 
which the law gives a man to be relieved 
from a contract into which he has been in
duced by the fraudulent misrepresentation 
in a material respect of the other party to 
it.

Lynch v. Jackson, 38 D.L.R. 61, 13 A.L.R. 
344. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 939.
Kbaud and misrepresentation—Sale of 

company sharks—Return of money 
paid with interest—Principal and
Ati ENT—Ev I DE N CE.

Seagram v. Kemisli, 13 O.W.N. 321. 
Right to purchase money.

The general rule of law laid down in art. 
1538, C.C (Que.) to the effect that in an 
action for the rescission of a sale for non
payment of the price, the buyer may pay 
the price with interest and costs of suit at 
any time before the rendering of the judg
ment, does not apply when the parties, in 
a deed of sale, have defined their legal rights 
by stipulating that if the purchaser should 
fail to make any payment within a certain 
delay, the sale shall lie considered null and 
void, without any notice or legal proeeed-

Roberts v. Solomon, ôl Que. S. C. 372. 
Fraud and misrepresentation—Sale or 

share in business—Partnership— 
Liabilities and assets—Agreements. 

Deerr v Miller, 10 O.W N M.
flALK or BUSINESS l NDRRTAXING TO RE

TURN PURCHASE-MONEY IF PURCHASER 
DISSATISFIED AND FINDS BUSINESS NOT
ah represented—Fraud — Premature

Watson v. Morgan. 11 O.W.N. 125. 
Fraudi• lent Refreshntationh—Delay.

A stipulation in a contract of sale that 
the purchaser may annul the sale within a 
month from the date, if the thing sold is not 
such as it lias been represented, the sale will 
nevertheless be annulled by the court, after 
such delay, if the purchaser has been the 
victim of false representations amounting 
to fraud.

T)e Sable Union v. Warren. 24 Que. K.B.
111.

Latent vice of animat, as ground for ré
siliation.

The vice of kicking in a horse, when 
latent, gives right to a rescission of the 
contract of exchange or sale between the

Bibeau v. Leclerc, 47 Que. S.C. 272.

3 m
Fraud ami misrepresentation—Sale of 

animal—Evidence—Failure to prove

Rogers v. Wylie, 7 O.W.N. 700.
Fraud and misrepresentation—Sale oe 

theatre—Findings of fact of trial 
Judge--Rescission of contract or
BALE AND RETURN OF MONEY PAH.—l)i; 
DICTION OF RENT—ACCOUNT—REFER

Peppiat v. Reeder, 8 O.W.N. 84. 332. 52ti. 
Fraud.

The purchaser of the stock in trade en 
bloc of a merchant who fails to obtain the 
names of the unpaid creditors who fur
nished the goods in order to pay them out 
of the purchase money cannot invoke hi* 
good faith; when for fear of fraud the law 
declares certain acts to be void its pro 
visions cannot lie evaded on the ground 
that proof could lie made that the acts were 
not fraudulent. Such purchaser cannot put 
aside the claim of a creditor because some 
of the goods which he furnished were not 
contained in the stock sold, having been 
previously disposed of.

Ramsay v. Turcotte, 13 Que. P.R. 213. 
Fraud — Sale of shakes — Return ok 

moneys paid.
l-’arah v. Capital Mfg. Co., 4 O.W.N. 680, 

23 O.W.R. 918.
Written agreement—Oral evidence ok 

condition upon which contract 
entered into — Admissibility—Ac 
XNOWLRDGMBNT that writing 001 
TAIN KO WHOLE AGREEMENT—PRINTED 
form—Deceitful representations as
TO FAIR VALUE OF 0001)8—ÜRAI PROMISE 
TO ACCEPT RETURN.

Long v. Smith 23 O.L.R. 121, 18 O.W.R.
88.

Contract for sale of patterns—Misrep
resentation of agent — Action fur
BREACH.

McCall v. Hickson. 2 O.W.N. 867. 18 0. 
W.R. 825.
Salk of farm, chattels and canning fa< 

tory—Advertisement in newspaper 
—Purchaser did not get what ad
VERTISEMENT CALLED FOR.

Stocks V. Boulter. 3 O.W.N. 277, 20 0 
W.R. 421.
.(§ ITI C—73)—Repudiation by buyer — 

Goods not appropriated to contrait 
—Damages.

Where goods for future delivery are sold 
under an implied term that the seller may 
appropriate the goods to the contract, the 
authority so to appropriate is withdrawn 
by the buyer’s notice of repudiation of the 
contract : it is, not open to the seller there 
after to select and ship the goods and to 
sue for the price as upon an executed con
tract, but his remedy is only for damage* 
for the buyer’s failure to carry out the 
agreement. [Rochester v. De la Tour, 2 
El. 1 Bl. 678, 118 F.ng. R. 822; Tredegar
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i va I Co. v. Hawthorn, 18 Times L.R. 710,

injiuishod.]
s,.|is V. Thomson, 17 D.L.R. 707, 10 B.C. 

R. 4MO, 27 W.L.R. 001, 6 W.W.R. 731. 
Failure ro supply kxtike order.

Rescission of an entire contract of sale 
fur tlic seller’s omission to supply all of 
the several articles included in the order 
i- a right which must be exercised as to 
all or none, and retention of part of the 
.jvods is a waiver of the right as it disaf
firms 1 hat the contract was an entire one.

Victor Mfg! Co. v. Regina Trading Co., 
H D.I..R. 801. 0 K.L.R. 302, 28 XWL.R. 157. 
à \\ MR. «24.
UBIUilt FOR CHATTKIX GIVEN UNDER SEAL - 

IÏIUHT OF OFFERER TO WITHDRAW FROM 
PURCHASE BEFORE ACCEPTANCE.

Caar Scott Co. v. Ottoson, 21 Man. L.R. 
4112. 1« W.L.R. «63.
(is III C—74)—Rejection — Return in

REASONABLE TIME”—QUESTION OF FACT.
Whether a purchaser at an auction sale, 

which was fraudulently conducted in that 
the seller employed a “puffer” to hid up 
the price far beyond the actual value of the 
chattel, lias repudiated the purchase and 
returned the chattel within a reasonable 
time, is a question of fact in each case.

W"right v. Bentley, 11 D.L.R. 515, 49 C. 
L,l. 2«0, 4« N.8.R. 634, 12 K.L.R. 270.
My description—Failure to comply with 

—Rejection of goods.
In (1er a contraet for the sale of a port

able engine it may be returned to the 
■haler where, upon a fair test, on account 
uf its construction, it does not prove to be 
portable nor to work satisfactorily as such.

Massey-Harris Co. v. Elliott, 11 D.L.R. 
632, 4 W.W.R. 134.
Acceptance without inspection—Goods

I \ MERCHANTABLE.
A purchaser who accepts delivery and 

resells the material purchased, shipping it 
a long distance without making any exam
inai ion as to its quality or condition, is 
guilty of imprudence; on the goods prov
ing unmerchantable he is entitled to have 
the contract rescinded and the purchase 
money returned but not to damages for 
freight demurrage or loss of profits.

Diamonde Metal v. Standard Paint Co., 
41 D.L.R. 129, 24 Rev. de Jur. 193.
Rej e< tion or goods — Delay—T en der— 

Payment.
When a vendor, upon the complaint of 

the purchaser that the thing sold is defer- 
five, undertakes to take it back, asking de
lay for doing so, the purchaser is no longer 
bound to bring his action for cancellation 
of the sale within a reasonable time after 
tin -ale. lie can make use of his recourse 
any time More prescription is acquired. A 
purchaser who sues his vendor for cancella
tion of a sale is only bound, in making a 
legal tender, to request the vendor to come 
and take the thing sold, wherever it is. A 
defendant cannot allege default or insuffi-

111 D.
eiency of tender when he refuses to pay in

floivin v. Les Allumettes de Drummond- 
ville. 54 Que. S.C. 337.
Rejection of goods.

The obligation of the purchaser of goods 
to use diligence in demanding cancellation 
of the contract of sale only exists in the 
case of warranty against latent defects in 
the goods sold. The right to demand can
cellation for breach ui warranty against 
eviction or warranty liy contract is only 
subject to the prescription of thirty years. 
An action brought against a foreigner with
in a reasonable delay is evidence of dili
gence and the judgment given therein inter
rupts the prescription.
Ipierre v. Drouin, 41 Que. S.C. 133.
Where a purchaser of an unexpired lease 

of a hotel and the chattels contained there
in pays part of the purchase price for 
which a receipt is issued by the seller 
setting forth the terms of the contract and 
the seller told the buyer that the lessor of 
the premises would have to be satisfied 
with the new tenant, hut did not disclose 
to him or to the agent that there was an 
arrangement between him and his lessor by 
which the lessor was to get a certain per 
ventage of the purchase price in the event 
of the sale of the unexpired term and it 
subsequently developed that the lessee re
fused to carry out this arrangement but 
tried to get the purchaser to pay all or 
part of this sum to the lessor, the pur
chaser is justified in rescinding the con-

Herbert v. Vivian, 8 D.L.R. 340, 23 Man. 
L.R. 625, 22 W.L.R. «7«. 3 W.W.R. 473. 
[Affirmed in 11 D.L.R. 839, 23 Man. L.R. 
681, i W.W.R. m. 14 v LJL 801.1

A vendee of chattels, upon rescission of a 
contract of sale for the default of the ven
dor, has a lien thereon for the purchase 
money he has paid on the contract, which 
lien is not displaced by the recovery of a 
judgment against the vendor for the 
amount so paid.

Canadian (las Power A Launches v. Orr, 
4 D.L.R. 641, 3 Q.W.S. 1302, 22 O.W.R. 
351.
(8 III C—74a)—Default of vendor—Lien 

of vendee.
Upon breach of warranty by a seller of 

goods the court, on giving a judgment for 
the return of the purchase payment to the 
buyer, will direct tnat upon such refund be
ing made the goods lie returned to the 
seller. [Canadian Gas Power v. Orr, 4 D.L. 
R. 641, applied.]

Alalwstine Co. v. Canada Producer & 
Gas Engine Co., 8 D.L.R. 405, 30 O.L.R. 
394, 23 O.W.R. 841.

D. Rights of bona fide purchasers.
(g 111 I>—75)—Title to animal sold by

POUND-KEEFER.
Where a plaintiff claims title to a horse 

under a bill of sale from a pound-keeper, 
sold under the provisions of the Rural
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Municipality Act (Alta. 1911-1012, c. 3, 
ss. 206 et seq. i, the onus is upon him to 
shew that there were no irregularities in 
the sale proceedings.

Clark v. England. 29 D.L.R. 374, 10 A.L.
R. 94, 34 W.L.R. 1012, 10 W.L.R. 1056. 
Invalid registration of lien not*.

A purchaser in good faith for valuable 
consideration obtains title to the chattel 
which was the subject of the sale although 
lie had notice that the seller hail given a 
lien note at the time that such seller bought 
the chattel, if such lien note was not regis
tered as required by the Conditional Sales 
Act, (Sask.) which provides that the seller 
shall not be permitted to set up a right of 
property or right of possession under the 
unregistered lien note as against the sub
purchaser from the party to whom he gave 
possession under a conditional sale. [Mof- 
fatt v. C oui son, 19 V.C.Q.B. 341: Roff v. 
Krecker, 8 Man. L.R. 230, applied.]

Ferrie v. Meikle. 23 D.L.R. 269. 8 8.L.R. 
161. 8 W.W.R. 336, 30 W.L.R. 913. 
Purchase from wife of conditional own

er—Failure to register lien notes 
—Rights or parties.

The buyer of a horse from the wife of a I 
previous purchaser who had obtained it 
upon a conditional sale contract will, if he 
buys with the acquiescence of the condi
tional purchaser, lie entitled to the like pro
tection because of the failure of the condi
tional vendor to register his lien notes 
under the Lien Notes Act (Sask.) as a pur
chaser from the husband who gave the lien 
notes would have been entitled to, where 
the purchase from the wife was carried 
out in good faith and for valuable consid
eration.

Willie v. DeLisle, 21 D.L.R. 407. 8 S.L.R. 
12. 30 W.L.R. 918.

Where ‘‘The L. M. Ericsson Telephone 
Manufacturing Company,” the vendor of a 
telephone switchboard, affixed its name 
thereto as the *‘L. M. Ericsson Tel. Mfg. 
Co.,” it is not entitled to a lien thereon, 
under c. 145, s. 1 of the Conditional Sales 
Act, R.S.O. 1897, for unpaid purchase 
money as against a purchaser who, in good 
faith* for a valuable consideration and 
without notice, acquired title through the 
vendee, as there was not a sufficient com
pliance with the provisions of such Art.

Ericsson Telephone Mfg. Co. v. Elk Lake 
Telephone & Telegraph Co., 4 D.L.R. 576, 3 
O.W.N. 1309, 22 O.W.R. 101.
Rights of roxa fide purchasers.

A good title to a horse is acquired by 
one who. for a valuable consideration, pur
chased it from a dealer in such animals in 
the usual course of business, without notice 
that the person from whom the dealer ob
tained it had reserved the title thereto by 
an agreement that the law did not require 
to be registered, in which he was described 
as a dealer in horses. [Dedrick v. Ash
down (1887), 15 Can. S.C.R. 227, followed.]
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Delunev v. Downev, 4 D.L.R. 474, 21 W. 
L.R. 577,* 2 W.W.R. *599.
Revendication—Nondelivery.

A purchaser who has not had delivery of 
the thing purchased cannot revindicate it 
from a third person who, in good faith, ha» 
subsequently acquired it from the same 
vendor and has been put in possession of it.

Carrière v. Déziel, 50 Que. S.C. 28.
Goods under execution—Purchaser in

GOOD FAITH — “TRADING IN SIMILAR 
• matters” — Rf.IMBUB8EME.NT — 
Things of minimum value — C.C. 
Que. arts. 1487. 1989.

The sale of goods which are under execu
tion, by the judgment debtor to a third 
party in good faith, is like a sale of a 
thing stolen. The judicial guardian of 
these goods lias the right to recover them 
from the hands of the purchaser, rcim 
bursing him for the price he has paid in 
accordance with art. 1489, C'.C. (Que. i.

But. the purchaser cannot, in order to 
justify the retention of part of the good.» 
seized and sold, plead that they have no 
value. He must return them in their en
tirety in tlie condition in which they were 
received.

Bourdeau v. Capuano. 55 Que. S.C. 135. 
Parol contract—Passing of property— 

Purchaser without notice — Bills 
of Sale Act.

In an action of trover for the conversion 
of pulpwood, the evidence was that under 
a verbal contract, one P., in consideration 
advances made and to be made, agreed to 
get out and deliver to the plaintiff 5,000 
cords of pulpwood: the wood to be marked 
in the woods with the plaintiff's murk, the 
letter “Q.,” ami to be the plaintiff's prop
erty immediately it was cut, and to be de 
livered to the plaintiff along the railway 
track at Peters Siding.

Held, affirming the Trial Judge, that if 
the jury found the pulpwood in question 
was cut and marked with the plaintiffs 
mark, or, if not so marked, if it could Ik- 
identified as pulpwood cut under the con
tract, it was the plaintiff’s property a> 
against the defendant, a purchaser for 
value, without notice, and the contract was 
not in contravention of the provision of 
the Bills of Sale Act, C.8.N.B. 1903, c. 142.

Quebec Forest Products Co. v. Shannon, 
46 N.B.R. 294.

IV. Bulk sales.
(S IV—90)—Bulk hales—“Entire crop" 

of potatoes—Estimate» quantity— 
Effect of.

A contract for the sale of “the entire 
crop of merchantable potatoes” to be raised 
on a specified ranch in a season at market 
price for September, is not restricted as to 
the quantity affected by a statement in the 
contract that the vendor “estimates" the 
yield at “Ü00 tons more or less;" the pur
chaser is bound to take the entire crop,
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although it amounted to double the esti
mate.

Hammond v. Daykin, 18 D.L.R. 525, 19
B. C.K. 650, 6 W.W.R. 1206, 28 W.L.R. 763. 
Setting aside—Statutory pebiod.

V sale declared void as not having com- 
plied with the provisions of the Bulk Sales 
Art is void only as against the claimant 
win» has brought action within the till days 
prescribed by the Act, and is binding as 
against those who have not attacked it 
within that time, and they will not be 
allowed to come in subsequently and share 
ratably with the one who, by his diligence,
Ini' -inceeded in having the sale set aside.

Druper v. Jackson, 20 D.L.R. 319, 28 
Man. L.R. 105, 33 N ,L.K. 796, 10 W.W.R.

Bulk Rales Act.
X sale of a stock of goods in bulk, unac

companied by any payment in cash or by 
promissory note, or other document for the 
purchase price, is not within the Bulk 
>ales Act (Saak.), 1910-11, c. 38, s. 3, and 
is not fraudulent and void thereunder.

Heart v. MacDonald. 33 D.L.R. IV, 10 8. 
L.R. fi. [1917J 1 W.W.R. 1118.
Stock in trade—Goodwill.

The sale of a stock-in-trade includes es
sentially the good-will, which embraces the 
name, the title, the sign and everything 
which may help the buyer to retain the cus- 
t.micrs and notify them of hia acquisition 
of the business.

Harlow v. Turner, 51 Que. S.C. 52. 
Affidavit—Schedule of cheditobs.

In a sale en bloc under arts. 1509a et 
seip. C.C. (Que.), the purchaser is not per
sonally liable on account of a false state
ments in the affidavit of the vendor. The 
vendor in the sworn declaration must men
tion all the creditors and not only those to 
whom he is indebted in respect of the goods 
sold en bloc; a default in doing voids the 
sale. It is incumbent upon the purchaser 
to demand and see that this affidavit is 
made in conformity with the law and he 
should bear the consequences of defects in 
form which are in it. A creditor of the 
vendor not so mentioned can take advan
tage of a defect in form, even when the 
goods that he sold to the vendor were not 
included in the stock sold eu bloc, provided 
that his claim was prior to such sale.

Montreal Abattoir v. Picotte, 62 Que. 
S.C. 373.
Rf.< (it BSE OP CBEIHTOBS—NOVATION.

The object of the arts. 1569a to 1569e,
C. C. (Que.), is to permit a merchant debt
or to dispose en bloc of his business prop
erty and stock, or the greater part of it, so 
as not to make himself liable to a capias 
or a seizure before judgment, but the other 
property of the merchant is not affected. 
Tims, a creditor can take advantage of 
these provisions by presenting to the pur
chaser his total claim against the vendor, 
without losing his remedy against the other
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property of the debtor, the presentation of 
the claim not effecting a novation.

Patenaude v. Beaudin, 51 Que. S.C. 509 
Sale en bloc—Cbeditobs—Payment.

The transferees of the sale price of a 
business sold en bloc fur a price payable by 
monthly instalments, t when the vendor 
undertook that he would himself pay ali 
his creditors, have no right to claim from 
the purchaser the payment of one of the 
instalments so long us those creditors have 
not been paid, inasmuch as up to that time, 
under art. 1569a C.C. (Que.), the sale \ + 
null as far as the creditors are concerned.

Duhamel v. Graves, 24 Rev. Leg. 388.
The nullity declared in arts. 1569a et 

seq. C.C. (Que. I as a penalty for nonvom 
pliance with the formalities requisite to 
the validity of a sale en bloc, is not abso
lute but relative. It can be invoked 
only by creditors whose claims are prior to 
the sale and not by the curator in insol
vency of the estate* of the vendor, for the 
benefit of all the creditors, whose claims 
are subsequent to the deed attacked.

Gagnuu v. La Banque Nationale, 54 Que. 
8.C. 259.
Sale of ooi no concern—List of creditors 

—Omission.
There is no legal relation between the 

creditor of a trader and the purchaser of 
the latter’s business, if his name does not 
appear on the sworn list of creditor fill 
nished by the vendor; and the creditor can
not sue the purchaser to recover what the 
vendor owes nim.

St. Amour v. Pusie, 54 Que. S.C. 386. 
Meaning of “goods, wares ob mebchan 

dise”—Livery businMV.
A transfer of a livery stable, including 

the horses, fixtures, harness, wagons, 
good will of the business, etc., is not such 
a “sale or transfer of a stock of goods, 
wares or merchandise” as to come within 
the provisions of the Bulk Sales Act, B.C. 
1913. c. 101.

Brown v. McLeod, 8 W.W.R. 110.
Sale ex bloc—Statutory formalities— 

Affidavit of names of creditors— 
Noncompltanck—Presumption as to 
FRAUD — ARTS. 1569c, 1569b, 1569b. 
C.C. (Que. i— Abt. 646, C.C.P.

Rousseau v. Heirs of A.J. Dubuc, 25 D.L. 
R. 854, 47 Que. S.C. 127.
Bulk sales—Sale by chattel mortgage 

—Statutory requirements.
A sale of stock-in-trade by a chattel 

mortgagee is not within the Bulk Sales 
Act (B.C. ) which is not intended to destroy 
a security of that nature and enable the 
general creditors of a mortgagor to share 
equally with a secured creditor.

Drinkle v. Regal Shoe Co., 20 B.C.R. 314. 
7 W.W.R. 194.
Blacksmith’s shop.

The provision» of arte. 1560, eta., C.C. 
(Que.) as contained in c. 39 of 1 Geo. V. 
(1910), which impose certain formalities
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for the protection of creditors in the case 
of sales en bloc of stocks in trade or of mer
chandise, do not apply to the sale by a 
master-blacksmith of his shop with tools 
and working material, such a seller not be
ing a merchant or manufacturer, but an 
artisan, 'ilie fact that a person has ad
mitted that he is d merchant or manufac
turer, or that he assumes that character 
without having it, does not sullice for con
sidering him as if he actually were a mer
chant or manufacturer.

Wilson v. Chaput, 50 Que. S.C. 321.
(8 IV—91)—Bulk salbn—Statutory RE

QUIREMENTS—SALK OK HOTELKEEPER’S 
BUSINESS NOT INCLUDE».

An hotelkeeper operating under a license 
granted him under the Liquor License Act, 
R.8.M. 1013, c. 117, restricting the con
duct of his business and the place of sale 
of liquors by him is not a “trader” or “mer
chant” within the meaning of the Bulk 
Sales Act, B.S.M. 1013, c. 23, so as to bring 
a hulk sale of the hotel equipment and 
stock within the requirements of that stat-

Bartliels v. Peterson, Ht D.L.R. 465, 24 
Man. L.R. 794, 6 W.W.R. 300, 27 W.L.R. 
734.
Bi lk sales ok goods uy tbadbb — Stat

utory REQUIREMENTS,
Thomson v. Nelson, 11 D.L.R. 851, 4 W. 

W.R. 712.
Statu tory rbquirkmkn ts—W ai ver.

When a trader is endeavouring to uphold 
a transaction which without the waiver of 
his creditors would be in plain disregard of 
the Bulk Sales Act, it is his duty to shew 
that the statute does not apply to the tran
saction by the clearest proof of such waiver 
as the statute calls for. (Semble): A 
waiver under the Bulk Sales Act, to be ef
fective. must be given before the sale is 
completed.

Walter v. Leduc. 8 W.W.R. 360.
Bulk nai.es—Debtor and creditor.

Articles 1509a. 1569b, 1569c, 1569d,
1569e added to C.C. (Que.) by 1 Geo. V., e. 
39 (Que.) are only intended to protect un
paid creditors whose goods formed |>art of 
the stock which their debtor sold en bloc. 
Hence, those persons whose goods were dis- 
jm-ed of liefore the “bulk sale” cannot 
benefit by the provisions of said articles.

Ramsay v. Turcotte, 42 Que. S.C. 459.

SALVAGE.
See Towage; Seamen ; Admiralty; Ship

ping.
(§ I—1)—Motion to strike out party— 

Rio IIT or ACTION BY PURCHASER —
Practice in salvage action.

A plaintiff who complains that liis name 
is lieing used without authority may be re
tained as plaintiff if he has acquiesced in 
the action being prosecuted, although he 
may not have originally instructed the so
licitor. The purchase of an interest in a
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ship after the performance by it of salt age 
services does not necessarily disable the 
purchaser from prosecuting an action to 
recover same, when defended by underwrit 
ers. It is proper to have the master mi.l 
crew before the court in an action for sal
vage. The maritime lien for salvage arises 
when the service is performed. It is not 
necessary in a salvage case to add cargo 
or freight unless a claim is made against 
them. When actions are brought by the 
same plaintiff in courts of different* lova I 
jurisdictions, hut by the -nine procedure, 
and the judgments in which are followed 
by the same remedies, such action will he 
treated as prima facie vexatious.

John-on v. S.S. “Charles N. Neff," 18 
Can. Kx. 159.
(8 1—21 Definition of — Proof—"Of

ficial log”— Amendment to log — 
Merchant Shipping Act, art. 23» 
and following.

During a heavy easterly gale, the “Vein 
module,towing the barge "St. David." 
and bound from Valdez to Any ox, B.C., had 
her rudder carried away anil 2 of her 4 
propeller blades broken, and was rendered 
practically helpless. She was drifting ami 
leaking fast and was flying distress signals. 
The plaintiff managed "to make fast a line 
to the “Commodore" and after twice break
ing away succeeded in towing defendant in
to safety. Held, that, the services rendered 
were skilful, considerable and meritorious, 
and, while not in a strict sense unusually 
hazardous, were in the nature of salvage 
services and not merely of the nature of 
towage. That the “log” kept in this 
was an “ordinary ship7* log" and not “offi
cial” within the meaning of s. 239, Mer
chants Shipping Act, 57 & 58 Viet., 1894. 
c. 60, and statements therein should not lie 
accepted in evidence for the ship, but might 
lie used against it to correct a -talcment 
made at a subsequent time. One year and 
4 months after the accident, it is "a-ked t«» 
add sheets of manuscript notes to the log. 
alleged to have been made by the master, 
but not proved to have been made at the 
time nor for the purposes of incorporation 
in the “log." Held, that permission to 
amend the “log" will be refused.

The "Andrew Kellv” v. the “Com 
inodore,” 48 D.L.R. 213, 19 Can. Ex 70, 
[1919] 1 W.W.R. 1059.
Right to — Towage with appreciable

Where a large boat picks up and tows in
to harbour a gasoline passenger launch 
which bad become disabled through deple
tion of the gasoline supplies and was drift
ing in the track of large vessels in an in
let, an allowance should be awarded on a 
salvage rather than a towage basis, 
although the gasoline launch was not in 
immediate danger, if there was an appre
ciable risk to the larger boat in her 
manoeuvres by being carried by the tide 
to a position close to the land.
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(l rand Trunk Pacific Coast S.S. Co. v. 
The Launch “B.B.," 17 D.L.R. 757, 15 < au. 
I a. 38V. 0 W.W.R. 711. 
low aoe—Costs.

When about twenty miles out from 
Kingston the sole engineer on the tug 
Dixon,” towing 2 barites, iell overboard 

it ml was lost. He was the only one on 
iM-ard who knew anything about engines 
ami the tug was, in consequence, without 
means of keeping up motive power. She 
tva- drifting and was in a position of 
actual or apprehended danger, and was sig
nalling for help, when the “Keyvive," with 
some risks to herself, took them in tow 
and brought them to safety. Held (1), 
that the claim arising thereunder was one 
.if salvage and not merely of towage. (2) 
That, the act of plaintiff in claiming an ex- 
...«hive amount and having the ship arrest- 
nl therefor was oppressive, and costs rel
ative to the arrest and release on bail, and 
applications relative thereto will not be 
allowed him.

The “Kevvive” v. The “8. 0. Dixon,” 48 
DLR. IK 1» Can. Ex 87.
Mortgagee as salvor—Volunteers.

The recovery of a sunken dredge, with its 
contents, constitutes a salvage service 
creating a maritime lien. Where the mort
gagee of the dredge employed others to 
perform the work of salving and is neither 
the owner nor charterer of the salving ves
sels, he cannot claim exemption from tlie 
rule that a salvor must be one personally 
engaged in the work done.

Simpson v. The “Kruger,” 19 Can. Ex.
i>4.
IllGHT TO.

The S.S. “Berwindmoor” was picked up 
some seventy miles S.S.E. of Sable Island 
n a disabled condition (in consequence of 
having lost her rudder) by the S.S. “Ener
gie" on the morning of Nov. 27 and brought 
into the port of Halifax. The position in 
which the ship was found was a dangerous 
• •ne at that time of year. During the opera
tions heavy weather prevailed for the 
greater part of the time, in consequence of 
which the salving ship lost a number of 
lines, one of her anchor chains and anchor, 
had her windlass broken, and sustained 
other damage which necessitated detention 
sml repairs at Halifax. The time consumed 
in the salving work and in the consequent 
repairs amounted to 114 days. Tt was held 
iliât the services rendered by the “Energie” 
were of a meritorious character and that 
the sum of $12,500 would be a reasonable 
allowance therefor, to be apportioned 810,- 
500 to the owners of the ship and $2,000 
to the officers and crew. When the “Ener
gie'’ with the “Berwindmoor" was within 
13 miles of the mouth of Halifax harbour, 
the weather at the time being fine and there 
being nothing to prevent the “Energie” 
completing her work without assistance, 
the S.S. “Mackay-Bennett” was taken down 
by the agent of the owners of the “Berwind- 

Can. Dig.—126.

moor,” and, by the directions of the agent, 
a line was put on board the disabled ship 
from the “Mackay-Bennett” and that ship 
assisted in the further work of getting the 
“Berwindmoor” into port, and held, that, 
under the circumstances, the services ren
dered by the “Mackay-Bennett” could only 
be regarded as in the nature of towage-sal
vage, but that, having regard to the size, 
power and equipment of the ship, the ordi
nary rule in relation to remuneration for 
towage services should not apply.

S.S. “Energie” v. S.S. “Berwindmoor;" 
Commercial Cable Co. v. S.S. “Berwind
moor,” 14 Can. Ex. 23.
Action ok in rkm verso — Stray loos — 

Costs of salvage — Surrender C.C. 
art. 1046.

One who of his own initiative undertakes 
to salvage stray logs drifting in a stream 
or a river, has no recourse against the 
owner for the cost of salvage, if the latter 
prefers to give up the property.

Rousseau v. Breakey, 56 Que. S.C. 255. 
(§ I—3) — Derelict — Abandonment of

A vessel cannot be derelict before aban
donment; derelict is a term applied to a 
tiling abandoned and deserted at sen by 
those in charge of it without hope on their 
part of recovering it and without any in
tention of returning to it.

Humboldt v. The Escort, 8 W.W.R. 104. 
30 W.L.R. 911.
(8 I—4)—Apprehended bisk of Danger- 

Nature ok services—Compensation.
Where there is apprehension of risk, or 

danger, to a ship, though no immediate risk 
or danger, the service» voluntarily rendered 
such ship are in the nature of salvage serv
ices ami though danger to the salving ves
sel is an ingredient of such services, it i* 
not always necessarily present, and is not 
essential, hut the degree of danger to life 
and property of the salvors is an element, 
to Ik* considered in arriving at the measure 
of compensation.

(Tayoquot Sound Canning Co. v. S.S. 
“Princess Adelaide,” 48 D.L.R. 478, 111 
Can. Ex. 128, [19191 3 W.W.R. 241 
Claim—Basis of assessment—Df.rf.i.ict 

—Actual abandonment.
A salvage claim is not to he assessed on 

the basis of the salved boat being a derelict 
merely because she was on the point of be
ing abandoned by her master and crew; 
there must be an actual almndoninent to 
constitute a derelict and it must Ik* with
out hope of recovering it or of returning 
to it.

The “Humlmldt” v. The “Escort No. 2,” 
20 D.L.R. 899, 20 B.C.R. 595.
Wages—Loss of earnings.

Where the wages of the cj-ew of a ship 
which has beer salved, are paid by the 
salvors, a lien therefor attaches, and can 
be enforced against the salved ship. No 
lien attaches in a case of attempted salvage
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where the services rendered produced no re
sult, and contributed in no way to the sub
sequent saving of the boat. [Note.—On 
the first question decided above reference 
should now be made to a decision of Hill, 
J., in ‘The Petone,” [1017] P. IftS, reported 
since judgment was given in this case.]

< anudian Dredging Vo. v. The “Mike 
Corry." 47 D.L.R. 405, 1ft Can. Ex. 61.
Mow. OF ESTIMATING AMOUNT — COSTS —

Distribution.
In finding the value of salvage services, 

amongst other circumstances the court 
must consider the degree of danger to which 
the salved vessel was exposed, and from 
which she was rescued by the salvors, and 
the risk incurred by the salvors in render
ing their services and the mode in which 
the services were rendered. The value of 
the vessel salved, while important, is not de
cisive. There is a difference owing to con
ditions rendering disaster less probable in 
the amount to he allowed for salvage serv
ices on the Great Lakes and on the high

Johnson v. S.S. “Charles S Neff,” 44 D. 
L.R. 14H. 18 Can. Ex. 108.
Extravagant claim —Tende»—Payment 

into court—Costs.
Where plaintiff named an extravagant 

sum for salvage services in his statement of 
claim, but the services were meritoriously 
rendered and the defendant did not tender 
or pay into court anV moneys to cover the 
demand, the court declined to deprive 
plaintiff of costs although awarding a sum 
quite disproportionate to the amount 
claimed.

Brister v. S.S. Uranium. 15 Can. Ex. 102. 
Shipping — Efficient service — Reason

able AWARD—AMO! NT.
A steamship of the approximate value of 

$45.000. carrying a cargo of deals of the 
value of $25,000 in respect of which the 
freight when earned would have amounted 
to $13,375. wont aground on a shoal on the 
coast of Prince Edward Island, and lay in 
an exposed and dangerous position. The 
plaintiff sent his salvage steamers to the 
grounded ship, pumped water from her 
hold, and set a gang of men to jettison 
part of the cargo, which was lioomed and 
towed ashore where it was afterwards sold. 
It was agreed between the agent of the un
derwriters and the plaintiff that if the 
plaintiff failed to get the defendant steam
ship off the shoal, the plaintiff would get 
$1,500 for loss of gear, but ho arrangement 
was made in the event of success. The 
plaintiff succeeded in getting the steamship 
afloat some 3 days after she grounded. 
The steamship then proceeded under her 
own steam to Halifax, but one of the 
plaintiff's steamers stood by her until she j 
was docked:—Held, that under all the cir
cumstances and considering the respective |

values of the ship and cargo, the plaintiff 
was entitled to a salvage award of $8,000.

Brister v. S.S. Bjorgviu, 15 Can. Ex.
100.
Award—Amount—Value based on depre

CIATIOX OF SHIP.
The 0., a freight steamer, fully laden 

with coal, had gone ashore on Danger reefB, 
at the northerly end of Thetis Island, and 
about seven and a half miles, by ship's 
course, from Ladysmith, B.C. She ha.l 
sprung u leak ami the water had put out 
her fires. About ten feet of her forefront 
was on the rock, while her stern was in 
deep water. The P. sighted the stranded 
vessel in the night-time and went to her 
relief, taking in a hawser passed to her by 
the ()., and waiting for the tide and day
light. Just before 6 o’clock in the morn 
ing, the P. started to null straight ahead 
at full speed, and shortly succeeded in get 
ting the if. off the reef. The P. then cut 
the O.’s hawser, so as to lose no time, 
backed up to the O. and made fast to her 
with the P.'s hawser, and succeeded in tow
ing her under forced draft into Utdysmith. 
where the O. was tied up to a wharf in u 
position of acknowledged safety:—Held, 
that the services performed by the P., while 
without the specially meritorious features 
of saving human life or danger to herself 
and crew, were as skilfully conducted a* 
the nature of the case permitted, and val
uable, and as such were entitled to corres
ponding recognition, even though they were 
of short duration. Salvage awarded in an 
amount of $2,200. In finding the value of 
the ship and cargo, the district registrar 
allowed a yearly depreciation in the value 
of the ship of 7 per cent, following a prac
tice with reference to wooden vessels said 
to prevail in British Columbia. Held, that 
whatever may be said of the allowance of 
such a depreciation in the ease of wooden 
vessels as a rule, it must always very large
ly depend upon the manner in which tin- 
vessel was originally constructed and the 
care she had subsequently received, but, in 
any event, it could not be applied to the 
ship in respect of which salwige services 
were rendered in this case, as she is a bet 
ter built ship than the average, and has 
been well cared for and maintained.

Dunsmuir v. The Otter, 18 B.C.R. 435. 
Relative liability of ship and cargo.

Where no spécifié agreement is made for 
a sum certain, the rule in a salvage action 
is that the interests in the ship and cargo 
are only severally liable, each for its pro
portionate share of the salvage remunera
tion.

Peninsular Tug A Towing Co. v. Stephie, 
22 D.L.R. 0D0, 10 Can. Ex. 124. 
Motor-boat—Conversion — Counterclaim 

for salvage—Jurisdiction.
Heisler v. Conors, 10 E.L.R. 61.

Salvage—Injury to salvino ship—Xf.cf.s-
SIT1ES OF SERVICE.

The “Mystic” v. The “Nanna;” English
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A American Shipping Co. v. The “Xanna," I 
S I'.L.R. 381.
KF.I'AIBS AND NECESSARIES—LlBX—ÜOCK-

Reid Wrecking Co. v. The “John B. 
Kitcham 2nd,” 13 Can. Ex. 413.
('§ 1—5)—Sudden freezing of water— 

Timber taken out of the stockades
AND ADRIFT.

When in an action by way of seizure and 
sale the plaintiff claims logs carried from 
the stockades by a sudden freezing the wat
ers. and which the defendant has seized. 
The defendant has no serious right to con
te»! the ownership of the property, or to 
allege that the wood in question is ou the 
contrary the property of other companies 
not parties in cause. The defendant right is 
take possession to insure payment of hia 
lights of salvage and not to claim the prop
erly. He pleads the right of others in 
pleading the right of property of other com
panies. Furthermore if the defendant hail 
the right of retention until payment of kal- 
vsge. lie it by action or by exception, he 
«•light to ask. not to be dispossessed of the 
wood in question before being reimbursed 
fur the sum to which he would have a right.
He should take steps to this end and in this 
case, not having done so, having sought 
only to renew the action, the court cannot 
do it for him.

Turgeon & Co. v. Mercier, 25 Rev. de
Jur. 2L

SATISFACTION.
Of mortgage, see Mortgage; Land Titles.
Of judgment, see Judgment V; Execution.

SCHEDULE.
Tn assignment for creditors, see Assign

ment for Creditors.

SCHOOLS.
L IN GENERAL.

A. Legislative power; constitutionality
of statutes.

B. Admission; attendance; tuition.
0. Health regulations.
D. Suspension; control over pupil,

II. Teachers.
a. Employment; qualification.
B. Compensation; salary.
C. Removal ; dismissal.
D. Liability of teacher.

III. Officers and elections.
a. Officers.
b. Elections.

IV. Districts and property; school

V. Books; instructions.
Annotation.

Denominational privileges; constitutional 
guarantees: 24 D.L.R. 492.

I. In general.
A. Legislative power—( onhtitutionai.itt

OF STATUTES.
See Constitutional Law, II A—154.

(§ I A—1)—Separate schools—Section 
17 of Saskatchewan Act — Wiiohr 
'‘rights and privileges” are pre
served thereby.

Section 17 of the Saskatchewan Act which 
preserved any right or privilege with re
spect to separate* schools which any class of 
]>ersons had at the date of passing the Act 
operates only in favour of the minority in 
any school district; the majority in a dis
trict hud no “rights or privileges” with re
spect to separate schools liecause the school 
of the majority whether Protestant or 
Roman Catholic is in Saskatchewan al
ways the “public seliool.”

Regina Public School v. Grutton Separate 
School, 18 D.L.R. 571. 29 W.L.R. 221. 399. « 
W.W.R. 1088. 7 W.W.R. 7. [Reversed. 21 
D.L.R. 102. 60 Can. 8.C.R. 589, 7 W.W. 
R. 1248, 8 W.W.R. 156, 31 W.LR. 82.1 
The word "school” defined — Ontario 

Public School Acth.
The word “school” as used in the Ontario 

Public School Acts prior to that of 1800 is 
not prima facie to be interpreted as mean
ing ‘•department’’ for which there is a 
teacher occupying a separate room with a 
separate register, but is to be given its 
ordinary and popular meaning—a place or 
establishment for instruction.

Carlvle v. Oxford, 18 D.I..R. 759, 30 
O.L.R.418.
(8 I A—5)—Legislative tower.

The court will prevent the invasion by u 
municipal council of the legislative terri
tory assigned to a school board, and will 
compel by mandamus the discharge of a 
council’s ‘statutory duties which are merely 
ministerial and ancillary in their nature; 
and necessary for properly carrying out the 
lawful action of a school board. The fact 
that the ratepayers disapprove of the ac
tion of a school board is no excuse for inter
ference by a municipal council. A school 
board is supreme within the limits of its 
own jurisdiction, and a municipal council 
lias no right to review or render nugatory 
the action of a school board in the exercise 
of a power given by statute to the board.

Re West Nissouri Continuation School, 1 
D.L.R. *252. 25 O.L.R. 550, 21 O.W.R. 53.1. 
Lkuihi.ative tower — Mennonite settle

ment — Special privileges — Com 
PULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.

The compulsory provisions of the School 
Attendance Act. 1916 (Man.i, c. 97, arc 
binding upon Mennonites who settled in 
Manitoba under an arrangement with the 
Canadian Government made in 1873. and .i 
Mennonite who neglects to send his child 
aged between 7 and 14 to a public school is 
liable to summary conviction and fine under 
that Act. The special provisions as to edu
cation in the settlement arrangement do not
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in fact interfere with the compulsory pro
visions of the provincial law and further
more could not bind the Province of Mani
toba as to its jurisdiction in educational 
matters conferred by s. 22 of the Manitoba 
Act, 33 Viet., (Can.), c. 3, confirmed by 
34-35 Viet., (Imp.), e. 28.

R. v. Hildebrand; R. v. Doerksen, 31 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 419, [1910] 3 W.W.R. 286.

B. Admission ; attendance; tuition.
(§ I B—12)—Attendance.

Where both parent and child have their 
permanent and principal place of residence 
within the limits of a school district, the 
child is not to he deemed a “nonresident 
pupil" and the trustees of the school dis
trict have no right to claim the payment 
of nonresident pupil’s fees as a condition 
of such child being allowed to attend school.

Inkster v. Minitonka School District, 6 
D.L.R. 57. 22 Man. L.R. 487. 22 W'.L.R. 57,
2 W.W.R. 1105.
R ES I DUNCE—RATB8.

There is no duty cast upon a school board 
to receive within its schools children who 
arc not resident within its own municipal 
district.

Patterson v. Victoria School Trustees. 24 
B.C.R. 365.
Transport of pupils — Mandamus—Dis-

< RETIONAMY M ATTEB.
The powers of the Superior Court, by 

virtue of art. 50 of P., do not extend to 
matters which are discretionary. So. the 
court cannot order school commissioners to • 
transport children free of charge to schools 
of a. school municipality, seeing that the 
Act states that they “may" do it “if neces
sary," and that, consequently, it is not im
perative but only optional.

Lacroix v. l<a Commission d'Ecoles de la 
Pointe Claire. 53 Que. S.C. 88.
R A TES—R E81DENCE.

Apart from s. 110 of the Public Schools 
Act, which refers only to rural school dis
tricts. the right to attend British Columbia 
Public Schools is in no way connected with 
Hie payment of rates, and dejiends on resi-

Patterson v. Victoria School Trustees, 35 
W.L.R. 526.

C. Health regulations.
($ I C—16)—Vaccination — Powers of , 

Health Board.
A regulation hy a Provincial Board of 

Health prohibiting, under the Public Health 
Act (Alta.), admittance of a pupil to any 
school unless he produces evidence of suc
cessful * vaccination, is, as respecting the 
mode of enforcement, in conflict with the 
Truancy Act providing for compulsory at
tendance, nor within the excusable excep
tions enumerated therein, and, therefore, 
ultra vires.

Clowes v. Edmonton School Board, 25 
D.L.R. 449. 9 A.L.R. 106, 39 W.L.R. 733.
9 W.W.R. 372.

.S, II A.
II. Teachers.

A. Employment ; qualification.
(§ II A—30)—Qualification — Employ

ment— Formalities of contract.
A contract of a teacher with school trus

tees in New Brunswick is not invalid Is-, 
cause not under the corporate seal of the 
trustees. [Alexander v. School Trustees, 30 
X.B.R. 597, applied.]

tjuinlan v. School Trustees. 14 D.L.R. 376. 
Terms of employment—School Act.

Neither teachers nor trustees may con
tract. themselves out of the School Act 
(Saak.), and any term in such a contract 
which is inconsistent with any provision of 
the Act will lie void.

Haves v. Loyola School District, 34 W.L.
r. iek
Engagement of unqualified tf.achf.b — 

In authorized teaching of French- 
Separate Schools Act, k. 80—Regu
lations OF DEPARTMI NT OF EDUCATION 
—Misconduct ok tbvrteks—Parties.

In an action by a ratepayer of a Roman 
Catholic separate school section against the 
trustees of the section and a teacher en
gaged by them, to restrain the trustees from 
continuing to employ the teacher:—Held, 
(1) that, the engagement qf the teacher was 
illegal, tieeause she had not the necessary 
qualification, and such qualification as she 
had. had not been validated by the Minister 
or Department of Education. (2) That 
the use and teaching of the French language 
in the school section as carried on by the 
defendants were unauthorized. (3) That s. 
80 of the Separate Schools Act, 3 4 4 Geo. 
V. e. 71, was not applicable to this ease, ami 
did not create a domestic forum for the dis
posal of it. (4) Semble, that the word 
"prevail” in the regulation of the Educa
tion Department prescribing the course of 
study in a school section “where the French 
or the German language prevails,” means 
"gain the mastery” or “predominate.” (5| 
Held, that the conduct of the defendants, in 
disregarding and defying the rulings and 
remonstrances of the Department and its 
officers, was recalcitrant and recusant. (61 
That the teacher was a necessary or prop
er party to the action. (7) That there 
should be a judgment for the plaintiff en
joining all the defendants as prayed, and 
for the recovery of nominal damages and 

I full costs against the defendants the trustees 
personally.

McDonald v. Lancaster Separate School 
Trustees, 31 O.L.R. 360, 6 O.W.N. 328. 
Bilingual — Teacher — Qualification 

— Duty of school commissioner — 
Mandamus — Public instruction — 
Section ref., [1909] arts. 2586, 2701), 
2717.

School commissioners are obliged to em
ploy, for teaching in the model school of 
their municipalities, teachers having a 
model French and English diploma. If 
they neglect to do this, a mandamus may
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)>e applied for. However, if it is impossible 
td procure the service* of a teacher having 
the certificate required by the Act, the 
commissioners can, with the permission of 
the superintendent of public instruction, en
gage a competent teacher although not pro
vided with a bilingual diploma correspond
ing to a teacher's certificate.

Doherty v. School Commissioners of St. 
(idles, 56 Que. S.C. 532.

B. Compensation ; falabt.
($11 B—33)—AdvaMOK nr ofeickr before

SCHOOL TAX AVAILABLE—RlUHT OF RE
IMBURSEMENT.

A school trustee who is also secretary to 
tin hoard has a right of action against the 
«.aril to recover the amount of a teacher’s 

«Hilary advanced by him where the necessary 
money had I wen voted and the advance was 
made with the concurrence of his cotrustees 
in reliance upon his being reimbursed when 
the school tax should he collected, the as- 
ses-ment of which had I wen duly authorized.

Quinlan v. School Trustees, 14 D.L.R.
178

The plaintiff, an unlicensed teacher, was 
employed to teach in a school district for 
one term, under a written contract purport
ing to be made by the defendants, who arc 
school trustees, incorporated under the 
Schools’ Act. C.S.X.B. 1903, c. 50. The con
tract was signed by two out of the three 
trustees but the corporate seal was not af
fixed to it and no meeting of the trustees 
was held to authorize the contract. Under 
thi- contract the plaintiff taught for one 
full term. In an action to recover the 
amount agreed to be paid to her, it was 
held (1), that the contract wai made by 
the school trustees as a corporation and not 
a« individuals. (2) The contract is unen
forceable because under c. 50, it is ultra 
tires of the school trustees to employ an 
unlicensed teacher. (3) The defendants 
arc not liable on a quantum meruit for the 
services of the plaintiff because (aI the 
employment of the plaintiff was ultra vires, 
«ml (In there was no completed work which 
(lie trustees could accept or reject.

Trustees of School District of Bright v. 
Versa, 40 N.B.R. 351, 10 E.L.R. 1.

C. Removal ; dismissal. 
i $ IT C—40)—Notice — Suitktrnct — 

Resolution—Seal.
The engagement of the principal of a 

high school, terminable upon a month’s no
tice. is sufficiently terminated by communi 

11 ing to him the resolution of the hoard 
that he “be given a month’s notice to re- 
- .n"—the exactness of the language Iwing 
un important: the notice need not be under 
th. i oi^nirate seal of the hoard.

<mith v. Campbellford Board of Educa
tion. 37 D.L.R. 506, 39 O.L.R. 323.
No|U K OF DISMISSAL.

X motion adopted by school commission
er- ordering the secretary-treasurer to noti
fy two leather» that the commission does

not any longer require their services for the 
year 1913-1914.’’ although passed in re
gard to both of them together, is of legal 
effect, provided each of such teachers re
ceives individual and separate notice of dis-

Leroux v. Commissioners of Schools of St. 
Emile, 50 Que. S.C. 316.

III. Officers and elections.
A. Officers.

(F Ilf A—55)—At a meeting of school 
commissioners (Que.) regularly opened 
with only three mcmtwrs present, a motion 
by one to appoint another of them chair
man of the meeting ia carried by the con
currence of the person so nominated, and 
is not subject to reconsideration or repeal 
by the whole meeting on the late arrival of 
two other memliers opposed thereto.

Demers v. Moffet, 8 D.L.R. 234, 21 Que. 
K.B. 394.
School commissioner — Disqualification 

—Contract with commission.
Martineau v. Dansereau, 12 Que. P.R.

190.
Powers of School Boar»--Selection of 

teachers.
Resolutions of a “separate school” hoard 

purporting to delegate to the chairman of 
the I ward power to discharge, select and 
engage teachers, are ultra vires.

Mackell v. Ottawa Separate School Trus
tees, 24 D.L.R. 475, 34 O.l*R. 336.
Delhiation of authority by buperi ntf.no-

ENT AS TO HEARING CHARGES—POWER

The superintendent of public instruction 
has the right to delegate to a Judge of 
the Superior Court the power conferred on 
him hv art. 2536, R.S.Q. 1909. to have a 
hearing upon certain accusations made 
against one of the members of the Catholic 
School Commissioners of Montreal.

Therrien v. Mercier, 24 Que. K.B. 362. 
School oommikhionebh—Choice of school 

site—Mode of review—Chose .ii uei:.
There is no other remedy in law to have 

quashed for illegality a resolution of the 
school commissioners deciding to acquire a 
certain laud for a school house than the 
appeal given to the Circuit Court by R.S.Q. 
19(19. art. 2981. The judgment of the Cir
cuit Court upon such appeal is final, 
and is chose jugee between the parties. 
Any subsequent action in the Superior 
Court to have such resolution quashed, and 
an application for an injunction to prevent 
the commissioners from carrying out these 
resolutions, cannot be maintained became 
it would constitute an appeal from a judg
ment of the Circuit Court when the law 
refuses it. and I «cause the Superior Court 
lias no jurisdiction to decide such applica-

Paquin v. School C’om’re of Ste. Gene
vieve, 47 Que. S.C. 218.
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Continuation School Act—Board vacan- 
< Iks—Mandamus.

Members of a township council who re
fuse to discharge their duties under the Con
tinuation Schools Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 267, 
in tilling vacancies in the board of trustees 
of a township continuation school, may be 
compelled to do so bv mandamus; a formal 
demand and refusal need not be shewn, but 
refusal may be inferred from their conduct.

Re West Xissouri Continuation School, 33 
D.L.R. 209. 38 O.L.R. 207, varying, as to 
costs, 11 O.W.N. 197.
Regulations AS TO TEACHERS AND LAN

GUAGE B.N.A. \( T.
The Ontario Legislature has power under 

s. 93 of the B.N.A. Act (inter alia > to 
regulate the manner of conducting schools 
in the province, to determine the qualifica
tions required by the teachers, and to regu
late the use of "the French language in the 
schools ; and a regulation of the Department 
of Education dealing with these matters 
does not. conflict with those rights and privi
leges with respect to denominational schools 
which any class of persons had at the pass
ing of the Act.

Ottawa Separate School Trustees v. Mac- 
hell, 32 D.L.K. 1. |1017J A.C. 62. 115 L.T. 
793, affirming 24 D.L.R. 475, 34 O.L.R. 335.
I See 12 O.W.N. 401]
Liability of school trustees—Wbongfvl 

disbursement»—Court costs — Reno- 
i.ution — Alteration of mi surra — 
Participants.

Neal v. Kellington, 35 D.L.R. 142, 10 
S.L.R. 87, ri917] 2 W.W.R. 101.
Vacancies — Resignation — Inability to

A school commissioner who hands in his 
resignation can no longer exercise his func
tions even if the resignation is not accepted.
If he resigns and at the same time send# 
to the secret a î y -1 ren surer a certificate at
tested under oath stating his inability to 
act on account of illness, the production of 
the certificate vacates his position inde
pendently of the resignation.

('arrière v. Perrault, 51 Que. 8.C. 237.
W here the election of a chairman at a 

meeting of a j>oard of commissioners has 
taken place in obedience to statutory re
quirements at the hour fixed for the session 
and while a quorum was present it cannot 
be considered to have been acomplished by 
trickery or stratagem, and cannot be re
considered or disri-garded at an adjourned

Demers v. Moffet, 18 Rev. de Jur. 419. 
Borrowing—Vague resolution —Author

ization—Ratification.
A resolution adopted by school commis

sioners authorizing their secretary-treas
urer “to borrow in the name of the school 
commission a few hundred dollars to meet 
expenses of betterments and repairs, and 
for the reduction of debts,” does not give the 
right to this officer to contract a debt upon

S, 111 A.

a note of $1,100 with interest at 6 per rent 
per annum. A resolution authorizing an 
indeterminate and indefinite borrowing, 
leaving to the secretary-treasurer the dis
cretion of determining the amount to bor
row, is illegal and ultra vires. It follows 
that the note given by the secretary-treasur
er in the name of the school commission for 
such loan is void. In order that, there may 
lie ratification by the principal he must have 
knowledge of the agents excess of his pow
ers and have the wilingness to ratify it. 
So the negligence of the school commission
ers to cheek over the accounts of tliat secre
tary treasurer, who had illegally contracted 
a loan, is not a ratification of his conduct if 
they were ignorant of what lie had done. 
Articles 232, 234, et seq., of the School Code, 
which requires the authorization of the su
perintendent of public instruction and of 
the Lieut.-Governor-in-eouncil. and which 
impose certain formalities in order to con
tract a loan, apply only to loans of a per
manent character which requires the issue of 
ilelientuves or lionds, bill does not affect 
temporary loans for costs of administration.

School Commissioners of Ste. Elisabeth v. 
Lafrenitre, 27 Que. K.P». 73.
Officers.

if all the qualified members of the board 
are present at a meeting, the absence of a 
notice convening it cannot afterwards be 
invoked.

Oiasson v. Les Commissaires d’Ecoles de 
Farnham, 14 Que. P.R. 137.
Commissioner of—Rfgui.abity of appoint

ment—Ability to read and write.
In order to exercise the office of school 

commissioner two conditions are required ; 
regular appointment to office and proper 
qualifications. Failure to know how to read 
and write constitutes an incapacity render
ing hi# exercise of office unlawful and is not 
a mere defect of eligibility covered by the 
failure of the voters to contest his election 
within 15 days liefore the Circuit Court. 
[Bonin v. Page, 9 Que. P.R. 177. overruled ]

Desaulniers v. Desaulniers, 9 D.L.R. 201, 
22 Que. K.B. 71, 19 Rev. de .Fur. 352.
Quo warranto — School commissioner 

ought to know how to read and 
WRITE BUT NOT NECESSARILY FLUENTLY
—S.R.P.Q. 2639—C.M. 227.

It is not nwessary, according to the law 
of public instruction, that a school com
missioner know how to read ami write flu
ently, in order to be deemed to know how 
to read and write.

Carrière v. Richer, 25 Rev. de Jur. 443. 
(§ HI A—56)—Board delegating its pow

er—Impairing efficiency of schools 
—Remedy.

Where a School Board has delegated its 
discretionary and quasi-judicial duties and 
functions to another and thereby impaired 
the efficiency of its schools, the* court will 
remedy the wrong.

Mackell v. Ottawa Separate School Trust- 
tees, 18 D.L.R. 456, 7 O.W.N. 35.
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IlH, UTS AND LIABILITIES OF VKM HERS OF
School Board — Disc retionart and
QUASI-JUDICIAL POWERS — DELEGATION 
OF POWERS.

The discretionary and quasi-judicial pow
ers vested in a School Board in matter» 
relating to the schools under its control are 
-i, limited that the business of the Board 
!iiu>t lie regularly conducted within it» 
jurisdiction in the bona tide discharge of its 
.luti.'» and in harmony with the laws of the 
province and the regulations of the Depart
ment. A School Board in matters relating 
m the schools under its control and involv
ing discretion or judgment is bound to exer- 
, i»e such functions so that the whole ques
tion must be presented to the Board, should 
lie weighed and considered by the Board and 
must be determined upon by the Board, nor 
has the Board the power to delegate duties 
, r functions of this character to another in- 
-t.ad of exercising its own judgment and 
discretion throughout.

Mackell v. Ottawa Separate School Trus
tees, 18 D.L.R. 456, 7 O.W.X. 35.
I lBI.1GATION\ TO CONVEY PUPILS TO SCHOOL—

Distance of “further than one

Vnder a by-law passed pursuant to sec. 
01 (a) of the Public Schools Act, R.S.M.
11102, c. 143, to the effect that trustees shall 
provide suitable arrangements for convey
ing to and from school “all pupils who 
would have further than one mile to walk 
in order to reach the school,” the distance 
between the house where the school children 
live and the road over which the van pro
vided by the trustees passed should be taken 
into account, and also the distance from the 
school gate into the school building.

R. ex rel. Wells v. Green, 10 D.L.R. 111, 
W .T-.It. 264.

Public schools — Erection of second
SCHOOL-HOUSE IN RURAL SCHOOL SEC
TION — First school-house huii.t by
GOVERNMENT—AGREEMENT OF TRUSTEES 
WITH GOVERNMENT — ACTION TO RE
STRAIN TRUSTEES FROM PROCEEDING
with work—Money in hands of trus
tees FROM BALE OF TOWNSHIP DEBEN
TURES UNDER VALID AND SUBSISTING BY
LAW— Remedy of ratepayer — Objec
tions raised—Regularity of proceed
ings of trustees — Public Schools 
Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 266. ss. U, 31, 44.

Carr v. Public School Board of School 
Section 2, of Casey, 17 O.W.N. 27.
"CHOOL DISTRICT—PLEADING — RATEPAYERS 

SUING TRUSTEES—FORM OF ACTION.
In an action by ratepayers of a school 

district complaining of the act of the 
t matées in moving the school, if they do 
not constitute a majority of the ratepayers 
•hey shall plead as individuals and as suing 
•n behalf of themselves and of the class to 
which they belong. In an action claiming 
in injunction against moving a school and 
lamages, the trustees should not be sued, 
nor be held responsible, as individuals, but

as a Umrd, unless they are shown to have 
acted in had faith, or at least wilfully.

Bowman v. Faber, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 755. 
School trustees Contract with society 

to which trustees belonged—Validi
ty—School Ordinance, h. 102.

When a contract is made between trustees 
of a school district and a society of which 
some of the trui-tees are memiievs* and there 
is no jiecuniary interest, profit, promise or 
expected bandit of such members, the trans
action is Tiot prohibited by s. 102 of the 
School Ordinance.

Re School Ordinance, 5 W.W.R. 1268. 
Rights and liabilities of members of 

school hoard.
School comuiii-'ionere are subject to the 

right of supervision by the Superior C-ourt; 
and a suitor who demands the annulment of 
a resolution of the school commissioner» 
“because it is illegal and constitutes a flag
rant injustice to bis rights,” thereby sets 
up facts sullieivnt to give jurisdiction to 
the Superior Court.

Chaitie v. School Commissioners of St. 
Severe, 18 Rev. de Jur. 508.
Change of school sites in a district— 

Interpretation of school-law.
In this ease the respondents were obliged 

to change the present location of the school 
because it did not fulfill the conditions the 
rules required. It was not easily reached 
by tlie teachers nor was water of good quali
ty provided. It was not required by law 
that the new site chosen by the respondents 
ought to be in the same centre of the dis
trict, which was moreover impossible. 
Taking into consideration all the circum
stances of this ease the respondents exer
cised wisely their discretionary powers in 
passing the resolution of July 23. 1918, 
which decreed the change of the school site, 
and consequently the appeal should be dis
missed with costs.

Dufault v. !>*' Commissaires d"Ecoles 
pour La. Riviere Richelieu, 25 Rev. de Jur. 
80.
Rights and liabilities or member of

SCHOOL BOARD.
The secretery-treasurer of a board of 

school commissioners is justified in not 
notifying of a meeting a school commission
er who cannot read and write and who has 
previously declared that he would not act

Giasson v. Les Commissaires d’Ecolee de 
Farnham, 14 Que. P.R. 137.
(8 IM A—581 —Request for the recon

struction of a school in the cf.ntrf. 
of THE 111 strict which constituted 
an annexation—Rioht of appeal to 
the Circuit Court—Art. 2981 R.S.Q. 
1909.

There is no appeal from a resolution of a 
school board, refusing a request that they 
rebuild the school in the centre of the dis
trict which has lieen annexed, art. 2981, R.S. 
Q. 1909. It would be unjust to change the
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site of the school at the request of the an
nexed portion which for 20 years never com
plained of the existing state of affairs.

Hamel v. School Board of St. Dainase, 25 
Rev. de Jur. 393.
School uw — Resolution ok school 

hoard—Change ok a site ok school 
house—Appeal—Jurisdiction or the 
Circuit Coi rt—R.S.Q. 1909, art. 2988.

It is a principle that u law is not re
pealed unless it Ik* so in formal terms, or 
that it 1h> incompatible with tlu* new law 
dealing with the same subjects. Article 
2988 R.S.Q. 1909, allowing an appeal to j 
the Circuit Court from a resolution of ! 
school trustees concerning the district I 
schools or the construction of school lions- | 
es. has replaced art. 2055 R.S.Q. 1888. Ar
ticle 2988 does not give the Circuit Court 
such extensive powers as the superintendent 
of public instruction had by reason of art. 
2055. The Circuit Court in this case haa 
only the usual jurisdiction of the Court 
of Appeal. It is a recognized rule that 
where a question of fact arises, a court of 
appeal does not lessen or modify the judg 
ment of the first instance, unless it con
tains serious mistake!, or applies erroneous 
principles, or omits to take into considéra 
tion tlie evidence or part of the evidence, or 
unless it has acted in had faith.

1 si marche v. St. Michel de Xapierreville, 
25 Rev. Leg. 342.

B. Election.
(§ III B—fiO'i—Nomination of candidates 

—Particulars.
Under art. 5422 R.S.Q. 1909, the nomina

tion paper of each candidate in an election, 
held under the provisions of the School 
Isiw Act, should designate his domicile and 
his profession and occupation, in a manner 
sufficient to identify him and under art. 
5429; the nomination which does not con
form to these requirements is invalid and 
should not he given any effect.

Gauthier v. Poitras. 49 Que. S.C. 232. 
School commissioners—Illegal election 

—(CONTESTATION—Quo WARRA NTO.
When, at an election of school commis

sioners where four candidates are nomi
nated, the presiding officer assumes the 
power to declare that two of them are not 
qualified to exercise the functions and are 
ineligible, and proclaims the other two 
elected, without voting, there is, on his part, 
“non-observance of the formalities re
quired.'* within the meaning of art. 2672, 
R.S.Q., 1909. which gives the right to con
test the election, and which contestation, 
under art. 2673 shall he tried and decided 
by the Circuit Court or the Magistrate's 
Court to the exclusion of every other court. 
Consequently, remedy by quo warranto be
fore the Superior Court cannot be hail for 
the purpose of declaring that the trustees 
who were proclaimed elected have forfeited 
their office.

Lorrain v. Trudeau, 45 Que. S.C. 235.

(§ III B—01)----- School commissioner—
Nomination by board — Petition lx 
CONTESTATION—QUO WARRANTO—R.S.Q. 
2692—Que. M.C. 120.

The nomination of a school commissioner 
by the Board of School commissioners can 
not be contested by a petition in contesta
tion of election, but by the remedy of quo 
warranto. A school trustee, who has left 
his domicile in the municipality for which 
he was nominated, can no longer sit as such 
trustee, ami resolutions adopted at meeting* 
where he took his scat at which there would 
not have been a quorum without him, are 
null. As such a trustee is not acting in 
good faith, lie cannot lie considered as an 
officer de facto.

Dechamps v. Christ in. 46 Que. S.C. 367.
IV. Districts and property; school taxes.
Regularity of assessment under School 

Act, sec Taxes, III—100.
(§ IV'—70)—Right to tax exempted com

panies — Municipal by-laws fixing
ASSESSMENT OF COMPANIES — PUBLIC
Schools Act—Municipal Act—Vali
dating LEGISLATION, HOW LIMITED.

That municipal by-laws fixing the assess
ment. of certain power companies had been 
confirmed by the Ontario Legislature will 
not prevent the operation of the restriction 
imposed by the Public School Act and the 
Municipal Act. [R.S.O. 1914, c. 266, s. 39. 
and R.S.O. 1914. c. 192. s. 390 (c)] by which 
no municipal exemption by-law in whole 
or in part shall he held or construed to 
exempt from school rates; this restriction 
applies not only to by-laws passed under the 
general powers of a municipality but also 
to special by-laws exempting from municipal 
assessment of any nature or kind beyond 
the rates of an agreed annual assessment 
and the assessment for school rates ia not 
limited by the by-law. [heave to appeal to 
Privy Council refused Aug. 4. 1914. C.P.R. 
v. Winnipeg, 30 Can. S.C.R. 558, .distin
guished.!

Canadian Niagara Power Co. v. Stamford: 
Electrical Development Co. v. Stamford : 
Ontario Power Co. v. Stamford, 20 D.L.R. 
281. 50 Can. S.C.R. 168. 50 ( L.J. 5m. 
affirming 18 D.L.R. 64. 70; 30 O.L.R. 378. 
Purchase of site—Debentures—Nullity.

An attempted purchase of a school site 
by a rural school board, to he paid for by 
debentures, before the proposal for the loan 
has been submitted to and sanctioned at 
a special meeting called for that purpose, 
and the debentures duly issued in pursu
ance thereof, does not comply with s. 44 of 
the Public School Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 266. 
and is therefore invalid and nugatory. 
[Smith v. Port William School Board, 24 
O.R. 366: Forbes v. Grimsby Public School 
Board, 6 O.L.R. 539, approved.]

Birch v. Public School Board of Sec. 15, 
Tp. of York, 31 D.L.R. 705, 37 O.L.R. 392.
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Consolidation of school districts—As
sumption OF LIABILITIES.

The purpose of s. 40 (d) of the School 
Ordinance (Alta.) ia to presene upon a 
lonsolidation of school districts, the sepa
rate entity—not the corporate existence—• 
„f the original districts, for the purpose of 
discharging their distinct debts and liabil
ities, and the section only permits the board 
,.f the consolidated district to enter into an 
agreement for the taking over and assump
tion of the assets and liabilities of all the 
districts, and not of any single district.

Arnegard v. Board of Trustees of Barons 
Consol. School District, 33 D.L.R. 735, 11 
A.L.R. 460, [1917] 2 W.VV.R. 302. 
DniKNTVBEH — Approval of ministfr — 

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS.
The Minister of Education may refuse to 

iinmtersign debentures for school building 
purposes, where the site and the building 
contract have not received-his statutory ap
proval, in virtue.of the School Ordinance 
(Alta.), e. 130, which empowers him to 
countersign the debentures if satisfied that 
the retirements of the Ordinance have lwn 
substantially complied with.

Oven School District v. Minister of Edu
cation. 34 D.L.R. 78, 11 A.L.R. 280, [19171 
2 W.W'.R. 313, affirming [1917J 1 W.VV.R. 
1288.

Pvnuc Schools—Hkih school.
Tlie true construction of s. 15 of the Pub

lic Schools Act (R.S.B.f. 1911. c. 206) is 
’bat. public school includes high school, and 
a city municipality school district has a 
right, to collect fees from a district munic
ipality school district whose pupils attend 
its high schools.

Victoria v. District of Oak Bav, 38 D.L.R. 
238. 24 B.C.R. 516, [1018] 1 W.VV.R. 158, 
Affirming 34 D.L.R. 734.
School taxer—-Notice.

An assessment for school taxes in the 
name of one who has no interest in the land 
and is not the occupant thereof, and fail
ure to send any notice of assessment what
ever to the owner of the property renders 
the assessment, void. [The King v. (band 
Falls, 13 D.L.R 260: Riesbach v. Creighton. 
12 D.L.R. 363, followed.]

Wallbridge v. Steen son. 41 D.L.R. 330, 11 
S.L.R. 224, [1918] 2 VV.W.R. 801.
New school rite—Consent of hatepat- 

c.rh —. Arbitration—Construction or 
Public School Act.

McDonald v. School Dint, of Earl Grey, 
38 D.L.R. 747, [1918] 1 W.VV.R. 112. 
Krection or new school—Debentures— 

Validity of proceedings—Injunction 
—Ratepayer.

Bobertaon r. Springbrook School District, 
36 D.L.R. 777, 10 8.L.R. 267. [See also 
[1917] 3 W.W.R. 970.]

Pvnuc schools—Union schooi mixtion— 
Requisition of hoard for sum of 
money for school purposes—Appor
tionment BETWEEN TWO MUNICIPALI
TIES OUT OF WHICH SECTION FORMED— 

PrOTOHTIONS FIX» M Mil MOM 
Powers of assessors— Puri ic Schools 
Act, R.8.O. 1914, C. 266. s. 20 (1 '. (8), 
(9)—Assessment Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 
195. s. 50.

Eastview Public School Board v. Glouces
ter, 40 D.L.R. 707. 41 O.L.R. 327, reversing 
12 O.W.N. 372.
Consolidation or districts—Franchise — 

Charge <>f making false declaration.
The franchise provided for district» al

ready established is to prevail upon the vote 
taken for consolidation of school districts 
under the School Ordinance (Alta.)

R. v. Gainor, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 357, [1919] 
1 W.W.R. 801.
Formation of union school section — 

Award of arbitrators — Confirma
tion BY COUNTY BYLAW — COUNTY 
Court Judge referring adjustments 
BACK TO ARBITRATORS — JURISDICTION
—Leave to appeal—Public Schools 
Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 266.

Re Flamliorough West Union School Sec
tion. 10 O.W.N. 228, 11 O.VV.N. 5

A resolution of school commissioners de
ciding upon the purchase of a school-house 
is valid notwithstanding that the commis- 
sinners have not provided beforehand for the 
accomplishment requisite for providing the 
amount of the price.

Blais v. School Commissioners of St. 
Francis, 25 Que. K.B. 566.
School rite.

The site of a school house is to a cer
tain extent in the discretion of the school 
commissioners and the court will not inter
fere with the exercise of this discretion.

Caisson v. Commissaires d'Ecoles de Farn- 
ham, 14 Que. P.R. 137.
Transfer to another district.

A hoard of school commissioners has no 
right to transfer certain ratepayers from 
one district to another if there is *no rea
son for the detachment, especially if it is 
proved that said ratepayers formerly be
longed to the latter district and were at 
their own request added to the former.

Oaisson v. Commissaires d’Ecoles de Farn- 
ham. 14 Que. P.R. 137.
Erection or sc hool building—Monets ex

pended BT TRUSTEE WITHOUT AVTHOB-

Vasaar School District Corp. v. Spicer, 21 
Man. L.R. 777, 18 W.L.R. 147.
School lands held in trust for school 

purposes — Unincorporated religious 
order.

Attorney-General v. Landry, 9 E.L.R. 472, 
affirming 9 E.L.R. 270.
(g IV—71)—Districts.

A by-law passed by a county council es
tablishing a continuation school in a high 
school district which never existed in fact
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is valid, and docs not contravene the High 
School Act, 9 Edw. VII., c. 91, a. 4 (Ont.).

Re Henderson and West Xissouri, 4ti Can. 
8.C.R. 627, affirming 24 O.L.R. 517, and 23 
O.L.R. 21.
Appeal i jiom a resolution passed by the

SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS REVOKING A 
FORMER RESOLUTION RELATIVE TO THE 
DISTRICT SCHOOLS OT THE KtJHH ipamty 
—Question as to the right oi appeal
—Is THE APPEAL IN FACT AND IN LAW 
WELL FOUNDE|) IN THIS CASE—C.C. QUE.
496.

On May 20, 1917 the school commissioners 
of St. S. passed a resolution subdividing the 
town into six districts, ami set out the lim
its of these districts according to law. Pub
lic notice of the resolution and of the divi
sion was given by the secretary-treasurer. 
The six districts were then created and 
existed in law and all proceedings taken at 
the said sitting where only certain proceed
ings intended to put into execution the 
said resolution forming these districts. The 
court is not now concerned with ascertain
ing whether these proceedings were regu
larly taken. The resolution of May 20, was 
repealed by another resolution of respon
dent»; it is this resolution that is appealed. 
There cannot be any doubt that the appeal 
i' in conformity with art. 489 of the School 
Law. There is here no question of a case 
under art. 490. The respondents have used 
one of the powers given them by law in 
changing the boundary of the * districts 
created May 20. and as a result there is an 
appeal from their decision and this court 
has jurisdiction under art. 496. On the 
merits the evidence shows that both in law 
and in fact, the said petition in appeal is 
well founded and should be maintained, 
with costs.

Martin v. The School Commissioners of 
St. Samuel. 25 Rev. de Jur. 167.
School law — Division or district — 

School house—Manner of apportion
ing THE VALUE—S. REF. [19U9], ARTS.
2596, 2758.

When an school district is divided, the part 
where the school house is situated retains 
the ownership of it, but it should make 
the other it remittance the amount of which 
is established pro rata, according to a land
ed valuation of the properties which were 
taxed for its construction. This apportion
ment should lie based upon the valuation 
roll in force when the school house was 
constructed, and not on that in force at 
the time of the division of the district.

Marcotte v. School Commissioners of 
Notre-Dame-de-Portneuf, 55 Que. S.C. 15. 
Division of district—Compulsion to at

tend PARTICULAR SCHOOL.
Prima facie, every resident of a school 

district has the right to send his children 
to the school of that district so long as the 
children conduct themselves in conformity 
with the rules of that school, and the rates, 
if any, required to be paid on their behalf

have been fully paid. This, however, does 
not give him the right, where there is more 
than one school in the district, of determin
ing to which particular school they shall 
g°-

Patrick v. Board of Trustees of Yorkton 
School District No. 59, 6 W.W.R. 1107. 
Continuation school—County by law— 

High school district—“Existed in

Re Henderson and West Nissouri, 23 0. 
L.R. 21. 24 O.L.R. 517, 3 O.W.N. 65, 20 0. 
W.R. 50.
(§ IV—72)—Liabilities — School-board

AND OFFIC ERS.
Apart from the express provisions con

tained in c. 50 of C.S.X.B. 1904, whereby 
school trustees may borrow money for cer
tain purposes, the trustees would have no 
power to hind the school board by a promis
sory note signed by them as trustees and 
discounted with a bank, although this wen- 
done for the purpose of raising money to 
pay current liabilities in connection with 
running the school. *

Quinlan v. School Trustees, 14 D.L.R. 
376. .
Consolidation of school districto—Va

lidity OF DEBENTURES.
Section 219 (g j of the Public School Act 

providing that the signature of the Provin
cial Secretary and the Seal of the Province 
affixed to school debentures shall be “con
clusive evidence that such corporation has 
been legally formed,” precludes an attack 
aa to the validity of the various proceed
ings leading up to the consolidation of a 
school district, and constitutes the dehen 
turcs ^hereof indefeasible securities In the 
hands of their holders.

Molison v. Woodlands, 25 D.L.R. 30. 25 
Man. L.R. 634. 9 W.W.R. 183. 32 W.L.R. 
452, affirming 21 D.L.R. 1», 7 W.W.R. 1315. 
School district—Liability fob tort— 

Acts complained of not authorized 
at meeting —Malicious abuse of le
gal process—Absence of reasonable
AND PROBABLE CAUSE.

Action against a school district for dam
ages for malicious abuse of legal process 
was dismissed because the acts complained 
of were not authorized at a meeting of the 
board according to s. 105 of the School Act. 
and because there was no evidence,of malice 
or absence of reasonable and probable cause, 
which are necessary ingredients in such an

Pollon v. Kobzar School District, [1919]
3 W.W.R. 771.
(§ IX'—74)—School taxes—What may be 

included — Deficit from preceding

A high school board may. in the absence 
of mala tides or any deliberate intention to 
postpone the debts incurred in one year t<> 
the next, include in the amount to be levied 
by a township corporation for school pur
poses for the ensuing year, the amount of 
a deficit arising from unforeseen contingen-
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vies during the preceding war, which was 
met with money borrowed by the board. 
| Atty.-Gen. v. Lichfield. 17 L.J.lb. 472; 
.fuiies v. Johnson, fi Ex. 862; and llavnes v. 
Copeland, 18 U.C.C.P. 150, followed.]

He Athens High School Board, 14 D.L.R. 
.*43. 2» O.L.R. 360.
,<i iiuoi. taxes—Requisition bt TBU8Tr.ro— 

Lew by municipality—Levy illegal 
IF SUFFICIENT funds in hand to meet
REQUISITION.

Under 9. 24 (a) of the School Assessment 
Ordinance (Alta.) and s. 295 of the Mu
nicipal District Act (formerly the Rural 
Municipality Act) it is the duty of the mu
nicipality to levy and collect the taxes 
requisitioned by the school trustees and pay 
the proceeds thereof to the treasurer of the 
.'(•hool district. Under s. 308 of the Act 
the amount so requisitioned becomes a 
debt due and owing by the municipality to 
the district. If at any time after paying 
the amount requisitioned there is a balance 
to the credit of the municipality it should 
he utilized in meeting the next requisition, 
but if the municipality has funds on hand 
sufficient to meet the requisition it is il
legal for it to make a new levy and retain 
such funds. The school rate struck in a 
district should not lie more than reasonably 
required to meet the amount of the requisi-

Kc Spruce Grove, 44 D.L.R. 153, [1919] 
1 W.W.R. 4.
Separate schools—Taxes.

The scheme of the Separate Schools Act 
Ont ■ 7i, ISIS, RAD. IU4, e. 171. Is 

that the school board and not the municipal 
council is empowered to impose the school 
rati-». Lut the board may cause the rates 
•u he levied either by its own collector or 
by the municipal council.

He Therriault and Cochrane, 15 D.L.R. 
675, 30 O.L.R. 367.
Company tax—Apportionment—Separate 

schools.
\ separate school hoard cannot obtain a 

'bare of the school taxes of a company by 
notice under s. 93a of the School Assess 
nient Act (Susk.), as amended 1912-13, c. 
•"•6. s. 3, requiring the company to apportion 
school taxes between public ami separate 
schools according to the religious belief of 
^he shareholders, and the failure of the com
pany to make any apportionment, if the 
">mpany is not shewn to have any share 
holders of the religious belief to which the 
'•-parate school pertains, for s. 93a, if con
stitutional, applies only to companies who 
• ould apportion under s. 93, and s. 93a is 
unconstitutional and ultra vires of the Sas 
kat-hewan legislature.

Regina Public School v. G ration Sepa
rate School, 21 D.L.R. 162. 50 Can. S.C.R. 
•'*9. 7 W.W.R. 1248. 8 W.W.R. 156. 31 W. 
LR. 82. reversing 18 D.L.R. 571. 7 S.L.R. 
451. 29 W.L.R. 221, 399, 6 W.W.R. 1088, 7 
W.W.R. 7.
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Assessment and taxes -Liability fob
El HOOL TAXES.

Stamford v. Ontario Power t'o., 7 O.W.N. 
646. 8 O.W.N. 241.
School taxes—Functions of board.

The school hoard of a township school 
district in Ontario has the legal right itself 
to receive whatever money it regularly mils 
for and to arrange and liquidate its own 
debts unhampered by the toWnship council. 
[For various prior decisions relating to the 
same matter, see Re West Xissouri Con
tinuation School, 1 D.L.R. 252, 3 D.L.R. 195, 
4 D.L.R. 847.]

McFarlane v. Fitzgerald, 9 D.L.R. 029, 
4 O.W.N. 869, 24 O.W.R. 230.
Notice of assessment.

To be effective in any one year, notice 
required to be given under h. 43 of the 
School Assessment Act (Sask. 1915, c. 25) 
must be given before the completion of the 
assessment roll.

Grattan Separate School v. Regina Public 
School. 38 D.L.R. 217, 10 S.L.R. 455, [1918] 
1 W.W.R. 16. affirming 35 D.L.R. 158, 
[1917] 2 W.W.R. 565.
Union school sections—Apportionment

of TAXES.
The assessors of municipalities compris

ing a union school section under the Public 
Seooola Act ( R.s.u. 1914, c. 864) have 
power under s. 29 (1| of the Act to appor
tion the amount to lie paid respectively for 
school purposes, and in so doing should 
equalize the assessments in the municipali
ties, having regard to the actual values of 
the properties assessed. They are not bound 
by the values appearing on the assessment 
rolls and any irregularity in the manner 
of determining the amounts, does not afford 
an excuse for failure to levy and collect the 
sums required.

Eastview Public School Board v. Glou
cester, 40 D.L.R. 707. 41 O.L.R. 327, re 
versing 12 O.W.N. 372.
Separate schools—Assessment.

Where the minority ratepayers in a dis 
trict have established a. separate school un
der the School Act (Sask. 1915, c. 23, s. 39) 
all the ratepayers of the same religious de- 
nomination in the district are hound to con 
tribute to the support of such school; a 
ratepayer of the same religion cannot elect 
to lie a supporter of another school.

Regina v. McCarthy, 43 D.L.R. 112, 
[1918] A.C. 911, 119 L.T. 661. [1918] 3 W. 
W.R. 302, affirming 32 D.L.R. 741. 10 S. 
L.R. 14. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1105. [See 46 
D.L.R. 74. [1919] 1 W.W.R. 814.]
Division of district—Valuation of tax

able real estate.
When a school district is divided by the 

formation of a new district, the part in 
which the school-house is situated retains 
the property thereof, making a refund to 
the other part. The amount of such refund 
is established proportionately to the value 
•if the real estate of the two section* of the 
divided district at the time of its division,
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& Power Co., 4 D.L.R. 776. 41 Que. S.C.and not to their respective value at the 
time of the construction of the school hoii-e.

Marcotte v. Comm i*=a ires d’Ecoles de 
Portneuf, 54 Que. S.C. 12.
Taxable property—Telephone line.

The poles and wires of a telephone line do 
not constitute a taxable property under the 
terms of art. 2521, para. 15, of R.S.Q. ( Pub
lic Instruction Act), and are not subject 
to the imposition of school taxes.

Commissaires d’ Ecoles de St. Alphonse 
v. Continental Heat & Light Co., 53 Que. 
S.C. 385.

A ratepayer not of the same religious de
nomination as the minority of the rate
payers who have established a separate dis
trict school is to la* assessed as a public 
and not a separate school supporter.

McCarthy v. Regina (Neida ease), 32 D. 
L.R. 755, 10 S.L.R. 29, [1017] 1 WAV R. 
1088.
Actions for school assessments—Juris-

Under art. 2971, R.S.Q. 1909. school com
missioners may bring action for the recov
ery of school rates notwithstanding the pro
visions of art, 2872. and the Circuit Court 
and District Magistrate's Court alone have 
jurisdiction in such act ions whatever may 
he the amount claimed.

School Commissioners of St. Paul v. Com
pagnie de Placements de la cité, 51 Que. 
S.C. 185. 18 Que. P. R. 298.

The jurisdiction of the Circuit Court over 
actions to collect school taxes is exclusive 
of that of the Superior Court and governs 
the ease of hypothecary action, as well as 
others for the collection of school taxes.
In the law relating to public instruction 
in the Province of Quebec, provision in 
made for the manner of collecting the school 
tax (a) by a warrant of seizure signed 
bv the chairman of the School Board, and 
addressed to a bailiff for the seizure of the 
debtor's moveable property : (b) through 
the secretary-treasurer of the county council t 
for the sale of immoveable property of the i 
debtor. Tin* above remedy ie exclusive of 
the action at law.

School < ommissioncrs of St. Joseph de- 
Bordeaux v. Gagnon, 18 Que. P.R. 149, 51 
Que. S.C. 175.
Taxation.

J1he law relating to public instruction 
(arte. 2621 et seq. R.S.Q. 1909), in declar
ing that the valuation of property made by 
the municipal authorities shall serve ns the 
basis of the assessments to be imposed by 
school corporations (art. 2836) does not 
thereby authorize school corporations to tax 
all property valued in the municipal roll. 
School corporations cannot tax all prop
erty valued in the municipal roll but only 
so much of such property as they may tax 
under the law of public instruction^ i.e., 
that which constitutes “real estate” under 
that law (art. 2621. pars. 15, 16).

School Municipality v. Montreal Water

600.
Where the application of a school Itoard 

for funds under *. 38 of the Ontario High 
I Schools Act. has been once approved by the 
, municipal council to whom it is made, it ip 

the duty of the council to pass a by-law and 
do all that is necessary for the raising of 

J the money, and this duty cannot be evaded 
j by a subsequent disapproval or by repeal

ing the by-law that had been passed in com- 
| pliancy with that duty. | Re West Missouri 
i Continuation School. 1 D.L.R. 252. 25 O.L.R. 

650, 3 O.W.N. 478, affirmed on this point.]
Re West Missouri Continuation School, 3 

D.L.R. 195. 21 OAV.R. 633, 25 O.L.R. 650. 
Taxes—Assessm ent—School purposes— 

Special exemption by statute—Ap
plicability — Schools Act — Cox. 
Stats. M B. 1903, c. 50, ss. 105 108.

Exemptions, as to assessment within a 
city or town granted by statute to a cor
poration are not applicable to the asscs- 
ment fixed by the School District, in which 
the corporation in question owns the asses*- 
uhle property unless the schools in the 
school district have been taken over by the 
city or town under the provisions of ss* 105. 
108 of the Schools Act. (C.S.N.B. 1903, <*. 
50. )

The King v. School District of Mada- 
waska ; Ex parte Fraser Co.. 49 D.L.R. 371. 
High school district composed of two 

municipalities—Cost of erection of
SCHOOL BUILDING—PAYMENT IN PROPOR
TION TO EQUALIZED ASSESSMENT —MU
NICIPAL BY-LAW PROVIDING FOR RAISING 
EXCESSIVE AMOUNT—ORDER QUASHING
—High Schools Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 

268. s. 6. 38 (4), (8).
Re Fowler and Waterdown, 7 O.W.N. 309 

School taxes—Catholic or protestant— 
Evidence.

The fact, whether or not a ratepayer is a 
Roman Catholic for the purpose of being 
assessed for school taxes, can be proved by 
the one who is taxed, notwithstanding that 
the certified copy of the municipal valuation 
roll describes him as Catholic. The docu
ment, although authentic binds only the 
ratepayers who are subject to it.

Montreal St. Michel Archange Separate 
Schools v. Wall. 49 Que. S.C. 536.
School taxes—When payable.

School taxes are due to the school commis
sioners only by those ratepayers whose 
names have been entered in the collection 
roll.

Gamaehe v. Blais, 50 Que. S.C. 200.
Tax bate—Separate schools.

Re Therriault and C ochrane, 5 O.W.N. 28, 
24 O.W.R. 964.
School tax.

A school rate is illegally imposed and 
invalid where it is struck before the time 
has expired in which the assessment roll 
mar he appealed ; and where it includes the 
estimated probable expenditure not only for
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the then current year, but fur a y water part 
of the succeeding year. [Bruntz v. Wnite 
U h,ile School District, 1 A.L.K. 14, fol
lowed.]

Muirhead v. Bullhead Butte, 4 A.L.H. 12.
IV—70 *—TWO 6CHOOUIOUSE8 1» ONE
.section—Township corporation—Bt-

Ke Meilora School Section, 23 O.L.R. 623, 
h U.W.lt. Ml2, affirming 2 O.W.N. 6114. 18 
O.W.R. 279.

IV—761—Building school—Statutobt
REQUIREMENTS.

A ratepayer, a municipal elector, who is 
called upon to pay a special school tux for 
a loan intended to be applied to the build--* 
ing of a school house, lias a special interest 
eiilViiient to entitle him to contest by di 
re. t action the legality of the resolutions ot 
the school commissioners authorizing the 
loan and the construction. The text of art. 
27 4B. R.S.Q. which declares that
"school houses should lie built conformably 
to plans and specifications approved or fur
nished by the superintendent” is imperative 
and -liotild be ngourously observed by the 
•chord commissioners. 'ITiev are equally 
bound to submit to him all the essential 
.hanges made in their original plans and 
specifications.

Desjardins v. School Commissioners of 
Maisonneuve, 51 Que. S.C. 45U. 
li IV—771—School lands.

Waste Crown lands that were, by an order 
of the Lieut.-flovernor in Council set apart 
for school purposes pursuant to the Public 
Miool Act, 35 Viet., No. 16 (1872), were 
thereby absolutely and unqualifiedly dedi
cated for school purposes, and such order 
c.-n-tituted an alienation by the Crown 
» ithin the meaning of s. 6 of c. 14 of 47 
Viet. (1884), so that such lands could not 
be subsequently granted by the Crown to 
another without the consent of the trustees 
uf the school district under the 1882 amend
ment to the school Act, notwithstanding a 
school house was not erected thereon until 
twelve years later, although a. 30 of the 
Public School Act of 1872 required that 
the trustees should take possession of land 
acquired or given for school purposes.

Xtturnev-Ueneral v. Ksquimault <fc Nan
aimo R. Co., 4 D UR. 337, 17 B.C.R. 427, 21 
W.L.R. 549, 2 W.W.R. 668.
The School Assessment Act, a. 43—No

tice BT SEPARATE SCHOOL BOARD TO
COMPANY AS TO DIVISION OP TAXES.

Section 43 of the School Assessment Act 
(c. 25 of 1915, Sask.) is intra vires. It 
was held to affect the companies and taxes 
in question. Notices under it were held to 
be continuing notices so that a notice given 
in 1916 was effective as to the taxes for 
1917.

Board of Trustees of Grattan Separate 
School v. Board of Trustees of the Regina 
Public School, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 769.

V. Boults ; INSTRUCTIONS.
(8 V — 841—Separate denominational 

schools—Use or French language— 
Religious teachings—Breach or de
partmental REGULATIONS — lNJUNC-

McDotiald v. Lancaster Separate School 
Trustees. 24 D.L.R. 868, 34 O.L.R. 346, af 
firming 31 O.L.R. 360.
Public school — Religious insiruction

GIVEN BY TEACHER AITER SCHOOL HOURS.
Shaver v. Cambridge and Russell Uniou 

School Section, 2 O.W.N. 686.

SCIRE FACIAS.
See Judgment. VI; Execution.
As to forfeiture of charter, sec Com

panies.

SEAL.
See Contracts.
As to company contract"*, see Companies; 

Municipal Corporations.

SEAMEN.
See Admiralty ; Shipping; Towage ; Mat

ter and Servant, II A—35.
Pilotage license, want of authority to 

grant, recovery of payments, see Mistake, 
III—20.

Pilots’ fund, breach of trust, see Lim
itation of Actions, I E—30.

Seamen’s or fishermen’s wage.-, desertion, 
see Master and Servant, I C—13.
(8 1—21—Contract of hire—Law of tiie

MV. i m non ■ nix h uni Kn
WEGIAN MARITIME CODE—ADMIRALTY 
Act. 1861, s. 10 and ss. 9, 12.

Section 10 of the Admiralty Court Act, 
24 Viet. (lmp.I 1861. which extends tin- 
jurisdiction to “any claim by a seamen of 
any ship” permits the application by the 
court of the law of the country of the lit
igants. A contract or engagement lietween 
a Norwegian owner and a Norwegian mas- 
ter for services to be rendered on a Nor
wegian ship, registered in Norway, although 
verbally made in New York, U.S.A., is 
governed bv the law of Norway. Where a 
change in destination of a ship is made, the 
crew can legally refuse to continue on 
terms of existing contract. In such event. 
where the new terms asked are not accept
ed by the owner, members of the crew are 
entitled to legal notice• More being dis
charged.

Jacobsen v. The “Fort Morgan,” 49 D.I.. 
R. 123, 19 Can. Ex. 165. [Affirmed, 51 D.L. 
R. 149, 59 Can. S.C.R. 404.]
(8 1—4)—Fishermen—Sleeping quarters 

—Lien for “lat” wages.
Persons employed on a small launch on 

a salmon fishing “lay,” and performing 
work thereon in the double capacity of 
sailors and fishermen, though most of their 
time ia occupied in fishing and though not 
having any sleeping quarters on board the 
vessel, are nevertheless “seamen” and en-
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titled to their maritime lien for seamen's 
wages ; but the lien will not attach if the 
use of the vessel is no part of the agree
ment on which the “lay” is based and mere
ly allowed by the owner as a matter of con
venience.

Morrisette v. The “Maggie,"' 27 D.L.R. 
4U4, 460, 22 B.C.R. 424. 470, 10 Can. Kx. 
1114, 498, 34 W.L.K. 39, 120, 10 W.W.R. 
228.
Wagrs—Master of ship—Jurisdictional

Under the Canada Shipping Act (R.S.C. 
1900, e. 113, s. 194) the master of a ship 
is put upon the same basis as a seaman as 
regards the jurisdictional amount for the 
enforcement of claims for wages.

Beck v. The “Kobe,'’ 24 D.L.R. .573, 17 
< an. Kx. 215, 22 B.C.R. 109, 9 W.W.R. 89, 
32 W.L.R. 351.
Lien kok nex essaries—Finiuxg schooner 

—“Fishing-stores.”
“Fishing-stores” or tackle, such as hooks, 

gaffs, nippers and knives, used by a 
schooner employed in the business of "hali
but fishing are necessaries.

Piehon v. The “Alliance No. 2,” 17 Can. 
Kx. 201, 20 D.L.R. 70, 20 B.C.R. 500.
Liens for equipment—Necessaries—Sea

man's wages—Priority.
A lien for “building, equipping or repair

ing” a ship under s. 4 of the Admiralty 
Court Act, 1801, or one for necessaries, can
not take priority over a lien for seaman's

Re The “Aurora,” 17 Can. Ex. 203, 20 
B.C.R. 92.
Pilotage rights—Quebec harbour.

The Act 4-5 Geo. V., c. 48, has not 
abrogated all the powers of the corpora
tion of the pilots for the liarlamr of Quo- 
liee. The Act has only taken away from it 
the powers concerning the relations be
tween ship owners and the public in gen
eral with the pilots, and has left the rights 
affecting only the idiots themselves and 
their relations, privileges and obligations 
as members of the corporation of pilots. 
The order-in-council of May 8, 1915, adopt
ed in virtue of that Act, and which orders 
that the account of pilotage of a ship shall 
lie paid to the pilot himself, only intends 
to indicate the person to whom the ship 
agent must pay the pilotage dues. It, does 
nut declare the pilot, the owner of those 
lines: the latter must immediately turn 
them over to the pilots corporation so that 
they may be divined between all its mem
bers according to the law of 1860.

Pilots C'orp. of Quebec Harbour v. 
Paquet, 27 Que. K.B. 409, 53 Que. S.C. 220. 
(§ 1—4)—Wages—Contract—“Lay" and

A sailor who engages on a whaling voy
age and is to receive a certain sum per 
mouth “and lay" (the term “lay” being set 
out in the ship’s articles as an apportion
ment to the officers and crew of various 
amounts for various kinds of whales that

are taken by the ship), may include the 
sum due him under "the lay'"’ in an action 
for wages against the ship; the sum so due 
is not subject to forfeiture under a clause 
in the articles providing for tbe forfeiture 
of a “bonus” in ease the seaman leaves 
his employment before the final termination 
of the whaling season.

Farrell v. The “White," 21) B.C.R. 576 
17 ('an. Kx. 219, 7 W.W.R. 389.
W ages—Jurisdiction of court.

The .Superior Court, bv admitting its 
want of jurisdiction over an action to re
cover a sailor’s wages, cannot order that 
the action lie remitted to the police court 
under the terms of art. 170 C.t'.P.

Simard v. Canada Steamship Co., 49 Que, 
8.C. 9.
Wages—Dismissal—Jurisdiction.

Action bv a sailor, who lias been din- 
missed without cause, claiming the equiv
alent of wages which lie will lose during the 
rest of the season, is not an action for 
wages withdrawn from the jurisdiction of 
the Superior Court by the Canada Ship
ping Act (R.S.C. 1900, e. 113). Section 
102 of the Act, which provides for an in
demnity equal to one mouth’s wages, in 
addition to wages earned, when a seaman 
lias been dismissed without cause before 
having earned one month's wages, does not 
apply to the vase of a sailor who has per
formed more than one month’s service.

Simard v. Canada Steamship Co., 50 
Que. S.C. 105.
Wages — Jurisdictional amount — Ex

chequer Court.
The effect of s. 191 of the Canada Ship

ping Art (R.S.C. c. 113) is to require the 
plaintiff to recover at least the minimum 
amount of wages specified, and the Ex
chequer Court has no jurisdiction where 
the amount bona fide claimed is in excess 
of the minimum, but the amount recovered 
is less. [The Harriet. Lush 285; Gagnon 
v. Tlie Savoy, 9 Kx. 238, followed.] The 
jurisdiction of the Exchequer or Admiralty 
Court under the Canada Shipping Act 
(R.S.C. 1906, c. 113, ». 191), over claims 
for seamen’s wages, depends upon the 
amount of recovery, not the amount sued 
on. Where the amount of recovery is less, 
although the amount sued on is more than 
*200, the court is without jurisdiction. 
Several such claims may be consolidated 
into one action in order to confer jurisdic 
tion. '

Cowan v. The “St. Alice,” 17 Can. Ex. 
207. 21 B.C.R. 540, 32 W.L.R. 17, 8 W.W.R. 
1266.

In proceedings for the recovery of sea
men's wages had before a stipendiary mag
istrate the magistrate found that the wage* 
claimed were due and gave judgment in 
favor, of the elaimants and a warrant is
sued under which defendant, a constable, 
levied upon the vessel of which plaintitf 
was master. There being nothing on the
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face of the warrant disclosing error on the 
part of the magistrate. It was held that 
the court had no jurisdiction to retry the 
matter or reverse his finding. Also,* that 
the warrant, being good. on its face pro- 
luted the constable levying under it and 
defeated the action brought against him. 
And also, that it could he dearly inferred 
from the face of the warrant that the mag
istrate had jurisdiction.

Horwood v. Nicholson, 45 N.S.R. 20ti, 9 
E.I..R. 30th

SEARCH AND SEIZURE.
See also Levy and Seizure; Intoxicating 

Liquors.
i<i 1—2)—Information fob hkarch war-

A search warrant will be quashed if the 
information for same, taken under Cr. 
lode, s. 629, fails to allege any criminal 
offence. A search warrant issued under 
the authority of s. 629, is invalid if it 
does not allege a criminal offence. A search 
warrant will be quashed if the information 
for same taken under s. 629, fails to allege 
the causes of suspicion as required by Code 
form No. 1. fit. v. Kehr, 11 Can. Cr. Cas. 
;V_'. 11 O.L.R. 517, applied.]

lx. v. Frain, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 389, 32 
W.L.R. 387.
(5 I—3) —Malicious issue of search 

w arrant—Board of School Trustées 
not specifically charged—Liability

The Board of Trustees for a school dis
trict, may be held liable, although not 
specifically charged with the malicious 
issue, without reasonable and probable 
cause, of a search warrant, the search and 
seizure although technically the act of the 
police authorities being substantially the 
act of the Board, the police acting as its 
agents for the purposes of vindicating a 
supposed civil right.

Thomas v. Board of Trustees for W. Cal
gary School District, 45 D.L.R. 76, 14 A.L. 
K. 245, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 181. 
Responsibility — Larceny — Warrant 

—Authority to sfjmich — Duty of 
constable—C.C. ART. 1053.

A person is liable in damages who en
ters a building in which a workman was 
employed, and, without a search warrant, 
hut accompanied by a detective and a con- 
-tahle, seizes some tools, in the presence of 
fellow employees, declares they had been 
stolen from him. and carries them away, 
and who, the same day, in the same man
ner. made a search through the said work
man’s residence. If an individual charges 
verbally a certain person, whom lie points 
out to a constable, with having committed 
a larceny, such officer would be entitled to 
• nest such person without a warrant, but, 
in the absence of a charge, the constable 
has no authority to interfere with any 
P'-rson or property, or to enter anyone’s

house for purpose of making a search with
out a warrant.

Phillips v. Meanv, 56 Que. S.C. 451.
(§ I—4)— Search warrant—Sufficiency.

An information to obtain a search war
rant under s. 629 of the Cr. Code i, Form 
1) need not be signed by the complainant 
if he in fact takes his oath before the 
magistrate as to its truth; such informa
tion must state the cause of suspicion, 
whatever it may he, as provided for in such 
form. The search warrant issued by the 
magistrate as provided by. Form 2 of s. 629 
is invalid if it does not describe the tilings 
to lie searched for and the offence in respect 
of which the search is made, and a --eareh 
made under such warrant is illegal.

R. v. Le Veeque, 12 D.L.li. 120, -JO Can. 
Cr. Cas. 100, 45 N.B.R. 622.
(§ I—5)—What constitutes.

A seizure of goods under authority of law 
requires that there should be a formal tak
ing possession of the articles seized and a 
dispossession from the person having the 
custody thereof by the seizing official. A 
letter or notice addressed by a food inspec
tor to a company having certain articles in 
storage not dispossess itself of said arti
cles or otherwise dispose of the same docs 
not constitute a valid seizure of said arti-

Montreal v. Lavton, 1 D.L.R. 160. [Af
firmed, 10 D.L.R. 852, 47 Van. 8.1 K. 514.] 
(8 I—7)—Execution of warrant—St n-

A search warrant for liquor issued under 
the Canada Temperance Act, R.S.C. 1906, 
c. 152, cannot lie executed on a Sunday.

Ex parte Willis (R. v. Lawlur), 27 Can. 
Cr. Vas. 383, 44 N.B.R. 347.
(g I—10)—Force in executing search 

warrant on gaining house charge— 
Pboducino wa rra n t.

An officer executing a search warrant is 
protected only in so far as he uses no more 
force than under the circumstances is rea
sonably necessary. In the execution of a 
search warrant on a gaming-house charge 
under Cr. Code. s. 641. where the dIh'-c is 
not a dwelling house or part of a dwelling 
house, the police officer executing it must 
have the search warrant with him in order 
to exhibit it for inspection if asked for. but 
it is not obligatory whore it is not a dwell
ing house that the officer should first de
mand an entrance or signify the cau«e of 
his coming before breaking in.

Wah Kie v. Cuddy. 20 D.L.R. 361, 23 
Can. Cr. Cas. 383, 8 A.L.R. Ill, 30 W.L.R. 
167, 7 W.W.R. 797, affirming 19 D.L.R. 
378. 23 Can. Cr. Caa. 326.
Illegality of arbf.st of person lured by 

police into suspected gaming house 
after the raid—Cr. Code, s. 641.

A search order issued under Cr. Code. e. 
641, in respect of a suspected gaming 
house, may authorize the arrest of all per
sons who are “found therein;” but this
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docs not authorize the police executing such 
search order to arrest a person who was not 
there when the raid took place but whom 
they induced to come there by telling him 
that the place had been raided and that oth
ers placed under arrest wanted to see him. 
His arrest under such circumstances is a 
misuse of the search order ami is illegal. 
[II. v. Pollard, 21t Can. Cr. Cas. 35, 13 A.L. 
R. 157. applied.]

R. v. Kostick. 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 407.
IUKIM ■ U LA IMTY —Te M I'KIt AN CR ACT.

A summary conviction under the Ontario 
Temperance Act is not affected by any ir
regularity in the information for the search 
warrant, as a result of which the prosecu
tion was enabled to prove the linding of 
liquor on the premises and drinking car
ried on with others than persons there res
ident. [R. v. Swarts. 37 U.L.R. 1U3, 27 
Can. Cr. Cas. 90, applied.]

R. v. Lake, 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 138, 38 O. 
L.R. 202.
Temperance Act — Stating q bo in us ok 

suspicion.
Reasonable grounds of suspicion required 

by law to ap|»ear in an information for a 
search warrant for liquors under the Can
ada Temperance Act are disclosed where a 
hotelkeeper is the accused and the inform
ant swears that he knows that intoxicating 
liquor is being brought to defendant’s hotel 
ami persons are resorting there, as the de
ponent has good reason to believe, for the 
purpose of drinking the same.

R. v. Medford, 32 D.L.R. 781, 27 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 107, 37 O.L.R. 108.
Temperance Act—Warrant—Execution.

A search warrant for liquors under the 
Canada Temperance Act will not be quashed 
on certiorari because of its being given 
to the informant to execute in his capacity 
as a constable.

R. v. Swartz, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 90, 37 O.L. 
R. 103.
Information — Search warrant—Causes 

of suspicion—Possession of warrant 
AT TIME OF SEIZURE — PROSECUTING 
INSPECTOR ASSISTING CONSTABLE AT

Fanning v. Gough, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 66. 
County magistrates — Canada Temper

ance Act—Search warrant not an 
“order”—R.S.N.S. 1900, cs. 33, 40. 

Johnston v. MacDougall, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 
68.

SECOND OFFENCE.
See Criminal Law; Summary Convic

tions; Intoxicating Liquors.

SECRET COMMISSIONS.
See Principal and Agent.

Application to restrain magistrate — 
Secret Commissions Act—Summary 
conviction—Jurisdiction of magih-

An application for a writ of prohibition
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will not be granted, where its effect would 
be to negative or nullify parts of a section 
of a statute, the right of a Police Magis 
trate to proceed under Part XV., Cr. Code 
(Summary Conviction Part), on a charge 
under the Secret Commissions Act is up
held.

R. v. McNahb, 49 D.L.R. 495, [1919] 3 
W.W.R. 1031.
False statement in writing—Collusive

FIXING OF PRICE BY EMPLOYEE.
Where by collusion between the seller 

and the buyer's employee whose duty it 
was to fix the prices ut which the buyer 
would purchase, such prices were systemai 
ically doubled or trebled over the ordinary 
rates, and these prices were restated in the 
seller’s account copied from the buyer's 
order form, and the employee so dishonestly 
crediting fictitious prices was receiving 
cash presents from the seller as a share or 
bribe for the continuance of the fiaud. 
charges under the Secret Commissions Act 
(Can.| 19U9, are sustainable against the 
seller, not only in respect of the corrupt 
gifts, hut for issuing a statement of ac
count false ami erroneous in a material 
particular intended to mislead, and also in 
respect of the fraudulent order form as to 
his privity to the use of same to deceive 
the buyer.

R. v. Haiti no vitch and Clingman, 24 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 350, 25 Man. L.R. 341, affirming 
on this point, 21 D.L.R. 600, 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 496, 25 Man. L.R. 341, 30 W.L.R. 609 
Supplying empty cabs — Public interest 

—Criminal offence—8 & 9 Edw. Ml. 
c. 33, 8. 3(a)—Railway Act, sh. 317, 
427, 431.

The Board should not take action under 
s. 431, against a railway employee for tak
ing a brilie to supply empty cars contrary 
to ss. 317, 427, unless where it considers 
there lias been a failure on the part of the 
railway company to administer such disci 
pline as the public safety demands. In 
such a case the proper remedy is for the 
local Crown Attorney to take criminal pro
ceedings under 8 & 9 Edw. VII. c. 33, a. 
3(e).

Re Conductor A.B., 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 51.

SECURITY.
For coats, see Costs, I—14.
On appeal, see Appeal.

SEDITION.
Annotation.

Sedition—Treason: 61 D.L.R. 36.
(§ i—11 —Seditious intent — Offensive

EXPRESSIONS OF DISLIKE TOWARDS BRIT
ISH “SUBJECTS.”

It is always open to a judge or a jury to 
infer a seditious intent from words spoken 
and the circumstances under which they are 
spoken. One of the forms of seditious in
tent is an intention to raise discontent or 
disaffection among His Majesty’s subject-
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or to promote feeling» of ill-will and hos
tility between different (-lusse» of Ilia Mu 
jetty'» subjects. To be a “subject" within 
this definition it is not iiorc*»ary to In* a 
natural born or naturalized British subject, i 
The term «ill include all the person» sub- I 
ject to lli* Majesty's law*, whether includ
ed m the term Hritish subject in it* nar
rower acceptation or not. Very offensive 
expression* of dislike towards Englishmen 
purely by themselves cannot lie considered 
a- seditious.

K. v. Felton. 28 D.L.R. .172. 9 A.L.R. 238. 
25 Van. Cr. Vas. 207, .13 W.I..R. If,7, 9 W. 
W.R. 819.
I\lent—Question fob .iubt—Repetition 

—Evidence—New triai..
Oil a charge under ( r. Code, s. 134, of 

speaking seditious word*, the question of 
seditious intent is one for the jury. A new 
trial will not la* granted in respect, of a 
conviction for uttering seditious word*, be
cause of the prosecution eliciting on cross- 
examination of defendant's witness that the 
persons to whom the word* were uttered 
had repeated them to the witness on an 
occasion when the accused was not present.

R v Manshrick, 32 D.L.R. 384. 27 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 17, 27 Man. L.R. 94.
(8 I—5)—Seditious words.

A charge of speaking seditious words 
with intent in contravention of Cr. Code, ». 
1.14. may lie supported by evidence of seili 
lions words openly expressed in a public 
pluce to a mere acquaintance, although 
other* were not in a position to overhear 
what was said; the jury ia entitled to draw- 
inference* both as to the probability of the 
conversation being repeated by the person 
addressed and as to the possible effect on 
such person’* loyalty. .

R. v. Cohen. 28 D.L.R. 74. 25 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 302, 9 A.L.R. 329, 34 W.L.R. 210, 10 
XV.W.R. 333.
Nationality of hearers.

Alien residents of Canada owe a tempo
rary allegiance to the King while they re
side under his protection and are included 
amongst the King's “subject*" in the sense 
in which that, term is used in a charge for 
speaking seditious word* with intent to 
raise disaffection or public disorder 
amongst His Majesty’s subjects, and i* is, 
therefore, unnecessary to prove on the trial 
that any of the hearer* were natural born 
<<r naturalised Briti*h subject*. Vnder Cr. 
Code. s*. 132, 134, it i* an indictable offence 
to speak seditious words. i.e.. word* ex
pressive of a seditious intention, and a 
conviction will lie sustained if the words 
were a slander on t.he British Government 
and were uttered either with the intent of 
raising disaffection and discontent among 
His Majesty’s subjects, or with intent to 
promote public disorder by insult ng and 
annoying the hearers so that a branch of 
the pence is a probable consequent.

R. v. Felton. 28 D.L.R. 372, 25 Can. Cr. | 
Can. Dig.—127.

Cas. 207, 9 A.L.R. 238, 33 W.L.R. 167, 9 
XV.W.R. 819.
tiPKAKlKS SEDITIOUS WORDS.

To constitute the crime of uttering sedi
tious word*, more must appear than the ex
pression of disloyal and unpatriotic senti
ments in a private conversation. (It. v. 
Cohen, 26 Can. Cr. Cas. 302, 28 D.L.R. 74, 
distinguished.] A count of an indictment 
charging the use of seditious language with 
intent "‘to raise disaffection amongst His 
Majesty's subjects, or to promote feelings 
of ill-will and hostility between different 
classes of His Majesty's subjects" will not, 
on appeal, la1 held invalid for duplicity 
where no objection was taken to same at 
the trial.

R. v. Truinor, 3.3 D.L.R. 058, 27 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 232, 10 A.L.R. 104. [1917] 1 XV.W.R. 
415.
SEDITIOUS LIBEL—INTKXT.

Defamatory words likely to stir up and 
excite public discontent and disaffection 
will constitute a seditious libel under Cr. 
Code. ». 132, as being “expressive of a 
seditious intention," if they arc found to 
have been published with intent to have the 
seditious effect alleged; the question of the 
existence of such intention in any partie 
ular case is one for the jury, and while it 
may lie inferred by them from the nature 
of the publication, the verdict against the 
accused must be set aside and a new trial 
ordered if the Trial Judge declined to 
charge the jury in any way as to the inten
tion of the accused. [Reg. v. Burns, 16 
Cox C.C. 355; R. v. McHugh, (1901), 2 
Irish R. 569. approved; R. v. Aldred, 22 
Cox C.C. 1, disapproved.]

R. v. (liesinger, 32 D.L.R. 325, 27 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 53, [19171 1 XV.XV.R. 695, 9 8.L.R. 
423.
Indictment for seditious libel — Single 

oh xt — Amendment — Particulars 
— Jury — Conviction — Duplicity 
—Two separate printed papers—-In 
tent essential part or offence—Ob- 
JECTIONH—No SUBSTANTIAL wrong oh 
MISCARRIAGE—CRIMINAL (ODE. HH. 134, 
852, 863, 855, 860, 861, 1019—Refusal 
of Trial Judge to reserve can*.

R.- v. Bainbridge, 13 O.W.N. 218. 
Indictment pound by grand jury for sedi

tious libel—Demurrer—Motion to 
quash—Amendment without privity 
of grand jury — Detect in proceed
ings—Vrrshct of jury—Conviction— 
Refusal of Triai. Judge to reserve 
cask—Leave to appeal granted iiy 
Appellate Court—Direction to jvd-.s
TO STATE CASE.

R. v Bainbridge. 13 O.W.N. .138 ,.se*
13 O.W.N. 218; see also 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 
444.]
(8 1—20)—Seditious words—Evidence or

PREVIOUS STATEMENTS—1 XTKNTIOX.
On a charge of uttering seditious words, 

evidence as to previous statements of the
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accused are admissible to prove intention. 
The words, “Everyone who gives to the Bed 
Cross is crazy. If no one would give to the 
Red Cross the war would stop. 'Hie other 
country would beat this country if no one 
would give to the Red Cross,” held, under 
the circumstances in which they were -pok 
en, to be seditious as lieing calculated ami 
intended to stir up discontent and disaffec
tion among His .Majesty's subjects.

The King v. Barron) 44 D.L.R. .132, 30 
Can. Cr. Cas. 320. 12 S.L.R. 00, IJVV.fJ 1 
W.W.R. 202.

SEDUCTION.
1. Civil liability.

11. Criminal liability.
I. Civil liability.

( § 1—1)—Statvtory action—Rrkach of
PROMISE OF MARRIAGE ALSO CHARGED.

An instruction to the jury, in an action 
for breach of promise and for seduction 
alleged to have taken place in reliance upon 
such promise, that the plaintiff could not 
recover unless the breach of promise was 
shewn, is erroneous; but, since the instruc
tion was more favorable to defendant than 
to the plaintiff, it forms no ground for an 
appeal by defendant from the verdict given 
against him.

Collard v. Armstrong, 12 D.L.R. 308, 6 
A.L.R. 187, 24 W.L.R. 742, 4 W.W.R. 87». 
Right of action not affected by mar-

The right of action in her own name 
given to any female who being unmarried 
has lieen seduced, is not taken away by her 
subsequent marriage.

Brown v. Nolan, [1»17] 1 W.W.R. 1403. 
Sufficiency of proof and allegations— 

Presumption.
Section 4, Ordinance No. 8, 1903 (2nd 

sess.), provides that an action for seduc
tion may be. maintained by an unmarried 
female who lias been seduced, in her own 
name, in the same manner as an action for 
any other fort. and that, in any such action 
she shall be entitled to such damage as 
may be awarded in an action under the sec
tion. Held, that although the statement of 
claim did not allege that the plaintiff was 
unmarried and that fact was not proven at 
the trial by direct evidence, the trial pro
ceeding on the assumption that such was 
the case, objection to absence of proof of 
that fact could not he taken for the. first 
time on appeal. [R. v. Cowhurn. ex parte 
Frith. 1» ( h. 1). 41» at p. 42», .*>1 L.J. Ch. 
473, 46 l-.T. 120.1 The ward "seduction" 
in the above section has no different mean
ing from that which was its ordinary and 
legal signification liefore the ordinance was 
passed, and that, therefore, evidence suffi
cient to support the conclusion that the 
plaintiff was enticed and persuaded by the 
defendant to commit the act was sufficient 
to entitle the plaintiff to damages and that 
the allegation in the statement of claim

that the seduction was “under promise of 
marriage" could In1 treated as surplusage. 
In the absence of evidence of loose behav
iour by the woman, the presumption is that 
there was enticement by the defendant and 
the burden of shewing that the plaintiff 
cannot succeed on the ground that she was 
at least equally morally guilty is on the de
fendant. ruder the ordinance, damages is 
Hie ipst of the action by the woman se-

flibson v. Rabev, 9 A.L.R. 4»». 34 VV.L. 
R. 8Ô.
Action by mother for seduction of 

daughter—Death of father before 
skuiction—-Remarriage of mother— 
Stepfather living at time of heduc- 
tion hi t dying before action—Cai SB 
of action—Seduction Act, sk, 2, 3— 
Married Women's Property Act, h. 
4 (2) Trustee's Act, s. 41.

Action by a widow for the seduction of 
her daughter, a child of her first husband, 
who died before the seduction. Before the 
seduction, the plaintiff married again; her 
second husband was living at the date of 
the seduction, hut died before the action 
was brought, and before the birth of the 
daughter's child. Held, having regard to 
the provisions of ss. 2, 3 of the Seduction 
Act, R.8.O. 1»14. v. 72, of s. 4 (2) of the 
Married Women's Property Act, R.8.U. 
1»14, e. 14». and of s. 41 of the Trustee Act, 
R.S.O. 1»14, e. 121, that the action was 
maintainable by the mother: the stepfather 
was eliminated liy the words of s. 2 of the 
Seduction Act, "whether she remains a 
widow or has married again.” | Kntner v. 
Benneweis, 24 U.R. 4»7. distinguished.]

Stoner v. Skene, 44 O.L.R. 80».
(S I—2)—Action by injured woman—

LOSS OF SERVICES.
The question of loss of service does not 

arise in an action brought by an unmarried 
woman for seduction under the N.W.T. 
Ord. (Alla, i 1911, e. 117, allowing such an 
action, and the recovery of damages for 
her personal benefit.

Collard v. Armstrong, 12 D.I..R. 868, 24 
W.L.R. 742. fl A.L.R. 187. 4 W.W.R. 87».
(8 I—3)—Seduction Act. R.S. Sark. 1»09, 

c. 13». s. 4—Previous vxciiastity of 
plai NTiFF— Effect— Dam ages.

The question of a plaintiff's previous un
chastity does not necessarily enter into con
sidérât ion in an action for seduction under 
promise of marriage and this cpieslion docs 
not enter into an action for seduction 
brought by a parent or muster, where the 
gist of the action is loss of service.

Bestpflug v. Martin. 4» D.L.R. 390. 
[19101 3 W.W.R. 893.
Questions teniung to impeach credit of 

seducer — Evidence — Credibility 
—Proper admission.

McCabe v. Curtis. 48 D UR. 767, (19191 
2 W.W.R. 1003, affirming |1»19| 1 W.W.R. 
637. [Leave to appeal refused. 30 D.L.R. 
618, 12 S.L.R. 435. [19191 3 W.W.R. 716.)
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Widow—Action by—Fob own—Damages 
—CONSOLIDATED ORDINANCES (AlTA.J 
IN MARRIED FEMALE.

An art ion by a willow claiming damages 
i,r lnr own seduction must be dismissed, 

(on. Ord., c. 117, enables only au "un
married female” to sue in her own name 

is intended to apply only where the 
min le had never been married. . I Kirk v. 
I.r'iv. 7 V.C.C.P. 363, followed: Ward v. 
«.vrell. 3 A.L.R. 138, and Trimble v. Hill, 

\tip. ( ms. 342. applied.] 
i ambridge v. Sutherland, 20 D.L.R. 832, 

t A.LK. 25, 7 W.W.R. 1219.
11. Criminal liability.

( 11—.»)—Of step-child—Cb. Code—S. 
1140—Time fob commencing prohecu-

Section 1140 of the Cr. Code, imposes no 
limitation of time within which a prosecu
tion for the seduction of a step-child or 
foster-child must be commenced.

flic King v. Stewart, 45 D.L.R. 480, 12 
S.LR. 131.
LUminai. iaw—Statutes—Code, sh. 213, 

1140—Illicit connection with step
daughter — No LIMIT OK TIME FOR
PROSECUTION.

Tliere is no limit of time (under s. 1140 
of the (ode or otherwise) within which a 
parution for illicit connection with a 
step child (under s. 213 [a] of the Code» 
must lie commenced.

R. v. S. J1919] 1 W.W.R. 977.
Sanrrion under promise or marriage of

(URL UNDER TWENTY-ONE.
Apart from any question of corroboration,

* promise of marriage cannot be predicated 
upon a mere question by the accused to the 
complainant asking if she loved him enough 
to live with him as he had money enough 
for two and her assent by answering "yes,” 
si as to support a charge under Cr. Code s. 
212of seduction under promise of marriage.

K. v. Spray, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 152, 20 B.C. 
R. 147.
J’KOOF OF AGE.

I jam indictment of the prisoner, under
* 212. ( r. Code, for an ollence committed 
-ifKin a woman under 21, it was held, that, 
Hie woman's mother being dead, the evidence 
<>f herself and of a woman with whom she 
had gone to live when quite young, was 
admissible to prove her age. [ Reg. v. Cox, 
1 (].B. 170, followed.] The omission to in- 
'inile s. 212 of the Code in the provision

1 0841. which makes it competent, for 
the judge or jury to form their own con- 
'•lU'ion- as to the age of a person from his 
appearance, has not the effect of rendering 
this class of evidence inadmissible.

H x <pera. 28 D.L.R. 377, 34 O.L.R. 539, 
25 Can. Cr. Cas. 180.
it 11—71—Previously chaste character. 

Prev ii.uslv chaste character” of a girl, 
it cviiterns the offence of seduction (Cr. 

(’-ode. ss. 211. 212, is not limited in its mean
ing to the physical condition of virginity,

uii-J notwithstanding that condition at the 
time of the alleged offence it may be shewn 
in defence of the charge by her admissions 
or otherwise that the girl had previously 
committed acts of gross immorality with .t 
man and had exhibited a disposition for 
lewdnem.

R. v. Fiole 41 D.L.R. 73, 20 Can. Cr. Cat. 
125.
Evidence of prkvioun chastity.

On the trial of a charge under Cr. Code, 
s. 211 for seducing a girl between 14 and 
16, of previously chaste character, testimony 
is admissible on behalf of the accused to 
prove prior specific acts of illicit inter
course lietween the girl and another man.

H. v. l'ieco, 35 D.L.R. 124. 10 A.L.R. 403. 
27 ( an. Cr. Cas. 436, [1017] 1 W.W.R. 892. 
Previous unchastity—Burden or proof.

In a prosecution for having had illicit 
connection with a girl of previous chaste 
character (1) the onus of proving unobas- 
tity is on the defendants. (2) the girl’s ad
mission of carnal connection with the de
fendant on a previous occasion is not neces
sarily binding upon the trial judge, and (3) 
evidence of occurrences on an occasion sub
sequent to the offence charged is not re
ceivable as cot voboration.

R. v. Farrell, 29 D.KR. 671, 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 273, 36 O.L.R. 372.
Under promise of marriage—Criminal 

code (1906) s. 212.
The promise of marriage referred to in 

s. 212, Cr. Code. must, lie an absolute pro
mise and not a conditional promise only to 
lie performed in the event of pregnancy hap
pening, or it will be inaullivient to support 
a vharge of seduction under promise of 
marriage. The words "previously chasto 
character” as used in s. 212, as to seduction 
under promise of marriage, do not neces
sarily imply that the female shall be “virgo 
intiicta.”

The King v. Corneau, 5 D.L.R. 250, 46 
N.S.R. 4.10, 11 E.1j.R. 37, 104.
Previous chaste character.

Where the girl had been seduced by the 
accused in a foreign country and came to 
< miada with him, the resumption of illicit 
intercourse in Canada under promise of 
marriage will not support a charge under 
Cr. Code, s. 212, of seducing a female of 
"previously chaste character” unless there 
is evidence that between the acts of seduc
tion there was such conduct and behaviour 
on her part as to imply reform and self- 
rehabilitation in chastity. [R. v. Lougheed, 
8 Can. Cr. Cas. 184, approved.]

R. v. Haitberg, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 297, 8 
P.L.R. 239, 31 W.L.R. 779, 8 W.W.R. 1130. 
(§ II—8)—Gir» under sixteen—Pbevioi m 

chaste character — Prearranged 
prostitution.

Where the girl was physically chaste, a 
conviction for her seduction when under the 
age of 16 may be supported under Cr. Code,
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s. 211, although the circumstances indicated 
a fixed intention on her part, by arrange
ment with an intermediary, to surrender 
herself to the man for u stipulated price.

R. v. Rlotix. 17 D.L.K. «ltI, 22 Can. Cr 
Can. 323, H A.L.R. 47. 28 W.L.K. 68. 
CARNAL KNOWLEDGE OK 01KI. UNDO EIGHT

EEN—PROOF Of KNOWLEDGE OF AGE.
R. v. Sam Sing. 22 O.L.R. 613. 17 O.W.R. 

1013.

SEED GRAIN, LIEN FOR.
See Lien, I.

SEIZURE.
See Levy and Seizure.

SENTENCE.
See Criminal I^aw, IV; Summary Con 

Fictions; Certiorari.

SEPARATE ESTATE.
Of married woman, nee Husband and

Wife.

SEPARATE SCHOOLS.
See Schools.

SEQUESTRATION.
Annotation.

The writ of sequestration, its origin and 
scope; 14 D.L.R. 855.
(§ 1—1)—Appointment of sequestrator

—(i 001)8 IN CUHTOWA LEG IN—SlVF.BAI. 
Ol.Al HANTS.

A sequestrator may be appointed even 
when the goods are already in the hands of 
justice. So where a person claiming to la
the owner of certain goods violently take-» 
possession of them during the night and 
another |K-rson, for the same reason, at
taches the same goods, a sequestrator may 
Ik- properly appointed.

Cohen v. Edelstonc, 24 Que. K.B. 145. 
Immoveable in litigation—Security— C 

C., art. 1823.
Sequestration may take place when an 

immoveable is in litigation between several 
parties, according to circumstances, hut, 
pending the suit, the court may, instead of 
apjHfinting a sequestrator, give the posses
sion of the disputed thing to one of the 
parties by him giving good and sufficient 
security. * In such case the judgment, which 
declares insufficient, the security offered, 
should fix the amount of the security to be

Ogdenshurg Coal & Towing Co. ▼. Evans, 
•25 Rev. 1 iPg. 409.
Petition to appoint sequestrator.

Article 280 C.C.P. applies in all cases 
■where there is a contestation in an action, 
.►r on an incident in a case, e.g., on a peti
tion to appoint a sequestrator.

Bourdon v. Payette, 20 Que. P.R. 21.

Si:qt I 'l KATOK— I’OWIR OF APPELLATE COVET
to appoint—Separation Atmox—Ai.i
MOX V—W I FK'n ESTATE.

The Court of Review has power to grant 
the appointment of a sequestrator. Suili 
application will Is- granted in favour of a 
wife who has obtained a separation from bed 
and iKiurd and an alimentary pension 
against by husband, if the latter continues 
to administer his wife's property and eoi 
leets its revenues without paying anything

Weingart v. Jacobson, 24 Rev. I**g. 3Ü8. 
IjA.no — Right to documents—Accovxi

A sequestrator appointed to administer 
real property lias the right to obtain from 
the parties heretofore in possession thereof 
all titles, contracts and documents whaUo 
ever concerning the said property, but not 
an account of his administration thereof.

Evan-i v. Ogdensblirg Coal 1 Towing Co., 
20 Que. P.R. 261.
Appointment,

Article 1823 C.C. (Que.) is not limitative 
and it is sufficient to authorize the appoint 
ment of a sequestrator, when the conduct of 
the possessor of an immovable the aequev- 
tration of which is demanded is of a nature 
to raise doubts as to the revenues of the 
immovables.

Laurendeau v. Fortier, 18 Que. P.R. 218. 
Inheritance of widow—Action to annul

marriage—Art. 973 C.P.Q.
Brien v. Lapointe, 12 Que. P.R. 373.

SERVANTS.
See Master and Servant.

SERVICE.
See Writ and Process; Pleading; Motions 

and Orders.

SERVITUDE.
See Easements.

SET OFF AND COUNTERCLAIM.
I. Of what demands.

A In general.
b Recoupment.
c Mutuality of claims.
» As against transferee or assignee.
F. By or against decedent's estate.
F Effect of insolvency.

II. Of and against judgments.

F.ffect on jurisdictional amount, see 
Courts, II A—164.

Pleading breach of warranty as set-off, to 
note, see Pleading, VI—355.

Against liquidation for company's deben
tures, see Sale, I C—19.

As affected by third party procedure, nee 
Pleading. VI—355.

As against assignee, see Assignment, III
—28.
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L Of what demands.
A. In general.

I K—1)—ACCRUAL or BIGHT A FTKB

A defenca by way of set-off, which ac
crued alter the ~writ was issued in the 
original action, cannot be set up as an an
swer to aiieh action.

\\ indsor v. Young, Sf4 D.L.R. 652, 13 N. 
B.IL 313.
Kki aiio.n to subject-matter—Kmbabrass- 

MKNT—DELAY.
Kearns v. Kearns, 3 D.L.R. 872, 3 O.W.N.

1151.
(IF WIIAT DBMANDS.

A set-off, agreed to by both parties be
fore action brought, is equivalent in law
to a payment.

Caldwell v. Hughes. 10 D.L.R. 788, 4 O.W. 
X. 11K2. 24 O.W.R. 498.
Vxi.lQl IBATBD DEBT.

A litigioua debt is not liquidated and can
not he set up in compensation of a claim 
which is admitted to be exigible. Such a 
claim by the defence can only be enforced 
by means of a reconventional demand.
' Forget v. Çauchon, 4!) Que. S.C 422.

Or WIIAT DBMANDS—CONTRACT FOB SALE OK 
MINING MIARK—FAILURE OK PLAINTIFFS 
TO FURNISH SHARKS—COUNTER-CLAIM — 
Leave TO AMEND.

Xeil v. Woodward, 18 O.W.R. 2.10.
Debtor and creditor—Skt-okk—Soldiers 

Kki.ikf Act—Mortgage action—Costs
OK CROCKED!NGN TO DKKENDANT PBOTKCT-
kd by the Act—Set-off ok such
COSTS AGAINST MORTGAGE DEBT.

Ex en if (he Statute of Set-off is in force 
in Alberta it is not applicable so as to en
title a defendant who is protected under the 
Soldiers Relief Act against an application 
made by plaintiff in u mortgage action, to 
recover his costs of such application and 
prevent their being set off by the court 
«gainst the mortgage debt. The Statute of 
Set•«iff could only apply if the mortgage 
debt were unenforceable, whereas it is debt 
in respect of which tlie right of action is 
merelv in suspense.

Metals v. Frost, [19191 2 W.W.R. 247.
(§ 1 A—2)—Breach of warranty—Dim

inution ok price.
Where there is a breach of warranty on 

the sale of goods the buyer may s«t up the 
breach in diminution of the price without 
a cross-action or plea of set-off in respect

Balmain v. Nell, 11 D.L.R. 294. 41 N.B.R. 
«29. 12 K.L.R. 376.
Illegal seizure—<'orntrat-claim for debt.

A defendant may he allowed by wav of 
counterclaim all amounts due from the 
plaintiff to him at the date of the counter
claim, including overdue instalments of the 
purchase price of goods returned to the 
plaintiff and accepted by him after action

brought by the plaintiff for illegal seizure

Matthews v. Heintzman, 16 D.L.R. 622,
7 S.L.R. 101, 27 W.L.R. 675.
Breach of contract — Unliquidated 

demand—Set off.
Tocher v. Thompson, 16 D.L.R. 872, 27 

W.L.R. 140
When refused—Want of particulars— 

Performance of contract.
The amount of «lamages assessed on a 

counterclaim for breach of contract will not, 
be deducted from the amount awarded the 
plaintiff, where no particulars are furnisheil 
and no proof of damages offered to support 
the counterclaim, and where the jury has 
also found that the defendant had acceptai 
what the plaintiff did as a fulfilment of the 
contract.

Blue v. Miller, 24 D.L.R. 852, 43 N.B.R. 
307.
Action on note and cheque—Counter 

CLAIM FOR DAMAGE FROM IMPROPER PUR- 
FORM AN CE.

To a demand based upon a note and a 
cheque given in payment of the price of con
struction and repairs damages resulting 
from the poor execution of the work cannot 
he set up in compensation.

l'eloquin v. Clermont, 47 Que. S.C. 403. 
Sale—Respective appeals of the parties 

to a contract against each other— 
Procedure—Cbosb actions—C.C. Qt r. 
1523, 1526. 1527. 1530.

A defendant sued for the price of a 
threshing machine sold and delivered, did 
not defend the action, but set up a cross 
action alleging defects in the machine and 
claiming damages and interest. The posi
tion taken by the defendant is illogical in 
not having contested the action of the plain 
tiffs, who have established their claims, and 
whose action should he maintained, lliis 
action being confirmed, there cannot of ne
cessity remain any credence of damages 
which the defendants by cross actions wish 
the court to adjudge the plaintiffs. The two 
judgments are incompatible. Moreover they 
are equally incompatible by the fact that 
the purchaser kept the goods as to which 
he now sets up a hidden defect.

Tremblay v. Humours; Humours v. Trem 
May, 23 Rev. de dur. 234.
Breach of contra or.

In an action by a contractor against 
building owners to recover a balance alleged 
to lie dun for work done under a building 
contract and for extras, and upon a coun
ter-claim by the defendants for «lainage done 
to their g«x>ds by the plaintiff and for de
lay. It was held, that tlie question of com
pletion or noiucompletion, in any particu
lar case, must depend upon the tenus of 
the'contract ami the facts and circumstances 
of the particular case; and. where there is 
honesty and a bona fhle intention to com
plete. there is completion if the «•outrait is 
••omplcted in all essential an«l material
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respecte, and there exist only slight imper
fect ions, in the work or slight deviations 
from the specifications, which can lie easily 
cured and corrected at an expense trilling as 
.competed with the amount of the contract 
price; and in this case, there xvas completion 
in llmt sense. And held, also, that, if there 
was non-completion, the architect, having 
under the authority of a clause in the agree
ment, elected to give a notice to the piaiu- 
tiir calling his attention to certain parts 
of the work remaining incomplete, requiring 
him to complete them within three days, 
an<l stating that, failing compliance, the 
contract would he cancelled and the work 
completed by the architect, had, by taking 
advantage, on behalf of the defendants, of 
the Itcncfits of this clause, conferred upon 
the plaintiff the corresponding benefits, viz., 
that the work must lie paid for by the de 
fendants with a deduction of the eost of 
auch labour and materials as was incurred 
in completing the contract; and, an election 
having once been made, neither the owners 
eior the architects could withdraw, field, 
also that, the architect, by his absolute re
fusal to deal with the question of damages, 
which necessarily involved the question of 
Allowances for delays, alidicated his quasi
judicial office; and, therefore, the ascertain
ment of the amount of the damages—involv
ing the allowance for delays—was for the 
court. And held, that, once the owner has 
seen fit to take possession of a building, al
though this may have no bearing on the 
question of completion or non-completion, 
it prevents the owner from claiming so- 
called liquidated damages for non-comple-

Watts v. McLeay, 10 W.L.H. 916.
(§ I A—3)—Action for conversion—Tres

pass—Libel and slander—Counter-
CLAIM FOR BALANCE UNDER CHATTLK
MORTGAGE.

Action for damages for goods ami 
chattels wrongfully taken, for trespass and 
for libel and slander. The defendant 
counterclaimed for damages for non delivery 
of hay according to contract, balance due 
under chattle mortgage and the balance of 
an account. The jury found a verdict for 
the plaintiff on the liliel count ; the plain
tiff was non-suited in regard to his claim 
for alander and other claims. Judgment 
was given for the defendant on his counter
claim for damages in the amount of the 
Ini lance due under the chattel mortgage, also 
judgment for the balance of account due. 
Judgment was accordingly given to both 
parties and the costs were adjusted, fol
lowing Shrapnel v. Lang, -JO Q.B.D. 334, 
and Atlas Metal Co. v. Miller, [1808] 2 
Q.H. 500.

L’Esperance v. Midlot, 31 W.L.R. 503.
<9 I A—6)—Wader.

A claim for wages can neither lie made
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the subject of a set-off nor used as a de
fence to an action for tort.

Hamilton v. Vine berg, 4 D.L.R. 827 3 
O.W.N. 1337, 22 U.W.R, 238.

B. Recoupment.
(9 I B—10)—Action on note—Damages

ARISING FROM CONTRACT FOR WHICH
cheque given-r-C.C.P. 191—C.C. Out 
1065.

The plaintiff sued on a cheque and note. 
The defendant projiosed to offset the claim 
Ibv damages due him by the plaintiff. Ai 
the damages were the direct result of non 
fulfilment of the contract for works under
taken by the plaintiff, and of which the 
cheque and the note claimed represented 
the price and value, a set-off was allowed.

Peloquin v. Clermont, 16 Que. P. R. 167. 
Net-off—Counterclaim for i.osr nr fir* 

CAUSED BY PLAINTIFFS* NEGLIGENCE.]—
Stephens v. Await. 9 K.L.R. 262.

C. Mutuality of claims.
(§ I C—16)—Herts—Trust fund—Wind

ing-up Act.
Re Canadian Home Investment Co. 37 D. 

L.P. 598, 24 B.C.R. 294, [1917] 3 W.W.R 
MB. •
Mutual debts—Tort and contract—Lt

qu IDA TOR.
A claim in detinue and a claim on a 

promissory note or on an account are not 
“mutual debts" within the meaning of h. 
126 of the Judicature Act, R.8.O. 1914. c. 
56; therefore a claim on a note or an ac 
count cannot be set off under s. 71 of the 
Wiriding-up Act, R.S.C. 1906. c. 144, against 
an action by a liquidator for the recovery 
of certain chattels and damages for their 
wrongful seizure, and the defendant is mere
ly entitled to rank as a general creditor up 
on the assets in liquidation. (Elierle's 
Hotels <t" Restaurant Co. v. Jonas, 18 Q.H.D. 
459. followed; Moody v. Can. Bank of Com 
mere**, 14 P.R. (Ont.) 258, distinguished.)

Wade v. Crane. 27 D.L.R. 179. 35 O.LK 
402. [Affirmed in 37 D.L.R. 412, 55 Can. 
8.C.R. 208.]

A third person brought into an action by 
the defendant's counterclaim against the 
plaintiff, cannot himself set up a counter
claim against the defendant.

Hamilton v. Vineherg, 4 D.L.R. 827, 3 
O.W.N. 1387, 22 O.W.R. 238.
Exchange of lands — Enforcement — 

Counterclaim for damages.
An agreement for the exchange of lands Is 

not unilateral, but mutually dependent on 
reciprocal acts, which will disentitle a party 
to counterclaim for damages if he is unable 
to carry out his part of the contract by 
reason of a defect in the title.

Williams v. Black. 23 H.L.R. 287, 8 
W.W.R. 1139, 31 W.L.R. 844 
Mutuality of ci.aimh—Breach of war 

ravty—Action on note of share
holder FOR GOODS HOl.D TO COMPANY.

Shareholders of a company, when sued 00

SET-OFF AND COUNTERCLAIM, I C.
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their individual note given for part of the 
price of a machine sold the company, can
not aet-off or counterclaim for a breach of 
the warranty accompanying the unie, which 
did not amount to a total failure of con
sideration. where the company retained and 
u>ed the machine without objection, since 
there was no mutuality of contract between 

the plaintiff and the makers of the note.
Mlis-Clialmers-Bullock v. Hutchings, 1.1 

D.L.R. 241, 41 N.B.R. 441, 13 E.L.R. 277. 
COMPENSATION—CLAIMS ANTERIOR TO THR 

8I"IT—OPPOSITION DEBT EASILY LIQUI
DATED—INSCRIPTION IN MW—C.C., AMT. 
1188—C.P., ARTS. 217. d4.*>.

A defendant, sued in respect of any par
ticular claim, may, if he chooses, defend the 
action on its merits, and is not obliged to 
sd up counterclaim, in his favour, arising 
out of other transactions. Nothing pre
vents him subsequently opposing the latter 
by way of legal compensation, in an oppos
ition to the seizure of his moveables. An 
inscription in law to such an opposition 
will he dismissed.

Weisman v. Eagle Publishing Co., 66 Que. 
N.C. 464.
Mutuality—-Unliquidated—Quebec law 

—Compensation.
A defendant sued for an amount due for 

goods kept in u cold storage establishment 
cannot demand compensation for damages 
tu these goods, because his claim is un
liquidated and not easy «if proof, although 
these damages are connected with plaintiff’s

Dominion Fish & Fruit Co. t. Harris Ah- 
atoir Co., 15 Que, P.R. 72.

In an action for goods sold and delivered 
defendant sought to avail himself of a set- 
olf against the person employed to manage 
the business on behalf of the plaintiff. It 
was held, that the burden was upon defend- 
ant to show that he believed the manager 
of the business to be the principal at the 
time the goods in question were purchased 
or that the plaintiff by his conduct induced 
such belief. Also, assuming a partnership 
to be established, defendant could not suc
ceed inasmuch as, upon a settlement of the 
partnership accounts, there would he noth
ing coming to the partner against whom 
his claim was asserted.

Chapman v. Prest, 45 N.S.R. 231, 9 E.L.R. 
101.

Close accounts — Setti.km rnt — Overdue 
acceptance—Judgment fob amount
BY DEFAULT.

Densmore v. Hill, 9 E.L.R. 475.
D. As AGAINST TRANSFEREE OB ASSIGNEE.

($ i D—20)—Truster and cestui mue

There may be a set-off against the trustee 
of a debt due from the cestui que trust iu ] 
respect of the fund to which the latter 
Would be entitled on its coming into the I

trustee’s hands. [Bunkos v. Jarvis, |190:$] 
1 K.B. 5411, 72 L.J.K.B. 267, followed.]

Royal Trust v. Midden. 22 D.L.R. 660, 21 
B.V.R. 185, 8 W.W.R. 500.
Am AGAINST ASSIGNEE—DAMAGES FOB KBAl'D 

AND DECEIT.
In an action to recover the amount due 

on a mortgage given by defendant to secure 
the |ierfornnince of an agreement of sale, 
a claim for damages for deceit inducing the 
making of the contract cannot be pleaded 
as a set-off, under 1 Geo. II. c. 22 (amended 
and made perpetual by 8 Geo. II. c. 24) 
either against the original party or against 
his assignee, but the proper remedy is by 
way of counterclaim under a. 201 of the 
King's Bench Act against the original con
tractor only.

Cummings v. Johnson, 13 D.L.R. .143. 2.1 
Man. L.R. 740. 24 W.L.R. 144, 25 W.L.lt. 
31, 4 W.W.R. 643.
As AGAINST ASSIGNEE—NONFUI.HI.MKNT OF 

CONTRACT SUED UPON.
Where receivers and managers of a manu

facturing company, appointed in a bond
holders' action with power to continue the 
htisinesB, proceeded to carry out the com
pany'a existing contracta for the aupply of 
customers, hut reserving the power after
wards to refuse to fulfil the same, their 
subsequent refusal to carry out a current 
contract gives rise to an immediate cause of 
action for damages against the company 
which the customer is entitled to counter
claim in an action for the price of goods 
sold and delivered under the contract, even 
as against assignees of thdHatter claim to 
whom it had l>een pledged as security for 
advances to the receivers as such, where 
notice of such assignment was not given to 
the customer until after the notice of re-

Parsons v. Sovereign Rank 9 D.L.R. 476, 
(191.1) A C. 160, reversing 24 O.L.R. 387.

E. BY «>B AGAINST DECEDENT’S ESTATE.

(§ I K—25)—What subject ok—Action 
ON BRIIALF OF ESTATE—PERSONAL DE 
HAND AGAINST EXECUTOR.

A mere personal demand against an ex 
editor is not a proper subject of set-off 
against an indebtedness due him in his rep
resentative capacity.

Aver v. Kelly. 11 D.L.R. 785. 41 N.B.R. 
489, 12 K.L.R. 564. [Appeal to Supreme 
Court of Canaila dismissed with costs.)

F. Effect of insolvency,
(§ I F—32)—Rec eiver for bondholders— 

Goods supplied by receiver to cus
tomer—Damages for breach of con-

Sovereign Bank v. Parsons, 24 O.L.R. 387, 
19 O.W.R. 834.
Com pen ration—Prom issoby note—U n li

quidated DEBT.
Verdun v. Theoret, 12 Que. P.R. 265.
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II. Of and against judgment.
(§ 11- 40)—Ah TO IU8T8—Jl HlhDiCTIUN AT 

COMMON LAW—ENGLISH lAW ACT, R.!S. | 
U.C. 1011, c.

Royal Rank v. Nkeans, .'$0 D.L.R. 300, 21 j 
U.C.It. 103, [1017] 2 W.W.R. 042.
Ok a no against judgments.

Where damages have lieeii awarded in re- | 
sped of |iart of the plaint ills’ claim and | 
the defendants succeeded in part on their 
counterclaim for damages for breach of con
tract. the court may direct a set-off of the , 
damages pro tan to.

Municipal Construction Co. v. Regina, 2 ' 
D.L.R. «00, 5 8.L.R. 78, 20 W.L.R. 405. 1 j 
W.W.R. 968.

Where plaintiff obtains a judgment for a 
sum of money against defendant, and where, 
on an opposition to annul same, the defend
ant op|Kisant sets up two certain accounts 
against plaintiff contestant exceeding in 
amount the judgment, and the opposition is 
maintained and the judgment declared com
pensated and extinguished; the right of the. 
defendant opposant, in recourse against the 
plaintiff for the excess, will be adjudged ill 
the same proceeding. A judgment may be 
extinguished by set-off (compensation ) un
der C.C. (Que.), by an account when both 
arc equally liquidated and demandable 
where the subject of each is a sum of money.

Reeder tr, Calumet Metals Co., « D.L.R. 
496, lb Rev. de -lur. 346.
l'KOVKDl'KK—DAMAGES —COMPENSATION — 

Defence anii cross-action—Right 1n- 
ecennoii- C.C.P., abt. 196 am» 817»

A person eaiiimt, by wav of defence to an 
action, invoke a plea which, although being 
capable of reducing the amount claimed by 
the operation of judicial compensation, 
would not by its nature reduce or extinguish 
the right claimed. Such pleas should be in
voked by a cross action even when they 
are based on the same contract as the prin
cipal action.

Landry v. Auger, 56 Que. S.C. 628. 
Prominhoiiy note—Counterclaim — Dam

age# EXIR BREACH OK WARRANTY—SKT- 
OKK OF VERDICTS.

l>a Klcche v. Bernardin ; Bernardin v. La 
Kleche, 21 Man. L.R. .116, 17 W.L.R. 394. 
Default of defence to—Ri.kadi nos noted

AS CLONED.
Smith v. Ransom, 2 O.W.X. 921, 18 O.W. 

R. 010.
(8 II—41 )—Judgments—Apportionment

AGAINST VARIOUS CLAIMS.
In directing a set-off of the amount re

covered upon defendant’s counterclaim 
against a much larger total allowed to the 
plaintiff in respect of the latter’s several 
claims secured and unsecured. 1 lie court, 
may direct the application of the set off 
first upon the unsecured claim of the sur
plus, if any. proportionately in reduction 
of the secured claims.

Bureau v. Umen.rile, 11 D.L.R. 28.1. 24 
W.L.R. 816.

SETTLEMENT.
See Compromise and Settlement.
Of decedents’ estate, see Exeviitore and 

Administrators, IN".

SEWERS.
See Drains and Sewers; Municipal Cor

porations.

SHAREHOLDERS.
See Companies.

SHELLEY’S CASE.
Rule ill, see Deeds, II; Wills, III G.

SHERIFF.
See Levy and Seizure; Execution; Inter

pleader.
Liability for negligence or breach of duty, 

see Negligence.
(§ 1—1 )—Levy by, under execution — 

Judgment creditors’ priority on 
moneys realized—Right to, out of 
sheriff’s bank account—Trust.

While the relation of debtor and creditor 
exists between the sheriff who has levied 
money under an execution and the judgment 
creditor entithxl thereto, there is also a 
fiduciary relationship lietwecu them, and 
the judgment creditor can follow the moneys 
so received by the sheriff at least where the 
actual cheques received by the latter were 
paid by him into his “in trust’’ hank ac
count and so separated from his personal 
funds; and the judgment creditor is entitled 
to such moneys in bank iu priority to a 
garnishment thereof attempted by the sher
iff’s personal creditor.

Stebhin* v. Williams. 20 D.L.R. 275, 20 
lM’.R. 240, 20 W.L.R. 448. 7 W.W.R. 141. 
Liability.

The authority of a sheriff as to official 
acts, i.c., acts which a private individual 
could not do, is confined to the county of 
which he is sheriff.

Malouf v. I-abud. .1 D.L.R. 766, 3 O W N. 
1235. 22 O.W.R. 00.
Liability fob negligence of deputies.

In Saskatchewan all the employees in the 
sheriff’s office are appointed directly by the 
government, and the sheriff is not respon
sible for the negligence ‘of any such vm-

Reum v. Rutherford. 37 D.L.R. 715, 10 
SUL 300, [10171 3 W.W.R. 016. 
Negligence — Land Titles Act — Execu-

Under Saskatchewan legislation a sheriff 
in that province occupies a position entirely 
different from that of a sheriff in England 
and in most of the other Canadian prov
inces: the sheriff’s office in each district in 
Saskatchewan is a department of the civil 
service and. therefore, the doctrine of res- 
pondvut superior does not apply; the sheriff 
is responsible in respect to negligence only 
for his personal negligence and such, neg- 

I ligence cannot be attributed to him while he
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is lawfully on his vacution. [Great North 
In#. Co. v. Young( 32 D.L.R. 238, followed.] 
Xor does s. 118 of the I .and Titles Act, 
which impose* upon “the sheriff or other 
•nullified officer" tlu- duty of transmitting 
to the registrar a copy, certified under his 
hand and seal, of a writ of execution placed 
with him apply to him while he is lawfully 
on his vacation at the time the writ i# re
ceived at hi# office.

Ileum v. Rutherford. .37 D.L.R. 715, 10 S. 
I..R. .31W. 11017] .3 W.W.R. 016.

Money paid to a sheriff by the defendant 
upon arrest for debt under C.S.N.B.. 1903 c. 
.30, a. 5, is held by the sheriff ns a statutory 
trustee and the interest, if any, upon such 
money must be accounted for by him in 
the same way a# the principal.

McKane v. O’Brien, 40 X.B.R. 302.
<9 I—31— Riiiht to collect fees and

CHARGER.
The onus is on a sheriff claiming pound

age, to satisfy the court that a compromise 
payment is the direct consequence of the 
seizure and not of an agrc^picnt entered 
into previously between tlm parties. A 
slier iff is not entitled to poundage or 
possession money under an execution, levied 
subsequently to a winding up order under 
s. 28 of the Winding up Act. R.S.C. 1!)06, 
e. 144, as the seizure is illegal. [Shaver v.
< otton, 23 A.R. (tint.) 420; Keating v. 
Graham, 26 O.R. .361. upplied.)

Richards v. Producers Rock A G ravel Co., 
17 D.I..R. 588. 20 B.C.R. 10ft, 27 W.L.R. 8110.
[ \ppeal to B.r, Court of Appeal dismissed. 
June 26, 1014.]
Baii.ikk—Distress for rim—Charges.

Where a sheriff acting as a bailiff, dis
trains for rent, lie is entitled to charge only 
the same fees as a bailiff or other person 
would l»e entitled to under schedule A of 
r. 65. R.8.B.C. 11)11, and lint to the usual 
sheriff's fees in a pnseeding to collect

Bancroft v. Richards, 0 D.L.R. 77, 18 B. 
C.R. .38. 2.3 W.L.R. 7.3. 3 W.W.R. 825.
Pornoage-—“Sum madk"—Expexrf..

Money expended upon property after 
seizure, in order to render it salable, form# 
no part of the “sum made" by the sheriff, 
within the meaning of the tariff of sheriff-* 
fees, and the sheriff is not entitled to pound
age upon the sums which he retains to cover 
hi# own expense.

sturgeon v. Henderson, 37 D.L.R. 54, 
[1»17] 3 W.W.R. 56.
Pm mi age—Withdraw ai. ok execution.

Where execution creditors withdraw the 
execution, after a claimant has claimed 
property in the goods, the sheriff has no 
right to poundage under r. 4D5.

Imperial Elevator A- Lumber Co. v. Hodel, 
riftITl 1 W.W.R. 1158.
».KH —TRAVELLING EXI EX HER.

A sheriff who serves in one trip different

writs on different defendants is entitled to 
his travelling fees on each writ served.

Trust A Ix>an Co. v. Manseau, 18 Que. P. 
R. 852
Liahii ity for takixu excessive feu*— 

Penalty.
Nicholas v. Creighton, 11 D.L.R. 835, 13 

K.L.R. 275.
If a sheriff seizes land, which has been 

sulslivided into lots «wording to a regis
tered plan, lie has a right to a fee each of 
the lots so sulslivided even if I he land is 
sold en bloc as being only a single holding.

Laurin v. Nenecal, 18 Que. P.R. 4.
Fees—Sale ok land.

The sheriff's fees on an order for sale of 
land should Is* taxed hv the prothoiiotorv of 
the district in which the writ was issued 
ami not by that of the district for which 
the sheriff is appointed. If, pursuant to a 
judgment, several lots are sold en bloc as 
forming only one holding, the sheriff has a 
right to one fee only.

Senecal v. Dutrizac, 18 Que. P.R. 46. 
Criminal justice return»— Fee*—Liabil

ity OF COUNTY CORPORATION.
Re Mack and Board of Audit, 25 O.L.R. 

121, 20 O.W.R. 45*.
Right of hiikkiff to poundage—Rule 405.

Wherever the sheriff has made a seizure 
and no money has lieen made by him for any 
cause withiii r 495 without any fault of 
his, he is entitled to his full fees, charge* 
and poundage, unless deprived of same hy an 
order of the court or judge.

Camplsdl v. Gimple, 7 W.W.R. 337. 
Poundage fee—Intkrpleader.

A sheriff is not entitléd to a poundage fee 
when* the claimant of the goods seized 
succeeds on an interpleader issue, although 
the «eizure was made under the explicit in
structions of the solicitors for execution 
creditors.

McDonald v. Cushing, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
8ft.
Poundage — Taxation ok rheriek’h bill

WITHOUT KORMAt. APPOINTMENT SERVED 
ON EXECUTION CREDITOR—RKTAXATION 
UNNECESSARY — MOTION TO REDUCE
poundage — Forum — Costs — Un
necessary contest.

Carson v. Martin. 14 O.W.N. 76. 
Sheriff’s fees—Seizure ok immovables.

A sheriff has no right to a fee for searches 
in the registry office, but may appoint a 
bailiff and pay him a fee and his travelling 
expenses. He may charge for his report. If 
the instructions to the sheriff divide the lots 
to Is* seized into blocks, without speci
fying that the lots should be sold a# one 
property, and without any permission to 
sell en bloc being obtained, the sheriff has 
a right to a fee upon the additional lots.

Lamothe v. Dill tide, 20 Que. P.R. 93.

SHIPPING.
T. In general; limitation ok liability.

II. Ownership and employment ok ves-
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III. POWERS AND LIABILITY OF MAsrr.lt.
IV. OKKK.NVE UNDER SHIPPING LAWS.

See Collision; Admiralty ; Seamen; Tow
age ; Carriers.

Annotations.
Collision of ships: 11 D.L.R. 95.
Contract of towage ; duties ami liabilities 

of tug-owner : 4 D.L.R. 13.
Liability of a ship or its owner for neces

saries: I D.L.R. 450.
( («Disions on high seas; jurisdiction: 34 

D.L.R 8.
The duty of a tug to its tow : 40 D.L.R. 

17-'.
I. In general; limitation of liability.
Nee Collisions: Admiralty ; Towage.
Seizure for towage : "ship.” what ie, see 

Admiralty, II—8; Towage, I—.».
Damage to cargo, defective wharf, see 

Wharves, I—3.
Limitation of liability, “effects of cli

mate,” negligence, see Carriers, 111 («—407.
• » I 11 NmjLiomvT havioatioh chah i

TOUS PAHNENOCB—SKILL OK 8KAMI».
While the law requires that a seaman 

should exhibit ordinary MIMM of mind 
and ordinary skill, an act or omission, in 
a moment of great peril, which contributes 
1o a collision is not actionable negligence, a I 
though it turned out to have been the wrong 
thing to do. if it represented Ilia best judg
ment at the moment of the emergency. 
Negligence of a gross description must be 
proved in an action for damages founded on 
negligent navigation resulting in injury to 
a passenger earned gratuitously in a motor

Donaldson v. Acadia Sugar Refining Co.. 
21 D.L.R. 217. 48 X.S.R. 451.
WaTKK ( ARRIAGK OK CiOOD* At T—WHEN AP

PLICABLE.
The Water Carriage of floods Act. 1910 

(Can.), does not apply in Admiralty eases, 
except when the vessel sails from a Cana 
dian port. Quterc: Has a party who Inis 
not, at the time of the happening of the 
event upon which aetion is based, paid for 
the goods lost or taken delivery ol them, 
the right to maintain an aetion in respeet of 
their loss?

I cannon v. S.S. Porter. 15 Can. Ex. 12fl. 
Quara nttne—Liability for medical am

The owners of a small coasting vessel 
exempt, from contribution to the Sick Mar
iners’ Fund (Canada Shipping Act. R.S.C. 
1906, v. 113, s. 403. are liable for profes
sional services rendered by n Dominion 
quarantine physician in treating an out
break of smallpox among the crew.

MrKuv v. Halifax & Sheet Harlsmr S.S. 
Co.. 30 D.L.R. 320, 51 X.S.R. 120. 
ship — Sailboat.

A schooner, provided with sails, and ha
bitually transported from one place to an
other bv a. tug and never using its sails, is 
not navigated by sails.

Quebec Salvage Co. v. Da 11aire, 20 Que.
K B 253.
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I)a mai.i: to run—For« u) on bcx k through 

kbkaki.no ok iioom being towed off
8IIOMK II Y ANOTHER TUG—IXEVITARIE 
ait ihK.xT—"Foi l anchorage**—T« « s
WITH TOWS OK BOOMS—V.NVSUAL AC
TION UK HUE AND CURB! X I.

Damage to plaintiff tug by I wing forced 
on rock through breaking of Iniom which 
was being toweil off shore by defendant tu^, 
held to have been caused by inevitable ac
cident. and not by fault of anyone connect «si 
with defendant tug the master of the .alter 
not having failed to take any reasonable 
precaution which ordinary skill and pru
dence could suggest. In certain circum
stances where the question of safety to a 
ship, including lier tow, is involved, she is 
justified in taking that degree of risk 
which the circumstances may justify ; e.g., 
the rigour of the elements may impose a 
common risk upon all who seek refuge in 
a common harbour—and constitute “a cause 
which a ship could not resist.” And in 
weighing these circumstances there must lie 
considered the facts that tugs with tows 
of booms are of an unwieldy nature and the 
booms are easily broken up by rough wa
ter and they cannot face a state of weather 
which would present no damage to ordinary 
vessels; and in a haven require a considera
ble amount of space for a clear anchorage 
which may not he available in time of dan
ger when many vessels are forced to resort 
to it for as much shelter as may lie possible, 
in which circumstances it comes down to a 
question of good seamanship. A master is 
entitled to relv upon the ordinary action of 
tide and current where lie lias no reason to 
anticipate that the ordinary risk has liecti 
increased.

The "Jessie Mae” v. The "Sea Lion.” 
[1919] 1 W.W.R. 1041. [See [1919] 2 WAV. 
R. 411.1
Damage to cargo—Evidence—“Apparent

GOOD ORDER AND CONDITION”—“SEA- 
worthixkhs” — Negligence—Limita
tion OK LIABILITY.

In an action against a shipowner for dam
ages for negligently injuring a cargo it is 
not. necessary to prove that any acts of 
commission or omission of a negligent nat
ure bv the defendant were intentional, it 
is sufricient to show that ignorance governed 
his actions. [Hayn v. Culliford, 4 C.P.D. 
182, followed.] Where a hill of lading ad
mits the receipt of goods “in apparent good 
order and condition” and they are not so 
delivered, but there is no evidence to prove 
that they were in proper condition when 
loaded, negligence is not. therefore, to be 
presumed. The words quoted mean nothing 
more than that there was nothing specially 
noticeable about the goods which would re
quire to be marked oil the mate’s receipts.
| The Pearlmoor. 11904] 1\ 286. at p. 292 ] 
Evidence addm-ed by a shipper as to the 
condition of a shipment at the time of load
ing held to be siifiieient to make out a 
prima facie ease which the defendant was 
required to meet and which, it was held,
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the defendant did meet. Negligence of a 
shipowner relied upon as the basis of an 
action for damages because of deterioration 
of a cargo must lie shown, even if proven, 
to have been the cause of such deterioration. 
[Smith v. Baker, 5 T.L.R. 518, followed.j 
In an action by a shipper against a ship
owner for breach of a contract to deliver 
;..ods in apparent good order and condition, 
the onus is upon the defendant, upon proof 
nf failure to so deliver, of showing that not
withstanding such fact, it is not liable. 
I In- fact that a cargo is improperly stowed 
ii that it is not supplied with sufficient ven

tilation may be “unaeaworthiness” as far as 
Mii li cargo is concerned. | Rathbone v. Me- 
Iver. [1908] 2 K.B. 378, followed.) Where 
,i steamship line, operating presumably up- 
to-date ships manned by competent officers, 
has in carrying on its business for a number 
"f years deliberately adopted a certain sys- 
•cin as to the carriage of grain cargoes, 
without any apparent objection being raised 
thereto by shippers, such system should not 
U- held to be improper, unless it is shown 
that a contrary system is well recognized 
as proper and* necessary. In an action 
against a shipowner for failure to deliver 
a cargo in the condition it was in when 
‘■hipped, evidence as to the condition in 
winch other shipr ents of the same kind of 
goods, shipped over different lines, were 
in upon delivery at nearby ports during 
the same season should not he entirely ig
nored on the question of the sufficiency of 
ventilation given the cargo in question. The 
'•i-eaworthiness” of a ship in the sense that 
t. was tit and properly equipped to carry 

the cargo in question at the time and place 
where it was loaded held to have been prov
en. The fact that a cargo is insured does 
not affect the shipowner's liability for its 
deterioration. A clause in a bill of lading 
uniting the shipowner’s liability for dam

age to a cargiji, held merely to limit the 
total liability of the shipowner td the cash 
value of the goods at the point of shipment.

Balfour v. C.P.R., |19lf| 3 W.W.R. 410.
I'AHKIAUB OK GRAIN—DAMAGE BY WATER-

Hole made in barue by collision with 
dock — Inspection and repair — Due 
diligence — Negligence — Peril or
NAVIGATION — W ATKH-CAHRI AGE OF 
Goods Act, 9 4 10 Knw. VII. «. «1, s. 
ti <D.)—Merchants Shipping Act.

Grain Growers' Export Co. v. Canada 
Steamship Lines, 11 O.W.N. 355.
Contract—Capacity or ship—Knowledge 

or shipper — “Cargo" — Correspond
ence — Deficiency in tonnage — 
Breach or contract—Damages.

Thompson v. Canada Pebble Co., 11 0.
WV 390.
(§ I—2)—Regulation of pilotage—Revo

cation or LICENSE.
The granting and withdrawal of a pilot's 

license by the local pilotage authority 
under the Canada Shipping Act. R.8.C. 
100(1, c. 113, is a quasi-judicial act, and

no action will lie for its error in proceed
ing ex parte on canceling a license unless 
malice is alleged and proved.

MvGillivrav v. K initier. 23 D.L.R. 189, 48 
N.8.R. 280. * | Reversed, 28 D.L.R. 184, 62 
Can. H.C.R. 148.
( § I—3) —Collision—Channel—Bridge- 

Liability.
A steam vessel which fails to keep to the' 

starboard side of a narrow passage between 
the piers of a bridge across a canal violates 
r. 17 of the "Canal Rules and Regulations,’1 
and if a collision occurs in consequence she 
is solely liable for the resulting damage.

Bonham v. The Ship “Honoreva,” 32 D. 
L.R. 1118; 54 Can. N.C.R. 51.
Damage to cargo—Ventilation—“Acci

dent OF THE HEAR."
A ship properly equipped for ventilation 

is not liable for da mage to a cargo of grain 
by overheating caused by decreasing the 
ventilation during inclement weather when 
good seamanship made that necessary ; the 
damage was an "accident of the seas” with
in the meaning of the bill of lading. [The 
Thrunseoe, [18971 P. 301, followed.]

Donkin Creeden v. S.S. "Chicago Maru," 
33 D.L.R. 38, 23 B.C.R. 651, 16 Can. Ex. 
503.
Collision—Rules or road—Negligence.

In case of a collision lietween vessels, 
when damage lias accrued, the responsibil
ity lies upon the ship guilty of negligent 
navigation in failing to observe the rules 
which should have governed her course and

Starke v. S.S. Mack, 15 Can. Ex. 118.
II. Ownership and employment of vessels.
(?; II—6) — Tug and barge — Common 

ownership—Collision—Liability of

A tug having in tow a barge being en
gaged in the business of their common 
owner, and controlled by the officers and 
crew of the tug are regarded as one ship 
and each liable for the consequences of a 
collision by the tug with another barge.

"A. L. Smith" and “Chinook” v. Ont; 
Gravel Freighting Co.. 23 D.L.R. 491, 5Î 
Can. S.C.R. 39, affirming 22 D.L.R. 488. 15 
Can. Ex. 111.
Ownership—Equitable and beneficial— 

Rights of equitable owner.
Where the beneficial owner of a vessel 

registers it in the name of another, the 
court will enforce equities in favour of the 
henelicial owner as against the registered 
owner, if the registration has not tieen <*o 
made for the purpose of defeating the pol
icy of the law.

Karquharson v. Farquharson, 13 D.I..R. 
534, 13 E.L.R. 66.
Chartering at owner's risk — Liability 

of charterer to owner.
The charterer of u I mat at the owner’s 

risk is relieved from liability to the latter 
for the result of the negligence of an en
gineer employed by the charterer with the
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approval of the owner, which whs required 
l>y the charter party, since such approval 
recognized the competency of the engineer, 
and the charterer waa not required to take 
any flirt lier precautions in respect thereto, 
notwithstanding the charter party provid
ed that the latter should “take all reason
able precautions regarding the safety” of 
•he vessel.

B.C. Canning Vo. v. MetJregor, 14 D.L.R. 
666, 18 H.C.R. 66.1, 26 W.L.R. 18. 6 W.W.R. 
643.
Pakt own kb ok vkhhki,—Manaiiinu owxkb

—Powkbh ok—Change or ownkbsiiiv
—iNHUBANt'K POLICIES—Avt'Ot NTI XU —
Adding nkckhhart parties.

Hoop v. Pickela, 28 D.L.R. 800, 50 N.8.R.
60.

(8 II—71—Chabtkb party—Kizk ok ship
ANII CARGO—DEMURRAGE.

Vnder a charter party uontraet, the ship
owner is Ikiund to supply a ship so con
structed as to be capable of carrying the 
complete cargo set out in the contract. 
The duty of a charterer is carried out when 
he has supplied cargo in dimensions such as 
are usual at the port of loading for ships 
of the size of the chartered vessel. The 
charterer cannot he held liable under the 
demurrage clause of the contract for delay 
in hauling and discharging the cargo caused 
by* faulty construction of the ship.

Likely v. Duckett. 31 D.L.R. l!U, 53 Van. 
8.C.R. 471, reversing 44 X.B.R. 12.
(8 11—8)—Seaworthiness ok vkhhki.—

KxPEVNE OK REPAIRING III KINO VOYAGE.
Doran v. Labrador Pulp A. Paper (Jo., là 

D.L.R. 151, 44 Que. S.C. 467.
Carriage of grain — Damage by water —

Hole made in hide ok hhip—Kvidencb
AS TO CACHE OK HOI.K -"SKAWORTH 1
nkhh”—“Di e diligence”—Negligence.
— Perils ok navigation — WaTEK-car-
BlAGE. OK OOOOH ACT, tl A 10 KOW. VII.
C. 61. HH. 6 AMI 7 ( I). ) — I'l NIII NGH OE
Trial .li im;k—Appeal.

“Seaworthiness" includes not only 
staunchness in the sense of being built to 
withstand the elements without injury to 
the hull, hut also comprehends a condition 
which will include the safety of the cargo, 
both from perils of the m-h as commonly 
understiHHl, and from causes not accom
panied by violence of the elements, such as 
leakage. A grain cargo must la- carried 
dry. and the sea worthiness of a vessel in 
relation thereto will depend upon her ca
pacity in that respect. The words “exer
cises due diligence to make the ship in all 
respects seaworthy,” in s. 6, mean not mere
ly a praiseworthy or sincere, though unsuc- 
cessful, effort, hut such an intelligent and 
vdicient attempt a- shall make it so. as far 
as diligence can secure it. I'nder s. 7, 
Water Carriage of Goods Act. 0 4 10 Kdw. 
VII., e. 61 (Van.), the shipowner must
shew that the loss occurred from a danger 
of tl.e sea or arose without his actual fault 
w privity or that of his agents, servants

or employees. The onus is on him to bring 
himself within the exceptions. If a hole 
that was found in the side of a barge wa* 
made by striking the dock, owing to bad 
steering, it was not caused by a peril of 
the sea. [Lennard's Carrying Vo. v. 
Asiatic Petroleum Vo., 11916j A.C. 705, 
and Virginia Caroline Chemical Co. v. Nor 
folk A North American Steam Shipping Co., 
(10121 I K B. 220. 243. 244. applied.]

Grain Growers Export Co. v. Canada 
•Steamship Lines. 43 O.L.R. 330. ( Affirmed,
62 D.L.R. 680, 60 Can. 8.C.R. 643.]

III. Powers and liability of Master.
See Towage.

(8 HI—10 I—QUANTUM MERITE—OVERHEAD 
charges — Contractor's profits — 

'Gout ok construction—Witnesses— 
Credibility.

The plaintiffs were owners of marine con
struction works and shipyards and had 
large capital invested and had large con
tracts on hand from the Government for 
the construction of drifters and trawlers 
for war purposes. The work in question 
was accepted by the plaintiff only after 
pressing and urgent request from the de
fendant, whatexer the cost might he, as 
emergency work and to oblige him, in order 
that the ship might get out of the river 
liefore the close of navigation. Plaintiff# 
were obliged to take men off other work 
and went behind on Gox'ernment contracts. 
Held, that under all the circumstances of 
the ease, and vonsidi ring the abnormal 
state of business and the advanced price# 
prevailing during the war. 00 per cent of 
the cost of labour, as an overhead charge, 
plus 10 per cent on the total cost as eon 
tractor's profits, were fair and reasonable 
items to lie added to the actual cost of 
lalsmr and materials, in arriving at the 
valuation of the work done by plaintiff. 
That “coat of construct ion” includes, be
sides actual coat of labour and material#, 
an allowance for overhead expenses, and a 
profit on the capital employed in producing 
an article or doing a piece of work. That 
where the Trial .lodge did not hear or see 
the witnesses, an Appellate Court is as 
competent to appreciate the facts and esti
mate the credibility of the evidence a# the 
court of first instance.

Canadian Vickers Co. v. The "Susqiie 
hanna." 48 D.L.R. 461. 10 Can. Ex. 116. 
varying 44 D.L.R. 716, 18 Can. Ex. 210. 
Depriving vessel ok iierth at dock—Lia

bility KOK RESULTING INJURY.
Where, while the plaintiff was warping 

a boat into a berth at a dock with line# 
fastened to the dock, those in charge of 
the defendant vessel, knowing of the plain 
tiff’s intention, so manoeuvred their boat, 
with the aid of iÇs auxiliary power, as to 
take possession of the liertli and exclude 
the plaintiff’s boat therefrom, so that the 
latter was compelled to lie in a dangerous 
position in a stream, and on the ebbing of
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the tide, fell over and mu* wrecked, the 
defendant boat is answerable in damages; 
tin taking of the berth away from the plaiu- 
i ill's vessel under the circumstances was 
an unreasonable exercise of the right of 
nu'igat ion.

lira l.arn v. "The E. May Held/' 14 D.L.R. 
505. 14 Can. Ex. 330.
JU-NKSH OK SKA MAN—MkIUCAL ATTENDANCE

-Service ex jvbih. .
Although a vessel and its owners are un

der obligation to bear the expenses of the 
illncs of a seaman in the services of the 
ship in addition to his wages while ill. at 
least so long as the voyage is continued, 
there is no implied contract in respect of 
the physician's charges between the ship
owner and the physician called in by the 
seaman to attend him while visiting in 
port during the employment; and leave 
under X.8. Order 11. s. 1, to serve process 
mil of the jurisdiction should lie refused 
the physician suing the shipowner for the 
account where there was neither an express 
contract by the latter for the services ren
dered the seaman, nor circumstance from 
which a direct contract to pay could lie im
plied. [The "Osceola,” 180 U.H.B. 175; 
The "Iroquois,” 104 U.8.R. 240. followed.]

Vlelanson v. Gorton Pew Fisheries Vo., 
23 D.L.R. 307, 48 N.8.R. 602.
Breach ok duty— Property in chariie of

MASTER OK VESSEL—LIABILITY FOR I OSS 
OK DESTRUCTION.

The master in charge of a small lishing 
vessel must prima facie account for the 
missing appurtenant property of the. owner 
(for instance, lishing gearl entrusted to 
such master’s charge* : although the rule 
might lie modified in larger vessels where 
such property is entrusted to the custody 
of various officers.

Brown v. "Alliance No. 2.” 16 D.I..R. 413, 
19 B.V.R. 529, 27 W.L.R. 704.
Dismissal ok pilots—Wrongful dismis

A pilot, duly qualified and licensed as 
such under the Pilotage Act, s. 28. c. 80, 
R.S.C. 1886, now forming part of the Ship
ping Act. e. 113, R.K.C. 1006. s. 448, so long 
us lie conforms to the regulations and lias 
not been duly condemned for any of the 
offences for which the pilotage authorities 
may try him, and suspend or dismiss him, 
is quite independent of the pilotage author
ity. and entitled to follow his calling as 
provided by s. 38 of the Pilotage Act, now 
- 450 of the Shipping Act. and the pilot
age authority has no arbitrary authority to 
interfere with the tenure of his office or 
rights as a licensee. A pilotage authority, 
in dismissing a pilot for neglect and inca
pacity by resolution alone, without any 
mmplaint., notice, or investigation, has not 
complied with the statutory requirements 
and lias not exercised any judicial fuiie- 
1 inns and is liable for damages in an action 
I.v such pilot.

MvGillivray v. Kimber, 26 D.L.R. 164, 52

I Van. S.V.R. 146, reversing 23 D.L.It. 189, 
48 N.S.R. 280. [Leave to appeal to Privy 
Council grunted, 52 Can. S.C.R. VIII.] 
Personal injury—Xbuliukncb—Liability 

of owner—‘‘Canada Shipping Alt,'* 
R.S.C. (IttOU), c. 113. h. 921.

Dominion Fish Co. v. Master, 43 Van. 
S.C.R. 637.
Sale ok rkh under mortgage—Liquidator 

—Claims kob repairs ftib “last voy
age”— Privilege.

St. Aubin V. The S.8. "Canada," 13 Can. 
Exch. 463.

IV. Officers under Shipping Laws.
See Collision.

(8 IV—20)—Desertion.
Where a summary conviction of a «ça- 

man for desertion under the Canada Ship
ping Art. R.8.C. 1906, e. 113, s. 287. us 
amended by 1907. <\ 46. does not shew that 
the ship was registered in one of the 
provinces at the time of the offence, the 
defendant will lie discharged in hubeas cor
pus proceedings from custody under the 
commitment following such conviction. It 
is not a ground for discharge on habeas cor
pus that the summary conviction ami com
mitment purported to include as one offence 
the desertion of a seaman and also his re
fusal to do duty which are declared to be 
offences by the said Shipping Act, as 
amended.

Re Dalton, 30 D.L.R. 659, 241 ( an. Or. 
Vas. 142.

A certificate of discharge furnished by 
the master of a ship to the second officer 
under s. 176 of the Canada Shipping Act, 
K.S.V. 1906, e. 113 (Form K..I Is not a cer
tificate of service within s. 123 of that Act 
making it an offence for a person to fraud
ulently make use of a certificate of serv
ice to which lie was not entitled. The 
offence of making a false representation for 
the purpose of obtaining a certificate of 
competency as master of a passenger steam
er under the Act, is negatived if it appears 
that there was no guilty knowledge or, in
tent on the part of the accused and that 
the only error in his application papers 
wus that believing that service as second 
mate counted in like manner as would serv
ice as first mate, he represented that he 
had served as mule "on a certain boat for a 
year," whereas u part of the time laid been 
served as second mate and the remainder as 
mate (i.r., first mate), particularly where 
the examining officer when called as a wit
ness testified that, he would have passed the 
applicant's papers had the actual facts 
been shewn.

The King v. Wright. 2 D.L.R. 768. 3 O.W. 
N. 851. 20 Can. t>. Vas. 23, 21 O.W.R. 433.

One who complains of a breach of regula
tions under Part XTV. of the Canada Ship
ping Aid, R.S.C. Y.m, e. 113. is not re 

| quired to shew any guilty intent on the
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part of the person committing such breach 
or any actual damage resulting therefrom, 

hast u way v. Lav alive, 6 D.L.R. 221».

SHOPS REGULATION ACT.
See Municipal Corporations, II C—112.

SIDEWALKS.
See Highways.

SIGNALS.
See Automobiles; Railways; Carriers; 

Street Railways.
Warning to employees, see Master and 

Servant.

SIGNATURE.
Ah affecting notes, nee Bills and Notes. 
Of corporation, officers, see Companies.

Annotation.
Proof of handwriting and documents: 44 

D.L.R. 170.

SITUS.
See Conflict of l,aws.
For purposes of taxation, see Taxes.

SLANDER.
See Libel and Slander.

SOLDIERS.
See Military I<aw.
Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act, see 

Moratorium.
Insurance as to, see Insurance, VI 1)—

asr..
As to enlistment, see Militia; Habeas 

Corpus. 1 B—7.
Annotation.

Desertion from military unit, 31 D.L.R. 
17.

SOLICITORS.
I. Right to practise, 

a. Admission, 
n. Disbarment.

II. Relation to client, 
a. In general; liability.
H. Authority.
C. Compensation; lien.
I». Summary proceedings.

Ilf. REMEDIES AGAINST; MOTIONS.
Annotation.

Acting for two clients with adverse Inter 
esta, 5 D.L.R. 22. 
y I. Right to practise.

A. Admission.
(9 f A—1)—Right to practise.

A solicitor, whose name appeared on the 
roll of the Law Society of Saskatchewan, 
but who resided in Winnipeg, entered an 
appearance in this notion on behalf of the 
defendant. The solicitor's address was not 
stated, but a proper address for service was 
given. On a motion to strike out the ap
pearance on the grounds that no address 
was given, and that a solicitor resident out

of the jurisdiction was not entitled to prac 
tise as such in the province. Held, that 
the omission to give uu address wan an ir
regularity which could la- cured by amend 
merit. ( - i That anyone duly enroUi-,] . , 
solicitor by the Law Society of Saskatvhe 
wan und in good standing is entitled to 
practise as such, notwithstanding that he 
may reside out of the Province.

Fraser v. G.T.P. Branch Lines (Jo.. 4 SL 
R. :tl1, 11» W.L.B. 651, 1 W.W.R. 303.
(8 1 A—th — Women — Discretion ov 

Board ok Kx a miners.
By the common and public law in force 

in the Province of Queliec, women, on a, 
count of their sex, have always lieen exclud
ed fr<»»u the practice of the law, as it has 
l»een the case, from time immemorial, in 
England, France and other countries until, 
in Mime of them, special laws have per 
mit ted women to become mem lie rs of the 
legal profession. Old prohibitive laws, in 
England, having that object, have never 
been repealed. The interpretive rule of the 
Civil Code, art. 17. s. », and of the R.S. 
I»0», art. 21, which declares that the mas 
online gender includes both sexes, has no 
application in such a case. The context of 
the law constituting and regulating the 
Bur of the Province of Queliec, shews that 
it is applicable to the masculine gender 
only. The power given to the council of 
each section of the Bar of the province of 
Quebec to ap|»oint examinera is not a pow- 
cr delegated to them by the general corpo
ration, hut is a distinct power which 
appertains specially and exclusively to each 
of them. The Board of Examiners for tlm 
admission of candidates to the study or 
practice of the law must lie guided in this 
decision by the principles of the law, and 
they have no absolute discretion to exert. 
A person of the female sex is not included 
within the purview of the Bar Act of the 
province of Quebec, and cannot be admitted 
cither to the study of the law nor to the 
practice of the legal profession. A mar
ried woman could not lie admitted to the 
practice of the law as a member of the Bar 
without the authorization of her husband 
or of a judge.

Uingstaff v. Bar of Quebec, 25 Que. K.B. 
11, aflirming 47 Que. 8.C. 131.
(9 I A—0)—Striking off for cause—Sub

SEQUENT APPLICATION TO RESTORE TO

In considering the question of restoring 
to the rolls a solicitor whose name had lieen 
stricken off by order of the court, the court 
will consider (a) the character of the 
charges which led to the disenrollment, (b) 
the sufficiency of the punishment by 
deprivation of the right to practise since 
the order was made; (c) the restoration 
made to the parties who had complained, 
(d) the probability of the solicitor nob 
offending in the future.

Re Harris. 17 D.L.R. 103. 7 A.L.R. 272, 
\\ I, R ii71. I. W.W.R. 028.
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Pi ^STATEMENT All Kit ORDER STRIKING OFT 

—PROOF OK SUBSEQUENT GOOD CONDUCT 
ANU OK RESTITUTION.

Although the ili-faiilt which was the basin 
of an order for striking a solicitor off the 
rolls has since been made good, the court, 
on a motion to reinstate, may postpone the 
application for <i months or more if the 
gravity of the original charge were such as

> make it appear that an insufficient period 
of subsequent good conduct had elapsed.

lie Solicitor, 14 D.L.R. 778. 26 W.L.R.
I .‘Hi.

B. Disbarment.
I ü I B—10) — Negligent investment — 

Summary order.
Unwise investment of a client’s funds and 

failure to implement an undertaking with 
respect to funds do not necessarily amount 
to misconduct warranting the striking of a 
solicitor from the rolls; lie may merely in
cur the minor penalty of lieing summarily 
ordered to perform any undertaking which 
be may have made to his client.

Re Solicitor, 31 D.L.R. 88, 37 O.L.R. 310. 
Suspension—G bounds—Failure to turn

over COLLECTIONS.
Re Solicitor, 23 D.L.R. 887, 32 W.L.R.

fii).
Breach of Bar Act—Circulars.

The distribution by a person not holding 
a diploma of an advocate, of circular* by 
which he offers his services to conscripts to 
give them information upon the proceedings 
tu take in order to obtain exemption from 
military service, constitutes a breach of 
the Bar Act of the province of Quebec.

Le Barreau de la Province dfc Quebec T. 
Picard, 54 Que. S.C. 455.
Disbarment—Appeal — Notice — Rules 

of Law Society.
In order to constitute a valid notice of 

appeal from disbarment or disqualification 
by the Benchers of the Law Society, the 
grounds of appeal must he set forth as 
specified in r. 88 of the Rules .of the Law 
Society and the failure to do so deprives 
the judges of the Supreme Court of juris
diction to hear the appeal. There is no ap
peal from the refusal of the Benchers to 
reinstate a disbarred barrister or disqual
ified solicitor. Semble, s. 41 of the Legal 
Professions Act requires that all the judges 
of the Supreme Court must sit on an ap
peal from disbarment or disqualification by 
tin- Benchers.

Re Legal Professions Act and Hall, 24 
B.C.R. 228.
(§ I B—11)—Striking off—Grounds for 

Secret profit on realty sale.
Where a solicitor, holding an option to 

purchase lands from a third party, conceals 
such option from the client whom he per
suades to purchase the lands direct from 
the owner at an increase over the option 
•rice, under a secret arrangement with the 
atter whereby the solicitor is paid the dif

ference on the completion of such sale, in

ms, i b.
carrying out which he had accepted the 
professional duty of looking alter the 
client’s interests, a case of professional mis 
conduct is shewn which warrants the sus
pension of the solicitor’s certificate to prac
tise, or in a proper case, to strike his name 
from the rolls, although the client had re 
covered from the solicitor the excess in the
P Re Blavlook. 16 D.L.R. 487, 7 A.L.R. 163. 
27 W.L.R. 76». 6 W.W.R. 606.
Suspension—Grounds for—Not account

ing FOB CLIENT’S MONEY.
The suspension of a solicitor for not ac

counting for and paying over money due to 
a client may be extended notwithstanding 
a settlement in full made with the client.

Re U. 11. (ole, 20 D.L.R. 602. 7 8.L.R. 
263. 29 W.L.R. 392.
Law Society Act, R.S.M. 1913. c. Ill, s. 

82—Striking hariiinter off the roll* 
—I ni’Kofehnional conduct.

A barrister, who is not also a solicitor, 
may be struck off the rolls or otherwise 
punished for professional misconduct under 
s. 82 of the Law Society Act. R.S.M. 1913. 
c. Ill, although the work in respect of 
which the complaint is made was not done 
in his capacity as a barrister if it was of 
a kind usually intrusted in this province 
to a solicitor. * [Re P.K.H., 3 D.L.R. 706, 22 
Man. L.R. 746, followed.] The accused, in 
order to make it appear that one Irvine, 
who was the owner of land subject to a 
number of registered judgments, had part
ed with his interest in the land before the 
registration of any of the judgments, pro 
cured or caused to be executed by Irvine, 
after the date of the last of such registra 
tions, a quit claim deed of the land to him 
self hut dated prior to the registration of 
any of the judgments. Held to he un pro 
fessional conduct warranting the making of 
an order striking the accused off the rolls 
as a barrister.

Re Beatty, 29 Man. L.R. 388.
(§ I B—12) — Striking off bolls — 

Province of court.
A court, in dealing with the moral fitness 

of solicitors to retain them on the Roll, is 
merely a court of discipline specially 
charged with the duty of guarding the hon 
our of the legal profession and judging, not 
the legal rights, hut the moral character 
of the individual, and is not hound by pri
vions decisions.

Re Solicitor. 24 D.L.R. 443, 9 W.W.R 
480, 32 W.L.R. 705.
Practise as to disbarment.

The syndic (or attorney for the Council 
of the Bar) who lays a complaint in his 
professional quality has no right to sit as 
a member of the committee which investi
gates the charge, and the order of suspen
sion by a committee including the syndic 
is illegal and against the fundamental prin
ciples of justice.

Gosselin v. Bur of Montreal, 2 D.L.R. 19.
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DiHRARMEXT—Misappropriation of mo.xky 

—Restitution.
On a motion to strike a solicitor's name 

from tin» rolls in Alberta, alleged iniscon- 
duet in another country where lie had pre
viously practised may tie shewn in proof 
that he was not a tit and proper person to 
tie admitted in Alberta, and if the evidence 
narrants it, the court may direct that he 
appear before it within a hpeeitied time and 
satisfy the court that he is doing what is 
reasonable and within his ability to satisfy 
the foreign claims and in default that lie 
be struck off. | Mutiny v. Supreme Court of 
New Zealand, 16 Moo, P.C. 164, 15 K.R. 
4.10; lie Blaylock, 16 D.L.R, 487; Be Hop- 
per, :I4 Sol. ,J.. ,*i»8, applied.]

Be Knox. ‘20 D.I..R. ,'i4tr, 7 A.LB. 40», ‘20 
W.L.R. 1.
S’lTtlKIXU OFF THE ROI.I.S—MISCONDUCT.

On application to strike a solicitor off the 
rolls, tiie court has to consider the respec
tive rights of (a) the solicitor himself, (In 
Ins client, (c) his profession. [Be !*ykc, 
84 L..LQ.B. 121, applied.]

Be Blaylock, HI D.L.R. 487, 7 A.L.R. 16.1, 
•27 W.L.R. 76». 6 W.W.B. 600.
(8 I B—14)—Misappropriation of fi’Ndh 

—Suspension upon payment-— Com
promise.

A compromise with his clients on a per
centage basis is a sufficient compliance 
with an order of court suspending the dis- 
enroliment of a solicitor upon his payment 
of the claims misappropriated in another 
jurisdiction.

Be Solicitor, 24 D.L.R. 44.1. » W.W.R, 
480, 12 W.L.R. 705. |See 20 D.LB. 546, 7
A.L.R. 409.]

II. Relation to client.
A. IN MINERAL; UAHIIJTT.

(§ II A—20)—Bei.ation to vi.if.nt—Tak
ing conveyance from—Stating con
sideration—Duty of solicitor—Va
lidity AS TO ACTUAL I XUF.HTF.ilXKSK.

The true consideration for a conveyance 
of property from a client to his solicitor 
must lie expressed in the deed, since it can
not lie otherwise shewn. In taking the con
veyance, a solicitor assumes the heavy re
sponsibility of shewing that he exercised as 
great diligence for the beat interest of the 
vendor as though lie were dealing with a 
stranger in the former’s behalf. Notwith
standing the general rule tyat the mis- 
statement of the true consideration in a 
deed from client to solicitor vitiates tlm 
vhnxcyance, such a deed, when given as 
security for money actually due the attor
ney, will be upheld to that extent ns an 
equitable mortgage, where no fraud in the 
transaction was alleged, and cancellation 
of the deed was not claimed.

Duffv v. Mat hies, in, 13 D.L.R. 587. 1.1 
E.L.R. 73.
When relation exists—Misappropriation 

by—Who must bear i-ohs.
A solicitor employed by a vendor to pre

pare a convey a nee o'. land is the agent of 
the latter and not of the purchaser, not
withstanding that he hud la»en previously 
employed by the purchaser to investigate 
the title, and afterwards to prepare an 
order on a third person for the payment of 
the purchase money to the vendor; and. 
where the latter negligently permits the so
licitor to obtain possession of the cheque 
given by such third person in payment of 
such order, the loss of the money through 
misappropriation by the solicitor fulls on 
tiie vendor.

('linesman v. Corev. 15 D.L.R. 445. 42 N.
B. B. 40», 1.1 K.L.K. 40».
Nkglkut of duty.

The burden of proving negligence is 
primarily upon the plaintiff suing a solic
itor lor neglect of duty, but when once 
established it is for the solicitor to prove 
that the client was not injured bv it.

Marriott v. Martin, 21 D.L.R. 461. 21 
R.C.1L 161, .10 W.L.R. 80». 7 W.W.R. 1291. 
Salk of Indian lands— Sharing com.mis-

Ileld, upon the facts, that, an agreement 
to share an agency commission upon tiie 
sale of lands in an Indian Reserve, made 
with a solicitor by a client, was enforre-

< ole v. Read. 26 D.L.R. 564. 62 Can S.
C. R. 176, 9 W.W.R. 1137. artirming 22 D.L. 
R. 686. 20 B.C.R. 365.
Liability for negligence—Measure of

HAM AGES.
Registering a conveyance in disregard of 

liis client’s instructions, and neglect to in
sert. a n«*cAsary and usual covenant for the 
iroteetion of his client, render a solicitor 
iable for all the pecuniary loss the client 

sustains through the negligence and breach 
: of duty.

.Inhnsnii v. Solicitor. 30 D.L.R. 239. 
Liability for negligence — Xoncompli-

ANCK WITH INSTRUCTIONS AS TO REMIT
TANCES CAUSING ABORTION OF MORTGAGE
hale—Measure of damages—Costs of
ADVEBTISI no.

Canadian Mortgage A Inv. Co. v. Solici
tors. .14 D.L.R. 76», 1» S.1..R. 04, [1917] 2 
W.W.R. 181.
Professional misconduct—Retention of

client’s funds.
A solicitor is not guilty of unprofessional 

1 conduct, or misi-onduct as a barrister.
: solicitor or attorney of the court, in retain- 
! ing moneys placed in his hands by a per 

son to whom, through mental and physical 
| incapacity, a curator was subsequently ap- 
I pointed, the solicitor having guaranteed to 
| a loctor and landlady the payment of sums 

of money for care of mentally afflicted 
j person.
j Re Law Society Act; Re lluggard, [1917] 

2 W.W.R. 91.

I
 Fraud—Purchasing property or judg

ment debtor—Trust.

A solicitor is not guilty of fraud in
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purchasing the property of a judgment 
debtor of a client whose judgment is for 
interest, where the property when offered 
at public sale under the judgment would 
not sell, the solicitor does not release the 
judgment against it and the transaction 
realizes for the client, who wants money, 
not property, a sum sufficient to cover the 
judgment and the solicitor's costs and dis
bursements; under sui'li circumstances the 
solicitor will not be declared a trustee of 
the property for the client.

White v. X.. [19171 3 W.W.R. 332.
SOLICITOR AND CLIENT—RETAINER—SUBSE

QUENT proceedings—Hahkas CORPUS—

Duff v. Lane, 48 Can. S.C.R. ">08.
Costs —Action for—Rvi.e Mich., term 

1800—3 .Iac. 1, c. 7. s. 1 (Imp.)—Rule
REQUIRING SERVICE OK BILL—To WHAT 
SERVICES APPLICABLE—COUNSEL FEES.

Neither the rule of Mich. Term 1800, nor 
the statute of 3 -Tac. 1. c. 7, «. 1 (Imp.), 
requiring an attorney to serve his client 
with an itemized hill before action, applies 
to services in the inferior courts or for serv
ices on a preliminary examination on crim
inal charge. Kven if fees for services which 
only a counsel could render cannot be recov
ered in this province, an attorney is not 
barred from recovering for services prop
erly rendered as such, merely because he is 
likewise a barrister.

fierow v. VV’phber. 4fl N.B.R. 358.
Theft—Solicitor—Monet entrusted to,

FOR INVESTMENT—IMPROPER SECURITY 
TAKEN IN SOLICITOR'S OWN NAME—EVI
DENCE NOT WARRANTING CONVICTION FOR
stealing — Stated case— Statement 
of Trial Judge, whether properly be
fore Appellate Court.

R. v Loft us, 17 O.W.N. 286.
The following agreement: “J. I., advo

cate of Montreal, hereby agree to defend | 
Mr. A.C. in all cases that may be instituted 
against him and in all good cases that he 
may institute against others, on condition 
that he pays me only the disbursements as 
they are needed: my fees will lie paid hv 
the other party in each law suit, and on the 
condition that he sends me all the cases of 
his clients that he may lie able to send me.” 
does not cover fees for services which are : 
governed by the consent of the parties, nor 
those for consultations or other professional 
services, apart from law suits.

Corda sco v. Oarncau. 66 Que. S.C. 1. 
Liability—Money given by cijent for

DEFINITE PVKPOHE—APPLICATION—DAM
AGES—C.C. Que. arts. 1709. 1713, 1803.

A notary to whom a client has given 
money for the definite purpose of returning 
a loan and redeeming an estate, cannot use 
it to pay fees and disbursements. If he 
does so he is liable for the damages which 
his client suffers.

Hamel v. Savaria, 25 Rev. Leg. 460.
Can. Dig.—128.

Sale to client—Secret profit—Di pt to 
disclose.

Amphlett v. Blavlock 3 A.L.R. 61, 13 
VJJi ill
Solicitors—X eg licence.

Schoen v. Mavduucll, 18 W.L.R. 329.
(8 II A—21) — Substitution — Change 

— Right of majority of administra
tors to choose hoi ici tor fob estate - 
Solicitor"» charges.

Re Solicitor, 1 D.L.R. 899. 21 O.YV.R. 168. 
Moneys and papers of clients—Motion 

FOR HUIMll TO NBW soi n i rons
Authority of client for application 
.Inquiry by official guardian—I’er-
EMPTOKY ORDER UPON SOLICITOR—PEN
ALTY IN CASK OF NON COMPLIANCE.

Re Solicitor, 0 O.W.N. 170. 26 O.W.R. 
190.
(§11 A—22)—Liability.

A solicitor, who is retained to draft a 
mortgage, is responsible for damages result
ing to his client in consequence of his fail
ure to include in the instrument a sufficient 
provision for the yearly payment of inter
est thereon. (Whiteman v. Hawkins, 4 
(MM). 13. applied.)

Finkheiner v. Yeo, 25 D.L.R. 673. 26 
Man. L.R. 22, 33 W.L.R. 195. 9 W.W.R. 891. 
Fiduciary relationship—Accounting to

CLIENT— PB0FIT8.
A solicitor, who is retained by hia client 

to assist him in procuring a tribal transfer 
, of Indian lands and agreeing to an equal 
| division of profits realized therefrom, stands 

in fiduciary relationship throughout the 
transaction and is hound to account to the 
client in respect of such profits though the 
transaction «as later completed by the in
tervention of a third party at the instance 
of the solicitor.

Read v. < ole. 26 D.I..R. 564. 52 fan. S.C. 
R. 176. 9 W.W.R. 1137. affirming 22 D.L.R. 
686. 20 B.C.R. 365.
Contract to do a specific act—Liability 

—Tort distinguished.
Where a client purchasing certain lands 

entrusts his solicitor with a cheque 'for the 
amount of the purchase money with specific 
instructions not to pay it over until the 
taxes on the land shall have been paid, the 
solicitor's undertaking to follow such in
struction constitutes a positive contract to 
do a specific act and hia subsequent breach 
thereof is so construed as distinct from a 
breach of a general duty, arising out of 
the retainer, to bring sufficient care and 
skill to the performance of the contract.

Ilurke v. Shaver. 14 D.L.R. 780, 29 O.L.R. 
365.
Negligence.

A solicitor ia not to lie held liable in a 
negligence action brought by his client 
against him. merely la-cauae hia advice on 
the question of the applicability of a Stat
ute of Limitations to the client’s case 
against a municipal corporation may have 
been wrong or wae not sustained by the
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miurt, if tin* solicitor s opinion was honest
ly formed and given in good faith upon the 
<1 licit ion of law.

llow>e v. Shaw. 9 D.L.R. 042. 4 O.W.N. 
971. 24 O.W.R. 203.
AGREEMENT—PERSONAL LIABILITY—“Ox BE

HALF OF CLIENT.”
The following undertaking "On behalf of 

our client Li. we undertake to have the 
agreement arranged between us executed 
by S. or some third person acceptable to 
you and to pay you forthwith the cash pat
inent of $300 us arranged. We may add 
that S. was in to sign the papers to-day 
but our Mr. K. being engaged in court did 
not look over the agreement,” was an un
dertaking by the solicitors personally and 
not a mere undertaking by the client G., 
a man of no means.

Re Solicitors. 112 D.L.R. 387. 23 B.C.R. 
442. |1»17) I W.W.R. .-,20 
Liability—Notice of action—Prf.svrip- 

tion — Loan — Payment — Dvtieh or 
notary—('.C. Que. arts. 1053, 1709, 
1710 — C.C.P. art. 88 — R.S.Q. 1909, 
arts. 3384 to 3388.

A notary who acts as agent for a client 
in carrying out a loan, but who is not en
gaged ^ us a notary, has no right to one 
month's notice of action accorded to n pub
lic officer, where he is sued for return of 
funds, intrusted to him, and not for dam
ages. The limitation ot (i months in faVor 
of judges of sessions, police magistrates, 
justices of the peace or any officers what
ever, according to R.S.Q. 1909, arts. 3384 
to 3388, does not apply to a notary so act
ing.

Ricard v. La belle, 28 Que. K.B. 251. 
Liability—Notary — Loan of money — 

Negligence of notary — C.C. art. 
1053. 1701.

Tn the case where a woman aged 75 years, 
without experience or education, made a 
mortgage loan of $2800 on an apartment 
house giving to her notary instructions to 
see to the drawing of the deed to make sure 
that she had a first mortgage, to make sure 
that there was no claim registered against 
the property, and to take out a policy of 
insurance to guarantee her loan, and that 
biter on it was discovered that she had 
been the victim of a swindler who had given 
her a mortgage on a vacant lot worth at 
most $050. The notary has carried out his 
instructions with negligence, and is liable 
for the damages which the lender has suf
fered.

Chaput v. Crépeau, 55 Que. S.C. 344.
(8H A—23)—Solicitor collecting mon

eys for client—Account—Evidence 
—Action by executor of client. 

Raikes v. Corlmuld, 6 O.W.N. 051.
(§11 A—24)—Right to payment fob serv

ices RENDERED AS DIRECTOR.
In the absence of an express promise by 

the client to pay for services rendered by a 
solicitor as director of a company incor-

4008
poruted by the client, no remuneration for 
such services will he allowed.

Re Solicitors, 7 D.L.R. 323, 4 O.W.N. 47, 
B. Authority.

(8 H B—25)—Or solicitors.
Where solicitors have appeared for a 

company and the action has l>een contested 
down to judgment, neither the company nor 
the plaintiff <-an then raise any question as 
to the authority of the solicitors on the 
ground of defects or omissions in the or
ganization of the company of which the 
latter had no notice.

Ciimpliell v. Taxicabs Verrais. 7 D.L.R. 
91. 27 O.L.R. 141. 23 O.W.R. « %
Instructions- Error in pleading.

A misstatement of certain allegations of 
fact, made by a solicitor in drawing the 
plaintiff's pleading, owing to wrong or mis
leading instructions having been given, is 
merely a statement of fact made improperly 
by an agent, and cannot be read as evidence 
against his client after the pleading has 
been corrected by amendment.

O’Kelly v. Downie, 17 D.L.R. 395. 24 
Man. L.R. 210, 28 W.L.R. 303, 6 W.W.R. 
911, reversing 15 D.L.R. 158.
Authority—Action for two parties—Dis

pute between plaintiffs as to re
tain FJt—K'VI DE N < E.

A solieitor acting for two parties io the 
same action need not prove a written re
tainer from the party disputing his author
ity if the question of retainer is between 
the two parties themselves and not between 
solicitor and client. (Wiggins v. Peppin, 2 
Beav. 403, distinguished.]

Greene v. Dillalimigli, 50 D.L.R. 490. 
Authority of plaintiff's solicitor to 

BRING ACTION—APPLICATION TO DISMISS 
BY DEFENDANT—NOTICE OF MOTION TO 
PLAINTIFF.

An application by the defendant to dis
miss an action on account of the alleged 
lack of authority to bring the same on the 
part of the plaintiff's solicitor, cannot suc
ceed when proper notice of the motion is 
not served on the plaintiff.

Forestreet Warehouse Co. v. Van Der 
Linder. 50 D.L.R. 55. [1919] 3 W.W.R. 
1050.
Authority as to verbal agreement for

THE SALE OF LAND -SPECIFIC PERFORM-

Paw V. McPhee. 33 D.L.R. 781, 50 N.8. 
R. MS
Authority of solicitor to receive money 

for client—Absence of ratification 
or acquiescence.—Right to recover 
money paid to supposed agent.

Mureh v. Toronto, 9 O.W.N. 438, 10 O.W. 
N. 141. [Affirmed by Supreme Court of 
Canada : see 12 O.W.N. 308.]
Authority to substitute counsf.i.—Dis-

A contract between an attorney and hi* 
client ia a mandate of a special nature and
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differs from the ordinary principles of u 
mandate, in that it is presumed to exist 
and that the client can decline responsibility 
for what is done in his name only by dis
avowal. Thus, when an attorney specially 
retained in a case is replaced at the hearing 
by a colleague, the client cannot refuse to 
pay him the costa of the cause without dis
avowal, even though lie denied at the hear
ing that the substituted attorney represent-

Pêlisser v. Houle, 48 Que. S.C. 341.
<9 II B—26)—Authority at sale under 

EXECUTION, HOW LIMITED.
Where an execution creditor places the 

conduct of the advertised sale under the 
execution in the hands of his solicitor, this 
constitutes such solicitor the agent of the 
creditor, whether the solicitor was, or was 
not, the solicitor of record in obtaining the 
judgment basing the execution.

Corsbie v. Vase Threshing Machine Co., 
14 Ü.L.R. 55, 25 W.L.R. 466. 0 W.W.R. 153. 
Ukhved claim — Authority to consent

THAT TENT CASK NHAT.I, CONTROL.
An agreement entered into between plain

tiff's solicitor and defendant's solicitor, 
although made with a view to avoid multi
plicity of action, whereby plaintiff's solic
itor agreed before action brought that the 
result of a pending action against the same 
defendant, in which he represented another 
plaintiff, should control the outcome of the 
iinsued claim against the same defendant, 
will not be given effect to by the court 
where it appears ( 1 ) that the agreement 
in question was made under the mistaken I 
belief that the material facts in the claim 
of the other plaintiffs and upon which the 
question of liability hinged, were identical 
with those in the pending case, and (2) 
where it appears that the plaintiff's solic
itor had no authority to bind his clients to 
such an agreement.

Powell v. Hewer, 11 D.L.R. 347, 6 A.L.R. 
♦11. 4 W.W.R. 626.
Settlement or i.itioation without notice

TO SOLICITOR FOR ONE PARTY—ABSENCE
of colli sign—Absence of notice of 
lien — Application for payment of
SOLICITOR AND CLIENT COSTS—REFUSAL 
OF—V ONT.S OF APPLICATION—PROVISION 
FOR PAYMENT OF PARTY AND PARTY

Loelirie v. Kearney, 7 O.W.N. 567. 
Authority to settle action—Disavowal.

One who, having a claim for damages in 
consequence of an accident, entrusts his 
cause to an attorney with instructions to 
effect a settlement of it the best he could 
without action, not wishing to take the 
risk of having to pay the costs, cannot dis
avow the authority of his attorney if the 
latter presents a petition for authority to 
sue under the Workmen’s Compensation Act 
and afterwards settles the case for the costa 
only. It is essential, in the action in dis
avowal, for the client to prove that the act 
of which lie complains works him a preju

dice. On ilvfault of allegation and proof 
for this purpose, the action will be dis

Fontaine v. Cabana. 48 Que. S.C. 230.
(9 il B—28)—To act fob both parties.

A solicitor who acted for the plaintiff 
in a mortgage foreclosure proceeding, may 
act for a defendant therein, where it ap 
pears that the interests of the two parties 
are not adverse, or that the interest of the 
plaintiff in the subject matter of the liti
gation had ceased. A motion on behalf of 
a subsequent mortgagee to obtain payment 
from the proceeds of the sale of the encum
bered property under u prior mortgage, will 
Ik- denied where the motion was made by 
the solicitor of record of the plaintiff in 
the foreclosure proceedings, without it ap
pearing that the rights of the two mort
gagees were not adverse, or that the plain
tiff's interest in the litigation had ceased.

Allin v. Ferguson, 0 D.L.R. 11». 5 S L.R. 
204. 21 W.L.R. 246, 2 W.W.R. 327.
(§ Il B—201—To PAT OFF JUDGMENT 

A(l AIN ST CLIENT.
Where the plaintiff was acting as solic

itor for the defendant and in the course of 
doing the latter's legal business paid cer
tain registered judgments against his client, 
in order to enable him to transfer certain 
property that he desired to sell, the solic 
itor is entitled to lie reimbursed for the 
money paid by him to discharge the judg
ments on proof of instructions to pay the 
judgments.

Mcl.aws v. Wellhand, 4 D.L.R. 24, 20 
W.L.R. 657, 21 W.L.R. 502.

C. Compensation; lien.
See Costs, II—26.

(§ II C—30)—Quebec tariff.
The tariff of advocates for the Province 

of Quebec does not applv as between solic
itor and client, hut only as between the 
successful attorney and the losing party. 
Where an advocate acts as arbitrator and 
mediator at the request of his client, and 
without being appointed by authority of the 
court, he is entitled to recover his fees from 
hia client on a quantum meruit basis irre
spective of the tariff for advocates. Such 
services are professional services of an ad
vocate and are recoverable a* such.

Jacobs v. Wener. 8 D.L.K. 543. 
Compensation — Litigation in wife’s 

name—Husband’s liability to solic-
Bee™*. Lang. 16 D.L.R. 878. 6 O.W.N. 

263.
Where the bill of costs of the solicitor 

against his client, brought, in for taxation 
at the instance of the client, consists of a 
lump sum charged as a “fee on settlement,” 
in addition to disbursements, and the 
amount allowed by the taxing officer in re
spect of such fee was based upon a percent
age of the value recovered or preserved by 
the solicitor for the client, u question of the 
principle of taxation is raised and the client
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may appeal from mirb allowance although 
he lias not carried in written objection* for 
review liefore the taxing nflicer, the rules 
a* to written objection* (Manitoba King's 
Iteneli Rules 1*68 and 1*09) not being appli- 

• able to ijiiestion* «if principle. [Sparrow 
v. Hill, 7 ij.H.I). 3«i2, and Re Fletcher and 
Dyson, | 11*03) 2 t.'h. tlMh, applied.)

Re I'hillipps and NX bit la. 1 D.L.R. 21*1, 
22 Man. L.R. 1AU, 20 W.L.R. 221», 1 WAX'. 
R. S40.

I nless there ia a contract bet ween a so
licitor and his client for a percentage 
under s. 05 of the la>gal Profession Act 
(Man. I, the tariff promulgated under r. 
01*0 of the Manitoba King's Reach Act, is 
the only measure of a solicitor's remuner
ation for litigious business. [Re Richard
son, ."I Vh. D. R. 144, distinguished. |

Re Phillipp* and NX hit la. I D.L.R. 847. 
22 Man. L.R. 154. 20 W.L.R. 538, 2 XX .XV. 
R. 18ft.

The Master in ( handlers has no juris
diction to entertain a motion by a client 
for delivery of a bill of coats under the 
Solicitors Act, 9 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) c. 28, 
*. 33.

Re Solicitor, 3 D.LR. 718.
XX here no specific notice of any «duini for 

a lien as to their costs appears to have been 
given at any time by the solicitors repre
senting the prevailing party in an action 
to the party against whom judgment was 
rendered and who settled with the winning 
party at a sum less than that which the 
judgment called for, the court will, in the 
absence of evidence that there was col
lusion or improjier conduct on the part of 
the losing party aiming to deprive the 
solicitors of their costs, refuse to grant a 
petition by such solicitors asking for an 
order declaring them entitled to a lien 
upon the judgment recovered by their 
client, and for the payment of these costs 
by the losing party.

Grocers’ XVholesule Co. v. Rostock, 4 
D.L.R. 213, 22 O.XV.R 780.

XVhere a client delivers money to his 
solicitor not as a retainer but as security 
for the payment of his remuneration, the 
latter is liound to account therefor, and to 
deliver to the client a bill of his actual 
charges, which will he referred for tax
ation. X writing signed by a person in 
custody on a criminal charge which stated 
that “I hereby retain (a solicitor* to make 
application for my release from gaol, and 
hereby deliver him a cheque for $300 as 
retainer," the cheque being claimed by the 
solicitor as a retainer and not as remun
eration for his services, is not an agree
ment in writing with the client respecting 
the "amount and manner of payment for 
the services of a solicitor in respect of the 
business done or to lie done by him" within 
the meaning of the Law Reform Act, 9 
Kdw. VII. c. 28, s. 22 et. seq.. which per
mits agreements in writing between solici
tor and client respecting the amount and 
manner of payment for cither past or

)I!S, II c.
future services. A retainer is a gift of 
money by a client to his solicitor outside 
of and apart from his remuneration, which 
he is not bound to bring into account, hut 
in order that it 'te construed a* a retainer 
the former must know the true nature 
thereof as a gift. A solicitor cannot elect 
to render services gratuitously and keep as 
a retainer money received from his client, 
where the latter did not understand the 
nature of a retainer, and sup|s»eed such 
money was delivered as security for the 
remuneration of the solicitor, or as a part 
payment thereon.

Re Solicitor. 4 D.L.R. 217, 3 O.XV.X. 
1274, 22 O.XV.R. 1511.
Bill or costs—Si fhcif.nct or—Improper 

8TATKMKNT—DISALLOWANCE OF ITEM 
—Recovery on remainder of bill.

The fact that the main item in a solici
tor’s bill of costs was improperly stated 
does not prevent him recovering from his 
«•lient for such items as were properly 
stated. A lump charge by a solicitor in a 
bill of costs for litigation in a certain man
ner as settleil by agreement between the 
parties, and as lixed by a private Act of 
Parliament at a designated sum. is not 
such a bill of fees, charges an«i disburse
ments as is required hv s. 34 of the Solic
itors Act (Ont.I, 2 Geo. V. c. 28. [Wil
liams v. Griffith, 6 M. & XV. 32, dis
tinguished. |

Gundy v. Johnston. 12 D.L.R. 71, 28 
O.L.R. 121. [Affirmed, 15 D.L.R. 295, 48 
Can. S.C.R. 516.]
Fees—Taxation—Solicitor and client - - 

Allocate re.
Rule 736 of the Saskatchewan ( on. Rules 

of Practice, 11*11, providing for solicitors’ 
fees as set out in Sob. 1 of the tariff of 
«•oats, applies to control the fees chargeable 
by a solicitor to bis client in respect of the 
court proceeding* to which the tariff ap 
plies. The allocature of a judge is necessary 
for the taxation «if increased counsel fees 
under the Saskatchewan tariff of costs. 1911. 
even as against the client on a solicitor and 
client taxation.

Re Solicitors: K\ parte Ould, 14 D.L.R. 
231, 6 S.L.R. 116, 25 W.L.R. 498. 5 W.XV.R. 
78.
Solicitor and client—Bill of couth— 

Sufficiency of—Lump htatemfnt— 
Charmer properly itemized.

A hill of a solicitor's costs which, al
though itemized in respect to the services 
performed, does not state the amounts 
charged for each service, but instead claim* 
a lump sum, does not comply with s. 34 of 
the Solicitors Act, R.S.O. 181*7. c. 174 2 
Geo. V. c. 28 ( R.S.O. 1914. c. 159). [Wil
kinson v. Smart, 33 L.T.R. 573; Blake 
v. Hummell, 51 L.T.R. 430, followed. 
See also Gundy v. Johnston, 12 D.L.R. 71; 
Re Johnston. 3 O.L.R. 1. distinguished.]

Gould v. Ferguson, 14 D.L.R. 17. 29 0. 
L.R. 161.

The fact that there is no tariff of charges
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provided therefor presents no obstacle to 
the taxation of a solicitor's bill of costs 
the principal items of which are for con
veyancing. A judgment may be rendered in 
favour of a solicitor in an action on a bill of 
< i-ts for such of the charges as are properly 
realized and which, therefore, are subject

• • taxation ; hut if he takes such judgment
• , the exclusion of other charges which have 
>,.»t lieen properly itemized, he cannot after

ards deliver ami tux a further hill in re
spect of the latter. [Re Davy. 1 C.L.J. NX 
tin. followed. See also Gundv v. Johnson, 
12 D.LR. 71. 28 O.L.R. 121*.]

Gould v. Ferguson, 14 D.L.R. 17, 29 0.1* 
•*. 161.
Taxation — Costs or — Onk-sixth orr

The costs of a reference on a solicitor’s 
bill of costs under s. 79 of the Legal Pro
fessions Act. R.H.B.C. 1911. c. 136. are 
,gainst the solicitor whether the client at 
tends on the taxation or not. if a sixth 
part is taxed off. [Compare s. 3f> of the 
.Solicitors Act. R.S.O. 1887. c. 147, 2 Geo. 
V. (Ont.) c. 28 ( R.S.O. 1914, c. 139).] 
The costs of references oli solicitors' bills 
of costs, provided for by s. 79 of the 
Legal Professions Aet. R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 
136, embrace all the references under ss. 
76. 77. and 78. thus covering taxation 
. hen both sides were present as well as ex 

parte taxations.
Re Duncan and Carscallen.' 13 D.L.R. 

■1,13. 18 B.C.R. 374. 26 W.L.R. 433. 6 W.W.R.

Fmkh — Wager — Dual capacity.
A lawyer employed as a collector at a 

veeltly salary has the right, in addition to 
Ins wages, to taxed fees for services ren
t-red in his professional capacity.

Jones v. Berliner Gramophone Co., 80 
D.L.R. 299. 50 Que. S.C. 254.
Babhirtebs—Fkeh Axn taxation.

There is no distinction, as regards the 
«cale of fees and the rules of taxation. Iie- 
tween the title of a barrister and that of a 
solicitor, neither of. whom ran change the 
«cale by a stipulation.

Cook son v. Driscoll ; Re Estate of I^eahv. 
27 D.L.R. 488. 50 N.S.R. 1.
Taxation or ■ouenoe’e mix or costs-- 

Form or summons.
Re Phelan. 27 D.L.R. 729. 9 W.W.R. 1434. 

Taxation of solicitor and client bill 
or ionrs—Scale.

Re Boseowitz, 27 D.L.R. 721, 10 W.W.R. 
948
Costs—Probate—Foreign letters or ad

ministration.
Re Dobson. 27 D.L.R. 720. 9 A.L.R. 403. 

34 W.L.R. 665. 10 W.W.R. 694.
Taxation of costs—Appeal from.

In respect of a charge made in a solicitor 
and client bill for a service which by the 
tariff of coats is to be fixed in the discretion 
of the taxing officer, testimony of other 
solicitors practising in the same locality is

not admissible to prove what would he a 
fair and usual charge for the service in ques 
tion, lull the taxing officer is to exercise his 
own discretion in the matter. [Howard v 
Burows, 7 Mau. L.R. 181, distinguished.]

Where an appeal from a taxation Itetweeii 
solicitor and client has liven taken to the 
Court of Ap|H-als, which court remits the 
matter to the taxing officer, with directions, 
the right of apjx'Hl still remains from the 
new certificate or report of the taxing officer 
following the rehearing of the matter before

Re Pliillipps X Whitla. 21 D.LR. 42. 25 
Man. L.R. 173, 30 W.L.R. 360. 7 W.W.R 
1019.
Costs—Secret collusive rkttlement— 

Power or Court.
Where the plaintiff and defendant make a 

settlement <>f the matter in litigation behind 
the back of the plaintiff's solicitor, and this 
is done colluaively with the object of do 
Driving the plaintiff's solicitor of his costs, 
the court may. on the latter's application, 
order the defendant to pay alien costs in 
full ; and such liability is not limited by the 
amount of the collusive settlement between 
the parties.

Diearllo v. McLean. 21 D.L.R. 676. 33 
O.L.R. 231.
Tariff of peer—Value of advocate's 

services.
The advocate's tariff of fees is a reason

able estimation of the value of the services 
of an advocate, and there is a presumption 
that it shall apply in ordinary cases, but 
this presumption may lie rebutted by shew
ing tliat the ease was one of unusual or un
expected im|sirtance or duration, requiring 
Hpeca 1 knowledge and preparation, and the 
advocate is entitled to recover the value of 
his services, taking into consideration the 
amount involved.

Duff a. Upton, 25 D.LR. 466. 48 Que. S.C. 
503.
Taxation of solicitor's bill—Examina 

tion an to means.
This was a matter wherein the clients hud 

applied under Qie L*gul Professions Art to 
tax a solicitor's hill. This hill had been 
taxed, and, on appeal, the taxation was fixed 
at $577 odd. Afterwards judgment was 
entered, and Hunter. C.J., on application, 
directed an examination of the clients in aid 
of judgment. In this order directing the 
examination it read that the clients were to 
disclose their projierty. means, etc., of pay
ing the judgment without mentioning the 
fact that they were trustees, and this order 
had never lieen appealed against. On the 
examination of the client, he refused, on 
advice of his counsel, to answer any ques 
t inns mart such aa irtiM le the trust 
estate, and this motion was made to com 
pel him to attend at his own expense and 
answer the questions as regards his property 
and means of paving this judgment. 
Murphy, J„ held that the order, not having 
lieen appealed against, settled the question
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of liability, and that the clients were per
sonally responsible to the solicitor, but, 
outside of this, hr was of the opinion that, 
under the authorities, the clients were per
sonally responsible to the solicitor, citing 
Official Manager, G.T.R. v. Brodie, 8® 
L.J.('h. 514, .1 l)e W. & <L 146; Muir v. 
Glasgow Bank, 4 A.C. .'157.

Steers v. Szameitat, 8 W.VV.R. 1081.
1 M KKAHKO COUNHFX KKB—REFUSAL OF.

An application for increased counsel fee 
will be refused ; r. 222, 22V. give the court 
power to reduce fees, but not to increase

Hewitt v. The "Skeena,” 20 B.C.R. 481. 
Claim ior services—Quantum m ran it—

According to the actual condition of the 
jurisprudence, an attorney has a right to 
claim from his client the value of bis pro
fessional services as established by evidence, 
and not by the tariff, which has appli
cation only for determination of the amount 
that the party condemned should pay to the 
attorneys of his opponent.

lxiraiiger v. Denis Advertising Signs, 48 
Que. S.C. If).
Tariff of attorney's fees—Charge for

An attorney has a right to the fee estab
lished by art. 82 of the tariff of fees to 
attorneys for having written a letter to a 
debtor at the demand of the creditor who 
«•an refuse to accept the amount of the debt 
if these fees are not paid at the same time.
In suidi ease be should bring his action for 
the amount of the debt only, as the fees for 
the letter are not exigible when there is an 
action: and the offer of the defendant of 
the amount of the debt made liefore the 
action, although corresponding to the 
amount claimed, will in these circumstances 
be declared insufficient.

Perreault v. Breitman. 48 Que. S.C. 172. 
Appearance fkf’ore parliamentary and

GOVERNMENTAL ROUIES—VALUE OF SERV
ICER—Discretion of court.

fine who needs the services of an attorney 
and benefits by those which arc rendered is 
bound to pay their value. The courts have 
a discretion in appreciating the value of ser
vices rendered by attorneys in judicial 
matters. But when it is a matter arising 
outside of the domain of the administration 
of justice, sui'li as appearing la-fore govern
ments and parliaments, the court cannot 
supplement the evidence given by the par-

Perron v. Security Life Ins. Co., 48 Que. 
S.C. 43!).
Costs—Taxation—Appeal.

He Solicitor. 8 O.W.X. 83.
Taxation of him. of costs ahainst client 

— Appeal — Discretion of taxing 
officer — Extraordinary charges — 
Quantum of fees—Retaining fees in

Re Solicitor, 8 O.W.X. 437.

jrs, ii e.
Lien on imh vmen rs for services rbxuerkii

AS AFFECTED BY DISSOLUTION OF FIRM 
AND ASSIGNMENT OF DEBT TO NEW FIRM
—Effect of proof or hebt under
WINDING-UP PROCEEDINGS AGAINST 
client—Waiver.

Re Solicitors, 37 D.L.R. 763. [1»17] 3 
W H R. 771.
Costs—Taxation—order fob, obtained by 

solicitors — Ambiguity — Liability 
of estate of deceased person — 
Amendment.

Re Solicitons 11 O.W.X. 31».
Bill ok costs—Solk itobs Act, R.S.O. 

1014, < u. 130, s. 34—Itemized bill— 
Lump charoe.

Re Solicitor, 12 O.W.X. 11U.
Bill of costs — Taxation betwf:en — So

licitor AND CLIENT — AgKLK.MBNT — 
Lump sum—Retainer-fee—Coxsulta- 
tion-f’KF—Tariff of costs—Discre
tion OF TAXING OFFICER,— REVIEW.

Re Solicitor, 12 O.W.X. 386.
Costs of litigation — Charging order — 

Fund dealt with by JUDGMENT—Con
struction os judgment.

Wilson v. Wilson, 13 O.W.X. 56.
Sum due by solicitor to client—Agree

ment — Equitable assignment — 
Validity—Solicitor’s lien.

Re CL. A Solicitor, 13 O.W.X. 127. 
Reasonableness of charges.

An advocate, who notifies his client in 
writing that he will not take his case less 
a certain retainer, and receives no answer, 
is justified in interpreting such silence as 
an acquiescence, and when the case is fin
ished he has a right to his specified retainer 
particularly where it may lie considered just 
and reasonable for the work done and the 
extra study required.

Fontaine v. Morrison, 51 Que. S.C. 81.
The plaintiffs were a firm of barristers 

and solicitors. A. of that firm was re
tained by defendant to act as counsel in a 
suit then pending. It was found that de
fendant agreed to pay for this the sum of 
#100 lier day. The trial lasted seven days. 
One day was occupied in consultation and 
two days going and returning from the 
trial, and a proper hill for #1,000 was 
rendered. In an action to recover the 
balance due it was held, that the defendant, 
bv agreeing to pay the fee stated, had con
tracted himself out of the I«égal Profession 
Act, and the court could not order taxation, 
hut must give judgment for the plaintiffs.

Allan v. Dnngerllelil, 4 S.L.R. 363.
( ounrei. ftce—Taxation—Quantum—Ap

portionment OF’ FEE.
The quantum of a counsel fee to he al

lowed by a taxing master or judge should 
lie the same, irrespective of whether it is 
taxed between party and party or between 
solicitor and client. The distinction between 
a solicitor ami client taxation and one be
tween party ami party is that in the latter 
taxation only those charges will, as a gen-
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vrai rule he allowed which arc strictly nec
essary for the prosecution of the litigation 
or are contained in the tariff of fees, while 
in the former a solicitor is entitled to be 
paid by his client for nil services rendered 
by him at the express or implied request of 
the client, even though such services are not 
entered by the tariff or are not chargeable 
against the opposite party. A counsel fee 
may lie apportioned between services in 
preparation of the argument and those in 
presentation «if the agrument at the trial.

lni|H‘rial Klevator etc., Co. v. Olive, 27 
S.L.R. 3ft. IS W.W.R. 1104.
Com pen nation—Rkta i nkr—Conflict of

EVIDENCE BETWEEN SOLICITOR ANU

<>n all questions as to the retainer of a 
solicitor, where there is no written retainer 
and there is a conflict of evidence as to the 
authority between tin* solicitor and the 
client without further cireumstances, weight 
must be given to the ilenial of the party 
sought to lie «-hargeil rather than to the 
affirmation of the solicitor.

Maifiill v. Chin Vow You, 10 B.C.R. 241. 
Bii.l for services rendered in county

WHERE KOMITIOK RES III EH—REFERENCE
of mu. iti Toronto—Irregular oriikr 
—Objection not taken at proffr 
time—Con. r. 1187. all.

Re Solicitor, 23 O.W.R. «21.
Action fob bill ok costs—Husband anu 

wife—Action BRoronr in name of 
wife—Liability of husband—Ab
sence OF WRITTEN RETAINER—CREDIT 
GIVEN TO WIFE—FlNDINfl OF FACT.

Beck v. laing. ft OAV.X. 000.
Liability stir professional services.

Two business men, who together consult 
an attorney, are both liable for the payment 
-if Ilia fees unless they make the attorney 
understand that his services are required on 
account of another person.

Meagher v. XYalah, 24 Rev. Leg. 471.
A client who engages the services of an 

advocate practising apparently in partner- 
sliip with other advocates, who pays for his 
services, cannot be «‘ailed on to pay again 
to the partnership ev«-n though such advo
cate was only an employee.

Brodeur v. Duelos. 53 Que. R.C. 614. 
Settling partnership estate.

When an advocate lias been appointed 
by a partner to settle the estate of the 
partnership jointly with another advocate, 
u«'ling for the other partner, if it appears 
that he acted n«it «inly as an arbitrator, but 
also in his professional quality of ailvocate, 
he is entitled to claim from his client the 
value of services due in his quality of ad- 
\"«ate and arbitrator.

•Jacobs v. Wener, 14 Que. P.R. 188.
Firm ok advocates—Retainer—Personal 

services.
A client who consults a member of a firm 

of advocates and commits a case to his care

unconditionally, contracts with the tirrn, 
and is IhiuiuI to accept the services of any 
one of its members for the conduct of his 
case. Hence, he cann«it repudiate a claim 
for fe<-8 on the ground that he had expected 
the personal services of the member of tbo 
firm to whom lie addressed himself, and 
that^ another ha«l appeared and acted in-

Pelissier v. Houle, 45 Que. S.C. 104. 
Counsel fees—Small debt action.

hi a small debt action there is no pro
vision for counsel or solicitor f«?c8, save 
where the action is formally terminated by 
judgment on default or otherwise and there 
is a successful party so «li-termined.

Kitchen Overall & Shirt Co. v. Skeele, 
7 W.W.R. 074
Counsel fee—Quantum taxation—Appor

tionment.
Tile quantum of a «‘ouusel fee to be al

lowed by a taxing master or judge slniubl 
lie the same, irrespective ol whether it is 
taxed between party ami party, or between 
solicitor and client. The distinction lie- 
tween a solicitor and client taxation ami 
one between party and party is that in the 
latter taxation only those charges will, as a 
general rule, be allowtxl which are strictly 
necessary for the prosecution of the litiga
tion or are contained in the tariff of fees, 
while in the former a solicitor is entitled 
to lie paid by his client for all services 
rendered by him at the express or implie«l 
request of the client, even though such 
services are not covered by tin* tariff or are 
not chargeable against the opposite party. 
A counsel fee may be apport iontHl between 
services in preparation of the argument and 
those in presentation of the argument at the 
trial.

Imperial Elevator v. Olive, 6 W.W.R. 
1104.
Barristers and solicitors — Costs — 

Whether solicitors employed by de
fendant OR ONLY BY DEFENDANT'S 
SOLICITOR AS AGENTS.

Held, that plaintiff's assignors, a firm of 
solicitors, were employed by defemlant, and 
were entitled to recover costs from him; de
fendant claiming they were not retained by 
him hut by his solicitor as agents.

Killey v. McDermott. [1910] 1 W.W.R. 
«60.
(8 II C—31)—Contingent fees.

In the absence of a contract made under 
the provisions of the Law Society Act 
(Man.,) between solicitor and client, there 
is no authority for fixing the remuneration 
of a solicitor upon the basis of a commission 
or percentage of the amount recovered; a 
solicitor’s fee on settlement in a matter 
where large interests ar«; involved may be 
taxed by analogy to the usual allowance for 
counsel fees.

Re Phillipps and W’hitla. 21 D.L.R. 42, 
2ft Man. L.R. 173. 30 W.L.R. 360. 7 W.W.R. 
1019, reversing 20 D.L.R. 314, 29 W.L.R. 
639, 7 W.W.R. 350.
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('ONTOACT FOR CONTINGENT FEE.

fine I) retained a solicitor in connec
tion with certain divorce proceedings pend
ing in the United States, entering into an 
agreement for an expressed consideration to 
pay the solicitor $.’100 for such services. 
Subsequently the solicitor received the pro
ceeds of a loan obtained by D, and was 
asked by the latter to account, whereupon 
he deducted $.'100 and paid over the balance. 
It did not appear that the proceedings in 
respect of which the solicitor had lieen en
gaged were terminated. <>n a motion to 
compel the solicitor to deliver a bill, it 
was held, that, notwithstanding an agree
ment to pay a fixed amount for fees in re- 
respect of any particular matter, the court, 
if not satisfied that the amount so agreed 
upon is reasonable under the circumstances, 
may direct a bill to Ik* delivered and taxed. 
(2 1 But, as it was not shewn that the re
lationship of solicitor and client had been
ended, or that the proc... lings in respect of
which the solicitor had lK*en engaged had 
been terminated, no order could Im* made.

Ile W. S. Walker. 4 K.L.R. 402.
Agreement with client made in foreign 

country—Proof of foreign law—Lex 
loci < ontractur—Contingent fi:f.— 
Share of estate—Agreement made 
after relationship of solicitor and 
client arose—Duty ok solicitor—Ab
sence of independent advice—Action 
to net aside agreement—Evidence— 
Remedy under Solicitors Act—Im
possibility of performance of agree-

MacMalmn v. Tanglier, 7 O.W.N. ft.
(6 IT C—33)—Fee on settlement Taxa

tion—Appeal reference back—New 
evidence—Finding for same amount.

The allowance of an appeal from the taxa
tion between solicitor and client of a lump 
sum (in this ease $3.500), as a fee on settle
ment and a reference back for reconsidera
tion will not invalidate another finding by 
the taxing oflicer of the same amount where 
new evidence has been taken by him to 
fix the value of the services in question.

Re Phillipps A Whit la. 20 D.L.R. Ü14. 
‘2ft W.L.R. 030. 7 W.W.R. 330. [Reversed 
21 D.L.R. 42. 25 Man. UR. 173. 30 W.L.R. 
300. 7 W.W.R. 1010.1
Settlement negotiations — Rkmunkb-

In the taxation of a bill of solicitor and 
client for effecting a settlement of matters 
in litigation, and conducting such litiga
tion. the taxing officer lias a wide discre
tion as to the nmount to lie allowed to the 
solicitor as a “fee on settlement.” and. m 
determining the amount of that fee, he 
should take into account all of the facta 
and circumstances, the amount involved iu 
tin* litigation, the result achieved, the time 
sjMMit in negotiations, etc., hut the 
quantum should be fixed in accordance with 
the principles of the tariff promulgated 
under the King's Bench Act. and not upon

the basis of a percentage in the absence 
of an express contract for a commission 
even if the latter Ik* permissible under the 
Legal Profession Act, R>.M. 1902, c. 93, 
s. 05, to cover such services. [Re Johnston, 
3 O.L.R. 1; and Re Attorneys, 20 U.C.C.P. 
495, distinguished.]

Re Phillipps and Whit la. 12 D.L.R. 100. 
23 Man. UR. 92. 24 W.L.R. 10, 4 W.W.R. 
311. reversing 9 D.L.R. 79. [See 21 D.L.R. 
42. 25 Man. UR. 173, 30 W.L.R. 300, 7 
W.W.R. 1019. J
($ II C—35)—Lien on costs awarded 

itjent—Adverse garnish ment.
Fife v. Mcl-aren, 14 D.L.ll. 097, 3 W.W.R. 

053.
Lien on fund in court lob professional 

services—Payment out.
Canada Carriage Co. v. l<ea, 12 D.L.R. 

840, 4 O.W.N. 1594.
Solicitor's lien—Ox judgment by his ex 

estions—Priority
A solicitor’s lien upon a judgment in his 

client’s favour recovered by his exertions 
will take priority over a garnishee order 
attaching the judgment debt. [ObIIow v. 
Garrold, 14 Q.B.D. 543. applied.)

Ritchie v. Snider. 20 D.L.R. 185, 7 A.L.R. 
433. 7 W.W.R. 129 
Lien—Rights in fund or property.

A solicitor's agreement to divide with hi* 
law partner remuneration that he was to 
receive under a contract with a third per 
son in respect to a real estate purchase, is 
not affected by the Law Society Act, R.S.M. 
1902, o. 95.

McLaws v. Smith. 0 D.L.R. 559. 21 W.L.R. 
780.
Lien on money paid into ( ourt—Settle-

In the absence of collusion between the 
parties to an action, to deprive a solicitor of 
liis costs, he is not entitled to a lien on 
moneys paid into court to abide the event 
of the action, upon Mibsequent settlement by 
the parties themselves.

Tropox v. Dronev, 39 D.L.R. 133, 13 
A.L.R. 39. [1918| 1 W.W.R. 540.
Lien — Garnishment — Creditors Relief

Solicitors securing the payment into court 
of a sum of money under garnishment pro 
ceedings on a judgment recovered by them, 
the fund never having been in their posses 
sion or control, have no lien upon it for 
their costs, nor are they entitled, under r. 
089. "to a charge upon the property re
covered or preserved through their instru 
mentality." and under the Creditors Relief 
Act ( R.S.O.. 1914. c. 81. ss. 4 6). the fund 
is distributable ratably among all creditors, 
subject to the payment thereout of the 
costs of the attachment proceedings. [Bell 
v. Wright, 24 Can. S.C.R. 050; Union Bank 
v. Stewart, 3 Terr. L.R. 342, distinguished.)

Dales v. Byrne. 27 D.L.R. 453, memo, in 
20 D.UR. 747. 35 O.L.R. 495.
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NATURE of UK* ON CLIENT'S DOCUMENTS— 

I ' RODVCTIO N—W1ND1NULP.
<ulieitors merely have a "passive" or "re

taining" lien on document!» coming into 
their hands in the general course of bus
iness for a client and not in the coArae of 
any action or proceedings or such as to en 
title them to a charging order ; and the 
production of such documents "without pre- 
iiiilice" to such Iii n under s. 22 (Id), of 
the Companies Winding-up Act, R.N.N., 
'!»»!), c. 78. does not thereby, in any wise, 
affect that lietT so as to entitle it to priority 
ever the claims of other creditors. | lie 
Rapid Hoad Transit Co., [1009] 1 Ch. ltd: 
Re Meter Cabs, [1911 ] 2 Ch. 557. distin
guished.]

I a ecu tors & Administrators Trust Co. 
v Seaborn, 27 D.I..R. 427. » S.L.R. 232, 34 
W.LR. 112, 10 W.W.R. 343.
1.1 I N FOR (NINTH ON IWNIKH OF COM PANT— 

KVIDF.NO;—1‘OSHKHNIOX IN (Mil RAF. OP 
III HINF.MK—COMPANIFN AtT (B.C.).AKT. 
104.

lie Alpha Mortgage A- Invest. Co.. 22 
R.C.R, 513, 34 W.LR. 483, 10 W.W.R.

Ci» n itiR forth—Counterclaim—Set-off.
Where a plaintiff obtains judgment for 

part of his claim «ith costs, except the 
iosts of certain issues upon which the de
fendant. succeeds, which arc given to the de
fendant, and the defendant obtains judgment 
tor part of his counterclaim with costs. e\- 
••ept the costs of certain issues upon which 
the plaintiff succeeds, which are given to 
the plaintiff, the counterclaim is not to lie 
regarded as a separate action so as to give 
tin- plaintiff's solicitor a lien for costs upon 
the amount recovered for his client so as 
in defeat the defendant's right to a set-off.

I.i sperance v. .Mollot, 34 W.LR. 242, 10 
W.W.R. 202.
Ki nd in Court — Assertion op lien or

RIO HT TO EQUITABLE INTERVENTION OF 
COURT TO ENABLE SOLICITOR TO OBTAIN 
PAYMENT OP COSTS — FUND NOT CREATED 
OR PRESERVED BY SOLICITOR— RlOIIT OF
solicitor — Security furnished by 
client—Nature of claim for costs— 
Counterclaim.

Oshawa I-Hilda & Investment v. Newsom, 
10 O.W.N. 300. [See also 27 D.L.R. 744. | 
Retention of moneys of client in settle

ment OP COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS—
Agreement with client—Bill of
COSTS NOT DEUVKREO—MOTION FOR AC
COUNT AND DELIVERY OP BILL MADE 
API'HR LAPSE OP FIFTEEN YEARS—CLAIM 
AGAINST SOLICITORS MIR NEGLIGENCE — 
Statute of Limitations — Dismissal
OF PREVIOUS APPLICATION.

Re Solicitors. 5 O.W.N. 671.
Lien fob costs—Property recovered or 

PRESERVED BY SOLICITOR’S EFFORTS — 
Arbitration—Payment ok mon ft into 
court—Claimants—Priority.
Linden v. Bastedo, 7 O.W.N. 602.

Charging order upon land—Right or
IIOXA HUE PUB* BASER.

V., a solicitor, was retained by J. to take 
action against M. for rescission of an agree
ment for «ale and for removal of a caveat 
tiled by M. The agreement was set aside 
and the caveat removed. Pending the 
action referred to, J. agreed to sell the same 
lands to I)., and D. tiled a caveat, based on 
his agreement, also paying a portion of the 
purchase money. Held, that V. was on 
titled to a charging order upon deceased's 
interest in the land sold.

Varlev v. Commonwealth Trust Co., 9 
W.W.R. Oil.
(g II C—36) — Direct action (Quebec

PRACTICE).
The attorney for a plaintiff ia by the in

stitution of suit placed in the position of 
incidental plaintiff against defendant tor 
recovery of his costs, and he has a direct, 
action therefor subject, however, to the 
same fate as the main action of his client 
either in the court rtf instance or in appeal.

Seale v. Bowers, 1 D.L.R. 632.
D. Summary proceeding.

(8 II D—401 — Keiention or money op 
client — Order for payment witiiin 
limited time—Penalty on default—
STRIKING OF NAME I ROM MOLL.

Re Solicitor, 37 O.L.R. 310, 10 O.W.N. 
181.
Remuneration — Agreement — Aitkin

TO ENFORCE — No BILL DELIVERED.
Beleourt v. Crain, 22 O.L.R. 501, 17 

O.W.R. 1067.
Municipal corporations — Employment 

of counsel—Servicer at civic inves
tigation—Absence of by-law and op 
CONTRACT UNDER REAL.

Manning v. Winnipeg. 17 W.L.R. 329. 
Taxation of costs — Solicitor and client 

—one change for several items.
Re Solicitor, 18 O.W.R. 366.

III. Remedies against; motions; taxation

(8 III—45)—Motion against solicitor.
The word “summon»” in a. 52 of the 

I.égal Profession Act i» equivalent to “no
tice,” and no leave to serve it out of the 
jurisdiction upon a barrister and solicitor 
upon whom charges have lieen preferred is 
necessary ; no question of territoriality 
arises, since a barrister and solicitor is an 
officer of the court wherever resident, so 
long as he remains in good standing.

Re A.B., a solicitor, 4 A.L.R. 17.
Negligence—Administration of estate

Hie re is no privity of contract between 
beneficiaries under a will and the solicitor 
employed by the executors and such bene
ficiaries have no direct remedy against the x 
solicitor for any negligence or erroneous 
advice on the part of the solicitor, nor, in 
an action by the lieneflciarin against the 
executor for the removal of the executor
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ami :m accounting of all dealing» in von- 
nevtion with the estate, can Mich bénéfi
cia rie» recover fee» paid out of the estate 
by the executor to the solicitor, Quiere: 
Whether the solicitor of an executor by 
actively and knowingly assisting the latter 
in improperly dealing with the estate gives 
a cause of action to the beneficiaries of aueh 
estate against such solicitor.

I'errv v. Perrv, 28 Man. L.R. 1, [1917] 1 
W.W.R. 174.
Taxation nut costs — Between solicitors

ANU CLIENTS WITHIN MEANING OK THE 
HTATtTTE—TWO Bll.1,8 GROWING OUT OF 
SAME MATTER.

Re Solicitors, 20 O.W.R. 282.
Taxation ok o»ms — Appeal to Court of 

Appeal — Question ok principle.
Re Solicitors, 19 O.W.R. 936.

Costs — Taxation between mu u mm and
VI IEN1

Re Solieitor. 12 O.W.R. 1094. and Murphy 
v. Corrv, 7 O.W.R. at p. 336. followed.

Re Solicitors, 19 O.W.R. 753.
Taxation of costs or Surrogate Court

PKOi ERDINGB — REFERENCE TO TAXING 
offii er in Toronto.

Re Solicitor, 19 O.W.R. 965.
Counsel fee —Action fob — Tariff or

Allan v. Dangerfield, 16 W.L.R. 184. 
Charging order — Costs — Recovery or 

PRESERVATION OK PROPERTY — INCUM
BRANCES—Priority.

Striemer v. Nagel. 17 W.L.R. 189. 
Praecipe order kor delivery of bill of 

costs — Undertaking to pay amount

Desau I nier» v. Johnston, 20 Man. L.R. 
431. 17 W.L.R. 635.
Order for delivery of bill — Termina

tion OF EMPLOYMENT — AGREEMENT TO 
pay lump sum — Reasonableness.

Re Solicitor. 19 W.L.R. 249.
Solicitor and client—Retainer—Settle

ment FOR PROFESSION XI SF.RVK EM REN
DERED—Further pdocefjiinuh — Es
toppel.

Lane v. Duff. 45 N.S.R. 338. 9 E.L.R.
484.

SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS
See Taxes ; Municipal Corporations, II 

H

SPECIFIC PERFOB MANCE.
I. Right to remedy.

a. In general.
b. Oral contracts.
0. Subject-matter of contracts in general. 
D. Contracts relating to personal prop-

e. Contracts for real property.
II. Decree of judgment.

Annotations.
f:round for refusing the remedy, 7 D.L. 

R. 340.

Jurisdiction; contract as to lands in a 
foreign country, 2 D.L.R. 215.

Oral contract ; Statute of Frauds; effect 
of admission in pleading, 2 D.L.H. 636.

Sale of lands; contract making time of 
esaenct; equitable relief. 2 D.L.K. 464.

When remedy applies lietween vendor 
and purehasr, 1 D.L.R. 354.

Specific performance of agreements for 
company debentures, 24 D.L.R. 373.

Vague and uncertain contracts, 31 D.L.R. 
485.

I. Right to remedy
A. In GENERAI.

(8 I A—1)—Right to remedy.
In an action for specific performance, 

the plaintiff's readiness and eagerness to 
perform bis part of the contract must lie 
judged as of the time the action is com
menced.

Evans v. Norris, 8 D.I*R. 652, 5 A.L.R. 
320, 22 W.L.R. 818, 3 W.W.R. 532. 
Against Crown—Remedy for damages.

Specific performance cannot be decreed 
against the Crown, and where there is a 
valid contract which it refuses to earrv 
out, the only remedy is damages for breach 
of the contract.

Cant hier v. The King. 33 D.L.R. 88, 15 
Can. Ex. 444. [Affirmed, 4» D.L.R. 353, 
56 Can. S.C.R. 176.J
When pkeui.i/dfj> by right to damages— 

Purchase of real estate from non- 
owner.

'Hie purchaser of real estate from a 
party who is not the owner, hut a lessee 
in process of liecoming aueli by payment of 
rentals during an unexpired term, can 
have no action against the seller for spe
cific performance ; but his proper remedy 
is for recovery of damages for breach of 
contract.

Moquin v. Dingman, 44 Que. 8.C. 341.
(g I A—2)—Mutuality or obligation or

One cannot be compelled to specifically 
perform a contract for the sale of land 
owned by him, which was made by a person 
who acted without instructions from or 
the authority of the owner.

Boland v.‘ Philp. 5 D.L.R. 81. 3 O.W.N. 
1562, 22 O.W.R. 849.
Mutuality — Conditions — Executory 

AGREEMENT—SAI.E OF Rl SINEHB.
It was a term in an agreement for the 

sale of O.’s business, etc., to B. and D. : 
that B. should pay *10.000 in cash, and 
that D. should pay $10.060 in the manner 
therein set forth. B. did not pay his $10.- 
000. The document was left with a solic
itor acting for both parties:—Held, that 
specific performance could not lie obtained 
by <L against D. ; inasmuch as the pay
ments bv D. and B. were mutually condi
tional. Held, also, that the agreement 
was never concluded.

Dow v. Body, 30 W.L.R. 248.
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(§ I A —3'—CkRT.UNTY OK TERMS. I

Where the terms of a von tract are rea
sonably certain and complete au far an | 
essential* are concerned, though the man- ; 
tier of payment is left o|h*ii for adjustment 
between the parties, specific performance I 
will be decreed.

Martin v. Jarvis, 31 D.L.R. 740, 37 O.L 
R.

Where it appears that the terms of a | 
written agreement are indefinite or uncer
tain, specific performance will not be de- 
«■reed. Specific performance of a written 
instrument will not Is- decreed where it is 
shewn that the instrument did nut contain 
the whole agreement of the parties, but 
that it was the intention of the parties 
at the time of the execution of the instru
ment that a formal agreement should he 
later entered into between them. If two 
(•arts of a contract are mutually exclusive, 
specific performance of one part may he 
decreed if specific performance of the 
whole is impossible. But where the two 
parts are dependent one upon the other, 
and it is impossible to decree specific per
formance of the one part, it will be denied 
as to the entire agreement.

Treadgold V. Rost, 7 D.L.R. 741, 22 
W.LJL 300.
Certainty and dkki.nitkxksn.

A memorandum of sale of land which re
cites a consideration of #2,700 and pro
vides for 6 yearly payments aggregating 
#2,400 only, does not contain all of the 
terms of the contract between the parties 
so as to satisfy the rc<|iiirements of s. 4 
of the Statute of Frauds, when the doc
ument is silent as to the manner of pay
ing the remaining $300 v-hether in cash 
or otherwise, nor van it lie presumed even 
as against the vendor that such balance 
was to be paid in cash, although the pur
chaser assents thereto by his pleading.

Fenske v. Farhaeher. 2 D.L.R. 034, 5 S. 
L.R. 283. 21 W.L.R. 03. 2 W.W.R. 216.

Npeeifie performanee will not be decreed 
■of an agreement containing terms that are 
vague or uncertain, such as “to give hack 
an agreement on the land” in part pay-

C'ampbell v. Bare, 31 D.L.R. 473, 27 Man. 
Î..R. 191, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 283.
Certainty and dfkimtknkss — Timber 

MEASUREMENT.
A contract for the sale of standing tim

ber which states that the price to lie “on 
the basis of fifty cents a thousand stump- 
age net.” but making no provision for the 
method by which, or the persons by whom, 
such measurement is to lie made, is not en
forceable by specific performance.

McMillan v. Cameron. 119171 2 W.W.R. 
940, 24 B.C.R. 170. [ Affirmed, 24 B.C.R.
30».]

(§ I A—6)—Default on initial payment 
—When remedy applies.

Where a lease, not under seal, contains a

clause giving to the lessee an option to pur 
chase the premises for a certain sum. of 
which part is to be paid in cash, and the 
remainder secured by mortgage, and a let
ter is written within the time prescribed, 
notifying the lessor of the exercise of the 
option by the lessee, but no tender is made 
of the cash payment, an action for specific 
performance will fail, liecnuse of the ab
sence of any tender, mid the plaintiff can
not rely upon a tender made on the day 
following the issue of the writ.

Miller v. Allen, 7 D.L.R. 138, 4 U.W.N. 
340.

Where a purchaser, under an agreement, 
to purchase lands, insists upon something 
unprovided for in the agreement as u sine 
qua non of his jierforming his own express 
obligations under the contract, he thereby 
raises an impassable barrier to his own 
action for specific performance. Where an 
agreement for the sale of land expressly 
requires payment of $10,000 on the pur
chase price contemporaneously with the 
execution of the document and where the 

urchaser prior to the execution thereof 
new of an outstanding mortgage amount

ing to much less than the subsequent in
stalments of the purchase price, his explicit 
refusal to comply with the provisions for 
the $10,000 payment gives his vendor the 
right to treat such refusal as an a bun 
donment, or, at least, a repudiation of the 
agreement entitling the vendor to rescind. 
Where an agreement for the sale of land 
expressly stipulates for a down payment of 
$10,000 on a $33.730 purchase, and there is 
outstanding a mortgage (of which the pur
chaser had notice prior to the agreement 1 
which amounts to less than the balance of 
the purchase price, if the purchaser refuses 
on an objection to title based upon the out
standing mortgage to make the down pay
ment, the vendor is entitled upon reason
able notice to cancel the contract, and 
where such notice is given and the pur
chaser still refuses to comply he cannot 
afterwards enforce specific performance.

Cushing v. Y night. 0 D.L.R. 820, 46 Can. 
S.C.R. 555, 2 W.W.R. 704, reversing 1 D.L. 
R. 331, 4 A.L.R. 123. 20 W.L.R. 28.
(# I A—9)—Knowledue of plaintiff ah 

to defendant's inability to perform.
Where house premises were sold for a 

lump sum and the purchaser knew that 
the vendor had title only to the frontage 
of 20 feet occupied by the dwelling, and 
a right-of-way jointly with an adjoining 
owner over and upon a passageway 8 or 
9 feet wide at the side of the house, hut 
the property was in good faith described 
in the contract of sale as having a front
age of “241 feet more or less” (that front
age being the basis of the tax assessment ) 
the purchaser who lias declined either to 
receive hack his deposit or to accept the 
property as it stands without abatement in 
price and who has insisted u|niii his requi 
sit ion of title for the full 24 A feet frontage
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or coin|icii*ation for a deflcieucy of 4 A feet 
withoul refereui-c to the value of the 
right-of-way, will not he allowed, after the 
dismissal of his action for specific per- 
formanee against the vendor tried niton 
that issue, to vhange his position upon an 
appeal from such dismissal and to then 
elect to take specific performanee without 
coin jx-nsat ion, if such vlaim would raise a 
new eause of action not ii|ton the record, 
especially where there was no evidence that 
the value of the 20 feet frontage and of 
the vendor's rights over the passageway 
whieh the vendor offered to convev was any 
less than would have been the value of the 
frontage eontraeted for, and where the 
«■ontraet provided that the agreement 
should be null ami void if any objection to 
title was insisted upon, which the vendor 
was unable or unwilling to remove.

Italien v. Wilkinson, ‘2 D.L.R. 190, 3 
O.W.N. 85», 21 O.W.R. 427.
Vkmmik am» Pl'BCllaseb.

Specific performanee of an agreement 
for sale of land with abatement will not 
lie granted where the vendor ha* expressly 
represented that lie «as not the owner of 
all the land conveyed end could not sell all 
of it without having his act ratified.

Wilson v. I‘after son, 3» D.L.R. 048, 14 
A.L.R. 162, [1018] 1 W.W.R. 099.
(it 1 A—11) — I’KHMONH ENTITLED TO EN

FORCE.—PLAINTIFF IllSyVAI.1KVI.XO HIM

One who has disqualified himself from 
fierforming a contract. to give $1,500 anil 
a particular lot for a certain farm prop
erty by conveying the lot to a third per- 
son, cannot cum)»cl specific performance by 
the other party.

Smith v. Kilpatrick, 11 D.L.R. 101. 42
N. B.R. 103. 12 E.L.R. 557.

Where the terms of an agreement for the 
sale of a mine are uncertain, and it further 
appears that this agreement was not the 
final agreement but that a more formal 
agreement was to Is- drawn up later, the 
fact that part of the purchase price has 
liecn paid by the purchaser, is not such 
part performance of the contract as would 
entitle him to sjieoitic performance, and he 
will have to avail himself of another rem 
edv for the recovery of the moneys so paid.

Treadgold v. Rost, 7 D.L.R. 741. 22 W.L. 
R. 300.

In an action by the purchaser for spe
cific performance of an agreement to sell 
land, if it appears that the vendor has a 
part interest, only in the land, the pur
chaser is entitled to specific performance 
to the extent of such interest, with com
pensation in reaped of any outstanding
estate. | Kennedy v. Spence, 24 O.L.R. 535, 
3 O.W.N. 76. followed.]

tlotteainan v. Werner, 3 D.L.R. 206, 3
O. W.N. 1042.
Sait.—Enforcing partial perform a nck—

One OF REVERAI. JOINT OWNER*.
Where (lie proposed purchaser knew that

the vendor was not the side owner and the 
vendor did not assume to contract aa such 
on taking a deposit and giving a receipt 
embodying the terms of sale expressed to 
lie “subject to owners' approval, the pur 
chaser, on the co-owners" rejection of the 
agreement, is not entitled to specific per
formance pro tanto for even the partial in
terest which his vendor had.

Tremblay v. Dussault, 8 D.L.R. 348, 23 
Man. L.R.* 128. 22 W.L.R. 716, 3 W.W.R. 
467. I Affirmed, 10 D.L.R. 500, 23 Man. 
UR. 128, at 135, 4 W.W.R. 235.J 
Substantial performance.

Although, in an action for specific per
formance, tlie court cannot order a defend
ant to execute a deed of sale which is not 
in conformity with the conditions of the 
agreement of sale, nevertheless the defend
ant is not thereby relieved from the execu
tion of his obligation; upon being placed in 
default, he may I*' ordered to sign a deed 
in conformity with the stipulations of the 
contract, and* to pay costs.

Menard v. Thnot, 50 (juc. S.C. 280.
(| 1 A—12)—PERSONS ENTITLES TO EN

FORCE PERFORMANCE.
An injunction will not be granted to en

force specific performance of a contract or 
to prevent the other contracting jiarty se
curing other* to perform what was to In- 
done, when the party claiming that relief 
had wrongfully refused to carry out his 
part of the contract and still persisted in
""will"*v. Central R. Co., 19 D.L.R. 174, 
24 Due. K.B. 102.

Where land is descrilted in a letter from 
the owner to a real estate broker, which 
letter also contains the words, “1 hereby 
give you the right to sell the above prop
erly, and the broker arranged for a sale 
thereof with the plaintiff, who executed a 
formal agreement of sale, and where the 
subsequent conduct of all the parties and 
the evidence in the case shews that the 
ordinary meaning of the word ‘•sell*’ was 
considered as modified or restricted, the 
plaintiff is not entitled to specific perform
ance of the said agreement of sale as 
against the owner.

Schaefer v. Millar I Battleford Realty 
Co.), 8 D.L.R. 706. 22 W.L.R. 745. 3 W.W. 
R. 516. [Affirmed, 11 D.L.R. 417, 6 S.L.R. 
305, 4 W.W.R. 490, 23 W.L.R. 918.]

Though payment of a cash deposit on a 
purchase of land is not such part perform
ance as to remove the case from the opera
tion of the statute of Fraud*, yet a re 
eeipt given for said deposit which sets out 
a sale by an agent, upon terms authorized 
by his written instructions from the owner, 
may furnish the written memorandum of 
the sale required by the statute, so as to 
warrant specific performance as against the

Llov v. Welle, 3 D.L.R. 315, 5 S.L.R. 281. 
21 W.L.R. 50, 2 W.W.R. 219.

A trifling deficiency in the amount ten-
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dered an the balance due under an agree
ment for the sale of land, will not neces
sarily disentitle the purchaser to specific 
performance of the agreement.

Gillespie v. Wells, 2 D.L.R. 519, 22 Man. 
L.R. 366, 21 W.L.R. 231, 2 W.W.R. 272.

The granting of relief in a proceeding for 
the -.peeific performance of u contract, lies 
in the discretion of the court, and will not 
lie exercised arbitrarily or capriciously, hut 
only where it would lie inequitable to deny 
such relief.

I' uller v. Maynard. 5 D.L.R. 620, 3 O.W. 
X. 1602. 22 O.W.R. SO!».
Person» kxtitled to — Dbkavlt on in-

STAI.MK.XT8—REALTY 8AI.K.
In n .-«pci illative land purchase payable 

by instalments, the purchaser not being in 
possession, his failure to meet the purchase 
instalments either because of holding off to 
watch the ebb and flow of the land market 
or through gross negligence, disentitles him 
to specific performance, where he has not 
shewn himself “ready or eager" to perform 
his part of the contract.

Ver na v. Donohue, 14 D.L.R. 749, 18 
B.C.R. 468. 26 W.L.R. 257, 6 W.W.R. 666. 
< 8 I A—13)—Tender—Offer to perfobm.

Tender of a deed of land to lie given by 
the vendee in exchange as part of the pur
chase money and of the balance of the ad
justment money, is waived by the vendor’s 
unwarranted notice to the vendee that the 
vendor considered the contract off, and the 
purchaser’s action for specific performance 
i< not barred by the failure to make the 
tender. [Cudnev v. Gibbs, 20 Ü.R. 500, ap-

Norman v. McMurrav, 10 D.L.R. 757, 4 
O.W.N. 1266. 24 O.W.R. 632.

A party cannot call upon a court of 
• equity for specific performance unless he 

has shewn himself ready, desirous, prompt 
and eager, to perform his own part of the

Kdgar v. Caskev, 7 D.L.R. 45; 6 A.L.R. 
245. 22 W.L.R. 91, 2 W.W.R. 1036.
($ 1 A—14)—(JONDITIOXH OF CONTRACT- 

CLAIMANT NOT HIMSELF IN DEFAULT.
An action for specific performance at 

the suit of the alleged purchaser is defeat
ed by nonperformance by him of one of the 
v-.tential conditions of his right under the 
contract, such as punctual |wyment under 
an option ; and the fact that the vendor 
had during the currency of the option, con
veyed the land to another will not excuse 
the plaintiff from strict performance on his 
part of the conditions of the agreement 
unless he can shew that the defendant's 
default had prevented him.

Roots v. Carey, 17 D.L.R. 172, 49 Can. 
S.C.R. 211. 6 W.W.R. 27. fl^eave to appeal 
to Privy Council refused May 7, 1914.1

A court of equity may either relieve 
against, or enforce specific performance, 
notwithstanding failure to keep the dates 
assigned by the contract either for comple
tion or for the steps towards completion, if

it cun do justice between the parties and 
if there is nothing in the express stipula
tions between the parties or in the nature 
of the property of surrounding eircum 
stances which would make it inequitable 
to interfere with and to modify the legal 
right.

Hicks v. Laidlaw, 2 D.LK. 460, 22 Man. 
L.R. 96. 20 W.L.R. 479, 1 W.W.R. 1008.

A claim for specific performance must 
fail where the alleged contract failed to be
come complete because of failure to accept 
the offer within reasonable time.

Kellv v. Hoi lev, 8 D.L.R. 176, 22 Man. 
L.R. 661. 22 W.L.R. 587, 3 W.W.R. 412. 
Failure as to time.

l.'nder an agreement to sell lands, where 
the purchaser, by his continued default on 
an instalment of the purchase price, placed 
upon the contract the earmarks of alwn 
(tournent, and thereby entitled the vendor 
to cancel the contract, but, instead of can
celling, the vendor brought action to com
pel payment of the purchase-price under 
the terms of the agreement, this election by 
the vendor entitled the purchaser (had he 
acted promptly ) to have the sale carried

Dunlop v. Holster. 0 D.L.R. 468. 4 A.L. 
R. 468, 21 W.L.R. 695, 2 W.W.R. 650. 
Failure ah to time.

I'lider an agreement to sell lands, where 
the purchaser, by his continued default on 
an instalment of the purchase price, placed 
upon the contract the earmarks of alian 
doiiment, and thereby entitled the vendor 
to cancel the contract, hut, instead of can
celling, the vendor brought action to com
pel payment of the purchase-price under 
the terms of the agreement, this election 
by the vendor entitled the purchaser (had 
he acted promptly) to have the sale car
ried out.

Dunlop v. Bolster, 0 D.L.R. 468, 4 À.L.R. 
408. 21 W.L.R. 695. 2 W.W.R. 550. 
Deferred payment»—Penalty clause— 

Relief aoainht forfeiture.
Ah against a penalty clause intended to 

secure punctual payment of the deferred 
payments under a land purchase agreement 
which purported to authorize the vendor 
on certain defaults to reassess the prop
erty and to absolutely forfeit all payments 
made, equity will relieve upon the pur 
chaser promptly taking action to reinstate 
his right and offering to perform the obli
gations of which the penalty clause was 
intended to secure performance, unless the 
purchaser has by conduct making such a 
course inequitably precluded himself from 
that relief; and specific performance may 
be granted against the vendor still in con 
trol of the property he has claimed to re
assess. [Wallace v. Hesaelein, 29 Can. 
N.C.R. 171, distinguished.)

Hark Fong v. Cooper, 16 D.L.R. 299, 49 
Can. H.C.R. 14, 27 W.L.R. 174. 6 W.W.R. 
63.3, 701, reversing 11 D.L.R. 223, 18 B.C'.R 
271, 24 W.L.R. 294.
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A d«w fur spccilic perform*)lice of an 
agreement of milt' will not In* refused l*e 
cause of any misrepresentations l>y the 
purchaser, unie** they are material, tliat 
ih, relate to some part of the eontruet or 
it* «uhjeet matter. Misrepresent ing the 
seller's chance of sale or the probability of 
h in getting a better price for hi* property 
than the buyer olfer* is not a material mis
represent at ion. | Archer v. Stone, 78 L.T. 
34, and Vernon v. Keys, 12 Kant. 032, 4 
Taunt. 488, followed.]

Dart v. Itogers, 21 Man. L.R. 721, 11» 
W.L.R. .I2H.

It. ORAI, CONTRACTU.
See Solicitor*, II It—2.».

Hi I H—15)—Oral agreement of vkxdoh
TO KKI'l’KCliAHK—STATUTE OK FRAI'DH AM

a defence—Action by vendee for
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.

An agreement whereby the original pur
chaser was to resell the lands to the orig
inal vendor may he set up by the latter as 
a defence to such purchaser's action for 
speeillv performance although the resale 
agreement was upon terms which did not 
effect a rescission of the original contract 
mid would not lie enforceable in a separate 
action because not sufficiently evidenced in 
writing to comply with *. 4 of the Statute 
of Frauds.

Frith v. Alliance Investment Co., 20 D.L. 
R. 350, 4» Can. 8.C.R. 384. affirming 10 
D.L.It. 705. 0 A.L.R. 1!»7. 4 W.W.R. 88. 23 
VV.L.lt. 830. which affirmed 5 D.L.It. 401.
4 A.L.R. 238, 1 W.W.R. 007, 20 W.L.R. 
551.
Verbal contract—Part performance— 

Statute ok Frauds.
Beck v. Duncan, 12 D.L.R. 7«2. 0 S.L.R. 

353, 4 W.W.R. 1310. 25 W.L.R. II, affirm 
ing 8 D.L.R. 048. 0 S.L.1L 353. 22 W.L.R. 
878, 3 W.W.R. 013.
Parol aurkf.mk.nt — Part perk ohmance— 

Statute of Frauds Realty male.
A verbal arrangement for the sale of land, 

iudelinite in its terms (for example, as to 
description and rights of way i, falling 
short of an agreement ad idem is not suffi
cient basis on which to decree specific per
formance upon acts of part |ier for inane*, 
referable thereto, which, had they referred 
to a definite contract. might have taken it 
out. of the Statute «if Frauds.

Kerr v. Cunard. 10 D.L.R. 002, 42 N.B. 
R. 454, 14 E.L.R. 231.
Statute <u Frai pm — Specific enforce

ment of oral contract—Mother and

Speeitie performance of an agreement 
between a mother and son, whereby the 
mother promised to buy the son a farm, 
■‘when he got married and wanted to set up 
for himself.” if he would stay at home and 
work the farm she possessed till all the 
debt were paid, will he decreed, on it* lie- 
ing clearly proved that the son had worked 
on the farm without wages, and completely 
satislled his part of the contract, and that |

a farm had been bought for him of which 
he had possession, tin- acts of performance 
•s-ing sufficient to satisfy the Statute of 
Frauds and < orrolmriite the agreement.

The court will not hesitate to enforce a 
family agreement, admittedly calculated to 
promote the interest of the whole family, 
hut the evidence must clearly establish that 
such an agreement was arrived at. and the 
necessary formalities complied with a* 
though flic contract were between strangers, 
so that the agreement must either l>e in 
writing to satisfy the Statute of Frauds or 
there must have lieen done such acts of 
part perform*nee as to take the ease out of 
the statute. [Williams \. Williams, L.R.
2 Ch. App. 2114; Ur I v. <»rr. 21 l*r. 425; 
•lihl* v. .filth, 24 Ur. 487. followed.]

Douglas v. Douglas. 15 D.L.R. 5915, 24 
Man. L.R. 420, 20 W.L.R, 550. j W.W.R. 
902. | Affirmed, 24 Man. L.R. 420 at 430,
28 W.L.R. 481.J
Statute of Frauds—Part perform arc»—

( okporatb meal—Completenemm.
Taking possession of land and removing 

gravel therefrom in pursuance of a parol 
agreement for a lease are acts of part per
formance which take the case out of the 
Statute of Frauds, and specific performance 
of the agreement will lie decreed; where 
there is part performance, invalidity of the 
agreements cannot be set up because of the 
want of the corjiorate seal of the lessee, or 
the absence of seals to municipal resolu
tion* authorizing it. The agreement is not 
incomplete lievatise it prmidwl that a sur
vey or description of the land, and the 
demise thereof, should be prepared by the 
municipality*» clerk.

King (Tp.) v. Beamish, 30 D.L.R 116, 
36 D.L.R. 326.
Lease — Oral — Part performance —• 

KguiriEN ahininu Dm ree.
Although an agreement fur a 5-year lease 

is not in writing if there has been a suffi
cient part performance unequivocally refer
able to the agreemenl. and equities have 
«risen from the acts of part performance 
which render it unjust not to decree spe
cific performance, such specific perf orm- 
amv will he decreed.

Bell v. Chartered Trust Co.; Chartered 
Trust Co. v. Bell, annotati-d. 4ft D.L.R. 113, 
4ll (>.I*R. 1112. [Reversed oil another point, 
50 D.L.R. 45, 46 O.L.R. ]»2 at 1»6.]
Oral promise oe mother to rf^ueath 

personal property to mon—Consid
eration—.Support ok mother by son 
—Fulfilment of obligation by son 
—Kvidence — Statute of Frauds — 
Part perform a m e referable to rki.a 
tionhhip—Allowance for board and 
i.oDuiNo of mother—Claim against 
administrator—Set-off of amount
DUE ON MOIU(*AGE OF LAND MADE BY 
BON TO MOTHER ALTHOVOH REMEDY 
BARBED BY LIMITATIONS ACT—COSTS.

Noeeker v. Noecker, 41 D.L.R. 138, 41 0. 
L.R. 290.
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Of RECTIFIED INSTRUMENT ON PAROI. EVI

DENCE—Mistake.
'Hip court has jurisdiction (in any case 

in which the Statute of Frauds is not a 
liar i in one and the mi me action to rectify 
a written instrument upon parol evidence 
nf a mistake and to order the agreement 
10 tie specifically performed. | Rudd v. 
Manahan, 5 A.L.R. 34; Ulley v. Fisher, 34 
Ch. I). 367. fol lowed. 1

Howard v. Stewart, 31 W.L.R. 204, 8 
W.W.R. 616.
Part performance of verbal contract—

AGREEMENT FOR RALE OF LEASEHOLD— 
Statute of Frauds.

When a contract resting on parol or 
partly on parol has been partly performed 
l>y the purchaser, the vendor will lie pre
cluded from setting up the Statute of 
Frauds, and specific performance will he 
decreed if the contract is proved ; so where 
the court found that the plaintiffs had 
entered into an agreement with the defend
ants. which was not entirely in writing, for 
the sale of a leasehold property, and had 
put them in possession and the defendants 
had paid part of the purchase price, made 
repairs to the property and collected the 
rents, spécifié performance was decreed.

Moses v. French, 43 X.B.R. 1.
Contract—Oral promise of father to

CONVEY LAND TO SON—CONSIDERATION 
Services or son — Kvihem i < 0* 

RoitoRATiON—Possession given to son 
— Part performance — Statute of 
Frauds—Subsequent acceptance of
1.EA8E BY SON — UNDUE INFLUENCE —
Lack of independent advice—Sum
mary ejectment ok non by order un
der Over holding Tenants Provisions 
or Landlord and Tenant Act—Dam
ages FOB, NOT RECOVERABLE — OrDF.B 
STANDING UN REVERSED — CLAIM FOR 
TIMBER TAKEN BY FATHER—SPECIFIC 
PERFORMANCE OF AGREEMENT—ALTER
NATIVE CLAIM FOB WAGES — AMEND-

Harris v. Harris, 16 O.W.X. 216. 
Contract—Exchange of properties—Spe

cific PERFORMANCE — STATUTE OF 
Frauds—Untrue representation.

Hallidav v. Roy. 7 O.W.N. .546.
C. Subject-matter of contracts in gen-

1$ I C—20)—Contract — Exchange of 
properties — Specific performance 
— Misrepresentation — Warranty 
—Damages.

Johnson v. Hanna, 7 O.W.N. 624.
IS I C—24)—Contract to lease.

The failure to carry out an agreement to 
I'u-r a hotel for a year and to sell its fur
niture and fixtures does not present a ease 
for specific performance of contract, there 
being an ample remedy in damages.

Dulmage v. Lepard, 3 D.L.R, 542, 3
O.W.N. 686.

4094
Contract to devke i and—Legacy in lieu 

—Election.
A monetary bequest in lieu of a contract 

to devise land puts the legatee to eleeti.ui 
between specific performance of the devise 
or the acceptance of the legacy in lieu there
of: but specific performance will not be de
creed unless the legatee is first willing to 
disclaim the legacy.

Central Trust Ar Safe Deposit Co. v. 
Snider. 26 D.L.R. 410. [1016] 1 A.C . 266, 
35 O.L.R.. 246, reversing 6 O.W.N. 337, suit 
nom. Snider v. Carlton.
Agreement to devise farm—Services ren

dered by EXPECTANT DEVISEE—REMU
NERATION—Action to enforce agree
ment AGAINST EXECUTORS—Ex IDKNCK—
Corroboration—Intention of testa
tor — Failure to prove contract— 
Statute of Frauds—Quantum meruit 
—Alleged gift of ciiattf-ls and prom
issory note—Possession not changed

Herries v. Fletcher, 6 O.W.N. 587.
I). Contracts relative to personal prop-

Of subscription or sale of shares, see Com
panies, V* F—263; Contracts, I C—29; Par
ties, II A—87.
(§ I F>—25)—Mutual mistake as to lo

cation ok CHATTEL HOI.11.
Specific performance of a contract for the 

sale of a lumber company's moveable ma
chinery and equipment will be denied, in 
the absence of an express agreement for 
their delivery to the purchaser, where there 
"as a mutual mistake as to the location of 
the chattels; and the purchaser did not 
promptly notify the seller of bis inability 
to find them, and refused to make any 
effort to recover or to aid the seller in re
covering the chattels from the person who 
had wrongfully taken possession of them.

Hamilton v. Smvth, 13 D.L.R. 65. 24 O. 
W.R. 809.
Misrepresentation—En ect.

Specific performance of a contract to pur
chase a livery stable business will not be 
decreed where the vendee waa induced to 
enter into the agreement by the vendor's 
misrepresentations as to the profits of the 
business, the ages of the horses, the condi
tion of the building, and the habits of his 
only competitor.

Johnston v. Doxxsett, 13 D.L.R. 57, 23 
Man. L.R. 492, 24 W.L.K. 759, 4 W.W.R. 
971.
Sale of potatoes of certain brand at

SPECIFIED PLAl E.
Fraser v. Sara Kee, 9 W.W.R. 1281.

(8 I D—26)—Sale of shares—By whom
ENFORCEABLE.

A contract, for the sale and purchase of 
company shares is enforceable by specific 
performance not only at the suit of the
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compati luit ut the suit of un individual 
holder of shares ulreadv issued.

I>alid v. l>ow. 27 I).Ml. fis». 1» A.L.R. 
34 W.L.R. 66<i. 10 W.W.R. C74.

AlilOiMENT KOI» M IIM KIKTIO.X OK MOM»*.
An undeiwriting agreement providitg for 

sulwcriptions to an issue of dela-n ores, 
whereby subseriliers agree to give money by 
instalments or other wine in exchange for 
debentures or I Hinds is tantamount to an 
agreement to borrow and loan money. and 
hence is not susceptible of sjiecilic perform -

Dorchester Klee. Vo. v. King; Dorchester 
Elec. Vo. v. Thomson ; Dorchester Elec. Vo. 
v. Industrial Securities Vo., 24 D.L.R. 373, 
IR Que. SX. 471. 22 Rev. de dur. 27.
CONTRAIT—TBAXHKEB OK sHAKKS.

I.ebriin v. (iruninger. 41* D.L.R. 686, 
allirming 27 Que. K.ll. 210.
AGREEMENT TO AI.IXXI NHAKl> lit MIXING 

PROPERTY W1IK.N COMPANY IXOOHKOKATED 
— ADVANCE* TO OWNER OK MINING 
CI.AIM8—I’ARTIE*.

Howe v. Irish. 10 O.W.N. 45fi. 
Undertaking to. ebpi wiiahk company 

hiiakkh — Distinction bktwkkn cok-
POMKAI. AN II I M'OttlTMU.Al. MBWONAI. 
PROPERTY IN REGARD 111 KKMHIY.

I lei wig v. Siemon. 10 O.W.N. 206. 
Company sharks—Sktti.kmknt ok former

Tinsley v. Sclmeht Motor Car Co., 6 0. 
W.N. 547.
(8 1 I)—27 ) :—P ART X MS HIP — AGREEMENT 

KOH ONE PAKTXKK Bl YIXO OH TMK

While an agreement for the purchase by 
one partner of the other's share may lie the 
subject of specific performance in u proper 
ease, that remedy must be refused where 
the alleged agreement was vague and uncer
tain as to whether the liabilities were to 
lie assumed or divided and as to other 
material points.

Mitchell v. Alberta Steam Ixiundrv. 16 
D M’. «40.

K. Cox tracts roe rkai. property.
See Vendor and Purchaser. II—."10; 

Solieitora, Il B—26.
(8 I E—.10)—A or, xt's receipt—PruciiAsK.R

IN POSSESSION---Pat XVIPAI.’s IKamVC-
TtoxN—Formai, agreement.

Specific performance may bt ordered in 
resjiect of a sale of land evidenced hv an 
agent's receipt for the cash payment, which 
in itself shewed the total price, the terms of 
the deferred payments and the rate of in
terest thereon, where the purchaser had lieen 
let into possession and the money he had 
paid had been retained by the vendors for 
an unreasonable time without repudiating 
the sale made by the agent, and by other 
acts recognizing the purchaser as such, al
though such sale may not have conformed 
with hi* principal's instructions, and the 
principal was not named therein, and al

though the agi tit's receipt had stipulated 
that it was u "voucher for the money paid 
I lending the execution of the formal printed 
agreement of vendors." and that, in default 
of execution by vendors, money was “to la- 
repaid on demand;" the reference to the 
formal agi cement (which never was exem 
ted I may Is- treated as a mere expression 
of the vendor's wish that the agreement 
should Is* put into more formal terms than 
were contained in the receipt.

Mc Donald v. la-adly. 20 D.L.R. 157. 
Right to bemad y—Performance ob ofucb 

to perform.
In order to entitle a party to a land con

tract to sped He performance, lie must shew 
himself to have been prompt in the per
formance of the covenants entered into by 
himself or shew his willingness to perform 
them within a reasonable time. [Wallace 
Jlesslein. 21) Van. S.C.ll 171, at 174, fol
lowed.]

Tytler v. Venting. 16 D.L.R. 581, 27 W.L, 
R. 330. 0 W.W.R. 101. 24 Man. L.R. 14H. 
.Notice or resc ission—Right to remedy.

A vendor suing for a declaration that the 
sale had lieen rescinded and payments made 
had lieen forfeited for the purchaser's de 
fault by reason of notice gneti under the 
contract or in the alternative for specific 
|H‘iformancc. is not barred from the latter 
remedy by its allegation in the pleadings 
that notice of rescission had lieen duly giien 
where this was denied by the defendant's 
pleading and no proof was adduced that the 
notice had been given.

Manufacturers' Life Ins. v. Walsh, 20 l). 
ML 504, 8 A.L.R. 00. 7 W .W .R. 808. 
Conveyance ok karm by parents to sox 

—Bond kor maintenance—Considéra

Prier v. Prier, 17 D.L.R. 832. 7 0.VV.N. 
22.

Objections to title—Rk.fvhai. to accept 
« own UNE

Fine v. Creighton. 16 D.L.R. 872. 6 O.W. 
N. lift.

One of two owners of partnership real 
property, holding a |siwer of attorney from 
the other purtner authorizing him to lease 
the property and to consent to the assign 
meut of an existing lease upon said prop 
erty. which lease eonlained an option to 
purchase exercisable at any time during the 
term of the lease, may bind the other part
ner to an agreement consenting to the as 
signment of that lease and giving a new 
option for the same amount and with a like 
limitation as to time as was contained in 
the original lease, especially where the 
agreement made by tlie one partner was 
shewn to the other and no objection was 
interposed for several months.

Morrison v. Bernhardt, 7 D.L.R. 278.
Where, under an executory contract for 

the sale of land providing for the payment 
of the purchase price in instalments, the 
vendee made default in the payment of un 
instalment when due, though" it was ex
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preesly agreed that time Bhould be of the 
essence of the contract, and notice was 
given by the vendor to the vendee declaring 
that the agreement was terminated pursuant 
to the terms of the contract, yet a forfeiture 
will not be allowed by the court where it 
appears that a substantial amount, both 
absolutely and relatively to the whole pur
chase price, has been paid and the default 
hail continued for only two months after 
the notice was given, at which time the 
vendee tendered the amount in which he 
was in default, and the vendee may notwith
standing l>e declared entitled to specific per
formance of the contract.

Chadwick v. Stuckey, 8 D.L.R. 357, 5 A. 
I..U. 145. at 153, 3 NV.W.R. 541», 22 NV.LK. 
787. reversing G D.L.R. ‘250, 5 A.L.R. 145,
2 W.W.R. 671. 21 W.L.U. 7H<

l tiller an agreement to sell land», where 
the vendor alter default on an instalment 
nf the purchase-price brought nation de
manding, under un acceleration clause, pay
ment of the full balance of purchase-money, 
and the purchaser tenders only the amount 
of the defaulted instalment when the ven
dor was entitled to the full balance, this 
shews on the purchaser's part a want of 
readiness and eagerness to carry out the 
contract and is m effect un abandonment 
of it, and when followed up by a notice of 
rescission from the vendor, a subsequent 
adion by the purchaser for specific per
formance must fail. [Harris v. Robinson,
21 f un. S.C.R. 404, applied. |

Dunlop v. Bolster, 6 D.L.R. 468, 2 WAV.
R. 550, 21 W.LR. 605, reversing 4 D.L.R. 
451. 4 A.L.R. 408, 20 W.L.R. 561, 1 WAV.
R. 081.

Where a completed agreement for the 
sale of land, of which there is a siitlivient 
memorandum in writing to satisfy the 
Statute of Frauds, is varied by a subsequent 
parol agreement, the parol variation mu y 
lie ignored, and spécifié performance may In- 
granted of the original agreement ; hut if 
the plaintiff admit the parol variation and 
the defendant insist upon it, specific per 
foi niance may be refused, unless the plain
tiff allows to the defendant the benefit of 
the variation.

Maloughnev v. Crowe, 6 D.L.R. 471, 26 
0.I..R. 570. 22 OAV.R. 616.

In a speculative purchase of vacant lands 
where the purchaser on the monthly instal
ment plan makes a few small monthly pay
ments, and then for some years is neither 
ready nor willing to make any further pay
ments and makes none, and where the ven
dor urges him to keep up the payments but 
without effect, and where, upon a tender 
subsequently of the balance of the purchase 
price the vendor refuses to accept it or to 
' irry out the contract, a suit by the pur
chaser for specific performance or in the 
alt -rnative a refund cannot he maintained, 
and this especially where time was expressly 
of the essence. Where a purchaser buys 
vacant land on the small monthly instnl- 
ment plan and after a few monthly puv , 

Can. Dig.—129.
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merits shews no further intention during 
a period of three or four years of con 
tinning the payment of the .instalments, 
such conduct on the part of the purchaser 
not oulv disentitles him to the equitable 
relief of specific performance but amounts 
to a repudiation of the contract.

Handel V. O’Kelly, 8 D.L.R. 44. SI Mail. 
L.R. 562, 22>V.LR. 407. 3 W.W.R. 367

A summary application under the Ven
dors and Purchasers Act, 10 Edw. VII. 
(Out.) c. 58, is substituted for an action 
for specific performance of a contract to 
sell lands when the contract is admitted and 
the only question is as to title.

Rc Jones and Cumining, 2 D.LR. 77, 3 
OAV.X 672. 21 OAV.R. 248.

S|»ecifie performance cannot la* granted 
to enforce against his personal interest in 
the lands a contract to which the defendant 
was not a party made by a person deceased, 
of whose estate he is the personal repre 
tentative where the suit is brought against 
him in his representative capacity only.

Adolph v. liood, 1 D.LR. 750, 5 S.L.R. 
106. 20 W.L.R. 401, 1 W.W.R. 11.30,

Where the Statute of Frauds is pleaded 
in an action for specific performance of ar> 
agreement for the sale of land, the question 
raised is really one of fact ns to the ’in
tention of the parties; if their intentions 
were that the existing writing should con 
tain the whole agreement, and nothing more 
was contemplated than is expressed therein, 
the statute affords no defence, notwith
standing that it was intended that a more 
formal agreement should be drawn up subse
quently ; but, if it was contemplated that 
such formal agreement should include ma
terial provisions not contained in the ex 
isting writing, the statute is a good dv 
fence, because a memorandum, to satisfy 
the statute, must contain the whole of the 
terms agreed upon.

Strickland v. Ross, li D.LR. 706, 5 8. 
L.i: :i47, 21 WJJL 2 xv.w.R. hh7.

Where the only written evidence of an 
agreement for the sale of lands is in the 
form of a receipt for part payment of the 
purchase price which does not purport to 
contain all the terms of the agreement 
made by the parties and does not state 
the time when the balance of the purchase 
price shall be payable, specific performance 
cannot be ordered if a plea of the Statute 
of Fiauds is raised by the vendor, even 
though the purchaser offers to pay cash in
stead of deferring any payments. [May v 
Platt. [1900] 1 Ch! 616, 622, appli‘ed.| 
Where the written evidence of a contract 
for the sale of lands is a mere receipt, and 
where the terms including interest on de 
ferved payments are in inning therefrom and 
were oral only, if the defendant is not 
obliged to seek any special equitable favour 
in defending himself against the plaintiff’s 
claim for specific performance, the court 
under its equitable jurisdiction, cannot im
pose terms upon him to prevent effect be- 

! ing given to his plea of the Statute of
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Frauds. Green v. Stevenson, 5 O.W.R. 761, 
applied; Martin v. Pyeroft, 2 DeG. M. 51 
G. 785, 42 English Reports 1079, distin
guished.]

Roger* v. Hewer. 8 D.L.R. 288, 5 A.L. 
R. 227. 22 W.L.R. 807, 3 W.W.R. 477, re
versing 1 D.L.R. 747, 5 A.L.K. 227. 1U W. 
L.K. 868, 1 W.W.R. 481.

Where, under a contract fo| the sale of 
land providing for payment in four instal
ment* and making time of the essence of 
the contract, the vendee default* in the pay
ment of the last two instalment*, though 
the tir*t two instalments amounted to one- 
half of the entire purchase price, he is 
guilty of such laches, in waiting three years 
he fore bringing his action, as will defeat 
his right to spécifie performance.

McGreevy v. Hoddcr, 8 D.L.R. 755, 4 0. 
W.X. 536. 23 O.W.R. 609.

Specific performance may be granted of 
a contract for the sale of land at the suit 
of a purchaser who failed to pay the pur
chase price when due. though time was 
mode of the essence of the contract in that 
regard, where it appeared that the vendor 
who, to 1 lie knowledge of the purchaser, was 
merely a holder of an agreement for th-> pur
chase of the land from 1 lie owner, refused 
a request, for inspection of such agreement, 
ami ignored a subsequent demand for a 
solicitor's abstract of title, both the request 
and demand being made by the purchaser 
before the first instalment "of the purchase 
price was due. (Cushing v. Knight, fi D. 
L.ll. 820, 46 Can. S.C.lt. 555. distiiiLMiished.]

Newberry v. lamgaii. 8 D.L.R. 845. 47 
Cm H.CJL i 11. SI W L R. IS, S w .W R. 
42. atlirming 2 D.L.R. 298. 20 W.L.R. 826. 
2 W.W.R. 10.

The purchaser under a contract for the 
sale of land whereby it was stipulated that 
the price wa* to be fixed later by ollicial* 
of a railway company acting in the same in
terests a* the vendor, is not. entitled to 
spécifie performance if lie has rejected the 
prices fixed by those officials, and in con
sequence the partie* came to no agreement 
n# to the price.

Frewen v. Hays, 8 D.L.R. 715. 106 L. 
T. 516, 2 W.W.R. 861, affirming 16 B.C.R. 
143.
Omibrion of material term.

Specific performance of a contract for 
the sale of land will be refused where the 
vendor wa* led to believe by her agent and 
by the vendee on signing the contract that 
a danse had been inserted therein in ac
cordance with the agreement between the 
vendor and the vendee, that the former 
might recede from the bargain within 10 
days if she desired to do so.

Sheardown v. Good, 11 D.L.R. 318, 24 
O.W.R. 658, 4 O.W.N. 1344.
Undisclosed coal reservation—Dedvc-

tion FOR.
Where a vendee agreed in a contract for 

the sale of lands, to give such title a* 
his original Crown grant contained, and

produced a certificate of title shewing a 
reservation by another of the coal under 
the lands, and the vendee, who at the time 
of entering into the contract was unaware 
of such reservation, did not demand rescis
sion of the agreement on that ground, 
specific performance may he ordered against 
an assignee of the vendee who will lie re 
quired to pay the amount due under the 
contract, less compensation for the value 
of such coal right-.

Dagenais v. Denis. 11 D.L.R. 676, 24 
W.L.R. 441, 4 W.W.R. 839.
Agent’s relationship with pircuaskr.

It is a ground for refusing specific per
formance to the alleged purchaser that the 
latter is an employee ol" the venuor’s real 
estate agent who made the contract, al
though such employee's compensation may 
have been upon a » ommission basis only 
and not on salary, if the business relation
ship of the purchaser to the agent was not 
disclosed to the vendor who lived in a dis
tant city and was not aware of same. [Mc
Guire v. Graham. 16 O.L.K. 431. applied.]

Arnold v. Drew. 11 D.L.R. 72, 24 W.L.R. 
51. 4 W.W.R. 435.
Payments — Failvre to make within 

NTIPVl. VIED TIM K—Default—Waj VB>.
Specific performance of a contract to sell 

land will lie ordered after the default of 
vendee as to time, notwithstanding it was 
made the essence of the contract, where 
after such default, the vendor recognized 
1 lie validity and continued existence of the 
contract by negotiating with the vendee 
in relation to the sale.

Dahl v. St. Pierre, 11 D.L.R. 775. 4 O.W. 
N. 1413. 24 O.W.R. 706. (Affirmed, 14 D. 
L.R. 514. 25 O.W .R. 261.]
Written contract of sale—Adjustment

OF REHA1E CLAIM — SMALLER 8VM AO 
VETTED IN LIEU OF LARGER.

Where the first deferred payment on a 
sale of lands was settled between the par
ties hy the acceptance of a promissory 
note for a lesser sum in satisfaction thereof 
as an adjustment of the purchaser’s claim 
for a rebate founded upon equitable grounds, 
the purchaser may obtain specific per
formance of the written contract as varied 
by the adjustment so made.

Friedman v. Mayer, 14 D.L.R. 154, 7 A. 
L.R. CO, 25 W.L.R. 551, 5 W.W.R. 168. 
Time of essence—Relief from forkmivkl.

Where the payment of the purchase 
money and interest will compensate tie 
vendor for default in payment under a con
tract for the sale of land and the vendee 
has not disentitled himself by laefies or de
lay from seeking relief from a forfeiture, 
specific performance may he decreed at the 
suit of the vendee, notwithstanding condi
tions of the agreement that time should be 
of the essence, that on default the vendor 
mielit treat the contract as cancelled, and 
that all payments made should be for
feited; the latter stipulation being regarded 
ns a provision for a penalty. [Re Dagen
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ham (Thames) Dock Co., L.R. 8 Ch. 1022; 
Kilmer v. B.C. Orchard lamds, 10 D.L.R.
TJ. [1913] A.C. 310. followed ; UMlc v. 

v'l minor, 15 O.L.R. 519, not followed.]
lU.ul v. Richard*, 13 D.L.R. 865, 29 O.L

R. iit>.
On JON FOB PURCHASE OK LAND—iMPBUVI-

specific performance of an option agree- 
nient for the hale of land will not be re- 
m-ed merely liecause of inadequacy of 
n i e as a result of appreciation in value 
tefore the exercise of the option ; or im- 
pri" iduice in making it on the part of the 
vendor, who, although well able to transact 
hu'iness. was physically incapable of at- 
temling in person to the details thereof.

Mntthewson v. Burns, 12 D.L.R. 236.
[Reversed in 18 D.L.R. 287, 30 O.L.R. 186.]
Hli.llT OF ASSIGNKE — COVENANT AGAINST

assignment—Continued readiness to
PERFORM.

Specific performance of a contract for 
the >ale of land assigned by the vendee in ' 
drliaiice of a covenant against, assignment, | 
will not lie decreed on iielialf of the as
signee in the absence of the vendor’s con 
Miit to the assignment. Speeilic perform- 
aii'-c of a contract for the sale of land will 
rot lie decreed where the plaintiff does not 
.-liege or shew that he lias made and is and 
always was ready and willing to make the 
stipulated payments and otherwise to per- 
fonn his part of the contract.

i..sale v. Buro. 12 D.L.R. 263. 6 S.L.R. 
•'2, 24 W.L.R. 560, 4 W.W.R. HH)9.
\nv\ikin'xik_nt— Becoming tenant.

<|M-eillc performance of a parol contract 
for i lie sale of lands, which l.ad been 
«uliieiently performed so as to take it out 
of the Statute of Frauds, will be denied 
where the vendee, by payment of rent and 
otherwise, abandoned all rights under the 
•'ontract and became merely a tenant.

Ivi-nunton Construction Co. v. Maguire,
12 ll.LR. 376. 6 A.L.R. 91, 24 W.L.R. «72,
4 W.W.IL 1062.
Nonpayment—Betterments — Readiness

Where a vendee, who hud greatly in-
• reused the value of laud liy his labour and
• xp- nditnres, although he had not met his 
Mipulated payments, was excluded by the 
xeiulor from the liuid Iwcause of such de
fault. specific performance will he decreed, 
although the time for payment may not 
haw* arrived, where the vendor, who had 
received a substantial portion of all the 
crops raised on the land, refused to accept 
payment for the land, which the vendee was 
ready and willing to make, except on con
fiions lie could not rightfully impose.

Tv Her v. Coming, 12 D.L.R. 426, 24 XV.
L.R. -.60, 4 W.W.R. 797. [Reversed 16 D.L.
R. 581. 24 Man. L.R. 148, 27 W.L.R. 330,
« W.W.R. 191.] 
i Oku i i t re—Relief—Laches.

■'pecific performance of a contract for 
the -ale of land will be denied where the

vendee does not seek relief or tender pay
ment for more than 3 years after notice 
of the forfeiture of the contract for non
payment.

Wederiksen v. Stanton, 12 D.L.R. 565. 6 
8.L.R. 105, 24 W.L.R. 891, 4 W.W.R. 1224. 
Inadequacy of price.

Specific performance of a contract for the 
sale of land will not be denied to the pur
chaser on the ground that an unconscion
able advantage was taken of the vendor, or 
of inadequacy of consideration, xvhere the 
statement of defence admits that the de
fendants ‘had asked the plaintiff to carry 
out his agreement anu sei up in answer 
to the action that he had then refused to 
complete the purchase.

Baxter v. Bradford, 12 D.L.R. 581. 18 
B.C.R. 369. 24 W.L.K. 973, 4 XV W.R. 1325. 
Failure of vendee to tender deed and

MAKE CASH PAYMENT — ÏIME AS 
ESSENCE OF THE CONTRACT.

Specific performance of a contract for 
the sale of land of which the vendee was 
in possession, although he had not made 
expenditures in reliance on the agreement, 
will be denied where the eontravt, of which 
time was of the essence, was cancelled by 
the vendor for the failure of the vemjoe to 
prepare and tender a deed for execution, or 
to make the stipulated cash payment and 
give a mortgage for the deferred payments, 
within the time and manner specified in 
the agreement.

Brickie* v. Snell, 30 D.L.R. 31, [1910] 2 
A.C. 599, [1917] 1 W.XV.R, 1059, reversing 
20 D.L.R. 209, 49 Can. 8.C.R. 360.
VENDOR READY AND WILLING TO COMPLETE— 

RKPI DIATÎO.N BY PURCHASER.
Reynolds v. Foster, 9 D.L.R. 836, 4 O.W. 

N. «04. affirming 3 D.L.B. 506.
An agreement to assign a contract for the 

sale of land with all arrears and taxes paid 
is not complied with by assigning a eontiact 
in default, where such default might be a 
bar to the enforcement of the contract in an 
action for specific performance, as it would 
be when time was expressly made of the 
essence of the agreement. [Brickies v. 
Knell, 30 D.L.R. 31, followed.]

Douglas v. Sharpe, 32 D.L.R. 101, 9. S.L.
R. 411, [1917] 1 XV.W.R. 577.
Land options—Revocability.

An option to purchase land for a fixed 
time for which no consideration is given 
creates merely a personal right révisable 
at any time before it has been formally 
accepted, ami is, therefore, not subject of 
specific performance.

Clendenning v. Cox, 26 D.L.R. 729, 49 Que.
S. C. 71, reversing 45 Que. S.C. 157. 
Property situate in foreign country.

An agreement to sell land situated in a 
Province of Canada may be ordered by a 
court thereof to lie specifically performed by 
a vendor resident in the province despite 
the fact that a part of the price to be paid 
is land situated in a foreign jurisdiction 
there is mutuality of remedy when the par-
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ties can obtain similar re me lies in different 
jurisdict ions.

Jones v. Tucker, 30 D.L.R. 22S, 63 Van. 
8.V.U. 431, 10 W'.XV.R. 1117. affirming 26 
D.L.R. 278, 8 S.L.R. 387, 33 W.L.R. 1, V W. 
W.R. 620.
KCTTLEMENT OF ACTION—JUDGMENT—XoN- 

COMPLIANCE.
Where an action coming for trial is 

settled by the punies, and the terms of 
settlement are incorporated in a formal 
judgment providing for an exchange of 
properties which the plaintiff has /ailed to 
comply with, the defendants' remedy is in 
an action for spécifie performance and not 
hv an order directing an assessment of 
damage».

Me ravish v. McLeod, 20 D.L.R. 272, 9 W. 
W.R. 1121.
When bkmfdy bkfuseo—Time as essence.

In an action for specific enforcement of 
an agreement for the sale of land, courts 
of equity, which look at the substance as 
distinguished from the letter of agreements, 
mi doubt exercise jurisdiction which enables 
them to decree specific fierformance in cases 
Where justice requires it, even though liberal 
terms of stipulations ns to time have not 
tie-'ii observed; but they never exercise this 
jurisdiction where the parties have ex
pressly intimated in their agreement that 
it is not to apply, by providing that time 
is tx> be of tlie essence of their bargain, 
unli»88 tlie parties ha\e expressly or by im
plication waived such provision. [Kilmer 
v. R.C. Orchard Lunds Co.. 10 D.L.R. J72, 
| 1013J A.C. 310, distinguished. 1

Steedman v. Drinkle, 26 D.L.R. 420, 
11016] A.C. 276. 0 XV.XX.R. 1146. 33 W.L.R. 
483. reversing 14 D.L.R. 836, 7 8.L.R. 20, 
f. XX.XX.R. 706.
Misdescription of quantum.

A contract of sale which descrilies the 
land as having a “frontage of approximately 
73 feet on Queen Street," which, in fact. 
<mly had a frontage of 70 feet, constitutes 
a misdescription materially affecting the 
value of the subject-matter, of which the 
court will not tlecree specific performance.

Floyd v. Hanson, 24 D.L.R. 3‘20, 48 N. 
It.It. 339.
SUFFICIENCY IN VALUE—Ml.SOUSCRIPTION.

On a contract for the sale of-land where 
the vendor is aide to perform the contract 
in substance, but not completely, be is 
nevertheless entitled to compel specific per
formance by the purchaser, tlie vendor 
making compensation for the deficiency in 
value. [Flight v. Booth, 1 Ring. (N.C.) 
370. applied. | This principle is not limited 
to cases in which the vendor is protected by 
the ordinary condition ns to misdescription.

Springer v. Anderson, 0 W.XV.R. 022. 
Exchange of lands—Property situate in

FOREIGN COUNTRY.
The court, has jurisdiction to decree 

specific performance of a contract for the 
exchange of lands situated within the juris
diction of the court, at the instance of a

foreign plaintiff whose land is situated in a 
foreign country and who is ready and 
willing to perform his part of the contract.

Tucker v. Jones, 26 D.L.R. 278, 8 8.L.R. 
387. 0 W.XV.R. #20, 33 XV.L.R. 1. I Affirm.-,I 
30 D.L.R. 228. 63 Van. 8.C.R. 431. 10 WAV. 
R. 1117.J
Kai.e of land by cotrustee—Ri.ndi.no

EFFECT ON OTHERS.
An agreement for the sale of laud made 

by one of tlie trustees named in a will i* 
not binding upon the oilier, and cannot be 
specifically enforced against him, regardless 
of a direction in the will of the deceased 
truster that the agreement made by him 
should be carried out.

Chisholm v. Chisholm, 24 D.L.R. 679, 49 
N.S.R. 174.
Exchange of lands—Mise en demeure— 

Proof of ownership and tender of 
deed—Sufficiency.

In an action for an order to execute a 
conveyance, the plaintiff, purchaser, or 
vendor should first put en demeure the other 
party, this proceeding should be such as to 
put him in a position to defend himself and 
to know that he can himself fulfil his ob 
ligations. Tims, if it is a case of an ex
change of property, lie should establish that 
he is owner of the immoveable exchanged 
and tender a deed signed by him, aecom 
panied by his documents of title, and if 
there is a payment it should lie made by 
a legal tender. A document for exchanging 
properties which does not mention where 
the immoveable exchanged is situated, does 
not give its official number nor refer to 
any evidence of title, if it is only an agree 
ment for sale sous seing privé signed by 
a company not a party to the exchange, is 
informal, and cannot be used to prove the 
contract in favour of the owner of the im 
moveable.

Trudel v. Marquette. 24 Que. K.B. 279. 
Formation of contract—Offer — Ne

gotiations — Possession taken by 
purchaser—Incomplete agreement.

Keni|ienfeldt Land Vo. v. Fox, 9 O.XV.N. 
80.
Registered plan.

A purchaser who agrees to purchase lots 
according to a registered plan is bound by 
the agreement; whether the registered plan 
creates a restrictive covenant or not is 
immaterial; if the vendor offers the pur
chaser exactly what he agreed to buy spe
cific performance will lie enforced.

Sumner v. McIntosh, 40 D.L.R. 301, 11 
8.L.R. 152. [1918] 2 XV.XV.R. 293, affirming 
35 D.L.R. 336. 10 S L R. 63. [1917] 1 W.W. 
R. 1404.
Time of essence — Extension.

Specific performance of an agreement for 
sale of land will he enforced, notwithstand
ing a clause making time of the essence, 
and that the contract is to lie null and void 
if the interest is not promptly paid when 
due; if the vendor agreed to nil extension of 
the time of payment and the notice definite-
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)y fixing the time in which payment muet 
I»* made is unreasonable in the circuin- 
v.ances. [Kilmer v. B.C. Orchard Lands, 
:«' D.L.R. 172, [191.1] A.C. 31», followed.]

Tooley v. lladwen, 41 D.L.R. 190, 13 A. 
L.H. 447, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 812.
ONE PURCHASE CONTEMPLATED — DIFFERENT 

PARCELS OWNED BY UVSRAND AND WIFE 
SEPARATELY — WlFE NOT JOINED AS
i’arty — Statute ok Frauds.

Kidd v. Millar, 40 D.L.R. 729, 13 A.L.R. 
282, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 366.

Plaintiff, through an agent, applied to 
purchase certain land from defendant. A 
price was quoted and accepted, and a de
posit paid. It was also understood that a 
formal contract was to be drawn up. Sev
eral letters passed between the parties after 
the acceptance of the price quoted, and in 
these letters terms were discussed; but it 
did not appear that the plaintiff specifically 
agreed to the terms quoted. No formal 
fontract was ever drawn up. In an action 
for specific performance it was held ( 1 ) 
When a proposal is made and accepted and 
reference therein made to a formal contract, 
although not expressly stated to be subject 
to such formal contract being prepared and 
executed, it becomes a question of con- 
etruction whether the parties intended that 
the terms agreed on should merely be put 
into form or whether they shouliî be sub
ject to a new agreement, the terms of 
which are not expressed in detail. (2) The 
parties here having contemplated a formal 
contract being prepared and there lieing 
many necessary matters as to which no 
agreement had been concluded, it must be 
held that there was no concluded contract 
of which specific performance could be or-

Ross v. Eastern Saskatchewan Land Co., 
4 S.L.R. 346.
NoNCOM PI.1ANCE WITH ESSENTIAL TERMS.

Specific performance of an agreement for 
the exchange of lands will not be specif
ically decreed at the instance of a party 
who is in default in respect of an essential 
term of the agreement. [Brickies v. Snell, 
30 D.L.R. 31, followed.]

Douglas v. Sharpe, 32 D.L.R. 101, [1017]
1 W.W.R. 577. [Affirmed bv Supreme 
Court of Canada, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 1177 ] 
Description—Encroachment.

Where an agreement of sale of land suffi
ciently describes the land, a minor encroach
ment upon the land docs not prevent the 
vendor from making title in accordance 
with the contract, specific performance will 
be decreed.

Foster v. Ooodacre, 34 D.L.R. 42, [1917] 
t W.WJL 030.

A purchaser of land from A, whose only 
title to the land is under an agreement of 
purchase from B the owner, may, after de
fault of A in carrying out his contract with 
B. on notifying B of his interest and ten
dering the full amount owing to him by 
A, if it be refused, maintain an action

against both A and B for specific per
formance and for an order that B convey 
to Diin on payment of the amount dee 
under his agreement with A. [Smith v. 
Hughes, 5 O.L.R. 245, Dyer v. Pulteney, 
Barn (Ch.) 1 GO, and Fenwick v. Bui mail, 
L.R. » Kq. 165, followed. Dictum of Per
due, J.A., in Hartt v. Wishard Langan Co., 
18 Man. L.R. at. 387, not followed.] 

Sveinsson v. Jenkins, 21 Man. L.R. 746. 
Rf.voi ation—Onus—Failure to satisfy— 

Specific performance.
Aik ins v. McGuire, 23 O.W.R. 969. 

Refusal ro decree specific performance 
—Sale of- land.

Beck ma u v. Wallace, 24 O.W.R. 263.
Sale of land—Specific perftirmancb— 

Principal and agent.
Koran v. Martel, 23 O.W.R. 626.

Sale of land—Specific performance— 
Conveyance to wife.

Mussellwhite v. Lucas, 23 O.W.R. 605,
Contract for sale or gravel-pit—Default

BY PURCHASER IN PAYMENT OF PUR
CHASE PRICE — Termination or con
tract BY NOTICE GIVEN BY VENDOR—
—Acquiescence — Discretion of 
court—Refusal of specific perform
ance- Return of part of purchase- 
money paid—Costs.

Meharry v. Auburn Woollen Mills Co., 
16 O.W.N. 238.
Sale of land—Specific performance—No 

written a<irf:rment—Part pekf-orm- 
ancb— Damages—Effect or Judica
ture Act, ss. 41, 58 (10).

McIntyre v. Stockdale. 4 O.W.N. 482. 
Action for specific pf^iformance—Par

ties not ad idem—1Toms of aurf» 
ment—Mortgage—Dismissal of ac
tion— Costs—Return of cash de-

Blackwell v. Scheinman, 5 O.W.N. 887. 
Defences — Statute of Frauds — Memo

randum in writing—Authority of 
agent—Effect of subsequent sale
BY VENDOR TO ANOTHER—SECOND PUR
CHASER IN POSSESSION WITHOUT CON
VEYANCE—JUDGMENT FOB SPECIFIC PER
FORMANCE.

Tinney v. Wright, 16 O.W.N. 274.
Action by defences—Failure of'—Sub

sequent SALE BY VFRSDOR TO BONA FIDE
PURCHASER F-OB VALUE--- REGISTRATION
OF CONVEYANCE—DAMAGES IN LIEU OF 
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.

McRae v. Sutherland, 16 O.W.N. 289. 
Misrepresentations by vendor—Failure 

to prove—Purchaser acting upon
HIS OWN JUDGMENT — INSPECTION OF 
land—Impossibility of placing par
ties in original positions—Failure
OF CLAIM FOB RESCISSION—FINDINGS OF
Trial Judge—Appeal.

Ferrie v. Edward*, 16 O.W.N. 361.
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Agreement for bale ok land not in On

tario—Action kou uai.axck ok per
ch ask money — Specific performance 
—Jurisdiction ok Supreme Cot ht of 
Ontario—Ahiuty to shew good title
AND TO CONVEY—REFERENCE.

Thompson v. Gatchvll, 13 O.VV.N. 44V. 
Agreement for sale ok land not in On

tario— Covenants for payment ok 
purchase-money—Action upon — De
fence—Fraudulent kephehr.stations 
and promises — Failure to prove — 
Equitable defence—Hardship—Want
OF MUTUALITY — Hk.I.II.K AGAINST EN
FORCEMENT OK AGREEMENT BY IN EFFECT 
AWARDING SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE — 
Modification of judgment for pay
ment of purchase-money hy provid
ing that upon payment title must
HE SHEWN.

McMillan v. Pink, 14 O.W.N. 218.
Title — Earnest — Commencement of 

proof in writing—Parol evidence— 
C.C. Que. 1233, 1477.

In an action to compel the execution of 
a deed of sale, a cheque dated on the day 
of the «ale, made by the purt-haser to the 
order of the vendor and hearing the words 
“on account of a unie of hi» property,” 
which cheque the vendor keeps in hi» pos
session, is a commencement of proof in 
writing sufficient to allow pared evidence 
of the «ale, especially when tho»4- facts are 
corroliorated by admissions of the party 
itself. At the time of the proposed deal, 
either the earnest which has been given 
may he abandoned hy the party who has 
given it, if he desist» from his promise, or 
else the party who has received it must 
pay double the amount of the earnest if it 
is he who withdraws from the agreement. 
But when the earnest is given after the 
contract has been made, the parties are 
no longer free to withdraw, and the giving 
of the earnest serves to establish the mak
ing of the contract.

Bricot v. Brien, 23 Que. K.B. 565. 
Agref.mrnt of sale—Registration.

The recourse of the purchaser in the cn«e 
of breach of agreement of sale, which has 
not been followed by possession, is by ac
tion for specific performance. Such breach 
does not give rise to a petitory action, it 
confers merely a personal right or one be
tween debtor and creditor, and it does not 
permit of any registration.

Greaves v. Cadicux, 50 Que. 8.C. 361. 
Agreement for hale of land—Action by 

purchaser — Discretion — Advan
tage taken of vendor — Agreement 
to rescind—Failure to establish— 
Laches—Inability of vendor to con
vey—Final order of foreclosure in
FORMER ACTION—CONVEYANCE OF LAND 
HY MORTGAGEE—PARTIES.

McLaughlin v. Mallory, 10 O.W.N. 47.

Purchase money payable by instalments 
—Def ault—Time of essence—Tender 
—Specific performance—Forfeiture. 

Knkema v. Cherry, 16 W.L.R. 480. [Af
firmed 18 W.L.R. 641, 6 S.L.K. 61.j 
Contract fob sale of mining lands—Pos

session — Damages — Mechanics'

Hitchcock v. Sykes, 19 O.W.R. 964. 
Specific performance—Subsequent sale

TO BONA FIDE PURCHASER WITHOUT NO
TICE—Registration of caveat. 

Alexander v. Desman, 4 8.L.U. 111, 17 
W.L.R. 184. [Affirmed, suit noin. Mc- 
ivillop v. Alexander, 1 D.L.U. 580, 45 Can. 
S.C.R. 661, 1 W'.VV.R. 871.1 
Specific perform ance- Sale iiy Agent- 

Payment OF PURCHASE MONEY TO 
agent—Acquiescence.

Taylor v. Ilelgesun, 3 S.L.R. 461, 15 W.L, 
R. 273.
Agreement for sale—Specific perform 

ance—Landlord and tenant.
Power v. McGillivray, 0 E.L.R. 548. 

Purchasemoney payable by instalments 
— Default — Termination of con
tract— Specific performance — ile-
LIEF AGAINST FORFEIT! BE.

Dulziel v. llomeseekers" Land Co., 16 
W.L.R. 406.
Vendor and purchaser — Contract for

BALE OF LAND AND CHATTF.I.H—SPECIFIC 
PERFORMANCE—MISREPRESENTATION BT 
PURCHASER.

Lane v. Rice, 18 W.L.R. 657.
Contract f-or sale of land—Right to

TRANSFER — PAYMENT OF PI RCHASK

Robertson v. Matthews, 17 W.L.R. 552. 
Interim receipt—Specific performance- 

statute of Frauds—Names of par
ties—Agent.

Rut hum v. Calwell, 16 B.C.R. 201, 18 W. 
L.R. 281.
Specific peri on man ce—Possessory title 

—Failure to register—Priority or 
KFXiisTRATioN—Notice—Fraud. 

Chapman v. Edwards, 16 B.C.R. 334, 19 
W.L.R. 266, 1 W.W.R. 69.
Action fob specific performance—Dwell

ing-houses INFESTED WITH COCK 
ROACHES.

La belle v. Bernier, 18 O.W.R. 444. 
Agreement for sale of farm—Purchase 

money—Failure to strictly observe
TERMS OF CONTRACT.

Snider v. Snider, 19 O.W.R. 773.
Option — Acceptance — Down-payment 

not made—Contract not completed 
Lowes v. Herron, 3 A.L.U. 438, 18 W.L.R. 

167.
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Blnrftcial intebert of vendor not specif

ically allocated—Specific perform
ANCE WITH ABATEMENT OF PI RCHASE-
money—Lien fob improvement. 

Boudreau v. Rcneault, 3 A.L.R. 333, 17 
W L.R. M2.
bALE OF l.AXD — PAYMENT OF PURCHASE 

MONEY TO VENDOR'S AGENT—AUTHORITY 
TO COMPLETE SALE CONTAINED IN LET
TER.

Hendry v. Wismer, 10 O.YV.R. 204. 
Contract for sale of land—Lor front-

I NO ON RIVER—MlsKKPKESEN IATION AM
to quality—Survey.

Rodgers v. Fisher. 20 O.W.R. 19ti. 
Contract f*>r hale ok lands—Alternative 

for damages—Agency—Order for pos
session.

Morgan v. Johnson, 20 O.W.R. 509. 
Memorandum of agreement—Statute of 

Frauds—Variance in price—Mihrep 
BE.SEXTATIO.N — Reh SAL 01 SPECIFIC 
PERFORMANCE.

Calgsrv Realty v. Reid, 19 W.L.R. 619, 
1 VV.WJL 218.
Contract for half, of land—Misrepre

sentations OF AGENT FOR PURCHASER— 
Refusal of specific performance. 

Lowes v. Nicholls, 19 VV.L.R. 640, 1 W. 
V B tOt
Contract fob sale of land—Option to

PURCHASE OR TO SELL AS AGENT—ELEC
TION TO PURCHASE AFTER RESALE AT

Xoismith v. Bentley, 19 W.L.R. 273, 1
W.W.R. 24.
(9 I E—31)—Effect of dower interests 

— Interest of nosreuihterfd

The purchaser's interest under a contract 
of sale registrable under the B.C. Land 
Registry Act, 190«i, c. 23, in the register of 
charges, is only such an interest in the 
lands as is commensurate with the relief 
which equity would give by way of speviiic 
performance; and his contract with the 
registered owner of an Indefeasible fee will 
not lx- effective as against a claim under a 
valid but unregistered deed admitted by the 
v-ndor whereby her title was reduced to a 
claim for dower and the fee belonged of 
right to another whose title was shewn in 
answer to the purchaser's action for specific 
performance; section 75 of the Act made 
tlit* deed inadmissible in disproof of the pur
chaser'» title to a charge under his con
tract, but it remained properly admissible 
on the question of the extent to which spe
cific performance ought to be granted 
under that contract.

Howard v. Miller, 22 D.L.R. 76, (1916) 
A C 318. 20 B C R. 227 at ‘230, reversing 
Sop. C't. of Can. 4 W.W.R. 1193. [Applied 
in central Trusts v. Snider, 25 D.L.R. 410.1 
(9 I E—32)—Right to remedy — Pur

chase Of LAND WITH NOTICE OF OUT 
STANDING OPTION.

Carey v. Roots, 11 D.L.R. 208, 5 A.L.R.

125 at 133. 23 W.L.R. Rf>0. 4 W.W.R. 354. 
affirming 5 D.L.R. 070, 5 A.L.R. 126, 2 W. 
W.R. 678, 21 W.L.R. 795.
Option to purchase—Failure of consid

eration.
An option given by defendant to plain

tiff» to purchase land is nudum pactum and 
unenforceable where the consideration 
therefor is not paid.

MeUregor v. Chalmers, 11 D.L.R. 157, 24 
W.L.R. 176, 4 W.W.R. 256.
Opr i ox—Contracts.

When #5 has been paid for an option for 
purchase of land under which a first pay
ment of $1,000 is stipulated to be made if 
the option is exercised, a tender of $995 
on the last day of the option is bad, unless 
the option stipulates that the consideration 
theretor shall in the event of sale he ap
plied on the deposit.

Archdekin v. McDonald, 1 D.L.R. 004, 20 
W.L.R. 595, 1 W.W.R. 1014.

An agency contract between the owner 
and a real "estate agent is not necessarily 
established by the owner's answer quoting 
price sent in reply to a telegram from the 
real estate agent asking the best cash price 
although it also stated a reason for an im
mediate answer that the sender had a man 
‘ who will buy this if he ran get it right,” 
and the owner may still shew that his ne
gotiations with the sender of the telegram 
were only as with a prospective purchaser.

Locke v. Snyder, 7 D.L.R. 457, 22 W.L. 
R. 287.
Escrow—Condition—Consent or mort

gagee—Failure to notify—Delay— 
Action fob specific Performance- 
Discretion of court — Return or 
dow x -payment—Costs.

Denton v. Tossy. 7 O.W.N. 166.
Option or offf:b—Time-limit fob accept

ance—Repudiation by vendor before

McKay* v". Wayland. 8 O.W.N. 74L 

(§ I E—33)—Notice to complete.
Facts known to the vendor, at the time^ 

the contract was made, as having influenced 
the purchaser to agree to the time fixed for 
completion in a contract for sale of land, 
will be considered in determining what is a 
reasonable notice where the contract does 
not provide that time shall be of the es
sence of the contract.

Mitchell v. Wilson, 2 D.L.R. 714, 6 S.L.R. 
161, 20 W.L.R. 671, 2 W.W.R. 124. 
Rescission—Notice—Tender of title— 

Reasonable time.
A letter by the purchasers to the vendor, 

giving notice of intention to rescind the 
contract if completion should lie delayed 
beyond a named reasonable time, having 
been made impracticable by the act of the 
vendor's agent in stating a wrong address 
in the agreement, and the vendor's neglect 
to rectify the error, prevents such vendor 
from insisting on this condition of the right 
of rescission. The failure of the vendor to
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prepare and lender, within a reasonable 
time, the transfer which was to Lave liecn 
prepared disentitles such vendor to ask for 
specific performance of the agreement.

Sirnson v. Young, 41 D.L.K. 25H, 56 (’an. 
N.U.R. 388, 111*1 HJ 2 W.W.R. 62, reversing 
33 D.L.R. 220, 10 A.L.R. 310, [1917J 1 W. 
W B. INI.

I E—-35)—Doubtful titi.es.
Where the vendor lias contracted to sell 

subject to an unmatured incumbrance or 
charge which by the terms of the contract 
he represents to be subject to a privilege of 
prepayment at any time, not however con
tained in the mortgage, and the contract 
does not reserve to the vendor the right to 
rescind if lie shall lie unable or unwilling 
to remove an objection to title, the vendor 
is not entitled to rescind on the purchaser 
insisting on specific performance of tho 
contract under the best conditions procur
able; the vendor in such case must either 
obtain the mortgagee’s consent to prepay
ment or give some equitable indemnity 
Hcvtiring the purchaser against loss in re
spect of the refusal of the privilege guar
anteed under the contract. [Wilson v. Wil
liams. 3 dur. N.8. 810, and Nimmons v. 
Stewart, 1 A.1*R. 384, followed.]

Knight v. Cushing. 1 D.L.R. 331, 4 A.L. 
R. 123, 20 W.L.R. 28, 1 W.W.R. 568. 
Absence ok title in vendor—Innocent

MISTAKE.
Specific performance will not be granted, 

where a widow, in the honest belief that 
she could deal with the property of her 
deceased husband, entered into an agree
ment for the sale of certain lands belonging 
to the estate of the deceased, of which she 
was administrator in another province but 
not in the province where the lands were 
situate and in which she had upon her hus
band’s intestacy a beneficial interest to the 
extent of one-third only after the debts of 
the estate should lie paid.

Meighen v. Couch, 0 D.L.R. 829, 23 Man. 
L.R. 117, 23 W.L.R. 523. 4 W.W.R. 64. 

f Specific performance of a contract to sell 
real estate will not be ordered where the 
prospective vendors are executors and trus
tees of the individual estate of their tes
tator who held the property as a trustee 
only if the court considers the will was in
sufficient in form to constitute the vendors 
trustees with power to convey the trust 
estate, although it was stipulated by the 
contract that the purchaser would accept n 
transfer from the vendors as executors and 
trustees on their having the probate re
scaled under Manitoba laws.

Mansfield v. Toronto General Trusts Co., 
1 D.L.R. 503. 22 Man. L.R. 49, 20 W.L.R. 
344.
Doubtful titles — Decision on vendor

AND PURCHASER APPLICATION.
A dismissal of a summary application 

made by a vendor under the Vendors and 
Purchasers Act (Ont.), is not decisive on 
the question of title so as to preclude the

vendor from bringing an action for specific 
performance, since the whole case is not 
exhaustively treated on a vendor and pur
chaser summons, but the proceedings mere
ly deal with isolated points arising out of 
or in connection with the contract of sale.

Cameron v. Hull, 0 D.L.R. 843, 23 O.W.R. 
736.
Doubtful title—Waiver by purchaser—

DISCRETION OF COURT.
Where the title to land is doubtful the 

court will refuse specific performance of a 
contract to purchase, unless the purchaser 
has by his conduct waived his ordinary 
equitable right to a good title; acts of 
ownership do not necessarily constitute such 
a waiver, if satisfactorily explained and the 
court may in its discretion allow the pur
chaser to repudiate notwithstanding such 
acts.

«elder v. Whitney, 49 D.L.R. 153, [1919] 
3 W.W.R. 627.
Dot BTFUL TITLE—('AVEAT—Rk.MiIVAL.

Where a vendor within a reasonable time 
removes a caveat against the title founded 
on an agreement imposing burdens on the 
land he is entitled to specific performance 
of the agreement of sale. [Greer v. Clarke, 
27 D.L.R. 699, 9 A.L.R. 533, followed.]

Pugh v. Knott, 36 D.L.R. 52, 12 A.L.R. 
390. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 95.
Land situated in another province —

In an action for the specific performance 
of an agreement for sale of lands situated 
in another province, where the plaintiff 
shewed a prima facie title to the land, 
a reference should be directed to the Master 
to report as to whether the plaintiff had 
a good title. Under the circumstances the 
plaintiff was not debarred from specific per
formance because lie had not title at the 
time agreed upon for completion, nor by the 
fact, that his vendor hud conveyed the prop
erty to a third party.

F’ovt George & Fraser Valley Land Co. v. 
Wilson, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 351.
Kxuhanub of lands—Doubtful titles.

Where in an action for specific perform
ance of a contract for exchange of lands the 
issue of title is raised, but not prominently 
put forward iu the pl< adings, the court will 
direct a reference to the local registrar to 
afford the parties an opportunity of taking 
all proper objection* on teat ground. [May
berry v. Williams, 3 S.L.R. 350; Lucas v. 
James, 7 Hare 410, followed.]

Tucker v. Jones. 25 D.L.R. 278, 8 S.L.R 
387, 133 W.L.R. 1. 9 W.W.R 620. See also 
30 D.L.R. 228, 53 Can. S.C.R. 431, 10 
W.W.R. 1117.
Exchanub of lands—Defective title.

A party seeking specific performance of 
an agreement for the exchange of lands is 
not entitled to the remedy if he delays the 
perfecting of his title for an unreasonable

'williams v. Black, 23 D.L.R 287, 8 
W.W.R. 1139, 31 W.L.R. 844.
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Vendor able to convey moiety only — 

Specific performance with abate
ment.

Kennedy v. Spence, 24 O.L.R. 535, 20 
O.VY.K. 61.
POSSESSION TAKEN BY PURCHASER—\ KNDOB 

WITHOUT PATENT FOB LAND — TlltC OF 
ESSENCE OF CONTRACT — Pl'BCHABBB 
FAILING TO MAKE PAYMENTS.

Devlin v. ltadkev. 22 U.L.R. 301», 17 
O.W.R. 66.V
(» I E—36)—Imposition of tf.bms—Com

pensation OR ABATEMENT.
On an application to discharge the pur

chaser from the contract for «ant of a 
good title in the vendor following a decree 
obtained by the latter for specific perform
ance. a discharge ahould lie refused in re
spect of trifling defect* of title if the vendor 
submit* to make compensation or to permit 
an abatement of the purchase monev. 
| Ifalkett v. Dudley, [19071 1 t'h. 590. fol
lowed.]

Lee v. Sheer. 19 D.L.R. 3(1. H A.L.R. 161. 
30 W.L.R. 273. 7 W.W.R. 927.
IMPOSITION OF TERM* UPON ORDER COMPLKT-

An interim order may he made, in an 
action of specific performance brought hv 
the vendor, in which both the purchaser and 
an adverse claimant are joined as defend
ant*. allowing a sale of lands to be car
ried out pending the trial of the adverse 
claim against the vendor (notice of which 
i* the sole objection to the purchaser clos 
ing) on proper terms to secure tlic claimant 
if he should substantiate his claim at the 
trial, and a vesting order may lie made 
thereon in favour of the purchaser as to all 
the estate and interest in the lands of the 
other parties to the action.

Jennison v. Copeland, 3 D.L.R. 52, 21 
0 W.R. 689.
Judicial discretion—Judgment in the al

ternative.
In an action for specific performance of 

an agreement for the sale of land, where 
it appears that the agreement in question 
was drawn up by the plaintiff, and prepared 
in such a manner as to leave room for 
want of understanding on ttie part of the 
defendant of the meaning which the plain
tiff asserts it was intended to convey, and 
where the terms in regard to a purchase 
money mortgage on the land contained in 
the agreement are ambiguous, the court may 
in its discretion order specific performance 
according to the defendant's interpreta
tion or in the alternative a dismissal of 
the action.

(iertzhein v. Bell, 9 D.L.R. 833, 23 O.W.R.
958.

Default by purchaser — Cancellation
OF CONTRACT—NOTE GIVEN FOB PAYMENT 
IN DEFAULT.

Midgeley v. Bacon, 4 S.L.R. 152.

Invitation to public to coMPtrrt fob 
prizes—Stated value thebeoi—Mis 
representation.

Cockwell v. Standard Publishing Co., 4 
S.L.R. 132.

H. Decree or Judgment.
See Vendor and Purchaser; Isind Titles.
($ II—49)—Order for—Form and scope 

of—Embodying order to pay in plk 
(HAKE MONEY.

1» m action by a vendor against a pur
chaser, an order for specific performance 
and an order for the payment into court by 
the purchaser of the balance due and owing 
for purchase money may lie embodied in 
the same judgment. [Robinson v. (lalland. 
37 XV.R. 396, followed; Schuman v. Fwiug, 
7 W.L.R. 610, and Hargreaves \. Security 
Co., 19 D.kR. 677, disapproved.]

Lee v. Sheer, 19 Ü.L.K. 36, 8 A.L.R. 161. 
30 W.L.R. 273, 7 W.W.R. 927.
Discretion of court to grant—Title ac

quired PENDENTE LITE— RESCISSION —
Pleadings.

'I he right of the plaintiff to a decree for 
specific performance is an equitable right 
and is always a matter for the just discre
tion of the court. A vendor suing for 
specific performance is not entitled as of 
right to a reference as to title or to prove 
bis title acquired pendente lite; the court 
may refuse specific performance although 
title had lieen got in by the plaintiff before 
the trial, if he had unreasonably neglected 
to obtain the title which he had the right 
to cull for after the purchaser had made an 
offer to complete the sale, and did not in 
fact have a title to convey until after the 
purchaser had pleaded the* rescission of the 
agreement.

Krom v. Kaiser, 21 D.L.R. 700, 8 A.L.R. 
287, 31 W.L.R. 742, reversing 18 D.L.R 
226, 7 A.L.R. 467, 7 W.W.R. 186.
When granted—Confirmation of Title-

Right OF VENDEE TO COSTS.
A vendor suing for specific performance 

may make title even at the trial and if lie 
does so and there has been no repudiation, 
he is entitled to a decree for specific per
formance, but the defendant purchaser, 
where title has not previously been made, 
is entitled to costs up to and including con
firmation of report on title. [Ifalkett v 
Dudley. 76 L.J. Ch. 330, [1907] 1 Ch 590, 
followed.]

Magrath-Holgate v. Countryman, 22 
D.L.R. 684.
Vendor's action.

"In a vendor’s action for specific perform
ance where the pure baser has defaulted in 
his payments, the judgment may direct pay
ment of the arrears with interest and costa 
to be made by the defendant purchaser to 
the plaintiff or into court within a limited 
time with leave to the parties to apply.

I’revev v. Security Coal Mine* Co., 11 
D.L.R, 33, 24 W.L.R* 342, 4 W.W.R. 636
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K.»mu EMEXT ON SI RUT Tli.ltMS AS TO DILA

TORY PLAINTIFF.
Where a purchaser of realty is clearly 

in default, in that although lie has accept
ed the title he has not tendered the con
veyance nor the overdue balance of the pur
chase money, while his claim against the 
vendor for specific performance may lie en
forced, such enforcement will be made sub
ject to strict terms of prompt performance 
on his part.

Strathv v. Stephens, 16 D.L.R. 186, 29 
O.J,.R. 383.

In an action to enforce specific perform
ance of a contract for tiie sale of land 
which stipulated that the purchaser upon 
i'ompleting payment should have a Torrens 
title to the land, the court has the power 
1o decree a conveyance in respect of such 
title as the defendant has and also to award 
damages for breach of the agreement to give 
a Torrens title even though the land is not 
within its jurisdiction and though th- de
fendant did not own the land at the time 
the contract was entered into, if he took 
over the vendor's rights in the agreement 
and received the greater part of the pur
chase money with full knowledge that the 
plaintiff's contract with the owner called 
for a Torrens title.

Smith v. Ernst. 3 D.L.R. 730, 22 Man. L.R* 
303, 2 W.W.R. 498, 21 W.L.R. 483. aflirm 
ing 2 D.L.R. 213, 20 W.L.R. 772, 1 W.W.R. 
1250.

Where in addition to a claim for specific 
performance of a contract for the sale of 
land, a claim is made by the purchaser for 
compensation for an alleged deficiency in 
the quantity, a court of equity has a dis
cretion to refuse the relief sought and to 
leave the purchaser to his rights at law

Rullen v. Wilkinson, 2 D.L.R. 190, 21 
O.W.R. 427.
Damaurn in lieu of— Enkobi i.mfnt pre

vented BY DEFENDANT’S WRONG.
A court possessing the former jurisdic

tion both of the common-law courts and of 
the courts of equity may. in an action 
brought by the purchaser fur specific per
formance. award in lieu thereof damages 
for nonperformance in addition to the re
turn of purchase money paid, where there 
bad been a part, performance by admit
ting' the purchaser into possession and the 
vendor was the owner able to give title 
hilt resold to another in fraud of the plain
tiff. notwithstanding that there was uu con
tract in writing under the Statute of 
Frauds, [Lavery v. Pursell, 39 Oh.D. 608: 
Re Northumberland Avenue Hotel Co.. 23 
t'h.D. 16. distinguished: Elmore v. Pirrief 
67 L.T. 333, applied.!

McIntyre v. Stoekdale. 9 D.L.R. 293. 27 
O.L.R. 460. 23 O.W.R. 686.
Partial title — Cy-prês execution with

COMPENSATION.
Tlie court will not order specific perform

ance cy-prês with compensation of a con

tract made in her individual capacity only 
bv the widow of the deceased owner for 
the sale of the fee where her interest was 
in fact only a one-third share after the 
payment of the délits of the estate.

Mcigben v. Crouch. 9 D.L.R. 829, 23 Man 
L.R. 117, 23 W.L.R. 523, 4 W.W.R. 64. 
Performance pro tanto and compensation 

—Vendor and purchaser.
Where the defendant, who had agreed to 

exchange real estate with the plaintiff, was 
unable to convey a small parcel of the lamia 
to the plaintiff, the latter is entitled to Is? 
placed as nearly as possible in the same 
position as he would have occupied had the 
defendant carried out his agreement : the 
plaintiff may elect to take specific perfoim- 
ance pro tanto with an ahateravnt in pr e 
in respect of the part for which title vauimt 
he given, but the abatement will be based 
upon the actual value and not upon the .n- 
llated value assigned to such parcel in the 
exchange agreement.

Silvert v. Carlson, 17 D.L.R. 714, 24 Men. 
L.R. 790, 28 W.L.R. 413.
Vendor not sole owner of property 

agreed to be conveyed—Abatement
IN PRICE FOR PORTION TO WHICH TITLE 
CANNOT BE GIVEN.

If a man having only a limited interest 
in one parcel of land, but entitled to the 
entire fee in another, chooses to enter into 
a contract for the sale of the whole, rep
resenting it all as his own, it is not com- 
ictent for him subsequently to set up his 
aek of ownership in the whole as a reason 
for nonfulfillment of the contract. The 
purchaser is entitled to have the contract 
carried out so far as possible, with an 
abatement in price for the portion for which 
title cannot be given.

Ilalldorson v. Moli/ki. 47 D.L.R. 613,
[ 1919] 3 W.W.R. 86, affirming [1919] 1 W. 
W.R. 472.
I# II—43)—Binding effect on parties. •

Where the plaintiff brought an action 
upon an agreement entered into between 
him and the defendant to have the same 
cancelled and to have a cash payment made 
thereon declared forfeited, and the defend
ant, by counterclaim resisting the plain
tiff's claim, sets up an agreement to sell or 
purchase land and asks the court to order 
specific performance, he necessarily submits 
on his part to perform it and the judgment 
which he afterwards success in obtaining 
is as binding upon him as it is upon hie 
opponent. When in such a case judgment 
goes for the defendant, he cannot, when the 
litigation has finally ceased, complain that 
owing to the delay caused by the litiga
tion, which was wholly due to hie opposi
tion to the plaintiff’s claim, the properly 
has so much decreased in value that it is 
now inequitable to compel him to accept it.

Leckie v. Marshall. 4 D.L.R. 94. 3 O.W N. 
1527, affirming with a variation, 20 O.WJt. 
117.
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(§ II—45)—Judgment—Order fur posses

sion—Time limited to remedy de-

Under ordinary circumstances where the 
court allows a purchaser, in possession 
under a contract for sale of lands, a period 
of time within which to remedy his de
fault in payment of the purchase price, it 
" ill not include in the judgment for speei- 
îic performance in favour of the vendor a 
direction that the purchaser deliver up pos
session to the vendor at an earlier date 
than the expiry of that period, although 
the contract gave the purchaser a right to 
possession only “until default.”

W alker v. Barker, 13 D.L.R. 349, 0 A.L.R. 
244. 25 W.L.R. 331, 5 W.W.R. 5. 

uNTRACT TO SELL LAND—INJUNCTION BY 
FOREIGN COURT AS DEFENCE.

DeVenne v. Warren, 43 N.S.R. 8, 8 E.L.R. 
453.

SPEED.
See Automobiles Railways; Street Rail-

8PEEDY TRIAL.
See Criminal Law ; Summary Convictions.

STARE DECISIS.
See Courts. V7.

STATUTE OF FRAUDS.
See Contracts.
Specific performance of oral contract, see 

Specific Performance.
As to trusts, see Evidence, VI—567.

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.
See Limitation of Actions; Adverse Pos-

8TATUTE OF USES.
See Deeds, II E—50.

STATUTES.
I. Enactment-, validity, 

a. Enactment.
8. Time of passage and taking effect.
c. Validity^ in general.
d. Judicial examimtion; legislative

journals.
E. Entitling; expression of subject, 
r. Plurality of subjects.
0. Local or special legislation.

II. CONSTRUCTION ; OPERATION ; EFFECT. 
a. In general ; use of words.
B. Strict or liberal construction.
c. Adopted or re-enacted statutes.
d. Prospective or retrospective Opera-

Annotations.
In pari materia — Interpretation : 49 

D L.R 60.

I. Enactment; validity. ,
A. Enactment.

(§ I A—1)—Saskatchewan School As
sessment Act—Separate Schools — 
T.axi's—Com pa nies.

Section 93a of the School Assessment Act, 
R.S.S. c. 101, as added by 1912-13, c. 3ti, 
whereby in default of notice being given 
by a company under s. 93 for an upportion- 
ment of its school taxes after notice from a 
separate school board, such taxes shall be 
divided between the publie and separate 
schools on the basis of the ratio of non
corporate assessments to each is within the 
legislative [lower of the Legislature.

Regina Public School v. Iiration Separate 
School and Regina, 18 D.L.R. 571, 7 S.L.R. 
451, ti W .W.R. 1088, 7 W.W.R. 7. [ Re
\erscd 21 D.L.R. 162. 50 Can. S.C R. 589, 31 
W.L.R. 82, 7 W.W.R. 1248, 8 W.W.R 156, 
29 W.L.R. 221, 399.)
Prohibition—Commihbion Dec. 21. 1918, 

under Public Inquiries Act—Com
MINSIOJfKB NOT A COURT—REMEDY OF 
PROHIBITION NOT AVAILABLE.

Ap[H>al from judgment allowing the issue 
of a writ of prohibition against < lement, J. 
as Coinniissiuner proceeding with the in
quiry as to unlawful importations of liquor 
into British Columbia, and unlawful saleH 
of liquor within the province under the 
Royal Commission dated Dec. 21, 1918, 
issued under the Public Inquiries Act, on 
the ground that the said commission was 
ultra vires. Held, that prohibition did not 
lie because the commissioner was in no way 
acting judicially; he was in no sense a

Re Clement and Public Inquiries Act, 
11919) 3 W.W.R. 309. reversing f 1010] 1 

W.W.R. 372. For decision of British Colum
bia Court of Appeals as to the Constitution
ality of the Act, and of the appointment of 
Mr. Justice Clement as Commissioner see 
48 D.L.R. 237, [1919) 3 W.W.R. 115. 
Wilful violation of provincial statute 

—Restriction of appeal.
The King v. McMurrer; McMurrer v. Jen

kins, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 385.
Sunday observance — Statutory per

MISSION TO CERTAIN CLASSES OF 
dealers — Legislative authority — 
—Negativing criminal intent.

Attorney-General of Ontario v. Hamilton 
Street R. Co., [1913] A.C. 524, dis
tinguished.

Kennedy v. Couillard, 17 Can. Cr. Can. 
239.

C. Validity-, in general.
(8 I C—20)—Workmen’s Compensation 

Act—Payment of compensation— 
Accident to sailors on ship in for
eign waters—Constitutionality.

That part of the Workmen’s Compensa
tion Act (B.C.) (6 Geo. V., 1916. e. 77) 
which purports to warrant the payment of 
compensation to seamen or their dependents 
for accidents or death by accidents upon
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aliip« in foreign waters is in no wuv ultra 
vires the provincial legislature. [Royal 
Bank v. The King, 9 D.L.R. 337, [1913] 
A.C. 283, distinguiHhed.

Workmen’s Compensation Board v. C.P.R. 
Co.. 48 D.L.R. 218, [ I92UJ A.t . 184 [1919|
3 W.W.R. 167, reversing 47 D.L.R. 487.] 
Injury to workman—Action—Remedy— 

Workmen's Compensation Act, 6 Geo. 
V„ 1916 (Man.) oh. 125—DISMISSAL 
OK ACTION — APPEAL — CONSTITU
TION A I.IT Y ok Act—B.N.A. act, ss. DO, 
»9, 100.

The enactment of legislation establishing 
a Workmen's Compensation Commission or 
Board is within the competence of a pro
vincial legislature. But the provisions of 
Mich enactment in relation to the appoint
ment and payment of the salary of the 
Board are ultra vires as they conflict with 
the powers reserved to the Dominion under 
as. 96. 99. 100 of the B.N.A. Act.

Kowhanko v. Tremblay, 50 D.L.R. 578. 
[Reversed, 51 D.L.R. 174.] 
j''.BROR—Fraud—Power ok court.

The court cannot annul an Act of the 
Legislature on the ground that it was ob
tained by error or fraud.

Prévost v. Montreal, 52 Que. N.C. 349. 
Municipal corporation «—Tax ation—B.C. 

Municipal Act, 1914. c. 52. s. 133— 
Council ok municipality passing by- 
laws not to complete work author
IZI.T» BY KARL I UR BY-LAW—ASSKSSMENT 
FOR WORK PARTIALLY COMPLETED—No 
JURISDICTION EXCEPT UNDER S. 10. C. 45 
or 1916.

Council of defendant municipality in 1911 
passed by-law no. 1147 authorizing certain 
Htrect construction work. In Dec. 1915, the 
council under 8. 133 of c. 52 of 1914 (Munic
ipal Act), passed by-law no. 1868 reciting 
that said work had been carried out in 
part and that the eouneil deemed it inad
visable to complete it. and enacted that an 
assessment In? made on the lands lienetited 
by tile work so carried out in part, and sub
mitted it to the Lieut. Governor in council 
for approval. In Sept. 1916, the eouneil 
passed by-law no. 1925 which, reciting the 
steps previously taken, levied and fixed the 
assessment necessary to provide for the 
proportion of the costs of the work to be 
lsiriie by the owners of the property im
mediately to be benefited and the city re
spectively. and such by-law received the 
sanction of the Lieut. Governor-in-council. 
Jn passing by-law no. 1925 the council pro
ceeded under said s. 133. Section 10 of 
c. 45 of 1916 which became law May 31, 
1916. says the council may provide under 
certain conditions that work undertaken 
and carried out in part shall not lie com
pleted. a condition being that if the special 
assessment roll with respect to tl»e work 
undertaken has not been made and con
firmed (and this had not been done in the 
case in question) the council may pass a 
by-law amending the by-law authorizing the

construction of the work in eo far as it 
related to the extent of such work Held, 
the council had no jurisdiction to pass said 
by-law no. 1925. The original by-law nu. 
1147 should have been amended to effect 
the necessary substitution in accordance 
with said s. Î0 of c. 45 of 1916, which con
fers the sole power of an assessment such 
as was attempted.

Mason v. Victoria, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 562. 
(§ I C—25)—Invalid in part.

The provisions of the Extra Provincial 
Corporations Act. R.S.O. 1914, c. 179, except 
the latter part of s. 16 (1) »rc intra vires 
in so far as they apply to a company 
incorporated under the Dominion Companies 
Act. R.S.O. 1906. c. 79, for carrying on 
business in Ontario, and with its chief place 
of business in Ontario, such company is pre
cluded from carrying out its objects and 
undertakings in Ontario until it becomes 
licensed; it is subject to the penalties pre
scribed in the Act for carrying on business, 
and is prohibited from holding lands for the 
purposes of its business without being li
censed under the Art. That part of s. 16 
which provides that so long as a company 
remains unlicensed it shall not he capable 
of maintaining any action or other proceed
ing in any court in Ontario in respect of 
any contract made in whole or in part with
in Ontario in the course of or in connection 
with business carried on contrary to the

Brevisions of s. 7 is ultra vires. [John 
'eere Plow Co. v. Wharton, [1915] A.C. 

330, 18 D.L.R. 353. distinguished.]
Currie v. Harris Litlio. Co.. 41 D.L.R, 227, 

41 O.L.R. 475, reversing 40 O.L.R. 290. 
Assignments Act, s. 52 — Punishment

FOR CONCEALING OR MAKING AWAY WITH 
PROPERTY, ULTRA VIBES—EXAMINATION 
OK ASSIGNOR AND PUNISHMENT FOR NON 
ATTENDANCE, KT<\, INTRA VIRES.

Section 52 of the Assignments Act. R.S.M. 
1913, c. 12. in so far as it provides for pun
ishment of the assignor for concealing or 
making away with property in order to de
feat creditors is ultra vires of the provin
cial legislature. The Assignments Act is 
not bankruptcy legislation and does not 
trench upon Dominion rights. It is a wise 
provision against the disposition of property 
beyond the control of creditors and a pro
tection generally against a preference to any 
favoured creditor. It is therefore a subject 
of property and civil rights within the prov
ince. and an examination of the assignor 
as provided for by the Act. and (under 
the B.N.A. Act, s. 92, subs. 15) the enforce
ment thereof by the imposition of punish
ment as provided for under said s. 62, is 
within the power of the provincial legis-

Re Churchill, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 541.
G. liOCAL OB SPECIAL LEGISLATION.

(§ I G—75)—Strict or liberal conrtruc-

The requirements of e. 16 of the Placer 
Mining Act, 1896, that every extension of a
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grant of water for mining grounds leased 
must be recorded in the Record of Water 
tirants, imports, when read with s. 14, that 
i.o such extension can be effected except by 
express words.

Lightning Creek y. Hopp, 17 D.L.R. 041, 
Iff B.C.R. 586, 28 W.L.R. 110.
<§ I G—82)—Municipal Assessment Act 

—Immaterial omission.
The Municipal Assessment Act (R.S.M. 

]913, c. 134) although in part adopted from 
the Ontario Act, differs from it in that it 
contemplâtes that resident and nonresident 
owners shall be put upon a practical equal
ity: the omission of the assessor to insert 
the word “nonresident” in the column for 
i aines of owners as required by s. 20 of 
the Manitoba Act is a formal not a material 
matter, and when the address is inserted 
after the name, the defect is cured by s. 03 
<f the Act. [Berlin v. Grange, 1 E. & A. 
270. distinguished.]

Bifrost v. Houghton, 30 D.L.R. 650, 28 
Man. L.R. 484, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 707. 
l§ 1 G—80)—Roads, bridges and ferries.

Power graoted under 43 Viet. (Man.) e. 
36 to a company to “break up. dig. and 
trench so much and so many of the public 
streets, roads, squares, highways, and other 
l-iiblie places in any municipality . . .
as may at any time be necessary or re
quired for laying down or erecting [or re
pairing] the mains, pipes or wires to con
duct” gas or electricity, will permit the 
« rection of poles therein to carry wires 
necessary for the conveyance of electricity.

Winnipeg Electric R. Co. v. Winnipeg, 
4 D.L.R. 116, [1912] A.C. 355. 1 W.W.R. 
•'04, reversing 20 Man. L.R. 337, 16 W.L.R. 
62.

A clause in a general Act making it a 
condition precedent to the erection of elec
tric light poles and wires, in a municipality, 
that the consent, of the municipal council 
shall be first obtained and that the whole 
work incident to the erection of the poles 
-■hall be under the supervision of an ap
pointee of the council, is not inconsistent 
with nor superseded by special provisions 
contained in the. Act of incorporation of an 
electric light company conferring upon it 
the power to erect poles in a street, and to 
operate the business of the company aud 
making the company responsible for dam
ages caused in carrying on or maintaining 
their works.

Toronto à Niagara Power Co. v. North 
Toronto. 2 D.L.R. 120. 25 O.L.R. 475, 21 
O.VV.R, 175. [Reversed in 5 D.L.R 43, 
[1912] A.C. 834, 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 392.]

n. Construction; operation; effect.
A. In GENERAL; USE OF WORDS.

General and Special statutes, see Munici
pal Corporations, II C—106.

Ejuedem generis, see Master and Serv
ant, V—340.

(§ 11 A—951—Companies Act—Instru
ments—Signature.

Section 70 of table A of the Companies 
Act, R.S.B.C. 1011, c. 39. requires an in
strument not only to be signed by two di
rectors but also by a secretary who is not 
one of such directors, anil the seal only 
becomes effective to bind the company 
when accompanied by compliance with such 
requirement. [Aggs v. Nicholson. 25 L.J. 
Ex. 348; City Bank v. Cheney, 15 U.C.Q.B. 
400; Re Barneds Banking Co., L.R. 3 Ch. 
105, distinguished.]

Re Lund Registry Act, "28 D.L.R. 354, 22 
B.C.R. 507, 34 W.L.R. 466.
King's Bench Act, Man.—Discretion as

to COSTS.
No further power is conferred upon the 

judge by r. 952 of the King's Bench Act, 
(Man.), in regard to the disposition of the 
costs than was previously conferred by r. 
934, which was the original rule conferring 
discretion as to costs and was taken from 
O. 65, r. 1, of the Knglish Judicature Act; 
r. 952 is to lie construed along with r. 934 
and not as repealing or being substituted 
for the latter. [Shillinglaw \. Whillier, 19 
Man. UR. 149, distinguished.]

Gibson v. Snaith, 21 D.L.R. 716, ‘25 Man. 
UR 278, 8 W.W.R. 247.
Local Improvement Act — Amendment 

—Intention.
The amendment to the Local Improve

ment Act, R.S.O., 1914, c. 193, made by 
the statute 4 Geo. V. (Ont), c. 21, s. 42, 
is intended to give dissentient land owners 
a remedy analagoue to those given by 
counter-petition and by notice to the coun
cil, and provides an appeal from the dis
cretion of the council in undertaking the 
work at all or in respect of some detail of 
the work such as the apportionment of the 
cost; but when the work lias Ih-cii executed 
in assumed conformity with the council’s 
declared intention, an appeal does not lie 
to the Ontario Railway and Municipal 
Board to review the council’s discretion.

Re Kemp and Toronto, 21 D.L.R. 833, 7 
O.W.N. 704.
Grain act—Application.

Section 218 of the Canada Grain Act 
(Can.) 1912, c. 27, applies only to trans
actions in which the buyer purchases grain 
in car lots irrespective of quantity ; not to 
purchases of a definite quantity.

Tainter v. McKinnon, 39 D.L.R. 483, 13 
A.L.R 54, [1918] 1 W.W.R 776.
Dog Tax and Siieep Protection Act — 

Right ok claimant.
A claimant under the Dog Tax and Sheep 

Protection Act (R.S.O. 1914, c. 246) has a 
right of action to compel the council and 
valuer to comply with the provisions of 
the Act, as far as may be necessary to give 
effect to a valid claim ; but has no right of 
action in the nature of an appeal against 
the determination of the council or the
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valuation of the valuer. [Re Hogan v. 
Tudor, 34 O.L.R. 571. distinguished.]

Hogle v. Emesttown, 41 D.L.R. 1*23, 41 
O.L.R. 394.
Mour main Acts — Dominion company —

“Ills MAJESTY.”
A Dominion com puny is subject to and j 

iiound to obey the statutes of the province 
as to mortmain. The words “of a statute 
for the time being in force" contained in 
h. 3 of the Mortmain and Charitable Uses 
Act, It.S.O. c. 103, apply only to a statute 
of the Province, and the words “His 
Majesty,’’ where the} first occur in the same 
section, mean Jlis Majesty acting by the 
1 .ieutvnant-Governor of the province, and 
where they occur the second time, mean 
His Majesty in right of the province. The 
Act is an Act of general application.

Currie v. Harris Lithographing Co., 41 
D.L.R. 227, 41 O.L.R. 475, reversing 40 
O.UR. 290.
<'a mi \it y CiiAim.it Act—Amendment—By-

The Act to amend the Calgary Charter 
Act, 1917 (Alta'.) c. 45, s. 19, which pro
vides that a by-law to enforce the early 
closing of retail shops, shall, before eom- 
"mg into force, lie submitted to the “elec
tors’’ and carried by a “majority vote” of 
slid electors requires that the by-law be 
carried by a majority of the electors act
ually voting, not of those entitled to vote.
A special provision of the legislature in 
regard to the submission of a by-law to 
the electors, avoids the necessity for com
pliance with the general provisions relat
ing to the same class of by-law.

Re Young and G la avilies", 39 D.L.R. 029, 
13 A.L.R. 266, [1918J 2 W.W.R. 352. 
Ohsourf. language in enacting aqbee-

MI :X T—I fow BEG A RDI'll.
A section in an Act of the legislature, 

enacted to confirm an agreement, which re
peats some portion of the agreement, in 
clumsy and obscure language, should lie re
garded rather as by way of identification 
than by way of conferring actual or inde
pendent rights.

Toronto v. Toronto R. Co. 29 D.L.R. 1, 
[13101 2 A.C. 642, 37 O.L.R. 470. affirm
ing 26 D.L.R. 681.
Appeal—Arbitrator's award — Question

OF LAW OR FACT—WRITTEN NOTICE—
Railway act (Can.).

An appeal from the arbitrators' award 
under s. 209 of the Railway Act. 1006. upon 
any question of law or fact, as distinguished 
from a motion to set aside an award, is 
t'*> late if taken more than one month after 
the other party to the proceedings had 
served a writ and petition in appeal there
from under the Quebec law, although no 
“written notice” had been given by any 
of the arbitrators of the making of the

Lachine, .laeques-Cartier, etc., R. Co. v. 
Kelly, 20 D.L.R. 687.

Si buivisun of land—Sale of lots—No
COMPACT PIECE—SEVERANCE OF ENTIRE
block — Damages — Arbitration — 
Railway Act (Can.).

Where many of the lots in a registered 
subdivision have been Bold and the remain
der owned by the subdivided do not form 
a connected compact piece of land lie may 
be treated as having himself made a sev
erance of the entire block as shewn on the 

j plan so ns to disentitle him to damages for 
injurious affection of lots no part of which 
are taken for the railway in an arbitration 
under the Railway Act (Can.) in addition 
to compensation for entire lots taken, 
where there is no severance of any one lot. 
[Cowper Kssex v. Local Board, 14" A.C. 153, 
distinguished.]

C.N.R. Co. v. Holditch, 20 D.L.R. 557. 
60 Can. 8.C.R. 265. 19 Can. By. Cas. 112. 
Technical compliance — No one preju

diced—Mechanics' Lien Act (Sank.).
Technical compliance with the directions 

of the Mechanics’ Lien Act (Sask.) may be 
excused where no one is prejudiced by the 
defects and there is a substantial compli
ance under s. 19. [Harrington v. Martin,
16 O.L.R. 635: Koliock v. Peters, 15 Man. 
L.R. 124, applied. 1

Manitoba Bridge and Iron Works v. 
Gillespie, 20 D.L.R. 524. 7 8.L.R. 208, 29 
W.L.U. 394.
Creek—Meaning of—Loses its identity 

when—Placer Mining Act (Yukon) 
—Intkrpretation .

After the stream of a creek has passed 
lieyond the jaws of that creek, and entered 
the valley of another stream, it loses its 
identity as a “creek” within the meaning 
of the Placer Mining Act (Yukon), and be
comes absorbed in the valley of the river 
or stream which it has entered.

Landreville v. Boulais, 20 D.L.R. 615, 23 
W.L.R. 466.
Master and servant—Demand for wages 

—Magistrate’s jurisdiction — Mas
ter and Servant Ordinance (Alta.).

A previous demand for the wages is a 
condition precedent to the exercise of the 
magistrate’s jurisdiction to award wages in 
a summary proceeding taken under the 
Master and Servants Ordinance. 1904 
( Alta. ).

Re Lawler and Edmonton, 20 D.L.R. 710, 
7 W.W.R. 291. 29 W.L.R. 661, 7 A.L.R. 376. 
Newspaper Act (Man.), 1913, c. 143— 

Requirements under the Act.
Information as to both printer and pub

lisher and the place of abode of each is re
quired to be published in a newspaper un
der the Newspaper Act, R.S.M. 1913, c. 143. 
The statement in a newspaper of its ad 
dress as the corner of named streets is not 
a sufficient compliance with the Newspaper 
Act. R.S.M. 1913, c. 143, unless the name 
of the city or town is also given ; it is not 
to be left as a matter of inference.

Skryha v. Telegram Printing Co., 20 D.
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TaR. 692. 7 W.W.R. 167. 24 Man. L.R. 725, 
29 W.L.R. 505.
Placer Mining Act—Illegal ok i r a co

ulent—MuHn.UiEi;—Title ok.
If the stakiiiu of a placer mining claim 

under the Yukon Placer Mining Act is ille
gal or fraudulent, the purchaser or mortga
gee thereof taken no letter title than that 
held by his grantor or mortgagor. An ac
tion to vacate the staking of a placer min- 

: ' claim under the Yukon Placer Mining 
Act, and the grant issued thereunder by the 
Mining Recorder, may he maintained by a 
plaintiff who is an adverse claimant if 
brought with the consent of the Commis
sioner of the Yukon Territory, under s. 44 
of that Act.

ha ml reville v. Boulais, 20 D.L.R. 615, 29 
W.L.R. 466.
Wager — Award in addition—Dismissal

FOB CAUSE.
The right confer ml under the Master and 

Servants Ordinance, 1904 (Alta.), as 
amended by 1911-12, c. 4. to award in addi
tion to wages earned a sum in respect of 
the interval lietween the dismissal and the 
hearing of the complaint, applies to a case 
where the dismissal is sought to lie justified 
>n the ground of good and sufficient cause 
and not to a case where the dismissal was 
in pursuance of a legal right to dismiss 
without assigning cause.

Re I<iwler ami F.dmonton, 20 D.L.R. 710, 
7 A.L.R. .176. 20 W.L.R. 661. 7 W.W.R. 291. 
Construction of—Kxchequbb Court— Ac

tion in—Board of Commissioners— 
Negligence—Authorities Protection 
Act, 1893. *

Harbour Commissioners of Montreal v. 
Sydney, Cape Breton A Montreal 8.8. Co., 
20 D.L.R. 090. 49 Can. S.C.R. 627. affiming 
20 D.L.R. 828, which reversed 11 D.L.R. 
814
Construction of—Exchequer Court—Ac

tion in—Board of Commissioners— 
Negligence—Authorities Protection 
Act. 1893.

The six months' prescription imposed by 
the Public Authorities Protection Act. 1893 
( Imp.) 50 & 57 Viet. c. 01, does not apply 
t » an action in the Exchequer Court of 
Canada agiinst a board of harliour commis
sioners for alleged negligence resulting in 
injury to a ship.

Sydney, C.B. etc., S.8. Co. v. H. C. of 
Montreal. 20 D.L.R. 828, 15 Can. Ex. 1. re 
i Tsing 11 D.L.R. 814. [Affirmed in 20 D. 
UR. 990, 49 Can. S.C.R. 627.J 
“Hereinafter”—“Hereinbefore.”

I n order to give effect to the obvious in
tent of a statute ( the Workmen’s Compen
sation Act. R.S.B.C. 1911. c. 244. s. 9i. the 
word ‘‘hereinafter” may be read us “here
in before.”

Morris v. Structural Steel Co.. 35 D.L.R. 
739. 24 B.C.R. 69. [1917] 2 W.W.R. 749. 
Setting out agreement.

An agreement set out in a schedule to a

statute has the same effect as if it were a 
clause in the statute.

Canadian Northern Pacific R. Co. v. New 
Westminster. 36 D.L.R. 505. [1917] A.C. 
602. allirming 25 D.L.R. 28. 22 B.C.R. 247. 
32 W.L.R. 779. 9 W.W.R. 425.

The articles of the Quebec Code of Civil 
Procedure being derived from the English 
jaw, the terms and expressions used there
in are to lie interpreted according to Eng
lish practice mid jurisprudence.

Keigleman v. Montreal Street R. Co.. 3 
D.L.R. 125. [Reversed, on another point. 7 
D.L.R. 6. 19 Rev. Leg. 451. 22 Que. K.IL 
102.]
Judgment creditor — Trust deed filed

WITH REGISTRAR OF JOINT STOCK COM
PANIES—Land Registry Act, R.S.B.C. 
1011. c. 127.

Gregory v. Princeton Collieries; Re Exe
cution Act. 40 D.L.R. 739. 25 B.C.R. 180, 
[1918] 1 W.W.R. 265.
Public ok private statutes.

A statute which has not been declared 
to lie a private Act is a public Act; how
ever, if it, only concerns a locality on the 
private rights of a group of individuals, it is 
not general and cannot affect the rights of 
third persons who are not specially named. 
The application of a statute should lie kept 
within the limits of the objects which it 
embraces and for which it is enacted.

Dutremblay v. Lanouette, 53 Que. S.C. 6. 
War Relief Act—Application un ora s. 13 

Made after order for scrstitutional 
service — May be invoked at any 
Stage B. c. stats. 1917. c. 74. s. 9.

Section 13 of the War Relief Act. B.C. 
1916. e. 74. as enacted by B.C., 1917, c. 74. 
s. 9, may lie invoked in" an action at anv 
stage of the proceedings.

McLennan v. Volpitte, 25 B.C.R. 459.
Applicant, a Hindu, came to British 

Columbia in January. 1910, not by contin
uous voyage from his own country.* and was 
admitted as a tourist, in which capaeitv he 
traveled in Canada, reaching British Col
umbia again in October following. The law 
governing immigration had been changed in 
the meantime, and he was held under the 
new law for deportation, hut without anv 
inquiry being held as to his status as pro 
vided by the amended law:—It was held, 
that the Act was not retrospective in this 
regard and did not apply and us the old 
Act contained no provision for the deporta
tion of such a person, he could not be de 
ported thereunder.

Re Rahim. 16 B.C.R. 469, 471.
Criminal law—Assent of Attorney-Gen

eral TO PROSECUTION — INSUFFICENOY 
of form—Prohibition.

The assent of the Attorney-General to 
the prosecution of one us a member of an 
unlawful association under order in council. 
Sept. 28, 1918 (P.C. 2384) in form as given 
held insufficient and writ of prohibition di-
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R. v. Sfto Kin Kul, {1919] 3 W.W.R. 

318.
Tu Railway Ac*, ss. 800-805--Amoint-

ME.NT OF RAILWAY CONSTÀBLKS—At*- 
THOKITY THROUGHOUT DOMINION. 

Constables appointed under a. 300 of the 
Railway Act 1000. have, under a. 301, au
thority throughout the Dominion wherever 
the Dominion^ railway runs, within the pro
scribed limit of distance from the rail wav.

B. i CPBrica, [ISIS] 1 W.W.R. 4M. 
Courts—Small Debts Recovery Act—Ap- 

peal—Interpretation of provisions

Sections 37 to 44 of the Small Debts Re
covery Act cover everything necewarv in 
procedure on appeal under said Act. Sec
tion 730 (c ) of the Criminal Code as to 
deposit with the justice of the amount ad
judged to be paid has no application. The 
only evidence which can Is* adduced on the 
appeal is the certified copy of the evidence 
taken bv the justice below.

Griffith v. Fleck. [1919] 2 W.W.R. 56. 
Hawkers and pkdlkrs—Taking contract

FOR AND INSTALLING LIGHTNING RODS.
A person going around with a helper and 

the necessary supplies and tools and pro
curing a contract for and installing a 
lightning rod system, the work of install
ation being a very essential part of the 
contract, is not a hawker or pedler under 
c. 37 of 1012 (Saak.), as amended in 1917.

R. ex rel Van Corder v. Standall, [1919] 
2 W.W.R. 632.
Interpretation of statutes — Special 

War Revenue Act 5 Geo. V. o. 8—Vi-
CARIOl S RESPONSIBILITY OF MASTER 
FOR OFFENCE COMMITTED BY SERVANT 
IN DISREGARD OF INSTRUCTIONS. 

Minister of Inland Revenue v. Hunt, 25 
Rev. de Jur. 119.
Enquiry into professional misconduct— 

Ontario Medical Act.
Re Stinson & Medical Council, 18 Van. 

Cr. Can. 396; also reported sub nom. Re 
Stinson and College of Physicians. 22 O.
L.R. 627.
Dominion Lands Act. (R.8.C. 1886, c. 54) 

—Roads ali-owances—Northwest Ir
rigation Act—Authority to inter
sect road allowances with canals 
—Obligation to build bridges at
POINTS OF INTERSECTION.

The King v. Alberta R. and Irrigation 
Co., [1912] A.C. 827, reversing 44 Can. 
S.C.R. 505.
(§ II A—96)—Public Inquiries Act—In

tent—"Good government" —“Admin
istration OF JUSTICE IN THE PROV
INCE"—B.N. A. Act—CRIMINAL LAW- 
JURISDICTION OF PROVINCE.

The expression "good government." as 
used in the Public Inquiries Act (R.C.B.C. 
c. 110) as amended by c. 30, 1917. is ? ot 
to be taken in the wide sense which such 
expression bears in the B.N.A. Act in rela
tion to the powers of the Dominion, but

rather to the exercise of the executive and 
ministerial function.» and to the manage 
ment and conduct of official business, with
in the scope of the power given to the 
Province hv s. 92 (16) of the B.N.A. Act, 
to legislate in respect of merely local mat
ters within the Province. By the expres
sion "administration <>t justice in the 
Province" in the Act 1917, e. 30 (3), it 
must lie assumed that, the legislature did 
not intend to include any matter not in
cluded in the phrase as used in the B.N.A. 
Act. By the B.N.A. Act. s. 91 (27) the 
criminal law, including the procedure in 
criminal matters, is assigned to the Do
minion. Such a commission in so far as 
it is created for the purpose of inquiring 
into punishable violations of law, and as
certaining the malefactors with a view to 
prosecution, is also in violation of Im
perial statutes 16 ('has. !.. e. 10. and of 42 
Kdw. III., c. 3. which statutes are still in 
force in Canada and the provinces except 
so far as altered by a competent legisla-

Re Gartshore: R. v. Clement. 44 D.L.R. 
623, .30 Can. Cr. Cas. 309 [1919] 1 W.W.R. 
372. | Reversed in 48 D.L.R. 237, [1919]
3 W.W.R. 115.1
Employers’ Liability Act — Legislative

A statute such as an Employers’ Liabil
ity Act should not, upon any assumption 
or presumption of mistake or omission on 
the part of the legislature in the expression 
of its intention, lie treated as extinguishing 
rights of action which it does not expressly 
or by necessary implication abrogate. 
[Cmflinissioners v. Pemsel, [1891 ] A.C. 531, 
549; Cowper Essex v. Acton Local Board, 
14 A.C. 153, 169, applied.]

Lamontagne v. ijneliev R., L., H. & P. 
Vo.. 22 D.L.R. 222. 50 Can. S.C.R. 423. 
Provincial and dominion statutes—Cox-

When a given field of legislation is with
in the competence lioth of the Parliment of 
Canada and of the Provincial legislature, 
and both have legislated, the enactment of 
the Dominion must prevail over that of the 
province where the two are in conflict.

R. V. Thorium. 39 D.L.R. 300, 41 O.L.R. 
39, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 329.
Liquor Act—Repeal—Effect.

The repeal of s. 40 of the Liquor Act 
(Alta.) as it stood in 1917 and the substi
tution of the new s. 40 of 1918 has the ef
fect of confining within the new section a 
conviction against s. 23 before the defend
ant can be charged with having committed 
a second offence.

R. v. Fox. 42 D.L.R. 650. 13 A.L.R. 535, 
[1918] 3 W.W.R. 197, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 232. 
Supreme Court Act—Amendment.

The amendment of the Supreme Court 
Act of 1915 was intended to ameliorate the 
position of a defendant against whom a 
judgment is recovered. The amendment 
does not give the court power to commit a
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debtor for contempt of court in not obeying 
en order for the payment of money by in
stalments in cases not provided for by ss.

19 of the Arrest and Imprisonment for 
Debt Art (R.S.B.C. 1911, e. 121.

Royal Rank V. McLennan. 4i D.L.R. 27, 
(19i8j 2 W.VV.R. 225, 25 B.C.R. 183. 
Opium and Drug Act—Validity of con

victions under.
The Opium and Drug Act. Geo. V. 1911 

(Van.), c. 17, s. 3, contemplates that a pen
alty shall be imposed on each person of
fending, not that each offence shall be 
punished; a conviction against two or more 
persona jointly and a joint order to pay a 
tine are therefore invalid and will be 
quashed.

The King v. James. 39 D.L.R. 377, 29 
Can. Cr. Cas. 204, 62 N.8.R. 244.

The language of the Railway Act, 1906, 
expresses an intention to preserve intact 
all powers conferred by previous special 
Acts of incorporation upon companies with
in its scope, except where otherwise spe
cifically mentioned. Section 248 of the Act, 
shews that, where Parlimeut intended by 
that Act to interfere with the powers of 
companies other than railway companies, it 
has done so by special provision.

Toronto A Niagara Power Co. v. North 
Toronto, S D.L.R. 46, 28 T.L.R 563, [1912] 
A.C. 834, 14 Can. lty. Cas. 392, 23 O.YV.R. 
85.

In an action on a promissory note which, 
hut for part payment, would be barred by 
the Statute of Limitations, where a legis
lature re-enacts that portion of the English 
statute of 21 James I. which places a time 
limitation upon actions for simple con
tracts, without making any reference to es
tablished judicial interpretations of that 
statute, and without embodying them in 
the Legislative Act itself; it will be pre
sumed that the legislature must have in
tended those judicial interpretations to be 
applied.

Sawyer-Massev Co. v. Weder, 6 D.L.R. 
305, 6 A.L.R. 362, 22 W.L.R. 150, 2 W.W.R. 
965.
Later statute to control—Acts of same 

session—Repugnancy.
If there lie a repugnancy between two 

statutes passed at the same session of the 
legislature, the later statute will prevail, 
and where there is no other mode of dis
tinction as to date, the chapter of the an
nual statutes bearing the higher number 
may be presumed to he later in date. [R. 
v. Justices of Middlesex, 2 B. & Ad. 818, 
approved.]

B.C. Electric R. Co. v. Stewart. 14 
D.L.R. 8, [1913] A.C. 816. 1U9 L.T. 771, 25 
W.L.R. 227, 5 W.VV.R. 25.
Reference to subsequent Act.

A subsequent statute dealing with the 
same subject matter may be looked at and 

Can. Dig.—130.

referred to in aid of the construction of 
the former Act.

Att’y-GenT of Canada v. Sydney, 9 D.L. 
R. 282, 46 N.S.R. 527. 12 K.L.R. *427. 
Statute of Frauds Amendment Act— 

Construction—Application.
Section 6 of the Statute of Frauds 

Amendment Act (1828) applies to fraudu
lent misrepresentation only. It does not 
apply in an action where damages are 
claimed for negligence and breach of duty 
in giting advice as to an investment in the 
course of business, where no fraud is 
charged.

Banbury v. Bank of Montreal, 44 D.L.R. 
234, [1918| A.C. 626.
Legislative intent.

Violence must not he done to the express 
language of a statute in order to comply 
with a view entertained as to the intention 
of the legislature which enacted it.

Drewrv v. Drewrv, 30 D.L.R. 581. [1916] 
2 A.C. 6*31, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 266. reversing 
27 D.L.R. 716, 34 W.L.R. 103, 33 W.L.R. 
73, 423.
Intention of legislature — Duty of

The rule by which the courts are to ln- 
guided in construing Acts of Parliament is 
to look at the precise words, and to con
strue them in their ordinary sense, unless 
it would lead to any absurdity or manifest 
injustice, and if it should, so to vary and 
modify them as to avoid that which cer
tainly could not have been the intention, of 
the legislature. Where the legislature 
has used in the enactment in question lan
guage so free from ambiguity and so clear 
and explicit as to leave no doubt as to its 
meaning, the court must construe the en
actment according to its expressed inten
tion. Held, that under the Act respecting 
public streets in the city of Saint John 
(1917, 8 Geo. V. c. 48. N.B.l the city had 
jurisdiction to pass a by-law forbidding the 
construction or maintenance of any surface 
opening in any sidewalk or the use for 
vaults, ... of the space beneath the 
sidewalks . . . unless a permit was first 
obtained, and vesting the land under the 
sidewalks in the corporation, notwithstand
ing that, the Act deprived the owner of livid 
vested in it before the passing of the Act.

The King v. Bank of Montreal, 49 DiL.R. 
288.
Vancouver Incorporation Act — “Judge 

of the Supreme Court"—Judge act
ing AH "PERSONA DE8JGNATA.’’

Section 127 of the Vancouver Incorpora
tion Act, 1900, provides that any person 
interested may apply to “any judge of the 
Supreme Court,” anil on production of cer
tain specified evidence the judge, “after at 
least 10 days’ service on the corporation of 
a rule to shew cause.” may qua-h the by
law for illegality. On an application under 
this section a judge acts persona deslgnuta 
and not judicially.

Re Vancouver Incorporation Act, 1900;
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Chandler v. Vancouver, 45 D.L.R. 121, 
[1919J 1 W.W.R. «05.
Chinese Immigration Ai t—Construction 

of—Original entry—Departure from 
Canada for short period—Re-entry.

Section 27 (a) of the Chinese Immigra- 
tion Act, R.S.C. 190U, c. 95. as amended by 
7 4 8 Edw. X II. c. 14, s. 0. has relation to 
the original act of lending. A Chinaman 
who has regularly landed mid paid the tax 
and been granted the certificate to which 
lie is entitled is not liable under the pro
visions for re-entry (*s. 20 4 21, c. 95) for 
an isolated and. perhaps inadvertent, net 
of departure from Canada for a short time, 
without giving notice thereof.

R. v. Fong Soon. 45 D.L.R. 78. 31 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 78. 11919] 1 W.W.R. 480. 
Construction of statutes—Special Sur

vey Act (Man.).
Peteri-on v. Bitulitiiic 4 Contracting Co., 

12 D.L.R. 444. 23 Man. L R. 136. at 147. 24 
XV.L.R. 19. 4 W.W.R. 223. reversing 7 
D.L.R. 586. 22 XV.L.R. 398. 3 W.W.R. 377. 
Ambiguity—Encroachment on previous 

right.
Gundy v. Johnston, 12 D.L.R. 71, 28 

O.L.R. 121, affirming in part, 7 D.L.R. 300. 
Power of courts to question the reason

ableness of the enactment.
Kerley v. London 4 Lake Erie R. and 

Transportation Co.. 13 D.L.R. 305, 28 
O.L.R. 606, reversing 6 D.L.R. 189.
R. Vilway com mission—Jurisdiction—Oc

cupation OF LANDS BY RAILWAY.
Jurisdiction is not conferred on the 

Railway Board under the Railway Act, 
1906. s. 170. to authorize a railway operat
ed under Dominion law to use or occupy 
lands which at the time of the application 
for the approval and of the approval of the 
location of the Dominion railway had be
come the property of a railway operated 
under provincial law.

Montreal Tramways Co. v. Lachine, 
Jacques-Cartier, etc., R. Co., 20 D.L.R. 854, 
50 Can. S.C.R. 84, IS Can. Ry. Cas. 122. 
Landlord and ten ant—Statute 8 Anne,

i. U. s. 1 — Reason for i-\>mm; I’mi-
tectiox of landlord — Creditors— 
Collusion of—Judgment—By land
lord—Effect of.

The statute 8 Anne. c. 14. s. 1. was 
passed to protect the landlord against 
frauds which might be committed by his 
tenants, particularly by those colluding 
w ith creditors to issue writs of execution : 
it contemplates only executions issued by 
third parties, and does not entitle the land
lord to a preference in respect of rent for 
which lie himself had taken judgment and 
issued the execution under which the fund 
in question in the sheriff’s hands was real
ized. [Taylor v. Lunyon, 5 Bing. 224, fol
lowed.]

Douglas v. Carrington, 20 D.L.R. 919; 7
S. L.R. 80, 29 W.L.ll. 90, 7 W.W.R. 59.

Action against heirs of deceased person 
—pleas—Exception to form—Que. 
C.P. 135. 606.

Article 135. C.C.P., was introduced into ' 
the Code of Procedure to give the creditors 
of an estate a prompt and easy way of sum 
mnning before the courts the heirs, who
ever they mav be, known or unknown, of 
that estate. ‘That, article gives a right, of 
action which is more of the nature of an 
action ad rein rather than in personam : 
therefore such an action is not taken 
against a particular heir, but against the 
assets of the estate, as provided for in 
C.C.P. 606. Those assets are often, during 
the delays of acceptation, in danger of dis
appearing. or in some similar danger, and 
the legislature wished to give to the credi
tors the benefit of an immediate seizure. 
From that indétermination, and from the 
particular character of the action resulting 
therefrom, it follows that the person receiv
ing the summons can set up only two pleas, 
viz.:—his lack of right to inherit, or that 
the claim is ill-founded. But. as no per
sonal judgment can be pronounced against 
him. lie cannot plead to the form, since the 
attacked proceeding cannot cause him any 
prejudice.

Bank of Montreal v. Crete Heirs. 16 Que. 
P.R. 376.
General words.

The general language of the City Act. 
1915. (Sask.t. e. 16. s. 264. es to licensing 
businesses atul callings is to lx* read as sub 
ject to the specific legislation controlling 
the practice of law contained in the Legal 
Profession Act, R.K.S. 1909. e. 164. and to 
exclude any power by the municipality to 
impose an annual license fee upon practis
ing barristers and solicitors; a summary 
conviction of a barrister for nonpayment 
of a business license tax in resp of his 
office premises was therefore qi u-d.

R. v. Macdonald. 28 Can. ( Vas. 311, 
33 D.L.R. 770, 10 S.L.R. V i. [1917] 2 
XX.XV.R. 269.

XX hen there is an evidei lift between 
the spirit and the letti lie law. the
courts, by logieal interi* it ion, will en
deavour to give effect to the intention of 
the legislature by making it prevail over 
the text incompatible witli the object of the

Bouchard v. Jailer of Three Rivers, 52 
Que. 8.C. 456.
(§ II A—971 — Inconsistent departmen

tal rules—License to cut standing 
timber.

Any regulation or contract whereby the 
Crown binds itself to grant a license to cut 
timber on Indian lands from year to year, 
practically in perpetuity, is ultra vires, as 
being contrary to the terms of R.S.C. 1886, 
c. 43, and the later revision R.S.C. 1906. c. 
81, since the lauds in question are held by 
the Crown in trust for the Indians and the 
only right conferred by the statute is the 
granting of u license for one year.

Booth v. The King, 10 D.L.R. 371, 14
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Can. Ex. 115. 12 E.L.R. 144. [Affirmed, 21 
D.L.R. 558, 51 Can. 8.C.R. 20.]
(§ II A—98)—Giving UTEOT to entire

HTATUTE.
Statutes are to be construed in accord- 

anee with thfc ordinary rules of the com
mon law an*are not presumed to make 
any alteration therefrom further than 
«hat the statute itself expressly déclarés: 
lienee the Workmen's Compensation Act 
must he read together with C'.C. (Que.) 
arts. 10,13, 1054, which lay down the gen
eral rules as to responsibility.

Houle v. Asbestos and Asbestic Co., 3 
D.L.R. 466, 42 Que. S.C. 176.
Municipal ordinance (Alta.) — Con

struction or.
The purport of ». 87 of the Municipal 

Ordinance (Alta.) is referable to the ac
tual physical condition of the traveled 
roadbed and while a town could, no doubt, 
under a. 85, erect street lights, as the words 
used in a. 87 except the general word 
“works” all refer to the actual roadbed, the 
word "works” itself should also be confined 
to things done in the wav of improving that 
roadbed, as distinguished from anything 
done to furnish lietter lights thereon, 
which form only an incidental feature of 
the system erected as a commercial under
taking by the town not in exercise of its 
governmental functions hut in its capacity 
as a quasi private corporation, under pow
ers given it in its incorporating ordinance 
(sec Ord. 43 of 19011.

Salt v. Cardstoo, 46 D.L.R. 179, [1919] 
1 W.W.B. 891.

In deciding a question of statutory con
struction. a court of justice is not entitled 
to speculate as to which of two conflicting 
policies was intended to prevail, but must 
confine itself to the construction of the lan
guage of the relevant statutes taken as a

Toronto A Niagara Power Co. v. North 
Toronto. 5 D.L.R. 43. 23 O.W.R. 85, [1912] 
A.C. 834, 14 l au. Ry. Cas. 392.
Giving effect to entire statute.

Although the language of s. 193 of the 
Ontario Railway Act, 1906 (now R.8.O. 
1914. c. 185), i» wide enough to embrace 
all street railways, tramways, and electric 
railways situate dit bin the province, it 
must be read with ss. 3, 5, as based upon s. 
79 of 4 Edw. VII. c. 10, and by virtue 
thereof applies only to railways subject as 
such to provincial jurisdiction.

Kerley v. London 4 Lake Erie Ry. A 
Transportation Co.. 13 D.L.R. 365, 28 
O.L.R. 006. 16 Can. Rv. ('as. 337, reversing 
6 D.L.R. 189. 14 Can. Rv. Cas. Ill, 22 
O.W.R. 646. 26 O.L.R. 588.
Looking to its entirety.

To interpret a statute the effects which 
result from the whole of its provisions 
should be considered whatever may be the

expressions used, unless the latter are not
very clear.

Association of Architects v. Paradis, 48 
Que. S.C. 220. •
(§ II A—100)—Ambiguity—Reasonable-

Upon a question of construction of cer
tain words in a statute, if the words in 
themselves are susceptible of either of two 
meanings, the couri will adopt the more 
reiiMinalde construction.

R. v. Lev. 7 D.L.R. 7U4. 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 
170, 2 W.W.R. 849
(8 II A—101) — Penalty for infraction

UNDER BOTH FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL

Where an act which is nut an offence, at 
common law is the subject of a distinct, 
absolute prohibition bv provincial statute 
on .public grounds, the offence so created 
is one for the wilful commission of which 
an indictment will lie under Cr. Code, s. 
164, where no other mode of punishment ie 
expressly provided by law.

R. v. " Du rocher. 9 D.L.R. 627, 28 O.L.R. 
499. 24 O.W.R. 140. [ Affirmed. 13 D.L.R.
243. 28 O.L.R. 499, 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 382.] 
Exception to a rule— Pari materia.

When a statute creates an exception to 
a rule for a special case, this exception 
cannot be extended to another case even one 
in pari materia.

Cedars Rapids Mfg. A Power Co. T. La
coste. 24 Que. K.B. 207.
(g 11 A—103) —Contemporaneous and

PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION.
The rule as to giving to the words of a 

statute their plain and ordinary meaning, 
when applied with due regard to the law 
existing in Canada at the time of the pass
ing of the B. N. A. Act. gives to the words 
“solemnization of marriage" as contained 
in subjects which a provincial legislature 
lias jurisdiction under subs. 12 of a. 92, 
of the Act. an effect in the nature of a 
limitation upon the words "marriage and 
divorce" as contained in subs. 26, s. 
91. of the Act as regarda the con
stitutional power of the Parliament of 
Canada to legislate upon the subject of 
marriage. The words, “the solemnization 
of marriage in the province” as used in 
Hubs. 12, s. 92. of the B.N.A. Act, prima 
facie, import all that was ordinarily meant 
by solemnization in the systems of law in 
force in the various provinces of Canada at 
the time of the passing of the Act, includ
ing conditions wnich affect the validity of 
the marriage.

Re Marriage Law of Canada, 7 D.L.R. 
629. 11 E.L.R. 250, [19121 A.C. 880.
(8 II A—104)—Meaning of words—Man

datory OB DIRECTORY.
In s. 20 of the Motor Vehicle Act, 2-3 

Geo. V. (Alta.) c. 6, the expression “great
er speed than one mile in four minutes" 
means any speed for an_\ distance less than 
a mile which if continued would result in a 
full mile being covered in less than four
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minutes, the word “speed” as therein used 
meaning rate of motion, and the words “one 
mile in 4 minutes” simply supplying the 
measure of the sami.

It. v. I^ev, 7 D.L.R. 764, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 
17», 2 WAV.It. 840.
“May.”

The infliction of the penalty provided in 
s. ."1 of c. 34 of Con. Ord. N.W.T., 1808, to 
the effect that if greater or other than stat
utory costa be taken by the person making 
a distress, the court "may” order such per
son to pay the party aggrieved treble the 
amount of moneys taken in excess, is per
missive only.

McHugh v. In ion Hank, 10 U.L.H. .*>02, 
23 W.L.R. 400, [10131 A.C. 200, 3 W.W.R. 
1052.
Bills of Sai.f. Ordinance (N.W.T. Con. 

Orp. v. 431—“Creditors”—Meaning
OK AN USED IN ORDINANCE.

The word "creditors,’ as used in s. 17 of 
the Bills of Sale Ordinance (N.W.T. Con. 
Ord. c. 43), means all the creditors of the 
mortgagor and not merely tho execution 
creditors. [Security Trust Co. v. Stewart, 
30 D.L.R. 618, overruled.]

G.T.P.R. Co. v. Dearborn, 47 D.L.R. 27, 
58 Can. S.C.R. 315. [1010] 1 W.W.R. 1(HI.*>. 
Municipal Act (B.C.)—Imperative and

DIRECTORY CLAUSES—1NTKHPHKTATIOX. 
The provision of s. 53 (176) par. 2, R.S. 

B.C. 1011. e. 170 (the Municipal Act), re
quiring every by-law passed under the pro
visions of the subsection, before coming into 
efleet, to be published in the "Gazette, etc., 
is not complied with by publishing merely 
a notice of such by-law, and stating that it 
is on file and may be inspected at the ollice 
of the clerk of the Municipal Council. 
[Victoria v. Mackay, 41 D.L.R. 408. fol
low ed. |

AttVGen’l of B.C. v. Bailey, 44 D.L.R. 
338, [10101 1 W.W.R. 191.
Mandatory or discretion art.

Quebec, Montreal & Southern R. Co. ▼. 
The King. 20 D.L.R. 087, 16 Can. Ex. 237. 
Land Titles Act (Alta.)—Meaning of 

word “land."
The word ‘"land” in par. (a) of s. 2 of 

the. Land Titles Act (Alta.), includes any 
interest in land.

Setter v. The Registrar, 20 D.L.R. 166,
7 W.W.R. 001. 8 A.L.R. 101, 30 W.L.R. 256. 
Land Titles Act (Alta.)—Meaning of 

WORDS “AFTER A CERTIFICATE OF TITLE 
HAS BEEN liRANTF.D THEREFOR.”

The words "after a certilicate of title has 
been granted therefor,” in a. 106 of the 
IjhiuI Titles Act (Alta.), mean “after land 
has been brought under the Act.”

Setter v. The Registrar, 20 D.L.R. 166, 7 
W.W.R. 001, 8 A.L.R. 101, 30 W.L.R. 256, 
disapproving on this point, 18 D.L.R. 789. 
Municipal Clauses Act—Imperative and

DIRECTORY CLAUSES.
Subsection 142 of a. 50 of the Municipal 

Clausea Act of British Columbia (c. 32 B.C.

ES, II A.
1006), which provides that “every by-law 
. . . shall before coming into effect he
published in the “British Columbia Ga 
zette,” and in some newspaper published in 
the municipality,” is imperative and not 
merely directory; publication is a necessary 
condition to the validity ofc the by-law.

Victoria v. Mackay, 41 D.L.R. 498. 56 
Can. S.C.R. 524. [1918] 2 W.W.R. 610. re- 
versing 39 D.L.R. 450, [1018] 1 W.W.R. 
H63, 25 B.C.R. 23, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 863. 
Division Courts Act—Sum in dispute.

The words "sum in dispute” in s. 125 of 
the Division Courts Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 63, 
mean "sum in dispute in the action"—"the 
sutn sought to be recovered” mentioned in 
s. 106.

Marshall v. Holliday, 43 D.L.R. 245, 42 
n l.i:. 107.
Construction—Coal and Petroleum Acr, 

s. 3—Application for prospecting li
cense—Discretion of minister—No

Under s. 3 of the Coal and Petroleum 
Act, R.S.B.C. 1011, c. 150, there is no ap
ical from the discretion of the Minister of 
ainds in granting or refusing a prospecting 

license; the intention of the legislature 
having been clearly indicated by the sub
stitution of “may” for “shall” in the 
amendment made l»y o. 33 of 1010.

Re Coal and Petroleum Act; Johnston v. 
Minister of Landa, [1010] 3 W.W.R. 81. 
Rules of court.

Crown rules made under Cr. Code, s. 576, 
have the same effect as though embodied in 
the Code, and are to lie so construed.

R. v. Dean, 37 D.L.R. 511. 28 Can. Cr. 
( as. 212, [19171 2 W.W.R. 043.
Definition of words.

The detinition of a word in one Act may 
he used as explanatory of or ancillary to 
the detinition of that word in another Act.

Coleman v. Head Syndicate, 11 A.L.R. 
314, [1917] 1 W.W.R 1074.
Dominion and provincial statutes.

When a Dominion Act declares that it 
will not affect the provincial Acts in force 
on the same subject, it will similarly not 
affect those which may 1** subsequently 
adopted upon the same subject by the pro
vincial legislature.

Caldwell v. Sliaughnessy, 51 Que. S.C.
146.
(I ij a—105)—“Ob other sawn lumper”

— KJUSDEM fiKNERIS RULE.
The words “or other sawn lumber” 

following the expression “boards, deal, 
joists, lath, shingles" in the B.C. Forest 
Act, 1012, s. 100, are limited in their appli
cation by the “ejusdem generis” rule of 
construction, and the sawn product to 
which the general words apply must fall 
within the same class as the particular 
products to which reference is made.

Excelsior Lumber Co. v. Roes, 16 D.L.R. 
603. 6 W.W.R. 367, 27 W.L.R. 467, 19 B.C. 
R. 289, affirming 13 DX.R. 740.

■
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iijfsoEM generis —Specific wokds of 

SAME NATURE—QUEBEC LlCKXHE Law* 
A general word which follow* particular 

and specific words of the same nature as 
itself takes it meaning from them and is 
presumed to he restricted to the game genus 
as those words: so in e. 1292 (a) added in 
1915 to the Quelwc License Law, R.b.Q. 1909, 
the requirements of a license fee for any
• travelling troupe or organization exhibit
ing trained animals, or acrobatic feats, or 
vtirioe and freaks or giving concerts and 
minstrel shows or any other similar shows" 
is to be interpreted, both as to the word
• concerta” and the term "other similar 
-.hows,” by reference to the class of show 
specifically mentioned and as not applying 
to high-class entertainments given by ‘art
ists distinguished in their profession!

Collector of Revenue v. Caquet, 25 Cun. 
Cr. Cas. 83.
Kj USDEM GENERIS BULK OF CONSTRUCTION— 

LEOISI.ATIVK 1.NTEXT10N.
The King v. Burlier Asphalt Caving Co., 

19 Can. Cr. Cas. 261, 23 O.L.R. 372, 2 O. 
W.N. 819, 18 O.W.R. 778.
(8 II A—106) —Punctuation.

Punctuation in a statute does not follow 
vttled rules and does not, therefore, change 
the usual sense of the words used nor affect 
what results from the context and from a
• •mpurisou of the French and English ver
rons. In the expression "lands vacant, 
.ind used for purposes of agriculture.” the 
comma doe* not enlarge the copulative
• ulue of the conjunction “and” nor intro- 
duce the disjunctive sense of two kinds of 
land.

•lucques-Cartier Park Co. v. Quebec, 43 
Que. S.C. 508.
(§ II A—1071—-Effect of marchxai. head-

The marginal notes to the sections of a 
statute are not to lie looked at to limit the 
plain meaning of the text.

I!, v. Battista, 9 D.L.R. 138, 21 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 1.
RfcCl BRING PHRASES IX SAME STATUTE.

In the interpretation of the Criminal 
« 'ale. where the same words occur in dif
ferent sections, they should lie given the 
-ame meaning unless a contrary intention

R. v. Romer; R. v. Johnson; R. v. Far
rell. 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 235.

B. Strict or liberal construction.
(8 II B—110)—Imperative words — “Ap

peals shall be determined.”
The provision of subs. 7, s. 204. of the 

Village Act. R.S.8. 1909, c. 80, that “all 
appeals shall be determined before the 30th 
«lay of Septemlier.” is imperative, and the 
judge hti' no jurisdiction to hear the ap
peals or give his judgment after the date so 
nxed. [Re Nottawasaga & Siracoe, 4 O.L.R. 
1, applied.]

Fares v. Rush Lake, 28 D.L.R. 539, 9 8. 
L.R. 115, 33 W.L.R. 978, 10 W.W.R. 13.

Subsection 5 of s. 3 of the Workmen’s 
Compensation for Injuries Act, R.S.O. 1897. 
c. 100. making the employer liable where 
the injury is caused "by reason of the negli
gence of any person in the service of the 
employer who nas the charge or control of 
any points, signal, locomotive, engine, inn 
chine or train upon any railway, tramway 
or street railway,” should receive a liberal 
construction in the interests of the wurk-

Martin v. G.T.R. Co., 8 D.L.R. 590, 27 
O.L.R. 165, 15 Van. Ry. Cas. 1.

If the liability expressly imposed upon 
the "employer” or "undertaker" l»y the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act, 2 Edw. VII. 
(B.C.) c. 74, now R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 244, 
for injury to a workman by accident arising 
out of and in the course of employment is 
to be cut down at all, or if the ‘‘employer’* 
or "undertaker” is to be relieved from it to 
any extent, this must lie done either by 
some statutory provision express or ini 
plied, ami not by any conjecture as to the 
policy of the Art which its language does 
not suggest, even where that conjecture 
may be that the purpose of the Act in ques
tion is a shifting from the province to the 
employer as a quasi duty to provide for the 
destitute.

Krzus v. Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Co.. 8 
D.Ij.R. 264, [1912] A.C. 500, 2 W.W .R 726. 
Strict construction — Legislation ex

TEX DI XO CLASSES OF VKOl’KK I \ SUBJECT
TO EXECUTION.

Clarkson v. Wishart, 13 D.L.R. 730, 24 
O.W.R. 937, [1913] A.C. 828, reversing 6 
D.L.R. 579, 27 O.L.R. 70, 22 O.W.R. 901. 
Construction — Crown Costs Act, e. 2

— Si m mart Convictions Act, n. ho
---  No COSTS ON APPEAL I* FAVOUR OF
or against Crown.

Section 80 of the Summary Convictions 
Act providing that upon any apoeal the 
court to wliii-li the appeal is made "may 
make such order as to costs to Ik* paid by 
any party as it thinks tit” does not author
ize an order as to costs in favour of or 
against the Crown within the exception in 
s. 2 of the Crown Costs Act.

R. v. Volpatti. [1919] 1 W.W.R. 358.
(§ Il B— 111)— Pknai. statutes.

When the legislature lias plainly said that 
a certain act shall not be «loin-! the legal 
consequences following a violation of that 
provision are neither greater or less by rea
son of the fact that the legislature lias or 
has nut imposed a penalty for such viola
tion. [Melllss v. Shirley. 16 Q.B.I). 44». 
distinguished ; and see Stat., Alta., 1913, 
2nd session, c. 2, ». 9.J

Veilleux v. Boulevard Heights, 20 D.L.R. 
858. 29 W.L.R. 940, 7 W.W.R. »10. [Af
firmed, 24 D.L.R. 881. 8 A.L.R. 441, 31 W. 
L.R. 10. 8 A.L.R. 16.]
Penal or criminal statutes.

The provisions of the Nova Scotia Tern 
peranee Act 1910, c. 2, e. 44. respecting pro
ceedings for offences against part 1 of the
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Act in case of previous conviction or con
vict ions arc applicable to the procedure only 
and as such are directory and not irepéra

it. v. McNutt, 7 D.L.R. <151, 20 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 174. 4<i N.S.R. 2011, 12 K.L.R. 85.
Venai. statute — Interpretation — 

Strict reading — Game Act, Alta. 
(1007,7 Bow. VIT. o. 14.)

The power given to a justice of the peace 
to declare a forfeiture under s. :$4 of the 
Cum.- Act. 1007. 7 Kdw. VII. (Alta.) c. 14, 
and amendments thereto is, by a strict read
ing of the Act, limited tv “game,” and under 
the interpretation given to that word by 
subs. 1 of s. 2 of the Act “heaver" arc not 
game. The court will not read additional 
words into a statute for the purpose of ex
tending a penal clause.

lie Edmonton Hide <V Fur Co., 48 D.L.R. 
181. |1919] 3 W.W.R. 53.
Literal construction.

The literal construction of a section of a 
statute should not be adopted if it results 
in an absurdity or an inconsistency with the 
intention of "the legislature as apparent 
from the whole statute. [Ex parte Walton, 
50 L.J. Oh. 657, followed. |

lie Richard Brothers to.: Stuart Mfg. Co. 
and Whitaker, 11 A.L.R. 495, 11917J 2 W. 
W.R. 722.
I'k.nal statute.

In penal legislation, the words of a stat
ute must lie interpreted favourably to the 
persons supposed to have incurred the pen
ally.

Association of Architects v. Gariepy, 50 
Que. 8.C. 134.
(§ II B—112)—Statutes in derogation

OF COMMON LAW.
In applying a statute making exigible 

what was not exigible at common law. at
tention must lie paid to the exact wording 
of the statute; and, when the statute pre
scribes a method of procedure, that method 
must he followed, at least in substance. 
[Goodwin v. Ottawa K Prescott R. Co., 22
V. C.R. 180, followed. 1

Malouf v. I .abad, 3 D.L.R. 755. 3 O.W.N. 
1235. 22 O.W.R. 99.

Where a statute creates an obligation not 
existing at common law, and provides the 
means by which that obligation is to lie 
enforced, the jurisdiction is exclusive of 
any other jurisdiction.

School Coin, of St. Joseph-de-Bordeaux v. 
Gagnon, 51 Que. S.C. 175, 18 Que. 1\R. 149. 
Statutory power — Permissive or obli

gatory — Rule of court. •
Piper v. Burnett, 14 B.C.R. 209. 

Construction — Grant of Crown lands 
to railway company — Previous res
ervation of portion for schools. 

Attorney-General for British Columbia 
v. Esquimalt & Nanaimo R. Co. (1911), 19
W. L.R. 693.

(§ 11 B—113)—Municipal power in re
fining BOUNDARIES OF PROPERTY.

The Special Survey Act, R.S.M. 1902, c. 
158, authorizing a survey by a municipality 
for the purpose of correcting errors in prior 
surveys and for the purpose of defining and 

| establishing the boundaries of property is 
not a statute which confiscates property, but 
is curative, remedial and beneficial in its 
purpose, and as such should receive u gen
erous interpretation so as, if possible, to 
carry out the intention of the legislature 
in making certain and defining property

Peterson v. Bitulithie & Contracting Co., 
12 D.L.R. 444, 24 W .L.R. 19, 4 W.W.R. 22:!. 
23 Man. L.R. 136, reversing 7 D.L.R. 580, 22 
w LE ses, 1 W.W.R. 377.
Statutory grants.

Where the legislature requires that priv
ileges shall lie granted by by-law, they can
not be granted or acquired in any other 
manner, e.g., by overt act, waiver or ac
quiescence either by a committee of the 
council or by the whole municipal council 
itself.

Montreal Street R. Co. v. Montreal, 3 D. 
L.K. 812, 23 Que. S.C. 412.
Statutes of Limitation.

Statutes of Limitation are to be inter 
preted as beneficial statutes inasmuch as 
they are “Acts of peace,” and the rule of 
strict construction does not applv to them.

Noble v. Noble, 9 D.L.R. 735, 27 O.L.R. 
342.
Statutory grants — Eminent domain.

Statutes purporting to confer a power to 
acquire land compulsorily under eminent 
domain process for the henetit of a power 
company or the like, are to be construed

Thomson v. Halifax Power Co., 16 D.L. 
R. 424, 47 N.S.R. 530.
Rem edi ai. legislation .

The construction of a statute which, al
though the apparent logical construction 
of its language leads to results which it is 
impossible to believe those who framed or 
passed the statute contemplated, and from 
which the judgment recoils, should not lie 
held to he the true construction of the 
statute. [Reg. v. Clarence, 22 Q.B.D. 23, 
followed.] Remedial statutes should nf 
ceive a lienevolent construction.

Re Drewery Estate, 9 W.W.R. 628, 956, 
33 W.L.R. 73.
(§ II B—114)—Amendment — Rf.pbal — 

Exemption.
Where a statute merely intercepts a par

ticular class of cases from a general prior 
law which continues in force, a repeal of the 
intercepting statute rtturns that class of 
cases to the operation of the general law.

Ex parte Bradbury; R. v. Chief Constable 
of Halifax, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 68, 30 D.LJt. 
756, 50 N.S.R. 298.
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(§ Il B—II.'n—Making void a legitimate

TRANSACTION.
The Bills of Sale and Chattel Mortgage 

Act, 10 Kdw. Vil. (Ont.) c. 65, being one 
which makes void perfectly legitimate and 
proper transactions, must be read strictly.

He Canadian Shipbuilding Co., ti D.L.R. 
174. 22 O.W.R. 685, 26 O.L.R. 564.
(6 II B—116)—Taxes.

An Act legalizing and confirming all as
sessments made in rural municipalities in a 
designated year, when based upon the as
sessment rolls of the previous year, does 
not validate an assessment not made ac
cording to law.

Minto v. Mortice, 4 D.L.R. 435, 21 W.L.R. 
255. dl7, 2 XV.W.R. 374, 22 Man. L.R. .‘Nil.

A taxation statute is to be construed 
strictly. [Cox v. Roberts, 3 App. Cas. 473, 
applied.]

Sturgeon Falls v. Imperial Land Co., 7 
D.L.R. 352, 23 O.W.R. 170, 31 O.L.tf. 62.

A taxing statute receives strict construc
tion and full effect is given to imperative 
language. Where a statute creates a tri
bunal or officer with limited authority and 
confers jurisdiction, the conditions ami 
qualifications annexed by the statute to the 
exercise of the jurisdiction must be strictly 
complied with.

Sterling v. Cumberland School Trustees, 
4» X.S.R. 125.
1$ M B—117)—Threshers’ Lien Act.

A remedial statute giving threshers a 
lien for their services on grain threshed 
(R.S.M. 1902, c. 167) is to he liberally con-

11iII* v. Stait, 14 D.L.R. 158, 23 Man. L.R. 
H32, 25 W.L.R. 475, 5 W.W.R. 225.
Sturt construction or "Miners’ Lien Or

dinance, Y.T.” — Invalidation fob 
irregularities.

Bradshaw v. Saueermaii. 9 D.L.R. 43», 23 
W.L.R. 33, 3 W.W.R. 761, 18 B.C.R. 41, 
affirming 4 D.L.R. 476. 21 W.L.R 05.
(§ 11 B—118)—Corporations.

The conversion of a public company into 
a private company is not to lie deemed to 
lie impliedly prohibited under the maxim 
"expressio unius" by reason of a statutory 
< naetiuent as to the method of converting 
private companies into public companies 
where the purpose of the enactment is 
merely to make provision for publicity in
constituting companies.

Lciser v. Popham, 6 D.L.R. 525, 17 B.C.R. 
187.
Municipal power to expropriate adjoin

ing LANDS IN WIDENING STREETS.
Peterson v. Bitulithie & Contracting Co., 

12 D.1..R. 444, 23 Man. L.R. 136. 24 W.L.R. 
19, 4 W.W.R. 223. reversing 7 D.L.R. 586, 
22 W.L.R. 398, 3 W.W.R. 377.
(S H B—119)—Duties — Customs.

In construing customs and revenue laws, 
llie intention of the legislature, in the im
position of duties, must be clearly expressed, 
and, in cases of doubtful interpretation, the

construction should he in favour of the im
porter, nor are duties or taxes to be im
posed upon terms of vague or doubtful in
terpretation. [The Queen v. Aver, 1 Can. 
Ex. 232, 270, 271; Cox v. Rabbits, 3 A.C. 
473; Partington v. Att'y-tien’l, L.R. 4 H. L. 
100, applied.]

Foss Lumber Co. v. The King: and The 
British Columbia Lumber Co., 8 D.L.R. 437, 
47 Can. K.C.R 130, 3 W.W.R. lln, 23 W. 
L.R. 76.

C. Adopted or re enacted statutes.
(§ Il C—120)—In any va«e where an am 
vient English statute has been the subject 
of a long series of judiciul interpretations, 
ami a settled rule of English law adopted by 
the highest courts in England lias been laid 
down in regard to that statute, a jurisdic
tion, whose legislature has enacted a statute 
in practically the same terms, is bound by 
those judicial interpretations, in the con
struction of its own new statute enucted ill 
the same terms as such ancient statute.

iSttwxer-Masscv Co. v. Wcder, ti D.L.R. 
305, 5 A.L.R. 362, 22 W.L.K. 150, 2 W.W.R. 
965.
(§ II C—120) — Si ATI te adopted from 

England — Admiralty crimes.
Section 591 Cr. Code having liven taken 

from s. 3 of the Territorial Waters Juris
diction Act, 1878 (Imp. i, it should he con
strued according to the application and 
definitions to which the corresponding en
actment in the latter Act was subject.

R. v. Neilson. 40 D.L.R. 120, 30 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 1, 62 N.8.R. 42.
Effect of English decisions.

A statute practically copied from an Eng
lish Act is taken subject to judicial de
cisions upon it given in England.

Pettit v. C.X.H. Co., 11 D.L.R. 316, 23 
Man. L.R. 213, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 272, 24 
W.L.R. 190, 4 W.W.R 566, varying 7 D. 
L.R. 645, 14 Can. Ry. Las. >93, *22 W.L.K. 
265, 3 W.W.R. 74.

The effect of the amendment to the Divi
sion Courts Act, 4 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) c. 12, 
s. 1, respecting claims the amount of which 
is ascertained by the signature of the de
fendant (see now 10 Edw. VII. (Out.) r. 
32, a. 62), was to declare the law as pre
viously laid down, and it was not intended 
to narrow the jurisdiction already eon-

Renaud v. Thibert, 6 D.L.R. 200, 27 OL. 
R. 57, 22 O.W.R. 923.
Adopted statutory rules and orders — 
• English practice bulks in Amiekta.

The effect of the Alberta statute of 1910, 
c. 2, s. 3, amending the Judicature Ordi
nance c. 21 (Alta.), s. 21, is to introduce 
the English Practice Rules thereafter passed 
from time to time so far as they can be ap
plied subject to the provisions of that ordi
nance and the Alberta rules of court.

Royal Bank v. McPhee. 10 D.L.R. 801, 
24 W.L.R 166, 4 W.W.R 571, 6 A.L.R. 69

5
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Re-enacted statutes — Original con

struction, EFFECT OF.
Where a statute has been re-enacted, a 

construction given to the former statute by 
the courts ought to be adopted or at least 
it is a circumstance to which weight must 
be given.

Iwiursen v. McKinnon, 0 D.L.R. 758, 18 
B.C.R. 10. 23 W.L.R. 1, 3 W.W.R. 717. 
Settled intebfbetation in another pbov-

Where a statutory provision is adopted 
from another juri-dietion after having 1»een 
in force there for a long period, the judicial 
decisions of that jurisdiction upon its inter
pretation should lie followed unless there 
are very strong reasons for a contrary view. 
[Ward v. Serrell, ,T A.I..R. 138: Bennefield v. 
lxnox, 17 D.L.R. 3H8; Witsoe v. Arnold, 16 
D.L.R. 915, followed. 1

B. & R Co. v. McLeod, 18 D.L.R. 245,
7 A.L.R. 849, 28 W.L.R. 778, 6 W.W.R. 1299, 
reversing 7 D.L.R. 579.

W here a provincial legislature enacts a 
provision taken from a statute of another 
province in which the statute has received 
a settled construction, it will be presumed 
to have intended that such provision should 
be understood and applied in accordance 
with that construction.

W itsoe v. Arnold, 15 D.I..R. 915, 27 W. 
L.R. 259, 6 W.W.R. 4. [Followed in B. 4 
R. Co. v. McLeod. 18 D.L.R. 245, 7 A.L.R. 
849. 28 W.L.R. 778. 0 W.W.R. 1299. 
Provincial law cop vino provisions of 

STATUTE OF ANOTHER PROVINCE — JU- 
OIC1AL INTERPRETATION.

Ward v. Serrell. 3 A.L.R. 138.
1). Prospective or retrospective OPERA*

Of Farm Implement Act; ace Garnish
ment, Il E—55.
(§ II D—125*—Construction — Chattel 

mobti.aof. — Renewal statement 
FILED BY ORIIER — VALIDITY — RIGHTS 
OP EXECUTION CRF.niTOR.

Tlie effect of s. 25 of the Bills of Sale Act, 
R.S.S. c. 144, is that where an order is made 
to tile a renewal statement subsequently to 
the date fixed by the Act, and that renewal 
statement is filed, the mortgage retains its 
validity, and is only void because of the 
delay as against those who had acquired 
rights during the interval between the date 
upon which the renewal should have been 
filed and the date upon which it was actually 
filed; a creditor of the mortgagor must have 
taken out execution in order to acquire such 
intervening right.

Rogers Lumber Co. v. Dunlop. 20 D.L.R.* 
154, 7 W.W.R. 975, 30 W.L.R. 209. 7 S.L.R. 
421.
Retroactive in terms — Effect — Con

tract FOB 8AI.E BY LAND COMPANY.
Section 68 of the Manitoba Joint Stock 

Companies Act, being in terms retroactive 
and applicable to past transactions, has the 
effect of declaring invalid executory con

tracts of sale by a land company made prior 
to its passing as to which there was neither 
the authorization of a shareholder's meeting 
or of a director’s by-law specially authoriz
ing such agreement.

Houghton Land Corp. v. Ingham, 18 1). 
L.R. 660, 24 NJan. L.R. 497, 28 W.L.R. 826. 
6 W.W.R. 1275, reversing 14 D.L.R. 773, 5 
W.W.R. 544, 25 W.L.R. 962.
Retrospective operation — Effect on ex

isting contracts.
The “Farm Machinery Act” (Alta. 1913, 

c. 15), whereby every “farm machinery" 
contract includes a warranty as to (a) good 
material, (b) proper construction, (c) good 
working order, (d) freedom from defects, 
and (e) durability, is not construed so as 
to have a retros|>ective effect and cannot 
therefore be applied to a “farm machinery” 
contract made prior to the enactment.

Benson v. International Harvester Co., 
16 D.L.R. 350, 6 W.W.R. 242, 27 W.L.R. 
613.
Retroactive operation — Certiorari — 

Appeal.
Where a revised statute declares that a 

conviction under the prior law shall be con 
sidered as a conviction for a similar offence 
against the revised Act, this implies retro 
activity of the new law as to the remedy 
against a conviction rendered after the re
vised Act came into effect upon a complaint 
laid before that time.

Hudson Bay Co. v. Dion, 38 D.L.R. 477, 
52 Que. S.C. 69, 28 C an. Cr. Cas. 265. 
Married Women's Relief Act — Repeal 

— Vested bights.
The repeal of s. 16 of the Married Wo

men's Relief Act (Alta. 1910, 2nd sees., r. 
181, which removes the qualifications as to 
the right to relief, is of no retroactive effect 
as to rights adjudicated upon and vested 
prior to the repeal.

Re Drewrv, 36 D.L.R. 197, 12 A.L.R. 386. 
[19171 3 \V.W.R. 85. | See also 30 D.L.R.
581, [1916] 2 A.C. 631, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
266. reversing 27 D.L.R. 716, 9 A.L.R. 363, 
34 W.L.R. 103.]
Highw ays — 59 Vict. c. 11 — Transfer 

from Ontario to Dominion — Hum
WAYS POTENTIALLY EXISTING AT TIME 
— Construction.

The proper construction of s. 2 of 59 Vict. 
c. 11. authorizing the transfer from the 
Government of Ontario to that of the Do 
minion of any lands theretofore taken by the 
railway company for its roadbed is, that 
such transfer shall not affect or prejudice 
the rights ot the public with respect to the 
only common and public highways which 
were in existence at that time, namely, those 
potentially existing in the 5 per cent acre 
age reserved in all government lands by the 
Order-in-Council of 1866.

C.P.R. Co. v. Department of Public Works 
(Ont.), 45 D.L.R. 413, 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 231, 
58 Can. S.C.R. 189.

A proceeding to ascertain by arbitration 
the compensation for land taken for a pub-
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lie street, which lias been referred to a sin
gle arbitrator by the Court of King's Bench 
by virtue of a provision of a city charter 
under which the proceedings were instituted, 
constitutes a ‘‘legal proceeding or other rem
edy for ascertaining or enforcing” a lia
bility, which was exempted by 1 Geo. V. c. 
13, s. 2, in repealing rr. 773, 774, pertaining 
to the power of the Courts of King’s Bench 
to ileal with awards on motion, as to anv 
rights acquired or liabilities incurred before 
the coming into effect of the repealing Act.

McXichol v. Winnipeg. 4 D.L.R. 37», 22 
Man. L.R. 305, 21 W.L.R. 351, 2 W.W.R. 
170.

An Act is presumed to lie prospective and 
not retrospective, unless there is some clear 
and unequivocal declaration of intention by 
the legislature, or unless there are some 
i ircumstances rendering it inevitable that 
ilie other view should be taken. [Gardner 
v. Lucas, 3 A.C. 601, followed. |

Toronto v. Hill. 10 D.L.R. 639, 24 O.VV.R. 
388, 4 O.W.N. 1076.
RETROACTIVE Ol'KHATION — MATTERS OF PRO

CEDURE — Fire insurance.
The amendments to Insurance Act, R.S.O. 

1807, u. 203, made by s. 104, subs. 22, of the 
Ontario Insurance Act, 1012, 2 <ïeo. V. c. 
23, making the loss under a policy of fire 
insurance payable in 60 days after the com
pletion of the proofs of loss, unless a shorter 
period is provided by the contract, and by 
-, 199 to the effect that no objection to the 
sufficiency of such proof shall be allowed as 
a defence by the insurer, arc retroactive and 
apply to an action commenced before such 
amendments were passed, since they are 
mere matters of procedure.

Strong v. Crown Fire Ins. Co., 10 D.L.R. 
42. 28 O.L.R. 33. 23 O.W.R. 701. [Affirmed, 
1.3 D.L.R. 686, 29 O.L.R. 33.]
Substantive bights distinguished from 

procedure, retroactive effect.
In a matter of substantive rights, as dis

tinguished from mere matters of procedure 
or practice, a statute is not presumed to 
lie retroactive.

Richards v. Collins, 9 D.L.R. 249, 27 0. 
L.R. 890, 22 O.W.R. 592, 23 O.W.R. 499.

A statutory enactment that gives the 
right to litigants, in certain cases, to carry 
a suit from an inferior to a superior court 
or jurisdiction, is not a law concerning pro
cedure, but deals with and confers a sub
stantive right. It is not. therefore, retro
active and can only apply to cases that arise 
after it has come into force.

Montreal v. Delisle, 44 Que. 8.C. 412. 
Retrospective operation.

A statute should not be construed so as to 
have a retrospective operation unless its 
language is such as plainly to require such 
a construction.

Collector of Revenue v. Boisvert, 24 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 138.
Farm Machinery Act — Retroactive 

operation.
The Farm Machinery Act (Alta.), 1913,

c. 15, is of retroactive operation and applies 
to agreements entered into before the pus- 
sage of the Act. [Benson v. International 
Harvester Co., 16 D.L.R. 350, not followed; 
West v. Uwynne, [2911J 2 Cb. 1, followed.]

t.'hupin v. Matthews, 24 D.L.R. 457, 9 A. 
L.K. 209, 9 W.W.R. 301, 32 W.L.R. 663, 
reversing 22 D.L.R. 95.
Farm Implement Act.

Section 19 of the Farm Implement Act, 
1915, c. 28, is not retroactive. [Vavhon v. 
Prince Albert. 34 W.L.R. 107, followed; 
Chapin v. Mathews, 24 D.L.R. 457, distin
guished. |

Canadian Rank of Commerce v. Nelson, 
34 W.L.R. 415.
Law shortening time of appeal — Re

troactive operation ok.
A law shortening the time to appeal does 

not apply to cues pending la-fore a lower 
court at the time the law passed. [Ixifebvre 
v. Wilder, 23 Que. K.B. 25, followed.]

Queliec & Lake St. John R. Co. v. Val- 
lieres, 23 Que. K.B. 171.

An Act which shortens the time for ap
pealing does not apply to judgments ren
dered in actions of which a lower court has 
been seized, and which have been before it 
prior to the Act coming into force. [Cou
ture v. Bouchard, 21 Can. S.C.R. 281, and 
Lawrence v. Hodgson, 1 V. & 1, 372, fol
lowed.]

Lefebvre v. Wilder. 23 Que. K.B. 26.
(§ 11 D—126)—Retrospective operation 

— Action against municipality tor 
defects in highway.

Glynn v. Niagara Falls, 16 D.L.R. 866, 
31 O.L.R. 1, affirming 15 D.L.R. 428, 29 
O.L.R. 517, 5 O.W.N. 285.
(§ IT D—127)—Changes of procedure — 

Retroactive.
Whether an action to be brought against 

a municipality for the reimbursement of a 
government fund for moneys chargeable to 
the municipality should be brought in the 
name of one public officer or of another, is a 
mere matter of procedure as to which stat
utes are ordinarily retrospective; and the 
amending statute, *4 Edw. VII. ((an.), c. 23 
a. 86, vesting in the Crown instead of in the 
militia officer a right of action for the ex
pense of troops requisitioned in case of 
riots, enables the Attorney-General of Can
ada to sue for reimbursement of the Con
solidated Revenue Fund (Canada l for such 
expenses incurred prior to the amendment.

Attorney-General of Canada v. Sydney, 16 
D.L.R. 726, 49 Can. S.C.R. 148.
III. Repeal; Amendment; Revision, Re

enactment.
Repeal by implication, see Municipal Cor

porations, II A—30; Costs, 11—28.
(§ 111—130)—Statute to revise and con

solidate — Omission.
The omission in an Act to revise and con

solidate existing statutes on a given mat
ter, of an enactment in one of the revised 
and consolidated Acte, is not an implied re-
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peal thereof and it remain* in force. Heure, 
if ail existing Act, a right to redeem prop 
erty Bold for taxes by a city, is given, with 
a proviso that privileged and hypothecary 
claim* shall thereby revive, a subsequent 
Act “to revise and consolidate the differ
ent acts of the legislature relating to that 
city,” that embodies the enactments for 
,the sale of property for taxes and ita re
demption, but omits the proviso for the 
revival of privileged and hypothecary 
claims, will not lie deemed to repeal the 
latter by implication ami it continues in 
force and vigour.

Kennedy v. God mai re, 44 Que. 8.C. 323. 
(8 111—131)—GENERAL A .XU SPECIAL LAWS.

In construing a remedial Act of Parlia
ment the construction should be a liberal 
one giving effect, if possible, to all parts of 
the Act. A remedial statute relieving 
mortgagors in default from acceleration 
clauses, which covers by the express statu
tory provision “any mortgage" is nut limit- 
■cd to mortgages made subsequent to the 
passing of the Act.

Wasson v. Marker, 8 D.L.R. 88, 6 S.L.R. 
304, 22 W.L.U. 60ft. 3 W.W.R. 218.

Chapter 22 R.S.H.C. 1897, as to a surviv
ing husband's tenancy bv the courtesy in his 
wife's lands is to be interpreted as subject 
to the modifications introduced by the kuiiiv 
Act a* that by which the R.S.B.C. were de
clared to come into force and effect express
ly subject to the amendments accompanying 
such declaratory Act.

Romang v. Tamoiirni. 2 D.I..R. 295, 20 
W.L.R. 828. 1 W.W.R. 1109.
SPECIAL AMI OF.XERAL PROVISIONS — PkK- 

VAII INC EFFECT.
A special section of a statute (subs. 100 

of s. 54 of the Municipal Act, B.C. 1914, 
c. 52), prevail* over a general one (subs. 
27 and 155 of s. 54), and a section which 
imposes a restriction must prevail over one 
which is silent as to the restriction.

Meldrum v. Black. 27 D.L.H. 193, 34 W.L. 
R. 314, 10 W.W.R. 519, 22 B.C.R. 574. 
AMEXDMKXTH to I1KXERAI. ACT — PRIVATE

Acts — Expropriation.
Amendment* to a general statute cannot 

affect the same sections which are included 
in a private statute. 11m Act 3 Geo. V. c. 
42. enacts that expropriation* in the future, 
ahull be made by a judge: it does not apply 
to companies previously incorporated by 
private statute which mentions the special 
form of expropriation with experts.

Provincial Light, Heat & Power Co. v. 
Litehtenheim, Hi Que. P.R. 140.
(§ III—132)—Temperance Act — Amend

ment — Offence prior.
As regards an offence committed prior to 

the Nova Scotia statute* of 1915, e. 80, the 
provision contained in the latter statute im
plying that a liquor licensee in the city of 
Halifax might lie convicted under ss. 9 and 
30 of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act 1910, 
c. 2. a* amen.led by N.S. Acta 1911, e. 33, 
of sending intoxicating liquor into a pro

hibited district, is not to be taken into ac
count in construing the Temperance Act as 
it stood at the time of the alleged offence.

Kelly v. Seri veil, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 187, 28 
D.L.R. 319, 50 N.8.R. 90.
(g III—134)—Kjtect on existing pro

CEEUIN08.
A statute amending the law as to the 

selection of names to bt summoned for the 
jury panel for criminal trials will be pre 
suiued not to affect a trial at an assize for 
which the panel of jurors had already been 
summoned under the former law then in

K. v. McNamara, 10 D.L.R. 350. 22 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 351, 27 WJ*U. 33, 10 B.C.R. 175. 
103.

The Interpretation Act of Ontario, 7 Edw. 
VII. c. 2, s. 7 (52), has changed the pre
vious rule of law by enacting that a re
enactment, revision or consolidation of a 
statute shall not he deemed an adoption of 
the judicial construction which the same or 
similar words in the prior statute had re-

Nat ional Trust Co. v. Miller; Schmidt v. 
Miller, 3 D.L.R. 69, 40 Can. S.C.R. 45, 22 
O.W.R. 485. [Reversed in 15 D.L.R. 756, 
[1914] A.C. 197, 25 O.W.R. 750. |

The rights of a lessee to cut timber ac
quired under a lease from the Crown, pur
suant to R.S.O. 1897, v. 30, s. 40, are not 
affected bv the repeal of the said Act in 
1900, 6 Édw. Vil. c. 11, s. 222, as the 
latter statute provided that such repeal 
aliould not affect any rights acquired or any 
act or thing done under the repealed stal 
ute, nor are such rights affected by tin- 
terms of the Inter Act, the Mines Act, 1908. 
8 Edw. VII. c. 21. [Gordon v. Moose Moun
tain Mining Co. (1910), 22 Ü.L.R. 373, fol
lowed.]

Phillips v. Conger Lumber Co., 6 D.L.R. 
188, 3 O.VV.N. 1430, 22 O.W.R. 436.
Claim against township for injury to 

sheep — I)og Tax and Sheep Protec 
tton Act, R.8.O. 1914, c. 240 — Act
BEPEALED BY 8 GEO. V. C. 40 — CAUSE 
or ACTION arising BEFORE repeal —
Effect of repeal — Damage assessed
HY CORPORATION — APPLICATION FOR 
MANDATORY ORDER TO AWARD — APPEAL.

The repeal of a statute does not affect the 
rights of complainants which arose before 
such repeal, but the prerogative writ of man
damus cannot lie awarded in an action to 
enforce the rights in question. On a proper 
application the compluinants are entitled to 
a mandamus to the members ol the township 
council ordering them to make the neces
sary inquire and award under the statute 
( R.S.O. 191*4, e. 240. s. 18 i.

Hudson v. Biddulph, 49 D.L.R. 476, re
versing 45 O.L.R. 432.
Repeal of — Effect on existing bights

AND REMEDIES.
A statement of claim based upon the 

nullity of a law should be upheld, although 
in the interval between its tiling and the
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judgment of the court, the law attacked has 
lii'fii repealed by the legislature.

Carrier v. Roy, 46 Que. S.C. 122.
(§ III—136)—Temperance Act.

The provision of the Interpretation Act, 
R.8.N.8., c. 1, s. 8, to the effect that the 
repeal of any enactment “shall not revive 
any Act or provision of law repealed by such 
enactment or prevent the effect of any sav
ing clause therein" does not prevent Part 
11. of the Nova Scotia Temperance Act, 
I'.HO, being applicable in the city of Halifax 
upon Part 1. becoming applicable in that 
city, notwithstanding the form of amending 
xtututes, N.S. 1911, c. 33 and N.S. It) 16, <•.

Kx parte Bradbury; R. v. Chief Constable 
of Halifax. 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 68, 30 D.L.R. 
736, 30 X.S.R. 298.
(§ III—139)—New section introduced

WITH NUMBER AND LETTER DESIGNATION
— Criminal Code.

Section 242a Cr. Code which was inserted 
by the Code Amendment Act, 1913, is not to 
be considered a subs, of s. 242, but as an 
entirely independent section.

R. v. Allen, 17 D.L.R. 719, 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 67, 60 C.LJ. 643.
Jurisdiction to award costs to Crown— 

B.C. Crown Rule (criminal) No. 1— 
Crown Costs Act (B.C.) 1910.

The King v. Jones, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 414, 
16 B.C.K. 117.

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS.
I. Jurisdiction to grant generally.

II. Dei.ay in prosecuting generally.
111. Quebec practice.

Actions affected by war, see Moratorium. 
Stay of execution, see Execution.
Of winding-up proceedings, see Companies, 

VI K—341.
Of action» by alien enemies, see Aliens, 

III—19.
Stay pending appeal, see Appeal, XI—

720.
For purpose of arbitration, see Arbitra-

Conditions of being allowed to proceed, 
see Judgment, II B—76.

Annotations.
Actions by alien enemies : 23 D.L.R. 375. 
Actions affected by moratorium: 22 D.L. 

R. 865.
Pending motion for new triai.—Terms.

There is no general rule governing the 
terms which the court or a judge should 
impose on granting an application to stay 
proceedings pending a motion for a new 
trial.

Farnell v. Conway, 45 X.B.R. 6.

I. Jurisdiction to grant generally.
(8 I—5)—First action dismissed — Sec

ond ACTION VEXATIOUS — JUDGMENT—
Time limit fob bringing second ac
tion — Ontario Insurance Act, R.S. 
U. 1914, c. 183, s. 194.

Where the issue iu an action has been de
termined, a second action for the same cause 
is vexatious, and the court may stay pro 
ceediugs in this action. A judgment in the 
first action will have the effect of determin
ing all issues which are, or might be, raised, 
as far as the claim set up in the action is 
concerned.

Ross v. Scottish Union, 50 D.L.R. 356. 
[See Ross v. Scottish Union and National 
Ins. Co., 31) D.L.R. 528, 46 D.L.R. 1, 58 Can. 
8.C.R. 169.1
Arbitration clause in contract — Onus

OE DISPLACING.
The party opposing a motion to stay pro

ceedings because no arbitration had taken 
plaie under the arbitration clause of a con
struction contract must adduce proofs by 
affidavit of the genuineness of his conten
tions that the arbitration clause no longer 
applies, or that he should not be bound 
thereby; it is not sufficient merely to al
lege in the statement of claim facts which, 
if proved, would shew a case for the exer
cise of a judicial discretion to refuse a stay.

Northern Electric & Mfg. Co. v. Winni
peg, 13 D.L.R. 251. 23 Mau. L.R. 225, 24 
W.L.R. 647, 4 W.W R. 862.
Master ok Supreme Court exceeding ju

risdiction — Restraining on mu-

The Supreme Court of Nova Scotia can 
stay the aetion of a Judge of a County 
Court, when acting as a Master of the Su
preme Court, in releasing without author
ity a person from custody under the Liber
ty of the Subject Act, K.S.X.S. 1900, c. 181, 
since a County Judge acting as Master of 
the Supreme Court is an officer thereof, 
and. under order 54, may be restrained on 
motion from any unauthorized exercise of

Re Noble Crouse; R. v. ( rouse, 11 D.L.R. 
749, 47 N.8.R. 64, 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 231, 12 
E.L.R. 416.

Under s. 37 of the Mechanics’ and Wage 
Earners' Lien Act, 10 F.dxv. VII. (Ont.) c. 
69, all things necessary to work out me
chanics’ liens, quoad the land, are within 
the jurisdiction of the officer hearing the 
mechanics' lien actions; but such officer haa 
no power, merely because there are me
chanics' lien actions already pending against 
liotli the contractor and the owner, to stay 
proceedings in an action by the contractor 
against the owner for damages for breach 
of an alleged agreement to supply material» 
to carry on a construction contract made 
between them, in which action the contractor 
is not claiming a lien.

Dick v. Standard Cable Co., 7 D.L.R. 64, 
4 O.W.N. 67, 23 O.W.R. 19.

Until a judgment of the Supreme Court
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of Canada lias been certified to the court be
low, a judge of the Supreme Court has 
jurisdiction to order a stay of proceeding 
pending an appeal to the Privy Council. 
Where the plaintiffs in an action have suc
ceeded at the trial and in the Provincial 
Appellate Court, and the defendants have 
elected to appeal to the Supreme Court of 
Canada, in which also they have been un
successful, and, while the Supreme Court 
still had jurisdiction over the case, a judge 
of that court has refused a stay of pro
ceedings pending an appeal to the Privy 
Council, and it appears that there has not 
been any miscarriage of justice through ac
cident, mistake or otherwise, but that every 
question in dispute has been fully con
sidered, and that the case involves merely 
a question of fact and nothing of public 
inqiortance, and that the Privy Council is 
likely to refuse leave to appeal a .Judge of 
the Provincial Court of drst instance should 
not grant a stay of proceedings pending an 
appeal to the Privy Council.

Alfred v. G.T.P.R. Co., 6 D.L.R. 147, 5 
A.L.R. 447, 22 W.L.R. 65, 2 W.W.R. 1061. 
Criminal prosecution.

In provinces where there is no grand jury 
system and therefore no indictment the 
case is not in the provincial Supreme Court 
for trial until a formal charge in lieu of an 
indictment has been preferred, and a stay 
of proceedings by the Attorney-General can
not be entered under Cr. Code, s. 002, in 
the event of no formal charge having been 
laid. |Note that for purposes of s. 002 tin* 
term “indictment” includes a formal charge 
under s. 873 A by the interpretation clause, 
s. 2 (10), as amended 1007-1

R. v. Weiss, 23 D.L.R. 710. 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 400. 8 S.L.R. 74, 7 W.W.R. 1100, 30 
W.L.R. 458.
TO ENABLE SUMMONING PRINCIPAL DEBTOR— 

Action on guaranty upon dissolution 
OF PARTNERSHIP.

If, on dissolution of a partnership, one 
partner guarantees a debt due to his co
partner, he becomes a surety for the debtor, 
and if he is sued by his copartner he has a 
right to a stay of proceedings by dilatory 
exception in order that he may summon the 
principal debtor in warranty. The formal 
abandonment by a creditor of the benefit of 
seizure, deprives him of the right, in an ac
tion brought against him, to » stay of pro
ceedings in order that he may seize and sell 
the property of the original debtor as pro
vided by art. 177 C.C.P. par. 5.

Findlay v. Howard, 24 D.L.R. 220, 24 
Que. K.B. 59.
Appeal pending — Terms as to costs.

On an application for a stay of proceed
ings on a verdict pending an appeal, the 
stay was refused except on terms of payment 
of the amount of the verdict to the success
ful party and the taxed costs to his solicitor, 
the former giving security for repayment in 
vase of the appeal being successful, or con
senting that the amount be paid into court,

and the latter giving an undertaking to re
pay the costs if so ordered by the Appeal

Porter v. O’Connell, 43 N.B.R. 611. 
Volunteers and Reservists Relief Act.

A stay of proceedings under s. 62a (18) 
of the Land Titles Act on the grounds that 
the person making the application is en
titled to the protection of the Volunteers 
and Reservists Act should be granted. A 
stay under that section contemplates the 
imposition of terms and the possibility of 
the cancellation of the stay and is to be 
granted not as a matter of right, but as a 
mutter of discretion.

Re Land Titles Act; Re Anderson, [19171 
1 W.W.R. 828.
Pending motion for new trial—Terms.

There is no general rule governing the 
terms which the court" or a judge should 
impose on granting an application to stay 
proceedings pending a motion for a new 
trial.

Farnell v. Conway, 45 N.B.R. 6. 
Admission of liability—No payment into 

court- Assessment ok damages Ap
peal from—Motion lob stay—Terms
of STAY.

Bowen v. C.N.R. Co., [1916] 2 W.W.R.
536.
Motion fob — Mental capacity- of plain- 

i i11 — Authority for OONT1NI AW01 Of 
action—Costs.

Thede v. Hessenauer, 15 O.W.N. 111. 
Dilatory exception—Warranty.

A defendant cannot obtain the suspending 
of proceedings against him in order to call 
in warranty a party against whom he has 
instituted a principal action on the ground 
mentioned in his dilatory exception and 
still pending.

Banque Nationale v. Jean, 19 Que. P.R. 
207.
Action by corporation — Action against

WILL OF MAJORITY — STAY.
When an action is commenced in the name 

of a company without the sanction of a 
directors’ meeting or a shareholders’ meet
ing. and the majority of the directors and 
shareholders are opposed to the continuance 
of the action, then toe action must he stayed 
|La Compagnie de Mavville v. Whitley, 
[1896} 1 Ch. 788, followed.]

Standard Construction Co. v. Boggs, 7 W. 
W.R. 154.
Jurisdiction to grant — Proceedings im-

I’KOPERLY INSTITUTED.
An order to stay proceedings instituted 

without proper authority may he made on 
the application of the person against whom 
such proceedings are taken. [Nurse v. 
Durnford, 13 Ch. D. 764; Geilinger v. Gibbs, 
|1897] 1 Ch. 479. followed.]

Standard Construction Co. v. Crabb, 7 
S.L.R. 305, 7 W.W.R. 719. 30 W.L.R. 151. 
Practice — Abuse of process — Forum 

delicti—Main office of < ukpobatios. 
An action taken by crippled and penni-
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less persona in a forum where the plaintiffs 
ore domiciled and a defendant company has 
a head office, though not the proper forum 
<»r the forum delicti, will not he stayed as 
an abuse of the process of the court.

Wagner v. G.T.P.. 6 W.W.R. 1120.
V. KFFRENOE — STAY PENDING APPEAL TO SU

PREME Court op Canada — Discretion 
— Balance of convenience — Pkac-

Saakatchewan Land Si Homestead Co. v. 
Moore, 6 O.W.N. 202.
J l ItlHDICTIOX TO GRANT.

When a claim appears to have been made 
the subject of another action actually pend
ing in the Court of Review and inscribed for 
appeal to the Court of King’s Bench a mo
tion to suspend proceedings in the later ac
tion will lie granted.

Moison’s Bunk v. Klovk, 13 Que. P.R. 202. 
II. Delay in prosecuting generally.

(§ II—11)—Kven if marginal r. 973 of 
the Knglish judicature rules is in force in 
Alberta, a plaintiff who has not taken a step 
in the cau-e for a year and who by that 
rule of oyurt is required to give a month’s 
notice if he desires to proceed, is not sub
ject to have his action entirely stayed on the 
defendant's motion; the remedy of the lat
ter is to apply to set aside the proceeding 
next taken by the plaintiff.

Fvan. v. K va ne, 5 D.L.R. 640, 21 W.L.R. 
025, 2 W.W.R. 795. 6 A.DR. 4. 
Imprisonment for debt — Abandonment 

of property — Delay for contesting 
— Suspension of proceedings.

Leclerc v. Boucher, 12 Que. P.R. 367.
(9 11—12)—Want of authority to plain

tiff’s solicitor.
Notice of an application by the defendant 

to stay the action on the ground that the 
solicitor purporting to act for the plaintiff 
is not authorized to do so, must lie served 
upon the plaintiff personally as well as 
upon the solicitor who ie prosecuting the 
action and the court will so order although 
no objection to the want of notice is taken 
by the solicitor whose authority is, in ques-

Ross v. Webb, 2 D.L.R. 416, 21 W.L.R. 
254. 22 Man. L.R. 257.
(8 II—13)—Nonpayment of costs.

An action will not be stayed by the court 
merely on the ground that the costs of an
other action between the same parties 
awarded against the present plaintiff bud 
not been paid, unless the prior action was 
for the same cause or for a cause of action 
substantially the same.

Evans v. Kvans. 6 D.L.R. 546, 21 W.L.R. 
925, 5 A.DR. 2 W.W.R. 795.
Of previous actions.

Rickert v. Britton, 6 D.L.R. 887, 4 O.
W. N. 258, 23 O.W.R. 814.
Or prior action—Ground for staying 

second action.
Wasserman v. Gold, 7 D.L.R. 934, 1 

W.W.R. 1025.

In similar action.
To justify an order staying an action on 

the ground that costs awarded in favour of 
the same defendant against the same plain
tiff in a previous action hud not lieen paid, 
the second action must lie for the same or 
substantially the same cause of action as 
the first. I Higgins v. Woodhall, 6 T.L.R. 
1. followed.!

Moore v. Deal. 22 D.L.R. 697, 21 B.C.R. 
243. 8 W.W.R. 774, 31 W.L.R. 176. 
Caveats — Second action — Non-payment

OF COSTS.
Otis V. Otis. 24 D.L.R. 897. 9 W.W.R. 141. 

32 W.L.R. 462.
Costs ok appeal in former action be

tween same parties unpaid—Relief
CLAIMED IN BOTH ACTIONS PRACTICALLY 
THE NAME.

Davidovitch v. Swartz, 9 O.W.N. 246.
Unpaid costs—Vexatious action—Discre

tion of COURT.
Rickert v. Britton, 9 D.L.R. 128, 4 O.W.N. 

499. 23 O.W.R. 979.
(8 II—21)—Pending criminal prosecu 

tion—Fugitive from justice.
A stay of proceedings of a civil action 

until after a trial for a criminal offence 
arising out of the same transaction will 
not be granted when the defendant is a 
fugitive from the jurisdiction and resists 
every attempt to bring him back.

Attorney-General v. Kelly, 24 D.L.R. 660. 
ryWun. DR. 696. 9 W.W.R. 492, 32 W.DR.

Where a party raises by his pleading a

Cint of law to be decided at a hearing 
fore the trial, the court will not, as a 

rule, stay the trial of the issues of fact, 
pending an appeal from the decision upon 
the point of laxv.

Imperial Life Ass'ce Co. v. Audett. 5 
D.L.R. 355. 4 A.L.R. 204, 20 W.L.R 372 
1 W.W.R. 819.

An action in Ontario by the personal 
representative of a deceased person for an 
accounting against a person alleged to In* 
indebted to the estate in respect of foreign 
lands held in trust, will not necessarily Is* 
stayed because of an action pending in the 
foreign jurisdiction brought by the bene 
floiaries against the same defendant to de
clare the trusts.

Greer v. Greer. 4 D.DR. 169. 3 O.W.N. 
584, 21 O.W.R. 139.
Other pending litigation—Res judicata.

Pending action by second mortgages— 
New action by first mortgage*—Multiplicity 
of suits—Sask. rr. 180, 181.

Haig v. Rogers, 7 D.L.R. 930, 3 W.W.R. 
24.

When one action is pending, bring an
other action claiming similar relief, and 
if he does so the court will interfere by 
directing a stay there is no rule that the 
second action will lie stayed, and if the 
circumstances shew that it would be more
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<'<|uital»le to staj the first and permit the 
second to proceed, tlie court can do so.

Mil toy v. McGill, 4 s.L.R. 399.
SUMMARY JUDGMENT — COUNTERCLAIM —

Stay of exe« vtio.n pending trial of
U'OUNTERt LA1M.

Wells v. Knott, 20 Man. L.R. 146, 15 
W.L.R. 285.
A NOTH KB ACTION FOB SAME CAUSE VENDING—

Application fob stay—Refi sal. 
Toronto Developments v. Kennedy, 5 O.

W.N. 927.
Pending appeal to Svphf.mk Court of 

Canada from judgment dihfxti.no 
kf.f-ekknue—"Final judgment*’—3 4 4 
« I bo. V. C. 51. K. 1 (D.l, AMENDING 
Supreme ( oust Act, R.S.C. 190U. c. 
139, s. 76(d)—DiscRFrrioN.

Davison v. Forbes, 10 O.W.N. 398.
Stay of' proceedings pending appeal to 

Privy Council.
Huhod v. Haddington Island Quarry Co., 

16 B.C.K. 264. 16 W.L.R. 226.
Motion to nf;t asidf: order to proceed to 

trial—Stay of" trial until after 
similar case is heard by Privy 
Council—Con. rie 390. 398.

Stavert v. Barton : Stavert v. Macdonald, 
3 O.W.N. 265. 20 O.W.R. 447.
(S 11—25)—Hf.k judicata.

l*rior judgment against company without 
a sset S— Est oppcl—Negl igenee.

Camphell v. Verrai: Lihson v. Verrais. 6
D. L.R. 898. 4 O.W.N. 300, 23 O.W.R. 275.
(§ 11—30) — Stay pending appfal — As

sessment HOB SCHOOL TAXES.
Fort Frances v. Ontario & Minnesota 

Power Co.. 22 D.L.R. 884. 9 O.W.N. 4. 
Action for compensation in expropria

tion BY RAILWAY—ARBITRATION PEND-

Stay of proceedings in an action against 
a railway company pending arbitration re
fused, on the ground that the statement of 
claim disclosed a « asc for compensation in
dependently of that which the arbitrator 
would have power to awanl the plaintiff 
under the Rnilwav Act.

Bengert v. C.N.R. Co.. 9 W.W.R. 283. 
Df;lay in prosecution of rfjkkencks and 

IN BRINGING ON PENDING INTimOCU- 
I'OltV MOTIONS FTiR DFTEKMl NATION—
Death of plaintiff—Failure ok 
executor to revive action—Locus
PŒNITENTI.K.

Hull v. Allen. 8 O.W.N. 577.
Where the County Court Judge adjourns 

argument for extension of time for appeal 
from a decision of a magistrate, all pro
ceedings in the magistrate's court will lie 
stayed until the motion for extension is 
determined.

R. v. White, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 156, 10
E. L.R. 297.
Prior question to be DETERMINED.

A person sued for an account, under the 
teims of a document, in this caec a will, 
which the plaintiff seeks to have annuled,

is entitled to have the proceedings stayed 
by a dilatory exception, until the legality 
or illegality of the will is decided.

Derrick v. Klvidgc, 14 Que. P.R. 63.
III. Quebec Practice.

(8 111—601—Joinder of* actions.
Aii application under art. 291, C.C.P., 

for the joiner of actions does not effect a 
stay of proceedings, and the parly making 
it is not entitled to have the hearing in 
either action postponed on the ground that 
the court has not disposed of his applica-

Kousseau v. Cliche. 44 Que. S.C. 179.
Several actions were brought against the 

defendant company, each to recover a sum 
which it claimed represented the same debt " 
as the others. One plaintiff acted us the 
original principal creditor and the others 
lire insurance companies, as having paid 
iiim insurance on a loss by fire alleged to 
have been caused by the negligence of the 
defendant:—Held, that the defendant could 
not, by dilatory motion, obtain a stay uf 
proceedings in each cause until the plain
tiffs in the others should he mis en cause.

Vandry v. Quebec R„ Light, Heat & Bow
er Co., 43 Que. S.C. 382.

The grevé de substitution who is sued in 
revendication of an undivided part of one 
of the immovables devised is entitled lo 
bring the appelés into the cause to dis
charge him from his obligations towards 
them (conversation of the substituted prop
erty, etc., arts. 2059. 2060 C.C. Que.), lie 
ran then demand, by dilatory motion, that 
the proceedings lie staved until lie has 
served them with a summons in the man
ner provided for bringing in warrantors.

Montminv v. Montminy, 43 Que. S.C. 377.
A defendant sued for an amount due 

under a deed of -.ale of real estate by an 
action wherein it is pruved that the pro
perty sold lie declared hyjiotliccdted for the 
amount sued for, cannot, bv dilatory excep
tion. ask that proceedings lie stated until 
the plaintiffs have made a party to the suit 
the purchaser of an undivided portion of 
such property, particularly if the deed of 
sale is not tiled and the registration there
of is only proved hy defendant’s affidavit.

Fairbanks v. Musseil, 14 Que. P.R. 209.

STENOGRAPHER.
Compensation to.

A stenographer is not obliged to tran- 
scrilie his notes before being paid for mak
ing them.

Picotte v. Montreal IWmwave Co., 18 
Que. P.R. 113.

STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE.
See Justice of the Peace.

STOCK.
Shares of stock, set- Companies.

STOCK BROKERS.
See Brokers.
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STORAGE.

See Warehouseman.

STREAM.
See waters.

STREET RAILWAYS.
I. Franchises; construction.

II. Motive power.
111. Operation.

a. In general.
B. Duty and care of railway com-

C. Contributory negligence.
See also Carriers; Railways.
As to safety of place and appliances, see 

Master and Servant.
Findings of jury as to negligence, see 

Trial.
As to safety of highway between tracks, 

see also Highways.
Improperly packed frog in track as cause 

of accident, see Trial. V 0-285.
Annotation.

Reciprocal duties of motovmen and driv
ers of vehicles crossing the tracks: 1 D.L. 
K. 783.

I. Franchises; construction.
(§ 1—1) — Exclusive franciiike—Antece

dent rights—Termination.
Kii agreement granting an exclusive fran

chise for a period of years over a defined 
area, and, so far as tiie grantor cun, over 
another area in which a third party has 
existing rights, will take effect so as to con
ter on the grantee an exclusive franchise 
within the second area when the antecedent 
rights terminate.

Toronto v. Toronto R. Co.. 29 D.L.R. 1, 
37 O.L.R. 470, flOHJ] 2 A.<\ 542. affirm- 
ing 2(1 D.L.R. .381, .14 O.L.R. 456.
Tickets "for benefit ok workixu people."

Hie Act incorporating (lie Nova Scotia 
Tramways & Power Co. (N. S. 1914, c. 
ISO. «. 22. as amended by 1917. e. .33, s. 2), 
providing that the company shall, "for the 
benefit of the working people," issue tickets 
at a certain price to be used during special 
hours, subject to such terms and conditions 
•n the Hoard of Commissioners of Public 
I tilities maty approve, does not justify the 
Board in making an order requiring the 
company to issue such tickets for the bene
fit of any person presenting them who 
boards the ears during those hours.

Re Nova Scotia Tramways & Power Co., 
39 D.L.R. 657, 52 N.S.R. 17.
XiiiiEEMBNT—Rate per mile—Liability— 

Damages.
A railway company which is obligated 

under a by-law granting it the right under 
certain conditions to construct, maintain 
and operate an electric railway, to pay an 
agreed rate for every mile or pro rata for 
a portion of a mile of railway operated, 
is liable to pay only for the portion of 
railway actually operated if, however, the

effect of the by law is that the whole 
railway is to be operated, the company is 
liable in damages for non-performance of 
this condition, the damage being equal to 
the amount the company would have had 
to pay had the whole line been operated.

Wentworth v. Hamilton Radial Elec. R. 
Co.. 41 D.L.R. 199, 41 O.L.R. .324. 23 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 209, affirming 12 O.W.N. 379. 
Agreement with city corporation—Per

centage of (.ross receipts—Action 
for — Counter* i mm v i ot vr • 
Items—1 nterest- -Costs.

City of Toronto v. Toronto R. Co., 1.3
O.W.N. 1.
Agreement with municipal corporation— 

Removal of tracks—Injunction.
New Toronto Hoard of Trade v. New 

Toronto, 14 O.W.N. 326.
(8 P—3)—Agreement between railway 

and county—Jurisdiction of provin
cial HOARD—l HE OF HIGHWAYS 
Switches.

It is within the jurisdiction of the chair
man of the Ontario Railway and Municipal 
Hoard to construe an agreement between a 
county corporation and a railway company 
granting power to enlarge the number of 
switches operated by the railway company 
upon a highway.

A stipulation in an agree men; between a 
county corporation and the railway com
pany which deals in several respects with 
the entire line of an electric railway, that 
the company may construct, put in, and 
maintain such switches, and turn-outs, as 
may from time to time be found necessary 
for the operating of the company’s line 
of railway on a named street, i< to he con
strued as of general application to the whole 
of the line upon the street named and not 
merely to the line of extension of the rail
way on that street which the agreement 
authorized.

Re Waddington and Toronto & York 
Radial R. Co.. 9 D.L.R. 81. 4 O.W.N. 617, 
15 Can. Ry. Cas. 82. 23 O.W.R. 775.
Rights in, and use ok, streets and himi-

Paragruph (b) of a. 8 of the Railway Act, 
1906, pur|M>rting to subject to the Dominion 
Railway Act-the through traffic upon any 
railway or street railway authorized bv 
special Act of a provincial legislature which 
connects with a Dominion railway, although 
such provincial railway or street railway 
had not been declared by Dominion statute 
to lie a work for the general advantage of 
Canada, is ultra vires of the Parliament of 
Canada.

Montreal v. Montreal Street R. Co.. 1
D.L.R. 681, 10 K.L.R. 281, 13 Can. Ry. ('as. 
541, 11912] A.C. 333, affirming on this point 
43 Can. S.C.R. 197, 11 Can. Ry. Cas. 203. 
Alteration of route — Municipal con

sent.
The Toronto & York Radial R. Co., by 

the terms of its franchise and by legisla
tion, is authorized to deflect its line from
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Yonge St. Toronto, to a private right of 
way owned by it: the deflection in for the 
purpose of enabling it to operate the rail
way already located and constructed, and 
then-fore municipal consent is not neces-

Toronto & York Rudial R. Co. v. Toronto, 
31 D.L.R. «27, 38 O.L.R. 88. reversing 20 
D.L.R. 244, 35 O.L.R. 57.
Rep a m or boadway — “Tracks" — Pow

ers up Railw ay Board.
The obligation imposed upon a street rail

way company by its agreement with a mu
nicipality, that the former should “keep 
clean and in proper repair that portion of 
the travelled mail between the rails, ami 
for eighteen inches on either side thereof." 
does not extend to the doing of works which 
would give the roadway lietxveen the rails 
a new character, and the word "truckl" in 
s. 3 of the Ontario Railway and Municipal 
Board Amendment Act. 11110, does not in
dude the roadway lietween the rails, under 
which the Board has no jurisdiction to or
der the street railway company to pave 
that part of a road used by the railway.

Toronto Suburban R. Co. v. Toronto. 24 
D.L.It. 200. [10151 A.C. 500, reversing 13 
D.LR. 074. 20 O.L.R. 106, 10 ( an. Ry. ('as. 
05.
Extension of lines upon streets op city 

— Operation of railway Want oe 
authority — Ontario Railway Act, 3 
& 4 Geo. V. C. 36, SS. 0, 250, 251 — 
Municipal Franchises Act, 2 Geo. V. 
c. 42. s. 4 — Trespass — Dec lara
tion of bight — Injunction — Dam 
auks — Appeal — Costs.

Windsor v. Sandwich, Windsor & Am- 
herstburg R. Co., 13 O.W.N. 1, varying 10 
O.W.N. 205.
Municipal by-law regulating erection of

WIRES AND POLES IN STREETS — PERMIT
— Revocation — Compensation — 
Removal of poles and wires.

Re Winnipeg Klei-tric R. Co. and Winni
peg. 16 W.L.R. «54.
(§ I—5)—Agreement with city corpora 

tion — Neglect of railway to re
move snow and ice — Removal by 
corporation — Damages.

Under ss. 21. 22 of the Ontario Railway 
Municipal Hoard Act, R.S.O. 1014, c. 180, 
the defendant eompanv is liable for expense 
incurred by the plaintiff in removing snow 
and iee from the street» of the city, which 
it was the duty of the defendant company 
to remove. The refusal of the plaintiff’s 
engineer to instruct the defendant, company 
as to where such snow should l»e deposited 
does not release it from its liability for non
removal.

Toronto v. Toronto R. Co.. 46 D.L.R. 435, 
24 Can. Ry. Cas. 265, 44 O.L.R. 308, affirm 
ing 42 O.L.R. 603. [Affirmed by Privy 
Council 51 D.L R. 46, [1920] 1 W.W.R. 76L] 
Regulation by city by-law.

A requirement of a city by-law that a

street railway company should keep and 
maintain its engines, machinery and power 
houses within the city limits, is complied 
with by the mnintenam-e therein of a sub
station containing apparatus for the re
duction of the voltage of electricity gener
ated beyond the city limits, and also for 
transforming it into a direct current.

Winnipeg Flee. R. Co. v. Winnipeg, 4 D. 
L.R. 116. [1012] A.C. 355, 1 W.W.R. 1164.
(§ I—6)—Laying bails on streets under 

AUTHORITY OF BY-LAW NOT fH'BMITTEn
to electors — Statutory reqi• ire- 
men t — Action iiy persons affected 
to restrain laying of rails and to
COMPEL REMOVAL — LOCUS STANDI —
Special and particular injury — 
Parties Ji bisdiction — Ontario 
Railway and Municipal Board.

Mitchell v. Sandwich. Windsor & Am- 
herstburg R. Co.. 6 O.W.N. 659.
(§ 1—7)—Exclusive franchise — Ter

mination of others.
A municipal corporation granting a street 

railway company the exclusive right to 
operate surface street railways in the city, 
for a term of years, subject to certain re
strictions, effected by the franchises of other 
railways, cannot, after the removal of re
strictions upon the termination of the other 
franchises, within the period of the grant, 
withhold its consent to the right to operate 
upon the portion of a street vacated by an 
other franchise, in the same manner ns up
on the other streets of the city. [Toronto 
R. Co. v. Toronto. [1906] A.C. 117, affirm
ing 5 0.W.1L 130, 132, followed.]

Re Toronto R. Co. and Toronto. 26 D.L. 
R. 581, 19 Cun. Rv. Cas. 323, 34 O.L.R. 
456. [Affirmed. 29 D.L.R. 1. [1916] 2 A.C. 
642, 37 O.L.R. 470. 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 110.] 
Obstructing regiment on march—Street 

car at street crossing — Accidental 
obstruction.

The King v. McIntosh. 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 
295.

II. Motive power.
(§ 11—15)—Negligence — Escape oi 

electric current — Jurisdiction of 
commissioner — Appeals from—Con
stitutionality — Appointive powers.

On the hearing of this appeal five ehief 
i were considered:—(li Was the ap

pellant company liable for damage resulting 
from its negligence. (2) was it liable aside 
from negligence, (31 was the order of the 
commissioner within his powers, in direct 
ing certain specitic things to be done, (4) 
is the statute intra vires the legislature, or 
does it conflict in part with s. 91 of the B. 
N.A. Act, 1867, (5) can the Supreme Court 
hear, on an appenl under the statute, an 
objection to the jurisdiction of the commis
sioner. on the ground that the part of the 
statute which provides for his appointment 
is ultra vires, or is that a point of law as 
to which the decision of the commissioner 
cannot be appealed from? The commission-

0
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er decided that the company wan liable for 
'''•gligence, and the effort of the equal divi 
-ion of the .fudges of Appeal was, of course, 
to leave his judgment undisturbed. The 
general effect of the marked difference of 
•pinion is to leave u»-ettled all the ques

Winnipeg Klee. R. Co. v. Winnipeg; Re 
Public Utilities Act, .'to D.L.R. 15». 26 Man. 
L.R. 584, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 9.
NaLE OB I.F.AHK OF SC RIM C's I I.KI TBICITT—

56 Vict. c. 97, s. 9—Right to place
POLE* AM) WIRES OS HIGHWAY — KU
denck—Judgment or Am:u ate Cot ki 
—Effect or.

Sandwich, Windsor 1 Amherstlnirg R. Co. 
w. W indsor, ].'» ( >.\\ \. I V

III. Operation.
A. In General.

(8 III A—2(1 (—Tracks—Alteration of 
grade—Municipal regulation.

Where the pattern of rails laid by a 
street railway company is approved by the 
municipal authorities, a removal of the 
tracks by the municipality for the purpose 
of altering the grade of the street does not 
give it authority to order the company to 
replace them with rails of a different pal 
tern, but it may require the company to 
keep its trucks level with the altered grade 
on a sufficient foundation, ultlioug it van 
not require the use of any particular fourni

St. John R. Co. v. St. John. 24 D.L.R. 
5W, 4.1 N.B.R. 417.
(8 HI A—201—By municipality—Grooved 

bail—Negligence—Nuisance.
The use of a grooved rail at street inter 

sections by a municipal corporation noth 
orized by statute to build and operate a 
street railway, is not negligence, such a 
rail being in common use and necessary for 
its purpose. Neither, in the use of such a 
rail, can the corporation be deemed to main 
tain a public nuisance, for the legislature, in 
authorizing the construction and operation 
of the railway,, must be token to have auth
orized the. use of such rails as were neces
sary for its reasonable operation.

Regina < artage Co. v. Regina. 29 D.L.R. 
420. » S.L.R. 313, 10 W.W.R. 1299, 34 
W.L.R. 1141.
Kxtbnsion of lines upon streets—Want 

ok authority—Ontario Railway Act.
3 4 4 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 4—Trespass— 
Declaration of bigut—Damages — 
Injunction.

Windsor v. Sandwich, Windsor & Am
herst burg R. Co., 10 O.W.N. 205.
(8 III A—24)—Order or Ontario Rail 

wat and Municipal Board to put ox 
additional cars—Failure to complt 
—War conditions—Order to rescind 
not applied for under Act—Liabil
ity.

It is no answer to an order made by the ! 
1 in tar in Railway anff Municipal Board to a 

Can. Dig.—131.

street railway company to place additional 
cars u|N>n its system, that the company had 
made all possible efforts to do so, but that 
owing to the war and other conditions com 
pliance was impossible, where the company 
lias not applied to the Board under >. 25 
of the Railway and Municipal Board Act 
(R.S.O. 1»14 c. 1861 to rescind or vary the 

order or under s. 42 for an extension of 
time for compliance.

lie Toronto R. Co and Toronto, 46 D.L.R 
647, 44 O.L.R. 381, 24 Can. Rv. Ca< 27h, 
| Reversed 01 D.L.R. 6», [1920] I W.W.R. 
750.]

B. Duty and care ok railway company

Duty of conductor not $o annoy pas 
senger, see Assault. 1-1.

Injury from sudden stop of car, see Car 
riers, II G-70.
(8 III B—26)—As to alighting—I'rf.ma 

T! RE STARTING.
Starting a tram car before ascertaining 

that a passenger lias safely alighted, even 
on the signal “all right” of a person on the 
rear vestibule, is negligence which will ren 
«1er the train company liable for in juries su* 
turned by the passenger falling off the car

Fraser v. Piet ou Countv Klee. Co., 28 
D.L.R. 251. 50 N.N.R. 30, 20 Can. Ry. Cas

Special car — Ejection — Liability.
The conductor of a “Special car” not re 

ceiving am passengers is not justified in 
throwing off a person while the ear is in 
motion, after the latter had safely hoarded 
the car in disregard of that fact, and his 
doing so will render the street railway com 
puny liable for injuries resulting therefrom

Nolan v. Montreal Tramways Co., 26 
D.L.lt. 527, 49 Que. S.C. 163.

Apart from statutory enactment, a street 
car ami other vehicles have equal rights of 
the same kind to the concurrent use of the 
streets, the rights and duties of both are 
reciprocal and mutual, and each ia bound to 
the exercise of reasonable care in self-pro 
tection. and in avoiding harm.

Carleton v. Regina, 1 D.L.R. 778, 5 8.L.R. 
90. 1 W.W.R. 953. 20 W.L.R. 395.
Opening door when not at regular ktoi- 

PING PLACE—Invitation to alight - 
Speed ok car—Question for jury— 
Negligence—New’ trial.

The door of a street ear being opened by 
the conductor when the ear was not at a 
regular stopping place, it ia a question of 
fact to be decided by the jury in an action 
for damages for injuries received by a pas 
senger in alighting from the ear. whether 
the car was moving so fast that the motion 
would be perceptible to any reasonable pas 
senger, and ao negative an invitation to 
alight which might be implied by the open 
ing of tlivedoor. This question can not lm 
summarily dealt with by the Trial Judge. 
[Gazey v. Toronto R. Co., 38 D.L.R. 637 ;
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(J.T.R. Co. v. Mayne, 39 D.L.R. 691, ap-

Jam's v. London Street R. Co.. 48 D.L.R. 
61. 45 O.L.R. 167. [See 46 O.L.R. 141.)
INJIBY TO PASSENGER ALIGHTING—TERM-

in al—Rush—Liability.
A street railway company is liable for an 

injury to a passenger while alighting from 
a street car at a terminal stopping place, 
occasioned by the on rush of passengers on 
both sides of the car, even though the term
inus or stopping place was on land of a 
municipal corporation.

Williams v. Toronto & York Radial R. 
Co, 48 D.L.R. 34(1, 45 O.L.R. 387. 
Negligence—es ipsa loquitur—.Tehks 

and Jolts.
A jerk or jolt of a street car while re

ceiving passengers, resulting in a passenger 
being thrown off and injured while attempt
ing to board the car, is primfl facie proof, 
without more, that the accident was caused 
by the negligence of the railway company, 
to which the principle of res ipsa loquitur

1 Johnson v. Halifax Klectric Tramway Co., 
36 D.L.R. 56, 51 X.6.R. 274.
Negligence—Horse being driven across

TRACK ON HIGHWAY STRUCK BY ELECTRIC
car—Evidence—Findings of jury— 
Excessive speed — Neglect to give
WARNING OF APPROACH OF CAR—FAIL
URE TO AVOID RUNNING INTO HORSE 
AFTER DANGER OF COLLISION MANIFEST 
—CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE — ULTI
MATE NEGLIGENCE.

Mitchell v. Toronto & York Radial R. Co., 
12 0.W.X. 249.
INJURY TO PERSON ATTEMPTING TO rNTF.R

moving car— Invitation—Sudden in
crease of speed—Negligence—Con
tributory negligence—Evidence — 
Findings of jury.

Hill v. Toronto R. Co., 40 O.L.R. 393. 
Injury to passenger—Extending arm

THROUGH WINDOW.
Unless a tramway company has been 

guilty of negligence in some other respect, 
a. passenger who puts his arm on the sill of 
the ear window in such a wav that it pro
jects beyond the side of the ear, and is 
struck by a car going in the opposite direc
tion, cannot recover damages for such in-

Montreal Tramways Co. v. Lefebvre, 24 
D.L.R. 278. 24 Que. K.B. 83.
(Struck bv step of car.

A plaintiff suing a street railway com
pany for being hit by the step of a car 
while at the side of the track is not en
titled to have the question of negligence 
submitted unless he has established by some 
reasonable proof want of due Tare by the 
company or its servants.

Dunham v. Cape Breton Electric Co., 21 
D.L.R. 38, 48 N.S.R. 287.

Injury to person on highway — Negu. 
gence—Evidence—Findings of jury—
Motion fob nonsuit—.Speed of car__
Sounding whistle—Ontario Railway 
Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 185, s. 155—Con
TKIIH TORY NEGLIGENCE—ULTIMATE NEl.-

ll UD1 Iter bt one v. Toronto & York Radial 
R. Co., 7 O.W.X. 711.
Negligence—Invitation to alight while 

car MOVING.
The opening of the door of a street car by 

the conductor at a regular stopping place is 
prima facie an invitation to alight; and if 
the ear is moving slowly so that a reason
ably careful passenger thinks the ear has 
stopped, it is negligence on the part »f 
the company.

Gazev v. Toronto R. Co., 38 D.L.R. 637, 
40 O.L.R. 44». 22 Can. By..Cas. 233. 
Negligence — Causal connection be

tween INJURY AND OCCURRENCE.
Montreal Tramways Co. v. Mulhern. 3!) 

D.L.R. 758. 55 t an. S.C.R. 021, affirming
26 Que. K.B. 456.
Injury to person falling in crossing 

track — XbgligeVcr ok motorman — 
Distance of cab from place of fall 
— Finding of jury — Damages — 
Assessment by jury of large bi t not 
excessive sum—Money-loss—Loss of 
earning power—|*ain and suffering 
—Permanent injury—Aged woman.

Raeicot v. Ottawa Electric Co., 14 O.W.X.
210.

Duty to woman passenger—Pregnancy 
—Riot—Verdict — Damages — New

A tramway conductor who permits a 
woman to enter the car during disorder or 
not, makes the tramway company liable; 
and if in the tumult the woman receives a 
blow which causes her a miscarriage, the 
company is liable for the damages which 
ensue. A miscarriage resulting from a fall 
is not too remote an injury to entitle the 
victim recourse; it is a direct injury which 
gives a right to compensation. There is 
nothing contradictory in a jury’s verdict 
declaring that a woman was injured as the 
result of a wound inflicted on her by the 
conductor in pushing her back, and the 
fault of the company consisted in the con
ductor allowing the victim to get into the 
car w hen there was a brawl ; the first act 
being the cause of the accident, the second 
is the fault of the company. A new trial, 
on the ground of error of the Trial Judge, 
will not be granted unless actual prejudice 
lias been caused thereby.

Montreal Tramwavs Co. v. McDonnell,
27 Que. K.B. 566.
Inexcusable fault — Speed — Evidence 

—Similar accidents.
In a collision between a ear of a tram

ways company and an emergency wagon, 
Itoth going at an immoderate speed, at a. 
dangerous street crossing, where several ac
cidents had already occurred, it is inexcus-
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al,li- fault for which the tramways company , 
in h'[lonsiblc, due to the negligence of the 
mviovman to diminish his speed. Acts 
uiiuli would not have constituted an inex
cusable fault if the attention of the em
ployer hail not been called to them, become 
Mirli fault if, for the purpose of economy 
ami increase of its profits, it has neglected 
io lake measures which were pointed out to 
A lor the protection of its employees or the 
public. A plaintiff suing in damages by 
Hiison of a collision at a street crossing 
.an give evidence of several accidents hav- 
:ug already occurred at that place, and 
that the defendant had done nothing to 
prevent them, an inscription in law made 
tv •.iivh evidence will be refused.

Montreal Tramways Co. v. Savignac. 27 
Win. K.B. >46.
In haii.mbnt of cab—Liability.

The responsibility of a tramway company 
for an accident caused by the derailment of 
one of its cars, does not arise under art. 
it'.",4 C.C. (Q»c.) but is subject to art. 10;>3.

Fortin v. Montreal Tramways Co., .*>4 Que. 
6.1. 428.
Dam a urn—Negligence—Jury — Answers

TO QUESTIONS—MEANINII OF UNCERTAIN |
—New trial—County court — New
TRIAL OKDEKKI» AT CLOSE OF 11 KARIM;—
.1 VRisDicTiON—Costs.

In an action in the county court for dam
ages for injuries sustained from a fall when 
lighting from a street car, the plaintiff 

claimed that after the car hail stopped at 
ils usual stopping plafe at a road crossing, 
it started again before she had got down 
from the step and threw her to the ground. 
The evidence of the conductor on the car 
was that she stepped off the car as it was 
►lowing down and before it had reached 
tin crossing. The jury found the defendant 
guilty of negligence and the plaintiff not 
guilty of contributory negligence, but in 
answering a question as to what the defend
ant's negligence was, stated “in allowing 
plaintiff to alight while car in motion as 
claimed to lie by conductor.” The Trial 
.fudge ordered a new trial. Held, on appeal 

1 that in view of the uncertainty of the 
inaning of the jury’s answer us to what the 
<ii fondant's negligence was, coupled with the 
finding that the plaintiff was not guilty of 
contributory negligence, there should be a 
new trial. (2) That the Trial Judge in 
ordering a new trial at the close of the case, 
was acting without jurisdiction. (3) That 
the appellant, although obtaining an order 
for a new trial, having failed in all its 
grounds of appeal and the respondent hav
ing an order he did not ask for, there is 
good cause for disposing of the costs other- 
w ise than following the event, and the order 
should he costs in the cause.

Woolston v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 26 
BCR. 518.

The refusal of a conductor of a street 
railway to change a $5 bill, which was 
offered by a passenger to permit the latter 
to pay his fare, and at the same time

.WAYS, 111 B.
! warning the passenger that he should 

either pay or leave the car, does not con
stitute an injury which will give the pas
senger a right of action for damages against 
the company, as responsible for the act of 
its employees. The company will be held 
to change a reasonable amount not exceed
ing $2 but it will not be held to change 
$5 or any other bill of a greater amount 
which the passenger may offer in payment.

Cadieux v. Montreal Street R. Co., 18 
Rev. de Jur. 42.
Care and safety of pashenurbs.

A tramway company is liable in dam
ages for injury sustained by a passenger in 
one of its cars: if it permits an obstruc
tion there; if it does not keep it in good 
condition; if, on the happening of an ac
cident, its employees instead of calming the 
passengers order them to disembark, thus 
increasing their fright and causing a pane.

Montreal Tramways Co. v. McNeil, 2b 
Que. K.B. 80.
Injury to bicyclist — Negligence or

MOTORM a N— Evi DENUE—Fl N DI NOS OF

Carswell v. Sandwich, Windsor & Am 
i herstburg, R. Co., 17 O.W.N. 286. 

Negligence—Cor liston ok street car 
WITH AUTOMOBILE — NEGLIGENCE OF 
motormax—Negligence of chauffeur 
—Findings of jury—Evidence—Con
tributory negligence—Ultimate nbg-

Ontario Hughes Owens v. Ottawa Electric 
R. Co.. 15 O.W.N. 413. [Affirmed, 16 O.W. 
V Ô4.]
Injury to person and property—Colli- 

nion of streftt car and wagon— Evi
dence—Findings of jury—Damages.

Williams v. Toronto R. Co., 2 O.W.N. 3'J, 
20 O.W.R. 3.
Injury m passenger while attempting to 

boaro cab—Findings of jury — Evi
dence—Damages.

D’Eve v. Toronto R. Co., 3 O.W.N. 38, 
20 O.W.R. 6.
Usual stopping place—Negligently run

ning past stationary cab.
A passenger who had just alighted from 

a street car which was being met on a 
parallel track by another, at a point where 
cars usually stopped to discharge and re
ceive passengers, and where, to the know
ledge of the railway company, it was the 
custom or habit of persons alighting from 
cars to cross a parallel track in order to 
reach another street, is not necessarily 
guilty of contributory negligence, where 
the fact that another passenger warned 
the plaintiff, a woman, to look out for the 
car, might well have flurried and perturbed 
her, as witnesses said, and led her to lower 
her head in the face of a strong wind, as 
she went around the rear of the car from 
which she bail just alighted, and attempted 
to cross the parallel track, where she was 
struck by a car whicli was negligently run
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past the stationary ear at an unusually high 
rate of speed.

Cooper v. Ixindon Street R. Co., !» D.L.R. 
808, I O.W.N. 623. lfi Can. Ry. Cas. 24. 4!» 
CLJ. 2516, 23 O.W.R. 767, affirming .'» D.L.R. 
108, 14 Can. Ry. Caa. 91, 22 O.W.R. 87. 
Cabs passing street crossing.

it is the duty of a inotorman in taking 
his car over a crossing to keep a reasonable 
lookout for pedestrians and vehicles using 
the same crossing.

Carletun v. Regina, 1 D.L.R. 778, 5 8.L.R. 
!»0, 1 W.W.R. 963, 20 W.L.R. 896.
Duty when approaching a crossing.

It is quite a frequent and expected prac
tice for the public to cross a street behind 
a car stopped at a corner of a street. This 
crossing being dangerous on account of a 
oar which may In- coming in the opposite 
direction, it ought to be the object of spe
cial precaution on the part of the employees 
of the company. And a car passing another 
car at rest, discharging passengers, ought 
to go at such a speed as to enable it to be 
Mopped almost instantly. And a motorman, 
at a moment when, by the presence of an
other ear at rest, is unable to see persons 
approaching from the other side of the 
street, ought to keep his attention abso
lutely melted so as to he able to avoid any 
danger which might arise.

Burton v. Montreal Tramways Co., 51 
«lue. S.C. 74.
Duties as to speed and signals—Agree

ment WITH MUNICIPALITY AS TO — 
Right of pedestrian to assume com
pliance—Negligence.

When by an agreement between a munici
pal corporation and a company operating 
street cars, it is provided that the company 
will not run its cars at a greater rate of 
speed than ten miles an hour within city 
limits, without the permission of the cor
poration, and that a gong shall be sounded 
within tit) feet of each crossing. A person 
crossing the road where the street cars are 
operated has the right to assume that the 
drivers of the cars will comply with these 
regulations. [Simington v. Moose Jaw 
Street R. Co., 5 W.W.R. 759. followed. |

Brown v. Moose Jaw Electric Co., 7 
W.W.R. 695.
Passenger on “through” cab—Refusal to

STOP CAR TO SET DOWN PASSENGER AT
intermediate point — Action fob
«REACH OF CONTRACT—ACT OF INCOR
PORATION OF DEFENDANT COMPANY. 89
Vict. (0.), c. 87, ss. 8, 13—Agreement
WITH CITY CORPORATION — BY-LAW —
Ontario Railway Act, 3 & 4 Ceo. V. 
c. 36, ss. 54, 106, 161—Ontario Rail
way and Municipal Board—Right of
COMPANY 1X1 OPERATE “THROUGH” CARS.

Fielding v. Hamilton & Dundas Street 
R. Co., 6 O.W.N. 474.
Cabs passing at crossing—Collision— 

Injury to passenger.
Rose v. Toronto R. Co., 4 O.W.N. 833, 

1069, 24 O.W.R. 84, 531.

(§ III B—27)—-Crossings — Collision
WITH AUTOMOBILE.

An action for injury to an automoblie by 
a collision with a street car on turning a 
corner cannot be maintained against the 
electric railway if there was no evidence to 
warrant the jury in finding that the motor- 
man, by exercising reasonable care, could 
have stopped his car and have avoided tin- 
collision after he had I income aware or 
might to have become aware that danger 
was imminent.

Gooderham v. Toronto R. Co., 22 D.L.R 
898. 8 O.W.N. 3.
Spur track—Liability fob injuries

CAUSED BY CABS RELEASED BY CHILDREN 
—COLi IMION.

A street railway company, which is sup
plying material for a street construction 
company, and has for that purpose a spur 
line connecting with the main track by a 
knife switch, which allows cars upon the 
spur line to run down the grade and out on 
to the main line, is responsible for injuries 
caused by boys releasing the cars on the 
spur line, thus causing a collision with th
eir on the main line on which the plaintiff 
was travelling. | McDowall v. Great West 
ern It. Co., [1903 J 2 K.B. 331. distin 
guished.]

Green v. B.C. FJectrie R. Co., 25 D.L.R 
543. 9 W.W.R. 75. 32 W.L.R. 393. 19 Can. 
Ry. Caa. 240. [Affirmed in 10 W.W.R. 614.j 
Negligence—Collision between street

CAB AND AUTOMOBILE—DERAILMENT Of
car—Res ipsa T.oquitur—Evidence— 
Findings of jury.

Curry v. Sandwich. Windsor & Amherst- 
burg R. Co., 8 O.W.N. 287.
Negligence—Collision between street

RAILWAY CAB AND AUTOMOBILE—WHICH 
PARTY AT FAULT—FINDINGS OF JURY —
Dangerous crossing—High rate ok 
speed—Evidence- -Damages—Costs.

Seguin v. Sandwich, Windsor & Am- 
herstbuvg R. Co., 9 O.W.N. 108. 
Negligence—Brakes on cars released by 

CHILDREN.
A company which, by its employees, with

out the authority of the owners of a rail
way, moyes cars placed on a track at the 
top of a grade for the purpose of being un 
loaded further down the grade, and merely 
hand brakes them, without securely air 
braking and blocking them, assumes the risk 
of the cars being started down the grade by 
mischievous boys releasing the brakes, anil 
is responsible for all resulting damage to 
life or property.

Geull v. Dominion Creosoting Co.: Salter 
v. Dominion Creosoting Co., 39 D.L.F.. 242. 
55 Can. 8.C.R. 687. [1918] 1 W.W R. 280. 
reversing 10 W.W.R. 617. 620 and -«storing 
the trial judgment 25 D.L.R. 543, 19 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 240. 9 W.W.R. 75, 32 W.L.R. 393 
[See 43 D.L.R. 547, 57 Can. S.C.R. 226 ] 
Rear end collision.

Where it appears from plaintiff's own evi-
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#1< nee that he wee familiar with a rule of 
the railway eompany railing for a the 
minute interval between rare and he, as 
motorman of a car, failed to observe that 
rule, which failure on his part caused a 
collision with a car ahead, a verdict by the 
;iiry in hia favour will be set aside and the 
ii'lion dismissed on appeal.

Ifavnes v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 7 D.L.R. 
'• 7, 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 309, 17 B.C.R. 498,

VV.W.R. 193, 22 W.L.R. 549. [Reveraed 
19 D.L.R. 266, 49 Can. S.C.R. 618, 18 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 146 ]
(ÿ III B—28)—Collision with auto- 

m obi lb—Tmeatbes—Speed.
Running a street car at a high rate of 

►peed at a place where people were leaving 
u theatre, thereby colliding with an auto
mobile proceeding out from therealionts. is 
negligence for which the railway company 
- responsible; where both are at fault the 

company may be condemned to pay half of 
the damages claimed.

Fairltanke v. Montreal Street R. Co., 31 
D.L.R. 728.
Accident at street crossing—Excessive

SPEED OF CAR.
It is actionable negligence to run a tram- 

car toward an intersecting street at an un
lawful rate of speed without attempting to 
slacken speed on discovering an automobile 
«•n or near the track in a position of danger.

Rerrv v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 12 D.L.R. 
258, 18 B.C.R. 173, 24 W.L.R. 773. 
Collision—Speed and sign alh—Incom

petent motorman—Findings ok jury.
Where the only finding of the jury on the 

question of negligence in a collision case 
$:gainst an electric railway company was, 
that the defendants were negligent in ap
pointing an incompetent motorman, it is to 
be assumed that the jury found in defen
dants’ favour on the other questions raised 
in the case, such as the speed of the car, the 
failure to sound the gong, the sufficiency of 
the brakes, and the alleged operation of the 
<ar on the wrong track of a double track

Mehner v. Winnipeg Electric Co., 21 
D.L.R. 786, 25 Man. L.R. 384, 18 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 179, 8 W.W.R. 517.
Rate of speed.

Where a municipal by-law fixes a limit of 
►peed, e.g., 8 miles an hour, for the street 
■are of a company, such company is not 
thereby authorized to run its cars at such 
maximum speed regardless of conditions and 
circumstances; hence a apeed of not more 
than 6 or 6 miles an hour may lie im 
prudence on a dark, rainy night on slippery 
ails and on a dimly lighted street, and if 

►ucli car causes injury to a person crossing 
at the intersection of streets the company 
will lie liable in damages.

Montreal Street R. Co. v. Conant, 7 D.L.R. 
261. 14 f an. Ry. Vas. 303, 22 Que K.B. 212, 
19 Rev. Leg. 71.

Excessive speed and lack of warning—•
CROSSING STREET WITH REASONABLE

Where the substance of the jury's findings 
in an action against a street railway for 
running down and killing a foot passenger 
i rossing the street, is that the death was 
'•aimed by negligenee in operating their car 
at an excessive rate of speed and in failing 
to give due warning of the approach of the 
car, and that the deceased, having looked 
up ami down the street and seen no car. had 
exercised reasonable care, judgment must he 
entered for the plaintiff, if there was evi
dence u[am which reasonable men mighto 
lind, as the jury did, that defendants were 
guilty of negligence and that the deceased 
had exercised reasonable care. [Cooper \. 
Umdon Street Ry. Co., 9 D.L.R. 36H, 15 
Can. Ry. Cas. 24, 4 O.W.N. 623, applied. |

Ramsav v. Toronto R. Co., 17 D.L.R. 
220, 30 D.L.R. 127, 17 Can. Ry. Cas 6. 
Excessive speed — Contributory negli

gence—C'AURA CAUBANR.
A carriage driven by plaintiff was over

taken and run into by one of the defendant's 
tram cars, with the result that plaintiff 
was severely injured and his carriage dam 
aged. The Trial Judge found that the car 
was being run at an excessive rate of apeed 
under the circumstances, but that, plaintiff 
'NHS guilty of contributory negligence in 
that he did not look or listen to see whether 
a car was approaching, and that the mo
torman did everything possible after he be
came aware of the danger to avert the ac
cident. and dismissed plaintiff's action. 
Held, allowing plaintiff’s appeal. The ac
cident was wholly due to the negligence of 
defendant and there was no evidence of con
tributory negligence on the part of plain
tiff. Assuming plaintiff to have been guilty 
of contributory negligenee the decisive cause 
of the accident was the excessive speed at 
which defendant’s car was running as the 
result of which the motorman was disabled 
from avoiding the accident after he saw that 
it was imminent.

Morris v. Halifax Electric Tramway, 50 
X.S.R. 451.
(8 III B—29)—Stopping points for board 

ino car—Signals.
If a person desirous to get on a car 

signals a motorman to stop at a place other 
than at regular stopping point, this latter 
is not obliged to pay attention to him. 
But if tlie motorman returns the signal, and 
slakena the speed of the car, he thereby as 
sûmes the obligation of seeing that the pas
senger is safely embarked ; if he starts the 
car before the passenger is safely aboard 
and the passenger sustain injury, the tram
ways company is liable for all damages suf
fered.

Met till v. Montreal Tramways Co., 49 Que 
S.C. 326. [Affirmed 30 D.L.R. 487, 53 Can. 
S.C.R. 390.]
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Dangerous placing of pole — Want of 

lights—Collision .
A street railway company is not liable for 

injuries resulting from a collision of an 
automobile driven at night with a wire pole 
erected between the tracks, where the plac
ing of the pole was done in pursuance of 
a municipal by-law and under the super
vision of the city engineer, and there being 
no municipal regulation us to lighting the

Hamilton Street R. Co. v. Weir, 25 D.L.R. 
346, 51 Can. 8.C.R. 506, 19 Can. Rv. C as. 
233, reversing 22 D.L.R. 155, 32 O.L.R. 578. 
Collision with automobile—Failure to

DISPLAY LIGHT AND SOUND GONG—AB
SENCE OF CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE.

Jones v. Niagara. St. Catharines <t Tor
onto R. Co., 10 Ü.W.N. 46(1.
(8 HI B—30)—Conductor giving permis

sion TO INTENDING PASSENGER TO RIOE 
ON STEPS OF CAR—KNOWLEDGE OF COM
PANY.

Williams V. B.C. Klectric R. Co., 12 D.L.R. 
770, 18 B.C.R. 295, 4 W.W.R. 1294. 25 
W.L.R. 77. affirming 7 D.L.R. 459. 9 W.W. 
R. 61. 22 W.L.R. 377.
Riding on platform -Platform part of

Dynes v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 15 B.C.R.

(§111 B—31)—Equipment of cars.
A street railway company is obliged to 

use the best known appliances to conduct 
its business with safety to the public, and 
the use of the ratchet brake instead of the 
more modern electric air brake is in itself 
a fault.

Edmunds v. Montreal Street R. Co., 8 
D.L.R. 772, 15 ( an. R.v. Cas. 19.
Unusual jolting of car—Duty of rerv-

ANTS IN CHARGE—NEGLIGENCE—.INJURY
—Damages—Evidence.

If there is uniisal jolting or humping of 
a street car it is the duty of the servants 
in charge of the car to ascertain why the 
bumping is going on. Failure to do this is 
negligence for which the company is liable 
in case of injury to a passenger, caused by 
the sudden stopping of the car, owing to the 
falling of a brake-shoe. Where there is 
enough in the evidence to make it a fair 
question for the jury whether the injury 
was the cause of the disease or merely ag
gravated it, or whether the injury and the 
disease were is anyway connected, there is 
sufficient evidence on which they may prop
erly find a verdict for the injured person.

Scott v. Toronto R. Co., 48 D.L.R. 569, 
45 O.L.R. 511.
Negligence—Loose trolley rope.

Allowing a rope attached to a trolley 
pole to hang loose, and capable of being 
blown out by the wind and entangling per
sons waiting for cars, is negligence, for 
which a person injured in consequence 
thereof may recover.

Wilkes v. Saskatoon, 32 D.L.R. 42.

Negligence—Employee or railway trav
El. LI NO ON A PAHS—ONUS ON COMPANY 
TO PROVE ISSUE OE PASS.

Wilkinson v. B.C. Elec. R. Co., 16 B.C.R. 
113, 17 W.L.R. 482.
Injury to passenger — Electric explo

sion — Inspection — Written be-

Fleming r. Toronto R. Co., 25 O.L.R. 317. 
(§ III B—33)—Passenger — Alighting 

to transfer — Obstruction at stop 
ping place — Injury by swing of car 
rounding curve — Negligence — Lia

The obligation of a street railway com 
any to a passenger who has not completed 
is journey but who has alighted for the 

purpose of transferring to another car is 
greater than it would be to a passenger who 
has completed his journey, but even as to 
such a passenger the company is bound to 
provide a stopping place at which the pas
senger can proceed to the sidewalk without 
having to pass through a deep pool of water 
or subjecting him to the danger before he 
has reached the sidewalk, assuming that he 
has not unnecessarily delayed in crossing, 
of being struck by a car when swinging 
around a curve existing at the stopping

Barr v. Toronto R. Co. and Toronto, 49 
D.L.R. 444. 40 O.L.R. 64, affirming 46 D.L. 
R. 722, 44 O.L.R. 232.
Duty as to persons on or near track.

A motorman seeing a vehicle driving at 
right angles to his track. a« if to cross, is 
justified in not reversing his controller un 
til he secs that the driver of the vehicle 
docs not intend to stop at the track and 
allow the car to pass, but the moment ha 
perceives that there is danger it is his duty 
to act as promptly as he can to avert the 
danger.

Carleton v. Regina, 1 D.L.R. 778. 5 S.L.R. 
90, 1 W.W.R. 953, 20 W.L.R. 395.
Collision with person crossing street — 

Signals — Proximate cause.
SitkofT v. Toronto R. Co., 29 D.L.R. 498. 

36 O.L.R. 97.
Person killed between tracks and plat

form — Trespasser or licensee—New

Carruthers v. Toronto & York Radial R. 
Co.. 19 O.W.R. 983, 3 O.W.N. 14.
Street car conductor — Transfer or pas

senger at dangerous place.
Sclmell v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 15 B.C.R. 

378. 14 W.L.R. 686.
Duty on seeing person or vehicle on or

NEAR TRACK.
It is the duty of a street railway com 

pany to run its electric cars on city streets 
under such control and at such rate of speed 
and accompanied by such warning, that the 
motorman will be enabled to take reasonable 
precautions to avoid a collision when an
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emergency arises by a vehicle necessarily 
turning upon the trucks in a crowded street.

Durie v. Toronto R. Co., 15 D.L.R. 747, 
5 OAV.N. 829, 16 Can. Ry. ( as. 334, 25 O. 
VV.R. 789.
Duty on seeing person near track — 

Warnings — Ultimate negligence.
A motorman approaching a crossing, who 

has given the statutory warnings, is not 
hound to give additional warnings to per
sons approaching it, unless he had reason 
to believe that they were oblivious of his 
presence and of danger in crossing the 
track: his failure to do so, in the circum 
stances, does not constitute ultimate negli-

Honess v. B.C. Electric R. Co.. 36 D.L.R. 
::n1, 23 B.C.R. 90, 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 238 
Ulty ok motorman when seeing person 

ON OR NEAR TRACK ---- COLLISION —
Proximate cause.

Proulx v. Montreal Tram wavs Co., 37 
D.L.R. 200. 52 Que. 8.C. 0.
(9 III B—35)-7Xkgliuk\ce towards pas

SENGERS.
The fact that the motorman and the con

ductor exchanged places on a street car in 
contravention of the company’s rules, and 
that the conductor so permitted to drive the 
car allowed it to collide with another car 
either from negligence or incompetence, may 
form the basis of an action by a passenger 
for the resulting personal injuries he re-

Winnipeg Electric R. Co. v. Hill. 8 D.L. 
H 106, 40 ( un. S.C.R. 654, 22 W.L.R. 028. 
affirming Hill v. Winnipeg Electric R. Co., 
21 Man. L.R. 442.
Injury to passenger — Fall caused by 

BREAKING OK STRAP — PRIMA FACIE 
NEGLIGENCE — RES IPSA LOQUITUR — 
Absence ok evidence ok inspection — 
Finding of jury — Nondirkction — 
New trial — Husband joined as co
plaintiff.

The fact that the strap by which the 
plaintiff was supporting herself, standing 
in the car, broke when called on to bear the 
strain, cast upon the company the burden 
of shewing that the breaking was not due to 
any negligence on its part. The case was 
one for the application of the rule res ipsa 
Impiitur. [McPhee v. Toronto, 9 O.W.N. 
150; Sangster v. Eaton, 25 O.R. 78, 21 A.R. 
i Ont.) 625; Eaton Co. v. «Sangster, 24 Can. 
S.C.R. 708. and Toronto R. Co. v. Fleming. 
47 Can. S.C.R. 612, followed.) The com 
puny adduced evidence for the purpose of 
rebutting the prima facie presumption which 
arose from the breaking of the strap, but 
made no attempt to shew that the strap 
hud been inspected or tested, or that any 
system of inspection or testing was in use. 
nor to shew how long the strap which broke 
had been in use. The jury should have been 
instructed that the burden of rebutting the 
presumption of negligence which arose from 
the breaking of the strap was upon the 
company, and that unless that burden had

been satisfied the plaintiffs were entitled to 
succeed ; and, the jury not having been so 
instructed, and their findings as to negli 
gcnce lieing unsatisfactory, the ends of jus 
tice would lie liest served by setting aside 
the judgment and directing a new trial.

Hrawlev v. Toronto R. Co., 46 O.L.R. 31, 
49 D.L.RÎ 452, reversing 44 O.L.R. 568 
<§ 111 B—36)—Injury to dog—Contrib

t TORT NEGLIGENCE.
For the plaintiff suing an electric railway 

company for having run down and killed it 
valuable dog owned by him, to have allowed 
the dog to follow the rig in which he was 
driving along the street car track in a city 
at a distance of 100 feet or more is such 
contributory negligence as will disentitle 
him to recover where the jury has found 
that the plaintiff did not have his dog in 
proper control while on the street.

Lucas v. Toronto, 22 D.L.R. 601, 8 O.W.

(gill B—37 ) —Operation ok street rail
way—Frightening horses—Dam agf.h 
—Quantum—Findings.

The defendants were held by the Trial 
Judge liable in damages to the plaintiff for 
injury to a team of mares, owned by him, 
which were frightened upon the highway by 
the negligent operation of an electric car 
of the defendants and injured; and the 
damages were assessed at $100. Upon the 
defendants' appeal, the court en l*inc re 
f used to interfere with the finding of negli 
gence; ami upon the plaintiffs' cross-appeal 
to increase the damages, the court also 
declined, upon the evidence, to vary the 
Trial Judge’s assessment.

McCarthy v. Moose Jaw Electric R. Co., 
29 W.L.R. 271.
(9 III R—39) —PbotbudiNO BAILS—Auto-

M OUI LE COLLISION—M UXICIPALITY.
A municipal corporation operating a 

street railway is liable for a collision of a 
street car with an automobile which had 
become stalled owing to rails protruding at 
a highway crossing.

Kuusisto v. Port Arthur, 31 D.L.R. 670, 
37 O.L.R. 146.
Accident to person on street railway 

track — Guard bail — Improper 
HEIGHT or BAIL.

Chisholm v. Halifax Tramway Co., 9 E.L. 
R. 291.

C. Contbibutoby negligence.
(8 III C—40)—Hoarding car yvhile in 

motion—Warnings against.
Disregard of a warning prominently dis

played at the point of entrance to a street 
car that persons should not get on the car 
while it is moving, may constitute contrib
utory negligence on the part of the pas 
senger which will prevent his recovering 
damages for injury to his foot by having it 
caught in the step riser which was defee 
lively and improperly built, if it appears 
that the plaintiff’s foot could not have 
slipped into the opening left in the riser
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had lie boariled the ear when it was sta
tionary.

Mark v. Calgary, 24 D.L.R. 56, 31 W.L. 
R. lf)l, 8 W.W.R. «46.
ULTIMATE NEGLIGENCE^—EXCESSIVE SPEED.

Running a street ear at an excessive 
speed ean only become ultimate negligence, 
lor which there is liability notwithstand
ing the plaintiff’s contributory negligence, 
in eases where the motorman could, or 
should have, avoided the accident, hut 
failed to do so.

Smith v. Regina, 34 D.L.R. 2.38, 10 S.I..R. 
72.
Attempt to hoard crowded car—Contrib

utory NBULIOKNCE.
Clarev v. Ottawa Electric R. (Jo., 33 I). 

L.R. 586, 38 O.L.R. 308, 21 ( an. Ry. Cas. 
281.

Hoarding moving car—Joi.t—Verdict—

I’laint iff. a passenger, got on the lower 
step of one of the defendant company’s 
t ramcars. She was warned by the conduc
tor not to get off until the car stopped, but 
was thrown off, as she claimed, bv a jolt 
of the car. Assuming such jolt to have 
occurred there was nothing to shew that it 
was not one of the ordinary incidents of 
operating the car and no negligence on the 
part of the company was dtfl(,losed. Held, 
that plaintiff was not entitled to recover 
damages for injuries sustained and that tho 
verdict rendered by the jury in nlaintiff’s 
favour, contrary to instructions of the 
Trial Judge, must lie set aside.

Whitford v. Nova Scotia Tramways Co., 
52 N.S.R. 106.
Injury to passenger alighting from mov

ing car- -Negligence of servants of
RAILWAY COMPANY OPERATING «AR —
Overcrowding—Exit-door left open 
—Absence of contributory negli
gence—Findings of jury.

Setter ington v. Sandwich. Windsor & 
Amlierstliurg R. Co., 16 O.W.N. 123. 
Injury to passenger alighting from uar 

—Negligence — Contributory negli
gence—Findings of jury- Form of 
question left to jury—Evidence. 

Brown v. Toronto R. Co., 6 O.VV.N. 382. 
(§ III C—42)—Duty of motorman—Re

versing of power—Injury avoidable 
notwithstanding contributory neg
ligence—“Last CLEAR CHANCE”—Ul^ 
TIM ATE NEGLIGENCE.

llarnovis v. Calgary, 11 D.I..R. 3, 6 A.L. 
R. 1. 4 W.W.R. 263, 23 W.L.R. 847. vary
ing 7 D.L.R. 78». 8 W.W.R. 312.
Collision with vehicle—Ultimate nbgli-

In a personal injury action arising from 
a street car colliding with a rig. where both 
the plaintiff and the defendants’ motorman 
were guilty of negligence, each in not see
ing the danger and avoiding the injury of 
a collision, if it appears that when the mo
torman first saw the impending danger it
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was too late to prevent the injury, the 
plaintiffs action fails.

Herron v. Toronto R. Co., 11 D.L.R. 697, 
28 O.L.R 6#, 16 Can. By. Cas. 373. revers
ing « D.L.R. 215, 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 124. 22 
O.W.R. 1L33.
Collision at crossing—Failure to look 

—Injury avoidable notwithstanding
CO NT RI BUTOKY N KGMGKXCE.

Aii inoperative brake on a car which is 
incapable uf arresting its movement when 
running at an excessive speed will render 
the railway company liable for personal in
juries resulting from a collision of the car 
with a vehicle at a level crossing, notwith
standing the contributory negligence of the 
injured in not looking out to see whether 
the road was clear.

B.C. Electric It. Co. v. Loach, 23 D.L.R. 
4. 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 309* [1016] 1 A.C. 719, 
32 W.L.K. 16», a Hi ruling 16 D.L.R. 246, 1» 
B.C.R. 177, 6 W.W.R. 322, 27 W.L.R. 407. 
Collision—Ultimate negligence.

The failure of a motorman to avoid a col
lision, when he could have done so, after 
seeing that the plaintiff was about to cross, 
is the ultimate negligence and the prox
imate cause of the accident, despite the 
plaintiff’s contribiftory negligence in failing 
to look. (Calgary v. llarnovis, 15 D.L.R. 
411, 48 Can. 8.C.R. 494, followed.]

Banbury v. Regina. 35 D.L.R. 502, 10 S. 
L.R. 297, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 15».
Defective drakes—Speed.

Defective brakes on a street car incap
able of arresting its speed when approach
ing a highway crossing is negligence which 
will render the railway company liable for 
a collision, notwithstanding the plaintiffs 
contributory negligence. (B.C. Electric R. 
Co. v. Loach, 23 D.L.R. 4, [1»16| 1 A.C. 
71». followed.]

Columbia. Ritulithic v. R.C. Electric R. 
Co.. 37 D.L.R. «4. 66 Can. S.C.R. 7. [1017] 
2 W.W.R. ««4, 21 ( an. Rv. Cas. 243. re 
versing 31 D.L.R. 241, 23 B.C.R. 160, [1»17) 
1 W.W.R. 227.
Injury to automobile—Personal inju

ries — Contributory negligence — 
Ultimate negligence—Findings of 
jury—I>am aces—Costs—New trial.

Nairn v. Sandwich. Windsor 6l Amheret- 
hnrg R. Co., 11 O.W.N. 91, 394.
Man on bicycle struck by car—Contrib

utory NEGLIGENCE—ULTIMATE NEGLÏ-
RoswelfNr. Toronto R. Co., 11 O.W.N. 41. 

(g III C—43)—Collision with automo
bile—Ri le of road.

Driving an automobile, contrary to the 
rule of tlie road as required by a municipal 
traffic by-law, particularly the reckless pro
ceeding out from behind a street car in a 
diagonal course thereby hiding from view a 
street car approaching from an opposite 
direction, constitutes contributory negli
gence which will preclude recovery for in-

STKKKT RAILWAYS, III C.
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juries sustained in consequence of a col 
lision with the street ear.

l’ait x. B.C. Kleotric R. Co., 27 D.L.R. 
6.18, 22 B.C.R. 571, 20 Can. Ry. Can. 408. 
31 XV.L.R. 084. 10 W.W.R. 623. [ \ppeul
quashed, 32 D.L.R. 378, 64 Can. S.C.R. 70, 
110171 1 W.W.R. 544.J 
Collusion—Negligence of jitney driver.

Where in the agony of imminent collision 
caused by a jitney driver's recklessness, a 
motor man increases speed, in the hope of 
avoiding an accident, the railway company 
h not liable for injuries occasioned thereby 
to a passenger of the jitney.

Moore v. B.C. Electric R*. Co., 33 D.L.R. 
771, 24 B.C.R. 314, [1017] 2 W.W.R. 720. 
(9 III C---46)—PERSONS UNDER DISABILITY.

A pas.ienger’s failure to see, while alight
ing, that the ear was in motion, is not nec
essarily contributory negligence, if the pas
senger is an old person with perceptive 
faculties less acute than those of youth.

Fraser v. Pictou County Electric Co., 28 
D.L.R. 251, 50 X.S.R. 30,*20 t an lty. Cas. 
400.
(9 111 C—47)—Person crossing track.

Where a street ear approaches a stopping 
place at an excessive speed, and there are 
persons waiting to board the ear, and the 
car slackens speed as though to stop, hut 
does not stop, and the highway is in such 
a condition as to demand the close attention 
of any one making use of it, au attempt to 
t russ iu front of the car does not neces
sarily constitute contributory negligence, 
but the question must lie left to the jury.

Nlingsbv v. Toronto I!. Co., .1 D.L.R. 453,
O.W.N. 1161, 21 O.W.R. 080.

Injury to person crossing track—Fail
ure TO LOOK FOR CABS.

Failure to look for approaching cars be
fore crossing a street car track will defeat 
sn action for the death of a pedestrian 
who, had he used ordinary care, would have 
seen the car that struck him, which could 
not have been stopped by the motor man 
after discovering the peril of the deceased 
in time to avoid striking him. [London 
Street R. Co. v. Brown, 31 Can. S.C.R. 642, 
applied.]

Rvder v. St. John R. Co., 13 D.L.R. 11. 
42 N.B.R. 8f>, 13 E.L.R. 81.
Person crossing track to board cab— 

Question for jury.
A judgment against a street railway com

pany for injuries sustained by the plaintiff 
by being struck by a street car while cross
ing a track to board another ear, will not 
lm disturbed on appeal on the ground that 
the plaintiff’s negligence contributed to his 
injury, where, under ali the circumstances 
of the case, the question of the defendant's 
negligence as well as the plaintiff's contrib
utory negligence, were proper questions for 
the jury. [Finejjan v. London & N.W.R. 
Co., 5 T.L.R. 598; Ruddy v. London, 4 S. 
W.R. Co., 8 T.L.R. 658. and Toronto R. Co. 
r. King, [1908] A.C. 200. followed.]

Ogle v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 12 D.L.R. 
201, 18 B.C.R. 602, 4 W.W.R. 519. [Af 
firmed by Supreme Court of Canada, 6 W. 
W.R. 683.]
At crobbings—Looking both ways.

A person about to cross a railway track 
is under a duty not to be guilty of negli 
gence, but what is the exercise of reason 
able care is a question of fact to lie decided 
by the jury, according to the facts of the 
case, and failure to look just before cross 
ing a street railway track is not, as a mat 
1er of law, negligence per se.

Rainsav v. Toronto R. Co., 17 D.L.R. 220, 
30 O.L.R. 127, 17 Can. Ry. Cas. U.
Person crossing track—Scope of “stop, 

look and listen” doctrine.
Where a person on foot is aliout to cross 

a street*railway track, having taken the pre
caution to look once and having reasonably 
formed the opinion that it is safe^o cross 
the track because an approaching car is at 
such a distance that, if operated in a usual 
and proper manner, the pedestrian van safe 
ly cross; the Trial Judge is in error, if he 
states the law as imposing a duty to look 
again, or continue looking and keeping the 
car in sight, as a condition precedent to any 
right of recovery.

Myers v. Toronto R. Co.. 18 D.L.R. 335, 
30 O.L.R. 203, reversing 10 D.L.R. 754, 30 
O.L.R. 263. 24 O.W.R. 452.
Person crossing track — Contributory 

negligence.
Ramsay v. Toronto R. Co., 6 O.W.N. 20, 

24 O.W.R. 963.
Death of person struck by cab in at

tempting to cross tracks — Negli
gence— Contributory negliof.nck — 
Ultimate negligence—Findings or 
jury—Appeal.

Haves v.-Ottawa Electric R. Co., 8 O.W. 
N. 407. [Reversed by Supreme Court of 
Canada. See 9 O.W.N. 494.]
(8 III C—-48»—Collision with vehicle— 

liOOKorT—Lights.
In an action for damages because of a 

collision between an oil tank and a tram 
car:—Held, while the drivers of both ve
hicles were probably negligent in not keep
ing a sufficient lookout up to the time when 
they found themselves in danger of colli
sion, and. moreover, the plaintiff's wagon 
was not carrying the light required hv by
law, there were no factors of excessive 
speed or defective appliance, there was no 
subsequent negligence on the part of tile 
motorman.

Jackson v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 38 D.L. 
R. 145, 24 B.C.R. 484. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
1046.
Accident at street crossing—Excessive 

speed of car—Failure to sound ooxe 
-•Collision with automobile.

That the driver of an automobile, when 
about to cross a street railway track at a 
street intersection where his view was ob
structed by a fence at the edge of thé side-
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walk, erected about a building in course of 
construction, could have seen an approach
ing car had lie looked a second sooner, docs 
not establish contributor} negligence suffi
cient to defeat a recovery for a collision 
with the ear, which was running, in viola
tion of a municipal regulation, at a high 
rate of speed without its gong being sound- 
ed. [Toronto R. Co» v. Kmg, [1908] A.C. 
200, applied.]

Simmgton v. Moose Jaw Street It. Co., 15 
RL.lt. 94, Ü S.L.It. 409, 5 W.W.R. «50 and 
750, 26 W.L.R. 1«7.
Accident at strict crossing—Excessive

SPEED OF CAB—COLLISION Willi AUTO
MOBILE.

Contributory negligence sufficient to pre
vent a recovery against a street railway 
company for a collision with the plaintiff's 
automobile, is not shewn from the facts 
that, on «approaching an intersecting street, 
the plaintiff reduced the speed of his auto
mobile so as to avoid a slowly moving west
bound car without discovering an east bound 
-ar approaching at an unlawful rate of 
speed until hie automobile was near or on 
the track, and in the emergency, he in
creased speed and attempted to* pass in 
front of both cars, when his automobile was 
-truck by the eastlmund car, the speed of 
which was not slackened after the motor- 
man discovered the plaintiff's danger.

Berrv v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 12 D.L.R, 
258, 18 R.C.R. 175, 24 W.L.R. 773.
Drivers of vehicles and persons therein.

It is contributory negligence for the 
driver of a horse-drawn vehicle not to look, 
immediately before attempting to cross a 
street railway crossing to see that he has 
plenty of time to cross in safety and lie- 
fore any properly operated car can" approach 
dangerously close to him.

( arleton v. Regina. 1 D.L.R. 778. 5 S.L. 
R. 90. 20 W.L.R. 305, 1 W.W.R. 953. 
Driver of motor car—Negligence of— 

Negligence of street car conductor 
proximate cause of injury—Dam-

The negligence of the plaintiff in misjudg
ing the speed of an oncoming street ear will 
not prevent him from reeoverying damages 
for injuries caused by his car being hit by 
such street car, where the real proximate 
and decisive cause of the injury was that 
the motorman was running the car at such 
an excessive rate of speed that he could not 
stop the car within a reasonable distance 
and avoid the result of the plaintiff's negli
gence which might have been anticipated.

Parsons v. Toronto R. Co.. 48 D.L.R. «78, 
45 O.L.R. 627.
Injury to person crossing track—Negli

gence — Contributory negligence —
ULTIMATE NEGLIGENCE—FlXDIXlTO OF

Tones v. Toronto * York Radial R. Co., 
13 Can. Ry. Cas. 107, 25 O.L.R. 158, re 
versing 23 O.L.R. 331, 12 Can. Ry. Cas. 436.

LWAYS, III C.
Responsibility — Tramway — Collision 

—Automobile—Imprudence of motor- 
man—C.C. art. 1053.

There is negligence which gives a right 
to damages against the defendants when its 
mot orman sees, or is able to see, in front 
of his car an automobile which was forced 
to cross his track in order to avoid strik
ing a rig standing near the sidewalk, but 
the motor man does not stop or moderate hie 
«■ar. and a collision occurs between the car 
and the automobile.

Massé v. Montreal Traniwavs Co., 25 Rev. 
Leg. 246.
Responsibility — Tramways — Ordinary 

vehicle—Privilege—C.C. art. 1053.
The Montreal Tramways Company has no 

greater right for its tramways in the 
streets of Montreal than the drivers of ordi
nary vehicles. I inlcr the city by-laws, car
riages going north and south have the 
right-of-way over those going cast and west.

Rondeau v. Montreal Tramways Co., 25 
Rev. Leg. 403.
Liability — Con inion — Maintenance of 

bails—Municipal by-law — Common 
fault—C.C. Que. art. 1053, R.S.Q. 
1909, ART. 0600.

Under art. 6605, R.S.Q. 1909, a tramway 
company is hound to maintain, at its own 
expense, unencumbered and in good state of 
repair, the part of the streets between the 
rails and 18 inches on each side, unless 
otherwise directed by the municipal council. 
When a municipal by-law limits this liabil
ity to 6 inches, and such by-law is replaced 
bv another which «Inès not make any men
tion of sui'li maintenance, the common-law 
obligation continues ; and the tramway com
pany which is sued for damages for an acci
dent caused on account of default in main
taining the street at. this place, cannot call 
the city in warranty as having charge of 
maintaining the rest of the street. There 
is a common fault in a collision accident, 
resulting from the neglect of a tramway 
company to keep its way in good repair 
and from that of an automobile driver who, 
seeing this bail condition of the street be
comes stuck in the rails on the approach of 
a tramcar.

Char land v. Montreal Tramways Co.. 55 
Que. S.C. 340.
Injury to person driving wagon on track 

—Contributory negligence — Pri
mary NEGLIGENCE—ULTIMATE NEGL1-

Sim v. Port Arthur, 2 O.W.N. 864. 
Person crossing track—Negligence—Ex

cessive speed of car—Contributory 
negligence — Crossing behind car 
without looking.

Rice v. Toronto R. Co., 22 O.L.R. 446. 12 
Can. Ry. Cas. 98. 17 O.W.R. 770. 
Contributory negligence—Ultimate NEG

LIGENCE.
Rayfield v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 15 B.C.R. 

361, 14 WX.R. 414.
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STRIKES.
Annotation.

Sedition—Treason : 61 D.L.R. 35.
Inciting to no on strike—Industrial dir- 

i'i tks—Strike prearranged without
DEMAND FOR BETTER TERMS.

To constitute the criminal offence of in- 
11ting to strike under the Industrial Dis* 
putes Investigation Act, 1907, Can., c. 20, 

56, 60, there must have been a "dis
pute*' under s. 2 (e) on account of which 
the strike was incited; the offence may
• i.iihist of inciting miners to go on strike 
after the strike lias started although there 
had been no previous demand by the rain-
• r- upon their employers for different con
ditions or wages, but it is not made a 
■ rime under that Act to incite the com
mencement of a strike before any demand 
for better terms of employment.

It. v. Holowaskawe; R. v. Croft; R. v. 
Cleary, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 224.

SUBCONTRACTORS.
See Mechanics’ Liens.

SUBLEASE.
See Landlord and Tenant.

SUBROGATION.
I. Right to subrogation generally.

II. As TO LOAN.
III. On PAYMENT OF DEBT OB NOTE.
IV. AS TO JUDGMENTS.

V. AS TO MORTGAGES.
VI. OF SURETY OF GUARANTOR.

VII. TO VENDOR’S LIEN.
MU. To TAX MEN.

Of lender of money used in payment of 
just debt, see Companies, IV S-«9.

Annotation.
Surety; security for guaranteed debt of 

nsolvent; laches; converted security: 7 
D.I.-.R. 168.

I. Right to subrogation generally.
($ I—1)—Vendee’s default—Right of

PURCHASE® FROM VENDEE.
Where the defendant, a vendee, in a 

■ontract for the sale of land, without the 
. -sent his vendor as the contract requir
ed. sold the benefit of his contract to the 
plaintiff, but the original vendor purported 
o cancel the original contract for tlie de

fendant’s default, the plaintiff will be suh- 
i ugated to the defendant’s rights in so far 
as concerns money paid by the plaintiff to 
the defendant and by the latter paid to the 

' riginal vendor, and in so far as concerns 
any relief against the forfeiture of the 
money so paid.

Bayda v. Canada North Dakota Land Co.,
13 D.L.R. 1, 26 W.L.R. 159, 4 W.W.R.
333.

satisfaction of men by one of several 
iievisees—Rights against others. 

Where one of the devisees, under a devise 
to several persons separately of certain 
properties to each, has paid more than his 
equitable share of a lien or charge in favour

of a third person which by the terms of the 
will is imposed jointly upon all the proper- 

. ties in priority to the devisees, such devisee 
is entitled to he subrogated as against the 
others to the claim of the lienor in respect 
of the excess paid over and above his right
ful -hare.

Uses v. Dickie, 22 D.L.R. 621, 48 N.S.R. 
462.

II. As to loan.
Conventional subrogation — Debt — Fr,-

CTRITIES, ART. 1155 C. C. (QUE. ).
Under art. 1155, C. C. (Que.) subroga

tion by a person who pays the debt of an
other to his creditor doubtless carries with 
it the security whieh that debtor has de
posited with his creditor for the payment of. 
liis debt. However, this principle does not 
apply where the debt paid is not an in
debtedness of the debtor, who borrows the. 
money, hut that of his vendor who trans
ferred, previously to the sale, a balance of 
price to the creditor as collateral security.

Rent v. Berman, 56 Que. S. C. 400.
III. On payment of debt or note.

(§ III—10)—DF.rRBClAT10N OF SHARKS—
Payment of ions by—Right to
SHARES.

Trustees who make good a lose in respe« t 
to shares of stock held by them in breach 
of trust, until they liecame valueless, are 
entitled to the benefit of the securities.

Re Nicholls v. Wildman, 14 D.L.R. 244,
M 0.1..1?. 206.

Where certain directors of a company 
personally paid off a claim against the 
company secured by collaterals (the property 
of the company), but, instead of taking over 
such collaterals to themselves, had them 
transferred by the creditor then being paid 
off to certain other creditors of the com
pany, who were pressing for payment, as 
collateral security for their claims, in the 
bona fide belief that such arrangement whs 
in the best interests both of the general 
creditors and of the company, such direc
tors are properly allowed a preferential 
claim, in subsequent winding-up proceedings 
taken on the company’s insolvency, upon the 
proceeds of such collateral securities so far 
as realized by the liquidator in excess of 
the amount collected in payment of their 
claims by the creditors who held such col
laterals, but are not entitled to any pre
ferential lien upon the general assets of 
the company in respect of such advances.

Re Okotoks Milling Co., 8 D.L.R. 76. 
Upon payment of note—Principal and

An agent who, having endorsed an instru
ment. as surety to his principal (the ven
dor), pays the amount thereof upon de
fault of the maker, is subrogated by law in 
the rights of the vendor, and is entitled to 
the ownership of the moveable sold under 
such agreement.

Dorval v. Carrier, 61 Que. 8.C. 343.
On payment of damages—Landlord and

tenant.
An amount paid for damages by an own-
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or, whose house was burned, to a neighbour, 
to indemnify him for injury caused by 
water, cannot be claimed by such owner 
from his lessee, charged with lieing in fault, 
without subrogation of the rights of the 
neighbour.

Séminaire de Saint Sulpice ▼. Frothing- 
ham, 51 Que. 8.C. 214.

V. As to mortgages.
( § V—20)—HMX)AN OF BOKKOWKD MONEY— 

Equities.
Where the father mortgages his property 

to lend the procwds to hi# son and takes 
from the latter a mortgage on the son's 
land for the amount of the loan and a prior 
indebtedness, and the two mortgages are 
iijhiii different terms of payment, the trans
action negatives the theory that there was 
mii agreement by the son to indemnify the 
father from the mortgage made hv the latter 
nor is such an agreement to lai presumed 
because of the son having consented to apply 
his payments by paying them directly to 
the father's mortgagee ; and on the father's 
death his devisee of the incumbered lands 
or it transferee from such devisee has no 
right to subrogation in respect of the secu
rity held by the father against the son.

Bancroft v. Milligan, It) D.L.Il. 948, 30 
O.L.R. 113.
Assignment—Notice.

Subrogation to the position of a mort
gagee will not be ordered where the party 
seeking the order has been guilty of neg
ligence in not giving notice of the assign
ment of an agreement of sale of the lands 
covered by the mortgage.

firuee v. Kuehler, .‘18 D.L.R. 140, 12 A.L. 
R 398. [1918] l W.W.R 1*2. [See 33 
• Mi.lt. I. 11 A.L.R. 20.",. |10I71 1 W.W.R. 
1213, 30 D.L.R. 30. 50 Van. S.C.R. 1, [1017J 
3 W.W.R. 083.

VI. Of surety or guarantor.
(§ Vi—25)— Where a surety of a debt for 

an insolvent debtor pays it off and by sub
rogation takes over from the creditor an 
assignment of the debtor’s book debts, hut 
instead of collecting them himself allows 
the debtor to retain and collect and appro
priate same, he cannot demand as a pre
ferred claim against the estate as against 
the other creditors the amount by which 
the insolvent estate had been enhanced in 
value by the mixing with it of the sura so 
collected and appropriated when no portion 
of the fund is earmarked to any specific

Steelier Lithographic Co. v. Ontario Seed 
Co., 7 D.L.R. 148. 40 Can. S.C.R. 540, varv 
iug 24 O.L.R. 503, 22 O.T..R. 577. [Af
firmed 8l sub nom. Uffelmann v. Steelier 
Lithographic Co., 20 DXR. 019.] 
PRIVILEGE — SVBKOtiATION — PAYMENT BY 

CHIEF CONTRACTORS OF WAGES DUE TO 
I.MIOCKERS 1IIREII BY A SUBCONTRACTOR.

-Harris Mfg. Co. v. McGovern, 39 Que. 
8.1. 340.

SUBSTITUTION.
(Que. Law). See Wills.

Revocabimty—Gift inter vitos—Regis
tration—Renewing.

Under the authority of legislation prior to 
the Civil Code, a substitution, created by 
donation inter vivos in favour of children 

f the institute, is revocable by the mn 
uai consent of the donor and donee, not 

withstanding the prior acceptance of the 
latter. The contrary provision, contained 
in tlie fourth paragraph of art. 930 C. V 
(Que.) is new law. even though not placed 
within brackets. Registration of a substi
tution need not be renewed after the bring
ing into force of the cadastral survey in 
order to preserve the rights of the substi-

Proulx v. Le Blanc, 27 Que. K.B. 103. 
Hypothec — Loan — Interest — Will — 

Legislative authorization—Substi
tut;—Municipal taxes.

Although an Act adopted by the Quebec 
legislature, and a will creating a substitu
tion, authorize the institute to borrow on 
the real estate substituted, without men 
tinning that the loan shall Ik* made with in
terest. it must be construed that the insti
tute is authorized to liorrow by affecting 
the real estate for the payment*of the in 
terest. The capital and interest thus bor 
rowed are chargeable to the substitute after 
the institute's death, both personally and 
hypothecarily. But they are liable fur \ 
sum borrowed by the institute without the 
assistance of the curator to the sulwtitu 
tion. That debt is due by the institute’s 
estate. If the money has been spent on 
the substituted assets, the recourse of the 
institute or his heirs against the substi
tute is governed by arts. 581, 582. 958 C.C. 
IQue.) ; that is. the substitutes have th<* 
right to have the improvements or greater 
repairs made by the institute removed ; and 
if it cannot be done without deteriorating 
the property, they remain the property of 
the substitutes without indemnity. The 
debt created by the imposition of à munic
ipal tax, subsequent to the creating of a 
substitution, eannot in any way lie con
sidered as a previous debt, or privileged 
over the substitutes’ right. e

1‘erodeau v. Laeombe, 54 Que. S.C. 351.

SUBSTITUTIONAL SERVICE.
See Writ and Process.

SUCCESSION.
See Descent and Distribution; Wills; 

Executors and Administrators.
Succession duty, see Taxes, V.

SUFFRAGE.
See Elections.

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS.
I. Generally.

II. Jurisdiction and duty of magistrate. 
111. Procedure.
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IV. Effect.
V. PENALTIES AND COSTS.

VJ. Record of conviction and froceed-

VII. Amendment.
VIII. Duplicity and uncertainty.

Annotations.
Notice of appeal; recognizance ; appeal : 

IV D.L.R. 323.
order for further detention on quashing 

conviction : 21 D.L.R. 041*.
Appeal by “party aggrieved”! 27 D.L.R.

I*re-requisites on appeals from: 28 D.L.R.
163.

Prosecution for same offence after non vie- 
lion or commitment quashed on certiorari:

: D.L.R. IU.
Amendment of summary convictions: 41

D.L.R. 53.
I. Generally.

See Criminal Law; Certiorari ; Indict
ment ; Costs.

furisdivtion to entertain: Appeals from 
see Appeal, II 0-50: Service of Notice of 
Appeal, see Appeal, III K-91.
(§ 1—10)—Provincial crimes—Reason

able doubt.
The principle that an accused person 

ought not to be convicted unless, upon the 
whole ease, it is shewn that he is guilty 
lieyoRd a reasonable doubt, is applicable to 
summary conviction proceedings for an of
fence created by provincial law and pun
ishable thereunder by fine or imprisonment.

R. v. Covert, 34 D.L.R. 663. 28 Can. Cr. 
Css. 25, 10 A.L.R. 349, [1917] 1 VV.VV.R. 
919.
Evidence.

When the evidence is as consistent with 
innocence as with guilt, there should not be 
a conviction.

The King v. Luttrell, 17 Can. Cr. Cas.
295.
n. Jurisdiction and duty of magistrate.
Jurisdiction of magistrate to try for 

offences quashed on certiorari, see Criminal 
Law, II G—79.

As to petit theft, see Appeal, 1-1.
({} II—20)—Presence ok accused.

A magistrate has jurisdiction to proceed 
with the hearing of a charge punishable oil 
summary conviction if the accused is in fact 
present, although he may have been brought 
there by irregular means, if the magistrate 
has jurisdiction over the person and offence. 
IThe Queen v. Hughes, 25 Q.B.D. 249, and 
i \ parte (iiherson, 4 Can. Cr. Cas. 537, 34 
N.B.R. 538, applied; Re Paul, 20 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 161. 7 D.L.R. 25, disapproved.]

R. v. McDougall; Ex parte Goguen, 35 
D.L.R. 269, 44 N.B.R. 369, 27 Can. Cr. 
( as. 423.
Powers of magistrate—Law and facts.

The entering of a conviction by a magis
trate when he has no legal power to do so 
and without the bearing of evidence is to

be distinguished from the entering of a 
conviction after a hearing and because of 
a misinterpretation of the general law ap
plicable to the ease.

R. v. Richmond, 39 D.L.R. 117, 29 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 89, 12 A.L.R. 133, [1917] 2 WAV. 
R. 1200.
War Revenue Act — Essentials of

A summary conviction, even upon a plea 
of guilty, must be set aside if the complaint 
does not set out the essential ingredient of 
the offence, e. g., under the Special War 
Revenue Act, 1915. that the accused sold 
the unstamped goods to a consumer, and not. 
merely that the accused neglected to affix 
the stamps to certain goods as required by 
the Act.

Ex parte Richard, 30 D.L.R. 304, 20 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 160.
Trial—Certificate ok dismissal.

Where on the trial of summary convic
tion proceedings the evidence produced is 
insufficient to prove the charge, the duly of 
the magistrate is to dismiss it and grant 
a certificate of the dismissal as prm idod 
by Cr. Code.

R. v. Chew Deb., 9 D.L.R. 200. 18 B.C.R. 
23, 23 W’.L.R. 308, 3 W.W.R. 854. 
Territorial jurisdiction ok magistrate— 

proving locality ok offence.
A summary conviction will lie quashed 

where there was no evidence before the mag 
istrate that the locality at which flic of
fence was committed was within his terri
torial jurisdiction, the only reference to the 
place of the offence being in such general 
terms as “the landing” and “the coal com
pany's ofllees.”

R. v. Picard. 11 U.I*R. 423, 21 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 250. 3 W.W.R. 1007. ,
Summary trial—Jurisdiction without

The absolute jurisdiction of a police mag
istrate in Saskatchewan, of a city having a 
population of over 2,500, is retained under 
Cr. Code, es. 776. 777 as to the offences 
-perilied in e. 773 ( including that of unlaw
ful wounding), and the consent of the 
accused to summary trial is required by 
ss. 777, 778, only in those cases in which 
there is additional jurisdiction under s. 77*7. 
[R. v. Hayward, 6 Can. Cr. Cas. 399, 5 
O.L.R. 65, applied.]

Re Worrell, 21 D.L.R. 522. 24 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 92, 8 S.L.R. 140. 8 W.W.R. 4T8. 30 
W.L.R. 915, affirming 21 D.L.K. 510, 24 
Can. Cr. Cas. 88.
Territorial jurisdiction of magistrate— 

Inconvenient place ok trial.
Where, as in Alberta, justices of the peace 

arc appointed with territorial jurisdiction 
extending over the entire province, an ob
jection that the charge was not laid before 
the nearest justice will not be a ground for 
quashing the summary conviction unless 
there has been a gross abuse of authority, in 
compelling the attendance of the accused 
at a far distant and inconvenient place of
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trial, not withstanding the availability of a 
justice at a convenient place of trial, under 
circumstances amounting to a denial of the 
right of the accused to make his "full 
answer and defence'' (Cr. ('ode. s. 715 i.

It. v. Tally. 21 D.L.K. 681. 23 (an. Cr. 
Cas. 44». 8 A.L.R. 433, 7 W.W.R. 1178. 
.".0 VY.L.R. 39(1.
IXK XI.ITT OF OFFENCE—TEKKITOHIAI. .IURIS 

DICTION.
1\ here the depositions already taken be

fore the justice do not supply the defect 
which makes a summary conviction had on 
its face, the justice cannot without the par- 
lies being before him ami having an oppor
tunity of being heard make up a substituted, 
conviction or amend a defective conviction. 
fChaney v. Payne. 1 Q.B. 712, applied.]

R. v. Aikens. 21 D.L.R. 633. 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 467. 48 X.S.R. .'.(Ml,
Dl UECTIVE INFORMATION —NONAFPKARANCK 

OF ACCUSED.
A fatal objection to an information in a 

nummary proceeding cannot be cured hv the 
testimony adduced where the defendant does 
rot appear. fR. v. Hughes, 4 Q.lt.D. ($14; 
Turner v. Postmaster-fleneral. 0 B. & S. 
7r.6, distinguished.]

Fa parte Monahan; R. v. Hubbard, 24 
Can. Cr. Cas. 127, 42 N.B.R. 324. 
Informant officer in charge ok accused.

X\ here the defendant has had an oppor
tunity of entering upon the full defence of 
the charge brought against, him of selling 
intoxicating liquor in contravention of law, 
the faet that the officer who laid the in
formation and the otlieer to whose custody 
the accused was committed pending the 
deter mi nation of the charge was one and the 
sau.e person does not go to the jurisdiction 
♦*f Un* magistrate so as to invalidate the con
viction under a statute under which cer
tiorari is expressly taken away, ex. gr., the 
Canada Temperance Act.

Kx parte Richard; R. v. Steevea, 24 
( am. Cr. Cas. 183, 42 N.B.R. 396. 
Obstructing peace offices—Mode of 

triaI/—Right ok accvnkd to ei.ect.
The offence of obstructing a peace officer 

in the execution of his duty may lie prose
cuted and punished before two justices or 
Is-fore any magistrate having the jurisdic
tion of two justices, under the procedure 
provided by Part XV. Cr. Code, without 
the consent of the accused to a summary 
trial, and auch procedure ia not controlled 
by the provisions of Part XVI. requiring 
such consent. That the procedure for the 
nummary trial of the offence ia controlled 
by Part XX 1., and the accused cannot lie 
ho tried without having been first pat to 
l.ia election as provided by h, 778, notwith- 
etanding s. 16».

The King v. Folk ins; Ex parte McAdam. 
27 D.L.R. 32, 43 N.B.R. 338. 23 Can. Cr. 
Ca*. 365.
OBSTRUCTING OFFICIAI. DUTY— ASSAULT ON 

Crown land surveyor.
On an information charging that the
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I accused unlawfully and maliciously as
saulted and threatened to beut one T., a 
Crown land surveyor, and prevented him 
from performing his official duty, the magi* 
trate found the accused guilty as charged 
and adjudged that he pay the sum of $20 
over and above t lu» amount of the damage 
done, being $13 and the costa, and, in de 
fault of the payment of the said several 
sums and costs of conveying to gaol, he he 
imprisoned for two months. That, as the 
obstructing of T. in the discharge of In* 
official duty was not an offence over which 
the magistrate had jurisdiction on summary 
conviction, the conviction must lie quashed, 
and could not lie amended under s. 1124, 
Cr. Code.

The King v. Dugas. 43 N.B.R. 443. 
Commitment for assault.

Justices of the peace have no jurisdiction 
under part XX*1. to hear a charge of com
mitting an assault occasioning actual bodilv 
harm, contrary to s. 2»3. Cr. Code, ina* 
much as the jurisdiction given to magis
trales under s. 773 is a statutory one, and 
cannot lie extended hv implication.

R. v. Law, 9 W.W.R. 1075, 20 Can. Cr 
Caa. 251.
Appearance—Regvparity of summons.

In order to give a magistrate jurisdiction 
to proceed in default of appearance in a 
summary conviction matter, there must have 
been service of a “summons" in conformity 
with Part XV. Cr. Code; service at dif
ferent. times of a copy of the complaint and 
uf it written notice of the time and plue* 
of hearing it is not sufficient although the 
notice was signed by both the magistrate 
and the complainant.

14icasse v. Fortier. 30 Can. Cr. Caa. 87. 
Presence of accused—Irregular arrest.

Summary conviction proceedings before a 
justice are not invalidated by the circum 
stance that the accused was arrested to In» 
brought before the justice without a war 
runt in a case where there was no right of 
arrest without a warrant. fR. v. Hughes, 
4 Q.B.I). 614, applied.]

R. v. Hanlev. 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 63. 41 0
L.R. 177.
opportunity for defence.

An accused person ia not deprived of the 
opportunity o! defence by the magistrate 
inadvertently assuming that the case was 
closed when the evidence for the prosecution 
was concluded and thereupon announcing 
the sentence, if before recording the con
viction an opportunity to proceed with the 
defence was offered to counsel for the ac
cused and he declined.

R. v. Cvr. 38 D.L.R. 601, 12 A.L.R. 320 
at p. 325. 29 Can. Cr. Ca«. 77. |1»17] 3 
W.W.R. 84». affirming 12 A.L.lt. 320, [1917] 
2 W.W.R. 1185.
Effect of pending charge.

A summary conviction will be quashed for 
want of jurisdiction if the magistrate, at 
the time he made the same, had pending be
fore him another information against the
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accused for a similar offence arising out of 
the same circumstances ami partly tried, 
ami did not dispose of the same In-fore en
tering upon the hearing.

R. v. McManus, 30 Van. Cr. Gas. 122, 
[1916] 3 W.W.R. 3.
Opium and Drug Act—Certiorari—Plka 

OF GUILTY.
Although the Opium and Drug Act, 1-2 

fieo. V. (Gan.), c. 17. takes away the right 
to certiorari, proceedings by way of certi
orari may be allowed to quash a summary 
i ouviction purporting to he made on a plea 
of guilty of “having opium in his possession 
without lawful or reasonable excuse" if the 
accused forthwith, after pleading guilty, and 
before a conviction was recorded, said to 
the magistrate that he did not know the 
contents of the package which he had just 
received at the time of his arrest. Such 
statement of the accused was, in effect. a 
statement of “sufficient cause why he should 
not be convicted” (Cr. Code. s. 721) and 
-iiialitied his previous answer of "guilty." 
ami thereafter the magistrate had no juris
diction to proceed to conviction without 
taking evidence.

R. v. Richmond. 30 D.L.R. 117, 12 A.L.R. 
13:j. 21» Can. Cr. Cas. 89. [1917] 2 W.W.R. 
1800

An appearance in a summary conviction 
matter waives all irregularities iâi the sum
mons ami even the want of a summons.

The King v. Mitchell. 19 Con. Cr. Cos. 
11.1, 24 O.L.R. 324. 19 O.iy.R. 588.

A summary conviction under a by-law 
which prohibits the use of “abusive, insult
ing ami provoking language" upon a public 
street sufficiency designates the offence un
der the Summary Convictions Act, R.S.X.S. 
190Ü, c. 101, if the conviction sets out the 
words used and declares their use to he con
trary to such by-law, although the con
viction does not in terms state that the 
words were “abusive, insulting and provok-

I he King T. Elderman, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
445.
Jt BISDICTION OK JUVENILE COURT.

A Juvenile Court has jurisdiction to make 
n summary conviction for the offence of cor
rupting a" child under Cr. Code, s. 220 A. 
(1918. Can. v. 10. *. 1.)

R. v. Ducker, 31 Cun. Cr. Cas. 357, 45 
O.L.R. 466.
Post Office Act—Limitations.

Cr. Code, e. 1142 applies to limit the 
perils! within which summary proceedings 
ran be taken for the offence of using can
celled postage stamps in contravention of 
the Post Office Act. R.S.C. 1900, c. 60.

R. v. Gourlay, 26 Can.. Cr. Cas. 23. 9 
O.W.N. 372.
Appeara nce—Sr m monb—Signature.

A summary conviction made on default of 
defendant’s appearance to an alleged copy of 
summons served upon him may be set aside 
if it be shewn that the summons was not 
signed by the magistrate and that in conse
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quence the defendant had not been legally 
cited to uppcHr.

Lamontagne v. Lanctot, 26 Can. Cr. Cas. 
449.
.No EVIDENCE Or OFFENCE—Xo JURISDICTION 

TO CONVICT—FroIIIIIITIOX.
W hen there is no evidence of the commis

sion of the offence charged appearing on the 
record of proceedings at the trial of a sum
mary conviction matter under Part XV. 
Cr. Code, the magistrate exceeds his juris
diction in pronouncing a conviction and a 
writ of prohibition may issue from a supe
rior court to restrain the execution of the

McBrien v. Recorder’s Court, 31 Can. 
Cr. Gas. 852.
Motor Vehicles Act-—Magistrate's con

viction FOR UNLAWFULLY DRIVING MO
TOR VEHICLE ON HIGHWAY FOB HIRE 
WITIIOl I LICENSE--R.8.O. 1914 V. 207, 
ss. 4. 29, 34—Motion to quash con
viction—Jurisdiction of magistrate 
—Triai, before magistrate—Nothing
SAID OR DONE TO PREVENT DEFENDANT 
GIVING EVIDENCE — SUFFICIENCY OF 
EVIDENCE TO SUSTAIN CONVICTION —
Question for magistrate or for ap
pellate tribunal—Defendant misled
BY BEING INFORMED THAT CHARGE LAID 
under by-law—Absence ok by-law.

B. v. McCord, 17 O.W.N. 143 
Conviction in absence ok accused.

K. v. Hroadfoot, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 71. 
Application for summons or warrant— 

Preliminary hearing or witnesses. 
The King v. Neilson, 44 N.8.R. 488, 17 

Can. Cr. Cas. 298.
Summons to answer before a magistrate 

—By constable or other peace offi- 
cer—Summons served by constable 
WHERE HIMSELF THE INFORMANT AND 
PROSECUTOR.

Re Kennedy, 17 Can. O. Cas. 342.
(§ Il—21)—Malicious damage—Claim of

The magistrate’s jurisdiction to try a 
charge under a. 539 Cr. Code (for malicious 
damage generally) is ousted under s. 540 
only if the accused proves that he did the 
act. complained of under a fair and rea«n» 
able supposition of right, which is a quflw 
tion for the magistrate to determine even 
if it involves some investigation of title to 
lands. [R. v. Davy, 4 Can. Cr. Cas. 28. ap 
plied.]

Ex parte Murphy; R. v. Mullins, 38 D. 
L.R. 625, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 1.
Withdrawal of irregular charge.

If a statute provides that summary pro 
seditions for a certain offence shall be 
brought only in the name of certain offi 
cials, the trial upon a prosecution in con
travention of that restriction would lie a 
nullity: the accused in such case has not 
been placed in jeopardy so as to bar a 
second prosecution instituted by the proper 
official after the first prosecutor hail con-
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M'nted to the charge living withdrawn. [Da- 
vis v. Morton, [1913] 2 K.B. 479, applied.]

Ethier v. Minister of Inland Revenue, 32 
D.L.R. 320, 27 Can. Or. Cm. 12. [Followed
in Minister of Inland Revenue v. Nairn, 
35 D.L.R. 224. 28 ('an. Cr. Cas. 12, 11 O.W. 
N. 422.1
SUIINTITUTIONAL SERVICE.

The court will quash a summary convic
tion as made without jurisdiction on living 
satisfied by aflidavit that the defendant was 
out of the province from a date prior to the 
laying of the information until after the 
hearing and had not authorized the appear
ance of counsel who had applied on his lie- 
half for an adjournment, although the sum
mons had been served substitutionally on . 
defendant’s wife at his last place of abode | 
(Cr. Code. s. (158). [Ex parte Donovan, 3 ' 
Can. Cr. Cas. 2.8b. applied.]

It. v. Dimond, 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 317. 9 
S LR. 106, 33 W.ÎaR. 803. 9 W.W.R. 1529. 
Under special statut»—Tribunals npeci- 

FIBD-- Exclusion ok other tribunals 
—Motor Vehicles Act (Que.)— 
Recorded ex okkicio a justice.

Prosecutions under the Motor Vehicles 
Act. «Vue., are eoinpetent only before the 
tribunals sjiecitled in R.8.Q. art. 1410, i.e.. 
a judge of the eircuit court, a police mag
istrate or a justice of the peace. Neither a 
recorder nor the recorder’s court has juris
diction in that respect, and although a re
corder in the Province of Quebec is ex 
ollieio a justice of the peace, the proceed
ings under the special authority of the 
Motor Vehicles Act cannot be entertained 
by him in the capacity of recorder but only 
as a justice of the peace. While the Motor 
Vehicles Act makes applicable to prosecu
tions thereunder the procedure of Part XV.
< r. Code (summary convictions), that pro
cedure applies only when the proceedings 
are before a tribunal specified in I In- 
Act. Jurisdiction does not thereby attach 
to other tribunals which under the Code 
have the powers of a justice as to offences 
under federal law.

Latemlresse v. Piette, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 
248.

§ If—22)—Stating place ok okkence in 
INFORMATION.

An information under the Canada Tem
perance Act, R.S.C. 1908, o. 152, is had as 
not disclosing an offence within the mugis- . 
trate's territorial jurisdiction if it does not * 
specify where the offence took place, al
though the place of the offence was stated 
in the summons served upon the defendant ; 
a conviction made on such information in 
default of the appearance of the defendant 
thereto must lie «plashed.

Ex parte Monahan; R. v. Uubbard, 24 
Can. Cr. Cas. 127. 42 N.B.R. 524.
(g II—25)—Summons — Irregularity— 

Waiver— Appearance.
The defendant's appearance by counsel in 

answer to a summons in a summary pro
ceeding under Part XV. Cr. Co*de is

equivalent to his personal appearance, anil 
the plea of not guiltv entered hv counsel 
for defendant in the latter’s absence with 
out objection to an alleged irregularity in 
the information and proi-eedings upon which 
the summons was founded, is a waiver «if 
the irregularity ami a submission to the 
jurisdiction of the justice. [Dixon v. Wells, 
25 Q.B.I). 249; R. v. Thompson, 11909J 2.
K. B. 614. applied.]

Ex parte Dolan; R. v. Kay, 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 171, 11 N.B.R. 95.
Assault—Jurisdiction or justices of the 

peace—Evidence— Failure to reduce
TO WRITING.

R. v. Zyla. 17 W.L.R. 258.
Summary vonviuiton i vins provincial 

statute-—Prosecutions "governed” by 
Criminal Code.

The King v. Ilvndinan, 17 Can. Cr. Ca*.
i 469.

Disqualification—Trial of charge by
MAGISTRATE WHO IN AI.NO A MEMBER 
OF THE HOARIl of POLICE COMMINKIOXKHS 
—Resolution of commissioners in-
STRItTING PROSECUTION OF THAT CLASS 
OF OFFENCES.

R. v. Sink Sin. 20 Man. L.R. 720, 18 
Can. Cr. Cas. 266. 18 W.L.R. 141. 
Disqualification of magistrat»—Bias— 

Pending litigation between magis
trate and accused.

Ex parte Daigle. 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 211.
ÏÏI. Procedure.

($ 111—30)—Examination or informant

The examination of the informant or his 
witnesses under oatli la-fore the issuanre 
of the humilions is not necessary I* the 
validity of a conviction for common assault, 
particularly where the ilefendant waived it 
by appouring without ohj«‘ctiou. [The King 
v. Ka>. 41 N.B.R. 95. followed.]

The King v. Shaw; Ex paite Kane, 27 
D.I*K. 494, 26 Can. Cr. Can. 156.
Leave to withdraw came.

Oii a summary trial, where all the evi- * 
ilenee. offered by the prosecution lias been 
heard and the ease elosed, the prosecutor 
cannot, upon objection taken that material 
»ro«if is lacking, withdraw the charge and 
ay a new information «'barging the iden- 

tical offem-e. [Ex parte Wyman, 5 Can. Cr. 
('as. 58. disapproved; Bradshaw v. Vaugli 
ton. 30 L.J.C.P. 93. follow«-il.|

R. v. ( hew Deb. 9 D.L.R. 266, 18 B.C.
R. 23. 23 W.L.R. 306. 3 W.W.R. 854.

A conviction will not be quashed on tho 
ground that the magistrate did not comply 
with subs, (a) of s. 85 of the Liquor 
License Act of N.B. 1903 bv asking accused 
as to his former conviction of a similar 
olfe.nce where counsel appearing for accused 
in the absence of the latter, was interro
gated thereto, but made no answer. [Ex 
parte Groves, 24 N.B.R. 57, applied.]

R. v. Mathesun; Ex parte Martin, 2 I).
L. R. 835, 41 N.B.R. 187, 10 E.L.R. 580.
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The omission of the magistrate on the I 

trial of a summary conviction matter to 
swear the stenographer before taking the 
ciideitce, is a matter of substance and goes 
to the jurisdiction of the magistrate so aa 
to invalidate a conviction. [R v. L’- 
Ueureux, 14 Can. Cr. ( as. 100, followed.]

R. v. Johnson, 5 D.L.R. 523, 20 Van. Cr. 
Caa. S. II Man. LE r.LR. 000,
1 VV.W.R. 1045.

The provisions of Cr. Code, s. 655 as to 
a preliminary hearing ot the allegations 
of "the complu inant and his witnesses” ap
ply only to cases of indictable offences and 
not to cases punishable on summary con- 
viction. [R. v. Xeileon, 44 X.S.R. 488, fol
lowed.]

The King v. Sweeney. 1 D.L.R. 476; 19 
Can Cr. Cas. 222; 45 N.S.R. 494.

A conviction for selling liquor without a 
license will la* quashed where the magistrate 
heforp whom three informations were lodged 
charging sales to different persons, heard 
evidence at one time tending to prove sales 
in the three cases, some of which were not 
relevant to the case in which the a<fused 
was convicted.

R. v. Lapointe, 4 D.L.R. 210, 8 O.W.N. 
1469. 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 98, 22 O.W.R. 601

Where a statutory offence is made pun
ishable upon summary conviction and a 
statutory method of compelling the attend
ance of the accused is provided, an omission 
of such statutory method and the illegal 
arrest of the accused as a means of bringing 
the aecused la-fore the magistrate will con
stitute a valid objection to a summary con
viction obtained as a result of the illegal 
proceedings, where the irregular procedure 
was objected to bv the accused. [Pearks v. 
Richardson, [1902] 1 K.R. 91, 71 L.J.K.B.
18 . applied; and see contra. Re Paul, 7 
D.L.R 24.] Unless the accused who has 
lieen brought before a magistrate to an
swer a charge punishable on summary con
viction objects before the magistrate to the 
illegal method whereby his attendance lias 
been compelled, e. g. by an arrest without 
warrant where a narrant is essential, the 
objection is considered as waived.

Re Baptiste Paul. 7 D.L.R. 25. 20 Can. 
Cr. ( as. 161. 5 A.L.R. 442. 2 W.W.R. 927.

Whether the defendant was illegally ar
rested or not is not material to the juris
diction of a magistate under the summary 
conviction» clauses of the Cr. Code when 
the accused is brought before him to an
swer a charge a» to which an information 
had been properly laid before such magis
trate. fReg. v. Hughes, 4 Q.B.D. 614. 48 
L.J.M.C. 161, applied. See Re Paul 7 
D.L.R. 25.]

Re Baptiste Paul. 7 D.L.R. 24. 20 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 159, 5 A.1*R. 440, 2 W.W.R. 892. 
ARRF.ST without WARRANT—JVRISniCTION 

OF MAOISTRATE.
In the a licence of any stati^ory provision 

in the Liquor License Art. (Alta.), enabling 
a |ieace officer to arrest without warrant a 
person whom he finds committing an offence 

Can. Dig.—132.

rVICTIONS, III.
I under it, such an arrest is illegal, and the 

magistrate before whom the accused is 
brought in custody without a warrant or 
summons after such illegal arrest has no 
jurisdiction to proceed with the trial in the 
face of defendant’s objection then taken that 
he was not properly before the magistrate. 
[Re Paul, 20 Van. Cr. Vas. 161, 7 D.L.R. 
25. and R. v. Davis. 20 Can. Cr. Vas. 293, 7 
D.L.R. 608, followed.]

R. v. Pollard. 39 D.L.R. 111. 13 A.L.R. 
167, 29 Van. Cr. Cas. 35, [1917] 3 W.W. 
R. 754.
Trial on merits afilr conviction 

OVA an ed—New shimoxs.
When judgment is rendered by a justice 

of the peace imposing a fine upon a chauf
feur for driving his automobile while In
is intoxicated, and this judgment is quashed 
bv the Superior Court on technical grounds, 
the complainant cannot continue the pro
secution liefore a magistrate of the district 
on giving a mere notice to the accused or to 
his counsel, since the magistrate has no 
jurisdiction without the consent or acmii-< 
escence of the accused: — (a) if there has 
l»een no adjournment of the case for several 
months; (b) if there has been no new sum
mons to the aecused. a mere notice not be
ing sufficient; (e) if there has been no 
proceedings to put him in default and 
authorizing a trial and the conviction there
on in his absence.

Rhfaume v. Cliche, 30 Can. Or. Cas. 112, 
24 Rev. Leg. 61.
IRREGULAR PLEA—STATEMENT OF AOCVSED 

IN ANSWER TO CHAR).K.
The answer of the accused on a charge 

of frequenting a disorderly house contrary 
to s. 238 Cr. Code, para. ik| that he "was 
there if that made him guilty." is rot 
i-i|iiivalent to a plea of guilty. [See also 
the new s. 2*29 Cr. Code as amended 1913, 
making it an offence to lie found in a dis
orderly house without lawful excuse.]

R. v. Swett. 19 D.L.R. 694. 23 Can. Cr. 
fas. 272. 29 W.L.R. 887. 7 W.W.R. 608. 
Limitation of charge and evidence to 

ONE SPECIFIC OFFENCE.
The necessities of justice as well as the 

provision contained in s. 710 Cr. Code re
quire that a summary conviction must b« 
for a single and certain charge; and where 
there is no need for giving ev idence of other 
offences to prove intent, the charge and the 
evidence at any one trial should be con
fined to a single offence.

R. v . Roach. 19 D.L.R. 362. 6 O.W.N. 630, 
23 Can. Cr. Cas. 28.
Summary trial—Election -to take— 

Right to re-elect—Crown case re

It is no ground for quashing a conviction 
under the provision» of the Cr. Code for 
speedy trials that the accused was com
mitted for trial without being given the 
option by the justice of the peace, who was 
also a stipendiary magistrate, of a sum
mary trial, who in hie rapacity as a justice

ZZ
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of the peace, took the information, issued 
his warrant for the arrest of the accused, 
held an examination and committed him for 
trial on a charge that as a stipendiary 
magistrate he might have heard and deter
mined in a summary way. A person who 
has been brought up for election as to the 
mode of his trial under the speedy trials 
aections of the (Jr. Code, and has elected 
to take a speedy trial, cannot afterwards 
re-elect to be tried before a jury in the 
ordinary way. (questions of law only, are 
properly the subject of a Crown case re
served. Questions depending on the weight 
or sufficiency of the evidence should not lie 
reserved.

The King v. Howe, 42 N.B.R. 378. 
Hearing- -Opportunity for dkfence.

Where the accused has appeared in person 
to defend the charge an opportunity must 
Ik* given him to put in his own evidence and 
that of other witnesses, and he should lie 
distinctly asked by the magistrate whether 
he desires to give evidence.

. Re. v. Curry, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 340, 8 
v O W N. 512.

Withdrawal or complaint.
The person who has laid the complaint in 

a summary proceeding for keeping a dis
orderly house and who thereafter declares 
under oath More the magistrate that she 
laid the charge without understanding it 
and under duress of detectives may be per
mitted to withdraw it and so terminate the 
proceedings.

R. v. Rousseau, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 3110. 
Trial—Appearance by counsel.

In a summary conviction matter, the 
accused may appear by counsel instead of 
jiersonally, and the magistrate has jurisdic
tion to proceed without requiring the ac
cused to he personally present. fR. v. 
Thompson, 100 LT. 970; R. v. Montgomery, 
102 L.T. 325. applied.]

I*, v. Homer; R. v. Johnson ; R. v. Farrell, 
‘23 Can. Cr. Cas. 235.
(Service of summons—By de facto officer.

An affidavit of the service of a summons 
in a summary conviction matter must he 
taken before a justice of the peace (Cr. 
Code s. 0581 in order to give the magis
trate jurisdiction to proceed ex parte, and 
n conviction made in the absence of the de
fendant where the affidavit of the service 
of the summons was taken before a com
missioner of the Supreme Court is bail and 
will la* set aside on certiorari.

Service of a summons is good if made 
by a de facto constable, sueli as one con
tinuing to act after the expiration of his 
term and before a new appointment had 
been made.

R. v. Pellev. 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 405.
Motion to qi ash — Remedy by appeal 

Certiorari—Appeal—Default of se
curity—Affidavits.

A motion to quash a conviction of the 
defendants by a magistrate for trespass to 
land, in contravention of the Petty Trespass

Act, was dismissed upon the ground that 
the defendant had an adequate remedy hv 
appeal under s. 10 (l) of the SmnmarV 
Convictions Act, H.S.O. 1914, u. 90; and, 
therefore, by virtue of subs. (3) of that 
section, and of s. 1122 Cr. Code, the right 
to certiorari was taken away. The defen 
dants had in fact appealed from the con
viction, hut their uppeal was quashed be 
cause security was not given ; and, as it 
was their own fault that they did not, by 
perfecting their security, avail themselves 
of the right of appeal, they were not in u 
position to move to quash. Semble, that 
affidavits intended to cover and answer the 
objections to the conviction set out in the 
notice of motion to quash, were inadmis

R- v. Chappua. 38 O.L.R. 576, 28 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 157. [Affirmed in 39 O.L.R. 329, 28 
Can. Cr. Cas. 411.]

I pon an application by the informant for 
process in a summary* conviction matter 
railing upon the accused to answer the 
charge, the magistrate need not first hear 
other evidence than that of the informant 
in swearing to the information if that sat
isfies him that the process should issue 
without hearing other witnesses for the 
complainant under Cr. ( ‘ode s. 655, as 
amended by 8 & 9 Kdw. VII. c. 9. [Ex p. 
Archamliault, 16 Can. Cr. Cas. 433. ap
proved ; R. v. Smith, 16 Cnn. Cr. Cas. 425, 
disapproved.]

The King v. Mitchell. 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
113, 24 O.L.R. 324. 19 O.W.R. 588. 
Provincial and federal laws covkrino 

same offence.
The plea of autrefois convict is not a bar 

to a second prosecution when the parties 
are not the same and when the law in virtue 
of which the proceedings were taken was in 
the first case a provincial law and in the 
second case a federal law.

Forgues v. Gauvin, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 302. 
Procedure at trial—Rf.fi sal to adjourn 

Denial of bight to make full an
swer AND DEFENCE.

The refusal of an adjournment to the ac
cused even after the taking of evidence for 
the prosecution will lie a ground for quash
ing a summary conviction if it was a mani
fest denial of justice and prevented the 
accused from making his full answer and 
defence to the charge.

R. v. Dominion Drug Stores, 31 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 86. [1919] 2 W.W.R. 413, 14 A.L.R 
384. a (firming, on an equal division, 44 D. 
I* K. 382. 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 318.
Illegality of arrest — Defective war-

Prosecutions under the Prohibition Act. 
(B.C.), are within the rule applicable 
generally to summary conviction proceed
ings that the justice has jurisdiction not 
withstanding any irregularity in the arrest 
or summons if the accused is present at the 
hearing and this although he objects so 
soon as the defect comes to his knowledge.
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and before the hearing ia concluded. 
Neither the Prohibition Act, (B.C.), nor 
the Summary Convicitiona Act, (B.C. i, 
••»tahlish any condition precedent that the 
accused should have been regularly brought 
before the justice. [Reg. v. Hughe», 4 
Q.B.D. 014, applied: Dixon v. Wells, 25 
Q.B.D. 249, distinguished; 11. v. Pollard, .'<9 
D.L.R. Ill, 29 Van. Cr. Cas. 35, 13 A.L I'. 
157, not followed.]

R. v. Marks, 31 Can. Cr. Vas. 257, 20 
B.C.R. 73.

asmno—Evidence — By-law—Si rvice 
or NOTICE.

On an application to quash a conviction 
by a police magistrate the judge may look 
at the depositions taken before the magis
trate in order to see what evidence was be
fore him. A conviction for infringing a 
municipal by-law will lie quashed if it be 
.'hewn that neither the by-law nor a copy 
thereof was put in evidence at the hearing 
before the convicting magistrate. [Reg. v. 
Banks, 2 Terr. L.R. 81, followed.] Notice 
of motion to quash a conviction for infring
ing a by-law held to have been served in 
<*«mplinnee with r. 2 of the Crown Prac
tice Rules.

Re Lethbridge, Re Hanson, 29 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 43, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 465.
Criminal law—Police Magihtbatf’s con

viction FOR KIDNAPPING — 1‘LEA OP 
“guilty”—Admission of Crown as to
NATURE OF OFFENCE—HASTY PROCEED
INGS—Q V AS H1 Nti CON V1CTION—COSTS— 
Protection of Magistrate.

R. v. Steckley, 7 O.W.N. 137.
(§ III—31)—Second offence—Mention 

of first conviction.
Infringment of a statutory direction that, 

on a trial tor a second offence subjecting to 
an increased penalty, no mention shall be 
made of the prior conviction until after an 
adjudication of guilt for the alleged second 
offence, will invalidate the summary con 
x iction ; but the affidavits tiled must satisfy 
the court that there was something more 
than the commencement by counsel of his 
address preliminary to tendering the evi
dence, wnich address was stopped by the 
magistrate until the latter hud completed 
the writing of the adjudication.

Re Ellis, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 345.
Sum m o ns—V n s wor n in form ation .

The duty of the justice on being applied 
to for a summons in a sifhimary proceeding 
is to satisfy himself that there is sufficient 
cause for his interference by summons; he 
may be satisfied with the information or 
complaint alone although not sworn, but, 
if not, he may take the evidence under 
oath of any witness in support ot the in
formation.

Ex parte Dolan: R. v. Kay, 20 Can. Cr. 
Cae. 171, 41 X.B.R. 95.
Inland Revenue Act—Stamp on Canadian

LEAF TOBACCO TO BE AFFIXED BT THE 
RETT All ER—8-9 GKO. V. C. 28, 8. 328 (A).

In a prosecution baset^ upon the regula

tions of the Inland Revenue of August 1, 
1918, against a “retailer" of Canadian leaf 
tobacco it is essential to allege in the sum 
mons that the defendant is a retailer, culti
vator or pucker of tobacco, as the case may

Hardy v. la»ehance. 30 Cnn. Cr. Cas. 288. 
Wrmtkx complaint.

Where a person is accused of an offence 
punishable on summary conviction by im
prisonment, a complaint in writing should 
be made against him before lie is called 
ii|Kin tor his defence; a trial held on the de
fendant's arrest without warrant and with
out any information or complaint in 
writing, and without stating to the accused 
the nature and substam-e of the charge, is 
irregular, and the conviction thereon will 
be quashed on certiorari.

Nagaznu v. Niquet, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 77, 
24 Rex. de dur. 339.
(§ 111—33)—Indefinite adjournment.

The indefinite suspension of proceedings 
in the trial under the summary convictions 
clauses (Part XV. Cr. Code), ia prohibited 
as prejudicial to the accused in his defence; 
however, if the suspension is by agreement 
between the Crown and the accused to the 
effect that the trial should be delayed so 
long ns the accused remains away from a 
particular place, such suspension constitutes 
rather an adjournment of which the accused 
cannot complain, since he himself deter
mines its duration. [Donahue v. Recorder's 
Court, 18 Can. C'r. ('us. 182 distinguished.]

ltedard v. The King, 30 D.L.R. 326, 26 
Can. Cr. Cas. 99. 22 Rev. Leg. 302. 
Postponement of decision pending hear 

INC. OF ANOTHER CHARGE.
In summary conviction matters the jus

tices are not to mix up two or more criminal 
charges and convict or uoquit in any one 
of them with any reference to the facts 
appearing in the others; but the justices 
may for reasons of justice arising out of 
the circumstances of the case and for its 
better determination, postpone their deci
sion in one or more eases and before decid
ing them proceed with the trial of other 
similar charges against the name accused 
so long as their discretion in so postpon
ing is honestly exercised and is not used 
directly or indirectly with a view of bring
ing in facts or evidence which have no ligiti- 
mate tearing upon their decision. [R. v. 
Fry (1898), 19 C.C. 135, applied.]

Ex parte Richard; R. v. Sleeves, 24 C'un. 
Cr. Cas. 183, 42 X.B.R. 596.
Adjournment—Notice.

Where the record of proceedings before 
the magistrate in a summary conviction 
matter does not shexv any ad jour n ment from 
the hearing to the date of conviction and 
sentence, nor does it appear that the ac
cused was notified of the time when sen
tence would be pronounced, a summary 
conviction and sentence to imprisonment 
pronounced in his absence and subsequent
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to the hearing will be set aside on cer-

Nagazoa v. Xiquct, 30 CaS. Cr. Cas. 77, 
24 Rev. de Jnr. 330.
ADJOURNMENT to consider judgment— 

KlXl.NO DATE FUR JUDGMENT—NOTIST- 
CATION OF PARTIES.

R. v. llaith, 18 O.W.lt. 509 
Adjournment it»r judgment—Agreement 

—Judgment to de handed out within

IIh- Kingv\MvKenxie, 44 N.S.R. 474, 17 
Can. Cr. Cas. 372.
Au.lOl RNMENT NINE DIE — RESIDENCE OF 

1*01.11 I. MAGISTRATE—DISQUALIFICATION.
The King v. McQuarrie; Ex parte Giber- 

sun. 40 N.B.R. J, 18 ( an. Cr. Cas. 353. 
Commencement of trial—Adjournment 

ok hearing for more than eight

Donohue v. Recorder’s Court of Quebec, 
18 Can. Cr. Cas. 182, 12 Que. P.R. 267. 
Adjournment of proceedings—.Iurisdk-

R. v. Allen; Ex parte Gorman, 10 E.L.R. 
214.
(§ 111—34)—Depositions in shorthand 

—Oath of court stenographer.
The fact that the stenographer acting at 

the magistrate's direction, in taking the 
evidence in a summary conviction matter, 
makes affidavit that he was sworti to "tran- 
acribe" the evidence, while the statute re
quires that he he sworn to "report” the 
ex idem e is not conclusive in support of an 
objection that the trial was irregular in 
that respect ; and the court on habeas cor
pus may allirm the conviction where the 
magistrate could not rememlier whether the 
stenographer was sworn or not, and it was 
not clear that the oath taken by the stenog
rapher xx as not in substance to "report" 
the evidence, the stenographer disclaiming 
that lie was sworn other Ilian in the usual 
form and probably using the word “trun- 
Kcribe” as the equivalent of “report."

R. v. Book, 2Ô Can. Cr. Cas. 81». 25 Man. 
L.R. 480.
Trial iikkork magistrate—Conviction— 

Evidence paken i x shorthand.
R. v. Bond, 19 W.LR. 348.

Previous conviction — Identity or ao-
< l NED—PRESU M PT10.N.

The King v. Atkinson, 44 N.S.lt, 521, 18 
Can. Cr. Cas. 279. 9 E.L.R. 212.
Jvni he’s conviction for second offence 

—Absence of written evidence—Ad
missions of accused in open court 
—Commitment without formal con
viction.

R. v. Dagenais. 23 O.L.R. 667, 18 Can. 
Cr. Cm. 287. 19/I.W.R. 252.
Complainant’s dffault in appearance 

at trial—Dismissal — Information
NOT "CONSIDERED” BY MAGISTRATE— 
Fresh information and summons. 

Hall v. Pettiugell, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 196.

V. Penalties and costs.
(§ V—50) — Arburary and excessive 

amount—Striking out.
A summary conviction under a liquor 

license law cannot be supported in so far as 
it awards as an arbitrary sum, $50, to the 
complainant for costs where no witnesses 
were brought from a distance, but the court, 
on a motion to quash, may amend the con
viction by striking out the award of such

I!, v. Palmer. 22 D.L.R. 300, 24 Can. Cr. 
Cue. 20, 25 Man. Lit. 350.
Imprisonment in default of paying fine 

—Special Act.
The magistrate making a summary con

viction for an infraction of the Dental Pro- 
' fession Act, K.S.S., c. 108. has power to 
i order imprisonment forthxxith in default of 
j payment of the tine-and costs, although ». 
j 51 of that Act provides a speeial mode of 
i levying a tine by distress. [It. v. Cantillon, 
j 10 O.ll. 197, and R. v. Skinner, 9 Can. Cr.

Las. 558, distinguished.J 
| R. v. Schilling, 21 D.L.R. 60. 23 Van. 

Cr. Can. 380, 8 S.L.R. 70, 30 W.L.R. 403, 
7 W.VV.R. 1112.

Where a defendant fined on summary con
viction under the Liquor License Act (Ont.j 
and ordered to be imprisoned in default de
livers himself up at the place of imprison
ment before the warrant is made out. and 
the magistrate is made aware of that fact, 
no expenses of conveying the defendant to 
gaol should lie ordered as a condition of re
lease nor included in the xvarrant, but the 
warrant, being subject to the Ontario Sum
mary Convictions Act, may be amended by 
striking out such costs.

The King v. Mitchell, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
113, 24 O.L.R. 324, 19 O.VV.R. 588.
Illegal costs.

W here Cr. Code s. 1124 is made applic
able by provincial statute to summary con
victions under provincial laws, the court 
having certiorari jurisdiction w ill not quash 
the entire conviction because of the inclu
sion of illegal costs, but will amend an 
otherwise valid conviction by striking out 
the part which relates to costs.

R. v. Gage, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 330, 10 0. 
W.N. 304.
Sentence and imprisonment—Conviction

AND COMMITMENT—POWER TO ALTER — 
( HANGING y> "HARD LABOUR.”

Where a prisoner was convicted of being 
a vagrant and sentenced to six months’ im
prisonment, and no provision was made for 
"hard labour” and thereafter the words 
“hard labour” were added in the absence 
of the accused, and as so changed the com
mitment was made out to conform to it, 
f uch change is invalid and the commitment 
will be set aside on habeas corpus proceed
ings.

The King v. Kirwin, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 181.
The costa which may be awarded bv a 

justice in summary conviction cases do not 
include attorney’s ‘fees. Neither are afctor-
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ney'e fees includvil in an award of cost* 
made in general terms by the judgment 
upon an appeal to the Court of King's Bench 
(Irown aide), in such cases, but the court 
-iiting in appeal may, under as. 751, 752 Cr. 
lode, exercise its discretion to include an 
attorney*» fee in an award of costs.

Carneau v. Gauthier. 18 Rev. de Jur. 172. 
(8 V—51)—Enforcement ok kink—Costs 

of commitment—Indian Ait (Can.). 
A summary conviction for illegally sel 

lin® intoxicant* to an Indian in contraven
tion of the Indian Act (Can.) may, under 
Cr. Code, a. 739. properly adjudge costa of 
commitment and conveying to gaol in de
fault of puvnivnt of the tine.

R. v. Verdi, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 47.
(6 V—62 I—Dkfavi.t IX FAYING kink.

Where imprisonment is imposed in the 
first instance for a tirât offence against 
the Canada Temperauce Act, it is limited to 
one month under s. 127 of that Act; but 
where a line is imposed in the first instance, 
the imprisonment which may be directed in 
default of payment of the line may be for 
any term not exceeding three months under 
Cr. Code *. 739. [R. v. Stafford, 1 Can! Cr. 
Vas. 239; K. v. Horton, 3 Can. Cr. Cas. 84 
34 N.S.R. 217; R. v. Blank. 10 Can. Cr. Caa. 
358. 38 NJS.R. 337. followed.]

Kx parte Richard; R. v. Sleeves, 24 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 183, 42 N.B.R. 090.
(8 V--63)-- 1 N (BEARING COSTS VfcHHAII Y

AWARDED—EltROR IN CALCULATION.
A justice making a summary conviction 

and imposing a fine and costs to an amount 
then stated may. at least liefore making his 
minute of adjudication or the formal convic
tion. correct in the presence of defendant 
an error in the calculation of the costs, al
though the sum first mentioned is increased.

R. v. Dickey, 25 Can. C'r. Caa. 55, 9 W. 
W.R. 142, 32 W.L.R. 404.
Being drink and disorderly—Conviction 

—Excessive hen alt y.
R. v. Lawson. 18 O.W.R. 162.

Hard labour—Memorandum or kink and 
impribonmf.nt endorsed on informa
tion not stating h ahd labour— Onus 
of proof.

The King v. Gratton, 17 Can. Cr. Cas.
324.
VI. Record of conviction and proceedings.
(8 VI—60)—Stating nature of offence.

A summary conviction under a municipal 
by-law must state the nature of the offence 
and not merely recite that defendant vio
lated a specified section of the by-law.

R. v. lluhtev, 2.8 D.T..R. 376, 25 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 102, 49 N.S.R. 281.
Stating the offence—Sufficiency.

Though a woman cannot be convicted as 
a vagrant under e. 238 (i), Cr. Code, unless 
she has failed to give a proper account of 
herself on being asked to do so. when found 
wandering at night in the public streets, 
the absence from the conviction of the 
allegation that she was asked to do so is

not fatal to its validity, where the offence 
is charged in the language of s. 723 (3). 
I Reg. v. Levecque, 30 U.C.Q.B. 509; Reg. v 
Arseott, V U.R. 541; K. v. Harris, 13 t an. 
Cr. Cas. 393; 11. v. Pepper, 15 Can. Cr. Cas 
314, dissented from; Cotterill v. Lempriere, 
24 Q.R.D. 034; Smith v. Moody, [1903J 1 
K.B. 56, applied.]

Re Elbe Bradv, 10 D.L.R. 423, 21 Can 
Cr. ( as. 123, 5 A.L.R. 400, 23 W.I..R. 335, 
3 WAV. It. 914.
Service of minute of order—Conviction 

NOT AN "ORDER.”
The “minute of conviction" made by a 

justice of the peace for an offence under 
the Vagrancy Clauses, Cr. Code, as. 238, 
239, upon directing imprisonment for the 
offence is not a minute of an “order" of a 
justice so as to require service of a copy 
thereof under s. 731 before issuing a war 
rant of commitment. [Section 731 applies 
only to “orders" as distinguished from 
“summary convictions" made by justice* 
although the pns-cdurc as to both is reg 
ulated bv l*art XV’. of the Code.]

Re Iillie llrady. 1(1 D.L.R. 423, 21 Can. 
Cr. Vas. 123, 5 A.L.R. 400, 23 W.L.R. 333, 
3 W.W.R. 014.
Form—Date ok offence—Defect in ixfor 

nation—Waiver.
An objection that a summary conviction 

for common assault assigns no date to the 
offence is cured under Cr. Code, a. 1124, if 
the date apjieare on the depositions. An 
irregularity in not reswearing an informa 
tion in a summary conviction matter when 
materially amended at the hearing i* 
waived by proceeding with the trial with 
out taking the objection. [R. v. Lewis, 6 
Can. Cr. ('as. 499, approved.] If the 
depositions in a summary conviction mat
ter establish such facts as warranted tin- 
justice in convicting of the offence indi 
rated by the information, although not 
stated in the latter in correct form. Cr. 
Code, s. 724. applies to validate the convic
tion regardless of the defect in the infor
mation.

R. v. Tally, 21 D.L.R. 651, 23 Can# Cr. 
Cas. 449, 8 A.L.R. 453. 7 W.W.R. 1178, 30 
W.L.R. 396.
Fine pavabi.k to magistrate Foraial con-

Where the statute under which the sum
mary conviction is made directs that the 
tine shall Is- payable to the convicting mag
istrate. there is no necessity for a direction 
in the formal conviction that the fine 
should he paid to him.

R. v. Schilling, 21 D.L.R. 60. 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 380, 8 S.L.R. 70, 7 W.W.R. 1112, 30 
W.L.R. 463.
Prosecution or a partnership under a

LICENSING LAW—MeDICAI. PROFESSION
Act (Alta.)

A summary conviction for illegal prac
tice of medicine without a license is not to 
be made against a partnership firm in the 
firm name, at least without shewing who
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the individuals an- who compose the tirm. 
An adjudication of imprisonment iu default 
of paying a fine must state who the parties 
arc who are liable to such imprisonment.

Re “Roske &, Messenger," 30 Van. Vr. Vas. 
39.1, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 341.

A mistake by misdescription of the offi- 
vial capacity of the magistrate in the pro
ceedings before the tinal adjudication where
by a "‘commissioner of police” having the 
authority of two justices of the peace 
was wrongly described in the preliminary 
proceedings as a ‘‘justice of the peace" >vi!l 
not invalidate a summary conviction made 
by him as a commissioner of police if he 
was correctly designated as such both in 
tlie memorandum of adjudication and in 
the formal conviction.

The King v. Fitzgerald. 19 Van. Cr. Gas 
39, 19 VV.L.R. 462, 1 W.W.R. 109.
JHHKOITLARITY IN CONVICTION.

Failure to state the offence in a convic
tion for contravening the provisions of the 
Liquor License Act (Que.) is not a mere 
irregularity which is cured by application 
of art. 11Î16 of the Act., but goes to the 
very essence of the conviction and nullifies 
it. *

Déguire v. Lacroix, 14 Que. P.R. 316.
(§ VI—61)—Waiving written dbposi-

The accused, represented by counsel at a 
justice's trial under Part XV., Vr. Code, 
tacitly waives the taking of the deposition 
in writing, if lie takes part in the bearing 
by proceeding with the cross-examinations 
without objecting to the omission. [Hé
rault v. Robida, 8 Van. Cr. Vas. 501. dis
tinguished.]

Itcdard v. The King, 30 D.L.R. 326, 26 
Van. Cr. Cas. 99, 22 Rev. Leg. 302. 
Magistrate's clerk taking down the 

depositions.
The magistrate’s clerk taking down the 

depositions of a witness in longhand need 
not lie sworn under Cr. Code, s. 683, and if 
it lie a trial of a summary matter under 
Part, XV., the depositions need not he 
signed by the witness and are properly 
authenticated by the signature of the uiag- 
ist rate.

R. v. McKinley. 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 294, 
[1917] 2 W.W.R.* 1069.
St SVEN DED HE N TEN CE— I RRBfi IJI.AR1TT.

The fact that the evidence for the prose
cution was sufficient to warrant a summary 
conviction and that no evidence was given 
for the defence will not support a commit
ment where no formal conviction was ever 
drawn up and the minute of adjudication 
in which the accused was found guilty con
tained a suspension of sentence which had 
not been regularly superseded.

R. v. Knight, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. Ill, 11 
O.W.N. 190.
Evidence—Depositions — Unsworn sten

ographer.
The fact, that the stenographer who took 

down the evidence at the trial before a mag-

VICI IONS, VII.
istrate under the Ontario Liquor License 
Act was not sworn in conformity with R.S. 
<). 1914, c. 215, s. 87 (2) will not affect 
tlie validity of the conviction, if the magis
trate himself made full notes of the depo
sitions and there was no evidence to prove 
that either these or the stenographers ex
tended notes were incorrect.

R. v. Bosak, 26 Can. Cr. Cas. 374, 10 
O.W.N. 301
Authentication or depositions.

The provision of Vr. Code. s. 682 (4), 
that the justice shall sign the depositions 
is directory only and not mandatory. [Kx 
parte Doherty, 3 Van. Vr. Vas. 810, 32 V 
B.R. 479, followed.J

R. v. Dickey. 25 Van. Vr. Cas. 55, 32 W.L. 
R. 404, 9 W.W.R. 142.
(g VI—65)—Common assault—Protec

tion FROM CIVIL PROCEEDINGS.
Section 734, Cr. Code, applies only to- 

summary convictions, therefore it is only 
one who has been tried by a justice upon a 
•■barge of common assault—which is the 
only kind of assault punishable on sum
mary. conviction—who can claim protection 
from subsequent civil proceedings. Une 
who lias been tried summarily for one of 
the indictable offences specified in ». 773 
(c) is entitled to immunity under s. 792 
"from all further or other criminal pro
ceedings for the same cause," hut not from 
civil proceedings. [Nevills v. Ballard, 28 
O.R. 588, followed.]

Green v. Ilennegliau, 43 D.L.R. 272. 14 
A.L.R. 106. 30 Van. Cr. Vas. 256. [1918] 
3 W.W.R. 658.

VII. Amendment.
(8 VII—70)—Time.

A magistrate has the right to make out 
and return an amended conviction at any 
lime up to the moment liefore the convic
tion is quashed, provided such amendment 
is according to the truth and supported by 
the facts of the case.

R, v. Rissette, 41 D.L.R. 52. 29 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 97. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 501.

A conviction will not be quashed lieeause 
the information has lieen amended in sub
stantial respects, if the amendment has 
lieen made before the taking of evidence 
and the defendant has not lieen prejudiced 
by surprise.

R. v. Van Fleet, 38 D.L.R. 592, 13 A.L.R. 
320, 29 Can. Vr. Ce». 218, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 
332.

Where there is no court of general or 
quarter sessions of the peare. or officer 
thereof, in a province, with whom a war
rant and conviction may lie filed by a 
stipendiary magistrate, under s. 793. Cr. 
Code, if filed with a city clerk, they are 
still under the control of the magistrate 
who issued them, ami he may amend them 
at any time before the conviction is 
quashed. A reasonable time may inter
vene between the date of a conviction and 
the tiling by a stipendiary magistrate of a 
warrant and conviction with the clerk of
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the pea-;e, ae required hy a. 703, Cr. Code, 
and where but a few days elapse, it will 
lie presumed, unless the contrary is shewn, 
that during eueh time the warrant and 
conviction remain in the custody of the 
magistrate, and so long as they are in his 
possession he may make amendments there
to.

The King v. Sarah Smith, 10 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 253, 45 N.S.R. 517.
Amending commitment—Cr. Code, s. 1121.

A defective warrant of commitment fol
lowing a summary conviction cannot be 
amended under Cr. Code. s. 1121, on a 
habeas corpus application if the conviction 
itself is also bad in law.

R. v. Peart, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 259. 
‘•Storing explosives” — “Inflammable 

goods.”
A conviction “for storing inflammable 

goods” purporting to lie made under s. 42 
of the by-laws of the Harbour Commission
ers of Vancouver which makes it an olfence 
to store “explosive material” cannot he 
amended, the defect being fundamental and 
irremediable.

R. v. Little, 10 W.W.R. 893.
(§ VU—75)—On appeal.

A stipendiary magistrate cannot amend 
a warrant or conviction after it is tiled 
with the clerk of the peace, or other proper 
officer, under the provisions of s. 703, Cr. 
Code, to be kept among the records of the 
"«•neral or quarter sessions of the peace or 
■ if any court discharging the functions 
thereof. | Reg. v. Ix-armont, 23 X.S.R. 24; 
Kx parte Austin, 44 L.T. 102, distin
guished.]

The King v. Sarah Smith, 10 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 253, 45 N.S.R. 617.

Where a summary conviction was made 
by a magistrate of several persona upon a 
charge of unlawfully playing or looking on 
m a common gaming-house, and the evi
dence returned on certiorari was sufficient 
for the conviction of all the defendants 
for unlawfully playing, the court will not 
quash the conviction for duplicity ami un
certainty, but will amend the conviction 
under Cr. Code, s. 1124, by striking out the 
charge of looking on.

The King v. Toy Moon. 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
33, 10 W.L.R. 480. 1 W.W.R. 50.
(§ VII—80)—Defects in form.

The intention of s. 1124, Cr. Code, in giv
ing the power to amend a summary con- 
victlon on a motion to quash is, that, when 
guilt appears upon the evidence which has 
been believed by the magistrate, the accused 
should not escape by defects in form occa
sioned cither by the error or by the stupid
ity of the magistrate.

The King v. Demetrio, 1 D.L.R. 615, 3 
O.W.N. 602. 20 O.W.R/999.

An amendment may be made to a convic
tion under the Liquor License Act (Ont.) 
to state that the township was one in which 
there was, at the time, a by-law in force 
passed under s. 141 of such Act prohibiting

the sale of liquors by retail therein, and 
so cure the failure to mention that fact in 
the conviction as originally made, where 
the record returned to the court hy the con
victing magistrates shewed that counsel 
for the accused at the trial admitted tliat 
such by-law was in force in that township.

R. v. O'Connor, 3 D.L.R. 23. 20 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 75, 3 O.WJi. 840, 21 O.W.R. 691. 
Temperance Act—Proclamation—Plea op

It is not open to a defendant, against 
whom a summary conviction awarding im
prisonment has been made on his plea. uf 
guilty, to set up on habeas corpus that the 
conviction which expressly charged a viola
tion of the Canada Temperance Act was in
valid for lack of allegation or proof that 
the proclamation necessary to bring the 
Act into force in the district had in fact 
been issued; proof of the proclamatitm was 
dispensed with by the plea of guilty. [As 
to mode of proof of proclamations gen
erally, see Canada Evidence Act, R.S.C. 
JIHHJ, c. 146, s. 21.1

O'Neil v. Carhmmeau, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 
340, 54 Que. S.C. 417.

A magistrate, who still has control of a 
warrant and conviction may amend them 
after notice has been given of an applica
tion for a writ of certiorari and for the re
lease of a person convicted under habeas 
corpus. [Ex p. Austin, 44 L.T. 102, and 
Reg. v. Learmont, 23 N.S.R. 24, dis
tinguished.]

The King v. Sarah Smith, 19 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 253, 45 N.S.R. 517.

It is the duty of the court on certiorari 
to receive an amended conviction in sub
stitution for the one first made if the 
amended conviction is supported hy the evi
dence and other proceedings at the trial.

'Hie King v. Fitzgerald. 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
39, 10 W.L.R. 462, 1 W.W.R. 109.
Form—Locality of offkmf.

A place certain should be specified so as 
to identify the house in question upon a 
conviction for keeping a disorderly house; 
but a summary conviction which specifies 
merely that such keeping was within a 
named municipality may be amended in 
that respect in certiorari proceedings to 
conform to the evidence by virtue of Cr. 
Code, s. 1124.

The King r. Demetrio, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 
316.
On motion to quash—Habeas corpus— 

Certiorari.
Section 1124, Cr. Code, permits the court 

itself to amend a summary conviction re
moved by certiorari proceedings .as to cer
tain defects, but the right of the magistrate 
to tender another conviction in substitution 
for the one attacked is one independent of 
s. 1124.

The King v. Fitzgerald. 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
39, 19 W.L.R. 462, 1 W.W.R. 109.
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Criminal Law—Policé magistrate—Con- •

VICTION FOR ‘ THREATENING”—EVIDENCE 
OF ASSAULT—IMPRISONMENT FOR EXCES
SIVE term — Habeas corpus — Dis
charge—Condition — Criminal Code,
8. 1120 (7 & 8 Knw. VII., c. 18, 8. 141 
—Amendment—Section 1121 of Code 
— CSHTIORAII — Attorney (iEserai. 
—Protection of magistrate—Costs.

R. v. lVirt. 7 O.W.V |M
VIII. Duplicity and uncertainty.

(§ Vil!—85)—Duplicity. .
Two or mure offences against the Alberta 

Liquor Act, lWlti, can be included in one 
information only in the event of the time 
and place of each offence being stated (a. 
42 | ; an information for unlawfully selling 
on a date mentioned “and for some time 
previous thereto" does not state the time of 
both offences and a conviction in the terms 
of the information is bad for duplicity, 
although the evidence related wholly to an 
offence of the specific date. [R. v. Code, 1“ 
Can. Cr. Cas. 378, ! 8.L.R. 299, followed.]

K. v. Aitken, 17 Ü.L.R. 530. 28 Can. Cr.
( as. 227, 11 A.L.R. 573, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 
781.

Section 725, Cr. Code, 11)06 ( former e. 
007. Cr. Code. 1802), applies to validate 
a summary conviction stating the offence 
to have been committed in one or other of 
the different modes specified in the statute 
whereby a single offence is declared, e.g., 
under the Inspection and Sale Act (tan.i 
the offering for sale, the exposing for sale 
or the having in possession for sa le. [R. 
v. McDonald. 6 Can. Cr. Cas. 1. followed. I 
An information for iui infraction of the 
Inspection and Sale Act, It.S.C. c. 85, 
charging that the accused did unlawfully 
“offer, expose or have in hi* possession for 
sale” ten barrels of apple* packed in con
travention of that statute, discloses an of
fence; and an objection by reason of set
ting forth the alternative methods by which 
the offence may have been committed must 
lie taken before entering a plea of guilty, 
and cannot effectively lie raised for the 
first time in certiorari proceedings in re
spect of a summary conviction similarly 
worded made upon such plea.

R. r. Brouse, 9 D.L.R. 458. 4 O.W.N. 640, 
23 O.W.R. 71)0.
Tampering with witness Allegations— 

Prejudice.
A summary conviction for attempting to 

tamper with a witness upon a prosecution 
for illegally keeping liquors for sale is not 
invalid because it does not recite what 
allegations the witness was asked to swear 
to falsely,’ if the conviction follows the 
words of the statute, and there was no 
prejudice to the accused as to what was the 
issue being tried.

R. v. Armstrong, 31 D.L.R. 82, 26 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 151, 30 O.L.R. 2.

Uncertainty — Charge not disclosing 
legal offence—Plea of guilty.

A plea of guilty to a charge intended to 
be framed under s. 242a, Cr. Code (amend
ment of 1913), but not specifically referring 
to that section, will not support a sum 
murv conviction thereunder where the in
formation upon which the plea was taken 
did not sufficiently disclose an offence, the 
form of same being that the defendant did 
“neglect his wife.”

R. v. Chitnita, 16 D.L.R. 241, 27 W.L.R. 
268, 22 Can. Cr. Caa. 844.
Cr. Code, ss. 710, 725.

A summary conviction for that the 
accused did “take, transport or deliver" in
toxicating liquor into a prohibited area is 
not invalid because of the offence being 
stated to have been committed in different 
modes or being stated in the alternative. 
The effect of Cr. Code. s. 725, is to declare 
that the conviction is for one offence only 
(a. 710).

R. v. McManus. 31 C'au. Cr. Cas. 180, 
[1919] 3 W.VV.R. 190.
Commitment—Cost of conveyance to jail.

It is not in the summary conviction, but 
in the warrant of commitment thereunder 
that the law requires the amount of the 
expenses of conveying the convicted person 
to the common jail to be mentioned and 
fixed.

White v. Leet, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 337, 12
Que. lut. SW.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT.
See Judgment.

SUMMARY PROCEEDINGS.
(§ I—6)—Enforcement of undertaking.

A motion to enforce an undertaking given 
by a defendant through his solicitor to sub
mit to judgment upon a certain event or 
contingency is not properly enforceable 
upon a Chambers application, although it 
was given in respect of a Chambers motion : 
a summary application for its enforcement 
may lie made to the court or an independent 
action may be brought for its enforcement.

Clarkson v. McNaught, 2 D.L.R. 55, 3 O. 
W.N. 741, 21 O.W.R. 350.

SUMMONS.
See Writ and Process; Summary Convie*

SUNDAY.
Municipal powers as to regulation of Sun

day. closing restaurants, see Municipal Cor
porations, 11 C—113; Constitutional Law, 
1 K—135.

I. Judicial proceedings.
II. Sport; amusement.

III. Labor and business.
(a.) In general?
(B.) Works of necessity and charity.

IV. Contracts.
V. Violating of Sunday Law as a de-
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n. Sport; amusements.
(§ II—5) — Theatrical performance — 

I/*ri» s Day Act—Accei-tino contribu
tions BUT NOT CHARGING ADMISSION.

Where tickets of admission were not sold 
tm Sunday to a moving picture show, nor 
an admission fee charged, nor any person 
requested to pay one, but a plate, near 
which an employee of the theatre was sta
tioned, was placed near the entrance, and 
"ii which any person who desired to do so 
might place contributions, the performance 
«as not one “at which any fee is charged 
directly or indirectly” in violation of s. 7 
of the laird’s Day Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 153.

It. v. Thompson ; K. v. Hammond; R. v. 
Churchill: K. v. Aherns, 14 Q.L.R. 175, 22 
Can. Cr. Cas. 78, 7 A.L.R. 40, 2ft W.L.R. 
.70, 5 W.W.R. 157.
Skating rink—Franchise to ci.ub under 

Quebec statute.
As s. It! of the laird’s Day Act (Can.), 

R.8.C. 1000, e. 153, preserves in any prov
ince the provisions of any Act or law 
already in force there, an athletic institu
tion which has acquired the rights and 
franchises granted by statute of the Prov
ince of Quebec to nil athletic club prior to 
the '• Lord's Day Act” (Van.), including by 
implication the right to keep its skating 
rink open on Sunday, has the right to main
tain and operate a public skating rink on 
Sunday if permitted to do so under munic
ipal by-laws and ordinances.

R. v. "The Stadium,’’ 18 D.L.R. 86, 23 
Van. Cr. Vas. 84, 50 C.L.J. 626.
Hankbai.l match.

A baseball match held publicly on Sun
day. and for which an entrance fee is 
charged, is not prohibited by R.S.Q. 1909 
arts. 4466-7, nor does it come within the 
Dominion Sunday Observanc Act, R.S.C. 
1906, c. 153, s. 7.

Valdwell y. Shauglmessy, 51 Que. 8.C. 140. 
Gambling—Playing cards.

The unrepealed Lord’s Day Act, C.S.U.C., 
*c. 104, s. 3. in force in Ontario, makes it a 
criminal offence to be engaged in playing 
cards for money in a private place on a 
Sunday.

The King v. Quick, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 61.
III. Xabor and business.

A. In* general.
($ ITT A—10)—Sale of fruits and tobac

co—Custom- Parol EVIDENCE.
Section 4466, R.S.Q. 1909, preserves, sub

ject to the restrictions therein mentioned, 
all such liberties as are recognized by the 
customs of the Province of Quebec as to 
Sunday trading, and on a prosecution in 
that province under the Lord’s Day Act, 
R.S.C. 1906. c. 153, for selling by retail, 
fruits and tobacco on a Sunday at a place 
where there is no municipal by-law pro
hibiting such sales, it may be shewn by 
parol evidence in defence of the charge that

such sales, of which there is no express pro
hibition in either federal or provincial Acts, 
are customary in the Province of Queliev 
and therefore lawful under the exception 
contained in the Federal Act- of matters 
provided "in any provincial Act or law;” 
i R.S.C. 1906, c. 153, s. 5).

Dupuis v. Blouin, 26 D UR. 127, 24 Cgn. 
Cr. ( as. 441.
Tradesmen selling wares.

Whether by the operation of s. 5 of 
the Lord’s Day Act. R.S.C.. 1906. c. 153, or 
of (In- British Columbia Sunday Observance 
Act. R.S.B.C. 1911, v. 219, or of the In. 
perial Acts introduced prior to Confeder
ation, it is unlawful in British Columbia 
for a tradesman to publicly sell his wares 
on Sunday.

R. v. Uitv, 13 D.L.R. 632, 21 Can. Cr. 
Vas. 417. 18 B.C.R. 443. 25 W.L.R. 363. 6 
W.W.R. 76.
Carrying on business—Hotel ciuab stand 

— Lord’s Day Act.
The sale of cigars in a hotel on Sunday 

otherwise than in connection with and as 
an incident to a meal is contrary to the 
provisions of the Lord's Day Act, R.S.C. 
1906, e. 153; but an hotel steward taking 
no part in the running of the cigar stand 
is improperly convicted, under s. 5, of 
carrying on his "ordinary calling” in re
spect of Sunday sales there made, although 
lie might be liable under s. 14 if lie were 
the employer of the cigar stand attendant, 
and had authorized and directed that the 
stand should he open on Sunday.

R. v. Walsh and Crane, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 
144, 26 W.L.R. 394.
Kektavrant—Sales of ice cream.

A restaurant-keeper duly licensed may le
gally sell ice cream on Sunday to be con
sumed in the restaurant and not sold to 
lie taken away.

R. v. Brookcr. 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 146. 
Farming operations—Whether offence 

INDER BOTH FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL

In a prosecution under the Lord's Day 
Art, R.S.C., 1906, c. 153. it is not essentia*! 
for the prosecution to prove that the al
leged Sunday labour is also an offence un
der some provincial Act or law. Semble, 
where there is no provincial law legalizing 
farm work on Sunday, a farmer is liable 
to conviction tinder the Federal Lord's Day 
Act for carrying on his ordinary avocation 
on Sunday in so far as his work is not 
shewn to be one of necessity or mercy with
in the exceptions of that À et. ['Hie Queen 
v. Silvester, 33 L..T.M.C. 79. distinguished -, 
R. v. Dimond, 23 B.C.R. 325. approved.]

R. v. Sam Bow. 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 269, 
[1919] 3 W.W.R. .316.
(8 III A—12)—Selling real estate.

An agreement for the sale of land made 
on Sunday in British Columbia is illegal, 
as contravening s. 5 of the Lord’s Day
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Act (Can.). [Lords Day Act, R.S.C. 1006, 
C. 153, ». 5, applied.]

Simpson v. Proestler, 13 D.L.R. 101, 21 
Can. Cr. Cas. 415, 25 W.L.R. 243. reversing 
in the result, 11 D UR. 145, 18 B.C.R. 68, 
24 W.L.R. 303
Operating raii.wat—Provincial jublsdic-

TION, HOW LIMITED.
*A prosecution under the Sunday observ

ance laws of Ontario against a railway 
company chartered by the Dominion Parlia
ment with power- of operation beyond the 
limits of the prov inee cannot be maintained 
merely upon the ground that the company 
has not actually exercised such powers out- 
aide the province.

Kerlev v. London & Lake Erie R. A. 
Transportation Co.. 13 D.L.R. 365, 28 O.U 
R. 606, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 337.
Sunday sales—Ontario law.

R. V. Weatlierai, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 372. 
Lord’s Day Act, C.S.U.C. c. 104, s. 1— 

Sale ok cioabr and candy on Sunday 
—Ancillary business—Articles not
TO BE C0N8ITRED ON PREMISES.

R. V. Wells. 24 U.L.ll. 77, 18 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 377. 19 O.W.R. 452.
Sales of fruits, cigars, etc. by retail on 

Sunday—Statutory permission to 
certain classes of dealers.

Kennedy v. Couillard, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 
239.
Sale of cigars and soft drinks—Quebec

In the Province of Quebec sales on Sunday 
of fruit, sweets, cigars and nonintoxicating 
liquors to he consumed upon the premises 
are permissible, notwithstanding the Sun
day Observance Act. R.S.Q. 1909, art. 4462 
et seq., and the Lord's Dav Act, R.S.C. 1906, 
c. 15». a. 16.

Spiliotopulos v. The King, 30 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 123. 27 Que. K.R. 79.
Band playing—Musician not an “arti- 

ficf:r, etc.” under provisions of C.S. 
U.C. ch. 104, sec. 1.

R. v. Powell ; R. v. Vitalle, 19 O.W.R. 
459.
Enactment authorizing municipalities 

TO REGULATE SAIDS ON SUNDAY. 
Kokoliadea v. Kennedy, 40 Que. S.C. 306. 

reversing 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 4.
* B. Works of necessity and charity.
(8 III B—15)—Sale of fruit by store-

The King v. Diraond. 31 D.L.R. 566. 27 
Can. Cr. Can. 28. 23 B.C.R. 326.

Where the substituted holiday provided 
for hv the Lord’s Day Act is being claimed, 
it is’the duty of the employee to do the 
work and then demand the substituted holi
day during the next six days. As to “cases 
of emergency in connection with transpor
tation,” as applied to an able-bodied seaman 
at cargo work on a ship, the word “emer
gency” must be given an elastic and varying 
meaning according to the circumstances, es
pecially in the case of vessels engaged in

the coasting trade in dangerous waters 
where conditions of wind, tide, and weather 
must be carefully considered beforehand ami 
duly provided for by the master, so as to 
insure, as far as possible, the safety of the 
vessels and those on board.

Murray v. Coast Steamship Co., 8 D.L. 
R. 378, 17 B.C.R. 469. 22 W.L.R. 672, :t 
W.W.R. 153.
Paper mill.

The operation of a paper mill is not a 
“work of necessity or mercy" permitted to 
be carried on continuously without closing 
down over Sunday,, under the Lord’s Dav 
Act. R.S.C. 1906, c. 153, s. 12.

R. v. Donnacona Paper Co., 35 D.L.R. 
189. 28 Can. Cr. Cas. 13.

The employment of a limited number of 
men in work on Sunday in a combined pulp 
and paper mill is permissible as a “work of 
necessity” within s. 12 of the lord’s Day 
Act, R.S.C. 1906, e. 153, during that pari 
of (he season when the water is high and 
it is commercially necessary to keep the 
water power going in the" pulp mill to 
manufacture the pulp supply for the paper 
mill during the remainder of the year, 
and where the ' resultant clogging of the 
liquid pulp on its way to the paper mill, in 
case of the latter lieiiig entirely shut ddwn, 
would mean a serious injury to the product.

R. v. News Pulp & Paper Co. 28 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 77.
Writ of prohibition—Observance of Sun

day — Work — Necessity — Com 
plaint — Omission to deny excep
tions — Jurisdiction — Cr. Code, sh. 
717, 1125—R.S.Q. 11*09, c. 153—C.C.P. 
art. 1003.

A complaint for the infraction of the 
Sunday Observance Law, declaring that the 
accused has illegally carried on business on 
Sunday in the ordinary course of his work, 
and that, for gain, he has employed and 
caused certain persons to work on Sunday, 
is sufficiently particularized, and the plain
tiff is not bound to deny in his complaint 
the exceptions which could constitute the 
defence of the accused. If such omission- 
constituted an irregularity it would furnish 
ground for a writ of error or appeal, but it 
cannot take away the jurisdiction of the 
magistrate. The remedy by way of prohibi 
tion is only open to restrain the excess of 
jurisdiction when no other means of appeal

Belgo Canadian Pulp & Paper Co. v. 
Court of Sessions of the Peace of Three 
Rivers, 66 Que. S.C. 164.
(8 HT B—21)—Sunday newspaper—In- 

corpobated company.
An incorporated company is within the 

term “person” under the" Interpretation 
Act, C.S.U.C.. as regards liability in On
tario under the Lord’s Day Act, C.S.U.C.. 
c. 104, for carrying on the business of a 
merchant on a Sunday by issuing and sell
ing on that day for purposes of gain an 
edition of a newspaper the publishing of
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which on other days was the vompuny’s 
ordinary business; it is not within the cx- 
<•option made by the statute as to works of 
necessity.

K. v. World Newspaper Co., 24 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 146.

IV. Contracts.
See also Contracts ; Sale; Vendor and 

Purchaser.
(§ IV’—26)—Contracts.

The fact that the initial payment on ac
count of purchase money for lands was 
made on a Sunday and that the receipt 
therefor was also signed on Sunday will 
not nullify the formal contract of purchase 
made on the following day in furtherance of 
the negotiations of which such initial pay
ment formed a part.

Hailey v. Dawson, 1 D.L.R. 487, 25 O.T..R. 
.187, 20 O.W.R. 008.

A contract executed on the Lord’s Day 
giving an option for the purchase of land, 
is void under s. 3 of c. 91 of Con. Ords. 
X.W.T. 1808, as preserved by the Ijord’s 
Day Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 153, s. 10, which 
declares void all contracts or agreements 
for the sale or purchase of real or personal 
property made on that day.

F allia v. Dalt baser, 4 D.L.R. 705, 4 A.L. 
R. 361, 21 W.L.R. 171, 2 W.W.R. 132. 
Livk stock—Special contract limiting

LIABILITY—CONTRAVENTION OF LORD'S
Dat Act.

Rise y. C.P.R. Co., 3 A.L.R. 164.
V. Violation of Sunday law as a defence.
Professional services — Dentist — Work

PERFORMED O.X SUNDAY—LORD’S DAT
Act—Special pi ea necessary.

Des Brisa y v. Morash, 8 K.L.R. 176.

SUPREME COURT OF CANADA.
See Appeal ; Courts.

SURETYSHIP
See Principal and Surety; Bonds; 

Guaranty; Bills and N’otes.

SURGEONS.
See Physicians and Surgeons.

SURNAME.
See Trademark, II—8. •

SURVEY.
Survey of subdivision — New survey — 

Errors.
Thydarson v. Akin, 21 Man. L.R. 167. 

Removing land marks—Boundaries set- 
TLED JUDICIALLY.

Morissette v. St. Francois Xavier, 40 
Que. S.C. 224, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 291.

TAXATION.
See Taxes: Costs.

TAXES
I. Powers of taxation; what taxable. 

a. Taxation districts, 
a. Power of province or territory to 

tax f(Nierai agencies, instrumentali
ties and property.

O. Equality; uniformity; discrimina
tion ; double taxation. 

i>. For what purpose or use.
E. What taxable.
F. Exemptions.

II. Where taxable; situs.
III. Assessment of property; enforce -

a. In general ; levy and apportionment, 
a. Assessment; valuation.
c. Tax officers.
D. Review; correction ; equalization;

appeal.
E. Personal obligation ; action for col-

F. Sale; deed, rights of purchasers, 
u. Redemption; notice to redeem.
h. Who must pay; corporation taxes.
I. Payment; tender : remedies as be

tween individuals.
J. Remission or abatement of taxes.
K. Use of proceeds.

IV. Lien.
V. Succession duties.

a. In general.
a. Exemptions; uniformity.
C Persons, property, transfers and in

terests subject to tax,
d. Assessment and collection.

VI. Income tax.

Annotations.
Exemption from taxation : 11 D.L.R. 6<L 
Powers of taxation; competency of 

province : 9 D.L.R. 346.
Taxation of poles and wires : 24 D.L.R. 

669.
I. Powers of taxation; what taxable.
Assessments for school purposes, see 

Schools.
Municipal assessments, see Municipal 

Corporations, II H.
A. Taxation districts.

(§ I A—5)—Surtax—Rural Municipal-

The surtax provided for by the amend
ment to the Rural Municipality Act con
tained in a. 4 of c. 31 (Sunk."), 1912-13, 
does not belong to the municipality hut to 
the Crown in the right of the province, not
withstanding that the Legislature Ims im
posed upon the municipality the "duty of 
levying and collecting the tax.

Snipe Lake v. Martin. 11 8.L.R. 73. 
11018] 1 W.W.R. 841. [Reversed in 44 D. 
UR. 442. 12 SUR. 46. [1919] 1 W.W.R. 
251. [Affirmed hv Privv Council. 48 D.L.R. 
258. [1919] 3 W.W.R. 91, [1919] A.C. 
1006 ]
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C. Equality; uniformity; discrimina

tion; DOUBLE TAXATION.
(§ I C—21)—Tax on land lots—Uniform

ity—Minimum rate.
Where a uniform rate of taxes is imposed 

upon each lot of land, the fact that the 
statute provides for a minimum rate, in the 
event the tax payable on any lot or portion 
of land amounts to less than the required 
rate, does not violate the rule of uniform
ity.

How Valley v. McLean, 24 D.L.R. .">87, 9 
W.W.R. K4, *32 W.L.R. 357. [Varied, 26
D. L.H. 710, 9 W.W.R. 1299, 33 W.L.R. 803. J 
(§ I 0—28) — Assessment — Valuation

roll — Inequality — Intervention 
of court.

When the basis of valuation of a prop
erty on the roll is its real value, the fact 
that adjacent properties have been under
valued is not a ground for reducing it. 
The courts should not interfere when the 
question is only as to the amount of the 
valuation unless satisfied that it was made 
on a wrong principle.

Brassard v. Luprairie, 15 Que. P.R. 129. 
Assessment Act, K.S.U. 15)14, c. 195, s. 69 

(16)—Value of lands for assess- 
mknt purposes—Uniformity.

Ite Luke Siincoe Hotel Co. and Barrie; 
He Tuck and Barrie, 11 O.VV.N. 16.
Special taxes—Mining operations— Land.

Mining operations are quite distinet 
from I lie means by which these operations 
are carried out ; it is the use and purpose 
to which mining property is put which con
stitutes mining operations; therefore a tax 
on the immovable property of a mining 
company is not a tax upon the company's 
mining operations.

Thetford Mines v. Amalgamated Asliestos 
< 0., 29 D.L.R. 517, [19161 2 A.C. 588. 26 
Que. K.B. 24, reversing 23 Que. K.B. 195. 
Interpretation ok “business of a man

ufacturer”—Leased premises in city 
—Assessment Act, ILS.O. 1914, c. 195, 
s. 10 (1), (I»).

A company carrying on a manufacturing 
business, having its factory and head office 
in one place, and a show room and sales 
room in another, must be assessed as a 
“business assessment” for the latter prem
ises under the provisions of the Assessment 
Act. R.S.O., 1914, e. 195. s. 1(1 (1), (d).

He Studehaker Corp. and Windsor, 49 I). 
L.R. 320. 46 O.L.R. 78.

D. For what purpose or use.
(§ I D—40) —Rural Municipality Act 

(R.S.8., c. 87)—Direct taxation for 
raising revenue tor municipal pur 
poses--*-Bowers of provincial i.kgis-

Seetion 323 (b) of the Rural Municipal
ity Act ( R.S.S., e. 87; see Amendments, 
1912-13, e. 31, s. 4), imposes a direct tax 
for the purpose of raising a revenue for 
municipal purposes, and is therefore legis
lation within the powers of the provincial

S, I E.
legislature. A tax imposed on the appellant 
company under a. 323 (h) of the Act is not 
an “exceptional tax” within the meaning of 
clause 11 of the deed of surrender between 
the appellant company and the Crown under 
the Rupert’s Land Act, 186S.

Hudson’s Bay Co. v. Bratt's Lake ; Mar
tin v. Snipe Lake, 48 D.L.R. 258. [1919] A.
C. 1006, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 91. ulhrming 44
D. L.R. 445, and 44 D.L.R. 442, 12 S.L.R. 
28 and 12 S.L.R. 46, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 242, 
and [1019] 1 W.W.R. 251.
Noxious Weeds Act—Property of non

resident—Destruction of woods—No
tice—Seed Grain Act.

Land the property of a nonresident own
er, but looked after for him by a resident, 
to whom the full charge and control has 
been entrusted cannot be considered “unoc
cupied” land within the meaning of the 
Noxious Weeds Act. Land producing wild 
hay of sufficient value to be sold cannot be 
considered “nut under crop” within the 
meaning of s. 8 of the Noxious Weeds Act. 
[Fraser v. Fere Marquette, 18 O.L.R. 589, 
applied.] A notification of the destruction 
of woods under s. 8 of the Noxious Weeds 
Act must be given to the owner personally 
or shown to have been received by him. 
Compliance with the requirements of e. 13 
of the Municipalities Seed Grain Act as to 
the prior passing of an authorizing by-law 
is necessary to create a charge upon the 
lands sown or intended to be sown.

Re Fertile Belt, 9 W.W.R. 103, 32 W.L.R. 
267.

E. What taxable.
(§ 1 K—45)—International hridge.

That portion of an international bridge 
lying within the Province of Ontario is sub
ject to taxation as real property under ». 
2, subs. 7 (d) of o. 23 of the As-essment 
Act, 4 Edw. VII. (Ont.), R.H.O. 1914, c. 
195, declaring that real property shall in
clude “all buildings, or any part of any 
building, and all structures.” [Belleville 

! & Prince Edward Bridge Co. v. Amelias- 
burg. 15 O.L.R. 174 ; Niagara Falls Suspen
d-ion Bridge Co. v. Gardner, 29 U.C.R. 194, 
followed. |

New York A. Ottawa R. Vo. v. Cornwall, 
15 D.L.R. 433, 29 O.L.R. 522, 16 Van. By. 
Va-. 4M.
Business assessment—Unlicensed hotel 

—"Business"—ÂMES8MEN1 ACT, R.S. 
0. 1914. C. 195, h. 10 (ll (ji. (111.

Re Clark and Leamington. 33 D.L.R. 787, 
38 O.L.R. 405.
Assessment—“Business of distiller”—

Re Hiram Walker & Rons and Trtwn of 
Walkerville, 38 D.L.R. 758. 40 O.L.R. 154. 
Right-of-way—“Land.”

A right-of-way appurtenant is not as
sessable as a separate interest in land, nor 
covered by an assessment of the dominant 
tenement; it is included in the “land” it-
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self upon an assessment of the servient ten-

Reach v. Croeland, 45 D.L.R. 140, 43 0. 
L.R..635, 15 O W N. 85.
Information and belief—Affidavit of 

—Sou bob of information—Right to
CUT STANDING LUMBER—INTEREST IN
land—Assessment.

The vourt will not refuse to consider an 
affidavit produced in answer to affidavits 
upon which a rule absolute for a certiorari 
to remove an assessment and a rule nisi to 
quash the same were granted, on the objec
tion that it is based only on information 
and belief, if it states the source of the in
formation. The standing lumber on a block 
of land on which a lumber company has re
served the right to cut for a period of five 
years is an interest in land and liable, to 
be assessed us such.

The King \. The Assessors of Marysville, 
46 X.B.R. 330.
Telephone lines.

The poles and wires of a telephone com
pany. placed upon public streets, arc not 
immovable property bv nature or destina
tion, and are not subject to taxation under 
the Towns Corporation Act, R.S.Q. 1888, or 
for school assessments.

Cookshire v. Canadian Telephone Co., 
44 Que. 8.C. 126.
(8 I E—47)—'•Land” — Mineral* — “Es

tate OR INTEREST” — ‘‘ÜN8UBDI VIDEO.’*
Minerals are not “land” within the 

meaning of the Town Act (Alta.). A right 
to minerals is not an "estate or interest" 
in lands. In that expression the word ‘‘in
terest.” should be construed as an interest 
in the whole land, not as applying to some
thing which belongs to or is a part of the 
land. Farm lands in s. 294 of the Act 
means lands not in the town. The use of 
the word ‘‘unsubdivided” in s. 294 is an in
dication not merely that the maximum rate 
of taxation therein set out is applicable 
only to surface lands, hut also indicates a 
consideration by the statute only of lands 
in their general sense and not of a part of 
the lands such as minerals.

Coleman v. Head Syndicate, 11 A.L.R. 
314, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1074.
Revenue — Supplementary Revenue Act, 

1907, 7 Edw. VII., c. 9. ». 20a— 
Amending Act, 1 C»eo. V., c. 17, s. 3— 
Payment of provincial taxes—Own
ers of MINING LOCATIONS—SUMMONS 
TO DELINQUENT CO-OWNERS—FORM OF— 
Several parcels—Interests of per
sons in mining locations.

Re Mining Locations D. 199, 5 O.W.N. 
756.
(8 I E—48)—Personal property.

Coal towers forming part of a coal plant, 
and depending on the power house for pow
er, may be said to form part of the busi
ness premises of the owner thereof and are 
therefore liable to taxation under the pro

visions of the charter of the city of Mon
treal.

Nova Seotia Coal A Steel Co. v. 
Montreal, 3 D.L.R. 750.
(8 1 E—18)—Owner of land—Occupant

—Purchaser.
A purchaser of Crown lands entitled to 

possession thereof, the title remaining in 
the Crown until completion of payment, is 
assessable as the equitable owner and occu
pant of the land. [Southern Alta. Land 
Co. v. McLean. 29 D.L.R. 403, 53 Can. 
S.C.R. 151 ; Smith v. Vermilion Hills. 20 
D.L.R. 114. 49 Van. S.C.R. 503. affirmed in 
30 D.L.R. 83. [1916] 2 A.C. 509. followed.|

O.T.P.R. Co. v. Calgary, 36 D.L.R. 538. 
55 Can. S.C.R. 103, 21 Can. Rj. Cas. 200. 
“Occupants of land” — Crown purchas-

A purchaser of Crown lands under the 
Irrigation Aet (R.S.C. 1906. e. 61), entitled 
to possession thereof, with title reserved to 
the Crown until completion of the agree
ment is an “occupant of land” within the 
assessment provisions of s. 250 of the Rural 
Municipality Aet (Alta.) 1911-12, v. 3. as 
amended 1913, 1st sess.. e. 7, s. 30. and has 
an interest therein taxable under the stat
ute.

Southern "All-erta Land Co. v. Me Lean. 
29 D.L.R. 403. 53 ( an. S.C.R. 151, 10 
W.W.R. 879. affirming 23 D.L.R. 88. 22 
D.LR. 102, 31 W.L.R. 725. 30 W.L.R. 540. 
Purchaser of crown lands—“Occupant."

Mu reus v. Kill-urn, 31 D.L.R. 237, [19171 
1 W.W.R. 177.
Real estate — Buildings and improve

ments—Poles and wires.
Vnder the Mun. Code (Que.) buildings 

and improvements, including poles ami 
wires affixed to land, cannot lie taxed as 
real estate apart from the land to which 
they are attached.

Montreal Light, Heat 4 Power Co. v. 
Chambly Basin. 24 D.L.R. 065.
Grazing leases—Crown grantees B.N.A.

The taxation under the Rural Municipal
ity Act (Alta.), of an occupant of lands 
under grazing leases or licenses from the 
Minister of the Interior, is not in contra
vention of a. 125 of the B.N.A. Act. [Ver
milion Hills v. Smith. 30 D.L.R. 83, 20 
D.L.R. 114. 49 Can. S.C.R. 563. followed. | 
A rural municipality incorporated under 
the Rural Municipality Art. mil 12 
(Alta.) c. 3, is empowered to recover, by 
suit, school taxes, educational taxes anil 
hail insurance taxes.

Marquis v. Hardwick, 34 W.L.R. 852. 
Telegraph une — Polks — Privilege — 

Mortgage—Action in declaration of 
mortgage — Description of immov
able—School taxes—C. C. arts. 379, 
2026, 2042, 2084—8. bef. [1909], aits. 
5696, 5699—5 Geo. V. [1915], c. 90, 
ART. 3.

A creditor who has a preferred claim on
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an immovable lias a right of action in dec
laration of his mortgage. The Superior 
t'ourt is competent to try any action in 
declaration of a mortgage or assessment. 
According to the special Acts governing 
the school municipality of the city of La- 
ohine, and the city of Lachine itself, they 
both have the right to tax the underground 
cables, pipes, poles, wires conducting 
cables, and apparatus employed in trans
mitting and receiving telegraphic messages, 
installed in the municipality, which are 
immovables by virtue of the Act ami are 
affected with a mortgage in favour of said 
municipalities. These immovables are suf
ficiently described in the manner set out 
above. This mortgage is not subject to the 
Registry Act nor to arts. 8026, 8042 C.G. 
( Que. ), relating to the description of the 
notice for legal mortgage and that required 
for a conventional mortgage.

School Municipality of Lachine v. 
G.N.W. Telegraph to., 56 Que. S. C. 216. 
(I K—60)—Provincial taxation powers 

—Crown lands—Ixtkrkht op i.knnkk.
Though under s. 126 of the British North 

America Act, 1807, the provinces have no 
constitutional power to tax Crown lands, 
that restriction does not prevent them 
from imposing a tax upon the interest, of 
a tenant of sueli lands under grazing 
leases from the Dominion Government.

Smith v. Rur. Mun. of Vermilion Hills, 
.10 D.L.K. 83, alii rating 20 Ü.L.R. 114, 40 
Can. S.C. 563.

I E—52)—Waterworks.
Pipes of a water com puny laid in the 

public streets are not "real estate” within 
the meaning of the law of public, instruc
tion. and are not liable to school tuxes. 
| Bell Telephone Co. v. Ascot, 10 Que. S.C. 
450. disapproved.!

School Municipality v. Montreal Water 
A Power Co., 4 D.L.K. 770, 41 Que. S.C. 
500.
(8 1 E — 53) —Business tax — Bank —

A bank is a “person” according to the 
Interpretation Act. ILS.O. 1014. c, 1. s. 9 
(xi. and after it bus transferred its assets 
to another bank is a "person removed from 
the municipality” within the meaning of s. 
05 (3) of the Assessment Act ( R.S.O. 1914, 
r. 198, added by 7 Geo. V., e. 46 (9) ).

Toronto v. Quebec Bank, 38 D.L.R. 708, 
40 O.L.R. 644.
Company— Franchise— Amendment of

CHARTER.
The amendment by c. 33, 1016, of the 

charter of the defendant city held not to 
entitle it to impose a business tax upon the 
plaintiff company contrary to a contract 
made prior to the amendment whereby the 
city hud agreed to limit the company's as
sessment to a fixed amount.

Hedley Shaw Milling Co. v. Medicine Hat 
11018] 1 W.W.R. 7:.4.
Assignment for creditors.

Goods subject to the charge imposed by

the Calgary city charter (s. 25 (12), as 
amended by c. 26, 191.'), and e. 32, 1016), 
in respect to the business tax remains sub
ject thereto in the hands of an assignee for 
the benefit of the creditors of. the person 
assessed, but there is nothing in the charter 
making a tax on laud a charge* against 
goods, and since, under s. 47 of the charter, 
goods are not liable for such tax unless 
when seized they are the property of the 
person assessed, they are not liable when 
seized after they have been assigned for the 
benefit of such person's creditor.

He Tardy, (1018] 3 W.W.R. 137. 
Criminal jaw—The special W ar Reve

nue Act—Not stamping packages of
PLAYING CARDS.

Vnder s. Ilia of The Special War Reve
nue Act, 1015, as amended by s. 3 of c. 
46 of 1018, no duty is cast on manufac
turers or importers to stamp packages of 
slaving cards manufactured or imported 
H-fore April 30, 1018, or upon wholesalers 

or retailers to stamp packages secured by 
them after July 1, 1018; therefore a con
viction under said section against appel
lant was quashed, with costs against in
formant, because there was nothing in the 
evidence to indicate that the package in 
question was not manufactured or import 
cd before April 30, 1918, or that it was not 
added to the stock of the appellant after 
«luly 1. 1018.

R. ex rel. Conklin v. Bruser, [1919] 2 
W.W.R. 644.
(8 I E—55)—Business taxi».

A person who has a contract "with the 
city of Montreal by which, on payment of 
an annual sum, he has the privilege of 
removing dead animals from the streets 
and private premises and conveying them 
is-yond the city limits to an establishment 
of his own is not a carter or a contractor 
doing business in the city and cannot l>e 
taxed as such.

Lesuge v. Montreal, 13 Que. P.R. 402. 
Occupa nth of dominion property exir com

mercial OR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES.
The law of a provincial legislature au

thorizing a municipality to impose a tax 
upon persons "who occupy, for commercial 
or industrial purposes." immovable prop
erty belonging to the Dominion Govern
ment is constitutional. This tax is 
personal and does not affect the immovable 
property. One who rents an immovable 
property in order to sub-let it for com
mercial or industrial purposes performs an 
act of commerce and occupies it himself, 
within the meaning of the law quoted 
above “for commercial or industrial pur
poses." A municipality having power to 
impose a tax as above described is not 
bound to pass a special by-law for the pur
pose; it can enter the tax in question in its 
general tax collectors* roll.

Fraser v. Montreal, 23 Que. K.B. 242.
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(I E—65)—Building and loan associ

ations — What constitutes—Carry- 
1X0 ON BUSINESS.

A vompany is a "loan company” witliin 
the meaning of the Corporations Taxation 
Act (Alta.) 1907, o. 19. s. 2, if the buying 
and selling of lands, partly on credit, is 
clearly within its power under its articles 
of association, but it will not be liable to 
taxation thereunder merely by reason of 
such power, there must he an "actual exer
cise of it and not merely in an isolated 
instance hut in the way of carrying on 
business.

He .Sherbrooke Land Co., 15 D.L.R. 902, 
27^ W.L.R. 244, 6 W.W.R. 1.133. 7 A.L.R.

(8 I E—69)—Corporation tax — Trust 
COMPANIES IN ALBERTA.

In ascertaining the tax payable by a 
trust company under the Corporations Tax
ation Act, (Alta.) 1907, e. 19. where the 
company employs only a part of its funds 
in Alberta, the word "tax” in paragraph 
(i) of h. 3 (f) has reference to the tax 
as it would lie ascertained under the pri
mary and dominating provisions of the 
statute, with the result that the amount 
which, apart from paragraph (i) would 
prima facie be chargeable is to be moderat
ed and reduced in the proportion that the 
company’s investments in Alberta hear to 
its total investments.

He General Administration Society, 16 
D.L.R. 112. 27 W.L.R. 156, 6 W.W.R. 7, 
S A.L.R. 169.
(S 1 E—70)— Street railway taxes.

A city by-law relating to the taxation 
of an electric street railway company, 
which provided that the company should 
keep and maintain within the city limits 
all of its engines, machinery, power houses 
and shops, will not prevent the company 
importing, for the operation of its plant, 
electricity generated at a point beyond the 
city limits.

Winnipeg Electric R. Co. v. Winnipeg. 4 
D.L.R. 116, [1912] A.C. 355, 1 W.W.R. 964.

F. Exemptions.
(9 I F—75)—Local improvements.

Lands benefited by local improvements 
are not exempt from taxation for the ben
efit conferred because the debentures issued 
under the by-law authorizing the work 
were purchased by the municipality in
stead of by a stranger.

Ilislop v. Stratford. 34 D.L.R. 31, 38 
O.L.R. 470. aflirming 11 O.W.N. 191. 
“Buildings on mineral land.”

Buildings used in connection with the 
working of a deposit of traprock are not 
•'buildings on mineral land” within the 
exemption provisions of the Ontario Assess
ment Act (R.8.O. 1914. c. 195. s. 40 (4) ).

Foster v. St. Joseph. 37 D.L.R. 283, 39 
O.L.R. 525, affirming 30 O.L.R. 114.

Nonresident government employee — 
Sheriet.

For the purposes of taxation, a sheriff is 
not within the exemption of nonresident 
members of the executive government when 
employed within the city of Fredericton, in 
a government or county office, whose duties 
are necessarily performed therein, as pro
vided by s. 3 (11) of the Assessment Act 
of the City of Fredericton ( N.B. ), 7 Edw. 
VII. c. 84, notwithstanding he retained a 
home with his family in a different town, 
where he spent a considerable portion of 
his time.

R. v. Assessors of Fredericton, Ex parte 
Howe, 11 D.L.R. 713, 12 E.L.R. 510, 41 
N.B.R. 664.
Church property — Sites — Adjoining

The effect of subs. 1 of s. 228 of the 
Municipal Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 170, is 
tliat not only the land upon which the 
church buildings are actually situated, but 
also such adjoining property, within rea
sonable limits, as may be said to constitute 
a "site,” is intended to be exempt from tax
ation. [See B.C. Stat. 1913. t. 47. s. 16, 
amending above subs, by striking out the 
words, "and the site thereof.”]

Victoria v. Trustees of the Church of Our
Lard, 25 DU. «U7. 22 B.CJL 174, 9
W.W.R. 173, 32 W.L.R. 330.
Church buildings.

Buildings used exclusively as places of 
worship with grounds surrounding the 
same upon which no other buildings are 
erected, are within the meaning of su he. 
12 of k 3, N.B.S. 3 Geo. V. <•. 21, and are 
not to he included in the tax valuation.

St. John v. Board of Valuators, 43
N. B.R. 369.

A County Court Judge in Ontario is not 
exempt from municipal taxation under 
provincial legislation in respect of his sal
ary or income as such judge.

Toronto v. Morson. 38 D.L.R. 224. 40
O. L.R. 227. affirming 11 O.W.N. 195. [See 
28 D.L.R. 188, 37 O.L.R. 369 ]
Municipal exemption — Contract — Re-

Article 943 Mun. Code, authorizing a lo
cal municipality to exempt from the pay
ment of municipal taxes, for a period not 
exceeding 25 years, certain enterprise within 
its territory, applies only to trade, com
merce, manufacture enterprises, and not to 
electric railways. A contract between a mu
nicipality and an individual, exempting an 
enterprise from taxation for the period of 20 
years, with the stipulation that at the expi
ration of the 20 years the said exemption 
should be renewed for 10 additional years, 
must be construed in the sense that the 
municipality would be willing to renew that 
exemption for 10 years more, but that the
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exemption must lie renewed after 20 years 
ami a new contract signed.

Montreal v. Montreal Tramways C'o., 54 
Que. S.C. 87.
Rural section taken into city.

When the Legislature permits a munici
pality to take in large areas capable of con
taining a population of many times its pre
sent population, and including portions 
which cannot be required for any ordinary 
city purpose for years to come, it is not. 
unreasonable to suppose that it did not in
tend that such portions, since they do not 
receive anv of the city benefits, should hear 
the ordinary city burdens.

Ntratheona v. Edmonton & Stratlieona 
Land Syndicate. 3 A.ii.lt. 259.
“Mining operations” — Exemption from

In a law giving to a mining town the 
right to impose a special tax on owners of 
lots operated or not, the amount to vary, 
according to the extent of the operation, 
but with the benefit of exemption of any 
other special tax as to their ‘‘mining Oper
ations, this latter expression applies ex
clusively to lots operated as mines, the 
shops and machinery used for the operation 
being included. Therefore, the owners of 
lots not operated, or which are used for 
other purposes, may not (although they 
have paid the special «tax for their oper
ations) claim the exemption.

Amalgamated Asbestos Corp. v. Thetford 
Mines. 23 Que. K.H. 190.
Municipal taxes—School taxes.

School taxes are included in the term 
municipal taxes in any event where the 
burden of providing scIchiI revenue is upon 
the municipality. [C.P.R. v. Winnipeg. 30 
Can. S.C.It. 558, applied.|

(ï.T.P.R. Co. v. Edmonton, [1918] 1 
W.W.R. 943.
Vnearned Increment Tax Act—Period of 

exemption.
The exemption given by subs. 3 of a. 3 

of the Unearned Increment Tax Act. c. 10, 
1913 (2nd seas.), is absolute, i.e., it is not 
limited to the first or any other tran*fer of 
the land, but entirely frees from the oper
ation of the Act land of the character de
scribed in the sub-section during the con
tinuance of the conditions giving rise to 
the exemption.

Re Witt. [1918] 1 W.W.R. 612.
Land—“Exploitation” — “Speculation.”

The word “exploitation” in art. 943, 
Mun. Code (old*, respecting exemptions 
from municipal taxes, is not aynoiioiiious 
with “speculation.” and should be inter
preted in connection with the words “indus
try and business'* which precede it, 
ac'cording to the rule nonscitur a #ociis— 
that is, in the sense of the transformation 
by labour of raw material into a new and 
marketable article. The acquisition of land 
to lie divided into building lots, and sold 
as such piecemeal, is a “speculation" aed 
not an “exploitation." and a municipal by

law exempting from taxes land held for 
speculation is absolutely void and the mu
nicipality may impose the usual taxes upon 
such immovables.

Cartierville v. Boulevards de L’ile Co., 51 
Que. S.C. 170. [Appeal to Supreme Court 
of Canada quashed.]
(8 I F—80) —Corporations and their 

PROPERTY.
Under the Assessment Act, 4 Edw. Vll. 

(Ont.), 1904, c. 23, s. 22(1, providing that 
the Act shall not ailed the terms of any 
agreement made with a municipality, a 
railway company is exempt from the ordi
nary business tax under an agreement with 

! the city exempting its property from all 
tuxes other than school rates.

Re Sandwich, Windsor & Aiuherstburg 
R. Co. and Windsor, 3 D.L.R. 43, 3 O.W.N. 
575. 21 O.W.R. 44.
“Special franchise”—Assignee.

A municipal tux exemption, except for 
school taxes, of the real and personal prop
erty of a company includes also its "spe
cial franchise," and inures to the benefit of 
an assignee, although the words "succes
sors and assigns" were not used in the by
law creating the exemption, hut were used 
in the agreement incorporated with the by
law. the municipality assenting to the as
signment; it also extends to tuxes imposed 
for liabilities subsequently incurred by the 
municipality. As to school taxes, the spe
cial franchise is assessable, under s. 123 of 
the Municipal Ordinance (Alta. 1913, 2nd 
sens., c. 36, a. 12), with reference to its 
value as a right apart from the visible 
assets.

Red Deer v. Western General Electric 
Co., 34 D.L.R. 406, 11 A.L.R. 303, 11917] 
2 W.W.R. 450.
Railway properties—Wiiat are—Land.

Lands acquired by a railway txmijauiy for 
railway purposes, contingent upon the ap
proval of the plans by the Minister of Rail 
ways, are not, until definitely appropriated 
as part of the railway and taken from other 
uses, “properties and assets which form 
part or are used in connection with its 
railway," so as to la* exempt from taxa 
tion under clause 13 (e), c. 3, B.C. statutes 
1910.

Canadian Northern Pacific Ry. Co. v. 
New Westminster, 36 D.L.R. 666, [1617] 
A.e. 602, aflirming 25 D.L.R. 28. 22 B.f.R. 
247.
Railways—Local assessments.

The exemption of railway property from 
all assessments and taxation of every na
ture and kind, as provided by s. 18 of the 
Railway Taxation Act. 1900. c. 57. is sub 
ject to the limitation of the amending Act. 
1900. c. 68 ( R.S.M. 1913, c. 193, s. 181. 
empowering municipal corporations to 
assess the real property of railway com
panies for local improvements, the exemp
tion, however, extending to special survey 
charges made under the Special Survey Act 
(R.S.M. 1913, c. 182).
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C.N.R. Co. v. Winnipeg, 36 D.L.R. 2.11.

54 Can. S.C.R. .189, [1917] 2 XV.W.R. loo. 
a'hrming 27 D.L.R. 369, 20 Man. Lit 892.
18 Can. Rv. Can. 317, 34 W.L.R. 524, 10 
W.W.R. 549.
Exemption—Railway properties — What

ABE RAILWAY LANDS.
I-ands acquired by the plaintiff railway 

company cannot bo said to form part of the 
railway, nor can they be classed as lands 
used in connection with the operation of 
the railway, so us to he exempt from taxa
tion under clause 13 (el B.C. statutes 
1910, until plans of these lands have been 
filed, or submitted for approval, by the 
Minister of Railways. [Canadian Northern 
Pacifie EL Co. New XVestniineter, 'it; 
DUR. 006, [1917] AC. 002. followed. See 
also Canadian Northern Pacific R. Co. v. 
Vernon, following!.

Canadian Northern Pacific R. Co. v. 
Kelowna, 44 D.L.R. 315. 25 B.C.R. 514. 
[191IJ 3 W.W.R. 846.
Railway property-—Exemption from tax

ation—Evidence as to use and ocou-

Bv an agreement between the Govern
ment of British Columbia ami the Canadian 
Northern R. Co. exemption was grunted to 
Mie railway company in the following 
•<*rms: “The Pacific Company and its 
capital, stock, franchise, income, tolls and 
id properties and assets which form part 
if or are used in connection with the oper
ation of its railway shall be exempt from 
all taxation,"’ etc. Their Lordships held 
that the approval by the Minister of Rail
ways of a plan of proposed line designated 
as company’s “right-of-way” deposited un
der the provisions of the B.C. Railway Act, 
did nut bring such right-of-way within the 
meaning of the exemption clause where 
there was nothing in the uses to which the 
lauds were devoted or in the circumstances 
of their occupation to mark them in a 
physical sense as part of a railway con- 
ntructed or in process of construction.

The reason for the remission of taxation 
was the lienelit to the public from the rail
way. and did not arise when the public 
were neither getting the actual railway nor 
having it in process of construction for 
their benefit. [Canadian Northern Pacific 
R. Co. v. New Westminster. 36 D.L.R.
505. [1917] A.C. 602, applied.]

Armstrong v. C.N.P.R. Co.: Vernon v.
C. N.P.R. Co., 48 D.L.R. 208. [1919] 3 
W.W.R. 352. reversing 44 D.L.R. 319. 44
D. L.R. 317, 26 B.C.R. 222. [1919] 1 
W.W.R. 114 at 126.
•Taxation" defined — Special sewer 

raten—Sanction by legislature.
“A total exemption from taxation,” 

granted Uv a city under statutory author
ity for a certain time upon the lands, 
buildings, plant ami stock of a company 
operates to exempt the company from li
ability to contribute a share of the cost of 
sewers constructed by the city in streets 

Can. Dig.—133.

l t.

upon which its land frouis; the essence of 
taxation is that it is in a limited sense im 
posed by superior authority without the 
taxpayer's consent and the presumption 
that the sewer construction charges so im
posed constitute “taxation"’ is not rebutted 
by the cirnimstuuce that the rate is a cap 
ital and not a recurring charge and is fixed 
by reference to the linear frontage inde
pendently of the tax assessors, nor by a 
statutory direction that they may be‘en
forced in like manner to a rate or tax. 
Les Ecclesiastiques de St. Sttlplce v. 
Montreal. 1H Can. S.C.R. 399. 14 App. Cas 
660. applied.]

Halifax v. Nova Scotia Car Works, 18 
D.L.R. 649. [1914] A.C. 992. affirming 11 
D.L.R. 65. 47 Can. S.C.R. 406. 12 EiUR. 
282, which reversed 4 D.L.R. 241, 45 N.S.R. 
552.
Municipal law — Statutory exemption

OF MINING COMPANIES “FROM ANY 
OTHER TAX IN RE8PECI' OK T1IE1R MIN
ING OPERATIONS”—3 EDW. VII., O. 48, 
8. 21.

Amalgamated Asbestos Corp. v. Thetford 
Mines. 20 Rev. de Jur. 386. 
Manufacturing companies — Illegal by

LAW VALIDATED BY STATUTE—SCHOOL

A statute passed for the purpose of vali
dating an illegal municipal by-law enacted 
contrary to the provisions of s. 366 of the 
Municipal Act (Ont.) 1887, exempting a 
manufacturing company from any kind of 
assessments beyond a fixed rate, merely 
confirms the by-law subject to the interpre
tation provided by s. 4 of the Public 
Schools Act (Ont.) 1892, existent at the 
time of the passage of the by-law, that “no 
municipal by-law exempting ratable prop
erty from taxation shall be construed to 
exempt such property from school rates of 
anv kind whatsoever.” [Pringle v. Strat
ford. 20 O.L.R. 246. followed ]

Ontario Power Co. v. Stamford, 27 D.L.R. 
161, [1916] 1 A.C. 629, 114 L.T. 473. af 
firming 8 O.W.N. 241. [See also 20 D.L.R. 
261. 50 Can. S.C.R. 168.]

An exception from “taxation and all oth
er municipal rates" operates to exempt 
from school taxes. [Winnipeg v. C.P.R. 
Co.. 30 Can. S.C.R. 558; Halifax v. Nova 
Scotia Car Works, 84 L.J.P.C. 17, fol
lowed.] Held, also, upon a consideration 
of the agreement, by-laws and statutes, 
that the plaintiff’s^property was exempt 
from assessment for high school purpose«. 
Construction of statutes in pari materia, 
considered.

Moose Jaw Street R. Co. v. Moose Jaw, 
33 W.L.R. 320.
Factory sites.

A Fesoliiti-m of the municipal council 
which exempts from taxes land for a man
ufacturing lot (factory site) should be in-
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terprcted an meaning (liât the lots should 
he occupied and used as such site.

Belgo-Cenadian Pulp & Paper Co. v. 
Brown, 49 Que. S.C. 57.
I MPKRAT1VE STATUTE.

The requirements of a taxing statute are 
imperative in the absence of a contrary in
tendment, and the construction of its tax
ing provisions will be the same whether the 
method adopted for the recovery of the 
taxes is by distress, l»y sale of the land or 
in an action for debt* [Minto v. Morrice, 
22 Man. L.R. 391, 4 D.L.R. 435, followed. 1

Bifrost v. Houghton, [1917] 2 W.W.R.
•05.

Tub Corporations Taxation Act, R.S.M. 
Municipality • - Business tax on

KXPRESS COMPANY.
Dominion Kxpress Co. v. Brandon, 20 

Man. L.R. 304. 17 W.LR. 71.
(§ T F—83)—Corporation having two

lll'NINKHSKH—EXEMPTION AS TO ONK.
An agreement between a city and a rail

way company which also conducted an 
electric lighting plant exempting from cer
tain taxes “the tracks, right-of-way, wires, 
rolling stock, and all superstructures and 
substructures and all the properties of 
the" railway company does not entitle the 
company to an exemption from taxes on its 
buildings, machinery, poles and wires used 
in connection with its lighting plant.

Re Sandwich, Windsor & Amherst burg 
R. Co. and Windsor, 3 D.L.R. 43, 3 O.W.N. 
675, 21 O.W.R. 14.
Building owned but not tut oocupikd n\ 

it—Land on which building is bring 
erected.

While in course of preparation for use 
as its headquarters, a building owned by a 
Young Men's Christian Association is suf
ficiently “occupied" by it, although not 
actually its headquarters, so as to bring 
it within s. 11 of the Act of its incorpora
tion. «3 Viet. (Out.) c. 140, exempting 
from taxation the building and land of the 
association while occupied for the pur
poses for which it was created. I .and on 
which a building is being mvted by a 
Young Men's Christian Association for its 
own use is “occupied by the association” 
within the meaning of s. 11 of c. 140 of 03 
Viet., exempting from taxation the build
ings and land of the association as long as 
occupied by it.

Ottawa Y.M.C.A. v. Ottawa. 15 D.L.R. 
718, 29 O.L.R. 674, atlirming 20 O.L.R. 567. 
(§ T K—84)—Railway property—Limita

tion ah to area.
The exemption privilege given to rail

ways under s. 14, c. 40, R.8.S. 1909. pro
viding that the railway and the land 
comprised in the right-of-way, station 
grounds, yards and terminals, and all 
buildings, structures and personal property 
used for the purposes of the operation of 
a railway shall be free and exempt from 
taxation, does not apply to arrears of taxes 
which were a charge on the land in ques

tion before it was purchased by the rail- 
way company, nor to assessments for local 
improvements made on the land. The ex
emption privilege given by s. 14, c. 40, 
R.S.S. 1909, to railway companies may lie 
claimed by a railway company on land 
having a maximum area of one mile in 
length by 500 feet in width, which amount 
of land they arc allowed to expropriate un
der s. 177 of the Railway Act, 1900 (Can.) 
for stations, depots, yards and other struc
tures for the accommodation of traffic, 
even though the land in question is not 
actually used or immediately needed for 
railway purposes, and whether the land 
had been obtained by expropriation pro- 
cis'dinga or by voluntary sale or otherwise : 
and to exempt a flirt lier area the railway 
must shew that the additional land is 
"necessary for the purposes set out in said 
s. 177. A railway company is not entitled 
under the statute* R.S.S. 1909, c. 41* to an 
exemption from taxation oil land in excess 
of the area they arc allowed to expropri
ate under subs, (a) of s. 177 of the 
Railway Act 1900 (Can.), giving them the 
l ight to take for right-of-way land 100 feet 
in width and under subs, (b) giving them 
the right to take for stations, yards and 
other structures for accommodation of traf
fic an area one mile in length by 500 feet 
in breadth, including the width of the 
right-of-way, unless they shew that tlm 
additional area is necessary for the par
lantes set out in subs, (b) ; such necessity 
will bfc presumed if the additional area 
was obtained by permission of the Rail
way Board as provided in s. 178 of the 
Act, inn not other*lee.

Prince Albert v. C.X.R. Co.. 10 D.L.R. 
122. 23 W.L.R. 275. 6 S.L.R. 49, 3 W.W.R. 
900, 16 Can. Ry. Cas. 87.
(§ I F—86)—Commuting at fixed gros»

BUM, IIOW CONSTRUED—ScHOOl.8.
The effect of a fixed assessment by a 

muuiei|Hilit.v commuting at a fixed gross 
sum covering a stated period of years 
"taxation of any nature or kind what
ever” against the company’s ratable prop
erty used for the corporate purposes of the 
company is to that extent to exempt from 
taxation the property to which it applies.

Re Ontario Power Co. and Stamford, 18 
D.L.R. 64, 30 O.L.R. 378.
Exemptions — Young Men's Christian

Association — Providing meals and
IXHH1IXGS FOR OTHER THAN OWN MEM-

That members of other associations, and 
sometimes visiting friends and relatives of 
its own members, are furnished meals and 
lodgings by a Y.M.C.A., will not deprive it 
of the exemption of its building from tax
ation given it by its incorporating statute, 
03 Viet, (Ont.) v. 140, e. 11.

Re Ottawa Y.M.C.A. and Ottawa. 15 
D.L.R. 724. 29 O.L.R. 582, affirming 13 
D.L.R. 718. 29 O.L.R. 574.
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Yoi no Men’s Christian Association. 

Nction 11 of c. 140 of 03 Vict. (Ont.), in- 
: |.<>rating the Y. M. C. A. of Ottawa, ex

empting from taxation its buildings and 
!»:inl so long as occupied and used for the 
I u poses of the association, is not limited 
, property owned by the previously unin- 
inrporated association, but includes as well 
« building subsequently erected by the 

, • [orate l*ody for its own occupancy. 
Ottawa Y.M.C.A. v. Ottawa, 15 D.L.R. 

’is. 29 O.L.R. 574, affirming 20 O.L.R. 567. 
i oLi.uiR—Local improvements.

Upper Canada College not being a school 
maintained in whole or in part by a légis
latif grant or scluxil tax, and being a 

i ! lege or seminary of learning, would by 
iln> Local Improvement Act, R.8.O. 1914, c.

». 47, be liable to assessment for local 
mi rovements, but s. 10 of the Upper Can
ada College Act, R.8.O. 1914, c. 280, ex- 
i mpts it from all assessments, including lo
cal improvements, and the latter Act being 
a local Act is not repealed by the public 
general Act, and so : „i,«g exempt from 
taxation the college is not a necessary party 
to a petition for local improvements.

I nper Canada College v. Toronto, 32 D. 
LK. 246, 37 O.L.R. 665. [Affirmed, 
.18 f.LR. 523, &5 Can. 8.C.R. 433. See 
also 13 O.W.N. 92, 119.J
iTfOl'EBTY OF KOL’CATION A L INSTITUTION—

When it is a question of determining 
whether or not a property belonging to a 
scholastic order is exempt from taxes as 
lieing intended for purposes of education it 
is not necessary to consider its position but 
what it is intended for. Thus it is im
material to the question that the education- 
iil establishment is situated in one muni
cipality and the recreation grounds of the 
pupils in another ; the latter must be con
sidered to be necessary for the education of 
the pupils in the development of their 
physical faculties. A town charter which
i ilows a municipality to make an agree
ment with the owners of immoveables for 
“fixing the amount at which they will be 
taxed for a definite period,” may make such
ii i rangement for thirty years ; art. 4559 R.

1888. the Towns and Corporations Act, 
limiting the exemption from taxes that the 
town corporations can grant to 20 years 
does not deprive them of this power!

Maisonneuve v. College Ste. Marie, 24 
Vue. K.B. 563.
('WHAN ASYLUM.

Re I.O.F. and Oakville, 25 D.L.R. 842, 
74 UJ-.R. 524.
I kOI KRTY DEVOTED IX) EDUCATIONAL, CHAR

ITABLE OB RELIGIOUS PURPOSES.
The Assessment Act, R.8.N.S., 1900, o. 

73, s. 4, exempts from taxation “every 
(lurch and place of worship and the land 
used in connection therewith, and every 

urchyard and burial ground.” It was 
held, not to extend to and include lands 
M l buildings not being churches or places

of worship, such as glebe houses and lands, 
rectories, parsonages, etc., occupied and used 
by the pastors in actual charge of the 
churches, and not rented to third persons 
or used otherwise than as a means of aiding 
in tin* support of such pastors.

Catholic Corp. of Antigonish v. Richmond, 
45 N.N.R. 320.
Horticultural society—Tax sale—Set

ting aside.
Lot 1, block 207, district lot 546, in the 

district of North Vancouver, which is owned 
by the plaintiff Society and used for its own 
purposes, was sold for taxes alleged to be in 
arrears for the years 1913 and 1914. The 
lot was less than five acres in area. In an 
action to set aside the tax sale on the 
ground that the taxes were improperly im
posed :—Held, that the lands in question 
were exempt by law from the taxes so im
posed a ml the sale should be set aside.

North Vancouver Horticultural Society, 
etc. v. North Vancouver, 24 B.C.R. 290. 
Educational institutions—Public and 

private.
Under the City and Towns Act ( R.S.Q. 

1908, arts. 2733, 5729), all educational es
tablishments are exempt from taxation; 
there can be no distinction made between 
public and private institutions.

Fraserville. v. Le bel, 50 Que. S. C. 299. 
(§ 1 F—86)—Institutions entitled to 

exemptions.
Where a statute provides for exemption 

from taxation of buildings used as a semin
ary of learning maintained for religious or 
educational purposes only when the whole 
profits are applied to such purposes and 
when the buildings are actually used and 
occupied by such seminary, Jhe letting of 
rooms to persons other than students of 
the seminary in one of the buildings be
longing to and used by that seminary for 
its ordinary purposes does not render either 
the whole of the buildings and property of 
such seminary, or the whole of the build
ing in which the rooms are let, liable to 
taxation if the whole income derived from 
the room rents is used for seminary pur-

Re Sisters of Notre Dame and Ottawa, 1 
D.L.R. 329. 3 O.W.N. 693, 21 O.VV.R. 394.
(8 I F—88)—Property devoted to educa

tional charitable, ok religious pur
posed—Nature of use of property.

A ladies’ boarding and day school the 
property of a religious Inaly, is exempt from 
taxation under s. 1 (3) of the Ontario 
Assessment Act, 10 Kdw. VII. c. 88, R.S.O. 
1914, e. 195, where the profits therefrom are 
devoted to philanthropic, religious and edu
cational purposes. 'Ihe fact that a small 
portion of the property of a religious order, 
whose dominant purpose is charitable, is 
used as a lioarding place for pupils attend
ing a school conducted by the order, does 
not prevent the property being exempt from 
taxation as that of a charitable institu
tion, under s. 6 (9) of the Ontario Assess-
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ment Act, 4 Edw. Vil. c. 20. amended hy 
«O Edw. VU. o. 88. K.8.0. 1014. <-. 111.'..
| Re Sisters of Notre Dame and Ottawa. 1 
O.UTt. 329, 3 OWN. «93. distinguished.] 
That a portion of the income of a religious 
body, the purposes of which are the dis- 
tenunation of seeular and religious educa
tion, the care of the sick, and relief of the 
poor, is devoted to the maintenance and 
support of its memliers in a convent owned 
liy it does not defeat the exemption of such 
property from taxation under a. f» (91 of 
Ontario Assessment Art. 4 Edw. VII, e. 
23, as amended by 1(1 Edw. VII. c. 88. K.S. 
<i. 1914, c. 195, as that of a charitable in
stitution.

Re Ottawa and Grey Nuns. 15 D.L.R. 
726, 29 O.L.R. 668.
1 tOMU> OF REVISION -JUDICIAL FUNCTIONS— 

XmilNINTRATIVE POWERS.
Sisters of Charity v. Vancouver, 44 Can. 

S.C.R. 29.
l.ANOH USED IN CONNECTION WITH C1IVRCHK8,

i.to.—Glebe hoi re and rectory. 
Catholic Episcopal Corp. v. Richmond, 9 

E.L.R. 478.
Mutual Fire Ins. Co.—Reserve fund— 

—Income on.
Economical Mutual Fire Ins. Co. v. Ber

lin, 20 O.W.R. 349.
Disused cemetery—“Burying ground.”

Roman Catholic Episcopal Corp. v. Sault 
Me. Marie, 24 O.L.R. 35. 19 O.W.R. 304.
(S I F—90)—Public property.

Interest of licensee from Crown. 
VruikatiHiik v. Coulee, 7 D.L.R. 934, 2 W. 

U.lt. 805.
Crown — Special assessment — Water 

('iiahge—p.N.A. Act- Municipal Act.
\ special tax or assessment imposed by 

a municipality for the use of water from 
its water supply is not within the exemp
tion of the Crown from “taxation” within 
the meaning of s. 125 of the B.N.A. Act and 
art. 6729 of the Quebec Cities and Towns 
Act. 1909.

Minister of Justice for Canada v. Levis, 
46 D.L.R. 180. |1919] A.C. 606, affirming 
61 Que. S.C. 267, sub nom. Doherty v. City 
of 1-evia.
Nonresident — Government servant — 

Residence.
A nonresident carrying on business in the 

oitv is liable to assessment under the Fred
ericton Assessment Act. 1907; hut is exempt 
therefrom if he he a government employee 
whose duties are necessarily performed in 
the city. Residing at a place for the pur- 
post» of doing such government work does 
not make one a “resident” for assessment 
purposes. [Ex parte Howe, 11 D.L.R. 713, 
41 N.B.R. 504, applied.]

The King v. Fredericton Assessors; Ex 
parte Maxwell, 36 D.L.R. 685.
Public parrs and pleasure grounds— 

Municipality.
Land within one municipality granted by 

the Crown, under s. 176 of the Municipal

<, I T.
Act, C.S.B.C. Î338. to another municipality 
upon trust to maintain and preserve the 
same as a public park or pleasure grounds, 
are not exempt from taxation by the muni
cipality within which they are situate

Saanich v. Victoria, 24 B.C.R. 121. 
Indian lands.

Indian lands lierome taxable from the 
time they arc sold hv the Government, 
though it is only by mere location ticket 
or permission to occupy. An Indian, the 
same as any other person, can lieeome own
er of a lot of land which has formed part 
of a reserve when this reserve has been, 
regularly surrendered to the Crown ; hut 
he does not ^benefit as to this immoveable 
by any privilege of exemption from taxes 
or of unseizahility. By arts. 21, 101 of the 
Indian Act, a located Indian—having the 
benefit of the privilege of exemption from 
taxes and unseixability—is an Indian to 
whom land lias lieen allotted by the tribe 
while the reserve existed (that is, before 
it was surrendered to the Crown), and who 
has continued to occupy it.

Dohertv v. Giroux, 24 Que. K.B. 433. 
[Affirmed 30 D.L.K. 123, 63 Can. 8.C.R. 
178.3
Property of the ( rown is exempt from 

all taxes Section 125 of the B.N.A. 
Act—Charter of tiie city of Mon-

Property of the Crown cannot be taxed, 
even if it be temporarily placed in civil 
hands; hut that wnivh belongs to the ten
ant (buildings, improvements, and like 
works), can lie taxed like the property of 
any other citizen.

Àtt’y-Gen’l of Canada v. Baile & Mon 
treal. 26 Rev. de Jur. 463.
Railway aid — Land subsidy — Crown 

lands—Interests of private owner 
“Free grant.’’

Calgary & Edmonton Land Co. v. Att’v- 
Gen’l. of Allierta, 45 Can. S.C.R. 170. 
Municipal taxation — Plebiscite ordin

ance—Government OF CITY VESTED IN 
COMMISSIONER FOR YUKON TERRITORY
—Ultra vires—Municipal institu
tions—Illegal taxation.

Dugas v. Maefarlane, 18 W.L.R. 701.
Deci a ration as to right of taxation— 

No consequential relief.
Viola School District v. Canada Sask

atchewan Land Co., 3 8.L.R. 498. 
Valuation roi l—Error in description or

PROPERIY.
Cowansville v. Noyes, 39 Que. S.C. 311. 

Appeal from assessment of real estate,— 
Jurisdiction of Assessment Appeal Court 

to increase assessment.
Lead bet ter v. Port Hood, 9 E.L.R. 153. 

Unpaten ted land—Sale of land a fier
ISS I K OF PATENT FOR TAXES IMPOSED
before issue—Dominion Lands Act.

Hannehdottir v. Bifrost, 17 W.L.R. 325. 
[Affirmed. 21 Man. L.U. 433, 1ft W.L.R. 189 
(Man.).]
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II. Where taxable; situs. .

See infra, V C.
.§ II—95) —Resident — Sheriff with I

HOME IN TOWN OTHER THAN COUNTY

For the purposes of taxation, a sheriff be
came a resident of the county town, where 
the law required him to reside, and where 
iie kept an office and spent a portion of his 
time, having a room in the gaol building 
and hoarding with the gaoler during the 
time he was in the town, and also paying 
taxes there for two years without objec
tion, uotwithstanding the sheriff's family 
remained in a different town, on property 
owned by him, and where he spent a con
siderable portion of his time.

R. v. Assessors of Fredericton ; Ex parte 
Howe, 11 D.L.K. 713, 41 N.B.R. 504, 12 E.L. 
R. 610.
Where taxable—Government official.

The appellant, Att’j^Gen’l. for Nova 
Scotia, was at the time of his *p|K>intment 
resident and carrying on a law practice in 
Bridgetown. In October, 1011. he went to 
Halifax to reside and where the duties of 
his office required him to live. About the 
same time he disposed of his law business 
in D. and thereafter had no further in
terest in it. At. the time of appeal brought 
lie owned a dwelling house in 13. which his 
family contemplated visiting and occupying 
from time to time. Being assessed for in
come in B. for the year 1012. Held, that 
he was not liable to lie so assessed for in
come under s. 16 of the Assessment Act, 
R.S.N.S. 1900, c. 73, as lie did not “reside”
Ui B. within the meaning of the Act. The 
Assessment Appeal Court cannot, under s.

of the Act. entertain an appeal on the 
ground of nonresidence by a person 
aunes—d. [ Toronto li. ( o. v. Toronto, [1904] 
A.t . 809, relietf on.)

Re Assessment Act, O. T. Daniels and 
Bridgetown, 12 E.L.It. 157.

Terrain”—“Lot”- Immovari-e property.
W est mount v. Montreal Light, lleat & 

I’ower Co., 44 Can. S.C.R. 304.
III. Assessment of property; enforcement.
A. In CENTRAL; LEVY AND APPORTIONMENT.

Sufficiency of notice of assessment for 
local improvements, see Municipal Corpora
tions, II H—205.

§ III A—100)—Notice of assessment— 
SCHOOL ORDINANCE.

Although generally statutory provisions 
relating to the imposition of taxes are to 
la- deemed imperative, proceedings for the 
imposition of the tax are to be presumed 
regular and valid until the contrary is 
-hewn. A failure to give the owner notice 
»f assessment under the School Ordinance 
(Alta.), is a fatal irregularity.

Clive (Olive) School District ▼. Northern 
Crown Bank, 34 D.L.R. 16, 12 A.L.R. 344, 
[1917] 2 W.W.R. 549.
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Telephone company—“All branch and
PARTY 1.I.NK8."

Re Turnlierry and North Huron Telephone 
Co., 4 O.W.N. 598.
($ III A—105)—Owner and lessee— 

Seizure ok crop—Power of municipal 
council.

Where the owner of certain land has leased 
and sublet other land, under a crop pay
ment lease, and his share of the crop has 
lieen seized and the proceeds applied in 
payment of the taxes due on the leased 
iroperty, the council of the municipality 
ius power, under the Rural Municipality 

Act. K.S.8. 1909. c. 87, by agreement, to 
apply the proceeds of such seizure in pay
ment of the lessee's taxes due on other land. 
•Such power may be exercised by resolu-

Kaufman v. Baildon, 43 D.L.R. 487, 11 
S.L.R. 481, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 611.
Lor OB PORTION OF LAN»—SUBUIVINION I-OTN.

For the purpose of suliss. 2 and 3 of 
s. 297 of the Rural Municipality Act 
(Alta.), as amended by hs. 23 and 24. of 
Acts 1913, c. 21, providing a mode of 
imposing, for municipal and school pur
poses, a tax on any "lot or portion of hind,” 
each tract of land assessed to one person 
should be treated as one parcel irrespec
tive of whether different portions of the 
tract are separately assessed upon the roll.

Row Valley v. McLean, 26 D.L.R. 716, 33 
W.L.R. 893, 9 W.W.R. 1299, varying 24 
D.L.R. 587, 32 W.L.R. 357, 9 W.W.R. 84. 
Seizure fob arrears—Goods and chat- 

TEIJi OF "OCCUPANT”—THRESHER S OUT
FIT TEMPORARILY ON PREMISES—WRONG
FUL seizure—Damages.

Le Bruyne v. Laurier, 25 D.L.R. 746. 8 
S.L.R. 251, 9 W.W.R. 682 , 33 W.L.R. 107.

B. Asseshmf.nt; valuation.
Evidence of value, see Evidence, XI F-

790.
f 8 III B—110)—Validity — Inclusion or 

property not owned by ratepavkr or
NOT ASSESSABLE.

An entire assessment on land, some of 
which did not lielong to the ratepayer as
sessed, or was Crown land not subject to 
taxation, will he quashed where there is 
nothing in the assessment list to identify 
the nonassessable land from that whifh 
was assessable.

The King v. Grand Kails, 13 D.L.R. 266, 
42 N.B.R. 122, 13 K.L.R. 240.

In order to shew that taxes are due. it 
must appear that the imperative require
ments of the statute as to assessment have 
been complied with and that the rate of 
taxation has been fixed.

Sturgeon Falls v. Imperial Land Co.. 7 
D.L.R. 352, 31 O.L.R. 02, 23 O.W.R. 170. 
Railway property—Ontario Assessment 

Act—Conclurivknesh fob four years 
What concluded by.

The provisions of s. 45 of the Assess
ment Act, 4 Kdw. VII. (Out.) c. 23, R.S.O.

TAXES, III B.
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1914, c. 19."*, declaring that the amount of 
an assessment of railway property under a. 
44 of the Act, as finally made in the cor
rected rolls, shall stand for the following 
four yearn in respect of property included 
in the assessment, relates only to the 
amount of the assessment, and not to its 
regularity, or the jurisdiction to make it.

.New York Sc. Ottawa H. Co. v. Cornwall, 
If. U.L.R. 433. 2» O.l,.R. 522, 111 Can. Rv. 
Cas. 403. [Affirmed, 35 D.L.R. 408, 11917J 
A.C. 399, 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 435.J 
Municipal assessment — Land — Rkduc-

Pearce v. Calgary, 31 D.L.R. 548. [See 
also 23 D.L.R. 296,*31 W.L.R. 208. 9 W.W. 
it. 195.]
‘‘Land liable to assessment”—Bum dings

Buildings are “land liable to assessment" 
under a. 2(h) of the Ontario Assessment 
Act (R.8.O. 1914, c. 195), apart from the 
land itself; a clerical omission to separately 
value the buildings on the assessment roll 
may tie amended in the next assessment roll 
in a manner provided by s. 54 of the Act.

Ream shot tom v. Haileybury, 48 D.L.R. 
SIS, 45 O.L.It. 345.
Ill SHAND AND WIMS— KSTOPPE!»

A wife, not legally separated from her 
husband, having paid taxes for several years 
on property owned by her, with the know I 
edge that the property was assessed in her 
husliand's name, ia estopjied from pleading 
that the property was improperly assessed. 
[The King v. lira ml Falls, 13 D.L.R. 266, 
distinguished. |

llyrne v. Chatham, 33 D.L.R. Ill, 44 
N.B.R. 271.
Nonresident.

'Ilie provisions of s. 20 of the Assessment 
Act (as to the insertion of the word non
resident in the owner column of the assess
ment roll | and of h. 23. as to notice from 
nonresident reepiiring entry of his name on 
the assessment roll ) are imperative. | Ber
lin v. Grange, 1 U.C.K. 4 A. 279, applied.|

Bifrost v. Houghton, [1917 j 2 W.W.R. 
•06
Building lots—Farm land.

A farm owned exclusively for agricultur
al purposes, in a town governed by the 
Cities and Towns Art, must lie assessed ac
cording to the purposes for which it is 
used, and not as building hits, as long as the 
general interest of the town does not neces
sitate its being divided into building lots 
and offered for sale as such.

Gillen v. Quebec West, 51 Que. S.C. 122. 
Fi.kvator.n--Rkrminai. property—The Yu.- 

i age Act, n, 114.
Klvvators resting by their own weight 

upon concrete foundations, not having be
come attached to the freehold, should la* 
considered as personal property so as to he 
assessable for school purposes under s. 114 
of The Village Act.

Alberta Pacific Grain Co., v. St mine, 6 
W.W.R. 1560.
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On “person” or “lot”—Avtiioritt or 
Board.

In assessing a general rate for a rural 
municipality the proper principle to adopt, 
as to a minimum tax is that such tax u 
applicable to the “person” and not to the 
“lot," but where a minimum tax is levied 
under the provisions of the Supplementary 
Revenue Act each lot is to lie assessed 
The authority of the local Government. 
Board to deal with matters of assessment 
dates from Sept. 24, 1914, and accord
ingly where an assessment for that year 
lias lieen completed and closed prior to "that, 
date, the Board has no authority to open 
up the assessment for that year although a 
portion of it haa been made on an im 
proper basis.

Barry v. Sherwood, 7 W.W.R. 1244 
Minimum tax—“Person”—“I>ot"—Rm

Sion rt Board.
Notwithstanding anything in the Rural 

Municipality Act, the local Government 
Board may, where it appears desirable, re- 

, vise and adjust assessments upon giving 
the proper notices. The minimum tax for 
municipal and school purposes is appli 
cable to the “person" and not to the “lot.” 
I Parry v. Sherwood, 7 W.W.R. J 244, ap 
plied.]

Wilson t. Sherwood. 9 W.W.R. 853.
(8 III B—112)—Assessment and appor

TIONMKNT OK RAILWAY PROPHtTY.
The assessment of the real property of 

a steam railway company does not become 
fixed for the next following four years, 
under a. 45 of the Ontario Assessment Act, 
19U4, upon the mere formal receipt by the 
clerk of the municipality of the company’s 
annual statement of such property, and the 
transmission to the company of a notice of 
the amount of the assessment thereof, such 
amount being the same as the amount of 
the previous year ; the only assessment 
which remains so fixed is an actual assess
ment after inspection and valuation.

Re Steelton and C.P.R. Co.. 3 D.L.R. 402, 
3 O.W.N. 1199, 22 O.W.R. 94, 15 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 176.
Railways—“Superstructure."

The "superstructure” of a railway, with
in the meaning of an assessment statute 
(Von. Ord. N.W.T. 1898, c. 71, s. 3». in 
eludes that which constitutes the line of 
railway, such as the ties, rails, bridges, cul
verts, platforms, etc., but not the buildings 
thereon. [Re C.P.R. and Macleod, 5 Terr. 
L.R. 192, followed.]

G.T.P.R. Co. v. Calgary, 36 D.L.R. 538, 
55 Can. S.C.R. 103, 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 200. 
Railway subsidy lands — Interest ok 

owner—Validating statute.
An agreement declaring one entitled to a 

moiety of railway subsidy lands for which 
no formal conveyance is executed, hut the 
recitals as to the moiety being later adopted 
in a validating Art. confirming a repurchase 
of the lands by the Crown subject thereto, 
sufficiently vests an interest in the lands
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which ia liable to assessment and taxation 
under a. 47 of the Taxation Act, R.S.B.C. 
1311, c. 282.

Re Heinze; Fleitmann v. The King, 26 
D.L.R. 211, 52 Can. S.C.R. 16, aflirming 20 
B.C.R. 9».
AS.SKSKMKXT OF RAII.WAT PROPERTY—RAIL

WAY ASSESSMENT ORDINANCE, 8. 3— 
School Assessment Ordinance, e. 41, 
subs. 3—Illegal assessment.

The right-of-way. station ground», and 
buildings of the plaintiffs, a railway com
pany, within the school district of the 
defendant**, were assessed by the defendant» 
for the years 1912 and 1913 at $49,,»00 and 
*.«0,000 reflectively. The buildings were 
worth, according to the evidence, $0,775, 
and the land» comprised 60.73 acres. Sec
tion 3 of the Ordinance respecting the 
assessment of railways, Rev. Ord. N. VV. T.
<■. 71, provides that the roadway and super
structure shall not be assessed at a greater 
value than $1,000 per mile:—Held, that the 
curative effect of subs. 3 of s. 41 of the 
School Assessment Ordinance, Rev. Ord. N. 
W.T., c. 105, is not such as to extend the 
powers of a school board, but is limited to 
matters over which tne hoard has statutory 
jurisdiction; and the defendants having in 
their assessment exceeded the limit pre
scribed by s. 3 of c. 71, the assessment was 
ultra vires and illegal. Held, also, that 
a» the foundation of the jurisdiction to 
assess was nonexistent, the plaintiffs were 
not bound to apjieal, but were entitled to 
question the assessment in an action.
| Brantford v. Ontario Investment Co., 15 
A.R. 605, 608h, approved and followed.]

C.N.R. Co. v. Cora Lynn District School 
Boeri, 28 WXJL 409. '
• Roadway" ok railway company.

Section 1 of c. 71, Con. Ord., N.W.T. 1898, 
provides- that the roadway and super
structure of the roadway of a railway com- 
piny shall not be assessed at a greater 
value than $1,000 per mile. “Roadway” 
her.- means the right-of-way as indicated in 
tiie Railway Act, namely, a atrip of land 
100 ft. wide upon which is constructed the 
roadbed of the company, and does not in- 
dude all its yards, buildings, tracks and

C.N.R. Co. and C.P.R. Co. v. Edmonton, 6 
W.VV.R. 1088.

III B—113)—Name in whom assess
able—Conditional vendors.

The sale of pianos under a hiring agree
ment, whereby title to the property is re
tained until all instalments of the purchase 
prit» are paid, constitutes the seller the 
a tual legal owner of the property though 
I' m session thereof is in the purchaser, and 
In- is therefore subject to assessment under 
r. 4 of s. 15 of the Assessment Act, R.S.N.S. 
1900, c. 73.

<lluee Bay y. Smith, 27 D.L.R. 74, 60 
N.S.R. 286.
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Land transfers—Persons liable—Ven

dor AND PI KVHASEK.
Klart v. Shafer, 28 D.L.R. 725, 34 W.L.R. 

67.
Pekhons in whose name property assess

able — “Owners” — “Occi pants” —
( ORPORATION AND ITS OFFICERS.

Marcus v. Burns, 31 D.L.R. 237, [1917] 
1 W.W.R. 176.
Assessment—lx whose name—Estate of 

DECEASED OWNER.
After the death of the owner of land it 

must be assessed for taxation in the name 
of the registered owner or occupant and not 
in that of the estate of the former.

Riesbeeh v. Creighton, 12 D.L.R. 363, 3 
W.W.R. 785.
Assessment — In whose name — Susse 

quest purchase»— Validity.
An assessment of land exempt from tax

ation in the name of one who was not the 
owner at the time the assessment was made, 
is void, notwithstanding he subsequently 
acquired title to the land with knowledge 
of such assessment.

The King v. tirand Falls, 13 D.L.R. 266, 
42 N.lUi. 122. IS EL*. 240.
Purchaser in possession.

A purchaser of land under suspensive 
conditions, who .is given possession, may be 
properly placed on the valuation roll of a 
municipal corporation, especially when it 
is stipulated in the deed of sale that the 
occupant would pay all the taxes.

Maisonneuve v. Michaud, 62 Que. S.C. 
161.
Occupant—Expropriated land.

The occupant of land vested in His Majes
ty by the tiling of a plan and description 
t hereof under s. 8 of the Expropriation Act 
is liable to assessment for such property 
by virtue of the City Act, s. 386 ( 3 ).

Westman v. Regina, 10 W.W.R. 605.
(8 III B—116f—Description of land— 

Validity—Lots and blocks—“Occu
pant”—“Owner”—Vendor and pub-

Varson *v. Vegreville, 28 D.L.R. 734, 34 
W.L.R. 504, 10 W.W.R. 7ÿl.
Description of property.

The failure to note on an assessment roll, 
as imperatively required by s. 31 of the 
Municipal Assessment Act (Man.), the fact 
that land assessed was unpatented, will ren
der the assessment invalid. [Haisley v. 
Somers, 13 O.R. 6IMI, applied.] Provincial 
lands held by one under an agreement for 
purchase thereof from the Crown are “un- 
pateuted” lands within the meaning of s. 
Ml. which requires the fact that where lands 
assessed for taxes are unpatented, the fact 
is to be noted on the assessment rolls.

Minto v. Morriee, 4 D.L.R. 435, 22 Man. 
L.R. 391, 21 W.L.R. 256 and 017, 2 W.W.R. 
374.

I nder the Assessment Act. 4 Edw. VII. 
(Ont.), c. 23, e. 22, whereby land “aubdi-
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vision*” arc» to lx» assessed separately two 
or more lots or parcels on u plan should not 
be included in one assessment. Upon the 
separate assessment of a part of a lot in a 
land subdivision such part should lx- desig
nated in the assessment roll by its bound
aries or other definite description, so as to 
indicate what part is intended.

Sturgeon Falls v. Imperial I.and C'o., 7 
D.L.R. 352, 23 O.W.R. J70, 31 O.L.R. «12. 
Description—Remedy.

An assessment roll when finally passed by 
a Court of Revision binds all parties con
cerned, notwithstanding any defects or 
errors therein, and such defects or errors 
are therefore not pro)H-r subjects for 
an action at law.

Hislop v. Stratford. 34 D.L.R. 31, 38 O.L. 
R. 470, ailinning 11 O.W.N. 101. 
Description or land—Effect on tax sale

PI RCIIANER.
It is only for the purpose of a tax sale 

and the conveyance to the tax purchaser 
that a description of the land in the assess
ment thereof is required to be sufficient to 
identify the land and permit of the regis
tration of a transfer; if the ratepayer is 
personally liable for the taxes on the land 
and he pays them under protest, it is not 
open to him to recover them on the ground 
that the identity of the land was not made 
clear in the description contained in the 
assessment roll.

Pearce v. Calgarv, 23 D.L.R. 21)6, f) W.W. 
R. 195, 31 W.L.R. 208. [Sec 9 W.W.R. 668. 
31 D.L.R. 548.]
Water power and lands—Description— 

Assessment at lump sum.
When immovable» are situated on both 

sides of a river and are acquired with the 
right to use the water of the river for a 
water power, but as a matter of fact no 
works were there to develop it, the follow
ing description contained in the valuation 
roll «if the municipality for the purpose of 
taxation, to wit, “basin watei* power,” is not 
indicative that the water power which does 
not exist is tax«»d, but is a mere descrip
tion of the lands which are taxed; and this 
tax is not illegal on the ground that the 
lands and the wyter power being taxed for 
a lump sum. the tax was for a thing that 
did not exist.

Wcstbury v. Sherbrooke, 47 Que. S.C. 82. 
(8 III B—119)—C. & E. Tow.Nsmc TRUS

TEES—Valid assessment against— 
Town sites Limited acquiring lands— 
Notices—Validity ok assessment- 
assessment committee—Tax roll— 
Preparation ok.

Trustees named by the company con
structing the Calgary & Pdmonton Ry. for 
the purpose of handling its townsites along 
the railway line, and who were commonly 
known as the “C. & E. Townsite” Trustees 
or “Townsite Trustees” were assessed for 
the land under the name of “Townsite Trus
tees” which was a valid assessment. In 
1913 the defendants were incorporated and

in 1915 became owners of the assessed land, 
there being nothing to shew that they did 
not hold it under the same trusts as their 
prcile«»essors in title. An assessment for 
taxes for 1916 and 1917, in the name of 
“Townsite Trustees,” the jiotice being sent 
to the firm which was manager of the lands 
both before and after the defendants he- 
«•ame incorporated, held to lie a valid assess- 
ment against the defendants. The Munic
ipal Ordinance (Alta.) s. 123, providing for 
iIn- appointment of an assessment commit
tee by the «»ouncil consisting of “the mayor 
<ir reeve, secretary-treasurer and assessor, 
or any two others with the assessor” docs 
not mean that the mayor and secretary- 
treasurer must both be either included «>r 
excluded, but that the a*se**or is to be a 
member and some two other persons are t«i 
be associated with him. A bound Ixxik, the 
left-hand page containing the information 
required for th«* assessment roll, and the 
right, the additional information for the 
tax roll in accordance with the Town Act, 
is a sensible method^of preparing the roll 
under the Municipal Ordinance, and free 
from substantial objection, the two pages 
constituting a tax roll.

Wetaskiwin v. C. & E. Townsites. 45 D.L 
R. 482, 14 A.L.R. 307. [1019] 1 W.W.R. 
515. [Affirmed, 51 D.L.R. 252. 59 Can. S.C. 
R. 578, [1920] 1 W.W.R. 438.]

The omission of the word “limited” from 
the name of a company to whom a tax no
tice is mailed will not invalidate the notice 
where the noti«*e conformed to the rolls in 
that respect and the officers of the company 
knew; that the company was meant to 1# 
designated and they acted on that assump-

McCutcheon Lumber Co. v. Miniton.se, 2 
D.L.R. 117. 20 W.L.R. 729. 2 W.W.R. 173 
[Affirmed on different grounds (No. 2), 7 
D.L.R. 664. .1 W.W.R. 275, 22 W.L.R. 500. 
22 Man. L.R. 681.]
Notice ok assessment—Omission—Effect

ON BALK.
Under the Assessment Act, R.S.B.C. 1897, 

c. 179, as amended by the B.C. Taxation 
Act, 1911, c. 222, notice either Actual or 
constructive as therein provided is an essen
tial element of a valid assessment, and 
where the letters “N.R.” were omitted on 
the assessment roll in respect of a person 
whom the assessor must have known to lie 
nonresident, there is not the equivalent of 
service by reason of s. 61 and no valid 
assessment if notice were not in fact given.

Eaton v. Creighton, 16 D.L.R. 137, 6 W. 
W.R. 1212.
Taxation — Town Act — Tn ree co-own ekh

OK PROPERTY — ASSESSMENT AND TAX
NOTICES TO ONE ONLY — PROPERTY
ASSESSED IN NAME OK "QUEEN’S HOTEL”
—Validity ok proceedings.

Where there were three co-owners of a 
property called the "Queen’s Hotel,” its 
assessment under that name (with the
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name» of the three co-owners beside it on 
thf roll) and the ending of the assessment 
and tax notices to the one of the co-owners, 
who lived at ami managed the hotel, the 

■ hers not living in town, which had been 
dona for some years, was held not to inval
idate proceeding* for assessment and tax
ation and for distress and sale by the town 
lor realizing taxes, which proceeding* were 
•Hacked by one claiming under a chattel 
mortgage the property so distrained. In 
any case the defect or error in the trans 
mission of the notice or receipt thereof is 
-4ired by s. 317 of the Town Ac*

Hagnian v. Merchants Hank. [1919]-1 W. 
VV.R. 500, affirming 13 A.L.K. 293, which 
reversed [1918] 1 W.VV.K. 257.
FAILURE TO GIVE NOTICE—CURATIVE STA1

The curative provisions of the Town Act, 
c. 2, 1911-12, are not intended to condone 
i total neglect of the ordinary duties of a 
municipality in relation to assessments and 
tho collection of taxes; s. 317 (which pro 
vides that ‘‘no defect, error or omission in 
the form or substance of the notice or state
ment required by as. 301, 302 hereof, or in 
the service, transmission or receipt thereof, 
shall invalidate any subsequent proceeding-.

the recovery of taxes") involves or 
(«sûmes the existence in some form or 
other of at least a notice and statement 
issued and directed to the taxable person.

Merchant# Bunk v. Guyler, [1918] 1 W 
W.R. 257.
(S 111 B—120)—Tax sale assessment 

Validity ok—Meetings of council 
and Court of Revision held out
SIDE OF MUNICIPAL ABE A — MUNICIPAI
Clauses Act — Consent inkkkkeh
FROM ABSENCE OF OK.IEOITON—Ktql IRE 
MENT8 OF BY-LAW NOT OBSERVED—NO
TICE of sale—Waiver.

Anderson v. South Vancouver, 16 B.C.R 
101, 409. 18 W.L.R. 373. [Reversed. 45 
Can. S.C.R. 425.]
(9 III B—122)—Assessment or hotel

PROPERTIES —ErFECT OF LOCAL OPTION 
by-law—Reduction in value—Busi
ness assessment.

Re Rattenbury and Clinton; Re Mc- 
i aughey and Clinton; Re Pike and Clinton, 
12 D.L.R. 851, 4 O.W.N. 1607. 24 O.W.R. 
910.
($ III B—125)—Estimatino value of

PROPERTY FOB — FUTURE PROSPECTS —
Present value of to be taken into 
account—Gross only—Valuation of 
property in vicinity.

Where prospects of future sales or future 
profitable exploitations of land are consid
ered in estimating the value of such land 
for taxation purposes under s. 321 of the 
-barter of the city of Edmonton (Alta. I, 
i‘ is the present value of such prospects 
>nlv that are to he taken into account. 
. h- value at. which lands in the immediate 

v ii.nity have beeu assessed is an important

factor in determining the assessment value 
in question, but this does not apply where 
such lands have lieen grossly overvalued by 
the assessors. [Fra«er v. Fraserville, 34 I). 
I..R. 211. [1917] A.C. 187. followed ]

Grierson v. Edmonton, 45 D.I«.R. 70, 58 
Can. S.C.R. 13. [19171 2 W.W.R. 1138. 
Vai.i ation—Grain elevator.

By s. 302 of the Town Act, R.8.S. 1909. 
as amended in 1915, a grain elevator is 
assessable at the actual value of the build 
ing. and unless it is used for commodities 
other than grain the business carried on 
therein is exempt from taxation; nor, by 
virtue of s. 292, is it subject to taxation 
when not in existence at the lime of the 
completion of the assessment roll.

Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Co. 
v. Ogema, :Hi D.L.R. 398, 10 S.L.R. 310. 
[1917] 3 W.W.lk 194.
“Actual value" of land—Special adapta

bility—Water power.
In assessing land at its ‘‘actual value" 

within the meaning of s. 40 (1) of the 
Wessment Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 195, it is 
proper to take into consideration its special 
adaptability, such as its use in developing 
a valuable water power, and whether its 
value as a town lot or as agricultural land 
was enhanced owing to its being so situated 
that it was capable of being used in devel
oping the water power. [The valuation 
rule settled in expropriation eases applied]

Re Ontario & Minnesota Power Co. and 
Fort Frames, 28 D.L.R. 30, 35 O.L.R. 459.
Valuation.

Although a. 3 of title 31 of the Strath- 
iiint charter, c. 34, 1907, provides that 
"land shall lie assessed at its fair actual 
value." the fact that the word “value" is 
not to ba given its ordinary meaning, but 
rather a special meaning for the purpose of 
assessment, is shewn hv the provision there
in that "in estimating the value, regard 
-hall be had to its situation and the pur 
pose for which it is used,'or, if sold by the 
present owner, it could and would probably 
lie used in the next sueceeding twelve 
months."

Ktrathcona v. Edmonton 4 Strathcona 
Laud Syndicate, 3 A.L.R. 259.
Increment tax—Value ok land.

The increased value of land under the 
Cnearned Increment Tax Aot (Alta. 1913. 
2nd aess.. c. 101 is to tie computed as of 
the time of registering the transfer.

Bredin v. Canadian Northern Town 
Properties, 39 D.L.R. 20, 13 A.L.R. 225. 
[1918] 1 W.W.R. 642.
Actual value.

The Maiiitol* Assessment Act, R.8.M. 
(1913). c. 34, s. 29, does not authorize the 
aaaessment of property at more than its 
actual value.

Roman Catholic Arch. Corp. of St. Bon
iface v. Town of Transcona, 39 D.L.R. 148, 
56 Can. S.C.R. 56. [1918] 1 W.W.R. 347.
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"Actual vai.uk”—Hotel property—Prohi
bition Act.

In assessing property the assessor should 
determine the “artmi] value thereof within 
the meaning of the Municipal Art, R.S.B.V. 
Hill, i*. 170, as amended hy s. 30, e. 40, 
HI I"), hy taking the viewpoint of a solvent 
owner not anxious to sell, but yet not hold
ing for a fictitious or merely speculative 
rise in price, and hy considering how such 
value is affected by existing conditions. 
| Re Vharleson Assessment, 22 D.L.R. 240, 
21 B.C.R. 281, at pp. 285 and 296, applied; 
Re Municipal Clauses Act and Dun-inuir, 8 
B.C.R. 361, distinguished.| In assessing a 
hotel property the effect of the British Co
lumbia Prohibition Act upon the former 
value thereof should, therefore, lie taken 
into consideration.

Re Municipal Act; Gates’ Case, [1918] 2 
W.W.R. 930.
Land — Valuation ok bixm'Ks — Front- 

auk — Fair actual value.
A block of land forming one parcel and 

held under one title may lie assessed as one 
parcel although it is of a varying character 
which makes one portion much more valu
able than other portions: the assessor will 
be assumed to have taken the varying values 
of the different frontages into consideration 
in fixing u lump sum or average rate for the 
entire block of land.

Pearce v. Calgarv, 23 D.L.R. 29ti, 9 WAV. 
R. 195, 31 W.L.R. 208. [See 31 U.LR. 548.] 
Declined values.

If the condition of land values in a city 
is abnormal in that there is practically no 
market because of the collapse of a real 
estate boom, the assessor must endeavour 
to fix the value for assessment purposes on 
a normal footing under a statute which 
directs that projierty shall he estimated at 
its actual cash value as; it would he ap
praised in payment of ft just debt from a. 
solvent debtor.

Charleson v. Bvrne, 22 D.L.R. 240, 21 
B.C.R. 281, 8 W.W.R. 830. 31 W.I..R. 3011. 
Valuation below actual value—Valid-

A municipal valuation roll in which all 
properties as a whole are valued below their 
actual value is illegal and will be annulled
by the court.

La Vie. d’Approvisionnement d’Eau v. 
Montmagny, 25 D.L.R. 292, 24 Que. K.B. 
416.
Assessment below actual value — Good 

FAITH — UmiOBMITT.
A valuation roll is not a nullity for the 

reason merely that the valuators have as- 
■eased in it the taxable properties for a 
third of their actual value only if this low 
and insufficient valuation has been made im
partially. in good faith, in a uniform man
ner and in proportion to the respective 
values of each of the properties situated in 
the municipality.

Rivard v. Wickham West, 47 Que. S.C. 
441.

Revision of valuation roll—Homologa-

Vnder our municipal laws, the prepara
tion of the valuation roll by the valuators 
and its deposit with the secretary-treasurer 
is not a completion of the roll, "it is com
pleted and ready for homologation only 
when it has been revised by the council, or 
it is decided that no revision is necessary. 
The word “completion" of art. 4511, R.S.Q. 
1909. must be construed in that sense. 
Therefore, the eouncil may, at any time, 
after the expiry of the delays prescribed for 
the examination of the roll, on complaint! 
or not, revise and homologate the valuation 
roll.

Whelan v. Aylmer, 48 Que. S.C. 204. 
Common standard.

Iii order to secure under the Rates and 
Taxes Act (N.B. ), 3 Geo. V’., c. 21, a com
mon standard of valuation for general coun
ty purposes, the value of property as fixed 
by special Acts for assessment purposes is 
the value to be taken, ami not its full value 
as provided by s. 4 of the Act.

St. John v. Board of Valuators, 43 N.B.R. 
369.
Valuation.

The want of the buyer, the site of the 
property, and the price paid for identical 
land in the neighbourhood are the best 
guides in valuing real estate.

Herbert v. Saint Michel, 18 Rev. de Jur. 
228.
Edmonton Charter — Appeal from as

sessment — Whether 1919 amend
ment applicable “Fair actual 
value” — Assessor's valuation — 
Interference by court.

In an assessment appeal front the decision 
of the council to a judge under the Kdmoii- 
ton Charter where under the requirements 
of s. 344 the roll for the year 1919 was 
adopted by the council on .I Vine 23, 1919, it 
was held that amendments to the charter 
as to estimating value and as to variation 
on apiiea 1 assented to April 17, 1919, ap
plied for the purposes of the appeals. The 
term "fair actual value" in s. 321 consid
ered. Where the assessor bas honestly ap
plied all the factors entering into his prob- 
em on the footing of the law as set out in 

s. 321 and reaches an unbiased and reasoned 
conclusion which is relatively fair and equi
table, the court should he slow to interfere 
unless he has flown in the face of an impera
tive requirement of the charter or has pro
ceeded on a wrong principle of law.

( ondell v. Edmonti-n, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 
214.
Municipal law — Valuation boll — 

Nullity — Agree me t — Mun. Code, 
725, 742, 734, 743, 74tin, 039, 940, 94J, 
1061.

When a valuation roll cannot fulfil the 
purpose for which it was mair . namely to 
serve as a basis for the imposition of taxes, 
it is absolutely null, ami no agreement can 
«•over its nullity, but if it is only imper-
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{fitly made up, as, for example, if it con- I 
tains 8. valuation uniformly either too high 
i-r too low, but sufficient for the assessment 
of taxee, the taxpayers van agree to it. 
Thus, when a valuation roll does not take 
into account the value of the buildings, and 
estimates a lot worth $3,000 at .$300, and 
the interested party does not take advan
tage of his right to lodge a complaint before 
i lie local council, or of his power of appeal 
to the county council, and has not given 
any proof of injustice or wrong resulting to 
him from such valuation, in his action in 
nullity commenced 18 months after the 
homologation of the roll, such silence is an 
acquiescence jin, and a ratification of, the 
list as homologated.

Dionne v. Grantham, 46 Que. S.C. 350.
(§ III B—132)—Structures and other

PBOPEBTY “ON RAILWAY LANDS” — EX
EMPTION.

The words, “on railway lands,” in R.S.O. 
I!<14, 0. 188* s. 47 (3) (the Assessment 
Act), exempting certain structures and oth- 
« r property “on railway lands” from mu
nicipal assessment, include all lands in the 
lawful use and occupation of a railway 
company, exclusively for railway purposes, 
or incidental thereto, without reference to 
the title under which they may lie held.

Cornwall v. Ottawa & N.Y.R. Co., 88 D. 
L.R. 468, [19171 A.C. 399. 20 Can. Rv. Cas. 
436, 117 L.T. 227, affirming 30 D.L.fc. 664, 
52 Can. S.C.R. 46ti. [See also 15 D.L.R. 
433. 16 Can. Ry. Cm. 403. 20 O.L.R. 622.] 
Railw ays — Local improvement charges.

The meaning and intention of the agree
ment between the Province of Manitoba (c. 
39. 1 Edw. VII. 1001) and the C.N.R. Co. 
iiiid the interpretation to be put on the legis
lation affecting it, is that the burden a«- 
Mimed by the plaintiff under the agreement 
Is in lieu of all taxes, rates and assessments, 
including all charges for local or municipal 
purposes.

C.N.R Co. v. Winnipeg, 0 W.W.R. 002.
(§ III B—133)—Express and telephone 

companies — Financial inmiti tionr.
Neither an express nor a telegraph com

pany can be classed as a “hank, loan com
pany or financial institut ion” within the 
meaning of s. 302 (2) of the Towns Act 
(Sask.f, providing the mode of their assess
ment tor taxation.

Canadian Northern Express Co. v. Ro«t- 
hern; Canadian Northern Telegraph v. liost- 
bern. 23 D.L.R. 64. 8 8.L.R. 285, 8 W.W.R. 
1181, 31 W.L.R. 868.

C. Tax officers.
(§ ITT C—134)—Board of assessors — 

Mode of assessment.
It is not necessary that the entire board 

of assessors unite in an inspection of prop- 
• rtv for the purpose of assessing it for taxn- 
tion; it is sufficient if each member ascer
tains the values as he thinks them to be and 
rejtorts the facts and his views to the other 
members of the board for final détermina-

I lion, and no member of such board is justi
fied iu refusing to act in a separate capacity 
for the purpose of inspecting the property 
when required to do so by the municipal 
authorities.

The King v. Halifax: Re Stevens, 26 D. 
I*R. 113, 49 N.8.R. 280.
D. Review; correction; equalization;

Appeals to Supreme Court of Canada 
from assessment matters, see Appeal, 11 A
—35.
(g HI D—135)—Town Act (Alta.) — 

Amendment ok land — Relief 
against — Decision of court not ap
pealed against — Res judicata — 
Action to recover — Defences.

If a taxpayer does not. pursue the remedy 
provided for relief against excessive taxa
tion by the Town Act (1011-12, Alta. e. 2) 
by an appeal from the Court of Revision to 
the District Court Judge and from him to 
the Appellate Court, the decision of either 
of these courts not appealed from is res ju
dicata, and such excessive taxation cannot 
lie set up as a defence to an action by the 
municipality for the recovery of the tax. 
[Toronto R. Co. v. Toronto, [1004] A.C. 
800; Canadian Oil Fields Co. v. Oil Springs, 
13 O.L.R. 405, distinguished.]

Macleod v. Campbell. 44 D.L.R. 210, 67 
Can. S.C.R. 517, [1918| 3 W.W.R. 760, re- 
\rising 41 D.L.R. 357, 13 A.L.R. 487, [1918] 
2 W.W.R. 718.
Appeal — Railway and Municipal Board 

— District Court — Concurrent ji b 
isDicnoN. ;

Even where there has been an appeal to 
the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board 
from the Court of Revision, it is the duty 
of a judge of the District Court to hear and 
determine an appeal to him from the Court 
of Revision. The right of appeal from the 
Court of Revision to the Ontario Railway 
and Municipal Hoard given to a person as
sessed for over $10,000 has not taken away 
the right to appeal to the District Court 
Judge. I

Re Fort Frances Assessment, 11 D.L.R. 
564, 27 O.L.R. 622.
Assessment — Appeals from — Exten

sion OF TIME.
Re Rush Lake Assessment and Fares, 30 

D.L.R. 537, 0 K.L.R. 374. [See also Fares 
v. Rush l.ake, 28 D.L.R. 530, 0 8.L.R. Old, 
10 W.W.R. 13, 33 W.L.R. 078.]
Fixed assessments — Actual value.

Lands of industrial corporations, under 
“fixed assessments” granted by by-law of 
the municipality in which they are situate, 
are not assessable for equalization purp4iscs 
for county rates, beyond the amount of the 
fixed assessments; except for school rates, 
the fixed assessment must he regarded, both 
for county and municipal taxation, as the 
actual \alue of the properties.

Re Stamford and Welland, 31 D.L.R. 206 
37 O.L.R. 155.
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Revision-—Appeal.
If a municipality has no power to make 

an assument, the party assessed may re
sist the illegal assessment by an action, hut 
if it has power the only remedy is by appeal 
to the Court of Revision.

Coquitlam v. I.ungun, 33 D.L.R. 176,
I in 17 | 1 W.WJL 808
C'KRTIORAHI — AlFIDAVIT — “MERITS OF 

PROCEEDINGS.”
Irregularities in notices of assessment, 

and in the service thereof are technical ob
jections not within the meaning of the 
words “merits of the assessment" in s. 61» 
of the Assessment Act (R.S.N.N. c. 73). per
mitting a certiorari to remove the proceed 
ings when such merits are at issue.

He Davison Lumber Co., 33 D.I..R. 2R3, 
50 N.8.R. 401.
Mineral bights — Appeal — Academic 

QUESTION.
On an appeal under the Assessment 

Amendment Act (Out. 1016, c. 41, s. (I), 
raising a question as to the value of petro
leum mineral rights, the court will not con
sider a question whether “other mineral 
rights” are assessable under s. 40 (8i of 
the Assessment Act, R.S.O. 1014, e. 195, if 
the question appears to lie merely of an 
academic character.

He ( annda Co. and Colchester North. 33 
D.L.R. 61. 38 O.L.R. 183.
Remedy— Appeal— Injunction.

Injunction is not the proper remedy for 
an illegal assessment where there is a statu
tory right of appeal to the Court of Re-

Foster v. St. Joseph, 37 D.L.R. 283. 3ft 
O.L.R. 526, afllrming 3ft O.L.R. 114.
Review — Method of Oxtabio Assess

ment Act.
Whether or not property is subjeet to 

taxation should ordinarily la- determined 
in the manner provided by the Ontario As
sessment Act, 4 Kdw. VII. e. 23. amended 
by 10 Kdw. Ml. e. 88. R.S.O. Ift14. e. 1W». 
and not be an action for a declaratory jutlg-
™ Ottawa Y.M.C.A. ▼. Ottawa. 16 'll.L.R. 
718, 2» O.L.R. 674.
Illegal valuation boll — Setting aridf. 

— JvRisniOriox ok Superior Court. 
The Cities and Towns Act (Que.), pro

viding an appeal from an illegal valuation 
to the Circuit Court, d<ies mil exclude the 
jurisdiction of the Superior Court over ac
tions to annul the whole of an illegal valua
tion roll.

Txi Cie. d’Approvisionneinent d’Eau v. 
Montmagnv, 25 D.L.R. 2ft2, 24 Que. K.B. 
416.
Special assessment under Local Improve- 

mi ni BT LAW — Decision « COURT 
of Revision — Appeal from to Coun- 
tt Court Judge — Time for — As
sessment Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 195, s. 
57. 72 — Local Improvement Act. R. 
S.O. 1914, 0. 193, e. 3ft (2) — Arceb-

T.UMX0 DATE OK DECISION ---  D.AT ON
WHICH PARTIES NOTIFIED THEREOF —
Objection to bight of appeal —

Re Kemp and Toronto. 8 O.W.X. 92. 
Assessment—Power to revise.

Sherwood v. Wilson, 3ft D.L.R. 701, 55 
Can. S.C.R. 617, affirming 31 D.L.R. 795; 30 
D.L.R. 539.
“Actual value” — Review on appeal.

'Hie “actual value” at which the assessors 
of the city of Montreal are bound to assess 
real properties must be the selling value, 
that is, the price which the owner might 
obtain for bis property from a purchaser 
who. without being bound to pay, might 
want to acquire it. The assessors should 
only take count of the value of property at 
the moment of making the roll; they can
not take into consideration the expectation 
of public works, such as the opening of pro
jected streets, the construction of sewers 
and other works of the same nature. The 
jirinciple that a court of appeal should only 
intervene with much circumspection in the 
exercise of the functions of municipal as
sessors has appliealion only in a case where 
the law gives to these officials a purely dis
cretionary power, and not when they violate 
a principle or positive rule of law.

Lacroix v. Montreal, 54 Que. 8.C. 130. 
Municipal valuation.

Courts ought not to substitute their opin
ion for that of valuators and municipal 
councils, whose examination is requisite for 
the validity of the valuation rolls.

Fortin v. Contrecoeur, 24 Rev. de Jur. 537. 
Business assessment— Coirt of Revi

sion REDUCING ASSESSMENT TAKING 
INTO CONSIDERATION MATTERS BEYOND
its scope—Concession in nature of 
bonus — Discrimination against 
other business.

The provisions of the City Act with regard 
to assessment of business should be con
strued and carried out as far as possible 
with uniformity and equality. Concessions 
should not lie granted to one ratepayer to 
the prejudice of another, nor should one 
class of business lie favoured at the expense 
of other businesses of a similar class. Ap
peal from a Court of Revision reducing 
assessment of a certain department store 
business allowed because in granting reduc
tion the Court of Revision in effect was 
granting a concession in the nntWe of a 
bonus which was a discrimination against 
other business.

Weyhurn Hardware * Furniture Co. T. 
Weyburn, [lftlftl 2 W.W.R. 42.
Procédure — Exception — Competence ok 

courts — Municipal taxes — Cities 
and Towns Act—8. ref. [IftOftl arts. 
6751, 6752, 6755 — Mun. Code, art. 
724.

Actions for the recovery of municipal 
taxes are not of the competence of the Su
perior Court: only the courts designated by
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the Cities and Towns Act and by the Mini.
< ode have jurisdivtion to try them.

Quebee-Kust v. Quebec, 50 Que. S.C. 543. 
ANNULMENT OF VALUATION MOLL — 1’AKTIKH 

—OFFICER*.
A niunivipal valuation roll in which the 

ratable properties are, as a whole, valued 
U-lnw their actual value is illegal and mill. 
In such a case the proper remedy is by an 
action to set aside the roll ami not by an 
•appeal to the Circuit Court. Every rate
payer. by separate title, has sufficient inter
est* to institute the action. The municipal 
corporation is responsible for the acts of its 
municipal valuators, who are its olficcrs, 
ami there is no necessity for impleading the 
latter as parties in the cause.

It h ard v. Wickham West, 25 Que., K.B. 
32.
Municipal valuation.

A court should intervene with great dis
cretion in the valuation of immovables made 
by a municipal valuator: it should only set 
aside liis valuation where it has been made 
on a principle so erroneous that a compe
tent and honest man could not have made 
it.

St. Denis v. Montreal, 49 Que. S.C. 55. 
Security—Amendment.

An appeal to the Circuit Court from de
risions of a municipal council, upon the ex
amination or revision of the valuation roll 
as provided by pars. 4 & 5 of art. 1061 
Mini. Code is intended to secure, a review 
of this decision and not to cause the roll 
to be annulled. A petition accompanying 
the appeal which alleges grounds of nullity 
of the valuation roll and concludes by de
manding that the roll “be quashed and set 
aside" constitutes a real petition for quash
ing whieli should he preceded by the secu
rity required bv art. 352 Mun. Code. The 
security should* be furnished at least ten 
days before the presentation of the petition 
to* the court, failing which the petition 
will not lie received. The court cannot go 
beyond this imperative provision of the law 
and permit the security to he tiled after the 
expiration of the delay. Art. 1072 Mun.
< «ale is Intended to allow the amendment 
of municipality proceedings carried to the 
court by way of appeal but not the amend
ment of proceedings in the court sitting as 
a Court of Appeal or of cassation.

Bedard v. Sillery, 49 Que. S.C. 29. 
Appeal—What rkviewablb.

An objection as to the rate of taxation 
cannot lie dealt with in an appeal from the 
assessment, and. therefore, the right of such 
appeal can in no wav affect the right to 
raise such an objection at the hearing of an 
action for the recovery of taxes. The right 
of appeal given by the Town Act to the 
Court of Revision does not preclude an ob
jecting party from raising in another court 
the point that lie is not the owner of any
thing that is assessable.

Coleman v. Head Syndicate, 11 A.L.R. 
314, 119171 1 W.W.R. 1074.

(§ 111 D— 130)— Assessment.
An assessment of taxes by a city corpo

ration is not invalid though the provisions 
«,f s. 281 of the City Act, R.8.S., 190V. ç. 
84, providing that before the notices are 
sent out the assessment roll must be check
ed over by a committee consisting of the 
assessor and two members of the council, 
were not complied with if the roll was tin- 
ally passed by the council as provided in 
s. 298 of that Act, to the effect that the 
roll as finally passed by the council shall 
be valid and bind all parties concerned, not
withstanding any defect or error commit
ted in or with regard to such roll. [See 
the amended s. 281 of the City Act, Sask. 
6tat. 1912, e. 26, a. 17 ]

Prince Albert v. C.N.R. Co., 10 D.L.R. 
121, 6 S.L.R. 49. 2.1 W.L.R. 275, 3 W.W.R 
900. 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 87.

The substitution, for the purpose of 
qualifying him as a voter, of the name of 
a landowner for that of a former owner 
of the same property upon the assessment 
roll upon his shewing to the otlieer charged 
with the custody of the roll his certificate 
of title, is not invalid merely on the ground 
that, it was done prior to the decision of 
the Court of Revision upon the owner’s np 
plication to that court to have his name 
placed upon the voters' list under the Mun. 
Ordinance, Con. Ord. 1898, c. 70, in force 
in Alberta, if. in fact, the court afterwards 
granted his application. Under a statute 
which permits any person otherwise duly 
qualified to vote whose name is not on the 
voter’s list, to apply to have such list 
amended by the addition of his name, and 
which also* declares qualified those persons 
who are named on the last revised assess
ment roll as occupants or owners of r,ial 
estate of a stated amount held in their own 
right, the amendment of the voters’ list on 
such application casts upon the officer in 
charge of the assessment, roll the duty of 
amending the latter in the same wav.

The King ex rel. Angus v. Knox, 1 D.L.R. 
«43, 19 W.L.R. 769, 1 W.W.R. 341, 4 A.L.R. 
54.

Objection to the imposition of taxes by 
municipal assessors may be made at any 
time if the objects assessed are not tax
able by law, as this would constitute an 
ultra vires assessment, radically null.

Nova Scotia Coal A Steel Co. v. Montreal, 
3 D.L.R. 750.
Ahhkhsment or PROPERTY to one who sub

sequently BECOMES OWNER.
An assessment of land in the name of one 

who subsequently became its owner eannot 
be eorrected under a. 67 of 53 Viet. (N.B.) 
c. 67, since such section does hot apply 
where the assessment to be corrected was 
made without jurisdiction.

The King v. Grand Kail*. 13 D.L.R. 266, 
42 N.B.R. 122, 13 E.L.R. 240.
EXCEHHIVR A88EH8MKNT—APPEAL FROM—RE

DUCTION.
On ail appeal by a public utility company 

to the Ontario Railway and Municipal
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Board against tlm company's assessment, if 
the appellants pro\e that the ummmt as
sessed for buildings was excessive the onus 
is not upon them to prove that the total was 
likewise excessive'; a reduction of the total 
assessment should be made in respect of the 
excess in the building valuation unless the 
question of increase of the assessment under 
the other heads is before the Board on the 
evidence or upon an inspection of the prop-

Re Ontario 4 Minnesota Power Co. and 
Fort Frances, 22 D.L.R. 878, 8 O.YV.X. 210. 
(§ 111 1)—137)—Board ok rkvikw oh 

equalization—Court ok Revision.
An assessent roll prepared in accord

ance with the provisions of the city char
ter, if not attacked before the board of 
assessors within the legal delays, is abso
lutely binding on all the ratepayers taxed 
and the legality thereof cannot be enquired 
into once it has been duly homologated.

Montreal v. Allard, 3 D.L.R. 438, 18 Rev. 
de dur. 326.
Power to remit.

Neither the Court of Revision of a munici
pality nor the County Court Judge has ju
risdiction under the assessment Act (R.S.O. 
1614, c. 195, s. 1181 to remit or reduce 
taxes which have been paid; the authority 
to remit is confined to taxes due.

Taylor v. Guelph, 39 D.L.R. 410, 41 O.L.R. 
33.
AftftKSftMENT ACT (R.S.N.8. 1900, C. 73) —

OlUKCTIONH TO VALUATION—STATEMENT 
UNDER OATH—ASSESSORS — APPEAL— 
ASSESSMENT ACT COURT—TAXING ACT
—Construction — No appeal to 
County Court— Procedure.

Nova Scotia Steel * Coal Co. v. Sydney 
Mines, 41 D.L.R. 744, 62 N.S.R. 335.‘
(S III D—138)— Appeal—Appeal from 

assessm ent—Validity ok—Excessive 
valuation—How value deiermined— 
Actual sales—Admissibility ok evi
dence AS TO PRICE RECEIVED.

Burns v. Calgary; Ross v. C'algarv, 7 
D.L.R. 918, 4 A.L.R. 302, 21 W.L.R. 062, 
2 W.W.R 647.
Assessment—Appeal from.

The time for appealing against an as
sessment of property in a municipality in 
an unorganized district is one month after 
the time fixed for returning the assessment

Re Fort Frances Assessment, 11 D.L.R. 
564. 27 O.L.R. 622.
Assessment ok power plant—Review —

Tile effect of the repeal of s. 52 of the 
Ontario Railway and Municipal Act of 1906 
by Ont. Stat. 3 4 4 Geo. V. c. 37, on the re
enactment of that Act. May 6. 1913. was 
that as to a subsequent decision of the Court 
of Revision of a town in a territorial dis
trict assessing a power plant either the 
right of appeal directly to the Ontario and 
Municipal Board was taken away until the

new Municipal Act, 1913, 3 & 4 Geo. V. c. 
43 came into force on July 1, 1913, or the 
right of appeal, left as it existed before the 
Statute of 1906, was one to a Judge in 
Chambers, even if s. 13 of the Assessment 
Amendment Act of 1913 did not impliedly 
repeal the provisions as to appeal contained 
in the Act relating to territorial districts.

Re Ontario 4 Minnesota Power Co. & 
Fort Frances, 22 D.L.R. 701, 32 O.L.R. 235. 
Appeal—Review ok law.

<>n an appeal to the Appellate Division of 
the Supreme Court of Ontario from the On
tario Railway and Municipal Board, in re 
spect of the assessment of the property 
of a public utility company, the question 
determined is one of law that the Board 
should, on the facts as found, fix the value 
of the property at a particular figure, 
the Appellate Division does not decide 
as a matter of fact that such is the 
value of the property, but to save any 
question as to the effect of the opinion of the 
Appellate Division, its certificate may con 
tain a statement that in the opinion of the 
court it would have no effect as res judi
cata in any future assessment.

Re Ontario 4 Minnesota Power Co. 4 
Fort Frances, 22 D.L.R. 881, 8 O.W.X. 303 
Assessment ok exempt property—Church 

premises—Mode ok revision.
It is not necessary to appeal to the Court 

of Revision from an assessment of church 
property, which is exempted by statute, in 
order to he relieved from liability for such 
taxes, and it is open to the defendant to 
refuse payment of the taxes sought to be im 
posed by such improper assessment. [Re 
Sisters of Charitv Assessment, 15 B.C.R. 
344, 44 Can. S.C.R, 29, distinguished.]

Victoria v. Trustees of the Church of Our 
Lord, 25 D.L.R. 617. 22 B.C.R. 174, 9 W.W. 
R. 173, 32 W.L.H. 330.
Appeal from Board ok Revision—Ques

tions ok law.
An application to a judge under s. 349 

Winnipeg Charter, 9 Edw. VII., c. 78. by 
a person affected by a decision of the Board 
of Valuation and Revision, should not be in 
the nature of an appeal upon questions of 
fact as well as law, but should be confined 
to obtaining his opinion upon questions of 
law only; otherwise he has no authority 
to deal with it.

Re Winnipeg Charter; Baird's Case; Re 
Orde (3 eases / 29 D.L.R. 464. 34 W.L.R. 
930, 932.
C'OXCLUSIVENKSS OK ASSESSMENT — “RE 

HEARING."
Where an assessor has acted honestly 

ami has arrived at a valuation of property 
without any mistake in principle or law the 
valuation will be given great weight by u 
Court of Appeal. An appeal from the de
cision of a Court of Revision under the 
Taxation Act is a rehearing and fresh evi
dence may he adduced.

Re Mackenzie, Mann 4 Co. Assessment, 
22 B.C.R. 15.
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i lause 12 of ■. 138 of the Municfpal 
Ordinance, which provides that “the deci- 
r hi ami judgment of the judge shall lie final 
and conclusive in every vase adjudicated 
upon, and can only be appealed from by a 
unanimous vote of the council," gives a 
right of appeal from a judgment reducing 
an assessment, if the council by a unani
mous vote authorizes the appeal: and, in 
the absence of anv provision in the atutute 
a« to the Court of Appeal or the machinery 
of appeal, it must be presumed that the 
appeal is to the same court and in the 
.-mie manner as any other appeal from a 
District Judge.

Statlicona v. Edmonton 1 Strut licona 
l.and Syndicate, 3 A.L.R. 868.
JDaihion—Notice ok appeal.

Where a notice of appeal from assessment 
j 4 given pursuant to the provisions of s. 
279 of the Town Act. R.S.S. 1900. c. 85. 
•»n the ground that it is “too high." the 
( ourt of Revision has not power to raise the 
assessment appealed from in the absence of 
a notice that it was “too low.” Section 290 
of the Act does not apply to the notice of 
appeal given under ». 279.

Rogers Lumber Yards v. Estevan, 34 
W.L.R. 402.
Appeal to Court of Révision—Statur of 

Assessor as appellant—Jurisdiction 
ok Court ok Revision—Appeal to 
County Court Judge—Remedy by 
prohihition—Assessment Act. R.R.O. 
1914. c. 19Ô. 8. 09 (1). (3). (6). (181. 
(21 ) —Further appeal—Assessment 
Amendment Ait, 6 Geo. V. c. 41, a. 
6—Stated case.

Re Walkerville Assessment Appeals, 11
O.W.N. 25.

On the appeal to the Circuit Court from 
the decisions of the council at the time 
of annual revision, the court must estab
lish the actual value of the contested real 
estate, at the time of the revision, nob 
taking into consideration the value which 
m i v lie given to it by future public works 
such as opening of a street.

Herbert v. Saint-Michel, 18 Rev. de Jur.
228.

Sale op land for taxes—Action to set 
aside — Nonresident owner — Statu
tory notice ok assessment—-State
ment AND DEMAND ok TAXES—TRANS
MISSION OF. TO OWNER’S ADDRESS, “Ik
known”—Provisions of Asskssmfnt 
Act as to—Unbevoked address disre
garded—Duty of treasurer under 8. 
165.

Cast F. Moore. 4 O.W.N. 525.
Salary of County Judge—Appeal from 

Court of Revision to County Judge— 
Prohibition—Disqualification uy in 
terest—Jurisdiction of Judge in 
Chambers—10 Edw. VII. c. 26, s. 16— 
Appointment under the Act.

Re Chisholm and Berlin, 4 O W.N. 431. 
23 O.'V.R. 571.

E. Personal obligation; action for col-

As debt, aec Garnishment, I C—15.
(| 111 K—140)— Action for cancellation 

— Distraint—Assessment— Enfobi e.- 
me.xt — Action to recover—Meaning 
ok “occupant” and “squatter”— 
R.S.S. 1909. c. 88. s. 2.

Spy Hill v. Bradshaw, 7 D.L.R. 041, 2 
W.W.R. 399.

Where vacant lot* are comprieed he 
tween the homologated lines of a projected 
avenue, and destined therefor to fall into 
the civic domain, and an assessment roll 
prepared taxing these lot* for the purpose 
of constructing a drain and the proprietor 
has not objected thereto in time, he can
not raise, by opposition to u seizure of these 
lots for overdue taxes, the illegality of 
such roll.

Montreal r. Allard. 3 D.L.R. 438, 18 Rev. 
de Jur. 326.
Rural municipality—Taxes assessed by

LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT.
A rural municipality that succeeds a lo

cal improvement district, may. in the name 
of its council, recover unpaid land taxes 
assessed before the organization of the ru 
ral municipality by the local improvement 
district under the provisions of c. 36 
(Sask.l 1906, and c. 88 R.S.S. 1909, as 
well as the Supplementary Revenue Act, c. 
37. R.S.S. 1909.

Vermilion Hills v. Smith, 13 D.L.R. 182, 
6 S.L.R. 366, 24 W.L.R. 903. 4 W.W.R. 
1219.
Arrears for more than six years—Re

covery—Statute ok Limitations.
The Statute of Limitations is no defence 

to an action to recover arrears of taxes 
which have been in arrears more than *ix 
years, the action Seing in respect of a lia
bility created by statute the period of lim 
itation is that applicable to an action upon 
a specialty. [Pipestone v. Hunter. 28 D.L. 
R. 776. 28 Man. L.R. 570; Cork & Brandon 
R. Co. v. Goode, 13 C.B. 826, 138 E.R. 1427, 
followed.]

Mcl.ean v. MacLeod, 49 D.L.R. 146, 
[1919] 3 W.W.R. 519.
As debt—Penalties and interest—Stat

ute ok Limitations—Municipal i.e.-vy 
against purchaser ok Crown i.and*

Pipestone v. Hunter, 28 D.L.R. 776, 28 
Man. L.R. 570, 33 W.L.R. 614. 9 W.W.R 
1152.
Local assessments—As debt—Validity— 

“Instalments.”
Rates levied on land under the Munici

palities Local Improvement Act (B.C. 1913, 
c. 49) are recoverable as a debt, and may 
1* counterclaimed in an action on an award 
for land taken under the Act; any defects 
in the by-law or assessments are cured by 
ss. 38. 44 (2). and cannot therefore be set 
up. The expressions “number of instal-
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mvnts" in s. .10 (e) ami “annual instalments" 
in s. 42 (2) mean one or more instalments.

Polly v. Chilliwack, 30 D.L.R. 601, 23 
B.C.R. 97, 11917] 1 W.W.R. 208.
•Seizure and distress — Amount due — 

Value ok goods.
Seizure for more than the amount of taxe» 

really due does not render a distreee void. 
Where the value of the goods seized greatly 
exceeded the amount due, and at the sale 
the amount received was much below the 
assumed value of the goods, distress was 
held valid upon sufficient goods at the price 
realized to pay the amount due, and the de
fendant was held liable to pay the diflu- 
cnee between the value of all the goods 
seized and the \alue which might properly 
hove been seized. [Squire v. Mooncv, 30 
U.C.Q.B. 531. applied ]

Smart Hardware Co. v. Melfort, 32 D.L.R. 
W, l<t 8.L R. 10, 110171 1 H W.R. 1184, 
varying 28 D.L.R. 513, 10 W.W.R. 638, 34 
W.L.R. 475.
Tebmination of liability—Forfeiture— 

Satisfaction.
Lands forfeited under tax enforcement 

proceedings, under the Town Act (Alta. I, 
are deemed to be taken in satisfaction of 
the taxes, and the personal liability of the 
taxpayer is thereby terminated.

Castor v. Fenton, 33 D.L.R. 719, 11 A.L.R. 
320, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1474.
Forfeiture — Satisfaction — Recihtra-

An adjudication of a forfeiture of land 
for nonpayment of taxes which was not 
registered nor advertised as required by the 
Towns Act, eo that no title thereto has 
vested in the municipality, does not o|>crate 
as a satisfaction of the taxe». [Castor v. 
Fenton. 33 D.L.R. 719, distinguished.)

Cranum v. I/cnnox, 30 D.L.R. 299, 12 
A.L.R. 531, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 1173. 
confirmation of beturn—Effect.

The conlirination of a tax enforcement 
return by the District Court Judge under 
the Town Act (Sank.), vests the taxed land 
in the municipality subject to redemption, 
the municipality receiving the land for all 
taxes then overdue thereon, and assuming 
responsibility for all taxes against it sub
sequently to the taxes that have been eon- 
tinned: the municipality cannot afterwards 
seize other property for taxes included in 
the confirmation or overdue at that time.

Smart Hardware Co. v. Melfort. 32 D.L.R. 
M2. 10 8.L.R. 40. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1184. 
'«trying 28 D.L.R. 513, 10 W.W.R. 638. 34 
W.L.R. 475.
Action undeb Municipal Act—Appeal— 

—Révision.
If an assessment of land is illegal the 

person assessed is not com])clled to resort to 
the remedy of an appeal to the Courts of 
Revision, but may resist an action under 
the Municipal Act (B.C. 1914. e. 52. s. 
*275) to recover the taxes. A municipality 
has no power to assess lands situate in an
other municipality.

North Cowichan v. Hawthornthwaite, 42
'74 R" "°7, 24 BC‘B* :>71, ll9l8J 3 W W R- 

.Seizure fob taxes—••Occupant"—Nonce
—"At LEAST TEX DAYS"—DAMAGES.

Under a. 308 (li of R.S.S. 1999, c. 87, 
authorizing seizure for arrears of taxes, tlm 
seizure of "the property of or in possession 
of any other occupant "of the premises” can 
he made only when the property is found 
upon the la ml in respect of which the taxe» 
are due, and such property is liable only 
for the taxes due upon "that particular 
parcel of land. In an action for damages 
for a wrongful seizure of property for ar
rears of taxes the onus is on the defendant 
to show the legality of the seizure. [Mc- 
Cutcheon v. Minitonas. 2 D.L.R. 117, fol
lowed.] The plaintiff held not to have been 
an ‘‘occupant" within the meaning of s. 
2 (10) of the Rural Municipality Act, 
R.S.S. 1909. c. 87. of a certain quarter- 
section of land, although his cattle were 
found thereon. The “at least ten days'*

Ruhlic notice prescribed by a. 308 (2) of "the 
lural Municipality Act, of an intended 

sale of property for taxes means ten clear 
days. [Canadian Canning Co. v. Fagan. 12 
B.C.R. 23. 3 W.L.K. 38. followed. I C. \ 
2 William A Mary (an Act for enabling the 
sale of goods distrained for rent in ease the 
rent lie not. paid in a reasonable timei doe* 
not apply to the seizure of goods for arrears 
of taxes.

Purdy v. Langenlmrg [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
161.
Pbima facif evidence of debt—Descrip

tion—Certificate—Sufficiency.
An entry on the assessment roll describ

ing the property as “Tenant on Canadian 
Pacifie Railway property” does not suffi
ciently set forth all the particulars required 
by s». 12. 24 of the Municipal Assessment 
Act, R.S.M. 1913, c. 134. and a certified 
copy thereof cannot therefore constitute 
prima facie evidence of debt under e. 144. 
In the absence of evidence that the officers of 
“clerk” and "treasurer” were held by tin- 
same person, a certificate signed by the 
treasurer and not by the clerk, as required 
by s. 144. is likewise defective. [Jacker v. 
International Cable Co., 5 T.L.R. 13; Tor
onto v. Russell, (1998) A.C. 493; Mc< ut 
clieon Lumber Co. v. Minitonas. 22 Man. 
L.R. "681 ; Itlakev v. Smith, 20 O.L.R. 279: 
Wildman v. Tait, 32 O.R. 274, 2 O.L.R. 307: 
Carter v. Hunter, 13 O.L.R. 310. applied.] 

Whitemouth v. Robinson, 26 Man. L.R. 
139.
(§ ITT E—142)—Free grant land—Lia-

RILITY OF LOOATBF. FOR TAX AGAINST PRI
OR LOCATES WHOSE RIGHTS HAD BEEN 
CANCELLED.

Tlie goods of a locatee on land relocated 
by the Crown after the forfeiture or can
cellation of a prior location under the Free 
Oraiits and Homesteads Act, R.S.O. 1897, 
c. 29. are not subject to seizure or distress 
for unpaid taxes assessed against the prior
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lova tee's interest, no attempt to collect hav
ing been made while he was in possession.

Pattison v. Emo, 12 D.L.R. 300, 28 O.L.R.
228.

A tax valuation statute may apply to a 
pending action railing in <|ue*tiou the 
validity of the tax assessment*; and 
where it declares that the assessment was 
valid and binding notwithstanding any de
fect or irregularity in the proceedings 
taken, and that the validity thereof shall 
not be questioned in any action on ac
count of any defect or irregularity in said 
proceedings, or on account of noncom
pliance with any statutory provisions, the 
statute must be construed as retroactive 
and as including cases as to which litiga
tion was pending at the time it was passed. 
The word “taxes'' in s. 120 of the Mu
nicipal Assessment Act. R.S.M. 1902, c. 117, 
giving a municipality the right to a dis
tress of the goods and chattels of one neg
lecting “to pay taxes,” includes taxes on 
personal property as well as those on real 
estate. The necessity for any demand for 
arrears of taxes is met by following tin- 
requirement of h. 129, which provides that 
if a person neglects to pay his taxes for 
thirty days after the mailing to such per
son or his agent of the notice required bv 
s. 123 of such Act, the municipality shall 
have a right to a distress and sale of his 
goods» A loan made under by-laws paused 
for the purpose of enabling a municipality 
to borrow money and providing that it may 
“hypothecate” all arrears of taxes, does not 
pass all proprietary interest of the munici
pality to the lender so as to deprive it of 
its right to distrain for taxes in arrears.

MeCutcheon Lumber Co. v. Minitonas. 2 
D.L.R. 117, 20 W.L.R. 729. 2 W.W.R. 173. 
[Affirmed on different grounds. 7 D.L.R. 
«A4, 22 Man. L.R. 981, 3 W.W.R. 275, 22 
W.L.R. 500.]
Distress ok goods fob—Conditional sale

—Vendee's interest vnukr—Vendor's
BIGHTS, HOW LIMITED—ÛNL'H.

Under the Town Act. R.8.S. 1909, c. 85, 
the municipality has the right to distrain 
for tax arrears "upon the interest of the per
son taxed in any goods to the possession of 
which he is entitled under a conditional 
sale contract, as well as upon goods which 
are his absolute property ; so where goods 
seized for taxes against the person right
fully in possession are claimed by the con
ditional vendor, who fails on demand to 
produce to the municipality proofs of his 
title, he will be deprived of his costs of an 
action in which his title was established.

John Deere Plow Co. v. Scott, 20 D.L.R. 
543, 7 S.L.R. 276. 29 W.L.R. 642. 
Validity of seizure—Warrant—School

A warrant for the collection of school 
rates was issued without compliance with 
the provisions of the Assessment Act, 
R.R.N.S. 1900, c. 73. s. 82. suhss. 1 and 2 
(made applicable to the collection of school 

Can. Dig.—134.

rates by the Education Act, R.S.X.S., c. 52, 
s. 97), the collector having failed to make 
the return and oath in writing required by 
the Act. Held, that the warrant was issued 
without jurisdiction and that therefore no 
justification for the seizure and sale of 
plaintiff's goods could be made under it; 
that the defendant trustees having received 
and retained the proceeds of the seizure and 
sale their objection that they did not con
vert the goods could not prevail.

Sterling v. Cumberland School Trustees, 
49 X.S.R. 125.

F. Sale; deed; bights ok purchasers.
Validity of use of public funds towards 

advertising tax sale, see Injunction, I J—84. 
(8 111 F—145)—Person assessed mat buy 

—Title acquired.
The person assessed may himself buy in 

the property at a tux sale under the Assess
ment Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 195. to perfect 
his prior defective title, and his tax deed 
will create a new commencement of title free 
from prior adverse possession. [Stewart v. 
Taggart, 22 U.C.C.P. 284, and Tomlinson 
v. Hill, 5 Or. (Ont.) 231. applied.]

Soper v. Windsor, 22 D.L.R. 478, 32 O.L.R. 
352.
Sale.

In order that a sale of land for arrears 
of taxes may be openly and fairly con
ducted, within the meaning of s. 172 of 
the Assessment Act, 4 Kdw. VII. (Ont. I 
c. 23. something more is required than 
easy-going, unenquiring honesty on the part 
of the official who sells. The sale must 
be conducted as an ordinary business trans
action is, where property is sold hv auction 
with a view to obtain its fair market value, 
and fairness is required on the part of the 
vendee, as well as of the vendor. [Donovan 
v. Hogan, 15 A.R. (Ont.) 432, followed.)

Sutherland v. Sutherland. 4 D.L.R. 591, 
3 O.W.X. 1368, 22 O.W.R. 299.

A forced sale by municipal bodies of a 
property on which there are arrears of mu 
nicipal "taxes is subject to the rules general
ly applicable to the contract of sale, and 
hence a sale super non domino and non 
possidente is absolutely null.

Hull v. McConnell, 3 D.L.R. 37.
Sale—Encumbered property—Right ok 

purchase.
Notwithstanding a dedication of land for 

a highway may lie ineffectual as against 
mortgagees, the latter’s rights are divesfed 
and the dedication becomes effectual upon 
the land covered by the highway subse
quently becoming vested in the municipality 
by title under a tax sale.

Re Toronto Plan M. 13*. 11 D.L.R. 424, 
28 O.L.R. 41.
Indian lands—Limitation of time for at

tacking.
The limitation as to time, in the Indian 

Act, R.S.C. 1906. c. 81, s. 59. during which 
the original purchaser of Indian lands may 
claim assistance of the courts in having
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a tax «ale uf hia lamia declared invalid, ia 
applicable only to a case where the Super
intendent-General has actively intervened 
between the tax purchaser and the original 
purchaser, by taking under consideration 
the tax deed, and approving it as a valid 
transfer by endorsement thereon; but there 
is no such limit of time in attacking an 
illegal tax sale and deed, if no action in 
respect of the tax deed by way of approval 
has been taken by the Superintendent-Gen-

Kichania v Collins. It D.L.R. 240. 27 
O.L.R. .190, 22 O.W.R. 502, 23 O.W.R. 409.
Ï.KOAI. IMPOST OF TANKS K8HENTIAL—THREE 

YEABS ARREARS PRECEDING FURNISHING 
! OF LIST.

The statutory protection afforded by s. 
200, Assessment Act (Ont.), to the effect 
that where lands are sold for arrears of 
taxes, and the treasurer lias given a deed 
for the same, that, died shall he to all in
tents and purposes valid and binding, if the 
same has not been questioned before some 
court of competent jurisdiction by some per
son interested, within two years from the 
time of sale, does not apply if there has 
been no legal impost of taxes, nor does it 
apply where the tax has not been in arrear 
for three yeara next preceding the furnish
ing of the list of lands liable to be sold 
under a. 152 of the Act or where no such 
list was furnished.

Richards v. Collins. 9 D.L.R. 249. 27 O.L.
R. 390. 22 O.W.R. 592. 23 O.W.R. 499. 
Burden as to regularity.

In an aetion to recover property alleged 
to have been sold under an invalid tax sale, 
though the person in possession of the land 
has a certificate of title, if it appears that 
the defendant's certificate of title under the 
Land Registry Act (B.C.) was obtained by 
him as purchaser at a tax sale, the burden 
is on him to establish the regularity of the 
tax sale. [Kirk v. Kirkland. 7 B.C.R. 12, 
in appeal sub nom. Johnson v. Kirk, 30 Can.
S. C.R .144. followed 1

Reavis v. Langlev. 9 D.L.R. 40.1. 18 B.C.R. 
30. 23 W.L.R. 55.
Return—Unoccupied land—Sufficiency

OF ADVERTISING—ADEQUACY OF PRICE—
Notice to redeem ry nonresident 
owner—Failure to state address— 
Statutory period for attacking sale.

Excelsior Mining Co. v. Lochead, 27 
D.L.R. 702. 35 O.L R. 154.
Auction—Purchaser unable to pay cash.

Land was offered for sale by public auc
tion, one of the terms being that the sale 
was to be for cash. A vendor ignorant of 
this term, duly advertised and announced 
at the sale, was the highest bidder, but was 
unable to pay cash:—Held, that there had 
been no sale of the lands.

Deni* v. Morinville. (1917] 2 W.W.R. 323. 
tSee also 34 D.L.R. 724.]
Refusal of deed—Action—Parties.

An action for refusal to give a tax sale

deed should be brought against the collec
tor and not against the municipality.

Stulle v. Mi-Siun, 24 B.C.R. 195, (1917] 1 
W.W.R. 1389.
B Y M UN ICI P AL ITY— 1M MOVABLES—1N TKKPKK- 

TATIOX OF TOW'X CHARTER.
A provision in the charter of a town 

that when a ratepayer in arrears for taxes 
appears, by a return of insolvency, to have 
no chattels, the mayor can, with authority 
from the council, issue an order to the 
sheriff of the district to seize the immov
ables for which the taxes had been imposed, 
must be strictly interpreted and the for
malities required observed on pain of null
ity. A resolution of the council passed 
more than a year prior to the proces-verbal 
of insolvency is not siitticient to authorize 
the mayor to issue such order, and an oppo
sition by the ratepayer to have it set aside 
will he maintained.

.Saint-Jean v. Bonin, 44 Que. S.C. 469.
A sale of land for unpaid taxes under 

arts. 998 et seq., Mun. Code, can only lie 
made for municipal and school rates. There 
is not included therein, under the definition 
thereof by art. 19, par. 22. Mun. Code, the 
cost of work done on a drain or bridge by 
a highway inspector. Therefore, a sale an
nounced and made to realize an amount 
formed in part of such rate is void, anil 
a sale to realize such amount is equally 
void when the statement required by art. 
371 was not transmitted, in the preceding 
month of November, by the local secretary- 
treasurer to the secretary-treasurer of the

Bissnnnette v. St. Joseph de Roulanges, 
43 Que. S.C. 334.
Tax rale — Irregularity — Sale held 

outside municipality “Arrears" 
— Invalidity of certificate.

All irregularities and defects in proceed
ings anterior to and at a bona fide de facto 
land tax sale, found to have been fairly and 
openly conducted by the officer named for 
that purpose (whether such irregularities 
are trivial or grave, and whether or not they 
are of a character which, but for the section 
referred to might have been held by the 
courts on a contest to be fatal to the valid
ity of the sale), are cured by s. 3, c. 31 (B. 
C.i 1901. See R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 127, ». 36. 
Noneompliance with conditions precedent., 
such as the issue of proper certificate, the 
fact that taxes validly imposed have been 
in arrear for two years prior to the passing 
of the municipal by-law directing the sale, 
the existence of a proper assessment roll 
(as distinguished from an anticipatory roll, 
not formally adopted by the council), the 
election of a council or the appointment of 
an assessor prevents the curing of an ir
regular sale bv the section referred to. Per 
Fitzpatrick, C.J., Idington and Anglin, J.J.

Temple v. North Vancouver. 6 W.W.R. 
70.
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<§ III F—146)—Deem — Certificate — 

Saie — Redemption — Confirmation 
of a ale — Time to redeem — N.W.T 
C.O. Alberta ( 1911), c. 109 — Leth-
IIKIDOK CHARTER CONSTRUCTION.

Re Lethbridge Utarter, 7 D.L.R. 772, 2 
WAV.R. 827.
Tax sale—Vauditt.

In Manitoba u tax sale is invalid for every 
purpose unless the property was at the time 
liable for all the taxes for which it was 
sold. [Review of legislation.)

C'.N.R. Co. v. Springfield. 50 D.L.R. 37,
[ 1020J 1 VV.VV.R. 18, reversing [1919) 1 W. 
W.R. 709.

The period of two years from the time 
of sale, on expiration of which a sale of 
land for arrears of taxes is validated by 
s. 173 of the Assessment Act, 4 Edw. VII. 
(Ont.) e. 23, runs from the time of making 
the tax deed, and not from the time of the 
auction sale of the land. [Donovan v. 
Hogan, 15 A.R. (Ont.) 432, followed.] After 
the expiration of two years from the time 
of a sale of land for arrears of taxes, s. 173 
of the Assessment Act. 4 Kdw. Vil. (Ont.)

23, validates not only the deed but also 
the sale of the land, and it is not necessary 
to shew that the sale was openly and fairly 
conducted. [Hall v. Farquharson, 15 A.R. 
(Ont. i 457, distinguished.)

Sutherland v. Sutherland, 4 D.L.R. 591,
3 O W N. 136H, 22 Ü.W.R. 296.

Section 357 and subs. 10 of s. ?. of the 
Town Act, R.S.S., c. 85, that a judge of the 
District Court may confirm tax sales “unless 
the context otherwise requires” are con
trolled by R.S.S. 1909, c. 49, which requires 
such confirmation to be made by a Judge 
of the Supreme Court.

Nicholson v. Drew. 3 D.L.R. 748, 6 S.L.R. 
379, 21 W.L.R. 189, 2 W.W.R. 295.
Notice or sale.

The abbreviated notice permitted by subs.
3 of s. 143 of the Assessment Act, 4 Kdw. 
VII.• (Ont.) c. 23. in the case of a sale of 
land for arrears of taxes must be published 
for 13 weeks. A single publication thereof 
is insufficient.

Sutherland v. Sutherland, 4 D.L.R. 591,
3 O.W.N. 1368, 22 O.W.R. 296.
< >RDKB CONFIRMING RETURN — REGISTRATION

A town is not obliged to obtain a judge’s 
order confirming the return of unpaid taxes 
required by s. 349 of the Town Ordinance 
•( R.S.S. 1909, c. 35. as amended, by c. 28 
of 1912-13), but mav exercise a discretion; 
when the order has Wen obtained the town 
is bound to send it to the Registrar of Land 
Titles, and bis duty is to register it against 
the lands therein mentioned; subject to the 
owner's right of redemption, the land there
upon becomes vested in the town in lieu of 
♦ he right to collect the taxes ; if not re
deemed within the time limited, the land is 
held by the town free from all liens except' 
those of the Crown or the town not merged ; 
the lien of the town becomes merged after

III F.
the town lias procured a certificate of title 
to the land.

Smart Hardware Co. v. Melfort, 28 D.L.R. 
513. 34 W.L.R. 475. 10 W.W.R. 638. 
[Varied in 32 D.L.R. 552, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
1184.]
Confirmation of sale — Land titles — 

Order — Invalidity.
Section 2 of c. 49, H.S.S. 1909 provides 

that no application for an order for con
firmation .shall lie heard until all persons 
appearing by the records of the proper Land 
Titles Office to have any interest in the said 
land have received notice of such applica
tion; an order made in the face of this 
statutory prohibition is made without juris
diction and is void. The questions involved, 
not having been determined in a regular 
procedure, the doctrine of res judicata has 
no application. *

Wailhridge v. Steenson, 41 D.L.R. 330, 11 
8.L.R. 224, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 801.
Illegal assessment — Confirmation — 

Setting aside.
The assessment under the Local Improve

ment Act. c. 11. 1907, of contiguous lots 
separately in each block is illegal. [Bow 
Valley v. McLean. 26 D.L.R. 716. followed.| 
Semble, the confirmation of a tax-enforce
ment return by a Judge of a District Court 
must be made by him as an adjudication of 
such court, or a judge thereof, and not as 
persona designate. The confirmation of tax- 
enforcement return set aside and the title 
issued thereon directed to be cancelled.

Sutherland v. Spruce firove, [1918] 3 W. 
W.R. 152. [Varied in 43 D.L.R. 280.] 
Municipal Act—Rights of purchaser— 

Land—Fixtubks-Equitahi.e waste.
Where land is sold under s. 250 of the 

Municipal Act, c. 52, 1914 (B.C.), for ar
rears of taxes, improvements thereon be
come the property of the purchaser, al
though improvements are not assessed. A 
purchaser at a tax sale under the Municipal 
Act obtains an inchoate right in, or title to, 
the property which may ripen into a com
plete title upon failure of the owner to re
deem, and while the purchaser cannot now 
enter into possession during the redemption 
year, equity will apply to the person in 
possession the principles of equitable waste, 
so as to prevent him from acting in respect 
of the property to the injury of the tax sale 
purchaser, and therefore the purchaser may 
obtain an order restraining the owner from 
removing from, or disposing of, fixtures in a 
building on the land sold and for the return 
of those removed. [Vane v. Barnard, 2 
Vern 738; Turner v. Wright, 2 De G. F. & 
J. 234, applied.]

New Westminster r. Kennedy, [1918] 1 
W.W.R. 489.
Sale of land for arrears of taxes — 

Assessment Act. R.S.O. 10M, c. 195, 
s. 22 — Ownership of land — Illegal 
assessment — Duty of assessor — 
Inquiry — Knowledge of city coun-
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CIL — NECESSITY fob substantial 
COMPLIANCE W ITU STATUTORY PROVI
SIONS— Sale kei aside.

Heigliington v. Toronto, 15 O.W.N. 76. 
Tax sale — Arrears op Taxes Act — Re

turn — Time — Registration—Title.
Re Liuid Titles Art ( Sask.), [1618J 3 

W.W.R. 343.
.Municipal tax sales.

The vity of Montreal has the right, under 
its vharter, to announce anew the sale of an 
immovable for municipal taxes, according to 
C.C.P. art. 733. after an opposition has been 
decided sulwequently to the date fixed for 
the sale in the first notice.

Montréal v. Tritt, 24 Rev. I^eg. 167. 
Municipal tax sales — Collocation — 

Ownership,
One who purchases property sold for 

municipal taxes, which is not redeemed 
within the two years following, has a right 
to be collocated in the stead of the original 
owner, if the property is sold by the sheriff 
when in possession of such purchaser, even 
if he had only registered his title more than 
six months after the expiry of the two years.

Noel v. Roy, 24 Rev. Leg. 507.
Municipal tax bales — Acton to set 

aside—Parties—Purchaser.
Although s. 1010, old Mun. Code (Que.) 

reproduced in e. 751, new Code, declares 
that the act ion to set aside the sale of im
movables sold for municipal taxes can only 
be taken against a municipal corporation 
whose officers are in default, the real owner 
of an immovable property sold "super non 
domino” has. nevertheless, the right, to 
summon the purchaser, and to add petitory 
conclusions to his action to set the sale

Gale v. Lacroix, 53 Que. S.C. 292. 
Taxation — Tax sale — Arrears of 

Taxes Act, sr. 37 and 47 — Applica
tion FOR TITLE BY ASSIGNEE OF TAX 
purchaser — Application too late— 
Forfeit i re of claim.

The advertised date of sale of land for 
taxes was Oct. 18. 1015. The actual date 
of sale was Oct. 25, 1915. The application 
of the assignee of the tax purchaser for 
title was dated Oct. 15, 1918, and was re
ceived by the registrar on Oct. 22. 1918. 
Held that under »s. 37 and 47 of the Ar
rears of Taxes Act (c. 21, 1915 f. the appli 
cation was received too late and the appli
cant forfeited all claim to the land and to 
the amount paid by her in connection with 
the purchase at tax sale and for subsequent

Re Land Title# Act, Lees’ Case, [1019] 
1 W.W.R. 401.
(g III F—147)—Sale extinguishing re- 

HTBIVTIVE BUILDING COVENANT.
A restrictive building covenant contained 

in a deed to the land is extinguished upon a 
tax sale of the projiertv, and will convey it 
to the tax purchaser free from any claim 
under tho covenant. [Tomlinson v. llill, 6

Or. 231 ; Soper v. Windsor, 22 D.L.R. 478, 
followed : London County Council v. Allen, 
11914] 3 K.B. 642; Re Nisbit, etc., [1905] 
1 Ch. 391, [1906] 1 Ch: 386. applied.]

Re Hunt and Bell, 24 D.L.R. 590, 34 0. 
L.R. 256.
Application to be registered — Ease

ment — Duty ok registrar — Pur
chaser's RIGHT CONTESTED — AUTHOR
ITY OF REGISTRAR — ACTION AGAINST
municipality — When nkc essaht — 
Exti.\<ii ishment of easement.

When a tax -ale purchaser makes appli
cation to be registered as owner of the land 
set out in Ills tax sale certificate, the dutv 
of the registrar is to cause to lie served upon 
all persons who appear by the records ol 
the land titles office to he interested iii the 
lands sold, a notice requiring them within 
a specified time to contest the claim of the 
tax purchaser, or redeem the land. If the 
purchaser’s right is contested on the ground 
that the sale was not openly and fairly 
conducted, the matter may lie disposed of 
by the registrar. If, however, the ground 
is that the land is subject to an casement 
because such casement lias not been properly 
assessed, it must be by aetion against the 
municipality. If no action is brought 
against the municipality the treasurer's re
turn (see Arrears of Taxe# Act, 1915, ch. 21, 
8ask.) is conclusive evidence to the regis
trar of the validity of the a^sesr-meiit and 
the sale of the land for taxes, and the ease
ment is extinguished. [Reach v. Vrosland, 
45 D.L.R. 140, followed.]

Re Land Titles Act ; Hank of B.N.A. v. 
London Seek, investment Vo., 46 D.L.R. 90, 
12 S.L.R. 191, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 33, affirm 
ing [1919] 1 W.W.R. 507.
Rights of purchaser — Tax sale — Ac

tion BY PURCHASER TO RECOVER POS
SESSION OF LAND.

McPherson v. Ferguson, 4 O.W.N. 1564, 
24 O.W.R. 871. *
(8 HI F—1481—Setting aside tax deed.

Where land ie sold for arrears of taxes, 
and there is no local advertisement, except 
a bill posted at the court house, and a 
single insertion in two papers of the ab
breviated advertisement authorized by subs. 
3 of s. 143 of the Assessment Act, 4 Edw. 
VII. (Ont.) c. 23, and only three or four 
persons attend the sale, and only one hid 
was made which was oi the exact amount 
of the arrears offered by the brother of the 
owner, who had been anxious, though not 
to the knowledge of the municipal officers, 
to get the land, the sale is not openly and 
fairly conducted within the meaning of e. 
172 of the Act.

Sutherland v. Sutherland. 4 D.L.R. 691, 
3 O.W.N. 1368, 22 O.W.R. 296.
Irregular bale — Valida ting Act — 

Setting aside tax deed.
Errikkila v. McGovern. 9 D.L.R. 873, 27 

O.LJt. 498.
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«setting aside — Irkegi llaritieu — Cuba-

A tax deed for land purchased by the 
City of Toronto for unpaid taxes of said 
city, is not open to attack on the grounds 
cliat the land was improperly assessed; that 
it was not sufficiently described as required 
by law; that proper notice of the assess
ment was not given or served : that no prop
er return was made by the collector; that 
no proper by-law was passed by the city 
.ouncil expressing a desire that the city 
diould purchase the land for arrears of 
,ixes, and authorizing the purchase, or that 

no notice of the city’s intention to do so was 
given the landowner ; since all such irregu
larities were cured by s. 8, of 3 Kdw. VII. 
(Ont.) c. 80, validating all sales of Toronto 
land for taxes prior to and including the 
time when the land in question was sold to 
•he city, irrespective of all prior errors and 
irregularities. [Toronto v. Russell, [19081 
A.< . 493, followed. |

Cartwright v. Toronto, 13 D.L.R. 604. 29 
O.L.R. 73. [Affirmed in 20 U.L.R. 189, 60 
Can. S.C.R. 216.]
SUBSEQUENT TAXES PAID BT TAX PI'BO RASES

— Vacating sale.
Section 14 of the Taxation Act AnR-nd• 

ment Act, 3 Geo. V. (B.C.) v. 71, is not 
retroactive so as to confer a lien in favour 
of the tax purchaser for tuxes accruing af
ter the tax sale and before tbe judgment 
netting it aside, all of which had taken 
place prior to the passing of the statute.

Smith v. Anderson, 14 D.L.R. 454, 18 
R.C.R. 453. 25 W.L.R. 823, 5 W.W.R. 380. 

.setting aside—Deed— Bbeonbour assess

A tax deed will be declared void when is
sued on a sale of land based on an assess
ment not in the name of the registered 
.»wner or occupant, but in the name of the 
estate of a deceased owner.

Riesbevh v. Creighton, 12 D.L.R. 363, 3 
W.W.R. 785.
Ow neb’s bu.HT TO ST ATI tout notice.

Under statute 4 Edw. VII. c. 23. I. 165 
(2), requiring a written notice, as pre
scribed bF subs. 6, s. 46. to he sent to a 
nonresident owner of land, which has been 
sold for arrears of taxes, giving him thirty 
days’ time in which to redeem his property, 
the notice must be sent to the last address 
lodged hv the owner in the city treasurer's 
department; and the fact that the city 
treasurer had obtained outside information 
that letters addressed to the owner at the 
address on tile in his office did not reach 
their destination, does not excuse sending 
the notice to tbe address given, in the ab
sence of a direct revocation of the address 
tiled by the owner himself, and it is imma
terial whether he had in fact a different ad
dress in New York so long as the pre
scribed notice under subs. 6, s. 46. stood un
revoked.

(last v. Moore, • D.L.R. 607, 27 O.L.R.
515.

Setting aside tax sale — Irregularities.
Burrows v. Campbell, 10 D.L.R. 812. 4 

O.W.N. 747. affirming 0 D.L.R. 877, 23 U.V.
R. 814, 24 O.W.B. 190.
Prematurity — l ubativb Act.

A conveyance purporting to lie a tax sale 
deed delivered Iwfore the actual expiration 
of the statutory period of redemption (B.
C. Assessment Act, 1888, v. 111. s. 921 is 
ineffectual, and is not \ ululated by subse 
quent statute (1903, c. 63, es. 125, 163, 166) 
intended to cure defects in proceedings pre
liminary to a valid tax sale deed.

Heron v. Lalonde, 31 D.L.R. 151, 53 Can.
S. C.R. 503, 10 W.W.R. 1241, reversing 24
D. L.R. 851. 9 W.W.R. 440, which affirmed 22 
D.L.R. 37, 32 W.L.R. 861, 8 W.W.R 78. 
Tax sale — Action to set aside hale

MADE EUR TWO YEARS’ TAXES IN AK.tKAK 
— No ARREARS KIR ONE YEAR — VA
LIDITY OF ASSESSMENT — I RKHGUI.AB
ity — Validating enactment — As
sessment Act, 4 Kuw. VII. c. 23, s. 
22, hubs. (1) (D), s. 172—Costs—Suc
cessful appeal.

Millar v. Patterson, 7 O.W.N. 714.
(g III K—149)—Statutory confirmation 

VALIDATING IRREOll.AB ASSESSMENT.
A tax deed issued on a sale under a void 

assessment of land in the name of the estate 
of its deceased owner is not validated by the 
Curative Act, Statutes of B.C., 1903-4, c. 
53, s. 153.

Riesbech v. Creighton, 12 D.L.R. 363, 3 
W.W.R. 785.

A tax deed issued on a sale under an as
sessment void by reason of the omission of 
the essential element of notice thereof, is 
not validated by the curative provisions of 
R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 222. s. 255. [Riesbech v. 
Creighton, 12 D.L.R. 363. followed.]

Eaton v. Creighton, 16 D.L.R. 137, 6 
W.W.R. 1212.
Curative Ac-r.

Failure of a municipal council to give 
notice before an adjourned tax sale under 
the Ontario Assessment Act, R.S.O. 1897. c. 
224, s. 184, that the municipality intended 
to purchase the land for the arrears if no 
better bid were received, is cured by the 
statutes 3 Edw. VII. (Ont.) c. 86, ». 8, 
and 6 Edw. VII. (Ont. I e. 99. s. 8, and on 
the expiration of the time lived for redemp
tion after sale to the municipality as the 
highest bidder at the adjourned sale, all 
rights of the former owner are barred in its 
favour. [Toronto v. Russell. [1908] A.C. 
493, applied; Cartwright v. Toronto, 13 D. 
L.R. 604. 29 O.L.R. 73. affirmed.] 

Cartwright v. Toronto, 20 D.L.R. 189, 60 
Can. S.C.R. 215.
Application to confirm — Application 

BY REGISTERED OWNER TO REDEEM.
Re Attrux. 3 8.L.R. 345, 15 W.L.R. 525. 

Purchaser at tax hale — Motion fob or
der DIBECTIXG ISSUE OF CERTIFICATE OF

Re ClendenAD, 18 O.W.R. 666.
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Distress for tanks — Seizure of coons

ON PREMISES OK PERSON TAXED.
Foster v. Reno, 22 U.L.R. 413, 17 O.W.R. 

707.
Joinder of lots.

Shefford v. Douais, 20 Que. K.B. 103, af
firming 30 Que. 8.1. 307.

G. Redemption ; notre to redeem.
(g III G—150)—Notice to redeem — En

forcement — Sale — Right to re
deem — Time for redemption — Ten
der — Lethbridge city charter — 
Tax sale confirmation ordinance 
(1901), c. 12.

Re Turner and Carosella, 7 D.L.R. 818, 
22 W.L.R. 19.
Estoppel to contest purchaser's title.

The failure of a landowner to contest the 
claim of a tax purchaser or to redeem the 
time prescribed uy s. 3 of the Land Regis
try Act, B.C. 1001, c. 31, after receipt of 
notice from the registrar of application hy 
the purchaser to register his tax sale title, 
forever estons and lairs the owner from set
ting up a claim on any ground to the land 
sold.

Temple v. North Vancouver, 13 D.L.R. 
498, 18 B.C.R. 546, 25 W.L.R. 245. 350. 4 
W.W.R. 1369. [Appeal to ( an. Supreme 
Court dismissed, 6 W.W.R. 70.]
Costs of redemption.

Costs incurred and which were paid under 
protest to a municipality in order to re
deem property from a wrongful sale for 
taxes claimed to be exempt may lx- recovered 
back. [Alloway v. Morris, 18 Man. L.R. 
363. followed.]

C..N.R. v. Winnipeg, 27 D.L.R. 369, 26 
Man. L.R. 8ft, 18 Van. Rv. Cas. 317. 84 
W.L.R. 584, 10 W.W.R. 549. [Affirmed, 36 
D.L.R. 288. 54 fan. 8.C.R. 589, [1917] 2 
W.W.R. 100.]
Tax bale — Right to rfjieem — Notice 

— Limitation — Land Rbgistbt Act. 
Rea vis v. Stewart, 20 D.L.R. 956, 7 W. 

W K. 170, 20 B.C.R. 450
H. Who must pay : cori-oration taxes. 

(8 III H—151)—Redemption — Time — 
Municipal A err.

Under the Municipal Act (B.C.) ns 
amended in 1906. c. 32, s. 156 ( R.K.B.C. 
1911, c. 170, s. 200), the owner’s right to 
redeem land, sold hy a municipality for un
paid taxes, exists for one year from the date 
of sale, and not until the expiration of the 
statutory notice or until the purchaser has 
demanded his deed.

Milne v. South Vancouver, 36 D.L.R. 180, 
affirming 32 D.L.R. 184. 24 B.C.R. 255, 
[1017] 3 W.W.R. 28.
Certiorari — Municipal taxes — Person

al tax — Civic employee — Resi
dence OUTSIDE OF MUNICIPALITY — 
Quebec Charter arts.. 227, 230. 231 
—40 Vicr. (1877), c. 52—1 Euw. VII. 
1901. c. 42.

It is only by way of exception, and with

in the strict limits of the authority con
ferred, that a city or a town van tax per
sons who do not reside within its limits. 
By arts. 227, 230, 231 of its .barter, the 
vit y of Quebec can only exact the annual 
personal tax of #2 from male persons d<>mi- 
••iled for six months in the city and from 
those who, living outside the city limits, 
are already obliged to pay another tax, hy 
reason of carrying on in the city their trade 
profession or calling. Consequently, civic 
employees residing outside the city, but who 
go there each day to carry out the duties of 
their position, are not subject to the pay
ment of a personal tax.

Myrand v. Desrivières, 56 Que. S.C. 99. 
(8 HI H—156)—Business tax — Simi- 

LARITY.
Section 18 of the Corporation Taxation 

Act ISask. ), prohibiting the imposition of 
any similar tax on any company or corpora
tion paying the corporation "tax. has no 
reference to an assessment of a company lor 
a business tax.

Can. Northern Express Co. v. Rosthern ; 
Can. Northern Telegraph Co. v. Rosthern, 
23 D.L.R. 64, 8 8.L.R. 285, 8 W.W.R. 1181, 
31 W.L.R. 868.
I. PXyMENT; TENDER; REMEDIES AS BE

TWEEN INDIVIDUALS.
Effect of taking cheque in payment, see 

Municipal Corporations. II G—210.
(8 HI I—160)—Arrears of — Promis

sory note — Lands not specified — 
Judgment — Election — Assessment 
Act, 1904 (Ont.).

By taking promissory notes for part of 
the tax arrears due by a company in re
spect of a number of separately assessed 
parcels of land without distinguishing the 
specific lands upon which the notes were to 
apply, and by taking judgment on such 
notes, the municipality must be taken to 
have elected to proceed under e. 90 ( As
sessment Act, 1904, Ont.I, and treat the 
arrears on such lands for the years in re
spect of which the notes were accepted hy 
iminiifipal council as a debt and not realiz
able in any other way. [Bank of Africa v. 
Salisbury, [1892] A.V. 281. applied.]

Sturgeon Falls v. Imperial Land Co., 20 
D.L.R. 718, 31 O.L.R. 62.
(8 III I—164)—Excessive assessment or 

acreage—Review—Action fob recov
ery back—Res judicata.

Under the Assessment Act. Alta.. & Court 
of Revision, and on appeal from that court 
the District Court Judge, has jurisdiction- 
to entertain a complaint in respect of any 
or all of the matters which make up an 
assessment for taxation purposes, including 
the ascertainment of the acreage of the 
land to be taxed under any assessment; 
where uncontroverted evidence was given, 
hy the municipality on an assessment ap
peal as to such acreage and the assess
ment. was fixed on that basis, such adjudi
cation if not appealed from becomes res
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judicata, and it is not open to the rate
payer by separate avtion to recover from 
the municipality the overpayment result
ing from the area of the land being after
wards found to lie less than the acreage 
upon which the assessment was lixed. [To
ronto R. Co. v. Toronto, [1904] A.C. 809, 
distinguished.]

Pearce v. Calgary, 28 D.L.R. 296, P YV. 
YY’.R. 19.'., 31 W.L.R. 208. [See 31 D.L.R. 
548, 9 W.W.R. 668.] •
Instalment payment*.

A ratepayer who pays without demur an 
instalment due under an iMNUHKt roll 
i-annot subsequently evade payment of the 
other instalments on the ground that the 
assessment is illegal, if the roll has become 
confirmed in default of statutory proceed
ings to vacate it or set it aside.

Montreal v. Allard, 3 D.L.R. 438, 18 Rev. 
de Jur. H6.
Rf.covebino back—Voluntary payment.

A taxpayer who voluntarily pays taxes 
without protest, in the absence of any 
attempt to collect by distress or threat of 
distress, cannot recover back the amount

New York A Ottawa R. Co. v. Cornwall, 
15 D.L.R. 433, 29 O.L.R. 522.
Payment under protest.

The owner of an immovable advertised 
for sale for unpaid taxes for work done on 
a drain or bridge by a highway inspector, 
for which lands cannot be lawfully sold, 
who deposits the required lum under pro
test to avoid the sale, has a right to re
cover it from the local corporation with 
the costs of establishing the nullity of the 
proceedings of which he complains.

Bissonnette v. St. Joseph de Soulanges, 
43 Que. S C. 834.

J. Remission or abatement of taxes.
(g III J—165)—Payment under mistake

Payment of taxes under the mistaken be
lief that it is included in a mortgage is 
payment under compulsion, ami upon dis
covery of the mistake the money paid can 
lie recovered. [Kelly v. Solari, 9 M. A VV. 
54; Imperial Bank v. Bank of Hamilton, 
|1903] A.C. 49. followed; Trust Corp. v. 
Toronto, 30 O.R. 209. distinguished. See 
also O’Oradv v. Toronto, 31 D.L.R. 632,
17 O.L.R. 139 ]

Canadian Mortgage Assn. v. Regina, 33 
D.L.R. 43, 10 S.L.R. 30, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
1130.
Mistake of law.

Money voluntarily paid for taxes under 
a mistake of law cannot lie recovered.

O’Grady v. Toronto, 31 D.L.R. 632, 87 
O.L.R. 139.
Recovery back — Over-assessment — 

Mode or objection.
Where a municipality has the right 

under statute to impose a tax, and the 
person assessed in respect thereof does not

S iv.
appeal against the quantum of the assess
ment, he cannot in an action to recover the 
taxes which lie was compelled to pay be 
heard to say that he was over-assessed.

Can. Northern Express Co. v. Roethern; 
( an. Northern Telegraph Co. v. Rosthern, 
23 D.L.R. 64, 8 S.L.R. 285, 8 W.W.R. 1181, 
31 W.L.R. 868.
Business assessment—Business discon

tinued—Remission of taxes for pro
portionate pari of year—Assess
ment Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 195, ss. 56, 
118.

Re .MacMillan and London, 10 O.W.N. 
416.

IV. Lien.
Lien for taxes paid on another’s land, 

see Liens, I—1.
Drainage assessments a- lien on land, 

see Drains and Sewers. Hi—15.
As covenant running with land, see Land

lord and Tenant, 11 B—10.
Effect of seizure for arrears as against 

mortgagee in possession, see Chattel Mort
gage, Ii A—7.

Forfeiture of land, caveat, alien enemy, 
see Aliens, 111—19.
(8 IV—175)—Extinguishment.

A town has a lien upon land for the 
taxes assessed in respect thereof; this lien 
is not lost by reason of the fact that the 
land has become conditionally vested in 
the town by the operation of proceedings 
under a judge’s order continuing a return 
of unpaid taxes thereon.

Kmart Hardware Co. v. Melfort, 28 D.L. 
R. 513, 34 W.L.R. 475, 10 W.W.R. 638. 
[Varied in 32 D.L.R. 552, [19171 1 W.YV.R. 
1184.]
Liquidation of company not affecting 

lien—Extent of preference.
A preferential lien for taxes which the 

City of Halifax has upon personal prop
erty during the civic year for which the 
taxes are imposed under se. 449, 450 of the 
Halifax charter, is not abrogated by the 
liquidation of the company liable for such 
taxes under a winding-up order made under 
the Winding-up Act (Can.); but such pri
ority does not extend to the taxes for prior 
years as to which no effectual levy had 
been made.

Re Halifax and Kane, 23 DX.R. 158, 49 
N.8.R. 93.
Enforceable by action — Assessment 

Act, 1904 (Ont.)—Specific on each

The lien given for taxes under e. 89 of 
the Assessment Act, 1904 (Ont.), 4 Edw. 
VII. c. 23, is not a mere possessory lien, 
hut one which may be enforced hy action 
and decree for sale. [Mutrie v. Alexander, 
23 O.L.R. 396, distinguished.] It is of 
the essence of the charge resulting from a 
tax assessment under the Assessment Act, 
1904 (Ont.), and of the lien on the land 
under s. 89 of that Act, that, it is specific 
upon each separate lot or block. [Blakey
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v. Stullli, 20 O.L.K. 279; Christie v. John
ston, 12 (ir. 631, followed.]

Sturgeon Falls v. Imperial Land Co., 20 
D.L.R. 718, 31 O.L.lt. 02, varying in part, 
7 D.L.R. 362, 23 O.W.R. 170.J
ENFORCEMENT—PARTIES.

Athabasca v. Shaw, 37 D.L.R. 706, 
[1017] 3 W.VV.R. 1001, affirming [1017] 3 
W.WJL 505.
liOOAL IMPROVEMENTS—PRIORITY.

Taxes under the Loeal Improvement Act 
have priority over mortgages and create a 
special lien on the land, which can be rea
lized by action.

Local Improvement District v. North 
Saskatchewan Land Vo., 11017] 2 YV.W.R. 
138.
Enforcement ok i.if.x—School taxes.

The .special lien for arrears of taxes de
clared by s. 15 of the School Assessment 
Ordinance. C.U., c. 105, is not enforceable 
bv action. [Sturgeon Falls v. Imperial 
Land Co., 7 D.L.R. 352. 31 O.L.R. 02. dis 
tinguished; Athabasca v. Shaw, [1017] 3 
W.W.R. 505, followed : L.I. District 453 v. 
North Saskatchewan Land Co., [1017] 2 
W.W.R. 138, not followed.]

Richmond School District ▼. Oar butt, 
[1018] 2 W.W.R. 028.
Cbkditobs — Report of distribution —

MUNICIPAL TAXES —PBKFKBBED CLAIM
— Prescription — Renunciation of
PRESCRIPTION AS 10 TUIHD PARTIES—
C.C. QUK. ARTS. 2011, 2187, 222»—
R.S.Q. 1909. ART. 5728.

In the report of distribution on the price 
of an immovable, a municipal corporation 
cannot, with regard to third parties, rank 
for a greater number of years’ arrears of 
taxes than arê allowed by the period of 
prescription applicable to the case. Thus, 
the taxes of cities and towns being pre
scribed in 3 years, a corporation, with the 
concurrence of the mortgage creditors, can
not rank for more than 3 years arrears, 
notwithstanding the suspension of prescrip
tion on arrears much older than those 
which are pleaded against the debtor.

Fontaine v. Paradis, 56 Que. 8.C. 336.
V. Succession of duties.

A. In general.
As direct taxation within province, see 

Constitutional Law. I G—140.
(§ V A—180)—Succession Dutif-s Act,

R.S.B.C. 1011, c. 217—Propert y both
INSIDE AND WITHOUT THE PROVINCE—
Succession duties payable.

Under the Succession Duties Act, R.R.B. 
C. 1011, c. 217, and amendments thereto, 
where a deceased lias property both inside 
and without the province and the property 
inside would otherwise be exempt from tax
ation. then lor bringing such inside prop
erty within the ambit of taxation the out
side property may. be looked to, hut the 
taxation shall only he on the actual value 
of such iniide property.

Re Succession Dutv Act and Van Horne, 
47 D.L.R. 520, [1010] 3 W.W.R. 76, a aim
ing [HMD] 1 W.W.R. 1101.
Provincial jurisdiction.

So far as it relates to property within 
the province of Alberta, the Succession Du
ties Ordinance provides a scheme of direct 
taxation and is within the competence of 
the provincial Legislature.

Re Lust, 21 D.L.R. 360, 8 A.L.R. 308, 
reversing 18 D.L.R. 647, 7 W.W.R. 1280, 
30 W.L.R. 671.
Property in one province—Domicile in 

another—Specialty debts.
A testator having his domicile in one 

province and having in his possession at 
the time of his death debts secured by 
mortgages of real estate, situate in another 
province, where the mortgagors have their 
domicile, such debts are specialty debts, 
and are liable to dutv under the Succession 
Duty Act, C.S.N.B. 1003. c. 17.

Receiver-Gen’l of New Brunswick v. Roe- 
borough, 24 D.L.R. 354, 48 N.lt.R. 258. 
Rate of duty — Mixed estate — Mixed 

fund—Will.
The will of Lord Strathcona held not to 

create, or disclose au intention to create, 
out of the real and personal estate a mixed 
fund to be applied in the payment of leg
acies, so as to bring it within the rule in 
Roberts v. Walker, 1 Russ. 1 M. 752. [The 
will in Allan v. Gott, L.R. 7 Ch. 43», dis
tinguished.] The mere fact that execu
tors are given wide discretionary powers in 
dealing with the whole estate to dispose of 
the real estate of the testator and in rein
vesting the proceeds thereof does not ipso 
facto put the case on all fours with Allan 
v. Gott, supra. The contention of the Pro
vincial Treasurer of Manitoba that, for the 
purpose of arriving at the amount of suc
cession duties payable by the estate of 
Lord Strathcona, legacies to all beneficiaries 
should be deemed to he payable pro rata 
out of the whole estate, and the real estate 
in Manitoba should bear its pro rata share, 
not upheld, the court holding that the will 
did not create out of the real and personal 
estate a mixed fund for tin- payment of 
legacies.

Re Lord Strathcona’a Estate, 28 Man. 
L.R. 57», [1918] 2 W.W.R. 49».
“Fair market value.”

For the purpose of fixing the “fair mar
ket value,” within the meaning of the Suc
cession Duties Act, c. 187, R.S.M. 1913, of 
certain vacant and unimproved property, 
part of which was sulxlivided, and for all 
of which there was no market, held, that 
the values given by the executors in the 
inventory tiled by them should be accepted. 
Cameron, J.A., fixed the value with regard 
to the present value of the possibilities of 
sulMlivision and sale at some not unreason
ably distant date, and. in the absence of a 
present market, taking as a test a hypo
thetical sale such as that referred to h.v 
Idingtou, J., in Pearce v. Calgary, 9 W.W.
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R. 668, to some person willing to take ad- 
Mintage as an investment of the existing 
shrinkage in values.

Re Nairn Kstate, [1918] 2 W.W.It. 278, 
28 Man. L.B. 546.
New Brunswick Succession Duty Act, 

1896, s. 1—Constriction—Locality 
OF SIMPLE CONTRACT DEBTS—I<EX LOCI 
AND ADMINISTRATION--I.EX DOMIHU1 
AND DISTRIBUTION.

The King v. Lovitt, [19121 A.C. 212. 
reversing 43 Can. S.C.R. 106; restoring 
37 N.B.R. 588.
Succession Duty Act, R.8.O. 1914, c. 24. 

ss. 5, 9, 10, 11, 18—Duty paid else
where ON PART OF ESTATE—DUTY 
CHARGEABLE AGAINST SPECIFIC LEG
ACIES, AND NOT AGAINST RESIDUE.

Re Miinro, 12 O.W.N. 371. 
Constitutionality — Property outside 

the province — Direct tax—B.N.A. 
Act, R.S.Q. 1909. s. 1374.

The "Quebec Succession Duties Act,” R.
S. Q. 1909, h. 1374, is constitutional, being 
in accordance with the powers conferred on 
the Province of Quebec by the B.N.A. Act. 
This tax is imposed ii|h>ii the transmission 
of property by succession, and not upon 
the property itself; ami its payment is a 
condition precedent imposed on the seizing 
of the heir. Movable property lieing gov
erned by the law of domicile of the owner, 
this Act authorizes the Province of Que
bec to impose a direct tax upon movable 
property abroad. A direct tax is one 
which, in distinction to an indirect tax. is 
imposed upon a person, without the inter
vention of any agent or intermediary what
soever. Without the assistance of the in
terpretative and declaratory statute of the 
Quebec legislature, which declares that this 
tax upon estates is direct, it could be held, 
under the previous law, that the tax is

Burlund v. The King, 46 Que. S.C. 430.
Conhtitutionality — Persons liable — 

Heirs—Assign m knt.
When, as required by the statute relat

ing to succession duties, one of the per
sons mentioned in art. 1380, R.S.Q. 1909, 
has deposited with the collector of revenue 
the declaration required hy that article, 
and the collector has untitled him of the 
amount that he should pay, such person 
iloes not become the debtor of the Govern
ment except in regard to such duties as 
may affect his share in the succession, but 
not for those duties which may affect the 
shares of other beneficiaries. Each of the 
beneficiaries in the succession is debtor for 
the duties charged upon his share therein 
Without recourse against, any |>crson whom
soever. The old lav relating to succession 
duties had not the effect of creating indirect 
taxes, and is not unconstitutional as ultra 
vires of the legislative powers of the prov
inces. Section 3 of the statute of 1914, 4 
Geo. V., c. 11, which declares the statute 
not to apply to pending cases, does not ex- J

cnipt from its application any but those 
cases in which the uncoustitutionality of 
the statute to which the interpretation is 
given has been specially pleaded. The as
sign ment by an heir of his share in the 
succession, for consideration, constitutes 
;m letual acceptance of the succession. 
The heir making the assignment cannot 
take exception to it in order to avoid the 
obligation on his part to make payment of 
the duties upon his share- therein.

Olivier v. Jolin, 25 Que. K.B. 532. [Ap
peal quashed, 55 Can. S.t'.R. 41.J 
Deciding valuation — The Succession 

Duty Ordinance, c. 5 or 1903 (2nd 
Sess.) — Executor's affidavit of 
vali e—Revaluation by provincial
TREASURER—No OIUEVIIOX BY EXECU
TOR— Bond securing payment of 
duty—Action ox bond—Defence of 
excessive valuation — Revaluation
BY COURT.

The executor of an estate filed an affida
vit of value with inventory pursuant to s. 
6 of the Succession Duty Ordinance, e. 5 of 
1903 (2nd Sess.), then in force. The pro
vincial treasurer sent him a revised valua
tion of increased amount and fixing the 
succession duty. X"o objection was made 
and a bond (conditioned for payment of 
"any and all duty to which the estate may 
he found liable under the ordinance”) was 
furnished as required. The executor sule 
sequently requested extensions of time for 
payment. In an action by the provincial 
treasurer upon the bond the defence was 
that by mistake the assets were valued 
greatly in excess of their actual value and 
the liabilities were subsequently found to 
Iw much greater than as set out in the 
affidavit of valuation. Held, nothing that 
had taken place had finally decided the 
valuation; in cases other than under ss. 7, 
8, 9, 10, providing for valuation hy an ap
praiser and appeal to a judge from his de
cision, finality, other than by agreement, 
could only lie arrived at by an action under 
ss. 11, 12; the question of values was open 
under a. 12; and the court fixed values 
independently of those stated by the exec
utor in his affidavit under s. 6 or by the 
provincial treasurer.

R. v. Roach and London Guarantee &■ 
Accident Go.. [1919] 3 W.W.R. 56.
(8 V A—181)—Nature and power to im-

The succession duty imposed upon all 
roperty in Ontario devolving upon death 
y the Ontario Succession Duty Act, 9 

Edw. VII., c. 12, is the only inheritance 
tax in Ontario.

Re G Wynne, 5 D.L.R. 713, 3 O.W.N. 1428. 
22 O.W.R. 405.
Movable goods situated in a foreign 

country—Art of 1914—Its constitu
tionality—4 Geo. V., 1914. o. 10— 
C.C. Que. art. 6.

The Act called the Succession Duty Act 
relating to the imposition of direct taxes
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on the trail din Union of certain property 
padding to a successor situated in a for
eign country id intra vires of the powers 
of the legislative, and constitutional. This 
right to plaie direct taxes on goodd which 
have only their legal situation in the 
province is exercised as much by virtue of 
the maxim mobilia sequuntur personam as 
by the provisions of art. ti, C.C, ( Que. I, 
directing that mm able goods are governed 
by the law of the domicile of the owner. 
The actual transmission, of the property 
of a deceased person to his legatees in the 
province, of certificates of stock or shares 
in foreign companies, constitutes personal 
property situate in the Province of Quebec 
and upon which the legislature has the 
right to impose a direct tax. In the ab
sence of a special provision to the contrary, 
the imposition of succession duty on per
sonal property situated in a foreign coun
try does not apply to heirs domiciled out
side the province. The succession duty tax, 
as imposed by 4 Geo. V., [1914] c. 10, is a 
direct tax.

Barthe v. Sharpies, 55 Que. S.C. 301.
(§ V A—183)—Ratk ok taxation—Aik.kk-

GATK VALUE OK ESTATE.
The aggregate value of all the estate 

owned by die deceased at the time of his 
death is the basis on which the rate of tax
ation is to be rompu ted and tixed under 
clause (a), s. 5, of the Succession Duty 
Act, and not the aggregate value of the 
property liable to succession duty.

Itoceiver-GenT of New Brunswick v. Ros- 
liorough, 24 D.L.R. 354, 48 X.B.R. 258.
(§ V A—184)—Contingent tax—Annui-

A gift for life of the income from the 
residue of an estate does not create an 
annuity within the meaning of the Suc
cession Duty Act (Ont.).

Bet him-» v. The King. 4 D.L.K. 229, 26 
O.L.R. 117, 21 O.W.R. 559.

B. Exemptions ; uniformity.
(§ V B—185)—Chabitable iieqi est—Suc

cession DVT Y—ClIAKITAHLE PURPOSES 
WITHIN THE PROVINCE —- SUCCESSION
Duty Act, X.B., 5 Geo. V. 1915. c. 27, 
8. 6.

In New Brunswick charitable bequests 
are liable to succession duty unless specif
ically bequeathed for charitable purposes 
within the Province. The rate of duty is 
10 per cent and accrued interest at 6 per 
vent if not paid within 6 months after the 
testator's death.

Provincial Secretary-Treasurer of X.B. v. 
Robinson. 49 D.L.R. 361.

A legacy is exonerated from the pay
ment of the succession duty established by 
the Ontario Succession Duty Act, 9 Edw. 
VIT., c. 12. when it is expressly declared 
by the will to he “free of legacy duty" and 
the payment of the duty required falls up
on the residuary estate.

Re tiwvnne. .1 D.L.R. 713. 3 O.W.X. 1428. 
22 O.W.R. 405.

4276
PH 11. ANT II BOPIC INSTITUTION — CHURCH —

“Pneoir.”
A legacy to a church or philanthropic in

stitution is one to a ‘"person" (by virtue 
of the Interpretation Act), and where less 
than $2,000 is, by virtue of s. 5 (2) (b), 
c. 45, 1905 (Man.), exempt from payment 
of succession duty.

Up Estate of Robert Muir, [1917] 2 W. 
W.R. 801
C. PEBSONS, PROPERTY, TRANSFERS AND IN

TERESTS SUBJECT TO TAX.

(8 V C—190 )—Persons, property, trans
fers AND INTERESTS SUBJECT TO TAX.

A succession duty established by the On
tario Succession Duty Act, 9 Edw. VII., c. 
12, is a tax which is to lie borne by the 
legatee unless the will contains some pro
vision casting the burden upon the resid
uary estate. Under subs. 2 of s. 6 of the 
Ontario Succession Duty Act, 9 Edw. VII., 
c. 12, providing that no duty shall be 
leviable on property devised or bequeathed 
for religious,.charitable or educational pur 
poses to be carried out in Ontario by a 
corporation or a person resident in On
tario, it is essential in order that a legacy 
to a corporation organized in England 
may be free from any duty that the chari
table purpose of the' legacy should be car 
ried out in Ontario and it is not sufficient 
for this purpose that the money might 
without breach of trust be expended within 
Ontario.

Re G Wynne, 5 D.L.R. 713, 3 O.W.N. 1428, 
22 O.W.R. 405.
Situs ok shares.

Shares of stock of a bank have their 
situs for the purpose of succession duties 
in the place where the bank has located 
their share registry office, and not where 
the bank has its head office; the share reg
ister is the document which determines the 
locality of the shares.

Smith v. Provincial Treasurer of Nova 
Scotia, 47 D.L.R. 108, 58 Can. 3.C.R. 570, 
affirming 35 D.L.R 458, 61 N.S.R. 490. 
Mortgages—Sms.

Mortgages under the Alberta Land Titles 
Act, to a person resident out of Alberta, 
on land situated therein are property sit
uate within Alberta, and upon the death 
of the mortgagee are subject to duty under 
the Succession Duty Act (Alta.). The ad
ministrator could not recover the debts or 
have the benefit of his securities without 
claiming the protection and assistance of 
the Alberta law, and the case is within the 
teat laid down in Wallace v. Attorney Gen 
eral, L.R. 1 Ch. 1, 9. that such duty must 
lie considered to be imposed only on those 
who claim title by virtue of the law of 
the taxing State. [Walsh v. The Queen, 
11894] A.C. 144; Heiit.v T. The Queen, 
[18901 A.C. 567; Payne v. The King, 
[1902] A.C. 552, followed; Commissioner of
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humps r. Hope, [1891] A.C. 478, dis 
tinguished.]

Toronto General Trusts Corp. v. The 
King, «6 D.L.R. :il8, [1919] A.C. «7», 
11919J 2 VV.YV.R. .154. affirming 39 D.L.R. 
380, 56 Can. 8.C.R. 26. [19171 3 WAY.It 
633, which affirmed 32 D.L.R. 524, 11 A.L 
R. 138, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 823.
(8 V C—191)— SPECIALTY DEBTS—AGREE

MENT tUB SALE Of LAND.
Agreements for sale of lands in Kaskatche- 

wan, in the possession of a party domiciled 
in Manitoba at the time of his death, by 
which he was to remain the owner of said 
lands until they were fully paid for. are 
specialty debts, and as such constitute 
property and are liable to succession duty 
there. '[Marryat v. Marryat, 28 Beav. 224: 
Isaacson v. Harwood, 3 Ch. App. 224, ap-

Standard Trusts Co. v. Treasurer of Man
itoba. 23 D.L.R. 811, 51 Can. 8.C.R. 428. 9 
W.VV.R. 1226, affirming 18 D.L.R. 144. 24 
Man. L.R. 310, 6 W.W.R. 995, 28 W.L.R.
358.
(8 V C—193)—Paetnf.r’s bhabe in land 

—Stars—Dom icilk.
Succession duty is payable under the 

British Columbia Succession Duty Act 
( R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 217, s. 6) on the share 
of a deceased partner in lands situate in 
the province although the head office of 
the firm and the domicile of the deceased 
partner were outside the province. [The 
King v. Lovitt, [1912] A.C. 212. followed ]

Bovd v. Att'v-Gen’l for British Columbia, 
36 D.L.R. 266.' 54 Can. S.C.R. 532, [1917] 
2 W.W.R. 242.
PARTNERS SHARE IN LAND—NottBKSIDENT

Under e. 5 of the Succession Duty Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 217, succession duty is 
payable in reflect of the share of a de
ceased partner in partnership lands situate 
within the province, though the head office 
of the partnership and the domicile of the 
deceased were situate elsewhere. [The 
King v. Lovitt, [1912] A.C. 212; Re Estate 
of Scott McDonald, 9 B.C.R. 174, followed.]

Re Succession Dutv Act and Boyd, 28 
D.L.R. 193, 34 W.L.R. 811, 23 B.C.R. 77. 
(Affirmed. 36 D.L.R. 266. 54 Can. S.C.R. 
193, [1917] 2 W.W.R 242.]
PROPERTY Ol"T Of PROVINCE.

The maxim mobilia sequuntur personam 
lieiug clearly excluded in the Manitnlw 
Succession Duties Act, R.8.M. 1913, c. 187, 
the movable property of a deceased domi
ciled Manitoba citizen locally situate out 
of the province at the time of his death is 
subject to taxation under the Act. A cove
nant in an agreement under seal for the 
sale of land/ to pay the purchase money, 
creates a specialty debt and the document 
lieing in the Province of Manitoba and the 
money payable there, though the land Is 
situate in another province is deemed to 
In» property subject to taxation under the 
Succession Duties Act, R.8.M. 1913, c. 187.

[Commissioner of Stumps v. Hope, [1891| 
A.C. 476; Treasurer V. Pat tin, 22 O.L.K. 
184, followed.)

Be Muir Estate, 18 D.L.R. 144. 24 Man. 
L.R. 310, 50 C.L..I. 620, 28 W.LR 358, 0 
W.W.R. 995.
Sms ok property—Bonds and shame* in 

FOREIGN COUNTBY- DOMICILE.
Notwithstanding the change in the Que 

bee succession duty law, made by the Suc
cession Duty Act of 1006, by adding a atat 
utory definition of the word "property" 
(art. 1191c), stocks. bonds, and debentures 
having their situs outside of the province 
were not subject to succession duty, al
though the decedent was domiciled in the 
province, the operative clause being ex 
pressly limited to property "in the prov
ince," and this limitation not being re
moved by the statutory definition of the 
term "property” by which it was to in
clude "movables wherever situate of per 
sons having their domicile in the Province 
of Quebec."

Cotton v. The King; The King v. Cotton, 
15 D.L.R. 283, [19141 A.C. 176, 18 E.L.R. 
871, 26 W.L.R. 207. 5 W.W.R. 662, revers 
ing on this point. 1 D.L.R. 398, 45 Can. 8.C.
R. 469. 1U K.L.R. 461.
Succession Duty Act (Que. i—Statutory

LIMITATION TO PBOPF.RTT "iN THE PROV-

The Succession Duties Act (Que.) as it 
stood in 1902, is to be construed as express 
ly limited to property in the Province of 
Quebec, and therefore did not include lamds, 
debentures, and corporate shares which had 
their situs elsewhere although the deeeased 
owner was domiciled in the Province of 
Quebec.

Cotton r. Thk King; The King v. Cotton, 
15 D.L.R. 283. [1914] A.C. 176. 13 K.L.K. 
371, 26 W.LR. 207, 5 W.W.R. 662, affirm
ing on this point, 1 D.L.R. 398, 46 Can.
S. C.R. 469. 10 K.L.R. 401.
Dkbkntube stock—Situs—Monet in bank

IN OTHER PROVINCE.
DeU-nture stock is not a specialty debt, 

and where such stock is of a city in an
other province from that in which the tes
tator had his domicile, and can only be 
transferred at the office of the treasurer of 
tliat city, it is not subject to succession 
duty in the province where the testator 
had his domicile.

Money on deposit in a hank situate in 
another province from that in which the 
testator had his domicile at the time of 
his dentil, is not liable to succession duty 
in the province where the testator was dom
iciled ft the time of his death.

Receiver-Gen'l of New Brunswick v. 
Rosborough. 24 D.L.R. 354, 48 N.B.R. 258. 
Mortgages on land out or province— 

Specialty debts—Domicile or testa
tor—Succession Duty Act, R.S.O. 
1914, c. 24.

Re Fisher, 7 O.W.N. 764.
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(§ V C—2041—Succession Duty Act (11. 

8.8. 1009, C. 38 i —Who MUST HUB.
Voder the Succession Duty Act ( R.S.S. 

1909, c. 38), the tenant for years should 
pay the duty upon the appraised value of 
the term and the remainderman upon the 
appraised value of the contingent fee sim
ple going to him. The succession duty— 
particularly on a contingent interest in 
real estate—is not a testamentary expense.

lie (ialbraith Estate. 48 D.L.R. 42. 12 ti. 
L.R. 889; | Hmi] 2 W.W.R 980, affirming 
F1919] 2 W.W.R. 193.

D. A8SK8S.MK.NT AND COLLECTION.
(§ V D—205)—Arrears — Adjudication 

of- Nor11 k—Copy—Maii.ino.
An adjudication as to arrears of taxes 

and confirmation of tax sales under s. 310 
of the Rural Municipalities Act (Alta. 
1911-12, c. 3), which bears no date on its 
face, has no date such as the Act contem
plates and is not a foundation for the sub
sequent proceedings prescribed by the Acfc 
to enable the municipality to become the 
registered owner. Section 316 (c) of the 
Act requiring a copy of the adjudication to 
he mailed ... is not complied with 
by mailing a notice of such adjudication. 
[Bow Valley v. McLean, 26 D.L.R. 710, 
distinguished. |

Sutherland v. Spruce Grove, 43 D.L.R. 
280. varying, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 152.
Time—Crown's lien.

The phrase “unless otherwise provided 
"for"’ in s. 20 of the Succession Duty Act, 
c. 217, K.S.B.C. 1911, refers to the suc
ceeding phrase “shall lie due and payable 
at the death of the deceased ; ” it, there
fore, deals with the time of payment, not 
with the method thereof, and the lien given 
the Crown by said section is not confined 
to the period previous to the issue of let
ters probate.

Re Crawford Estate, 25 B.C.R. 178, 
[1918] 1 W.W.R. 267.
Effect of settlement—Crown not party.

The question as to the validity of a 
residuary devise in a will coming on before 
the court on originating notice, all parties 
were ordered to be represented by counsel 
except the Crown. The point was not de
termined, a settlement approved by the 
court being entered into. Subsequently the 
Crown claimed succession duties, at 10 per 
cent, on the whole estate, under R.S.M. 
1913, e. 187. s. 6. Held, that the approval 
of the settlement was not in any sense or 
to any extent a judicial determination of 
the question originally submitted to the 
court, that the Crown was not hound by 
it in any event and that the duty was pay
able at the rate of 10 per cent.

Re Smith Estate. 34 W.L.R. 834.
Value of corporate shares.

In fixing the value of shares of stock of 
a company forming part of the estate of a 
deceased person so as to fix the amount 
to be paid under the Succession Duties

Ordinance (Alta.), the value must be con
sidered from the standpoint of dividend- 
earning power, together with the value of 
the real estate owned by the company, and 
the better met hod of ascertaining the value 
of such real estate is on the supposition 
that the com pan)1 had gone into liquidation 
and was realizing on its entire assets. In 
the absence of mistake the executors can
not have the valuation placed upon assets 
in their affidavit reduced. [Re Marshall, 
20 O.L.R. 116, followed. 1

Re Estate of W. H. Clark, 34 W.L.R. 404. 
Unsi «divided property under cultivation 

taxable ON a HANKS of $150 an acre 
—5 (sBO. V., 109, 8. 28.

The corporation of defendant had no 
right to tax the property of the plaintiff 
which was under cultivation and not sub
divided, on a valuation exceeding $150 an 
acre, even though the land had a real value 
of $600 an acre. Reimbursement ordered.

Bonneville v. St. Michel, 25 Rev. de Jur. 
501.
(g V D—207)—Collection of—“Surtax” 

provisions — Defences — Regular
ity of procedure not in question.

The fact, that a municipality is using the 
taxes collected under the “surtax’’ provi
sions of the Rural Municipality Act ( R.S. 
S., c. 87) and amendments (see stats. 
1912-13, e. 31. 6. 4), for municipal pur
poses is no defence to an action for recov
ery of such taxes if the regularity of the 
procedure for the levy and assessment is 
not called in question. The ultimate use 
or destination of such taxes is a matter to 
be settled between the province and the 
municipality after the collection has been 
made by the municipality. The provisions 
of the Act respecting the assessment and 
levy of municipal taxes are applied to the 
surtax in the same manner and to the 
same extent as if the surtax were part of 
the general municipal levy, and for this 
purpose the surtax roll is to be deemed to 
be and to be taken as a part of the assess
ment- and tax roll of the municipality.

Hudson's Bay Co. v. Bratt’s Lake; Mar 
tin v. Snipe take. 48 DL.R. 258. [1919] 
A.C. 1006, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 91, affirming 
44 D.L.R. 445, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 242. and 
44 D.L.R. 442, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 25, 12 
S.L.R. 28 and 12 S LR. 46.

VI. Income tax.
(§ VI—220)—Petition to reduce—Dom-

A petition presented to the County Court 
for a reduction of taxes on the ground that 
the petitioner is a nonresident of the coun
ty is a sufficient compliance with s. 77 of 
3 Geo. V., v. 21. N.B., to give the judge 
jurisdiction if the facts stated in the peti
tion exclude the possibility of the petition
er being a resident or domiciled in such 
iwinty.

Re McJycan ; Ex parte Assessor* of 
Rothesay, 43 D.L.R. 316, 46 N.B.K. 74
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Journeymen mechanics.

Men who, after learning their respective 
trades, are employed in a steel mill as roll
ers, roll-turners or mechanics, without hav
ing superintendence over or charge of an 
entire department and the direction of the 
work therein, or power to hire and dis
charge the men under them, are “journey
men mechanics’' within the meaning of V. 
11 of s. 15, of the Assessment Act. R.S.X.S. 
1900. c. 711. taxing the income of such in 
the town wherein they reside and not in 
another town where they work, notwith
standing the fact that, unlike other 
employees, they do not work nil of the time 
with their hands, but, in the capacity of 
journeymen mechanics spend a considerable 
portion of the time overseeing the work of 
other employees.

Trenton v. Fraser, 14 D.L.R. 608, 47 N.8. 
R. 433, 13 K.L.K. 454.
Federal officers—Judges—Recovery or 

MUNICIPAL TAXER.
Toronto v. Morson, ‘28 D.L.R. 188, 37 0. 

L.R. 360. [See also 11 O.W.N. 195.] 
Interest on war bonds—Assessment.

Interest received by a company on war 
bonds purchased from the Dominion Govern
ment constitutes “income*’ for purposes of 
taxation under the Ontario Assessment Act 
(R.8.0, 1914, c. 195, ss. 2, 11). In as
certaining the assessable amount, discounts 
for payments in cash, carrying charges, or 
loss on resale of the bonds cannot be con
sidered by way of set-off.

Re Massey-Harris Co. and Toronto, 48 D. 
L.R. 321, 45 O.L.R. 353.
Funds in hands or trustees—Residence.

In come in the hands of a group of 
trustees not collectively residing within 
Ontario, for a beneficiary to he determined 
in the future, the testator himself never 
having lived in the province, cannot be ré
gi riled as income “derived" by a person 
resident in Ontario, or income ‘‘received” 
by an agent, trustee, etc., for a nonresident, 
and is not liable to taxation under the 
Ontario Assessment Act (R.S.O, 1914, c. 
195. ». 5, 10-131.

Re Gibson and Hamilton. 48 D.L.R. 428, 
45 O.L.R. 458.
The City Act—Income from stocks and 

bonds assigned to bank to secure
INDEBTEDNESS FOR ADVANCE IN CONNEC
TION WITH BUSINESS.

Under the City Act the income from 
stocks and bonds assigned by the owner to 
the hank to secure an indebtedness for ad
vances in connection with his business (the 
income from which business is not subject to 
taxation because of payment of business 
tax) is subject to income tax without de
ducting the interest charges paid the bank 
on said advances.

Jones v. North Battleford, [1919] 2 W. 
W.R. 44.

Action to recover amount of taxer based 
ON ASSESSMENT— SmOBX STATEMENT OF 
PERSON ASSESSED ON APPEAL TO COURT 
of revision—“Total assessable in 
come”—Kffect of judgment ok court 
of revision—Evidence of person as
MESSED.

Windsor v. Curry, 17 O.W.N. 64. 
Telephone company — Village munici

pality—Assessment Act, R.S.O. 1914, 
c. 195, s. 14 (1)—Amendment by 5 
Geo. V. o, 36—Income derived from
OUTSIDE STATIONS,

Re Bell Telephone Co. and Lancaster, 13 
O.W.N. 17.
Town corporation—Telephone company— 

Assessment Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 195, 
s. 14—5 Geo. V. c. 36. 8. 1—Gross 
receipts prom equipment in town— 
Receipts from long distance lines 
—Central exchange situated in

Re lemiskaming Telephone Co., and Co
balt. 18 O.W.N. 148.
Nonresident — Adoption of assessment

BOLL OF PREVIOUS YEAR—ASSESSMENT
Act, R.8.0. 1914, C. 196, ss. 12, 66— 
Collector's boll — 8. 99 or Act— 
Omission of particulars—Nullity— 
Inaccuracies in boll, oath,and era
TIKICATK.

Berlin v. Anderson, 7 O.W.N. 790. 
Liability to Municipal Income Assess

ment—Salaries of County Court 
Judges—British North America Act 
—Authority of decided cases.

Re County Court Judge’s Income Assess
ment, 5 O.W.N. 657.
Mining company—Taxable income—Set

off for losses.
Re B.C. Copper Co., 16 B.C.R. 184, 17 

W.L.R. 505.

TELEORAPH8.
I. Franchises; construction and opkr

II. Liability ah to transmission of mes
sages generally.

I. Franchises; construction and operation.
Jurisdiction as to, see Railway Board.

(8 I—1)—Underground wires—Jurisdic
tion ok Board.

The Board has no jurisdiction under the 
Railway Act to direct that telegraph wiees 
be put under ground with a view to effecting 
an aesthetic betterment or street improve
ment. [ti.T.P.R.Co. v. Fort William Land 
Owners, Fort William Land Invest. Co., 
[1912] A.C. 224, at p. 225, 13 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 187, followed].

Woodstock y. G.N.W.T. Co.. 19 Can. Ry. 
Ces. 429.
Wires along highways—Underground— 

Jurisdiction ok board—Railway Act. 
Under s. 247 (g) of the Railway Act 

1006, the Board only has jurisdiction to 
direct that wires be placed underground

A.
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ami to abrogate the right of h publie utility 
rompany to carry ith wires along highways 
on pole». The Hoard cannot order that poles 
anu wires be moved from one street to an
other or that wires he placed in cables or 
upon a designated line of poles. Such a 
company, however, has at all time» the 
right to remove its pole line from a street 
and an order from the Hoard to place its 
wires underground does not prevent it from 
exercising such right.

Vlmt ha in v. G.N.W. Telegraph and Hell 
Telephone Cos., 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 183. 
TkI.M.KAVH WISER— l ■>'DKHOROU XD VOXHTRUO- 

I'lO.N—( KHAN DLVKI.Ot'MBXT.
Where urlwn development has reached 

such a stage that, the city's wires and |miIch 
are I icing placed underground, the Hoard 
will order telegraph companies to adopt 
underground construction for their wires 
at their own expense, or where the work is 
done by the municipality, and ducts may lie 
rented from it, then upon such terms or 
rental a» may be agreed upon between the 
parties.

Montreal v. C.P.R. and G.N.W. Telegraph 
Cos.. 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 226.
(g I—6)—TkI.FHRAI'H TOI.LH—U.NRKMUNKR 

ATIVK UUNINK8R—U.XJU8T 111 SCRIM IN A

The Hoard refused to order telegraph com
panies to provide sneeia 1 tolls for press ser
vice similar to tolls provided by another 
telegraph company under special agreement 
when it appeared that the objecting coin 
paniea had not sought the press business or 
provided the necessary facilities for it and 
that it would Is* un remunerative. The 
Hoard held that an increase from 25 to 
50 cents per 100 words in telegraph tolls 
for “ press specials" in the Maritime pro
vinces, while the former rate of 25 cents was 
continued in Ontario and Queliec v.as prima 
facie an unjust discrimination against the 
Maritime provinces and in the absence of 
evidence of special circumstances justify
ing the difference in rate ordered the former 
rate to lie restored.

Canadian Press v. G.N.W., et al. Tele
graph Cos., 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 161.
Rati:<—Rkasonabi.kxrss.

In determining what are reasonable tolls 
for telegraph messages in Canada, the tolls 
charged for similar servvva in the Vniteil 
States may he taken into consideration, 
but these comparisons are merely inform 
stive, not conclusive. (Canadian Oil Cos. 
v. O.T.R., C.P.R. and C.X.R. Cos.. 12 Van. 
Ry. Cas. 355; Manitoba Dairymen's Assn. v. 
Dominion and Can. Northern Kxpress Cos.. 
14 Can. Ry. Cas. 142. followed.] The value 
of a telegraph service, as evideneed by the 
extent to which it receives public patronage, 
is not a safe criterion of the reasonableness 
of the tolls charged for it. though the pub
lic may be willing to pay these tolls rather 
than lie deprived of it.

Re Telegraph Tolls, 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 1.

Discrimination.
The continuance, under statutory obliga

tion. of a twenty-live cent telegraph toll 
within Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and 
New Brunswick, while higher tolls are 
charged in other zones, is no evidence of 
undue discrimination or undue preference; 
nor does the anomaly created, by these uni 
form low tolls within a very large zone, 
justify the Railway Board in establishing 
the same tolls, or equally large zones, else-

The ultimate test of discrimination is to 
lie found, not in a difference of tolls, but 
in the question whether as a result of this 
difference injury is caused to an individual 
or a locality. [Michigan Sugar Co. v. C.VV. 
&■ Ij.K.R. Co., 11 Can. Ry. ( as. 253. 
Wegenast v. G.T.R. Co. ( Brampton Com
mutation Rates Case i, 8 Can. Ky. Cas. 42. 
affirmed ; Toronto and Hrampton v. G.T.R. 
and C.P.R. Cos. ( Brampton C ommutation 
Rates Vase, No. 2), 11 Can Ry. Cas. 370 
followed.]

Re Telegraph Tolls 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 1. 
Tariffs.

In a general enquiry into the tariff of 
tolls of telegraph companies the Hoard took 
into consideration, the value of the plant 
employed, the cost of construction and 
equipment of the telegraph lines, the facili
ties afforded them by railway companies, the 
proportion of railway to commercial husi 
ness over lines owned or operated by rail
way companies, the relations generally be
tween telegraph companies and railway com
panies, the distances covered, the volume of 
business done in the past, the prospect of 
future business, the probability of increased 
competition, the cost of operation and tbe 
gross and net returns and promulgated an 
amended table of reasonable maximum tolls 
upon the zone system based on a transcon
tinental toll $1. Though distance is not 
so directly nor so largely a factor in the 
cost of telegraph service a& of railway trans
portation, it is by no means entirely neg
ligible; it should tie considered in fixing 
zone areas and tolls should lie based on dis
tance to a greater extent than they have 
been in the past.

Re Telegraph Tolls 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 1.
The division of a through toll as between 

companies is primarily an inter-company 
matter and does not directly concern the 
public; provided the total toll is reasonable.

Re Telegraph Tolls, 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 1. 
TELEORJLTH TOLLS—DEVELOPMENT STAGE OF 

HVNINE8R.
The Hoard has recognized that while in 

general telegraph tolls must be looked at 
from the standpoint of a general scheme, 
yet where business is in a development stage 
the isolation of the telegraph line and the 
particular facts of the particular section 
should lie considered. (Telegraph Tolls, 
20 Can. Ry. Cas. 1, followed ]

The Pas v. G.N.W. Telegraph Co., 22 
Can. Ry. Cas. 402.
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II. Llabllltî as to transmission of messages 
generally.

i§ li—50)—Limitation of liability.
A telegraph company may validly stipu

late in a vont, act for tram-mission of a mes
sage that it #111 not be liable in case of 
failure to irai smit by fault of its employees 
for more that the price paid for its trans
mission unless the message is repeated at 
the expense of the sender. Such nji agree
ment contains nothing unlawful nor con
trary to public order.

Tanguay v. ti.N.W. Telegraph Co., 61 
Vue. S.C. 261.
(§ II—51)—Misdelivery of message— 

Limitation of uability — PUBLIO

A telegraph company which receives a 
message from England addressed to a per
son in Quebec is bound to deliver it as soon 
as received, and if by error it delivers it 
to another person it is liable in damages 
for 'the loss suffered hy the person to whom 
it was addressed. Such company cannot 
l»y a clause for immunity relieve itself from 
liability, the obligation of the company to 
deliver telegraph messages being based upon 
a public law for the interest of the public.

Dominion Fish Co. v. G.N.W. Telegraph 
Co.. 47 Que. S.C. 225. (See 25 Que. K.B. 
.'30. J

TELEPHONEE
(§ T—2)—Compulsory service.

Notwithstanding the Ontario Telephone 
Act, 1910, there is no jurisdiction in the 
Ontario Railway and Municipal Board to 
make an order directing “connection, inter
communication, joint operation, reciprocal 
use and transmission of business.’' involving 
the expenditure of money upon capital ac
count, by the subscribers to a telephone 
system, constructed and installed under the 
provisions of the Ontario Local Municipal 
Telephone Act, 1908,

Brussels v. McKillop Telephone System; 
Blyth v. McKillop, 2 D.L.R. 843, 21 O.W.R. 
628. 26 O.L.R. 29.
Association — Electric line — Sale— 

Accessories — Undivided owners — 
Action—Allegation—C.C. Qve. arts. 
1499, 18,10—C.f'.p. ants. 111. 123.

The following writing, “the undersigned 
desiring telephone service with another, 
and with I-achute, agree to contribute 
equally toward the necessary expense, which 
is estimated not to exceed $675 in total. 
This is void, unless at least 13 subscribers 
are obtained, in which case the expense is 
estimated to be $50 each,” does not create a 
Society between the subscribers, but makes 
them undivided owners of an electric line, 
fine of those who signed the above writing, 
after having connected his house with an 
electric wire, in the network built hv thy 
association, sold his property and all its 
accessories. Held, that this transaction, 
and the right of the seller in the public

electric line, being real rights and not per
sonal, hail been transferred with the pro
perty and belonged te the purchaser. An 
undivided joint proprietor lias no right on 
the undivided part of his joint proprietor 
and van do nothing which will injuriously 
affect such undivided part, so that if, in 
the above case, certain members of the as
sociation had the electric wires of the pur
chaser cut. they arc liable for damages. 
Although the plaintiff had called his action 
a negatory action, when it is not a question 
of servitude, he has a right to damages, if 
these allegations, his conclusions, and his 
proof justifies them.

Laurin v. Cleland, 25 Rev. Leg. 321.
(9 I—3)—Dominion and Provincial com

panies — Jurisdiction—Discretion 
—Unjust disurimi nation—Competi
tive and noncompetitive— Duplica
tion—7 and 8 Euw. VII. c. 61, part 1, 
e. 1 (b).

Under para. b. of the interpretation 
clause, s. 1 of 7 A 8 Edw. VH. v. 61. part 
1, a provincial company cannot invoke the 
jurisdiction of the Board to prohibit, on the 
ground of unjust discrimination, a Domin
ion company from, in the exercise of its 
discretion, making an agreement with one 
noncompetitive provincial company, ami re
fusing it to another, which is alleged to 
be similarly situated, in order to prevent 
competition, or more correctly speaking 
duplication in telephone service.

Port Hope Telephone Co. v Bell Tele
phone Oo., 20 D.L.K. 778. 17 Can. Hy. Cas., 
343.
Tolls—Equalization—Base area—Local 

—Services renderm — Public tele
phones—Coin-box or attended—Un
just discrimination.

It ie unjust discrimination for a public 
utility company, whose tolls should be 
equalized according to the services ren
dered, to charge double the toll at the at
tended station for local calls compared with 
the toll at the coin-box booth, laith being 
public telephones. The Board ordered tlie 
respondent to equalize its tolls for local 
calls by fixing a toll for local messages on 
a "two-number basis” from public tele
phones inside the base toll area at five cents, 
and outside thereof at ten cents.

Lemieux v. Bell Telephone Co., 23 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 141.
Unjust discrimination — Fhle mileage 

zones—Excess mileage.
There is "no necessary connection between 

free exchange limits and civic limits; when 
untrammelled by arrangements already 
made by the company, it is a question o"f 
distance and of particular facts; and where 
the company had extended its flat toll ap
plicable within the city, to certain territory 
outside, it was in the absence of circum
stances to justify the discrimination ordered 
to extend the same toll to all territory with
in an equal distance from it« main exchange. 
The existence of excess mileage doe» not
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in itself constitute unjust discrimination, 
hut where the conditions of telephone trans 
mission up to the lirait of the free area 
of an exchange are the same, it is unjust 
discriminai ion to treat the man living be
yond this area and within the exchange 
territory in a different manner from the 
man living inside this area; that is to say, 
he should have the same free mileage al
lowed. and excess mileage should lie charged 
only on the portion of the subscriber's line 
located beyond the Ismndary of the free 
mileage zone. [Winnipeg Jobbers & Ship 
pel’s Assn v. C.P.K., V.N.R. and (i.T.P.K. 
< 'os.. 8 Can. Ry. Cas. 170, at p. 182. fol
lowed.]

Montreal v. Bell Telephone Co. ( Montreal 
Telephone Tolls Case 1. 16 Can. Ry. Cas. 118. 
($ I—4 i—Tolls—House of a six tutors 

community—Business toll.
A telephone in the house of a religious 

community is properly charged the business 
toll. [Newman v. Bell Telephone Co., 17 
Cnn. Ry. Cas. 271. followed.]

Notre Dame des Anges v. Bell Telephone 
Co.. 20 D.L.R. 207, 17 Can. Ry. Cas. 277. 
Contracts — Knowledge of condition— 

C'ancfj latio.n - -Liquidai fd damages.
The signer of a telephone contract is 

presumed to know all the conditions appear
ing therein, and is lauind by a stipulation 
that in case of cancellation of the contract 
through the default of the atilmeriher the 
balance due for the unexpired term shall 
become payable as liquidated damages.

Bell Telephone Co. v. Zarbatany, 31 D. 
L.R. 041.
Business or residence toll—Clergyman.

Under the provisions of s. 315 of the 
Railway Art. 1906, a clergyman is entitled 
to lie charged the residence toll and not the 
business toll for the use of the telephone 
installed in his residence.

Desroches v. Bell Telephone Co.. 26 D.L.R. 
708. 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 322.
Private branch exchange—Residential 

lines—Contract — Toll—Listing— 
Her ABATE.

Where the telephone service in connection 
w ith which publication bv listing in the tele
phone directory is asked is not of the pri
vate branch exchange line, but of the sepa
rate residential ones, and entirely distinct 
from the contract covering the private 
branch exchange service, the service asked 
for is a distinct one. and is subject to the 
separate listing toll.

Irish v. Bell Telephone Co., 23 Can. Rv. 
Cas. 19.
Tolls—Maximum — Fixing—Residence— 

Business — Semi-public—Installa
tion—Service—Agreement.

An agreement between a municipality 
and a telephone company fixing the maxi
mum tolls to lie charged for a residence or 
•business telephone does not prevent the 
telephone company, subject to the provisions 
of the Railway Act. from tiling its tariff 
of tolls with the Board covering the tolls

to be charged for other forms of telephone 
service, such as semi public, and giving such 
service to the public.

Mace v. Bell Telephone Co., 23 Can. Ry 
Cas. 137.
Increase in rate»—Refusal to pay— 

Removal of phonf.—Notice—Muni- 
ciple powers—Nature of Rental- 
Bailment—Durai ion or contract.

Edwards v. Edmonton. 25 D.L.R. 82.1, 8 
W.W.R. 441.
Long distance toi.is—Agreement.

Under an agreement between telephone 
systems imposing ‘ another line” charge in 
addition to the long distance tolls of the 
Bell Co., “each party to receive its own 
charge and the party whose line the call 
originated shall collect and be responsible 
for such charge, provided, however, that the 
Bell Co. shall not lie obliged to collect and 
be responsible for the Proprietor's charge if 
the Proprietor fails to collect a like charge 
on messages originating on the Proprietor's 
system.” 'Hie obligation in respect of the 
“other line” charge is mutual, that is to 
say, if the Bell Co. is asked to collect the 
charge of the applicant com|ianv ip respect 
of the message originating on the Bell Co’s, 
line, the applicant company mult similarly 
collect in respect of a message originating 
on its own line, and this obligation attaches 
to all calls.

Ernesttown Rural Telephone Co. v. Bell 
Telephone Co., 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 325.
Tolls—Base — Increase—Primary toll 

area—Party line service — Excels 
m ilkagKi—Justification—Free mile . 
age zone—Business and residential.

Where it has lieen the custom to allow 
party line aubseriliers, so situated that they 
must pay excess mileage tolls, a reduction 
of one-fifth on the buse toll, a discontinu
ance of this reduction is not justified on the 
ground that, a change of tolls in the primary 
toll arm ordered by the Hoard rendered 
obsolete party line service within that area. 
An order of the Board extending the pri
mary toll area is not sufficient justification 
for an increase in mileage tolls to sub 
serihera situated beyond that area. [Mont
real v. Bell Telephone Co. ( Montreal Tele
phone^ Tolls Case), 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 118. 
followed.]

A telephone in the residence of a market 
gardener and fruit raiser, who has no office 
telephone, is properly charged the business 
toll irrespective of the amount of user. 
[Bavly v. Bell Telephone Co., 11 Can. Rv. 
Cas. 190. followed. 1

Newman v. Bell Telephone Co., 17 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 271.
Tolls—Business — Special—Justifica

tion—Contracts—Existing.
A telephone company is justified in charg

ing a business toll for a telephone used by 
a doctor at his residence. The Board ap
proved the discontinuance of a special toll 
intermediate between the residence* and 
business toll subject to the completion of
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, .-ting contracta. [Bayly v. Bell Tele 
jili.jne Co., 11 Can. Ry. Cas. 190 followed.] 

\Iedieo-Chirurgieal Society v. Bell Tele
phone Co., 16 Can. Ry. Cas. 267.
t)t KISOICTION or BOARD—SKHVIOE—DlFFEJR-

h.Vl EXCHANGES.
I nder 7*8 Kdw. VII. c. 61 a. 5. the

i iird has no jurisdiction to deni with the 
rearrangement of the respondent's tcle- 
i. tine serxice between different exchanges,

■ matter being one of internal manage 
meat of its own business.

Tinkesa v. Bell Telephone Co., 20 Can. 
|\ t as. 249.
hWI rcilING-—SUBSCRIBERS.

The Board is not given any power under 
7 a 8 Kdw. VII. c. 01. to direct that local 
telephone service shall la» given to an appli
cant xvlio is not si subscriber of a company 
. ibject to its jurisdiction and therefore has 
n i jurisdiction over the switching con
nected therewith.

Bell Telephone Co. v. Falkirk Telephone 
("o„ 20 Can. Ry. ( as. 266.
PROPER BASIS FOR FIXING TOLLS — IDLE

in.ant -Contribution of territory
AFFECTED TO COMPANY’S REVENUE.

Preparation for future needs and readi
ness to serve are requisites of proper man- 
element of a public utility corporation, and 
i‘ is proper to consider these elements in fix
ing tolls, when determining whether the 
value of idle plant shall be included in the 
amount on which fair return should be al- 
lowed.

X company lieimr in an admittedly satis- 
fi- tory position financially must in order 
t • justify an increase of tolls in specified 
territory, shew that the exchanges'operating
ii the territory affected had not contri
buted their projier proportion to the general 
retenues and reserves of the company, and 
failing such proof application for leave to 
increase xvas refused.

Montreal v. Bell Telephone Co., 15 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 118.
~\vi.is—Reasonableness—Oxvs on party 

ATTACKING.
The burden being on the’ party attacking 

the existing toll to make out an affirmative 
■ i.«e, an attack upon tlio reasonableness per 
v of existing tolls failed where it appeared 
that the return earned under them was ap
parently about 8.28 % on the book value 
o? the plant.

Montreal v. Bell Telephone Co., 15 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 118.
P-’.oper basis—Depreciation—Long dis

tance revenue.
XVith regard to depreciation, the per

centage or composite life basis as compared 
xx 1th the setting aside of an arbitrary 
annual amount per instrument has both the 
sanction of business experience and the ap- 
proval of regulative tribunals, and either 
t ie straight line or the sinking fund method 
may be used.

It is unfair in fixing tolls to attribute 
Can. Dig.—135.

to the city territory as revenue the total 
long distance business of the company 
originated and terminated in the city re
gardless of such additional costa.

Montreal v. Bell Telephone 15 Can. Ry. 
Cas. 118.
(8 I—5)—Installation by reason of or

der OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS.
Where a grade separation has been or

dered and a city street is lowered in tlio 
public interest, so as to go under the rail- 
xvav line by suhxx-uy, a telephone company 
hax ing overhead wires on the street is not 
entitled to com|iensatioii from the railxvuy 
for the expense of moving and relocating 
the telephone line.

Bell Telephone Co. v. C.P.R. Co. and G. 
T.R. Co., 6 D.L.R. 297, 14 Can. Ry. Cas. 14. 
(8 I—7)—Government regulations.

The construction and installation of a 
telephone system under the provisions of 
the Ontario ‘‘Local Municipal Telephone 
Act, 1908” by an association of individual 
subscribers,, even when operated under a 
certairt name, does not constitute them a 
corporate body or legal entity, and their 
telephone system and equipment used in 
connection therewith become vested in the 
municipality in trust for the benefit of the 
subscribers. While the Ontario Railway 
ami Municipal Board may ‘’review, rescind, 
change, alter or x-ary any rule, regulation, 
order or decision” made by it, it should not 
make an order having the effect of interfer 
ing with an agreement entered into between 
two telephone systems or companies to 
which the approval of the board had al
ready been given, except on a propcrlv 
frann-d application for the purpose, and 
upon due notice to the parties interested to 
appear and state their objections; the board 
has no power or jurisdiction to alter or 
vary such approved agreement except upon 
an application of which due notice lias 
lieen given to the interested parties.

Brussels v. McKillop Telephone System; 
Rlvth v. McKillop, 2 D.L.R. 843, 21 O.W.R. 
628, 26 O.L.R. 29.
Tolls—Long distance connection—Com 

fen ration—Railway Act, 7*8 Euw. 
VII. c. 61, R. 4 (51.

The Board, under 7*8 Edxv. VII. c. 61, 
e. 4 (6), fixed the terms of compensation 
upon which an independent local telephone 
company should hax-e leax'e to establish a 
connection with the respondent foi long 
distance service as follows: An animal 
charge for (li companies having not ex 
reeding 250 subscribers, $100; (2) com 
panics having exceeding 250 subscribers 
aad not exceeding 600 subscribers, $200; 
(3) companies having exceeding 600 sub 
scribers. $.‘100; and a special charge of It) 
cents each way in addition to the long 
distance charge of the respondent, of which 
charge the latter shall receive 7 cents and 
the applicant 3 cents.

Independent Telephone Co. v. Bell Tele
phone Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas. 260.
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Sekvm k — Evidence — Circumstances and 
CONDITIONS—X BW EXCHA NOE— V OI.l'MR
OF m'SINESS-----irsmiCATTON.

Where it appeared that certain changes 
with regard to the territory in question had 
taken place since the previous hearing, in
cluding an increase in population from 8.30(1 
to 7.500, an increase in the number of tele- 
phone* from 273 to 430, the establishment 
of special deliveries hy the post-ofliee and an 
increase in the numlier of places of business, 
the Hoard found that the evidence was not 
sutiicient to warrant it in coming to any 
other conclusion than that previously 
reached that to he entitled to the city toll, 
llie circumstances and conditions of the 
telephone business in the territory in ques
tion should he such as to warrant the es- 
tahli-hment of a new exchange, and that the 
telephone business in the territory in ques
tion was not yet sutiiciently large to war
rant the Board in ordering this to In* done. 
|Toronto v. Hell Ti Vo. (North Tor
onto Telephone Tolls Vase I. lfi Van. Hy. 
Cas. 142, re-heard and allirmed.|

Toronto v. Bell Telephone Co., 17 Can. 
Ry. Vas. 283.
Equipment — Juriniuvtion of Railway 

Board.
It is not the function of the Board to 

order that specified apparatus should lie 
continued or discontinued unless the etli- 
eiency of the service is involved.

‘loutreal v. Hell Telephone Co., 15 Can. 
Ry. Vas. 118.
Kbanvhin* from town—Refusal to sup

ply SERVICE AS AORFKO—FORFEITURE— 
An ion by municipality—Individual
RKIHTS OF INHABITANTS.

Red Deer v. Western General Klectrio 
Co.. 3 A.L.R. 145, 14 W.LR. 657.
.It RisnicTioN—Lines on hhiiiways—Con

dition n — Compensation — Railway 
Act, hn. 247, 248.

The Hoard has no jurisdiction under as. 
247, 248 of the Railway Act. 1008, to make 
'lie payment of renl as compensation, a 
term of an order approving the location and 
construction of telephone lines upon, along, 
across or under a public highway, or to im
pose any condition, for which a municipality 
may contend in bargaining with a telephone 
company, a term or condition of such order.
| Windsor v. Hell Telephone Co.. 22 ( an. Rv. 
Vas. 418; Hell Telephone Co. v. Ottawa arid 
Oarleton, 22 Can. Ry. Cas. 421. followed.] 

Hell Telephone Co. v. London, 24 Can. 
Ry. Cas. 102.
Jurisdiction—Stations—Railway Act.

The Hoard has no jurisdiction under a. 
245 of the Railway Act. 1808. to compel a 
railway company to continue the mainte
nance of telephonic connection and com
munication between its stations and the 
telephone system already installed, of the 
applicants. The Hoard has no jurisdic
tion under ss. 284. 317 to prevent the re
moval (at the instance of the municipali
ties within whose limits railway stations

arc situate | of telephones installed at such 
stations. The “facilities clause,” s. 284, 
refers to physical transportation and phys- 
ieal accommodation on the railway. Tele
phonic communication with a railway sta
tion to be acquainted with the movement of 
the passenger or freight trains is not a 
facility which railway companies are re
quired to furnish to the public under s. 284.

Province of Manitoba v. V.P.R. Co., 21 
Van. Ry, Cas. 445.
Tolls — Connections — Ixixo distance —

The Bourd has jucisdietion to order con
nection and fix tolls for long distance busi
ness luit it has none in the ease of connec
tion for local business. | Hell Telephone Co. 
v. Falkirk Telephone Co.. 20 Can. Ry. Car. 
258, followed. | In the case connecting tele
phone companies it is the duty of both com
panies to collect the full amount for long 
distance tolls, and the company should not 
absorb its share of the through long dis
tance toll. [Krnesttown Rural Telephone 
Vo. v. Hell Telephone Vo., 18 Can. Rv. Vas. 
325. followed.]

• Foliette Telephone Vo. v. Hell Telephone 
Co., <21 Can. Ry. Cas. 443.
Conditions — Compensation — Railway 

A<t.
The Hoard is given no jurisdiction under 

sec. 47 of the Railway Act, 1808, to make 
the payment of compensation a term of an 
order approving the location and construc
tion of h telephone line upon a public high
way or to impose any condition for which 
a municipality may contend in bargaining 
with a telephone company as a term or con
dition of such order. "li.T.P. Ry. Co. v. 
Fort William landowners and Fort Wil
liam Land Investment Co., et ul„ [1912] 
A.C. 224. at p. >28, 13 Van. Ry. Vas. 187. 
followed.] It is not the function of the 
Hoard to decide upon the validity of Do
minion or provincial legislation. Under its 
charter, 43 Viet., c. 47. s. 3, and the in
terpretation clause of the Railway Act, s. 2 
(111. the Bell Telephone Vo. has power to 
carry its lines along a bridge on which there 
i~ a mihlie right of travelling. | Auger and 
D’Auteui! Lumber Co. v. (5.T.R. and C.P.R. 
Cos., 19 Van. Ry. Vas. 401, followed. |

hell Telephone ( o. v. Ottawa and Carle- 
ton, 22 Can. Ry. Caa. 421.
Jurisdiction.

Iii approving the route on a highway of 
the Bell Telephone Co. the jurisdiction of 
the Hoard is confined to fixing such terms, 
condition or limitations as refer to the lines, 
wires or poles within the municipality. The 
Board has no jurisdiction to require, as a 
condition, the payment of any money or the 
granting of free telephones to the munici
pality.

Windsor v. Bell Telephone Co., 22 Can. 
Ry. fas. 418.
Jurisdiction of railway board—Service.

2 & 3 Kdw. VII., c. 41, a. 2, limits the 
Board’s jurisdiction to direct the installa-
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t ion of s telephone service but give* the 
Itv.ird no power in regurd to facilities such 
as it lias in the case of railway companies. 
ITinhesa v. Hell Telephone Vo.. 20 Van. Ry. 
Van. 240, followed.!

North Ijancaater Kxchange v. Bell Tel.
( «... 21 Van. Ry. Ce*. 220.
RlOlIT OK TELEPHONE COMPANY TO PI A Cl 

POI.KH ON BR1IW1F ArnF.NC E OK ACTUAL 
damage—Board of Railway COMMIS
SIONERS.

Ilaldimand v. Bell Telephone Co., 10 O.W. 
R. 335, 2 O.W.N. 1154.
Rural, I’royixcial and Dominion tels-

PIIOXF. COMPANIES—l/ING DISTANCE CON- 
nection—Terms and conditions.

Rural Telephone Vos. v. Bell Telephone 
Vo.. 12 Van. Ry. ( as. 310.
I M'KRCIIANCF. equipment. *

Byron Telephone Vo. v. Bell Telephone 
Vo., 11 Van. Ry. (’as. 433.
KxVLVRIVIC CONTRACT—APPROVAL—PUBLIC 

INTEREST.
People's Telephone Vo. v. Bell and (àin- 

adian Telephone (Vs., 12 Van. Ry. Vas. 10.

TEMPERANCE ACT.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

TENANTS.
See latndlord and Tenant.

Annotation.
Law of obligation of tenants to repair:

62 O.L.R. 1.

TENANTS IN COMMON.
See Cotenancy.

TENDER.
Sufficiency of plea of tender, eee Plead

ing, 111 D-328.
Annotation.

Requiaite* and sullicieney of tender: 1 
d;i*r. CM.
(4 1- 1 )—To WHOM MADE.

When a tender lias to lie deposited into 
court it is immaterial that such deposit 

made at the time of the issue of the 
«Tit or at the time of the return thereof 
into court, as no prejudice results there
from to the defendant.

Malo v. Roy, 3 D.L.R. 431, 18 Rev. 
de dur. 4112.
(4 1—21—Sufficiency of. sen really.

Where the buyer, by letter, advises the 
seller of bis refusal to aivvpt merchan
dise bought, informing him, at the same 
lime, that, unless the vendor sends ship
ping instructions, the car will In* for- 
«arded to him, and the vendor replies 
"we positively will refuse delivery if you 
should decided to return them,” the buyer 
is not obliged to cart the goods to the 
railway station to make a formal tender ; 
it. is sufficient if, in his plea, he renews 
his declaration that the goods are rft the 
vendor's disposal.
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Lailiutc Shuttle Co. v. Frothinghani, 8 

D.L.R. 417, 22 Que. K.B. 1.
Where a lease, not under seal, contains 

a clause giving to the lessee an option to 
purchase the premises for a certain sum 
of which part is to lie paid in cash, ami 
the remainder se«*uml by mortgage, ami 
a letter is written within the time pre
scribed. notifying the lessor of the exer
cise of the option by the leisee, but no 
tender is mad«‘ of tiie cash payment, an 
action for specific performance will fail, 
l>ecause of the absence of any tender, and 
the plaintiff cannot reply u|»on a tender 
made on the day following the issue of 
the writ.

Miller v. Allen, 7 D.L.R. 438. 4 O.W.X. 
346.

Payment into court by a mutual life in- 
sura nee association of the amount claimed 
to he due on a certificate of membership, 
is insufficient as a tender if the costs of 
the action already begun for recovery of 
the amount were not offered therewith.

Cousins v. Moore, 6 D.L.R. 36, 42 Que. 
S.C. 16tl.

Where a purchaser under an agreement 
of sale of lands refused to comply with an 
express provision for payment of a substan
tial down payment, on the purchase price 
of lamls «if speculative value of which he 
does not roc«-ive possession, and after a long 
interval without taking any action Sintil the 
projierty hail greatly increased in value 
offers such down payment, to the vemlor, 
the latter will not lie compelled to accept 
the same for the reason that it would, in 
effect, be constituting a fresh «‘ontract.

Cushing v. Knight, fl D.L.R. 820, 46 Can. 
N.C.R. 655, 2 W.W.R. 704.
Sufficiency — Conditions — Pleading —

A temler is not necessarily conditional 
lieeausc the lien note of which the amount 
is due is asked in return, if its return is not 
maile a condition precedent to the receiving 
of the sum ; an offer of a sum exceeding the 
amount actually due on a lien note, which is 
refused because other items in the nature oi 
expenses arc also claimed, constitutes a 
sufficient tender, and may be successfully 
set up in an action for the replevy of ani
mals seized under the lien note, f Richard
son v. Jackson, 8 M. A W. 207; Norway v. 
Ashhurner, 3 Moore (N.R.) 245, followed.]

Hart v. Brown, 27 D.L.R. 450, 0 8.L.R. 
‘201, 34 W.L.R. 225, 10 W.W.R. 244. 
Coupling with condition, effect or.

A tender of an overdue instalment on the 
purchase-price of land under the “crop pay
ment” plan is vitiated if coupled with an 
unreasonable condition.

Dornian v. ( rapper. 17 D.L.R. 121, 6 W. 
W.R. 551, 27 W.L.R. 599, 7 8.L.R. 229. 
Sufficiency—time of making.

Payment on the day after the expiration 
of a tenancy is a sufficient compliance with 
an option contained in a lease giving the 
tenant the privilege of purchasing demised
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premises by making payment at the end of 
Ills term.

Ontario Asphalt Block Co. v. Montreuil, 
12 D.L.R. 82». 24 O.W.K. 838. 29 O.L.R. 
634. [Varied in 15 D.L.R. 703, 5 O.W.N. 
289. J
PAYMENT INTO COI KT.

A defendant sued in a civil matter in a 
magistrate’s court in Nova Scotia cannot 
effectually pay a lesser sum to the magis
trate as a payment into court under R.S.X. 
S. 1900. c. 100. to answer the plaintiff's 
demand, and thereby avoid payment of fur
ther costs of suit if his contention as to the 
amount is sustained, unless he has first 
made a tender of the amount to the plain
tiff and proves the tender at the trial.

White v. McDougall, 14 D.L.R. 718. 13 
E.L.R. 466. 47 N.S.R 423.
Insurance—Tender ok premium—Notice

—REMHTKKED I.ETTKB.
i Notice of cancellation of a policy of in
surance may be given by registered letter 
addressed to the insured as required by con
dition 15 of the Ontario Insurance Act (R. 
S.O. 1014, c. 183, s. 4) and a sufficient ten
der to comply with condition 11 is made if 
the money for the uneari.ed premium is en
closed with the notice so properly addressed 
and registered. Hie notice, however, is 
effective only from the time it is actually 
received *by the insured.

liondon & Lancashire Fire Ins. Co. v. 
Veit re. 42 D.L.R. 79. 56 Can. S.C.R. 588. 
affirming 39 D.L.R. 221. 40 O.L.R. «19.
Pf AINTIKK BY CONDUCT DISPENSING WITH 

NECESSITY OF FORMAL TENDER.
To constitute a legal tender, actual pro

duction of the money is necessary unless 
the tendcree expressly or by implication dis
penses with it. If defendant goes to plain
tiff with money sufficient for, and with the 
nirpose of. making to plaintiff, and so in- 
onus plaintiff, who tells defendant he will 

not take it, this relieves defendant of the 
necessity of a formal tender.

Chôma v. Chmelik, [19191 1 W.W.R. 948. 
<8 I—4)—'Necessity of keeping good.

W here the plaintiff sued for unliquidated 
damages, and défendants pleaded tender be
fore action, and paid into court a sum of 
money which the plaintiff accepted and ob- 
taimxi payment out upon an ex parte order 
it was held, that the tender was of no 
«lue inasmuch as it was accompanied by a 

statement that it was to In* accepted" in 
full satisfaction, and that the defence of 
tender was improper, and. further, that the 
plaintiff's conduct having been oppressive 
throughout the transaction, and having 
made an unfounded charge of fraud, he 
should lie deprived of his costs.

Wainwright v. Farmer, 10 B.C.R. 408. 17 
W.L.R. 070.
(§ I—0)—Effect.

Where a vendor of land gives notice of 
cancellation of the agreement of sale on 
the ground of default in payment of an 
instalment of the purchase price, and the

purchaser subsequently tenders the ar
rears. the vendor does' not, by offering to 
reinstate the agreement upon an addi
tion being made to the purchase price, treat 
the agreement as being still on foot, so as 
to entitle the purchaser to specific per
formance upon payment of the arrears.

Chadwick v. Stuckey. « D.L.R. 250, 5 A. 
L.R. 145. 21 W.L.R. 788. 2 W.W.R. 071.

The tender, at an election of company 
directors, of a cheque of arrears in pay
ment of a call, does not remove the dis
qualification imposed by s. 12, c. 63, 62 
Viet. (Man.) on a shareholder, so as to 
permit him to vote at such election.

Colonial Ass’ce Co. v. Smith, 4 D.L.R. 
814. 21 W.L.R. 815, 22 Man. LJl. 441, 2
W. W.R. 699.
<§ I—7) —Relief from making.

The payment or tender of the amount 
agreed to lie paid down on a lease is dis
pensed with where the lessor informed the 
lessee that he did not intend to carry out 
the contract.

Du Image v. Lepard, 3 D.L.R. 542, 3 O.W.
X. 98(1.

A declaration of the vendor upon in
quiry by the vendee in a contract for the 
sale of land, as to the amount remaining 
unpaid thereon, that the agreement had 
been cancelled and terminated for nonpay 
ment, relieves the vendee of the necessity 
of making a valid tender of the amount due 
before commencing suit for specific perform
ance of the contract, or a return of the 
money paid thereon.

Brown v. Roberts. 2 D.L.R. 623, 17 B.C. 
R. 10, 1 W.W.R. 987.
(§ 1—12)—Cheque on bank.

To constitute a valid tender of money 
there must, in the absence of some act or 
condition which amounts to a waiver, be 
something more than a mere readiness and 
willingness to pay even though expressed : 
there must be an actual production of the 
money and not merely of a cheque there
for.

Archdekin v. McDonald, 1 D.L.R. 064, 20 
W.L.R. 696, 1 W.W.R. 1014.

A tender by means of an accepted cheque 
is not illegal and cannot be attacked subse
quently as illegal when no objection to the 
form of such tender was made at the time, 
the tender having lieen declined on totally 
different grounds (e.g., the expiry of de-

Malo v. Roy, 3 DX.R. 431, 18 Rev. de Jur. 
402.
By cheque—Payment into court.

A cheque, though not legal tender, is a 
sufficient tender of payment for goods sold 
if not objected to on that account ; upon a 
claim for the delivery of the goods, the 
amount tendered need not be paid into 
court or be so pleaded.

Wdxelman v. Dale. 35 D.L.R. 557, 10 
8.L.R. 289, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 235.
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Nonce—Offer to redeem—Evidence.

B.C. Land 4 Investment Agency v. Ishita- 
ka, 45 Can. S.C.R. 302.

TESTAMENTARY CAPACITY.
See Wills.

THEATRES.
Liability—Trained wild animal kept for

EXHIBITION.
The managers of a theatre are not liable 

for injuries resulting from the bite of a 
trained monkey owned by one of the per
formers, over whom the management had 
no control except while he was in the the
atre. where the injuries were sustained 
while the animal was insecurely chained in 
a yard of adjoining premises of another 
person, although the yard was occasionally 
used by people engaged at the theatre with
out any direct sanction of the theatre man
agers or objection by the person who owned 
the yard, and even though the theatre man
agers had knowledge that the animal had 
I'ccn tied in the yard on the day preced
ing the accident.

Connor v. Princess Theatre, 10 D.L.R. 
143. 27 O.L.R. 400.

seau v. Seala Amusement Co., 22 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 31.
Theathes and Cinematographs Act— 

Regulations as to placing adver
tising MATTER IN FRONT OF A THEATRE
—"In the nature of pohtk.rs”—Con
VlVTlON FOR BREACH OF REGULATION—
Construction of regulation.

R. v. Minhinnick, 13 O.W.N. 440. 
Unlawful exhibition—Mens rea.

An aecused person may be convicted of 
having allowed an object to be exhibited, 
although in fact he did not know that it 
was being exhibited, if lie might have sus
pected, on account of exhibitions there in 
the past, that something indceent might be 
exhibited and if acting as a mandatory of 
the managers of the exhibition, and having 
such reason for suspicion, he did not take 
any advance precaution against what might 
happen.

R. v. Mojiaaet, 20 Que. K.B. 481.
Motion picture—“Knowingly” admitting

CHILDREN UNDER 15 YEARS—U.NACCOM- 
panied by ADi lt—Deception of man 
in ticket box—1 Geo. V. c. 73, s. 10 
(Ont.).

R. v. Bruce Paton, 20 O.W’.R. 533.
Theatre Act—Clear aisles and passage

ways—Conviction .
Clause 30 of the regulations made under 

the Theatres Act (Alta.) requiring free and 
unobstructed passageways and forbidding 
that the public lie allowed to stand in any 
aisle or approach thereto or at any place 
" here it would hinder the entrance or egress 
of the public from the theatre, is not in
tended to prevent persons who have bought 
tickets at a moving picture theatre hold
ing a continuous performance from stand
ing in the lobby between the box-office and 
the auditorium entrance while waiting for 
seating space in the theatre, if there is a 
-•epnrated space kept clear for exit from the 
theatre. Clause 39 is ineffective to sup
port a conviction thereunder because it fails 
to state who shall be responsible that its 
terms shall be observed and whether the 
owner, the occupant, or other person con
nected with a moving picture theatre, shall 
lie responsible for seeing that the halls and 
passageway» are kept unobstructed.

R.»r. Hax/a. 28 D.L.R. 373. 25 Can. Cr. 
» as. 306, 34 W.L.R. 97, 10 W.W.R. 117. 
Prosecution tor operating without mov

ing picture license.
The intention of 3 Geo. V. (Que.) c. 36 

iR.S.Q. 130Id), is to impose a provincial 
license fee on moving picture halls hut not 
un theatres proper, and where the place in 
question has the appointments of a theatre 
and holds a municipal license as such, and 
at each public performance a number of 
performers or actors appear, it is not sub
let to the provincial tax merely by reason 
of the display of moving pictures to make 
up nearly half of each performance.

Boisseau v. People’s Amusement Co., Bois-

THBFT.
Of motor ear, see Automobiles, III C-

imnnary conviction for petit theft, see 
Appeal. I A-l.

A railway conductor who does not ac
count to the railway company for a cash 
fare he received from a passenger, and 
who denies the receipt thereof, may, under 
such facts, be convicted of theft under 
s. 355 Cr.Code where he omitted to issue 
a duplex ticket or to account for the money 
in the usual course.

R. v. Martin, 4 D.L.R. «50, 19 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 376. 4 A.L.R. 328, 21 W.L.R. 658. 2 
W.W.R. 602.
Essential of ownership—Description of 

person.
Upon a charge of larceny it ie essential 

to prove ownership in some person other 
than the accused, and that person if un
known by name must lie individualized by 
circumstantial description.

R. v. Jennings, 29 D.L.R. 604, 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 270. 11 A.L.R. 29r, 34 W.L.R. 1058. 
10 W.W.R. 1049.

Where an indictment for theft charges the 
defendant with stealing a cow the property 
of a persan definitely named therein, a rul
ing by the Trial Judge that the question of 
ownership of the cow is immaterial to the 
crime, is erroneous, and a conviction based 
upon such ruling will be quashed.

R. v. Carswell. 29 D.L.R. 589, 26 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 288. 10 A.L.R. 76. 34 W.L.R. 1042. 
10 W.W.R. 1027.
Mortgage—Death of mortgagor—Sale of

CROPS BY WIDOW.
A widow who continues to live on land 

owned and mortgaged by her husband be-
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fore his death, whore letters of administra
tion have not been applied for or granted, 
is a trespasser ; her position is not affected 
by the Devolution of I'M a tes Act, and crops 
grown by her on the said land do not lie- 
long to the estate of the deceased and are 
not distrainable under either the attorn
ment or the license clause of the mortgage.

The King v. Tschetter, .'19 D.fj.lt. 088, 11 
8.LR. lid. 29 Van. Vr. Vas. 179, 11918) 
1 W.W.R. 9.14.
What srBJFCT of.

One who induced a servant to steal for 
him a barrel of whisky owned by his mas 
1er is guilty of an attempt to steal, where 
the servant", who informed his master of 
the plan, delivered a liarrel of water in
stead of whisky to the defendant, as the 
master directed him to do. Where the de
fendant. with intent to steal a barrel of 
whisky, induced the servant of the owner 
to consent to bring it to him, there cannot 
lie a conviction for the theft of a barrel of 
liquid, where the master, upon being in
formed by his servant of such plan, direct
ed the latter to deliver to the defendant a 
barrel of water instead, which was done, as 
the owner of the whisky delilterately sub 
stituted a different article for that which 
the defendant intended to steal.

R. v. Montgomery, 19 Van. Cr. Vas. 221.1. 
Wiiat Nvn.m'T of—Watkb from watk.r 

WORK8—FBAVDVI.KNT TAKINU. •
Water conveyed in pipes may be the sub

ject of larceny at common law, and where 
it was deliberately taken from the pipes 
through which an adjoining property own 
er got his water supply from the city 
municipality at a flat rt te. after the re
fusal of permission from such owner and 
without any permisson from the city, the 
person wrongful I v appropriating the water 
is properly convicted on a charge alleging 
the theft thereof from the eitv. | Kerens v. 
O'ltrien. Il Q.H.D. 21. 52 L..Î.M.V. 70. and 
R. v. White. I Dears. C.C. 20.1. 22 • .. I..M.V. 
1221. applied.)

15. v. Hutton. 24 Van. Cr. Vas. 212, 19
W.L.R. 907.
Or OBOWt\(i TKKK8 OR SI1RI HS—pRlK'KDfRK 

—Proof of iiamaok.
Where it is sought to make a summary 

conviction under Cr. Code, s. .174. for steal
ing growing trees or shrubs of les» value 
than $2ô, the value should appear in the 
information, it being essential to the juris
diction of the justice that the amount of 
the damage he at least 2f> cents ; the inclu
sion, as part of the penalty, of the sum of 
one dollar for the damage or injury done 
does not establish the justice’s jurisdiction 
to make a conviction where no value was 
proved liefore him ; nor could the convic
tion he supported as for the indictable of
fence of theft under $10 triable under Cr. 
Code. a. 77.1, by a magistrate having sum
mary trials jurisdiction under s. 771, as 
there was no proof that the value of the 
property stolen did not exceed $10 nor did

I the record shew that the accused, who had 
| pleaded “not guilty." was put. to his elec- 
I tion of mode of trial under a. 778. as would 

lie necessary for the indictable offence of 
theft of the wood after cutting the trees 
into firewood.

Ex parte Legere; R. v. Dugas, 24 Van. 
Cr. Vas. .177. 421 N.B.R. .157.
< iOOnfl UNDKR 6F.IZUBK BY BHF.KIFF—BOND 

TAKFN FROM DF.BTOR.
A sheriff who has seized under a writ of 

execution for debt a number of hogs in pos
session of the execution debtor, and who 
at the latter's request takes a bond from 
the debtor and his surety for the purpose 
of continuing the seizure without the ex
pense of leaving a man in possession, has a 
special property or interest in the hogs suf
ficient to make the selling of the same bv 
the accused while under such bond a theft 
thereof under Cr. Code ss. 2147. .180: the 
seizure was valid ns against those who had 
notice of it. and the accused could not jus
tify by setting up the alleged title of 
another and the latter's authorization to 
sell on Ins behalf. | Dodd v. Vail. 9 D.L.K. 
5.14. 0 S I,.15. 22, affirmed in It) D.L.R. 694, 
2.1 W.L.R. 9021, applied. |

15. v. Ilrvcziuk, 25 I).Lit. 490. 24 Van. 
CT. Vas. 28.1. 8 8.L.R. .150. 8 W.W.R. 
1109. .11 W.LR. 780.
( 8 T—.1)—Mortoaof.— Haii.f.k — Sai.f. of

A mortgagor who gives an undertaking 
to hold goods seized under a mortgagee's 
warrant of distress, as agent and bailee, 
lint, who subsequently sells the goods and 
gives no account, of the proceeds, cannot be 
convicted of theft under s. 2155, Cr. Code.

15. v. Kimbrough. 41 D.L.R. 40. 1.1 A.L.R. 
«12. 210 Van. Cr. (as. M. |I9I8) 2 W.W.R. 
892.
('RIMINAI, LAW—TlIF.FT OF MOXF.YS AND 8B- 

Cl'BITIKN—t'B. COIIK, R. 355—ACCOUNT- 
1X0—AHHKXCF. OF FRAI DVLF.XT I XTF..VT.

To support a conviction for theft under 
s. 2155. Cr. Code, it is necessary to make 
out : (a ) a failure to account or pay ; or 
(ii| fraudulent conversion ; or (c) fraudu
lent omission to account : where an account 
has been given, it must he found that prior 
defaults in giving an account were the re
sult of fraudulent intent. Where tli^ ac
cused had accounted, and there was no evi- 

" deuce to support a finding of fraudulent 
intent, it was held, that there was no evi
dence upon which the defendant could lie 
properly convicted.

It. v. Loft us, 40 O.L.R. 45.
(S I—51—Kmbkzzlkmknt—Pbovkkus hki.d

“UNDKR DIBKCTION."
C. Code s. 357 declaring the offence of 

theft by misappropriating proceeds held 
“under direction" has reference to cases 
other than those for theft or emliezzlement 
by a clerk or servant.

R. v. McDonald. 28 D.L.R.
Cr. C'a». 106, 49 N.fi.R. 245.

377, 25 Van.
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l ndeb Post Office Act.
Cr. Code. s. 400 originated with the Post 

Office Act, while the preceding ». 399. orig 
inated in the lairceny Act. and in reconcil- 

■ 4 the language of these two sections 
wliich in their ordinary meaning might 
aeem to apply different punishments for the 
same offence, the words "hereby declared to 
Is* an indictable offence” contained in s. 
400, must lie limited at least to stolen 
property as to which the offence ha» lieen 
declared to be theft by sonic specific ref
erence in the Code apart from the general 
declaration of ». 399. if indei-d it may not 
h» further limited to such chattels, parcels 
ii- other things, the stealing whereof was 
specially punishable under the Post Office 
Act. [Note the language of Code s. ti as 
to the meaning of expressions where the 
s'lbject-matter is dealt with in another 
statute, and compare sa. 3(14. 303, 366 
taken from the Post Office Act.]

It. v. Nimchonok. 26 D.L.R. 38. 80 Can. 
Cr. ('as. 6. 25 Man. L.R. 700.
RECEIVING 8 TOI.IN GOODS — ALLEGING TIIE

A magistrate's conviction under Cr. Code 
e. 399 should show not only that the uc- 
. used received the goods knowing them to 
have been stolen, but should contain an al
legation as to the goods having theretofore 
been stolen, it being possible that prior to 
the goods reaching the accused they may 
have lost the character of stolen goods and 
vet he known to him to have I teen stolen.

R. v. Watchman. M D.L.R. 101, 7 
W.W.R. 88U. 30 W.L.R. 534, 23 Can. Cr. 
( as. 362. 7 N.L.It. 201.
(S f—71—By hank omen.

It is no objection to a warrant for the 
extradition to a foreign state of a hunk 
officer on a charge of embeszlement of 
money from the hank, who caused a note 
endorsed by him to be marked "paid” and 
to lie surrendered upon a part payment of 
the amount due thereon charging the bal
ance to the liank's interest and discount 
aui-ount, which act was undoubtedly em 
bezzlement under the law of the state of 
which extradition was demanded, that hv 
subs, (h) of s. 339 Cr. Code, such method 
of getting a note from a hank was theft 
and not embezzlement. (R. v. Stone, 17 
Van. Cr. Cas. 377. applied.)

lie O’Neill, 5 D.L.R. 646, 19 Can. Cr. ('as. 
410. 17 B.C.R. 123, 2 W.W.R. 368.
Lows OF GARMENT FROM SCHOOL Cl.OAK BOOM

—Nhouorncb—Board of education— 
Liability.

Boards of Kducation are not responsible 
for loss or in jury of school children s cloth
ing except where it is shewn that they have 
In' m negligent in not exercising reasonable

Stevenson v. Toronto Board of Education, 
49 D.L.fi. 673, 46 O.L.R. 146.
Obtaining money from imbecile—Knowl

edge oe imbecility.
If a person gets another to give him

money to which he has no right or claim, 
knowing the giver to be an imbecile and 
that consequently the latter could have no 
will to give the*money to him, he is prop 
erlv convicted of theft.

R. v. Wallace, 24 U.I..R. 825, 8 A.L.R. 
472, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 93.
(8 I—8)—Sale of ckoi* by tenant in

FRAUD or LANDLORD.
Where the terms of an agricultural ten

ancy are such that the landlord is to re 
reive an aliquot part, of the crop as his 
rent, e.g., a one-third share to be taken to 
a grain elevator by the tenant and stored on 
account of the landlord and in the land 
lord's name as owner thereof, the landlord 
does not become the owner of anv specific 
portion of the crop until it is divided, not
withstanding the provision in Manitolat 
statutes 1913. t*. 13, s. 2, giving the land 
lord in such case certain preferential civil 
rights in regard thereto. The tenant who 
sells the entire crop in fraud of his land 
lord is not subject to indictment on a 
charge of stealing the number of bushels of 
wheat which would have constituted tho 
landlord's share had a division actually 
been made; but, qincre, whether Cr. ('ode. 
s. 332 would not apply to the statutory 
right declared by the Manitoba statute up 
on an indictment for theft of the undivided 
one-third share.

R. V. Ilassall. 34 D.L.R. 370, 27 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 322. [1917] 2 W.W.R. 48. 
Repossessing goods under hire-purchase

CON TRACT— I >E M A X D— MISDIRECTION.
It is a question to be passed upon by the 

jury upon a charge of theft in repossessing 
a sewing machine under a hire purchase 
contract in default of payment, whether 
the accused, acting under the instructions 
of the conditional vendor, took possession 
under colour of right and in the honest be
lief that the contract so authorized, where 
he repossessed the machine in the absents' 
of the conditional vendee, and without a de 
mand for its return in terms of the con
tract, although the contract stipulated for 
entry and repossession without resort to 
legal process in cas<> of default of payment, 
and of failure to deliver hack the machine 
upon demand ; and it is a substantial wrong 
entitling the accused to a reversal of the 
conviction or a new trial (Cr. Code. s. 
1019). if the Trial Judge in such case prac
tically withdrew that question from tin- 
jury by an instruction that if no demand 
had Ih-cii made for the machine itself, as 
distinguished from the arrears of the hire- 
purchase price, the prisoner ought to be 
found guilty.

R. v. Comeau, 27 D.L.R. 692; 25 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 165. 43 N.B.R. 177.
(g 1—9)—From railway pari-ok cab

Criminal Code a. 460.
A compartment of a railway parlor car 

used for storing supplies is not a “ware
house” within Cr. Voile s. 460. Theft from
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a railway oar is punishable under s. 364, 
but not under s. 400.

R. v. Levy or Gray, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. Id. 
(§ I—10)—' HIMINAI, IIRIACU OF TRUST—

On a charge of criminal breach of trust 
(Ur. Code h. an intent to defraud
must be shewn and if there is no evidence 
of that intent before the magistrate lidd
ing the preliminary enquiry he exceeds his 
jurisdiction in ordering a committal for

R. v. Moreney, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 305.
(§ I 11)—With brkaki.no and kntkrino.

The otienee of breaking into a counting- 
house and stealing money therefrom as de
clared by the English statute 7-8 Geo. IV. 
v. JO, s. 15, was a part of the criminal law 
of British Columbia prior to its admission 
into Confederation, and remains in force 
under Cr. Code s. 11, subject to the change 
made by the Code as to the nature of the 
punishment. [See Cr. Code, s. 400.]

Re Dean. 0 D.L.K. 364. 48 Can. S.C.R. 
235, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 374, 40 C.L.J. 234, 
3 W.W.R. 1037.
(§ J—12)—Rkcbnt possession—Evidence.

On a charge of theft the presumption 
arising from recent possession of the stolen 
goods may he applied against the accused 
in conjunction with direct evidence.

R. v. McClain. 23 D.L.R. 312. 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 488 8 A.L.R. 73, 7 W.W.R. 1134, 30 
W.L.R. 388.
(§ 1—15) — Embezzlement — Varum s DE

FALCATIONS AH ONE CONTINUOUS >‘IT.
A conviction for theft of an entire turn, 

although it may have Iteen taken in numer
ous small amounts at different times dur
ing the deficiency period, may be support
ed without proving the taking of va eh or 
any of such several amounts and the case 
treated as one continuous act of theft al
though there were a number of distinct tak
ings, if a deficiency had occurred equal fo 
the amount by which the accused had 
falsified an entry in his employer's books 
at or about the «late at which he is charged 
with having embezzled the sum, if the evi
dence adduced also warrants the inference 
that the money stolen had reached his 
hands and had* been misappropriated by

Minchin v. The King. 18 D.L.R. 340, af
firming R. v. Minchin, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 254, 
15 D.L.R. 702, 7 A.L.R. 148, 23 Can. Cr. 
('as. 414, 0 W.W.R. 800.
Illegal possession of gold ob silver ores 

—Presumptions.
A person found in possession of silver ore 

under reasonable suspicion of such posses
sion being illegal, within the meaning of 
Cr. Code ss. 424, 424A, has thrown upon 
him the onus of satisfactorily accounting at 
the trial for such possession when charged 
under s. 424A, and it is not necessary that 
before arrest or before the prosecution was

Is gun he should hate been asked by a police 
officer to explain his possession of the ore.

R. v. Karp, 30 Can. Cr. Cas. 115, 41 O.L. 
R. 540.
Receiving—Aiding and abetting.

it is only the receiving dune in the com
mission of the principal offence of theft 
that cannot be treated as separate of
fence of unlawfully receiving and a count 
charging the latter is not bad for duplicity 
because of its setting out matter which, if 
true, would constitute the accused an aider 
and abettor in the principal offence. [Rev. 
v. Hodge, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 350, 12 Man. L.K. 
310, followed.]

R. v. Kelly, 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 94. 10 
W.W.R. 1345. [Affirmed in [1017] 1 W.W. 
R. 46; 34 D.L.R. 311, 54 Can. S.C.R. 2„v, 
i 1117] l W.W.K. 168.
(§ I—20) —Abstracting electricity — 

Directing compensation to owner.
Where no claim for compensation undtr 

Cr. Code s. 1048 was made by the electric 
company from which the accused is found 
guilty of theft in fraudulently abstracting 
electricity (s. 351), the conviction is irreg
ular in directing that part of the fine be 
paid to the electric company.

R. v. Sperdakcs, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 210, 
40 N.B.R. 428.
Private possession of letters by post 

OFFICE EMPLOYEE—C'B. CODE, SS. 347, 
359, 364.

The mere fact of finding in the coat 
pocket of a post office employee letters con
taining money, addressed to another per
son, .nay or may not lie evidence of theft, 
according to cireuuistalives.

Ricinrd v. The King, 31 Can. Cr. Gas. «14. 
(8 1—25)—Value ok goods—Penalty.

An information or charge for stealing 
goods in process of manufacture should 
specify the value of the goods, so that, the 
accused mav know whether the prosecution 
«eek to apply the added penalty provided bv 
Cr. (. ode. s. 387, in ease the value is over 
$200

R. v. Lee 1ère, 31 D.L.R. 61», 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 242.
(§ I—26)—Unlawful use or another's

MOTOR CAB.
The marginal note “theft of motor car"’ 

appended to s. 285B Cr. Code (amendment 
of 0-10 Edw. VII., e. 11 v, cannot enlarge 
the effect of the provision which it creates, 
of taking a motor car with intent to oper
ate it without the consent of the owner is 
not theft hut u minor offence.

Hirshman V. Beal. 32 D.L.R. 680, 28 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 319, 38 O.L.R. 40.
(§ 1—10)—On high seas—Procedure.

Proceedings for the trial of a foreign 
subject charged with theft on a British 
ship, committed on the high eeas, should 
not be taken under s. 591, Cr. Code but 
under s. 686 of the Merehants Shipping 
Act, 1894 (Imp.); the consent of the
Governor-General is not required before in-
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stituting proceedings. [The King v. Huck 
man, 5 Can. Cr. Cas. 212, followed.]

The King v. Neilson, 40 D.L.R. 120, 30 
Can. Cr. Cas. ], 52 N.8.R. 42.
THEFT— CONDUCTOR OK RAH WAY TRAIN—

Acceptance ok bribe from passenger 
—Failure to collect fare—Failure
TC PAY OVER MONEY RECEIVED.

R. v. Thompson. 19 W.L.R. 676, 21 Can. 
Cr. Cue. 80. 4 A.L.R. 67.
Misappropriation of chattel received 

FOR DELIVERY IN SPECIF-—NO EMPLOY
MENT COVERING THE SERVICE.

The King v. Shvffer, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 
191, 15 W.L.R. 323.

THIRD PARTY PROCEDURE.
See Parties.

Exception to form—Description of par 
ties—Insolvency—Affidavit.

In a tierce-opposition, where both plain
tiff and defendant have already been de
scribed and designated in the action, it is 
not necessary to designate them anew. The 
plaintiff cannot, in contesting a tierce- 
opposition. set up irregularities in the 
service, made on the defendant; the latter 
alone can take advantage of the irregular
ities. A creditor of an Insolvent has a 
right to attack hv tierce-opposition or 
otherwise the declaration of the curator 
that he has illegally recognized the in
solvent as debtor of a third party whose 
claim the third party opposing contests. 
After the tierce-opposition has been re
ceived by a judge, the sufficiency of the 
i lidavit supporting it cannot lie attacked 
by exception to the form. The nullity of 
the judgment delivered in the main action 
and of the judgment rendered on the seiz
ure under execution can he demanded even 
by a tierce-opposition. The want of inter- 
e-tt in a tiers-opposant. based on the fact 
that should he succeed he could recover 
nothing, as a privileged creditor would ab
sorb all the assets of the defendant, cannot 
be the subject of an exception to the form.

Touzin v. Peladeau. 18 Que. P.R. 279.

THREATS.
Threatening letter—Intent to extort 

Ambiguous language — Explanatory 
evidence in defence.

On a charge of sending a threatening let
ter with intent to extort money, the ac
cused may be heard in explanation of what 
he understood to be the meaning of the 
words he had used in the letter, where the 
i-.pression ia ambiguous in view of the sur 
r iimding circumstances disclosed by the 
f -stimony. The accused charged with hav
ing sent a letter demanding money with 
menaces by threatening the addressee with 
prosecution for an alleged infraction of the 
1.1 w (Cr. Code. ss. 451-453), is not entitled 
to shew, upon the preliminary inquiry, that 
tiie addressee was in fact guilty as charged 
in the letter, such not being material to 
the existence of the offence; but the com

plainant may be cross-examined as to its 
truth to shake his credit as a witness. [R. 
v. Johnson, 14 U.C.Q.B. 569, distinguished; 
R. v. Cracknell, 10 Cox C.C. 408, applied.] 

R. v. Udell, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 39.

THRESHERS' LIEN.

See Lien, I—2.
TIMBER.

See Contracts, VI A—410.
Breach of contract, forfeiture, see Sale, 

III A—50.
Decay, accident, see Master and Servant, 

II A—110.
(§ I—1)—Deed of, as license.

One who makes application for a license 
to cut timlier from a timlier limit before 
it has been surveyed, is not required, in liis 
application, to describe with mathematical 
accuracy the land he proposes to take up. 

Lanresen y. McKinnon. 4 D.L.R. 718, 20
W. L.R. 394. 18 B.C.R. 682.
Licenses to cut—Renewal—Compliance 

with regulations.
The departmental regulation declaring 

that holders of licenses to cut timber on 
Indian lands shall be entitled to renewal if 
they have complied with existing régula 
tions does not confer a right of perpetual 
renewal, as such would be inconsistent with 
the limitation of licenses to twelve months 
under the Indian Act, R.S.C. 190G. c. 81.

Booth v. The King. 21 D.L.R. 558, 51 
Can. S.C.R. 20. affirming 10 D.L.R. 371, 
14 Can. Ex. 115.
Agreement to sell “cullinqs”—Sale of 

goods — Subsequent rale of land— 
Termination of first agreement.

An oral agreement to sell the “culling»" 
of his land is a sale of goods within the 
meaning of the Sale of Goods Act (N.S. 
]9l0. c. 1); it does not give the purchaser 
an interest in the land although the trees 
do not become ‘ goods’’ until severed from 
the soil. The purchaser has a legal right 
as against the vendor to enter upon the 
land for the purpose of cutting and carry
ing away the timber, but on a sale of the 
land to another the uncut timber passes un
der the deed; the prior contract cannot In» 
enforced to the detriment of the purchaser 
of the land, and becomes impossible of per
formance.

Hingley v. Lvnds, 44 D.L.R. 743, 52
X. S.R. 422.
Contract—Purchase and sale of timber

LIMITS— KXECUTED CONTRACT—MlHREP- 
8ENTATIONS NOT AMOUNTING TO FRAUD
Breach of warranty—Judgment in
former ACTION BETWEEN THF. RAME 
PARTIE»—RES .1UDICATA — ESTOPPEL — 
Evidence—Credibility of witnesses 
—Acceptance of testimony of those
WHO REMEMBER AGAINST THOSE WHO
do not—Findings of Triai. Judge—. 

Vaughan-Rhys v. Clarry, 5 O.W.N. 929.
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The existence of a commercial partner- . 
ship vannot lie provixl by oral testimony. ! 
Kights acquired by grantee** or purehnw is 
of timber limits publicly sold at amtit.ii 
pursuant to the provision* of arts, hi-’ < i t 
nip R.S.Q. 1909. are immoxulile rights and 
cannot, therefore, tie the object of a com- 
mervial contract. Oral evidence is not ad- 
missalile to prove that a typewritten 
diN'iiment. unsigned, emanates from a party 
against whom it is set up as a commence
ment of proof in writing.

Guerin v. Davis. 42 Que. <C. 81.
(K I—3 )—Rights of im k< iiaskb—Liabil

ity OF RAILWAY COMPANY FOR IIKMTRtC-

()n a licensee under a timla*r license from 
the Department of the Interior making a 
sale of the logs to another who did the 
lumliering, the logs when cut became the 
personal property of the buyer, and he has 
the right to maintain an action against a 
railway company through whose negligence 
the same were destroyed while still on the 
limits, although such buyer had no assign
ment of the Government license. ( Booth v. 
Mclntvre. 31 U.C.C.P. 183. distinguished.)

Dutton v. C.X.R. Co., 23 D.L.R. 43. 31 
W.L.R. 3117. [Affirmed, except as to dam
ages, .30 D.L.R. 250. 26 Man. L.H. 493. 21 
I an. Ry. Vas. 294, 34 YV.L.R. 881, 10 
WAV. R.‘ 1006.]
( ü 1—4 i—Conditions pbkvkdknt to right

Servitude is the right to the surface of 
the real estate which still subsists as to 
trees planted and existing at the time of 
execution of the deed. By the terms of this 
reservation the defendant, being in place 
and stead of the vendor, his father, may 
exercise the right to cut timiter whenever 
he thinks fit, in conformity with the reser
vation, and consequently, the plaintiff, as 
representing his father, the vendee of the 
property, is ill founded in his demand to 
have a limit prescrib'd for exercising the 
right of the defendant. Bv the terms of 
the reservation, the defendant has only the 
right to the timber planted and existing on 
the date of the deed of sale, consequently, 
after the proof by which it was established 
that the defendant took and carried away 
new timlier, which grew after that date, he 
will Ik* adjudged to pay its value to the 
plaintiff.

Con mover v. fournoyer, 18 Rev. de Jur.

($ I—6i—When titi.k to pasnkh.
A vendor who, under the provisions of 

a contract of sale of timber rights, was 
vested with the title to all projierty of the 
\endec found upon the land upon the ven
dor’s re-entry for the vendee's default, 
cannot recover the value of property sold 
by the vendee before such re-entry from the 
person to whom the vendee turned over the 
proceeds of such sales, where the sales were

made without fraud to bona fide pur-

K lock v. Mol son* Bank, 3 D.I..R. 521, 44 
yue. S.C. 193.
I $ 1—71—Forfeiture by nonrkmoval.

Where a sublicensee of rights to cut 
standing timber ia notified by the first 
holder that the latter claims the timber as 
having reverted to him and that the lieen*e 
from himself has expired, when in fact a 
reasonable time has not elapsed for cutting 
the timlier, and no time limit is specified in 
the license agreement, the sublicensee is not 
entitled to treat sueli notification as an 
interference preventing him from perform
ing his own eontract with the intermediate 
licensee. Where a license agreement for 
cutting standing timlier contains no time 
limit, it will he presumed that the cutting 
must he completed within a reasonable

Dempster v. Russell, 2 D.L.R. 14, 3 
O.W.N. 719. 21 O.W.R. 449.
(S 1—6)—Contract fob half, ok hiiabef in

LVMHF.R COMPANY WITH WARRANTY OF 
QUANTITY OF TIM UKR ON LANDS OF
company—Meaning of "timiilr."

Swift v. David. 8 D.L.R. 739, 2 W.W.R. 
70», affirming 16 B.C.R. 275, 18 W.L.R. 
360.
Salk of timrf.r—Mode of estimating— 

Rights of owners of damh.
A sale of timlier to lie manufactured by 

a contractor according to a contract (to 
which reference is made, a copy having been 
annexedt for the felling of 50,000 trees, hut 
described in the words "the logs which the 
contractor shall cut." means those that will 
he ill fact cut, and not tin* whole quantity 
of the contract. The owner of a dam in a 
river cannot claim from those using it any
thing more than the tolls fixed by an order- 
in-council, according to 7.300, R.S.y. 1909.

Gilmotir v. Ilughson, 23 yue. K.B. 122. 
(K I—10)—Expropriation—Public lands 

— Provincial grants — Right-of-way 
—Ti m her licbn nf.—Com pen nation .

Malone v. The King, 49 D.L.R. 685, af
firming 42 D.L.R. 520, 18 t an. Ex. 1. 
Crown timber lickxbbb—Right of u- 

cknnkk to hue for damages—Fires.
An action for damage by fire to timber 

growing on lands held under license from 
the Crown can he maintained by the plain
tiff as licensee.

West v. Corbett, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 195, 
41 N.B.R. 420.
License to cut timber—Property—Cut

ting of timber — tender—Admission 
R.s.y. s. lire.

In an action hv the holder of a licen<*e to 
cut timlier. for *839 as the value of timlier 
cut, an otter of *664 is an admission of the 
plaintiff's right to sue for the claim. A 
license to cut timber is a conditional sale 
allowing the holder to use the land as if he 
were the real owner.

Union Bag v. Ritchie, 23 Que. K.B. 385.
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Fraudulent procurement of timrkj< li

censes--Ac I ION,
Wilson v. McClure, 16 B.C.R. 82, 15 

W.L.R. 377.
(§ 1—12)—Crown Timber Act (Ont.) — 

Assignability notwithstanding writ 
OF EXECUTION.

An execution against a debtor levied un
der the execution Act of Ontario, 9 Kdw. 
VII., e. 47, does not interfere with the 
|>< or of the debtor to as ign or transfer 
his rights under a timber license obtained 
under the Crown Timber Act, R.S.O. 1897,

3*2, subject to the security of the execu
tion creditor not being impaired.

McPherson v. Temiskaming Lumber Co., 
i« U.L.R. 726, [1913| A.C. 145. 23 O.W.R. 
458, reversing 3 O.W.N. 36, 20 O.W.R. 13. 
Reservation in Crown grant—Trespass 

and conversion — Acceptance of
AMENDS BY CROWN.

A grantee of a mining location under a 
Crown patent made subject to the reserva
tion to Aie Crown of standing pine trees, 
but with certain privileges of cutting for 
use in mining and other operations on the 
land under the Mines A et (Ont.), cannot 
recover in trover or detinue for pine tim
ber cut by a trespasser if the Crown hold
ing the right of property in the timber has 
accepted payment from the trespasser, or 
from the persons under contract with whom 
the cutting was done by him, of timber 
dues iu respect thereof and has consented 
to the appropriation of the timber by him 
or them to their own purposes as owners

Eastern Construction Co. v. National 
Trust Co.; National Trust Co. v. Miller, 
15 D.I..R. 755. [19141 A.C. 197, 110 L.T. 
321, 25 O.W.R. 756, reversing National 
Trust Co. v. Miller, 3 D.L.R. 69, 46 Can. 
S.V.R. 45, 22 O.W.R. 485.
License—Reservation—Surface right— 

Possessory action.
A perpetual right to cut timber growing 

upon land constitutes a surface right, or a 
real right, which may he the basis of a 
possessory aetion. The reservation by a 
vendor of “the property forever of all the 
pine and fir which may at any time in the 
future be found upon the said lot of land 

fit for the market,” passes the 
ownership thereto even to that portion 
whieh may be lying on the ground or root-^ 
vd up hy the wind, provided that it ia mar 
ketable.

Le Rhine v. Priee, 26 Que. K.B. 29. 
Timber Assignment of locatee’h rights 

—Action to set aside—Evidence— 
Findings ok fact.

Moore v. Midaniek, 11 O.W.N. 241.
(§ 1—14)—Sale of timber—Contract— 

Condition precedent—Arbitration.
David v. Swift, 44 Van. 8.C.R. 179.

Timber license—Real estate or person
am y—Sale—Payment in joint stock 
shares—Vendor's lien.

Laidlaw v. Vaughan-Rhys, 44 Can. S.C.R. 
458.
Contract by wife to procure necessaries 

—Sale ok standing timber.
Await v. Smith, 44 N.S.R. 471.

Sale of logs—Measurement and culls.
Martm v. Beck Mfg. Co., 17 O.W.R. 291. 

[Affirmed, 18 O.W.R. 95, 2 O.W.N. 680.J 
Timber sold by company before assign

ment—Lumber sold by assignee— 
Fbi a i Lib*.

Bell v. Robertson, 17 W.L.R. 412. 
Agreement for sale of standing timber 

—License to enter and cut—Exten
sion BY PAROL OF PERIOD FOR CUTTING. 

Drew v. Armstrong, 9 E.L.R. 491.
Crown timber d'. eh—Sale of cut of tim

ber BY OCCUPANT OF LOT.
Deseliamp* v. Ciroux, 39 Que. S.C. 454. 

Sale of standing timber—Bona fuies— 
Part performance Rights of ven
dor's creditors — Abandonment — 
Waiver—Injunction—Damages.

Royal Bank v. Jackson, 10 O.W.N. 448.

TIME.
For taking appeal, see Appeal.
As essence of contract, see Contracts ; 

Vendor and Purchaser; Specific Perform-

For filing mechanics' liens, see Mechanics’

For commencing actions, see Limitation 
of Actions.
(§ I—3)—Meaning of “days”—Expira

tion of option.
An option to exercise a right within ten 

days will expire, in the absence of some 
custom, usage or express agreement to the 
contrary, at midnight of the last day, and 
not at the end of ten consecutive periods of 
24 hours each from the hour at which tlm 
option was given. [Dictum of the court 
disagreeing in this respect with the court 
below, Beei v. l^ea, 7 D.L.R. 434; Startup 
v. Macdonald, 6 Man. & O. 593, 134 Eng. 
R. 1029. followed; Cornfoot v. Royal Ex
change Assurance Co., [1903] 2 K.B. 31)3, 
[1904] 1 K.B. 40, distinguished.]

Beer v. Lea, 14 D.L.R. 236, 29 O.L.R. 255. 
(8 I—6)—Month—“Thirty days.”

A cancellation notice purporting to give 
e vendee of land but thirty days in which 

to pay an instalment of the purchase price, 
is inoperative and of no effect with respect 
to the cancellation of the agreement of 
sale, where the default and cancellation 
clause of the agreement requires that one 
month's notice be given ; and this defect is 
not cured by the fact that the default and 
cancellation clause as incorporated in the 
agvecmi nt is set out in full in the recitals 
which were at the beginning of the notice.
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[Le Neveu v. McQuarrie, 21 Man. L.R. 309, 
followed.]

Fox v. Reid, 11 D.L.R. 735, 23 Man. L.R. 
152, 23 W.L.R. 1*63, 1 W.W.R. 200.

In the County Court Act, R.S.N.S. 1900, 
c. 156, ». 67, prescribing that a notice re
quiring issues to lie tried bv a jury must 
be given “at least 15 days before the first 
day of the sittings," the words “at least” 
must he given the same construction as the 
words "clear days" and that a notice given 
cm Oct. 23 for* the sittings beginning on 
Nov. 7 is insufficient.

Chambers Electric L. & i\ Co. v. Crowe. 
5 D.L.R. 545, 46 N.8.K. 141.
Computation.

In an action in ejectment accompanied hv 
an attachment for rent, the service of the 
declaration within three days of the serv
ice of the writ lias for effect the summon
ing of the defendant to answer the demand 
as if such service had l*een made at the 
time of the service of the writ.

Smith v. Shapiro. 14 Que. P.R. 100. 
“From this date” in notice served.

A written demand for payment within 30 
days “from this date" is to lie construed 
as a demand for payment withiif that 
period computed from the date which the 
notice itself hears where the same is for
mally dated and not from the day of serv
ice of the demand.

Brown v. Rolierts, 2 D.L.R. 523, 17 R.C. 
R. 16, 1 W.W.R. 987.
(§ I—10) —Extension of — Statutory 

powkr—Subsequent extensions.
Where power to extend time for any pur

pose is conferred by a statute which does 
not provide that it may be done from time 
to time, such power can be exercised but 
once. [Power v. Griffin, 33 Can. S.C.R. 39, 
followed.]

Re Gimli Election, Rejeski v. Taylor, 13 
IH. R. 121. U Mhii. L.R. Ü7S, I» W.L.R. 
205. 4 W.W.R. 1883. [Reversed, 14 D.L.R. 
414, 23 Man. LR. 678. 26 W.L.R. 677, 5 
W.W.R. 363.|
Extension ok To review taxation of 

sheriff’s costs.
As the grunting of an extension of time 

under Sask. r. 704 for reviewing the tax
ation of a sheriff's hill of costs rests in the 
discretion of the vourt, special circum
stances justifying the extension need not 
l*o shewn; although every case is not to he 
treated in a spirit of plenary indulgence, 
but to he dealt with on its merits when 
reasonable ground for indulgence is shewn. 
[ Baker v. Faber, [1908] W.N. 80 (C.A.); 
and Rumhold v. London County Council, 
100 L.T. 250. followed: Crapper v. C.P.R. 
Co., 11 D.L.R. 486, and Re A Taxation. 11 
D.L.R. 191, distinguished. |

F.ggerson v. Smith. 14 D.L.R. 747. 6 S.L. 
R 150. 20 W.L.R. 198, 5 W.W.R. 579.

TOLLS AND TOLL ROADS.
See Carriers; Telegraphs; Telephones; 

Railway Board.
(8 l—9)—Powers of toll road company 

—Exempted vehicles—Automobiles 
and trucks.

Toll roads are public roads where any
body has the right to pass, provided tolls 
authorized by laxv are paid, but a toll road 
company can demand a toll only ou vehi
cles ami animals mentioned in the Acts gov
erning it, ami the enumeration of those 
carriages and animals in art. 6386, R.S.Q. 
1909, not including automobile trucks and 
automobiles, and a by-law of a toll com
pany imposing a toll on vehicles exempted 
by the Acts is ultra vires and void.

By-Town A Avlmer Union Co. v. Black
burn, 24 D.L.R. 747, 24 Que. K.B. 118.
(8 I—15)—For use of improvements in

In the absence of the authority to exact 
tolls and in the absence of a contract ex
press or implied on behalf of thc| users of 
improvements on a highway to pay tolls, 
the person erecting improvements has no 
right to exact tolls from the users thereof 
whether the Highway he on water or on 
land.

Rainv Lake River Boom Corp. v. Rainy 
River Lumber Co., 6 D.L.R. 401, 22 O.W.R. 
952, 27 O.L.R. 131.
Fon use of improvements in stream — 

Dams—Levy, how limited.
The owner of a darn on a river ran only 

claim for the use of it, such tolls us are 
fixed by an order of the Lieut.-Governor-in- 
couneil, under 54 Viet. e. 25, s. I (Que. I 
now art. 7300. R.S.Q. 1909.

Bank of Ottawa v. East Templeton Lum
bering Co., 44 Que. 8.C. 295.
(8 1—16)—Defects in—Liability for.

Trustees of toll roads are liable for dam
ages from accidents caused by the had con
dition of the roads of which they have the 
maintenance. They cannot relieve them
selves from such liability on the ground of 
difficulties caused by exceptional climatic 
conditions at the time of the accident, or of 
abuse committed by many of the persons 
using the road which they have done noth
ing to prevent. These matters are not of 
the nature of force majeure or fortuitous 
event, and afford no defence to the remedy 
exercised by the person suffering the dam- 
agc.

Collier v. Trustees of Toll Roads of North 
River. 43 Que. 8.C, 216.
Turnpike roads—Surrender of part of a 

road to a city for maintenance— 
Right to levy tolls fob the remain
der -Evasion of tolls.

Hope v. Montreal Turnpike Trust, 20 
Que. K.B. 139.

TORRENS SYSTEM.
See Land Titles.
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TORTS.

Measure of damage?, for. see Damages.
Injunction against tortius acts, see In-

For various acts of Negligence, see Neg
ligence; Nuisance; Railways; Street Rail
ways; Carriers; Master and Servant; 
Municipal Corporations; Highways; Wa
ters; Crown.
|§ i—1)—Negligence—Death caused bt

FUMIGATING A BUILDING—RULE OF CON- 
TIUBUTTON BY BLAMABLE PARTIES.

The liability attaching for the death of a 
person in the basement of a block caused by 
mines of dangerous gas during the fumiga
tion of other parts of the building by the 
mmigating contractor, under contract with
.........wner, attaches to the contractor for
having generated the dangerous gas and for 
having failed to confine it to the rooms he 
was fumigating; against the defendant own
er for having, through the order for the 
work given by his son on his liehalf, 
brought a dangerous substance upon a por
tion of the premises, and for Having failed 
to confine it; and against the owner’s son 
for having directly ordered the work to be 
done; the rule applies that in actions of 
tort all parties concerned are treated as 
principals. [Fletcher v. Kviands, 1,.R. 3 
11.L. 330; Wing v. London General, [1909] 
2 K.B. 682; Dalton V. kngtts, 6 App. Cas. 
740; and Dominion Natural Gas v. Collins, 
i 19091 A.C. «40. applied.]

Skuhiniuk v. Hartman. 20 D.L.R. 323, 28 
W.L.R. 518, « W.W.R. 1133.
NEGLIGENCE — LONS OF CIIATTEI.8 BY BAIL

EES GROSS CARELESSNESS—AGISTER—
Detinue.

An action in detinue, for damages sus
tained by an owner of cattle lies against an 
agister in whose care the cattle were left 
if they are lost through his gross care
lessness. [Reeve v. Palmer, 5 C.B. (N.8.) 
S4W followed.]

flarvev v. Farnell, 11 D.L.R. 740, 6 8. 
L.R. 161, 24 W.L.R. 44. 4 W.W.R. 488.

TOWAGE.
See Shipping; Salvage.

Annotation.
Duty of a tug to its tow: 49 D.L.R. 172.
Duties and liabilities of tug owner: 4 D. 

L.R. 13.
(§ I—1)—Duty and liability of tug as

The owner of a tug not engaged in the 
towage business, who, by a friendly ar
rangement with a person from whom he 
had requested the loan of certain imple
ment for use in his business undertakes to 
move a boom for the latter, does not there
by enter into an ordinary contract of tow
age by which he is bound to use a tug of 
sufficient strength and equipment safely to 
do the work and to face unfavourable 
weather conditions, and he is not liable for 
the loss of the boom through the breaking

of the tow line in a gale, when using to the 
best advantage the equipment he had.

Wattsburg Lumber Co. v. Cook Lumber 
Co., 4 D.L.R. 8, 17 B.C.R. 410, 20 W.L.R. 
833, 2 W.W.R. 248, reversing 16 B.C.R. 
154, 17 W.L.R. 129.
Lien fob — Mortgage — Priorities — Lex 

loci—Place or contract — Accept
ance BY TELEPHONE.

Under British and Canadian law a claim 
for ordinary towage does not give a mari
time lien upon the ship towed nor one su
perior or prior to a mortgage existing upon 
it at the time the claim arose. Where a 
contract is proposed and accepted over the 
telephone, the place where the acceptance 
take place constitutes the place *vhere the 
contract, is made. Acceptance over the tel
ephone is of the same effect as if the per
son accepting had done so by posting a let
ter, or by sending off a telegram from that 
place. The contract having been accepted 
in Canada was governed by Canadian law.

Carow Towing Co. v. The “Ed. McWil
liams,” 46 D.L.R. 506, 18 tan. Ex. 470. 
Loss of tow—Responsibility—Privity of 

owner—Limitation of iiabiuty— 
Sections 921, 922, Canada Shipping 
Act, R.S.C. c. 113.

In an action seeking a declaration of 
limitation of liability for negligence in the 
performance of a towing contract, the own
er of the tugs in question established that 
his vessels bad been inspected according to 
law and their machinery and equipment 
were in good condition at the time of the 
towage. It was, however, proved by de
fendants that a key-pin bad fallen from 
the steering gear of one of the tugs and 
that there was some want of reasonable 
promptitude, foresight and seamanship on 
the part of the master and crew. Held, 
that the dropping out of the key-pin irom 
the steering gear was quite unforeseen and 
was not due to any neglect or want of su
pervision on the part of the plaintiff or 
their superintendent, and the aecident hav
ing been due to the fault and negligence of 
the crews on board the tugs constituting 
the tow and having been caused without 
plaintiff's actual fault or privity, the 
plaintiff was entitled to an order limiting 
its liability.

Sincennes-MJeNaughton Line v. McCor
mick, 47 D.L.R. 483, 19 Can. Ex. 35. 
Negligence—Defective steering gear— 

Inevitable accident.
A steering wheel in a tug, rendered inop

erative by a defect in the steering gear, 
will not relieve the owners of the tug from 
liability for damage to a tow, resulting 
from the grounding of the tow when re
leased by the master of the tug, on the 
ground of inevitable aecident; the accident 
could have been avoided by passing the 
tow to another tug which was there to

McCormick v. Sineennes McNaughton 
Line; Union Lumber Co. v. Sineennes-Mv-
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Na ugh ton Line, 45 D.L.R. 302. 1» Can. Ex. 
357.
UKSroSSlBILITY OK TUG -NeGI.IQENCE—CON- 

TRIBVTORY NEGLIGENCE.
The tug “Senator Jansen," with a scow 

in tow, lashed diagonally to her port bow, 
was floating down Eraser River with the 
tide and while going through u drawbridge 
(85 feet in width ) the avow struck a pro
jecting boom stick, tearing off a stern 
plank. Scow and cargo were lost. The 
“Senator Jansen" was properly navigated. 
Held—that the master of the “Senator Jan
sen,” being thoroughly familiar with the 
situation, and the set of the tides and cur
rents, and knowing that these would in 
evitahly «bring his port side against the 
bridge, creating a dangerous, if not a nec
essarily fatal situation, was guilty of neg
ligence in not lashing the tow to the star- 
Itoard side and thus avoiding the possibility 
of accident. Where, even if the scow in 
such a case had been wholly sound, the di
rect consequences of the accident could not 
have been avoided, the fact of the scow lie- 
ing un seaworthy will not constitute con- 
tributary negligence on her part, and will 
not relieve the tug of any responsibility— 
for damage due to her own negligence.

Patterson v. The “Senator Jansen." Iff 
H.L.R. 166, 10 Can. Ex. 105, [lffl»| 3 W.W. 
R. 458.
(8 l—51—Sufficiency ok kkrkormanck— 

Divisibility ok contract—Maritime

1 A towage agreement, providing for pay
ment per diem is a divisible contract as to 
each day's services performed; hut there 
can he no recovery under the contract in the 
event of a prolongation of the voyage 
through the plaintiff's unjustiliable delay. 
A liond taken as security is not evidence 
that the towage was performed on the cred
it of the master and not of the ship. There 
is no maritime lien for the towage, only a 
statutory lien, in the form of a right to 
seize the tow in satisfaction of the claim.

Neville Canneries v. The “Santa Maria," 
36 D.L.R. (111*. 16 Can. Ex. 481.
X ko Moi: NCR—Stub m y xv eat her.

in all contracts of towage there is an im
plied obligation that competent skill and 
best endeavours shall he used in doing the 
work, and the act of the master of a tug in 
venturing out in stormy and dangerous 
weather is negligence which will render the 
owners of the towing craft liable for the 
consequence of the wrongful act. | Smith 
v. St. Lawrence Tow 4 ltoat Co., L.U. 6 
P.0. 308. applied.]

Nemo v. Canadian Fishing Co.. 26 D.L.R. 
714, 22 B.C.R. 455. 10 M M R. 1*7. 
Collision—Articles 18 to 28—Naviga

tion IN NARROW CHANNEL—Tt'O WITH 
SCOW V. STEAM Mill’.

S.S. Charmer v. 8.8. llvrmuda, 15 B.C.R.

TOWNS
See Munieipal Corporations.
County or township bridge, see Bridges.
Formation, effect on franchises, see 

Municipal Corporations, II F—165. 
Incorporation ok—Erection oe village— 

' Nomination or special scverin- 
tendent.

The nomination of a special superinten
dent, upon a petition of the ratepayers, for 
tiie erection of the territory into a village 
is the only way given to a county council 
to render justice and avoid arbitrary ac
tion, and the rejection of the petition by 
the council, without naming a superintend
ent, is illegal and an arbitrary act. Tin- 
law does not require that the petition be 
accompanied by a certificate of the secre
tary-treasurer to the effect that it has t»een 
signed by two-thirds of the municipal elec
tors. This fact can la- proved otherwise, 
and after hearing both parties before the 
council. The expression “the council 
names," in art. 52, Muii. Code, compre
hends an absolute and not an optional obli
gation and is equivalent to the expression 
“the council will name" or “the council 
must name."

Roberge v. Levis, 46 Que. S.C. 272. 
Formation ok village—Petition—Mode 

OE ATTACKING I’BOt EEDINU8.
In placing their signatures to a petition 

asking for the erection of a territory into a 
village the electors owning land and dwell
ing in this territory thereby agree to the 
cognizance of the petition taken by the 
County Council. It is not allowable for 
them to withdraw their signatures when 
they have been voluntarily given. Any in
terested party who wishes to attack the 
proceedings of the Council upon such peti
tion should not bring his action to quash 
these proceedings until the special superin
tendent appointed by the Council h is 
made his report and the Council has acted 
upon it. *

Rioux v. Tèmiseouatu, 47 Que. 8.C. 481.

TRADEMARK.
I. IN GENERAL; RIGHT TO.

II. What may be.
III. Thanhke* ok.
IV. Infringement.

V. Defenses.
VI. Registration.

Annotations.
Trade-name; user by another in a non

competitive line: 2 D.L.R. 380.
Descriptive and distinctive words, sec

ondary meaning, expunction or variation 
of registered trade-mark: 27 D.L.R. 471.

“Passing off," abandonment of trade
mark. 31 D.L.R. 602.

Registrability of surname as trademark : 
35 D.L.R. 510.

Distinction between trademark and trade- 
name and the rights growing out thereof : 
37 D.L.R. 234.
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I. In general; right to.

See aUo Trade name; Copyright; Pat
ent».
($ 1—1 )—Right ok kmin.oykk ob trade

UNION TO ADOPT.
A label adopted by a trade union does 

not answer the description of an ordinary 
trjdv-mark. as it does not distinguish the 
good» of one person from those of another, 
and a member of the union has not a vend 
aille interest in sueli label, but only a 
right to use it so long as he remains a 
member of the union.

Kickart v. Britton Mfg. Co., 4 D.L.R. 
.166. 22 O.W.R. 81.
Application fob—Description and draw

In applying for a trade-mark under the 
Trade-Mark A et (('an. i the applieant 
must describe in writing what he claims as 
bis mark. A drawing must also lie filed. 
But the claim in the written application 
cannot be extended by reason of something 
appearing in the drawing which has not
I wen claimed.

Mickelson Shapiro Co. v. Mickelson Drug 
& Chemical, 15 Van. Kx. 276.
($ 1—2)—GENERAL OK PARTICULAR—Cl.ABU 

OK GOODS.
There is no general right to a trade

mark or trade name apart from its par
ticular application, and other persons may 
legally use the identical name or murk in 
connection with a different class of goods 
or of business. (Him v. Dunn (I860). 15 
App. Cas. 252; Australian M ine Importe!»' 
Vase, 41 Ch. I). 278; Kastman v. Grifilths. 
15 R.P.C. 105; Collins v. Ames, 18 Fed. 
Rep. 501. distinguished.] The right to a 
trade mark or trade name is merely a prior 
right to use such murk or name in cornier 
tion with the particular goods or business 
to which it is applied and which it has 
come to indicate; hut the right extends to 
other goods or business of the same gen 
eral class as that in which it has been ap-

laimliert Pharmaenl Co. v. Palmer, 2 
D.L.R. .158, 21 Due. K.B. 451.
(§ I—.1)—GKXEUAL OR SPECIFIC MARK.

A “general" trade-mark, under the Trade 
Mark and Design Act. R.S.C. 1006, c. 71. 
is one used in connection with the various 
articles in which the proprietor deals in 
his trade, and would cover all of the 
classes of merchandise in which the appli
cant deals, while a “specific" trademark 
is limited to one class of merchandise. 
The registration of the word "Albaloid" 
as a general trade-mark is properly refused 
by the Minister of Agriculture where there 
is already on the register a general trade
mark of a word so similar thereto as “Al- 
bolene."

Re Noel le. 14 D.L.R. 385, 41) C.L.J. 75.1.
II E.L.R. 308.
(8 r—5)—l"8E OK TIIAUE LABEL.

The equitable relief granted to prevent 
unfair competition may reach far enough

to afford redress to an unincorporated body 
from the unfair use and imitation of its 
union trade label by another union.

Rickart v. Britton Mfg. Co., 4 D.L.R. 
300, .1 U.VY.N. 1272, 22 O.W.R. 81.
As TO BAGGAGE DELIVERY—INFRINGEMENT— 

Injunction.
A railway company is entitled to the ex

clusive use of the trade name they adopt 
in carrying on a baggage transfer business, 
and any infringement thereupon by a third 
party subsequently attempting to carry on 
a similar business under a similar trade 
name will be restrained by injunction.

G.T.R. Co. v. James. 29 D.LR. 352. 10 
A.L.R. 109. 21 Can. Rv. Cas. 429, 34 W.L. 
R. 1007, 10 W.W.R. 1075 at 1081. affirming 
10 W.W.R. 1075. [Sec 22 D.L.IL 910, 31 
W.I..R. 716.)

II. What may be.
(ff II—8)— SURNAME.

A person who selects the name of • cele
brated personage and fastens it upon his 
trade products must lie held to take it with 
its disadvantages as well as its attrac
tions; the word “Lister," however, has not 
so far become a mere word of description 
not susceptible of being appropriated as a 
trade-mark by long user. I'he putting on 
the market of an article known as “lister 
a ted tooth powder" is not an infringement 
of a trade-mark duly registered covering a 
medicinal substance sold to physicians and 
chemists under the name of “Listerine" as 
the two articles are not similar anil are 
not sold to the same class of people or 
clientele, more especially when the people 
who buy or use “Listerine" but it lievaiiM- 
of its good repute and not because the 
plaintiff is the manufacturer or compounder 
of it.

Lambert Pharmacal Co. v. Palmer, 2 D. 
L.R. 358. 21 Que. K.B. 451.
Geographical name—Secondary meaning.

Where a geographical name has become 
identified with manufactured goods of a 
certain class manufactured by a particular 
manufacturer and has in that respect ac
quired a secondary meaning, it may be 
registered as a specific trade-name to such 
goods under the Trade Marks Act, R.S.C. 
1906. c. 71

Canada Foundry Co. v. Bucvrus Co., 10 
D.L.R. 513, 47 Can. S.C.R. 484. 49 C.L.J. 
195. affirming 8 D.L.R. 920, 14 Can. Kx. 35.
Surname.

A surname, when uncommon and distinc
tive from long user, is registrable as a 
trademark under the Canada Trade Mark 
and Design Act ( R.S.C. 1900, c. 71).

Re Horlick’s Malted Milk Co., 35 D.L.R. 
516.
Surname—Secondary meaning.

A surname which has acquired a second 
ary meaning a» a trademark cannot be used
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«h a trademark by another person without 
the latter dearly distinguishing his goods.

Palmer v. Palmer Mela-llati Shoe-Pack 
Co., 37 D.L.R. 201, 45 N.B.R. 8 at 34.
(# 11—9)—Descriptive wobd.

The word “Fruitatives,” considered as 
the essential feature of a speeitii trade
mark applied to the sale of a laxative inedi-
* me and used on two aides of a four part 
laliel with the words ‘‘or Fruit Liver Tab
lets” printed thereunder, is not a mere de
scriptive word, and a earton four part laliel 
is not invalid as a trade-mark tinder the 
Trade Marks Act, R.S.C. 11*00, beau-.* of 
the combination of that word with other 
features of colour and design in the regis
tered trademark.

Fruitatives v. La Compagnie Pharmaceu
tique de la Croix Ponge, b D.L.R. 1*17, 14
• an. Ex. 30.

No merely deseriptive name should be I 
interdicted as descriptive unless in circum
stances involving fraud on the part, of the 
user. [Cellular Clothing Co. v. Maxton.
1181*111 A.C. 320, applied.] The claim of 
any person who seeks to adopt and use ex
clusively as his own a merely descriptive 
term will not be favoured by the court, for 
if a person employing a word or term of 
well-known meaning and in ordinary use 
to describe his goods were entitled to ap
propriate it and prevent others from using 
it lie would acquire a right of more value 
than either a patent or a registered trade-

Doininion Flour Mills Co. v. Morris, 2 
D.L.R. 830, 21 O.W.R. 540. 25 O.L.R. 501. 
I)»« mmvE wont»—Variation.

Where a particular name (e. g. * Bucy- 
rus1 has been applied to a specific line of 
goods manufactured by a ctynpany for so 
long a time that the designation so given 
by the company, although originally a mere 
geographical name, had acquired a sc<ond- 
ar\ meaning as identifying such goods, al
though not registered as a trade-mark, a 
registration in opposition thereto of such 
name with the prefix of the word “Cana
dian” (e. g. Canadian Bucyrue ) is not per
missible under the Trade Marks Act, R.S.C. 
11*00. c. 71, and will be cancelled upon peii-

Cauada Foundry Co. v. Bueyrus Co . 10 
D.L.R. 513, 47 Can. S.C.R. 4K4. 49 C.L.J. 
195. affirming 8 D.L.R. 920, 14 Can. Ex. 35. 
Dkscrivtivk words—Secondary meam.no 

—Expcxgi.no.
“Sure-Crop” or “Shur-Crop.” as applied 

to fertilizers, are ordinary words descrip
tive of the quality of the article, incapable 
of acquiring a secondary meaning and not 
registrable as a valid trade-mark, and 
should be expunged from the register.

Rowker Fertilizer Co. v. Gunns, 27 D.L.R. 
4G9. 10 Can. Ex. 520.
Trademark — Imitation — Description 

— Vignette—C.C. Que arc. 1053, R.8.
C. 1900. c. 71, 88 19, 20, 35.

In trade marks, a generic name and the

words which show the meaning of the thing 
cannot be the subject of a trade-mark ; 
these are the vignettes which constitute it. 
The object of a trade mark is to protect 
merchandise from imitation, in order to 
give use to an action for damages, the imi
tation should be such that, regarding it 
in a general manner, without inspecting it 
particularly, one would take it for the 
original which he wishes to obtain. The 
words and formulas printed on a trade
mark and giving directions for using the 
thing i annut be monopolized or lawfully 
included in the trade-mark, no more than 
the signs used to form the words, nor the 
whole general effect of their disposition. 
except they have a character so extraordi
nary, exceptional, and bizarre that they 
strike a person with their originality.

Fyon v. Bilodeau, 60 Que. S.C. 151.
Word 11 Self-reducing” as applied to cor

sets—Descriptive name.
The word ‘‘self-reducing" as applied to 

th«t manufacture and sale of women’s cor
sets i« descriptive and does not constitute 
a good trade-mark.

Hops v. Dominion Corset Co., 16 Can. 
Ex. 18.

III. Transfer of.
(§ III—10)-— Assignability.

A trademark cannot be assigned in 
gross. [Gegg v. Bassett, 3 O.L.R. 203, ap
proved.)

Re Vulcan Trade-mark, 22 D.L.R. 214, 
15 Can. Ex. 205. [Affirmed in 24 D.L.R. 
621. 51 Can. S.C.R. 411.]

Where there was no specific assignment 
of the trademark to the company which 
could lie used for registry under the Trade- 
Mark Act. Where the words used in a gen
eral assignment are amply comprehensive 
to pass the trade mark, the defendant is 
bound to execute a specific assignment.

Tilley r. de Forest, 4 N.B. Eq. 343.
IV. Infringement.

($ IV—16)—In ascertaining whether there 
has been a violation of a person's right in 
such mark the court will tie guided by all 
the circumstances of the trade and market 
and of the uses of the mark as well as any 
meaning or idea which may have been pub
licly attached to the word mark itself be
fore its adoption as a mark.

l>amhert Pharmacal Co. v. Palmer, 2 D. 
L.R. 358. 21 Que. K.B. 451.
Jurisdiction of Exchequer Court to ri.-

The Exchequer Court of Canada has juris
diction to restrain any infringement of a 
trade-mark, but lias no jurisdiction to en
tertain an action seeking damages for pass
ing off goods of the defendant as those man
ufactured and sold by the plaintiff. 
Trademark for gopher poison, registered in 
Canadian Trade mark Register No. 79, folio 
19.498. ordered to he expunged.

Mirkf-lson Shapiro Co. v. Michelson Drug 
& Chemical, 15 Can. Ex. 270.
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(8 IV—16)—Discontinuance or vse.

An intention to abandon as to Canada a 
trade-mark used by a foreign firm in a 
world wide business is not to be inferred 
from a lapse of ten years between ship
ments made to Canada prior to a» appli
cation in Canada to register the mark.

Re Vulean Trade-mark, 22 D.L.R. 214, 
là Can. Ex. 265. [ Afiirtncd in 24 D.L.R.
621, 51 Can. S.C.R. 411.]
18 IV—17)—Name ok phrase—“Parsing 

off.”
Upon a claim to prevent the passing off 

of the goods of one manufacturer for those 
of another based upon the use by both 
of the same unregistered murk or brand, 
e. g. "Cold Medal,” an alleged secondary 
meaning said to have been acquired in re
spect of the words of the brand for a par
ticular class of goods, e.g. flour, must be 
supported by evidence that no other manu
facturer in the country was making similar 
goods with the same mark or brand and 
the claim will not he supported even as to 
a single city or district by shewing that a 
customer at that plait- asking for that 
brand of goods would have been supplied 
with goods of the plaint ifl'*s manufac
ture before the allegi-d interference and pass
ing off complained of, if in fact the same 
mark was being used in other parts of the 
country by the defendants without any in
tention of passing off anil with equal claim 
with the plaintiff to an independent right 
of user.

Dominion Flour Mills Co. v. Morris. 2 
D.L.R. 830, 21 O.W.U. 540. 25 O.L.R. 561. 
PA8H1NG OFF—SlMil.AR NAME AND DESIGNS 

— POWKB OF RECEIVER TO TRANSFER VSE 
OF SIGNATURE TO PERCHA8EB8 OF DE
FUNCT COMPANY.

The inventor of a preparation for de- 
stroymg gophers and similar pests which 
has been successful with the result that the 
use of liia name on thee packages of the 
preparation sold has become a valuable as
set to him is entitled to an injunction re
straining the purchasers—from the receiver 
—of the assets of a company with which 
1 lie inventor was associated from using his 
facsimile signature on the packages sold 
by the new company, the name being used 
a* an artitice by which intending purchas
ers were induced to buy the goods on the 
strength of the well-known signature, the 
preparation being, in fact, different. The 
receiver had no power to transfer the right 
to use the signature, and the purchasers 
of tjie assets of the defunct company had 
no right to use such inventor’s signature 
for any purpose without his consent. (See 
Mickelson Shapiro Co. v. Mickeleon Drug 
& Chemical Co., 15 Can. Ex. 276; Mickel
son Shapiro Co. v. Mickelson Drug Co., 23 
D.L.R. 451 ; Mickelson v. Mickeleon, 28 1). 
L.R. 307, for history of litigation in this

Mickelson v. Kill-Em-Quick Co., 46 D.
Can. Dig.—136.

L.R. 622, [1U19] 2 W.W.R. 210, affirming 
[1918] 1 W.W.R. 781.
Infringement- Name registered as gen

eral TRADE-MARK.
Where a particular word has l-een regis

tered as u general trademark, as distin
guished from a specific trade-mark, under 
the Trade Mark and Design Act, R.8.C. 
1906, c. 71, it cannot afterwards lie regis
tered as a general trade-mark by another, 
although carrying oil a different line of 
trade; the second applicant for the same 
word or for another word so similar as 
would likely deceive the public, is limited 
to an application for a specific trade mark, 
the Department not being called on to dis
tinguish between the lines of trade of ap
plicants for general trade-marks.

Re Noel le, 14 D.L.R. 385, 49 C.L.J. 753, 
13 E.L.R. 366.
Tradename—“Passing off”—Evidence— 

Inference.
The purchaser of the good will of a busi

ness has in general the right to continue 
to use the trade name, and the subseqlient 
incorporation of a company by the assignor, 
under a similar name, which is clearly cal
culated to "pass off” his goods as the goods 
of the plaintiff, by the use of similar pack
ages and designs 'is an infringement which 
will be restrained by injunction. A trade
mark is only one badge of identification; 
it may be equally wrong to imitate a trade- 
name or the get-up of good», so as to “pass- 
off" the goods as another's. | Reddaway v. 
Banham, [1H'»G| A. C. 204; Cellular Cloth
ing Co. v. Muxtoii, [1899] A.C. 326: Valen
tine v. Valentine, 17 R.P.C. 673; Kingston 
v. Kingston, [1912] 1 Ch. 575; Spalding 
v. Gainage. 32 R.P.C. 273. applied ! The 
question whether the use of particular 
words or badges as a trade-mark is cal
culated to “pa»s off” goods or is merely 
honestly descriptive, is, in substance, one 
of fact; and it is not necessary to prove 
intent to deceive, but "passing off” may be 
inferred from conduct. [For other litiga
tion of ease see 23 D.L.R. 451, and 15 Can. 
Ex. 275.1

Mickelson v. Mickelson, 28 D.L.R. 307, 
34 W.L.R. 155, 10 W.W.R. 261.
(8 IV—18)— Name ok expansion bolts— 

Firm initials- Distinctiveness.
The word “Cebeol” used as a trade-mark 

on expansion liolts representing the initials 
of the name of its company, while phonet
ically alike, is unconiusingly distinctive 
from the trade mark “Sebeo.” packed in dis
similar cartons, and constitutes no infringe
ment as ground for injunction.

Ogden v. Can. Expansion Holt Co., 22 
D.L.R. 813, 33 O.L.R. 589.
(8 IV—201—Criminal proceedings.

Section 655, Cr. Code, does not make it 
obligatory upon the magistrate to hear wit
nesses before issuing a warrant or sum
mons lor an infraction of s. 490, as to the 
unlawful use of beverage trademarks and 
trade names, if, after having issued a
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search vs arrant, the return of the constable 
shews that a large quantity of bottles, 1 fear
ing the trade mark of an opposition com
pany, had been seized in defendant's pos
session with his oss n label added. Some 
offences requires a criminal intent mens 
reu, but that rule does not apply to all 
criminal offences and in particular does 
not apply to the offence under s. 4!)0 of 
unlawfully using a beverage trade-mark 
on bottles.

The King v. Coulomhe, 6 D.L.R. ill), 20 
Can. Cr. Cas. 31.
FALSELY APPLY! Ml—ADVERTISEMENT.

Offering for sale at his store by means 
of a newspaper advertisement under a de
scription emlfodving a registered trade
mark covering goods of a particular class 
may constitute the offence of falsely apply
ing the trademark svliere the accused had 
no goods which could properly lie described 
in the manner advertised, and fraudulently 
used the advertisement to attract buyers 
for other goods of the same kind.

R. v. Gross and Miller, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 
35, 28 Que. K.B. 54.
('«IMP. OF TRADI Ml IN BOTTI.F.N CARRYING 

NAME OF OWNER.
Section 400, Cr. Code, which prohibits 

trading, without the consent of the owner, 
in liottles which have unon them the trade 
mark or name of another person, is wide 
enough to cover such trading in bottles to 
which the name of the owner is affixed by 
means of a paper label.

R. v. Wittman. [10171 3 W.W.K. 438, 
25 B.C.R. 108.
(8 IV—211—Infringement—Imitation or

LABEL OR DESIGN.
To establish an infringement of a trade

mark, as Irnsis for injunction, it is not es
sential to shew that the defendant has used 
a mark in all respects corresponding with 
that which another person has acquired an 
exclusive right to use, provided the resem
blance is such as to lie likely to make ordi
nary purchasers suppose that they are buy
ing the article sold by the party to whom 
the right to use the trade-mark lielonga 
and that they have been thereby misled and 
deceived, [Bar salon \. Darling, 0 Can. S. 
C.R. 681. and Witherspoon v. Currie, UR. 
fi II.I.. 508, applied.]

Canadian Rubber Co. v. Columbus Rub
ber Co., 14 D.L.R. 455. 14 Can. Kx. 286. 
Passing off—In.icnction.

A trade-mark may exist independently of 
registration, and where there lias been no 
aliandonment of it bv lavhea or acquiesvenee, 
and it lias not heroine puhlici juris, its in
fringement by way of “passing off” will lie 
enjoined.

United States Playing Card Co. v. Hurst, 
31 D.L.R. 596, 37 O.LR. 85.
Infringement — Design — Intf.nt to de 

(eive—Passing oif—Damages.
The word “Bicycle** may be made a valid 

trade mark for a certain class of playing

cards, and the pale' by another manufac
turer of a class of plaving cards known as 
the “Bicycle series,” the word “Bicycle" 
being in large letters in one line and the 
word “Series" being in smaller letters on 
the next lines is an infringement of such 
trade-mark. Where in the opinion of the 
Trial Judge intention to pass off was abund
ant Iv proved, and all means necessary to 
facilitate passing off were provided, and 
enough was shown to establish a reasonable 
probability of deception, his judgment en
joining infringement by passing off will lie 
upheld although there is no proof of actual 
passing off.

United States Plaving Card Co. v. Hurst, 
47 D.L.R. 359, 58 Can. S.C.R. 603, revers 
ing 34 D.L.R. 745, 39 O.LR. 249, varying 
31 D.L.R. 596, 37 O.L.R. 85.
Infringement — Uki.no containers — La

bel*—Obliteration.
There is no infringement of the Trade 

Mark and Design Act (R.H.C., c. 71, s. 19) 
if a tank, not itself protected by patent hut 
used to store a patented product, is re
filled by another manufacturer who ohlitei 
ates the trade-mark on the tank by pasting 
a label over it showing that the tank has 
been refilled.

Prest-o-Lite v. People’s Cas Supply Co., 
38 D.L.R. 379. 55 ( an. S.C.R. 440, affirming 
16 Can. Kx. 386.
Form r la — Facsimile — I xjc notion — 

Damages.
The fact that the formula of a substance 

which has Is-en sold under the facsimile 
signature of the maker ia transferred to an
other manufacturer who acquires the right 
to sell it does not entitle the latter to use 
the signature where the right to use it has 
not been expressly transferred to him ; and 
the |H»rson entitled to the use of the name 
may obtain an injunction restraining its 
use by the other, and also restraining the 
use hv such other of a false statement that 
the substance sold by the latter is made 
from the original formula, even though the 
first maker no longer sells the substance 
directly to the public hut manufactures it 
for a selling company of which he is a mem
ber. [Warwick Tyre Co. v. New Motor A 
General Ruhlier Co., [1910] 1 Ch. 248, fol
lowed. | Under such circumstances, how
ever. he is entitled to nominal damages

Mickelson v. Kill Km Quick Co., [1918] 
1 W.W.R. 781.
Imitation of label.

A party who has acquired the right to 
make use of a certain name in connection 
with the sale of an article manufactured 
by him is entitled to recover against an
other who uses the same name upon his 
goods in a way calculated to deceive the 
public and represent liis goods as the goods 
of the other, hut where no actual damages 
are claimed or proved the recovery must he 
confined to nominal damages and costs.

IVaruian v. Gray, 45 N.8.R. 489.
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1 5DU8TBIAI. DEHION—REGIS! RATION—WANT 

OK NOVELTY—PASSING OEF—IMITATION
—Right ok action against seller— 
Trade-mark and Design Act. R.S.C. 
1!*0«, c. 71. Part II.. hk. 31, 33, 30, 45.

Canadian Heating 4 Ventilating Co. v. 
Eaton and (Suelph Stove Co., 10 O.W.N. 
430, 11 O.W.N. 170.
tS* IV—241—Css cai.cit.atro to deceive.

A trade-mark should distinguish the 
trader's good' and the essential of an in
fringement (where tile essential particu
lars are not IkhüI.v appropriated! is that 
the use of the mark upon the defendant’s 
goods is calculated to lead purchasers to 
iniy them when asking for the plaintiff’s 
goods : failing such proof an art ion for in 
fringement should be dismissed.

laimhert Pharmacal Co. v. Palmer, 2 D. 
L.R. 368, 21 Que. K.R. 461.

VI. Registration.
See Ante, II.

(9 VI—30)—Registration.
For a registered specific trade-mark the 

Trade Mark and Design Act gives the right 
of exclusive use of it only to designate a 
“class of merchandise of a particular dc- 
acription," and the scope of such title can
not lie extended by construction, for all 
doubts are to be resolved in the direction 
of freedom and not of the exclusive right. 
| A poll maris ( u. v. Hersfeldt, 4 R.P.C. 478, 
distinguished.]

I .amber t I’haramacal Co. v. Palmer, 2 D. 
L.R. 358. 21 Que. K.R. 451.
OWNERSHIP.

I’lie applicant for registration in Canada 
of a trade mark must lie the proprietor of

Re Vulcan Trade-mark. 22 D.L.R. 214, 
15 Can. Ex. 205. [Affirmed in 24 D.L.R.
021, 51 Can. S.C.R. 411.]
When titijc accrue*—Rectification.

Registration of a trade-mark under the 
Trade Mark and Design Act (Can.), con
fers no title to the mark, but is a prerequi
site to the right to bring an action under 
the Act : and rectification of a registered 
general trade-mark may be ordered by the 
Exchequer Court so as to exclude a con
flicting specific mark in prior use l»y an
other firm and sought to he registered hv 
the latter firm where the general mark was 
not applied by its owners to the line of 
goods covered by the specific mark until the 
dispute arose as to its use on such goods.

Re Vulcan Trade mark, 22 D.L.R. 214. 
15 Can. Ex. 205. [Affirmed in 24 D.L.R. 
021. 51 Can. S.C.R. 411. |
Specific trade mark Registration—Re

semblance TO EXISTING MARK—MANU
FACTURED ARTICLES DISSIMILAR.

In an application for the registration of 
a specific trade-mark, where the resem
blance to an existing registered trade-mark 
is not sufficient to cause deception, regis
tration should be granted.

American Sheet 4 Tin Plate Co. v. Pitts-
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burgh Perfect Fence Co., 44 D.L.R. 731, 18
Can. Ex. 254.
IS VI—31 ) —Conflicting claim on rugir 

ter—Prior general trademark of 
similar word.

There is no jsiwer under the Trade Mark 
and Design Act (Can.) enabling the Minis
ter of Agriculture, or his Deputy, to take 
evidence and adjudicate on the facts and 
thereupon to determine whether a trade 
mark should Is* registered notwithstanding 
the prior registration of a similar mark : 
but such may lie done by the Exchequer 
Court on the hearing of a petition for an 
order to register.

Re Noel le. 14 D.L.R. 385. 41) C.LJ. 753, 
13 K.L.K. 306.
(S VI—32)—Expunging from registry—

Auto Sales Cum 4 Chocolate Co. v. Fault
less Chemical Co., 14 D.L.R. 917, 14 Can.

Trade-mark — Infringement — Parsing- 
off — Want of registration — Fraud
OR DECEIT ION.

Anheuser Busch Brewing Ass’n v. Ed
monton Brewing 4 Malting Co., 3 A.LR. 
371, 16 W.L.K. 547.
The word “standard.”

The word “standard’’ cannot properly be 
registered as a trade-mark under the Trade 
Mark and Design Act. 1879 (Can.).

Standard Ideal Co. v. Standard Sanitary 
Mfg. Co.. |I911] A.C. 78, 27 T.L.R. 63. re
versing Standard Ideal Co. v. Standard 
Sanitary Co.. 20 Que. K.B. 11)9, affirming 
37 Que. S.C. 33.
Aiding continuance of miners’ strike— 

Agent of trade i niox supplying food
AND CLOTHING TO STRIKERS—EMPLOYEE 
NOT DISMISSED—PRIVILEGE OK RETURN
ING I’ll WORK.

The King v. Wilson. 44 N.8.R. 488. 17 
Can. Cr. ("as. 298.
Words of the same derivation applied to

DIFFERENT SPECIAL PRODlCTM.
Lambert Pharmacal Co. v. Palmer, 39 

Que. 8.C. 64.

TRADE NAME.
Surname as, see Trail -mark, II—8. 

Companies, 1 I)—15.
Annotations.

I’nfair competition; using another’s 
trade-mark or trade name; noncompetitive 
lines of trade; 2 D.L.R. 380.

Passing off : 31 D.L.R. «02.
Distinction lietween trade-mark and 

trade name, and the rights growing out 
thereof: 37 D.L.R. 234.

Name of patented article as trade-mark : 
49 D.L.R. 19.
(8 1—2) — “The cleaners" — Clotheh

CLEA NING ESTABLISH M EXT.
An exclusive right to the use of the words 

“The Cleaners,” which are merely descrip
tive of a well-known business, cannot be ac-
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quired by one engaged in the business of 
clothes cleaning, unless it appears that the 
words have ceased to have their primary 
meaning as descriptive of a business, and 
have acquired a secondary meaning special- 
ly descriptive of the claimant.

Matthews v. Omanskv, 14 D.L.R. 168, 25 
W.L.R. 603, 5 VV.W.H. 382, 24 Man. L.R.

“Vat.ET”—DESCRIPTIVE TF.RM.
fine who carries on the business of clean

ing. pressing and repairing clothing can
not acquire any proprietary right to the 
exclusive use of the word "valet” in connec
tion therewith, since the word is merely 
descriptive of the kind of business that is 
carried on: but where the plaintiff carried 
on that class of business under the trade 
name of “My Valet” he is entitled to re
quire that a person afterwards starting 
business in competition with him and also 
using the word “valet” in his trade name 
(e. g. “My New Valet”) will do so in 
such a way and with such other distinctive 
words as will shew that he is not leading 
the public to believe that in dealing with 
him they are dealing with the prior esti*b- 
lislicd business.

“My Valet” v. Winters. 13 D.L.R. 583, 
29 O.L.R. 1, affirming 9 D.L.R. 306. 27 O. 
L.R. 286.
“Rvhberset” — Descriptive word — Mo- 

NOPOLY—EXPIRY OF PATENT—Acquisi
tion OF SECONDARY MEANING.

The word “Rubberset” being elearly a 
descriptive word, invented to express the 
exact article produced by a patented proc
ess, a monopoly in its use cannot lie asserted 
after the patents covering it have run out. 
In view of the short time since the expiry 
of the patents the word could lose its pri
mary and descriptive character and acquire 
a dominating secondary meaning as describ
ing the product of the appellant’s factory.

Rubberset Co. v. Boeckh, 49 D.L.R. 13, 
•it; O.L.R. il.
"Real cake cones”—“Ideal cake cones'1 

—Secondary meaning • Evidence 
— Deception — Passing off — In- 
il NOTION.

D’Nelly v. Union Cone Co.. 17 O.W.N. 60. 
(§ I—4)—Trade name — Rioiit to use

PARTNERSHIP NAME — SIMILARITY TO 
FIRM NAME OF PLXINTIFES PASSING
off — Action for injunction — Evi-

CoxV. Rennie, 6 O.W.N. 293. 474.

(§ I—9) — Protection of — Unfair com
petition — Use of descriptive name.

Where the term "The Cleaners” was 
adopted as a trade name by a eleaner of 
clothing, with the first word in small let
ters and the last more prominently dis- 
played in the form of an inverted crescent, 
the subsequent use of the words “Fort 
Rouge Cleaners" by a business rival will be 
restrained, where the first two words were 
used in smaller type and the last so ar
ranged as to appear more prominently in a

form similar to that adopted by the plaintiff, 
if the similarity lias created confuuion be
tween the two establishments, so as to mis
lead a number of the plaintiff’s customers.

Matthews \. Omanskv, 14 D.L.R. 168, 24 
Man. L.R. 86, 26 W L.R. 603, 5 W.W.R. 
382.
Protection of — Unfair competition — 

Rival holding out—Purely descrip
tive name.

“Mv Valet" v. Winters, 13 D.L.R. 583, 
29 D.L.R. 1, affirming 9 D.L.R. 306. 
Protection—Unfair com petition.

Where a trade name has nut by long user 
acquired a secondary meaning so as to be 
merely descriptive of a general class of 
goods, the company using a name for its 
product may be granted an injunction 
against another company which attempts 
to use for goods of the same class a hyphen
ated trade name, of which the first com
ponent part is the name theretofore used 
by the plaintiff company, where such user 
works an injury to the plaintiff by confus
ing the two businesses with the publie, ami 
would tend to give the defendant company 
the lieneflt of plaintiff company's prior ad
vertising of the distinctive name applied to 
their goods. [Kingston Miller & Co. v. 
Kingston, [1912] 1 Ch. 575. 29 R.P.C. 289; 
Lloyd’s v. Lloyd’s (Southampton), 29 R. 
P.C. 433. 28 T.L.R. 338. applied; and see 
Lloyd’s Bank v. Llovd Investment Trust 
Co.. 29 R.P.C. 545. 28 Times L.R. 379.]

Gramm Motor Truck Co. v. Fisher Motor 
Co., 17 D.L.R. 746, 30 0.I..R. 1.
I n fringkment—Unfair com petition.

Where the defendant company had select
ed a corporate name resembling the plain
tiff’s corporate name, embarked in a trade 
the same as that of the plaintiff company 
previously established in the same city, and 
in so doing conspicuously advertised in con
nection therewith a trade word (e. g., 
"progress"), which, although it may not, 
constitute a valid trade-mark, was publicly 
known to have been used by the plaintiff 
company as descriptive of its goods, and 
where the defendant's action is found to be 
injurious to the plaintiff company by lead
ing the public erroneously to suppose that 
the goods sold by defendant company are of 
the plaintiff’s make, an injunction will lie 
to restrain the further use of such trade 
word, although the defendants had added 
thereto the word "proclaimed” in substitu
tion for the word “brand” which followed 
it in the plaintiff’s advertising.

Vineberg v. Vineberg, 16 D.L.R. 195, 23 
Que. K.B. 256.
Cut rate shoe store—Infringement — 

Common term.
A firm name of “Cut Rate Store," as ap

plied to a retail shoe business, is a mere 
descriptive term of common use. which 
will not be enjoined by the court against a
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person subsequently using that term to u 
similar business adjacently lova ted.

Douglas v. Locke, 24 D.L.R. 238, 9 W. 
W.R. 42, 32 W.L.R. 2.14. 
t'assi no off—Intent.

Representing products to be “just as 
good as another’s,” “practically the name 
except one ingredient,” or “better than” the 
other's, does not constitute a “passing off."

Wodehouse Invigorator v. Ideal Stock 4 
Poultry Food Co., 45 D.L.R. 721, 39 O.L.R. 
302, varying 11 O.W.N. 290.
Deception—Use of similab name and 

label—Sale or GOOD»—Likelihood or 
PURCHASERS BEI NO DECEIVED—EVIDENCE 
—8l SP1CIOV8 ClBCl MSTANCES—ACTION 
TO RESTRAIN USE OF NAME AND LABEL
—Dismissal—Costs.

Canadian H. W. Gosaard Co. v. Dominion 
Corset Co.. 14 O.W.N. 164. [Affirmed, 15 O. 
W.N. 103.]

TRADE SECRETS.
See Partnership, VI—27.

Tbadk publications—Pibacy—Evidence— 
—Injunction — Damages — Con- 
tbact — Employee — Misconduct — 
Remuneration fob bebviceh — Rem b-

Canada Bonded Attorney & Inégal Direc
tor v v. Leonard. 42 D.L.R. 342, 42 O.L.R. 
111’.

TRADE UNIONS.
Injunction — Acts op intimidation by

STRIKING EMPLOYEES — SUINU REPKK 
SENTATIVKS OF TRADE UNION. 

Cumberland Coal & R. Co. y. McDou
gall. 44 X.S.R. 53.1. 9 E.L.R. 204. 
Retirement of subordinate body from

grand COUNCIL—Restraining distri
bution of funds.

Equity Lodge, Provincial Workmen's 
Assn. v. McDonald, 8 E.L.R. 421.

TRADING STAMPS.
( jt I—10)—Contests.

A voting ticket given by a trader to each 
purchaser of goods to enable the latter to 
become a contestant for prizes to be dis
tributed in a voting contest or to aid an
other contestant by voting for him or by 
transferring the ticket to him. is a “trading 
stamp” within Or. Code, ss. 335 (u) and 
605.

R. ▼. Pollock. 28 D.L.R. 646, 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 24. 36 O.L.R. 7.

TRADING WITH ENEMY.
See Aliens.

Annotation.
Status of alien enemies during war: 23 

D.L.R. 375. 22 D.L.R. 865.

TRAIN SERVICE.
bee Carriers; Railways.

TRANSFER OF ACTIONS FOR APPEAL.
See Appeal III.

TRANSIENT TRADERS.
See Pedlars.

TRANSPORTATION.
See Railways; Carriers; Shipping; Rail

way Board.

TREASON.
Annotation.

Sedition^ Treason: 51 D.L.R. 35. 
Indictment—Name of enemy.

An indictment for treason under a. 74, 
subs, (i), Cr. Code must be so framed as 
to afford notice to the accused in terms 
which he cannot mistake of the acts with 
which he is charged and which the Crown 
intends to establish by evidence. An in 
dietment under that section should be 
quashed where it fails to state the name of 
the public enemy the accused is charged 
with assisting, and does not in sufficient 
terms state any definite overt act of treason.

The King v. Gabor Fehr, 20 D.L.R. Ill, 
26 Cun. Cr. ( ns. !..
Assisting enemy during war—Trap evt-

Assisting an enemy alien to leave Canada 
to join the enemy’s forces is treason under 
Cr. Code. e. 74, subs, (i) ; a mere attempt 
so to assist is not treason, but is indictable 
under ss. 72 and 670, where an intention to 
assist the enemy is manifested by any overt 
act. [By the ('ode Amendment, 1915. will 
ing alien enemies “to leave Canada" is made 
an offence if the circumstances do not ex 
elude the possibility that assistance to the 
enemy is an intended object, and if the 
assisting does not amount to treason. This 
is new, s. 75A of the Code.]

A conviction for an attempt to assist a 
public enemy with which His Majesty is at 
war by agreeing to ferry four enemy aliens 
over the Niagara River to the United States, 
whence they might proceed to join the ene
my's forces, is not sustainable where there 
was no incitement by the accused and the 
enemy aliens had no intention of leaving 
Canada and no knowledge that the purpose 
of their being brought to the accused was 
that they should be ferried across the river, 
the fact being that they were being used in 
the make-up of a police trap to get evidence 
against the accused because of a suspicion 
that he had committed similar offences: the 
aliens could not be said to have been “as
sisted"’ without a desire or willingness on 
their part to lie assisted, and the sham plot, 
having been terminated by the arrest of Un» 
accused after he took the consideration 
money paid in advance by another person 
who had solicited the accused in further
ance of the plot arranged by the authorities 
and the transportation not having begun, 
there was no evidence of an attempt. [R. v. 
Linneker, [1906 ] 2 K.B. 99, applied]
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R. v. Snyder, 25 D.L.R. 1, 24 Can. Cr. 

Cas. 101. 34 0.1..R. 318.
ASSISTING I*l IILlV ENEMY—<)VKRT ACT.

The overt act of agisting another to aid 
a public enemy is in itself a treasonable 
act; the Cr. Code does not contemplate 
Mii'li an offence as an attempt to commit 
treason.

R. v. Itleiler, 35 D.L.R. 274. 28 Can. Cr. 
< as. il, 10 A.L.R. 520. 11 A.Lit 150, 110171 
1 W.W.R. 1450.
Stating the overt act in tiib indictment 

Sufficiency- ( n. Code, ss. 74. 78, 
75A, 847.

It is not essential that the overt acts 
charged in an indictment of treason should 
in themselves amount to treason apart from 
the criminal intent with which they are 
alleged to have been committed.

Re Schaefer. 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 22. [See 45 
D.L.R. 402, 58 Can. 8.C.R. 43.| 
Indictment—Ingredients—Overt ai th — 

Intent—Cr. Code, arts. 74, 847, 852, 
S Geo. X. 1015. C. IS.

A motion in arrest, of judgment is not a 
demurrer which should lie presented before 
plea tiled: It can be made at any time lie- 
I'ore judgment, if the indictment contains 
no offence. An indictment for treason whieh 
avers that the accused did commit treason 
by assisting subjects of the Austro-Hun
garian Monarchy to leave the Dominion of 
Canada and proceed to Austria-Hungary, 
lie tween which monarchy and sovereign there
of and our said Lord, the King, war was 
then, and is yet, prosecuted and carried on. 
as lie, the said Israel Schaffer, then and 
there well knew, for purpose in such way of 
aiding, comforting and assisting the said 
public enemy so at war with His Majesty, 
and ‘"maliciously, unlawfully and traitor
ously providing and assisting each and all 
of them with money of the said Austro- 
Hungarian Monarchy to he used in further
ance of their said purpose,"’ and also set 
forth the details of the offence, contain* 
all the elements and overt acts of treason 
and is sufficiently libelled. The statute 5 
Geo. V.. 1015. c. 12 (amendment to Cr. 
( 'ode, s. 75a ) did not create a special offence, 
it only imposed a new penalty. In an in
dictment for treason, the overt aets set out 
must not necessarily he acts of commission 
which by themselves would constitute trea
son. Although, in general, the criminal law 
takes no account of pure intent, it is not 
so in the case of treason. In the contemp
lation of law, the intent is the treason, as 
there are no accessories nor attempt recog
nized, all is principle.

The King v. Schaeffer, 28 Que. K.B. 35. 
31 Can. Cr. Cas. 22.

TREATIES.
See International l.aw, I—3.

The Ahiibvrton treaty.
A charter granted by the legislature of 

the State of Minnesota empowering a boom 
company to construct works in the Rainy 
river and granting permission to - collect

lolls from the users of the said works is 
ultra vires and null and \oid, us being con
tradictory to the provisions of the Ash
burton Treaty, and this, notwithstanding 
that the boom company had secured a per
mit for the extension of their operations 
from the War Department of the United 
States Government.

Rainy Lake River Room Corp. v. Rainy 
River Lumber Co., d D.L.R. 401, 22 O.W.R. 
052, 27 O.L.R. 131.

TRESPASS.
I. Civil.

a. What constitutes.
n. Who may maintain the action.
v. Remedy; Defenses; Recovery.

II. Criminal.

Liability for injury to trespassers, see 
Negligence; Crown.

Liability of cestui que trust, see Trusts, 
III A- 90.

Trespass to land, measure of damages, see 
Damages, 11 A—5.

Jurisdiction as to action, see Courts, II 
A—150.

Third party procedure, see Parties, ill 
—120.

Annotations.
Dbligution of owner or occupier of land 

to licenses and trespassers: 1 D.L.R. 240.
Cnpatented land; effect of priority of 

possessory acts under colour of title: 1 
D.L.R. 28.

L Civil.
A. CONHTITUTEN.

(g T A—5)—What constitutes.
The reckless running of a bicycle on a 

street resulting in collision with and in
jury to a foot-passenger crossing the street, 
may constitute trespass to the person of 
the injured party.

Woolman v. Cummer. 8 D.L.R. 836, 23 
O.W.R. 504, 4 O.W.N. 371.
What constitutes — Overlapping of

BOUNDARIES — GRANTS FROM THE

Hirtle v. Boehner. 18 D.L.R. 7ÎM. 50 Can. 
S.C.R. 204. reversing 0 D.L.R. 548, and 
restoring the trial judgment 9 K.L.R. 258.

The buyer of a quantity of logs which 
were the proceeds of timber cut and re
moved by the seller in acts of trespass 
and encroachment upon the property of an 
adjoining owner, is not liable in damages 
for the acts of trespass, in addition to 
and apart from his liability for the value 
of the logs in conversion, unless he knew 
of the trespass.

Phillips v. Conger Lumber Co.. 5 D.L.R. 
188. 3 O.W.N. 1436. 22 O.W.R 43(1.

A railway company cannot, in an action 
for a trespass in laying sidetracks on the 
plaintiff's land, justify on the ground that 
its predecessor in title, without right, took 
a strip of land 12 feet wide from that owned 
by the plaintiff, for part of its right-of-way, 
vvhieh was not, at such place, of the width
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ni lowed by statute, and that therefore it 
lieeume entitled to claim the full 09 feet 
allowed by statute for a right-of-way. which 
would include the land on which the side
tracks were laid, since the court cannot 
presume that the company, by taking pos
session of the 12 foot strip, also took posses
sion of the entire 09 feet which ft was 
entitled to expropriate for a right-of-way.

Carr v. C.P.R. Co., .'> D.L.R. 208, 14 < an. 
lly. Cas. 40, 41 N.B.R. 225. [Aflirmed, 15 
D.L.R. 295, 48 Can. K.C.R. 514, 15 K.L.R. 
559.]
KbTATE OF PtTRCIIASKR CANCELLED BY RE-

sciKHioN—Subsequent occupation.
Where a purchaser has entered into pos

session of lands under u contract of sale and 
such contract is terminated by a final order 
of the court canceling the same and forfeit
ing the purchase money paid on account 
thereof pursuant to its terms, the estate at 
will of the purchaser is determined by the 
rescission of the contract, and he and his 
assigns will be liable in trespass for the 
subsequent occupation, and for removing 
the crop after the final order.

Stewart v. Schrader, 21 D.L.R. 764. 8 
8.L.R. 172. 8 W.W.R. 761.

The fact that part of patented land is 
covered with navigable water gives no right 
to third persons to hunt and fish thereon. 
A claim of title, to oust the jurisdiction 
of the magistrate in a case of trespass, 
must be a claim of title in the party 
charged, and not a mere allegation of a 
jus tertii or of a defect in the complain
ant's title, fCornwall v. Sanders, 3 R. & 
S. 200. followed.]

R. v llarran. 3 D.L.R. 75.3, 3 O.W.N. 1107, 
21 O.W.R. 951. 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 72. 
Damages—Right to possession—Land

lord AMI TI N \\T.
Richards v. Carnegie, 1 D.L.R. 902, 3 O. 

W X. 680.
The fact that the person injured was 

walking on the tracks itself and not along
side will not constitute him a trespasser if 
his walking on the track was incidental to 
a reasonable attempt on his part to cross 
I lie railway at a crossing regularly used 
by the public without objection or" warn
ing on the part of the railway company.

(t.T.R. Co. v. McKwecn, 2 D.L.R. 874.
One who cuts and removes timber from 

the timber limits of another with knowl
edge of the latter's rights, is answerable 
for a wilful and deliberate trespass.

Lauraen v. McKinnon. 4 D.L.R. 718, 18 
R.C.R. 682, 20 W.L.R. 384.
Railways—Taking gravel—Consent ok

ïsitt v. Ô.T.P.R. Co.. 49 D.L.R. 687.
CIVIL ACTION FOR ASSAULT AND BATTERY— 

1 ntention—Removal of door of house 
—Trespass.

Lewis v. Melnnes: Lewis v. Dominion 
Lumber & Fuel Co.. 17 W.L.R. 309.

The plaintiff*s fences enclosed part of 
the highway abutting on his land. The

defendant tore down the fences, although 
his right of passage along the highway 
was not really interfered with:—Held, 
that the plaintiff was in possession, and 
could maintain trespass; and the defend
ant, as a private individual, had no right 
to abate the nuisance caused by the ob
struction of the highway. Injunction and 
damage* awarded.

XVaddell v. Richardson. 17 R.C.R. 19 
Title to land—Dispute as to ownership

OF SMALL STRIP—DEED—DESCRIPTION— 
Evidence — Onus— Finding of Trial 
Judge— Reversal on appeal— Claim 
Bob possession—Damages Costs 
Scale of — Action brought in Su
preme Court—Jurisdiction of County

Baker v. Ryckman, 17 O.W.N. 196. 
Right of forcible entry.

An owner having a right of entry on 
property does not make himself liable to 
damages for trespass by making a forviblo 
entry and evicting an aceupier wrongfully 
in possession even though lie 1 hereby ren
ders himself liable to indictment under 5 
Rich. H. stat. 1. c. 8. Quicre, whether in 
ease of a forcible entry, resulting in dam
age to goods an action lies for such dam
ages.

Allan v. Kirk, ( 1017] 2 W.W.R. 527. 
Sale of house—Agreement of purchaser 

TO REMOVE FROM LAND—SIMILAR AGREE
MENT BETWEEN PURI BASER AND OCCU
PANT of house — Forfeiture on de
fault—Nonenforcf.mf.nt of—Owner
ship of house — Kvidenc* — Appeal 
—New trial.

Genereux v. Kitchen, 13 O.W.N. 299. 
What constitutes—Encroachment on

HIGHWAY.
An agreement between a municipal cor

poration and a resident ratepayer that the 
question whether a hedge belonging to the 
latter and bordering on a highway, en
croaches thereon and is a danger to the 
publie, shall be submitted to a committee 
empowered to decide what shall lie dune, 
with a clause that, the ratepayer shall pay 
a penalty of $100 if he refuses to carry out 
the decision of the committee, being lawful 
and binding, gives the corporation power 
to perforin the work decided on by the com
mittee on the ratepayer's refusal, and the 
corporation is not answerable to the rate
payer for a trespass committed in cutting 
the hedge in carrying out the recommenda
tions of the committee.

McGowan v. Stanstead, 43 Que. S.C. 490.
B. Who may maintain the action.

(8 I B—10)—Neither an applicant to 
purchase frown lands nor his assignees has 
any legal or equitable interest therein which 
will amount to an answer to an action of 
trespass by a person having actual posses
sion thereof with the concurrence of the
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Brown v. Mother lode, 2 D.L.R. 277, 17 
B.C.R. S4S, 211 W.LJL 778, 2 WAV.K. 1Ô7.

A lessee of land from the Crown under a 
mining lease, who was, under R.S.O. J897, 
c. ."16, s. 40, entitled to such trees, other 
than pine, as are required for building, 
fencing, or for any other purposes neces
sary for the working of the mine, or the 
clearing of the land, may maintain an ac
tion of trespass against one who cut and 
removed timber therefrom.

Phillips v. Conger Lumber Co.. 5 D.L.R. 
188. 3 O.W.X. 14.10. 22 O.W'.R. 430.

A title by possession to woodland may 
lie based upon occupation under colour of 
title and acts of constructive possession 
such as the building of a lumberman's 
sluice and operating as a lumberman over 
the lauds, although not enclosed by fence», 
to support an action against a trespasser.

Swinehiimmer v. Hart, 5 D.L.R. 100, 46
N. S.R. 194. 11 E.L.R. 200.

The acceptance by the Crown of a sur
vey of laud made hv an applicant for a 
timber limit license and the noting on the 
official map that such land belongs to the 
applicant, and the issuance to him of such 
license, creates a right in the land which 
he may defend against trespassers.

Uiursen v. McKinnon, 4 D.LR. 718, 18 
B.C.R. 082. 20 W.L.R. 381.

The patentee of mining lands in Ontario 
under the Mines Act ( R.S.O. 1807. c. 36; 
see now 8 F.dw. VIf. e. 21. s. 112), has 
such an interest in the pine timlier. as well 
as in the other timber thereon, as entitles 
him to maintain an action of trespass 
against anyone wrongfully rutting and re
moving such timber. jCasselman v. Ilersey, 
32 V.C.R. 333. followed.]

National Trust Co. v. Miller: Schmidt v. 
Miller, 3 D.L.R. 60, 46 Can. 8.C.R. 45, 22
O. W.R. 485.
Rights of landlord or tenant.

A lessee in possession is the proper per
son to maintain an action for trespass, and 
the landlord has no right to maintain such 
action where the injury is of a temporary 
character, and there is no permanent in
jury to the property.

Crawford v. Clowes, 24 D.L.R. 214, 48 
N.B.R. TOO.
Taking gravel from beach—Action bv

POSSESSORY HOLDER — PARTITIONED CO
TENANCY.

A cotenancy which had been divided by 
the eotvnants into their respective sever
alties. and held exclusively by one of them 
for u period sufficient to give him u posses
sory title under the Statute of Limitations 
(RiS.N.S., c. 167. ss. 10. 14 and 15), will 
entitle the latter, or his successor in title, 
to maintain an action of trespass for the 
taking of gravel from the un fenced beach 
adjoining his lands. e

McDougall v. McDougall, 23 D.L.R. 28, 
49 N.S.R. 101.

Action bt purchaser in name or vendor 
Dks< ri pi ion — Adverse possession.

Plaintiff purchased land from the defend 
ant H.C., paying a small portion of the 
purchase money down and agreeing to pay 
the balance on or before a later date speci 
lied. The deed in the meantime was hand
ed to a third party to lie delivered to plain 
tiff on payment of the balance due. Plain 
tiff failed to pay on the date fixed but paid 
on a later date and was given her deed, lu 
the meantime, between the date fixed for 
payment of the balance of the purchase 
money and the date of delivery of the deed, 
the defendant. XV. C., entered upon the land 
and cut and removed trees: - -Held, that an 
action would be maintainable in the name 
of the vendor, who had remained in actual 
possession, and that as he refused to lie 
made a plaintiff he was properly joined as 
a party defendant ; that the entry upon the 
land before action and after delherv of 
the deed was in this case sufficient to en
able plaintiff to maintain trespass; that 
the parties to such an action as this must, 
either lie hound by the descriptions in their 
title deeds or show an occupation under the 
statute of limitations varying the descrip-

<»ibson v. Clinkworth. 51 N.S.R. 341.
In trespass the burden of locating the 

land is clearly upon plaintiff, and not hav
ing done so he must fail. While the report, 
and plans of a Crown land surveyor lead
ing to a grant cannot he used to contradict 
the terms of the grant they ran he used for 
the purpose o^ ascertaining where the sur 
veyor started and where lie established his 
marks. XVhere a course is described as 
running from a fixed monument “north 
along the rear line of its 10. 17 and 18. 180 
rods" the dimensions 190 rods conclusively 
determines the distance to be run and not 
the reference to "lot 18."

Millett v. Bezanson, 45 N.S.R. 152, 9 
E.L.R. 16.

The occasional use of a strip of beach 
and land adjacent thereto (the property 
of the Crown ) for the purpose of drying 
nets, etc., will be regarded as having oc
curred in the exercise of public right and 
will not confer any special right or inter
est in the locus. Such acts are not suf
ficient to enable the persons exercising 
them to maintain trespass against a person 
in possession claiming under colour of title.

Carr v. Ferguson, 45 N.S.R. 132, 9 E.L.R. 
218.
Who MAY MAINTAIN THE ACTION.

The possession of land animo domini 
which entitles the possessor, in case of in
terference, to an action for damages or for 
possession must result from acts which can 
leave no doubt as to the claim that he 
makes to the land. Therefore, acts per
mitted by a riparian owner, such as the 
cutting of grass and making of fences on 
the shore of the River St. Lawrence, be
tween high and low tide, and the pasturing
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of liis animals, do not establish a useful 
possession.

Pelletier v. Roy, 44 Que. S.C. 141.
C. Remedy; defenses; recovery.

(§ I C—15)—Encroachment — Remedy— 
Dam auks in wilful trespass—Scope

On fixing the damages for a wilful tres
pass in mining operations no allowance will 
be made to tlie defendant for the working 
cost of dredging, [Lamb v. Kincaid, 38 
Can. S.C.R. 516. followed.]

Yukon Gold Co. v. Bovle Concessions. If) 
D.L.R. 330. [Affirmed 27 D.L.R. 072. 83 
B.C.R. 103. 34 W.L.R. 430. 10 W.XV.R. 585; 
50 D.L.R. 742.]
Trespass to land—Cutting timrfr —Evi

dence — Damages — Costs —Refer
ence— Status of extra-provincial
COMPANY AS PLAINTIFF — TITLE TO

Rainy Lake Mining & Development Co. 
v. IxK-khart. 12 O.W.X. 400.
Trespass to land — Title—Damages —

1.088 OK TIMBER—QUANTUM.
Rausch v. Williams, 7 O.W.N. 404.

(§ I C—16)— Remedy—Land— Right of
WAY—1X J U NOTION—D A M AUEH.

Mulholland v. Barlow, 5 U.W.N. 654.
(§ I C—17)—Defences.

It is not a defence to an action for tres
pass upon land held by the plaintiff under 
a mining lease from the Crown, to shew 
that not enough mining work had been 
done thereon by the plaintiff to comply 
with the requirements of the Mining Act, 
since that was a matter exclusively be
tween the lessee and the Crown.

Phillips v. Conger Lumber Co.. 5 D.L.R. 
188. 3 O.W.X. 1436, 22 O.W.R. 436.

A city cannot, as a defence to an action 
of trespass for laying a sidewalk that en
croached upon lots owned by the plaintiff, 
,'licw that, as the result of a mistake in 
surveying the block in which the lots were 
located, the plan thereof, as filed in the 
land titles office, and to which the plain
tiffs certificate of title referred, was incor
rect, and that, therefore, lie did not own 
the locus in quo. [Smith v. Millions, 16 
A.R. (Ont.) 140. applied.]

Smith v. Saskatoon, 4 D.L.R. 521. 21 
W.L.R. 868. 2 W.W.R. 756, 5 S.L.R. 218. 
Defences—Warrant of possession.

In an action against a railway company 
for a trespass, a warrant of possession for 
the locus in quo, issued under s. 217 of the 
Railway Act, 1906, will he a good defence, 
although some of the statutory require
ments pertaining to the issue of the war» 
rant were not complied with, as the regu
larity of the warrant can be inquired into 
only* in the proceeding in which it was is-

Sandcrs v. Edmonton. Dunvegan & B.C.R. 
Co., 14 D.L.R. 89. 6 A.L.R. 459, 25 W.L.R. 
540, 5 W.W.R. 172.

Defence—Disputing authority of land
lord's AGENT TO EXECUTE PLAINTIFF'S 
lease—Lessee's right—Trespasser. 

One whose lease from a company was 
subject to cancellation by a subsequent sale 
or lease of the demised premises, cannot, in 
an action of trespass against him by a sub
sequent lessee in possession, question the 
authority of the lessor's agent to execute 
the last lease. The right of one in peace
able possession to crop land, although his 
lease is for grazing purposes only, cannot 
be questioned bv a trespasser.

West v. Mavland, 12 D.L.R. 3. 23 Man. 
L.R. 488, 24 W.L.R. 673, 4 W.W.R. 851.

Mulholland v. Barlow, 16 D.L.R. 862, 6 
O.W.X. 72.
Consent to do the acts complained of— 

Evidence—Perjury.
Wellington Collieries v. Pacific Coast 

Coal .Mines, 48 D.L.R. 703. [1(119] 3
W. W.R. 463.
(§ I C—18)—Cutting timber — Measure

OF DAMAGES.
In an action for trespass upon plaintiff's 

land and for wrongfully cutting timber 
therefrom, defendants, having been allowed 
hy order of court to remove the timber cut, 
subject to plaintiff's right to damage», 
must answer for its then value—not as 
standing timber, but as it then was in the 
log-

Field v. Richards, 11 D.L.R. 120. 4 O.W.
X. 1301, 24 O.W.R. 606. [Affirmed. 13 
D.L.R. 943, 5 O.W.X. 57, 24 O.W.R. 987 ] 
Right of equitable owner.

Under the Judicature Act (N.S.), recov
ery for trespass to land may be had upon 
an equitable title where there is an approp
riate prayer for such relief.

Miller v. Halifax Power Co., 24 D.L.R. 
29. 48 N.8.R. 370.
Wild land—Constructive possession un

der colour of title.
Borden v. Jackson, 45 N.S.R. 81. 

Construction of road on plaintiff’s
LAND—NO PROCEEDINGS F"OR EXI'ROPRIA- 

Fodey v. South Qu’Appelle, 3 S.L.R. 412. 
Joint tort feasors — Liability for dam

ages NOT NECESSARILY THE SAME IN 
AMOUNT.

Stewart v. Teskee. 20 Man. L.R. 167, 15 
W.L.R. 604.
Seizure of ship under ft. fa.— Ship 

wrongfully brought by execution
CREDITOR INTO SHERIFF’S BAILIWICK. 

Houghton v. May, 23 O.L.R. 252, affirm
ing 22 O.L.R. 434.*
Building by-law—Dangerous construc

tions — Abatement of nuisance — 
Condition precedent — Notice — 
Demolition of structure.

Riopelle v. Montreal. 44 Can. S.C.R. 579.
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Damages—Water percolating into plain- 
tike’s cellar — Evidence contradic
tory—Undertaking to repair wall. 

Finder v. Sander.-on, 2 O.W.N. 720, 18 
O.W.R. 240.
Trespass to land—Boundary line—Ad

mission BY DEPENDANT.
McIntyre v. White, 10 E.L.R. 248. 

Trespass—Cutting timber—Liability — 
Value ok timber cut—Damages fob
DEPRECIATION OK PROPERTY.

Begin v. Houle, 20 Que. K.B. 574.
II. Criminal.

Criminal law. various particular crimes.

TRIAL.
I. Conduct and disposal,

a. In general.
B. Election between counts.
C. Heeeption of evidence.
D. Statements and arguments of

counsel.
F. Withdrawal of juror. 
k. Objections and exceptions, 
o. Answering inquiry by jury;

reading testimony to. 
ii. Remarks of Court.

II. Submitting case to jury.
a. In general.
b. Sufficiency of evidence to go to

c. Questions of laxv and fact, 
n. Taking case from jury.
e. Special interrogatories.

III. Instructions.
a. In general : form: time.
b. Requests and answers generally.
c. On what matters necessary or
D. On evidence and facts.
E. Correctness of instruction.

IV. Ft Mil NOR BY THE COURT.
V. Verdict oh findings of jury.

A. In general.
B. Retirement: conduct of jury;

coercion : poll.
c. Sufficiency and correctness.
D. Amendment or correction. 
k. Remittitur; setting aside.

VI. Notice or TRIAL; phkmminary 
PROCEEDINGS : EXPEDITING.

VII. Trial of preliminary issue.
VIII. Triai of several actions; dif

ferent PLAINTIFFS; COMMON 
DEFENDANT.

IX. Preliminary questions of law.
X. Publicity.

Postponement of. see Continuance and 
Ad journment : Stay of Proceedings.

Right to trial liv jury, see .1 ury. 
Grounds for new trial, pee New Trial. 
Place of trial, see Venue; Courts. 

Annotations.
Preliminary questions; actions for mali

cious prosecution: 14 D.L.R. 817.
Publicity of t lie courts; hearing in 

camera: 16 D.L.R. 769.

Sufficiency of evidence of negligence to go 
to jury; .19 D.L.R. 615.

I. Conduct and disposal.
A. fN GENERAL.

(§ I A—1 )—Action fob damages—-Dam
ages INCIDENT TO INJURY — ASSESS
MENT of—New evidence.

In an action for damages for injuries re
ceived, all the damages incident to the in
jury must la: recovered at the trial, new 
evidence will not lie admitted to shew that 
by medical examination after the trial, per
manent injuries were sustained for which 
compensation should be given.

Rvan v. C.P.R. Co.. 46 D.L.R. 397, [19191 
2 W.W.R. 368.
Alimony — Settlement — Repudiation—

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS—EVIDENCE —
Findings of Trial Judge — Husband

Jordan v. Jordan, 17 D.L.R. 840, 6 
O.W.N. 543.
Notice of trial—Time and place—Rules 

237, 238—Prematurity of order. 
Willow Heights Rural Telephone Co. v. 

Rourke, 37 D.L.R. 798. 10 S.L.R. 362. 
[1917J 3 W.W.R. 657.
Notice of trial.

In any cause or matter in which there 
has been no proceeding for one year from 
the last proceeding had, the party who de
sires to proceed shall give, a month’s notice 
to the other party of his intentions to pro
ceed. A summons on which no order has 
been made shall not. but notice of trial 
although countermanded shall lie deemed a 
proceeding within this rule ( English Rules, 
Ord. 64. r. 13).

McDougall v. Oroat. 10 W.W.R. 375. 
Where a ease is fixed for proof and hear

ing by the judge for a special day in the 
presence of the parties and at demand of 
one of them, it is not necessary to give no
tice to the other party.

Krauss v. Michaud. 20 Que. K.B. 504. 
[Appeal quashed 52 D.L.R. 681, 59 Can. S. 
C'.R. 654.J
Jury notice—Place of trial.

Helsdon v. Bennett, 11 O.W.N. 162. 
Notice of trial—Time for service— 

Holiday.
Whittaker v. Toronto R. Co. and Do

minion Transport Co., 11 O.W.N. 74. 
Change in order of causes—Discretion.

Parties to a judicial proceeding are 
strictly entitled to Itenefit by the delays 
fixed by law. but it is not the same in re
gard to those which result from encumber
ing the roll. The court van change the 
order of the causes inscribed, and direct, at 
its discretion, that one of them he heard 
before it reaches its place on the roll.

Picard v. Robillurd, 49 Que. S.C. 235. 
Adjournment—Notice of trial—Sittings 

J UDCM ent—Irregularity.
Where an action comes on for trial at a 

sittings, and the trial is at that sittings
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P rvrapturily adjourned till a later sittings, 
a new notice of trial for the later sittings 
is necessary : r. 2:12. A countermand of a 
notice of trial is not regular. [Friendly v. 
larter, ft I’.R. (Out. • 41, approved.]
Where the trial had been adjourned to the 
• lune sittings, and the plaintiffs (l>v mis
take) gave notice of trial for the October 
sittings, and the action was entered for 
trial at the October sittings, but the plain
tiffs, without formally countermanding 
their notice for the later sittings —and 
without any motion being made by either 
party—gave notice of trial for the dune sit
tings, and caused the entry for trial to he 
correspondingly changed:—Field, that the 
defendant had accepted the plaintiff's no
tice of trial for the October sittings, and, 
without an order setting it aside, the 
plaintiffs were hound by it; and a judg
ment for the plaintiffs pronounced at the 
dune sittings, the defendant not appearing, 
was set aside.

Malden Public School Board v. Sellers, 
42 O.L.R. 14.
.Notick ok triai,— R ko clarity—Hr. 178 

(1), 248—Computation ok period ok 
lit days—Practice.

Mayfair Investments v. Somers, 15 
O.W.N. 95.
Convenience ok trial ok two actions at

SAME SITTINGS—REMOVAL OK COUNTY 
COURT ACTION INTO SUPREME COURT OK 
Ontario — County Courts Act, h. 2ft 
—Terms—Security kor costs—Direc
tions AS TO TRIAL.

Huff v. Burton. 14 O.W.N. 181.
POS I KON EM ENT—J)lHM IS8AL.

Broom v. Toronto, 25 O.W.R. 314.
(9 I A—2)—Summary convictions—Try

ing SEVERAL CHARGES AT ONE TIME.
Where the assaults charged separately 

against two persons took place as part of 
one and the same occurrence, and the evi
dence would have been identical in each 
case, it is not a ground for quashing the 
summary conviction in either case that the 
two cases were tried together, particularly 
where no exivpt[on was taken at the trial. 
I R. v. I.apointe, 4 D.L.R. 210. 20 Can. Cr. 

< as. »8, and R. v. Fry, 19 Cox C.C. 135, 
02 J.P. 457. applied.]

R. v. Tally. 21 D.L.R. 651. 23 Can. C'r. 
Cas. 449, 8 A.L.R. 453, 7 W.W.R. 1178. 30 
W.L.R. 396.
Separation ok jurors—Svccerskvl party

DISCUSSING CASK REKORE TWO JVRORM— 
KKKECT ON VERDICT.

A verdict should not he allowed to stand 
where the course of justice has been or may 
possibly have (men interfered with by any 
improper conduct on the part of the suc
cessful party (e. g,, discussing the case with 
one of the opposing witnesses in the pres
ence of two of the jurors during an ad
journment of the hearing), and this irre
spective of his motives and although lie 
was not guilty of intentional wrong-doing.

[Campbell v. Jackson, 29 C.L.J. 6ft, ap
plied.]

Helium v. Roberts. 19 D.L.R. 152, 31 
O.L.R. 159.
(8 I A—4)— When trial begins.

The actual procedure of trying the de
fendant commences with the preferring of 
the hill of indictment.

The Kyig v. Montminy, 3 D.L.R. 483, 20 
Can. Cr. Cas. 63.
OmclAL STENOGRAPHER.

By analogy to the powers of superior 
courts on tin- trials of indictments, the 
depositions taken on the trial liefore a 
magistrate of the indictable .offences ape 
ci tied in Cr. Code a. 773 may lie taken in 
shorthand by a stenographer under the di
rection of the magistrate.

The King v. Bond, 19 Can. Cr. Caa. 96. 
19 W.L.R. 348.

B. Election between counts.
(g I B—5)—Fiat ok Attorney-CJenebal— 

Refusal ok—Commencement ok ac
tion—Right to proceed.

The Hydro Electric Power Commission 
(the second defendant in the action l was 
established by 6 4 7 Edw. VII. c. 1ft (Ont.), 
now embodied in B.S.U. 1914. This com
mission is a government department, and 
s. 23 of the original Act (now a. 16) pro-" 
vides as follows : “Without the consent of 
the Attorney-Ueneral no action shall be 
brought against the Commission or against 
any member thereof for anything done or 
omitted in the exercise of his office.” The 
sole question in issue on the appeal so far 
as the Hydro Electric Power Commission 
was concerned was whether this provision 
is intra vires the Ontario legislature. Their 
Lordships thought it undesirable to express 
any final opinion upon the construction of 
the section and its effect upon the action 
until the precise nature of the plaintiff’s 
claim had been formulated. In their Lord- 
ships' opinion the appellants' contentions 
as to the section raised points of import
ance which ought not to Is- dealt with in a 
summary way. and which demanded serious 
consideration in the ordinary course of law. 
Their Lordships, therefore, held that the 
action must proceed as against the Hydro 
Electric Commission, hut without prejudice 
to the commission to raise this point as a 
defence when the pleadings have disclosed 
the exact nature of the plaintiffs' claim and 
the facts so far as necessary have been as
certained. As to the motion to set aside 
the writ as against the Attorney-General 
of Ontario, and that any claim agaiqst the 
Crown should l>e brought forward by peti
tion of right, the argument advanced on be
half of tlie Attorney-General for Ontario 
failed to satisfy their Ijordships that it was 
so clear that no declaration could l*e made 
against the Attorney-Ueneral under the cir
cumstances as to make it right that the 
action should he summarily stopped as 
against him. All that their lordships de-
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cided was that the plaintiffs' claim ought 
not to be disposed of in a summary appli-

Electriral Development Co. v. Att'y-Gcn’l 
of Ontario, 47 D.L.R. 10, [1910] A.C. 687, 
reversing 34 D.L.R. 02.
(§ i B—U)—Adjournment of trial—Dis

charge of jury—Discretion of Trial

The discharge of the jury and the ad
journment of the trial are mattt rs solely 
within the jurisdiction of the Trial .Judge 
and his discretion is not open to review on 
appeal.

I lie King v. Borden ink. 4.1 D.L.R. 470, 12 
S.L.R. 126, [1019| 1 VV.W.R. 068.
(8 I B—7)—Separate trial ok counts— 

I xniVTMKNT.
Where evidence is tendered in support of 

one count of an indictment which while ad
missible thereon is not admissible in proof 
of another count of the saine indictment, 
the defendant's remedy is to apply under 
IT. ('ode, s. 857 to have each count tried 
separately if he fears that, notwithstand
ing the direction which would properly be 
given by the judge to the jury to disregard 
such evidence in considering the second 
count, the jury would unconsciously lie in
fluenced thereby to the prejudice of the 
accused.

U. v. Strong. 20 D.L.R. 122, 24 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 430, 43 N.B.R. 100.

C. Reception of evidence.
IS I C—10)—Keckptton ok evidence.

Where, in an action for calls on com
pany shares, the question is not raised by 
defendants’ pleading that a statutory meet
ing was not held and that consequently the 
statutory limitation under the Ontario 
Companies A et for avoiding the allotment 
of shares had not In-gun, evidence upon 
such an issue, which would open up an 
entirely new ease as to which no question 
had been raised previous to the trial, is 
properly rejected, particularly where no 

ation was made to amend the plead-

Boeckh v. Gowgamla Queen Mines, 8 
D.L.R. 782, 46 Can. 8.C.R. 645, 23 O.W.R. 
3l:i. affirming 24 O.L.R. 203.

la-ave granted to the plaintiff by the 
Trial Judge to produce a written contract 
for sale of goods not set up in the plead
ings and. therefore, inadmissible without 
an amendment of the pleading, is irregu
lar. notwithstanding that such leave is 
given subject to the defendant's right to 
amend his plea.

la-may v. Lefebvre, 4 D.L.R. 833, 41 Que. 
S I . 541.

Where a witness is cross-examined by 
reference to his disposition taken on dis
covery, it is not permissible to conduct the 
proceedings in such a way as to give to 
the jury a false impression of the evidence 
given by the witness on discovery, and 
where that is attempted, the Trial Judge, 
in his discretion, may allow the whole of

the discovery evidence to lie read, or per
mit such other steps to be taken as may lie 
necessary to remove the false impression.

King Lumber Co. v. C.P.R. Co., 7 D.L.R. 
733. 14 Can. Rv. Cas. 313, 17 BC R. 502, 
22 W.L.R. 553, 3 W.W.R. 442.
Crown witnesses at preliminary in-

lf the Crown does not intend to call at 
the trial a witness whom it called on the 
preliminary inquiry, such witness should 
he made available to the defence unless his 
evidence is unquestionably immaterial.

R. x. IIH lam. _M II LB 318, 88 Orb. 
Cr. Cas. 488, 8 AX.R. 73, 7 W.W.R. 1134, 
30 W.L.U. 388.
Discretion—Recalling witness on col

lateral ISSUE AS TO CREDIT.
The judge trying a criminal ease with

out a jury has a discretion to refuse to 
recall one of the accused who had given evi
dence on his own behalf for the purpose of 
giving further evidence tendered merely to 
confirm the credibility of one of his own 
witnesses as to a circumstance brought out 
on the latter's cross-examination which was 
not, relevant to any fact in issue.

R. v. Prentice, 20 D.L.R. 701. 23 Can. 
Cr. Caa. 430. 7 A.L.R. 470, 29 W.L.R. 665, 
7 W.W.R. 271.
Reception of evidence—Inadmissibility 

—Surveyor’s notes— Mistrial.
Where the Trial Judge bases his finding 

upon inadmissible evidence, this constitutes 
a mistrial, and on a boundary line dispute 
where the hearsay of witnesses as to the 
survey made to establish the line is re- 
ceived in support of the finding of the 
court instead of the primary and best evi
dence thereof l>eing required, such is 
ground for a new trial.

v. Scott, 16 D.L.R. 20, 19 
B.C.R. 81, 26 W.L.R. 952.
(8 I C—12)—Reception of evidence on 

counterclaim—Order of proof.
On the trial of an action in replevin for 

possession of an automobile and a counter
claim for the cost of repairs, the eireum-- 
stances that the plaintiff in giving testi
mony on the claim incidentally gave some 
evidence as to the counterclaim does not 
disentitle the plaintiff, after the evidence 
on the part of the defendant in proof of 
the counterclaim is put in, to give testi
mony in answer thereto; and the Trial 
.fudge’s refusal to permit such further evi
dence is error constituting ground for a 
new trial on the counterclaim.

Ilartnev v. Boulton, 16 D.L.R. 521, 7 S. 
L.R. 07. « W.W.R. 260. 27 W.L.R. 613. 
Reopexi no—Surprise.

An application by the plaintiff in an- ac
tion, after trial and lie tore judgment, to 
reopen the case and introduce further evi
dence, will lie refused where no surprise is 
shewn, it appearing that his attention was 
sufficiently drawn to the point involved by

»
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the pleadings, evidence and argument be
fore the osee wm dosed.

Brown v. ‘'Alliance No. 2,” 16 D.L.R. 
41 v, 19 B.C.R. 529. 27 W.L.R. 704.
D. Statements am» arguments of coun-

(§ I D—15)—Assessment of damagf.s 
only—Right to appeal by counsel—
JUDGMENT PRO CONFE8SO.

Atlas Elevator Co. v. Manitoba Commis
sion t o.. 11 D.L.R. 860. 4 W.W.R. 866. 
Mmider trial — Reference to possible

COMMUTATION OF SENTENCE.
It is not error entitling the accused to a 

new trial that the Crown counsel in ad
dressing the jury in a murder case stated, 
as was the law, that the Crown through 
the Department of Justice might reduce a 
sentence of death, if the accused were con
victed, by substituting a term of imprison
ment, where such statement was elicited by 
a reference ma.le by counsel for the accused 
in his address to the jury to the disgrace 
which would fall on the family of the 
accused were lie convicted, and where the 
Trial .Judge afterwards instructed the jury 
that they should pay no attention to «hat 
the punishment should he.

R. v. Anderson. 16 D.L.R. 203. 22 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 465. 7 A.L.R. 102, 60 C.L.J. 438,
.. W.W.R. 1052.
Limiting scope of enquiry—Failure to

OBJECT.
That the personal bank account of a per- 

- in accused of embezzlement is put in evi
dence against him and counsel for the 
accused limits his examination of wit
nesses to an explanation of a single item 
of that account, does not preclude the 
•'rial Judge from considering in his direc
tions to the jury any inferences apart from 
Mich single item which may properly be 
drawn from what appears in the hank 
account, although counsel for the Crown 
had not during the examination by pris
oner's counsel demanded an explanation of 
other items. [Browne v. Dunn, 6 R. 67, 
distinguished.]

R. v. Minchin, 15 D.L.R. 792, 22 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 254. 7 A.L.R. 148. 26 W.L.R. 633,
5 W.W.R. 1028. [Affirmed, 18 D.L.R. 340. 
ti W.W .R. 800.]
ADVERSE COMMENT TO JURY ON JUDGE’S 

RULING ON ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE.
It is error for which a new trial will l»e 

granted that the (.Town counsel in his 
address to the jury told them that certain 
material evidence for the defence which the 
Trial Judge had ruled to be admissible 
should not have been allowed, as the effect 
of counsel’s statement may have been to 
induce the jurors to disregard such test!-

r'5v. Webb. 16 D.L.R. 317, 24 Man. L.R. 
437. 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 424, 27 W.LR. 318,
« W.W .R. 368 
Inflammatory language.

The mischievous practice of employing

L, I D.
inflammatory language in addressing juries 
is an alrnse of privilege of counsel, and if 
persisted in, a contempt of court.

Dale v. Toronto R. Co., 24 D.L.R. 413, 34 
O.L.1L 104.
Improper language addressed by counsel 

to jury—Inflammatory tendency— 
Possible prejudice—Objection made 
at trial—Course open to Trial 
Judge V erdict of jury set aside
AND NEW TRIAL ORDERED.

Pender v. Hamilton Street R. Co., 12
O.W..V 262.
(§ I D—10)—Right to open and close.

The party who obtains a preliminary 
hearing of a point of law has the right to 
liegin, and, for the purposes of the argu
ment. he is taken to admit all the facts 
in the opposition pleading, and the court 
will take the «hole record into considéra 
tion and give judgment to the party who, 
on the whole, appears entitled to it.

Imperial Life Ass’ce Co. v. Audett, 6 D. 
L.R. 355. 4 A.L.R. >04. 20 W.L.R. 372. 1 
W.W.B. 8i'.*.
(§ I D—17) —Criminal case —Counsel

FOR DEFENCE—STATING OR READING THE 
LAW TO THE JURY.

The right of the prisoner's counsel at the 
close of the testimony on a criminal trial 
is to “sum up the evidence" (Cr. Code. s. 
044). and it is in the judge’s discretion 
whether counsel will be permitted in his 
address to the jury to read to them ex
tracts from legal text-books or law re
ports, even though the extract sought to be 
used may be of an English judicial opinion 
of accepted authority.

R. v. Cook, 18 D.i-.R. 706. 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 80, *48 N.8.R. 150.
(§ I D—20) — Criminal prosecution — 

Alleged confession—Opening cask.
Counsel for the Crown in a criminal 

prosecution may not, in opening the cum* 
to the jury, disclose the facts relied upon 
as constituting a confession by the accused 
until the court lias decided that the evi
dence is admissible.

R. v. Willis, 9 D.L.R. 646, 23 Man. L.R. 
77. 23 W.L.R. 702. 4 W.W.R. 761.
Duty of Crown Prosecutor on opening

It in the duty of the Crown Prosecutor, 
on a trial for murder, in his opening, to 
state generally to the jury everything per
taining to which he intends to offer evi
dence, and if he does not do so, the pris
oner may, when evidence is offered that has 
not been referred to in such opening state
ment. complain of being taken by surprise. 
In his opening statement to the jury, the 
Crown Prosecutor, on a trial for murder, 
may state that he intends to offer evidence 
of a confession by the prisoner of the 
crime charged against him.

Trepanier v. The King, 19 Can. Cr. Cae. 
290, 18 Rev. de Jur. 177.
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(S I D—21 )—CONDUIT OF i HIM IN Al. TRIAL i 
—MATTERS not IN EVIDENCE—( "ROMS- 
EXAMINATION OF ACCUSED.

Where <|Ucstions are put to the accused 
by tlie Crown eoneel in vross-vxammaCoii 
when the accused liecomes a witness on his 
own la-liaif and such questions overstep the 
hounds allowable in cross-examination as 
making suggestions not warranted by the 
evidence and from which the jury might 
draw inferences prejudicial to the accused, 
the validity of the conviction will not lie 
affected thereby if the Trial .fudge lias in
structed the jury to disregard those ones- 
lions and any inferences, suggested by them.

I!, v. Hurd. 10 D.L.R. 475, 21 Van. t'r.
( as. tiH, 0 A.Lit. 112, 2:< W.L.R. 812, 4 
\\ W.R IIS
Counsel— Address to jury — Introiii v-

TION OF MATTER XM IX EVIDENCE— 
DUTY OF .11 IH.K IN INSTRUCTING JURY.

If counsel in addressing the jury intro
duces matter which is not in evidence, the 
Trial Judge is under an obligation where 
his attention is called to these statements 
to instruct the jury that they arc not to be 
influenced by these statements. Where the 
instruction of the judge is not sufficient 
under the circumstances, and the court is 
satisfied that the jury were influenced by 
such statements a new trial will be grant
ed.

Kvan v. C.P.R. Co., 46 D.L.R. 31*7,
| ltlill] 2 W.W.R. 368.
Commenting on iikkendant'h failire to

Where there is a clear contravention of 
s. 4 of the Canada Evidence Act 'by a com
ment by the prosecuting counsel in his ad
dress to the jury on defendant's failure to 
lake the witness stand in his own behalf, 
the jury may la* discharged and the sheriff 
directed to summon a new jury for the re
trial of the indictment.

R. v. Beaulieu, 24 Can. Cr. ("as. 65.
($ I D—221—On failure ok i»kisox kb's 

wife to testify.
A new trial will lie ordered in a prosecu

tion for incest if the Crown counsel in his 
address to the jury commented on the fail
ure of the prisoner s wife to testify, and 
such comment may have affected the ver
dict.

R. v. Lindsay, 30 D.L.R. 417, 26 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 163. 36 O.Ï..R. 171.
Criminal case—Same Crown Prosecutor

HEFOHE GRAND .11 BY AND AT TRIAL OF 
INDICTMENT FOUND.

It is not an objection to the trial of an 
indictment that the Crown Prosecutor was 
present in the grand jury room during the 
deliberations of the grand jury upon the 
bill and also conducted the trial of the in
dictment found.

Cagnon v. The King, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 61. 
(§ 1 D—23)—Reference to payment in

to court.
Rule 22, order 22, of the Supreme Court

i ii.

(Rules of British Columbia applies to ac
tions for libel, and, therefore, in such an 
action no reference can la* made before the 
jury to the fact that money has been paid 
into court. * z

Dickinson v. "The World," 5 D.L.R. 148, 
17 It.C.R. 401, 21 W.L.R. 52», 2 W.W.R. 
55.1.

K. Objections and exceptions.
(S I F—30)—Objections and exceptions.

Where counsel for the prisoner objects, 
at the time, to evidence of a confession or 
admission by the aecused being received 
on the ground that no proper foundation 
bad been laid for such evidence, whereupon 
the Crown adduces evidence to disprove any 
threat or inducement and the prisoner's 
counsel cross-examines thereon hut does not 
renew the objection when the examination 
is thereafter proceeded with, there is a 
waiver of further objection on that ground.

Hie King x. lino 8am, I D.L.H. 68», ■"> 
KLR. 180, 1» Can. Cr. Cas. 259, 20 W.I..R. 
.■71. 1 W.W.R. mill
Preliminary exceptions—Delay in fil

on -JUDQB'e MM nr I ION E. C.P.
164.

The filing of preliminary exceptions are 
absolutely restricted by C.C.P. to the three 
days lived by art. 164. The court cannot 
extend the time.

I .aval lee v. Could, 16 (jue. P.R. 11*6.
(1. Answerino inquiry by jury; reading

TESTIMONY TO.
(S 1 C—3Û i—Criminal cam llmuill 10 

JUDGE FROM JURY ROOM.
Where the jury are deliberating in a 

criminal case and the Trial Judge has tak
en up the trial of another ease, the fact 
that the foreman of the jnn sent a note to 
the judge asking for a certain letter which 
had been mentioned in the evidence, but 
which had not been tiled as an exhibit, and 
that the judge directed the clerk of a-si/c 
to inform the foreman that the letter itself 
was not in possession of the court, is not a 
ground of objection against the verdict. 
[WilmonCs Case, 10 Cr. App. R. 173. dis
tinguished.]

R. v. Batterman. 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 361, 34 
D.L.R. 225. R O.W.N. 664.

H. Remarks of court.
(§ I II—30)—Comment on failure of ac

cused TO REBUT TESTIMONY.
A direction to the jury on a criminal 

trial that the accused had failed to account 
for a particular occurrence, as to which, 
by reason of the testimony adduced against 
him. the onus was cast upon him to answer, 
is not a comment upon the failure of the 
accused to testify, and does not contravene 
s. 4 of the Canada Evidence Act. R.S.C. 
11)06, e. 145. |R. v. Aho, 8 Can. Cr. Cas.
453, 11 B.C.R. 114. applied.?

R. v. May, 21 D.L.R. 728. 23 < an. Cr. 
( as. 46V, 21 B.C.R. 23, 7 W.W.R. 1261, 30 
W.L.R. 488.
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observations — OSHKSAL TESDICT — 
Prejudice—New trial.

Laird v. Taxicabs, 17 D.L.R. 847, 6 O.W.
N. 505.
JUDOE EXPRESSING OWN OPINION.

The Trial Judge, in Mimmoning up in a 
criminal case, may express his own opinion 
upon the facts, and this will not lie a 
-round for a new trial if he made it clear 
to the jury that they were the judges of 
the facts and were to exercise their own 
judgment without being hound to accept 
his view.

R. v. Moke, 38 D.L.R. 441, 12 A.UR. 18. 
28 Van. Cr. Cas. 21M». (11*171 3 W.W.R. 576. 
Admissions or counsel—Evidence.

Meunier v. C.N.R. Vo., 3*A.L.R. 345, 17 
W.L.R. 539.
Postponement—Jurisdiction of Master 

in Chambers, and County Court

[Wendover v. Nicholson, 5 O.W.H. 1145, 
distinguished.]

Youldon v. London Guarantee Co., 19 <). 
W.R. 291, 2 O.W.N. 11*5.
Postponement of—Defendant absent on

IMPORTANT BUSINESS—( O.NDITIONS.
Neville v. Eaton and Intevuational Heat

ing t o., 19 O.W.R. 7-4rt. 8 O.W.N. 1412.
II. Submitting case to jury.

Intent as question of fact for jury, see 
Sedition, 1—5.

Whether agreement champertous as 
question of fact, see Assignment, 1—17.

Compensation as question, see Arbitra
tion, 111—17.

A. IN GENERAL,
(§ IT A—40)—Criminal case—Instruc

tions to jury—Shouting of prison
er’s DEFENCE IN SUMMING UP.

It is a serious flaw in a criminal case 
if the directions to the jury are not as 
carefully put " in regard to the prisoner's 
case as is the case of the prosecution. 
|R. v. Walton, 1 Cr. App. R. 227, ap
proved.]

R. v. Graves, 9 D.L.R. 30. 40 N.S.R. 305. 
20 Can. Cr. C as. 384, 12 K.L.R. 1. 
Refusing trial by jury—Discretion— 

Appeal.
A Court of Appeal will not interfere 

with an order of a judge, refusing a trial 
with a jury, where lie has exercised his dis
cretion after proper consideration of the 
■ use and has not proceeded upon any 
wrong principle.

Install v. McKernan, 40 D.L.R. 82, 13 
A.L.R. 317, (19181 2 W.W.R. 519.
< ontract — Breach — Damages — Func

tions OF COURT AND JURY.
It is the duty of the court not the jury 

to determine the meaning of a contract. 
And when failure on the part of one party 
to fulfil its obligations has been estab

lished, the only question for the jury to 
deal with is the assessment, of damages.

Gerrity v. Bragg, 50 D.L.R. 284. 
Questions of law or fact.

Where, at a trial of a civil action with 
a jury, the Trial .fudge, under s. 112 of 
the Judicature Act. R.S.O. 1897, e. 51, sub
mits questions to the jury to lie answered, 
lie may, if he sees fit. also submit a ques
tion inviting a general verdict (e.g., "do 
you find for the plaintiff or defendant”I 
in addition to the answers to the questions 
submitted, and where the answers to the 
specific questions harmonize with the 
answer to the general question, a judgment 
entered in accordance with such findings is 
regular, provided the charge to the jury 
has been made sufficiently comprehensive to 
enable the jury to render a general verdict. 
(Furlong v. Carroll, 7 A.R. (Ont.) 145, ap
plied, and Reid v. Harnes, 25 O.R. 223. dis
tinguished, by court below.]

Boeckh v. Gowganda Queen Mines, 8 
D.L.R. 782. 49 Van. S.C.R. 645, 23 O.W.R. 
313, affirming 24 O.L.R. 293.
B. Sufficiency of evidence to go to jury. 
(8 II B—45)—Negligence.

Under the Quebec practice it is sufficient 
to put to the jury the question whether 
there was negligence and in what it con
sisted. and it is not necessary to detail 
specific faults.

Temple v. Montreal Tramways, 23 D.L.R. 
587, 47 Que. 8.C. 121.
Negligence.

Absence of evidence from which a jury 
can reasonably find that, there was negli
gence on the part of the defendant which 
caused the accident justifies the Trial 
Judge in withdrawing the case from the 
jury and dismissing the action.

Steele v. Cape Breton Electric Co., 39 
D.L.R. «09, 52 N.S.R. 01.

Evidence making a prima facie case for 
the Crown in a criminal prosecution, if 
unanswered, and believed by the jury, is 
sufficient to support a conviction of the 
person accused.

Girvin v. The King, 20 W.L.R. 130, af
firming 18 W.L.R. 482.
(8 11 B—401—Negligence—Verdict—No 

error in law — Appeal — Families 
Compensations Act (B.C.).

If in an action under the Families Com
pensation Act. R.M.B.C. 1911. c. 82, the 
finding of the jury is that, there was neg
ligence, and if upon the facts there was 
sufficient evidence to admit of the question 
being passed upon by it, the verdict will 
not be disturbed unless some error in laxv 
has'taken place.

Richmond v. Evans. 48 D.L.R. 209, 
(19191 3 W.W.R. 339. affirming 43 D.L.R. 
214.
Xbolioex ce— Perso n al injuries.

Where the court or jury look at the 
locus of an accident, or the machine which 
is said to have caused one, it is simply
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to enable the trial tribunal the better to 
follow the evidence, and the verdict is still 
to be given upon the evidence.

Corea v. MeVlary Mfg. Co.. 3 D.L.R. 323, 
8 O.W.X. 1071, 21 O.W.R. 909.
INJURIES CAUSING DEATH—DAMAGES—NEG

LIGENCE OF EMPLOYER—SUFFICIENCY OF 
EVIDENCE TO GO TO .JURY.

In an action claiming damages for the 
death of an employee caused by the negli
gence of the employer, if there is evidence 
on which negligence can be inferred, such 
evidence should be submitted to the jury. 
It is for the jury to say whether in fact 
negligence should or should not lie inferred. 
Held, that the evidence was properly sub
mitted to the jury, and that there was suf
ficient evidence to warrant the jury in find
ing negligence on the part of the defendants 
which caused the accident.

K.D. & B.C.R. Co. v. McPherson, 49 D.L. 
R. 254, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 471.

C. Questions of law and fact.
(§ II C—50)—Where at the trial a ques

tion which is in truth a question of law is, 
as a precautionary measure, submitted by 
the judge as one of the questions of fact to 
the jury and the jury makes its finding 
thereon.'the Trial Judge may. upon a motion 
for judgment upon the verdict, ignore that 
portion of the jury’s findings and assume 
control of the question us one of law alone.

Johnston v. Clark, 7 D.L.R. 361, 4 O.W.N. 
202. 23 O.W.R. 196.
Questions of fact—Admissions—Notice

Where notice to admit facts is given 
under Order 32, r. 4, it is the duty of the 
party receiving the notice to admit the 
facts, or give reasons why it is not nec
essary to admit them.

Murchie v. Mail Publishing Co., 42 N.B.R.

(§ II C—55)—Mixed questions of law
AND FACT.

In a jury trial mixed question of law and 
of facts is" for the jury under the direction 
of the presiding judge on the law part.

Sectiritv Life Ins. Co. v. Power, 24 Que. 
K.B. 181.'
Power of court and jury—Evidence sup

porting FINDING OF JURY.
It is not possible for the Supreme Court 

to reject a sworn statement of a plaintiff, 
not wholly incredible and accepted by a 
jury and to infer from surrounding facts 
and circumstances that he must have known 
that of which he specifically denied knowl-
edugle ▼. B.C. Electric R. Co.. 0 W.W.R. 

683.
(§ IT C—88) — Questions of fact — 

Whether medical practitioner a
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEE.

The question as to whether a medical 
practitioner is an employee of a munici
pality is a question of fact and may prop
erly lie submitted to a jury for answer.

Bollard v. Montreal. 9 D.L.R. 162, 43 
Que. EC. 171.
Question for jury—Employee's knowl

edge of RISK.
The extent of the knowledge of an em

ployee of the risk lie runs in his employ
ment is a proper subject for the consid
eration of the jury.

Valci v. Small. 11 D.L.R. 433, 24 O.W.R. 
629.
Credibility of witnesses.

The question involved in an action to 
set aside a voluntary conveyance is one 
of fact, and, therefore, much depends in 
such an action upon the impression made 
upon the mind of the Trial Judge by the 
parties when in the witness box. [Flem
ing v. Edward*, 23 A.R. (Ont.) 718, dis
tinguished.)

Ottawa Wine Vaults Co. v. McGuire, 8 
D.L.R. 229, 4 O.W.N. 318. [Affirmed in 13 
D.L.R. 81. 43 Can. S.C.R. 44.]
(§ II C—91)—Malicious prosecution —

PROBABLE CAUSE.
The question of reasonable and probable 

cause is one of law for the court, but in 
order to decide that question the court may 
properly ask the jury to decide the fact 
whether the defendant made reasonably 
careful inquiry. [Abrath v. North East R. 
Co., 11 App. Cas. 247, followed.]

Rudvk v. Shundro. 24 D.L.R. 330, 0 
A.L.R. 87. 8 W.W.R. 880, affirming 18 D.L.R. 
641, 7 W.W.R. 415.
Functions of judge and jury—Action fob

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION—QUESTIONS OF 
REASONABLE AND PROBABLE CAUSE.

Connors v. Reid. 20 O.W.R. 291.
(§ II C—103)—Question of accord and

SATISFACTION—SUBMISSION TO JURY.
In an action for damages for injuries 

sustained through the alleged negligence 
of defendants where the defence sets up an 
agreement releasing them from liability, it 
is a question of fact whether such agree
ment does or does not amount to an accord 
and satisfaction, and it can be tried by the 
jury at the same time as the other issues.

Trawford v. B.C. Elec. R. Co., 9 D.L.R. 
817. 18 B.C.R. 132. 13 Can. Rv. Cas. 39, 
23 W.L.R. 175, 4 W.W.R. 150.
(§ IT C—105)—Libel and slander.

Special question* relevant and necessary 
to the complete determination of a matter 
can lie submitted to the jury at the instance 
of the parties thereto, under the provisions 
of 89. 22, 23 of the Judicature Act, 9 Edw. 
VIT. (N.B.), 1909, c. 5. only where the Trial 
Judge shall, in his discretion, instead of 
having a general verdict returned, have 
himself submitted similar questions to the 
jury, for the purpose of entering a verdict 
on their answers thereto.

Sonier v. Breau. 3 D.L.R. 184, 41 N.B.R. 
177. 10 E.L.R. 391.

It is n question of fact for the court 
whether, in an action for libel, a certain 
communication is privileged. Whether an



alleged libellous article is to such an ex
tent excessive that it might be held by the 
jury to be in excess of the privilege is a 
question for the Trial Court.

Winnipeg Steel Granary & Culvert Co. 
v Canada ingot Iron Culvert Co.. 7 D.L.R. 
707, 22 Man. L.R. 576, 22 W.L.R. 387, 3 
W W.R. 3.56.

A count in a claim for slander which 
charges a person with misfeasance in ollice 
should not be submitted to the jury 
where the truth of the allegation is shewn.

Holland v. Hall. 3 D.L.R. 722, 22 O.W.R.

Libel—Sufficiency of retraction—Ques
tion FOR JURY.

The question whether a subsequent publi
cation was a full and fair retraction of a 
libellous publication involving a criminal 
charge within the meaning of s. 8 of the 
Libel and Slander Act, 9 Edw. VII. c. 4, 
IÎ.S.O. 1914, c. 71, is for the jury.

Lu in sd en v. Spectator Printing Co., 14 
D.L.R. 47». 29 O.L.R. 293 
(§ II C—110)—Negligence—Assumption 

of RINK.
In an action for negligence, where the 

evidence for the plaintiff is equally con
sistent with the existence or nonexistence 
of negligence, it is not competent for the 
judge to leave the case to the jury.

Loffmark v. Adams, 7 D.L.R. 696, 17 
B.C.R. 44». 22 W.L.R. 547, 3 W.W.R 269.

Negligence is a mixed question of law and 
fact, and is therefore a proper subject to be 
determined bv a jury under the court’s in
structions; their findings, if in accordance 
with the pleadings and evidence, are final, 
and cannot be disturbed.

Villuni v Montreal, 29 D.L.R. 321, 49 
Que. 8.C. 469.
Care and prudence.

Honest belief that no danger exists does 
not negative negligence the real question 
is, would a reasonably careful and pru
dent man. under the circumstances. arrive 
at that conclusion; that is for the jury to 
decide.

ttuck v. C.P.R. Co., 29 D.L1. 671. 9 
S.L.R. 288. .14 W.L.R. 1177. 10 W.W.R. 1342.

The question of negligence is a mixed 
question of law and fact; it is for the judge 
to explain the law to the jury, from which 
they may draw their conclusion as to the 
question of liability, which will be binding 
upon the court. [Montreal Light v. Regan, 
40 Can. S.C.R. 580, 590; Tobin v. Murison, 
5 Moore P.C. 110, followed.]

Montreal v. Gamache, 25 D.L.R. 303, 24 
Que. K.B. 312.
(§ h c—111)—Contributory negligence 

—Question tor jury when — With
drawn UNDER WHAT TEST.

Contributory negligence is prima facie 
a question for the jury, and only where it 
is very clear that no jury could reason
ably find otherwise should a case be with 
drawn from the jury on the ground that 

Can. Dig.—137.

contributory negligence has been estai»

Davnes v. B.C. Klee. R. Co., 19 D.L.R. 
266, 49 Can. S.C.R. 518, 18 Can. Ry. Cas 
14». reversing 7 D.L.R. 767, 17 B.C.R. 498 
(8 11 C—130»—Negligent driving—Speed.

In an action for damages for an injury 
to the plaintiff caused by the defendant ' 
servant in the course of his employment 
negligently and through want of proper care 
ami skill in driving a horse and carriag ■ 
running into and injuring the plaintiff, a 
witness for the plaintiff having stated that 
just before the accident happened the horse 
was trotting, was asked, "Could you say 
how many miles an hour?*’ answered (sub 
ject to objection I, “The horse was going so 
fast that 1 don’t think he could have been 
pulled up immediately":—Held, that th* 
answer was properly received. It is the 
duty of the Trial Judge to determine wheth
er any facts have been established from 
■which negligence may he reasonably in
ferred, and for the jury to find whether 
from the facts so established negligence 
ought to be inferred.

Porter v. O'Connell, 43 N.B.R. 458.
(g II C—137)—Lack of c are in running 

car — Cab stationary discharging 
PASSENGERS.

The negligence of the defendant company 
was sufficiently shewn so as to prevent the 
withdrawal of such question from the jury, 
where the evidence disclosed that sufficient 
caution was not observed in running a street 
car towards a car standing on a parallel 
track discharging passengers at a street 
crossing where they were regularly dis 
charged and received, and where, to the 
knowledge of the company, it was the habit 
or custom of passengers to cross a parallel 
track in order to reach another street, ami 
that the car struck and injured the plain 
tiff, who had just alighted from the station
ary ear, and without noticing the ear ap 
proaching from the opposite direct ior 
passed around the rear of the standing car 
and stepped upon the parallel track.

Cooper v. London Street R. Co., 9 D.L.R. 
368. 4 O.W.N. 623. 15 Can. Ry. Va». 24. 
23 O.W.R. 767. affirming 5 D.L.R. 198. 14 
t an. Ry. Cas. 91, 22 O.W.R. 87 
Questions of law—Workmen's Compen

sation Act—Who has charge or con
TRUE OF MACHINERY—WllAT IS A “MA

The interpretation of the words “in charge 
or control" of a machine, as used in th* 
Ontario Workmen's Compensation Act, 
R.S.O. 1897, c. 160, is for the Trial Judge, 
although what the workmen alleged to 
have been in control did and how he did 
it are questions of fact for the jury where 
there are conflicting facts of circumstances. 
It is for the Trial Judge, upon the evi
dence, to define what is meant by the word 
“machine" as used in the Ontario Work
men’s Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1897, c. 16», 
R.S.0 1914, c. 146.
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Dunlop v. Canada Foundry Co., 12 D.L.R. 

791, 28 O.L.R. 140, ailinning 2 D.L.R. 887,
4 O.W.N. 791.
(§ 11 C—140)—NEGLIGENCE OK RAILWAY— 

QUESTIONS FOR JURY.
Stone v. U.P.R. Co., 13 D.L.R. 93, 13 

Can. Ry. Cas. 408, reversing 4 D.L.R. 789, 
14 Cun. Ry. Cas. 61, 20 O.L.R. 121, 21 
U.W.K. 785!

In an action for negligence against a rail
way company the Trial Judge should con
iine all questions of ultimate negligence to 
the time from which the defendants or their 
servants could have anticipated the danger.

MeKttchen v. (i.T.R. Co., 2 D.L.R. 588,
3 O.W.N. 028. 21 O.W.R. 187.

In an action for personal injuries to the 
conductor of a construction train resulting 
from a wing of a gravel spreading ma
chine operated by air pressure, coming down 
upon him, caused by the engineer in charge 
of the machine unintentionally starting it 
by striking his knee against the handle of 
a* valve used to set it in motion while at
tempting to get closer to the air gauge, a 
statement by a witness that the engineer 
must have been climbing up the machine, to
gether with the evidence that the valve was 
from two and a half to three feet above the 
spot where the engineer was standing, would 
justify a suggestion in the Trial Judge's 
charge that the engineer might have touched 
the valve with his knee while climbing up 
the machine to get a nearer view of the 
gauge.

Tobin v. C.P.R. Co., 2 D.L.R. 173. 5 S.L.R. 
381. 20 W.L.R. 670. 1 W.W.R. 1252.
(§ II C—148) — Voi.ENS — CONTRIBUTORY 

NEGLIGENCE.
The question as to whether an engineer 

employed by a railway company received 
his injuries through his own negligence or 
whether he voluntarily assumed the risk is 
one of fact for the jury. | McPhee v. Esqui- 
malt. etc., R. Co., 16 D.L.R. 756. 49 Can. 
S.C.R. 43: Canada Foundry Co. v. Mitchell, 
35 Can. S.C.R. 452. followed.]

McPhee v. Esquimalt & Nanaimo R. Co., 
23 D.L.R. 561, 22 B.C.R. 67, 8 W.W.R. 1319, 
32 W.L.R. 125.
questions ok law and fact—Employer’s 

liability—Assumption ok risk.
In a servant's action against his master 

for damages for negligence where a defence 
of voluntary assumption of risk was duly 
presented at the trial and evidence sub
mitted to support it, the plaintiff is not 
entitled to judgment on findings of the jury 
in which no answer was given to a question 
submitted on that issue, although there was 
a finding of negligence in failing to pro
vide a guard and a further finding that 
there was no contributory negligence by the 
plaintiff.

McPhee v. F.squimalt and Nanaimo R. Co., 
16 D.L.R. 756. 49 Can. S.C.R. 43, 5 W.W.R. 
926. 27 W.L.R. 444. reversing 18 B.C.R. 450.
|See aNo 23 D.L.R. 561, 22 B.C.R. 67, 8 
W.W.R. 1319, 32 W.L.R. 125.]

II D. 4350
(g II C—157)—Injury to employee—Neg- 

lioence—Elevator accident.
That a workman employed in building 

construction and conveying building ma
terial upon an uncaged elevator was cloud
ed so close to the edge of an overloaded 
and uncaged elevator that his heel projected 
and was caught and injured in contact with 
the end of a bolt sunk in the wall of the 
elevator shaft, presents a prima facie case 
to go to the jury, and cannot properly be 
withdrawn from their consideration, where 
the jury might properly find upon the evi
dence that the proximate cause of the ac
cident was the employer’s failure to have 
the elevator eaged for such work, or his 
negligence in leaving the holts projecting 
in a dangerous way m the shaft, and where 
the jury would not necessarily have to at
tribute the injury to the negligence of the 
fellow servant in charge of the elevator in 
permitting the overloading.

( ha î les v. Norton Griffiths Vo., 15 D.L.R. 
177. in B.C.R 179.
(§ II C—164)—Physicians.

An action for malpractice against a sur
geon or physician should be tried without 
a jury.

Gerhracht v. Bingham, 7 D.L.R. 259, 4 
O.W.N. 117, 23 O.W.R. 82.
(§ II 0—168)—Insurance matters.

A motion to strike out a jury notice 
should he granted by a Judge in Chambers, 
under Con. rr. 1322, in an action on a 
policy of life insurance where the issues to 
lie tried are, whether the action is barred, 
the insufficiency of the proof of death 
of the insured, the nonpayment of pre
miums, and the violation by the insured of 
the rules of the company.

Bissett v. Knights of the Maccabees. 3 
D.L.R. 714, 3 O.W.N. 1280. 22 O.W.R. 89.

D. Taking case from jury.
(§ II D—170)—Two equally possible 

views on the facts.
If the facts which are admitted are calla

ble of two equally possible views, which 
reasonable people may take._ and one of 
them is more consistent with the ease for 
one party than for the other, it is the duty 
of the judge to let the jury decide between 
such conflicting views. | Davev v. lamdon 
A S.W.R. Co., 12 Q.B.D. 70, applied.)

Ramsay v. Toronto R. Co., 17 D.L.R. 220, 
30 O.L.R. 127, 17 Can. Ry. ( as. 6. 
Conflicting evidence — Statutory pre

sumption OF NEGLIGENCE — REBUTTAL.
An action for injuries received by a col

lision with an automobile cannot be taken 
from the jury where, the circumstances 
create a statutory presumption under s. 7 
of 8 Edw. VII. (Ont.) c. 53, R.8.O. 1914, 
c. 207. that loss or damage was sustained 
liv the negligence or improper conduct of 
the owner or driver of an automobile on a 
highway, although evidence adduced in re-
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1 uttal of euch presumption may prepon
derate.

.Maitland v. Mackenzie, 13 D.1..R. 129, 28 
U.L.R. 506.

In the case of volens a very slight amount 
u evidence will prevent the court from 
withdrawing the question from the jury.

MiPhee v. Esquimau & Nanaimo R. Co., 
D.L.R. 561, 22 B.C.R. 67, 8 W.W.R. 1319, 

;>2 W.L.R. 125.
Trial by jury*—Charge ok the judge — 

Nkoliuencb C.C. (Que)., arts. 1053. 
1054.

In a trial before a jury for damages re
sulting from an accident, the presiding 
judge is not justified in withdrawing the 
vase from the jury when there is some 
evidence of negligence against the defendant, 
even if such evidence is only presumptive. 
When a jury renders a verdict of spécifie 
liability against the defendant, the latter 
cannot, in the Court of Review, object to a 
part of the judge's charge, to the effect that 
1 lie accident having taken place by the 
bursting of an engine, the property and the 
keeping in good order of which appertained 
to the defendants, the jury could come to a 
•-•inclusion against him without finding lia
bility against him if the defendant did not 
shew that it was impossible for him to avoid 
the accident as the verdict was not given 
under art. 1054, C.C. (Que.), but under art. 
1053, C.C. (Que.). It is for the jury, and 
not the judge, to draw conclusions from the 
fact that exhibits which could have helped 
the jury were not produced before them.

Irwin v. G.T.R. Co., 47 Que. S.C. 32.
(§11 I)—175)—Nonsuit-—When to be he

The Trial Judge should not nonsuit the 
plaintiff or withdraw the case from the 
jury where there is material evidence as 
fo the actual facts, hut such evidence is 
cun dieting, even although the evidence may 
be very strong on one side and weak on 
the other; or where the material primary 
facts are undisputed, hut two different in
ferences may be reasonably drawn by dif
ferent minds from those facts; or when
ever some ground exists on which a jury 
may reasonably find a verdict either way.

Cochran v. Lloyd. Il D.L.R. 721. 42 N.B. 
R. 112, 18 E.L.R. 92.
(8 II D—180)—Whether cause of act

MIGHT HAVE BEEN FOUND—REVERSIBLE

Where, from all the evidence submitted, 
the jury might reasonably have found the 
• xistence of the contract for the breach of 
" hi eh damages were claimed, it is error for 
the judge to take the ease from the jury 
mid to direct judgment for the defendant.

Stanratt v. Dominion Atlantic R. Co., 11 
D.L.R. 607. 47 N.S.R. 280, 12 E.L.R. 545.
(§ II D—186)—XkgUOBNCE — Personal 

injuries.
Where there is no reasonable evidence 

upon the whole ease whether adduced by

III c.

the plaintiff or the defendant upon which 
the jury could find in the plaintiff's favour 
in an action of negligence, the case should 
be withdrawn from them and the action 
dismissed; it is not necessary to go through 
the form of directing the jury to find a 
verdict for the defendant and of having 
such verdict recorded.

Cooper v. London Street R. Co., 9 D.L.R. 
368, 4 O.W.X. 623, 15 Can. Rv. Ce*. 24, 
23 O.W.R. 767.

E. Special interrogatories.
(§ IT E—1951—General verdict—Effect.

Under s. 112 of the Ontario Judicature 
Act a general verdict will be disregarded 
where special questions are submitted to 
ami answered by the jury.

Caldwell v. Coekslmtt Plow Co., 18 D.L.R. 
722, 30 O.L.R. 244.
(§ Il E—196)—Preliminary questions to 

jury—Basis for determining point of 
i aw—Malic ious prosecution.

Morrison v. Wilson, 16 D.L.R. 852. 28 
W.L.R. 202, reversing 14 D.L.R. 815, 26 
W.L.R. 317.
Abandonment of piea at trial—Charge

Slater v. Watts, 16 B.C.R. 36.
Failure to submit questions—General 

verdict.
Held, that there was no misdirection or 

nondirection, under the circumstances dis
closed. in not submitting questions to the 
jury and in taking a general verdict.

Guthrie v. Huntting Lumber Co., 15 B. 
C. R. 471.

HI. Instructions. I
A. In GENERAL; FORM; TIME.

(g III A—200)—Taking down in short-

It is not obligatory in other than capital 
offences that the judge's charge to the jury 
should be taken down in shorthand.

Rivet v. The King, 27 D.L.R. 695, 25 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 235, 24 Que. K.B. 569.
Direction of judge—Error of law.

In a trial by jury, the direction of the 
judge can only be attacked for error of law. 
and nut for error of fact, when the judge 
leaves to the jury every liberty to estimate 
the facts.

Perron v. Drouin, 46 Que. S.C. 336.
C. On what matters necessary or proper. 
(§ III C—213)—Jury trial—Indemnity 

— Income—Capitalization—Judge's 
direction—C.C.P. 602.

The sum of $7,000 awarded by a jury is 
not excessive in a ease of loss caused by a 
diminution of working power by 50 per cent 
upon an annual salary of $1,100. with an ex
pectation of life of 33 years. It is not an 
error on the part of the judge in directing 
the jury to tell it that in estimating tin- 
damages for an accident it ought not to
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take account of the payment of a sink bene
fit from a co-operative benefit society.

C.P R. Co v Maxwell, 88 Que. K.B. 414. 
(g III V—210) — AS TO .NEGLIGENCE—PER

SONAL INJURIES.
Where the answers of a jury to ques

tions put to them are indefinite and in
conclusive. it is a wise practice for the 
Trial Judge to send the jury back, for the 
purpose of making their meaning plain.

Dart v. Toronto It. Co., 8 D.L.R. 121, 
4 O.W..X. 316, 23 U.W.R. 380.
(§ 111 C—217)—Criminal law—Murder 

— Homicide — Direction of judge — 
Mixed jury — Using one language 
only — Affidavit — Custom — Evi
dence OF ACCUSED.

It is not error on the part of the judge 
presiding over a Criminal Court, in a case 
of murder, where the jui*y is composed half 
of jurors respectively speaking French ami 
English, to sum up the case in the English 
language alone, if all the jurors understand 
the latter language, if all the pleadings are 
in English and no objection has been taken 
by the defendant at the time of the trial, 
and when the accused has not suffered any 
prejudice. The judge presiding at a trial 
by jury is only hound to sum up the facts 
in the case where it is necessary under the 
circumstances. In a criminal appeal, the 
court should nut take any account of an 
affidavit, obtained and sworn to after the 
trial by a juryman. When in a trial for 
murder, there is nothing in the evidence 
which could justify a verdict of homicide, 
it is not a mistake of law on the part of 
the presiding judge to say in summoning 
up the facts, that the case is not one in 
which the jury can bring in a verdict -of 
homicide; that the verdict must be that of 
murder or not guilty. A custom estab
lished in this country authorizes the pre
siding judge in a criminal case to draw the 
attention of'the jury to the frequency of 
crimes in the district, resulting from the 
general belief that criminals often obtain 
a verdict in their favour. There is no 
false direction on the part of the judge, un
less his words have made the jury believe, 
or have the nature of convincing them, 
that certain questions submitted to them 
were excluded by the law from their com
petence, or that, they could lead them to 
make a mistake in the law. When the 
accused freely offers his evidence, the judge 
has a right to remark to the jury that in 
no part of his evidence has he denied the 
important facts proved against him. and 
that he has not declared that he was not 
guilty.

R. v. Veuillette, 28 Que. K.B. 364.
D. On evidence and facts.

(§ III D—2201—.Jury—Judge’s charge 
to—Discussion of facts—Opinion of 
Judge—Discretion of jury.

The Trial Judge may properly discuss 
the facts in his charge to the jury in order

to assist them, and, in doing so, it is not 
error for him to express a definite opinion 
upon the evidence so long as the jury are 
left quite aware of their own discretion and 
authority to make an independent finding.

Tariov. West Canadian Collieries, 2'» 
D.L.R. 761, 29 W.L.R. 167.
Judge's opinion upon.

A judge, in his charge to a jury, may ex
près-. his opinion on questions of fact,* pro
viding lie does not lead the jury to believe 
that they are being given a direction which 
it is their duty to follow.

Montreal Tramways Co. v. Si'guin, 28 
D.L.R. 4»4, 52 Can. S.C.R. «44.
(§ 111 D—228)—Comment on failure ot 

prisoner's wife to testify for de- 
fbnoe—New trial.

It is a ground for granting a new trial 
on a conviction for murder that the Trial 
Judge commented on the failure of the pris
oner’s wife to testify for the defence, al
though the judge before verdict withdrew 
the comment. [R. v. Corby. 1 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 457 ; 1*. v. Coleman, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 
523; R. v. Hill, 7 Can. Cr. C'a». 38. 33 N.S. 
R. 253, followed.)

The King v. Romano, 21 D.L.R. 195, 24 
Can. Cr. Css. 80, 24 Que. K.B. 40.
(§ 111 D—229i—Reading charge to jury 

—Minor inaccuracies.
In determining whether the instruction 

to the jury was u proper one or not, the 
Appellate Court is to look at the charge as 
a whole; a new trial will not he granted, 
even in a capital case, because of minor in
accuracies in the charge if the inaccuracies 
cannot have misled the jury and the de
fence was fairly put before them.

R. v. Hogue, 39 D.L.R. 99, 28 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 419, 39 O.L.R. 427.
Murder — Reasonable doubt.

The evidence to convict on a charge of 
murder must be such as to convince the 
jury lieyond all reasonable doubt that the 
accused is guilty; but a juror is not to 
create materials of doubt by resorting to 
trivial suppositions and remote conjecture 
as to possible states of fact different from 
that established bv the evidence.

R. v. Krafjhenko, 17 D.L.R. 244. 24 
Man. L.R. «52. 28 W.L.R. 76. rt W.W.R. / 
836, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 277. I Applied in '
R. v. Schurman, 19 D.L.R. 800. 7 S.L.R. 
269. 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 365. 30 W.L.R. 56, 7 
W.W.R. «80.1

E. Correctness of instruction.
(§ III E—235) — Presiding judge sum

ming up—Comment.
In his charge to the jury, the presiding 

judge at the trial has the right to sum up 
the evidence and comment upon the facts 
and connect them with the proper prin
ciples of law.

Temple v. Montreal Tramways Co., 23 
D.T„R. 587, 47 Que. 8.C. 121.
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(§ III E—236)—Correctness of — Dam

ages — Personal injcries.
In a negligence ease against a railway 

company by a lireman in its employment, 
for permanent personal injury impairing 
his earning capacity, the judge should 
charge the jury to consider, on the quan- 
tuin of damages, the general opportunities 
m life still open to the plaintiff, and there 
is misdirection where the charge limits 
those opportunities to the plaintiff's par
ticular calling or even the class of callings 
within his general industrial field, for in
stance, railroading.

Pickering v. (i.T.P.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 584, 
-'I Man. L.R. 723, 26 W.L.R. 77, 5 W.W.R.

(S III E— 237 I XeOLIOEIIOI III Mil 
Damages — Evidence — Dk>tu of

It is error in law for a judge, in an ac
tion bv a husband and his children for the 
accidental death of his wife and their 
mother, to advise the jury that they could 
not take into consideration the funeral ex
penses incurred by them. The loss of a 
wife and mother is to the husband and 
children a |»ociiiiiary loss, which a jury is 
IhiiiiiiI to admit according to evidence ad
duced before them. Where the judge com
ments upon a fact as proved, when it is not, 
thereby influencing improperly the mind of 
the jury, it is ground for a new trial. If 
the judge died before signing his charge to 
the jury, the Court of Review may, under 
art. 1208 C.C.P.. order the charge to form 
part of the record.

Montreal Tramways ▼. Rothschild, 27
Que. K.ti. 350.
IS HI K—240)—Responsibility—Demand

FOR JUDICIAL TRANSFER — DAMAGES —
Trial by jvky—Direction of judge— 
C.C. ART. 1053—C.C.P. ARTS. 408, 400, 
502. 501, 900.

A demand for judicial transfer of goods 
is in its nature injurious. In an action for 
damages founded on an illegal demand for 
judicial transfer, and which is submitted to 
a jury, it is not a fatal omission on the 
part of the presiding judge not to inform 
the jury that a demand for judicial transfer 
can be lawfully contested. The direction 
of the judge is not erroneous if he ad
dresses the jury in an action such as that 
above described, in the following words : 
"To cease payment on the part of a mer
chant is as much as to say that he is not 
paying generally, that he has many obli
gations in suspense, that he is not meeting 
his obligations in proportion as they be
come due,’’ and later on: “An unpaid note 
does not say that the debtor is insolvent, 
rtor that he has ceased to make his pay-

tivlanger v. Jacobs, 56 Que. 8.C. 149. 
l§ III E—246)—Malicious prosecution.

Whether there was reasonable and prob
able cause for the arrest of the plaintiff 
must be decided, in an action for malici

ous prosecution, by the Trial Judge, while 
the question of malice is to lie determined 
by the jury.

Wood v.*Xewbv, 5 D.L.R. 486. 4 A.L.R. 
333, 21 W.L.R. 438, 2 W.W.R. 409.
(8 HI E—248)—As TO I.IUKI.I.Ot'S WORDS.

In an action for libel the Trial Judge 
may tell the jury that in his opinion the 
words or article complained of are libellous, 
provided he makes it clear to them that 
they are free to determine for themselves 
the issue of libel or no libel upon the evi
dence, entirely apart from his interpreta
tion.

Knott v. Telegram Printing (’o.. 39 D.I.. 
R. "62, 55 Can. 8.C.R. «31, 11917] 3 W.W. 
R. 336, a Aiming 32 D.L.R. -in<i, 27 Man. 
L.R. 336, |1917] 1 W.W.R. 974.
Libel on slander.

The fact that the Trial Judge in an ac
tion claiming damages for maliciously writ
ing and publishing a libellous letter did not 
define malice to the jury and then proceed 
in the light of such definition to submit 
the facts to them, did not make the charge 
misleading or afford ground for a new 
trial, it appearing from the summoning up 
as a whole that the judge fairly covered 
the definition and submitted the* evidence 
for the consideration of the jury and that 
nothing was said in or omitted from the 
charge that would or ought to be consid
ered as misleading.

Bligh v. Warren, 46 N.S.R. 440.
(8 HI E—250)—AS TO NEGLIGENCE.

Wherever a plaintiff seeking damages 
from a jury for injuries alleged to have 
been caused bv negligence relies on more 
than one negligent act or omission, the 
Trial Judge should impress upon the jury 
that any alleged negligence not found- will 
be taken to be negatived and that any 
negligence found, in order to avail the 
plaintiff, must also be found to have been 
a cause of the injury sustained.

Pruett v. (J.T.R. Co., 11917] 2 W.W.R. 
662.

In an action for damages for negligence, 
s. 55 of the Supreme Court Act. R.S.B.C.. 
1911. c. 58, is not complied with a charge to 
the jury which state? merely abstract prin
ciples of law; the jury must he told how 
that law should lie applied to the facts as 
the jury finds them. [Alaska Packers 
Assn. v. Spencer, 35 Can. S.C.R. 562. fol-

Jackson v. B.C. Electric R. Co., 38 D.L. 
R. 145, 24 B.C.R. 484, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
1046.
Ah TO WHAT CONSTITUTES NEGLIGENCE.

In an action for damages for an injury 
caused by alleged negligence, the verdict 
will not be set aside on the ground that 
the Trial Judge failed to instruct the jury 
as to what would, and what would not. con
stitute negligence, if counsel on the trial 
neglected to ask the judge to so instruct

Robinson -v. Haley, 42 X.B.R. 657.
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< a use of accwentb—Exhibits.

When a jury renders a verdict of apecitie 
liability against the defendant, the latter 
cannot, before the Court of Review, object 
to a part of the judge’s charge, to the ef
fect that the accident having taken place 
by the bursting of an engine, the property 
and the keeping in good order of which 
appertained to the defendants, the jury 
could come to a conclusion against him 
without iinding liability against him if 
the defendant did not shew that it was im
possible for him to avoid the accident ; as 
the verdict was not given under art. 10.14, 

(Que.), but under art. 1053. It is for 
the jury, and not the judge, to draw con
clusions from the fact that exhibits which 
could have helped the jury were not pro
duced before them.

Irwin v. G.T.R., 47 Que. S.C. 32.
(§ III E—253)—Street railways oexer-

Where, in a jury trial of an action for 
negligence against a street railway com
pany and a municipal corporation, the 
plaintiff desists from his action as against 
one of two defendants jointly sued in dam
ages and the Trial Judge thereupon modi
fies the assignment of facts to be submit
ted to the jury, no prejudice is suffered by 
the remaining defendant if the assignment 
of facts as modified allows the jury to find 
the accident was due either to the negli
gence of the plaintiff, or to that of the de
fendant or to that of neither of them.

Montreal Street R. Co. v. Conant. 7 D. 
L.R. 201. 14 Can. Rv. ( as. 305, 22 Que. K.R. 
212, 19 Rev. Leg. 71.
Collision—Presumption of negligence.

It is sound law for a judge to in-t ruct a 
jury that allowing two cars owned by the 
same company to collide is a presumption 
of negligence or fault equivalent to proof, 
and they could so lind if the company does 
not shew that it is in no way responsible.

Kazaraneky v. Montreal Tramways Co., 
48 Que. S.C. *76.
(§ III E—2(10)—ÎX CRIMINAL CASES.

ft is not misdirection for the Trial Judge 
charging the jury to speak of an admis
sion against his interest, made by the 
accused as a “confession" and to use the 
word “confession" synonymously for a 
statement against interest.

The King v. Iloo Sum. 1 D.L.R. 569. 19 
Can. Cr. Cas. 889, 5 S.L.R. 180, 20 W.L.R. 
571, 1 W.W.R. 1049.
Instruction as to corroboration of 

accomplice.
It is the duty of the Trial Judge to in

form the jury in a criminal case, in which 
the evidence of an accomplice is given on 
behalf of the prosecution, that it is inad
visable to convict on such evidence uuless 
corroborated.

R. v. Bechtel, 9 D.L.R. 652, 21 Can. Cr, 
Cas. 40, 24 W.L.R. 470.

HI E. 4364
I.X STBl CTION AS TO EXCULPATORY ADMIS-

In instructing the jury on a criminal 
trial the judge may properly direct the 
jury that it is for them to credit or uot 
the exculpatory part of the story given by 
the accused in an implicating admission 
made to a fellow prisoner in the gaol, if 
the jury consider it not to he plausible and 
that it is open to them at the same time 
to credit other portions of the admissions 
if they see fit.

R. v. lardiito, 10 D.L.R. 609, 19 Rev. 
Leg. 105.
Homicide—Instruction to jury—Pris-

OXER'S LETTER REQUESTING FALSE 
ANSWER TO INQUIRY—EXPLAINING POS
SESSION OF MONEY.

On the trial of a murder charge, the con
struction of a letter written by the accused 
and placed in evidence is for the judge, and 
not for the jury, and where the letter it
self is a request to make false statements 
in aid of his defence, the Trial Judge may 
tell the jury that they should take into 
consideration the prisoner's action in 
endeavouring to manufacture evidence to 
mislead the court by concocting the scheme 
as disclosed in his letter, to account for the 
money found on him.

R. v. Haynes, 22 D.L.R. 227, 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 101, 48 N.8.R. 133.
Instruction in criminal cask.

The jury are entitled to have the assist
ance of the presiding judge in directing 
them in a criminal case and to have the 
case put to them in such a way as to ensure 
their due appreciation ef the value of the 
evidence, but this does not necessarily re
quire that he should emphasize and elabor- 
ate the various discrepancies set up by the 
defence in regard to the evidence of the 
Crown's principal witness; the judge is to 
call attention with due care to the salient 
or essential details of the ease ami their 
liearing on the guilt or innocence of the ac
cused in such a way as to let the jury 
understand what the defence really is. [R. 
v. Finch. 12 Cr. App. R. 77. applied.]

R. v. Baugh. 33 D.L.R. 191. 28 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 146. 38 O.L.R. 669.

Where two persons are being jointly 
tried, and particularly where an order for 
a separate trial has been refused, and 
proof is offered of statements made by one 
of the accused not in the presence of the 
other and not admissible as against the 
latter, but likely to be considered by the 
jury as evidence against both unless a 
proper direction is given to them, it is er
ror in law for the Trial Judge to omit to 
give an instruction to the jury that the 
statements so sworn to have been made by 
the one accused is evidence only against 
him and not against his codefendant.

R. y. Murray and Mahoney, 38 D.L.R. 
395. 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 247, 11 A.L.R. 502, 
[1917] 2 W.W.R. 805. [See also 33 D.L. 
R. 702, 27 Can. Cr. Cae. 247, 10 A.L.R.
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275. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 401, 28 D.L.R. .172, 
25 Can. Cr. Ca*. 214, 9 A.L.R. 319, 33 W.L. 
R. 148, 9 W.W.R. 804.]
Instruction to jury—Comment on fail

ure OF ACCUSED TO TESTIFY.
Upon an appeal to the Court of Appeal 

or an application for a new trial following 
a conviction, it is not permissible for the 
accused to read affidavits for the purpose 
of shewing that the judge who presided at 
the trial had, in his charge to the jury, 
made comments upon the failure of the 
accused to testify anil so contravened the 
provision of s. 4 of the Canada Evidence 
Act. R.S.C. lftOtt, e. 145, where the Trial 
Judge has transmitted to the Court of Ap
peal a report containing his charge to the 
jury; the Court of Appeal is in such ease 
hound to accept such report as complete, 
and has no power to order the taking of 
evidence or to receive evidence for the pur- 
pose of shewing the inaccuracy or incom
pleteness of such report. [See R. v. 
Angelo. 16 D.L.R. 126, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 304, 
19 B.C.R. 261.]

Di Lena v. The King, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 
301. 24 Que. K.B. 262.
(§ III E—201 )—Inquest evidence—New

Where the judge's charge leaves It, in 
• fleet, to the jury to treat as evidence, in 
proof of the indictment for murder, the 
ilcpositions of a hostile Crown witness, 
previously taken before the coroner and 
the magistrate respectively, which are in 
contradiction to such witness's testimony 
at the trial, instead of instructing the jury 
that the previous statement, although un
der oath, could be used only to impeach the 
witness’s testimony given at the trial, a 
new trial will be ordered although no ob
jection to the charge was made by the 
accused at the trial.

R. v. Duckworth, 31 DUR. 570, 26 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 314, 37 O.L.R. 197.
Manslaughter.

On a trial for murder, if the circum
stances are such that the jury might rea
sonably infer a case of manslaughter and 
not murder in the event of their negativ
ing the defence raised, then a direction 
must he given to the jury as to manslaugh
ter and its omission is u substantial wrong, 
under Cr. Code, s. 1019, constituting 
ground for a new trial.

R. v. Jagat Singh, 28 D.L.R. 125, 25 
fan. Cr. Cas. 2*1, 21 B.C.R. 546. 32 W.L. 
R. 037, 9 W.W.R. 514.
Instructions—Evidence of accomplice— 

Corroboration.
A new trial will he granted for the fail

ure of a Trial Judge to caution the jury, 
on a trial for murder, against acting on 
the uncorroborated testimony of an accom
plice, who had already been tried and con
victed, where there was no corroborating 
evidence.

R. v. Rats, 12 D.L.R. 678, 21 Can. Cr.

Cas. 343, 6 S.L.R. 237, 24 W.L.R. 908, 4 
W.W.R. 1231.

Upon a trial of a murder charge the 
Trial Judge is justified in not submitting 
the question of manslaughter to the jury 
where there is no more than mere surmise 
or conjecture on which to rest such a find
ing.

R. v. Eberts. 7 D.L.R. 538. 47 Can. S.C.R. 
1, 3 W.W.R. 37, ‘20 Cun. Cr. Cas. 273, affirm
ing 7 D.L.R. 530, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 202, 4 
A.L.R. 310, 2 W.W.R. 542.
1N accuracy in judge’s charge—Preju-

A slight inaccuracy in the judge’s charge 
to the jury in referring to certain evidence 
as having been given at the preliminary 
inquiry whereas it was in fact given at the 
trial itself, and the depositions at the pre
liminary inquiry, were not then put in as 
evidence, but the preliminary inquiry was 
referred to in the testimony, will not con
stitute a ground for setting aside a convic
tion, where the inaccuracy could not have 
prejudicially affected the prisoner.

R. v. tlavnes, 22 D.L.R. 227, 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 10L
Reasonable doubt.

In a criminal ease it is for the jury to 
decide whether there is reasonable doubt, 
and when instructed that they should con
vict only if guilt lie shewn beyond a rea
sonable doubt, their verdict of guilty is 
not to he disturla-d on the ground that they 
might to have had a reasonable doubt if 
there was evidence from which a reason
able inference of guilt could lie made.

R. v. Greens R. V. Bosomwortb, 28 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 426.
(8 III E—263)—Instruction as to rea

sonable doubt.
In order to enable a jury to return a ver

dict against the prisoner, they must lie 
satisfied beyond any reasonable doubt of his 
guilt; this is a conviction created in their 
minds not merely as a matter of probabil
ity and if it was only an impression of 
probability their duty was to acquit. [R. 
v. White," 4 I'. & F.*384, and R. v. Kraf- 
chenko. 17 D.L.R. 244, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 277, 
applied.]

It. v. Sehurman. 19 D.L.R. 800, 23 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 305. 7 8.L.B. 269, 30 W.L.R. 56, 
7 W.W.R. 680.
Shooting with intent to murder.

Un the trial of an indictment for shoot
ing with intent to murder, it is proper that 
the jury be directed that if the evidence 
warrants, a verdict may be rendered of 
shooting with intent to maim or to do 
grievous bodily harm.

R. v. Kerr. 3 D.L.R. 720. 20 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 70, 22 Man. L.R. 353, 21 W.L.R. 652 
Murder—.Judge’s charge to jury—Com

ment on facts — Statement ignor
ing part of evidence contra.

The King v. Paul, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 219.
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IV. Findings by the court.
Conclusiveness of verdict or of court’s 

findings, see Appeal. VII L—485; VII M-— 
535.
(§ IV—265)—Kqmiaule issue as to

FRAUD IN OBTAINING PLAINTIFF'S RE-

V here an equitable issue is raised as to 
whether a release under seal pleaded by a 
defendant railway company in answer to 
plaintiff's damage claim for personal in
juries had been obtained by fraud or undue 
influence, such issue may, unless the judge 
otherwise directs, la1 tried by the judge 
without a jury ami the action dismissed on 
his finding the release binding.

Arkles v. G.T.R. Vo., 14 D.L.R. 78», 5 
O.W.N. 462, 25 O.W'.R. 456.
Correctness.

An accused person has a right where the 
trial takes place without a jury to have the 
judge’s deeision based upon a correct appre
hension of the facts proved.

R. v. O’Neil, 25 van. Cr. Cas. 323. 9 
A.L.R. 365.

Motion to set aside judgment as against 
weight of evidence refused.

McIntyre v. White. 40 X.B.R. 591.
'Hie court will not reverse the findings of 

fact made bv a Trial Judge unless it clear
ly appears lie was wrong. Appeal on the 
ground that judgment was against evidence 
dismissed.

Shaw v. Robinson, 40 X.B.R. 473.
V. Verdict or findings of jury.

A. In general.
IÇ V A—270)—Explanations bv foreman.

The oral statements of the foreman of a 
jury, explaining to the court the cause of 
an accident as found by the jury, cannot 
override the deliveratc written verdict of 
the whole jury, so as to warrant the action 
of the Trial Judge in entering judgment 
against their verdict.

Cray v. Wabash R. Co.. 28 D.L.R. 244, 
35 O.L.R. 510, 20 Can. Ry. Cas. 391.
Form—Effect given to findings.

There is no sacramental form in which 
the jury may make known its decision on 
any question, and some intelligent effect 
must he given by the court to the findings 
of jurors who are not skilled in legal 
phraseology.

Temple v. Montreal Tramways Co., 23 
D.L.R. 387, 47 Que. S.C. 121.
Discretion ah to credibility of testi-

The right of a jury to interpret the evi
dence is the same as that of the judge, and 
it may consider that the want of credibility 
in a part of the testimony of a witness 
throws doubt upon the whole remainder of 
his testimony.

G.T.R. Co. v. Brassard. 47 Que. S.C. 369. 
Questions of law—Sufficiency—Review.

The parties may, with the judge’s per
mission and consent, submit a question of

V A.

law to the jury. A verdict is in conformity 
with the evidence provided there is in the 
evidence elements justifying it. An error 
of fact made by the judge in his charge is 
not sufficient to have the verdict set aside, 
an important error of law is necessary. 
The jury being the master of the fact-., a 
Court of Appeal cannot substitute its ap
preciation for that of the jury.

Perron v. Drouin, 10 Que. I’.R. 121.
(§ V A—270)—As to cause of heath—

MEDICAL OPlNION8— l’llESl'MPT 1 ON.
In a jury trial, where damages are 

claimed for the death of a person, a verdict 
cannot be found only on medical contro
verted opinions, hut the ease is different 
where the medical evidence is supported by 
a proof of noneontested facts. The jurors 
may then render their verdict by appreciat
ing the facts and opinion of medical men, 
which they have before them. [Bnilard \. 
Montreal, 18 D.L.R. 366, 21 Rev. Leg. 58, 
distinguished.] An affirmative verdict can 
he rendered upon facts and probabilities 
only if they establish presumptions; and if 
these presumptions are strong enough to 
bring about a reasonable conviction in the 
mind of a jury, the court should not in-

Montreal Tramways Co. v. Mulhern. 26 
Que. K.B. 456. fAflirmed, 55 Can. S.C.R. 
621. 39 D.L.R. 758. J 
General verdict—Specific questions.

The law of British Columbia is that a 
jury may find a general verdict and ignore 
specific questions put to them, but if quê
tions are put to them which they answer, a 
general verdict inconsistent with the 
answers to such questions will be set aside.

Bank of Toronto v. Harrell, 3» D.L.R. 
262. 55 Can. S.C.R. 512. [1»17] 2 W.W.R. 
1149. reversing 31 D.L.R. 440, 23 B.C.R. 
202. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 813.
Damages — Mental bufferings — Rail

way—Speed at crossings.
It has been the general practice of courte 

for many years to leave in the hands of the 
jury to determine of the total amount of 
the damages suffered by the victim of an 
accident as a single amount, without re
quiring them to specify the amount of 
damages caused by the several sources of 
damages. A judge does not go beyond his 
functions in instructing the jury that they 
had no right to grant damages for mental 
sufferings, and in requiring them to con
sider this verdict so as to leave out mental 
sufferings. It is most imprudent for a ear 
on a railway track, where it crosses tracks 
running at right angles, to cross at high 
speed immediately behind another ear. The 
jury in their verdict may take into consid
eration facts which, although not specif
ically alleged in the declaration, are the 
natural consequence of the cause of the 
accident mentioned hy plaintiff.

Merry v. Montreal Tramways Co., 53 
Que. S.C. 226.
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Derailment or cab—Speed.
It U a judge's duty to examine carefully 

the jury’s verdict and to see that it is ren
dered in a legal way. So, when a jury is 
uf the opinion that the derailment <if a 
trumcar was caused by the speed at which 
ilie car was going, and included in its ver
dict the words “the too great speed," a 
ground which was not pleaded in the ac
tion, the jury, under the direction of the 
judge, may strike these words out of its 
verdict.

Fortin v Montreal Tramways Co., 04 
Que. S.C. 428.
( § V A—272)—Judge directing jury to

ANSWER QUESTIONS.
Vnder s. ($1 of the Ontario Judicature 

Vet. the judge, instead of directing the 
jury to give either a general or a special 
verdict, may direct the jury to answer any 
question* of fact stated to them by him. 
The jury's answers to the questions so stat
ed are not a verdict within the meaning of

:i0 (41 of the Act (R.N.O. 11*14, c. 00).
Rowan v. Toronto R. Co., 4.T D.L.R. 004, 

43 O.L.R. 104, atlirming 14 O.W.X. 173.
B. Retirement; conduct of jury; coer

cion ; poll.
(§ V B—270)—Criminal—Retirement of 

jury—Improper conduct of consta
ble in charge—Discretion of judge
AS TO DISCHARGE «I JURY—SECTION
non (3) Cr. Code.

Where a judge is trying a criminal case 
with a jury and it is brought .to his atten
tion, before the jury have returned their 
verdict, that the constable in charge of the 
jury has lieen present in the room with 
them for a considerable time while they 
were considering the verdict, the judge, if 
of the opinion that the disobedience of the 
constable might lead to a miscarriage of 
justice, may, under a. 959 (3), Cr. (.'ode, 
discharge the jury, or if he be of opinion 
that the accused cannot he prejudiced there
by he may allow the jury to bring in their 
verdict as though the directions of the sec
tion had been followed.

The King v. Corrigan, 40 D.L.R. 491, 31 
( an. Cr. ( as. 291, 12 S.L.R. 189. [1919] 2 
W.W.R. 81.
Jury findings — Reconsideration — Re

tirement TO JURY-ROOM.
When a jury, after mature deliberation 

in a jury-room, render* u verdict for one 
party, giving reasons therefor, and is then 
instructed by the Trial Judge, on a crucial 
point, to reconsider its verdict, such recon
sideration should take place in the privacy 
of the jury-room and not in open court.

Lowrr v. Thompson, 15 D.L.R. 463, 29 O. 
L.R. 478.

C. Sufficiency and correctness.
Effect of unqualified juror, see Jury, III—

Conclusiveness of verdict, as to injury in 
course of employment, see Master and 
Servant, V—340. *

(§ V C—280)—Explosive on road--In
jury to child—Questions to jury— 
Finding—Finality.

In an action to recover damages for in 
jury to an infant caused bv an explosive 
stick which he said he found in a tool box 
left unlocked on the roadside by the de
fendants, the jury in answer to question* 
submitted to them, found: (1) that the in 
faut plaintiff obtained the explosive tvhieli 
injured him from the defendants' box; (2a i 
that the defendants “may not have known" 
it was there; (2b) that the defendants 
ought, by the exercise of reasonable care, to 
haw known that it was there; (3) that the 
explosive was in the possession of the de 
fendants when the infant plaintiff obtained 
possession of it; (4) that the defendants 
were guilty of negligence in their cure of 
the explosive; (5) that the negligence con
sisted in not locking their tool-box; (0i 
that the defendants' negligence caused or 
contributed to the accident; (7) that the 
infant plaintiff was not guilty of any neg
ligence which caused or contributed to (lie 
accident;—The court held that the main 
question, whether the boy had obtained the 
explosive from the defendants' tool-box, was 
a question for the jury, their finding could 
not he disturlied, and that judgment was 
properly entered for the plaintiff on the 
findings.

Gerard v. Ottawa Gas Co., 43 D.L.R. 447, 
43 O.L.R. 264.
Injury to person by machine-gun—Shell 

EXPLODED BY TRESPASSER—(lUN USED 
AT FAIR GROUNDS IN CHARGE OF Mil l 
TARY OFFICER—COMMITTEE OF CITIZENS 
PROCURING DISPLAY OF GUN TO AID RE
CRUITING— Liability for injury — 
Findings of fact of Trial Judge- 
Damages—Suggested case for com
pensation out ok public money.

Le Groulx v. Kerr, 14 O.W.X. 140. 
Sufficiency and correctness—Damages.

In a personal injury case where the jury 
award of general damages at $15,000 is 
attacked us excessive and the evidence 
shews that the injuries sustained were un
usually severe, the award will not In* di-- 
turlied where it stands the test that twelve 
reasonable men might reas<mahly find the 
damages at that amount. A jury cannot 
award as special damages an amount great 
er than the amount claimed, unless the 
pleadings are amended so as to cover the 
larger amount. [Clmttell v. Daily Mail 
Publishing Co.. 18 T.L.R. 165. applied.]

Staats v. C.P.R. Co.. 17 D.L.R. 309. 17 
Can. Rv. Cas. 38, 7 8.L.R. 184 . 27 W.L.R. 
627, 6 W.W.R. 401.
Evidence to support.

When the meaning to he given to the 
finding of the jury is that the leaving of one 
of the gates at a railway crossing open was 
an invitation to the driver of a truck that 
lie might safely cross the tracks, and where 
there is evidence to support this finding and
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»iIso a finding against contributory negli
gence-, the findings will not be disturbed.

Armstrong Cartage & Warehouse Co. v. 
G.'T.R. Co.. 43 D.L.R. 122, 42 O.L.R. «60. 23 
Can. Ry. Cas. 264.
RECONSIDERATION---SUBSTITUl CD A NSW KB.

When it appears to the Trial Judge from 
the answers brought in by the jury that a 
i omt, has not been made clear to them, the 
judge may further instruct the jury and 
send them hack to reconsider their answer 
to one of the questions, and upon the re
turn of the jury with a substituted answer 
to such question may properly receive and 
act on the substituted answer.

Dow son v. Toronto & York Radial R. Co.. 
43 D.L.R. 377, 43 O.L.R. 158.
Finding of jury—Sufficiency—Incoxsis-

IneonsisteneioH in the finding of a jury 
are not fatal unless so self-destructive that 
mme of the effective findings can stand.

Dunlop v. Canada Foundry Co., 12 D.L.R. 
701, 28 O.L.R. 140, affirming* 2 D.L.R. 887. 4 
« i.W.N. 701.
Answers of jury—Sufficiency to sustain 

verdict.
An electric railway company is not en

titled to the verdict on an answer of a 
jury, under proper instruction ns to the 
duty of the company, in an action against 
it for injuries caused by the heaping up of 
snow by defendant company when removing 
same from its tracks, where the answer was 
to the effect that such accumulation of snow 
caused or contributed to the plaintiff’s in
jury, although there was no express finding 
that the snow was negligently left in the 
highway, since the answer was sufficient to 
shew that the conduct of the defendant was 
inconsistent with due care, and that, the 
snow was not levelled to a uniform depth 
as required by R.S.N.8. 1000, c. 71, s. 194.

W right v. Piotou County Klee. Co., 11 
D.L.R. 443. 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 304, 47 X.S.R. 
166. 13 K.L.R. 47.

Where questions are left to the jury in 
a negligence action and some of the ques
tions are answered, but the jury disagree 
as to the answers to other material ques
tions. and therefore omit to answer them, 
there must lie a new trial as to the whole 
case in like manner as if the jury had not 
agreed upon any of the questions.

Emerson v. Cook, 5 D.L.R. 232, 3 O.W.N. 
968.

The verdict of a jury will not be dis- 
tnrbed if it was one that reasonable men 
might have found, even though the Trial 
Judge was of a different opinion. [Metro
politan R. Co. v. Wright, 11 A.C. 152; Cox 
v. English S. & A. Bank, [1005] A.C. 168, 
applied.]

Waterous Engine Works v. Keller, 1 D. 
L.R. 880, 4 A.L.R. 77, 20 W.L.R. 82, 1 W. 
W.R. 602.

In an action by the administratrix of a 
railway section man for damages for his 
death through being struck by a train

which was running on the left-hand track 
contrary to custom because of an accident 
on the right-hand track, the negligence 
found by the jury against the railway in 
not providing a headlight while running 
in a dense fug will, if supported hv evi
dence, he sufficient to sustain the verdict, 
although joined in the finding with one not 
supported by the evidence that the railway 
company was negligent in not having 
switched the train to the right-hand track.

Graham v. G.T.R. Co.. 1 D.L.R. 564. 25 
D.L.R. 420, 10 Can. Rv. Cas. 232. 20 O.W.R. 
065.
(§ V C—281 )—Specific finding on one 

ground of negligence only.
Where several grounds of negligence are 

alleged, and the jury make a finding on 
one only, the allegations in the other 
grounds are negatived by implication.

McEachen v. G.T.R. Co.. 2 D.L.R. 588, 3 
O.W.N. 628, 21 O.W.R. 187.
I § V C—285)—In civil cases.

Where an action lias been twice tried 
with a jury, and upon the second trial the 
jury have found in favour of the same 
party, but have reduced the damages, a 
third trial will not be ordered merely be
cause the findings of the jury at the second 
trial are contrary to what the Appellate 
Court regards as the weight of evidence, if 
there is some evidence upon which the ver
dict can be sustained.

Zufelt v. C.P.R. Co., 7 D.L.R. 81. 4 O.W. 
N. 39.
Death — General finding — Negativing 

negligence.
A general finding by a jury in an action 

for negligence causing the death of a work
man by the fall of lumber which he was en
gaged in removing, that the death war not 
caused by the negligence of the defendant, 
thereby sufficiently covers any allegation of 
negligence in the action, rendering it unnec
essary for them to make more specific find
ings as to whether tlA» accident was caused 
by the negligence of defendant’s employees 
or tlie defective condition of the plant.

Vrsulan v. Foley, 27 D.L.R. 240, 50 N.S. 
R. 21.
Conclusiveness of verdict—Negligence.

The court should not interfere with the 
verdict of a jury in an action for damages 
for injuries resulting from negligence where 
there is some evidence to support their find
ings, even though their findings and answers 
upon questions submitted to them ns to neg
ligence and contributory negligence may not 
appear altogether complete and satisfactory.

Jaroshinsky v. G.T.R. Co., 31 D.L.R. 531, 
37 O.L.R. 111.
Misdirection—Miscarriage.

When the finding of a jury is not reason
able upon the facts, and it is apparent that 
a miscarriage of justice has taken place 
owing to the jury not thoroughly under
standing the points put to it, because it has
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not been sufficiently instructed by the Trial 
Judge, the verdict will be set aside.

Jackson v. B.C. Electric R. Co.. 38 D.L.R. 
145, 24 B.C.R. 484, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 1046.
\ i.RDICT AGAINST EVIDENCE—CLAIM AND 

COUNTERCLAIM — JUDGMENT — 1‘LEAD-
i no— Estoppel.

In an action to recover certain live stock, 
which the defendant had removed from a 
farm, which the plaintiff had leased, togeth
er with the farm, to the defendant, the dé
nudant admitted the removal of the stock, 
luit claimed to have substituted other stock 
nf ecjual value. On the trial the judge di
rected the jury that the defendant had no 
light to remove the stock and substitute 
• 'titer stock instead, even though such sub- 
-tituted stock was of eijiial or greater value 
than that removed. Notwithstanding this 
direction, the jury found the stock removed 
belonged to the defendant. Held, ( 1 > that 
the finding should lie set aside as against 
evidence, and perverse (2) that as estoppel 
had not been pleaded or raised on the trial 
it was not open to the defendant to contend, 
on the motion to set aside the verdict or for 
a new trial, that the plaintiff by his conduct 
allowed the defendant to assume that he 
could substitute stock for that removed, and 
was estopped from claiming title to the 
stock removed.

Rush v. Clark, 45 N.B.R. .103.
Condition of machinery—Review on ap-

An expression in a jury’s verdict that 
" machines were defective," or “machines 
«ere not in first class condition,” have the 
-ame meaning. When the evidence upon 
’he defectiveness of a machine is contra
dictory, jurymen may reasonably reach the 
'•inclusion that the machine was in bad 
condition, and one cannot say that any 
other verdict, should have been given. Be- 
-Iiles. a Court of Appeal ought not, in such 
circumstances, to change a verdict.

Montreal Ammunition Co. v. Parent, 27 
Que. K.B. 558.
Negligence—Cause of death.

Where there is no proper evidence of 
direct causal negligence, the verdict of a 
jury that the accident was caused by “a 
’rog not properly packed,” without "indi
cating how the want of packing was the 
cause of death, cannot he sustained.

Ryan v. C.P.R. Co., 32 D.L.R. 372, 37 
O.L.R. 543.
Compromise verdict—Action by husband 

and wife — Negligence — Appeal — 
New trial.

The plaintiffs, husband and wife, sued the 
defendant for damages arising from a col 
lision upon a highway of the husband’s 
'■"ggy with the defendant’s automobile, the 
l"iggy having been smashed and the wife 
personally injured. The jury found ‘ slight'" 
negligence on the part of the defendant, 
awarded the husband $125 (the amount of 
his actual outlay occasioned by the defend
ant’s negligence), and the wife nothing.

Held, on appeal from a judgment in ac
cordance with the jury's findings, that the 
finding against the wife could not, upon 
the evidence, lie allowed to stand; that it 
was not a case in which the Appellate Court 
should itself assess the damages under s. 
27 (21 of the Judicature Art, R.S.O. 1914. c. 
56; that the finding of negligence should 
not lie rco|iened; that there should lie a new 
trial, confined to the ascertainment of the 
quantum of damages to both plaintiffs; and 
that the defendant should pay the costs of 
the appeal in any event. The verdict ap
peared to have been the result of a com
promise of the jurors—some being in favour 
of a verdict for the defendant, hut agreeing 
to a verdict for the one plaintiff, if the 
damages were assessed at his actual money 
lop». The plaintiffs should have objected 
to the verdict when it was announced; if 
they had done so, the appeal might hate 
been unnecessary.

Doan v. Neff. 38 O.L.R. 216.
Jury—Prejudice—Improper course taken

BY COUNSEL AT SECOND TRIAL OF ACTION
—Verdict for small sum—Perverse 
verdict—Application for new trial 
•—Refusal of court to order third 
trial—Costs.

Cage v. Reid, 13 O.W.N. 229.
CONI LUSIVENENS OF VERDICT.

The court will not interfere with the ver
dict of a jury unless it be one which could 
not reasonably be returned.

Montreal v. Turgeon, 26 Que. K.B. 406. 
Poll—Notice of action—Force majeure 

—New trial.
In a trial bv jury where there ie an as

signment of facts the verdict should lie 
returned by at least nine of the jurors and 
-hnuld be special, explicit and articulated 
upon each fact submitted, and should bear 
upon all the points in issue. When the 
reply to a question whether or not the plain
tiff had been prevented by force majeure 
from giving the notice of action required 
by statute is answered in the affirmative by 
-even jurors and in the negative by five, 
it constitutes ground for ordering a new

Desautele v. Montreal Light, Heat * 
Power Vo., 51 Que. S.C. 458.
Common fault — Non appropriation of 

damages—New trial.
The verdict of a jury in an action for 

damages brought by a widow and her 
children under art. 1056 C.C. (Que.) which 
awards a lump sum of $3,000, without fix 
ing the portion which should go to the 
wife and which to each of the children, is 
illegal, and a new trial will he ordered. 
The -ame is the ease when a verdict admits 
common fault and does not establish the 
proportion of fault for each of the par-

Monette v. Wright, 48 Que. 8.C. 294.
'§ V C—286) — Special findings—Verdict 

—Negligence.
The finding of a jury in a railway per-
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Htmal injury vase that the defendant rail
way company was guilty of negligence in 
“nonobaervance of rules in going through a 
vlowd switch,” does not necessarily refer 
to the company's printed book of rules, put 
in as evidence by the plaintiff, but may be 
supported as referring to a rule of operation 
to that effect proved by oral testimony as 
governing the conduct of employees, al
though not emliodied in the printed rule-

Stâats v. C.P.K. Co., 17 D.L.R. 309. 17 
('an. Rv. ('as. 38. 7 K.L.R. 184, ‘27 W.L.R. 
«27. « W.W.R. 401.
Verdict—Speui u. finding—Vagueness.

A verdict (Inding the defendant street 
railway company negligent in the words 
“carelessness in handling the car" is too 
vague upon which to give a judgment in an 
action by a passenger for injuries sustained 
by the door of the car closing upon the pas
senger’s hand: a more specific finding is 
necessary to establish liability on the basis 
of the car having been run at too high a 
speed and so jolted as to cause the door 
to close suddenly.

McGovern v. Montreal Street R. Co., 12 
D.LR. «28, 1» Rev. Ia»g. 356.
Number ok jurors—.Specific findings.

Under the provisions that on trial of is
sues of fact in civil actions the verdict of if 
or more out of 12 jurors shall he the ver
dict of the jury (R.S.M. 1913, c. 1081, it 
is essential that when specific questions are 
answered the same 9 or more jurors shall 
agree in the answers. There is no statutory 
provision I in Manitoba ) for asking specific 
questions, though it has licen practised, and 
its legality is doubtful.

Risk v. C.lVR. Co., 31 D.L.R. 7H0, [1917]
1 W.W.R. 652.
.Furor under age.

At the trial of a civil action, a verdict 
rendered by 11 jurors, the twelfth being 
a minor, is null. The fact that neither of 
the parties made objection to the presence 
of the minor juror does not render the jury 
competent, because there can be no ac-- 
quiescence in a matter which is against pub
lic policy.

Myers v. Montreal, 50 Que. S.C. 120. 
Xegliolm e— Findings.

In a trial by jury, where there has been 
an assignment of facts, the verdict must be 
special, explicit and distinct as to each fact 
submitted. The jury must specify wherein 
consists the fault of the party whom it finds 
responsible for an accident ; it is not suffi
cient for them to answer that this party 
ought to have taken greater precautions. 
A fault does not determine the responsibil
ity of the party against whom it is found 
except in so far as it has been the cause 
of the accident or has contributed to it.

Davis v. Julien, 25 Que. K.B. 35.
(8 V C—288)—Negligence — Inconsis

tency OF FINDINGS.
Where the actions of a jury plainly im

ports that they have treated the defendants

in a negligence case as "insurers" of the 
safety of pedestrians, and award damage* 
to the plaintiff after having failed to agree 
that the defendants were guilty of negli
gence. the defendants are entitled to judg-

Mackenzie v. B.C. Electric Co., 21 B.C.R. 
375, 8 W.W.R. 956.
(8 V C—290)—Verdict not judgment—

A verdict itself is not a “judgment for 
the defendant" in terms of Cr. Code, s. 
I«45; but the order of the court directing 
the defendant's discharge and made in the 
enforcement of the jury's verdict of not 
guilty is a “judgment" for the defendant 
upon which an order may be made against 
the private prosecutor for payment of costs 
in a criminal prosecution for defamatory 
libel. [R. v. Blackley, 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 405, 
approved.]

R. v. Fournier; Martin v. Fournier. 28 
D.L.R. 379, 25 Can. Cr. Gas. 430, 25 Que. 
K.B. 550.
In criminal cases.

Upon a trial for murder, upon a request 
for a charge of man-daughter upon the 
alleged ground that the accused shot the 
deceased while “in the heat of passion 
caused by sudden provocation," the 
charge was properly refused where noth
ing was said in the evidence as to tlie'ac 
(•used having been aroused to a heat of pas
sion and the circumstances were, in the 
view most favourable to the defendant: 
( 1 ) That he was on the scene with the 
criminal intent to steal; (2) that he be
lieved the deceased to he a secret police ofti 
cor; (3l that the only provocation sug
gested by the defence was that such officer 
came up to the accused at a place where 
he was lurking under circumstances justi
fying suspicion and thereupon pointed a 
pistol toward him and told him “to go 
to hell."

R. v. Eberts, 7 D.L.R. 538, 47 Can. S.C.K. 
1, 20 Can. Cr. ('as. 273, 3 W.W.R. 37, af
firming 7 D.L.R. 530. 4 A.L.R. 310, 20 
Can. Cr. ('as. 262. 2 W.W.R. 542. 
Conviction — Quashing by Appellate

A conviction under s. 355 Cr. Code will be 
(plashed where the evidence does not shew 
that the person who receives the money is a 
person who stands in the relation of a|i 
agent to the person to whom he is to pay 
or account, but shews that he is a person 
who. by virtue of some contract under which 
there are mutual obligations, is under an 
obligation arising out of the contract to pay 
or account.

R. v. Mackey. 40 D.L.R. 37. 29 Can. Cr. 
('as. 194, 14 A.L.R. 182. [1918] 1 W.W.R.
946.
"Guilty without his knowledge.”

Knowledge is not an ingredient of the 
offence created by a. 490 (b) Cr. Code; a
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verdict by the jury of “guilty without his 
knowledge" is iu effect a verdict of guilty.

The King v. Newcoinbe, 40 D.L.R. 85, 
il X.S.R. 85. 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 249.

D. Amendment oh correction.
(§ V L)—295 >—.Ivrt—Form of verdict— 

FVBTHKR DELIBERATIONS—CHANGE OF 
VERDICT—MISDIRECTION BY JVDOE—XeW

While the Trial Judge may guide the jury 
n the matter or form of their verdict, he 

«Imiild not send them out further for de
liberation* once their decision ia in form 
with the law, with the view of having them 
vliange the substance of their return: *uch 
max constitute a mistriaI and ground for 
ijiiashing the verdict.

l-lcurquin v. Pilon, 20 D.L.R. «79, 45 
Que. 8.C. 203.
• Actual malice* distinct from “improp-

KR MOTIVE."
W here, in an action for malicious pros

ecution, preliminary question* were tirât 
•uhmitted to the jury, on whose answers 
the Trial Judge found want of reasonable 
and probable cau*e, and then submitted 
the general question, whereupon the jury 
brought in a verdict for plaintiff, but 
added that there was "no attempt at 
malice on the part of the defendant.” the 
jury should be asked to reconsider the ver
dict so a* to clear up the inconsistency, 
and for this purpose a further question 
may lie submitted as to whether the de
fendant wa* actuated by any “improper 
motive" in laying the charge; and upon 
answering the latter question in the af- 
lirmative the plaintiff is entitled to judg
ment for the amount of the verdict.

Morrison v. Wilson, 16 D.L.R. 852, 28 W. 
L.R. 202, reversing 14 D.L.R. 815.
Weight of evidence.

All possible weight should be given to the 
verdict of a jury, but, when viewing the 
-asp from every standpoint, it appears that 
the verdict ia against the weight of evidence, 
and the verdict as rendered is such as could 
not reasonably have been found, such ver
dict may la* set aside and judgment entered 
in accordance with the weight of evidence.

Hallett v. Bank of Toronto, 43 D.L.R. 
115, 46 X.B.R. 62.

E. Remittitur—Setting aside.
IS V K—30411—Reasonableness.

An Appellate Court will not set aside a 
verdict which reasonable men could have 
given on the evidence adduced.

Lancaster v. Halifax Electric Tram
way Vo., 33 D.L.R. 306. 60 N.8.R. 380.

After a judgment of the Court of Ap
peal has been perfected allowing an ap
peal and reversing a judgment of the Trial 
< ourt in favour of the plaintiff, in an ac
tion for negligently causing the death of 
his son, based both upon Lord Campbell's 
Act and the Employers* Liability Act 
(B.C.), on the ground that no negligence

on the part of the defendant bad been 
►hewn, the court cannot remit it to the 
Trial Court for assessment of compensa
tion under the provisions of the Work
men's Compensation Art, notwithstanding 
it might have done *o had leave been 
.asked before the perfection of such judg-

McCormiek v. Kellihcr. 4 D.L.R. 657, 21 
W.L.R. 542. 2 W.W.R. 655.

Upon a motion by the common defend
ants in four actions, each brought by a 
different plaintiff, for an order consolidat
ing the four actions, or for staying three 
of them until after the trial and the final 
disposition of one, where the actions in
volved distinct issues, though each was 
based upon the same «.tuse. it was prop
erly directed that the actions should all 
be set down together for hearing in order 
that the Trial Judge could take steps to 
prevent the repetition of any evidence com
mon to all four actions, if there were such.

Kuula v. Moose Mountain, 5 D.L.R. 814, 
20 O.L.R. 332, 22 O.W.R. «4.
When kkfi heu—I ear eh supported bt kvv

Where the Trial Judge during the trial of 
an action, in his directions to the jury, pre
sents the issues fully to them, .'iml where 
the evidence supports it, the verdict of the 
jury should not lie disturlied.

(’reveling v. Canadian Bridge Co., 21 
D.L.R. 662. 51 Can. S.C.R. 216. 8 W.W.R. 
619, reversing 20 D.L.R. 528, 20 B.C.R. 
137, 28 W.L.R. 906, 6 W.W.R. 906 
Defective notice no ground for betting

Where a defective notice has been given 
under a law compelling a notice of injury 
(with a full detailed statement of sucii 
damages) to be given within a certain peri
od before commencement of action, a de
fendant may. by preliminary exceptions, 
delay the trial until proper notice has been 
given, but, after the action has been tried 
on its merits, sueli defective notice will not 
be a ground for setting aside the verdict 
where no prejudice has lieen proven.

Temple v. Montreal Tramways Co., 23 
D.1-.R. 587. 47 Que. 8. C. 121.
Admission of cumulative evidence.

If evidence ia admitted by way of re
buttal which is cumulative and not proper
ly rebuttal testimony, despite the objec
tion of the opposing counsel, he Ivtving an 
opportunity to produce further evidence to 
meet the evidence so admitted, such evi
dence should be accepted as part of the 
case upon which to decide a motion to set 
aside the verdict.

Robinson v. Haley, 42 N.B.R. 657. 
Excehhive damages.

Application to set aside a verdict on the 
grounds of excessive damages, dismissed 
as the damages were not manifestly so un
reasonable that no body of twelve men 
could have honestly given such a sum, and 
it had not been shewn that, in arriving at
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the amount, the jury took into considera
tion something which they ought not to 
have taken or failed to take into considera
tion something which they ought to have 
taken, and this even though the amount of 

rthe damages awarded indicated that the 
jury did not properly appreciate the eon- 
-iderations on which they had to assess 
these damages.

Jackaon v. C.P.R. Co., 9 W W.R. «49. 
affirming 24 D.L.R. 380. !• A.L.R. 137, 8 
W.W.R. 1043, 31 W.L.R. 726.
Reopening case—New evidence.

Subsequent to the trial, but before judg
ment therein, the defendants applied to re
open the trial in part and for leave to in
troduce in evidence a certain agreement in 
writing that at the trial the defendants had 
failed to produce and in respect of which 
the Trial Judge declined to allow secondary 
•evidence. Held, on this motion, that in .a 
proper case the Trial Judge may in his 
discretion, until judgment has been deliv
ered, reopen the trial, but that such dis
cretion should be exercised only with the 
greatest care, and that it would be open
ing too wide a door to permit a party after 
practically learning tint the (hiding of the 
court was adverse to him on the facts (as 
in the present ease ) to seek to supplement 
his proof by the production of documents 
which he should and well knew he should, 
have had at the trial.

Calder v. International Harvester Co., 11 
SLR. 244, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 905 
<§ V E—301)—Re ARGUMENT AFTER TRIAL 

—Objection that statute or frauds
NOT l’ROFKRLY PLEADED RAISED FOR
first time — Amendment of pi.kad-

Frith v. Alliance Investment Co., 10 
D.L.R. 765. 6 A.L.R. 197, 4 W.W.R. 88. 
23 W.W.R. 830, affirming 5 D.L.R. 491. 4 
A.L.R. 238, 20 W.L.R. 551, 1 W.W.R. 907. 
Criminal trial—Evidence—Verdict.

Evidence making a prima facie ease for 
the Crown in a criminal prosecution, if un
answered and believed by the jury, is suf
ficient to support a conviction of the per
son accused.

Girvin v. The King. 45 Can. S.C.R. 167. 
Criminal trial—Instruction of Jury- 

Hurrying THE VERDICT.
The King v. Ventricini, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 

183.
Verdict—Irrelevant facts.

Tmttier v. Deschenes, 40 Que. 8.C. 355. 
VI. Notice of trial; preliminary proceed

ings; expediting.
(§ VI—320)—Notice of trial.

A notice of trial is irregular unless the 
pleadings are closed as to all parties in
cluding a codefendant not' served with 
the statement of claim within the time

fdescribed for service. [Ambroise v. Eve- 
vn. L.R. Il Ch. D. 769. followed ]

Sellick v. Selkirk, 1 D.L.R. 607, 22 Man. 
L.R. 323, 1 W.W.R. 1090.

Obder postponing trial—Obligation to 
go to trial at adjourned sittings.

Where the plaintiff obtains an order of 
the Trial Judge for a postponement until 
the next term, he is bound, under the Nova 
Scotia practice, to go to trial at that term, 
and his failure so to do may constitute 
ground for dismissal.

Bucklev v. Fillmore, 15 D.L.R. 307, 47
N. S.R. 493.
Notice of trial — Time for giving — 

Amendment of statement of claim.
Where, after a cause is at issue, the 

plaintiff's statement of claim is amended 
under an order, 2 Manitoba K.B. r. 301 
prevents the giving of notice of trial until 
ten days after service of an amended state
ment of defence. [Brown v. Telegram 
Printing Co.. 21 Man. HR. 775, followed.]

Pitura v. Haney, 14 D.L.R. 392, 23 Man. 
L.R. 753. 5 W.W.R. 450, 25 W.L.R. 841. 
order to expedite—Plaintiff not in de- 

FAUL1 -Rui F 248.
McIntosh v. Grimshaw, 1 D.L.R. 923, 3

O. W.N. 848.
Postponement—Change of venue—Cox. 

Kin. 529 (D) —- Convenience — 
Foreign com mission—Costs.

Irwin v. Stephens, 1 D.L.R. 916, 3 
O.W.N. 805.
Motion to expedite — Jurisdiction of 

Master in Chambers — Plaintiffs 
NOT IN DEFAULT.

Campliell v. Sovereign Bank, 3 D.L.R. 
mi;.. 22 O.WJL I"-".
Computation of time—Transfer of ac-

Where the time for setting down for trial 
and the giving notice of trial has begun to 
run prior to the action being transferred 
from a District Court (Sask. ) to the Su 
preine Court, such time will count as part 
of the time within which the action will 
have to lie set down for trial in the 
Supreme Court.

Boll v. Montgomery, 23 D.L.R. 319. 
Notice of trial—Jury sittings—Non

jury sittings—Rule 246—Practice.
Betlmne v. Biggar, 9 O.W.N. 116.

Time for serving.
Rule 706 provides that service of any 

notice effected after one p. m. on a Satur 
day shall he deemed to have been effected 
on* the following Monday:—Held, that a 
notice of trial served by the plaintiffs on 
Saturday March 7 at two p. m.. for a 
sittings beginning on March 17 was not 
sufficient, although the plaintiff attempted 
to effect service lief ore one on the same day. 
but found the defendant’s solicitor's office 
locked up; and the Master Ivad no juris
diction to order that the service should be 
validated as of Saturday, nor to require 
the defendant to take short notice of trial: 
but an order should be made allowing the 
plaintiffs to serve notice of trial for the 
sittings of the court commencing ou Mardi 
17, with the proviso that the action should
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not be tried until after the expiration of 
ten days from the service of the notice; 
and that the plaintiffs should pay the de
fendant's costs of the plaintiffs application 
for relief. [Baxter v. Holdsworth [1899] 
1 Q.B. 266, followed.]

Securities Corp. v. Hamilton, 27 W.L.R. 
634.
Time for—Computation—New rule 248.

Heaiey-Page-Chaffons v. Bailey, 5 O.W.N. 
113, 2ô O.W.R. 75.
Inscription ex parte—Intervention not

CONTESTED—GARNISHMENT AFTER JUDG
MENT— C.C.P. 222, 534.

The plaintiff in an ex parte case need 
give only one day’s notice to the defendant, 
because the latter has no evidence to pre
pare; hut the defendant cannot do the 
same, seeing that the plaintiff would not 
have time to summon his witnesses ami 
prepare his case. The defendant not being 
able to inscribe a case ex parte, neither can 
the plaintiff inscribe ex parte upon an in
tervention which he did not contest, see
ing that he becomes defendant with respect 
to this action. But, if he has caused a 
irarnishment to issue after judgment, he 
- an continue the proceedings on the gar
nishment. ,

Tremblay v. Tremblay, 15 Que. P.R. 313. 
The causes which may lie placed on the 

apecial roll are those in which the plaintiff 
lias only to ask for judgment without argu
ment or evidence.

Maher v. Birchenough, 15 Que. P.R. 16. 
Designation of different peace of trial 

IN STATEMENT of claim.
Crosby v. Yarmouth Elec. Co., 8 E.L.R. 

542.
Order to proceed to trial—Notice of 

setting down, as well as to stay
TRIAL UNTIL AFTER SIMILAR CASE IS 
HEARD BY PRIVY COUNCIL—CON. RULES 
396, 398.

Stavert v. Barton: Stavert v. Macdonald, 
3 O.W.N. 348, 20 O.W.R. 597.
Motion to set aside—Omission to name 

PLACE OF TRIAL IN STATEMENT OF

Turcotte v. Finkelstein, 18 O.W.R. 912. 
Executor de son tort—Sale of assets— 

Purchaser in good faith—Conver
sion.

Pickering v. Thompson, 24 O.L.R. 378, 
19 O.W.R. 697.
Vin. Trial of several actions, different 

plaintiffs, common defendant.
(§ VIII—340)—Different plaintiffs, de

fendant.
Where a settlement between the parties 

is pleaded in bar to the action and the 
remaining issues would involve the taking 
of depositions under commission in a dis
tant country at very large expense, the 
court will exercise its discretionary power

to order a preliminary trial of the issue 
as to the agreement of settlement alleged.

Northern Crown Bank v. National Matzo 
* Biscuit Co., 1 D.L.R. 376, 3 O.W.N. 517, 
20 O.W.R. 897.
Suspension and joinder of proceedings— 

When they can be made—C.C.P. 291, 
292.

A joinder of cases can only he ordered 
when hotli are ready for trial; the adjudi
cation of neither action can he delayed by 
the other. The court has no power to order 
the suspension of proceedings in a case 
ready for trial when another case is not 
even returned into court, although there is 
connexity in the causes of said actions.

Queen City Realty Co. v. Massicotte, 15 
Que. P.R. 289.
(§ VIII—341)—Application fob direc

tion THAT TWO ACTIONS be TRIED TO
GETHER—Evidence common to both— 
Jury notice in one only.

Rogers v. Walmupitae Power Co., 4 O.W. 
N. 1489, 24 O.W.R. 760.
(§ VIII—3451— Dangerous works—Joint

TORTFEASORS—JUDGMENT AGAINST ON* 
OF SEVERAL PERSONS BENI'ON.MULE Fl»H 
DAMAGES—Bar TO ACTION.

Longmore v. McArthur, 43 Can. S.C.R 
640.

IX. Preliminary questions of law.
(§ IX—350) — Preliminary law qver-

An application to dispose of a prelim
inary question of law in an action should 
not be entertained as to one of several de
fendants unless the question to be so heard 
would dispose of the action as regards the 
applicant or would decide some important 
principle involved in the action. [Gardiner 
v. Biot toy, 15 Man. L.R. 364, applied, j

Arenowsky v. Veitch, 14 D.L.R. 304, 23 
Man. L.R. 765, 25 W.L.R. 658, 6 W N R. 
260.

Leave to set a case down for a prelim
inary hearing upon points of law raised 
by the pleadings will not be granted where 
the decision on such points of law would in 
effect only settle the question of the onus 
of proof, in view of the avowal by the party 
who would be affected by an adverse deci
sion that, in such event, he would apply 
to amend his pleading and take issue upon 
the facts which upon such preliminary 
hearing would have been taken as admitted. 
[National Trust Co. v. Dominion Copper 
Co., 14 B.C.R. 190, applied ]

Crosbie v. Prescott, 6 D.L.R. 529, 17 B.C. 
R. 199, 21 W.L.R. 269.
Preliminary trial of issue of law—Re

fusal OF ORDER FOB CONVENIENCE— 
Expense—Delay.

Anderson v. Canada Furniture Manufac
turers, 9 O.W.N. 32.
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STATED CASE — Co MB ACT — STATUTE OF 

Frauds—Refusal to entertain case 
—Determination ok case not deci
sive of action—Rule 126—Judica
ture Act, h. 32 (2).

Constable v. Russell, 7 O.W.N. 746.
X. Publicity.

(§ X—360)—Suspension of proceedings 
—Conditions necessary—Case pend
ing in review—C.C.P. 291, 292.

In order that the suspension of a ease in 
the Superior Court may be "ranted for 
the reason that there is an identical ease 
in the Court of Review, the two eases must 
lie between the same parties and of the 
-ame nature. When one asks for raneellu- 
tion of rent, with damages, and the other 
lor cancellation only, the eases will not be 
suspended.

Messier v. Seneca I, 15 Que. P.R. 425.
(§ X—400) — Hearing in camera in

SPECIAL CASES.
An order for a trial in camera should not 

be made in an action for annulment of mar
riage. [Scott v. Scott, 11913] A.C. 417 ; 
Daubnev v. Cooper. 10 B. & C. 237, 109 
Eng. R. 438, applied.

Reid v. AuII, 16 D.L.R. 766, 5 O.W.N. 
964.

TROLLEY.
See Street Railways.

TROVER.
1 Right of action.

a. in general.
b. Conversion : what constitutes.
c. Demand; tender.

II. Liability ; defenses; effect of suit
OB RECOVERY.

See Detinue.
Acquiring goods from conditional pur

chaser as conversion, see Sale, 1 C—15.
I. Right of action.

A. In general.
(8 T A—1)—By administrator—Seizure 

of chattel during intestate's i.ife-

Where a wrongful seizure under execu
tion had been made under defendant’s direc
tion of an automobile in the possession of 
the decedent who would not have made use 
of same nor derived any lienefit from its 
possession, and the automobile is after
wards returned undamaged to the .admin
istrator of the deceased owner on the seiz
ure being held to be illegal, no cause of 
action survives to the administrator tor the 
mere detention during the period prior to 
the decedent’s death, nor does a cause of ac
tion arise in favour of the administrator 
for such detention for the period between 
the decedent’s death intestate and the date 
of the grant of letters of administration.

Day v. Horton, 14 D.L.R. 763, 23 Man. 
T..R. 623, 26 W.L.R. 72, 5 W.W.R. 751.

Recovery for conversion not alleged.
Where, without alleging a conversion, 

damages are claimed for a wrongful deten
tion of chattels, and a conversion i* clearly 
shewn, the defendant, when not taken by 
surprise, inav be held liable for the con
version where his liability in that form 
would not exceed that, for which he could 
be held in detinue.

McCutcheon v. Johnson, 13 D.L.R. 41, 23 
Man. L.R. 659, 24 W.L.R. 868.
Con version—Finding of jewelry by mill- 

hand in rubbish—Ownership of.
Buell v. Foley, 26 O.W.R. 177.

(g I A—41—Possessory rights—Action 
by disseisee.

A person possessed of goods as his prop
erty lias a good title as against every 
stranger and that one who takes them from 
him having no title in himself, is a wrong
doer and cannot defend himself by shewing 
that there was title in some third person, 
for as against a wrongdoer possession is 
title.

Dutton v. C.X.R. Co., 23 D.L.R. 43, 26 
Man. L.R. 493. 31 W.L.R. 367. [Allirmed 
except as to damages, 30 D.L.R. 250. 26 
Man. L.R. 493. 21 t an. Rv. t as. 294. 10 
W.W.R. 1000. 34 W.L.R. 881.]
(§ I A—51—Sale of goods—Accounting 

for goods received — Conversion — 
Damages — Counterclaim — Costs 
—Indemnity.

Prozeller t. Wilton. 17 O.W.N. 125.
B. Conversion-, what constitutes.

(8 1 B—10)—Sale iiy wrongdoer — As
sumpsit—Waiver of conversion.

Where one wrongfully takes possession of 
another’s property and sells and collects 
the price of it. the rightful owner may 
waive the wrongful '-(inversion and treat, 
the wrongdoer as his agent and sue in 
assumpsit for money had and received.

Whitchelo v. Colvin. 10 D.L.R. 035. 6 
S.L.R. 214. 23 W.L.R. 542, 3 W.W.R 1135.

The placing of a lock upon the door of 
a granary with the intent to exercise con
trol over grain contained therein, incon
sistent with the real owner’s right of pos
session. amounts to a conversion of the 
grain eullieient to permit the litter to 
maintain an action of trover against the 
wrongdoer.

Delbridge v. Pickeregill. 3 D.L.R. 786, 
21 W.L.R. 285, 2 W.W.R. 393.

One who took possession of the logs 
after notice of the claim of the true owner 
of the timber from which they were cut 
is liable to the latter for conversion al
though he had in good faith bought the 
logs from the trespasser who had eut down 
the timber.

Phillips v. Conger Lumber Co.. 5 D.L.R. 
188, 3 O.W.N. 1436, 22 O.W.R. 436.
Trivial trespass—Contractor’s equip-

Where a contracting painter leaves on 
I the property owner's premises the blocks
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jm(I tackle be intends to use in the work, 
hut without any undertaking by the prop
erty owner to take care of them, the equip
ment remains at the painter's risk, and the 
mere user of them by the property owner 
does not constitute a conversion, but 
amounts at the most to a trivial trespass, 
which the law would not regard.

McDonald v. Stovklev. Il» D.I..K. 743, 48 
X.S.R. 196, 14 E.L.R. .328.
Trade fixtures—Conversion by landlord.

The refusal of a landlord or of his as
signee to permit a tenant to remove trade 
fixtures from demised premises according 
to the term of the lease, amounts to an 
actionable conversion.

Simons v. Mulhall, 11 D.L.R. 781, 4 O.W. 
X. 1424, 24 O.W.R. 736.
What constitutes—Dealing as owner

WITH GOODS OF ANOTHER.
Actually dealing with another's goods is 

owner, for however short a time and how- 
••ver limited a purpose, is a conversion, 
although done under a mistaken hut reason
able supposition of being lawfully entitled

MacKenzie v. Scotia Lumber Co., 11 D. 
L.R. 729, 47 N.S.R. 115, 12 E.L.R. 464. af 
limning in part, 7 D.L.R. 409, 12 E.L.R. 
120.
Sale of grain—Bills of lading signed as

DIRECTED BY AGENT—OWNER OF GRAIN 
ILLITERATE—FRAUD OF AGENT—NOTICE 
TO PURCHASERS OF OWNERS* INTEREST—
Damages for value.

The owner of grain, being illiterate ex
cept that he could sign his name, instructed 
an agent to sell the grain to all the pur
chasers, and signed the bills of lading in 
blank as instructed by the agent. The 
agent fraudulently crossed out the owner's 
name and signed his own name as shipper, 
and sold the grain to the purchasers -is 
his own. In an action against the pur- 

< basera for the price of the grain, or for 
damages for wrongful conversion, the court 
held that the purchasers could not obtain 
title through the forged hills; that the 
conduct of the plaintiff was not such as 
to estop him from recovering; that the 
alterations on the bills of lading should 
have put the purchasers on inquiry, and 
that the purchasers had express notice of 
the plaintiff’s interest in time to stop pay
ment of the cheques, that they had convert
ed the goods to their own use and were 
liable for their value.

l.eno v. Simpson-Hepworth Co., 45 D.L.R. 
285, [19191 1 W.W.R. 721.
Wrongful seizure—Questions of fact.

Sattler v. Wilson, 24 W.L.R. 150. 
Wrongful seizure — Identify horses

Follis v. Baird, 31 W.L.R. 636.
(§ I B—15)—Refusal of broker to de

liver stock to purchaser.
Where shares of stock, purchased by a 

broker for the plaintiff, were, with the »s- 
Can. Dig.—138.

sent of the latter, retained by the former 
in order to lie readily transferred and de
livered on sale, the broker, on subsequently 
selling such shares, is not answerable for a 
conversion thereof, where, at all times, lie 
had on hand a sufficient quantity of that 
particular stock, fully paid up, to meet a 
demand for its delivery ; notwithstanding 
his books shewed a sale to the plaintiff of 
the particular shares afterwards sold by 
the broker.

Long v. Smiley, 12 D.L.R. 61, 4 O.W.X. 
1452, affirming 6 D.L.R. 904, 4 O.W.X. 229, 
23 O.W.R. 229.
Refusal to deliver.

Where a son turned his father out of his 
house and refused to let him remove per
sonal property lielonging to him, il «as 
held that the father might maintain an 
action of conversion without having made 
any demand therefor.

Lowe v. Lowe, 10 E.L.R. 277.
Sale of goodb—Bees and honey—Illegal

DETENTION—DAMAGES.
Parks v. Simpson, 23 O.W.R. 837.

Agent refusing to deliver goods—Liabil-

A principal living in Ontario purchased 
from the plaintiff at Toronto, an engine 
under agreement providing that the pur
chaser should have the possession and right 
to the use thereof until detault in payment 
when the vendor might without process of 
law take possession. The engine was 
shipped by the principal to his agent in 
.Saskatchewan fur use upon the principal's 
farm. Default having been made the plain
tiff demanded possession from the agent 
who refused to deliver it up. Held, that as 
the agent's refusal was absolute lie was 
properly sued for conversion.

Advance Riimcly Thresher v. Service, 12 
S.L.R. 294, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 647.

C. Demand; tender.
(8 1 C—21)—Necessity of.

Where the defendant after ousting the 
plaintiff from work which the latter had 
contracted to do for the former, took pos
session of the plaintiff’s tools and used 
them on the work, such use was sufficient 
evidence of the conversion of the tools 
though no demand for their return was

Neros v. Swanson, 1 D.L.R. 833, 1 W.W. 
R. 711, 20 W.L.R. 175.
II. Liability; defenses; effect of suit or

(8 11—25)—Effect of recovery — Con
version—Dam ages—Lien .

Smyth v. McClellan, 11 D.L.R. 849, 4 
O.W.X. 1442, 24 O.W.R. 740.
Conversion of chattels—Return or pay

ment of value—Reference—Effect 
of recovery.

Jewell v. Doran, 14 D.L.R. 523, 5 O.W.X. 
303, varying 12 D.L.R. 839, 25 O.W.R. 945.
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[Affirmed, 16 D.L.R. 490. 49 Can. S.C.R. 
«8. 25 O.W.R. 804.]
Saisie revendication (Que.).

A motion by the plaintiff for an order 
giving him possession of goods in posses
sion of the defendant seized in revendica
tion, which would also decide the merits of 
the cause will he dismissed. The goods 
will he left in defendant's possession, he 
having the apparent title to them and be
ing presumed to be the owner.

Aubin v. Ycotes. 14 Que. P.R. 374.
(9 Ü—26)—Bailee’s action—Bailor giv

ing TITLE TO TIIE WRONGDOER.
If before action brought by a bailee of 

goods against the party who has wrong
fully taken them out of his possession, the 
bailor to whom such bailee would have to 
account has clothed the wrongdoer with the 
ownership of the goods, the bailee cannot 
recover from the wrongdoer, thus converted 
into the true owner, the full value of the 
goods no more than he could recover their 
full value from the bailor himself.

Eastern Construction Co. v. National 
Trust Co.; National Trust Co. v. Miller, 15 
D.L.R. 755, [1914] A.C. 197, 25 O.W.R. 
756.
Who liable generally — Cartage com

pany HOLDING ITNKI.K OUT AS AUTHOR
IZED TO TAKE DELIVERY FOR ALLEGED
buyer—Good faith no defence when.

Where a carter held himself out to a 
merchant as authorized to take delivery of 
goods for a tirm in whose name a fraudu
lent order had been sent to the merchant 
and the carter while on his way with the 
goods to the alleged buyer's address was 
intercepted by the perpetrator of the fraud 
and delivered the goods elsewhere on the 
false representation of the party giving 
the directions that he represented the pur
chaser, the carter is liable in conversion to 
the merchant for the value of the goods 
which were stolen by means of the fraud, 
where there was in fact no order by the 
party whose name was given as the buyer 
and possession was parted with only on 
the faith of the carter's representation of 
authority to take delivery; such result 
follows notwithstanding the circumstance 
that the carter acted in good faith and was 
himself imposed upon by the fraud of the 
thie.. [Rank of England v. Cutler, [1908]
2 K.B. 208, 77 L.J.K.B. 889; Starkev v. 
Bank of England, [1903] A.C. 114. 88 L.T. 
244: Yonge v. Toynliee, [1910] 1 K.B. 215. 
102 L.T. 67; Austin v. Real Estate Ex
change. 2 D.L.R. 324, 17 B.C.R.* 177. ap 
plied; McKeown v. Mclver, 40 L.J.Ex. 30, 
distinguished.]

Alberta Pacific Grain Co. v. Merchants 
Cartage Co.. 18 D.L.R. 584, 20 B.C.R. 1,
6 W.W.R. 1617, 29 W.L.R. 19.
Liability — Of pledgee — Wrongful 

KBM BY nom (Il BTOC* PffBBIlD 
TO HIM FOR SALE.

Where a certificate for 46 shares of a 
company was delivered by the owner to a

er, ir.

I broker for the purpose of selling 25 of the 
I shares, the certificate bearing a restrictive 

endorsement to the effect that, “for value 
received hereby sell, assign and
transfer unto . . . twentv-five shares,” 
etc., and. instead of selling the shares, the 
broker pledged the certificate with a bank 
for its full value for an indebtedness of his 
own. and the certificate, on the amalgama 
tion of such bank with the defendant bank, 
came into the possession of the latter, by 
whom the words “twenty-five” were atrick 
en from such endorsement, and the entire 
46 shares sold in satisfaction of the brok 
er's indebtedness, the defendant bank is 
answerable as for a conversion to the own 
er of the shares for their full value in the 
absence of a proved custom or usage of 
lianks, brokers or of the Stock Exchange 
justifying the deletion of the word» 
“twenty-five,” since the nature of such en
dorsement was notice that the broker’s 
authority was limited to a sale of the 25 
shares.

Mathers v. Roval Bank, 14 D.L.R. 27, 
29 O.L.R. 141.
Buying logs cut in trespass.

A timber manufacturer who. under a con
tract witli a jobber, accepts from him and 
appropriates log» cut in trespass, is liable 
for their value to the owner pf the land, 
lie is also liable for damage caused by the 
jobber to a third party in the execution of 
the contract, under a clause therein that 
gives him the option of requiring one of 
two modes of execution to In* adopted.

Gray v. Perley, 44 Que. S.C. 418.
(§ II—27)—Common carrier —Sale or

GOODS TO PAY CHARGES—NEGLIGENCE 
AND DEFAULT OF AUCTIONEERS—CON
VERSION OF GOODS.

Swale v. C.P.R. Co.. 10 D.L.R. 815, 29 
O.L.R. 634. 24 O.W.R. 224.
Railway — Carriage of goods — Conveb 

sign — Negligence — Terms of ship
ping order — Damages — Interest — 
Costs—Merc antile Law Amendment 
Act, s. 7 (1)—Railway Act of Can
ada. ■ 846 Jubicaturi Act, s. 88 
(3).

Getty v. C.P.R. Co.. 17 O.W.N. 243.
(| II—31)—Defences generally.

Denial of property in the goods—Alter
native claim as bona tide purchaser for 
value from chattel mortgagee—Validity of 
chattel mortgage.

Jordan v. Case. 7 D.L.R. 856, 1 W.W.R. 
639.
(§ II—33)—Compensation for improving

GOODS WRONGFULLY IN POSSESSION.
If a person wrongfully takes possession 

of chattel property lielonging to another 
and, whilst in possession thereof, alters, 
improves or otherwise deals with it, he is 
not entitled to payment for such services.

Rainy Lake River Boom Corp. v. Rainy 
River Lumber Co., 6 D.L.R. 401, 27 O.L.R 
131. 22 O.W.R. 952.
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TRUSTS.

I. Creation ; validity ; termination.
a. In general.
b. Express or declared trusta; preca

tory trusts.
C. Parol trust; Statute of Frauds.
D. Implied, constructive and resulting

E. Revocation.
r. Termination; release; discharge.

II. Trustees.
▲. Appointment; capacity; resigna

tion; removal; number.
B. Rights, powers, duties and liabili-

c. Suit for instructions.
III. Interest of cestui que trust;

RIGHTS OF CREDITORS; SPENDTHRIFT

A. In general.
B. Rights of creditors; spendthrift

Annotation.
Appointment of trustees and receivers In 

charge of enemv companies and firms dur
ing war: 23 D.L.R. 376. 37».

I. Creation; validity; termination.
A. In general.

See Wills.
Funds in bank as, see Garnishment. II

A—35.
As to charitable trusts, see Charities, I

As to corporate stock and funds, see 
Companies, V C—189.
(§ I A—D—Who mat cbeatf—Munici

pal CORPORATION.
A municipality which acquires company 

shares under the British Columbia Munici
pal Amendment of 1913, c. 47, may trans
fer them to trustees to be held in trust for 
the city.

Lucas v. North Vancouver, 12 D.L.R. 802, 
18 R.C.R. 239. 24 W.L.R. 906. 4 W.W.R. 
1381.
Conveyance absolute in form—Security

FOB DEBT.
A trust for the benefit of the grantor is 

created by a deed absolute in form, made 
for the express purpose of placing prop
erty where it could not 1« improvidentlv 
disposed of by him. and also to secure the 
grantee for money lent the grantor.

Buchanan v. Oakes, 15 D.L.R. 582, 26 
W.L.R. 549.
Codebtobs — Direction by principal to 

agent to pay — Responsibility of 
agent — Trustee and cestui que

An agent directed by his principal to pay 
to a third person money sent to him for 
that purpose (the direction or authority 
not amounting to an assignment of or 
charge upon the fund) is not in general re
sponsible to such third person should he 
fail to execute his mandate. He may be

come so by assenting to the direction an 1 
communicating his assent to the intended 
payee or by undertaking with him to pay 
the money to him or to hold it for him, 
hut even then the agent does not become 
a trustee for the intended payee, nor the 
latter a cestui que trust, nor is the fund 
impressed with a trust so that it become* 
in equity the property of the intended 
payee as it would lie if the relation of 
trustee and cestui que trust were estah-

Thompson v. Merchants Rank, 4.1 D.L.R. 
616. 58 I an. S.C.R. 287. [1919) 1 W.W.R. 
855. reversing 39 D.L.R. 664, 14 A.L.R. 
16b. [1918] 1 W.W.R. 972.
Requisites — Absence of fiduciary or 

contractual relationsIIII1.
Where a pro.*pecti\e purchaser of real 

estate procure* an agent to endeavour t • 
effect the purchase of certain land for him. 
and the agent without disclosing the name 
of his principal, negotiates with the de
fendants who are real estate agents with 
whom the land had been listed for sale by 
the owner, but subsequently the defendants 
without informing the proposed purchaser 
become the purchasers themselves and ob
tain an agreement of sale from the owner 
and refuse to make the sale to the pro
posed purchaser’s agent, '•eturning to him 
iiis cheque which bad been given by way of 
deposit with plaintiff’s verbal offer, the 
conduct of the defendants, though repre
hensible, does not entitle the prospective 
purchaser, on discovering the facts, to a 
declaration that the defendants are trus
tees of the land for him. or that they 
should convey to him, since there was no 
fiduciary or contractual relationship be
tween him and the defendant*. [Tate v. 
Williamson, L.R. 1 Eq. 528: Lees v. Nuttal, 
39 K.R. 21: McDonnell v. Smith. 26 N.S.R. 
259. distinguished.]

Armstrong v. Bastedo, 11 D.L.R. 241 6 
8.L.R. 66. 4 W.W.R. 481, 24 W.L.R. 87. 
Absolute conveyance.

A deed of land, although absolute in 
form, will only be enforced in a Court of 
Equity, subject to such trusts and condi
tions as the circumstances of the case shew 
were intended.

Mav v. Hainer, 38 D.L.R. 586. 40 O.L.R. 
436.
Trusts— Purchase of land at mortgage 

rale—Agreement to hold in trust
FOR OWNER OF EQUITY OF REDEMPTION
— Evidence—Failure to establish 
trust — Conspiracy — Failure to 
prove.

Fruchtenan v. Gurofsky. 14 O.W.N. 23. 
Mortgage — Relationship — Mortgagee 

trustee fob surplus.
During the continuance of a mortgage 

there is not a relationship of trustee ami 
cestui que trust between the mortgagor and 
the mortgagee: but after the exercise of a 
power of «ale the mortgagee is a trustee of 
the surplus in his hands. [Re Kingsland,
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7 P.R. (Out.) 400, approved; Western Can
ada Court, 25 Ur. 151, disapproved ; 
London & County Ranking Co. v. Goddard, 
11S07] 1 Cli. 042. followed.]

Re Worthington, 21 D.L.R. 402, 33 
O.L.R. 101.
Declaration with regard to land— 

Notice — Account — Winding-up — 
Reference—Costs.

Loveland v. Sale, 8 O.W.N. 576.
B. Express or declared trusts; preca

tory trusts.

Precatory trust, see Wills, III 0—125. 
(§ 1 B—5)—Conveyance to daughter of

LAND PURCHASED It Y MOTHER—IMPROVI
DENCE—Absence of independent ad
vice Declaration of trust—Charge 
for advances — Land to be conveyed 
upon payment of amount charged.

Limereaux v. Vaughan, 5 O.W.N. 078.
Where additional «hares in a company 

in which plaintiff and defendant were both 
interested were allotted to the members, 
and defendant was unable to take up or 
pay for the shares allotted to her. plain
tiff took up the shares and executed a dec
laration in writing that he held them in 
trust for defendant. This declaration was 
communicated to defendant, who acquiesced 
in the arrangement, and recognized the 
payment made by plaintiff as having been 
made on her account. It was held, that 
while defendant was not obliged to accept 
plaintiff's offer, having done so, she was 
obliged to accept it in the terms in which 
it was made, and that plaintiff was en
titled to treat the advance made hy him as 
a loan upon interest.

Chisholm v. Kinney, 45 N.S.R. 484.
(§ I B—61— Creation generally.

Where the plaintiff failed to furnish 
funds to make a large initial payment for 
property the defendant had an option to 
purchase, as the former had undertaken to 
do in consideration of an agreement for a 
one-half interest in the property, the de
fendant will not, upon himself furnishing 
such funds and purchasing the property, he 
declared a trustee for the benefit of the 
plaintiff as to an undivided one-half inter
est therein.

Stewart v. 8aunder*. 4 D.L.R. 312, 21 
W.L.R. 4M.
Contract to devise — Present declara

tion of trust.
A contract to devise a beneficial interest 

assumes an estate in the person who eon- 
x tracts to enable the contract to he 

performed, and not a promise to settle as a 
present declaration of trust.

Central Trust & Safe Deposit Co. v. 
Snider. 25 D.L.R. 410, (1916] A.C. 266. 35 
O.L.R. 246. reversing Snider v. Carlton, 6 
OWN. 1ST.

Trust agreement—Direction to convert 
SUBJECT OF TRUST INTO MONEY—COM
PANY-SHARES— Failure of benefic
iaries TO AGREE UPON ALLOTMENT IN
specie — Direction to sell — Reff.r- 
'e.nce—Sale ex bloc or in parcels— 
Discretion of master.

Row V. Rose, 9 O.W.N. 18».
Purchase of Crown lands—Declaration 

of trust in respect of share of 
plaintiff's assignor—Form of judg-

Cole v. Deschamhault, 6 O.W.N. 673. 
Money deposited in bank in name of son 

OF DEPOSITOR IN TRUST—NATURE AND 
OBJ EOT OF TRUST — KVIDENCE — QUES
TION WHETHER MONEY FORMED PART OF 
ESTATE OF DEPOSITOR AT TIME OF DEATH
—Will—Marriage contract—Settle-

Re Bellemare, 16 O.W.N. 24.
(g I B —8)—Will—Precatory words— 

Interpretation.
The leaning of the courts is against con

struing precatory words used in a will, not 
1 icing words of a strict definite legal charac
ter or words that are beyond doubt as 
creating trust. [Re Atkinson, 80 L..J. Oh 
370. followed.]

Johnson v. Farnev, 14 D.L.R. 134, 29 
O.L.R. 223.
Construction—Gift to wife—“Best ad

vantage for herself and son”: pre
catory trust—Application under 
Vendors and Purchasers Act — No
tice to guardian of infant—Rule 
002.

Re Kelly and Gibson, 6 O.W.N. 173.
(§ I B—9)—Trust-deed settling share

OF MEN EFTCI ARY I • N DEH WI I.L — .1 CHO
MENT—Omission of clause restrain
ing ANTICIPATION OF INCOME—ASSIGN
MENTS OF INCOME BY BENEFICIARY—
Application by beneficiary for cor
rection of Master’s report and deed 
settled by Master—Application re
quired to do equity in regard to
CLAIMS OF ASSIGNEES.

Re Hamilton, 9 O.W.N. 401.
Conveyance of land to brother—Ex

press trust for sale and to makf. 
certain payments—Validity of sale 
Advances—Action by administrators 
of grantor—Account.

Trusts & Guarantee Co. v. Boal, 10 
O.W.N. 212.
(§ I B—10)—Construction.

Where the widow and children of the de
ceased owner by various deeds granted to 
one of the children for a nominal consid
eration. the lands which had devolved 
upon them, and the grant in terms stated 
that the grantee was to support and main
tain his mother and an invalid brother and 
that they should have certain rooms re
served in the dwelling-house for their use 
for life, such term is binding upon a sub
sequent encumbrancer from the grantee
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whether considered as an express condition 
or a trust, or as a charge on the land. 
[Ringrose v. Ringrose, 170 Pa. 593, ap
proved.]

Wolfe v. C roft. 6 D.L.R. 61. 46 N.S.R. 
1(H1, 11 E.L.R. 532.

C. Paroi, trust; Statute of Frauds.
See Evidence, VI J—570.

(§ I C—16)— HOW ESTABLISHED.
The Statute of Frauds does not prevent 

the establishment of a trust by parol evi
dence. [Rochefoucauld v. Boustead, [1807] 
1 Vh. 196. applied.]

Shepard v. Bruner, 24 D.L.R. 40, 31 
W.LR. 721. reversing 19 D.L.R. 869. 
Executors and administrators—Parol 

Evidence of— Corroboration—Deeds 
—Pleadings—Amendment to set up

The widow of an intestate claimed to lie 
the sole beneficial owner of certain real es
tate, the certificate of title to which stood 
in the name of the intestate. At trial she 
testified that she bought the land in ques
tion with her own separate money and con
veyed it to her husband without consider
ation. The deed of conveyance, however, 
acknowledged a consideration of $100. Her 
evidence was corroborated on some material 
points but not on all hut the Trial Judge 
was impressed with her truthfulness and 
lielieved her testimony. (1) Held, that parol 
evidence was admissible to prove the want 
of consideration notwithstanding the ac
knowledgment in the deed, and also to 
prove that the conveyance was a trust, and 
Unit effect ought to he given to the testi
mony of the widow notwithstanding the 
want of corroboration on all points. (2) 
That inasmuch as under the evidence it 
would have been fraud for the intestate to 
deny the trust and claim the land as his 
own, it was equally a fraud for his admin
istrator so to do, and although the certif
icate of title to the intestate was under s. 
169 of the Land Titles Act. R.8.S., 1909, c. 
41, in the absence of fraud conclusive evi
dence in his favour, and although fraud 
had not been pleaded nevertheless as no one 
could be prejudiced an amendment to set 
up fraud should be allowed notwithstand
ing that it is unusual to allow an amend
ment for such purpose.

Western Trust Co. v. Lang, 12 S.L.R. 
94, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 651.
AS TO INTEREST IN MINE.

An oral agreement under which one party 
thereto becomes a trustee for the other of 
an undivided interest in a mine recorded in 
the trustee's name, may be asserted by the 
cestui que trust notwithstanding the Stat
ute of Frauds. [Rochefoucauld v. Boustead. 
[1897] 1 Vh. 196. followed.)

Reynolds v. Jackson, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
607.

D. Implied, constructive and resulti.no

Constructive trusts, parol evidence, see 
Evidence, VT I—567.

Trust to use of husband or wife, Statute 
of Uses, see Deeds, TI E—50; Husband ami 
Wife, II U—100.
(8 1 D—21)—Subscription agreement — 

Presumption.
On a share subscription agreement with 

a firm of stockbrokers described us trustees 
but without further disclosure of the trust 
whereby certain others called the subserib 
ers severally purchased the number of 
shares to which each had stibscrilied in a 
company subject to the N.S. Companies 
Act. it is not to be presumed that the 
stockbrokers are acting in trust for the 
company itself if the agreement is consis
tent with its living made in trust for them
selves and associate underwriters, where 
the subscription below par would lie subject 
to attack if the same were an original al 
lot ment.

Borden v. Stanford, 21 D.L.R. 209, 48 
N.S.R. 632.

A power of sale will not lie implied 
where a mortgagee holds by a deed abso
lute in form; the mortgagee's remedy is by 
foreclosure bv judicial process where there 
is no express trust for sale of the lands, 
inland v. McNeil, 32 Can. 8.C.R. 23, dis
tinguished.]

Wallace v. Smart. 1 D.L.R. 70, 22 Man. 
LE «.8, 19 w L B. 787.
(§ I I>—22)—“Perron acting in a fidu

ciary capacity"—Duty — Partners.
A “person acting in fiduciary capacity" 

means a person who stands in a fiduciary 
relation toward yiny other person who may 
lie entitled to call upon him to pay. Where 
two partners of a firm assume to sell 
certain partnership lands, without the 
required consent of all the partners, in a 
transaction obviously designed and resort
ed to in order to enable one or both of the 
designing partners to realize, and (as 
against the remaining partners) to keep 
for themselves all the profits which could lie 
gained in a rapidly rising land market; sueh 
designing partners are both in a fiduciary 
relationship toward their remaining co
partners, and may he treated as "persons 
acting in a fiduciary capacity." and a full 
accounting may be decreed. j Marris v. In
gram. 13 Ch.D. 338, applied; Knox v. Gvc, 
L.R. 5 H.L. 656; Piddocke v. Burt, [1894] 
l Vh. 343, distinguished.]

Cordon v. Holland; Holland v. Gordon. 
10 D.L.R. 734, 23 W.L.R. 738. 4 W.W.R. 
419, varying. 2 D.L.R. 327, 2 W.W.R. 158, 
20 W.L.R. 887.
Agent to purchase land—Deed taken in 

name or AOK.vr—Action to have 
agent declared trustee — Question 
as to intention of parties—Appeal 
from judgment for plaintiff dis
missed on equal division.

I Plaintiff supplied money for the purchase
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--f liiml of which defendant took the deed in 
hit own name. In an action to have de
fendant declared a trustee and for the re
covery of mesne profits the defence chiefly 
relied* on was that the purchase price was 
furnished by plaintiff with the intention 
that the land should be defendant’s and 
that plaintiff should have a home with de
fendant during her lifetime. The findings 
of the jury as to the circumstances under 
which tl.e purchase was made were in plain
tiff's favour and judgment was given ac
cordingly. disallowing defendant’s claim 
for expenditure made in permanent im
provements after the date of the purchase. 
Defendant's application for a new trial 
was refused, but without costs, on equal 
division of the court.

Knnos v. McLean. 52 X.S.R. 485. 
Mortgagee—Assignments anii Prefer

ences Act—Limitations.
A mortgagee of land which formed part 

of an estate which had been assigned for the 
benefit of creditors is not by virtue of the 
Assignments and Preferences Act, R.S.O. 
1897. c. 147, nor of the terms of the resolu
tion of the creditors appointing him one of 
the inspectors of the estate—with power in 
conjunction with the assignee, to realize 
upon the estate to the best advantage— 
constituted an express trustee, nor is he 
under the same liability as an express trus
tee in respect of the equity of redemption 
conveyed to him by the assignee; at most 
lie is a constructive trustee; the Statute of 
Limitations applies to a constructive trust 
and may he invokçd by a constructive 
trustee in answer to a claim for recovery 
of the property upon which the trust is in 
equity impressed, if there lias been no con
cealed fraud which could not have been 
discovered by the exercise of reasonable 
diligence. [Kegs worth v. Anderson. 21 
A.R. (Ont.) 242. 24 Can. S.C.R. 699, dis 
tinguished: Dictum of Moss C.J.O., in Re 
< anada Woollen Mills, 9 O.L.R. 367, 368, 
disapproved.]

Taylor v. Davies, 41 D.L.R. 510, 41 
O.L.R. 403, reversing 39 O.L.R. 205. 
Purchase of hotel property fob com

pany not in existence—Failure to 
form company—Purchaser named by 
promoters—Vsk of purchaser's own
MOM V TO M AKE DOWN-PAYMENT
Action by promoter for declaration 
OF TRUST FOB COMPANY—DISMISSAL ON

Boehmer v. Kelly, 14 O.W.N. 182.
Share of proceeds of sale of farm—Ac

count—Contract — Cor xtkrclaim — 
Fraud and misrepresentation —

Davison v. Forbes, 9 O.W.N. 22, 145, 319. 
(§ I D—23)—Secret trust.

Where persons purchased land in part
nership and had the conveyance made to 
one of their number' who was afterwards 
judicially declared a trustee thereof for 
the partner-hip. a sale made by hiln of the

land ostensibly to a stranger, who was an 
innocent purchaser, but in reality to the 
stranger, and to one of the other partners 
jointly, a nonassenting partner would still 
be entitled to claim out of the interest of 
the partner who so acquired title, the same 
share as such nonassenting partner would 
otherwise have held under the partnership 
agreement.

Cordon v. Holland. 2 D.L.R. 327. 20 
W.L.R. 887. 2 WAV .R. 158. [Affirmed in 
part and varied 10 D.L.R. 7.44. 4 W.W.R. 
419.]
(§ I D—24)—Trustee’s application of 

securities as.
/ Testamentary trustees, who were directed 

by will to invest the proceeds of an estate 
in such manner as they should deem most 
advisable, cannot be said to have set apart 
and appropriated shares of stock belonging 
to the estate so as to create a specific trust 
in respect of the income thereof as dis
tinguished from the general trust created 
under the will, in favour of a legatee to 
whom the interest on a certain sum was 
payable for life, where it does not appear 
that there was any definite allocation of 
the shares, and the evidence tends to shew’ 
that the trustees always treated them as 
an a»set of the estate.

Re Nicholls, llall v. Wild man. 14 D.L.R. 
244. 20 O.L.R. 206.

Where the owner of several parcels of 
land conveys certain of them to a city cor
poration under a stipulation that the 
grantee shall “maintain,” on the -ite so 
granted, its city hall, and where the deed 
of conveyance makes no provision that the 
city hall shall be maintained there “for 
all time” or to any such effect, and where 
it may reasonably he inferred that the 
grantor in executing the deed contem
plated that a city hall so located near his 
remaining lots for a limited time would 
meet his purposes by enhancing the value 
of his adjacent property, there is no re
sulting trust in favour of the grantor, in 
the event of the grantee (owing to rapid 
city expansion ) building a new city hall on 
a different site, approved by the rate
payers of the city. [Smith v. Cooke, [1891]
A. C. 297, followed.]

Powell v. Vancouver, 8 D.L.R. 24. 17
B. C.R. 379, 3 W.W.R. 108 4 161, 23 W.L.R. 
104.
Interest in land—Creation by parol.

A parol acceptance by a purchaser after 
acquiring title to land of a third person'# 
offer to take a half interest in it with him 
does not raise a resulting trust in favour 
of the latter to entitle him to a half inter
est on assuming payment of halt of the 
purchase price on the terms of the pur
chase, where there was no part perform
ance nor had the third person paid 
anything in respect of the half interest. 
[Rochefoucauld v. Boustead, [1897] 1 Ch.
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196; Gordon v. Haudfurd, 16 Man. L.R. 
Jin’, distinguished.]

Morris v. Whiting, lô D.L.R. 254, 24 
Man. L.R. 56, 26 W.L.R. 404, 5 W.W.R.
036.
( ONVEYANCE OF LAND — CONSIDERATION— 

ESTABLISH MEM OF TRUST.
Smith v. lienor, 10 D.L.R. 824, 4 O.W.N. 

085, 24 O.W.K. 521, modifying 10 D.L.R. 
MIS, 4 O.W.N. 734, 23 O.W.K. 012. 
Conveyance to daughter of land pur

chased by mother--Improvidence
AND ABSENCE OF INDEPENDENT ADVICE.

Limereaux v. Vaughan, 16 D.L.R. 880, 6 
O.W.N. 254.
Resulting trusts—How arising.

A resulting trust is one in which the 
person in whose favour the trust arises is 
'he person who provided the property or 
eipiitable interest vested in the person 
hound by the trust.

Kaird v. Columbia Trust Co.: Columbia 
Trust Co. v. Baird. 22 D.L.R. 150.
Failure of consideration — Remedies — 

Promise to settle land—Right to
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.

If property lie conveyed in consideration 
of a covenant to pay money, the breach of 
the covenant to pay does not bring about 
a failure of consideration ; the consider
ation is the covenant, and a failure to ob- 
-erve it results in a right of action at law 
on the covenant for its breach, and not in 
am equitable right bused on failure of con
sideration.

An absolute conveyance of land for a 
nominal consideration and principally 
founded on the grantee’s promise to pay 
half the income thereof less disbursement 
during the grantor's life and thereafter to 
settle the property itself to the latter’s 
heirs, merely gives right to have the prom
ise specifically performed, hut does not.
' reate a trust in pra-senti. as respecting the 
land, in the grantor’s favour, nor a result
ing trust in the event of a failure to carry 
"lit the promise. [Howard v. Miller. 22 
U.L.R. 75. [1015] A.C. 318; Svnge v. Synge.
I 1804] 1 Q.B. 466. applied ] '

Central Trust & Safe Deposit Co. v. Sni
der. 25 D.L.R. 410. 35 O.L.K. 246. [1916] 1 
A.C. 266. reversing Snider v. Carlton, 6 
O.WJf. 337.
Gift—Power of attorney.

Where a conveyance, intended as a gift, 
is absolute on its face, a power of attorney 
to manage the grantor’s affairs executed in 
connection therewith does not necessarily 
establish a resulting trust.

Cripps v. Woessner, 36 D.L.R. 80, 28 
Man. L.R. 74, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 1072, af 
firming 10 W.W.R. 1220.
Acquiring mining options in name of 

ONE TO USE OF SEVERAL—ENFORCEMENT 
OF TRUST.

Where a number of persons are con
cerned in acquiring options on mining 
properties, and the options are taken in the

name of one of such persons, the person in 
whose name the options are taken holds as 
trustee for himself and his associates, and 
will be restrained from attempting to dis
pose of the properties over the heads of the

International Mining Syndicate v. Stew
art, 48 X.S.R. 172.
Property conveyed to officer of company 

—Declaration of trust in favour of 
company.

North American Exploration k Develop
ment Co. v. Green, 4 O.W.N. 1485, 24 
Ü.W.R. 843.
Land conveyed by husband to wifb>—Re

sulting TRUST FOR HUSBAND—DEC'I-A- 
bation — Payment of claim of
CREDITOR.

Macdonald v. Teasdale, 4 O.W.N. 1268, 
24 O.W.R. 534.
Gift of property to be beconveyf®— 

Statute of Frauds.
The plaintiff who, if not of unsound 

mind, was under the influence of the de
fendant, transferred all his property to her 
without considérâtiofi in the absolute faith 
that she would hold it for him and subject 
to his directions. Held, that a resulting 
trust arose and the Statute of Frauds (s. 
7) did not apply. [Haigh v. Kaye, 7 Ch. 
App. 474, applied.]

Houghton v. Foster, 33 W.L.R. 584. 
Conveyance of land—Alleged trust for 

execution debtor—Action by execu
tion CREDITORS FOR DECLARATION — 
Ron A FIDE SALE FOB VALUE.

Seagram v. Halherstadt, 10 O.W.N. 308, 
11 O.W.N. 28.
Conveyance of farm by father to son 

—Covenant by son to pay annuity to 
daughter.

Dawson v. Dawson, 23 O.L.R. 1, 18 O.W. 
R. 6.
Deed of settlement—Improvidence—Re

sulting trust upon conveyance by
HUSBAND TO WIFE—POWER OF REVOCA-

Fonseca v. Jones, 21 Man. L.R. 168, 18 
W.L.R. 206.
Release by mortgagor of equity of re

demption—Alleged trust as to sur
plus AFTF.B SALE—ABSENCE OF WByiNO
—Oral evidence.

McCue v. Smith, 17 W.L.R. 145.
Purchase of land—Allegation that ad

vantage WAS TAKEN BY TRUSTEE — 
Opportunity to withdraw — Fair 
price fob land.

Joob v. Hensehell, 18 W.L.R. 191. 
Transfer of property—Alleged trust — 

Account of profits.
Sedore v. Coleman. 17 W.L.R. 643.

Purchase of property by one for self 
ajid others—Evidence required to 
shew cessation of trust.

Angers v. Gelier, 20 Que. K.B. 351.
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II. Trustees.

A. Appointment ; capacity ; behiunation ;
REMOVAL; NI il HCR.

(g II A—41)—Appointment.
A cestui que trust may be one of the 

trustees «if an estate in whom the fee is 
vested, without his equitable estate neces
sarily being merged in the legal estate held 
by him qua trustee.

He l.ev. 6 U.L.R. 1. 17 B.C.K. .18.», 2 
W.W.R. 7110, 21 XV.Lit. 7.*»7.
Ante nuptial settlement — Presumption 

—Construction oe dee» of settle
ment—“SUBVIVINU” CHILDREN.

He Losrombe, 37 U.L.R. 784. 31» U.L.R. 
521.
(SF.qUESTBATOB — APPOINTMENT — INTER

ESTED I'KRHON NOT PARTY—INTERVEN
TION—C.C.P. 973.

A demand for sequestration is a provision
al measure which presumes an action be
tween two parties, and a third party, even 
if interested in the ease, cannot, without 
intervening therein, ask. by way of a simple 
petition, for the appointment of a seques-

Roy v. Roy, 46 Que. S.C. 452.
(8 II A—4.1)—Removal and substitution.

The question of the removal of a trustee 
from his trust will not be considered in an 
Appellate Court when not raised either by 
the pleadings or notice of appeal in an ac
tion brought against him by the cestuis 
que trustent where the charges of fraud 
and misrepresentation made against him 
are dismissed.

Bingham v. Shumate, 3 U.L.R. 121. 17
B. C.R. 359, 20 XV.L.R. 812. 2 W.W.R. 147. 
Removal and substitution of trustees—

Bonds—Corporation mortgage. 
Harrisburg Trust Co. v. Trusts & Guar

antee Co., 10 U.L.R. 876, 6 O.W.X. 110, 26 
O.W.R. 158.
Purchasing stock on own account — 

When ground for removal.
A trustee is prevented not only from do

ing things which bring an actual loss upon 
the estate hut from doing anything which 
has a tendency to interfere with his duty 
and to injure the trust : the fact that the 
trustee purchased a block of stock on his 
own account, and with his own money from 
a company controlled by the estate, in which 
the trustee was also a beneficiary, does not 
entitle the cestuis que trustent to a declara
tion by the court that he is a trustee for 
them of the shares so bought subject to a 
lien in his favour for the price paid; hut if 
it be shewn that his interest and his duty 
conflict because of such purchase, that would 
be a ground for removing him from his 
office as trustee.

Rose v. Rose, 22 D.L.R. 572, 32 O.L.R.
481.
Appointment of trustees by will—Mis

conduct in disposal of trust proper- 
ty—Removai. OF TRUSTEES.

Defendants, as executors and trustees.

were charged with and undertook the duty 
of carrying on the business of testator for 
a period of five years, but were authorized 
at any time during such period, if they 
deemed it advisable, to sell and dispose of 
any part of the real estate or personal prop
erty on the best possible terms. The busi 
» ess proved to be profitable, and defendants 
undertook to obtain it for themselves by 
disposing of it for a price far below its 
value to S., who was to transfer it to a 
limited liability company to be organized 
by defendants. Held, that, in thus at 
tempting to secure the property for them 
selves, defendants were guilty of gross mis
conduct, adverse to the interests of the 
estate of which they were trustees. Held, 
flint, notwithstanding notice by defendants, 
before action, that they would comply with 
all demands made upon them, the action 
was necessary for tin* protection of the 
estate, for the removal of the defendants 
and the appointment of new trustees, for 
investigation of the accounts hv means of 
a reference, and for an injunction and decree 
declaring void the transfer to S.

Pent/, v. Bruce, 52 X.S.R. 151,
Removal from Ontario—Appointment of

NEW THL'NTEE.
Re Hogg, fi O.W.X. ,170.

(§ II A—44a1—Trustee Act—Applica
tion of—Direction for delivery of 
securities—Pledge of bonds.

Re Consolidated Gold Dredging Si Power 
Co., 5 O.W X. .146. 25 O.W.R. 281

B. Rights, powers, duties and liabil-

Liahility of directors respecting trust 
funds of corporation, see Companies, IV 
G—131.

Application of trust funds, see Banks, 
IV A—58.

Rights of trustee liable for mortgage debt, 
see Mortgage. VI E—90.

Trustee Act, Creditors Relief Act. prior
ities, see Executors and Administrators, IX' 
A—85.
(§11 B—45)—Conveyance of land to de

fendants — Parol agreement with 
plaintiff to sell an» fob payment TO
HIM OF SURPLUS OF PROCEEDS OF SALE 
AFTER PAYMENT OF WHAT IT "COSTS" 
DEFENDANTS—ENFORCEMENT OK TRUST—
Ascertainment of “costs” — Deduc
tion EUR IMPROVEMENTS — CLAIM KOR
wages—Services rendered by mem
ber OF HOUSEHOLD.

MvKihbon v. Welbanks, 15 O.W.X. 153. 
Mortgage — Draft — Discount — 

Breach of trust.
The plaintiff having agreed to take a 

certain mortgage, the defendant company 
drew upon him for the amount of the loan, 
discounted the draft and deposited the 
proceeds in the general bank account of 
the company. Hie moneys coming from the 
plaintiff were paid by him into the branch 
of the defendant company at Charlottetown.
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Hold, that the proceeds of the draft were 
the plaintiff’s money at the time of dis
count (he having, assented to the company's 
imposai to draw ; his acceptance of the 
draft being, a ratification equivalent to 
prior authority), and, therefore, he was 
entitled to follow them.

Dalton v. Dominion Trust Co., 25 B.C.R. 
240, f 19181 3 W.W.R. 42.
( $ Il B—45)—Co*VERSION.

If a conversion is rightfully made, 
whether by the court or a trustee, all the 
•-nsequences of a conversion must follow, 

■ind there is no equity in favour of the bene
ficiary to take the property in anv other 
form than that in which it is found,

< udmore v. Cudmore, 12 E.L.R. 77. 
Trust company—Separate trusts—Co*. 

soLiDATioN—Advances by trust com
pany IN RESPECT OF ONE TRUST— 
Balances due by trust company in
RESPECT OF OTHER TRUSTS—SET-OFF—
Insolvency of trust company — 
Rights of liquidator—Beneficiaries.

Re Beck Trusts, 9 O.W.X. 48.
Mortgage held by trust corporation

UNDER MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT—RIGHTS 
OF BENKE'ICIARIE8 — COMPENSATION OF 
TRUSTEE.

A trust corporation, trustee under a 
marriage settlement, had in its hands, as 
a part of the trust estate, a certain mort
gage for a large sum. The shares of the 
lieindiciaries, infant and adult, under the 
settlement, had been declared to be vested 
and not subject to lie divested:—Held, that 
the trustee-corporation could not insist upon 
retaining the mortgage until complete 
realization; the beneficiaries could elect to 
take it in specie : and, upon their applica
tion, the corporation was ordered to assign 
the mortgage to the Accountant of flie 
'supreme Court of Ontario to hold in trust 
for them. Remarks upon the vicious system 
by which a trustee is allowed an arbitrary 
percentage upon the money which passes 
through his hands.

Re Hughes. 42 O.L.R. 345. [Reversed in 
43 O.L.R. 594.]
Purchase of residence for cestui que 

trust—Departure from terms of 
trust deed—Consent of ai l persons 
interested—Declaration—Costs.

Re Bacque Trusts, 15 O.W.N. 33.
Trusts and trustees — Right to indem

nity AGAINST CESTUI QUE TRUST—NON
LIABILITY OF TRUSTEE FOR NEGLIGENCE 
IF NO DAMAGE TO CESTUI QUE TRUST
shown—Taxation—School districts 
—School assessment ordinance ss. 
27, 29—"Owner."

Defendant was appointed by the third par
tie* trustee to hold certain land in its name 
pending the carrying out of an agreement 
of »ale thereof from certain of the third 
parties as vendors to the other third party' 
as purchaser. Under the agreement of sale 
the purchaser was to pay the taxes. The 
agreement between the vendors, purchaser

and defendant contained a provision that 
the defendant in accepting the trust incurred 
no financial liability or responsibility ex
cept with respect to payment and disburse
ment of moneys actually received under the 
terms of the agreement. Held, that said 
provision must Ik» con-trued as a covenant 
by the vendors and purchaser to indemnify 
defendant against any liability imposed 
upon it such a- a judgment against it for 
taxes on the land. A trustee is entitled to 
he indemnified by the cestui que trust 
against any liability which may lie thrust 
upon him by reason of the trust. The de
fendant would In» the "owner"’ of the land 
notwithstanding it is a trustee for the liene- 
ttt of others, and therefore it could not. 
escape the liability to be assessed for the

Board of Trustees for the C’eepeear S.D. 
No. 3069 v. Security Trust Co. [1919] 1 
W.W.R. 615.
(§11 B—46)—Title of trustee to realty 

—Directions to convert estate for 
DISTRIBUTION.

Testamentary directions to trustees to 
convert an estate for distribution will vest 
in them the legal title to the testator’s real 
property.

Murphv v. Mcfiibbon, 12 D.L.R. 748, 13 
E.L.R. 160.
(§11 B—47 I—Management and disposal

OF TRUST PROPERTY GENERALLY.
Where a debtor upon his creditor’s de

mand permits the latter to take over as 
collateral security certain promissory notes 
due the debtor, and the creditor refuses to 
return them to the debtor, he is under obli
gation not to he dilatory or negligent in 
eollecting them and not to allow them to 
become statute barred by his failure to en
force payment and will lie liable to his 
debtor for the amount of notes so barred 
which might have lieen collected had due 
diligence been exercised.

Sawyer Massev Co. v. Weder, 6 D.L.R. 
305. 5 A.L.R. 362, 22 W.L.R. 150. 2 W.W.R. 
965.
Management of tbuht — Non-compliance 

with terms—Evidence—Admiksibil

It is not open to a trustee, or to one act 
ing knowingly in conjunction with him. 
where there has been a breach of trust and 
loss lias followed, to tender evidence that 
if he had strictly followed the directions of 
the trust an equal or a greater loss might, 
have taken place.

British American Elevator Co. v. Bank of 
B.X.A., 20 D.L.R. 944, 6 W.W.R. 1444. 29 
W.L.R. 214.
Power of attorney — "Necessary oper

ating expenses” — Misconception — 
Revocation.

A power of attorney to collect the earn
ings of certain power companies and to pay 
all "necessary operating expenses” In con
nection with the operating of the business, 
does not confer upon the trustees named
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lherein the wide discretionary power to de
termine, in case of dispute, as to what are 
necessary operating expenses, and though 
the instrument creating his appointment is 
expressed to be irrevocable, it becomes re
vocable, if through misconception of duty, 
without seeking professional advice, lie acts 
in deciding upon matters of such importance 
and so yitnllv affecting the interests of the 
companies.

Canadian Klondvke Power Co. v. North
ern Light, Power & Coal Co., 27 Ü.L.K. 
134.
Interdiction—Cubatrix—Common ah to 

property—Real right of community 
—Action to ret ahide deed—Author
ization MV FAMILY COUNCIL — QUE. 
C.C. 2!*7. 304, 306, 306, 307, 658, 1061.

The cfaratrix, common as to property, ap
pointed to a person interdicted for insanity 
does not need to apply for authorization 
from the family council to have set aside a 
deed by which she has promised to sell, 
amongst other things, a real right of the 
community.

Dunn v. Wheatley. 46 Que. 8.C. 408.
(§ Il R—48)—Settled Estates Act — 

Order authorizing sale of lands.
Re Milligan Settled Estates, 2 D.L.R.

883, 8 O.W.N 886, 81 O.W.R. 701.
Where a power expressly confers upon a 

trustee the right ami privilege of selling 
upon certain terms the timber licenses held 
by him in trust without reference to the 
cestuis que trustent, the trustee, upon mak 
ing a sale thereof within the terms of the 
power, can execute the necessary docum- 
ments of sale without the cestuis que 
trustent joinini' as concurring parties. 
Where an absolute power of sale and of 
transfer is formally conferred upon a trus
tee with a tixeif limitation as to price and 
terms and the power is expressed to he 
exercisable without reference to the cestuis 
que trustent, the court will not require the 
latter to join in the formal transfer of a 
sale by the trustee in terms of the power, 
where counterclaimed by him in an unsuc
cessful action brought against him by the 
cestuis que trustent charging him with 
fraud in connection with the trust agree

Ringham v. Shumate. 3 D.L.R. 121. 17 
B.C.R. 359. 20 W.L.R. 812. 2 W.W.R. 117

Where, by will, executors or trustees 
were clot lied with discretion to devote the 
residue of an estate to keeping up and 
maintaining the testator’s residence, until 
sold or disposed of, as a family home for 
bis son, his family and descendants, or for 
whomsoever the son might give it by will 
or otherwise, the bequest is void ns a per
petuity. and cannot be saved on the theory 
that the trust was imperative, and, as the 
amount to be expended was left to the dis
cretion of the trustees, they could at once 
appropriate the whole of the fund, regard
less of the amount, thereof or of the neces
sity for its expenditure, for the benefit of

the present owner of the residence, as, like 
all trusts, it must be executed in good faith

Kennedy v. Kennedy, 3 D.L.R. 536, 26 U 
L.R. 105, 21 O.W.R. 501. [Affirmed in part, 
11 D.L.R. 328, 28 O.L.R. 1.]
Sale, mortgage uh partition of trlhi

PROPERTY.
Where a mortgage to secure bonds pro

vides that a fund for the redemption of 
the bonds shall be constituted, and that 
from the bonds from time to time offered 
for redemption, the trustee shall purchase 
those bonds which are offered at the lowest 
price, the trustee is not guilty of a breach 
of trust in purchasing a quantity of the 
bonds offered en bloc, merely because other 
bonds in small lots are offered at a lower 
price, if the acceptance of all the lower 
priced offers taken collectively would leave 
a large number of bonds to be‘redeemed at a 
higher rate which would make the average 
cost higher than the price of the single 
block of bonds purchased by the trustee for 
the money available for redemption purposes 
and which could not have been obtained 
otherwise than en bloc, at the price; the 
duty of the trustee in such case is to select 
such offer to sell bonds as will enable him 
to redeem the largest number of bonds 
with the money at his disposal. [Whieher 
v. National Trust Co., lit O.L.R. 605, 14 O. 
W.R. 888, restored; Whieher v. National 
Trust Co.. 22 O.L.R. 460. 17 O.L.R. 788, 2 
O.W.N. 383. reversed on ii|q>eal.]

National Trust ( o. v. Whieher, 5 D.L.R. 
32, [1912] A.C. 377.
Power of trustees under will to sell

Where by his will the testator directs 
that liis undivided interest in property of 
which he was a tenant in common with oth
ers should not be sold as such, but that the 
property should be partitioned and there
upon the share apportioned to him or to 
his estate, should be held on the same trusta 
as he provided with respect to property of 
which he was the sole owner, the share 
apportioned in a partition action brought 
by the testator in his lifetime and continued 
by his executors and trustees after his de
cease will be subject to the like powers of 
sale and conditions as to the widow's con
senti as the will provides in the trust as to 
the land held in sexeraltv.

Gilbert v. Gilbert, 14 D.L.R. 889. 42 X. 
R.R. 288. 13 E.L.R. 415.
(§ II B—4fti—Investments—Discretion

OF TRUSTEES.
A provision in a will that the trustees ap

pointed thereby should invest the proceeds 
of the real and personal estate “in such 
manner as they shall deem most advisable” 
is not restricted to investments authorized 
by law to lie taken by trustees generally 
but will authorize the retention a« invest
ments of stocks of the same class held by
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the testator. [Re Smith, [1896] 1 Ch. 71 
applied.]

Re Nicholls, Hall v. Wildman, 14 D.L.R. 
244, 29 O.L.R. 206.
Investments specified in will—Power

OK TRUSTEE TO INVEST IN STATUTORY SE
CT KITIE8 UNLESS EXPRESSLY FORBIDDEN.

Re McCormick, 25 D.L.R. 735, 22 B.C.R. 
327, 9 W.W.R. 199, 33 W.LR. 190.
Money in bank —- Investments — With

drawals BY CHEQUE.
A trustee authorized hy the legislature 

to hold money on deposit pending invest
ment and pay interest on the same may 
agree with its cestui que trust that pend
ing such investment, and even afterwards, 
the cestui que trust may withdraw such 
sums as he wishes and may use cheque 
forms for making such withdrawals.

Re Dominion Trust Co.; U.S. Fidelity's 
Case; Reid's Case; Ramsay's Case, [19181
3 W.W.R. 1023.
Investment of trust fund—Trustee Act 

(Ont.)—Scope of—Application for 
“OPINION, ADVICE, OR DIRECTION'"—FUND 
TO BE SETTLED.

Re Hamilton, ô O.W.N. 230, 25 O.W.R. 
108.
(§ II B—51)—Misapplication—Officer's

LIABILITY TO CORPORATION — INTEREST 
OR PROFITS EARNED ON FUNDS MI8AP-

Propertv bought by a director on his per
sonal account with money belonging to his 
corporation is presumed to have been bought 
on account of the corporation ; and the 
method of accounting therefor is to return 
(in excess of the principal moneys so with
drawn i either all profits made "in the use 
of such withdrawals, or legal interest there-

Rogers Hardware Co. v. Rogers, 10 D.L 
R. 541.
Trustees—Negligence in holding bank 

shares—Shareholder's double lia-

Trustees who detain hank shares long 
after knowledge of their rapid decline in 
value, are answerable to the estate for the 
amount of a claim proven against it on the 
insolvency of the bank by the liquidator in 
respect of shareholders’ double liability, not
withstanding a discretionary power con
ferred by the will ap|Kiinting them to invest 
in such manner ns they deem advisable. 
Trustees who retain shares of stock until 
they become worthless, after becoming 
aware of their rapid depreciation in value 
under a discretionary power of retention 
w ithout making an effort to dispose of them, 
are answerable for the resulting loss al
though they acted in good faith; nor are 
they entitled to protection under s. 36 of 
the Trustee Act, 1 Geo. V. (Ont.) c. 26 R. 
8.0. 1914, c. 121.

Re Nicholls, Hall r. Wildman. 14 D.L.R. 
244, 29 O.L.R. 206, varying 10 D.L.R. 790,
4 O.W.N. 930.

Wife's liability fob procuring husband's
BREACH OF TRUST—ACCOUNTING—INTER

Misapplication of trust funds by a hus
band in payment of his wife’s debts, to 
which she agreed, renders the wife liable to 
make good the breach of trust; she is also 
liable for such trust moneys a* were made 
a gift to her, even without knowledge of 
their trust character, since she merely holds 
them as a volunteer, and not as a transferee 
for value; in accounting for it she is also 
chargeable with the interest which, hut for 
the misapplication the fund would have 
produced from investment.

Harrison v. Matliiesnn, 30 D.L.R. 150, 36 
O.L.R. 347. [See also 10 O.W.N. 117. 19H.J 
,Shortages—Release—Mistake—Fraud.

The defendant, as executor and trustee 
under the will of T.. who died in 1882, held 
one-half of TVs estate in trust to pay the 
income to Mary L. during lier life, mid to 
divide the corpus among the children of 
Mary I. who should attain the age of 26 
years. The plaintiff was the only child of 
Marv L. in 1890, the plaintiff ami hi» 
mother accepted a statement made hy the 
defendant as to the amount of their share, 
took over the amount, and released the de
fendant. Mary L. died in 1913; and, in 
1915, the plaintiff commenced this action 
for an account, alleging that the defendant 
had not fully accounted, and that the plain
tiff and his mother had executed the re
lease improvident],*-. In the action it was 
fouhd that the defendant had. by an inno
cent error, paid to other Ik-ueficiaries under 
the will moneys that formed part of the 
share of the plaintiff and his mother:— 
Held, that innocent error was sufficient to 
invalidate the release. [Re Garnett (1885), 
31 Ch. D. 1. followed.]

Lees v. Morgan, 40 O.L.R. 233, 39 D.L.R. 
259, reversing 11 O.W.N. 222.
Seat upon Stock Exchange held in trust

BY MEMBER—PRACTICE AND RULES OF
Exchange—Trust property used by
TRUSTEE FOR HIS OWN BENEFIT—EVI
DENCE—Absence oi injury to cestui 
que trust—Damages—Costs.

O’Flynn v. Jaffray, 6 O.W.N. 648.
(9 II B—52)—Dealing with trust es

tate—Individual interest or trustee.
Where one sold his interest in a partner

ship to his fellow-partners for a sum pay
able »t a specified time and before that time 
died leaving a will by which he appointed 
as executor» and trustees of his estate two 
of the remaining partners and the plaintiff, 
who was not connected with the tfrm, and 
payment of the debt was not enforced when 
due, though interest thereon was paid an
nually thereafter, the plaintiff as a bene
ficiary under the will is not entitled to an 
accounting of the profits earned by the loan 
after it became due and cannot claim such 
profits in lieu of interest. [Vyse v. Foster,
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L.R. 8 Ch. App. 300, L.R. 7 H.L. 318, fol 
lowed.]

Garvell v. Aitken, 2 D.L.R. 709, 10 E. 
L.R. 432.
Right to land purchased with trust

KL" XI) N — MORTGAGE TO CESTUI QUE

Real «‘state purchased by ft trustee with 
funds held in trust, but w’ith knowledge of 
the cestui quo trust and «‘cured by a mort
gage in the latter’s favour in a sum exceed
ing the purchase price, does not entitle the 
cestui quo trust to a declaration of title to 
the land in his favour.

Ileamish v. latwlor, 23 D.L.R. 141. 43 N.
B.R. 186
($ II B—55)—Tkcnkai. rhea « h—Trustee

ACTING IX GOOD FAITH.
The rule to lie applied under the Trustee 

Act, 1 Geo. V. e. 26. s. 36, R.S.O. 1014. c. 
121. as to relieving trustees from liability 
for technical breaches of trust, is that if it 
lie fourni that the trustee has acted both 
honestIv and reasonably the court is then to 
determine upon the circumstances whether 
the trustee «night fairly to lie excused. [Na
tional Trustees Co. v. General Finance Co.. 
[1905] A.C. 373, followed.)

Re Nicholls, Hall v. Wildman. 14 D.L.K. 
244. 2» O.L.R. 206. 4 O.W.X. 1511.
BHKA< II OK TRUST—INVESTMENT IX LANII—

Sale ok land to replace trust funds
—CONTRACT OK KAI.E — OBJECTION TO 
TITLE MADE 1IY PÜBCHABEB—NECESSITY 
FOB ONE BENEFICIAIT JOINING IN con
veyance—Evidence ok concvbhkxce—
POHSIBI.E ELECTION OK BENEFICIA HIES TO 
TAKE LAND IN SPECIE OK AHHEKT LIEN—
Right ok pvbciiabeb to bf. safeguard
ed—Obdeh under Vendors and Pur-
CIIASKBR AuT.

Re Jackson and Snaitli, 17 O.W.N. 282. 
(811 B—561 —Accoi xti.no—Action for— 

Rules (Ont.) 038 et seq.—Notice ok 
motion—Waiver ok by person to be 
served—Rights ok guarantors—Rail 
way bonds.

Rtothers v. Toronto General Trusts Co., 
47 D.L.R. 176, 44 O.L.R. 432.
Accounting.

If the statement of claim does not state 
a case entitling the plaintiff to any relief 
against one of two defendants, an order 
should not lie made «'«impelling him to 
answer, on his examination for discovery, 
questions which would lie relevant if a 
gooil cause of ai'tiop had been disclosed.

Winnipeg Granite & Marble Co. v. Ben- 
netto, 21 Man. L.R. 743.
Disposition ok fund in court represent

ing* SURPLUS PROCEEDS «IF MORTGAGE
sale — Account — Settlement — 
Rights of wife and children of set
tlor—Declaration—Costs.

.Tanisse v. Currv, 16 O.W.N. 183, vary
ing 15 O.W.N. 301.
(8 II H—57)—Compensation.

While the p«isition of a surviving part

ner imposes certain obligation# and duties 
which are in their nature fiduciary, he i# 
not an express trustee ami, therefore, has 
no statutory right to remuneration under 
and by virtue of the Trustee Act* R.S.O., 
e. 12».’ s. 40.

Livingston v. Livingston, 4 D.L.R. 345, 
26 O.L.R. 246, 21 O.W.R. 901. 
Compensation—Making mortgage invest*

Where the will limit# the executor's 
investment# to he made from sale# of land 
to real estate mortgages, an allowance for 
procuring and passing the loans may be 
made to the executor on passing hi# ac
counts. in addition to the agent's comrois- 
sion where the loan i# brought in through 
an agent: and where the agent's cnmmîs- 
sion was one per cent on live year loans, an 
additional one per vent may properly lie 
allowed the «‘xecutor-trn#tee in adilition to 
all proper disbursement#, for examining 
and passing i‘arh loan, excluding, however, 
mortgage# taken back for balance of pul
i'ha#c .money of properties bought from the 
estate. Compensation to an ex«»«'Utor-true- 
tee for collecting and paying over the in- 
I'ume «in mortgage investments in Manitoba 
to tlie life lieneficiary and for looking after 
the investment may properly lie allowed at 
74 per <‘«‘nt of such income on farm loans 
ami 6 per cent on city loans.

Re Paterson Kstate, 17 D.L.R. 466, 24 
Man. L.R. 217, 28 W.L.R. 177. 6 W.W.R. 
882.
Right to compensation.

Section 4» of the Trustee Act, R.S.M. 
1913, e. 200, does not give a trustee a stat
utory right to remuneration where his 
trusteeship i# created for his own purpose# 
and to protei't his financial interest without 
any express provision for remuneration, 
ami where the trustee assuming the trust 
under aueh circumstances had orally agreed 
with the other parties tlvil he was not to 
lw paid any remuneration, his petition mi
ller the Act for an allowance in that re- 
spect is properly refus«‘<l.

Dart v. Drurv, 23 D.L.R. 399, 25 Man. 
L.R. 258, 8 W.W.R. 173, 30 W.L.R. 809. 
Tbuhtkek named in will—Legacy in

LIEU OE COMPENSATION.
Re Ivemlrum. 24 D.L.R. 885. 9 W.W.R. 

245, 32 W.L.R. 550.
Trusts and Trustées—Compensation of 

trustees—Trustee Act. s. 67—Re
ference. scope of—Scale of allow
ance fixed by Surrogate court in
RESPECT OK OTHER PARTS OF ESTATE—
Diligence and capacity of trustees 
—Reasonable allowance—Minimiz
ing OF RESPONSIBILITY — PERCENT
AGE ON TAKING OVER AND DISTRIBUTING
estate—Value of work done—Value 
of estate—Arbitrary sum allowed
WHERE ESTATE LARGE AND DUTIES OF 
TRUSTEES SIMPLE.

Appeal from report of the Master fixing
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the compensation to trustees under a mar
riage settlement for settling the affairs of 
the trust in so far as they related to the 
portion of the trust represented in a mort
gage made to the trustees to secure a part 
of the purchase-money of land included in 
the trust which was sold by the trustees, 
including the transfer of the mortgage to 
the Accountant of the Court, for which the 
trustees had not been compensated : Held, 
that the Master rightly treated the order 
of reference as requiring him to ascertain 
uhat compensation ought to be allowed to 
the trustees for their services in connec
tion with this portion of the estate from 
the time of their appointment down to and 
including the transfer of the mortgage to 
the Accountant. (2) That the Master 
was not bound by what had been decided 
by the Surrogate Judges as to the scale 
upon which compensation should be fixed 
with regard to the rest of the estate. (3) 
That, the compensation ought to be upon 
the footing of what an ordinarily careful 
and competent trustee is entitled to re
ceive. (4) That the trustees from time to 
time consulted their cestuis que trust as 
to questions presenting themselves for de
termination, and made applications for the 
advice of the court, thus abstaining from 
taking unnecessary risks, did not afford 
ground for cutting down the amount of 
compensation. (5) Semble, that what the 
trustees had done was sufficient to justify 
the allowance of a percentage on taking 
over and distributing the estate—the word 
“distribute*' as used in Re Farmers’ Loan 
and Savings Co., 3 O.W.R. 837, ad Re Mc
Intyre v. London and Western Trusts Co., 
7 O.L.R. 548, is intended to convey the 
same idea as the expressions used in Re Her- 
keley’l Trust (1879), 8 PJL 103. (6) The
calculation of percentages upon the various 
parts of the estate and upon the receipts and 
disbursement of income is one of the means 
adopted of fixing a trustee's compensation; 
but neither the trustee nor the cestui que 
trust has the right to insist unon its adop
tion ; the tribunal before which the matter 
comes has to ascertain as liest it may what 
is a fair and reasonable allowance for the 
trustee’s care, pains, and trouble, and his 
time expended m and about the estate (s. 
«7 of the Trustee Act, R.fi.O. 1914, c. 121) ; 
the tribunal cannot be expected to ascer
tain, weigh, and set a value upon the ac
tual work properly done, and allow such 
value and no more ; regard must be had 
to the size of the estate. [Re Fleming, 11 
P.R. 272, 278, 42*1, and Re Toronto General 
Trusts Corp. and Central Ontario R. Co., 
6 O.W.R. 350, followed.]

Re Hughes. 43 O.L.R. 594.
Trustee's remuneration — Not neces

sarily BASED ON PERCENTAGES OR COM
MISSIONS— Fair allowance for time 
spent — Trustee’s employment of 
solicitors and valuators—Disburse
ments FOR SUCH PURPOSE ALLOWED.

The court should not, in every case, limit

the remuneration of a trustee (not being 
official administrator appointed under the 
Surrogate Courts Act, R.S.M., 1913, c. 47 I 
to percentages »and commissions. While 
such a basis may be favoured because it is 
desirable to hold out to trustees an in
ducement to realize as much as possible on 
the assets of the estate, there are instances 
where such a basis would lie wholly in
adequate. [Re Saskatchewan Coal lining 
Co., 6 Man. L.R. 593. followed]. An al
lowance was fixed for the time spent by the 
estates officer of a trustee company who 
|M>rsonally investigated the different items 
of assets of the estate. Disbursements 
were allowed to a trustee for the employ
ment of a solicitor to examine the titles 
to real estate and a competent valuator to 
ascertain the values of the different prop-

Re Borthwiek, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 59.
C. Suit for instructions.

(g II C—5ft)—Trustees of bond insub— 
uric,inatixo summons.

The court may determine upon .an origi
nating summons the question whether the 
trustee of a bond issue may lawfully certify 
and deliver certain bonds to the issuing 
company under a stipulation in the trust 
deed for delivery to the latter on its ac
quiring additional property of bonds up to 
a declared percentage of the value of such 
additional property as shewn by a resolu
tion of the directors of the issuing com-

Eastern Trust Co. v. Maritime Telegraph, 
etc., Co., 15 D.L.R. 653, 14 E.L.R. Sift. 
Jurihdiction—Advice of court—Mani

toba Trustee Act.
It is only upon questions pertaining to 

the management and administration of 
trust property, and not upon those relating 
to the rights of the beneficiaries inter se. 
or to the validity of the provisions of -i 
will that a judge can give advice or direc
tions under ss. 42-47 of the Manitoba 
Trustee Act, R.S.M. 1002, c. 170. [Re 
T.orenz, 1 Dr. & S. 401 ; Re Hooper. 29 
Reav. 650; Re Williams, 1 (h. Chamb, 372; 
and Re Rally, 25 O.L.R. 112. followed.]

Re Crichton Estate, 13 D.L.R. * 109, 23 
Man. L.R. 594, 4 W.W.R. 1184, 25 W.L.R. 
18.
Motion under Trustee Act—Construc

tion OF WILL.
The provisions of a will cannot lie con

strued on a motion under the Trustee Act, 
R.S.M 1902. c. 170.

Re Dion. 12 D.L.R. 831. 23 Man. L.R. 
549, 4 W.W.R. 942, 24 W.L.R. 701.
Relief fund—Surplus in hands of com

mittee OF SUBSCRIBERS — CONSOLIDA
TION WITH ANOTHER FUND — DISPOSI
TION of — Further fire relief — 
Hospitals.

Re Northern Ontario Fire Relief Fund
Trait, i: o w n. 233.
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Dkkii—Ascertainment of persons enti
tled TO TRUST-FUND AFTER DEATH OF 
LIFE-TENANT.

Re Ferrell, 17 O.W.X. 3(f 
Settlement — “Beneficiaby” — Issue — 

Inch sign of grandchild.
Re Smith Trusts, 10 O.W.N. 246.

Custom of real estate agents—Refer
ence— Success divided—No costs 

Toronto General Trusts Co. v. Robins, 
19 O.W.R. 212, 2 O.W.X. 1023.
Mortgaging trust estate—Authority 

of Court authorizing—No power to 
compel—Removal of trustees. 

Shepard v. Shepard, 20 O.W.R. 810. 
Trustee going abroad — Meaning of

ABROAD Ih i IBS OF FBI mm •>.
Re Will of .lames Curran, HI O.W.R. 601,

2 O.W.X. 1268
Investment of moneys—Trust company 

—Acts ok officers—Estoppel—Lia-

MeArthur v. Imperial Trust Co., 17 W. 
L.R. 415.
Fund in hands of trustees for beneuci-

Re^McXeill Estate. 10 W.L.R. 691. 
Contract as trustees for company about

TO BE INCORPORATED—EXPRESS CLAUSE 
FOR NO PERSONAL LIABILITY.

Hand Fireworks Co. y. Baikie, 39 Que. 
S.C. 227.
III. Interest of cestui que trust; rights 

of creditors; spendthrift trust.
A. In General.

(§ 111 A—60)—Liability of cestui que 
trust—Trespass.

Cestuis que trustent cannot resort to 
foree when excluded from the trust proper
ty, without rendering themselves liable for 
the trespass to the trustees: their remedy, 
in ease of a breach of trust, is for equitable

Lungille v. Xass, 36 D.L.R. 368, 51 N. 
8.R. 429.
Trustees of cestui que trust—Account-

If a trustee or person acting in conjunc
tion with a trustee keep the trust money in 
his hands, meaning to appropriate it. or 
even to use it temporarily only, the actual 
loss ceases to lie the measure of his re
sponsibility; the beneficiary is entitled to 
claim the repayment of his money.

British America Elevator Co. v. Bank of 
B.N.A., 46 D.L.R. 326. [1919] A.< . 658, 
(1919) 2 W.W.R. 748. reversing 26 D.L.R. 
.->87. 9 W.W.R. 1368. 33 W.L.R. 625 (amend
ed in 32 D.L.R. 181). which varied 20 D. 
L.R. 944. 29 W.L.R. 214. 6 W.W.R. 1444. 
Money used in purchase of land 

Mortgage—Priorities.
Part of the plaintiff's money was in 

breach of trust lent to one von Alvensleben 
and von Alvensleben, Limited, to purchase 
land which they subsequently mortgaged to 
the defendant company, and the company

notified the other defendants, certain Scot
tish investors, that the moneys forwarded 
by them to the defendant eonijviny for in
vestment had been placed in said mort
gages and “guaranteed first mortgage in
vestment certificates” were issued by the 
company to said investors. The mortgage 
from von Alvensleben Limited was not re
gistered as required by s. 102 of the Com
panies Act. Held, that the defendants, the 
Scottish investors, were purchasers for 
value without notice of the plaintiff’s in
terest, and were in priority to him. and 
that as the plaintif!' was not a purchaser, 
mortgage or creditor in relation to von Al
vensleben Limited, he was not entitled to 
avail himself, under said section, of the 
fact that the mortgage from said company 
was not registered.

Dalton v. Dominion Trust Co., 25 B.C.R. 
241). [1918| 3 W.W.R. 42.
Conveyance by trustees — Consent of

CESTUI QUE TRUST—TITLE TO LAND— 
Vendor and purchaser.

Re Scott and White, 5 O.W.X. 766.
Over payment to beneficiaries — Trus

tees OF INSURANCE FUND — MONEYS 
DUE TO BENEFICIARIES — SET-OFF —
Claims arising en autre droit.

Re Beck Trusts, 0 O.W.X. 283, 10 O.W.X. 
218.
(§ III A—62)—Misapplication of funds 

— Fiduciary relation — Following 
the fund.

Where a trust fund is traceable into 
land, and the entire land is clearly the 
fruit of the trust fund, the cestui que trust 
has a right to take the land itself whether 
the purchase was or was not of the descrip
tion authorized by the trust; but where the 
diverted fund constitutes a part only of 
the money laid out in the purchase and is 
mixed with the trustee's own money there 
is a right only to a charge or lien on the 
land for the trust money and interest.

Weitzen Land & Agricultural Co. v. Win
ter. 17 D.L.R. 750, 28 W.L.R. 212, 6 W. 
W.R. 964.
B. Rights of creditors; spendthrift

(§ III B—65)—Personal contract of 
trustee — Liability of parties —

.Tones v. Burgess, 43 N.B.R. 126. [Varied 
by Canada Supreme Court, March 3, 1916.] 
(§ III B—661 — Settlement — Trust- 

heed—Rights of settlor—Power of 
appointment—Will.

Re Campltel) Trusts, 17 O.W.N. 23.
IV. Liability of trust estate generally.

Motion fob payment out—To church 
trustees—Impossibility of loss of 
money in Court—Fund held in per
petuity—Income fob specific objec t.

Beclier v. Miller, 3 O.W.N. 357, 20 O.W. 
R. 615.
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V. Bights and liabilities of transferees; 

following trust property.
(S V—76)—Trust money—Misappropria

tion BY TRUSTEE—CESTUI QUE TRUST—
Right to follow—Priority or mort
gage OVER LIEN.

Where n trustee misappropriates trust 
money by using it to pay off a mortgage on 
land owned or partly owned by him the 
cestui que trust is entitled to follow such 
moneys and to be subrogated to the right 
of the mortgagees to the extent of the pay
ments. The mortgagor, being the sole re
gistered owner, although entitled only to 
a11 undivided interest ir. the property mort
gaged, the other Owner having, subsequent
ly to the date of the mortgage, taken a 
\i odor's lien on the Lands for the amount 
of his interests, such lien is not entitled 
to priority over the mortgage.

McCullough v. Marsden, 45 D.L.R. 645, 
[llllfl] 1 W.W.R. «8».
Following trust property—Misapplica

tion OF COMPANY FUNDS—FOLLOWING 
PROPERTY PURCHASED WITH.

Where, at the time the defendant became 
a shareholder in the plaintiff company, the 
(resident agreed to take his script off his 
lands at any time, and subsequently the 
prcsîdent substituted in exchange shares of 
another company on surrender of the 
script, but without any formal transfer in 
favour of himself or of any one else anil 
paid therefor by cheque of the plaintiff 
• cimpany, the latter company through its 
liquidator in the winding-up proceeding 
may recover from the defendant the money 
so misapplied, where the president was the 
defendant’s agent in the transaction; in 
such case the defendant may be treated as 
a volunteer into whose hands the property 
substituted for the trust estate may be 
followed.

Chandler & Massey v. Irish, 13 D.L.R. 
829. 29 O.L.R. 112. [See 25 O.L.R. 211, 
2U O.W.R. 249.]
Money.

A cestui que trust may follow the trust 
property into whatever it may have lieen 
converted by his trustee, and this applies 
to money also, though it cannot be ear
marked. [Re Hallett's Estate, 13 Ch.D. 
«96; Re Oatway, [1903] 2 Ch. 356. fol 
lowed.] But every step by which the trust 
property assumed its new form must be 
shown [Harford v. Lloyd (1855), ‘20 Beav. 
310. Re Hallett, [1894] 2 Q.B. 237.]. and 
a claim in respect of money will tie dis
allowed unless it can be so traced. [Re 
l l~ter Building Co. (1899), 25 L.R.Ir. 24.]

Hritish Canadian Securities v. Hirtin, 
27 Man. L.R. 423, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1313. 
Trustee’s insolvency—Fraudulent pbef 

f.rkncb.
Money deposited with a trustee does not 

become by such deposit the projiertv of the 
trustee, and can therefore be claimed by the

cestui que trust as his property. The in
solvency of the trustee does not alter the 
rights of the latter. It is not a fraudulent 
preference on the part of a trustee who has 
misappropriated trust money to make it 
good on the eve of bankruptcy.

Jamieson v. Ross, 50 CJup. S.C. 360.
(§ V—76)—Breach of trust—Mixing as

sets OF ESTATE WITH TRUSTEE’S OWN
property — Death of trustee — Lia
bility OF EXECUTOR of trustee — 
Knowledge — Account — Appoint
ment of new trustees.

Godkin v. Watson, 5 O.W.X. 811. 
Pretended sale of trust property by 

trustee—Conveyance to wife—Sub
sequent RESALE AT PROFIT.

Hnggard v. Bennetto; Smith v. Bennetto, 
16 NY.L.R. 623.

ULTRA VIRES.
See Companies; Municipal Corporations; 

Constitutional Law.

Annotation.
Ultra vires as defence in actions on cor

porate contracts: 30 D.L.R. 107.

UNDUE INFLUENCE.
See also Duress.
As affecting validity of instruments, see 

Wills: Deeds; Contracts; Bills and Notes; 
Mortgage.

Drunkenness, intimacy with woman, in
dependent advice, see Deeds, II G—70.

Presumption as to, see Husband and 
Wife, Il \ "

Presumption as to voluntary conveyance 
to child by aged parent, see Deeds, li F— 
165.
Transfer of land by aged father to

DAUGHTER — ADEQUACY OF CONSIDERA
TION—Lack of independent advice. 

Grahn v. Litwin, 19 W.L.R. 144.

UNJUST DISCRIMINATION.
See Carriers, IV.

USEFUL OCCUPATION.
Paid official of labour organization.

Where the only evidence before the magis
trate, on a charge of violation of the pro
visions of order-in-council No. 815, April, 
1918, as to the occupation of the accused is 
that he is the paid official of a labour or
ganization, which is recognized by such 
order-in-council as not illegal, there can be 
no reasonable inference that he is not en
gaged in a useful occupation.

R. v. Ruttka, 42 D.L.R. 276. 30 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 172, [1618] 2 W.W.R. 788.
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USURY.
See Interest.
Money Lenders Act, sen Interest II B-65.

I. In general; what constitutes.
II. Effect : remedies.

I. Iu general; what constitutes.
(§ I—7) — Money Lenders Act — 

Money lender, who is — Successive
LOANS TO SAME PERSON.

One who, at intervals extending over a 
year makes various loans of money at usuri
ous rates is a "money lender” within the 
meaning of the Money Lenders Act, R.S.C. 
1906, c. 122, notwithstanding all the loans 
were made to the same person.

It. v. Morgan, 11 D.L.R. 704, 21 Van. Cr. 
Cas. 22.'». 10 Rev. l«eg. .‘$44.

A person is shown to lie a "money-lender” 
within the Money lenders Act, R.S.C. 1906, 
c. 122. if it he proved that he discounted 
promissory notes at a prohibited rate at 
various times each of less than $.*>00 and 
so within the statute, although all for the 
same customer.

R. v. Eaves, 9 D.L.R. 419, 2.1 Que. 8.C. 
406.
CRIMINAL OFFENCE—LIMIT UK RATE FOR 

SMALL I.0AN8—AGGREGATE DISCOUNTS 
EUR LARGER AMOUNT.

A person who is a money-lender within 
the terms of the Money Lenders Act, R.S.C. 
1900, c. 122, is guilty of a criminal offence 
under a. 11 of that Act if he discounts for 
the customer at one time several notes 
made by various other persons maturing 
at various dates for less than $500 each, 
although the notes aggregate more than 
$500 and the net amount of the advance 
after deducting the discount was also more 
than $500, where the discount charge was 
separately computed and retained on each 
note at a rate of more than 12 per cent per 
annum, if there was no contract of open 
credit and the discount was made directly 
upon such notes without the customer giv
ing his own note for the gross amount ex
ceeding $500 as the subject of discount with 
the smaller notes as collateral only to the 
advance, so as thereby to make the transac
tion a single one for more than $500, to 
which the statute would not apply. The 
offence of "lending” money at a greater 
interest than is authorized by the Money 
Lenders Act, R.S.C. 1006. c. 122, for which 
a money-lender may be indicted under s.
11 of that statute, includes discounts made 
contrary to s. 6 thereof which in terms pro
hibits a money-lender from stipulating for, 
allowing on any negotiable instrument, con
tract or agreement, concerning a loan of 
money the principal of which is under $500, 
“a rate of interest or discount greater than
12 per cent per annum."

R. v. Eaves, 9 D.L.R. 419, 23 Que. S.C. 
400.

Usury — Money lender — Discount and
GUARANTEE — EVIDENCE OF COLLUSION 
BETWEEN ENDORSER AND DISCOUNTER.

The King v. Kehr, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 202, 
affirming 1.8 On. Cr. Cas. 57.

II. Effect; remedies.
(§ II—20) —Effect—Remedies—Pf.nalty 

Money Lenders Act—Scope of.
If a money lender lent money to an 

amount less than $500 at 11 per cent and 
thereafter threatened to sue tin* borrower, 
who, to avoid action, gives him a promis
sory note hearing a higher rate than 12 per 
cent, the note would be in contravention of 
s. 6 of the Money Lenders Act, R.S.C. 1906, 
c. 122, but would not render the money 
lender liable to the penalty provided for 
"lending” money at a greater rate than 12
'** Bellamy v. Timers, 19 D.L.R. 488, 31 
O.L.R. 613.
(8 II—22)—Buna fide holders.

The Money lenders Act does not in any 
way forbid the negotiation of notes dis
counted at a forbidden rate, hut on tin- 
contrary provides for the right of action 
to the bona ride holder for the face Value 
of said notes, reserving only the privilege 
to the party discharging said notes to re
claim from the money lender any amount 
paid for interest illegally charged. A peti
tion for an injunction to restrain the trans
fer of said promissory notes will be dis
missed.

Friedenberg v. Eaves, 13 Que. P.R. 329. 
(§ II—241 —Relief against — Counter- 

claim—Money Lenders Act.
A Court of Equity will grant relief 

against an excessive charge of interest or 
where the transaction is harsh and uncon
scionable. and if the transaction is one 
arising under the Money Lenders Act addi
tional relief will be granted by way of 
counterclaim under the Act.

Smart v. Boswell, 26 D.L.R. 711, 50 X. 
8.R. 16.
Remedies.

A party who signed promissory notes 
discounted at a rate of interest exceeding 
that allowed by the Money Lenders Act has 
no right to ask by a conservatory attach
ment that these notes lie put under judicial 
custody for the purpose of reducing their 
amounts, especially if it is not alleged that 
the defendant is insolvent.

Friedenberg v. IViiley, 13 Que. P.R. 312. 
(§ II—25)—Recovery of excess.

Any remedy provided for the relief of 
borrowers against usury by the Money 
Lender* Act. R.S.C. 1906. e. 122. is cumu
lative of and not in substitution for the 
common law right to recover the excess. A 
borrower who has paid interest in excess 
of the maximum rate for which a contract 
may legally he made under the Act has a 
right of action at common law to recover 
such excess. [ Browning v. Morris, 2 Cowp.
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790, 98 Eng Rep. 1364; Smith v. Bromley, 
2 Doug. 696, 99 Eng. Rep. 441, applied.]

Watts v. Tolman. 6 D.L.R. 5, 22 W.L.R. 
55, 2 W.W.R. 1019. [Affirmed. 7 D.L.R. 
811. 22 Man. L.R. 471, 3 W.W.R. 007.]

There may be an infraction of s. 6 of the 
Money Lender* Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 122, 
which is not an offence within a. 11, which 
makes it a criminal offence to ‘'lend"’ money 
"here the amount h under $500 at a higher 
interest rate than 12 per cent, and where 
the transaction docs not involve the crinv 
ma 1 offence, but there has been merely an 
exaction of more than 12 per cent in respect 
of a loan made prior to the Act, a. 11 does 
not apply, but under #. 6 the rate is com
pulsorily reduced to 12 per cent from the 
date when the statute became effective; and 
if the lender illegally stipulates for or 
exact* more, it is invalid only as to the 
excess and a renewal note which included 
the excess charge is not wholly invalidated. 
[Bellamy v. Porter, 13 D.L.R. 278, 28 U.L. 
K. 572, distinguished, and dictum of Clute, 
J., disapproved.]

Bellamy v. Timbers, 19 D.L.R. 488, 31 
O.L.R. 613.
Remedies under Money Lenders Act— 

Recovering excess.
I’nder the Money Lender* Act (R.S.C. 

1906, v. 122. s. 7), the court can modify 
the terms ami conditions of a loan of money 
at usurious interest under form of bonus 
only, in the case where it is alleged in the 
defence that the amount of interest paid 
or claimed exceeds the rate of 12 per cent 
per annum, though the demand for reduc
tion of usurious interest made for the first 
time at the hearing be favoured, the court 
cannot exceed its power* when thie allega
tion is not present. The borrower can al
ways recover this excess of interest under 
the provisions of the above mentioned Act.

NTtnasse v. Robillard, 47 Que. S.C. 487. 
Criminal usury—Lending sums or money

LESS THAN $500 AT MORE THAN 12 PER
cent — “Money lender,” statutory 
meaning or—Liability of agent or 
employee.

The King v. Smith and Luther, 17 Can. 
Cr. Caa. 445, 16 O.W.R. 542, 1 O.W.N. 956.

VAGRANCY.

Annotation.
Living on the avails of crime or prosti

tution, 30 D.L.R. 339.
(8 I—1)—Definition of — Section 238, 

Cr. Code.
A summary conviction for being the 

keeper of a disorderly house under es. 238, 
239, Cr. Code, is sufficient, although it does 
not in term* contain a finding that the 
accused is a ‘•vagrant” or a “loo*e, idle or 
disorderly person” in the words of said 
sections which declare such offence to be 
vagrancy. [R. v. Leconte, 11 Can. Cr. Cas.

* Can. Dig.—139.
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41, 11 O.L.R. 408, followed; R. r. Keeping, 
4 Can. Cr. Cas. 494, not followed.]

The King v. Deraetrio, 20 Can. Cr. Cas 
316.
(8 1—2)—Essentials of offence—Wan

DERER WITHOUT MEANS OF SUBSISTENCE
A commitment under Cr. Code, a. 238, for 

vagrancy doe» not disclose an offence where 
it recites that the prisoner was a “loose, 
idle person found wandering abroad ami 
not giving a good account of himself, there 
bv being a vagrant,” unless it is also re 
cited that he had no visible mean» of 
subsistence, and a discharge will be ordered 
on habeas corpus where the conviction on 
which the commitment was based wa* sim 
ilarly defective.

R. v. Kolencmik; R. v. Chupak, 20 D.L.R. 
341, 23 Can. Cr. ( as. 265, 7 8.L.K. 321, 7 
W.W.R. 382.
Prostitution in private boarding house 

—Evidence — Venereal disease — 
Prejudice—Quashing conviction.

There is nothing in any of the clauses of 
». 238. Cr. Code, since the repeal of paras, 
(j; and (k) by 5 Geo. V. c. 12, s. 7. which 
can be relied upon to make immorality com 
mitted in a private house evidence of 
vagrancy. The defendant (a womani was 
convicted bv a magistrate "of being a 
vagrant." tTpon a motion to quash the 
conviction, the only evidence returned by 
the magistrate was, that on several inva
sions the defendant had received money "for 
immoral purposes;" that one man had been 
infected with venereal disease; and that, 
upon examination, the defendant was found 
to lie diseased. It was admitted that the 
oral evidence before the magistrate shewed 
that the defendant was employed a* a ser 
vant in a boarding house, and that the acts 
of immorality had been with hoarders 
Held, that there was no evidence to sup
port the conviction. Clause ( 11 of e. 238 
did not apply, because that clause is not 
aimed at the prostitute, and because there 
was no evidence that the defendant had no 
l»eaceable profession or calling by which to 
maintain herself—and the receipt of $2 on 
each of two occasion* did not shew that she 
for the most part supported herself by the 
avails of prostitution. Held, also, that 
evidence of the diseased condition of the 
defendant was improperly admitted, to her 
possible prejudice-, and on that ground, a* 
well a* on the other, the conviction should 
he quashed.

R. v. Weller, 40 O.L.R 296.
Common prostitute wandering in public

The "satisfactory account of hernelf" 
which a common prostitute or night walker 
found wandering in public places must give 
to avoid being clasr d as a vagrant under 
Cr. Code. s. 238 (I), is an account of her 
presence on the street or other public place 
and not of her character or calling.

R. v. Levine, 30 Can. Cr. Caa. 305. [1019] 
1 W.W.R. 637.

VAGRANCY.
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(8 I—5)—Being without visible means 

OF MAINTENANCE.
A conviction for vagrancy in being with

out visible means of maintaining himself 
is justified in respect of a person who 
solicits <alms for himself on the streets 
without the oflicial certificate mentioned 
in Cr. ( ode, s. 238 (d), on a claim tfiat In
is unable to work and who had no way of 
maintaining himself without becoming a 
public burden or a nuisance on the public 
streets. The possession of a sum of money 
sufficient for tlie maintenance of the accused 
lor severAl days will not bar his convic
tion as a vagrant if it appears that the 
money had been obtained for the most part 
by the defendant’s begging in the publie 
streets. (The King v. Sheehan. 14 Van. 
i r. Vas. 119, not followed.]

The King v. Munroe, 19 Van. Cr. Vas. 
Nti. 25 O.L.R. 223.
(§ I—7)—Living on avails ok prostiti -

A woman who continues to have unlaw
ful sexual relations with one man only is 
not a prostitute within the terms of the Cr. 
Code; hut if she successively becomes the 
mistress of several men within the limita
tion period of six months covered by a 
charge of vagrancy brought under s. 238 
(li without having other means of sub
sistence and in such a manner as to cnyite 
a publie scandal in the locality where she 
happens to reside, she may be convicted of 
vagrancy by reason of her supporting her
self hv the avails of prostitution.

Bedard v. The King. 30 D.L.R. 326, 2C 
Can. Cr. Vas. 99. 22 Rev. Leg. 302.

Where it .appears on a charge of vag
rancy under dr. Code, s. 238 (1), that the 
accused had six months previously left off 
working at bis trade and that his only 
means of livelihood since were the running 
a gambling resort and obtaining the rake 
off on poker games, lie may properly be 
convicted under the statutory definition of 
vagrancy, although he had not failed tu 
support bis family or himself.

The King v. Kolotvln. 19 Van. Cr. Cas. 
2.'». 21 Man. L.R. 19717 W.L.R. 040. 
Prostitution.

On a charge of vagrancy brought tinder 
Cr. Code. s. 238 (i), for lieing a common 
prostitute wandering in the streets, the 
arrest by a police officer and the subsequent 
prosecution and conviction of the accused 
will lie justified if the woman was caught 
in the act of soliciting, although the police 
officer did not before arresting her ask her 
to give "a satisfactory account of herself.”

R. v. .Inckson. 29 Can Cr. Cas. 352, 40 
O.L.R. 173. affirming 12 O.W.N. 191. [See 
12 O.W.N. 77. 161.]

Where a woman’s only visible means of 
maintaining herself is by prostitution, she 
is liable to summary conviction for 
vagrancy under Cr. Code, s. 238 (a), tnak 
ing it an ofl'ence for a person not having
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any visible means of maintenance to live 
without employment.

R. v. Cyr, 38 D.L.R 601, 12 A.L.R. 320 
at p. 326, 29 Can. Cr. Cas. 77, [1917] 3 W. 
W.R. 849, affirming 12 A.L.R. 320. [19171 
2 W.W.R. 1185.
Bbf.acii ok municipal by-law—Failure to 

prove by-law—Motion to quash mao- 
isTiATB’e comm non Attempt to up
hold under s. 238, Criminal Code— 
Vaubancy—Order QUASHING CONVIC
TION—Costs—Protection ok magis
trate AND PERSONS ACTING UNDER (ON- 
VHTIO.N.

R. v. (ïeiger, 11 O.W.N. 66.
Wilful refusal ok parent to maintain 

his family—Meaning ok word “fam-

The King v. Bart bos, 17 Van. Cr. Cas. 
459.

VALUATION.
See Damages; Expropriation; Taxes.

VENDOR AND PURCHASER.
I. Rights and liabilities of parties.

a. In general.
R. Payment of purchase money; deduc-

c. Defective or unmarketable title.
d. Deficiency in quantity.
e. Rescission of contract.

II. Vendor's lien ; foreclosure.
111. Rights of parties as ro third per

sons-, bona fide purchasers.
Construction of contracts for tale of land, 

see Contracts, II.
Purchase money mortgages, see Mortgage.
Registration of instruments, priorities, 

see Land Titles; Registry Laws.
Annotations.

Contracts; part performance: Statute of 
Frauds: 17 D.L.K. 534.

Equitable rights on sale subject to mort
gage: 14 D.L.R. «52.

Payment of purchase money; purchaser's 
right, to return of, on vendor's inability to 
give title: 14 D.L.R. 351.

Sale of land; rescission for want of title 
in vendor: 3 D.L.R. 795.

When remedy for specific performance ap
plies: 1 D.L.R. 354.

Right of rescission for misrepresentation, 
and waiver of: 21 D.L.R. 329.

Foreclosure actions affected bv Morator
ium: 22 D.L.R. 865.

Assumption of mortgage debt upon trans
fer of mortgaged premises: 25 D.L.R. 435.

Vague and uncertain contracts as affect
ing specific performance: 31 D.L.R. 485.

Rescission of contract for fraud and 
damages for deceit: 32 D.L.R. 216.

Registration, caveats, notice: 33 D.L.R. 9.
Transfer of land subject to mortgage, 

implied covenants: 32 D.L.R. 497.
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I. Rights and liabilities of parties.

A. In genebal.
Duty of purchasing agent to disclose 

that property purchased is in fact his own, 
etc Principal ami Agent, II C—20.

(Enforcement of agreement by party in 
default, see Specific Performance, I K—30.

Registration of agreement lapsing, (juc
her law. see Registry Laws, III A—10.

As affected by infancy, see Infants,

Damages for breach of covenant to con
vey, see D,'images, III A—62.

Liability for agent's misrepresentation, 
see Principal and Agent, II—8.

Purchaser's right to restitution, see Com
panies, IV D—76. •

Remedies, parties, War Relief Act, see 
Moratorium.

Option» on land, see Option.
($ I A—1)—Remedies ok vendor—Action 

OX COVENANT AND rORRCLONVRK—CON
CURRENT remedies—Election between.

The vendor under an agreement «for sale 
of lands is not entitled to both a personal 
judgment on the rovenant and to an order 
for rescission or foreclosure, but must elect 
which remedy he will pursue. (Goodacre v. 
Potter, 18 ti.L.R. 3f»2, disapproved.]

Hargreaves v. Security Investment Co., 
Di D.L.R. 677, 7 S.L.R. 125, 29 W.L.R. 317, 
7 W.VV.R. 1.
Equitable doctrine where fraud vitiates

VERBAL CONTRACT.
The only ground upon which courts of 

equity compel the specific performance of a 
verbal contract to which the Statute of 
Frauds applies is where the refusal to per
form the contract amounts to a fraud. 
The alleged pureliAser cannot support an 
action for damages for breach of an oral 
contract for the sale of land to which the 
Statute of Frauds applies, by setting up 
part performance, since that doctrine is an 
equitable one and is Applicable only where 
specific performance of the agreement is 
sought.

Berry v. MaoKenzie, 9 D.L.R. 142. 
Rights of purchaser—Land contract— 

Transfer to disinterested nominee— 
Ratification.

Although a purchaser of lands who has 
completed his purchase may direct the ven
dor to convey the property to a nominee not 
ls)und by the contract, this rule does not 
apply as to an executory contract in which 
the proposed nominee is in no way inter
ested. and the doctrine of ratification of 
agency cannot lie resorted to in such a case 
either for the benefit of the original con
tracting parties or of the thi.d party.
| Keighley v. Durant, [1901] A.C. 240, ap-

Eeroyd v. Rogers, 11 D.L.R. 626. 23 Man. 
I..R. 633. 24 W.L.R. 318. 4 W.W.R. 601.
W rongful sale by vendor to third per

son—Liability of vendor.
If, during the currency of a contract for

the sale of land, the vendor wrot sells
it to a third person in derogation of the 
rights of the original purchaser, the vendor 
is answerable to him or his assignee for 
creditors for the price received on such sale 
over and above what the original pur
chaser hud agreed to pay, if the latter elects 
to seek his remedy in damages rather than 
in specific performance.

Allan v. Riopel, 14 D.L.R. 811, 7 A.L.R. 
05, 26 W.L.R. 248. 5 W.W.R. 712. 
Description of lands—Right of vendor 

TO RF.HUBD1V1DE — Fl.XAI.lTY OF REG
ISTERED PLAN. HOW LIMITED.

Springer v. Anderson. 19 D.L.R. 886, 7 W 
W.R. 529.
Agreement for sale—Remedies of vendor 

—Action on covenant and foreclos
ure—Concurrent remedies.

Goodaere v. Potter, 18 D.L.R. 352, 6 W 
W.R. 484.
Dl TV TO FURNISH ABSTRAI T OF TITLE.

It is necessary for a vendor to furnish an 
abstract of title only if the purchaser de
mand# it.

Bovdcll v. Haines. 21 D.L.R. 371, 21 BA. 
R. 171, 8 W.W.R. 17. au W.L.R. K42. 
Specific performance of contract.

The trusteeship resulting from a con
tract for sale of lands under the rule that 
the vendor is as to his interest in the lands 
a trustee for the purclviser suliject to a lien 
for the purchase money, is limited to eases 
in whicn a court of equity would grant 
specific performance.

Howard v. Miller. 22 D.L.R. 75. [1015] 
A.C. 318, 20 B.C.R. 227 at 230, reversing 
Miller v. Howard. 4 W.W.R. 1193. [Ap
plied in Central Trusts v. Snider, 26 D.L.R. 
410, 35 O.L.R. 246 ]
I'vrciiaskr’s bight to damages—Delay.

Damages ran he recovered by a purchaser 
from his vendor, unless the contract pro
vides to the contrary, lor delay in complet
ing the purchase where the delay has been 
occasioned by default of the vendor, not in 
consequence of want of or defect in title or 
in consequence of conveyancing difficulties 
hut by reason of the vendor not having used 
reasonable diligence to perform his con
tract. [Jones v. Gardiner. [1902] 1 C'h. 
191; Jaques v. Millar, 6 Ch. D. 153, ap
plied.]

Lobel v. Williams. 22 D.L.R. 127, 25 Man. 
L.R. 161, 7 W.W.R. 1042. 30 W.L.R. 352. 
Purchaser taking possession—Liability 

fob taxes—Sale or lease.
A purchaser under an agreement for sale 

by instalments, who is entitled to and does 
go into possession, is bound to pay the taxes 
and other outgoings in respect of the land.

Carmangay v. Snyder, 8 W.W.R. 567. 
Misrepresentation as to legal effect of 

contract.
An innocent misrepresentation by a ven

dor's agent as to the legal effect of a for
feiture clause, based on an erroneous con
ception, whereby the purchaser was induced

1
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to sign the agreement of sale, ia sufficient 
to render the agreement unenforceable on 
the ground of mistake.

Robson v. Rov, 35 D.L.R. 485, 11 A.L.R. 
418, [1917] 2 WAV.ll. 995.
Exchange of properties—Provision as to

RENEWAL OF MORTGAGE—CONDITION PRE
CEDENT — Waiver — Possession —- 
Evidence to vary agreement—Inad- 
MISB1BILIT1 F AU 1 BE OP DEFENDANT TO 
PROCURE RENEWAL—RETURN OF PROP
ERTY.

Fleming v. Perrault, 12 O.W.N. ti9. 
Specific performance— I ntkreht—Costs.

Cain v. Standard Reliance Mortgage 
Corp., 12 O.W.N. 236.
Exchange of lands—Material misrepre

sentation—Refusal to adjudicate
SPECIFIC PERFOR M ANCE.

Pinkerton v. Banks. 12 O.W.N. 270.
Sale of mining property—Covenant of

PURCHASER TO EXPEND MONEY ON IM
PROVEMENTS — Breach — Penalty — 
Exclusive remedy — Damages — 
Measure of—Reference—Costs—Or
der of revivor—Regularity—Rule 
303.

Chillingworth v. Grant, 12 O.W.N. 317. 
Exchange of lands—Action for specific 

PERFORMANCE—MISREPRESENTATIONS I1Y 
COMMON AGENT OF BOTH PARTIES—EVI
DENCE—Waiver—Costs.

Hughes v. Goddard. 12 O.W.N. 345. 
Option—Payment—Question of fact— 

Finding of referee—Appeal—Accep
tance OF MONEY PAID — STATUTE OF

Robinson v. Lougstaff, 13 O.W.N. 28. 
[Allirmed at p. 57.]
Dispute as to subject-matter—Sale and

PURCHASE OF I.AXD OR OF LOCATEF.’S
rights—Evidence—Laches.

Bruce v. Keleey, 13 O.W.N. 256.
Failure to register agreement—Effect.

Failure on the part of a vendor to regis
ter an agreement of sale in compliance with 
aubaa. (4), (5) of a. 28 of the Lund Regis
try Act Amendment Act, 1914, doea not 
debar him from recovering upon the con
venants contained in the agreement.

McDonnell v. McClymont, 22 B.C.R. 1. 
Agreement for sale of land—Formation 

of contract—Option—Acceptance— 
Failure to make payment—Evidence 
—Finding of Trial Judge—Appeal. 

Shafer v. Ross, 7 O.W.N. 81.
Application under Vendors and Pur

chasers Act—Partnership property 
—Priorities.

Re Smith and Wilson, 5 O.W.N. 550, 25 
O.W.R. 463
Agreement fob sale of land—Dispute as

TO DEPTH OF CITY LOT—INTERPRETA
TION OF AGREEMENT.

Walker v. Skey, 6 O.W.N. 366.

ÜRCHASER, 1 A.
Agreement for sale of land—Action for

PURCHASE-MONEY—NECESSITY FOR TEN 
DEB OF DEED—STATEMENT OF INABILITY 
TO PAY—NEW AGREEMENT SET UP RY 
purchaser—Failure to prove.

Fife v. Keating, 17 O.W.N. 145. 
Agreement for exchange of lands—Re 

FUSAL OF DEFENDANT TO CABBY OUI
Specific performance — Defences — 
Fraud—Want of finality—Damages 
—Commission—Costs.

Moore v. 1 meson, 17 O.W'.N. 43.
Several “options” upon same parcel— 

Priority—Notice.
Healev v. Hailey, 5 O.W.N. 116, 25 O.W. 

R. 70
’Action by vendor for specific perform 

ance;—Personal judgment and order 
for sale — Sale abortive—Applica
tion fob sale at certain price to
CERTAIN PURCHASER WITH RIGHT TO IS
SUE EXECUTION FOR BALANCE—ORDER 
ALLOWING same referred back to 
mahte:r to ascertain if plaixtiets in
terested IN PURCHASED—PROPRIETY OF 
VENDOR BEXOMIXG PURCHASER AT A 
PRICE LESS THAN AMOUNT DUB AND 11- 
TA1NIXQ JUDGMENT FOR BALANCE.

In an action by a vendor under an agree
ment for sale. t*he plaintiffs had obtained 
personal judgment and an order for sale, 
and, a sale under the order proving abor
tive, had subsequently obtained an order or 
the sale of the property to a certain pro
posed purchaser at a certain price with the 
right to issue execution against defendant 
for the balance then remaining unpaid. On 
appeal from this order it was referred hack 
to the master to ascertain whether there 
was any arrangement or intention that the 
plaintiffs should acquire an interest in the 
property. A purchase by a vendor in the 
name of another or under an agreement 
with the named purchaser by which the 
vendor is to lie entitled to an interest in 
the property ia a grave impropriety as it is 
a concealment of a material fact, and if an 
offer hv a third person to purchase ia open 
to that objection it should lie refused. Doubt 
expressed as to propriety of a vendor being 
permitted tv purchase the property agreed 
to be sold by him at a price leas than the 
amount due by the purchaser and to retain 
liia judgment against the purchaser for the 
remainder. Tf. where a sale by auction has 
proved abortive, such a practice is followed, 
the court should lie clearly satisfied that 
the price at which the vendor is permitted 
to purchase is the full value of the prop
erty. and if necessary for that purpose 
would retain the services of an independent 
valuator.

Creighton v. Dunkley, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 
647.
Purchases covenanting to pay taxes— 

Failure to pay—Forfeiture of land 
for taxes—Vendor entitled to bal
ance of purchase-price.

A purchaser under an agreement for sale
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of land covenanted to pay the taxes but 
tailed to do so and the land was conse
quently forfeited under the provisions of 
i lie Town Act. The vendor was held en
titled to recover the balance of the pur- 
i base-price notwithstanding his want of 
title (bv reason of forfeiture as aforesaid) 
as for the purchaser to object to such avail
ing himself of his own wrong.

Le bel v. Dobbie. [1919] 2 W.W.R. 483. 
OPTION ON LAND—RBSBBVING RIUHT TO SELL 

UPON PAYMENT OK EXCESS OVER PVR
chase price—Claim against estate 
OK DECEASED PERSON—CORROBORATION.

A. obtained a written option from F., 
since deceased, to purchase certain property 
for $30.000 within three months. A. at the 
trial alleged a contemporaneous oral agree
ment that F. during the currency oi the op
tion might sell the land, A. to receive the 
purchase price therefor in excess of *30,000. 
After the expiry of the three months F. sold 
the land. A. in his statement of claim al
leged that the agreement referred to was 
made at that time: Held that there was 
no proof of any such oral agreement an \ 
that there was no consideration for it, in 
default of proof of any extension of the op
tion, Duff, J., dissenting on the ground that 
A. and F. acted on the assumption that the 
time had been extended for three months 
and that the option was unilateral, being 
merely an offer irrevocable for three months 
ami that the oral agreement dealt with a 
different subject-matter, the distribution of 
the proceeds. The uncorroborated evidence 
of a claimant against the estate of a de
ceased person will be regarded with jealous 
suspicion. [Re Garnet, 31 Ch. D. 1.] And 
the court will in general require corrobora
tion. [Re Hodgson, 31 ( h. D. 183.]

Adamson v. Vachon, 6 W.W.R. 114.
PURCHASER'S DUTY TO INDEMNIFY VENDOR.

The rule of equity, that a purchaser is 
bound to indemnify his vendor against the 
payment of encumbrances upon the estate 
which, by the terms of the purchase the 
purchaser assumes and the amount of which 
is deducted from the consideration, does not 
apply against a purchaser in favour of a 
person who, although hie actually made the 
conveyance, was not the vendor.

Peterson v. Wickeon, [1918] 2 W.W.R.
259.
Agreement fob sale of land—Breach by 

vendors — Conveyance to another 
purchaser—Damages fob breach.

Pilkev v. Pvne, 15 O.W.N. 162, reversing 
14 O.W.N. 308.
Warranty—Apparent defects.

A clause in a deed of sale “with war
ranty of all troubles and evictions'* is only 
verbiage, and does not add anything to the 
legal warranty by which the vendor is 
bound. Defects in the foundation, pillars 
and beams of a house, are apparent defects 
for which the vendor owes no warranty,

and by ordinary examination the purchaser 
may notice such defects.

Laberge v. Gervais, 53 Que. 8.C. 370. 
Concurrent agreement—Option to re-

lf a person buys land upon the faith of a 
circular announcing that the vendor under
takes to take back the property, with in
terest at 6 per cent upon the money paid, 
if the purchaser is not satisfied with his 
investment, it is a concurrent agreement of 
sale, but is not one of the conditions of the

Lachance v. Petit, 53 Que. S.C. 368. 
Mistake—Will—Nullity of sale—Com-

When no will is found, and one of the 
heirs intestate purchases the share of an
other heir for $325, the purchaser may 
claim hack the sum if it is discovered later 
that there is a will making him sole heir, 
to the exclusion of the vendor. His consent 
to the deed of sale is voided by error. If 
the vendor is a married woman, common as 
to property, and her husband is sued with 
her, and if it is proved that the husband 
had knowledge of his wife receiving $325, 
he will be condemned with her to return it 
to the purchaser. Although left by him in 
bis wife's hands, the sum had no less fallen 
into the community.

De Repentigny v. Boucher, 24 Rev. Leg. 
476.
Encumbrance — Enjoyment — Delivery 

—Warranty—Acquired knowledge- 
retention OF SALE PRICE—PERSONAL 
OBLIGATION — C.C. Ql'B. ARTS. 1493, 
1608, 1636.

A vendor who furnishes his purchaser 
with all title deeds as well as the registrar's 
certificate of search, has carried out the 
obligation to deliver imposed on him by 
law. If the sale of an immovable is made 
subject to a life tenancy of a third person, 
the purchaser, by accepting it. renounces 
his warranty against eviction which might 
result from such enjoyment. Even if an 
encumbrance is not mentioned at the time 
of aale, the vendor is not in the position 
of a guarantor, if it is otherwise estab
lished that the purchaser had a personal 
knowledge of the facts. The purchaser can
not in such case plead the danger of evic
tion in order to demand security and refuse, 
under art. 1535, C.C. (Que.), to pay the 
sale price. In a deed of sale of land where 
the right of enjoyment of a third party is 
impeached, the agreement made by the ven
dor to obtain for the purchaser the right 
to occupy the house jointly with a third per
son is only a personal obligation, rendering 
the vendor liable for damages in case of 
default, but it docs not authorize the pur
chaser to retain the sale price by virtue of 
said art. 1535.

Lamarre v. Bibeau, 56 Que. S.C. 296. 
Option to purchase real estate—Consid-

An option given by the owner of real es-
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tate to purchase it at a stated price, with
in a given time, when accepted, is binding 
and cannot be withdrawn. The party to 
whom it is given has an action against the 
owner for specific performance of the sale. 
The improved chance of selling afforded by 
giving the option, is sufficient legal con
sideration under art. 989 C.C. (Que.).

L'lendinneng v. Vox, 43 Que. S.C. 157. 
Agreement fob hale—Numbers of sub

division — Private and registered 
pi.an—Cancellation of sale—Regis
tration C.C. Que. arts. ‘2098, 2107, 
1176

For the validity of agreements for sale, 
which do not require registration, it is not 
necessary that they contain the plan num
bers of the lots which it is agreed to sell. 
The mention of these official numbers is 
only required in the deed itself. A person 
who has received an agreement for sale of 
certain lots shown on a plan of subdivision 
made by the surveyor of the vendor, on the 
representation that these subdivision num
bers are official, while they are not. and 
have nut been registered until after the 
date of the agreement for sale, cannot, for 
this reason, demand the cancellation of the 
contract, if the official subdivision numbers, 
although bearing the numbers and the 
names of different streets, have the same 
dimensions and the same situation as tho 
number on the private plan, and can easily 
be located.

Daniel Me A'Nultv Realty Co. v. Morin, 
55 Que. S.C. 275.
Revendication — Right of redemption — 

Right of vendor to revi ndicate.
A holder, by a precarious title, of real 

property cannot oppose to the party reven- 
dicating it the transfer that the latter had 
made of it before the action, with the right 
of redemption, when he lias not set up such 
fact in his statement of defence, and only 
proves it at the trial by filing the deed 
without having previously obtained leave 
to amend his defence. When such sale, al
though apparently a sale with right of re
demption. is. in fact, a pledge, the vendor 
keeps the jus in re winch gives him the 
right to revendicate it. A holder, with a 
precarious title, of real property who erects 
buildings thereon 1ms only the right to re
move them when he is sued in revendica
tion and condemned to vacate the premises.

Asaelin v. Levesque, 23 Que. K.B. 86, 
[See 44 Que. S.C. 481.j 
Contre-lettre—Retrim eshion—Interest.

A contre-lettre has, between the parties, 
the same effect as if it was included in the 
authentic deed to which it refers. A deed 
of sab- accompanied by a contre-lettre “We 
the undersigned undertake to give back lot 
No. 38 of Robertson Canton in Second 
Range provided that he reimburse us the 
sum of $73 and interest at 8 per cent to 
run from to-day payable annually for 3 
years" the vendor in order to have the right 
to retrocession of his property is not
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obliged to pay interest each year; he cau 
pay it at any time, even immediately before 
the expiration of the 3 years by offeriug to 
the purchaser the capital and interest due.

Tliibuult v. Latour, 40 Que. S.C. 237.
As TO TAXES.

A stipulation in a deed of sale, whereby 
the purchaser obliges himself to pay ‘‘taxes 
and local and land assessmeut for the 
future," has effect only between the con
tracting parties themselves, end does nut 
constitute the purchaser the personal debtor 
for such taxes to the municipal or school 
corporations.

Uamaiiche v. Blais, 50 Que. S.C. 200.
A vendor who, after Nov. 1, sells prop

erty situated in the city of Montreal, five 
from all taxes or assessments, is obliged 
to pay the full amount assessed for the 
current year. A clause in a deed of sale, 
by which the vendor guarantees to the 
purchaser that the land sold is exempt from 
taxation as a factory site, purports a mean
ing that the land should be actually sed 
and occupied as such.

Belgo-Canadiaii Pulp & Paper Co. v. 
Brown, 49 Que. S.C. 57.

An act, by which, in consideration of a 
fixed price, one of the coinheritore sells 
and transfers unto her other coinheritors 
all her rights in the real and personal 
properly of an inheritance, will not he con
sidered as partial division, hut, on the 
contrary, will constitute, a perfect and 
final sale of the part thus acquired by 
the others.

Cliaput v. Chnput, 18 Rev. de Jur. 62.
W ARK A N T Y—Leas E.

Where an immovable injured by fire lias 
been sold “with the existing leases" hut 
upon representation to the purchaser that 
the damages caused to a portion of the 
building are so considerable as to put nil 
*lnd to the leases, the vendor has no recourse 
in warranty against the purchaser for the 
purpose of recovering from him the dam
ages which he is obliged to pay in conse
quence of a lease and of his own neglect to 
repair the premises within a reasonable

Ruthman v. Mas^, 25 Que. K.B. 193. 
Effect of using “wrrnouT prejudice” in

LETTER PROPOSING TO HEM. LANDS — 
CONTRACT BY CORRESPONDENCE.

Latimer v. Park, 19 O.W.R. 770. 
Reservation of right to remove sand and 

gravel—Agreement not under seal.
Farquhar v. Royce, 19 O.W.R. 849.

(§ I A—2)—Sale of land—Verbal agree
ment AS TO MONEY PAYABLE BY RE
LIEF Commission—Evidence—Statute 
8-9, Om. V., 1918, N.S., c. 61.

Under the statute regarding the Commis
sion for the Relief of Halifax, moneys 
awarded by the Reconstruction Committee 
and allotted to certain property, must be 
spent on that property, and in the absence 
of an express agreement, will enure to tlu
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benefit of a purchaser obtaining the prop
erty aince the explosion of 1917.

Hill v. Smith. 60 D.LR. 272.
Sale or beal estate—Purchaser's under

taking TO INSURE AGAINST EIRE ---
Hypothec—Priority.

A stipulation in favour of the vendor in 
a sale of real estate, that the purchaser 
shall insure the buildings against tire, does 
not carry an implied consent that the legal 
hypothec., arising from mutual insurance, 
has priority over one who guarantees the 
sale price. The vendor is presumed to have 
intended, in the said stipulation, a fixed 
premium insurance, and not mutual in-

La Vie de Ass'ce Mutual des Industries v. 
Moreney, 4*1 Que. S.C. 29, reversing 44 Que. 
<l\ 434.
Term eor payment—Agreement to in-

Bourgeau v. Turnbull, 40 Que. S.C. 313. 
(§ I A—31—Illegal sale of subdivision 

lot» Nonregistration or flan — 
Vender’s lien.

A sale of lots according to a plan pur
porting to lie a subdivision plan, which is 
not registered at the time of the sale, is 
illegal under a statute forbidding the sale 
of lots before the registration of the plan, 
although the agreement covers the whole 
block and is not a sale of any particular 
lot, and the purchaser may recover the pur
chase price paid thereon and is entitled to 
a lien on the land until same is paid. 
[Veilleux v. Boulevard Heights, 20 D.L.R. 
80S, affirmed in 24 D.L.R. 881; 62 Can. 
S.C.R. 18.-,. >6 D.L.R. 331; Abbott v. Ridge
way, 8 A.L.R. 315, followed.]

Sheppard v. Godfrey, 24 D.L.R. 646. 9 
A.L.R. 416, 9 W.W.R. 345, 32 W.L.R. 730, 
affirming 31 W.L.R. 617, 8 W.W.R. 999. 
Agreement for sale of land to railway 

company—Undivided sharks in por
tion or LAND OWNED BY CHILDREN OF
vendor—Refusal of children to con
vey—Payment OF PURCHASE MOM Y ro 
solicitors for vendor—Lien of pur
chasers FOB AMOUNT NECESSARY TO 
GET IN TITLE—EXPROPRIATION—COSTS.

G.T.R. Co. v. Donnelly, 8 O.W.N. 231. 
Acceptance — Delay — Title — Tender 

—Mise en demeure.
When the conditions of a contract of sale 

are accepted by both parties within the 
stipulated time, one of them may, even aft
er the expiration thereof, put the other 
party en demeure to embody in a notarial 
deed the agreement on whieh the two are 
in accord. But if the consideration is pay
able in shares, the purchaser cannot bring 
action for title without having within the 
specified time tendered the certificates of 
the shares and put the vendor en demeure 
to sign the deed of sale agreed upon. It is 
not sufficient in such case that the purchaser 
demand that the vendor should sign a deed 
of sale to him; it is necessary that the deed

of sale should lie on record, already signed 
by the purchaser, and that conclusions lie 
taken to the efleet that it be signed by the 
vendor. The acceptance of a written agree
ment of sale must be in writing.

Dtsy v. Larivière, 26 Que. K B. 11. 
Forfeiture clause—Jus in rf.m or peb-

A promise of a sale of a lot of ground 
stipulating that in default of payment it 
shall be null ipso facto, and all sums of 
money, already paid, and all buildings and 
improvements made on the lot, shall re
main the vendor’s property, does not trans- 
fer any jus in re on behalf of the purchaser, 
but only a personal obligation enabling him 
to acquire the ownership of the lot upon 
the fulfilment of the conditions stated in 
the promise of sale.

Gadhois v. Denovan, 52 Que. S.C. 81. 
Deed—I nterpretation—Warranty.

Although by a deed of sale the vendor 
sells his rights and interest in an immova
ble, nevertheless it may, from the whole 
deed, appear that it is the immovable itself 
which is sold : as ( 11 when lie specifies 
what his rights are and that these rights 
are those of an owner; (2) when the deed 
provides that the purchaser may “enjoy, 
use and dispose of the immovable in full 
ownership and right of possession from this 
day.” A clause in the deed of sale “With
out other warranty than that resulting 
from his acts, deeds and promises alone” is 
one of nonwarranty.

Drouin v. Gaudet, 61 Que. S.C. 45.
Sale of business—Use of name.

The vendor of a going business, who 
leases his establishment, to the purchaser 
and gives him the privilege of making use 
of his name for an indefinite period, can
not. shortly after and of his own initiative, 
put an end to this privilege. * In such case 
it is for the court to fix the term, which 
should be sufficiently long to permit the 
purchaser to attain the object the parties 
had in view at the time of the contract.

Picard v. Proteau, 61 Que. S.C. 115. 
Conditions—Remedy—Acquiescence.

The remedy of a purchaser against a ven
dor, who has inserted in the deed of sab* 
conditions to which he has not consented, 
is not limited to an action to set aside the 
deed: he may also properly demand that 
these provisions shall be struck out. There 
is acquiescence in the condition (a) if the 
purchaser who has received a copy remains, 
for a year, in possession of the immovables 
sold without complaining; (b) if he pays 
the instalments due during this year and 
satisfies the charges against the property.

Montreal Trust Co. v. Le Comptoir Mo
bilier Franco-Canodian, 62 Que. S.C. 39. 
Suspensive conditions — Possession — 

Taxes.
The holder of an agreement of sale on 

condition that the title should be retained 
by the vendor, undertakes to pay the mimic-
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ipal taxes and agrees to a clause that if 
the agreement is rescinded the work done 
tiy him shall remain the property of the 
vendor, thereby agrees to a au le with sus- 
lensive conditions. In order that there may 
•e possession within the meaning of art. 
1478 C.C. (Que.) it is not necessary that 
the purchaser should have physical pos
session of the immovable, that is to have 
performed some acts of possession; it 
is hiilKi ient that he has been in a position 
to do so.

Maisonneuve v. Michaud, 62 Que. S.C.
Itil.

(8 I A—4)—Tender ok conveyance—RE
JECTING TENDER OK PURCHASE MUSKY—
Vi.aim ok forfeiture.

The rejection of a tender of purchase 
money on the ground that the purchaser's 
rights had been forfeited for his default in 
payment, is a waiver of the tender of a 
conveyance for execution.

Hark Fong v. Cooper, 16 D.L.R. 299. 49 
Can. 8.C.R. 14. 5 W.W.R. 633. 701, revers
ing 11 U.L.R. 223, 18 B.C.R. 271, 24 W.L.R. 
294.
VENDOR'S DVTY TO TENDER CONVEYANCE.

In Manitoba it is the duty of the vendor 
to prepare and tender the conveyance.

Lobel v. Williams. 22 D.L.R. 127, 25 
Man. L.R. 161, 7 W.W.R. 1042, 30 W.L.R. 
352.
Selection ok notary—Tender ok deed to

l nder Quebec law it is for the purchaser 
of land to select a notary and to see that 
a deed is prepared and tendered to the 
seller.

Poirier v. Archambault, 23 Que. K.B. 495, 
f Aflirmed in sub nom. l«areau v. Poirier, 25 
D.L.R. 266. 61 Can. S.C.R. 637.]

Where an Agreement for the sale of land 
includes a right-of-way over other lands 
of the grantor, and contains a provision 
that he shall give a deed of the right-of- 
way “when ami as soon as the same is 
surveyed.” and it appears that the survey 
is necessary before a proper conveyance 
could lie made, the grantee is relieved by 
the very nature of such a contract from 
tendering a conveyance for execution un
til the survey shall have been made by the 
grantor. A tender for execution of a deed 
of conveyance will la- deemed to have been 
waived where it is clear from the circum
stances existing at the date of the writ 
that the tender must have been refused 
if it had lieen made and for that reason 
would have been a mere useless formality, 
ex. gr.. where the grantor had already soid 
to another person.

Burnev v. Moore. 7 D.L.R. 357, 4 O.W.N. 
173. 23 O.W.R. 161.
Oeeer to seli,—Accepted orally—SUBSE

QUENTLY 801.D TO ANOTHER PURCHASER
—Time.

O’lJorman v. Fitzmauriee, 19 O.W.R. 876, 
2 O.W.N. 1480.

B. Payment of purchase money :deduc>

Application of payments, principal and 
interest, see Payment, IV—3U.
(8 1 B—51—Relief against forfeiture

A purchaser who dues not offer to per
form his part of the contract is not entitled 
to be relieved against a forfeiture of the 
payments; the court in granting the relief 
may do so on terms that the purchaser pay 
for the use and occupation of the land, to
gether with the expenses and costs incurred 
in connection therewith.

Cowie v. McDonald. 34 D.L.R. 159. 10 
S.LR. 218, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 356. 
Purchase price notes —Defences—Maker 

only trustee—Admissibility of ex
trinsic evidence to prove relation
ship—War Relief Act.

Canadian Credit Men's Trust Assn. v. 
Anderson, 37 D.L.R. 805.
Time for—Rescission.

The failure of a purchaser of lands to 
make the cash payment within a reasonable 
time after the hour fixed therefor under 
the agreement of sale, is sufficient ground 
for rescission by the vendor. [Bristol, 
Cardiff, etc.. A. B. Co. v. Maggs, 44 Ch. D. 
613. applied.]

Bennett v. Newcombe, 11 D.L.R. 87, 24 
W.L.R. 59.
Real party acting ostensibly as agent— 

Inability ro make title.
Purchase money paid to and which is re

tained hv one who, although acting osten
sibly as agent in reality, acted for himself 
in agreeing to sell land and received the 
money entirely for his own benefit, may be 
recovered by the payer where the payee was 
unable to give a title to the land.

Reeve v. Mullen, 14 D.L.R. 343, 6 A.L.R. 
291, 25 W.L.R. 445. 5 W.W.R. 128. 
Acceleration clause — Election to in

voke—Notice.
Notice of a vendor's election to invoke 

an acceleration clause in a contract for the 
sale of land and to declare the whole of 
the purchase money to be due and payable, 
may, on the vendee's default in making 
stipulated payments, lie given hv the vend
or in the pleadings in his action for the 
specific performance of the agreement, 
where the eontract provides that notice of 
such election may là* given the vendee hv 
personal service, registered letter or such 
other means as might appear likely to 
bring it to his attention.

Price v. Parsons, 14 D.L.R. 59, 6 A.L.R. 
365. 25 W.L.R. 598, 5 W.W.R. 199.
Unpaid purchase money — .Stipulation

FOR DISTRESS BY VENDOR FOR ARREARS.
The relation of landlord and tenant is not 

created so as to permit the vendor to dis
train, where the parties did not contem
plate the creation of a real tenancy or the 
payment of rent, by a stipulation of a con
tract for the sale of land to the effect that
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the vendee attorned to and became the vend
or's tenant, and that the former might dis
train for all arrears of principal or interest. 
An unpaid vendor in a contract for the 
sale of land does not acquire the right to 
distrain for arrearages of principal and in
ti-rest from s. 5 of c. 34 of Alta. Ordinance* 
1911. which permits a “mortgagee" of land 
to do so.

Hall v. Welman, 13 D.L.R. 17, 6 A.L.R. 
239. 25 W L.R. 222, 6 W.W.R. 6.
Recovery of—Failure of title.

Where one of two vendees, both of whom 
claim the same land under unregistered 
contracts of sale from the same common 
source, i* entitled to priority bv reason of 
lirst filing a caveat in the land titles office, 
the other may recover from his vendee all 
payments made liv him under the contract, 
with interest, together with the costs of 
investigating the title, or incident thereto.

Stephens v. Hannan. 14 D.L.R. 333. « A.L. 
R. 418. 25 W.L.R. 557, 5 W.W.R. SOI. 
Fxhibitino title.

Where a contract for the resale of a title 
held under an agreement of sale from the 
registered owner stipulates that the sale is 
subject to approval of title by the vendee’s 
solicitor and that the contracts are to be 
sent through a specified bank, there is a 
contractual obligation to exhibit a good title 
to the purchaser before he can lie called 
upon to pay the balance of the cash pay-

Quail v. Heattv. 0 D.L.R. 784. 6 A.L.R. 
482. 24 W.L.R. 242. 4 W.W.R. 55.

Where a vendor, under a contract for the 
sale of land in which time is of the es
sence, and in which the purchase price was 
to be paid for in four instalments, two of 
which amounted to one-half of the entire 
purchase price, rescind* the agreement on 
default of the vendee to pay the last two 
instalments, though the rescission is justi
fiable, the vendor will not he allowed to 
retain the money paid on account of the 
property; such money will l>e treated as 
payment on account and not as deposit 
money, though it is called “deposit money" 
in the agreement.

McGreevr v. 11 odder. 8 D.L.R. 755, 4 
O.W.X. 536, 23 O.W.R. 699.

The vendee in a contract for the sale of 
lands cannot, ns a condition precedent to 
paying the stipulate instalments of the 
urchase money, require the vendor, who 
ad only an equity in the lands, to shew 

that he had paid all instalments of the pur
chase money actually due from him to his 
vendor.

Mellvenna v. (loss, 3 D.L.R. 690, 21 W. 
f-.R. 180. 2 W.W.R. 285.

Where an agreement for the sale of land 
expressly requires a certain down pay
ment contemporaneously with the execution 
of the agreement, the purchaser is not en
titled (a* against an outstanding mortgage 
of which he had prior notice amounting to 
less than the remaining purchase instal

ments) to require the vendor to shew title 
to the land before making the down pay
ment. Where an agreement for the sale of 
lands expressly requires the payment of a 
fixed large instalment on the purchase price 
in "cash on the signing of this agreement," 
the consideration for this payment is the 
execution of the agreement itself, that is to 
say, the constitution of the relationship of 
vendor and purchaser between the partie* 
and the promise or undertaking of the vend
or to sell and convey.

Cushing v. Knight, 6 D.L.R. 820, 46 Can. 
8.C.R. 655, 2 W.W.R. 704.

Where, by the terms of an agreement to 
purchase a mine, part of the purchase price 
was to be in stock of a company to be 
forini-d by the purchaser to acquire and 
work a certain creek or such parts as he 
may consider advisable, a tender of stock 
in a company which is formed for another 
object, is not sufficient, and the vendor 
will not be compelled to accept such shares, 
unless he had knowledge of the formation 
of such company and had by his conduct so 
acquiesced that he would lie precluded from 
objecting to it. Where a tender of the said 
amount of stock computed at par doe* not 
necessarily fulfil the agreement, since the 
value of the stock depends on the state of 
the market at that time, and the vendor is 
entitled to so much of the stock as that 
part of the purchase price would then buy.

Treadgold v. Rost, 7 D.L.R. 741, 22 W.L. 
R. 300.

A stipulation in an agreement for the 
sale of land made by written offer and 
acceptance and negotiated through a real 
estate agent, that the agent’s commission 
against the vendor lie paid “out of and 
form part of the purchase money" per 
mits tne purchaser to pay such commission 
on closing the purchase and to deduct the 
amount so paid from the purchase money- 
then payable to the vendor.

Robinson v. Reynolds, 4 D.L.R. 63. 3 0. 
W A . life

If a purchaser knows of an encumbrance, 
either before or after the execution of hi* 
conveyance, but before the payment of 
the whole purchase money, he will be 
liable to the extent of any purchase money 
which he eulwequently, without the con
sent of the encumbrancer, paya to the vend
or. [Rayne v. Baker, 65 Èng. Rep. 90... 
followed. |

(iillespie v. Wells, 2 D.L.R. 519, 22 Man 
L.R. 355. 21 W.L.R. 231, 2 W.W.R. 272.

Where an agreement for the sale of land 
provides that, upon a resale of the land, 
the resale agreement may be assigned to 
the original vendor as security tor the 
purchase price remaining due to him and, 
without any intention to mislead the orig
inal vendor, the resale agreement is so 
drawn that a larger sum appears thereby 
to lie owing thereunder than is in fact so 
owing, the original vendor cannot, as as
signee of the resale agreement, exact pay
ment of such larger sum, but must take
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the rufale agreement subject to the true 
state of the accounts between the parties

Great West Land Co. v. Stewart, 3 D.L. 
It. 80.'», 3 O.W.N. 1141.
Ac.REI.MKNt PBOV1DINO FOR POSSESSION BY 

PURCHASER ON PAYMENT OF INSTAL
MENTS—Failure to pay—Order giv- 
IN« VENDOR POSSESSION — VENDOR AC
COUNTING UNDER CONTRACT.

An agreement for sale of land specifically 
provided that the right of the purchaser to 
occupy and enjoy the lands was upon the 
express condition that he would not make 
default in payment of the purchase price: 
default was made upon an intermediate in
stalment. long before the time provided for 
the completion of the agreement. The court 
held that an order, giving possession to the 
vendor was a proper one under the circum
stances. The order was very much in the 
interest of the purchaser, as all his rights, 
other than possession under the contract 
were preserved, and the land made to fulfil 
its earning capacities, the vendor supply
ing lalamr and capital, but under an obli
gation to account under the contract which 
was still subsisting.

Torgersen v. Trettevik, 4fi D.L.R. 474, 14 
A.L.R. 448, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 404.
Deferred payments — Vendor’s re-entry

OH DEFAULT -ÀCCELDATION.
An entry into possession made by a vend

or on default of the vendee to meet instal
ments in arrear under his contract by vir
tue of a power reserved therein, will not 
operate as a demand for unmatured instal
ments nor accelerate their payment for the 
benefit of the purchaser so as to force the 
vendor to accept prepayment of unmatured 
interest-bearing instalments, where the vend
or's proceedings were wholly referable to 
the arrears. [Bovill v. Emile, [1896] 1 Ch. 
648. distinguished.]

Tvtler v. (ienung. 16 D.L.R. 581, 24 Man. 
UR. 148, 27 W.L.R. 3.10, 6 W.W.R. 191, 
reversing 12 D.L.R. 426.
Liability for purchase money — Pay

ment OF PORTION TO VENDOR’S SOLICI
TOR—CONVERSION BY.

Malcolmeon v. Wiggin, 12 D.L.R. 849, 4 
O.W.N. 13.38, 24 O.W.R. 855.
HmivERY of—Failure of title.

Rlack v. Magill, 20 D.L.R. 968. 8 W.W.R. 
023.
Realty sale — By instalment — Title — 

Rescission—Damages— < 'ontn. 
Fehrenhach v. Gravel, 17 D.L.R. 848, 6 

O W N. 584.
Guaranty of rise in value—Default in 

payment — Judgment in Alberta — 
Enforcement in Ontario.

Prudential Securities v. Sw.it/cr. 28 D. 
UR. 361, 10 O.W.N. 200, varied in 10 O.W. 
N. 207.
Cheque — Consideration — Holder for 

To agree to a sale of land upon receiving

the cheque of the agent who brings about 
the sale is good consideration for the cheque, 
and the vendor of the land is a holder of 
the cheque for value.

Clavellc v. Russell, 40 D.UR. 61, 11 S. 
L.R. 111, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 900. 
Purchaser preventing title — Crown

The purchaser of mill-site property under 
an agreement for sale whereby the final 
payment was to be made when the vendor 
obtained title from the Crown, having taken 
possession, and subsequently by his own 
conduct made it impossible fur the vendor to 
obtain the Crown grant, is liable for the 
balance due notwithstanding the vendor's

Meeker v. Nicola Valley Lumber Co., 39 
D.UR. 497, 55 Can. S.C.R. 494. a (firming 
31 D.UR. «07. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 556. 
[Leave to appeal to Privy Council refused, 
February, 1918.]
Assignment by vendor—Notice—Caveat.

If notice of an assign mein by the vendor 
of bis rights under un agreement of sale of 
land lias not been given to the purchaser, 
payment to the vendor of the balance due 
under the agreement will entitle the pur
chaser to a transfer of the land : a caveat,
filed in the Land Titles Office after the as
signment, is not notice, as such, to the 
purchaser, who is not bound to search the 
register before making payment. [See an
notation, 38 D.L.R. !» !

Grace v. Kuebler, 39 D.L.R. 39. 56 Can. 
S.C.R. 1. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 983. ..(firming 
.33 D UR. 1, 11 A.L.I1. 295 at 303. [1917] 1 
W.W.R 1213. 28 D.L.R. 753. 11 A.L.R. 295, 
10 W.W.R. 1198, [See 88 D.L.B. 149, 18 
A.UR. 392, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 182.] 
Agreement for sale of land—Crop pay

ment—Abandonment of agreement— 
Crop grown on other land—Injunc
tion.

Stroschercr v. Schulz. 40 D.L.R. 162. 
Failure of attempt to prove abandon

ment BY PURCHASER—AGREEMENT AS 
TO COLLECTION OF RENTS AND PAYMENT 
OF DISBURSEMENTS — ACCOUNT — SPECI
FIC PERFORMANCE—COSTS.

Victor v. Romovitz, 14 O.W.N. 351. 
Action for instalment of purchase 

money — Misrepresentations by 
agent of vendor—Failure to prove—
l NDERTAK1NG TO RESELL — ACQUIES
CENCE—Ratification—Evidence.

Davis v. Whittington, 15 O.W.N. 160. 
Judgment directing payment—Vendor to 

establish title.
A vendor under an agreement of sale of 

land is not entitled to judgment directing 
the purchaser to pay the purchase-money 
or any instalment thereof until he estab
lishes to the satisfaction of the court that 
he has a good title to the premises sold. 
[Cameron Carter, 9 O.R. 426. applied.]

Pedlar v. Ryder, 24 D.L.R. 427, 8 W.W.
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DEFENCES TO ACTION FOR PURCHASE MONEY 

—Misrepresentationb—\\ aivei.
An election to affirm the contract to buy 

a block of land notwithstanding alleged mis
representations as to its suitability for 
building lots may he predicated from the 
fact that the purchaser himself subdivided 
the property and undertook to offer it to 
ilie public aa suitable for buildings lots and 
ilid not advance his objection until sued 
for purchase money after the lapse of a 
\ear from the making of the contract.

Stewart v. Cunningham, 22 D.L.R. 845, 21 
R.C.R. 255, 8 W.W.R. 579. 
Nonregistration of agreement—Liability 

on covenant rou payment.
failure on the part of a vendor to regis

ter an agreement of sale does not debar him 
from recovering upon the covenants con
tained in such agreement. [Thompson v. 
McDonald, 20 B.C.R. 225. applied. |

MeDonald v. McClymuul, 8 W.W.R. 990. 
Deferred payments — Xonarcfrtainment

Vnder Quebec law the nonascertainment 
of the date for payment of the deferred part 
of the purehase money upon a contract of 
rale of lands does not necessarily make the 
contract nugatory, for. in default of agree
ment of the parties, the court may fix the 
time for payment of a debt as to which no 
date of payment haa been fixed by the par- 
lies; failure to agree upon such a date may, 
in certain rases, warrant the inference that 
the parties have not come to a completed 
agreement. It. being a question of con
struction In the particular ease. [Compare 
Fenske v. Farbacher, 2 D.L.R. 634, as to 
the Knglish law.]

Poirier v. Archambault. 23 Que. K.R. 495. 
fAffirmed in Ia«renu v. Poirier, 25 D.L.R. 
266, 31 Can. S.C.R. 637.)
Sale by purchaser to RVBPVirn a herb- 

agreement that nvbpvrchasers pat
DIRECT TO ORIGINAL VENDOR—MORTGAGE 
BY ORIGINAL VENDOR—NOTICE BY PUR
CHASER TO 8UBPURCHAHER8 "TO PROTECT 
THE MORTGAGE" — SUFFICIENCY OF TO 
)BI.1GE NUBPVRCHASKR8 TO WITHHOLD 
PAYMENTS.

A purchaser under an agreement for the 
rale of land agreed to sell to third parties, 
and an agreement was thereafter made be
tween the original vendor, the purchaser 
and subpurehasers whereby the latter 
agreed that the amounts due from them 
should be paid direct to the original vendor 
until the full amount owing on the original 
agreement was satisfied. Subsequently the 
original purchaser heard that his vendor 
1-ad mortgaged the land and told one of 
the subpurehasers to "protect the mort
gage.” Such "warning” was held not suf
ficient to impose any obligation on the 
Mihpurchasers to withhold from the original 
vendor payments subsequently falling due.

Crump v. McNeill, 14 A.L.R. 200, [1919] 
1 W.W.R. 52.

Assignment— Caveat—Interest in land 
—Land Titles Act.

T. sold, under agreement of sale, real 
estate to S. ami B.T., assigning in writing 
to the plaintiffs a portion of the unpaid 
purchase-money, snd “for tin- more ef
fectually carrying out said assignment” T. 
also assigned to the plaintiffs the agreement 
for sale and the la ml covered thereby, but T. 
<iid not transfer the certificate of title to 
the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs lodged a ca
veat, and thereafter T. transferred the land 
to 8. subject to the caveat. S. with knowl
edge of the caveat, and of the assignment ti
the plaint ills, transferred the land to the 
defendants, strangers. The moneys as
signed to the plaintiffs wire not paid ei
ther to the plaintiffs or to T. Held, that 
the plaintiffs were entitled to maintain their 
caveat. [Grace v. Kuebler, 56 tan. S.C.R. 
1, distinguished.]

Drewry v. Cowie, 12 S.L.R. 255.
In construing the meaning of a docu

ment, the function of the courts is to ascer
tain what the parties meant by the words 
they have used, to declare the meaning of 
what was written in the instrument, not 
what was intended to have been written, to 
give effect to the intention a* expressed, the 
expressed meaning being for the purpose of 
interpretation equivalent to the intention. 
Unless forced to do so. by the language used, 
the court will not place a meaning on one 
clause which makes that clause inconsist
ent with a previous one. In determining 
whether the parties intended to create a 
tenancy, the whole question is, did they 
have an honest intention of creating the 
relationship of landlord and tenant, or was 
it their intention to effect some other pur
pose. The amount of the rent reserved 
ia one element in determining the lama fide 
intention of the parties, and, if it is grossly 
in excess of the real value of the land, the 
courts will take that circumstance as con
clusive that it was not really intended to 
be paid as rent, but any excess, however 
slight, is not conclusive; it is only one ele
ment in determining the bona tides of the

Independent Luinlter Co. v. David and 
Hurlburt, 6 S.L.R. 1.
Half—Crop payments—Construction ok 

contract—Acceleration clause.
Sherrin v. Wiggins, 27 Man. L.R. 572, 

[1917] 2 W.W.R. 895.
Con dition—Mortgage—I nterebt.

An agreement for the sale and purchase 
of land provided that part of the purehase 
price was to be paid aa to $3.000 by assum
ing a certain mortgage. Held, in view of 
the extraneous evidence, that |jir purchaser 
was not obliged by such provision to pay 
the interest in arrear upon the mortgage at 
the time of the making of the agreement.

Burritt v. Stone, 38 Ü.L.R. 240, 10 S.L. 
R. 384, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 978.
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Acknowledgment of payment — Under 

seal—Deed— Estoppel—Assignai ent.
Coast Lumber Co. v. Bates, 37 D.L.R. 

398. [1917] 2 W.W.lt. 1223.
Default in payment of pram ask money 

—Provision making time of essence 
—Waiver — Relief against forfeit
ure — Terms — Specific performance

Pratt V. Ray, 12 O.W.X. 360 
Promissory note taken for purchase- 

money — Land conveyed to pur
chasers—Xo mortgage given back— 
Note not accepted in satisfaction 
— Vendor's lien — Preservation and
ENFORCEMENT—BREACH OF REPRESENTA
TIONS MADE BY OFFICERS OF VENDOR-
COMPANY—Absence of fraud—Coun
terclaim.

Wychwood Corp. v. Howell, 13 O.W.X. 
92.
Default in payment—Forfeiture.

Every conventional clause permitting one 
of the contracting parties at his option to 
deprive the other party of his rights and 
to confiscate the money already received 
should he strictly interpreted. A stipula
tion that default in payment of an instal
ment of the purchase price will ipso facto 
annul the agreement, will not have that 
effect for a default in payment of only a 
part of an instalment.

Ouilleinette v. Park Realty Co., 52 Que. 
S.C. 146.
Forfeiture — Waiver — Demand of pay-

Where in a promise of sale of lots of 
ground, the price is payable by monthly in
stalments, and the promisor demands and 
constantly receives payment outside of the 
stipulated delays, he thereby tacitly waives 
the penal provisions in the deed to the 
effect that if the debtor does not make his 
monthly payments within stipulated delay, 
the promisor will have the right to annul 
the deed and to retain all payments previ
ously mad(‘ by the debtor. But notwith
standing this waiver, the promisor may yet 
take advantage of this penal clause, by 
putting his debtor in default to pay the 
arrears due in a reasonable delay, and by 
notifying him that if he does not comply 
with the demand, lie will exercise his right 
of resolution. A simple demand of payment 
will not be sufficient. Where the payments 
are made payable at the office of the prom
isor. the right of cancelling the promise of 
sale can lie exercised hy giving to the debtor 
a mere notice without any mise en demeure 
of payment.

Caplan v. Montreal. 52 Que. S.C. 435. 
Retention of price—Possession.

A purchaser hindered in his possession, 
or who properly believes himself to lie so, 
may retain the purchase price if he has not 
paid it, but if he has paid it he cannot de

mand that it should l»e returned to him so 
long as he is not dispossessed.

Massé v. Bertrand, 26 Que. K.B. 335.
A stipulation in a deed of sale of an im 

movable charged with a substitution, that a 
part of the price liearing interest will only 
lie payable when the vendor has procured 
the discharge of the substitution, and the 
undertaking by the vendor to have it dis 
charged as soon as the appelé becomes of 
age. does not make the deed of sale a con
tract under suspensive condition. Although 
the purchaser is not liound to pay the price 
of sale before the fulfilment of the condi
tion, he has no right to refuse to pay the 
vendor the interest on the purchase money 
as long as he remains in possession of the 
immovable.

I.ehel v. Morin. 26 Que. K.B. 231.
A vendor cannot demand the price of sale 

without at the same time making delivery 
of the thing sold. The delivery of an im
movable is consummated by the abandon
ment made of it by the vendor and the hand
ing over of the title deeds necessary to 
complete the conveyance.

Chereuitte v. Cummings. 51 Que. S.C. 
63. [See 50 Que. S.C. 359.]
Purchase money payable by instalments 

—Title to bf. made after deferred 
payments COMPLETED — Dei \i i i hï 
purchaser—Possession resumed by 
vendor — Intention to terminate 
agreement not shewn—Action by
PURCHASER TO RECOVER PART OF PUR
CHASE money paid—Counterclaim for 
specific raraRMANci Claim for 
conversion — Judgment — Account 
— Deductions — Damages — Inter 
est—Appeal—Costs.

Mann v. Cray, 15 O.W.X. 181.
Action for balance of purchase price— 

Deduction s— 1 nterest—( osts .
Proctor v. Décarie. 15 O.W.X. 272.

Sale of mining claim—Forfeiture—Kr- 
ooverinq hack moneys paid—Amend-

An agreement to purchase a mining claim 
contained the following provision : “Time i* 
the essence of this agreement, and any fail 
ure on the part of the first party to make 
any of the said payments as herein provided 
or within thirty days thereafter shall work a 
forfeiture of all his rights under the agree
ment and the said agreement shall become 
null and void at the option of the second 
party, and the second party shall give writ
ten notice to the first party of his intention 
to claim said forfeiture, and thereupon this 
agreement shall be null and void and of 
no further force and effect, and all pay
ments made by the first party or his as
signs in pursuance of the terras hereof shall 
lie retained by the second party." Held, 
that a notice by the vendor, given before 
the expiration of thirty days, of his in
tention to claim forfeiture was ineffectual, 
and a further notice, given after default, 
claiming that the purchaser had forfeited
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. ' his rights under the agreement, was 
iiiihtful in effect. [Canadian Fairbanks 

lo. V. Johnson (190#), 18 Man. L.R.
Kilmer v. B.C. Orchard Lands, [1913] A.C. 
,11*. 10 D.L.R. 172, followed. Steed man v.
|ii inkle, 25 D.L.R. 420, distinguished.]

I*rive v. Ruggles, 28 Man. L.U. 132. [See 
11*17] 2 W.W.R. 1035.]

liJiiHT TO INTEREST—COVENANT TO PAY
taxes—Right of vendor- Action.

Where an agreement for the sale of lands 
provides that the seller is not to lie liable to 
.i personal action for the purchase money 
tint that the vendor is “to look to the lands 
.nul all other rights and remedies to realize 
the purchase money and all of his rights,” 
and also provides that all overdue interest 
-hall be treated as purchase money, overdue 
interest cannot la* recovered by personal 
action against the purchaser; but where the 
agreement also contains a covenant by the 
purchaser to pay taxes from a certain date, 
-iii4i taxes, if paid by the vendor, may be 
recovered by personal action.

Parker v. Trustee Co., of Winnipeg. 
]11*18] 2 W.W.R. 264.
Performance Tender — Judgment

Cross demand—Repudiation ok con-

Tn a reciprocal contract, performance 
thereof on Isith sides should lie made simul
taneously. and neither of the contracting 
parties can lie compelled to execute his 
obligation before the other party performs 
liis-, in a sale the vendor has a right to the 
price only when he has offered the thing 
-old. or at least offers it in his action; it is 
not sufficient that he should declare himself 
ready to make delivery. A court cannot 
render a conditional anil hypothetical judg
ment. such as I'ondeinning the defendant to 
pay the price of a thing sold upon the de
livery thereof. A vendor who retains the 
property and possession of the thing sold, 
cannot sue for the sale price without making 
legal tender of the thing, and if the pur
chaser unjustly repudiates the contract the 
vendor has a remedy in damages against 
him, hut he cannot at the same time, keep 
the thing sold and claim the price. Any 
cancellation of a contract liaxing. as a rule, 
to lie made by the courts, the purchaser, 
after having put his vendor in default to 
deliver him the thing sold, cannot, on the 
latter's refusal, consider the contract as 
cancelled and sue to claim back the instal
ments paid on account ; and should lie do 
so by a cross demand, without asking the 
court to declare the sale void, his demand 
«ill be dismissed.

Robert v. Sarault, 53 Que. S.C. 484.
Title in wife's name—Power to convey.

Where the vendor of property, the title 
to which stood in his wife’s name, but a 
• miveyanee of which he had the right to 
■ all for at any time, notified the purchaser 
of that fact, but declined to send the agree
ment lietween his wife and himself to the 
purchaser's solicitors, and the purchaser 
did nothing further, he was not allowed to

UKCHASER, 1 ti

resist payment of the ha lance of the pur
chase money.

Rei ch v. Mullins, 33 W.L.R. 721, 9 W.W. 
R. 1 Iti8.
Deposit in escrow—Misappropriation— 

Ratification.
The onus is upon the party relying on a 

plea of ratification to shew that the ratifica
tion of the unauthorized conduct was done 
with a full knowledge of the facts. Where 
an agreement called for unconditional pay
ments against title, deposit of a payment 
with a trust company in escrow until title 
was passed and conveyance executed is nut a 
payment within the meaning of the agree
ment. and if the escrow holder misappro
priates the money while the escrow is still 
running the loss must fall upon the pur-

ll a ves v. Pacific Great Eastern, 34 W.L. 
K. 819. 10 W.W.R. 831.
Terms of payment—Constructive notice 

—Notice ok mortgage.
Where an agreement for sale contains a 

provision that payment is to lie made in 
part by the assumption of a loan made to 
the vendor hv a third party, notice of un
usual provisions in the mortgage securing 
that loan ought not to be imputed to the 
purchaser.

MacDonald v. McLean, 7 W.W.R. 997.
I BOP PAYMENT—REFUSAL OF VENDOR TO AC

CEPT—Rights of purchaser—Sale of
REJECTED CROPS—APPLICATION TO PUR
CHASE PRICE.

Where a vendor under a crop payment 
agreement refuses to accept delivery of his 
■diare at the proper place or to give any 
directions as to its disposal, the purchaser 
is entitled to sell the crop and pay the pro
ceeds into a bank with notification to the 
\ endor and cannot tie regarded as in default 
under the agreement. Strict compliance 
with the terms of a cancellation clause is 
a condition precedent to effective exercise of 
I lie right of cancellation. (Bantou v. March, 
111 W.L.R. 337, followed. |

Todd v. Lundell, 6 W.W.R. 1197.
Sale of land—Contract—Offer of ven

dor ON RECEIVING CERTAIN PAYMENT 
AND QUIT CLAIM TO RELEASE PURCHASER 
FROM PAYMENT—TIME LIMIT—ACCEPT
ANCE OK OFFER BY LETTER—PAYMENT 
NOT MADE WITHIN TIME LIMIT—PUR
CHASER NOT ENTITLED TO RELEASE—OP
TION—Strict construction of condi- 

' tions—Time of essence.
As the purchaser desired to be released 

from payment under an agreement of sale 
of land, the vendor on May 14, wrote S., 
the purchaser's managing director, offering 
to accept $1,900, together with a quit claim 
and for that consideration to release the 

urchaser from all liability “this offer to 
old good until June 16, without further 

notice.” On May 29, S. wrote the vendor 
accepting the offer. Held that the payment 
of $1,900 and giving of a quit-claim deed 
before June 16, was a condition precedent 
to right of the purchaser to release. The
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vendor's proposal was nn option and there
fore the conditions imposed should be strict
ly construed and time whs of the essence.

Fre ,iold Investment Co. ▼. Westland, 
[1910] 2 W.YY.R. 23'., iillinning [1918] 3 W. 
W.R. 312.
Refusal to continue payments—Misap

plication H Y VENDOR AS TO PAYMENT 
of taxes—Acceleration clause.

B,\ an agreement in writing the plaintiff 
agreed to >ell and the defendant agreed to 
buy certain land which the plaintiff hud 
previously agreed to .sell to another per
son. Some payments had been made by 
the first purchaser, and the nexv agreement 
was made with his assent, the expressed 
considérât ion being the balance unpaid of 
the original purchase price. The defendant 
agreed to pay taxes from the date of the 
agreement. The purchase money was pay
able in small instalments, and after several 
instalments had been paid the plaintiff de
manded from the defendant a sum for taxes, 
which the defendant paid. Subsequently 
he ascertained that the taxes were due in 
respect of a period prior to the date of his 
purchase, and he demanded payment or 
credit, and on the plaintiff refusing cither 
the defendant declined to pay any further 
instalments of purehase money, and this 
action was brought for the whole unpaid 
balance, the agreement containing the usual 
acceleration clause. Held, that both par
ties were in the wrong, the defendant clear
ly not being liable for the taxes in ques
tion, but that the wrongful casting of lia
bility upon him in this respect did not 
justify him in refusing to make the pay
ments in accordance with his agreement. 
[Mersey Steel & Iron Co. v. Naylor. 9 
A.C. 434. ;d.] lodgment was there
fore given for the plaintiff for payment of 
the purchase money and for sale in default 
of payment, and for the defendant for re
payment of the tuxes; no order being made 
as to rests.

Paterson v. MacNell. 30 W.L.R. 524.
Action by vendor eor balance of PUR

CHASE-MONEY—PLAINTIFF NOT BEGl.S- 
TERED OWNER.

Mcliorg v. Mer-man, 2.1 W.L.R." 877, 6 
W.W.R. 407.
Conditions as to payment—Substitution.

A stipulation in a deed of sale of an im
movable subject to substitution, that a part 
of the price bearing interest will only be 
payable when the vendor has caused the 
substitution to disappear and the undertak
ing by the vendor to cause it to disappear 
as soon as the appelé becomes of age, does 
not make the sale a contract under sus
pensive conditions. The purchaser cannot 
take advantage of the above agreement in 
order to refuse to pay to the vendor the 
interest upon the price of sale.

Moriu v. Le bel, 48 Que. S.C. 526.

AOBKE.ME.XT BY JOINT PURCHASERS OF LAND 
TO EACH PAY UAI.I PI B< HASE PRICE— 
Refusal of one party to pay—Repu
diation by other party — Action
AGAINST FIRST PARTY BY ENCVMBRANf I s
—Stay of action to permit present
ACTION AGAINST REPUDIATING PARTY.

Thom v. McAra, 32 W.L.R. 869. 
Exchange of lands—Retention of money 

to pay off mortgages—Right oi < ovi 
nantor to be indemnified against
OBLIGATIONS.

Campbell v. Douglas, 8 O.W.N. 501. 9 
O.W.X. 148.
Default in payment of purchase money 

—Forfeiture of moneys paid—Con
sent judgment—Terms—( ’osts.

Oil ear n v. Friedman, 9 O.W.N. J|s. 881. 
Assignment by vendor of balance of pur

chase money—Action by purchaser
AGAINST ASSIGNEE TO RECOVER PAY
MENTS MADE BECAUSE VENDOR UXABI.E
to convey—Vendor's interest in
LAND NOT CONVEYED TO ASSIGNEE. 

Trowern v. Dominion Permanent Loan 
Co.. 10 O.W.X. 320.
Contract—Conveyance of land to di

FENDANT—.SECURITY FOR MONEYS AD
VANCED—Binding agreement to cox 
vey—Tender of amount of advances 
—1 ntkrkn t—Costs—Cou nterc la i m. 

Robinett v. Marentette, 6 O.W.X. U0G. 
Restrictions as to use—Possession- 

taken by purchaser—Default in
PXVMI M OF PI lt< HANK-.MONEY —I N.lt'N. 
TION AGAINST REMOVAL OF GRAVEL—FOB 
feiti re — Belief against — Terms — 
Restriction of excavation—Declara
tion—Payment of purchase-money— 
costs.

Reward v. Lynch, 6 O.W.N. 388. 
Agreement for sale of land—Mortgage 

for part oe purchase-money—Ural 
bargain — Term of mortgage — Evi 
dence — Kindi m. OP fact or triai, 
judge—Specific performance. 

Lafontaine v. Brinson, 6 O.W.X. 858. 
Default of purchaser—Time of essence 

—Waiver—Recognition of contract 
as subsisting.

Dahl v. St. Pierre, 5 O.W.X. 230. 
Deductions.

When an action is taken for the recovery 
of an annual instalment of #100, due <>n the 
sale of an immoveable, which was payable 
$50 in money and $50 in work, the plaintiff 
must allege and prove that he offered some 
work to the defendant or that the latter 
was put in default with respect to the same, 
otherwise the prothonotary cannot give 
judgment for "that amount.

Burns v. Cousineau, 14 Que. P.R. 389.
Time—Tender of amount.

One who agrees to purchase property on 
condition that the contract shall be executed 
before a notary within a fixed time is not 
obliged to sign the deed of sale after such a 
date. When the price, or part of it, is pay-

4
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able cash down, the purchaser should make 
a legal tender of the sum due before he can 
compel the vendor to sign the deed of sale ; 
lie should also deposit the amount in court 
with his action. A party to a contract 
cannot claim performance of the other 
party’s obligations, unless he himself has 
first fulfilled his owh.

Charleboi* v. Emond. 4fi Que. S.C. 256. 
Tender—Delay—Conditional judgment.

In a bilateral contract, the carrying out 
of the obligations by each of the parties 
should be concurrent. So a purchaser of 
real property, before bringing an action 
for delivery and execution of deed, should, 
within the time agreed upon, make a legal 
tender of the price or of the part of the 
price of sale which could be demanded, and 
deposit the money in court with his action. 
Courts cannot supply such want of tender 
anil deposit by decreeing, as a condition of 
the judgment and delivery of the property,

• that the purchaser should pay what is due 
on the price of sale within a delay fixed.

Desjardins v. Bélanger, 54 Que. S.C. 77. 
Forfeiture clause.

A clause in a deed of sale providing that 
“if the purchaser or his representatives 
make default in the first or any payment 
of the day for payment or within 60 days 
after and likewise the payments of interest 
each year, the sale shall be cancelled of 
right in favour of the vendor, who shall 
have the right to re-enter into the possession 
and the ownership of the property above 
sold, without any formal demand, demand 
of payment or other formality of law, and 
without being hound to reimburse the pur
chaser any sum for money received on ac
count and for improvements made upon the 
said property,” only admits that the agree
ment shall be automatically cancelled hy 
the single omission of the purchaser tg make 
one of the payments agreed on : the vendor 
must signify to the purchaser his wish to 
take advantage of the provision for can
cellation.

Perreault v. Foncière Vietoriaville, 64 
Que. S.C. 24i>.
Pacte commissoire—Default of payment.

A clause in a deed of sale, which stipu
lates “that on default of the purchaser mak
ing any payment within 60 days of the date 
when it becomes due, the sale shall become 
void and of no effect, without the vendor 
being required to make restitution of any 
money previously paid,” only constitutes an 
ordinary pacte ‘commissoire stipulated in 
favour of the vendor; and the purchaser 
who is behind in his payments cannot take 
advantage of it. A clause in an act of 
sale containing a pacte commissoire, cannot 
he explained hy witnesses.

Mountain Sights v. Dagenais, 53 Que. S. 
C. 372.
Custom—C h bq un—Error.

Where the custom followed between ven
dor and purchaser, as to the monthly pay
ments due by the latter, was that about

the lieginning of each month, an unac
cepted cheque was mailed to the vendor and 
accepted hy him as payment, the vendor can
not, after* some trouble has arisen between 
them, receive cheques, keep them in his pos
session, and, afterwards, deny having re
ceived them as payment. A small error m 
the amount of a cheque given in pax ment 
of a debt, resulting from the common error 
of the creditor and the debtor, does not. 
annul the payment and docs not constitute 
the debtor in default to pav.

Paxton v. Walker, 53 Que. S.C. 261. 
Notice of sale—Retention of price— 

Security—Defective title.
Art. 1352 O.O.P. which provides that the 

notice in the papers should he inserted “Vi 
days at the latest before the sale." does 
not mean that not more than 15 days should 
elapse betxveen the publication of the notice 
and the sale, but it should he understood 
to mean that the notice itself ought not to 
he given later than 15 davs More the sale, 
namely, that there should be at least 15 
<lavs between the notice and the sale. The 
purchaser of an immovable, who might lie 
disturbed hy a third person because of de
fects in the title to the property, cannot 
keep hack payment of the price or require 
the vendor to furnish him with security.

Hudon v. Connolly, 24 Rev. l>ig. 23. 
Assignment or agreement—Effect.

An agreement of sale and an assignment 
thereof should he interpreted together, and 
constitute but one contract, namely, a sale; 
and where the vendor was not able to give 
a title to the purchaser, because he had 
only an option, he cannot sue the purchaser 
for the price stipulated in the assignment.

Dansereau v. Dubois, 24 Rev. Leg. 00. 
Title—Franc et quitte.

In the case of a promise of sale of immov
ables for $31,000, payable $3,000 cash, 
$3,000 3 months later, and the balance at 
various times, the purchaser being entitled 
to a deed of sale at the time of the second 
payment, with the clause "franc et quitte." 
the vendor having to furnish all his title 
deeds and a certificate of search, the pur 
chaser cannot be compelled to pay the last 
mentioned $3,000 before the vendor has 
furnished him with his title deeds and a 
certificate of the registrar.

Ross v. Araiot, 24 Rev. Leg. 281.
Sale of land — Agreement — Construc

tion—Instalment payments—Insol
vency or vendee—“Due”—Extrinsic 
evidence.

D’Hart v. McDermaid, 9 E.L.R. 183. 
Agent for sale or land—Payment or pub

CHASE MONEY TO AGENT—RATIFICATION
BY VENDOR ---- MISAPPROPRIATION BY
AGENT.

Hendry v. Wismer, 18 O.W.R. 350. 
Action fob purchase-money—Pleading— 

Nonsuit—Setting aside on appeal— 
Terms—Costs.

Judgment of nonsuit entered by Macdon-
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aid. .T., 14 W.L.B. 172. set aside on terms 
by the Court of Appeal.

McPheraou v. Edwards, 16 W.L.R. 648.
(§ I B—7)—Deduction from purchase

MONEY KOR DEFICIENCY IN QUANTITY—
Dkhi riptio.n “murk or less"—Absence

ok FRAUD.
Hunter v. Kerr, 7 D.L.R. 829, 21 W.L.R. 

823.
Com pvtation.

On an election by a purchaser to accept 
what a vendor, who has the fee to a por
tion only and a limited interest in the re
mainder of land lie lias contracted to sell, 
van actually convey, the amount to lie 
a hated from the purchase price is the differ
ence in value based on the proportionate 
part of the purchase money attributable to 
what the vendor is able to convey.

Ontario Asphalt Block Co. v. Montreuil. 
13 D.L.R. 703, 29 O.L.R. 534. varying 12 
D.L.R. 223.
Qt Antity—Fai.sf. representation.

A purchaser of land who is induced to 
enter into the contract by the false repre
sentation of the vendor that the lot in ques
tion has a certain depth, is not hound to 
exercise diligence to detect a discrepancy 
in the depth between tin? contract of pur
chase and the deed, hut on discovering the 
fraud he is entitled to demand the depth 
called for in the contract or damages for 
the breach of the party in question has 
passed to an innocent tliird party.

Wishart v. Bond. 10 D.L.R. 776*, 4 O.W.X. 
931, 24 O.W.R. 199.
Quantity—Survey.

A printed stipulation in a contract for the 
sale of land for a lump sum, that the vendor 
‘■hall not be obliged to produce any ab
stract of title or any title deeds or evidence 
of title or survey except such as he may 
have in his own possession, does not raise 
a presumption that the parties intended a 
survey to be made before closing, and. in 
the event of deficiency in acreage, to abate 
the purchase price. Where an intending 
purchaser of land under an agreement con
ta ining an innocent misrepresentation as 
to the area of the land, assigns his inter
est in the agreement without knowledge 
of the misrepresentation, merely turning 
over what he had acquired the* right to 
purchase, and using ipsissima verba of 
his own contract, he is not liable to make 
an abatement of purchase money for the 
deficiency.

Re Paterson and Canadian Explosives, 11 
D.L.R. 122. 4 O.W.X. 1175. 24 O.W.R. 486.

Where a right of redemption in house 
property was sold under a deed of sale 
describing the property by its boundaries 
and as having a frontage of 45 feet and 
further describing the property as being 
the same as is actually enclosed and pos
sessed by the vendor, a deficiency of 7 feet 
in the frontage will not give rise to a 
claim for diminution of price or annulment

of the contract if the purchaser was not. 
deceived or misled either as to the value 
or as to the extent of the property to which 
the right of redemption applied, in view of 
the fact that the property had been sold en 
bloc and that the. entire frontage was taken 
up by the buildings thereon.

Martin v. Lussier, 2 D.L.R. 684. 41 Que. 
R.C. 412.
Error in description as to acreage — 

Reduction of fricf. — Art. 1501, Que. 
C.C.

Where rural real property is described 
in the contract of sale as ‘‘Lot situated in 
the parish . containing about 4 
arpents of frontage by about 22 arpents in 
depth, being nos. 13b. 13c, 13d and 14a. 
according to the registered survey," the 
purchaser, to whom delivery is made of 
projierty of the acreage agreed upon Mint 
composed of the three last lots of the regis
tered survey, the first lot having been 
inserted in the description by mistake)w 
cannot use this pretext to claim a reduc
tion in price; Art. 1501. C.C. (Que.) does 
not apply.

Gendron v. Beaulieu, 45 Que. S.C. 417. 
Gross MISSTATEMENTS BY VENDOR — Re- 

I.IKD OX BY PURCHASER — ABATEMENT

Chapman v. Wade, 20 O.W.R. 680. 
Deposit of purchase price pending title 

Interest on purchase price,
Quinlan v. O’Connell, 4 S.L.R. 61, 16 

W.L.R. 238.
C. Defective or unmarketable title.
Vendor's right to enforce agreement after 

removing caveat against title, see Specific 
Performance. I 1-}—35.

Sufficiency of title, Vendor and Purchasers 
Act, see Deeds, II B—25.

Vendors and Purchasers Act, title, "heirs 
and assigna forever," lee simple, lee 
Deeds, 11 E—50.

Title free from all encumbrances, reser
vations, caveat, see Land Titles. V—50.

Presumption of ownership from posses
sion. see Taxes. I E—48.

Covenant to convey as conferring no 
ownership, see Insurance. Ill E—80.
(§ 1 C—10)—Inability to make title — 

Absence of fraud.
Where upon an agreement for the pur

chase and sale of land, if the vendor is un
able to make title to the land which formed 
the subject-matter of the contract the pur
chaser is not entitled to damages for the 
loss of his bargain. [Bain v. Fothergill, 
L.R. 7 H.L. 158. followed ]

Meighen v. Couch, 9 D.L.R. 829, 23 Man. 
L.R. 117, 23 W.L.R. 523. 4 W.W.R. 64. 
Action fob purchase-price — Abstract 

or title not delivered — No demaxu 
— Covenant to convey ‘‘on" pay
ment of price — Dependent or in-
DEPENDENT COVENANTS.

Mayberry v. Williams, 3 S.L.R. 350, 16 
W.L.R. 553.
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A vendee in a contract for the sale of 
lands who dove not promptly repudiate the 
agreement because of the vendor’s failure 
to deliver an abstract of title, or of the 
delivery of one that is unsatisfactory, will 
he deemed to have accepted such title as 
his vendor actually had.

Mellvenna v. (Jos*. 3 D.L.R. «90, 21 W. 
I..R. 180, 2 W.W.R. 283. [See also 10 
D.L.R. 837, 22 W.L.R. 946.]
Dovhtfvi. title — Constri ction of will 

— Summary application.
Where the vendee of land, under a con

tract for the sale thereof, raises a <piestion 
«if the doubtfulness of the vendor's title by 
reason of testamentary language in a will 
in the vendor's chain of title, the proper 
practice h< for the matter of construction 
to he brought up on originating summons 
with all parties before the court, and this 
may be done pending a summary appli
cation under the Vendors and Purchasers 
Act (Ont.) for an opinion on some point 
arising out of or connected with the con-

Cameron v. Hull. 9 D.L.R. 843. 4 O.W.N. 
381, 23 O.W.R. 736.
Registry of authority to agent to sell 

— Cloud on title.
Where an instrument executed by the 

owner of a parcel of land giving an agent 
authority to sell the same ia on record 
(whether properly or not) at the time an 
executory contract for the sale of land is 
made, it constitutes for a year at least (s. 
75 «if the Ontario Registry Act. 10 Edw. 
VII. c. 60) a cloud upon the vendor’s title 
and a release or discharge thereof must be 
procured and registered by and at the ex
pense of the vendor before he can compel 
the purchaser to take title. [Ontario In
dustrial Loan & Investment Co. v. Lindsev, 
3 O.R. 60, 4 O.R. 473; Baker v. Trusts & 
Guarantee Co., 29 O.R. 456. applied.]

Re Rosenberg and Bochler. 10 D.L.R. 
422, 4 O.W.N. 737, 24 O.W.R. 39.
Rights and liabilities of parties — Mis-

A purchaser of real estate who accepts 
the title thereto through a misapprehension 
of law as to its validity, is affonled no 
ground of relief in conse«|uence. [Smith v. 
Bonnisteel, 13 Gr. (Ont.) 29. followed.]

Nelson v. Charleson, 15 D.L.R. OtHt. 19 
B.C.R. 100. 26 W.L.R. 865, 5 W.W.R. 995. 
Making title — Transfer of title to 

unregistered lands.
Title to land in British Columbia which 

has never been registered under the Land 
Registry Act (B.C.) may be transferred by 
conveyance, registration under that Act not 
being obligatory; and a purchaser of such 
unregistered land cannot insist upon the 
rendor placing it under the Land Registry 
Act if the agreement does not so stipulate.

Thompson v. McDonald. 17 D.L.R. 487, 
20 B.C.R. 223. 28 W.L.R. 203.

Can. Dig.—140.

Torrens system — Vf.mmih's implied orli- 
«lATiox What he must produce.

On an open contract for sale and pur- 
«‘Iihm* of land in Alberta it is an implied 
term that the vendor is hound, when tlm 
time for shewing title has «•unie, to produce 
on request of the purchaser a registrar's ab
stract and general certificate, and, in vase 
the registrar's abstract, does not shew a 
surticicnt title, he must produce also a writ
ten statement shewing how the apparent 
defects are met. A good title is shewn if, 
although the vendor is not in fact the 
registered owner, he is entitleil to «•onii»cl 
a transfer to him: it is good although sub
ject to encumbrances. even t bough exceeil- 
ing the purchase price, provided the en
cumbrancer ia comiN-llahle to take his mon
ey bv the time a good title is to hi- proved.

(loodehild v. Bethel, 19 D.L.R. 161. 8 
A.L.R. 98. 30 W.L.R. 280, 7 W.W.R. 832. 
Rescission of contract — Damages — 

Costs of investigating title.
An order made under the Vendors an«l 

Purchasers Act (Ont.), jpelaring that the 
title to the land in question was doubtful 
and not such as the purchaser was Isiund 
to accept is not subject to recall or modifi
cation until passed and entered, if it has 
been acted upon or if the parties have 
idianged their position on account of it. ami 
such order in such contingency will lie res 
judicata between the parties, although the 
formal order was not issued, in #upp«irt of 
the purchaser’s action to rescind the agree
ment; but, except as to the giving of any 
«lamages to which the purchaser may have 
been entitled in addition to the costs of in
vestigating the title, it was competent for 
the purchaser to have sought in the “ven
dor and purchaser” proceeding under the 
Act, a return of the money paid and in
terest thereon and the costs of investigat ini; 
the title.

McXiven v. Pigott, 19 D.L.R. 846, 31 O. 
L.R. 365.
Title — Objections to — Taking posses

sion — Waiver •— Submitting ques
tions OF TITLE TO COURT.

Taking possession is no waiver of the 
right to oliject to a defective title where 
the contract provided for giving possession 
prior to the time within which the vendor 
was to furnish a good title. A vendor's 
claim that the purchaser had accepted the 
title is waived bv the vendor sunmitting 
the question whether the vendor had made 
out a good title to the «leeision of the 
court under the Vendors and Purchasers’ 
Act (Ont.).

McNiven v. Pigott, 19 D.L.R. 846, 31 O. 
L.R. 365.
Adverse claims for taxer—Absence of 

fraud — Executed contract—Reme
dies. HOW LIMITED.

Where everything has been done that was 
necessary to vest the title in the purchaser 
of an outstanding interest in land already 
registered in his name and the contract has 
become an executed one. the purchaser «-an-
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not, on the ground of adverse claims for 1 
taxes or otherwise, recover money which has 
been paid, but must rely on the covenants 
for title: in the absence of covenants or 
agreements of that nature lie is without 
remedy except in vase of fraud.

Broder v. Glenn, 20 D.L.R. 100, 7 S.L.R. 
122. 2» W.L.R. 308. 7 W.W.R. 71.
Transfer through assignee fur CRED-

A purchaser of land, under an executory 
contract for the sale thereof is not entitled 
to reject the title on the ground that the 
creditors of one of the mesne grantors, who 
had made an assignment to a trustee for 
the benefit of hi* creditors, did not join 
with the grantor in the deed in which the 
trustee himself was the grantee, where it is 
not made to appear that the trustee in ques
tion. who also executed the deed of assign
ment, was a creditor or that any knowl
edge of the deed was communicated to the j 
creditors or that they assented to it, ami 
thereby made it irrevocable a* regards the 
trust for creditors.

Re Snell and Dyinent, 10 D.L.R. 304, 4 
O.W.X. 7ôit, 24 OAV.R. 04.
Registered agreement — Probability of 

litigation—Doubtful title.
Re Pigott and Kern. 12 D.L.R. 838, 4 

O.W.N. 1110 14 11.W.R. Ml.
A finding by a master or referee that a 

good title can be made to land upon cer
tain tiling* in the nature of mere convey
ancing lieing done, is not a conditional 
finding or a finding against the title but a 
mere finding as to the conveyancing neces
sary to perfect the good title shewn to he 
in the vendor.

Jjeekie v. Marshall. 4 D.L.R. 94.
Petition under statute—Title.

Re Howard and Steinberg, 6 D.L.R. 860,
4 O.W.X. 133.

Under an agreement for sale of Sas
katchewan lands, providing for a transfer 
under the Real Property Act (Sask.) or 
for a deed without covenants other than as 
against encumbrances and further provid
ing that the purchaser "accepts the title of 
the vendor.” the purchaser is not entitled 
to compel the vendor to free the property 
from a caveat, for which the vendor was 
not responsible, filed against the lands by 
third parties, claiming to sot aside the 
prior transfer to the party from whom the 
vendor hud purchased.

Cole v. ( roas. 1 D.L.R. 127, 22 Man. L.R.
1. ID W.L.R. 780. 1 W.W.R. 438.

Where land is devised to the testator’s 
widow for life, and then to the testator’s 
sons living at the date of the death of the 
widow, but if during her life any sons shall 
die leaving children, the children are to 
take the share their parent would have 
taken if he had lived, the interest of such 
of the sons as may he alive at the death 
of their mother does not vest until such 
death, and the executors, widow and sons

of the testator cannot make title to a pur
chaser during the lifetime of the widow.

Re Lane and ltcucham, 7 D.L.R. 311, 4 
O W N. 243. 23 O.W.R. 250.
Warranty of title—Covenant—Breach.

The limited statutory covenant of a right 
to convey (Real Property Conveyance Act. 
R.8.B.C. 1911. c. 47), does not constitute 
a warranty of title: only that the vendor 
has done no act to derogate from his title, 
if he hn«l no title whatever, there is no 
breach of the covenant by failure to give 
one. [Thackeray r. Wooa, fi B. 4 S. 766, 
followed.]

Amur Singh v. Mitchell. 30 D.L.R. 719, 
23 B.C.K. 249. [1917] I W.W.R. 201.
Want of title—Liability of agent.

Campbell v. Rogers, 31 D.L.R. 244.
Repudiation by purchaser—Essence of

If the vendor in a contract for the sale 
of land has no title in himself to the land 
sold and is not in a position to compel a 
conveyance of it from the registered owner, 
the purchaser may (as soon as he becomes 
aware of that fact) repudiate the contract, 
and he does not need to give the vendor 
time to secure title. [Rannerman v. Green. 
1 8.L.R. 394: Bellamy v. Debenham, [1891] 
1 Ch. 412; Krom v. Kaiser. 21 D.L.R. 700, 
applied.] If the vendor is in a position to 
compel a conveyance to himself and time 
is not of the essence of the contract th>- 
purchaser, on paying his last instalment of 
purchase-money, must give him a reason
able time to obtain the necessary convey-

Gunne v. Consolidated Land & Mortgage 
Co.. 28 D.L.R. 268. 9 S.L.R. 94. 33 W .L.R. 
716. 9 W.W.R. 1185.
Effect of possession.

By taking possession and exercising own
ership over property the purchaser waives 
any objection he may have to the title 
thereto: a mere imperfection of title, capa 
ble of being perfected, as distinguished from 
a total want of title, doe* not give the 
purchaser the right to repudiate the con 
tract.

R-igerson v. Cosh. 37 D.L.R. 694, 24 
B.C.R. 367, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 911.
Possession—Reservation of easement— 

“Modern description.”
A break in the chain of title is no de

fect, if there is a sufficient possessory title, 
and no adverse rights are asserted: the res
ervation of an easement or right of wav 
ceases to be a cloud on the title by a merger 
or union of the dominant and servient tene
ment; a vague description, as that used in 
previous deeds, is merely a defect in the 
form of conveyance, and the purchaser lias 
merely the right to demand a “modern de
scription.”

Rlnckadar v. Hert. 35 D.L.R. 489, 51
N.S.R y9
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Want or title to minerals.

Absence of title in the vendor to the 
mines and minerals in land entitles the 
purchaser to a rescission of the agreement

I'niversal Land Security Co. v. Jackson, 
33 D.L.R. 704. 11 A.L.R. 483, [1917]
1 W.W.R. 1352.
Tenant in tail—Enlaroement ok estate 

—Mortgage— Registration—Bar of 
entail—Act respecting assi ranges 
of Estates Tail, R.S.O. 1887, c. 103,

Re Brown and Kellar, 11 O.W.N*. 401. 
Title under will — Life estate—Direc

tion tu sell—Distribution of rim- 
ceeds—Vested interests — Exe< utor
—IMPLIED POWER OF SALE — CONVEY
ANCES—Parties to.

Re Doak and Freeman. 12 O.W.X. 43. 
Right to good title before taking pos

session.
The purchaser is not bound to take pos

session until a good title has lieeen shewn , 
but may hold the vendor liable for his fail- I 
ure to take the sanv care that a prudent 
owner would take of his own property un- •! 
til the title has I teen completed. [Foster 
v. Deacon 3 -Iadd. 394; Roval Bristol v. 
Bmnasli. 35 Cli.D 390. applied.)

Lobel v. Williams. 22 D.L.R. 127, 25 Man. 
L.R 161 7 W.W.R. 1042. 30 W.L.R. 352. 
Expropriation proceeding no ground fur 

rescission. •
An expropriation of a portion of land 

which is subject to a contract of sale is not 
an act of the vendor ae affecting his cove- 
enant for title, and will not entitle the pur
chaser to a rescission of the contract on 
that account. (Reynolds v. Crawford. 12 I 
T'.C.Q.B. 168; Payne v. Meller, 6 Ves. 349; 
Robertson t. Skelton, 12 Beav. 260. ap-
1 Mauvais v. Tervo, 25 D.L.R. 192. 22 
B.C.R. 207. 9 W.W.R. 434. 32 W.L.R. 811. 
Acceptance and approval of title.

In an action by vendor on a contract for 
sale of land it is only where the purchaser 
has accepted the title or in his contract has 
expressly agreed to pay irrespective of the 
plaintiff having title, that the court will 
decree payment without the plaintiff hav
ing first shewn a good title and thus satis
fied the court that he is able to deliver the 
property if the defendant pays the pur
chase money: but the vendor is entitled to 
a decree fixing a time within which defend
ant must pay under a penalty of his rights 
under the contract being foreclosed and 
judicially declared to have ceased. [Hicks 
v. Laidlaw, 2 D.L.R. 460, 22 Man. L.R. 96, 
applied.]

Schrader v. Manville, 21 D.L.R. 189. 8 
S.L.R. 83. 7 W.W.R. 1376, 30 W.L.R. 528. 
Land in other province—Proof of title.

Where an agreement is entered into in

I the Province of Quebec for the purchase of 
land in another province and where no sat
isfactory proof is given of what the lav is 
as to tlie requisites of good title and pros
per conveyance in such other province th- 
law of Queliec will prevail.

Babineau v. Railway Centre Park Co.. 23 
D.L.R. 688. 47 Que. Sic. 161.
Tender of deed — Title papers—Certifi

cate of SEARCH.
The seller of land may. under Quebec 

law, take action against the purchaser to 
recover the priee without tendering any 
deed, but be must shew his title and stand 
ready to sign a deed when the buyer pre
sents it in proper form. Though the seller 
of land may appropriately be held to e\ 
hibit his deeds and in case of a sale ex i 
deneed by deed to hand over such title 
pajiers as he actually holds and which re
late solely to the land sold, he is under no 
obligation to have a certificate of search 
made by the registrar for the satisfaction 
of the buyer ; the latter must himself have 
the requisite searches made at his own 
expense. [Banque Ville Marie v. Millar. 
22 Que. S.C. 162, criticized.)

Poirier v. Archambault, 23 Que. K.B. 495. 
[Affirmed in sub nom. laireau x. Poirier. 25 
D.L.R. 266, 51 Can. 8.C.R. 637.]
TRANSFER FROM PERSON OTHER THAN VI NISIR.

A plaintiff asking for specific perform
ance of a contract for the sale of land can
not force upon an objecting defendant a 
transfer made by a person other than the 
one from whom he bought the land.

Gibbs v. Gibson, 9 W.W.R. 190. 
F.quitable interest unde» unregistered 

title—Possession .
The plaintiff being the owner of all the 

«hares of stock of an incorporated com
pany agreed to sell all the assets of the 
vompany to the defendant and the cash 
payment was made and the shares trans 
ferred. The company's title to the lands 
occupied by it was an unregistered one de
rived through two unregistered transfers 
in the hands of the company's solicitor at. 
the time of the sale. The transfers could 
not lie registered as the description re
ferred to and depended on the location of 
a highway not recognized by the land titles 
office. In an action for the balance of the 
purchase price, it was held that the de
fendant could not resist payment on tin- 
ground of breach of a warranty that the 
company owned the land it occupied, as 
the company was equitable owner of the 
lands and in possession with evidence 
thereof sufficient under the Statute of

Turner v. McGavin, 30 W.L.R. 505. 31 
W.L.R. 465.
Inability to furnish title.

Douglas v. Burlie, 23 D.L.R. 895. 8 W.W. 
R 1038. 31 W.LR: 677.
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Sam: «if mining claims—Terms of agree- 
M EN T — IMPERFECT TITLE — GUARANTY
of title—Failure to make title— 
Recovery of purchase-money — Evi
dence—Jurisdiction of mixing com 
miskionfr—Mining Act of Ontario, 8 
Knw. VII., c. 21, s. 65—Parties.

Curry r. Mattair, 8 O.W.X. 148. 
Agreement for sale of land — Title — 

Application under Vendors and Pur
chasers Act—Parties.

Re Oorison and Casselman. 8 O.W.N. 4HU. 
Execution — Caveat under— Exécution 

debtor not registered owner — Ven
dor AND PURCHASER.

Odi* II. purchased land under agreement 
of sale from the C.P.R. Co., who were reg
istered owners. Subsequently II. assigned 
his agreement to S. who died. The execu
tors of S. agreed to sell the land to the 
plaintiff. At the time of the execution of 
this agreement the executors were in de
fault in payment of purchase-moneys to the 
C.P.R. Co., hut nevertheless the estate of 
S. had a substantial interest in the land. 
The defendant obtained a judgment 
against the executors of S. under which 
they issued execution and lodged a caveat 
against the land covered by the agreement. 
In course of time the agreements for sale 
were completed by payment and the title 
to the land transferred to the plaintiff sub
ject to the defendant’s caveat, the certif
icate of title however having endorsed 
thereon a memorandum of the defendant’s 
caveat and execution. Held, that the land 
was hound by the defendant's execution, 
and that the execution was therefore prop
erly registered against it. | Foss v. Ster
ling Loan. 8 S.L.R. 280: Weidman v. Mc- 
Clary. 10 S.L.R. 142, distinguished.1

Ruttle v. Rowe. 12 S.L.R. 280. [1919] 2 
W.W.R. 706.
Inability to furnish title.

Herman v. Rlain. 42 D.L.R. 785, 11 
S.L.K. 288. [1918] 2 W.W.R. 1014.
Power of appointment—Validity of exe

cution— Conveyancing and Law of 
Property Act, s. 24—Discharge of
MORTGAGE MADE TO EXECUTORS—NECES
SITY FOR EXECUTION BY ALL—SPECIAL 
POWER GIVEN TO MAJORITY.

The exercise of a power of appointment of 
land, where the instrument creating the 
power does not provide for the manner in 
which it is to lie executed, is not invalid 
because not made in the manner provided 
for in s. 24 of the Conveyancing and I.aw 
of Property Act. R.8.0. 1614, e. 109. 
Where a mortgage is made to all of the 
executors and trustees under a will, there 
is no power in any less than all of them, 
who are living, to give a valid discharge of 
the mortgage, unless some special power 
has been conferred upon them to do so: 
where the will confers upon a majority of 
the executors power to discharge mort
gages which under thj* will they are em
powered to take, there is no reason in law

why such a mortgage should not lie so dis
charged. Quaere, whether one of several 
living executors could alone give a valid 
discharge of a mortgage made to their 
testator. Objections marie to the title to 
land, upon an agreement for sale and pur
chase. declared invalid.

Re Spellman and Litovitz, 44 O.L.R. 30. 
Inability of purchaser to make title to

SMALL PORTION - MATERIALITY — SPE
CIFIC PERFORMANCE Willi COMPENSA
TION — Application of rule — Com - 
PENNATION, HOW TO HE FIXED—RESALE 
BY VENDOR—ATTEMPT TO FORFEIT HALL- 
DEPOSIT— Action by purchaser to 
RECOVER—I’ROVISION IX AGREEMENT FOB 
RETURN OF DEPOSIT.

The plaintiff agreed to buy from the de
fendant and the defendant to sell to the 
plaintiff a dwelling-house with grounds and 
outbuildings, for $32,000. 'Hie plaintiff, 
upon the execution of the agreement, paid 
the defendant $3,000 »s a sale-deposit. It 
turned out that the defendant could not 
make title to one part of the premises sold 
—a small hut material part, as was found. 
The agreement provided that, on any ob
jection to title being taken which the* ven
dor should lie unable or unwilling to re
move, the agreement should be null and 
void and the cash-payment should he re
turned without interest. There was not 
on the part of either party, after the de
fect in title had lieen discovered, an offer 
of specific performance with compensation 
and a submission to an authoritative ascer
tainment of the proper compensation—and 
the plaintiff and defendant were wide 
apart in their conceptions of what a proper 
sum for compensation would 1m*. Almost 
immediately after the day fixed for closing 
the defendant resold the land to a stranger, 
for $30,000, the contract providing that 
the vendor should not be called upon to 
make title to the small part. The plaintiff 
thereupon sued to recover his $3,000. which 
the defendant sought to retain :—Held, 
that the defendant could nof rescind the 
contract and forfeit the sale-deposit when 
he had not title to the property to 1m* con
veyed. Discussion of the equitable doc
trine of specific performance with compen
sation. and review of the authorities. And 
held, that the defendant could not invoke 
the equitable doctrine at all. because, by 
the resale of the land, "he had put it out of 
his power to resort to equity—lie could 
not now give specific performance e' en with 
c.impensation. If the equitable doctrine 
were applicable, the defendant was not the 
one to fix compensation; and he never ex
pressed his readiness to submit to specific 
performance subject to such compensation 
as might lie deemed just. Held, also, that, 
when the agreement itself provides for 
what is to happen upon certain events, it 
alone is to be resorted to; there cannot be 
any recourse either to law or equity for 
any other remedy. [Ashton v Wood, 
(1857), 3 Jur. NS. 1164, followed.] And
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liere, according to the terms of the agree
ment, in the event which had happened, 
the cash-payment was to b* returned.

Bowes v. Vaux, 43 O.L.R. 621. 
AGREEMENT FOB SALE—SUBSEQUENT SALE 

SUBJECT TO AGREEMENT— DETECT IX
title—Application fob judgment.

The fact that a vendor, after having sold 
land to S. under an agreement for sale, 
subsequently, and before Anal payment was 
due. sold the land to H., subject to the 
agreement with S.. is not a sufficient 
ground to support an application by S. for 
judgment on admissions in an action for 
rescission.

Solton v. Northern Loan k Mortgage 
Guarantee Corp., 25 B.C.R. 629.
Bond to secure payment or pbice—Con

ditions AS TO TITLE.
Colwell V. Neufeld, 48 Can. S.C.R. 506, 1 

W.VV.R. 77».
Caveat—Right of purchaser on payment

OF LAST INSTALMENT—SPH'IFIC PER
FORMANCE—Damages.

Under an agreement for sale of land con
taining the usual clause that the vendor 
will convey the land on payment of the full 
purchase money, and a special provision 
that “the purchaser is to receive a good 
marketable title,” the purchaser is not 
ImmuiiI to pay the last instalment of the 
purchase money if there is an incumbrance 
in the way of a caveat registered against 
the vendor's title which the vendor is un
able or unwilling to remove ; and. if the 
purchaser is ready and willing to make the 
payment on the removal of the caveat, the 
vendor is not entitled to enforce payment 
until he has removed the caveat. In such 
a case the purchaser is entitled to counter
claim for specific performance by the re
moval of the caveat or, if that cannot tie 
secured, damages in lieu of specific per
formance. Judgment for payment by the 
purchaser of the amount admitted" into 
court and that proceedings be taken for the 
removal of the caveat at the expense of the 
vendor. Further directions reserved till 
after the termination of proceedings to re
move the caveat.

Warren v. Rogers, 24 Man. L.R. 402. 28 
W.L.R. 637.
Acceptance of title—Restrictions ix 

Crown grant undisclosed.
A purchaser of land from a vendor with 

authority from the registered owner to sell 
is not bound by a clause in the agreement 
for sale to the effect that the purchaser 
accepts the title of the vendor so as to pre
clude him .from objecting to such title on 
the grounds that it is subject to a state
ment in the grant from the Crown that the 
land is liable to forfeiture upon failure of 
the grantee to place a settler thereon or 
to sell the same according to the require
ments in that behalf contained in clause 44 
of the Dominion Lands Act. (Tlaedicke v. 
Lipskia Contract. 11901] 2 Ch. 66ii, and 
flousfteld Y. Hodges, 33 Bear. 90. followed.]

The case of a purchase from the registered 
owner, the register disclosing the stipula
tion wan mentioned, but not discussed.

Strickle v. Ruckcman, 7 S.L.R. 371, 7 
W.W.R. 970.
Right to repudiate—Estoppel.

The defendant agreed to sell land to the 
plaintiff on instalments. Before payment, 
of the last instalment the plaintiff discov
ered a caveat recorded by one who claimed 
an interest under a prior agreement from 
the defendant. In August, 11*13, it was 
agreed that defendant, should have 90 days 
in which to remove the caveat. After a 
final notice given to the defendant, action 
was commenced on February 13, 1914, for 
the rescission of the contract and return 
of the instalments paid. The caveat was 
removed on April 27, 1914:—Held, that 
though the plaintiff had given time for re
moval of the caveat, he did not lose his 
right to rescission of the contract and re
turn of sums paid and interest if defendant 
failed to remove same within a reasonable 
time or time limited by a notice. Held, 
also, that such purchase money was a lien 
on the laud.

Biillantvne v. Hettinger. 8 A.L.R. 412, 29 
W.L.R. 937, 7 W.W.R. 526.
Title — Requisitions — Description in 

deeds — Admissibility of parol evi
dence to identify lands described
WITH LANDS OCCUPIED BY VENDOR. SI II 
JECT or agreement— Kindi sc UPON 
evidence—Good paper title shewn.

Re Brenzel and Rahinoviteh, 14 O.W.N. 
37. 42 O.L.R. 394.
Agreement to give clear title—F.xist- 

kxck or caveat—Duty of vendor.
An undertaking to give a clear title un

der the Torrens system is one to give a 
certificate of title clear of anything in the 
way of endorsement either of executions, 
mortgages or caveats, or any other thing 
that is an encumbrance within the more 
comprehensive meaning of that term.

C.N.R. Vo. v. Peterson, 6 W.W.R. 1194. 
Agreement to sell land by person hav

ing no title—Good title procured 
for purchaser —Rights of parties 
AS TO PROFITS.

A. agreed to sell to B. land which he did 
not own and which he had not agreed to 
purchase from the owner. The price asked 
by A. and agreed to by B. was simply the 
owner's price plus A.'s profit. A. subse
quently induced the owner, as vendor, to 
enter into an agreement for the sale of the 
property to B. who paid directly to A. the 
difference between tne contract price and 
the owner's price. The agreement between 
the owner and the purchaser was after
wards cancelled by the owner :—Held, that 
the money which B. had paid to A. could 
not he recovered since the latter had ob
tained for the former all that he had bar
gained to give him, namely, a good title.

Martin v. Anderson, 29 W.L.R. 569.
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S.M K or LAND—No TITLE IN VENDOR—DAM

AGES RECOVERABLE. BY PURCHASER— 
RULE IX BaIX V. FOTHERGILL.

\\ here vendors by mistake agreed to sell 
land to which they held no title, the rule 
in Main v. Fothcrgill, L.R. 7 H.L. 158, was 
applied, the damages recoverable by the 
purchaser for breach of contract being lim
ited to his expenses incurred; such ex
penses included fencing done by purchaser 
before learning of the want of the vendor's

Kreznl v. Anglo Canadian Lands. [1919] 
3 W.XV.R. 747.
Inability of vendor to hive title with

out CONCURRENCE OF THIRD PLUSUN— 
RlOHT OF PURCHASER TO RECOVER 
MONEYS PAID.

A purchaser under agreement of sale was 
held entitled to return of moneys paid with 
interest by reason of vendor to make title 
without concurrence of a third person 
which he could not compel.

Metcalfe v. Van Houten, [1919] 2 W.W. 
R. 410.
Absence of coal rights in vendor— 

Transfer of portion reserving coal 
—Knowledge by purchasers—F.x-
TENT OF WAIVER—SPECIFIC PERFORM
ANCE WITH COMPENSATION.

Knowledge got by purchasers of land of 
the absence of coal rights in the vendor 
from the fact of the reservation of coal in 
transfers of certain portions of the land to 
Mihpureliasers, should lie treated only as a 
specific waiver in regard to such portions 
and not a waiver generally by the purchas
ers of their rights to the coal under their 
agreement of sale. In such case where it is 
impossible to give rescission because some of 
the land has passed into the hands of third 
parties, there should be a decree of specific 
performance with compensation for the ah- 
pence of the coal.

Foncière Franco Beige v. Duggan. [1919] 
2 W.W.R. 880.
Tacit authority—Mortgage—Discharge 

—Res judicata—Third party—C.C. 
Que. art. 1241. 1701.

A stipulation in a deed of sale by which 
the vendor gives notice to the purchaser of 
a mortgage covering the land sold, but 
promises to discharge it. constitutes a tacit 
authority from the purchaser to the vendor 
authorizing him to take, in his name, all 
necessary steps to that end. A judgment 
obtained by the purchaser of an unfinished 
bouse against his vendor to have deter
mined the cost of the necessary work to 
complete the building on default of the 
vendor who agreed to do so, and who had 
given a mortgage on another lot to guar
antee the completion of the work, is res 
judicata as to the value of the work against 
a third person in possession of the latter

pieee of land, and the mortgagee has a 
right to bring an hypothecary action 
against such third person to recover the 
amount of the said judgment.

Forget v. Savard, .*>6 Que. S.C. 91. 
Restrictive covenant—Right of pur

chaser—Measure of damages.
In an action to recover the balance of the 

purchase price due upon an agreement for 
the sale of land, the defence that the plain
tiff has no title or had none when the ac
tion was liegun, is met by evidence that. 
Iiefore set ion. the owner had agreed to give 
the plaintiff a transfer, on payment to him 
of the amount due from the defendant to 
the plaintiff, and by filing in court a 
transfer to the defendant to be delivered to 
t he defendant, on the fulfilment of the 
ÿbove condition. Where an agreement for 
the sale of lots in a city block provides 
that the vendors, when selling the adjoin
ing block, will provide with the purchaser 
thereof that the lots therein will he made 
to front in a specified direction, and sub
sequently to the making of such agreement 
the plan which includes the adjoining block 
is cancelled by the owner with the consent 
of the vendor, hut without the consent of 
knowledge of the purchaser, the latter is 
entitled to damages, and in assessing such 
damages it will be assumed that such cove
nant is incapable of performance and 
never will be performed. The amount of 
damages is the difference between the 
values of the block sold with such a cove
nant as to the adjoining block and without 
the covenant.

Queen's Bark Corp. v. Levenick, [1918] 
1 W.W.K. Ô49.
Lack of title to minerals—Possession.

A purchaser under an agreement for the 
sale of land who has gone into possession 
thereunder and who seeks to repudiate the 
agreement because of defects of title must 
give up the possession and all claim to a 
right thereof under the contract in order to 
make the repudiation effective. [Innis v. 
(.'ostello, 33 D.L.R. 602; Universal Land 
Co. V. Jackson. 88 D.L.R. 7G4. di-tin 
guished; Re Gloag & Miller’s Contract, -J:i 
Ch.D. 320, followed.]

Pemberton v. Cole, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 269. 
Exchange of plaintiff's land for de

fendant's goods — Title to Land- 
Failure of defendant to perform 
contract—Damages—Value of goods 
—Conveyance of land — Vendor’s

Lindsay v. Almas, 12 O.W.N. 49. 
Objections to title dealt with undf.b 

R. 603—Reference as under Quieting 
Titles Act.

Re Jenkins and Hutchinson, 12 O.W.N,
201.
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Objections to title—Mortgage—Notice

OF SALE LXDEB POWER — MISDESCRIP
TION OF LAND IN NOTICE—REGISTRA
TION of notice—Registry Act, R.S.O. 
1914, 0. 124. s. 75 — Provision in
MORTGAGE RELIEVING PURCHASER FROM 
INQUIRY AS TO SUFFICIENCY OF NOTICE
—Foreclosure proceedings—Parties 
Husband of mortgagor.

Re Winberg and Kettle, 12 O.W.X. 327. 
Vendor's ability to shew title—Specific 

performance — Rescission — Return 
of moneys paid—Reference—Costs. 

Miller v. Young, 12 O.W.X. 382.
Objection to title—Power of liquidator 

of incorporated company to convey 
—Proofs of authority—Sufficiency 
—Declaration under Vendors and 
Purchasers Act.

Re Soper and Ackerman. 13 O.W.X. 278. 
Sale of another's property — Railway j

In a sale of land which included a rail
way siding constructed by the vendor upon 
the land of the C'.P.R. Co., the xendor is 
. onsidered as having com eyed all that be
longed to him. and the purchaser should 
know that in law the vendor had not ac
quired and could not sell any part of the

Deachateletea v. Maillé, 26 Que. K.B. 547. 
Evidence—Mistake in description—Rec

tification of agreement.
Pavaud v. Lebvecque, 14 O.W.N. 318. 

Objection to title — Mistake in deed 
of conveyance — Grantee, party of 
second part, described in grant as
PARTY OF FIRST PART AND IN HABEN
DUM AS PARTY OF THIRD PART—APPLI
CATION under Vendors and Purchas
ers Act.1

Re Minlv and Blackburn. 17 O.W.X. 38. 
Objection to title—Covenant in con

veyance to vendors—Building re
striction—IN FBI NOE M EX T— R IG HTS OF 
OTHER PURCHASERS — No GENERAL 
BUHJMNG SCHEME.

Re Seaman and Ward, 17 O.W.X. 8.
Objections to title —Conveyance made

TO PERSON AH “TRUSTEE*’— NATURE OF 
TRUST AND POWERS OF TRUSTEE NOT IN
DICATED—Right of person to sell and 
convey—Evidence—Affidavit of so
licitor — Insufficiency — Land sub
ject* TO EASEMENT—RIGHT TO PLACE 
POLES AND WIRES THEREON—VALIDITY 
OF OBJECTIONS TO TITLE.

Re Thompson and Beer, 17 O.W.X. 4. 
Objection to title—Discharge of mort

gage— Effect or — Mistake — Pro
ceedings in foreclosure action.

Re Hodgkise and Murray, 16 O.W.X. 385.

Agreement for sale of land—Assign
ment OF ANOTHER AGREEMENT—EX
CHANGE — Misrepresentation as to 
Value of security—Fraud—Finding 
or Trial Judge—Right to rescind— 
Inability to make bf.stitition in 
Intfc.rum—Estoppel—Judgment and 
Final order of foreclosure in for 
eign action—Bab to present action 
—Delay to allow of proceedings to 
SET ASIDE JUDGMENT AND ORDER —
Leave to apply.

Masson v. Shaw, 16 O.W.X. 343.
Title to land—Sate by mortgagee—Evi

dence—Possession—Rights of mort
gagor — Limitations Act — Applica
tion under Vendors and Purchasers 
Act—Costs.

Re Russell and Billing, 10 O.W.X. 273.
Objection to title—Default of pur

chaser UNDER PREVIOUS AGREEMENT— 
Power of sale on one month’s de
fault without notice—Exercise of, 
by new sale—Rights of first pur 
chaser and his assignees.

Re Lee and Sanagan, 16 O.W.N. 437.
Construction Legal title not in ven

dor Time fob maktn............ uti i
“All reasonable diligence to obtain 
title” — Action for return of pur
chase money—Absence of notice to 
convey within certain time — Ven
dor NOT IN DEFAULT.

Jermy v. Jlodson, 15 O.W.N. 323. [Af
firmed, 17 O.W.X. 268.]
Delay—Time fob making title — Notice 

—W aiver by subsequent tender of 
conveyance — Unreasonably short 
time— Specific performance—Build
ing restrictions — Covenant—Objec
tion to title—Waiver.

Miller v. Young, 14 O.W.N. 130.
Sheriff's deed — Sale of equity of rk- 

dem ption—Evidence — Agreement to
PAY OFF MOBTGAUE—SALE OF PART OF 
LAND SUBJECT TO MORTGAGE—EVIDENCE
—Validity of rale and dud.

Re Hewitt and Armstrong, 14 O.W.N.
13».
Subdivision of block —Building restric

tions — Covenant of grantee — Pro
tection of land retained by original 
vendor — Covenant enforceable 
against purchaser i bom cove-

Foîey v.*LipeoD, 14 O.W.N. 269.

Sale or undivided interest in Land- 
Proof of vendor’s title — Highway
SHEWN ON REGISTERED PLAN — RIGHTS 
OF MUNICIPALITY AND OF PERSONS PUR
CHASING ACCORDING TO PLAN — APPLI
CATION under Vendors and Pubchas- 
ers Act.

Re Knowles and Lawrason, 14 O.W.N.
284.
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Objections to title— Buildings en-

CBO AC HI NO OX OTHER LAND — FaII.UBE 
T.) SHI.W EASEMENT — ABATEMENT OF 
PUK HAHE MONEY—APPIICATION I'niikii 
Vendors and Purchasers Act—Dis
missal—Costs.

Re Davis and Moss, 15 O.W.N. 111.
Objection to title — Building restric

tions— Application under Vendors i 
and Purchasers Act — Conflicting 
AFFIDAVITS DIRECTION FOB TRIAL OF 
QUESTIONS ARISING UPON ORAL EVI- j

Re Foster and Rutherford, 15 O.W.N. j 
113.
Title—Evidence as to heirs and next of |

KIN OF DECEASED OWNER— 1)EATH OF j 
OWNER AND WIFE AND CHILDREN IN j 
SAME ACCIDENT—PRESUMPTION OF SUR
VIVORSHIP— Question of fact — Bur
den of proof — Settlement with
NEXT OF KIN OF WIFE — APPLICATION
under Vendors and Purchasers Act. 

Re Barber and Walker, 17 O.W.N. 215. 
Objection to title—Conveyance made in 

1888 to person “in trust”—Evidence
OF NATURE AMI TERMS OF TRUST AND OF 
BIGHT OF PERSON TO SELL, REQUIRED BY
purchaser — Absence of actual no
tice OF ADVERSE RIGHT—CONSTRUCTIVE
notice—Rkgistby Act, ss. 71 (1). 72,
73—Presumption—Lapse of time — 
Objection declared invalid.

Re McKinley and McCullough, 17 O.W.
N. 265.
Delivery of conveyance — Tenants in 

common — Joint owners — Execu
tions—Incumbrances.

Re Smith and Wilson, 5 O.W.N. 437. 
Absence of title in vendor—Vendor not 

in position to call for conveyance 
at time of agreement—Refusal of 
SPEC lFIe perform a xcf.

Argue v. Beach, 7 O.W.N. 622.
Title—Doubt ah to—Will—Construction 

—Devise—Estate tail or fee simple 
subject to devise over in event of 
death “without leaving any issue" 
— Application under Vendors and 
Purchasers Act.

Re Gifford and Wagner. 7 O.W.N. 217. 
Writing evidencing completed bargain— 

Finding of fact — Inability of ven
dor TO MAKE TITLE—KNOWLEDGE OF 
purchaser — Absence of deceit — 
Damages for breach of contract — 
Limitation to amount of expense 
incurred by purchaser—Rec overy of 
small sum—Costs—Discretion.

Brett v. Godfrey, 6 O.W.N. 484.

Outside of province — Specific perform
ance—Title—Failure of vendors to 
acquire — Judgment for return of 
purchase-money—Stay of execution
TO ENABLE VENDORS TO MAKE TITLE. 

Campbell v. Barrett. 6 O.W.N. 360.

Objections to title — Tender by vendor
OF CONVEYANCE—REFUSAL OF PURCHAS
ER to accept—Termination of agree
ment UNDER PROVISION THEREFOR—AC
TION BY VENDOR FOR SPECIFIC PERFORM
ANCE or damages—Dismissal.

Fine v. Creighton. 5 O.W.N. 677. 
Binding offer—Affirmance by purchas

er— Specific performance — Refer
ence AH TO TITLE.

EiaeiiRtein v. Liehnian, 5 O.W.N. 887.
Sale under power in mortgage — Evi

dence OF DEFAULT — SHORT FOBMS OF
Mortgages lot, R.S.O. 1897, 0. 126,
SOHSDUIl No. 14 — REQUISITION on 
title—Vendors and Purchasers Act. 

Re Georgian Lund & Building Co., ami 
Med land, 5 O.W.N. 859.
Originating notice under Vendors and 

Purchasers Act—Title derived from
DEVISEE UNDER WILL—CONDITION IN RI 
STB AIN'T OF ALIENATION — VALIDITY-
Determination of — Parties—Notice 
to persons concerned—R. 602.

Re Godson and Ciisselman, 5 O.W.N. 814. 
Contract for sale of land — Requisi

tions as to title—Application un
der Vendors and Purchasers Act—

Re Wilson and Holland, 5 O.W.N. 768. 
Improvements—Timber—Basis of settle

ment—Conveyance upon payment of
HALF OF VALUE OK PROPERTY AND RENT 
CHARGEABLE—COSTS.

Hedge v. Morrow. 6 O.W.N. 224.
Title to land — Intestacy — Step-chil

dren of intestate-—Vendors and pur
chasers Act — Question between
OWNER AND MORTGAGEE.

Re Bustard and Dunlop. 7 O.W.N. 136. 
Sale of mining claims — Guaranty of 

title — Failure to make title—Re
covery ok purchase-money.

Curry v. Mattair, 7 O.W.N. 465. 
Agreement for exchange of lands—Mis

take as to ixcumbranpk—Impossi
bility of carrying out agreement— 
covenant-Refusal of specific per
formance.

Gilmour v. Charpentier, 7 O.W.N. 519. 
Sale of lands — Possession—Reserva

tions AND EXCEPTIONS IN ORIGINAL

Sewargngen v. Hyndman, 18 O.W.R. 167. 
Return of payments when vendor un

able to make title—Payment in
SHARES WHICH AFTERWARDS BECOME
worth IY as

Johnson v. Henrv. 21 Man.'L.R. 347, 17 
W.L.R. 327.
Vendor and Purchasers Act—Motion un

der 11Y PURCHASER — VENDOR HAD 
FAILED TO PROVE TITLE.

Re Breckon 4 Delaney, 20 O.W.R. 516.
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Action fob possession — Agreement ' to 

WaOBAtB—Failure in PLAlXim ro 
convey—Sale of building.

Wile v. Joudry, 9 E.L.R. 263.
($ 1 C—12)—Possessory Tins—What is.

A documentary title dating from a quit 
claim deed made in 1842. the land having 
lieen granted in 1784, without any docu
mentary title connecting the original owner 
with the grantor in the deed of 1872. does 
not establish a possessory title within the 
meaning of a contract providing "a title by 
possession shall not la- deemed a satisfac
tory title unless the pureha-er so elects.”

Floyd v. Hanson, 24 D.L.R. 320, 48 N. 
It II. 339.
(8 1 C—13)—Covenant against knccm- 

hrax( ns — Torrens title — Taxes.
An agreement to convey land by a trans

fer under the Torrens system (Real Prop
erty Act, R.S.M. 1013. 'e. 171). free from 
all encumbrances, obligates the vendor to 
make good for taxes outstanding against 
the land under the Land Drainage Act, 
though not discovered until after the trans
fer has been completed. [Midglev v. Cop- 
pock, 4 Ex. D. 300, followed. Review of 
authorities.]

Freeman v. Calverlev,. 27 D.L.R. 304. 20 
Man. L.R. 330, 34 W.L.R. 314, 10 W.W.R. 
367.
Mortgage—Promise to discharge.

The faet that the vendor of property 
eiieumhcred by an undischarged mortgage 
has not the legal power to compel the mort
gagee to discharge the mortgage before the 
time fixed for dosing the sale does not 
affect his ability to convey the fee if it can 
be shewn that he had obtained a promise 
from the mortgagee to discharge the mort
gage at the time of closing, and that prom
ise has not in the meantime been revoked.

Brickies v. Snell, 30 D.L.R. 31. f 1916] 
2 A.V. 399, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1039, revers 
mg 20 D.L.R. 209. 4V Can. S.C.R. 360, 12 
D.L.R. 753, 28 O.L.R. 338, restored. 
Encumbrance — Restrictive covenant— 

Execution.
The vendor’s inability to convey land free 

from restrictive covenants, having Iwen un
successfully set up and a decree of specific 
performance having been made, cannot he 
again raised, but the purchaser cannot he 
compelled to take the land until the effect 
of a fi. fa. placed in the sheriff's hands 
after the agreement of sale was made has 
been removed.

Robinson v. Moffatt. 31 D.L.R. 490, 37 
O.L.R. 52. [See also 25 D.L.R. 462, 35 
O.L.R. 9.]
Sale of land frf.e from enc umbrance — 

lx paid taxes — Dispute as to va
lidity — Indemnity.

Where the purchaser of land on learning 
that claim was made by the municipality 
for a tax returned by the tax collector as 
paid but subsequently alleged to have been 
“o returned in error notwithstanding the 
issue of a tax certificate, stopped payment

of a cheque given for the purchase price, 
and it appeared that the seller had assured 
him that the land was free from taxes, the 
latter's action to recover the amount of the 
cheque should be allowed only noon his 
indemnifying purchaser from liability for 
the disputed tax or on deducting a sufficient 
amount from the purchase money to he re
tained in court for such purpose until the 
determination of the validity of the tax

Phillips v. Monteith, 11 D.L.R. 779, 4 
O.W.N. 1420. 24 O.W.R. 743. 
Incumbrances.

Where a contract of sale of real estate 
provided as terms of payment a specified 
sum ‘‘cash," and balance on deferred pay
ment» with privilege of paying the whole 
amount off at any time, the last of the 
deferred payments being intended to cor
respond with the maturity of an existing 
mortgage on the property, the fact that 
the mortgage wa« not subject to a like 
stipulation or privilege of advance pay
ment and that in consequence the vendor 
could not fulfil his contract in respect of 
such privilege, constitutes a defect in title 
justifying the purchaser in withholding the 
payment not only of the intermediate de
ferred payments under the contract but of 
the portion stipulated as "cash." until the 
vendor shall provide an indemnity or equi
table adjustment to protect the purchaser 
from having to pay more than his contract 
calls for liecause of the mortgagee's refusal 
to accept prepayment. [fiamble v. (ium- 
merson. 9 Or. 199 : Cameron v. Carter, 9 
O.R. 431 ; Armstrong v. Anger, 21 O.R. 100, 
followed.]

Knight v. Cushing. 1 D.L.R. 331. 4 A. 
UR. 123. 20 W.L.R. 28.

Under an agreement for the sale of land 
wherein the vendor covenants to transfer 
the fee simple upon payment of the pur
chase price, the purchaser is justified in 
refusing to pay the balance until the-ven
dor can give satisfactory assurance as to 
title and as to arrears of taxes. Where 
the parties are dealing at a distance from 
the registrar's office, the mere tender on 
the part of the vendor of an abstract 
from the land titles oilier, shewing him to 
l»e the registered owner, free from incum
brances, of the lots in question, is not suf
ficient. The purchaser is entitled to lie 
protected against the risk of having*to deal 
with incumbrances of anv nature that 
might la* recorded against tlic title between 
the time of delivery of the transfer to him 
and its recording at the registry office. 
He has the right to notify the vendor that 
he will appear at the registry office on the 
date of payment and wifi there tender the 
vendor the price on the vendor dejmsiting 
with the registrar a proper transfer and 
the vendor's duplicate certificate of title 
under the Land Titles Act and on ascer
taining from the records that the title is 
free of all incumbrances.

Auriol v. Alberta Land & Investment
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Co.. 7 D.L.R. 306. 4 A.L.R. 198. 20 W.L.R. 
185. 1 W.W.R. 787.
Restrictive covenant or easement — 

Reference to pi.an.
A building restriction contained in a reg

istered plan doe* not operate as a negative 
covenant or easement enforceable against 
and amongst all subsequent purchasers of 
lots described bv reference to the plan; to 
constitute it such there must be a direct, 
provision to that effect in the agreement 
or conveyance, and the easement must be 
created in accordance with provisions of the 
Land Titles Act.

Sumner v. McIntosh. 35 D.L.R. 330. 10 
S.L.R. 63. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 1404 [Af
firmed in 40 D.L.R. 301. 11 8.L.R. 132, 
11918] 2 W.W.R. 293.]
COAI. RESERVATION.

An agreement of sale of land, subject 
only to conditions and reservations in the 
grant from the Crown, is not enforceable 
if the coal therein is at the mine without 
the purchaser's knowledge, the property of 
a third party, even though the vendor pro
cures and tenders title to the coal with a 
transfer of the land.

Iunis v. Costello, 33 D.L.R. «02. 11 A.L. 
R. 109, [19171 1 W.W.R. 1135. reversing 27 
D.L.R. 711. 33 W.L.R. 880. 9 W.W.R. 1308. 
Objection to title. — Incumbrance — 

Execution — Abandonment or claim 
by execution creditor — Recital in 
order made under Vendors and Pur
chasers Act.

Re Bourne and Dunn, 13 O.W.N. 227. 
Title — Incumbrancer — Building re

strictions — Alteration in char
acter ok neighbourhood —- Kffete 
covenant — Possessory title.

Re Montgomery a fid Miller, 13 O.W.N.
899.
Free from incumbrances—Lease.

A purchaser who acquires an immovable 
free and clear of all privileges and hypo- 
thecs is not obliged at his own cost to get 
rid of the privilege of a lease which appears 
upon the registrar’s certificate as affecting 
the immovable, lie has a right to compel 
the vendor to procure a radiation of the 
registrut ion.

F.emiomiv Realty v. Moutarville Land Co., 
-8 O'*'*. K.R. 51. | Appeal quashed, 54 Van. 
8.C.R. 140.|
Instalments — Action to recover — 

Vendor i saule to give clear title.
Hagen v. F.....a, 81 D.L.R. 868, 8 S.L.R.

203, 8 W.W.R. 1039. 31 W.L.R. 001.
Failure to deliver good title — Caveats 

— Reti rn of money paid — Orders
OF LOCAL MASTER.

Melfurt Invest. Co. v. Mackenzie, Mann 
* Co., 23 D.L.R. 881. 32 W.L.R. 7ti. 
Objection to titi.e — Registration of 

judgment — Cloud on title — Lands 
OF COMPANY IN LIQUIDATION — WlND- 
ING-up ACT. R.8.C. lOOG, c. 144. s. 84. 

Re Clarkson and Bustedo, 7 O.W.N. 833.

Incumbrance — Oral agreement in re- 
spect of — Onus — Failure of proof 
— Discharge of encumbrance — 
Payment of amount to purchase» 
— Counterclaim — Set-off.

Slatky v. Kaufman, 8 O.W.N. 234. 
Covenant against encumbrances.

A danse in a contract of sale, by which 
a vendor declares that the lots sold are 
free and clear from all patent aud latent 
servitudes, is only a formal clause which 
adds nothing to the legal obligations bind
ing on the vendor.

Ijtnglois v. Charpentier. 47 Que. S.C. 97. 
Enoumbrani e — Agreement of sale — 

Rights of subpurchasek.
An agreement for the sale of land can

not l»e enforced by a vendor who himself 
has merely an equitable interest in the 
land under a contract of sale from the 
registered owner; nor can such interest !>e 
properly considered an encumbrance so as 
to entitle him to require the subpurchaser 
to pay the money into court for the pur
pose of discharging it; such vendor must, 
lie in a position, as a condition precedent 
to his right for the purchase price, to de
liver of himself u valid certificate of title. 
fGoodchild \. Bethel. 19 D.L.R. 101; Lee 
v. Sheer. 19 D.L.R. 30; Robinson v. Harris. 
21 O.R. 43, distinguished.]

Oreeno v. Appleton. 25 D.L.R. 333, 9 
A.L.R. 30. 8 W.W.R. 807. 31 W.L.R. 548. 
Sewerage tax as encumbrance — Right

TO DEDUCTION.
A covenant in a deed warranting the 

property to lie free from all encumbrances 
and that the vendor will pay taxes, local 
improvements and other assessment» due 
on the property, entitles the purchaser to 
an allowance of the full amount of a sewer
age rate charged against the land, notwith
standing that the sewerage tax is payable 
in annual instalments and that all instal- 
ments were paid to date.

Munroe v. McDonald, 23 D.L.R. 105. 49 
N.S.R. 110.
Servitude — Right of way — Di it or

VENDOR TO DISCUTE.
It is the duty of a vendor to make known 

to the purchaser the burdens and servi
tudes oil the immovable sold and his re 
licence on this matter puts him in bad 
faith. \\ hen a vendor does not. make 
known to his purchaser the existence of a 
servitude that lie has himself created, lo
is bound by warranty against his personal 
act whatexer may be the nature of this ser
vitude. When a way communicating with 
the public road over all the length of a 
lot is apparent, the purchaser is justified 
in presuming that it was established for 
the benefit of the lot and not for use of 
the adjoining lots, even in the case where 
there is a fence at the end of the way ou 
the side of the adjoining land.

I^melin v. Demers, 47 Que. S.C. 452.
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Agreement for sale — Instalment due 

under — Mortgage against land — 
Rights of parties.

Preston v. Adilman, 21 D.L.R. 869, 31 
W.L.R. 663.
Sale of land — Title — Inability or

VENDOR TO GIVE TITLE TO COAL — RlGHT 
OF PURCHASER TO COMPENSATION —
Waiver — Evidence of.

Where an agreement for the sale of land 
iloea not provide for any reservation of the 
coal thereunder, the purchaser, in the ab
sence of any waiver of liia right thereto, 
is entitled to the coal or its value. [Innis 
v. Costello. 33 D.L.R. 802. 11 A.L.R. 109; 
Universal Land Security Co. v. Jackson. 33 
D.L.R. 764. 11 A.L.R. 483 ; Pugh v. Knott, 
36 D.L.R. 62. 12 A.L.R. 399. followed.] In 
order to establish waiver a clear ami un
equivocal intention of waiver must lie 
-hown in the evidence. The defendants, 
who were purchasers under an agreement 
for the sale of land, held not to have waived 
their rights to the coal thereunder and. 
their vendor I icing unable to give title to 
the coal and restitutio in integrum not 
lieing possible, were held entitled to com
pensation. except as to the coal under cer
tain lots already transferred direct to sub- 
purchasers it being held that the pur
chasers had accepted title thereto.

< rump v. McNeill, 14 A.L.R. 206. [1919] 
1 W.W.R. 52.
Sale of land — Agreement fob — Ex

istence OF MORTGAGE — WHETHER 
DEFECT OF TITLE — RIGHT OF VENDOR 
TO SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.

The existence of a mortgage against land 
agreed to be sold is a matter of convey
ancing and not of title, and so long as the 
vendor is in a position to give title when 
t lie time for performance arrives, the mort
gage does not deprive him of the right to 
a decree for specific performance.

( rump v. McNeill. 14 A.L.R. 206, [1919] 
1 W.W.R. 52.
Mortgage—Lis pendens.

The existence of a mortgage on land 
contracted to be sold does not constitute a 
defect of title such as to give the purchaser 
the right to repudiate the contract ; nor 
does it prevent the vendor from recovering 
instalments of the purchase price which 
bave accrued due prior to the discharge of 
the mortgage, although the vendor may lie 
required to give security for the ultimate 
conveyance of the lands contracted to be 
sold free from encumbrances. The tiling of 
a lis pendens in the land registry office does 
not per sc afford a cause of action to a pur
chaser of the land affected by the lis pen
dens, who has registered his agreement to 
purchase before the filing of the lis pen-

Bostwick v. Coy, 21 B.C.R. 478.

Verbal condition, ox transferring land,
FOR USE OF LAND BY TRANSFER — Li 
CENSE MERELY — REVOKED BY CONVEY
ANCE — “Fraud" under The Land 
Titles Act. 1917, ss. 69. 174. 194.

“Fraud"’ under ss. 59, 174, 194 of the 
Land Titles Act, 1917, means actual fraud, 
i. c.. dishonesty of some sort, not what is 
called constructive or equitable fraud. 
Semble, knowledge by directors of one- com
pany does not necessarily imply knowledge 
to another company of which they are also 
directors. A verbal condition by defendant 
on his transferring land that he was to 
have the use of the land for farming pur
poses until the land was required for resi
dential purposes was considered hv the 
court as merely a license which was re
voked by a conveyance of the land without 
reserving the privilege to the licensee and 
knowledge of such agreement by one sub
sequently taking a transfer of the land 
could not lie construed as fraud.

Dominion Fire-Brick * Clav Products v. 
Pollock. (1919| 2 W.W.R. 246.
Vendor tendering transfer to purchaser 

— Existing easement — Easement 
not noted against title — Right of 
purchase to object to title — Pi r- 
CHASF.r's RIGHT TO SPECIFIC PERIORM- 
ANCE WITH ABATEMENT.

In pursuance of an agreement plaintiff 
tendered to defendant a transfer of land 
demanding payment of the moneys payable 
on delivery of transfer. Defendant refused 
payment on account of a certain easement 
against the land granted by plaintiff to 
the city of Edmonton for the pur|iose of a 
sewer which had been constructed under 
the land. The city had tiled a caveat to 
protect said easement which however by 
some inadvertence was not noted on the 
title to the land in question. Plaintiff 
brought action against defendant for pay
ment and subsequently obtained registra
tion of transfer of said land to defendant 
who at the trial was the registered owner 
free from encumbrance upon the registered 
title. Held, plaintiff could not compel de
fendant to accept such title but defendant 
was entitled to specific performance with 
an abatement of the purchase-price. The 
city was joined as defendant ( under r. 28/ 
for the purpose of determining the amount 
of such abatement.

Rowland v. Hansford, [ 1919] 2 W.W.R. 
486. reversing [1919] 1 W.W.R. 773. 
Incumbrances — Workman’s i.if.n — No-

An agreement of sale of real estate ac
companied by delivery and actual posses
sion. lieing equivalent to a sale, the notices 
mentioned in arts. 2013c and 2103, C.C. 
(Que.) for the keeping in force of a work
man's lien are validly given to the party 
agreeing to purchase. These notices, not 
lieing required under pain of nullity, the 
party thereto entitled may renounce there 
to, and the acknowledgment thereof made 
by him, in a petition to the court, is equiva-
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lent thereto. The denunciation of a charge 
upon real estate sold, made by the vendor 
coupled with his statement that the »hiiio 
is illegal and under reserve of his right to 
contest the same, does not relieve him from 
his obligation to guarantee his purchase.

Lavoie v. Desroniers, 40 Que. S.C. 89. 
Encumbrances — Servitude .not appar

ent — Proof — Extinction of servi
tude — Knowledge by purchaser at
THE TIME OF SALK — WARRANTY.

A purchaser of real estate who sets up 
against his vendor, in an action to recover 
the purchase price, the existence of a servi
tude not apparent, and fears disturbance 
in consequence, must establish tin! existence 
of the servitude by the production of the 
title creating the right—a copy certified by 
the registrar is not authentic, and is not 
proof. If it appears that the servient 
land Inis changed its intended purpose so 
milch since the constitution of the servi
tude that it can no longer exercise it. it is 
1hereby extinct. The knowledge of the 
existence of the servitude which the pur
chaser had at the time of the sale takes 
away his right to take action against the 
vendor under arts. 1519, 15.15, C.V. (Que. i. 
The registration of the deed creating the 
right, and mention of it in a certificate of 
search by the registrar given to the pur
chaser's notary, are equivalent to a decla
ration of the servitude which the vendor 
would have made to him. The vendor, 
against whom the purchaser sets up the 
existence of the servitude, lias a right of 
action In warranty against his own vendor, 
lie can, upon production of the purchaser's 
pleadings exercise the right of formal war
ranty. and compel his warrantor to inter
vene and take his part, and suit, or he can 
exercise the right of simple warranty and 
move that his warrantor be ordered "to in
demnify him for the loss which might he 
caused to him by the judgment to inter
vene. and, in this case, the rejection of 
the pleadings and the maintaining of the 
principal action, thereby puts an end to 
the action in warranty. But the vendor 
must not a>smnc that his guarantor (es
pecially after he has entered into litigation 
with his purchaser, and suit has been in
stituted) is bound to take his part anil 
suit, and to indemnify him as well. A 
vendor sued as warrantor is in no way 
bound by the personal acts of his pur-

Legault v. Mu roil, 45 Que. S.C. 481.
In a sale of land “with legal warranty" 

and “free and clear from encumbrances." 
the vendor is bound to deliver the land free 
from all debts and mortgages. If at the 
linn- of the sale the land is burdened with 
a hypothec, even prescribed, the vendor is 
obliged to discharge it at his own expense. 
If after l*oing put en demeure the vendor 
does not discharge the hypothec, the pur-

I chaser has the right to have it discharged 
I at the expense of the vendor he may also 
1 demand the rescission of the contract of 

sale.
Ducharme v. Quintal, 49 Que. S.C. 528. 

Agreement to convey lands—Consider 
atiox — Recovery for "mosey had
AND RECEIVED" — SALE OR EXCHANGE
— Damages.

Webster v. Snider, 45 Can. &.C.R. 296. 
Sale by auction — Mortgage proceedings 

— Warranty by auctioneer as to 
title — Subsequent discovert of
PRIOR ENCUMBRANCE.

Moritz v. Christophcrson, 4 S.L.R. 147, 
18 W.L.R. 63.
Inability of vendor to make title — 

Deposit — Right to return.
Spencer v. Davidson, 4 S.L.R. 172, 17 

W.L.R. 574.
(§ I C—18»)—Building restrictions.

One who agrees to purchase land is not 
obliged to accept a conveyance containing 
building restrictions, where none were men 
tinned by the vendor prior to the making 
of the agreement of sale, and no restrii- 
tious were contained in the documents evi
dencing the agreement.

(Joatfee v. Thompson, 5 D.L.R. 9, 21 W. 
L.R. 905. [Attrined, 7 D.L.R. 806, 22 W. 
L.R. 386 ]
Building restrictions — Specific per

formance.
Failure of the vendor to specifically dis

close building restrictions under the regis
tered conveyance to him will not constitute 
an answer to an action for specific perform
ance where the offer to purcha-e was pre
pared by the purchaser’s agent on his own 
printed form containing a stipulation that 
the purchaser "takes the property subject 
to any covenants that run with the land."

Soboloff v. Reeder, 22 D.L.R. 770, 8 O.W. 
.V 40.
Objection — Building restrictions — 

Rights of persons not before the 
court — Application under Vendors 
and Purchasers Act.

Re Beatty and Brown, 7 O.W.N. 846. 
Title—Objection of purchaser— Deed— 

Building restrictions — Covenants
RUNNING WITH LAND — RELEASE —
Conveyance free from restrictions 
— Application under Vendors and 
Purchasers Act — Evidence — Ref
erence.

Re Rooke and Smith, 6 O.W.N. 382. 
Building restriction — Erection of 

buildings — Distance from street 
line — Restriction limited to street 
on which lot fronts — Specific per
formance.

McKerehen v. McCombe, 6 O.W.N. 224.
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Title to land agreed to bf. sold—Build

ing RESTRICTION — COVENANTS — IN
TENTION — Building scheme — Ap
plication under Vendors and Pur
chasers Act — Probability of liti
gation — Title not one to be iobckd
ON UNWILLING PURCHASER.

Re Palmer and Reesor, 6 O.W.N. 022.
( § I C—17 ) —Objections to title.

Aii outstanding incumbrance is a mere 
question of conveyance as distinguished 
from a question of title, and it is not 
ordinarily necessary for the purchaser to 
serve a formal objection to title in regard 
thereto. [Townsend v. Chautpeniowne, 1 Y. 
& J. 538, approved.]

Fuller v. Mavnard, 5 D.L.R. 020, 3 0. 
W.X. 1602, 22 O.W.R. 800.
Lapsed agreement establishing highway 

over LAND.
An agreement stipulating the establish

ment of a highway across a piece of land 
which had been spent by lapse of time, or 
an action to remove such agreement as 
forming Si cloud upon the title, does not 
affect the title to the land as to entitle 
the purchaser to a rescission of the con
tract of sale where the vendor is otherwise 
willing and able to make a good title.

MeXiven v. Pigott, 22 D.L.R. 141, 33 O.L. 
R. 78, reversing 19 D.L.R. 84Ü, 31 O.L.R. 
363. [Varied in 22 D.L.R. 147.J 
Objections to title—Time fob perfect 

ing—Tender of purchase price- 
Sufficiency of tender.

Krom v. Kaiser. 18 D.L.R. 226, 7 A.L.R. 
407. 7 W.W.R. 185.
Vendor honestly relieving he had title 

—Inability- to obtain after reason
able efforts—Specific performance
REFUSED TO VENDOR — MEASURE OF
damages—Rule in Bain v. Fothf.r 
gill 43 L.J. Ex. 243.

Brsnard v. R.C. Episcopal Church of 
Saskatchewan. 34 W.L.R. 721. 10 W.W.R. 
806.
Inability of vendor to shew title—Re

fusal OF PURCHASE TO MAKE LAST PAY
MENT until shewn—Default of ven
dor fob year—Purchaser ready and
ABLE TO PAY—SUBSEQUENT ACTION FOR 
INTEREST UNSUCCESSFUL.

Clare v. Lawrence, 34 W.L.R. 643.
Cloud on title—Application under Vex 

DORif and Purchasers Act, R.S.O. 
1914, c. 122, s. 4—Mortgage—Valid
ity.

Re Pine River L. & P. Co. and Orange 
ville, 10 O.W.X. 408.
Objection to title—Application under 

Vendors and Purchasers Act—Title 
derived under conveyance made in 
EXERCISE OF POWER OF BALE IN MORT 
gage — Statutory declarations — 
Sufficiency.

Re Brass and Well, 11 O.W.X. 30.

Objections to title—Reference to mas-

Re Ôrr and Cash, 5 O.W.X. 193. 
Outstanding interest — Vendors and 

Purchasers Act.
Re Mackenzie and Hamilton, 4 O.W.X. 

1606, 24 O.W.R. 963.
Conveyance by trustee under will—Reg

istration of will—Letters prorate 
not ISSUED.

Re Tuzman and Lax, 6 O.W.X. 51, 23 
O.W.R. 49.
Power of executors to sell land for pay

ment of debts—Contract fob sale of 
LAND BE EXECUTORS.

Re MacKav and Xelaon, 4 O.W.X. 1607, 
24 O.W.R. M.
Executors—Implied power of sale—Re

mainderman JOINING IN CONVEYANCE.
Re Mair and Gough. 25 O.W.R. 219. 

Right of way—Conveyance.
lie Bavtlielmes and Cherry, 5 O.W.X. 

27. 24 O.W.R. 979.
Clause in will—Tax title—( onfirma- 

riON BY stati ti Purchase BY RS- 
sox entitled to income from land fob 
life—Acquisition of title in déroga
tion OF RIGHT OF CESTUI QUE TRUST— 
Suspicion of collusion.

Re McCurdy and Janisse. 11 O.W.X. 67. 
Objections to title—Power of sale— 

Notice—Signature of mortgagee.
Re Bell and Smith. 10 O.W.X. 414. 

Vendor's action fob specific performance 
—Acceptance of title—Possession— 
Objection not going to roui ok title 
—Laches and acquiescence.

Toronto General Truste Corp. v. Rom- 
bough, 10 O.W.X. 192.
Failure to make title Action to recov

er deposit.
Parke» v. Sanderson, 18 O.W.R. 368.

(g I C—18i—Owners of undividid par
cel—Option to purchase land—Con
ditional ON OWNER OF UNDIVIDED PART 
confirming same—Absence of coxfik-

Mercer°\ M., 7 D.L.R. 860. 2 W.W.R. 167. 

Solicitor’s abstract.
Where there ie no etipulation, either ex

press or implied, to the contrary, in an 
agreement for the sale of land held under 
Torrens title system of registration in Itrit- 
ish Columbia, upon a certificate of title 
which is for less than the absolute and in
defeasible title, the English rule of law 
requiring the vendor to furnish a solicitor’s 
abstract of title to the purchaser if de
manded, will apply. [Brewer v. Broad word, 
22 Ch. D. 105, followed.]

Xewherrv v. Langan, 8 D.L.R. 843. 47 
Can. S.C.R. 114, 23 W.L.R. 93, 3 W.W.R. 
426. a dinning 2 D.L.R. 298, 17 B.C.R.’SHL

D. Deficiency in quantity.
Description of land, minor encroachment, 

see Deeds, II C-30; Specific Performance. 
1 E-30 ; correction of description; see
Judgment, I G-55.
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(§ I D—20) —COMPENSATION LOR DEFI

After a conveyance has been made under 
a contract of Bale of land, damages may lie 
claimed for breach of covenant of title in 
respect of any portion of the land bargained 
for hut not conveyed, and the grantee is also 
entitled to rectification; the value of the 
land not conveyed would tie the measure of 
damages, in addition to any special damage 
within the contemplation of the parties 
when the contract was made; loss of profits 
through delay in registration of title caused 
hy the vendor's negligence is too remote to 
tie recovered as damages «ni a covenant for 
good title.

Bagiev v. B.C. Southern R. Co., 37 D.I*R. 
733. 24 B.C.R. 400.
DISCREPANCY.

Where a speeilic lot of land is pointed 
out by the vendor's agent to the vendee at 
the time of making the sale anil the depth 
of the lot is measured by the parties and its 
limit pointed out to the purchaser as fixed 
hv a certain disclosed lioiindary, the pur
chaser in entitled to a depth np to that 
Imundary. although the agreement of sale 
recited ihat the depth was "about 00 feet 
more or less" and the actual depth was. as 
a matter of fact, 01 feet 7 inches; ami 
such right is not waived hy the purchaser's 
relying on the vendor's good faith: and 
inadvertently accepting a deed conveying 
only a 75 foot depth.

Wi-hart v. Bond. 10 D.L.R. 770. 24 O.W. 
R. 100. 4 O.W.N. 931.
AbATKMBXT/>F PRICE.

Where a person contracts to sell more 
land than that to which he is aide to make 
a good title, the vendee is entitled to what 
tlic vendor actually has, with an abatement 
of the price in respect of that which can
not lie conveyed.

Ontario Asphalt Block Co. v. Montreuil. 
12 1U..R. 223, 20 O.L.R. 534, 24 O.W.R. 
838.
Description—Variance between signed

CONTRACT AND OONVKYANI i n's ) ND0R8B-
ment—Effect.

Where in a contract, the land sold is de
scribed in a certain way and the parties 
thereto have affixed their signatures to that 
contract, a subsequent purchaser is justified 
in reiving on the description contained in 
the contract certified by the signatures of 
the parties as against a summarized de
scription varying therefrom and unsigned, 
which had lieen endorsed by the convey
ancer upon the contract.

Munro v. Hoeschen, 20 D.L.R. 485, 7 S.L. 
R. NS, IS W.L.R. 645.

Material difference in subject-matter 
of SALE-—Right-of-way—Parties not

Fesser toil v. Wilkinson, 17 D.L.R. 858, 6 
O.W.N. 347.

A vendor who acquires immovables un
der the cadastral system, i.e., where the 
land dealt with is described by its t-adas-

i trul numbers, buys the cadastral lots as 
they appear on the official plan and book 
of reference, and, should the area indicated 
in the title deed not correspond with that 
on the official plan, it is the latter which 
must prevail; C.C. (Que.) 2188.

Hamel v. Ross, 3 D.L.R. 860.
Mistake as to quantity—Implied war

ranty—Rescission.
The word "containing 271 aeree" follow

ing the description of land as a definite part 
of a defined section, both parties being 
innocently mistaken as to the acreage which 
is in fact much less, do not amount to an 
implied warranty as to the quantity of land 
>ohl: after completion of the purchase, 
rescission will not be granted for deficiency.

Hansen v. Franz, 41 D.L.R. 457, 57 Can. 
S.t .R. .>7, [lOlHj 2 W.W.R, 40, reversing 
36 D.J..H. 340, 12 A.1..R. 406, [1017] 3 WAX . 
R. 77. Leave to appeal to privy council 
refused June 10. 1018.
Description- "More or less"—Quantity 

—Sale ex bloc—Parol evidence.
When in a sale of real property the latter 

is described by its official numlier, with an 
indication that it contains 70 arpenta 
"more or less," to be charged the profit or 
loss of the purchaser, the deed mentioning 
no definite price, the sale is of a thing cer
tain and determined, en bloc and not hy 
quantity, and if the purchaser has no claim 
against the vendor if the property contains 
only 55 arpents. An agreement* after the 
sale, whereby the vendor consented to re
duce the price if the property contained 
less than 70 arpents, cannot be proved by 
witnesses, and bis consent to measure the 
land does not constitute a commencement of 
proof in writing.

Themens v. MeDuff, 53 Que. S.C. 452. 
Abatement.

-Jackson v. Irwin, 12 D.L.R. 573, 18 B.C. 
R. 225 at 228, 24 W.L.R. 047, 4 W.W.R. 
1301, reversing 11 D.L.R. 188. 18 B.l.'.R. 
225, 4 W.W.R. 511.
Specific performamf.—Substantial mis

description—Compensation for iie-

Springer v. Anderson, 27 D.L.R.* 700. 33 
W.L.R. 365. 9 W.W.R. 922, varying 19 U.L. 
R. 886, 7 W.W.R. 529 
Deduction from purchase price.

In the absence of fraud in respect of a 
misrepresentation as to the width of a 
building lot. the purchaser sued for the 
liitlauce of purchase money and not claim
ing rescission is entitled to an abatement 
for deficiency in area where the frontage 
was in fact only 30 feet while the con
tract called for a frontage of 33 feet, hut 
the purchaser who has taken possession 
and made improvements covering the addi
tional 3 feet to which title cannot be made 
is not entitled to damages by reason there
of in addition to such abatement where the 
sale was of an entire lot bearing a descrip
tive number under a registered plan of sub-
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• i vision and the true boundary was shewn 
bv the registered plan and by the stakes on 
the ground.

Mayes v. (hnldard, 22 D.L.R. 56ti, 21 B.C. 
R. 3H9. 31 W.L.R. 424.
lJtl*JCIE.NCr IN ACREAGE—-COMPENSATION— 

I’HOVISION IN AGREEMENT FOR SALE—
Misrepresentation not amounting
TO FRAUD.

Fee v. Dorr, 7 O.W.N. 080.
Mistake as to quantity of land—Par

ties not ad idem—Return of pur
chase money OR SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE 
WITH ABATEMENT OF PRICE—ELECTION 
of vendor—Costs.

Allen v. Crowe. 8 O.W.N. 454. 
I.’epresextation by vendor of "substan

tial CORRECTNESS" OF DESCRIPTION—
Failure to show “substantial cor
rectness”—Specific performance re-

On an exehange whereby plaintiff sold to 
defendant land whieh defendant had not 
-een, plaintiff represented the "substantial 
correctness” of certain statements and dia
gram did not represent an area nearly so 
Lieat as 25 aeres, and also that the state
ment of there being “some rovks" on the 
land did not correctly desvribe the fact 
that there were a number of large bould-
• rs called “havstaek rocks” and certain 
rocky ridges, and held that these were very 
material variations from the statements 
made and, plaintiff having failed to show 
ihat hie representations were substantially 
correct, his claim for specific performance 
-tumid be dismissed.

Hollister v. Qehrman, [1919] 1 W.W.R.
309.
Agreement describing boundaries with

out HKFERENCE TO LENGTH—OVER ESTI
MATE OF LENGTH BY VENDOR—VENDOR 
FURNISHING PLAN OF. AND STAKING, THE
land—Purchaser building improve
MEXTS BEYOND AREA ACTUALLY DE
SCRIBED IN AGREEMENT—FAULT <11
vendor—Purchaser granted rectifi
cation WITH SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.

Defendant agreed to sell plaintiff certain 
land included in a triangular area formed 
by the production of two street lines and 
another street intersected thereby. Dé
tendant gave to plaintiff a calculation of 
measurement which as subsequently a seer 
tained were much more than the actual 
boundaries of the area so described. In a 
receipt given to plaintiff, defendant agreed 
to "furnish rough plan and set the stakes 
un the property.” For this purpose defend 
ant employed V. V.'s plan also showed 
measurements whieh he claimed were with 

h the property as staked hv V. and as 
-liown on V.’s* plan, hut whieh were act
ually outside the area as described. A 
transfer was registered which inadvertently 
umitted some of the laud and a transfer of 
iurther land was given but plaintiff pro
tested that he was not getting all that lie 
had bought and refused to accept said

ÜKCHASER, 1 1).
transfer. At the trial Scott, J. gave judg
ment for rectification of the agreement with 
specific performance. Ap|*enl therefrom 
was dismissed on even division of the court. 
The intention of the parties was to buy 
and sell p defined area as shown by lines to 
be drawn on the map, and there was no 
mistake in that respect whieh was the only 
• (iiestion raised. There was a mistake by 
both parties as to the size of the area as 
indicated by its boundary measurements 
whieh however were only given as approx 
imate ami not as binding, there was no 
clear evidence of staking not being in ac
cordance with described boundaries or of 
the improvements not being within said 
boundaries, in any ease plaintiff's only rein
ed)- would be in an action for damages for 
breach of the agreement to have proper 
plan and staking, the representation of 
measurement would not support an action 
for deceit and a claim for rescission did not 
arise. The judgment at trial was right. 
Plaintiff had seen and was relying on V.’s 
staking (for which defendant was respon
sible) anil signed the formal agreement sup
posing the description conformed to that. 
rVanz v. Hansen [1918] 2 W.W.R. 40. is 
not applicable as the transaction was not 
completed by conveyance. If plaintiff's 
remedy were not properly a conveyance of 
the additional land but compensât ion or 
damages the amount ought to he. ascertained 
by a reference. The ease is distinguishable 
from Franz v. Jlansen, supra, the contract 
is still executory, and compensation can be 
awarded, this right being based upon the 
equitable doctrine of mistake. Also the 
covenant to stake the property carried with 
it obligation to do the same in such a way 
as to not damage the purchaser. The writ 
iug represents the parcel intended to la» 
sold. Plaintiff’s claim for rectification 
fa ils hut upon payment of costs lie should 
he entitled to amend and to a new trial 
limited to the claim for compensation.

Milner v. Potter, [19191 1 W.W.R. 993. 
Exchange of lands—Misrepresentation 

—Damaukn.
Wake v. Smith, 11 O.W.N. 94.

Salb—Corner—Homologated line—(»vab- 
antee—Error — Nullity — Caveat 
kmptor—C.C. Que. arts. 993, 1491,, 
1608, 1509.

The buyer of a corner lot who. previous 
to the sale, has examined the ulans of the 
property upon which appeared an homol
ogated "city line marking off a strip of land 
of 20 feet along a street facing the im
movable to be expropriated by the city of 
Montreal, which strip was not sold with 
the lot, has no recourse in warranty 
against the vendor, if the city abolishes 
the homologated line or for error of sub
stance of the thing bought: or if on that 
account the projected corner disappears, 
even if the sale was made with a guarantee 
of fournir et faire valoir. Conjectures and 

I motives do not form part of the contract
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of tali' .itul remain at the ri-k of the Imyvr, 
except in certain cate- when the buyer 
wa« induced in error by fraud.

Knowles v. Rabinovitch, 56 Que. S.C 
306.
Di.si hipi ion—“More ok i.ess.”

A lot of land told under the description 
of an otficiu! number, with metes and 
bound-, .is containing -U feet frontage by a 
depth of Kill feet more or less, is a sale of 
a thing certain and determined, without 
regard to the content* thereof, and there 
can lie no ground for an action in warranty 
should it la1 found that the lot has only 21 
feet and one inch frontage and 24 feet and 
six indie* on the rear line.

tiingra» v. (lariépy; Oariépv v. Héliert; 
Hébert \. Déguise, 60 Que. S.C. H8.

The buyer of an immovable descrilied by 
it» numUt on the official p'an and in the 
book of reference thereto, for the registra
tion of real rights, with an erroneous state
ment that it i* 40 feet in width by 135 
feet in depth, whereas the latter is only WO 1 
feet, is the buyer of a certain determinate 
tiling, and has no action quanto minori* 
against the vendor, more particularly in 
tlie case of urban property consisting en
tirely of buildings whose extent ami bound
aries are plainly visible.

Menard v. Couillard, 44 Que. S.C. 174. 
Vendor abi e to convey only one half in

terest—other HALE IN WIFE'S NAME 
AND SHE REFINED TO BIOX.

Kennedy v. Spence. 20 O.W.R. 61. 
Description of quantity—Area—Action 

i * BOBU Iff
Saint-Aubin v. Brunet, 40 Que. S.C. 83.

(M I D—21i—Rescission fob deficiency.
In case» of sales of immovables the pur

chaser may, in vase he is evicted, repudi
ate the sale tainted with a cause of evic
tion, hut, until judgment is rendered de
claring the sale set aside, the vendor may 
prevent the setting aside by furnishing the 
purchaser with a good title or causing the 
eviction to cease, and the purchaser is pre
sumed at law to consent to remain propri
etor until the sale is annulled: so where, 
in an action in vacation of a sheriff's sale 
based upon defects in title, the vendor be
fore judgment ia granted obtains a good 
title to the property sold, the buyer must 
accept the same and the sale will not be set

Swan v. Eastern Townships Bank, 8 D. 
L.R. 312. 22 Que. K.R. 142.

Where a vendor properly rescinds an 
agreement for the sale of land, and there
after the purchaser registers the agree
ment, and the vendor, without knowledge 
of such registration, agrees to sell the 
land to another, the first purchaser will 
Im compelled to execute a release of the 
registered agreement.

•fewer v. Thompson, .1 D.L.R. 628, 22 O. 
W.R. iHO, 3 O.W.X. 1122

Article 1502. C.C. (Que. i. which pro
vides for the abandonment of a «ale of land

: by the purchaser and recovery from the 
I vendor of the price, if paid, where there is 

a deficiency of quantity so great as to raise 
the presumption that the purchaser would 
nut have bought if he had known of it, is 
applicable only for the protection of an 
actual purchaser of an immovable property 
and not for the protection of the trails 
feree of a right of redemption conferred by 
a “contre-lettre" given by the transferee 
back to the transferor concurrently with 
the making by the latter of an absolute 
conveyance by the terms of which ‘‘contre- 
lettre" the transferor was given the prit 
ilege of redeeming the property within a 
fixed period at a certain price but was 
under no obligation to do so. The remedy 
of the purchaser of a mere right of redemp
tion which be lias the option to exercise 
but without any obligation to redeem in re
spect of a deficiency in quantity in the 
land, is dependent upon art. 092 ami upon 
proof being made of error, fraud, violence 
or fear under said statute.

Martin v. Lussier, 2 D.L.R. 584, 41 Que. 
S.C. 412.
(g I D—22)—Sale “en hloc"—What con

An agreement for sale describing the 
property as "Nos. 763-765 Mount Royal 
Avenue, measuring twenty-five by one hun 
dred feet,” is a sale “en bloc,’* and falls 
under art. 1503 and not art. 1501 C.C. 
(Que.t.

Friedman \\ Mageau, 24 D.L.R. 224, 24 
Que. K.B. 21.

E. Rut INSIOX OF CONTRACT.

Rescission for innocent misrepresenta
tion, see Sale. Ill C—72.

Rescission for fra mi. agent, see Princi
pal and Agent, III—30.
(g I E—25)—Notice—Bona fide delay

Where an agreement for the sale of lain! 
stipulates that, in case of default by the 
vendee, rescission by the vendor is to be 
effected by a prescribed written notice, 
aueh notice is a condition precedent to can 
celation by the vendor, ami a short delay 
in making the down payment (pending ne
gotiations for a «ale between the same par 
ties of contiguous land to obviate a 
restrictive building clause in the original 
agreement ' is not ground for rescission, 
although time was expressly of the essence 
of the agreement, it appearing that the 
vendee was always ready and willing to 
carry out his contract. [Cushing v. 
Knight, 6 D.L.R. 820, 46 Can. S.C.R. 555. 
distinguished.]

Malison \. Pollock, 12 D.L.R. 82, 24 W.L. 
R. 28. 4 W.W.R. 212. [Reversed on other 
grounds. 16 D.L.R. 618, 24 Man. L.R. 67, 
•27 W.L.R. 370, 6 W.W.R. 206.]

Where time is expressly made of the 
essence of the contract in an agreement for 
the sale of land to he paid for in four in
stalments. and two of the instalments have 
been paid, and default is made in the pay-
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n,i»nt of the other two, tliough one-half of 
the purchase price has been paid by the 
purchaser, the vendor is justified in rescind
ing the agreement where the default con
tinues for about three years from the time 
the last instalment was due.

McGreevv v. Hodder, 8 D.L.R. 75Ô, 4 0. 
W..V ô3b, 23 O.W.R. titi'i.

Where the purchaser in a contract for 
the sale of a block of land, before com
pleting his payments and acquiring title, 
contracted to sell a lot from the same to 
a subpurchaser and then defaulted in his 
payments, after which lie directed the sub
purchaser to pay instalments of purchase 
money to the owner, who refused to take 
payment from or to give title to the sub- 
purchaser unless the latter paid a bonus in 
addition to what he had contracted with 
the original purchaser, an agreement to 
pay such bonus will not be set aside on 
the ground that such circumstances con
stitute duress nor will a mortgage given 
therefor by the subpurchaser to the owner 
lie declared invalid.

Duggan v. Wadleigh, 1 D.L.R. 871, 4 A. 
L.R. 114, 20 W.L.R. 102. 1 W.W.U. 595.

Where time was not expressly or impli
edly the essence of a contract for the sale 
of real estate and the vendor failed after
wards to give the purchaser such reason
able notice to complete the contract within 
a definite and specified period as would 
make time the essence thereof, and the de
lay in completing the contract on the part 
of* the purchaser was due to his waiting to 
hear as to an application he had made with 
the knowledge of the vendor for a loan on 
the property for the purpose of completing 
payment therefor, a determination of the 
vontraet by the vendor was unjustifiable, 
and the purchaser would be entitled to re
cover any special damage he had suffered 
by reason of having entered into possession 
and made extensive and costly improve
ments with the knowledge and approval of 
the vendor. A cash payment $200 was too 
large an amount in comparison with the 
total price $1,350 to be paid to be deemed 
a mere deposit, hut was payment on the 
contract which the purchaser was entitled 
to recover from the vendor's unjustifiable 
determination of the contract by entering 
into possession of the property and resell
ing the same. [March v. Wells, 45 Can. 
S.C.R. 338, applied.]

Mitchell v. Wilson, 2 D.L.R. 714, 5 S.L. 
R 161, 20 W.L.R. 671. 2 W.W.R. 124.

One who agrees to take a transfer of a 
half section of land free and clear of all 
encumbrances, is not obliged to accept one 
subject to a highway across the land, 
which was not shewn on the Government

Emerson v. Cook. 5 D.L.R. 232, 3 O.W.N. 
968.

Where, under an agreement for the sale 
of land a purchaser by his refusal to com
ply with an express provision of the docu
ment requiring a certain down payment on 

Can. Dig.—141.

the purchase price repudiates the agree
ment thereby entitling the vendor to re
scind, and where the vendor thereupon 
gives reasonable notice of rescission, and 
at the expiry of the time given the pur 
chaser still refuses to comply, the contract 
is at an end and the purchaser canne, 
later insist upon specific performance 
Under an agreement for the sale of land 
where the property is of a speculative 
character and time therefore of tin- essence 
of the agreement, where the purcliasr has 
refused to comply with an express require
ment of the contract for a large down pay
ment on the purchase price, a four-day no
tice by the vendor for payment, or, in the 
alternative, for cancellation, is reasonable, 
and, on the purchaser continuing in default 
beyond the period so fixed by the notice, tin- 
vendor is entitled to treat the agreement as 
cancelled.

Cushing v. Knight, 6 D.L.R. 820, 46 Can. 
S.C.R. 555, 2 W.W.R. 704.
CONTRACT TO PURCHASE—RESCISSION FOB 

DEFECT IN TITLE.
A contract purchaser of land is entitled 

to rescind his agreement for a defect in the 
vendor’s title, consisting in the fact that a 
mortgagee who exercised a power of sale 
under which the vendor derives title was 
administrator of the mortgagor’s estate; it 
being his duty, as administrator, to satisfy 
the mortgage out of personal assets of the 
estate and otherwise look after the interest i 
of the estate.

Millard v. Gregorie, 11 D.L.R. 639, 47
N. 8.R. 78, 12 E.L.R. 401.
Rescission fob nonpayment of purchase 

money—Vendor's WTAULT in tender
INC DEED.

A contract for the sale of land cannot be 
terminated by the vendor for default in 
payment of the purchase money when due 
although time was declared to lie the es
sence of the agreement, where the vendor, 
who bv the terms of the contract, was to 
furnish a deed at his own expense, tendered 
one executed by a third person who held 
title to the land, without having submitted 
a draft deed to the vendee's solicitor as 
had lieen demanded ; the purchaser was en 
titled to a conveyance containing the ven
dor’s own covenants, and not merely the 
covenants of such third parties.

Knihb v. McConvev, 11 D.L.R. 777, 4
O. W.N. 1417, 24 O.W.R. 731.
Contract fob sale of land—Breach- 

Waiver—Rescission—Notice.
After the waiver by a vendor of a de

fault of the vendee in a contract for the 
sale of land, the former can terminate the 
agreement only after reasonable notice to 
the vendee.

Dahl v. St. Pierre, 11 D.L.R. 775. 4 O W. 
N. 1413, 24 O.W.R. 705. [Affirmed, 14 D. 
L.R. 514, 25 O.W.R. 261.] ,
Agreement to convey—Breach by pur

chaser—Notice or cancellation
Notice by the contract vendor, of cancel*
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Iht ion of agreement to convey, is construed 
«•triclly «ml subjected to the closest com
pliance with the power enabling it.

Maswev i. Walker, Il D.I..R. *278, 23 
Man. L.R. 563, 24 W.L.R. 168. 4 W.W.R.

RESCISSION—Notice Of—Bhixui.no action 
TO RECOVER PAYMENT AS.

The commencement of an action to re- 
cox er money paid on an agreement to pur
chase land, on the ground that the vendor 
uas without title, is a sufficient notice of 
rescission by the vendee to east on the 
vendor the obligation of shelving in defence 
that he has a good title.

Reeve v. Mullen, 14 D.L.R. 345, 6 A.L.R. 
201, 25 W.L.R. 445, 5 W.W.R. 128. 
Deficiency in quantity.

Where a vendor, believing that he is the 
owner, agrees to sell a house and lot, and 
partial payments have been made by the 
purchaser, rescission of the agreement, and 
repayment of the money, will not Ik- ordered 
bemuse the house encroaches on adjoining 
land if the vendor has obtained title to the 
land encroached upon, and tendered it to 
the purchaser. [Chamberlain v. Lee, 10 
Sim. 444. followed.]

Greer v. Clark. 27 D.L.R. 699, 0 A.L.R. 
535, 34 W.L.R. 043, 10 W.W.R. 050.
Vhe op property prevented by municipal

Rescission of a sale and the recovery of 
purchase money paid on account thereof 
cannot be had merely because the prospec
tive use of the property is rendered impos
sible by a municipal by-law.

Milk Farm Products & Supply Co. v. 
Buist, 26 U.L.R. 459, 35 O.L.R. 325. 
Laches—Specific performance—Return 

of deposit—Rights of parties.
A purchaser of land under an agreement 

of sale who has never in fact abandoned 
or receded from his contract, but who has 
by reason of laches or otherwise deprived 
himself of the right to specific performance 
is. in case the vendor refuse to accede to 
specific performance, prima facie entitled 
to a return of the deposit or part payment. 
But where the vendor is ready and willing 
to complete but tin- purchaser is unwilling 
to remedy his default, such purchaser is 
not entitled to a return of the purchase- 
money where the agreement has not actual
ly Iw-en rescinded. (March v. Banton, 45 
Can. 8.C.R. 338, applied.]

lanvton v. Lindsay, 4(1 D.L.R. 63, 12 R.L. 
R. 203, [1012] • W W.R. 71.

A representation by an agent of a ven
dor of land, which is merely an expression 
of opinion, and not a misrepresentation of 
a material ascertainable fact, does not, in 
the absence of fraud, constitute ground for 
the cancellation of the agreement of sale.

X statement by the agent of a vendor that 
land adjoining that sold to the purchaser 
bad lieen reserved by a railway for track
age and other purposes, when honestly 
made, is not, in the absence of fraud, such

a material inducement to the formation of 
the contract as would justify cancellation 
of the agreement of sale, where it later 
appears that such was not the case. [Dunn 
v. Alexander. 2 D.L.R. 353, distinguished.]

Jackson v. People's Trust Co., 7 D.L R 
384, 22 W.L.R. 325, 3 W.W.R. 90. 
Agreement that vendor may cancel ox

OFF a i I P ( ONSEQ1 i m I S i ..1 R1
of equity—Relief— Prompt texiiir
OF AMOUNT IN DEFAULT—COSTS.

Where a purchaser of land upon deferred 
payments has contracted that his vendor 
may cancel the contract and retain moneys 
paid on account of the purchase price he 
can avoid this consequence only by satisfy
ing a court of equity that lie should lie 
relieved from the forfeiture caused by his 
default; this he may do by promptly ten
dering the amount in default on receiving 
notice of the cancellation and if this be not 
accepted, by promptly coming to the court 
for relief.

Where a vendor cancels an agreement for 
sale of land pursuant to a clause permit
ting him on default to do so and to retain 
the moneys paid on account of the pur
chase price, tie cannot afterwards sue for 
the purchase money nor is lie entitled to 
ask the court to determine the contract 
which lie has determined himself: hut be 
may ask the court to decree that lie bad 
validly determined the contract and that 
it therefore no longer affected his title 
which declaratory judgment if uncontested 
must be obtained at liis own expense: sem
ble. an alternative claim for rescission 
may well be pleaded in case it should ap
pear that the cancellation notice was defec
tive. (Wilson v. Abbott, 18 D.L.R. 34, 
followed.]

Moore v. Stewart, 20 D.L.R. 700. 7 S.L. 
R. 4.34, 7 W.W.R. 991.
Notice of rescission—Two vendors—No

tice by one.
A notice to rescind n contract of sale of 

land for default must, he executed hv both 
vendors where the agreement stipulates for 
execution of any such notice “by the veil 
dors.” [Hedican v. Crow’s Nest Pass Lum
ber Co., 17 D.L.R. 161. applied.]

Pitt River Lumber Co. v. Sliaake, 17 D.L. 
R. 768. 28 W.L.R. 299, 6 W.W.R. 994. 
Effect as to obligation to bay purchase

Where a vendor by his own act rescinds 
a contract for the sale of land, the pur
chaser's obligation to pay the purchase 
price thereby ceases.

Wilson v. Abbott, 18 D.L.R. 34. 7 S.L.R. 
197. 28 W.L.R. 437, 6 W.W.R. 1097. 
'‘Grossly inadequate price” — Trans

feree's outlay, mow met.
Where an ignorant man not able tfl 

speak Knglish is prevailed upon to sign • 
conveyance or transfer of bis land at a 
grossly inadequate price, and the transfer 
is annulled, the relief may be made condi 
tional on the repayment of the cost of *ur.
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v ami preparation of plan of milalivision

; Jin* Iniul expended by tin* transferee, the 
11m ill of whivli the grantor will obtain.

< «'Indu v. Kdmonton I .and Co., Ill D.L.R. 
m*. H A.L.R. 80, 20 W.L.R. 08.», 7 W.W.R.

i " M RAVENING STATUTE — SUBDIVISION
i a x ns—Registration—Pari delicti».

I lie provisions of subs. 7 of a. 124 of the 
land Titles Act (Alta. I 1011-12, v. 4, s. 
là (2.»|. amending ». 124, c. 24, 1000, as 
amended by s. 12 of c. 2. of 1010, sess. 2), 
prohibiting the sale of land a wording to 
any townsite or subdivision plan until 
after the same has lieen duly registered, 
are direeted against the vendor for protec
tion of the purchaser, and though the effect 
of the statute is to render void any .-ale 
made in eontravention of it. the purchaser 
cannot be deemed in pari delicto with the 
lendor, ami is therefore not deprived of the 
remedy of rescission to recover back moneys 
paid in virtue of the agreement of sale.
| Li pointe v. Messier, 17 D.L.R. .147, 49 

« an. S.C.R. 271, applied.]
Boulevard Heights v. Veilleux. 20 D.L.R. 

111. Ô2 ( an. S.C.R. 18.1, 9 W.W.R. 742, 
allii mlng 24 D.L.R. 881, 11 W.L.R. 10, 8 
W.W.R. 440, 20 D.L.R. 8.18. 8 A.L.R. 16, 
29 W.L.R. 140, 7 W.W .R. 610.
Sale ok land—Default—Forfeiture ok 

sums paid—Judgment—Costs.
Young v. Poltvmeki, 5 D.L.R. 887, 4 O. 

W .X. 94, 23 OAV.R. 56.
Mistake in «jtantity—Rights or parties.

Where the vendor of property has made 
an error in the description in good faith 
and upon discovering it offers to rescind 
I In- contract, the purchaser is not entitled 
to refuse this offer and ask for a reduction 
in the price.

Friedman v. Mageau, 24 D.L.R. 224, 24
•MIC. K.B. BL

Misrepresentation.
To justify rescission of a contract for 

sale of land on the ground of misrepresen
tation there must have been a definite 
assertion of alleged fact as distinguished 
Mom a vague affirmance of the excellence 
of the property :

Stewart v. Cunningham, 22 D.L.R. 845, 
21 B.C.R. 255, 8 W.W .R 579.
Necessity or making restitution.

In order to claim rescission of his agree
ment to purchase lands the purchaser must 
baie a present ability to make restitution: 
it is not enough that he alleges he ran get 
in the interest in them that he has sold 
and then make restitution in ease the de
cree gives him that relief.

Bovdell v. Haines, 21 D.L.R. 171. 21 B.O. 
R. 171. 8 W.W.R, 17, 30 W.L.R. 842.
Rir.HT to chattels upon cancellation ok 

AGREEMENT.
By an agreement in writing the plaintiff 

sold to the defendants certain lands and 
i battels. The defendants took possession 
of buili. but having made default in pay

in' ills provided by tin* agreement, the 
plaintiff brought an action and obtained a 
decree for the foreclosure of I lie agreement 
for sale, which was afterwards made abso
lute, and the agreement for sale cancelled. 
No mention was made of the chattels in 
this action. The plaintiff seized one horse, 
and then brought this action for detinue. 
The defendants defended and then counter
claimed for the one horse taken. Held, 
that the agreement for sale was an abso
lute sale so far as the chattels were con
cerned. and that the property in the same 
had passed to the defendants. The agree
ment being cancelled, the plaintiff could 
not recover the price of the chattels or 
damages for their detention. That the de
fendants were entitled to recover the value 
of the horse seized by the plaintiff.

Churchill v. McRae. 7 S LR. 190. 
Interests ok si bpvrciiasers — Resti

tution — How affected by occupa-

The rule as to "restitutio in integrum" 
is, that a person seeking relief liy way of 
rescission cannot succeed if restitution is 
prevented by his own act or default; hut 
mere occupation of the land sold, or a por
tion thereof, is not a liar, so long as the 
land has not been so wasted that the de
preciation in value cannot be met by com- 
lensation, nor because of interests acquired 
>y subpurchasers in the absence of notice 

of such subsales to the vendor.
1’lainviexv Farming Vo. v. Transcontin

ental Townsite Co., 25 D.L.R. 594, 25 Man. 
L.R. 677. 9 W.W.R. 247. 32 W.L.R. 499. 
Delay—Knowledge of defect.

A vendor must be in a position to make 
u good conveyance at the date fixed for 
completion ; if he fails to do so, the pur
chaser may, on discovering the vendor's 
lack of title, repudiate the contract, but lie 
must do so forthwith or with reasonable 
promptness, hut where the purchaser 
knew of the defect, and thereafter himself 
tried to sell the land made payments and 
tendered his mortgage upon it. and in all 
things acted as though the contract was 
valid, it is not open to him to repudiate 
on that ground alone. [Murrell v. Good
year, 1 D.F. 4 J. 432; Re Brvant, 44 Ch. 
I). 218; Re Head's Trustees.* 45 Ch. D 
310; Re Thompson, 44 Ch. D. 492, applied.)

Robinson v. Moffatt, 25 D.L.R. 462, 3. 
O.L.R. 9.
Townsite subdivision lots — Vendor's

NONCOMPLIANTE AS TO FILING PLAN.
By subs- 7 of s. 124 of the Land Titles 

Act it is provided that : “Xo lots shall he 
sold under agreement for sale or otherwise 
according to any townsite or subdivision 
plan until after the same has been duly 
registered in the Land Titles office for the 
registration district in which the land 
shewn on said plan is situate, providing 
that this section shall not apply to am 
plan now in existence and approxed by the 
minister." Held, that where this section
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is not complied vvitli, ilu* purchaser lias a 
right to repudiate the contract. [Vvil- 
leux v. Boulevard Heights, 20 D.L.R. 858, 
21 D.L.R. 881. 8 A.L.R. 16, followed.] 
Held, also, that the section covers the ease 
of an agreement for a sale as distinguished 
from a completed sale, and therefore the 
imbibition of the statute is not avoided 
>y registration of the plan before the 
transfer is made. Definition of “sold” in 
Cornwallis v. C.P.R. Co., V.l Can. 8.C.R. 
702. and R. v. C.P.R. Co., [11*11] A.C. 328, 
■SU I..J.P.C. 125. held not applicable.

Abbott v. Ridgewav Park. 8 A.L.R. 314, 
30 YV.L.R. 067, 7 W.'W.R. 1280.
REFUSAL TO CONVEY.

A refusal to convey land as agreed, be
cause of a dispute as to the liability for 
taxes, does not amount to a repudiation of 
the contract.

Tarrahain v. Ally, 30 D.L.R. 546.
Delay—.It s truth.

Delay in repudiating a contract for the 
sale of land after discovery of misrepre- 
mentation will not prejudice a party seek
ing rescission, if lie has done nothing to 
atlirin the contract after the discovery, and 
the rights of innocent third parties are not 
affected bv the delay. [Clough v. London 
4 North Western ft. Co., L.R. 7 Ex. 26. 
followed.]

Consolidated Invent ment» v. Acres, 32 
D.L.R. 579, 12 A.L.R. 210, [1917] 1 WAV. 
R. 1426.
Cancellation bv vendor — Rights or 

SUDPVBCHASERS — DAMAGES — ENTIC
ING AWAY SERVANT—COUNTERCLAIM—
Money lent—Costs.

Diamond v. Western Realty Co., 12 0. 
W.N. 226.
Resolvtory clause.

The effect of annulment ipso facto of a 
promise of sale, in virtue of a resolutory 
clause, is to make void and without effect 
all the privileges and mortgages registered 
against the immovable by the creditors of 
the holder of the promise of sale.

Uadbois v. Denovan, 52 Que. 8.C. 81.
N'o title—Repudiation by purchaser.

If the vendor in a contract for sale of 
land has no title in himself, or is not in a 
position to compel the registered owner to 
supply him with title, the purchaser may. 
as sism as he becomes aware of the fact, 
repudiate the contract and need not give 
the vendor time to secure title. [Forrer v. 
Nash. 35 Beav. 167. 55 E.R. 858: Bellamy 
v. Debfiiham. [1891] 1 Ch. 412. followed.']

Smith v. Crawford, 40 D.L.R. 224, 11 
8.L.R. 170. [1918] 2 W.W.R. 298. 
Purchaser's default—Notice oe cancel 

1.ATION—Return of part payment.
Where the real vau*e of the rescission of 

a contract to purchase land is the pur 
chaser's default, and Mich purchaser does 
not seek specific* performance nor submit 
his willingness to carry out the contract, 
he is not entitled to a return of the part

UliCHASER, I E.
laymeiits made, when the vemvir lias given 
ormal notice of cancellation. [Brickies 

v. Snell, [1910] 2 A.C. 399. 30 D.L.R. 31; 
Steedman v. Dr inkle, [1916] 1 A.C. 275. 
25 D.L.R. 420. distinguished.]

Walsh v. Willaughan. 42 D.L.R. 581. 42 
O.L.R. 455.
Lease of land—Right of lessor to bell 

— Assignment by lessor — Sale of 
land—Sale abortive — Termination 
of lease—Rights of i essor.

Rink v. Milos, 42 D.L.R. 782. 11 S.L.R. 
271. [1918] 2 W.W.R. 1021.
Cam ellation by vendor — Evidence — 

. Waiver or right to cancel—Coun
terclaim—Money lent.

Diamond v. Western Realty, 14 O.W.X. 
94, affirming 12 O.W.X. 226. [ Reversed
in 47 D.L.R. 333, 58 Can. S.C.R. 620.] 
Exchange of lands—Time for couple- 

nos Extension Waive* Pu».
VISION IN CONTRACT FOR RESCISSION- 
Objection to title — Question of 
CONVEYANCE—NEGOTIATIONS AS TO OB
JECTION—Lapse of time before at
tempted EXERCISE OF POWER TO RE-

Markie v. Mackay, 14 O.W.X. 280. 
Xotice of.

A stipulation in an agreement for the 
sale of land providing for notice “by the 
vendors" in writing if they elect to 
rescind for default in payment, ia to be 
construed strictly.

Pitt River Lumber Co. v. Sliaake, 17 
D.L.R. 768. 28 W.L.R. 299, 6 W.W.R. 994. 
Return of deposit—Defective title —De

fect REMEDIED — COUNTERCLAIM —
Specific performance.

The purchaser's acton to rescind and for 
a return of his deposit oti the ground that 
the vendor was unable to make title at the 
time fixed by the contract for closing when 
time was of the essence of the contract, is 
not defeated by shewing that the defect 
had lieen cured since the issue of the writ: 
hut if the defendant not only defends but 
counterclaims for specific performance the 
title may ordinarily be made good pen
dente lite subject to any defence available 
to the counterclaim.

McXiven v. Pigott. 19 D.L.R. 846, 31 0. 
L.R. 365.
Lands represented as “high and dry”— 

Reliance upon—Immaterial bepri
SENTATION, WHEN.

To justify the rescission of an agree
ment of sale of suMivision lands for 
alleged misrepresentation that they were 
“high and dry,” it must appear both that 
the representation was untrue and that 
the other party acted on it and was there
by induced to some extent to make the pur-

(iagnon v. Nelson, 19 D.L.R. 32. 
.Purchaser's abandonment — Part pay

ments—Forfeiture.
Where under au agreement for the sale
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„f lauds the purchaser after |laying part 
„i the price abandons the contract, the ven
dor may subsequently cancel the contract 
mi the ground of such abandonment with- 
ml refunding the part payment already re- 
,, ixed from the purchaser; the right of re
tention by the vendor upon the purchaser's 
iihandonment of the contract is not limited 
,, the deposit, but extends to subsequent 

|,ay uients on account of purchase money.
Vancouver Land & Improvement Co. v. 

I’ilisbury Milling C'o., lâ D.L.R. 77f-. 26 
W.L.R. 880, 5 W.W.R. 1324, 19 B.C.R. 40. 
Sai.k ok lot by proposed plan—Convey

ance BY METES AND BOUNDS—EFFECT.
The fact that the agreement of sale re

fer» to the land as a lot of a particular 
number according to a subdivision plan 
"to be registered" and that a deed with 
•liât description cannot be recorded until 
after the recording of the plan will not 
entitle the vendee to rescind on vendor’s 
failure to record the plan, if the vendor 
offers a deed which can he recorded con
taining a description of the same land by 
metes and bounds.

Fraser v. Columbia Valiev Lands. 19 
D.L.R. 1, 20 B.C.R. 508, 30 VV.L.R. 327, 7
W. W.R. 780.
l'KOMl.NB OF SALE—CANCELLATION SERVI

TUDE — Damages — C.C. Que. 1013, 
1018, 1065, 1073, 1075, 1472, 1478, 
1536.

An instrument in which h vendor states 
that he sells his land for a fixed price, of 
which a part is payable on the signing of 
the contract, without actual possession, is 
• inly an agreement for sale, notwithstand
ing that the word ‘•sale" is used, the in
strument only declaring a conditional and 
suspensive agreement. C.C. Que. art. 1536, 
respecting the dissolution of a sale, does 
not. apply to an agreement of sale, which is 
governed in this respect by art. 1065. un
der which an agreement for sale can he 
cancelled when the purchaser refuses to 
fulfil the obligations thereby imposed on 
him. A purchaser of land who, at the 
time of sale, has knowledge of a right-of- 
way which a railway company possesses 
over the land, cannot take advantage of 
this servitude to refuse to execute, his con
tract. When a purchaser refuses to sign 
a deed of sale of real property which he 
lias bought, and thus forces his vendor to 
have the agreement for sale which he had 
•:iven him camelled bv the courts, the pur
chaser is liable for the damage» caused to 
the vendor for loss of time, travelling, costs 
of deed of sale, and steps and proceedings.

Shea v. Decary. 46 Que. S.C. 453. 
Syndicate agreement—Rescission.

('lark v. Robinet, 16 D.L.R. 865, 6 O.W.
X. 66.
What constitutes—Effect—Right to 

REPAYMENT OF PURCHASE PRICE—WANT 
OF STIPULATION.

Saulsherry v. Ozias, 24 D.L.R. 865, 32 W. 
L.R. 409.

Return of pi hi hase i ru e—Shares of 
stock as—Credit for rents—Inter-

T.timlv v. Knight. 24 D.L.R. 886, 9 W.W 
R. 561/32 W.L.R. 939.
Mental incapacity of vex nos—Interdic

tion—Inscription en droit
lu an action to set aside a sale on ac

count of the mental alienation of the ven
dor. subsequently interdicted, the defend 
ant cannot attack the validity of the 
interdiction without bringing into the 
cause the person on whose petition it wa* 
granted : and an inscription en droit may 
properly be tiled against the allegations of 
the declaration relating to such demand.

Churland v. tiissonnette, 47 Que. S.C.
202.

Hypothec — Radiation — Résiliation op

If in certain cases a purchaser can de
mand that his vendor shall radiai# the 
hypothecs which affect the property pur
chased he should ask for a condemnation 
for damages, or for résiliation of the sale, 
in case the vendor should fail to do what 
is ordered ; if lie does not take conclu
sions for that purpose, his application for 
radiation cannot he granted as the judg
ment that he would obtain could not be 
executed Nemo potvst cogi ad factum.

Dorion v. Jodoin, 47 Que. 8.C. 414. 
Hypothec — Radiation — Defer of pay-

One who makes an offer of money to ob
tain the reconveyance of an immovable, 
should, if he is sued, deposit into court the 
amount of his offer, even when the bidder 
of the property has placed a hypothec upon 
it, in order to demand the radiation of the 
latter.

fiigufrre v. Colas. 48 Que. S.C. 198. 
Delay of vendor in removal of caveat— 

Rescission.
Ballantvne v. Hettinger, 7 W.W.R. 526, 

29 W.L.R. 937. [Affirmed in 8 W.W.R. 
440.]

Where an agreement for the purchase of 
land contained three different modes of 
cancellation, one of which was that on de
fault the vendor might, with or without 
notice to the purchaser, cancel the con
tract. Held. that, upon plaintiff making 
default, the defendant had a right to select 
any one of the three modes, and that a no
tice pursuant to that above mentioned, per
sonally served upon the defendant, was 
valid and effectual as a cancellation of 
the agreement, subject to the |>ower of the 
court to give equitable relief if the cireum- 
staiu-es should warrant it. The defendant 
having, in his statement of defence, sub
mitted to redemption by the plaintiff upon 
payment of the arrears and certain ex
penses, judgment was given accordingly, 
allowing the plaintiff two months after the 
Master’s report to pay the amount found

*
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due by him and costs, and in default that 
tin- agreement should he cancelled.

Berks v. Scott, 21 Man. L.R. fi70. 
Misrepresentation -Affirmation by pur- 

C1IANKK AFTER KNOWLBDOK—-ELECTION—
Dam auks—Specific performance or-
DERKIi WHEN NOT PLEADED.

In an action for rescission of 4 agree
ments for sale of lands on the ground of 
fraudulent misrepresentation, and for dam
ages, the Trial Judge found fraud on the 
part of the defendant, but also found that 
the plaintill had. Iiefore launching the ac
tion, elected to abide by the contracts after 
full knowledge of the fraud. He refused 
rescission, and assessed damages at the 
amount of the difference between the. pur
chase price and the actual value of the 
lands when purchased. There was no plea 
for specific performance of the agreements 
for sale, but a reference was ordered to 
inquire into the title to the lands and to 
take accounts on the basis of deducting 
from the amount of damages found the bal
ance due on the purchase price under the 
agreements for sale, that there he judgment 
fon the plaintiff for the balance, and that 
the defendant execute a conveyance of the 
land in question in the plaintiff’s favour. 
Held, on appeal, that the judgment below 
be affirmed with the variation that there 
should be no order as to specific perform
ance of the agreements for sale, as there 
was no such plea in the statement of claim, 
nor was it raised on the trial. An action 
for specific performance lies only where 
there has been a refusal to perform: there 
has been no refusal to perform, and no such 
issue has lieen raised.

Williams v. Shields, 25 B.C.R. 198. 
Election or remedies—Crop agreement.

During the pendency of an action for 
specific performance under an agreement 
for sale of lands on half crop payments in 
which the plaintiff (vendor i asked for fore
closure. the plaintiff obtained from the 
Local Master an order declaring that one- 
half of the grain grown on the land for the 
current year was the property of the plain
tiff. and directing the defendant to deliver 
the same up to the plaintiff, or to deposit in 
court the storage receipts therefor. Held, 
that the share of the crop was a means pro
vided for securing payment of the purchase 
money; that the plaintiff could not. in the 
same action obtain the purchase price or a 
portion of the purchase price and also re
scission, but must elect which remedy he 
will pursue, and the order of the Local Mas
ter was therefore set aside with costa.

Bateman v. Romphf, 9 S.L.R. 122, 34 
W.L.R. 62.
Condition of agreement—Sale of land— 

Payment on account of price—Can
cellation—Notice—Return of money 
paid—Rescission—Form of action— 
Practice.

March v. Hanton. 45 Can. S.C.R. 338, 20 
W.L.R. 322.

Where the consideration stated in a trans- 
fer of land is merely nominal, the onus is 
east upon the transferee to prove that valu
able consideration was given. If the Court 
of Appeal is satisfied that the Trial Judge 
erred m any of his conclusions on the facts, 
such court may overrule such finding, ami 
give judgment according to the facts as 
found by the Court of Appeal. Where, at, 
the time of the inception of the fraud no 
certificate of title had issued for the land 
in question, the provisions of s. 173 of the 
Land Titles Act did not apply to prevent 
the court exercising its jurisdiction, tin- 
provisions thereof only applying where cer
tificate of title has issued.

Coventry v. Amiable, 4 S.L.R. 426.
Title Mortgage—Certificate of regis

trar — Mistake — Costs — C.C. Que. 
arts. 2177, 2178—C.C.P. art. 549.

The holder of an agreement for a sale of 
land, with the right to obtain a title of 
sale when all his payments are made, and 
who after having fulfilled his obligations, 
discovers on the evidence of a certificate of 
the registrar, that this property is bur
dened with a mortgage, cannot for this rea
son obtain the cancellation of the agreement 
for sale and the repayment of the money 
paid, if in fact this certificate is erroneous 
and there is no mortgage on the land. But 
in these circumstances the purchaser being 
justified in liuving commenced his action, 
and the vendor,not having set out the true 
fact, having made in his defence some al
legation of bad faith and having offered a 
title which the purchaser had the right to 
refuse, he will lie condemned to pay all the

Grenier v. Gendreau, 55 Que. S.C. 370.
The hidden defects, in the sense of the 

law, in the matter of the sale of a house 
are not those which the vendee did not 
know, but those which he could not know 
cither by hits own or hv an expert exam
ination. The vendor will not be livid re
sponsible for defects the existence of which 
the vendee had the power to ascertain. 
By terms of the art. 1522 C.C. (Que.) in 
order that the thing sold would give a 
cause of action, the effect of which is de
termined by art. 1526, it must have hidden 
defects which will render it improper for 
the use for which it was designated, or 
which will so diminish its usefulness that 
the vendee would not have bought it or 
would not have given so high a price, if lie 
had known of such defects, and this disposi
tion must he understood in the sense that 
the hidden defects are so inherent to the 
thing and so irremediable hv their nature, 
that the thing sold would be for ever im
proper, in whole or in part, for the use for 
which it was intended.

Senegal v. Meunier, 18 Rev. de Jur. 264. 
Resolutory clause—Lapsing.

Where an agreement of sale contains a
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r.-'tilutory clause, the per forma uce of the 
,, in tract causes it to lapse.

Creaves v. ('adieux, 50 Que. S.C. 561.
In a sale of a moving picture theatre, the 

vendor is not liable to the purchaser if the 
latter, who was acquainted with the prem
ise* and satisfied therewith, ia forbidden by 
t!ie municipal authorities from carrying on 
the exhibitions because the establishment 
had not been built in conformity with legal 
requirements, and refuses to make the nec
essary alterations.

laicouture v. Desmarteau, 40 Que. S.C.
‘276.
RETURN OF MONEY PAID—M ISRF.PKEKI NTA-

At the suit of the purchaser against the 
vendor, an agreement for the sale and pur- 
- hase of land was set aside, and the vendor 
was ordered to repay the sums paid by the 
purchaser on account of the purchase-price, 
mi the ground of misrepresentation by the 
vendor, in that—whether innocently or not 
—the vendor, professing to shew the pur- 

. baser the land, had shewn him entirely 
different land. As the land shewn to the 
purchaser was not the land of the vendor, 
the parties were not ad idem.

Oliphant v. Alexander, 15 D.L.R. 618,
27 W.L.R. 56.
IfKLAT IN REGISTERING TRANSFER— FlI.ISO 

OF PLAN OF RAILWAY RIGHT-OF-WAY —
Inability to register transfer — 
Right or pvrchahkb to rescission of
CONTRACT.

A pu.chaser who kept a transfer for 20 
months without any effective attempt to 
register it and then was unable to obtain 
registration, because of the filing of a plan 
of a railway right of way, hut who had not 
formally demanded a transfer with a regis- 
terable description, held not entitled to re
scission of the contract for sale. [Ballan- 
tyne v. Hettinger, 8 A.L.R. 412, 7 W.W.R.
5‘2 distinguished.]

Prosser v. Hudson’s Bay Co., [1919] 1 
W.W.R. 10.

The plaintiff who agreed to purchase cer
tain lands, enten ' into possession, put up 
buildings, and planted a crop that failed, 
and then repented of his bargain, was never
theless held entitled under the provisions of 
the Land Registry Act (B.C. ) c. 36, s. 46, 
a* amended in 1913, to avoid the transac
tion on the ground that no plan had lieen 
registered at the time of a sale to him. ac
cording to such plan, and to recover dam
ages. The measure of such damages dis-

Chauncey v. Palmer, 34 W.L.R. 978.
Sale of land—Cohtkactr—Agreement of

PURCHASE DEM VERM) BY PURCHASER 
CONDITIONALLY IN ESCROW — CERTAIN 
DOCt'MENTH TO BE COMPLETED BY VEND
ORS— V XREA80NABLE DELAY IN COMPLE
TION—Pl’RCHA8KR ENTITI.ro TO BE8CIR-

Purchaser held justifli-d in treating agree 
ment of sale of land as atwndoned aud to be I

' entitled to rescission through vendor’s un- 
, reasonable delay in delivering certain docti-

Smitli and Huron 4: F.rie Mortgage Corp. 
v. Ash, [ 1919] 1 W.W.R. 633.
Action by vendor fob balance of pur 

c hahe money—Defence»—Fraud and
M 18REPRESENTATION —NEW AGREEMENT 
—COUNTERCLAIM—FINDINGS OF FAC T OI
Trial Judge—.Judgment for instal
ment OF PURCHASE MONEY AND INTER 
EST — NO ACCELERATION CLAUSE IN
AURKEM ent—Costs.

Rowell V. lcenberg, 17 O.W.N. 289. 
Payments made — Release or iotb in 

tract — Counterclaim by vendor — 
Rescission — Forfeiture — Amend
ment—Costs.

Riverdale Land A Improvement Co. v. 
Chappus, 17 O.W.N. 234.
Possession taken by pucchaser — De

fault IN PAYMENT OF INSTALMENTS OF 
PURCHASE MONEY—ACTION FOR RESIT* 
SION, DAMAGES, FORFEITURE, AND POS
SESSION—TENDER OF OVERDUE INSTAL
MENTS AFTER ACTION BROUGHT—PAY
MENT into court — Judgment for
VENDOR FOB AMOUNT PAID IN—FAILURE 
OF ACTION IN OTHER RESPECTS—COSTS
—Rules 313. 314.

Sylvestre v. Schwartz, 16 O.W.N. 359. 
Fear of eviction—Rescission.

Pepin v. Provencher, 40 Que. S.C. 155.
(g I E—26>—Mistake—Acquiescence by

MAKING PAYMENTS—EFFECT ON RESCIS
SION—Rights of joint purchasers-- 
Prescription.

There ia a substantial error sufficient to 
set aside an agreement for sale of lots when 
the vendor indicates to the purchaser that 
the lots are situat’d upon a street with a 
view of the St. Lawrence river and when 
other lots less advantageous situated upon 
another street and having no view of the 
river are described in the agreement for 
sale. The purchaser does not lose his right 
by acquiescence on making a payment on ac
count without reserve, if by not making this 
payment he would run the risk of losing all 
that he had paid before, or by endeavour
ing to avoid a lawsuit by selling his rights 
under the agreement for sale. The action 
of the purchaser for rescission is not the 
redhibitory action provided for by art. 1530 
C.C. (Que*), but the action to annul which, 
under art. 2258, is only prescribed by ten 
years. An agreement for sale of lots of 
"land executed by several purchasers but 
rot jointly, van be set aside on demand by 
une of them, as to him. If all the partie» 
ere not in the cause the defendant may 
apply to stay the action by dilatory excep
tion until they have lieen summoned, but if 
he does not succeed he cannot prevent the 
judgment being pronounced upon the mer
its.

Montreal Investment, etc., Co. v. Sarault, 
24 Que. Ix.B. 249.
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Sale of uno and bi sixirr Mistake—

Rf.NVIBSION—ÎXAMLITY OF PtBTHASF.il 
TO MAKE BEflTlTVTlOH — EXECUTED OR 
EXECUTORY CONTRAIT — ABSENCE OF 
fraud—Failure of consideration.

Milk Farm Products ii Supply Co. v. 
Buist, 8 O.W.N. 491.
Mistake—Fraud—Effect.

It is a mistake, which renders a contract 
of sale nonexistent, when a person wishing 
to purchase a lot of land at V. buys one 
situated at B. even when actual fraudulent 
design on the part of the vendor has not 
l-een provi 4, if there are indications which 
shew that me purchaser lias been designedly 
left in ignorance and in error as to the 
situation of the lot sold. Mistake by one 
of the parties to a contract is sufficient to 
render it absolutely void.

Forte v. Security Trust, 46 Que. S.C. 201. 
M i stake—Description .

A description of real property in a deed 
of sale is equivalent to a warranty of the 
area of the piece of land, but, in order that 
the contract may lie avoided under this 
bead, it is necessary, under art. 1517, C.C. 
(Que.), that the part from which he finds 
himself evicted be of such importance in 
relation to the whole that the purchaser 
would not have acquired the property with
out this part. When a purchaser* has a 
right of action for the voids nee of a deed 
of sale of lands, and he offers to keep them 
on condition of a reduction in price, such 
offer must be considered as made with the 
intention of avoiding a lawsuit, and it has 
no effect if it is not accepted. It is an 
error sufficient to void a deed of sale, when 
a person buys two lots of land with a house 
and stable, and that these two buildings 
are located part on one of the lots bought 
and part on an adjoining lot, the purchaser 
not being able to perceive this fact, because 
the lots sold and the two adjoining lots were 
enclosed together, and appeared to make but 
one single estate.

Denis v. Deschamps. 54 Que. S.C. 74. 
False msuriition—Situs—Value.

It is substantial error which will void 
*ale when the lots sold are situated in a 
place other than that where the agent stat
ed they were, and if, for that reason, they 
are of less value.

Boisioly v. Land of Montreal, 24 Rev.
Leg. 234.
Error and fraud—Agent—False descrip

tion—Forfeiture.
When agents of a vendor point out to the 

purchaser, us the situs of the land, a place 
other and less advantageous than that where 
the land actually is situated and the prom
ise of sale describes the property as situat
ed in the place falsely designated by the 
agents, the sale will be cancelled on the 
ground of error and fraud. If the promise 
of sale contains a clause that on default by j 
•be purchaser to make his payments when i 
t he\ beet une due, money paid up to that 
time -hall lie forfeited; and that to yoid l

this loss, -he made the payments, his so 
doing cannot lie considered a- an acquies
cence or a ratification of the promise of 
sale which would take away his right to 
ask for cancellation on the ground of error 
and fraud, even if the latter knew the 
reasons for cancellation at the moment of 
payment. It is the same if the purchaser, in 
order to avoid a lawsuit, tried to sell the 
iroperty. The purchaser is not divested of 
ns rights to have the sale cancelled if he 

only brings his action 11 month* later, be 
cause r similar suit was pending in the 
court, and he was awaiting the result. Be
sides, an action for cancellation of a sale 
of land on the ground of error and fraud 
is not a redhibitory action and the delay 
named in art. 1530 C.C. (Quo.' in which 
to bring it does not apply.

Denis v. Montreal Investment & Fealty 
Co., 54 Que. S.C. 116.
Mistake — Right-of-way — Nullity — 

Parties Negatory action.
One who owns several adjoining proper

ties, and who sells one of them with "a 
right in common with others in the lane 
known under the number 1,” namely, the 
neighbouring lot, cannot, in a negatory ac
tion to do a wav with this servitude, claim 
that he granted, by mistake, this right-of- 
way ; such error is not contemplated by art. 
992 C.C. (Que.). The purchaser of a lot 
of land upon which a servitude has Ih-cii 
created, being the representative of his 
vendor, cannot plead the error.

Riopelle v. Papineau, 54 Que. S.C. 451. 
Contract for kale of land—Mistake as 

to location—Claim for rfb< iksiox of 
damages — Improvements made on 
WRONG LOT.

Zorner v. Burger, 18 W.L.R. 598. 
Contract fob bale of land—Misrepre

sentation BY VENDOR AS TO SITUATION.
Mclvor v. Kerr, 18 W.L.R. 209.

(8 I E—27)—Kale to partnership — 
Fraud—Secret profit made bt one 
partner.

Where one member of a partnership, 
formed expressly to purchase certain prop
erty for which his associates furnished the 
money, received a secret profit from the 
seller, who knew of the existence of the part
nership, the defrauded partners may. on dis
covering the fraud, rescind the contract of 
sale, and recover from the vendor all pay
ments made to him. [Grant v. Gold Ex
ploration & Development Syndicate. [1900] 
1 Q.B. 233; Panama & South Pacific Tel. 
Co. v. India Rubber Gutta Percha, etc., Co., 
I..R. 10 Ch. 515, 526. followed ; Lands 
Allotment Co. v. Broad. 2 Manson's Bky. 
Cas. 470. distinguished.)

Hitchcock v. Svkes, 13 D.L.R. 548, 29 
O.L.R. 6, reversing 3 D.L.R. 531, 3 O.W.N. 
1118.
Misrepresentation—Return of dkposit.

Were a vendor demanded the return of a 
deposit he hail made on signing a contract
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to purchase land, claiming as cancellation i 
of the agreement for the misrepresentations 
of the vendor, which were denied by the lat- | 
ter, who informed the vendee that he should 
hold him to his agreement, and after ac
tion was begun for the cancellation of the 
contract, the vendor sold the land to a 
third person, the vendee is not entitled to 
recover the deposit where, on the trial no 
misrepresentation was found, and. at the 
time of such resale, the original purchaser 
was in default. [Howe v. Smith, 27 Ch.I). 
89, followed ; Johnstone v. Milling, 16 Q.B.
I). 4M), distinguished.]

<tinson v. Hoar, 13 D.L.R. 524. 18 B.C.R. 
MO, 25 W.L.R. 53, 4 W.W.R. 1273.
Right to rescind—Misdescription.

A contract purchaser at auction of lease
hold property described in an advertise
ment of sale as located at “No. 171 C’hes- 
ley street.” was entitled to rescind his 
agreement on discovering that the property 
fronted on an alley and was locnti-d 100 
feet away from the named street; it appear
ing that the premises were not known by 
that description, except so far as a tenant’s 
address was improperly given at that ad-

I'orter v. Rogers. 11 D.L.R. 304, 42 N.B.
R. 82. 12 E.L.R. 651.
Wrong lot pointed ot't—Knowledge on

PART OF VENDOR — INTENTIONALLY DE
CEIVING.

Mid-West Agency v. Munro, 19 O.W.R. 
RIO, 2 O.W.X. 1440.
Misrepresentation as to quality.

A representation by a vendor that a farm 
was as good as *ny in the district means, 
as compared with any in the immediate vi
cinity. especially where the purchaser in
spected the land before buying, and was 
aware of the nature of the surrounding 
land. A representation by a vendor that a 
“good road” led to farming land sold, is 
satisfied if the road is such as is usually 
traveled in the vicinity, and over which, 
under ordinary circumstances, hut not nec
essarily at all times, farm implements may 
lie transported.

Houghton Land Corp. v. Ingham, 14 D.L,
R 773, 24 Man. L.R. 497, 25 W.L.R. 902,
6 W.W.R. 544, reversed 18 D.L.R. M0. 
Concealment as to real purchaser—Bar 

to specific enforcement, when.
Where negotiations for the purchase of 

land are earned on with the knowledge by 
the party on whose helm If the purchase is 
really lie in g made, that the vendor would 
not sell to him at the price, the conceal
ment or misrepresentation of the identity 
of the real purchaser acting in the name of 
another is ground for refusing specific per
formance asked jointly by the nominal pur
chaser and the real purchaser to whom the 
former had assigned his interest. [Gordon 
v. Street. [1899] 2 Q.B. 641 ; Archer v.

Stone, 78 L.T.R. 34; Smith v. Whenteroft, 
9 Cli. 223. applied.]

Page and .Jacques v. Clark, 19 D.L.R. 
530. 31 O.L.R. 94.
Sale by vendor knowing he cannot make.

Where a vendor fraudulently makes an 
agreement of sale knowing that he has no 
valid title to the land nor any right to sell 
it and is unable to give title, he is liable 
for damages for breach of his contract to 
sell and convey.

Bazin v. Bonncfov, 16 D.L.R. 109, 27 
W.L.R. 86.
Fraud inducing contract.

A contract for the sale of vacant land 
will be set aside at the instance of the pur
chaser, where lie was induced to enter into 
the agreement by the material false repre
sentations of the vendor, upon which the 
purchaser relied, as to the character of its 
banks on an adjoining stream as affecting 
the desirability of the land for residential 
building purposes.

Cram v. Tinck, 17 D.L.R. 14, 28 W.L.R. 
239.
Damages—Fraud.

In an action by the purchaser to rescind 
an agreement for the sale of land brought 
against both the owner and his agent on the 
ground of misrepresentation ami for dam
ages, proof of even an honest material mis 
representation inducing the agreement may 
suffice for rescission, but to support dam
ages fraud must appear. [Derry v. Peek, 
14 AC. 337, at 359, applied.)

Melvin v. McNamara. 16 D.L.R. 65. 26 
W.L.R. 825. [Varied in 17 D.L.R. 18. 7 
A.L.R. 368, 28 W.L.R. 223.] 
Mihbeprmentatioxs—Timber—Quantity

A representation as to the estimated 
amount of timber on areas does not entitle 
a purchaser to a rescission of an agreement 
of sale if the estimate prove to lie excessive 
where no fraudulent misrepresentation is

Allierta X. W. Lumber Co. v. Lewis, 38 
D.L.R. 228. 24 B.C.R. 564, [1917] 3 WAV. 
R. 1007. reversing 27 D.L.R. 722, 33 W.L.R 
128.
FRAim—Election of remedies.

A purchaser of land under an agreement 
for sale who, upon discovering that state
ments by the land agent, which led him to 
make the purchase are untrue, writes, 
through his solicitor, a letter to the broker*, 
enclosing money on the purchase and stating 
that he was completing it rather than lose 
the money already paid on the purchase 
price liefore he learned of the false and 
fraudulent representations made to induce 
him to purchase, and stating also that he 
does not waive his right to insist on rep
aration for the deceit practised upon him. 
and that he proposes to bring an action on 
account thereof : and who subsequently 
makes additional payments and offers to 
exchange the lots for others, elects not to
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rescind tin* contract. Discovery later of 
other false representations does not entitle 
him to rescission, hut entitles him to dam
ages for deceit.

Barron v. K"llv. 41 D.L.R. 590, 56 Van. 
S.C.R. 455, [1018] 2 XV.VV.R. 131. reversing 
37 D.L.R. 8. LA B.V.R. 283, [1917] 3 WAV.
R. 65. [See [1918] 3 W.W.R. 466.]
Fraud ok agent—Misrepresentation.

An agent for the sale of land who, with
out knowledge or justification, makes false 
statements in regard to the land and there
by induces a sale to purchasers who rely 
on such representations, is liable in dam
ages for such representations to the amounts 
paid on the contracts of purchase, and as 
against, the vendor company the purchasers 
are entitled to have the contracts rescinded.
| Derry v. Peek, 14 App. Vas. 337. followed.]

Yost v. International Securities Co.; Dan- 
neeker v. International Securities Co., 43 
D.L.R. 28, 42 O.L.R. 572, affirming 12 O. 
W.N. 410.

An executed conveyance of land will not, 
in the absence of evidence of positive fraud,
Is- set aside on the ground that it was taken 
in the name of a person other than the real 
purchaser, where it does not appear that, 
the vendor would have refused to sell had 
lie been aware that the vendee named in the 
conveyance was not the real purchaser.

Kelly v. Enderton, 5 D.L.R. 613, 22 Man. 
L.R. 277, 21 W.L.R. 337, 2 W.W.R. 453. 
[Affirmed in 9 DUR. 472. [1913] A.C. 191,
3 W.W.R. 1U03, 23 W.L.R. 310.]

A formal transfer of lands will lie set 
aside where the transferee relied upon false 
representations of value of the transferor’s 
property, made by the latter and his agents, 
and where the deceptive maps and plans 
were shewn to the transferee, misrepresent
ing that the transferor’s land was on a 
certain avenue, the transferee never having 
seen the land in question.

Toffev v. Sutherland. 7 D.L.R. 319, 4 
A.L.R. *195, 20 W.L.R. 182, 1 W.W.R. 799. 
Misrepresentations — Laches — Conclu

siveness ok findings.
Rescission of an agreement of sale may be 

decreed notwithstanding a considerable de
lay in bringing action therefor, where there 
is evidence of the vendor’s misrepresenta
tions as to the drainage of the land and its 
fitness for agricultural purposes ; the find
ings of the Trial Court, based on such evi
dence. cannot lie disturbed on appeal.

Higgins v. Creech, 31 D.L.R. 110. 
Misrepresentation by agent—Lease.

Where lands purchased by an agent for 
his principals upon authority, under a writ
ten agreement executed by the agent under 
power of attorney, subsequently proved to 
lie subject to a lease to third persons for 
one hundred years, to mine and take min
erals from the lands, the existence of such 
lease I icing known to the agent, but not 
known to his principals nor communicated 
by him to them, the rescission of the agree-
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ment, and the payment back to the pur
chasers of the instalments of purchase 
money paid by them under the terms of the 
agreement was ordered.

tlreig v. Franco-Canadian Mortgage Co., 
29 D.L.R. 260. 10 A.L.R. 44, 34 W.L.R. 1102, 
reversing 23 D.L.R. 860. 1(1 A.UR. 44. 9 W 
W.R. it, 3* W.L.R. ISO. [Affirmed, M 
D.L.R. 109, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 121. 55 Can. 
S.C.R. 395. Ijeave to appeal to Privy Coun
cil refused.]
Quantity—‘More or less.”

Where the purchaser of property under 
an agreement of sale, which described the 
property as containing ‘‘86 acres more nr 
less ” was given a deed of conveyance of the 
property, which he accepted without re
quiring* or receiving in the deed any cove
nant or warranty as to the acreage and 
gave hack a mortgage as part payment un
der the agreement, he cannot set up as a 
defence, in an action for foreclosure of the 
mortgage, the fact that he afterwards dis
covered tin- property to contain only 66 
acres. Neither, having accepted the convey
ance without question, can he successfully 
counterclaim for rescission of the contract, 
on the ground of fraud and misrepresenta
tion. [Jolliffe v. Baker, 52 L.J.Q.B. 609, 
followed.]

Hand v. Warner, 31 D.L.R. 189, 44 N.B.R. 
IIS, SSL
Vendor estopped by acquiescence in— 

Specific performance against vexd-

Merrick v. Lantz, 20 D.UR. 950. 
Timber licenses—Misrepresentation.

Where a purchaser enters into an agree
ment to purchase timber licenses on the 
footing that the licensed property is a 
“logging proposition,” when in fact it is 
not, and this fact is known by the vendor, 
but not communicated to the purchaser, the 
agreement will be set aside. A vendor of 
timber licenses is bound to acquaint the

fiurchaser of the existence of other licenses, 
f any, over the same area, if lie knew or 

ought to have known thereof ; failure to 
do so amounts to a misrepresentation.

Foulger v. Lewis, 28 D.L.R. 505, 22 B.C. 
R. 372, 33 W.L.R. 309.
Representation and warranty — “Irrig

able lands”—Onus.
The term “irrigable lands” means lands 

which by reason of their level, relative to 
the irrigation works, are capable of having 
water carried over them from the works by 
gravity, and which, having regard to thc 
charneter of the soil and of the climate, will 
be rendered more productive by means of ir
rigation properly applied in the growing 
of crops adapted to the locality, and a sale 
of lands under such description amounts to 
hii express representation and implied war
ranty that the lands will answer that de
scription : but the burden of proof is upon 
the purchaser to shew either misrepresent»-
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i mu or breach of warranty to entitle him to i 
a rescission of the contract on that account. |

Babcock v. t'.I’.R. Co., 27 D.L.R. 432, 0 
A.UR. 270, 33 W.L.R. 041, 9 W.W.R. 1484.
M USKKPRK8EXTAT10N — ACTION FOB RESCIS

SION — Delay ix bringing action — 
Payment of taxes by purchaser— 
Right to rescind.

A purchaser induced by misrepresenta
tion to purchase a piece of land will succeed 
in an action to rescind the contract. The 
contract is not affirmed merely by delay in 
bringing the action on the part of the 
purchaser nor by payment of the taxes on 
the property for which he was personally

Vobb v. Schattner, 49 D.L.R. 659, [1919]
3 W.W.R. 1019.
Agent H»r both parties—Concealment.

( lark Hepworth, t D.L.R. 177. 10 A. 
L.R. 465, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 806. reversing 
33 W.L.R. 175. 9 W.W.R. 802. (Affirmed, 
39 D.L.R. 395, 55 Can. S.C.R. 614, [1918]
1 W.W.R. 147]
Syndicate to purchase land—Fraud on

ONE OF PURCHASERS — WITHDRAWAL 
FROM TRANSACTION—RETURN OF MONEY 
—Rights of third parties.

Where a syndicate is formed for the pur
chase of land the purchasers become part
ners as to the particular transaction and 
the utmost good faith is due from every 
member of the syndicate towards every 
other member. 'Hie concealment from one 
of the members of special advantages offered 
to another of the associates whose entry into 
the syndicate is influential in causing such 
mcmlier to join in the purchase, justifies 
such member from withdrawing from the 
transaction except in so far as the rights 
of third parti°s are affected. [Kildonan 
Investment v. Thompson, 38 D.L.R. 96, 55 
Can. S.C.R. 272, applied.]

Morran v. Hannah, 49 D.L.R. 447, [1919]
3 W.W.R. 1052.
Fraud—Sale or land—Condition—Repre

sentations—Failure TO PROVE TRUTH 
of - - Rescission — Evidence. — Ex
clusion.

Walker v. Maxwell, 5 DUR. 888, 4 0. 
W.X. 95, 23 O.W.R. 57.
Third parties—Res judicata.

Oshawa Lands & Investments v. Newsom, 
27 DUR. 744. 9 O.W.N. 355. affirming 21 
D.UR. 838. 8 O.W.N. 260. [As to costs, 
see 10 O.W.N. 360.]
Rescission of agreement or sale of land

Creighton v. Dunkley, 28 D.L.R. 745, 34 
W.L.R. 937.

Where the owner’s agent conspiring with 
the owner induces the defendant to enter 
into an agreement to purchase a suburban 
trad of land of a speculative value, by 
falsely pretending under sham negotiations 
that he is a copurchaser taking «pial 
chances with the defendant, the contract

ns against the defendant is vitiated for 
fraud and cannot he enforced by the owner.

Emet son v. Quinn, 18 D.UR. 241. 28 W. 
UR. 405.
Misrepresentation.

Where statements are in fact untrue 
and are made with the object of inducing 
a person to purchase property by creating 
in the mind of such person a belief that they 
are the real opinion of the person making 
them, based upon bis know ledge of local 
conditions, and if such lielief operated as a 
material inducement to the |»er-on to whom 
they were made to make such purchase, and 
the maker either did not believe such state 
menta or had no opinion at all or real be
lief on the subject, then the purchaser is 
entitled to rescission of his contract of 
purchase and a refund of all moneys paid 
in connection therewith. The law is the 
same as to the statements made by vendors 
to another with knowledge and intention 
that such statements would lie by him 
passed on to an intending purchaser for 
the purpose of inducing him to buy.

Macladlan v. Henderson, 6 W.W.R. 992.
Fraud and deceit.

In an action to set aside a sale and con
veyance on the ground that the sale was 
induced by fraud and misrepresentation, the 
iraud alleged must lie distinctly and clearly 
proven and the false representation must la* 
of something material which had induced 
the grantor to act on the faith of it and ex
ecute the deed sought to l>e annulled.

Alexander v. Enderton, 15 D.L.R. 588, 26 
W.L.R. 535, 5 W.W.R. 1022, 50 C.L.J. 277. 
[Affirmed in 19 D.L.R. 897, 25 Man. L.R. 
82.]
Remedies—Action for deceit.

Separate representations by the vendor 
to mem lier s of the purchasing syndicate 
leading to a purchase agreement by a trus
tee for the syndicate will not, even if false 
sustain an action to rescind a later agree, 
ment between such vendor and an incor
porated company to which no representa
tions were made by the vendor on his enter
ing into a new Agreement direct with the 
company and accepting a surrender from 
the syndicate trustee, partieularly where 
some of the syndicate members elect to 
stand by the purchase; the plaintiffs’ rem
edy under suvh circumstances is not an 
action for rescission but one for damages 
for deceit.

Stanley v. Strut hers, 22 D.L.R. 60, ^ W.
w.r. ioèo.
When right to remedy—Failure of con

sideration—Fraud.
Where an agreement of sale has been 

completed by eonveyanee, it is no longer 
open to the purchaser, in the absence of 
fraud, to complain of misrepresentation by 
the vendor, except in cases in which the 
consideration for the conveyance has totally 
failed.

Hamilton v. Margolin*: Morrison v. Mar-
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gollus, 22 D.L.R. Mi, .191, 24 Man. LR. 481. 
489, 28 W.L.R. 504, 508.
FaI.HK REPRESENTATIONS.

False representations made by a party to 
a contract are a cause of nullity, if they 
have led the other party into error as to 
the qualities of the subject-matter which 
was principally in view in making the con
tract, and if without them it would not 
have been entt red into.

Le Syndicate de Rosemont v. Gagnon, 24 
(^ue. K.B. 484.

An innocent misrepresentation as to the 
value of land on a sale thereof is not upon 
the same footing as a misrepresentation as 
to facts which cannot 1h> matters of opinion, 
as a ground for repudiating the contract in 
the absence of fraud.

Brauchle v. Lloyd, 21 D.L.R. .121, 8 A. 
L.R. 247. 7 W.W.R. 1343, 30 W.L.R. 659. 
Materiality.

In order to operate as a ground for rescis
sion of a contract for the sale of land mis
representation made by the vendor as to tin* 
quality of the land such as that the lots 
were “high and dry,” must have been the 
inducing or effective cause of the buyer en
tering into the agreement of purchase.

Nelson v. Gagnon. 22 D.L.R. 179. 21 B.C.
R. 356, 8 W.W.R. 18>7. 31 W.L.R. .146. 
Misrepresentation as to extensions by

MURTUAUEE.
A purchaser of land who seeks damages 

from his vendor localise the latter con
cealed from him the fact that the right to 
call upon the mortgagee to postpone his 
mortgage in favour of a new mortgage had 
already expired, is liound to prove that in
jury resulted to him from the delilferato 
concealment of that fact.

Bergli v. Frost. 2.1 D.L.R. 40(1. 
Misrepresentation as to erection op 

hotel in vicinity — Rescission
AGAINST VENDOR'S ASSIGNEE.

A purchaser, who is induced to purchase 
land by the fraudulent representations of 
the vendor's agent that the vendor would 
erect a costly hotel in the vicinity of the 
lot, is entitled to a rescission of the con
tract which remedy he may exercise against 
the vendor’s assignee suing for the balance 
due on the contract, although he is not en
titled to counterclaim for damage against 
the assignee in consequence of the fraud.

Ilarvev v. Lawrence. 25 D.L.R. 706, 9 
W.W.R. 91. 32 W.L.R. 297. 
Misrepresentations as to erection of 

hotel—Purchaser's right or rescis
sion — Remedy exercisable against 
vendor’s assignee Kstoppbl.

Rolt v. Griese A Wood. 25 D.L.R. 740, 8
S. L.R. 336. 9 W.W.R. 462, 32 W.L.R. 874. 
Fraudulent option.

Owners who had given an option for sale 
of their land at a certain price are guilty 
of fraud where they had replaced the op

tion with a not lier at a higher price for tlu- 
same period of time at the optionee’s re 
quest for the latter’s use in obtaining others 
to join him in taking up the option hut with 
a secret agreement to givt the original op
tionee the benefit of the difference.

Schrader v. Manvillv. 21 D.L.R. 189, 8 
8.L.R. 83, 7 W.W.R. 1376. .10 W.L.R. 528 
Agent’s misrepresentations—Agent act

ing FOB BOTH PARTIES.
Misrepresentations as to the character of 

land made by the agent of the vendor who 
also acted us agent for the purchaser for 
the purpose of subdividing and reselling it, 
docs not impute to the purchaser knowl
edge of the true character of the land as af
fecting his right of rescission of the agree
ment of sale.

Stewart v. Canadian Financiers, 23 D.L. 
R. 707. 22 B.C.R. 13.1. 9 W.W.R. 82, 32 
W.L.R. 121.
Fraud of agent—Agent becoming pub

Where the vendor’s agent for sale of the 
property himself becomes the purchaser, 
with the assent of his principal, of an un
divided share in the property on a joint 
purchase thereof and makes material mis
representations in respect to the property 
to the other purchasers of shares therein 
which induced them to Imy, rescission may 
he granted on the application of all the 
other purchasers in an action in which the 
vendor and his agent are parties, although 
the agent does not concur so far as his 
share is concerned ; the court has, under 
such circumstances, jurisdiction to restore 
the status quo ante fraudem. (Braun v. 
Hughes, 3 Man. L.R. 177. and Morrison v. 
Karls. 5 O.R. 434, distinguished.]

Kildonan Investment v. Thompson. 21 
D.I..R. 181. 25 Man. L.R. 446. 7 W.W.R. 
1299, 30 W.L.R. 620.
Agent copurchaseb—Failure of vendor

TO DISCLOSE.
Where the vendor's agent for the sale of 

property on a commission basis had in
duced a third party to become bis copur- 
chaser of the property without disclosing 
to him the agency and commission agree 
ment with the vendors, it is the duty of 
the vendors, upon learning of the fiduciary 
relationship existing between their paid 
agent and his eopurchaser, to inform the 
«■«•purchaser of such agency agreement, and 
failure to do so will entitle him to rescis
sion of the purchase agreement, and re
turn of any purchase moneys paid thereun-

Hiteh<*ock v. Sykes. 23 D.L.R. 518. 49 
Can. 8.C.R. 403, affirming 13 D.L.R. 548, 
29 O.L.R. 6.
Fraud—Agent acting for both parties.

An agreement for the sale of land should 
be declared void when the sa ? was con
summated without knowledge mi the part 
of the purchasers of the fact that their 
agents were also the agents of the vendors
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» ml intere*ti'd in tin* ««le of tlie extent of 
their commission.

(lark v. Hepworth, 9 W.W.R. 802, 33
xv. LB. 175.
AliEJIT POB MOTH PARTIES—RECKLESS STATE

MENTS—Suret commission — Deceit 
—Damages.

Kennedy v. Martin, 8 O.VV.X. 427.
1 KAUU OK SUBAGENT.

The fraud of a subi gent may lie ground 
for rescission of a contract for «ale of the 
lands of the ultimate principal if the 
proved circumstances of the case are such 
that the ultimate principal and the inter
mediate agent must lie deemed to have in- 
i"tided and agreed that the latter should 
or might appoint a substitute for the pur
pose of discharging, in his stead and on lie- 
half of the ultimate principal, duties in
cluding or involving the making of rep
resentations of the character of that sued 
upon though no authority had been given 
to make any false representation. [De Bus- 
m he v. Alt. 8 Cli.D. 310; Powell v. Evan 
Jones, [1905J 1 K.B. 11, applied.]

Kililonan Investment v. Thompson. 21 I). 
l.R. 181, 25 Man. L.R. 446, 7 W.W.R. 1299, 
JO YY.L.H. 626.
Fraud—Waiver.

If after discovery of the whole of the 
material facts giving him the right to avoid 
the contract, the représentée has by word 
or act definitely elected to adhere to it, 
the representor has a complete defence to 
any proceedings for rescission. The making 
of payments on a purchase agreement after 
notice of a fraud which might be set up as 
a ground for repudiation is evidence of an 
election to affirm. | Lawrence's Case, L.R.
2 Cli. App. 421. applied.]

Schrader v. Manville, 21 D.L.R. 189, 8 8. 
L-R. 83, 7 W.W.R. 1376. 30 W.L.R 528. 
Form or judgment.

Iii an action by a vendor for purehas- 
money, the defendant alleged that he had 
been induced to buy by the fraudulent mis
representations of the vendor ami his 
agents, and he counterclaimed for repay
ment of the cash deposit, rescission of the 
contract, and damages. Held, upon the evi
dence that there had not been any misrep
resentations. and that in dealing with this 
cpiestion, evidence of representations al
leged to have -been made oy the vendor on 
the sale to other persons of adjacent similar 
lots, was not admissible. The agreement 
contained a provision in the usual form for 
forfeiture of payments in the event of de 
fault and for termination of the agree
ment. The plaintiff’s title was registered 
and imenciimliered, and the amount due 
was definitely ascertained, and the defend
ant was in possession. Held, that the 
judgment should he for (a) payment to the 
plaintiff of the amount claimed with inter 
est and costs ; (hi foreclosure in default 
if payment within six months: (c) vaca
tion of registration of the agreement ; (d i 
forfeiture to the plaintiff of moneys paid

it ml (e | delivery of possession to the plain
tiff.

Bauman v. Croshie. 30 W.L.R. 510. 
Rehuhniun — Fraudulent mortgage — 

Damages.
l’ômcroy Miller. 25 D.L.R. 804, 32 W. 

L.R. 391.
Action by vendor for purchase- money— 

Misrepresentations or vendor—Evi
dence—Findings ok pact ok Triai. 
Judge—Right or purchaser to hi 
sci.ni»—Notice to vendor — Finding 
against election to ah irm -Claim 
pgr VALUE OF CHATTH.S—DEMAND FOR
return — Counterclaim — Damages 
—Che and occupation—Reference—

Wallace v. Onminerson, 8 O.XY.N. 35. 
Fraud and misrepresentation — Agree

ment FOR SALE OK FARM—DISMISSAL OK 
VENDOR'S ACTION FOR SPECIFIC PERFORM
ANCE—Rescission ok agreement.

Hopkins v. Kdington, 8 O.W.X. 236. 
Purchase or mining claims—Misrepre

sentations — Undertaking by one
VENDOR TO RETURN PORTION OK PUR- 
CHASE-MONET IN EVENT OF PROPERTIES 
NOT BEING AS REPRESENTED—POSITION
or oovendor—Responsibility for mis
representations THOUGH INNOCENT— 
Executory contract—Rescission.

Lake View Couaols v. Flynn, 8 O.W.N. 
333.
Affirmance of contract.

An agreement for the sale of land will 
not be rescinded for fraud where the plain
tiff has elected to affirm the Iwrgain, or 
where his acts and conduct are inconsistent 
with an intention to claim rescission.

Barron v. Kelly, 37 D.L.R. 8, 24 B.C.R. 
283. 11917] 3 W.W.R. 65.
Right to set aside conveyance for fraud 

—Action for deceit—Evidence.
Anderson v. Morgan, 34 D.L.R. 728, 11 

A.L.R. 526, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 969.
Failure to prove—Reliance on opinion 

rather than allegations of fact— 
Action por rescission of contract or 
DAM AG»» POR DECEIT—DISMISSAL—Ap-

Mills v. Farrow, 11 O.W.X. 324, affirming 
10 O.W.X. 440.
Statements of vendors—Action for re

scission — Misrepresentation op ma
terial fact—Failure to shew—Find
ings of Triai. Judge—Appeal.

Fox v. DeBelleperehe, 12 O.VV.X. 275, 13 
O.W.X. 21.
Evidence — Rescission or agreements — 

Return of money paid—Damages—

Yost v. International Securities Co.: Dan- 
necksr v. International Securities Co., 12 
O.W.X. 410.
Fraudulent inducement Agent.

It is a fraud sufficient to set aside a 
deed of sale of land when the agent of the 
vendor employe a friend to state to the
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purchaser that if lu- will agree to take a 
certain number of lots lie himself is pre
pared to do the same, ami the latter is a 
fictitious purchaser in hud failli.

Auger v. McCarthy, ô- «Jue. S.C. 270.
In the absence of evidence of fraud or 

undue influence, a conveyance should not 
be set aside merely on the ground that the 
grantor was of advanced years and con
veyed to one of Ins own family, without 
inde|>eiident advice.

(irahn v. 14twin, 4 S.L.R. 270.
Agent to procure purchaser—Aoext

JOINING IN PURCHASE—X ON III 8CLOS V BE 
TO COPVBCUAHEB—FRAUD—RESCISSION 
OK CONTRACT.

H. was owner of mining land and olfered 
S. a commission of 10 per cent for find
ing a purchaser thereof. II. afterwards 
wrote to S. stating that the mine was 
very rich and urging him to induce some 
of his friends to join in a syndicate or 
company to purchase and work it. K., 
without disclosing his agency, induced W. 
to take up the matter and they agreed to 
join in the purchase ami divide the profits. 
A. contract was entered into with H. and 
W. paid $20,000 on account of the pur
chase price on which S. was paid his com
mission. Default having been made in the 
further payments H. brought action claim
ing possession of the property and the 
right to retain the amount paid. VV. coun
terclaimed for rescission of the contract 
and return of the money paid with inter
est and on the trial swore that he knew 
nothing of tt.'a agency for several months 
after the contract was signed. Held, that 
it was the duty of H., on becoming aware 
that S. was a copurchaser with W. to sat
isfy himself that the latter was aware of 
the agency of S. ; and that \V. was entitled 
to the relief asked by his counterclaim.

Hitchcock v. Sykes. 4b Can. 8.C.R. 403, 
affirming 20 O.L.R. t).

[Leave to appeal to Privy Council was 
refused with costs. [See memorandum of 
49 Can. S.C.R.]
Action by abbionbe—Defences—Cove

nant to pat—Condition precedent 
—Fraudulent misrepresentation by
ASSIGNOR AS TO PRICE — EQUITY OF 
COVENANT TO RESCIND—ASSIGNMENT 
SUBJECT TO EQUITY—FAILURE OK AC
TION BY ASSIGNEE—COSTS.

The defendant gave M. $1,000 to invest 
as he (M.) pleased: the defendant said hu 
would put in no more money. M. then 
said he had bought a parcel of land for 
$10,000 and had put the $1,000 into it; he 
proposed that the defendant should pay 
$2.200 more, in instalments, and take a 
one-fifth interest in the parcel; he sent the 
defendant for his signature a written 
agreement to pay the $2,200. The defend
ant, after investigation, signed the agree
ment:—Held, that the defendant could not 
he heard to say that lie did not promise 
to t-ay as lie covenanted—that the $1000

war. paid as a condition precedent to an 
understanding that he was not to comply 
with hi' covenant. M. said that the parcel 
cost $10,000, so that the defendant was ob
taining his one fifth at coat. The price 
was in fact $15,000, as M. knew. Held, 
that the misrepresentation made was mate
rial, and gave the defendant an equity 
to rescind tiie contract; the plaintiffs, to 
whom H. had conveyed the land and 
assigned the defendant's agreement, took 
subject to this equity; and their action 
for the $2,200 failed. There was nothing 
to present the assignor, M., from disclos
ing lus fraud or to preclude the defendant 
from relying upon it. [tStoddart v. Union 
Trust, [10121 1 K.B. 181. and KoxlWrghe 
v. Vox (1881), 17 Ch. D. 620, 52Ü. dis 
tinguished.]

Ixmdon & Western Canada Investment 
Co. V. Dolpli, 43 O.L.R. 449.

Miarepre'cntation by a vendor of lands, 
that he had a charter for and was intend
ing to Imild a street car line to connect a 
neighbouring city with the purchased 
lands, entitle» the purchaser to rescission 
of the contract of sale.

McCaiium v. Dominion Co-Operative 
N T. & Realty Co., [1917] 1 W.W.R. 821. 
Action for pveutfASE money—Counter-

CLAIM FOR RESCISSION AND DAMAGES—
Evidence—Form or judgment.

In an action by a vendor for purchase 
money the defendant alleged that he had 
been induced to buy hv the fraudulent mis 
representations of the vendor and his 
agents, and he counterclaimed for repay
ment of the cash deposit, rescission of the 
contract, and damages:—Held, upon the 
evidence, that there had not been any mis 
representations, and that in dealing with 
this question evidence of representations 
alleged to have been made by the vendor 
on the sale to other persons of adjacent 
similar lots, was not admissible. The 
agreement contained a provision in the 
usual form for forfeiture of payment i in 
the event of default and for termination 
of the agreement. The plaintiffs title was 
registered and unencumbered, and the 
amount due was definitely ascertained, and 
the defendant was in possession:—Held, 
that the judgment should be for (ai pay
ment to the plaintiff of the amount 
claimed with interest and costs, (hi fore
closure in default of payment within six 
months, (cl vacation of registration of 
the agreement, (d) forfeiture to the plain
tiff of moneys paid, ami (e) delivery of 
possession to the plaintiff.

Bauman v. Crosbie, 30 W.L.R. 610.
Salk of farm — Representation as to 

acreage—Proof of fraud inducing 
contract — Evidence — Finding ok 
Trial Judge — Appeal — Remedy — 
Rescission—Damages—Measure oe.

Morrison v. Connor, 17 O.W.X. 181.
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Actios bt purchasers fob rescission— 
Fbavd of agents — Avthobity of
AGENTS — ReCOVF.BY OF MONEYS PAID 
AND INTEREST—COSTS.

White v. Belleperche, 15 O.W.X. 443. 
Exchange of properties — Evidence — 

Conflict—Failure to prove mikuep-
RF.SE N TATIONS INDUCING CONTRACT. 

Glen Eden Securities v. McKenzie, 15 
O.W.X. 307.
Exchange of properties — Failure to 

prove fraud.
Stacey v. Smith, 10 O.W.X. 455. 

Failure to prov^ misrepresentations— 
Reliance on opinion not fact—Re
scission—Damages for deceit.

Mills v. Farrow, 10 O.W.X. 440. 
Material misrepresentation as to* mat

ters of fact—Reliance on uy pur 
chaser—Return of money paid and 
promissory note given—Infant pur
CHASER.

Gatchell v. Taylor, 10 O.W.X. 42. 
Statement of what was expected in re

gard TO WATER-MAINS AND SEWERS
Misrepresentation of fact.

Fox v. Belleperche, 11 O.W.X. 224. 
Promissory note—Counterclaim—Rescis

sion—Damages.
Gentles v. Georgian Bav Milling 4 Power 

Co., 8 O.W.X. 618, 9 O.W.X. 382. 
Fraudulent scheme—Promissory notes 

—Cancellation.
Trepannier v. Lalonde, 8 O.W.X. 427. 

Return of moneys paid.
Pratt v. Robert Hyland Realty Co., 4 

O.W.X. 771, 24 O.W.R. 34.
Fraud and conspiracy of purchasers— 
- Void agreement—Cancellation—Re

fusal of specific performance—For
feiture of deposit.

Page v. Clark, 6 O.W.N. 143, 25 O.W.R. 
82.
Misrepresentation f agent op vendor 

complicity of noob—Cancellation
OF AGREEMKN i RETURN OF MONEY PAID. 

Scoble T. WaV 4 O.W.X. 881, 24 O.W. 
R. 130.
Rescission . sb representations bt

VENDOR nemo PURCHASE — MATE
RIALITY—Parties relegated to for
mer positions — Damages — Occupa
tion bent—Set-off—Costs.

Aspden v. Moore, 5 O.W.X. 971.
(S I E—28) —Instalment contracts—Re

scission fob purchaser’s failure to

Upon an agreement to purchase lands, 
imposing on the purchaser, in the event of 
default on any instalment, a forfeiture of 
all partial payments, there me y he a de
fault, through negligence or temporizing on 
the purchaser's part, of such a character as 
to disentitle him to apecillc performance 
without at the same time enforcing the for
feiture against him of the payments made, 
especially where the amount claimed to

have been forfeited In-are no just relation 
to the breach, the governing principle being 
relief against the penal clause rallier than 
sympathy with the party penalized.

Vvrina v. Donohue, 14 D.L.R. 74!*. 18 B. 
C.R. 468. 26 W.L.R. 257, 6 W.W.R. 055. 
Penalty—Equitable belief.

Where the purchaser, under an agree
ment for sale of lauds on deferred pay
ments was let into possession on paying 
the first instalment but defaulted upon tin- 
second instalment, the vendor's claim in an 
action to annul the contract and to forfeit 
the money paid is properly dismissed if the 
arrears are paid into court when the state
ment of defence and counterclaim for spe
cific performance of the agreement is tiled, 
if the stipulation for forfeiture is, in fact, 
one for a penalty.

Kilmer v. B.('.Orchard Lands Co., 10 D. 
L.R. 172, [1913] A. C. 311*, 82 L.J.P.C. 77, 
23 W.L.R. 660, 3 W.W.R. 1110.
Equitable right to redeem.

In an action brought by an assignee of 
an agreement of sale against the purchaser 
for a declaration that the agreement of sale 
shall lie declared to have been cancelled 
and that the assignee be entitled to retain 
any moneys paid under it and to possession 
of the lands, because of the purchaser's 
failure to pay pursuant to the terms of the 
agreement, tne defendant is entitled to the 
usual three months within which to redeem, 
although liability is admitted and the only 
relief asked for by the defendant on tin- 
trial is the usual order granting time for 
redemption. [Canadian Fairbanks Co. v. 
Johnston, 18 Man. L.R. 589, followed.]

Pentland v. MacKissock, 9 D.L.R. 572, 
23 Man. UR. 1, 22 W.L.R. 947.
Vendor’s right.

A stipulation in a deed of sale or prom
ise of sale of land that if the buyer fails to 
make any payment in capital or interest at 
the specified dates such deed shall become 
null and void ipso facto without mise en 
demeure, is exclusively in the interest of 
the vendor, who has the right on default 
to choose between rescission or performance 
of the contract.

Gagnon v. Lemay, 42 D.L.R. 161, 56 Can. 
8.C.R. 365, affirming 27 Que. K.B. 59. [Ap
peal to Privy Council refused.]
Tender of payment—Broker—Intention 

to rescind.
Where the vendor of land is out of the 

country and there is no place mentioned in 
the agreement of sale at which the deferred 
payments are to be made, the purchaser is 
justified in tender» g the purchase money 
to the agent who listed the property and 
who has been held out as the vendor's 
agent. An assent by the purchaser to the 
request of such agent to wait for some time 
before making payment in order that the 
transfer may lie received from the vendor 
is not an agreement to extend the time nor 
evidence of an intention not to rescind,
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although time is staled to bv of the essence 
of tin- agreement.

Simson v. Young, il D.L.R. 258, "»*i Can. 
S(\R. :tSH, [IftlHJ 2 WAV.I!. 112. reversing 
33 D.L.R. 220, 10 A.L.H. 310, 11017] 1 W. 
W.R. 1141.
Faillbb to pay purchase money—Notice,

WHAT C0X8TITI TEN.
An agreement for the sale of land on 

periodical payments is not cancelled by a 
conditional notice that unless the payments 
(then overdue) are paid within a certain 
lime, the agreement will be forfeited, where 
the agreement itself calls for an absolute

Constantino v. Dick, lô D.L.R. 413, 26 VV. 
L.R. 741, Ô W.W.R. 1319.

The usual practice in an action to annul 
the contract of sale for the purchaser'» 
default in payment is for the court exer
cising its equitable jurisdiction to lix a 
time within which the defaulting purchaser 
may redeem and to decree cancellation only 
in case the default continues for that time.

Draper v. Rielby, 10 D.L.R. 74Ü, 6 8.L.R. 
SOI, 88 WX.R. Ml, 4 W.W.R. 480.

In an action in dissolution of sale by rea
son of nonpayment of price the buyer may 
pay the instalments due, with interest and 
costs, not only before judgment is rendered 
by the Superior Court, but, if the case la- 
inscribed in review, at any time before 
judgment is pronounced by the Court <>f 
Review and thus avoid the cancellation of 
tbc sale. (C.C. (Que.) 1638. C.C.P. 1808.)

Starke Cooperage Co. v. .Migneault and 
Vallee, 2 D.L.R. 173.
(8 I E—28) — Agreement to convey — 

Breach «y pcbchaskr — Notice of 
CANCELLATION — SUFFICIENCY — TlMK 
THE ESSENCE.

Notice by the contract vendor, of inten
tion to cancel the agreement for the pur
chasers' default in making payment, ad
dressed to the purchaser» by name, was not 
insufficient a» not being addressed to the 
purchasers, nor because one of the pur
chasers was served two days later than the 
other, since that would not affect the right 
of the one first served to redeem lip to the 
expiration of the redemption period, dating 
from the service upon the purchaser last 
served. Time being of the essence of a 
contract to convey, the contract is at law 
determined by the vendor giving the notice 
of intention to cancel provided for in the 
agreement in case of default by the pur
chaser in making payments, and by the 
purchaser’s failure to remedy the default 
within the time allowed under the notice 
an.! agreement, though, in equity, the court 
would relieve against or enforce specific 
performance, notwithstanding default, if it 
could do justice between the parties and 
if there is nothing ill the express stipula
tions between the parties, the nature of 
the property or the circumstances which 
would make it inequitable to interfere with 
or modify the h-gal right. Written notice
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by the contract vendor to the purchaser, of 
intention to terminate the agreement and 
to exercise power of cancellation and re
entry, provided in shell agreement, suf
ficiently shewed an immediate intention to 
cancel, within provision in the agreement 
that in default of payment by the pur
chaser, the vendor may put an end to the 
agreement, liv mailing notice intimating an 
intention to determine the agreement.

Massey v. Walker, 11 D.L.R. 27S. 23 Man. 
L.R. 503, 24 W.L.R. 108, 4 W.W.R. 557. 
Stipulation for rescission for nonpro-

HUCTIOX OF DEED — ACTION FOB INSTAL
MENT OF PURCHASE MONEY — WAIVER
— Payment into court.

Sutcliffe v. Smith, 7 D.L.R. 861, 21 W. 
L.R. 320.

Where the purchaser of land under a 
crop payment plan himself makes default 
in carrying out his agreement and such 
default is found to have been the cause 
of the vendor's default to a mortgagee of 
the property by reason whereof the prop
erty was sold under the mortgage, the or
iginal purchaser first mentioned has no 
right of action in damages against hi# 
vendor for allowing the property to he

Üool v. Robinson, 7 D.L.R. 337, 22 W. 
L.R. 246. [Affirmed. 11 D.L.R. S4H, 24 W. 
L.R. 803.]

An option to purchase for a certain sum, 
which provides for payment of part of 
such sum in cash, can he effectually ac- 
«•epted only by making the cash payment, 
and, until such payment, no contractual 
relationship arises. [Cushing v. Knight, 
6 D.L.R. 820, 46 ( an. S.C.R 555, followed.]

Beer v. Lea, 7 D.L.R. 434, 4 O.W.X. 342. 
[Affirmed in 14 D.L.R. 230. 20 U.L.R. 255.]

Where an agreement for the sale of lands 
expressly requires payment of $10,000 on 
the purchase price contemporaneously with 
the execution of the agreement and 
the purchaser refuses to comply with this 
requirement, the vendor's obligation to sell 
did not become absolute. | Ridgway v. 
Wharton, 6 H.L. ( as. 238, followed.]

Cushing v. Knight, 0 D.L.R. 820. 46 Can. 
S.C.R. 555, 2 W.W.R. 704.

Where an option stipulates for payment 
of part of the purchase price in cash, ac
ceptance of the option ov letter is not 
sufficient, and no contractual relationship 
can exist until the cash payment has been 
made. [Cushing v. Knight. 6 D.L.R. 820, 
46 Can. S.C.R. 555, followed.]

Miller v. Allen, 7 D.L.R. 438, 4 O.W.N. 
346.

Where, under a written agreement, lands 
are sold, the purchase price being payable 
one-fourth ÿi cash and the balance in three 
equal consecutive annual instalments, with 
a stipulation that upon default in the pay
ment of principal, interest, taxes ov pre
miums of insurance, or any part thereof, 
the whole purchase money shall become due 
and payable; and where the purchaser punc-
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tualIj made the rash pax mi nt upon the 
execution of the agreement, hut upon the 
maturity of the first annual instalment 
makes default in its payment ; and an ar 
tion is brought by the vendor, under such 
acceleration clause the vendor is entitled 
to have a time fixed within which the pur- 
chaser must pay the full amount of the 
purchase money and interest, and, in de 
fault of nayment within the time limited 
to a declaration that the agreement has 
been forfeited, and is null and void, and at 
an end, and that all payments made there
under and the improvements on the land 
are the property of the vendor in terms of 
a forfeiture clause contained in the con
tract. Where lands are sold under an 
agreement for payment by annual instal
ments with an acceleration clause making 
the entire purchase money due and payable 
upon default in the payment of any of the 
instalments, such clause is to be construed 
literally and cannot be relieved against.

Houghton v. Nicoll, 6 D.L.R. 108, 22 
Man. LR. 480, 22 W.L.R. 59. 2 Wu. . 
1020.

Stipulation fob notice—Penalty clause.
Where a contract for the sale of land on 

deferred payments is made to several pur
chasers individually named, it is not to he 
inferred that they are partners in the trans
action so as to validate a notice to one as 
a notice to all ; notice of intention to for
feit the contract for their default must lie 
given to each of the purchasers under a 
stipulation therein for a thirty-days’ notice 
in writing demanding payment of the ar
rears to be delivered to “the purchasers, 
their heirs, executors, administrators or as
signs,” and authorizing the vendor to re
possess on the default being continued un
der such notice.

Bark Fong v. Cooper, 16 D.L.R. 299, 49 
Can. S.C.R. 14, 27 W.L.R. 174, 6 W.W.R. 
633, 701.
Acceptance of part of purchase money 

for new term — Notice — Insuf
ficiency of.

A land purchase agreement contained pro
visions that if the purchaser did not sell 
60 lots every six months from December 1st , 
—half of every payment by the subpur
chaser being remitted to the vendor—the 
vendor could cancel the agreement, and the 
purchaser would be liable for the balance 
on any of his sales for which a deed was 
demanded. The purchaser during the first 
rear and a half resold over ISO lots, hut 
fell a few short of the required 60 in the 
last six months of that period which ex
pired May 31st. although he had sold an 
average of 50 lots per each six months. 
After having entered on and made a few 
►ales in the fourth six-monthly period, the 
purchaser on account of illness fell behind 
and in July the vendors served him with 
notice under the clause to terminate the 
agreement. Held, that the notice served 
was too late to he effective and in anv event 

Can. Dig.—142.

I that the vendors had by accepting and cred
iting the purchaser with sales made during 
•lune, when the 4th six monthly period had 
been entered upon, elected in law to oxer- 
look the nonobservance of the literal terms 
of the contract and could not in July re
scind or terminate the agreement.

Diamond v. Wi -tern Realty Co., 47 D. 
L.R. 333, 58 Can. S.C.R. 620.
Agreement fob hale — Assignment by 

wat of security — Default in pay
ment — Judgment order for pay
ment into court within certain 
time — Failure — Foreclosure.

When the vendor obtains a judgment 
against the purchaser and other encum
brances for default under an agreement for 
sale and the judgment provides for the 
payments of all moneys due on a certain 
date failing which the agreement may be 
cancelled and rescinded, the purchaser hav
ing failed to fulfil his obligation, the ven
dor may obtain the relief above referred to, 
and the matter cannot he reopened.

H»st v. iMissessoye. 50 D.L.R. 640. 
Contract fob sale of land — Breach — 

Trial — Judgment in former action 
— Pleading — Evidence.

Hitchcock v. Columbia Valiev Land Co., 
48 D.L.R. 737, (191!)] 2 W.W.R. 969. 
Special clause—Failure to pay instal

ments—Rights of parties.
An agreement for sale of land contained 

the following clause: “The first party will 
have the right to cancel this agreement and 
the same shall ipso facto be cancelled with
out its being necessary to put the second 
party in default, should the latter fail to 
pay any instalment of price or interest 
within ninety days after maturity and in 
ouch event the vendors shall retain all pay
ments made to them on account of the price 
or interest ns liquidated damages fur such 
default.” The court held that this clause 
was exclusively in favour of the plaintiff 
and that the defendant had no right to 
avail himself thereof to cancel the agree
ment and avoid payment of the ha la live of 
price. (Gagnon v. Lemay, 42 D.L.R. 161, 
followed. |

Holt v. Maher, 46 D.L.R. 163, 55 Que. 
8.C. 266.
Sark, rtath. 1917, 1st hers. c. 31—Ter

mination of contract — Court of 
competent ji rirdiction — Bight or
COURT TO LAY DOWN TERMS AND CON
DITIONS.

Chapter 31, 1917 (Sask.), 1st Sees., 
whereby all proceedings by a vendor to 
determine or put an end to or rescind or 
cancel an agreement for sale of land shall 
he had and taken bv proceedings in a court 
of compétent jurisdiction, gives such court 
the right to lay down the terms and condi
tions upon which its aid will be granted. 
The court is not required to grant cancella
tion in all cases in which the vendor him
self could have cancelled if the Act had not
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been passed. [Stcedmun v. Drinkle, 2û D. 
L R. 420, distinguished.]

Provincial Securities Co. v. Gratia», 46 
D.L.R. 104, 12 8.L.R. 155, [10191 2 W.W.R. 
h:;.
AGREEMENT FOB 8A1.E OF LAND—PROVISION 

H)R CLOSING SALE AT FIXED TIME —
Time of essence—Right or vendor to
CANCEL ON DEFAULT OF PURCHASER—
Extension of time—New agreement 
— Consideration — Importation of 
time—Clause—Payment of part of 
purchase money—Refusal of vendor 
to complete sale on new day fixed 
— Right of purchaser to i beat
AGREEMENT AS TERMINATED—RIGHT TO 
RETURN OF SUM PAID — SUBSEQUENT 
OFFER OF PURCHASER TO CARRY OUT 
SALI l.'/i I I A III I III LIKE I UM MON 
LAW RIGHT OF VENDOR NOT EXCLUDED BY 
SPEC1A1 pkiviikgk IK rAVOUS of PUB- 
CHASER.

Winnifrith v. Finkleman, .12 O.L.R. 318. 
Agreement for sale of land—Action for

INSTALMENT OF PURCHASE-MONEY —
Ability or vendor to convey—Right 
TO RESCISSION -Damages-Limitation 
of Abatement of purchase Money- 
Application of payment—Costs.

Fehrenliaek v. Grand, 0 O.W.N. 39. 
Notice of cancellation fob default in 

payment of purchase-money—Proviso
FUR ONE MONTH'S NOTICE—ACTUAL 
NOTICE GIVING THIRTY DAYS ONLY.

Le Neveu v. MvQuarrie, 21 Man. L.R. 399. 
Default in payment of instalment— 

Forfeiture—Acceitance of lease by
PURCHASER.

Maeammond v. Govenlock, 18 O.W.R. 357. 
(8 I K—291—Defective title—Contract 

to purchase—Restoration of vf.n-

In relieving plaintiff from a contract to 
purchase farm land and farm utennil» and 
stock, as an entire agreement, because of 
defective title to the land, defendant vendor 
I» entitled to be restored to his original sit
uation, so far as possible, and an allowance 
for articles not restored by the purchaser. 
Ordinarily, on abandonment of a contract 
to purchase land for a defect in title, the 
purchaser in possession is not liable for its 
use and occupation for a reasonable time, 
hut he must not remain in possession after 
the contract is clear I v abandoned.

Millard v. Gregoriê. 11 D.L.R. 539. 47 
N.S.R. 78. 12 E.L.R. 401.

A purchaser who. on the date fixed for 
completion, learns that the vendor's title 
is defective and that the latter is unable 
to give a good title, has the right to repu
diate the contract and to demand the re
turn of any part of the purchase price 
already paid in, although the matter of the 
defect appears on record in the land titles 
office. [Smith v. Butler. [ 1900] 1 Q.B. 694. 
applied. 1 i

Christie v. Taylor. 15 D.L.R. 614. 26 
W.L.R.,673. 5 W.'W.R. 10.14.

Repi diatiox -Equitable bight pleadable
AGAINST SPECIFIC ENFORCEMENT, HOW.

A purchaser's right to repudiate the con 
tract on the ground of want of title is an 
ciiuitable right arising from want of inutu 
alitv and may be a defence to an action for 
specific performant*. Where the vendor 
has obtained a decree for specific perform 
ance, the purchaser cannot, without leave 
of the court, repudiate the contract on the 
ground that the vendor cannot make a good 
title, but he may move the court to be dis
charged from the contract. [Halkett \. 
Dudley, [1907] 1 Ch. 590, followed.]

Lee v .Sheer, 19 D.L.R. 36. 8 A.L.R. 161, 
30 W.L.R. 273, 7 W.W.R. 927.
Purchaser's rights.

A purchaser under an agreement for the 
sale of lands who has paid or tendered the 
purchase price pursuant to the contract is 
entitled to have the contract rescinded and 
to be restored to his original position, if 
the vendor is neither ready nor able to 
make title to the property. [Forrer v. 
Nash, 11 Jur. (N.S.) 789,' 53 E.R. 854. 
applied.]

Hamaiin v. Galbraith, 17 D.L.R. 71, 28 
W.L.R. 294. 6 W.W.R. 920, 7 S.L.R. 236. 
Inability to convey—Knowledge of pur

chaser AS DEFENCE.
A delay of more than thirteen months to 

furnish title to lands sold cannot be con
sidered reasonable, and the fact that the

fmrehaser was aware of the vendor's inabil- 
ty to convey until the vendor received a 

transfer for the land does not disclose a 
defence to an action for a rescission of the 
sale and return of the money paid thereon.

Shier v. Hackett, 23 D.L.R. 84, .11 W.L.R. 
757.

A subsequent purchaser is justified in de 
mnnding the annulment of a sale where the 
immovable is subject to a real servitude of 
‘•non-aedifieandi,” of which he has not been 
informed.

Marcil v. Legault, 23 D.L.R. 756, 24 Que.
K.R. 1.
Delay in making title—Essence of time.

In the absence of a stipulation making 
time of the essence of the contract, a delay 
of four months in perfecting title to land is 
unreasonable and will entitle the other 
party to repudiate the contract.

Williams v. Black. 23 D.L.R. 287, 8 W. 
W. R. 1139. 31 W.L.R. 844.
Restitution to status quo.

Where a rescission of a contract for the 
sale of lands is sought by a purchaser upon 
no ground of fraud hut upon the inability 
of tlie vendor to make a satisfactory title 
to the land conveyed, it is the duty of the 
purchaser to make restitution of what he 
had received under the contract; and where 
in pursuance of such contract the purchaser 
remove» building upon the land and is un 
able to make complete restitution, damages 
equivalent to the value thereof may be al-
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lowed in restitution of the vendor to his 
status quo.

McNiven v. Pigott, 22 D.L.R. 141, 3.'1 0. 
L. R. 78. reversing 19 D.L.R. 846, 31 O.L.R. 
365. [Varied in 22 D.L.R. 147.] 
Plblha.ser or realty—Tender of last in

stalment OLE UNDER CONTRACT—FAIL
URE OF VENDOR TO FURNISH TITLE—
Right of purchaser to have con
tract RESCINDED AND PURCHASE MONEY 
RETURNED.

A purchaser of realty is entitled to have 
the contract of purchase rescinded and the 
purchase money returned, if upon tender of 
the last instalment due, the vendor is not 
able to furnish title, and takes no pains to 
procure same until action is commenced, 
although shortly after action is commenced 
he becomes in a position to furnish title. 
[Baskin v. Linden, 1< D.L.R. 789, followed.]

Groesenbaek v. Goodyear, 48 D.L.R. 58, 
[1919] 3 W.W.R. 12, aflirmiug 45 D.L.R. 
629, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 780.
Absence of written consent of Wife-

Full KNOWLEDGE OF TRANSACTION
Dower Act.

Chôma v. L'hmelvk, 40 D.L.R. 731, 13 A. 
L.R. 298, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 382.
Objections to title -Right of way—Ad 

MISSION BY VENDOR OF VALIDITY OF OB
JECTIONS—Termination of contract 
—Registration—Discharge.

Jewer v. Thompson, 3 D.L.K. 886, 3 O. 
W.X. 145V, 22 U.W.R. 610.
Bale of real estate—Public work—Ex

aggeration—Nullity—Que. C'.C. 993, 
1012.

When, at a sale of real estate, the vendor 
informs the purchaser of the proposed con
struction in the neighborhood of important 
buildings likely to improve the property, 
the purchaser should verify these facts, and 
if the buildings are in the nature of public 
works which the purchaser is supposed to 
to know and could easily look into, he has 
only himself to blame if he has not made 
these inquiries before buying the property 
or accepting an agreement of sale. A little 
exaggeration on the part of the vendor dur
ing the negotiations does not constitute 
fraud and false representations sufficient 
to annul the contract, but an injury which 
is not a cause for nullity among persons of 
the age of majority.

Rov v. Jacques Cartier Park, 46 Que. 
S.C. *370.
Action against nonresident—Blank pbo- 

viso—Sale of land not in jurisdic
tion.

Burlev v. Knappen, 20 Man. L.R. 164, 13 
W.L.R. '715.

n. Vendor’s lien; foreclosure.
See Execution, I—8.

(I n—30)—Inconsistent remedies—Spe
cific performance—Personal judg
ment—Surety.

The remedies of the vendor for a judgment 
for the purchase price capable of immediate

I execution and the equitable relief of specific 
performance and foreclosure of the vendor’s 
lien are inconsistent and cannot stand to
gether: an order which provides for a per
sonal judgment, on which execution can 
issue before the expiration of the period 
fixed for redemption, is objectionable, and 
likewise if it fails to provide for a recon
veyance to the purchaser if he pays the pur
chase price; but these objections are unten
able by a surety for the purchaser’s defaults.

Regina Brokerage & Invest. Co. v. Wad
dell, 27 D.L.R. 633, 9 S.L.R. 154, 34 W.L.K. 
229. 10 W.W.R 364.
Remedies — Specific performance — Per

sonal judgment—Execution.
A personal judgment for the unpaid 

amount under an agreement of sale, obtained 
in an action for the specific performance 
of the agreement and the enforcement of 
the vendor's lien, is subject to immediate 
execution; the remedies of personal judg
ment and specific performance are not in 
consistent, and the exercise of one dues not 
necessarily imply the negation of the other. 
[Standard Trust Co. v. Little. 24 D.L.R. 
713, 8 s.L.R. 806, distinguished i

Morgan v. De Geer, 36 D.L.R. 161, 10 S. 
L.R 312, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 177.
Forfeiture — Waiver — Specific perform- 

a nce—Prête- nom .
A condition in an agreement of sale 

whereby the vendor is to become entitled to 
the property and payments thereon in case 
of the purchaser’s default, ami the agree
ment is thereupon to become null, it one 
for the benefit of the vendor, who may 
waive the condition, and sue upon the con 
tract for the balance of the purchase price: 
the purchaser, having entered Into the agree
ment in his own name, cannot, to escape 
personal liability, set up that he was merely 
a préte-nom or acting for another.

Pépin v. Savignac, 35 D.L.R. 715. 51 Que. 
R.C. 207.
Vente X Réméré—Redemption—Time.

It is sufficient under art. 1550 C.C. (Que.), 
that the vendor in a vente à réméré signifies, 
within the time limited for redemption, 
his intention to redeem. It is unnecessary 
to take judicial proceedings for redemption 
within that time. Where property has been 
sold subject to a right of redemption within 
a certain time, it is sufficient to satisfy 
art. 1550 C.C. (Que.) that the vendor, be
fore the expiration of the period of delay, 
acquaint the purchaser of his intention to 
redeem, and no payment or tender of the 
amount due is necessary; an action to com
pel the return of the property need not he 
commenced until after the period of delay 
has expired. [Trudel v. Bouchard, 27 L.C.J. 
218; Walker v. Sheppard. 19 L.C'.J. 103, dis 
tinguished; art. 1662 French Code, consid
ered.] A vendor who stipulates for a right 
of redemption preserves only a “jus ad rem" 
to the property sold, and upon obtaining a 

i discharge or retrocession from his buyer 
I must by virtue of art 2098. C.C. (Que.)
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bave these deeds registered, as they trans- 
ler the ownershiii. [Kiruis v. Carrier, 13 
Que. K.B. 242, followed.]

•Johnson v. Laflamme, 32 D.L.R. till, 2.1 
«('ue. K.B. 164. [Affirmed in 36 D.L.R. 672, 
64 Can. S.C.R. 495.]
FORECLOSURE—FaILUIB TO APPEAL AGAINST 

UHUER MSI.
Where in an action for specific perform

ance of an agreement for the sale of land 
an order nisi is not appealed against within 
the manner and period prescribed by the 
rules, and having been refused leave to ap
peal after the time has expired, the order 
of sale founded upon it must likewise stand.

■Johnson v. Mnelson, 27 D.L.R. 238, 9 A.L. 
R. 332, 10 W.W.R. 331.
( ONVEVANCE À DROIT DE RÉMÉRÉ—DELAY IN 

RKDK.M PI ION—EX TK N SION.
I"pon a failure to exercise within the 

stipulated period, or extension thereof, the 
right to redeem lands conveyed droit de 
réméré, as security for a loan, the purchas
er becomes absolute owner after the time 
limited for redemption, and the courts of 
Quebec have no power to grant relief by 
extending the time for redemption ; the pur
chaser's letter, after the expiration of the 
redemption period, demanding payment of 
the loan before a certain date, does not oper
ate as an extension of the right. [Arts. 
1.149-50, 2248, (Que.I applied.]

Gagnon v. Belanger, 30 D.L.R. 40, .13 
Can. S.C.R. 204.
Who ENTITLED TO—SELLER WITH EQUITABLE

The fact that the defendant, who before 
acquiring the legal title, aold land he had 
agreed to purchase (his vendor conveying 
directly to the purehaser) will not prevent 
the defendant elaiming a vendor’s lien for 
the unpaid purchase money, since his equi
table title was suffi cent to support the lien. 
| Warren v. Fenn. 28 Barb. ( N.Y. ) 333, 
followed.]

Katilhavh v. Jodrev, 13 D.L.R. 782. 13 
I'.L.I:. 406.
Actual vendor dealing through a nomi

nal OWNER.
The actual vendor of land may he en

titled to a vendor’s lien for unpaid pur
chase money, although the land was nomi
nally held in the name of another by whom 
the convey a nee was made, where the intro
duction of a nominal holder was not fraudu
lent.

Kirk v Harvev, 15 D.L.R. 488, 18 B.C.R. 
«4.1. 26 W.I..R. 747. 3 W.W.R. 980. 
Security for debt—Negotiation—Effect

An unpaid vendor of real estate has a lien 
for the purchase money, which is wholly 
independent of any possession on his part, 
ami it attaches to the estate as a trust, 
equally whether it lie conveyed or only be 
contracted to he conveyed. Such vendor's 
lien is not lost by the taking of security for 
the purchase money, in the form of a draft.
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promissory note, or bill of exchange, even 
though negotiated by the vendor.

Denny v Xozick, 48 D.L.R. 310, [1919] Z 
W.W.R. 306, reversing [1919J 2 W.W.R 
792.
Remedies of vendor.

An unpaid vendor cannot have the land 
and the instalments of the purchase money ; 
he must elect either remedy.

Gale v. Powley, 24 D.L.R. 4.10. 22 B.C.R. 
18. 8 W.W.R. 1312, 32 W.L.R. 65.
Action for purchase money—Specific 

performance — Necessity of convey-

An open contract or any contract under 
which a purchaser is entitled to a convey
ance upon payment of the purchase money, 
the vendor cannot maintain an action at 
law for the purchase price unless he has 
actually conveyed the land, or unless the 
action is for an intermediate instalment. 
[Landes v. Kuseh, 24 D.L.R. 136; Clergue v. 
Vivian, 41 Van. S.C.R. 607 ; East London 
I'nion v. Metropolitan R.. L.R. 4 Ex. 309; 
Laird v. Pirn, 7 M. & W. 474, applied.] The 
remedies of speeilic performance and an 
action for the purchase price are incon
sistent, since one operates as an affirmance 
while the other as a rescission of the con
tract : and where a vendor elects to proceed 
with the remedy of specific performance or 
foreclosure of the purchaser’s interest un
der an agreement for the sale of land, a 
judgment for an unpaid instalment is there
after no longer enforceable except as to 
the costs. | Lee v. Sheer, 19 D.L.R. 36, 
distinguished: Hargreaves v. Security Inv. 
Co., 19 D.L.R. 677, followed ; Jackson v. 
Scott. 1 O.L.R. 488, applied.]

Standard Trust Co. v. Little. 24 D.L.R. 
713. S S.L.R. 203, 8 W.W.R. 1112, 31 W. 
L.R. 769.
Specific performance — Action fob pur

chase price—Pleading.
The remedies of specific performance of 

an agreement for the sale of land or an 
action for the purchase price thereof are 
both the same; but the latter carries, both 
as to pleadings and orders, the incidence of 
an action for specific performance. [Groves 
v. Mason, 2 A.L.H. 181 ; Ellis v. Rogers, 50 
L.T. 660, applied.]

Landes v. Kusch, 24 D.L.R. 136, 8 S.L.R. 
32. 7 W.W.R. 1076, 30 W.L.R. 444, revers
ing 19 D.L.R. 520. 7 R.L.R. 83, 6 W.W.R. 
1309.
Necessary allegations — Title—Posses-

In an action for the foreclosure of a con
tract for the purchase of land, the court 
will not order the recovery of the posses
sion of the land and the cancellation of the 
agreement of sale in the absence of any 
allegations that possession of the land was 
given to the purchaser, or that the agree
ment of sale, or the vendor’s title, had been 
registered.

Cale V Powlev. 24 D.L.R. 450. 22 B.C.R. 
18. 8 W.W.R. 1812, 32 W.L.R. 65.
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Assignment to several—Contuibution— 
Sale in lieu of pabtition.

M having purchased certain land* un
der an agreement for sale from C, assigned 
the agreement to himself, bin two coplain- 
tiffs, and the defendant, the latter three 
agreeing to indemnify him, each to the ex
tent of one quarter of the purchase price, 
and the four also agreed to pay one O, 
SIô,IHHI for an interest claimed hv him in 
the said lands. The defendant made default 
in his contribution of part of his share 
and the plaintiff# had to pay his share a# 
well as their own to C and G. In an action 
for a declaration of a lien upon the defend
ant’s interest in the lands for the moneys 
so advanced and for foreclosure. Held, 
that no such lien existed in favour of the 
plaintiffs. The plaintiffs asked leave to 
amend to ask for sale (in lieu of partition) 
with leave to all parties to bid at such sale, 
and for directions as to distribution of the 
proceeds. Held, such amendment should be 
granted and judgment was given for the 
plaintiffs for the amount advanced with an 
order for sale as asked on the terms set out 
in the judgment.

Bending v. Fitzgerald, 31 W.L.R. 507. 
Sale of land—Action by vendor—Appli

cation for order nisi—Plaintiff to
ELECT BETWEEN FORECLOSURE AND PER
SONAL JUDGMENT.

Prince Rupert Development Syndicate v. 
Lustig, [19101 1 W.W.R. 406 
Crop-payments—Vendor’s portion of crop

TO BE DELIVERED AT ELEVATOR—THE
Crop Payments Act, c. 34 of 1015— 
Right of vendor to seize threshed
CROP ON LAND.

Where under an agreement of sale of 
land the purchase price is payable by de
livering to a certain elevator in the name 
of the vendor the crop or a specified por
tion of it grown on the land, the agreement 
providing that the crop shall la- the per
sonal property of the vendor, the vendor 
(in view of s. 3 of the Crop Payments Act, 
c. 34 of 1915, (Saak.), and said provision 
in the agreement) has a legal interest in 
the crop before its delivery at the elevator 
and may enter on the land and seize his 
proper Quantity of the grain threshed and 
stored thereon. The right to seize extends 
only to the portion belonging to the vendor 
for that year under the agreement. An 
agreement between the parties in view of 
the purchaser going overseas, which how
ever he eventually aid not do, by which lie 
agreed to make certain payments, was held 
under the circumstances not to have 
changed the crop-payment provision to one 
of cash payment, the purchaser's agreement 
for these payments not having been accepted 
in lieu of the original agreement.

Rose v Kdmonds, [1919] 3 W.W.R. 47. 
Occupation by purchaser — Default — 

Order for possession.
The defendant had purchased from the 

plaintiff, under agreement for sale, certain

land and occupied the house upon the land 
under the usual clause in agreements for 
sale to the effect that the purchaser can 
occupy until default. Default in payment 
having )>een made, the plaintiff served a 3H 
day demand for possession upon the defend
ant and then upon application to a Judge in 
Chamber# obtained an order for possession 
on the strength of Doe d. Hiatt v. Miller, 
6 Oar 4 P. 4M; Rail v. Ciillieiore, 8 ( ,M. 
& R. 120, 4 L.J. Ex. 137, and Doe v. Jack- 
son, 1 B. Si C. 449, which are to the effect 
that jieriiiission to a purchaser to take pos
session under an agreement for sale, as 
above create# a tenancy which upon default 
being made in the agreement becomes a 
tenancy at will, so that after notice to de
termine the tenancy an order for possession 
may lie jnadc.

Green v. Longhi, 7 W.W.R. 924. 
Exchange of lands—Lien fur charges in

EXCESS THAN STIPULATED.
Where an owner of land# give# the same 

in exchange for an hotel and is obliged by 
the term# of his agreement to assume an 
encumbrance then existent upon the hotel, 
which subsequently turns out to lie of a 
larger amount than mentioned in the agree
ment, and is compelled to pay the taxes on 
the hotel, which under the terms of the 
agreement were to be paid by the other 
party to the exchange, then the above-men
tioned first party to th*4 exchange is en
titled to a lien upon the lands exchanged for 
the amount paid in excess of that stipulated 
for in the agreement, but not to a lien for 
the costs of an action brought against the 
hotel owner.

Drager v. Robinson, 7 W.W.R. 125. 
Vendor’s lien—Election of remedies — 

Judgment fob purchase money—Re
scission.

Saskatchewan General Investment Co. v. 
Applegate. 10 W.W.R. 522.
Proceedings to enforce payment or in

stalment of principal of purchase- 
money — Proceedings in Foreign 
Court for purpose of reaching for
eign assets—Mortgagors and Pur
chasers’ Relief Act. 1915.

O'Connor v. Charleson. 10 O.W.N. 35.
The acceptance by the purchaser, after 

the expiry of the delay for redemption, of 
interest on the selling price that became due 
during the delay, implies no consent on hi* 
part to prolong the stipulated term.

Johnson v. Turgeon, 25 Que. K.B. 476.
(§ II—31)—Promissory note for unpaid 

purchase price.
Where a promissory note for the unpaid 

purchase price of lands sold is given, not to 
the vendor, hut to the wife of the vendor, 
astuming that the note is the property of 
the wife, the vendor’s lien passe# with the 
note to the wife.

Graham v. Croucliman, 39 D.L.R. 284, 41 
O.L.R. 22.
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Waiver of—Taking note h»r unpaid pub

t HASE MONEY.
A seller of IhiiiI does not waive his right 

to a vendor's lien for unpaid purchase 
money by taking the purchaser's promissory 
note for* the amount thereof. | Mack ret h v. 
hynimons. 15 Vea. 329, followed.]

Kaulbach v. dodrey, 13 D.L.R. 782, 13 
E.L.R. 409.

The taking of the notes by the vendor 
cannot be construed as conclusive evidence 
of his intention to abandon his lien for the 
unpaid purchase money ; the presumption is 
that the lien exists, and the taking of notes, 
whether of the purclw r or of a third per
son, will not displace !iat presumption, so 
long as the reasonable inference from all 
the circumstances is that the notes were 
only taken on condition that they would be

Dick v. Lambert, 29 D.L.R. 42. 9 S.L.R. 
3.V». 34 W.L.R. 115ft. 10 W.W.R. 1320. 9 
S.L.R. 365. affirming 25 D.L.R. 730, 33 W.L.
R. 259. 9 W.W.R. 905.
Waive*—Insurance premiums.

The vendor of an immovable who receives 
an undertaking from the purchaser that the 
latter will insure the building on the land 
so to secure the unpaid portion of the pur
chase money and who accepts a policy issued 
in his favour on application by the purchas
er who gives his note for the premium, im
pliedly agrees that the legal hypothec on the 
immovable for the amount of the note shall 
take precedence over his hypothec for the 
price of sale.

Mutual Ass'ce Co. v. Morency, 44 Que.
S. C. 434.
(8 II—32)—Purchaser or vendee—As

sumption OF LIEN.
Where the purchaser of land under con

tract resells the land, and a suhpurchaser 
assumes the indebtedness to the original 
vendor, and agrees to indemnify the ord
inal purchaser therefrom, the latter’s lien 
as against the subpurchaser's interest in 
the land extends not only to the cash por
tion of the unpaid purchase money due him. 
but to the balance so assumed by the sub- 
purchaser in respect of which the original 
purchaser remained under obligation to the 
original vendor.

Ronald v. Lillard, 23 D.L.R. 392, 25 Man. 
L.R. 393, 7 W.W.R. 1128, 30 W.L.R. 382. 
Purchase* assuming hypothec—Lien de

DROIT—QUEBEC JURISPRUDENCE.
Under Quebec law, where a purchaser as

sumes an obligation to pay the hypothecary 
creditor any sum of money which may b« 
due him on the property purchased, the 
creditor can at any time accept that obliga
tion and establish a direct lien de droit 
against such purchaser as a personal debtor 
to pay the money.

Archamheault v. La pierre, 43 D.L.R. 42, 
54 Que. S.C. 268.

,UR(,liASKR> 11.
(8 11—33)—“Mortgage*’—Deiixition of, 

under Mortgages Act — Insurance 
money—Application.

The definition of “mortgage"’ in the 
Mortgages Act, R.S.O. c. 112. is wide 
enough to cover the charge known as a 
vendor's lien and the holders of such ven
dor’s lien are entitled as mortgagees to 
have insurance money on the property ap
plied in accordance with the provisions of 
s. Ü of that Act. Although they are en
titled to the security of the insurance 
money, they are not entitled to apply the 
insurance money in payment of purchase 
instalments not yet due, but such money 
should be held in trust or invested or paid 
into court if the parties cannot agree as to 
its disposal. [Corhuin v. Kingston, 17 O. 
R. 432; Kdmonds v. Hamilton Provident,
18 A.R. (Ont.# 347, followed.J

Scott v. (Jrinnian, 44 D.L.R. 20, 43 0. 
L.R. 430.
Enforcement—Deficiency judgment.

The I letter practice on settling the form 
of judgment in favour of vendor for a judi
cial sale to realize the balance of purchase 
money on the purchaser’s default, is not to 
include an order for payment by the pur
chaser of the deficiency, if any, which may 
arise on the judicial sale yet to take place, 
but to reserve leave to plaintiff to make a 
future application in the event of there 
being a deiicency.

Robinson v. Starr, 14 D.L.R. 767, 23 Man. 
L.R. 84, 26 W.L.R. 261.
Enforcement of vendor's lien.

A vendor’s lien upon real estate is en
forceable by sale but not until it has been 
established by a judgment of the court 
binding the persons affected by the lien ; 
the vendor has the alternative right to re
scind the contract and recover possession 
of the land.

Ronald v. Lillard. 23 D.L.R. 392. 25 Man. 
L.R. 393, 7 W.W.R. 1128, 30 W.L.R. 382
Concurrent remedies—Foreclosure—Per

sonal JUDGMENT.
A vendor suing to enforce an agreement 

for sale of land on the purchaser’s default 
is not entitled to pursue concurrently the 
remedies of personal judgment against the 
purchaser and of foreclosure and sale of the 
isnds. [Hargreaves v. Security Investment,
19 D.L.R. 677, followed.]

Bovdell v. Haines, 21 D.L.R. 371. 21 B.C. 
R. 171, 8 W.W.R. 17, 30 W.L.R. 842. 
Deficiency judgment—Praters for.

Where, in an action for specific perform
ance of an agreement for the sale of land 
there is no express prayer for a declaration 
of a lien, the prayer for an order of sale 
in effect entitles the vendor to a decree fur 
a lien and sale thereunder, and to a judg
ment for any deficiency under the sale.

Anglo-American Trust Co. v. Longworth, 
24 D.L.R. 222, 8 W.W.R. 1193, 31 W.L.R. 
950.
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Sale ok property by \i:mm>b— Defaults tr

NEW PURCHASER.
The liability for the purchase price under 

an agreement for the hale of mining lands, 
even though expressly reserved in an agree
ment whereby the property is aubsquently 
-old to a new purchaser, does not continue 
against the orginal purchase! after a fore- 
i iosure by the vendor for defaults by the 
new purchaser.

Vivian v. Clergue, 24 D.L.R. 856. 51 Can. 
S.C.R. 527, affirming 20 D.L.R. (MO, 32 O. 
L.R. 200.
Foreclosure—Land situate outside of 

province.
The proceedings required to be taken un

der the Foreclosure and Sale Act, (Alta.), 
1914, c. 6, for the enforcement of agree
ments for the sale of land do not apply 
where the land is situated outside of the 
province.

Craig v. Pegg, 26 D.L.R. 381, 31 W.L.R. 
267.
Sale—Postponement ok.

I.eckie v. Marshall. 10 D.L.R. 800, 4 O. 
W.N. 889.
Assignment—-Default in payment—Judg

ment—Foreclosure—Powers ok lo
cal Master.

De Visscher v. Weir. 40 D.L.R. 757, 11 
S.L.R. 180, [19181 2 W.W.R. 399.
Effect of tax-sale—Lien against pho-

Where land which has been transferred, 
but not paid for, is sold for taxes, the un
paid vendor has a lien upon the proceeds in 
excess of the amount, required for taxes. 
An unpaid vendor’s lien is an interest in 
the property, and it is not so much a ques
tion of the lien attaching to the proceeds of 
a sale thereof as of the unpaid vendor being 
directly entitled to them as being the real 
owner of the property.

ITetu v. Morinville Oil City Land Co., 13 
A.UR. 115, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 006.
Defaults — Conditional resolutory 

clause—Demeure.
When in a contract a resolutory clause 

is conditionally stipulated for, tlie party 
w-ho wishes to take advantage of it should 
prove that he has fulfilled the conditions 
necessary to give efleet to it. The creditor 
of an obligation payable by periodical in
stalments and subject to the following con
ditional agreement : “Should the debtor 
make default in the said payments, during 
a period of eight weeks, the company shall 
be at liberty to ask for the balance then 
due on purchase price,” cannot demand the 
application of this penal clause without a 
prior mise en demeure. The fact that the 
debt will be payable at his domicile does 
not relieve him of the necessity of this mise 
en demeure.

Quebec County Realty Co. v. Tcharos, 48 
Que. S.C. 640.

Default in payment ok purchase money 
—Forfeiture or moneys paid—Liqui
dated damages—Actual damage suf
fered BY VENDOR—MORTGAGORS AND
Purchasers Relief Act, 1915, ss. 1 
(1) (e), 4 (3)—Rei-oveby of posses
sion—Costs.

O’Hearn v. Friedman, 9 O.W.X. 218. 
Damages for breach or covenant to con

vey land—Vendor’s lien.
Snider v. Webster, 20 Man. L.R. 362, 18 

W.L.R. 48.
Sale of timber license—Real estate— 

Vendor's lien.
Laidlaw v. Vaughan Rhys, 44 Can. S.C.R. 

458.
Sale of land sold on crop payments— 

Lien.
Smith v. Thiesen, 20 Man. L.R. 120. 

Condition—Improvements to he made by 
purchaser—Equity or person making 
advance.

Croaadaile v. Paddon, 19 W.L.R. 318, 1 
W.W.R. 28.
III. Rights of parties as to third persons; 

bona fide purchasers.
(§ III—35)—Who is bona fide purchaser 

—Sale of land conveykd as security. 
One claiming land under an unregistered 

contract of sale on which the balance of 
the purchase money had not been paid, is 
not a bona fide purchaser for value so as to 
be entitled to a conveyance of the land in 
riority to a right of redemption in one who 
ad conveyed the land to the vendor by a 

deed absolute in form but intended as secur
ity for a debt. [Molony v. Kernan, 2 Dr. 
& War. 31, followed.]

Hetherington v. Sinclair, 23 D.L.R. 630, 
34 O.L.R. 01.
Execution c reditor—Priorities.

An execution creditor is not a purchaser 
for value without notice as to rank in prior
ity over a purchaser of the land, even 
though the purchaser registered no caveat. 
A purchaser under an instalment agreement 
entered into before the filing of a writ of 
execution against the lands of the registered 
vendor has a prior right to the lands as 
against the execution creditor.

Traunweiser v. Johnson, 23 D.L.R. 70, 11 
A.L.R. 224. 8 W.W.R. 1028, 31 W.L.R. 712. 
Assignment by vendor—Conditions as to 

payment.
Where the payment for an assignment 

of an agreement for the sale of lands is 
made dependent upon the condition of the 
payment of the contract instalments, the 
fact that the assignee foreclosed and ac
quired the purchaser’s interest cannot be 
substituted in lieu of the condition where 
the instalments were not in fact paid.

Meindl v. Bravender, 23 D.L.R. 108, 31 
W.L.R. 924.
Assignment — Purchaser’s equities—Re

scission—Lien.
The assignee of an agreement for the
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Hale of land takes it subject to the purchas
er’s equities, including his right to rescind 
the contract for fraud: he is bound to make 
restitution of the money received by him 
under such contract, and the purchaser is 
entitled to a lien therefor.

Quebec Bank v. Greenlees. .13 D.L.R. «196, 
10 A.L.K 419, [1917] 2 W.W.R. 144. allinn- 
ing 32 D.L.R. 282. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 746. 
ASSIGNMENT OF AGREEMENT—RIGHT TO PAY

MENTS—Qvir CLAIM DEED—ASSIGNOR'S 
RIGHT TO si g.

Wilson v. Zeller, 34 D.L.R. 199. [1917] 
2 W.W.R. 424.
(Failure to register agreement—Dbfi* 

x rrE n ess—Remedi es—Part its.
A purchaser, who fails to register the 

agreement of sale, may be debarred from 
the equitable relief of specific performance, 
after a subsequent purchaser has bona fide 
acquired the property ; but he still has a 
remedy against the vendor in an action for 
damages for breach of contract. He cannot 
however, join as a party defendant, the sub
sequent purchaser who was not instrumental 
in inducing the breach. An agreement for 
a mortgage is not unenforceable by reason of 
indefiniteness because it provides for “one- 
half cash, balance on suitable mortgage.”

Bennett v. Stodgell. 28 D.L.R. 639, 36 0. 
L.R 45.

Where a purchaser under an agreement 
to purchase lands with prior notice of an 
outstanding mortgage has paid certain in
stalments and the amount of the unpaid 
instalments is approximately the amount of 
the outstanding mortgage, and where he is 
electing, pursuant to the agreement to pay 
up the entire balance of purchase money 
he is thereby entitled to force the vendor to 
redeem the mortgage so outstanding, no 
matter how unexpectedly onerous that may 
prove to the vendor.

Cushing v. Knight, 6 D.L.R. 820. 46 Can. 
S.C.R. 555. 2 W.W.R. 704.

It is not necessary, under a. 91 of the 
Real Property Act "(Man.), for one who 
contracts with the registered owner of land 
for its purchase, to make inquiry as to the 
latter's title, and the former will be pro 
tected ns an innocent purchaser, notwith
standing he acquired notice of another’s 
equity in the property, before the comple
tion of the contract of purchase. A con
tract for the purchase of land is within 
s. 91 notwithstanding such Act deals specifi
cally with actual transfers, mortgages, en
cumbrances and leases, since the words 
“contracting or dealing with, or proposing 
to take an instrument from a registered 
owner,” which are used in such section, 
clearly comprehended contracts of purchase.

Cooper v Anderson. 5 D.L.R. 218, 20 W. 
L.R. 347. 21 W.L.R. 902. 1 W.W.R 848.

Rrxt.rv sale—Option in lease—Accept
ance.

Bennett v. Stodgell. 17 D.L.R. 835, 6 O. 
W.X. 333.

Assignment of agreement with vendor’s 
approval—Caveat by subsequent pub 
chaser—Effect on covenant for 
title.

In February 1906, plaintiff sold certain 
land to defendant P. By assignment dated 
February 1907. P. assigned hia interest in 
said contract to defendant G. which was 
approved by the plaintiff. In June 1907. 
defendant B. registered a caveat against the 
lands, claiming under an agreement for sale 
from defendant P. to her. Plaintiff sued 
for specific performance, asking for the pur 
chase money, and in default, cancellation 
of the agreement as against P. and G. No 
relief was asked against defendant B. De
fendant G. defended setting up that the 
plaintiff could not give clear title. The 
action being dismissed, the plaintiff ap
pealed. On appeal:—Held, that the de
fendant G. was in no better position to call 
for clear title than the defendant P. and as 
P. could not compel the plaintiff to remove 
the caveat in question, G. could not compel 
its removal. That the approval of the as
signment of P.’s contract to the defendant 
G. had not the effect of a fresh covenant on 
the part of the plaintiff to the defendant 
G. to convey the land free of all encum
brances to him.

C.N.R. Co. v. Peterson. 7 8.L.R. 166. 
Sale à réméré—Reservation of right to 

inhabit—Subsequent sale — Arts. 
495 et 8EQ. 1487. 1546, 1552, C.C. Que.

Jacques v. Normandeau, •_'.*> D.L.R. 86ti, 
24 Que. K.B. 377.
Agreement of sale—Possession—Mort

gage taken bv creditor.
A holder of an agreement of sale of real 

property who, in conformity with the ob
ligations lie has assumed, pays the interest 
on the sale price and the municipal taxes, 
xvho visits the lot purchased, to know it and 
to identify it. and who, when there is a 
cancellation clause, fulfills all the conditions 
of his agreement of sale, by that very fact 
takes possession of the property anil lie- 
comes the owner. A sale by tile original 
owner, even with the consent of the holder 
of the agreement, of sale, cannot, in these 
circumstances, prejudice the rights of a 
creditor of the latter who has taken a judi
cial mortgage on the real property.

Archambault v. Perraujt. 4u Que. S.C. 
401.
Land outside of province—Assignment of 

interest by a vendor after agree
ment — Notice — « ibi.iuation of as
signee TO CONVEY TO rUBCHANEB—
Specific performance — Payments
MADE BV PURCHASER BEFORE AND AFTER 
ASSIGNMENT — AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
VENDOR AND ASSIGNEE. NATURE OF— 
Costs form of judgment.

Campbell v. Barrett, 32 O.L.R. 157. 
Registration of judgment prior to deed—

An agreement of sale of real estate sub
ject to the condition that the “purchasers
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-hull have tlieir deed of sale as soon as 
they have paid one half of the purchase 
price or build a $3,000 house on each lot” 
with the stipulation that, in default of their 
fulfilling these and other conditions enu
merated in the deed, the party agreeing to 
sell ‘‘may require the cancellation of these 
presents, hut without putting in default” 
is made under a condition cancelling the 
contract. If, therefore, it is accompanied 
with delivery to the purchaser» and actual 
possession it is equivalent to a sale, and 
their creditor, who has recovered judgment 
and had it registered on the real estate 
after the agreement of sale, acquires a 
valid mortgage for the payment of his claim.

Archambault vx Perrault. 4ti Que. 8.C. .if).
A purchaser of land which is not fully 

paid for by the owner and subject to a 
clause providing that no assignment of the 
owner’s interest therein should he valid or 
effectual unless or until approved by the 
party from whom he claims title fails to 
obtain such approval, acquires in point of 
time, a prior equity thereto as against a 
third party to whom such lands were subse- 1 
quently assigned, and the approval to such | 
assignment was procured by fraud. Where 
by the terms of a. land contract it is pro
vided that the land cannot be conveyed | 
without the approval of the owner unless 
it is fully paid for, an assignee of such land 
who procures such approval by fraud stands 
in equity in no better position than as if 
no consent had been obtained, and cannot 
defeat the equity of a prior purchaser for 
value who purchased the land in fee and to 
whom approval for transfer had been re-

MacLeod v. Sawyer ft Massey Co., 46 Can. 
S.C.R. 622, reversing sùb nom. Sawyer ft 
Massey Co. v. Bennett, 2 8.L.R. 516. 
Assignment by purchaser to subpur- 

ruASBR-—Rights of subpurchaber— 
Dispute as to whether water lot in
cluded IN AGREEMENT—CONSTRUCTION 
of agreement—Estoppel—Evidence— 
Notice to subpctichaser of terms of 
bargain—Acceptance of payments by 
vendor — Specific performance —•

Allan v. Petriinoulx, 6 O.W.N. 593. 
Assignment of vendor's interest—Right 

of assignee to sue for payments.
If a vendor of land by agreement for 

sale assigns his interest to a third party, 
and in the assignment covenants that his 
purchaser will make his payments, he is 
bound to pay these moneys to the assignee 
upon default of his purchaser even though 
the assignee has obtained an order for fore
closure. [Loosemore v. Radford, 9 M. A W. 
656: Hodgson v. Wood, 33 L.J. Ex. 76, ap
plied.]

Urban Investment Co. v. Marshall, 7 
W.W.R. 766.

Action by assignee of purchaser for 
.specific performance — Agreement 
forfeited by vendors and laxl re
sold BEFORE ASSIGNMENT — ASSIGNEE 
(BY ERROR) ASSURED BY VENDORS THAT 

AGREEMENT IN FORCE—ACCEPTANCE OF 
PAYMENT OX ACCOUNT OF PURCHASE- 
MONEY— Agreement not capable of 
PERFORMANCE BY REASON OF INTERVEN
TION OF RIGHT OF THIRD PERSON—DAM
AGES—Measure of — Recovery only
OF MONEY BY ASSIGNEE TO ASSIGNOR 
AXI) MONEY PAID TO VENDORS BY AS
SIGN ee—Set-off—Costs.

Lee v. Gundy ft Gundy, 15 O.W.N. 292. 
Title to land—Name of transferee left

BLANK IN TRANSFER—TRANSFER AND 
DUPLICATE CERTIFICATE OF TITLE EN
TRUSTED TO AGENT FOR REGISTRATION—
Fraudulent use by agent—Innocent
PURCHASER ACQUIRING DOCUMENTS AND 
GETTING TITLE — ESTOPPEL AGAINST 
ORIGINAL PURCHASER.

If a purchaser of land takes a transfer 
thereof with the name of the transferee 
left blank and delivers the transfer togeth
er with the duplicate certificate of title, to 
an agent with instructions to effect regis
tration of the transfer to said purchaser, 
and the agent fraudulently uses the docu
ments for his own purposes so that they 
eome into the hands of an innocent pur
chaser for value without notice of any 
fraud, whose name is filled in as trans
feree and who becomes the registered own
er and who receives no notice of the origi
nal purchaser's claim for years, the original 
purchaser is estopped from denying the last 
purchaser's title.

Mauch v. National Securities, [1919] 2 
W.W.R. 740.
Assignment of agreement— Foreclosure 

—Parties—Pleading.
The plaintiff, having sold certain lands 

to the defendant under agreement of sale 
by which the purchase price was payable in 
certain instalments, assigned the said 
agreement to M. as security for a loan. 
Subsequently she assigned the agreement to 
8. as security for a second loan._ Notice of 
such assignments was duly given to the de
fendant. The defendant having made de
fault the plaintiff commenced an action 
against M., S. and the defendant for fore
closure. Held, that M. and S. should not 
be joined as defendants without an offer 
to redeem them. The plaintiff had at the 
best merely an equity of redemption in the 
agreement for sale, that the titles of both 
M. and 8. were prima facie absolute as 
against the plaintiff and he has no locus 
standi to ask for foreclosure of the defend
ant. It is not necessary in pleading an as
signment to allege that the assignment con
tains "apt words” in that behalf if in fact 
it does contain words sufficient in law to 
vest the chose in action in the assignee.

Holloway v. Miner, 34 W.L.R. 837, 10 
W.W.R. 995.
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Assignment—Signers — Repudiation fob

The mere fact that a purchaser of lands, 
under agreement named as a party to an 
assignment of the agreement. has not 
signed it, has not the result of making it 
ineffective as between the assignor ami as
signee named in it. A purchaser of lands 
who wishes to repudiate his agreement up
on the ground of misrepresentation must do 
so promptly when knowledge of misrepre
sentation cornea to him.

Fanco-Belgian Invest. Co. v. Small. 34 
W.L.R. 857, 10 W.W.R. 024.
(5 111—361—Balance or sale price — 

New purchaser — Interest — Extin - 
sîon or time — Delegation—Accept
ance—Que. C.C. 1173. 1174.

The fact that a vendor has accepted from 
a subsequent purchaser payments on the 
capital and interest of the sale price, the 
said subsequent purchaser having assumed 
towards the first purchaser the payment 
thereof, does not correspond to an accept
ance of the delegation of payment, and docs 
not release the first purchaser. Such would 
lie the case even if the vendor had granted 
time to the subsequent purchaser for the 
payment of what might he due him; but, 
in the latter case, although the vendor 
would not be released, yet he would be 
right in complaining if, as a result, he suf
fered damages.

Reeves v. Fiché, 46 Que. S.C. 315.
(§ III—38)—Rights of parties—Title— 

Notice of defects.
A purchaser of real estate with notice 

that his grantor though holding a regis
tered conveyance absolute in form holds it 
in fact only as security, takes by the con
veyance only the rights of a mortgagee in 
possession and is subject, on the death of 
the grantor, to be redeemed within the stat
utory period by the latter's heirs who have 
not concurred in the sale.

Nelson v. Charleson, 15 D.L.R. 600. 11) 
B.C.K. 100. 26 W.L.R. 865. 5 W.W.R. 995. 
Notice or facts putting on inquiry.

Where the plaintiff purchases the equit
able interest of his vendor in a tract of 
land, with notice that such vendor had 
previously agreed to sell an undivided frac
tional interest in such tract, of land to the 
defendant, the plaintiff thereby becomes 
hound prima facie to carry out his vendor's 
bargain so made with the defendant.

Strathv v. Stephens, 15 D.L.R. 125, 29 
O.L.R. 393.
Subsequent mortgagee, with notice.

A mortgage given back for part of the 
purchase price but not registered until after 
the registration of a subsequent mortgage 
on the same property, may be decreed to 
have priority over the subsequent mortgage 
where the latter was taken with notice of 
the unregistered mortgage for purchase

Kirk v Harvey, 15 D.L.R. 488. 18 B.C.R. 
645. 26 W.L.R. 747. 6 W.W.R. 980.

Purchase of lands from agent—Trusts 
—Knowledge.

Where title to land is taken in the name 
of an agent, although purchased with the 
funds of the principal and held by the lat
ter for a period sufficient to give him a title 
by possession independent of the agent’s 
fiduciary relationship, a purchaser of the 
agent with knowledge of such circum
stances does not stand in the position of a 
bona fide purchaser as to acquire a title to 
the land superior to the principal.

Miller v. Halifax Power Co., 24 D.L.R. 
29. 48 N.S.R. 370.

Where a purchaser enters into and signs 
an agreement for the purchase of land with 
irior notice of an outstanding mortgage, 
ie ordinarily will be presumed to know that 

the mortgage may be in terms which do not 
permit of prepayment of the mortgage 
money before maturity.

Cushing v. Knight, *6 D.L.R. 820, 46 Can. 
8.C.R. 555, 2 W.W.R. 704.

A purchaser of land is bound by notice of 
an adverse claim at any time before he has 
completed his purchase by actual payment, 
and, if part payment only has been made, 
his right to hold as a bona fide purchaser 
without notice will lie limited to payments 
made before notice of the adverse * claim. 
[Rose v. Peterkin, 13 Can. S.C.R. 677, ap 
plied.]

Wallace v. Smart, 1 D.L.R. 70. 22 Man. 
L.R. 68. 19 W.L.R. 787.
Notice or facts putting on inquiry.

Agreement — Assignment—Default — No
tice of cancellation.

Prudhomme v. Lalielle, 4 O.W.X. 388, 23 
O.W.R. 388.
(§ III—39)—Assignee or purchaser.

The assignee of a purchaser under a con
tract for the sale of land is not personally 
liable for the unpaid instalments of the 
purchase price provided for in the contract, 
either to his assignor or to the original 
vendor, in the absence of a promise on his 
part to pay the same, though lie took the 
assignment with knowledge that the pur
chase price had not been paid.

Coté v. Olson. 2 D.L.R. 392, 20 W.L.R. 
690. 2 W.W.R. 54.
Rights of vendor—Time as essence—As

signment by purchaser.
Where time is made the essence of an 

agreement for the sale of land, and the pur
chaser lias made a default, the vendor exer
cising his right of repossession of the land 
under the terms of the contract is entitled 
to the rents and profits as against an as
signee of the purchaser. [Brickies v. Snell. 
30 D.L.R. 31, [1916] 2 A.C. 599. applied.]

C.P.R. Co. v. Fuller. 36 D.L.R. 404. 12 
A.L.R. 190. [1917] 3 W.W.R. 90.

Where an agreement for the sale of land 
provides for the payment of the purchase 
price by instalments, with interest on the 
unpaid portion thereof at a specified rate, 
which is also the rate payable by the ven
dor under a mortgage of "the land made by
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him, and the land U resold by the purchas
er under a similar agreement calling for 
the same rate of interest, which is then as
signed by him to the original vendor as se
curity for the purchase price remaining un
paid upon the original agreement of- sale, 
the fact that the original vendor is subse
quently compelled to pay a higher rate of 
interest to his mortgagee does not enable 
him to exact such higher rate from the 
ultimate purchaser whose agreement has 
been assigned to him.

flreat West Land Co. v. Stewart, 3 D.L.R. 
80.*>. 3 O.W.X. 1141.

If, upon the failure of the vendee to pay 
the amount due on a contract for the sale 
of land, within the time limited by the 
court therefor, payment is made by one to 
whom the vendee assigned his interest in 
the contract, and who paid to the vendee or 
his agent all payments under the contract 
as they came due, the assignee will lie 
given judgment against the vendee therefor, 
together with interest thereon, and the 
costs he is compelled to pay.

Southwell v. Williams, 4 D.L.R. 1, 17 
B.V.R. 209. 21 W.L.R. 771, 2 W.W.R. «97.

Where the defendant, who owned 200 
city lots, sold 1111 of them, together with 
others, subject to the payment of the re
mainder of the purchase money due on all 
the 200 lots, it being understood that those 
retained by the defendant should Ire deemed 
fully paid for, and the purchaser sold a 
number of his lots to persons who made 
payments to him thereon, and afterwards, 
upon the defendant’s default, under the 
agreement bv which he acquired title, his 
vendor foreclosed, and, after his claim had 
Ireen satisfied from the proceeds of the sale 
of nearly all of the lots, the surplus was 
paid into court, the defendant is entitled 
to priority in payment therefrom, if the 
amount due him from the purchaser should 
exceed such surplus, and. in that event, 
neither the purchaser nor those who made 
payments on the lots purchased by them, 
are entitled to any part of the surplus.

Those who purchased lots from the ven
dor are entitled, in priority to all other 
claims, to reimbursement from such fund 
for the amount of their several payments

Magrath v. Ranney, 4 D.L.R. 457, 20 
W.L.R. 329.

Where the assignee of a lessee's interest 
in a lease with option to purchase, exer
cises such option at a price per foot front
age agreed upon in lieu of being arbitrated, 
it will be presumed that, in fixing the 
price, regard was had to the circumstance 
that a “private lane” forming a part of 
the demised premises was subject to ease
ments of right-of-way in favour of lease
holders of adjoining property in pursuance 
of a scheme of subdivision made bv the 
original lessee and referred to in the lease; 
and such assignee is not entitled to call for 
a release of such easements nor to an
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abatement of price as compensation in lieu 
of a release.

Re Boulton and (iarfunkcl, 0 D.L.R. 373, 
4 O.W.X. 25. 23 O.W.R. 1.
Assignment of aobeemext—Possession— 

Cancellation ok obioinal agreement 
—Liability to original owner fob

Where a party goes into possession of 
land under an assignment of an agreement 
for sale, the original agreement through 
which he claims being subsequently can
celled the property reverting to the orig 
inal owner, lie is liable to the original own
er for rent from the time of the termina
tion of the agreement, through which he 
claims. The fact that he was not made a 
party to the proceedings is immaterial if 
he had in fact notice of the proceedings 
and could have intervened if he had seen 
fit.

Waters v. Currie, 49 D.L.R. 213, [1919J 
3 W.W.R. 625.
Assignee or purchaser— What coxsti-

Where an agreement for the sale of land 
on periodical payments stipulates that any 
assignment of the agreement by the pur
chaser must be approved by the vendor, the 
fact that the vendor has written to an as
signee of the agreement that he will accept 
payments from him though lie cannot trans 
fer to him without the authority of the 
original purchaser, is sufficient to satisfy 
the terms of the agreement and such as
signee is entitled to the notice of forfeit
ure called for by the agreement in ease tin- 
vendor desires to declare a forfeiture on 
default of payment.

Constantino v. Dick, 16 D.L.R. 413, 26 
W.L.R. 741, 6 W.W.R. 1319.
Assignee or bona fide purchaser—Fraud 

vitiating shelter.
The rule which protects a purchaser with 

notice taking from a purchaser without 
notice, and thereby sheltering himself un
der the latter’s title, is never applied (aI 
to enable a trustee to buy back trust prop
erty which he has sold, (b) to enable a man 
who has acquired property by fraud to 
plead that he sold it. to a bona tide pur 
chaser without notice and has got it hack 
again; and where a partner, holding the 
legal estate in trust for all the partners, 
so acts with another partner in a scheme 
as coadventurers in a transaction amount
ing to a clear breach of such trust on the 
trustee-partner's part and to a fraud 
against the remaining partners on the part 
of both participants in such scheme, the 
general rule of protect ion of bona tide pur
chaser cannot Ire invoked bv either of the 
wrongdirers. [Lowther v. Carlton. 2 Atk. 
242, reconciled; Re Stapleford Colliery 
Co., Barrow's Case, 14 Ch.D. 432, 44.'. ; 
Lewin on Trusts, 12th ed.. pp. 1102, 1103: 
West London Commercial Bank v. Reli
ance Permanent Building Society, 29 Ch.D. 
934. 962, 963. applied.]
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(sortii n v. Holland, Holland v. Gordon,

10 D.L.R. 7.14, 40 C.L.Î., 382, 23 W.L.R. 
738, 4 W.W.R. 419, varving 2 D.L.R. 327, 
20 W.L.R. 887, 2 W.W.R. 156.
ASSIGNEE OF PURCHASE*—ASSENT OF VEN

DOR— CANCELLATION OF CONTRACT F"OB 
VENDF.E'8 DEFAULT.

Whore, without obtaining the consent of 
hie vendor a-* the contract of sale, required, 
a vendee sold land to the plaintiff, and 
subsequently the vendee’s contract was can
celled for default in payment, the plaintiff 
acquired no enforceable rights in the land.

Havtla v. Canada North Dakota l.and 
Co.. 13 D.L.R. 1. 25 W.L.R. 159. 4 W.W.R. 
1333.
Pi kchaseb’b direction to convey to 

THIRD PARTY.
A company has no right to sue on an 

agreement for the purchase of land where 
the offer was made to and accepted by 
someone else, though the offeree, previous 
to the acceptance of the offer, had request
ed that the deed lie made out in the com
pany's name.

xiclnnis Farms v. McKenzie. 12 D.L.R. 
100. 23 Man. L.R. 120, 23 W.L.R. 863, 4 
W.W.R. 205.
Default in payments — Assignment by 

purchaser—Rights of parties.
Fidelity Trust Co. v. Hall. 40 D.L.R. 752,

11 S.L.Ri 177, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 439. 
Action for purchase price—Novation.

In an aetion by a vendor to recover the 
halanee of the purehase price due under an 
agreement for the sale of land, held that 
the evidence established a novation by the 
acceptance of one M. as the plaintiff's 
debtor in place of the defendant.

Hoag v. Kloepfer, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 633, 
26 R.C.R. 181.
Subsequent purchaser—Release of orig

inal purchaser— Notice—Entries in 
books — Commencement of pbooe in- 
writing— Proof by witnesses.

A vendor, owning a number of lots of 
land and who admits that, when one who 
purchased from him transferred his prop
erty, hi# custom was to hold the new pur
chaser liable for the price of the sale, and 
that, if the latter did nut make his pay
ment* regularly, the sale was cancelled and 
the money paid confiscated as liquidated 
damages, he thereby released the original 
purchaser.

When it appears from the vendor's 
hooks that the purchaser’s account ie closed 
by a balance which is carried to the debit 
of the subsequent purchaser, there is a 
commencement of proof in writing which 
allows verbal evidence.

Gardener v. Charlebois, 55 Que. S.C. 75. 
Accepting payments of assignee or pur

chaser—Effect.
A vendor of real estate who accepta the 

payment of interest on the purchase money 
from a person to whom his purchaser lias 
resold with instructions that payment# are 
to lie made, to this person, and who giants

him an extension of time to pay one of the 
instalments does not accept the delegate 
and does not discharge or lilievate the dele
gator in such a way as to effect novation.

Reeves v. Piche, 46 Que. S.C. 189. 
Contract for sale—Resale of same land

BY PURCHASER — SUBSEQUENT RESALES 
OK PORTION OF SAME LAND TO VARIOUS 
SVHPVRCllAHKB8—ASSIGNMENT OF SUB- 
PURCHASERS’ AGREEMENTS TO THE ORIG
INAL vendor—Payment of bonuses 
MADE BY BUBPUBCHA8KBS.

Rankin v. Wadleigh, 2 A.L.R. 469. 
Agreement by husband to convey wife’s 

land — Conveyance by husband — 
Wife joining to bar dower — Mie-

Lacroix v. Longtin, 22 O.L.R. 506. 17 0. 
W.R. 877.
Shark in land—Devise—Part payment

RECEIVED ON CONTRACT OK SALE.
Re Hunter, 24 O.L.R. 5, 19 O.W.R. 338. 

Purchase-money payable by instal
ments— Assignment of contract — 
Liability of assignee to pay instal-

Cote v. Olson, 19 W.L.R. 156, 4 S.L.R. 
219.
SUBPl RCHASERS OF SEPARATE PARCELS— 

Payments from onf. accepted by 
vendors — Effect as to rights or 
others—Contribution.

Keener v. Lang, 17 W.L.R. 721.
Action by subpurciiaskr against pub- 

chaser and vendor—Equitable right 
—Privity or contrait.

Sveinson v. Jenkins, 21 Man. L.R. 746, 
19 W.L.R. 569.
Rescission fob misrepresentation — Re

turn OF MONETS PAID AND OF VALUE OF 
LAND TRANSFERRED IN PART PAYMENT—
Land conveyed to innocent pur
chasers.

Kamp v. Albrecht, 19 W.L.R. 153.

VENUE.
I. In general.

II. Change.
See also Courte.

I. In general.
(5 I—1)—In general.

When an order in writing by an intend
ing buyer requires an answer from the sell
er to complete the contract it is such reply, 
or consent, which makes the contract com
plete, and the aetion based upon it can be 
brought in the province or the district in 
which such reply was given.

Mechanical Equipment Co. v. Butter, 13 
Que. P.R. 410.
Marriage contract—Place of marriage.

A personal action based upon a marriage 
contract passed in one district and followed 
by the celebration of the marriage in an
other district may be brought before a
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court of the place where the contract was

Dufresne v. Dufresne, 27 Que. K.B. 297, 
affirming 19 Que. P.R. 260.
(g I—61—Criminal casks.

An accused person cannot be deprived of 
his prima facie right to be tried in the dis
trict where an offence is supposed to have 
occurred, unless it plainly appears that a 
fair and impartial trial'cannot there be 
obtained.

The King v. Stauffer, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
205. 4 S.L.K. 284 
(§ I—7)—Negligence actions.

An action for injuries alleged to have 
been received by reason of the negligence 
of a civilian rifle association, acting in pur
suance of the Militia Act. must be laid and 
tried in the judicial district where the act 
complained of was committed.

Webster v. Leard, 7 D.L.R. 429, 11 E.L.R. 
203.
Negligence — Destruction of timber — 

Place of action.
An action for the negligent destruction 

by a fire of the plaintiff's logs piled in 
readiness for transportation need not lie 
brought in the province in which the logs 
were situate, but may be brought in an
other province in which the defendant com
pany carries on business. [Tvtler v. C.P.R. 
Co..' 26 A.R. (Ont.), 467, followed.]

Dutton v. C.X.R. Co., 23 D.L.R. 43. 26 
Man. L.R. 493. at 512, 19 Can. Ry. Cas. 
72, 31 W.L.R. 367. fAffirmed e,xrep't as to 
damages in 30 D.L.R. 250, 26 Man. L.R. 
493, 21 Can. Rv. Cas. 294, 34 W.L.R. 881, 
10 W.W.R. 1006.]
Indictment or charge—Locality or the 

crime—Right of accused to local

The King v. Lvnn. 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 354, 
17 W.L.R. 336, 3 6.L.R. 339.

H. Change.
(8 II—10)—Application to change—Con

venience— Expense — Witnesses —

Renfrew Machinery Co. v. Dewar, 7 
O.W.N. 320.
Expense—Necessity for view of locus— 

Preponderance of convenience. 
McIntosh v. Stewart, 6 O.W.N. 113. 

Agreement as to — Ineffectiveness — 
Judicature Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 66, s. 
57.

Grass v. Case, 10 O.W.N. 116.
Rule 245 (bl—“Residence” of parties— 

Bank — Branch office — County 
Court action — Order of registrar 
(sitting for Master in Chambers) 
Refusing to change place of trial 
—Appeal—Right of—Rule 767.

Bank of Toronto v. Pickering, 17 O.W.N.
161.

Rule 245 (b) — Place of residence of 
plaintiff at date of delivery of 
statement of claim—What is neces
sary to effect change in place of 
residence.

Duan v. Emerson, 15 O.W.N. 457.
(g II—15)—Motion to change—Speeding 

the trial.
Where a plaintiff lias pamed a venue of 

his own selection in his statement of claim, 
a change of venue will not be directed mere
ly to speed the trial on his application; the 
onus is upon the applicant to shew a pre
ponderance of conveyance.

Chwavka v. Canadian Bridge Co.. 10 
D.L.R. 800. 4 O.W.N. 1001, 24 O.W.R. 370. 
In civil cases.

An order changing the venue will not be 
set aside on appeal on the ground that the 
affidavit on which it was made was upon 
information and belief only without dis
closing the grounds for the lielief, if ibe 
court considers that the circumstances of 
the case justify the order, as notwithstand
ing the Judicature rules ( N.8. i. order 36, 
it is not essential upon such application to 
disclose the source of information which 
the practice prior to the Judicature Act 
(N.R. i did not require.

Buckler v. Fillmore, 8 D.L.R. 526, 46 
X.S.R. 510.

The venue of an action will lie changed 
to the locality where the cause of action 
arose, if the defendant shews that the num
ber of witnesses there far exceed in num
ber those who would he convenience*! by the 
venue stated in the pluintitf’s process. 
[Macdonald v. Park, 2 O.W.R. 972, fol-

Lafex v. I.afex. 1-D.L.R. 83.
Where it appears from the affidavits read 

that a strong feeling exists in the county 
in which the venue is laid which will make 
it difficult to obtain a jury with no interest 
in the matters involved, the court will or
der the venue to lie changed to a county in 
respect to which no such difficulty exists.

Starratt v. Dominion Atlantic R. Co., 5 
D.L.R. 641. 46 X.S.R. 272.

While there may he jurisdiction to 
change the place of trial, after notice of 
trial lias been given, although irregularly, 
a plaintiff may not correct his own mistake 
in failing to give notice of trial in due time 
by a motion to change the venue to anoth
er trial sittings for which the time for 
service had not yet expired.

Tavlor v. Toronto Construction Co., 1 
D.L.R. 644, 3 O.W.N. 930. 21 O.W.R. 508. 
Convenience—Place whebk property in 

question situate — Expense — Wit 
nesses—Bringing case from outer 
county to Toronto.

Rice v. Marine Construction Co., 2 D.L. 
R. 806. 3 O.W.N. 1080.
County Court action-t-Issves for trial 

—Evidence—Convenience -Expense.
Conkle v. Flanagan, 2 D.L.R. 915.
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l oi XTY Coi'BT ACTION—WITNESSES—CON-

Llmd'v. Stronaeh, 3 D.L.R. 880, 3 O.W.
N. 13411, 22 O.W.R. «110.
COI .NTY COUBT ACTION—WITNESSES—CON-

Keemui Wood ware Co. v. Foster, 3 D. 
L.R. 880, 3 O.W.N. 1451, 22 O.W.R. 545. 
Motion to change — Affidavits — Wit- 

nesses—Convenience.
Harrison v. Knowles, 1 D.L.R. 926, 21

O. W.R. 245.
Action fob do web—Local venue.

Stauffer v. London & Western Trust Co., 
10 D.L.R. 853, 4 O.W.N. 1336, 24 O.W.R. 
627.

On an application for an order chang
ing venue by a defendant as against a non
resident plaintiff, under s. 48 of the County 
Court Act. C.S.N.B. 1903. c. 116, it is 
necessary to satisfy the judge that the 
cause can he more conveniently or fairly 
tried in another county and also to prove 
by affidavit that the defendant has a good 
ground of defence, under s. 47. The court 
refused to interfere with the discretion of 
the County Court .lodge in ordering a 
change of venue upon such an application, 
though the affidavit before the judge con
tained no direct statement that the defend
ant had a good defence and the grounds of 
the defence were not set out. Semble, that 
no appeal lies from the order of a County 
Court Judge changing venue.

Canadian Fairbanks Co. v. F.dgett, 40 N. 
R.R. 411.
Fair tbiai.—Amen enemy.

The object of the proposed appeal was 
to have the place of trial changed from B. 
to W. The action—which was for false 
imprisonment—had been tried at B., hut a 
new trial was ordered, liera use prejudice 
had been caused to the plaintiff by evidence 
having been improperly admitted and coun
sel for the defendant having improperly re
ferred to the plaintiff's nationality—he 
lieing an Austrian : [Cage v. Reid, 34 D.L. 
R. 46. 38 O.L.R. 514.] It was said, in re
gard to the second trial, that the plaintiff 
could not have a fair trial at B.. because 
the counsel referred to had extraordinary 
influence in the locality, and the remarks 
made by him would attain great notoriety 
and so tend to prejudice the community 
from which the jurors would be drawn. 
Held, that the affidavit of the plaintiff's 
solicitor was admissible to shew the 
grounds for a change of venue, and might 
lie effective. [Cossham v. Leach. 32 L.T.R. 
665; Davis v. Murray. 9 P.R. 222; Roche v. 
Patrick, 5 P.R. 210, followed. Hood v. 
Cronkite. 4 P.R. 279; Leach v. Brown. 9 
O.L.R. 380. distinguished.] But held, that 
the solicitor's belief that a fair trial could 
not lie had at B., coupled with what was 
stated by him as to prejudice, did not 
amount to such strong and clear evidence 
as would induce the court to hold that there 
could not la- a fair trial by a jury taken
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from the county of H., of which B. was 
the county town.

Gage v. Reid, 39 O.L.R. 52.
Motion to change venue—Practical dis

position of, by Tbiai. Judge—Costs.
Wait v. Finnen, 13 O.W.N. 146.

Motion to change venue—Convenience— 
Rule 245 (d>.

Gordon \. Gordon, 13 O.W.N. 172. [See 
also 32 D.L.R. 626, 38 O.L.R. 167.] 
Practice—Trial—Change of venue—Pre

ponderance of convenience.
Caine v. Surrey, [1919J 1 W.W.R. 12.

In civil cases—County Court action— 
Transfer to District Court—Appli
cation OF ONE DEFENDANT.

Martin v. McLeod, 25 O.W.R. 66. 
Witnesses — Convenience — Terms — 

Withdrawal of jury notice.
White v. Hoblw, 24 O.W.R. 483.

Pbejudice:—Fair triai.—Jury—Terms.
Meredith v. Sleiuin, 24 O.W.R. 315. 

County Court action — Convenience — 
Witnesses.

Ontario Bank v. Bradley, 23 O.W.R. 747. 
In civil cases—County Court Action- 

Convenience.
Ferguson v. Anderson, 24 O.W.R. 68. 

Recovery of land—Con. r. 529 (c)—Title 
to land involved.

-Niagara -Navigation Co. v. Niagara-on- 
the i<uke, 4 O.W.N. 459. [Renewed motion, 
see 4 O.W.N. 554.J
Influence of plaintiff's counsel—Fair

Fumer ton v. Richardson, 4 O.W.N. 393. 
23 O.W.R. 423.
Expediting trial—Refusal of motion—

Shantz v. Clarkson, 23 O.W.R. 746. 
Motion to change—Convenience—Wit

nesses—Terms—Avoidance of delay.
Blackie v. Seneca Superior Silver Mines, 

4 O.W.N. 1639, 24 O.W.R. 371. 
Convenience — Witnesses — Undertak

ing TO PAY EXPENSES.
Bickell v. Walkerton Eleetric Light Co., 

4 O.W.N. 1181, 24 O.W.R. 446.
County Court action—Convenience—Ex- 

pen se— Wit x esses.
Baughart v. Miller, 4 O.W.N. 1368, 24 O. 

W.R. 629.
Irregularity in naming—Rule 245 (b)— 

Waiver — Application to change 
VENUE UNDER R. 245 (D)—BALANCE OF 
CONVENIENCE.

Hill v. Toronto R. Co., 7 O.W.N. 831.
(g I i—161--Conditions on granting.

Where the defendant seeking a change 
of venue was a railway company the order 
granting the change should be made condi
tional upon the defendant affording free 
transportation for the plaintiff and his 
witnesses upon their line of railway to and
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from the place to which the venue was 
changed.

iStarratt v. Dominion Atlantic R. Co., 5 
D.L.R. 641, 46 N.S.R. 272.
Conditions on obantinu—Manitoba prac-

Where the plaintiff ha* sued in the judi
cial district in which the cause of action 
arose, a sufficient preponderance of con
venience is not made out to change the 
venue to another district by shewing five 
witnesses to which the latter venue would 
be more convenient as against the plaintiff’s 
three witnesses located at the city where 
the venue was originally placed.

Hudson v. Canadian Phoenix, 17 D.L.R. 
448, 28 W.L.R. 201.
Convenience—Undertaking of plaintiffs 

to pay additional costs.
Berlin Lion Brewery Co. v. Mackie, 5 

O.W.N. i"7. tA O.WJL 
(§ II—20)—In criminal cases.

The Court of Sessions at Montreal has 
jurisdiction to try a charge for which the 
accused was arrested in Montre*! and com
mitted for trial there, although upon an 
information laid in another judicial district 
of the same province it is not essential that 
the accused shall, on his arrest, be sent for 
trial to the local venue at which the infor
mation was laid.

R. v. McKeown. 8 D.L.R. 611. 20 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 492, 19 Rev. Leg. 198.
Criminal pbosecitions — Nonindictablf. 

defences—Provincial law.
The general rule of the common law re

quiring the venue of trials of indictable 
offences to be laid in the county where the 
crime was committed, is to he applied also 
to trials of purely statutory offences other
wise than on indictment (e.g., offences un
der a provincial liquor law), unless there 
is some statutory provision to the contrary.

R. v. Bradv. 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 35, 21) B.C. 
R. 217, 28 W.L.R. 733, 6 W.YV.R. 1307.
(§ II—22)—In criminal case—Dibcre-

A second order changing the place of trial 
at the instance of the Crown, after an abor
tive trial at the venue fixed by the first 
order on the prisoner's application, is with
in the discretion of the presiding judge 
(Cr. Code, s. 884); and where there was 
not a sufficient panel of jurors for a new 
jury at the same assize and where the Trial 
•ludgt was seized of facts from which it 
could properly be inferred that it was expe
dient to the ends of justice to make the 
-econd order, his decision becomes one of 
"a-t and not one of law, and cannot he 
Interfered with on appeal, although the 
usual practice of putting the facts forward 
on affidavit was not adopted.

R. v. Spintlum. 15 D.L.R. 778. 22 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 483, 18 B.C.R. 606, 26 W.L.R. 849, 
6 W.W.R. 977, 1199.

Change of venue—Criminal case—Publi
cation OF THE NAMES OF JURORS IN 
VIOLATION OF STATUTORY PROHIBITION— 
XEWSPAPER COMMENTS.

The King v. Graves, 5 D.L.R. 474, 19 
Can. Cr. Cas. 402.
Failure to set case down at proper time 

—Avoidance of delay.
Brown v. G.T.R. Co., 6 D.L.R. 854, 4 O. 

W.N. 113, 23 O.W.R. 74.
Infringement of patent of invention— 

R.8.C. 1906, c. 69. s. 31—‘ May
Alsop Process Co. v. Cullen, 6 D.L.R. 859, 

4 O.W.N. 114, 23 O.W.R. 81.
Crown case reserved — Objection to 

right of Crown to charge accused 
in district other than that in 
which offence committed—Objection 
sustained—Case reserved thereon 
— Authority for reserving — No 
trial—Accused committed to gaol 
in district in yy'HIch charge pre
ferred—Committed FOR TRIAL IN THAT 
district—Right of Crown to prefer 
CHARGE IN THAT DISTRICT—RlOHT OF 
ACCUSED TO BE TRIED IN DISTRICT 
WHERE OFFENCE COMMITTED—CRIMINAL 
Code—“District, county ob place'*— 
Applicability of these terms to 
Saskatchewan.

The King v. Lynn, 4 S.L.R. 324.
The place of trial of an accused will not 

be changed upon unsupported assertions to 
the effect that the Crown cannot, on ac
count of the favourable sentiment prevail
ing in favour of the accused, obtain a fair 
and impartial jury, where all of the facts 
tend to shew that an impartial jury van 
be obtained with no more difficulty than 
is experienced in any criminal trial. An 
application of the Crown to have the place 
of trial changed, on the ground that it 
would be difficult, on account of the fav
ourable sentiment prevailing in favour of 
the accused, to obtain an impartial jury, 
will be denied, where, on empanelling a 
jury which disagreed in a criminal case, 
the Crown did not make any challenges 
for cause, nor exhaust the jury panel, and 
made no attempt to obtain further jurors 
than those on the panel returned.

The King v. Stauffer, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
205, 4 S.L.R. 284.
(§ II—30) — Criminal case — Order

CHANGING PlJYCE OK TRIAI^—AUTHENTI
CATION.

An order for a change of venue in a crim
inal case in British Columbia is sufficiently 
authenticated when signed by the clerk of 
assize and sealed with the seal of the Su
preme Court, although not signed by the 
presiding judge.

R. v. Spintlum, 15 D.L.R. 778. 22 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 483, 18 B.C.R. 606, 26 W.L.R. 
849, 5 W.W.R. 977, 1199.
Absence of interpreter at point to

WHICH CHANGE IS ASKED FOR.
Alves v. Kearns, 19 O.W.R. 150.
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State mem of claim shewed venue
SHOULD HAVE BEEN LAID AT WELLAND 
U.XUEU ( ox. R. 529 (B).

Pitze v. Cook, 20 O.W.R. 700.
Judgment by default against one de

fendant—Denial of sale by other
TWO DEFENDANTS—TERMS.

Metal Shingle Co. v. Anderson, 19 O.W. 
R. 71. 2 O.W.N. 1018.
Venue previously fixed by judge.

Brennan v. Rank of Hamilton, 2 O.W.N. 
89». 18 O.W.R. 841.
Alleged inconvenience to business.

Higgins v. Coniagas Reduction Co., 2 0. 
W.X. 953. 18 O.W.R. 911.
Action for specific performance.

Doret v. Quinlan, 8 E.L.R. 297. 
Affidavits—Witnesses.

Ijanglev v. I .avers; Langley v. Jodrey, 
10 E.L.R. 49.

VERDICT.
See Trial; Review of, see Appeal; New 

Trial.

VESSELS.
See Shipping; Collision : Admiralty.

VESTED RIGHTS.
See Statutes, II D—125.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
NEGLIGEA CE—Y ETERI NARY.

Vachon v. Moffett, 40 Que. S.C. 166.

VIADUCT.
Viadltct—Jurisdiction of Railway Board 

Appeal to Privy Council—Compe
tency.

C.P.R. Co. v. Toronto and G.T.R. Co., 27 
T.L.R. 448 (PC.), [1911] A.C. 461.

VIEW.
Annotation.

Statutory and Common Law latitude; 
Jurisdiction of Courts discussed, 10 D.L.R. 
97. .

VIS MAJOR.
Flooding, see Landlord and Tenant, III 

D—96.

VOLUNTEERS AND RESERVISTS
Relief Act. see Moratorium ; Mortgage. 

VI E—90; Execution, I—11; Landlord and 
Tenant. Ill E—115.

Enlistment, desertion, see Army and 
Navy ; Militia: Desertion.

Enlistment, desertion, see Moratorium; 
Military Law; Militia.

VOTERS.
See Eleetions.

(§ 1 B—121—Voters' list.
The addition to the voters’ list by a 

Court of Revision of the name of a reg

istered owner of the necessary amount of 
land to make him a qualified voter is valid 
though no notice was given to the former 
owner as a person interested, it appearing 
that the latter was on thè voters list in 
respect to other property and was not op
posed to the action taken.

The King ex rel. Angus v. Knox, 1 D.L.R. 
843, 4 A.L.R. 54. 19 W.L.R. 769, 1 W.WJt. 
341.

WAGES.
See Master and Servant, I.
Liability of directors for, see Companies.
Seamen's wages, see Seamen.
As preferred claim, see Assignment for 

Creditors; Companies, VI F.
Garnishment of, see Garnishment.

Annotation.
Right to ; earned, but not payable, when : 

8 D.L.K. 382.

WAIVER.
See Estoppel; Contracts VI.
Waiver end estoppel as applied to insur

ance, see Insurance.
Of vendor's lien, see Vendor and Pur

chaser; Sales.
Annotation.

Waiver of forfeiture of lease : 10 D.L.R. 
603.
Estoppel as basis of waiver.

An agreement between the parties to an 
action on a mortgage that the referee 
should consider and determine all matters 
in difference between them, and the produc
tion of evidence in relation thereto, consti
tutes a waiver of an objection that, be 
cause some of the collateral notes were not 
due when the writ was issued; the action 
was prematurely begun.

Union Bank v. Crate, 3 D.L.R. 686, 21 
O.W.R. 871, 3 O.W.N. 1018.
Practice—Receiver—Preliminary objec

tions—Mode of procedure—War Re
lief Act—B.C. Stats. 1916, c. 74.

On motion for the appointment of a re 
ceiver of a corespondent's business after 
judgment in a divorce action, and after an 
adjournment of the motion at the instance 
of the corespondent for further material, 
the corespondent at a further hearing 
raised the preliminary objection that he 
was entitled to relief under the War Re
lief Act. Held, that there had been waiver, 
and the objection must be overruled.

Shorting v. Shorting, 25 B.C.R. 351.

See Military Law.
Prize and capture, see Prize Court.
Effect on aliens, see Aliens.
Postponement of payments because war, 

see Moratorium.
Treasonable offences, see Sedition ; 

Treason.
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War Relief Act, volunteer* and reserv
ists, see Moratorium.

War Tax, see Internal Revenue.
Annotations.

.Status of aliens during war: 23 D.L.R.

Moratorium; Postponement of Payments 
Acts, their construction and application: 
22 D.L.R. 866.

Sedition—Treason: 51 D.LR. 35.
(8 I—1)—Rrquibixo citizens to engage

IN USEFUL OCCUPATION—KeePINU POOL

The business of keeping a pool room is 
properly held to be an occupation which is 
not ‘‘useful*’ under the terms of the war 
regulation contained in order-in-council of 
April 4, 1918 (Can. I, requiring all male 
persons domiciled in Canada to he regular
ly engaged in some useful occupation in 
the absence of reasonable cause to the con
trary. under penalty of summary convic
tion for default.

Re Salhani, 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 7, 25 Rev. 
de Jur. 17.

WAR RELIEF ACT
See Moratorium; Volunteers and Re

servists Relief Act.

WAR REVENUE ACT.
See Internal Revenue; Master and Serv

ant. Ill A—289.

WAREHOUSEMEN.
Baggage checkroom, liability for negli

gence. see Carriers, II O—365.
Defective insurance policy — Liability

FOR LOSS.
Failure on the part of a warehouseman 

to examine policies of insurance placed by 
him upon goods bailed with him. to see 
that they contain a sufficient description of 
the buildings in which the goods are placed, 
is gross negligence, and where the insur
ance company escapes liability for loss 
occasioned by fire on the ground that the 
description of the buildings was inaccurate, 
the warehouseman is liable for the full 
amount of the loss.

Wright v. Standard Trust. 29 D.L.R. 391. 
26 Man. L.R. 339. 34 W.L.R. 654. 10 
W.W.R. 763.
Riohtr and liabilities of—Interest in

AND TITLE TO PROPERTY STORED — GEN
ERAL LIEN.

A warehouseman has a general lien upon 
the stored goods as against his bailor. 
[Hill y. London Central. 102 L.T. 715; 
Somes v. British Empire .Shipping Co.. 8 
H.L.C. 338; Leuckart v. Cooper, 3 Bing. 
N.C. 99. distinguished.]

Canada Steel & Wire Co. v. Ferguson, 19 
D.L.R. 581. 29 W.L.R. 965. 7 W.W.R. 557. 
Railway company—Breach of contract 

Loss or goods—Operation of railway 
—Railway Act. Can.—Action barred.

Where the railway company, in breach 
of it» contract as a warehouseman, used its 

Can. Dig.—143.

rolling stock ami its employees to put the 
goods warehoused with it in a place where, 
under the terms of the contract, they 
should not have been put, the result ami 
loss is not one occasioned by "the operation 
of the railway" within s. 242 of the Rail
way Act, 1906. and is not barred by fail
ure to bring suit within one year. Where 
it was a part of the contractual obliga
tion between the consignee of a carload 
of cement and the railway, in respect of its 
warehousing duties, that the railway should 
keep the car on the bonded spur line, as in 
fact it was bound under customs, regula
tions to do until the customs duties were 
paid, but the railway, without authority, 
removed the car to another track, from 
which its contents were stolen, the railway 
company is liable for the loss. [Lilly v. 
Doubleday, 7 y.B.D. 510. followed.]

Great West Supply Co. v. G.T.R. Co.. 
20 D.L.R. 774, 30 W.L.R. 322, 7 W.W.R 
780.

Loss or goods — Warehouse receipt —
Limitation of liability.

The loss of goods in the hands of the 
warehouseman acting in violation of his 
contract by breaking open the original 
packages without authority is not subject 
to the conditions in limitation of liability 
contained in the warehouse receipt. [Harris 
v. G.W.R. Co.. 1 Q.B.D. 334, applied.]

McOale v. Security Storage Co., 22 D.L. 
R. 57. 25 Man. L.R*. 533, 7 W.W.R. 1015. 
30 W.L.R. 349.

Interest in, and title to. property
STORED.

R. had purchased a quantity of furni
ture from plaintiffs under a hire purchase 
agreement, which was duly registered, but, 
before completing her payments, she stored 
the furniture with defendant, a warehouse
man, but without the knowledge of plain
tiffs. who some months afterwards, on dis
covering the fact, demanded delivery up 
of the furniture under the terms of their 
agreement. Defendant refused to deliver 
until his warehouse charges were paid. 
Held, that the defendant was not entitled 
to retain the goods until his charges were

Smith v. Campbell, 16 B.C.R. 505, 17 
W.L.R. 493.
Storage of wheat. -

The contract between the parties, for the 
storage and delivery of four carloads of 
wheat, was contained in a storage ticket, 
and was made under the Manitoba Grain 
Act. R.8.C. 1906. c. 83:—Held, that the 
provisions of the Canada Grain Act. 1912. 
did not apply to the contract; and the 
right or option of the defendants to deliver 
storage grain at a terminal elevator was 
beyond question, having regard to the 
terms of the contract and s. 58 of the 
Manitoba Grain Act. The provisions in 
that Act (ss. 54, 56) for delivery at the 
country elevator is not effective as against 
the option of the elevator company or
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warehouseman. Altliougli tin* defendants 
«lid nut give the plaint ill* notice in writing 
of the shipment of their grain to a termi
nal elevator, as r«*<|uiml by stilis. 2 of s. 
68. no damage resulted to the plaintiffs by 
reason of the omission. The result of the 
proceedings la-fore the Board of drain 
Commissioners was. that the hoard refused 
to entertain or consider the complaint of 
the plaintiffs. The successful defendants 
in this action were deprived of costs, be
cause they did not give the notice required, 
and because the question was one of the 
application and interpretation of statutes.

Wagner v. Western Elevator Co., 26 
W.L.K. 328.

WARRANT.
Fee Arrest; Criminal Law.
Search warrants, see Search and Seizure; 

Intoxicating Liquors.

WARRANTY.
See Sale; Vendor and Purchaser; Deeds.
Third party—Indorser already defend

ant.
Molson's Bank v. De Courval, 12 Que. 

P.R. 439 (Sup. Ct.).
AgREKMKXT TO ABSLME ACTION—JUDGMENT 

IN MAIN ACTION—OPPOHlTlOX TO AN-

Tliere is simple warranty when a defend
ant calls in warranty the party who. by a 
private agreement, has assumed the action 
for salary which has been taken against 
him. When the judgment says: “orders 
the defendant in warranty to intervene in 
the main action to stop it, and orders the 
defendant in warranty to indemnify the 
plaintiff in warranty against the judgment 
rendered against the latter in the main ac
tion, capital, interests and costs, both of 
the demand and of the plea accrued and to 
accrue, and also to pay the costs of the 
present action," the principal plaintiff can
not have his judgment in the main action 
executed against the opposant, the defend
ant in warranty: his only recourse is 
against his debtor, the principal defendant.

Lavoie v. Laroche, 4tl Que. S.C. 417. 
Intervention by surety — Defence

AGAINST PRINCIPAL ACTION.
The guarantor made a party to a cause 

by the secured emlitor may intervene and 
take the latter’s fait et cause and in such 
case he may set up against the principal ac
tion not only the ground of defence which 
he may have, but also those which the cred
itor himself may rely on.

O'Hara v. Jasmin, .19 Que. S.C. 182.
A< tion in warranty—Directors.

The defendant in warranty, sued jointly 
and severally with his codirectors by a cred
itor of the company, cannot by exception 
to the form claim the dismissal of the 
action as to him on the ground that in the 
action the condemnation against his co
directors is equally asked for under a writ
ten guarantee to which he was not a party.

Barque D'Hochelaga v. Bissonette, 18 
Que. I'.R. 332.
Warranty plkari.no,

A warrantor who takes up the cause of 
the warrantee represents the latter. This 
is an exception to the doctrine that one 
cannot plead through an agent.

Hoy v. Ala let te. .12 Que. S.C. 238. 
Warranty—Exception to form.

An exception to the form will not lie 
against an action in warranty on the 
ground that the reasons given by the plain
tiff would not be the same for all de
fendants.

Barque D'Hochelaga v. Bissonette, 18 
Que. P.R. 33(1.
Warranty—Délit — Appeal — Res Jvm-

The author of a délit or quasi délit sum
moned in warranty cannot, without offer
ing to repair the wrong which he admits 
that lie had caused, be discharged from lia
bility for his acts and obtain a dismissal of 
the main action by pleading that the princi
pal plaintiff should have brought action di
rectly against him and had no right of 
action against the principal defendant 
when the warrantor has lieen summoned, 
the main action and the action in 
warranty consolidated and both actions 
maintained, he cannot, upon an appeal only 
from the judgment which condemns him to 
indemnify the principal defendant cause it 
to be set aside on the ground that the judg
ment in the main action was wrong. He 
should also have appealed against this 
judgment failing which there was chosé 
jugé as well against the warrantor as 
against the warrantee sihee the warrantor 
was a party to the cause and the judgment 
hound all the parties. The warrantor to 
get rid of the warranty by virtue of art. 
1520 C.C. (Que.i must prove that there 
were sufficient grounds to have the main 
action dismissed. But when the grounds 
alleged have already been invoked by the 
principal defendant, and the witnesses are 
the same, ho is liable on his warranty 
“ince that pf which he complains would 
then la- a mere error in judgment.

Meilleur v. Montreal Light. Heat and 
Power Company, 52 Que. S.C. 3i»6. 
Warranty—Dirmirhai. of main action—

When in a case of warranty formulated 
before any defence is offered the defendant 
contests only the action in warranty and 
the main action is dismissed for failure to 
furnish security for costs, the action in 
warranty properly brought can also be dis
missed but with the costs of contestation 
against the defendant in warranty.

Duteuil v. Bailiffs of Montreal, 62 Que. 
8.C. 398.
Personal action — Real warranty — 

Nullity of deed.
When the principal plaintiff takes a per

sonal action for a sum of money, ha hi in-e of 
the price of a sale of an immovable, and
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ilie defendant call» in his warrantor» in 
warranty, the latter cannot hip their re
mote warrantors in warranty. a* by art. 
1*7, C.C.P., this is only permitted in ease 
vi real warranty. In a suit of titles creat
ing a successive warranty, if one of the 
deeds is annulled by the court, no recourse 
in warranty can be had against any of the 
sul -"|uent warrantors.

sirachan v. Taylor, 54 Que. S.C. #3.
COMPANY DIRECTOR* — SURETIES — DIVI

DENDS — 1NHOLVENCY — JOINDER— 
CONCLUSION*.

There may be an incidental demand in 
warranty, when a principal action is taken 
against the surety of a joint stock com
pany. and tlie action in warranty is taken 
i.\ that surety against one of its directors 
who has liecome liable for the company'» 
debt» under the C ompanies Act (Can. i, for 
having declared a dividend when the com
pany was insolvent. In an action in war- 
unity, several cosureties and the principal 
debtor may he joined provided the conclu
sions are separated and distinct.

Dupuis v. Bisson nette, 27 Que. K.B. 149. 
Motion to extend—Dwosit.

A motion to extend the delay for calling 
in warranty, after the delays fixed by art. 
104, C.C.P., without being accompanied by 
t lie deposit required, ia not a dilatory ex
ception and has not the effect of suspend
ing the delay» for plcadinr.

I'niversai Wardrobe Repair v. Berman 
l)ye Work», 19 Que. P.R. 391.
IlYPOTim VRY ACTION—PARTIE*.

X defendant, sued jointly and severally 
with other subsequent owners of a property 
mortgaged by the hypothecary creditor who, 
after having had the property sold in an 
hypothecary action, has not been paid in 
full of his claim, may. by wav of dilatory 
exception, ask to call in warranty the pre- 
v ions owner, as codefendant in the suit, if 
the latter lias, in his deed of purchaee, 
bound himself to pay the amount of the ob
ligation.

Mousley v. Trudel, 19 Que. P.R. 145. 
Déclina tory exception — Domicile — 

Place or contract.
A defendant in an action in warranty 

taken against him in the district of Reauce, 
and based on a contract which lie had made 
in Montreal with the principal defendant, 
iHimot plead declinatory exception, claim
ing (1) that he is domiciled in the Province 
of Ontario where the action in warranty 
was served on him: (2) that the cause of 
action in warranty arose in the district of 
Montreal. Under art. 9R. C.C.P.. a defend
ant in an action in warranty, wheresoever 
hi* domicile may be, should he summoned 
I'«-fore the court of the place where the 
principal action was brought.

\ aclion v. Montreal Abattoirs, 20 Que. 
P.R. 174
Si rety—Dilatory exception.

A surety, jointly and severally liable,

may, by dilatory exception, stay the princi
pal action to call the debtor in warranty.

Julien v. Marchand. 20 Que. P.R. 260. 
Work by khtimate and contract—Ma

terials SELECTED BY TUE OW XKB.
Reid v. Bilks, 39 Que. S.C. 133.

WASTE.
See Landlord and Tenant.

Annotation.
Law of tenant- to repair: 52 D.L.R. 1.

WATERS.
I. Public rightk: right* between pub*

l.lc AND INDIVIDUAL.
A. What arc public or navigable.
B. Relative right- as between province

"and Dominion.
C. Relative rights of public and indi-

II. Water rights and kabements as be
tween INDIVIDUAL*.

A. Riparian or littoral rights in gen
eral: what are watercourse».

B. Accretions; alluvion: islands: flats.
0. Use of water; interference with

1 D. Obstruction»; overflow; raising

e. Pollution.
r. Prior appropriation.
G. Surface and seepage water.
H. Subterranean water»: spring»;

wells.
I. Irrigation: ditches; water rights.
J. Contract or grant.
K. Adverse use; prescription.

in Warn supply.
As to drainage, see Drains and Sewers; 

Municipal Corporations.
Admiralty jurisdiction over, see Admir

alty; Shipping; Collision.
Right to fish, »ee Fisheries.

Annotation».
Natural watercourse : drainage ; cost of 

work: power of referee: 21 D.L.R. 286.
“Harbour»" within property clauses of 

B.N.A. Act : 26 D.L.R. 60.
Public light of fi-hing in tidal waters; 

the 3 mile limit: -35 D.L.R. 28.
L Public rights; rights between public 

and Individual.
A. What abe public or navigable.

(§ I—1 ) — Responsibility—Drains—Over
flow—Swelling or the St. Lawrence 
— Accident—C.C. abt. 17 *. 24.

No one is responsible for damage» 
caused by an overflow arising from the ex
cessive height of the waters of the St. 
Lawrence during the spring month*.

Bouchard v. Montreal, 25 Rev. I>»g. 108. 
(g 1 A—51—Floatable and navigable— 

iîed—Crown domain.
A river navigable from its mouth up

wards until obstruction» are reached which 
make the remainder only capable of float
ing loose timber is subject in its navigable
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part to the rules of law applicable to navi
gable waters.

Leamv v. The King. .13 Ü.L.R. 237, 54 
Can. S.C.R. 143.
Riuiith of navigation— Access to shore 

—Interference with —('onpennatuin 
— Fai.se Creek Tebmikalh Act — 
Navigable Waters Protection Act.

Any interference with a public right of 
navigation is a nuisance which the court 
van order abated, notwithstanding any ap
proval thereof by the governor-in-council 
under s. 7 of the Navigable Waters Protec
tion Act. Tl* powers given the citv of 
Vancouver by the False Creek Terminals 
Act. e. 76. 1913 (B.C.). of erecting a sea
wall. etc., in False Creek, cannot lie carried 
out to the prejudice of rights of access 
from the creek to private property on the 
shore thereof, because the Dominion Parli- 
ment, which has exclusive legislative au
thority over navigation, has not authorized 
the construction of such works.

Champion v. Vancouver, [1918] 1 W.W. 
li. 216, reversing 31 D.L.R. 22, 23 B.C.R. 
221, 11017] 1 W.W.R. 18f).

(9 I A—61—The (iatineau river in the 
Province of Quebec is not a "navigable and 
floatable" river within the purview of art. 
400. C.C. (Que. i

Maclaren v. Att’v-Gen'l for Queliec. 15 
D.L.R. 855, [19141 A.C. 258. 6 W.W.R. 62, 
20 Rev. Leg. 248.
Tf.st of navigability.

A river is navigable and floatable ft 
trains et radeaux, when, with the assist
ance of the tide, small craft or rafts of 
logs can he navigated for transportation 
purposes in a practical and profitable man
ner; it, therefore, forms part of the Crown 
domain.

Bouillon v. The King, 31 D.L.R. 1, 16 
Can. Ex. 443.
B. Relative eighth as between province

and Dominion.
Tidal waters as “public lands belonging 

to province,” see Constitutional Law. I 
(J—140.

Three mile limit “coast" island, fishing 
rights, see International l>aw, I—3.
4(S 1 B—10)—Navigation—Dominion con

trol—Extent of.
The grant to the federal Parliment of 

legislative power over the subject-matter 
of navigation and shipping in no way im
plies federal ownership of the rivers, lakes, 
and sea-coast waters upon which ships may 
ply. or in regard to which there may exist 
rights of navigation, either on the part of 
the public or on the part of private owners.

Fort George Lumlier Co. v. (î.T.P.R. Co. 
24 D.L.R. 527. 9 W.W.R. 17. 32 W.L.R. 509.
C. Relative rights of public and indi

viduals.
Public waterside property, ownership,

ts, 1 C. 4552
Harbour Commissioners, see Expropriation,
HI « 144.

Ditches and Watercourses Act, see 
Drains and Sewers, II—10.
(8 I C—15)—Navigable waters —Ahh 

hi rton treaty—Certain water com
MUNICATIONS AND PORTAGES OPEN TO 
CITI/.ENh OF BOTH ( OUNTHIEH—LAND
OWNERS NOT AFFEC TED.

The object of the Ashburton Treaty of 
1842 Art. II. which provides that "all the 
water communications and all the usual 
portages along the line of Lake Superior to 
the Pigeon river . . . shall be free and 
open to the citizens and subjects of both 
countries;’’ was for the advantage of those 
desiring to pass along the waters or the 
portage ; there was no intention to take 
care of the rights of landowners or others 
near the route.

Smith v. Ontario 4 Minnesota Power Co., 
45 D.L.R. 266. 44 O.L.R. 43, reversing in 
part 42 O.L.R. 167.
Public harbour — Navigable waters — 

WATER LOTH.
The King v. Bradhurn, 49 C.L.J. 695.

(g I C—18) — Municipal drainage
DITCHEH.

Where a public body is intrusted with 
the construction of dyking works to pre 
vent damage from the overflow of a river 
when in flood, it is its duty to avoid cans 
ing unnecessary inconvenience to individ 
uals affected bv the works -, and where local 
adjustments and variations of the general 
plan can be made without affecting its 
suitability for its intended purpose or its 
compliance de facto with the description of 
works authorized, the public body is en
titled to make such adjustments and vari
ations if they diminish the interference 
with private rights or property and so 
lessen the amount of compensation to be 
paid in respect thereof.

Wilson v. Delta. 8 D.L.R. 881, 22 W.L.R. 
931. [1913] A.C. 181, affirming on different 
grounds, 17 W.L.R. 680.

Where water courses have lost their 
natural condition and have become part of 
an artificial drainage system created under 
the drainage laws, the part of the system 
which was once a natural watercourse is 
entitled to no particular immunity under 
(he law. over the parts which are purely 
artificial, hut the whole must operate so 
as to discharge the waters which it gathers 
at a proper and sufficient outlet. [Re Elma 
and Wallace, 2 O.W.R. 198; MeGillivray v. 
Loehiel, 8 O.L.R. 446, distinguished.]

Re Orford and Aldborough, 7 D.L.R. 217. 
27 O.L.R. 107, 22 O.W.R. 853.
Municipal drainage ditches.

Nerimger v. Galt, 16 D.L.R. 867. 0 O.W.V.
75.

A municipality that constructs a drain
age ditch and carries the water therefrom 
into a ravine on the land of the plaintiff.1
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which was not a natural watercourse, is 
answerable in damages therefor.

Lamontagne v. Woodlands, 5 D.L.R. 524, 
22 Man. L.R. 495, 21 W.L.R. 881. 
t§ I C—22) — Floatage rights — Negli

gence—INJURY TO RIPARIAN PBOPRIE-

Pcrmitting logs to form a jam in a 
stream above a mill, which the defendant 
knew was likely to occur, without taking 
precautions to prevent it. renders him li
able for an injury to a mill as the result of 
efforts to break the jam. The absolute 
right to float timber on any stream con
ferred by R.S.Q. 1909. art. 7298, is limited 
by art. 7349 so as to make the owner 
thereof liable for all damages inflicted on 
riparian owners in the exercise of such 
right. [Ward v. Grenville. 32 Van. S.C.R. 
510; X ez.ina v. Drummond Lumber Vo., 26 
Que. SC. 492, followed; Fraser v. Dumont, 
21 Que. K.B. 365. not followed.]

Pepin v. Villeneuve, 12 D.L.R. 327, 22 
Que. K.B. 520.
Non-navigable stream—Riparian rights 

—Logging—N egi.igex e.
Persons using a non-navigable water

course for floating logs are hound to pro
tect the riparian properties, and must, 
therefore, place booms for this purpose, 
where necessary ; the omission to do this is 
such negligence as will entitle the owners 
of such properties to compensation for dam
ages. [See arts. 7295, 7298 R.S.Q, 1909.]

Alie v. Gilmour; Alie v. Edwards Co., 28 
D.L.R. 525, 49 Que. 8.C. 425. [See also 24 
Rev. Leg. 187.]
Rights of riparian owners — Driving 

logs—Reserve along bank of stream.
X lumber company operating a timber 

berth under a provincial license cannot 
conduct its drive in bringing the logs down 
a stream, so as to deprive a riparian owner 
of his reasonable and proper means of ac
cess to and use of the river, notwithstand
ing the reserve of one chain in width along 
the shore of the river, in the original 
grant from the Crown.

I re son v. Holt Timber Vo., 18 D.L.R. 604, 
30 D.L.R. 209, affirming 11 D.L.R. 44. 4 
O.W.N. 1106.
State tory rights—Driving logs—Negli

gence—“Unnecessary damage.”
The reckless exercise of a statutory right 

(River and Streams Act, Ont. I in driving 
logs on a navigable river renders the ope
rators liable for “unnecessary damage” to 
a cofferdam erected under Dominion 
authority; the rights of lumbermen under 
pre-Von federation legislation, and of serv
ait's of the Dominion Government in mat
ters respecting navigation are equal.

Booth v. Lowery, 35 D.L.R. 303, 54 Van. 
S.C.R. 421, affirming 31 D.L.R. 4J1, 37 O. 
L.R. 17.
Timber driving.

The privilege of transmitting timber 
down watercourses in the Province of Que

bec given by art. 7298. R.S.Q., 1909, is not 
granted in derogation of the obligation im
posed upon those making use of water
courses for such purposes to make repara
tion for damages resulting therefrom by 
art. 7349 (2|. The effect of the articles is 
that persons who avail themselves of the 
privilege thereby «inferred are obliged to 
compensate riparian owners for all dam
ages which result from the exercise of that 
right except in regard to such as cannot 
lie avoided hv the exercise of reasonable 
care and skill and those in respect of 
which the riparian proprietor himself may 
have contributed, or which have been occa
sioned by his own fault.

Dumont v. Fraser, 48 Can. S.C.R. 137.
(8 I C—301 —Navigable river—Shore— 

License to crohh—obstructions.
The bed of a navigable river not trib

utary to the sea, whose waters rise or 
fall according to the season, extends to the 
line of ordinary high water, without tak
ing count of floods, belongs to the Crown. 
Accordingly, where a person has obtained 
from the Dominion Government a license 
giving him the right to cross a navigable 
river, the owner of real property abutting 
on the shore of such river has not the 
right to prevent such person from exercis. 
ing his rights, under the pretext that the 
shore consists only in a certain fall ot the 
river between mean water and the low 
water of summer.

Cousineau v. Slguin, 54 Que. 8.C. 447. 
Ownership—Banks and beaches — St. 

Lawrence River — Right to cut 
grass—Seaweed—Privilege ok the 
Crown—C.C. Que. arts. 400, 591—R. 
S.Q. 1909. ART. 7308.

The privilege given by art. 7308, R.S.Q. 
1909, to riparian owners on the south bank 
of the St. Lawrence River below Quebec, 
to use the grass which grows on the hank 
in front of their land, does not extend to 
seaweed commonly called bamèche weed, 
which can only lie used for industrial pur
poses and not* for agriculture. The right 
to use this seaweed has been reserved by 
the Crown, which can dispose of it by lea«e 
or otherwise. A third party cannot ques
tion the validity of a lease granted by tlm 
Crown to an individual, by contending that 
the lease has been attained under false pre-

Leblond v. Morency, 56 Que. R.C. 71. re
versing 25 Rev. de Jur. 346, 54 Que. S.C. 
97.
Beu of river — Title — Interruptive 

acknowledgment—Evidence.
Cap Rouge Pier. Wharf & Dock Co. v. 

Ducheenay, 44 Can. S.C.R. 130.
Dredging sand out ok bed of navigable 

river causing subsidence of banks— 
Riparian owner—Ownership ok nn> 
ok nontidai. navigable stream.

Patton v. Pioneer Navigation & Sand 
Co., 21 Man. L.R. 405.
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(§ I C—32)—Navigable rivers—Bed of 

river—Crow\ property.
The bed of a navigable river, under the 

laws of Quebec belongs to the Crown and 
no riparian owner can construct works in 
the bed of the river without the consent of 
the Crown.

Cedars Rapids Mfg. 4 Power Co. v. La
coste, 1U D.L.R. 168, 110 L.T. 873, 6 WAV. 
R. 02, 30 T.L.R. 293, [1914] A.C. 509.
(g I C—351—High-water mark—Ripa

rian rights—Access—Damages for
OBSTRUCTION.

High-water mark in British Columbia, 
at a place in respect to which there is no 
record of tides extending over at least a 
year, should be determined by the “visible 
high-water mark,” i.e., the point fixed by 
the signs on the ground, such as the state 
of vegetation and the accumulation of 
debris. The owners of land adjoining the 
sea are entitled to free access to, and in
gress from, the sea: this right is a private 
one, distinct from the public right of fish
ery or navigation, and there is no distinc
tion between the rights of riparian owners 
on a tidal river and the sea. The occupant 
of such land is entitled to damages, even 
as against the Crown, where such private 
right of access to the sea has been invaded 
by an obstruction. [Att’y-Gen’l of Straits 
Settlement v. Wemysa, 13 App. ('as. 192; 
North Shore R. Co. v. Pion. 14 App. Cas. 
012, followed.]

Nelson v. Pacific Great Eastern R. Co., 
ri!HX| i W.W.R. 597, 85 B.C.R 859. [8m 
[1918] 3 W.W.R. 85. 26 B.C.R. 1.] 
Description of land—Rights-of-way— 

Beach—High water mark—Freshet

Defendants by deed conveyed to the
filaintiff all the beach around or on a lot of 
and measuring hack from high-water 

mark. etc. The land in question was sit
uated on an arm of the St. John River, 
with a slight rise and fall in tide. In an 
action for a declaration as to ownership 
and boundaries. Held, that the waters in 
question were a tidal arm of the sea, but 
in view of the slight rise and fall in tide 
and the fact of the existence of a distinct 
freshet mark, that the beach described in 
the deed consisted of the foreshore on the 
waters of the arm aforesaid from ordinary 
water mark to freshet mark. The word 
beach ordinarily means the land lying lie- | 
tween the lines of high and low water over 
which the tide ebbs and flows.

Lee v. Arthurs. 4(1 N.R.R. 184.
(g I C—40)—Wharf—Navigable river— 

Trespass—X visa xce.
A person who constructs a wharf upon 

the foreshore between high and low water 
mark in navigable waters, without the au
thority of the Crown, is a trespasser, and 
the wharf is a public nuisance.

Arsenault v. The King, 32 D.L.R. 622, 
10 Can. Ex. 271.

Easements—Shores of navigable river

The servitude of steps loading to, or a 
towing path along, the shores of navigable 
rivers is only open to the public for the 
purposes of navigation. N’o one is author
ized by this servitude to take away tin- 
sand and grand from a shore granted In 
the Crown and which has become private 
property.

Duchaîne v. Mereier, 26 Que. K.B. 570. 
(§ I C—41)—Right to shore—Unauth

orized crib work in stream as wrong 
to adjoining riparian proprietor

The owner of land adjoining a navigable 
stream has a right of action for interfer
ence with his riparian rights against a per
son who without his license, and without 
any permission from the Crown owning the 
bed of the stream, places and maintains 
immediately in front of and abutting plain
tiff’s land crib work and “made land.” 
which interferes with plaintiff's right of 
access to the stream. [Lyon v. Fish mon 
gers Co., 1 A.C. 662, applied.]

Dagger tv v. Latreille, 14 D.L.R. 532. 29 
O.L.R. 300.
(§ I C—45)—Right to river bed—Ripa

rian proprif.tor—Crown grant.
Where a township was created by letters 

a tent describing it as bounded on one side 
y a named river, being a river which was 

neither navigable for ships nor floatable 
for rafts or cribs of logs, and a subsequent 
Crown grant of a lot at the river front in 
such township described such lot as Imund- 
ed on one side by such river, the township 
is riparian as is also the lot mentioned in 
the Crown grant, and the rule of interpre
tation that the riparian owner is entitled 
to the bed of the stream ad medium (Hum 
applies under Queliec law. in like manner 
as it would under English law, subject to 
any rights of public user of the stream.

Mavlaren v. Attornev-Geiieral for Que- 
lier. 15 D.L.R. 855. [1914] A.C. 258. 6 WAV. 
R. 62. 20 Rev. I .eg. 248, reversing 8 D.L.l!. 
800, 46 Can. 8.C.R. 65(1.
Canal—Grant of ri bpi.us water—Pri

ority— Navigation — Liability of

Under an order-in-eouneil and grant 
from the Crown, the suppliant's predeers 
sors in title were given subject to the re
quirements of the public service, the right 
to draw off. take and use so much of the 
surplus water of the Bohcaygeon canal a-* 
may lie sufficient to drive their grist mill, 
subject, however, to the Crown being re 
lieved and discharged, under a provision 
of the grant, fropi any liability in damages 
resulting from any loss or damage to the 
grantees in respect of the erection, con
struction, maintenance and performance of 
any works by the Crown :—Held, the sur
plus water mentioned in the grant is what 
is not required for navigation, the interest 
of navigation having a prior claim to any 
right to surplus water. The paramount
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right to ill waters flowing in the canal is 
in the Crown for the purposes of navigation. 
The Crown is not under the circumstances 
of the case bound to keep the canal in re
pair. To so hold would amount to a charge 
of personal negligence that cannot lie im
puted to the King, and for which, if it oc
curred, the law affords no remedy, for the 
doctrine of the Crown’s immunity for per
sonal negligence is in no way altered by 
the Exchequer Court Act.

Moore v. The King, 16 Can. Ex. 264.
(§ I C—47)—Extent of Cbown quant— 

Railway bridge across river.
The ownership of the Crown in the soil 

and freehold of the bed of a river and of 
the islands therein extends usque ad ctelum, 
and a grant by the Crown of the right to 
construct and maintain a railway bridge 
across such river carries with it the owner
ship of so much of the soil as is occupied 
by the superstructure as well as by the

Re Ottawa & New York R. Co. and Corn
wall. 23 D.L.R. 610. 34 O.L.R. 55. 20 Can. 
Rv. Cas. 91. [Aflirmed. 3.'. D.L.R. 408, 20 
i an. By. < - 185, I WIT] A < . 3'.".'.)
Crown grant—Red of river.

The Act, 1 Cleo. V., c. 6, applies only to 
presumptions, and not to a case where the 
bed of the river is granted in express terms.

Bartlet v. Delaney, 11 D.L.R. 684, 27 
O.L.R. 594.
(§ I C—51)—B.N.A. Act, s. 91 (10)—Ju

risdiction of Dominion ovf.r naviga
tion—Work for improvement of nav
igation — Order-in-council — Valid-

The Dominion under the B.N.A. Act, s. 
91 (101 has jurisdiction over navigation 
and has jurisdiction to cause or allow any 
act or work within the Dominion for the 
advantage of navigation, the dam in ques
tion being such a work, the Dominion has 
jurisdiction in the premises. The statute 
of Canada in force at the time gave the 
Governor-in-C'ouncil authority to approve 
of the work in question and the order-in- 
council of Sept. 19, 1905, was perfectly

Smith v. Ontario & Minnesota Power Co., 
45 D.L.R. 266, 14 O.L.R. 43, reversing in 
part 42 O.L.R. 167.
(§ I C—521 —Navigation—Obstructions 

—Diminution of flow of river—Lia-

Where a dam obstructs the natural flow 
of the waters of a navigable stream to such 
an extent as to interfere with the usual 
operation below the dam of the plaintiff's 
line of boats the owner of the dam is 
answerable therefor.

Rainy River Navigation Co. v. Ontario 
A- Minnesota Power Co., etc., 12 D.L.R. 
fill, 4 OWN. 1591. 24 O.W.R. 897.
[Varied, 17 D.L.R. 850, U O.W.N. 533.1

Uusiruction to navigation—Booms and 
logs—Delaying passage op boats — 
Liability.

The right to float or drive logs down a 
navigable river where conducted without 
negligence or wilful obstruction is equal to 
the right of navigation ; and a boat owner 
whose lioat is detained in its course by a 
boom of logs is not entitled to demand 
more than that an opening be made within 
a reasonable time for the lioat to proceed.

Rainv River Navigation Co. v. Watrous 
Island Hoorn Co., 12 D.L.R. 680, 24 O.W.R. 
905, 4 O.W.N. 1593.
Navigation — Wharf — Trespasser —

NL ISANCE.
A trespasser taking possession of the 

foreshore of a navigable river and building 
a wharf thereon cannot maintain an ac
tion for damages against the Crown for 
erecting a retaining wall in the interests 
of navigation and to protect the shore from 
erosion.

Noel v. The King, 38 D.L.R. 604, 16 Can. 
Ex. 259.
Bridge—Actionability.

The construction of a low level bridge 
across a navigable river, without provid
ing necessary facilities for navigation, does 
not give rise to an action for wrongful ob
struction to njrvigation, if, in fact, the 
bridge is not the real cause of nonuser of 
the river for navigation.

B.C. Express Vo. v. G.T.P.R. Co.. 44 D. 
L.R. 1, (19191 1 W.W.R. 497. affirming 38 
D.L.R. 29. 55 Van. 8.C.R. 328. (19171 1 
W.W.R. 961, which reversed 27 D.L.R. 
497, 34 W.L.R. 361, 459, 10 W.W.R. 477, 
683.
Nontidai. stream — Railway bridge ob

STBUCTING NAVIGATION—LIABILITY.
The Fraser River in its upper waters, al

though nontidai, is a common and public 
highway, which the public has the right 
to freely use the watercourses thereof for 
the purpose of navigation, an obstruction 
of which by the erection of a bridge by a 
railway company will render the latter lia
ble in damages.

Fort George Lumber Co. v. G.T.P.R. Co., 
24 D.L.R. 527, 9 W.W.R. 17, 32 W.L.R. 
609.
Negligence — Allowing boulder placed 

IN STREAM TO REMAIN UNMARKED WITH
OUT WARNING TO NAVIGATORS—INJURY
to vessel—Navigable Waters’ Pro 
tection Act, R.8.C. 1906, c. 115, s. 14 
Evidence—Findings or fact of Trial

Shenango Co. v. Soo Dredging Co., 8 O. 
W.N. 530, 9 O.W.N. 207.
Obstruction.

Where a railway company, in the pro
fessed exercise of its powers as a railway 
company and without the approval of the 
route by the Minister and of the location 
plans and works by the Railway Board, 
has constructed a solid filling across nav
igable waters, the Board, under as. 230,
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233, coupled with subss. (h) and (i) ol‘
30 of tUc Railway Act, 1000, has juris- 

diction to order the demolition of tho 
works so constructed.

G.T.P.R. Co. v. Rochester, 48 Can. 8.C. 
R. 238.
OBSTRUCTION.

Apart from any statutory regulations as 
to lights, those who place obstructions 
across navigable waters, even though law
fully authorized to do so. cannot coin- 
plain if damage is done to their wrorks by 
collision, brought about by the fact that a 
prudent navigator, proceeding with due 
«•are, was unable at a crucial moment, Ire- 
cause of the absence of lights, to define his 
exact position in relation to such obstruc
tion. | Hank v. ‘‘City of Seattle,” 10 B.C. 
R. 513, distinguished.] Quaere. whether a 
bridge, not originally built for railway 
purposes, but over which rails were laid 
(it was not shewn by whom I and used by 
a street railway company occasionally for 
construction purposes, is to be regarded as 
a “railway bridge” under the order-in- 
council of June 20, 1910 (Can. 1911, p. 
112).

New Westminister v. 8.S. Maagen, 14 
Can. Ex. 323, 18 B.C.R. 441.
Navigable river—Obstruction by logs— 

Public nuisance—Right of travel
ler to abate—Aggravation of nui
sance BY PLAINTIFF—LOSS OCCASIONED 
TO PLAINTIFF NOT RECOVERABLE — UN
LAWFUL OBSTRUCTION — NAVIGABLE 
Waters Protection Act, R.S.C. 1906, 
o. 115, s. 4—Question not raised un
til ARGUMENT OF APPEAL.

Lapointe v. Abitibi Power & F’aper Co., 
13 O.W.N. 232, reversing 12 O.W.N. 329. 
Obstructions.

A telephone company is liable for inju
ries resulting from the removal of an ob
structive telephone wire strung across a 
navigable linsin or outlet by one who had 
to proceed out with his sailing vessel to 
the river.

Telephone Nationale (Cie. de) v. Dion, 
18 Rev. de Jur. 421.
(§ I C—53)—Wreck—Removal—Liabil

ity of owner—Sale—Statutory re
quirements.

Where a wreck obstructs navigation, the 
Minister of Marine may proceed to remove 
1 lie obstruction according to the provisions 
of the Navigable Waters Protection Act, 
R.S.C. 1996, c. 115, ss. 16-18: and on com
plying with the statutory requirements, 
may recover the costs of such removal 
from the owner of the wrecked vessel at 
the time the wreck was occasioned not
withstanding the subsequent sale to a third

Anderson v. The King: Ex parte Nicker
son. 50 D.L.R. 231, affirming 46 D.L.R. 
275, 18 Can. Ex. 401.

(§ I C—55)—Possession OF lands jnux-

In a possessory action a court should 
only examine the fails from the point of 
view of the possession claimed by the 
plaintiff, and of the material difliculty of 
such possession of which lie complains. 
The periodical inundations which result 
from the use of the waters of a stream, 
and of navigable or floatable rivers, has not 
the effect of making fall into the public 
domain tin- parts of the inundated lands 
which belong to owners of the river hanks. 
When such lands again become exposed hy 
the subsidence of the water, even when 
their surface has suffered changes, if they 
have not become a new bed for the over
flowed river, they continue to belong to the 
original owner of the river hank, who is 
deemed to have always retained the pos
session and ownership.

Traversy v. Biheau, 24 Rev. de Jur. 238. 
Provincial grant to Dominion—Provin

cial LEGISLATION — WATER RECORDS 
WITHIN "RAILWAY BELT.”

Burrard Power Co. v. The King, [1911] 
A.C. 87, 27 T.L.R. 57.
River navigable and floatable—Exclu

sive RIGHT OF THE CROWN TO FISHING 
—Letters patent in respect of lands 
—Fishing rights—Construction.

Wyatt v. Att’y-Gen’l of Quebec. [1911] 
\.< M
Blocking stream by ham — Riparian 

rights—obstruction to mill.
Crosbv v. Yarmouth Street R. Co., 9 E. 

L.R. 33(1.
Right to lay boom on rive:r—Right ok 

the public to use river.
Quebec &. St. Maurice Industrial Co. v. 

Daigle, 20 Que. K.B. 471.
II. Water rights and easements as between 

individuals.
A. Riparian or littoral rights in gex- 

e:ral: what are watercourses.
Prescriptive right to use of highway for 

carrying stream, nee Easements. II A—7.
Diversion of water for municipal aque

duct. riparian rights, see Municipal Cor
porations, II F—175.
(§11 A—60)—Natural flow—Diversion

Every property owner is entitled to the 
natural flow of water through his property, 
but no one is entitled by artificial means 
to send water forward to his neighbour to 
the detriment of his neighbour.

Colchester North v. Anderdon ; Goslleld 
North v. Anderdon, 21 D.L.R. 277. (Re
versed in 24 D.L.R. 143, 34 O.L.R. 437.] 
Erection of pie:r not interfering with 

acce:ss to land.
No right of action accrues to one ripa

rian proprietor against another for the hit
ter’s erection and maintenance of a pier in 
the navigable waters of a lake where the 
plaintiff’s right of access to his lands is
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nut interfered witu anil he suffer# no dam 
age# of a special character in addition to 
I he interference with the public right of 
navigation, notwithstanding that the pier 
waa not erected in compliance with the 
lawful requirement# and is maintained con
trary to law.

Baldwin v. Chaplin, 21 D.L.R. 840, .14 O. 
L.B. 1.
STATUTORY CURTAILMENT OF COMMON-LAW 

BIUHTH.
While riparian water right# may lie cur

tailed or suspended by the statutory law# 
of British Columbia, authorizing the di
version of streams for agricultural and 
other purposes, such statute# were not in
tended to wholly abrogate such rights.

Cook v Vancouver. 10 D.L.R. 629, 17 
B.C.R. 477. >2 VV.L.R. 557, 21 W.L.R. 18ti. 
1 W.XV.R. 118. [Affirmed, 18 D.L.R. 105, 
[1914] A.C. 1077, 6 W'.W.R. 1402, 28 W.L. 
R. 801.]
Agreement affecting land—Easement

OB LICENHE — NOTICE — FINDING OF 
FACT—CONHTKVCTIO.X OF AGBFKMEXT— 
1)V RATION OF BIGHT UNDER — INJUNC
TION—Costs.

Milner v. Brown, 7 O.W.X. 303.
($ 11—65)—Riparian rights.

The water right of a riparian owner is 
not a mere privilege, hut a right incident 
to hi# ownership of the land, parcel of the 
inheritance.

Cook v. Vancouver. 10 D.L.R. 52!», 17 B.
< R. 477, 22 W.L.R. 557, 23 W.L.B. 180, 3 
W'.W.R. 318. [Affirmed, 18 D.I..R. 305, 
| 1!»14| A.C. 1077, 0 W’.W.R. 1402, 28 W. 
L.K. 801.J
Watercourses — Marsh lands — Ash- 

bridge's Bat.
No right analogous to a riparian right 

is acquired by the owner of land abutting 
upon a bog which could be travelled only 
as land, and which intervened between the 
parcel granted to him and hi# predecessor# 
in title and the navigable water# of Ash- 
bridge's Bay, Toronto, although an outlet 
had been made by dredging, if the use of 
the water# for boats by the owner# of the 
land in question wa# over property granted 
by the Crown to the city and was permis
sive only.

Rickey v. Toronto ; Schofleld-llolden Ma
chine Co. v. Toronto, IV D.L.R. 140, 30 O. 
L.R. 523.
Land bounded bt “side of channel” of

Lend bounded on and described a# fol
lowing the winding# of the “side of the 
channel” of a navigable river, ordinarily 
extend# only to the bank or shore line of 
the stream past which the body of water 
Hows, and not to the margin of the deeper 
channel used for navigation. [Alabama v.
< ieorgia, 23 How. (U.8. ) 535, followed.]

Martlet v. Delaney, 17 D.L.R. 500. 2» 0. 
L.R. 426, reversing 11 D.L.R. 584, 27 O.L. 
R. 5V4.

Basis fob—Private as distinct from hi b
I.IC INJURY.

Volcanic Oil 4 Ca# Co. v. Chaplin, IV 
D.L.R. 442. 31 O.L.R. 364. reversing upon 
the facts. 10 D.L.R. 200.
Municipal law—l ses of a stream— 

High and low ground—Mun. ( ode. 
ART. 501.

The Mun. ( ode ((Jue. I contains nothing 
obliging holders of high ground to eontrib 
ute to the taxe# of water users imposed on 
tenants of lower ground by the single fact 
of the situation of their lands.

April v. St. Eloi, 25 Rev. de .Fur. 201. 
Right of rivfrside owners to the prop 

EBTY or RIVERS NOT EVEN NAV1GABI F 
for rafts — Right of servitude in
FAVOUR OF THE PUBLIC FOB THE PUR 
POSE OF FLOATING LOGS, AND OTHER 
MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION.

The right of riverside owners to the 
property of rivers and course# of water 
which are not even navigable for raft# 
which #kirt or cross their lands ha# never 
been in doubt since the decisions of the 
Seigniorial Courts. They have been con
trolled by it absolutely and exclusively 
subject to the servitudes of right . .
such a# for the floating logs and other 
means of transportation hut the harriers 
or booms placed there cannot Is* raised 
without the consent of riverside owners or 
without paying damages to them.

Rioux v. Brown Corp., 25 Rev. de Jur.
458.
Riparian rights—Vhino water for man 

ufacturi.no purposes—Injunction.
Rras d’Or Lime Co. v. Dominion Iron Sc 

Steel Co., 9 E.L.R. 348.
(8 II A—66) — Access to navigable 

water — Marshy ground interven

One whose land is separated from navi 
gable water by marshy ground is not a 
riparian proprietor in respect of the nav 
igahle water.

Merritt v. Toronto, 12 D.L.R. 734, 48 
Can. 8.C.R. 1, affirming 6 D.L.R. 152, 27 
O.L.R. 1.
Littoral rights—Tidal stream — Nav 

igabii.ity.
A riparian owner on that part of a tidal 

stream which is not navigable lia# no right 
of uninterrupted access over the unnav- 
igable part or mud flats to a point where 
the water is navigable; in the absence of 
any past or present user by him or his 
predecessor# of such water for navigable 
purposes, and no other littoral rights be
ing interfered with, he is without recourse 
for an interference with the flow by the 
construction of an embankment, or for the 
possible decrease in the potential value of 
his land.

McFeeley v. B.C. F.lectric R. Co., 37 D. 
L.R. 686, *24 B.C.R. 383, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 
339.
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Title extending to kiyeh bank only.

Tlit* owner ol" land fronting on a navi
gable river, where lh<- river itself fornix 
the boundary of the land as described in 
the conveyances and in the Crown grant, 
has a right of access to the river as a 
riparian proprietor wen where the pre
sumption of ownership ad medium Ilium is 
rebutted or docs not apply.

Haggerty v. Latreille, 14 D.L.R. 532, 21) 
O.L.K. 3U0.
Foreshore-—Right of access of riparian

OWNER TO BANK OF RIVER.
Korison v. Kolosoff, 15 B.C.R. 410, re

versing on the facts, 15 B.C.R. 26.
Water lots—Status of lessee—Ripar

ian ownership Access to lot.
Kerr Co. v. Seely, 44 Can. S.C.K. 629. 

Watercourse—Diversion—Damages.
Fenerty v. Halifax, 9 E.L.R. 105.

(§11 A—09) — Opposite proprietors — 
Cattle guards.

Under the Mun. Code it is the duty of 
owners, whose lands are divided by a non- 
navigalde and nonfloatuble watercourse, to 
maintain, at their respective costs, a fenced 
inclosure at the centre of the stream suf
ficient to prevent cattle from straying 
across the lands, and if any of them fail to 
construct their part, it may be done at 
their expense l>v the others.

ladarte v. Turgcon, 20 D.L.R. 25, 24 
Que. K.B. 514.
Opposite proprietors.

The owner of farm lands, adjoining a 
river, is within his legal rights in protect
ing his lands against the inroads of the 
river, by the construction of wingdams, or 
bank-lining, so far as necessary for that 
purpose, but is not justified in erecting or 
maintaining such structures, so as to in
jure the lands of proprietors on the opposite 
lank of the river, nor so as to alter the 
chnnnel of the river to the detriment of the 
lands of his opposite neighbours.

lorraine v. Norrie, 6 D.L.R. 122, 46 N.
S.R. 177. 9 E.L.R. 278.
(§ II A—70)—Eminent domain proceed

ings—Rights of riparian owners.
A riparan owner, ex jure naturæ, en

titled not only to the use of the water for 
domestic purposes, but to the right of access 
to and from the river from his property or 
wharves erected thereon, and if piers are 
erected on or about his property and his 
riparian rights are abridged or taken away, 
he is entitled to condensation for the in-

Pickels v. The King, 7 D.L.R. COR, 14 
Can. Ex. 379.
B. ACCRETIONS; ALLUVION; ISLANDS: FLATS.

(§ II B—75)—The proprietor of land 
carried away by reason of a landslide 
through natural causes if it be considerable 
and distinguishable, may reclaim it within 
a year. If it la- inconsiderable and indis
tinguishable. or if it is not reclaimed with- i 
in a year, it becomes, by right of accession,

the properly of the owner of the land to 
which it i> united.

Bells’ Asbestos Mines v. The Kings' As
bestos Mines, 21 Que. K.B. 234.
(3 11 B—7tli—Mining rights—Trespass.

Title under a dredging lease of the Iwd of 
a river extends only to low water mark. A 
lessee's rights to a river claim do not change 
in ease ol a sudden erosion. There is noth
ing in the Yukon Placer Mining Act (Il.s.u., 
1906. c. 64. as amended by 6-7 Edw. Vll. 
c. 54), to shew that sudden erosions from 
land under lease, caused by the overflow of 
a river, revert to and become the property 
of the Crown as against the person wln-se 
lands have been eroded or submerged. The 
lessee may maintain an action for trespass 
on such eroded or submerged land.

Yukon Cold v. Boyle Concession, 27 D. 
L.R. 672. 23 B.C.R. 103, 34 W.L.R. 436. 10 
W.W.R. affirming 19 D.L.R. 336. [Af
firmed, 50 D.L.R. 742.]
C. Use of water; interference wiih

As to highways across frozen waters, 
breaks, municipal liability, see Highways, 
IV A—154.
(§ IT C—SOI—Raceway — Easement — 

Servient and dominant tenements.
Where the owner of land, over which a 

raceway carries water for the use of a mill, 
grants to one person that portion which 
includes the mill and the inlet and outlet of 
the raceway, and to another the portion 
which includes the middle of the raceway, 
the former portion is the dominant and the 
latter the servient tenement: the latter lias 
no easement to the use of the water, and the 
owner of the former mav close up the race
way at its inlet and outlet.

St. Mary's Milling Co. v. St. Marv’s, 32
D. L.R. 105, 37 O.L.R. 546.
Drainage—Dominant and servient teke-

The owner of the dominant tenement may, 
for agricultural requirements, make altera
tions in the natural state of the premises by 
drains or ditches to drain the soil, provided 
such works do not cause appreciable injury 
to the servient tenant. But the owners of 
the dominant tenement cannot, by means of 
drains and ditches, divert to other ground 
the water which without such works would 
not flow over them.

Thiboutot v. St. Pierre, 52 Que. S.C. 247.
Plaintiff alleged damage by wrongful di

version and obstruction of water claimed 
by her under several water records granted 
under provincial statutes on lands within 
the railway belt. The records themselves 
did not shew under what statutes they were 
obtained, nor that they were granted in con
nection with plaintiff's lands, which had 
been acquired by pre-emption and purchase 
from the Crown in 1876. Held, that the 
presumpton was that the water records were 
obtained under the provisions of the laws
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in force at the time tlit-y were granted, | 
xiz. : 1875 and 1834.

George v. Mitchell: George v. Humphrey, 
16 B.C.R. 510, 17 W.L.R. 305.
Draining—Rights ok lower proprietor— 

Damages.
In an action for damages for flooding the 

plaintiff's land by water from a ditch al
leged to have been dug by the defendant, 
the Trial Judge found that an agreement 
"a* made between the defendant company 
and B., the owner of land from which the 
water flowed on to plantiff's land, that B. 
constructed the ditch for the price agreed 
upon, which was paid by the company, and 
that the result of the constru- ton of th«* 
ditch was to increase the natural flow of 
Mater. The Trial Judge awarded the plain 
tiff damages, but on appeal hie judgment 
«as reversed on the ground that the plain
tiff had failed to establish responsibility 
in the defendant for the construction of the 
ditch in such a wav as to cause damage. 
The plaintiff appealed. Held, that the ap 
peals should be allowed and the Trial 
Judge’s judgment restored.

McCord v. Alberta & Great Waterwacs 
R. Co.. 49 D.L.R. 696, (1V18J 3 W.W.R. 622, 
reversing 41 D.L.R. 722, 13 A.Lit. 476, 
11918] 2 W.W.R. 708.
(S II C—83)—Diversion generally—No

tice of diversion, requirements — 
Riparian rights.

Where the defendant, not a riparian own
er. proposes to divert the waters of a stream 
from flowing past the lands of the plaintiff, 
a riparian owner, the notice of the point 
of diversion need merely contain an ap
proximate description sufficient for practi
cal purposes of identification the notice hav
ing» been actually posted at the point of 
diversion and knowledge brought home to 
the plaintiff.

Cook v. Vancouver. 18 D.L.R. 305. 6 W. 
W.R. 1492. 28 W.L.R. 801. [1914] A.C. 
1077, affirming 10 D.L.R. 529. 17 B.C.R. 
477, 22 W.L.R. 657, 23 W.L.R. 186. 3 W. 
W.R. 318.
Irrigation Act—Diversion of—What is— 

Liability.
The words of e. 60 of the Irrigation Act 

(R.S.C. 1906. c. 61), “every person who wil
fully without authority takes or diverts 
any water . . . from any works author
ized under this Act ... is guilty of an 
off* nee etc.,*’ are applicable to a person w ho 
wrongfully diverts water from works which 
are constructed for the purpose of carrying 
the water from the main canal to the boun
dary of the lands of individuals, who desire 
the water for the irrigation of their lands, 
such works being works authorized by the 
Act.

Bokovnv v. Tangve. 44 D.L.R. 181, 14 A. 
L.R. 202," [1919] 1 W.W.R. 49.

(O.NhTBVl TION OF ROAD DITl II — SVRfAC E
water—Flooding lands -Absence of
NKt.LIGENt E.

Baldwin v. Widdifield, 3 D.L.R. 880, 3 
O.W.N. 1348, 22 O.VV R. 267.
(g II C—84)—Drainage— Defective cul

vert—Liability kor flooding.
The construction of a culvert by a power 

company in a negligent manner, whereby H 
interferes with the flow of a natural watei- 
course, giving rise to the flooding of the 
abutting lands, will render the company 
liable for damages ucasioned thereby. 
[L'Esperance v. G.W.R. Co., 14 U.C.Q.fe. 
173. distinguished.]

MeCrimmon v. It.C. Electric R Co., 24 
D.L.R. 368, 19 Can. Rv. Cas. 329, 22 B.
C. R. 76, 32 W.L.R. 81, 8 W.W.R. 1289, af 
firming 20 DLL 834, 22 B.C.R. 76, 29 
W.L.R. 517, 7 W.W.R. 137.
Lowebi.no level op river.

Where two companies were formed, one 
in Canada and the other in the Unted 
iStates, under the same management and 
control, to build a dam across an interna
tional stream, both are answerable when 
sued in the courts of Canada, for a dimi
nution of the natural flow of the river so 
as to interfere with navigation below the

Rainy River Navigation Co. v. Ontario 
A Minnesota Rower Co. etc.. 12 D.L.R. 611, 
4 O.W.N 1591. 24 O.W.R. 897. [Varied 17
D. L.R. 850, « O.W.N. 533.]
(§ II C—86)—Taking for public water 

supply—Statutory authority.
The British Columbia Water Privileges 

Act. 1892. as summed up in the recital of 
the Water Clauses Consolidation Act, 1897. 
relating to the control of water and water 
rights, operates in limitation of the com
mon law right to user of waters of a stream 
bv the riparian owner, and their riparian 
right at common law to the continuance of 
the flow undiminished is taken away by this 
legislation.

Cook v. Vancouver. 18 D.L.R. 305, 111 
L.T. 684. f. W.W.R. 149». »H W.L.R. 801. 
[19141 A.C. 1077. affirming 10 D.L.R. 529, 
17 BCR. 477. 22 W.L.R. 557, 23 W.L.R. 
186, 3 W.W.R. 318.
(8 II C—87)—Navigable rivers—Ripari

an RIGHTS — MILLOWNEHH — LlMBFR-

The rights of lumliermen are concurrent 
with those of riparian owners to the use 
of the waters of navigable and floatable 
streams, for the purpose of carrying on 
their business, and where a dam has been 
constructed and used by a millowner for a 
number of years, and no one has ever com
plained of it as an obstacle to the floating 
of logs; the lumberman who has built other 
dams and increased the volume of water 
and the force of the current so as to enable 
him to carry on more extensive operations 
and float down larger log*, will be liable to
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the millowner fur damage» caused by these 
new operations.

Richardson v. Paradis, 23 D.L.R. 720, 24 
Que. K.B. 10.

A municipal corporation max not place a 
dam at the outlet of a lake for the pur
pose of raising the level thereof when such 
action diminishes the enjoyment of the mill 
owners having rights to tlie waters flowing I 
from such lake by depriving them of their 
usual quantity of water at certain seasons.

Marbletnn v. Ruel, 1 D.L.R. 624, 21 Que. 
K.B. 434.
Natvbal stream.

The owner of a tenement adjoining a 
natural stream has no right to divert the 
xvater to a plaie outside the tenement and 
there consume it for purposes unconnected 
with the tenement. [McCartney v. London
derry, etc., Co., [11)04 | A.C. 30Ï, followed.]

Watson v. Jackson, 10 D.L.R. 733, 31 
O.L.R. 481, varying 30 O.L.R. 617.
Dam—Interference with i.oouing—Onus.

in an action for deprivation of freshet- 
water, by placing stop-logs in a dam. the 
burden is upon the plaintiff to prove the 
water was lessened to an extent sufficient 
to interfere with the lloating of his logs 
down stream.

Hunt v. Beck. 20 D.L.R. 300, 36 O.L.R. 
533. allirming 27 D.L.R. 777. 34 O.L.R. 000.

Where the proprietors of land on oppo
site banks of a river enter into an arrange
ment with respect to the ownership of a 
dam erected for the purpose of obtaining 
power, touching both banks and extend
ing across the stream, it is competent for 
them to do so. and owners further down 
the stream have nothing to say as to the 
terms of the arrangement where the quan
tity of water passing down is not dimin
ished. Were the owners below by means 
of a dam erected by them cause the water 
to flow back and to obstruct the opera
tion of a mill above them they will be 
liable in damages for the obstruction so 
caused. In the action claiming damages 
for such obstruction and an injunction to 
restrain the continuance of the injury, both 
the owner of the fee and the tenant operat
ing the mill are properly joined although 
the former will only be entitled to recover 
nominal damages. And where the amount of 
damages awarded by the Trial Judge is 
found to be excessive in view of the evidence ; 
ami a reduction is ordered and the judgment 
varied in other respects no order will be 
made as to costs,

('rosbv v. Yarmouth Street R. Co.. 45 N. 
S.R. 330.
Building dam—Notice—Injunction,

The right to have a stream of water flow 
in its natural state without diminution or 
alteration, is an incident to the property 
in tlie land through which it passes; but j 
this is not an absolute and exclusive right 
to the flow of all the water, but only sub
ject to the right of other riparian proprie
tors to the reasonable enjoyment of it;

and consequently it is only for an unrea
sonable ami unauthorized use of this com 
mon benefit that an action will lie. [Km 
hrey v. Owen, 6 Ex. 353, and Miner v. <«il 
tnour, 12 Moo. I\C. 131, applied.]

Watson v. Jackson, 30 O.L.R. 517. [Va
ried in 19 D.L.R. 733. 31 O.L.R. 481.] 
Raising dam as to rights below.

In the absence of consent of the owner, 
or in the absence of compliance with the 
requirements of arts. 7295, 7208. 7299 R.S.Q. 
a person has no right in driving piles in 
the bed of a navigable river owned by an 
other, for the erection of a boom.

McLean v. Doutre, 18 Rev. de Jur. 473. 
Industrial improvements — Raising 

height of dam—Nuisance.
Gale v. Bureau, 44 Can. S.C.R. 305. 

Navigable river — Interference with 
flow of water—Damages for having
TO CLOSE DOWN MILL.

Isherwood v. Ontario & Minnesota Pow
er Co., 8 O.W.N. 661, 18 O.W.R. 468.
Dam on river — Flooding plaintife's 

lands—Action for damages.
Doolittle v. Orillia, 2 O.W.X. 896, 18 0. 

W.R. 673.
Works to facilitate lumbering opera

tions—Driving logs—Storage dams— 
Penning back waters out of track 
ok transmission.

Club de Chasse, Ste. Anne v. Riviere- 
Ouelle Pulp & Lumber to.. 45 Can. S.C.R. 1. 
I). Obstructions; overflow; raining

(§ Il D—95)—Unexpected overflow of 
mill-pond—Liability for—Vis major.

The overflowing of a mill-pond to the in
jury of a lower proprietor, as the result of 
a heavy rainfall during the night-time un
der circumstances not sufficient to suggest 
the need of exceptional precautions to pre
vent an overflow, does not render the owner 
of the pond liable for the injury; the in
jury under such circumstances is attrilm 
table to vis major. The owner of a mill
pond upon a stream is not bound at all 
hazards to prevent injury to others by the 
escape of the water collected. [Ryland-< x. 
Fletcher, L.R. 3 ILL. 330, distinguished; 
Nichols v. Marsland. 2 Ex. D. 1; Richards 
v. Lothian, [1913] A.C. 263. applied.]

McDougall v. Snider, 15 D.L.R. Ill, 29 
O.L.R. 449.

A water power company's rights in a 
lease to it by the Croxvn of a xvater power 
location on a certain river made pursuant 
to 61 Viet. c. 8, which lease also conferred 
the right to flood any Croxvn lands along 
the river and its expansions, do not relate 
back to the time of making its original 
application so as to make its rights superi 
or to those of the owner of certain mining 
claims located after the making of the ap 
plication but before the granting of tin* 
lease, and therefore the xvater power com 
pany lias no right to flood such mining 
claims by the raising of the waters of a
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liver by u «lain constructed by it under the 
alleged authority of the lease.

HueknaH v. British Vanailian Power Co., 
.'.74. 3 O.W.X. 1138. [Reversed on 

different points, 7 D.L.R. 62, 4 O.W.X. 155. J 
I ja m—Flooding watebb—Overflow—Dam -

AGE TO LANDS—PRESCRIPTION—QVKBKv 
STREAMS COM MUSSIOX—C.C. ARTS. i>(13, 
1033, 2261. R.S.Q. arts. 7255, 7206.

The owner of lands damaged by the over 
flow of water caused by the eonstruction of 
,i dam on a river ean eiaim damages against 
the owner of the dam, notwithstanding art. 
2261 C.C. (One. | nor does the authority 
given by Parliament to the (Jueliee Streams 
Commission in relation to the damming of 
the river or the aequisition of workers there
on. interfere with the rights of the owner 
whose lands are damaged, or his right to 
«•laim further damages in the future.

Fuller v. Brompton Pulp Vo.. 50 D.L.R. 
620.
OBSTRUCTION BY WATER POWER COMPANY—

Dasik and DOOM»—Ice jamb—Scope ok
CORPORATE POWERS—LIABILITY FTIR NEG-

Riverside Lumber Co. v. ( algarv Water 
Power Vo., 25 D.L.R. 818. Ill A.L.R. 128, 6 
W.W.R. 471. 32 W.L.R. 858. [New trial 
refused, 28 D.L.R. 565. 34 W.L.R. 859, 10 
W.W.R. 980 ]
Dam—Tightening—Increased plodding ok

Where, for many years, a seven foot level 
of water was maintained by a dam only 
during the spring freshets and late in the 
fall and winter so as to raise a presrrip- 
tive right. The dam eannot be tightened, 
under suck prescriptive right, so as to re
tain water at sueh level during all of the

Cardwell v. Breekenridge, 11 D.L.R. 461, 
24 O.W.R. 669. 4 O.W.X. 1295.
OPENING FLOOD-GATED TO PREVENT IIREAKI V 

OK HAM — IXJVRIA AHNQUE HAMM).
The ojiening of tlie flood-gates of a mill 

pond during a period of high water in ordt* 
to prevent the breaking of a dam, will not 
render a mill-owner liable for injuries 
i-ansed a lower proprietor, where, had the 
gates remained closed, his damage would 
have been much greater as the probable n - 
suit of the giving axvay of the dam: the in
jury in such a case is injuria absque damim.
Thomas v. Birmingham Canal Co., 49 L.

851. applied.]
McDougall v. Snider. 15 D.L.R. Ill, 29 O. 

L.R. 449.
Highway improvement—Defective plan— 

Kmploymknt ok competent engineer.
The fact that a municipal corporation in 

making a highway improvement followed 
plans made by» an «‘iigineer of competent 
-landing will not relieve it from liability 
for the flooding of adjacent lands as the 
result of the defective plan of the work, 
the engineer being merely an agent of the 
corporation, where the improvement was not

of the class requiring a by-law and the prep
aration of plans by an engineer as a pre
liminary thereto. [Williams v. Raleigh, 
11893] A.C. 546, distinguished.] It is ac
tionable negligence for a municipal cor
poration to make a road improvement in 
such a manner as the result of a defective 
plan, as to cause the Hooding of adjacent

Martin v. Middlesex, 12 D.L.R. 246, 4 U. 
W.N. 1540. aftirming 4 O.W.X. 682. 
Flooding lands—ovekkmiw from an in- 

NVFKIlTEXT DRAINAGE DITCH.
Damages should be awarded for the flood

ing of agricultural lands by the construc
tion of a municipal drainage ditch of too 
small capacity, on the basis of the dimin
ished value of the property affected, and 
should lie assessed in one lump sum for all 
time: the judgment should not lie limited 
to damages for the deprivation of the use 
of the soil for a limited period with a 
reservation to the landowner of his remedy 
for further «lamages in the event of the 
municipality not remedying the defect in 
the meantime.

Kenv v. St. Clements, 15 D.L.R. 229. 24 
Man. Ï..R. 51, 26 W.L.R. 432. 5 W.W.R. 
1011.

Where a power company builds a dam 
across a river and thereby «'anses a rise in 
the level of the river, resulting in the 
rapid erosion or eating away of the hanks 
of the river, such company should protect 
stu b hanks, along which highways run, by 
means of revetment walls and guard-rails, 
so as to en«ure the safety of pedestrians anil 
vehicles using the highway.

Richelieu v. Montreal 4 St. Lawrence 
Light * Rower Co., 3 D.L.R. 145.
Injvby to mill by flooding—Unprece

dented H FBI no freshets—Faii.vbe to
SHEW FAULT ON PART OK DEFENDANTS— 
Damages.

Seaman v. Sauhle Falls Light t Power 
«... 6 D.L.R. 857. 23 O.W.R. 201.
When the work incidental to the build

ing of a briilge over a creek where it is 
crossed by the highway narrowed its banks 
•o as to cause the plaintiff's lands to he 
periodically flooded, the «'anse »f action is 
not the building of the bridge hut the dam
age caused by the floods, and after he has 
parted with the lam! he has no right to 
restrain the mnnieipality from maintaining 
the hridgi\ nor «‘an he recover «lamages from 
the municipality on the basis of any de
preciation in the selling prie* of the lam! 
Iiecaiise of its liability to'he flooded. [West 
l>eigh Colliery Co. v. Tiumicliffe, [1908] A. 
C. 27. at p. 29. followed: McClure v. Brooke. 
5 O.L.R. 59. «listingiiished.]

Wigle v. (.'okflehl South, 2 D.L.R. 619, 
25 O.L.R. 646. 21 O.W.R. 483.
I)am — Flooding lands — Damages—In

junction.
Welier v Bowman, 1 D.L.R. 902, 21 O 

W.R. 242.
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Lumbermen — Riparian bights—Obstbuc-

Lumbermen ami riparian proprietors have 
concurrent right* in a floatable river. The 
lumbermen have an undoubted right for pas
sage of their logs down the river, but this 
right must be exercised subject to the rights 
«>f the riparian proprietors, and reasonable 
means must Ite used and care and all skill 
taken to avoid injury to the riparian own-

Nash weak Pulp A Paper Co. v. Wade, 43 
D.I..R. 141. 4t1 X.B.R. 11.

The individual defendants, who were con
tractors with the school board for the ex
cavation of the basement of a new school 
building, placed some of the earth from 
this excavation up the street to the north
east of the plaintiff's house in a depression, 
which, the plaintiff alleged, was a natural 
watercourse, whereby water, coming from 
the plaintiff's and surrounding iaul, which 
would otherwise have escaped, was gathered 
and turned back upon the plainlm’s land 
so as to fill and damage the cellar in his 
house. The plaintiff sued for damages and 
the action was dismissed. On appeal:— 
Held that, although it must be assumed 
that the Trial Judge had concluded that no 
such natural watercourse existed, and that 
tlnding should not be disturbed, the defend
ants were, nevertheless, liable under the de
cision in Ilurdmnn v. North Eastern R. (o„ 
3 C.P.D. 168. 47 L.J.C.P 36*1. 38 L.T. 330.
I<istrom v. Sills. 24 A.R. (Ont.) 320. nf 
tinned 28 Cnn. S.C.R. 483. distinguished.]

Renwick v. Vermilion Centre School Dis
trict, 3 A.L.R. 201.
Dam bvilt under statutory authority— 

Destruction by malicious act of 
ntranokr—Liability of owner for 
CONSEQUENT DAMAGE — FATAL ACCI
DENTS Act Xbqmoewce—Contribu
tory NEGLIGENCE—JURY—OA M AGES.

Hudson v. Napa nee River Improvement 
Co.. 31 O.L.R. 47
Spring — Drain increasing flow — Dam-

Wliere the natural flow of water across 
land is increased artificially by an adjoin
ing proprietor the latter is liable for the 
damage caused his neighbour's land by such 
increased flow. [McCord v Alberta A G. 
W.R. Co.. MM*! 3 WAV R. «22. followed ]

Molden v. Kirkehv and Keelin, [1918] 3
W.W.R. 1014.
Filling in of foreshore—Obstruction to 

navigation.
Neither the Navigable Waters Protection 

Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 113. as a whole, nor 
s. 20 thereof in particular appears to he 
aimed at preventing the filling in by a 
riparian owner of the foreshore in front of 
his property. The filling of False Creek did 
not create a nuisance or an illegal obstruc
tion to navigation within the meaning of a.

7, the Navigable Waters Protection Act, R. 
S.C., 1906, c. 113 | interpretation of Duff, 
J., iu Cunard v. The King, 43 Can. S.C.R. 
88, followed], A tenant of a leasee of the 
C.P.R. i* not entitled to question the right 
of possession claimed by the company and 
under which the tenant received his lease, 
unless he can invoke successfully the illegal 
ity of the lease to the C P.R In this case 
the burden was held to be upon the tenant 
of shewing that the land, the subject-mat
ter of the lease, was so tainted with ille
gality as to preclude the court from direct
ing compliance with any of the terms of the 
instrument [Gas Light 4 Coke Co. v. Turn
er, 6 Ring. N.C. 234, distinguished], and 
this burden he was held not to have dis-

Woods v. Upsal, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 983. 
Diversion—Municipal powers.

When, by a depression of ground, a piece 
of soil spreads, in a natural way. its sur
face waters over neighbouring soil, the lat
ter is. for this purpose, inferior soil to the 
other, and must receive the surface water 
w hich runs over it without the need of con 
sidering if the ditch which follows the bed 
of the said depression of ground has been 
dug or not, or if it runs continuously or 
only intermittently. The owner of the in
ferior soil cannot obstruct the course of 
the water so as to inundate the other soil. 
Municipal authorities have not the right 
to change by their by-laws natural servi
tudes established by law.

Vidal v. Mercier, 63 Que. S.C. 24.
Procès verbal—Public officer—Munici

pality.
Where a water course, in a procès verbal 

of which the defendant complained, has ex
isted for 50 years, and the defendant con 
slantly recognized the obligation of its 
maintenance by contributing to it, and had 
committed acts of violence towards an officer 
of a municipal corporation whose duty it 
was to carry out the provisions of the proc
ès verbal, the defendant was ordered, within 
a time named, to open and clear the water 
course by removing an obstruction which he 
had placed there.

St. David v. Sevigny, 24 Rev. de Jur. 295. 
Obstbuctiux by sawloos—Delay in Navi

gating vessel—Injury to Business- 
Evidence—Findings of fact of Trial 
Judge—Appeal—Damages.

Rainv River Nav. Co. v. Watrous Island 
Boom Co., 6 O.W.N. 637.
Flooding of premises — Obstruction of 

drain—Cause of obstruction—Evi
dence-Fault of one defendant—Ex
oneration OF THE OTHER—COSTS OF 
SUCCESSFUL DEFENDANT TO BE PAID BY 
DEFENDANT AT FAULT.

Nicholson i G.T.R. Co., 7 O.W.N. 480.
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1‘«LAWFUL OBSTRUCTION OF STREAM BT DAMS

—Right of land owners to flow of 
water—Mandatory order fob remov
al of OBSTRUCTIONS—INJUNCTION— 
damages — Agreement — Expropria-

McDougall v. New Liskeard, 7 O.W.X.
256.
Floatable stream—Intermixing of logs

«IF PLAINTIFFS AND DEFENDANTS—CLAIM 
AND COUNTERCLAIM FOR SERVICES REN
DERED B1 EACH PARTY TO THE OTHER—
Remedy under Saw Logs Driving Act, 
R.S.C. 1914, c. 131, R8. 9, 10, 11. 18— 
Jurisdiction of court taken away— 
Conversion of booms—Tolls — Ob
struction of flow of watfr—Dam— 
Refusal to release stored water— 
Dismissal of action—Recovery on
PART OF COUNTERCLAIM—CoRTS.

Central Contracting Co. v. Russel Timber 
Co., 15 O.W.X. 415.
Obstruction of flow of natural water

course BY BUILDING OF TUNNEL —
Flooding of neighbour's land — 
Cause of — Evidence — Extraordi
nary FRESHET.

Elliott v. Hewitson, 16 O.W.X. 364.
Dam ERECTED IN RIVER — INJURY TO LAND 

BY FLOODING — LIABILITY OF COMPANY 
CONTROLLING AND OPERATING DAM —
Damages — Costs.

Girton v. Ontario A Minnesota Power 
Co.. 13 O.W.X. 446.
obstruction and diversion — Proof of 

damage — Water records — Riparian

George v. Mitchell : George v. Hum
phrey. 16 B.C.R. 610. 17 W.L.R. 305.

E. Pollution.
(§ IT E—100)—Sawmill refuse — Lia

bility FOR.
In the absence of a grant or prescriptive 

right the owner of a sawmill is answerable 
for injuries resulting from the fouling of 
the waters of a stream hy saw dust and mill 
refuse cast into it. As against one claim
ing title from a common grantor, the de
fendant did not acquire a right to pollute 
the water of a stream with saw-mill re
fuse, by virtue of a condition of his pur
chase of a mill site that he should erect 
a saw-mill thereon, where he subsequently 
received a grant of the land free from such 
condition.

Hunter v. Richards, 12 D.L.R. 503. 28 
O.L.R. 267, affirming 5 D.L.R. 116. 26 O. 
L.R. 458.
(§ II E—101)—Bt sewage.

If a riparian owner or oilier person, not 
having acquired a prescriptive right to do 
so as against other riparian owners, pre
judicially affects the condition of the wa
ter so as sensibly to injure the riparian 
owner lower down, he becomes liable to 
the latter in an action for damages and an

injunction to restrain further pollution of 
the stream.

Vrowther v. C'olmurg. 1 D.L.R. 4<X 3 0. 
W.N. 490. 20 O.W.R. 844.

il B—101)- Ripasia* sights — In
terference by pollution of stream.

A riparian owner lias the right to the 
full flow of the water in its natural state 
without any diminution or pollution. 
[Chasemore v. Richards, 7 H.L.C. 349, ap 
plied. 1

Xipisiquit Co. v. Canadian Iron Corn.. 
14 D.L.R. 752, 42 X.B.R. 287, 13 E.L.R. 
458.

F. Prior appropriation.
(§ Il F—105) — Irrigation rights — 

Priorities.
A pre-emptor having as such acquired 

a water record for a specific purpose, name 
ly, the irrigation of certain lands, cannot 
apply that record to after-acquired lands 
without a new application and record, and 
any other person acquiring a record in the 
interim would have priority of rights as 
against user on the after-acquired lands.

Morens v. Board of Investigation, 22 D. 
I*R. 41V, 31 W.L.R. 468.

G. Surface and seepage water.
(g II G—125)—Slough — Obstruction- 

Heaver DAM.
An obstruction to the natural flow of a 

slough or surface water, by a beaver dam. 
may lie rightfully removed by anyone in
terested, in order to restore the land to its 
original and natural conformation, unless 
another party, relying on the continuance 
of the obstruction, had dealt with his land 
in such way that he would lie injured hy 
the removal of the obstruction. [Mako- 
weeki v. Yachimyc, 34 D.L.II. 130, 10 A.L. 
R. 366, applied.]

Farnell v. Parks, 38 D.L.R. 17, 13 A.L.R. 
7, [1917] 3 VV.W.R. 882.
Natural drainage — Rights or upper 

and lower proprietors.
Surface water flowing intermittently 

through a depression in land, pursuing a 
course of natural drainage, does not confer 
riparian rights on the owners of land 
through which it flows, and any owner may 
retain the water or divert it, and owners of 
lower levels have no right of action for 
such retention or diversion, but no owner 
may change the course of the water so as 
to throw it upon land over which it was 
not wont to flow, without consent of the 
owner of such land, or so as to increase 
the flow upon a lower owner.

Makowecki v. Yachinive, 34 D.L.R. 130,
10 A.L.R. 366, [1917J 1 XV.W.R. 1279. 
Flow of surface water from neighbor

ino land — Injury to premises — 
Evidence — Onus — Failure to

llaiilev v. Ottawa Public School Board,
11 O.W.X. 354.
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NEGLIGENCE — W.\ l l.lt RUNNING OX COl'I.KF.

— Damming of water m defendant
— Fl/lODl XU OF ri. A INI III "s MINK IIE- 
l.<nv BV HIDDEN Kl SK IX WATER - 
WlIK.TIIKIt DAM ( Al SK OF DAMAGE — 
Klliins AND I.IAHII.ITIRS OF l’AKTIKH.

Plaintill's mine was flooded by water 
coming down a coulee on the side of which 
the entrance to the mine was situated. De
fendant had a dam across the coulee a dis
tance alxive the mine, constructed for the 
purpose of conserving the surface water 
for use on defendant's farm and plaintiff 
claimed that it. was by the accumulation 
of the water by the dam and its sudden 
release that the damage was caused. Judg
ment of Ives. J., dismissing the action wax 
sustained. Negligence in such case is the 
gist of the action. The defendant had a 
right to utilize the surface waters. In 
view of the conditions of the locality and 
the extraordinary freshet which occurred 
the plaintiff had failed to show negligence 
on the part of defendant, or. even if there 
were negligence, that, on the evidence, it 
occasioned the plaintiff's loss. The con
clusion of the Trial Judge that the same , 
volume of water would have gone down the | 
coulee if the «Ikin had not been there is 1 
just ilied upon the evidence. The case ia 
indistinguishable from McCord v. Allierta 
and Créât Waterways 15. Co.. 41 D.LR. 
722. In such a case the storing of the 
water created no liability in defendant.
I Hylands v. Fletcher, L.K. J II.L. 330, dis- 
t inguished. |

Oliver v. Francis, (1011)1 2 W.W.R. 41)7,
14 A.Lit. 601».
<S II <1—128) — Deflecting and divert- 

ino — Injury to adjoining lands.
A defendant railway company is liable 

for damage caused to the plaintiff, an ad
joining owner, by deflecting and diverting 
the course of the surface water so as to 
make it flow over the plaintiff's land, and 
for bringing water on the defendant's own 
lands and then discharging it on to the 
plaintiff's land, to his injury; and the 
statutory powers, in furtherance of the ob
jects for which the defendant company was 
incorporated, do not, by implication or 
other wise, empower it so to carry on its 
operations as lo cause damage to adjoin
ing owners by deflecting or diverting such 
surface waters to the injury of adjoining 
lands. |Hylands v. Fletcher, L.R. 3 II.L 
330. applied.]

Niles v. (Î.T.R. Vo.. 0 D.LR. 370. 15 
Can. Ry. Vas. 73. 24 O.W.R. 73.
Municipal neglect to employ engineer.

Where a statutory protection is prescribed 
in favour of municipalities constructing 
their highways under the supervision of 
duly appointed engineers, a municipality 
dispensing with such supervision loses the 
prescribed protection in regard to actions 
for resulting damages. |<ieddis v. Haim 
Reservoir. 3 A.C. 430, distinguished.]

Stott v. North Norfolk. Hi D.LR. 48. 24 
Man. I..R. 0. 20 W.L.H. 774.

Diversion of surface water ry adjoining 
owner Trespass — Injunction — 
Damages — Costs.

Walker v. Westington, 0 D.LR. 838, 4 
M.W.N. 136. 23 O.W.R. 110.
(§ II t!—132) — "Watercourse” defined 

— Deflecting and diverting—Menu i- 
I Ai. n< e. now limited.

Where a municipality in constructing 
highways, digs ditches and thereby diverts 
Vie surface waters from their natural chan
nel so as to overflow and damage the lands 
of adjacent owners, the municipality must 
respond in damages although the road build
ing itself may have been necessary.

Stott v. tforth Norfolk, lii D.L.B. 18, 
24 Man. L.R. 0. 26 W.L.R. 774. 
"Watercourse" defined — Source of —

• Si OUGHB.”
A so-called “slough” will constitute a 

water-course if it has well-defined banks, 
channel, and lied, and its source of supply 
is permanent and does not depend upon the 
rains and melting snows in its vicinity for 
its water supply although they add to its 
volume.

Yukon fluid Vo. v. Bovle Concessions. If) 
D.L.R. 336. [Affirmed in 27 D.LR. 672,
23 B.C.R. 103. 34 W.L.R. 430, 10 W.W.R. 
383, 30 D.L.R. 742.]

1. Irrigation; ditches; water rights. 
(§11 I 136)—Extent of use — Pre

scriptive rights — Pre-emption.
The prescriptive right which, under the 

Water Act Amendment Act. 1013, ( B.l . 
e. 82. s. 13. may accrue from the actual 
enjoyment without interruption for the full 
period of 20 years for "some other pur
pose” than that for which a water record 
existed but for which water might have 
been recorded, cannot lie set up so as to 
support a claim for use of the water on 
other premises than that in respect of 
which it was recorded by the pre-emptor 
of lands; the "other purpose” in that stat
ute has reference to the various purposes 
for which a water record might be granted, 
e. g., for irrigation or for mining in re
spect of the same lands.

Morens v. Hoard of Investigation, 22 D. 
L.R. 419, 31 W.LR. 468.
Irrigation — Rights of owner of land 

— Pre-emption.
Where by the "terms of union" the prov

ince of British Columbia relinquished to 
tlie Dominion its right to administer lands 
up till then held by the Crown in right of 
the province, and these lands were to be 
ascertained when the route of the C.P.R. 
was fixed, and were subsequently defined 
and accepted by an Act of the Dominion 
Parliament, and by the terms of union, 
the province agreed not to sell "in any 
other way than under right of pre-emption 
requiring actual residence of the pre-emptor 
on the lands claimed by him;"’ the grant
ing of water or the right to divert it for 
the purpose of irrigating lands already pre- 

| empted was. notwithstanding the "terms
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uf union,” within the power* of the province 
until the lands relinquished to the Domin
ion were defined and accepted by the Act 
of the Dominion Parliament.

George v. Michel]; George v. Humphreys, 
îf D.L.R. 862, 17 B.C.R. Ml, 22 W.L.R. 576.

W.WJL III A 170.
(# II I—158)—Drainage—Improper CON

STRUCTION OK DRAINAOK WORKS.
Cullerton v. Logan. 25 O.W.R. 2f»4.

J. Contrac t or grant.
(S II d—160)—As 'll) DISTRIBUTION —

Operation ok mills.
Aii agreement between mill owner* a* to 

the distribution of lake «liter for the oper
ation of their mills make* it necessary to 
hold the lake level at a proper elevation in 
order to ensure the projiort innate distribu
tion under the contract.

Chicoutimi Pulp Co. v. Jonquière Pulp 
Co.. 33 D.L.R. 420.
(# II •!—162)—Grant ok placer mining 

claim — Water rights.
In construing special privileges, under 

private statutes and grants from the 
Crown, the rule is, that nothing passes ex
cept what ia included by necessary and un
avoidable construction of the terms used, 
and a placer mining lease, silent as to the 
right to the water necessary to work the 
lease, does not carry with it such right.

Lightning Creek v. llopp, 17 D.L.R. ti41, 
1» B.C.R. Ô86. 28 W.L.R. 110.

K. Adverse vse; prescription.
See Adverse Possession.

(#11 K—165)—Easements — Water Act 
— Board ok investigation

The Board of Investigation acting under 
the Water Act R.S.B.C 1011. e. 230, I» 
without jurisdiction, upon an application 
for a license in lieu of a record, to ad
judicate upon the existence and extent of 
a common law easement in water rights.

Evans v. McUv, 13 D.L.R. 211. 18 B.C. 
R. 191. 24 W.L.R. 821. 4 W.W.R. 1070. 
(#11 K—166) — I nnavigable stream— 

Riparian rights — Access — Title 
by possession — Limitation.

Twin City Ice Co. v. Ottawa, 24 D.L.R. 
873, 34 O.Ij.R. 358.
Compensation kor damage by water over

flowing on lands — Detente — 
Agreement with previous owner.

McLaughlan v. Plumpton, 18 O.W.R. 417.
III. Water supply.

See Municipal Corporations. IT.
(8 111—185)— Duties and liabilities or 

w ater company.
Where a municipal corporation is the 

owner of a water system connected with 
other systems, whose owner has agreed to 
supply the municipal system with the 
necessary water, the corporation is not 
responsible for damages resulting from a 
break in its system, which diminishes the 

Can. Dig.—144.

pressure in the remaining systems, when 
it lias iMfil reasonable diligence to find 
ami repair the break.

Warren v. Malhaie, 5 D.L.R. 89. 41 Que. 
8.C. 487.
(# 111 — 190)—Quantity and quality.

A company or other person obtaining .t 
franchise from a municipality to supply it 
with electric lighting and all the water 
"necessary for the need* of the town," un
dertakes a supply of «hat is necessary 
for the ordinary needs of the ratepapeis, 
and not the water required to put out any 
fire breaking out in the municipality ; aiul 
hence is not liable in damages for fire 
losses occurring as the result of an insuffi
cient water supply.

Quesne! v. Emard; Cote v. Emard, 8 D. 
L.R. 537.
(# III — 197)—Municipal franchise — 

Negligence — Liability ok company 
to ratepayer.

A municipal corporation, with assent of 
the ratepayers, entered into a contract by 
which it gave the defendant company the 
exclusive privilege for 25 years of main
taining a system of water supply to the 
municipality. The company was author
ized to lix rates for water supplied for do
mestic purposes and was obliged, for pro
tection against fire, to have hydrants at. 
certain places and at all times, in ease of 
fire, except when the plant was undergoing 
necessary repairs, to maintain a specified 
capacity and pressure of water. The prop
erty of B.. a ratepayer, was destroyed by 
a tire which attained serious dimensions 
owing to the pressure Wing at the outset 
much less than that required by the con
tract:- Held, affirming the judgment of the 
King's Bench 22 Que. K.B. 487. which 
affirmed the Court of Review (41 Que. 8.C. 
348), that there was no contractual rela
tion between B. and the company; that the 
contract did not evidence any intention by 
the parties to it to give a right of action 
against the company to each ratepayer in 
case of violation of the provision* for tire 
protection; and that B.. therefore, could 
not maintain an action for the value of his 
property so destroyed:—Held also, B. could 
not maintain an action for damages on 
the ground t liât the failure to maintain 
the pressure sljpulated for in the contract 
constituted a délit or quasi-délit under the 
law of Quebec.

Belanger v. Montreal Water 4 Power 
Co., 56 Can. 8.C.R. 356, affirming 8 D.L.R. 
601, sub nom. Belanger v. St. Louis.
(8 111—206)—Enforcing payment — Mu

nicipal corporation» — Water works 
— Hoard of Water Commissioners 
— Action against — Arrears of
WATER RATES BEFORE CONSTITUTION OK 
board — Parties — Leave to add 
-- Terms — Costs.

Norfolk v. Roberts 4 O.W.X. 419, 23 O.
W.R. Mb.
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Contract — Water taken from govern 

MENT CANAL — PAYMENT FOB — LEASE

I! v Thondd Pulp Co.. 17 O.W.N. 159. 
(Affirmed. 17 O.W.N. 263.]
(S III—210;—Meters.

Where the consumer continued to use 
water through a concealed pipe knowing 
that the supply so obtained was not going 
through the meter after a change made 
from a Mat rate to a meter rate and the 
placing of a meter on another and visible 
supply pipe, he is liable to pay on the 
basis of the capacity of such concealed 
pipe for the entire time for the water so 
wrongfully taken through it unless he can 
prove the quantity actually used, and he 
must pay at the general fixed rate with
out regard to any reduced rate applicable 
to the metered service. (Ijtmb v. Kin
caid. 38 Can. R.C.R. 510; Armory v. Dela- 
mirie. 1 Strange 505, applied.]

Brandon Electric Light Co. v. Brandon, 
1 D.L.R. 793. 22 Man. L.R. 500, 20 W.L.R. 
05K. 2 W.W.R. 22.

Water may lie the subject of a larceny 
at common law. [The Queen v. White. 32 
L.J.M.C. 123; Kerens v. O’Brien. 11 Q.B. 
I). 21, followed.] The water was supplied 
to the defendant's neighbour at a Mat rate, 
ami not according to the quantity used as 
shewn by a meter, whereas the water taken 
by the defendant was the property of the 
corporation.

R. v. Hutton. 19 W.L.R. 907. 
Proceedings by municipality to estab

lish A WATERWORKS SYSTEM — RET 
ords under Water Act, 1909.

A municipality, having obtained water 
records under tile Water Act. 1909. must 
proceed under the expropriation clauses of 
that Act in acquiring lands for the pur 
poses of a waterworks system, and not 
under the provisions of " the Municipal 
Clauses Act.

Lewis v. Delta. 10 B.C.R. 228.
Water for domestic, fire and other pur

poses - Motive power — Discretion 
of municipal council.

Crockett v. Cumpbellton, 44 Can. S.C.R. 
006.
Water supply — Affixing meters — 

Words “service pipe."
Dennis v. Halifax. 45 X.S.R. 74, 9 E.L.R. 

189, 360.
Control or management of waterworks 

system or electric light — Injunc
tion preventing interference — Sub
stantial compliance of law.

Brown v. Weir. 20 O.W.R. 665.
Rate fixed by by-law — System placed 

under Board of Water Commission
er1' — Alteration of bate by résolu-

Norfolk v. Roberts, 20 O.W.R. 487.

WEEDS.

Noxious Weeds Act (Alta.) — Civil ac
tion TO INJURED PARTY.

Under the Noxious Weeds Act, 7 Edw. 
VIL i Alta.) c. 15. s. 4, making it an 
offence for an owner to fail to destroy all 
noxious weeds on his land, the owner is 
liable in damages for injuries resulting to 
his neighbour's crops by reason of the 
spreading of such noxious weeds on to the 
neighbour's land.

Flitton v. St ange, 12 D.L.R. 266. 6 A. 
L.R. 87. 24 W.L.R. 275. 4 W.W.R. 686. 
Powers of inspector—Notice.

The Noxious Weeds Act should be con
strued strictly, and ambiguous expressions 
in the taxing clauses thereof should lie con
strued in favour of the subject. An in
spector of weeds has no power under s. 6 of 
the Act to fix the date hv which the sum
mer fallowing directed by him is to he 
done. A notice, not in writing, but in
tended to be given under s. 6 acted upon, 
stops the Weed Inspector from acting under 
the provisions of s. 8.

Re Fertile Belt. 9 W.W.R. 103. 32 W.L. 
R. 265.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

Bread Sales Act (Ont.). 1910 — Sale of 
“small bread’’ — Weight of loaf — 
Powers of provincial legislature.

Re Bread Sales Act, 23 O.L.R. 238.
Penal law — Inspection — Refusal to 

submit — Judgment ultba petita —
Second OFFENCE — INSUFFICIENT AL
LEGATIONS — S. BEV. [1906], C. 52,

In a penal action when the plaintiff 
claims a penalty different from that laid 
down l»v the Act for the alleged infraction, 
the court cannot condemn the defendant 
to pay the penalty which he has incurred 
but which has not been asked for. Only 
the persons who use weight and measures 
“for the ends of commerce” are obliged to 
submit the-e weights and measures to the 
verification of the official inspector, on a 
requisition from him. To constitute a 
second offence, it is not sufficient that two 
infractions have lieen successively com
mitted; it is necessary that the first lie 
followed by a prosecution, and that after 
the prosecution a new infraction has taken 
place, and that such prosecution be plead
ed in the action.

Lessard v. Baribeau, 56 Que. S.C. 232.

WHARVES.

As trespass or nuisance, see Crown, II— 
20; Waters: I C—40.
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1)1.1 KCTIVE eVPPOBTINO PILES — COLLAPSE I

— Damage to cargo — Liability.
A warehouseman is a bailee for hire of 

goods stored in his warehouse, and as such 
must use reasonable care to keep his prem
ise* in a safe condition. The collapse of a 
wharf due to the supporting piles becoming 
worm-eaten and unable to support the sup
erstructure, when reasonable care would 
have discovered the defects, renders the 
owner liable for resulting damage.

Furness v. Ahlin. 42 D.L.R. 97, .’>(1 Can. 
S.C.R. 553, affirming 35 D.L.R. 150, 51 N. 
S.R. 29L

WILLS.
I. The INSTRUMENT; FORM; RF.qVIRITES :

VALIDITY, 
a. In general.
B. Execution; attestation.
C. Revocation; reviving.
D. Who may make; capacity; undue

influence.
DD. What may be disposed of.
E. Probate; contest; foreign wills.
F. Codicil.

II. NUNCUPATIVE; HOLOGRAPHIC.
III. Devise and legacy.

a. Construction generally; implied gift. 
B. Description of beneficiaries; who 

may take.
O. Children not mentioned or disin

herited.
D. Charitable bequest or devise;*restric-

E. What property passes, 
r. Partial intestacy.
o. Nature of estate or interest created.
H. Enjoyment; payment.
I. Election; acceptance, 
j. Equitable conversion.
K. Charge upon donee or land devised.
L. Lapsing; redemption; deduction;

revocation, renunciation.
M. Division of residue; inconsistent

clauses.
IV. Suit to constoue or reform.

Powers and duties of executors, see Exec 
utore and Administrators; Descent and 
Distribution.

Succession duties, see Taxes, V. 
Inheritance rights, see Descent and Dis

tribution.
Annotations.

Ambiguous or inaccurate description of 
beneficiary: 8 D.L.R. 96.

Substitutional legacies; variation of or
iginal distributive scheme by codicil: 1 
D.L.R. 472.

Effect of war on appointment of execu
tors or administrators for l»enetit of alien 
enemies: 23 D.L.R. 375. 380.

Estates for life: 31 D.L.R. 390. 
Compensation of executors—Mode of as

certainment: 3 D.L.R. 168.

I. The instrument; form; requisites; 
validity.

A. In general.
fllft causa mortis as legacy, abatement, 

Fee Gift, 11—10.
Will as “writing" desigifnting bene

ficiaries to policy, see Insurance. IN A— 
161.

Parol evidence as to person ami amoimt 
intended by will, see Evidence. VI .1—570.

Description of policies, see Insurance. IN 
B—170.
(§ I A—5)—Wills Act — Beqcert of 

“certain amount” to a “certain per 
bon" secretly confided to executor 
— Validity.

Provision 4 of the Wills Act (C.S.N.B 
1903. c. 100). which enacts that “no will 
shall lie valid unless it he in writing . . 
ami executed in a certain formal way, does 
not mean that every bequest contained in 
or under a testament must In- reduced to 
writing in order to have validity: a lie 
quest, if otherwise valid, may lie made to 
“a certain person" of “a certain sum." the 
testator confiding the name of the bene
ficiary and the amount of the bequest secret 
Iv to'the executor, who. upon an-epting the 
executorship. Incomes trustee for the un
named beneficiary.

Ivemon v. Charlton, 4.» D.L.R 604. 46 
X.B.R. 228. affirming 34 D.L.R. 234. 
Effect of partial invalidity.

X woman who makes her will in favour 
of a man whose mistress she had been 
(who. at the same moment, executes hi- 
will in her favour i is deemed wot la ''m ike 
« free gift" ami the will in her favour is 
an “intervention of the person benefited" 
within the meaning of art. 766 C.C. lVue.i. 
The woman's will is void a* a cuntraven 
lion of this article.

Pouliot v. Leclerc, 43 Que. S.C. 512. 
Liberty to make one's will — Agrei 

MENT NOT TO CHANGE—C.C. QUE. ARTS. 
898. 1061.

The following agreement is not immoral 
nor contrary to the liberty to make one’s 
will. It only constitutes the fixing of wages 
which the testator will pay to his son for 
his services, if he does not bequeath to him 
the goods which he has promise.!. "XYhere- 
as the said XV.T. and his family have de
cided to go to live and work with the parties 
of the first part, and that they, in order to 
assist and encourage their son have made 
their will by which they have appointed 
the said W.T. their sole legatee, dated this 
day; it is now agreed that if one or the 
Other of the said A.T. or his wife changes 
his or her said will and appoints one or 
more other legatees, or if the said A.T. 
or his wife, no longer wishing to keep with 

I them their said son and his family, order 
him to leave their residence, then the said 
XV.T. shall have the right to claim by 
way of wages, a sum of $100 for each 
ear that he lives and works with ami for 
U father ami mother, and after such pa) -
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iiiviit t1u> parties will lie discharge! from 
all reciprocal obligations.

Tessier v. Tessier, 56 Que, S.V. 2611.
(8 I A—6)—Wills—Rehtraixt of mar

A testator devised and bequeathed his 
real and personal property to his wife and 
eli i Id veil in equal shares, "provided how
ever, that if my wife shall remarry the 
share hereby bequeathed to her shall re
vert to my estate and lie divided among 
m\ ^aill eiiildren." The widow remarried. 
Held, that as the proviso was in restraint 
of a seeond marriage it was valid as it 
did not fall within the general rule respeet- 
ing a conditional gift in general restraint 
of marriage. (He Tucker, deceased, 3 S.L.
II. 47.1. and He Caswell, 5 SLR. 213, dis
sents! from.]

He Muirhead Estate, 12 S.L.R. 123. 
[1910] 2 W.W.H 454.
(S I A—7)—Effect of partial invalid-

A clause in a will is invalid which for
feits altogether a beneficiary's interest in 
the testator's estate if he should alienate 
any benefit to which he may Is- entitled 
under the will. | MeFarlane v. Henderson, 
16 O.I..R. 172. followed.]

He McKinnon. 3 D.LR. 124, 3 O.W.N. 
Him.
(8 I A—10)—Testamentary capacity — 

Deluhioxh — Execi'tiox by mark.
Moinlierg v. Jones, 25 D.LR. 766. it W.

U R. 246. 32 W.LR. 513. |See aUo 21 I>. 
LR. H63, 25 Man. LR. 5t»4, 31 W.L.R. 633.
8 W.W.H. 1050. |
Testamentary character.

Where a document purporting to he an 
appointment of a beneficiary hv the 
assured under a life insurance policy de
clares that the policy shall continue pay
able to the assured, his executors, admin
istrators and assigns, and shall continue to j 
be subject to his disposal as he may see 
fit in his lifetime and further declares 
that if the insurance is subsisting at his 
death, and has not been sold, surrendered, 
assigned or otherwise disposed of. then 
upon his death it shall be for the benefit 
of his wife if she survives him the effect 
is to make it a testamentary document 
and not a statutory appointment under 
the Manitoba Life Insurance Act. R.S.M. 
11162. e. 83, s. 7 (similar to H.S.O. 1867. 
c. 203, e. 160). [Foundling Hospital \. 
Crane, [1611] 2 K.B. 367. 80 L.J.K.B. 853, 
applied.]

(irecn v. Standard Trusts Co., 1 D.L.R. 
661». 22 Man. L.R. 31)7, 20 W.LR. 488. 1 
W.W.R. 003.
(8 I A—15)—Execution — Reference

IN CODICIL TO PRIOR WILL — INCORPO
RATIN'!; EXTRINSIC DOCUMENT.

Where there is a distinct reference in a 
duly proved codicil to a prior testamen
tary paper therein referred to as the "last 
will" of the testator and only one docu
ment of the kind is known, probate may be

granted of both, although the due execu
tion of the prior will is not shewn, if the 
parol evidence satisfactorily proves that 
there is no doubt that it is the instru
ment referred to. | Allen v. Maddock, It 
Moore P.C. 427, 14 Eng. R. 757, followed.] 

Ijafond v. Lafond, 16 D.L.R. 457, ID B. 
< It. 287. 6 W.W.H. 318, 27 W.LR. 687. 
Evidence — Codicil.

The rule that a will must lie in writing 
does not so require merely for the pur
pose of proof but makes the writing es
sential to its validity, and no evidence is 
admissible to supplement or explain what 
is written. Therefore, though a marginal 
note on a holograph will, dated and signed 
by the testator and incorporated with the 
rest, may operate as a codicil it is not so 
with respect to a writing on a distinct and 
separate sheet, though folded up with the 
will and having a sign or mark apparently 
referring to a like sign on the will ; no evi
dence of such relation is admissible to es
tablish that the sheet forms part of the 
will or is a codicil modifying its tenor.

Dion v. Dion. 44 Que. S.C. 462.
TWO TESTAMENTARY DOCUMENTS EXECUTED 

BY TESTATRIX IN EXISTENCE AT DEATH
—Alterations made in earlier docu
ment AFTER EXECUTION WITHOUT RE
EXECUTION — Reference in later 
OOCI'MENT TO EARLIER ONE—“I F THE 
STROKED ONE STANDS TAKE IT"—LATER 
DOCUMENT ALONE ADMITTED TO PROBATE. 

In 1610 the testatrix made a will dis
posing * of all her property. Afterwards, 
she made many alterations in the docu
ment by striking out words and interlining 
others; but did not re-execute as a will the 
document as altered. In 11)16, she duly 
executed a new will, written by her own 
hand, beginning; “This is the last will of 
K. (I. if the one stroked over will not stand. 
If the stroked one stands take it." This 
will also disposed of all her property, hut 
it differed materially from the will of 11116. 
both as first written and as subsequently 
altered :—Held, that the two documents
could not stand together. Re Hay, Kerr v. 
Ntinnear. 119641 1 Ch. 317, distinguished, 
there not lie ing in this ease, as there was 
in that, an express confirmation of the 
earlier writing. In its natural signification 
the expression "the stroked one" in the 
sentence "If the stroked one stands take 
it," described the original will as “stroked," 
and not the original will without the altera
tions; and the testatrix must lie taken to 
have used the expression in this natural 
sense. Thus the will of 1916 must he ad
mitted to probate ; for the earlier will was 
not valid as altered, and the condition upon 
which the second will was to come into 
operation was fulfilled—"the one stroked 
over will not stand." An instrument which 
is to take effect as a will only on the hap
pening of a contingency named jn it may
be valid as a will.

tirant v. Grant, 44 O.L.R. 143.
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B. EXECUTION ; ATTESTATION.

(8 I B—20»—Authentic form—Heading 
ue will—Notary.

A will in authentic form, in which it is 
not declared that the will was read ‘‘by the 
notary,*’ is void. 1‘roof by testimony is 
illegal for proving that it was read to him 
by the notary.

Beat v. Patcnaudc. 53 Que. S.C.
-7ii. -'4 Rev. de dur. 143.

A will in authentic form before two 
notaries under Quebec law is not invalid 
because, by inadvertence, it was certified 
on its face to have been executed in the 
afternoon of a certain dav, while in fact 
it was executed in the forenoon of that

Riley v. McGrory, 8 D.L.R. 784.
Form of wim,—Quebec.

In Quebec, a will made according to the 
form derived from the law of Kngland. as 
to execution and attestation, is void.

Vondette v. Vondette, 47 Que. S.C. 534. 
Proof of due execution—Judgment of 

Surrogate Court — Appkai. — New 
trial—Right ok appeal—Valve of
PROPERTY A Et ECTF3)—APPOINTMENT OK 
ADMINISTRATOR WITH WILL ANNEXED—

Kgan v. McArthur, 0 O.W.X. 253. 
Authentic will—Incompetency of wit

nesses —Proof.
Rahy v. Arbic, 13 Que. P.R. 85.

(8 I B—21)—Signature of testator.
Cnder a statute (Wills Act, R.S.B.C. 

1911. c. 241, s. III. which provides that 
“no will shall he valid unless it is signed 
by the testator or bv some other person 
in his presence and by his direction, and 
such signature shall be made or acknowl
edged by the testator in the presence of 
two witnesses,” the will, although signed 
In one holding testator's hand, and ac
knowledged by two witnesses in the tes
tator’s presence, but when the testator was 
in such physical condition that he could 
neither object, consent, nor even sec the 
witnesses, such will was not executed ac
cording to the provisions of the statute.

Peden v. Abraham, 8 D.L.R. 403. 3 W.W. 
R. 265.
Impress of seal of tehtatob'h signature 

—Sufficiency as basis for “common 
form" proof.

The impress of the testator's notarial 
seal upon his will may lie a sufficient signa
ture upon which to grant proof in common

Re Wilson Estate. 19 D.L.R. 698. 
•Signature of testator.

A holograph will signed “mother” (of 
which the handwriting is identified) is

Walker v. Swan. 15 Qiie. P.R. 16. 
Illness preventing.

A writing read to the testator, who de
clares before witnesses that he accepts it 
us the expression of his last wishes but is

unable to sign it owing to injuries received, 
cannot la- treated as a will made according 
to the form derived from the law of Kng
land nor lie proved as such.

Kx parte Samson. 18 Que. P.R. 368.
(8 I B—23)—Signature oi witnesses — 

Statements ok testator.
Statements made by a testator some time 

before the making of bis will cannot prevail 
against the exprès» terms of the document 
containing his last will. Witnesses to a 
will, made in Knglish form, may witness 
and sign the will in a room adjoining that 
where the testator is. provided the latter 
can see them through the open door.

Langlois v. Morin. 24 Rev. Leg. 362.
(8 I B—24)—Void—Authentic fobm— 

Second notary — English form — 
Evidence — Kxecutor—Interest in 
will—C.C. (Que.) arts. 846, 851, 855.

A will is void and contrary to law when 
an executor acts at the same time as second 
notary to the deed. A will made under 
the form derived from the law of England, 
is invaml by reason of art. 851. 855 C.C. 
(Que.) since an executor can no more lie a 
witness to a will under this form than he 
could lie a second notary under the authen
tic form. Art. 845, which says “Legacies 
made to notaries or to witnesses are void 
hut do not annul the other provisions of the 
will" cannot lie invoked in case in discus
sion seeing that the benefit conferred up
on the executor is found to affect practically 
the whole will.

Papineau v. Papineau. 28 Que. K.B. 240. 
ATTEHTATION RY BK.XBFICI ARIES—APPLICA

TION EUR PROBATE.
Re Jones. 18 W.L.R. 633.

(8 I B—26)—Presence of parties.
Where a will was drawn according to 

the suggestions of a testator, who was men 
tally competent and not unduly influenced 
in making it, and was signed by him in 
the presence of two witnesses, and by them 
signed in the presence of the testator, and' 
in the presence of each other, it was legally 
executed under Ontario law.

Toal v. Rvan. 4 D.L.R. 25, 3 O.W.X. 
1267, 22 O.XV.R. 127.

C. Revocation .• reviving.
(8 T C—30)—Lost will—Presumption of

REVOCATION—How REBUTTED.
A will was admittedly made in proper 

form by the plaintiff's deceased huslmml, 
whereby lie gave all his property to her. 
The will had been placed in her custody, 
and, when her husband died, she supposed 
it was still where she had left it, hut dili
gent search for the will did not produce it, 
nor her own will, which had been placed in 
the same envelope. The contents of the 
will were well proved, in an action brought 
to establish it. and oral evidence was given 
which was held sufficient to rebut the pre
sumption that the husband had destroyed 
the document animo revocandi; and the 
will, as established by the evidence was ad

53
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mittvd to probate. Hold, that, in arriving 
at a conclusion, the court was entitled to 
consider the relationship existing between 
the liii'hund and wife, also his words and 
aetion subséquent to the execution of the 
will, and any circumstances which may 
tend to support <>r rehut the presumption 
of revocation. The strength of the pre
sumption is weakened if the testator did 
not have the custody of the document.

Vnwin v. Unwin. ‘29 W.L.R. 279, 20 
B.C.R. 77. 6 W.W.R. 118«.
Will of soldier in military form.

A subsequent testamentary paper does 
not necessarily revoke one prior in date, 
even though the second instrument contains 
a general revocatory clause. The intention 
of the testator is the side guide in the mat
ter. and the intention to he discovered is 
that relating to the disposition of the tes
tator's property, and not to the form of the 
will. Moreover, a will is not necessarily 
confined to one document, hut may be con
tain! d in several documents. [Lemage v. 
t-'oodlian (1865). ],.R. 1 P. .17, at p. 112; 
Gladstone r. Tempest (1840), 2 Curteis, 
«10; Dcmpscv v. Lawson (1877). 2 P.D. 98 
at p. 1U7. followed.] A will executed by a 
soldier after it had been prepared by his 
solicitor held not. to have been revoked by a 
will made three days later, on a form sup
plied by the military authorities, which 
contained a clause revoking generally all 
former wills. The disposition of the prop
erty was the same in both wills and both 
documents were admitted to probate.

Ke Krskine Estate. [1918] 1 W.W.R. 249.
Application for probate of n will refused, 

and letters of administration with will an
nexed granted of a will, made on a form 
prescribed by the military authorities ami 
while the testator was on active service, 
which purported to revoke all former wills 
and to be the testator’s last will, but made 
no mention of an executor, there being no 

•blank therefor. [Lemage v. Goodhan, L.R. 
1 1*. .17, followed.]

lie Daigle Estate, [1018] 2 W.W.R. 910.

If a will be simply revoked in order to 
make a gift in favour of another person, 
and it is clear that there is no intention to 
revoke unless for such purpose, then the 
doctrine of Onion v. Tyrer, 1 P.Wms. 343, 
applies. The revocation by a codicil of an 
appointment by a will held, not to be oper
ative in any event, but to have been made 
only for the purpose of providing what the 
appointor considered a Letter provision for 
the benefit of the appointee and his family, 
and since, because of the appointor's in
ability under the will to vest an interest in 
her grandchildren, the appointment under 
the codicil failed to that extent, the origi
nal appointment stood. [Re Bernard’s Set
tlement. Bernard v. Jones, [1910] 1 Ch. 5.12, 
applied.]

Pemberton E-tnte v. Lewis, 25 B.C.R. 
116, ]1917] 3 W.W.R. 701.

Codicil—Revocation or request to chil
dren OF TESTATRIX—DOUBT AS TO EX
TENT OF APPLICATION OF REVOKING 
CLAUSE.

Re Sehreiber, 11 O.W.X. 349.
(§ I C—31)—Where a will which gave a 

woman all of the property of a testator, 
was executed in consideration of her agree
ment to keep house for him during his 
lifetime, was. without her knowledge, sub
sequently revoked, she may, upon the death 
of the testator, recover from his estate the 
total value thereof, less the amount of his 
debts and the expense of administration.

Lcgeas v. Trusts & Guarantee Co., 5 
D.L.R. 389. 4 A.L.R. 190, 20 W.L.R. 172. 
l W.W.R. SOI.
Subsequent will.

A testator may dispose of part of his 
estate by a will and of the remainder by 
one or more other wills. When in an ac
tion for a legacy a third party intervenes 
ami asks that the will on which the action 
is based lie set aside he cannot, by the same 
intervention, demand the setting aside of 
a prior will which has not been revoked; 
lie should proceed for that purpose by ae-

Paseal v. Bank of Montreal, 14 Que. P.R. 
54.
(§ I 0—32)—Erasure—Interlineation— 

Destruction—Mutilation.
A will made under Quebec law in authen

tic form before two notaries must certify 
the numlier and nullity of words erased, 
otherwise the erasure will not be effective 
and the words through which a line bad 
been drawn will be read in the will. [No
tarial Code, R.S.Q. 1909, s. 4618, consid-

Riley v. McGrory, 8 D.L.R. 784.
Where the decedent is proved to have had 

his will in his own custody but after due 
search it cannot he found or otherwise ac
counted for at his death, it will lie pre
sumed that the decedent destroyed the will 
with the intention of revoking it. [Stigden 
v. St. léonards, L.R. 1 P.D. 154. applied.]

Re Nan .Sing, 1 D.L.R. 45, 19 W.L.R. 8.18, 
1 W.W.R. 472.
Attempted revocation — Crossing out 

signature—Name legible.
Running a pen through the signature of 

a will by a testator, but leaving his name
lainly legible, with a writing below "I
ereby revoke this will" subscribed with 

the tesftttor’s initials, dated, and attested 
by his wife in hia presence, does not consti
tute an effectual revocation of the will un
der ss. 22. 23 of the Wills Act. R.S.O. 1897, 
c. 128, and will not affect the title to land 
by the admittance of such will to probate. 
[Re Goods of Godfrey, 69 L.T.R. 22, fol-

Re Mulholland and Van den Berg, 24 
D.L.R. 785, 34 U.L.R. 242.
(g I C—34)—By codicil.

A will revoked by another will properly 
executed is impliedly revived by the making
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f codicils to the original will though no 
mention of the second will in made in the

Findlay v. Pae, 31 D.L.R. 281, 37 O.L.R. 
318.
TESTAMENTARY CAPACITY — UNDUE INFLU- 

KXCE — ONUb PROBANUI — WILL PRE- 
PABKD BY ONE BENBFITT1N6 THEBEUN-

ln an action to set aside a will on the 
ground that the testator was nut of sound 
■ind disposing mind and memory, the ap
pellate division directed a new trial as it 
-lid not. appear that due regard was had to 
the rule that the onus probandi lies upon 
the party propounding the will and to the 
rule that generally the court’s suspicion 
•Jiould he aroused when the will was pre
pared by one taking a benefit, thereunder 
and such suspicion should be satisfactorily 
removed liefore allowing the will to be ef
fective.

Deremore. v. Trusts & Guarantee Co. 
[1019) 1 W.W.R. 681, 14 A.L.R. 322.
D. Who may make; capacity; undue in-

18 1 1)—35)—Competency to make.
Wildinan v. Wildman, 12 D.L.R. 837, 25 

W.L.R. 41.
RUUDKN OF PROVING GENUINENESS.

If it he shewn that a party taking a ben
efit under a will, himself wrote that will, 
or partieipated in the preparation of it. or 
in the procuring of its execution, the law 
easts upon such beneficiary, in proving the 
will, the additional burden of proving that 
the testator knew and approved of the con
tents of the will ; the rule of law being 
that. under such circumstances, a sus
picion is cast on the will which must he 
removed by testimony which leaves no rea
sonable doubt of the genuineness of the 
will as the last free act of the testator. 
Each case must be decided upon its own 
peculiar circumstances, and it is for the 
jury to consider all the surrounding facts 
jinti circumstances, and decide whether or 
not they are such as to justify the conclu
sion that the testator had been influenced 
to such an extent as to have lost the power 
of free agency.

Farnell v. Conway, 41 D.L.R. 649, 46 
N.B.R. 343.
V.NDUE INFLUENCE — CONSPIRACY — AT

TESTING witnesses—Appeal—Costs.
Newcomhe v. Evans. 43 O.L.R. 1. [See 

37 O.L.R. 364. 31 D.L.R. 315.]
The rule followed that where the donee is 

in a position of confidence or in a position 
to exercise influence over the donor, it is 
not necessary to the setting aside of the 
gift., on the ground of undue influence, 
that there should be proof of its exercise; 
undue influence is presumed, and it is for 
the donee to rehut the presumption. [De
long v. Muinford, 26 Or. 586: Vanzant v. 
t oates, 37 D.L.R. 471. 3» D.L.R. 48.',. fol
lowed.] As to the will, that, although (1)

mental capacity and (2) due execution 
were shewn, it was not shewn (3- that the 
document propounded was understood amt 
appreciated by the testatrix, and was in 
truth and fact the expression of her desire; 
and these three thing# must be shewn be
fore the rule laid down in Bnudnins v. 
Richardson, [1906] AX’. 169, 185, that 
those attacking the will must shew 
coercion or fraud, can he applied. Where 
the defendants were in the position of in
fluence; and the will was prepared on their 
instructions, in their presence, and for their 
benefit; and the solicitor who prepared the 
will—the only independent witness called 
to support it—did not satisfy himself 
thoroughly as to the volition and capacity 
of the testatrix; the circumstances in 
which the will was prepared and signed 
were such as to cause grave suspicion, and 
the evidence of undue influence being over
whelming, the defendants failed to estab
lish the will.

Wannamaker v. Livingston, 43 O.L.R. 
243.
Devise of land—Conveyance by deed— 

Action to set aside—Mental inca
pacity OF TESTATOB and gbantob— 
Evidence — Title by possession to
POBTiON OF LANDS OF TESTATOB AC- 
QUIBED BY SON — EVIDENCE — LIMITA
TION Act—Advebsk entby—Findings 
of Trial Judge—Appeal.

Gomlchild V. Wilcox, 14 O.W.N. 125. af 
firming 12 O.W.N. 55.
Action to set aside letters probate— 

Evidence-—On us—Testamentary c a- 
pauity—Finding of Trial Judge—Re
versal on appeal.

Tin- testator, by a will made 5 days be
fore his death, and when lie was very ill, 
diawn from his instructions by his medical 
attendant, left $1,000 to bis (the testator's) 
only relative, a sister, who lived a lung dis
tance from him. and the remainder of his 
estate, the whole value of which was about 
$4,000. to the defendant, a neighbour and 
close friend, wlm had been his adviser and 
assistant in business matters, and bad, 
with others, taken care of him in his last 
illness. The defendant was present when 
the instructions were given and while the 
document was being prepared, and his son 
was one of the attesting witnesses. The 
will was admitted to probate; and the 
plaintiff sought in this action to set it 
aside and revoke the letters probate, on the 
grounds that the defendant occupied a posi
tion of confidence towards the testator and 
had procured the making of the will by un
due influence, when the testator was dying 
and was without independent advice, and 
that the document admitted to probate was 
not the will of the deceased. The Trial 
Judge found that the will was really not 
the will of the deceased:—Held, reversing 
that finding, that, the testamentary capac
ity of the testator not being disputed, if 
the onus wa# upon the defendant to adduce
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evidence to remove the suspicion raised l»y 
the circumstances in which the will was 
prepared and executed, the defendant had 
satisfied the onus, and had established that 
the will was that of a free and capable tes
tator—in reality, there was no evidence 
that the defendant procured the will to be 
made, or that it was other than the volun
tary act of the testator.

(Gallagher v. Woodman. 44 O.L.R. 98. 
Action to ehtablihii—Kviiiem e—Oxen— 

Testamentary capacity — Vailing
MEMORY AND SENILE DECAY—I'KIM l ME
ME XT OK WILL BY OTHERS — STEALTH, 
HASTE, AND CONTRIVANCE—DUTY Of 
SOLICITOR CALLED IN TO PREPARE WILL—
Revocation or former wills—Kxec-
I TORS PROPOUNDING WILL—COSTS.

Murphy v. Lamphier, 31 O.L.R. 287. 
Action to set aside — Onus — Want of

rESTAMES! tRY CAP RCIT1 COSTS.
Larocque v. Landry, 11 O.W.X'. 449. 

Action to set aside will and deed—Men
tal CAPACITY OF TESTATRIX — KVIDENCE.

Gross v. Smith. 13 O.W.X. 170.
1 XVALIDITY — INCJOMPETENCE OF TESTATRIX

—Evidence —Onus — Testimony of
PHYSICIAN-WITNESS — DECLARATION OF 
INTESTACY — INJUNCTION — EXECUTOR

Dongan \\ Allan. 0 O.W.N. 712. 
Testamentary capacity—Insanity.

Importunity upon a testatrix by those 
to whom she has bequeathed the largest 
part of her estate, any more than threats 
to have her interdicted, are not sutlicient 
to establish caption when it is proved that, 
at. the time of the will, she enjoyed all her 
faculties and especially a great will power. 
Incapacity to make a will on account of in
sanity cannot la* inferred front the tempo
rary loss, by the testatrix, of her mental 
lucidity during a disease, or from her habit 
of complaining, without reason, of being 
poor, or of her indifference towards one of 
lier daughters-in-law ( the plaintiff i, when 
it is established by the testimony of those 
who knew her best, and especially by her 
correspondence, that at the time of her will, 
she enjoyed the full use of her intelligence.

Rruneau v. Généreux. 23 Que. K.H. 113. 
Testamentary capacity—Deaf and dumb

Article 847. (Quo.I applies only to 
deaf and dumb persons and to those com
pletely deprived of hearing. One who still 
can hear, although very little, and however 
deaf lie mu.t he. may make an authentic 
will 'll the ordinary way. ami evidence tend
ing to shew ‘hat tiie declaration in the will 
that it has ls*en read to the testator is false, 
must la* made by the one attacking the will. 
Such proof can lie made only hv disproving 
the evidence, the proof must be conclusive 
and leave no doubt in the judge's mind, the 
presumption being in favour of the au
thenticity.

Roy v. Hebert, 23 Que. K.B. 225.

(g 1 D -3fl |—I)M IK EE OF MENTAL CAPACITY 
— I'ERHON BUFFERING FROM GENERAL PAR
ES IH Lucid intervals.

Notwithstanding the fact that a testator 
at the time of executing his will was suf 
fet ing from general paresis, the instrument 
will lie upheld, where it appears that per
sons so alllicted frequently have lucid in
tervals: and that the testator was able to 
frequently transact business, and was cap 
«hie of understanding the nature of the 
instrument executed by him. which was a 
simple one. [Banka v. GoodfeUow, Lit. 5 
Q.H. 549, applied.]

Badenach v. Inglis, 14 D.L.R. 109, 29 0. 
L.R. 165, affirming 10 D.L.R. 294. 
Capacity of testator — Execution of

. DOCUMENTS THREE DAYS AFTER INSTRUC
TIONS given—Evidence.

A will may lie established when the tes
tator, at the time of dictating the will, has 
sufficient discretion for that purpere, and 
on execution of the same remembers that in
structions had lieen given, and accepts the 
document to lie signed as containing such 
instructions. [Murphy v. Lamphier, 31 O. 
1..R. 287. distinguished; Barker v. Tilgate, 8 
P.D. 171, approved in Perera v. Pereru. 
[1901] A.C. 354, followed ]

Faulkner v. Faulkner, 49 D.L.R. 504. 40 
O.L.R. 69, reversing 44 O.L.R. 634.

The fact of a testator suffering from 
paresis at the time of making his will is not 
sufficient ground for setting it aside where 
the court is satisfied that at the actual time 
of the making of the will the testator could 
and did fully appreciate what he was doing 
and was in fact “a free and capable testa
tor.”

Bartlett v. Bull. 16 D.L.R. 82. 5 WAV. 
1L 1207, 26 W.L.R. 831

A greater scope of general mental capac 
it.v is requisite where a testator by will 
disposes of all his property, than where 
lie deals with a single or separate part 
thereof. In order that a testamentary dis
position of property may la* sustained the 
testator must la* of reasonably sound mind, 
memory and understanding.

Thamer v. .1 limit. 4 D.L.R. 753, 3 O.VV. 
N. 1307. 22 O.W.K. 206.

Soundness of intellect required of a per
son making a will at the time of the mak 
ing thereof consists in having sufficient 
understanding *. appreciate the chareter 
and the effects of the document to la* made 
and in having sufficient will power to muni 
fest such understanding.

Madore v. Martin. 3 D.L.R. 731. 18 Rev. 
de Jur. 480.

One who knew and appreciated that he 
was making a will, the effect thereof, tile 
property possessed by him, and how lie 
disposed of it. as well us those who had 
claims upon him. xvas comptent to make a 
testimentary disposition thereof.

Toni v. Ryan. 4 D.L.R. 25, 3 O.W.X. 
1267.

Where the evidence does not shew that
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1 lie testator «lie» making hi* «ill was un
der any insane delusion nor that lie had 
btivh weakness of intellect and mental de
lay as to destroy testamentary capacity, 
the will should not be refused probate on 
the ground of incapacity, because it ap
pears that the testator was a feeble old 
man, 79 years of age who was found a few 
months later to la* suffering from senile 
dementia and was declared incompetent in 
lunacy proceedings taken for the purpose 
of placing some one in authority to provide 
necesaary care and nursing for him.

Forman v. Rvan. 4 D.L.R. ‘-'7. 17 R.C.R. 
1.10. ‘»o W.L.R.* 797, 1 W.W.R. 1222. 
Mental sanity—Casual and temporary

DERANGEM ENT.
.lea not te v. .Icanotte, 10 D.L.R. 891, 22 

Que. K.B. 41, 19 Rev. Leg. 99.
(* 1 D—37)—Dr-irsioNR.

Whether the general faculties of a per
son’s mind are so affected by insane de
lusions as to render him incompetent to 
make a testamentary disposition of his 
property as a whole or of that part in 
respect to which a delusion exists, j» a 
question of fact to lie determined from all 
the evidence.

Thamer v. Jundt, 4 D.L.R. 7fi3. 3 O.W.N. 
1307, 22 O.W.R. 208.
Delusions—Burdk.n ok PRIMIF.

Where the provisions of the will itself 
irove that it was not affected by insane de- 
usions, it must he found that it was not so 

affected: and after the court is sufficiently 
satisfied of the due execution of a will as 
icquired by law by an apparently competent 
testator, the onus of proving that the will 
was affected by insane delusions is shifted 
upon the party opposing the will on that 
ground. [Skinner v. Karquhanson, 32 Can. 
S.C.R. 58, applied ]

Reament v. Foster, 26 D.L.R. 474, 35 
O.L.R. 365.
DELUSIONS— As TO FAMILY — PARANOIA —

Monomania. *
Where the testator was afflicted with the 

form of insanity known as monomania or 
paranoia and his insane suspicion and aver- 
-ion towards his own family took the place 
of natural affection and perverted the sense 
of right of the testator, his will depriving 
his wife and any benefit in his estate and 
making inadequate provision for his infant 
children while the bulk of the e-tate was 
given for religious purposes, «ill be set

Re McDonald Estate, 15 D.L.R. 558. 14 
K.L.R. 109.

A testator has sufficient capacity to make 
a will whose mind and memory are suf
ficiently sound to enable him to understand 
its nature and effect, who has a comprehen
sion of the extent of the property he was 
possessed of and the objects of his pro
posed bounty, and this notwithstanding 
that he periodically suffered imm melan

cholia and incidental delunuus, brought 
about by the deaths of relative* or by do
me-tic troulile and that on the date of the 
execution of the will lie was about to go 
voluntarily for treatment to an institution 
for mentally weak persons at the request 
of a friend. [Hanks v. Ooodfellow, L.R. 
5 Q.H. 549, and Skinner v. Far rson, 32 
Can. S.C.R. 58. applied.]

M,Innés v. Mclnnes. 1 D.L.R. 522, 10 
E.L.R. 399.
Action to bet aside after probatb—Sus

picious CIRCUMSTANCES—SENILITY — 
Reasonableness of disposition — 
On vs of proof—Stare decisis—Find
ing of facts—Adjudication —Bind
ing EFFECT ON BENEFICIARIES NOT PAR
TIES—Costs.

Llovd v. Roliertson. 27 D.L.R. 745. 36 O. 
L.R. 204. [Reversed in 28 D.L.R 192, 37 
D.L.R. 498.]
Delusions.

To be capable of making a valid will, a 
testator must have the normal exercise of 
his thought- possess all his intelh-ctual 
and moral faculties, have entire freedom of 
his affections, and a will free from all in
fluence and capable of making a choice of 
his heirs. Where one for a long time lived 
in constant fear of being poisoned, and had 
hallucinations about it, be is incapable of 
disposing of his property by will. A party 
proceeding to attack an instrument may 
ask. by exception, not only for the nullity 
of a deed opposed to him, hut also the 
nullity of a deed invoked against him as 
proof of a right.

Robert v. Robert, 24 Rev. Leg. 136.
A person who is instrumental in framing 

a will and who obtains a bounty from that 
will is hound to establish that the will was 
made willingly and deliberately and without 
pressure or influence. (Fulton v. Andrew, 
L.R. 7 ILL. 448; Donaldson v. Donaldson, 
12 Gr. 431. followed.] In an action to set 
aside a will which disposes of the greater 
portion of the estate as a residue unascer
tained as to value, it is a fact of import
ance that the testator thought the estate of 
but one-half the value it really was. [Har
wood v. Baker. 3 Moore P.C. 282, followed.]

Aldritt v. Toronto General Trusts Corp., 
[1917] 1 W.W.R. 178.
Codicil—Proof of execution—Expert in

HANDWRITING—WANT OF INDEPENDENT
advice—Conveyances of land by tfs-
TATOR TO HONS—ACTIONS TO SET ASIDE
-—Want of understanding by testa
tor—Improvements to land in expec
tation ok DEVISE.

Palmer v. Palmer. 10 O.W.N. 70.
Due execution—Absence of undue in

fluence.
McAlpine v. McKay, 10 O.W.N. 122. 

Capacity—Evidence.
Menzies v. McLeod, 11 O.W.N. 14.

6
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(§ I D—38)—Estate bequeathed to HUS

BAND — ALLEGED UNDUE INFLUENCE —
Burden of pioor—Onus oh run al-

\\ lieu it is proved that a will has been 
properly executed by a person of competent 
understanding, and apparently a free agent, 
the burden of proving undue influence rests 
on the party alleging this. It must be shewn 
that a person having the power to overbear 
the will of the testator duly exercised such 
power, and by means of the same, obtained 
the will. [Baudains v. Richardson, [1900] 
A.C. 109, followed.]

Craig v. Lamoureux, 50 D.L.R. 10, [1910] 
3 W.W.R. 1101. reversing 17 D.L.R. 422. 4il 
• au. 8.C.R. 805, which reversed 14 D.L.R. 
309, 22 Que. K B. 252.
Undue influence — Competency — Furr.

AND CAPABLE—OXUH, WHEN SHIFTED.
The onus probandi lies upon the party 

propounding a will to satisfy tin- court 
that it is the last will of a free and cap
able testator, and this being fulfilled the 
onus is shifted. If a party writes or pre
pares a will under which he takes a substan
tial In-nefit. that is a circumstance creating 
suspicion which lie must displace when he 
propounds the will for probate if contested. 
| Barry v. Butlin, 1 Curt. 037 T.vrell v. 
Pa inton, [IH94| P. 151 : Connell v. Connell, 
37 Can. S.C.R. 404, applied.]

Ixiftua v. Harris, 19 D.L.R. 070, 30 O.L.R. 
47».
Will Testamentary capacity—Due ex

ecution — Evidence — Undue influ
ence—Burden ok proof.

Stotts v. Stotts, 16 O.W.N. 332.
Evidence—Allegations of testamentary

INCAPACITY AND UNDUE INFLUENCE—
Failure to prove—Agreement made
BY TESTATOR—PROMISE TO CONVEY LAND 
IN CONSIDERATION OF MAINTENANCE FOIl
life—Agreement and will upheld on 
evidence—Costs of issues.

Re McRae. 16 O.W.N. 378.
Proof of undue influence (captation! is 

established by the actions of the legatee 
charged therewith prior to its execution, his 
proposal to a third person to take steps to 
have the natural heirs disinherited by a 
partition of testator's property, his state
ment to the testator that his grandson (the 
natural heir I had stolen property from him 
and his conduct after the will was made, 
which shewed that, his work accomplished, 
he took no further interest in the testator 
to whom he* had previously been most atten
tive.

Ouimet v. La berge. 43 Que. 8.C. 221. 
Action for declaration that will ir 

void — Undue influence restraint 
against mortgaging until 35 years 
of age—Conditions.

Continuance of Martin v. Martin, 8 O.L.
i: t.ij

Chetl" v. Martin, 20 O.W.R. 83».

Execution — Mental capacity — Sus
picious ctrc um stances — Knowledge 
and approval of contents of will— 
Onus probandi.

Re Margaret T. Murphy’a will. 9 E.L.R.
no.
Fraud—Clause introduced by mistake 

oi SOLICITOR.
He Williams Davis Estate, 40 X.B.R. 23. 

Conspiracy—Presumption.
Quiekfall v. Quiekfall. 19 O.W.R. 113. 

Action to set aside will and codicil— 
Fraud —No moron e or.

McGarrity v. Thompson, 20 O.W.R. 409. 
Dbi • x ken x ess—Captation.

Hoffman v. Baynes, 39 Que. S.C. 74.
D.D. What may be disposed of.

(§ I D D—39)—What may be disposed of.
Universal legatees under Quebec law- 

take and may transmit a fisheries right 
which their testator acquired under c. 
02 Con. Slat. Canada (1850), b$ a. 15 
of which certain ]arsons were to be “deemed 
the owners” of fishing stations held in peace
able possession by them in the public wa
ters of Canada.

Robertson v. Grant, 3 D.L.R. 201, 21 
Que. K.B. 279.
Interest passing ox a devise—Testator

CAN ONLY DISPOSE, BY WILL OF PROP
ERTY WHICH 18 HIS OWN. I.E., TI1E NI7T 
BALANCE DUE HIM OX AN ACCOUNTING.

Muir v. Currie, 10 O.W.R. 618.
E. Probate : contest; foreign wills.

(§ I E—40)—Foreign will—Validity.
A will executed in Quebec before a notary 

and filed with him as n notarial instrument 
under Quebec law may lie proved on tin- 
trial of an action in New Brunswick as to 
real estate there by a copy produced on the 
evidence taken in Quebec under commission 
anil certified by the commissioner from the 
original produced by the notary as a wit
ness before him and by the evidence of its 
attestation in conformity with the New 
Brunswick law it is not ^essential that the 
will should have theretofore been proved in 
solemn form in New Brunswick.

Sweeney v. De Grace, 21 D.L.R. 626. 
Admission to probate—Subsequent dis

covert "i nu i ENDED < OHM ns Iti 
J Et THIN by executors as not genuine 
—Duty ok executors.

Re Billon, 8 O.W.N. 553. 9 O.W.N. 104. 
Proof in solemn form—Due execution— 

Ti ST AMI \ TART CAPACITY COSTS. 
Ijamphier v. Brown, 9 O.W.N. 20». 

Persons interested—Non-appearance.
Persons interested in a will having been 

cited to appear and shew cause why a pre
vious will should not he admitted to pro
bate, and having failed to appear, the court 
is at lilierty to grant probate, or adminii- 
tration with will annexed, of such previous 
"ill.

Re- Robinson. 40 D.L.R. «64. 11 S.L.R. 
188, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 391.
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Application fob pbobate — Delegation 

BY EXECUTOR 10 ATTORNEY — AFFI
DAVIT OF ATTORNEY — SUFFICIENCY —
Execution of trusts (War Facili
ties) Act, c. OH, 1918.

Re Benson, 25 B.C.R. 458, [1DI8J 3 VV.W. 
R 583.
Action to set aside — Parties — Hub- 

band and WIFE.
An exception to form presupposes some 

defect and not an absence of interest, which 
goes to the merits. An heir has an interest 
on asking to set aside a will which disin 
herits him, even if there is another will 
which also disinherits him, particularly if 
the latter is to the benefit of another leg
atee. An action to set aside a will should 
ne directed against the husband ami wife 
common ns to goods, if the estate under the 
will is partly of movables and partly of im
movables. If such an action has only been 
directed against the wife authorized by her 
husband, the plaintiff may obtain a delay 
to add the husband |>ersunully.

I ai pierre v. Lapierre. 20 Que. P.R. 137. 
Appointment of sequestrator.

There is litigation of a decedent’s estate 
when the will of the latt«*r is attacked be
fore tbe court; under such circumstances a 
seipie.'trator may lie appointed.

Evans v. Slayton. 54 Que. S.C. 518.
L^w of domicile—Administration.

The testatrix died in 1916; she then was 
resident in the State of New Jersey. She 
left a will made in Ontario in 1880: she was 
then a British subject. At her death slio 
owned real and personal property in On
tario and also in New Jersey. Upon an ap
plication to a Surrogate Court in Ontario 
by a trust company for a grant of letters 
of administration with tbe will annexed, a 
contestation arose, and the Judge of the 
Surrogate Court found that the will bad 
been duly made and executed according to 
the law of Ontario, and that at the date of 
the execution of the will the testatrix »w.s 
a British subject within Ontario. Letters 
of administration were accordingly granted 
to the trust company, and there was no ap
peal from the decision of the Surrogate 
Court:—Held, upon an application by the 
administrators for advice, that the Surro
gate Court Judge had power to grant letters 
of administration or letters probate, irre
spective of the question of domicile. Wills 
Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 120, s. 20 (3). His 
tory of the legislation and review of til- 
authorities. Held, however, that the will, 
though duly executed and free from de
fect in form, might he open to attack, either 
lierauBc the testatrix was. according to tin- 
law of the domicile, incapable of making a 
will, or because the will contravened tin- 
law of the domicile. The letters granted in 
this jurisdiction should be regarded by tin- 
court of another jurisdiction as conclusive, 
quoad form. If the testatrix had, at tin- 
time of ucr death, acquired a domicile 
in New Jersey, the estate, real and person

al, vested in tbe applicants as trustees, was 
to be administered having regard to tbe 
rules of succession in New Jersey.

Re Dartnell, 37 O.L.ll. 483.
Document propounded as last will of

TESTATOR—On US OF PKOOI —SUSPI- 
CIOUH CIRCUMSTANCES 81 BBOU.ND1NG 
PREPARATION AND EXECUTION OF DOCU
MENT — Evidence—Fin dine of Trial 
Judge in favour of will—No finding
UPON QUESTION OF DISCHARGE OF ONUS
—Appeal—Affidavits oiscbkdi it no
IMPORTANT WITNESS AT TRIAL—NEW

The onus probandi ties upon the party 
propounding a will ; and he must satisfy 
the conscience of the court that the in
strument propounded is the last will of a 
free and capable testator. Wherever cir
cumstances exist which excite the suspicion 
of tbe court, it is for those who propound 
the will to remove such suspicion, and to 
prove affirmatively that the testulor knew 
and approved 'of the contents of tbe docu
ment, and it is only where this is done that 
the onus is thrown on those who oppose tbe 
will to prove fraud or undue influence, or 
whatever else they rely on to displace tir
euse made for proving the will. (Tyrrell 
v. Pa inton, [1894J P. 151, 157, 158, fol 
lowed.]

Sellers v. Sullivan, 43 O.L.R. 528.
Action to establish—Proof in solemn 

form—Costs.
Hannah* v. Robson, 13 O.W.N. 215. 

Action to annul — Parties — Plaintiff
SUING ON HF11ALF OK HEBHEI.F AND All. 
OTHER HEIRS AND NEXT OF KIN -RULE
75—Joinder of heirs and next ok kin. 

Carroll v. Patterson, 10 O.W.N. 100. 
Action to establish — Jurisdiction — 

Declaratory judgment.
Mutrie v. Alexander, 23 O.L.R. 396. 18 

O.W.R. 836.
Surrogate Court, transfer from, to 

King's Bench.
Re Jickling, 20 Man. L.R. 436. 17 W.L.R. 

400.
(8 I K—421 —Contest by legatee who ac

cepted under will—Insufficient ex-

A special legatee, who, after the death of 
the de ciijus, accepted without reserve his 
legacy, does not. on account of a partial 
execution of the will, lose his right to in
voke the nullity of the legacy made to his 
colegatee.

Vondette v. Vnndette, 47 Que. S.C. 534. 
Physician drawing will on day of death 

—Obvious hurry—Kruok in name of 
beneficiary—Large amount—Strict 
investigation.

Re Jones. 21 D.L.R. 863. 25 Man L.R. 
504. 31 W.L.R. 663. 8 W.W.R. 1059. [See 
also 25 D.L.R. 766 ]
Mistake—Name — Evidence — Admissi- 

Ile McLaurin Legacy, 9 E.L.R. 326.
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(8 I E—51 )—Im*ue*.
Wliere, in an art ion to set aside flip pro- 

hate of a will, the defendant does not 
plead as res judicata an order of the Sur 
rogate Court admitting the will to pro
bate as "proved in solemn form of law" 
after hearing evidence in support of , a 
caveat tiled on the ground of the testa
tor's mental incompetent)’, nor has h<* 
asked that the action lie stayed on that 
ground, the High Court may treat the 
< I neat ion of mental capacity as if it were 
before it in the first instance.

Mosier v. Itignev. 4 D.LH. «21, .1 O.W.X. 
1564, 22 O.W.R. 837.
( «i I K--53 I—REFUSAL OK r.RANT—Review.

Section 15.5 of the 1‘rohate Act, X.S., ex
cepts from the right of appeal "a grant of 
probate,” but the right to appeal remains 
from a refusal of the grant.

lie Wilson Estate. HI D.L.R. 608. 
Settlement ok accounts — Contest — 

Finding ok Surrogate Judge—Refkr-
KNTK TO REGISTRAR TO COM PLETF. —
Appeal — Notice to dismiss—Bon ns 
for costs—Sureties—Approval ok iiy 
REGISTRAR.

I»e Estate of Craig, 43 D.L.R. 702, 52 
X.S.R. 368.

F. Codicil.
(8 I F—601—Revoking effect of. how

A will is revoked by a codicil only in so 
far as an intention to revoke is expressed 
in clear and unambiguous terms bv the 
testator, [llearle v. Hicks, 1 Cl. 4 K. 20, 
applied.]

<mith v. Smith, 1» D.L.R. 102. affirming 
16 D.L.R. 44.
Revocation of request.

A codicil setting out the testator's life 
insurance policies and providing that “one- 
quarter of these pcdicies go direct to mv 
wile, hut all my other property now goes, 
with my- last son dead, to my three 
daughters under the terms of my said last 
will" revokes a 1 leanest in the will to the 
testator's wife of half the residue of his

Brodie v. Chipnmn. 43 D.L.R. 503, 57 
Can. K.C.R. 321. reversing 41 O.L.R. 281. 
sub nom. Re Spink.
Effect on terms of will—Limitation as 

to distribution.
A clause in a will, directing the pay

ment to each of the testator’s sons who 
shall reach the age of thirty years, a sum 
vouai to half that portion of "the estate to 
which he may become entitled under the 
will upon tlie death or remarriage of his 
mother, modified by a codicil that the real 
property of the testator shall not be di
vided among the beneficiaries until after the 
lapse of ten years from the testator’s 
death, does not thereby postpone the divi
sion to he made upon the death or mar
riage of the widow, hut merely has the 
effect of suspending the payment to which

any son may become entitled in so far as 
it may necessitate the sale or conversion 
of any real estate for that purpose.

Singer v. Singer. 27 D.L.R. 220, 52 Can. 
S.C.R. 447, aflirming 22 D.L.R. 717, 33 O. 
L.R. 602.
General and specific gifts—Substitu

tion Abatement.
A eodieil and the will must be read to

gether as one instrument and expressing 
the one final will of the testator; the words 
"residue of my estate" and "not hereby 
otherwise disposed of" refer also to disposi
tions made in the codicil. A specific gift 
by a codicil of "all my interest in a mort
gage,” in addition to a general pecuniary 
legacy by the will, is not substitutional of 
tin* fatter, and not affected by an abate
ment provision in the will; tin* words "all 
my interest" are intended in the ordinary 
meaning that the principal as well as the 
interest Is* given.

Re Aldridge Will, 28 D.L.R. 531. !» \.L. 
R. 512, 34 W.L.R. 546. 10 W.W.R. 701. 
|See also 28 D.L.R. 527, 1* A.L.R. 422, 33 
W.L.R. !»10, 0 W.W.R. 1517.1

Where a testator leaves a will and sev
eral codicils it is the net result of the 
testamentary writings that is to lie con
strued as his last w ill. | Douglas-Menzies 
v. Vmphelbv. [H»08| A C. 224, followed ] 
Where a codicil directs that a stated 
pecuniary legacy is bequeathed in the 
"place and stead" of a stated pecuniary 
legacy in the will, the effect is as if the 
amount specified in the codicil were in
serted in the will for all purposes, even to 
tin» change of the mode of division of the 
residuary estate which hv the original will 
was to lie divided amongst the testator's 
children “in proportion to the personal 
property herein bequeathed to my said 
children.”

Re Hunter, 1 D.L.R. 4.56, 25 O.L.R. 4<mi. 
21 O.WJL

As a general principle a codicil to a 
will forms part of tin* will or testamentary 
instrument, hut not necessarily to all in
tents and purpi se. | Fuller v. Hooper, 2 
Ves. 8r. 242, followed.]

Adams v. (lourlay, 4 D.L.R. 731, 26 O.L. 
R. 87, 21 O.W.R. 772.
Construction—Effect of codicil—Revo

cation OK GIFTS MADE BY WILL—SUB
STITUTED RESIDUARY CLAUSE—DEVISE
—Estate ok devisee—Fee simple— 
Gift of income for limited period.

Re Robb, 1.5 O.W.N. 287.
Change in disposition of residuary es

tate—Gift of residue made subject
TO LEGACIES AND OTHER BENEFITS.

Re Temple, 16 O.W.N. 150.
Codicils—Annuities, whether payable 

out of income or corpus.
Re Mitchell, 6 O.W.N. 315.
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DISTRIBUTION OK ESTATE POSTPONED FOB “15 
YEARS FROM THIS DATE"—REPUBLICA
TION OF WILL BY CODICIL THREE YEARN 
AFTER EXECUTION OF WILL—EFFECT OF, 
AH TO DATE OF DISTRIBUTION.

Re Ryan, 10 O.W.N. 331.
II. Nuncupative; holographic.

(§ II—65)—Revocation by marriage— 
Change of domicile.

A holograph will executed in the. Prov
ince of Quebec become* revoked a* regard* 
it* effect in Ontario by the testator's mar
riage in Ontario after changing his dom
icile to that province.

Seifert v. Seifert, 23 D.L.R. 440, 32 0. 
I*R. 433.
By soldier on active service.

Letters of a soldier on active service, 
containing (inter alia | the following: “I 
have also made out a will for which I am 
leaving all and everything to you, but I 
will send it on to you from England as it 
lias got to go through the proper channels 
at the War Office in England” held to he 
a nuncupative will, and not a mere ex
pression of intention.

Smith v. Hubbard, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
12.37.
Holograph ic—SlO x at v re.

A holographic will is valid even if the 
signature is not at the end of the will, and 
the law is fulfilled if the testator’s name 
come# after the constitutive clauses of the 
will.

Ex parte Cunningham. 20 Que. P.R. 236.
III. Devise and legacy.

A. Construction generally; implied gift. 
(S III A—70)—Devine and legacy.

Where a testator bequeath* $10,000 to 
the “Old People'* Home” as a charitable 
institution a» or near Winnipeg, and 
where there is no such institution bearing 
that identical name hut there is “The Old 
Volks' Home” and until recently there was 
“La Maison de* Vieux" (Roman Catholic) 
now called “Hospiee Youville;” upon the 
question as to which, if either, of these i* 
the legatee, a test of the probabilities may 
properlv be based upon any relative facts.

Re Thomas D. Smith, 8 D.L.R. 03, 22 
Man. L.R. 756, 22 W.L.R. 630, 3 W.W.R. 
399.
“Discretion” of named trustees—Possi

ble EXERCISE BY SUCCESSORS.
While a testator may *o express a “dis- 

eretion" with respect to trust property a* 
to make it exercisable by the named trus
tees only, yet. where the exercise of the 
discretion has not boon clearly limited by 
the terms of the will, the broader construc
tion is to be given so as to authorize the 
exercise of the discretionary powers by the 
holders for the time being of the office of 
trustee. [Re Smith; Eastick v. Smith, 
[1904] 1 Ch. 139, applied ]

Kennedy v. Kennedy, 13 D.L.R. 707, 24 
O.W.R. 943, affirming 11 D.L.R. 328.

Direction to executors to “pay off the 
MORTGAGE UPON MY BEAL ESTATE" OUT 
OF SPECIFIED PART OF ESTATE—MORT
GAGE EXISTING WHEN WILL MADE PAID 
OFF BY TESTATOR AND NEW MORTGAGE 
FOR LESSOR AMOUNT AND TO A DIFFER
ENT PERSON SUBSTITUTED—Wil l. SPEAK 
IXG FROM IMMEDIATELY BEFORE DEATH
— “Contrary intention” — Wills 
Act, R.S.O. 1914. c. 120, s. 27 fli — 
Division of estate into parts—One
PART TO BE “$5,000 LESS THAN THE 
OTHER THREE PARTS”—MEANING OF.

Re Thompson, 48 D.L.R. 757, 45 O.L.R. 
520.
Vagi ■ ex ess—Lapsing—Residue.

A bequeit of $50,000 to he “held as a 
fluid towards helping to supply such insti
tutions us may in the near future be deni 
onstrated to shew that God's people are 
willing to help other# to see the liglit that 
is so real, near and universal for all who 
will receive. These institution# may take 
the place of what are at present vailed 
hospitals, poor houses, gaols and peniten
tiaries, or any place that is maintained for 
the uplifting of humanity." is so vague 
and impracticable, and indefinite, that it 
raises no trust which could lie carried out 
and anvil sum must fall into the residue of 
the estate.

Re Orr; Cameron v. Church of Christ, 
Scientist. 43 D.L.R. «68. 57 Can. S.C.R. 
298. reversing 40 O.L.R. 567. [Leave to 
appeal to Privy Council refused. See mem 
oranda, 57 Can. R.C.R. VII.]
Military will revoked iiy letters.

In arriving at a conclusion as to a will 
of a deceased person to he gathered from 
various document# admitted, the court 
must have in view the real intention of 
the testator and must gather it from the 
documents presented. If in the series of 
testamentary documents the court finds one 
which has been wholly and completely re
voked by the provisions of a succeeding 
will, the one so revoked will not he admit 
ted to probate because it has no part to 
play in the devolution of the estate. Let
ters written by a soldier on active service, 
which furnish conclusive evidence that he 
considered a prior will in force, and shew
ing that he considered a subsequent mil
itary will which is inconsistent with it as 
ri ited, are sufficient to revoke such 
militarv will.

Re xicNeil, 42 D.L.R. 449. 45 X.B.R. 479. 
Life estate—Implied power of executor.

A will whereby the testator left to his 
widow all his real and personal property 
for the term of her natural life or while 
she remained a widow, held to entitle the 
widow to a life interest only in the estate, 
both real and personal, with an implied 
power in the executor to draw on the capi
tal should the needs of the widow require
It.

Re Mika Estate, [1918] 1 W.W.R. 888.

5
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Devise to son—Direction to non to hive

WIDOW AND FAMILY HOME WITH HIM —
Personal obligation, not estate in
LAND DEVISED.

Re Killorin, 14 O.W.X. 6.
Provision fob widow, whether in lieu 

of dower—Election between do web
AND BENEFIT UNDER WILL — ALLOW
ANCE TO WIDOW FOR HOARD AND LODG
ING—Amount of—Devise subject to 
CHARGE ON LAND—DUTY OF EXECUTOR 
WHERE DEVISEE FAILS TO ACCEI'T OB RE
JECT DEVISE.

Re MrCntlum. 14 O.W.X. 111.
Annuity to widow—First charge on 

WHOLE ESTATE—PAYMENT OUT OF COR- 
I'US IF INCOME OF ESTATE INSUFFICIENT 
—Other annuities—Order of Pay
ment-Specific LEGACY OF LUMP SUM 
PAYABLE AT DEATH OF WIDOW—INTER
EST—Distribution of residue—An
nuities PAYABLE TO HEIRS ON DEATH 
OF ANNUITANTS IN LIFETIME OF WIDOW.

Re Me Lean, 14 O.W.X. 137.
Division of estate—Legacies—Interest 

—Issue of legatees—“Accumula-
Re* Hancock, 14 O.W.X. 171.

Parol evidence—Document lost or de
stroyed—Succession duty.

When a document is lost or destroyed, or 
is in the possession of a third party so that 
it cannot be produced, without the faults or 
collusion of the one who invokes it, its con
tents may lie established by parol evidence. 
A universal legatee in usufruct who is in 
possession of property bequeathed is per
sonally responsible to the creditors for the 
payment of succession duties.

Holland v. Ball, 27 Vue. K.B. 67. 
Buccession — Partnership — Universal 

legatee — Acceptation — Benefit of
1NVEN TORY—l 'ON 8EBVAT0BY PROCESS—
Demand of abandonment of prop
erty—C.C. Vue. arts. 642, 1892—C.C. 
P ART. 1405.

A demand of judicial abandonment of 
property cannot he made to a universal leg
atee of one of the partners of a commercial 
firm, if such universal legatee has accepted 
the estate under the benefit of inventory 
only, while the delay to make inventory 
has not yet elapsed. The taking of posses
sion of "the property of the succession hy 
means of a “saisie-conservatoire" by the 
universal legatee does not submit him to it 
demand of abandonment of property.

Lemesurier v. Mahoney, 47 Que. S.C. 04. 
Land devised subject to mortgage—Life 

insurance policy assigned as col
lateral—Wills Act. R.S.S. 1000. c. 
44, ss. 37. 38—No indication of in
tention THAT MORTGAGE BE PAID FROM

By assigning a life insurance policy as 
collateral security for payment of a mort
gage. a testator has not signified any “con
trary intention'’ under sa. 37, 38 of the

Wills Act so as to entitle the devises of 
the mortgaged land to have the mortgage 
debt satisfied out of the insurance or other 
personal property. And where the mort 
gagee applies the insurance moneys to the 
payment of the mortgage the land should 
stand charged with the amount for the lie»- 
efit of those beneficiaries thus deprived of 
it.

Re Trustee Act; Re Rules of Court : Re 
Timmons Estate, [lUl'i] 2 W.W.R. 932. 
Legacies—Annuity—Order of payment— 

“First charge.’’
Re McLean, 16 O.W.X. 81.

Bequest to “any daughter unmarried”— 
Application to widowed daughter.

Re Kanton, 17 O.W.X. 82.
Trust-deed—Power of appointment—Ex

ecution by will—Defective execu
tion aided by court—"Personal 
estate"—Inclusion of real estate
ACCORDING TO LANGUAGE USED BY TESTA
TOR — Legacies — Annuities — Re
pugnancy — Priority—Provision in
TRUST-DEED FOR LIFE-ANNUITY—PROVI
SION IN WILL FOB TEN-YEAR ANNUITY 
TO SAME PERSON—CUMULATIVE PHOVI-

Re Uarss, 16 O.W.X. 156.
Devise of farm subject to charges in

FAVOX II OF LEGATEES—DISCLAIMER BY 
LEGATEES — INTESTACY — REALIZA
TION OK CHARGES—DUTY OF EXECUTOR
— Registration of caution under
DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES ACT—ALLOW
ANCE TO WIDOW IN LIEU OF BOARD AND
lodging—Amount fixed by court— 
Motion upon originating notice —

Re McCallum, 16 O.W.X. 111.
(§ 111 A—75)—Conditions—Substantive 

gift—Trust ok charge..
No precise form of words is necessary 

in order to create conditions in wills; any 
expression disclosing the intention will 
have that effect. A provision in a will 
expressed in the form of a condition may 
operate as a substantive gift by creating 
a trust or charge.

He Cleghorn, 48 D.L.R. 511, 45 O.L.R. 
640.

Where a will provided that certain bank 
stocks and hank deposits should be held 
by the executors in trust for the widow 
of testator, with power, if she should re
quest it, to transfer them to lier absolutely 
for her own use, a written request is not 
essential, and the widow’s election or re
quest may be shewn by proof of the trans
fer to her of the shares and bank deposits.

Fulton v. Dauphinee, 1 D.L.R. 63, 46 X. 
S.R. 168.

Specific devises of property to a son, in 
one clause of a will are not modified by 
a subsequent clause, which, following the 
provision for the distribution of the resi
due of the estate declares the intention of 
the testator in the distribution of his prop-



ertv to be that his children should receive 
equal shares. The direction in a will as 
to the disposition of the interest of any of 
the testator’s children in his estate, upon 
the death of any of them or upon the ter
mination of the interest of any therein, oc
curring in a clause declaring the terms 
and conditions in the several devises and 
bequests given in trust, applies only to 
the property covered bv that clause.

Re Jones. 3 D.L.K. *261, 3 U.N'.X. «72, 
21 n.W.R. 272.

The effect of a confirmatory clause in a 
codicil not specifically referring to the 
original will by date or otherwise, hut pur
porting to be a codicil to the testator'» 
last will, is to bring the will down to the 
date of the codicil and to effect the same 
disposal of the property as if the testator 
had at that dale made a new will contain
ing the same dispositions as the original 
will, but with the alterations introduced 
not only by the last codicil, but by the in
termediate codicils, if any. so far as they 
remain unrevoked. | Re K raser; Lowther v. 
I-raser, (1904] 1 Ch. 720; He Champion, 
Dudley v. Champion, [Î893] 1 Ch. 101, fol
lowed.]

He Hunter, 1 D.L.R. 456, 25 O.L.R. 400, 
21 O.W.R. 5.
Hkaiii.no codicil with will.

The intention of the testator with refer
ence to the cutting down of an absolute 
gift in the original will by the terms of a 
codicil must be gathered from a consid
eration of the whole will and the codicil 
read together as one document.

He Stanton, 9 D.L.K. 261, 4 O.W.N. 604. 
Construction—Intent—“My estate.”

Under a will whereby the testator gives 
his widow the family residence during her 
natural life and a certain sum of money 
yearly to be paid to her in monthly instal
ments “so long as my estate will pay the 
same,” and which will makes otner be
quests and a devise of land to the testa
tor’s son, with a direction that at the 
decease of the widow the proceeds of the 
residue and remainder of the estate, both 
real and personal, including the family 
residence, be divided among certain per
sons; the words “my estate, in the clause 
providing for the widow, nwan the estate of 
the testator not otherwise devised or dealt 
with by the will, and the annuity of the 
widow is payable only out of that part of 
the estate which the executors have in 
hand, exclusive of the family residence and 
the particular bequests and the land de
vised to the son, notwithstanding that the 
will contains a power on the part of the 
executors to sell the real estate.

Re Krekine. 10 D.L.R. 93, 4 O.Wv\\ 702, 
24 O.W.R. 15.
Dirkction to continue interest in part

nership — Valuation — Increase in 
LAND VALUES.

Where a testator declared that at his 
death his interest in a partnership should

I lie valued and remain in the business for 
. live years, the surviving partner paying in

terest on such valuation, appreciations in 
value of partnership real c-tate belong to 
the estate on the distribution after the five 
year term.

He Paterson. 11 D.L.R. 825, 4 O.W.N. 
1435, 24 O.W.R. 732.
Inconsistent gifts in a will—Intention 

of testator.
Where there arc inconsistent gifts in a 

will, the last gift will ordinarily prevail 
and will operate as a revocation of the 
llrst, but it must he reasonably clear that 
the testator so intends.

He Freedv Estate, 13 D.L.R. 832, 23'Man. 
L.R. 7«3, 25 W.L.R. 378.
Word partly erased Probate.

Upon a question of construction of a 
will the original will may be looked at, not 
to vary or cut down the words of which 
probate has been granted, but simply to 
enable such words to be interpreted by the 
court, and the exception is applicable where 
it appears that a vital word was partly 
erased by inadvertence in the original will, 
hut was retained intact with its context in 
the probate standing unrecalled by the 
Surrogate Court.

Re ( ooper, 14 D.L.R. 172, 5 O.W.N. 151. 
25 O.W.R. 112, reversing in this respect. 13
D. L.R. 261,
“Personal terminable annuities," mean-

Whcre the cessation of the “personal 
terminable annuities” of a will “through 
the death of the beneficiaries or otherwise," 
is a condition precedent to the accumula
tion and vesting in trustees of certain 
funds of the testator’s estate to specific 
uses, the phrase, “personal 1er mi liable an
nuities” comprises all annuities given for 
life under the will.

Chisholm v. Journeay, 15 D.L.R. 495, 13
E. L.R. 575.
Hotchpot — Bringing settled propimiy 

into—Valuation.
On a testamentary prevision that certain 

legacies should he set aside for the use of 
the testator's children on their bringing 
into hotchpot property received by them 
under a marriage settlement, and that the 
residue of the testator’s estate should be 
divided among them in certain proportions, 
the settled sums so brought into hotchpot 
are to be deducted from the legacies and 
not from their residuary shares. The value 
of the amount settled is to lx- ascertained, 
where the trustees have power to change 
the investments, as of the date of the set
tlement and not of the testator’s death.
| Kirkcudbright v. Kirkcudbright, 8 Ves. 
51, 32 Kng. R. 399; Re Willoughby. [1911] 
2 Ch. 581, applied.] Where, under such 
provision they acquire the income for life 
only of the settled fund, the full fund, 
and not merely the present value of the
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life estate at, tlie testator's death, must lie 
brought into hotchpot.

He Xordheimer, 14 D.L.R. 058, 2ft O.L.R.
350.

Such a testamentary provision is a 
“direction to the contrary" under a mar
riage settlement of real property to the 
effect that a child should, in order to share 
in the testator's estate, bring the settled 
estate into hotchpot at a lived valuation 
unless the testator should by will "direct 
to the contrary.”

He Xordheimer, 14 D.L.R. 658. 20 O.L.R.
,150.
Hotchpot—What mi st be brovght into.

A ‘bequest of money and income to a son 
on condition that he keep up and maintain 
as a “gentleman's residence’* certain prop
erty acquired under u marriage settlement, 
but of a lesser amount if lie fails to do so. 
shews a clear intention on the part of the 
testator that the value of such property 
was not to be brought into hotchpot under 
a further testamentary provision that all 
money, property or interests received by or 
to which any of the testator’s children 
were entitled under any marriage settle
ment should be brought into hotchpot in 
adjusting the several amounts to lie set 
aside from the testator’s estate for their 
benefit : since to hold otherwise would de
feat the pur|Hise of the bequest.

He Xordheimer, 14 D.L.R. 658, 2» O.L.R. 
350.
IltF.CATOKY TRl’ST.

He Sou I Here and McCracken, ft D.L.R. 
87», 4 O.W.X. 1092, 24 O.W.R. 400. 
Inconsistent residuary gifts — Effect

GIVEN TO I.ATKK ONE.
The rule that where two clauses in a will 

are repugnant and incapable of reconcilia
tion the Inter must prevail applies to in
consistent residuary clauses. But. if there 
are two gifts in the same instrument, each 
sufficient to include the residuary estate, 
in a case where lapsed shares of the first 
gift would leave something for the second 
gift to operate upon, the first of the two 
gifts is preferred—i.e., the “rule of thumb” 
i~ not applicable because a meaning can be 
attributed to the last clause which removes 
the apparent repugnancy. After giving 
many substantial specific legacies, a testa
tor in his will said : “Hie residue of my 
estate to go to the deserving poor of F.” 
Then followed this clause: “Balance of my 
estate divided lie tween those in the will pro 
rata:”—Held, that the two clauses were 
hopelessly inconsistent, and effect must be 
given to the last gift as the last intention 
of the testator.

Re Nolan. 40 O.L.R. 355.
"Charging my executor"—“Out of my

The words “charging my executors to 
allow my mother . . . 15 shillings per
week” denote a clear intention to create an 
annuity in favour of the testator’s mother 
and should lie given effect to by implying

that the words “out of my estate” followed 
the word “executors."

Turner v. Kerr. [Iftl7] 2 W.W.R. 1189. 
Residuary legatees—Vested estates — 

Discretion of executors—Period of
DISTRIBUTION—IMMEDIATE PAYMENT— 
Shakes of infants—Costs.

Re Kean, 12 O.W.X. 15.
Joint request of farm implements and 

stock—Devise—Kffect of codicil— 
Joint devise to two infants—Pbop-
ERTY NOT SPECIFICALLY DISPOSED OF— 
INTESTACY.

Re Kelly. 12 O.W.X. 240.
Codicil — Ambiguity — “All my other 

lyuiPEKTY” — “All my other insur
ance”— Kvidknce as to state of mind 
of testator—Testamentary capac
ity

Re Spink, 12 O.W.X. 308. [Affirmed in 
41 O.L.R. 281.|
Gift of income—Investment of corpus 

— Absolute estate — Mental inca
pacity OF LEGATEE—PAYMENT OF COR
PUS TO TRUST COMPANY.

Re Sheard, 7 O.W.X. 103.
Gift of whole estate to wife subject to

THREE GIFTS FOLLOWING IT—LEGACIES 
PAYABLE OUT OF REAL ESTATE AFTER 
WIFE’S DEATH—GIFT OF PERSONAL ES
TATE UNEXPENDED AT WIFE’S DEATH TO 
charities—Reference to ascertain 
amount “unexpended” — Judgment
FOB ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATE —
Rights of heirs at i.aw after pay
ment OF LEGACIES.

British t Foreign Bible Society v. Shap- 
ton. 7 O.W.X. «58.
Devise to widow for life for support of 

B-mt> ami mil.hue'. - Provision 
FOR MAINTENANCE OF MINOR CHILDREN 
IN EVENT OF DEATH OF WIDOW—ABSO
LUTE DEVISE TO CHILDREN ON DEATH OF 
WIDOW—F.8TATES VESTED IN INDIVID
UALS AND NOT AS MEMBERS OF CLASS. 

Re James, 16 O.W.X. 80.
Absolute gift—Subsequent words cut

ting down—Effect of—Gift over—
Re Miller?"® O.W.X. 665.

Creation of trust fund for purpose of
PLACING MEMORIAL WINDOW IN DESIG
NATED church—Impossibility of car 
HYING OUT PURPOSE—DISPOSITION OF
trust fund—Application of part for 
INSCRIPTION on FAMILY monument— 
Balance after payment of costs 
falling into residue.

Re Grenier, 12 O.W.X. 362.
Printed form—Meaningless provisions 

—pUTY OF COURT TO IGNORE—GIFTS 
FREE FROM TRUST— RESIDU A BY ESTATE
—Intestacy.

Re Charlton, 13 O.W.X. 308.
Difficulty in ascertaining meaning of 

testator—Workable solution.
Re William», 13 O.W.X. 434.
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Devise of farm to eldest bon—Provision

FOR USE OF FARM BY TWO OTHER 80X8 
TILL DEVISEE “COMES TO RESIDE" —
Death of one sox—Survivor coxtix- 
VIno ix possession— Acceptance of
LEASES FROM ELDEST SOX IX 10X0RAXCE
of right—Kbtoppel—Inoperative re
STRICTION OX SALK OF FARM—RlGHT OF 
DEVISEE TO PVT AX END TO OCCUPATION 
BY "COMING TO RESIDE" OR BY SALE.

Greenlees v. Greenlee», 7 O.W.N. 432. ,
Devise to w idow in trust for sale—Ben

EFIC1AL ESTATE OF WIDOW — UeMAH-
BiAOE-—'Use of corpus of estate for
MAINTENANCE — ENCROACHMENT UPON

Re Harrleoo, 5 O.W.N. 232, 25 O.W.R.
195.
Division amongst ‘'brothers and sisters

AND THEIR CHILD!*;N"—RIGHT OF CHIL
DREN OF BROTHER AND SISTER DYING BE- 
POKE DATE OF WILL—INTENTION.

Re Aeheson, 5 O.W.N. 361.
Bequest of interest on specific sum for

LIVES OF THREE LEGATEES—INTEREST 
AFTER DEATH OE TWO FALLING INTO
residue—Period or distribution of

Re Campbell, 25 O.W.R. 110.
“Statutory reservation"—Will of gov

ernment officer—Retirement fund— 
Funeral expense.

A provision in the will of R Dominion 
Government officer, who is included under 
R.S.C. c. 17, a. 2, that the amount at his 
credit in the retirement fund, which he dee- 
jgnates by the word# “statutory reserva
tion:’’ shall be employed to defray the coat 
of his funeral, ie void, this amount not be
ing included in the estate he left. And 
where the amount had been assigned to his 
wife by the treasury board in virtue of c. 
17. a. 30. a particular legacy which he left 
to her is not affected.

farrier v. Roy, 46 Que. S.C. 122. 
Substitution — Partition—Ratification 

—Expenses to obtain it—Action in 
bem verso—Consent—C.C., arts. 689, 
748, 960.

Where in a substitution the institute and 
the substitute# have made a partition, and 
one of the latter having sold a property 
allotted to him, is called in warranty by 
the buver, on the ground that the partition 
is illegal, the vendor, if he incur# consider
able expense in obtaining the ratification 
of the deed by all the heirs, cannot sue 
each of them for hi# share unless he proves 
that he was authorized to act for them. 
The action known as de in rem verso implies 
the tacit or implied consent of the person 
whose business has been managed. If it 
is proved that this consent did not exist, 
the action cannot be maintained.

Adams v. Adams. 28 Que. K.B. 278.
Lung lease—Estate, in entail—Lessee 

C.C. Que. art. 56».
n-aser v. Riviere-du-Loup Pulp Co., 25 

Rev. de Jur. 271.
Can. Dig.—145.

Construction—No intestact—In tekests
OF RESIDUARY LEGATEES WERE VESTED.

Re Estate of John Santield Macdonald, 19 
O.W.R. 385.
Devise of heal estate—When devisee at

tains majority—Fee simple—Inten
tion OF TESTATOR.

Re Jebb, 19 O.W.R. 348, 2 O.W.N. 1163. 
Construction—Settled Estates Ait— 

Power or sale of executors—Repbl- 
sentation of unborn issue.

Macdonald v. Peters. 19 O.W.R. 404.
Life estate—Rf.m aindf.r—Period of dis- 

tribution.
Re Miller, 2 O.W.N. 782, 18 O.W.R. 646. 

Construction—Settled Estates Act— 
Trust for sale—Representation.

Re Phipps, 19 O.W.R. 149. 
Construction—Devise to take effect aft

er DEATH OF THE WIFE OF TESTATOR—
Vested interest.

Re Cook Estate, 19 O.W.R. 70.
Death of legatee—Regarding income or

Re* Ledteh, 2 O.W.N. 714, 18 O.W.R. 528 

Residuary clause—Insurance moneys— 
Deduction from sharks of legatees. 

Re Lens, 2 O.W.N. 721, 18 O.W.R. 556. 
Devise to husband—Life estate and re 

mainder—Estate in fee.
Re Mulgrew, 18 O.W.R. 559.

Devise to wife—Intention—Life es

Re* Cotter ill, 18 O.W.R. 560.

Construction—Deposition of the income 
—Intention of testator.

Toronto General Trust# Corp. v. Goad, 19 
O.W.R. 450, 2 O.W.N. 1244. '
Primary scheme of the will—Alterna 

tive scheme.
Re Salter, 2 O.W.N. 858, .18 O.W.R. 815. 

Construction—Motion fob by executors 
and trustees—Division at death or 
UPON REMARRIAGE OF WIDOW—CLASS IS 
THEN DETERMINED.

Re McLaren, 3 O.W.N. 84, 20 O.W.R. 36 
Devise to widow of a specified annuity 

—Construction—Payment not lim 
ITFD TO PARTICULAR FUND—MEANING OF 
“THE WHOLE."

Re John Plaetzei F.stu.e, 19 O.W.R. 294. 
2 O.W.N. 1143.
Devise to executor* to be divided 

amongst c reditors—Trust—Duty or
COURT—STATUTE-BARBED CREDITORS.

Re Alice Kerr. 19 O.W.R. 642. 
Construction—Legacy to executor—Re

voked by codicil.
Re Bassett. 19 O.W.R. 420, 2 O.W.N. 1219. 

Construction—Ijcgatee predeceasing tes 
tatbix—Left issue who claimed leg 
aw—Provision in will if legatees
DIED WITHOUT ISSUE, THEIR I.EGAC TEH 
SHOULD FORM PART OF RESIDUARY Es-

Re McNeill, 20 O.W.R. 204.
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L'ONN I RUCTION -Mo.XKY HKP08ITED IN TRUST

company m rKHTAToa Subject to 
TRUST—Balance after widow's death
TO GO TO DAUGHTER—WIDOW Dll) NOT 
MARK REGULAR WITHDRAWALS.

Re Sherwood, 20 O.W.R. 488. 
CONSTRUCTION — NAME OK LEGATEE—Ak- 

M MED MOTHER’S MAIDEN NAME —NOT 
KNOWN TO SOLICITOR WHO DREW WILL—
Identity ok person well known.

Re < atherine Gordon, 20 O.W.R. 528. 
Precatory trust—Proceeds of kale or 

right to subscribe for new share.
Re Wal1«in Kstate, 20 Man. L.R. U86. 10 

W.L.R. «7».
Construction—Dividing form—Natural 

construction—Testator’s intention 
— Leave to MOMUOI.

Shepard v. Shepard, 19 O.W.R. 497,revers
ing 19 O.W.R. 25, 2 O.W.N. 1012.
Releases by legatees—Evidence ok hus

band AND WIFE AS ( OHKOBORATION— 
I'OXSTBUCTION OF RELEASE.

Garland v. Emery, 19 O.W.R. 467. 
Construction—Mother gave son bond for 

$4,000 FOR SERVICES PERFORMED—BOND 
NEVER FULLY PAID—BONDHOLDER SIGNED 
QUITCLAIM DEED TO ADMINISTRA FOR— 
Recital that all debts against
MOTHER WERE PAID.

Re Dale. 3 O.W.N. 329, 20 O.W.R. 546.
(8 III A—76)—Implied gift.

An absolute gift by bequest of the pro- 
eeeds of an investment will constitute a gift 
by implication of the corpus, where the 
will clearly shews that such was the testa
tor's intention.

Re Lev, 5 D.L.R. 1, 17 B C R. 385. 21 W. 
L.R. 757. 2 W.W.R. 790.
(§ III A—77)—Blank will form—Con-

Where a testntor drew his own will upon 
a “blank will form” and left blank the 
space where ordinarily would be found the 
name of residuary devisee hut filled in hia 
wife's name in the blank next following for 
the appointment of executors, ao that read 
together the wording was, "All the residue
(etc. > I give (etc.) unto...........................
And f nominate and appoint Mrs. Isabella 
Dorward to lie executrix,'’ both clauses may 
be read together as disclosing an intention 
to give his property to his wife so named 
as well as to appoint her executrix, where 
otherwise there would lie an intestacy.

Rc Dorward. 10 D.L.R. 615, 4 O.W.N. 
1248. 24 O.W.R, 545.
Legacy in trust—Vague or indefinite

Where the testator requires a fund to he 
set aside and declares the trusts thereof, 
hut the amount is not specifically mentioned 
other than that a loan up to a specified sum 
is authorized to lie made out of same, the 
court may construe the will as constituting 
a trust to the extent of the sum specified,

subject to proportionate abatement of lega
cies if a deficiency exists.

Re Campbell, 10 D.L.R. 311, 4 O.W.N. 
760, 24 O.W.R, 30.
Gift of property to trustee and exlcu- 

tkix—Failure to name beneficiary— 
Blank left in will—Wills Act, s. 
58—Trust an ix case of intestacy.

Re Leblond, 7 O.W.N. 398.
(8 III A—78)—Will written by seaman 

—<f.\ ENVELOPE UNDER STAMP— PROBATE 
—Construction—Validity.

A will, written by a seaman on an envel
ope, addressed to the young lady to whom 
he was shortly to lie married; in the fol
lowing word»: "If 1 never return my will 
for you is two thmisund five hundred $2000, 
5UU, my share land shares vessels remainder 
for mother,” held to be properly interpreted 
as giving the fiancé the shares of the ves
sels owned by the deceased. The will having 
been admitted to probate hv the Judge of 
Probate after proof in solemn form there 
was no appeal from his decree.

Re Wentzell, 46 D.L.R. 83.
MISKINU WORD, WHEN SUPPLIED.

In construing a will, the court has power 
in a proper case to supply a missing word, 
and where t he contents shew that a word 
has been undesiguedly omitted and demon
strate what addition by construction will 
fulfill the intention with which the docu
ment was written, the addition will hv con
struction be made, especially where the pro
vision at issue would lie absolutely 
meaningless, unless the missing word were 
supplied.

Re Cooper, 14 D.L.R. 172, 5 O.W.N. 151, 
25 O.W.R. 112, reversing in this respect 
13 D.L.R. 261.
B. Description of beneficiaries; who

MAY TAKE.
(§ III B—89)—Description of benefici.

ARIES—Who MAY TAKE.
Where a legacy is left by will to per

sons not named but who are so described 
by reference to some extrinsic fact that 
they could be ascertained by extrinsic evi
dence at the time when the legacy is to 
take effect, the bequest will be sustained; 
hence, a bequest in the following words; — 
"to the party at whose house I die" is 
not void on flic ground of uncertaintv.

Re Woeffle. 1 D.L.R. 105, 20 O.W.R. 896. 
Clank—Uncertainty—Error in enumer-

A bequest to a class will not lie held void 
for uncertainty for a mistake in enumer
ating the numbers thereof. [Re Stephen
son; Donaldson v. Bamber, [1897] 1 Ch. 
75.]

Re Cooper. 13 D.L.R. 261. 24 O.W.R. 665, 
4 O.W.N. 1369. [See 14 D.L.R. 172. 5 0. 
W.N. 151, 25 O.W.R. 112.1

A misnomer of a church. society will not 
defeat a. devise or bequest to it, if its iden
tity is otherwise sufficiently certain. »

Re Swayxie, 3 D.L.R. «31, 21 O.W.R 96.
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A bequest In an incorporated religious I 

IHuly is uut void for uncertainty as tu the | 
devisee or legatee, if the persons intended I 
in lie benefited van be ascertained with rea- 
himaldv certainty. [Adams v. .lunes, 9 Hare 
4H5; dunes v. St. Stephen’s Church, 4 N.B. 
>:<|. :mi, followed.]

Van Wart v. Svnod of Fredericton, 5 D.L.
K. 770. 42 X.B.R. 1.

'Hie words "the recipients of this will" 
may lie construed as “the beneficiaries un
der the will.” For the purpose of ascer
taining the persons intended to be benefited 
by a will, evidence of the names by which 
tile testator habitually called certain per
son^ is admissible.

Re Seaton, 8 D.L.R. 204, 4 O.W.N. 200.
Where a will provided that on a given 

event the legatees under "this my will" 
should share a certain fund proportion
ately, legatees under a codicil to that will 
do not share with the legatees named by 
the will in that fund, where the codicil is 
not, by its terms, made part of the will. 
[Henwood v. Overend, 1 Mer. 23; Hall v. 
Severne, 9 Sim. 515, followed.]

Adams v. Gourlav. 4 D.L.R. 731, 26 O.
L. R. 87. 21 O.W.R. 772.
When annuitant is a “pecuniary i.ega-

A mere annuitant under a will may lie a 
"pecuniary legatee,” within the meaning of 
that term in the residuary clause, where 
no contrary intention appears in the will, 
and where in aid of such construction it 
appears that the will contains other be- 
fpiests to which the term "pecuniary” could 
not apply.

Kennedy v. Kennedy, 11 D.L.R. 329, 4 
O.W.N. 007, 28 o.L.R. i. [Affirmed, 13 D.L. 
R. 707, 24 O.W.R. 943.1 
Class—Uncertainty—Error in enumer-

Re*Cooper, 14 D.L.R. 172, 6 O.W.N. 151, 
reversing 13 D.L.R. 26).
Residuary krtatb—Provision for annui

ties—Gift to “all living chilorkn” 
—Gift to children attaining 21 
years — Period of distribution — 
Clash—Gift to children ok two fami
lies—Gift per capita—Codicil con
strued to change gift per capita to
GIFT PER STIRPES.

A gift to “all living children” of a per
son vompreliends those living at the testa
tor's death and those who are at that time 
en ventre sa mere. It is an immediate 
gift, to them on the testator’s death, not
withstanding that it is gift of the residu
ary estate and part of the estate has been 
set aside to provide annuities, which part 
will not fall into the residuary estate until 
the death of the annuitants. When a gift 
is made to children attaining the age of 
§1, the period of distribution is the date 
upon which the eldest child attains that 
age. All ehildren coming into existence 
before that period has arrived are entitled 
to participate in equal degree with the oth

er children who attain 21 years. Upon the 
eldest child attaining 21, the class will lie 
closed ami no child born after that time 
will be entitled to participate. By his will 
a testator directed that the residue of his 
estate should be naiil “share and share alike 
to all living children"' of his brother G.R. 
Charlton and his sister, L..L Miller. By a 
eodicil he directed that "should any of the 
children of my sister L.J. Miller one of the 
beneficiaries named in my said will die be
fore attaining the age of 21 years the share 
to which she. be or they would otherwise 
be entitled shall go to those children of my 
sister who do attain the age of 21 years to 
be equally divided between them.” It was 
held that, although without the codicil the 
will should he construed as a gift to the 
Charlton and Miller children per capita, 
the codicil indicated an intention that the 
distribution should he per stirpes. Al
though the postponement of the period of 
distribution as to some of the lienetlciaries 
might not in itself lie sufficient to show an 
intention that the distribution should not be 
per capita, yet such intention is shown 
where the share of a child dying is given, 
not to the other member of the «-lass, hut 
to the brothers and sisters of such child. 
The gift in question should therefore lie di
vided into as manv parts as there wereXliv- 
ing ehildren of G.ÏL < harlton and L.J. Mil
ler at the time of the testator’s death and 
apportioned in proportion to the number 
of children in each family. As. at the tes
tator’s death, there were four Miller chil
dren and eight Charlton children, one-third 
of the gift should be set aside for the Mil
ler children and when the eldest Miller 
child should attain 21 it would be entitled 
to a share of that one-third in proportion 
to the number of Miller children then liv-
m Re Charlton Estate, [1919] 1 W.W.R. 
134.
Division or estate among named broth

ers and sisters by one brother "AC
CORDING TO HIS BEST JUDGMENT”— 
Trust — 1mperati vf. direction — Dis- 
CRKTION — LlM ITEI) POWER — DIVISION 
BASED UPON EQUALITY — EXERCISE OF 
JUDOMKNT AS TO ATTAINING EQUALITY
—Tenancy in common—One sister
NAMED IN WILL PREDECEASING TESTATOR
—Intestacy ah to her share—Ascer
tainment OF NEXT OK KIN OF TESTATOR 
AT HIS DEATH—SlSTF.R SURVIVING TES
TATOR BUT DYING BEFORE DIVISION—
Vested share passing to rkpkesenta-

Re**H islop, 7 O.W.N. 614.

Trust "whatever belongs to mf.”—Inclu
sion OF REALTY—AVOIDANCE OF—Inteh-
tacy—Devise to wife "tor her own
USE AND FOR THE BRINGING VP OF MY
children”—Discretion of wife—In
terest OF CHILDREN.

Re Culhert, 9 O.W.N, 312.
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TRUST.
Rp Dixon, 8 O.W.X. 204, 405.

BEQUEST TO DAI OUTERS—POWER Ti> REC EIVE 
INTEREST AND DISPONE OE PRINCIPAL IIY 
WILL—AeHOLVTE RIlillT TO MONEYS IIE 
QVEATHED — RESIDVARY CLAIRE — K.X- 
CLV8IOX OE CHILDREN I ROM SPECIFIC BE
QUEST—F.KEEl T AS TO RESIDUE.

Rp Tanner, 10 O.W.X. 170.
Division or ki nd among < iiii.dren of two

NAMED PERSONS — DISTRIBUTION PER 
CAPITA OR PER STIRPES — PERIOD OK DIS
TRIBUTION—l*NHORN CHILDREN.

Rp Walmsley, 11 O.W X. 124.
Brothers and sinters and children of de

ceased BROTHERS AND SISTERS—PERIOD 
OF ASCERTAINMENT—DEATH OF TESTA
TOR—N ested shares— Per capita dis
tribution — Children or deceased
CHILDREN.

Rp Ra lima U, 11 O.W.X. 55.
Provision fob daughter—"Home with

HER MOTHER" WHILE UNMARRIED — 
Death of mother—Termination of 
LIFE ESI ATE.

Rp Fairchild, 6 O.W.X. 35.
Legacy payable on conditions—Duty of 

executors—Request of income to
‘ daughter—Death of daughter be

fore death of testator—Residuary 
devise to daughter—Lapse by reason 
OK PREDECEASE—(llFT OVER—HEIRS OF 
WOMAN STILL LIVING BUT WITHOUT IS
SUE—Investment or funds of estate 
—Limitations oe securities by wii.i. 
—Executors permitted to invest in
securities AUTHORIZED BY TRUSTED

Rp Heal. 13 O.W.X. 285.
Direction to sill land and dividf. pro 

cekdh among uncles and aunts and 
tiif.ir h libs and assigns—Share of 
UNCLE SURVIVING TESTATOR. BUT DYING 
BEFORE TIME FOR SALE AND DIVISION—
Share taken as personalty—Devolu
tion AS UPON INTESTACY. WII.I OF UN
CLE NOT DISPOSING OF PERSONALTY.

Rp Konklp, 13 O.W.X. 404.
Bequest to widow—“Rest”—“Residue”— 

Encroachment fur maintenance.
Rp Aphterlterg, 5 O.W.X. 755.

Residuary request to “relatione who 
are needy" — Discretion or execu
tors AS TO PERSONS AND AMOUNTS— 
Limitation to humid relations, but 
NOT TO NEXT OF KIN UNDER STATUTE OK
distributions—Discretion to be ex
ercised IN GOOD FAITH AND WITHIN 
reasonable^ time—Executors them
selves INCLUDED IN “NEEDY RELA
TIONS."

Rp Cawthrope. 6 O.W.X. 716.
Definiteness.

A will should dispose of the property be
queathed in such a manner that the testa
mentary executor can lie compelled to carry

1 out the provisions of the will if lie refuses 
to do nu voluntarily.

Hastings v. MacXaugton, 51 Que. R.C. 
174. .

In a will the word “family" must be con
strued to refer solely to the children of the 
testator.

Ex parte Allison, 51 Que. S.C. 188. 
Legacy—Joint or several.

When husband and wife each make a will 
on the same day and before the same no
tary. each appointing their son the univers
al legatee subject to payment to the 
children of his sister of a special legacy, 
these legacies are not joint hut separate, 
and tile universal legatee should pay the 
legacy of his father and also that of his 
mother.

Duliue v. Sautels, 26 (jue. K.B. 352. 
Residuary clause—Executors to dispose 

or residue “in such manner as mat 
in their DISCRETION seem best”—
Trust — Beneficial interest —Xext

Re -Miles. 11 O.W.X. 292.
Identity of legatee—Order declaring — 

Payment of legacy iiy executors.
Re McFarlane. 11 O.W.X. 319.

Devise to wife—“Should my wife cease 
to be my widow"—Devise over to 
children—Estate of wife termina
ble AT DEATH OR REMARRIAGE.

Re Anderson. 11 O.W.X. 415.
Devise to daughters—Executory devise 

upon death of one without ISSUE- 
ABSOLUTE estates ok survivors— 
Costs of motion for construction. 

Re Fierheller, 11 O.W.X. 417.
Devise and bequest to daughter upon

DEATH OF WIFE—DAUGHTER PREDECEAS
ING wife—Vesting at period oe death 
of testator—Enjoyment only post
poned till death of wife.

Re Rose. 13 O.W.X. 23.
Absent legatee—Presumption ok death

BEFORE HEATH IG |> M A I RIX—Advertis-

Re Bell, 13 O.W.X. 136.
Gift to son—Gift over to daughter in

EVENT OF DEATH OF SON — VALIDITY—
Gift of c orpus to daughter upon at
taining CERTAIN AGE—Xo GIFT OVER— 
Invalidity of gift — Trust — Condi
tions— Power and discretion of 
trustee—Control by court—Bene
fit of lunatic—Right of inspector
OF PRISONS AND PUBLIC CHARITIES TO 
PAYMENT OF FUND—MAINTENANCE OF 
LUNATIC IN HOSPITAL FOR INSANE —
Possible bight of “issue" of lu* 

Dunlop v. Ellis. 41 O.L.R. 303.
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DlSTBIBl'TlO.X or RESIDUE AMONG III SIBF.RH I 
OK CLASH OK LEGATEES "LEGATEES” 
CONFIXED TO PERSONS GIVES DIRECT | 
pecuniary legacies—Application for
DETERMINATION OF QUESTION OF CON-
htrvction — Costs — Kxecvtorh — 
Beneficiaries.

Bp Fulton, 15 O.W.N. 220.
Devise of farm to son for life subject

TO CHARGE OK LEGACIES AND ANNUITY 
to widow—Death of son before pay
ment or legacies — Survival of 
widow—Residuary gift — Salk or 
farm—Disposition of proceeds.

Re Smith, 15 O.W.N. 45.
Faith ok beneficiaries— Pi blip policy.

A codicil to a will, which declares that 
any of the children of the testator who 
shall be members of any denomination or 
church, usually known as baptist* or anti- 
pedo baptists, or whose doctrine or prac
tice is opposed to the baptism of infants, 
►hall only be entitled to receive one-half of 
Ills share as institute, substitute or legatee 
of his estate, and to the whole of his share 
only by a bona fide discontinuation of mcm- 
liership of this denomination or church, is 
not void a* contrary to public order and 
good morals.

Thorton v. Parker. 54 Que. S.C. 413. 
Bequehth to witness— Nullity—Intkst-

A legacy to a witness of a will, in Eng
lish form, is void, hut doe* not affect the 
other provisions of the will. If such lega
tee is also made the testamentary executor, 
under an arrangement by which he accepts 
a fixed sum in lieu of his legacy and all liis 
rights, such acceptance ia not a ratification 
of the contested provision of the will, and 
the legacy made to the witness being void, 
the property illegally given remains in the 
ah intestat succession of the testator.

Vandette v. Vandette, 24 Rev. Leg. 220.
U NI VERBAL LEGATEE—StRAN « KB*.

The universal legatee, who was made a 
colegatee in undivided ownership by a will, 
is entitled to take part in the partage or 
division of the estate of *aid deceased 
whenever the same takes place. He has 
the right to exercise the action in ‘ retrait 
successoral” against a stranger who has 
bought, liefore any partage, from one of 
the volegatees the universality of the rights 
and interests of the latter in the said es 
tate. An inscription in law against such 
action is unfounded.

Reforest v. Aubry. 18 Que. P.R. 82.
The designation of a fiduciary legatee by 

these words of a will, “the Protestant Cor
poration of the town (Megantivl" does not 
apply, either separately or jointly, (al to 
the Methodist cnurch of the Town of Me 
pantic; (hi to the Presbyterian church of 
the Town of Megantic; (cl to the Anglican 
church of the Town of Megantic.

Lain lippe v. Methodist Church of Megan 
tic, 43 Que. S.C. 380.

(g 111 B—81)— Description of BENEFIC
IARIES AN “HF.IBN."

The use of the word "heir-" in a will is 
not always limited to its technical sense, 
but may be synonymous with legatees or

Re Freedv Estate, 13 D.L.R. 832. 23 Man. 
L.R. 783. 25 W.L.R. 378.
"Heirs”—Legal and colloquial mean

ings, CONSIDERED.
Ill a will in which the testator made be 

quests to a number of persons, some of 
whom were his nephews and nieces, and 
were so designated in the will, while the 
remaining legatees were strangers, and 
then a subsequent clause provides for a 
distribution of certain remaining moneys 
equally "among the aforesaid heirs,'* the 
word “heirs'* in this connection must be 
given its strictly technical and legal inter
pretation instead of its popular significa
tion, and, in the absence of circumstances 
preventing the court from adopting such 
strict meaning, the expression will he con
strued to mean those persons named in the 
will who would lie entitled to the estate if 
there were an intestacy. [Re Hull, 83 N.Y. 
Supp. 725, 30 Mise. 281, distinguished.]

Re Phillips, 11 D.L.R. 52, 4 O.W.N. 898, 
24 O.W.R. 185.
Meaning of heirs—Estate in fee simple 

in remainder—Estate tail.
Re Ley, 5 D.L.R. 1, 17 B.C.R. 385, 2 

W.W.R. *790, 21 W.L.R. 757.
Where land is devised to son* of the 

testators after a prior life estate with the 
provisions that "should any of the boys 
marry and have heirs, and should die 
die before this property is divided"'—i.e., at 
the determination of the life estate—the 
word “heirs'* means “children.’*

Re Lane and Beacham. 7 D.L.R. 311, 4 
O.W.N. 243, 23 O.W.R. 250.
“Interest of stock** sued ah meaning

HIIARKR IN COMPANY — “ANY MALE
heir*'*—Equally divided between— 
Person in existence and unascer
tained class ok persons—Vested in
terest—Costs.

Re Challoner, 7 O.W.N. 742.
Devise—“Heirs'*— Estate tail—Vendor 

and purchaser.
Re Finlay and Darling, 8 O.W.N. 193. 

“Nearest heirs** — Ascertainment —Evi
dence—1 N CO MPLF.TE X ESS— NOTICE.

Re Locker, 11 O.W.N. 248.
Devise and request to wife fob life—At

DEATH TO "BE DIVIDED AMONG HER 
HEIRS AS SHE MAY DIRECT"—(ÎIFT TO 
«■lass—Death ok wife: without direc 
tion—Division among heirs in equal 
shares per capita — Ascertainment
OF ( LASS AT DATE OF WIFE'S DEATH.

Re McKenzie. 12 O.W.N. 159.
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Devise to «on and mis h kirs—SUBSE
QUENT CLAUSE OF WILL CONTAINING DE
VISE OVER IN EVENT OF SON WITHOUT
mu i. Estati ; mi. — Willi Ai r, 
R.S.O. 1914, c. 120. s. .33.

Re McLellan, 12 U.W.N. 233.
Construction — Power of executor to

SELL LANDS—TRI ST FOB SALE—SUR
VIVING executor—Trustee Act. sh. 2 
(qi. 44. 4»—Devolution of Estates 
Act. 81. 14, 16, III. 21. 23—Sali: TOR 
PURPOSE OF DISTRIBUTION — PERSONS 
ENTITLED UNDER WILL—BROTHERS AND 
SISTERS “OR THEIR HEIRS"—PERIOD OF 
ASCERTAINMENT — BROTHERS OF HALF
blood—Heirs living at hub or dis
tribution—Per stirpes division.

Re Waugh ; Re Scott and Scott. 42 O.L.R. 
87.
(JlFTS OF “BALANCE” OR RESIDUE — “My 

HEIRS NAMED IV THIS Will AS DEV
ISEES"—Inclusion of legatees.

Re Bolton. 14 O.W.X. 87.
Children “as heirs"—Estate tail.

Re Priester, 23 O.W.R. 652.
(jl III B—821—Devisf to sons—Substi

tutional DEVISE TO ISSUE OF SON— 
Possible intestacy in certain events 
—Title to land — Vendors and Pur
chasers Act.

Re Mi no ami Ellis. 7 O.W.X. 240.
(§ 111 B—831—Children — Stepchildren 

—(Grandchildren.
Special circumstances must be shewn to 

warrant the inclusion of a stepchild of a 
deceased sister of the testator in distribut
ing a bequest made in terms to the children 
of such deceased sister. The interpretation 
of the word “children” in a bequest can 
only be altered from its proper meaning 
ho as to include grandchildren if on a prop
er construction of the will it is found to 
have been intended to I tear the larger signi- 
fieation. [Re Kirk; Nicholson v. Kirk, 52 
L.T. 346. followed. 1

Re Morrow. 22 D.L.R. 592. 8 O.W.N. 246. 
Devise to children on remarriage of 

widow — One child subscribing will 
as witness—Wills Act. R.S.O. 1914, 
c. 120, s. 17—Devise to class—Fail
ure of gift to one of clash—Parti
tion among remaining children — 
Costs—Allowance for reduction of 
mortgage by widow before re
marriage.

Depatie v. Bedard. 8 O.W.X. 423. 
Partnership between father and son— 

Bequest iiy father to son of half 
share in property of partnership 
AND DIVISION OF REMAINING HALF 
AMONG ALL CHILDREN EQUALLY — EF
FECT of—Election — Liability to ac-

Re°WaUace. 7 O.W.X. 083.

Adopted children — Division of f.statf.
AFTER DEATH OE WIDOW “BETWEEN" 
ADOPTED DAUGHTER AND CHILDREN OF 
TWO SINTERS — ADOPTED DAUGHTER EN
TITLED TO ONE-HALF—CHILDREN OF 
SISTERS TO SHARE REMAINING HALF PER
capita—Period of vesting —Absence
OE RESIDUARY CLAUSE—ADOPTED DAUGH
TER DYING AFTER TESTATOR BUT BEFORE
widow — Avoidance of lapse — Chil
dren TAKING SHARE OF PARENT.

Re Puley, 8 O.W.X. 42. 306.
“Children”—Grandchildren.

In a gift to “children,” “grandchildren” 
are not included.

Pemliertun Estate v. Lewis, 25 B.C.R. 
118. [1917J 3 W.W.R. 791.

The word “children" in a legacy “as to 
the remainder of my property 1 desire that 
it lie divided in equal parts among my eight 
children in full ownership.” includes 
“grandchildren.”

Plouffe v. La Pierre, 52 Que. S.C. 151.
Distribution of estate after death of

WIFE—STATUTORY NEXT OF KIN — PER 
capita DISTRIBUTION.

Re Labatt. 11 O.W.X. 250.
Gifts to brothers and sisters after

DEATH OF WIDOW—ALTERNATIVE GIFTS 
TO CHILDREN OF DECEASED BROTHERS 
AND SISTERS AND HEIRS OF THOSE DYING
childless—Time of vesting—Period 
OF DISTRIBUTION — ASCERTAINMENT OF 
PERSONS ENTITLED TO SHARE—DIVEST
MENT OF VESTED ESTATES.

Re Hardie. 11 O.W.X. 331. 12 O.W.X. 
209.
Gift to children of named person—Sum 

TO BF. HKT APART AND INVESTED—SUM 
WITH ACCUMULATIONS TO BE DIVIDED AT 
MAJORITIES OF CHILDREN RESPECTIVELY
—Only one child in being — Vested 
estate—Unborn children.

Re Massey Treble Estate. 12 O.W.X. 20. 
Estate given to children in equal 

shakes — Absence of residuary 
clause—One child dying before tes
tatrix—Lapse of share — Intestacy 
—Right of childless widow of de
ceased child—Assignment of shark 
—Effect upon further shares ac
cruing ox intestacy.

Re Eddy. 12 O.W.X. 143.
Distribution of residue of estate—Pe

riod for distribution—Will speaking 
FROM DATE—WlI.I.S ACT, R.S.O. 1914. 
c. 120. n. 27—Persons entitled to 
share—Children and grandchildren 
vested gifts.

Re ( leaver, 12 O.W.X. 377.
Gift to surviving c hildren—Relation to

PERIOD OF DISTRIBUTION.
Re Dougin*. 13 O.W.X. 171.
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Will—Guts to children—Gifts ovkb ix
EVENT OK CHILDREN DTI NO WITHOUT 
HAVING RECEIVED THEIR PORTION—CON
TEST BETWEEN EXECUTORS AND CHIL
DREN OF DECEASED CHILD OF TESTATOR
—Effect of diverting clause.

Re Mitchell. 14 O.W.N. 2.
Request of bank-shares to executors in 

trust—Income to be paid to widow 
for life—After decease of widow
SHARES TO BE DIVIDED AMONG CHILDREN
“then living”—Distribution to be
MADE AT DEATH OF WIDOW AMONG CHIL
DREN THEN LIVING — EXCLUSION OF 
REPRESENTATIVES OF CHILDREN PREDE
CEASING WIDOW.

Re Barnett. 14 O.W.N. 82.
Bequest to infant—Gift over in f.vf.nt

of DONEE SURVIVING TESTATOR AND 
DYING BEFORE ATTAINING MAJORITY—
“And” — “Or” — Vested interest 
NOT SUBJECT TO BE DIVESTFJ) — DONEE 
SURVIVING TESTATOR AND BEING STILL 
AN INFANT.

Re Stamp. 14 O.W.N. 80.
Effect of codicils — Estate — Fee 

simple—Life-estate— Remainder — 
Wills Act, s. 31—Devolution of Es
tates Act. ss. 3 (1), 30. 31 —De 
vise to “grandchildren" of children 
bead as devise to “children” of 
children— Context — Intention of 
testatrix—Taking per stirpes.

Re Armstrong. 15 O.W.N. 148. 271. 
Devise of life estate to wife for benefit 

of family—Direction to executors 
to sell at death of wife and divide 
proceeds among children — Vested
ESTATES OF CHILDREN — SHARE OF 
DAUGHTER DYING AFTER DEATH OF TES
TATOR AND LEAVING ISSUE SINCE DE
CEASED—Right of surviving husband. 

Re McLaughlin, 6 O.W.N. 121. 
Residuary request—Division of residue

AMONG THREE CHILDREN AND ONE 
GRANDCHILD — ONE OF THE CHILDREN 
DEAD AT DATE OF WILL, BUT LEAVING
children—Right of children to par 
ENT'S SHARE—WILLS ACT, 1010, 8. 37

Re Rorque, 6 O.W.N. 36. 313.
D'VISION of RESIDUE AMONG CHILDREN IN 

PROPORTION TO LEGACIES—ALTERATIONS 
IN AMOUNTS BY CODICIL — SECOND
codicil—Revocation of bequest— 
Gift of income of fund for life— 
Devise of interest in land—Agree
ment FOR HALE.

Re Hun-er, 24 O.L.R. 5. 19 O.W.R. 338. 
Devise of usufruct—Devise to children 

—Exclusion of one.
Douglass v. Fraser. 20 Que. K.B. 144. 

Gift to “surviv.nq children”—Period of 
DISTRIBUTION.

Re Elliott, 2 O.W.N. 936. 18 O.W.R. 902.

(8 III B—84)—Bequests to nephews and
NIECES LIVING AT DECEASE OF TESTA
tor — Exclusion of children of

Re^Morton, 8 O.W.N. 521.

Legacy to nif.ce — General devise of 
lands in Ontario—Lands standing
IN NAME of TESTATOR IN WHICH NIECE. 
HAN HALF INTEREST—NlKCE NOT PI T
to election—Declaration of niece's
RIGHT TO HALF INTEREST — FOREIGN
executor—Legacy to be. secured up
on Ontario assets—Costs.

Snider v. Carlton ; Central Trust 4 Safe 
Deposit Co. v. Snider, 5 O.W.N. 8.V2, 6 
' > \V v 1ST.
(8 III B—86)—Bequest to next of kin

OF NAMED PERSON ON HIS DEATH—
Strict interpretation — Persons en
titled to share — Surviving sisikhs 
of propositus — Exclusion of chil
dren of deceased brothers and 818-

ReT Laily, 12 O.W.N. 242.

(8 ni B—87) —Bequest of residue to 
executor—Whether beneficially or 
in trust—Trustee Act, h. 51 (1).

Re Smith. 12 O.W.N. 393.
(8 HI B—88)—Deceased legatee —Who

TAKER BEQUEST TO.
The children of a legatee dying before a 

life tenant, but after the testator, take a 
liequest. of a sum of money which the will 
makes payable, together with a share of 
the residue of the estate, on the death of 
the life tenant, by virtue of a testamentary 
provision that the share of a deceased lega
tee should he divided between his or her 
children.

Re Vining. 12 D.L.R. 498. 4 O.W.N. 1553, 
24 OAV.R. 814.

Under a will directing the testator's es
tate to he sold upon the death of his wife, 
certain legacies paid out of the proceeds 
end the remainder divided equally among 
all the testator's brothers and sisters, and 
providing further that, if any such broth
ers or sisters died liefore the final division 
of the estate, leaving lawful issue the 
share which the deceased brother or sister 
would have been entitled to, if living, 
should lie equally divided among the chil
dren of such brother or sisters so that such 
child or children should take the portion 
which his or her, or their parent would 
have lieen entitled to, if living, the share of 
a sister who died after the execution of the 
will, but before the testator. Iielongs to her 
children surviving at the time of the final 
distribution. [Lamphier v. Buck, 34 L..L 
Cli. 6"ill at p. 656. applied; Ive v. King. 16 
Reav. 46, at p. 53. disapproved.]

Re Denton. 4 D.L.R. 626. 26 O.L.R. 294, 
21 O.W.R. 954. reversing 25 O.L.R. 505.
(8 IN B—89)—Time of determination.

Where a testator fixes the date of expiry 
of executorship of his will as “at the age 
of majority of the eldest of my said chil
dren up to which date my property will
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remain in the hands and under the admin
istration of my testamentary executor,” 
this clause cannot lie interpreted as extend
ing the word “child” to the grandchildren 
in ease the eldest child should be dead. 
[ Amyot v. Dwarrie, [1WI4J A.C. 268, fol-
' Trahan v. Cardinal, 8 D.L.B. 533, 43 
Que. S.C.R. 144.
(§ III B—90)—Two PERSONS “JOINTLY."

A devise of a parcel of land to two per
sons “jointly” with a direction that they 
are to pay a sum of money to a third per
son creates a joint tenancy.

He Anne Campbell. 7 D.L.R. 452. 4 O.W. 
X. 221, 23 O.W R. 233.

A heipiest to the “Methodist. Denomina
tion of Queen's County” is a good gift to 
the Methodist church incorporated by the 
Canadian Parliament. Where there was no 
deaf and dumb society in New Brunswick 
when a will was executed and. at the death 
of the testator, the only organization of 
the kind in that province was on incorpo
rated as the New Brunswick School for the 
Deaf, such school was entitled to a legacy 
in the will to the “Deaf and Dumb Society 
of New Brunswick.” A bequest to the 
"Kpiscopal Denomination of Queen's 
County’ is a good gift to the Diocesan 
Synod of Frederietion of the Church of 
Kngland. where the term “Kpiscopal De
nomination" is commonly applied to desig
nate the Church of Kngland.

Nan Wart v. Synod of Fredericton. 5 
D.L.R. 776. 42 X.B.R. 1.
Attestation by beneficiary's husband—

l "nder a will bequeathing the residue of 
testatrix's estate in trust, after a life in
terest. for the lament of two named sisters 
equally, and providing that on either dying 
in testatrix's lifetime, leaving a son or 
sons who should survive testatrix and at
tain the age of 21 years, or a daughter or 
daughters who should attain that age or 
marry, such child or children should take 
the share which his, her or their parent 
would have taken, and providing for main
tenance and advancement for the children 
“entitled in expectancy." there was intes
tacy as to the share of one of testatrix's 
sisters whose husband attested the will ; 
his right is excluded, on the ground that 
the jus mariti only attached to property of 
which both the legal and lieneficial owner- 
shin was undisposed of. and there is a re
sulting trust for the next of kin. | Aplin 
v. Stone. [1904| I Cb. 543. followed.]

Re Frv. 11 D.L.R. 361, 18 B.C.R. 63, 24 
W.L.R. 304.

A devise of property to the wife of an 
attesting witness to a will, is void under s. 
12 of the Wills Act (e. 120. R.S.N.S.)

lie De Blois Trusts. 6 D.L.R. 119. 11 
, K.L.R. 141.
(§ III B—921 —"Kl-DtST CHILD.”

The word “eldest child," as used in a
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devise of land, is not restricted to male 
child.

Greece v. Greece. 3 D.L.R. 841.
D. Charitable nicy vent or devise; re

strictions.
(§111 D—1001—Vagueness.

Bequests made under the term- of a holo
graph will, whereby the testator designates 
as Iteneticiaries "tile Tuberculosis League 
or other similar work.” and "for mission
ary purposes.” are tm vague and uncer
tain to admit of performance, and will lie 
declared as null and void at the suit of the 
residuary legatees.

Lyman v. Koval Trust Co., 31 D.L.R. 757, 
50 Que. 8.C. 450.
Restriction on charitable bequest or

Re McKhv; Cameron v. McKav, 6 D.L.R. 
911. 4 O.W.X. 304.
Gift to specific charity—Ch xrity not 

in existence — Gift conditional on 
future event— Remoteness—Unceb-

In a will, where there is no general in
tention to lienefit charity hut only a partic
ular gift for charity conditional upon a 
future and uncertain event the gift is sub
ject to the same rules ami principles a- any 
other gift dependent upon a condition 
precedent. If tlie gift is s- remote and in
definite as to transgress the time limits 
preserilied by the rules against perpetuities 
it must fail. [Att'v-Gen'l v. Bishop of 
Chester. 1 Bro. Ch. Rep. 444: Sinnett v. 
Herliert. 7 Ch. App. 232, distinguished.]

Re Sclijaastad Kstate, 50 D.L.R. 445. 
[1020] 1 W.W.R. 327.

The fact that a devise to a charity need 
not lie pro forma conveyed to a charity 
within the period fixed by the rule against 
perpetuities, does not operate to void the

Re Mountain. 4 D.L.R. 737, 26 D.L.R. 
103. 21 O.W.R. 806.
Provision as for de ht or legacy—Condi

tions of CODICIL.
A will reciting that “as soon as the ob

ligations on my personal and re|l estate 
have been discharged, including ihe pay
ment of #5.000 to the University at Wind
sor. X.S., for which I gave my ‘note of 
hand.’” certain disposition should lie made 
of testator's property ; ami letters acknowl
edging delivery of siieli note payable at bis 
death, shews an intention to make the 
payee a creditor of his estate, and not a 
mere legatee; thus rendering invalid the 
terms of a codicil whereby be subsequently 
attempted to impose a condition on the 
manner and terms of payment.

Board of Governors of King’s College v. 
Poole. 11 D.L.R. 116, 4 O.W.X. 1293, 24 
O.W.R. 601.
Charitable request—Religious and san

itary INSTITUTIONS—PUNCTUATION IN 
HOLOGRAPH WILL—43 Kl.IZ., C. 4.

A bequest for religious purposes is prima

WILLS, 111 II.
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facie a bequest for charitable purpose* and 
is not void for uncertainty. It must lie 
treated unless the testator's intention to 
ttie contrary is clearly shown. A liequest 
to sanitary institution* is likewise valid a» 
a charitable use. In construing a doubtful 
clause in a holograph will the punctuation 
is to be regarded as one of the indicia by 
which the testator’s intention is to la- ar 
rived at. W here a testator liequeathed his 
residuary estate to trustees in trust to use 
and employ the same and the income there
from "for the benefit, advantage, assist
ance, or the founding of such charitable, 
religious, educational or sanitary institu- 
tions,’’ as said trustees might from time to 
time see tit and deem advisable. Held, 
that the words “charitable." "religious," 
‘"educational" and "sanitary" were to be 
read disjunctively, that all such classes of 
institutions were charitable purposes and 
the bequest not void for uncertainty. The 
charitable objects enumerated in the stat
ute 43® Eli/.., e. 4, are not to lie taken as 
the only objects of charity but are given 
as examples only.

He McClellan's Will; Robinson v. McClel
lan, 46 X.B.R. 161.

Request to Provincial Treasurer—Char
ity— Per pet u i ry—1 .ko al effect—Cor-

C., who died in 191.3, by his will made in 
1910, directed that all his estate, save that 
specifically dealt with, should lie converted 
bv his executors, and the proceeds paid to 
the Provincial Treasurer, under the pro
visions of the Ontario statute » Kdw. VII., 
c. 26, s. 42. as amended by 10 Edw. N il., 
C7 26, s. 47, “for the permanent endowment 
of ... a charitable object as herein
after directed” and “shall be so paid for 
the purpose of being invested by him in 
Ontario Government stock as by the afore
said Acts directed and the whole of the 
interest thereon shall be paid over as it 
matures in perpetuity to the Hospital for 
Sick Children:”'—Held, that the gift of the 
income in perpetuity, without any restric
tion a* to the purpose for which it wa* to 
lie used, was in effect ami in law a gift of 
the corpus. | Mayor, etc. of Beverley v. 
Attorney-General (1857), 6 H.L.C. 310, 318, 
followed.) The intention of the testator 
must always be the guide in the interpre
tation of wills; hut, when once the inten
tion is clear, the legal effect of that in
tention must follow, even»if it could lie 
shewn that the testator did not know the 
effect in law of what he had directed. The 
statutes ( since repealed ami re enacted in 
amended form by 5 Geo. V., c. 20, a. 25) 
merely constituted the Treasurer a trustee 
—the effect of the trust declared must lie 
ascertained upon the ordinary principles.

Re Carter, 42 O.L.R. 57.

DESCRIPTION — REMUNERATION OF EXECV- 
tors — Trim- fob Crown.

By his will the testator gave the whole 
of his property to two persons as trustee* 
and executors "for the purposes after 
named." The whole estate was of the value 
of about *12,000. He then gave seven 
specific legacies, amounting in aggregate 
value to *9,300, to different charitable in 
stitutions. He jnade no disposition of the 
residue. He ap|Miinted the executors "for 
the consideration of 8 per cent of the whole 
estate a* set forth in this my will." The 
description in the will of the institution» 
to la* benefited was inaccurate, ami there 
was some uncertainty as to what institu 
tions were intended. Upon evidence sub
mitted, an order was made determining the 
objects of the testator's bounty. The 
clause above quoted was construed as giving 
the executors a commission of 8 per cent on 
the whole estate as remuneration for their 
care, pains, and trouble. The testator, so 
far as known, was the last of his family; lie 
was unmarried, and had no relations: — 
Held, that the provision made for the exe
cutor# indicated that the testator did not 
intend them to take the residue benefici- 
ally; and, by virtue of ». 58 of the Trustee 
Act, R.N.O. 1914, c. 121, they held the res
idue in trust for the next of kin, who would 
take upon an intestacy, if there were next 
of kin; and there beng no next of kin, the 
executors held for the Crown. [Middleton v. 
Spicer (1783), 1 Bro. C.C. 201, followed ] 
Held, also, that the gifts of named amount* 
to named charities could not be construed 
as carrying with them a gift of the residue 
or surplus, for distribution among the 
named charities; nor could a general gift 
for charitable purpose# he implied; also, 
that there should not he a reference for the 
purpose of an inquiry a# to claimants ; any 
meritorious claim would, no doubt, lie recog
nized by the Crown.

Re Aspel, 42 O.L.R. 191.
PERPETUAL TRI HT KIR CARE OF GRAVE — 

Lki.IHI.ATIVE SANCTION — t'KMKTKBY

A direction in a will to the executors to 
deposit a sum in a bank or invest it. "the 
yearly interest to lie devoted to the care of 
my grave," creates, leaving statutory pro
visions out of consideration, a perpetual 
trust: and, a* the purpose is not charitable, 
is void; but legislative sanction is given to 
this particular form of perpetual trust, by 
the Cemetery Act, R.S.ti. 1914. c. 201, ». 
14. especially subs. 4; and, where there wa* 
such a direction in a will, it was declared 
that the executors might pay over the sum 
mentioned to the “owner."i.e., the person 
owning, controlling, or managing a ceme
tery (a. 2(c) i, making an agreement with 
him a* contemplated by the statute.

Re Joneg, 42 O.L.R. 62.
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REQUEST OF RESIDUE TO CIIAR1TARI.E INSTI
TUTION INACCURATE BI T HVFKK IKXT 
description—Rf.siih e payable after 
PAYMENT OF OTHER LEGACIES IX FULL— 
Absentee legatees —Presumption of 
death — Lapsed legacies — Bene
fit OF RESIDUARY LEGATEE—DECLARA
TION — Distribution of estate —

Sister» of St. Joseph Welsh, 15 O.W.N.

t HABITABLE GIFTS—KSTATE OK TESTATRIX 
CONSISTING SOLELY OK MORTGAGE ON
land — Mortgage declared to be
PERSONALTY MORTMAIN \ Mt < Il MU
TABLE Uses Act. R.S.O. 1914 c. 103. 
s. 2 (1) (c) — “Money secured on 
land" — Representation or estate
OK ABSENTEE.

Re St. Amand. 15 O.W.N. 185.
Mortmain Act—Uncertainty.

The Mortmain Act (9 Geo. II., c. 36), 
is nut in force in Saskatchewan. A bequest 
to a trustee ‘‘for Christian work or other
wise as she sees fit" is void for uncertainty.

Be Miller Estate, il SXJL 73, 1191*] 
1 W.W.R. 929.
Perpetuity—Masses.

A bequest for tile saving of masse» for the 
repose of souls is not in this province void 
a* superstitious. [Elmsley v. Madden. 18 
tir. 3H6, followed.] A bequest of the residue 
of lhe testator's estate (consisting of both 
realty and personalty) to a church, “to lie 
invested and kept invested . . . for ever 
and the interest . . . to be applied and 
expended . . . for the saying of Holy 
Masses ... for the repose of the soul of 
the testator and his descendants for ever,” 
was held, ineffective as creating or tending 
to create a perpetuity, and not a charitable 
use. lU’Hanlon v. Login-, (1900] 1 I.R. 247, 
not followed : West v. Nhuttleworth, 2 My. 
A K. 684; Heath v. Chapman, 2 Drew. 254, 
followed.] In any case the personalty alone 
would have been applicable to the trust de
clared. The questions arising upon the will 
were (in the absence of objection) con
sidered upon an originating notice notwith
standing that the time had not come for 
realizing the residue. [Re Staples, [1916] 
1 Vh. 322. followed ]

Re Zeagman, 37 O.L.R. 536.
Reinvest towards establishment and 

maintenance of temperance hotel — 
Charitable bequest—Conditions of 
gift—Uncertainty of fulfilment — 
Vagueness—Invalidity.

Re Doyle, 5 O.W.N. 911.
Residuary request — “Religious benevo

lent and charitable purposes and 
uses"—Discretion of executors — 
Vagueness or uncertainty —“And" 
■—“Ob”—Prior definite bequest for 
religious purposes—Mortmain and 
Charitable Uses Act, R.s.o. 1914, c. 
103.

Rv McPherson, 17 O.W.N. 22.

Gift of residue to executors to be ex
pended in support of charities or 
charitable institutions—Discretion 
ok executors — Death cik one -• 
Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, 
R.S.O. 1914. c. 103, s. 2(c)—"Land” 
—Money secured on land—Indefin-

Re Hogan, 10 O.W.N. 118.
Division among beneficiaries — Re

muneration of executors — Orig
inating notice — Dispensing with
SERVICE ON SUNDAY SCHOOLS AND MIS
SIONARY SOCIETIES.

Re Holmes, 10 O.W.N. 354.
Devise to town corporation in trust to

PROVIDE HOME FOR AGED WOMEN—IN
ADEQUACY OF PROPERTY DEVISED FOR
purpose — Discretion of council — 
Application in aid of erection ok 
house of refuge fob county — Cy 
près doctrine — Selection of aged 
women for benefits of home. .

Re Wright, 12 O.W.N. 184.
(.'habitable bequests — Mortmain and 

Charitable Uses Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 
103, s. 2 (2)—Advancement of re
ligion—Christian Science Church— 
Public policy—Perpetuities—Bene
fit to community — Distribution of 
fund among churches of town — 
“Uplift of needy”—Next of kin—
AS< EUTA1NMENT— UNCERTA1N BEQUESTS
—Invalidity—“Deserving people" — 
Residuary estate—"For God only”— 
Evidenc e — Capability of i obturate 
bodies to receive gifts—Leave to ad
duce—Costs.

Re Orr, 12 O.W.N. 220, 13 O.W.N. 154, 
40 O.L.R. 567.

The follow ing bequests in a will : "The 
remainder of my estate to go to some de
serving charity, the selection of which i 
leave to my executor,” is null as too vague 
and uncertain, and not clearly showing who 
are the persons whom the testator intended 
to benefit, the testator having no right to 
give his executor the power to select and 
name a legatee or legatees for any part of 
his estate.

Hastings v. McXaugton, 51 Que. S.C. 174.
The following bequest "and whereas I 

am desirous of applying part of my trust 
estate for charitable purposes in the Nicola 
Valley, British Columbia, now I hereby will 
and declare that my trustees shall have 
power in their absolute discretion to pay out 
any sum or sums of money out of my trust 
estate, not exceeding in the whole tie sum 
of $100,000 in aid of each or any of such 
charitable or benevolent institutions situ
ated in the Nicola Valley as my said trus
tees shall consider to he deserving of sup
port” held to be void as not confined to 
charity and as otherwise too uncertain for
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enforcement. [Re Macduff, [1896] 2 Cli. 
451, applied.]

He G reave*. [1017] 1 W.W.R. 097. 
RESIDUE—CHARITABLE BEQUESTS.

He McGregor, 11 O.W.N. 256.
DIRECTION TO KET APART FUND FOR BUILDING 

CHURCH PARSONAGE—FAILURE OK PUR
POSE indicated—Absence ok general 
CHARITABLE INTENTION—FUND FALL1NO 
INTO RESIDUE.

Re McMillan, 11 O.W.N. 443.
Charitable bequest — Discretion of ex

ecutors—Proper objects ok charity 
—Children's Aid .Society — County 
HOUSE OK HEM GK.

Re Sehermchorn, 12 O.W.N. 123. 
Vagueness.

The following clause in a will: “I will 
and order that on death of my daughter, the 
property hereby given in usufruct lie dis
tributed among works of pharitv by my 
executor above named at his discretion,” is 
void as being vague, uncertain and contain
ing no indication of a beneficiary to whom 
the property should lie given, and who 
could demand the carrying out of the pro
visions of this clause.

Cinq-Mars v. Atkinson. 24 Que. K.B. 534.
A bequest does not fail for uncertainty, 

where the intention of the testator is easily 
ascertained.

Jones v. Saint Stephen's Church, 4 N.B. 
Kq. 316, » E.L.R. 23.
Construction — Bequest of residue to

SPECIFIC LEGATEES IN PROPORTION TO 
THE AMOUNT OB VALUE OF THEIR LEGA
CIES—I N< FUSION OF BENEFICIARIES OF 
BEQUEST IN TRUST OK BUM OF MONEY TO 
“PURCHASE A HOME” — EXCLUSION OK 
“GENERAL FUND” OK CHURCH — Be 
QUESTS OF MORTGAGES — INTEREST AC
CRUED AND UNPAID AT TESTATORS

ReD(îiîbert, 15 O.W.N. 459. 

Construction—Charitable trust—Found 
HOME FOR FRIENDLESS WOMEN — TES
TATRIX BECAME INSANE—DIED IN ASY
LUM—Application.

Re Trenhaile, 20 U.W.R. 610.
E. What propertapasses.

(g HI E—105)—“To maintain and keep 
up” a family residence.

The discretion in a will “to maintain 
and keep up” a family residence will not 
ordinarilv lie construed to cover the sup
port of anv of the inmates of the residence.

Kennedy v. Kennedy. 11 D.L.R. 329. 26 
O.L.R. 1. 4 O.W.N. 607. [Affirmed. 13 D. 
L.R. 707, 24 O.W.R. 943 ]
Bequest—“Cash in bank"—What passes

Money on deposit with a loan company 
passes under a bequest of “cash in hank ’ 
where such company accepts deposits from 
the public withdrawable by rheque

Re Cooper, 13 D L.R. 261, 24 O.W.R. 665.

[See 14 D.L.R. 172, disposing of case on 
other grounds.]
PROPERTY AS OF DATE OF WILL OK DEATH —

“Connus* intention” — Wills a< t.
4 testator, dying in 1912, by his will, 

made in 1907, gave his house anil premises 
on M. Street” to his widow for life, and on 
her death or remarriage, to his children 
then living, and the residue of his estate to 
her absolutely. At the date of the will, the 
testator owned a house in M. street built on 
20 feet of land : the testator afterwards pur
chased and owned at his death 55 feet to the 
west:—Held, a contrary intention not ap
pearing by the will (#. 27 of the Wills Act), 
that the will must lie read as if it had been 
executed immediately before the testator's 
death, and the whole property in M. street 
passed under the devise. The established 
rule of construction is stated in Re Ingram 
(1918), 42 O.L.R. 95. When the thing 
given remains and has been added to be
tween the date of the will and the date of 
the death, the whole property answering the 
description at the later date passes.

Re Rutherford, 42 O.L.R. 405.
Specific devises of different portions of 

one farm — Descriptions in will — 
Oral evidence — Conflicting con
structions — Rational and conve
nient disposition.

Re Mailloux. 14 O.W.N. 85. [Reversed
in 15 O.W.N. 211.]
Trust for investment — “Interest-bear

ing securities'* — Com pan y-shares —- 
Mortgages — Interest ok income.

Re Abbott, 8 O.W.N. 562.
Right of two beneficiaries to occupy 

dwelling-house — Privileges — 
Money payment in i.if.u of — For
feiture — Abandonment — Death of
ONE BENEFICIARY — “CONTINUES TO
dwell”—Judgment in action—Origi
nating notice — Rr. 600, 604, 605 — 
Scope of—Costs.

Re Murray, » O.W.N. 223.
Bequest of money in bank — “Mr ac

count”—Name ok bank not cobbf.ctly

Re Wauehope, 11 O.W.N. 203.
Devise of farm—Mistake in number of 

concession — Falsa demonstrate)— 
Infant devisee—Duty of executors 
—Legacies charged on lands devised 
—Application to Court—Conditional 
devise—Vested estate subject to di
vestment IN CASE DEVISEE SHOULD NOT 
RETURN FROM WAR—TEMPORARY RETURN
—Enjoyment of land subject to
CONDITION.

Re Hanna. 11 O.W.N. 347.
Moneys received from investment made

BY TEST VTOR — INCOME OR CAPITAL —
Executory gift—Substitutional gift 
—Period of distribution.

Re Kohler. 11 O.W.N. 399.
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DkVI.sk OK LOT OK KAMI SOT OWNED BY TES

TATRIX — ERRONEOUS DESCRIPTION—Le- 
GAI. KSTATK. AND BENEFICIAL INTEREST 
OF TESTATRIX A* MORTGAGEE OK ANOTH- 
FR l.OT Ilf I Ü TO I'kRS RY DEVISF*

Re Whiteaell, 12 O.W.N. 326. *
BEQUEST OK RESIDUE TO DAUGHTER—SM AM. 

HKSIDI K WHEN WILL MADE — ESTATE 
LABUKI.T INCREASED BKKORE DEATH OK 
TENTATRIX — WILL SPEAKING KROM 
death—W ills Act, s. 27—"Unless a 
CONTRARY IXTEXTIOX APPEARS IIY THE 
WILL”—Kvidexce TO SHEW INTENTION 
OK TESTATRIX AFTER INCREASE IN ES 
TATE—IX ADMISSIBILITY—CONTRARY IN
TENTION NOT DEDI CIBLE FROM WILL — 
Residue ok "monf:y or securities for 
MONEY*'—ResidI ARY LEGATEE ENTITLED 
TO BOTH—■‘•Oh** READ AM “AND.”

Re Ingram, 42 U.L.R. 05.
Legacy vested in testator but not paid

UNTIL AKTEB HIS DEATH, NEVERTHELESS
passi\<, i ran ms win "Tee whole
OK MY MONEY OK WHICH I DIE POS
SESSED."

Re Cotter, 42 O.L.R. 90.
(§ III E—Kill)—Real property, gener-

Land that a person had, in hi* lifetime, 
coBtrseted t < » ml to oee who, without pej 
ing all of the purchase money or receiving 
a conveyance, had entered into possession, 
does not pass under a devise of "real es
tate," while the agreement remained in 
force, since the only interest the testator 
had. after the execution of such agreement, 
was to receive the unpaid portion of the 
purchase mmiev.

Re Snetsingei. 4 D.L.R. 114, 3 O.W.N. 
1569, 22 O.W.R. 738.
Taxes accruing prior to testator's death 

—Counterclaim.
McKay v. McKay, ü O.L.R. 898, 4 O.W.N.

300.
"Homestead property" — Inclusion or

PARCEL SEPARATED RY ROAD.
Re Tanner, 10 O.W.N. 405.

Devise of homestead to son, subject to
BIGHT OK OTHER CHILDREN TO CSE IT AH
a home—Limitation to lifetime ok 
bon—Will of son—Devise ok home
STEAD FREED FROM USE BY OTHER CHILD
REN — Household furniture — Con- 
versiox—Dam ages.

Nestor v. Nestor, 11 O.W.N. 220. 
Irreconcilable residuary via uses—Rule 

or tiii mb — “Money" — Proceeds or
SALE OK LAND — DISTRIBUTION OK ES-

Restocks. 11 O.W.N. 212.

"Farm stock and implements and other 
PERSONAL EFFECT*" — “HOUSEHOLD

effects" — Money and securities 
fob money — Residuary bequest — 
Persons entitled to share — Lega
tees — I nci.uhios of devisees.

Re Hurd. 10 O.W.N. 278.

(8 III K—108)—Mistake in description.
Where there is nothing answering any 

part of the description given in the will 
the devise fail-.

Re < arvill. Standard Trusts Co. v. King. 
15 D.L.R. 200. 0 8.L.R. 140, 26 W.L.R. 189, 
5 W.W.R. 581.
Description—Lands “named" as distinct 

from lands "referred to"—Which

Hie specification in a will of particular 
lands following immediately in a continuous 
description upon the general words "the 
balance of the lands and premises described 
in the aforesaid deed" will control; it is a 
Qualifying and defining statement substi
tuted for the antecedent generality and a 
third parcel included in the deed referred 
to and which was not specifically mentioned 
in the will docs not pass along with the 
second parcel specifically described. [West
\. Lftwday. ii H.L.< I76t Be Brocket, 
[1908] 1 ( h. ]85, followed; Re Clement, 22 
O.L.R. 121. and Smith v. Smith, 22 O.L.R. 
127. distinguished.]

Re Fletcher, 19 D.L.R. 624, 31 O.L.R. 633.
Where a testator, at the time of his will, 

and at his death owns the north half ami 
no part of the south half of a certain 
township lot, and in his will devises to his 
son the south half of the north half and 
to his wife the “north half of the south 
half," the devise to the wife will lie read 
as the "north half of the north half." 
where the will shews an intention to dis
pose of all hi* lands, and such a reforma 
tion of the will fit* the testator’s exact 
ownership.

Re Coutts and LeBeouf, 7 D.L.R. 237, 3 
O.W.N. 1352, 22 O.W.R. 294.
Devise — Mistake in numbers ok lots — 

Falsa demonstbatio—Evidence De
claration in favour ok devisee.

Re Rowan, 16 O.W.N. 218.
(8 III K—109)—After acquired proper

Land* acquired by a testator after the 
date of hi* will pass to the residuary lega 
tees under a devise to his nephew and niece 
of all hi* residuary estate following which 
devise in the will is a particular description 
of the real estate, notwithstanding that the 
parcel particularly described was subse
quently sold and other lands purchased.

Re Thornton. 5 D.L.R. 192, 3 O.W .N. 
1371, 22 O.W.R. 619.
“House" subsequently erected.

A house erected on a lot purchased by the 
testator subsequently to the making of a 
will held to lie covered by the words in a 
will, "the house and my furniture will re
main to Albert."

Re Aus-ant Estate, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 655 
(8 III E—111)—Specific devise ok land 

—Effect of subsequent gift ok ai l
OK TESTATOR'S BEAL ESTATE.

A specific devise of land is not affected 
by a subsequent clause of- a will giving to
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another all the real estate to which tlie tes 
tator might lie entitled at his death, since 
the latter clause is to lie regarded as a 
residuary bequest relating only to property 
not otherwise disposed of by the testator.

He Dion. 12 D.L.R. 831. 23 Man. L.R. 
34'i, 24 W.L.K. 701. 4 W.W.R. 042.

The title to a strip of a testator's land 
which had been used for many years by 
him as a private road and which was re
served bv him in his will for a public road 
by words which standing alone were in
sufficient to amount by themselves to a 
dedication of the strip for such purpose, 
passes to the. devisees of the testator’s 
residuary estate, and any one of such de 
\ isees is’, therefore, entitled to defend such 
strip of land from trespass.

C.N.R. t o. v. Billings. D.1..R. 455, 3 
O.W.X. 1304. 22 O.W.R. «59.

Where a legatee to whom is bequeathed 
a portion of the insurance upon a testator a 
life dies before the latter, such bequest will 
be divided, under R.S.O. 1807. c. 203. a. 
159, subs. 8, equally among such designated 
class of legatees. The surplus income of an 
estate which is not required for the payment 
of annuities or arrearages thereof charged 
thereon will fall into the residue of the es
tate for distribution.

He Irwin, 4 D.L.R. 803, 3 O.W.X. 936, 21 
O.W.R. 562.
Residuary bequest — Income or corpus 

—"The same” — “Blood relatives"— 
Next of kin.

Re Murray, 8 O.W.X. 463.
Deviser to sons—Misdescription or lands

—(iEXEKAL INTENTION — FALSA DEMON-
stratio—Lands actually owned by
TESTATOR PASSINIi TO DEVISEES—RESI
DUARY clause—Annuity to WIDOW- 
CHARGE ON LANDS DEVISED—BEQUESTS 
IN LIEU OF DOWER.

Re Devins. 8 O.W.X. 640.
Devise of shares in companies—Liability 

to pay cai us—Residuary clause.
McDonald v. Kastern Trust Co., 46 N.S.R. 

51, 9 K.L.R. 173.
Executors — Powers to sell residuary 

Estate— Postponement of division ok

Carruthers v. Carruthers. 21 Man. L.R. 
781, 1 W.W.R. 231, 19 W.L.R. 512. 
t on. Rule 093—Residuary clause—In

tention— I N SUB AN OK MONEYS.
Re Charles l«enz and J. Bowstead, 19 O.W. 

R. 709. 2 O.W.X. 1390.
(§ in K—113) — Life insurance — Be

quest OF.
A present gift is created by a bequest to 

a grandson of a portion of the insurance 
upon the life of a testator. A liequest of an 
income from a portion of the insurance upon 
the life of a testator to his daughters for 
their lives, and at their deaths of the cor-
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pu* to their children, constitutes a good 
declaration under the Insurance Act.

Re Irwin, 4 D.L.R. 803, 3 O.W.X. 936, 
21 O.WJI Ml

A bequest in the will of the assured of 
all hie life insurance i* a "disposal" of in
surance moneys within the terms of a con
dition contained in a document by whirh the 
assured purported to declare his surviving 
wife the beneficiary if the policy were not 
sold, surrendered, assigned, or "otherwise 
disposed of” by him.

(Ireen v. Standard Trusts Co., 1 D.L.R 
609. 22 Man. L.R. 397. 20 W.L.R. 488, 1 
W.W.R. 993.
Mother of iif.c eased named as bénéficiait

IN LIFE INSURANCE POLICY — dlFT —
Mother a<.heki.no to loan obtained on 
policy—Will by deceased subsequent 
to date of policy—Gift to mother in 
will — Flection — Will providing
THAT LIFE INSURANCE “MONIES” TO 
FORM PART OF ESTATE — PRESUMED 
KNOWLEDGE HY TESTATOR OF LEGAL

An insurance policy taken out by testator 
on his life named Ills mother as beneficiary. 
Held this was presumably a gift to her and 
the moneys payable under the policy on tes
tator’s death lielonged to her; the fact that 
she agreed to a loan 1 icing obtained on se
curity of the policy did not operate to re
lease her interest except for the mortgage 
debt; the testator's will made subsequent to 
the date of the insurance providing for an 
annuity for his mother without declaring 
that such bequest was in lieu of the in
surance, did not by implication put her to 
her election ; nor did the expression in the 
will that all life insurance "monies” should 
form part of his estate mean that said 
policy should form part of his estate, the 
deceased I icing presumed to know what his 
legal rights were and to he disposing only 
of property which he had a right to deal 
witn. | Re MacGregor, 18 Man. L.R. 432, 
10 W.L.R. 435. followed. 1

Re Monkman F.state, [1919] 2 W.W.R. 
492.
Insurance money — Policy payable to

“HEIRS ACCORDING TO WILL OR SUCH 
OTHER PERSON AS RAII» MEMBER MAY 
THEREAFTER LEGALLY DESIGNATE”—RE
SIDUARY DEVISE.

Re Bean, 3 O.W.X. 138. 20 O.W.R. 183.
F. Partial intestacy.

(g in F—116) — Life estate — Limita
tion AS TO REMAINDER.

A devise of land to the sons of a testator 
for life and upon their marriage to their 
surviving wives and children, with a recital 
in the hatiendum of another devise in the 
same will naming the sons only "to have 
and to hold to them a* aforesaid men
tioned,” creates a life estate for the sons 
only, and intestacy as to the remainder.

Stuart v. Taylor, 22 D.L.R. 282, 33 O.L. 
R. 20.
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AFTER ACQI IRKD PROPERTY.

Land purc hased by a testator with money 
on hand at the time of making his will can 
not on hia death lie treated as a “security 
for money,” in which he directed hia execu
tors to invest in order to create a fund for 
the pavment of an annuity.

Re Mackenzie, is D.L.R! >77, 30 O.L.R. 
173, affirming 11 D.I..R. SIS.

When a testator purport* to dispose of 
the proceed* of a life insurance policy hv 
specific legacies to named persons, and the 
legacies do not exhaust the face value of the 
policy, the legacies are not increased, and 
there is an intestacy as to the balance un
disposed of.

Re Seaton. 8 D.L.R. 204, 4 O.W.N. 266.
A legacy bequeathed to --------  of Per-

rotte, not* being identified in any way in 
the will, is void for uncertainty, and in 
respect thereof a partial intestacy results. 
X partial intestacy results where a testator 

devised and liequeathed the residue of his 
estate to a daughter whose husband was one 
of the attesting witnesses to the execution 
of the will.

Re De Blois Trusts. B D.L.R. 119, 11 E. 
L.R. 141.

« In a motion to construe a will the Court 
cannot sjieculate on the testator's intention, 
and no presumption arises that the testator 
intended to dispose of his whole estate, 
therefore, where a portion of a general be
quest lapses, such lapsed share does not 
pass as residue hut is undisposed of and 
must lie distributed as upon an intestacy 
and the executors hold the same as trustees 
for the next of kin.

Re Piper, 2 D.L.R. 132. 3 O.W.N. 1243.
Where a perpetuity is created in the re

sidue of an estate bequeathed for other than 
charitable purposes, an intestacy as to such 
portion results.

Kennedy v. Kennedy, 3 D.L.R. 636, 26 0. 
L.R. 10.Ï, 21 O.W.R. SOI. [Affirmed in part 
11 D.L.R. S8», 28 O.L.R. 1]

Faim re or charitable bequest.
If a charitable bequest of the residue of 

an estate is void for uncertainty it results 
in an intestacy as to the property com
prising such bequest.

Lawrence v. Lawrence, 13 D.L.R. 737. 42 
X.B.R. 260, 13 E.L.R. 519.

Distribution among next or kin—Ascer
tainment OK PERSONS ENTITLED TO 
share — Devolution of Estates Act, 
R.8.O. 1914, c. 11», s. 30—Brother and
SISTER or HALF-BLOOD Or MOTHER—EX
CLUSION OF CHILDREN OF DECEASED 
BROTHERS AND SISTERS OF PARENTS —
Bequest or furniture and other
ENUMERATED HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES — 
“AND OTHER ARTICLES OF HOUSEHOLD 
USE AND ADORNMENT”—E.1USDEM GEN
ERIS rule—Exclusion of motor car— 
Devise or “any freehold or lease-

hoi I) HOUSE WHICH MAY BLUING TO ME
at olath"—Inclusion of all lease
holds AND FREEHOLDS OF TESTATRIX.

Re (Ireetishielda, 6 O.W.N. 303.
Reference by testatrix io will of iils- 

band—Bequest of •what iif. gives me
AND FOR MY DISPOSAL"—IIUSHAND DYING 
INTESTATE—WIFE’S REQUEST INOPERA
TIVE AS TO SHARK OF HUSBAND'S PROP-
nuv 'onim. in era upon eib onrsa 
tacy—Intestacy of wife as to that

Re Palmer. 6 O.W.N. 917.
Bequest of residue of estate to nephew 

WITH LIMITATION TO NAMED SUM —IN
TESTACY AS TO REMAINDER OF RESIDUE.

Re Browne, 6 O.W.N. 466.
Construction—Partial intestacy.

He Beckingliam. 5 O.W.N. OUT. 
Declaration by Court of intestacy as re

gards A SUM OF MONEY, PART OF THE
estate — Disposition or fund — 
Legacies, debts, and succession du
ties NOT PAYABLE THEREOUT—RltiHT OF 
WIDOW (BENEFICIARY UNDER WILL) TO 
SHARE IN FUND NOTWITHSTANDING 
SATISFACTION CLAUSE IN WILL — 
“l I.AIMS AGAINST THE ESTATE.”

Re Walmsley, 16 O.W.N. 207.
Residue—Lapse of one-quarter share in 

specific gift—Intestacy as to that 
share—Amount or share paid into 
Court—Trustees’ Relief Act.

Ré Quimby, 3 O.W.N. 97, 20 O.W.R. 111. 
G. Nature of estate or interest created. 
(9 III G—120)—In GENERAL.

An absolute gift is not created by a lie- 
quest of money to a legatee with restric
tions added whereby the money is to lie 
invested by the executor and the interest 
only paid to the legatee during her life
time, with power to the executor if lie 
thought more was required by the legatee 
because of sickness or distress to make 
advances out of capital, where the will pro
vides that the remaining part of the prin
cipal sum should go to the legatee’s 
children at her death ; she has no power to 
assign the corpus of the fund under such be-
qURe Mitchell, 8 D.L.R. 346, 4 O.W.N. 465, 
23 O.W.R. 616.
Estate in fee or for life—Power or hale 

at common law—Implied power in 
equ ITT—Estoppel—Tortious enfeoff
ment — Statute of Limitations.

A devise to the testator's wife of “all mv 
real and personal estate of which I shall 
die seised and possessed or to which 1 shall 
lie entitled and all debts which may lie due 
to me at the time of my decease with full 
power and authority for her to dispose of 
the same at her discretion by absolute deed 
or deeds of conveyance executed by her or 
by her last will and testament among my 
children or any one of them and should she 
die without executing su eh deed or deeds or
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last will and testament then the same to be 
divided among my children surviving ...” 
Held, that the widow took a life estate only 
with power of appointment to the chldren 
or to some of them and a gift over to the 
children if the power were not exercised. 
The widow having purported to convey the 
fee, the court further held, that the mode 
of conveyance adopted by her amounted to 
a bargain and sale, taking effect under the 
Statute of Uses, and was not a tortious feoff 
ment which under the law would work a 
forfeiture under the Statute of Limitations 
(R.S.X.S. 1900, c. 1671.

Mills v. Biden. 4H D.L.R. 662. [Affirmed 
in :»0 D.L.R. 241.1

A gift by will of the “right to remain 
in a dwelling house free from rent” made 
in favour of a jierson named and of his 
family, is to lx- construed as a restriction 
upon a prior devise of a life estate in these 
and other lands to another; it does not con
fer any estate in reversion but a continuing 
right of possession during the life of the 
life-tenant and possibly until the closing 
of the estate by the division directed to 
take place after the death of the life-tenant.

Farqubarson v. Farquharson, 6 D.L.R.
ms. h ei. it m,

A devise of the testator’s “real estate ‘ 
at 62 Muir avenue” has a wider meaning 
than a devise of “his house at, etc.,” and 
will include a shop built on part of a garden 
adjoining and formerly used with the house 
known as No. 62, the shop being erected 
close against the house and requiring the 
house for its support.

Re Beaton, 8 D.L.R. 204, 4 O.XV.X. 266. 
NATURE or ESTATE OB INTEREST CREATED ----

Settlement necessary to carry out
DIRECTIONS.

Where a will contains a direction that 
the “shares of my daughters shall be 
deemed separate estates free from the con
trol of their husbands respectively and shall 
not be anticipated and in the event of the 
marriage of any of my daughters I direct 
that proper settlements shall be made to 
carry out this intention," the intention is 
that the property shall be held for the life 
of the daughter, she receiving the income 
and holding a separate estate free from the 
control of her husband and without power 
of anticipation and requires a settlement to 
lie made to carry out the intention of the 
testator. [See Re Xordheimer. 14 D.L.R. 
658, construing same will and settlements.]

Re Xordheimer, 18 D.L.R. 691, 30 D.L.R. 
327
Devise of life—Interests—Gift over—

Certain contingencies — Perpetuity.
A gift over of property, in which life in

terests have already been devised, contin
gent on the death of the parties having such 
life interests and failure of, or death of 
children during one of the life interests does

not transgress any of the rules against per
petuities.

Re Brown Estate, SO D.L.R. 560, [1920] 
1 W.W.R. 264.
Real property—Absolute devise to two 

persons equally—Subsequent clause 
restricting — Interpretation — Ah 
solute estate — Registration of

In construing a will, its entire contents 
and the circumstances existing at the time 
of its execution must be considered, and 
an endeavour made to carry out the in
tention of the testator. A clause “to have 
full use of the house and land, to reside in 
or let as he thinks lit until the year 1917, 
when the property must be sold at latest, 
or earlier if the amount of not less than 
$8,000 can be realized,” following an ab
solute disposition previously made to the 
same paity in equal shares with another, 
held not to affect the absolute disposition 
previously made, and that the parties were 
entitled to he registered as absolute owners 
without any limitation.

Re Land Registry Act; Re Blanchard 
and Morgan, 44 D.L.R. 728, [1919] 1 W 
W.R. 311.
Devise of homestead to son, subject to 

bight of other children to use it 
as a home—Right to endure beyond 
lifetime of devisee.

Nestor v. Nestor, 11 O.W.N. 438, revers
ing 11 O.W.N. 220.
Bequest to widow—“Full dower rights

IN ALL MT PROPERTY"—Non TEC II Ml Al
use of “dower”—Absolute gift of 
one-third of whole estate.

Re Johnston, 12 O.W.N. 53.
Life-tenant of lands devised — Ex

BCUTOB8 AND TRUSTEES—CONTROL AND 
MANAGEMENT OF LANDS—LEGAL ES
TATE — Equitable estate — Discre
tion — Municipal taxes — Repairs 
— Dilapidations — Insurance pre
miums — Remaindermen.

Re Cunningham, 12 O.W.N. 268.
Devise of land—Trust—Life-tenant— 

—Remaindermen—Proposed hale by 
executors—Refusal of one remain
derman to join in conveyance—Ob
jection to title—Vendor and pub-

Re Smith and King. 13 O.W.N. 54. 
Perpetual trust for care of grave — 

Legislative sanction — Cemetery 
Act, R.8.O. 1914. c. 261, ss. ■ (c), 14. 

Re done*, 13 O.W.N. 406.
Validity or devise and request — Per

PETVAL TRUST FOR CARE OF GRAVES —
Validation by Cemetery Act, s. 14— 
Devise of farm — Restraint on 
alienation—Invalidity of—Devise 
to church—License in mortmain— 
Gift of interest on money ‘‘forever'* 
—Absolute gift or fund.

Re 4fagerman. 13 O.W.N. 406.

_
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DkVIM; to «UK COB LIFE Willi IIKMAlMli.lt 
To SOX — LEGACIES UHARULD OX LAXD 

\\ HEX HAÏ AB1 i .
Re Mctlran, 7 O.XV.X. «00.

BEQI KKT OK MORTGAGE TO DAUGHTER "FOB 
ukb sole use hi ring nut ukktimk"— 
BEQI EST TO OTHERS AFTER HER DECEASE
—Right ok daughter to expend cor-
I'l’s AS WELL AS INTEREST— l’AHTlES—

Mat Ip v. Matte. 8 O.W.X. «OS.
Request ok personal phopkrtv—Absolute I

I NE III RING Ml KIT ME OF LEGATEE —
Disposition or remainder (ik any) 
—••Issue.”

Re McLaughlin, 8 O.XV.X. 277.
Devise to grandchildren — Absolute es

tate in kee—Sale of land by order 
of court—Division of proceeds — In- 
fa NTS' Nil ABES—Ma intenance.

Re Moit.ee, » O.XV.X. «7.
Devine—Description of land by lot and 

concession without mentioning 
township — Proof by affidavit to
SUPPLEMENT DESCRIPTION — DEVISE TO
wife — Subsequent clause in will
DISPOSING OF LAND IX EVENT OF WIFE
Dying without a will—Estate or 
wife—Power to convey in fee simple 
—Will made by wife—Declaration

Re McIntyre, 1« O.XV.X. 200.
(8 III (1—125)—Devise—Estate created 

FOR LIFE OR IN FEE.
Under a devise of land to two einters and 

in the event of the death of either with
out issue to the survivor or her heirs, on 
one of the sisters conveying her interest to 
the other and dying without issue, the 
words "to the surviving daughter or her 
heirs” do not limit the estate of the sur
vivor, she taking a good title in fee which 
she could convey.

Re Edgerlev and llotrum. 11 D.L.R. 78.1,
4 o.W.N. 1484, 84 o u r. Him.
Life or kef.—Reducing absolute gift to 

LIFE ESTATE — EXPRESSION OF TESTA
TOR’S WISH.

An absolute gift under a will is not to be 
eut down to a life interest merely by an 
expression of the testator's wish that the 
donee shall, by will or otherwise, dispose 
of all the property possessed by her in fa
vour of individuals or families indicated by 
the testator: since a wish or desire so ex
pressed is no move than a suggestion to he 
accepted or not by the donee, and does not 
amount to a inundate or obligatory trust.

Johnson v. Kurnev, 14 D.L.R. 134. 20 
O.L.R. 223. affirming 0 D.L.R. 782, 20 O. 
L.R. 223.
Devise and bequest to widow — “Free 

use" of estate for life—Remainder 
IF ANY TO CHILDREN — APPLICATION TO 
REALTY AND PERSONALTY.

A devise and bequest of the testator's 
realty and personalty to his widow who is 
to have the "free use” of the sdlne for

life with what remains “unspent” to the 
children has the effect of giving the widow 
a life estate only in the realty with re
mainder to the children in fee and what
ever remains of the personalty on the 
widow's death will go to the children, file 
Johnston, 27 O.L.R. 472. approved.]

Re Richer, 50 D.L.R. «14, 40 O.L.R. 307. 
Dwelling house of the testator devised

TO WIDOW FOR LIFE OK I NTH. SOLD AT 
DISCRETION OF EXECUTOR—LIKE ESTATE 
—WIDOW LIABLE FOB TAXES — LEGACY— 
Irani PAID HY EXECUTOR i OH ONE 
YEAR AFTER TESTATOR'S DEATH — KX- 
ECUTOR’S RIGHTS TO RECOVER SAME OR 
APPLY IT ON PRINCIPAL.

A life estate terminable at the option of 
the executor is held, as long a« it exists, 
subject to the incidents of a life estate, 
and the holder is liable for taxes. A leg
atee is not entitled to interest on a legacy 
until after the expiry of one year from the 
death of the testator, and the executor who 
pays this interest, may recover the same or 
apply it on account of principal. [Bartels 
v. Bartels, 42 I’.C.R. 22. followed.)

Re McDonald, 50 D.L.R. 058, 46 O.L.R. 
358.
Like ok fee.

XV he re property is devised to the widow 
for life, with remainder to the only son 
of the testator, subject to the condition 
that in the event of the widow remarrying 
the property shall go absolutely to the sun 
on his attaining the age of 21, and witli a 
further proviso that should the son die 
during his minority the property should go 
over as directed 1y the will, anil where the 
widow never remarries and the son pre
deceased her without having made a will 
but after attaining the age of 21, then un 
the death intestate of the widow, who be
came the sole heir of the son. lier heirs 
and not the heirs of the testator are en
titled to the property.

Re Vrowe, 2 D.L.R. 103. 3 O.XV.X. 000.
XX7here a devise gave the use of real 

estate to the husband of the testator for 
life, and at his deatli the income from a 
$0.000 interest to a daughter, and further 
provided that upon the death of the latter 
the property should lie sold and the pro
ceeds divided among her children, the de
visees or heirs of the husband, upon his 
death, will take a fee simple estate in his 
interest in the property, which by the 
death of the daughter will lie divested in 
favour of her children.

Re Ley, 5 D.L.R. 1, 17 B.C.R. 385, 21 XV. 
L.R. 757, 2 XV.XV.R. 700.
Title to land—Application under X’en- 

dors and Purchasers Act—Doubtful
QUESTION OK CONSTRUCTION OF WILL.

Re Cameron and Hull, 1 D.L.R. 017, 3 O. 
I XV.X. 807.

A life estate only, and not an absolute 
! gift of the corpus, in money, notes and 
I mortgages, was created by a bequest to a 
I widow in her deceased husband’s will, of
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all of his money, note* ami mortgagee, and 
real and personal property, for the term 
of her natural life, or widowhood, with re
mainder to his children in the event of her 
death or remarriage.

Re Johnson, 7 D.L.R. 375, 23 O.W.R. 132. 
Like estate—Rem a i s nu—“Revert.”

Where a testator leaves all the residue 
of hia estate to a named person, and then 
sava that on the decease of such person 
"the unused or unexpended balance shall 
revert,” an apparently absolute gift is cut 
down to a life estate; if the life tenant 
l»e one for whose maintenance the testator 
was evidently providing, the whole residue 
may lie employed for that pur|M>se, in 
specie, and if necessary the capital may be 
encroached upon.

Re Cutter, 31 D.L.R. 382. 3J O.L.R. 42. 
Precatory words.

Mere precatory words in a will are insuf
ficient to restrict a gift absolute, unless 
the intention to do so is clear.

Perry v. Perry, 40 D.L.R. 028, 29 Man. 
L.R. 23 at 45, [1918] 2 W.W.R. 485, af 
liruling 37 D.L.R. 89, 29 Man. L.R. 23, 
11917] 3 W.W.R. 315.
“Heirs and assigns”— Ff.e simpi.e—In

terest IN PERSONALTY—COSTS.
Where an estate is devised to the heirs 

of a person to whom a prior estate of free
hold has been given, the heirs take by 
descent and not bv purchase, and an estate 
in fee simple is created in the ancestor. 
[Van (Irutten v. Fox well, [1897 I A.C. 658. 
followed.) The testator devised and be
queathed “two stores" and half of his other 
property to hie granddaughter “to be held 
by her during her life and at her death to 
her he*rs and assigns forever:”—Held, that 
the granddaughter took an estate in fee 
simple in the land devised. And held, that 
the chattel property bequeathed to the 
granddaughter became hers absolutely by 
the terms of the bequest: The testator 
meant that the land and goods should go 
in the same manner; and, as the land, by 
force of the rule of law, became the grand
daughter's absolutely, so did the goods. 
[Comfort y. Brown ( 18781, 10 Ch. D. 113: 
De Beauvoir v. De Beauvoir (1852), 3 H. 
L.C. 524, applied.] In the peculiar cir
cumstances of the case, no order was made 
as to the costs of a summary application 
for the determination by the court of the 
questions arising as to the construction of 
the will.

Re Kendrew, 43 O.L.R. 185.
Gift of residuary estate—Life-estate— 

Enjoyment in specie — Right to 
ENCROACH UPON CORPUS — GlFT OVER 
ON TERMINATION OF LIFE-ESTATE.

Re Hodgkins. 14 O.W.N. 105.
A will expressing a “desire” by the tes

tator, that the residuary legatee, who is 
given the property forever, “shall exercise 
and carry out the request and directions 
which I inay give him respecting the same 
by a document under my hand and seal,” 

Can. Dig—146.

does not thereby impress the residue with a 
trust, and. in the event of failure to give 
direction, the next of kin do not take, but 
gives the donee an absolute estate subject 
to any trust which may be declared as pro 
v ided.

Casey v. McHugh. 37 D.L.R. 266.
Life estate.

A will in one clause of which the testator 
left all his real and personal property to 
his wife and in a subsequent clause w hereof 
he provided that after the death of his wife 
“all the said property, its increase and its 
substituted property, is to go to and be
come the property of my son” (naming 
him) "and his heirs absolutely" held to 
entitle the widow to a life interest only.

Re Salter Estate and Royal Trust Co., 
[1917] 2 W.W.R. 1013.
Life tenant—Possession—Costs.

Re Jones. 12 O.W.N. 29.
"Annuity”—Equity of redemption in 

lands — Life estate—Remainder 
— Life insurance — Beneficiary — 
Change—Residuary estate.

Re Prior, 12 O.W.N. 408.
Extent of estate given widow—Whether 

WIDOW ENTITLED TO G'VE 21 year lease 
of property—The Mettled Estates 
Act.

A testator bequeathed to his wife “all 
my real and personal property as long as 
she remains my widow. At her death she 
can divide it as she thinks proper among 
my children.” Held, the testator's widow 
was entitled to a life interest subject to 
same being divested should she remarry ; 
not having remarried she had such an es
tate as entitled her under the Settled Es
tates Act to give a 21-year lease of certain 
ranch property which was part of the

Palmer v. Palmer. [1919] 3 W.W.R. 1028. 
Life or kef: tail—Interpretation—Leg

acy or uhufbuct—C.C. (Qur~ ) arts. 
«20. 900, 901. 928. 946, 957. 980.

The following clauses of a will :—“As to 
the residue of all the goods, real and |ier- 
sonal, which I sh%ll leave, and whirl: will 
belong to me at the day and hour of mv 
death, I give and bequeath the enjoyment 
and use to my said wife, <1. M., to be en joyed 
by her from the time of my deecase. I ex 
e'mpt my said wife from making ar inven 
torv or from giving sevurity for them. 
1 poll the death of my wife I give the own
ership of my said good* in equal parts to 
my children, and to their representatives if 
necessary" do not create an entail, but is 
only a legacy of usufruct in favour of the 
testator’s wife, the ownership of the good* 
passing afterwards to the children, f Doug
lass x. Fraser, 20 B.R. 148; Re Almour. v. 
Ramsay. 26 Jurist 228, followed.]

Laçasse v. Lamarche. 46 <>ne. 8.C. 222. 
Life estate — Encroachment on corpus 

—Maintenance.
A testator provided as follows :—“I
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give, devise and bequeath all my real and I 
personal estate to my wife, the whole of my | 
real anil personal estate for her use and 
benefit during her lifetime and at her de- 
tease anything remaining to be divided 
share and share alike among my children 
whose names are here written: all the res
idue of my estate not hereinbefore disposed 
of 1 give and hetpieath unto (blank]." Mis 
widow was not named a> an executrix. On 
application by the executors for the con- 
Htruction of the above provision: Held, 
that the widow was entitled only to a life 
interest in the estate, hut that there was 
an implied power to encroach on the cap
ital for her maintenance, and that the ex
ecutors should not transfer the property to 
her. but that she was entitled to occupy 
and use it or to receive the rents and pro
fits thereof as she might elect.

Hodges v. (îoodnough, 9 S.L.R. 124. 
DEVISE—Lire ESTATE WITH POWKR OF SALE 

AMI Rill HT TO ENCROACH UPON CORPUS
—Vendor and purchaser—Right ok
LIFE TENANT TO CONVEY.

Re < lou in lock, 8 O.W.N. 561.
Devise—Gift over—Repugnancy—Estate

IN EKE SIMPLE.
Re ( at In art. 8 O.W.N. 572.

Devise in fee simple — Rentraint on
ALIENATION—INVALIDITY.

Re Buchanan and Barnes, 5 O.W.N. 524,
IS O.W i: set.
Devine and request to widow—Limita

tion to “natural life"—Application 
to devine—Life estate in land.

Re Nelson, 7 O.W.N. 250. 425.
Bequest of farm stock, implements, and 

household furniture for life—Not 
ARTICLES QUAE IPSO tJSIT CON8UMUNTUR 
—Life estate—Proceeds of sale of 
farm — Division among relatives — 
Residuary clause—Money deposited 
in rank—Joint account—Svbvivob-

Re Elliott, 10 O W N. 378.
Devise—Life estate—Remainder.

Re Robertson, 10 O.W.N. 365.
Whoi.f. estate given to executors in 

TRUST FOR SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE 
OF WIDOW DURING LIFE—RIGHT TO USE 
ANY PORTION “AS SHF. MAY REE FIT AND
desire" — Discretion — Reduction
OF CAPITAL.

Re Clinton. 16 O.W.N. 267.
Devise and request to widow—Use of es- 

TATE FOR LIFETIME—DEVISE AND BE
QUEST TO CHILDREN OF WHAT “WILL RE
MAIN unspent" — Application to 
MONEY AND OTHER PERSONAL PROPERTY 
—Inapplicability to land.

Re Richer. 17 O.W.N. 195.
Devise of life estate to son—Remainder 

IN FF.E TO HIS CHILDREN—“ISSUE" 
SYNONYMOUS WITH “CHILDREN."

Montreuil v. Walker, 20 O.W.R. 259.

Devise ok life esi ate—Remainder in ff.k 
—Executory devise over.

Re Moore, 2 O.W.N. 881, 18 O.W.R. 832 
Devise life estate or fee simple—Rule 

in Shelly's case.
Re Anderson, 18 O.W.R. 924.

(§ 111 (l—1261—Life estate—Unlimited 
POWER or DISPOSITION — “UB OTHER-

A devise by a testator of all his estate t-i 
his daughters nominatim, upon trust, “to 
hold for themselves and to make such dis 
position thereof from time to time among 
my children or otherwise as ray said 
daughters decide to make, they, my said 
daughters, in the meantime to have all the 
rents and profits therefrom," creates u 
beneficial life interest in the property in 
favour of the daughters : the words “or 
otherwise" confer an unlimited power of 
disposition exercisable in favour of any 
person, including the appointment to them-
P Meagher v. Meagher. 30 D.L.R. 303. 53 

Can. S.L.R. 393, affirming 2*2 D.L.R. 733. 
34 O.L.R. 33.
Power of disposal.

It is of the very essence of a power of 
appointment by will that it is revocable 
and to become operative only upon the 
death of the donee of the power.

Be Newton. 2 D.L.R. 576, 3 O.W.N. 948
Where a bequest of moneys and shares 

was made to the executors in trust for 
the widow of the testator, with a power 
containing the words “notwithstanding any
thing hereinbefore contained" to withdraw 
the moneys and shares and transfer to her 
absolutely for her own use, the transfer 
made under such direction has the effect of 
vesting the property in the widow as upon 
an absolute gift and her right thereto is 
not limited to such part of it as she may 
actually use, nr give away.

Fulton v. Dauphinee, 1 D.L.R. 63, 46 N. 
S.R. 168.

The words “I leave my property to my 
wife, to share with the children as she sees 
fit” in a devise of lands, passes to the widow 
merely a life estate with a power of ap
pointment among the children; such devise 
imposes an obligation on the devisee to 
divide or share the property among tin- 
children at her death. [Burrell v. Burrell, 
1 Amid. 660, followed.]

Re Wolfe and Holland. 1 D.L.R. 568, 3 
O.W.N. 900.

Under a will devising all the testator's 
property to his wife “to lie disposed of hy 
her as she may deem just and prudent in 
the interest of my family," the widow 
takes the property in fee simple unfettered 
by a trust, and, therefore, an objection to 
the title of a vendor to whose predecessor 
the widow had sold the property, based 
upon the contention that the words quoted 
above from the will were not sufficient to 
give the widow a fee simple in the lands
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nor auy power to convey them in fee, is n<> 
well taken.

Re Smith and Patterson, 4 D.L.R. 89. 3 
O.W.X. 1324. 22 O.XV.R. 224.
Devise to hi Hiianu—Like estate—Trus

tees' POWER TO SELL INCOME.
Re Lev. 5 U.LR. 1, 17 B.CJL 385, 21 

W.L.B. 757, 2 W.W.R. 790.
Devise—Like estate to widow—Remain

der to daughter “or her heirs"— 
“Ob" bead as "and"—Words of lim
itation, NOT SUBSTITUTION—CONVEY
ANCE OF FEE SIMPLE BY WIDOW AND 
DAI «ill 1ER

Re Wright and Fowler. 10 O.W.N. 299.
(g III Cl—127)—Life estate to widow in

REALTY AND PERSONALTY—USE AND EN
JOYMENT— IMPIIED POWER TO ENCROACH
upon corpus—Maintenance.

Re 'ioodnuugh Estate, 27 D.L.R. 790, 34 
W.L.R. 42.
Life estate—Implied power to encroach

on CORPUS.
[Re Dixon. Dixon v. Dixon (1912), 56 

Sol. J. 44.i; Re Holden, Holden v. Smith,
57 L.J. Ch. U4H, doubted; Re McDonald 
(1903,. 35 X.S.R. 500, applied.)

Re Johnston, 8 D.L.R. 74t). 4 O.W.N. 510. 
varying 7 D.L.R. 375, 4 O.W.N. 153. 
Enlarging ok reducing by other provi

sion—Devise to wife—Later clause | 
empowering executor to sell.

A widow will take an absolute estate in 
the property of her husband, including the 
income therefrom, to the exclusion of the 
letter's children, under a devise to her of 
all of the real and personal estate of which 
lie should die possessed notwithstanding a 
subsequent clause, but which was without 
words of gift, to the effect that the execu
tors might dispose of the real and personal 
estate at any time when they should deem 
it most advantageous, and that they should ; 
manage it for the Is-st advantage of the tes
tator's heirs until disposed of; since the 
latter clause, being without words of gift, 
must be construed not as cutting down the 
estate previously granted, hut merely as a 
direction to the executors to handle the 
estate, until the payment of debts, in the 
same manner as it woud have been their 
duty to do in the absence of such clause.

Re Freedv Estate, 13 D.L.R. 832, 23 Man. 
L.R. 7A3, 25 W.L.R. 378.
Reducing absolute gift — Remainder 

over.
Where a testator after devising and be- : 

queathing all his real and personal estate j 
to his widow made a codicil which stated 
that it was now his desire that such pro- j 
vision lie also subject to the condition and ; 

roviso that upon her death 00 per cent of 
is property or estate remaining at the 

time of her death should he divided be
tween certain named persons, the balance or 
40 per cent to be disposed of as his wife j 
should please, and further stated that the 
codicil was not intended to restrict his |

wife's reasonable enjoyment of the provision 
made for her in the will, the widow is en
titled to the whole of the projierty till her 
death, but if any of it remained at her 
ileath, three-fifths would pass as directed in 
the codicil.

Re Stanton, 9 D.L.R. 261, 4 O.W.N. 604. 
llOWEB OF APPOINTMENT.

Where a general power of appointment ie 
given to a daughter under a will, to lie ex
ercised by the daughter either by deed or 
will, she is substantially the one who is 
solely and beneficially interested and en
titled, and when she transfers or conveys 
the life estate also given to her under the 
will and executes a deed of appointment 
she may demand that the executors shall 
convey to her appointee in pursuance of the 
appointment .and this irrespective of a pro
vision in the will that the executor* shall 
convey at the death of the daughter.

Re Mara and Wolfe, 9 D.L.R. 435, 4 O. 
W.X. 866. 24 O.W.R. 144.
BEQUEST TO TRUSTEE OF WHOLE ESTATE FOR 

SOLE USE AND BENEFIT OF DAUGHTER FOR 
LIFE—ftIFT OVFR OF TRUST FUNDS “RE
MAINING UNAPPROPRIATED" — RFA’RIPT 
OF WHOLE ESTATE BY DAUGHTER -DIS
CHARGE OF TRUSTEE—“APPROPRIATION"
—Absolute gift.

Re Turner, 10 O.W.N. 155.
Legal estât* divided into three equal 

shares—Heirs or living persons to 
take equitable estate of one shark 
—Present legatee to have right to 
USE INCOME during lifetime.

Re MeAllistcr, 20 O.XV.R. 261.
(8 III 0—130)—Devise — Life estate — 

GIFT OVER TO "CHILDREN"—ESTATE
tail—Rule in Shelley’s case—Ven
dor AND PURCHASER—TITLE TO I .AND— 
Notice to third person—Rule 602.

Re Thompson and Robbins, 11 O.XX'.N. 
344.
Devise — Life estate — Remainder to

HEIRS. EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, 
AND ASSIGNS OF LIFE TENANT—RULE IN 
Shelley’s case.

Re Hay*. 13 O.W.N. 25.
Gift to daughters — Annuity out of

RENTS OF LAND OB ESTATE TAIL IN LAND
—Bequest to granddaughter—In
creased rental—“Out of the rental" 
—"Issue"—Limitation to children— 
Residuary clause—Tenants in com-

Re Reliecca Barrett. 5 O.XX'.N. 807, 6 O. 
W.X. 270.
Devise to three daughters jointly and

TO SURVIVOR OR SURVIVORS—ÏN EVENT 
OF DEATH OF ALL WITHOUT ISSUE DEVISE 
over — Joint tenancy for life and
TENANCY IN COMMON IN TAIL WITH 
CROSS REMAINDERS IN TAIL AND UL
TIMATE REMAINDER OVFR—DEATH OF ALL 
THREE, TWO LEAVING ISSUE—RIGHTS OF
issue — Estate tail in undivided
MOIF.TY TO EACH FAMILY

Re Harrison, 6 O.W.N. 394.
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Df.VIKE TO OXK FOB LIFE AND TO ISSUE AKTKIt
deceased—Rule in Shei.ley'h cam:. 

Watson v. Phillips, 2 O.VV.X. 261. 
Meaning of words “descendants" and

• issue” — Estate tail of personal

Re Sutherland Estate, 10 O.W.R. 702.
(S 111 (i—131)—Like estate or fee tail—

• Issue’'—"( hildrkn”— Rule in Shel-

A devise of land to the testators daugh
ters for their live# as tenants in common, 
with remainder to “their respective issues 
in fee,” so that the "children” of each take 
their mother's share, manifests an intention 
to treat the word "issues" as '‘children,” and 
gives the daughters a life estate and not 
an estate in fee tail. The words "in fee” 
are not necessarily the equivalent of "in 
fee f | Van (Irutten v. Foxwell,
11MI7J À.C. 658; King v. Evans, 24 Can. 
S.C.R. .'t.'iti. distinguished.]

Re Taylor, 28 D.LR. 488. 36 O.L.R. 116. 
Trust—Realty and personalty—Power

OF APPOINTMENT—CESTUI QUE TRUST— 
(IlFT OVER, IN DEFAULT OF EXERCISE OF 
HOVER. TO REPRESENTATIVES OF DONEE
— Absolute estate—Rule in Shel
ley's cask— Married woman —Sepa
rate estate.

Re Hooper, 7 O.W.X. 104.
Trust fur children of testator—Income 

or ESTATE PAYABLE To children DURING 
THEIR LIVES—POWER OF APPOINTMENT 
BY WILL AS TO PRIXCIPU.— IN DEFAULT 
OF APPOINTMENT PRINCIPAL TO (Ml TO 
“RIGHT HEIRS” OF CHILDREN—WHOLE 
ESTATE VESTED IMMEDIATELY IN CH1L-

Re' Helilwell. 16 O.VV.X. 113.

Estate eor like or estate tail—"Issue.”
Re Russell, 8 O.W.N. 248.

Devise “issue"—“In fee”—Ijfe estate— 
Remainder.

Re Taylor, » O.VV.X. 271.
Habendum — “Lawfully begotten heirs 

for ever"—Estate tail—Lands in
cluded in devise—Road allowance- 
municipal by-law ( i,081 no up—Mu
nicipal Act, l?.« >. 1877. c. 174. ss. 
486-8. 525 — Residuary devisees —<* 
Beneficiaries — Election — Dower 
—Assignment of.

Re Walmsley, 11 O.VV.X. 6.
(6 III <:—135)—Conditional or absolute 

gift—Setting aside interest bearing 
securities—Maintenance of sisters 
—Continuation of yearly provision. 

Re K. 5 D.L.R. 311. 3 O.VV.X. 883. 
Estate upon condition — “All living 

children” — Dependent on recovery
OF HEALTH—PROVISIONS FOR WIDOW.t

Re Curtie, 24 D.L.R. 014. t
Request — Condition—"If living”—Time

APPOINTED EOR PAYMENT.
Re Jackson. 0 O.VV.X. 29.

Trust — Remainder — Lunatic — Right 
TO RECEIVE FUND—STATUTORY COMMIT
TEE—Hospitals for Insane Act.

Dunlop v. Ellis, 41 O.L.R. 393.
Event of children dying without having

RECEIVED PORTIONS — INTENTION —
Period of division.

The testator, dying in 1887. by his will 
set apart his house as a home for his wife 
and family, and then gave all his estate to 
his executors in trust to convert and use 
for the maintenance of his wife and family, 
and to pay certain sums to his sons, and, 
at such time, after the expiration of five 
years from his decease as might seem advis
able to the executors, to divide among all 
his children share and share alike, all his 
estate, save such portions as the executors 
might retain to provide from the interest 
for the wife and family residing in the 
homestead, any balance of income being di
vided yearly among all his children. The 
will further provided that on the death of 
the w idow the income should lie divided 
until the time for division previously re
ferred to; and “in case any of my children 
should die without having received his or 
her portion . . . and leaving issue him 
or her surviving at the time a division of 
the estate shall he made among my children'' 
the child or children of such of my children 
so dying shall represent and receive their 
deceased parent’s share hut if any of my 
children should die leaving no issue him or 
her surviving the share or portion herein 
given ... to such child shall revert to 
and become part of my estate and he equal
ly divided among all my surviving chil
dren.” The executors kept the estate intact 
until the widow died (in 1917 or 1918), and 
after her death paid over to the executors 
of a son, who had died in 1907. leaving 
children, a sum representing part of his 
share in his father's estate:—Held, that 
the children of the deceased son took under 
the will of their grandfather, whose ex
ecutors ought to have paid to those children 
the sum aforesaid. The gift was to the 
children of the testator, subject to be di
vested in favour of the child or children of 
such of the testator’s children as should die 
before the actual receipt of their shares, 
leaving children surviving. Where the tes
tator has intended the gift over to take 
effect, and there has not been actual pay
ment, effect must be given to that inten
tion. |Kirby v. Bangs. 27 A.R. (Out.) 17, 
29; Johnson v. Crook, 12 Ch.D. 639, fol
lowed.]

Re Mitchell, 42 O.L.R. 340.
Devise of land—Restraint upon aliena

tion— Invalidity — Title to land 
Vendor and purchaser.

! Re Huron A Erie Mortgage Corp. and 
j Coghill, 13 O.W.X. 442.

1
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DEMISE TO SON — LIMITATION — “DkaTH 
WITHOUT ISSUE”—ISSUE SURVIVING SON 
— Originating notick — Bulk 004 
—Wills Act, b. .1.3—Costs.

Re Ronson. 15 O.W.N. 1.
Bequest of income to daughter—Death

OF DAUGHTKB HKFORK DEATH OF TESTA
TOR—Residuary devise to daughter 
—Declaration against lapsi^-Wills 
Act, s. .37.

Re Heal, 13 O.W.N. 285. 14 O.W.N. 15. 
Residuary devise—Trust—I mention.

A testator devised all Ids residuary estate 
to A., to have and to hold the same unto A. 
forever, coupled with a limitation that A. 
should execute and carry out any request 
and directions which the testator might 
give A. respecting the property devised, by 
a document under his hand and seal. Held, 
that the testator, having died without male 
ing any request or giving any directions, A. 
took the property IfPiielleially and not as 
trustees for the next of kin.

McHugh v. McGuire, 45 X.B.R. 167, re
versing McLeod, C.J.
Condition in codicil—“Die before having 

children”—Absolute devise, subject 
TO DEVISE OVER IN EVENT WHICH COULD
hot happen Good title to laud.

Re Breault and Grimshaw, 13 O.W.N. 
387.
Devise to son—Devise over in event of

DEATH OF SON "LEAVING NO ISSUE”—
Devise to son of life estate only— 
Application under Vendors and Pur
chasers Act.

Re Toll and Mills, 16 O.W.N. 215.
(§ III G—1301—Application of gift over 

—Children dying without issue sur
viving—Interpretation of Wills Act, 
s. .33—Sale and disposition of estate 
by executors—Devolution of Kstates 
Act, ks. h. 19.

Where there is a gift over to other bene
ficiaries contingent on the death of the 
children leaving no issue living at their 
death, the children take an absolute interest 
in the real and personal estate subject to 
the proviso. In the Wills Act, R.S.O. 1014, 
c. 120, s. 33. the words “dying without 
issue,” mean a lack of issue in the lifetime 
or at the death of the child or children. 
Held, also that power of sale according to 
the Devolution of Estates Act (R.S.O. 1914, 
v. 119, s. 14), may be exercised, subject to 
consent of official guardian or order of 
judge of the Supreme Court.

Re Coté. 49 D.L.R. 381, 46 O.L.R. 4, re
versing 15 O.W.N. 419.
Cy-pbks doctrine.

Where literal compliance with a secret 
condition attached to a gift becomes im
possible from unavoidable circumstances, 
and without any fault of the party, it is 
sufficient that it is complied with us nearly 
as it practically can be, or »s it is techni
cally called c\ -pres. Ignorance by the bene
ficiary of a condition annexed to a gift does |

not protect the devisee from the eon se
quences of not complying with it, but 
where compliance witli the condition is eon 
Ira bonos mores, the devisee might well he 
absolved from compulsory compliance with 
the condition.

Adams v. Gourlav, 4 D.L.R. 731. 20 O.L. 
R. 87. 21 O.W.R. 772.

The use of the word “1 wish" by a 
testator may carry an obligatory import 
and suffice to create a trust.

Re Hamilton, H D.L.I! 529. 23 O.W.R. 
549. 27 O.L.R. 445. [Affirmed. 12 D.LR 
HOI, 28 O.L.R. 534-1
(8 111 G—1371—Bequest—Condition for

feiting II minor legatee elects TO 
LIVE WITH PARENT—DURATION.

A condition that a gift to u testator's 
grandchildren should la* forfeited if, at the 
death of the grandmother, with whom they 
were living at the execution of the will, 
they should elect to reside with their father, 
is limited to the period of minority of such 
legatee.

Eastern Trust Co. v. Fraser. 12 D.L.R. 
584. 13 K.L.R. 137.
Condition subsequent, generally.

Where a sum is liequeathed to trustees 
to invest, paying the interest to a grand
daughter “so long 4»s she lives and is un
married. and if she dies without having 
married or if married without issue” then 
the principal is specifically bequeathed over 
to another “at the granddaughter's death” 
and if the granddaughter “marries and ha-* 
a child or children then the principal shall 
la* paid to the granddaughter at such time 
thereafter as the trustees shall deem best 
in the interests of the granddaughter and 
her child or children." but the testator has 
not otherwise (either specifically or by 
residuary la-quest or necessary implication i 
disposed of the corpus or its income during 
the childless |>eriod of the granddaughter's 
married life, the interest of the fund will 
lie paid to the granddaughter during that 
period. [Bird v. Hunadon (1818), 2 Swans. 
343, 1 Wils. Ch. 450. followed.]

Re Steele. 7 D.L.R. 109. 23 O.W.R. 52. 
Duty of executor to ascertain whether 

complied with.
Before pitying income to a legatee to 

whom it was given on condition of his keep
ing up ami maintaining certain property as 
a gentleman's residence in a specified man
ner. it is the duty of the executor to ascer
tain from time to time whether such con
dition is living fulfilled hv the legatee.

Re Xordheimer. 14 D.L.R. 058, 29 O.L.R. 
350.
(8 HI G—1.38)—Gift over on widow' , re

marriage.
Where there is a provision in a will 

whereby the entire estate is given to the 
widow during her natural life but subject 
to a direction that if she remarries “every
thing shall be divided between the children," 
and this is followed by a residuary clause 

I in favour of the widow alone the elect is
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that «lie take* the whole of the property 
and estate absolutely, subject to her wing 
divested of it should she marry again. 
[Burgess v. Burrows, 21 V.C.C.I*. 426, ap
plied.]

Be Laçasse, » D.L.R. 831, 4 O.W.X. 86, 
24 U.W.B. 300.

Under a «ill giving eertain property to 
the testator's wife during life and widow
hood and upon her deatli to such one or 
more of the testator's vliildren as she may 
ap|Hiint by will ami if she remarry, to 
sueli one or more of the children a* the 
executors may appoint, a child's share of 
the proceeds of the land when sold under 
the Ontario Settled Estates Act cannot be 
•aid out of court to him on his attaining 
iis majority even with the consent of the 
widow and of such of the other children 
as are of age.

Be Newton, 2 D.L.R. 678. 3 O.W.N. 948. 
Devise am» legacy — Construction re

straint ON ENJOYMENT OF LEGACY DUR
ING COVERTURE LEGACY TO MARRIED 
WOMAN WITH RESTRAINT ON ANTICIPA
TION DURING COVERTURE—“Paid TO HER'’ 
—"Settled upon iikr.’’

Re Hamilton, 8 D.L.R. .V29, 27 O.L.R. 44.1, 
23 O.W.R. .149. [Affirmed in 12 D.L.R. 861, 
28 O.L.R. .134.]

A devise and bequest of all the testator’s 
real and personal estate of every nature 
and kind to his wife for her own use and 
benefit for her natural life or so long a* 
she does not remarry, gives her the abso
lute right to dispose of the personalty. Un
der a devise of all the testator's real estate 
to his widow for her life or durante vidul- 
fate, the widow is put to her election be
tween the devise and her rights under the 
Devolution of Estates Act (Ont.) or as

Re Allen, 7 D.L.R. 494, 4 O.W.N. 240. 
Condition in restraint of marriage— 

Mixed estate.
A provision that “in the event of the 

marriage of niv sister all the residue be- 
i|iicathcd to her shall go to the Odd Fellows 
Home," is a condition in general restraint 
of marriage and void; the rule applies to 
mixed funds and to real and personal estate 
given together.

Re Cutter, 31 D.L.R. 382, 37 O.L.R. 42. 
Conditional limitation—Condition in re

straint OF MARRIAGE.
The testator by hie last will provided, 

inter alia, as follows;—“I devise and lie- 
queath all my real and personal property to 
my wife Jane Taylor as long as she re
mains unmarried. In the event of my said 
wife marrying at any time after my death, 
I devise and bequeath all my said real and 
personal property unto my daughter:—• 
Held, that, as to the real estate, these pro
visions eonstituted a conditional limitation, 
ronferring on the wife a fee determinable on 
her marrying again: and. as to the per
sonal estate, these provisions conferred an 
absolute interest subject to an executory

I la-quest in favour of the daughter, contin
gent on the wife's remarriage.

Re Taylor, 28 W.L.R. 630.
I Devise of farm to daughters—Provision

in EVENT OF MAURI AGE.— DEVISE IS FEE 
SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS SUBSEQUENT —
Trustees—Power to sell and convey

Re MsBain, 8 O.W.N. 330.
Bequest of share oe estate to widow ab

solutely AND FURTHER SHARE IF SHE 
SHOULD REMAIN UNMARRIED—CONVER
SION OF ESTATE INTO MONET AND IN
VESTMENT in Ontario—Payment of 
SMALLER SHARE TO WIDOW — FURTHER 
SHARE RETAINED BY EXECUTOR* AND IN
COME paid to widow — Removal or 
widow erom Ontario—( orpus to re
main in Ontario.

Re Fischer, 9 O.W.N. 68.
Provision for maintenance of widow and 

children — Income — Corpus—Ex
ecutors—Power of sale - Discretion 
— Provision for widow in event of 
REM ARRIAGE —“POSSESSION*' — OwNIR-
ship — Absolute gift of part of

Re Tessier, 15 O.W.N. 458.
Devise to executors in trust fob wife

AND CHILDREN — CONDITION IN RE- 
> i it mm 01 MAMLMHB 

Re Tucker, 3 S.L.R. 473, 16 W.L.R. 172. 
(| III G—1391—Restraints upon aliéna

tion—Per pet uities.
A bequest is void, as tending to create a 

perpetuity, by which the residue of an 
estate was given to executors or trustees to 
be used by them in their discretion in main
taining and keeping up. until sold, the 
testator’s residence, as a home for his son. 
his son’s family and descendants, or for 
whomsoever it should by the son lie given 
by will or otherwise, the trust not being to 
keen up the home for specific persons but 
to keep up ami maintain a dwelling-house 
as kept up and maintained before the testa
tor's death, and ending only on a sale lieing 
made which might not take place within the 
perpetuity perhid.

Hennedv v. Kennedy, 13 D.L.R. 797, 24 
O.W.R. 943. affirming 11 DDR. 328. 26 
O.L.R. 1. varying 3 D.L.R. .136, 26 O.L.R. 
10.-,. 21 O.W.R. «01.
"Restraint on aliénation”—Fee.

A devise in fee simple stated to la* “upon 
the express condition" that the devisee shall 
not sell or dispose of the land during her 
lifetime, but only by will or deed to take 
effect after her death, will pass the fee with 
its incident power of alienation, and the at
tempted restraint on alienation i* inopera
tive and void. [ Blackburn v. McCalhun. 32 
Can. S.C.B. 6.1; Re Rosher. 26 Ch.D. 891, 
followedl Re Marleay, L.R. 20 K.j. 188i 
criticized. )

Re Carr; Carr v. Carr, 29 D.L.R. 74. 20 
B.C.R. 82.

Where the terms of R will creating aub-
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►titution prohibits the usufructuary leg;i- 
tees or the institutes from alienating, swell 
prohibition will not be extended by infer 
tnce to the substitutes themselves.

Laurier v. XeWn, 7 D.L.H. 403.
Where a testator’s lands are to he equally 

divided amongst his children after the 
death or remarriage of his widow but the 
lands are not to be sold "only to the testa
tor's own heirs—they may buy or sell to 
each other." the restraint does not apply 
where all the parties entitled are desirous 
of selling to a stranger.

Re Lane and Beaeham, 7 D.L.R. 311, 4 0. 
W.X. 243, 23 O.W.R. 250.
Restraints during coverture—Proper and

PRACTICAL KORM OF SETTLEMENT.
[Loch v. Bagiev, L.R. 4 Eq. 122. applied.J
Re Hamilton.*8 D.L.R. 529. 27 O.L.R. 

445, 23 O.W.R. 549. [Affirmed, 12 D.L.R. 
861, 28 O.L.R. 534.]
Condition against contest — Residuary 

BENEFICIARIES — FORFEITURE FOR "IN
STITUTING PROCEEDINGS TO SET ASIDE
will"—Lodging of caveat in Surro
gate Court — Further proceedings
NOT TAKEN.

Re MeDevitt, 25 O.W.R. 309.
Ineffective devise — Mistake in descrip

tion of land Residuary devisee — 
Partial restraint on alienation— 
Validity — Title — Conveyance — 
Non or ki\ pi ...... .... in an ui

Reoiiver, 9 O.W.N. 190.
(g 111 O—140)—Bequest to surviving 

children—Child dying before execu
tion or WILL.

Issue of a daughter who died before the 
exceution of her father’s will, take nothing 
under a bequest of the residue of hi* estate 
to hi# children, with a provision that, 
should any of them lie dead, the share 
should lie divided la-tween hi* or her chil
dren. [Re Musther. 43 Ch.D. 569; Re Web
ster's Estate. 23 Ch.D. 737: Rutter v. Om- 
maney, 4 Russ. 73. and C'hristopherson v. 
Xavlor. 1 Mer. 320. followed.]

Re Vining, 12 D.L.R. 498, 24 O.W.R. 814. 
Remainders.

Where, upon the death of a life tenant, 
the income of a fund was payable to » 
child of a testator for life, with remainder 
of the corpus to her children, the latter 
take as purchasers.

Re Lev, 5 D.L.R. 1, 17 B.C.R. 385, 21 W. 
L.R. 757. 2 W.W.R. 790.
Vested remainder — Trust — Bequest to

A will directed the trustees thereunder to 
set aside a sufficient portion of the trust 
premises to produce a certain income for 
the testator’s parents ami next directed 
that, after such portion had been set aside, 
one-fourth of the remainder of the trust 
premises should lie paid to each of his two 
daughters and that, after the foregoing 
gifts bad been set aside, the remainder of

the trust premise# should lie paid to the 
wife and, in the event of his wife dying 
lief ore his decease or “before receiving this 
liequest," then said remainder should lie 
mid to the daughter*. The wife died lie- 
ore receiving the bequest and before the 

property to supply the fund for the henclit 
of the father and mother had been set aside 
by the trustees. Held, that the liequest to 
the wife had not become vested in her.

Re Gardner Estate, 25 B.C.R. 553, [1918] 
3 W.W.R. 65.

Where following a gift by will of all the 
testator’s property absolutely to his wife 
with a direction that their children should 
lie suitably maintained and educated by 
lier, the will provided thal should the wife 
die leaxing any of said property or rights, 
"in her possession or not disposed of" then 
upon her decease the same should lie divided 
“among our said children" in a specified 
manner, such provision does not empower 
the wife to dispose of the residue at the 
time of her death by will but has the ef
fect of creating a substitution de rewiduo in 
favour of the children.

Shearer v. Hogg, 6 D.L.R. 255, 4fi Can. 
8.C.R. 492. affirming 40 Que. S.C. 139. 
Trust—Contingent—Gift—Perpetuities.

A liequest of a fund in trust for a da ugh 
ter for life, and thenceforth in trust for 
"the child or children who being a son or 
sons attain the age of 21 years, or being 
a daughter or daughters attain the age of 
25 years," i* a contingent gift, and void for 
remoteness, a* to the daughters, under the 
rule against perpetuities.

Hewson v. Black, 36 D.L.R. 185, 51 N.S. 
R. 81, affirming 33 D.L.R. 317.
Executor* — Estate pur autre vie — 

Equitable vested remainder in fee 
—Trustees — Remaindermen — Title 
to land—Vendor and purchaser.

Re Brown and McMaster, 17 O.W.N. 209. 
Life estate—Remainder — Condition — 

fulfilment—Birth of issue—Estate 
IN FEE SIMPLE.

Re McDonald. 25 O.W.R. 147.
Devise—Life estate—Brothers and sis

ters LIVING AT 1IEATH of testators— 
Brothers and sisters born after-

Re"Van Every. 9 O.W.N. 69.
(8 III G—1411—Interpretation—Substi

tution—Legacy or usufruct—Que. C.

A testator who bequeathe to hie wife the 
enjoyment and usufruct of hi* property, 
and, after the extinction of this enjoyment 
and usufruct give* the pioperty in the good# 
to hi* children, but who. by a subsequent 
clause, declares that if he die* without 
children lie bequeathes the property of all 
the good* of his estate to his nephew*, ad
ding that his wife must fulfil all the 
charges imposed by law on those receiving 
the usufruct, doe» not create a substitution, 
but a legacy of usufruct.

Masson v. Masson, 23 Que. K.B. 550.
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Consimi < tiox ok will—No diri:< t and COL
LATERAL SUBSTITUTION—(jUEBEC ('ASK
Trust—Death oi Grevi Accretion 
—Partition—Apportionment in Ali
quot Sharks—Uihtribi iton ok estate 
—Partial i xtkst.m y—Devon tiox.

Muftnon v. Ma#8011, Harwood mis-en-eausc, 
47 Can. 8.C.R. 42, reversing 20 gue. K.B.

(S III (I—145)—Executory devise—Limi-
TATION OVKK IK AGE NOT ATTAINED— 
Absoute estate.

Upon a devise of land in trust for a 
grandchild until lie attains the age of 20, 
followed by a gift over to person# who are 
to share in the residue in the event that he 
does not live to that age, there is an irn- 
plicAtiou, that the devisee, on attaining the 
stated age, should become entitled to the 
whole interest in the property absolutely. 
fCorpton v. Davis, L.R. 4 C.P. 159; Wilkes 
v. Williams, 2 .1. A H. 125. followed.]

Re Cotter. 24 D.L.R. 289. .14 O.L.R. 24.
Where by will securities were bequeathed 

to an executor with an absolute discretion 
to apply as be .nought tit for the benefit 
of a named beneficiary, there is no power 
of disposition by will in such beneficiary 
of what remains in the bands of the execu
tin' "ii the death of the beneficiary; but it 
passes to the next of kin of the testator 
as at the time of his death. [dude v. 
Worthington (1849), 3 De G. A Nm. 389, 
distinguished.]

Re Rispin, 2 D.L.R. 644. 25 O.L.R. 633. 
21 U.U .11. 380. [Affirmed, 8 D.L.R. 756. 4it 
Can. 8.C.R. «49, 23 OAV.R. 308.]
Kxei i Tory devises—Conditional limita

tion»— Devise to executor» to sell— 
Kictitiovk hale at undervalue—At- 
tackinu parties, joining in convey
ance—Undub ixjT.UEKCfc Breach hi 
trust — ONUB — Discharge ok mort-

Rlaisdell v. Ravcroft; Raycroft v. Cook, « 
D.L.R. 907. 4 O.W.X. 297. [Affirmed, 12 
D.L.R. S4U, 24 O.W.IL 8«7.j

A condition in a will that should the dev
isee refuse to comply with provisions of 
the will to provide maintenance for cer
tain other beneficiaries during minority, 
then the property shall vest in and belong 
to another person subject to the same stipu
lation# constitutes a conditional limitation 
of the estate of the first named devisee so 
as to immediately vest the subsequent es 
late in the second named devisee without 
any claim, entry or act to lie done by the 
latter. A court of equity ha# jurisdiction 
to determine whether the contingency of a 
conditional limitation of lands has hap
pened and. in the event of forfeiture, to 
declare to whom the property has passed. 
[Craven v. Brady. Ij.I1. 4 Kq. 299. applied.)

Durant v. Hnestis, 1 D.L.R. 780. 10 K.L. 
R. 423.

Conditional limitation—“During their a
LIVES RESPECTIVELY" — MARRIAGE—CO
TENANCY—Survivorship.

Re Conn, 28 D.L.R. 805, 9 O.W.N. 5. 
Conditional limitation — Advance» to

LEGATEE'—CHARGE» IN “FAMILY BOOKS"’
—Deduction from share.

Re Boehmer, 3 D.L.R. 857, 22 O.W.R.
287. 3 O.W.X, 1353.
Executory devise»—Devise with discre 

tion—Death of beneficiary.
Re Collins, 6 D.L.R. 893. 23 O.W.R. 225. 

Executory devise»—Conditional limita-

Thc devise to testator's housekeeper of 
the right to occupy his house and use the 
furniture therein common with his natural 
son to whom this property was bequeathed 
on condition that site take's care of the child 
and looks after his maintenance until he 
becomes of age is valid, and if the house 
and furniture arc destroyed by tire she has 
a right of action against the executors to 
procure from the estate a dwelling with the 
requisite furnishing for herself and the 
child.

Hart v. Plante, 21 Que. K.B. 72.
Trust— Bequest of income to widow for 

life—Estate to ue divided between
DAUGHTERS AT DEATH OF WIDOW—PRO
VISION IN CASE OF DEATH OF DAUGHTER
leaving issue—Issue to take par.
ENT’s SHARE—EXECUTORY GIFT—ABSO
LUTE TITLE NOT IN DAUGHTER 8URVIV-

Rc Kinnehun. 11 O.W.N. 208.
Conditional request—Waiver by govern

ment of succession duties—Refus
al to waive—Substituted request- 
Contingency.

Re Reeves, 10 O.W.X. 427.
(§ III G—150)—Income or support—Eou-

Where a testator directed that upon the 
sale of land by bis testamentary trustees 
they should invest the proceeds, and that, 
the “proceeds'' of the investment should 
lie paid to designated persons, the word 
"proceeds'* will lie construed ns meaning 
income, since such was obviously the in
tent of the testator.

He Ley. 5 D.L.R. 1. 17 B.C.R. 385, 21 W.
L.R. 757. 2 W.W.R. 790.
Income—Discretion as to—Children.

A will providing the payment to a widow 
during the term of her natural life and a# 
long an she shall remain a widow, the net 
animal income from the estate for the main
tenance of herself and children, the annuity 
to eea#e upon her remarriage, entitles the 
widow to such income during her widowhood 
for her own use absolutely, and vests in her 
the discretion, nonreviewable if exercised in 
good faith, as to the extent and manner of 
prhviding for each child, and does not ob
ligate her to take into consideration the
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nord of children who are married or other
wise forisfamiliated.

Singer v. Singer, 27 D.L.R. 220, 52 Van. 
S.V.R. 447, affirming 22 D.L.R. 717, 33 O. 
L.R. «02.

Where from a will the testator's inten
tion appears to be tliat annuities thereby 
ereated should be a charge only upon the 
income of his estate, the corpus cannot be 
charged therewith. [Carmichael v. Gee, 5 
App. Vas. 588. distinguished.]

Re Irwin. 4 D.L.R. 803, 3 O.W.X. 936, 
21 O.W.R. 662.
CONSTRUCTION OF DKVIBK OF INCOME FROM 

FINI» FOR IJKE—1 XTKRK8T FROM DEATH 
OF TESTATOR.

[Cook v. Meeker, 36 N.Y. 15, followed; 
Re Crane, 1 Ch. 379, distinguished.]

Re K, 5 D.L.R. 311. 3 O.W.N. 883. 
Request of income—Fund to be invented 

in reai.tt for home fob donee on 
MARRIAUE.

An absolute estate was vested in the tes
tator's son by a l>e<|iiest. without a gift 
over, to executors of a sum of money to be 
invested in their names for the payment of 
the income to such son, with a further pro
vision that on the marriage of the son such 
fund should be invested in real estate so as 
to give him a home for his absolute use and 
benefit for life.

Re Sheard. 11 D.L.R. 576. 24 O.W.R. 716, 
4 O.W.N. 1396.
Income—Proceeds of unauthorized in

vestment BY EXECUTORS—SECURITIES 
RETAINED FOR REALIZATION.

The entire income received by executors, 
who are empowered to hold certain invest
ments upon a nontrustee security, or those 
retained for profitable realization, does not 
go to the life tenant since everything be
yond the legal rate of interest will he re
garded as an accretion to the corpus to 
compensate for the risk incident to the par
ticular investment. Accretions to shares of 
stock received by executors on the exercise 
of an option incident to such shares, are not 
to lie treated ae income but as belonging to 
capital.

Re Fill ford. 14 D.L.R. 844, 89 O.L.R. 375. 
Income or support—Legacy for invest

ment for benefit of legatee.
Under a testamentary direction that the 

residue of a testator's estate should he di
vided among his children in certain propor
tions and to vest immediately on the tes
tator's death, one-third to lie paid each 
child and the remainder invested by the 
executors for their benefit ; and that the 
share of each daughter should lie deemed 
her separate estate free from the control of 
her husband, hut not to he anticipated; 
,ind, on the murriage of any daughter, 
that a proper marriage settlement la* made 
to eairy out the testator's intention, one- 
third only of the portion of each daughter 
in the residue vest* absolutely, the remain
der being held by the executor-- and the in
come only paid them for life. The daugh

ters do not. on becoming of age. take the 
corpus «if the fund, notwithstanding that 
the age of twenty-one was fix«»d as the peri
od of distribution, but it is the duty of the 
executors to hold the settled sums and to 
pay the income onlv to the daughters for 
life.

Re Xordheiiner, 14 D.L.R. «58, 29 O.L.R. 
350.
Royalties— A pportion m e x t.

Where a widow by her will, acting under 
a general power «if appointment ctmferred 
upon her in her deceased husband's will, 
directed the executors of her husband to 
transfer the residue of the said estate to 
trustees upon trust "to set apart and in
vest the residue of the said estate and to 
pay the income and interest thereof to" 
her two sisters, and royalties were payable 
to the husband's estate from time to time 
upon sales made of books written by him, 
such royalties are partly capital and partly 
income, and shouhl he apportioned between 
capital and income in the proportion that 
capital would bear to an assumed income at 
5 per cent with yearly rests, from the hus
band's death. [Rule in Re Karl of Chester
field's Trusts ( 1883), 24 Ch. D. 643. fol 
lowed.]

Re Kirkland. 32 D.L.R. 83. 37 O.L.R.
668,
Maintenance—Liability for—Request.

A devise charging an estate with the 
maintenance of the testator's widow living 
thereon does not render the executor liable 
for support furnished her without his re- 
ipiesL when she was living elsewhere.

West haver v. Fleet, 36 D.L.R. 251. 51 N. 
H.K. 235.
Bequest of income fob maintenance and 

EDUCATION OF CHILDREN — DISCRETION 
OF EXECUTORS—ABILITY OF CHILDREN TO 
SUPPORT THEMHKLVKN.

Re Blahout, 11 O.W.N. £12.
Annuities—“Net income or proceeds"— 

Right to rknort to corpus.
A bequest of annuities out of “the net 

income or proceeds" of property directed to 
be converted into money, renders the corpus 
subject to the payment of the annuities, if 
the income therefrom is insufficient to pay 
them, since the word "proceeds'' includes 
corpus unless it is clear that a more re
stricted meaning is intended.

Beal v. Fastern Trust Co., 43 N.R.R. 23. 
"Proceeds of tiie said property"—Rents

OR PROFITS FROM WORKING FARM—MAIN
TENANCE OF INFANT DEVISEE*—SALE OF
farm—Executors—Guardian.

Re Weinp, f) O.W.N. 34.
An Act which gives to the executors and 

administrators of a succession power to 
make advances to certain heirs for their 

•maintenance to he taken from the surplus 
of the revenues and payable as an annuity 
in quarterly payments the amount of which 
is increased by two other acts, does not 
oblige them to pay these instalments in ad-
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va nee ami even when, under the terms of 
the original Act and its first amendment, 
they have done so they are not obliged to 
continue it pursuant to the provisions of 
the third Act for an increase as shove stat
ed.

I'ratt v. Gravel, 41 (/ne. S.C. 324.
Advice and direction ok court—Execu

tors — Discretion — Annuities — 
Insufficiency of income—Resort to 
corpus—Sharks of infants—Vested
ESTATES I’RRIOll OF DISTRIBUTION —

Re Wood, 6 O.W.N fill.
Devise and bequest to son, subject to

CHABUE FOB MAINTENANCE OF WIDOW— 
*•( OMFORTS BIIE HAS BEEN USED TO*’— 
Ascertainment of proper sum for 
maintenance — Powers of court — 
Uric,inati.no notice—Rule 000—Addi
tional BEQUEST TO WIDOW OF LIFE IN
COME FROM INSURANCE MONEYS.

Re Leishman, 6 O.W.N. 653.
Gift to widow for life of rents of real 

estate—Sale and division of pro-
< EEDS BETWEEN CHILDREN AT DEATH OF
widow—Life tenancy—Lands subject 
to mortgage—Deduction from rents 
of interest and taxes—Power of ex 
kcutohs to sell—Outgoings of one
PROPERTY EXCEEDING INCOME—PAYMENT 
OF EXCESS BY WIDOW—CLAIM FOB RE
PAYMENT TO HER.

Re May. « O.W.N. 29.
Devise of farm to trustees—Trust for

PAYMENT OF INCOME OR PORTION THERE
OF FOR MAINTENANCE AND EDUCATION 
OF DAUGHTER DURING MINORITY AND 
AFTER MAJORITY TO PAY WIIOI.E INCOME 
TO DAUGHTER DURING LIFETIME—RIGHT 
OF DAUGHTER TO ACCUMULATIONS OF 
RENTALS DURING MINORITY—INTEREST 
ON ACCUMULATIONS.

Re Carr, fi O.W.N. 327.
I NFANT LEGATEE K DUCAT ION—APPLICATION

of income—Time for payment—In
vestment.

Re Clooney, 5 O.W.N. 513, 25 O.W.H. 
458.
Trust fund created by will—Income or 

part thereof to re applied hy trus
tees in THEIR DISCRETION TO MAINTE
NANCE OF DAUGHTER DURING LIFE—DI
VISION OF FUND AMONG OTHER CHILDREN 
OF TESTATRIX ON DEATH OF DAUGHTER
named—Right of daughter to entire 
income Discretion of trustees un
controlled BY COURT UNLESS DISHON
ESTY SHEWN.

Re Blaek. 15 O.W.N. 290. fAffirmed 111 
O.W.N. 73.1
(3 III 0—151 )—Education and support— 

Payment of corpus.
The cestui que trust for whose education „ 

and support a fund i* bequeathed to an
other in trust, is entitled on coming of age 
to receive the unexpended portion of the 
fund absolutely, where the gift is not en

tirely dependent on the discretion of the 
trustee and there is no gift over. [Re Ham
ilton. 8 D.I..R. 529. 27 O.L.R. 447. and Re 
Johnston. 11894] 3 I II. 204, applied.]

Re McKeon, 14 D.L.R. 370, 25 O.W.R. 
140, 5 O.W .N. 190.
Postponement of income after benefici

ary's MAJORITY.
A direction in a will that a bequest of 

the income from a sum of money to the 
wins of the testator shall be paid to them 
when they attain the age of 27, ia ineffec
tive to prevent payment to them of the 
accrued income at their respective majori-

Re McKay, 6 D.L.R. 787, 22 O.W.R. «fill. 
(8 HI O—155)—Absolute interest not 

SUBJECT TO TRUST—INQUIRY AH TO PER
SONS NAMED IN WILL.

Re Lucas, 7 O.W.N. 474.
Bequest to wife for “bole use of herself

AND MY CHILDREN" — "DISPOSING OF 
PROPER 1 Y AMONG CHILDREN”—WIFE AND 
CHILDREN TAKING AS TENANTS IN COM-

Re Gartland, 17 O.W.N. 147.
(8 III G—1661 —Per stirpes or per capita.

The grandchildren of a testator take per 
capita under a testamentary provision that, 
after the expiration of the period fixer! for 
the payment of certain charges upon a des
ignated amount of money, such sum should 
become the residue of the testator’s estate 
and be divided among his surviving grand
children. Grandchildren of a testator will 
take per stirpes under a will directing that 
a certain |H>rtion of the testator's estate 
should lie divided into as many parts as lie 
had children surviving him, which were to 
lie invested hv his trustees and the interest 
paid to his children, which sums so set 
apart to them were given to the issue, if 
any, of such surviving children, and in tie- 
event of any child dying without issue, that 
the amount of the portion that would hate 
gone to such issue, if any, should be divid
ed among the other children of the testator, 
share and share alike.

Re McKay. « D.L.R 87. 22 O.W.R. fifirt 
(8 HI G—157)—Annuities — Joint es

tate—Survivorship.
On a bequest directing the payment of 

an annuity during the joint life of De- 
legatees and upon the death of either or 
the last survivor, the like sums to Ik- paid 
to the children of a certain legatee. De
legacy will net cease or revert to the residue 
upon the death of either of the children, 
but will go to tie- survivor of them for life. 
[Grant v. Winbolt, 23 L.J. C'h. 282. distin
guished.]

Re Mott : 1'ayrant v. Forrest, 24 D.L.R. 
156. 49 N.S.R. 78.

A devise of property to the mother and 
sister of a testator, "or the survivor of 
them," makes them tenants in common, 
since the survivorship mentioned was ref
erable to the death of the testator, and not
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to that of the devisee*. [Peebles v. Kyle, 
4 Gr. 3.14, ami Smith v. (, oleman, 22 Gr. 
507, distinguished.]

Re Johnson. » Ü.LK. .114. 22 O.W.R. 741. 
Devise to a clash—Children—SURVIVOR

SHIP.
Re Forbes Estate, 28 D.I..R. 787, 20 Man. 

L.R. 230, 33 W.L.R. Ü05. 9 W.W.R. 1159. 
Disposition ok tkumt kvnd-t Income — 

Principal—Death ok one hexekiuaky 
—Shake hivioko between servi vino 
HEN El II I ARUM — VESTED INTERESTS — 
Dim EDI ATE PATH ENT.

Re Farrell, 15 O.W.N. 447.
(§ III G—1.18)—To parent and children 

—Per capita.
Where there is a gift by will to a parent 

and her children share and share alike, the 
parent and children take per capita.

Re Davies. 10 D.L.R. I«4. 24 O.W.R. 321. 
Devise—Division ok residue so as to

MAKE SHARES OK EACH CHILD EQUAL—
Testator’s intention — Apportion
ment BY TRUSTEES TO EQUALIZE VALUE 
OK CHILDREN’S SHARES.

Re Drummond. f> D.L.R. 510, 3 O.W.N. 
145», 22 O.W.R. 554.
(8 III G—1591—Division “between,”

MEANING OK.
The word “between” in a will does not 

necessarily import a division into two parta, 
but may express a division between two or 
inure partakers.

Re Davies. 10 D.L.R. 164. 24 O.W.R. 321. 
(8 HI G—160)—Property directed to be 

SET ASIDE FOR ANNUITY—CONDITIONS 
NOT CARRIED OUT—BEQUEST OK REMAIN
DER—Time ok vesting.

A testator directed hie trustee» to set 
aside sufficient of his property to produce 
a certain annuity, after which they were 
to pay one-quarter to his daughters and one- 
half to his wife, and in the event of the 
wife dying before receiving the bequest, it 
was to go to the daughters. The court held 
that the wife’s share became vested although 
not actually received when the property re
quired to be set aside to produce the an
nuity should have lieen set aside and that 
this should have been done at least within 
a year of the testator's death : and upon her 
subsequent death intestate, went to her per
sonal representative.

Re Hamilton and Rovnl Trust, 47 D.L.R. 
231. [1919] 2 W.W.R.'164 
Vested or contingent interests.

Where there is an immediate gift to 
charitable uses, delayed as to actual con
veyance till the secured debts are paid out 
of income from the security, the gift vests 
at the testator’s death, and it makes no 
difference that a twenty-five year period is 
allowed a specific charity to effectuate the 
object of tb" gift, in default of which the 
gift is to pass ipso facto to another char- 
itv named in the will. [Chamberlayne v. 
Brockett, LR. 8 < h. 206. Re Swain. |1905| 
1 Ch. 069; Christ's Hospital v. Grainger. Hi

•Siii. 83, affirmed. 1 Main. & G. 460. fol
lowed ; Re Isjrd Stratliedan and Campbell, 
118041 3 Ch. 265. distinguished.]

Re Mountain, 4 D.L.R. 737, 26 O.L.R. 16.1, 
21 O.W.R. 866.

To free the personal estate of a testator 
from the charge of legacies given by his 
will, there must he clearly expressed an 
intention not only to burden the realty but 
to exonerate the personalty. A clause in a 
will making certain bequests which began 
with the words : “I give, devise and be
queath all real and personal estate," charges 
the legacies upon the personalty as well as 
upon the realty, where followed by a direc
tion that such bequests shall he made a 
charge upon lands therein specifically de
scribed.

Re ( raig, 3 D.L.R. 59. 3 O.W.N. 870. 
Enjoyment postponed pending authority

A clause in a will provided that the resi
due of the testator's property “be sold at 
such a time and in such manner as may 
seem to my trustees beat for my estate, it 
being left to their absolute discretion at. 
what time and on what terms they shall 
sell any of my said property, and on real
izing the same or any portion thereof to 
divide the proceeds among my wife and 
. . . children.” The widow died before
any of the residue of the property had been 
sold:—Held, that the share of the widow 
was vested, although the enjoyment was 
postponed, the postponement being for the 
benefit of the estate. [PacKham v. Gregory, 
4 Hare .196, followed.]

Re Ward. 33 O.L.R. 262.
Division of estate among children—

shark ok AMEUTEE—PRESUMPTION OK. 
DEATH INTESTATE—Vested interest.

Re Sanderson, 9 O.W.N. 204.
The last will of D. provided that the rest 

and residue of his estate should he held by 
his executors and trustees in trust for the 
joint benefit of his widow and his son dur
ing the period of their natural lives, and 
that, in the son predeceasing his mother, 
without leaving lawful issue, upon the 
death of the widow, the estate so left should 
lie converted into cash and divided among 
the legatees so named. Held, that on the 
death of the son without leaving lawful 
issue, prior to the death of his mother, the 
contingent interest of the legatees named 
became a vested one, the legatees then hav
ing a present right to the future enjoyment 
of the remainder, whieh vested in posses
sion upon the widow.

Chipman v. Ross : Re Estate of Dunlap. 62 
N.S.R. 129.
Like estate—Remainder—Interpretation 

of—Vested interest.
Where property is left by will to trus

tees arid the income is to go to the widow 
during her life and upon her death to a 
daughter, the latter upon the death of the 
testator takes a vested and transmissible
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interest not withstanding that she dies be
fore the widow.

Fcwstcr v. Clements, 7 W.W.R. 843. 
Estai» for life axu in remainder—

( ONTINGENT REMAINDER UPON CONTIN
GENT HK.\I A1XDKH — RULE AGAIX8T 
"IHH III.E PONK1 ||||.l TIES"-—I NTESTACY AS
TO SECOND remainder—Right OK IIEIKN 
of 1E8TAT0H, A8CEBTA1 NED AT HIS 
DhA I'H—IMPBOVKMENT8 UNDER MISTAKE 
OF TITLE—LlfcX KOK—ALTERNATIVE RE
TENTION OK LANDS ON PAYMENT OK
value—Possession ok land—Title— 
Limitations Ait—Partition.

Stuart v. Taylor, U O.W.X. 217.
Devise, or life estate in farm to son— 

Salk of farm aftkb death ok like 
tenant—Division ok pboi ekiin among 
children—Inclusion of life tenant 
by name—Nested estate—Right of
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES TO REl'EIVB 
SHARE OF LIKE TENANT — SHARE OK 
OTHER DECEASED CHILD OF TESTATOR 
PASSING TO ISSUE.

Re Parkin. 10 O.W.X, 26.
Bequest to children who shall attain 

majority—Provision for widow — 
Death ok children in infancy— 
Vested estates—Intestacy—('osts.

Re MrCellnm, 17 O.W.X. 12.
Devise—Vested estate in interest—Re

straint on alienation kor lifetime
OK ANOTHER.

Hutt v. Hull. 24 O.L.R. 874.
“Tri stee ok iiis heirs"—Heirs of living 

person—Legal estate for life—Con
tingent REMAINDER.

Re McAllister, 28 O.L.R. 17. 20 O.W.R. 
20!. affirming 24 O.L.R. 1, 18 O.W.R. 884. 
Substitution—Universal legacy by huh- 

hand to wife—Clause as to what is 
left at her death.

Shearer v. Forman, 40 Que. S.C. 131).
(8 HI C—102)—Fund set apart.

Where a ti-Htator directed hi* trustee to 
"set a part"' a sum of money, and the in
vestments representing the same, and to 
"pay over" the same to the testator's son a 
portion thereof within two years, and the 
remainder within four years after the tes
tator’s death, and in the meantime to pay 
to the son. quarterly, the net profits on 
the unpaid portion of the legacy, a gift 
accompanied hy a direction is created in 
the son's favour anil the vesting of the leg
acy is not dependent upon the son surviv
ing either the two or four year periods, 
after the death ' the testator. [Hanson 
v. Graham, <i Vo*. 239, applied.)

Re Hay, 2 D.L.R. 182, 3 O.W.X. 735, 21 j 
O.W.R. 540.
Legacy ok specific sum in hands of third j

PERSON — DeiiT OWING TO TESTATRIX—
Payment before death.

Re Rally. 25 O.L.R. 112, 20 O.W.R. 482. |

Universal legacy to w in: as to usufruct
AND TO CHILDREN AS TO OWNERSHIP—
Power to wife to continue the bcsi-

Sewell v. Peters, 20 Que. K.R. 255.
(8 111 (1—165)—Devise to wife for life 

—Remainder to children of testator 
—Time of vfhting.

Under a .bequest of personalty to a tes
tator's wife for life with remainder to his 
children, the interest of the latter became 
vested at the testator’s death, so as to de
termine the right of distribution at the ter
mination of the life estate.

Be Plow il. n DJ*R lit, -*» O.W.R. :m.
Under a devise in a will in the follow

ing terms—"I give to my wife all my real 
and personal estate as long as she remains 
my widow. In case of my wife's death or 
marrying again, I wish my lands to be sold 
ami also my iiersonal property and the pro
ceeds to lie equally divided between my 
younger sons"—the sons took an interest 
which became vested on the death of the tes
tator. and consequently the Interest of one 
son who died in the lifetime of the widow 
passed by his will to his executors. [Pack- 
ham v. Gregory, 4 Hare 306; Town v. Bor
den, 1 O.R. 327; Webster v. Leys, 28 Gr. 
475, followed; Baird v. Baird, 2*6 Gr. 367, 
distinguished.]

Re Sliatturk, 1 D.L.R. 258. 3 O.W.X*. 593,
tl O.WJL 911
(g 111 G—166)—Bequest to survivors of 

class—V ENT I NO.
Under a liequest of a remainder to a 

class providing that,- if any of the class 
shall die, his or her share shall he divided 
among the survivors, the right of survivor
ship becomes fixed at the termination of 
the life estate.

Fa stern Trust Co. v. Fraser, 12 D.L.R. 
584, 13 E.L.R. 137.

H. Enjoyment; payment.
(8 III H—170)—Legacy—Corpus—Pay

ment TO UNMARRIED WOMAN—BEQUEST 
FREE FROM CONTROL OF HUSBAND.

A woman, if unmarried at the termina
tion of a life estate, is entitled to the corpus 
of a fund bequeathed her free from the 
control of lier husband if married, al
though. if at the time of payment she was 
about to be married, a different question 
would arise. The corpus of a legacy that 
was given a woman free from the control 
of her husband, if married, cannot lie "paid 
her during coverture, where the testator 
directed that the fund out of which the 
legacy was payable should lie placed in 
hank for the lienctit of the several legatee».

Eastern Trust Co. v. Fraser. 12 D.L.R. 
584. 13 E.L.R. 137.
Encumbered real estate—Management

A widow, under a devise to her of all 
her husband’» real and personal estate, is 
entitled, to the exclusion of his children, on 
the payment by the executor of the debts,
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to receive the jicrsoiial property and to 
have a conveyance of the real estate, even 
though enc uni lured, on her making arrange
ments with the mortgagee to look to the 
land for the payment of his debt, notwith
standing such devise was followed by a sub
sequent clause, but which was without 
words of gift, authorizing the executor* to 
dispose of the real and personal estate at 
any time they should deem it to he most 
advantageous; and that until its disposal 
that they should manage the estate for the 
best interest of the testator’s heirs; since the 
executors were empowered by the latter 
clause only to handle the estate until the 
payment of debt*.

He Freedv Kstate, 13 D.L.R. 838, 23 Man. 
L.R. 763. 25 W.L.R. 378.
Legacy—Time for payment ok corpuh.

A direction in a will that the executors 
“shall exercise control over the liequost in 
favour of my said daughter and shall in
vest the same as to them seems liest and 
pay the income thereof to my said daugh
ter* until such time as they consider that 
she can control the corpus of the said be
quest providentially and well" is inopera
tive to restrict the right of the legatee to 
payment of the corpus of the beauest, espe
cially where she is also the resiauary lega
tee. ' [Re Rispin, 2 D.L.R. 644. 26 O.L.R. 
633. affirmed sub nom. Re Rispin, Canada 
Trust Co. x. Pavia, 46 t an. S.C.R. 610, ap 
plied; Re Hamilton, 8 D.L.R. 520, 4 O.W.N. 
441, applied.]

Re McGill, » D.L.R. 7, 23 O.W.R. 713. 
Payment in instalments.

I'nder a clause in a will directing the 
executors to give to the testator's son “the 
sum of $25,000 as follows, namely. $6,000 
within three months after my decease and 
$600 every six months thereafter for fifteen 
years ; anil should he marry, he shall receive 
$5,000 of above $25.000. and the balance at 
the end of fifteen years after my decease.” 
the semi-annual payments will cease on pay 
ment of the $5.000 specially payable after 
the marriage of the beneficiary.

Re Quay, 9 D.LR. 779. 23 O.tt'.H. 991. 
Life annuities — Investment— Dintriri •

TION.
A direction in a will creating a number 

of pecuniary legacies and life annuities, to 
convert all the estate into money and to 
invest the “residue of the estate. Iieing not 
less than a clear 75 per cent of the residue" 
in trust for the testator's infant son, gives 
the annuitant* a life interest in the income 
of sufficient of the corpus to produce the 
annuities, and entitles the legatee# to insist 
upon having sufficient of the corpus invest
ed to produce the annual income given to 
the annuitant*, merely postponing dUtribu 
tion and enjoyment of the corpus until the 
death of the annuitants.

Re Aldridge Will, 28 D.L.R. 531, 9 A.I.. 
R. 612. 34 W.L.R. 546. 10 W.W.R. 701. 
[See also 28 D.L.R. 527. 9 A.L.R. «22, 33 
W.L.R. 010. 9 W.W.R. 1617

Where a will contains a provision to pay 
the. gifts in futuro, such provision will 
merely postpone the possession ami will 
not defer the vesting of the gift, if the 
payment is postponed merely for the con 
venienee of the fund.

lie Wishart, 8 D.L.R. 255. 4 O.W.N. 510
Substitutes may, liefore the "opening of 

the substitution to which they will lie 
called, dispose of the property of which 
they will eventually become absolute own
ers, subject only to such alienation lapsing 
should the substitution itself lapse.

laiurier v. Nelson, 7 D.L.R. 403.
Legacy vesting on attaining twenty-one, 

EBKOBIXfl Tll'STESB* MSCBETION—-PAT-

Ite Hamilton, 12 D.L.R. 861, 28 O.L.R. 
534. allirming 8 D.L.R. 529.
Pecuniary legacies — Payment out or

A testatrix, who had practically no per
sonal estate but considerable land, made a 
will without a residuary Itequest or devise 
by which she purported "to bequeath certain 
sums of money to various legatees but made 
no mention of her real estate. This will 
revoked another to the same effect, but 
containing a residuary devise of real and 
personal estate. Held, that in view of the 
.->ur rounding circumstances and liearing in 
mind the terms of the first will, it was 
cdearly the Intention of the testatrix to di# 
pose of all she possessed in the manner 
stated, and the legacies should Is» held pay
able out of the estate of the deceased and 
the land resoited to for that purpose.

Re Miller Kstate. 22 B.C.R. 531, 34 W.L. 
R. 620, 10 W.W.R. 645.
Insurance policy.

Where one liequeatha the revenue from an 
insurance policy to his wife and the prop
erty in it to his child, the mother will be 
permitted to ahondon the usufruct ami em
ploy the whole amount of the policy for the 
maintenance of her child.

Duaablon v. Martel, 18 Que. P.R. 36. 
Pecuniary legacikh — Mixed funds — 

Realty and personalty.
The general rule of law as to pecuniary 

legacies in the absence of sufficient indica
tion of a contrary intention, is that they 
are payable by the legal personal repreaen 
tatives of the testator out of the personal 
ëstate not specifically bequeathed. Vnless 
charged upon it by the will they are not 
payable out of the real estate: [ Ridiertson 
v. Broadlamt, 8 App. Cas. 812.] Where a 
testator is minded to make his real estate, 
in addition to his personal estate, assets for 
the payment of délits and legacies, or either 
of them, the presumption is that the real 
estate is made an auxiliary fund, only sec
ondarily liable to the personal estate, which 
still retains ite primary liability. It is ab
solutely necessary, therefore, not only to 
have an expression of oneration of the rçal 
estate, but also a sufficient exoneration of 

I the personal estate, either wholly or par-
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i tally. More there ran lie any interference 
with the ordinary rule for the application 
of a»sct*. Thi* expression of oneration and 
exoneration may In- found if the court, after 
looking at the whole will, is convinced that 
there was an intention on the part of the 
testator that not only the real estate should 
lie onerated, hut that personal estate should 
lie exonerated.

Re Lord St rat hernia's Kstate, 28 Man. L. 
R. Ô7U, [HUH] 2 W.W.It. 400.
Payment in pari it i i.ak manner.

If there appear to lie an intention on 
the part of the testator that money ia to 
lie paid to a legatee at all events, a direc
tion in the will that the money is to tie 
raised in a particular way or out of par
ticular lands or funds will not, in the event 
of the particular security failing, defeat the

('udmore v. Cudmore, 12 E.L.R. 77. 
Payment of quarter of annual income

OF ESTATE To WIDOW QUARTERLY —
Meaning of ••quarterly.”

Re .Short, 8 O.W.X. 100.
Annuities—Payment out of income or 

capital — Accumulated surplus in
come—Priorities.

Re Mackay, 8 O.W.N. 26.1.
Requests to individuals — Succession 

putt to he paid by ••estate”—Insuf
ficiency of estate—Request of rent
als OF REAL ESTATE — PAYMENT OF 
DEBTS, TESTAMENTARY EXPENSES, AND 
COSTS OF ADMINISTRATION—CHARGE ON 
REALTY AND PERSONALTY PRO RATA—
Payment of succession duty by lf.g-

Re* Billion, 8 O.W.X. 323.

Provision for son in case ok need—Ap
plication KIR PAYMENT OE ALLOWANCE 
—Jurisdiction of covrt—Rules 600- 
607 — Order directing inqciry into 
circumstances of applicant.

Re O'Meara, 8 O.W.X. 441.
Legacy—Postponement of payment—Ac 

cumulations of income.
Re Smith. 8 O.W.X. f>43.

Annuities—Payment out of particular 
funds—Termination of annuities at 
deaths of annuitants—Repugnant 
CLAUSE—Rf.HIDI ARY DEVISE—RENTS.

Re Palmer. 0 O.W.X. 474.
Devise to widow for life—Right to en

croach on capital of personalty for 
maintenance—Right to income of

Re Creen, 10 O.W.X\ 146.
Devise to widow for life—Repairs—Lia

bility of life tenant—Payment for. 
out of estate—Monthly payments to 
son—Death of son—Continuance of
PAYMENTS TO KSTATE OF SON DURING
uPETim or widow.

Re Sykes, 10 O.W.X. 306.

Provisions for benefit of widow and
CHILDREN OF TESTATOR -USE OF “RES
IDENCE” AND HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS —
Alternative provisions — Mainte
nance—Annuity payable out of in
come only—Period of distribution of
ESTATE—< 'OSTS.

Ite (loodwin, 17 O.W.X. 1118.
Legacies to married women, to re. settled

IPOS THEM FOB THEIR SEPARATE USE—
Payment to legatees directly.

Re Winn, 15 O.W.X. 2811.
Bequest to widow of right of occupancy 

of DWELLING-HOUSE for LIFE or until 
house sold—Liability of widow for 
taxes — Legacy of lump-sum to 
widow—Payment made by executor 
in instalments—Payment of inter
est from df:ath of tf:statob—Right 
of executor to rfxovf:b or set off in- 
nOBDT paid roe rmar yead Mistake.

Re McDonald, 17 O.W.X. 103.
(g III H—171) — Payment of dedtb — 

Mixed estate—Mortgage debt.
Where a testator creates out of both real 

and personal estate a fund for the payment 
of debts and charges, he is presumed to have 
intended that the burden of the charges 
should be contributed to ratably by the 
personalty and realty from which the fund 
is derived. His direction to pay his debts 
“and any charge by way of mortgage that 
may lie against the property” signifies a 
«dear intention tliât the mortgage debt was 
to be paid out of that particular fund: 
otherwise by the Wills Act (R.S.O. 1014, c. 
120. s. 381, the mortgaged real estate 
would be primarily liable for the mortgage 
debt.

Re Le Brun, 28 D.L.R. 386, 36 O.L.R. 135. 
Direction to kxeuutohh to sell farm and

DIVIDE PROCEEDS — SALE OE F ARM BY 
TESTATOR AFTER EXECUTION OF WILL—
Effect or codicil—Mortgage stand
ing IN PLACE OK FARM—ACQUISITION 
OF OTHER REAL ESTATE NOT MENTIONED
ix will—Intestacy.

Re (iraham. 8 O.W.X. 407.
Annuity — Arrears — Dower — Money 

lent—Fun f;ral expenses—Ad mi his-
THATION.

Wigle V. Huffman, 10 O.W.X. 431, 11 
O.W.X. 110.
(g III H—172)—Payment of medical ex

penses of beneficiaries.
Where trustees are empowered by a will 

to pay such medical expenses of a ben- 
eheiary as they “deem proper” they are 
the final authority and the court will not 
order recoupment in favour of such bene
ficiary of a claim for medical expenses for 
which only the beneficiary or her husband 
is directly liable, and which the trustees 
have rejected in good faith.

Re McKay, 6 D.L.R. 787, 22 O.W.R. 666.
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i 1. Election—Acceptance.
,l§ HI 1—1751 — Election—Maintenance 

—Mortgage.
Where h testator devices property in 

trust for the maintenance of his sou, a 
lunatic, and also a specific sum to the sou 
absolutely, and by the same will he devises 
to another person a mortgage which he had 
assigned to the son, the latter, or his com
mittee, by virtue of the euuitable doctrine 
of election, are bound to elect between the 
mortgage on one hand and the benelits un
der the will on the other.

Kosborough v. Trustees of St. Andrew’» 
Church, 38 D.L.R. IIP, 5.'» Can. S.C.R. 360, 
affirming 30 D.L.R. 301, 44 X.B.R. 153.
AS TO CONVERSION—1 NEANTS.

Although the testator by his will directs 
his executors to sell and convert into cash 
•til his lands within a limited time, the 
persons, entitled to such proceeds, if sui 
juris, may elect to take the lands uncon
verted; and, if such persons are infants and 
it is shown clearly that it would be for their 
lienctlt that the lands should not be sold 
within the time limited, on account of the 
impossibility of selling except at a great 
sacrifice, an order shold be made, on the 
application of the executors for advice un
der *8. 42-47 of the Manitoba Trustee Act, 
R.S.M. 1013, c. 200, that an election be 
made on liehalf of the infants to take the 
lands instead of having them sold. [Brown 
v. Brown, L.R. 2 Eq. 381, applied.]

Re Alfred Cann. 26 Man. L.R. 285, 34 
W.L.R. 206, 10 W.W.R. 447.
Devise of property not owned bt tes

tatrix — Benefits of tree owner 
UNDER WILL—COMPENSATION OF DISAP
POINTED DEVISEES — EQUITABLE INTER
EST IN LAND—SUBROGATION.

Re Pherrill, 11 O.W.N. 185.
Payment or debt—Appointments of trust 

fund—Benefit of widow—Dower- 
Election—Direction to sell—Blend
ed fund—Rights of creditors—Pri
orities. ,>

Re Williamson, 11 O.W.N. 142.
Devise and request to widow — I*se or

IIOTH BEAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY 
DURING NATURAL LUE—ABSOLUTE POW
ERS OF DISPOSITION AND APPROPRIATION
—Property which at death of wife
SHALL "REMAIN UNUSED” — DISTRIBU
TION AMONG CHILDREN — RIGHTS OF 
CHILDREN AFTER DEATH OF WIDOW —
Election of widow — Questions 
RAISED BY AC TION INSTEAD OF ORIGINAT
ING notice—Costs.

Creighton v. Creighton, 17 O.W.N. 278. 
Benefits to widow under will—Exclu

sion FROM OB SUBSTITUTION FOR DOWER
— Power given to executors to
“LEASE, LET, AND MANAGE" LANDS —
Election of widow—Lands sold by 
executors — Lands sold by testator 
—Moneys realised from sales ok 
lands—Apportionment between in

come and capital—Payments of in
come to legatees—Year immediately
SUCCEEDING DEATH OF TESTATOR.

Re Webb, 17 O.W.N. 74.
(8 111 I—176)— Acceptance—By widow 

—Codiciij)—Absolute gift—Restric
tions as TO MODE OF ENJOYMENT—"RE- 
UAHCe OH SENSE OP lUEIlCB AND 
KINDLINESS OF HEART” — PRECATORY 
trust—Dower- Election.

Re Stanton, 4 O.W.N. 504, 23 O.W.R. 840 
Insufficiency of estate to pay debts and 

legacies—Abatement of legacies—
LEGACY TO WIDOW IN I.IF.U OF DOWER
—Election to take—Legacy of spe
cific CHATTELS—ABATEMENT OF OTHER 
LEGACIES.

Re Lamia*!tu». 0 O.W.N. 300.
Provision for widow—Dower—Election 

BETWEEN.
Re Ouderkirk, 25 O.W.R. 185.

Devise to widow — Dower — Election 
—When widow compelled to elect. 

Sabine v. Wood, 9 K.L.R. 169.

J. Equitable conversion.
(§ in j—1801 —Equitable conversion- 

sale of land — Order authorizing 
terms — Disposition ok purchase 
money—Payment into court—Main
tenance ok beneficiary.

Re Krueger, 3 D.L.R. 665, 8 O.W.N. 1285.
Sale ok lands devised between date ok

WILL AND DEATH OK TESTATOR—MORT
GAGE TAKEN FOR PART OF PURCHASE- 
MONEY—Claim ok devisees to mort- 
tage denied—Conversion—Bequest ok 
UNASCERTAINED KUND FOB SPECIFIC PUR
POSE Trust—Surplus not required
FOR PURPOSE, RESULTING TO ESTAIT— 
DEBT DUE BY TESTATOR—(HARM II V 
WILL ON REAL ESTATE—LIABILITY OF 
WHOLE ESTATE.

Re R.G, Barrett. 5 O.W.N. 805.
Life ehtatEt—Vested remainder—Death

OF REMAINDERMAN—DIRECTION FOR CON
VERSION—RIGHT OF HEIRS TO TAKE IN

Re Doran. 6 O.W.N. 37.
Direction to sell lands—Conversion in

to money—Intestacy as to part pro
ceeds—Provision for widow in lieu 
of do web—Election.

Re MeEwen; McKwen v. tirav, 23 O.L.R. 
414, 18 O.W.R. 888.

K. Charge ui*>n donee or land devised. 

(8 HI K—1851—Annuities—Trust.
On a ItequeM of an annuity out of the 

rente and profit» of land in Alberta de
vised to another, the succession which 
under Alberta laws goes to the personal 
repi. sent at i vc effect» a trusteeship for the 
beneficiaries, and the executor must con
sider the annuity a charge upon the land,
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although it is not expressly stated so to 
In- in the will. [See also 18 I) I. K. 617.]

He ( list. I» D.L.It. 19». 7 W.W.R. 614. 
IU.QUENTH—( HAIMiK ON.

Where a will gave the proceeds of an 
insuranve policy on the life of the testator 
in eipial shares to his children, and a later 
clause declared that, if money enough to 
pay certain legacies, which were a charge 
c-ii real estate devised to one of his children, 
was not reniizi-d from the sale of property 
specifically designated, other than that on 
which the legacies were chargeable, the 
difference should he paid from the insur
ance money, the latter provisions of the 
will are not in derogation of the earlier be
quest of the insurance money, and the two 
will lie construed so as to give the money 
to the children of the testator subject to 
the payment of any deficiency in such lega
cies. [Re Wrighton, 8 O.L.R. 0.‘M). fol
lowed. ]

Re Fillingham, 11 D.L.R. 678. 4 O.W.X.
1.161. 24 O.W.R. IN.
POWER or EXECUTOR TO NULL—TRUSTEE ÀCT.

An executor held to have been vested 
with an implied power to sell certain of his 
testator's real property, ami a proposed sale 
thereof approved. A codicil to a will con
tained the following clauses: “I bequest 
income of the property of the G.V. Hotel, to 
Mrs. I)., alter her death property or money 
to go to A. I lieipiest Mrs. D. to pay Mrs. 
I. $0,001) mi the sale of G.V. Hotel property 
or until that time *20 a month." The 
court approved of a sale of the hotel. Held, 
that the gift to Mrs. D. must remain un
touched so far as Mrs. I. was concerned, 
that is, that the request or bequest in favour 
of Mrs. I. failed.

Re Boisseau Estate, [1618] 3 W.W.R.
668.

Maintenance — Breach oe duty — Fob 
EEiTVRE—Removal.

A legatee who does not fulfil the duties 
obligations to which lie is bound by the 
will mav have his legacy declared forfeited 
or reduced. When a legatee is charged to 
house, feed, clothe and furnish the other 
things necessary to a minor, on condition 
that the latter works for him until of age, 
all the charges on the legatee may be con
verted ’nto money if the legatee refuses or 
neglects to fulfil the obligations, or if it 
liecomes impossible for the minor to live 
with the legatee. A universal legatee 
charged with a particular legacy to a minor, 
with an obligation to house, feed and main
tain him. and who is at the same time ap
pointed testamentary executor, is not sub
ject to In- removed from that position, and, 
as lie has not complied with the provisions 
of the particular legacy, the court converts 
into money the obligations he had to fulfil 
to the minor.

Houd:» v. Mainville. 24 Rex. Leg. 153.

4«>7l'

Specific devise of mortgaged i.an/i — 
Wil l» Act, R.S.O. 1614, c. 120. h. .18 
—Devisee taking subject to mort^ 
GAGE-DEBTS EXISTING AT DATE OF DEATH 
OF TESTATRIX—MUNICIPAL TAXES IN AR 
REAR AT DATE OE DEATH PAYABLE OUT OF 
GENERAL ESTATE.

Re Semple, 13 O.W.X. 101.
Gift of land and personalty to son sub-

JKf T TO PAYMENT to DAUGHTER OF 
HUM OF MONEY AND GIVING HER A HOME
while unm \in:i! n — Death of son 
shortly after death of testatrix— 
Provision for daughter charged on
BOTH BEAUTY AND PERSONALTY—CON
DITION — Forfeiture — Impossible ok 
LITERAL PERFORMANCE.

Re Utimer. 13 O.W.X. 432.
Request to sister “absolutely”—Kxpres

sion OF WISH that sister shall give 
PART TO BROTHER— Xo DEFIXITS BENEFIT 
GIVEN TO BROTHER—ABSOLUTE BEQUEST 
FREE FROM TRUST IN FAVOUR OF BROTHEB
—“Precatory trust."

Re Clark, 17 O.W.X. 88.
(§111 K—187 )—>Charge upon realty.

Where wide puxvera an to the disposal of 
property are vested ill trustees they may 
make a title free from a charge of an 
annuity, hut the proceeds of the sale will 
he charged with the payment thereof.

Kennedy v. Kennedy, 3 D.L.K. 5.10, 26 O. 
L.R. 105. 21 O.W.R. 001. [Affirmed in 
part 11 D.L.R. 329. 28 O.L.R. 1.

Where land, subject to an annual charge 
for maintenance created by will is sold in 
partition proceedings, the court will set 
apart a sufficient sum to ansxvcr the an
nuity claim as it falls due from time to 
time, and will retain the whole purchase 
money in court for that purpose where 
the capitalization of the annuity would 
amount to more than the purchase money. 
[Harbin v. Mastcrman, [1896] 1 Ch. 351, 
followed.] Where land subject to a diacre 
for maintenance created by will is sold, the 
t4hirt has no power to order the commuta
tion of the charge for a lump sum, without 
the consent of all who are entitled to the 
purchase money.

Lee v. Chipnian. 3 D.L.R. 297, 3 O.W.X. 
1043. 21 O.W.R. 895.

Where it was not known whether a lega
tee was living at the time of the sale of 
land upon which the payment of his legacy 
was charged, and the sale was made sub- 

j jeet thereto, upon the amount of the legacy, 
| together with interest thereon to the date 

of the sale, being jinid into court for the 
lienelit of the legatee, a decree will pass dis
charging the land from such charge.

Re Gallagher. .1 D.L.R. 729. .1 O.W.N. 
1302. 22 O.W.R. 226.

One to whom land encumbered with a 
mortgage was devised, is primarily liable 
for tin- pavinent thereof.

Re Materi Estate, 4 D.L.R. 6, 21 W.L.R.
818
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Agreement — Duration — Payment of 

claims — Discharge or land — Pay
MENT INTO COURT.

Clark v. Robinet, 5 O.W.X. 143, 25 O.W 
R. 76.
1ÆGACIES CHARGED ON LAND—DEVISE—LIFE

estate — Remainder to children or 
issue—Tenants in common per stir
pes—Rule in Shelley’s case.

Re Am,-. « ■ \\ X. M, M O.WJL 90.
Laches—Statute or limitations.

Brown v. Thompson, 6 O.W.X. 19. 351. 
Provisions for maintenance or widow— 

Charge on land devised to son.
Honsinger v. Honsinger, 24 O.W.R. 218. 

Codicil—Family settlement—Charge on 
LAND DEVISED.

Re Greenwood, 10 O.W.N. 343.
Specific request or chattel—Direction

BY CODICIL THAT CHATTEL BE BURIED 
WITH TESTATRIX—INVALIDITY—PECUNI
ARY legacies — Failure of assets — 
Administration or estate—Payment 
of debts—Legacies OHARORD OR real
ty—Primary resort to residue of 
personalty—Costs.

Re Durrell, 9 O.W.N. 11.
Transfer by f/Oher to son—Covenant by 

son to pay annuity to daughter—

Dawson v. Dawson, 23 O.L.R. 1, 18 O.W. 
R. 6.
L. Lapsing -, ademption; dedvotk»; revo

cation ; RENUNCIATION.
(§ III L—190)—Insufficiency or person

al ESTATE TO PAY DEI ITS—SALE OP LAND
—Pecuniary legatees - Marshalling
of ASSETS.

General pecuniary legatees have no right 
to marshal aa against specific devisees. A 
devisee is as much an object of the testa
tor’s bounty and as much to lie favoured 
as a legatee and, where the testator has 
manifested no intention to prefer the lega 
tee to the devisee, the usual order of ad 
ministration, according to the practice of 
the court, ought to he followed. The order 
in which assets are liable for payment of 
debts remains as heretofore : Devolution of 
Estates Act. a. 15. The testator by his will 
directed, first, that all his debts and funer
al and testamentary expenses should be paid 
by his executors as soon as eon veil ieut 
after his decease. He then devised and be
queathed all his real and personal estate in 
the manner which followed, i.e., he devised 
all his land to his son, and made certain 
lecuniary bequests. The son died, leaving 
iis widow and infant children entitled to 

the land specifically devised to him. The 
personal property of the testator proved in
sufficient to meet his debts; after exhausting 
it. the executors sold the real estate, and 
paid the remaining debts out of the pro
ceeds. There remained a balance in their 
hands:—Held, that the legacies were not 
payable out of this fund. (2) That no case 

Can. Dig.—147.

had arisen for the marshalling of the assets 
of the deceased so as to entitle the legatees 
to payment. (3) That the widow and chil
dren of the son were entitled to the fund. 
[Ilickard v. Barrett ( 1 H.'»7>, 3 K. A. J. 289 
lie Tanqueray-Williaume and Landau 
(1882). 20 Ch.D. 465, followed.

Re Steacy, 39 O.L.R. 548.
(Specific bequest—Separation deed.

When by a separation deed made aubse 
quently to the husband's will he covenanted 
that by his last will he would specifically 
bequeath to hie wife and charge upon his 
land $30,000, and this same sum was la*-
qutalked to bar aad eharged his brada by
the then existing will which remained nit- 
revoked at the time of his death, it was 
held, that the covenant in the separation 
deed had been performed or satisfied by the 
will and that the widow was entitled only 
to the one sum of $30,000 and to that eum 
only as a creditor under the deed.

ltissmuller v. Bulcom, 24 B.C.R. 353. 
[1917J 3 W.W.R. 535.
Preference or legacies.

In case of preference in the matter of 
particular legacies when the property of 
the succession is insufficient, art. 885 C.C. 
(Que. ) contrary to the French law. recog
nizes that the implied wish of the testator

foverns the provisions of the will, and that 
t is for the court to determine which lega
cy the testator intended as a preference. 

This preference may result from the order 
in which the legacies are set out in the will. 
But the fact that the testator has declared a 
legacy inalienable, while he has not given 
the same character to the others, implies 
that he has given it a preference. The fol
lowing circumstances indicate that a testa
tor has not wished to subject a legacy to 
the payment of other special legacies: (a) 
when the testator especially determines the 
conditions and charges of the first legacy 
without subjecting it to payment of the 
others ; (b) when the testator leaves other 
property, especially hypothecary oblign 
lions, and it appears by the whole of the 
will that his intention was that the par 
ticular legacies should lie paid in the same 
manner ns these latter obligations.

Beaupré v. Gravel, 62 Que. S.G. 427. 
Widow’s annuity declared first charge 

on net income of residuary ESTATE- 
DEFICIENCY — Resort to corpus 
Abatement of legacies.

Re Daly, 15 O.W.N. 32, 97.
Bequf^t for benefit or son and son’s 

widow—Death of son in lifetime of 
testator—Right of widow — Provi 
sion fob abatement.

Re Hickey, 7 O.W.N. 142.
Devise of life estate to husband—Hus

band PREDECEASING TESTATRIX—CON
VERSION INTO CASH AND MORTGAGE—•
Ademption.

Re Tracy, 5 O.W.N. 530, 25 O.W.R. 413.
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Provision for daughter—Gift made to

HER UPON IIKB MARRIAGE IX LIFETIME 
(iF TESTATOR -HOUSE PROPERTY CON
VEYED SUBJECT TO MORTGAGE—ADVANCK- 
M EXT — AllKM PTION — PREHVM PTION —
Obligation of estate to exonerate 
PROPERTY FROM MORTGAGE—C'OMPANY- 
SIIA RES 11 El I) ST TESTATOR — NEW 
SHARES ISSUED IN LIEU OF DIVIDENDS— 
WHETHER INCOME OR CAPITAL—(QUES
TION OF FACT.

Re Micknell, 17 O.W.N. 275.
(8 III L—1»1 )—Lapsed legacy—Death

OF LEGATEE WITHOUT ISSUE.
A liequest Ic a legatee who died without 

issue before life tenant, will lapse under 
» testamentary provision that the legacy, to
gether with a share of the residue of an 
••state, should lie payable to such legatee at 
the death of the life tenant, or if not sur
viving. that it should be divided among the 
former's children.

Re Vining. 12 D.L.R. 4118, 4 O.W.N. 1553, 
24 O.W.R. 814.
Trusts—Death of trustee—Class bene

ficiaries—Grandchildren.
The death of a trustee named in a will 

before the testatrix has the effect, if the 
trustee is not of a class with the other bene
ficiaries, of lapsing the gift to the trustee’s 
share in the estate, but will not affect re
siduary interests of grandchildren intended 
hv the terms of the trust, and in carrying 
out its object, the court will divide the sub
ject of the gift equally between the grand
children.

Re Cotter. 24 D.L.R. 289, 34 O.L.R. 24. 
Lapsed legacies—Predecease of legatees 

—Residuary clause—Trusts—W ii i s

Re Stewart, 8 O.W.N. 16.
Legacies — Insufficiency of personal

ESTATE TO PAY—DIRECTION THAT REAL 
ESTATE NOT TO HE ENCROACHED UPON—
Proportionate abatement of pecuni
ary legacies—Unnecessary motion—

Re Robins, 8 O.W.N. 18.
Legacy to church committee—Contribu

tion to “BUILDING FUND”—ll.TERIOB 
disposition—Application to purpose 
INTENDED—LAPSE OF DEVISE—ARTICLE
964, C.C. Que.

At a time when the congregation of a 
church was heavily encumliered with a debt 
incurred in building the church, a commit
tee was formed to ■ «Meet contributions to 
he applied in liquidating the debt by means 
of a “building fund.” and the testatrix 
made her will by which she bequeathed 
certain real property to that committee. 
Several veara later the committee were re
lieved of their duty and the building fund 
ceased to exist, and during the year pre
vious to the death of the testatrix the orig
inal debt in respect of which the building 
fund had been established was fully paid. 
There remained, however, at the time of her 
death balances of debt still due for expenses

incurred for other building purposes. In an 
action to have the bequest declared to have 
lapsed on account of failure in its ulterior 
disposition:—Held, that the bequest must 
be construed as a bounty to the trustees 
of the church for the purposes of building 
expenses, including debts incurred for such 
purposes subsequent to the construction of 
the church; that the motive of the testatrix 
was not to make a contribution to any par
ticular fund, hut to lienellt the congregation 
in respect to its building liabilities general
ly, and that the legacy did not lapse in con
sequence of the "building fund" having 
ceased to exist and the extinction of the 
debt in regard to which contributions to 
that fund were to be applied.

Pringle v. Anderson, f»0 ('an. S.C.R. 451, 
affirming 46 Que. S.C. 97. 
it; ni L—192) —Ademption.

The doctrine of ademption by subsequent 
portion vv ill not be applied in favour of a 
stranger against a child taking a share of 
residue as well as legacy. [Re Heather. 
[1906 ] 2 Ch. 230 ] Where a testatrix Is- 
ing in loco parentis to her legatee makes 
provision by will by way of “portion,” either 
by legacy or by share in residue to such 
legatee, and afterwards makes an advance 
in the nature of a portioirto such legatee, 
it will be presumed that the subsequent 
advance by the testatrix in her lifetime is 
meant to satisfy the legacy in whole or in 
part, and will be held an ademption of it.

O’Callaghan v. Coedy, 8 D.L.R. 316, II 
K L.lt. «.
(§ III lr—193)—Deduction.

Where a will declares that annuities 
thereby created shall la- paid, some as a 
first charge, others as a second charge, 
etc., on the income of an estate, any abate
ment incident to a deficiency of income 
must lie borne in the order of priority 
stated in the will and not pro rata as be
tween the various annuitants. Where the 
income of an estate varies from year to 
ear, each year is to he considered separate

ly ; and annuities will lie paid therefore in 
the order of priority established by will; 
and an annuitant who does not in any one 
year receive the full amount of his an
nuity cannot charge the arrearage upon 
the income of subsequent years in priority 
to those annuities pa va hie in that war.

Re Irwin. 4 D.L.R. 803. 3 O.W.N. 936. 
21 O.W.R. 562.
Motion by executors for advice—Deduc

tion ok amount dite by legatee to 
tkntatub—Pending action.

Baechler v. Baechler. 6 D.L.R. 894, 4 
O.W.N. 226. 23 O.W.R. 235.
(§ III L—194)—Interpretation—Revoca

tion clauses.
Gifts by will given in plain and explicit 

language are not to lie held revoked by 
uncertain language of a codicil, particularly 
where the same testamentary writings con
tained as to other bequests revocations 
clearly expressed.
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iu the will for abatement. [Burroughs v.Farn-11 r. National Trust Co., 17 D.L.R. 

•182, affirming 7 D.L.R. 419, 4 O.W.X. 335. 
(g III L—19(1)—Legacy in lieu or debt— 

Abatement—Inhieucient AM is.
The principle that a legacy given in sat

isfaction of dower does not abate upon a 
deficiency ‘of assets is inapplicaMe to the 
ease of a legacy given to a creditor in satis
faction of an ascertained debt, as to a phy
sician in full settlement for his services; 
nor is the physician entitled in such event 
to claim the full amount of his bill and to 
share pro rata for the balance of the legacy. 
I Re Wetmore, |1»07] 2 Cli. 277, followed. !

lie Rispin, 27 D.L.R. 574, 35 O.Llt. 385.
Under the Wills Act. R.S.O. 1897. c. 128, 

s. 26 (1) providing that every will shall 
lie construed with reference to the real and 
personal estate comprised in it, to speak 
and to take effect as if it had la-en executed 
immediately lief ore the death of the testa
tor, unless a contrary intention appears in 
the will, where one clause of a will be
queathed money in a certain bank to speci
fied legatees and another clause did the 
same with money in another bank to other 
specified legatees and lie fore his death tile 
testator withdrew the account in the one 
bank and deposited it in the oilier, the fund 
so incicu*ed is to be divided among the 
legatees to whom was bequeathed the ac
count in the bank to which the transfer was 
made and not among the legatees of the 
money in the bank from which the account 
was drawn, there being nothing in the will 
to indicate a contrary intention on the part 
of the testator.

Re Atkins, 3 D.L.R. 180, 21 O.W.R. 238. 
SPECIFIC LEGACY — SUBSEQUENT DEVISE IN 

trust—Construction.
The language of a general clause was I ini 

ited by the introductory words that is it 
applies to those devises and lieqitests spe 
«■ideally given, by the will, in trust, and 
does not apply to the first clause, and. 
therefore, a devise to the son by the first 
clause is absolute.

Re Jones, 3 D.L.R. 261, 21 O.W.R. 272. 
General ok specific legacies — Abate

ment—Direction to solicitor to de
LIVER CHATTELS ---- DONATIO MORTIS

By his will the testator directed that the 
whole of hie assets lie converted into money 
and the proceeds distributed in pecuniary 
lej^cies. These legacies were made subject 
to a proviso for abatement. One of the leg 
acies was to M. Subsequently, lie executed 
a codicil containing the following clause: 
"l wish to leave to M. all my interest in 
the mortgage on . . . (certain lands).”
None of the principal of said mortgage had 
lx-en paid at this date. Held, that the leg
acy of the mortgage was a specific legacy, 
the mortgage was withdrawn from the effect 
of the clause in the will directing all the 
assets to be converted into money, and that 
the legacy was in substitution of that given 
by the will and not subject to the proviso

Cottrell, 3 Sim. 375; Scott v. John, 4 O.R. 
457, followed.] Held, that on the fads the 
provisions for abatement set out iu the will 
did not apply. The deceased left a letter 
t irectcd to his solicitor, asking that cer
tain chattels lie given to the parties desig
nated and that a cheque he had drawn be 
given to the payee. Held, that these dispo
sitions could only la* supported as donatio 
mortis causa, and as there was neither ac
tual nor constructive delivery, they must 
fail.

Re H. Aldridge. 82 W.L.R. 748. 
Debcription or property — Charge on

The estate of the testator, who died in 
England, consisted of two small sums of 
money in England, a considerable sum in a 
bank in Ontario, and valuable real estate in 
Ontario. By his will he appointed an ex
ecutor, and gave him #1,000 He gave his 
cousin in England (who predeceased him I 
an annuity of #600. to be provided from the 
rents of the real estate in Ontario—"my 
nephews to whom ... I bequeath that 
property contributing this charge in such 
proportion as they shall mutually agree or 
. . . as my executor shall deem iust.” 
He then gave to the same cousin all his 
property in England. Then followed a 
legacy of #5.000 to his niece; and then— 
"Subject to the above-mentioned charges. 1 
give ... to my nephews . . . my
real property” in Ontario. There were two 
nephews ; to one three-fifths of the property 
was given and to the other two-fifths. 
Lastly, he directed that “all other property 
than the above-mentioned which 1 possess 
in ( moula" should lie divided equally be
tween three named persons:—Held, that, 
though the annuity was made a charge upon 
the real estate, the legacies of $1,000 anil 
#5,000, notwithstanding the use of the 
plural in the words "subject to the aliove- 
nivntioned charges." were not so made a 
charge. The Request of the property in 
England was a specific legacy. The résidu- 
an liequest* were not specific, and had not 
priority over the pecuniary legacies of 
$1,000 and $5,000. A gift of "my prop
erty at A,” is specific. The words “in 
Canada” at the end of the residuary beouest 
were not added with the view of making 
the gift sp««cific, but because all in England 
had already been given.

Re Newcomhe, 42 O.L.R. 590.
Ehtatk insufficient to pay in full—Cer

ner OF LIFE INTEREST IN FUND SET 
apart—Application of fund to rup-
PLEMENT ABATED LEGACIES.

Re Ferrie, 11 O.VV.N. 160.
Specific requests followed by general 

bequest—Modification or revocation 
Lapsed legacy—Residuary bequest— 
Real estate subject to legacies— 
Sale of land—Public auction.

Re Chambers, 11 O.W.X. 184.
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Identification of charitable institution 

—Deficiency of assets—Payment in
FULL OF SPECIFIC LEGACIES — ABATE
MENT OF LEGACIES PAYABLE OUT OF
residue — Enlargement of fund to
PRODUCE ANNUITY—CHARITABLE GIFT—
Perpetual trust.

Re Fitzgibbon, 11 O.W.N. 71.
Specific gifts of company-shares—Ab

SORPTION OF COMPANY BY NEW COM
PANY AFTER DATE OF WILL BUT BEFORE 
DEATH OF TESTATOR—SUBSTITUTION OF 
SHARKS IN NEW COMPANY—VALIDITY OF

Re Murray, 11 O.W.N. 23. [See also 8 
O.W.N. 403.J
(§111 L--198)—Division of residue.

When a testator devises parcels of real 
property respectively to his children for 
life, with remainder to their issue, and 
provides that upon the distribution of the 
residue of his estate, if, in the opinion of 
his trustees, the fee simple of the several 1 
estate should not then be of equal value, 
they should apportion to each a sum equal 
to the difference between the life estates 
and the value of the most valuable, the 
sum necessary to equalize such values, or 
the amount charged, as the will directed, 
upon the most valuable property for such 
purpose, will lie treated as an increment 
to the less valuable shares, and be held 
in the same way as the respective parcels.

Re Drummond. 5 D.L.R. 516, 3 O.W.N. 
1459, 22 O. W. R. 554.
Distribution of residue — Income from 

—Support of minor legatees.
Re Richardson, 5 D.L.U. 449, 3 O.W.N. 

1473, 22 O.W.R. 605.
Vnder a will which provides that three- 

quarters of the amount a legatee received 
by specific bequests should be deducted 
from the amount to which he was entitled 
as a residuary legatee, and that the dif
ference should be divided among a desig

nated class of legatees, where the amount 
of such specific bequests exceeded the 
former’s residuary share of the estate the 
latter share will be divided among such 
designated class of legatees.

Re Irwin, 4 D.L.U. 803, 3 O.W.N. 936, 
21 O.W.R. 562.

An absolute gift to the several persons 
named and not one to the executor in 
trust, is created by a devise of the residue 
of the testator’s estate to such executor, 
subject to certain payments to persons 
named, which was followed by a clause- 
making the executor residuary legatee ‘‘af
ter all of the aUne bequests” have been 
faithfully carried out.

Re De Blois Trusts, fl D.L.R. 119, 11 E. 
L.R. 141. [See also 22 D.L.R. 731.]

Where the scheme of a will apart from 
specific devises and bequests is to give 
pecuniary legacies of fixed sums to differ
ent legatees and then to divide the residue 
amongst some of them in proportion to the 
pecuniary bequests which each is to receive, 
a substitution by codicil of a different sum

to one of them, will take effect so as to 
cause a distribution of the residue in dif
ferent proportions conforming to the amend
ed legacies unless a contrary intention ap
pears from the will.

Re Hunter, 1 D.L.R. 456, 25 O.L.R. 409, 
21 O.W.R. 5.
Division of residue—Revocation of one 

Bequest to one legatee.
Re Corkett, 4 D.L.R. 561, 21 O.W.R. 468, 

varying 3 O.W.N. 761. [See also 9 D.L.R. 
135.]
M. Division of residue: inconsistent

CLAUSES.
(§ III M—199)—Inconsistent clauses.

Where a testamentary gift is modified 
by a subsequent clause of a will, or is in 
conflict therewith, the latter clause con

fie Ley, 6 D.L.R. 1, 17 B.C.R. 385, 21 W. 
L.R. 767, 2 W.W.R. 790.

IV. Suit to construe or reform.
(§ IV—200)—Intention of testator — 

Determination of.
The only safe method of determining 

what was the real intention of a testator 
is to give a fair and literal meaning to 
the actual language of the will.

Auger v. Beaudry, 48 D.L.R. 350, [1919] 
3 W.W.R. 559. [See 43 D.L.R. 65 ] 
Construction of —“Farm proceeds”— 

Gift of income.
A testator devised “my farm proceeds 

the S. W. i-22-34-9-3d" to G. At the date 
of the will and also at the date of death 
G. was a tenant of the land from the tes
tator holding under a share of crop lease. 
Held. That G. took the fee simple estate 
in the land.

Re Churchill, 12 8.L.R. 396, [1919] 3 
W.W.R. 557.
Will of husband—Application iiy widow

FOB BELIEF—TO WHOM MADE.
The applieation by a widow for relief 

against the terms of the will of her late 
| husband should be made to the court pre

sided over by a single judge, and not to a 
•fudge in Chambers nor to the court en 
bane. In such a case, the proceedings 
should not be amended by making the no
tice of motion read “in the court” instead 
of a “Judge in Chambers.’’

Re Ostrander Estate, 7 W.W.R. 384. 
Action to construe — Administration — 

Fund liabie.
Testator made several bequests to his 

wife and daughters to be paid out of his 
farm known as the “Boisner” farm. Tes
tator had conveyed to his son John a farm 
-ailed the "Hall” farm, and had conveyed 
to his son James the homestead. There 
was a mortgage of $850 upon the “Boisner" 
farm and upon 47 acres of the homestead. 
There was also a subsequent judgment of 
$450 binding all testator's lands. After the 
conveyance to John he undertook to pay the 
judgment; James, after getting his con
veyance, undertook to pay the mortgage: — 
Held, that the bequests should be paid out
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of the proceeds of the sale of the “Boisner”

Stockman v. Stockman, 13 E.L.R. 301. 
"Property situated in Ontario’’—Testa

tor DOMICILED IN ONTARIO—SHAKES OK
Dominion Railway Company stock— 
Head office of company in another 
province—Certificates kept in On
tario-Real property in Saskatche
wan and Alberta—Intention of tes
tator—Division of property among 
children — Equal division — “Real 
property”—Situs of personal pbop-

Re Lunnees, 17 O.W.N. 186.
Executors—Direction in will to create 

trust fund of specified amount — 
Agreement made between executors
AND BENEFICIARIES OF FUND—BENEFI
CIARIES ENTITLED TO INCOME ON FULL 
AMOUNT FROM DATE OF AGREEMENT BUT
not before—Expense of administer
ing fund — Sale of bank-shakes — 
Duty of executors.

Re Elliott, 16 O.W.N. 377.
Bequest of money to married daughter— 

Direction FOB SETTLEMENT of FUNS — 
Duty of executors—Intention of
TESTATOR.

Re Pratt, 16 O.W.N. 269.
Summary application — Parties — Heirs

AT LAW AND NEXT OF KIN.
Re Page. 9 O.W.N. 280.

Originating notice — Parties — Service.
Re Green, 9 O.W.N. 429.

Determination of question arising upon 
—Direction for trial upon oral evi
dence—Rule 600 (1).

Re Mailloux, 11 O.W.N. 355. 
Surbtitution—Ambiguity.

The appellé of the sustitution and the 
owner under suspensive condition, as under 
resolutory condition, may dispose of their 
property* rights; this right is immediate 
and actual and if its existence or extent is 
contested an action will lie to have it recog
nized and determined. When a provision 
in a will is ambiguous recourse may he had 
for its interpretation not only to other 
parts of the will, but to any evidence out
side of it, to get at the intention of the 
testator.

Germain v. Clavel, 61 Que. S.C. 165. 
[Reversed sub nom. Forger v. Clavel, 42 
D.L:R. 771, 55 Can. S.C'.R. 633.]
Petition to construe — Originating no-

Re* Rally, 25 O.L.R. 112, 20 O.W.R. 482. 
Construction—Motion for by executors 

—Intention of testatrix—Grand
children take share of deceased 
mother.

Re Rueber, 8 O.W.N. 102, 20 O.W.R. 91.

WINDING-UP.
See Companies, VI.

Annotation.
Hie Canadian Bankruptcy Act, 1920: 

63 D.L.R. —.

WITNESSES.
I. Competency.

a. In general.
b. Husband or wife.
c. Effect of death.

II. Examination.
a. In general.
B. Cross-examination.
o. Privilege.

III. Impeaching; discrediting; cobrobo-

IV. Credibility.
V. Fees.

Annotations.

Competency of wife in crime committed 
by husband against her; criminal nonsup- 
port; Cr. Code, s. 242a: 17 D.L.R. 721.

Medical expert witnesses: 38 D.L.R. 463.
Proof of handwriting and questioned doc

uments : 44 D.L.R. 170.
I. Competency.
A. IN GENERAL.

Of evidence, see Evidence.
Witness fees, see Costs.

(g I A—1)—Disqualification — Compe
tency of one sot Ontario land svr-

Sections 3, 25 of 1 Geo. V., c. 41 (Ont.), 
respecting land surveyors, do not prohibit 
a surveyor who is not an "Ontario land 
surveyor” from testifying as to surveys 
made by him, although the weight of this 
testimony mav be measured in some degree 
by s. 25.

Cardwell v. Brvekenridge, 11 D.L.R. 461, 
24 O.W.R. 569. 4 O.W.N. 1295.
(§ I A—2)—Testimony of purchaser as

TO VALUE OF SHIPMENT LOST BY CARRIER.
In an action against the defendant com

pany to recover the value of two black fox 
pups and one cross pup, part of & lot of nine 
shipped at Dryden in Ontario, to be deliv
ered to the plaintiffs at Sackville. N.B., on 
the ground inat the three foxes died of suf
focation on the journey through the nog 
ligence of the employees of the defendant 
company. Held, that a part owner who had 
purchased the foxes and who stated in his 
evidence that there were several fox ranches 
where he lived, that he knew the market 
value of foxes from what people said and 
from what he had read, and that he had 
been engaged in the fox business to a con
siderable extent since making the purchase, 
was a competent witness to prove their

Trenholm v. Dominion Express, 43 N.B.R. 
08.
(§ I A—4 ) —Religious belief.

A witness in a criminal ease is not en
titled to affirm in lieu of being sworn un
less he states that he objects to the oath 
on conscientious scruples ; a mere state
ment of his preference to affirm and that 
he considered it optional in insufficient to 
make legal his testimony given on affirma-
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tion, although no objection mus taken until 
cross examination.

The King v. Deakin, 19 Can. Cr. Caa. 62, 
16 B.C.K. 271, 19 W.L.K. 43.
(8 I A—8)—Competency notwithhtanu-

1X0 HEATH SENTENCE.
A person under sentence of death is com

petent as a witness on the trial of another 
for a criminal offence. [R. v. Hach, 16 Can. 
Cr. ( as. 196. followed; It v. Webb, 11 Cox 
C.C. 133, distinguished.) Section 1064. Cr. 
Code, giving special directions for the safe 
custody of a convict sentenced to death does 
not interfere with the powers conferred by 
s. 077 upon courts of criminal jurisdiction 
to order the convict to be produced as a 
witness on the trial of an indictable offence.

It. v. Kuzin, 21 D.L.R. 378, 24 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 66, 25 Man. L.R. 218, 8 W.W.R. 166, 
30 W.L.R. 803.
(§ I A—9)—Persons jointly charged— 

Accomplices.
Where two persons were jointly charged 

with theft ami one pleaded guilty and the 
other not guilty, the former may he called 
as a witness against the latter although 
sentence had not vet been passed upon the 
plea of guilt; in such a matter it must be 
left to the discretion of the presiding judge 
to decide what is the fairest and most con
venient course to pursue in the particular 
case, and whether there should be an ad
journment of the trial or an immediate sen
tence of the accomplice; and where he is 
holding the trial without a jury, it is not 
error for the judge to take cognizance of 
the accomplice's evidence before sentencing 
him, although in receiving the testimony 
the judge expressed a view favouring a dif
ferent course had there been a jury.

R. v. McClain. 23 D.L.R. 312,* 23 Can. 
Cr. ( as. 488. 8 A.L.R. 73, 7 W.W.R. 1134, 
30 W.L.R. 388.
(§ I A—10)—Competency of counsel as 

witness.
Counsel may in strictness testify for the 

party whose case he is conducting, although 
the practice is highly undesirable. [Cob- 
heft v. Hudson, 1 El. & HI. 11, followed.]

Robert Bell Engine v. Gagne, 20 D.L.R. 
235. 7 8.L.R. 154. 7 W.W.R. 62. 29 W.L.R. 
322.
(§ I A—14)—Compelling attendance— 

Criminal law—Subpoena fob At
torney-General.

The magistrate, under s. 671, Cr. Code, 
is vested with some discretion in issuing 
subpamas to witnesses, because of the words 
of that section “if it appears to the justice 
that any person is likely to give material 
evidence," and may refuse to issue a sub
poena if the reasons advanced by the appli
cant do not shew that the witness sought to 
he examined is likely to give material evi
dence. A magistrate is justified in refus
ing to issue a subpoena for the attendance 
of the Attorney-General before him as a 
witness if it appears that the Attorney- 
General could not give material evidence.

| [R. v. Baines, [1909] 1 K B. 258, 21 Cox 
C.C. 756 applied.]

R. v. Al 1er ton, 17 D.L.R. 294, 22 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 273. 19 B.C.R. 493. 27 W.L.R. 894, 
6 W.W.R. 522.

B. Di sband and wife.
(8 1 B—15)—Husband or wife—Crimi

nal trial.
In criminal cases of the class in which 

the wife is not competent as a witness 
against her husband, if she is called by the 
Crown and gives evidence although stating 
that she came to court voluntarily and was 
willing to testify, the conviction cannot 
stand unless it clearly appears that the evi
dence she gave did not affect, and could 
not have affected, the result. [Makin v. 
Attorney General of N.8.W. [18941 A.C. 
57; Allen v. The King, 44 Can. S.C.R. 331, 
applied.]

R. v. Allen. 14 D.L.R. 825, 22 Can. Cr. 
( as. 124, 41 N.B.R. 516.
(8 I B—16)—Wife as witness against 

husband — Criminal law — Nonslv-
PORT TRIA1II.K UNDER SUMMARY CONVIC
TION PROCEDURE.

The evidence of the wife is not admissible 
against her husband on the hearing before 
a magistrate of a charge under Cr. Code, s. 
242a (amendment of 1913), whereby it was 
made an offence punishable on summary 
conviction for a husband to neglect with
out lawful excuse to provide for his wife 
and children when destitute, as no corres
ponding amendment was made to the Can
ada Evidence Act when s. 242a was added 
to the Code.

R. v. Allen, 17 D.L.R. 719, 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 67, 50 C.L.J. 543.

II. Examination.
See also Discovery.

A. In general.
(§ II A—30)—Expert witness — Hypo

thetical QUESTION.
It is not necessary to embody in a ques

tion put to an expert as a hypothetical 
question all the facts relating to the sub
ject upon which the opinion of the witness 
is asked. It is sufficient that one fact 
which has been proven, or more than one, 
he stated to the witness, and he is told to 
assume the truth of the fact stated, and his 
opinion is asked upon it.

Wilson v. Bell, 45 N.B.R. 442.
(§ II A— 12)—Refreshing memory—Con

sistency OF STATEMENTS.
For the purpose of rehabilitating a wit

ness, and shewing that he is consistent with 
himself, evidence may be given to shew that, 
the witness hud made the same or substan 
tially the same statement as that given in 
his testimony, prior to the inconsistent 
statement. [See R. v. Anderson, 16 D.L.R. 
203, and annotation following.]

R. v. Xeigel, 39 D.L.R. 154, 13 A.UR. 
137, 29 t an. Cr. Cas. 232, [19181 1 W.W.R. 
477.
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RLFBfcdlll.NO MEMOS r—FROM PLEADINGS.

Where the original memoranda from 
which a declaration ia copied has been de 
at roved, a witness may be permitted to look 
at the declaration for the purpose of re
freshing his memory.,

Matheson v. C.P.R. Co., 35 D.L.R. 514, 
10 8.L.R. 2fl5, [10171 3 W.W.R. 456. 
Reference to noter made at time ok

TRANSACTION.
A witness may properly be asked to re

fresh hie memory by looking at a copy of 
his notes which-he was prepared to verify, 
as having been made by himself from the 
original which was a transcript of hia 
stenographic report of the interview be
tween the parties; and refusal to permit 
that course is ground for a new trial where 
it ia impossible for the Appellate Court to 
say that its rejection did not materially 
affect the issue.

Daynes v. B.C. Klee. R. Co., 11) D.L.R. 
266, IS (an. Rv. ('as. 146, 4» Can. S.C.R. 
518. reversing 7 D.L.R 767. 17 B.C.R. 498, 
14 Can. Ry. Cas. 30». 22 W.L.R. 54», 3 W. 
W.R. 103.
(g II A—33)—Examination — Leading

QUESTIONS.
In examining one's own witness, leading 

questions must not be put to the witness 
on material points, hut are proper on pointa 
that are merely introductory and form no 
part of the substance of the inquiry. The 
rule against leading one's own witness will 
be relaxed where nonleading questions fail 
to bring the mind of the witness to the pre
cise point on which hia evidence ia desired, 
ami where it may fairly lie supposed that 
this failure arises* from a temporary inabil
ity of the witness to remember.

Maves v. G.T.P.R. Co., 14 D.L.R. 70. 6 
A.L.R. 396. 16 Can. Ry. Cas. 9, 25 W.L.R. 
503, 5 W.W.R. 212.
Examination—Leading question*.

It ia not leading a witness to ask him 
whether something took place before or 
after a certain event.

Oliphant v. Alexander, 15 D.L.R. 618, 27 
W.L.R. 56.

B. Cboss-examination. «
(8 II B—35)—Cbokn-examinatiox.

A convicting magistrate culled as a wit
ness in an action for malicious prosecution 
to prove certain documents, who has been 
sworn and examined on other matters, ia 
liable to general cross-examination.

Lynne v. Long. 36 D.L.R. 76, 10 8.L.R. 
343, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 139. 
lx matters or motion.

The law does not permit a cross-examina
tion of witnesses in support of a motion to 
dismiss an opposition made under the pro
vision of art. 651, C.C.P.

Chevalier v. Montreal, 50 Que. S.C. 418. 
(§ n b—36)—To discredit witness.

Where a party to a proceeding puts for
ward a witness who makes certain state
ments under oath, and where it is desired

to shew by his own hooka or those of the 
person who puts him forward that his state 
ments are not true, the production of such 
books may lie compelled so as to test his 
accuracy ; and w hen the witneos is under 
cross-examination, the books may be used 
for that purpose, and to prove that his evi
dence is n6t to be relied upon.

Re Bavnes Carriage Co., 8 D.L.R. 309, 27 
O.L.R. 244.
(8 II B—371—C::on8-kxamination ok ac

cused—Question akfecti.no crkdiiiii.

When the accused becomes a witness on 
his own la-half he may be cross-examined 
as to whether he has been convicted of any 
offence, even though the conviction is alto
gether irrelevant to the matter in issue, 
the inquiry being relevant as affeeting the 
credibility of the accused.

R. v. Mulvihill, 18 D.L.R. 189, 22 Can. 
Cr. ( as. 354, 19 B.C.R. 197, 26 W.L.R. 955, 
5 W.W.R. 1229. [Affirmed in 18 D.1*R. 
217.]
(8 II B—43) — Cross-examination — 

Statement ok accused in prior pro 
ceedino—Absence or record.

An accused person on a murder trial giv
ing testimony on his own behalf may la* 
asked whether or not he made a certain 
statement at the inquest although the orig
inal depositions are not available in court; 
and he lias no right to demand before an 
awering that he he informed of what was 
taken down in the depositions; but if use 
is to la* made of the latter to contradict 
him the original deposition should be pro-

11. v. Mulvihill, 18 D.L.R. 189. 22 Can. 
Cr. Can. 364, 1» B.C.R. 197, 26 W.L.R. 955, 
5 W.W.R. 1229. [Affirmed in 18 D.L.R. 
217.]
In criminal cases.

A statement by a female witness on a 
trial for rape, in response to a question of 
the counsel for the accused, that she would 
like Li see the prisoner go to prison for 
life, will not permit the Crown prosecutor 
to question her as to the commission of a 
similar offence hv the accused against the 
witness. A croiis-examination by counsel 
for the accused on a trial for rape as to 
acts of cruelty committed by the accused 
against the witness and the complaining 
witness, to which in addition to answering 
the question fully, she volunteered the fur 
ther reply that the accused was also guilty 
of a similar offence towards her, will not 
permit the Crown prosecutor to question 
her as to the details of such assault.

R v Paul. 5 D.L.R. 347, 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 
339, 4 A.L.R. 377, 21 W.L.R. 699.
Cross examination in criminal carer— 

Direction or court to call alleged
ASSOCIATE IN THE OKKENCB.

Where, on charges of assisting a prisoner 
to escape and of conspiring with the pris
oner for that purpose, the indictment Is 
laid without calling before the grand jury
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the prisoner, who had been recaptured, the 
Trial Judge is not bound to give a direction 
asked by the accused that the prisoner be 
called as a witness for general cross-exam
ination without making such witness a 
witness for the accused, nor a direction that 
the Crown make the prisoner its witness, if 
the Crown is prepared to permit counsel 
for the accused to interview such prisoner 
as to the evidence he ran give and offers 
to facilitate his being called as a witness 
for the defence if desired. [R. v. Holden, 
s C. & 1». 60(1: It. v. Stroner, 1 C. A K. 
(kid, distinguished. |

R. v. Hegel, 10 D.L R. 378, 23 Can. Cr. 
( a». 151, 24 Man. L.R. 19, 6 W.W.R. 104, 
27 W.L.R. 271.

C. I'M IVI I.EGE.
(§ II C—45) — Criminating evidence — 

Govern mental investigation.
'ITie powers conferred on an Investigation 

Commission to compel the attendance of 
witnesses and production of documents for 
the purpose of enabling the government to 
proceed in civil and criminal prosecutions, 
is no abridgment of the immunity of giv
ing criminating evidence recognized by the 
Dominion and Provincial Evidence Acts.

Kelly v. Mathers, 23 D.L.R. 225, 25 Man. 
UR. 580. 8 W.W.R. 1208, 31 W.L.R. 931, 32 
W.L.R. 33.
Self-incrimination.

The right of a witness to refuse to answer 
questions put to him, on the ground that 
his answer might tend to criminate him is 
a civil right which has been taken away 
from him by the Ontario Evidence Act, R. 
S.O. 1914, c. 76, s. 7, in respect of civil 
matters.

He Ginsberg, 38 D.L.R. 261, 40 O.L.R. 
136, reversing 27 Can. Cr. Cas. 447.
To divulge secrets of state—Military 

Service Act.
A court cannot compel a witness, who is 

a subordinate of the Minister of Justice, to 
answer questions put to him. when lie has 
received instructions from the Minister to 
state only the number of men actually on 
active service under the Military Service 
Act. 1917. and amendments, is under 100,- 
000. and to refuse to reply to any other 
questions tending to divulge administrative 
acts of the state, with regard to the mil
itary service of Canada.

Rheault v. Landry, 20 Que. P.R. 187. 
Apprehension of criminal prosecution—• 

Disobedience ok JUDGMENT.
The plaintiffs launched a motion to com

mit G., the chairman of the defendant 
board, for broach of the injunction granted 
bv the judgment of Lennox, J., in this ac
tion (32 O.L.R. 245, 261. 18 D.L.R. 466). 
As witnesses for the plaintiffs upon the 
pending motion, G. and certain other per
sons were examined before a special exam
iner : and the plaintiffs now moved for an 
order compelling G. and the other witnesses 
to attend for re-examination and to answer

questions which they had refused to answer 
and to produce books, papers, and docu
ments relating to the payment of salaries 
of teachers in the employment of the de
fendant board, and, in default, for the com
mittal to gaol of G. and the others :—Held, 
that this motion was properly made in tho 
action : it was not necessary to begin an 
independent proceeding by originating no
tice, making G. and the others parties; the 
notice of motion was directed to the persons 
individually affected, and that was suffi
cient. Held, also, that there could be no 
reasonable apprehension on the part of G. 
or other witnesses that by answering the 
questions which they refused to answer they 
would make themselves or the hoard liable 
to a criminal prosecution : the witnesses 
themselves were fully protected under s. 7 
of the Evidence Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 76: the 
defendant board could not be proceeded 
against criminally ; and the statement of 
one member of the hoard, made upon an 
examination in a civil action, could not he 
used against another in a criminal proceed
ing. Held, also, that three members of a 
religious teaching fraternity, who were em
ployed by the defendant hoard as teachers, 
and were among the witnesses examined 
whose re-examination was sought, and who 
admitted that they had been teaching with
out legal qualification, were not excused 
from answering questions, as to salaries 
paid to them, on the ground stated by them, 
viz., that they had made perpetual vows to 
devote themselves to the welfare of children 
and their own sanctification, and that the 
interests of the school children might he 
prejudiced if they answered the questions.

Mackell v. Ottawa Separate School Trus
tees, 40 O.L.R. 272. [See also 32 D.L.R. 
1, [1917] A.C. 62.]
Secrets of confessional.

Although by Quebec law, as in the old 
law of France, a confessor cannot be com
pelled to divulge the secrets of the confes
sional, the penitent has the right, if lie 
wishes, to testify as to what the priest said 
to him in the confessional. The incapacity 
of a penitent to be witness of what passed 
at* the time of his confession to a priest 
cannot be raised by an inscription en droit; 
it is an objection to the evidence which 
should be decided by the judge presiding at 
the hearing. __ __

Lefebrev v. Jobin, 52 Que. S.C. 492.
(§ ii c—471—Privilege—Authorization 

of Solicitor's Act.
The authorization or direction to a solic

itor to send a letter on behalf of the client 
is not within the privilege between solicitor 
and client, and the latter, called as a wit
ness in a criminal case in which he was the 
complainant, cannot on that ground de
cline to answer a question put by counsel 
for the accused whether he, the witness, had 
not authorized his solicitor, at or about the 
time the accused brought civil proceedings 
against the complainant, to write a particu-
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lar letter which the solicitor had sent to 
the solicitor for the accused.

R. v. Prentice, 20 D.L.R. 791, 7 W.W.R. 
271, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 436, 7 A.L.R. 479, 20 
W.L.R. 665.
Who mat claim privilege.

The exception rules of law which permit 
a witness to refuse to answer question on 
the ground of professional privilege or rea
sons of state, are to be strictly applied, and 
have no operation when the refusal conceals 
a guilty knowledge or the discovery of acts 
or omissions having for their object the 
commission of an offence. In the cause of 
public order the Minister of a department 
can invoke this privilege on the ground of 
reasons of state, but a subordinate cannot. 
Therefore, s. 13 of c. 30, R.S.C. 1906, does 
not protect a clerk in a post office savings 
bank who may be compelled to disclose the 
amount to a depositor’s credit.

Hebert v. Latour, 15 Que. P.R. 5. 
Refusal to answer—Committal for con

tempt—Person charged with an of
fence—When a compellable witness.

Ex parte Ferguson, 17 Can. S.C.R. 437. 
Incorporated company—Member mat bk

REQUIRED TO GIVE EVIDENCE.
A member of an incorporated company 

may lie compelled to give evidence ^gainst 
the company on a prosecution for a viola
tion of the l.iquor License Act.

The King v. Mayflower Bottling Co., 44 
N.S.R. 417. x
Application for summons or warrant— 

Witnesses for complainant.
The King v. Johnston, 44 N.S.R. 468. 

Witness refusing to be sworn and elect
ing to affirm—Necessity for alleg
ing conscientious bcbupi.es.

R. V. Deakin, 19 W.L.R. 43, 16 B.C.R. 
271. 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 62.
Privilege—Penal action—Evidenc e of de

fendant.
Bourque v. Bellegarde, 40 Que. S.C. 379. 

Examination of defendant—Refusal to 
answer—Privilege.

Section 5 of the Canada Evidence Act 
does not apply to a witness under exami
nation in the Superior Court upon a pro
ceeding to quash a saisie conservatoire is
sued in virtue of the provisions of C.C.P. 
Said witness may refuse to answer ques
tions tending to incriminate him.

Robinson v. Casey, 12 Que. P.R. 94. 
in. Impeaching; discrediting; corroborat

ing.
( g III—50) —Impeaching—Discrediting— 

Corroborating.
The denial by the defendant of a conver

sation which the Trial Judge finds took 
place is not sufficient to set aside the de
fendant’s evidence in favour of the plain
tiffs in an action for commission on the sale 
of land, where such denial does not appear 
to have been made with intent wilfully to

pervert the facts and might be attributable 
to the infirmities of age.

Gullivan v. Strevel, 1 D.L.R. 44, 19 W. 
UR. 778, 1 W.W.R. 450.
(g 111—51)—I'Riob statement to con-

Where ^ person under conviction for ar
son is called by the Crown on the trial of 
another person on the charge of wilfully 
setting the same tire, to prove that the lat
ter had instigated him to commit the offence, 
the testimony of the convict that he had 
caused the fire at the instance and direc
tion of accused may be rebutted by the tes
timony of other prisoners that the convict 
had admitted to them that the accused had 
had nothing to do with the lire, on the con
vict denying having made such admissions.

R. v. Webb, 16 D.L.R. 317, 24 Man. L.R. 
437. 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 424. 27 W.L.R. 313, 
6 W.W.R. 358.
(8 III—53)—Right to contradict own 

witness.
Section 23 of The A Hier ta Evidence Act 

(1910, 2nd sess., e. 3), expressly provides 
that, although u party producing a witness 
shall not be allowed to impeach his credit 
by general evidence of bad character, he may 
contradict him bv other evidence, and there 
is no rule of evidence by which a party can
not contradict by other evidence the state
ments of any w itness called on his own be
half.

Maruxeczka v. Charlesworth, 26 D.L.R. 
653, 9 A.L.R. 310, 33 W.L.R. 823, 9 W.W.R. 
1313.

If a witness disappoints the partv calling 
him. another witness may be called to give 
a different account of the transaction. A 
petitioner, in an action contesting the va
lidity of an election on account of bribery, 
is not bound bv the testimony of a witness 
he called, which was adverse to the interest 
of the party calling him. [Melhuish v. Col
lier, 15 Q.B. 878. 19 L.J.Q.B. 493, followed. 1

I In mm v. Bashford, 26 DUR. 573, 9 S. 
UR. 68. 33 W.UR. 473, 9 W.W.R. 1044, re
versing 8 W.W.R. 793.
Contradiction by written statement— 

Letter.
A proposal to contradict a witness by 

means of a letter previously written by him 
was properly rejected where the witness’ at
tention had not I teen directed to those parts 
of the letter which were to be used for the 
purpose of contradicting.

Robinson v. Haley, 42 N.B.R. 657.
(8 III—54)—Contradiction on immateri

al matter.
Where the accused giving evidence on his 

own behalf in a criminal trial is a?ked. in 
the course of his cross examination as to 
some previous offence almut some irrelevant 
fact, the Crown is hound by his answer and 
cannot tender testimonv in contradiction 
thereof. [R. v. Muma, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 285, 
22 O.L.R. 227. approved.]

R. v. Mulvihill, 18 D.L.R. 189, 22 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 354, 19 B.C.R. 197, 26 W.L.R.
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955, 5 W.W.R. 122Î». [Affirmed in 18 D.L.R. 
i 217, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 1 *4, 49 Can. 8.C.R. 

.,H7. 6 W.W.R. 462.J
(§ 111—55) — Unreliable witness — Er-

I'ECT ON JUttY.
If u jury believes that a witness cannot 

he relied upon, the only result should be 
the rejection of his testimony by them in 
considering their verdict ; it should not af
fect the other legal evidence in the case.

Alexe v. Canadian Western Lumber Co., 
8 D.L.R. 1, 22 W.L.R. 559, 3 W.W.R. 267.
(6 111—57)—Discrediting own witness— 

Use ok fuior statements.
The right, allirmed by *. It of the Canada 

Evidence Act, R.S.C. 1906, c. 145, of shew
ing that one’s own witness, if found by the 
court to be hostile, had made a previous 
statement inconsistent with his present tes
timony, does not enable the party calling 
the witness to use the latter’s previous 
statement as evidence of the facts contained 
therein the previous statement is admissible 
only for the purpose of impeaching the 
credit of the adverse witness who has denied 
that he had made it, and the jury should be 
so instructed.

R. v. Duckworth, 31 D.L.R. 570, 26 Can. 
( i Cm. ::i i. .17 O.L.H. 197.

Where an adverse witness, whether a 
party to the action or not, is called to 
prove a case, but his evidence disproves it, 
the party calling him may yet establish his 
case by other witnesses, called not to dis
credit him hut to contradict him on facts 
material to the issue. A party at a trial 
is not concluded by a statement of one of 
his witnesses brought out on cross-examina
tion, where it appears that the witness, who 
was opposed in interest to the party calling 
him, was called merely to establish certain 
material facts necessary to enable the party 
calling him to make out a case.

Spenard v. Rutledge, 10 D.L.R. 682, 23 
Man. L.R. 47. 23 W.L.R. 623. 3 W.W.R. 
1088, reversing 5 D.L.R. 641), 22 W.L.R. 12, 
2 W.W.R. 900.
Adverse witness.

It. is ground for ordering a new trial that 
evidence of a statement made by a Crown 
witness to the police, and taken down in 
writing on their inquiry into the crime, was 
improperly admitted for the Crown on the 
witness’ failure to identify at the trial as 
belonging to the accused certain clothing 
which in his statement to the police he had 
identified as such, when there had been no 
finding by the Trial Judge, under s. 0 of 
the Canada Evidence Act, that the witness 
was adverse, and that such statement was 
read by the Crown counsel to the jury and 
referred to by the Trial Judge ns l>eing in 
evidence, although the latter, in his charge, 
advised the jurv not to lmse a finding on the 
statement so admitted. [Allen v. The King, 
18 Can. Cr. Cas. 1. 44 Can. S.C.R. 331. and 
Ibrahim v. The King, [1914] A.C. 616, 63 
L.J.P.C. 185. applied.]

R. v. May. 21 D.L.R. 728. 23 Can. Cr. Cas.

469, 21 B.C.R. 23, 7 W.W.R. 1261, 30 W. 
L.R. 488.
(8 111—58) —Corroboration—Charge oe 

FORGERY—CB. CODE, 1900, 8. 1002.
The corroboration required by a. 1002 Cr. 

Code, on a charge of forgery, Is additional 
evidence that will fortify and strengthen the 
credibility of the main witness and justify 
the evidence being accepted and acted upon 
if it is believed and is otherwise sufficient.

R. v. Seheller, 16 D.L.R. 462, 23 Can. Cr. 
Va*. 1. 7 S.L.R. 239, 6 W.W.R. 261, 27 W. 
L.R. 621.
Relevancy.

Facts which tend to render more probable 
the truth of a witness' testimony on any 
material point are admissible in corrobora
tion thereof although otherwise irrelevant 
to the issue, and although happening before 
the date of the faet to be corroborated. 
[Wilcox v. Gotfrey, 26 L.T.N.8. 481, ap-

R. v. Rahinoviteh, 21 D.L.R. 600, 23 Can. 
Cr. Caa. 496. 25 Man. L.R. 341, 30 W.L.R. 
609.
Corroboration —oral testimony.

The “evidence” of the claimant which re
quires corroboration under s. 12 of the Al
berta Evidence Act, 1910, 2nd boss. e. 3, 
in order to recover against the estate of a 
deceasiM person means the oral testimony 
of the claimant.

Brocklebank v. Barter, 22 D.L.R. 200, 8 
A.L.R. 262, 30 W.L.R. 159.
Prisoner's tebtimony'ok fehjury charge 

—Inconsistencies with former testi-

Where the accused gives evidence on his 
own behalf in defence of a charge of per
jury, material variances in such testimony 
from that in respect of which the charge is 
brought may in themselves supply the stat
utory corroboration which Cr. Code, a. 1062. 
requires, namely, that the accused shall not 
be convicted “upon the evidence of one wit
ness, unless such witness is corroborated in 
some material particular by evidence im
plicating the accused.”

R. v. Nash. 17 D.L.R. 725, 23 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 38. 7 A.L.R. 449. 28 W.L.R. 960. 6 W. 
W.R. 1390.
Criminal trial—Cr. Code, s. 1002.

The evidence of witnesses called for the 
defence may be looked at for the purpose 
of finding the corroboration required by 
statute (Cr. Code, s. 10021 for conviction 
of certain offences. [R. v. Girvin, 45 Can. 
S.C.R. 167 ; R. v. Fraser, 7 Cr. App. R. 99, 
followed.]

R. v. Wakelvn, 10 D.L.R. 455. 21 Can. 
Cr. Cas. Ill, 5 A.L.R. 464. 23 W.L.R. 807 
4 W.W.R, 170

Evidence which is consistent with two 
views is not corroborative of either, but if 
the accused has denied under oath the cor 
rectness of one of such views, the evidence 
becomes corroborative as to the other.

R. v. Peterson. 32 D.L.R. 295, 27 Can. Cr.
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Cas. 3, 9 S.L.R. 432, [1917] 1 W.W.R.r,oo.
CORROBORATION — CRIMINAL CKABUB—INDE

CENT ASSAULT.
K. v. Fontaine, 18 D.L.R. 275, 23 Can. 

Cr. Can. 159.
L'OKBOBO RATION.

On a charge of conspiracy to defraud, 
the evidence of the accomplice may la» suffi- 
ciently corroborated by entries found in a 
memorandum book found upon the prisoner.

The King v. St. Pierre, 19 Can. Cr. l as. 
82.
Government inspector entrappinu bus- 

hot into offence—War Revenue 
Act (Can.). 1916.

The effect of the Act, 8-9 Geo. V., ('an., 
c. 46. a. 2, amending the Special War Rex 
enue Act, 1915, is to'make a government 
inspector who buys an unstamped bottle of 
perfume a competent, witness although he 
does this to entrap the seller and to con
vict him of an infringement of the law. 
Such purpose is legalized by the amending 
Act and its execution does not place the 
inspector in the position of an accomplice 
so as to throw doubt on his testimony.

Sifton v. Brunet. 31 Can. Cr. Cas. 1. 
Corroboration—Denial.

Evidence which is consistent with two 
views is not corroborative of either, but if 
the accused has denied under oath the cor- 
rectness of one of such views, the evidence 
Itecomes corroborative aa to the other.

Peterson x\ The King, 28 Can. Cr. ('as. 
332. 66 Can. S.C.R. 116, [1917] 3 W.W.R. 
345. affirming 32 D.L.R. 295, 27 Can. Cr. 
Cas 3. [1917] 1 W.W.R. 600.
(§ III—59)—Dissuasion from aivino evi-

Tlie provision in Cr. Code, s. 180, to the 
effect that every one is guilty of an indict
able offence and ‘liable to two year*' im
prisonment who dissuades or attempts to 
dissuade any person by threats, bribes, or 
other corrupt means from giving evidence 
“in any cause or matter, civil or criminal," 
contemplates that the person to he dis 
ftiaded must be one who is required to give 
evidence; it was not intended to apply 
where the dissuasion was from giving evi
dence before a person having no proper 
authority to take it.

R. v. Rosen. 33 D.L.R 715. 27 Cm. Cr 
Cas. 259, 9 8.L.R. 401, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
382.
Tampering with witness.

Tampering with a witness on any prosecu
tion under a Provincial Liquor License Act 
(R.S.O. 1914. c. 215, s. 78 and R.S.C. 1906. 
c. 152, s. 150). does not include tampering 
with a possible witness before the com 
mencement of the prosecution.

R. v. Armstrong, 31 D.L.R. 82, 26 Can. 
Cr. Cas. 151, 36 O.L.R. 2.

Indictment fob rape—Cross examination
OF COMPLAINANT AS TO PREVIOUS IM
MORAL conduct—Denial—Coi.latf.bai.

The King v. Muma, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 285,
22 O.L.R. 227.

IV. Credibility.

(§ IN'—60)—Uncontradicted testimony— 
Demeanour.

A judge or magistrate cannot legally re
fuse to give credit to testimony if the fol
lowing conditions are fulfilled': (1) That 
the statement* of the witness are not in 
themselves improbable or unreasonable ; (2) 
that there is no contradiction of them; (3) 
that the credibility of the witness has nut 
been attacked by evidence against his char 
acter (4) that nothing appears in the 
course of his evidence or of the evidence of 
nuy other xvitness tending to throw discredit 
upon him and (5> that there is nothing in 
liis demeanour while in court during the 
trial to suggest untruthfulness.

R. v. Covert, 34 D.L.R. 662, 28 Can. Cr. 
Cas. 25, 10 A.L.R. 349, [1917] 1 W.W.R. 
919.
Credibility—Corroboration.

Bank of Montreal y. Italian Merchants* 
Exchange, 16 D.L.R. 851.

Upon a reference to the Master in Ordi
nary, the Ontario practice, which tends to 
give him final discretion as to tin* credi
bility of the witnesses appearing before him 
on the reference, is tempered by tlie cir
cumstances, including such tests as whether 
there lie some unmistakable document or 
something of the kind which shews the con
trary or which the Master has failed to 
take into consideration and in the absence 
of any such circumstances the rule of prac
tice will lie given effect.

Nassar v. Equity Fire Ins. Co.. 8 D.L.R. 
«46. 4 O.W.N. 840, 23 O.W.R. 340.

The Master or other officer who hears 
the evidence of the witnesses is the final 
judge of their credibility.

He Sanderson and Saville. 6 D.L.R. 319, 
26 O.L.R. 616, 22 O.W.R. 672.
(g IV—62) —Affirmative and negative 

TESTIMONY.
A witness who testifies to an affirmative 

is ordinarily to he credited in preference 
to one who testifies to a negative. [I.e- 
feunteum v. Beaudoin, 28 Can. S.C.R. 89, 
applied.]

Charlton v. The King. 8 D.L.R. 911, 14 
Can. Ex. 41.
Affirmative and negative testimony.

In estimating the value of evidence, the 
testimony of a person who swears positively 
that a certain conversation took place is 
of more value than that of one who says 
that it did not, because the person who 
denies the conversation may have forgotten 
the circumstances. [Chowdrv Dehy Perod 
v. Chowrv Damlot Sign, 3 Moo. Iiid. App.
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.147 ; Lung v. Jackson, 20 Ticrv. 535, adopt-
<d.]

Dunpby v. Cariboo Trading Co., 7 W.W.R. 
326.
(§ IX"—63) —Informer — Credibility — 

Motive.
Upon a prosecution of a physician for 

issuing a certificate for the purchase of in
toxicating liquor for nonmedical purposes 
contrary to the provisions of the Canada 
Temperance Act, the credibility of an in
former will be adversely affected by any of 
the following circumstances, if present (a) 
the informer being an unknown adventurer, 
(bi the informer being an employee of the 
prosecution at a weekly wage to build up 
cases, (c) the informer making a false 
statement to the physician in applying for 
the certificate.

R. v. McAllister, 14 D.L.R. 430, 22 Can. 
Ci. Cas. 166.

V. Fees.
See Costs.

(S V—65#—-Fees.
On the dismissal of an appeal from a 

summary conviction on which there is a re
hearing. the practice in Saskatchewan docs 
not require that the .witness fees of a wit
ness called on such rehearing shall on tax
ation be divided because he also attended 
the sittings on the same day as a witness 
in another case. [Hamilton v. Beck, 3 Terr. 
UR. 40.1. followed.]

Pahkala v. Hannuksela, 8 D.L.R. 107, 20 
Can. Cr. Cas. 260. 2 XV.XV.R. 921.
Conduct money—Nonpayment, effect of.

Parsons v. Francis, 11 D.L.R. 847. 18 B. 
C.R. 157. 24 W.L.R. 938. 4 W.XV.R. 1015.

Witnesses are taxed under the authority 
of the Trial Judge and the court - no 
jurisdiction to interfere with the ' at ion. 
which is considered part of the fi judjj

Consolidated Gold Mines v lasco, 13 
Cue. P R. 333.
Witness fees—Recovery dismiss u.

op action.
If an application is dismissed, owing to 

the default of the plaintiff in proceeding 
the defendant is entitled to the hearing fee. 
The defendant is not entitled to the inquest 
fee if the only witness heard Was examined 
with a view of trying to justify the post
ponement of the case.

Beaudin v. Union Abitibi Mining Co., 16 
Que. P.R. 228.
(§ V—69)—Professionals.

Under a subpeena requiring a solicitor to 
Attend liefore a special examiner for cross- 
examination upon an affidavit made as solic
itor, where the knowledge basing the affi
davit was acquired by the deponent in the 
course of the rendering of professional serv
ices, the witness is entitled to a profession
al witness fee per diem of $4 in advance,

pursuant to Con. rr. 492, 443. and disburse
ments tariff item 119.

Campbell v. X’erral, 7 D.L.R. 321, 4 0. 
W.N. 177, 23 O.W.R. 176.
Witness fees—Taxation.

The court, cannot review the taxation of 
witnesses’ fees without making them par-

Laeroix v. Chalbot, 12 Que. P.R. 395.

WOMEN.
See Husband and Wife.
Married Women's Relief Act. see Statutes. 

Carnal knowledge — Inducement by 
householder—Knowledge of auk not
ESSENTIAL.

The King v. Sam Sing. 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 
361.

WORDS AND PHRASES.
See Index “A” Volume 11.

WOl . MEN’S COMPENSATION.
See Master and Servant, V’—340.

Annotation.
Quebec law on workmen's compensation:

7 D.L.R. 5.

WRIT AND PROCESS.
I. In general.

II. Service.
a. In general : on nonresident.
B. On corporations.
0. By publication; substititional serv-

D. Privilege : exemption.
III. Return ; proof -, setting aside wbit

OB SERVICE.
I. In general.

Various writs and orders, see Motions 
and Orders : Execution : Attachment : Oar- 
nishment; Injunction; Mandamus. Prohibi
tion ; Quo Warranto; Certiorari; Habeas

(§ I—1)—XVrit of summons—Special en
dorsement — Liquidated demand — 
Appearance—Affidavit.

Williamson v. Playfair, 25 O.W.R. 322. 
Practice—Writ of summons — Special 

Endorsement — Action for recovery 
or land—Failure to set out partic
ulars—Rules 33, 772—Form 5. 

Morrow v. Morgan, 17 O.W.N. 280.
(§ I—2)—Validity.

A conviction under the Canada Temper
ance Act? R.S.C. 1906. c. 152, was set 
aside where no place of trial was mentioned 
in the summons and defendant did not

he King v. Wilson; Ex parte Harring
ton, 40 N.B.R. 883.
Summary conviction matters—Summons.

A summons under the Canada Temper
ance Act stated that the information upon 
which it was issued was laid more than 
three months after the offence. The infer-
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mation was in fact laid within three 
months. The defendant did not appear, and 
a conviction was entered:—Held, the sum 
mons was bad on its face and was not 
cured by ss. 723, 724, Cr. Code, or s. 146 
of the Canada Temperance Act, and the 
conviction should be quashed.

The King v. Kay: Kx parte LeBlanc, 41 
X.B.R. 99.
OMITTING ADDRESS — VALIDITY.

The omission in the writ of summons of 
the address of a defendant company is fatal, 
and the writ will be set aside.

Brown v. North American Lumber Co., 21
B.C.R. 258.
W'BIT OF HVMMOX8 — IRREGULARITY — 

SPECIAL ENDORSEMENT — llUI.K 33.
Watson v. Morgan. 9 O.W.X. 281.

Form — Service — Essentials — Valid-

Bailiffs can only serve writs within the 
limits of the district for which they have 
been appointed; it is necessary, therefore, 
to understand by the words "or in any other 
district” of art. 121, C.C.P.. the exception 
intended in the said art. 70OH, H.S.Q., when 
it says "and in other districts in the ca-cs 
provided bv law." The authority of the 
bailiff should appear on the very face of the 
writ of summons, by stating the district for 
which he is registered. That part of Form 
2 of the appendix to the Rules of Practice, 
according to which the writ of summons is 
addressed to the defendant himself instead 
«if to the sheriff or a bailiff of the district 
where he is to lie served, does not agree with 
the provision of art. 121, C.C.P.. and, conse
quently, it is beyond the power of the 
judges of the Superior Court to make a 
similar form. The notice to the defendant, 
in the writ, that if he does not appear judg
ment will be given against him by default, 
appears to have been inserted in the form 
of summons many years ago, in order to 
avoid subsequent writs of the English pro
cedure of that period. A notice to the de
fendant “that in default of his doing so," 
of appearing, judgment will he given by 
default, is essential. The mention in the 
writ of the district in which it must be 
served, the order given to the sheriff or a 
bailiff of the district enjoining him to cite 
the defendant to appear, and the notice to 
the latter “that on default of his doing 
so" judgment will be give.i against him by 
default, arc three elements essential to the 
validity of the writ of summons, and their 
omission constitutes a violation of substan
tial formalities which involve the nullity of 
the proceedings.

Reford v. The Stadium. 20 Que. P.R. 150. 
Writ of summons—Address of plaintiff

NOT SET OUT — APPLICATION TO SET
aside writ — Conditional appear
ance ENTERED WITHOUT LEAVE — 
Efff-ct OF.

Buscombe Securities Co. v. Windebank 
A Quatsino Trading Co., [1918] 3 W.W.R. 
682, 25 B.C.R. 441.

Original summons — Afuuavits — En
dorsement — Wrung statement or 
client's name — Rules 264, 417, 747.

The nonfiling of an original summons ou 
the hearing of an application, where the 
other party is not mislead, is not fatal and 
leave will be given to tile under r. 264, 
giving general power to amend, and r. 747. 
As to effect of noneomplianee with the 
rules, the wrong statement of a client’s 
name following the signature of a solicitor, 
and the omission to endorse a summons, 
etc., with a notice as to material to be read, 
may be corrected. Affidavits made by the 
registrar ami one of bis clerks and sworn 
before the deputy registrar may la* used in 
support of an application to cancel a certifi
cate of title. Affidavits used ou an appli
cation and not endorsed with a note View
ing on whose behalf they lia*e been tiled 
(r. 417 j may lie amended. Ju vliamla-r ap
plications the court will not usually deciile 
important questions of law or complicated 
and contested issues of fact, where they can 
be more properly determined by an action.

1-and Titles Act, Re; Registrar v. Toohill, 
6 W.W.R. 359, 27 W.L.R. 517.
(8 I—41—Name of party

Inasmuch as a writ of summons cannot 
lie issued without a statement of claim 
ajiin xed thereto, a writ expressly referring 
to the statement of claim as annexed there
to ai.d the statement of claim are to be 
taken as one, so that one whose name is 
omitted from the writ is nevertheless a 
party if his name appears in the statement 
of claim.

AHiertson v. Record, 1 D.L.R. 804, 4 
A.L.R. 90, 20 W.L.R. 64, 1 W.W.R. 657. 
Summons—Description of parties—Part

nership—Exception to form —Que.
C.C.P. 154.

The name of the firm under which the 
defendant does business, as sole member, is 
not necessary in his description, and an ex
ception to the form, based on this ground, 
will lie refused.

Singleton v. King, 16 Que. P.R. 71.
(g 1—6)— Amendment— Fresh cause or 

action—Date.
An amendment of the date of the writ of 

summons commencing an action cannot be 
made for the purpose of including a fresh 
cause of action arising pendente lit*.

Yukon Gold Co. v. Bovle Concessions, 19
D.L.R. 336, 29 W.L.R. 120. [Affirmed, 27 
D.L.R. 672, 60 D.L.R. 742.]
Amendment—Writ issued in name of

DECEASED SOVEREIGN.
A writ of summons in time to prexent 

the barring of an action by the Statute of 
Limitations, but in which hr error the name 
of a deceased sovereign an<f not that of the 
reigning sovereign was inserted, may, under 
Con. rr. 310, 312 (Ont. 1897 », be amended 
after service, so as to cure the irregularity, 
notwithstanding that defendant was there
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by precluded from setting up the statute 
as a liar.

Hank of Hamilton v. Baldwin, 12 D.L.R. 
232, 28 O.L.R. 175, 24 O.W.R. 21.

An application made after service of the 
writ of summons to amend by correcting 
the corporate name of the plaintiff com
pany where the name used in the writ was 
that of another corporation, will only be 
dealt with on notice to the defendant.

United Motor Co. v. Slinn. 8 D.L.R. 471. 
22 W.L.R. 738. 3 W.W.R. 621.

If an action has been wrongly taken under 
the summary procedure, it may lie amended 
by striking out the words “summary pro
cedure" in the writ.

Arnold v. Canadian Motors, 14 Que. P.R.
894.
(§ I—8)—Renewal or wbit.

ft is an*-abuse of the process of the 
court to keep renewed for service, for the 
sole purpose of preventing the operation of 
the Statute of Limitations, and without any 
bonft tide intention of proceeding in tIn
action. a writ of summons of which service
is deliberately withheld t<> keep the litfga 
tion pending for a longer time. A motion 
to vacate the renewal of a writ not served 
within twelve months of its issue will ho 
granted where the order for renewal was 
made on an insufficient affidavit, reserving, 
however, to the defendants the right to 
move against the order if there were no 
adequate grounds for the renewal, and 
where, on the hearing of the motion to 
vacate, the plaintiff offers no good excuse 
for the failure to serve the original writ 
within the twelve months.

Appleyard v. Mulligan, 3 D.L.R. 288, 3 
O.W.N. 943, 21 O.W.R. 657.
Renewal—Action barred.

Where owing to the expiry of a writ of 
summons, a cause of action has become | 
barred by the Statute of Limitations, leave 
to renew the writ nunc pro tune ought not 
to he granted.

Travato v. Dominion Canners, 26 D.L.R.
86 o.L.R. 886,

Election Act.
As the Controverted Municipal Elections 

Act, R.S.X.S. 1900, e. 72 s. 8, provides 
for service of the petition in the same man 
ner as a writ in a civil case, substituted 
service may lie authorized in like manner, 
on proof of inability to effect personal ser
vice. although the five days allowed for ser
vice had not expired, nor had an application 
been made to extend the time. [Peter
borough West Election Case (Stratton v. 
Burnham). 41 Can. S.C.R. 410, followed.]

McLcllan v. Mclsaac, 21 D.L.R. 429, 48 
X.S.R. 299.
Statement of claim—Renewal.

A statement of claim cannot be renewed 
after the expiration of six months from its 
date of issue.

Crown Lumber Co. v. Malcolm, 9 W.W.R. 
481.

Delay in service—Certificate of us pen
dens REGISTERED — MOTION FOR ORDER 
RENEWING WRIT.

Fair v. Tierney, 18 O.W.R. 639. 
Amendment — Action by a wife as to 

property — Authorization of her 
iiv8ba.no—Clerical error.

Rousseau v. Ouimet, 13 Que. P.R. 173. 
Amendment of writ and declaration 

without leave — Change in the 
names of the plaintiff.

Erdrich v. Barry, 39 Que. S.C. 326.
Service of" writ and Declaration-Time

FOB DEFENCE.
Erdrich v. Barry, 12 Que. S.C. 178.

II. Service.
A. In GENERAL; ON NONRESIDENT.

(§11 A—10)—Magistrate’s order — Mo
tion to quash—Service of notice — 
Sufficiency of.

Service of notice of motion to quash a 
magistrate's order made under the Master 
and Servants Ordinaneee, 1904 (Alta.), for 
payment of wages may be made on the 
complainant by leaving it with hl adult at 
his place of residence. [R. v. Trottier, 14 
D.L.R. 355, 22 Can. Cr. Las. 102. 6 A.L.R. 
451. applied.]

Re l^awler and Edmonton, 20 D.L.R. 710, 
7 A.L.R. 376, 29 W.L.R. 661. 7 W.W.R. 291. 
On nonresident — Order for — Necessity 

of obtaining before issuance oi writ.
Under B.C. order 2, r. 4, and order 11, 

r. 1. an order from the court for the service 
beyond the jurisdiction of the court of a 
writ of summons or notice thereof on one of 
the defendants, must precede the issuance 
of the writ itself, which ran issue only 
with leave; and a service beyond the juris
diction based on an order made after the 
issuance of the writ without leave, is a 
nullity and not a mere irregularity.

Bloom v. Xew Y’ork Tailoring Co.. 13 
D.L.R. 789. 18 B.C.R. 395, 25 W.L.R. 427. 
5 W.W.R. 8H.
Service on defendant's husband — De

fendant's KNOWLEDGE, EFFECT.
Under the Saskatchewan Practice, where 

it appears that a writ of summons which 
was to have been served ex juris was not 
personally delivered to the defendant, hut 
was delivered to her husband for her. the 
service of the writ will lie set aside on 
application of the defendant, in the ab
sence of evidence shewing that a copy of 
the writ ultimately came to the knowledge 
or possession of the defendant herself. 
[Rhodes v. limes, 7 Bing. 329, distinguish
ed.]

O’Neil v. O’Neil. 11 D.L.R. 440, 24 W. 
L.R. 84, 4 W.W.R. 478.
Of petition to annul decree.

The delay for service of a petition to 
annul a decree is the same as in all other 
proceedings which commence by way of 
petition and is one clear day.
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James Bav & E.R. Co. v. Bernard, 2.1 
D.L.R. 701, 24 Que. K.B. 6.
Of statement of claim — Several de- 

nmiAHTI—Attaching memoranda of
INFORMATION.

The proper course for a plaintiff to pur
sue who desires to use one original state
ment of claim for service on a number of 
defendants whose times for aiqiearance may 
lie different is to endorse upon the state
ment of claim only the memoranda which 
are uniform for all, and to use an attached 
notice where there is any variation in the 
information to he given to different defend
ants. if this is done, there is no neces
sity for a concurrent writ.

London Scottish Can. Investment Syndi
cate v. Davidson, 9 VV.W.R. 731.
Review—Order for hearing—Service on

PARTY DISSATISFIED — CERTIORARI —
Order 62, Judicature Act 1909 — 
Order under—Appeal from.

The court will not remove by certiorari 
a judgment on review from the decision of 
a magistrate on the ground that the order 
for hearing the parties on review, or notice 
thereof, was not served on the party dis
satisfied with the judgment, when the 
solicitor who tried the case before the 
magistrate appeared and argued the case 
for him on review. Semble : That there is 
no appeal from an order of a judge refus 
ing a certiorari on an application made 
under 0. 62 of “the Judicature Act, 1909.”

Ex parte Mayes Case, 46 N.B.R. 114. 
Practice—Substitutional service—Affi

davits IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION TO 
SHOW THAT NOTICE WILL PROBABLY 
COME TO NOTICE OF DEFENDANT-—<). 9, R.
2, S.Ç. Rules and Amendment.

Sun Life Ass’ce Co. v. Tardiff, [19191 2 
W.W.R. 846.
SUFFICIENCY OF SERVICE—SOLICITORS—AP

PEARANCE.
Where solicitors in proper form and with 

the authority of the client give an un
dertaking to accept service of a writ of 
summons and to enter an appearance there
to, all obligation as to service of the writ 
is waived or dispensed with, and if the soli
citors fail to enter the appearance the plain 
tiff may proceed to judgment as in default 
of appearance. [Re Kerly [1901] 1 Ch. 467, 
followed.]

Sterling Loan & Securities Co. v. Clancy. 
[1917] 2 W.W.R. 61.
On law firm.

When a judicial document is served on a 
firm of attorneys a member of which has 
replaced one of the attorneys ad litem, the 
service is valid, if in result the party is 
really represented by the attorneys on 
whom the document is served.

Dougan v. Montreal Tramways Co., 2«l 
Que. K.B. 217.

ROCESS, 11 A.
On partnership—Unincorporated associ

ation—Service of process on individ
uals as partners — Appearances 
under protest—Denial of status as 
partners—Separate service ox asso
ciation —- Statement of claim — 
Particulars.

Wentworth Ranch v. National Live Stock 
Assn., 13 O W N. 363.
Leave to amend.

Browne v. Timmins, 24 O.W.R. 290. 
Statement of claim — Late delivery — 

Irregularity—Validation.
Youell v. Toronto R. Co., 24 O.W.R. 57. 

Place of service.
Service of the writ upon the president 

of a board of school commissioners in not 
a personal one according to art. 94 C.C.P. 
par. 2, if made in a district where other
wise the court would have no jurisdiction 
over the hoard.

School Board of Notre Dame de Granby 
v. Lessard. 14 Que. P.R. 382.
When Crown may iie sum mon fui—Service 

on Attorney-General.
The sovereign can lie summoned before 

the courts only in the cases and in the man
ner provided by art. 1011, C.C.P. et seq. 
Consequently a summons to the Attorney- 
General (as representing the Crown) in 
proceedings against a county council to 
compel it to change the place for holding its 
sessions in order that he take note of the 
judgment and without any other conclusion 
against him, is illegal and will be set aside 
on exception to form.

Raymond v. Kamouraska, 46 Que. S.C. 
117.
Exception to the form—Quebec practice.

An exception to the form, based on the 
fact that the copy of the writ served on the 
defendant appeared to have been issued in 
the name of a deceased sovereign though 
the original was in proper form, was dis
missed as the defendant had suffered no 
prejudice.

Bradley v. Saucier, 14 Que. P.R. 270.
In general.

To summon a defendant by service of the 
writ only without a declaration, or of the 
declaration only without the writ is an ir
regularity winch makes the proceedings 
radically null. Therefore, the deposit with 
the protbonotary. in a case of capias, of a 
copy of the declaration for the defendant 
the day after the return of the writ and 
after the expiration of the three days fol
lowing the service of the writ is a radical 
nullity and the capias will be quashed on 
exception to the form.

Trottler v. Belair, 13 Que. P.R. 400. 
Summons to answfx before a magistrate 

—Summons served by constable
WHERE HIMSELF THE INFORMANT AND 
PROSECUTOR—IX VALIDITY.

Re Kennedy, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 342.
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(§ II A—13)—Place—Sali; of goods — 

Place of payment.
The fact that it in stipulated in a eon- 

tract between a manufacturer iu Ontario 
and iiis customer in Alberta that delivery 
should la1 f.o.b. in Alberta does not Imply 
that the locus of the contract is Alberta, 
nor fix that province as the place of pay
ment where the contract is silent on that 
point ; and the debtor must seek out his 
creditor, and is liable to be sued in Ontario 
for the default in payment occurring in 
Ontario under R. 25 (e> of the Judica
ture Rules (Ont.). [Blackley v. Elite Cos
tume Co., 9 O.L.R. 382, followed.]

Leonard v. Cushing, 19 D.L.R. 569, 30 
O.L.R '.in.
Place—Service out of the Jurisdiction 

—Motion to set aside — Irregular-

Wood v. Worth. 6 O.W.N. 452.
Place of service.

A copy of a writ of summons cannot be 
left with a person having no authority to 
receive it for the defendant, in a building 
which is neither the domicile nor the resi
lience. nor the business office of the de
fendant. A motion by the defendant asking 
for dismissal of the action on this ground 
will lie grunted with costs reserving the 
right to sue again.

De Angel is v. Waters, 18 Que. P.R. 103.
If a defendant has been fraudulently 

moved from the jurisdiction of his domicile, 
personal service made upon him does not 
give jurisdiction to the court of the place 
where it is made.

I si ma lice v. A miette, 17 Que. P.R. 456. 
Exception to form—Petition to revise 

judgment—Service on partnership— 
Sample room—Que. c.c.p. 189.

A summons of a partnership carrying on 
business under a firm name should be served 
at its place of business, and. if the partner
ship has no place of business, on one of the 
partners. Such service cannot lie made in 
a sample room, and it will be void if the 
partners have not acted in such a way as to 
gi\e rise to the belief that theyad à place 
of business there.

Cerat v. Courville, 16 Que. P.R. 69.
(§ II A—16)—Service out of the juris

diction — Assets within the juris
diction—King's Bench Act (Man.) 
r. 291.

Service out of the jurisdiction of a state
ment of claim should not he allowed, un
der r. 291 of the King’s Bench Act (Man.) 
upon a mere affidavit hv the plaintiff stat
ing that the defendant has assets in Man 
itolm of the value of at least $200 which 
may be rendered liable to the judgment in 
case the plaintiff should recover judgment 
in the action, without shewing what the 
assets are. because the rule requires that 
the possession of such assets must be shewn 
to the satisfaction of the court or judge, 
and this implies that the court or judge

ROCESS, II A.
should have some information furnished 
from which to lie so satisfied.

Gardner v. Eaton. 17 D.L.R. 637. 24 Man. 
L.R. 209. 28 W.L.R. 97, 0 W.W.R. 758. 
Nonresident—Ex juris.

In an action for specific performance of 
an agreement for purchase of land tlie 
original purchaser is properly joined as a 
party, although he is living outside of Can
ada and has transferred all his interest in 
the contract and in the land to his co
defendant resident within the jurisdiction, 
and he may be served outside the jurisdic
tion with a statement of claim in such an 
action under the Manitoba King's Bench, r. 

‘201, which authorizes service outside of the 
jurisdiction whenever any person out of the 
jurisdiction is a necessary or proper party 
to an action properly brought against some 
other person duly served within the juris
diction.

Smith v. Ernst, 1 D.L.R. 547, 22 Man. 
L.R. 317, 20 W.L.R. 353, 1 W.W.R. 839. 
Service on nonresident.

On an application for leave to serve a 
writ of summons out of the jurisdiction, it 
is essential to prove a prima facie cause of 
action against the defendant upon whom it 
is proposed to serve the writ ex juris.

Davis v. Wenatchee Valiev Fruit Grow
ers Assn., 9 D.L.R. 402, 23 W.L.R. 326, 3 
W.W.R. 922.
Joining defendant out of jurisdiction — 

Failure to establish claim against 
resident defendant.

Where leave is given to serve a person out 
of the jurisdiction as a necessary or proper 
party defendant to an action brought 
against a codefendant within the jurisdie 
lion, it is not necessary that the order for 
service ex juris should contain a condition 
that in case the action lie dismissed against 
the party within the jurisdiction, the 
plaintiff shall thereupon consent to its dis
missal as to the defendant so served out of 
the jurisdiction: the latter's rights in that 
respect, where the service is justified only 
if the action is properly sustainable against 
the codefendant within the jurisdiction, 
can be dealt with at the trial if a plea of 
want of jurisdiction is raised.

The test for applying that part of the 
rule for service out of the jurisdiction 
(Man. K. B. r. 201 (g) which permits 
service ex juris upon any person who is a 
“necessary and proper party to an action 
properly brought against some person duly 
served within the jurisdiction” is whether 
both would have been proper parties to the 
action had they both been within the juris
diction. and this without taking into ac
count what may be the result of the trial. 
[Massev v. Heynes, 21 Q.B.D. 330. applied.]

Swanson v. McArthur, 12 D.L.R. 487, 23 
Man. L.R. 84. 24 W.L.R. 1, 4 W.W.R. 231. 
varying 7 D.L.R. 680.

In an action against two parties, one of 
whom is out of the jurisdiction, an order 
may be made for service of the writ upon
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him provided hie «defendant ie first 
served, under clause (g) of Consolidated 
R. 162, whereby the service of a writ out 
of Ontario may be allowed where the per
son sought to lie served is a necessary or 
proper party to an action properly brought 
against another person duly served in On-

llav v. Sutherland, 2 D.L.R. 301, 3 O.
W. X. 584. 21 O.W.R. 200.
SERVICE OVT OF JURISDICTION — ('ONIIITION- 

AI. APPEARANCE.
Bain v. University Estates, 10 D.L.R. 803, 

6 O.VV.N. 22.
Motion to set aside—Guaranty executed

IN ANOTHER PROVINCE — CONDITIONAL 
APPEARANCE.

Farmers Bank v. Security Life Ass'ce Co., 
5 D.L.R. 88», 23 O.W.R. 17.
Service—Nonresident—Motion to set

ASIDE—IRREGULARITIES.
Edgeworth v. Allen? 3 D.L.R. 880, 3 O.W.

X. 1375, 22 O.W.R. 017.
Service out of the jurisdiction—Cause

OF ACTION, WHERE ARISIXU--- CONDI
TIONAL APPEARANCE.

Fanners Bank v. Heath, 1 D.L.R. 915, 3 
O.W.X. 805.
Interpleader order—Service abroad.

Ujlon the application of the plaintiff, an 
order was made by a judge permitting the 
applicant to pay into court the amount of 
two promissory notes, made by him, held 
by B. in a foreign country, where he lived. 
The notes were given in Ontario in pay
ment for a block of shares in an incorpo
rated company, and the order purported to 
rectify the share-register of the company, 
by substituting the name of the plaintiff 
for that of the defendant as the owner of 
the shares. The order also directed the 
trial of an interpleader issue as to the 
money in court, and that B. should be 
plaintiff in the issue. The order was made 
after a notice of motion had been served 
on B., in the foreign country where lie lived, 
informing him that a motion would be 
made for an order authorizing the plaintiff 
to pay into court the amount owing upon 
the two notes, and directing the Registrar 
of the court to execute a transfer to the 
plaintiff of the shares in the company, 
‘•and for such further or other order” as 
might seem just. No permission was ob
tained from the court to issue or serve this 
notice abroad; and, B. not appearing on 
the return, the order was made in his ab
sence;—Held, upon B.'s application to set 
aside the order, that, the service of the no
tice being unauthorized, it was void as 
process ; that, if treated as informal notice, 
it gave no correct information as to what 
the court was asked to do, and was, as to 
the matters complained of. no notice at all; 
and, therefore, the order was an ex parte 
order within r. 217, and should be set aside. 
Under rr. 25 and 3 (b>, (j), a notice may 
be served out of the jurisdiction in inter
pleader; but the notice is to be in the form 

Can. Dig.—148.

settled by the terms of rr. 62», 630; and 
r. 630 indicates the extent and nature of 
the relief that can lie obtained against a 
n< inappearing claimant. Assuming that 
there was a foundation for an interpleader 
order, the order went beyond the relief 
which the court was competent to grant 
against an absentee claimant. Order of 
Latchford, J., reversed.

Willard v. Bloom. 41 O.L.R. 1.
Service out or jurisdiction—Affidavit.

A good cause of action must be shewn in 
support of an application for an order foi 
service of a writ of summons ex juris.

Royal Bank v. 8keans, 24 B.C.R. 1»0. 
Debt of resident.

A debt due from a resident of Manitoba 
to a person residing elsewhere is an asset 
within said province within the meaning of 
r. 201 of the King's Bench Rules and, 
therefore, a ground for allowing service of 
a statement of claim to he made upon the 
creditor outside of Manitoba in an action 
brought against him in Manitolia. [Brand 
v. Green, 13 Man. L.R. 101, applied; Love 
v. Bell Piano Co., 2 A.L.R. 20», 10 W.L.R. 
657, not followed.]

Woodward 4 Co. v. Koeford. 29 Man. L. 
R. 184, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 945.
Service of notice of whit out of Ontario 

—Ontario Companies Act, s. 151, 
8UB88. 6 AND 7, ADDED BY 8 UEO. V., 

c. 20, s. 30—Action by mining com 
pany — Enforcement or call on

. SHARES—“CONDITIONS” OF SERVICE— 
Rules 25-30—Validity of call—Ap
plication or new subsections — 
Special Act, 7 Edw. VII., c. 117- 
Validity of call—General stati- 
tory powers—Question for trial- 
jurisdiction of court—Leave to en
ter conditional appearance.

The Ontario Companies Act, R.S.O. 1914, 
c. 178, having been amended by s. 30 of 
the Statute Iaiw Amendment Act, 1918, 8 
Geo. V. c. 20 (absented to on the 26th 
March, 1918), by the addition of subss. 6 
and 7 to s. 151, a former action (see Supe
rior Copper Co. v. Perry, 42 O.L.R. 45), 
lietween the parties now before the court in 
this action, was discontinued, and this ac
tion was commenced on the 31st May, 1018; 
the plaintiff company alleged that a call 
was. on the 18th October, 1917, made on 
the shares issued by the company, and 
claimed a declaration that the shares stand
ing in the names of the defendants were not 
fully paid and were assessable and subject 
to call, that the call made was valid, and 
that the plaintiffs were entitled to sell the 
shares; they also claimed an order for the 
sale of the shares under the direction of the 
court. Xotice of the writ of summons was* 
served upon the defendant S. out of On
tario, and he moved to set aside the service. 
The added subs. 6 authorised service upon 
a shareholder out of the jurisdiction ‘‘in 
the same manner and subject to the same 
conditions as process is permitted to be 

f
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served out of the jurisdiction in oases pro- 
vided for bv the Consolidated Rules:"'— 
Held, that eaoh clause of r. 25 names, not 
a “condition" of permitting service, but a 
case in which service may lie allowed; the 
"conditions" are to be found elsewhere, e.g., 
in rr. 26 to 30; the subas. 6 and 7 of s. 151 
add a new case to the cases mentioned in 
r. 25, and make the procedure laid down 
in the later rr. applicable to the new case. 
<Jua*re, whether the new subss. were ap
plicable to the plaintiff company. [Toronto 
& Niagara Power Co. v. North Toronto, 25 
O.L.R. 476, [1012] A.C. 834, distinguished ] 
Held, that the question whether the call 
sought to la* enforced was one which could 
Ik* supported apart from the company's spe
cial Act, 7 Ed. VII., c. 117 (O.), was one 
which could not be determined until all the 
facts were brought out at the trial of the 
action; and, therefore, the service should 
not lie set aside; but the defendant S. 
should have leave to enter a conditional 
appearance, so that he might not Is* preclud
ed from questioning, at the trial, the ju
risdiction of the court. Although it is 
generally desirable that such questions 
should be determined at the earliest possi
ble moment, the leave ought to be given in 
this particular case.

Superior Copper Co. v. Perry, 44 O.L.R. 
24.
Service abroad—.1 uoge's discretion—Re-

The Act in its scope and purpose is in
tended to affect procedure only and enact
ing in subs. 2, of s. 55, that the repeal 
effected thereby should not affect any juris
diction, established or confirmed by or un
der any Act repealed thereby, the words 
“for any other matter" in clause (h) of 
U. 11, r. 1, must he construed to include 
any matter not covered by the preceding 
clauses of the rule in which the court hail 
jurisdiction at the passing of the Act. and 
as by C.R.N.B. 1903, c. Ill, ss. 52, 53, serv
ice abroad might have been authorized in 
an action such as the one in question, the 
judge had jurisdiction to make the order 
and the appeal should Is* dismissed. 
Where under clause (h) a judge in the ex
ercise of his discretion on the facts derides 
that it is in the interest of justice that 
jurisdiction should he exercised and serv
ice abroad authorized, the court on appeal 
will not interfere with the exercise of such 
discretion.

Roy v. St. John Lumber Co.. 44 N.B.R. 
88. Appeal quashed in 29 D.L.R. 12, 53 
Can. S.v.R. 310.
Of statement or claim—Parties outside . 

of jurisdiction—Leave.
• Where the defendants without the juris
diction are necessary or proper parties un
der clause (G) of r. 204. the plaintiff should 
issue a statement of claim, serve the de
fendants without the jurisdiction (see 
clause (G) I, then apply for leave to serve 
the defendants without the jurisdiction 
and, having obtained an order, issue a con-

ROC ESS, II A.
current statement of claim or claims on 
which the time for defence, or demand of 
notice as shewn by the endorsements there
on, is that prescribed in the order, and 
serve the defendants out of the jurisdiction. 
In the case of a sole defendant or all the 
defendants residing out of the jurisdiction 
a statement of claim should lie issued and 
an order then obtained for leave to serve 
the defendant or defendants out of the 
jurisdiction and fixing the time for defence 
or demand of notice, and after obtaining 
the order, the time for defence or demand 
of notice and the date of the order should 
[ie insertc-d in the endorsement thereon. In 
a case in which there is a defendant resid
ing north of the 55th parallel of north lat
itude and a defendant residing south there
of, the times for defence or demand of 
notice as fixed by the rule differing, a con
current statement of claim should Is* issued.

Parker v. Hollowaf, 9 W.W.R. 286. 
Service out of jurisdiction—Renewal— 

New averments.
If a material representation upon which 

the leave to serve out of the jurisdiction 
was obtained in the first instance turns 
out to be unfounded, the plaintiff ought 
not to lie allowed, when an application was 
made by the defendant to discharge the 
order for the issue of the writ and sAvice, 
to set un another and a distinct cause of 
action which was not before the judge upon 
the original application.

Boyd v. Dean, 22 D.L.R. 676, 7 W.W.R. 
1307, reversing 7 W.W.R. 1208. 
Insufficient affidavit—Setting aside.

In an action by a liquidator of a com* 
iany, which is being wound up, s. 22 of the 
Vinding-up Act does not prevent a defend

ant from moving to set aside a concurrent 
writ of summons and the service thereof. 
[Mersey Steel & Iron Co. v. Naylor. 9 y.B. 
I). 648, applied.] The affidavit filed in sup
port of an apjilication for a concurrent writ 
of summons for service out of the jurisdic
tion must shew a good cause of action, 
otherwise the order may be set aside. 
[Dickson v. Law. [1895], 2 Cli. 65: Fowler 
v. Barstowe, 20 Ch.D. 240: Shore v. lieu- 
son. 1 K.L.R. 74. followed.]

Frid Lewis v. Holmes, 8 S.L.R. 182. 31 
W.L.R. 918, 8 W.W.R. 1195.
M.R. 62—Endorsement on writ—Service 

in foreign country.
Where notice of writ is served on defend

ant, not a British subject, in a foreign coun
try, endorsement on writ under marginal 
r. 62 is not necessary.

Lvall Shipbuilding Co. v. Van llemelrvck, 
[19191 3 W.W.R. 317.
Application to set aside statement op 

CLAIM FOR SERVICE EX JURIS—PLAIN
TIFF TO PROVE JURISDICTION.

An order for issue of a statement of 
claim for service ex juris (and the -tate- 
ment of claim and other proceedings 
should he set aside on an application for 
such purpose unless the plaintiff prove in
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the clearest possible maimer that the court 
has power to try the action. To dismiss 
such application upon plaintiff merely un 
dertaking to prove at the trial a cause of 
action within the province or accept a non
suit is not good practice as it puts defend
ant to the trouble and expense of coming 
to the province to defend an action where 
there Is a doubt as to the jurisdiction of 
the court to entertain it.

Volansky Clothing Co. v. Bannockburn 
Co., [1919] 3 W.W.R. 913.
Obdeb fob service ex juris—Affidavit in 

support—Application to set aside 
order—Cross-examination on said 
affidavit not allowed ox such sub
sequent APPLICATION.

Lyall Shipbuilding Co. v. Van Hemelrvck, 
[1919] 2 W.W.R. 551.
Out or the jurisdiction—Order permit- 

tins—Irregularities—Rules 26, 2^ 
32, 298—Setting aside order anii 
service.

Heamun v. H limiter. 6 O.VV.N. 221. 
Action for deceit—Tort committed in 

Ontario—Rule 25 (e)—Conditional 
appearance.

Green v. University Estates, 6 O.W.N. 
128.
Out of the jurisdiction—Conditional ap

pearance—Rules 25 (o), 48—Nature 
of plaintiff’s claim.

Marshall v. Dominion Manufacturers, 6 
O.W.N. 385.
Rule 86 (■), (h)— Breach or contract— 

Tort—Conditional appearance.
Fletcher v. Chalifoux, 7 O.W.N. 122. 

Defendant out of the jurisdiction— 
Order for substituted service,—Form 
of writ.

Goodman v. Brull, 11 O.W.N. 175. 
Service out of the jurisdiction—Con

tract—Place of making—Place of
PERFORM A NCE—C/ODEFEft DA NT RESIDENT 
IN JURISDICTION NOT SERVED—RULE
25 (E), (O).

Rock 4 Power Machinery v. Kennedy 
Machinery & Engineering Co., 11 O.W.N. 
192.
Substituted service on solicitor—Appli

CATION TO SET ASIDE—LOCUS STANDI.
Meldrum v. Allison, 10 O.W.N. 148. 

Order fob service out of jurisdiction— 
Writ not conforming to order—Ir
regularity—Waiver—Proof of as
sets WITHIN JURISDICTION.

Richardson v. Allen, 24 O.W.R. 405. 
Contract—Breaches—Assets in juris

diction—Conditional appearance.
Auburn Nurseries v. McGredy, 5 O.W.N 

104, 165, 25 O.W.R. 85, 119.
Service out of jurisdiction—Contract— 

Place of payment—Inference.
Wolseley Tool & Motor Car Co. v. Hum

phries, 5 O.W.N. 72, 25 O.W.R. 66.

Order permitting service set aside by 
Master in Chambers—Appeal from 
Master's order—Notice or appeal— 
Grounds of appeal—Sufficiency of 
statement—Rule 218—Notice served
NOT SPECIFYING RETURN DAY — RULE
505 (2)—Extension of time under 
b. 176—Absence of merits—Cause of 
action — Contract — Warranty — 
Assets in Ontario—Rule 25 (hi.

Alexander v. Alcemo Mfg. Co., 17 O.W.N. 
151.
Both parties resident in another prov

ince—Contract to be performed in 
Ontario—Conditional appearance.

The defendant was allowed to enter a con
ditional appearance—although it was not 
necessary.

Russell v. Greenshields, 24 O.L.R. 113, 19 
O.W.R. 416, affirming 23 O.L.R. 171. 
.Service of writ of summons—Out of ju

risdiction.
Grant v. Kerr, 18 O.W.R. 398.

Service of writ—Bailiff of another dis-

When a writ of summons is addressed to 
a bailiff of one district, it cannot be served 
by a bailiff of another district; otherwise, 
the service is an absolute nullity and the 
action shall be dismissed on an exception to 
the form, even if* there be no prejudice.

Maranda v. Dufour, 13 Que. P.R. 4.
(g II A—18)—Service or process on in

fants—Appointment of tutor.
A minor sued in his own name and served 

as a defendant is not thereby made a party 
to the action under Quebec iaw; and where 
there was during his minority no service on 
any person capable of lieing served on his 
behalf (e.g.. as his tutor) and liefore he 
attained his majority the time for serv
ing the writ had run out, there was no 
action any longer existing even in an 
inchoate state.

Levine v. Serling, 19 D.L.R. 108. [1914] 
A.C. 659, 111 L.T. 355, 23 Que. K.B. 289. 
reversing 7 D.L.R. 266.
(§ II A—19) — Substituted service of

WRIT OF SUMMONS—SERVICE IIY MAIL
ING—Service effective from DATE oi 
mailing — Judgment — Regularity 
Mortgage action—Stay of proceed 
isos under Mortgagors and Pur
chasers Relief Act, 1915—Condition
op PAYMENT OF NOMINAL BUM FOR

Creasor v. Bonstelle, 8 O.W.N. 658.
(§ II A—23)—Time of service of writ.

An application to set aside a default 
judgment on the ground of irregularity in 
service of the writ of summons will not be 
entertained where it appears that the writ 
was given to the defendant’s wife and that 
she gave it to her husband on the same day.
| Phillips v. Eneell, 1 C.M. A R. 874, fol

Vidito v. Veniot, 3 D.L.R. 179, 10 E.L.R.
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Originating summons — Return days — 

Filling in blanks—Jurisdiction op

C.N.i’.R. Co. v. Byiig Hall, 28 D.L.R. 751, 
:n W.L.R. 741, 10 W.W.R. 11.

B. On corporations.

(§ II B—25)—“Office”—Notice of libel 
. action against newspaper—Service 

ON reporter — Libel Act, C.S.N.B. 
1003, c. 136, s. 4.

Carter v. The Standard, 30 D.L.R. 492, 
44 N.B.R. 1.
Association—Representative service.

In an action for liquidated damages 
against an unincorporated voluntary asso
ciation an order should not be made for 
class or representative service on the asso
ciation under r. 211 (Man.). [Kingston v. 
Salvation Armv, 7 O.L.R. 681; Walker v. 
Mir. |1!I14] 2 k.n. 030, followed. |

Kricscn v. Mennonite Mutual, 34 W.L.R. 
356. 10 W.W.R. 814.
Action against foreign corporation — 

Service on agent in Ontario—Rule 
23.

O’Grady v. Pullman Co., 12 O.W.N. 158. 
Officers resident abroad and.not Brit

ish subjects.
Gilpin v. Hazel Jules Cobalt Silver Min

ing Co., 5 O.W.N. 518, 25 O.W.R. 417.
(g II B—26) —On officer of corporation.

Where a corporation oflicer (competent 
generally under the terms of the statute to 
accept service of process I, in a suit against 
the company, is himself the plaintiff, or 
hears such a relation to the plaintiff or to 
his claim as to make it to such officer’s in
terest to suppress the fact of service, the 
court will authorize some otlu-r and proper 
method of service. In an action upon a 
promissory note against an incorporated 
company in which the plaintiffs are four 
directors, one of the four lieing the secre
tary-treasurer, of the defendant company, 
the secretary-treasurer (although a compe
tent officer generally to he served with proc
ess) is not. while a party plaintiff, a com
petent or pr.oper person upon whom to 
serve the writ of summons, and such serv
ice will be set aside.

Crawford v. Calville Ranching Co., 6 I). 
L.R. 376, 22 W.L.R. 50. 2 W.W.R. 926. 
Service on officer of foreign corpora

tion—Motion to hkt aside—Assets 
in Ontario—Con. r. 162—Leave to 
ENTER CONDITIONAL APPEARANCE.

Rainy River Navigation Co. v. Ontario 
At Minnesota Rower (Jo., 3 D.L.R. 870, 3 
O.W.N. 1314, 22 O.W.R. 221.
Defendant—Service on person in On

tario—Motion by person served to 
met aside—Affidavit denying connec
tion with company—Insufficiency.

l’owell-Rees v. Anglo-Canadian Mortgage 
Vorp., 1 D.L.R. 920, 3 O.W.N. 844.

Action against foreign corporation— 
Service on agent in Ontario—Rule 
23—Transacting business for com
pany—•‘Traffic SOLICITING REPRESENT-

Wagner v. Erie R. Co., 6 O.W.N. 386, 26 
O.W.R. 381.
Service on foreign railway company.

Gillis Supply Co. v. Chieago, Milwaukee 
& Puget Sound R. Co., 16 B.C.R. 241.
( 8 H B—28)—Under the Execution Act, 
9 Kdw. YU. (Ont.), e. 47, a sheriff can 
seize shares in an incorporated company 
only (1) if the head office of the company 
be within his countv, or (2) if the com
pany have, within his bailiwick, a place at 
which service of process may he made. 
Where the directors of a company passed 
a resolution authorizing a transfer of its 
head office to another place and appointed 
a representative there to receive legal no
tice addressed to the company and went no 
further, failing to pass the by-law required 
by s. 88, Ontario Corporation Act, and to 
comply with other requirements of that sec
tion, there was no place in the bailiwick of 
the sheriff of the district to which the head 
office was attempted to he moved at which 
service of process could be made under the 
Ontario ’Execution Act, 9 Edw. VII., c. 47, 
providing that upon an execution being di
rected against the shares in a company 
owned by a debtor a notice that the shares 
are to be seized thereunder must be given 
by the sheriff if the company has within 
his bailiwick a place at which service of 
process could he made.

Malouf v. La had. 3 D.L.R. 755, 3 O.W.N. 
1235. 22 O.W.R. 99, affirming 2 D.L.R. 226, 
21 O.W.R. 575.
On agent—Service on foreign cobtora- 

tiox—-Registered attorney.
Reinborri v. Knetchel Furniture Co., 8 

D.L.R. 1047, 22 W.L.R. 605, 3 W.W.R. 235. 
Agent—Carrying on business—Leave to

An action was brought in the Supreme 
Court of Ontario against a railway com
pany and a foreign steamship company for 
breach of duty in or about the carriage of 
goods The writ of summons was served 
upon B., in Toronto, Ontario, as represent
ing the steamship company. B. was the 
agent or representative in Toronto of a 
Canadian company, having its head office in 
Montreal, and that company was the agent in 
Canada of the foreign steamship company. 
Neither B. nor the Canadian company had 
anything to do with the arrangements for 
the shipping of the goods in respect of 
which the action was brought. It appeared 
that the agency of the Canadian company 
for the steamship company was of a limited 
kind : It did not make contracts with ship
pers or passengers except on specific in
structions, but received requisitions and 
forwarded them to the steamship company 
in New York:—Held, by Mlisten, J., in 
Vliumla-rs, that the Canadian company,
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through B., transacted or carried on some 
business in Ontario for the steamship com
pany, within the meaning of r. 23, and there
fore the service upon B. for the company was 
good service. Difference between r. 23 and 
the English Order IX., r. 8. pointed out. 
[Okura & Co. v. Forsbecka Jernverks Aktie- 
bolag, [1014] 1 K.B. 715, distinguished.] 
Held, by Riddell, J., in Chambers, refusing 
a motion (under r. 507) for leave to appeal 
from the order of Masten, J., that there 
was no good ground to doubt the correct
ness of the decision.

Ingerscdl Packing Co. v. N.Y.C.R. Co. et 
al.. 42 O.L.R. 330. [See 13 O.W.X. 481. 11 
O.W.N. lié.)
C. By PUBLICATION; SUBSTITUTIONAL SERV

IS II C—30)—Absence from province.
Recourse can only he bail to service by 

publication in a newspaper when the defen- 
ant is actually absent and has neither domi
cile nor residence nor place of business in 
the province.

Carrier v. Duhé, 51 Que. S.C. 528. 
Substitutional service — Publication of

NOTICE BY ADVERTISEMENT.
Howard v. Lawson, If) Man. L.R. 223. 

Griflin v. Blake, 21 Man. L.R. 647.
(§ II C—34)—Substitutional service —

WHEN ORDER MAY BE GRANTED.
An application for an order for service 

ex juris of a writ of summons is properly 
made on the affidavit of the plaintiff's solic
itor, if it appears that he is in as good 
a position to know the facts upon which the 
application is Iwscd as the plaintiff himself.

O'Neil v. O'Neil, 11 D.L.R. 440. 24 W.L. 
R. 84. 4 W.W.R. 478.

Where the end aimed at in an order for 
substituted service is service upon defend
ant's brother, service upon a brother other 
than the one designated in the order may 
be confirmed and allowed as sufficient.

Wallace v. Potter. 7 D.L.R. 114, 22 W.L. 
R. 281, 2 W.W.R. 1085.

Under Consolidated R. 038 (a). Ont. C, 
R. 1807, giving an exeeutor right to serve 
a notice for the determination without the 
administration of the estate of any ques
tion affecting the rights or interests of the 
icrsons claiming to be crediting devisee, 
egatee, next-of-kin or heir-at-law or cestui 

que trust, the court will not grant leave to 
serve suhstitutionallv one who has a claim 
upon certain land of the estate as the rule 
is not intended to enable a determination 
whether certain property belongs to an 
estate or not.

Re Turner, 6 D.L.R. 731. 22 O.W.R. 543.
D. Privilege—Exemption.

(§ II D—45)—Soldiers Statutory pre
liminaries — Affidavit — Actions in

Section 144 of the Imperial Army Act 
1881, e. 58. as applied to Canada by the 
Militia Act. c. 41, R.S.C., s. 74. which pro- 
v idee that no process may issue against a

soldier without the preliminary filing of an 
affidavit under subs. 4. applies only to pro
ceedings, hut not to an action for the fore
closure of an agreement for the purchase of 
lands, in which case it may lie done by a 
notice in writing.

Gale v. Powlev, 24 D.L.R. 450, 82 B.C.R. 
18. 32 W.L.R. «5, 8 W.W.R. 1312.
(§ II D—10) — Suspension of actions 

against liquor Licensees becauri 
war—Setting aside service.

A proclamation during a state of war, 
prohibiting the taking of any action against 
liquor licensees during the proclaimed pe
riod, does not deprive creditors from issuing 
the writ; but service of the writ, if arising 
out of an action in connection with the 
business as liquor licensees, will he set aside 
and the action continued to all other claims.

Imperial Elevator 4 Lumber Co. v. Kuss, 
25 D.L.R. 55, 8 S.L.R. 360, 9 W.W.R. 606. 
38 W.L.R. 941. varying 9 W.W.R. 164. 32 
W.L.R. 378.
Setting aside service—Actions against

LIQUOR LICENSEES — SUSPENSION BE
CAUSE WAR.

Miller v. Kuss, 25 D.L.R. 816, 9‘W.W.R. 
763. 32 W.L.R. 957.
Faits et articles—Default of dkkend-

Klipstein v. Eagle Mining Co., 20 Que. K. 
B. 239.
III. Return; proof; setting aside writ or

(8 HI—55)—Crown practice—Motion to 
quash.

Where r. 37 of the Crown Office Rules is 
adopted, then, on return of the summons, 
counsel may move to quash on the return 
without further order and no recognizance 
may be entered into. r. 36 not applying.

R. v. Dhaiia Singh, 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 251, 
7 W.W.R. 1101.
Fixing return day.

The return day of an originating sum
mons may lie fixed at Chambers.

t'.P.R. Co. v. Hall, 10 W.W.R. 11. 
Amendment of return—Law firm.

Service of a motion on a firm of lawyers, 
in which there has been, after the appear
ance, a change ns to one member in the com
position and name of said firm, and made on 
the firm as newly composed, is irregular 
and null; a motion to amend the bailiff's 
return of service will be dismissed, sauf a 
se pourvoir, s’il y a lieu.

Dougan v. Montreal Tramways Co., 18 
Que. P.R. 64.
Return—Saturday—Extension of time.

If the delay of 3 days given to the plain
tiff by art. 154, C.C.P.. to obtain permission 
to return a writ of summons which has not 
been returned on the day fixed, expires on a 
Saturday, permission should be asked for 
within such 3 days; the delay is not ex
tended to Mondav.

Duval v. Wade, 19 Que. P.R. 177.
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Contest of return—Practice—Certifica

tion return by a bailin' is authentic and 
all statements therein are presumed true, so 
far as they are not contested with the per
mission of the court in the manner laid 
down in art. *236, C.C.P.; and this procedure 
is imperative. Unless the defendant has 
suffered injustice or grave prejudice, from 
a copy of a writ not having been duly cer
tified. such omission or irregularity does 
not give rise to an exception to form, espe
cially if the defendant has appeared within 
the legal delays.

Quebec Heights v. O’Byrne, 20 Que. P.R. 
238, 55 Que. S.U. 32.
Exception of lis pendens—Second action

SERVED AND RETURNED BEFORE A FIRST
ACTION — TWO ACTIONS IN BOUNDARY
C.C.P. 173, 1050—C.C. (QUE.) 504.

A court is not seized of a case until the 
writ and declaration are returned; but upon 
the action being returned the court becomes 
seized of the case from the date of the ser
vice, the return having a retroactive effect 
to that date. If an action in boundary has 
already Jieen taken by the defendant, the 
latter may demand the*dismissal of a second 
action taken by the plaintiff to the same 
effect.

Gignac v. North Shore R. Co., 15 Que. 
P.lt. 395.
(§ III—58)—Setting abide—Annulment.

In the absence of fraud and prejudice 
mere irregularities in the service of process 
will not give rise to cancellation, and such 
irregularities should be raised by interven
tion or opposition and not by petition to

Savoie-Guay Co. v. LesLauriers à De- 
Brif-re Rose v. Savoie-Guay Co., 7 D.L.R. 
205, 21 Que. K.B. 560.
Irregularities in writ and service there-

An objection on the ground that the ad
dress for service of the plaintiff endorsed 
on the copy of the writ served on the de
fendant was not within three miles of the
{dace where the writ was issued as required 
ly statutory rules, should he raised by a 

motion to set aside the writ itself and copy 
for service as well as the service and not by 
a motion to set aside the service alone 
which can be made only for irregularity in 
the method of service. [Anon, 1 Dow. Prac. 
Cas. 654, applied.]

Hilborn v. Reilly, 9 D.L.R. 671, 23 W.L. 
R. 147, 3 W.YV.R. 858.
Service on foreign company-defendant 

—Service on manager while tempo
rarily in Ontario — Company not
CARRYING ON BUSINESS IN ONTARIO—
Rule 23 — Issue of writ without 
leave—Order setting aside service
ON COMPANY.

Maeklin v. Imperial Warehouse Co., 16 
O.W.X. 141.
Falsity of return—Petition in revision 

of judgment.
If an action has not been duly served, de- 

fendant may, by petition in revision, obtain 
relief without alleging or establishing that 
lie has a good defence to the action. As 
in the case of an exception to the form, it is 
sufficient to allege nullity of service and fal 
sity of the bailiff’s return.

Grant v. Taylor, 12 Que. P.R. 315.
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